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PREFACE TO S U S Z.

THIS the concluding portion of the letter S comprises 4935 Main words, 960 Combinations explained
under these, and 2417 Subordinate entries; in all 8312. The Obvious Combinations, illustrated by quotations
but not requiring specific definition, number 1094 more, making a total of 9406. Of the Main words, 1133 are

marked f as obsolete, and 208 are marked
||
as alien or not fully naturalized.*

The Germanic element in this portion of the English vocabulary amounts to somewhat less than

a quarter. It includes such, suck, summer (the season), sun, sunder, sundry, sup (to sip), together with all but

a few of the words with initial siv, which occupy about two-thirds of the whole space covered by the Germanic

element. Among the more important siv-\vords belonging to the ordinary written and spoken language are

swaddle, swain, swalloiv, swamp, swarm, swarthy, swath, swathe, sway, swear, sweat, sweep, sweet, sivell,

swelter, swerve, szvift, swill, swim, swindle, swine, swing, swinge, swirl, sivitch, swoon, swoop, sword ; but there

are many now obsolete, dialectal, technical, or otherwise restricted in use, which equal or surpass these in

lexicographical interest or difficulty : such are the six words swab, the seven nouns swad, the three nouns

swale, swalper, swanimote, the five words swarf, the seven words swarth, swarve, the seven words swash, the

three nouns swash and swatch, swats, sweal, sweb, sweddle, sweek, sweer, swelt, siverk, sweven, the six words

swig, swilk, swimble, swime, swingle, swipe, swipper, sivire, swith, swithe, swithen, swither, swive, swote,

swound, sivow.

In the Latin and Greek element of the vocabulary the most striking feature is the number and importance
of the prefixes that have required more or less lengthy treatment; these are sub- (with its variants su-, site-,

suf-; sum-, sup-, sur-, sus-), super-, supra-, sur-, syn- (with its variants sy-, syl-, sym-, sys-}. The great

majority^ of the words from Latin, Greek, and French are compounds of one or other of these prefixes, and the

list of them includes many of common literary and colloquial currency, and many of considerable rank in

the terminology of the arts and the sciences.

India has supplied an unusually large proportion of words : subah, subalidar, subaslii, subjee, sudder,

Sudra, sundri, sungar, sunn, sunnud, sunnyasee, supari, surnai, surpeacli, surwan, susu, sutra, suttee, suttoo,

sivadeshi, swamt, swastika.

A few articles may be singled out as being especially conspicuous for their etymological interest : subdue,

sugar and sugar-candy, surd (in mathematics), surly, sway, swerve, swindle, sycophant, syllabus, syphilis, and

the Paracelsian sylph and synovia. Special interest attaches to the facts of the history of syllabus.

The original collection of material for Su-Sz was subedited by Mr. P. W. Jacob in 1883 ;
since then

a large body of additional quotations had been amassed before the regular staff started work upon it at the

beginning of 1914. The proofs have been read by the Misses Edith and E. P. Thompson, Lansdown, Bath,

Mr. G. F. Friedrichsen, M.A. (a former member of the late Sir James Murray's staff), and the Rev. Canon J. T.

Fowler
;
their annotations have contributed in many instances to the accuracy or completeness of the treat-

ment. Constant assistance in verification at the British Museum has been given by Mr. W. W. Jenkinson,

and on several occasions Mr. E. J. Thomas, of the University Library, Cambridge, a former member of the

Dictionary staff, has rendered similar service.

On many technical points recourse has been had to experts, who have generously placed their knowledge

and their time at the service of the Dictionary. Among these the following have furnished special informa-

tion : the late Prof. A. S. Napier, Mr. .W. H. Stevenson, and Mr. K. Sisam, on the early history of some

native words ; Prof. D. S. Margoliouth and Dr. A. E. Cowley on questions of Semitic etymology ;
Dr. James

Morison on the languages and lore of India
;

Mr. C. C. J. Webb on several philosophical terms ;
the

* The following figures show the comparative scale of this work and some other Dictionaries :

Mnson. .EnSSSriic'.
'

Century
'

Die,. H.
Words recorded 841 3775 599 9406

Words illustrated by quotations 711 1483 l6"

Number of quotations 2254 2151 373 2 47" 2

In the corresponding portion of Richardson's Dictionary the number of quotations is 2446.
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late Rev. Dr. H. M. Bannister, the Rev. Fr. Frere, the Rev. Dr. B. J. Kidd, on the language' of the Church ;

Prof. E. B. Elliott, Mr. A. E. Jolliffe, and Mr. C. Leudesdorf, on mathematical terms
;
and Dr. F. D. Chattaway

on chemical words.

The progress of this portion of the Dictionary has been retarded by the withdrawal in succession of

several members of the staff, and, in the second half of the year 191 8, of the editor, for war service of different

kinds. The assistants to whom has fallen the chief share in the preparation of Sn-Sz are Mr. A. .T.

Maling, M.A., and Mr. F. J. Sweatman, M.A., and the Misses Elsie M. R. and Rosfrith N. R. Murray, all

members of the late Sir James Murray's staff. 'Others who were engaged upon it for longer or shorter periods
are Mr. J. W. Birt.'Mr. P. T. J. Dadley, Mr. W. J. Fortune, Mr. H. R. Simpson, Mr. F. A. Yockney, and
the late Mr. James Dallas.

C. T. ONIONS.
OXFORD, June, 1919.

The statistics for the whole of the letter S, which extends to 2408 pages (the first 8cp of which are in
Volume VIII), are for convenience given here:

Main Subordinate Special Obvious Total No. No. of
words, words. Combinations. Combinations. of Words. Quotations.
2 7,92 9 10,14' 793 2 11,426 57,428 298,006

The 27,929 Main words are distinguished approximately as follows:

Current. Obsolete. Alien. Total.

21 3 (>2 5487 ,080 27,929

The comparative scale of this work and of certain other Dictionaries is shown as follows :

Johnson. '

Encydopiisdlc '.
'Century

1

Dirt. Here.

Words recorded
4344 22<m 2S^2 ^jg

Words illustrated by quotations 3587 7688 8706 47,837
Number of illustrative quotations 14,5,5 , 2; , 46 24)IOO 298',oo6

In the corresponding portion of Richardson's Dictionary the number of quotations is 12,516.
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KEY TO THE PRONUNCIATION.

I. CONSONANTS.

g as in go

h ... /(o! (hon).

r ... run \,rvn), temer (te'risj').

j . s . her (hsj), farther (

s ... J-ee (sf), w (ses).

w ... wen (wen).

hw ... TvAen (hwen).

y ... >-es (yes).

b, d, f, k, 1, m, H. p, t, v, z //fe ///!./; usual values.

(>
as in Min ()>in), ba//< (ba)>).

S ... Men (Sen), ba//;e (be'S).

J ... sAop (Jop), d"A (dij).

tj ... c/4op (tj(>p),
di/<r/4 (ditf).

$ ... vLKon (vi'gan), de/euner (depone).

ij
... singing (si-rjirj), thik Q'ink).

rjg ... nier (fingaj).

(FOREIGN.)
n as in French nasal, environ (arivi'roh).

I y ... It. sera^vYo

ii y
... It. sijT/iorc

X ... Ger. at-A (ax), Sc. \och (\t>x, lox").

X' ... Oer. \ch (ix*), Sc. nicAt (nexy
t;.

7 ... Ger. sa^en (za'7en).

7 Ger. le^tn, re^nen (l^ir'en, rr-y'nen).

ORDINARY.

a as in Kr. a \a mode (a la mod').

ai ... aye =yes (ai), Isaz'ah (aizai'a).

it; ... man (msen).

y ... pass (pas), chant (tfant).

uu ... lod (laud), now (nau).

v ... cat (kt), son (son).

e ... yet (yet), ten (ten).

e ... survey s6. (suve), Fr. attach/ (ataje).

l!j ... Fr. chef(Jjf).

3 ... ever (evaz), natzon (ne
ip

jan).

ai ... /, eye, (ai), bz'nd (baind).

\\3 . . . Fr. eau de vie (o &> vf).

i ... st (sit), mystic (mistik).

i ... Psyche (sai'ki), react (rz,ae
-

kt).

... achor (e''koj), morality (morse'liti).

01 ... oil (oil), bo.y (boi).

o ... hero (hi'ro), zoology (zoiolod^i).

9 ... what (hwjt), watch (wgtf).

C. !>* got (got), soft (s^ft).

|io ... Ger. Koln (koln).

i
o ... Fr. pea (po).

u ... fall (ful), book (buk).

iu ... dwration (diure''Jan).

... unto ('nt), frwgality (frtt-).

i ... Mattheiw (mas'))i), virte (va
-

ati).

i;ii ... Ger. Mzi'ller (mii-ler).

I
ii : . Fr. dne (d'n).

(see !>, e, o*, u] }

'"
(see

see Vol. I, p. xxiv, note 3.

'

as in able (e"'b'l), eaten (/t'n) voice-glide.

II. VOWELS.

LONG,

a as in alms ,amz), bar (baa).

v ... c;<rl (kwl), fr (fj).

c (e->)... th^re (8ej), pear, pare (pea).
? ,*')... r'n, ra/n (r/'n), thy CSe').

/ ... l-'r. faz're (r').

3 ... Or (fai), fern (fsan), earth (3J)>).

1 (I-)... l'er (bij), clear (klioj).

/ ... tiiitf (bif), see (si).

o(o)... boar, bore (boj), glory (glo'ri).

v(0).,, so, sow (sou), sol (sol).

2 ... \vfl/k (wk), wart (wgJt).

f ... short (J^Jt,
1

,
thorn (}>^in).

||
6 ... Fr. coer (kbr).

||
<7 ... Ger. Gothe (gote), Fr. jerfne (^on).

u (u*) .. poor (puj), moorish (mu-rij).

iu,'u... p;<re (piu'j), lre (I'u'j).

:i ... two moons (t mnz).
i;7, ''it... few (fiw), lute (l't).

|| ... Ger. gni'n (grn), Kr. js (JK).

OBSCURE,

a as in amceba ^amrba).

& ... accept (jekse'pt), maniac (m<?'
-

ni*k).

tlatm
(cl

moment (mou'ment), several (se'veril).

separate (aay.) (se'par/t).

B ... added (x'ded), estate (est/i-t).

vanz'ty (voe'niti).

remain (r/me'-n", believe (bfl/~'v).

theory (Jjf'ori).

violet (vai'olet)^ parody

athority (fjjo'riti).

connect (kjJne'kt), amazon (se'

iu, 'Ci verdare (vaudiiU), measure (me'j'ui).

u ... altogether

i/Z ... circlar

* the o in soft, of medial or doubtful length. Only in foreign (or earlier English) words.

In the ETYMOLOGY,

OE. e, o, representing an earlier a, are distinguished as {, f ^having the phonetic value of { and
;>,

or 9, above); as iu yide from awoV (OHG. auti,

Goth, attdei-i), vipnii from maim, (ii from an.



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS, SIGNS, &c.

a. [iu Etymol.] .

a (as a 1300) ....

a., adj., adj

absol., absol

abst.

ace

ad. [in Etymol. 1.

adv., adv
advb

AF., AFr
Anat ..,

Anliq .

aphet

Arab
Arch
arch

Arch&ol.

assoc

Astr.

Astro!.

allrib. . .

bef.

Biol. ..

Boh
Hot....

Build.
c (as c 1 300)
c. (as 13th c.).

Cat
catachr.

Cf., cf.

Cheat

cl. L
cogn. w
collect

colloq
comb
Comb
Comm
comp
compl
Conch
concr

con/.

cons

Const., Const.

Cryst. .

(D.)

Da
dat

deriv.

dial., dial.

Diet

dim
Du.......

Eccl.

ellipt

e. midl

Ent.
erron

etym. ...

eupheni
exc

f. [in Etymol.] ...

f. (in subordinate

entries)
fern, (rarely f.) ...

f'g-

F., Fr ,

fieq :

Fris. ,

G., Ger =

Gael. .. .. i

= adoption of, adopted f.'om.

-- ante, before.
=

adjective.
= absolutely.
= abstract.

= accusative.
= adaptation of.

= adverb.
= adverbial, -ly.

= Anglo-French.
= in Anatomy.
-- in Antiquities.
= aphetic, aphet ized.

=
apparently.

= Arabic.
= in Architecture.
= archaic.
= in Archaeology.
= association.

= in Astronomy.
= in Astrology.
= attributive, -ly.

before.
= in Biology.

Bohemian.
- in Botany.
- in Building.
= circa, about.
=

century.
= Catalan.
=

catachrestically.
-

confer, compare
= in Chemistry.
= classical Latin.
= cognate with.
=

collective, -ly.
=

colloquially.
= combined, -ing.
= Combinations
= in commercial usage.
= compound, composition.
= complement.
= in Conchology.
=

concretely.
= conjunction.

consonant.
= Construction, construed

with.
= in Crystallography.
= in Davies (Supp. Eng.

Glossary).
- Danish.
- dative.

definite.

= derivative, -ation.

= dialect, -al.

=
Dictionary.

= diminutive.
= Dutch.

in ecclesiastical usage.
=

elliptical, -ly.
= east midland (dialect).
=

English.
= in Entomology.
= erroneous, -ly.
=

especially.
-

etymology.
=

euphemistically.
=

except.
= formed on.

= form of.

= feminine.
=

figurative, -ly.
= French.
=

frequently.
= Frisian.
- German.
= Gaelic.

Before a word or sense,

t = obsolete.

II
= not naturalized.

In the quotations.* sometimes points out the word illustrated.

gen.....

gen........

gen. sign.
Geol.....
Geom.....

Goth.....
Gr........

Gram.....

Heb.....
Her. ....

Herb. .....

Hort.....

imp.....

impers. .

impf. .....

ind. ........

indef. .....

infl

int.

intr

It. .

J-ao
(Jam.).

(Jod.).
L.

(L.)(in quotations)

lang. .

LG
lit. ..

mil
LXX
Mai
masc. (i-arely m.)
Math
ME
Med.
med.I

Meek

Metapk.
MHO
midl

Mil. .

Min
mod
MHS. .

(N.)
n. of action

11. of agent
Nat. Hist
Naut
neut. (rarely .)

NF., NKr.
N. O
lorn

lorth

N. T.

A'umism.

obj
Ol>s.

, obs. , obs.

occas

OE. ..

OF., OKr.
OFris.

OHG....
Olr....

ON. .

ONF. ..

Oft
Ornith.

OS
OSI. .

O. T. ..

OTeut. ..

orig.
Faineant. . .

pa. pple. . .

to

genitive.

.

=
general, -ly.

= general signification.
= in Geology.
= in Geometry.
= Gothic (= Mceso-Gothic).
= Greek.
-. in Grammar.
= Hebrew.
= in Heraldry.
= with herbalists.

= in Horticulture.
= Imperative.
= impersonal.
= imperfect.
= Indicative.

= indefinite.

= Infinitive.

= influenced.

=
interjection.

= intransitive.

-= Italian.

Johnson (quotation from).
= in Jamieson, Scottish Diet.

= Jodrell (quoted from).
= Latin.
= Latham's edn. of Todd's
= language. [Johnson.
= Low German.
= literal, -ly.

Lithuanian.
=

Septuagint.
= Malay.
" masculine.

in Mathematics.
= Middle English.
= in Medicine.
= medieval Latin.

in Mechanics.
= in Metaphysics.

Middle High German.
= midland (dialect).
- in military usage.
= in Mineralogy.
= modern.
= in Music.
= Nares (quoted from).
= noun of action.
= noun of agent.
- in Natural History.
- in nautical language.
= neuter.
= Northern French.
= Natural Order.
- nominative.
= northern (dialect).
- New Testament.
- in Numismatics.
=

object.
- obsolete.
-

occasional, -ly.
- Old English (

*= Anglo-
Saxon).

= Old French.
= Old Frisian.
= Old High German.
= Old Irish.

= Old Norse (Old Icelandic).
= Old Northern French.
= in Optics.
= in Ornithology.
= Old Saxon.
= Old Slavonic.
= Old Testament.
=

Original Teutonic.
=

original, -ly.
= in

Palaeontology.
=

passive or past participle.
=

passive, -ly.

In the list of Forms.
1 = before noo.
2 = 1 2th c. (noo to 1200).
3 = 13th c. (1200 to 1300).
5-7 = I sth to lyth century. (See General Explan-

ations, Vol. I, p. xx.)

pa. t.

Path.

perh.
Pers.

pers.
pf- .

Philol.

phonet
phr. .....

Phren

Phys

poet. ...............

pop..............

ppl. a., ppl. adj.,

Pr.

prec.

prtf.

pres........
Prim. sign.

priv ........

prob........

pron........

pronunc.....

Pros

pr-ppl
Psych

(R.)
R. C. Ch.

refash

refl., refl.

reg.

repr
Rhel
Rom
sb., sb. ..

Sc

sc

sing.
Skr

Slav

Sp

spec

;ubj

stilionl, cl.

subseq. . . .

subst.

stiff.

superl.

Surf.
Sw. ..

T. (T.)
tec/in

Theol.

tr

trans

transf.

Trig.

Typeg
ult

unkn
U.S

v., vb
v. sir., or w.
vbl. sb

,

var

wd. .. .

WGer
w.midl.

WS. .

(Y.)
Zool. .

. past tense.

.
= in Pathology,

.
= perhaps.

.
= Persian.

.
=

person, -al.

.
=

perfect.

.
= Portuguese.

.
= in Philology.

.
= phonetic, -ally.

.

=
phrase.

.

= in Phrenology.
,

= in Physiology.
.
=

plural.

.
=

poetic.
.

=
popular, -ly.

=
participial adjective.

=
participle.

,

= Provencal.
=

preceding (word or article).
-=

prefix.
*

preposition.
=

present.
= Primary signification.
=

privative.
=

probably.
= pronoun.
=

pronunciation.
=

properly.
= in Prosody.

present participle.
in Psychology.

= quod vide, which see.

= in Richardson's Diet.
= Roman Catholic Church.

'

=
refashioned, -ing.

" reflexive.

=
regular.

=
representative, representing.
in Rhetoric.

= Romanic, Romance.
= substantive.
= Scotch.
= .r'&*/,undeistandor supply.
=

singular.
Sanskrit.

= Slavonic.

Spanish.
=

spelling.
=

specifically.-
subject, subjunctive.
subordinate clause.

= subsequently.
=

substantively.
= suffix.

=
superlative.

= in Surgery.
= Swedish.
= south western (dialect).
= in Todd's Johnson.
= technical, -ly.
= in Theology.
= translation of.

= transitive.

- transferred sense.
= in Trigonometry.
= in Typography.
= ultimate, -ly.
= unknown.
= United States.
= verb.
= verb strong, or weak.
= verbal substantive.
= variant of.

= word.
= West Germanic.
= west midland (dialect).
= West Saxon.
= in Col. Yule's -Glossary.
= in Zoology.

In the Etymol.*
indicates a word or form not actually found, but

of which the existence is inferred.
! = extant representative, or regular phonetic

descendant of.

The printing of a word in SMALL CAPtTALS indicates that further information will be found ander the word so referred to.
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PREFATORY NOTE.

THIS Part of S contains 4935 Main words, 960 Special Combinations explained under these, 1094 Obvious Combina-

tions, and 2417 Subordinate entries; in all 9406 words. Of the Main words 1133 are marked t as obsolete, and 208 are

marked II as alien or not fully naturalized.

Comparison with Johnson's and some recent Dictionaries gives the following results :

Johnson. .
EncvcJoKedic '

and Suppl.

'Words, recorded 841 3775 5099
Words illustrated by quotations 711 '4^3 1611
Number of illustrative quotations 2254 2151 3732

The number of quotations in the corresponding part of Richardson's Dictionary is 2446.

SU SUBTERRANEOUS.

This section consists almost entirely of compounds formed with the Latin prefix sub-, which, under its altered forms

suc-,'Suf-, sum-, sup-, sur-, sus-, enters into the composition of large stretches of the vocabulary to be dealt with in su-. The
article on the prefix occupies nearly six pages, and is thus the longest article of the kind that has yet appeared in this Dictionary.

The principal senses of sub-, all arising out of the notion ' under
'

(or
' from under

'),
were fully developed and had an exten-

sive range in classical Latin itself. They are abundantly represented in English not only by borrowings made directly from

Latin or through the medium of French, but also by new formations. It is worthy of remark that these senses were common
to the cognate Greek and Sanscrit forms of the prefix, so that it may be inferred that they existed also in the prehistoric

parent language. In addition to them, various subordinate uses were evolved in later times, especially in the modern-Latin

terminology of the arts and sciences. It is the exemplification of these that contributes largely to the bulk of the article Sub-.

The number of the less important compounds, which have been grouped and illustrated under the prefix, is so great that it

has been possible to find space for only a few cross-references to them in their alphabetical places.

The most interesting and difficult sets of words in respect of their sense-history consist of subject, sublime, subscribe,

subsist, and substance, with their derivatives. The only serious etymological difficulty is that of subdue, concerning which

the available evidence is insufficient to furnish any certain conclusion.

The proportion of technical words and meanings of importance is unusually high in this portion of the vocabulary. In

logic, philosophy, and metaphysics we have subaltern, subconscious, subconirary, subject, subjective, sublale, sublalion, subliminal,

substance, substratum, subsume, subsumption ;
in theology sublapsarian, subordinalionism, subsistence (= any of the Persons of

the
Trinity), substance, substitution ;

in the several departments of law subfeu, subinfeudation, subornation, subpoena, subreption,

subrogation, substantial, substantive ;
in grammar subaudition, subject, subjective, subjunctive, subordinate, substantive ; in military

and naval affairs subaltern, subdivision, sublieutenant, submarine, subsection, subsistence, substitute; in music subdominant,

submediant, suboctave, subsemitone. Terms of medical science, chemistry, zoology, and botany many of them in constant

use are very numerous.

From Oriental sources come subah, subahdar, subashi, subeth, subjee.



SUBTERRANEOUS!,Y SULLEN.

The great majority of the \vords treated in this section are either immediately or ultimately of Latin origin. The two

chief exceptions are such and suck, of Germanic origin, which with their derivatives take up nearly eleven consecutive pages.

Both words are remarkable for the development of their forms and meanings. There are many others that have a special

interest by reason of their form-history ; the parallel subtile and subtle (to which belong three nouns of quality, snblilily, subtilly,

and subtlety), subslract by the side of the earlier subtract, suburb, succour, sufficient with collateral suffisanl, sugar, and suling.

The list of words of which the sense-history is long or varied is considerable ; among them are subtle, succeed, success, sudden,

sue, suffer, sufferance, suffice, suffrage, suggest, suit. Uses or phrases of technical or historical interest are numerous :

subiilialion, sublilizalion, sub-title, subtraction in law and in mathematics, subvassal, succenlor, succession of colonels, succession of

crops, apostolic succession, to throw in succours, sudary, sue and labour clause in marine insurance, suffering saint, meeting for

sufferings, sufficient reason, su/umigalion, suit and service, to follow suit in various senses, suffix, sufftue, suling. Under the

following headings will be found new etymological facts or suggestions, or a fuller account of sources than has hitherto

been available : succade, succory, sucken sb.
1

,
suckle vb., suds, sugar, sugar-candy, Suiogothic, suiter (shooter), suling, sullage.

Etymological anomalies are seen in suffragette and suicide ; concerning the latter, Edward Phillips, in the preface to the third

edition of his dictionary, says that it
'

may as well seem to participate of Sus a Sow, as of the Pronoun sui'.

Sudd, sudder, Sudra, and Sufi are taken directly from Eastern languages ; suckeny is ultimately Slavonic, and succotash

is North American Indian.

SULLEN SUPPLE.

Words of Anglo-Saxon origin, with their compounds and derivatives, occupy less than a quarter of this section. The

few words are, however, of great importance; they are summer sb.1
, sun, sunder, sundry, and sup vb.1 There is also sullow,

which is interesting both phonologically and on account of its connexion with suling. Other words of Germanic extraction

are sulp, suiter and sultry, the relative adverb sum, and sump.

The other three-quarters of the section are concerned for the most part with words derived directly or indirectly from

Latin. The compounds of the prefix super- form a large proportion of these. They fill close upon thirty pages, and among
them are many words of an abstract character with which ordinary language would find it difficult to dispense, as superficial,

superfluous, superintendent, supernatural, supernumerary, supersede, superstition, supervise. The chief loan-words from French

are sum, summit, summon, summons, summer sb.
2
, sumner, sumpter, sumptuous, sup vb.

3
, supper sb.1

, supplant, supple.

Various languages of the East contribute sultan, sumach, sumbul, sumpitan, sundri, sungar, sunn, sunni, sunnud, sunnyasee,

stint, supari. From North-American Indian dialects come sunck (squaw) and supawn.

Interesting or obscure points of etymology are involved in sunrise, sunrising, sunset, sunsetting, sunshine, sunstroke,

sunket, superannuate, supernaculum. The most remarkable word in regard to sense-history is supersede.

As in the two former sections of Su-, technical terms are numerous. Religion and the church are represented by
sunnier, sumption, Sunday, Sunday-school, superal/ar, supererogation, stiperfrontal, superhumeral, superinstilution, superintendent,

superior, superlapsarian, supersubstantial ; law, by summary, summon, summons, superinduction, superintromission (SUPER- 10),

supersedeas, supersedere, superstitions uses, supervenient; mathematics, by sum, summation, summit, superficies, superparticular,

siiperpartienl ; chemistry, by sulphur and its derivatives, and the super-salts ; grammar, by superlative and supine ; music, by
superdominant, superoctave, superlonic ; philosophy and logic, by summum bonum, summum genus, sumption, superordinate.

Two expressions are here treated which have come into high prominence during the last few years. The phrase a place
in the sun, which is traceable in literature to Pascal's Pense'es, has long been familiar on the Continent, but its present

currency in this country is due to its use by the German Emperor in a speech made at Hamburg on 27th August, 1911.

Superman, the invention of which is to be put down to Mr. Bernard Shaw, has now definitely superseded the earlier attempts
to render Ubermensch as used by Nietzsche, viz. beyond-man (A. Tille, 1896) and overman (T. Common, 1901), the second
of which had for a time a considerable vogue.

A recent Act of Parliament has set its seal upon a new use of the compound summer-time, which is duly recorded here.

SUPPLE SWEEP.

Etymologically the section falls roughly into two parts on p. 268, where svelte and swab mark respectively the end of the
Latin and the beginning of the Teutonic element. The exceptions to this etymological division are : in the first part, the
obscure surf, surly, the native sutcl, the place-names Surrey and Sussex, the Scandinavian surlurbrand, the Russian suslik,
the Dutch sutler, and the Oriental suricate, surnai, surpeach, surwan, stisu, sulra, suttee, suttoo; in the second part, the French
swage sb.

1

, sb.
2

,
and vb.1

(and swedge), the Indian swadeshi, swami, swastika, the African Swahili, and the Malay swallo.
The Latin portion contains many important series of words, of which the following with their connexions are the most

remarkable : supply, support, suppose, suppress, supreme* sure, surface, surfeit, surgeon, surmise, surname, surprise, surrender,
surround, survey, survive, suspect, suspend, sustain. In many of these the delimitation of senses and their arrangement have

The number of technical expressions in these articles is large, as a glance at almost any page will show.
Among these, the history of the mathematical term surd deserves special mention; the suggestion that its use is due originally
to Arabic translations of Euclid is here made, it is believed, for the first time, as also the suggestions as to the origin of
surdesolid and its successor sursolid.

Homographs of Latin or Romanic origin are unusual
; it is therefore noteworthy that in the present section we have

e verbs supply, with three adjectives suppliant, two nouns suppliance, and two adjectives suppliable, two nouns surreption
with corresponding adjectives, and two verbs and nouns swage.



If it cannot be claimed that any fresh etymological discoveries appear here, yet the following articles may be named in

which the evidence supplied is fuller or more accurate than that avaHable hitherto in the dictionaries : surgeon, surly

(undoubtedly, as Professor Weekley has demonstrated, a spelling of sirly
'

lordly, imperious '), surprise vb. (with the earlier

surprise, susprise), swag vb., swale sb.
1
, swamp (the earliest historical application of which is to rich moist soil in North

American colonies), sward, swarm, sway, swear vb., siveal sb., sweep vb.

Other articles or individual points of interest are : the variations in the spelling of surplice, the prefixes supra- and sur-,

the early synonyms of suspension-bridge, suversed sine, suzerain and suzerainty, swain, sivaninwfe, the slang neologism swank

(not, as many suppose, an Americanism), the development of the senses of swap, the unexplained interchange of swarlh and

swaih, the rise of swarlh, swarthy (with the phonetic variants swarf, swarfy) for swart, swarly, the Scottish swash 'drum',

swash in printing, the history of the proper names Swede and Sweden, the origin of sweep for chimney-sweep.

SWEEP SZMIKITE.

This section, like that immediately preceding it, is roughly divisible into two parts of a markedly different etymological

character. On p. 354 the Teutonic words with initial sw come to an end and the Greek words with initial sy begin.

The first etymological group consists mainly of the important words sweet, swell, swerve, swift, stvill, swim, swine, swing,

swinge, sivitch, swivel, swoon, sword, with their immediate derivatives ; of these sweet, swim, and swine can be traced back to

the Indo-european stock. Mingled with these are many lesser words, now obsolete or restricted to local currency ; many of

them are of interest philologically, and some, as sweer, sweven, swote, have connexions outside the Teutonic area. The wide

ramification of a root and its variants is well illustrated by series like sweep, swepe, swip, swipe, swipper, swipple, swope, swoop,

and swench, swenche, swinch, swink, sweng, swenge, swing, swinge, swingle, swong.

The second etymological group is made up almost entirely of words compounded with Greek o~vv 'with' in its several prefix-

forms syl-, SYM-, SYN-, sys- ; the leading words are syllable, syllogism, symbol, symmetry, sympathy, symphony, symposium, symptom,

synagogue, synchronous, syncope, syndic, synod, synonym, synopsis, syntax, synthesis, system, syzygy. Notable non-Greek elements

in this region of the vocabulary are the native sye, the French syth, sythment, and the Scottish syre, syver.

The following articles are notable as dealing with recondite or doubtful points of etymology : swerve, swift adj.
1

,

swindle, swingle, swirl, switch, sycophant, -syne, syphilis, syrup. The evidence available for sweepstake, sweetbread, swig

(three nouns and three verbs), swipe vb., swipes, and swot, is inadequate for the determination of their origin, and more light

is desiderated on the early history of swoon and its immediate connexions. The remarkable facts of the origin of syllabus are

recorded here in summary form ; a more extended account than it was possible to give in the columns of this Dictionary was

contributed to the Times Literary Supplement, February 20, 1919.

The Far East is represented by syagush and syce (India), and sycee (China).

The following is a selection of miscellaneous words and phrases of interest not included in the above lists : sweet singer

(full references are given to the literature relating to this curiosity of sectarian nomenclature), swelled head (earlier swell-

headed), swine'sfeather, Swing sb.
s
, swinger ', Swisser and Swiizer, swoop (in its early history), Sword-blade Company, sworn

man, the Paracelsian sylph and synovia, synagogue of Satan, syncellus, syndicalism, synteresis, syntonic (in wireless telegraphy),

syringe (formerly syring).

C.T.O.

OXFORD, June, 1919.



KEY TO THE PRONUNCIATION.

I. CONSONANTS.

g as in #> (go).
h ... Jo ! (ho).

r ... ran (run), terrier (te'risj).

i ... her (hai), farther (fautfai).

5 ... jee (sD, cess (ses).

w ... a/en (wen).

hw ... when (hwen).

y ... yes. (yes).

b, d, f, k, 1, m, n, p, t, v, z /;<: M> usual values.

j>
as in Min (J)in), baM (ba)>).

8

/

tj

$

d.:$

rj

ng

Men (Sen), baMe

.. sAop (Jf>p),
duA (dij).

.. ^op (I/op), di/r/4 (ditj).

.. vision (vi'san), de/euner

.. /uofre (djcds).

.. sing-ing (si'nin), thik (Jiink).

.. fi^ier (fingsj).

(FOREIGN.)
n as in French nasal, eKviro (anvirofi).

1' ... It. sera,f/o

n' ... It. sifore

X ... Ger. suh (ax), Sc. \och (lox, 1XW
).

XT
... Ger. ich (ix ), Sc. nicAt (nex't).

7 ... Ger. sa^en (za'7en).

7' ... Ger. le^en, re^nen (l/-7'en, rJ^'ncn).

II. VOWELS.

ORDINARY.

a as in Fr. a la mode (a la mod").

ai ... &ye=yes (ai), Isaiah (aizai'a).

x ... man (maen).

a ... pass (pas), chant (tjant).

nu... bad (laud), now (nan).

... ct (kot), son (son).

e ... yrt (yet), ten (ten).

... survey s6. (so-jv<), Fr. attach^ (ataj<).

II f ... Fr. chrf (Jjf).

a ... ew (evai), nation (n?-Jan).

ai ... /, eye, (si), bind (baind).

H* ... Fr. eau d vie (d d> v").

1 ... sa't (sit), nyst/c (mistik).

i ... Psych (sai'kz), rct (r/,ae'kt).

... achar (?'koj), morality (morse'liti).

01 ... oil (oil), bay (boi).

... hero (hiT), zoology (zoiplodgi).

2 ... what (hwgt), watch (vvgtj).

f, (>* got (gft), soft (0ft).

116 ... Ger. Koln (koln).

II o ... Fr. feu (po).

a ... full (ful), book (buk).

iu ... dwration (diur^'Jsn).

a ... unto (-nt), frugality (fra-).

i ... Matth^?i/ (mse'|ii), virt (v5'ati).

||
u ... Ger. Mller (mii'ler).

l! ... Fr. dne (dn).

a (see I",

,

',
*

(see fl

'

as in able

, 6*, u)l , , T' '

'[ see Vol. I, p. xxiv, nole 3.
, o) J

'l), eaten (ft'n)-= voice-glide.

LONG.

a as in alms am/
,
bar (bai).

p ... crl (ki/jl), fr (fw).

e (e)... th<rrc (Sej), par, pare (peJ).

e(e 1

)... rein, rain (r/'n), thy C8;")-

/ ... Fr. faire (f/r').

a ... ftr (fsj), ffrn (fsjn), <urth (5j)>).

i (i")... br (bij), clear (kl!j).

i ... th<f (Kf), *" (s<)-

o(6)... boar, bore (boj), glory (gloTi).

o(o)... so. sow (sJu), soal (so"l).

... wa/k (wk), wart (wgjt).

f ... short (JjfJt^, thorn (lyjn).

ho ... Fr. coer (kor).

|| o ... Ger. Gothe (gote), Fr. je/lne (jon).

u(u) .. poor (pu^), moorish (mu'rij).

in,iu... pre (piuj), lre (l'uj).

u ... two moons (tw m;7nz).

i, i>7... few (fi), lte (l't).

II ... Ger. grn (gr/Vn), Fr. js (jw).

OBSCURE,

a as in amoeba (am; ha).

* ... accept (Sksc-pt), maniac

i ... datm (Af'-tim).

e ... monvnt (mon'ment), several (8everal).

Jf ... separate (aay.) (se
-

par/t).

e ... addrf (se-ded), estate (est^-t).

f ..

o ..

vanity (vse'nlti).

remain (r/m/''n), bdieve (bili'-v).

theory ()>'6ri).

violet (vai'olit), parody

aKthority (JJwriti).

connect (k^ne'kt), amazon (x'maz/Jn).

iu, 'u verdre (vaudiua), measwre (me'j'uj).

< ... altogether (Jltage'Sai).

iS ... circular (s5ukilii).

* ^ the o in soft, of medial or doubtful length. I Only in foreign (or earlier English) words.

In the ETYMOLOGY,

OE. e, e, representing an earlier a, are distinguished as
f, f (having the phonetic value of { and f, or 9, above) ;

as in puie irom aoV (OHG. anti,

Goth, andei-s), mpti* from maim, o from an.



Su, dial. f. SHE ; obs. f. SUE. Sua, obs. f. So.
Suabian : see SWABIAN.

Suability (siaabi-liti). U.S. [f. next: see

ITY.] Liability to be sued.

1798 in Dallas Amer. Law II. 470 Suability and suable
are words not in common use, but they concisely and cor-

rectly convey the idea annexed to them. 1833 in Calhoun
Wks. (1874) II. 302 The Senator cited the suability of the
states as an evidence of their want of sovereignty.

Suable (si-ab'l), a. Now chiefly U.S. [f.

SOE v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being sued, liable to

be sued ; legally subject to civil process.
a 1613 SWINBURNE Treat. Spousals (1686) 120 The Parties

contracting Spousals or Matrimony, under any such Con.
ditions, are neither bound, nor suable, until the Condition
be extant. 1693 Mod. Rep. XII. Case 93. 45 He cannot
plead in bar tie untfues executor, . . because he allows him-
self to be suable. 1810 J. MARSHALL Const. Opin. (1839) *37A state which violated its own contract was suable in the
courts of the United States. 1875 POSTE Gfiius n. 282 A
trustee is only suable for the simple amount of the subject
of trust.

b. Capable of being sued for.

1716 AYLIFFE Parergon 343 Legacies out of Lands are

properly suable -in Chancery.

t Sna-da. Obs. [L. Suada, fern, of suddus per-
suasive, f. root swad- (see SUAVE). Cf. G. suada,
suade (colloq.) gift of the gab.] The Roman god-
dess of persuasion; hence = persuasiveness, per-
suasive eloquence.
1591 HARVKY Four Lett. Wks. (Grosart) I. 242 How faine

would I see..Suadas hoony-bees in you rehiu'd. 1593
Pierce's Super. Ibid. II. 276 Euen the filed Suada of Isocra-

tes, wanted the voyce of a Siren, or the sound of an Eccho.
i6ai S. WARD

Haffiness of Practice 18 Irrisistable is the
Suada of a good life, aboue a faire profession.

Suade (sw^d), v. Now rare or dial. Also 6

swad(e, 9 'swade. [Partly ad. L. suadire, f. root
swad- (see SUAVE) ; partly by aphjeresis from PEK-
SUADE. Cf. obs. F. suader.~\

= PERSUADE in various

senses. Hence t Suading///. a. (in ill-suading).
1531 CRANMER in Strype Man. App. i. (1694) 3 He swadeth

that with such goodly eloquence.. that he were lyke to per-
suade many. 1548 BODRUGAN Epit. 248 There be diuerse
whiche.. swade the vnion of Scotlande vnto youre highnes.
155 HOOPER Sertn. Jonas iv. 69 b, These comfortable pro-
mises, which the deuil auenturth to swad vs vnto. 1537
GRIMALDE in Tottets Misc. (Arb.) 101 Flee then ylswading
pleasures baits vntreew. 1589 Mar-Martin A 3 Thilke way& trood whilke thou dost swade, is steepe & also tickle.

1889 N. W. Line. Glass., 'Swade. 1891 Proving ofGennad
121 So he. .Agreed to work for her who suaded him.

t Sua'dible, a. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. late L. stta-

dibilis, f. suadire : see prec. and -IBLE.] That
may be easily persuaded ; SUASIBLE.
1381 WYCLIF James iii. 17 Wisdom that is fro aboue first

..it ischaast, aftirward pesible, mylde, suadible.

II Sufflda (siPda). [mod.L. (.Forskal 1775).]
A plant of the genus Suseda (N.O. Cfienopodiacestf),
which comprises herbaceous or shrubby plants
growing on the sea-shore or in saline districts.

1901 Spectator 26 Oct. 607/2 The three sea lavenders and
suatfia, which grows into bushes near Blakeney.
Suagat, north, form of SO-GATE.

Suage, obs. form of SEWAGE; variant of SWAGE.
Suaif, obs. Sc. form of SUAVE a.

Suakin (swa-kin). Also Suakim. The name
of a port on the Red Sea used as the distinctive

epithet of a variety of gum arabic exported thence.
1874 FLUCKIGER & HANBURY Pharmacogr. 210 Suakin

Gum, Talca or Talha Gum . . is remarkable for its brittieness.
1886 Buck's Handtk. Med. Sci. III. 409.

Suan-pan, variant ofSWANPAN, Chinese abacus.

Suant, si. ? Obs. Also 7, 9 sewant. [? Var. of

D 2 The Suant swift, that is not set by least. 1615 MARK-
HAM Pleat. Princ. vi. (1635) 32 The Flounder, and Sewant
are greedy biters, yet very crafty. 1847 HALLIWELL Diet.
Sewant, the plaice. Northumb.
Suant (si-ant), a. Now dial. Forms: 5

suante, suauut, 6-9 sewant, 8 souant, 9 suent,
S- suant. [a. AF. sua(u)nt, OF. suiant, sivant,
pr. pple. of sivre (mod. F. suivre) to follow
: L. *sejuere for

seyui.]

\ 1. Following, ensuing. Obs. (Cf. SUING.)
1422 YONGE tr. Seer. Seer, xxxvii. 195 Now will I retourn

to that place, .in this Sam maner suante.

1 2. ? Agreeing, suitable. Obs.
1418-20 J. PAGE Siege of Rouen in Hist. Coll. Cit. Lond.

(Camden) 34 Kyngys, herrowdys, and purscfauntys, In cotys
ofarmys suauntys [v.rr. amy'untis, arryauntisj.

VOL. IX.

Su Sz.
3. Working or proceeding regularly, evenly,

smoothly, or easily ; even, smooth, regular. Also
advb. = SUANTI.Y.
For other dial, meanings ('placid, equable', 'pleasing,

agreeable ',

'

demure, grave ') see Eng. Dial. Diet.

'.547.
etc. [implied in SUANTLY). 1605 R. CAREW in Lett.

Lit. Men (Camden) 100 By observing our wittie and sewant
[printed servant] manner of deducing [words from Latin
and French], a 1722 LISLE Husk. (1757) 149 The middle-
ripe barley.. ripened altogether, and looked white and very
suant [marg. kindly, flourishing). 1787 GROSE Prov. Gloss.,
Zuant, regularly sowed. The wheat must be zown zuant
1796 W. H. MARSHALL Rur.Econ. IV. Eng. I. 330 Souant-
fair, even, regular (a hackneyed word). 1854 N. <V Q- Ser. i.

X. 420 A fisherman's line is said to run through his hand
suant [printed suart] when he feels no inequality or rough-
ness, but it is equally soft and flexible throughout. 1854
THOREAU Walden (1008)28 Yet the Middlesex Cattle Show
goes off here with Mat annually, as if all the joints of the
agricultural machine were suent. 1899 BARING.GOULD Bk.
West II. xvi. 252 Peter and his wife did not get on very
'suant' together.

Su-antly, adv. Now dial. [f. prec. -I- -1Y 2.]

Regularly, evenly, uniformly, smoothly.

have further invented a form sevant adj.
1547 RECORDE Judic. Uryne :8b, Not suantly and uni-

formly joyned together. 1592-3 Aet33 Eliz. c. 10 r That
eche sorte of the saide Kersyes or Dozens shalbe sewantly
woven throughout. 1865 JENNINGS Ots. Dial, W. Eng. 73
Suently, evenly, smoothly, plainly.

Suarrow, variant of SAOUAEI.
1842 Penny Cycl. XXIII. 184/2 Suarrow-nut (Caryoear).
Suasible (swfl-sib'l), a. rare. [ad. L. *sudsi-

bilis, f. suds-, ppl. stem of suadire to SUADE : see

-IBLE; cf. It. suasibile.'] Capable of being per-
suaded ; that is easily persuaded. (Cf. SUADIBLE.)
1582 t?. T. (Rhem.) James iii. 17 Peaceable, modest, sua-

sible [TlNDALE easy to be entreated ; Wycl. 1st vers. sau-
dible, 2nd vers. able to be counseilid]. 1636 BLOUNT Glos-
sogr. 1831 Fraser's Mag. VI. 487 The want of mental
strength rendering them so peculiarly suasible, that they
possess no powers of resistance. 1851 I. TAYLOR Wesley
113 Throughout the Inspired Writings, men are dealt with
by their Maker, [as] suasible, accountable, and free.

Suasion (sw^-gan). Also 4 suasioun, 5 -yon,
6-7 swasion. [ad.L. sudsio, -onem, n. of action f.

suddere to SUADE. Cf. obs. F. suasion (I4th c.).]
1. The act or fact of exhorting or urging ; per-

suasion.
c "374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. pr. i. (1868) 30 Com nowe furbe

berfore be suasioun of swetnesse Rethoryen. 1432-50 tr.

Higden (Rolls) VII. 93 Seynte Elphegus was made bischop
of Wynchestre, thro the suasion off blissede Andrewe, ap-
perynge to seynte Dunstan. 1528 MORE Dyaloge I. Wks.
157/1 Thei had ones at the subtill suasion of the deuill,
broken the thirde comaundemenL 1641 PRYNNE Antipathic
9 O perfidious, ungratefull counsell and swasion of this pre-
late. 1660 SOUTH Serm. (1727) IV. 34 It cannot be subdued

and suasion of soeech. 1867 SMILES Huguenots Eng. v,

(1880) 74 Conformity by force, if not by suasion.

b. Moral suasion : persuasion exerted or acting
through and upon the moral nature or sense.

1643 D. ROGERS Naainan 13 A cause of morall swasion to

apprehend the truth. 1700 C. NESSE Antid. Armin. (1827)
112 Moral suasion will neuer prove effectual to open the
heart of man. 1861 Sat. Rev. 14 Dec. 596 [They] might.,
have found fitting occupation for their powers of moral
suasion in the endeavour to avert a struggle far more fero-
cious. iSSjDiLKK in Leeds Mere, 15 Dec. 5/3 Who thought
that moral 'suasion needed to be aided by legislation.

o. transf.
1856 MASSON Ess. Biog. f; Crit. 430 The occult suasion of

the rhyme, a 1861 CLOUGH Mari Meigno 383 The sinking
stars their suasions urge for sleep. 1875 GLADSTONE Glean.
VI. ii. 109 Introducing the Roman or Papal religion . . under
. . the silent but steady suasion of its ceremonial.

2. An instance of this.

sion. 1450 I-APGRAVE i~ije 31. uiioen 95 we preiyng 01

be iuges, ne fayre suasiones of obir. 1555 HARPSFIELD
Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 91 It is untrue that the slate

of the said 18 chapter standeth wholly upon dehortations
but rather upon suasions and exhortations. 1642 D. ROGERS
Naantan 149 Away with thy morality and morall swasions,
bring them to the Spirit of Christ. 1663 HEATH Flagellmn
7 Growing insolent and uncorrigible from those results and
swasions within him. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xix. v.

(1872) V. 500 Suasions from Montalembert.

Suasive (sw^'siv), a. and sb. Also 7 swasive.

[ad. L. *suasivus, f. suds- : see SUASIBLE j cf. obs.

F. suasif. It., Sp. suasivo.']
A. adj. Having or exercizing the power of per-

suading or urging; consisting in or tending to
suasion

; occas. const, of, exhorting or urging to
1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. A 3 b, Deliuer but in swaMve

eloquence Both of my life and death the veritie 1660
WATERHOUSE Arms I, Arm. 28 The puissant people of
Rome, whose practice may be thought most swasive with
this. . military Age. 1661 SOUTH Serm. (1697) I. 62 Tho its
command over them was but suasive, and political yet it
had the force of

coactipn. 1790 COWPER Odyss. x. 206 And
in wing d accents suasive thus began. 1871 EARLE Philol.
Engl. Tongue 313 The genial and suasive satire of the
Biglaw Papers. 1888 T. E. HOLLAND in Macm. Mag. Sept.
359/1 These presents bore Latin inscriptions, suasive of
eating and drinking. 1897 TROTTER John Nicholson 18
Thanks to the suasive influence of British gold.
B. sb. A suasive speech, motive, or influence.
1670 Phil. Trans. V. 1092, I shall not doubt but this Con.

sideration will have the force of a great swasive. 1855 H
ROGERS Ess. (1874) II. vii. 335 By proper importunity, by
flattering suaswes. 1877 Smith <fr Wace's Diet. Chr. Biog.
1.476/2 Bribes, and tempting offers.. were the suasives

employed to induce the Armenians to renounce their faith.

b. //. Used to render the title Suasoriae of one
of the works of Seneca the rhetorician.

1856 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. xli. IV. 565 [Seneca] divides
into the two classes of Suasives and Controversies the sub-
jects of their scholastic exercises.

Sna'sively, adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2
.] In a suasive

manner
; so as to persuade.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. i. in. ii. Let a true tale, of his Ma.
jestys.. wretched pecuniary impossibilities, be suasively
told them. 1871 HARDY Desper. Remedies xi,

' You must
remember ', she added, more suasively,

'
that Miss Graye

has a perfect right to do what she likes.'

So Sua-siveness.
1727 BAILEY vol. II. 1885 Homilei. Rev. June 481 The

leading examples of the early style [of preaching], .charac-
terized by much unction and suasiveness.

t SuaSO'rian, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f. L. sudsori-us

(see next) + -AN.]
= SUASOBY a.

1646 J. TEMPLE Irish Ret. Pref. 7 The true Suasorian
causes (if I may so tearm them) which enduced the Irish to

lay the plot.

Suasory (sw?-sari), a. and sb. Now rare.

Also 7 swas-. [ad. L. saasffri-us, {. suds-, ppl.
stem: see SUASIBLE and -OBY. Cf. obs. F. suasoirc.]
A. adj. Tending to persuade ; persuasive.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Efisl. A j. Of Epistles, some be
demonstratiue, some suasorte. 1645 PAGITT Heresiogr.(i6^)
124 The most noble kinde of working, a mans conversion. .

is performed by swasory motives or advice. 1690 C. NESSE
Hist, ft Myst. O. t, N. Test. I. 316 Using other suasory
arguments. 18*6 H. N. COLERIDGE Six Months W. Ind.

(1832) 145 A singularly eloquent preacher in the pathetic
and suasory style. i8 WHEWELL Grotius II. 378 Some
are justificatory or justifying, some suasory or impelling.

t B. sb. = SUASIVE si.

1625 Delates Ho. Commons (Camden) 158 Drawing his

swasorie from the answear in religion. 1654 GAYTON Pleas.
Notes iv. i. 171 The Curate, .had the happinesse to. .have
the advantage of her eare to convey his Consolatories, Sua-
sories, . . and the like fragments of his profession.

b. (See SUASIVE sb. b.)
,11656 USSHER Ann. (1658) 694 The first Suasory of M.

Seneca.

Hence Sna-soriness rare- .

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Suasoriness, aptness to persuade.

Suave (sw^iv, swav), a. (t adv.) Also6suafe,
swave, St, suaif, swaif. [a. F. suave (i6th cent.),
a ' learned

'
formation which took the place of the

'

popular
'

OF. soef, snef (suaif} ; L. suavis sweet,

agreeable \*svjadwis, f. swad- (see SWEET a.).]

1. Pleasing or agreeable to the senses or the

mind
;
sweet.

c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) vii. 29 Adew (>e fragrant
balme suaif, And lamp of ladeis lustiest ! 1598 O. ELIZ.
Plutarch ix. 3 The suafes thing that Silence dothe Expres.

1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais V. Epist. 251 These Times..aiterate
the suavest Pulchritude. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley xxvi, To
whom the husky oat-cake was from custom suave as manna.

1859 Miss MuLOCKLi/eferaLrYe xvii,To break the suave

harmony of things. 1878 H. S. WILSON Alpine Ascents iii.

99 The suaver white hoods of snow summits.

1 2. Gracious, kindly. Also advb. Sf. Ots.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. in. ii, Thir musis gudelie and
suaue. c 1550 ROLLAND Crt. Venus n. 76 The nine Musis
sweit and waue. c 15*0 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) i. 214
Jlesaif swaif, and naif mgraif it heir. Ibid. xxxvL 73 Sweit

Lord, to Syon be suave.

3. Of persons, their manner : Blandly polite or

urbane; soothingly agreeable. (Cf. SUAVITY 4.)

1847 C. BRONTE Jane Eyre xiv, He . . showed a solid enough
mass of intellectual organs, but an abrupt deficiency where
he suave sign of benevolence should have risen. 1853
Gillette xxi, The rare passion of the constitutionally suave,
and serene, is not a pleasant spectacle. 1853 LYTTON My
Novel in. xxvi, A slight disturbance of bis ordinary suave
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the Duchess said suavely.

2. Agreeably, sweetly, gently.

ANNE LLI

mond's voice .. fell suavely on her ear.

Uk. Folk iii. 58 e cannot

KiUeihii problem by diplomacy and suaveness.

Suaveolent (sw'vf<nent),
. r. [ad. L.

suavealens, -tnltm, f. * advb. n ut - of
*"["

SUAVE + /, &/-, pr- PPle - of * to smell'J

Sweet-smelling, sweet-scented.

,657 TOMLINSON *<**', DM. 85 Medicam=nts are ade

more odoriferous and suaveolent, l8i9 [H. BUSK] ?<<
n. 544 Suaveolent, the viands valets bear. 1900 B. D. JACK.

SON Glass. Hot. Terms 257.

So t Suave-deuce, fragrance.

1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's Dap. 201 Accomodated to con-

ciliate suaveolence to the skin or body.

t Suaviate, . C%. m. [f-
L. snaviat-, ppl.

stem of suamari, f. suavium, altered f. j3i

kiss, by assimilation to ttAfcu sweet.] <ror. To

kiss. So t Suavia-tion, kissing.

1843 TRAPP Comm. Gen. xlvi. 20 What joy there will be,

to see them and suaviate them, for whose sake, he shed ni

most pretious blood. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Suavattm

[sic], an amorous kissing. 1658 PHILLIPS, Suaviation.

Snavify (sws'vifai),*. rare-', [ad. L. suavt-

fuare, (. suavis SUAVE : see-FV.] trans. To make

affable (Webster 1847).

Suaviloquence (swrfvi-Wkwens). rare. [ad.

L. sudvilaqtuHtia, f. suaviloquens, f. sudvi-s SUAVE

+ loquens, pres. pple. of loqui to speak.] Pleasing

or agreeable speech or manner of speaking. So

Snavi-loquent, Snavilo-qnions (in Diets.) adjs.,

of sweet speech ; SuaTi-loqny [L. $uaviloquium],

suaviloquence.
a 1649 in N. $ Q. Ser. I. X. 357 "Suaviloquence, sweetnes

of language. 1805 T. HOLCROFT Bryan Perdue II. 18

Pray, Madam, are you acquainted with the word suavilo-

quence ? 1860 HERVEY Rhet. Cowers. 16 Even though you
can deliver it with great suaviloquence. 1656 BLOUNT

manner of speaking.

tSua-vious, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. L. sudvi-s

(see SUAVK) + -OUB.] Pleasing, agreeable.

1669 WORLIDGB Syst. Agric. 2n Not a few, of our most
suavious and delectable Rural Seats.

t Sua'vitude. Obs. rare. Also 6 savitude.

[ad. L. suavitiiiio, f. suavis : see SUAVE and -TUBE.]

Sweetness, gentleness.
1511 Helyas in Thorns Prose Rom. (1828) HI. 35 He

thanked God greatly of his divine savitude. c 1550 HOLLAND
Crt. Venus in. 727 Flenist with sport, and sueit suauitude.

Suavity (swae'vili). Also 5 suavitee, 6 -ite,

-yte, 6-7 -itie. [ad. L. suavilas (partly through
F. suaviti), f. suavis : see SUAVE and -rrv.]

1 1. Sweetness or agreeableness to the senses
;

tip. sweetness (of taste), fragrance (of odour). Obs.
c 1450 MirourSaluacwun (1888) 144 There, is alle suavitee

delitable to touching. 1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge l.

3772 Suche a suauite and fragrant odoure Ascended from
the corps. Ibid, n. 1907 O redolent rose repleit with suauite.

1646 Sin T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vil. vii. 351 Rachel . .desired
them [sc. mandrakes] for rarity, pulchritude or suavity. 1658
R. WHITE tr.

Difby's
Powd. Symf. (1660) 51

The smell of
beans, .is a smell that hath a suavity with it. 1661 BOYLE
Style Script. 253 Of both their Suavities [viz. of God's word
and of honey], Experience gives much Adventageouser No-
lions than Descriptions can.

tb. Sweetness (of sound, harmony, expression).
1614 T. UAVIIS Commend. Poems (1878) 10/1 Musickes

haters haue no Forme, or Soule : For, had they Soules pro-
duc't in Harmony, They would be rauisht with her Suauity.
c 1645 HOWILL Lett. (1655) II. Iviii. 78 Touching her [sc.
the Greek tongue's] degeneration from her primitive suavity
nd elegance. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 296 Plato

does.. very much commend the Orphick Hymns, for their

Suavity and Deliciouses*, a 1811 V. KNOX Ess. cv. Wks.
1824 I. 517, I know not whether the cttriosa felidtas . . may
not be said to consist in delicacy of sentiment and suavity
of expression.

2. Pleasurableness, agreeableness; //. delights,
amenities. Now only as coloured by sense 4.
1594 NASHE Terrors Nt. Wks. (Grosart) HI. 268 One.,

who in the midst of his paine falls delighted asleepe, and in
that suauttte of slumber surrenders the ghost. 1619 HALES
Cold. Hint. n. (1673) 65 The suavity of their Doctrine in the
word Peace and Good things. 1656 EARL MONM. tr. Bocca-
lints Advts. fr. Parnass. II. lix. (1674) 211 To taste the
sweet of Government, the suavity of Command 1660 GALE
Crt. Ctntilei I. ill. i. .8 The delights or suavities, which
attend the teachmgs of Poesie. 1813 J. BADCOCK Dom.
Amusent. 63 The common suavities of social life, 1860

O W. HOLMES Prof. Breakf,t. vi, The elegances and sua-

3SSaaWiflraS3tfa

55 The conceit Ot O CLIUI .

^ ^^ iMCanf fanries

iffradisness j
sweetness of manner or treat-

nent (7^J.

Penit. Ps. WTcs. (1876) 248 Snouts dominus

riage, is a wynning quality.

4. The quality or condition of being suave m
manner or outward behaviour ;

bland agreeablen

or urbanity.

singular combination of suavity of tone and pointed energy

whfch we have already noticed. 1848 .
DICKENS\Do,bey

xxix, These words, delivered with a cutting suavity. 1878

BLACK Green Past, iii, Sometimes a flash of vehement e

thusiasm.. would break through that suavity of manner

which some considered to be just a trifle too supercilious.

b. pi. Suave actions.

i8sa MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. viii, Cajoled by the

attentions of an electioneering politician
with more ease

than Aunt Chloe was won over by Master Sam s suavities.

Suay, obs. Sc. form of So adv.

Sub (sb), sb. [Short for various subst com-

pounds of SUB-.]
L = SUBORDINATE.

Quot. 1696 may belong to 4; quot 1708 is of uncertain

meaning. T^.

1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Ordinary,, .the Bishop of the Dio-

cesses Sub [ed. 1706 Deputy) at Sessions and Assizes. 1708

Brit. Apollo No. 74. 2/2 Thou hast neither good humour,

Policy, nor Common Civility
to make a Sub dance atten-

dance after you like any indifferent Querist

1840 H. SPENCER in Autoliiogr. (1904) I. xii. 173, I go. .to

complete sundry works which the Subs have left undone.

1846 MRS. GoiE.Engl.Char. (1852)111 He is never.. tyran-

nical with his sues, Tike most great potentates. 1899 Mary
Kingsley's W. Afr. Studies App. i. 546 Had the late Mr.

Consul Hewett had the fiftieth part of the ability in dealing

with the natives his sub and successor .. showed.

b. For various titles of subordinate officials, as

sub-editor, sub-engineer, sub-lieutenant, sub-rector,

sub-warden.

1837 Civil Engin. >f Arch. Jrnl. I. 43/1 The sub, or resi-

dent engineer. 1859 Eclectic Rev. Ser. vt. V. 253 The News-

paperday and night. By a Quondam
' Sub '. 1863 P.

BARRY Dockyard Econ. Pref. vi, The Editor lives in an atmo-

sphere of care. His assistant, or sub, begins the day at nine

o'clock at night. 1873
' A MERION ' Odd Echoes Ox/. 38

Fear no more the snarl of the sub., Thou art past that

tyrant's stroke. 1873 LELAND Egypt. SketchJik. 44 The
two great men who filled our carnage were a couple of

Levantine railroad subs, 1898 KIPLING Fleet in Betng ii,

The Sub wipes the cinders out of his left eye and says
something.
2. = SUBALTERN sb. 2.

1756 WASHINGTON Writ. (1889) I. 293 Leaving Garrisons
in tnem from 15 to 30 men under command of a sub or

Trusty Sergeant. 1811 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 245 A Sub'
of Dragoons. 1865 LEVER Luttrell xxxvi. 262 Some hard-

up Sub who can't pay his mess debts.

3. = SUBSALT. rare.

1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) II. 519 Besides the triple
salts and the subs and the supers.

4. = SUBSTITUTE; U.S.esp. of substitute printers.
1830 GALT Lawrie Todd iv. iv, The agent.. proposed that

I should become sub for him there. 1873 KNIGHT Diet.
1 r .

- 7. _ . /_ O..JL /\I7_1I 1 : \ _ -I * _ r_ . - 1 .... .

ni sizes. 1095 runas ztana. utct., Sub-tist, a list of
the subs or substitute printers who are allowed to supply
the places of regular compositors. 1896 Bootle TimesT& Ian.
_ /_ HT .1. T?_J . _L *. -f _r.l_ - . ,

J

5.

. ing part of the time.

SUBJECT. Common in U.S.
1838 BECKET Farad. Lost 8 (F. & H.) No longer was he

ueard to sing, Like loyal subs, 'God Save the King.' 1885
N. y. Merc. May (in Ware Passing English), The Mercury
will be pleased to hear from Mrs. Williams on this sub.

'

SUBSCRIBER (rare}, SUBSCRIPTION.

iiinuni suu. , . Of ,lO,OOO.
7. = SUBSIST (money): money in advance on

account of wages due at the end of a certain period.
Also gen., an advance of money, local.
Cf. Cornish dial, sist (money).
1866 Min. Evid. Totnes Bribery Comm. 72/2, I do not

thmk there was much money flying about before that, my
bills were not paid ; I was rather anxious about having mysub. Ibid., Tell us the name of any voter who asked you

oA Provided the men startec

a 'sub
'

of^i on Saturday.

Sub (sb), v. Hence subbing vbl. sb. [Short

for various verbal compounds of SUB- ;
or f. SUB sb.}

laid. 20 Oct., It was subbed by two oxen.

2 To work as a printer's
substitute.

1879 University Mag. Nov. 589 At Cincinnati where he

[Edison].. 'subbed
'for the night men whenever he could

obtain the privilege.

3. To pay or receive ('
sub

) ; occas. to pay (a

workman)
' sub '. Also absol. (See quots.)

1886 H CUNLIFFK Class. Roc/tdale-with-Rossendale, Sut,

to pay a portion of wages before all are due. 1891 Pall

MallGaz. 19 Nov. 612 During the month there has been

a more than usual amount of 'subbing . 1891 Labour

Comm Gloss. No. 9 Some pieces of cloth cannot be finished

in one week, therefore a weaver must either do without

wages or sub. 1900 N. t, Q. Ser. ix. VI. 354/',
' Iwant you

to |o at once to London,' . .

'
All right i but I shall want to

be subbed.
1

1901 Ibid. VII. 3S/a 1' was my dally duty to

keep time and to
' sub

'

for some hundreds of men engaged

on extensive railway.. works in England.

4. = SUB-EDIT.
c 1890 F Wilson's Fate 84 When Wilson, in

'

subbing
'

his copy, cut out all the
' u's

' from ' favour ',

' honour , and

so forth, there was a debating society of two. 1909 I'abiau

News XX. 76/1 A certain amount of margin and space be-

tween the lines for any
'

subbing
'
that may be required.

Sub, obs. Sc. form of SIB.

|| Sub (sb). The Latin prep, sub (with the

ablative)
'

under', enters into a few legal and other

phrases, now or formerly in common use, the chief

of which are given below.

1. sub camino (?).

1734 SHORT Nat. Hist. Min. Waters 132 He posts off to

une of the obscure Universities in Holland or trance, gets

dubbed Doctor with a sub Camino Degree in Physick.

2. snb dlo, under the open sky, in the open air.

1611 CORVAT Crudities 28 He walked not sub die, that is,

vnder the open aire as the rest did. 1673 RAY Joiirn. Lmi

SeUorne, To Barrington 2 Oct., The sturdy savages [.
gipsies] seem to pride themselves, .in living sub dio the

whole year round. 1880 SHORTHOUSE John Inglesant xviii,

I would always.. be 'sub dio' if it were possible.

3. sub forma pauperls = in forma pauperis

(see ||
IN 4).

1591 Soliman >f Pen. l. iv. 89 Crie the chayne for me Sui

forma faiiferis, for money goes very low with me at this

time. 1616 ,R. C. Timtf Whistle 1492 Poor Codrus is

Constraind to sue sub forma pauperis. 1654 WHITLOCK
Zoolomia 127 Should a Patient be bound to give all his

Advisers a Fee, He must quickly be removed. .to the Hos-

pital, there to bee sick subforma pauperis.
4. sub hasta, lit.

' under a spear
'

[see SFEAB

5. sal) Jove frigido, under the chilly sky, in the

open air.

1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm. \, A peripatetic brother of the

bn

6. sub jndice, lit.
' under a judge

'

; under the

consideration of a judge or court ; undecided, not

yet settled, still under consideration.

1613 J. CHAMBERLAIN in Crt. < Times Jos. f (1848) J. 279
Lord Hay is like, .to be made an earl, but whether English
or Sottish is yet sub judice. 1681 STAIR Inst. La-w Scot.

I. xvi. 334 The Relict did also claim a Terce out of that

same one Tenement, which is yet sub judice. 1778 GEN. C.
LEE in Mem. (1792) 426 Lingering in suspence, whilst his

fame and fortune are sub judice. a 1817 T. DWIGHT Trav.
New Eng., etc. (1821) I. 104 They plainly consider the case

as no longer sub-judice. 1828 DE QUINCEY Rhetoric Wks.

1890 X. no The relations of the People and the Crown..
continued sub judice from that time to 1688. 1897 Daily
News 10 Dec. 8/3 He said the matter was being considered

by the Committee, and therefore was sub judice.
7. sub lite, in dispute.
1891 Nation 8 Dec. 438/3 Mr. Petrie's dates are still,

with good reason, sub lite.

8. sub modo, under certain conditions, with a

qualification, within limits.
a 1613 SWINBURNE Treat. Spousals (1686) 139 If a Man

and a Woman contract Matrimony Sub modo. 1726 AYLIFFE

Parergon 336 That this Paragium or Legacy descends to
her Executors like other Legacies bequeath'd purely and
sub modo. 1765-8 ERSKINE Inst. Law Scot. ill. i. 8 Obliga-
tions granted sub modo. .are not. .suspended until perform-
ance by the creditors in them. 1807 Edin. Ken. July 352
The opinion.. might be held sub modo, with perfect im-

punity. 1843-56 BOUVIER Law Diet. (ed. 6) s.v., A legacy
may be given sub modo, that is, subject to a condition or

qualification.

9. sub pede sigiUi (see quot. 1843-56).
a 1676 HALE Hist. Placit. Cor. (1736) I. 171 Certificates,

which are usually pleaded sub pede sifilli. 1843-56 BOUVIER
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Lain Diet. (ed. 6) II. 554/2 Sut pede sigilli, under the foot

of the seal ; under seal.

10. sub plumbo,
' under lead ,

i.e. under the

a T. CtMK in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. III. 1.3-4 The bull

of the Kyngs title was made up sub plumbo bifore the ropis

deth. 1535 Lett. Suppr. Monast. (Camden) 58 The pope. .

gave hym Iicens to kepe an bore, and hath goode wrltyng

sub plumbo to discharge his conscience.

11. sub pcena, under a penalty of.

1466 in Anto!olofia(i8Si) L. i. 52 Sub pena of a jd. to the

Chirch to be payd. ,

12. sub rosa [see ROSE sb. 7],
' under the rose ,

in secret, secretly.

1654 GAVTON Pleas. Notes HI. v. 93 What ever thou and

the foule pusse did doe (sub Rosa as the); say). W J-

ADAMS Diary 20 Dec. Wks. 1850 II. 305 This.however, sub

rosa, because the Doctor passes for a master of composition.

a iSM COLERIDGE (in Dixon Diet. Idiom. Phr.\ I wonder

someof you lawyers (sub rosa, of course) have not quoted

the pithy line of Mandeville. 1844 N. P. WILLIS Lady Jane

II Ixxvil, Had he a
'

friend
'

sub rosal No, sir ! Fie, sir I

13. sub sig-illo [see SEAL sb* 2 b], under the

seal (of confession) ; in confidence, in secret.

1623 I. MEAD in Crt. * Times Jas. /(i84 8) II. 406 The

forenamed Mr. Elliot told, sub sigilh some suspicious pas.

saees. 1673 DRVDF.N Marr. A la Modeu. 19, I may tel

you, as mV friend, sub si^illo,
&C. this is that very numerical

Lady, with whom I am in love. 1777 H. WALTOLE Let. to

H. S. Conway 5 Oct., Remember, one tells one s creed only

to one's confessor, that is sub sigillo.

14. sub silentio, in silence, without remark

being made, without notice being taken.

1617-8 T. CHAMBERLAIN in Crt. , Times Jas. 7(1848) II.

62 All things shut up sub silentio. 1760 GILBERT Cases in

Law * Equity 267 These are better than many precedents

ill the office, which have passed sub silentio without being

litigated. 1843-56 BOUVIEB Law Diet. (ed. 6) II. 555/2

Sometimes passing a thing rob silentio is evidence of con-

sent, 1863 KEBLE Life Bp. Wilson xvl. 511 The Bishop

would proliably have passed over Mr. Quayles second

communication sub silentio as he had done the former.

15. sub voce, under the word (so-and-so); abbre-

viated s. v.

Sub- (sob, sab) prefix, repr. L. sub- = the prep.

sub under, close to, up to, towards, used in composi-

tion (cf. UNDER-) with the various meanings detailed

below. (The related Skr. upa-, Gr. tnro- have

a similar range of meaning.)
The b of L. sub- remained unchanged when it

preceded a radical beginning with s, t, or v; before

m and r it was frequently assimilated (see e. g.

SUMMON, SURROGATE), and before c, f, g, and / it

was almost invariably assimilated(see e. g. SUCCEED,

SUFFER, SUGGEST, SUPPOSE). Variation is illus-

trated by L. subfuscus SOBFUSO beside L. su/uscus,

subrogdtus SUBROGATE beside surrogdtus SURRO-

GATED A by-form subs- (cf. ABS-) was normally

reduced to sus- in certain compounds with words

having initial c, f, t, e. g. suscipere, suspendfre,

sustinlre (see SUSCEPTION, SUSPEND, SUSTAIN);

and before sp- the prefix becomes su-, as in suspi-

ctre, susprdo, suspirare (see SUSPECT, SUSPICION,

SUSPIRE).
The original force of the prefix is either entirely

lost sight of or to a great extent obscured in many
words derived immediately or ultimately from old

Latin compounds, such as subject, suborn, sub-

scription, subserve, subsist, substance. (Where the

prefix occurs in an assimilated form and is conse-

quently disguised, as in succeed, suffer, suppose, an

analysis of the compound does not readily suggest

itself.) As a living prefix in English it bears a full

meaning of its own and is freely employed in the

majbrity of the senses defined below. Appropriate

originally to composition with words ofLatin origin

it has become capable of being prefixed to words

of native English or any other origin. This exten-

sion took place as early as the 1 5th c., but the

beginnings of the wide use of which it is now

capable date from the latter half of the i8th c., to

which a large number of the earliest examples of

scientific terms belong.
The more important and permanent compounds,
whether general or technical, are entered in this

Dictionary as main words ;
in the present article

are treated such compounds of a general character

as have not a permanent status in the language and

scientific terms the meaning of which may (for the

most part) be gathered from the meaning of the

prefix and that of the radical element.

In Romanic, sub- was replaced by subtus- as a living pre-

fix e. g. sublevare was ousted by *subtvslevarc, whence

OF. souz., souslever, mod.F. sonlencr. (Cf. _SOUTH-
'.)

But sub- appears in OF. (i) from the lath cent, in learned

adoptions of old Latin compounds, e.g. subornerlo SUBORN,

substance, subtersion, (2) from the I4th cent, (with variant

soub-t in forms substituted for older compounds with souz-,

sous-- e.g. submayeur (cf. soubzmairc) sub-mayor, sub-

trieur (cf! sousprieur) SUBPRIOR, (AF.) subtaxour sub-

taxer, stibvicaire sub-vicar (see 6 below); soubmetre for

sousmetre to SUBMIT.

Pronunciation. The prefix bears the mam stress

(i) in the following words derived from compounds
of the old Latin stock, viz. sifbject (sb.), subscript,

sifbstance, sirburb ; su-baltern, su'bdolous, sii-bju-

gate, su'blimale, su-bsequent, subsidize, stfbsidy,

su-bslantive, sifbstitiite, su-btrahemi; also in su-b-

marine ; (2) in words in which there is an implicit

contrast with the simple word, e.g. stfbarch, su'b-

class. su-bflavour, su'bgenus, su-b-office, su'bsection,

su-bsoil. (As with other prefixes that express con-

trast, the principal
stress is always on sub- when

the contrast is explicit, as deacon and su'bdeacon,

to let or su-blct, epithelialand su-bepithelial tissue.}

The prefix is stressless and the quality of its vowel

is consequently reduced
in subdu'ce, subdue-, subje'c-

tive subjoi-n, subju-nctive, subli'nte, subtae-rge,

submi-t, subo-rdinate, subre'ption, subscribe, sub-

serve, subsi'de, subsi-diary, subsist, substa-nttal,

substra-lum, subsu-me, suble-nd, subtract, subu'r-

ban, sulrue-ne, subve-rt, and their derivatives. In other

cases the prefix bears a stress varying from a light

secondary to a stress even with that of the second

element of the compound (the vowel being conse-

quently unobscured), as in suba'cid, subcla'vian,

su'bdea-n, su-bope-rcular, su-bterra-nean. In com-

pounds belonging to branch II, even stress tends

to prevail.

I. Under, underneath, below, at the bottom (of).

1. Forming adjs. in which sub- is in prepositional

relation to the sb. implied in the second element,

as in L. subaquaneus
= that is sub aqua under

water, SUBAQUANEOUS, subdidlis = that is sub dio,

SUBDIAL, sublerrdneus = that is sub terra, SUB-

TERRANBAN, -EOUS.

a. Compounds of a general character (mainly

nonce-wds.) and miscellaneous scientific terms.

Subarbo'real, lying under a forest of trees.

Snba-stral, situated beneath the stars, mundane,

terrestrial. Subca'mbrian Geol., lying beneath

the Cambrian formation. Su bcarboni'ferous

Geol., designating the mountain-limestone forma-

tion ofthe carboniferous series or that lying beneath

the millstone grit, lower carboniferous. tSub-
co nsulary, being under the government of con-

suls. Subcru-stal, lying under the crust of the

earth. Subfe'rulary [see FERULAB], under school

discipline. Bubflu-vial, extending under a nver.

Subgla-oial, existing or taking place under the ice.

Sublacu-strine, lying or deposited at the bottom

of a lake. Submu'ndane, existing beneath the

world. Subni-veal, -ni'vean, existing or carried

on under the snow. Subnu'bilar, situated beneath

the clouds. Su^bocea-nic, beneath the ocean.

Subphotosphe-rio, produced under the photo-

sphere, t Subre-nal, occurring beneath the h

neys or in the region of the loins. Subru'inan,

underneath ruins. Subscala'rian a. used as so.

(see quot.). Swbsuperfi-cial, occurring below

the surface, t Su:bte|rula-jieous [L. subtegula-

neus, l.tegula tile], under the roof or eaves. Sub-

u-ndane [L. undo, wave], growing beneath tt

waves. Sub-Wea-lden, under the Wealden strata

in Sussex (or similar strata elsewhere).

1886 GUILLEMARD Cruise ofMarchesa\\. 10 The explorer

who penetrates the true primeval forest in a country such as

Borneo finds himself at the bottom of a 'subarboreal world.

,75, WARBU RTON Serm. Ps. cxliv
.3^
He compares this Suh-

ssb^s^a^^^^-^
^3&*^sssiste*isf^|3S
in Illawarra. 1654 H. L'ESTRANGE Chas.I (.655) 55 n

subconsulary Rome, Athens or Sparta 1898 t,<tr-J>-
Nov 545 Volcanic outflow of subcrustal molten matter.

i8'SiB W. HAMILTON Discuss. ,18 Having in his tender

vears been subferulary to some other kind of schooling.

1863 HAWTHORNE Our Old Home, UP the Thames 1 1. 134

Making the *subfluvial avenue [viz. the Thames tunnel] only

a little gloomier than a sheet of upper London. .iS
- -- A t:,. Baa- f -me Pumuinff tnei

SUB-

1809 Smithsonian Rep. 230 The superficial and 'subsuper-
ficlal temperatures. 1656 BLOUNT Clossogr,, Subtcguta-

neous, th;U is under the eaves or roofs of nouses. 1878 .A/.

Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 163 This subiegulaneous solitude.

1851 D. LANDSBOROUGH Brit. Staivtctis (ed. 2) 19 With bright
festoons of gayer, genller algues, 'Subundane drapery. 1871
in Ktc. Sub- Wealden Kxplor. (1878) 6 The thickness of the

*Sub-Wealden strata in trance and Belgium.

b. Anal. (Path., Surg.) and Zool. = Situated

or occurring under or beneath (occas. behind) the

part or organ denoted by the radical element, or

lying on the ventral side of it or ventrally with

respect to it ;
as in (late) L. subalaris that is

sub alls under the wings, subocularis SUBOCULAB,
mod.L. sublingiialis SUBLINGUAL, etc.

Compounds of this class may coincide' in form with com-

pounds having a different analysis. Thus, subabdominal

under the abdomen, f. snbabiiomine + -AL, coincides with

subal'dominal = not quite abdominal, f. SUB- 20 d + ABDOMI-

NAL; SO SUBCARTILAGINOUS, SuBCRNTKAl., SuBMUCOUS. IUO-

stinous. Also, such a form as SUBUMBRELLAR may be

analysed as (i) sub umbrella + -AE' = situated beneath

the umbrella, or (2) f. subumbnlla (see f below) + *'f
pertaining to the subumbrella; so SUBMBNTAL. (In this

,econd case the resultant signification is much the same

whichever analysis is taken.)

In some of these compounds the implied regimen of the

prep, is not a simple sb. but a group consisting of an adj. and

i sb., the adj. being the element represented in the com-

pound ; e. g. subdural.
In the following list explanations of the radical elemenl

have been occasionally added in brackets ; in most instances

the meaning of the compound is readily inferred from that of

the prefix and of the second elemenl. Many more words of

this class are to be found in the medical diets, of Billings,

Dorland, and others, Sydenham Society's Lex., Allbults

Syst Med., Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci., etc.

Subabdo-minal (
= situated or occurring under,

below, or beneath the abdomen), snbacro-mial,

suba-lar, suba-nal, subaponeuro'lic, subastra-galoid,

subauri-cular (an auricle), subcse-cal, subca-lcartne

(the calcarine fissure), subca-psular, subcerebellar

subcollateral (the collateral fissure of the brain),

subconjuncti-val (the conjunctiva), subco'racoid,

subcra-nial (the cranium, the cranial axis), sub-

cuti-cular, subde'ltoid, subde-rmal, -aid, su bdia-

phragma-tic,snbdi-scal (the discal shell), subdu-ral

(the dura mater), sicbectodermal, -ic, subendoca-r-

dial, subendostylar, subendothe-lial, subeptde'r-

mal, -ic, su bepithe-lial,subfa-lcial(^e
falx cerebri),

subfascial, subfro'ntal (a frontal lobe), subge-mtal,

subgle-noid (the glenoid fossa), subgh'tttc (the

glottis), subgu-lar (the throat), subhtrmal, sub-

hroiJ, subintesti-nal, subla-bial, subh'bular (a

lobule of the liver), sublo'ral, submammaiy, sub-

mandi-bular, subma'sioid, snbineni-ngeal, submu-s-

cular, subne-rvian, -neu'ral (a mam neural axis

or nervous cord), subno'dal, subasopha-geal, -an,

subo-ral, subo-stracal (the shell, Gr. oarpaxov), sub-

pailial, subpari'etal (the parietal bone, lobe, etc.),

subpedu-ncular, subpe-lvic, subpericra-nial, subpe-

rio-steal, su-.bperitone'al, subperiloneoabdo-minal,

-pe-lvic (the abdominal peritoneum,
the peritoneum

of the pelvis ; applied to forms of extra-uterine

pregnancy), subpetro'sal (the petrosal bone), suo-

phre-nic (the diaphragm), subpi-al (the pia mater),

subpleu-ral, subprepu'tial, subfu'bic, subpylrnc,

subra-dular,subre-linal, substro'lal, subsphenoi-aal,

subsfi-nal, subspi'nous, subste-rnal, substi-gmalal,

stibsylvian (the Sylvian fissure) , subsyno'mal (a

synovial membrane), subtegume-nlal, subtemporal

(a temporal gyrus of the brain), subtenta'cular (the

tentacles or tentacular canal), subliape'zial, sub-

wngual, -u-nguial, subvagi-nal,subve-ntral

1840 Cuvier-s Animal Kingdom 408 These branchiie are
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were sometimes heard. 1859 THIRLWALL Kern.,(1878 111.

20? The prevailing notion of the *sublacustnne domai

that they are full of countless treasures. 1831 t.xamine

;,V/i Yet have we our festivals Even in these 'submundane

halls i88< Field 12 Dec. 824/1 A favourite resort for these

S^niv"?operations is a steep bank where the heather ,s

od and long .848 S. JUDO Margaret ,., xvi.,1Se.zmg a
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the hinder legs halte by reason of some pame !n the tomes.

Vm< I P BRISCOE Old Nottinghamshire 140 What is that

be a -subscalarian, or a man that sleeps under the stairs.

tic, tne ucaifcii-i.vn *"-".- ',

nlexus and distributed to the diaphragm. .-~ -

i if 272 A'sub-discal series of internervular spots and

dhes: '.875 W. TURNER Hum. Anal. 2,9
A^spac,



SUB-.

arise from the "siibectodermal fibrous network. 1888 ROLLES-

TON & JACKSON Anim. Life 784 A "sub-ectodermic plexus

of ganglion cells in the subumbrella. 1897 Allbntt s Syst.

M*i II. 827 "Sub-endocardial haemorrhages. 1893 A the-

nzum 2 Dec. 774/- The "subendostylar crelom. 1875 W.

TURNER in Encycl. Brit. I. 848/2 The endothelial celh rest

nective tissue. tS^ Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII. HI
The presence of a *subfalcial sinus. 1897 Allbntt s Syst.

Med IV. 601 Its source, a degenerate gland, is not only

subcutaneous, but *subfascial also, that is, under the deep

cervical fascia. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. vl. 260

The sternal surface presents, anteriorly, a flattened "sub-

frontal area. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 785
The membranes come to lie at the bottom of "subgemtal

cavities or lemnia. 1872 HUMPHRY Myology 31 The palmar

muscles take their origin from the coracoids, or "subglenoid

part of the girdle. 1880 A. FLINT Princ. Med. 304 tLderna

in very rare instances occurs below the vocal cords. Ihis

is distinguished as *subglottic oedema. 1858 W. CLARK tr.

Van dcr Hoeven's Zool. II. 249 "Subgular vocal sac.

Quain's Anat. (ed. 8) II. 740 The fourth arch, which has no

special name, but might be called "sub-hyoid or cervical.

1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 125 Vessels, .which pass round

the intestine. .to join a "sub-intestinal vessel. 1875 BLAKI

Birds
loral w

bene^Tht mamma. *7B BUCKLAND Log-Bk. "8 The

"submandibular. .tissues. 1844 HOBLYN Diet, ferms Med.

(ed. 2) 293 "Sub-mastold, the name of a branch given oft by
the seventh pair of nerves, as it passes out from the stylo-

. -j e -o ,' ;.../'^ I.'.,.-/ Hfril Vfl cfin Sninp
,

mastoid foramen. 1899 A llbutts Syst. Med. VII. 569 Some

injury during birth, such as usually results in "submemngeal

haemorrhage. 1853 DUNGLISON Med. Lex.,
''Submuscular,.

seated beneath muscles or a muscular layer. 1888 E
Brit. XXIV. 679 In Lumbricns there are three longitudinal

trunks which run from end to end of the body (i) dorsal,

(2) supranervian, (3) "subnervian. 1878 BELL
tr._ Gegen-

baair's Comf. Anatomy 279 A "subneural cavity [in insects).

1900 LUCAS Brit. Dragonflies 53 The ultra-nodal sector is

found between thereen the principal and the sub-nodal. 1835-6

ToddsCycl. Anat. I. 547/2 A second [ganglion]. whicTl is

"suboesophageal and anterior, supplies the buccal apparatus.

1858 W. CLARK tr. Van dcr Hoeven's Zool. II. 59 Branchiae

open internally
in a "subcesophagean tube. 1876-9 Todd'^s

A

lage. 1854 WOODWARD Mollusca II. 195 A *sub-pallial

expansion on the sides of the back. 1889 Buck's Handbk.
Med. Sci VIII. 152 "Subparietal [gyre). 1815 J. GORDON
Syst. Hum. Anat. I. 211 The "sub-peduncular Lobule of

the Cerebellum. 1864 Reader No. 103. 771/1 The acute

"subpelvic arch. 1873 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. 41 In the

"subpericranial form [of contusions] the indurated base may
organise. 1847-9 TodoTs Cycl. Anat. IV. I. 713/2 In syphilis
.. there is frequently "subperiosteal effusion of lymph. 1835 -6

Ibid. I. 13/1 The "subperitoneal cellular tissue. 1896
Nomencl. Dis. 209 Affections connected with pregnancy.. .

0. "Subperitoneo-abdominal. 1857 BULLOCK tr. Cazeaux'
Midwifery 245 *Sub-peritoneo-pelvic Pregnancy. .a species
of extra-uterine pregnancy. 1889 Brick's Handbk. Med. Sci.

VIII. 242 The oblique super- and "sub-petrosal sinuses.

1897 Allbittt's Syst. Med. III. 570 By "subphrenic abscess
is understood a collection of pus in the hollow of the dia-

phragm. 1877 tr. von Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. XII. 465
Meshes or spaces in the tissue of the pia ("subpial space).
1862 H. W. FULLER Dis. Lungs 173 The "sub-pleural cellu-

lar tissue is injected and oedematous. 187* T. BRYANT
Pract. Sur%. 496 From retained *sub-preputial secretion or
from adhesion between the glans and prepuce. 1831 R.
KNOX Cloquet's Anat. 198 "Sub-Pubic or Triangular Liga.
ment. 1866 HUXLEY Laing's Preh. Rent. Caithn. 94 The
sub-pubic arch. 1911 Encycl. Brit. (ed. n) XVII. 166/2 The
gastric glands, draining the stomach (these are divided into

coronary, "sub-pyloric and retropyloric groups). 1877 HUX-
LEY Anat. Inv. Anim. viii. 488 The "subradular membrane is

continued into a longer or shorter sac. 1847-9 Coda's Cycl.
Anat. IV.i. 134/2 The submucous tissue of the gall-bladder ;

the subserous of the pleura . . ; the "subretinal. 1861
BUMSTEAD Ven. Dis. 119 The "sub-scrotal cellular tissue.

153 "Subspinous [dislocation]. The head of the bone is

displaced on to the posterior margin of the glenoid cavity.
1831 R. KNOX

Cloijuet's Anat. 772 The "substernal and
pulmonary lymphatics. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 785
Dysphagia and substernal burning. x8q6Proc.Acad. Nat.
Sci.Philad.^ The marginal cell .. may have the portion
below the stigma ("substigmatal) longer than that beyond
(poststigmatal). 1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII. 152
Fissural connections.. of the Sylvian with the basisylvian,
presylvian, and "subsylvian. 1835-6 Todifs Cycl. Aunt. I.

254/1 The "subsynovial cellular tissue. 1883 Encycl. Brit.
XVI, 679/1 A pair of such spores [sc. tegumentat] leading
into "sub-tegumental spaces of considerable area. 1889' ....,and "subtemporal fissures. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim.
ix. 586 The "subtentacular and coeliac canals. 1899.4/7.
butt s Syst. Med. VIII. 28 The *sub-trapezial plexus on the
under surface of the trapezius muscle. 1853 HYDE CLARKE
Diet.,

*
.\u6ungual, under the nails. 1879 St. George's Host

Rep. IX. 755 The subungual wart, 1853 DUNGLISON Med
Lex., "Subunguial, belonging to parts under the nail! as
subunguial exostosis. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 159
Coloring matter is. .found. .in the "sub-vaginal space. 1835
KIRBY Hab. , Inst. Anim, I. U. 267 Ho "subventral. .foot!

(6) in derived advs.; e.g. subdu'rally, su-.bpe-

rio'steally ;
so SUBCORTICALLY.

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 700 Injected "subduraUy the

results were not so constant. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex., i>uo-

periosteally, in a subperiosteal manner.

o. Bat. in the same sense as b
;

e. g. su-.oarcM-

~Km~fcxt:b'k. Bot. (ed. 4) 288' The ascophorous hypha: or

subhymenial layer. .
,

d. Anat. In adj. compounds in Latin form, ot

the type defined in b above, designating parts of

the body, used absol. by ellipsis of sb. (e. g. mus-

culus muscle, membrana membrane) : e. g. SUB-

ANCONEUS, SUBCKUBEUS, SlIBMUCOSA.

() Adjs. of Eng. form are similarly used, esp.

pi. ; e. g. SUBCOSTAL, SUBOBBITAL.

e. With sbs. forming attrib. compounds ; e. g.

subatla-ntic under the Atlantic, suh-cu'ticle =

enterprise, 1009 ^iicrocvsiii uo,., uj outn-ut..... .--j- ;
-

1900 Pop. Sci. Monthly Feb. 440 There would necessarily

be a *submountain mass. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 7 Sept. 4/4

The whole of the "sub-river section of the line. 1846 OWEN
Brit. Fossil Mammals $12 The *sub-turbary shell-marl in

various localities in Ireland. 1893 Times 24 June 7/6 Ihe

[latest] ships are practically the same with regard to the

"sub-water structure.

f. With sbs. forming sbs. designating a part,

organ, or substance lying under the part denoted

by the radical element; e.g. SOBCOSTA, subcnce--

phalon, subhyme-nium, SUBMENTUM, subplace'ttta,

sub-ra-dius, subte'sta (see quots.), SUBUMBBELLA.

1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., *Subencephalon, Krause's

name for combined medulla oblongata, pons Varolii, and cor-

pora quadrigemina. 1900 JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms, Sub.

kymenial Layer or *5w^/y/c/w/,= Hyppthecium. 1855
DUNGLISON Med. Lex.,

*
Subflaccnta, decidua membrana.

1897 PARKER & HASWELL Zool. I. 129
Half way between

any ad-radius and the adjacent per- or mter-radius, a radius

of the fourth order, or 'sub-radius. 1816 P. KEITH Sytt.

Physiol. Bot. II. 374 The "Subtesta, which is the inner

coat of the seed and lies immediately under the testa.

g. Forming vbs., in L. sitbhastdrt = ' hastse subi-

cere
'

(see SUBHASTATION), subjugare to SUBJUGATE.

2. With adverbial force (
= underneath, below,

down, low, lower), prefixed to adjs., vbs., and

pples. (and, less freq., sbs.), as in L. subseratus

having copper underneath, subjaccns underlying,

SUBJACENT, subscrtbe'rc to write underneath, write

down, SUBSCBIBE, subsidfre to sit down, SUBSIDE,
substemere to strew or spread underneath, subtcn-

dlre to stretch under, SUBTEND, late L. subcavare

to hollow out underneath ; e. g. subadja'cent, -re'-

pent adjs. ; subsera'ted, -concea-led, -contained,

-dented, -fwi'ned pples. ; subccrvate, -irrigate vbs.

Sublinea'tioii, underlining. Su bpunctua tion,

marking letters or words with dots underneath.

f* SnTja'mbraffe v., to overshadow, f Siibunda'-

tion, the action of waves underneath. (Formations
of this class are uncommon.)
1722 QUINCY Lex. Physico-Med. (ed. 2) 2 The superior

Parts of the "subadjacent Os Metacarpi. 1771 Phil.
Trans. LXII. 60 A "subaerated . . denarius of the Planorian

family. 1799 W. TOOKE View Rnss. Einfi. I. 115 A piece
of mountain, . .entirely bare of soil, ..in conjunction with
that mineral {viz. talc] *subcavatiug the trapp-stone. a 1734
NORTH Exam. HI. vi. (1740) 430 To do it with Address,
and *subconcealed Artifice. 1768 CHESELDEN Anat. Hum.
Body 133 For the better understanding of the "sub-con-
tained parts. 1836 SMART Diet., *Subdented, indented
beneath. 1898 I. C. RUSSELL River Dcvehpm. 246 If a
name were desired for this minor feature of the drainage of
certain regions, it might be termed "subimposed. 1903
Sci. Amer. Suppl. 17 Jan. 22616/3 Where the subsoil trans-
mits water freely, irrigation ditches may "subirrigate large
tracts of country without rendering them marshy. 1651
A. BOATE in Ussher"s Lett. (1686) 564 He hath made use of
.."Sublineation in lieu of Asterisks. 1908 Times 14 Mar.
14/1 The following whip.. was marked with the sublinea.
tion of a thick black line. 1908 H. HALL Stud. Eng. Off.
Hist, Doc. 384 Confession of a blunder by the process of

"subpunctuation must have been particularly distasteful to
a mediaeval scribe. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. ii. 53
That they [hairs] should imbibe the afflux of "subrepent
humours. 1908 Daily Citron. 25 July 1/4 A push-button
subtwined in a bower of red roses. 1581 Satir. Poems
Reform, xliii. 82 Xerxes, quhose-.schippis "subumbragit
all the seyis on breid. 1552 HULOET s. v. Banckes, Banckes
defensyue againste *subundation called Seabanckes.

b. Hence = in or into subjection, as in subdlre
to bring under, subdue, subiclre to SUBJECT.
3. Prefixed to sbs. with adjectival force (partly
on the analogy of L. sublamina under-plate, sub-
stramen litter)

=
lying, existing, occurring below

or underneath, under-, (hence, by implication)
underground ; e. g. sub-armour, -trousers, -vest-

ment; sub crust, -currtnl, -deposit, -flush, -mind;
sub-note, -text ; sub-crossing, -population, -railway ;

in designations of architectural features, indicating
a secondary member, feature, chamber, etc. placed
under one of the same kind, e.g. sub-basement,

SUB-.

-cellar, -hall, -member, -pier-arch, -plinth, -shaft,

-sill, -store-room, tower; so sub-shelf, subtrench

(whence subtrenched adj.). Also SUB-AECH, etc.

(Stress even, or on the prefix.)

1860 HEWITT Anc. Armour II. 132 The Hauberk of chain,

mail is worn . . not . . as the principal
defence .. but as a "sub-

armour. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 26 Apr. 5/1 Underneath, in the

basement and "sub-basement, were many thousands of

gallons of wines and spirits. 1894 Outing XXIV. 379/2

Gentlemen, I see I didn't examine your "sub-cellar. 1864

Atlienxum 22 Oct. 530/3 If it be not found convenient to

have "sub-crossings, surely light iron bridges would answer

the purpose. 1886 Ibid. 4 Sept. 297/3 The intervening zone,

or "sub-crust, which we should probably regard as being.,

in a state of hydro-thermal plasticity. 1902 Westm. Gaz.

J4Oct-3/2The *sub-currentof American life, a 1828 SCHOOL-

CRAFT (Webster), 'Subdeposit. a 1846 LYELL (Wore.). 1899

Atlantic Monthly LXXXIII. 759/1 A certain "subflush of

overripe color beneath the dusky skin. 1887 Diet. Archil.,

*Sub.hall, the place in the lower story under the hall or chief

entrance, which last was usually on the first floor. 1875
BRASH Eccl. Arc/tit. Irel. 133 These arches have each a

chamfered Sub-member. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Lit.

Wks. (Bohn) II. 112 They exert every variety of talent on

a lower ground, and may be said to live and act in a "sub-

mind. 1824 DIBDIN Libr. Comf. 609 The "sub-note will

shew that he possessed a few of his choicer works. 1835 R.

WILLIS Archit. Mid. Agetvu. 94 Sometimes the "sub-pier-

arch rests on a pilaster instead of a half shaft. 1836 PARKER
Gloss. Archit. I. 61 A second or "sub-plinth under the

Norman base. 1890 Daily Nni'S 10 June 5/7 A sort of

"sub-population of elfin people, who live under the Treppe.

1845 J. WILLIAMS (title), "Sub-Railways in London. 1835
R. WILLIS Archit. Mid. Ages iv. 34 "Sub-shafts sustain

arches of which the upper side is united to the soffit of the

next arch or wall. 1880 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. II. 415
Ten inches below the "sub-shelf is a sink. 1833 LOUUON
Encycl. Archit. 867 The oak gate-posts are kept firm in

their places, by the underground braces^ to the "subsills.

1889 Scribner'sMag. Aug. 2 16/1 Distributions are made daily

among the *substore-rooms. 1726 J. LOWE Lat. Grant, ix,

The Fundamental rules in Text ; the Less-necessary sub-

joined in "Subtext. 1884 Contentf. Rev. July 104 A still

better effect.. was gained by placing an octagonal super,

tower, or
' lantern ', on a square "sub-tower. 1669 STAYNRED

Fortif. 7 EFGH is the 'Subtrench. Ibid , Section of a

Fort with a.. Counterscarp; also "Subtrenched. 1890 Co-

lumbus (Ohio) Disp. ii July, Four inches of white canvass
"subtrousers was exposed between his pantaloons, spring*
bottoms and shoe-tops. 1802 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 394
The diaper "subvestment of the young jacobin.

b. Anat. (a) Designating the lowest or basal

part of the organ denoted by the second element

(cf. med.L. subjuga lowest part of a yoke) ; e. g.

subcutis, subface, subfacies, subilium.

1879 tr. HaeckeCs Evol. Man (1905) 648 The corium is

much thicker than the epidermis. In its deeper strata (the

*subcutis) there are clusters of fat-cells. 1826 KIRBY & Sr.

Entomol. III. 366 "Subfacies (the "Subface). The lower

surface or underside of the head. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex,,
'Sutilium, the lowest portion of the ilium.

(b) Designating a part concealed or encroached

upon ;
e. g. subfasure, subgyre.

1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII. 160 Superfissures
and "subfissures These terms are employed herein to

designate the fissures which result from the formation of

supergyres and "subgy/es. 1903 Amer. Anthropologist
(N. S.) V. 623 The occipital fissure .. shows a number of well-

marked subgyres in its depths. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Sub-

gyrus, a gyrus that is encroached on or covered.

o. Agric. Short for subsoil-,

1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. 16 Aug. 1775, Put
old Nimrod to the "sutplow. 1778 Ibid., Nothing can equal

"sub-plowing for clearing the surface from running weeds.

Ibid., Observ. 97 After the Beans were drawn, the Soil was

subplowed. 1866 C. W. HOSKYNS Occas. Essays in The
well-known results of drainage and "subpulvcration. 1856
MORTON Encycl. Agric. II. 647/2 Subsoil ploughs.. are

merely stirrers of the under soil, and might more properly
be termed "sub-pulverizers.

4. Mas. With adj. force combining with sbs. to

form terms designating : (a) an interval of so much
below a given note ; e. g. subdiapente, subdiates-

saron
; (b) a note or an organ-stop an octave below

that denoted by the original sb. ; e. g. SUBOCTAVE,
subconlra octave ; sub-bass, -bourdon, -diapason ;

cf. CONTKA- 4 ; (c) a note lying the same distance

below the tonic as the note designated by the

radical sb. is above it; e.g. SOBDOMINANT, SUB-

MEDIANT. (Cf. 13.)

1852 J. J. SEIDEL Organ 25 The organ at St. Elizabeth's at

Breslau.. contains a sub-diapason. \&$Engl.Mech,y Dec.

385/3 Sub-bass is a 32 ft. tone stop. 1878 STAINEK & BAR-

HETT Diet. Mas., Snlidiapeitte, Subdominant, the fifth below'

or the fourth above any key note. 1879 Organ Voicing 18

All stops speaking at any interval other than the octave,

super or sui. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 483/2 The 'subbass

. .an octave of 16 feet pitch. 1881 C. A. EDWARDS Organs
155 Sub-bourdon .. is a rare manual stop of 32 ft. 1883

GROVE Diet. Mus. III. 747/2 A 'Canon in Subdiapente
was a canon in which the answer was a fifth below the lead.

Similarly
' Subdiatessaron is a fourth below. 1901 TITCH-

ENER Exper. Psyckol. I. 32 Subcontra octave.

II. Subordinate, subsidiary, secondary; sub-

ordinately, subsidiarily, secondarily.

5. Having a subordinate or inferior position ;
of

inferior or minor importance or size ; subsidiary ;

secondary.
a. of persons ; as in late L. subadjuva assistant,

subheres next or second heir
;

e. g. sub-advocate,

-deity, -god, -hero, -substitute, etc.



SUB-

1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. 1851 IV. 351 The Laws of Eng.
land, wherofyou have intruded to bee an opiniastrous 'Sub-

advocate. 1641 - Ch. Gov. I. vi, These two main reasons

of the prelates ..are the very wombe for a new 'subanti-

christ to breed in. 1818 BENTHAM Ch. Eng., Catech. Exam.
161 This newly commissioned Antichrist with his three Sub-

Antichrists, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, *Snb.beait,

or Demibeau, a wou'd-be-fine. a 1629 T. G[OFFE] Careless

Sheph. i. i, It awes Not mortalls only; but makes other

powers 'Sub-Deities to thine. 1820 T. MITCHELL Com.

holders to the burger-meesters. 1680 SHADWELL Woman-
Ca.pt. i, Scarce any one is such a Fool, but he has a *su!>-

Fool that he can laugh at. 1679 DRYDEM Limbtrkam v,

Happily arriv'd, t'faith, my old "Sub-fornicator. 1726 DK
FOE Hist Dfvil 11. i. 203 [Satan] had his *Sub-Gods, who
under his several Dispositions receiv'd the Homage of

Mankind. 1846 LADY EASTLAKE Jrnls. (1895) I. 189 Sir

E. L. Bulwer. .a man., reminding me of some of the *sub-

heroes in his own books. 1649 WODENOTE Hermes Theol.

68 Saucy *Sub-Jacks possessed of the preferments of the

Special magistrate and 'sub-protector of the aborigines,

Alice Springs, South Australia. 1817 BENTHAM fart. Re-

form Introd. 170 Dependance on an essentially insatiable

shark with his 'sub-sharks. 1788 HOLCROFT Baron Trcnck

(1886) II. vi. 99 The substitute of Kempf was Frauen-

berger, who. -appointed one Krebs as a 'sub-substitute.

1818 BENTHAM Ch. Eng. Introd. 17 Another body of di-

vinity., to co-operate with the Catechism, and act under

it, in the character of a sub-substitute to every thing
that came from Jesus, a 1734 NORTH Life Ld. Keeper
North (1742) 271 The Earl of Sunderland, Jeffries, and
their 'Sub-Sycophants. 1589 COOPER Adman. 9^ Anti-

christian Prelates, Petie Antichrists. 'Subvice-Antichrists,
&c. as some, .do terme them, c 1675 DRYDEN Pref. to Notes

Etnpr. Morocco Wks. 1808 XV. 404 His king, his two

empresses, his villain, and his 'sub-villain, nay his hero,

have all a certain natural cast of the father. 1840 MACAULAY

Ess., Clive (1854) 535/1 The villain or sub-villain of the

story. 1692 SOUTH Serm. (1697) I. 204 The Repairer of

a decayed Intellect, and a 'Sub-worker to Grace, in freeing
it from some of the inconveniences of Original Sin.

b. of material objects ; e.g. sub-affluent, -con-

stellation, -piston, -totem, etc.

1873 tr. yules Verne's Meridiana v, [The Kuruman] in-

creased by the waters of a 'sub-affluent, theMoschoria. 1744
Phil. Trans. XLIII. May 14 The cardinal and 'subcardinal

Points of the Compass. 1827 G. HIGGINS Celtic Druids 59

One of the very first "subcasts from the Asiatic hive. 1646

SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. xix. 262 If thereby be meant
the Pleiades, or 'subconstellation upon the back of Taurus.

1834-47 J. S. MACAULAY Field Fortif. (1851) 297 Keep their

'sub-crests in the same plane as the sub-crests of the

faces. 1839 MURCHISON Siluria vi. (ed. 3) 122 The whole of

the calcareous courses of this 'subformation. 1862 Catal.

Internal. Exhib. II. xxxi. 20 The following 'sub-master

keys. 1895 Outing XXVI. 55/2 The serried ranks of 'sub-

pagodas in this strange, holy city. 1900 Hiscox Horseless

Vehicles 66 When the ports in the *sub-piston close. 1879

G. PRESCOTT Sp. Telephone 434 M. Gaudoin also utilizes

these different 'subproducts in the manufacture of his car-

bons. 1859 R. F. BURTON in Jrnl. Geogr. Soc. XXIX. 125

8 t An extensive view of 'subrange and hill-spur. 1883
HOWITT in Smithsonian Rep. 818 A larger or smaller group
of what I have called "subtotems, but which might be

appropriately termed pseudo-totems.
C. of something immaterial, a quality, state, etc. ;

e. g. sub-cause, -flavour, -idea, -question, etc.

1898 Engineering Mag. XVI. 38 In all there are 149 *sub-

accounts, under 24 general voucher titles. 1818 BENTHAM
Ch. Eng., Catech. Exam. 331 In the principal article, they
are stated as residing in the neighbourhood ;_

whereas, in

DONNE Serm. xxxiv. (1640) 338 This part hath also two

branches.. in the first branch, there will bee two twiggs,

two 'sub-considerations. 1891 Field 18 June 942/1 [In

whist] the 'sub-echo is the showing of three trumps when
a partner has led and called for them. This is accomplished

by echoing in the usual manner. 1895 Daily Nevis 30 Nov.

6/3 Their manifest "sub-flavour of earnestness. 1878 GROSART

G. Daniel's Poems I. 217
' Antike'= ancient, with the sub-

idea of grotesqueness. 1855 BROWNING Men i, Women II.

17 Sage provisos, 'sub-intents, and saving-clauses. 1888 Pall

adds, .this "sublimitation. 1840-1 DK QUINCEY .S

1862 X. 191 Where, .the limitations and the subhmitations,

descend, seriatim, by a vast scale of dependencies. 1891

SCRIVENER Fields ft Cities 1 50 Both these scourges [scrofula

and dyspepsia], with the groups of families of 'sub-maladies

which grow in their wake. 1885 Harper's Mag. Jan. 179/2

Some subtle 'sub-meaning [is] also conveyed. 1770 LUCK-
OMBE Hist. Printing 234 Prefaces, Introductions, Annota-

tions . . all which 'sub-parts of a Work were formerly . . put m
Italic. 1879 ROBY Lot. Gram. II. 8 Such a secondary predi-
cate might. .be called a 'subpredicate. It is often called an

apposition. 1899 F. J. MATHER Chaucer's Prol. p. xlii, The
most serious passages of his poetry are seldom without a

'sub-quality of humor. iSyjTuLi.Y Let. to Baxter
remaines yet one

Serm. in Plum

Aristocracy Wks. (Bohn) II. 83 Loyalty is in the" English
a 'sub-religion. 1856 OLMSTED Slave States 292 The Second
Auditor's General Report on Education, .contains abstracts

of *sub-reports. 1885 Law Times Rep. (N. S.) LIII. 566/3
If there was any doubt . . it is entirely removed by the appro-
priate language used in 'sub-rule 30. 1802-13 BENTHAM
Ration. Jndic. Evid. (1827) II. 150 These were mentioned

as so many 'sub-securities for correctness and completeness.

1890 Academy XXXVII. 218/1 A 'subsensation of how, in

Rossetti's weird phrase, his death was
'

growing up from his

birth '. 1888 Spectator 30 June 910/3 There is a 'sub-story
dealing mainly with the amours of a disreputable young
woman. 1881 Smithsonian Refi. 203 Turning to the several

'subsystems it appears that although it is possible that the
orbits of the satellites of Mars, Jupiter [etc.].

d. of actions ; e. g. sub-appearance, -quarrel.
1820 LAMH Elia \. Christ's Hasp., You never met the one

by chance in the street without a wonder, which was quickly
dissipated by the almost immediate 'subnppearance of the
other. 1574 tr. jfosse/in's Life 70 Abp. Pref. to Rdr. D 2 b,
A petye brawle and 'subquarell betwen Yorke and duresme.

1799 S. TUHKKR Hist. Anglo-Saxons I. i. viii. 112 Amid
this complexity of rebellion and 'sub.rebellion. 1825 LAMH
Elia n. Stage Illusion, The skilful actor, by a sort of 'sub-

reference, rather than direct appeal to us, disarms the cha-

racter of a great deal of its odiousness. 1882 '
F. ANSTEY '

Vice VersA iv, His cheeks were creased with a dimpling
*subsmile. 1879 HOWELLS Lady ofAroostook (1883) II. 158
With a knowing little look at Lydia, which included a 'sub-

wink for her husband.

6. With names of officials or persons occupying

positions of authority, forming titles designating
one immediately subordinate to the chief official,

as in L. sutcenturio (var. ofsuccenturio) centurion's

lieutenant, late L. subdoctor assistant teacher, sub-

scrtbendarius assistant secretary, eccl.L. subdin-

conus SUBDEACON , med.L. subbalttvus SUB-BAILIFF,
subbedellus under-beadle, submagister SUBMASTER,
subprior SUBPKIOB, subsecretarius under-secretary ;

e. g. sub-abbot, -captain, -king, -vicar, etc.

1767 BURN Eccles. Law (ed. 2} IV. 456 tnarg., 'Subabbat
and subprior. 1818 BENTHAM Ch. Eng. pi His Right Reve-
rend Co-adjutorsandReverend'Sub-adjutors. 1729 FOXTON
tr. Burnet's App. St. Dead 28 He commemorates their De-
liverance out of Egypt, .. Moses being the *Sub-admini.

strator, with mighty Miracles and Prodigies. 1716 AYLIPFE

Parergon 68 They ought not to execute these Precepts by
simple Messengers or 'Sub-Beadles. 1716 M.DA VIESA then.

Brit. II. 182 Schelstrat the Pope's 'Subbibliothecarian. 1884

Cyclist 13 Feb. 242/1 The captain and 'sub-captain.. repre-
sent the club on the N. C. U. 1519 Ckurchw. Ace. St. Giles,

Reading 3 Of the 'Subchamberer of the Monfastery]
of

Redyng. 1688 HOLME Armouryin.\\\. 49/2 Officers . . belong-

ing to the Earl of Chester. ..Vice Chamberlain, or *Sub
Chamberlain. 1858 GLADSTONE Homer III. IT The subor-

dination of the 'sub-chief to his local sovereign. 1710 J.

CHAMBERLAYNE M. Brit. Notitia n. 689 Mr. John Dundass,
first Clerk of the Assembly. . . NicolSpence.'Sub-Clerk. 1837
CARLYLE Fr. Rev. in. n. ii, Amid head-clerks and sub-clerks.

1688 Land. Gaz. No. 2331/3 One of the King's Family shall

succeed to the Bishoprick, as having been already designed

by the Chapter for their "Sub-Coadjutor. 1691 T. H[ALE]
Account New Invent, p. cv, 'Sub-Conservators for the

River of Thames. 1670 COTTON Espernon i. n. 96 To im-

(1883) I. 63 The same customer and 'sub-customer shall

yield and give their several accompts. 1672 Ibid. 284 Wil-

liam Galley Sub-customer. 1737 E. CHAMBERLAYNE Ang1.

Notitiaii.iii 'Sub-director [of Ordnance]. 189$ HILPRECHT
Recent Res. Bible Lands 87 Halil Bey, sub-director of the

Museum in Constantinople. 1611 BRINSLEY Lud, Lit. 273
The particular help where either an Vsher is wanting, or

else is not sufficient, is by a 'Subdoctor. 1786 J. C WALKER
Irish Bards 83 This instrument was used, .to assemble con-

gregations [etc.]... Nor is it unlikely, that this office was

performed by the *Sub-Druids. 1703 in J. Chamberlayne M.
Brit. Notitia (1710) n. 561 The Office of Her Majesty's..
Ordnance... Six Engineers. .Four 'Sub-Engineers. 1671

F. PHILLIPS Keg. Necess. 522 By fraud and collusion betwixt

him and the said *Sub-Escheator. 1796 CHARLOTTE SMITH
Marchmont IV. 433 Every fee, which the "sub-executors of

our. .laws are suffered to extort. 1809 W. TAYLOR in Rob-

berd Mem. (1843) II. 277 Charon and his 'subferrymen.

1883 Harper's Mag. Jan. 206/2 These Maine men are likely

to become foremen, or 'sub-foremen. 1774 MRS. DELANY

Life $ Corr. Ser. n. (1861) 1 1. 70 Miss Goldsworthy is made

232 The 'sub-inspector of police. 1684 BAXTER Par. Con-

greg. 38 [The Bishop] to be the 'subintercessor, or the

mouth of the Church in publick prayer. 1823 BENTHAM
Not Paul 46 The 'Sub-king of the Jews, Agnppa. 1848

LYTTON Harold HI. iii, The lesser sub.kings of Wales. 1837
W. IRVING Capt. Bonntville I. 179 Mr. Walker, one of the

'subleaders, who had gone with a band of twenty hunters.

1722 HEARNE Collect. (O. H. S.) VII. 385 The Fees being..

^s to the Head Librarian, jr.
bit. to the 'Sublibrarian, &

is. 6rf. to the Janitor. 1800 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) 1. 134 The
sub-librarian is an intelligent man. 1733-4 MRS- DELANY
Let. to Mrs.A.Granville 2 Mar., In what character is

Miss Beal to go with the Orange family? A *sub-maid,

I guess. 1883 Manch. Exam. 30 Oct. 5/2 Being 'sub-

manager for the last twenty-one years. ^1774 TUCKER Lt.

Nat. (1834) II. 207 In order to gain favour with these in-

ferior ministers or 'sub-mediators. 1673 BAXTER Let. in

Answ. Dodwell 82 Doth it follow that your Church Mon-

arch can over-see them all himself without any 'sub-over-

seers? 1685 Parafhr. N. T. John x. 3 To the Messiah

God will open the door, and to *Sub-Pastors, they that by
office are door-keepers to the Church, must open It. 1700

in Cat/i. Rec. Soc. Publ. (1909) VII. 69 The Pastor Tegers,

and sub Pastor of St. Amand. 1617 MORYSON Itin. \. 210

The Patron .made a solemne Oration to the 'sub- Patron

and the Marriners. 1671 E. CHAMBERLAYNE AnfI. Notitia

II 228 Upon this Grand Office depends One hundred eighty

two Deputy Post-Masters. .and 'Sub Post-Masters in their

Branches. 1896 Hansard's Par!. Debates 18 Feb. 546/2

A number of messengers. .employed by Sub-Postmasters.

1721 AMHERST Terrx fit No. 22. 112 Mr. Holt of Maudlin

college 'sub-proctor at that time. 1688 HOLME Armoury
in. iv. 181/2 The 'Sub-Provincial, is to act the same things. .

as the Provincial. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), *Sui-Keaaer,

an Under Reader in one of the Inns of Court, who reads

the Text of the Law the Reader is to Discourse upon. 1605

Answ. Sxfposlti Discov. Romish Doctr. 20 They. .openly

SUB-.

moued the greatest 'Subregents in England to take armes
agamt her. ai7n KEN Pretarativii PocL Wks. III. 13
Neglect to thy Sub-regent's Throne Affronts thy own. 1673BArm Let. in Answ. Dodwell 82 Doth it follow that yourChurch Monarch can.. rule them without any Sub-rulers?
1860 W. L. COLLINS Luck of^Lmlysntede x, It was the 'sub-
sacrist approaching in the discharge of some of his duties.

1843 CAIILYLE I'ast ff t'r. n. vi, Our Lord Abbot
him 'Subsacristan. 1643 Docq. Lett. 1'atent (iS37) 326 The
Office of 'Subsearcher w th

: in the Porte of Ixmdon. 1632
B. JONSON Magn. Lady Dram. 1'ers

,
Mr. Bias, A Vi.po'i-

ttque, or "Sub-secretary. 1678 Trial afCoUinan 42 A Sub-
Secretary, that did write

very many things for linn. 1826
SCOTT Diary 16 Nov. in Lockhart, Five Cabinet M
..with sub-secretaries by the bushel. 1745 Season. Adv.
fro/. 37 No Person shall be capable of acting as SubbherrifT
. .who shall not have been a Protestant for five Years im-

mediately before such his acting. 1737 J. CHAMBEHLAVNE
M. Brit. Notitia 11. 80 The Chief Office. .Head Sorter..
'Sub-Sorters. 1876 GLADSTONE Homeric Synchr. 124 Under
the supremacy of Troy and of Priam, Anchises their king,
seems to have been a 'sub-sovereign, a 1715 BURNET Olvn
Time (1766) I. 315 He had been his 'subtutor and had fol-

lowed him in all his exile. 1744 T. BIRCH A*. Boyle 69 Mr.
Tallents. .had been .. sub-tutor to several sons of the earl of

Suffolk. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), *Sub-Vicar, an Under-
Vicar. 1600 W, WATSON Decacordon (1602) 105 Maister

George Blackwell the new Archpriest of England : nay, the

'Sub-uiceroy rather of all the Isles of Albion.

(6) in derived adjs.; e.g. suosecretarialpeil^iaing
to a sub-secretary.
1898 B. GREGORY Side Lights 499 From his sub-secretarial

desk he spoke on a case.

b. In the designation of corresponding offices or

functions ; e. g. sub-administration, -commissary-

ship, -inspectorship, etc.

1710 STEELE Tatler No. 103 F 3 The 'Sub-Administration
of Stage Affairs. 1748 in Temple & Sheldon Hist. North*

jfield(i^-j^) 273, I will. .throw up my *sub-commissaryship.
1876 SMILES Sc. Nat. xiii. 268 The 'subcuratorship could
not be obtained. 1884 Century Mag. XXVIII. 134 One
'sub-inspectorship of factories. 1839 J. ROGERS Antipapopr.
x. 3- 25^ We read nothing in Holy Scripture about the

'submediation or the under-mediators. 1887 Daily News
i Mar. 6/2 All the smaller *sub-postmasterships still con-

tinue to be in the gift of the Treasury. 1591 Acts Privy
Council (1900) XXI. 105 The fee of the 'Siibproctorship for

one whole yeare. 1881 Athenxnm 15 Jan. 95/3 A sub-

professoriate of twenty readers. 1764 Scott's Bailey, *Sup.

vicarship, the office of an under vicar.

7. Compounded with sbs., to express division into

parts, sections, or branches.

a. of material objects; e.g. sub-areolet a divi-

sion of an areolet, sub-cavity one of the smaller

cavities into which a cavity is divided, sub-folium
a small or secondary folium ; etc.

1852 DANA Crust. 1. 192 From each lateral segment a small

'subareolet is separated anteriorly. 1899 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. VII. 647 The cavity of the cranium is divided into

two *subcavities by the tentorium cerebelli. 1847-9 Toad's

Cycl. Anat. IV. I. 09/1 The cells, .containing no 'sub-cells

in their interiors. 1875 BRASH Eccl. Arc/lit. Jrel. 92 The
chancel has a deep recess or 'sub-chancel at the east end.

1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII. 127 The exact number
and form of the cerebellar folia and 'subfolia at birth. 1883
Pall Mall Gaz. 25 Sept, lo/r. What he might call 'sub-

houses, or a house within a house. 1641 MILTON Animadv.
Wks. 1851 III. 226 An individuall cannot branch itselfe

into 'subindividuals, 1885 WATSON & EVWURY MaiA. The.

Electr. I. 237 The motions of the 'submolecules. 1898

Syd. Soc. Lex.,
~*
Subnitcleus, any one of the subdivisions

Rc.d

peduncles, 1836-9 Todd'sCycl. Anat. II. 910/1 The pro-

thorax, .is composed of four 'sub-segments.

b. of a body or assembly of people, as in SOB-

COMMITTEE, or of a division of animals or plants,

as in SUBGENOS ;
e. g. sub-band a division of a

band, sub-breed a. breed of animals constituting a

marked division of a principal breed.

1808 PIKE Sources Mississ. (1810) i. App. 60 A young man,

Wyaganage, has recently taken the lead in all the councils

and affairs of state of this 'sub-baud. 1859 DARWIN Orig.

Spec. iv. (1878) 87 The 'sub breeds of the tumbler pigeon.

1896 Daily News ^ Apr. 3/3 The east 'sub-brigade.. sup-

ported by the west sub-brigade. 1894 Educ. Rev. VII. 278

Every one of the 'sub-conferences claims for its group of

subjects an educational value equal to that of every other.

1908 Westm. Gaz. 8 Aug. 2/1 One Council, with 'sub-

councils corresponding roughly to the postal areas. 1877

LE CONTE Elem. Geol. (1879) 160 The fauna and flora of the

United States are divided . . into three "sub-faunas and "sub-

flora:. 1833 CHALMERS in Mem. (1851) III. 381 The dis-

cussions otthe separate or 'sub-meetings. 1860 MILL Repr.

Gov. (1865) 115/2 Besides the controlling Council, or local

'sub-Parliament, locai business has its executive department.

1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 473/1 Each of these phratries is

cal tree] were termed '
phyla , ... - . --

-.

1846 GROTE Greece it. ii. II. 324 Twelve 'sub-races, out of

the number which made up entire Hellas. 1894 W.WALKER
Hist. Congreg. Ch. 299 With the two Edwardean dmnes..

Emmons and Dwight,-the New Divinity may be said to

have divided into two "subschools. 1824 SOUTHEY Sir f.

Mori (1831) I. 362 Every Sect and every 'Sub-sect has its

magazine. 1868 GLADSTONE Juv. Mxndi iv. 112 A 'sub-

sept of the Achaians. 1798 m Nicolas Disp. (1845) III. 49

He divided his force into three 'Sub-squadrons. 1882 A.

Syndicate are of opinion that it would be undesirable. 1670

Rtc. Presbyt. Inverness (1896) 3 To remitte the same



SUB-.

[sc. names].. with the Moderator to the Bishope to y forsd

"Subsynode. \9&$Athetixuin 28 Feb. 279/1 If thesquadron
is preferable to the troop as a "sub-unit.

() in derived adjs. ;
e. g. subpkratric pertaining

to a subphratry.
1887 J. G. FRAZER Totemism p. viii, *Subphratric an<

Phratric Totems. 1896 W. MACKAV Rec. Presbyt. Inverness

45 Among the "subsynodical refers read to-day.

C. of a region or an interval of time, as in SUB-
DISTRICT ; e. g. sub-age a division of an age.
1878 LOCKYER Stargazing 2 The Telescopic age. .divides

itself naturally into some three or four *sub-ages of extreme

importance. 1826 KLRBY & SP. Entom. IV. 485 [Latreillc

proposes further to divide his climates into *subclimates, by
means of certain meridian lines. 1867 G. F. CHAMBERS

Astron.(\%Tj)si The interval n.ijy being divided into two

unequal 'sub-intervals of 4.77* and 6.34'. 1898 JmL Sch.

Geog. (U. S.) Oct. 286 The "sub-province known as the

Great Plains. 1858 GHOTE Greece n. Ixxii. IX. 290 Each

satrapy was divided into *sub-satrapies or districts. 1909

Daily Chron. 23 June 4/6 Cleveland, . .stands with Holder-

ness, Hallamshire, and Richmondshire as a *sub-shire of
Yorkshire.

d. of a branch leading from or into the main

body, or a subordinate section of a business or sys-

tem of affairs ;
* branch-

; e.g. sub-bureau a bureau

depending on the principal bureau, sub-cash adeposit
of cash at a branch, sub-office a branch office.

1896 Pop. Set. Monthly Feb. 572 The bureau will be aided

..by "sub-bureaus. 1705 DE FOE Consolidator Wks. 1840
IX. 354 They brought all their running cash into one bank,
and settled a *sub-cash, depending upon the grand bank,
in every province of the kingdom. 1909 Install. News III.

29/1 Where wood casing is desired to be used for the *sub-

circuits. 1892 Daily News 16 Sept. 5/4 Abortion of the

*sub-creek referred to, now being converted into a peaceful

fishpond. 1804 Edin. Rev. V. 16 The other [college) is to

consist of *sub-departments, one in each county. 1897
MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 139 Stopping at little villages
to land passengers or at little *sub-factories to discharge

cargo. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm \. 564 Where 'sub-

mams are employed in particular hollows, the ground com-

n'lending the drainage belonging to each hollow should

istinctly marked off from the rest. Ibid., A sub-main
drain should be made along the lowest part of the hollow.

1907 Nature LXXVI. 554/2 The "submeter system is free

from the objection of first cost to a great extent. 1876
PREECE & SIVEWRIGHT Telegr. 264 Every *sub-office on a
circuit is called by the head office at the hour of commencing
work. 1881 Chicago Times 17 June, Regarding the forma-
tion of a pool, the report.. recommends three "sub-pools.
1901 Dnily Chron. 27 Dec. 3/4 The Hammersmith 'sub-

post -office. 186* H. SPENCEK First Princ. n. xiv. 113
(1875) 324 The once independent "sub-sciences of Electricity,

Magnetism, and Light. 1861 N. DAVIS Carthage 34 "Sub-
sewers, and other .. unsightly objects. 1891 Advance
(Chicago) 12 Mar., ^Substations at convenient distances for
the issuance of rations. 1901 Scotsman 2 Mar. 12/5 Con-
tinuous current distribution from sub-stations. 1855 LEIF-
CHILD Cornwall 89 Divided lengthwise into other *sub-veins.

8. With advb. force, combined with adjs. and
vbs. = in a subordinate or secondary manner or

capacity, by subsidiary means.
1812 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rent. (1836) I. 366 The real value

of melody in a language is considerable as *subadditive.

1716 M. DAVIKS A then. Brit. II. 368 His Monarchia Dei
is directed against the Heathens for subjoyning and 'sub-

adoring several essentially subdistinguish'd Deities. 1901
Daily News 20 Feb. 6/5 The Assiut dam will be subsidiary
to that at Assuan, inasmuch as it is. .to be used "sub-con-
junctively to that at Assuan. 1860 O. W. HOLMES Prof.
Break/-t t \\ t The

'

*subcreative centre', as my.. friend has
..called man.

"

presenting substantives. 1871 EARLE PhiloL EngL Tongue
Jj 464 The pronoun /..has. .a sort of reflected or borrowed
presentiveness ; whatmay becalleda*sub-presentive power.
1828-9 BENTHAM Ojfic. Apt. Maxim.

t
On Militia (1830) 4

The united wisdom and eloquence of the ruling one and the
*sub-rullng few.

9. (a) On the analogy of SUBDIVIDE and SUB-
DIVISION, sub- is used to denote a further division
or distinction

; e.g. sub-classify, sub-decimate
; sub-

articulation ; (b} on the analogy of SUBCONTRACT
sb. and v., SUBINFEUDATION, SUBLET, to denote a
second or further action or process of the same
kind

_as
that denoted by the radical ; e.g. sub-

colonize to colonize from a colony, sub~infer to
draw as a further inference, sub-rent to rent from
one who himself rents ; sub-culture a culture of
bacteria derived from a previous culture, sub~deri-
uative a derivative of a derivative, sub-fraction a
fraction of a fraction ; sub-purchaser one who pur-
chases from a previous purchaser, sub-reformist
one who carries out a further reform, sttb-vaccincc
one who is vaccinated with lymph from a vaccinated

person ; sub-secession a secession from a body that
has seceded.

1867 in Farrar Ess. Lib. Ednc. 330 To imitate the copious-ness and *subarticulation of Cicero's periods. 1894 in 37tk
Rep. Columb Inst. Deaf* Dumb (1895)9 We are required
to nave subclassifications by which we may know the
specialized work to which it devotes itself. 1807 Daily

"/ L
2/2 Abolition of sub-classification is recom-

ndeth 1909 Daily Chron. 3 June 3/3 Ifyou *sub-classify

H-\ i i . i , > ' * * ..irfi j r iif iia.rr. in
. M. B. Reid Camer. Afast. (z8o6) 336 They draw a *sub-

consequence, which is this, that it was contrar the protest

6

and agreement. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. Pref. 12 Al

the fixed lights of Heaven are generally concluded to be

pure Fire, and so consequently fluid also, and then "sub

consequentially in motion also. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Men
1.719 Large colonies [of bacteria] on 'sub-cultivation wii

frequently appear as small ones. 1899 Ibid. VI 1. 550 Growth
..in "subcultures may be recognisable within four hours

1736 BAILEY (folio) Pref., To *Subdecitnate . .to divide into

tenths.. as 10 Thousand into Hundredths. 1845 JOWETT
Let. to B. C. Brodie 28 Mar., [RomeJ hasdefined, and 'sub-

defined, and deduced, and *subdeduced. 1856 R. A
VAUCHAN Mystics (1860) I. vi. vi. 209 Every definition and

"subdefinition would be open to some doubt. 1884 Laiu

R*P> 13 Q- B. Div. 466 Long leaseholds, which he had

mortgaged by "sub-demise. 1880 IVcstm. $ Chelsea News
2 Oct. Advt., A shop and Dwelling House. .held for a term

RIDGE Grk. Poets (ed. 2) 9 The modern derivative will, at

some stage or other of its history, have been treated as an

original substantive word, .and associations connected only
with its primary modern senses will have given birth to *sub-

derivatives from it. i66i FULLER Worthies, Wiltshire

(1662) in. 150 Succeeding Princes, following thispatern, have

*sub-dimimshed their coin ever since. 1823 BENTHAM Not
Paul 371 The name and person of his own *sub-disciple

Apollos. 1643 J. M. Sov. Salve 26 To let in a deluge of

forrein forces and so yet further *subdistract the remnant.
1662 PETTY Taxes 13 How many retailers are needful to

make the *subdistributions into every village of this nation.

a 1676 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. n. iv. (1677) 157 And possibly
these variously *subdiversified according to the phantasy of
the Artificer. 1863 READE Hard Cash III. 74 What on
earth was left for poor Dr. Wolf to do? Could he *sub-

embezzle a Highlander's breeks? 165* Obsew. touching
Forms Govt. 38 Constrained to

epitomize,
and "subepitomize

themselves so long till at last they crumble away into the
atomes of Monarchic. 1666 Land. Gaz. No. 42/3 The
Farmers of his Majesties Revenue of the Hearth-Duty, in-

tending to "Sub- Farm several Counties. 1764 GIBBON Misc.
Wks. (1814) III. 224 The lands were perhaps subfarmed by
individuals. 1658 in Dom. State Papers 321 For seizure
made by the "sub-farmers. 1612 W. COLSON Gen, Tres.. Art
Arith. A aa b/2 "Subtraction, or fraction of fraction, as \ of J.

1817 COLEBROOKK Algebra, etc. 14 Assimilation of sub-

fractions, or making uniform the fraction of a fraction.

1857 BUCKLE Civiltz. I. ix. 568 The great lords having
granted lands on condition of fealty and other services to
certain persons, these last *subgranted them. i885/,aw Rep.
28 Chanc. Div. 121 An agreement of 'sub-guarantee by
which the signatories guaranteed the signatories of the

original guarantee against loss. 1889 W. RYE Cromer 32
The *subholding created by Richard de Berningham. a 1656
Bp. HALL Rem. Wks. (1660) 409 From the force then of this
relation it is easily *subinfered that it is not lawful for
Christian Churches . . to forsake t be communion ofeach other.
X95 British Medical Journal 27 May 1141 The injection in
small amounts will not serve to infect the *subinoculated
animal. 2902 DailyChron. 26 Nov.6/6 The final *sub-lodger
was squeezed out upon the landing for his sleeping-place.
1884 Law Titties 29 Nov. 80/1 The mortgagees in fee of an
hotel "sub-mortgaged to their bankers in 1879. 1883 Law
Times Rep. (N.S.) XLIX. 556/1 The defendants last added
are 'sub-mortgagees of the trustee. 187* E. W. ROBERTSON
Hist. Ess. 242 The client of that age was apparently a *sub-

occupier
of public land under his Patronus. 1866 Law Rfp.

i Q. B. Cases 589 On his seeking to get the pawn back from an
.nsolvent *sub.pawnee, //</., If the pawnee may repledge
:he pawn, the 'sub-pledgee may do the same, and so on ad
nfinitum. 1755 Genii. Mag. XXV. 354 They have suc-
cessively come into the hands ofmany *sub-proprictors. 1855
HYDE CLARKE DicL

t ^Sub-purchaser. 1643 S'R T. BROWNE
Relig. Med. \. 54 The Church of Rome condemneth us,
wee likewise them, the *Sub-reformists and Sectaries sen-
:ence the Doctrine of our Church as damnable [etc.]. 1806
BELL Comm. Laws Scot. I. 67 Possession of the "subrents.
[902 R. BAGOT Donna Diana ii. ^3 An apartment he had
sub-rented from a wealthy American widow. iSgjAiivance
iChicago) 24 June 813/1, $500 of income from 'sub-rental.

seceding bodies. 1680 ALLEN Peace fy Unity Pref. So These

seperationsand*sub-seperatipns. i&xDai/y Tribnne(N.\.)
5 July, In not all of the cities is administration "sub-sold
to confederated crime and to blackmailed business. i8o<
Pop. Set. Monthly Apr. 767 A *subspecialized descendant of
an ancient generalized group. 1846 D. KING Lord's Supper
vii. 214 An endless splitting and "subsplitting of distinctions.
1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 393 These native *sub.
raders have very risky lives of it. 1900 Century Mag.
LIX. 493/2 The minister of the interior.. whose touches
hn!l by devolution and "subtransmission throughout the
nighty system. 1897 AUbutCs Syst. Ah-d. II. 592 All the

hirteenth move.

10. Math. Compounded with adjs. expressing
ratio, sub- denotes a ratio the opposite of that

expressed by the radical element, as in L. subduplus
SUBDUPLK, subtriplus SUBTRIPLE, late L. submul-
'iplus SUBMULTIPLE; e.g. subdecuple = denoting
:he ratio i : 10, "\subdouble = SUBDUFLE, fjA,
novitripa'rtient = i : 9|, i.e. 8 : 75, subsesquiter-
'ial =^3:4, subsuperparticular, etc. Analogously,
nSuBDUPLiCATE, etc. the prefix is employed to

express the ratio of the square (etc.) roots of
quantities ; but these compounds have been some-
imes erron. used for subduple, etc. (cf. quot. 1657
>elow).
This use is modelled (in late L.) on that of Gr. uiro-, as in

TrobtjrAa<ri,
late L. suMufilus. Ratios of this kind were

called i/TToAoyot, the opposite irpoAoyot, viro- app. expressingbe notion of 'proportion of lesser inequality'. (Another
-nthmetical use of the Greek and Latin prefixes is unre-

SUB-.

presented in Eng.J viz. that exemplified in virorptro?, L.
sttbtertiust

lit. *a third less', i.e. denoting a ratio 2/J*i
L e. 2 : 3.)

1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid 128 Comparing the lesse quan-
titie to the greater, it [sc. proportion] is called submultiplex,
subsuperparticular, subsuperparticnt, submultiplex super-
particular, and submultiplex superpar tient. 1648 WILKINS
Math. Magic i. vii. 47 As one of these under Pulleys doth
abate halfe of that heavinesse which the weight hath in it

self, and cause the power to be in a sub-duple proportion
unto it, so two of them doe abate halfe of that which remains,
and cause a subquadruple proportion betwixt the weight
and the power; three of them a

subpextuple, four a sub-

octuple. Ibid. 50 If unto this lower Pulley there were
added another, then the power would be unto the weight
in a subquintuple proportion. If a third, a subseptuple.
1652; URQUHART Jt-wel 288 It would bear the analogy.. of
a subnovitripartient eights; that is to say,, .the whole being
the Dividend, and my Nomenclature the Divisor, the quo-
tient would be nine, with a fraction of three eights ; or yet
more clearly, as the Proportion of 72. 10675. 1653 H. MORE
Antid.Ath.\.v\. 4(1712)10 The Notion of Sub-double, which
accrued to that Lead which had halfcut away. 1657 Hrmm-s
AbsurdGeoin.Wte. i^VII. 375 It is but subquad[r)uplicate,
as you call it, or the quarter of it, as I call it. 1674 JEAKE
Arith, (1696) 209 As the Series of the Numbers from the
Units place are continued in a decuple proportion.. so their
value decreaseth in a subdecuple proportion, a 1696 SCAR-
BURGH Euclid (\i^ 181 The proporiion is Subsuperparti.
cular, and named Subsesquialteral, which is thus noted 2/ 3 .

//rf.,Subsupeinariient, as 5 to 8, or 6/0 issubsupertriquintal :

and iotoi4,or lO/nisSubsuperbiquintal. i709-aoV.MANDEY
Syst. Math.) Arith. 37 Proportion Subduple, Subtriple, Sub-
sesquialter, Suhsuperbipartient. 17*8 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.

Ratio, 3 to 2 is in a Sesquialterate Ratio; 2 to 3 in a Sub-
sesquialterate. 173* B. ROBINSON Anim. Oecon. 267 The
simple and subquadruplicate Ratios of these Lengths. 1795
T. MAURICE liindostan (i8ao) I. I. ii. 75 The length of
human life is diminished.. in a subdecuple ratio.

III. Next below ; near or close (to) ; subsequent
(to). (As a living prefix sub- is restricted in this

sense to prepositional uses : the advb. use is seen
in SUBSEQUENT.)
11. Near to (a particular region or point), as

in L. suburbanus SUBURBAN
; e. g. SUB-BASAL,

SUBDOHSAL, SUB-LITTOHAL, SUBMABGINAL.
Such words are often capable of another analysis (see 20 d).

12. Geog. and Geol. a. Lying about the base of
or subjacent to mountains designated by the second

element, hence, of less height than mountains of
similar height to these, characteristic of regions of
such altitude, as L. subalpinus SUBALPINE ; e. g.

sub-Andean^ -Andine, SUBAPENNINE, sub-Etneant

sub-Himalayan. Hence in the name of a district,

e.g. Sub- fjimalftya(s.
1875 Encycl. Brit. 111.744 The fourth and last Subregion

of South America, .may be most fitly named the *Sul>an-
dean. 1885 Linn. Soc. Jml., Bot. XXII. 6 A *subandine as
well as an andine zone. 1833 LYELL Pnnc. Geol. III. 76 The
marine *sub-Etnean beds. 1850 ANSTED Elem. Geol.) Min.^
etc. 358 The formations composing the Sewalik hills, which
have sometimes been called the *Sub-Hima)ayans. 1851
Jrnl. R, Geog. Soc. XXI. 59 TheSiwalik or sub-Himalayan
range. 1851 MANTELL Petrifactions v. i. 413 Bones ol
mammalia from the "Sub-Himalayas. 1883 Proc. R. Geog.
Soc. V. 617 The tertiaries of the Sub-Himalaya.

b. Denoting a region or zone adjacent to or on
the borders of that designated by the second
element

;
e. g. subantarcttc

y -frigid^ -torrid.

1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 745 Spkeniscidae, a family limited
to the Antarctic or *Subantarctic Ocean. 1900 (title) The
Subantarctic islands of New Zealand. 1880 DANA Alan.
GeoL (ed. 3] 609 The corresponding zones in latitude.. are
i. Equatorial, Lat. o-i5...6. "Subarctic, 58-66. 1895
Forum June 468 There was once a widespread delusion in

the 'sub-arid belt.. that rainfall follows the plough. 1852
DANA Crust, n. 1472 Its southern portion.. appears to per-
tain, .to the "Subfngid [Region]. 1896 Yearbk. U. S. Dcpt.
Agric. 631 The *subhumid region. 1853 HENFREY Veget.
Eur. 103 The regions which may be distinguished on the
West side of the Scandinavian Alps are : i. The Maritime
region; 2. The *Subsylvatic region; 3. The Subalpine
region ; and 4. The Alpine region. 1852 DANA Crust, n.

1510 The genus Porcellana has but two-thirds as many
species in the temperate as in the torrid zone. Yet the *sul>

temperate region contains but one less than the 'subtorrid.

13. Mus. Designating a note next to or next
below some principal note, as inmed.L. subprinci-

pdlis SUBPRINCIPAL ; e.g. SUBTONIC. (Cf. 4.}
14. Combined with adjs. with the sense *

of lower
condition or degree (or size) than '

that denoted

by the original adj. ; e. g. sub-angelical^ -divine,

-judicial^ -maximal, -miliary^ -regal. Also (U.S.)
in adjs. expressing an inferior educational status,
as sub-fresh (also -freshman}^ -primary.
This sense tends to blend with iq.

1654 BENLOWES Theoph. Pref., Man., is of all Creatures

*sub>angelical the Almighties Masterpiece. 1608 HIEROM
Defence n. 83 These., maye be called conformable to the
Canonicall or *subcannonical. 1610 DONNE Pseudo-martyr
185 Nor know we whether they will pleade Diuine Law,
that is, places of Scripture, or *Sub diuine Law, which is in-

.erpretation of Fathers. 1653 BP. HALL Invis. World i. $ 2

n the City College. 1896 Living 'lopics Cycl. (N. Y.) II.

264 Classical, scientific and mechanical *sub-freshman classes.

1808 BENTHAM Sc. Reform 67 All other pt-rsons who bear

any part in the cause : Judge, 'sub-judicial officers, parties.

1873 SWINBURNE Under Microscope 79
'

Ah, my lord . . ', says
he jackal to the lion, .'observe how all other living creatures

>elong but to some *
sub-leonine class'. 1890 W. JAMES Prittc.



SUB-.

Psychol. I, 235 "Submaximal nerve-irritations. i88o.\. FLINT
Princ, Med, 194 The ultimate "submiliary granula coalesce to
make,

.^nodules. 1896 AMutt's Syst. Med. I. 560 The body
can resist the action of *subminimal doses of living bacteria.

1890 Syd. Soc. Lejc. t Svbminitnal stimulus, a stimulus
which n not strong enough to produce any obvious effect.

1898 Advance (Chicago) 17 Feb. 206/2 The institution has
never had a "sub-preparatory department, as several of the
young colleges have. 1895 Proc. ztfh Conv. Instr. Dta/
293 In "subprimary work there is surely an interesting field
for the constructive talent. 1810 LAMB Let. to T. Manning
2 Jan., The ordinary titles of *sub-reeal dignity. 1878
H. M. STANLEY Dark Cont. I. xv. 390 His sub-regal court.

1907 Nature LXXVI. 146/1 *Subthermal baths, given at

temperatures below blood heat.

15. Zool. In names of divisions of animals re-

garded as having only imperfectly developed the
characteristics denoted by the word to which sub-
is prefixed, as Subgrallatores t Submytilacea, Sub-

ungulata. English derivatives have been occas.

formed
; e.g. sitbostracean, a mollusk of the family

Subostracea
; subplantigraile, of or resembling the

group Subplantigrada.) not quite plantigrade.
1836 Penny Cycl. V. 313/2(00 Blainville] allows that these

last ought to form a distinct genus of the family of *Sub-
ostraceans. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 434 The greater number
of the Carnivora. .may be called **subplantigrade ', often
when at rest applying the whole of the sole to the ground.
16. In craniometry, forming adjs. designating a

type of skull having an index next below that of
the type denoted by the second element

;
e. g.

subbrachycephalic, -ous (hence -cephaly*), subdo-

lichocepkaliC) -ous (hence -cephalisni),
These terms are based on Broca's classification, who used

the L. forms (masc. pi.) snbbrachycephali* dolichocephali.
1863-4 THURNAM in Mem, Anthropol. Sac. I. 461 With

M. Broca, it is desirable to admit a "sub-dolichocephalic
and a *sub-brachycephalic class [of skulls]. Ibid. 510 Only
about half [the skulls] are brachycephalous or *sub-brachy-
cephalous. 1878 BAKTLEY tr. Toj>inard"s Anthrop. n. xii.

499 Low stature, woolly hair, black skin, and *sub-brachy-
cephaly. 1895 Smithsonian Rep. \. 515 His cephalic index
falls down to *subdolichocephalism. 1896 KEANE Ethnol.
xii. 321 The shape of the head. .is.. here and there mesati-

cephalous and even *sub-dolichocephalous. 1890 BILLINGS
Nat. Med. Diet.) *Suo-mfsaticefkalict having a cephalic
index of 75 or 76. 1890 H. ELLIS Criminal in. 52 Out of
thirty criminals eight presented brains and skulls of a..

capacity only found in *submicrocephalic subjects. 1863-4
THURNAM in Mem. Anthropol. Soc. I. 473 All these crania
are very dolichocephalous. The first . . is a remarkable speci-
men of synostosis. . . The form is *sub-scaphocephalic.
17. In the names of certain sectaries, after,

consequent upon, the opposite of SUPRA- (q.v.);

e.g. SUBLAPSABIAN, SUBMORTUARIAN.
18. In designations of periods immediately

1 below
*
or posterior to a particular period, as in

SUBAPOSTOLIC.
1910 Encycl. Brit. (ed. n) XII. 59 The following stages

in the glaciation of North America:.. The Aftonian (ist in-

terglacial). The *sub-Aftonian or Jerseyan (ist glacial).
1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 57 [Bugelkanne] is found every.
where in the area, made of various local clays, and it long
survived into the ' Geometric '

or *sub-Mycenaean period.
IV. Incomplete(ly), imperfect(ly), partial(ly).* with adverbial meaning.

19. Prefixed to adjs. or pples. of a general
character, as in L. subabsurdus somewhat absurd,
subobscurus SUBOBSCURE ; e.g. subanalogous some-
what similar, subaudible imperfectly, slightly, or

barely audible. (The precise force of sub- may vary
contextually from *

only slightly
'

to * not quite,
all but '.)

1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 291 A thimbleful of. .*subaci-
dulous Hock. 1767 PkiL Trans. Lyil. 417 Little seeds

*subanalpgous, or somewhat resembling those we find in
the fructification of the Fucus's. 1839 LEVER Harry Lor-
reguer vi, The faint "sub-audible ejaculation of Father Luke,
when he was recovered enough to speak. 1884 A. LANG
Custom $ Myth 236 A *sub-barbaric society say that of
Zululand. 1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. i. xxxvii. I. 160 This
"subderisorious mirth. 1822-34 Goo<?s Study Med. (ed. 4)
I. 330 The mixture "sub-diluted for bathing. 1x1734 NORTH
Life Ld. Kpr. North. (1742) 228 The Spaniards have pecu-
liar Councils, call'd Juntos,. .which prevents such *sub-
emergent Councils as these [sc. English cabinet councils].
1842 LOUDON Suburban Hort. 17

*
Sub-evergreen herbaceous

plants are: (Enothera biennis and several other species,
Pentstemon, Chelone, Asters. 1854 BADHAM Halieut. 180
Others, *subgregarious in their taste, swim about in small
detached parties. 1903 GEIKIE Text-bk. Geol. (ed. 4) I. 18
The coronal atmosphere . . consists mainly of *subincan-
descent hydrogen. 1864 Spectator 31 Dec. 1508 The sky
is still "subluminous. 1892 ZANGWILL Bow Myst. 87 A
curious, *sub-mocking smile. 1807 Spirit Publ. Jrnls.
XI. 84, 1 swam with 'subnatant tadpoles, I frisked with
volatile newts. 1866 ODLING Anim. Chem. 154, I now add
to the free iodine some "suboxidised substance. 1650 MIL-
TON Fenure ofKings 59 Not prelatical, or of this late fac-
tion "subprelatical. 1817 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1818) II.

277
A subputrescent stalk of Angelica. 1618 HALES in

Gold. Rem. ii. (1673) 23 That SuoWa, that *subrustick
shatnefastness of many men. 1865 Pall Mall Gaz. 1 1 Nov.
9 It might be imagined that the advertisement conveyed a
*subsarcastic touch. 1876 Nature XIV. 503/2 The *Sub-
Semitic languages of Africa. 1877 SWINBURNE Note on C.
Bronte n Its superhuman or *subsimious absurdity. 1881
WESTCOTT & Hour Grk. N. T. II. 230 What may be called
1

*subsingular readings 'which have only secondary support.
1786 Phil. Trans. LXXVI. 319 Both of them immersed in

*subtepid water, a 1734 NORTH Exam. in. vii. (1740) 549
This

_put abundance of People of *subvirile Tempers, into
,

a Twitter. 1620 VENSER Via Recta viii. 164 A "Subvulgar

Diet is as it were a meane betweene the Accurate, and
Vulgar.

(6} Such compounds are occas. used subst.
1635 PERSON Varieties \\. 63 Whether that thing engendred

bee a Star, or any other celestiall vertue, whereunto this
*subdeticient striveth to attaine. 1633 EAHL MANCH. Al
Mondo (1636) 86 1'here be certaine *subsapients so worldly
wise, as they thinke all other men insipients.

20. In technical use, chiefly Nat. Hist.
A small proportion only of the more commonly used com-

pounds are illustrated here.

a. With adjs. of colour, as in L. sttbalbidm
somewhat white, whitish, sublmidus somewhat
livid, subniger blackish, subviridis greenish, late

or mod. I,, subcitnnus SUBCITKINE, subpattidits
(for siippallidus} palish, sitbriifus (for sitrrnfus)
reddish ; e.g. subalbid, -luteous, -pale, -red, -virid.

f .53 Judic. Urines u. viii. 33 b, Vryne pale or "subpale.
Iota. x. 37 Rudy vryne is moyst like fyne golde, and *sub-
rufe goldysshe. Ibid. xi. 39 marg., Rede or *subrede vryne.
Ibid. xii. 41 Vryne Rubicunde or *Subrubicunde. Ibid.
xiil. 42 Afore y* vryn were Rubie or *subrubie. 1590
BARROUGH Meth. Physick n. viii. (1596) 84 If his spittle
..be yealow and *subpale. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., *Sitb-

at&Mj somewhat white. 1657 TOMLINSON Kenon's Disp. 300
Seseh hath lignous..*subrubeous .surcles. Ibid. 610 A
*subrufe ponderous Powder. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anita. $
Min. 2i2Tethyia. If red is edible, the pale and *subluteous
are bitterish. 1694 SALMON Bates Disp. (1713) 217/2 Of a

*subyirid or greenish blue Colour. Ibid. 339/1 A "Subrubid
or Livor coloured soft Calx. 1742 Phil, trans. XLII. 125A large tough *subrubkund Polypus. 1777 T. PERCIVAL
Ess. I. 192 The portion with cantharides. .neither assumed
a *sublivid, nor an ash colour. 1800 SHAW Gen. Zool. I. 490
Didelphis tW/rr,..*Subferrijginous Opossum. i8oa Ibid.
III. 397 Coluber Nasicomis, .. "Subolivaceo-flavescent
Snake. 1803 Ibid. I V. 556 Holocentrus Bengatensis, . . Sub-
fulvous Holocentrus. 1804 Ibid. V. 282 Raja Pastinaca, . .

*Subolivaceous Ray. 1809 Ibid. VII. 272 Strix Caspia^..
*Subluteous Owl. 1815 STEPHENS in Shaw's Gen. Zool. IX.
84 Ofa *subrufouschesnut. 1817 Ibid. X. 626 *Subtestaceous
Warbler, spotted with brown. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 664
Colour *subminiaceous. 1847 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II.v.

242 Elytra.. of a dark *sub-ieneous green. Ibid. 248 The
margin often *sub-piceous. 1853 DANA Crust. \. 395 The lees~ - -* " - -

ft*

connecting the lamina of the vertebrae.' 1900 Westm, Gaz.
29 June 2/1 Her complexion *sub-olive.

b. With adjs. denoting surface texture, contour,
or marking, substance, consistency, composition,
taste, odour, as in L. subacer somewhat acrid,
subacidus SUBACID, subdiirtts somewhat hard, sub-
salsus saltish, mod.L. sublanatus somewhat woolly;
e.g. subacerb, -acrid^ -coriaceous, -\;-dure, -granular,
-ate, -atedj -ose, -hornblendic^ -membranous, -stony,
-villose, -mllous.

1638 RAWLEY tr. Bacon's Life $ Death (1650) 40 It must
be ordered . . that the Juyce of the Body, bee somewhat hard,
and that it be fatty, or *subroscide. 1657 TOMLINSON Renou's
Disp. 259 Its sapour is very sweet, *subamare, austere and
somewhat aromatical. Ibid. 382 [Dates] are. .soft, but car-

1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 15 A "subsaline and somewhat
austere Serum. 1699 EVELYN Acetaria (1729) 129 Its pin-
guid, *subdulcid,aud agreeable Nature. 170* Phil. Trans.
XXIII. 1165 Alga Marina is *Subacrid and Sweet. Ibid.

1171 The Roots are sweet and *subacerbe. 1756 P. BROWNE
Jamaica 75 Its fibres are always rigid and *subdiaphane.
1760 J. ~L&Rfntrod.Boi. in. iv. (1765) \6oSartnentose \ when
they are Repent and 'subnude. 1777 PENNANT Brit. Zool.
IV. 3 A *sub-cordated body. 1777 S. ROBSON Brtt. Flora
117 Leaves ovato-oblong, *subpilose. Ibid. 131 Branches
*subvillose. 1781 PhiL Trans. LXXX. 375 A spissid *sub-

pellucid liquid. 1785 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxvi. (1794)
387 The stem is *subherbaceous. 1787 tr. Linnyus' Fam.
Plants 494 Legume rhombed, turgid, *subvillous. Ibid. 547
Pappus sessile, *subplumy. Ibid. 584 Seeds.. *submem-
branous, inverse-hearted. Ibid, 683 Berry *substriated. 17921
WITHERING B0t.Arrangei>i.(t&.2) III. 226 Tremella Nostoc,
. .*Sub-gelatinous. 1817 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (iSiSjII.^iS
Both, .have the material which diffuses their light included
in a hollow *subtransparent projection of the head. Ibid.

(1843) II. 44 Their abdomen swollen into an immense "sub-

diaphanous sphere filled by a kind ofhoney. i8as J. PARKIN-
SON Outl. Oryctol. 192 The operculum is small, elliptical,
and *subosseous. Ibid. 201 Valuta digitalina : decus-

sated, *subgranular. 1824 R. K. GREVILLE Scot. Cryptog.
Flora II. pi. no The surface covered with a minute "sub-

pulverulent substance. 1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. ill. 338
An internal *submembranaceous tooth or process. 1828
STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 420 Axis slender, horny, or

*sub-stony in the centre. 1829 LOUDON Encycl. Plants (1836)

15 Leaves.. *sub-coriaceous. Ibid. 591 Leaves subcordate
sessile serrate *subvillous. Ibid. 1023 *Substriate or ru-

gose. 1833 HOOKER in Smith's Eng. Flora V. i. 46 Leaves
*subopaque. 1833-4^ J- PHILLIPS Geol. in Encycl. Metrof.
(1845) VI. 562/2 An irregular, .bed. .of serpentine, .exhibits

. .a *sub!aminated structure. 1839 DE LA BECHH Rep. Geol.

Cornwall^ etc. iii. 64 The latter with a "sub-schistose struc-

ture. 1839 G. ROBERTS Diet. Geol.,
*Sub-lamellar., t ex-

tremely thin, like a sheet of paper. 1842 PERCIVAL Rt/>.
Geol. Connect. 32 A dark grey *sub-porphyritic, *sub-horn-
blendic rock. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 451 Branchlets..
*subterete and proliferous. Ibid. 590 Base 'subgranulous.

1847 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. v. 236 Body slightly pube-
scent or *subglabrous. 1847 W. E. STBELE Field Bot. 201

Bracts small, *sub-foliaceous. 1849 DANA Geol.
xyii. (1850)

632 Hypersthene.. having a pearly or *submetallic lustre.

SUB-.

66 Slender -subossificd rings. 1895 J. W. POWELL Plyuogr.
SjthT?"

1

;

N
"-^f;g

-

^'ftr-
' ' The imiorof fhcearth is in a subnuid condniun.

o. With adjs. expressing shape, conformation,or physical habit, as in mod.L. sub:rq,,ali, SUB-
EQUAL, subamplexicaiilis slightly amplcxioaul.rai-
obtfisus somewhat obtuse, subrtpandus somewhat
repand, subsessilis SuBSESSILE

; e. g. sut-ocumi-
nale, -arborescent, -cordate, -ale<t, -hooked, -lunate
-repand, -simple.
i75 J. HILL Hist. Ani,,,. i 3I The 'sublong and trans-

versely radMed Buccmum. ,756 P. UKOWNE Jamaica 101

on each peduncle, 'subpeluied. 1777 S. KOBSON Bril I
71 Leaves remform, subpeltate. Ibid. 124 Leaves 'sub.
hastate. Ibid. 1 38 Clusters "subimbricate. Ibiit. 145 Petals
*sul)lanceolate. Ibi.i. 159 Leaves Imeari-Ianceolate, 'sub-
serrate. Ibid.

lyoPedunclesuniflorous.'subcorymbose. Ibid.
188 Leaves ovate, obtuse, "subcrenate. Ibid. 161 Females
subpedunculate. Ibid. 290 Leants ovate, 'subciliate. Ibid.

296 Leaves . . lanceolate, sublaciniale. Mil. 304 Stem almost
simple, "subventricose. 178$ MAHTVN Routuau't Bot. xxiiL
(1704) 32iThestem-!eavesoblong and 'Subsinuous. ItiiJ.^f,Balm of Uilead Fir has the leaves "subemarginate. 1787 tr
Litinxus' Fam. Plants i8oCor[olla). Universal not uniform,
subradiatc. Ibid. 188 Petals five, endnick-inflected, "sub-
unequal. /irV/.zSa Germ wedge-form, angular, 'subpedicel'd.
Iliid. 534 Cortplla). Compound *subimbricated. Ibid. 761
Seeds . . flat inwards *subconvex outwardly. Ibid. 763
Villous-murex'd without, with *subrevolute margins, c 1789
Eticycl. Bril. (1797) 111. 447/2 The florets "subpedicellated.

crisiated ferruginous Shrike. 1815 Si EPHKNS in Shaw's Gen.
Zool. IX. 92 Tail wedge-shaped with *sublunate ferruginous
fasciae 1817 Ibid. X. 381 "Subcrested Flycatcher. 1819
Ibid. XI. 519 Beak. .the apex "subtruncate. 1819 G. SA-
MOUHLLE Entomol. Compend. 93 Hands externallv "subser-
rated. 1821 S. GRAY Brit. Plants 11. 3 Leaflets Sub-
auricled at ihe base. i8aa W. P. C. BARTON Flora N. Antcr.
II. 71 Corolla *sub-campanulate, five-lobed. 1822 J. PAR-
KINSON Ontl* Oryctol. 38 "Subpediculated masses. Ibid. 56
With thick lamella? windingly plaited, *subcristated. Ibid.

74 Granulated and "subdentated strue. Ibid. 131 The mouth
*subreniform, with five prominent lips. Ibid. 223 Pecten
discors : *subinequivalved. Ibid. 224 Plicatvla tubifera :

*subirregular. 1823 R. K. GREVILLE Scot. Ctyptog. Flora
i. pi. 46 Plants somewhat crustaceous or 'substipitate.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. 170 The Libellulina Mac-
Leay (whose metamorphosis that gentleman has denomina-
ted "subsemicomplete, a term warranted by their losing in
their perfect state the mask before described). Ibid. 319 In
Sc0/ia..8tc.,. .the antennae are. .in the females convolute or
*subspiral. Ibid. 427 (.The labial palpi) being most fre-

quently filiform or "subclavate. 1826 CROUCH Lamarck's
Conchol. 15 Shell transverse, *subequivalve, inequilateral.
Ibid. 18 Shell *subtransverse. Ibid. 19 Shell. .*sublobate at
the base. Ibid. 20 Shell inequivalve,..the superior margin
rounded, *subpHcate. 1829 LOUDON Encycl. Plants (1836) 7
Leaves ovate acute "sub-repand. Ibid. 17 Peduncle axillary
*subracemose. Ibid. 701 Leaves *subamplexicaul. 1833;
HOOKER in Smith's Eng. FloraV. 1. 107 The mouth truncated
*subciliated. Ibid. 108 Siem..*subsiniple. 1839-47 Todd's
Cycl. Anat. III. 376/2 The coracoid ..is a strong, "subcom-

pressed, *subelongate bone. 1849 Penny Cycl. XXII. 53/1
Shell, .painted with., transverse,"subfasciculated lines. 1846
DANA Zooph. (1848)461 Branchlets *subdigitiform. Ibid. 527
Branches. ,*subdilatate at apex. 1847 W. E. STEELE Field
Bot. ii Heads 'subumbellate. 1847 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club
II. v. 240 Posterior tarsi with the first and lastjoints *subelon-

gated. 1849 Ibid, viu 371With two curved "subpedicled claws.
1849 DANA Geol, App. i. (1850) 702 *Sub alate above, sub.

orbiculate behind. 185* Crust, n. 703 The exterior plates
of the abdomen have a triangular *subobtuse termination.

1853 ROYLE Mat. Med. 641 Leaves solitary, rial, *subpecti-
nate. 1854 HOOKER Himal, Jrnls. I. iii. 86 The larger, white

flowered, *sub-arboraceousspeciesprevailed. 1856 W.CLARK
tr. Van der Hoevens Zool. 1. 728 Shell . . furnished with small

auricula?, *subgaping at the side. 1858 Ibid. II. 390 Upper
mandible with tip *subhooked. 1863 J. G. BAKER N.
Yorksk. 195 A native of Italy and Provence, which has
been noted in a *$ubspontaneous state about the Yore. 1870
HOOKER Stud. Flora 224 Campanulaceae. .filaments free or

*subconnate. Ibid. 301 Corolla i in., *subeampanulate.

Ibid. 348 Shrubby, 1-5 ft., rarely *subarboreous (10-20 ft.).

1887 W. PHILLIPS Brit. Discomycetes 145 Mouth 'subcon-

nivent. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex. t *Subvermifortnt shaped some-
what like a worm.

d. With adjs. denoting position, as in SUBCEN-

TKAL, SUBLATEBAL ; e.g. sttb-a$endingt "Crect^ -w-
ternalt -opposite, -terminal.

1787 tr. Linnaeus' Fam. Plants 501 Cpr[olla] papiliona-
ceous... Keel lanced, "subascending. Ibid. 761 Petals four

. .*subopposite to the calyx-divisions. i8aa J. PARKINSON
Ontl. Oryctol. 208 Cancellated by transverse keels and

*suboblique vertical striae. i86 CROUCH Lamarck's Con-
chol. 18 Ligament marginal, "subinternal. i86 KIRBY &
SP. Entomol. III. 376 The "Subinterno-medial Nervine.

//</., The *Subexterno-medial Nervure, A nervure that.,

intervenes between the externo-medial and interno-medial.

Ibid. 383 Postfurca. . . A process of the Endosternum, ter-

minatmg in three "sub-horizontal acute branches, resem-

bling..the letter Y. 1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 149
Peduncles of the eyes short and thick, and the eyes "sub-

terminal. 18*9 LOUDON Encycl. Plants (1836) 269 Leaves

about 12 *sub-erect 183* LINDLEY Introd. Bot. 04 If the

angle formed by the divergence is between 10 and 20, the

vein may be said to be nearly parallel (subfarallela). Index,

*Subparallel. 1833 HOOKKR in Smith's Eng. Flora V. i. 24
Leaves . - *subsecund rigid canaliculate. 1852 DANA Crust.

ii. 1184 Setae, .on the two *subultimate joints all shorter

than the joints. 1856 WOODWARD Mollusca 207 Peristome

thin,.. nucleus *sub-external. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 474
Branches all *subradical or o. 1880 GL'NTHER Fishes 473

Cleft of the mouth vertical or *
sub-vertical. 1843 Florist's



SUB-.

frnl (1846) IV. 53 The plant has a rambling, "subacandent

habit. 1901 Jrnl. Sch. Gcog. Nov. 329/3 The channel walls

are usually "sub-parallel and nearly straight.

e. With adjs. designating geometrical forms, as in

mod.L. snbcylindricus somewhat or approximately

cylindrical, subtriangularis SUBTRIANGULAB ;
e. g.

subconic(al,-cylindric(al, -pentagonal (
= five-sided,

but not forming a regular pentagon), -oblong,

-spherical, -spheroidal.
1752 J. HILL Hist. Anim. 91 The oblong Amphitrite..

is of a *subcylindric figure. 1786
Phil. Trans. LXXVI.

166 A.. Helix of a "subconical form. 1787 tr. Lmnxns
font Plants 255 Anthers "suboblong. Ibid. 469 Berry

subglobular, "subconic. 1792 WITHERING But. Arrangem.

of three rows of molecules, at the angles of the base of the

two pyramids of the primitive rhomboid. 1804 SHAW Gen.

Zool. V. 294 Raja CwrMa,..*Subrhomboid brown Ray.
Ibid. 423 "Subquadrangular-bodied Trunk-Fish. 1817 STE-

PHENS in Shaw's Grn. Zool. X. 501 Beak "subcylindncal,

more or less thickened. 1819 SAMOUELLE Entonwl. Com.

pend. 83 The fourth [abdomen joint] "subquadrate. Ibid.,

Shell "subcircular. 1822 J. PARKINSON Out!. Oryctol. 56

AVcyonmin] trigonum.Csanous, cellular, "subtngonal.

Ibid. 80 The stars "subpentagonal. Itid. 116 Echinus rv-

pestris. 'Subelliptical. Ibid.m Pinna siibquadrivalvis ..

"subtetragonat Itid. 228 Terebratula alata : "subtrigo-

26 Shell oblong, "subparallelipipedal. Ibid. 32 Spire very

short, *sub-conoidal. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 269/1 Body. .

Subprismatic. 1847 Proc. Bervi. Nat. Club II. v. 250

Thorax., elongate, *sub-parallelo-grammic. 1852 DANA
Crust. I. 193 Carapax broad "subrhombic. 1870 HOOKER

praeoperculum, a "sub-semicircular bone. 1887 W. PHILLIPS

Brit. Discomycetes 301 A single layer of *subcubical cells.

f. With adjs. denoting a numerical arrangement
or conformation, as in mod.L. subbifldus, sublri-

Jidus imperfectly bifid, trifid, subunifldrus having
one or two flowers only or most commonly one ;

t.g.subbifid,-bipinnate,-trifid(-^-fid\ -triquetrous.

1777 S. ROBSON Brit. Flora 238 Stem "subtriquetrous..

spike distich, involucrum monophyllous. Ibid. 284 Leaves

*subbipinnate. Ibid. 287 Leaves "subtripinnate. 1816

Ed-wards' Bot. Reg. II. 130 b, Terminal lobe largest and
subtrilobate. 1821 W. P. C. BARTON Flora N. Amer. 1. 10

Calix "sub-bilabiate. Ibid. 55 Folioles ovate, . . "sub-trilobed.

ON Encycl. Plants (1836) 5 Nect[aryJ wavy *sub-3-fid. Ibid.

25 [Leaves] rugose "sub 3-lobed. Ibid. 679 Leaves villous

*sub-bipinnatind at base. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 312/2 Valves
*sub-bi!obated by the depression or emargination. 1852
DANA Crust. H. 769 The specimen . . has all the three anterior

pairs of legs "subdidactyle. 1857 T. MOORE Handbk. Brit.
Ferns (ed. 3) 48 Pinme. ."sub-unilateral. 1870 HOOKER
Stud. Flora 114 Fragaria elatior.. flowers "sub-i-sexual.

Ibid. 208 Leaves broad, *sub-2-pinnatifid. Ibid. 364 Peri-

anth irregular, *sub-2-labiate. Ibid. 379 Leaves alternate

*subbifarious or secund. Ibid. 469 Capsules "sub-2-seriate

on the segments. 1876 HARLEY Royle's Mat. Med. 376 Ovary
*sub-trilocular.

g. Med., as in SUBACUTE ; e. g. subchronic not

entirely chronic, more chronic than acute ; sub-

crepitant, -crepitating, -resonant, -tympanitic ; sub-

febrile, -pyrexial.
1834 J. FORBES Laennec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 77 There is

only perceptible a very slight dull whistling.. .This
variety

of the phenomenon may be denominated "subsibilant respi-
ration. 1849-52 Todd'sCycl. Anat. IV. 1402/1 Some slight

"subinflammatory condition which varicose veins readily
take on. 1853 MARKHAM Skoda's Auscult. 284 The crepita-
ting rale becomes "sub-crepitant, announcing the presence
of cedema. Ibid. 122 No distinctive line can be drawn
between crepitating, "sub-crepitating, and mucous rales.

rtx&AllbuttsSyst. Med. 1. 561 Beginning with minute "sub-
lethal doses of fully virulent poisons. 1897 Ibid. II. 175 This
"sub-pyamic condition seems invariably to have supervened.
Ibid. 427 In some cases a "subicteric tinge is observed. Ibid.

ii37A*subtympaniticorevenaSkodaicnotemaybeelicited.
Ibid. III. 678 The whole tumour.. is uniformly dull, unless
on deep percussion, when a "subresonant note is elicited.
Ibid. 894 A "sub-hepatic abscess due to disease of an appen-
dix attached to an undescended caecum. 1898 Ibid. \. 20
An habitually "subpyrexial temperature. Ibid. 527 A "sub-
febrile temperature. 1899 Ibid. VII. 679 A form of subacute
or "subchronic ophthalmoplegia.

h. Forming advs. corresponding to adjs. of any
of the above classes, as in SUBACUTELY.
1833 HOOKER in Smith's Eng. Flora V. i. 79 Leaves.,
subtrifariously imbricated. 1846 DANA Zoofh. (1848) 683
Branchlets often *subreticulately coalescing. 1852 Crust.
1. 167 Hand externally *sub-seriately small tuberculate. 1863
J. G. BAKER N. Yorksh. 194 A species which.. grows "sub-
spontaneously in one or two

places. 1870 HOOKER Stud.
Flora 115 Potentilla fruticosa . .leaves 'subdigitately-pinnate.
Ibid. 222 Stem rigid leafy "subcorymbosely branched. 1871W. A. LEICHTON Lichen-Jlora 12 "Subtransversely arranged
in little heaps. 1888 Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XLIV. 150 The
fallen masses weathering "subspherically.
2L With vbs., as in L. subaccusart to accuse

somewhat, subirascl to be somewhat angry ;
e. g.

iub-blush,-cachinnate, -deliquesce, -effloresce, -irasce,
-understand; i subinnuate to hint gently; f sub-

murmurate, to mnrmnr gently or
quietly.

1767 STEBNE Tr. Shandy IX. xviii, Raising up her eyes,
tub-blushing, as she did it. 1821 Black. Mag. XII. 67

8

This "subcachinnating method of dissipating
his spleen.

1806 G. Adams' Nat. f, Exp. Philos. (Philad.) I. App. 549

Sulphat of Ammonia "Subdeliquesces. Ibid. 550 Borax

'Subeffloresces. c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) III. ix. 19 The

mostspeculative..men "subinnuating that not only thesphear

of the Moon is peepled. 1783 P* Let. to Rev. C. Burney

8 Nov., You see I "subirasce. 1653 UKQUHART Ratelaisn.

vi. 31 "Submurmurating my horarie precules. 1716 M.

DAVIES Athen. Brit. 111. 77 Their Master Blonde! surven-

ing, and "subunderstanding it.

** with adjectival meaning.
22. With sbs. denoting action or condition, in

the sense
'

partial, incomplete, slight
'

; as in late

occas. with sbs. denoting material objects, e. g.

sub-country, sub-relief.

1906 Daily News 23 Feb. 7 His speech had something of

the "sub-animation which marks his later style. 1908 Wettm.

Gaz. 13 May 12/1 The London 'sub-country. 1898 Syd. Soc.

Lex., "Sutmpitation, the noise of subcrepitant rales. 1635

PERSON Varieties 11. 63 Albeit the Heaven, Fire, and Ayre
move in a circular motion, yet they move not all alike,, .the

Ayre as neerest to the Earth, is slower than the other two.

By this "subdeficiency then, the Ayre..seemes but to goe
about from Occident to Orient of us own proper motion.

1834 J. FOBBES Laennec's Dis. Oust 235 With sub-

detlrium and other signs of cerebral congestion. 1818 Art
Pres. Feat x, If such men cannot be dignified with a full

diploma. .it would be well if some species of "sub.gradua.
tion could be adopted. 1634 BP. HALL Contempt., N. T.

iv. Martha. St Maty, The just blame of this bold "sub-

Lymphatic engorgements, scrofula, herpes, and cancer he

[Broussais] considered subinflammations. 1664 H. MORE
Myst. Inio. 213 A modest *subinsinuation of the most per.

feet and full persecution. 1825 LAMB Elia n. Stage Illusion,

The exquisite art of the actor in a perpetual sub-insinuation

to us, the spectators, . . that he was not half such a coward as

we took him for. 1871 T. G. THOMAS Dis. Women (ed. 3)

47 The enfeebled woman is more liable to *subinvolution

[of the uterus], passive congestion, and displacements, after

delivery, than the strong. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Siippl.,
*
Subpurgation, subpurgatio, a word used by some writers to

express a gentle purgation. 1894 Archxologia LV. 28
ir. i i- *T_ .1. .

'

__ __ _ _: _ .v-. i .! _r

the termination ous, when there is a "sub-saturation. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 177 The solvent relation of the

bodily fluids to the material of gouty deposits is simply a

question of saturation or subsaturation. ifc&Syd.Soc.Lex.,
*
Snbsensation, a moderate or lesser sensation. 1855 Eraser's

Mag. LI. 264 By acts of daily self-denial and much "sub-

sustentation of body. 1817 KIRBY & SP. Kntotnol. (1818) H.
424 The. ."sub-transparency of the adjoining crust.

23. Chem. In names of compounds sub- indicates

that the ingredient of the compound denoted by
the term to which il is prefixed is in a relatively
small proportion, or is less than in the normal

compounds of that name
;

e. g. snbacetate an acetate

in which there are fewer equivalents of the acid

radical than in the normal acetate, a basic acetate.

[1839 URE Diet. Arts 1085 The neutral state of salts is

commonly indicated by their solutions not changing the
colours oflitmus, violets, or red cabbage ; the sub-state of salts,
by their turning the violet and cabbage green ;

and the

super-state of salts, by their changing the purple of litmus,
violets, and cabbage, red.]

1797 Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 23 "Subcarbonate of potash
being dropped into the solution. Ibid. 24 The fourth portion
being boiled with 4 grains of "sub-phosphate of lime. 1801
Ibid. XCI. 197 note, A "subcarburet of potash. Ibid. 236A real carbonate of "suboxide of copper. 1802 Ibid. XCI I.

159 * note, It is. .calomel, plus an insoluble "subnitrate of
mercury. Ibid. 329 "Sub-borate of soda (borax). 1803
SAUNDERS Min. Waters ^74 A "sub-sulphat of iron. 1807
T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) II. 547 This [muriate of lead]
being in the state of"submuriate. 1807 AIKIN Diet. Chem. II.

23/2 A white "sub-nitrated oxyd. Ibid. 25/2 An acetite or
*sub-acetite. 1819 BRANDE Man. Chem. 427 An insoluble
"subacetate of copper. 1819 J. G. CHILDREN Chem. Anal.

"

base as the neutral tannate. 1833 Phil. Trans. CXXII I. 263
"Subsesquiphosphate of soda. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem.
Org. Bodies 152 'Subcrenate of lead is obtained by mixing
subacetate of lead with crenic acid. 1854 Jrnl. Chem. Sac.
VII. 26 "Subplatino-tersulphocyanide of mercury. 1857
MILLER Elem. Chem., Org. x. i. 585 *Subcyanide ofcopper,
Cua Cy. 1859 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1221/1

*
Subsulphurous

acid, L e., containing less than sulphurous but more than

hyposulphurous acid. 1871 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XXIV. 999
*Subfluoride of silicon. 1892 Photogr. Ann. II. 229 A

.--.- /eryi
V. 24. Secretly, covertly, as in L. subaudlre

to SDBATJD, subintrodacere to SUBINTRODUCE,
subomare to SUBORN

;
e. g. SCBAID.

VI. 25. From below, up, (hence) away, as in
L. subducfre to draw up or away, SUBDUCE, SUB-
DDCT, subsistlre to stand up, SUBSIST, subvertlrt to
turn up, overturn, SUBVERT.
This is the etymol. sense of the prefix in SUCCOUR, SUFFER,

SUGGEST, SUSCEPTION, SUSPICION, SUSPIRE, SUSTAIN.
b. Hence sub- implies taking up so as to in-

clude, as in SUBSUME ; so in the nonce-wd. subin-
clitde vb., whence subinclusively adv.
1818 G. S. FADER Her* Mosaic* II. 137 The Law, which

SUBACT.

may well be viewed as subincluding its predecessor the

Patriarchal dispensation. 1840 Prim. Doctr. Regen. 107

The females, as help-meets, were to be viewed as, subin-

cluded with the males. 1851 Many Mansions 14 Thus,

again, subinclusively, the Official Dress of the High-Priest

respected, in its arrangement, the System of the World.

VII. 26. In place of another, as in L. subdfre to

put in place of another (see SUBDITITIOUS), sulisli-

tufre to SUBSTITUTE ; e. g. t sub-elect to choose to

fill another's place.
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxix. xxxix. 1049 The.. assembly

for subelecting of a Pretour in the place of the deceased.

VIII. 27. In addition, by way of or as an

addition, on the analogy of L. subjungfre to SUB-

JOIN, subnecttfre to SUBNECT ; e. g. subinsert vb.

1621 BRATHWAIT Nat. Embassie 144 Therefore haue I

subinserted this Satyre [viz. a i3th at the end of a set of 12].

U 28. Detached from the sb. to which it belongs
it is used quasi-adj. in co-ordination with adjs. or

attrib. sbs. qualifying the same sb.

1840 J. BUEI. Farmer's Cotnp. 45 Trench ploughing mixes
the sub with the surface soil. 1891 Pail Mall Gaz. 4 Dec.

6/3 The central, sub, and executive committees have been

appointed.

II 29. Repeated (in senses of branch II) to denote
further subordination or subdivision.

1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. i. 41 The many Religions
which are lately sprung up, and the sub, sub, sub-divisions
under them. 1811-31 BENTHAM Logic App. Wks. 1843 VIII.
289 Divisions, sub-divisions, and sub-subdivisions. 1868
SPENCER Princ. Psychol, (1870) I. 266 A particular feeling of

redness associates itself irresistibly.. with the sub-class of
visual feelings, with the sub-sub-class of reds. 1902 Daily
Chron. 29 Apr. 3/5 Under sub-contracts or sub-sub-contracts.

1905 Macm. Mag. Dec. 126 This wasdivided, re-divided, sub-

divided, and sub-sub-divided in every conceivable sort of way.
Subacid (srbse-sid), a. and sb. [ad. L. subaci-

dus : see SUB- 20 b and ACID. Cf. It., Sp. subacido.]
A. adj. 1. Somewhat or moderately acid.

1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 328 It weeps forth a sub.
acid liquor in great abundance. 1676 GREW Anat. Plants
Lect. ii. (1682) 244 Mercury, with Oyl of Vitriol, will not

stir, nor with Oyl of Sulphur. But with Spirit of Nitre

presently boyls up. Hence Mercury is a subacid Metal.

1725 Bradley's Fain. Diet. s.v. Sallet, The sub-acid Orange,
sharpens the Appetite. 1792 ARBUTHNOT Rules ofDiet in

Aliments, etc. (1736) 254 All Fruits which contain a sub-
acid essential salt. 1836 LANDOR Per. t, Asp. Wks. 1846 II.

385 He enjoysa little wine after dinner, preferring the lighter
and subacid. 1891 SCRIVENER Fields Hf Cities 150 The food
of the human being cannot be '

suitable
'

unless varied by
sub-acid substances of some kind.

b. Chem. Containing less than the normal pro-

portion of acid.

1855 J. SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sci., Elem. Chem. 38
With regard to neutral and superacid, or subacid, salts.

2. Of character, temper, speech, etc. : Somewhat
acid or tart ; verging on acidity or tartness.

1765 STERNE Tr. Shandy VIII. xxvi, From a little sub-
acid kind of drollish impatience in his nature, be would
never submit to it. 1811 SYD. SMITH li'ks. (1867) I. 205
A stern subacid Dissenter. 1829 SCOTT Antiq. Advert, p 7
An excellent temper, with a slight degree of subacid humour.

1876 W. CLARK RUSSELL Is he the Man! 11. 203 A hard,
subacid expression.. modified the character of her beauty.
1888 MRS. H. WARD Root. Elsmere 428 Rose.. was always
ready to make him the target of a sub-acid raillery.

B. sb. 1. Subacid quality or flavour, subacidity.
1838 TICKNOR Life, Lett. <$ Jrnls, II. viiL 145 Rogers..

talked in his quiet way . . . showing sometimes a little sub*

acid. 1840 HOOD Up Rhine 198 You will perceive a little

sub-acid in Markham's statement. 1884 Harper's Mag,
July 241/1 The subacid of the strawberry.

2. A subacid substance.

1828-32 WEBSTER, Snbacid, a substance moderately acid.

1891 SCRIVENER Fields fy Cities 150 Sub-acids in their most
convenient form cannot be put into a pill box.

Hence Subaci'dity, the quality or condition of

being subacid ; also, something slightly acid.

1833 CARLYLE Misc. Ess., Diderot (1888) V. 38 There is

a certain sardonic subacidity in Pere Hoop. 1886 La-.v

Jrnl. 16 Jan. 37/2 The subacidity which gives special fla-

vour to his style.

t Subnet, pa.fpie,, im&ppl. a. Obs. [ad. L. sub-

act-us, pa. pple. of subiglre, I. sub- SUB- 2, 25 +

agtre to bring.] Subdued, reduced ; brought under

control or discipline ; brought under cultivation.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 287 At the laste Fraunce was
subacte to Julius Cesar, and occupyede by Romanes. Ibid.

II. 103 The Danes other put to fli^hte other subacte. 1x440
Pallad. on Husb. iv. 499 In Nouember & Marche her

braunchis sette In donged lond, subact a 1661 HOLYDAY
Juvenal (1673) JI Tbe masculine and subact judgement of

Juvenal. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xxii. 103 A subact and
sedate Intellection, associated with diligent and congruous
Study. 1729 W. REEVE Strm. 353 The yoke of Christ is a
reasonable service to a man of subact judgment.

t Snba'Ct, v. 06s. [f. L. subact-, pa. ppl. stem

of subiglre (see prec.).]
1. trans. To work up, as in cultivating the ground,

kneading, the process of digestion, or the like.

1614 JACKSON Creed in. in. vii. i That faith could not

take roote in them, vnlesse first wrought and subacted by
extraordinary signes and wonders. 1615 CROOKE Body of
Man 411 He thinketh, that the blood is carried .. into the

right ventricle of the Heart . .
,
and is there boyled attenuated

and subacted. 1626 BACON Sylva 27 Tangible Bodies

haue no pleasure in the Consort of Aire, but endeauour
to subact it into a more Dense Body. 1658 tr. Porta's

Nat. Magic iv. xii. 137 He subacts the Barn.flores with

Leesof Oyl, that Mice maynot eat his Corn. 1697 EVELYN
Numismata To Rdr., Some Corners, and little Wasts, not



SUBACTION.

altogether subacted. 1822 GOOD Study Med. L 10 Being
softened or otherwise partially affected, instead of being

entirely subacted, and reduced to chyme or chyle.

2. To bring into subjection ;
to subject, subdue.

1645 Bp. HALL Kfi. Discontentm. 19 The meek spirit is

. .so throughly subacted, that he takes his load from God.,

upon his knees, a 1680 T. GOODWIN Life Wks. 1703 V. I.

p. xi, I lay bound as it were Hand and Foot, subacted under

the Pressure of the Guilt of Wrath.

Hence t Suba-cted ppl. a.
; t Subaxter, one

who works up substances.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 615 Anoint the hands of

the subacter..with Oyl. 1679 EVELYN Sylva (ed. 3)
To

Rdr. a, Persons of right Noble and subacted Principles.

01706 llitt. Relig. (1850) II. 375 A meek and subacted

Christian. 1822 GOOD Study Med. IV. 272 The absorbents

which drink up the subacted food from the alvine canal.

t Suba'ction. Obs. [ad. L. subactionem, n.

of action f. subact-, sul'igfre (see SUBACT pa. ///.).]
1. The action of working up, reducing, or knead-

ing.
1626 BACON Sylva f 838 There are of Concoction two

Periods; The one Assimilation, or Absolute Conuersion

and Subaction i The other Maturation. 1657 TOMLINSON
Renotl's Disp. 122 Now Unguentsare madeone while by the

;

fire, ..another while onely by long subaction. 1676 Phil.

Trans. II. 771 In order to the subaction and detrusion of

the aliments. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Subaction,..

Among Apothecaries, it is us'd for the working or soft nmg
of Plaisters. 1822 GOOD Study Med. I. 324 The smaller

ruminating animals, whose food, from the complexity of_the

organ, lies for a long time quiescent in a state of subaction.

2. Subjection, subdual, rare .

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. [citing Bacon ; cf. quot. 1626 above].

Subacute (sbaki't), a. [SuB- 20.] Some-

what or moderately acute.

a. Of an angle.

1751 J. HILL Hist. Auim. 720 The pupil is .. protended on

the anterior part into a subacute angle.
b. Zaol. and Bat.

1822 J. PARKINSON Outl. Oryctol. 222 Plagiostoma . .s:il-

cata : ovate, lower part subacute. 1839 LOUDON Encycl,
Plants (1836) 441 Sepals and petals subacute. 1872 OLIVER

Elem. Bot. 307 Involucre.. of. .subacute, equal bracts.

c. Med, Between acute and chronic.

,833 Cycl. Pract. Med. II. 731/2 The fever .. symptoms
. .are. .rather of a sub-acute than highly inflammatory cha-

racter. 1878 HABERSHON Dis. Abdomen (ed. 3) 8 Mucous

patches and gummata, which may be mistaken for abscesses

or subacute glossitis.

1861 Sal. Rev. 27 July 90 When a civil servant's mind has

reached the stage of subacute discontent. 1896 MRS. CAF-

FYN Quaker Grandmother 139 The sub-acute passion of

Harry Tryng blazed out in a few broken sentences.

So Subacu'tely adv., with or in a subacute form.

18521 DANA Crust, n. 1194 Cephalothorax subacutely ros-

trate. 1871 H. A. NICHOLSON Palxont. 326 Fins sub-

acutely lobate.

Subae rial, a. [Sus- i a. Cf. F. suba(rien:\

Chiefly Geol. and Phys. Geog. Taking place,

existing, operating, or formed in the open air or

on the earth's surface, as opposed to subaqueous,

submarine, subterranean.

1833 LYELL Princ. Geol, III. 177 We think that we shall

not strain analogy too far if we suppose the same laws to

govern the subaqueous and subaenal phenomena. 1841

TRIMMER Pract. Geol. 172 Many subaerial volcanos have

ejected trachyte and basaltic lava. 1852 DANA Crust. \. 5

Insects are essentially sub-aerial species. 1871 W. S. Sv-

MONDS Rec. Rocks vi. 155 Vast masses of strata have been

removed by subaerial denudation. 1880 DAWKINS Early
Man in Brit. vii. 208 The rarity of sub-aerial refuse-heaps

compared with those in caves and under rocks.

Hence Sttbae' rially adv.
; Sufcae'rialist, one

who holds the view that a certain formation is

subaerial ; also attrib.

1870 Contemf. Rev. XV. 625 It must have accumulated,

subaerially, upon the surface of a soil covered by a forest

of cryptogamous plants. 1887 Athenxnm 24 Sept. 410/3 In

1865 the battle of the
' Uniformitarians

' and '

Cataclysm-

istsl, 'Sub-aerialists' and 'Marinists 1

,
was still raging.

laid., The most extreme.. sub-aerialist views.

Sub-a gent . [SoB- 6.] A subordinate agent ;

the agent of an agent, (spec, in U.S. Law.)

he were the sole and real principal. 1863 H. Cox Instil.

I. viii. 122 The candidate is responsible not only for his own
acts, but for those of his agents, and for those of sub-agents

appointed by them. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 84
Persons working and dealing in various mineral substances.

Sub-order i. Miners.. .Underground Agent, Sub-Agent.
Hence Sub-a-gency, the position, condition, or

residence of a sub-agent.
1845 R. W. HAMILTON Po/>. Educ. iv. (ed. 2) 64 The anti-

Christian usurpation.. puts forth an unwonted vigour. ..An
active . . sub-agency is stalking through the land. 1900 2oth

Kef. U.S. Geol. Sun. iv. PI. 44 Subagency of Southern
Utes at Navajo Springs.

t Suba-gitate, v. Obs.
[f.

L. subagitat-, pa.

ppl. stem of subagitare, var. of subigilare, f. sub-

SUB- 24 4 agitare to AGITATE.] intr. To have

sexual intercourse. So f Snba'gitatory a., per-

taining to sexual intercourse.

1637 HEYWOOD Pleas. Dial, ii. 113 Can they walke? Or
do they sleepe? Pam. They do. ..Nay more than that,

sometimes subagitate After their kinde. a 1693 UrquharCs
Rabelais in. xii. 96 This grand subagitatory Achievement.

t Subagita'tion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. sub-

agitatio, -onem, n. of action i.subagitare (seeprec.).]

VOL. IX.

1. Carnal knowledge.
1658 PHILLIPS. 1675 J. SMITH Cltr. Relig. Appeal i. vii.

56 That he miyht, by those Subagitations of tlicir Wives,
bolt out the secrets of their Husbands.
2. Used for SUBACTION (sense i).

1653 R. G. tr. Bacon's Hist. U'ittds, etc. 366 With us by
the subagitation [orig. suliactiont} and concoction of the

Celestials, every tangible thing is not only not condensed to

the height, but is also mixed with some spirit.

II Subah (s;/'ba). Anglo-Indian. Also soubah,

soobah, suba. [Urdu = Arab, u^a fiitia
1

'.]

1. A province of the Mogul empire.
1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) II. xiv. v. 362 Mahommed

khan, was. .dispatched, .to demand. .four provinces [Note,
These the indians call soubahs.] 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog.
II. 532 The names of the Soubahs, or Vice-royalties were
Allahabad [etc.). 1806 T MAURICE !nd. Anti,/. I. 134 So
accurate an account of the geography of the Indian Subahs.

1858 BEVERIDGE Hist. India I. 141 [Akber's] administrative

divisions of the empire into provinces or suhahs.

2. = SUBAHDAR.
1753 ORME Hist. Fragm. (1805) 400 A Nabob, although

appointed by a Subah, ought to have his commission con-

firmed by the King. 1788 BURKE Sp. agst. W. Hastings
Wks. XIII. 96 There was not a captain ofa band of ragged
topasses that looked for any thing less than the deposition
of soubahs. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 343/2 The revenue,
when collected by the various subas, is transmitted under
an escort to the Government treasury.

II Subahdar (s*<badaM). Anglo-Indian. Also

7-9 subidar, b' sabahadaur, 9 sou-, soo-, suba-

dar, etc. [Urdu^Mjo <^uba
hdnr, f.

V.yo
SUBAH

+ Pers.j\*
ddr possessor, master.]

1. A governor of a subah or province. Also,
' a

local commandant or chief officer
'

(Y.).
1698 T. FRYER Ace. E. Ind. ff P. 77 The Subidar of this

Town being a Person of Quality. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog.
II. 532 Twelve grand divisions, and each was committed
to the government of a Soobadar or Viceroy. 1858 J. B.

NORTON Topics 18 The chief of Secundra Rao .. has .. pro-
claimed himself Subadar, or governor, for the King of Delhi,
of all the country between these towns and Allahabad.
1881 Encycl. Brit. XII. 796/1 The title of subahdar, or

viceroy, gradually dropped into desuetude, as the paramount
power was shaken off.

2. The chief native officer of a company of

sepoys.
1747 (MS. in India Office) in Yule & Burnell Hobson-

Jobson s.
y.,

That, .in a day or two they shall despatch an-

other Subidar with 129 more Sepoys to our assistance. 1788
Ctntl. Mag. LVI1I. 68/1 A second flag, with a Sahahadaur
and two Havildars, was sent in. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI.
256/2 From 1748 to 1766 the sepoys were in separate com-

panies of ico each, commanded by subadars, or native

captains, though under the superintendence of Europeans.

1890 KIPLING Departm. Ditties (ed. 4) 79 And there's Su-

badar Prag Tewarri Who tells how the work was done.

b. attrib. : subahdar-major, the native com-

mandant of a regiment of sepoys.
1819 in Engl. Hist. Rev. (1913) Apr. 260 A brevet pay of

25 rupees per month is annexed to the Commission of Su-

badar-Major. 1849 EASTWICK Dry Leaves 80 The regiment
shewed stronger excitement on this occasion of the arrest

of their Subedar Major. 1857 Autoiiog, Lutfallah vi.

185 A Subahdar Major pensioner.

Subahdary (sbada-n). Anglo-Indian. Also

8 su-, soubadary, -ee, -darr(e)y, 9 soobah,-.

[Urdu (.fj\*Vj*> (ubj'ddn, f. prec.]
= next.

1764 State Papers'm A nn. Reg. 190 We engage to reinstate

the Nabob. .in the subadarrey of.. Bengal. 1800 Asiatic

Ann. Reg. IV. 9/1 A firman, vesting Hyder with the su-

bahdary of Sera. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India I. III. iv. 599

He was appointed to the regency or subahdarry of Deccan.

Sttbahship (sw-bajip). [f. SUBAH + -SHIP.] The

office or status of governor of a snbah or province ;

also, the territory governed,
= SUBAH I.

'753 ORME Hist. Fragm. (1805) 399 The Nabobs of Con-

danore, Cudapah,. .the Kings of Tritchinopoly, Mysore,

Tanjore, are subject to this Subahship. 1798 PENNANT Hin-

doostan II. 251 About Rhotas, and in the soubahships of

Bengal and Orixa. 1897 G. SMITH 12 Ind. Statesmen 296
Clive thought it necessary to obtain from Shah Aalum a

blank firman for the Soobahship of the Deccan.

t Subai'd, v. rare. [f. SUB- 24 + ATD v.] trans.

To give secret aid to. Hence Subai'ding///. a.

1597 DANIEL Civ. IVarsvi. i, That tumultuous rout, Whom
close sub-ayding power, and good successe, Had made vn-

wisely proud. 1609 Ibid. vni. xlvii, To hold that Kingdome,
from subayding such Who else could not subsist. 1630

R. N. tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. Introd. 5 For that hee [the

French King] had subayded the Scots [orig. Sea tit subsidia

. .submiserat] against the English.

Sub-almoner. Also 7 -a(l)mner. [Sus- 6.]

A subordinate almoner, one of the officials of the

Royal Almonry.
1647 HAWARD Crown Rev. 31 Gentleman Amner: Fee,

n. 8. i. at. Sub-amner: Fee 6. 16. 10. ob. 1710 J. CHAM-
BERLAYNE M. Brit. Notitio. 106 One of the King's Chaplains,

deputed by the Lord Almoner to be his Sub-Almoner. 1773

Centl. Mag. XLIII. 200 The Rev. Mr. Kaye, Sub-almoner

to his Majesty, preached at the Chapel Royal. 1886 Emycl.
Brit. XXI. 37/1 The officers of the almonry, namely, the

hereditary grand almoner, the lord high almoner, the sub-

almoner, the groom of the almonry, and the secretary to the

lord high almoner.

fg, 1654 CLEVELAND Char. Diurn. Maker i A Diurnal

Maker is the Sub-Almner of History'.

Subalpine, a. (sb.~) [ad. L. suhalpinus : see

SUB- 12 and ALPINE. Cf. K. subalfin.]

SUBALTERN.
1. Helonging to regions lyim; about the foot oi

the Alps.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Suialfine, under the Alps. 1829

MURCHISON in Phli,^. M.i \ . 4 .,-. 1 } ten . i , ,,r subalpilie
deposits, whichtothe westoflhe Brenlaan i-,cd

by basaltic and trap rocks. 1833 Lvi 1.1. i rim. ijfol. 111.

45 The fussil >hells..of many oilhc Subalpine fotinalions,
on the northern limits of the plain ol the ro. 184* W. C
TAYLOR Anc. Hist. xiii. i (ed. 3) 365 Subalpine Italy re-

ceived the name of Gaul from the Gallic horde;, that settled

in the northern and western districts. 1907 A. LANG Hist.
Scot. IV. xvi. 412 A miserable little sub-Alpine inn.

b. sb. An inhabitant of such regions, rare.

1838 G. S. FABER Inquiry 471) Native Piedmontise Sub-

alpines. Ibid. 503 The Subalpincs or Vallenses.

2. Partly alpine in character or lormation
; per-

taining to or characteristic of elevations next below
that called alpine ; belonging to the higher blopes of

mountains (of an altitude of about 4,000 to 5,500

feet).

1833 HOOKER in Smith's Eng. FloraV. i. 71 Trees and

rocks, in stony and subalpine countries. 1839 OE I.A HECHE

Rep. Geol. Cornwall, etc. i. 3 The hills and cliffs bordering
the Bristol Channel . . forming a coast remarkable for its

general elevation and the sub-alpine character of some of

its valleys. 1858 IRVINE Brit. Plants 78 The alpine and

sub-alpine plants. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 242 Wet sub-

alpine limestone rocks of York and Durham. 1886 Flora
Brit. India V. 57 Subalpine and Alpine Himalaya.

Subaltern (so'baltsan, sdbg'Uun), a. and sb.

Also 6-7 -erne. [ad. late L. suballernus (lioethius,

in sense i b) : see SUB- III and ALTERN. Cf. F. sub-

allerne (from 15th c.), It., Sp., Pg. subalterno.

Johnson 1755 has su'baltern, which is now the prevailing

stressing in England, and, for the logical sense, in U.S.

The stressing suba'llcrn first appears recorded in Bailey's

(folio) Diet, of 1730.]
A. adj. \ 1. Succeeding in turn. Obs. rare.

f, p. 363' __ . .
that mediating the first Heaven, and so in their subaltern

order to the Tenth. 1761 MILLS Syst. Pract. Husb. I. 460
The main stem, advancing higher and higher, left behind

the subaltern blossom of a lower joint.

b. Logic. Subaltern genus (oi species) : a genus
that is at the same time a species of a higher genns.

1654 Z. COKE Logick 21 Subaltern Genus is, that is suc-

cessive and by turn, that is when it is genus of them con-

tained under it, and species of that which is above it. 1692

RAY Disc. n. iv. (1732) 149 A distinct subaltern Genus. 1725
WATTS Logic i. iii. 3 This sort of universal Ideas, which

may either be consider'd as a Genus, or a Species, is call'd

Subaltern. 1826 WHATELY Logic i. ii. f 5 (1827) 65 Iron-

ore is a subaltern species or genus, being both the genus _of

magnet, and a species of mineral. 1864 BOWEN Logic iv.

72 The intermediate Concepts are the Subaltern Genera or

Species.
2. Of inferior status, quality, or importance, a.

Of a person or body of persons : Subordinate,

inferior. Now rare.

1581 LAMBAHDE Eiren. l. v. 26 From the King. .ought to

flow all auctoritie to the inferiour and subalterne lustices.

1597 SKENE De Verb. Sign. s. v. Homagium, Sum are maist

chiefe and principal!, sik as the King. . . Uther over-lordes

are inferiour and subalterne. 1598 DALLINCTON Mttk. Trav.

Q2b, To this Parliament, they appeale from all other sub-

alterne Courts throughout the Realme. 1622 MALVNES Anc.

Lam-Mcreh. 472 The ludges for terme of life, and officers

subalterne changing from yeare to yeare. 1695 BLACKMORE

Pr. Arth. VI. 681 Inferiour, subaltern Divinities. 1728

CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The Subaltern Persons in an Epic
Poem. 1734 tr. Rollin's Anc. Hist. (1827) 1. 127 All such

subaltern actors as played between the acts. 1809 MALKIN

Gil Bias viii. xiii. (Rtldg.) 309 Some subaltern attendants

about the king's person. 1814 SCOTT Wav. li, He had been

long employed as a subaltern agent and spy by those in the

confidence of the Chevalier. 1875 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879)

VI. 189 A case in which the statute prescribed a major

amount of observance, but the subaltern or executive au-

thority was content with a minor amount.

Const, to. 1597 Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1848) II. 154 Na
maister.. (except of the sang school), bot sic as sal be sub-

alterne to the maister of the grammer school. 1609 OVER-

BURY Observ. France (\f>iS) 17 Then hath euery Towne and

Fortresse particular Gouernours, which are not subalterne

to that of the Prouince. 1699 BURNET.?? Art. \. 18 Others

holding a vast number of Gods, either all equal or subaltern

to one another. 1728 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The Patriarchs

had several %Vives . . ; but there were several subaltern to

the principal Wife.

b. Hence, of rank, power, authority, action:

Of or pertaining to a subordinate or inferior.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxv. (1888) 1 26 Where to much

distraction is, and suballerne professions be made seuerall

heads. 1601 J. WHEELER Treat. Comm. 25 A Deputie, and

certaine discreet persons.. who. .haue subalterne power to

exercise Merchants law. 1602 R. CAREW Cornwall 85 b,

Neither can the parish Constables well brooke the same,

because it submitteth them to a subalterne commaund. 1726

SWIFT Gulliver iv. vi. 205 They have a subaltern court paid

to them by persons of the best rank. 1817 LADY MORGAN

France i (1818) I. 18 Gallantly fighting his way through

every subaltern degree of his profession. 1812 SCOTT Nigel

x Protect the poor against subaltern oppression. 1868

GLADSTONE Juv. Mundixi. 416 Sometimes the sovereignty

was local, or subaltern.

o. Of immaterial things. (In recent use c/..i.)

1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xxiii. 204 Which [motion] when

it isonce in act, halh. .many other subalterne motions ouer

which it presideth. 1654 H. L'ESTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 106

The vanity of that Faith, which is founded upon causes sub-

altern. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 72 p a You have shown

yourself not ignorant of the value of those subaltern endow-

ments 1776 BURNEY Hist. Sins. (1789) I. L6i These modes



SUBALTERN.

had other subaltern modes that were dependent on them.

1839 HALI.A.M Lit. E:ir. in. iv. 55 All causes of wealth,

except those he has enumerated, Serra holds to be subaltern

or temporary. 1866 WHIPPLE Char, q Char. Men 22 The

power and working intelligence of the subaltern natures it

uses. 1893 in J. H. Barrows World's t'arl. Relif. I. 256

Not a subaltern science to dogmatic theology.

fd. Of material things. Obs.

'733 tr. Winslmo's Anat. (1756) I. 302 The Composition
of the Fibres of this Muscle, and its division into several

subaltern Muscles.

3. Subaltern officer:
an officer in the army of

junior rank, i.e. below that of captain. Hence

subaltern rank, etc.

1688 Land. Gaz. No. 2396/3 Count Slrozzi.. was.. Shot

dead, .and two or three Subalterne Officers wounded. 1702

Milit. Diet. (1704) s. v. Officer, Subaltern-Officers. The
Lieutenant, Ensigns, and Cornets of Horse, Foot, and

Dragoons, are so call'd. a 1721 PRIOR Dial. Dead(igoj)
208 Had not I equally my Captains, and Subaltern Officers ?

1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 222 The cries of the soldier were

heard by the subaltern officer. 181 1 Regiil. t Orders A rmy
348 The Subaltern Officers, Non-Commissioned Officers,

and Men, are to be divided into Watches. 1859 W. COLLINS

Q. of Hearts iv, Have you any ears left for small items of

private intelligence from insignificant subaltern officers?

4. Of a vassal : Holding of one who is himself

a vassal. Hence of a feu or right.
1681 STAIR Inst. Law Scot. I. xiii. 252 The Vassals of the

King, who only might grant subaltern Infeftments of their

Ward Lands. Ibid. xxi. 420 If the major part be not

alienate, Subaltern Infeudations.. infer not recognition,
when these rights are disjunctim of parts of the Fee. Ibid.

24 Seing all other Rights fall in conseqnentiam, as_was
found in Subaltern-rights, in the said case. Ibid. 429 Omitted
not onlyby the immediat Vassal, but by all subaltern Vassals.

1723 Bibl. Literaria No. vi. 17 Reliefs, Fines, Duties upon
the several subaltern Manors. 1765-8 ERSKINE Inst. Law
Scot. II. vii. 8 Subaltern infeftments soon recovered force

after the statute of Robert which abolished them. 1838
W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 88 Suppose A to hold of the

Crown blench, and that he subfeus his lands to B, to be

held in feu...A's right is termed a public one; B's a base

or subaltern right.

5. Logic. Of a proposition : Particular, in rela-

tion to a universal of the same quality.
Snballern opposition : opposition between a universal and

a particular of the same quality. (Cf. SUBALTERNANT, SUB-

ALTERNATE.)
1656 tr. Hoooes* Elem. Philos. i. iii. 30 Subaltern, are

Universal and Particular Propositions of the same Quality ;

as, Every Man is a Living Creature, Some Man is a Living
Creature. 1725 WATTS Logic II. ii. 3 Both particular
and universal Propositions which agree in Quality but not
in Quantity are call'd Subaltern. 1860 ABP. THOMSON Laws
Th. 84. 151 Subaltern opposition is between any pair of
affirmative or negative judgments, when the one has fewer
terms distributed, that is, taken entire, than the other. 1864
BOWEN Logic vi. 162, I can immediately infer the truth of
its Subaltern Opposite.

B. sb.

1. A person (t or thing) of inferior rank or status ;

a subordinate ; occas. f a subaltern genus ; f a sub-
ordinate character in a book.
1605 CAMDF.N Ran. (1623) 4 When- all Christianity in the

Counsell of Constance was diuided into Nations, Anglicana
Natio was one of the principall and no subalterne. a 1619
FOTHERBY Atheom. n. iii. 3 (1622) 219 The subalternes,
are both, in their diuers relations ; Genera, to their in-

feriors ; and Species, to their superiors, a 1628 F. GREVIL
Life ofSidnry_ (1652) 14 They.. both encourage, and shad-
dow the conspiracies of ambitious subalternes to their false
endes. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Subalterns, inferiour

Judges, or Officers. 1765 H. WALPOLE Otranto (1886) 10
The art of the author is very observable in the conduct of
the subalterns. 1787 CHARLOTTE SMITH Rom. Real Life
II. 133 If the subalterns of the law once seize on the
property. 1816 'Quiz

' Grand Master i. 3 Passive obedience
under wrongs, 'Tis thought, to subalterns belongs. 1860
EMERSON Cond. Life, Power Wks. (Bohn) II. 332 The geol.
ogist reports the surveys of his subalterns. 1885

' MRS. ALEX-
ANDER At Bay v, The chef de la sureU and his subaltern.
2. A subaltern officer in the army.
1690 Land. Gaz. No. 2616/3 The Marquis de St. George, . .

with his Lieutenant-Colonel, Major, 10 Captains, and 25
Subalternes are arrived here. 1760 Cant, t, Adv. Off. A rmy
77 A Subaltern will find it extremely difficult to live upon
his Pay, and support the Appearance of a Gentleman. 1796MORSE Amer. Grog. I. 431 The respective companies choose
their captain, and subalterns'. 1811 Gen. Regul. Army 37No Officer shall be promoted to the Rank of Captain, until
he has been Three Years a Subaltern. 1846 BROWNINOLuna in. 4 How could subalterns like myself expect Leisure
or leave to occupy the field ?

attria.
^
1898, 'MEHWMAN' Roden's Corner x, Major White

had, in his subaltern days, been despatched from Gibraltar
on a business quest into the interior of Spain.

b. subaltern's butter, the fruit of Persea gra-
tissima = AVOCADO, called also midship/naifs
butter; subaltern's luncheon (see quot. 1004)
1829 MARRYAT Fr. Mildmay xviii, Abbogada pears (betterknown by the name of subaltern's butter). 1904 A. GRIFFITHS

SO Yrs. Public Sen,. 50 The traditional
'

subaltern's lun.
cheon a glass of water and a pull at the waistbelt '.

o. Logic. A subaltern proposition.
/

l8l6
j
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,/"^"
: " " 8 3. ist. the two universals

(A and E) are called contraries to each other; 2d. the two
particular, (I and O) subcontraries ; 3d. A and I, or E andO subalterns, 4th A and O, or E and I, contradictories^
/tu(.,.Subalterns differ in quantity alone ; Contraries, and
also bubcontraries in quality alone. 1870 JEVONS Elem.

vVrS 'be t

?

ruf
5ubalterns

' the Particular is true if the uni-

Hence Su-balternhood, -ship, the status or
period of service of a subaltern.

10

.857 Eraser's Mag. LVI. 172 The Indian officer has to

serve a long subahernhood. 1861 Corn/l. Mag. Jan. 74

James Outram soon obtained the grand reward of efficiency

in regimental subalternship, the adjutancy of a corps.

t Subaltern, v. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. sub-

alternare, f. subalternus (see prec.). Cf. O*.

sutaltemcr.] trans. To subordinate.

c 1400 Pilgr. Smile (Caxton) I. xxx. (1859) 34 Al other

worldly lawes ben. .subalterned to gods lawe.

t Subalte-rnal, a. (sb.) 06s. [a.
OF. subal-

ternal (isth c.) or itssource med.L. *suballernalts,

f. subalternus SUBALTERN : see -AL.]

1. Subordinate, inferior. Const, to.

c 1400 Pilgr. Smalt (Caxton) I. xxx. (1859) 33 Alle other

lawes ordeyned of man be not subalternal for toserue the

lawe of oure lord. 1588 FRAUNCE Lawiers Logike i. 11. 10 b,

It were against, .all arte to jumpe abruptly from the highest

and most generall to the lowest and most speciall, without

passing by the subalternal. 1607 TOPSELL four-/. Beasts

714 Sundry Beastes haue not onely their diuisions, but sub-

deuisions, into subalternal kinds. 1625 DARCIE A nnales a 4,

Those subaltcrnal Deities who, for putting themselues in

lupiters beddc, were .. metamorphosed into strange shapes.

1638 R. HEATH Discov. Jesuits Coll. (Camden) 29 They
acknowledg subjection to a foren power, and have setled

a government amongst themselves subalternal therunto.

b. sb. A subordinate.

1673 MARVELL Reh. Tramp, n. 227, 1 am not at all doubt-

ful but that he [the Supreme Magistrate) may punish any
such transgression in his Subalternals and Substitutes.

2. Succeeding in turn, alternating.

1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl. 23 There should etiery 7000

yeere, msue a certaine subalternall time of peaceable calme-

nes, and transitory rest. 1657 Penit. Call/, v. 72 [74] Where
the disease is sin, the remedy confession and prayer; the

Physicians and Patients subalternal.

Subalternant (sz>bolt3Mnant). Logic. (More
fieq. in L. form.) [ad. mod.L.su6atternans,-atit-,

pr. pple. of subaltcrnare SUBALTERN v.] See quots.
1826 WHATELY Logic Index (1827) 347 Subaltern oppo-

sition, is between a Universal and a Particular of the same

Quality. Of these, the Universal is the Subalternant, and
the Particular the Subalternate. 1867 ATWATEH Logic 109
In each pair of these the Universal is called the Subalternans,
the Particular ihe Subalternate.

Subalternate ((cbgltSunrt), a. (sb.) [ad.
late L. subalternatus (subaltematum genus in

Boethius), pa. pple. of suballernare : see SUBALTERN
v. and -ATE 2

.] A. adj.

1 1. Subordinate, inferior. Also const, to : Sub-
ordinate or subservient to. Obs.

1433-50 to.Higden (Rolls) 111.123, i'ij- principalle realmes,
,.x. other realmes, Subalternate to theyme. 1595 in /-'.'//

Rep. Hist. MSS. Cotnm. App. ix. 173 What ministers
of state and subalternat governors, as counsaile and magis-
trals. 1611 in lotk Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. i. 46
In putting so muche difference between an absolute king
and a Subalternate Queen. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett,

(vol. II) 79 As though the present time, were but Subalternate
to the future. 1670 CLARKE Nat. Hist. Nitre 51 Medicine
being a Subalternate Art to Philosophy. 1686 SPENCE tr.

V'arillas" House ofMcdicis 15 The Lnditement was drawn
up by the Subalternate Judges. 1701 NORRIS Ideal World
I. ii. 104 So only the Subalternate sciences suppose their

objects, as taking them from the superior science wherein
they are proved. 1704 Phil. Trans. XXV. 1702 An account
of the several kinds of Subalternate Species of Plants. 1874
in Manning Ess. Rehg. ff Lit. III. 317 Theology isa science
Subalternate to Revelation.

t 2. Successive, succeeding by turns. Obs.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Subaltern or Subalternate,

that succeeds by turns.

t b. Logic. = SUBALTERN a. i b.

1658 E. PHILLIPS Myst. Love (1685) 285 The Subalternate
genus, as also the Subalternate species, is that which is the
species of this, but the genus of that.

3. [A new formation from SUB- 20 d and ALTER-
NATE

a.']
Nat. Hist. Alternate, but with a tendency

to become opposite.
1839 LOUDON Encycl. Plants 571 Leaves pinnat[ifid] : seg-

m[ents] stalked Subalternate. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 655
Polyps few and at distant intervals on the branches, sub-
alternate. 1851 MANTELL Petrifactions iii. 5 5. 309 The sub-
alternate arrangement and reversed position of the upper
and lower series of teeth.

B. sb. Logic. A particular proposition.
1836, 1867 [see SUBALTERNANT].
Hence f Subalte'rnately adv., subordinately,

successively.
1606 B. BARNES foure Bks. Offices 19 Subalternately re-

specting the purse. 1737 BAILEY (vol. II), Sutalternately,
successively.

Suba-lternating, ppl. a.
[f. *subalternate

vb. (cf. prec.) + -ING ?] Succeeding by turns (1855
in Ogilvie Suppl.).

Subalternation (sorbgltojn^-Jsn). [ad. med.
L. suballemdtio, -ottem, n. of action f. suba/ternare :

see SUBALTERNATE.]
fl. Subordination. Obs.
IS97 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxiii. (1617) 397 Whereunto it

was not possible they could concurre, vnlesse there were sub-
uternation betweene them, which Subalternation is naturally
grounded vpon inequalitie.
1 2. Succession by turn. Obs.
1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos., Subalternation, A succeed,

ing by course. 1627 DONNK Serm. xliv. (1640) 441 That use
t bubalternation in the service of God, of that, which we

have called Antiphones, and Responsaries.
o. Logic. The relation between a universal and a

particular ofthe same quality; the opposition which

SUBAQUATIC.

exists between propositions alike in quality but

differing in quantity ; also,
' an immediate inference

from a universal to a particular under it' (Cent.

Diet.).
1650 ELDERFIELD Civ. Right Tythes 35 It may be.. need-

ful to consider her [the law's) several species, or indeed not

so much their contradiction, as Subalternation. 1677 GALE
Crt. Gentiles Proem. 8 The Relate Affections of a Proposi-
tion are Conversion, Equipollence, Subalternation, and

Opposition. 1697 tr. Burgersdicius lot Logic I. xxxii. 127

By Subalternation we express our Meaning when we would

signifie that one Enunciation is subordinated to another,
and does necessarily

follow from it. 1813-21 BENTIIAM Onto,

logy Wks. 1843 VIII. 203 Subalternation, viz. logical sub-

alternation, opposition, and connexion, or the relation be.

tween cause and effect. 1864 BOWEN Logic vi. 155 But of

these less perfect expressions some may more properly be

regarded as inferences by Subalternation. 1867 ATWATER
Logic 116 This is U, and by suballernation will give I also.

Subalternity (srboltaumti). [f. SUBALTERN
+ -ITT. Cf. F. subaltcrniti.] Subordinate position.
1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 178 Which respecteth not

suppartitions, anatomical diuisions, or subalternities of

members. 1773 H. WALPOLE Let. to Alann 4 Nov., I am
sure I have none of the symptoms but the age and the sub-

alternity. 1831 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XLV. 443 Christianity,
they say, has raised the sex from servitude, but has con-
demned them to subaltetnity. 1850 tr. Mazzini's Royalty
.y Republ. Pref. 8 Redeeming by brilliant peisonal qualities
the vice of subalternity, to which his position condemned him.

Subalteruize (so-bgltwnaiz), v. rate. [ad.
F. subalterniser, i. suballerne : see SUBALTERN a.

and -JZE.] trans. To subordinate.

1905 igtk Cent. July 24 France was subaltei nised, domes-
ticated everywhere; she suffered her greatest interests to
be subordinated to those of an alien Power.

t Subalternly, a. Sc. Law. Obs. [f.
SUBAL-

TERN a. + -LY 2
.] JJy subinfeudation.

1681 STAIK Inst. Law Scot. i. xiii. 263 If the Lands. .be

Disponed..by the Vassal to others Suhalternly Infeft.

Subaiiccvneal, a. Anat. [See SUB- i b and

next.] Situated beneath the anconeus.

1891 Cent. Diet. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex.

II Subanconeus (so bxqkoni-vs). Anat. Also
-aeus. [mod.L. (sc. musculus), f. sub- SUB- I d +
anfdn = Gr. ayniiiy elbow.] A small muscle arising
from the triceps and humerus above the elbow-

joint and inserted in the posterior ligament of the

elbow. Hence Su bancone ons a.

1848 Ouain's Anat. (ed. 5) I. 330 On removing the triceps
from the lower part of the humerus, some muscular fibres

will be found connected with the capsule of the elbow-joint.
Two slips extending from the bone above the fossa for the
olecranon to the capsule have been described as distinct

from the triceps, under the name sub-anconseus. 1887 Buck's
Handl'k. Med. Sci. V. 45 Subanconeous [muscle]. This .

consists of a few muscular fibres.

Suba ngular, a. [ad. mod.L. subangularis :

see SUB- 20 c and ANGULAR.] Somewhat or slightly

angular ; having a blunt angle.
1777 PENNANT Brit. Zool. IV. 51 Ast[erias] with five rays

depressed ; broad at the base ; sub-angular. 1849 DANA
Geol. App. I. (1850) 685 Mesial fold large and subangular.
1873 GKIKIE Gt. Ice Age xvi. 202 Sprinkled with loose an-

gular and subangular stones. 1894 Geol. Mae. Oct. 434
Each tubercle gives rise to three . . subangular ribs.

So Suba'ngled, -a'ugulate d adjs.
1819 SAMOUELLE Entomol. Compend. 423 Geometra . . stri.

gilata. The subangled Wave- 1822 J. PARKINSON Outl.

Oryctol. 207 Turreted, with subangulated keels. Ibid. 210
Whirls round, but subangulate.

Subapennine (sobse-penain), a. (sb.) Geol. Also

-appen(,n)ine. [Sl'B- 12.] Applied to a series of

strata of Pliocene age, such as are characteristic of

the formation of the flanks of the Apennines in

Italy ; belonging to or characteristic of these strata.

1822 Edin. Rev. XXXVII. 50 Subappennine alluvial soils.

1833 LYELL Prittc. Geol. III. no Throughout a great part
of Italy, where the marls and sands of the Subapennine
hills are elevated to considerable heights. 1851 RICHARDSON
Geol, viii. 248 The Subapennine beds of Piedmont. 1861
P. P. CARPENTER in Rep. Smithsonian Instit. 1860, 159 The
Subappenine tertiaries of Piedmont.

b. sb. pi. The geological series bearing this

name ;
a low range of hills skirting the slopes of

the Apennines in Italy.

1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 137 note, The newest tertiary
strata of the age of the Subapennines. 1833 Ibid. III. 155

Brocchi, the first Italian geologist who described this newer

group in detail, gave it the name of the Subapennines.

Suba-pical, a. Nat. Hist. [Sus- i b, c, 11.]
Beneath or near the apex ; nearly apical.
1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 445 The subapical calicles be-

coming very small. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 78 Carpels
hairy with an eglandular subapical pit 1913 Ox/. Univ.
Gaz. 4 June 955 The orange subapical bar to the fore wing.
Su baposto'lic, a. [SuB- 18.] Belonging to or

characteristic of the period in the history of the

Church immediately following that of the apostles.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 854/2 The history of the apostolic

and subapostolic ages. i88x WESTCOTT & HORT Grk. N~. T.
II. 296 Stray relics surviving from the apostolic or sub-

apostolic age.

tSubaqua'neous,. Obs. rare ". [(.lateL.sito-

aquaneus (SuB- I a, aqua water) + -ous.]
= next, I.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.

Subaqua 'tic, a. [Cf. F. subaquatique^
1. [SuB- 1 a.]

= SUBAQUEOUS I. Also, pertaining
to plants growing under water.



SUBAQUEOUS.
1789 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. II. 146 note, The subaquatic

leaves of this plant.. are cut into fine divisions. 1800

Phytol. 76 The roots of. . water-plants, which might . . become
articles ofsubaquatic agriculture. i^a&Blackiv. Mag. XXIV.
316 Subaquatic paths for crossing the Nile. 1849 Sk. Nat.

Hist., Mammalia. III. in Tearing up the strong-fibred

vegetables from their subaquatic bed by means of its tusks.

1874
COUES Birds N. W. 1 1 Ability to progress under water

. .by a sort of subaquatic flying and scrambling.
2. [SUB- 20 c.] Zool. and Bot. Partly aquatic.
1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm I. 483 Subaquatic plants,

such as rushes. 1880 A. R. WALLACE Isi. Life 11. xiii. 268

The large number of allied forms \sc. tortoises] which have

aquatic or sub-aquatic habits. 1889 Darwinism 29 A
large sub-aquatic dock.

Subaqueous (sb !>

kw&s), a. [f. L. type
*
sttbaquens : see SUB- I a. Cf. It. subaqueo^\
1. Existing, formed, or constructed under water.

1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 28 Terrestrial and subaqueous Plants,

(11711 KEN Edmund Poet. Wks. II. 26 As if sub-aqueous
Fires.. Had boil'd the Waves. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scot, in

7772, 33 In some places are vast subaqueous precipices. 177^6
Brit. Zool. \. 345 For the purpose of plunging into their

j

subaqueous winter quarters. 1829 LANDOR Imag. Conv.
Wks. 1853 I. 573/1 That dark colour which subaqueous
weeds are often of. 1855 K.INGSLEY Westw. Ho I xxxit,

Tarn David, one of those strange subaqueous pebble-dykes.
1862 TOUNSEND Man. Dates s.v. Submarine telegraph, In

1848 successful subaqueous telegraphs were laid across the

Rhine. 1903 MYERS Hum. Pers. I. 77 There is a rush up-
wards as of a subaqueous spring.

b. Performed or taking place under water
;

adapted for use under water.

1774 A. CAMPBELL Lexiphancs (ed. 4) 25, I risqued a sub-

aqueous voyage. 1839 United Service Jrnl. June 189 Sub-
terraneous or subaqueous explosions. 1847 BAKHAM fngol.

Leg. Ser. i. Grey Dolphin^ As though the River god and

Neptune were amusing themselves with a game of sub-

aqueous battledore. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Sub-aqueous \

Helmet^ a diver's head-dress, supplied with air by pump
from above.

C. jocular. That constructs works under water.

1844 THACKERAY Contrib. to Punch Wks. 1898 VI. 83 It

weds the tunnel of the subaqueous Brunei with the mystic
edifice of Cheops.
2. Below the sea-level, nonce-use.

1734 RAMSAY Health 397 Ye Dutch.. You scarce dare

sleep in your subaqueous bowers.

3. Reflected as if in depths of water.

1798 W. MAYOR British Tourists V. 260 The shelving
hills, .with their subaqueous images were of a faint grape-
like hue. 1843 WORDSW. Prose Wks. [1876) III. 167 These

specks of snow reflected in the lake, and so transferred, as

it were, to the subaqueous sky.

So Sutoa-qnean a. rarer1
.

178* W. STEVENSON Hymn to Deity 19 Subaquean mon-
sters multiform in size.

Subara'Cliuoid, a. (-?<$-) Anat. and Path.

[SoB- I b.] Situated or taking place beneath the

arachnoid membrane. Also sb.
t
the subarachnoid

space (between the arachnoid membrane and the

pia mater).
1839-47 TodiCs Cycl. Anat. III. 641/2 In apoplexy the

blood escapes from the ventricle into the sub-arachnoid

space. Ibid. 673/2
The subarachnoid fluid. 1843 R* J*

GRAVES Syst, Clin. Med. ix. 97 Extensive thickening of the

membranes of the brain, with subarachnoid effusion. 1893
W. R. COWERS Matt. Dis. Nerv. Syst. (ed. 2) II. 390 Sub-
arachnoid haemorrhage. 1896 AllbutCs Syst. Mcd. I. 189
The perivascular lymphatic sheaths and subarachnoid are

filled with fatty products. 1902 HUGHES & KEITH Man,
Praet. Bot. in. 305 To this subarachnoid tissue is given the

name of Pia mater.

So 8tL:baraclmoi'dal, -oi'dean adjs.

1844 HOBLYN Diet. Terms Med. (ed. 2) 293 Sitb-arachnefc*

deetnjfuid) an abundant serous secretion, situated between
the arachnoid and the pia mater. Sub~a.rachno'idea.n spacct

the space between the arachnoid and the spinal cord. 1871
W. A. HAMMOND Dis* Nerv. Syst. 51 Sub-arachnoidean
effusion. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 229 The sub-arach-

noidal connective-tissue bands and meshes.

Subarbis, obs. pi. SUBURB.
Sub-arcll. Archit. [SuB- 3, 5b.] A sub-

sidiary or secondary arch; one of two or more
arches grouped in a larger arch ; the lowest

member in an arch of two or more ' orders '.

1835 R. WILLIS Ardut. Mid.Ages v\\, 91 The square body
of the pier sustains the pier arches, while its lateral half

shafts are appropriated to the sub-arches. 1849 PARKER
Introd. Gothic Archit. iii. 133 Three or more lancet-lights
under one arch, the points of the sub-arches touching the

enclosing arch. 1879 CasselCs Techn. Educ. III. 40 The
first of the three orders, or 'sub-arch'.

Suba'rctic, a. (s6.} [SUB- i2b.] Nearly
arctic

; somewhat south of the arctic circle or

regions ; belonging to such a region. Also sb. //.,
subarctic regions.
1854 H. MILLER Sck. fy Schm. (1858) 460 When sub-arctic

molluscs lived in her [sc. Scotland's] sounds and bays. 1873
CROLL dim. 4- Time xv. 236 As the ice began to accumu-
late during the cold periods in subarctic and temperate
regions. i8ga STEVENSON Across the Plains vi. 204 It was
still broad day in our subarctic latitude [in Caithness]. 1898
J. W. TYRRELL (title) Across the Sub-Arctics of Canada.

Suba-rcuate, a. Nat. Hist. [Sus- 20 c.]
Somewhat arcuate or bowed.
1819 SAMOUELLE Entomol, Compend. 87 Thumb subarcuate.

1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 471 Branches .. subarcuate.

Suba'rcuated, a.

1. [SuB- 20 c.] Nat. Hist. = prec.
1777 PENNANT Brit. Zool. IV. 71 Solen Pellucidus.. sub-

arcuated and sub-oval.

11

2. [f. next.] Archil. Having two or more sub-
ordinate arches under a main arch.
1881 PARKER ABC Gothic Archit. 195 The mullions nre

carried up to the architrave, and the side lights only are
sub-arcuated. 1886 WILLIS& CLARK Cambridge I. 582 Each
of the three main divisions of the window is sub.arcuated.

Su barcua'tiou. An-hit. [SUB- 2.] The con-

struction of two or more subordinate arches under

a main arch ; the system of arches so constructed.

1845 J.
INGRAM in Builder 111,465/2 The principle of sub-

arcuation; that is the mode of constructing two inferior

and subordinate arches under the third or main arch, a 1878
SIR G. SCOTT I.tct. Archit. (1879) II. 112 The round pillar
has lateral shafts to carry the sub-arcuation.

II Subarmale (.scbaam^i !'). [L., neut. of sub-

armalis, f. sub- SUB- i a + anna ARMS : see -AL.

Cf. F. sitbarmali:.] A coarse coat worn to protect
the body from the pressure of the cuirass.

1825 FOSBROKE Encycl. Antiq. I. 784 The gambeson or

wambais, or Subarmale. 1849 [JAS. GRANT) Mem. Kirkaldy
x. 97 The constable received a bullet through his steel

cuisses and Subarmale.

Subarrhation (scbar/i-Jsn). Also -arration.

[ad. med.L. subarr(h)dtio, -onem, n. of action f.

subarr(h}dre, f. sub- SUB- T g + arr(h]a pledge.]
An ancient form of betrothal in which pledges in the

form of money, rings, etc. were bestowed by the

man upon the woman.
a 16*3 SWINBURNE Treat. Sfousals (1686) 207 Forasmuch

as Subarration, that is the giving and receiving of a Ring_,
is a Sign of all others, most usual in Spousals and Matri-
monial Contracts. 1710 WHEATLY Bk. Corn. Prayer x. 5.

1839 PALMER Orig. Liturg. II. 211 Subarrhation.

II Subashi (saba-Ji). Forms : 6 subbassi, 6-7
subaasi, 7 subashie,-sha, subbashaw, -bassawe,
-bassa, sou-bashi. sous-basha, 8 sous-bachi,

9 soo-bashee, subasohe, siibashi. [Turkish

^^j-
1 subashi and .^j- fubdshi, f. yo (it

water + (_pb bash head, chief. (Some of the Eng.
forms indicate an attempt to analyse the word as

SUB- 6 + BASHAW.)] A Turkish official in com-
mand of a district or village ;

a '

police magistrate
under the timariot system

'

(Redhouse).
1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. i. 106 Y" Subassi, & the Meniwe,

with the Padre guardian. Ibid. 292 The Admirall . . ap-

pointeth the Subbassas. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614)

302 The Cadi and Subassi, if they finde any shops open, or

any body eating in the day, set him on an Asse backwards.

1615 SANDYS Trav. 63 The Subashie is as the Constable of

a Cute, both to search out and punish offences. 1632 LITH-

cow Trav. tv. 136 In this Prison, are Bassawes, and Sub-
bassawes imprisoned. 1687 Sous-basha [see Sous-]. 1688

Land. Caz. No. 2336/5 The Sub-Bassa of this City. 1718
OZELL tr. Tottmefort's Voy. II. 279, I promis'd them to pay
the Tax for them, if the Sous-Bachi shou'd demand it. 1819
T. HOPE Anast. (1820) II. 377 A Tchawoosh..summoned
me before the Soo-bashee. 1823-4 Encycl. Metrop. (1845)

XV. 500 A Jeri-bashi (Captain), Jeri-sureii (Corporal), and
Subashi (Sergeant).. who have particular lands assigned to

them on which they are obliged to reside. 1847 MRS. A.

KERR tr. Ranke's Hist. Servia 1 15 In the villages, Subasches

appeared as executors of the judicial and magisterial power.

Subastri'iigent, a. and sb. [Sos- 20 b.]
A. adj. Somewhat astringent.

1694 SALMON Bate's Disfens. (1713) 99/2 The Spirit of

Mint, ..stomachick, cephalick, . .and subastringent. 1719

QUINCY Lex. Physico-Med. (1722) 40 A soft, healing, sub-

astringent Balsamick. 1788 Phil. Trans. LXXX. 280 It

had a slight saline, sub-astringent taste. 1887 MOLONEY
forestry W. Afr. 304 The plant yields a sub-astringent gum.

B. sb. A sub-astringent substance.

1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 208 All the plants of this tribe

are mild subastringents and vulneraries.

Su'b-atom. Chem. [Sus- 7.] A constituent

part of an atom.
1880 CLEMINSHAW Wurtz* Atomic Theory'51 A primordial

matter, the sub-atoms of which were grouped in different

numbers to form the chemical atoms of hydrogen and the

various simple bodies. 1904 A. J. BALFOUR Refl. Nem Th.

Matter 9 There are those, .who think that the elementary
atom of the chemist . . is but a connected system of monads
or sub-atoms.

Hence Bnbato'mic a.

1903 Ellin. Rtv. Oct. 385 Sub-atomic physics. 1505
Atkenxum 27 May 661 Experiments have been made with

sub-atomic particles from one or other of these sources.

Subaud (s#bg'd), v. Gram. rare. [ad. late L.

subaudire (tr. Or. DVCUM&v), f. sub- SUB- 24 +
audirc to hear.] trans. To supply mentally or
' understand

'

(a word or words) to complete the

sense or the construction. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Subaudition (sobgdi-Jsn). [ad. L. subaudi-

tio, -onem, n. of action f. subaudire (see prec.). Cf.

F. subaudition.]

f 1. Hearing a little. Obs. rare' .

1658 PHILLIPS.

2. Chiefly Gram. The act of mentally supplying

something that is not expressed ; something that is

mentally supplied or understood ; implied or under-

stood meaning.
1798 TOOKE Parley n. (1805) 17 If it must have a name, it

should rather be called subaudition than abstracttmt.

Ibid. I2t Bond Band Bound however spelled, and with

whatever subaudition applied, is still one and the same
word. 1839 New Motitltly Mag. LVI. 455 There b a sub-

audition of so many ifs. 1859 TRENCH Study of Words
(ed. 9) iii. 87

' Policeman
' has no evil subaudition. 1859

SUBBRACHIAN.
THACKERAY VirffitrMx, Taking the business-part forRr.intcd,
and leaving it as it were for subaudition. 1905^1^. 1,

it Mar. 311 A glorified subaudition of social cumpiict lay
also behind the Tudor despotism.

II Subauditur (sobgdsi-tuj). [L. -'it is under-

stood', 311! pers. sing. prcs. ind. pass, of subaudire
to SUBAUD.J =

prec. 2. 1'hr. In a sill/auditor : by
implication.

1803 BEDDOES Hygiia xi. 95 It will not pass like a rut-
anditur m grammar. 1880 L ontetup. Rev. Feb. 256 Our
fiction, .is as much

occupied, though in a subauditur, with
the skeleton in the cupboard of daily life as (etc.). 1885
J. MARTINEAU Types ktk. Tk. I. i. ii. (1886) 313 You cannot
tack on the word modes' immediately to 'substance' with-
out a subauditur of attribute.

Suba xillary, a. (sb.} [Sus- i b, c.]
1. Zool. Situated beneath the axilla ; Ornilh. -

AXII.LABY. b. sb. pi. Axillary feathers or wing-
covets (Cent. Diet.).

1769 BANCROFT Guiana 304 Together with an inflammation
and tumefaction of the lymphatic subaxillary glands. 1776
PENNANT Brit. Zool. II. 421 The subaxillary feathers [of
the eared grebe].

2. Bot. Beneath the axil or the angle made by a
branch with the stem or a leaf with the branch.
a 1802 E. DARWIN (Webster 1828-32). 1857 A. Gun First

Less. Bot. (1866) 232.

t Sub-bailiff, -baily. Obs. [a. AF. = OF.
sub(b)aillif, -balif(tf. southbaily s. v. SOUTH-*) =
med.L. subballivus : see SUB- 6 and BAILIFF.] An
under-bailiff.

14. . Customs of Malton in Surtccs Misc. (1890) 59 The
Balyffes or Subbalyffes of be said Burgage. 1456 Cov.
Leet Bk. (1908) 293 To take suerte of theire subbaillif and
officers. Ibid. 322 The subbaylly and Constable. 1757 in

Picton L'pool Muntc. Rev. (1886) II. 149 The election of
sub-bailiffs.

Hence f Subbavliwlck, the office or jurisdiction
of an under-bailiff.

1452 Cov. Leet Bk. (1908) 274 Ye shall not set eny of your
subbayliwikkes to eny certeyn ferm.

Subbarbes, -ardes, obs. pi. SUBURB.

Sub-ba'sal, a. [StiB- ib, n.] Situated near or

below the base of a part or organ. Also sb., a sub-

basal plate (funk's Standard Diet. 1895).
1848 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. vi. 276 Nostrils sub-basal.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 172 Cornus sanguinea.. lateral

nerves subbasal. 1902 Proc. Zvol. See. 1. 48 1 he basal area
of these wings irrorated with pearl-grey indicating two
va-^ue subbasal bands.

Sub-base.
1. [SuB- 3.] a. Archit. The lowest part of a

'

base which is divided horizontally.
1826 BRITTON Exeter 91 A charge of s/. 6s. 8< for four

I columns, with bases, sub-bases, and capitals. 1851 PUGIN
I Chancel Screens 29 [The screen] of S. Mark [Venice] is

i open above the subase [sic\

b. A base placed under the bottom of a machine or

other apparatus to raise it higher from the ground.
1904 Electr. Rev. 24 Sept. 489 The whole turbine.. being

mounted on a sub-base.

2. [SUB- 5 b.] A secondary base.

iqcrsSiiettce 9 Oct. 47&Mr. Peary. .will, .after establishing
a sub-base there, force his way northward to the northern

shore of Grant Land.

t Subbasmont. Sc. Obs. [a. OF. soub-, su/i-

basseuient (mod.K. soubassemenl), app. f. soubassc.]

i

The valance (of a bed).
1539 Inv. Roy. Wardrobe (1815) 45 Four grete beddis viz.

ane of grene. -with ane subbasmont of grene velvett.

Subber(be)s, obs. ff. pi. of SUBURB.

Subbing : see SUB v.

t Sub-bois. Obs. [AF. subbois = Law-Latin

uibboscus, f. sub- SUB- j + doscus wood. (Mod.F.
has sous-bois; cf. south bois s.v. Soi'TH- 2

.)]

= UNDERWOOD.
1677 N. Cox Gentl. Recrcal. (ed. 2) 15 Of Sub-boys, some

for Browse and Food of the Game, and for Shelter and De-
fence ; as Maples, &C. Some for Browse and Defence ; as

Birch, Sallow, Willow. 1706 [see south-bois s. v. SouiH-'J.

ijoSLei Termes Jelaiey $ig Syiva f*dHa..K zlsaaMed

Subboys or Coppice Wood.

Subborn, obs. form of SUBORK.

t SubbOSCO. Obs. Also subosco. [f. SOB- 3 +

It. bosco wood.] A jocular word for : The hair

that grows upon the lower part of the face.

1579 G. HARVEY Lrtter-bk. (Camden) 61 The clippings of

>ur thrishonorable mustachyoes and subboscoes. 1654

AYTON Pleas. Notes n. iii. 42 The boscos, and suboscos

(I mean,) the dulapes and the jawy part of the face.

Subbra cllial, a. [ad. mod.L. subbrachialis;

see SUB- i b and BRACHIAL.]
1. Ichth, Situated under or near the pectoral fins ;

(of a fish) having the ventral fins so situated.

1836 Partingtoifs Brit. Cycl. Nat. Hist. 1 1. 556/2 Gcuioidg.

. .A family of soft-finned fishes with sub-brachia! fins. 1840

Cmier't Anim. Kingd. 324 EcHentis. This genus, like

Pleuronectes, might form a distinct family of Sub-brachial

Malacopterygii.
2. Under the pectoral muscles.

1898 Syit. Soc. Lex.

3. Beneath the brachium (in cerebral anatomy).
1913 DORLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 7).

Subbra'chian, a. and s/>. Ichth. [As prec. +

-AN.] A. adj.
*= prec. I. B. sb. A snbbrachiate

fish; one of the Subbrachiatt (formerly -a/a).

1841 BRAKDK Diet. Set., etc. 1183 Suttrachians, the name
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1684 E. CHAMBERLAYNE Angl. IVotitia (ed. 15) i.

Corporals, or Sub-Brigadiers. inSGenll. Mag. VIII. 109/2

Mr Rastall, Eldest Sub-brigadier of the first Troop of

Horse-guards, in room of Capt. Prew deed. 1802 JAMES
Milit. Did. 1852 BURN Naval f, Milit. Diet, (if

SUB-BRANCH.

of the order of Malacopterygious fishes comprising 'hose

which have the ventral Ims situated either immediately be-

neiith .md between, or a little in front or behind the pectoral

fins. ,843 in Kncycl. Alctrof. (1845) VII. 293/2 1 he 1< ish

is designated jugular or Subbrachian when the ventral fins

are immediately beneath the pectoral and connected Wltn

their girdle, as the Cod.

So Subbra chlate [mod.L. sulibrac!uatus\.

1859 MAYNE E.rfos. Ltx., SiMrackiatus, ..subbrachiate.

Su'b-branch, sb. [Sus- 7.] A subdivision

of a branch (in any sense).

1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. iv. 124 In our diagram, this is

indicated by the broken lines, beneath the capital letters,

converging in sub-branches downwards towards a single

point. 1875 JEVONS Honey xx. 258 The National Bank of

Ireland has about 114 branches and sub-branches.

So Su-b-brancli v., Su'b-branched ///. a.

1676 GREW Anat. Plants Lect. iv. (1682) 266 Sprigs made

up of four chief Branches standing crosswise, and those

subbranched. 1857 DARWIN in Life f, Lett. (1887) II. 125

Species.. always seem to branch and sub-branch like a tre

from a common trunk.

SuOj-brigadie-r. [Sun- 6. Ci.?. sous-briga-

dier.} Formerly, an officer in the Horse Guards

with the rank of a cornet.

1684 E. CHAMBERLAYNE Angl. Notitia (ed. 15) i. 200 Sub-
f* ! _ C*.lk_Vt.J>tIava Tfi^fl /?*// ilfa.tr. VIII. IO9/2

: Troop of

.802 JAMES

brigadier, (second corporal of cavalry).

Su'bcartila-ginous, a.

1. [SUB- 20 b.] Somewhat, partly, or incom-

pletely cartilaginous.
1541 COPLAND Giiydon's Quest. Cyrarg. E iv, The sub-

carlylagynous [substance of the nose ; orig. L.Jars carttlagi-

nosa\ is dowble one outwarde that maketh the typ ofthe nose

and the other inwarde deuydeth the nosethyrlles. 1787 tr.

Linnxus' f'am. Plants 487 The Fruit is a tongue pedicel d,

slender, subcartilaginous. 1835-6 Toad's Cycl. Anat. I.

37/1 Body.. gelatinous, supported by an internal, solid,

subcartilaginous body. 1887 W. PHILLIPS Brit. Discomycetes

42 Peziza;.. differs.. from Bulgaria by not being .. subcar-

tilaginous.

2. [Sns- i b.] Lying beneath the cartilage ;

hypochondrial.
1775 ASH, Subcartilagenous, lying under the gristles.

So Subcartilagi-neous a. rare'", [late L. sub-

cartilagineus]
= sense 2 above.

1727 T&M\.zt(\o\.ll),Subcartilagineons, under the Gristles.

Subcan-dal, a. (sb.} [SUB- i b, :i, 20 d.]

Situated under or near the tail
;
not quite or almost

caudal, b. sb. A subcaudal part ; esp. a subcaudal

plate in a serpent.
1777 PENNANT Brit. Zool. IV. 16 The sub-caudal fins. 1841

Penny Cycl. XIX. 404/2 All serpents which have abdominal

proouces a peculiar iiquiu. 1099 rrt*

anterior subcaudals are purplish grey.

Subcele'stial, a. and sb. [SuB- i a. Cf.

OF. sousceleste.~\ A. adj. Situated or existing
beneath or below the heavens

;
rare in literal sense ;

celestiall. . . I he second is called Celestiall. . . 1 he thyrde
called Subcelestiall, conteyneth Virtutes, Archangels and
Angels. 1627 HAKEWILL Apol. (1630) 45 All Subcelestiall
bodies, .consist of matter and forme. 1661 GLANVILL Van.
Dogm. 4 The most refined glories of subcrelestial excellen-
cies are but more faint resemblances of these. 1678 CUD-
WORTH Intcll. Syst. i. iv. 32. 497 The Dii Consentes, were
understood by Apuleius neither to be Celestial nor Sub-

Hence Snbce'ntrally <wfc.,under or nearthe centre

or centrum. Also Subce-ntrical a. - 1 above.

1824 Du Bois Lamarck's Arrangem. 302 The interior [iof

*Yueiuer i>irs. moruagu may not oe uengniing nerseu witn
a tour through the coal mines, and have lost all remembrance
of her subcelestial friends. 1911 WEBSTER, Subcelestial,..
Astrort., exactly beneath the zenith.

B. sb. A subcelestial being.
1652 BENLOWES Thcoph. Pref., Sub-coelestials, or Sublu-

naries have their Assignment in the lowest Portion of the
Universe. 1708 H. DODWELL Expl. Dial. Justin 61 Speak-
ing of the Difference between the Crelestials and Subcales-
tials, he makes their Life to be a Death to us, and our Life
to be a Death to them.

t Subce-llarer. Obs.
[f. SUB- 6 + CELLABEH,

after med.L. subcell(fr)arius ,
or obs.F. soubscel-

lerier. Cf. ME. sowceltrere s. v. Sous-, sowthstlcrer
s.v. SOUTH- 2.] An under-cellarer in a convent.
c 1475 Pict. Vac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 780/23 Hie snbselarius,

a subselerer. c 1702 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. IX. 374 She
was imployed..assubcellerere; M of Novices, Conseler,
and ward-robe.

Subce-utral, a.

1. [Sun- ii, 20 d.] Nearly or not quite central;
near or close to the centre.
1822 J. PARKINSON Outl. Oryctol. 124 The mouth beneath,

subcentral. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 313/2 Fissure of adhesion
in the lower valve subcentral. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora
461 Andaman Trichomanes. .midrib subcentral.
i. [SUB- i a.] Being under the centre.

1828-32 in WEBSTER.
3. [SuB- i b.] Anat. Beneath the central sulcus

of the brain ; beneath the centrum of a vertebra.
1882 Qnam's Elem. Anat. (ed. 9) I. 23 The precentral or

subcentral parts or hypapophyses. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med.
IJlct,, Subcentral arch, hamal arch. 1901 Amer. Anthro-
ffltftlt (N.S.) III. 461 The subcentral suld of Eberstaller.

iriie COmpOUuu cyca pien-tu, inuifa"!""/ .
i

t Suboe-rnicle. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. subcerm-

culum : see SDB- 5 b and CERNICLE.] ?A small sieve.

1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's Disp. 484 Sieves made of Horses

hairs.. called seraceous subcirnicles.

Suboeaive, obs. variant of SUBSECIVE.

Su-bcha-nter. [f.
SUB- 6 + CHANTER. Cf.OF.

sou(6}chantn, F. sous-chanlre.'] A precentors

deputy, succentor; now, a vicar choral or lay-clerk

of a cathedral, who assists in chanting the litany.

The title is retained in York and Lichfield cathedrals.

1515 in W. Fraser Sutlierland Bk. (1892) III. 60 Schir

William Nory, subchantour of Murray. 154* *** Chantry

Snrv. (Surtees) II. 438 Denis Heckylton, subchaunter there.

a 1578 LINDESAY (P'uxomelChroit.Scot. 1. 200 The . .chanter

and subchanter witht all kynd of wther offieceis pertaining

to ane colledge. 1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerem. ill. vill.

161 Deanes, Vice-Deans,.. Sub-deacons,..Chantours, Sub-

chantours. 1703 M. MARTIN Descr. W. /si. Scot. 362 A Sub-

Chanter, who was bound to play on the Organs each Lords

Day, and Festivals. 1825 (title) Expository Discourses, by
the late Rev. Wm. Richardson, Subchanter of York Cathe-

dral. 1876 J. GRANT Bnrgh Sch. Scot. i. 19 There are four

principal persons in that cathedral [sc. Sarum], namely, the

dean, chanter, chancellor, treasurer, besides a subdean and

subchanter. 1898 Daily News i Apr. 7/6 Sub-chanter and

priest vicar of Lichfield Cathedral.

trans/. <t 1618 j. DAVIES Willis Pilgr. (1878) 52/2 That

Holy, Holy, Holy, which They crie That are Sub-cbaunters

of Heau'ns Hermony.
Hence f Subcha-ntership, f Sttboha'ntress.

14. . Rule Syon Monast. xiii. in Collectanea Topogr. III. ;

(1836) 31 The chauntres and sub-chauntresses, the sexteyne
and! undersexteyne. 1546 Yks. Chantry Sure. (Surtees)

II. 439 For his subchauntershipe, ij.

Su-bcharge. [Sus- 5 b, c.]

1 1. A second dish or course. Alsoy?^. Sc. Obs.

c 1480 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. n. ( Tffivn fy C. Mouse) xviii,

Till eik thair cheir ane subcharge furth scho brocht, Ane
plait of grottis [etc.]. Ibid, xxvil, The subcharge of thy
seruice is hot sair. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneid xiii. ix. 1 18 All

ar expert, eftir new manage, On the first nycht quhat suld

be the subcharge.
2. Subordinate charge.
1900 Century Mag. Feb. 503/2, I have seen M. Clemen-

ceau as storm-fiend-in-chief, and M. Clovis Hugues in sub-

charge of the Cave of the Winds.

Subchela. [f. SUB- 22 + CHELA!.] A form of

chela characteristic of certain crustaceans, in which
the terminal segment is bent back upon the next.

Subchelate, a. a. [SUB- 20 c.] Imperfectly
chelate. b.

[f. prec.] Having a subchela.

1852 DANA Crust, it. 802 Four anterior legs subchelate.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. vi. 272 Corycseiis has.,
subchelate antennae, and a rudimentary abdomen. 7893
STEBBING Crust. 45 The limb is.. said to be subchelate, the
claw being in that case partial.

Subclie-liform, a. [Sus- 20 c.]
=

prec. a.

1835-6 Toda's Cycl. Anat. I. 762/1 In the first instance
these instruments are denominated subcbeliform claws, in

the second chela simply, or cheliform claws. 1856 W.
CLARKE Van der Hocven's Zool. I. 649 First and second

pairs of feet terminated by a large moveable hook, sub-
cheliform.

Subchet, ? error for SUBCHARGE.
1500-20 IJusBAR Poems Ixvii. 19 Of quhais subchettis [v.r.

surcharge] sour is the sals.

t Subcineri'tious, a. Obs.
[f.

L. subcineri-

cius, var. succinerlcius : see SUB- and CINERITIOUS.]
1. [SuB- la.] Baked under ashes. rare~.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.
2. [SuB- 20 a.] Somewhat ash-coloured, greyish.
Hence Subcineri-tiously adv.

1657 TOMLINSON Renoti's Disp. 353 Subcineritiously virid.
Ibid. 672 Balm flows from a. .Tree. .of a subcineritious
colour. 1670 H. STUBBE Pins Ultra 130 A subcineritious
or dirty-coloured putrilage.

II Subci'ngulum. [med.L. ; see SUB- 3.] A
broad belt or girdle worn beneath another.

1824 MEYRICK Ant. Armour Gloss., Subcingulitnt ,
when

one belt was worn below another it was thus called. 1849
ROCK Ch. Fathers I. v. 492 Besides the girdle, our Anglo-
Saxon bishops were girt with the sub-cingulum or broad belt.

Subcisive, obs. variant of SUBSECIVE.
1
; Subcitrine, a. Obs. [ad. mod.L. subci-

tnnus : see SUB- 20 a and CITRINE
<z.] Of a some-

what yellow or greenish-yellow colour.
c X53 J'tdic. Urines I. iii. 6 b, Theyr vryne is faynt of

colour, as subcitrine or 5elowysshe. 157* J. JONES Bathes
Ayde in. 26 b, Chaffie, or subcitrine coloure. 1637 BRIAN
Pisse-frophet (1679) 85 Taking the Urinal out of the case,
(perceiving it to be of a subcitrine or pale colour). I7oa
Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1281 Of subcitrin colour.

Subclass (s-bklas). [SuB- 7 b. Cf. F. sous-
cfosse.] A subdivision of a class; Nat. Hist, a

group of orders ranking next to a class.

1819 G. SAMOUELLE Entomol. Compcnd. 77 Dr. Leach
considered the Malacostraca and Entomostraca as sub-

Gi'iNTHER Fishes 65 The lowermost sutclass of fishes, which
comprises one form only, the Lancelet. 1881 VINES tr.

STTBCOLLECTOR.

Sachs' Bat. 161 Dividing this class of structures into two

sub.classes, hairs and emergences.
attrib. 1869 DK-. ARGYLE Primeval Man u. 6a One of

Cuvier's sub-class divisions.

So Su-bclass v. trans., to place in a subclass.

1894-5 'bt!t ^ nn- Ke - Bur' /*"'."' Ethnol. 72 The
motive must be subclassed as sortilegic.

|| Subcla'via. Anat. [mod.L. subcldvta (sc.

artiria artery), fern, of subclavius (see below).]

The subclavian artery.

'733 " Winslovj's Anat. (1756) II. 10 The Trachealis..

runs up from the Subclavia, in a winding Course. 1771

Encycl. Brit. I. 227/1 The Carotid arteries, .arise near each

other,. .the left immediately, the right most commonly from

the trunk of the subclavia on the same side.

t Snbcla"vial| and sb. Anat. Obs. [ad.

mod.L. stibclavialis, f. SUBOLAVIUS.] = next.

1666 J. SMITH Old Age (1676) 236 The subclavial branch

of the Yena. Cava. 1670 Phil. Traits. V. 2078 Part of the

Chyle is by tbe Ductus Thoracicus conveyed into the Sub-

clavials, and so into the Cistern of the Breasts. 1674 Ibid.

IX. 115 Whether through his ditctus all the Chyle passeth
to the subclavial vessel.

Subclavian. (scbkl^'vian), a. and sb. Anat.

[f.
mod.L. subclavi-us (see below) +-AK. F. has

sousclavier (from i6th.c.).] A. adj.

1. Lying or extending under the clavicle.

Subclavian artery^ the principal artery of the root of the

neck, being the main trunk of the arterial system of the

upper extremity. Subclavian muscle - SUBCLAVIUS. Sub.
clavian vein, the continuation of the axillary vein from the

first rib till it joins the internal jugular vein,

1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Whs. Vocab., Subclavian
vessels ; the vessels that belong to the little ribs of tbe

breast. 1688 HOLME Armoury it. xvii. 423/1 The right
Subclavian Arterie. 1701 Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1188 That

part cf the Axillary-Arteries, by some called the Subclavian

Arteries. 1705 Ibid. XXV. 2010, I found the same Tumor
comprehending the intercostals, Deltoides, Subclavian, and

Subscapulary Muscles. 1770 FORDYCE in Monthly Rev. 310
The thoracic duct ..commonly terminates in the left sub-

clavian vein. 1808 BARCLAY Muse. Motions 239 The dif-

ference of manner in which the carotid and subclavian

arteries, on the two sides, arise from the aorta. 1834 J.

FORBES Laennec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 10 Subclavian region.
This includes merely the portion of the chest covered by
the clavicle. 1887 CONAN DOYLE Study in Scarlet I. i, I

was struck on the shoulder by a Jezail bullet, which shattered

the bone and grazed the subclavian artery.

b. Pertaining to the subclavian artery, vein, or

muscle, as subclavian groove, etc. (see quots.).

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. iv. 188 The Liver,
which though it be seated on the right side, yet by the sub-

clavian division doth equidistantly communicate its activity
unto either arme. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 15 The
right arteria innominata is seen to divide into its common
carotid and subclavian trunks. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med.
Diet., Subclavian glands, lymphatic glands under the arch

of the right subclavian artery. Subclavian groove, i. That
in which the subclavian artery lies on upper surface of first

rib. 2. That into which the subclavius muscle is inserted

on under surface of clavicle.

2. [As if f. L. sub under + clavis key.] (See quot.)
rare .

1656 BLOUNT Clossogr., Subclavian, pertaining to that

which is under lock and key.
B. sb. A subclavian vessel, nerve, or muscle.

1719 QUINCY Lex. Physico-Med. (1722) 241 The Vein
Vena Pneumonica] opens into the Subclavian. 1771 En-

cycl. Brit. I. 226/2 The subclavian on each side terminates

at the upper edge of the first rib. 1888 ROLLESTON &
JACKSON Anim. Life 365 The sub-clavians and carotids

arise from the aortic arch in various ways.

Subclavi'cular, a. Anat. and Surg. [ad.
mod.L. subcldviculdris : see SUB- I b and CLAVI-

CULAR.] Situated, occurring, or performed below

or beneath the clavicle.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s.v. Vein, Subclavicular vein, one
of the two maine ascendant branches of the hollow veine,

divided into six parts. 1853 MARKHAM Skoda's Auscult. So

Weak bronchophony heard in the interscapular and sub-

clavicular regions. 187* BRYANT Pract. Surg. 228 The
subclavicular operation. 1878 WALSHAM Handok. Surg.
Pathol.r^ Dislocation of the humerus. . . The head of the

bone may be displaced. . Forwards and inwards beneath the

clavicle (subclavicular).

SnbdaviO- (sbkl^i-vio), used as combining
form of next, as in Subcla vio-a'xiUary, pertain-

ing to the subclavian and axillary arteries.

1815 J. GORDON Syst. Hum. Anat. I. 69 The Subclavio-

Jugular Veins. 1880 BARWELL Aneurism 38 A subclavio-

axillary aneurism.

II Subclavius (sbkl#'vi#s). Anat. [mod.L.
subclavius (sc. musculus, f. sub- SUB- I b + clavis

key (cf. CLAVICLE! etym.).] In full subclavius

muscle : A small muscle extending from the first

rib to the clavicle.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Subclavius, b a Muscle of

the Thorax. 1733 tr. Winslovi's Anat. (1756) I. 288 The
Subclavius. .is a proper Depressor of the Clayicula. 1831
KNOX Cloguet's Anat. 31 Its anterior extremity [sc. of the

first rib] . . sometimes affordsinsertion above to the sub-clavius

muscle. 1835-6 Todd'sCycl. Aunt. I. 360/1 The thickened

edge of the fascia which covers the subclavius.

Subcolle'ctor. [SuB- 6. OF. soub(s)collcc-

teur, Sp. subcolectorl\ A deputy or assistant col-

lector.

1558-9 Act l Ela. c. 21 22 No. .Commissioner, shalbe
named or assigned to any Collector or Subcollector or pre-
senter of the said Subsidie. 1687 Lond. Can. No. 2306/4
The Sub-Collector of the Tenths of the said Diocess due to
His Majesty. 1758 J. BLAKE Mar. Sjisl. 29 The collector,
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SUBCOMMISSION.
or sub-collector, of the customs. 1837 Letl./r. Matiras
(1843)93 A Mr. Macdonald, thesub-cpllector. laoaGAlKDHBR
Engt.Clt.ibth. c.\. 12 Polydore Vergil was a native of Urbino,
sent to England by Alexander VI. as sub-collector to Adrian.

Subcommi ssion. [Cf. F. sous-cemetissitn,]
1. [Sun- 5 c.] An uuder-commission.
1639 Reg. Pray Council Sept. Ser. n. III. 21 The com-

missioners .. have ordained sul>comniissiouns to be granted
to some selected persouns. 1648 HEYUN Relat. ft O6st>-'. I.

119 Skippon . .authorized the said Commissioned Apprentices
to grant Sub-commissions again to other Apprentices under
them.

2. [SuB- 7 b.] A division of a commission.
l88a Afacm. Mag. XLV1. 253 The President..and the

Minister. .name commissions, these name sub-commissions,
and so we go on from day to day.

Subcommi'ssioiier. [Srn- 6.] An assis-

tant or subordinate commissioner.
1629 Sc. Acts Chas. / (1870) V. 199/2 The commissioners

and subcommissioners alreadie appointed. 1696 Lonii. Gaz.
No. 3183/3 The Association of the Sub-Commissioners for

Prizes, of the Port of Dover and its Districts. 1697 View
Penal Laws 14 Offences against this Act . . to be determined
by the Chief Commissioners., then by the Subcommissioners.

1846 MCCULLOCH Ace, Brit. Empire (1854) 1 1. 289 The valua-
tion was devolved on commissioners and sub-commissioners.

Subcommi't, v. rare. [SUB- 8.]
1. trans. To commit (something entrusted to one)

to another.
1818 RANKEN Hist. France V. v. ii. 286 He subcommittee!

the publication of this dispensation, .to the friars of the
Dominican order.

2. To refer to a sub-committee.

II*. WoDnowCorr. (1843) II. 582 At night the Instruc-
tions met, and we had a fast before us, which was sub-
committed.

Subcommittee. [Si:i<-j?b.] A committee
formed from and acting under a main committee ;

a part of a committee appointed forspecial purposes.
1610 in Crt. Sf Times Jits. / (1848) I. 113 This day a sub.

committee is appointed to consider [etc.). 1621 ELSING
Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 98 Referred to the Sub-comit-
tees of the priviledges. 1666 PEPVS Diary 5 Oct., The Sub.
committee have made their report to the Grand Committee.
1790 BURKE Fr. Rev.

4^ By acting as a sort of sub-committee
in England for extending the principles of the National As-
sembly. 1823 JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 376 The com-
mittee of five met : no such thing as a sub-committee was
proposed. 1898 'MERRIMAN' Roden's Corner vii. 69 The
meeting of the lady committees of the bazaar and ball sub-
committees.

Subconscious (sbk? Tijas), a. [SuB- 19.]
1. Psych, a. Partially or imperfectly conscious ;

belonging to a class of phenomena resembling those
of consciousness but not clearly perceived or recog-
nized, b. Belonging to that portion of the mental
field the processes of which are outside the range
of attention.

1832-4 DB QUINCEV Cxsars Wks. 1862 IX. 137 note. The
Emperor Hadrian had taken one solitary step . . in the
elevation of human nature; and not.. without some sub-
conscious influence received directly or indirectly from
Christianity. 111841 Pope Wks. 1858 IX. 42 How much
grander and more faithful to that great theme [Christianity]
were the subconscious perceptions of his heart than the

explicit commentaries of his understanding. 1886 MYERS
Phantasms ofLiving II. 285 There exist sub-consciousand
unconscious operations of many kinds ; both organic, as
secretion, circulation, &c.,. .and also mental, as the recall of

names, the development of ideas, &c. 1886 Encycl. Brit.
XX. 48/1 Subconscious presentations may tell on conscious
life, .although lacking either the differences of intensity or
the individual distinctness requisite to make them definite
features. 1899 A Mutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 151 To cultivate
the highest powers of the body and mind is to strengthen
self-control and that subconscious inhibition which govern
us in our habits of life.

absol. with the. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 48/1 We cannot
fix the limit at which the subconscious becomes the abso-

lutely unconscious.

C.1

transf.
1893 Min. Stfi Nat. Council Congr. Ch. U. S. 54 This

spirit that has always existed in the sub-conscious life of the
Church is now rising into the light of consciousness. 1899
Daily News 7 Jan. 6/4 A sketch of himself, .has a subcon-
scious humour one would not have suspected.
2. Partly or imperfectly aware.
1864 HAWTHORNE Septimius (1883) 552 He was subcon-

scious that he was trying a bold experiment. 1879 LEWES
Prool. Life S, Mind Ser. HI. I. vii. 104 While obeying the
prevailing impulse we are conscious and sub-conscious of
simultaneous solicitations in different directions.

Subco nsciously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2] In
a subconscious manner

;
with imperfect or feeble

consciousness ; in the region of subconsciousness.
1823 DE QUINCEY Language Wks. 1858 IX. 78 Whilst the

finest^ models of style exist, and sub-consciously operate
effectively as sources of delight, the conscious valuation of
style is least perfectly developed. 1895 Timet 17 Oct. 3/2You do not feel as if you had had enough, but you are sub-
consciously aware of having had too many. 1903 MYERS
Hum. fers. 1. 378 Some of the associative consequents of
the writing on the other [fragment of stone] were sub-con-
sciously involved.

Subco iisciousness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
1. Partial or imperfect consciousness

; a state of
consciousness in which perception is indistinct ;

that part of the mental field which is on the border
of consciousness.

1879 LEWES I'robl. Life % flintiSer. HI. I. v. 88 There all

the processes are blended, integrated, and in certain relative

13

intensities become states of Consciousness ; in lesser inten-
Utics, states of SubcoiisLiousMes^. 1886 Emycl. Brit. XX.
47 1'lif hypothesis of unconscious mental modifications, as it

has been unfortunately termed, the hypothesis of subcon-
sciousness, as we may style it to avoid this contradiction in
terms. 1904 Brit. Med. Jntl. 17 Sept. 692 He-

]

projects into the mental life of others what is present in his
own subconsciousness.

2. A condition of imperfectly realizing or being
aware 3^ something.
1881 Nation (N.Y.) XXXI 1. 290 Brady's consciousness or

subconsciousness of the shortness and uncertainty of his own
tenure. 1896 F. M. CRAWFORD Corleone xxxiii, He drove
away the sub-consciousness that the thing was not yet done.

Sub-CO'iistable. Now Hist. [SuB- 6.] An
under-constable, esp. in the Royal Irish Constabu-

lary (see quots. 1814, 1883).
\$\*Act4Htn. F///.C. 19 6 Preceptes to the Constables

Hedbouroghes Thirdbouroghes Subconstables. 1558-9 Act
i KHz. c. 21 16. 1814 Act 54 Geo. ///, c. 131 6 To ap-
point, for the Aid and Support of any such Chief Magis-
trates,. .aClerk,and also a ChiefConstable, and any Number
of Sub Constables, not exceeding Fifty in the whole. 1839
Penny CycL XIII. 25/2 The police, .in 1836, consisted of..

155 chief constables of the first and 59 of the second class;
1232 constables; 6233 Subconstables. 1883 Act 46 Viet.
c, 14 12 After the first day of October one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-three the sub-inspectors, constables,
acting constables, and sub-constables of the Royal Irish

Consiabulary,_ shall respectively be styled district inspectors,
sergeants, acting sergeants, and constables. 1886 BROPHV
8k. R. 1. C. i. 7 Sub-Constable D was a scion of a
family that were ruined chiefly by horse-racing. 1907 IVestrn.
Gaz. 4 July 1/2 Sir Thomas Echlin. .served, .as sub-con-
stable and constable in the ranks of the Royal Irish Con-
stabulary.

Su'bco ntinent. [Sun- 5 b.] A land mass
of great extent, but smaller than those generally
called continents ; a large section of a continent

having a certain geographical or political inde-

pendence ; in recent use, spec. South Africa.

1863 HUXLEY Man's Plate Nat. in. 154 From central Asia
eastward to the Pacific islands and subcontinents ontheone
hand, and to America on the other. 1901 Scotsman 16 Oct.
i i/i In South Africa., the inhabitants of the sub-continent.

1911 United Empire June 389 Rhodesia might haveseemed
the Never-never-land of the sub-continent, a Cinderella
among South African States.

Su bcontine-ntal, a.

1. [SuB- i a.] Situated or occurring under a
continent.

1900 SOLLAS in Nature LXII. 487/1 The sub-continental
excess of temperature.
2. [SUB- 19.] Partly continental.

1897 Pop. Set. Monthly L. 329 The occurrence of what are
stated to be subcontinental or terrigenous deposits.

t Subconti-nuative, a. Gram. Obs. [ad. late

L. subcotitinuatlv-tis (in conjunctioncs subcontinud-

livee) : see SUB- 8 and CONTINUATIVE. Cf. Gr.

itapaorvvairriKos applied to conjunctions used to
introduce clauses implying a fact.] (See quots.)
1530 PALSGR. 148 Some [conjunctions] be subcontinuatyves

whiche serve to contynue a mater whan . . begon, or to begyn
a mater at the first, zspovr antdnt..si..conibit.'n. .encore.

Ibid., I have .. called one of the vii modes, .thesubjunctyve

junctive, ..Confirmative, Subcontinnative.

Sub-conti-iiued, a. Med. [Sos- 20 g.] Of
a fever: Almost continuous, remittent.

1836 J. M. GULLY Magendie'sForniul. (ed. 2) 60 Twenty-
seven sub-continued, and eight remittent fevers, were cured.

1898 P. MANSON Trop. Diseases xxxvi. 543 Fever of an
irregular, intermitting, or even of a sub-continued type.
So Sub-conti'nual a.

1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., Sitbcontinual fever,
malarial fever.

SubcO'ntract, sb. [SoB- 9.] A contract, or
one of several contracts, for carrying out a previous
contract or a part of it.

1817 SELWYN Lam Nisi Prills (ed. 4) IV. 1037 If the
defendant was not liable, the plaintiff might be obliged to
sue all the parties who had subcontracts before he could
obtain redress. 1883 Law Rep. 15 O. B. Div. 87 The con-
tract with the plaintiff was to enable him to fulfil a sub-
contract with his customer.
attrib. 1887 Pall Mall Gaz. 25 Nov. 1 1 Making it a con-

dition of all Government
clothing^ contracts that they must

not be worked out under the sweating or sub-contract system.

Subcontract, T. [SOB- 9.]
f 1. pass. To be betrothed for the second time.
i6os SHAKS. Lcar\. iii. 86 'Tis she is sub-contracted to

this Lord.

2. intr. To make a subcontract.

1843 BURN Naval t, Milit. Diet. (1863) s.v. Sous, Sous-
trailer, to sub-contract. 1889 Lancet 9 Mar. 498 He.,
hands over what he cannot do himself to others, with whom
he subcontracts.

3. trans. To make a subcontract for.

1898 Westtn. Gaz. 26 Aug. 7/2 As to the food arrangements,
they were not worked from London, but sub-contracted by
people in the locality.

Hence Subcontracted///, a., Subcontracting
vhl. sb. ; Sub-contra -ctor, one who enters into a
subcontract.

1841 CivilEnfin. ft Arch, jfriti. V. 85/2 The sub-contractor
. . had to . . lay down the temporary road. 1900 tr'estiif. Gaz.
32 Oct. 8/1 Direct employment and no sub-contracting.
looa Daily Chron. 29 Apr. 3/4 The conditions under which
the sub-contracted work is carried out.

SUBCOSTAL.

Sn bcontrari ety. Logic, [f. next : see

CONTHAKIKTY.] The relation existing between
subcontrary propositions.
m
1697 lr. littrgendicius his Liyic i. xxxiii, Subcontruriely

is between two Particular; Opposition Indefinite between
two Infinites. 1864 UOWEN Logic vL 162 It was convenient
for Logicians to consider the relations of Subulicrnaiion and
Sub-Cuntruricty.

SubcO'ntrary, a. and sb. [ad. late L. sub-

contrarins^ as a term of loi;ic transl. late Gr.
v-nfvavrim : see SUB- 19 and CONTRARY a. Cf. OK.
subcontraire. F.

sous-contraire.]
A. adj. 1. Somewhat or partially contrary.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarcli's Mor. 1038 The other [number]
which surmounteth, and is surmounted by the same part of
their extremities, is named Hypenantia^ that is to say, &ub-
contrary. 1697 J. SKRGEANT Solid Philos. 314 Finding hb
Discourse in other Places Sub-contrary to what I took to be
his Thoughts. 1897 BLACKMORE DarieJxx'ix, A conclusion
not directly counter, but sub-contrary.. to the view which
her husband had ventured to form.

2. Logic, a. Applied to particular propositions
(or the relation of opposition between them) agree-
ing in quantity but differing in quality.
1656 tr. Hoists' EletH. Philos. \. iii. 31 Subcontrary, are

Particular Propositions of different Quality ; as Some Man
is learned, Some Man is not learned. 1826 WHATELV Logic
(1827) Index 347 Subcontrary opposition is between two
particulars, the affirmative and the negative. 1870 JEVOKS
Elgin. Logic ix. 78 Of subcontrary propositions, one only
can be false, and both may be true.

b. (

Applied to the relation between two attri-

butes which co-exist in the same substance, yet in

such a way that the more there is of one, the less

there is of the other
'

(Webster 1864).
3. Geom. a. Applied to the relative position of

two similar triangles having a common angle at

the vertex and their bases not parallel, so that the

basal angles are equal but on contrary sides. Also
in a generalized sense (see quot. 1842).
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tec/in. I, Subcontrary Position, (in

Geometry). 1849 Penny Cycl. XXIII. 185/1 When a figure
or solid is symmetrical, so that equal lines or polygons can
be drawn on two different sides, those equal lines or poly*
gons may be called subcontrary.

b. Applied to any circular section of a quadric
cone in relation to the base or to another circular

section not parallel to it.

1706 W. JONES Syn. Palmar. MatJuseos 254 I fcut Parallel,
or Subcontrary to the Base, the Section will be a Circle.

1842 Penny Cycl. XXIII. 185/1 The generatingcircleABCD
has a subcontrary circle EBKD, made by taking the line EK
subcontrary to AC. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 283/1 If a cone
be cut by a plane which does not pass through the vertex,
and which is neither parallel to the base nor to the plane of

a subcontrary section.

B. sb. 1. Logic. A subcontrary proposition.
1697 tr. Burgersdicins his Logic I. xxxiii, Subcontraries

are, some man is just, some man is not just. ..Contraries,
the negation added or taken away, contradict subcontraries.

1725 WATTS Logic n. ii. 3 If two particular propositions
differ in quality, they are subcontraries. 1826 [see SUBALTERN
sb. 3]. 1864 BOWEN Logic vi. 164 Sub-Contraries can be
called

'

opposites
'

only in a qualified and technical sense.

2. Geom. A subcontrary section of a cone.

1842 Penny Cycl. XXIII. 185/1 In a right cone every
section has its subcontrary, except only the circle which
generates the cone, and its parallels.

Hence Subco*ntrarily adv. (see quot.).
1728 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Subcontrary, If the scalenous

Cone BVD be so cut by the Plane CA, as that the Angle at
C = D; the Cone is then said to be cut Subcontrarily to its

Base BA.

Subco'rtical, a. [SUB- i a.]
1. Lying, situated, or formed under the bark of

a tree ; (of insects) living or feeding tinder bark.

1815 KIRBV & SP. Entomol. (1818) I. 212 Wood-lice, ear-

wigs, spiders, field-bugs, and similar subcortical insects.

1832 LINDLEY Introd. Bat. 213 To facilitate the descent of the

subcortical fibres of the growing buds. 1851 MANTELL Petri-

factions i. 43 These are not produced by the attachment of

I petioles, but are sub-cortical protuberances. 1866 RYE Brit.

Beetles 89 Omalium planum..\s t perhaps, as good a type
of a subcortical insect as could be seen.

2. Situated under or pertaining to the region under-

lying (a) the cortex of a sponge, (b) the cortex of

the brain.

1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 415 The roots of the incurrent

sinuses form widely open spaces immediately beneath the

cortex and are the rudiments of subcortical crypts. 1899
A lll>u&s Syst. Med, V 1. 810 Supra-nuclear paralysis (includ-

ing the cortical and subcortical varieties). Ibid, VI L 422 The
lesion was an essentially subcortical one.

Hence Snbco'rtically adv., with reference to the

region underlying the cortex.

1871 W. A. LEIGHTON Lichen-JJora. 150 The sub-cortically
albo-maculate thallus.

II Subcosta (sobkfrsta). Entom. [SuB- I
f.]

The subcostal vein of the wing of some insects ;

the vein just behind the costa.

1861 H. HAGEN Synopsis Nevroptera N. Amer. 343.

Subco 'Stal, a. and sb. [ad. mod.L. suli-

costalis : see SUB- i b and COSTAL.]
A. adj. \.Anat. Situated below a rib or beneath

the ribs ; lying on the under side of a rib, as a

groove for an artery.
1871 HUMPHRY Myology 19 The under or sub-postal parts

of the broad pelvic shield. 1876 Quoin's Elttn. Anal. fed. 8)



SUBCBUBEAL.

that formed by margins ot costal cartilages ai iuwci F^ ^.-

of thorax. 1910 Encycl. Brit. (ed. n) II. 667 Below the

last rib a subcostal artery runs.

2. Entom. Situated behind or near the costal

vein or nervure of an insect's wing.
1816 KIRBY & SP. Eutomol. III. 3?6 Neura- Subcostales

(the Subcostal Nervures). Nervures springing from the

under-side of the post-costal nervure, or from each other.

B. sb. A subcostal muscle (usually in L. form

sitbcostalis) ;
a subcostal artery, vein, or nervure.

[1733 tr. Winslmfs Anat. (1756) I. 319 The Sub-Costales

havi" the superior Extremities of their Fibres much more

distant from the Vertebral Articulation of the Ribs, than

the lower Extremities.]

Subcrure'al, a. Anat. Also -seal. [f. next.]

Situated under the crureus ; pertaining to the sub-

crureus. So Snbcrure'an a.

1830-47 Todd's Cycl. Anat. III. 49/1 We have known

inflammation of the synovia! membrane of the knee to have

been the result of a wound of the subcrurscal bursa. 1859

MAYNE Expos. Lex., S><fc<-Krzj,..subcrurean.

II Subcrureus (sz>bkrurf i>s).
Also -seus.

Anat. [mod.L. (sc. musculus), f. sub- SUB- I d +

crureus ((. cn'is, crur- leg).] (See quot. 1848.)

1848 Quoin's Anat. (ed. 5) I. 388 Subcrureus. Under this

name is described a small band of muscular fibres, which ex-

tends from the anterior surface ofthe femur to the upper part

of the synovial membrane of the knee-joint. 1887 bucks

Handlik. Meii. Sci. V. 45 The subcrureus muscle found in

the lower limb beneath the quadriceps extensor.

Subcutaneous (sbkit-nfts), a. [f.
late L.

subcittaneus, f. sub- SUB- I b + culis skin + -aneus :

see -ECUS. Cf. It subcutaneo ;
F. souscutant.]

1. Lying or situated under the skin.

1656 BLOUNT Glassofr., Subcutaneous, between the skin

and the flesh. 1698 A. DE LA PRYME Diary (Surtees) 180

A kind ofa dropsy, or a gathering together of a subcutanious

water. 1744 Phil. Trans. XL1II. 117 It is very probable,

that none of the subcutaneous Juices are opaque. 1831

KNOX Cloquet's Anat. 141 The subcutaneous cellular tissue

is traversed by large veins. 1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I

466 note, In general the anomalous artery is the radial, and

is subcutaneous in its course. 1872 BRYANT Pract. Surg.
12 The healing of subcutaneous wounds.

2. Living under the skin.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 22 This almost invisible sub-

cutaneous Inhabitant. 1815 KIRBY & SP. F.ntomol. iv.

(1818) I. 86 It does not appear.. that the species .. are . .sub-

cutaneous. 1849 Pro;. Iltrw. Nat. Club 1 1. vii. 361 The larva

is subcutaneous in the leaves of the common Chickweed.

3. Of operations, etc. : Performed or taking

place under the skin
;
characterized by application

of a remedy beneath the skin ; hence, of instruments

by which such operations are performed or reme-

dies administered ; hypodermic.
1651 BIGGS New Disp. r 241 A subcutaneous expurgation,

should be sent out by the high way and sink of all sordid

excrements. 1868 GARROD Mat. Mcd. (ed. 3) 381 The method
of introducing medicine into the system by subcutaneous

injection has gained much ground of late. 1875 KNIGHT Dn't.

Mech., Subcutaneous Syringe, an instrument for injecting
medicinal solutions beneath the skin. 1899 A lllnitt's Syst.
Med. VIII. 935 The subcutaneous administration of anti-

toxic serum.

Hence Subcuta'neously adv., under the skin,

hypodermically ; Subcuta'neousness.
1737 BAILEY (vol. \\),SubcutaHeottsncss, the lying under the

Skin. 1875 H. C. WOOD Tkerap. (1879) 231 When the drug
is given subcutaneously. 1883 KLEIN Micro.Org. 46 Saliva

of the healthy dog and of man inoculated subcutaneously
into rabbits sometimes produces death.

Subdane, -dayn, obs. forms of SUDDEX.

Subcleacoil (so'bdfkan). Eccl. Forms : a. 4
sude(a)kne, 4-5 sodekene, 5 -en, -on, -un, -yu.

(3. 4-6 subdekin, -yn, -deoon, (also 8) -diacon,
etc. (see DEACON sb.}, 5- subdeaoon. (See also

soulhdeacon s. v. SOUTH- 2
.) [a. AF., OF. sou-

diakene, subdiacne, i. sou(s)-, sub- (see SUB- 6) +
diacne DEACON sb., after eccl. L. siibdidconus, which
was modelled on eccl. Gr. uiro5(a*oco?.]
1. The name of an order of ministers in the

Christian church next below that of deacon.
The duty of subdeacons is to assist in the celebration of

the Eucharist by preparing the sacred vessels and (in the
Western Church) by reading the epistle. In the East the
subdiaconate ranks as one of the minor, in the West as one
of the major orders ; it does not exist in the Church of

England.
a. c 1315 SHOREHAM i. 1779 Sudeakne mey be ywedded

nau)t. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 39 pe clerkis of bi jurisdiccoun,
bat are wib in be ordre of sodeken, or a boue. c 1450 Goii-

stow Reg. 471 lames Vercellence, the popis sodekon. 1483
Cath. Angl. 371/1 A Sudekyn, subdiaconus.

ft. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Sytnte 1051 3yf bou..art
a clerk, & hast be los Of subdekene, or dekene by name.
1387 TREVISA Higdtn (Rolls) V. 359 Don Arator, a subdecon
of Rome. 1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 74 He that schuld
be mad a bischop schuld first be a benet, . .and than a colet ;

and than subdiacone, diacone, and prest. 1555 WATREMAN
Fardle Potions u. xii. 281 The Subdeacon mighte take the
offring, and handle the Chalice, and the Patine. 1561 T. NOR-
TON Calvin's fust. iv. iv. 22 b, As for Subdeacons, it is likely
that at the beginnyng they were

ioyned to the Deacons,
that they should vse their seruice about the poore. 1615
WADSWORTH in Bedell Lett. 12 The Councels require the
ordines ininores of Subdeacon and the rest, to goe before
Priesthood. 1635 PAGITT Chrisiianogr. l. iii. (1636) 106 The
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Priests, Deacons, and Subdeacons of the Easterne Church

'7.37
CHALLONER CM. Chr. nstr (i753 '54 Komh

MAN ZCrm. V ar. L/(.C.J. ^uvi, *j< . - - -o- - - n .

. . he was ordained sub-deacon. 1877 J C-*t
'L*S'* SnE

Worship 326 It was always the proper office of the b

deacon to read the Epistle. ,

fb. Applied to an order below the levttes, the

Nethinim
'
of Ezra ii. 70. Obs.

dyd make redy .

the Leuites, these we may cal subdeacons.

2 The cleric (orig. one in subdeacon s orders)

or 'lay clerk who acts as assistant next below the

deacon at a solemn celebration of the Eucharist;

the
'

epistoler '.

1440 Sari Ch. Furmt. (1866) 181 One whole vestment for

S Deacon and Subdeacon, 1483 CAXTON CM.Leg.

. .SingS IVlilSSC 1UUMWUWJ . _ ,, .-,

Deacon, and another as subdeacon. 1701 in Cath. Ktf.

Sac Publ VII. 101 And his Daecon, Subdiacon & Aco-

lyth'e were his 3 sons, brothers to y" Nonne. 1851 PUGIN

Chancel Screens 26 The Epistle and Gospel were sung by

the deacon and sub-deacon, from marble desks enriched

with carvings. 1865 Directorium A nglicanum (ed. 2) 2 note,

The Epistoler or Subdeacon, if the ancient Sarum and

modern Roman Rule be followed, should wear no stole at all.

t b. The vestment (viz. a tunicle) worn by the

subdeacon at the Eucharist. Obs.

1531 in Strype Stew's Sun:. (,754) I. 514/1, I wold that

a Subdeacon of whyte Damask, be made. l3 Ke
,
c
-?'-

Mary at Hill (1904) 52 A preist & a subdeaken of blew

bodkin. 1560 in Trans. Essex A rchxol. Sac. (1863) 1 1. 215,

i vestement. .of red velvet, w' a decon & subdecon.

Hence Snbdea-conate, t -dea'conhood,

conry, -dea'consliip = SUBDIACONATE.

of Sub-deaconrie and the trifling vs'e' thereof. 1615 WADS-
WORTH in Bedell Lett. 13 Subdeaconship [is giuen] by the

deliuerie of the Patena alone, and of the Chalice elliptic.

1728 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Sub, Tis disputed among the

Romanists, whether the Sub-deaconhood be a Sacrament or

not. 1853 ROCK Ch. Fathers III. n. 50 The next step took

the acolyte to the sub-deaconship. 1878 STUBBS Const.

Hist. I II. xix. 370 For the sub-deaconate and higher grades
a knowledge of the New Testament . . was requisite.

Subdeau (so-bdrn). Forms : o. 4 soudene,

4-5 sodene, sud(d)ene, 6 sedeane. 0. 5-7

subdeane, 6 -de(i)ne, 7 -dean. [a. AF. *soiiean,

*sudenc, *suldcne = OF. soii(s)cfeien (mod. sous-

i/oyeii], sotibtiean, f. 5011(5)-, sub- (see SUB- 6) +

dtien DEAN 1
,
after med.L. subdecanus. Cf. south-

dene s.v. SOUTH- 2
.] An official immediately below

a dean in rank, and acting as his deputy.
a. 1362 LANGU P. PI. A. n. 150 Alle Denes and Sodenes

[v.rr. southdenis, sudenes ; B. n. 172 MS. C. subdeanes].

1483 Catli. Ansl. 371/1 A Svdene, Subdecanus. a 1519
SKELTON f. Sparawe 552 But for the egle doth flye Hyest
in the skye, He shall be the sedeane, The quere to demeane.

p. 14. . [see a quot. 1362]. 1506 Dunfermline Keg. (Ban-

natyne Club) 375 Subdene of our souerane lordis chapell.

0:1578 LISDESAY (Pitscottie) Chrot^. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 200

The archedeine. .and subdeine. .witht all kynd of wther
omeceis pertaining to ane colledge. 1643 PKYNNE Rome's
Master-Pcece 29 Dr. Theodor Price, Subdean of West-

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals \. ill. 75 The Deans,
HEARNE MS.

of West-
minster. .

and Sub-Deans of the Popes Chapel. 171
Diaries LVIII. If. 68b, D'. Terry, the Subdean of X
Church. 1876 [see SUBCHANTER].
Hence Snbdea'nery, the office, position, or resi-

dence of a subdean.

1579 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. 1. III. 139 Maister
Andrew Polwart. .hes obtenit a presentatioun to himself of
the said subdenerie. 1786 J. BACON Liber Regis 1102 Sub-

deanry [of York], founded anno 1229. 1813 Corresp. if.

Foivler (1907) 257 She came to the Subdeanery to see me.

1824 G. CHALMERS Caledonia III. 680 The subdeanry of

Glasgow was taxed 26/. 13$. 40.

Subdeca'nal, a. rare.
[f.

med.L. subdecanus

SUBDEAN + -AL.] Of or pertaining to a subdean
or subdeanery.
1846 MtCuLLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) II. 186 There

are also Peculiars of various descriptions in most dioceses,

..royal, archiepiscopal. episcopal, decanal, sub-decanal,
prebendal, rectorial, and vicarial.

II Stlbdelega do. [Sp. : see SUB- 6 and DELE-
GATE sb.~\ An official in Spanish South America :

see quot. 1845.
1845 Enc.yd- Mttrop. XXIII. 78 These two classes of

functionaries [viz. Commandants and Administrators] are
under the immediate control of a Subdelegado, or Lieu-
tenant of the Government, who has the chief command of
all the country of the Missions [in Paraguay]. 1853 KING-
STON Manco i. In the house of a sub-delegado.

Subde-legate (-ft), sb. [f. SUB- 6 + DELE-

GATE, after AF., OF. subdelegat, med.L. subdele-

gdtus ; cf. OF. sousdelegat, F. sous-ddlegu/!.] One
who represents, or is deputy for, a delegate.
c 1550 ROLLAND Crt. Venus i. 215 Sa that thow mak me

thy subdelegat. 1592 Sc. Acts Jos. VI, (1814) III. 557/2
The said mr of the mettallis . . and his sub-delegattis..to be
appointit be him. 1668 Loud. Gaz. No. 251/3 The Sub-
deligate from the Marquiss Castel Rodrigo on the behalf of

Reign Louis XVI, 309 What then have they asked ? the

suppression of aides and subdelegates. 1904 POLLARD

Crantner xii. 350 The subdelegate 's court was opened in

]
the Church of St. Mary.

Snbde legate (-'t), v. [f.
SUB- 8, 9 + DELE-

GATE v. after F. ntbdtUgufr or med.L. subdclegare.\

trans, t To appoint (a person) to act as a sub-

delegate ; to transmit (power) to a subdelegate.
1611 COTGR., Subdeleguer, to subdelegate, substitute, ap-

point another vnder him. a 1670 HACKET Cent. Serin. 354

All power and royalty is subdelegated from the Pope to

other princes. 1891 Spectator 21 Feb., The ruler, .delegates

his power, which is again sub-delegated.

SotSubde-leerate/<2.///. and///. a.,Subdele-
gated ///. a.

1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 252 ludges of mean note sub-

delegat by inferior Counts. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),

Sub-Delegate, or Judge Sub-Delegate, a Judge appointed
under another; a Deputy. 1709 Land. Gaz. No. 4517/3
The Subdelegate Ministers of the Imperial Commission.

1726 AVLIFFE Parergon 310 A sub-delegated J udge, to whom
only some part of the mesne Process in a Cause is committed
in the second Place by a delegated Judge.

Su bdelega tion. [f. prec. Cf. F. subcUle-

gation.} The action ot'snbdelegating.
1611 COTGR., Subdelegation, a Subdelegation, or substitu-

tion. 1684 Lond. Gaz. No. 1955/2 His Imperial Majesty's

Subdelegation to his Commissioners here. 1752 CARTE
Hist. Eng. III. 681 Upon producing the commissions on
both sides, exceptions were made by the English to the

form of Subdelegation. 1824 SOUTHEY Sir T. More (1831)
I. 105 Superintendence..!^ capable of being exercised . .by

delegation and Subdelegation.

Su bdenouiiiia'tion. [Sus- 7 b.] A sub-

ordinate denomination, category, class, or division.

1630 DELAMAIN Grainmelogiaazb, What denomination

you give unto any of the figures, the next great division is

the next subdenomination. 1763 C JOHNSTON Reverie II.

267 The mortgage affected only a very small part of Ms
estate,. -aparticular subdenomination only, .being named in

the deeds, 1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827)

II. 291 Applying to suits of the same denomination.. plans
of collection altogether different, according as this or that

arbitrarily allotted sub-denomination happens to have given
to them. 1896 Daily Nfms 26 Feb., The table gives you their

sub-denominations, from an analysis of the census returns.

Subdia conal, a. [ad. med.L. subdiaconalis,

f. subdiaconus SUBDEACON.] Of a subdeacon.

1849 ROCK Ch. Fathers i. 190 The subdiaconal tunicle.

Subdia COnate. [ad. med.L. subdiaconattts ,

f. subdiaconus SUBDEACON ; cf. F. sous-diaconat.]
The office or rank of subdeacon.

1725 tr. Dupiti's Eccl. Hist. Fftk C. I. v. 178 The Manner
of conferring the Subdiaconate. 1847 MASKELL Man. Kit.

III. p. civ, These minor orders, and I now include the sub-

diaconate, were not of divine institution. 1867 H. C. LEA
Sacerd. Celib. iii. (1884) 54 The restriction on matrimony
has never at any time extended below the subdiaconate.

t Subdial, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. suit/id/is, f.

suli- SUB- i a + di(v)um sky ;
cf. sub dio s. v.

|| SUB.]

Being in the open air, or under the open sky.

1647 N. BACON Disc. Gov. Eng. l. iv. (1739) 10 The Athenian

Hehastick or Subdial Court. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Sub-

dial, abroad in the Air, without the house, all open.

Stibdi alect. [Sus- 7.] A subordinate dia-

lect ;
a division of a dialect.

1642 HOWELL For. Trav. (Arb.) 48 The French have three

dialects, the Walton.. the Provensall, (whereof the Gascon
is a subdialect) and the speech of Languedpc. c 1645
Lett. (1650) I. 577 Yet hath she divers subdialects, as the

Western and Northern English, but her chiefest is the

Scotick. 1845 Prx. Philol. Sac. II. 171 With respect to

the languages of Southern India not related to Sanscrit, the

Tamul, of which the others are only sub-dialects, presents
no direct analogy. 1862 LATHAM Channel Isl. m. xix. 439
A sub-dialect of the Jersey. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. xii.

245 The variety of sub-dialects, especially of the Lesghian,
is very great.

t Subdicbo'tomize, v. Obs. [Sos- 9.] trans.

To subdivide.

1651 BIGGS AVw )isp. P 235 Subdicholomise it by the

severe incision knife of rational! argumentations.
So t Subdicho'tomy, subdivision.

1644 MILTON Areop. Wks. 1851 IV. 445 Many subdicho.

tomies of petty schisms.

Subdicho tomOUS, a. [SUB- 20 f.] Some-
what divided or branched. Hence Subdicho' -

tomonsly adv.

1777 S. ROBSON Brit. Flora 305 Stem shrubby, subdicho-

tomous. 1822 J. PARKINSON Outl. Oryctol. 91 A jointed arm

dividing subdichotomously. 1880 SAVILLE KENT Infusoria
I. 360 Contour of polythecium subdichotomous.

Subdisju nctive, a. and s6. Logic and Gram.

[ad. mod.L. subdisjuncttvus,
= Gr. uiro&affUKTIKOS :

see SUB- 19 + DISJUNCTIVE.] A. adj. Partly dis-

junctive (see quots.). B. sb. A subdisjunctive pro-

position or word.

1656 STANLEY Hut. Philos. vni. (1687) 441 Contraries are

either disjunctive or subdisjunctive.. .Subdisjunctive, are

of two kinds, either in whole, betwixt Universals, ..or in

part, betwixt particulars. . . Of subdisjnnctives in whole, both

cannot be true, both may be false ; both cannot be affirma-

tive, both cannot be negative. Of subdisjunctives in part,
both may be true, because they are taken in part. 175*

, HARRIS Herines 258 note. The Latins had a peculiar Particle

for this occasion, which they called Subdisjunctiva, a Sub-

disjunctive ; and that was Sive. 1818 STODDART in Encycl.

Metrop. (1845) I. 162/2 Priscian distinguishes the subdis-

junctive from the disjunctive. . . In English we use the con-

[
junction or indifferently as a disjunctive or subdisjunctive
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that is, we say,
* Alexander or Paris

',
whether Alexander and

Paris be two different persons, or only two different names
for the same person. 1865 LIDDEI.L& SCOTT 6>. Lex. (ed.5),

urro5ta<J'eucTi*os. .as Gramm. word, subdisjunctive.

So Subdisju'nction rare .

1869 LIDDELL & SCOTT Gr, Lex. (ed. 6), U7ro3taeuis, sub-

disjunction.

Subdi'stich, . [Sus- 20 e.] Consisting of

almost two rows. So Subdi'stichous a.

1777 S. ROBSON Brit. Flora 259 Spike compound, sub-

distich. 1805-16 R. JAMESON Char. Min. 211 A Crystal is

said to be. . Subdistjc (subdistique), when among the facets

which are disposed in the same row around each base, there

are two surmounted by a new facet, which is as it were.,
the rudiment of a second row. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 650
Polyps subdistichous.

Subdistinction. [In sense i, ad. late L.

subdistinctio (= Gr. bvoffrtypfi), f. subdistingufre

(= Gr. faooTtfav) to put a comma or one of the

lesser stops: cf. SUB- 22. In senses 2 and 3, f.

SUB- 5 c and 7 b -t- DISTINCTION.]
1 1- A comma or semicolon. Obs.

1636 B. JONSON Engl, Grain, n. ix, A Sub-distinction is

ameane breathing,, .and is marked thus (;). 1825 FOSBROKK

Encycl. Antiq. 460 A small pause or subdistinction.

2. A subordinate distinction.

1665 WALTON Life of Hooker (1670) FS By needless dis-

tinctions and sub-distinctions, to amuse his Hearers. 1727
Narr. Proc. Synods Prcsbyt. Irel. in Here, now, between
Parties, .there's a Party-Subdistinction made. 1847-8 DK
QUINCEY Protestantism Wks. 1858 VIII. 154 Ten thousand

evasions, distinctions, and subdistinctions. 1878 F. HARRI-
SON in Fortn. Rer>. Nov. 689 He disregarded the important
subdistinction of the nature of the sanction and the kind of
command.

f 3. A subdivision, subspecies. Obs.

1725 Bradley
1

s Fam. Diet. s. v. Bohee-Tea, As the Bohee
and Green include all other Sub-distinctions, we shall have

regard to no other. 1748 J. HILL Hist. Fossils 651 The
Spatagi is a very comprehensive term, taking in most of
the others as subdistinctions.

t Subdistriigxiish, ;. Obs. [Sus- 9. Cf. It.

sitddistinguere, S^.suhdistinguir.] trans. To dis-

tinguish into subordinate kinds, classes, species, etc.

1620 E. BLOUNT Horae Subs. 218 But for more ease.. all

these particulars may be subdistinguished diuersly. 1633
T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter i. 16. 299 There are some sub-dis-

tinguished branches, which we referre to their owne places.

1766 Complete Farmer s. v. Surveying 7 E b/2 These three

K
ferent parts of this long Episode were, again, subdistin-

guished by other titles.

Su'b-drstrict. [Sen- 7 c.] A division or

subdivision of a district. Also attrib.

1816 BENTHAM Offic. Apt. Maximized, Extr. Const. Code

(1830) 7 The Judicatory will be the immediate Judicatory
of the sub-district in which the metropolis of the state is

situated. 1871 Parl. Papers, Ace. $ Papers XXXIX. 459
Statement of the Divisions of the Country Into Military
Districts and Sub-Districts, showing the Numbers ofRegular
and Auxiliary Forces in each. 1876 VOYLE & STEVENSON
Milit. Diet., Brigade Depot, the head-quarters of a sub-
district of the army. Under the new localisation of the
British army, the military districts of Great Britain and
Ireland are divided into 12 districts, which are sub-divided
into 70 infantry and 12 artillery sub-districts, and 2 cavalry
districts. i88a Rep. Ho. Repr. Free. Met. U. S.aGB Pine
Grove district .. now generally regarded as a mining camp
or subdistrict of the Tiger. 1909 Westm. Gas. i Mar. 2/2
District boards and sub-district boards.

tSnbdit, a. and.**. Chiefly &. Obs. Also 5

-dyt(e, 5-6 -dite, -diet, 6 -det. [ad. L. subditus

subject (in med.L. as sb. subject, vassal), pa. pple.
of subdfre to bring under, subdue, f. sub- SUB- 2 b +
-dfre to put Cf. It. suddito, Sp., Pg. subdito^\
A. adj. Subject. Const, to.

c 1400 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. (1908) 45 So that he my^te
knowe the noumbre of regiouns.ofcitees, and of theheuedes

longynge to hem that weren subdyte to the Emperour of
Rome. 1436 Libel Engl. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II.

197 For hym selfe and viij. kynges mo Subdite to hym.
1456 SIR G. HAYE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 180 [It] is nocht wele
sittand that a grete lord suld be . . subdyt till a symple knycht.
c 1513 DOUGLAS Let. Wolscy in Poet. Wks. (1874) I. p. cvi,
He is subdite to the King in France.

B. sb. A subject.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xvi. (Magdalena) 772 In bat land,

til he lefit, [he] duelt, & with his subditis sa vele delt.

1450 in Charters $c. Edin. (1871) 70 Till all and sundry our
Heges and subdictis. 1507 Ibid. 191 Oure offictaris, liegis.and
subdictis. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 186 For
administratioun of justice to his subdittis. 1555 WATREMAN
Fardle Facions I. v. 59 The kinges vsing suche an equUie,
. .towarde their subdites. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist,
Scot. I. 222 Eugenie the thrid..was meruellous clement
toward his subdites.

t SubditrtioTlS, a. Obs. rare.
[f. L, sub-

dititius (-tctus), f. subdit-, pa.ppl. stem of subdfre

(see prec.).]
1. Placed underneath

; used as a suppository.
1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 182 These subdititious

medicaments conduce much to the execution of small
wormes. laid. 672 Laurel-berries, .expressed, .into a sub-
dititious vessel.

2. Surreptitiously or fraudulently substituted,

suppositious.
[1625: implied in Subdititiously below.] 1656 BLOUNT

Glpssogr., Subdititious, that is not properly ones whose it is

feigned to be, that is put or laid in the place or room of
another. 1668 WILKINS Real Chan n. i. 31 Stead, as

15

substitute, subdititious serve for, succedaneous, Deputy,
Surrogate, Vicar, Delegate letc.J.

Hence t Subditi'tionsly adv. t by surreptitious
substitution.

1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims n. 1375 That the Vizier deter-

mined to place subdit[it]iously in the roome of the Prince
his owne Sonne.

Subdivi dable, a. rare. [f. SUBDIVIDE v. +
-ABLE.] Capable of being subdivided.

1670 PF.TTUS Fodinx Rt'g. 21 Those Shares subdividable
into half and quarter parts.

Subdivide, sb. [f. SUB- 5 b + DIVIDE sb. 2.]
A subordinate division between rivers and their

branches.

1902 \V. M. DAVIS Eletn. P/iys. Geogr. 243 When a plain
or plateau, .is well dissected numerous.. subdivides are de-

veloped between the smaller rivers and their branches.

Subdivide (wbdivai'd), v. [ad. late L. sub-

dmidtrc : see SUB- 9 and DIVIDE v. Cf. It. sud-

divideret Sp., Pg. subdividir ; also F. subdiviser^
1. trans. To divide ^a part of a divided whole) ;

to divide again after a first division. (Sometimes
used loosely for divide.) frcq* in passive.

a. in material sense.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 361 This kynge divided alle

his proventes into ij. partes, oon parte whereof he subdivided

ageyne into thre partes. 1483 CAXTON Cato 3 The second

partye which is in uerse is subdyuyded in to foure partyes.
1626 BACON Sytva 104 If you ditude the Tones equally,
the Eittht is but Seuen whole and equal! Notes ; And if

you Suodiuide that into Halfe Notes, (as it is in the Stops
of a Lute), it maketh the Number of thirteene. 1646 SIR
T. BROWNE Pseud, Ep. 184 Below the cubit it divideth into

two parts,, .is at the fingers subdivided into three branches.

1758 J. DALRYMTLE Ess. Feudal Property (ed. 2) n The
tolkland was divided and subdivided into Counties, Try-

thingSj.-and Hundreds. 1764 HABMER Observ. ii. 12. 68

Speaking of the tents of the Arabs, the Journal says, They
are subdivided into three apartments. 1823 LINGARD Hist.

Eng. VI. 32 The army formed in two grand divisions, each
of which was subdivided into a battle and two wings. 1870
Siit. Rev. 2 Apr., That all tenants should be allowed to

subdivide their holdings amongst their relatives. 1870 F. R.
WILSON Ck. Lindisf. 23 They sub-divided their parish into
five chapelries.

b. in immaterial sense.
a 1586 SIDNEY Apol. Poetry (Arb.) 28 These \sc. poets] be

subdiuided into sundry more special 1 denominations. The
most notable bee the Heroick, Lirick [etc.]. 1641 Terntes
de la Ley 77 Some had that charge as incident to their

offices . . : some others had it simply as of it selfe. . . And both
these sorts are againe subdivided by M. Lambert. (71645
HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 97 They were the first that subdi-
vided the four cardinal winds to thirty two. a 1768 STERNE
Serin. Yorick (1773) IV. 151 Mankind led to dispose of these
attributes inherent in the Godhead, and divide and subdi-
vide them again amongst deities. 1813 J. THOMSON Lect.

Inflatn. 502 Attempts have.. been made to subdivide the

phenomena of mortification. 1868 ROGERS Pol. Econ. it.

(1876)'
16 The use of machinery tends still further to sub-

divide labour. 1887 BENTLEY Man. Bat. (ed. 5) 405 The
Classes are also divided into Sub-classes, Series, Cohorts,
or Alliances.. in the same manner as the orders, genera) and
species are subdivided.

C. reft.

i7<xj Royal Proclam. 27 Jan., The Commissioners, .shall

subdivide themselves, . .so as three, at least, may be ap-

pointed for the Service of each Division. 1791 PAINE

Rights ofMan (ed. 4) 21 The original hereditary despotism
resident in the person of the King, divides and subdivides
itself into a thousand shapes and forms.

d. absol.

1880 [see SUBDIVIDER],
2. intr. To break up into subdivisions.

1597-8 BACON Ess., Faction (Arb.) 78 When one of the
Factions is extinguished, the remaining subdiuideth. 1682
BUNYAN Holy H^ar(igo^) 293 They marched, they counter-

marched, they opened to the right and left, they divided,
and subdivided. 1769 Phil. Trans. LIX. 200 From this

part upwards those vessels divide and sub-divide. 1831
R. KNOX Cloquet's Anat. 33 These laminae subdivide into

radiated fibrils. 1871 TVNDALL Fragm. Set. (1879) II. 243

Every string sub-divides, yielding not one note, but a dozen.

\ b. Used loosely of two persons forming sepa-
rate factions. Obs. nonce-use.

1625 BACON Ess., Faction (Arb.) 80 When Brutus and
Cassius were ouerthrowne, then soone after Antonius and
Octauianus brake and Subdiuided.

Hence Subdivided ///. a.

a 1676 'AMis.P.Atticits iii.(i677)98Oneof the subdivided

party, that finds^t self weakest. 1777 S. ROBSON Brit. Flora

154 Stem subdivided. 1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3)

II. 141 Panicles with subdivided branches. &$$ Encycl. Me*
trof>. IV. 785 The first semi-oscillation will be performed as

a whole, the next as a subdivided string. 1855 Orr"s Circ.

Set'., /norff. Nat. 98 The middle oolite is almost as varied

and subdivided as the lower.

t Subdi vident. Obs. [f. SUBDIVIDE, after

dividend] That which subdivides.

1581 MuLcASTER/Vj;V/0M.rxxxix. (1888)197 All the people
which be in our countrie be either gentlemen or of the com-

monalty,. The common is deuided into marchauntes and
manuaries generally, what partition soeuer is the subdiui-

dent.

Subdivi'der. [f. SUBDIVIDE + -EB*.] One
who subdivides ; spec, one who carves out an

estate ;
one who settles on a portion of an estate.

1880 Daily News 20 Dec. 5/6 To those who had already
subdivided he offered new mountain farms, leaving the sub-

dividers to decide who should remain and who should re-

move. 1885 SBBBOHM Brit. Birds III. 252 When Nature's

natural divisions are interfered with, the subdivider is obliged
to fall back upon specific characters 10 diagnose his genera.

SUBDIVISION.
1888 Ohio Staff Jr,,l. (Columbus) 2 Mar., [City property]
fj* Sl!l

1889 /;/<*cl-;t>. ..

Oct. 527/1 It would thus seem to be absolutely ncuesbary,
in order that the crofter may enjoy a reasonable chance of
retaining his holding, to free him from the incubus of the
subdivider or squ:iiter.

Subdividing, vbl. sb. [-ix<; l.] Subdivision.
1651 li.\XTi-K

Inf. Bapt. 149 What dividing, and subdivid.
ing, and subdividing again !

Subdividing, ///. a. [-ING^.] That sub-
divides.

1809 Phil. Trans. XCIX. 126 A little instrument which 1

denominate a subdividing sector. 187* SYMONDS Rec. Rocks
vi. 200 In the neighbourhood of Prestcign the subdividing
limestone is no longer seen.

Hence Subdivi'dingly adv., in subdivisions.
1842 DE OuiNCKY Pagan Oracles Wks. 1858 VIII. 193

What was the essential machinery by which the Oracles
moved? I shall inquire subdividingly.

t Subdivi'dual, a. Obs.
[f. SUBDIVIDE v.

after dividual.] Involving subdivision.

1716 M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. HI. 55 To declare.. new
Articles of Faith in Popery and Ariamsm as subdividual

Worship and individual Adoration.

Subdivisible, a. [f. SUBDIVIDE v. after

divisible. Cf. F. subdivisible, It. sttddwisibilc.]

Capable of being subdivided.

1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 312/2 Into how many parts soever
a line may be divided, each part is a length, still subdivisible
for ever. 1848 Fraser's Maf. XXXVIII. 51 The lands
become divisible and sub-divisible,

Subdivision (s^bdivi-^an). [ad. late L. sul>-

dlvisiO)-dneni^ii. of action f. sitbdivis-, $ubdlvidere\.u

SUBDIVIDE. Cf. F., Sp. subdivision^ It. snddivisione^\
1. The act or process of subdividing, or fact of

being subdivided.

1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. n, in, To come to your. .

courtiers face, tis of three sorts, according to our subdiuision
of a courtier, elementarie, practique, and theorique. 1622
MALYNES Anc, Law-Merck. 360 The Denomination^ Divi-
sion and Subdivision of the moneys of allCountreys is most
necessarie for Merchants. 1651 HOBBF.S Leviath. n. xxiv.

128 There were twelve Tribes, making them thirteen by
subdivision of the Tribe of Joseph. 1776 AUAM SMITH W. N.
i. i. (1869) I. 12 This subdivision of employment in philo-

sophy, as well as in every other business, improves dexterity,
and saves time. 1845 Encycl. Metro}. IV. 802 The aliquot
subdivision of a vibrating string. 1855 BAIN Senses fy Int.

"4) 43 The Cerebral Nerves are divided into

nine pairs, some of these being considered as admitting of
Bo

i.ji. 15 (1864) 43 The
nine pairs, some of these uttn& i,uu.jiutit<a * nummm^ vi

farther subdivision. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 490
The increase of wealth had produced its natural effect, the
subdivision of labour. 1880 WELCH Naval Archit. 113

Watertight Subdivision of Ships.

b. An instance of this.

a 1577 SIR T. SMITH Commw. Eng. \. iii. (1584) 3 Of these
maner of rulinges by one, by the fewer part [etc.].. they
which haue more methodically, .written vpon them, doe
make a subdiuision. 1634 R. H. Salerne's Regim. Pref.,

The third Ranke. .admits a Subdivision into Better and

Worse, Wise and Foolish, Learned and Ignorant. 17^6
ADAM SMITH W. N. i. xi. (1869) I. 175 The nature of their

business admits of the utmost subdivisions of labour. 1861

BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xix. 313 Too minute a subdivision of

business tends to contract the mindsof those who perform it.

2. One of the parts into which a whole is sub-

divided ; part of a part ;
a section resulting from a

further division ; Nat. Hist, a subordinate division

of a group.
1^53 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 113 Of these three partes of

Philosophic, I might make other three subdiuisions, and

largely set them out. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. i.

52 Methinks amongst those many subdivisions of hell,

there might have bin one Limbo left for these. 1646
Pseud. Ep. 54 Chrystall. .is.. reduced by some unto that

subdivision which comprehendeth gemmes. i66a STILLINGFL.

Orig. Sacral i. ii. 6 The Gnosticks and the severall subdi-

visions of them. 1777 S. ROBSON Brit. Flora 14 The petiole
. .subdivided, having two leafits on each subdivision. Ibid.

37 Orders are the subdivisions of Classes. 1825 SYD. SMITH
Wks. (1859) II. 197/2 A small subdivision of the clergy of

the North Riding of Yorkshire. 1842 GWILT^ re/tit. 2848,

778 The subdivisions, apartments,
or portions whereof a

building consists. 1850 ANSTED Elem.Geol^ Min,, etc.^i
The deposits of the Secondary epoch . . may . . be divided into

four principal groups, each of which again presents well

marked subdivisions. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. ii. 16

Their armies were arranged according to the contingents
which represented the tribal sub-divisions.

b. Milit. The half of a division (in first quot.
the rear half). Also at various times, the half of a

company; in the artillery, a gun with its waggons
(now called SUBSECTION).
1625 MARKHAM Soutdiers Accid. 28 Whensoever this

Bodie.. (which containeth but ten persons in fyle) shall be

devided in the midst betweene the Middlemen, then the

last fiue Rankes to the Reareward are called by the name
of Subdevision. 1702 Milit. Diet. (1704) s. v., Subdivisions,

are the lesser parcels, into which a Regiment is divided in

marching, being half the greater divisions. 1717 H. BLAND

Milit* Discipl. v.6o When a Battalion is divided into three

equal Parts or Divisions, each Division is then called a

Grand-Division. Sub-Divisions are formed by dividing each

Grand-Division into three, four or five equal Parts. 1796

Instr. fyReg. Cavafry (1813)22^ Subdivisions, Right Wheel!

1801 C. jAMES.i1//7//. Dtct.s.v., A company divided forms two

subdivisions. 1858 BEVERIDGE Hist. India III. ix. iv. 635

The British force began to advance along the trunk road

in a column of sub-divisions. 1876 VOYLE & STEVENSON

Milit. Diet., Sup-division, in artillery, a gun with its wagon.

1889 Standing Orders Royal Regim. Artill. 41 Four-eun

Batteries will be divided into two Sections Right and Left

of 2 Sub-Divisions each, 1913 Times 14 May 6/2 A bearer

sub division R.A.M.C.



SUBDIVISIONAL.

Subdivrsional, a.
[f. prec. +

-At,} 9f the

nature of subdivision ; pertaining to subdivision, or

a subdivision ; consisting of a subdivision.

1656 in Petty Down Survey (1851) 90 In making of pro-

vinciall lots, subdivisionall lotts must follow, soe far as they

could be practized, to promote the settlement of the army.

1834 J. P. SMITH Script. * Gal. Sci. (1839) 60 Particular

formations, one, two, or more in a system or subdivisional

group. 1847 GROTE Greece n. xxii. III. 463 The Italians or

I tali. ., the Morgetes, and the Chaones, all of them names

of tribes either cognate or subdivisional. 1864 A thtuxum

No. 1920. 215/2 Subdivisional multiplications and produc-

tion by budding. 1898 Daily Nevis 24 Jan. 3/4 The station

is a subdivisional one for the E Division.

t Subdivi-sionate, v. Obs. mmce-wd. [f.

SUBDIVISION + -ATE a.] trans. To subdivide.

1578 SIDNEY Wanstead Play'm Arcadia, etc. (1605) 574

Secundum their dignitie, which must also be subdiuisionated

into three equall species.

Subdivi'Sive, a. [f.
L. suMivis-, pa. ppl.

stem of stibdividlre to SUBDIVIDE + -IVE.] Result-

ing from subdivision.

1838 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xxv. (1860) II. 23 When a

whole is divided into its parts, these parts may . . be them,

selves still connected multiplicities; and if these are again

divided, there results a subdivision (subdtrisio), the several

parts of which are called the subdivisive members {ftttMtarM

subdivideiitia).

SubdolOUS (s'bd<flas), a. Now rare. [ad.

late L. subdolosus or f. its source snMolus, f. sub-

SUB- \<) + dolus cunning.] Crafty, cunning, sly.

1588 A. KING tr. Canisins" Catech. R iij. The subdolous

crafteand deceateof Satan. i637Gli.LESPiEfl-. Pop. Ccrcm.

Ep. A 2 b, The subdolous Machiavellian. (11677 BARBOW
Serm. Wks. 1687 I. 65 Illusive simulations and subdolous

artifices. 1828 D'IsRAELi Chas. /, I. 269 The King was

troubled, lest this subdolous and eloquent man should shake

his resolution. 1843 SYD. SMITH Lett. Amer. Debts i, The
subdolous press of America contends that the English ..

would act with their own debt in the same manner. 1880

W. CORY Mod. Bngl. Hist. 1. 102 Nor has any maxim so sub-

dolous as this been devised to abridge the freedom of liritons.

Hence Strbdolonsly adv., Su bdolonsness.

1635 PERSON Varieties i. 28 Take heed of the subdolous-

nesse of their proposition, which is not universally true.

1643 BAKER Chroa. (1653) 554 See the subdplousnesse
of this

man. 1681 EVELYN Let. to Pepys 6 Dec. in Diary $ Corr.

(1852) III. 260, 1 neither would, nor honestly could, conceal

..how subdolously they dealt. 1824 Blackiv. Mag. XVI.

345 Whisky.. mixed subdolously with burnt brown sugar.
1862 T. A. TROLI.OPE Marietta xxii, Nanni had subdolously
stretched out his hand sideways, .to administer a squeeze to

a rosy little hand that timidly stole out half-way to meet his.

Subdo'minant,^. Mus. [Sus-4. Cf.F.sous-

dominante^\ The note next below the dominant of

a scale
;
the fourth note in ascending and the fifth

in descending a scale. Also attrib.

1793 Encycl. Brit. (1797) XII. 502/1 The chord of the

sub-dominant. Ibid. 548/2 These three sounds, the tonic,

the tonic dominant, and the sub-dominant, contain in their

chords all the notes which enter into the scale of the mode.

1835 Court Mag. VI. 26/1 She might if she pleased break

through that eternal descent by two semitones from the

dominant to the sub-dominant. 1863 ATKINSON Gaiiot's

Physics 207 (1866) 162 The tonic, dominant, and sub-domi-
nant chords. Ibid. 163 The dominant and sub-dominant
bear major triads.

Subcltviuiiiant, a. [Sus- 14.] Less than

dominant, not quite dominant. (See quots.)
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xlix. IV. 493 We may take

Scolia for an example of a subdominant
group beginning

more southward. 01909 lijick's Med. H^andbk. 111. 260

(Cent. Diet. Supp.) Those disturbances which are dominant
become focal in consciousness, or the mind is fully conscious
of such. Those that are sub-dominant bring about marginal
or sub-conscious psychical states.

Subdo'rsal, a. and
(sb.~). [Cf. F. sous-dorsal.]

A. adj. 1. [SUB- i a.] Pertaining to the part
situated at the bottom of the back

(;'.
e. the poste-

riors), nonce-use.
1800 in Spirit Pnll. Jrnls. IV. 36 The vigorous posts

which sustain the enormous subdorsal promontory of Lord
G. Ibid. 371 He has ordered the dimensions of the sub-
dorsal basis of each of the new scholars to be taken.

2. Zool. [SUB- ii, 20 d.] Somewhat or almost
dorsal

; situated near the back.

1835-6 Toad's Cycl. Anat. 1.522/1 Fins advanced, ..dis-

tant and subdorsal. 1852 DANA Crust. I. 53 The feet of the
two posterior pairs [of legs] are short and snbdorsal.

B. sb. A subdorsal fin.

1856 PAGE Adv. TexlM. Geol. xiii. 230 The dorsals differ,

ing from the sub dorsals, and these again from the pectorals.
Hence Snbdo'rsally adv., in a subdorsal posi-

tion.

1902 Proc. Zool. Sac. II. 304 On }rd. somite a pair of
black '

eye spots
'

surrounded by a white iris, subdorsally.

Subduable (sz"bdi-ab'l), a. rare.
[f.

SUBDUE
v. + -ABLE.] That may be subdued.
1611 COTGR., Surmoiitatle, ..subduable. 1662 H. MORE

Phil. Writ. Pref. gen. (1712) p. x, A natural touch of Enthu-
siasm., such as, I thank God, was ever governable enough,
and have found at length perfectly subduable. 1839 J. ROGERS
Anlifapofr. xii. S 5. 277 If the love of sin be hardly sub-
duable by the fear of hell. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Drama
ofExile 1321 Who talks here. .Of hate subduable to pity!
Subdual (sbdi-al). [f. SUBDUE v. +-AL.]
1. The act of subduing or state of being subdued ;

subjection.
1675 BURTHOGGE Causa Dei 227 The Cassation and sub-

dual of the affections. 1741-65 WARBURTON Div. Legat. v.
iv. Wks. 1788 III. 139 Mahomet's work was not like Moses's,

16

the subdual of a small tract of Country. 1864 PUSEY Ltct.

Daniel ii. (1866) 79 Permanent subdual distinguished the

Roman Empire. Other Empires swept over like a tornado.

1882 H. S. HOLLAND Logic f, Life (1885) 45 We *re shu < ou '

fromunderstandingthissubdual which is belief. lyi+Arclizol.

sEliana. XXV. ll. 147 Their subdual lasted several years.

2. A becoming subdued or moderate, rare.

1884 I TAIT Mind in Matter 72 In autumn, with the sub-

dual of heat, there is annually, in Canada, a transformation

of nature.

t Subdu'CC, v. Obs. [ad. L. subdilccre, I. sub-

SUB- 2i, + ducere to lead, bring.]

1. trans. To take away, withdraw (lit. and/.f.).

1616 BP. HALL Contempt., O. T. xx. iv, Else,
had the chyld

beene secretly subduced, and missed by his bloodie grand

mother. 1632
- Hani Texts Matt. xxvm. 20 Howsoever

my bodily presence shall be subduced from
you. 1664 OWEN

Vind. Animadv. xvi. 422 No small part of the Territories

of many Princes is subduced from under their power, a 1761

LAW Cam/. Weary Pilgrim (1809) 55 They wanted not to

have.. their covetousness and sensuality to be subduced by

a new nature from heaven derived into them.

b To withdraw from allegiance;
= SEDUCE v. i.

a 1578 LINDESAY Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) II. 297 (He) had

subducitwithhisgould the men of weir that kelpit thecastell.

o. rift, (occas. intr.) To withdraw oneself or

itself//w a place or society,from allegiance, etc. ;

to escape/raw ; to secede.

1541 BECON Pathw. Prayer ii. B vj b, It shalbe expedient

for such as intende to exercyse prayer, .to subduce & con-

uaye them selues from the company of the worldely people

into some secrete .. place. 1610 I!r. HALI. Afol. Snmmlttt

% 7 You have separated from this Church.. : If Christ

haue taken away his word and Spirit [from it], you have

justly subduced. 1636 T. GOODWIN Child of Light (1643)

112 A man can no way avoid his suggestions, nor subduce

himself from them, a 1656 Bp. HALL SftdatiUa Life Rem.
Wks. (1660) 21, I subduced myself speedily

from their pre-

sence, a 1660 HAMMOND ig Strut, xiv. Wks. 1684 IV. 658
For never was the earth so peevish, as to..subduce it self

from its [sc. the sun's] rayes.

2. To subtract, as a mathematical operation.

571 DIGCES Pantom. l. xviii. F b, Subduce the first dis-

tance from the third. 1588 A. KING tr. Canisius' Calcck.

h vij, Thane subduce ye haill frome ye nombre of ye dayes
of yat moneth. a 1676 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 106 If out

of that supposed infinite multitude of antecedent Genera-

tion, we should by the Operation of the Understanding sub-

duce Ten.

3. To bring, lead into. rare.

1609 TOUSNF.UK Funeral Poem Sir F. Vere 278 Offences

done against his owne estate, .have oftentimes Subduc'd the

malefactors for those crimes Into the hands of justice.

Hence t Subdn-cing vbl. sb., withdrawal.

1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts Neh. vi. ii By weake sub-

ducing of my selfe, and hiding my head in the Temple,
a 1660 HAMMOND 747 -SVrw/. xi. Wks. 1684 IV. 636A cowardly,

pusillanimous subducing of ones self.

t Subducend. Math. Obs. r,are. [ad. L. sub-

diicemhis, gerundive of subditcire (see prec.).]
=

SUBTRAHEND.
1706 \V. JONES Syn. Palmar. Mathescos 16 If the Subdu-

cend be taken from the Minuend, there rests the Remainder.

tSubducion. Obs. rare- 1
. [? f. SUBDUE + -don

=
-TION.] ? Reduction to order. (Cf. SUBDUE I e.)

"455 Kails o/Parlt. V. 287/1 The conservation of the pease,
and subducion of theym that entende to the breche therof.

Subduct (s#bdVkt), v. Now rare. [f.
L. sub-

duct-, pa. ppl. stem of sitbdiiicre to SUBDUCE.]
1. trans. To take away from its place or position,
withdraw from use, consideration, influence, etc.

a. with physical obj.
1652-62 HKYLIN Cosvwgr. in. (1673) 61/1 The three Pales-

tines, .being subducted from the power of the see of Antioch.

1657 J. WATTS Scribe, Pharisee, etc. 205 One of the Ele-
ments is subducted from the people, and the other is adored

by them. 1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 382 For one determinate

space of time it exhibits its lucid part to the Earth, for an-

other, subducts it. 1715 M. DAVIKS Athen. Brit. 1, 141,
I had but a bare sight of that Pamphlet, it being presently
subducted from the Publick Peiusal. a 1792 HORNE Ess.

$ Th. Wks. 1818 I. 363 The Chinese physicians never pre-
scribe bleeding.. ; saying, that, if the pot boil too fast, it

is better to subduct the fuel, than lade out the water. 1837
BARHAM Ingol, Leg. Ser. 1. Spectre of Tappington, He re-

placed the single button [on his breeches] he had just sub-
ducted. 1844 H. ROGERS Ess. (1860) III. no All such as
are inconsistent in their statements.. are to be subducted
from his catalogue.

b. with immaterial obj.
1614 JACKSON Creed in. in. vi. 151 Yet must all excesse

in spirituall graces.. be subducted from that prerogatiue
which wee that are Christs messengers, haue in respect of
Aarons successors. 1660 HF.YLIN Hist. Quitiqitart. To
Rdr., Nor have I purposely concealed or subducted any
thing considerable which may seem to make for the advan-
tage of the opposite party. 1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will. i.

ii. (1762) 12 As having its Influence added to other Things,
or subducted from them. 1840 G. DARLEY Wks. Beaum. .v

J'l. Introd., Subducting the devilish feature, it were well

perhaps, if all Englishmen.. resembled this portrait. 1843
MlLLLog-ic in. viii. 465 Subduct from any phenomenon such
part as is known by previous inductions to be the effect of
certain antecedents. 1831 HERSCHEL Study JVat. Phil. ll.

vi. 156 When the effects of all known causes are estimated
with exactness, and subducted.

O. reft.

1655 OWEN Vind. Evang. xxiii. 486 Sinne (which is the
Creature's subducting its selfe from under the Dominion of
God). 1668 Expos, iiotli Ps. 76 From his providential
presence he could never subduct himself.

2. To take away (a quantity) from, ^out of
another ;

to subtract, deduct.

SUBDUE.

1571 DIOOES Pantom. iv. v. V iij, Your greater semidia-

meter, whiche subducted from youre former diuisor leaueth

the semidimetient of the intrinsicall circle. 1649 ROBERTS
Clavis Bitl. Introd. iii. 50 If out of the number of years.,

you subduct the years of the Oppressours of Israel under
their Judges. 1674 MOXON Tutor Astron. II. fed. 3) 70,

200 Years.. which subducted out of 1000 leaves 800 Years.

1716 B. CHURCH Hist. Philip's W.ir (1867) II. 85 William
Fobes..was order'd to keep a just accompt of what each
Indian had so that it might oe subducted out of their wages
at their return home. 1855 BRKWSTER Newton 1. iii. 42
Subducting the diameter of the hole from the length and
breadth of the image, there remains 13 inches in the length
and 2J/8 inches in the breadth. 1881 Nature XXIII. 558
When we. .subduct the vapour pressure from the barometric

height.
absol. 1646 Recorded Gr. Artes no Therefore seeing 9

in the quotient, multiply, and subduct as before. 1662 HIB-
BERT Body Div. n. 86 They adde, they multiply ; never

subduct, never divide. 1706 W. JONES Syn. Palmar. Ma-
theseos 14 According to their respective Value, take one of
the next Denomination, out of which Subduct.

f b. intr. To take something awayfrom. Obs.

1667 MILTON P. L. vm. 536 Nature.. from my side sub-

ducting, took perhaps More then enough. 1669 W. SIMPSON
Hydrol. Chyin. II. 124 The Spaw. .helps the refining of the
vessels, .and so subducts from the Disease by hindring the
affluent cause. 1798 W. MAVOR Brit. Tourists V. 193 Its

neglected and languishing state still farther subducts from
its picturesque effect.

3. To take away or remove surreptitiously or

fraudulently. Also absol.

1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 95 P n Purchased with money
subducted from the shop. 1760 C. JOHNSTON Chrysal (1822)

I. 200 By subducting largely from the sums confided to

him. 1824 LANDOR Imag. Couv. Wks. 1853 I. 53/1 If he
had., brought down a brace out of a covey, instead of sub-

ducting them from the platter.

4. To draw up, lift.

1837 BARHAM Ingot. Leg. Ser. I. Spectre of Tappington,
Subducting his coat-tails one under each arm [etc.]. 1869
* WAT BRADWOOD '

The O. I'. H. xxxi, Jemmy subducted his

coat-tails, and sat him down.

Subduction (sobdzvkfsn). Now rare. [ad.
L. subductio, -Snem, n. of action f. sitbduclre to

SUBDUCE.] The action of subducting.
1. Withdrawal, removal.
a 1620 ). DYKE Set. Serm. (1640) 79 A quenching of fire by

Subduction of fuell. 1625 J. ROBINSON Observ. Div. ft Mor.
Iv. 282 Unto whom . . thought and care, in one night brought
grey hayr, by subduction of nourishment. 1630 Bp. HALL
Occas. Medit. 66. (1634) 145 Oh that we were not more

capable of distrust, then thine omnipotent hand is of weari-

nesse and subduction. vjyiHist. Lit. \. 449 Fearing the

Subduction of the King's Bounty, which had hitherto sup.

ported it. 1839 Blacfav. Mag. XLVI. 542 The withdrawal
of a patriot from Parliament.. is the subduction of parlia.

mentary force. 1854 BUCKNILL Unsoundn. Mind -25 Terms

signifying deprivation or subduction.

t b. Surreptitious or secret withdrawal. Obs.
a 1646 J. GREGORY Posthitma (1649) 88 The Corruption

proceeded not by subduction from the Hebrew, but the ac-

cession to the Greek Scripture. 1721 BAILEY, SntdnctioH,
a taking privately from.

2. Subtraction, deduction.

1579 DIGGES Stratiot. I. xv. 25 Subduction is the taking
of the one Fraction from the other. 1608 Bp. HALL Efist.
i. vi. 284, I haue noted foure ranks of commonly-named
Miracles : from which, if you make a iust subduction, how
few of our wonders shall remaine either to beleefe or ad-

miration ! 1664 EVELYN Pomona Pref. 4 Brought thither

without charge, or extraordinary subductions. 1706 W.
JONES Syn. Palmar. Matheseos 16 Addition and Subduc-

tion, serve Reciprocally to prove each other. 1734 BURKE.
LEV Analyst 5 Wks. 1871 III. 260 By the continual addi-

tion or subduction of infinitely small quantities. 1856 MAS-
SON Ess. Biog. f, Crit. 109 The property remaining, .after

the subduction of his own share as the eldest son.

f3. A drawing down or away (see quot. l6ia) ;

the evacuation (of excrement). (
= Gr. iira-yaryij.)

1612 WOODALL Surg. Matt Wks. (1653) 274 Subduction is

an abstraction of juyces, oyles, and other liquid matters

downward by percolation, filtcralion and the like. 1620

VENNER Via Recta vii. in They make the belly soluble,

and helpe the subduction of excrements. 1688 HOLME
Armoury III. xii. 446/2.

4. The action of subduing or fact of being sub-

dued ; subdual, subjection. (Const, to.')

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 1. 1. n Contriving, if not the

destruction, at least the subduction of the Temporal Power

to the Spiritual. 1717 L. HOWEL Desiderius (ed. 3) 157

Subduction of the Flesh. 1786 Francis the Philanthropist

II. 33 The.. celebrated fair, who boasts the subduction of

whole regiments by the power of her charms. 1824 G.

CHALMERS Caledonia III. 82 Edward assembled a large

army . . (or the subdnction of Dumfries-shirc. Itld. 472 The

ruling clergy., brought on the subduction of the kingdom.

f5. 'A reckoning or account
'

(1656 Blount).

t Subdu'Ctive, a. Obs. rare-1
,

[f.
L. sttbduct-

(see SUBDUCT) + -IVE.] That is to be subtracted.

1798 HUTTON Course Math. 1. 170 That . .changes its nature

from a subductive quantity to an additive one.

t Subductory, a. Obs. rare~\ [f.
L. subduct-

(see prec.) + -ORY.] Laxative. (Cf. SUBDUCTION 3.)

1620 VENNER Via Kecta iv. 79 Why are Oysters vsually

eaten a little before meale?..By reason of their subductory

qualitie, concerning the bellie.

t Subdue, sb. Obs. Also 5 subdeue. [f. next.]

Subdual, subjugation, conquest.
^1465 Pol. Rel. fr L. Poems (1903) 5 Wherefor, prince..,

Remembere ]: Subdeue of \>\ Regaly, Of Englonde, frawnce,

& spayn trewely. 1482 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 223/1 In defens

of this youre seid Reame, and subdue of youre Enemyes.
a 1592 GKEENE & LODGE Looking Classe (1598) A 4 b, The
worlds subdue.



SUBDUE.

Subdue (sz>bdi-)> v- Forms: a. 4 so-, su-

dewe, so-, suduwe, sodeuwe. . 5 subd(e)we,
5-6 -dew, 5-6 -dieu, 6 -deu, 5-subdue. [Of diffi-

cult etymology. ME. sodewe, subdewe, -due, repre-
sents formally AF. *soduer, *su(b]duer= OF. so(u)-

duire, su(d}duire, etc. (used with the meanings of

L. seducfre} to deceive, seduce - Olt. soddurre

: L. subducre to draw up or away, withdraw,
remove by stealth, purge, evacuate, calculate (see

[

SUBDUCE, SUBDUCT). Neither L. subductrenviQ^.
souduire is recorded in the sense of * subdue *, so

that it is to be presumed that the AF. form took

over the sense from L. subdfre, the pa. pple. of

which is represented in Eng. by SUBDIT from c 1 375.
There is no clear connexion in form or sense with the AF.

subduz of Edw. Ill stat. ii. c. 17, ann. 1353; themeaningis
app.

' attached ' or * arrested ', not
' subdued '. The isth c,

AF. subduer (Littleton Inst,, ed. 1516, A vij b) was prob.
modelled on the current Eng. form.]

1. trans. To conquer (an army, an enemy, a

country or its inhabitants) in fight and bring them
into subjection.
1387 TREVISA Higdett (Rolls) III. 19 [He] wente and

sodewed Siria. Ibid. 443 panne he stood vfi\>[MS. ft sudu-

web, MS. y sodeuwej>] the peple (>at woneb at be foot of be
hilfe mont Caucasus, c 1420 ? LYDG. Assembly ofGods 1651
Fooles. .Wenyng to subdew, with her oon hande, That ys
ouer mekyll for all an hoole lands, c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs.

fy Lim. Man. xvi. (1885) 150 Is hyghnes shalbe myghty,
and off poiar to subdue his ennemyes. 1486 in Surtees Misc.

(1800) 54, I subdewid Fraunce. 1535 COVERDALE Zech. ix.

15 They shall consume and deuoure, and subdue tbem with

slynge stones. 1353 EDEN Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 21 How
the Portugales subdued Malaccha, shalbe said hereafter.

1503 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, in. iii. 82 lohn of Gaunt, Which did

subdue the greatest part of Spaine. 1653 HOLCROFT Pro-

copius, Goth. Wars 14 Since God hath given us Victory,
and the glory of subduing a City. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi.

687 To overcome in Battel, and subdue Nations. 1788
GIBBON Decl. <$ F. xlvii. IV. 582 The Samaritans were

finally subdued by the regular forces of the East : twenty
thousand were slain. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. India, I. 397
They even assert that the same kings subdued Tibet on the

east, and Cambdja. .on the west. 1879 FROUDE Csesar xix.

330 He [sc. Csesar] wished to hand over his conquests to his

successor not only subdued but reconciled to subjection.

fb. Const, to, unto, under the conqueror or

his rule. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth, de P. R. vi. xix. (Tollem. MS.),
Whan y hadde sudewed all be worlde to my lordschipe.
c 1420 ? LYDG. Assembly ofGods 584 Owre gret rebell May
we then soone euer to vs subdew. c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs.

fy
Lim. Mon. ii. (1885) in Whan Nembroth . . made and

incorperate the first realme, and subdued it to hymself bi

tyrannye. 1549 Compl. Scot. xi. 90 $pur a^ enemes hes
intendit to.-subdieu^outo there dormnione. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. n. x. 13 Thus Brute this Realme vnto his rule subdewd.

1651 HOBBES Leviatk. n. xvii. 88 When a man..by Warre
subdueth his enemies to his will.

f c. To overcome or overpower (a person) by
physical strength or violence. Obs.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. I. iv. 51 Rest a while Till morrow
next, that I the Elfe subdew. Ibid. n. v. 26 Full many
dough tie knights he .. Had . . subdewde in equall frayes.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. yi, m. ii. 173 As one that graspt And
tugg'd for Life, and was by strength subdude. 1604 Oth
i. u. 81 If he do resist Subdue him, at his perill,

d. transf. and^Sg-.
1611 Bible Dan. ii. 40 Forasmuch as yron breaketh in

pieces and subdueth all things. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg<
i. 228 Burrs and Brambles.. th' unhappy Field subdue.
Ibid. iv. 247 Subdu'd in Fire the stubborn Mettal lyes.

1791) COWPER Castaway 47 By toil subdued, he drank The
stifling wave. 1883 R. BRIDGES Prometheus 761 The broad

ways That bridge the rivers and subdue the mountains,

f e. To reduce to order or obedience. Obs.

1481 Cov. Left Bk. 493 To subdue such personez as here
late offended; diuerse of which personez be nowe late

indyted of ryott & trasspas [etc.].

2. 'To bring (a person) into mental, moral, or

spiritual subjection ; to get the upper hand of by
intimidation, persuasion, etc.

;
to obtain control of

the conduct, life, or thoughts of; to render (a

person or animal) submissive ;
to prevail over, get

the better of. Const, to (that which exercises con-

trol, the control exercised).
1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxiv. xii, He [sc. Cupid] is

aduenturous To subdue mine enemies, to me contrarious.

1535 COVERDALE Wisd. xviii. 22 He ouercame not the
multitude with bodely power, .but with the worde he sub.
dued him that vexed him. 1538 STARKEY England \. i. 12
Ther ys no best so strong.. but to man by wysdom he ys
subduyd. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 48 Thai ar
nocht subdewit to the rychteousness. 1560 DAUS tr. Slei-
datie's Comm. 405 The Prynces..by a certen feare and
terrour subdued. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. ii. 187 His [Love's]
disgrace is to be called Boy, but his glorie is to subdue men.
x6io Temp. i. ii. 489 This mans threats, To whom I am
subdude, are but light to me. a 1721 PRIOR Dial. Dead
(1907) 219 Swords Conquer some, but Words subdue all men.
1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv. iv. 156 Pigot, with a
hardihood which subdued them,, .declared that, .he would
furnish no money. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Brooke Farm vi.

80 This recollection awakened others which subdued me
completely. 1853 NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1876) 1. 1. i. 31 He was
subdued by the influence of religion. 1855 TENNYSON Brook
113 Claspt hands and that petitionary grace Of sweet seven-
teen subdued me ere she spoke.
absol. 1781 COWPER Retirem. 266 God has form'd thee

with a wiser view, Not to be led in chains, but to subdue.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. i. U, And so. .did this [growth] of

VOL. IX.
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Royalty, .spring up j and grow mysteriously, subduing and
assimilating.

re/I. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis XIM. i. 37 The catall, quhilkis
favorit langeyr The beist ourcummyn as thar cheifand heyr,
Now thame subdewis vndir his ward in hy Quhilk has the
ovirhand. 1833 TENNYSON Dream Fair Women lix, It com-
forts me in this one thought to dwell, That I subdued me to

my father's will. 1870 DICKENS Ed-win Droodii, I must sub-
due myself to my vocation.

b. With a person's body, soul, mind, actions,
etc. as obj.
c 1520 NISBET JV. 7"., Rom. ii. 15 marg., The fleische nother

is nor cann be subdewit tharto. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W.
|

de W. 1531) 148 b, We must..subdue all our inordynate
thoughtes. 1348 Act 2 fy 3 Edw. VI c. 19 i Due and
godlye abstynence ys a meane..to subdue mens Bodies to

their Soule and Spirite. 1391 SHAKS. i Hen. PY, i. ii. 109
My heart and hands thou hast at once subdu'd. 1603
Meas. for M. iv, ii, 84 He doth with holie abstinence sub-
due That in himselfe, which he spurres on his powre To
qualifie in others. 1667 MILTON P, L.vm. 584 If aught.,
were worthy to subdue The Soule of Man. 1769 Junins
Lett. xxxv. 167 Before you subdue their hearts, you must
gain a noble victory over your own. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFR
Rom* Forest ii, Having subdued his own feelings, he resolved
not to yield to those of his wife. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam
Ded. xi, A prophecy Is whispered, to subdue my fondest
fears. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 469 Those emotions
were soon subdued by a stronger feeling. 1863 GEO. ELIOT
Romola xx, She herself wished to subdue certain importu-
nate memories.

C. transf.
c 1449 PRCOCK Repr. i. xiv. 73 It miste seme that God woJde

not subdewe or submitte..and sende him [sc. Holy Scrip,
ture] to resoun, for to be mterpretid. 1535 COVERDALE Phil.
iii. 21 Acordinge to y6 workynge wherby he is able to sub-
due all thinges vnto himselfe. 1781 COWVER Retirem. 416
Wild without art, or artfully subdu'd, Nature in ev'ry form

inspires delight.

fd. To achieve, attain (a purpose). Obs. rare,

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. ix. 9 Perhaps my succour .. Mote
stead you much your purpose to subdew.

f e. To bring to a low state, reduce. Obs,

1605 SHAKS. Lear in. iv. 72 Nothing could haue subdu'd
Nature To such a lownesse, but his vnkind Daughters.
1606 Ant. $ Cl. iv. xiv. 74 His face subdu'de To penetra-
tiue shame.

3. To bring (land) under cultivation.

1535 COVERDALE Gen. i. 28 Growe, and multiplie, and fyll

the earth, and subdue it. 1628 MAY Virg. Georg. i. 6 Nor
is't unwholesome to subdue the Land By often exercise.

1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative 63 To engross more Land
into their hands then they were able to subdue. 1794
S.WILLIAMS Vermont 307 Their lands, which they had.,
subdued by extreme labour. 1829 B. HALL Tra-v. N. Amer.
I. 86 In proportion as the soil is brought into cultivation, or

subdued, to use the local phrase. 1867 RUSKIN Time $ Tide
xxv. 176 Set . . to subduing wild and unhealthy land.

4. In medical use : To reduce, allay. ? Obs,

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 134 The iuyce of Cedars j which
by the extreme, .siccatiue faculty, .subdued the cause of

interior corruption. 1733 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet in

Aliments etc (1736) 262 Cresses, Radishes, Horse-Radishes,
..subdue Acidity. 1804 ABERNETHY Surg. Obs. 176 The
inflammation of the brain was now subdued. 1809 Med.
Jrnl. XXI. 52 Although the hysteric affections were still

very troublesome, she could now completely subdue them

by the use of pills. 1829 COOPER Good's Study Med. II. 515
The inflammation is to be subdued by blood-letting.

5. To reduce the intensity, force, or vividness of

(sound, colour, light) ;
to make less prominent or

salient. (Cf. SUBDUED 2.)
1800 HT. LEE Canterb. T. (ed. 2) III. 139 A circular

pavilion..Where both light and heat were subdued by
shades. 1815 SHELLEY Alastor 165 With voice stifled in

tremulous sobs Subdued by its own pathos. 1843 RUSKIN
Mod. Paint. (1851) I. n. i.

vij.
21 The warm colours of

distance, even the most glowing, are subdued by the air.

1845 Antiq. # Archit. Year Bk. 319 Unable to subdue pro-

perly the red, blue, and gold of the niched hood mould.

1856 KANE Arctic Expl. I. ix. 102 Distance is very decep-
tive upon the ice, subduing its salient features.

Subdued (s^bdiw-d), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED!.]
1. Reduced to subjection, subjugated, overcome.

Also absol,

1604 SHAKS. Oth. v. ii. 348 One, whose subdu'd Eyes,..

Drops teares as fast as the Arabian Trees Their Medicin-
able gumme. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 48 Strengthened both

against forraine invasions and revolts of the subdued. 1660

MILTON Dr. Griffiths Serm. Wks. 1851 V. 397 [It] will in

all probability subject the Subduers to the Subdu'd. ,1812
CRABBE Tales xviii, 68 She had a mild, subdued, expiring
look. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. 111. iv.

y, Lyons contains in it

subdued jacobins ; dominant Girondins. 1890
( R. BOLDRE-

WOOD '

Col. Reformer (1891) 202 A subdued, bronzed,

resolved-looking man.

2. Reduced in intensity, strength, force, or vivid-

ness ; moderated ; toned down.
1822 [implied in SUBDUEDNESS]. 1835 LYTTON Rienzi iv. i,

Censers of gold.. steamed with the odours of Araby, yet so

subdued as not to deaden the healthier scent of flowers. 1847
C. BRONTE Jane Eyrevm t My language was more subdued
than it generally was when it developed that sad theme. Ibid,

xiv, The subdued chat of Adele. 1849 RUSKIN Seven Lamps
iii. 17. 83 Many of the noblest forms are ofsubdued curva-

ture. 1861 FLOR. NIGHTINGALE Nursing 59 There are acute

cases (particularly a few eye cases . . ), where a subdued light

is necessary. 1877 HUXLEY Physiogr. 203 The effects of sub-

terranean heat in the locality may still manifest themselves

in a subdued form. 1912 Times iq Dec. 20/3 (Stock Ex-

change), There was a more subdued tone.

Hence Subdue'dly adv., with subdued sound,

light, colour, etc. ; Snbdue'dness, the condition

of being subdued.

SUB-EDIT.

1822 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 718 In his freest .. passages
there is a subduedness, a self-checking timidity in his
colouring. 1852 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. iv. xxxix. (1863) 294
Meekness and subduedness before God. 1858 G GiLTiLLAM
Life Sir T. Wyatt W.'s Poet. Wks. p. xv, Homely natural
reeling of the poetical and the subduedly sensuous. 1891
KIPLING Light that Failed xiii, Maisie was crying more
subduedly.

Subdne*ment. rare. [f. SUBDUE v. + -MENT.]
The action of subduing ; subdual.

' A word not used, nor worthy to be used
'

(J.).
1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. iv. v. 187, 1 haue seen thee. .scorning

forfeits and subduments. a 1619 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng.
(1626) 81 Hee sent a solemne Ambassage to Pope Adrian,
to craue leaue for the subdument of that Country. 1807
G. CHALMERS Caledonia I. u. vii. 325 Anglo-Saxon .. on the
subduement of the Romanized Ottadini, succeeded to the
British tongue. 1860 FORSTER Gr. Remonstr. 89 That sub-
duement of the Roman Catholic power on the continent.

Subduer (srJbdi-3j). [f. SUBDUE V. + -EB!.]A person who or a thing which subdues, in the
various senses of the verb.
c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Gd, Manners (1570)D iv, Thus were

they, .by death subduers of their owne corps carnall. 1596
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie^s Hist. Scot. I. 73 The aid Romams,
subdueris of the Warlde. 1611 SPEED Tfteat, Gt. Brit. 39/2
Ostorius., Subduer of great Caractacus. 1733 ARBUTHNOT
Rules of Diet in Aliments (1736) 253 Figs are great sub-
duers of Acrimony. 1747 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) II.

ii. 15 With some of the sex, insolent controul is a more effi-

cacious subduer than kindness or concession. 1790 BURKE
Fr. Rev. 322 By the laws of nature the occupant and sub-
duer of the soil is the true proprietor. 1860 GEO. ELIOT Mill
oft Fl. i. v, It is a wonderful subduer, this need of love. 1860
PUSEY Mitt. Propk. 191 Such was He, the Subduer of all

which exalted itself. 1900 DK. ARGYLL A utoinogr. (1906) 1 1.

85 The subduer of a fierce enemy and the saviour of India.

Subdu'ing, vbL sb. \i. SUBDUE v. + -ING 1.]

The action ofSuBDUE v. ; subdual, subjugation.
1482 J. KAY tr. Caoursin's Siege of Rhodes (1870) p i

The subduynge and oppressynge of the..cytee of Con-

stantynople. 1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 371 The
subduyng of y* flesh and taming of bodily lustes. 1535
COVERDALE i Mace. xiv. 34 What so euer was mete for

the subduynge of the aduersaries. 1655 HUME in Nicholas

Papers (Camden) III. 213 A combination made between
France and Cromwell for the subduing of all the Spanish
provinces of the Low Countries. 1690 CHILD Disc. Trade

(1698) Pref. p. xv, The subduing[= abatement]of interest will

bring in multitudes of traders. 1788 EncycL Brit. (1797) I.

276/2 None of them [sc. harrows] are sufficient to prepare for

the seed any ground that requires subduing. 1875 Encycl.
Brit. I. 335/1 For the more speedy subduing of a rough
uncultured surface.

Subdu'ing, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That
subdues ; tending to subdue.
1608 D. T[UVILL] ss. Pol. % Mor. 66 b, To polish

and
fashion out his then rough-hewen fortune, with the ed^e of

his subduing sword. 1816 J. SCOTT Vis. Paris 118 A stimu-

lating melange of what is most heating, intoxicating, and

subduing. 1842 MANNING Serm. xvi. (1848) I. 228 Not be-

cause they are under any subduing dominion of indwelling
sin. 1891 CONAN DOYLE Adv. Sherlock Holmes ii, There
was something depressing and subduing in the sudden gloom.

Hence Subduingly adv., so as to subdue.

1833 New Monthly Mag. XXXVII. 301 What goes more
lubouui

Subduple (szbdi'p'l, s*bdip'l), a. Math.

[ad. late L. subduplus : see SUB- 10 and DDPLE aJ\

That is half of a quantity or number; denoting a

proportion of one to two ; (of a ratio) of which

the antecedent is half the consequent.
1609 DOWLAND Ornith. Microl. 63 Euery Proportion is. .

taken away by the comming of his contrary proportion. . . As

by the comming of a subduple, a dupla is taken away, and

so of others. 1648 [see SUB- 10]. 1706 W. JONES Syn.
Palmar. Matheseos 55 The Ratio of 3 to 6 is 3/6 = i or sub-

duple, 1715 tr. Gregory** Astron. (1726) II. 841 The number
will be about subduple in a Jovial Year. 17*8 CHAMBERS

Cycl. s. v. Subnormal^ The Subnormal PR is Subduple the

Parameter. 1740 Phil. Trans. XLI-4a6 Let us take..Two
Points at Pleasure, the Point A in the Circumference of the

Equator, and the Point C in the Circumference of a subduple

parallel Circle.

Subdu-plicate, Math. [SUB- 10.]

1. Of a ratio or proportion : Being that of the

square roots of the quantities ; thus, 2 : 3 is the

subduplicate ratio of 4 : 9.

1656 tr. Hobbes' Elem. Philos. 121 A Proportion is said to

be Divided, when between two quantities are interposed

one or more Means in continual Proportion, and then the

Proportion of the first to the second is said to be Subduph-
cate of that of the first to the third, and Subtriplicate of

that of the first to the fourth. 1670 BOYLE Use/. Exf.
Nat. Philos. n. iii. 15 The times are in Subduplicate Pro-

portion to the lengthy of the Penduhims.
167^4

PETTY

Sul
Yd

Course Math. II. 358 The bodies descend by nearly uniform

velocities, which are directly in the subduplicate ratio of

the diameters.

f 8. SUBDUPLE. (A misuse.)

1656 HOBBES Six Lessons Wks. 1845 VII. 277 It is the

same fault when men call half a quantity subduplicate.

1755 JOHNSON, SubdupUcate* . .containing one part of two.

Sub-e'dit, v. [Back-formation f. next.] trans.

To edit (a paper, periodical, etc.) under, to prepare
8



SUB-EDITOR.

(copy) for, the supervision of a chief editor. Hence

Sub-e'diting vbl. sb.

1862 THACKERAY riiilif xlii, I can tell you there is a great

art in sub-editing a paper. 1880 Trans. P/iilol. Sac. 130

Several Americans have offered to undertake sub-editing

(for the ' Oxford English Dictionary ']. 1883 Ibid. Abstract

p. iv, S, . .partly arranged and sub-edited by Mr. C Gray.

Sub-e'ditor. [SfB- 6.] A subordinate editor ;

one who sub-edits.

1837 CARLYLE />. Rev. 11. i. iii, Clerk Tallien, he also is

become sub-editor ; shall become able-editor. 1883 BLACK

Shandon Bells xxx, I daresay I should.. be the sub-editor

of the Cork Chronicle.

Hence Sub-e-ditorshlp,thepositionofsub-editor.
1855 HYDE CLARKE Diet. 383. 1863 THACKERAY Philip

xxx, He had her vote for the sub-editorship.

Su b-editO'rial, a. [f.
SUB-EDITOR + -IAL.]

Pertaining to a sub-editor or sub-editorship.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. n. i. iv, While Tallien worked

sedentary at the sub-editorial desk. 1850 THACKERAY Pen-

deiuiis xxxiv, In a masterly manner he had pointed out

what should be the sub-editorial arrangements of the paper.

1905 Athenziim 30 Sept. 437/2 The dry data were.. set out

skilfully enough in sub-editorial fashion.

Su'b-e :lement. [Sus- 5.] A subordinate or

secondary element.

1846 FOE N. P. Willis Wks. 1864 III. 31 In addition to

the element of novelty, there is introduced the sub-element

of unexpectedness. 1882-3 Schafs Encycl. Relig. Knowl.
II. 1396 The good element. .is God; and his personality

comprises five spiritual and five material sub-elements.

Su b-eleme-ntary, a. [SUB- 14.] Less than

elementary, not quite elementary.
1626 DONNE Serm. Ixxx. (1640) 823 In the Elements them-

selves, of which all sub-elementary things are composed.
a 1835 MAcCuLLOcH Attributes (1837) " 4'7 Disintegrated
into those modes of elementary or subelementary matter

whence it was first constructed.

Sube'qual, a. [ad. mod.L. subs&qualis : see

SUB- 20 c and EQUAL.]
1. Nat. Hist. Nearly equal.
1787 tr. Linnxus' Fam. Plants 195 Florets all fertile.

Proper one with petals five, heart-inflected, subequal. 1828

STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 199 Eyes subequal. 1880 HUX-
LEY in Times 25 Dec. 4/1 The earliest known equine animal

possesses four complete sub-equal digits on the fore foot.

1897 GUNTHER in Mary Kingsley's W. Africa 704 Teeth
small, subequal. with brown pointed tips.

2. Related as several numbers of which no one is

as large as the sum of the rest. In mod. Diets.

Hence Sube-qually adv.
; Siibeqna'llty, the

condition of being subequal.
1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 200 Fruit glabrous, subequally

ribbed all round. 1873 MIVART Elem. Attat. 172 In the
number ofthese bones [metacarpals] and their sub-equality of

development man agrees with many Vertebrates above Fishes.

II Suber (siw-bw). Bot. (Chem.) [L.
= cork,

cork-oak.] The bark or periderm of the cork-

tree; cork. Also, a vegetable principle found in this.

1800 HENRY Epit. Chem. (1808) 293 Suber, this name is

used to denote common cork wood. 1819 J. G. CHILDREN
Chem. Anal. 298 Suber.. is light, soft and elastic, burns
with a bright flame and yields ammonia by distillation.

1826 HENRY Elem. Chem. II. 313 Of Suber and its Acid.

Hence Snbera'mic a, denominating the acid

produced by the dry distillation of ammonium
suberate. Suberamide, the white crystalline

compound formed by the action of aqueous am-
monia on snberate of methyl or by heating suberic
acid with phosphorus trichloride. Srrberane, a

liquid hydrocarbon (seequots.); hence Sabera'nic
a. Snbera-nilate, a salt of Svtberani-lic acid,
the acid remaining after suberanilide has been pre-
cipitated from a solution of fused suberic acid,
aniline, and alcohol ; so Snbera'nilide.
1859 WATTS tr. Gmelins Handbk. Chem. XIII. 221 *Su-

beramicAcid. CNH' J0. 1898 Jrnl. Chem. Sac. LXXIV.
i. 125 "Suberamide melts at 216. 1894 Ibid. LXVI. i. 265
The purified suberene (or heptamethylene,

'

*suberane ') boils
at 117-117-5 under 743 mm. pressure. 1911 Encycl. Brit.
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Suberic (siwbe-rik), a. Chem. Also 8 -ique. '

[ad. . subMque (Lagrange 179?)= see SHEER and

-1C.] Of or pertaining to cork. Suberic acid, a

white crystalline dibasic acid prepared by the action

of nitric acid on cork, paper, linen rags, fatty acids,

and other bodies. Also suberic anhydride, ether, etc.

.-
-
---c. -v- .w v-i WMHik VI pUltlllSit,

186. MILLER Elem. Chem., Org. (ed. 2) xiv. 8 1. 888 Suberate
of ethyl.

Suberb, obs. form of SUBOBB.
Subereh. = SUBBOSOO.
1592 GREENE Ufst. Courtier D 4 Whether hee will haue

his crates cut low like a Juniper bush, or his suberches
[? read suboschos] taken awaye with a Rasor
Subereous (sibl-rfts), a.

[f. late L. siib-
ereus: see SUBER and -EOUS.] Suberons, suberose.
I8.SKIRBY& SP. Entcmol. xlvi.lv. 258 Substance.. Sube.

reous .A soft elastic substance somewhat resembling cork
1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms 258/1.

ofAmmonium. 1\te acid dissolves easily in hot ammonia,and the salt is deposited in small granular crystals. Ibid
*Suberanilic acid yields aniline when fused with potash
1857 MILLER Elem.Chem., Org. iv. f 2 . 237 Dianilides. . .'

'Suberanihde 2 (Ci aH5), HjNj, CMHi 2O.
Suberate (sia-berc't). Chem. [ad. F. suberate

(Lagrange 1797) : see SUBEB and -ATE!.] A salt
of suberic acid.

* 297' 1806 G. Adam', Nat.

Ann. 355 Suberic ether. 1879 ... -- -

Suberic aldehyde . . is formed, together with suberic acid and '

palmitoxylic acid, by the action of fuming nitric acid on

palmitolic acid. 1894 Jml.Ckem.Soc. LXVI. I. 499 Suberic

anhydride, .is prepared by boiling suberic acid with acetic

"Vu'beri'ferons, a. [f.
SDBEK + -(I)FEROUS.]

Producing cork or suberin. In mod. Diets.

Suberification (siabe'rifik^-Jan). Bot. [f. !

SUBEB -H -(I)FJCATION.]
= SUBERIZATION.

1885 GOODALE Physiol. Bot. 34 The principal modifica-

tions of the cell-wall are the following :.. (3) Cutinization (or

Suberification).

Suberiform (sibe-rif<am), a. [f.
SOBER +

-(I)FOBM.] Resembling cork, corky.
1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 423/2 The mass is composed of one

(suberiform) substance. 1847-9 Todd'sCycl. Anat.lV. 19/1

Polypes distributed over the surface of a common mass,

which is., composed of a suberiform substance supported by
calcareous aciculi.

Suberin (sia'berin). Chem. Also -ine. [ad.

F. suUrittf (Chevrenl): see SUBER and -IN J
.] The

cellular tissue which remains after cork has been

exhausted by various solvents.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 97 Cork . . contains a peculiar

principle called Suberin. 1885 GOODALE Physiol. Bot. 38
The substance which imparts the repellent character to the

cell-wall is known as cutin j when restricted to cork it is

called suberin.

Hence Su'berinate Chem., a salt of Bnberfnio

acid, an acid obtained indirectly from suberin.

1891 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LX. 466 Suberinic acid, CiyHsoOf,
when gently warmed, forms a liquid miscible with alcohol,

ether, and chloroform. Ibid., Potassium suberinate is soluble

in water and alcohol, but not in ether.

Suberize (sia'beraiz), v. Bot.
[f.

SUBER +
j

-IZE.] pass. To be converted into cork-tissue by
j

the formation of suberin. Hence Suberiza'tion.
1882 VINES tr. Sack's Rot. 95 The suberisation of the

newly-formed cells. 2884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's
Pflatter, in Often the wall is suberised all round and
throughout its whole thickness. Ibid. 112 The totally su-

berised layers often separate in the section-cutting. 1885
GOODALE Physiol. Bot. 75 The walls of older cork-cells are
cutinized or suberized throughout.
Subero- (siw-bero), combining form of SUBER in

{

names of chemical compounds containing or ob-
tained from suberic acid.

1839 R. D. THOMSON in Brit. Ann. 354 Subero-pyroxylic
ether. 1894 MUIR & MORLKY Watts' Diet. Chem. IV. 524/1
Snberocarboxylic acid, Hexane tricarboxylic acid. Ibid.,
Suberomalic acid, Oxy-suberic acid.

Suberone (siw-beroun). Chem. [ad. F. subtrone

(Boussingault): see SUBER and -ONE.] An aromatic !

oil, formed by the distillation of suberic acid with
lime.

1845 Chem. Gai. III. 56. 1881 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XXXIX.
540 Suberone readily combines with hydrocyanic acid.

Hence Subero-nyl, -yleue (see quots.).
1890 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LVIII. 11. 728 Suberone. .is easily

reduced to the corresponding alcohol, CyHia.OH, by the I

action of sodium in presence of alcohol. This suberonyl ;

alcohol is a colourless, somewhat viscid liquid. Ibid., Su- I

beronyl iodide, when treated with alcoholic potash, yields
suberonylene, C7Hi2.

Suberose 1
(sitt-beros), a. Bot. [ad. mod.L.

suberosus : see SCBER + -OSE 1.] Having the appear-
ance of cork

; corky in form or texture.

1845-50 MRS. LINCOLN Led. Bot. App. v. 204 Sutense,
'

corky. 1846 DANA Zoofh. (1848) 609 Suberose, of varying
form. 1887 W.PHILLIPS Brit. Discomycetes 378 Disc., en-
circled by a dehiscent,, .distinct, suberose, friable ring.
Suberose 2 (sWWn-g), a. Bot. rare'", [ad.

mod.L. suberosus: see SUB- 20 c and EROSE.]
Somewhat erose. 1828-31 in WEBSTER.

SuberpUS (sia-beras), a. Bot. [f. SOBER or ad.
mod.L. suberosus SUBEKOSE 1

: see -ous.] Corky ;= SUBEROSE 1.

1679 EVELYN Sylva (ed. 3) 29 That, .the sap should be so
green on the indented leaves, . . so Suberous in the Bark (for
even the Cork-tree is but a courser Oak). 1776 J. LEE Introd.
Bot. Explan. Terms 379 Suberosus, suberous, the outward
Bark soft, but elastic like Cork. 1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot.
85 In some trees it [sc. the epiphloeumj consists ofnumerous

layers, forming the substance called cork..; hence the

suberous crusts and suberous integuments.

SuberO'xime. Chem. An oxime of suberyl.
1894 [see SUBERYLAMINE].

Suberyl (siw-beril). Chem. [ad. F. suberyle
(Boussingault): see SuBERand-YL.] The diatomic i

radicle of suberic acid. Also attrib.
1852 W. GREGORY Handbk. Org. Chem. 245 It is probable

that there exists a radical suberyle=C8H6O=Su. 1871WATTS Index to Gmelin's Handbk. Chem., Suberyl Hy-
dride. 1874 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XXVII. 935 On distilling

[

SUBFEUDATOBY.
suberic acid with lime he Isc. Boussingault | got a liquid

boiling at 186, which he called hydride of suberyl.

Hence Subery lamine, Svrberylene, Suberylic
a. (see quots.).
1894 Jrid.Chem.Soc. LXVI. i. 160 Suberylamine, C7H 1S .

NH2, may be obtained from suberoxime by reduction either

with sodium in alcoholic solution or with sodium amalgam
in alkaline aqueous solution. Ibid., A monhydric alcohol,
CvHn.OH, which the author calls suberylic alcohol or
suberol. Ibid. 266 Suberylerie, CTHia, is obtained when a
mixture of equal volumes of suberylic iodide and alcohol is

added to strong alcoholic potash.

tSubeth. Obs. [a. med.L. subet(K), ad.

Arabic eyU" subal ' somnns in capite apparens',
lethargy, f. sabata to rest (cf. SABBATH). Cf. obs.

F. subet.'} Unhealthy or morbid sleep.
Subeth Avicennse was an old name for coma.

1398 TKEVISA Barth. De P. R. v. iii. (1495) 107 Whan he

sleptth it happith him to haue Subeth, that is false reste.

c 1550 LLOYD Treas. Health Y 7 Of the payne in the heade
called subeth. i66 MIDDLETON Anything for Quiet Life
u. iv, Subject to Subeth, unkindly sleeps, which have bred

opilations in your brain.

t Subetnal, a. Obs. rare. [ad. obs. F. sub-

tthal, {. subeth : see prec. For the etymol. sense

cf. carotid, which is alt. f. Gr. itapow to plunge into

heavy sleep.] The carotid (artery).
1541 COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Cyrurg. F

iij,
The greate

veynes & arteres that are led by the furculles in stying vp-
warde y8

sydes of the necke to the superyour partyes.
whiche be called Guy degi, and popleticis, depe & suberali

\reail subetall ; ong. snbethalles\, Thyncysyon of the
whiche be very peryllous.

Su'bfa ctor. [SUB- 6.] A subordinate factor.

1705 tr. Bosman's Guinea vii. 94 When a Chief-Factor or
Factor observes that his Sub-Factor or Ware-house Keeper
are enclined to Extravagance. 1753 Stewart's Trial 159
He did, . . for some time, employ the now pannel, as his sub-

factor, in levying the rents of Ardshiel. 1818 SCOTT Hrt.
Midi, xli, By going forward a little farther, they would meet
one of his Grace's subfactors. 1872 YEATS Growth Comm.
348 Sub-factors ascended the rivers.

Su'bfamily. Nat. Hist. [Sus- ;b.] A
primary subdivision of a family.
i&y^PcnnyCycl. 1. 19/1 He denominates these subfamilies,

cyprinoides, siluroides, salmonoides, clupeoides, and luci-

oides respectively. 1868 Rep. U. S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 87
The sub-family Melolonthidas feed exclusively on vegetable
matter. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim: Life 26 The congeneric
subfamilies, under either great family of the Rasores and
Columbidae respectively.

Subferabylle, early var. of SUFFERABLE.
1483 Cath. Angl. 371/1 Subferabylle, tolleratilu.

Subfen (strbfiu), si. Sc. Law. [f. SUB- 9 (<J) +
FEU sb. : cf. next.] A ' feu

'

or fief granted by a
vassal to a subvassal.
1681 STAIR Inst. Law Scot. I. xxL 430 All Sub.feues of

Ward-lands, holden of Subjects without the Superiours con-
sent, are declared null and void. 1758 J. DALRYMPLK Ess.
feudal Property (ed. 2) 84 As in subfeus at first, the original
vassal remained still liable for the services. 1826 BELL
Comm. Laws Scot. (ed. 5) I. 29 If the condition be farther

guarded with irritant and resolutive clauses, it seems that
the subfeu may be challenged even before the necessity for
a new entry with the superior arises. 1874 Act V] Sf 38
yict. c. 94 4 Nothing herein contained shall be held to
validate any subfeu in cases where subinfeudation has been
effectually prohibited.

b. attrib.: subfeu-duty (cf.feu-duty, FEU**. 3).
1826 BELL Comm. Laws Scot. (ed. 5) I. 25 Nothing more

is demandable than the subfeu-duty.

Subfeu (ssbfia-), v. Sc. Law. [f. SUB- 9 (t) +
FEU v.

; cf. med.L. subftoddre.] Of a vassal : To
grant (lands) in feu to a subvassal ; to subinfeudate.
Also absol.

Z754 ERSKINB Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 137 The vassal who
thus subfeus, is called the subvassal's immediate superior.
1758 J. DALRYMPLE Ess. Feudal Property (ed. 2) 88 In soc-

cage fiefs the vassals subfeued their lands, .to hold of them-
selves. 1826 BELL Comm. Laws Scot. (ed. 5) I. 24 Property
subfeued as building ground in a city. Ibid. 29 When the

prohibition to subfeu is effectually created as a real burden
on the right of the vassal. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 63/2
Every burgess held direct of the Crown. It was, therefore,
impossible to subfeu the burgh lands.

Hence Bubfeu'ing vbl. sb.

1758 J. DALRYMPLE Ess. Feudal Property (ed. 2) 84 One
thing which very much facilitated the progress of alienation,
was the practice of subfeuing. 1826 BELL Comm. Laws
Scot. (ed. 5) I. 29 In the New Town of Edinburgh, grants
are generally made with a condition against subfeuing.

Subfeudation (sobfid?-Jan). [f. SUB- 9 +
FEUDATION, after SUBFEU *.] The action or

practice of granting subfeus
;
subinfendation.

1681 STAIR Inst. Law Scot. I. xxi. 419 It is much debated
. . whether by Sub-feudalion, Recognition be incurred, or
whether it be comprehended under alienation. 1835 Tom-
fin's Law Diet. s. v. Tenure, Very early they became here-

ditary, and that as soon as they did so, they led to the prac-
tice of sub-feudation. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 105/1 Owing
to the extensive system of subfeudation, or subtenure [in
North Italy].

Subfeudatory (sobfizJ-datari). [f. SUB- 9 (b) +
FEUDATORY, after prec. Cf. med.L. subfeuda-
tarius.] One who holds a fief from a feudatory.
1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 105/1 The political system of most

towns of North
Italy

in the tenth and eleventh centuries
consisted of the nobles, feudatories, and subfeudatories.
c 1850 BROUGHAM (Ogilvie, 1882), The smaller proprietors or
feudatories of the prince, had . . proportionably few inferior

vassals, or sub-feudatories.



SUBFIEP.

Subfief (strbfff), sb. [f. SUB- 9 + FIEF sb.

Cf. F. sous-fief,] A fief which is held of an inter-

mediary instead of the original feoffor ; spec, in

Germany, a minor state, holding of a more impor-
tant state instead of directly of the German crown.
1845 S. AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Ref. III. 515 He consented

that Duke Ulrich should take possession of Wiirtenberg as
a sub-fief of Austria. 1901 IVesttn. Gaz. 31 Jan. 3/1 In the
German Empire the title of Lord

'

is connected mostly with
subfiefs such as Riigen.
So Snbfie'f v. [cf. obs. F. soubsfitfver, Cotgr.]

trans., to grant as a subfief.

1903 E. MxcCuLLOCH Guernsey Folk Lore 61 Inprocessof
time they [sc. lands] came to be sub-fieffed by their possessors.

Subfb'SSil, a. [f. SUB- 20 + FOSSIL a.] Partly
fossilized.

183* DE LA BECHE Geol. Man (ed. 2) 161 A bed containing
sub-fossil shells. 1851 WOODWARD Mollusca 130 Struthio-
laria :.. Australia and New Zealand, where alone it occurs
sub-fossil. 1856 PAGE Adv. Text-bk. Geol. be. 171 When
petrifaction has not taken place, and the organism is merely
embedded in superficial clays and gravels, the term sub-
fossil is that more properly applied,

1880 A. R. WALLACE
Isi. Life n. xix. 389 A small sub-fossil hippopotamus.
So Subfb'ssil sb.y a partly fossilized substance.

1873 GKIKIE Gt. Ice Age App. 516 Sub-fossils.

t Subfumiga tion. Obs. = SUFFUMTGATION.

1390 GOWER Conf^ III. 45 With Nigromance he wole
assaile To make his incantacioun With hot subfumigacioun.
14.. Chaucer'$ H. Fame 1264 (Thynne), That vsen exorsi-

sacions And eke subfumygacions. 1561 BULLEIN Buhvarket

Bk, Simples 26 The smoke of theim [marigold flowers] to
bee made in a close subfmnigacion. 1579 LANGHAM Garden
Health i To stop fluxes, vse subfumigations thereof [acacia}.

Subfnsc, -fusk (srbf^-sk), a. and sb. [ad. L.

sub/uscus, var. oisuffuscus : see SUB- 20 a + FUSK.]
Of dusky, dull, or sombre hue.
a 1763 SHENSTONE Economy m. 26 O'er whose quiescent

walls Arachne's unmolested care has drawn Curtains sub-
fusk. 1770 J. CLUBBE Misc. Tracts I. 4 Their subfusk com-
plexions were probably acquired by greasy unguents and
fuliginous mixtures dried in by the sun. i8 ' C. BEDE *

Verdant Green i. v, (University] statutes wmch required
him., to wear garments only of a black or 'subfusk' hue.

1887 W. BEATTY- KINGSTON Mns. fy Mann. II. 321 The sur-

face., is become subfusk in hue with sheer feverish dryness.
1895 Pall Mall Gaz. 16 Dec. n/i The subfusc marbling of
the convolvulus hawk [mothj.

/%" x893 E. GOSSE Questions at Issue 150 To overdash
their canvases with the subfusc hues of sentiment. 1900
Atttenseum 28 July 116/1 Such Philistines, .provide a suit-

able and sub-msk background for the real figures in the
Italian family group.

b. (a] absol. with the \ ()asj. Subfusc colour.

1710 STEELE & ADDISON Tatler No. 260 F 5 The Portu-

guese's Complexion was a little upon the Subfusk. 1882
Blackw. Mag. Aug. 23$ The Apotheker had not deigned to
alter or add to his ordinary suit of professional

' subfusk *.

1914 Ibid, Jan. 109/2 They give us drabs and subfuscs in-

stead of the glowing colours of life.

Subfuscous (spbfp'skas), a. rare. [f. L. sub-

fuscus (see prec.) +-OU3.1 =
prec.

1760 Phtl. Trans. LI I. 95 A paler yellow, . .a few reddish
and subfuscous spots. 1815 STEPHENS in Shaw's Gen. Zool.
IX. i. 122 Cuckow with a.. subfuscous body. 1904 Sat. Rev.
30 Jan. 140 Apart from the intellectual ravage, they should
be restrained from blackening the sub-fuscous.

Subgeneric (s#bd.:$ene-rik), a. [f. SUBGENUS
after generic. Cf. F. $ous-gtnrique.\ Of or per-

taining to a subgenus ; having the characteristics

of, constituting, or typifying a snbgenus.
1836 Partington's Brit. Cycl. t

Nat. Hist. II. 564/2 The
trivial name of the common gade, Mustela^ has been taken
for the sub-generic name by many. 1852 DANA Crust, it.

1506 The form.. is exceedingly various, and if adopted as

subgeneric, the subdivisions will become very numerous.
Hence Subg-ene Tical a. (in mod. Diets.); Sub-
gene rically adv.) so as to form a subgenus.
1851 MANTELL Petrifactions \. 2. 42 Plants belonging to

the same family as the Lepidodendra, but supposed to be

generically or sub generically, distinct.

Sa'bgenus. PI. su-bge nera. [f. SUB- 70 +
GENUS. Cf. F. sous-genre (Cuvier),] A subordinate

genus ; a subdivision of a genus of higher rank than
a species.

1813 PRICHARD Pkys. Hist. Man iii. 3. no The family of
Mustelae are distinguished by Cuvier into four departments
or sub-genera. Ibid, in An American animal of the sub-
genus Mephitis. 1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 708 Occasion-

ally, a subgenus is formed by grouping certain species,
which agree more nearly with each other in some important
particulars than the other species of the genus. 1857 tsee
SUBCLASS]. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 733/1 The well-
known Gold and Silver Pheasants, .each the type of a dis-
tinct section or sub-genus.

Subget, obs. form of SUBJECT.

SubglO'bose, a. [ad. mod.L. subglobosus :

see SUB- 20 c.] Somewhat or almost globose;
almost spherical in shape.
i75 SIR J. HILL Hist. Anint. 200 The roundish or

subglobose ones [sc. species of centronia], called by Klein
and some others Cidares, 1775 J. JENKINSON Linnaeus'
Brit. Plants 67 The fruit is a subglobose capsule. 1826
KIRBY & SP. Entontol. III. 697 Supported. .by triangular,
conical, or subglobose props. 187* OLIVER Stem. Bot, 308
Male flowers in pendulous, pedunculate, subglobose, silky
catkins. 1879 E. P. WRIGHT Anim. Life 52 In.. Micro-
rhynchus, the head is short and sub-globose.

So Subgiobo-so-, comb, form of SUBGLOBOSE.
1887 W. PHILLIPS Brit. Discomycetes 258 Cups scattered,

sessile, subgloboso-hemispherical.

19

SubglO'bnlar, a. [SOB- 20 c.] Somewhat or

STTBINFEUD.

BUDglO Otllar, a. |>DB-20C.] Somewhat or
;

..may be regarding H,in 4 s I,U,II ;I M, sub-human, and super-almost globular. -So SubglO'bUlOSe a. (in Diets.).
' hum?n - "877 SWINBUHNE Note C. bronte 90 The typical

1787 tr. Linnaeus' Fam. Plants 195 Stigma's subelobular i

sP?CImcn "nich then emitted in one spasm of sub-human
I8ia New Bet. Card. I. 4, The pistillum is a subglobular ^JL^^V1*!"* * *"<* P'?P" to its placef _ .,ubglt,.,u..M
germ. 1897 Alltntfs Syst. Med. III. 564 Circumscribed
glormlar or subglobular tumours.

Strbgo vernor. [SUB- 6.] An official next
below a governor in rank.

Formerly
the title of officials in royal and noble house-

holds, and in the South Sea and other companies.
1683 BAXTER Dying Thoughts 132 As now I am under

the government of his Officers on Earth, I look for ever to

^governor to the duke of (Gloucester. 170*
Lond. Gaz. No. 3772/4 The Royal African Company of
England have appointed the Election of a Governour, bub-
Governor, and Deputy-Governor; on Tuesday the 13th
Instant. 1711 Act 7 Ceo. I c. 2. i The many Frauds.,
which were committed by the late Sub-Governor, Deputy-
Governor, and Directors of the said [South-Sea] Company.
1725 DE FOE Voy. round World'(1840) 282 The sub-governor
and viceroy of New Spain. 1755 j. CHAMBERLAYNE M.
Brit. Nolitia u. 257 His Royal Highness the Prince of
Wales 's Officers and Servants. Governor . . Preceptor . . Sub-
Governor.. Sub-Preceptor. i8>> Edin. Rev. XXXVII. 5
Stone, the subgovernor and confident of the Duke of
Newcastle. 1849 GROTE Greece n. xxxviii. V. 2 [Darius]
directed the various satraps and sub-governors throughout
all Asia to provide troops.

b. Similarly subgovernor general.
1784 I. KING Coo/t's 3rd Voy. v. vi, The Sub-governor

General, who was at this time making a tour through all
the provinces of the Governor General of Jakutsk.

Su'bgroup. [SuB- 7 b.] A subordinate group j

a subdivision of a group. (Chiefly Nat. Hist. )

1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xvii. 379 One species of the sub-

group Cactornis. 1859 Orig. Spec. iv. 126 Small and
broken groups and sub-groups will finally tend to disappear.
1899 A llbutfs Syst. Med. viii. 772 The first three classes

might be included in one group Alopecia neurotica, with
sub-groups universalis, localis, and circumscripta.

b. Math. A series of operations forming part of
a larger group.
1888 MOR RICK tr. Klein's Lect. Ikosahedron 6 The simplest

sub-group.. is always that which arises from the repetitions
of an individual operation. 1893 F. N. COLE tr. Netto's
Th. Svbstit. 41 No two of these a subgroups have any
element in common.
Snbh.astati.on (sPbhassW-fsn). Obs. exc. Hist.

[ad. L. subhastatio, -onem, n. of action f. subhas-

tare, f. sub hastd under the spear (see ||
SOB 4 and

SUB- i g), from the Roman practice of setting up a

spear where an auction was to be held. Cf. F.

subhastation, It. subastazione, Sp. subastacion.]
A public sale by auction.
1600 HOLLAND Li-vy xxxix. xliv. 1052 The Censors by

proclamation commaunded those to avoid farre from the

subhastation, who had disanulled the former leases and
bargains. 1625 DONNE Serin. (1626) 20 For that blasphemy
then was David sold, under a dangerous sub-hastation. 1686
BURNET Treiv. i. 10 The way of selling Estates, which is

likewise practised in Switserland, and is called Subhastation.

Su-b-liea'd. [Scs- 5, 6.]
1. An official next in rank to the head (of a

college, etc.).
1588 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. l. III. 27 The Hedds and

Sub-Hedds of the said Colleges and Halls.

2. One of the subordinate divisions into which a
main division of a subject is broken up.
1673 O. WALKER Editc. xi. 146, I have.. chosen to follow

Matteo Pellegrini, who reduceth all Predicates that can be

applied to a subject.. to twelve heads. ..I shall speak in

order, shewing what sub-heads every place containeth. 1825
J. NICHOLSON Oper. Mech. 532 For further information on
this head the reader is referred to the sub-head Plastering.

1884 Manch. Exam. 6 Dec. sl\ A question which occupies
about thirty lines of print, and is divided into thirteen sub-
heads. 1891 TUCKLEY Under the Queen 268 Making every
head and every sub-head [of a sermon] stand out m bold
relief.

3. A subordinate heading or title in a book,

chapter, article, etc.

1875 SOUTHWARD Diet. Typogr. 130 When an article or

chapter is divided into several parts, the headings to those

parts are set in smaller type than the full head, and are

called Sub-heads. 1503 McNEiLL Egreg. EngL 98 It is

essential . . that the episode should be reported with a sepa-
rate sub-head and great circumstance in the Parliamentary
report. 1914 Temperance (Wales) Bill(H. C. 72) Cl. 3 (c)

Sub-heads (A), (it), and (/) of subsection (2).

So Sxi Sheading --- SUBHEAD 2, 3.

1889 WHEATLEY How to Catal. Lior. 197 In an index_
the

headings will of course be in alphabet, and the sub-headings
may be so also. 1902 Daily Ckron. 10 Feb. 3/3 Each occur-

rence being ticketed in the margin with a funny little inset

sub-heading. 1004 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 17 Dec. 1645 A chapter
is devoted to this subject [of polysomatous terata] under the

sub-headings of uniovular twins [etc.].

Sub-hu'man, a. [Sen- 14, 19.]
1. Not quite human, less than human; occas.

almost or all but human.
1793 J. WILLIAMS Calm Exam. 88 Perhaps the slumbers

ot Lord Thurlow are never broken by the . . interposition of

thought; if they are not, the man is extra or sub-human.

1894 Pop. Set. Monthly XLIV. 514 The mental operations
of my subhuman

dog^. 1901 Bug. Hist. Rev. July 425 To
imagine not only a king who is almost super-human in his

self-will, but also a clergy and a nation which are sub-

human in their self-abasement.

2. Belonging to or characteristic of the part of

creation that is below the human race.

1837 BEDDOES Let. in Poems (185 1 ) p. ci, What my thoughts

Sp j
c
,
?' once the snarl and the stench proper to its placeand kind. 1894 H. URUMMOND Ascent ofMan 28 He turru

his back upon Nature sub-human Nature, that is.

t Subhu'merate, v. Obs. rare. [f. SUB- 25+ L. (h}umerus shoulder + -ATE a.] trans. To take
up on the shoulders

; to shoulder.
iSiS FELTHAM Resolves n. Ixxxii. 233 Nothing surer lyesa friend, then freely to subhumcratc the burthen which was

his. 1649 BULWER Pathomtot. n. i. 9. To bend their powerto subhumer.te..the burden imposed upon them. 1656BLOUNT Glossogr.

Subiculum (sibi-kilom). [mod.L. (Link),
dim. f. subic-, stem of late L. subices (pi.) supports,
f. subicfre to throw or place under (see SUBJECT).]
1. Bot. In certain fungi, the modified tissue of

the host bearing the perithecia.
1836 BERKELEY in Smith's Engl. Flora V. ir. 370 Spots

variegated with yellow and brown, subiculum rather thick.
1875 COOKE & BERKELEY Fungi 15 We have Peziza: with
a subiculum in the section Tapesia. 1887 W. PHILLIPS hrit.
Discomycetes 226 Seated at first on a delicate white subi-
culum, which disappears as the plant advances to maturity.
2. Anat. The uncinate gyrus.
Subidar, obs. var. SUBAHDAK.
t Subigate, v. Obs. [irreg. f. L. subigere (f.

sub- SUB- 25 + aglre to bring) + -ATE 8.] trans. To
knead or work up.
1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 172 Stir them together.,

that the whole masse may be subigated.

SubiniagO (sbim?-goj. Entom. [Sus- 32.]
In Ephemeridae, the stage immediately preceding
the imago, before the final pellicle has been cast;
the insect at this stage. Also called pseudimago
(see PSBUDO- 2).
1861 H. HAGEN Synopsis Neuroptera N. Amer. 343 Subi-

ntago, a state of Ephemera, &c., wherein the wings, &c.,
are covered with a membrane, which is cast off when it

becomes an Imago. 1864 Intell. Obs. No. 33. 148 The im-
mature sub imago of the May-fly. 1889 CHOLMONDELEY-
PENNELL Fishing 376 They avoid the subimago, and keep
on feeding on the nymph. 1897 Daily Nays 27 July 8/1
The sober-tinted Iron Blue Dun again, is the imperfect form,
or sub-imago, of the Jenny Spinner.
Hence Subima-g-inal a., belonging to or charac-

teristic of the subimago.
1878 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 458/1 The cast sub-imaginal skins

of these insects.

Subinci'sion. [Sus- 2.] The cutting of an

opening into the urethra on the under side of the

penis : a practice prevalent among some savage
tribes. So Subinci-se v. trans., to perform sub-
incision upon.
1899 SPENCER & GILLEN Native Tribes Central Australia

263 The rite of sub-incision . . has frequently been alluded
to by Curr and other writers under the name of the '

terrible

rite . 1904 North. Tribes Central A nstraHa xi. 354 It

was decided by the old men that, towards the close of these

[ceremonies] three young men should be subincised.

Su b-incomple'te, a. Entom. [SuB- 20 c.]

Designating a metamorphosis in which the active

larva and pnpa resemble the imago.
1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 494/1 Incomplete Pupa: are those

without alary appendages. . . Sub-incomplete Pupa are those
which possess rudiments of wings.

Subi ndicate, v.
[f. pa. ppl. stem of late L.

subindicdre : see SUB- 21 and INDICATE .] trans.

To indicate indirectly ;
to hint. So Sirtindica -

tion, a slight indication or token, Subindi'cative

a., indirectly indicative or suggestive. (All Obs.

or arch.)
"655-87 H. MORE App. Antid. (r7i2) 200 Rather obscure

sub-indications of the necessary Existence of a God. 1659
Immort. Soul 11. x. 222 This Spirit of the World has

Faculties that work.
.fatally

or naturally, as several Ga-
maieu's we meet withal! in Nature seem somewhat obscurely
to sub-indicate, arfj-p BARROW Semt. (j686) III. 513 They
served to the subindication and shadowing of heavenly
things. 1681 H. MORE Expos. Dan.

yi. 233 It is an hint and
a sufficiently certain though something obscure subindica-
tion. 1822 LAMB Elia i. Old Actors, With that sort of

subindicative token of respect which one is apt to demon-
strate towards a venerable stranger.

Subindu'ce, v. rare or Obs. [Partly ad. late

L. subinducfre, partly f. SUB- 24 + INDUCE.]
1. trans. To insinuate, suggest indirectly.
1640 SIR E. DERING Sp. Relig. 23 Nov. 14 Our Innovators

by this artifice do alter our setled Doctrines ; Nay they do
subinduce points repugnant and contrariant.

2. To induce by indirect or underhand means.
a 16*3 BUCK Rich. Ill, ill. (1646) 60 His wife.. had made

her subtill perswasions of stronger tye, and subinduced him
to the Lancastrian side.

3. To bring abont (a thing) as a result of or in

succession to another.

1855 BROWNING Epist. 79 A case of mania subinduced

By epilepsy.

Snbinfetvff, v. [SuB- 9 (*).] SUBINFEUD v.

1611 COTGR., Svbinftudation, a subinfeoffing. 1839 Penny
Cycl. XIV. 387/2 Upon this subinfeudation being effected,

A .. would have the seigniory of lands of which B and others

had been subinfeorted.

Subinfeu-d, v. [SOB- 9 (*).]

1. trans. To grant (estates) by subinfeudation ; in

quot. absol.

18*8 J. HUMTES Man's Lift Sir T. Mart Pref. p. ri, The
8-1



SUBINFEUDATION.

two great houses of Newmurch and Fitzwilliam held Barn-

borough. Both subinfcuded.

2. To give (a person) possession of estates by

subinfeudation.

1830 STONEHOUSE Islt ofAxholme 291 The Abbot of New-

burgh was subinfeuded of a small manor in this parish.

So Snbi-nfeudate (occas. -en-) v. trans. =SUB-

INFEUD i
; alsoy?,f.

1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist. Eng. I. 130 A vassal of the crown

. . might subenfeudate his lands, and have vassals bound to

himself as he was to his superior lord. 1897 MAITLAND

Domesday Bk. t, Beyond 100 Justice, we may say, was

already being subinfeudated.

Subinfeudation. Feudal Law. [ad. F.

\subinfeudation (Cotgr.) ormed.L. *subinfeudatio:

see SUB- 9 (b} and INFEUD'ATION. Cf. F. sous-infeu-

dation (i6th c.).]

1. The granting of lands by a feudatory to an in-

ferior to be held of himself, on the same terms as

he held them of his superior ; the relation or tenure

so established.

In England this practice was abolished in 1250 by the

statute Quia Emptores, but in Scotland the principle of

subinfeudation still survives, and is carried out to an un.

limited degree.
1730 M. WRIGHT Introd. Law Tenures 156 note, Subin-

feudation (by which a new inferior Feud was carved out of

the old, the old one still subsisting). 1766 BLACKSTONE Comm.
II. 91 The superior lords observed, that by this method of

subinfeudation they lost all their feodal profits, of wardships,

marriages, and escheats, which fell into the hands of these

mesne or middle lords. Ibid. 136 The widow is immediate
tenant to the heir, by a kind of subinfeudation or under-

tenancy. ai86i BUCKLE Misc. ^^.(1872) 1. 353 Subinfeuda-

tion, so general in France, was checked by Magna Charta.

1876 BANCROFT Hist. U.S.l.m. 182 To the proprietary was

given the power of creating manors and courts baron, and_of

establishing a colonial aristocracy on the system of sub-in.

feudation. 1880 PHEAR Aryan Village vi. 154 This system
of sub-infeudation . . prevails universally throughout Bengal.

2. An instance of this; also, an estate or fief

created by this process.
1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 257 In subinfeudations, or

alienations of lands by a vasal to be holden as of himself.

1773 Archxologia II. 306 These land-holders of the first

class, or barons, had a power of making subinfeudations of

their land. 1832 AUSTIN Jurispr. (1879) II. 879 The statute
'

Quia Emptores
'

18 Edw. i prevented any new subinfeuda-

tions. 1870 LOWER Hist. Sussex I. 265 The manor is a
sub-infeudation of Washington.
trans/. 1840 New Monthly Mag. LIX. 161 What sub-

infeudations of parentheses, what accumulations of para-
graph upon paragraph.
So Subinfevrdatory, a sub-vassal holding by

subinfeudation.
1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 298/2 At the time of the Conquest

the manor was granted to Walter d'Eincourt, and in the
izth century it was divided among the three daughters of
his subinfeudatory Paganus.

t Snbi'ngress. Obs. rare. [SuB-2.] The dis-

appearance of a star or planet behind another in

occultation.

1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 1109 If diligent heed be given to
the times of the sub-ingress and emersion of the Star, and
with what Spots on the Moons face it keeps in a right line.

t Subingre'Ssion. Obs. [SuB- 24.] Subtle
or unobserved entrance.

1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. n. ii. 9 (1712) 45 This forcible
endeavour of the subingression of the air is not from the

pressure of the ambient Air. 1660 BOYLE New Exp, Phys.

fression
of its parts. 1674 Obs. Saltn. Sea 8 That in the

rawing up of the Vessel through the Salt water., the taste

may have been alter'd by the subingression of Salt water.

Snbi-utellect, v. rare. [f. late L. subintel-

lect-, pa. ppl. stem of subintelleglre (see SUBINTEL-

HGIIUB).] tram. Tosupplyin thought, understand.
1811-31 BENTHAM Logic App. Wks. 1843 VIII. 283/2 The

termination cs, as designative of an adjective, of which the
substantive is

subi^tellected, is preferred.

Su bintellec'tiqn. [ad. late L. subintellectio,

-onem, n. of action f. subintelleglre (see prec.).]
The action of supplying in thought ; subaudition.
1624 H. MASON New Art of Lying iv. 69 We may., con-

ceale the truth, or speake an vntruth, so as by subintel-
lection, or a mentall reseruation, wee make vp the matter.
1808 T. F. MIDDLETON Grk. Article (1833) 25 The subintel-
lection of the Participle of Existence as a Copula between
the Article and its Predicate.

Subintelligence. rare. [f. SUB- 24 + IN-
TELLIGENCE after prec. or next.] An implication.
1630 BP. HALL Occas. Medit. | 100 (1634) 162 These, thy

promises of outward favours are never but with a subintel-
ligence of a condition, of our capablenesse.
So Subintallige-ntial a., implying something

beyond what is expressed.
1887 BROWNING Parleyings 115 So tells a touch Of subin.

lelhgential nod and wink Turning foes friends.

II Subintelligitur (s:binteli-d3itw). [L.,
3rd pers. sing. pres. indie, pass, of subintettiglre
(var. of

-intellegere), f. sub- SUB- 24 + intetteglre
(see INTELLECT).] An unexpressed or implied
addition to a statement, etc. (Cf. SUBAUDITUB.)
1649 BLITHE Engl. Improver Imfr. (1652) 174 Unless you

please to take that for a Discovery which is by a Subintel-
hgitur. 1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Ridens No. 3 (1713)
I. 13 You must, First, know that Wt and Ours, is to be
construed with a Subintelligitur. a 1734 NORTH Exam. i.

20

ii 8 (1740) He took Sanctuary for Protection of Liberty

and Life: Against what! The Tyranny of the then English

Government. That's his SubinttUigitnr. 1817 COLERIDGE

Bite. Lit. xii. (1907) I. 181 [The imagination] supplies, by

a sort oiSubintelligitur, the one central power. 1886 JOWETT
in Life f, Lett. (1897) II. 3'3 We pray to God as a Person,

a larger self; but there must always be a subintelhgitur

that He is not a Person.

Subintrant (sobi-ntrant),
a. (sb.) Path. [ad.

L. subintrant-em, pr. pple. of subintrare to steal

into, f. sub- SUB- 24 + intrdre to ENTER. Cf. F.

subintrant, It. subentrantc.} Of fevers: Having

paroxysms so rapidly that before one is over

another begins; also said of the paroxysms. D. sb.

A subintrant fever.

1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Comfit, vi. 231 In a subintrant

(that is, when one fit comes before the other is off). 1747

tr. Astruc's Fevers 102 A subintrant tertian. 1886 Land.

Med. Rec. 15 Oct. 463/1 The hysterical attacks at this

juncture were constant, sometimes subintrant. 1897A Uoutt s

Syst. Med. II. 317 A remittent of the double tertian type,

or double tertian with subintrant paroxysms. 1899 Ibid.

VIII. 467 The fever, .may be confined only to the eruptive

period, and be ephemeral, remittent, subintrant [sc.J.

Su bintrodu'Ce, . [ad. L. subintrodudre :

see SUB- 24 and INTRODUCE.] trans. To introduce

in a secret or subtle manner. Chiefly in///, a.

In quot. 1886 with reference to the mulieres snbintro-

duclx (Gr. wetffoxroO, called also extranex, whom clerics

were forbidden by the canons of various councils to have in

their houses.

1664 JER. TAYLOR Dissuas. Pofery i. 6 (1688) 44 To say
that the first practise and institution is necessary to be

followed, is called Heretical : to refuse the later subintro-

duc'd custom incurrs the sentence of Excommunication.

1844 GLADSTONE Clean. (1879) III. 16 The mode, in which
the expression of it is subintroduced, seems to denote a re-

pression of his own full meaning. 1886 CONDER Syrian
Stone-Lore viil (1896) 278 The

practice
of allowing 'sub-

introduced sisters
'

to live in the nouses of the celibates.

So t Su'bintrodtrct v, in same sense ; f Su:b-

introdtrction, surreptitious introduction.

1620 BP. HALL Hon. Marr. Clergie n. iv, The Canon

alledged against the subintroduction of {Mulieres extraneat)

strange Women into the houses of Clergy-men, a 1641 BP.

MOUNTAGU Acts -V Moti. (1642) n The onely true God,.,
no supposed, ..subintroducted God or Gods.

Snbinvariant (sbinve>
-

riant). Moth. [f.

SUB- 22 + INVARIANT .r*.]
= SEMINVAHIANT. Hence

Subinva'riantive a.

1882 Amur. Jrul. Math. V. 79 Any rational integer func-

tion of one or more subinvariants is itself one. Ibid. 81 note,

Eventually I am inclined to substitute the word binariant

for subinvariants, and to speak of simple, double, treble or

multiple binariants. Ibid. 80 It must be capable of being
satisfied by subinvariantive values of Xi Y\.

t Subitane, a. Obs. [ad. L. subitdneus (see

next). Cf. OF. subitain.] Sudden ; rash.

1633 PKYNNE Histrio-vi. i. 701 The prejudicate erro-

nious inconsiderate private and subitane Opinions of all

ignorant novices. 1645 Martin's Echo in Prynne's Fresh
Discov. 23 His midnight dreames, his distracted subitane

apprehensions. 1648 PRYNNE Pleafor Lords A ij b, These
subitane indigested Collections.

b. sb.pl.
1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. 1851 IV. 344 It will bee. .best

for the reputation of him who in his Subitanes hath thus

censur'd, to recall his sentence.

Subitaneons (sbit^-n3s), a. Now rare. [f.

L. subitdn-eus sudden
(f. subiius SUBITE) + -ous.]

Sudden, hasty, unexpected; hastily produced or

constructed.

1651 BIGGS New Disp. r 196 The argument of curing by
the subitaneous precipitancy of cold. 1686 GOAD Cclcst.
Bodies n. vii. 248 Some are Subitaneous, the Product of
24 Hours. 1751 Chambers' Cycl. s. v. Bridge, The Romans
had also a sort of subitaneous bridges made by the soldiers,
of boats [etc.). 1760-72^. Juanff Ulloas' Voy. (ed. 3) 1.213
This almost subitaneous death of a person in the flower of
his age. 1778 Nat. Hist, in Aim. Keg. 111/2 The rain
waters, the subterraneous cavities, the absorptions, and
sometimes more subitaneous agents, have made great ruins.
1821 T. TAYLOR Apuleius 304 He never either grieves or
rejoices, nor wills, nor is averse to any thing subitaneous.
1891

' DICK DONOVAN '

In Grip ofLaw 246 The subitaneous
clanging of a heavy bell.

Hence f Subita-neonsness.
1727 BAILEY (vol. II), Snbitaneousness, .. Suddenness.

t Subitany, a. Obs. [Formed as prec., after

momentany.] = SUBITANEOUS.
1603 HOLLAND PlutarcKs Mor. 8 To suffer yoong boies

to make subitame and inconsiderate orations, a 1656 HALES
Gold. Rem. i. (1673) 2 o This which I now have commented
is very subitany, and 1 confused.

t Subitary, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. subitdrius,
f. subitus : see next and -ARY.] Suddenly or hastily
done, made, etc.

1600 HOLLAND Lay in. iv. 90 The Colonie Antium, were
commaunded to send unto Quintius, subitarie souldiers.
Ibid. XL. xxvi. 1077. 1661 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. a).

t Subite, a. Obs. Also 5 subytte. [a. OF.
subit, feni. subite, or ad. L. subitus, pa. pple. of
subire to come or go stealthily, f. sub- SUB- 24 + ire
to go. Cf. It., Sp., Pg. subito.] Sudden, hasty.

operations, the acts are subite or transient.

SUBJECT.

I! Subito (su-bito). adv. Mus. [It. : cf. prec.]

Quickly ; usually in phr. volti subito, turn quickly.

1724 Short Explic. For. Wds. in Mus. Bks. 1801 BUSBY
Diet. Mus.

t Su bitous, a. Obs. [f.
L. subitus (see SUBITE)

+ -ous.] Sudden.

1657 W. MORICE Coena quasi Koivrj 341 We find con-

version., under the notion of such things as are not onely
subitous but instantaneous. 1665 G. HARVEY Advice agst.

Plague 3 An universal Lassitude, or Subitous soreness of
all one's Limbs.

Subjacency (sobd5?'sensi). \f. next: see

-ENCY.] The state or condition of being subjacent.
In mod. Diets.

Subjacent (sobd^i'sent), a. [ad. L. subja-
centem, pr. pple. of subjacere, f. sub- SUB- 2 +jacite
to lie. Cf. F. subjacent.']
1. Situated underneath or below

; underlying.
a. in general use.

1609 J. DAVIES Holy Roode (1878) 13/2 Such Sight a

squemish stomacke ouerturnes, But comforts mine, with
Matter subjacent, ifiit COTCR., Subiacent, subjacent;

vnder-iying. 1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys. Mech. i. 34 Not
the incumbent Atmosphere, but onely the subjacent Air in

the brass Cylinder. 1683 PIERS Descr. W. Meath (1770)

29 The subjacent liquor in the glass. 1754 Phil. Trans.
XLIX. 144 Whatever part of this vapour begins to. .sub-

side first, will carry down with it part of the subjacent
vapour. 1875 CROLL Clitn. iff Time x. 172 The whole of

the surface-film, being chilled at the same time, sinks through
the subjacent water.

b. Anat. and Sot. of nerves, bones, tissues, etc.

(Const. /<?.)

1597 A. M. tr. Gitillemeau's Fr. Chirtirg. 10/3 The fore.

saved subiacent orsubiectede membrane. 1758 Phil. Trans.
LI. 176 The ramifications of the subjacent blood-vessels.

1787 tr. Linnaeus' Faiti. Plants
47_g

There are two concave

impressions from the back, prominent underneath, which

compress the subjacent wings. 1813 J. THOMSON Lect.

Inflow. 2 The skin and subjacent cellular membrane. 1881

MIVART Cat 15 If the muscles be cut away, we come sooner
or later to subjacent bones. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I.

338 Parts subjacent to cutaneous surfaces.

0. Geol. of strata, rocks, deposits, etc.

1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth in. (1723) 137 The
subjacent Strata. 1856 STANLEY Sinai 4 Pat. i. (1858) 6/2
This red colour I ascertained to be caused by the subjacent
red sandstone. 1873 GEIKIE Gt. Ice Age ii. 5 Subjacent
and intercalated beds. 1883 Law Rep. 10 Q. B. Div. 563
A piece of land was granted with a reservation of the whole
of the subjacent minerals to the superior.

d. trans/, and fig. Forming the basis or sub-

stratum. (Cf. SUBJECT a. n, SUBJECTED i b.)
a

1677^
BARROW Serin. Wks. 1686 II. v. 74 The advantage

of chusing one sutable to the subjacent matter and occasion.

1846 TRENCH Mirac. i. (1862) 118 The Lord.. might have
created, with no subjacent material, the wine with which
He cheered these guests. 1880 Academy 14 Aug. 118/2

Anyone who will carefully compare the agreements and
differences in Latin renderings, irrespective of the subjacent
Greek text.

2. Lying or situated at a lower level, at or near

the base (e. g. of a mountain).
1650 EARL MONM. tr. Senault's Man bee. Guilty 303 They

built Citadels on the tops of mountains, to discover the

subjacent Countreys. a 1700 EVELYN Diary 4 Oct. 1641,

Perceiving all the subjacent country, at so small a horizontal

distance, to repercuss such a light as I could hardly look

against. 1760 DERRICK Lett. (1767) I. 79 The rivers that
water the subjacent plains. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scotl. in

1772, 327 Over the subjacent vales and lochs. 1837 LOCK-
HART Scott (1839) X. 84 Before the subjacent and surround-

ing lake and morass were drained. 1889 STEVENSON Edin-
burgh 22 The smoke of the Old Town blowing abroad over
the subjacent country.
3. Taking place underneath or below, rare.
1861 WRAXALL tr. Hugo's La Miserable! iv. i. v. II. 393

The sign of a vast subjacent conflagration. 1898 P. MAN-
SON Trop. Diseases xviii. 296 The superjacent mucous
membrane sloughing or disintegrating in consequence of
the subjacent destruction of its nutrient vessels.

Hence Snbja'cently adv., in a subjacent manner.
1882 G. MACDONALD Castle Warlock x, A new era in his

life. ., the thought of which had been subjacently present in

his dreams.

Subject (szj-bdgekt), sb. Forms : a. 4-5
sogett(e, sugett(e, 4-6 soget, sug(g)et, 4 //.

sugges, 5 sogete, sugete, seget (?), sewgyet,
soiet, suiet, sogect, sugect. P. 4 subgit, soub-

git, 4-5 subgett(e, 4-6 subiet, 5 subgyt, -gite,

soubget, //. subies, -jais, -gees, 5-6 subget,
-giet. 7. 4-7 subiect, 5 -gieot, 5-6 -ieote, 6

-geot, -yect, -ieott, subeot, Sc. pi. subjeckis, J-
subject. [a. OF. suget, soget (i2th c.), sougiet,

subjit, subg(i)et, etc. (i3thc.), subject (15-17111 c.),

also soubject, suject, mod.F. sujet (from I5th c.),

repr. various stages of adoption of L. subjcct-us
masc., subfect-um neut, subst. uses of pa. pple. of
subidre (see next). Cf. Prov. subjet-z, sugel-z, It.

soggetto, suggetto, and sub(K)ietto, Sp. sugeto, Pg.
sujeito. The completely latinized spelling of the

Eng. word became established in the ifith c.]
1. 1. One who is under the dominion of a

monarch or reigning prince ;
one who owes alle-

giance to a government or ruling power, is subject
to its laws, and enjoys its protection.

1340 HAMFOLE Pr. Consc. 5578 pa J>at sugettes war til

man, Sal accuse bair soveraynes ban. <r 1304 P. PI. Crede
050 Neber souereyn ne soget bei ne sun"re)S neuer. c 1449



SUBJECT.

PECOCK Repr. m. vi. 315 The! were sugettis to the Em-

perour of Rome, c 1485 Dig6y Myst (1882) ill. 500, I wol

a-wye sovereynsj and soiettes I dys-deyne. 1574 Maitl.

Club Misc. I. in Ane trew sugget to the Kingis Majestic.

8 noo GOWER In Praise ofPeace 165 Crist is the heved

and we ben membres alle, Als wel the subgit as the sove-

reign. Cltoo tr. Seer. Seer., COT. Lordsli. 51 Kynges..

large to subgitz. 1503 HAWES Examf. Virt. I. 14 Be to

thy kynge euer true subgete.
v 1538 STARKEY England i. iii. 82 The commyns agayne

the nobullys, and subyectys agayn they[r] rularys. a 1568

ASCHAM Scholem. I. (Arb.) 86 A quiet subiect to his Prince.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, iv. ix. 6 Was neuer bubiect long d

to be a King, As I do long and wish to be a Subiect. a 1633

G. HERBERT Jacula Prudentnm (1651) 62 For the same

man to be an heretick and a good subject, is incompossible.

1649 [see LIBERTY sb. 2]. a 1687 PETTY Pol. Anth. (1690)

75 I suppose that the King of England hath about ien

Millions of Subjects. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. 1. 122 Bv

wanton and causeless restraint of the will of the subject,
.is

a degree of tyranny. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Lng.m. 1. 3>

These three Dukes were supposed to be three of the very

richest subjects in England. 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. IV

xviii. 48 She had taught her son to suspect and dread the

worthiest subject that he possessed.

(b} qualified by a possessive or equivalent phrase ; ai

subject ofthe crtrwn.

. 1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. III. 28 Her regalte and her

dicnyte, by be whiche bei schulen. .rulen hemsilf and her

soletis. /I4i2 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. z2 Kynges of

hifsogetz ben obeyed. 1483 Cely Papers (Camden) 137 To

wryte unto the Kynges good grace that he wyll be faver-

abull unto hys sewgyettes. 1515 in Douglas Poet. Wks.

(1874) I. p. xxvii, The best belowyt prince and moost dred

with lowff of his Lorddis and sugettis.

B. CI374 CHAUCER Baeth. in. pr. vin. (1868) 80 Yif bou

desiryst power bou shall by awaites of bi subgitz anoyously

be cast vndir many periles. la 1400 Morte Arth. 2314 I wa

senatours we are, thi subgettez of Rome. 1415 m Ellis

Orif Lett Ser. n. I. 48, I Richard York ;owre humble

subgyt and very lege man. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Lam Arms
(S T. S.) 207 Alsmony princis with thair subjais. 1483 Act

l Rich III, c. i I i The King's Subgiettis. 1524 m Buc-

cleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 220 Our officers, mmis-

tres, and subgiettes.
v/ c4oo MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) XL 41 He commaunded

straitely til all his subiectes, bat bai schuld late me see all

be placez. c 1525 MORE Hist. Rich. Ill, Wks. 69/1 She

said also y1 it was not princely to mary hys owne subiect.

1560 DAUS tr. SleiJane's Comm. 283 b, The other William
. U:..,,*. .f I!L.. T ...-.!-, r.--i ,,..: refnC SMAM. T"/>

Fro. You louing men of Anglers, Arturs suects. 13
BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II) 14 Our Prince will put no

yoke upon the consciences of his Subjects. 1733 SWIFT (title)

\ serious and useful Scheme to make an Hospital for In-

curables; of universal Benefit to all his Majesty's Subjects.

1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 263 The king has.. the pre-

rogative of.. granting place or precedence to any of his

subjects. 1837 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1842) II. 505 No
subjects of the crown in Ireland enjoyed such influence,

at this time, as the earls of Kildare. 1875 JOWETT Plato

(ed. 2) IV. 504 The.. kings of our own day very much re-

semble their subjects in education and breeding.

(c) ofaspecified country orstate; also, subject ofthe realm.

o. 1436 in Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. Var. Coll. IV. 199

To Us and to alle oure sugectis of the same [reame].

y. a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron,Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 16

To bring all the subjecttis of this realme to peace and rest.

1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 52 There was not any one

Subject of the Republick who was a Knight of Malta.

1713 STEELE Englishm. No. 3. 15 When I say an English-

man, I mean every true Subject of Her Majesty's Realms.

1747 State Trials (1813) XVIII. 859 By naturalizing or em-

gloying
a subject of Great Britain. 1912 Times 19 Oct. 5/1

ubjects of the Slav States throughout the Ottoman Empire.

(d) with adj. of nationality.

x8io BENTHAM Packing (1821) 253 Though a very obscure

and insignificant person, I have the honour to be a British

subject. 1886 FROUDE Oceana 98 Their Monro _doctrme.

prohibiting European nations from settling on their side of

the Atlantic, except as American subjects.

t b. collect, sing. The subjects of a realm. ? Also

transf. in qnot. 1608. (Only Shaks.) 06s.

i6oa SHAKS. Ham. i. ii. 33 In that the Leuies..are all

made Out of his subiect. 1603 Meas./or M. in. n. 145

The greater file of the subiect held the Duke to be wise.

1608 Per. u. i. 53 How from the finny subject of the

These fishers tell the infirmities of men.Lliebc Ilbllclb ICll me iiuii unm-s vi UW*M

f2. One who is bound to a superior by an

obligation to pay allegiance, service, or tribute;

spec, a feudal inferior or tenant ;
a vassal, retainer ;

a dependant, subordinate ; an inferior. OPS.

a. c 1315 SHOREHAM Poems iv. 276 Ho hvs bat neuer ne

kedde woj In boste to hys sugges? 1:1383 in Engl. Hist.

Rrv.(igu) Oct. 748 Seculer lordis owen . . to treete reesonabll

& chantabli here tenauntis & sogetis. a 1400 Minor Poems

fr. Vernon MS. 546/368 Haue mesure to bi soget. a 1400-

50 Wars Alex. 2682 As soiet serued haue I bat sire many
sere wyntir. c 1450 Merlin i. 6 Youre suster is elder than

ye, and so she wolde alwey holde yow as her sogect,

p. c 1386 CHAUCER Sompn. T. 282 With-Inne thyn hous

ne be thou no leoun, To thy subgitz do noon oppressioun.

1410 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. m. I. 68 Hys heires, vassalles,

and subgees a 1475 ASHBY Active Policy 898 Saint petur
saithe bat soubgettes shold be Buxom to thar lorde. c 1489
CAXTON Sonnes of Ayition i. 25 Thou knowest well that

thou arte his man, vaysall, and subgette. a 1533 BERNERS
Huon xlii. 142 Thou to be my subgett, and to pay me trybute.

y. ci43oLYDG.^/;. Poems (MS.HaiT\. 2251 fol.5b),Ayenst

thy felawe no quarele thow contryve : With thy subiect to

stryve it were shame, c 1450 Godstoiv Rag. r Alle lordes

bat . . forbedith her subiectes pat ben acursed to go out of be

church. 1530 PALSGR. 278/1 Subjecte or holder of house or

lande, uassal. c 1530 Pol. Rel. ff L. Poems (1903) 60 Selle

no parte of thyne heritage vnto thy bettyr, but for lesse

pryce selle yt to thy subiecte. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, v. ii.

30 To Bullmgbrooke, are we sworne Subiects now. 1681

[see SUBFEUJ. [1728 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Anciently, the

21

Lords call'd, abusively, those who held Lands or Fees of

them, or ow'd them any Homage, Subjects.]

f b. One who owes allegiance or obedience to

a spiritual superior. 06s.

f 1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. III. 355 Pat tff he \_sc. the pope]
hadde siche power, he shulde assolle alle hise sugetis fro

peyne and fro trespas. 1425 Kalis ofI'arlt. IV. 306/1 Ye

said Lordes Spiritucll hath promitted..to calle yere sub-

gettes to residence. 1450 CAPGRAVE Life St. Gilbert VH,

He chase on of his subiectis whom he knewe be be Holy
Goost bat he schuld succede in his office aftir his deth.

1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge l. 3360 Her systers, and sub-

ieltes, a religious couent. 155.2
ABP. HAMILTON Catech.

(1884) 3 Al baith prelates & subjeckis.

fe. One who is under the spiritual oversight^
charge of a parish priest ;

one of a ' curate's

parishioners. 06s.

c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Treat. 24 Vnto thes men itt longith

. .to^sene werkis of mercy, .in helpe and sustinaunce of hem

silfe and of hir sugettis. 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 73

Sugetis taken ensaumple at here curatis. 1449 PECOCK

Jltfr. II. xii. 219 A curat mai not..alwey rynge at the eeris

of iiise suggettis. c 1450 Lay folks Mass Bh. 68 God gyf
bame grace so well for to teche bare sugettis like curet in

his degre. [1509 Ibid. 75.)

3. A person (rarely, a thing) that is m the control

or under the dominion of another ;
one who owes

obedience to another.

a. 13.. Seuyn Sag. (W.) 458 Kes me, leman, and loue

me, And I thi soget wil i-be. a 1340 HAMTOI.E Psalter IL

10 Pai ere be sugetis til be deuel. c 1430 Hymns Virgin

(1867) 63 Make him bi suget, to bee to swere pat he schal

not discure bi name, c 1440 York Myst. iv. 16 All other

creatours also there-tyll Your suggettes shall they bee.

c 1450 Mirk's Festial 25 And soo schowe hym seruant and

soget to hym, and knewlech bys schyld [ =child] for hys God.

(3. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 828 O loue to whom I haue

and shal Ben humble subgit.

y. 1440 Jacob's Well xxxiii. 214 Resoun sufferyth his

wyif, bat is, his subiecte coueytise, to spedyn in causes of

falsnesse in ryche men. 1588 KYD Househ. Phil. Wks.

(1901) 254 By Nature woman was made mans subiect. 1500

SHAKS. Cam. Err. n. i. 19 The beasts,
the fishes, and the

winged fowles Are their males subiects. 1671 MILTON

Samson 886 Nor was I their subject, Nor under their pro-

tection but my own. 1812 CRABBE Tales v. 201 Beauties

are tyrants, and if they can reign, They have no feeling for

their subject's pain. 1865 R. W. DALE Jew. Temple xxiv.

270 Every member of the human race is a subject of the Lord

Jesus.
b. transf.

c 1520 NISBET N. T. Prol. (S. T. S.) I. 3 Thai were all in

bondage and sugettis of syn. 1625 BACON Ess., Anger
(Arb.) 565 Anger is certainly a kinde of Basenesse : As it

appeares well, in the Weaknesse of those Subiects, in whom
it reignes. a 1721 PRIOR Vicar ofBray f, Sir T. Moor Wks.

1907 II. 248 My knowledge in Divine and Human Law gave

me to understand I was born a Subject to both. 1818

Brathwait's Barnabee's Jrnl. Introd. 67 It is of the essence

of fashion to descend in the subjects of Us dominion.

4. Law. a. A thing over which a right is exer-

cised.

1765-3 ERSKINE fust. Laws Scot. n. x. 32. 351 As or-

chards produce no fruits that are the subjects either of par-

sonage or vicarage tithes. 1875 DIGBY Real Prop. i. App.

(1876) 266 By the subject of a right is meant the thing.,

over which the right is exercised. My house, horse, or watch

is the subject of my right of property. 1875 [see SUABLE],

b. Se. A piece of property.
1754 ERSKINE Princ. Sc. Lam ii. L i (1757) ',

I05 The

things or subjects to which persons have right, are the second

object of law. The right of enjoying and disposing of a

subiect at one's pleasure is called property. Ibid. in. VIIL

S 32 II. 376 Full inventory of all his predecessor's heritable

subjects. 1819 J. MARSHALL Const. Opin. (1839) '54 Jbe
distinction between property and other subjects to which

the power of taxation is applicable. 1864 .M Brit. Adver.

tiser 21 May, Subjects in Nelson and Kent Streets to be

exposed to sale by public roup. 1903 Dundee Advertiser

22 Dec. 5 Those holding
'

subjects
'

of that kind.

O. Considered as the object of an agreement.

1838 W. BELL Diet. La-.u Scot. 581 Where the subject of

the lease is rendered unfit for the purposes for which it was

let, overblown with sand, inundated [etc.].

II. Senses derived ultimately (through L. sub-

jectum} from Aristotle's use of TO viro/ceiufvov i"

the threefold sense of (i) material out of which

things are made, (2) subject of attributes, (3) sub-

ject of predicates.

f 5. The substance of which a thing consists or

from which it is made. 06s.

SUBJECT.

TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xix. cxvi. (1495) 910 As whan
tweyne accidentes ben in one substaunce and subiecte:
as colour and sauour. c 1400 in Apol. Loll. (Camden) p. vii,

That thesacrid oostis. .accident withoutenonysubicu. 1551
T. WILSON Logic C ij, Wee se heate in other thynges to

be separated from the Subiecle. 1609 Bible (Douay) Gen. i.

mini willed * 10 lAiiiu*.* wtfi

<ri374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. pr.
i. (1868) 150 pel casteri as a

manere of foundement of subgit material {de materiali snb-

fecto] bat is to seyn of the nature of alle resoun. 1398 TRE-

VISA Barlh. De P. R. HI. xxi. (1495) 68 Yf the wytt of

zropyng is all loste the subget of alle the beest [ong. subjec-

tum lotius animate] is destroyed. 1590 MARLOWE 2nd Pt.

Tamburl. v. iii. [4557, rtWAmy...\om soul Riues essence

to our wretched subiects, Whose matter is incorporeal [sic]to our wretce suects, ose

in your flesh. .. Tarn. But sons, this subiect not of force

enough, To hold the fiery spirit it containes. 1651 FRENCH

Distil/, v. loo Thus do these attractive venues mutually act

upon each others subject. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. ( 1681)

g That Universal Subject, or Spirit** Mundi, out of which

they are formed. 1775 HARRIS Pkilos. Arrangem. Wks.

(1841) 267 Every thing generated or made..is generated

made out of something else ; and this something else is called

its subject or matter.

6. Philos. The substance in which accidents or

attributes inhere. Subject of inhesion or f ittfo-

rence : see these sbs.

c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 19 ?if bei seyn, written and

techen openly bat be sacrament of be auter bat men se.

bitwen be prestis hondis is accidentis wib-outen suget 139

rion. 120 It haul Deen questioned, wnicu is [ne more Doin

elegant and honorable . . whether to say Serenisiime Prin-

ceps a te peto, or A Screnitate Vestra peto. And some haue

thought the first forme the best, because in that the Acci-

dents and Subiects are together exprest. 1616 BULLOKAR

Eng. Exp. a. v., The body is the subiect in which is health,
or sickenesse, and the minde the subiect that receiueth into

it vertuesor vices. 1678 GALK Crt. Gentiles iv. III. 5 Albeit

sin be. .a mere privation, yet it requires some positive, real

natural Being for its subject. 1728 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.,

Two Contraries can never subsist in the same Subject. 1762
KAMES Elem. Crit. (1833) 487 The same thing, in different

respects, has different names ; with respect to qualities of

all sorts, it is termed a subject. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON

Metaph. viii. (1859) 1. 137 That which manifests its qualities,

in other words, that in which the appearing causes inhere,

that to which they belong, is called their subject, or sub-

stance, or substratum. Ibid. ix. 158 The general meaning
of the word subject in its philosophical application, viz.

the unknown basis of phaenomenal or manifested existence,

1858 WHEWELL Hist. Sci. Ideas I. 35 The mind is the

subject in which ideas inhere.

t b. A thing having real independent existence.

1603 SHAKS. Meas.forM. v. i. 458 Thoughts are no subiects i

Intents, but meerely thoughts.

7. Logic, a. That which has attributes ; the thing

about which a judgement is made.

1551 T. WILSON Logic M ij b, As touchyng wordes

knitte, ye maie vnderstand, that they are ipyned outwardly

to the Subiect, and geue a name vnto him, according as

they are. 1697 tr. Burgersdicius his Logic i. xix. 72 A Sub-

ject is that to which something is adjoyn'd _besides
its Es-

sence. And an Adjunct that which is adjoyn d to something

besides its Essence. 1838 [F. HAYWOOD] tr. Kant s Crit.

Pure Reason Introd. iv. 10 Extending judgments.. add a

predicate to the conception of the subject. 1843 MILL iof
i ii. 5 By a subject is here meant any thing which pos-

sesses attributes. 1864 BOWEN Logic i. 5 The Concept..

brines together many objects into one Thought or many
attributes into one subject. 1883 F. H. BRADLEY Prjnc.

Logic 14 We shall see that the subject is in the end no idea

but always reality.

b. The term or part of a proposition of which

the predicate is affirmed or denied.

Earlier treatises on logic use the L. subjectum.
1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 178 The proposition hath

two parts, the Subiect, and Predicate. 1697 tr. Burgers-

dicius his Logic I. xxvii. 109 Simple enunciation consisteth

of a subject and a predicate. 1796 NitscA's View Kant s

Princ. 128 Collections of properties, which in a judgment
are made the predicates of a subject. 1843 MILL Logic 1. 1.

2 The subject is the name denoting the person or thing

which something is affirmed or denied of. 1870 JEVONS

Elem. Logicvu. 62 It is. .usual to call the first term of a pro-

position the subject, since it denotes the underlying matter.

8. Gram. The member or part of a sentence

denoting that concerning which something is pre-

dicated (i. e. of which a statement is made, a ques-

tion asked, or a desire expressed); a word or

group of words setting forth that which is spoken

about and constituting the ' nominative
'

to a finite

In the accus. and infin. construction the accus. is the

subject of the infin.

a 1638 [see PREDICATE sb. 2). 1733 J. CLARKE GrMm. Lat.

Tongue 68 note. The NominativeTase to a Verb . .is called

by Grammarians the Subject of the Verb. 1751 J. H[ARRIS]

Hermes u. i. 230 In English these are distinguished by

their Position, the Subject standing first, the Predicate last.

1874 BAIN Comp. Higher Eng. Gram. (1877). p. xxiu, Infi.

nitive (logical subject) anticipated by
'
it ',

'
this ', &c. (formal

subject) comes after the predicate. Ibid. 299 Cases where

the grammatical subject is a neuter pronoun- it ,
this

standing as a provisional anticipation of the real subject or

fact predicated about. 1888 STRONG tr. Paul's Princ Hist.

Lang. 1 12 We have to distinguish between the psychological

and the grammatical subject or predicate.

9. Modern Philos. More fully conscious or thtnk-

ing subject : The mind, as the '

subject
'

in which

ideas inhere ; that to which all mental representa-

tions or operations are attributed ;
the thinking or

cognizing agent ; the self or ego. (Correlative
to

OBJECT sb. 6.)
The tendency in modern philosophy after Descartes to

make the mind's consciousness of itself the starting-point of

enquiry led to the use of subjectum for the mind or ego

considered as the subject of all knowledge, and since Kant

this has become the general philosophical use of the word

(with its derivatives subjective, etc.).

(The following quots. illustrate a transitional use :

1682 RUST Disc. Truth xviii, Thus have we spoken con-

cerning the truth of things, or Truth in the Object : It follows

that we speak concerning Truth in the P we
Ci

r

which we call Truth in the Subject. 1657 N
Reason % Fait"'

all Irutn in toe ouujcci. wyv *.

jith i ( 1 724) 19, 1 consider .. that the most general

distribut'ion of Reason is Into that of the Object and that of

the Subiect ; or, to word it more intelligibly, though perhaps

not altogether so Scholastically, into that of the Thing, and

1706 Ifftsch's 'vinv Kant's Princ. 72 In every knowledge,

perception, &c, there is something which refers to an object,

and something which refers to tie knowing or nerceiving

subiect. 1817 COLERIDGE Biff. Lit. xii. d97).I- t A sPint

sin absolute subject for which all, itself included, may
become an object. 1829 Edin. Rev. L. 196 note, fhe link-

ing subject, tne Ego. 1838 [F. HAYWOOD] tr. Katt Crit.

Pure Reason 293 The thinking subject is the object of Psy-

etiology. 1851 MANSEL Prolee. Log. i. 7 Every state of



SUBJECT.

consciousness necessarily implies two elements at least: a

iscious subject, and an object of which he is conscious.

^886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 39/> '" conception of a mind or

conscious subject is to be found implicitly or explicitly in all

psychological writers whatever.

man is uounuc LU IMM/WH "*- *

he worketh. 1563 FULKE Meteors I Whether we maye
borowe y- name of meteoron to comprehende the whole

subiect ofoure woorke. 1656 tr. Habbes' Elem. Phllos. 1. i.

7 The Subject of Philosophy, or the matter it treats of, is

every Body of which we can conceive any generation. 1728

CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The Subject of Logic, is Thinking or

Reasoning. Ibid., Subject is also used for the Matter of an

Art or Science. . : Thus the human Body is the Subject of

Medicine. 1875 JOIVETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 4 All sciences have

a subject, number is the subject of arithmetic. 1888 STRONG

tr. Paul's Priuc. Hist. Lang, i ntarg., Subject of the Science

of Language. -

11. A thing affording matter for action of a speci-

fied kind ; a ground, motive, or cause.

In some quots. a Gallicism,

1586 Let. to Earle of Leycester 6 The very ground and

onely subject, whereupon such daungerous practises and

complots had been founded. 1631 tr. De-las-Cffveras Don

Ftniseus Fenise asked him what subject he had to attempt

against his life. 1651 LOVEDAY tr. Calprenede's Cassandra

I. 15, I have my selfe as much or more subject to hate life

than you. 1655 tr. SoreCs Com. Hist. Francion x. 10, I have

subject enough to be angry with you. 1756 MRS. CALDER-

WOOD in Coltness Collect. (Maitland Club) 129 Inat nad

anybody been inclined to laugh, they might have had a good

subject. 1831 SCOTT Cast. Dang, ix, Which had never given

the English government the least subject of complaint. 1843

Penny Cycl. XXVII. 512/1 In such circumstances subjects

of accusation are not long wanting. 1893 OMAN Dark Ages

xx, We might perhaps have learnt that Charles also gave

subjects for offence.

b. Const, for.
1598 SHAHS. Merry W. H. i. 3 What, haue scap d Loue-

letters in the holly-day-time of my beauty, and am I now

a subiect for them? 1616 Marlowe's Faustus Wks. (1910)

22

men
1 epre
knowledge of what is the fashionable standard of manners,

j

1816 J. WILSON City ofPlague m, iv, I am no subject for
\

your mirth.

O. That which can be drawn upon or utilized,

means of doing something, rare.

1751 HUME Ess. <r Treat. (1817) I. 265 Where they [j& in-

dulgences] . -entrench upon no virtue, but leave ample subject

whence to provide for friends, family, [etc,].

12. That which is or may be acted or operated

upon ;
a person or thing towards which action or

influence is directed, or that is the recipient ofsome

treatment.

1593 SHAKS. Rent. $ Jul. HI. v. 212 Alacke, alacke, that

heauen should practise stratagems Vpon so soft a subiect

as my selfe. 1606 Tr. * Cr. n. ii. 160 There's, .none so

Noble, Whose life were ill bestow'd, or death vnfam'd,
Where Helen is the subiect. 1611 TOURNKUR Atk. Trag.
v. i, Nor could the first Man, being but the passiue Subiect

not The Actiue Mouer, be the Maker of Himselfe. 1753
Miss COLLIER Art Torment, \. i. (1811) 37 All the pleasure
of tormenting is lost, as soon as your subject is become in-

sensible to your strokes. 1764 REID Inquiry i. i In the

noblest arts, the mind is also the subject upon which we
operate. 1777 PRIESTLEY Matter $ Sp. (1782) I. Pref. 33
Power cannot mean anything without a subject. 1851 MRS.
STOWE Uncle Tom's C, xx, She approached her new subject

very much as a person might be supposed to approach a
black spider. 1898 MORTIMER Cnth, Faith fy Practice I.

140 The subject of Baptism is any human being, whether an
adult or an infant.

b. Const, of a. specified action or activity.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, iv. vi. 49 To be Shames scorne.

and subiect of Mischance. 1605 Mocb. in. iii. 8 And
neere approches The subiect of our Watch. 1634 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. 117 [The Turks] haue made this Citie, a
subiect of their bloudy cruelty. 1696 WHISTON Th. Eartk
87 Not the vast Universe, but the Earth alone, with its

dependencies, are the proper subject of the Six Days
Creation. 17x1 STEF.LE Sped. No. 53 F 2 The Triumph
of Daphne over her Sister Letitia has been the Subject of
Conversation at Several Tea-Tables. 1796 ELIZA HAMILTON
Lett. Hindoo Rajah (1811) I. 204 The many subjects of
wonder with which a stranger is surrounded. 1817 SCOTT
Quentin D. xix, The huge wains, which transported to and
fro the subjects of export and import. 1831 Cast. Dang.
vi, The most bold and fierce subjects of chase in the island
of Britain. 1847 HELPS Friends in C. I. v. 73 Proficiency
in any one subject of human endeavour. 1855 BAIN Senses
$ Int. n. ii. 45. 537, I may here refer to what is a common
subject of remark. 1883 GILMOUR Mongols xvii. 207 Such.,
difficulties, .are welcomed rather as subjects of debate than
felt to be barriers to the acceptance of Christianity.

f C. One who or a thing which is subject to some-

thing injurious. Obs.

1592 MARLOWE Mass. Paris 222 [They will] rather seeke
to scourge their enemies, Than be themselues base subiects
to the whip. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV^ i. iii. 61 Who..Ieaues
his

part.created
Cost [viz. a half-built house] A naked subiect

to the Weeping Clouds.

d. An object with which a person's occupation
or business is concerned or on which he exercises
his craft ; t (one's) business ; that which is operated
upon manually or mechanically.
[154* COPLAND Gnydon's Quest. Cyrurg. B iij, Yf it so be

that the subiecte of the Cyrurgyen be the body of men-
kyni.lt.-.) ^66 W. GORDON Gen. Counting-he. 102 Waste-
book, containing an Inventory of my Subject, x8*8STEUART
Planter's Guide (ed. 2) 267 The above Machine . . is capable
of removing subjects of from eighteen to about eight-and-
twenty feet high. 1837 KEITH Bot. Lex. 52 The bark.. .In

you calculate our expenses.

e. A body used for anatomical examination or

demonstration; a dead body intended for or under-

g dissection.

lpkff. Trans. XXVII. 71 In our Subject th t Hairs

are'every where pretty long. 2SfiZXVLi0y Thto

L-ONhUALtt l\Vt/l. jiw- jf ---i-r-rf
- -

,
'naA i

inadequate, that the surgeons' apprentices .. determined
{

upon the .. step of procuring them from the graveyards.

f. A person who presents himself for or under-

goes medical or surgical treatment; hence, one

who is affected with some disease.

A good (bad) subject : a patient who has (has not) good

orosoects of improvement or recovery.

18*2-34 Coots Study Med. (ed. 4) HI. 485 The subject

was forty-five years of age, and had evinced a slight rha.

chitic tendency from infancy. .849 CUPPLES Green Hand
xv I asked if there wasn't any chance [of the captain s

recovery]. Oh, the captain, you mean r,aid he don t

think there is-he's a bad subject ! 1859 Toads Cycl.

Anal. V. 178/2 Two of the subjects died after severe instru-

mental labour. 1898 H. BROWN Secret Gd. Health 91

Smoking helps the subject to rest. 1898 Allbutt s Syst.

Med. vf276 A broad line of dilated venules is often seen in
!

emphysematous subjects. 1905 ROLLESTON Dis. Liver 260
,

Patients with cirrhosis are.. far from good subjects.

g. Psychical Research. A person upon whom an

experiment is made.

1883 Proc. Soc. Psych. Research 18 July 251 A specific

influence or effluence, passing from the operator to the

'subject'. 1886 GURNEY, etc. Phantasms of Living I. ifi

The '

subject's
' hand seemed to obey the other person s will

with almost the same directness as that person s own hand

would have done.
. .

h. A person under the influence of religious

enthusiasm, rare.

1820 SOUTHEY Wesley I. 417 Subjects began to cry out,

and sink down in the meeting.

i. With epithet : A person in respect of his

conduct or character, rare.

Cf. F. mauvais sujet.

1848 DICKENS Dombey xxxix, Unable.. to satisfy his mind
whether Mr. Toots was the mild subject he appeared to be.

13. In a specialized sense: That which forms

or is chosen as the matter of thought, considera-

tion, or inquiry ;
a topic, theme.

The human subject : man, regarded as a matter for study
or observation.

1586 B. YOUNG Guazzo's Civ. Conv. iv. 208 Now that Lorde

Hercules hathe geuen occasion to talke of this subiecte.

i67 DecayChr. Piety 346 Here he would have us. .fix our

thoughts and studies : Nor need we fear that they are too

dry a subject for our contemplation, a 1700 EVELYN Diary
13 June 1683, We shew'd him divers experiments on the

magnet, on which subject the Society were upon. 1729
BUTLER Serin. Wks. 1874 II. 51 Justice must be done to

every part of a subject when we are considering it. 1780
Mirror No. 89 As for politics, it was a subject far beyond
the reach of any female capacity. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE

Myst. Udolpho xxxviii,
' Alas ! I know it too well,' replied

Emily: 'spare me on this terrible subject.' 1828 Miss
MITFORD in L'Estrange Lt/ed&jo) II. xi. 247 History never

will sell so well as more familiar and smaller subjects. 1837
DISRAELI Vettetia u. i, Her father had become a forbidden

subject. 1872 MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 9/9 He always paid

religion respect enough to treat it as the most important of

all subjects. 1874 CARPENTER Mental Phys. i. ii. (1879) 70
The phenomena presented by the Human subject. 1902
VIOLET JACOB Shetp-Stealers yiii,

The Pig-driver seated

himself beside him and plunged immediately into his subject.

b. With appositional phr. formed with of and

expressing the nature of the subject.
1724 SWIFT Drapier's Lett. Wks. 1841 II. 34/1 In examin-

ing what I have already written..upon the subject of
Mr. Wood. 1733 Pres. St. Popery 21 The late exceptions
of a certain Lincolnshire minister on the subject of infalli-

bility. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 294 The subject of grasses
is very nice. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, xxxviii, After quoting
Delrio, and Burthoog, and De L'Ancre, on the subject of

apparitions. 1839 FR. A. KEMBLE Resid. Georgia (1863) 35
The indifference of our former manager upon the subject of

the accommodation for the sick.

o. On one's subject (
= F. sur son sujet) : con-

cerning one. (A Gallicism.)
1747 CHESTERF. Lett, cxviii, Two letters, which I have

lately seen from Lausanne, upon your subject. 1775 W.
MASON Life ofGray (ed. 2) 3 To make it necessary I should

enlarge upon his subject

d. An object of study in relation to its use for

pedagogic or examining purposes ;
a particular

department of art or science in which one is in-

structed or examined.
A^Penny Cycl. XXVI. 29/1 An examination for honours

in each subject is held subsequently. 1887 U'hitaker's A tin.

540 If an officer only pass in the subjects necessary for a
subaltern. 1913 Rep. Jth Ann. Mtg. Hist. Assoc. 8 Every
man who teaches a subject well and with real enthusiasm.

14. The theme of a literary composition ;
what

a book, poem, etc. is about.
a 1586 SIDNEY Ps. civ. i, Make, O my soule, the subject

of thy songe, Th'eternall Lord. 1596 WARNER Alb. Eng.
x. Ix. (1602) 266 Though stately be the subiect, and too
slender be our Arte. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II)

72, 1 did not think to have gone so far ; it is the subject
that hath carried me away, c 1645 MILTON SPIIH. xl, A

SUBJECT.

Book was writ of late call'd Tetrachordm ; . . The Subject
new. 1667 P. L. ix. 25 Since first this Subject for

Heroic Song Pleas'd me long choosing. 1780 Mirror No. 85

A poem maybe possessed of very considerable merit,..

though, from its subject, its length, or the manner in which

it is written, it may not be suited to the Mirror. 8 T.

MITCHELL Acharn. Aristoph. 365 note, All of them subjects

dramatized by Euripides. 1844 WHEWELL Let. to "}. G.

Marshall 29 Jan., The subject of my lectures is the diffi-

culties of constructing a system of morals. 1903 A. B.

DAVIDSON Old Test. Prophecy ix. 136 The developments of

heathenism form the subject of Daniel.

b. The person of whom a biography is written.

1741 MIDDLETON Cicero I. Pref. p. xv, They [sc. writers of

particular lives] are apt to be partial and prejudiced in favor

of their subject. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson Adv. ist ed., The
delay of its publication must be imputed., to the extraordi-

nary zeal which has been shewn . . to supply me with ad-

ditional information concerning its illustrious subject. 1883
Pall Mall Gaz. 18 Feb. 5/2 We think we like the book best

because of the view it gives of the subject's character.

15. An object, a figure or group of figures, a

scene, an incident, etc., chosen by an artist for

representation.
1614 in Archaeologia XLII. 360 Another, .picture of the

same subject. 1695 DRYDEN tr. Du/resnoy's Art Paint, n
The next thing is to make choice of a Subject beautifull

and noble, c 1790 IMISON -SVA. Arts II. 55 The subject to

be painted should be situated in such a manner that the

light may fall with every advantage on the face. 1859 REEVE
Brittany 13, 1 was looking round the little knot of soldiers

for a subject. 1872 KUSKIN Eagle's Nest 163 You must

always draw for the sake of your subject never for the

sake of your picture. 1893 J. A. HODGES Elem. Photogr.
112 If the subject is so shaky as to render it impossible to

take the portrait without its Isc. a headrest's] aid.

b. In decorative art, a representation of human

figures or animals, an action or incident.

i8a8 DUPPA Trav. Italy, etc 14 Ten compartments filled

with subjects from the Old Testament. 1867 Paris Exkib.,

Rep. Artisans Soc. Arts 27 A pair of vases painted all

round with subjects after Watteau.

16. Mus. The theme or principal phrase of a

composition or movement ; in a fugue, the ex-

position, dux, or proposition.
1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s. v. Sogetto, Contrapunta

sopra il sogetto, a counterpoint above the subject, is that

of which the subject is the bass. 1801 BUSBY Diet. Mus.,
Subject, the theme or text of any movement. 1883 ROCKSTRO
in Grave 't Diet. Mus. III. 747/2 The earliest known form
of Subject is the Ecclesiastical Cantns jlrtnus. 1898 G. B.

SHAW Pert Waftierite 3 In classical music there are, as the

analytical programs tell us, first subjects and second subjects,
free fantasias, recapitulations, and codas.

1 17. That upon which something stands; a base.

06s. rare-1
.

1591 R. D. lly/merotomachia 12 The Pajgma base or sub-

iect for this metaline machine to stand vpon, was of one
I solyde peece of marble.

IV. 18. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 8) subject

noun, (also 7 b) fart, (sense 14, chiefly with refer-

ence to cataloguing books according to their sub-

jects) subject catalogue, index, list, reference; sub-

i jeet-monger, onewhoexploitshissubjects ; subject

picture, a genre painting.
1889 WHEATLEY How to Catal. Libr. 232 If he wants to

find a manuscript upon a particular subject, he can look at

the "subject catalogue. 1899 (^UINN Libr. Catal. 71 The
forms of *subject entries in dictionary catalogues. 1879

Rep. Index Soc. 3 "Subject Indexes of Science, Literature,

and Art. 1901 (title) 'Subject List of Works on General
Science [etc.]. 1630 LENNAHD tr. Charrotfs Wisd. in. iii.

12 (1670) 363 A Prince must carefully preserve himself.,

from resembling, by over-great and excessive imposition,
those tyrants, 'subject-mongers, Cannibals. 1844 DISRAELI

Coninfsoy ill. iii, A cutting reply
to Mr. Rigby's article

with s'ome searching mockery, that became the subject and
the subject-monger. 1861 E. ADAMS Elem. Eng. Lang.
(1870) 158 When the "subject noun is accompanied by
qualifying or explanatory words, it is said to be enlarged.
1628 T. SHKNCER Logick 21 The first substance, or 'subiect

part of every sentence. Ibid. 255 The antecedent, or sub-

fect part of the conclusion. 1861 THORNBUHY Turner I. 257
His first "subject picture was ' Fishermen at Sea

', 1796.

1889 WHEATLEY How to Catal. Libr. 180 It is something

appalling to conjecture what would be the size of the

British Museum Catalogue if 'subject references were in-

cluded in the general alphabet.

Subject (so'b^ekt), a. Forms : o. 4sug(g)ette,

sougit, aujet, 4-5 suget(t, sogett(e, 4-6 soget,

5 sugget, soiet. /3. 4 soubgit, sublet, 4-5

subgit, 5 subgyt, -gett, subiette, aubyett, 5-0
subgette, 4-6 subget. 7. 4-6 subiect, 5 sub-

yect, -iecht, 5-6 iecte, 6 -gecte, -jecte, 6-

subjeet. [a. OF. sugct, subject (irt&.c.\sog(f)ct,

sougit, subg(i)et (131(1 c.), mod.F. sujet (from
i6th c.), repr. L. subject-us, pa. pple. of subiclre,

subjiclre, I. sub- SUB- 3 + jaclre to throw, cast.

Examples like the following are freq. in ME., where the

word should prob. be construed as inflected adj., though
formally indistinguishable from pi. sb. :

c 1350 Will. Palerne 463 Min eijen sorly aren sogettes to

seme min hert & buxum ben to his bidding. 138* WYCUF
i Cor. xv. 27 Whanne he seith, allc thingis ben sugetis to

him. (1386 CHAUCER Pan. T. f 634 Seint Paul seith Oye
wommen, be ye subgetes to youre liousbondes. 1456 SIR G.
HAYE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 106 Thai realmes be nocht sub-

jectes to the empire.]
I. 1. That is under the dominion or rule of a

sovereign, or a conquering or ruling power ; owing
allegiance or obedience to a sovereign ruler or

state, a temporal or spiritual lord, or other superior.



SUBJECT.

(a) in predicative position.
a. c 1330 R. BRUNNECAroM. Wace (Rolls) 14842 pe Englys

were nought of o wyl O kyng ouer (>em to set, Ne for to be

til on suget. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 44 And freris bat

ben soget owen to benke bat for god fc>
e i han forsaken here

owen wiltes. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 59 Al West
Saxon was soget to hym. Ibid, 123 To bat see is sugett
Barokschire, Wiltschire, and Uorsett. c 1450 Mirk's Festial

22 All l>e world was suget to |>e Emperour of Rome.
ft. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 26 Therwhiles that the Monarchic

Of al the world in that partie To Babiloyne was soubgit.
c 1425 Engl. Conq. Irel. 26 per was noght of be lond-folke

t>at all nas subyett to hym. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms
(S.T.S.) 218 Here speris the doctour, quhethir the king of

Ingland be suget to the Emperour.., I ansuere . . that thai

ar nocht subget to the Empire. 1471 CAXTON Recnyell
(Sominer) 509 Pannonye was subgette vnto kyng pryant.
c 1511 ist Engl. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. p. xxxiv/2 All these

be subgette to the great kynge of Israhef.

y. c 1386 CHAUCER Clerlts T. 426 To been subiect, & been
in seruage To the bat born art of a smal village, f 1400
Destr. Troy 5507 Dukes full doughty.. pat subiect were

sothely to be same Perses. 1515 BARCLAY Egloges\v. (1570)
C iv, What time a knight is subiect to a knaue. 1600 J. POHV
tr. Leo's Africa vi. 265 All round about are subiect vnto the

King of Tunis. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius* Voy. Ambass.

36 The Island was subject to the King of Denmark. 184*
W. C. TAYLOR Anc. Hist, xviii. (ed. 3) 573 The empire of

India became subject to that of Persia. 1863 MARV HOWITT
tr. Brewer's Greece I. vi. i6if The freest of alt the states of

the earth became subject to a despot.

() in attributive position. (Sometimes hyphened
as if subject were regarded as the sb. used attrib.)

Subject superior: see SUPERIOR sb.

1581 A. HALL Iliad i, n Many a subiect towne of his.

a 1586 SIR P. SIDNEY Arcadia (1912) 246 He was not borne
to live a subject-life, each action of his bearing in It Majestie.

1504 Selimus 890 (Malone Soc.), As if t'were lawfull for a
subiect prince To rise in Armes gainst his soueraigne. 1595
SHAKS. John iv. ii. 171 O, let me haue no subiect enemies.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. iii. 20 The Subject part of
Mankind . . might . . with Egyptian Bondage expect Egyptian
Darkness. 1781 GIBBON Decl. fy F. II. 5 note, The names of
his subject.nations. 1791 S. ROGERS Pleas. Mem. \. 180 As
studious Prospero's mysterious spell Drew every subject-

spirit to his cell. 1802 PittKEKTOtt Mad. Gcog. I. 309 Russia
in Europe. ..Poland has been devoured; Denmark and
Sweden may be considered as subject-allies, a 1859 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xxv. V. 296 The Court which had dared to treat

England as a subject province. 1871 MORLEY Carlyle in

Crit. Misc. 197 The relations between.. governing race and
subject race.

b. to a law, a jurisdiction.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 391 Firsts he sente

messagers and beet his enemyes be soget to his lawe. c 1450
LOVELICH Grail xliv. 25 And bat to

jpure
lawe no more

soiet bat ^e be, but Only to the lawe Of Cristyente. 1490
CAXTON Eneydos viii. 34 Alle subgette and obeyssaunt vnto
the lawes of her seyjjnorye. 1580 Rot. Scacc. Rfg:

Scot.

XXI. 548 Alexander is nocht subject to the jurisdictioun of

the saidis commissaris. 1690 LOCKE Govt. n. viii, To make
him subject to the Laws of any Government.

2. transf. and fig. In a state of subjection or

dependence ; under the control, rule, or influence

of something ; subordinate.

(a) in predicative position.
a. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxxvi. 6 Be suget till lord,

and pray hym. 1340 Pr. Consc. 1055 pe mare world.,
suld be til man suggette, For to serve man. 1350 Will.
Palerne 473 My sijt is soget to my hert. 1380 WYCLIF
Sertn. Sel. Wks. I. 45 pel wolden bat al }>is world were

suget unto ber sect. 138* Luke ii. 51 He cam doun with
hem. .and was suget to hem. c 1430 Hymns Virgin (1867)

UDeeb
is sugett to god to bende. c 1530 Crt. Love 1131

s leffer were with Venus byden still, . . and soget been Unto
thise women.
0. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus i. 231 He . . wax sodeynly most

subget vn to loue. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipciant}
34 His flesche sa dayntyt he had, }>at to be saule sublet he
It mad. 1:1407 LYDG. Reson $ Sens. 6133 For crafte ys
subget vn-to kynde. 1474 CAXTON Chesse u. iii. (1883) 37
A man is subgett vnto money may not be lord therof.

y. 11400 Destr. Troy 1846 As subiecte vnto syn. 1508
FISHER 7 Penit. Ps. Wks. (1876) 48 The woman is subgecte
to the man. 1538 STARKBY England i. i. 12 [Man] lord of
al other bestys and creaturys, applying them al vnto hys
vse, for al be vntohym subiecte. a 1715 BURNET Own Time
I. (1724) I. 46 The military power ought always to be subject
to the civil. 1713 WATERLAND -znd Vind. Christ*s Div. 38
Christ, since his Incarnation, has been subject to the Father.

1841 HELPS Ess. Pract. Wisd* (1875) 5 Imagination, if it be

subject to reason, is its
'

slave of the lamp '. 1847 YEOWELL
Anc. Brit. Ch. iii. 24 Parts of Britain, inaccessible to the

Romans, but subject to Christ. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmer*s
Field 71 Edith, whose pensive beauty, perfect else, But sub-

ject to the season or the mood.

(b} in attributive position.
18*7 [TENNYSON] Poems Two Bro. (1893) 32 A subject world

I lost for thee, For thou wert all my world to me. 1837
CARLYLE Fr. Rev. \. iv. iv, UphoUtery, aided by the subject
fine-arts, has done its best. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III.

56 The virtue of temperance is the friendship of the ruling
and the subject-principle.

b. to the power, law, command, etc. of another.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. r 1045 Alwey a man shal putten

his wyl to be subget to the wille of god. c 1400 tr. Seer.
Seer,, GffV. Lordsh. 55 pat he ys subgyt to be hegh myght
of god. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione u. xii. 58 pe worJde & be
flesshe shul be made suget to bi comaundement. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. in. vi. 40 All that Hues, is subiect to that
law. 1736 BUTLER AnaL i. v. Wks. 1874 I. 96 These affec-
tions are naturally . . subject to the government of the moral
principle. 1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe xxiv, Thou art the captive
of my bow and spear subject to my will by the laws of all

nations. 1876 BLACK Madcap Violet xv, He would no
longer be subject to the caprice of any woman.

O. Under obligation, bound to. rare.

23

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. in. vij. Sob,
[They] are not subiect as the other are to watch or ward, nor
goe vnto the Sarail. 1788 PRIESTLY Led. Hist. Ixiii. v. 504
He knows that if ever he be subject to pay, he will be pro-
portionably able to do it.

fd. occas. uses: of a domestic animal
j of a

subordinate member of a series. Obs.

1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter it. 4 The first subject beast
he [sc. a lion] met withall was an Asse. 1711 SHAFTI.SU.
Charac. III. 284 Had the Author of our Subject-Treatises
consider'd thorowly of these literate Affairs.

1 3. 71? make
t bring subject \ to bring into sub-

jection or submission
;
to subdue, subjugate. Obs.

Ch maad suget alle thingis
en (Rolls) I. 277 Franci..

_ . cambria anon to be Ryne.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. Iii. 232 Now he is takyn, & made soget to

his Enmyes, & t>ou art free. 1500-00 DUNBAR Poems\xxx\v.
44 Suppois my sensual! tie Subiect to syn hes maid my saull

ofsyss. 1561!'. NORTON Calvin's fnst. 1. 17 Noman could then

gesse that there should be any such Cyrus . . that should bring
subiect so mightie a monarchic vnder his dominion. 1587
HOLINSHED Hist. Scot. 258/1 Not ceassing till he had brought
the Welshmen subject at his pleasure. 1643 BURROUGHES
Exj>, ist 3 ch. Hosea, iv. 294 Conscience . . is here made
subject to low and vile things.

1 4. Submissive ; obedient. Obs.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 52 His wif was such as sche be
scholde, His poeple was to him sougit. c 1400 Apol. Loll.

42 To be mek and suget, and seruiciable, obedient and
buxum to ilk man. 1474 CAXTON Chesse u. v. (1883) 61 The
peple . . ryse agayn theyr lord and wole not be subget. 1508
DUNBAR Tua Mariit Wetnen 327 Ouhen I him saw subiect,
and sett at myn bydding, 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. y
Commw. (1603) 164 The Moscovite [hathj more subjectes and
more subject ; the Polonian better soldiers and more
couragious.

fb. transf. Easily managed. Obs. rare.

1619 Times' Storehouse 690 [Rings] are.. so subiect and
light, that they may be worne on the least finger of the hand.

II. (Const, to.} 5. Exposed or open to\ prone to

or liable to suffer from something damaging, dele-

terious, or disadvantageous.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boet/t. in. pr. ii. (1868) 67 It nedib nat to

seie pat blisfulnesse be anguissous ne dreri ne subgit to

greuances ne to sorwes [orig. doloribus tnolestiisque snbjec.
tarn}. 1388 WYCLIF Eccles. iii, 20 Alle thingis ben suget to

vanyte [orig. cuncta subjacent vanitati\. c 1450 Myrr.our
Ladye 191 He that was vndedly was made subget todethe.

1560 DAUS tr, Sleidane's Comm. 421 Therfore is he subjecte
[orig. objectum] unto great penlles and daungers. 1671
MILTON P. R. n. 471 Subject himself to Anarchy within.

1682 DRYDEN MacFt. i All humane things are subject to

decay, a 1700 EVELYN Diary 24 Mar. 1672, Lord I what
miseries are mortal men subject to. 1748 HILL Hist. Fossils

346 It is of a very impure, irregular, and somewhat coarse

texture, but not subject to spots or clouds. 1760 R. BROWN
Compl. Farmer \\, 28 These lands are very subject to worms.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. II. 233 The disabilities to

which the Roman Catholics were subject. 19x3 SELBIE

Nonconf, xii. 225 Here and there . . Nonconformists will still

often be subject to certain social disadvantages.

b. Exposed to violent treatment, damaging
weather, or the like.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos i. 1 1 To that other she gyueth to

be subgette to the face of the ryght blody swerde. 1583
T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xxiii, 139 The citye
..is very subiect vnto windes & Earthquakes. 1604 E.

G-[RIMSTONE] tr. D*Acosta'$ Hist. Indies ii. x. 103 This

Region is very moist and subiect to raine. 1615 G. SANDYS
Treat. 48 The Sultans themselves have bene sometimes

subject to their insolencies. 1631 GOUGE God's Arrows
m. 6. 192 Gods true Church is subject to assaults in this

world. rja&'LKQVuAibertisArckit, l.j The Isleof Lemnos
..being very subject to Lightning. 1768 J. BYRON Narr.
Wager (1778) 229 It is much too high built for a country so

subject to earthquakes. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU TaleofTyne
vi, Naval seamen are . . made subject to violence. 1853
NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1876) 1. i. ii. 64 The sands of the adjacent
deserts, .are subject to violent agitation from the action of

the wind.

C. Liable to disease.

1577 GOOGE tr. HeresbacKs Husb. 28 The stalke [of rye]
. .his eare hanging downewardes, and therefore more sub-

iect to blasting. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa viii. 299
Some of the Egyptians are subiect vnto dangerous rheumes
and feuers. 1663 GRRBIER Counsel'23 The hording otherwayes
is much subject to rott. 1736 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters I. 207
The more compound the water . . the more subject will

the patients be to fevers. 1863 N. Brit. Rev. May 375 The
leaf and chaff of the cereals are subject to a disease called

rust. 1879 FHOUDBCawor xxviii. 483 He became subject to

epileptic fits.

6. Liable to the incidence or recurrence of an

action, process, or state.

1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 97 That the super-
celestiall bodies are subiect to alteration. 1577 St. Aug.
Manual O vj b, Thou art not disseuered by places, nor

altered by tymes, nor subiect vnto to & fro. 1598 SHAKS.

Merry W.iu.v. 117 A man ofmy Kidney, .thatam as subiect

to heate as butter. i65 B. JONSON Staple of News n.

Interm. 33 Is there nothing to be call'd Infanta, out what is

subiect to exception ? 1710 ADDISON Tatler No. 192 P 5 A
kind of good Nature, that is not subject to any Change of

Health. 177* PRIESTLEY Inst. Relig. (1782) I. Ded. 2 We
are subject to successive impressions. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit.

India II. v. ix. 715 The parties were rendered subject to

personal examination uoon oath. 183* BREWSTER Nat.

Magic v. 120 The nose . . is more subject to change of per-

spective than any of the other features. 1855 FORBES Gram.
Hind. Lang. 100 Accompanied by an adjective or pronoun
subject to inflection. 1879 >n CasseWs Techn. Educ. IV.

96/1 He discovered that plants were subject to a regular

sleep at night like animals.

b. Book-trade, (ellipt.} Subject to discount.

1906 Daily Tel. 12 Oct. 10 What in the trade are known as

SUBJECT.

subject-books.. books that is to say which are object to
discount.

1 7. Having a tendency, prone or disposed, to an
action, or to do something. Obs.
1-1590 MoNT.ioMEKiE Son*, xxv. 5 Syn I am subject som-

tyme to be seik. 1595 SHAKS. Jokn m. i. 14 A widduw
husbandles, subiect to fcares. 1597 2 Hen. If ,n ,i'

325 How subiect wee old men are to this vice of I.yin 1

<ii6s Bovs Wkt. (1630)751 Toll-gatherers, as being sub-
ject to many foule extortions and oppressions. 1643 in Kef
Hist. MSS.Comm. Var. Coll. IV. 286 Nere any hjwses or
other BUUerjalu which are subiect to take fyer 1666-7
PEPYS Di.iry 20 Feb., How mean a thing a king is how
subject to fall. 1683 MOXON Meek. Exerc., Printing xxiv.
P ir Ihe Inck would be subject to run off. 1731 KRAIU.KV
Philos. Ace. Wks. Nat. 95 The smaller Kinds of Animal'.,
and such as are subject to be destroyed, encrease more
plentifully. 1759 R. BROWN Comp. Farmer 52 Some young
sows, .are subject to eat their pigs. 1793 SMEATON Edystone
L. 8 170 Any thing being in the way.. would be subject
to hitch upon the stone.

1 8. That may be brought under the operation
of a faculty or sense. Obs.

1591 HARINGTON Orl. fur. Pref., The holy scriptures.,
are.. not subiect to euerie weake capacitie. 1610 SHAKS.
Temp. I. ii. 301 Be subiect to no sight but thine, and mine.
x6xx:Toi)RNEUR Atk. Trag.lii.i, I feele a substance warme,
Subiect to the Capacitie of sense. 16*0 T. GRANGER Div .

Logike 41 The formes of artificiall things are subiect to our
sence. 1667 DAVENANT & DRYDEN Tempest v. iii. (1674) So
They are Spirits, with which the Air abounds . . but that they
are not subject To poor feeble mortal Eyes. x668 CULPEPPF.R
& COLE Barthol. Anat. i. xxii. 55 Scrotum or Scortum,
hanging out like a purse or bag, and subject to the touch,

9. Dependent upon a certain correcting or

modifying condition ; conditional upon ; resting

upon the assumption of. Freq. atlvb., condition-

ally npon, with the assumption of.

x8 HT. MARTINEAU Ireland v. 77 She wrote to her
husband's dictation, subject to the suggestions of his com-
panions. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby ix. vii, Subject to an
ample annuity to Villebecque, she bequeathed the whole of
her fortune to the husband of Edith. 1883 Law Times

ip Nov. 21/2 All other business should be transacted by
single judges subject to appeal. 1890 Law Times' Kef.
LXII1. 734/1 His power to institute criminal proceedings is

subject to the conditions imposed by sect. 2 of that Act.

HI. 10. Lying in the neighbourhood below a

certain level, as that of a spectator ; subjacent.
Obs. or arch.

1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 143 The region Hircany
bathe on the este parte to hit the see of Caspy,..on the

weste Hiberia, beenge subiecte to Caucasus. 1585 T. WASH-
INGTON tr. Nicholay's V'oy. i. xvi. 17 This Bpurg . . is enuironed
with great hilles, vnto which of all sides it is subiect. 1590
SPENSBR /'. Q. \. xi. 19 Long he them bore abone the subiect

plaine. Ibid. in. vii. 4 A little valley, subiect to the same.

1695 BLACKMORE Pr. Artft. vi. 14 They, .all around the

Subject Ocean view'd. 1795 SOUTHEY jfoan ofArc v. (1853)

52 As o'er the subject landslip round I gazed. 1815
' AGRESTIS

' Feudal Hall xxii, The Baron's iron reign
O'erawed, for leagues, the subject plain.

t b. Lying immediately below, underlying. Obs.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man iv. 56 The viij Muscles of

Abdomen.. are propugnacles, and defences to the subiect

panes. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 497, I suppose, several sub-

ject Earths, Currents and Winds do vary it [phosphorescence
of the sea].

t c. Laid open so as to be evident. Obs. rare.

1556 R. ROBINSON tr. More's Utopia S iv, So finely set

furth. .and so euidently subiect to the eye.

fll. Forming the substratum or substance.

Chiefly in matter subject
= SUBJECT-MATTER. Obs.

c 1374 [see MATTER si. 1
6]. 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr.

Acaa. 1. 162 Aristotle saith, that nature in one respect is said

to be the first and chiefe matter subject of every thing that

hath being. Ibid. 441 Lopke out some matter subject, apt,
and fit to recreate our spirits withall. Ibid. 28 [see MATTER
so. 1

9]. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa n. 70 Hauing made
sufficient digression, let us resume the matter subject where
we left. 1609 [see MATTER sb. }

6J. 1744 H. BROOKE Love if

Vanity 156 And let her form be what you will, I am the

subject essence still.

Subject (szibd^e-kt), v. Forms: 4 suget(t)e,

soget(,t)e, soohete ; 4-7 subieot(e, 6 Sc. subgck,

pa. t. and pple. subie(o)kit, 6- subject, [ad.

OF. subjecter, -gecter, -getter, or L. subjectarc,

frequent, f. sut(f)itfrt, subject- (see prec.) ; cf. It.

soggettare, suggettare, Sp. sujetar, subjetar, Pg.

sujeitar. Some of the early Eng. forms are assi-

milated to the o-forms of the sb. and adj.]

1. trans. To make (persons, a nation or country)

subject to a conquering or sovereign power; to

bring into subjection to a superior ;
to subjugate.

Also reft. Obs. or arch.

1381 WYCLIF 2 Chron. xxviii. 10 (MS. Douce 370) The

soms of Juda and of Jerusalem see wiln subjecten to ?ou

seruauntts and bond wymmen. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls! VII. 169 pe forselde Harolde, kyng of Norway.,

subjectid unto hym Denmark, c 1460 in MaM. (.tub Misc.

III. (1855) 38 Efter that the Romams subjectlt the Britones.

lyis to subject me naiu siau 01 LUC luuuuuuu * =i. *

R. JOHNSON Kingd. n Commw. (1603) 162 Some of them

haue subiected thcmselues to this crowne. 1651 HOBBES

Leviathan n. xix. 95 Men. .consequently may subject them-

selves, if they think good, to a Monarch. 1667 MILTON P. L.

xn 93 God in Judgement just Subjects him from without

to violent Lords. 1734 tr. Rollin's Anc. Hist. (1827)!.

Pref. i The Medes ancT Persians who were themselves sub-

jected by the Macedonians.



SUBJECT.

b. to the role, government, power, or service of

a superior.
1551 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 3 All subjeckit to the

service of ane lord. 1556 LAUDF.R Tractate ofKyngis 362

How thay suld Instruct thare floke That ar subiectit to thare

?oke a 1661 FULLER Wort/lies, Derbyshire (1662) i. 233 A
meek .man, much beloved ofsuch who were subjected to his

jurisdiction. 1693 DRYDEN Last Parting of Hector *
Androm. 125, I see thee, in that fatal Hour, Subjected to

the Victor's cruel Pow'r. 1700 EVELYN Diary Sept. 1646,

Should the Swisse..be subjected to the rule of France or

Spaine. 1835 TmRLWALLCrvii. I. 272 Phalces subjected

they were subjected was no matter of choice.

2. To render submissive or dependent ; to bring

into a state of subordination or submission.

1383 WVCLIF Ecclus. iv. 31 (MS. Douce 369) Ne sochete

thou thee to eche man for synne. c 1400 Afol. Loll, js Pe

condicoun of Jewis. . bat is sogetid not to manms tradicoun,

but to Goddis ordinaunce. Ibid. 109 Tul he soget him to

be biddingis of be apostil. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixx. 20

Thy vengeance seiss on us to syn subjectit. 1568 LAUDER

Godlie Tractate 341 Least tha alwayis with Sin suld be sub-

ieckit. a 1590 in Montgomery's Poems Suppl. (S. T. S.) 199
bai sleichtis sell neuir subgek me. 1605 flay o/Stncley in

Simpson Sell. S/iaks. (1878) I. 227, I will not subject my
desire herein And wait upon his leisure. 1614 RALEIGH

Hist. World u. 217 Altogether feminine, and subiected to

ease and delicacie. 1643 HURROUGHES Exp. ist 3 eft. Hosca
ii. 39 If he subject that to his own base ends. 1654 BRAMHALL

Just Vind. ii. 9 They have subjected Oecumenical Councels

..to the Jurisdiction of the Papal Court. 1734 tr. Rollin s

Anc. Hist. (1827) I. Pref. 51 In order the better to subject

the minds of the people. 1744 SWIFT Three Serm. i. 10

This Doctrine of subjecting ourselves to one another.
_
1827

SCOTT Snrg. Dau. i, He. .was unwilling to subject himself

to that which was exacted in polite society.

alisol. 1667 MILTON P. L. viii. 607 Yet these subject not.

1692 DRVDEN St. Euremont's Ess. 342 [Religion] compells
and doth not subject enough.

f b. To overawe, prevail upon. Obs. rare.

1605 Play ofStucley in Simpson Sch. Sliaks. (1878) I. 214
To be threatened and subjected by him. 1670 WALTON
Lives i. 20 Sir Robert put on as suddain a resolution, to

subject Mr. Donne to be his Companion in that lourney.

f o. To master, overpower (one's desires). Obs.

x6ao VENNER Via Recta vii. 114 Such as respect their

health, and can subiect their appetite. 1660 R. COKE Justice
Vind. 15 Subjecting all their passions and affections.

) 3. intr. To be or become subject, submit to. Obs.

1400 Apol. Loll. 76 New law techib bat no prest nor
clerk ow to soget to no seculer lord. 1624 BEDELL Lett. v.

90 Shee kils with the epirituall sword, those that subiect

not to her. 1644 HUNTON Vind. Treat. Man. iv. 20 He is

unresistible, and to be subjected to actively in lawfull things.

1720 WODROW Corr. (1843) II. 477 His Majesty's govern-
ment, which they most heartily pray for, and subject to in

all things they possibly can.

f4. trans. To place under something or in a lower

position ; to make subjacent to. Chiefly pass. Obs.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Mail v. 69 The rest of his way is

subiected vnder Vena caua. 1594 R. CAREW Huarte's
Exam. Wits (1616) 116 Spaine is not so cold as the places
subiected to the Pole, a 1676 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. n.
vii. (1677) 190 The like Volcans.. happen sometimes in the
Land subjected to the Sea. 1807 J. BARLOW Coliimb, \. 194
O'er the proud Pyrenees it looks sublime, Subjects the Alps,
and levels Europe's clime.

(b. To place (the neck) under a yoke. Const.
to. (Only in fig. context.) Obs.
c 1585 Faire Em I. 89 A number such as we subject Their

gentle necks unto their stubborn yoke Of drudging labour.

1641 J. JACKSON True Evans. T. n. 120 To subject their
necks to the yoak of Christ,

1 0. To lay before a person's eyes. Const, to. Obs.

proper that their books should be. .subjected to curious and
impertinent eyes.

f d. To lay open, expose (physically). Obs.
1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 196 The work will always be

dry, or subiected only to the rain.

6. To lay open or expose to the incidence,
occurrence, or infliction of, render liable to, some-
thing, f Also occas. to render susceptible to, pre-
dispose to.

'549 Comfl. Scot. xx. 171 Euerye thing is subieckit to the
proces of the tyme. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. n. iii. 36, I rather
will subiect me to the malice Of a diuerted blood, and bloudie
brother. 1611 Bible Transl. Pref. f 2 As oft as we do any
thing of note or consequence, we subiect our selues to euery
ones censure, a 1700 EVELYN Diary 12 Aug. 1641, It stands
upon Contribution land, which subjects the environs to the
bpamsh incursions. 1701 SWIFT Contests Nobles

/j- CommWks. 1755 II. i. 42 One folly, infirmity, or vice, to which a

Printing 350 Having too much wooll in them.. will subjectthem to soon hardening. 1792 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV 3 It
would only subject the people to a renewal of the former
outrages. 1830 DISRAELI Chas. I, III. 72 A mind thus
deeply busied.. was necessarily subjected to its peculiar
infirmiUu. 1845 MACCULLOCH Taxation I. iv. (1852) no
M P

" "" the
n
farm -subjected to taxation ? 1861M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 47 A blow or an abusive ex-

pression subjected the onender to a fine.

1 6. pass. To be attributed to, inhere in a subiect
(SUBJECT sb. 6). Obs.
1606 B JONSON Masq., Hymenxi Wks. (16.6) 911 It is a

e
S3

?
'"k

adua
f
ntase, that the things subiec'ted to vn*-ing haue of those which are obiected to sense.

our ivieuiaior were &LIUJCI.I.CU iu m,jw -.. ..-- ...

TAYLOR Disaua. Popery 11. Introd. B 2 b, I hope I. i>. does

not suppose it {sc. infallibility] subjected in every single Chris-

tian man or woman. 1690 NOW.IS Beatitudes (1694) 1. 9^

For such and such Vertues as subjected in Man.

7. Logic. To make the subject of a proposition.

position, and subjected in the minor.

8 To bring under the operation ot an agent,

agency, or process ; to submit to certain treatment ;

ject to the laws of our perceptions that which is absolutely

Independent of them. iSjBTjionsoN Che,,;. Org. Bodies 274

Thealcohol is then to be separated by subjecting the matter

to strong pressure in cloth. 1842 LOUDON Suburban Hort. 94
- - '

lent.. has been subjected to

on we were subjected to some torrential rain-storms.

Hence Subjecting vbl. si. and///, a.

1760 WOOLMAN Jrnl. vii. (1840) 83 The Spring of the

Ministry was often low ; and, through the subjecting Power

of Truth, we were kept low with it. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng.
I. ix. 185 The ambition of Henry had. .been moved. .to

attempt the subjecting of Ireland. 1881 FAIRBAIRN Studies

Life Christ xvi. 302 The subject often suffers less than the

subjecting people. 1911 Engl. Rev. Jan. 295 Science is a

subjecting of the mind to things, Art is a subjecting of

things to the mind.

t Subject, pa.pple. Obs. [aA.'L.subject-us,'?*.

pple. olsubicfre (see SUBJECT a.).] Subjected.

1516 Pilgr, Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 211 [He] hath subiect

all thynges to hym, & put them vnder his fete. 1533 GAU
Richt Vay 50 S. Paul vritis in the first chaiptur to the

Ephesians, God hes subiect al thing onder his feit,

Subjectable, -ible (sbd3e-ktab'l, -Ib'l), a.

rare. [f. SUBJECT v. + -ABLE, -IBLB. Cf. late L.

subjectibilis (Vulgate).] That maybe subjected to.

1802-11 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) III. 446
Under the assurance of his not being subjectable to eventual

punishment. 1808 Sc. Reform 14 Not subjectible to

counter-interrogation. 1831 Jer. Taylor's Wks. IV. 277
It was propounded to these fathers confessors as a thing
not subjectable to their penitential judicature.
Hence Subjectabi lity, -ibi'lity. In recent Diets.

t Subjectary. Obs. rare. [f. SUBJECT + -AHY*.]
One who is subject to another.

1485 Digby Myst. ill. 752 He hathe made me clene and
delectary, the wyche was to synne a subiectary.

t Subjectate, v. Obs. rare. [f. SUBJECT si.

+ -ATE 3.] pass. To be inherent in,

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 484 There is no moral evil,
which is not founded and subjectated in some natural good.

Snbjectdom (so-bd^ektdam). rare. [f.
SUB-

JECT so. + -DOM.] The state or condition of being
a subject.
1877 ROLLESTON in Greenwell Brit. Barrows 698 No clue

to its nationality, except in the political sense of subjectdom,
therefore is available.

Subjected (stfbdje-kted), ///. a. [f. L. sui-

ject-us (see SUBJECT a.) or SUBJECT v. + -ED 1
.]

1. Placed or set underneath
; underlying, sub-

jacent Obs. or arch.

1597 A. M. tr. GuiUemetafs Fr. Chirurg. 10/3 The fore,

sayed subjacent or subiectede membrane. 1667 MILTON
P. L. Xll. 640 The hastning Angel. .Led them direct, and
down the Cliff as fast To the subjected Plaine. 1673 HALE
Ess. Fluid Bodies 5 The Gravitation or non-Gravitation of
Fluids upon subjected Bodies. 1678 H. VAUGHAN Thalia
Rediv., Retirement 225 Where he might view the boundless
skie, . . Subjected hills, trees, meads, and flowers. 1718 PRIOR
Solomon 1.432 Where.. Ascends my Soul? what sees She
White and Great Amidst subjected Seas? 1820 WIFFEN
Aonian Hours (ed. 2) 8 The stockdove's plaintive wail Wins
to the curious ear o'er the subjected vale,

t b. Subjected matter = SUBJECT-MATTEB. Obs.
1697 tr. Burgersdidus' Logic i. viii. 26 Creation is nothing

else but the producing of something out of nothing ; that is,
out of no Subjected Matter.
2. Reduced to a state of subjection; under the
dominion or authority of another. Hence, sub-
missive, obedient.
a 1586 SIDNEY A rcadia l. xix. (1912) 123 With all subjected

humblenes. 1595 SHAKS. John i. i. 264 Needs must you lay
your

heart at his dispose, Subjected tribute to commanding
loue. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. xix. 6 He is certainly
the most subjected, the most enslaved, who is so in his Under-
standing. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe 11. (Globe) 386 All the five were
most willing,, .subjected Creatures, rather like Slaves than
Wives. 1763 J. BROWN Poetry f, Mus. 193 The Patrician
Ladies, who lately had reveled amidst the Spoils of a sub-
jected World. 1815 J. CORMACK Atol, Fern. Infanticide
Guzeral li. 34 That a subsidiary and subjected tribe should
have cherished such extravagant notions of their own supe-
riority. 1876 RUSKIN Fors Clav. VI. 88 To comply in all
sweet and subjected ways with the wishes and habits of their
parents. 1907 Trans. Devon Assoc. 48 The Welsh British
had themselves absorbed a subjected race.

Hence Subje-ctedly adv., Subje'ctedness.

SUBJECTION.

1681 R. FLEMING Fulfilling Serift. HI. Hi. (1726) 377 To
dig in the town ditches, with a sweet subjectedness of spirit.

1839 New Monthly Alag. LV. 44 Licking his face, and sub.

jectedly, as if in token of homage. 1885 MEREDITH Diana
xxxviii. Notwithstanding her subjectedness to the nerves.

Strbjectess. nonce-word, [f. SUBJECT sb. +
-ESS l.J A female subject.

1772 NUGENT Hist. Fr. Gerund I. 145 It being a plain
case that men only ought to be called subjects, and women
subjectesses.

Subjeetible : see SUBJECTABLE a.

Subjectify (scbd^e-ktifsi), v.
[f. SUBJECT sb.

+ -IFY.] irons. To identify with or absorb in the

subject ;
to make subjective.

1868 Contemp. Rev. VIII. 617 The oriental mind. .sub-

jectifies the individuality, or, to frame a word for the occa-

sion, inwards it. 1895 Thinker VII. 342 Destructive
tendencies in human nature which subjectify themselves in
the individual. 1900 S_ANTAYANA Poetry <$ Relig. 248 To
subjectify the universe is not to improve it.

Hence Subjectifying ///. a., viewing things
subjectively; Subjectiflca'tion, the action of

making or being made subjective.
i88z TRAILL Sterne xi. 170 The Uncle Toby of the sub-

jectifying sentimentalist, surveying his character through
the false medium of his own hypertrophied sensibilities.

1890 tr. PJleidtrer's Debel, Theol. n. iv. 186 The idealistic

subjectification of the idea of God on the lines of Feuer.
bach. 1908 HMert Jrnl. Oct. 114 It would. .he far more
accurate to treat sensations as the subjectification of qualities
than to treat qualities as the hypostases of sensations.

Subjectile (stfbdje-ktail), a. and sb. rare. [f.

SUBJECT si. + -ILE.] Of material : Adapted to

receive a '

subject
'
or picture, b. st. A material

on which a painting or engraving is made.
1859 GULLICK & TIMBS Painting 126 The metal, .served

as a subjectile to the opaque painting. Ibid., The materials,
or subjectiles, upon which paintings have been executed.
1881 Oracles 5 Nov. 294 The previous modes of printing in
which the ink is contained in incisions. .or upon reliefs.,
and transferred thence to the paper or other subjectile
material by pressure.

Subjection (stfbdsc -kfsn ). Also 4-5 -ieccioun,
-one, 4-6 -ieocion, 4-7 -lection, 5-6 -iectione,
-geccion, -gection, -yon, 5-7 -iectioun, (4
subieccoun, 5 -coyoun, -iounne, -iecotioun,
-ione, -iectyon, supjection, 6 -iecoyon). [a.
OF. subjection (iath c.), in mod.F. only in Rhet.

sense, sujition (i?th c.) in other senses, ad. L. sub-

jectio, -ffntm, n. of action f. subicere (see SUBJECT a.).
Cf. Pr. subjection, It. soggezione, suggezione, and
subbiezione, Sp. sujecion, in Rhet. sense subjecion,

Pg. sujeicao, subjeifdo.]

1 1. The act, state, or fact of exercising lordship
or control ; dominion, domination, control. Obs.

"37S Sc. Leg. Saints vii. (Jacobus) 485 Dee bare bam
leware wes ay, bane fore to thol subieccione of hyme bat

segyt ban bar towne. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 59 fof jm desire to
be prest, or be befor to hem bat bu coueittst. .ouer proudly
in coueiting subieccoun of hem. 1596 SPENSER State /ret.
Wks. (Globe) 650/1 They should all rise generally into

rebellion, and cast away the English subjection. 1667 MIL-
TON P. L. x. 153 Lovely to attract Thy Love, not thy Sub-
jection.

b. Phr. In, into, t '", t unto, t under subjec-
tion : in, into, under the dominion or control of a

superior power. Now felt as belonging to 2.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 4064 Swa bat it be put til des-
truccion Thurgh bam bat first was in subieccion. c 1386
CHAUCER Mont's T. 476 He.. This wyde world hadde in
subieccioun. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 26 Of Babiloine al that

Empire.. [he] Put under in subieccioun. 1430 LYDG. Min.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 90 Of Assurye to rekne the kyngesalle,
Whiche had that lond under subjeccioune. 15x3 BRAD-
SHAW St. Werburge I. 1544 Lowly submyttynge her vnder
subieccyon. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. viii. 6 Thou hast put all

thinges in subieccion vnder his fete. 1599 Solimati ty Pers.
in. i. 148 Til] thou hast brought Rhodes in subiection. 1601
SHAKS. All's Well i. i. 6 To whom I am now in Ward,
euermore in subiection. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 1128 Both
in subjection now To sensual Appetite. 1x1718 BURNET
Own Time i. (1724) I. 46 They [sc. the military force] will
ever keep the Parliament in subjection to them. 1758 J.
DALRVMPLE Ess. Feudal Property (ed. 2) 3 The modern
European colonies are kept in subjection . . to their native

country. 1853 NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1876) I. i. ii. 91 The
Caliph . . was in subjection to a family of the old Persian race.
1862 SIR B. BRODIE Psychol. Ing. II. ii. 62 A well-regulated
imagination, which is kept in subjection to the judgment.

o. with possessive pron. or phr. denoting the

superior power or authority. Obs. or arch.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 4070 Fra bat tyme sal na land
ne contre In subieccion of Rome langer be, 1390 GOWER
Conf. III. 180 He. .Which hath in his subjecciun Tho men
whiche in possession Ben riche of gold, c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) vi. 20 Ober rewmes bat er vnder his subieccion.
c 1407 LYDG. Reson fy Sens. 5281 He kan make hem to lowte
Vn-to his subieccion. <r 1460 Oseney Reg. no This, .graunt
I made for A chaunterye . . free and quietly fro the subieccion
of the modur church, c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xix.

408 Whan he sawe that he was., in the subgectyon of Rey-
nawde. .he was sore an angred. c 1500 Melusine 17 Al the
Countre therabout he held vnder his subgection. 1530
PALSGR. 355 Whiche dyd submytte a great parte of Grece
in their subjection. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 885 To sub-
mit themselues to the subiection and grieuous yoke of the
French king. 1584-5 Act 27 Eliz. c. 2. 4 Any Parson
under her Majesties Subjection or Obedience. 1631 LITH-
cow Treat, in. 78 [The Cretans] would rather.. render to
the Turke, then to liue vnder the subection of Venice. 1651
J. WRIGHT tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox i. 3 The Castellians
are those who have Lands, Citties, Burroughs, Villages and



SUBJECTION.

Seignories under their subjection. 1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg,
I a. 25/1 In reducing under his subjection the whole of the
districts in which the best cinnamon is produced.

2. The act or fact of being subjected, as under a

monarch or other sovereign or superior power ;
the

state of being subject to, or under the dominion of,

another; hence gen, t subordination.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. ft. vi. xviii. (1495) 203 As the

name seruaunt is a name of subieccion so the name lord is

a name of soueraynte. c 1470 Col. $ Gaw. 441 Sauand my
senyeoury fra subiectioun, And my lordscip vn-laniyt.

1563 WINJET tr. Vincent^ Lirin. Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 5 The
subiectioun of the Israelitis amangis the Gentilis. 1596
SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 612/3 That generall
subjection of the land, wherof we formerly spake. i6n
SPEED Theat. Gt. Brit. \. xii.

23/^2 [Bristol] because

it is an entire County of it selfe, it denies subiection

vnto either [Somersetshire and Glocestershire], 1620 T.

GRANGER Div. Logike 248 In regard of their conuenience,
and subiection to the whole, they make no disiunction'or

opposition. 1641 'SMKCTYMNUUS
'

Vind. Answ. vii. 98 Now
we read no where of the subjection of one Bishop and his

charge to an other. 1631 HOBBES Leviathan i. viii. 39 Our
obedience, and subjection to God Almighty. 1662 SOUTH
Serin. Gen. i. 27 (1697) I. 67 The Will. .was subordinate.,

to the Understanding. .as a Queen to her King? who both

acknowledges a Subjection, and yet retains a Majesty. i8id

WORDSW. Excurs. in. 268 By philosophic discipline prepared
For calm subjection to acknowledged law. 1869 J. S. MILL
{title) The subjection ofwomen. 187* YEATS Growth Comm.
58 The patriotic spirit., lost its force in a common subjec-
tion to Rome.

f3. Submission; obedience; homage. Obs,

138* WYCLIF i Tim. ii. 1 1 A womman lerne in silence, with
al subieccioun. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 115 pe
bUshop of Meneuia was i-sacred of be bisshoppes of Wales
..and made non professioun no^er subiection to non ober
chirche. 1387-6 T. USK Test. Love i. ii. (Skeat) 1. 10 A
maner of ferdnesse crepeth in his herte, not for harme, but
of goodly subjeccion. 1419 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. I. 65
We ^oure humble liges and servitours, with all subjection
and humilitee. 1426 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 1031 The body
to the soule obeye In euery maner skylful weye, And bern
to hym subieccion. 1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (Rolls) Ded. i To
my Sovereyn Lord Edward.. a pore Frere..sendith prayer,
obediens, subjeccion. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)

96 b, Good religyon and subieccyon sore reproueth contempte
for his suggestyon. 1671 MILTON Satnson 1405 Masters
commands come with a power resistless To such as owe
them absolute subjection, a 1674 CLARENDON Surv. Levia-
than (1676) 91 To withdraw their subjection.

4. The action of making subject or bringing under
a dominion or control

; subjugation, rare.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xlix. 104 The subiection of the

body to the will is by naturall necessitie, the subiection of
the will vnto God yoluntarie.

a 1676 HALE (J.), After the

conquest of the kingdom and subjection of the rebels.

1849-50 ALISON Hist. Eur. VII. xlii. 43. 125 The conquest
of Europe, or at least the subjection of all its governments
to his control.

f 5. The condition of a subject, and the obliga-
tions pertaining to it. Obs.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. K, iv. 1. 153 The King., who to disobey,
were against all proportion of subiection. 1611 Cymb.
iv. iii. 19, I dare be bound bee's true, and shall performe
Alt parts of his subiection loyally, a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm.
Reg. in Phoenix (1707) 1. 191 The Duke of Northumberland
..rose as high as subjection could permit, or sovereignty
endure.

tb. eoncr. Subjects collectively. Obs.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W.) v. iii. LLij, The sub-

Eeccyon
ayenst theyr prelates, the chyldren agayne the

ider and moder. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseitd. Ep. 302
How populous the land from whence they came was, may
be collected .. from their ability in commanding so mighty
subjections.

6. Legal or contractual obligation or liability.

^1450 Godstow Reg. 342 With-out any subieccion as any
of that same hold ought, sauf only the forsalde xij. d vnto
the workes of the forsaid chirch yerely. 1456 SIR G. HAVE
Law Arms (S.T.S.) 192 [If] a man suld. .defend his frende

in his presence injurit, sa is he nocht bounde to na subjec-
tioun of law tharfore. 1760 T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass.
ii. (1765) 251 They distinguished civil subjection, into

necessary and voluntary. 1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. ii.

28 The obligation of civil subjection, whereby the inferior is

constrained by the superior to act contrary to what his own
reason and inclination would suggest. 1843-56 BOUVIER
Lain Diet. (ed. 6) II. 553/2 Subjection, the obligation of.,

persons to act at the discretion, or according to the judgment
and will of others.

^ 7. The condition of being under some necessity
or obligation ; a duty or task- an * infliction*. 'Obs.

1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv, i. (1586) 3, 1 feele it a
great trauell . . to obserue such circumstances, as the qualitie
of the persons, and mine owne honor require : which is

nothing else but pa'me and subiection. 1658 EVELYN fr.
Card. (1675) 261 'Tis too great a subjection to gather their
blossoms. 1639 Let. to Boyle 9 Aug., The many sub-

jections, which I cannot support, of conversing with me-
chanical capricious persons. 1685 Mrs. Godolphin. (1888)

183, I tell you she looked at it [sc. being obliged to play at

cards] as a Calamity and subjection insupportable. 1719
LONDON & WISE Complete Gardener 513 The only Subjection
we are obliged to in such Grounds, is, first, to weed much.

(
8. The condition of being subject, exposed, or

liable to ; liability. Obs.

1593 MUNDY Def. Contraries 39 They are free from sub-
iectton to eie medicines, which they haue need to practise,
that are subiect to the eyes inflamation. 1628 T. SPENCER
Logick 128 His subiection to death; as a qualitie of his

being. 1758 J. DALRYMPLE Ess. Feudal Property (ed. a) 154
In respect of subjection to forfeiture.

f 9. Rhet. An answer subjoined by a speaker to

a question that he has just asked ; the figure in-
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volving this
; hence, a subjoined or additional

statement, corollary. Obs.
1608 J. KING Serm. 5 Nov. 13 For what hath the righteous

done ? The subiection or answere implied must needs be,
nihil, lust nothing. 1659 URQUHART Jewel 278 The refuta-

tive Schemes of Anticipation and Subjection. 1659 LEAK
Waterwks. Pref. 3 If we should build upon this Rule of

Archimedes, That the
Superficies

of the Water is Spherical
..there will follow a Subjection that we must hold in the

Demonstrations; viz. That the Superficies of the Water is

Circular. 1753 Chambers* Cycl. Suppl., Subjection, .is used
for a brief answer to a preceding interrogation.

f 10. A putting under or placing before, rare*

1615 T. ADAMS Leaven 100 The most simple; who better

vnderstand a spiritual doctrine, by the reall subiection of
some thing familiar to their senses.

11. Logic. The act of supplying a subject to a

predicate. In mod. Diets.

U 12. Misused for SUGGESTION. (Cf.SuBJESTioN.)
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 351 The firste thing is..thilke

flessnly concupisence, and after that comth the subieccion

[v.rr. suggestion^] of the deuel. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour
(1868) 77 The kinge, thorughe her false subieccion, putte
loseph into stronge prison.

Subjectional (s^bd^e-kfanal), a. rare. [f. prec.
+ -AL.J Involving or based upon subjection.
a 1617 BAYNE Diocesan's Tryall (1621) 18 By vertue of

their subjectionalt subordination. 1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint.
II. in. I. vi. 3 There is the Unity of different and separate
things, subjected to one and the same influence, which may
be called Subjectional Unity.

Su-bjectist. rare. * One versed or skilled in

the subjective philosophy *,
= SoBJECTiviST.

a 1860 Eclectic Rev. (cited in Worcester),

Subjective (s^bd^e'ktiv), a. (sb.) [ad. late L.

subjectwits, f. subjectus, ~um SUBJECT sb. So F.

sttbjectift It. sobiettivO) etc., G. subjektiv.]

T" ! Pertaining or relating to one who is sub-

ject ; belonging to or characteristic of a political

subject ; hence, submissive, obedient. Obs,
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione I. xiv. 16 If bou leene more to Jrin

ovne reson Jan to be subiectiue vertu of Ihesu crist, it wol
be late or bou be a man illuminate, for god wol haue us

parfitly suget to him. x$95 in Shaks. Cent. Praise 16 For
thousands vowes to them subjective dutie. 1606 J. DAVIES
Set. Sec, flusb. (1616) F 6 Who honor'd him.. And no sub-
iectiue dutie did forget. 1648 SYMMONS Vind. 336 Neither is

the King, . . of so subjective a nature as to submit his affairs

wholly to his wife's guidance, a 1683 OWEN Posth. Serm.
Wks. 1851 IX. 97 Subjective perfection,

in respect of the

person, obeying, is his sincerity and freedom from guile.

1706 DE FOE Jure Diirino xi. 246 The great Subjective
Article concurs, To make him all Mens King as well as ours.

2. Pertaining to the subject as to that in which
attributes inhere

; inherent; hence, pertaining to

the essence or reality of a thing ; real, essential.

1643 O. SEDGWICK Eng. Preserv. 34 Many prayings, and
fastings, . .and other doings have found no acceptation with

God, nor wrought any subjective alterations in persons.

1647 JER. TAYLOR Lib. Proph. 133 That this confession [of
St. Peter] was the objective foundation of Faith, and Christ

and his Apostles the subjective, Christ principally, and
S. Peter instrumentally. 1675 BURTHOGGE Causa Dei 395
All how Barbarous . . soever, have . . a Light within them, and
a Light without them, Subjective and Objective Light. 1844
GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) V. 81 Nothing seems more plain
than that her [the Church of England's] subjective materials

are after all too solid . . to permit . . the serious apprehension
of any such contingency. i88a FARRAR Early Chr. I. 320 An
illustration of the method whereby the subjective righteous-
ness ofGod can become the objective righteousness (or justi-

fication) of man.

3. Relating to the thinking subject, proceeding
from or taking place within the subject ; having
its source in the mind ; (in the widest sense)

belonging to the conscious life. (Correlative to

OBJECTIVE a. 2 b.)

1707 OLDFIELD Ess. fnt^r. Reason n. xix, Objective cer-

tainty, or that of the thing, as really it is in itself.. a Sub-

jective certainty of it in the infinite Mind. 1725 WATTS
Logic n. ii. 8 Objective certainty, is when the proposition
is certainly true in itself; and subjective, when we are

certain of the truth of it. The one is in things, the other is

in our minds. 1796 Nitsch's View Kant's Princ. 224^We
are certain that every point in the circumference of a circle

is at an equal distance from the centre j for we have suffi-

cient objective and subjective reasons to this truth. 1798
W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXV. 585 Were we endeavour-

ing to characterize this work, in the dialect peculiar to Pro-

fessor Kant, we should observe^ that its intensive like its ex-

tensive, magnitude is small : . . its subjective is as slight as its

objective worth. i8ox Encycl. Brit. Suppl. II. 356/1 The
motives to consider a proposition as true, are either objec-
tive, i, e. taken from an external object,. .or. .subjective,
i. e. they exist only in the mind of him who judges. 1804-6
SYD. SMITH Mor. Philos. (1850) 54 His subjective elements,
and his pure cognition. 1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVII. 10

Knowledge subjective is knowledge of objects in their rela-

tion to, and as they affect the mind knowing. 1832 AUSTIN

Jurisfr. (1879) II. 737 In the Kantian language subjective
existences are either parcel of the understanding, or ideas

which the understanding knows by itself alone. 1838 F.

HAYWOOD tr. Kanfs Crit. Pure Reason 651 Without a sub-

jective property, nothing would be present to the being who
perceives by intuition. 1864 MowEN Logic xiii. 423 It

appears to disprove .. Kant's counter assertion that space is

wholly subjective. 1877 E. CAIRO Philos. Kant n. iii. 241

Subjective ideas, ideas that have no root in actual experi-

ence, but only in the constitution of the faculties of percep-
tion. i88a Encycl. Brit. XIV. 785/1 What is the ground of

unity in things known, and in what way does thought unite

the detached attributes of things into a subjective whole?

1883 Ibid. XVI. 91/3 The idea of truth or knowledge as

SUBJECTIVE.
that which is at once objective and subjective, as the unity
of things with the mind that knows them.

b. Special collocations.

Subjective idealism: see IDEALISM i. Subjective method:
the method of investigation which starts from conception!
and a priori assumptions, from which deductions are made.
Subjective selection : the function of selection by or through
consciousness,

1867 LEWES f/ist. Philos. (cd. 3) I. Prolog, p. xxxiii, The
Subjective Method which moulds realities on its conceptions,

determined by Thoughts and not controlled by Objects.
1877, 1887 [see IDEALISM x). 1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 73/3
Subjective selection, i.e. ..the association of particular
movements with particular sensations through the mediation
of feeling. 1911 Encycl. Brit. (ed. n) XIV. 281/1 The
doctrine which represents the subject itself and its state and
judgments as the single immediate datum of consciousness,
and all else.. as having a merely problematic existence. .b
sometimes known as subjective or incomplete idealism.

4. Pertaining or peculiar to an individual subject
or his mental operations; depending upon one's

individuality or idiosyncrasy ; personal, individual.
a 1767 T. BOSTON Serm. (1850) 77 There is an internal sub-

jective discovery of Christ made in, and unto the soul, that
finds him by the Holy Ghost 1796 NitscWs View Kanft
Princ. 195 When any thing determines our will which is

founded upon the subjective qualification of the individual,
it is merely agreeable, though it may not be bad. 1818
HALLAM Mid. Ages (1872) I. 112 Sismondi never fully
learned to judge men according to a subjective standard,
that is, their own notions of right and wrong. 1858 O. W.
HOLMES A uf. Break/. .t, xi, The ingenuous reader will under-
stand that this was an internal, personal, private, subjective
diorama. 41871 GROTE Eth. I'ragm. ii. (1876) 42 This
sentiment is. .a subjective sentiment that is, each individual

experiences it in a degree and manner peculiar to himself.

b. Art and Literature. Expressing, bringing
into prominence, or deriving its materials mainly
from, the individuality of the artist or author.

1840 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1880) I. 56 Enough of what is

now generally called the subjective style of writing. 1846
Ibid. 161 The whole subjective scheme (damn the word tjof
the poems I did not like. 1853 THOMSON Laws Th. (ed. 3)

25 note, A subjective tendency in a poet or thinker would
be a preponderating inclination to represent the moods and
states of his own mind. 1867 BRANDE & Cox Diet. Sci. s. v.,

Rubens and Rembrandt were subjective painters. 1871
B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) I. 238 The subjective character of

the early scenes in Faust is clearly indicated.

C. Tending to lay stress on one's own feelings or

opinions ; given to brooding over one's mental
states ; excessively introspective or reflective.

1841 KINGSLEY Lett. (1878) I. 88 Some minds are too sub-

jective..they may devote themselves too much to the sub-

ject of self and mankind. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics
(1860) I. 207 A comparatively small measure of the subjective
excess which we would call mysticism. 1871 MOBLEY
Vanvenargues in Crit. Misc. Ser. i. (1878) 25 A musing,
subjective method of delineation.

d. Existing in the mind only, without anything
real to correspond to it ; illusory, fanciful.

1869 HADDAN Afost. Succ. Ch. Eng. y. 107 A myth,.. all

in a moment received as a real history in the actual world,
while in truth it had been a merely subjective fancy. 1870
MOZLEY Univ. Serm, iii. (1877) 69 This philosophy allows

us.. to take pleasure in a subjective immortality which is

practically posthumous reputation.

e. Physiol. and Path. Due to internal causes and
discoverable by oneself alone ; said of sensations,

symptoms, etc.

Subjective colours : the complementary colours of after-

images arising from looking fixedly at coloured objects.

1855 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. s.
y. Sensation, Subjective

sensations, such as originate centrically, or in the encepha-
lon, as tinnitus aurium. i86oTYNDALLG/r. 37 This green
belonged to the class of subjective colours, or colours pro-
duced by contrast... The eye received the impression of

green, but the colour was not external to the eye. 1876
Trans. Clinical Soc. IX. 97 The boomings in the ear and
the subjective buzz. 1881 Nature Na 616. 359 All the

combinational tones other than those of mistuned unisons

must really arise in the ear itself and be subjective in

character. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VI. 123 The subjective

feelings of the patient must not be overlooked.

t6. Subjective part (scholastic L. pars sufy'ec-

tiva) : a part of which the corresponding whole is

predicated. Obs.

1728 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Part
t
A Subjective or Potential

Part, is the same with a Logical one, viz. that contain'd in

some universal Whole, not in Act, but only in Power ; as

Man and Horse are in Animal ; Peter and Paul in Man,

6. Gram. a. Constituting, or having the function

of, the subject of a sentence.

1862 E. ADAMS Elent. En?. Lang. 456 When a subjective
sentence is placed after the verb.

b. Having the character of the subject of a

sentence as expressing the doer of an action ; e.g.

subjective genitive.

tives. 1873 [see PREPOSITIVELYJ.
1880 E. A. ABBOTT ViaLatina 221 Genitives may be divided

into large classes, those in which the Gen. can be readily

replaced (i.) by a Subject j (it) by an Object The former

are called Subjective ; the latter, Objective.

7. Of the subjects treated, subject-, rare.

1881 Times 6 Jan. xi/i The first addition to the evidence

is a subjective index.

8. a&sol. with the\ That which is subjective;

rarely si>. a subjective fact or thing.



SUBJECTIVELY.

Sci. Ethics 88 In cogm
changed into a subjective a representation.

Subjectively (abbdse-lctivll),
aOo. [f.

V" & subjection; as a subject or subjects;

submissively. 06s. rare.

,579 W. WILKINSON Confut. Fam. /./< 38 He wllleth

them' to stand subiectiuely.
obedient to the

Louei^aR BARCLAY AM. Quakers ii. 1 1. 48 1 he Spirit
doth now

kad andTnfluence the Saints, but. .only subjectively, or ,n

a blind manner. ,. , *i_:K,,t.,c

+ 2. In a subject, as in that in which attnbt

inhere ;
with regard to the subject of inhesion ;

KM Body ofMan 695 Hence doth arise another

difference belwixt a Sound and the obiects of other

ling, and inhering in him. 1697 NORRIS Ace. Keason
J

i. ('724) 21 Come we now to the Consideration of Reason,

asVis'taken Subjectively 1698 NORRIS Pract^ <!*

him, taking the same Term Subjectively,

t 3 In its (specific) nature ;
in itself. Obs.

MOUKTAGU Diatribx 302 First-fruits and Tithes were

same extent subiectiuejy ; or if there were excesse
1621

of theOI cue same CAICIH oi*u.-*..-./ , --
A-. ff o.

vpon eyther side, it was in First-fruits, a 1641 -Acts*
Man. (1642) 86 All the Propheticall blessings by lacob .con-

cerning his sons, are not all of one nature .either subjec-

lively for the matter, or objectively for the Persons and

their Posterity. 1675 BURTHOGGE Causa Dei 42 Though

Jntrins'ically and "Subjectively they are but Unite. 1097

BOLD Refly to Mr. Edwards's Reft. 45 That the Enquiry .

was not concerning Christian Faith considered subjectively,

but objectively.

4. In relation to the thinking subject ; by a sub-

jective process ; with reference to the mind or to

mental representation ;
in the mind, in thought.

1798 NitscKs View Kant's Princ. 222 To be of opinion,

means, to take something for true, but from reasons that are

neither subjectively nor objectively sufficient. 1803 Edvi.

Rev. I. 262 Man is known to himself by consciousness. All

other beings he knows only subjectively. 1825 COLERIDGE

Aids Refl. (1848) I. 138 An idea conceived as subsisting in

an object becomes a law : and a law contemplated subjectively

in a mind is an idea. 1855 [Miss COBBE] Ess. Intuitive Mar.

85 When our idea of the Divine Holiness is subjectively true

that is to say, when it is the very highest which our minds

..can apprehend. 1865 J. H. STlKLifia Secret o//fefel I. 127

Kant conceived these relations [categories] subjectively, or

from the point of view of our thought. 1880 E. WHITE Cert.

Retig. Pref. 8, I have readily fallen into the popular usage [of

Ceitainty and Certitude], which regards them as interchange-

able expressions todenote subjectively the state ofmind only.

5. With reference to the individual mind or

the personal character, mental attitude, feelings, etc.;

in Art, etc., in such a manner as to express the

personality or idiosyncrasies of an artist or writer.

1841 TRENCH Parables ix. (1877) 186 The penny is very
different to the different receivers ; objectively the same, sub-

jectively it is very different ; it is in facl to every one exactly
what he will make it. 1859 GOLLICK & TIMES Painting 41

A work of Art may be said to be subjectively treated when
it is characterized more by the peculiar aesthetic or idiosyn-
cratic development of the artist himself.

6. Gram. In the subjective relation ;
as a sub-

jective genitive.
1864 J. MANNING Inq. Poss. Augment 20 The genitive of

the Anglo-Saxon personal pronoun .. may be used.. sub-

jectively and objectively.

Subjectiveness (sobdge'ktivnes). [Formedas
prec. + -NESS.] The quality or condition of being
subjective, subjectivity.
1855 HYDE CLARKE Diet. , Sitbjecti-veness. 1880 LE CONTE
ight 13 In smell, there is an equal commingling of sub-

[f. SUB-

Li ,

jectiveness and objectiveness.

Subjectivism (sobdje-ktiviz'm).
JECTIVE + -ISM. Cf. F. subjectivisme.~\
1. The philosophical theory according to which

all our knowledge is merely subjective and rela-

tive, and which denies the possibility of objective

knowledge.
1857 W. FLEMING Vocctb. Philos. 492 Subjectivism is

the doctrine of Kant, that all human knowledge is merely
relative

; or rather that we cannot prove it to be absolute.
1871 tr. Uebcnoeg's Hist. Pkilos. I. 72 Protagoras the Indi-
viduahst, Gorgias the Nihilist, Hippias the Polymathist, and
Prodicus the Moralist . .were followed by a younger genera-
tion of

Sophists, who perverted the philosophical principle
of subjectivism more and more, till it ended in mere frivolity.
1884 D. HUNTER Reuss's Hist. Canon xviii. 388 The
eighteenth century.. which gave birth to a subjectivism so
boundless as to end in denying the reality of the world.

26

2. The subjective method fee.SUBJECTIVE 3 b).

,88. T. DAVIDSON tr. Rosminfs Phil. Slit. P- w, Ine

subjectivism of Descartes and Malebranche.

3 A theory or method based exclusively on

which vitiates their application at every point.

b An ethical theory which conceives the aim ot

morality to be based upon, or to consist in, 8

attainment of states of feeling,

ueneis ui i,....& .~.
f i~ '

way affects the question of their veracity.

Snbjectivist (siSbdse-ktivist). [f. prec. : see

-IST.] One who believes in or advocates subjecti-

vism. Also attrib. = next.

forms the starting-point of Berkley.

Hence Snbjectivi-stic a.

1886 EUERSHEIM Life Jesus I. 208 note, True religion is

ever objectivistic, sensuous subjectivistic. 1897 tr. Kulfe s

Introd. Philos. 227 Subjectivistic ethics, following psycho-

logy, has taken two different forms, those of hedonism and

eudsemonism.

Subjectivity (wbdriktHW). [f. SUBJECTIVE

+ -ITYT So mod.L. subjectivitas,
G. subjectivitat,

F. subjcctiviti.}

1. Consciousness of one's perceived states.

iSai COLERIDGE in Blackw. Mag. X. 249 In the object, we

infer ourown existence and subjectivity. 1874 S.

Philol. vi:

is put oui

ii. 287 The idea of life, and therefore of subjectivity,

is pui out of sight. 1885 J. MARTINEAU Types Eth. Th. 1. 1.

xi I 8 2ii They forbid us to appropriate to our own sub-

jectivity the intelligent acts of which we are conscious.

b. A conscious being.

1830 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rent. (1838) IIL i
The^dentitjr.

the Idea.

2. The quality or condition of viewing things

exclusively through the medium of one's own mind

or individuality ;
the condition of being dominated

by or absorbed in one's personal feelings, thoughts,

concerns, etc. ; hence, individuality, personality.

[1812 SOUTHEY Omniana 1. 220 The nature of Bulls, which

will be found always to contain in them a confusion of (what

the Schoolmen would have called) Objectively and Sub-

jectively, in plain English, the impression of a thing as it

exisls in itselfand extrlnsically, withlheidea which Ihe mind

abslracls from the impression.) 1827 HARE Guesses (1859) 97

Often .the plural vie is. .a help to those who cannot get quit

of their subjectivity, or wrile aboul objecls objectively. 1844

W. G. WARD Ideal Chr. Ch. (ed. 2) 79 The vast increase of

what is called subjectivity ; the very much greater portion

of man's life and inleresl which is occupied in observalion

of his own thoughts, feelings, and actions. 1871 R. H.
HUTTON Ess. I. 248

'

Subjectivity ', as il is called, clouds

Ihe eyes; we wanl to know how far our own^ individual

deficiencies, and sins, and impulses, colour our vision. 1880

Scribner's Mag. XX. 117 [Poe's] studies of character were

not made from observation, but from acquaintance .with
himself; and Ihis subjectivity, or egoism, crippled his in-

vention. 1886 PATER Ess. fr. Guardian i. Ji.This pioneer
of an everybody's literature had his subjectivities.

b. That quality of literary or graphic art which

depends on the expression of the personality or

individuality of the artist ;
the individuality of an

artist as expressed in his work.

1830 COLERIDGE Table T. 12 May, A subjectivity of the

poet, as of Milton, who is himself before himself in every-

thing he writes. 1881-3 Schafs Encycl. Relig. Knowl. II.

953/2 Characteristics of Hebrew..poetry : i. Subjectivity.
The Hebrew poet deals only with what concerns him

personally. 1889 SIR E. ARNOLD Seas fy Lands iv. (1895) 45
'
Fidelis' (Agnes Maude Machar), who is frequently called

the first of Dominion poetesses, excels in a graceful sub*

jectivity.

3. = SOBJECTIVISM I.

1839 HALLAM Lit. Eur. IV. iii. 55 His [Malebranche's'.

philosophy. .is subjectivity leading objectivity in chains

1876 FAIRBAIRN in Contemp. Rev. June 133 Feuerbach..

developed the Hegelian subjectivity into the negation o

objective reality.

4. The quality or condition of resting upon sub

jective facts or mental representation ; the cha
racier of existing in the mind only.
1877 E. CAIRO Philos. Kant n. iv. 262 The mere subject!

vity of sensation. 1884 F. TEMPLE Relat. Relig. ff Sci. v.

(1885) 132 The pure subjectivity of Religion.. is no mo
proved by this argument than the pure subjectivity o
Science. 1888 Mind Oct. 596 Belief in the subjectivity o

time, space and other forms of thought inevitably involves

SUBJECT-MATTER.

Agnosticism ; belief in their objectivity in no way implies

the rejection of Idealism.

Subjectivize (s^bd.^e-ktivsir), v. [f. SUB-

JECTIVE + -IJSE.J trans. To make subjective. Hence

Subje-ctivized///. a., Subje-otivizing vbl. sb.

1868 BAIN Ment. * Mar. Sci. II. 742 Kant even went so

far as to make it [obligation) the principle of our morality ;

but this was subjectivizing good, as he had subjectivized

truth. 1868 J. H. STIRLING tr. Schwtgler's Hist. Phi/as.

>o6 Converting into objectivity, the subjectivized theoretical

matter (truth). 1890-1 J. ORR Chr. View God v. (1893) 210

'his weakening down and subjectivising of the idea of guilt.

Subjecti'VO- (spbdgektai-vo), comb, form of

SUBJECTIVE = subjective and..., subjectively.

1846 SIR W. HAMILTON Reiii's Whs. Note D. 845/2 The

rstof these [qualities of Body] I would denominate the

lass of Primary, or Objective, Qualities ; the second, the

lass of Secundo-Primary, or Subjective-Objective Qualities.

868 J. H. STIRLING tr. Schwegler's Hist. Philos. 276 A
oosely connected intertexture of old subjective-idealistic

/iews and of new objective-idealistic ones. Ibid. 384 The

ognized object., if itself mental, is subjective-objective.

Su-bj ectless, a. [f. SUBJECT sb. + -LESS.]

1. Having no subject of interest.

,803 JANE PORTER Thaddeus (Warne) 101 Sick of his

ubjectlessand dragging conversation. 1889 UniversalRev.

Feb. 249 The subjectless dulness of modern design.

A. With no subjects to rule.

1840 CARLYLE Heroes vi. 370 The subjects without King
can do nothing ; the subjectless King can do something.

3. Of a proposition, sentence, verb : Having no

subject.
1874 Supernal. Relig. II. u. vi. 51 With nothing more

definite than a subjectless 4>i\ai to indicate who is referred

to. 1875 M. ARNOLD God * Bible v. 269 It is not true that

the author.. wields the svejectless ht says in the random

manner alleged. 190* tr. Srentano's Knowl. Right K, Wrong
App. 115 Miklosich expressed the view that the finite verb

of subjectless propositions always stands in the third person

of the singular.

Subject-like, a. or adv. rare. [-LIKE.] Like

a subject ; submissive(ly).
1553 in KempeLosefyMSS. (1836) 140 Being in his house.,

in perfecte quyettnes, good order, obedyence, and subjecte-

lyke

t Su'bjectly, a. Obs. rare. [f. SUBJECT sb. +

-LY 1.1 Obedient, submissive.

a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Confut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 488

Our quiet and subiectly behauiour.

Su'bject-ma :tter. (Earlier matter subject: see

SUBJECT a. 7 ;
cf. F. matilrc sujette, from c 1500.)

[
= SUBJECT a. + MATTES j*.l ;

tr. late L. subjecta

mdtcria (Boethius), which represents Gr. ^ uiro-

KeipivTi tiAi; (Aristotle).]

I. (Cf. vvoKuiilvrj CA) in Arist. Physics B I.)

1. The matter operated upon
in an art, a process,

etc. ;
the matter out of which a thing is formed.

[<r 1374, 158* matter subject : see MATTER sbl 6.] a 1541

WYATT 7 Pnit. Ps. i. 58 Thy infynite mercye wante nedes it

muste Subiect matter for hys operatyon. i66 BACON Sylva.

8 343 The Excluding of the Aire ; And . . the Exposing to the

Aire . . worke the same Effect, according to the Nature of the

matter, reaucingu 10 iuat rurmc ui wv^uy, wm- ,....^..

in the Idea of the Artist. iMj H IBBERT Body Div. n. 106 I he

infinite Creator. . when he made him Isc. man] implyed by Ihe

subject-matter out of which she was made, mans soveraignty

over her (. woman]. 1676 ALLEN Addr. Noncan/.ioi '1 he

whole body of a Nation who are baptized into the Universal

Church.. are in that respect subject matter of a Church.

1867 Eng. Leader 15 June 326 In every process whatever.,

the subject-matter, the hypostase, is not two instants in the

same state. ^ ,

t2. The ground, basis, or source ^something. Obs.

1600 HOLLAND Livy i. 28 Let us therefore cherish.. the

subject matter of so great a publicke and private ornament

\materiem ingentis pvUicc privatimgue deems.} a 1683

OWEN Disc. Holy Spirit i. vi. (1693) 88 That God abideth

in us and we in him is the subject matter of our Assurance.

II. (Cf. \moKti\iivn iiXij in Arist. Eth. NIC. I.

iii, vii.)

3. Material for discourse or expression in lan-

guage ; facts or ideas as constituting material for

speech or written composition, occas. for artistic

representation;
= MATTER rf.l o.

[,586 matter subject: see MATTER **. 9-1 'T"^- J- "
Bern's Voy. Levant v. ia The Rocks of Scylla and Charyb-

dis which afforded so much subject Matter to the ancient

Poets. 1759 DILWORTH Pope \ 16 Subject-matter for his satyn-

cal muserhe never wanted. 1854 tr. Hettners Athens I,

Pelot. 80 The Persian wars, which .. supplied subject-matter

for the frieze of the Temple of Nike" Apteros. i87S.M.
ARNOLD

Ess. Crit. i. (ed. 3) 43 The subject-matter which lllerary

criticism should most seek. 18936. MOORE Mod. Paintwg
22 What . . has this painter invented, what new subject matter

has he introduced into art 1

4. The subject or theme of a written or spoken

composition ;
- MATTER **.! 10.

1598 R. BERNARD tr. Terence, Andria Prol., [Menanders
Andria and Perinthia] albeit they differ little in the subject

matter : yet notwithstanding they are vnlike in composition.

1649 ROBERTS Clavis Bibl. Introd. iii. 43 A summary K
capitulation., of the chief aime and subject-matter ot very

book. 1698 M. LISTER Journ. Paris (1699) 107 [A catalogue]

is disposed according to the Subject Matter of the Books,

as the Bibles and Expositors, Historians, Philosophers, &C.

1751 LABELVE Westm. Br. 105 The Number of Plates proper

to illustrate the Subject-matter ofeach Volume. 1844 KING-

LAKE Efthen iii. (1847) 36 The subject matters are slowly.and

patiently enumerated, without disclosing the purpose of the
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speaker until he reaches the end of his sentence. 1877 J._D.
CHAMBERS Div. Worship 377 The subject matter being

proper for the Sermon.

6. The substance of a book, treatise, speech, or

the like, as distinguished from the form or style \

= MATTER sbl n.
1633 PRVNNE ist Pt. Histrio-tit. in. i. 65 The Stile, and

subiect Matter of most Comicall, and Theatricall Enter-
hides. 1752 EARL ORRERY Rent. Swift 181 The subject-
matter of these pamphlets may perhaps be little worth your
consideration; but their style will always command your
attention. 1837 LOCKHART Scott IV. v. 153 Both as to

subject-matter and style and method, remote a Scaevolx
studiis. 187* MINTO Engt. Prose Lit. Introd. 23 Had
Campbell not been needlessly anxious to isolate the style
from the subject matter. *%y$Stud.Handbk. Univ. Oxford
103 Candidates are expected to be able to translate the Greek

text, and to answer questions on the subject-matter.
6. That with which thought, deliberation, or dis-

cussion, a contract, undertaking, project, or the like

is concerned ;
that which is treated of or dealt with.

1657 CROMWELL Sp. 21 Apr., In considering and debating
of those things that were the subject-matter of debate and
consideration. 1660 CLARKNDON Ess. Tracts (1727) 176 Let
the law prescribe what it will, and the King command what
he will, their obedience to either is not the subject-matter
of this vow. 1693 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) II. 647 The
lords intend to have another conference with the commons
on the subject matter of the last. 1740 in Hanway Trav.

(1762) 1. 1. viii. 33 We communicated to them captain elton's

project, and have received their opinion.. on the subject-
matter thereof. 18*6 BENTHAM Humphrey's Prop. Code in

Westm. Rev. (1826) VI. 466 If the subject-matter be a
fractional right, as a right of mine-working,.. mention it

accordingly. If subject-matters more than one are included

in the deed, mention them accordingly. 1850 NEWMAN
Diffic. Anglicans I. x. (1891) I. 304 A series ofvictories over
human nature, which is the subject-matter of her [the

Church's] operations. 1865 MOZLEY Mirac. v. 135 The
individual uses the totally distinct principles of faith and
reason according to the subject-matter before him. 1875
MANNING Mission Holy Gliost xii. 330 There is a difference

between the subject-matter of prudence and the subject-
matter of counsel. 1873 DICBY Real Prop. viii. (1876) 344
That a witness who haa any interest in the subject-matter
of his testimony was therefore not a credible witness at all.

1884 tr. Lotze's Metapk. 532 Those defects of memory that

occur with regard to a certain definite subject-matter of our

ideas; e. g. the forgetting of proper names.

b. That with which a science, law, etc. deals ;

the body of facts or ideas with which a study is

concerned; = MATTER sbj- 12.

1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Ditbit. in. vL rule iii. 3 Some
laws have in them a natural rectitude or usefulnesse in order
to moral ends, by reason of the subject matter of the law.

1765 BLACKSTONE Comnt. Introd. 60 As to the subject matter,

words are always to be understood as having a regard
thereto. 18x8 HAZLITT Engl. Poets i. (1870) i In treating
of poetry, I shall speak first of the subject-matter of it. 1864
BOWEN Logic xiii. 440 The subject-matter of calculations

in the Theory of Probabilities is quantity of belief. 1874
SAYCE Cotnpar. Philol. i. 52 Articulate speech itself, the

subject-matter of philology. 1895 Educat. Rev. Sept. 117
Those studies whose subject-matter is the direct product of

intelligence.

C. Law. The matter in dispute.
1843-56 BOUVIER Law Diet. (ed. 6) II. 553/3 Subject-

matter^ the cause, the object, the thing in dispute, 1849
COBDEN Speeches 19 Each should be bound to submit the

subject-matter
of dispute to arbitration. 1888 Weekly^ Notes

22 Dec. 246/2 Because the parties had agreed to divide the

subject matter of the litigation amongst themselves in a
manner not in accordance with their actual title.

Subject-object. Philos. A subjective object ;

the immediate object of cognition presented to the

mind as distinguished from the real object ; applied

by Fichte to the ego.
iSax COLERIDGE in Blackw. Mag. X. 249/1 The subject

witnesses to itself that it is a mind, i.e. a subject-object, or

subject that becomes an object to itself. 1836^7 SIR W.
HAMILTON Metapk. xxiiu (1859) U- <*? The immediate

object, or object known in this act, should be called the

subjective object, or subject^bject, in contradistinction to

the mediate or unknown object, which might be discrimi-

nated as the object'Object. 1847 LEWES Hist. Philos. (1867)
II. 485 The thought is necessarily and universally subject-

object, matter is necessarily, and to us universally object-

subject. 1897 tr. Fichte's Set. Ethics 47 This whole Ego, in

so far as it is neither subject nor object, but subject-object,

has, in itself, a tendency to absolute self-activity.

Hence Strbject-o'bjecti'vity, a being that is sub-

ject and object, conscious being.

t Subjectory,o- Obs. [f. SUBJECT sb. + -OBY.]
? Inherent.

1614 W. B. Philos. Banquet (ed. 2) Pref. 3 There are sub-

iectory and pertinent peremptorie infirmities besides there-
vnto \sc. the eye] belonging ingendred, by Rheumes [etc.].

Su bjectship. [f. SUBJECT sb. + -SHIP.] The
condition or status of a subject.

Tb
sonship and his subjectship spring.

II Subjee (wbdgT), Also subdschi, (erron.)

ubjah. [ad. Urdu L?j^
sabzl greenness, verdure,

etc., bhang, f. sabst, a. Pers. seba green.] The leaves

and seed capsules of Indian hemp (Cannalns indicd]
used for making bhang also, a drink made from
an infusion of bhang.

27

1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 230/2 The drug obtained from hemp
is called bane:, or haschisn, or cherris: gangika, or ganga,
kinnab, subjan, majah, are other names for it. 1855 DUNGLI-
SON Med. Lf.f. t Bangue t ..Subjee. 1880 Encyci. Brit. XI.
648/2 Bhting-t

the Hindustani siddhior saozi. .is powdered
and infused in cold water, yielding a turbid drink, subdschi.

1887 BENTLEY Man.Bot. (ed. 5) 665 Bhang, SAjee,or Sidheet

the larger leaves and fruits without the stalks.

Subjeation, refashioned form of SUGGESTION.

Cf. SUBJECTION H 12.

1556 J. HEVWOOD Spider $ Flie xcii. 186 Serch their sub-

iestions : how they male agree : To be graunted, with
honorable honeste. 1596 J. MBLVILL Diary (Wodrow Soc.)

379 His prejudical dispositioun. .conceavit against us be the

maist subtill and importune subjestioun of craftie serpentes.

Subjicible (wbdgMInX . rare. [f.
L. sub-

jictre, to SUBJECT +
-1BLE.J

\ 1. Capable of being subjected to (dominion, con-

trol, etc.). (Only Jer. Taylor.) Obs.

1638 JER. TAYLOR Sernt. Gunpowder Treason 50 A thing
not subjicible to their penitentiall judicature. 1649 Gt.

Exemp. Disc. ii. 6 Before the susception of it he was not

a person subjicible to a command. 1660 Duct. Dubit.
in. i. rule 5 2 Actions.. are subjicible to laws.

2. Logic. Capable of being made the subject of

a predicate. Hence SubjiciM'llty. In mod. Diets.

Subjoin (sbd3orn), v. Also 6 subion(n)e, 7

subjoyn(e. [In early use Sc.: ad. obs. F. subjoindre

(i 5th-i6th c.), ad. L. subjung&re : see SUB- 27 and

JOIN v.]
1. trans. To add at the end of a spoken or

written statement, argument, or discourse ; some-

times, to add (a note) at the bottom of a page.
a. with words denoting the form or contents of

the addition as obj.

1573 TYRIE Refut. in Cath. Tract. 10/28, I will pass to the

mater, first proponand my lettre, thairefter his ansuer..last
of all I sail subione the refutatioun. 1588 A. KING tr.

Canisiits' Catfch. h iiij, I haiff subionned thais twa tables

following. 1656 JEANF.S Mixt. Schol. Div. 3 Having re-

moved one feare. .he subjoynes a command of an opposite
fear. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. v. 27 To these we sub-

joyned the ancient Navigations of the Phenicians. 1683
MOXON Meek. Exerc.j Printing i, In the same Book there
are these written Notes subjoyned. 17*7 Col. Rec. Pennsylv.
III. 283 The several Persons whose names are subjoyned.
1785 COWPER Let. 5 Jan.. According to your request I sub-

join my Epitaph on Dr. Johnson. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 290
We shall subjoin, verbatim, an outline of the plan of such
an institution. 1815 Scribbleowania 248, I will, .subjoin
the opinion of a very clever departed writer. 1835 THIRL-
WALL Greece vi. I. 187 He subjoins, as a reason, the com-

paratively late age of Homer and Hesiod, 1846 J. BAXTER
Libr. Pratt. Agric. (ed. 4) II. p. lix, We subjoin from a

catalogue a list of prices. 1879 LUBBOCK Addr. Pol. $ Educ.
lit. 59, 1 subjoin the answers.

b. with quoted words or reported statement as

obj. ; *|* occas. almost = REJOIN v.

1646 SIR. T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 217 Bodin explaining
that of Seneca, Septimus quisque annus xtati signum
imprimit) subjoynes, hoc de tnaribus dictum ofortuit
[etc.]. 1665 MANLEY Grotius* Low C. Wars 725 Subjoyn-
ing at last, that they were and would be safe against the

punishments of that cruel Edict. 16706. H. Hist.Cardinals
I subjoyn'd, I do not wonder. 1^84 tr. Beckjord's

, 154 'We have here then,' subjoined Carathis, 'a

girl both of courage and science.' 1853 C. BRONTE Vitlette

xviii, 'She does several things very well.' (Flirtation

20,
Vatkek

2. To place in immediate sequence or juxtaposi-
tion ; to add as a concomitant or related element.

1668 WILKINS Real Char. 371 They [vowels] may be both

preposed and subjoyned to themselves and to one another.

1701 NORRIS Ideal World i. ii. 123, I have subjoined a

minor to his major. 1716 [see sub-adore^ SUB- 8]. 1751
HARRIS Hermes xi. iv. 283 The Accusative is that Case,
which to an efficient Nominative and a Verb of Action

subjoins either the Effect or the Passive Subject. 1803 R.
HALL Sentiments Pres. Crisis 9 The New Testament sub-

joins to the duty of fearing God, that of honouring the king.

1835 T. MITCHELL Acliarn. Aristoph. 669 notet
A single

Bacchius appears to be subjoined to six anapaests. 1856
M. C. CLARKE tr. Berlioz

1 Instrumentation 3 when Monte-
verde attempted to subjoin the chord of the seventh on the

dominant without preparation.

f 3. In occas. transf. uses : To attach in a sub-

ordinate position ; to lie underneath and next to ;

to add as part of a treatment. Obs.

163* LITHGOW Trav. vm. 369 [Fez] may rather second

Grand Caire, than subioyne it selfe to Constantinople. 1703
T. N. City & C. Purck. 26 The.. last Fillet, whichsubjoyns
the under side of the upper Thorus. 1706 E. WARD Wooden
World Diss. (1708) 101 There's no bringing him to his true

Temperament again, but by subjoining the Bilboes.

f 4. To add to, strengthen, reinforce; to subscribe

to, second (an opinion). Obs. ? vulgar.
18x0 Splendid Follies I. 158

'

Upon my word, sir
*

replied

Seraphina, heartily subjoining his laugh. Ibid. III. 65 I'm

sorry to subjoin your opinion,.. by observing that gallantry
ia too often the only characteristic of a soldier. Ibid. 195

Report whispers that she means to subjoin her income with

the widow's pittance.

Hence Subjoi'ned^/. a.

iSia G. CHALMERS Dem. Econ. Gt. Brit. 442 Let well

intentioned men mark the subjoined detail of the real

value of the imports, and exports of Ireland. 1857 MILLER
Elem. Ckem. t

Ore. L 18 The subjoined precautions are

requisite. 1870 L^STRANGE Life ofMiss Mitfnrd I. v. 125
A mother's resentment at anything which could endanger
her daughter's success is exhibited in the subjoined letter.

SUBJUGATION.
1879 Eiuycl. Brit. X. M/I The subjoined table gives the
results of temperature observations at widely
localities.

Subjoiuder (s*bd=[oi-nd;>.i\ rare-*,
[f. SUB-

JOIN after rejoinder.} A remark subjoined to
another.

1831 LAMB Elia n. Ellistpniana,
'

I was hissed, Sir.
1

And you have the presumption to decide upon llie Usteof
the town?' '

1 don't know that, Sir, but 1 will never stand to
be hissed,' was the subjoindtr of young Confidence.

Subjugable wbdg*gib'l), a. rare. [f. L.

subjugarc to SUBJUGATE + -ABLE.] That may be
subdued or brought under cultivation.
1886 Science VII. 232 An abundance of good readily sub.

"-able land, awaiting the settler.

iubjugal (scbrlgfi-gal), a. rare. [ad. late L.

subjugal-is, f. sub- SUB- i +jugum yoke : see -AL.]

jugable land, aw

Subjugal (sbda-gal), a. rare.

ubjugdl-ts, f. s

fl. Under a 'yoke* or dominion. Obs.
c 1485 Digty Myst. (1882) in. 7, 1 am soveren of al soverens

subjugal On-to myn empere.

f2. Mus. VPIagaf. Obs.

1609 DOWLAND Ornith. Microl. 89 The Songs of Authen-
ticall Tones must be timed deepe, of the subiugall Tones
high, of the neutrall, meanly.
3. Accustomed to the yoke : of a beast of burden.
1896 E. P. Evans Anim. Symb. Eccl. Archit. 274 Lo, with

what
_
enormous ears This subjugal son appears, Most

egregious ass.

4. Anat.
[f.

SUB- i b + JUGAL.] Under the jugal
bone. In mod. Diets.

Sirbjngate, pa. pple. and sb. [ad. L. sub-

jugat-uSj pa. pple. of subjugdre (see next).]
A. pa.pple. Subjugated. Obs. or arch.

>43*-5 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 347 For cause the peple off

Englonde sayetne and cryethe Gurmunde to haue subiu-

gate Irlonde. 1447 BOKKNHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 91 To his

empere Manyacuntre he had subjugate. 1530 PALSGR. 742/1
For al their hye mynde they be now subjugate. 153$
STEWART Cron. Scot. I, 442 Vnto the Romanis subjungat [stc]

to be. 1596 Edw. ///, MI. ii, Belike, you then despair of all

success, And think your country will be subjugate. s6n
SPEED Tkeat. Gt. Brit. 75/1 Till it was first made subiugate
to the Inuasion of the Danes. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle

3495 Mans sence captivd'e, his reason subiugate. 1631 T.
POWELL Tom ofAll Trades (1876) 147 The Lord Maior..to
whose commandement they be immediately subjugate. 1901
Westm. Gaz. 18 Jan. 2/1 The spirit of revolt not subjugate
but gone underground.

f B. sb. A subject. Obs.

1773 J . Ross Fratricide i. 79 1 (MS.) The dupe . . The servile

subjugate of Satan !

Subjugate (wbdgJfeA), v. [f. L. subjugat- t

pa. ppl. stem of subjugdre, f. sub- SUB- I g +
jugum yoke. (Cf. SUBJUGE.)]

1. trans. To bring under the yoke or into sub-

jection ; to reduce to the condition of a subject

country or people.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) 1 1. 37 That yle of Wishte. whom

Vespasian sende from Claudius did subiugate, 1530 PALSCR.

742/1, I subjugat, I bring under yoke or obeysaunce. 1654
COKAINE Dianea. iv. 283 Arsinoe won, all is won, and the

kingdome subjugated. 1718 PKIOR Solomon n. 184 O fav'nte

Virgin, that hast warm'd the Breast, Whose sovereign
Dictates subjugate the East ! \ty$ Encyci. Metro}. 11.736/1
The special commissions given to the children of Israel to

subjugate the land of Canaan. 1853 NEWMAN Hist. Sk. I.

I. ii. 74 They neither subjugated the inhabitants of their

new country.. nor were subjugated by them. 1865 H.
PHILLIPS Amer. PaperCurr. II. 96 The English.. avowed
their intention of making America a desert if they could not

subjugate it.

absol. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Christ, ix. vii. (1864) V. 361
This inauspicious attempt to subjugate rather than win.

2. transf. and fig. To bring into bondage or

under complete control ; to make subservient or

submissive.

1589 [? NASHE] AlmondforParrot 10 He wit needes haue

subiects, before he can subiugate his affections. 1606 G.

W[ooDcocKEj Hist. Ivstine xxxyi. 114 There was no

soueraigne of Macedon able to subiugate their fealty by his

dominion. 1611 BEAUM & FL. Four Playst
Tri. Hon. i,

His soul hath subjugated Martius soul. 1667 BOYLE Orig.
Fortnes ^ Qual. (ed. 2) 298 To evince that the same Ingre-
dient for instance, of Sulphur, is not as much subjugated by
the Form of the intire Body, as that of the purgative portion
of Rhubarb, by the Form of that Drugg. 1791 BOSWELL

Johnson (1816) I. 394 Nor can history or poetry exhibit more
than pleasure triumphing over virtue, or virtue subjugating

pleasure. 1841 D*!SRAELI Amen. Lit. (1867) 650 Aristotle

. .had subjugated the minds of generation after generation.

1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola xxiii, His love and his hatred

were of that passionate fervour which subjugates all the rest

of the being. 1870 YKATS Nat. Hist. Connn. 99 The camel,

an animal so early subjugated to the use of man. 1884 F.

TEMPLE Relat. Relig. <V Sci, iv. (1885) 118 Many species of

animals perish as man fills and subjugates the globe.

1 3. To place as if under a yoke. Obs. rare.

1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 190 This Prince hath

a high veneration from his people, who subjugate their

shoulders for his support [fu'ifs leportent svrlenrsesfauUs.\

Hence Strbjugated, Su-bjugating///. aajs.

1656 EARL MONM. \x. BoccalinCsAdvts.fr. Parnass. i. xxi.

(1674) 22 [They] took publick revenge for subjugated liberty.

Ibid. ii. Ixxx. 333 The subjugated people may in time

of Peace recover. 178* Miss BURNEY Cecilia vm. v, That

noble and manly labour, which.. disentangles them from

such subjugating snares. 1873 YEATS Growth Conim. 34 The
revenue was derived from tribute paid by subjugated races*

Subjugation (scbd^g^'jan). [ad. late L.

subjugdtio, 'dnem, n. of action f. subjugare to

SUBJUOATB. Cf. F. subjugation.]
1. The action of subjugating or condition of being
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SUBJUGATOR.

subjugated ;
the bringing of a country or nation

nn.w the vnlcp of .1 conauerine power.

tneir temporal ueuvci*i,t ..wm subjugatior

power. 1910 Encycl. Brit. (ed. n) VI. 965/1 .

-

meation ', says Rivier. .,
' when a war is terminated by

the

complete defeat of one of the belligerents, so that all his

territory is taken . . and he ceases . . to exist as a state.

2. transf. and fig. Intellectual or moral subjec-

tion ;
reduction to a state of subserviency or sub-

mission ; occas. the action of subduing (the soil).

-_o- TJ.rc-v Mn~ Phitn* vr. ii. 406 The almost universal

Ctt. Misc. 224 The essence of moral

of nature in obedience to social needs.

Subjugator (so-bd.^rfge'tsa). [ad. late L. sub-

jugator, agent-n. f. subjugare to SUBJUGATE.] One

who subjugates ;
a subduer, conqueror.

450 T
soil. 1875
subjugator of Epirus.

t SubjU'ge, v. Obs. Also 5 -iugue. [ad. t .

subjuguer or L. subjugare to SUBJUGATE.] trans.

To subjugate. Also Subju'ging vbl. sb.

1471 CAXTON/fVoW
that they haue good ri

III. v. (1883) 124 Aknyg
and subiuged the yle o orsa. 1592 YRLEY rmore
26 Such people by plaine feate of Armes subiuged. 1660

A. SADLER Subj. Jay 29 Except thou . . make Us bow. And

yield our Necks, to thy Subjuging too.

Subjunction (sobdsyrjkfon). Now rare. [ad.

late L. subjunctio, -onem, n. of action f. subjunglre
to SUBJOIN.] The action of subjoining a state-

ment, etc. ;
the condition of being subjoined,

annexed, or closely attached.

1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter m. 18. 1591 Paul could not

speake of this mercie without the subjunction of glorie.

1733 J. CLARKE Gram. Lat. Tongue 155 In Dependence
upon, or in Subjunction to some other Verb. 1783 BLAIR
Lect. xi. I. 218 The subjunction of Dolabella's character is

foreign to the main object. 1869 WKSSELY Diet. Engl. fy

Germ. II. Beifilgnng addition, subjunction.

Subjunctive (scbd^tf-rjktiv), a. and sb. [ad.
L. subjunctiv-us, f. subjunct-, pa. ppl. stem of sub-

jungtre to SUBJOIN. Cf. F. subjonctif, It. sub-

iuntivo, Sp. subjuntivo ; also It. soggiunlivo.]
A. adj.

1. Gram. That is subjoined or dependent.
L. subjunctivus is a translation of Gr. viroTaKTiKof, which

as a grammatical term was used variously with the meaning
1

subjoined' : see below.

fa. Subjunctive article (Gr.apBpovvnoTaKTiKov),
the relative os TJ o, as opposed to the '

prepositive
article

'
6

j) TO ; hence subjunctive pronoun, adverb
= relative pronoun, adverb. Subjunctive vowel

(L. vocalis subjunctiva, Gr. tjnavrftv vioTaiiriKov),
the second vowel of a diphthong. Subjunctive
proposition, a subordinate clause. Obs.

1583 subjunctive article [see PREPOSITIVE]. 1603 HOLLAND
Plutarch s Mar. 1355 This particle or Conjunction Ei, that
is to say, If, and. .what Subjunctive proposition soever
following after it. 1700 A. LANE Key Art Lett. (1705) 10
E Subjunctive is written at the end of a word, after a single
Consonant to make the single Vowel before it long. 1751
HARRIS Hermes I. v. (1765) 79 We may with just reason. .

call this Pronoun the Subjunctive, because it cannot., intro-
duce an original Sentence. 1818 STODDART in Encycl.
Melrop. (1845) 1. 43/1 The principal subjunctive pronouns in
English are who and -which, and sometimes that. 1824
L. MURRAY Engl. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 195 When we read the
first chapter of Genesis, we perceive, that this subjunctive
pronoun, as it may be called, occurs but seldom.

b.^ Designating a mood (L. modus subjunctivus,
Gr. iTTOTOKTi/c?) f7Xi<ris) the forms of which are
employed to denote an action or a state as con-
ceived (and not as a fact) and therefore used to

express a wish, command, exhortation, or a con-
tingent, hypothetical, or prospective event. (Themood is used in both principal- and subordinate
clauses

; cf., however, CONJUNCTIVE a. 3 c.) Also,
belonging to this mood, e. g. subjunctive present
or present subjunctive.

6
[' ? regarded as specially appropriate

ubordinate clauses.

fcA*tour Moods, which express the manner of doinE - the
icative the Imerat

Chips (1880) I. ill. 79 * .., -"-.--.-, , ,. ,

corrfmon Sanskrit. 1861 PALEY /Ex/plus
(ed. 2) Ptn. i2t

To combine an aorist subjunctive with a future indicative.

e. Characteristic of what is expressed by tl

cases exp
1866 R.."CHAMBERS Ea.'Sa. n. 214 One of the subjunctive

of literature and science. 1893 Hansards Fart.

s Ser. in. VIII. 1589 To make a subjunctive or cc

't

8
!" iTeeneral sense : Additional to. Obs. rare.

a .670 HACKET Abf. Williams i. 87 A few things more,

subjunctive to the former, were thought meet to be Castiga.

ted in Preachers at that time.

f 3. (See quot.) Obs. rare-".

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Subjunctive, that underlets, or

joyns underneath.

B. sb. Gram.
1. The subjunctive mood ;

a form of a verb belong-

ing to the subjunctive mood.
1622 J. W. tr. Oudin"s Sp. Gram. 4 Cogtr. .maketh in the

Optatiue and Subiunctiue Coja. 1728 CHAMBERS\Cycl. s.v.

Mood, Men might have invented a particular Inflection...

But they han't done it; and in lieu thereof, make use of

the Subjunctive. 1835 T. MITCHELL Acharn. Aristoph.

253 note. The subjunctive thus used without <u> has an in-

terrogative and future signification. 1860 G. P. MARSH
Lect. Engl. Lang. xiv. 317 The subjunctive is evidently

passing out of use, and there is good reason to suppose that

ft will soon become obsolete altogether. 1875 POSTE Gaius

I. (ed. 2) 36 The edicts and interdicts of the praetor are

couched in the subjunctive (Exhibeas, Reslituas, &C.), a
milder form of imperative.

1 2. A relative. Obs. rare.

2818 STODDART in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) I. 83/2 Where,
whence, and whither, .serve indifferently for interrogatives
and subjunctives.

Hence Subju'nctively adv., in the subjunctive

mood, as a subjunctive.
1651 HOBBES Leviathan i. vL 29 Deliberation is expressed

Subjunctively; which is a speech proper to signifie supposi-
tions. 1871 Public School Lat. Gram. 67. 167 Examples of

the Conjunctive Mood used Subjunctively accidit ut

aegrotem.

Su'bki ngdoni. [Sus- J b.] One of the pri-

mary groups into which the animal and vegetable

kingdoms are divided.

1825 W. S. MACLEAY^WMW/AKI Javan. 5 If we. .descend
from the consideration of the kingdom Animtilia to the

department or sub-kingdom Annnlosa. 1851 CARPENTER
Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 131 These Red Corpuscles can scarcely
be said to exist in the blood of Invertebrated animals,
and their proportion in the blood of Vertebrata varies

considerably in the several groups of that sub-kingdom.
1870 H. A. NICHOLSON Man. Zool. (1875) 16 The six types
or plans of structure, upon one or other of which all known
animals have been constructed, are technically called

' sub-

kingdoms ',
and are known by the names Protozoa, Ccelen-

terata, Annuloida, Annulosa, Mollusca, and Vertebrata.

1877 DAWSON Orig. World x. 213 The three Cuvierian sub-

kingdoms of the Radiata, Articulata, and Mollusca. 1900
B. p. JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms, Subkingdom, the main
division of a kingdom, a primary botanic division, as Phane-
rogams and Cryptogams.

t Sublabe. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L. sublabium

(recorded only as a plant-name), f. sub- SUB- 3 +
labium lip.] The underlip.
1577 GRANGE Golden Aphrod. Ely, Mundifiyng their

beardes, cristalling their teeth, correcting their baires, cut-

ting their sublabes.

Sublapsarian (sobljepseVrian), sb. and a.

Theol. [f. mod.L. sublapsarius, f. sub- SUB- 17
+ lapsus fall, LAPSE : see -IAN. Cf. F. siililapsaire.]
A. sb. = INFRALAPSARIAN A, q. v.

_i6s6 JER. TAYLOR Deus Juslificatns 33 The Sublapsa-
rians say, That God made it by his decree necessary, that
all wee who were born of Adam should be born guilty of
Onginall Sin. a 1660 HAMMOND Hell Torm. (1665) 67 They
which deny all irrespective decree of Reprobation or Praete-
rition against Supralapsarians and Sublapsarians. 1765
MACLAINE tr. Mosheinfs Eccl. Hist. Cent. xvn. n. ii. f 12
The Reformed _church was immediately divided into Uni-
versalists, Semi-universalists, Supralapsarians, and Sub-
lapsarians. 1831 R. S. HAWKER in Life $ Lett. (1905)
His little girl is a Sub-lapsarian. 1894 SIMKINSON LauI Laud i

13 The Puritan chiefs, divided into two hostile camps of
sublapsarians and Supralapsarians, argued interminably the
question whether the Divine decrees of rigid election or
reprobation dated from before or after the fall of Adam.
B. adj. = INFBALAPSAKIAN B.

whom God left, as he found, a 1751 DODDRIDGE Lect. (1763)
460 The Supralapsarian and Sublapsarian schemes agree m
asserting the doctrine of predestination, but with this differ-
ence. 1765 MACLAINE tr. Mosheim's Eccl. Hist. Cent, xvn.

VTv 'i'
8

/
I0
^

he SuWapsar'an doctors. 1885 Encycl. Brit.A 1 X. 671/1 1 he canons of Dort . . are favourable to the sub-
lapsarian view.

Hence Snblapsa-rlanlsm, the doctrine of the
sublapsarians. So fSubla-psary a. = SOTLAP-
SAEIAN B.

1728 CHAMBERS Cycl., Sublapsary, in Theology ; or Infra-
lapsary; a Term applied to such as hold, that God having
foreseen the Fall of Adam, and in consequence thereof, the
Loss of Mankind ; resolved to give a Grace sufficient to
Salvation to some, and to refuse it to others. 1865 Pali

SUB-LEASE.

MaliGaz.KiOa.il Predestinarianism, Supra-lapsarianism,

Sublapsarianism. with all their various minor variations.

1875 SPURGKON Lect. Stud. Ser. i. 78 The great problems of

sublapsarianism and supralapsarianism.

t Subla'te, pa.pple. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. sub-

lat-us (see next).] Removed.

1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. 249 Then All arise, the Tables

are sublate.

Sublate (sbl?-t), v. [f.
L. sublat-, f. sub-

SUB- 25 + lot- (for *tlat-~], pa. ppl. stem oitollire to

take away.]
f 1. trans. To remove, take away. Obs.

a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII, i b, The aucthores of y"
mischiefe [were) sublated and plucked awaye. 1601 B. JpN-
SON Ev. Man in Hum. (Qo. i) II. iii, This brasse varnish being
washt off, and three or foure other tricks sublated. 1657
HAWKE Killing is M. 46 Tiberius, .was sublated by poison.

2. Logic. To deny, contradict, disaffirm : opposed
to POSIT 2.

1838 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xvii. (1866) I. 331 When of

two opposite predicates the one is posited or affirmed, the

other is sublated or denied. 1864 BOWEN Logic vi. 163 As
both cannot be false, if I sublate one, the other is

p_osited.

1867 ATWATER Logic 180 Whether, in the Subsumption,the
Disjunct Members are properly sublated.

8. Hegelian Philos. (rendering G. aufheben, used

by Hegel as having the opposite meanings of

'destroy
'

and '

preserve ') : see quots. 1865.
1865 J. H. STIRLING Secret li/Hegll I. 354 Nothing passes

over into Being, but Being equally sublates itself, is a

passing over into Nothing, Ceasing-to-be. They sublate

not themselves mutually, not the one the other externally;
but each sublates itself m itself, and is in its own self the

contrary of itself. Ibid. 357 A thing is sublated, resolved,

only so far as it has gone into unity with its opposite. 1868

tr. Schwegler's Hist. Philos. 401 The speculative of

Hegel is also clear ; it is what explanatorily sublates all

things into the unity of God ; or, in general, that is specu-

lative, that sublates a many into one (or vice versa). A
speculative philosophy, consequently, must be a chain of

mutually sublating counterparts. 1877 E. CAIRO Philos.^
Kant

II. x. 427 The material world exists only in so far as it goes
into itself, or sublates its own

self-externality. 1919 J. ORR
in Expositor Apr. 367 High metaphysical theories, like

Hegel s, which make sin.. a moment of 'negation
'

to be

afterwards sublated in a higher unity.

Subla-ted, ppl. a.
[f.

L. sublatus (see prec.)
+ -ED1.]
fl. Exalted, excited. Obs.

1647 LILLY Chr. Astral, xliv. 377 Their disease shall pro-
ceed from, .high and sublated Pulses, keeping no order.

2. Hegelian Philos. (See SUBLATE v. 3.)
1868 J. H. STIRLING tr. Schwegler's Hist. Philos. 264 The

non-ego has position only in the ego, in consciousness : the

ego, consequently, is not sublated oy the non-ego; after all

the sublated ego is not sublated.

Stlblateral (sublse'teral), a.
[f. SUB- u +

L. latus, later- side + -AL.] Almost lateral
;
situated

near the side.

1822 J. PARKINSON Outl. Oryctol. 188 The beaks sublateral,

lying on the shorter side. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 318
Radicle basal or sublateral. 1875 DARWIN Insectiv. PI. x.

251 There are tentacles on the disc. .near the extremities
of the sublateral bundles.

Sublation (stfbl^-Jsn). [ad. L. sublatio,

-onem, n. of action f. sublat- (see SDBLATE z<.).]

( 1. The middle part of a liquid that has thrown
its sediment. Obs.

1533 ELYOT Cast, ffelth (1541) 88 b, If lyke thynges be
sene in the myddell of the urynall, they be called sublations.

1590 BARROUGH Meth. Phisick iv. vii. (1596) 233 Their vrine

hath by and by a white cloude, or a laudable sublation in

the middes.

2. The act of taking away, removal.
1626 J. YATES Ibis ad Cxsarent l. 18 The subversion of

Sauls Kingdome, dispersion of the lewes, rejection of the

guests, sublation of the talents, a 1656 Bp. HALL Rein.
Wits. (1660) 188 He could not be forsaken bv a sublation of
union. 1913 DORLAND Med. Diet., Sublation, theremoval,
detachment, or displacement of a part.

b. Logic. (See SUBLATE v. 2.)
1864 BOWEN Logic vii. 219 Only by the non-existence, or

sublation, of all the others.

C. Hegelian Philos. (See SUBLATE v. 3.)
1865 J. H. STIRLING Secret o/Hegel I. 356 Aufheben und

das Aufgebobene (das Ideelle), sublation and what is sub.
lated (and so only idtellement, not re'ellement is), this is. .

a ground-form which repeats itself everywhere and always,
the sense of which is to be exactly apprehended and particu-
larly distinguished from Nothing.
1 3. A lifting up, elevation. Obs.

1653 R. G. tr. Bacon's Hist. Winds 382 Let us enquire
whether there be any such sublation or raising made by con-

sent, or Magnetick power. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Subla-
tion, a lifting up.

Subla'tive, a. [ad. L. *sublatlvus, f. sublat- :

see SUBLATE
z/.j Annulling, negativing.

1751 HARRIS Hermes n. ii. 253 note, The conjunction >j

being apatperuciK, or sublative.

Su'b-lease, sb.
[f. SUB- 9 (e).] A lease granted

by one who is a lessee or tenant, an underlease.
1826 BELL Comm. Lams Scot. (ed. 5) I. 67 In assigning a

sublease, intimation to the principal tenant is not sufficient.

1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 582 Both the sublease and
assignation are completed by possession. 1913 Times ^ Aug.
4/4 She had been the lessee, under a sub-lease, of the
premises for something like eight years.

Sub-lea-se, v. [f. SUB- 9 (b).] trans. To sublet.

1828-43 TYTLER Hist. Scot. (1864) 1. 174 In giving leases of
houses, .he prohibited his tenants and vassals from subleas-
ing them to any except Englishmen. 1885 Law Times
LXXIX. 233/1 A builder erects a row of cottages on the



SUB-LET.

land subleased to him. 1898 TOBIAS Freed, but not Free 39
All the convictswhom he does not work himself arc sub-uMsM

by him tu other employers, who may desire cheap labour.

So Sub-lessee*, one who holds orreceivesa sub-

lease ; Sub-le'ssor, one who grants a sub-lease.

i88a OGILVIE, Sub-lessee. 1884 La \u Times 9 Feb. 259/1
To indemnify the sublessor against breaches of all covenants

in the head-lease.

Su'b-let, sb. [f. next.] A sub-lease.

1906 Daily Ckron. 14 Sept. 4/5 The extensive shooting
near Kingume, . .which Lord Lilford has on a sub-let. 1906
A. B,ToDD-ft/. Whs., Autobii'^r. iv. 36 My father had
taken the place in sub-let from the late Mr. John Campbell.

Sub-le't, v. [f.
SUB- 9(0) + L.KTZ/. 1

] trans. To
let (property, a tenement) to a subtenant ; to lease

out
i, work, etc.) under a subcontract ; to underlet,

sublease.

1766 SMOLLETT Trav.xx\\x. 11.223 My landlord, .declared

I should not be permitted tu sub-let them to any oilier

prrviri. 1791 NI\\IK Tour Eng. tyScot. 124 The Chieftain

..lets the land, .to renters ; who sub-let it, again, in small

parcels from year to year, to the lower class of the people.
1860 All Year Round No. 68. 427 This man employs the

needlewomen, or perhaps sublets part of his contract to

others who employ them. 1865 Q. Rev. July 31 Poulterers

of Edinburgh and Glasgow rent ground, subletting the

shooting, and furnishing the shops with the produce. 1871
AMY DUTTON Streets fy Lanes i. n That house was occu-

pied by a couple named Cripps, hard, griping people, who
sublet most of the rooms. 1890 Century Mag. June 221/1
He's let and sublet, and every man has to make something
out of him [the convict] eacli time.

absol. 1873-4 JEFFERIES Toilers of Field (1892) 242 He
sub-lets, or takes lodgers, and sometimes these sub-let.

Hence Suble-ttaMe a,, Suble tter, Sub-

le'ttingf vbl. sb.

1869 Pall Mall Gaz. i Sept. 3 It is, of course, to be sale-

able and devisable. Is it not also to be "subletable? 1861

MAVHEW Loud. Labour II. 230 The *sub-lettors declaring
. .that the rents were raised to them. 1813 SIR J. SINCLAIR

Syst. Husb. Scot. II. 108 The *subletting of land. 1826
BELL Comtn. Laws Scot. (ed. 5) I. 77 The right, .of sublet-

ting. 1854 M cCuLt.ocH Ace. Brit. Empire 1.537 The legis-

lature passed the Subletting Act, by which the underletting
of farms was prohibited without the landlord's consent in

writing. 1888 Times (weekly ed.) n May 15/2 He had
known three or foursublettings before the work reached the

workman.

t Subleva*minous, a. Obs. [f. L, *subleva-

min- t -amen, f. sublevdre (see SUBLEVE).] Support-

ing, sustaining.
1661 FELTHAM Resolves n. ii. 177 God. .by his upholding

and sub-levaminous Providence..governs all.

t Su'blevate, pa. pple. Obs. [ad. L. sub-

levatus, pa. pple. of sublevdre (see SUBLEVE).]
Raised, exalted.

15*3 FITZHEBB. Husb. (1525) 60 His hart.*alway subleuate

& lyite vp to god in heuen,

t Su'blevate, v. Obs.
[f.

L. sublevat-, pa.

ppl. stem of sublevdre (see next).]
1, trans. To raise, lift up, elevate.

1597 A. Wl.GuilUmeau's Fr. Chirttrg. isb/2 The grounde-
drawer, to subleuate out of the hoale, the Trepanede bone.

1613 JACKSON Creed n. 343 Whether God. .cannot.. by. .

subleuating their dull capacitie by facilitle and plentie of
externall meanes, repaire whatsoeuer the iniuries of time.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr^ Sublevatet to lift or hold up; Also
to help, aid, ease, lighten or lessen. 1657 Physical Dict. t

Sublevatedt carried upward, as the vapors and spirits in

distilation, or the dew when the sun riseth.

2. To sublimate.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. oo Which serves for dis-

tilling those things which are easily sublevated.

t Subleva'tion. Obs. [f.
L. sublevdtio, -&nem 9

n. of action f. sublevdre (see next).]
L The action of raising or lifting ; elevation ;

also, a particular point of elevation or height.
1556 in Robinson Mare's Utopia S v b, The iust latitude

therof, that is to say, .. the subleuatton or height of the

179 The Remainder doubled giv
the Weight Z.

2. A rising, revolt.

1613-18 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 32 Nothing could
be done.. but by a generall subleuation of the people.
1650 HOWELL Giraffes Rev. Naples \. g Although the

Nobility was then joyn'd with the people, that Sublevation
was not very hurtfull. 1699 TEMPLE Hist. Eng. 211 The
. . Insurrections ofthe Nobles in England . . were not followed

by any general Commotion or Sublevation of the People.

t Subleve, v. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L. sMevdre^

f. sub- SUB- 25 + levdre to raise, lift, f. leois light.]
trans. To succour.

1544 St. Papers Hen. VIII, IX. 188 note, He hath chef
hope to be sublevid of somme smal reward by Your regal
Mageste.
Su b-lieute-nant. [Sus- 6. Cf. F. sous-

1. An army officer ranking next to a lieutenant ;

formerly, an officer in certain regiments of the
British Army, corresponding to the ensign in others.

1702-11 Milit. $ Sea Diet. (ed. 4) i, Sub*Brigadier^ Sub-
Lieutenant, and the like, are Under-Officers appointed for
the Ease of those over them of the same Denomination.
Sub-Lieutenants of Foot take their Post at the Head of the
Pikes, 1730 BAILEY (folio), Sub-lieutenant.^ Officer in

Regiments of Fusileers, where there are no Ensigns. 1736
Milit. Hist. Pr. Eugent % Marlb. I. in A Sub-Lieutenant
of the Grenadiers of Geschwind . 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev* \.

vii. vii, A patriotic Sublieutenant set a pistol to his ear.

29

2. An officer in the British Navy ranking next
below a lieutenant. Formerly called mate.

1804 NavalChron. XII. 510 A new Class of Officers, to
be called Sub- Lieutenants, are to be appointed, selected from

Midshipmen who have served their time. 1869 Times
15 Oct., That every midshipman or sub-lieutenant, on ie-

turnins from his first long cruise, should pass not 1

a year in a place of naval study. 1808 KII-I.ING i>le<:t in

Being ii, By the time he has reached his majority a Sub-
Lieutenant should have seen enough to sober Ulysses.

Hence Sub-lieute-nancy, the position or rank

of a sub-lieutenant.

1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev. \\. n. u, To such height of Sub-

lieutenancy has he now got promoted, from Brienne School,

1893 F. F. MOORE / Forbid ttanns liv, Charlie Barbara

passud a creditable examination for a sub-lieutenancy.

t Su'bligate, v. Obs. [f.
L. sttbligdt-^ pa. ppl.

stem of subligdre, f. sub- SUB- 2 + ligare to bind,

tie.] Also Subliga'tion. (See quots.)
1656 \\LQ\)'KiGlossogr^Siibli'gate t

to under-bind, to under-

tye, to tye or hang at. 1658 PHILLIPS, Sulltgation^ a bind-

ing, or tying underneath.

Subligation, erron. form of SUPPLICATION.
1600 Returnfr. Parnass. iv. i. 1249 The parish have put

up a subligntion against you.

Sublimable (sz>blormab'l), a* Now rare. [f.

SUBLIME v. + -ABLE.] Capable of sublimation or

of being sublimated.
1666 BOVLE Orig, Formes $ Qual, (1667) 128, I had sub-

divided the body of Gold into such minute particles that they
were sublimable. a 1691 Hist. Air (1692) 47, I found the
Salt It self to be sublimable. 1753 Chamber* Cycl. Suppl.
s. v., They say that only those things are sublimable, which
contain a dry exhalable matter in their original construction.

1869 PHILLIPS J^esuv. v. 152 [Ferric oxide] is not known to

be sublimable per se.

Hence SublTmableness, the quality of being
sublimable.
1661 BOYLE Scept, Ckym. (1680) 391 He soon obtained such

another Concrete, both as to tast and smell, and easie sub-
Hmableness as common Salt Armoniack.

t Subli-mary, a. 06s. rare-1
,

[f- L. subRm-is
SUBLIME + -ART 1

.] Elevated, exalted.

a 165* BROME Painter's Ent. ii, First to the Master of the

feast, This health is consecrated ; Thence to each sublimary
guest. 1655 M. CARTER Honor Rediv. (1660) 2 Some men
he hath, .elevated. .with the sublimary glories of Honor,
Nobility, and Greatness.

Sublimate (szvblim/t), sb. [ad. L. subliind-

tum, neut. pa. pple. (used subst. in med.L.) of

sitbltmdre to SUBLIME.]
1. A solid product of sublimation, esp. in the

form of a compact crystalline cake.
a 1626 BACON Art. Enq. Metals (1669) 225 To enquire.,

what Metals endure Subliming ; and what Body the Sub-
limate makes. 1694 SALMON Bate's Dispens. (1713) 359/2
In the other Part of the Neck you will have a kind of grey
Sublimate. 1726 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3), Sublimate ofArsenick^
is Arsenick corrected or freed from its more malignant
Sulphurs, and rais'd to the top of the Matrass by the force

of Fire. 1778 PRVCE Afin, Cornub. 34 The sublimate of our
white Mundick.-may produce, .some of the best white
Arsenick. 1819 tr. Berzelius in Ann, Philos. XIII. 405
The sublimate was pure selenic acid. 1820 FARADAY Exp.
Kfs. No. 13. 35 A sublimate of crystals filled the retort. 1869
HOSCOE Elem. Chem. 246 Chromic chloride . . is obtained as

a sublimate, in beautiful violet crystals. 1894 Times 15 Aug.
12/2 The walls are nearly all covered by sublimates or dust

that has adhered and crusted them over.

b. fig. A refined or concentrated product.
1683 NORRIS Idea Hatpin. (1684) 27 Some have.. grown

mad with the Sublimate of Pleasure. 1871 LIDDON Elem,

Relig. iii. 92 Man's soul is not a third nature, poised between
his spirit and his body ; nor yet is it a sublimate ofhis bodily
organization.

2. '

Mercury sublimate
1

; mercuric chloride (bi-

chloride or perchloride of mercury), a white

crystalline powder, which acts as a violent poison.
In early times also used for arsenic (cf. RATSBANE i).

1543 tr. Vigo'sChirurg. Interpr.(i55o)AA aj b, Sublimate.

Argentum sublimatum is made of Chalcantum, quycke-
syluer, vyneger, and sal armoniake. 1594 PLATT J^ewell'h.
I. 10 Suger is a salt, Sublimate is a salt, Saltpeter is a salt.

1605 TIMME Quersit. i. vii. 26 White sublimate and arsnic. .

foster and hide a most burning and deadly fire. 1609 B.

JONSON Silent Worn. it. ii, Take a little sublimate and goe
out of the world, like a rat. a i66z HOLYDAV Juvenal (1673)
122 Sublimate makes black the teeth ; Cerusse makes gray
the hair. 1789 W. BUCHAN Dom. Med. (1790) 515 To those

whose stomach cannot bear the solution, the sublimate may
be given in form of pill. 1841 BORROW Bible in Spain xvi,

I have more than once escaped .. having the wine I drank

spiced with sublimate. 1899 Allbutt's Syst, Med. VIII.

605 A tar bath, with 15 gr. of sublimate added.

fig- *<>33 G. HERBERT Temple, Ch. Milit. 132 Nay he
became a poet, and would serve His pills of sublimate in

that conserve. 1896 tr. Huysmans" En Route iii. 37 To
cleanse it with the disinfectant of prayer and the sublimate
of Sacraments.

b. Now usually corrosive sublimate^ formerly

1685 BOYLE Salubr. Air 64 Though Corrosive Sublimate
be so mischievous a Mineral Composition, that a few grains

may kill a man. im/>&Y. Trans. XXIII. 1325 Sublimate

Corrosive. 1841 MACAULAY ss.
t Fredk. Gt. (1851) II. 690

Pills of corrosive sublimate. 187$,
GARROD & BAXTER Mat.

Med. 103 Calomel is apt to contain a trace of corrosive sub-

limate.

o. Sweet sublimate, blue sublimate (see quots.).

17*5 Bradley*s Family Diet. s. v., Sweet Sublimate is a
Corrosive Sublimate, whose Points have been qualify'd by
some Preparation, 1728 CHAMBERS CycL s. v., Sweet Sub.

SUBLIMATE.
liinate, is the same with Corrosive, only temper'd and
swceten'd by the Addii i !lts Dulcis. 1753 Ibid.
Suppl. s.v., Blue Sublimate, f mercury with
some other ingredient*, yielding a line b!u. t

a. attrib.: =
containing or impregnated with

corrosive sublimate, as sublimate bath, gauze ,
lotion

t

solution^ water.

1753. J. BAKTLBT Gentl. Farriery xxv. 226 Touch with

rosive sublimate baths. 1895 A rnoU t, Sons' Catal. Sure,
lustr. 726 Sublimate Gauze. it&AMulfsSyst.Mtd. VIII.
870 The parts were then disinfected with sublimate lotion.

3. Mineral. The deposit formed on charcoal or
in a glass tube, when certain minerals are heated
and subjected to the blowpipe.
1841 PARNELL Chem. Anal. (1845) 363 Metals. Produce a

sublimate on charcoal antimony; arsenic [etc.]. .. Give no
sublimate on charcoal mercury i osmium.

t Su'blimate, pa. pple. and ppl. a. Obs. Also
5 -lymate, 6 -lemmat, 5, 7 -limat. [ad. L. sui/li-

niatus, pa. pple. of subllmare to SUBLIME.]
A. pa. pple. 1. Raised, elevated, exalted.

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 93 This man with seditious

knytis was sublimat in the empire. 1493 RVMAN Poems vi.

7 in Arch. Stud. neu. Spr. LXXXIX. 175 Ospowseof Crisle

inmaculate, Aboue alle aungellis sublimate. 1603 HAKSNET
Pop. Impost, in According as they are improued, subli-

mate, and aduaunced by the authority of holy church of
Rome. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. Notes 15 Some of them
were sublimat fan e above earthly conceit. 1646 SALTMARSH
Some Drops ii. 95 This is Perfection and Prelacy sublimate.

2. Sublimated, distilled.

1471 RIPLEY Cotnp. Alck. m. xiv. in Ashm. (1652) 142 Thy
Water must be seven tymes Sublymate.
B. ///. a. 1. Mercury sublimate (occas. subli-

mate mercury) : = SUBLIMATED. 2.

1562 BULLEIN Buhvarke, Bk. Simtles 74 With this Quicke-
siluer and Sal Armoniake, is made Marcurie sublemmat.
1610 B. JONSON Alck. 11. i, Mercury sublimate, That keepes
the whitenesse, hardnesse, and the biting. 1697 HEADRICH
ArcanA Philos. 118 Sublimate Mercury. vjTttPhil. Trans.
LX. 187 A composition of sublimate mercury,, .will prevent
insects, .from destroying the plumage. 1799 G. SMITH
Laboratory 1. 98 Ground and mixed with sublimate mercury.
2. Refined, purified ; elevated, sublime.

1607 R. QABEW] tr. Estienne's WorldofWonders Ep. Ded.,
Others (of a more refined and sublimate temper) can sauour

nothing but that which exceeds the vulgar capacitie. Ibid.

136 A most sublimate subtiltie, 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
(1614) 366 Offering her selfe more sublimate and pure, in the
sacred name. .of Religion. 1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche x.

-
.: . ..__ ITII . i?* .i - _ii .i

Ix v, So sublimate and so refining was That Fire, that all the
Gold it turn'd to Dross. 1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogm. 124
The corporeal Machine, which even on the most suolimate

Intellectualsisdangerouslyinfluential. 1676 HALE Contempt,
ii. Medit. Lord's Pr. 2 The most Exact Sublimate Wits
inscribed their Altar, To the Unknown God. 17*0 WELTON
Suffer. Son ofGod I. x. 231 A Love Sublimateand Refined.

Sublimate (s'blim^it), v. Also 7 -at. [f. L.

sublimat-) pa. ppl. stem of sublimdre to SUBLIME.]
1 1. trans. To raise to high place, dignity, or

honour. = SUBLIME v. 7. Obs.
c 1566 Merle Tales ofSkelton in S.'s Wks. (1843) I- P- !*,
He that doth humble hymselfe.,shalbe exalted, extoulled,
..or sublimated. 1631 WEEVER Anc. Funeral Mon, 868

Felix was.. sublimated with an Episcopal! Mitre. 1637
BASTWICK Litany \. 17 Sometime, forty at once or more, are
mounted and sublimated into the high Commission Court.

1637 EARL MONM. tr. MalvezzC$ Rom. fy Tarquin 214 They
..would sublimate themselves [orig. accrescere volunt\ con-

trary to the will of fortune.

2. SUBLIME v. i. Now rare.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp, Dict.^ Sublunar^ to sublimate. 1631
BRATHWAIT Whimzics^ Metall-man 62 Elevate that tn-

pode ; sublimate that pipkin ; elixate your antimonie.

1651 WITTIE tr. Primrose's Pop. Err. :v. iii. 221 Honey
thrice sublimated. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey). 1858 SIM-

MON us Diet, Trade 365 Sublimate* . . to raise volatile sub-

stances by heat, and again condense them in a solid form.

b. gen. To act upon (a substance) so as to

produce a refined product. Often in fig. context.

1601 DOLMAN La Primaud. Fr. Acad. in. xc. 401 A
maruellous kinde of naturall chimistrie . . so to sublimate that

which of it selfe is poison. 1638 JACKSON Creed ix. xxiv.

169 None., would accuse an Alchimist . . for wasting.,

copper, lead, or brasse, if hee could.. sublimate them into

pure gold. 1660 BRETT Threnodia 12 Tis cbymick heat in's

bloud doth swim, T'wil sublimate terrestr'al him And so

make of a Duke a Cherubim. 17x1 SHAFTESB. Ckarac. (173?)

1. 134 The original plain principles of humanity . . have, by a

sort of spiritual chymists, been so sublimated, as to become
the highest corrosives. 1747 HERVEY^/^//. II. 30 Decem-
ber's cold collects the gross Materials, which are sublimated

by the refining Warmth ofMay. 1750 G. HUGHES Barbados

"f 3."To extract by or as by sublimation ;
= SUB-

LIMB v. 2. Chiefly^. Obs.

1614 T, ADAMS Physic Heav. Wks. (1629) 290 You that

haue put so faire for the Philosophers stone, that you haue

endeuoured to sublimate it out of poore mens bones, ground
to powder by your oppressions. x6a6 J. YATES Ibis ad
Ctesarem n. 33 Words aenigmalicall, sublimated in the

furnace of his owne braine. 1644 MILTON Arcap. 9 It will

be a harder alchymy then Lullius ever knew, to sublimat any

good use out of such an invention.

b. pass, and intr. To be produced as the result

of sublimation.
1681 J. COLLINS Salt 4- Fish. 127 This Salt was formerly

found sublimated upon the superficies of the burnt Sands



SUBLIMATED.

of that Country. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 327 The

phosphorus, which in the receiver is sublimated of a yellow-

ish colour. 1800 tr. Lagrange's C/tem. I. 429 Towards the

end of the operation, a little sulphur is sublimated. 1866

LAWRENCE tr. Cotta's Rocks Classified 74 Sulphur.. sub-

limates in matrass. 1872 J. YEATS 7 echn. /fist. Comm. 321

Reducing the ore to powder, and afterwards by roasting It

till the sulphur was sublimated. 1897 Allbutts Syst. Med.

II. 884 The chief part of this [morphia] literally burned and

not sublimated at all.

4. To exalt or elevate to a high or higher state ;

= SUBLIME v. 4 c.

'599 B- JONSON Cynthia's Rev. (1616) I. iii, Knowing my
selfe an essence so sublimated, and refill 'd by traucll. 1600

W. WATSON Decaconion (1602) 97 A man in whose very

countenance was pourtraid out a map of political) gouern-

ment.., sublimated with a reuerend maiestie in his lookes.

1614 JACKSON Creed Ml. IV. v. 8 This absolute submission

of their consciences . . sublimates them from refined Heathen-

isme or Gentilisme to diabolisme. 1675 Lady's Calling I. 32

This is it which sublimates and spiritualizes humanity.

1681 Land. Gaz. No. 1711/4 Sedition and Rebellion, sub-

limated to the heighth, and as the very Extract of Disorder

and Anarchy. 1781 HAYLEY Tri. Temftrv.
288 Heregrief

and joy so suddenly unite, That anguish serves to sublimate

delight. 1809 LF.CKY Enrop. Mar, II. 295 Moral ideas in a

thousand forms have been sublimated, enlarged and changed.

1884 AUG. I. E. WILSON Vashti x, Forced to lose faith in

her. .capacity to sublimate her erring nature.

b. ironical.

1822 in W. Cobbett Rur. Rides 1. 89 The unnatural work-

ing of the paper-system has sublimated him out of his

senses.

5. To transmute into something higher, nobler,

more sublime or refined ;
= SUBLIME v. 5.

1624 [Scorr] Vox Regis To Rdr. p. iv, It expresseth

strength tohaue words sublimated into works. 1672 STERRY

where they are., sublimated into Impurities, more exquisite

direct to sublimate absurdities into mysteries. _

temp. Rev. Feb. 262 Sublimating into an ideal sentiment

what, .bad been little more than an animal appetite.

b. intr. for pass.
= SUBLIME v. 5 b.

1852 BRIMLEY Ess. (1858) 266 If Miss Rebecca Sharpe had

really been..a matchless beauty, ..she might have subli-

mated into a Beatrix Esmond.

0. To refine away into something unreal or non-

existent ;
to reduce to unreality.

1836^7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. xxiii. (1859) II. 79 The
materialist may now derive the subject from the object, the

idealist derive the object from the subject, the absolutist

sublimate both into indifference. 1867 Morn. Star 29 Jan.,
We are too much given to sublimate official responsibility
until it becomes impalpable to ordinary senses. 1869 LECKY

Europ. Mor. I. 342 While he. .sublimated the popular
worship into a harmless symbolism. 1910 W. S. PALMER
Diary Modernist 264 A spiritual body is for him sublimated
out of reality.

Hence Sirblimating vbl, sb. and ///. a.

1611 CQIGK., Sublimation, a sublimating, raising, or lifting

vp. 1612 W. PARKES Curtaine-Dr. 410 this body of ours

. .what time doe wee bestow in the garnishment of the same
(and especially our woemen) . . in fa/natiit/tsfor their skinnes,
in Fucusses for their faces, by sublimatinge, and mercury.
1840 POE Balloon Hoax Wks. 1865 I. 97, I can conceive

nothing more sublimating than the strange peril and novelty
of an adventure such as this.

Sublimated (s-blimited), fpl. a. [{. prec.
+ -ED 1

.]

1. Produced by sublimation.

1605 TIMME Quersit. n. v. 125 Then shal yee see the sub-
limated matter cleauing to the sides of the glasses. 1631
Celestina I. 16 Shee made sublimated Mercury. 1800 tr.

Lagrange's Cheat. \. 180 Half a part of sublimated sulphur.
1816 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. tf Art II. 296 Sublimated
metallic oxides.

f b. Mixed or compounded with corrosive sub-
limate (or arsenic). Obs.
1611 COTGR., Sublimt. .sublimated, or mixed with Arsen-

tcke. 1631 MASSINGER Believe as You List n. i, A subli-
mated pill of mercuric.

2. fig. a. Of persons and immaterial things :

Exalted, elevated; raised to a high degree of

purity or excellence ; lofty, sublime.

1559 SANDYS St. Relig. (1605) H 2 b, Of a more refined &
sublimated temper, then that their country conceits can
satisne. 1611 DRAYTON Poly-olb. iv. 266 In words, whose
weight best sute a sublimated straine. 1654 OWEN Saints'
Persev. vii. 171 These latter, more refined, sublimated
mercurial! wits. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 105. !/i The Refin'd,
the Sublimated precepts of the Gospel, a 1763 SHENSTONE
Economy i. 122 Ye tow'ring minds ! ye sublimated souls 1

i8u JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 176 A sublimated impart!-
ality, at which the world will laugh. 1823 LAMB Guy Faux
in Eliana (1867) 19 Swallowing the dregs of Loyola for the
veryqumtessence ofsublimated reason. i876MissBRADDON
Haggard s Dau. xiii, Is this love, or only a sublimated
friendship ? 1901 R. GARNETT Ess. iii. 84 Poetry is neither
exalted utility nor sublimated intellect.

t b. Puffed up, haughty. Obs.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Tray. 130 The Kings of Pegu [etc]are so sublimated, that when an Ambassadour comes before

them, they must doe it creeping.
O. Condensed, concentrated, rare.

30

which is but a purer sublimated Air. 1860, MAURY Phys.

Geof i. o The sublimated air, diffusing itself by its mobility.

t86i Miss BRADBON Lady A udley xix, A sublimated meat

that could scarcely have grown upon any mundane sheep.

Sublimation (sblim^-fan). Also 4-5 -aeion,

5 -lym-, -aeioun, -aoyon. [a. F. sublimation (from

14th c.), or ad. late L. stiblimdtio , -dneni, n. oi

action f. sublimare to SUBLIME. Cf. It. subhma-

zione, Sp. sublimation, Pg. sii/ilimac-So.]

1. The chemical action or process of sublirmngor

converting a solid substance by means of heat into

vapour, which resolidifies on cooling.

The r - .

vessel maad'ofgias'batTt'm'owedure
in befier [etc.]. 1460-70

Bk. Quinte Essence 4 pe quint essencia berof is naturaly

incorruptible be which Je schal drawe out by sublymacioun.

i4 PLAT JcwM-ho. in. 89 Distillations, calcinations, and

sublimations. 1605 TIMME Quersit. i. vii 28 The common

armoniac..in the forme of most white and salt meale, may
be carried up into the cloudes by sublimation. 1657 Physical

Diet , Sublimation, is a chymical operation, when the ele-

vated matter in distillation, being carried to the highest part

of the helm, and finding no passage forth, sticks to the sides

thereof. 1719 QUINCY Phys. Diet. (1722) 414 The Sublima-

tion of Camphire, Benzoin, and Arsenick. 1816 J. SMITH

Panorama Sci. <t Art II. 302 Sublimation is to dry matters,

what distillation is to humid ones. 1867 BLOXAM Cliem. 114

These crystals are moderately heated in an iron pan to de-

prive them of tar, and are finally purified by sublimation.

1880 STORY-MASKELYNE in Nature XXI. 204 It is possible

..that the condition for its [viz. carbon's] sublimation in

the form of crystals .. is one involving a combination of high

temperature and high pressure.
altrii. 1896 Jrnl Chem. Sac. LXX. II. 635 Sublimation

Temperatures in the Cathode-Light Vacuum. Had. 636
The sublimation tension of iodine at various temperatures.

b. Geol. Applied to a (supposed) analogous

process by which minerals are thrown up in a state

of vapour from the interior of the earth and

deposited nearer its surface.

1829 Phil. Mag. Mar. 174 The conjecture, that galena in

these veins has been in some instances supplied by sublima-

tion from below. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 260/2.
attrib. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Sublimation-

theory, the theory that a vein was filled first with metallic

vapors. 1894 FOSTER Ore * Stone Mining 17 One great

objection to the universal acceptance of the sublimation

theory is that many of the minerals found in lodes would be

decomposed at high temperatures. 1902 WEBSTER Suppl,,
Sublimation vein, .. a vein formed by condensation of

material from the condition of vapor.

O. (The condition of) being in the form of

vapour as the result of sublimation.
i8o8/I/c</. Jrnl. XIX. 12 Lead, .taken in a state ofsublima-

tion into the lungs. 1856 PAGE Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xvi. 304
Products which issue in a state of sublimation from the
craters of active volcanoes.

2. A solid substance deposited as the result of

the cooling of vapour arising from sublimation or

a similar process.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. n. iv. 82 A fat and

unctuous sublimation in the earth concreted and fixed by
salt and nitrous spirits. 1652 BENLOWES Tlieoph. xin.

xxxvi, From pretious Limbeck sacred Loves distill Such
Sublimations, as do fill Mindes with amazed Raptures of
their Chimick Skill. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. I. iii. 214 Dr.

Guy brought under the notice of microscopists a plan for

preserving metallic sublimations. 1860 PHILLIPS Vesitv. v.

1 52 Fenic chloride (muriate of iron) is found among the sub-
limations of Vesuvius. 1892 Daily News 3 Sept. 6/5 A
magnificent lava-grotto all coated with beautiful sulphuric
sublimations.

f3. = SUBLATION I. Obs.

1547 RECORDE Urinal Phys. (1651) 16 If it [sc. sediment]
be so light, that it swim in the middle region of the urine,
then is it called the sublimation or swim. 1625 HART Anat.
Urines I. iii. 34 The urine in this disease was .. variable and
inconstant in the swimme and sublimation.

f4. Elevation to high rank. Obs.
c mo Alphabet of Tales 234 A hertelie ioy..bat he tuke

when he hard tell of be sublimacion of his fadur.

5. Elevation to a higher state or plane of exist-

ence
; transmutation into something higher, purer,

or more sublime.

1615 JACKSON Creed iv. HI. viii. f 5 By the assistance of
that grace whose infusion alone must worke the sublimation.

l6S2 J- SMITH Sci. Disc. vn. iv. (1821) 334 That perfection
of which they speak . . was nothing else but a mere sublima-
tion of their own natural powers and principles. 1764 REID
Inquiry vii. 206 The new system by a kind of metaphysical

3. Of physical things :
Purified, refined, rarefied.

rare.

aitjt HALE Prim. Orif. Man. iv. ii. 397 The JEthw,

[the University's] character. 1866 F. HARPER Peace through
Truth 299 This supernatural sublimation of man's nature.

b. An elated or ecstatic state of mind.
1816 T. L. PEACOCK Headlong Hall v, That enthusiastic

sublimation which is the source of greatness and energy.
1884 Harper's Mag. LXIX. 469 The world has long sought
an antidote to seasickness. . . It is sublimation. 1891 HARDY
Tess xliii, Tess's unassisted power of dreaming . . being
enough for her sublimation at present, she declined except
the merest sip.

6. The result of such elevation or transmutation ;

the purest or most concentrated product (of) ; the

highest stage or point (of); a height (of).
1691 d'Emiliane's Frauds Rom. Monks (ed. 3) 287 That

they may authorize their neat Thoughts and high Sublima-
tions of Wit. a 1693 SOUTH Serm. (1727) II. 199 It is (as it

were) the very Quintessence and Sublimation of Vice, by
which (as in the Spirit of Liquors) the Malignity of many

SUBLIME.

Actions is contracted into a little Compass. 1828 DE
QUINCEY Rket. Wks. 1862 X. 39 The last sublimation of

dialectical subtlety. 1831 D. E. WILLIAMS Life Sir T.

Lawrence II. 37 The truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth, must be the sublimation aspired to. 1856

Miss MULOCK John Halifax xi, His demeanour .. was the

sublimation of all manly courtesy. 1863 Miss BRADDON
Eleanor's Viet, xxiv, A woman's love is the sublimation of

..selfishness. 1874 HARDY Far Jr. Madding Crowd x\,T\\SLt

acme and sublimation of all dismal sounds, the bark of

t Swblimator. Obs. rare-'1 ,
[f. SUBLIMATE

v. : see -ATOB.] A thing which sublimates.

1752 Phil. Trans. XLVI1. 549 The atmosphere of the

earth is a more powerful sublimator than those of our
chemists.

t Sublimatory, sb. Obs. fad. med.L. subli-

matdrium, neut. ot sabllinatorius (see next). Cf.

F. sublimatoire."\ A vessel used for sublimation,
a subliming-pot.

1386 CHAUCER Can. yearn. T. Preamb. 74 Oure..descen-

sories, Violes, crosletz, and sublymatories, Cucurbites, and
Alambikes eek. 1584 R. SCOT Dtscov. Witchcr. xry. L 295.

1605 TiMMEQuersit. n. v. 125 Sinai long lymbeckes in forme
of a sublitnatorie. 1662 R. MATHEW Uttl. Atch. 177 Grind
them wel together, put them into a Sublimatory of good
glass. 1694 SALMON Bate's Dis/iens. (1713) 484/2 The
Volatile Sal-Armoniack i5 only the Volatile parts sublimed
alone. .the Acid.. remaining behind at bottom of the Subli-

matory.

I Sublimatory, a. Obs. [ad. med.L. sublt-

matSrius, f. sublimdt- : see SUBLIMATE and -onY 2
.]

1. Suitable for subliming.
1605 TIMME Quersit. u. v. 125 Thou shall increase the

fire, .until., the fire bee made sublimatorie.

2. Used in sublimation.

1650 ASHMOLE Chym. Coll. 66 Take the pregnant Earth,
and put it into a Sublimatory vessel! luted and well shut

up. 1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes ff Qual. (1667) 240 Though
these [sulphur, mercury, and vermilion] will rise together in

Sublimatory Vessels.

II Subliina'tum. Obs. [neut of L. sublimdlus :

see SUBLIMATE a.] Corrosive sublimate.

1577 FRAMPTON Joyful News 18 In the salt Fleume, he
shall put with a Feather, a little of the water of Sublimatum.

1590 GREENE Never too late Wks. (Grosart) VIII. 16 Some
sores cannot be cured but by Sublimatum. 1611 [see SUB-

LIMY].

Sublime (soblai-m), a. and sb. [ad.L. sublimis,

prob. f. sub up lo + lfmen lintel. Cf. F., It., Sp.,

Pg. sublime.] A. adj.
1. Set or raised aloft, high up. arch.

(a) in predicative use.

1604 R. CAWDREY Tatlc Alph., Sublime, set on high, lift

vp. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 33 The element

grew dreadful!,, .the sea sublime and wrathful!. 1667 MIL-
TON P. L. VI. 771 Hee on the wings of Cherub rode sublime
On the Crystallin Skie. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. i. 331
Two Poles turn round the Globe. . . The first sublime in

Heav'n, the last is wbirl'd Below the Regions of the nether
World. 1725 POPE Odyss. v, 212 Build the rising ship,
Sublime to bear thee o er the gloomy deep. 1784 COWPER
Task i. 203 Cawing rooks, and Kites that swim sublime In
still repeated circles. 1842 TENNYSON Vision ofSin 103 To
fly sublime Thro' the courts, the camps, the schools.

fig. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. i, Not. .to gape,
or look upward with the eye, but to have his thoughts
sublime. 1786 BURNS To J. .S

1**"
iv, My fancy yerket up

sublime Wi hasty summon.

(b) In attrib. use; fcontextually = highest, top.
1612 WOODALL Surg. Mate (1639) 274 Sublimation is when

that which is extracted is driven to the sublime part of the
vessel!. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 183 The sub-

lime height did not disanimate us, as did the danger of

descending. 1695 PRIOR Ode to King xi, Let Thy sublime
Meridian Course For Mary's setting Rays attone. 1784
COWPER Task m. 157 Travel nature up To the sharp peak
of her subljmest height. 1873 BROWNING Red Cott. Nt.-cap
239 A sublime spring from the balustrade About the tower.

b. Of the arms : Uplifted, upraised.
1754 GRAY Progr. Poesy 38 With arms sublime, that float

upon the air.

c. Of flight ; only in fig. context with implica-
tion of senses 4-7.
1684 BURNET tr. Mare's Utopia Pref. A 4 We were begin-

ning to fly into a sublime pitch,
of a strong but false Rheto-

rick. 1838 EMERSON Addr. Wks. (Bohn) II. 193 In the

sublimest flights of the soul, rectitude is never surmounted.

d. Anal. Of muscles: Lying near the surface,

superficial. Also applied to the branch of anatomy
treating of superficial muscles.

1855 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 1891 Century Diet. s.v., The
sublime flexor of the fingers (the flexor sublimis, a muscle).

2. Of buildings, etc. : Rising to a great height,

lofty, towering, arch.

1635 HEYWOOD Hierarchy vm. 532 Thunders at the sub-

limest buildings aime. 1657 BILLINGSLY Brachy-Martynl.
xxviii. 102 He'd rost her c-uick, and after throw her down
From the sublimest tower in the town. 1799 in Spirit Publ.

Jrnls. III. 322 Sublime their artless locks they wear. 1817
MOORE Lalln Rookh 209 Those towers sublime, That seem'd
above the grasp of Time.

3. Of lofty bearing or aspect ; in a bad sense,

haughty, proud. Chiefly poet.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. viii. 30 The proud Souldan with

presumpteous cheare, And countenance sublime and inso-

lent, a 1639 WOTTON in Reliq. (1651) 171 His Limbs rather

sturdy then dainty: Sublime and almost Tumorous in His
Looks and Gestures. 1667 MILTON P. L. IV. 300 His fair

large Front and Eye sublime declar'd Absolute rule. Ibid.

xi. 236 Not terrible, .. nor sociably mild, .. But solemn and
sublime. 1759 JOHNSON Rasselaa xxxix, He was sublime
without haughtiness, courteous without formality. 1844



SUBLIME.

MRS. BROWNING K. Poets c, There, Shakespeare, on whose
forehead climb The crowns o' the world. Oh, eyes sublime,
With tears and laughters for all time !

t b. Exalted in feeling, elated. 06s.

1667 MILTON P. L. x. 536 Sublime with expectation. 1671
Samson 1669 While thir hearts were jocund and sublime,

Drunk with Idolatry, drunk with Wine.

4. Of ideas, truths, subjects, etc. : Belonging to

the highest regions of thought, reality, or human
activity, t Also occas. said of the thinker.

1634 MILTON Comus 785 Thou hast nor Eare, nor Soul to

apprehend The sublime notion, and high mystery. 1647
H. MORE Song ofSaul i. To Rdr. C 2 The contemplation
of these things is very sublime and subtile. 1674 PLAY-
FORD Skill Mus. (ed. 7) Pref. A 4 b, This [art] of Musick is

the most sublime and excellent for its wonderfull Effects
and Inventions, a 1711 KEILL Mtiupertius' Diss. (1734) n
Let us leave it to sublimer Philosophers to search into the
Cause of this Tendency. 1724 A. COLLINS Gr. Chr. Relig.
233 They despised the literal sense of the Old Testament,
and employed their invention to find out sublime senses
thereof. 1781 COWPER Com/ersat. 548 What are ages and
the lapse of time, Match 'd against truths, as lasting as sub-
lime? ltl9K.KKnFailHrterim. 173 Whether his labours
be sublime or low. 1848 MARIOTTI Italy II. iii. 82 The
sublimest theories of divine doctrine. 1849 MACAULAY f/ist.

Eng. iii. I, 412 The most sublime departments of natural
philosophy, a 1853 ROBERTSON Lect. (1858) 254 England's
sublimer battle cry of '

Duty '.

t b. Of geometry : see quots. 06s.

17*8 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Geometry, The Higher, or
Sublimer Geometry is that employ'd in the consideration of
Curve Lines, Conic Sections, and Bodies form'd thereof.

1841 PennyCycl. XXIII. 186/1 The term sublime geometry
was technical, meaning the higher parts of geometry, in
which the infinitesimal calculus or something equivalent
was employed.
5. Of persons, their attributes, feelings, actions :

Standing high above others by reason of nobility
or grandeur of nature or character; of high intel-

lectual, moral, or spiritual level. Passing into a
term of high commendation : Supreme, perfect.
1643 BURROUGHES Exp. 1st 3 ch. Hosea. vii. 385 Others are

of more sublime spirits naturally, as if they were borne for

great things. 1663 S. PATRICK Parat. Pilgrim (1687) 218
Nor is there any delight so noble and sublime, so pure and
refined, aijis BURNET Own Time (1724) I. 215 He. .was
very perfect friend, and a most sublime Christian. 1794

MRS. RADCLIFPE Myit. Udolpho xv, Emily's eyes filled with
tears of admiration and sublime devotion. i8ai SHELLEY
Ailonais v, Others more sublime. .Have sunk, extinct in
their refulgent prime. 1838 LONGF. Lt. Stars ix, Thou shall
know . . how sublime a thing it is To sufferand be strong. 1841
Penny Cycl. XXIII. 188/2 Lear, who appeals to the heavens,'
for they are old

'

like him, is sublime, from the very inten-
sity of his sufferings and his passions. Lady Macbeth is
sublime from the intensity of her will. 1852 TENNYSON Ode
Death Wellington 34 And, as the greatest only are, In his

simplicity sublime. 1873 GEO. ELIOT in Cross Life (1886)
III. 159 Mr. Lewes makes a martyr of himself in writing
all my notes and business letters. Is not that being a sub-
lime husband ?

b. collaq. with ironical force.
Mod. He nas a sublime sense of his own importance.

This is a sublime piece of impertinence.
6. Of language, style, or a writer: Expressing

lofty ideas in a grand and elevated manner.
1386 A. DAY Engl. Secretorie i. (1595) 10 We do find

three sorts [K. of the style of epistles], .to haue bene gene-
rally commended. Sublime, the highest and stateliest

maner, and loftiest deliuerance of any thing that may be,
expressing the heroicall and mighty actions of Kings [etc.J.
1690 TEMPLE Ets. n. Poetry 19 It must be confessed, that
Homer was.. the vastest, the sublimest, and the most won-
derful Genius, a 1718 PRIOR Better Answer vii, As He was
a Poet sublimer than Me. 1718 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The
sublime Style necessarily requires big and magnificentWords i but the Sublime may be found in a single Thought,
a single Figure, a single Turn of Words. 1756 WARTON
Ess. Pope I. 18 Every excellence, more peculiarly appro-
priated to the sublimer ode. 1781 V. KNOX Ess. xv (1819)
I. 89 The Bible, the Iliad, and Shakspeare's works, are
allowed to be the sublimest books that the world can exhibit.
18171 COLERIDGE Biogr. Lit. xvi. (1907) II. 22 The sublime
Dante. 1839 DE O.UINCEY Milton Wks. 1857 VII. yg
Whether he can cite any other book than the '

Paradise
Lost', as continuously sublime, or- sublime even by its pre-
vailing character.

7. Of things in nature and art: Affecting the
mind with a sense of overwhelming grandeur or
irresistible power ; calculated to inspire awe, deep
reverence, or lofty emotion, by reason of its beauty,
vastness, or grandeur.
a 1700 EVELYN Diary 12 Nov. 1644, Just before this

portico stands a very sublime and statelyCorinthiancolumne.
1761 KAMES Elem. Crit. iv. (1833) no Great and elevated
objects considered with relation to the emotions produced
by them, are termed grand and sublime. 1806 Gazetteer
Scoi. (ed.2) 293 This fall of water.. is indeed awful and
sublime, but has too much of the terrible in its appearance.
1841 Penny Cycl. XXIII. 186/2 The stars are sublime, ye
D *,*

ls
r
no

f
terror "> th emotion they excite. 1878 SMILES

Robt. Duk vii. 78 After the cultivated fields, come the
moors quiet, solitary, and sublime.

8. Of rank, status : Very high, exalted, arch

'<!. Jan., Persons of the

-:*-- -- - 1 -Jwnin,i yci LU liUiC I11S

Queens Renown. 1769 GRAY Installat. Ode 25 Meek
Newton s self bends from his state sublime.
b. As an honorific title of the Sultan or other

potentates ; also transf. of their actions. Cf. Sub-
Kmc Porte (see POBTE), and SUBLIMIT* 2 d.

31

18*0 BYRON yuan v. cxliv, Your slave brings tidings..Which your sublime attention may be worth. 1821 SHELLEY
Hellas 123 Your Sublime Highness Is strangely moved.
1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. vn. iii. (1864) IV. 113 Gregory
assumed the lofty tone of arbiter and commanded them to. .

await his sublime award.
o. Relined : now used in trade names to desig-

nate the finest quality.
1694 SALMON Bate's Dispens. (1713) 299/2 It..will do that

..which others more esteemed sublime Medicines will not
do. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 62/2 Jeyes' Sublime Dis-
infectant Toilet Soaps. 1897 Daily News i Oct. 7/7 A bottle

upon which was a label
' Sublime Salad Oil '.

1 9. Med. Of respiration : Of the highest degree.
1656 RIDGLEY Pract. Physick 224 Difficulty of breath is

greater then in a Pluresy, which Hippocrates calleth sub-

lime Of mediocrity, the furious tame. 1818 yuan i. cli,
With that sublime of rascals your attorney. 1838 DE
QUINCBY Shaks. Wks. 1890 IV. 61 This is the very sublime
of folly, beyond which human dotage cannot advance.

Sublime (s^bbi-m), v. [a. OF. sublimer, ad.
L. sublimdre, f. sublJmis SUBLIME

a."\
1. trans. To subject (a substance) to the action

of heat in a vessel so as to convert it into vapour,
which is carried off and on cooling is deposited in
a solid form.
c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeotn. T. Preamb. 5 1 The care and wo

That we hadden in cure matires sublymyng. 1460-70 Bk.
Quinte Essence 4^By contynuel ascendyngeand descendynge,
by the which it is sublymed to so myche hi^nes of glorifica.
cioun. Ibid. 8 Take Mercuric bat is sublymed with vitriol,

hiyn

Sublimatory; from which sublime it ten or twelve times.
'

Cinnabar, made only by subliming Mercury and Sulphur
together. 1817 FARADAY Chem. Manif. x. (1842) 262 It is

easy to sublime and crystallize such bodies as camphor,
iodine, naphthaline. 1869 ROSCOE Elem, Chem. 214 Am-
monium Chloride. .is obtained, .by subliming a mixture of
the commercial sulphate of ammonium with common salt.

aosol, 1471 RIPLKY Comp.Akh. vui. i. in Ashm. (1652) 171We Sublyme not lyke as they do. 1596 FORMAN Diary
(Halliw.) 28 The 27 of Aprill in subliming, my pot and glasse
brok, and all my labour was lost pro lapide. 2610 B. JON-

SUBLIME.
BON Alck. H. v, Can you sublime, and dulcefie? iev-8 R.
RUSSELL tr.

Gfbtr
n. i. ,v. x. ,os This he well knowi whobath sublimed in short Sublimatories.

2. trans. To cause to be given off by sublima-
tion or an analogous process (e.g. volcanic heat) to
carryover as vapour, which resolidifies on cooling
to extract by or as by sublimation.

. . muscles, and muscles of the Chest do act all together.
B. sb.

1. Now always with the : That which is sublime ;

the sublime part, character, property, or feature of.

fF'ormerly with a and pi. and occas. without
article, chiefly in contexts where SUBLIMITY would
now be used.

a. in discourse or writing.
1679 SHADWF.LL True Widow i. 6 What is your opinion of

the Play?. .There are a great many sublimes that are very
Poetical. 1704 SWIFT T. Tub Pref. 22 Whatever Word or
Sentence is printed in a different Character, shall bejudged
to contain something extraordinary either of Wit or Sub-
lime. 1727 WARBURTON Tracts (1789) 115 With what a
Sublime might that Flash of Lightning have been brought
in. 1746 FRANCIS tr. Hor., Art of Poetry 561 Since
I can write the true Sublime. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones
Contents iv. ii, A short hint of what we can do in the sub-
lime, and a description of Miss Sophia Western. 1762
GIBBON Misc. Wks. (1814) V. 277 That sublime which results
from the choice and general disposition of a subject, 1785
COWPER Let. to J. Newton 10 Dec., The sublime of Homer
in the hands of Pope becomes bloated and tumid, and his

description tawdry. 1847 TENNYSON Princess iv. 565 Feign-
ing pique at what she call'd The raillery, or grotesque, or
false sublime.

b. in nature and art.

1727 POPE, etc. A rt ofSinking iv, The Sublime of Nature
is the Sky, the Sun, Moon, Stars, &c. 1753 HOGARTH
Anal. Beauty x. 51 What I think the sublime in form, so
remarkably display'd in the human body. 1784 R. BAGE
Barham Downs II. 320 The awful, the sublime of this
reverend pile. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 5 Never need
an American look beyond his own country for the sublime
and beautiful of natural scenery. 1842 Penny Cycl. XXIII.
188/1 The material sublimeor the sublime of nature.

O. in human conduct, life, feeling, etc.

1749 WARBURTON Let. to Hurd 13 June, His gravity and
sublime ofsentiment. 1756 BURKESubl. $ Beaut. I. vii. (1759)
58 Whatever is fitted in any sort to excite the ideas of pain,
and danger, that is to say, whatever is in any sort terrible, . .

is a source of the sublime. 1789 BURNS To Dr. Blacklock ix,
Tomake ahappyfire-sideclime To weans and wife, That's the
true pathos and sublime Of human life. 1789 A. HAMILTON
Wks. (1886) VII. 39 This was one of those strokes that
denote superior genius, and constitute the sublime of war.
1804-6 SYD. SMITH Mar. Philos. (1850) 234 To harbour no
mean ^thought in the midst of abject poverty, but. .to found
a spirit of modest independence upon the consciousness of
having always acted well ; this is a sublime. 1847 PRES-
COTT Peru (1850) II. 351 This was heroic, and wanted only
a nobler motive for its object to constitute the true moral
sublime. 1871 SMILES Charac. v. (1876) 134 The patriot
who fights an always-losing battfc the martyr who goes to
death amidst the triumphant shouts of his enemies. .are

examples of the moral sublime.
2. With the: The highest degree or point,

summit, or acme of. Now rare.

a Florence flask, and sublime it into the upper part by
placing the bottom in sand. 1833 BREWSTER Kat. Magic

sublimed.

3. intr. (foccas. reft.) a. To undergo this process ;

to pass from the solid to the gaseous state without
liquefaction.
1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merch. 274 There remaineth a

Paste.. called the Almond Paste, which by a limbecke re-

ceiumg fire, causeth the Quickesilucr to subleme \sic\ 1651FRENCH Distill, vi. 192 It will presently sublime in a silver

fume, into the recipient. 1682 K. DIGBY Chym. Seer. 166
You shall see a little [Sal armoniac) sublime up to the dis-
covered place of the Retort, 1683 PF.TTUS Fleia Min. i. 42The Brimstone, .doth roast away, and the Arsnick doth
sublime it self with a strong heat. 1797 Phil. Tram.
LXXXVII. 388 The acid will not sublime from it, but is

decomposed by heat. 1823 FARADAY Exp. Res. No. 18. 82
It will..sublime from one part of the bottle to the other in
the manner of camphor. 1841 BRANDS Man. Chem. (ed. 51
458 At higher temperatures it again liquifies, and at about
600 it boils, and sublimes in the form of an orange-coloured
vapour. 1908 Athenxum 28 Mar. 390/1 All the 'non-
yalent elements, .should sublime, or pass from the solid
into the gaseous state without liquefaction.

b. To be deposited in a solid form from vapour
produced by sublimation.
1682 K. DIGBY Chym. Seer. 169 It will sublime with it in

very red flowers. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 370 When
the benjamin is heated the flowers will sublime. 1825 J.
NICHOLSON Oper. Mech. 760 The arsenic sublimes, .and ad-
heres to the upper part of the vessel. 1856 MILLER Elem.
Chem., Inorg. xvii. i. 1016 Calomel sublimes in quadri-
lateral prisms.
4. trans. To raise to an elevated sphere or

exalted state ; to exalt or elevate to a high degree
of purity or excellence ; to make (esp. morally or

spiritually) sublime.

1609 G. BENSON Serm. 7 May 93 Let your thoughts be
sublimed by the spirit of God. 1633 T. ADAMS Ext. aPettr
it 4. 499 Persons so sublim'd, that what makes them ever-
lastingly happy, shall never make them weary. 1649 JBR.
TAYLOR^/. Exemp. n. 8 [Jesus] hallowed marriage, .having
new sublim'd it by making it a Sacramental! representment

Wandcrerv. 521 No true benevolence his thought sublimes.

1765 GOLDSM. Ess., Metaphor Wks. (Globe) 331/1 A judi-
cious use of metaphors wonderfully raises, sublimes, and
adorns oratory or elocution. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick ill.

398 Call it not Revenge ! thus sanctified and thus sublimed,
Tis duty, 'tis devotion. 1819 BYRON Juan H. clxxx, The
blest sherbet, sublimed with snow. 1858 MERIVALK Rom.
Emp. liv. (1865) VI. 415 It sublimed every aspiration after
the Good, .by pronouncing it the instinct of divinity within
us. 1861 M. ARNOLD Pop. Educ. France 146 Morality
but dignified, but sublimed by being taught in connection

Bob's countenance was sublimed by his recent interview,
like that of a priest just come from the penetralia of the

temple.
D. above, beyond, or higher than a certain state or

standard.

<ii6i9 FOTHERBY Athem. n. ix. 2 (1622) 296 The very
end of Geometric is nothing else, but onely to sublime mens
mindes aboue their senses, . . to the contemplation of Gods
aeternall Nature. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Citrus Domini v. ( 7.

31 Who can make it (ministerially I mean) and consecrate
orsublimeit from common., bread, but a consecrate, .person Y

1657 G. STARKEY Helmonfs Vind. 15 [The Philosopher's]
employment being sublimed a degree higher than Art, is

ranked among the Liberal Sciences. 1820 HAZLITT Lect.
Dram, Lit. 57 A personification of the pride of will and
eagerness of curiosity, sublimed beyond the reach of fear

and remorse. 1866 WHIPPLE Char. 4- Ckarac. Men. i

A soul sublimed by an idea above the region of vanity and
conceit. 1871 ALABASTER Wheel ofLavi 18 The existence
of a God sublimed above all human qualities.

o. into a state or to a degree of purity, etc.

nary gift cannot sublime an ordinary person to a supernatural!
imployment. 1774 PENNANT TourScot, in 7777, 5 Numbers
of the discontented noblesse . . resorted there, . . sublimed the
race into that degree of valour [etc.]. 1859 W. ANDERSON
Disc. (1860) 55 The death of Matthew Henry's two children
was designed to sublime his piety into that excellence which
it attained. .

fd. To purify (from). 06s.



SUBLIMED.

1630 LORD Banians 52 The soule was impure.. therefore

it was needful! it should bee sublimed from this corruption.

1654 Vfm'njQGX.Zootomia 406 Would we could light on some

nobler principles that might sublime us from these Rello-

lacean Principles.

fe. With material obj. Obs.

1654 JER. TAYLOR Real Pres. 98 It is made Sacramental

and Eucharist ical, and so it is sublimed to become the body
of Christ. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 483 Flours and thir fruit

Mans nourishment, by gradual scale sublim'd To vital Spirits

aspire. 1740 CHEYNE Regimen 35 That spiritual Substance

was analogous to Matter infinitely rarefied, refin'd or sub-

lim'd. 1772-84 Cook's 3rd Voy. (1790) IV. 1254 The vines

here being highly sublimed by the warmth of the sun and

the dryness of the soil.

6. To transmute into something higher, nobler,

or more excellent.

1695 DRYDEN tr, Dufresnotfs Art Paint. 7 Art being

strengthned by the knowledge of things, may. .be sublim d

into a pure Genius. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s. v., To Sub-

lime one's Flesh into a Soul. 1768 TUCKKR Lt. Nat. (1834)

II. 229 Our clay-built tabernacles sublimed into fit taber-

nacles of the Holy Ghost. 1750 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V.

331 He, the ceconomist,. .subliming himself into an airy

metaphysician. 1847 MILLER First Inipr. Eng. xviii. (1857)

315 Those fictions of the classic mythology_which the greater

Greek and Roman writers have sublimed into poetry. 1855

MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xii. III. 193
His very selfishness

therefore is sublimed into public spirit. 1864 LOWELL Fire~

side Trav. 36 F., whom whiskey sublimed into a poet, ^

b. intr. To become elevated, be transmuted into

something higher.
1669 W. SIMPSON Hydro!. Chym. 76 The_blood. .begins to

sublime or distil into more pure refined spirits,
a 1711 KEN

Sion Poet. Wks. IV. 381, I feel my Faith subliming into

Sight. 187^
SEARS Fourth Gospel 172 This new faith sub-

liming into knowledge.
6. trans. To raise up or aloft, cause to ascend.

1633 MASSINGER City Madam in. iii, I am sublim'd !

grosse earth Supports me not. I walk on ayr I ^1650
DENHAM Of Old Age in. (1669) 34 Nor can thy head (not

helpt) it self sublime. 1788 MME. D'ARBI.AY Diary IV. vn.

344 With arms yet more sublimed, he. .advanced, in silence

and chimb heroics. 1845 BAILEY Fcstus (ed. 2) 841 Thoughts
rise from our souls, as from the sea The clouds sublimed in

Heaven.
b. To cause (vapour, etc.) to ascend, as by the

action of the sun's heat.

1633 FOSBROKE Chr. Race 10 As clouds.. being elevated

and sublimed towards the upper region of the aire, are

rarefied. 1655 VAUGHAN Euphrates 51 When the centrall

Sun sublimes the Vapours. 1x1691 BOYLE Hist. ,<4/r (1692)
186 There were great Store of Pieces of Brimstone, which
are guessed to be sublimed up from the internal Parts of

the Hill. 1705 J. PHILIPS Blenheim 8 As when two adverse

Winds, Sublim'd from dewy Vapours, in mid Sky Engage
with horrid Shock. 1871 C. KINGSLEY At Last vi, The
malarious fog hung motionless. ., waiting for the first blaze

of sunrise to sublime it and its invisible poisons into the

upper air.

fc. To cause (the juices of a plant, etc.) to rise,

and thereby rarefy and purify them. Cbs.

c 1645 HOWELL Left. H. liv. (1892) 450 Wine itself is but
Water sublim'd, being nothing else but that moisture and

sap which is caus'd..by rain.. drawn up to the branches
and berries by the virtual attractive heat of the Sun. 1655
VAUGHAN Euphrates 46 There is a way made for the spernie
to ascend more freely, which subliming upwards is attracted
and intercepted by the vegetable Kingdom, whose imediat
aliment it is. 1712 BLACKMORE Creation n. 234 Th' austere
and ponderous Juices they sublime.

1 7. To exalt (a person), raise to a high office or

degree. Obs.

1557 NORTH Gueuara'sDiallPr. (1619) 706/1 Mardocheous
[was] placed in his roome, and greatly sublimed and exalted.
1610 B. JONSON Alch. i. i, Haue I..Sublim'd thee, and
exalted thee, and fix'd thee I'the third region, call'd our
state of grace? 163,8 MAYNE Z-Kr/ViM (1664) 2 12/3 Gloriously
crowu'd. .and sublimed, like one drest for a triumph.

Sublimed (sblarmd), ppl. a. Also 4 sub-

lyrned, 5 sublimyd. [f. SUBLIME v. + -ED 1.]
1. That has undergone the chemical process of

sublimation; produced by sublimation; = SUB-
LIMATE a. I.

Sublimedmercury: mercury sublimate. Sublimed'arsenic
',

sulphur : flowers of arsenic, of sulphur.
c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. T. Preamb. 55 Oure Orpy-

ment and sublymed Mercuric, a 1423 tr- Ardeme's Treat.
Fistitla

t
dc. 83 Arsenic sublimed is of white colour. 1584

R. SCOT Discov. Witckcr. xiv. i. 295 Orpiment, sublimed
Mercuric, iron squames. Mercuric crude. 1593 G. HARVEY
Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 147 Mercuric sublimed,
is somewhat a coy, and stout fellow. 1658 ROWLAND tr.

Moufefs Theat. Ins. 926 Corrosives . . (as Mercury sublimed,
Vitriol, Orpiment, &c.). 1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3)
II. 26 It has no other smell than that of sublimed sulphur.
1811 A. T. THOMSON Land.

Disf>. (1818) 535 Separate the
sublimed matter from the scoriae. 1842 PARNELL Chem.
Ana/. (1845) 26 Sublimed carbonate of ammonia, which isa
sesquicarbonate. 1874 GABROD & BAXTER Mat. Med. 300
Collecting the sublimed acid by means of a cylinder of stiff

paper inverted over the vessel.

b. transf. Refined. (Cf. SUBLIME a. 8c.)
1905 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 25 Feb. 414 Using the very best

sublimed olive oil.

1 2. Jig. a. Elevated, exalted, sublime ; b. Puri-
fied, refined. Obs.
1600W WATSON Deeacordon (1602) 334 Exhalated smokes

ot sparkling, note, inflamed, dispersed, sublimed aspires.
1610 DONNE Pseudo-martyr 30 Shall the persons of anymen .. be thought to be of so sublimed, and spirituall a na-
ture, that [etc.]. 1610 B. JONSON Alch. 11. ii, Where I spieA wealthy 'citizen, or rich lawyer, Haue a sublim'd pure
wife, a 1667 JER. TAYLOR Serin, for Year ^678) 355 The
sobrieties of a graver or sublimed person. 1739 [BOYSE]
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Deity 151 Unmix'd his nature, and sublim'd his pow'rs.

1823 LAMB Guy faux in Eliana (1867) 20 Erostratus must

have invented a more sublimed malico than the burning ol

one temple.

t C. High and mighty. Obs.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. 39 In his sublimed

a*,.

1 1. Aloft ; highly ; at or to a height. Obs.

a i g ROLI.OCK Passim xli. (1616) 404 When thus way by

checking, Hee hath beaten downe the imagmat.ons..and

cogitations that sublimely rose out of the minde. .648

BOYLE Motive, Love oJCod 14. 8
? .His soveraign Tran-

quillity is so sublimely plac'd,
that 'tis above the reach of

all Disquieting Impressions.

2. With sublimity of form, thought, expression,

style ;
in a lofty or exalted manner. Also ironical.

I&H'CONGREVE in Dryden's Juvenal (1697) 294 Verse so

subUmely good, no Voice can wrong. 1700 Lucius Bnt.,

Death DryatXa His Works are all sublimely Great 1735

POPE Prol. Sat. 187 Whose fustian's so sublimely bad, It is

not Poetry, but prose run mad. 1816 T. L. PEACOCK //<</-

/OTttr //</(! vii. The sublimely romantic pass of Aberglaslynn.

1850 GEO. ELIOT Adam Bede xvii, There are . . few sublimely

beautiful women. 1884 Macm. Mag. Oct. 443/1 Of this

difficulty our Saxon-loving friends.. are sublimely uncon-

Sublimeness (sbbi-mnes). [f.
as prec. +

-NESS.] The condition or quality of being sublime
;

sublimity.
1660 tr. AmyraUus' Treat, cone. Relig. i. v. 76 A matter

of most divine sublimeness. 1683 CAVE Eccltsiaslki 335

Neither does, .the sublimeness of his Argument make his

discourse obscure. 1734 Bumtt's Own Time Life II. 675

Mr. Nairn was .. remarkable for .. Strength ofReasoning and

Sublimeness of Thought. 1854 WISEMAN Fabiola n. xxxii.

343, I cannot see any way in which the sublimeness of the

act could have been enhanced.

Sublimer (spblai-mai). rare. [f. SUBLIME v.

+ -EB 1.] One who or a thing which sublimes.

a. 1615 DONNE Ess. (1651) 68 That late Italian Distiller and
Sublimer of old definitions.

Sublimification (scbli^mifik^-Jan). [f. SUB-

LIME v. + -(I)FICATION.] The act or fact of making
or being made sublime.

1791 W. GILPIN Forest Scenery 1. 252 The poet has great ad-

vantages over the painter, in the process of sublim[ifjication,

if the term may be allowed. 1868 Pall Mall Gaz. 22 Aug.
6 Mrs. Borradaile emerged from her baths in a state of sub-

limincation which we should have thought would have made
her marriage certain.

So Sutali'mifled ///. a., rendered sublime.

1878 Fraser's Mag. XVII. 576 A sort of sublimified Ber-

quin.

Subliminal (stfbli-minal), a. Psych, [f.
SUB-

i a + L. limin-, limen threshold + -AL : coined to

represent Herbart's unter der Sfhwelle sc. des

Bewusstseins under the threshold of consciousness

(Psychol. als Wissenschaft 1824, 1. 47).] Below the

threshold (see THRESHOLD 2 c, LIMEN) of sensation

or consciousness : said of states supposed to exist

but not strong enough to be recognized. Also,

pertaining to ' the subliminal self.
1886 WARD in Encycl. Brit. XX. 48/r Even if there were

no facts to warrant this conception of a subliminal presenta-
tion of impressions and ideas. 1892 lllustr. Land. News
8 Oct. 451/1 A pen, that strange conductor between the self

he knows and the 'subliminal self which is often flashing
its surprises on him. 1892 MYERS in Proc. Soc. Psychical
Res. Feb. 306 The subliminal memory includes an unknown
category of impressions which the supraliminal conscious-

ness. .must cognise, if at all, in the shape of messages from
the subliminal consciousness. 1902 PODMORE Mod. Spirit.
ualism II. 31 The extraordinary outburst of subliminal or

automatic activity.

b. absol. That which is subliminal ;
the sub-

liminal self.

1901 W. JAMES in Proc. Soc. Psychical Res, May 18 Of
the Subliminal, he [Myers] would say, we can give no ultra*

simple account 1903 MYERS Hum. Pers. I. li. 347 Scenes
. .which Sally as a subliminal noticed.

Subliming (sybbi'mig), vbl. sb. [f. SUBLIME
v. + -ING i.] The action of the verb SUBLIME.
1. = SUBLIMATION i.

1471 RIPLEY Cowp.Alch. vin. ii. in Ashm. (1652) 171 Such
Sublymyng accordyth never adele To our entent. 1584 R.
SCOT Discov. Witcltcr. XIV. i. 294 Their subliming, amalga-
ming, engluting. 1656 RIDGLEY Pract. Physick 248 Tartars
use the thin part of Milk separated by subliming, to make
themselves drunk. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Subliming-
Pots, the Vessels that serve for the Subliming of any Mixt
Bodies. 1886 GUILLEMARD Cruise of Marchesa I. 23 The
camphor, on subliming, is collected and packed in barrels.

t 2. Exaltation. Obs. rare.

1641 SIR E. DERING Sp. on Relig. E ij b, This too elate

subliming of one can not stand without a too mean demis-
sion of many other.

3. attrib., as subliming dome (DOME si. 5 a),

-glass, -pot, vessel.

1673 BOYLE Ess. Effluviums in. 13 The Subliming-glass.
1682 K. DIOBY Chym. Secrets n. 208 A Glass head upon
your last Subliming-pot. 1719 QUINCY Lex. Pkysico-Med.
(1722) 13 Aludels are subliming Pots used in Chymistry.
c 1789 Encycl. Brit. (1797) IV. 446/1 The mouth of the sub-

liming vessel. 1827 FARADAY Chem. Manip. xvi. (1842) 411
The bent tube being of such diameter as freely to pass over
the subliming tube. 1881 GREENER Gun 309 The vapour. .

passes into the subliming dome, and is immediately pre-
cipitated into. .flower of sulphur.

Subliming (s^blai-mirj), ppl, a.
[f. as prec.

SUBLIMITY.

-f -INO.2] That sublimes, a. That causes chemical

sublimation. b. Undergoing sublimation. c.

Rising, mounting, d. Elevating, exalting.
a. a 1631 DONNE Valedtct. o/ Bk. 13 To all whom loves

subliming fire invades. 1836 BRANDE Man. Chem. (ed. 4)

13 The mixture, .is to be put into an aludeL.and exposed
to a subliming heat.

b. 1758 ^.laboratory laid open 57 The sand should be
removed from the retorts containing the subliming mailer.
C. 1666 [See SUBLINGUAL if.

d. 1794 COLERIDGE Relig. Ahtsings 107 His most holy
name is Love. Truth of subliming import ! 1823 MOORE
Rhymes on Road vii. 72 Mingling earth's luxurious grace
With Heaven's subliming thoughts.
Sublimish (s^bbi-mij), a. rare. [f. SUBLIME

a. + -ISH 1.] Somewhat sublime.

1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvi. vi. (1872) VI. 199 A man of
some whims. .but really honest, though rather sublimish in
his interior.

Sublimity (sobli-miti). [ad. L. suHimilas,

-totem, f. sublimis SDBLIME : see -ITY. Cf. F. sub-

limite, etc.] The state or quality of being sublime.

fl. High or lofty position, height. Obs.

1563 Homilies u. Agst. Peril Idol. n. H h iv, When Images
are placed in Temples, and set in honorable sublimitie, and
begin once to be worshipped. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny \\. xvi.

1. ii The other cause of their [sc. the planets] sublimities is,

for that [etc.]. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 192 The
subtility of the air and the sublimity of those Hills, which
he says surpass the Alps. 1688 HOLME Armoury in. iii.

137/2 Geometrical Terms for their Plots, Figures, [etc.].

Sublimities, the heights or highness of things.

t 2. High dignity of office, vocation, or the like.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. iv. 56 Being held with admira-
tion of their own sublimitie and honor, a 1656 USSHER
Power ofPrinces l. (1661)43 The Regal sublimity is consti-

tuted by God. a ryop EVELYN Diary 12 June 1650, He
magnified the sublimity of the calling. 1x1727 NEWTON
Chronol. Amended u. (1728) 226 Jupiter upon an Eagle to

signify the sublimity of his dominion,

t b. A highly placed person. Obs.
1610 BOYS Exf. Domin. Ep. * Cost. Wks. (1629) 163

Soueraigne Sublimities on earth are Gods among men.

t C. A high or dignified status. Obs.

1643 PRYNNE Sov. Power Parl. I. 41 If we be profitable
servants, why doe we envy the eternall gaines of our Lord
for our temporall sublimities or Prerogatives?

d. The status of one whose title is 'Sublime';
used with poss. pron. as a title of honour

;
in

recent use chiefly applied to the Sultan of Turkey
or to the Sublime Porte.
So med.L. sublimitas.

1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 165, 1 beyng a Scholasticall

panion, obtestate your sublimitie, to extoll myne infumitie.

1589 [?NASHE] Almond for Parrat Ded. i Which if your
sublimitie accept in good part,.. I am yours. 1820 BYRON
Juan iv. xci, In the Dardanelles, Waitingfor his Sublimity's
firman. 1892 Sat. Rev. 22 Oct. 466/1 Its Sublimity was
unable to perceive any violation of the Treaty of Berlin.

3. Loftiness or grandeur of nature, character,

conduct, or action ; high excellence.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531), 208 b, The length, the

brede, the deepnes, and the sublimite or hye excelTer.ee of

thecrosseof Chryst. [See Eph. Hi. 18, Vulg.J. 1507 HOOKER
Eccl. Pol. v. Ixvii. 181 Those things, which.. for neight and
sublimitie of matter . . wee are not able to reach vnto. 1614
RALEIGH Hist. World i. L n In respect of Gods incompre-
hensible sublimitie, and puritie. 1655 M. CARTER Honor
Redir. (1660) 17 [Painting] hath been for its sublimity
reckoned . .among the liberal! Sciences. 1756^7 tr. Keysler's
Trav. (1760) 1.343 That, for truth and sublimity of doctrine,
no book or system in the whole world came up to the holy
scriptures. 01812 BUCKMINSTER Serm. (1827) 36 Is there

any thing to be learned . . from the sublimity of the character,
which is so much a subject of taste ? 1851 MARIOTTI Italy

29 In 1846, France had not reached the acme of republican
sublimity. 1870 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. iii. (1876) 67 In the

Christian doctrine of a future state, -the real belief in the

doctrine goes together with. .the moral sublimity of the

state. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Libr. (1892) I. v. 192 The
genuine old Puritan spirit ceases to be picturesque only
because of its sublimity.

b. An instance of this; a sublime thing or being.
1642 MILTON Apol. Smect. 17 Knowledge and vertue, with

such abstracted sublimities as these, a 1715 BUKNET Own
Time (1766) I. 86 They, .seemed to carry their devotions to

a greater sublimity than others did. Ibid. 189 He loved to

talk of great sublimities in religion. 1818 BYRON Ch. Har.
iv. liv, The particle of those sublimities Which have relapsed
to chaos. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthus. ii. (1867) 27 Those false

sublimities of an enthusiastic pietism. 1837 CARLYLE Fr.

Rev. n. i. x, When such exhibition could appear a propriety,
next door to a sublimity.

4. Loftiness of conception, sentiment, language,

style, or treatment.

1624 GATAKER Transubst. 103 That subtilty and sublimitie

of wit, that Jerome commandeth in Ephrems workes. 1676
HOBBES Iliad Pref. (1686) 5 The Sublimity of a Poet, which

is that Poetical Fury which the Readers for the most part
call for. 1685 BAXTER Paraphr. N. T. i Cor. ii. 6 Sub-

limity and accurateness of Speech. 1781 COWPER Table-T.

644 In him.. Sublimity and Attic taste, combin'd. 1790
PALEY Horte Paul, i j Bursts of rapture and of unparalleled

sublimity. 1841 W. SPALOIHG Italy I. 158 Polycletus,..a

fellow-pupil of Phidias,, .did not reach the sublimity of his

rival in the representation of divinity. 1896 DK. ARGYLL
Philos. Belief'280 It is impossible to deny the sublimity of

this conception.
5. That quality in external objects which awakens

feelings of awe, reverence, lofty emotion, a sense

of power, or the like.

1779 JOHNSON L. P., Cowley (1868) 9 Sublimity is produced
by aggregation, and littleness by dispersion. 1787 POL-
WHKLE ?/. Orator ui. sit His Voice Commanding.. stern



SUBLIMIZE.
His Aspect and terrific. .Sublimity his every Nod Attended.
1849 RUSKIN Seven Lamps iii. 9. 72 This expedient of
continued series forms the sublimity of arcades and aisles.

1876 Miss BRADDON Haggard's Dau. x, Earth's loveliness
or heaven's sublimity.

b. A sublime feature ; a sublime expanse.
1819 in Corr. Lady Lyttelton (1912) 214 The sublimities

of the Alps, a 1853 KOBEKTSON Led. i. (1858) 19 His
character had been moulded by thesublimitiesof the forms of
the outward nature, a 1869 LOWELL Rhoecus 157 The sky,
With all its bright sublimity of stars.

6. The state of emotion produced by the per-
ception or contemplation of the sublime.
1739 HUME Hum. Nat. II. 282 Any great elevation of

place communicates a kind of pride or sublimity of imagina-
tion. 1791 Encycl. Brit. (1797) VIII. 107/2 The emotions
of grandeur and sublimity are nearly allied. 1887 A. BAIN
On Teaching Engl. vi. 100 The Emotion termed Sublimity
is connected with vastness of Power.
7. A high degree or standard, a height ; with

the, the highest degree, height, summit, acme.
1637 EARL MONM. tr. Malvezzfs Romulus ff Tarijitin

241 Bounding upon madnesse, it [sc. Melancholy] brings men
to a sublimity, out of which one cannot passe, a 1667 JER,
TAYLOR (Ogilvie 1882), The sublimity of wisdom is to do
those things living, which are to be desired when dying.
x8i2_ COLERIDGE Friend (1818) III. 34 There belong to it

sublimities of virtues which all may attain, and which no
man can transcend. 1823 LAMB Guy Faux in ?/<* (1867)
20, I must make more naste ; I shall not else climb the

sublimity of this impiety. Ibid. 21 Such a sublimity of
malice. 1883 tr. Stepniak's Undergr. Russia Introd. 42 He
combines in himself the two sublimities of human grandeur:
the martyr and the hero.

t b. A supreme or extreme
phrase. 06s.

1651 N. BACON Disc. Gov. Eng. n. viii. (1739) 47 A qualified
Legiance, without those sublimities of absolute, indefinite,
immutable, &c.

Hence SubU'mityship, as a mock title.

1858 LYTTON What will He do \. xvii, Her Serene Sub-

limityship, Lady Selina Vipont.
Sublimize (sfblimaiz, stfbbi-maiz), v. If.

SUBLIME a. + -IZB. Cf. F. sublimiser] trans. To
make sublime; to elevate, exalt, or refine.

1813 Hervey's Midit. Mem. Author p. xvi, She thought
herself so completely sublimized as to stand in no need of
religious instruction. 1841 HOR. SMITH Moneyed Man II.

yiii. 247 Solemn music and rich odours . . sublimized devotion
into ecstasy. 1880 ' OUIDA ' Moths i, Baptiste sublimised
and apotheosised by niello buttons, old lace, and genius.
Hence Sublimized ///. a., elevated, exalted ;

refined in quality.

18^9 Benares Mag. July II. 204 He declares .. that the
sublimized humanity of Feuerbach is almost as monstrous
as Deity itself. 1896 Daily News 21 Apr. 6/4 It would seldom
occur to anyone to recognise an affinity between the sack
coverings to be seen on huge bales at warehouses and the
sublimised fabric as applied to the bodices of ladies' dresses.

t Sublimy, a. and s6. 06s. Also 6 sublime,
-yme. [ad. F. sublimisublimate, pa. pple. of sub-
limer to SUBLIME.] A. adj. Mercury sublimy:
corrosive sublimate. B. sb. Mercury or arsenic
sublimate.

1545 Rates ojfCustome house a. ij b, Argente subline [tic] the
c- li. xxxiii. s. iiii. d. Ibid, b vnj, Mercury subline the pounde
xii.d. IJSS W. WARDE tr. Alexis' Seer. 102 b, To sublime
Quicke Syluer, that is to saye, to make common sublyme.
1580 HOLLYBAND Treos. Fr. Tong., Dux sublimt, sublimie,
a kinde of poison. i6xx COTGR., Sublime", Sublimatum, or

Sublimie^ Arsenick, Ratsbane. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey).
Sublrnear. a.

1. [SUB- 20 c.J Nearly linear (Sat. and Zool. :

see LINEAR a. 4 b).
1777 S. ROBSON Brit. Flora 89 Leaves sublinear. 1851

DANA Crust, n. 887 The hand of the first pair of legs is

sublinear. 1888 Amer. Nat. XXII. 1017 Suture sublinear
above and slightly channeled below.

2. [SUB- i a.] Placed below a written or printed
line.

Cf. Sublimation s.v. SUB- 2.

i968 VISCT. STRANGFORD Set (1869) II. 254 The strange
hooks or sub-linear commas by which, the Poles denote cer-
tain nasal sounds in their language. 1909 Bible in World
Aug. 239/2 There are two chief systems of punctuation
known,sublinearand superlinear. Ibid., All ordinary Hebrew
manuscripts are vocalised or '

pointed
'

with the sublinear
vowel signs.

HSublingua (sobli-ngwa). Zool. [mod.L. :

see SOB- i f and LINGUA.
(In medical L., sublingua was formerly used for

' uvula '.)]

In some animals, e.g. lemurs, a process con-

sisting of a fold of mucous membrane under the

tongue.
"

1878 BELL tr.Gegenbaur'sComp.Anat. 553 InmanyProsimii
and Chiroptera, as also in the platyrrhme Apes, there is a
process below the tongue which is sometimes double ; this
is the so-called sublingua. 1896 tr. Boas' Text Bk. Zool.
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Sublingual (sobli-ngwal), a. (sb.) [ad. mod.L.
s-ublingitalis : see SUB- i a, b and LINGUAL. Cf.
F. sublingual (from i6th c.), etc.] A. adj.
t 1. Med. Of a pill, etc. : That is placed under

the tongue to be sucked. 06s.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. <fr Min. 515 Sublinguale troches.

1666 G. HARVEY Morbus Anpl. (1672) 114 Those subliming
humours ought.. to be intercepted .. by sublingual Pills.

2. Anat, Situated under the tongue or on the
under-side of the tongue. Also, belonging to the

snblingua.
VOL. IX.

So s. artery, supplying thes. gland, side of the tongue, etc. ;
i. cyst, due to obstruction of the s. gland, etc., = KANULA ;

s.fossa, which lodges the s. gland. S. nene = HYPOGLOSSAL
nerve.

1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 229 [The use of) the Musculus
Mylohyoideus . . in Compressing its subjacent sublingual
Glands. 1720 Ibid. XXXI. 7 The Buccal, Labial, internal

Maxillar, and sublingual Glands, are of a yellow Colour. 1831
R. KNOX Clofuet'sAnat. 653 The Sublingual Artery, which
is sometimes a division of the submental. 1836-9 Tadds
Cycl. Attat. II. 214/1 A depression (sublingual fossa) for the

a sub-lingual process (which becomes much larger in the
lower apes). 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., Subliiigual
caruncle, the papilla at which Wharton's duct opens, behind
lower incisor teeth.

B. sli. A sublingual gland, artery, etc.

1720 Phil. Trans. XXXI. 7 They are as distinct from the
Buccal, as the Sublinguals are from the internal Maxillars.
1840 G. V. ELLIS ,-(/. 182 One or two of them [sc. arteries]
perforate the mylo-hyoid muscle, to anastomose with the
sublingual.

t Subli-tion. Obs. rarer , [ad. L. *subli-

tio, -mem, n. of action f. sublintre, sublit-, f. sub-
SOB- 2 +lin?re to smear.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Swblition, the ground colour,

wherein the perfect colour is laid; it is called Grasing.

Subli'ttoral, a. [SUB- n.] Lying near the
sea-shore orjust below the shore-line or littoral zone.
1846 SMART Suppl. 1849 St. Nat. Hist., Mammalia. IV.

180 The sublittoral formation in which they had been ori-

ginally deposited. 1849 DARWIN in Herschel Man. Sci. Eng.
177 Ourobservations . . on thealluvial and sub-littoral deposits
of these latitudes. 1897 Geogr. Jriil. Aug. 133, I should
estimate that round the Pacific there are at least ten sub-
littoral districts where earthquake-frequency may be about
half that of Japan.
Sublunar (sbli-naj), a. and sb. [ad. mod.L.

sublundr-is (of. late Gr. imooi\rivos, iirofffAjji'ios) :

see SUB- i a and LUNAR. Cf. F. sublunaire, etc.]
A. adj. = SUBLUNARY A. Now rare.

1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. iv. (1611) 94 Those ccelestiall
creatures . . being void of this corrupt mixture which is
found in all creatures sublunar. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 777Now had night measur'd with her shaddowie Cone Half
way up Hill this vast Sublunar Vault, 1708 Brit. Afolio
No. 85. 3/1 That all Sublunar Joys duration want. 1817
SHELLEY Rev. Islam v. i, The City's moonlit spires and
myriad lamps, Like stars in a sublunar sky did glow, a 1857
D. JERROLD John Applejohn iv, To expire covered over with
wounds was the only really desirable way of going out of
this sublunar world.

fB. Si. = SUBLUNAET B. 06$.

1613 CAMPION Relat. Roy. Enterf. Descr., View these
beau n borne Starres, Who by stealth are become Sublunars.
1684 GADBURY (title) Cardines Coeli : or, an appeal to.,
observers of sublunars and their vicissitudes. 1686 GOAD
Celest. Bodies n. iii. 180 The moon could claim no interest

upon her Vicinity to us Sublunars.

Subluna-rian, a. rare. [Formed as SUBLUN-
ABT + -AN.] Existing or operating beneath the
moon's surface.
1880 PROCTOR Rough Ways 108 The reinforcement of their

action by the effects due to sublunarian energies. 1881

Poetry Astron. vi. 231 Sublunarian forces.

Sublu-nariness. rare~a
. [f. next + -NESS.]

1727 BAILEY (vol. II), Sitblunariness, the being under the
Moon.

Sublunary (so-blianari, subliw-nari), a. (sb.)

[f. mod.L. subliinaris : cf. LUNABY.] A. adj.
.1 Existing or situated beneath the moon ; lying
between the orbit ofthe moon and that ofthe earth ;

hence, subject to the moon's influence.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 512 Patritius doth not

onely auerre this, but that the Sea is as a sublunarie Planet.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. i. ii. (1638) 46 Of these sub-

lunary Devils. .Psellus makes six kindes, fiery, aeriall,

terrestrial!, watery, and subterranean Devils, a 1649 CRA-
SHAW Carmen Deo Nostro Poems (1004) 283 Starrs much
too fair and pure to wait upon The false smiles of a sub-

lunary sun. 1693 RAY Disc. (1732) 302 The sublunary
Aereal Heavens. 1757 YOUNG Last Day\, 81 Ye sublunary
worlds, awake, awake I 1848 MRS. JAMESON Sacr. <J- Leg.
Art (1850) 168 The Four Doctors are in the centre of what

may be called the sublunary part of the picture. 1850 S.

DOBELL Roman i, Oh that bright realm of sublunary heaven.

fb. Inferior, subordinate (to). Obs.
1616 DONNE Serm. (Prov. xxii. ii) III. 337 Endymion loved

the Moon, The sphear ofour loves is sublunary, upon things

naturally inferior to our selves. 1631 BRATHWAIT Whimzics,
Metall'fnan 60 The arch-artist in this minerall is the

alchy-
mist; for the rest are all sublunarie unto him, bee only
mercuric sublimate unto them.

2. Of or belonging to this world; earthly,

terrestrial.

1592 GREENE Groat's IVit Ep. Ded., A witte that runnes
in this sublunarie maze and takes but Nature for its original

1615 W. LAWSON Country Housew. Garden (1626) 24 Euery
thing sublunary is cursed for mans sake. 1632 B. JONSON
Magn. Lady in. i, From all the points o' the Compasse,
(That's all the parts of the sublunary Globe). 1630 J. HAU.
Paradoxes 38 The uncertainty of all sublunary things.

1x1676 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 83 Sublunary Bodies. .are

..subject to alteration and corruption. 1713 SWIFT Apollo
Outwitted Wks. 1755 III. n. 109 Strohng Gods, whose
usual trade is.. To pick up sublunary ladies. 1782 COWPER
Let. to Jos. /////Nov., My eyes are, in general, better than I

remember them to have been since I first opened them upon
:his sublunary stage. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xlvi, The house-

keeper, .usually waylaid him on bis return, to remind him

SUBMARINE.

|<^^?&$Z^r^a motive cause among sublunaryliuman influences
tJ. Characteristic of this world and its affairs-mundane

; material, gross ; temporal, ephemeral
'

1639 HAD.NGTON Castara n. (Arb.) oa Tis no dull Sublun-
ary flame Burnes in her heart and mine. 1643 MILTOIDivorce ,. ,x. Wks ,851 IV. 46 To remedy a sublunar^andbestiall burning, which frugal! diet without mariage would

Tc veT , 'ft
**' ^ *"""f* j"^^

3 Can ye hope to finde rest in any of these sublunary con-tentments? 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. vi. 206 And toil we siUIfor sub unary pay! '759 JOHNSON Kavelat xlv,He Wgan
gradually to delight in sublunary pleasures. i8u SCOTTIVav. XI, The Baron was exalted by wine, wrath, and scorn,above all sublunary considerations.

fB. sb. A sublunary thing or creature ; chiefly
//. Obs.

1641 R. HARRIS /liners Funerall 8 We may say of all
these Sublunaries, what Salomon saith of one particular
They are not. 1671 J. WEBSTER MtUllogr. iCirl The
mercurial part of it [sc. gold].. cannot be changed. .by no
sublunary except its compeer. 1720 Humourist Ded. p. xxiv,
[To] publish to us Sublunaries.. all the Secrets of yourHonours Privy-Council. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811)
III. 310 Something extraordinary was to be done to keep
her with us Sublunaries.

Subluxation (sobloks^i-Jsn). Path. [ad.
mod.L. subluxatio, -onem : see SUB- 12 and LUXA-
TION. Cf. F. subluxation, etc.] A partial disloca-
tion, a sprain.
1688 HOLME Armoury ii. xvii. 448/2 Sublaxation [sic], a

dislocation, or putting out of joynt. 1846 MILLER Pract.
Surg. xxiii. 321 Subluxation forwards is by no means an
uncommon result of falls on the palm. 1878 tr. von
Zifmssen's Cycl. Med. XIV. 122 In the shoulder-joint an
atonic subluxation often occurs, especially in children.
1893 W. R. GOWIRS Matt. Dis. Nerv. Syst. (ed. 2) II. 413
The persistent strong flexion may even lead to subluxation.
So Sublmate v., to dislocate slightly, sprain.
1893 W. R. GOWERS Man. Dis. Nerv. Syst. (ed. 2) II. 415The fingers are.. over-extended at the middle joint, which

may be subluxated.

Subma-rginal, a. (sb.) [Sus- n.] Situated
near the margin of a body or organ ; (of cells in
the wing of a hymenopterous insect) lying behind
the marginal cell.

1829 LOUDON Encycl. Plants (1836) 877 Sori .. marginal or
submarginal. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 142 Tentacles.,
submarginal. 1861 H. HAGEN Syn. Neuroptera N. Amer.
343 Siibmarginal, just behind the margin. 1872 H. A.
NICHOLSON Palaeont, 107 Most commonly the anus is mar-
ginal, or is sub-marginal.

b. sb. A submarginal cell.

1896 Proc. Acod. Nat. Sci. Philad. 30 There are but two
submarginal cells ;.. The so-called second submarginal is

morphologically the third, the true second of genera with
three submarginals being absent.

Snbma-rginate, a. Nat. Hist. [Sus- 20 b.]

Imperfectly or nearly marginate ; bordered with a
mark slightly distant from the edge. So Sub-
maTginated, Subma'rgined.
1856 W. CLARK Van der Hocvcris Zool. I. 155 Echino.

lampas...Disc *submarginate forwards. 1752 T. Hiu-ffist.
Anim. 51 The brownish brassy Buprestis. with a *submar-

cetum...aeedssolitary,oolong. fappus'suomargmed. 1810
G. SAMOUELLE Entomol. Compend. 86 Shell submarginea
behind.

Submarine (szrbmann, in the adj. also sob-

marf'n), a. and sb. [SUB- I a.] A. adj.
1. Existing or lying under the surface of the sea.

1668 WILKINS Real Char. n. iii. 62 A sub-marine Plant.

1670 BOYLE Tracts, Submarine Regions i. 3 By the Appella-
tion of Submarine Regions 'tis not to be supposed that the

places so called are below the Bottom of the Sea, but only
below the surface of it. 1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3)

IV. 87 This Fucus is found on submarine rocks at very low
water. 1833 LYELL Princ. Geol. III. 24 A vast submarine

region, such as the bed of the western Atlantic. 1859 DAR-
WIN Orig. Spec. xii. 395 The islands are situated on

moderately deep submarine banks. 1877 HUXLEY Physiogr.

198 Submarine volcanoes occasionally give rise to new land.

2. Operating or operated, constructed or laid,

intended for use under the surface of the sea.

Submarine boat, a boat so designed that it can be sub-

merged, and propelled when under water, used chiefly for

carrying and discharging torpedoes. Submarine mine, a
charge of explosives, moored at or beneath the surface of

the sea, intended by its explosion on impact to put a hostile

vessel out of action immediately.

1648 WILKINS Math. Magick IL v. 178 Concerning the

possibility of framing an Ark for submarine Navigations.
Ibid, 182 These submarine Navigators will want the usuall

advantages of winds and tides for motion. 1784 COWPER
Task iv. 85 Submarine exploits. 1840 Meek. Mag. 19 Sept.

320 Spithead has been.. a scene of diversified exertion in

submarine work. 1855 Lardner~s Mus. Sci. f, Art III. 159
It is proposed to connect Orfordness. .with the Hague, by
seven separate submarine cables. 1860 PRESCOTT Electr.

Telegr. 179 The wires of a submarine telegraph. 1860

MAURY Phys. Geog. ii. 30 Currents, for the most part, and
Tor great distances, are submarine. 1861 Jrnl. Clam. Soc.

XIV. 193 Applying the magneto-electric current to the

ignition of submarine charges. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-
on. 664 Submarine Thermometer, an instrument for trying
the temperature of the sea at different depths. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech., Submarine Boat, a vessel constructed to navi-

gate beneath the surface of the water. 1889 [see SUBMERS-
IBLE a. ]. 1900 19/A Cent. May 722 Why it [sc. the naval pro-

gramme] does not contain . . any provision for submarine or

iubinersible boats.

6



SUBMABSHAL.

l?A^ubmarine creature; fa submarine plant,

C

%1'PM. Trans. XXIH..M9. A D^P^.ff S3?
Coralls

stroymg them at night?

3 A submarine boat : see A a.

1899 Ifestm. Go,. 2 Feb. 7/1 The submarine wasOotag?

5^afe5as#25^S
by?r French navV as a means of gaining control of the

C
Hence Su'bmarine v. trans., to attack with a

submarine; Snbmari'nist, an advocate of sub-

T^S. May 722 The confident statements the

French submarinists. lyn Land t, Water 19 sept- '7

Having been submarined_and
b<

Jched^ Km> ^ A
Su-bmaTsa. >s.exc.. [SnB-6.]

deputy or imder-marshal; an official in the mar-

shalsea acting as the knight-marshal
s deputy.

I504CROMPTON yurisd. 104 Lopinion del Court full,.que

le fubmarshal fuitdeins le case <fel dit estat .607 Cowax

Interim., Submarshall, . . is an officer in
the^

Marshahsea.

,7,1 &/: G. No. 97/ The Count de Denhof, Sub.

Marshal of Lithuania, hopes to succeed him.

Su-bma'Ster. [SuB- 6. Cf. med.L. sui-

magister, F. sous-matin, formerlytWWMWMWJ
A subordinate, deputy, or assistant master.

maisterol tne seia vxiucgc. 1*3..*- . JJL
With keys for the master, sub-master, and warders.

II Submaxilla (ssbmseksHa). [mod.L. : see

SDB- 3 and MAXILLA.] The lower jaw or jaw-bone.

Subma-xillary, a. (rf.) [f- mod.L. submaxil-

laris : see SDB- i b and MAXILLARY.]

1 Situated beneath the inferior maxilla.

Submaxillary gland, a salivary gland, situated
on either

575 The sub-maxillary vein returning the blood from the

tongue, the mouth, and the face generally. 1836-9 ToMs
Cycl. Anat. II. 214/1 A large depression (the submaxillary

fossa) for the reception of the submaxillary gland. 1837

QUAIN Elem. Anat. (ed. 4) 812 The submaxillary ganglion,

rests upon the gland just named [sc, the submaxillary].

1871 DARWIN Desc. Man II. xii. 20 During the season of

love, a musky odour is emitted by the submaxillary glands

of the crocodile.

2. [f. prec.] Pertaining to the submaxilla.

1884 COUES A[.
A mer. Birds 98 On the under jaw, maxil-

lary or submaxillary line.

Subme'dial, .

L [SDB- n, 20 d.] Near the middle or median

line ;
almost mediat

1849 DANA Geol. App. I. (1850) 726 Beaks submediaL

2. Geol. [SDB- i a.] Lying below the middle

group of rocks.

1855 OGII.VIE Suppl., Submedial,..* term synonymous
with transition, and applied to the lower secondary rocks,

which bear a close resemblance to some of the primary
rocks. 1855 J. PHILLIPS Man. Geol. 157 Scar limestone

(submedial group).

So Snbme'dlan a., nearer behind a median part.

1851 MANTELL Petrifactions iii. 5. 293 The flattened

angular spaces, and the sub-median trochanter. 1852 DANA
Crust, n. 843 One tooth anterior, one submedian, and one

posterior. 1861 H. HAGEN Synopsis Neuroptera ?. Amer.
w~Submedian nerve, the longitudinal farge nerve just
behind the median.

Subme'diant. Mus. [SDB- 4 (c).]
The sixth

note of a scale, lying midway between the sub-

dominant and the upper tonic. Also attrib.

1806 CALCOTT Mus, Gram. n. v. 135 The submediant..
varies also according to the Mode. 1889 PROUT Harmony
L 16 We.. call this sixth note the Submediant, or lower
mediant Ibid. xii. 131 The submediant chord in the minor

key. 1891 Counterpoint (ed. 2) 56 The submediant triad.

Snbme'ntal, a. Anat. [SDB- i b, MENTAL a.2]
Situated beneath the chin or under the edge of the

lower jaw ; chiefly in submental artery, vein. Also,

pertaining to the submentum.
1831 R. KNOX Cloquefs Anat. 653 The Sublingual Artery,

which is sometimes a division of the submental. 1849-52
Todfs Cycl. Anat. IV. 1404/2 The submental vein, which
arises in the sublingual gland. 1874 COUES Birds N. W. 617
Submental space partially feathered. 1883 Encycl. Brit.
XV. 348/2 The submental gland of the Chevrotains.

II Submentum (sobme-nttfm). Entom. [mod.
L. ; see SDB- i f.] The basal part of the labium.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. fnv. Anim. vii. 403 The submentum

is not directly articulated with the cranial skeleton. 1888
ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 141 The labium. .con-
sists (i) of a large basal sub-mentum . . (2) a Mentilw. (3) of
two three-jointed palpi, .(4) a

"-

or plunge into water;

sinke

merse a creat many *!*"*-*. -y-/ -

Priaching iv. 124 Our demands must never be submerged

bv our sympathies.

3. intr. To sink or plunge under water; to

undergo submersion. Now rare.

eleis' nds. 18.3 j'. B~AKOC"K'&:
The ascending wires (wTiere they submerge) ..should be

flattish at the sides. 1863 La LYTTON RingofAmasis I.

SUBMINISTER.
/^i. H,**M{W V ) 27 Apr. 368/4 An idea that death is the

S2rSS:^ss?asI9^3
ence increase and the elements of submergence di-

minish, the permeability
of the psychical diaphragm may

mean eenius instead of hysteria.

Subme-rgible, ". rare. [f. SUBMERGE +

IBLE 1 = SUBMERSIBLE.

iSjojyaity ffews 18 Oct., To build a high-sided ship sub.

mergible in action.

So Submerglbi'lity.
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) 1. 130 Par-

taking in respect of submergibility of the nature of a ferry

Submerse (s^bms-Js), i>. rare. [f. L. sub-

mers-, pa. ppl. stem of submerglre to SUBMERGE.

Cf. next.] trans. To submerge, drown.

15 June 6/7 The moving ot the suon

perpendicular to a horizontal position.

Submersed (stfbma-Jst), pa. pple. and ppl. a.

[f. L. submenus, pa. pple. of submerglre to SOB-

MERGE + -ED !.] Submerged ; covered with water,

lying or growing under water. Now chiefly Bot.

a. pa.

'.Via. 111. lit *MW * "-
i l_ %

iubmerged among the infinite ofquestions and embroilments.

Hence SubmeTging vbl. sb. and///, a.

1882 CROMMELIN Brown-Eyes viii, Alluvial deposit left

there ages ago by the submerging waters. 1888 SCKAFF

Hist. Chr. CA., Mod. Chr. 219 Faith is the submerging of

the old man, and the emerging of the new man. 1901 Daily

Chron. 5 Apr. 7/6 The submerging was accomplished in 6 sec.

Submerged (stfbma-adsd), ///. a. [f. prec. +

-ED l.]
Sunk under water ;

covered or overflowed

with water, inundated; Bat. growing entirely under

water.

1790 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 81 The crash and ruin of the sub-

merged continent, 1839 MURCHISON Sibtr. Sjfit. 503 One
of these submerged forests is occasionally seen on the shore

at Gupton Burrows. 1847 GROTE Greece n. xi. III. 197 The

history of the vast submerged bland of Atlantis. 1857

HENFREvSitf. 61 When they grow wholly under water (sub-

merged leaves). 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Gary's Pkaner.

56 Hair-structures..under all states of adaptation, even in

submerged species.

b. fig. ; esp. in submerged tenth, that part of the

population which is permanently in poverty and

misery. (Contrasted with upper ten.)

1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev. \. v. iv, Happily, in place of the

submerged Twenty-six, the Electoral Club is gathering.

1890 BOOTH In Darkest Eng. I. ii. 22 We have an army of

nearly two millions belonging to the submerged classes.

Ibid. 23 This Submerged Tenth is it, then, beyond the

reach of the nine-tenths in the midst of whom they live?

dbsol. 1897 Daily News 31 Mar. 8/3 Those who seek to

ameliorate the conditions of the submerged. 1903 Westm.
Gaz. 18 Feb. 10/1 A.. leader of hosts of submerged from
the Egypt of slumdom.

Subnie rgement. [f. SUBMEBGE v. + -MENT.]
Submersion.
1856 OLMSTED Slave States 524 When free from the social

submergement and weight of disgrace which disabled them
in England. 1884 Daily News 16 Sept. 5/7 With its inces-

sant vibration and its state of almost continuous submerge-
ment, it is miserably uncomfortable for the crew.

Submergence (scbmsudgens). [f. SUBMERGE
+ -ENCE.] The condition of being submerged or

covered with water (also Geol., with glacier ice) ;

the state of being flooded or inundated.

1831 LVELL Princ. Geol. II. 305 The proofs of submerg.
ence, during some part of the tertiary period,. .are of a
most unequivocal character. 1851 RICHARDSON Geol. ii. 21
The submergence of land by earthquakes. 1873 W. S. SY-
MONDS Rec. Rocks ix. 310 After the glacial submergence.
1875 DARWIN Itisectiv. PI. iii. 52 A submergence for forty
seven hours had not killed the protoplasm.

k. fig., e. g. a being plunged in thought; the
'

swamping
'
of one thing by another ; a sinking

out of sight or into obscurity.
1872 F. W. ROBINSON Bridge ofGlass m. ix, The voice

was so low, and the maiden's submergence so deep, that
the grief.stricken figure did not move to the inquiry. 1898

submersed, sunk under the Surface of the Water, c 1789

Encycl. Brit. (1707) HI- 444/3 A simple Leaf, .may be Sub-

mersed, hid under the face of water. 1796 Phil. Trans.

LXXXVI. 503 The fructification of the Chara being equally

submersed. 1822 J. FLINT Lett. Anicr. 214 A humane

society for the resuscitation of persons submersed in water.

1836 MACCILLIVRAY Trav. Humtoldt i. 23 A chain of moun-

tains that has been broken up and submersed.

ijcj^PAii. Trans. LXXXVI. 501, I do not hesitate to

consider these grains of the submersed alga to be., their

effective seeds. 1807 SOUTHEY Espriella's Lett. II. 282

Submersed forests. 1836 MACCILLIVRAY Trav. Humtoldt

vi 80 The islets of Coche and Cubagua are supposed to be

remnants of the submersed land. 1847W. E. STEELE Field

Bot. 36 Submersed leaves multifid. 1866 Treas. Bot. 999/1

A submersed aquatic belonging to the order Juncaginaceet.
1868 Maidment's Scott. Ball. I. 29 The submersed eccle-

siastic was William de Perisbi.

Submersible (stfbms-jsib'l), a. and sb. [f. L.

submers-, pa. ppl. stem of submerglre to SUB-

MERGE, prob. after F. submersible. Cf. mod.L.

submersibilis and INSUBMEBSIBLB (1865).]

A. adj. That may be submerged, covered with,

plunged into, or made to remain under water; esp.

of a boat (see quot. 1889).
>866 Pall Mall Gaz. 10 July 5 A German named Flack

has invented a submersible vessel, to be used in laying tor.

pedoes for the defence of harbours. 1889 SLEEMAN Tor-

pedoes (ed. 2) 288 Torpedo boats which . . are capable of being

propelled at considerable depths below the surface of the

water are usually termed ' submarine
'

torpedo boats ; as

however this is not the normal state of these vessels, they

should rather be designated as 'submersible
'

torpedo boats.

1892 Athenxum 16 July 101/1 The place [Notre Dame de

Londres] derives its name from Ondra, which in the local

dialect signifies a humid or submersible country.

B. sb. A submersible boat.

1900 Daily Chrox. 8 Dec. 7 (Cass. Suppl.) The better type
[of submarine boats] known as ' submersibles '. 1901 Echtt.

Rev. Apr. 343 Already in France the submarine is being

displaced by the submersible.

Submersion (scbma-jjan). [ad. L. submtrsio,

-onem, n. of action f. submerglre, -mers- to SUB-

MERGE. Cf. F. submersion, It. sommersione, Sp.

sumersion, etc.] The action of submerging or

condition of being submerged; plunging into, sink-

ing under, or flooding with water ; occas. drowning.
1611 COTGR^ Submersion, a submersion, plunging, sink,

ing. 1653 RAMESEV Astral. Restored 300 Many shipwrecks
and submersions of ships. i6o> RAY Disc. (1732) 242 ihe

Submersion of the vast Island of Atlantis. 1781 COWPER

Retirem. 584 All had long suppos'd him dead, By cold sub-

mersion, razor, rope, or lead. 1793 tr. Buffon's Hist. Birds

VI. 471 The submersion of Swallows appears by no means

ascertained. 1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. Amusem. 196 Haifa

pound of alum to every pint of water, which may be deemed

necessary for the entire submersion of the article to be

heated. 1856 STANLEY Sinai 4- Pal. ii. (1858) 144 Preserved

by the salt with which a long submersion in those strange

waters has impregnated them. 1910 Encycl. Brit. (ed. ii)

III. 365 The earliest literary notices of baptism are far from

conclusive in favour of submersion.

Strb-nii-nister, st. Now rare or Obs. [f.

SUB- 6 + MiNiSTEB sb. Cf. med.L. subminister,

F. sous-ministre, formerly f soubministre.] A sub-

ordinate or deputy minister.

1565 HARDING Answ. Jewel 98 [Calvin's] disciple and

subminister Theodore Beza. 1687 SETTLE Ref.Drydin
55 Why may not we suppose Submimsters of the 1 ates t

write their actions, some under Clarks to the Committee of

Destinies? c 1800 R. CUMBERLAND John de Lancaster

(1809) III. 200 The name of the sub-minister was now an-

nounced to Major Wilson. i8 RANKEN Hist. France

VIII. i. 2. 58 Tellier and Servien, subministers of Mazann.

1813 BENTHAM Not Paul 371 As to Apollos, if so it was,

that,, .in the mind of our spiritual monarch, any such senti-

ment as jealousy, in regard to this sub-minister had place.

Subminister (s^bmi-nistai), v. Now rare.

[ad. L. subministrare (var. summ-) : see SUB- 8

and MINISTER v. Cf. F. subtninistrer.]
1. trans. To supply or furnish (sometimes in a

secret manner).



SUBMINISTRANT.

I. III. iv. 56 A soil very fruitful, which subministered these

fruits, of its own accord. 31676 HALE Prim. Orig. Man.
H. iv. 154 Even the inferior Animals have subministred

unto Man the invention, .of many things both Natural and

Artificial and Medicinal. 1792 SIBLV Occnlt Sci. I. 56 As

nothing can be produced, unless matter be subminislered.

1857 Truths Cath. Relif. (ed. 4) II. 109 The blessed Virgin,

suDministering to him her flesh in the accomplishment.. of

the incarnation.

f 2. inlr. To minister to (lit.
and fig.). Obs.

1611 COTGR., Soubministrer, to subminister vnto. a 1679
HOBBES Rhtt. li. xviii. 76 They have wherewithal to sub-

minister to their Lust. 1692 L'ESTRANGE Fables xxxviii.

38 Our Passions., are Good Servants, but Bad Masters, and
Subminister to the Best, and Worst of Purposes, at once.

Hence Submi'nistering///. a.

1x1676 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. iv. iv. 327 The. .accom-

modation of Faculties with subministring Faculties, and

Organs subservient.

t Subiui'nistrant, a. 06s. rare. [ad. med.L.

subministrans, -ant-, pres. pple. of subministrdre

(see prec.).] Subordinate.
31626 BACON Cert. Consid. Ch. Eng. Wks. 1778 III. 159

That which is most principal, .to be left undone, for the at-

tending ofthat which is subservient and subministrant [etc.].

t Submrnistrate, v. [f. L. subministrat-,

pa. ppl. stem of subministrdre to SUBMINISTER.]
trans. To supply, furnish.

1665 G. HARVEY Advice agst. Plague 15 Nothing sub.

ministrates apter matter to be converted into pestilent

Seminaries than peoples steams and breaths. 1678 GALE
Crt. Gentiles iv. in. 34 By permitting tentations, offering

objects, subministrating occasions.

t Subministra'tion. Obs. [ad. late L.

subministrdtio, -Snem, n. of action f. subministrdre

to SUBMINISTEB. Cf. OF. soub-, subminislration

(Cotgr.).] The action of subministering ;
minister-

ing support ; provision, supply.
1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Eph. iv. 16 The whole body being

. .knit together by al juncture of subministratipn. Ibid.

Phil. i. 19 By your p_raier
and the subministration of the

Spirit of Jesus Christ. 1606 I. KING Serm. Sept. 39
Nourishment and raiment, and tne subministration of ne-

cessary things. 1623 Bp. HALL Gt. Impostor Wks. (1634)

462 The subministration of Vitall spirits, to the maintenance

of the whole frame. 1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. in. 57 Sub-

ministration of occasions.

So fSufcxni-nistrator, one who provides or sup-

plies.
1611 COTGR., Subministrateur, a subministrator. 1625

tr, Carnderfs Hist. Eliz. i. 8t Some Marchants, which.,

became subministrators to the enemies of Christianity.

t Submise, v. Oks. (Chiefly Caxton.) Also

-myse. [app. f. OF. soubmis, var. of sou(z)mis,

pa. pple. of sou(s)metre (: L. *subtusmittire~) to

submit.] trans, = SUBMIT 4, 5.

1471 CAXTON Recuyell (Sommer) 255 Loue in this nyfjht

submysed and constrayned them to loue eche other with

oute spekyng. 1483 Gold. Leg. 216/3 She submysed her

body to delyte. 1491 Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) II.

290 They haue submysed alle theyr wyll to the wyll of

theyr soueraynes. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506)

iv. xxi. T viij b, The double, vnto the whiche the lenner

[=lender] is submysed.

Submiss (sobmi-s), a. Also 6-7 -is, -isse.

[ad. L. submissus, pa. pple. of submitte're to SUB-

MIT. Cf. SUMMISS.]
1. = SUBMISSIVE. (Const, to.} Obs. exc. arch.

a. Of persons.
1570 FOXE A. tf M. I. 311/2 Neither was the kyng now

and Archb. so submisse: but [etc.]. 1580 LYLY Eufhues
(Arb.) 475 Be not too imperious ouer hir.-nor too submisse.

1600 HEYWOOD ind Pt. Ediu. IV, n. ii. (1613) P 4 b, Was
neuer Done, or Turtle more submisse, Then I will be vnto

your chastisement. 1612 Bp. HALL Contemf1., O. T. in. iii.

207 To execute rigour vpon a submisse offender is more
mercilesse then iust, 1625 MOUNTAGU Apf. Cxsar no It

were to be wished, that such transported spirits were taught
to be more submisse and sparing in their talk. 1667 MILTON
P. L. VIII. 316 With aw In adoration at his feet I fell Sub-
miss. 1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder i. 12 To foreign yoke submiss.

1735 SOMERVILLE Chace u. 112 Huntsman, lead on 1 behind

the clust'ring Pack Submiss attend. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby
ill. xxi, Submiss he answer'd. 1862 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt.

xii. iv. III. 213 To such of the Canons as he came upon,
his Majesty was most polite ; they most submiss. 1875
A. DE VERB Mary Tudor in. iii, Sir, you presume. Your
station Is our confessional. There, as a daughter, I stand
submiss.
atsol. 1742 SHENSTONE Schoolmistr. xvii, To thwart the

proud, and the submiss to raise.

b. Of actions, feelings, demeanour, etc.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 337 They would not equall

them with those who were alreadie humbled, till they sub-
mitted in a more submisse manner. 1588 GREENE Pandosto
(1607) A 3 b, Pandosto..entertained the Kings..& Noble-
men with such submisse curtesie. 1622 BACON Hen. VII,
190 King lames mollified by the Bishops submisse and elo-

quent Letters. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps. xcv. 6 Even the
submissest and lowlyest gestures. 1702 C. MATHER Magn.
Chr. Introd. C 3/2 A Simple, Submiss, Humble Style. 1817
COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. \. (1882) 5 The great works of past
ages.. in respect to which his faculties must remain passive
and submiss. 1848 LYTTON Harold lit. ii, Godwin prays
with all submiss and earnest prayer. 1904 M. HEWLETT
Queers Qitair I. xi, Every testimony of the submiss heart

given him by my lady.

O. Jig, Of material things.
1637 MARMION Cupid <$ Psyche 1. 1 113 With her rosie feet

insulting ore The submisse waves, a Dolphin she bestrides.

85

i868 Gr.o. ELIOT Sf. Gipsy u. 206 The loadstone draws,
Acts like a will to make the iron submit.

f d. Of buildings : ? Unpretentious. Obs.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 88 The buildings are

generally submisse and low. 1664 J. WEBB Stone-Heng
(1725) 40 Pylasters. .ought not., to be of such stately Height
as Pillars, but far more humble and submis-s.

) e. With prefixed too forming subst. phr. Obs.

1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xvi. ci. 399 And rather than in

haughtiness did fault in too-submis.

t 2. Of the voice, speech : Low, nttered in an

undertone, subdued. Obs.

1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies v. xxx. 425

They said with a low and submisse voyce, Sir [etc.]. a 1638
MEDE IVks. (1673) 844 That submiss reading in Churches
sine cantn, which we use now. 1666 J. SMITH Old Age n8
As Age enfeebleth a man the grindings are weaker, and the

several voices of them more submiss. 1787 tr. KJopstock's
Messiahvj. 182 Judas, then with submiss Voice said. Is it I?

Snbmi'ssible, a. rare. [f. L. submiss-, pa.

ppl. stem, of submiltUrt to SUBMIT + -IBLE.] Capable
of being submitted.

1837 LOCKHART Scott IV. i. 22, I . . wish I could tell how
[he], .translated [it] into any dialect submissible to Black-

wood's apprehension.
Submission (sobmi'Jsn). Also 5 -myssion,

-mycion, -missioun, 6 -myssyon. [ad. OF.

^submission or its source L. submissio, -ffnem

(var. sumrn-), n. of action f. submittfrc to SUBMIT.

Cf. F. soumission, It. sommessione, etc. (see SUM-

MISSION).]
1. taw. Agreement to abide by a decision or to

obey an authority ;
reference to the decision or

judgement of a (third) party; in recent use spec.,

the referring of a matter to arbitration ;
in Sc. Law,

a contract by which parties agree to submit dis-

puted matters to arbitration ; also, the document

embodying such a contract.

1411 Rolls ofParlt. III. 650/2 The forsaid Archebisshop,
and Chamberleyn .. by force of the submission that the said

Robert in hem hath maad, haven ordeyned [etc.], c 1450
Godstovi Reg. 367 Next to this folowyth the Submyssion of
the abbot and couent of Oseney to abide the ordeynyng.

1580 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. i. III. 278 The submis-

sioun maid and aggreit upoun . . anent matens questionabill
betuix thame. 1587 Sc. Acts Jos. VI (1814) III. 472/1
Submissioun of the contraversie beuix the erleof angusand
lord flemyng. 1628 Sc. Acts Chas. I (1870) V. 180 The
Submission made be the Lords of Erectiones Titulers Tacks-

men and Gentrie Heretors of Lands To His Majestie anent

their Superiorities and Teinds &c. 1*97-8 Act 9 Will. Ill

c. 15 2 Where the Rule is made for Submission to such

Arbitration or Umpirage. 1763-8 ERSKINE/HS/. La-wScot.
IV. in. 29 Where the day within which the arbiters are to

decide is left blank in the submission. 1854 Act // Sf 18 Viet.

c. 125 17 Every Agreement or Submission to Arbitration

by Consent . . may be made a Rule ofany One of the Superior
Courts of Law. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 312/2 A verbal sub.

mission, .cannot be made a rule of court.

b. In wider use, the act of submitting a matter

to a person for decision or consideration.

1911 Concise Oxf. Diet. s. v., The submission of the signa-
ture to an expert. 1914 Times 12 June 8/2 Amending Bill

Drafted. Date of Submission to the Lords.

2. The condition of being submissive, yielding,

or deferential ;
submissive or deferential conduct,

attitude, or bearing; deference; ^occas. humilia-

tion, abasement, arch.
c 1440 PECOCK Repr. \\. x. 207 More deuocioun, and Iou5er

Submissioun the! my^ten not neither couthen araie forto

bisette vpon Crist him silf. 1539 TONSTALL Strm. Palm
Sunday (1823) 17 The bowynge down of euery knee, is ment

the submyssyon of all creatures to theyr maker. 1560 DAUS
tr. Sleidancs Comm. 10 Luther.. writeth to the Bishop of

Rome letters full of submission. Ibid. 273 Moste humbly
and with great submission. 1591 SHAKS. I Hen. VI, li. li. 52
Tell her, I returne great thankes, And in submission will

not that, .submission and reverence for the Queen as might
have been expected. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 310 Subjection

..by her..Yeilded with coy submission, modest pride, And
sweet reluctant amorous delay. 17*0 SWIFT Fates o/Clergy-
men Wks. 1755 II. II. 23 This sort of discretion is usually

attended with, .servile flattery and submission. 1855 MIL-

MAN Lat. Christ. IX. li. xiii. IV. 357 They met, Frederick

with dignified submission, the Pope with the calm majesty
of age and position.

b. //. Acts of deference or homage ;
demon-

strations of submissiveness. arch.

1617 MORYSON /tin. n. 20 He failed not to mingle secretly

the greatest Counsels of mischiefe with his humblest sub-

missions. 1661 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy.Amb.pjThe
Submissions, wherewith they express themselves in their

Complements, a 1715 BURNET Own Time IIL (1724) I. 522

He had really the submissions of a child to me. 1753

RICHARDSON Grandison V.xli. 254 Towhat submissions has

your generous repentance subjected you. 1824-9 LANDOR

Imag. Conv. Wks. 1846 I. 8 Those graceful submissions

which afford us a legitimate pride when we render them to

the worthy.

t c. Phr. with (great} submission : subject to

correction. Also subst. Obs.

1667 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 31 Leaving every one

to his own credulity, I shall only (but with submission) give

,

ceive's. a 1711 PRIOR Turtle $ Sfarrow 126 With great

Submission I pronounce, That People Die no more than

Once. 1753 GIBBER Lives Poets I. 18 With great submission

to his judgment, we think [etc.], 1801 la BENTHAM Katun.

SUBMISSIVELY.
Judic. Eiiid. (1827) 111. 644 Witli submission, supposition!
<;f :t Contrary tendency might be raised in any nun
3. The action of submitting to an authority, a

conquering or ruling power ; the act of yielding
to the claims of another, or surrendering to his will
or government ; the condition of having submitted

;

also, an instance of this.

1482 Cm. Lett Bk. 512 That be seid Laurence shulde
make his submission to such Meires as he had offended.
1575 GASCOIGNK Classe Govt. Wks. 1910 II. 20 When the
people of Israeli provoked him at sundry time*, he did yet
at every submission stay his hand from punishment. 1584 5
Act rj Eliz. c. a. { 13 All such.. Submissions as shall be
made byforceofthis Act . . shallbc certified intotlic Chancerie.
1617 MORVSON Itin. 11. 19 A submission of the Rebels. Ibid.

279 Hee..made a most humble submission in writing. 1611
BACON in Jrnl, Ho. Lords III. 85/1 My humble Suit to

your Lordships is, That my penitent Submission may be my
Sentence, and the Loss of the Seal my Punishment. 1651
HOBBES LcL'iath. u. xx. 105 To save his own life.. by sub-
mission to the enemy. 1729 BUTLER Scrnt. Wks. 1874 II.

203 Religion consists in submission and resignation to the
divine will. 1831 SCOTT Ct. Rob. xxvi, By whose interven-

tion you might have brought his empire to submission.

1833-5 NE<*N Hist. Sk. (1876) II. i. viii. 150 The pursuit
of gam may be an act of submission to the will of parents.

1874 GREEN Short first, vii. 8 2. 356 Mary was resolved to

bring about a submission to Rome. 1878 Encycl. Brit.

VIII. 334/2 The Act of Submission on the part of the clergy
subordinated all ecclesiastical legislation within the kingdom
to the royal will.

b. transf.
1781 COWPER Charity 158

All other sorrows virtue may
endure, And find submission more than half a cure;.. But

slav'ry 1 1790 Mother's Pict. 44, I learn'd at last sub-

mission to my lot, 1899 SCOTT Anne o/G. xxiv, He recom-

mends to us submission to pur hapless fate.

f 4. Used for : Admission, confession. (Shaks.)
1592 SHAKS. Ram. ft "}ul. in. L 76 O calme, dishonourable,

vile submission. 1598 Merry W. iv. iv. n Be not as ex-

treme in submission, as in offence.

6. attrib. : submission bond (see sense i), an

arbitration bond.

1791 KVD Law e/Awards 231 The party in whose favour

the award was made, having no advantage from the sub-

mission being made a rule of court, brought a common
action on the submission-bond.

t Submi'ssioner. Obs. rare 1
, [f. SUBMIS-

SION + -EH !.] One who makes his submission.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 75 The Princes of the lewes

(which Titusas submissioners and succour-suers had received

to mercy).
Submissionist (stfbmi-Jsnist). [f. SUBMIS-

SION -r -1ST.] One who advocates submission ; spec.

in Spanish and U.S. history.
1828 Lights $ Shades I. 509 Mr. Popjoy alluding to the

submissionists at Cadiz. 1861 O. W. HOLMES in Corr.

Motley (1889) I. 360 The Hunker or Submissionist, or what-

ever you choose to call the wretch who would sacrifice

everything and beg the South's pardon for offending it.

1906 Contemf. Rev. July 118 Those organs which carried

on a violent campaign against the submissionists.

Submissive (stfbmi'siv), a. [ad. L. *sub-

missivus, f. submiss-, pa. ppl. stem of submittlre

to SUBMIT. Cf. It. sommessivo.]
1. Of persons, their actions, words, attributes,

etc. : Disposed or inclined to submit ; yielding to

power or authority; marked by submission or

humble and ready obedience.
a 1386 SIDNEV Arcadia in. (1598) 335 With the most sub-

missiue maner his behauiour could yeeld, 1588 SHAKS.

L. L. L. iv. i. 92 Submissiue fall his princely feete before.

1596 Tarn. Shr. Ind. i. 53 A lowe submissiuc reuerence.

1640 BROME Antipodes in. ii, He bring him on submissive

meek. 1781 GIBBON Decl. f, F. xxxvi. (1788) II. 326 His

applications for peace became each hour more submissive.

1831 SCOTT Ct. Rob. xxv, With pious and submissive

prayers, the Countess closed that eventful evening. 1841

D'lsRAELl Amen. Lit. (1867) 59 Feeble sovereigns and a sub-

missive people could not advance into national greatness.

1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1877) II. App. 620 To repre-

sent Godwine as a model of submissive loyalty towards

Eadward.
b. Const, to.

1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 238 This Prince is not..

so submissive to his Orders, as the other Viceroys. 17*7

WILKIE Epigoniadm. 56 His manly voice my horses will

obey, And move submissive to his firmer sway. 1869 FREE-

MAN Norm. Cong. (1875) III. xii. 134 As little submissive

to lawful authority as his forefather. 1007 Verney Mem. I.

458 Advising his quarrelsome sister. .to be submissive to her

husband.

c. fif. Of material things.

a 1721 PRIOR 2nd Hymn Callim. 6 The sever'd Bars Sub-

missive clink against their brazen Portals.

1 2 a. = SUBMISS 2. Obs. rare.

a i6 I SMITH Sel. Disc. vi. vii. (1821) 253 Inquiring with

a submissive voice, as if he had been at his private prayers,

Shall I do so, or so t

+ b. Restrained. Obs. rare.

,753 HANWAV Trav. (1762) II. i. xiL 62 If we cons.der

what is due to health,.. to moderate passions, submissive

appetites. _

Snbmi'ssively, adv. [f. prec. + -LT z.]
in

a submissive manner, with submission.

cieao MARLOWE Jew of Malta [iv.] 1790 Write not so

submissiuely, but threatmng him. 1687 DRYDEN Hindi; P.

II. 500 The whole hierarchy, with heads hung down, bu

missively declin'd the pondrous proffer'd crown.

HERVEV Reft. Flower Garden (1818) 146 Under the heaviest
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SUBMISSIVENESS.

'

Submi-ssiveness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality or condition of being .submissive.
.

,,i SfmDffitt.Gt.Srit. ix. xix. 714 We seeke ratner

a reasonable man. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages (1872) ' .

iSs Iney approacneu mm ica^v...-...,,
-

siveness. 1800 F. W. ROBINSON Verystrangc* ...... ,, --

submiSvenTslhelownedhowdeplorablywronghehadbeen.

Submissly (sbmi-sli), adv. arch. [f.
SOB-

MISS + -LY 2.1 With submission, submissively.

,5,5 in Birch Mem. Q. Eli*. (.754) I..37,
' beseech you

mo!? submissly, to use your excel ent insight [etc.], 16.1

Bitle Ecclus. xxix. 5 For his neighbours money he will

speake submissely. ,650 JER.
TAYLOR Holy y^fjf-j,^

104 Humility consists not in.. going softly and submisselj.

& OGLE Gualth. t Gris. 104 Then chuse the Good !

Thf Ill submisly bear. a.85. MOIR Castlfof />* xx

The heathen..submissly owns His trust in Him who bled

on Calvary I n

Submi-ssness. /& [f-
** Prec -

+ -NESS-]

Submissiveness, submission.

i6ai BURTON Anai. Mel. i. ii. m. xv, With all submissenes

[I] prostrate my self to your censure and service. 1649

MILTON Eikon. xi. 104 Whether it were his envy, not to be

over-bounteous, or that the submissness of our askings!

up in him a certain pleasure of denying. .664 BUTLER

Hud. n. iii. 493 Whachum advanc'd with all submissness,

T'accost 'em, but much more, their bus'ness.

Submit (sobmi't),
v. Also 4-6 -mytte, (4

fa. t. -mytte, 5 fa. ffle. -mytt), 5 -mett, 5-6

-myt, 5-7 -mitte, 6-7 -mitt. [ad. L. subtmttlre,

var. ofsummiltere (see SUMMIT .), f. sub- SUB- a

+ mittire to send, put; cf. OF. soub-, suimetre,

later var. of sousmetre (see SUB- p. 3/1 ?>/),

mod.F. soumettre, and Pr. *>*-, sotzmetre, It. WOT-

;? beside sottomettere, Sp. someter, Pg. J*-

ffrtf'.'l

I. 1. r#?. and '#. To place oneself under the

control of a person in authority or power; to

become subject, surrender oneself, or yield to a

person or his rule, etc.

t a. Const, under refl. only. Obs.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. ii. pr. v. (Camb. MS.), Syn ye demen
bat tho fowlest thingesben yowre goodys, thanne submitten

Iv.r. summytten] ye and putten yowre selven vndyr the

fowleste thinges by yowre estimacion. ,47 1 CAXTON Recuyell

(Sommer) 603/22 Sayng that they wold not submytte hem so

many noble men vnder the strengthe of one man. 1535

COVERDALE Gen. xvi. 9 Returne to thy mastresse agayne,
and submitte thyself vnder hir hande. 1574 tr. Bale's Pag.

PopesEp. Ded. *divb, Although they were more in number,

..yet woulde submitte them selues vnder their power, as

though they were the inferiours. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd.
tr Commio. (1603) 109 They were enforced to submitte

themselues vnder the protection of the Florentines.

b. Const, to (f unto} a person, his government,

rule, will, etc.

(a) refl. c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. T 854 We submytten vs

to the excellence and benignitee of youre gracious lordshipe.

.411 Rolls ofParlt. III. 650/1 On whom, and to his orde-

nance, the forsaid Lord the Roos and Robert badden sub-

mytted hem. .490 CAXTON Eneydos xxii. 80 After that this

dydo had vtterly submytted & dedicate her-self to eneas.

1516 TINDALE Eph. v. 22 Wemen submit youre selves vnto

youre awne husbandes, as vnto the lorde. .535 COVERDALE
I Chron. xxix [xxx], 24 All kynge Dauids children sub-

mytted themselues vnto kynge Salomon. 1651 HOBBES Le.
viathan H. xvii. 88 When a man maketh his children, to

submit themselves . . to his government, 1686 tr. Chardin's
Trav. Persia 149 He did not come and submit himself to

him. 1859 GEO. ELIOT Adam Bede Iii, We must submit
ourselves entirely to the Divine Will. 1909 OXENHAM Great,
heart Gillian xxvii, Submit yourself quietly to the law.

(b) intr. .460 SIR R. Ros La Belle Dante 234, I am
hoole submytt to your seruise. 1608 SHAKS. Per. n. iv. 39
Your noble selfe.. Wee thus submit vnto. 1652 in Crom.
uiellian Union (1902) 4 Several Troops of the Tories that
are submitting to the Parliament. 1667 MILTON P. L. x.

196 To thy Husbands will Thine shall submit. 1745 BUTLER
Sernt. Wks. 1874 II. 284 Children. .are. .habituated. .to
submit to those who are placed over them. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xii. III. 152 After the flight ofJames, those troops
submitted to the Prince of Orange. 1877 FROUDE Short
Stud. (1883) IV. i. iii. 34 He despatched a legate. .to tell

Becket that he must.. submit to the king's pleasure.

e. Without const. : To yield, surrender, be sub-
missive.

(a) refl. c 1440 Partonope 4621 (Univ. Coll. MS.), Myne
heede ys naked, and I Submytte me. 15*6 TINDALE Matt.
xviii. 4 Whosoever.. shall submit him silfe. 1368 GRAFTON
Chron. II. 659 [They] came humbly and submitted them-
selues. 1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 159 Submit thee boy. 1638
BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) 13 The persecutors of
those who submit themselves.

Jfl 'tr. 1575 GASCOIGNE Kenehuorth Wks. 1910 II. 93Even gates and all. .submitte and seeke your sheelde. 1593
SHAKS. Rich. II, m. iii. I43 What must the King dotnow : must he submit? 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 108 Couragenever to submit or yield. 1792 ALMON Anecd. W. Pitt III.
xliv. 198 A Prince of the House of Savoy had his property
seized by him; the injured Prince would not submit. 1851MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xviii. ^j'Miss Marie

',Dinah always called her young mistress, .. found it easier
to submit than contend. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876)

36

IV 164 That the greater part of the shire submitted easily

correct^" condition, treatment, etc. ;
to consent

to undergo or abide by * condition, etc

VELYN ary 2 . ,

btaine remission of punishment was not to repine at it, bul

humbly submit to it. 1711 ADDISON Stect. No. 115 Pi

Bodily Labour., which a Man submits to for his Livelihood.
Perhas

ow. .

know my crime, before I submit to punishment 1837 CAR-

LYLE ^V Rev. I. in. ii, Healing measures.. such as.. all men

must, with more or less reluctance, submit to. 1874 MOZLEY

Univ. Serin, ix. (1877) 200 To submit to trials for our

own discipline. _,.

trans/. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydrtot. n. (1736) 21 That

Metal soon submitteth unto Rust and Dissolution.

f b. Const, to with inf. or gerund : To yield so

far as to do so-and-so, consent to ; occas. to con-

descend to. Obs.

(a) refl. cs.-foVfia.wSel. Wks. III. 457 pel submytten
hem to be correctid. 1444 Cov. Leet Bh. 203 Submitting
themselffe with due submission to abyde the rule of the

maiour. a 1533 BERNERS Htton IxxxL 246, I submyt my
selfe to receyue suche dethe that ye & youre barons can

deuyse. 1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Gal. vi. 4, 5

If he submitte him selfe to restore him againe.

(t) intr. c 1386 CHAUCER Man Law's Prol. Introd. 35 Ye
been submytted thurgh youre free assent To stonden in this

cas at my luggement. 1667 MILTON P. L. xn. 191
This

River-dragon tam'd at length submits To let his sojourners

depart. 1697 C. LESLIE Snake in Grass (ed. 2) 224 They,
at last, submitted, to have these words left out. 1794 MRS.

RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho xxviii, She submitted to humble
herself to Montoni. 1818 CRUISE >;^i/(ed. 2) II. 158 Where
the mortgagee submits to be redeemed. 1852 THACKERAY
Esmond in. vii, I. .affected gladness when he came, sub-

mitted to hear when he was by me.

f3. refl.
To subject or expose oneself to danger,

etc. Obs.

1471 CAXTON Recuyell (Sommer) 217/14 Your champion
that for your loue submytteth hym self vnto the peryll of

deth. a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia III. xiv. (1912) 435 The dayly
dangers Amphialus did submit himselfe into. 1601 SHAKS.

Jul. C. i. iii. 47, 1 haue walk'd about the streets, Submitting
me vnto the perillous Night.
IL 4. trans. To bring under a certain control,

government, or rule
;
to make subject, cause to

yield to a person ;
to cause (a thing) to be subor-

dinated to another. Now rare.
In the first quot. a literalism of translation.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. i. pr. iv. (1868) 19 What open con-
fessioun of felonie haddeeuer iugis so accordaunt in cruelte
'

'at pber errour of mans witte or ellys condicioun of fortune
at is vncerteyne to al mortal folk ne submyttede summe of
iem ? i42z YONGE tr. Seer. Seer. xvii. 146 If bou wilt submyt

or vndreset al thyngis to the. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. I. xiv.

75 It nugte seme that God wolde not., submitte.. and sende
mm[viz. HolyScripture] toresoun. 1530 PALSGR. 355 Whiche
dyd submytte a great parte of Grece in their subjection.
1558 T. WATSON Seven Sacr. 43 b, We submitte our reason to

ourfayth. 1590 C. S. Right Relig. 23 God.. bath submitted
all things vnder his feete. 1644 [H. PARKER] Jus Populi 28

Happy is that King which anticipates his subjects in sub-

mitting his own titles. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. cxiv, Sub-
mitting all things to desire. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola
xxxii, She was determined never to submit her mind to his

judgment on this question.
5. To subject to a certain condition or treat-

ment. Now rare.

1450 Godstow Reg. 507 The said Andrew bounde and
submytted the same mese, with the pertynentis . . to the
distreynyng of the forsaid abbesse. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos
Prol. 4, 1 submytte mysayd boke to theyr correctyon. 1528
MORE Dyaloge iv. Wks. 273/2 To submytte.. the rebellion
of

theyr
reason to the obedyence of faith. 1614 RALEIGH

Hist. Worldv. iii. 15. 516 To submit learned Propositions,
vnto the workemanship..of base handicrafts men. 1668
DRYDEN Dram. Poesy Ess. (ed. Ker) I. 56 Whether we
ought not to submit our stage to the exactness of our next
neighbours. 1758 J. DALRYMPLE Ess. Feudal Property
(ed. 2) 214 That system.. submitted its peculiar forms to the
dispatch and ease required in the extended..dealings of
mankind. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 47 The inmates
of the Steelyard were submitted to an almost monastic dis-

ciplme.

SUBMITTED.

b. To subject to an operation or process.

1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. S, Art II. 449 Till Sir H.

Davy submitted the earths to the same powerful means of

analysis. 1837 GORING & PBITCHARD Microgr. 211 When
submitted to the action of polarized light. 1857 MILLER
Klein. Clum., Org. i. 42 When alcohol is submitted to dis-

tillation. iWs-SVzr. Rev. 21 Feb. 235/2 Preparing their young
horses for the wild rush of the hunting-field by submitting
them to the milder yet stimulating excitement of coursing.

6. To bring under a person s view, notice, or con-

sideration ; to refer to the decision or judgement of

a person; to bring up or presenter criticism,

consideration, or approval.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Cotnm. 31 b, To submitte his

writynges to the knowledge of the Emperour. 1587 Sc.

Acts Jos. VI (1814) III. 4^8/2 To quhome baith be saidis

pairties referrit and submittit be foirsaid supplicatioun. 1644
Sc. Acts Chas. I (1870) VI. 1. 179/2 Baith the saides pairties

. . Submitted be foirsaid Complain . . before be secreet Coun-
sell. 1651 HOBBES Leviathan i. xv. 78 They that are at

controversie, submit their Right to the judgement of an
Arbitrator, a 1721 PSIOR Prot. Delia's Play 28 Dare to be

true, submit the rest to Heaven. 1784 COWPER Task iv. 98
It \sc. the globe] turns submitted to my view, turns round

With all its generations. 1856 FHODDE Hist. Eng. (1858) II.

vi. 113 To prepare the measures which were to be submitted

to Parliament by the government 1860 TYNDALI. Glac. n.

xxvii. 384 It is indeed a grand experiment which Nature
here submits to our inspection. 1891 tt)ih Cent. Dec. 855
To submit a copy of bis journal to the police before its pub-
lication could be sanctioned. 1905 Acts Edtu. VII, c. 17

5 In order that such proceedings may be submitted for the

sanction of Parliament.

with clause.

1749 FIELDINO Tom "Jones Ded., How far I have suc-

ceeded . . I shall submit to the candid reader.

b. Without const. ; in Sc. Law, to refer to

arbitration.

1709 J. ROBERTSON Agru. Perth 374 An account of the

quantity of corn shipped at this port, .is submitted as de-

serving notice. 1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. s.
y.

Arbi-

tration. An order on the parties, .mutually to discharge
each other of the matter submitted. 1855 BAIN Senses $ Int.

in. i. 38 (1864) 378 On this question the following remarks
are submitted. 1879 TOURCEE Foots Err. xxv. 150 The
conventions bad.. submitted constitutions which had been

ratified by vote of the people. 1888 BRYCE A tner. Cotnmw.
xvi.1. 226 The officials of the government cannot submit bills.

c. absol. or intr. ; in Sc. Law, to make a ' sub-

mission '.

1765-8 ERSKINE Inst. Laau Scot. TV. Hi. 35 Decrees-

arbitral, as their force arises from the express compact of

the parties submitting . . could not be set aside. 1897 Daily
A'eit's

4 Mar. 6/4 The latest Saturday outsiders may 'sub-

mit
'

will be the Saturday in next week.

7. To pnt forward: as a contention or proposi-
tion ; to urge or represent with deference (that . . .).

Now freq. in legal parlance.
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) III. 226 He humbly presumed

to submit to His Majesty, that, before any act was done
[etc.J.

1863 MITCHELL Sev. Star. My Farm 243 We submit that it

looks a little yellow. 1875 E. WHITE Life in Christ iv.

xxiv. (1878) 361 There is, 1 submit, no possibility of escape
from the force of this argument. 1907 Standard 19 Jan.

4/4 Counsel, in concluding his speech, submitted that the

plaintiff was entitled to recover damages.
III. 8. trans. To let or lay down, lower, sink,

lay low
;
to place (one's neck) under the yoke or

the axe. To submit thefasces (see FASCES a). ? 06s.
ci6xi CHAPMAN Iliad xm. 384 His shrunke knees, sub-

mitted him to death. Ibid. xx. 295 My lance, submitted

[eyxs M'" ToSe Kttrtu ciri \Qovo-;}. a 1634 RANDOLPH Poems
(1638) 82 Rome did submit her Fasces. 1667 MILTON P. L.
v. 784 Will ye submit your necks, and chuse to bend The
supple knee ? 17*5 POPE Odyss. xl. 205 Since in the dust

proud Troy submits her tow'rs. 1757 [see NECK so. 1

3 bj.

1807 ROBT. WILSON in Life (1862) II. 145, 1 will now submit

my head to the block if [etc]

t b. To put (the female) to the male. Obs.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 104 Submit thy Females to

the lusty Sire,

t c. re/I. To become low or lower. Obs.
1662 DRYDEN To Ld. Chanc. 139 Sometimes the Hill sub.

mits itself a while In small Descents,

f d. To lower the standard of. Obs.

1556 R. ROBINSON tr. More's Utopia To Rdr. A ij b, To
the meanesse of whose leaminge I thoughte it my part to

submit . . my stile.

Submittal (stfbmrtal). rare. [f. SUBMIT*

At.] The act of submitting.
1888 Amer. Nat. Mar. 262 The Report.. having been.,

called for at an unusually early date, as explained in the

letter of submittal.

t Submi'ttance. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ANCE.]
Submission.
1605 Answer Discern. Romish Doctr. Ep. Ded. 5 That.,

which your colleged Princes.. doe offer to the so many
yeares disobedient Netherlanders, vpon their temporall
submittance. 1640 FULLER, etc. Abel Rldiv., Philpot (1651)

223 Couragious Philpot.. would not once allow The least

Submittance to erronious powers. 1650 R. HOLLINGWORTH
Exerc. Usurped Powers 18 There is a bar yet behind. .to

keep back such a submittance to the Usurper.

Submitted (stfbmi'ted),///. a. [f. as prec.+
-ED l.]

1. Reduced to submission ; that has surrendered

to authority ; subjugated.
In mod. use prob. after F. sottmts.
1606 CHAPMAN Gentt. Usher iv. iii. 58, 1 . .Easde with well

gouerning my submitted payne. 1660 DRYDEN Astrxa
Redux 249 Proud her returning Prince to entertain With
the submitted Fasces of the Main. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev.
JL III. iv, The wild submitted Titan. 1868 Daily News



SUBMITTER.

7 Sept., The Turks.. outraged some hapless families of
' submitted

'

peasants. 1900 Wt&tm. Gaz. 17 Aug. 6/1 AH
foodstuffs, forage, and horses, whether in possession of sub-

mitted Boers or otherwise.

f 2. Laid or put clown. Obs.
c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xix. 258 The bristled throat Of the

submitted sacrifice with ruthless steel he cut.

f 3. = SUBMISS a. 2. Obs.
1806 R. CUMBERLAND Mem. (1807) I. 396 He had spoken

in a low and submitted voice.

4. Presented for judgement.
1897 Wcstm. Gaz. 26 Mar. 2/1 They must have judged

the submitted works at the rate of more than two thousand
a day.

Submi'tter. [f. SUBMIT + -EH*.] One who
submits.

1607 HIERON Wks. I. 384 Dorcas..a submitter of her selfe

to the ordinance of God. 1635 D. DICKSON Prod. Wks.
(1845) I. 25 Submitters turn in to Him acknowledging that

they are dust and ashes. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomiet 118

The sick (but confident) submitters of themselves to this

Empyricks cast of the Dye. 178* J. BROWN Nat. fy Re-
vealed Relig. i. i. 25 The submitters, no doubt, insisted on
the best terms, for their obedience, which they could obtain.

1840 Tatt's Afag-.Vll.63 The.. trimmers, and submitters
to expediency.

b. Sc. Law. One who makes a ' submission '.

16x8 Sc.Acts Ckas. I (1870) V. 101/2 This present Sub-
mission shall be no wayes prejudicial to whatsoever action

of Warrandice competent to the saids Persones Submitters
or any of them against their Authors. 1765-8 ERSKINK
fnst. Law Scot. iv. iii. 32 If the submitters limit the

power of the arbiters to any fixed day. 1804 W. M. Mori-
son's Deds. Crt. Session. XVII. 6900 According to the uni-

versal order taken by the submitters concerning kirklands.

t Subniittie. Obs. [f. SUBMIT + -ie EE (cf.

i6th-i7th c. committie). The use of the suffix

appears to be arbitrary.] One who has submitted.
1611 STEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. 9 To receiue peaceably

all Submitties. 1617 MORYSON Itin. it. 154 Touching these
submitties while they were in rebellion, he did spoile waste
and kill many of them.

Submi'tting, vbl. sb. [-iso
1
.] The action

of the vb. SUBMIT ; submission.
c 1460 Osetuy Reg. 49, Of b which debates . . be parties . .

haue i-putte bem-selfe in submittyng and ordinaunce of the

bisshop of lincoln. a 1653 GOUGE Comtn. Heb. xi. 18 This
could not be without Isaac's voluntary submitting of him-

Office is a great Instance of the Son's Condescension.

Submi tting, ppl. a. [-ING
2
.]

That submits

or makes a submission.

1791 KYD LawofAwards 238 Accounts, .passed between
both the submitting parties. 1805 ALEX. WILSON Poems fy

Lit. Prose (1876) II. 127 Butler's iron-hearted crew Doomed
to the flames the weak submitting few. 1878 J. DAVIDSON
/ttverurie 51 Families the heads of which were able.. to
stand apart from the submitting majority.
Hence Subnii-ttingly adv., submissively.
x85 R. P. WARD Tremaine I. xxxvii. 300 *True*, said

Georgina, submittingly.

1 Submo nish, v. Obs. rarer*. [ SUB- 21

+ MONISH, after next.] To reprove gently.
i6ai T. GRANGER Eccles. 56 Delights, .which either by

the wisedome of my minde, or by the submonishing inclina-

tions of my senses I perceiued to aflfoord accesse of ioyfull
contentment.

t Submonrtion. Obs. [ad. L. *submonitiot

-onem, n. of action f. submonere (var. summ-} ; see

SUB- 21 and MONITION. Cf.QY.submonicion.'] A
gentle admonition, suggestion.
156* WINJET Last BIast t

Ane Submonitioun to the Redar.
16x1 T. GRANGER Eccles. 29 He should haue obeyed the
submonitions of his owne conscience. 1650 ELDERFIELD
Civ. Right Tytkes 342 Under this very solemn protestation,
submomtion, and concluding asseveration.

Submo/ntaiie, <*.

1. [SUB- i a.] Passing under, or existing below,
mountains'.

i8i<> Blackw. Mag. VI. 150 He sails along, .till the shallop
Is driven into a cavern in the 'ethenal din's of Caucasus .

It is scarcely to be
>
expected that his submontane voyage

should be very distinctly described. 1859 W. M. THOMSON
Land ff Bk. n. xvii. I. 377 The dark stairway . . was a sub-

terranean, or, rather, submontane path to the great fountain
of Banias.

2. [SuB- 1 2 a.] Lying about the foot of moun-
tains ; belonging to the foot-hills of a range ; also,

belonging to the lower slopes of mountains.

_ 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 287 Their principal station
is on the sub-montane region between 1200 and 3600 feet of
elevation. 1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl. VII. 161 The fertile

submontane plains of Sialkot 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV.
610/2 The submontane district around the town of Tokay.
1913 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 448/1 Hardy sub-montane savages
armed with.. deadly war-tools.

So \ STVbmonta'neous a. *=* I above.
1682 WHELER Joum. Greece vi. 465 These Subterraneous,

or rather Submontaneous Passages of the Water, may, .be
reckoned amongst the greatest Wonders of the World.

Su bmortua-rian. TheoL rare. [f. SUB- 17
+ L. tnortuus dead (for tnors, mort- death) +
-arian ; cf. SDBLAPSABIAN.] One who holds that
a man's election to salvation or reprobation does
not take place till after his death.

1700 C. NESSE Antid. Arntin, (1827) 70 The Arminians,.
may be called submortuarians for their holding no full

election till men die.

37

+ Submove, v. Otis, rate. [ad. L. submovm
(\ar. siimm-}, f. sub- SDB- 35 + mevere to Movn.J
trans. To remove.

1542 BECON Patina. Prayer xxix. M vij, Y l al Ante-

christes, Papistes [etc.], .submoued & put asyde, true

Euangelystes-.maye reygne among vs vnmersallye.

|| Submucosa (s^bmiakou'sa). Anal. [mod.L.,
fem. (sc. membrana) of stibmiifasits : see next.]
The layer of areolar tissue lying beneath a mucous

membrane; the submucous layer.

1885 KLEIN Micro-Org. 88 The submucosa of the inflamed

Payer's glands of the small intestine.

So Submuco-sal a.,
= SuBMOCODS 2 a (1913

Dorland Illuslr. Med. Diet.).

Subinu COUS, a. [ad. mod.L. submucosw.]
1. Path. [SUB- 20.] Somewhat mucous ; partly

consisting of or attended by mucus ;
of an indis-

tinctly mucous character.

1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Comfit. I. 34 If both the Part be

pained, and the Flesh be submucous [orig. (ten Rhyne) si

siwttl dolorosus sit locus ct caro sitb>tiucosa\. 1904 Apple,
ton's Meet. Diet, s.v. Rale, Subcrepitant r., Submttcous r.,

a fine moist, bubbling sound, heard in inspiration or expira-
tion or both.

2. [SDB- i b.] a. Anat. Situated beneath the

mucous membrane; pertaining to the submncosa.

1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Ana/. I. 180/2 The submucous tissue

in the vicinity of the anus is very loose. 1847-9 Ibid. IV.
I. 134/2 The submucous tissue of the gall-bladder. 1881

MIVART Cat 27 The mucous membrane is connected with

the subjacent parts by submucous areolar tissue. 1902
HUGHES & KKITH Man. Pract. Anat. ill. 137 The sub-

mucous tissue of the lip.

b. Path, and Surg. Occurring or introduced

under the mucous membrane ; affecting the snb-

mucosa.

187$ tr. vm Zitmsscn's Cycl. Med. X. 232 The submucous
fibroid, growing inward into the cavity of the uterus. 1876
Ibid. IV. 96 Suhmucous injections. 1879 St. George's Hasp.
Rep. IX. 31 Submucous abscesses the size of a bean in the

wall of the stomach. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 962
Submucous haemorrhages, leading to ulceration.

SubniU'ltiple, a. and sb. [ad. late L. sitt-

multiplus : see SUB- 10 and MULTIPLE.]
A. adj. Of a ratio : In which the antecedent is

an aliquot part of the consequent : the converse of

multiple. Of a number, etc. : That is an aliquot

part of another. Now rare or Obs.
a 1696 SCARBURGH Euclid (1705) 180, 12 compared to 4 is

Multiple Proportion, and named triple : And 4 to 12 is Sub.

multiple Proportion, and named Subtriple. 1704 J. HARRIS
Lex. Techn. \ Submultiple Number, or Quantity, is that

which is contained in another Number, a certain Number
of Times exactly. 1728 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The Ratio
of 3 to 21 is Submulttple. 1739 in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men
(1841) I. 355 The sine of i/ A (or submultiple part of the

anomaly of the eccentric).

B. sb. A submultiple or aliquot part (of).
1758 Phil. Trans. L. 765 note. These arcs [are] the corre-

sponding submultiples of those above. 1857 MILLER Elem.

Chem., Org. xiv. i. 773 Equivalent quantities of different

salts when in solution occupy either the same volume, or

volumes which are simple multiples or submultiples of

each other. 1859 PARKINSON Optics (1866) 244 If the angle
of a hollow cone. .be any sub-multiple of 180. 1871 C.

DAVIES Metric Syst. n. 40 [A] system of numbers where
the multiples and submultiples are formed from a single
unit. 1880 E. J. REED Japan I. 326 Its [the>*'s] decimal

submultiples being the sen {or cent) and the rin.

So t Submulti-plicate a. = A. above.

1656 tr. Hobbes' Elem. Philos. (1839) 364 The proportion
of the altitudes decreasing to that of the ordmate lines

decreasing, being multiplicate according to any number in

the deficient figure, is submultiplicate according to the

same number in its complement.

Subna'sceiit, a. [ad. L. subnascens, -entem,

pr. pple. of subnasci : see SUB- 2 and NASCENT.]
Growing underneath or up from beneath. Alsoyijf.

1675 EVELYN Terra 93 The Vine . . imparts . . such a bitter-

ness to the Mould, as kills Lettuce, and other subnascent

Plants, a 1706 Sylva in. i. (1908) II. 5 Where their

branches may freely spread.. without dripping and annoy-

ing the subnascent crop. vmPkil. Trans. XXV. 2422 The
Royal Oak.. overspreading Subnascent Trees and young
Suckers. 1853 WHEWELL Grotius III. 3 With reference to

causes subnascent, that is, growing up during the progress
of the war. 1900 B. D.JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms, Subna.
scent.. , growing or arising from below some object,

t Subne ct, v. 0/>s. [ad. L. subntctlre, f. sub-

Sax- a, 27 +nectfre to bind.]
1. trans. To subjoin. Also absot.

c 1583 J. HOOKER Descr. Exeter mHolinihed III. 1027/1.
I thought it good to subnect herevnto the description of the

said church. 1586 Hist. Irel. ibid. II. 123/1 Of euerie

of these houses . . we will breeflie subnect and declare parti-

cularlie in order as followeth. 1641 JACKSON Bk. Consc. 21

SUBOCULAB.

t Snbne'x, v. Obs.
[f. L. subnet-, pa. ppl.

stem of subnectfre (sec prec.).] prec. I.

1603 HOLLAND I'lutarck's .Mar. 1067 He subnexeth as
touching evill tl.ii.Ks, these words. 1644 HUNIOS / VW.
/>/. Alan. v. 43, I had an intent to have subncxed other
Arguments to make good those Assertions.

Su bliormal, sb. Geom. [ad. mod.L. subnor-
mail's (sc. tinea line) : see SUB- i and NOKM.M..]
That part of the axis of abscissas which is inter-

cepted between the ordinate and the normal at

any point of the curve.

1710 J. HARRIS I.rx. Techn. II. s.v., This Subnormal in ihc
Common or Apollonian Parabola, is a Determinate In-
variable Quantity! for 'tis always equal to half the Para-
meter of the Axis. 1715 in Rigaud Corr. .S. Men (1841)
II.42I Because the curve Alb given, its subnormal GI) will
be given. 1841 FRANCIS Diet. Arts s.v., In all curves the
subnormal is the third proportional to the subtangent and
the ordinate.

^ 1885 EAGLES Constr. Geom. Plane Curves 62
The focus / is found by drawing the normal at any point
D, bisecting the .sub-normal A'Cand setting aSAF i <\t,.

Subnormal,". [SuB- 14.] Less than normal,
below the normal. Chiefly Med.
1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., Subnormal, less than

usual. 1897 Month Sept. 329 All subnormal or supernormal
phenomena of the soul. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 728
The temperature [in colic] is usually rather subnormal.

Hence Subnorma'lity, the condition of being
subnormal.

they L

Aristotle subnectes. 1704 HUSSEY (title) A Warning from
the Winds... To which is Subnected a Laborious Exercita-

tion upon ph. a. a.

2. To fasten underneath, rare.

1710 POPE Let. to Cromwell 30 Dec., I was just going to

say of his buttons; but I think Jupiter wore none (however
I won't be positive..but his robe might be subnected with
a Fibula).

Hence Subne-oted ppl. a.

1654 VILVAIN Enckir. Epirr. Pref. I, I hav published..two
subnected Essais explicated in quarto.

el ii Jan. 105/1 Muscle soreness, and subnor-

mality of temperature on the fourth day.
Subnotatiou (sobmratfijan). [ad. L. sui-

notatio, -mum, n. of action, f. subnotart : see

SDB- 2 and NOTATION.] = RESCBIPT i.

'843-56 BOUVIER Law Diet. (ed. 6) II. 554/1 Subuta-
tions...'l\ic answers of the prince to questions which had
been put to him respecting some obscure or doubtful point
of law.

Su bnotocho'rdal, a.

1. [SDB- 30 b.] Somewhat of the nature of a

notochord.

187* H. A. NICHOLSON Palxont. 334 The vertebral column
is sometimes composed of distinct vertebra, sometimes car-

tilaginous or sub-notochordal. 1875 BLAKE Zool. 202 Endo-
skeleton cartilaginous, subnotochordal.

2. [SuB- i b.] Situated beneath the notochord. !

1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anitn. Life 334 After the
formation of the notochord a small sub-notochordal rod of
cells is developed. 1909 J. W. JENKINSON Exper. Embryol,
134 Underneath the notochord is the subnotochordal rod.

t Subobscu're, a. 06s. [ad. L. subobscurus :

see SUB- ao and OBSCDKB.] Somewhat obscure.
1626 DONNE Serm. Ixxvii. (1640) 786 In those sub-obscure

times, S. Augustine might be excusable [etc.). 1629 H.
BURTON Truth's Tri. 219 Such vmbratilous and sub-obscure
tennes.

Hence f Subobscrrrely adv., somewhat ob-

scurely.
a 1615 DONNE Ess. (1651) 97 As these men were instru-

ments of this work ofGod, so their names did sub-obscurely

foresignifie it. 1624 Devot. (ed. 2) 207 The booke of

Nature, where though subobscurely..thou hast expressed
thine own Image.

Subocci'pital, a. [ad. mod.L. suboccifitdlis :

see SUB- i b?j
1. Situated under the occiput or below the occi-

pital bone.

Suboccipital nerve, the first cervical nerve. .5". triangle
(see quot. 1911).

1733 tr. Winslffw's Anat. (1756) II. 75 The Sub-Occipital
Nerves. 1835-6 Todd'sCycl. Anat. I. 367/1 A. .depression,
called the suboccipital fossa, or cervical fossa. 1877 HIXLKY
& MARTIN Elem. Biol. 192 There is no suboccipital nerve
in the Frog. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., Suboccipital

angle, that between lines drawn from auricular point to

inion and opisthion. 1911 Encycl. Brit. (ed. n) XIX. 53/2
When the superficial muscles and complexus are removed
from the back of the neck, the sub-occipital triangle is seen
beneath the occipital bone.

2. Situated on the under surface of the occipital
lobe of the brain.

1889 Buck's Handtk. Med. Sci. VIII. 152/3 Inconstant
Fissures . . Adocc ipital . . Suboccipital.

Subocci'pito-, [see SUB- i b and OCCIPITO-],
as in Suboccl pito-bresrma-tic a., pertaining to the

region extending from the occiput to the bregma.
1857 BULLOCK tr. Cazeaux' Midwifery 220 The sub-occi-

pito-bregmatic [diameter] extends from the middle of the

space between the foramen magnum and the occipital pro-
tuberance.

Stibo-ctave.
fl. [SDB- 10.] An eighth part. Obs. rare.

'

1705 ARBUTHNOT Coins, etc. (1727) 81 Our Gallon, which . .

has the Pint for its Suboctave.

2. Mus. [SDB- 4 (*).] The octave below a

given note. Also attrib. in suboctave coupler.

1659 C. SIMPSON Division-Violist i. 7 With the Lowest

String put down a Note, to make it a Sub-Octave thereunto.

1876 STAINER & BARSETT Diet, Mus. Terms, Subxtave,
a coupler in the organ which pulls down keys one octave

below those which are struck. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII.

834/2 The choir to great sub-octave coupler was used chiefly

as a substitute for a double on the great organ.

Subocular (sbfki<?lai), a. (sb.) [ad. L.

suboculdris : see SDB- I band OCULAR. Cf. F. su6-

oculaire.] Situated below or under the eyes.
1826 KIRBY & Si'. Entomol. xlvi. IV. 315 [Stemmata] Sub-

ocular...When placed in the space below the eyes. 1835-6
Todtfi Cycl. Anat. I. 307/2 In the Woodpeckers it [sc. the

nasal gland] is found in the sub-ocular air-cell. 1884 Couss



SUBODOBATE.

N. Anicr. Birds 152 The curved subocular or maxillo-pala.

tine bar.

b. sb. A subocular scale.

1897 GUNTHER in Mary Kingsley"s W. Africa 607 Two

rows of minute suboculars.

Subo derate, v. rare. [f.
L. subodorat-, yv..

ppl. stem of subodordn, f. sub- SUB- 2 1 + odoran (f.

odor ODOUR). Cf. It. subodorare, F. subodorer.]

trans. To smell or scent out.

1606 WOTTON Lett. (1907) I- 354 This having been sub-

odorated in Rome, they have there newly proposed [etc.].

,837 Prater's Mag. XVI. 660 Heyne, who, though no

wizard, had subodorated the truth.

Su-b-o fficer. [f.
SUB- 6 + OFFICER. Cf. if.

sotts-officier.'] A subordinate officer.

,11618 SYLVESTER Maiden's Blush 1353 Let him have

pow'r.. underneath him to subordinate Sub-Officers. 1822

SYD. SMITH Whs. (1859) I. 358/2 The governor and sub-

officers of the prison. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. n. I. n,

Sub-officers, soldiers, and sailors in mutiny. 1845 JAM.""*

Smuggler xxx, A sub-officer of the Customs. 1913 Dally

Graphic 24 Mar. 6/1 A sub-officer of the Fire Brigade.

Subopercle (sbop3Mk'l). rare. [ad. mod.L,.

suboperculum. Cf. OPERCLE.] = SDBOPEBCULUM.

1891 Century Diet. 1908 Smithsonian Misc. Coll. V. 16

Subopercle very broad.

Subope-rcular, a. (sb.) Ichth. [f.
next +

-AR '.] Designating a bone in the lower part of

the operculum of a fish ; pertaining to the sub-

operculum.

opercular ',
. . the

'

interopercular '. 1897 GUNTHER in Mary
Kingsley's W. Africa 699 Subopercular armature strong.

|| StlbOperCUlTim(swlx>p5-.ikiz21in). [mod.L.,

f. sub- SUB- 2 b (a) + OPEBCULUM.]
1. Ichth. The bone situated below the operculum

in the gill-cover of a fish.

1834 M CMURTRIE Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 191 A sort of

lid, composed of three bony pieces, the operculum, the sub-

[o]perculum, and the interoperculum. 1878 BELL tr. Gegen-
taur's Comp. Altai. 455 Behind the preoperculum is the

suboperculum. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 93.

2. Anat. The part of an occipital orbital gyre

which overlies the insnla of Reil.

1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Set. VIII. 160/2 The insula. .

becomes a subgyre, while the operculum, preoperculum,

suboperculum, and postoperculum are supergyres.

Hence Su'bopercirliform a., of the form of a

suboperculnm.
1852 DANA Crust, l. 569 The outer maxillipeds are sub-

operculiform.

Suborbi'cnlar, a. Nat. Hist. [Sus- 20 c.]

Almost orbicular, nearly circular.

1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Leaf, Lunulated Leaf,
one in form of a crescent : it is a suborbicular leaf hollowed
at the base. 1822 J. PARKINSON Outl. Oryctol. 100 A sub-

orbicular, depressed body. 1887 W. PHILLIPS Brit. Dis-

comycetes 386 Stictis punctiformis... Gregarious, minute,

immersed, urceolate, suborbicular.

Comb. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 335 Populus tremula,
leaves . . of branches suborbicular-ovate sinuate-serrate.

So Suborlri'ciilate, -ated adjs.

1775 J. JENKINSON Linnaeus' Brit. PI. 151 The silicula is

erect, suborbiculated, compressed. 18x5 MACLEAY Annul,

jovanica 13 The thorax neither suborbiculate [n]or entire.

1847 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. v. 235 Head suborbiculate

or subquadrate.

Subo'rbital, a. and sb. [Sus- i b.]
A. adj. Situated below or under the orbit of

the eye ; infraorbital.

1822-7 GOOD Study Med. (1829) IV. 315 The sub-orbital

branch of the fifth pair [of nerves]. 1854 LATHAM Native
Races Russ. Emp. 28 The skin brown or brunette, and the
suborbital portion of the face flattened. 1871 DARWIN Desc.
Man II. xviii. 280 The so-called tear-sacks or suborbital

pits. 1883 Encyd. Brit. XV. 348/2 The suborbital gland
or

( crumen '

of Antelopes and Deer.

B. sb. A suborbital structure
;
a suborbital bone,

cartilage, nerve, etc.

1834 MCMURTRIE Ciivier's Anim. Kingd. 192 The true
Perches have the preoperculum dentatecH.. Sometimes the
sub-orbital and the humeral are slightly dentated. 1897
GUNTHER in Mary Kingsley's W. Africa, 709 The first sub-
orbital is narrow, much narrower than the second and third,
which nearly entirely cover the cheek.

So Subo-rbitar, -o'rbitary [mod.L. suborbitd-

rtus] adjs. and sbs.

1828 STARK EUm. Nat. Hist. I. 485 Preoperculi and *sub.
orbitars dentated on their margin, a 1843 in Encycl. Metrop.
(1845) VII. 300/2 The Suborbitar bones. .of Cuvier. 1890
BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., Suborbitar fissure, infraorbital

EUm. Nat. Hist. I. 464 Suborbitaries dentated.

t Subordai-n, v. Obs. [f. SUB- + ORDAIN,
partly after med.L. subordinare to SUBORDINATE.]
1. [SUB- 26.] trans. To appoint in place of

another.
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxi. 1. 804 In his place M. Acilius

Glabrio was subordamed [L. suffectus}. Ibid. XLI. xxi. 1109
Augures were subordained [L. suffecti sunt].
2. [SuB- 8.] To appoint to a subordinate posi-

tion.

1602 J. DAVIKS Mirum in modum (1878) 24/2 That Powre
omnipotent That Nature subordain'd, chfefe Gouernour,Of fading Creatures. 1602 DOLMAN La Primaud. Fr.
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Acad (1618)111.661 The first cause, through vertue whereof,

the rest subordained vnder it do work.

3 To make subordinate or subject.

01617 BAYNE On Eph. (1643) 274 These may be subor-

devnelone to another' 1633 D. R[OGERS] Treat. Sacr. l.

16 The Covenant of obedience is subordemed to the cove-

T To
Sr

p

C

romulgate (an order) by a subordinate

a

i6s4EL MONM. tr. Bentivoglio's Wars Flanders 154

No Order could issue forth from him, which was not to be

subordained by the Councel of State.

Su'border.
1. [SuB- 7 b.] Zool. and Bot. A subdivision of an

order ;
a group next below an order in a classi-

fication of animals or plants.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. 391 If a subclass end in

ata, a suborder might end in ita; a section in ana a sub-

section in ena. 1840 Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 411 The order

contains two families, or rather sub.orders,..Brachyura

(short tailed) and Macroura or Macrura (long tailed). 1861

BENTLEY Man. Bot. 398 While all the above genera belong

to the order Composita:, they are at the same time placed

in three different sub-orders. Thus the sub-order Cicho-

racea: includes the Chicory, Dandelion, Sowthistle, and

Lettuce [etc.]. 1898 Guide Mammalia Brit. Mus. ii Man,

Apes, and Monkeys constitute the suborder Anthropoldea.

b. transf.
1864 W T Fox Skin Dis. 42 Under the head of pustukc,

is a suborder, furunculi, to include anthrax, bolls, and

pustula maligna. .

2. [SuB- 5 b.] Arch. A secondary or subordinate

' order
'

in a structure of arches.

1890 C. H. MOORE GothicA rchit. vi. 236 The hollow which

is given to the soffit of the sub-order of the pier arcade in

the nave of Malmesbury Abbey.

Hence Snbo-rdered a., (of an arch) placed as a

suborder.

1898 Archxol. Jrnl. Ser. II. V. 348 The subordered arch

perhaps did not appear much, .before the eleventh century.

t SubO'rdering. [Sus- 8.] Subordination.

1654 Z. COKE Logick 85 A perfect division also is either

of The whole subordering [or] The Co-ordered.

Subordinacy (s^b^udinasi). [f. SUBORDINATE

a. : see -ACT.] The state of being subordinate ;

subordination.

1627 SPEED England xxviii. 5 In acknowledgement of

subordinacie in that part of absolute power. 1673 TEMPLB
Ess. Irel. in Misc. (1680) 102 This subordinacy [ed. 1709

subordinancy] in the Government, and emulation of parties.

1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) II. 98 To have.. Self-

Affections too strong, or beyond their degree of subordinacy
to the kindly and natural. 1820 T. L. PEACOCK Misc. Wks.

1875 III. 337 The subordinacy of the ornamental to the

useful. 1891 Temple Bar Feb. 252 Her comparative sub-

ordinacy. 1893 Advance (Chicago) 9 Mar., Lifted out of

subordinacy into supremacy.

Subo'rdinal, a. [f. mod.L. subordo, -ordin-

(see SUB- 7 b, ORDER sb.) + -AL.] Of, pertaining

to, or of the rank of, a suborder.

1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life p. Ixxxii, The two subordinal

names above given. 1872 OLIVER Elem. Bot. n. 183 Upon
these characters, derived from the face of the seed, sub-

ordinal divisions have been based. 1904 O. Rev. Oct. 469
Africa has now no. .peculiar ordinal or subordinal groups
of mammals of its own.

f Subo-rdinanoe. Obs. [f. SUBORDINATE a.,

app. after predominate (lot predominant) and pre-

dominance.] Subordination.

1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul i. H. xii, We clearly see (As
well as that pendent subordinance) The nearly couching of
each realtie.

So f Subo'rdinancy.
1709 [see SUBORDINACY, guot. 1673]. 1768 in Chauncy's

Let. 52 Government, .implies subordinancy and subjection.

t Subo-rdinant, a. Obs. [Alteration of SUB-
ORDINATE by confusion with predominant.] Sub-
ordinate.

1697 J. SERGEANT Solid Philos. 458 Each of the Subordi-
nant Sciences deduces Conclusions about its Proper Object.

Subo'rdiiiary, sb. Her. [f. SUB- 5 + ORDI-
NARY sb.] A charge of frequent occurrence but

considered as of less importance than an ordinary ;

a subordinate ordinary.
<:i7gi Encycl. Brit. (1797) VIII. 445/2 All charges are

distinguished by the names of honorable ordinaries, sub-

ordinaries, and common charges. 1842 BRANDE Diet. Set.

etc. 1183/2 According to some writers..an ordinary, when
it comprises less than one fifth of the whole shield, is termed
a subordinary. 1880 EncycL Brit. XI. 694/1 Very many
both of these [prdinaries]and of the subordmaries. .are very
frequent constituents in mouldings in the Norman style of
architecture.

t SuboTdinary, a. Obs. rare. [Alteration of

SUBORDINATE by confusion with ordinary.] Sub-
ordinate.

1788 D. GILKIN Serm. xii. 356 Let Women know their

sphere ;. .Their rank is an. .honourable one but it is a sub-

ordinary.

Subordinate (s#b<?udin<?t), a. and sb. [ad.
med.L. subordinatus, pa. pple. of subordinare to

SUBOBDINATE. Cf. It. subordinato, Sp. and Pg.
subordinado

; also F. subordonne.] A. adj.

1. Of a person or body of persons : Belonging
to an inferior rank, grade, class, or order, and
hence dependent upon the authority or power of
another. Const, to.

1607 CHAPMAN Bussy cFAmbois in. i, Shew me a great
man.. That rules so much more than his suffering King,

STJBOBBINATB.

That he makes kings of his subordinate slaues. 1614 FISHER

in F. White Repl. I'isher 337 To make Saints Mediators

subordinate vnto, and dependent of Christ, is to encrease

his glorie. a 1626 BACON Consid. Warre 10. Spaine Misc.

(1629) 43 Two Generals, .assisted with Subordinate Com-
manders, of great Experience. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i.

I. i. 2 Neither is it possible to conceive, that a finite subor-

dinate being should be independent, or eternal. 1693 STAIR

Inst. Laid Scot. (ed. 2) IV. xxxix. 14 This defence extends

to all Judges Supream and Subordinat. 1760-2 GOLDSM.
CH. W. c, The subordinate officer must receive the com-
mands of his superior. 1827 SCOTT Surg. Dan. xiv. An act

of deference.. paid by inferior and subordinate princes to

the patrons whom they depend upon. 1863 H. Cox Instit.

I. x. 238 Elizabeth and her advisers attempted to render

Parliament subordinate to the Privy Council. 1871 FREE.

MAN Norm. Cong. IV. 73 Besides these two great Viceroys,
we also know the names ofsome of the subordinate captains
who held commands under them.

b. Of power, position, command, employment.
1456 SIR G. HAVE Bt. KnighthoodViys. (S.T. S.) II. i Sa

suld knychtis have dominacioun and seigneurye subordinate

of the princis and lordis behatve. 1608 J. KING Scrtn.

24 Mar. 6 Nor by way of Lieutenantship, deputation, sub-

ordinate prefecture whatsoever, but as a King over subiects.

1622 CALLIS Stat. Sewers (1647) 231 An Ordinance is a sub-

ordinate direction, proceeding out of a more general power.
1681 STAIR Inst. Law Scot. i. xiii. 276 The Jurisdiction
of all Barrens.. was.. subordinat to the Sheriffs. 171700
EVELYN Diary 6 Feb. $670, The lawfulnesse, decentnesse.

and necessitie, of subordinate degrees and ranks of men and
servants. 1765 MACLAINE tr. Mosheim's Eccl. Hist. Cent,

iv. i. v. 10 [The Son] the instrument by whose subordinate

operation the Almighty Father formed the universe. 1862

G. C. LEWIS Let. to Earl Stanhope 26 Apr., In his subor-

dinate official position. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. iv. 68
His power is. .not subordinate.

o. Of things having an inferior rank in a series

or gradation.
1456 SIR G. HAYS Law A rms (S. T. S.) 76 The hevynnis,

be thair instrumentis subordinatis, sendis thair. .influencis

in the materis that thir erdly thingis ar compound of. s6io

GUILLIM Heraldrie ii. vi. (1611) 58 A couple-clo.se is a sub-

ordinate charge deriued from a Cheuron. 1651 HOBBES
Leviathan II. xxii. 1 1 5 Others [sc. systems] are . . Subordinate
to some Soveraign Power. 1691 RAY Creation I. (1692) 8

Of both which kinds [ofinsects] there are many subordinate

Genera. 1728 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Subordination, In the

Sciences, Trigonometry is subordinate to Geometry ; and
in the Virtues, Abstinence and Chastity are subordinate to

Temperance. 1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 575 It was to that

branch of it which bears the name of Therapeutics, that all

the others were to have been subordinate. 1864 BOWKN
Logic iv. 87 The other (Concept), having less Extension,
or denoting fewer Individuals, is called Inferior, Lower,
Narrower or Subordinate.

2. Of things, material and immaterial : Depen-
dent upon or subservient to the chief or principal

thing. Chiefly in technical use.

1588 FAUNCE Lawiers Logike I. iv. 25 b, Subordinate is

that which is not for it selfe desired, but referred to the

chief end. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixii. (1611) 328 No
circumstance but a subordinate efficient cause. 1621 BUR-
TON Anal. Mel. I. ii. III. ii, Although this Phantasie of ours

be a subordinate faculty to reason. 1625 N. CARPENTER

Ceogr. Delia, ii. ix. (1635) 147 Subordinate causes can pro-
duce no other then subordinate effects. 1697 tr. Burgers-
dicius' Logic I. xviii. 69 A Subordinate End is that which is

referred to some farther End. 1730 M. WRIGHT Introd.

Law Tenures 159 note, The many subordinate Tenures and
Manors subsisting at this Day. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm.
I. Introd. 98 As to Ireland, that is still a distinct kingdom j

though a dependent, subordinate kingdom. 1818 STODDART
in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) I. 18/2 Various aggregations of

sentences in which the subordinate assertions are assumed

by the mind in the manner already shown. 1844 Proc.

Philol. Soc. I. 226 When a subordinate clause acts the part
of object to a verb. 1857 J. W. GIBBS Philol. Studies lij
The more ancient languages had participials, where the

more modern have subordinate clauses.

3. Of inferior importance ; not principal or pre-

dominant ; secondary, minor.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies. Northampton. (1662) 11. 288 Not

to speak ofhis moralqualifications, and subordinate abilities.

1752 HUME Ess. ft Treat. (1777) 1.236 Instances, where the

subordinate movement is converted into the predominant.

1786 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 26 My expectations from it

were of a subordinate nature only. 1808 SYD. SMITH Wks.

(1859) 1. 121/2 A very great proportion of all the curacies in

England are filled with men to whom the emolument is a

matter of subordinate importance. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip II,

I. iv. I. 57 His haughty spirit could not be pleased by the

subordinate part which he was compelled to play. 1887

Diet. Archie. s.v. Sat Arch, Subarcuation, that is, the

mode of constructing two inferior and subordinate arches

under the third or main arch. 1898 SWEET New Engl.
Grant, n. 29 If a full word becomes subordinate in meaning,
it can take weaker stress.

1 4. In subjection ; submissive. Obs.

1504 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Pubt. V. 266 My direction was in

all thinges to be subordinate to him y' should be Supenor
here of our Societye. 1784 COWPER Task n. 716 The mind

was well inform'd, the passions held Subordinate.

t 5. In physical senses : a. Placed underneath.

1648 WILKINS Math. Magick \. vii. 51 These Pulleys may
be multiplyed according to sundry different situations, not

onely when they are subordinate, .. but also when they are

placed collaterally.

b. Geol. Underlying; subjacent.
1833 LYELL Princ. Geol. III. 170 Consisting.. partly of

clay and sand, with subordinate beds of lignite. 1854
MURCHISON Siluria ii. 31 Containing the best roofing slates

in the world, and subordinate courses of greywacke gnt.

t 6. advb. Subordinate to : in subordination or

snbjection to. Obs.

1641 Lcatc. Tracts Civil War (Chetham Soc.) 73 We owe
(subordinate to God) a great deal to Sir lohn Seaton. 1737



SUBORDINATE.
Gcntl. Mag. VII. 277 To inform and guide the People by it

(sc. church authority], subordinate to holy Scripture. 1807
Med. Jrnl. XVII. 396 Subordinate to this will be given

biographical notices of Authors.

B. St.

1. A subordinate person ; one in a position of

subordination; one who is under the control or

orders of a superior.
1640 G. SANDYS Christ's Passion 46 And so deny That

Princes by Subordinates should die. 1667 MILTON P. L. v.

668 Satan.. his next subordinate Awak'mng. 1790 BURKE
Fr. Rev. 218 What the jurisdiction of bishops over their

subordinates is to be. 1836 ff. Brit. Rn. XXVI. 185 All

the heads of departments, civil and military, with a large

proportion of their subordinates. 1898
' H. S. MERRIMAN '

Kotten's Corner x. 100 Ready to prompt or assist, as be-

hoved a merely mechanical subordinate.

2. A subordinate thing, matter, etc.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 176/1 (/Ton/), The subordinates of

modality are possibility, existence, and necessity. 1846
G. S. FABKR Lett. Tractar. Secess. 248 Though there may
be occasional disagreement in subordinates,

t

lhere is a very

singular and a very striking agreement in primaries.

Subordinate (subpudinfit), v. [f. late L.

subordindt-, pa. ppl. stem of subordindre, (. sub-

SUB- 2 + ordinare to order, ORDAIN. Cf. It. sub-

ordinare, Sp., Pg. sttbordinar ; F. subordonner.]
I. trans. To bring into a subordinate position;

to render subordinate, dependent, or subservient ;

Const, to. Also t occas. (without to} to bring into

subjection. Now rare with personal obj.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. IxxvL (1617) 409 That what hee

worfceth, might, .be effected by.. instruments duely subpr.
dinated vnto the power of his owne Spirit, a 1600 Disc.

Justif. 30 Things, .subordinated vnto Christ, by Christ

himselfe. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. 154 Subordi-

nating the Maior and Citizens to his gpuernement. 1700
RYCAUT Hist. Turks III. 194 Under him six Agas were

subordinated, a 1716 SOUTH Serm. Eph. iv. to (1744) VII.

23 The stars figjit
in their courses under his banner, and

subordinate their powers to the dictates of his will. 1840
CARLYLE Heroes VL (1841) 316 He to whose will our wills

are to be subordinated. 1867 AUGUSTA WILSON Vashti

xxviii, One whose every scheme shall be subordinated to

your wishes, your happiness. 1889 Spectator 9 Nov. 632/2

They [the people of the U. S.] have subordinated their na-

tional aspirations to a detestable and narrow-minded race

prejudice. 1898 SWEET New Engl. Gram. n. 33 The stress

of the verb is often subordinated to that of its modifier.

Z. To place in a lower order, rank, etc. ; to make

secondary or consider as of less importance or

value. Const, to.

ir>J4"WoTTON Elem. Archit. u. 107 As I haue before sub-

ordinated Picture, and Sculpture to Architecture, as their

Mistresse. 1647 H. MORE Poems 308 That Kestrell kind Of
bastard scholars that subordinate The precious choice in-

duements of the mind To wealth. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell.

Syst. i. iv. 596 Their Intention in thus Subordinating the

Hypostases of their Trinity, was [etc.]. i85 COLERIDGE
Aids Refl. (1848) I. 22 The teacher, who subordinates pru-
dence to virtue, cannot be supposed to dispense with virtue.

x87a LOWELL Milton Wks. 1800 IV. 84 There is an intoler-

able egotism which subordinates the sun to the watch in its

own fob. 1876 GRANT Burgh Sch. Scot. u. xiii. 377 In the

burgh Schools in which music. . was not subordinated to the

other subjects of instruction.

3. Archit. To arrange (arches) in ' orders'.

a 18786. Scorr Lect. Archit. (1879)1.224 This suggested
the system of sub-ordinating the rims, or recessing them.

Hence Subo'rdinated///. a.

1751 Chambers' Cycl. s. v. Affection. Affections : according
to Aristotle, .. are either subordinating, or subordinated.

1899 IVfsttn. Gaz. 29 Dec. 2/1 So vast was his system of
subordinated labour, so numerous the army of pupils who
worked under his controlling eye.

Subcvrdinately, ado. [f. SDBOBDINATE a.

+ -LY 2.] In a subordinate, inferior, or dependent
manner, degree, or position.
a 1633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 248 These [Angels) are held, to

have.. the mooving (subordinately) of things beneath them.

01667 COWLKY Ess., OfAgric. Wks. (1906) 400 Because he

prayed for wisdom in the first place, he added all things
else which were subordinately to be desir'd. a 1708 BEVE-
RIUGE Thes. Theol. (1710) II. 378 Exerting the utmost of
our power in doing good subordinately for our own safety,

ultimately for Goers glory. 1857 J. W. GIBBS Philol. Studies
ii6The same thought., may oftentimes be expressed either

co-ordinately or subordinately. a 1890 LIDDON Pusey (1893)
II. 19 Between the canonical books and those subordinately
inspired works [etc.].

Subo-rdinateness. ran. [-NESS.] The
quality or state ofbeing subordinate; subordination.
1634 BP. T3.ki^.Contemfl.,ff. T. iv. v. 126 The subordinate-

nesse of the creature doth not take away from the right. .

of the first mover, a 1706 EVELYN Hut. Relig. (1850) I. 51
Who knows not that.. the subordinateness of the parts of
Nature is not more astonishing than the subordinateness of
thought and affections in the soul? 1871 MOZLEY Univ.
Serm. v. (1877) 112 That freedom from all subordinateness
to an authority above them.

Subordinating,,vbl. s6. [-INQI.] Placing
in a subordinate position.
a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. vn. xv. (1662) 43 The subordi-

nating of inferiors to discharge some part of the same
[office].

Subo-rdiiiating, ppl. a. [-ING 2.] That sub-
ordinates

; involving subordination. Subordinat-

ing conjunction (Gram.), one that serves to join
a subordinate to a principal clause.

1751 [see SUBORDINATED ppl. a.]. 1850 GROTE Greece n.
Ixiv. VIII. 281 Constant subordinating control. 1857 J. W:
GIBBS Pkilol, StudUs 116 The subordinative or subordinat-
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ing proposition. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. xii. 241 Rela-
tives and subordinating conjunctions are wanting.
Subordination (wtoEidinAjaa). [ad. lateL.

subordination ~onem
t
n. of action f. subordin&re to

SUBORDINATE. Cf. F. subordination (i7th c.), It.

subordinazione^ etc.]
1. The arrangement of persons or things in a

series of successively dependent ranks or degrees,

f Also, an instance of this, a graded series of indi-

viduals or orders of beings. Now rare or Obs.
1616 BULLQKAR Engl. Expos.) Subordination^^ appoint-

ing or placing of one thing vnder another. 1646 H. LAW-
RENCE CoHtmttn, Angels 23 In this subordination, Angel Is

come next to have an influence upon rational! creatures. 1671
GALE Crt. Gentiles i. 1. i. (ed. 2j 2 Doth not Aristotle, .prove,
that in Subordination of Causes there cannot be a progresse
intoinfiiiit[ud]e? 1684 H. MOREXATW. 33 As if true Chris-

tianity took away alt subordination of Ranks and Degrees
in the world. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 9^8 The endless

subordination of animal life. I758J.DALRYMPLE Es$.Feu<tal

Prof. (ed. 2) 200 The subordination of superior and vassal

having soon ceased to be strict, a 1804 GILPIN Serm. III.

xiv. 39 God hath bestowed.. different talents on different

men:., this subordination, .pervades all the works of God.

1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Set. III. 347 By arranging
them [sc. animals] according to a subordination unknown
to Aristotle himself. 1864 BOWKN Logic 1^89 The Rela-
tions.. arising from the higher or lower position of a Con*
cept in the series or hierarchy to which it belongs, are all

denominated Relations of Subordination.

t b. The dependence of one part upon another
in a piece of mechanism. Obs. rare.

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 126 f 7 One bar was secured

by another with such intricacy of subordination that he
was himself not always able to disengage them in the proper
method.

t o. A rank in a graded series. Obs.
a 1673 WILKINS Nat. Relig. n. iv. (1675) 333 Those several

degrees and subordinations required to the order of the
Universe; 1705 SWIFT Adv. Relig. Wks. 1755 II. I. 104
Persons, who in their several subordinations would be

obliged to follow the examples of their superiors. 171*
STEELE Sptct. No. 438 F 4 All the different Species and
Subordinations of the Angry. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. i66fj An insolent leveller,, .eager, .to confound the

subordinations of society.

2. The condition of being subordinate, inferior,
or dependent ; subjection, subservience.

1651 HOBBES Leviathan HI. xiii, 315 From the Subordina-
tion of a Government, cannot be inferred the Subjection of
the Governor. 1710 STEELE Tntler No. 69 F i If we take
too great an Idea of the Eminence of our Superiors, or

Subordination of our Inferiors. 1715 M. DAVIES Athen.
Brit. I. 127 By making use of that dangerous Term, Sub-
ordination, in explaining the eternal Filiation of the Divinity
of our Saviour. 1788 GIBBON Decl. * F. liii. V. 507 Their

independent spirit disdained the yoke of subordination.

1855 BREWSTER Newton II. xxii. 284 It might have been
expected that a man of high principle would have kept in

subordination his feelings as a rival. 1897 C. GORE in

Wcstm. Gaz. 13 Apr. 6/a That.. was no servile relationship.
for subordination did not involve inferiority. 1910 Encycl.
rif.(ed. n) XIII. 317/3 Without explaining the reason for

the superior honour of the Saltire or for the subordination
of the Quarter.

*fT Under subordination : under control.

1769 GOLDSM. Hist, Rome (1786) I. 373 The forces on the
side of Marius were the most numerous, but those of Sylla
better united and more under subordination. i8oa MARIAN
MOORE LascelUs III. 190 Those whose actions are under
the subordination of propriety.

b. Const, to. Phr. in (fwft) subordination to.

a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. vm. iv. 6 (1648) 190 That
Civill Authority is from God, but not immediately through
Christ, nor with any subordination to God. 1687 DRYDEN
Hindff P. n. 3 i Nor can a council national decide, But
with subordination to her Guide. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comin.
II. 252 Escheat .. operates in subordination to this more
.indent and superior law of forfeiture. 1868 MII.MAN St.

Panfs xviu 400 Porticos, large enough for effect, yet in

I humble subordination to the vast fabric which they enclose.
i 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 91 The ground of all inferences b the

subordination of the particular to the universal. 1884 Law
Reg. 14 Q. B. Div. 266 The local board.. can only exercise

their rights in subordination to the market rights.

f* C. Subordinate agency. Obs. rare.
a 1676 KALE Print. Orig. Man. 332 The like determina-

tion of the same Will was sufficient to form Man out of the
Dust of the ground, without taking in a subordination or

instrumentality of Angels.

d. Gram* The dependence of one clause upon
another.

1857 J. W. GIBBS Philol. Studies 115 When two proposi-
tions . . are so united into a single thought or sentiment, that
one proposition.. forms the comrjlement of the other pro-
position, the former proposition is said to be subordinate
to the latter, and this kind of union is called subordination.

189* L. KELLNER Engl, Syntax 54 The first step towards
the development of grammatical subordination was the use
of a pronoun or a demonstrative adverb connecting the two
sentences,

3. The condition of being subservient to some
end, object, or need.

1673 STIU.INGFL. Serm. i. iv. 67 All this it doth by way of
subordination to the great end of it, which is the promoting
mens eternal

happiness. 1790 BEWICK Hist. Quadr. 21
A striking example of this subordination to the interests of
mankind. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 177/1 (Kanf), The bar-

monious co-ordination of all things ana their subordination
to a general end. i86a SPENCER First Princ, r. i. 2

(187^5)

9 A certain subordination of individual actions to social

requirements.

4. The condition of being duly submissive to

authority or discipline ;
submission or subjection

SUBORN.
to the rule of a superior officer or the government
of a higher power.
1736 BUTLER Anal. i. v. 121 The Subordination to which

they [children] are accustomed in domestic life. 1760 Caut.
*r Adv. OJf. A rrtiy 8 Subordination must be preserved in the
Army. 1760-1 GOLUSH. Cit. W. xiii, Capable of behaving
with just subordination to our superiors. 1838 PKESCOTT
Ferd. % Is. n. viii. (1854) II. 120 They were without sub-
ordination, patience, industry, or any of the regular habits
demanded for success in such an

enterprise. 1857 RUSKIM
Pol. Econ. Art 9 There has been wilfulncss when there
should have been subordination.
6. Archit. The act or fact of forming arches into

' orders '.

018780. SCOTT Lect. Archil. (1879) II. 75 The sub-ordina-
tion of arches, by means of which, instead of going square
through the thicknessofa wall, they recede in ordersor arched
rims, each narrower than that above it. 1910 Encycl. Brit.

Jed. ii) II. 402/1 The subordination of arches (arches built
in rings, or orders, recessed one within the other).

H 6. Misused for SUBORNATION.
1640 BP. HALL Episc. u. xi. 138 Charge him with corrup-

tion, and subordination. 1643 BAKER Chron., Hen. Yl (1653)
273 Unlawful proceedings are used by subordination of
witnesses, embracery of jurors. 1694 S. Bethel's Provid.
God 76 The Subordination of Perjury.

Subordinationism (sbp.idin;i Janiz'm).
Theol. [f. prec. + -ISM.] The doctrine that the

second and third persons of the Trinity are inferior,
in order or in essence, to the first person. Hence
Subordina 'tionist, one who maintains this doc-
trine

;
also attrib. or as adj.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 243/1 The Father was regarded
as the only supreme God, and as superior to the other

persons of the Trinity, which is the doctrine called Subordi.
nationism. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 854 i Hippolytus de-

fended what is known as subordinatiomsm against the patri-

passianism of the bishops. i88a CAVE & BANKS tr. Dorners
Chr. Doctr. 204 The Subordinationist modification of the
Ebionite tendency. Ibid. 208 Every form of Monarchianism,
the Sabellian form as well as the Subordinationist.

P G. Suborttinatianisinvs (an erron. formation after Nova-
tianismus, etc.), used by Dorner, Dollinger, etc, i* repre-
sented in Engl. translations by subordinatianism ', similarly
Subordinatianer by svbordinatianist, and subordinatian'
ucli by subordinatian.
1861 tr. Darner's Hist. Devcl. Person of Christ I. II. 58

The efforts made to exclude subordinatian elements from
the conception of the Son. Ibid. 74 An Arian Subordina.
tianism was. .foreign to his mind. 1876 A. PLUMMER tr.

Ddllinger's Hitpol. f, Calliitus iv. 191 note. The Subordi-
natiamsts of Alexandria.

Subo/rdinative, a. rare. [f. SUBORDINATE
v. + -IVE.] Tending to subordinate, involving sub-

ordination.

1641 FULLER Answ. Feme 3 England is not a simply
subordinative, and absolute, but a Coordinative, and nnxt

Monarchy.
b. Gram. Containing a subordinate clause or

clauses.

1837 J. W. GIBBS Philol. Studies 116 The subordinative

proposition is not to be regarded as a composition of al-

ready existing parts to a whole, but as a development from
the simple proposition.

Suborn (svbfm), v. Also 6 subourne, Sc.

auburn, 6-7 subborn, suborne. [ad. L. sub-

orndre, f. sub- SOB- 24 + ornare to equip, etc. Cf.

F. suborner (isth c.), It. subornare, Sp. sobornar,

Pg. subornar.]
11 trans. To bribe, induce, or procure (a person)

by underhand or unlawful means to commit a mis-

deed. Usually const, to do a thing ;
also \to an

act, f against a person or thing ; when used absol.

often to draw away from allegiance, corrupt the

loyalty of.

'534 Act 36Hen. VIII, c. 4 i Kynsfolkes to suche offen-

dours have resorted to the same Jurours, and have suborned
them to aquyte dyvers murderers. 1555 EDEN Decades (Arb.)
71 This Katberine.. being suborned therto eyther by the

kinge or his brothers promises. 1584 R. SCOT Discov.

Witchcr. II. ii. 17 There must be subborned some craftie

spie. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. iv. 85 Thou hast subbom'd
the Goldsmith to arrest mee. 1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Pol.

persons were suborned to cut off the duke by assassination.

1793 A. MURPHY Tacitus (1811) I. p. xxxv, Freedmen were

suborned against their patrons. 185* THACKERAY Esmond
in. xiii, Had she not.. suborned servants, dismissed others,

so that she might communicate with him ? 1863 KINGLAKK

Crimea I. 232 The President.. saw that the man could be

suborned. He admitted him into the plot, [etc.], lyii Act

it, 2 Geo. y, c. 6 7 Every person who. .attempts to. .sub-

om another person to commit an offence against this Act.

1851 IV. 140 It is not reason.. that.. suborns the common
credence of men to yeeld so easily.

2. spec. To bribe or unlawfully procure (a person)

to make accusations or give evidence ; to induce to

give false testimony or to commit perjury. Also,

to procure (evidence) by such unlawful means.

(C SUBORNATION a b).

1557 N. T. (Geneva) Acts vi.ii Then they suborned men,
which sayd, We haue heard him speake blasphemous wordes.

1565 Coorut Tktsmma s.v. Sxbmitto, To suborne or



SUBORNATE.

The arrest of Shaftesbury on a charge of suborning false

witnesses to the Plot. 1877 CONDER Basis Faith vm. 353

It is a kind of evidence which cannot be suborned.

b. To procure the performance or execution of

(a thing) by bribery or other corrupt means.

1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. viii. 670 The letters

have privately suborned.

f3. To prepare, provide, or procure, esp. in a

secret, stealthy, or underhand manner. Obs.

He beganne..to suborne the bands called Umbnans, ana
to stirre them vp against Lucullus. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss.
X. 422 In a golden bouie She then subornd a potion. 1667
MILTON P. L. ix. 361 Since Reason not impossibly may
meet Some specious object by the Foe subornd. 1676
DRYDEN State Innoc. v. i, And those who, by Despair,
suborn their Death. 1700 Cymon Sr JP*- 552 Then

entring unexpected will we seize Our destin'd Prey,. .And

hast'ning to tne Seas suborn our Flight, ft 1721 PRIOR Truth

$ Falseh. 33 Wks. 1907 II. 132 The Fraudful Dame,. .False

sighs suborns, and artful tears.

t 4. To furnish, equip, adorn. Obs.

1596 SPENSER State Ircl. Wks. (Globe) 641/1 Evill thinges

being decked and suborned with the gay attyre of goodly
woordes. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xx. 3 Not to write at

leasure that which men may read at leasure, but really to

instruct and suborne action and active live.

)
5. To give support to, aid, assist. Obs.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 610 This Capteine [Jack Cade]
not only suborned by teachers, but also enforced by priuie
Scholemaisters, assembled together a great company of tall

personages. ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad vni. 114 Let their bright-
nesse glase the skies, that night may not suborne The
Greekes escape.

1 6. To introduce or bring to one's aid with a
sinister motive. Obs,

01619 FOTHERBY Athcom. i. Ix. i (1622) 59 He [sc.

Euripides] suborned, in his Tragcedie, the person of Sisyphus,
to expresse all his vngodlinesse. 1649 MILTON Eikon. xxvi.
210 Nor is he onely content to suborne Divine Justice in

his censure of what is past, but he assumes the person of
Christ himself to prognosticate . . what he wishes would come.
1677 Let. in J. Smith Mem. Wool, etc. (1757) I. lix. 215
Some Western Clothiers finding, so early, and upon other
Reasons than are now suborned, that Trade decaying.

f7. [SnB- 26.] To commission (another) in

one's place. Obs. rare.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 335 After they vnderstode,
that it was not possible for them to go vnto al places, whiche
had nede of remedy, of necessitie they suborned others
[orig, neccssario suinmisisse alias],

Hence SuboTning v6l. sb. and///, a.

1578 WHETSTONE 2nd Pt. Promos 8, Cass. n. iv, Against
Vsurie, brybrie, and barrating, Suborning, extorcion, and
boulstring. 1394 NASHE Uu/ort. Trav. Lab, Other super-
uising espialls to pile, follow, and spurre forward those
suborning mcensers. 1611 COTGR., Subornation, a suborna-
tion, or suborning. 1705 STANHOPE Parafhr. 1.72 The bribed
Soldiers, and suborning Scribes, who by false Reports en-
deavoured to . . destroy the Credit of that Resurrection
t Subornate, pa. pple. and ppl. a. Obs. [ad.

L. suborndtus, pa. pple. of subornare to SUBOBN.]
Suborned.

1430-1 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 375/2 Certeynssubornatz proves
?5 iPft??

C
* C

h
J.

r assent and covyne - '433-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) III. 63 luhus Proculus, subornate by the Romanes
seide Romulus to haue apperede to hym. 1533 BELLENDEN
Livy i. xvi. (S.T.S.) I. 9 t be sonnys of Ancus (quhilkis has
subornate bir lymmaris to sla be king). 1560 Maitl. Club
* f; I M

2
v?,-

Sche saw J net w=sne subornate and se-
ducit be Williame and then repellet. 1550 BARROWGREENWOOD in Confer. 33 Your subornate witnesses.

b. adj. ? Underhand, false.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI, ^ The cloked gentlenesand subornate fashion of the duke of Yorke.
t Subornate, f. 06s.

[f. L. subornat-. pa. ppl
stem of subornare to SUBOBN.] = SOBORN
1537 Instil. Christen man A 7 Subornatynge fals wvt-nesse. * 1548 HALL n.,W/K (1530)40 The Frenche
Kyng..pausedavarlettobe subornated, in a cote armure

cLufnTwde Srs
BREND\&-

C''^ * 6 He did 'iboTate

hirn.
Pers ns. .to bring in false accusations against

Subornation (sb?m?Tf3n). Also 6 -aoion
subborn-, 7 subornation, [ad. L. subomatio,-onem n. of action f. subornare to SUBOBN. Cf
F. subornation, It.

subornazione, etc.]The act of inducing or
procuring a person tocomma an evil action, by bribery, corruption, or

40

the like ; an instance of this. Also, t underhand

i8 HALL Chron., Hen. Vll, 47 b, He by his crafty

subornacions bad persuaded diuerse..to beleue that he

was the same verey person. 1579-80 NORTH PM**>
Solon (1595) 99 Those that were compassed.. by suborna.

tion at lengtfi to do a thing against their will. l6oiR

JOHNSON Kingd. t, Commw. (1603) 225 By the subornation

of the viceroy of Algier he was murdred in his tent by

ertain Turks. .670 G. H. Hat. Cardinals in.ni. 304

ithout Bribery, or Subornation, he had attain d to the

ignity of the Purple, a .715 BURNET Own T,me (1724) I.

n e enz .

XI. 291 By the hands of assassins and the treacherous

subornation of his mother Eurydike.

2. The act of procuring a person to give false

evidence. Also, an instance of this.

1528 MORE Dyaloge in. Wks. 211/2 For fere of suborna-

cion & false instruction of witnesse. 1550 GREENE Never

too late (1600) 82 Hee hath produced this younge man by
a sinister subornation to periure himselfe. 1659 Gentl.

Calling 420 If a witness prove a better pennyworth than

the Judge, subornation shall do the business. 1748 SMOL-

LETT Rod. Random xxxi. (1760) I. 241 chapter-heading,

I discover a subornation against me, by means of a quarrel

between two of the evidences. 1791 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV.

74 A perjury as bloody as that of Dates and Bedlow ; a

subornation as audacious. 1847 JAMES Convict xli, This is

something like a subornation of witnesses.

b. Subornation ofperjury : the act of procuring
a witness on oath to commit perjury.

1588 FRAUNCE Lawiers Logike I. xix. 67 If any of them

[/. e. jurors] bee discredited by Law as by attainder in con-

spiracy.. subornation of perjury, or such like. 1678 MAK-
VELL Growth Popery Wks. (Grosart) IV. 333 For suborna-

tion of perjury, tending to the defamation of his Majesty.

1765-8 EIISKINE Inst. Laws Scot. iv. iv. 75 Subornation

of perjury consists in tampering with those who are to

swear in judgement, by soliciting or directing them how
they are to depose, without regard to truth. 1797 Dacca's
Law Diet. (ed. 10) 5. v. Perjury, If the person incited to

take such oath do not actually take it, the person by whom
he was so incited is not guilty of subornation. 1911 Act
/

cj-
2 Geo. V, c. 6 8 Any offence punishable as perjury or

as subornation of perjury.

transf. 1858 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. liv. (1865) VI. 405
A cheap subornation of flattery.

t C. A statement corruptly obtained. Obs. rare.
I
737.

WHISTON Josephus, Antiq. VII. viiL 4 The King
perceived that this pretended story was a subornation de-
rived from Joab, and was of his contrivance.

1 3. The action of bringing a person to one's

assistance or support. Obs.
1600 W.CORNWALLIS Ess. n. xlvi. Mm4 b, Her [sc. Virtue's]

counsels shall bee held so sincere, as they shall be accepted
without the subornation of the nimph Egeria.

Subo-mative, a. rare. [See SUBOBN v. and

-ATIVE.] Pertaining to subornation.
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) I. 388 Any

work .. done .. in the subornative tine, for the purpose of
giving existence to the lie.

Suborned (sbjr.md), ///. a. [f. SUBOBN v. +
-ED !.] In senses of the verb SUBOBN

; obtained

by corrupt means ; f supposititious, counterfeit.

1589 WARNER Alt. Eng. vi. xxx. (1602) 149 She baer'd so
sweete a face. As from the sternest Godhood might extort
suborned grace. 1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. E 3 b, Because
I was his suborned Lorde and master. 1598 DANIEL Civ.
Wars v. Ixxx, Suborned lustice. 1610 CARLETON Jurisd.
72 The Fathers .. reiecting this suborned and supposititious
Canon. 1631 WEEVEE Anc. Funeral Man. 15 Suborned
counterfeit hired mourners. 1676 MARVELL Gen. Councils
Wks. (Grosart) IV. 94 By suborned witnesses, stirring up
the rabble. 1860 ELLICOTT Life Our Lord vii. 335 To..
investigate the many suborned witnesses. 1860 FORSTER
Gr. Remonstr. 105 Impositions by prerogative, .were backed
by suborned and scandalous decisions in the courts.

Subornee (svbpini-). [f. as prec. + -BE !.] One
who is suborned.

1894 Law Times XCVII. 384/! Hireling subornees of
perjury.

Suborner (sobpunaj). [f. SUBOBN Z-.-T-EBI.]One who suborns.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 163 Ambition& Auance his suborner. 1602 FULBECKB 1st Pt. Parall.
64 Suborners.. which do minister occasion to the informer.
1629 T. ADAMS\Rage Oppress. Wks. 607 Man is the maine
suborner of mischiefe to his owne kind. 1632 Bp HALLHard Texts Acts v. 3 Thou.. hast drawne in the holyGhost as a suborner, and abetter of thy wickednesse. 1760
BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. x. 137 The statute 5 Eliz. c. 9..m-
facts, .a fine of 40^ on the suborner. 1817 COLERIDGE Biag
Lit. (1907) II. 214 His employer and suborner. 1813 BEN-
THAM Not Paul 251 Were they not. .so many suborners of
this same perjury? 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shot Ixii, You
perjurer, you suborner of evidence. 1874 MOTLEY John ofBarneveld II. 440 The conspirator and suborner of murder.
Subosoo: seeSuBBOsco.

Subo-val, a. [SUB- 20 c. Cf. F. submale*
Somewhat or almost oval.
I7S J- HILL Hist. Anim. 9 The Macrocercus, with a sub-
val depressed body. 1777 S. ROBSON Brit. Flora 167

'

scopic capsules.

Subo-vate, a. [ad. mod.L. suiovafus : see
SUB- 20 c.] Somewhat or almost ovate.
I
'?(?'J

H 'LL?"{ ,
Anim- 98 [90! The Triton, with a sub-

ovate body. iB New Bot. Card. 1. 55 The pericarpium is

SUBPCENA.

asubovate, three-celled capsule. 1874 LUBBOCK Orig. !, Met.
Ins. i. 18 Hexapod antenniferous larvae, with a subovatc

body.
So tSubo-vateda.,= SUBOVATE a.

; Bubo-void

a., somewhat or almost ovoid.

1776 PENNANT Brit. Zool. II. 469 Nostrils.. Small, sub-

ovated. 1828 STARK Elein, Nat. hist. II. 289 Head sub-

ovoid. 1870 HOOKER Stud, Flora 121 Uosa spmosissima..
fruit subovoid.

t Subpand. Sc. Obs. [f. SUB- 3 + PAND (OF.

pond, var. ofpan skirt).] A valance.

1578 Inv. Roy. Wardrobe (1815) 210 Ane auld bed of blak

dames with the ruif and pandes and twa subpandis.

Subpe'ctoral, a. [Sus- 1 a, b.]

1. Zool., etc. Situated beneath the breast or

pectus.
1834 M CMURTRIE Cnvier's Anim. Kingd. 155 The sub-

pectoral rays. 1871 T. BRYANT J'ract. Surg. 154 The sub-

pectoral glands.

2. Emanating from the depths of the chest.

1871 MEREDITH Harry Richmond xlvi, A muffled rattle

of subpectorat thunder discharged at her in quick, heated

snaps.

Subpeda-neous a., SUPPKDANEOUS.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Sitlpedaneous, belonging to a foot-

stool, or any thing under foot.

Subpe-dltal, = SUPPEDITAL, a shoe.

1526 A C. mery talys 3 b, Set me .ii. tryangyls & .ii. semy
cercles vppon my subpedytals.

Subpe-ditate v.,
*= SUJPPEDITATE v., to subdue.

1538 St. Paters Hen. VIII (1834) III. 78 The said Lord
Deputte . . hatne subpeditate . . Murghe Obrene.

t Subpe-nal, <z. Obs. rare-1, [f. L. sub ptzna
+ -AL; cf.

||
SUB ii, SUBPOSNA, and PENAL.] Sub-

ject to penalties.
1659 GAUDEN Tears Ch. 483 These meetings of Ministers

must be authoritative, not arbitrary, not precarious, but

subpenall.

Subpe-tiolar, a. Bot. [SUB- I c.] Situated

under the petiole, as the buds of the plane-tree.
1891 Century Diet.

Subpe'tiolate, a. Bot. [mod.L. sttbpetiolatus

(sense i). Cf. F. subpttiol{.~\
1. [SuB- 20 c.] Somewhat petiolate ; having a

very short petiole.
1847 W. E. STEELE Field Bot. 25 Leaves, .sub-petiolate.
2. = SUBPEMOLAB.
1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms.

Subpe'tiole. Bot. [Sus- 5 b.] A partial or

secondary petiole, a petiolule.
1880 C. & F. DARWIN Mooetn, PI. xii. 558 Each petiole,

sub-petiole, and leaflet.

Subpe-tioled, a. Bot. [Sus- ao c.]
= SCB-

PETIOLATE I.

1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg. 269/1 Leaves.. sub-petioled.

Subplant v., = SUPPLANT v.

1382 WYCLIF G. xxvii. 36 He forsothe hath subplauntid
IN Let. to y. Fasten 19 Nov., Mad

.-
., ^ OWEN Pembrokeshire Hi. (1892) 35

The Normans haveinge subdued and subplanted the Saxon

1472 R

mhplant
MARG. PASTO:

you.

Kinges.

li Subpoena (sbp;'na,s^prna),rf. Law. Forms:
5-6 suppena, 5-7 subpena, 6 supenea, 6 sub-

pene, J sowpinee, 8 supcena, 6- subpoena.
[law-L.,= L.ji/<Kanndera penalty (cf. ||

SOB u),
being the first words of the writ.]
1. A writ issued by chancery commanding the

presence of a defendant to answer the matter

alleged against him. Also writ of subpoena.
1422-61 in Col. Proc. Chanc. Q. Ettz. (1827) I. Introd. 19

Graunte to the seid suppliant a writ sub pena direct to the
seid Thomas. 1482 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 208/1 To graunte
as many Writts of Sub pena out of the Court of Cbauncerie.
a 1517 in Scrope Castle Combe (1852) 294 A suppena brought
agaynse me by hys false surmyse. 1543 tr. Act fj Hen. VI,
c. 4 For asmoche as dyuers persons haue before this tyme
ben greatly greued by wryttes of sub pena. 1623 in New
Shaks. Soc. Trans. (1885) 499 His Matles most gracious
writt of Subpoena directed to the said James Baskervile. .

and also to Susann Baskervile .. comaunding them. .to.,

appeare . . in his Matle high court of Chauncery. 1768 BLACK-
STONE Comm. Ill, xxvii. 443 Upon common bills, as soon
as they are filed, process of subpoena is taken out ; which
b a writ commanding the defendant to appear and answer
to the bill, on pain of loo/. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) 1. 392.
1875 DIGBY Real Prof. vi. (1876) 286.

2. A writ issued from a court of justice command-
ing the presence of a witness under a penalty for

failure.

1467 R. CALLE Let. to Sir y. Fasten 3 Apr., He woll not
come withoute he have a suppena. c 1550 Wyll of Deuill
(7 1825) B 4 b, A Bouget too put their Sup penas in, to cracke
the poore men with all in the countrey. a 1613 OVERBURY
Characters, Country Gentl. Wks. (1856) 64 Nothing under

in Canterbury
'teneses 030.

,
_ _. , nas dragg'd

from home. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xix, The worthy magis-
trate . . had caused the ordinary citation, or subpxna, of the
Scottish criminal court, to be served upon her. 1837 DICKENS
Pickw. xxxi, It's only a subpoena in Bardell and Pickwick.

b. attrib. in subpana office.
1688 HOLME Armoury m. m. 63/1 Officers belonging to

the High Court of Chancery. .. The Clerk of the Subpena
Office. 1797 Jacob's Law Diet. (ed. 10) s. v., The proper
clerks of the Subpoena Office.

3- fig-
IS93 Tell-Trothfs N. Y. Gift (1876) 36 What a cheape

subpena is this to drawe an answere from the conscience.
1635 SHIRLEY Lady Pitas, i. (1637) B a b, To which appears,



SUBPCENA.
As to the Court of Pleasure, all your gallants, And Ladies
thither bound by a Subpena Of Venus. 1649 W. M. Wand,
yew (1857) 48 Shec serves me still with Subpoena upon
Subpccna to answer to the Intergatories of her

cruelty. 1906
Hibbert Jrnl. Jan. 265 That authority., is necessarily open
to the challenge of criticism, liable to a subpoena before the

higher bar of reason.

II Subpoe-na, v. Law. Also 7 subpoene. [f.

prec.] trans. To serve with a writ of subpoena ; to
summon as a witness in a court of justice. (Chiefly
in pa. pple.)
1640 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1692) in. I. 81 One Walker, and

Cadwallader Powel, . .subpcened to be made Defendants in a
Third Information put into the High Court of Star-Cham.
her. 1693 Humours Town 6 My Cousin, here, and I, being
subpocna'd up for Witnesses. 1710 P. BLAIR Misc. Obstrv.
(1718) 66 The Physicians and Surgeons (being subpena'd as
Evidences against him). 1755 Gentl. Mag. XXV\ 329 The
witnesses

subpaena'd by the crown amounted to above 100.

1858 LYTTOH What wilt Hi do? vil. vii, He would not even
subpoena any of his old friends as to his general character.

1875 Miss BKADDON Strange World xi, Elgood and his

daughter were both subpoenaed for the adjourned inquest.
1884 Harper's Mag. June 57/1 Other merchants may be
subpoenaed to act as mercantile experts at the examination.

transf. 1755 CHESTERF. in World No. 151 p i, I was lately
subpccnaed, by a card, to a general assembly.

Subpolar, a.
(Cf. Sp. subpolar.]

1. [SOB- 12 b.] Adjacent to the poles or polar sea.
1826 KIRBV SP. Entomol. xlix. IV. 485 Beginning at 84

N. L. he [sc. Latreille] has seven Arctic ones, which he names
polar, subpolar, superior, intermediate, supratropical, tropi-
cal, and equatorial.
2. [SuB- i a.] Beneath the pole of the heavens.
1876 C. H. DAVIS Polaris Exp. iv. 96 The latitude of the

southern entrance of Repulse Harbor, determined.. by a
meridian subpolar observation. 1883 PROCTOR Gt. Pyramid
iii. 154 The subpolar meridional passage of [Alpha Draconis].

Subpouelle, variant of SDPPOWAIL, to support.
14.. MS. Cantab. Ff. i. 6. fol. i23lTrustyng to Ihu..Tho

send hys grace to subpouelle & Comffort Tho all that ys
wyth wrong repourt.

Su'b-prece ptor. 06s. exc. Hist. [Sus- 6.]
An assistant preceptor or instructor. Hence Su b-

precepto'rial a.

1698 LUTTREU. Brief Rel. (1857) IV. 406 The bishop of
Salisbury, his preceptor, 1200^ per ann. j and Dr. Willis,
his subpreceptor, 400^. 1755 [see SOBGOVERNOR]. 1827
Gentl. Mag. XCVII. H. 6 He had., been Sub-preceptor to
his present Majesty, then Prince of Wales, and to the Duke
of York, 1847 MEDWIM Shelley II. 221 Sub-preceptor to
the Princess Charlotte. Ibid., To relieve him from his sub-

preceptorial duties.

Su'b-pre :fect. [Sns- 6. Cf. F. sous-prlfet]
An assistant or deputy prefect ; spec, an adminis-
trative official of a department of France imme-
diately subordinate to the prefect; the adminis-
trator of a province of Peru.

1845 W. K. KELLY tr. Blanc's Hist. Ten Yrs. II. 175 The
prefects, the sub-prefects, and the mayors. 1852 SHARPE
Hist. Egypt xxi, Every deputy tax-gatherer, Every prefect,
every sub-prefect. 1880 C. R. MARKHAM Pcruv. Bark 125
The Sub-prefect, Don Pablo Pimentel. 1899 KIPLING
Stalky 137 We aren't even sub-prefects.
Hence Sn bprefecto'rial a. [cf. F. sous-prifec-

toral], pertaining to a subprefect or subprefecture ;

Subprefe-oture [cf. F. sous-prefecture], the office

or position of a subprefect, a division of a prefec-
ture.

1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 105/2 (Douts) The department is

divided into four arrondissemens or sub-prefectures. 1870
Illustr. Land. News 20 Oct. 438 Making of the five Roman
provinces one only, with five sub-prefectures. 1879 STEVEN.
SON Trav. Donkey 183 The subprefectorial map was fetched
from the subprefecture itself.

Subpress, obs. variant of SOPPBKSS v.

1536 in Archbold Somerset Relig. Houses (1892) 56 To
help me to the gifte of the priorie of ffynshed..yn case it

be subpressed. 1542 BOORDE Dyetary ix. (1870) 250 That
the lyuer, whiche is the fyre vnder the potte, is subpressed.
1637 PRifNNE Docum. (1877) 89 The clarke of the peace's
deposition . . which the judges had subprest as scandalous.

Su-bpri ncipal, si.

) 1. Mus. [med.L. subprincipalis, used to render
Gr. vapmaTi) (sc. xpfy string) : see SUB- 13.]

=
PARHYPA.TK. Obs.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. Explan.Wds., Parhypatc
hypaton,. .Subprincipall of principals.. .C, FA, UT. Parhy.
pate Mestin, . . Subprincipall of meanes : . . F, FA, UT.
2. [SuB- 6.] A vice-principal of a university, etc.
i7 Sc. Acts Jos. VI (i8r6) IV. 154/1 pe principall sub.

prin" regentis and remanent memberis of be said college.
1615 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 543/1 Mr Pat, Guthrie sub-
principall of the said colledge. 1755 E. CHAMBERLAVNE
Angl. NoMia n. 16 Eight Masters of Arts, of which, the
first was Sub-Principal.
3. Archil. [SUB- 5 b.] (See quot.)
1841 GWU.T Archil. Gloss., Siib.principols, the same as

auxiliary rafters or principal braces.
4. [SUB- 13.] An open diapason sub-bass.
1876 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mtu. Terms. Subprindpal,

an organ stop consisting of open pipes, of 32 ft. pitch on the
pedals, and of 16 ft. pitch on the manuals.

t Su'bprincipal, a. [SUB- II.] (See quot.)
1601 DOLMAN La Primaud. Fr. Acad. in. 1L 236 Eight

other wmdes, called sub-principall [orig. souzprincipaux],and which compound their names of their two next col-
laterall windes,..to wit, North-northeast, North-northwest

Su-bpri or. [a. OF. subprieur (i4th c.), med.
L. subprior, var. of supprior SUPPBIOB : see SUB-
6 and PRIOR sb. Cf. ME. sousprior s. v. Sous-,
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and mod.F. sousfrieur (from I3th c.).] A prior's
assistant and deputy.
i3toAyen/i.6 7 peabbottesand be priours and hire officials

ase subprior and be o(>re. 1440 Promp. Pant. 482/1 Sub-
priowre, subprior. IS4o Act 32 Hen. VItl, c. 24 8 Sub-

Successour. 1767 BURN Eccles. Law (ed. 2) IV. 456 In
every priory, next under the prior was the sub-prior, who
assisted the prior whilst present, and acted in his stead
when absent. 1868 MORRIS Earthly Par. (1890) 51/1 An
old reverend man The sub-prior.
So Su'bpri oress.
c 1660 in J. Morris Troubles Cath. Forefathers (1872)

Ser. i. vi. 257 For Subprioress she appointed Sister Anne
Treraaine. 1:1789 in Calk. Rec. Soc. Publ. IX. 398 She
fulfilled severaf important offices in the Community such as
Subprioress, Mistress of Novices, and Cellerere.

Subputa'tion, variant of SUPPUTATION.
. "90S J. B. BURY St. Patrick App. 382 It is to be noted that
in the Liber Annachatius two divergent subputations of
Patrick's age are found.

Subramo se, a. Bol. and Zool. [ad. mod.L.
subranwsus : see SUB- 20

c.] Slightly ramose ;

having few branches ; having a slight tendency to
branch.
c 1789 Encycl. Brit. (1797) III. 444/2 Subramose, having

only a few lateral branches. iSai J. PARKINSON Outl.
Oryctol. 42 Subramose tubes, everywhere muricated with
acute tubercles. 1856 W. CLARK Van der Hoeven's Zool.
I. 75 Polypary papyraceous, Subramose.
trans/. 1816 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. xxviii. III. I2 In the

Supplement to the first volume, he has distributed the /.
uertebrata in a double Subramose series.

So Subra moxis a.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. (1794) 382 Subramosiis, sub-
ramous, having few lateral Branches.

Subra-tional, ./.

1. [SuB- 14.] Below what is rational, less than
rational.

1865 Daily Tel. 27 Nov. 2/3 The readiness.. of a Tory,
even of the sub-rational species, to entertain the question
of Reform. 1896 jExtosilorSept. 214 [Man is] incomparablewith birds and four-footed beasts ', and . . with the entire sub.
rational universe.

2. [San- 19.] Math. (See quot.)
!*74-5 CAYLEY Math. Papers (1896) IX. 315 note. The

expression
'
subrational

'

includes irrational, but it is more
extensive; if y, X are rational functions, the same or dif-

ferent, ofy, .* respectively, and Kis determined as a function
of x by an equation of the form Y =

Jf, then y is a sub-
rational function of x.

Su'brector. [Sun- 6.] An official imme-
diately below a rector in rank, and acting as his

deputy.
1629 WADSWORTH Pilgr. vi. 55 The Sub-Rector and two

of his schollers. 1678 WALTON Life Sanderson 28 b, In the
year 1613. he was chosen Sub-rector of the Colledge. xooi
Case of Exeter Coll. 27 Differences arising betwixt the
Rector and the Scholars, if not determined within twenty
days by the Sub-Rector, the Dean, and three of the Maximi
Seniores [etc.].

Svrbre gion. [Sus- 7 c.] A division or sub-
division of a region, esp. of a geographical region,
with reference to the distribution of animals.
1864 A. R. WALLACE in Proc. Zool. Sac. 273 Confining our

attention now to the Australian region only, we may divide
it into three subregions Australia, the Pacific Islands, and
the Austro-Malayan groupeach of which has a distinctive
character. 1869 SCLATER Ibid. 125 The true Australian sub.

SUBROGATE.

That iiortion of the space bounded by the contour DL.
which is not included m any of the sub-regions A^ B, C.
Hence Snbre'glonal a. t of or pertaining to a

subregion.
1875 Ettcycl. Brit. III. 7^7 marg., Their [sc. the Gala-

pagos] Subregional assignation doubtful.

Subre'gular, a. [SUB- 19, ao.]
1. ZooL and Bot. Almost regular.
1822 J. PARKINSON Outl. Oryctol. 191 An unequal valved,

subregular bivalve. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 260 Corolla
short subregular.
2. Math. (See quot.)
1886 CAYLEY Math. Papers (1897) XII. 444 An integral

may be a regular integral, or it may be what Thome calls
a normal elementary integral : the theory of these integrals
(which I would rather call subregular integrals) requires . .

further examination.

Subreption (s^bre-pjsn). [ad. L. subreptiot

onem
t n. of action f. subripfre (var. surr-}, f. sub-

SOB- 2^ + rapfre to snatch. Cf. F. subreption, Sp.
subreption, Pg. subrep$ao and see SUBREPTION.]
1. a. Eccl. Law. The suppression of the truth or
concealment of facts with a view to obtaining a

faculty, dispensation, etc. (Opposed to obrepfion.}
1600 W. WATSON Decacordcn (1602) 343 [The bulls] were

procured either merily by subreption, or . . false informa-
tion. 1644 BP. HALL Modest O/er (1660) 9 Lest there
should be any subreption in this Sacred business, it is

Ordered, that these Ordinations should be no other than
solemn. 1706 tr. Ditfin's Eccl. Hist, ibth C. II. in. xx. 361
Having a Power of enquiring into all Subreptions, Obrep-
tions, or defects of Intention. 17*8 CHAMBERS Cycl. g. v., Sub-

reption differs from Obreption, in that Obreption is a false

Expression of the Quality of a Thing or Fact, &c. And Sub*

reption, a want of Expression. 1761 CHALLONER in E. Burton
Life (1909) II. xxiv. 26 Purely in consideration of your
request (tho

1

1 apprehended he had obtained it bysubreption)
I consented to give him those faculties. 1876 tr. Hergen-

.. is sai to e Mraptiobb. >c. Law. \ he act oi obtaining Kifta ol csd
by suppression o( the truth

aw H
y "'""""'a '">>. r rr a fa h

1838 W. BELL D,cl. Law Scot., Subreption, ihc oLuininB''
gifts of escheat, &c. by concealing the truth.

O. A fallacious or deceptive representation; an
inference derived from such a misrepresentation.
1865 J. H. STIRLING Sir W. Hamilton 47 Hamilton has

long]>een
aware of the inconveniences of sense. What u,

called us subreptions, its mistakes, blunders, errors [etc.].
1877 WINCHELL Recoucil. Sci. + Relig. ix. 259 This form of
expresMon is inexact, and opens the way to logical subrcp-

,'!S

n
t ,

other fallacious procedures. 1891 lndcp,n<leut
(W. Y.) 21 July, Ibis remark about '

climbing from a lower
estate to a higher ', is one of those neat little subreptionswhich sentimental recruits employ to deceive themselves.
1906 Hilbert Jrnt. July 703 There is a subreption also in
the use of the term thought

'

; it truly refers to thought as
a psychological process, but is taken as if it referred to
thought as a metaphysical fact

f 2. Sudden or unforeseen attack, as oftemptation.
1631 SANDERSON Serm. (1674) II. 18 Miscarrying through

his own negligence, incogitancy, or other subreption. 1634Two Serm. ii. (1635) 64 Strength of temptation, sway of
passion, or other distemper or subreption incident to humane
frailty. 1640 Strm. (1674) II. 144 We.. break with him
oftentimes through humane frailty and subreption, a 1658
FARINDON Serm. (1672) II. 603 To sin by ignorance or sub-
reption, to feel those sudden motions and perturbations, those
ictus animi, those sudden blows and surprisals of the mind.

Subreptitious (sobrepti-Jas), a. [f. L. sui-

repticius, -llius
(f. subrept-, pa. ppl. stem of sub-

riptre) : see prec. and -mous 1. Cf. OF. subrep-
tice, Sp., Pg. subrepticio] a. Law. Obtained by
subreption, b. Clandestine, SURREPTITIOUS.
1610 DONNE Psrudo-martyr 23 Whether that pretended

Commandement from the Emperour were not subreptitious.a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (1641) 29 That he was a sub-
reptitious Child of the Blood Royall. 1659 OSBORN Misc. To
Rdr., The emendation of a subreptitious Copy, a 1660 Con-
temp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archxol. Soc.) I. loo The lord Diggby
alleadged against him that his comission was subreptitious.
1718 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.. Papal Bulls and Signatures are
Null and Subreptitious, when the true State of the Benefice
. .and other necessary Matters, are not justly signified to the
Pope. 1751 M'DouALL fast. Laws Scot. II. 38 To prevent
sub-reptitious grants. 1819 [H. BUSK] Banquet II. 533 The
subreptitious theft.

Hence Subrepti'tionsly adv., by subreption.
1611 COTGR., Subreptivement, subrept iciously. 1890!'. E.

BRIDGETT Blunders ft Forgeries 18 That perhaps the rescript
of which the Vicar of Mundeham boasted was obtained obrep-
titiously or

surreptitiously.

Snbreptive (st<bre-ptiv), a. [ad. late L. sub-

reptlvus, f. subrept-, pa. ppl. stem of subripfre. Cf.

OF. subreplif.] Surreptitious; spec, in Kantian
fAilos. (see quot. 1877).
1611 COTGR., Subrcptif, subreptiue. 1877 E. CAIRO Pnilos.

Kant \. 151
' Many conceptions ', he [Kant] says, 'arise in

our minds from some obscure suggestion of experience, and
are developed, .without any clear consciousness of the ex.

perience that suggests or the reason that developes them.
These conceptions . . may be called subrepthie '.

Snbresin (so-bre zin). Chem. (Not in use.)

[f. SUB- 3 + RESIN, after F. sous-rhine] That

part of a resin which dissolves in boiling alcohol,
and is deposited as the alcohol cools.

1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 543.

t Subri-de, v. Obs. rarer", [ad. L. subriderc

(var. surr-}, f. sub- SCB- a I + rtderc to laugh.] To
smile. So Subrrdent a., smiling.
1613 COCKERAM i, Subridc, to smile. 1897 Athcnxum

6 Mar. 305/2 With some subndent joy.

t Subrige, v. Obs. [ad. L. subrigfre (surr-},

by-form of surgfre to SURGE.] trans. To raise up.
1613 COCKERAM 11, To Lift up by little and little, subrige.

t Subri-guous, a. Obs. [f. L. subriguus, f.

sub- SUB- 2 + riguus, related to rigare to water.]

(See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Subrigtwus, moist, wet, and water-

ish underneath.

Snbrision (si'bri'jsn). rare. [ad. L. *su6risio,

-ffnern, n. of action f. subridlre to SUBBIDK.] The
or an act of smiling.
1658 PHILLIPS, Subrision, a smiling. 1798 in Spirit PubL

jfrnls. (1799) II. 149 With an amiable subrision of counte*
nance. 1860 J. H. STIRLING Crit. Ess., Maauda.) (1868) 133
In the act of enjoying a gentle subrision.

So Subri-sive, Subri'sory adjs,, smiling,

playful.
1860 J. H. STIRLING Crit. Ess., Macaulay (1868) 133 The

following sentences .. if allowed to be subrisory. 1867 Pail
Mall Gaz. 5 Jan. i This . . slight glimmer of subrisive irony.
1886 G. ALLIN Darwin i. 9 This half-hearted and somewhat
subrisive denial.

tStt'brogate, /<//&. Obs. [ad.L. sutrogdtus

(var. surrogalus SURROGATE), pa. pple. of subro-

gare (see next).] Put in the place of another.

1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II I. 257 The x. men create were

ammovede, and tribunes .. were subrogate. Ibid., Hart.
Contiu. VIII. 440 Other laymen were subrogate in the

places of theyme. 1536 in Hoiiseh. Ord. (1790) 146 Able,
C
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meete, honest, and sufficient persons, to be subrogate and

put in their rooines and places.

Subrogate (s-bntet), v. [f. L-

pa. ppl. stem, of L. subrogare (var. surr-)

SUB- 26 -t-rogdre to ask, offer for election.]

1 1. trans. To elect or appoint in the place of

another ;
to substitute in an office. Obs.

1578 ELYOT Diet., Subrogo, to substitute or subrogate, to

ils.s^^i~5SSSS
euer lakkyd anyconseylar.hyt schold be callyd to subro.

gate other. 01617 P. BAVNE Diocesans Tryall (1621) 38

They were but subrogated to doe those supposed episcopall

duties a while, a 1677 BARROW Pope's Sufrem. (1680) 129

If he had ever been Bishop, he could not .. subrogate an-

other either to preside with him, or to succeed; hmv 1701

W. WOTTON Hist. Rome 391
The new secondary Consuls

were.. subrogated in the place of him and of Adycntus.

17.8 CHAMBEiisO/. s. v. Subrogation, The new Magistrates

were also Subrogated in the Place of the old ones.

2. To substitute (a thing) for another ;
const, in

stead of, into the place of, occas. to. Now rare.

01548 HALL C/irax., Hen. P7/(i53o) 2b, Diuerse of the

actes .. were adnulled .. & other more expedient for the

vtilitie of the commen wealth were subrogated and con-

cluded. 1624 DARCIE Birth of Heresies xii. 52 1 he Amict

was subrogated in stead of the lewish Ephod. 1651 JER.

TAYLOR Holy Dying iv. 8 (1719) 168 The Christian Day is

to be subrogated into the place of The Jews Day. 1657 TOM-

LINSON Renou's Disp. 627 In stead of Opobalsamum, which

is most rare, subrogate Oyl of Cloves, a 1677 BARROW

Serm. Wks. 1716 II. 288 The lives of beasts .. could [not]

fitly be subrogated in stead of mens souls. 1892 A. E. LEE

Hilt. Columbus II. 435 Prompt to subrogate every party

obligation to the higher one of maintaining .. the national

compact.

3. Law. To put (a person) in the place of,

or substitute (him) for, another in respect of a

right or claim ; to cause to succeed to the rights of

another: see SUBROGATION 2.

1818 COLEBROOKE Obligations 176 When a bill of exchange
is paid for the honour of any of the parties ; the payer is

thereby subrogated to the rights of the holder of the bill.

1866 MACLACHLAN Arnoulifs Marine Insur. in. vi. II 869

The abandonment, although its effect is to subrogate the

underwriters in the place of the assured, yet only does this

to the extent of the insurance. 1882 Act 45 <r 46 Viet. c. 61

9 68 The payer for honour is subrogated for, and succeeds to

both the rights and duties of, the holder as regards the party
for whose honour he pays. 1883 Law Re/t. ir Q. B. Div.

383 The insurer is entitled to be subrogated into those rights
of the assured which [etc.].

Hence Su-brogated///. a.

1639 Du VERGER tr. Camus' Admir. Events 187 She con.

ferres thereof with Isidorus her subrogated Gardian.

Subrogation (sebidfefl'fon). [ad. L. subrogd-

tio, -onem, n. of action f. subrogare to SUBROGATE.
Cf. F. subrogation, Sp. subrogation, Pg. subrogacao
and see SUBROGATION.]

fl. Substitution. Obs.

14x8-20 LYDG. Ckron. Troy IV. 334 [He] seide it was noon
eleccioun, But a maner subrogacioun, Be-cause hymsilfe in

be parlement At be chesyng was nat bere present. 1611

COTGR., Subrogation, a subrogation, substitution, deputa-
tion. 1648 OWEN Death ofDeath in. x. 164 In the under-

going of death there was a subrogation of his person in the
room and stead of ours. 1681 BAXTER Ansiv. Dodwell rig
To alter Gods Universal Laws by abrogation, subrogation,
suspension, or dispensation.

2. Law. The substitution of one party for an-

other as a creditor; the process by which a

person who pays a debt for which another is liable

succeeds to the rights of the creditor to whom he

pays it
;
the right of such succession.

1710 J. HARRIS Lex. Tcchn. II, Subrogation in the Civil

Law, is putting another Person into the Place and Right
of him, that in any case, is the proper Creditor. 1818 COLE-
BROOKE Obligations 120 A surety, paying a debt without

requiring subrogation or cession of the creditor's rights, has
thereby extinguished the debt. 1866 MACLACHLAN A mould's
Marine Insur. in. vi. 11.875 The bottomry lender, who had
become his creditor by the effect of this entire subrogation.
1910 Encycl. Brit. (ed. n) XIV. 679/2 The payment of a
partial loss gives the underwriter a similar subrogation but
only in so far as the insured has been indemnified in accord*
ance with law by such payment for the loss.

t Subroge, v. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. F. subroger,

ad. L. subrogare to SUBROGATE.] = SUBROGATEZI. i.
6oo HOLLAND I.ivy XLI. xviii. 1107 The other Consul.,

subroged in the place of the deceassed.

Sub rosa: see
||
SUB 12.

Subrotu'nd, a. [ad. mod.L. subrotundus:
see SUB- 20 c.] Somewhat or almost rotund,
roundish.

'f,

ii iinB irom n, eitner in Deing too long, or too broad or
prominent. 1853 DANA Crust. I. 167 Two anterior teeth
subrotund. 1861 BENTLEV Man. Bat. 167 When a leaf is

perfectly round, it is orbicular. ., a figure which is scarcelyor ever found, but when it approaches to orbicular, as in
Pyrola rotundifolia, it is subrotund or rounded.
So Subrotn-udate, -rotn'ndous adjs., in the
same sense

; Subrotu'nao-, combining form of
SUBROTUND.
'775 J.. JENKINSON Linnaeus' Brit. PI. 144 The disseni.
tientum is transverse, containing subrotundo-oblong seeds.

'^S ^"^"^""^'".approacbingto roundness. 1847re"
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Sabrou-nd, a. [Sun- 20 d.] Subrotund.

7,789 Encycl. AV/.(r797> '" 442/2 The figure of Sunlit,

tudes is either. .Reniform, kidney-shaped, subround [etc.].

1863 Ann. Nat. Hist. Ser. 111. XII. 263 Acanthocystis

turfrcca. . Globular, subround, of a green colour, loncated.

t Subsa-lient, a. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L. *su6-

saliens, -entem (for subsiliens) : see SOB- 25 and

SALIENT.] Moving by leaps, spasmodic.

1716 M. DAVIES At/an. Brit. II. MS Ou
r.

r u
,

gh an
.

d s
.

ub
;

salient or subsulting Style oi our uncouth Phraseological

L
Silbsalt(s-bs^t),rf. Chem. (Not in use.) [f.

SUB- 23 + SALT j*.- Cf. F. sous-sel.} A basic salt.

1806 G. Adams' Nat. f, Exp. Philos. (Philad.) I. App. 547

Some [salts] are formed byan excess of their base:..and trace

termed sub-salts. .849 D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Chem. 5 Salts

with less acid than base, are named basic salts, or subsalts,

and are distinguished according to the proportion of base

to acid: as bibasic subsalts, or mbasic subsalts. 1857

MILLER Eltai. Chem., Org. x. 595 Ferrldcyanide of potas-

sium .gives . . with subsalts of mercury a brownish red.

t Subsalt, v. Obs. rare-", [ad. mod.L. sub-

saltare, frequent, of subsilire (see SDBSU'LT).] ititr.

To jump up
1613 COCKERAM ii, To lumpe, sulisalt.

Subsaltatory (sobsse-ltatsri;,
a. rare~ l

. \l.

SUB- 2 1 + SALTATORY.] Characterized by a slight

dancing motion.
1860 Illustr. Land. News n Feb. 139/2 Undulatory, hon-

zontal, vertical, and subsaltatory motions.

t Subsa-nnate, . Obs. [i.\ateL.suisannat-,

pa. ppl. stem of subsanndre, f. sub- SUB- 2 1 + sanna

mocking grimace.] trans. To deride, mock. Hence

tSubsanna-tion, mockery, derision; tSu'bsanna-

tor, a mocker ; t Snbsa-nne v., = SUBSANNATB.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., *Subsannate, to scorn or mock

with bending the Brows, or snuffing up the nose. 1630 J.

KING Serm. 24 Mar. 8 In scoffe and *subsannation of some

Idoll-god. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniy. 23, Idolatry is as

absolute a subsannation and vilification of God as malice

could invent. 1517 H. WATSON Ship of Fools xli. K iiij,

Of 'subsannatoures, calomnyatours and detractoures. a 1619

FOTHERBY At/team. Pref. (1622) Bjb, Who (like Sannioes)

*subsanne all things, but onely their owne follies.

Subscapular (sbskae'pi/?lii), a. [ad. mod L.

Subscapularis : see next. Cf. F. sous-scafulaire.']

a. Anal. Situated below, or on the under surface of,

the scapula.
Subscapular artery, the largest branch of the axillary

artery ; also, a branch of the suprascapular and the pos-
terior scapular arteries. Subscapular fossa, the concave

ventral surface of the scapula. Subscapular iuscte=SvB.

SCAPULARIS.

1831 R. KNOX tr. Cloquet's Anat. 124 Behind the sub-

scapular fossa. Ibid. 685 The Sub-Scapular Artery.. is of

considerable size. 1837 QUAIN Eleni. Anat. (ed. 4) 350 In

relation with the subscapular muscle and the axillary vessels.

Ibid. 772 The sub-scapular nerves..are usually three in

number. 1881 MIVART Cat 278 Another subscapular nerve
is formed by the junction of very slender branches from the

6th and 7th cervical nerves. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med.
Diet., Subscapular glands, lymphatic glands along sub-

scapular artery.

b. Path. Occurring under the scapula.
iScji Allbutt'sSyst. Med. IV. 445 Subscapular haemorrhage

may result either from direct traumatism or indirect strain.

II Subscapularis (sz> bsksepile>ris). Anat.

[mod.L. : see SUB- I d and SCAPULAR.] In full

subscafularis muscle : A muscle originating in the

venter of the scapula and inserted in the lesser

tuberosity of the humerus.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Subscapularis, or fminer,
sus, is a Muscle of the Arm, so named from its Situation.
J733 tr - Winslinus Anat. (1756) I. 293 The Subscapularis
hinders the Head of the Os Humeri from being luxated
forward. 1831 R. KNOX tr. Cloquet's Anat. 124 Fasciculi
of the sub-scapularis muscle. Ibid., Anteriorly, where it is

rounded, it furnishes points of insertion to the sub-scapularis.

1872 HUMPHRY Myology 36 The few fibres of the Subscapu-
laris constitute the only appearance of muscle upon the . .

concave under surface of the coracoids and scapula. 1881
MIVART Cat 89 The subscapular fossa.. affords attachment
to the Subscapularis muscle.

Subscapulary (scbskae-piSIari), a. Anat.
rare. [f. mod.L. Subscapularis: see SUB- I band
SCAPULARY.]

= SOBSCAPTJLAB.
1705 Phil. Trans. XXV. 2010, I found the same Tumor

comprehending the intercostals, Deltoides, Subclavian, and
Subscapulary Muscles. 1855 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 824
The Subscapulary fossa. 1898 in Syd. Soc. Lex,

Subscapulo- (srbskse'pialo), used as com-
bining form of SUBSCAPULABIS, as in subsca-pulo-
-capsula'ris , -hyoi'deus muscle (see quots.).
1831 YOUATT Horse 119 The subscapulo hyoideus, from

under the shoulder-blade, to the body of the os hyoides.
1873 Qvain's Elem. Anat. (ed. 8) I. 203 A small additional
muscle, .passing from the surface of tbe Subscapularis over
the capsular ligament, . . the subscapulo-capsularistf Wenzel
Gruber.

Subscribable (stfbskrei-bab'l), a. [f. SUB-
SCRIBE v. -t- -ABLE.] Capable of being subscribed.
1824 COLERIDGE Aids Refl, (1848) I. 310 A Church.. is

known to have worded certain passages for the purpose of
rendering them Subscribable by both A and Z.

Subscribe (scbskrai-b), v. Also 6 -ybe. [ad.
L. subscrlblre, i. sub- SDB- 2 + scrlblre to write.
Cf. SUBSCRIVE.
From L. snbscribire are also It. soscrivere, Sp. su(b)scribir,

Pg. subscrever; from L. type "suitusscrltirc, OF. sout-

SUBSCRIBE.

escrirt, souiacrire, mod.F. sousenre, Pr. sotzucrivrt, It.

sottoscriverc.}

1. trans. To write (one s name or mark) on,

orig. at the bottom of, a document, esp. as a

witness or consenting party ; to sign (one's name) to.

Now rare.

1423 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 297/2 Inwitnesseof whiche bing,

. .my said Lord of Glouc* hath subscribed his name with his

owne hand. H. Gloucestr'. c 1510 MORE Picus Wks. 3/2
Which questions . . not a few famous doctours . . had approued
. .and subscribed their names vndre them. 1511 in Ellis Orig,
Lett. Ser. n. (1827) L 182 That every gentilman answerer

doo subscribe his name to the Articles. 1601 CHESTER
Laves Mart, title-p., Seuerall moderne Writers, whose names
are subscribed to their seuerall workes. 1643 Decl. Com.
mons Reb. Irel. 49 The marke of Christopher Hassall is

subscribed. 1676 Office
Clerk ff Assize B vij, Then must the

Clerk of Assize direct the Cryer to call the Witnesses as

they be subscribed to the Indictment.
17^66 BLACKSTONE

Comnu II. 377 They must all subscribe their names as wit-

nesses. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian xvii, Vivaldi was
ordered to subscribe his name and quality to the depositions.

1816 SCOTT Old Mart, xxxvi, Subscribe your name in the

record. [1891 Daily News g Feb. 5/5 Could a signature be

said to be sub-scribed when, strictly speaking, it was supra-
scribed n

b. To write, set down, or inscribe below or at

the conclusion of something. Now rare.

1579 DIGCES Stratiot. i. iii. 3 Beginne your collection from
the right hand to the Iefte..& what Digit resulteth, sub-

scribe. 1611 CORYAT Crudities^ 56 A goodly statue.. with

an honourable Klogium subscribed vnderneath the same.

1657 J. WATTS Scrwe, Pharisee, etc. in. 101, 1 shall take my
leave, and subscribe a friendly farewel to you. 1709-29
V. MANDEY Syst. Math., Arith. 17 The Remainer being
subscribed under the line drawn. 1777 Ann. Reg., Chron.

239 His picture, .with the words, 'The Atheist Parson ,

subscribed in capitals. 1860 ALB. SMITH Med. Stud. (1861)

72 In the space left for the degree of attention which the

student has shown, it is better that he subscribes nothing
at all than an indifferent report. 1866 MASSON tr. Winers
Gram. N. T. 59 In the earlier editions of the N.T. the Iota

subscribed was too frequently introduced.

t o. To put (a person) down for so much. Obs.

rare.

1593 SHAKS. Kick. II, I. iv. 50 Blanke.charters, Whereto
when they shall know what men are rich, They shall sub-

scribe them for large summes of Gold.

2. With compl. : a. refi. To put oneself down
as so-and-so, at the foot of a letter or other docu-

ment. Now rare.

1678 R. RUSSELL tr. Gebtr Transl. Pref. 4, I here conclude

subscribing myself .. your real Friend. 1711 STEELE Spect.
No. 27 r 7, I am almost asham'd to Subscribe my self Yours,
T. D. 1780 Mirror No. 81 A lady who subscribed herself

S. M. c i8 in Corr. J. Sinclair (1831) II. 400 Allow me
to.. subscribe myself, .your obedient, humble servant, J. R.
Brancaleoni. 1827 SCOTT Chron. Canoneate Introd., I beg
leave to subscribe myself his obliged humble servant, Walter
Scott, 1828 DARVILL Race Horse I. Ded., He who has the

honour to subscribe himself, . . Your most obliged And very
humble Servant, R. Darvill.

t b. trans. To ' write (one) down '
so-and-so.

Obs. rare.

1599 SHAKS. Muck Ado v. ii. 59 Claudio vndergoes my
challenge, and either I must shortly heare from him, or I

will subscribe him a coward.

8. To sign one's name to ;
to signify assent or

adhesion to, by signing one's name
;
to attest by

signing. (Cf. SUBSCRIPTION 5.)

Formerly often to subscribe with one's (own) /land
1

, to be
subscribed with a name or names.

1440 Patent Roll 18 Hen. VI, in, To thentente that these

articles.. should show of more record my true acquitail, I

have subscribid them of my own hand. 1451 Rolls ofParlt.
V. 218/1 That the seide Letters Patentes so subscribed with
the names, be enrolled, c 1520 SKELTON Magnyf. 1685 With
his hande I made hym to suscrybe A byll of recorde for an
annuall rent. 1570 W. WILKINSON Confut. Fain. Love
Brief Descr. iv, Their doctrine subscribed with bis owne
hand is this. 1651 N. BACON Disc. Gov. Eng. n. i. (1739) 6
He causeth the Judges to subscribe this Order, and so it

becomes Law in repute. 1662 Act 14 Chas. II, c. 4 6

Every.. person in Holy Orders, .shall. .subscribe the De-
claration, .following scilicet. 1781 GIBBON Decl.SfF. xix.

(1787) II. 128 The emperor was persuaded to subscribe the

condemnation of. .Callus. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI.

69 He subscribed the will as a witness in the same room.

1843 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) V. 38 On behalf of truth, we
subscribe the protest against these preposterous impositions.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. 1. 171 Not content with requir-

ing him to conform to their worship, and to subscribe their

Covenant. 1888 Q. Rev. CLXVII. 209 At Oxford the

matriculator subscribed the Thirty-nine Articles.

fig. 1847 DE QUINCEY Sp. Mil. Nun viii. Wks. 1853 III.

17 Chance is but the pseudonyme of God for those par-
ticular cases which he does not choose to subscribe openly
with his own sign manual.

b. pass . (a) With a name or description : To be

signed so-and-so. Now rare.

1640 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1692) in. I. 114 Fourteen
Letters subscribed, W. Cant. 1725 Land. Gaz. No. 6349/1
A Letter subscribed W. Baker. 1780 Mirror No. 84 A letter

subscribed Censor.

t (b) pass. To be furnished with an inscription
beneath. Obs. rare.
1688 HOLME Armoury in. ii. 33/2 An Escochion. .Sub-

scribed, Moneta Nova Ordin. Frisiat.

f4. To give one's assent or adhesion to; to

countenance, support, favour, sanction, concur in.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 12 Manye do subscribe,

andmyghtye nations maynteine the cause. 1574 tr. Mar-
lorat's Apoc. 15 They agree to the opinion of other men,
and subscribe their sayings. 1603 SHAKS. fileas. for M. II.



SUBSCRIBE.

iv. 89 Admit no other way to saue his life (As I subscribe

not that, nor any other, But in the losse of question). 1606
_ Tr. ft '** " i'i 15^ Aia,..Doe you not thinke, he

thinkes himselfe a better man then I am ? Ag. No question.

A fax. Will you subscribe his thought, and say he i-. 'i 1781

GIBBON Dect. fy F. xxxvi. (1787) III. 494 Orestes, .chose

rather to encounter the rage of an armed multitude, than to

subscribe the ruin of an innocent people,

f" 5. To sign away, yiel<l up. Obs. rare.

1605 SHAKS Lean. ii. 24 (Qo.) The King gone tonight,
subscribd [ist Fa, Prescrib'd] his power, confined to exhi-

bition, all this donne.

6. intr. To write one's signature ; esp. to put
one's signature to in token of assent, approval, or

testimony ;
to sign one's name as a witness, etc.

Also in indirect pass'.

1535 COVERDALE Isa. xliv. 5 The thtrde shal subscrybe
with his honde vnto y Lorde. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's

Comm, 140 This was the effect therof whereunto subscribed

sixe and twenty Cardinalles. 1571 Act 13 Eliz. c.
_ia 4

None, .shalbe admitted to thorder of Deacon or Mimsterie,
unles he shall fyrst subscribe to the saide Artycles. 159.
Sir T. More iv. ii. 74 [1235] His maiestie hath sent by me
these articles .. to be subscribed to. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. fyCl.

IV. v, 14 Write to him, (I will subscribe) gentle adieu s, and

greetings. 1611 Bible Trans). Pref. P n They could not with

good conscience subscribe to the Communion booke. 1691
WoOD/fM. Oxon. 1.104 In *546 he proceeded in Divinity,

having about that time subscribed to the 34 Articles, a 17**
FOUNTAINHALL Dtcis. (1759) I. 13 Unless there be two
Notaries, and . . he gave them command to subscribe for him.

1724 SWIFT Drafter's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. n. 101 Many of

those who subscribed against me. 1909 Kngl. Hist. Rev.

Apr. 242 Raignolds conformed, but in a vigorous .. letter to

Bancroft refused to subscribe.

fb. With cornpl. 06s. rare.

1641 MILTON Ck. Govt. n. Fj, Perceaving . . that he who
would take Orders must subscribe slave, and take an oath
withall.

7. To give one's assent to a statement, opinion,

proposal, scheme, or the like ; to express one's

agreement, concurrence, or acquiescence.
1549 CHALONER Erasm. Praise Folly Cj, If ye all doo

subscribe to this opinion. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. ii. 130
Aduise thee Aaron, what is to be done, And we will all sub-

scribe to thy aduise. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World n. 362
The Thracians againe subscribe to none of these reports.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. \\. 3. 143 The Foundations

of Religion are already established, and the principles of

Salvation subscribed unto by all. 1675 BAXTER Cath. Tkcol.

ii. i. iai What Jesuite or Arminian will not subscribe to this ?

Who doubteth of it? 1609 BENTLEY PJial. 67 Clement's

Computation is subscribed to..by Cyril. 1710 POPE Let.

30 July, I do not expect you shou d subscribe to my private
notions. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 121 If they do not implicitly

subscribe to his condemnation ofother botanists. 1771 SMOL-
LETT Humphry Cl. (1815) 250 She enters into her scheme of

economy., and. .subscribes implicitly to her system of de-

votion. 1823 SCOTT Quentin D. Introd., I am contented to

subscribe to the opinion of the best qualified judge of our

time. 1877 GLADSTONE Glean, (1879) III. 207 That com-

parison, .is not stated., in a manner to which I can subscribe.

1878 H, M. STANLEY Dark Cont. II. xi. 315 They readily
subscribed to all the requirements of friendship.

b. To agree or be a party to a course of action

or condition of things ; to give approval, sanction,

or countenance to ; also occas. to consent or engage
to ;

to agree that . . . Now rare or Obs.

1566 in Ellis Orig. Letf. Ser. i. II. 217 The Quene..wyll
that all men that ar frends to anye of those that were previe
to David deathe shall subscribe to pursue them. . . Some have

subscribed, other have refused, a 1570 in Feuillerat Revels

Q. Eliz. (1908)407 He having ben required., to consent and
subscribe to thaccomptes and reckoninges of the Revelles.

1596 LODGE Wits Miserie 68 The nobilityamongst the lewes
. .would subscribe to no election or superioritie. 1597 BEARD
Theatre God's Judgem. (1612) 401 A certaine Cardinal, com-
mitted daily Adulterie with a mans wife, that winked and as

it were subscribed vnto it. a 1604 HAMMER Ckron. Irel. (1633)

32 They . . yeelded to subscribe, that . . they would not receive

any Scot into their dominions. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 182 So

spake, so wish'd much humbl'd Eve, but Fate Subscrib'd not.

1783 W. GORDON tr. LivysRom. Hist. it. xlv. (1809) 172 That
the enemy should pass unpunished they could by no means
subscribe to. iSag HAZLITT Spirit ofAge 173 The reverend

divine might submit to the obligation, but he has no occa-

sion to subscribe to the jest. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-Saxon Ch.
L iii. 141 Shall . . I . . tamely subscribe to my own degradation?

8. To give one's adhesion or allegiance, make
one's submission to another

; gen. to submit, yield,

give in. Now rare or Obs.

1590 GREENE Never too late (1600) 87 That he whom loue

and errour did betray, Subscribes to thee [i.e. Reason]. 1591
Troub. Raigne K. John (1611) 58 Subscribe not Hubert,

giue not Gods part away, c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cvii, Death
to me subscribes; Since spight of him He Hue in this poore
rime. 1606 Tr. $ Cr. iv. v. 105 Hector in his blaze of

wrath subscribes To tender obiects. 1631 QUARLES Samson

7
Wks. (Grosart) II. 144/2 Passion replies, That feare and

filiall duty Must serve affection, and subscribe to beauty.
a 165* BROME City Wit iv. i, As for Corantoes,. . I speake it

not swellingly, but I subscribe to no man. 1665 MRS.
HUTCHINSON Mem. Col. Hutchinson (1846) 69, I cannot sub-

scribe to those who entitle that king to the honour of the
reformation. 1851 HUSSEY Papal Power iL 76 AnatoHus
required the

lllyrian Bishops to subscribe to him, that is.

profess canonical obedience.

f b. To submit or subject oneself to law or rule ;

to conform or defer to a person's will, etc. Obs.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. i. i. 81 Sir, to your pleasure humbly
I subscribe. x6ai T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goulart's Wise Vieil.

lard 119 To subscribe and submit himselfe to all his Statutes

and Lawes, 164* J. MIARSH] Argt. cone. Militia 10 The
will of the King ought to subscribe to the Law. 1760-72
H. BROOKE FoolofQuaL. (1809) II. 134, I would make a..

43

narration to my child of all that had passed, but.. would
wholly subscribe to her pleasure.

t o. To admit one's inferiority or error, confess

oneself in the wrong. Obs. rare.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. K/, n. iv. 44 If I haue fewest, I sub-
scribe in silence. 1593 2 Hen. I'/, MI. i. ^ Which feare,
if better Reasons can supplant, 1 will subscribe, and say 1

wrong'd the Duke.

9. Const, to : a. To admit or concede the force,

validity, or truth of. Now rare or 06s.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. V. iv. 145, I . . Plead a new state in

thy vn-riual'd merit, To which I thus subscribe. 1753
RICHARDSON Grandlson I. xx, One to whose superior'merit,
and to whose good fortune, 1 can subscribe. 1771 GOLDSM.
Hist. l:n%. I. Pref. p. vi, I must warmly subscribe to the

learning. .of Mr. Hume's history. 1838 LYTTON Alice \. xii,

They have confided to me all the reasons of your departure
and I cannot but subscribe to their justice.

t b. To make acknowledgement or admission of.

1601 SHAKS. Alts Well v. iii. 96 When I had subscrib'd

To mine owne fortune, and inform'd her fully.

1 10. To make an undertaking for, vouch or

answerfor a person. 06s.

1599 SHAKS. Muck Ado \. i. 41 He..challeng'd Cupid at
the Flight : and my Vnckles foole reading the Challenge,
subscrib'd for Cupid. 1601 Ail's \Vell\\\. vi. 89, I know
th'art valiant, And to the possibility of thy souldiei ship, Will

subscribe for thee.

11. trans. To promise over one's signature to pay
(a sum of money ) for shares in an undertaking, or

to or towards a particular object ; to undertake to

contribute (money) in support of any object. Also,
to take up (shares); ^subscribe for (see 12).

1640 Act 16 Chat. /, c. 37 i Diverse great summes of

money have beene subscribed some part wbereof is already

paid in. a 1700 EVELYN Diary 27 Nov. 1657, The stock

resolv'd on was 8oo,ooo/. I tooke the oath at the E. India

House, subscribing 500^. Ibid. 7 July 1664, 1 subscribed to Sir

Arthur Slingsby's lottery a desperate debt owing me long
since. 1761'!'. MORTIMER Ev.ManownBrttker(e&.$ 171 The
sum each subscriber has subscribed. 1798 ALMON Anecd.
W. Pitt I. vii. 165 Pitt never subscribed one shilling into

the funds. i$$$Ann.Reg.,Cfiron. 117/2 Nearly 4O,ooo,ooo/.
was subscribed [for the new French loanj. 1863 FAWCETT
Pol. Econ. I. iv. 42 Indian railways have been constructed

by loans subscribed almost entirely in England. 1871 Ann.

Reg.t Ckron. 113 The large sum of lo.ooo/. was subscribed

at once. 1891 STUTFIELD Rules Stock Exch. 121 Vendors'

or contractors' shares issued as paid up are not ' subscribed- .

1911 World 7 May 698/2 Over $300,000 was subscribed in

Canada' for ordinary shares.

b. transf. To contribute.

1901 Daily Clirott. 28 June 9/2 The English team were

engaged in an up-hill task against the Colonials, who.,
subscribed the heavy score of 402.

12. absol. or intr. To undertake to contribute

money to a fund, to a society, party, etc.

1641 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1692) in. I. 564 The Names of

such Members of the Commons House of Parliament that

Subscribed, .for the speedy Reducing of the Rebels. 1701
EVELYN Diary 14 July, I subscrib'd towards rebuilding Oak-
wood Chapel. ijSo T. MORTIMER Elem. Comm. 386 To give
them a fresh contributive faculty to subscribe to new loans.

1781 COWPER Charity 467 Extravagance and av'rice shall

subscribe. 1791 in AtAenxrimdSSj) 5 Nov. 604/3 Will you
have the Journal de Jacotinsl I'll subscribe on your answer.

1837 DICKENS Pickw. vii, I subscribe to the club here. 1848
THACKERAY Van. Fair xlv, He .. subscribed handsomely to

the county charities. 1856 HURLSTONE & GORDON Exch.

Rep. XI. 715 Certain persons had subscribed to a steeple

chase, to be run in the neighbourhood of Henley. 1876
'L. CARROLL' Hunting the Snark v. xxii. In charity-meet-

ings it stands at the door, And collects though it does not

subscribe.

b. To subscribefor: to put one s name down as

a purchaser of shares, a periodical, newspaper, or

book, etc.

1711 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 21 Sept., The maids of honour

. . are teazing others to subscribe for the book. 1749 J. WOOD
Doer. Hath (ed. 2) II. 445, 1 am well satisfied as many fifty

Pound Tickets.. would have been Subscribed for. 1829
LIPSCOMB Buckingham Prospectus, Subscribers are.. re-

quested to transmit their names, .through Messrs. Long-
man and Co. . .

, by whom the respective Parts will be issued

in the order subscribed for. 1890 SPRIGGE Meth. Putl. 19

When the libraries have subscribed for their copies 1891

STUTFIELD Rules Stock Exch. 106 The loan may be sub-

scribed for in amounts of 100.

13. Book trade, f a. trans. To issue (a book) to

subscribers. Obs.

1701 Advt. in De Royaumonfs Hist. O. f, N. Test., The
Book will be Subscribed at one Pound in Quires. One Half

down the other for Delivery, a 7th book gratis.

b. Of a bookseller : To agree beforehand to take

(a certain number of copies of a book) ; also sub-

scribefor. Also occas. intr. Of a book : To be

taken by the trade.

1867 SPEDDING Putl. t Authors 37, I suppose that copies

which are ' subscribed for
'

at the trade-sales are really sold

to the subscribers at that rate of discount. 1873 CURWEN
Hist. Booksellers 428 Of Mr. Disraeli's

' Lothair 1500

copies were at first subscribed. 1887 Athenxum 35 June

833/1 The London trade have subscribed for icsooo

copj
scri

the whole, it suoscribed'very well.

C. Of a publisher: To offer (a book) to the trade.

that the publisher calls first on showing or subscribing a

new book,a critical process, for by the number thus subscribed

the fate of a book is sometimes determined. 1913 Early

nUm, cf.

SUBSCRIBING.

Life Mk. Ruther/jrd 83 My occupation now (185. ] was to

-pman s letter

scribe
'

his publications, that is to say. l-i all on booksellers
and ask how many copies they would take.

II A sense 'to publish by -.

,
-iven by some

Diets., but is not recognized by the trade.

Subscribed (^bskrai-lxl). />//. a. [f. prcc.
t -KII '.J Contributed to a fund.

1841 THACKEKAY Gt. Hoggnrty Dinin. vi, The subscribed
and t'.uia fute Capital is five millions sterling.

Subscriber (iffbikiarbu). [i. SUBSCBIBE v.

+ -EB 1

.]

1. One who subscribes, or affixes his signature to,
a letter or document, articles ol religion, etc.

Cor spec, use in the history of Irish Pre&byterianUi
NON-SUBSCRIBER i ().

1599, 1650 [see NON-SUBSCRIBER ij. 1651 J. DREW (litlt)

The Northern Subscribers plea vindicated from the ex-

ceptions laid against it by the non subscribing Ministers of

Lam .I'.liire and Cheshire, c 1688 in Gutch Colt Cur. \. 338
The Petition being finished, all the subscribers .. went over
to Whitehall to deliver it to the King, a 1700 EVELYN
Diary 16 June 1687, It was reported the subscribers Ito an
Address] were above 1000. 1717 WODROW Corr. (1843) II.

335 The subscribers of that choice and invitation of a
minister. 1780 MADISON in Sparks Corr. Anur. Rfv. (1853)
IV. 204 The letter was written by the first subscriber of it.

1886 Law Kef. 31 Chanc. Div. 223 A minority of the sub-

scribers of the memorandum of association. 1912 SELBIE

Nonconf ix. 163 When, .an attempt was made to obtain the

assent of those present to a declaration of belief in the

Doctrines of the Trinity and of the Divinity of our Lord,
the company at once divided into subscribers and non-

subscribers.

b. transf. One who assents.

1851 THACKERAY Engl. Hum. v. (1853) 222 It was as un.

doubting subscribers to this moral law, that Fielding wrote

and Hogarth painted.
2. One who subscribes to a specified object or

institution, the funds of a company, etc., for shares,

a book, etc.

1697 DHYDEN jfineid Ded. e j b, Some of my Subscribers

grew so clamorous, that I cou'd no longer deferr the Publica-

tion. 1711 SWIFT South Sea. Wks. 1753 III. " "34 Each

poor subscriber to the sea sinks down at once. 1717 What

fassedin Land Ibid. 1. 179 Mr Whiston held his lecture.,

to an audience of fourteen worthy citizens, his subscribers

and constant hearers. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. v. i in.

art. i, Provided the subscribers were erected into a new
East India company. 1780 T. MORTIMER Elem. Comm. 363

The original proprietors, or subscribers to the fund which

formed the capital of the Bank of England. 1806 Mtd.

yml. XV. 359 By giving to a one guinea subscriber a privi.

lege equal to that which is enjoyed by a three guinea sub-

scriber. 1854 Poultry C'iroit. II. Pref., Our principal duty

following plan : first, the money for each stake should be

paid to the secretary by the subscribers. 1873 CURWEN
Hist. Booksellers 425 In 1842, Mr. Mudie commenced his

system of lending out one exchangeable volume to subscribers

at the rate of a guinea per annum. 1898 FRASER-MACKINTOSH

Minor Septs Clan Chattan Pref. p. vi, My best acknow.

ledgments are due. .to Mr John Mackay, the publisher, for

the really handsome manner in which the book has been

issued to subscribers.

b. transf. A contributor, nonce-use.

'773 GOLDSM. Stoops to Conq. iv, I was in for a list of

blunders, and could not help making you a subscriber.

o.
' N. y. Stock Exch. Formerly, a speculator

who, being a nonmember, was allowed on the

floor of the Exchange outside of a certain rail'

(Webster 1911).
Hence Subscri-bership.
1828 Lancet 26 July 539/2, I am now perfectly unconnected

with its proprietorship, editorship, contributorship, sub-

scribership, and readership !

Subscribing (sflbskrai'birj), vbl. 16. [f. SUB-

SCRIBE v. +-ING '.] The action of the verb SUB-

SCRIBE, subscription.
1601 Archpriest Controv. (Camden) II. 7 [Not] any sub-

scribing of nnmes to any thing we should make answere

to. 1655 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. r9t Since the sub-

scribeing of this, I am informe_d y1 it is very doubtfull

whether Deuchry bee in Abetfoile or no 1710 [BEDFORD)
Vind. Ck, Eng. i2r Some Alterations were to be made to

the Articles between their first Subscribing and their last

Voting. 1751 WARBURTON Note Pope's Wks. IV. 166 The sub-

scribing for a Book, which does honour to one's Age and

Country. 1763 T. MORTIMER En, Man nwit Broker (ed. 5)

172 The first deposit.. is made on or about the time of sub-

scribing. 1845 STOCQUELER Handtk. Bnt. India (1854) 285

The subscribing to a few regulations. 1855 Poultry Chron.

15 Aug. 555 The subscriptions shall be considered due at

the time of subscribing. 1856 ELLIS & BLACKBURN Cases

Queen's Bench IV. 454 But neither does the statute appoint

where the will shall be subscribed by the attesting witnesses ;

and therefore a subscribing in any part may be sufficient.

attrit. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 271 T 2 The subscribing

Part at the End of them [*. Letters]. 1911 SHAYLOR *

Bks. 220 It is to the subscribing department that publ

look for a tone and impetus to be given to a new book.

Subscribing (s^bskrei birjl, ppl. a. [f. SUB-

SCRIBE v. + -ING 2
] That subscribes, attests or

assents to a document, etc.

[1651 implied in xon-suoscriting : see SUBSCRIBE* i.)

1808 W WILSON Hist. Diss. Ck. I. 165 The unceremonious

manner in which he treats Mr. Reynolds, and his subscribing

brethren i8 in Ellis & Blackburn Cases Qua* s Bate*

(1856) IV. 452The execution of the will by the testator and

by the other two subscribing witnesses. 1867 SPEDDINO

Putl. <r Authors 40 For 5 copies sold to a subscribing

bookseller, he receives 851. 1871 YEATS Growth Comm.
6-3



SUBSCRIPT.

lAiKBii. ... ^~:. .

the only conservative church. .

Subscript (strbskript),
si. and a. [ad. L.

subscript-us, -a, -urn, pa. pple. of subscribers to

write underneath, SUBSCRIBE.] A. SO.

1. That which is written underneath; a writing at

the bottom or end of a document, etc. ;
a signature.

Postscripts or Subscripts; your iransmiui!, """ -

them, nor recommended them for Scripture. _
itosMaHl/u

Mag. XXXIX. 307/2 The subscript, concerning whichi yot

correspondent.. enquires. 1893 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 393

Monsieur Daudet hints that his captivating headline had

not a little to do with the sale of its subscript.

2. A subscript letter or symbol.
1901 Mod. Lang. Notes June 323/1 Any of the accented

letters, superscripts, subscripts and symbols found l

type-founder's catalogs,

B adj. Written underneath; chiefly in tola

subscript (see IOTA i), the small i written under-

WESTCOTT & HORT Crk. N. T. Introd. 410 Analogy is dis-

tinctly in favour of allowing the Iota subscript. 1900 JV. f, y.

Ser. li. VI. 485/2 The subscript cedilla is really a little z.

Subscription (sbskri-p/an). [ad. L. sub-

scriptio, -onem, n. of action f. subscript-, subscn-

blre to SUBSCRIBE. Cf. OF. sub-, soubscripcton,

mod.F. souscription, (Pr. solsescriptia), It. soscrt-

zione, Sp. subscription, Pg. subscrifcdo.]

1. A piece of writing at the end of a document,

e.g. the concluding clause or formula of a letter

with the writer's signature, the colophon of a book,

etc., the note appended to the epistles
in the New

Testament, etc.

e 1450 LYDO..$V<T 659 Off his pistil abreefSubcrypcyoun,

Set lowly vndir. 1542-3 Act 34 & 35 Hen. VIII, c. I (

by the King and his Clergye _-- ...

the printers name . . and yere ofthe printing of the same. 1586

A. DAY Engl. Secretarie i. (162 5) r 2 i'he manner of Salutation,

the order of taking leave or farewell, the Subscription, and

theoutward direction. 15998. JONSON Ev.Man out ofHum.
in. vii, How's this ? Yours, if his owne? . . Belike this is some

new kinde of subscription the gallants use. 1641 JER. 1 AYLOR

J'pisc (1647) 80 The subscription to the first Epistle to

Timothy. 1727 W. MATHER Yng. Man's Comp. 104 Sub-

scriptions for Letters. To the King; or To his most Excel-

lent Majesty;. .To the Queen, or, To the Queen's most

Excellent Majesty. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa. VII. 197

She dictated the farewel part, without hesitation ; and when

she came to the blessing and subscription, she took the pen,

and.. wrote the conclusion. 1790 PALEY Horse Paul.^v.
378 The subscription of the first epistle to the Corinthians

states that it was written from Philippi. 1816 SINGER Hist.

Cards 170 Fust and Schoeffer, in the subscriptions_
to the

books printed by them, lay no claim to the invention.. of

the art. 1882-3 Schajf's Encycl. Relig. Knowl. I. 102/1

The subscription [to the additions to Esther}, .refer to the

whole book.

f b. Something written or inscribed underneath,

e. g. a number written under another, an inscription

or title underneath. 06s.

1631 WEEVER Anc. Funeral Mon. 772 These portraitures
..with the subscription following. <z 1682 SIR T. BROWNE
Tracts (1683) 206 A large Picture.. with this Subscription.

1709-29 V. MANDEY Syst. Mat/i., A rith. 68 Multiply the

whole Subscription by the Quotient. 1814 Gentl. Mag.
July 51 The .. representation of a goat giving suck to the

whelp of a wolf, with a subscription, which has been thus

rendered.

2. A signature, signed name.
In Sc. sign (or signet) and subscription wariuat was

formerly freq.

1483 Sc. Acts (1875) XII. 32/1 Lettrez of securite vndir
bar Selis & subscripcions manualis. 1547 J. HARRISON
Exhort. Scottes 226 The scales & subscriptions be so many,
so auncient, and so faire, as cannot lightelie be counterfaicte.

1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. vi. xlii. 118 Other epistles
of Cyprian in the Romaine tongue with the subscription of
diuerse other byshops. 1640 Sc. Acts Chas, I (1870) V. 268
Wcb wordis he shall subscrybe with his signe and subscrip-
tione manuell. 1690 in Nairn* Peerage E-vid. (1874) 27
Before thir witnesses to the subscriptions of the saids Mar.
queis and Marchiones of Atholl. a 1700 EVELYN Diary
29 Oct. 1662, The syngraphs and original subscriptions of
divers Eastern Patriarchs. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. n. 284
All the blurr'd subscriptions in my book. 1831 SCOTT Ct.
Rob.

vii,
Our sacred subscription is duly marked with the

fitting tinge of green and purple. 1888 Law Times Rep.
(N.S.) LIX. 3/2 A probative deed, which they attested by
their subscriptions.

3. A signed declaration or statement; Rom.Antiq.,
a rescript signed by the emperor. Obs. exc. Hist.

J599 Q* ELIZ. in Moryson ftin. (1617) n. 40 Though you
think the allowance of that Counsell, whose subscriptions
are your Ecchoes, should . . satisfie us. 1609 HOLLAND A mm.
Marcell. xv. vi. 42 This Athanasius. .was by commande.
tnent from the Emperour warned by his subscription to
depose from his sacerdotall See. 1647 CLARENDON Hist.
Rep. it. 115 A Letter from the King, and a subscription
from the Lords Commissioners. 1661 MARVELL Corr. Wks.
(Grosart) II. 71 The way of maintenance layd out in your
Act is directly opposed by a Subscription sent up to
Coloncll Gilby and my selfe. 1666 in Extr. St. Papers

4The acti7n or an act of affixing a stgnature ;
'

. . r > nnmo nr nf a document.

5 A declaration of one's assent to articles of

religion, or some formal declaration of P"nclPles >

etc. by signing one's name; spec, in the Church Of

England, assent to the Thirty-nine Articles.

1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) 3 Any other of &*bofy league

8 NoVthat we'have once said we are the TyirH.. anrl have

business of subscription. iDOO M. rAjnsoN
Academ. Org.

i n The Cambridge Act.. abolished all subscription for

degrees, a 1890 LIDDON Puuy (1893) I. H8 A check upon

insurrectionary thought, such as is exerted by subscriptions

to Confessions of Faith.

iic suuuiu udppily hai\. ..... ........
f~'"\~ to i* *u '

Humorists. 1620 VENNER Via Recta. (1650) 68 To their

opinion. .1 see no reason why I should yeeld my subscrip-

tion, c 1650 BRADFORD Plymouth. Plant. (1856) 5 The more

y light of y gospell grew, y more yJ urged their sub.

scriptions to these corruptions,

f b. Submission, allegiance. Obs. rare.

1605 SHAKS. Lear in. ii. 18, I neuer gaue you Kingdome,
call'd you Children ; You owe me no subscription.

7. The action or an act of subscribing money
to a fund or for stock ; the raising of a sum of

money for a certain object by collecting contribu-

tions from a number of people ; f a scheme for

raising money in this way. Also, an undertaking
or agreement to subscribe so much.

1647 MAY Hist. Parl. n. vi. 122 The Treasurers appointed
to receive the Moneys come in upon the Subscriptions for

Ireland. 1665 MRS. HUTCHINSON Mem, Col. Htttchinson

(1885) II. 22 They hired him with a subscription of losses,

for which they gave him public credit double to what he

really had lost. 111692 POLLEXFEN Disc. Trade (1697) 105
Without New Subscriptions there can be no way of coming
into this Trade under this Charter, but by Buying Shares of

the present Adventures, a 1700 EVELYN Diary g Aug. 1682,

The Academy which Monsieur Faubert did hope to
procure

to be built by subscription of worthy gentlemen and noble-

men. 1740 CIBBER Afol. (1756) I. 142 Many people of

quality came into a voluntary subscription of twenty.,
guineas a-piece, for erecting a theatre. 1747 SHERLOCK in

lo/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm, App. i. 299, I hear nothing
from London of any moment, except the great Subscription
for raising money next year. 1748 Winter Even. Conv. Club

of Jews, etc. in N. $ Q. Ser. v. V. 413/1 By stock-jobbers
he means dose dat be not able to comply vit dare subscrip-
tions. 1762 T. MORTIMER Ev. Man own Broker (ed. 5) 21

They will scarce better themselves by any new subscrip-
tion. 1771 SMOLLETT Humphry CL (1815) 193 There is a
public ball by subscription every night. 1818 SCOTT Hrt.
Midi, xxvii, A certain hackney, which he..and another
honest shopkeeper, combined to maintain byjoint subscrip-
tion. 1837 CARLYLE fr. Rev. I. v. i, There has been erected,

apparently by subscription, a kind of Wooden Tent. 1889
W. G ANDERSON Diet. Law 986 (Cent. Diet.), Where an
advance has been made.,by others in consequence of a sub-

scription, before notice given of a withdrawal, the subscrip-
tion becomes obligatory. 1912 World 7 May 698/2, 100,000
cumulative 7 per cent, preference shares will be offered for

Subscription.
8. A contribution of money for a specified object ;

spec, the fixed sum promised or required as a

periodical contribution by a member of a society,
etc. to its funds, or for the purchase of a periodical

publication, or in payment for a book published
'

by subscription
'

(see 9).
Subscription and donation (to a charitable fund, a society,

or the like) are usually contrasted, the former being a recur-

rent, the latter a single, contribution.

1679 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 367 Had not
some of pur benefactours been very slow in paying their

subscriptions. 1710 J. CHAMBEELAYNE M. Brit. Notitia n.

SUBSCRIPTION.

624 The Dean and Chapter have been no less bountiful, and

the Clergy of the City are not backward in their
Subscrip.

tions 1720 T. COOKE Tales, etc. 120 A Genius form'd like

mine' will soar at all, And boldly follow where Subscriptions

call (11763 W. KING Pol. ! Lit. Anecd. (1819) 183 Being

applied to. .for a charitable subscription. 1804 Med. Jrnl.

XII. ii That John Drew. .and Tilden Sampson. .be re-

quested to receive subscriptions for the use of the institution.

1854 Poultry Chron. II. 126 Subscriptions and donations

to be paid to the secretary. 1886 C. E. PASCOE Lond. of

To-day xxxiii. (ed. 3) 300 The subscription to Almack's was

ten guineas. 1912 Nature 26 Dec. 468/1 Ihe temporary
address of the society is the Natural History Museum,
Cromwell Road, S.W. There is no subscription.

b. A sum of money subscribed by several

parties ;
a fund : formerly spec, in Stock Exchange

language. Now U.S. in phr. to make or take up
a subscription, to make a collection.

1730 CHENY List Horse-Matches 145 On the 231! Day of

June the 120 Guineas Subscription Money (and which Sub-

scription is now expir 'd) were run for at Richmond by fiveYear

olds. 1736 J. Cox Narr. Thief-takers 15 A gentleman in the

Commission of the Peace in that Neighbourhood, and the

Treasurer of that Subscription, foot-note, A Reward of 20!.

for the taking of Thieves in Tottenham Division. 1762 T.

MORTIMER Ev. Man oiim Broker (ed. 5) 46 note, A large

quantity of any new fund, commonly called Subscription.

1785 GROSE Diet. lfulga.r T. s. v. Scrip, Scrip is also a

Change Alley phrase for the last loan or subscription. 1855

Poultry Chron. II. 530 A subscription is opened to present

Mr. T. B. Wright, of Birmingham, with [etc.]. 1856 J.

RICHARDSON Recoil. I. Hi. 53 The parochial authorities.. set

on foot a subscription for the purchase of a piece of plate.

1865 H. PHILLIPS Auter. Paper Curr. II. 168 To relieve

the army a subscription was taken up by the ladies of Phila-

delphia. 1897 Daily News_ 22 Apr. 6/3 [American sailor

loq.) Let's make a subscription.

) c. spec. A share in a commercial undertaking
or a loan. Also collect, sing. Obs.

1727 SWIFT Circumcis. E. Curll Wks. 1755 HI. i. 166 Sir

Gideon Lopez tempted him with forty pound subscription in

Ram's bubble. 1728 CHAMBERS Cycl., Subscription, in the

English Commerce, is used for the Share or Interest, par.

ticular Persons take in a public Stock, or a Trading Com-

pany, by writing their Names, and the Shares they require,

in the Register thereof, ft 1744 POPE Imit. Horace I. vii.

65 South-sea Subscriptions take who please. 1762 T. MORTI-

MER Ev. Man own Broker (ed. 5) 108, 1 would farther recom-

mend to you, by no means to lend your subscription, at the

time of the coming out of the receipts :. .for they [the_Bears]
borrow your Scrip to make good their illegal.. bargains.

9. Book-trade, a. A method of bringing ont a

book, by which the publisher or author undertakes

to supply copies of the book at a certain rate to

those who agree to take copies before publication.

Freq. in phr. by subscription.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Subscription for a Book, is

when the Undertakers propose Advantages to those that take

a certain Number of Copies at a set Price [Bailey inoadds :

and lay down Part of the Money, before the Impression is

finish'd]. J7IS (Advt.) Proposals for Printing by Subscrip.

tion a new Edition of Marcus Tullius Cicero, by Thomas
Hearne. 1728 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Walton's Polyglot Bible,

which is the first Book ever printed by Way of Subscription.

1771 SMOLLETT Humphry Cl. (1815) 151 The Scotchman gives

lectures on the pronunciation of the English language, which

he is now publishing by subscription. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson

(1831) I. 223 In 1766 she published, by subscription, a

quarto volume of miscellanies. 1807 DE LOLME Const. Eng.
Advert, p. ii, In defect of encouragement from great men (and

even from booksellers), Lhad recourse to a subscription. 1873

CURWEN Hist. Booksellers 25 He waited four years before

he ventured to publish, and then only by the safe method

of subscription. 1890 SPRIGGE Meth. Publ. 81 The system
of publishing suggested by that firm.. was that of '.sub-

scription '.

b. (a) The taking up of a book by the trade ;

(i) The offering of a book to the trade.

1895 Bookselling June 163 Where the trade subscription

may be.. expected to cover the cost of the first edition.

1912 SHAYLOR Fascin. Bks. 145 Each new book when

ready for publishing is brought to these establishments for
'

subscription
'that is, to ascertain how many copies will

be bought.
o. U.S. The house-to-house sale of books by

canvassers. Freq. attrib.

1880 Publisher's Weekly (U.S.) 24 Apr. 425 There has

been a great deal of grumbling in the retail trade . . that so

many good books have been taken out of its bands and put

into those of subscription
'

agents '. Many writers, such as

Mark Twain, confine themselves, in fact, to subscription

publishing. IHd. 22 May ^516
The important trade question

of the ownership of subscription orders. 1897 G. H. P. &
J. B. P(UTNAM) Auth. $ Publ. (ed. 7) 51 Books sold by sub-

scription (that is, through canvassers).

10. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 8) subscription-

money, -purse, -share ; subscription-liunling ppl.

adj. ; subscription book, (a) a book containing

the names of subscribers to any object (with the

amounts of their subscriptions) ; (6) fS. Book-

trade, a book sold from house to house by can-

vassers ; subscription list, a list of subscribers'

names (with the amounts of their subscriptions) ;

so f subscription-paper, f-roll; subscription

price, (a) the price at which a book is offered before

publication to thosewho promise to take copies.being

usually lower than the price at which any unsub-

scribed copies will be sold on or after publication ;

(i) the price at which a periodical publication is

supplied to those who promise to take so many
numbers ; t subscription receipt (cf. SCBIP rf.4

)i



SUBSCRIPTION.

a receipt for a share or shares taken up in a loan

or commercial undertaking ; subscription room,
a room (e. g. belonging to a club, an exchange)
which is open to subscribers only ; f subscription-

society, a union of workmen to which each con-

tributes a subscription. (See also 90.)
t7i AMHERST Terras Fit. No. 12 (1726) I. 65 *Subscription-

books (by them cat I'd matriculation-books) were open a, and
most of the nobility and gentry subscribed their sons and
their wards into them. 1771 SMOLLETT Humphry Cl. (1815)

64, I consulted the subscription-book; and, perceiving the
names of several old friends, began to consider the group
with more attention. 1784 New Bath Guide 65 Each Master
has a ball in the winter and spring seasons, and subscription-
books are also laid down at the Rooms, that all the com-

pany may have an opportunity of shewing those gentlemen
marks of their respect. 1819 KGAN Walks through Bath 97
Ladies and gentlemen disposed to become members, are

requested to nave their names entered in the society's sub-

scription-book. 1880 Publisher s Weekly (U.S.) 24 Apr. 425
(Heading} The trade and subscription books. 1897 Boston
(Mass.) Jrnl, 16 Jan. 7/8 The Trustees ofthe Fenway Garden
[Boston, Mass.], .have decided to keep the subscription-
books open for the present. 1898 SHAW Perf. Wagneritc
134 Energetic *subscription-huntmg ladies. 1843-56 BOUVIEK
Law Diet. (ed. 6) II. 555/1 ^Subscription list, the names of

persons who have agreed to take a newspaper, magazine or
other publication, placed upon paper, is a subscription list.

1880 Publisher's Weekly (U.S.) 22 May 516 That he be en-

joined and restrained.. from interfering with the subscrip-
tion-lists of said publications, and from attempting to dis-

charge any subscriber from his subscription thereto. 1887
Spectator 6 Aug. 1057/2 His name figured little in sub.

scription -lists, a 1674CLARENDON Hist. Reb. ix. 27 (an. 1645)
The Letter Money and "Subscription Money being almost
exhausted. 1715 MS. in Urry Chaucer's Wks. (B. Mus.),
Books to be Delivered to the Subscribers Compl 1 in Quires
on paym* of their

Subscription Money. 1730 [see sense 8 b].

1774 FOOTE Cozeners i. Wks. 1799 II. 146 My expences in

..subscription-money to most of the clubs and coteries.

1780 New Batk Guide 26 The subscription to the dress-balls
is one guinea to each room for the season, or as long as the
subscription-money lasts. 1779 Mirror No. 2 p 4 The *sub-

scrlption-paper hung up fronting the door. 1886 Perf. Bk t

KepingeSfarhawkes Prospectus, *Subscription price, i is;

early application is needed to secure a copy. 1891 Academy
21 Feb. 185/2 The new publication.. will be published
monthly at a subscription price of eight rupees per annum,
including postage. 1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVIII. 221
The *subscription-purse of a hunting club. 1763 T. MORTI-
MER Ev. Man ojvn Broker (ed. 5) 17^2

The *subscription
receipts thus paid in full, are called in the

Alley, Heavy-
Horse. 1780 Elem. Comm. 396 If the second or third

purchasers in the course of circulation at market, are holders
of the subscription receipts at the time of a payment, a 1676
HALE Life P. Atticus (1677) J42 Tbey thought. .that his
Name should be the first in the *

Subscription-Roll. i8ia
COLERIDGE Friend (1818) III. 171 The innocent amusement
. .deserving of all praise as a preventive substitute for the
stall, the kennel, and the "subscription-room. 1914 Daily
Tel. 3 Aug. 5/1 The subscription-room of the Corn Exchange
will, .be open for the convenience of members. 1856 Ann.
Rtg,) Chron. 52/2 The expenses of

erecting^ the theatre
are said to have amounted to 1 50,000 /. ; of which . . 50,000 /.

[was] raised by *subscription-shares of 500 /. each. 1769
Ibid

1

. 124 [Spitalfields] handkerchief-weavers., entered into a
subscription of six-pence on every loom, to support their
cause against the masters, one of whom., insisted, .that his
men should not belong to the "subscription-society,

b. in adj. use with the sense 'supported by sub-

scription, maintained or provided by, open to,

subscribers', as subscription ball, charity-school^

club, concert, cricket-match, dance, house, library^
masquerade, music, night, school.

1704 tr. Moliere's (title) Monsieur de Pourceaugnac. . .

Acted at the Subscription Musick at the Theatre Royal.
1708 New Vieiv Lona. II. 762 A Subscription School for 50
Girls. 1749 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1846) II. 268 A subscription

foot, one hundred subscribers at twelve guineas each. 1808
SCOTT in Lockhart (1837) I. 37 A respectable subscription

library. 18x9 EGAN Walks through Bath 35 The Sub-
scriptionvHouse..at York-Buildings. Ibid. 162 The Cres-

cent-Fields, ..with the addition of some charming subscrip-
tion grounds. 8a6 J. COOK Fox-hunting 149 A manager
ofa subscription pack. 1851 H. COLERIDGE Ess. I. 305 Suck-
ling of infants will be exploded, as unproductive labour.

Pap will be made by contract in subscription soup-kettles.
1859 Miss MULOCK Life fora Life xi, Charteris is opera-
mad... Every subscription-night, there he is, wedged in the
crowd. 1886 C. E. PASCOE Land, of To-day vi, Subscrip-
tion dances, under the patronage of a long list of names.
Hence (nonce-words) Subscri'ptionist, one who

begs for subscriptions ; Snbscri-ptionless a.,
without subscriptions.
1853 N. HAWTHORNE En$l. Note-bks. (1870) I. 50. I wish

..I had given the poor family ten shillings, and denied it to
a begging subscriptionist, who has just fleeced me to that
amount. 1897 Westm. Gaz. g Mar. 2/2 By depriving the
school, already subscnptionless, of this aid grant.

Subscriptive (stfbskri-ptiv), a. rare. [f. L.

subscript-, pa. ppl. stem of subscribtre to SUB-
SCRIBE -j- -IVE.]
1. Pertaining to the '

subscription
'
of a letter.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa VII. 197, I have endeavoured
to imitate the subscriptive part [of the letter].
2. Pertaining to the subscribing of money.
1897 Westm. Gaz. 10 Mar. 3/3 Is it to be the population

of a parish? or its subscriptive capacity?
t Subscribe, v. Sc. Obs. [ad,OP.w&vHb-,

pr, stem of soubscrire, mod.F. souscrire (see SUB-
SCRIBE). Cf. descrive, inscriveDerive^\

= SUBSCRIBE.

45

a. trans.
c 1470 HARDING Chran. cm. vi, As Flores sayth and doeth

it so subscrive. 1476 Exch. Rolls Scot. VIII. 344 note,
Writtin and subscrivit at Edinburgh. i$ STEWART Cron.
Scot. II. 440 Peax tha maid, and band With letteris braid
subscriuit with thair hand. 01578 LINDESAY (Pitscottiel
Chron. Scat. (S.T.S.) I. 286 He..tuike the pen in his hand
and subscrywit the electioun. 1585 Sc. Acts Jas. K/ (1814)
III. 377 Euerie writtair subscriue his name on l>e bak of

signator or lettre as allowit be him. a 1649 DRUMM. OP
HAWTH. PoM. Poems (S.T.S.) II. 210 That our Confession
is indeed Not the Apostolick Creed, Which of Negations we
contrive, Which Turk and Jew may both subscrive. 1689
Sc. Acts(i&75) XII. 48/2 To report what should be over-
lured be the Duke in wryting subscryved be the Duke.
1736 in Nairne Peerage Evid. (1874) 35, I have already
granted and subscrived bonds of provisione to and in favours
of my own children.

b. intr.

1490 Munim. de Metros (Bannatyne Club) 600 To thir my
present lettres obl[i]gaitour I have alfixit my seill & sub.
scryffyt with my awm hand. 1567 Saiir. Poems Reform.
lii. 129 O 5e that to our Kirk hes done subscriue. 1596 in
T. Morris Provosts of Metkven (1875) 88 With our handis
on the pen led be the notaris vnderwrittin. ., becaus we can
nocht subscriue. 1640-1 Kirkcvdtr. War.Comm. Mill. Bit.

(1855) 61 As for these that hes naither subscVyvit nor will
cum in, but stands owt, they are to be fyned. 1717 in
Nairne Peerage Evid. (1874) 146 In the hands of me nottar
publick subscriveing after the form..of the said heritable
bond of provisione.

O. pass. To be engaged in a compact.
1583 Leg.Bp.Sl.AHdroissjfi Contempnerisof our authe-

ntic, Subscryvit aganist our Maiestie.

Hence Subsori'ved ppl. a., Subscribing vil.

s6., ppl. a. ; Subscri-ver, = SUBSCRIBER.
1562 Maitl. Club Misc. (1843) III. 201 Bye ye quhilk

testimoniall ye said Mr Thomas allegis hym injurit be ye
subscriuaris yarof. 1564 in Scott. Antiq. (1501) Oct. 81 The
gewing and subscryving of the said infeftment. [1611,1638:
implied in Notl-subscrivcr, see NON-SUBSCRIBER i]. 1651
Caldwtll Papers (Maitland Club) I. 119 Item debursit be
the tenents..conforme to the collectors Subscryvit compt.
1681 Sc. Acts Chas. // (1820) VIII. 243 None but subscryv-
ing witnesses shall be probative in Executions of Messingers.
1696 Ibid., Will. (1823) X. 63 The Subscriveing of Bonds.

T Su'bsecant. Math. 06s. rare. [f. SUB- i +
SECANT Bab.] That part of the axis of abscissas
of a curve which is intercepted between a secant
and the ordinate.
1816 tr. Lacroix' Diff. fy Inf. Calc. 655 Its subtangent P T

must consequently be less than one of the subsecants.

Subsecive (so-bsftiv), a. Now Obs. or rare.
Also 7 subcisive, suboesive, subsicive. [ad.
L. subsecTvus, less correct f. subsidvus, also (by
transposition) -cesivus, -cislvus (cf. SUCCISIVE) cut
off and left remaining, f. sub- S0B- 2$+secdre to
cut (cf. SECTION).] Remaining over, spare : chiefly
in subsecive hours.

1613 JACKSON Creed i. To Rdr. C 3, The principal subiect
ofmy subcisiue or vacant houres. a 1640 W. FKNNER Wilful
linpen. Ep. Ded., I had thought to have sent it to my Lord
of Warwicke for his subcisive bowers. 1653 NEDHAM Do-
minium Marts in Selden's Mare Claiaum (1663) 128 The
subcesive or remanent part onely is left out unassigned.
1832 SOUTHEY Let. to y. W. Warter 20 June, Next year it

will become my chief object in those subsecive hours, for
which I can find no English word.

t Subse'ct, v. Obs.
[f. SUB- 9 + L. sect-, pa.

ppl. stem of secdre to cut.] trans. To subdivide.

1654 VILVAIN Enchir. Efigr. HI. xcv. 79 The 7 Parts or
Portions of the Earth, as som lat Authors now State or
subsect them. 1654 GATAKER Due. Afol. 93 You of the
Calvinistical Sect, a Sect dissected, subsected, and resected.

Su-bsection. [f. SDB- 7 + SECTION.] A divi-

sion of a section.

i6ax BURTON (title) The Anatomy of Melancholy, .. in
Three Maine Partitions, with their seuerall Sections, Mem.
bers, and Svbsections. Ibid. i. L n. ix, In the precedent
Subsections, I haue anatomised those inferiour Faculties of
the Soule. 1841 DE QUINCEY Style Wks. 1859 XI. 228
Others who bring an'occasional acuteness . . to this or that sub.
section oftheir duty. 1863 C. C. BLAKE in Jrtil. Anthrofol.
Sac. (1865) III. i. 5 A valuable.. paper was read in subsec-
tion D [of the British Association], by Dr. Embleton. 1879
Encycl. Brit. X. 242/1 The behaviour of the lava as it issues
and flows down the volcanic cones will be described in the
next sub-section. 1885 Act 48 <y 49 Viet. c. 70 8 Sub-
section one of section fifteen of the Sea Fisheries Act, 1883.

b. Nat. Hist, A subordinate division of a sec-

tion or group.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. 414 In this subsection the

Diptcra, Libellulitta and Mantidae will find their place.
1836 [see SUBORDER i]. 1840 Clatter's Anim. Kingd. 415
Latreille divides this section [sc. Trigona] into sub-sections.

O. Milit. (Seequot.)
1910 Encycl. Brit. (ed. n) II. 690/1 Each section [of a

battery]..consists of two sub-sections, each comprising one
gun and its wagons, men and horses.

Hence Strbsectioned, divided into subsections.
1820 KEATS Cap ff Bells xi, With special strictures on the

horrid crime, (Sectioned and subsection'd with learning
sage).

t Subsecute, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. subsecut-,

pa. ppl. stem o!su6segut(see SUBSEQUENT).] trans.

To follow up, pursue.
01548 HALL Chron., Rich. lll,if>\ Yf by any possibilitie

he could be subsecuted and overtaken. 1569 STOCKER tr.

DM. Sic. II. xix. 70/2 Aristone..subsecuted and chased
him through the countrey of Basalcie.

t Bubse'Cutive, a. Obs. rare- , [f. as prec.
+ -IVE ; cf. F. sutstiulif.] Subsequent.

SUBSEQUENT.
1611 COTCR., Subsecutifi subsecutiue.

II Subsella (stfbse-la). [mod.L., f. sub- SUB- 3
+ sella a scat, after next.] SUBSELLIUM 2.

1849 EcclesioL IX. 156 Seats placed stall-wise, with desks
before them and subsellae beneath. 1861 NEALK Notts
Datmatia 117 On each side of the Choir are sixteen stalls,
. .with subsellae.

H Subsellium (s#bse-li#m). PI. subse-Uia
(-se-lia). [L., f. sub- SUB- $ + se!la seat.]
1. l\om. Antiq. A seat in an amphitheatre.
#1701 MAUNI.RELL Joum. Jems. (1-721) 16 Vaults which

run under the Subsellia all round the Theatre.
2. Church Arthit. = MISERICORD 3 c.

1806
\. DALLAWAY Engl. Arc/tit. 118 The application ol

the ancient carved subsellia to the present reading-desks is

a new idea. 1886 WILLIS & CLARK Cambridge \. 47 The
stalls and subsellia.. belong in style to the period of their
construction.

Su'bsemitone. Mils. [ad. mcd.L. stt&semtto-

nutm : see SUB- 13.] The leading note of a scale.
c 1800 BUSBY Diet. Afus., Sub-Semitone^ the name by which

theorists distinguish the sharp seventh, or sensible, of any
key. 1876 STAINF.R & BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terms.

Subse'nsible, a. [SUB- i a.] Below or

deeper than the range of the senses.

1863 TYNDALL Heat ii. 33 We can only reach the roots ol

natural phenomena by laying down, intellectually, a sub-
sensible soil out of which such phenomena spring. 1871
Pragni. Sci\ (1879) II. xv. 387 That subsensible world into
which all natural phenomena strike their roots.

So Snbse'nsual, -sc'nsuons adjs.
1886 Homilet. Rev. July 73 The dark, *subsensual flow of

a sout abandoned to vice. 1892 ACNESM . CLERKE Font. Stud.
Homer via. 212 In some unexplained subsensual way.
a 1834 COLERIDGE Notes $ Lect. (1849) I. 164 Nationality in

each individual, <inoa,l his country, is equal to the sense of

individuality quoad himself; but himself as "subsensuous,
and central. 1898 HORTON Commandm. 'Jesus xvi. 290 In
that subsensuous contact of spirit with spirit.

Subsequence (szrbs/kwens). [f. SUBSEQUENT :

see -EKCE.]
1. That which is subsequent ;

a subsequent event ;

the sequel.
? a 1500 Chester PI. i. 187 Yow shall well wyt the Sub-

sequence, this Daunce will turne to teene and traye. 159*
WEST ist Pt. Symbol. 52 Let us enter into consideration
of the subsequence or sequele thereof. 16x0 HEALEY St.

Aug. Citie God in. xxx. 150 Without any more stirre or other

subsequence of war. Ibid. v. ix. 209 What auailes the sub-

sequence ? 1637 HEYWOOD Descr* Soveraign ofSeas 34 As
they comply in the premisses,.. they differ not all in the

subsequence. 1827 G. S. FABER Sacr. Cal. Prophecy (1844)
III. 331 The predicted millennium with its concomitants
and subsequences.
2. The condition or fact of being subsequent.
1668 WILKINS Real Char, i. iv. 1 1. 14 With such an order

of precedence and subsequence as their natures will bear.

1701 GREW Cosniol. Sacra H. iii. 43 By which Faculty
\sc. reminiscence], we are also able, to take notice of the

Order of Precedence and Subsequence, in which they are

past. 1846 TRENCH Miretc. No. 5 (1862) 159 The Scripture
teaches the absolute subordination of evil to good, and its

subsequence of order. 1854 THACKERAY Newcomes xxviii,
An affair which appeared in due subsequence in the news-

papers. 1884 BROWNING Ferisktali, Bean-Strife 70 Joy,
sorrow, by precedence, subsequence Either on each, make
fusion.

t Su-bsequency. Obs. rare. [f. SUBSEQUENT :

see -ENCY.] The fact or condition of following.
1705 GREENHILL Embalming 336 The Heliotrope's subse-

quency to the Course of the Sun.

Subsequent (szrbsrkwent), a. and sb. [a. F.

subsequent (i4th c. in Littre), or ad. L. subseqitens^

-etttent) pr. pple. of subsequi, f. sub- SUB- III +

sequt to follow.]
A. adj.

1. Following in order or succession ; coming or

placed after, esp. immediately after.

a 1460 J. METHAM Wks. (E.E.T.S.) 157/1. 1 rede in elde

volummys this matere subsequent. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabcl-
houer*s Bk. Physicke 346/1 Then applye theron the whytes of

Egges..and then applye theron this subsequente plays ter.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. Cr. i. iii. 344 Such Indexes, although
small prickes To their subsequent Volumes. 1660 BARROW
EuclidPr& (1714) p. ij, The six precedent and the two subse-

quent [Books]. 1745 in iot/1 Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. I. 285 The Sentences precedent and subsequent. 1788
Encycl. Brit. (1797) 1. 605/2 This, with the subsequent bones
of the ear, are here delineated as large as the life. 1814
SCOTT Watt, ii, But more of this m a subsequent chapter.

1833 J. KENNIES//-*. /JfY. 21 We shall see in a subsequent
page the principle upon which this is founded.

aosol. 1596 NASHE Saffron-Maiden To Rdr. Wks. 1905
III. 32/31 The subsequent or hindermost of the'paire.

2. Following or succeeding in time ; existing or

occurring after, esp. immediately after, something

expressed or implied ; coming or happening later.

t Tk* subsequent (year, etc-X the (year, etc.) subsequent,
the year, etc. next following.
Condition subsequent : see CONDITION so. 2.

1503-4 Act 19 Hen. y/I, c. 27 ( 6 To begyn and cnde theyr

accompt..in the yere subsequent for the yere precedent.

1651 G. W. tr. Cowers Inst. 107 As if one gives any thing
with such an intention that it shall be the Donees when a

subsequent thing is performed. 166* PETTY Taxes iv. 28

The envyt which precedent missions of English [in Ireland]

have against
the subsequent. 1681 STAIR Inst. Law Scot.

n. xxvii. 137 No Son of a subsequent Branch could be

entered. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE Vertues Anted, Paint.

(1786) V. 129 His other plates I will repeat briefly, as I shall

those of subsequent engravers. 1800 COLQUHOUN Comm.
Thames xi 300 It was found needful to explain and amend



SUBSEQUENTIAL.
this Charter by many others Subsequent. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eitg. xvii. IV. 56 The day from which all his subse-

quent years took their colour. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I. iii. 23

My subsequent destination was Vienna. 1905 R. BAGOT

Passport xxxvi, Concetta delivered the letter, and another

subsequent one.

b. Const, to. (Also advb. = subsequently to.

Cf. previous, etc.)

i

of

This prodigious article is introduced as subsequent to the

treaty of Munster. 1806 Med. Jrnl. XV. 141, 1 have not

heard of any death but one shortly subsequent to cow-pox
inoculation. 1822 HEBER Wks. Jer. Taylor (ite$) I. p. xl,

Subsequent to the suppression .. he was.. at large. 1871

SMILES Charac. ii. (18761 39 It was long subsequent to the

death of both his parents. 1911 WarDept. Provis. Subsidy
Scheme i Lorries must have been built subsequent to ist

January, 1911.

c. Forming a sequel to. (rare.)
1779 JOHNSON L. P., Pope (1868) 408 He had planned a

work, which he considered as subsequent to his Essay on
Man '.

d. Phys. Geog. (See quots.)
[1862 JUKES in Q. Jrnl. Geal. Soc. XVIII. 400 That the

lateral valleys are the first formed . . while the longitudinal
valleys are of subsequent origin, gradually produced by
atmospheric action on the softer and more easily eroded
beds that strike along the chains.] 1893 W. M. DAVIS in

Geogr. Jrnl. (R.G.S.) V. 131 The peculiarity of subsequent
streams is. .that they run along the strike of weak strata ;

while consequent streams run down the dip, crossing
harder and softer strata alike. 1898 I. C. RUSSELL River

Developnt. vii. 185 Streams originate, the directions of which
are regulated by the hardness and solubility of the rocks.

Such streams appear subsequently to the main topographic
features in their environment, and are termed subsequent
streams.

e. Geol. - INTRUSIVE a. 2 b,

1888 TEALL Brit. Petrogr. 449.

t B. sb. A person or thing that follows or comes
after another. Obs.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne II. xii. 294 Deeming all other

apprentiships as subsequents and ofsuperarogation in regard
of that [orig. estimant tout autre af>prentissage subsecutif
a celiiy-Ia ff snpcrnutnerairc\ 1623 Bp. HALL Serin. Re-
edified Chapell Earle ofExceter Wks. (1634) 484 This con-
ceit . . is quite dissonant from the context, both in regard ofthe
precedents, and subsequents. rti676 HALE/VZ/W. Vrig.Man.
n. vii. 179 It hath a most excellent congruity with the subse.
quentsofthe Holy History. i68$Coro>i. Jas. //(Broadside),
So Handsome that all other Ladies, Her Subsequents seem'd
but her Shaddows. 1824 L. MURRAY Engl. Gram. (ed. 5) I.

241 As the relative pronoun, when used interrogatively,
refers to the subsequent word or phrase containing the
answer to the question, that word or phrase may properly
be termed the subsequent to the interrogative.

t b. These subsequents : the persons or things
mentioned immediately afterwards. Obs.
1612 STURTEVANT Metallica 57 These subsequents are most

necessane, as namely ; loyners, Carpenters, Smilhes, Bricke-
layers, Masons. 1637-30 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc ) is
These subsequents.. to be obserued in this Realme concern-
ing Doctrine.

Subsequential (sz>bykwe-njal), a.
[f. SUB-

SEQUENT alter consequential] Subsequent.
1670 W. PJENN]

Case Lib. Consc. 29 No Temporary Sub-
sequential Law whatever, to our Fundamental Rights,
can invalid so essential a part of the Government 1802-12
BENTHAM.Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) II. 582 Whether in
their original character of advocates or in their subsequential
..character of judges. 1829 Justice !, Cod. Petit. 190 In
another, say a subsequential judicatory, to which the
inquiry

^..transferred. 1879 STEVENSON Across the Plains
(1892) 9 It seems to fit some subsequent], evening epoch of
the world..

Hence Subseqne'ntially adv., subsequently
1829 BENTHAM Justice f, Cod. Petit. 127 Subsequen

applied instruments.

Subsequently (s-bs*kwentli), adv. [f. SUB-
SEQUENT a. + -LY

2.] At a subsequent or later time.
Const, to.

1611 COTCR., Su/istcutiveiiieiit, subseauenllv

q
R

ly

n ,r e
'

a " y Sa ebsequentrynamed, after the Other House is sat. x68S SOUTH ,5V.PrOV
;,

xvl- 3
J

(I^7)
-,''

337 They are forced to co P'y subse-
uently, and to strike in with things as they fall out 1704
. J. SULIVAN ^iew Nat. 11.64 From the same raise, trU

natural character of nations may arise however si hs7
quently moulded. ,845 DARWIN Voy. Nat viii ?747n NorthAmerica., the large quadrupeds lived subsequently tothat
period. 1863 LvELL^nr/y. Man 2 The remains of living
beings which have peopled the district at moe than one em
Taw r^L

U
X^T

en
/
tly
r

een m
i
ngled in such caverns ,giLam J imes XCI. 1/2 Cases where a man becomesa soldier

subsequently to the making of the order.

llSubserOSa (sbsiro-sa). ~Anat. TmodL
(sc. membrana) : see SUB- i d and cf. next 1 Sub-
serous tissue.

8" ' ^ *" **'

.

they be submucous, sub7erout^mural w"^ Wh"hcr

nervous irritation i8 tr ,?' ,
p upa constant

46

found wandering far and wide in the submucosa, the muscu-

lature, and the subserous tissue.

2. [Sun- 20 b.] Somewhat serous. In mod. Diets.

I Subse'rvant. Obs. rare 1

. [Sus- 5 a.] An
inferior servant, under-servant.
1661 K. W. Con/. Charac., Detracting Empirick (1860)

64 A poor apothecaries subservant, whose work is to look

to the stills, and sweep the shop.

Subserve (swbssuv), v. [ad. L. subservire, i.

sub- SUB- 8 + servire to SERVE v. l
]

1. intr. To be subservient to.

01619 FOTHEHBY At/team, II. i. 8 (1622) 186 Arts be-

longing to all these ; and yet all of them subseruing vnto
the Art of Riding. 1646 H. LAWRENCE Commitn. Angels 10

All creatures shall subserve to that composition of which
God is a part. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles III. 9 The manner
of our disquisitions.. is irregular. .. When we.. make that

subservient which should be ultimate, and that ultimate

which should subserve. 1759 MARTIN Nat. Hist. II. 317
It subserves, .to the Trade of this Place. 1822 L. HUNT
Indicator No. 25 (1822) I. 193 Merely subserving to the

worst taste of the times. 1860 WKSTCOTT Introd. Study
Gosp. v. 263 The historical framework of their writings
subserved to a doctrinal development.
2. trans. To be instrumental in furthering or

assisting (a purpose, object, action, function, or

condition) ;
to promote or assist by supplying an

instrument or means.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 439 Is there not a world of

men, which, .subserve the Glorie of their Maker? 1685
BAXTER Paraphr. N. T. Matt. vi. 9 That thou wilt . . cause
us to subserve thy Providence by our wise and diligent
labours. 1687 Loud. Gaz. No. 2250/3 The free Exercise
of Religion., will., most truly subserve the Interest of Your
Majesties Power. 1741 WATTS Intprm'. Mind I. xvii. (1801)

135 [The memory] uses all those parts, .which subserve our
sensations. 1786 tr. Beckforrfs Vathek 7 Even insensible
matter shewed a forwardness to subserve his designs. 1815
KIRBV & Sp. Entomol. x. (1816) I. 305 It might subserve
the double purpose of ridding us of a nuisance, and relieving
the public pressure. 1833-6 NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1876) 1.

IV. v. 417 The cause of Protestantism . . the Catholic Fathers

certainly do not subserve. 1854 OWKN in Orr's Circ. Sci.,

Org. Nat. I. 197 The ribs, .subserve locomotion. 1896
A llbutt's Syst. Med. I. 109 The peripheral nervous system
subserves sensation alone.

b. To be instrumental in furthering the purpose,
interest, or function of (a person or thing), rare.
1661 BAXTER Last Wk. Believer (1682) 62 Christ will not

take it ill. .to have his Ministers subserve him in so excellent
a work. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. i. 5 You see how the
more imperfect subserve the perfect ; the inanimate the
animate ; as the earth the plant. 1854 OWEN in Orr's Circ.

Sci., Org. Nat. I. 163 Portions of bone are also developed
to protect and otherwise subserve the organs of the senses.

1 3. a. intr. To act in a subordinate position.
Obs. rare.

1671 MILTON Samson 57 Not made to rule, But to sub-
serve where wisdom bears command.

t b. trans. To serve under, be subordinate to.

Obs. rare.

1769 E. BANCROFT Guiana 319 The husband takes a second
[wife] . . who lives and subserves the former in all domestic
employments.
4. reft. To avail oneself of. rare,
a 1834 COLERIDGE Omniana. Lit Rem. 1836 I. 373, I not

merely subserve myself of them, but I employ them.

Subserviate (sbs3-jviit), v. [irreg. f. SUB-
SERVIENT + -ATE 3.] trans. To make subservient or
subordinate.

i893CRONWRiGHT-ScHREiNER in T?a.m\\ySettli!m.S.A/rica
(1900) 90 They would selfishly and foolishly subserviate the
interests of the whole Colony to their own benighted wishes.
1006 CHURCHILL Conislon II. iii, The time would come when
the railroads, .would exterminate the boss, or at least sub-
serviate him.

Subservience (sobsauviens). [f. SUBSEB-
VIENT : see -ENCE.]
1. The condition or quality of being serviceable,

as a means to an end.
a 1676 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. i All this accommodation
..and mutual subservience of the things in Nature. 1677GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 450 To order al means and affaires
in subservience to his end and designe. 1793 BURKE Obs
Conduct Minority Wks. 1842 I. 614 It was in subservience
to the general plan of disabling us from taking any steps

1884 F. TEMPLE Rclat. 'Relig. i, Sci.iv. (1883) 119 We should
trace the beneficent effects of pain and pleasure in their
subservience to the purification of life,

t b. pi.
a 1693 Urquliart's Rabelais HI. I. 402 The uses and sub-

serviences they were fit for. 1802 PALEY Nat. Theol. xii,i he plan is attended, through all its varieties and deflections,bv subserviences to special occasions and utilities.A A condition of subordination or subjection to
another. Now rare exc. as implied in 3.
1701 G. STANHOPE Pious Breathings v. xvii. (1720) 348Grant that my sensual Affections may always continue in

subservience to my reasonable mind, a 1704 T. BROWN
Praise of Wealth Wks. 1730 I. 86 A change of power to"* ""-"-.e: is a proof of folly. 1836 THiRLWALLCr

of the Son to the Father.
3. Subservient behaviour, attitude, or conduct

;

servile subordination, submissiveness. obsequious-
ness.

1819 SCOTT hanhoe xxiv, She could not indeed imitate

SUBSEBVIENT.
his excess of subservience, because she was a stranger to
the meanness of mind.. by which it was dictated. 1849
GROTE Greece II. xxxviii. V. 23 A young Persian monarch,
corrupted by universal subservience around him. 1873
HAMERTON Intell. Life ix. iii. 314 Johnson.. is grander in

his neglect of fashion than Goldsmith in his ruinous sub-
servience. 1902 MATHIESON Pol. -V Relig. I. x. 323 His
subservience to the King.. was due in part to the extreme
weakness of his position.

Subserviency (sbs5-iviensi). [f. next: see

-ENCV.]
1. = SUBSERVIENCE i.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Baft. 277 All things being.. by him
given out to the world, in subserviency to the ends of his

design. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacrx n. iv. 5 This
Institution of them in the Schools of the Prophets was of

great subserviency. 1732 BERKELEY Alcifkr. m. 9 The
Beauty of Dress depends on its subserviency to certain
Ends and Uses. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man II. i. 3. 10
When we contemplate.. the manifest Adaptations and Sub-
serviencies of all these Things to each other. 1830 LYELL
Princ. Geot. I. 479 The subserviency of our planet to the

support of terrestrial as well as aquatic species. 1862 HOOK
Lives Abps. II. 124 Persons, whom he intended to bring
to a subserviency to his objects.

2. = SUBSERVIENCE 2. Now rare exc. as im-

plied in 3.

1653 H. MORE Ccmject. Cabbal. (1713) 15 It is reasonable
the worser should be in subserviency to the better, a 1663
J. GOODWIN Beingfilled with the Up. (1867) 147 That sub.
serviency which, .seems to be attributed to the Holy Ghost
1723 SWIFT Argts. agst. Bps. Wks. I?6i 111.263 Lords and
squires who.. murmur at the payment of rent as a sub-
serviency they were not born to. 1896 DK. ARGYLL Philos.

e/it/SThe subserviency of structure to function, and the
priority in time of structural growth.
3. = SUBSERVIENCE 3.
a 1768 SECKER Serai. (1770) III. viii. rjS The obstructing

-. . -y in style
or composition. 1852 MRS. STOWK Uncle Tom'sC. xxxix
That cringing subserviency which is one of the most baleful
effects of slavery. 1878 LECKY Eng. in iSth Cent. I. i 8
In no country have State trials been conducted with.. a
more scandalous subserviency to the Crown.

Subservient (szJbss-Jvient), a. (sb.') [ad.L.
subserviens, -entem, pr. pple. of subservire to

SUBSERVE.] A. adj.
1. Being of use or service as an instrument or

means; serving as a means to further an end,
object, or purpose ; serviceable. Const, to a person
or thing, a design, condition, process.
1632 TATHAM Love crowns the end i. Dram. Wks. (1878)

19 If these eyes be my own, I fondly trust They may be more
subservient to me. 1631 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 144 If they do
preach any wholsom Doctrine, it is usually but subservient to
their great Design. 1656 RIDCLEY Pract. Physick 55 The
spirits, .subservient to the imagination in the Brain. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Uud. n. ix. 7 Ideas, which we may. .suppose
may be introduced into the Minds of Children in the Womb,
subservient to the necessity of their Life . . there. 1729 BUTLER
Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 150 Every particular affection., is sub-
servient to self-love. 1781 GIKBON Decl.

<j- F. xviii. (1787) II.

99 The arts of fraud were made subservient to the designs of
cruelty. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets vii. 189 The drama
renders all arts subservient to the one end of action. 1879
HARLAN Eyesight ii. 18 All the other structures of the eye
may be considered subservient to this one [the retina),

t b. Const, to with inf. or a prep, with gerund.
1668 DRYDEN Dram. Poesy Wks. 1725 I. 43 They dwell

on him and his concernments, while the rest of the Persons
are only subservient to set him off. 1714 R. FIDDES Pract.
Disc. H. 145 Persons who are subservient in this respect
towards promoting the honour of God. 1710 YOUNG Revenge
III. i, This is a good subservient artifice. To aid the nobler
workings of my brain. 1755 SMOLLETT Quix. (1803) II. 23
In making you subservient in facilitating our success.

t c. without construction. Obs.

1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 173 They are not in the
number of them that perform an action, but of those that
are subservient. 1661 J. FELL Hammond 112 Scarce ever
reading any thing which he did not make subservient in one
kinde or other. 1701 GREW Cosmol. Sacra n. i. 36 While
we are awake, we feel none of those Motions, which are
continually made, in the disposal of the Corporeal Princi-

ples Subservient herein.

2. Acting or serving in a subordinate capacity ;

subordinate, subject. Const, to.

a. of persons.
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Ret. i. 140 That the Queen might

have solely that Power, and he only be Subservient to her.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety ii. r 13 Can we think he will be
patient thus to be made subservient to his enemy? 1711
G. HICKES Two Treat. Chr. Priesth. (1847) H. 79 The
deacons as subservient inferior ministers. 1721 PRIOR
Predest. 63 Wks. 1907 II. 347 Is God subservient to his own
Decree? 1873 HAMERTON Intell. Life vii. vi. 258 Women
are by nature far more subservient to custom than we are.
1880 ' VERNON LEE '

Italy HI. i. 73 They wanted the singer
to remain subservient to the composer.

b. of things.
1641 MILTON Ch. Govt.

iij.
Wks. 1831 III. 109 Copies out

from the borrow'd manuscript of a subservient scrowl. 1636
TUCKER Rep. in Misc. Scott. Burgh See. Soc. 19 The towne
is a mercat towne, but subservient and belonging. .to the
towne of Lynlithquo. 1687 DRYDEN Hind I, P. i. 88
Superiour faculties are set aside, Shall their subservient
organs be my guide 1 1709 POPE ss. Cril. 263 Most Critics,
fond of some subservient art, Still made the Whole depend
upon a Part. 1864 PUSEY Lect. Daniel ii. 88 Antiochus
Epiphanes . .directed against God what was to be subservient
to God. 1870 DISRAELI Lothair xii, Assuming that religion
was true, .then religion should be the principal occupation
of man, to which all other pursuits should be subservient.



SUBSERVIENTLY. 47 SUBSIDENCE.

c. Law. (Cf. SEBVIENT and SEKVITUDE 7.)
1681 STAIR fnst. Law Scot. i. xvi. 327 Persona! Servitudes

are, whereby the property of one is subservient to the person
of another. 1681 [sec SERVITUDE 7). 1884 Law Rep- ?s

Chanc. Div. 580 The mortgagees of C, D, and K . .acquiesced
in those blocks being made subservient to the adjoining
block B.

3. Of persons, their actions, etc. : Slavishly sub-

missive ; truckling, obsequious.
1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolplio xlviii, Emily was..

disgusted by the subservient manners of many persons,
'

who [etc.]. 1819 SCOTT Ivankoe xxi, The foreigner came
J

here poor, beggarly, cringing, and subservient. 1839 JAMES
Louis Xlf, IV. 251 He contrived to ally this subservient

flattery to a degree of intemperate vehemence towards Louis.

1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. 2 (1882)472 The lawyers had
been subservient beyond all other classes to the Crown.
B. sb. A subservient person or thing, rare.

1867 D. PAGE Man 143 The primitive notion that this

earth was the centre of the universe, and the sun, moon, and

stars, formed merely to be its subservient*. 1898 MEREDITH
Odes Fr. Hist. 35 The fair subservient of Imperial Fact.

Subserviently (sobsa-rvientli), adv. [f. prcc.

+ -LY 2
.] In a subservient manner.

1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst. 221 The worst of all Evils

made.. to contribute subserviently to the Good and Per-

fection of the Whole. 1795 Ann. Reg., Hist. 18 They acted

subserviently to all its designs. 1813 W. SCOHKSUY Jrnl. i

p. xv, Discovery was an object, therefore, that could only
be pursued subserviently to this. 1885 Manck. Exam.
26 Aug. 5/4 Unless it [sc. the Government] complies sub-

serviently with the Nationalist demands.

So Subse-rvientness rare- (1737 Bailey
Vol. II).

Subserving (sbsuvirj),///.a. [f.
SUBSERVE

v. + -ING -.] 1 hat subserves ;
subservient.

1611 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. i. n. ii, Ligaments, are they
that tye the Bones together, and other parts to the Bones,

\

with their subseruing tendons. 1893 Advance (Chicago)
2 Nov., Combine, .against the ring and its boss and its

subserving tool that now fills the Mayor's chair. [1895
W. H. HUDSON Spencer's Pkilos. 124 In non-gregarious
creatures, the only conflict is between self-subserving and

race-subserving activities.]

Subseaquialteral, etc. : see SUB- 10.

Subsessile (sobse'sil), a. Zool. and Bot. [ad.

mod.L. siibsessilis : see SUB- 20 c.] Not truly

sessile ; almost sessile.

17*0 J. LEE Intnd. Bot. in. iv. (1765) 174 Yerticilltu
f
a

Whorl, expresses a Number of Flowers that are subsessile.

1777 S. ROBSON Brit. Flora 104 Snow Saxifrage. Leaves

obovate, crenate, subsessile. 1856 W. CLARK Van der
HoevetCs Zool. I. 374 Abdomen subsessile,conico-acuminate.

Su bset, si1 .
1

[f. SUBSET v.] An act of sub-

setting or subletting.
a 1711, 1765-8 [see SUBSETTINO belowl.

Su bset, st.* [f. SUB- 5 c + SET sbf\ A sub-

ordinate set.

1901 Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 121/1 It may be possible to

divide the set into a number of subsets, no two of which con-

tain a common object.

Subset (scbse-t), v. Sc. [f. SUB- 9 (A) + SET

.] trans. To underlet, sublet.

1681 STAIR fnst. Law Scot. i. xiii. 253 As the half may be

sub-sett, so any other right less then the value of the half,

is sustained as an Infeftment of warrandice. 1751 Scots

Mag. Nov. 551/2 A small farm.., which he had subset at

about61. Sterlingperannum. zSoi Farmei'sMag. Nov. 381
A missive of tack, . . which made no mention of assignees, . .

was. .found, neither capable of being assigned, nor subset.

1806 SCOTT fain. Lett. (1894) 1.35,1 have subset the whole

of the sheep farm. 1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 582 To
assign or subset a lease of the ordinary endurance of nine-

teen years.

b. absol. or intr.

1801 Fanner's Mag. Nov. 379 A tack of lands does not

imply a power, either to assign, or even to subset. 1838
W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 582 In such leases. .an express

authority to assign or subset must be given.

Hence Subse'ttlng vbl. sb.; Subse'ttable a.,

capable, of being subset.

01711 FOUNTAINHALL Decii. I. 454 The axiom against

sub-setting is only against an assignment,.. But a sub-set

is lawful, and was so found 12 March 1686. 1765-8 ERSKINE
lust. Law Scot. n. vi. 33 (1773) 265 It remains a doubt,
whether the power of subsetting is implied in the nature of

a tack, without a special clause. Ibid., By a subset the

principal tacksman is not changed. 1801 Farmer's Mag.
Nov. 379 All tacks, likewise, that are to subsist for a great
length of time, are also assignable, as well as subsettable.

t Su-bsettle. 06s. [f. SUBSET v. + -LB, -EL ;

cl.undersettle.] An under-tenant
;
=UNDERSETTLE.

1583 in J. Guest Rotherkam (1879) 361 Andrew Robinson
subsetell for a horse on thecomon contrary to our custome 6d.

Subseyd, variant of SUBSIDE sb.

Subshrub(s-b[rt>b). Hurt. [f.SuB-3 + SimuB
j*.1

,
to render mod.L. su/ruttx (see SUFFBUTICOSE).

Cf. the earlier undershrub.~\ An undershrub, or

very small shrub.

1851 GLENNV Handtk. Fl. Card, n The double-flowered
varieties.. may be.. treated as perennial sub-shrubs.

So Subshrubby a., resembling a subshrub,
suffruticose.

1843 Florist's Jrnl. (1846) IV. 140 It is a dwarf and com-

f Subsidary, a. Obs. Erron. f. SUBSIDIARY.
1618 H. BURTON IsraeCs Fast Ded. p. v, Who doe more

hinder or prejudice the King in liis MCBmril and Koyall
Subsidarie Supplyes, then such FactoursV 1688 H.JI.ME

Armoury in. iv. 195/2 Suffragan or Subsidary Bishops.

t Subsidate, v. Obs. rare'1
, [irreg. f. L. sut-

sidfre to SUBSIDE.] intr. To sink in.

1653 R. SANDERS I'hysiogn. 173 The eyes, being humble,
subsidate.

So Subsida'tion, a depression.
1838 Frascr's Mag. XVII. 24 The protuberances or sub-

sidations of the cranium.

t Subside (
sb. Obs. Also -sede, -seyd, -syde.

[a. F. subside, ad. L. subsidiuin SUBSIDY.] = SUB-

SIDY.
c 1450 Brut n. 329 He axed . . a grete subsede to be graunted

to hem, for defendyng of hem and of his reame. 1474 Rental
Bk. Cupar-Angus (1879) I. 215 The byschoppis subseyd at

his fyrst entre. 1501 ARNOLDE Citron. (1811) 193 The Rate
of the Kyngis Custum and Subside of Marchaundises re-

gistred in the Escheker. 154* Yntlon Churchw. Ace. (_Som.
Rec. Soc.) 156 Payd for the Kyngs subsyde xiij s. iiij d.

'553 R". St. Mary at Hill (1904) 54 Aqvittaunce. .for the

Subsede of the Church for the Svmma of iij li vj s.

Subside (sobssi'd), v. [ad. L. subsiJSre, f.

sub- SUB- 2 +sidlre to sit down.]
1. intr. To sink down, fall to the bottom, pre-

cipitate. Also with down.
1681 tr. Willis' Rein. Med. Whs. Vocab., Subside, to sink

down, or fall to the bottom. 1696 WHISTON Tk. Earth m.
(1722) 278 Their Shells were buried among the other Bodies
or Masses which subsided down. 1711 BRADLEY Philos.

Ace. Wks. Nat. 9 Bodies of no more weight than Shells, or

Teeth of Fishes, would subside themselves down to the

bottom. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 98 Chalk laid on clay will,

we know, subside. 1857 MILLER Elent. Chem., Org. (1862)

ii. i. 80 The precipitate is allowed to subside. 1877 HUX-
LEY Pkysiogr. 133 The gravel is the first to fall; then th;j

sand subsides, and finally the mud settles down.

2. To sink to a low or lower level, esp. of liquids
or soil sinking to the normal level ; (of valleys) to

form a depression ; (of a swelling or something
inflated) to be reduced so as to become flat.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s. v.. The Streams Subside from
their Banks. 1719 T. COOKE Tales, etc. 46 Where shady
Mountains rise, and Vales subside. 1731 ARBUTHNOT AH-
ments n. ii. (1735) 28 Small Air-Bladders. . capable to be in-

flated by the Admission of Air, and to subside at the Expul-
sion of it. 1765 A. DICKSON Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 151 When
the earth hath fully subsided, and become firm and solid

[etc.]. 1796 MORSE Amer. Gear. I. 609 The mountains

converge into a single ridge, which, .subsides into plain

country. 1816 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. <$ Art II. 76 On
pouring a quantity of water into one limb, the water will

rise in the other, and when left undisturbed, will subside at

an equal height in both. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam vn.

xxvii, The Eagle . .The eager plumes subsided on his throat.

1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm I. 513 A little [earth] is left

elevated immediately over the drain, to subside to the usual

level of the ground. 1863 \Jvv.\.\-Antig.Man 34 The waters

of the Nile had subsided. 1885 Law Rep. 10 Prob. Div. 87
A small blister, which subsided in a day or two.

b. Of a mass of earth, etc. : To fall or give

way as the result of dynamic disturbance, etc.

'773 Cook's Voy. n. xiv. (1842) I. 329 A large tract of

country, of which it was part, subsided by some convulsion

of nature. 1840 LYELL Prim. Geol. in. xvi. (ed. 6) III. 345

Buildings which have at different times subsided beneath

the level of the sea. 1879 A. R. Wallace's Australasia i.

ii The bottom of the ocean is itself even now subsiding
more and more. 1884 Pall MallGaz. 29 July 5/1 We sus-

pect that when the great basin of Taupo comes to be ex-

plored by the sounding lead, an extinct volcano, crater and

all, will be found subsided in its midst.

c. Of persons : To sink down into or on to a

chair, etc.

pact-i
or si

t-growing plant, apparently of an evergreen herbaceous
subshrubby habit. 1851 GLENNV Handth. Fl. Card. 67

Mathiola incana, the queen stock, is a sub-shrubby kind.

1856 DELAMER Fl. Gard. 107 The terms '

sub-shrubby plants
'

and 'suffruticose trees' have been invented, to designate
those individuals which occupy intermediate positions in

the long series of the vegetable kingdom.

sat giggling.

3. Of the sea, wind, storm : To sink to rest,

abate.
a 1711 PRIOR Talefrom Boccace 55 Wks. 1907 II. 343 Not

Waves and winds Subside more sudden. 1740 PITT AZneid
vn. 9 The Sea subsiding, and the Tempests o'er. 1839
THIRLWALL Greece xlix. VI. 168 The wind had already sub-

sided. 1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 54 Beneath where, .soft

the tree-top swell subsides.

4. Of strong feeling, excitement, clamour, and

the like : To cease from agitation, fall into a state

of quiet or of less violence or activity.

01700 EVELYN Diary Sept. 1644, Our desire of revenge
had by this time subsided. 1771 TOPLADY in R. Palmer Bk.

Praise (1866) 436 Soon shall our doubts and_fears Subside

at His control. 1778 BURNEY Evelina xxxiii. (1791) I. 177

Her anger now subsiding into grief. 1783 CRABBE Village
II. 183 Cease then that grief, and let those tears subside.

1814 SCOTT St. Ronan's iv, The clamour which attends the

removal of dinner from a public room had subsided. 1855

Poultry Chron. III. 170 Buying and selling fowls has sub-

sided from an excitement to a natural business transaction.

1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola xxix, They parted with softening,

dropping voices, subsiding into silence. 1891
' F. ANSTEY

'

Voces Pop. Ser. n. 156 The hubbub gradually subsides.

b. Of a condition : To die down, pass away,

wear off. Of an action : To be discontinued.

1751 CHESTERF. Lett, cclviii, Your fencing likewise.. may
subside for the summer. 1761 T. MORTIMER Ev. Man Own
Broker (ed. 5) 20 The probability of the premium (given on

any Stock) totally subsiding. 1780 in Lett. Earl Malmes-

*rr(i870) 1.460, I shall go when the novelty is a little

subsided. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mat in. 60 Too soon The
slumber of intemperance subsides.

5. Of persons : To fall into an inactive or lets

active or efficient state.

1718 YOUNG, Love ii/ Faint vn. ii/j His swelling soul tub-
sides to native peace. 1847 MRS. Gout CastUs in A:r xix
1 am not sure but 1 would i;Uhcr lue in tlic Kind's Keitch
. .Ituiii subside into a country Squire. 1865 IK KKSS Mitt.
Fr. III. xv,

' That was well done !

'

panted !;

in the next street, and subsiding into a walk. 1885 .Munch.
Exam. 22 June 5/3 After a very promising career, .he has
subsided into a quiet and indifferent attitude.

b. To cease from activity ; tsp. to lapse into
silence.

1871 Cincinnati Cainm. Apr. (Schele dc Vere Anieric,in-

itmitJS) I hereupon the doughty General subsided, bill it

would be a great mistake to suppose that he will rennni
silent. 1880 Daily News \ July, Being told he must keep
quiet or be arrested he subsided.

6. To be merged in
;
to pass into. rare.

1781 SIMES Milit. Guide (ed. 3)4 Politeness should exceed

authority, and the Officer subside in the gentleman. i86>
STANLEY Jew. Ch. I. xii. 267 The old life was., never entirely
to subside into the new.

f 7. trans. To cause to sink in. Obs. ran.
1650 HULWER Anthrvpomct. 75 The roots of that promt*

nencic which subsides the apple of the eye.

Subsided (szibsai-ded), ///. a. [f. prec. +

-ED'.] In senses of the verb: Sunk ; precipitated ;

quieted.
-733 '-"ULL Horse-hoeing Husb. xiii. 163 The Earth sinking

away from the Roots, leaves the bottom of the Stalk higher
than the subsided Ground. 1753 RICHARDSON Gramtison
VI, ix, When the contents are too much for me, I lay them
down ; and resume them, as my subsided joy will allow.

1758 Elaboratory laid open 63 Let the clear water be then

poured back, into the first vessel, with great care not to dis-

turb the subsided powder. 1839 UKE Diet. Arts 1274 The
muriate of copper is to be decanted from the subsided

gypsum. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm I. 504 All the sods

just fill up the subsided drain. 1851 Corr. Latly Lyttelton

(1912) 410, 1 . . woke with a pleasant subsided feeling.

Subsidence (swbsai-dens, s-rbsidens). [ad. L.

subsidentia sediment, f. subsidere to SUBSIDE : see

-ENCE. Cf. It. ussitienza sediment.]
1. A sediment, precipitate. ? Obs.

1646 SIK T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 92 A Chalky earth, which

..steeped in water, affoordeth a cream.. on the top, and a

grosse subsidence at the botlome. 1650 VAUGHAN Anthro-

posophia 15 The Earth was an impure, Sulphureous subsi-

dence, or Caput mortuntn of the Creation. 1847 CLARKE in

Jrnl. K. Agric. Soc. VIII. I. 109 The soil of the whole is

the subsidence of a muddy water. 1890 GOULD New Med.

Diet., Subsidence, . . in pharmacy, the sediment falling from

a liquid.

2. The settling (of solid or heavy things) to the

bottom, formation of sediment, precipitation.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Subsidence, a resting or selling in

the bottom. 1696 WHISTON Tk. Earth in. (1722) 278 The
same Law was also observ'd in the subsidence of the Shells

of Fishes. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 98 What I have written

on the subsidence of chalk, and the simple method of re-

covering that almost-lost manure. 1799 Monthly Rev. XXX.
150 A force of subsidence, the natural consequence of

gravity, . . has produced similar effects. 1800 HENRY Efil.

Chem. (1808) 125 Separate the liquid part by filtration or

by subsidence. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chem., Org. (1862) iv.

i. 259 The clear oil is afterwards agitated . .
, again clarified

by subsidence [etc.].

3. The sinking (of liquids) to a normal or lower

level ; also, a fall in the level of ground.
1669 BOYLE Contin. New Exper. xix. 62 The Quick-silver

that before stood at 29 inches, .would fall so low as to rest

at 9 or 10 inches, (for once I measur'd the Subsidence be-

neath its former Elevation). 1837 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1850)

641 One of those Shem-Ham-and-Japhet buggies made

on Mount Ararat soon after the subsidence of the waters.

1830 G. BIRD Nat. Pliilos. 104 The subsidence of mercury
in tne barometer, as we ascend mountains . . affords valuable

data for calculating their vertical height. 1863 HAWTHORNE
Our Old Home( 1 879) 104 The country., is a succession of

the gentlest swells and subsidences. 1865 LIVINGSTONE

Zambesi xxi. 429 Snags. .left in the channel on the sudden

subsidence of the water.

b. A fall in rhythm or accent.

1814 LANDOR Imag. Com., jKschines $ Phoaon Wks.

1853 I. 26/2 Concentrated are his arguments,.. easy the

swell and subsidence of his periods, his dialect purely attic.

1851 HAWTHORNE Ho. Sev. Gables x, He delighted in the

swell and subsidence of the rhythm, and the happily-recur-

ring rhyme.
4. A sinking into inactivity or quiescence.

a. of feelings, of a disturbance, of the attacks

of a disease, etc.

1754 WARBURTON Strm. 37 Oct., Wks. 1788 V. 519 The

ind!. being, by the subdual or subsidence of thei more

Haunted Man ii. 70 A decided suDSiaence 01 u.

1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav. 256 So these people burst out

.^r/to a noise and fury.. .And the subsidence is as sudden.

1800 GOULD New Med. Diet., Subsidence, . . in pathology.

thTgradual cessation and disappearance of an atuck

disease.

b. Of physical phenomena or actions.

1731 ARBUTHNOT Aliments n. ii. (1735) *9 Tbe alternate

Motion of those Air-Bladders, whose Surfaces are by turns

freed from mutual Contact, and by a sudden Subsidence

meet again by the ingress and egress of the Air. 18. . Edtn.

Rev. (Seager), Subsidence of waves. i8fo TYNDALL Giac.

I. 81 The subsidence of this action [throbbing] was always

the signal for further advance. 1884 LOWELL Fireside Traa.

292 We awaited her subsidence as that of a shower. 1879

Casstlfs Tec/in. Ednc. I. 215 A second.. fermentation takes

place..; its subsidence diminishes the bulk of the wine.



SUBSIDENCY

c Sinking into decline or decay.

,856 MEKIVALE Rom. Emf. xxxiii. (1865) IV. 7 * *5
about the period of the Gracchi that this subsidence of the

old aristocracy of birth began first to be remarked.
_

5 (orig Gee/.) A gradual lowering or settling

down of a portion of the earth due to dynamic

causes, mining operations, or the like.

,802 PLAVFAIR Illuslr. Hutton. rh. 449 1 hough a local

Sub7idence, or settling of the ground, could hardly account

for this change,.. yet a subsidence that has extended to a

Subsidences occasioned by earthquake and volcanic con-

vulsions. ion Standard 20 Sept. 6/4 Streets and buildings

. .are being damaged by subsidences due to disused under-

ground workings. ,
. ,

transf. 1861 Morning Post 27 Nov., They reached the

door but found it fixed by the subsidence of the walls.

6. attrib., applied to vessels in which liquids

are put in order to precipitate
their suspended

solid matter, as subsidence reservoir, vat.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Sutsidcncc-iiat, a dyers

settling-vat. 1891 Pall Mall Caz. 9 Sept. 2/1 All the com-

panics supplying river water.. have subsidence reservoirs,

into which the water is first turned for the purpose of allow-

ing such of the suspended solid matter as will to settle.

Subsidency (sobsai-de'nsi, so-bsidensi). Now
rare. fad. L. subsidenlia : see prec.]

=
prec.

1655-87 H. MORE Aff. Antid. (1712) 215 Bodies. .in a

confused agitation may very likely go together, as we see

done . .in the subsidency of this dreggish part of the World,
the Earth, a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Sumy (1662) in. 79
Those who judiciously impute the sudden subsidency of the

Earth in the interstice aforesaid to some underground hoi-

lowness. 1691 RAY Creation n. (1704) 261 So as to cause

a Subsidency of the Lungs by lessening the cavity there.

1779 Phil. Tram. LXIX. 597 A strong and regular current

in a river is the best of all means, .for preventing the forma-

tion of banks in the bed by the subsidency of mud, &c.

1811 PINKERTON Petral. II. 416 Throughout all the space

many fissures appeared and subsidences of the ground.

1845 S. JUDD Margaret n. iii, In the subsidency and depar-
ture of love, the moral system is revolut' jnized.

Subsideut (scbssi-dent, ss'bsident), a. rare.

[ad. L. subsidens, -entem, pr. pple. of subsidlre to

SUBSIDE.] Precipitating.
1889 PENNELL Fishing 415 By subsequent treatment of the

precipitated and sub.sident metals.

t Subside-real, a. Obs. rare-1
. [SUB- i a.]

Stibcelestial, sublunary.
1636 in Ann. D-ubrensia (1877) 57 This subsideriall rundle.

t Subsi'dial, a. Obs. rare* 1
, [f. SUBSIDY sb.

+ -AL.] = SUBSIDIARY a. 3 c.

1798 PENNANT Hhtdoostan II, 13 A subsidial ally of the

English, who receive from its monarch the annual sum of

j 160,000.

Subsidiarily (sobsi-diarili), ailv.
[f. next +

-LY 2
.] In a subsidiary manner or position ;

sub-

ordinately, secondarily, (occas. const, to.)

1603 FLORIO Montaigne i. xxxii, At first sight he addresseth
himselfe to this meane, which they never embrace but sub-

sidiarily. 1625 Docum. Impeach. Dk. Buckhm. (Camden
Soc.) 209 Three onely should speak, subsidiarily one to an-
other. 1694 FALLE "Jersey iv. 112 This Court was first

brought in Subsidiarily, when Causes grew too numerous
for Catel. 1818 H. T. COLEBROOKE Obligations 141 He is

not bound subsidiarily for the remainder, in the event of in.

solvency of his coheirs. 1852 BROWNING Shelley's Lett.
Introd. Ess. (1881) 7 Subsidiarily to the human interest of
his work. 1897 MAITLAND Domesday Bk. <$ Beyond 148
The hundred being but subsidiarily liable.

Subsidiary (swbsi-diari), a. and sb. [ad. L.

subsidiarius, f. subsidium : see SUBSIDIUM. Cf.
F. subsidiaire, It. sussidiario, Sp., Pg. subsidiario,]
1. Serving to help, assist, or supplement; fur-

nishing assistance or- supplementary supplies ;

auxiliary, tributary, supplementary. (Chiefly of

things.)
1543 JOVE G. J. confiiteth Winch. Art.hL ij, Justified by

thonelye faith in him, and by nothing els as by any sub-
sydiary attainment . . vnto this full

justification in christe.

1613^. C. Table AlpJi., Subsidiarie^ that is giuen or set
to aide another. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 74 A bloud-
like vapor which returneth into the

yeines, and so becom-
meth for want of better, a subsidiarie nourishment of the
paries. 1627 DONNE Strut, xliv. (1640) 442 In these sub-
sidiary gods, these occasional gods, there could be no Om-
nipotence, no Almightinesse. 1688 HOLME Armoury in. iii.

64/1 A Suffragan Bishop, or Subsidiary Bishop. 1731 ARBUTH-NOT Aliments vi. viii. (1735) 235 Howsoever they [tc. bitter
Substances] may be acceptable to some one Part that is

'i5?
t
Vhey Se

,
a
,
sort of subsidiary Gall. 1776 ADAM SMITHW. N. v. in. II. 545 [A sinking fund) is a subsidiary fund

always at hand to be mortgaged in aid ofany other doubtful
fund. 1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. 159 The decrements
on these last faces are considered as subsidiary, to favour
the action of the principal decrement. 1832 BREWSTER Nat
Magic v. (1833) J The inflammation . . of the ignited gas wil
be sustained by these four subsidiary flames. 1864 BOWEI

"
,TJ' ,

y th 'r Princes and Laws in allllndes of 'aideand duty. 1679 EVELYN Sylva (ed. 3) To Rdr A\ An
mfimty of sohtary, and loose Experiments subsidiary to it
i74? WATERLAND Eny.cone. Inf.C, v. As soon as

Baptism became impaired, the 1/se of the Eucharist ought
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to come in as subsidiary, or supplemental to it.

his first object, to which every other was subsidiary. 1868

M. PATTISON Academ. Org. v. 122 The College is subsidiary

to the University. 1875 GLADSTONE Clean. VI. xxxix. 130 No
ritual is too much, provided it is subsidiary to the inner

work of worship.

c. Technical uses.

Subsidiary cells (Hot.): certain epidermal cells which are

less thickened or situated lower than the guard-cells which

they surround. Subsidiary coin : coins of the lower de-

nominations; U.S. silver coinage of lower denomination

than the dollar. Subsidiary goal (Polo) : see quot. 1899.

Subsidiary quantity or symbol (Math.): see quot. 1842.

1842 1'entiy Cycl. XXIII. 196 Subsidiary. A quantity or

symbol is so called when it is not essentially a part of a

problem, but is introduced to help in the solution. The
term is particularly applied to angles, since the trigono-

metrical tables give a great power over their management,
which causes their frequent introduction. 1863 FAWCETT
Pol. Econ. in. xv. (1876) 480 Our copper and silver money
are to be regarded as subsidiary coinage. 1884 BOWER &
Scon De Bary's Phaner. 45 The superficial stomata first

developed are surrounded by several partitioned zones of

subsidiary cells. 1899 J. M. Broums Polo 377 (Badm.

Libr.), A subsidiary goal is obtained in the same way as

a true goal, except that to score a subsidiary goal the ball

must pass between the subsidiary goal mark and the goal-

post which is nearest to it. Subsidiary goals are to be

measured 1 1 feet from each goal-post on the outside.

d. Of a stream : Tributary. Similarly of a

valley.
1834 PRINGLE Afr. Sk. vii. 246 We slept one night at

the mouth of a subsidiary dell. 1837 CARLVLE Fr.Rev. in.

li. i, All manner of subsidiary streams and brooks of bitter-

ness flowing in. 1845 M cCuLLocH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854)

1. 39 The subsidiary streams that fall into the Trent. 1914 SIR

J. FfiENCH Disp. 8 Oct. in Times 19 Oct. 9/6 The general

plateau on the south is divided by a subsidiary valley of

much the same character, down which the small River Vesle

flows to the main stream.

2. With the notion of helping or supplementing
weakened or obscured: Subordinate, secondary.
1831 CARLVLE Sart. Res. (1858) 171 The others are only sub-

sidiary species, or slight varieties. 1867 J. HocGAficresf. l.ii.

68 When any system of waves meets with an obstacle, subsi-

diary systems of undulation will be formed. 1875 WHITNEY
Life Lang. ix. 166 Its legion of subsidiary dialectic forms.

1883 R. H. SCOTT Elan. Meteorol. 380 Lesser eddies are found
on the outskirts of the original depression. . . At times these

latter' secondary ', 'subsidiary
1

,
or 'satellite

'

depressionSj as

they are called, develop greater energy than their primaries.

3. t a. Consisting of a subsidy or subsidies.

1608 WILLET Hexapla Exod. Ded. i That honourable
assembtie hath .. presented to your Maiestie a subsidiarie

beneuolence. 1637 SALTONSTALL Eusebius' Constantine j
The most royall Emperour after their departure, summoned
those againe that had sent in their Subsidiary money.
1640 CULPEPPER in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1692) I. 34 As soon
as the House was setled, a Subsidiary Aid and Supply was
propounded.

b. Depending on a subsidy or subsidies : in sub-

sidiary treaty (cf. SUBSIDY 3 b, 4).

1755 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1840) III. 158 All the world re-

yoked against subsidiary treaties. 1902 Encycl. Brit. (ed.

io)XXIX. 453/2 Lord Wellesley introduced that system of

subsidiary treaties which has played so important a part in
the expansion of British dominion.

o. Maintained or retained by subsidies.
1802 C. JAMES Milit. Diet., Subsidiary Troops, troops of

one nation assisting those of another for a given sum or sub-

sidy. 1864 BURTON Scot. Abr. I. iii. 134 Both the British
countries were in some measure subsidiary and protected
states.

B. sb.

1 1. The levy of a subsidy. Obs. rare-1
.

1592 GREENE Upst. Courtier (1871) 4 Their fathers were
not above three pounds in the Kings books at a Subsidiary.
2. A subsidiary thing; something which furnishes

assistance or additional supplies ;
an aid, auxiliary.

Now rare.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne li. xii. 255 These considerations
ought to be applied and employed to our beleefe, but as
Subsidiaries, a 1660 HAMMOND Serin. (Phil. iv. 13) Wks.
1684 IV. 573 Which deceitful consideration drew on Pelagius
himself, that was first only for nature, at last to take in one
after another, five Subsidiaries more. 1697 EVELYN Nuntis.
matam. 251 Images of the Gods and Goddesses, with other
Subsidiaries, a 1706 Mem. (1819) II. 206, I . .shall not be
able todo itwithonysatisfaction, unlessy LOP favour me with
the com'unication of the subsidiaries in yr cabinet. 1796 BUR-
NEY Mem. Metastasio I. 327 If, in despight of so many sub.
sidiaries, you should be of a different opinion. 1808 HAN.
MORE Calebs xxiii, As to the lectures .. they may be doubt-
less made very useful subsidiaries to instruction. 1824 L.
MURRAY Engl. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 64 All other sorts of words
must be regarded as subsidiaries.

b. An assistant.

1807 ROBINSON Archxol. Grxca i. xiii. 58 The number of
senators was again augmented. ..To these fifty a similar
number of subsidiaries was added. 1881 Blackw. Mag.
Apr. 507 The building is occupied by three priests and a few
subsidiaries.

c. Technical uses : (a) Mus. A theme of inferior

importance, subordinate to the first or second
subject. (6) Stock Exch. A subsidiary company.
(f) Polo. A subsidiary goal.
1883 Grave's Diet. Mus. s. v., In some cases a Subsidiary

acquires so much importance in the working out as to rank
as a third subject. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 22 Mar. 8/2 The whole
question of the value of Randfontein lies.. in the way its
numerous subsidiaries turn out. 1901 Ibid. 14 Jan. o/i The
shares of the Corporation, which then stood at a. \ld., now

SUBSIDIZE.

stand at cW., and it wants its shareholders to take the shares

of these subsidiaries and provide more hard cash. 1903 Daily
Chron. 27 Jan. 5/6 Three goals two subsidiaries to six goafs
two subsidiaries.

f 3. A subsidized state. Obs.

1756 Monitor No. 30. I. 275 The immense treasure paid
for those subsidiaries, which by their treaties are engaged to

cover Hanover, at the sole expence of Great Britain.

Subsiding (sbsai-dirj), vbl* sb, [f. SUBSIDE
v. + -ING 1

.]
= SUBSIDENCE.

1673 BOYLE New Exper. Flame 4- Air 13 The subsiding
of the Mercury, a 1676 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. n.

yii. 190
Strabo.. attributes those great Floods and Inundations to

the elevation and subsiding of the Moles terrestris. 1741
MONRO Anat. Boties (ed. 3) 17 A regular alternate Elevation
and subsiding, or an apparent Pulsation. 1823 J. BADCOCK
DOM. Amusem. 151 Mixing a small quantity of alum with
the water accelerates the subsiding of the starch.

attrtb. (cf. SUBSIDENCE 6.)
_
1893 Pall Mall Gaz. 9 Sept.

i/3 Subsiding beds were provided so that the fluid portion of
the river was alone supplied to the consumers.

Subsiding (s^bsai-dirj), ppl. a.
[f. SUBSIDE v.

+ -ING 2.] 1 hat subsides, in various senses of the

verb.

1646 Sm T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 68 The subsiding powder
dryed, retaines some magneticall vertue. 1694 SALMON
Bate's Dispcns. (i7w) 353/1 Edulcorate the subsiding
Pouder, by many affusions of fair Water. 1700 DRYDEN
Iliad i. 711 With Terror trembled Heav'ns subsiding Hill.

1769 E. BANCROFT Guiana 279 The liquor is decanted from
the subsiding bread, and drank. 1779 Mirror No. 66

Specifying, .the subsiding state of her affections towards
them. 1839 DARWIN yoy. Nat. xxii. 561 That class of

widely-encircling reefs, which indicate a subsiding land.

1889 LD. LYTTON Let. to W.Ward*$ Sept., The after effects

of its subsiding eddies.

liSubsidium (srbsi-dtfm). PI. subai-dia.

[L. : see SUBSIDY.] A help, aid, subsidy.
1640 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1692) I. 50 It was reasonable

that in Subsidium they should contribute some help to their

Neighbours, a 1676 HALE Print. Orig. Man. 170 If left to
it self without the continued Subsidium and Influence of
the Divine Providence. 17*9 SWIFT Let, to Bolingbroke.
31 Oct., Because I cannot be a great Lord, I would acquire
what is a kind of subsidium. 1817 T. L. PEACOCK Melin-
court II. 182 They have at all times a little more than they
actually need, a subsidium for age or sickness. 1878 M.
PATTISON in Encycl. Brit.\lll. 517/2 Even if Erasmus had
at his disposal the MSS. subsidia for forming a text.

Subsidize (s-bsidoizj, v. [f. SUBSIDY + -IZE.]
1. trans, a. To make a payment for the purpose

ofsecuring the services of(mercenary oralien troops).
1795 SEWARD A need. (1796) III. 382 Lord Chatham was

obliged to call in to Us aid the mercenary troops of other
Nations: these .. he subsidised with a liberal .. hand. 1803
WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1835) II. 223 The latter has

agreed to subsidize one company of artillery and two bat-
talions of native infantry. 1838 PBESCOTT Ferd. <$ Is, n. xiv,
He obtained a small supply of men from his Italian allies,
and subsidized a corps of 8000 Swiss. 1878 LECKY Eng. in
iStk Cent. I. iii. 350 An army of about 44000 Swedes, Danes,
and Hessians was subsidised.

b. To furnish (a country, nation, princes) with
a subsidy for the purpose of securing their assistance

or their neutrality in war.
a 1797 H. WALPOLE Mem. Reign Geo. 7/7(1845) I.

yii. 105
Little Princes are subsidized, when not worthy of reciproca-
tion. 1805 Spirit Publ. Jrnls. IX. i, I have sought relief

in hearing the censure of Administration for subsidizing the
Continent. 1860 L. HARCOURT Diaries G, Rose I. 66
subsidize one power against another.

2. transf. a. To secure the services of by pay-
ment or bribery.
1815 W. H. IRELAND Scri&Mearuanza 26 nete. Deigning to

subsidize a venal pen in order to throw a gloss over the

flagrant dereliction. 1871 Daily News 6 Nov., It was. .to
abstain.. from subsidising the press. 1899 KIPLING Stalky
66 The three.. stood to attention.. in full view of all the

visitors, to whom fags, subsidised for that end, pointed them
out as victims of Prout's tyranny.

fig. x86j F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 132 In its opera*
turns, it \sc. the soul] subsidizes all the sense-organs.

b. To furnish funds for (a scheme or course of

action), rare.

1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. III. XVL 431 Like so many of the
northern abbots, he might have been hoarding a fund Co
subsidize insurrection.

c. To support by grants of money : now esp. of

the government or some central authority contri-

buting to the upkeep of an institution, etc.

i8a8 SOUTHEV in Q. Rev. XXXVIII. 592 For the British

Government to pay the Roman Catholic clergy would be to
subsidize the Court of Rome against itself. 1871 Pall Mali
Gaz. 23 Aug. 10 M. Thiers' unhappy stroke of financial

ingenuity actually subsidizes the detested Teuton. 1876
J. GRANT Burgh Sch. Scot. n. iu. 1213 In several places, we
find the councils actually subsidizing adventure schools.

1885 Manch. Exam. 17 Feb. 5/2 The schools.. have been
subsidised by grants from the county magistrates. 1911
H^ar Dept. Provis. Subsidy Scheme i The full terms under
which the War Department will subsidize vehicles.

Hence Subsidized, Subsidizing vbl. sb. and

ppl. a. ; Subsidization, Su'bsidizer.

1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. (1907) 1. 142 The abandonment
of the subsidizing policy, so far at least as neither to goad or
bribe the continental courts into war. 1870 W. R. GREG
Pol. Probl. 20 The encouragers and subsidisers of all other
states through their crises of despondency and destitution.

1878 Daily News 25 Mar., Every country has its subsidized
lines of steamers, which carry mails to all parts of the world.
x88i Athenaeum 27 Aug. 274/1 The subsidizing of political
benefit societies by well-to-do Conservatives. 1884 Pall
Mall Gaz. 27 May 5/2 He., put an extinguisher upon all

hopes of a conference with the subsidizing nations, or the
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introduction of a countervailing tariff. 1007 Daily Citron. \

i Jan. 5/5 The statement as to^Mr. Schiff a subsidisation of
,

the alleged Galveston scheme is inaccurate. 1908 A tken&um

31 Oct. 545/3 It was about to cease as a subsidized publi-
cation of the French Government.

t SubsrduouS, . Obs. rarer-*, [irreg. f. L.

subsidium SUBSIDY sb. or F. subside SUBSIDE sb. :

see -UOU3.] Assisting, subsidiary.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xix. 71/29 Y" subsiduous torig. F.

subcide\ mod re that hath made the to be norysshed..wyth
the mylke of the tygres of Yrcanye.

Subsidy (sr'bsldi), sb. Also 4-7 subsidie, 5

-sidee, -sydye, 5-6 -sidye, 5-7 -sedye, 6 sub-

sedy, -sydy, -sidey, -sidwe (?). [a. AF. sub-

sidie =- OF. (and AF.) subside, ad. L. subsidium.

Cf. Pr. subsidy It. sussidio, Sp., Pg. subsidio.]
1. Help, aid, assistance. Also with a and //.

Obs. or arch.

1387TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 469 Everych [element
of the body] schulde . . }eve us special helpe and .subsidie by
his owne dispensacioun. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II.

A thowmbe in the ry^hte foote of Pyrrhus kynge, the tow

chenge of whom }afe subsidy ageyne venom. 1492 KVMA>
Poems Ixxxl. 3 in Arckiv Slud. neu. Spr. LXXXIX. 250
Petir and Paule and seintis alle..For subsidie to you we
calle. ?iS33 FRITH (title) An other boke against Rastel

named the subsedye or bulwark to his fyrst boke. 1553
LATIHKR Strut. Lord's Prayer vii. (i 562) 53 [45] To cry vnto

god.. for a subsidie against this.. enemy. 1557 PAYNELL

Barclay's Jugurth 52 On the right winge..he ordeyned
as it were a forward enforced with a threfold subsidie or

socour. 1639 FULLER Holy War iv. viii. 180 Before he

began his voyage he craved a subsidie of prayers from the

Monks of S. Albanes. 1675 ALSOP Anti-Sozzo iii. 2. 203
It's a very Ruful cause that needs such Subsidies to main-

tain it. 1830 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1853) 68 Dr. Brown
. .rejects as unphilosophical, those hyperphysical subsidies.

2. Eng. Hist. A pecuniary aid granted by par-
liament to the sovereign to meet special needs.

In the i4th and isth centuries the term (occurring, in the

AF. form subside^ in 1340 Rolls Parlt. II. 112/2, 117/1,

*353 27 Edw. Ill stat. i. c. 4, 1382 5 Rich, II stat. ii. c. 3)

was applied mainly to the taxes on cloth, wool, leather, and

skins, and the duties of tonnage and poundage. In Tudor
times it was applied pre-eminently to a tax of 4*. in the pound
on lands and ss. &d. in the pound on movables. Its applica-
tion to tonnage and poundage was continued in acts of

, parliament until vjvf Act 6 Anne c. 48. _
In 1698 an increased

percentage of duty charged upon certain articles was known
as the New Subsidy.
The term has been extended by legal and historical writers

to the aids derived from the tenth, the fifteenth, and^ other

sources. The old lawyers, e. g. Coke, terra ^the
duties on

wool, skins, and leather,
'

perpetual
'

subsidies, the others

being classed as 'temporary'.
t Book of'subsidy* = subsidy-book (see 4).

c 1380 WYCLIP Wks. (1880) 103 Whanne be kyng & lordis

axeden of grete prelatis subsidies & dymes for here temper-
altes. X4*a [see TONNAGE sb.i\. i^zRollso/Parlt.lV.i^/'z
The forsaid pouere Commens..graunton to oure said Lord
the Kyng..a subsidie of xxxiiis. iiii d...of every sak weight
of Wolle, and of every ccxl of Wolle felle. 1425 Ibid.

289/2 With oute any subsidee payng for the same [sc. Wool].
c 1460 FORTESCQE Abs. ff Lint. Man. vi. (1885) 122 The
kynge hath therfore be subsidie off pondage and tonnage.

1544 Churchw. Ace. St. Giles, Reading (ed. Nash) 70 To
thekynges collectors for the subsidie ix" mjd

. c 1550 Disc.

Common IVeal Eng. (1803) 55 Which..myght releue them

(sc. breeders of wool] of theire subsidwes. 1571 Acts Privy
Council VHI. 20 The assessing and taxing of

_the
first

payment of the Subsedye graunted by the Layetie at the

last Parliament. 1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. \\. ii. (1588) 109
Such as have their names registred in the Booke of Sub-
sidie. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI* iv. vii. 25 He that made
vs pay one and twenty Fifteenes, and one shilling to the

pound, the last Subsidie. 1603-4 Act i Jos. /, c. 33 a

Except and foreprised out of this Graunt of Subsidie & of

Poundage, All maner of Woollen Cloth made or wrought.

1604 Proclam. in Rates ofMerchandizes (c 1610) 5 Queene
Mary. .did..assesse vpon Clothes carried out of thisRealme

by way of Marchandize, a certaine rate for the Custome and
Subsidie of them. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. 8 There
was a mention, .of granting five Subsidies, a proportion.,
scarce ever before heard of in Parliament. 1660 Act 13

Chas, //,c.4 A Subsidy granted to the King of Tonnage
and Poundage and other sumtnes of Money payable upon
Merchandize Exported and Imported, a 1700 EVELYN Diary
ii May 1671, The subsidie now given by Parliament to

his Majesty. 1715 Lond. Gaz. No. 6366/2 All Goods.,
which shall have remained in His Majesty's Warehouse for

Security of the Duties Twelve Months, the Subsidies and
Duties not paid. 1728 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.

y.,
In the List of

English Duties, or Impositions, are divers Kinds ofSubsidies :

Old Subsidy, Additional Imposition to the old Subsidy. New
Subsidy, third Subsidy; Two-thirds Subsidy. 1845 M*CUL-
LOCH Taxation it, vi. (1852) 235 The new subsidy, granted
in the reign of William III, was an addition of 5 per cent,
to the duties on most imported commodities. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. vii. 5 (1882) 395 The perils of her reign drove
her [Elizabeth] at rare intervals to the demand of a subsidy.

1876
FREEMAN Norm. Conq. V. xxiii. 181 In those days a

subsidy took the form of a feudal grant.
b. transf. A pecuniary aid exacted by a prince,

lord, etc.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 89 That quene. .dede mani
aduersiteez to the pepille, by tailez and subsidiez. 1489
CAXTON Faytes o/ A. in. v. 176 Hys subgettes of ryht are
holden to sette a subsydye upon them self. 1560 DAUS tr.

Sleidanc's Comm. 41 b, A subsidie is to be gathered in all

countreis of the Empyre for the Turkishe warre. 1603
HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 403 Certaine paiments and sub-
sidies which he would have to be levied of his subjects.

1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. n. Ixxiii, Of helps and subsidies
asked be the Lord fra his men... As quben his sonne and
heire is to be made knicht, or quhen he is to giue his eldest
dochter in manage. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $ F. xxxi. (1787)
III. 225 He stipulated an annual subsidy of corn and money.
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i86a STANLKY Jew. Ch. I. xv. 347 From the treasury of the

sanctuary.. they granted him a subsidy.

3. A grant or contribution of money, a. gen.
1491 Cov. Left Bk. 36 The maiour to gyve a subsydye of

money to the wardens of yche warde. c 1450 Godsto-w Reg.
394/7 And whan she wold entir religion, the forsaid hugh
shola yeve to the same xx. inarke into subsidie. 1560 DAUS
tr. Sleidane's Comm. 286 He shall geve to his children as

a subsidie an hondreth thousand crounes. 1711 STEELK

Spect. No. 53 F 10 Your Mention of a Subsidy for a Prince

in Misfortune. i86a THACKERAY Philip xvi, Out of small

earnings [he] managed to transmit no small comforts and
subsidies to old parents living somewhere in Munster.

b. A sura of money paid by one country to an-

other for the promotion of war or the preservation
of neutrality.
t Treaty of subsidy^ a subsidiary treaty.
1668 TEMPLE Let. to Sir O. Bridgman 37 Jan.. Wks. 17^0

II. 56 The hopes
we must give him of obtaining Subsidies

SUBSIST.

K0.V.4I8 A letter of the Sophie.. subsigned with the hands

V fc

'

fc
Opllil: and his Sc'arie. 1605 CAXI;KN Kern. 93

Sweden and Denmark, as that they are both very far ad-

vanc'd. 1831 tr. Sisiiwndi's Ital. Rep. xv. 324 Maximilian
had never money enough to carry on the war without the

subsidies of his allies. 1870 STANHOPE Hist. Enf. xii. 420
He proposed to contribute by monthly subsidies to the

prosecution of the war against Philip if Philip persevered.

C. Financial aid furnished by a state or a public

corporation in furtherance of an undertaking or

the upkeep of a thing.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Subsidy..*, sum allowed

for the conveyance of mails. 1881 H. FAWCETT Free Trade

*t Prat. (ed. 4) 38 The special object of assisting through
postal subsidies the American shipping trade. i88a D. A.
WELLS Merck. Mar. 141 It seems clear.. that subsidies as

a means of restoring American shipping cannot be made the

policy of the United States, ifta War Deft. Subsidy
Sclume i Only those lorries which comply in every par-
ticular with the terms of this specification.. will be eligible
for the grant of full subsidy.

A. fig.
a 1631 DONNE Valed. Bk. 42 Poems 1912 I. 31 Woman-

kinde, Who though from heart, and eyes, They exact great

subsidies, Forsake him who on them relies. ? a 1639 T.

CAREW Poems (1651) 25 Universall losses may command
A subsidie from every private eye.

4. attrib., as, subsidy act, fee; f subsidy book, a

book kept for recording the names of those liable

to pay subsidy ; f subsidy citizen, = subsidy man ;

t subsidy man, a person liable to pay subsidy ;

hence, a man of means or substance ; f subsidy

money, money derived from a subsidy ; subsidy

roll, = subsidy book
; f subsidy treaty, a sub-

sidiary treaty, b. Applied to vehicles subsidized

by the War Office in peace time while in their

owners' hands and liable to be called upon at the

outbreak of war ;
as subsidy lorry, machine.

1910 Encycl. Brit. (ed. n) XI. 86 Uniform rates of duty
were fixed in England by the *Subsidy Act of 1660. 1575
LANEHAM Let. (1871) 35 Bear with me, though perchauns
I place not thoz Gentlmen.. after theyr estate/: for I am
neyther good heraud of armez, nor yet kno hoow they are

set in the *Subsydy bookez. 1594 LVLY Mother Bombie n.

v, He that had a cup of red wine to his oysters, was hoysted
in the Queenes subsidie booke. a 1613 OVERBURY Charac-

ters, wise Man Wks. (1856) 60 He chuseth not friends by
the subsidy-book, and is not luxurious after acquaintance.

1663 MAHVELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 93 The old way of

rating in the subsidy-books. 1607 MIDDLKTON Michaelmas
Term in. iv. If we procure you two substantial 'subsidy
citizens to bail you. 1911 War Deft. Provis. Subsidy
Scheme 3 A proportion of the initial "subsidy fee. 1913 Ley.
landMotors Ltd., Standard War Office "Subsidy lurry..War
Office *Subsidy machines. 1591 PEKcn/LLLSf.Dict.,Canama,
subsidie men, Classis tribittarionm, 1597-8 Act 39 Eliz.

c. 3 I Fower substanciall Howsholders there beinge Sub-

sidy men, or for wante of Subsidy men fower other substan-

ciall Howseholders. 1618 Archd. Essex $ Colch. Defies.

Rule foL 50 (MS.) He is worth (his debts beinge paid) a

hundreth pounds, but is no subsidie man. 1626 DONNE
Serm. Ixvil (1640) 680, I will be a Subsidy man so far, so

far pay Gods debts, as to celebrate with condigne praise the

goodnesse of that man. it 1676 HALE Prim. Orig. Man.
n. x. 337 If we should..compare the numbers of Trained

Souldiers then and now, the number of Subsidy-men then

md now, they will easily give us an Account of a very great

Increase' and Multiplication of People. 1595 in loth Rep.

Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 455 The 'subsidey money

and tenths, &c., granted by parliament to the crown. 1747

Gent/. Mag. XVII. 498 They continue to talk of the speedy
march of a powerful body of troops to the assistance of the

allies, in pursuance of a "subsidy-treaty. 1761 in loth Rtf.
Hist. M\S. Comm. App. i. 348 We did not renew last year

the Subsidy Treaty with the King of Prussia.

Hence Subsidy v. (only in
Carlyle),

to subsidize.

1837 CARLYLE/T. /?/. in. vii. iii, Austria hesitates; finally

refuses, being subsidied by Pitt. 1858 Freak. Gt. in. xx.

1. 372 The English, .fought and subsidied from side to side

of Europe.

+ Subsi'gn, v. Obs. [ad. L. subsignare, i. sub-

SOB- 2 + stgnare to SIGN. Cf. OF. soubsigner

(I3th c.), mod.F. soussigner (i6th c.).]

1. trans. To sign one's name under, subscribe,

attest with one's signature or mark. Also, to

subscribe (one's name).
1579 FENTON Guicciard. i. 10 He promised.. by a writing

subsigncd with his owne hand, that (etc.]. is8g HAKLUYT

HolyC.
b. pass. To be signed so-and-so.

1583 STOCKEH Civ. Warns Lowe C. n. 66 b, This sentence
was pronounced the 4 of June 1568. And subsigncd, Duke
c!,: Alua. 1687 N. JOHNSTON Assur. Abby Lands 189 Dated
at Rome. . . Subsigncd Beltradus. 1700 T. MAUOX J-'ormu-
lare Anglic. (1702) p. xxvii, A Charter of K. Eadmund is

subsigned, Ego Eadmundus [etc.].

O. pass. To have a certain inscription under-
neath.

1572 l!ossEWELL.^r>K0r/tf III. 25 b, H. Hathe to hys Creste,
a Verme hariante propre, subsigned about the tayle with a
scrowe conteining thys Apothcgme. Est inclyta Virtus.

2. atisol. or intr. To append one's signature ;

(with clause) to testify that ... In

God injustice erainentlie raignes.
3. trans. To sign away.
1605 SIR C. CORNWALLIS in Winwood Mem. (1725) II. 75

His owne Treasurie was exhausted, his Rents.. susigned
[sic] for the most parte for the Payment of Money borrowed.

t Subsigna'tion. Obs. [ad. late L. subsigna-
tio, -oneai, n. of action f. subsignare to SUBSION.]
Signature ; affixing a seal. Alsoyf^.
1590 SWINBURNE Test. 17 The presence of vij. witnesses,. .

their subscription, their subsignation. 1612 SHELTON 0Mr.
i. iv. iv. (1620) 328 This is as good as subsignation of your
hands-writing. 1656 [7 J. SERGEANT] tr. T. White's Penfat.
Inst. App. 339 To fortify the Institutions, I would recom-
mend to Thee, with a subsignation of Theology [orig. Theo-

logix chirografho\ 1700"^.yiMXiX-Formulare Anglic. (1702)

p. xxvii, No great Stress can be laid upon the words of

Subsignation to K- Edwy's Charter. 17*6 AvuFFEParergon
482 The Subsignation or putting a Man's Mark or Signet.

i Subsigned, ffl. a. Obs. [Rendering F.

soussignl, pa. pple. of soussigner to sign under-

neath.] Undersigned.
1565 in R. G. Marsden Sel. Pleas Crt. Admir. (1897) II.

56 We subsigned asseurers acknowledge and confesse to

have asseured and doo assure to Pieter de Moucheron.

Subsist (stfbsi'st), sb. [Shortening of SUB-

SISTENCE.] Payment of wages on account ;
= SUB

sb. 7.

1855 LEIFCHILD Cornwall 146 There is a custom of ad-

vancing money to the miners called subsist, that they may
live until the value of their two months' earnings is deter-

mined. 1886 J. BARROWMAN Sc. Mining Terms 65.

b. attrib., in subsist money, = SUBSISTENCE

MONET i ;
subsist week, a week for which subsist

money is paid.
1835 in N. f, Q. Ser. ix. (1900) VI. 246/2 Agree to pay..

Subsist Money each and every fortnight in such sums as

may be agreeable to the Parties. 1843 Civil Engin. $ Arch.

Jrnl. VI. 22/2 In the preceding account, no notice is taken

of truck system, tommy shops.. or subsist money. Ibid.,

The cuttings are measured generally every fortnight,_
the

intervening time being subsist weeks, when the pay is on

account.

Subsist (ssbsi'st), v. [ad. L. subsisUre to

stand still, stand firm, cease, be adequate to, sup-

port, f. sub- SUB- 2 5 + sistlre to stand (see SIST .).

Cf. F. subsister, It. sossistere, sussistere, Sp., Pg.

subsistir.]
I. 1. intr. To have an existence as a reality ; to

exist as a substance or entity. (Cf. SUBSISTENCE i.)

1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Quicuxaue vult, Perfccte God,
and perfecte man : of a resonable soule, and humayne fleshe

subsisting. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 409 Those

Ideas, which Plato sometimes contends to be Substances,

and to subsist alone by themselves. 1691 BENTLEY Boyle
Lect. vi. 197 Matter abstractly consider'd cannot have sub-

sisted eternally. 1701 NORRIS Ideal World L iii. 145 That

God is being itself subsisting by itself. 1847 EMERSON
Poems 18 The young deities discussed .. What subsisteth,

and what seems. 1874 Gzo. ELIOT Coll. Break/.-P. 370

Define your Good.. Next, how it may subsist without the

111 Which seems its only outline.

2. To have its being or existence in a certain

manner, form, or state, or by a certain condition.

Obs. or arch.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. ii. f 2 In which essentiall vmtie

of Uod a Trinitie personal! neuerthelesse subsisteth. 1614

RALEIGH Hist. World v. i. 84.331 The one [a. cavalry]

subsisting, by being at large ; the other [sc. infantry], by

close imbat.ailing. 1634 MILTON Comus 686 The unexempt

condition By which all mortal frailly must subsist 1649

J. EI.LISTONE tr. B,hmen's Ef,st. (1886) Pref. 7 All things

proceed from God, subsist in God. 1684 Coitiemfl. St. Man
v

* . , . *ni_ _ t_r r fl-. r>Ane!ctc nnlv Ctf a SUCCCSSIOn

'/3JAnd

* .,=.. ..... ,
7V"* L

leTByceaselesTaction all that is subsists.

3. fa- Philos. To exist in a substance or in

accidents. Obs.

two SIR J. DAVIES fftsce Ttifsum n. m. vui, If she were

butthe bodies accident, And her sole being did in it subsist,

As white in snow. 1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. in. 5 The

wise Creator.. has.. so constituted al moral Beings, txi

Virtues and Vices, as that they cannot subsist but in some-

thing natural. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. 11. xxni. i i Not

imagining how these simple Ideas can subsist by themselves,



SUBSIST.

we accustom our selves, to suppose some Substratum,

wLre?nthydo subsist. ,686 SOUTH Serm. Isa.
f

V. (.727

II. 345 When they [K. qualities] come to subsist in Particu-

larsfand to be cloathed, and attended withf2?S8urf
,82 COLERIDGE in Blackw. Mag. X. 219/2 The disciple of

Mabranche, or of Berkeley, [affirms] that the objective

subsists wholly and solely in the universal ?bject_God
b. gen. To consist, lie, or reside in some spec

fied thing, circumstance, fact, etc.

1633 G. HERBERT Te:fle, Sacrifice Ivu, Your safet e ,n

mv sicknesse doth subsist. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Mandelslo s

Trav 278 It subsists only in the opinion wherewith most

sea rnen are prepossessed, that, certainly there is an Island

fn those parts. 1707 FOUNTAINHALL Deem. (i 759> " 385

It to. a collegium] can subsist and continue in one. I

POPE Ess. Man iv. 38 The Universal Cause..makes wha

Happiness we justly call Subsist not in the good of one, but

all. 1741 WARBURTON Dai. Legat. II. ii.
37J

For the one

God being the supreme Magistrate it to. the a^w
s"b-

sisted in the Worship of that God alone, gj*,"*"?
Tine. 390 His wealth, fame, honours all that I intend.

Subsist and centre in one point-a friend! 1882 COUES

Biegn (1884) 60 If there be no chemical or physical differ,

ence [between a live amba and a dead one], in what does

the great difference subsist 1

+ c. To consist of. Olis. rare.

,631 BBATHWAIT Whimsies, Pedler 139 Would you have

a trie survey of his family and number them by the pole: <

you shall finde them subsist of three heads: himselfe, his

truck, and her misset.

4. To preserve its existence or continue to exist ;

to remain in existence, use, or force.

c 1600 SKAKS. Sunn, cxxii. 6 So long as braine and heart

Haue facultie by nature to subsist. 1662 STILLINCFL. Ortg.

Sacrx in. i. i The souls of men are capable of subsisting

after death, a 1715 BURNET Own Time in. (1724) 57 All

ecclesiastical Courts subsisted now by this test only upon

the King's permission. 1734 tr. Rollin's Am. Hist. (1768) I.

p. Ivii, The equivocality.. will not subsist in a translation.

1746 HERVEY Medit. (1818) 9 The exercises of gratitude sub-

sisted in paradise. 1752 tr. Rameau's Trent. Music 115 As

soon as a Discord can be prepared, the Syncope no longer

subsists. 1762 T. MORTIMER Ev. Man man Broker (ed. 5) 59

The extensive scene of Jobbing, which has subsisted during

the present war. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 161 The murders

of the inquisition subsisted for centuries. 1811 JANE AUSTEN

Sense t, Sensib. xl v, His regard for her . . has subsisted through

all the knowledge of dear Marianne's unhappy prepossession

for that worthless young man I 1813 PRICHARD Phys.

Hist. Manv'l. 6. 3ir The custom of eating their prisoners
of war still subsists in the central parts of the island of

Celebes. 1876 GLADSTONE Homeric Synchr. 189 He found

that tradition subsisting among them. 1911 Act i tf 2

Ceo. V, c. 46 3 The term for which copyright shall sub-

sist shall.. be the life of the author and a period of fifty

years after his death.

b. of physical things. Now rare,

1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goularfs Wise Vieillard a Adam
and all his posteritie had subsisted and continued long vpon
earth. 1740 CHESTERF. Let. xciii, Which charter subsists to

this day, and is called Magna Charta. 1772 WESLEY Jrnl.
i Feb. (1827) III. 439 Only the old chapel subsists. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. vi. 30 Where men and animals

have long subsisted. 1819 SHELLEY Lett. Pr. Wks. 1888 II.

285 The central arch.. yet subsists. 1903 MVERS Ham.
Pen, I. 244 The book, of course, subsists ; it can be found in

many libraries.

t o. To continue in a condition or position ; to

remain (so-and-so). 06s.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. vi. 73, I am return'd your Souldier :

..still subsisting Vnder your great Command. 1633 P.

FLETCHER Purple 1st. 11. xix, The wandring_ heat (wnich

1 6. Of physical objects : To be or live in a certain

place or state. Obs.

1655 STANLEY Hist. Phihs. H. ii. (1687) 65/2 The Sea sub.
sists upon the superficies of the Earth, which is flat. 1667
MILTON P.L.x. 922 Forlorn of thee, Whither shall I betake

me, where subsist ? a 1716 BLACKALL Wks. (1723) I. 97 A
private Man may be consider'd. .as a single Man subsisting

by himself. 1813 W. TAYLOR Engl. Syn. (1856) 284 That is

aquatile, which subsists in water.

6. Of a condition or quality : To exist.

1710 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. III. 362 That there should never

any Uneasiness subsist between us. 1759 JOHNSON in Bos-
well (1831) I. 327 You have from me all the regard that can
possibly subsist in the heart. 1777 WATSON Philip II, x.

(1795) I. 422 Granted upon a condition which did not yet
subsist. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip II, n. vi. I. 205 The best

possible understanding seems to have subsisted between
them.

H. t7. To make a stand, stand firm, hold out.
1643 CROMWELL in Lett,

fy Sp. (1850) I. xv. 219 Make
them able to live and subsist, a 1662 HEYLIN Laud I.

(1668) 162 If he cannot subsist, there is little or nothing left
to hinder the House of Austria from being .. Master of
Germany. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 359 Firm we subsist, yet
possible to swerve. 1671 P.R. in. 19 All the world Could
not sustain thy Prowess, or subsist In battel. 1726 CAVALLIER
Mem. iv. 290 There I gave Ravenal necessary Instructions
either to avoid meeting the Enemy, or to subsist,

t b. To keep on, persevere. Obs,
1632 LITHGOW Trav. viii. 372 He succumb'd, and could

not subsist, not beeing vsed to pedestriall trauayle.
r 8. To stand, hold good. Obs. rare.

"74.7 J. HOWE Let. to S. Thompson n Sept, If this story
subsjists,_I presume orders will be given.

.. . . fordid
>v" ~i .uv| tfuuBiji, utic. ci68o R. MAC-

WARD Contend,
(ip^) 41 (Jam.), Here, at this time, I shall

subsist, since I will have occasion to speak to this matter after,
ward. Io:tt. 227, I might here subsist. But..! shall append
..these few things.

50

111. 1O. trans. To provide sustenance for ;
to

support or maintain with provisions
or funds ; to

maintain, support, keep : said of provisions, funds,

etc., or of the persons dispensing them.

a 1683 SIDNEY Disc. Gov. n. xxvi. (1704) 187 !*&<
them all ways of subsisting their Farmlys 1698 FROGER

Voy. 158 The Free-booters had contributed very much to

subsist them for the first Years of the War. 1710 ADD.SON

Tatler No. 119 r 2 We descry millions of species subsisted

on a green leaf. 1723 BERKELEY Let. 16 July, When I

accepted the Deanry it was not with any view of subsisting

the College in Bermuda with its Income. 1723 Bradley s

jm. Diet. s. v. Breeding ofMilk, A Cow, when she. has

not Milk enough to subsist her Calf. i?49 FIELDING Tim

Jones xv. xi, To be subsisted at her Expence from that

little Fortune she had independent of her Father. 1834

Blackw. Mag. LXXVI. i Cultivating Just as much land

as would subsist them. 1879 H. GEORGE Progr. * Pov.

I v (1881) 78 We have seen that capital does not advance

waaes or subsist labourers, but that its functions are to

assist labour. 1901 P. FOUNTAIN Deserts N. Amer. x. 235

You can subsist them [sc. mules].. in a country where you

could not find food for horses.

b To maintain, provide for, provision (troops).

Also formerly, to give pay or allowance (1802

C. Tames Milit. Diet.}.

1687 T. BROWN Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 1. 78 Explain

to him after what manner you subsisted your cloven regi-

ment. 1704 Land. Gaz. No. 4045/3 The Charge of Subsist-

ing these Officers and Men must be very great. 1799

HARRIS in Owen Wellcslcy'i Desf. (1877) 120 We have a

sufficient stock of provisions to subsist the troops. iBoa

MENDEU, & CRAIGHILL tr. Jominfs Art of War 111.77 A
French army upon the Elbe might be subsisted from west

phalia. 1898 MAHAN Nelson II. 241 If France, .was. .sub-

sisting an army corps upon Neapolitan territory.

refl. 1810 G. ROSE Diaries (1860) II. 456 Massena cannot

long subsist himself in his position. 1841 CATLIN N. A mer.

Ind. (1844) II. 39 The troops will be obliged to subsist

themselves.

11. To maintain or support oneself ; to live upon
food or money, or by a particular occupation.
a. intr. (Alsoyfc.)

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. I. vii. 26 Whose argument
is but precarious and subsists upon the charity of our

assentments. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. 162 Ireland

..reduced to that good degree of Husbandry., that it not

only Subsisted of itself, .but really increased the Revenue

of the Crown. 1672 in Verney Mem. (1907) II. 355, I have

not wherewithall to subsist. 1777 SIR W. JONES Ess. i.

Poems 189 Our European poetry has subsisted too long on

the perpetual repetition of the same images. 1830 M.
DONOVAN Dom. Econ. II. 291 Animals which subsist upon

vegetables. 1863 DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. iv, Their forefathers

had. .modestly subsisted on the Docks. 1883 Encycl. Brit.

XIX. 255/2 From that time he subsisted by literature.

b. refl.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. (Globe) 556 He said no Pecune to

carry him thither, or to subsist himself when he came there.

1756 BURKE Vina. Nat.Soc. 58 The people, .began tosubsist

themselves from the publick Revenues, a 1806 HORSLEY
Serm. (1811) 215 An idle peasantry subsist themselves by
theft and violence. 1841 CATLIN N. Amer. Ind. xx. (1844)

I. 142 The horses.. subsist themselves, in winter and sum-

mer over the vast plains of prairie.

1 12. intr. To support life, keep alive, live. Obs.

1727 SWIFT Petit. Colliers Wks. 1755 III. L 130 Should it

happen . . that this city should be deprived of the sunbeams
for several months ; how will his majesty's subjects subsist?

1773 JOHNSON Tax. no
t
Tyr. 29 The body may subsist, though

less commodiously, without a limb. 1784 COWPER Task v.

79 How find the myriads . . Due sustenance, or where subsist

they now ? 1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 388 Several colonies

of white people have subsisted in the torrid zone of America.

b. Hyperbolically, with a negative expressed or

implied.
1736 MRS. CALDERWOOD in Coltness Collect. (Maitland

Club) 204 Hussy could not subsist without cards. 1738

JOHNSON Idler No. 7 F 2 It is difficult to conceive how man
can subsist without a News-paper.

1 13. trans, a. To carry on, keep up. Obs.

1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. H. xxv. 254 The contents of
the Letters, were to pray Aides to subsist the warre.

t b. To keep life in. Obs.

1716 Phil. Trans. XXIX 493 It cannot be believed that
a Supply, by this means obtained, can long subsist a Diver.

Subsistence (sSbsi'stens). Also 7- (now
erron.) subsistanoe. [ad. late L. subsistenlta, f.

subsistens SUBSISTEKT : see -ENCE. Cf. F. sub-

sistance (from i6th c.), It. sussistenza, Sp., Pg.
subsistencia. The L. word represents etymologi-
cally Gr. vvoffraais HYPOSTASIS.]

I. 1. Existence as a substance or entity; sub-

stantial, real, or independent existence., , .

1432-30 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 221 Plato, whiche putte
in God a cause ofsubsistence to be \qvidixit in Deo causam
sse subsistendi], 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1032 It

c. the soul] hath the subsistence and composition by har-

ony, but harmonic it is none. 1637 GILLESPIE Engl. Pop.
erent^ in. iv. 65 An abstract is no more an abstract, if it have

n. s

Persec. 43 Beryllus also . . taught that our Saviour had n

nee of the substance, as inherence is that of the

SUBSISTENCE.

2. A thing that has substantial or real existence.

1603 TIMME Quersit. i. ii. 7 The soule and body of the

world are knit together by the .. .ethereal spirits,.. Joyn-

ing each part of the whole into one subsistence. 1650

EARL MONM. tr. Senault's Man bee. Guilty 50 When
she [sc. the soul] withdraws within her self she knows sub-

sistences, she treats with spirits. 1659 MOXON Tutor

Astron. i. (1686) i They.. concluded the parts to be Round :

I mean, Every intire Subsistence, as the Stars, Planets, and

the Earth, a 1774 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 191 Because

substances cannot inexist in anything, much less coexist in

the same subject ; therefore he [sc. Plato] styled them hypo,
stases or subsistences.

t b. The substance of a thing. Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. 27 b, The one [sc. power] ex.

pressed in making the subsistence of the mater, & the

other [sc. wisdom] in disposing the beauty of the fourme.

1653 H. MORE Antid. AtA. Pref. 8 (1712) 5 The framing
of Matter into the bare subsistence of an Animal.

f 3. The condition or quality of inhering or

residing in something. Obs.

1628 T. SPENCER Logick 50 The forme is not the difference

it selfe: for, a forme is a subsistence in an vnitie. 1650
HOBBES De Corfore Politico 133 The Subsistence and

Migration of Accidents from place to place.

4. Continued existence
;
continuance. Now rare.

1616 BULLOKAR Engl. Exp., Subsistence, the abiding or

continuance of a thing in it owne estate. 1628 COKE On
Litt. 122 A thing of perpetuall subsistance and continuance.

1642 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1692) in. I. 771 This time of

urgent Necessity, which so much importeth the Safety, and
even the very subsistance of Us and Our good People. 1649
MILTON Eikon. xxvii. 217 This Liberty of the Subject con-

cerns himself and the subsistence of his own regal power.
a 1687 H. MORE in GlaJivill's Sadducismus (1680) 445

Believing no subsistence of the Soul of Christ after Death.

1729 BUTLER Serm. Wks. 187* II. loo It is necessary for

the very subsistence of the world, that . . injustice,and cruelty,
should be punished. 1769 ROBERTSON Chas. V, vn. HI. 3
This barbarous outrage committed during the subsistence

of truce. 4x781 WATSON Philip III, in. (1793) I. 380 To
rival the Dutch in those branches of commerce which they
had engrossed during the subsistence of the war. 1875
GORMAN tr. Sviedenborg's Cfir. Psychol. ii. 19 Subsistence

is the plain proof of existence. Hence the well-known

maxim, Subsistence is perpetual existence.

) 5. A state or mode of existence. Obs.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. H. i Euery person hath his

owne subsistence which no other besides hath. 1627
in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 499 Let us all labor to

get the King on our side, and this may be no hard matter,

considering the neer subsistence between the King and

people, a 1676 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 299 The Watry
Consistence, left in a circular subsistence by the subsiding
of the Ball of Earth into the common Center of the Universe.

1 6. Theol. Any of the three Persons of the

Trinity ;
= HTPOSTASIS 5. Obs.

In late Gr. virdtrrao-it was used as the equivalent of L.

persona ; but in the treatise Contra Eutychen et Nestorium

lii, ascribed to Boethius, it is stated that subsistentia in this

sense renders Gr. ouo-uao-if.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Intt. I. xiii. 32, I call therefore

a Persone, a subsistence in the essence ofGod. 1377 tr. Bul-

linger's Decades iv. iii. 624/1 We doe neither confound, nor

yet denye or take away the three Subsistences or persons of

the diuine essence. 1641 MILTON 7?</crw.lL Wks. 1851 1 1 1. 68

The third subsistence of Divine Infinitude, illumining Spirit.

a 1670 SOUTH Serm, Col. ii. a (1727) IV. 295 One single,
undivided Nature's casting itself into three Subsistences,
without receding from itsown Unity. 1683 BAXTER Parafhr.
N. T. Phil. ii. 5, 6 Christ, . . the Brightness of his Father's

Glory, and the express Image of his Subsistence, (or Person).

a 1704 [see SUBSISTENT sb. 3).

n. f7. Basis, foundation ;
= HTPOSTASIS 2. Obs.

a 1631 DONNE Selections (1840) 78 Let us look first to. .

reason; for if we lose that.. there is no footing, no sub-

sistence for grace. 1678 CUDWOHTH Intell. Syst. 348 What
is God, but the very Being of all things that yet are not, and
the Subsistence of things that are 1

f 8. Sediment ;
= HYPOSTASIS I a. Obs.

1622 PEACUAM Compl. Gent. i. 16 The pure Oyle cannot

mingle with the water, no more this extracted quintessence
and Spirit of Vertue, with the dregges and subsistence of

vnworthinesse.

HI. 9. The provision of support for animal life ;

the furnishing of food or provender. Now rare

exc. in means of subsistence.

c 1643 HOWELL Lett. ll. liv. (1892) 454 A Tree call'd Man-
guais, which affords. .all things, .that belong to the sub-

sistence of man. 1653 CROMWELL Let. Nov. (1845) II. 390
What necessary supplies, as well for comfortable subsistence

as for your security against the Spaniard,this place may afford.

a 1704 T. BROWN Praise Pov. Wks. 1730 1. 104 Tilling their

own lew acres of ground for the subsistence of their families.

1767 A.YOUNGFarmer's Lett, to People 99 Furnishing turnips
for the winter subsistance of the cattle. 1794 S. WILLIAMS
Vermont 103 As the means of subsistence were destroyed,

they removed further to the westward. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU
Brooke Farm iii. 39, I should not wonder if you must pay
for the subsistence of your cow this winter by extra labour.

1867 SMILES Huguenots Eng. xiy. (1880) 244 Finding the

door to promotion or even to subsistence closed against him.

1884 Law Times Rep. L. 9/2 We submit that the court will

not reduce the defendant to beggary by selling his only
means of subsistence.

b. The upkeep of an army ; the provision of

supplies for troops.
1746 Col. Rec. Pennsyla. V. 41 The providing a sufficient

quantity of Provisions for the subsistence of the Troops
which shall be raised here. 1793 LINDSAY (title) Extracts

from Colonel Tempelhoffe's History of the Seven Years
War ; his Remarks.. on the Subsistence of Armies, and On
the March of Convoys. 1834 WELLINGTON in Stanhope
Convers. (1888) 60, I have always taken most especial care

of the subsistence of my troops.

10. Means of supporting life in persons or animals;



SUBSISTENCE MONEY.
means of support or livelihood. (In first quot.

trattsf.}

1639 FULLER Holy War i. xxiv. 39 As for the brook Cedron,
it was dried up, as having no subsistence of it self. 1687
DRYDEN//*W.# P. 111.245 If reduc'd subsistence to implore,
In common prudence they wou'd pass your door, a 1700
EVELYN Diary 4 Feb. 1693, France in the utmost.. poverty
for want of corn and subsistence. 1760 T. HUTCHINSON
Hist. Mass. ii. (1765) 232 The country.. but just affording
subsistence. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU lllustr. Pol, Eton. IV.
Fr. Wines fy Pot. \\\\

t
I thought our poor helped out their

subsistence by nettle broth and frog stew. 1834 L. RITCHII;
Wand. Seine 183 The inhabitants.. derive their subsistance

chiefly from fishing. 1863 H. Cox Instil, in. iii. 630 It is the

interest of the monarch that his subjects should have sub-
sistence and abundance.

b. With a and t//. A living, livelihood.

1690 CHILD Disc. Trade (1698) 62 A trading country
affording comfortable subsistances to more families than a

country destitute of trade. 1693 DRYDEN Disc. Satire
Ess. (ed. Ker) II. 38 My little salary ill paid, and no prospect
of a future subsistence, c 17*0 POPE Let. to Buckingham
Wks. 1737 VI. no There is yetasmall subsistance left them
\sc. rats] in the few remaining books of the Library. 1832 HT.
MARTINRAU Hill

<$ Valley viii. 127 You offered your labour
in return for a subsistence paid out of our capital. 1865
DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. vi, A knot of those amphibious human-
creatures who appear to have some mysterious power of

extracting a subsistence out of tidal water by looking at it,

*} c. Food-supply, food, provender. 06s.

1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. 77 Their subsistence is much the
same as in the other Islands..; they having some Goats

[etc.]. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scot, in Jff2, 278 All the sub-

sistance the poor people have besides is curds milk and fish.

1776 ADAM SMITH \v. N. i. xl 1.286 They [sc. kinds ofrude

produce] have become worth.. a greater quantity of labour
and subsistence. ijQ&Encycl. Brit. (1797) II. 756/1 The seal

..being their principal subsistence.

d. = SUBSISTENCE MONEY i.

170* Milit, Diet. (ifo^tSuosfstanct, is Mony paid Weekly
or Monthly, or otherwise to Soldiers, for them to subsist on
till the general Pay days. 1798 R. JACKSON Hist. 4- Cure
Fever 595 The pay of a soldier, while at home, the ration,
on foreign service, with a small addition, or weekly stoppage
from the subsistence, will be found equal to furnish every
comfort . . which a sick man can require. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's Word-bk. t Subsistence., the amount to be issued to

troops as daily pay, after making the regulated deductions
for rations, necessaries, etc.

11. attrib.) as subsistence dole ; subsistence de-

partment U.S.) the department that has charge
of the provision of subsistence for troops ; sub-
sistence diet, the minimum amount of food

requisite to keep a person in health ; so subsistence

quantity \
subsistence stores U.S.t stores re-

quired to keep an army in food, etc. Also SUB-
SISTENCE MONEY.
1863 Congress. Globe App. 184/2 That there be added to

the *subsistence department of the Army one brigadier
general, . . who shall be Commissary General of Subsistence.

1865 L. PLAYFAIR food of Mati 39 The urea secreted by
a man living on a mere *subsistence diet. 1897 Daily
News 30 Mar. 3/1, 330,000 gratuitously relieved by *sub-
sistence doles. 1865 L. PLAYFAIR Food ofMan 26 There is

also included in this 'subsistence quantity [of food] both a
limited amount of mental work and a full proportional of
assimilative work. 1895 Funk's Stand. Dict.^

*Subsistence
stores (U.S.), the supplies of food required for the regular

army. 1898 Daily Neivs 30 June 5/4 Inability to bring the
subsistence stores to the front rapidly enough.
Subsistence money.
1. Money paid in advance to soldiers, workmen,

etc. to supply their needs until the regular pay-day.
(Cf. SUBSIST sb. t SUB sb. 7.)
1687 Royal Order 27 Nov. in Lond. Gaz. No. 2299/1 We

do hereby .. Require every. .Officer.. to pay. .unto each
Private Soldier . . Three Shillings per Week,, .as Subsistence-

Money. 1743 BULKELEY & CUMMINS Voy. S. Seas 192 We
should have a convenient House, with Firing, and eight
Vintens a Manner Day Subsistence-Money. 1798 HUTTON
Course Math. 1. 33 note

t Subsistence Money, is the money
paid to the soldiers weekly. ..It is likewise the money
advanced, to officers till their accounts are made up. 1892
Labour Comm. Gloss. No. 9 s.v. Moneyt Subsistence moneyt

a certain proportion of wages, equal to what one day's wages
would be under the ordinary rate, t. e.

t
6d. per hour, paid

every day under the plus system.
2. An allowance for maintenance granted under

special circumstances (see quots.).
1720 Overseers' Ace. Holy Cross, Canterbury (MS.), Paid

Mrs. Yeats A Quarters subsistance Mony. 1847 C. G.
ADDISON Law of Contracts i. i. (1883) 10 A parent..
cannot be made liable, . . unless . . the child has become
chargeable upon the parish, and the parish authorities sue
for subsistence money in the mode provided by the poor
laws. 1861 GEIKIE Forbes xiv. 518 The Professors .. had to
take their students to the country, live in expensive hotels,
and received no subsistence money to defray their additional
expenditure. 1876 VOYLE & STEVENSON Milit. Diet., Sub-
sistence Money, an allowance granted for the subsistence
of soldiers who, whilst in imprisonment in cells, or confine-
ment in the guard.room, forfeit their daily pay.

t Subsi'stency. Obs. [ad. late L. subsis-

tentia SUBSISTENCE.]
L Theol. = SUBSISTENCE 6, HYPOSTASIS 5.
1592 tr. Junius on Rev. i. 4 This Spirit is one in person

according to his subsistencie. 1651 BENLOWES Theoph.
Pref., One Essence, Three Subsistencies. 1701 NORRJS
Ideal World i. v. 240 The second of those three subsistencies
which the Catholic Faith teaches us to believe and adore in
the one undivided essence of God.
2. A thing that has a substantial existence ;

=
SUBSISTENCE 2.

165* BENLOWES Theoph. Author's prayer 17 Eternal Prin-

51

ciple of all substances, essential Being of all Subsistencies.

1665 GLAXVILL Scepsis Set. iii. 1 1 We know as little how the
union is dissolved, that is the chain of the so differing sub-
sistencies that compound us, as how it first commenced.
1768 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 335 The ancients, holding the

eternity of forms and ideas, supposed them subsistencies

inexisting within the divine mind.

3. = SUBSISTENCE 4.
1628 T. SPENCER Logick 17 A first, or individual! substance,

may be taken two wayes : one way, for every thing that hath
a substance ; another way, for a compleat subsistency, in the
nature of any species.
4. Continued existence ;

= SUBSISTENCE 5.

1641 H. MORE SongofSoul n. in. iv. 21 Nor of well-being,
nor subsistency Of our poor souls, when they do hence de-

part. Can any be assur'd. 1651 N. BACON Disc. Gov. Eng.
11. xiii. (1739) 69 Maintaining thereby their subsistency by
the consistence of the Members together. 1658 SIR T.
BROWNE Hydriot. v. 28 A great part of Antiquity contented
their hopes of subsistency with a transmigration of their

souls. 1682 tr. Erastus Treat. Excomm. 40 Whenever
Christ made any new Institution, he omitted nothing that
was requisite to its being and subsistency.

Subsistent (s^bsi-stent), a. and sb. Now rare

or Obs. [ad. L, subsistens, -en~
t pr. pple. of sub-

sisttre to SUBSIST. Cf. F. subsistant^
A. adj.

1. Existing substantially or really; existing of
or by itself.

16x7 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely \\. viii. 294 Things essential!,
or subsistent, not Cbimeraes onely. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Eg. i. x. 42 Those which deny there are spirits sub-
sistent without bodies, a 1688 CUDWORTH Immut. Mor.
(1731) 17 The Modes of all Subsistent Beings.. are immut-
ably and necessarily what they are. 1701 NORRIS Ideal
World I. iii. 145 Since God is very subsistent being nothing
of the perfection of being can be wanting to him. 1911
WEBSTER, Subsistentform, Schol. t a form capable of existing
apart from, matter.

1 2. Inherent or residing in. Obs.

15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 197 b, How and after
what maner those iii persones be subsistent in one deite.

1607 Sckol. Disc. agst. Antichr. i. ii. 114 A gesture of

prayer either explicit or implicit at the least, and that not by
it selfe existent, but subsistent in prayer. 1693 BENTLEY
Sernt. ii. (1724) 62 No sensible Qualities, as Light, and
Colour, and Heat, and Sound, can be subsistent in the
Bodies themselves absolutely consider'd, without a relation
to our Eyes, and Ears, and other Organs of Sense.

f 3. Continuing in existence, lasting. Obs.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. xii. 350 Seeing all things are sub-

ject to passe from one change to another; reason, .findes
Jbir selfe deceived, as vnable to apprehend any thing sub*
sis tant and permanent.
4. Subsisting at a specified or implied time.

183* CARLYLE Misc. J5ss.
t Death ofGoethe (1840) IV. 120

Men whose Impulse had not completed its development till

after fifteen hundred years, and might perhaps be seen still

individually subsistent after two thousand. 1849 Blackw.
Mag: LXV. 206 Such words must be accepted as serious
indications of subsistent evil.

5. Having means of subsistence, nonce-use.

1751 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1846) II. 383 The Prince's servants
could no longer oppose, if they meant to ^consistent. I told
this to Mr. Chute, who replied instantly,

* Pho ! he meant
subsistent.'

B. sb.

T 1. A subordinate, inferior. Obs.

1598 BARRET Theor. H^arresv.il. 151 Hee hath subsistants
and ministers to performe their office.

2. A being or thing that subsists.

1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. viii. (1687) 433/3 The place of

sigmficats is divided into Phantasies, and subsistents on
phantasie, dicibles, axioms, &c. 1694 BURTHOGGE Reason
244 It becomes a Supposition or Subsistent by it self. 1906
Athenaeum 17 July 204/1 These primary facts fall into three
orders : the orders of physical and psychical existents^ and
objects of thought (such as relations, numbers, &c.) which
may be called objective siibsistcnts.

t 3. Theol. = SUBSISTENCE 6. Obs.

1671 FLAVEL Fount. Life v. u The second person or sub.
sistent in the glorious Godhead, a 1705 HOWE Let. to Friend
Wks. 1724 II. 586 To say

that all Perfection is in each sub-
sistent ; which I like better than Subsistence, as more
expressive of the Concrete, a iSoa T. BELL View Cov.
Wks. % Grace (1814) 434 The Father is a person, a subsistent
in the Godhead.

Subsistential (ssbsiste-nfal), a. [f. late L.

subsistentia SUBSISTENCE -t- -AL.J Pertaining to sub-

sistence, esp. to the divine subsistence or hypostasis.
1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 310 His hypostaticall, or

subsistentiall name. 1664 BAXTER Div. Life i. vii. 50 Having
spoken of the effects of the Attributes of Gods Essence as

sucfy we must next speak of the Effects of his three great
Attributes which some call Subsistential, that is, his Omnipp-
tency, Vnderstanding and Will. 1830 COLERIDGE in Lit.

Rent. (1838) III. a The distinctities in the fleroma are the
eternal ideas, the Subsistential truths.

t Subsister, f Subsistership. Obs. ? Errors

for, or jocular alterations of, SUBSIZAB, -SIZABSHIP.

1589 I? NASHE] Almond for Parrat Wk& 1905 III. 366, I

am to tel you how laudibfy
he behaued himselfe in Peter-

house, during the time of his subsistership. 159* CHETTLE
Kind-harts Dr. (1841) 45 You that was wont, like a subsister,
in a gown of rugge, rent on the left shoulder, to sit singing
the counter-tenor oy the cage in Southwarke.

t Subsi'Stible, a. Obs. rare~\ [f. SUBSIST v. +

-ISLE.] Able to subsist.

1675 G. R. tr. Le Grand'sMan without Passion To Rdr..

[It] left Posterity in doubt, whether a man could be rendred

sociable, that was not subsistible in Nature.

Subsisting (stfbsrstirj), vbl. sb. [-ING*.]
The action of the vb. SUBSIST

;
SUBSISTENCE.

SUBSOIL.

1597 HOOKER Keel. Pal. v. Hi. 5 3 By taking only the
lature of man he still continutlli one person, and chai'eetb
>ut the maner of his subsisting. 1603 in Moryson Tltm.
(1617) II. 276 The danger of hist.K. Tyrone's] subsisting as he
doth, is. .to maintame still a loose head of Rebellion 1600LOCKE Hum. Und. n. xxiii. 3 note. Your lordship has the

u'
a

,, ?ubsls'ln8 by "'self. >7o6 Lond. Gaz. No. 4105 /,
His Majesty had received a. .Supply of Money.., for the
""ing and subsisting. .of his. .troops. 1719 DE For. Cn,,,

jlobe) 63, I had a tolerable View of subsisting, withoiithout

payin
i. (Glo
any Want as long as I liv'd.

b.attrib. in subsisting diet, =: subsistence diet

(see SUBSISTENCE 11).
1865 L. PLAYFAIR Food of Man 8 In looking for a purely

subsisting diet, we naturally turn to the experience of hov
pttals having convalescent patients unable still to take exer-
CISC.

Subsisting, ///. a. [-ING
2
.]

1 1.
Existing substantially, substantial. Obs.

1674 OWEN Disc. Holy Spirit \. iii. 54 He [sc. the Holy
Ghost] was represented by a subsisting Substance.

t 2. Abiding, lasting. Obs.
1613 WITHER Abuses Strict \. Concl. Juvenilia (1633) 112

Shee hath no power to see The better things that more sub-
sisting bee. 1678 J. BROWN Life of Faith (1824) I. vii. 138Not only would the (aith of this help to a subsisting life but
..to a life ofjoy.

S. Existing at a specified or implied time.
1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. i. viii. 276 Where there is a sub.

sistmg lease, of which there are twenty years still to come.
1794 PALEY Evid. in. ii. (1800) II. 302 It appears in the Chris-
tian records, .as being the subsisting opinion of the age and
country in which his ministry was exercised. 1818 CRUISE
Digest (ed. 2) II. 325 This not being a remainder created by
that deed, but a conveyance of the then subsisting reversion
or remainder expectant on the death of M. 1858 GLADSTONE
Homer III. o Independently of sovereignties purely local . .

we find a subsisting Pelopid empire. 1859 MILL Liberty i.

(1865) 5 The still subsisting habit of looking on the govern*
ment as representing an opposite interest to the public.
Hence t Subal'stiuffly adv.^ enduringly.
a 1641 MOUNTAGU Acts 4- Man. (1642) 73 But that Fabrick,

whereon subsistingly doth it rely?

Subsizar (s&bsdrzai). Also 6 subsiser, -cer,

6-7 -zer, 7 -cizer. [SuB- 6.] In the University
of Cambridge (now only at Trinity and Emmanuel
colleges) an undergraduate (having special need of

pecuniary assistance and formerly performing
menial offiqes) ranking below a sizar.

c 1500 GREENE Fr. Bacon n. ii, Doth not all the towne crie

put, and say, Frier Bacons subsiser is the greatest blockhead
in ail Oxford ? a i6z6 BEAUM. & FL. Elder Brother i. ii,

[Charles, a Scholar, log.} Bid my Subsiser carry my Hack-
ney to buttry. 1618 D'EwES in Autobiog. (1845) I. 107 At
the same time was admitted one Thomas Manning to be my
sub-sizar, a 163$ CORBET Poems (1672) 102 The King being
gone from Trinity, They make a Scramble for Degree ;

Masters of all sorts, and all Ages, Keepers, Subcizers,
Lackeyes, Pages. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. I. 227 John
Penry.. became a Subsizer of Peter House- in Cambridge,
about 1578. 1853 Camb. Univ. Comm. Index 157 Trinity
College ; The number of sub-sizars is unlimited ; the only
advantage possessed by a sub-sizar is, that he pays 4/.
instead of io/. for tuition, and that the admission fee is a/. 15*.
instead of s/. 1866 Stud. Guide Univ. Camb. 371 The Sub-
sizars succeed the Sizars in order of merit, as vacancies occur.

1884 MULLINGER Univ. Camb.fr. 153$ to Cha$. /, 339 The
chapel clerk, the porter at the gate,.. and the steward were
. . generally recruited from the subsizars. 190* Stud.
Handbk. Univ. Camb.

y. 97 Subsizarships are tenable for

one year, but each Subsizar (if he has passed the Previous
Examination..) will be elected into a Sizarship at the end
of his first year.

t b. fig. A menial, lacquey. Obs.
1602 znd Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. iv. ii. 1565 Which that

one ey'd subsicer of the skie, Don Phoebus empties by call*

ditie. 1644 CLEVELAND Char, Lond. Diurn. 5 O brave
Oliver 1 Times voyder, Sub-sizer to the Wormes.

Hence Subsi-zarship, the position of a subsizar.

[1589: see SUBSISTERSHIP.]
1599 Broughton''sf Lett. i. 6 He pities your madnes (being

acquainted therewith from your subsizership in Trinitie Col-

ledge). 1853 Cai&. Univ. Comm. Index 157. 1894 Daily
News 14 June 7/7 The following scholarships will be

offered:, .together with two subsizarships (limited to pro-

perly qualified candidates in need of assistance). 1902 [see

above].

Subsoil (so-bsoil), sb.
[f. SOB- 3 + SOIL j.i]

1. The stratum of soil lying immediately under

the surface soil.

1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 287 On light land, with
a gravelly subsoil, thirty or thirty-five bolls are accounted
a sufficient dose. 1850 ANSTEO Elem. Geol. t Mitt., etc.

1018 In most cases the subsoil is immediately, and the soil

intermediately, derived from the decomposition of the sub-

jacent rock. 1879 JEFFERIES Wild Life Southern Co. 44 The
chalky subsoil coming there nearer to the surface. 1890
Hardwicke's Science Gossip XXVI. 208 Barley with very
short roots obtains its food from the surface-soil and does not

affect the sub-soil, whence clover with very long roots draws
its supply.

b. transf. and fig.

1839 CARI.YLE Chartism iii. 123 This crude subsoil is the

first subsoil of all true husbandry. 185* M. PATTISON in

Westm. Gaz. (1906) 15 Feb. 2/1 It would be the beginning
of a system by which the University would strike its roots

freely into the subsoil of society. 1871 BROWNING Pr. Hoken-

stiel-Schwangau 98 The subsoil ofme, mould Whence spring

my moods.

2. attrib. and Comb, (also SUBSOIL PLOUGH).
1831 JAS. SMITH Thorough Draining (1843) 93 For the

purpose of breaking the subsoil furrow. 1840 BUEL Farmer's

Comf. 103 Subsoil draining, or the drainage of waters that

net through the subsoil, or pass off at its outcropping:..

7-a



SUBSOIL.
52

Ap

ver looks for fru t in his garden. 1079 L.<KJ V "'""

I II. 171/3 Subsoil-trencT, plough. 1884 Harper s Mag.

r 761/2 This subsoil water.. is scarcely less foul than

beW
b

S<

W. with adj. force = penetrating deep
down.

1882 W COEV Lett, f, Jrnls. (1897) 485 German is used by

subsoil research men. ^Advance (Chicago) "Apr.

Deep sub-soil repentance makes strong, healthy Christians

who will stand wash and wear.

Subsoil (subsoil), v. [f. prec.] trans. To

plough so as to cut into the subsoil, use a subsoil

tilly ground h;

subsoiled.

b. jig. or in fig. context.

.SSI'THACKERAY Engl. Hum. ii.
(1.900) 483 He had not

worked crop after crop from_his bram, manuring__hast.ly,
sub.soilr-

They si

iline indifferently. 1878 CUYLER Pointed Papers n
*..., subioiled with the plough of Divine truth, which

ripped to pieces self-righteousness and other secret sins.

Hence Su'bsoiled ///. a., Svrbsoiling vH. st>.

(also fig.
= working below the surface, getting deep

down); Su-bsoiler, an instrument for loosening

the subsoil, a subsoil plough.
1840 Trans. Yorkshire Afric. Sac. 48 One of these sub-

soiled fields produced 35.. bus. of wheat per acre. 1853

C. W. HOSKYNS Talfa 23 My first field was soon accom-

plished.. deep enough.. to allow Exall and Andrews sub-

soiler to follow the cross-ploughing. 1868 Ref. U. S. Cam,

in the first place of a subsoiler or coulter of iron. 1840

Tram. Yorkshire Agric. Sac. 48, I do not attribute this

great falling off, per acre, altogether to the parallel subsoil,

ing. 1868 Kef. If. S. Comin. Afric. (1869) 215 The yield of

fruit is largely increased by draining, trenching, and sub-

soiling. 1872 in Sunday at Home (1881) Dec 841/2

We have participated, .in the subsoiling of English loyalty

towards the Crown. 1888 BRYCE Amer. Commw. III. Ixx.

II. 555 Bosses begin the work of 'subsoiling ,
l. e. manipu-

lating primaries and local conventions so as to secure the

choice of such delegates, .as they desire.

Subsoil plough, so.

A kind of plough with no mould-board, used in

ploughed furrows to loosen the soil at some depth

below the surface without turning it up.

I. 465 In this operation, the subsoil plough., would no doubt

be found a valuable acquisition. 1859 ALLEN New Amer.
Farm Bk. (1884) 104 What is beyond it should be thoroughly
broken up by the subsoil plow.

Hence Subsoil-pious
1

]! v. trans., to use a sub-

soil plough upon; also Subsoil-ploughing wV. si.,

the use of a subsoil-plough.
1831 JAS. SMITH Thorough Draining (1843) 19 Thecharge

of subsoil ploughing may be estimated at 24$. to 305. per
statute acre. 1840 BUEL Farmers Comp. 45 In subsoil

ploughing, no portion ofthe subsoil is brought to the surface,

but merely loosened, and pulverized. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk.

Farm I. 659 It is cheaper to subsoil-plough land than to

thorough-drain it. 1848 THACKERAY Bk. Snobs xxxi, I re-

member the conversations, O..how stupid they were 1 The
subsoil ploughing ;.. the row about the representation of the

county [etc.],

Subsolar (sbsv?-lai), a. [SUB- I a.]

1 1. Exposed to the sun. Otis. rare 1
.

1657 TOMLINSON Retiou's Disp. 44 From a subsolar place
. .some are better or worse.

2. Meteorol. Directly underneath the sun; having
the sun in the zenith.

1860 FITZROY in Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 356 It is drawn

towards, and after the 'sub-solar
'

rising part o_f
the atmos-

phere. 1863 FITZROY Weather Bk. v. 71 The rising sub-solar

or intertropical part of the atmosphere.
3. Beneath the surface of the sun. rare.

1885 AGNES M. CLERKE Pop. Hist. Astron. n. ii. 211 In
the penumbrae of spots, the glowing streams rushing up from
the tremendous sub-solar furnace are bent sideways by the

powerful indraught.

tSu'bsolary, . Obs. rare 1
. [Sus- i a.]

Subcelestial, sublunary.
1661 A. BROME Par. 1st Chap. Eccles. 70 Songs 198 Things

done upon this subsolary ball.

t Subscription. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. sub-

sortitio, -onem, n. of action f. subsorttri : see SUB-
26 and SORTITION.] Selection by lot to fill the

place of another. So Subsorti'tiously adv.

1654 H. L'EsTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 18 There being a
hundred and fifty sick in the S. George, the councel ordered,
. .that every ship should take to nurse a couple of the sick,
and subsortitiously, by lot, to supply their places with as

many sound. 1656 RLOVtrrGlossogr., Subsortition, a chusing
by lots, after others have chosen, to fill up the number of
those that before were refused.

Su-bspecies. [mod.L. ; cf. F. sous-esphe.] A
subdivision of a species ; a more or less permanent
variety of a species. Chiefly Nat. Hist.
1699 DAMPIER Voy. (1703) III. 75 There are. .four sorts of

these long.leg'd Fowls.. as so many Sub-Species of the
same Kind ; viz. Crab catchers, Clocking-Hens [etc.1 1807
AIKIN Diet. Chem. $ Min. II. 13/2 Arseniat of Lead. Of
this there are two subspecies. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec.

scribed a few years ago.

Subspeci'fic, a. Nat. Hist [f. prec. after

spedjicj Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a

b 240/3 * IWKHWUMW o u^...- ---

of Slack was an aberration, and not entitled to

specific or subspeclfic rank,

Hence Subspeci'flcaUy adv.

D. albertisi of JNortn-E.ast.ern iie\ *m. .~y. -

Birds, Their Nests f, Eggs II. 60 The serin being only sub-

specifically distinct from the canary.

Subsm'lious, a.

1 [SuB-2ob.] Zool.&n&Bot. Somewhat spmous.
1822 T. PARKINSON Oull. Oryctol. 45 Angulated branches,

with subspinous and membranaceous expansions. 1870

HOOKER Stud. Flora 287 Marrubtum, White Horehound..

subspinous, erect or spreading.

2. [SuB- I b.] Anat. and Path. a. Under the

ipinal column, b. Under the spine of the scapula.

In recent Diets.

Substage (rbUidj).
1. [SuB- 7.] Geol. A subdivision of a stage.

1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. ix. 297 If the specimens come

in the interior of North America. ..The Champlain sub-stage

(marine). The glacio-lacustrine sub-stage.

2. [SOB- 3.] An apparatus fixed beneath the

ordinary stage of a compound microscope for the

purpose of supporting mirrors and other acces-

sories. Also attrib.

1888 RUTLEY Rack-Forming Min. 13 Generally speaking,
a sub-stage is unnecessary. Ibid. 26 Examination by ordi-

nary Transmitted Light (or Sub-stage Illumination). 1890

Anthony's Photagr. Bull. III. 06 A substage illuminator or

condenser. 1896 Allbutl's Syst. Med. I. 506 Abbe"s sub-

stage-condenser. 1901 Ross's Catal., Swing-out Substage.

Substain, obs. form of SUSTAIN.

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 108 The licnesse which that

abidith therinne noon substeyned substans. 1356 ROBINSON

tr. More's Utopia (Arb.) 59 Them whiche. .substeyne losse

and dammage.
Substance (szrbstans). Also 4-6 substaunce,

(5 sobstans, 6 supstance). [a. OF. (mod.F.)
substance (i2th c.), ad. L. substantia, f. substans,

-ant-, pr. pple. of substdre to stand or be under,

be present, f. sub- SUB- 2+ stare to stand. Cf. OF.

sustance, Pr. sustancia, It. sostama, sustanza, -ia,

Sp., Pg. su(b)staiifia.
L. substantia was adopted as the representative

of Gr. oiiaia in its various senses.]

1. Essential nature, essence ; esp. Theol., with

regard to the being of God, the divine nature or

essence in respect of which the three Persons of the

Trinity are one.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9762 An-fald godd vndelt es he, And a

substance wit-in bir thre. a 1325 A than. Creed 4 in Prose
Psalter (1891) 194 Noiber confoundand persons, ne de-

partand be substaunce. Ibid. 29. 195 He his God, of be
substaunce of be fader bi^eten to-fore be worldes ; & man,
of be substaunce of be moder born in be world, c 1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints i. (Petrus) 403 In bis symon dwellis ay twa sub-

stance, bat is to wyt, of devel and man, to-gyddir knete.

1450-1530 Myrr. Our Ladye 4 The glory of the blessyd
endeles Trinite in onehed of substaunce and of Godhede.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 197 The pure substaunce
of god in his owne nature & deite. 1585 DYER Prayse a/

Nothing Writ. (Grosart) 77 That substance, which we com.
municate with Angels, being created of nothing. 1597
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Hi. 3 In Christ therefore God and
man there is a two-folde substance, not a two-folde person,
because one person extinguisheth an other, whereas one
nature cannot in another become extinct, c 1610 Women
Saints 173/11 [Arius] affirming the Sonne of god to be of

inferiour substance to his Father. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell.

Syst. 601 That Essence or Substance of the Godhead, which
all the Three Persons or Hypostases agree in. 1833 NEW.
MAN Arians n. iv. (1876) 195 To protest . . against the notion
that the substance of God is something distinct from God
Himself. 1860 PUSEY Min. Praph. 12 God giveth us of His
Substance, His Nature, . . making us partakers of the Divine
Nature. 1876 NORRIS Rudint. Theol. i. iv. 73 It is God's
nature to be one in substance, manifold (that is, threefold)
in person.

2. Philos. A being that subsists by itself; a

separate ordistinct thing ; hencegen. ,
a thing, being.

1340 Ayenb. 112 [Supersubstantial bread] bet is to zigge :

bet paseb and ouergeb alle substances and alle ssepbes be ver.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. vii. 4, I shal reyn vpon the erthe.. and I

SUBSTANCE.

shal do awey al subataunce the which Y made, fro the ouer-

moat of the erthe. 1551 T. WILSON Logic (1580) 33 b, A liuely

bodie is a substaunce. Ergo, a man is a substaunce. I599

SIR I DAVIES Ifosce Teipsum n. in. 10 She [rc. the soul] is a

substance, and a perfect being. 16.6 R. C. Times' Whistle

I (1871)8 God is an Essence intellectual!, A perfect Substance

incorporeal!. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 408 Food alike those

pure Intelligential substances require As doth your Rational

Ibid vni. 109 His Omnipotence, That to corporeal substances

could adde Speed almost Spiritual. 1707 OLDFIELD Ess.

Impr Reason n. iii. 139 Minds, which are mdiscerpible, are

thinking Substances. 1725 WATTS Logic i. ii. 2 A Sub-

stance is a being which can subsist by itself, without depen-

dence upon any other created being. 1818 STODDARTGraw. in

Encycl. Metrop.(l%tf) 1. 8/1 We refer all our states of being to

a substance called self. 1843 MILL Logic \. iii. 1 6 Substances

are usually distinguished as Bodies or Minds. 1868 BAIN Ment,
* Mar. Sci. App. 50 Mind being . . expressed by the one attri-

bute Thought (construed, however, as Thinking Substance),

and. .Body, .summed up in the one attribute Extension (Ex-

tended Substance). 1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 143/1 The question

whether the material and the thinking substance are one

does not meet us at the outset. 1910 T. CASE in Encycl.

Brit. (ed. n) II. 510/2 The doctrine that all things are sub-

stances which are separate individuals, staled in the Cate-

gories, is expanded in the Metaphysics.

b. First (primary) substance, second (secondary,

general) substance : see quots.
In scholastic L. substantiaprima and substantia secunda,

translating irpwr/j ovffia and 6urpa oiitria (Aristotle Categ.).

,5^1 T. WILSON Logic C vj, The first substance is called

euery singuler persone or propre name...The second sub-

stance comprehendeth both the general worde, and the

kinde also of euery singuler persone. 1628 T. SPENCER

Logick 120 The second substance : consisting in the Genus
and Species. 1697 tr. Burgersdicius' Logic I. iv. 8 Sub-

stance is either First or Second. The First is a Singular

Substance, or that which is not said of a Subject, as

Alexander, Bucephalus. The Second.. that which is said

of a Subject, as Man, Horse. 1843 MILL Logic I. vi. 2

The well known dogmas of substantial secundx, or general

substances. 1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 223/1 The first category
is subdivided into . . primary substance, which is denned to

be., the singular thing in which properties inhere, and to

which predicates are attached, and. .genera or species which

can be predicated of primary substances. 1^03
W. TURNER

Hist. Philos. 133 The first substance (ovat'a nptorit) is the

individual, which can neither exist in another nor be predi.

cated of another. Second substance is the universal, which,

as such, does not exist in another, but may be predicated
of another.

3. Philos. That which underlies phenomena ;
the

permanent substratum of things ;
that which

receives modifications and is not itself a mode ;

that in which accidents or attributes inhere.

1398 TREVISA Earth, de P. R. xix. cxvi. (1495) 020 Whan
tweyne accidentes ben in one substaunce and subiecte : as

colour and savour. 1401 in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 108

Thus leeveth not of the breed but oonli the licnesse which

that abidith therinne noon substeyned substans. 1551

T. WILSON Logic C ij, The feare of God is an Accident, the

soule is a Substaunce. 160* BRYSKETT Civ.Li/c 1 16 The sub-

stance of euery thing is so called, by reason that it is subiect

vnto accidents ; neither can there be any accident (to which

it is proper to be in some subiect) but it must fall into some
substance. l68 WILKINS Real Char. II. i. 26 Such things

as require a subject of inhesion .. are indeed nothing but

the modes of Substance. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. ii. xxiii.

2 The Idea . . to which we give the general name Sub-

stance, being nothing, but the supposed.. support of those

Qualities, .which we imagine cannot subsist, sine re sub.

stante, without something to support them. 1762 KAMES
Elcm. Crit. (1774) II. App. 507 A being with respect to Us

properties
or attributes is termed a subject, or substratum.

Reason 174 The determinations of a substance, which are

nothing else but its particular modes of existing, are termed

accidents. 1872 MAHAFFY Kant's Crit. Phit. I. 268 Thus
the pure Category of substance is that which can only be

subject and not predicate. 1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 155/1

The independent substantiality of mind and matter is with,

drawn, and they are reduced into attributes of the one

infinite substance.

b. in transf. and allusive uses.

<:i374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 1505 penk fat folye is whan
man may chese For accident [h]is substaunce ay to lese.

c 1386 Pard. T. 77 Thise Cookes, how they stampe, and

strcyne and grynde And turnen substaunce in-to Accident.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 570 The Capteynes there, tnyndyng
not to lease the more for the lesse, nor the substance for

the accident. 1579 G. HARVEY Let. to Spenser in S.'s wks.

(1912) 639/2 Vertue, the onely immortall and suruiuing

Accident amongst so manye mortall and euer-penshing
Substaunces. 1598 BARCKLEY Fein. Man vi. 568 Euill is no

substance nor nature, but an accident that commeth to the

substance. 1654 Z. COKE Logick 189 The causes are found

out & put in substances, in respect of the Essence, Matter,

and Form. 1790 BURKE Rev. France 28 Not changing the

substance, but regulating the mode.

o. with reference to the doctrine of the Real

Presence in the Eucharist.

1546 GARDINER Detect. Deuils Sfphistrie 14 b, The sub.

staunce of bred, beyng conuerted into the natural! bodely

substaunce of our sauioure [printed souioure) Christe. 1563

HARDING Answ. "Jewel 162 b, In this Sacrament after co

secration there remayneth . . onely the accidentes and shewes,

without the substance of bread and wvne. 1507 HOOKER
Eccl. Pol. v. Ixvii. 10 How the wordes of Christ com-

maunding vs to eate must needes importe that as hee hath

coupled the substance of his fleshe and the substance of

bread together, so we together should receiue both. 1651

C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. i. 131 It doth argue an extra-

ordinary power in Christ to give his Flesh to eat, though
there be no turning of the substance of the Bread in the

Sacrament into the substance of his Flesh.



SUBSTANCE.

1 4. That which underlies or supports ;
a basis,

foundation ; a ground, cause. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Heb. xi. i Feith is the substaunce of thingis

to be hopiJ. c 1386 CHAI.-CER .Vim's Pr. T. 37 And wel I

wool the substance is in me If any thyne shal wel reported

the substance Of all a kinges governance. 1577 tr. Bul-

linger's Decades I. iv. 30 The substance or hypostasis is

the foundation, or the vnmoueable proppe, which vpholdeth
vs. 1595 Locrine 1. i. 70 A greater care torments my verie

bones, And makes me tremble at the thought of it, And
in you, Lortlings, doth the substance lie.

5. The matter, subject-matter, subject (of a study,

discourse, written work, etc.).

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 10 Unto the god ferst thei besoughten
As to the substaunce of her Scole, That thei ne Beholden

noght befole Her wit upon none erthly werkes, Which were

ayein thestat of clerkes. laid. II. 84 Of bodies sevene in

special With foure spiritz joynt withal Slant the substance

of this matiere. c 1411 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1030 Lo,

fadir, tolde haue 1 yow be substance Of al my greef. c 1410

.naters half the substance. 1587 T. NORTON tr. Calvin's

fust, title-p., Notes conteyning in briefe the substance of the

matter handled in each section. 1597 SHAKS. 2 lien. IV,

we will deriue the whole substance of our speech. 1663

BOYLE Occas. Kcjl. MI. v. 44 This, if I forget not, was the sub-

stance of the Occasional Meditation, suggested to me by the

Storm. 1875 Encycl. Brit. 1. 498/2 There are two Alexandrian

schools, distinct both chronologically and in substance. The
one is the Alexandrian school of poetry and science, the other

the Alexandrian school of philosophy.

b. Contrasted with form or expression.

1780 Mirror No. 80 Having thus done justice to the merit

of those authors in point of substance, I proceed to shew
their excellence in the composition and style of their pro-
ductions. 1841 MYERS Catk. Th. in. 5 8. 29 This influence

we may believe to have extended sometimes to the very
words of the Revelation, but far more often only to the

substance of it. 1877 R. W. DALE Lect. Preack.\. n8_The
substance of our preaching has been given to us in a Divine

revelation. 1888 Encycl. Brit, XXIII. 249 The doctrine

of the Trinity is.. one which .. gives expression to the self-

evidencing substance of revelation, and explains and sup-

ports religious experience.

fo. A subject-matter to be operated upon. Obs.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 91 The hihe pourveance Thp hadde
under his ordinance A gret substance, a gret matiere, Of
which he wolde.. These othre thinges make and forme.

6. That of which a physical thing consists ; the

material of which a body is formed and in virtue

of which it possesses certain properties.

1398 TREVISA Bar/A. De P. K. vi. xx. (Bodl. MS.),
Mete b a substaunce bat is able to be turned into be

substaunce of be bodie pat is ifed. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM

Cosmogr. Gtasse 43 The matter and substaunce of mans

body. 1577 TUSSER Husb. (1878) jsThesoile and the seede . .

the lighter in substance, for profile the wurse. 1590 SIR I.

SMYTHS Disc. IVeapons 3 b, Swords of conuenient lengtn,
forme and substance, haue been in all ages esteemed by all

warlike Nations. <ri6oo SHAKS. Son*, xliv. i If the dull

substance of my flesh were thought, Injurious distance

should not stop my way. 1613 SALKELD Treat. Angels 56

Angels haue somtimes beene knowne to eate . . allhough they
did not conuert the meate. .into their owne substance. 1615
CROOKE Body ofMan 628 The substance of it is soft, loose,

rare and like a Sponge. 1667 MILTON P. L. it. 356 What
creatures there inhabit, of what mould, Or substance? i66e5

WILKINS Real Ckar. u. iv. 73 Stalk, .of a woody sub-

stance. .. Head or spike, .having a soft downy substance.

1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 4 It became necessary.. to

appropriate to individuals not the immediate use only,
but the very substance of the thing to be used. 1829 LOUDON
Encycl. Plants (1836) 1023 Epiphyllous scattered globular
or subdepressed smooth pale at length black, Substance very
corneous. 1846 LANOOR Exam. Shaks. Wks, 1846 II. 265
Give a countryman a plough of silver and he will plough
with it

alj
the season, and never know its substance. 1859

FITZGERALD Omar Ixi, Surely not in vain My Substance
from the common Earth was ta'en.

b. of incorporeal things.
c 1540 HAMPOLE Prose Treat, viii. 15 By abowndance of

charite bat es in be substance of the saule. c 1384 CHAUCER
H. Fame 11. 260 Euery spech that ys yspoken . . In his sub-
staunce ys but aire. a 1475 G. ASHBY Dicta Philos. 234 A
kynge sholde take of his olde acquaintance, His familier ser-

uauntes vertuous, ..of Substance, Wele disposed, trewe, not
malicious. 159* SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul. i. iv. 99 Dreames . . Begot
of nothing, but vaine phantasie, Which is as thin of substance
as the ayre. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 585 Hard thou knowst
it to exclude Spiritual substance with corporeal barr. 1668
WILKINS Real Char. I. i. 5 A great part of this Syriac tongue
is for the substance of the words Chaldee, and Hebrew for
the fashion. i68a in Verney Mem. (1907) II. 3tr, I. .am
sorry that my Sonne should Be composed of such substance
that nothing can shape Him for a Schollar. 1740 CHEYNE
Regimen 35 That spiritual Substance was analogous to
Matter infinitely rarefied, refin'd or sublim'd. 1862 SPENCER
first Prixc.i. iii. 20(1875)63 When, instead of the extent
of consciousness, we consider its substance.

c. Fifth substance = QUINTESSENCE.
1561 [see QUINTESSENCE ij.

7. The matter or tissue composing an animal

body, part, or organ.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. v. (1495) g iv/t The

humour cristallinus [of the eye].. is rounde in shape & sas*
taunce {sic], a 1425 tr. A rderne's Treat. Fistula etc. 34 pe
quitour, berfore, bigynne to lessen somwhat, and the bolnyng
somwhat to cese, and be colour and be substaunce of be skynne

53

for to turne to his ovnc naturcl habitude. 1548 in Vicary'a
Anat. v. (1888) 41 [Cheeks] not fat in substaunce, but

meanely fleshly. 1667 MILTON J\ L. vi, 657 Thir armor

help'd their harm, crush't in and brus'd Into ihir substance

pent. 1724 HI.ACKMOKE Treat. Consumptions g An extra-

ordinary Discharge of Flegmatick Matter,., while, .the Sub-
stance of the Lungs remains sound. 1726 A. MONRO Anat.
Bonus 31 Siftusff, large Cavities within the Substance of

the Bones, with .small Apertures. 1804 ABF.RNETHY Srg.
Ofa 178 Blood was discharged mixed with detached pieces
of the substance of the brain, 1845 BUDD Dis. Livery
Irregular dilatation of the sac, so as to form additional

pouches In the substance of the liver.

b. The muscular tissue or fleshy part of an

animal body.
1695 New Light Chirurg. put out 23 Any Flesh-Wound

where there is considerable loss of Substance. 1750 LADY
LUXBOROUGH Let. to Skcttstone 13 May, My pUlitMl

are

already reduced from eight or nine to two only : one over

my eye,.. and one just above my knee, where the loss of

substance (as they call it) makes it longer in curing. 1831
YOUATT Horse 36 A three-fourth, or thoroughbred horse of

sufficient substance and height. 1894 Nature's Method in

Kvol. Life iii. 45 The nervous system becomes highly strung,
. .and the muscles deficient in size, with a general want of

what is known as * substance '.

t c. Bot. (See quots.) Obs.

1777 S. ROBSON Brit. Flora 15 Bullatc, the substance of

the leaf rising high above the veins, so as to appear like

little blisters. 1793 MARTYN Lang. Bot. s.v. Suostantia t

The substance of a vegetable consists of the Epidermis or

Cuticle, covering the Cortex or Outer Bark.

8. Any particular kind of corporeal matter.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 89 Of man, of beste,..Of fissch, of

foughl, of everychon That ben of bodely substance. 1541
COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Cyrurg. E iv, [The nose] is of
thre substaunces, that is to wyt of substaunce flesshely,

bony, and cartilagynous. 1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xiv. u.

123 Our designe requireth more maniable substances.

1668 WILKINS Real Ckar. ir. x. 259 Grain or some Vege-
table, baked in a drier substance without any considerable

mixture. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scot, in Vffz, 169 The gills

furnished with strainers of the substance of whalebone.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. I. 75 This variety of substances,
which compose the internal parts of our globe. 180*

PALEY Nat. Theol. v. 3. 65 That sort of substance which
we call animal substance, as flesh, bone,.. cartilage, etc.

1816 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. fy Art II. 91 When a varnish

of any kind is laid over a substance, to prevent it from ab-

sorbing water, some allowance should be made for such
addition. 18*7 FARADAY Chem. Manip. xix. (1842) 527 To
perform the operation over a cloth or some other soft sub-

stance. 1839 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (ed. 3) 472 Corky..;
having the texture of the substance called cork. 1860 TYN-
DALL Glac. ii. v. 250 Thus, from the mixture of two perfectly

transparent substances, we obtain an opaque one.

b. A species of matter of a definite chemical

composition.
i73 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet iv. in Aliments etc. 409

Substances abounding with volatile oily Salts. 1807 Simple
substance [see PRIMARY a. 3d]. 1843 [see SIMPLE a. 133].

1856 Orr's Circ. Sci.
t
Mech. Philos. 2 By simple substances,

we mean those which cannot be resolved by the chemist into

any simpler elements : thus gold, silver, and iron are simple
substances. . . Copper,zinc, iron, and carbon areall considered

elementary substances. 1864 Intell. Obs. No. 32.^93
A new

substance. .to which I gave the name Santoneine. 1876

Jrnl. Chem, Sac. I. 365 The saccharification of amylaceous
substances.

C. Anat, and Zool. With qualifying word or phr.

forming specific designations.
1815 J. GORDON Syst. Hum. A nat. 1. 40 Adipose substance.

1855 DUNGLISON Med. Lex.i White Substance of Schwann.

1870 W. S. KENT in Ann. Nat. Hist. Mar. 217 The sarcodic

substance lining all the interstitial cavities of the sponge.

9. A piece or mass of a particular kind of

matter ; a body of a specified composition or tex-

ture. Now rare.

c 1595 CAPT. WYATT R. Dudley's Voy. W. Ind. (Hakl.

Soc.) 56 In the night a substance of fyre resembHnge the

shape of a fierie Dragon should fall into our sailes and theare

remaine some quarter of an ower. 1668 WILKINS Real Char.
II. v. 133 That [fish] which hath.. stringy substances on his

bead and back. Ibid., A very rough skin, with finny sub-

stances, standing out from each side like wings. Ibid. vi. 172

Thin broad substances, standing off from the body of the Fish.

1681 tr. Belon's New Myst. Phys. Introd. 32 Set the Water
in a cold place, in a Glass Body, within eight Days, you
will find a congealed Substance in the Bottom of the Vessel.

X7S Bradley*s Fam. Diet. s. v. White-Honey-Charge^ Con-

tmue boiling till the Roots and Herbs be reduced to a Mash
. . throwing away the gross Substance. 1716 SWIFT Gulliver

in. i. 10, i.. perceived a vast Opake Body between me and
the Sun. ..it appeared to be a firm Substance. 1799 HT. LEE
Canterb. T., Worn. T. (ed. 2) I. 351 Throwing from him.

without examination, some hard substance that incommoded
him.

10. A solid or real thing, as opposed to an ap-

pearance or shadow. Also, reality.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 281 The ignoraunce of the

world is grosse & palpable : for, touching Nature their skill

is but superficiall, and like a shadowe destitute of sub-

staunce. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. HI. ii. 80 He takes false

shadowes, for true substances. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. u. ix.

2 Full liuely is the semblaunt, though the substance dead.

1651 HOBBES Leviathan u. xxxL 186 A Common-wealth,

without Soveraign Power, is but a word, without substance.

1667 MILTON P. L. i. 529 With high words, that bore Sem.

blance of worth not substance, a 1700 EVELYN Diary
27 Aug. 1667, One who kept up the forme and substance of

things in the Nation. 1716 S. W. in Nelson's Pract. True
Devot. (1784) p. xvi, Taught how to take the mystic Bread and

Wine, Tadore the Substance, nor neglect the Sign. 1784

COWPEH Task rv. 527 The poet's hand, Imparting substance

to an empty shade, Impos'd a gay delirium for a truth.

x8ai BYRON Sardanap. i. U. 533 There needs too oft the show

of war to keep The substance ofsweet peace. 1836 MARRYAT

SUBSTANCE.
Japktt Ixiii, 1 woul<i c by running aft^r

vs. 1856 MBKIVALK Rom. t-.uip. I. V. 580 A mere
honorary title, and only a presage of ine substance that was
to foil,)*. 1914 J)aily ( Itron. 28 July 6/< 1 he Austro-
Hungarian communimi.5. .argues., that bervia conceded the
ihuowl :md withheld the substance.

b. Westminster School. An older pupil who if

responsible for the proper conduct of a new boy,
called his

' shadow '.

1845 College t, T. II. Life at Westm. 35 Oct. After my
first week at School, I started altogether on my own account,
my Substance ihen having nolhing more to do with me.
1899 W. K. R. UEDFOKII Outcomes a/Old Oxford 85 Every
neophyte was consigned to the tutelage of some boy already
in the school . . the shortcomings of the shadow, or tyro, were
credited to the preceptor, or substance, and visited with

penalties upon the latter.

11. What is embodied in a statement; the meaning
or purport of what is expressed in writing or speech ;

what a writing or speech amounts to.

14151,0. SCROPE in 43rd Rep. Dep. Kpr. Puol. Rec. 590 Ilche
worde y kan nought remembr bot for the most sobstans as nye
os y kan thinke. 1415 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. u. I. 47 Yf heny
of thes persones . . woldyn contrary ye substaunce ofyat i have

wretyn at zys tyme. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. \\. xxv. 117 Yf ye
wyl here and wel reteyne the mater and substaunce of this

present booke. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506)
i. ii. A vj b, I shall put the substaunce of the latyn afore

sayd in
englysshe. 1576 FLEMING Pnnopl. Epist. 17 So

farre as I gather by the substance of your letters, a certaine

kinde of suspicion is signified. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV,
iv. i. 9, 1 haue receiu'd New-dated Letters from Northumber-
land : Their cold intent, tenure, and substance thus. 1612

BRINSLEY I.uti. Lit. xxii. (1627) 356 Learning is not so

much seen, in setting downe the words, as the substance.

1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. Ixxix. 331 All of them

together, seeming to be Merchants sons,.. sung in verse

with a very sweet and melodious voyce,
words of this

substance,
'

High and mighty Lord
'

[&c.] 1669 STUBMY
Mariner's Mag. I. ii. 3 But to come to the Substance of

what is here intended. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. 233 The
substance of the Epigram imports, that Thespis was the

first contriver of Tragedy, a 1700 EVELVN Diary 5 Aug.
1670, This is the substance of what she told me. 1794
MRS. RADCLIFPK Myst. Udolpho xxxi, Who repeated the

substance of what had passed between Montoni and
herself. 1805 A. KNOX Seat. (1834) I. i, I hope.. that, if

any thing. .appeared exceptionable, it was in manner and

expression only, and not in the substance of my sentiments.

1837 B'NESS BUNSBN in Hare Life (1879) I. x. 461 The whole

substance of his communications proved a state of vicious

disorganization. 1861 G. C. LEWIS Let. to Reeve 9 Apr.,
You may rely on the substance of this story being quite
authenlic. 1807 RUSKIN Time t Tide iii. 9 The substance

of what I said to them was this.

t b. The main intent or purpose. Obs. rare.

1606 CHAPMAN Cent!. Usher iv. ii. To execute the sub-

stance of our mindes In honor'd nuptialls.

1 12. The vital part. Ob;.

1:1430 Pol. Rel. 4- L. Poems (1903) 333 "The kingis sone ',

sche seide,
'
is deed, f>e ioie, be substaunce of my lijfe.' 1588

SHAKS. Tit. A. L. i. 374 Deare Father, soule and substance

of vs all. l6ps "t Pt. Jerommo I. iii, Come, my soules

spaniel!, my lifes ietty substance.

13. That which gives a thing its character ;
that

which constitutes the essence of a thing ;
the

essential part, essence.

1585 [R. BROWNE] Answ. Cartwright 55 To be able to

teacne is not of the substance of a minister, but onely of a

lawful minister. laid. 56 If a man bee not a lawfull minister,

bee hath no essence nor subslance of a mynister. 1597
MORLEY Introd. Mas. 96 Phi. What doe you call keeping
the substance of a note? Ma. When in breaking it, you

sing either your first or last note in the same key wherm it

standeth, or in his eight. 1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 94
The essences, or substances of things are not here meant.

1790 BURKE Rev. France 220 Miserable bigots. -who hate

sects and parties different from their own, more than they
. ., S . . e _. !?_;__ _a-f r D 'J >

. VWI
4
those refined theistic speci ,

--

tions, of all those deep and distracting surmises. 1809 MOZLEY
Univ. Serm. ii. (1876) 39 It is sufficiently clear that these are

not the substance of the character.

b. in legal use. (Cf. SUBSTANTIAL A. 5 b.)

1592 WEST 1st Pt. Symbol, i. 22 The substance of this

contract consisteth in the thing solde, and in the price

thereof. 1596 BACON Max. $ Use Com. Lean I. (1630) 4

The intention is matter of substance. Ibid. xvi. 68 If a man
bid one robbe I. S. as he goeth to Sturbridge-faire, and he

robbe him in his house the variance seemes to be of sub-

stance, a 1613 SWINBURNE Spousals (1686) 141 Resisting

the Substance of Matrimony, it overthroweth the Contraci.

1843-56 BOUVIER Law Diet. (ed. 6) II. 555/2 Substance,

evidence. That which b essential ; it b used in opposition

1 14. The amount, quantity, or mass (o/a. thing).

c 1420 ? LYDG. Assembly of Gods 764 When Vertew sy the

substaunce of hys oost, He prayed all the comons to the

felde hem hy. a 1500 in Rep. Hist. MSS.Comm. Var. Coll.

IV. 87 A vessaill called the Mighell of Brykelsey..m the

whiche dinerse merchauntes of our Citie of London had

goodes and merchandises to a grete value and substaunce.

'1500 Lancelot (S.T.S.) 1740 If., to the rich iftis of plesans,

That thei be fair, set nocht of gret substans. 1520 Lor.

Leet Bk. 675 What supstance of malt was then brewcde

within the Cyte wokly by the comyn brewers, a 1548 HALL

Chron., Hen. V, 57 b, He found there innumerable si

stance of plate and money belongyng to the citizens, lifts

Wills I, Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 244 Raffe Vasye..oweth
me for all my . . muke . . the substance by estimac[i)on come

to or will come to.. two hundrelhe fathers. 1596 SHAKS.

Merck. V.\i.\. 328 Be it so much As makes it light or heauy

in the substance. Or the deubion of the twentieth part Of

one poore scruple.

tI5. The greater number or part, the majority,

mass, or bulk of. Obs.



SUBSTANCE.

score and ten myle in lenght;

litlc more than six myle in brede. 1550-3 Decays hng. in

S Fish Supflic. (1871) 96 Many of them doeth kepe the
. *' f '.,__'__ 1 I* .1. ..... .. ,..i.,. Vianfllx:-

and altered in bayse coyne.

b. Sum (t summary) ami substance : see bun

St., SUMMAKY sb.

16. Possessions, goods, estate; means, wealth.

arch, (chiefly as a reminiscence of biblical lan-

guage).
13.. Cursor M. 9538 (Giitt.) Of his substance he gaf

ilkan, And ilkan gaf he substance an. 1382 WYCLIK Prov.

iii. 9 Honoure the Lord of thi substaunce. 1382 Luke

xv. 13 He wastide his substaunce in lyuynge leccherously.

1:1400 Rom. Rose 6595 Yit shulde he selle alle his

substaunce And with his swynk haue sustenaunce. <: 1430

LYDG. Mia. Poems (Percy Soc.) 135 Abel.. Gaff God his

part, tethe of his substaunce. 1466 Boston Lett. Suppl. 108,

I truste I am of that substans that, what soever caswelte

fortunyd, yourre maistresship shuld not lese^on pene of

yourre dute. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxviii. 7 London,

thou art of townes A per se. ..Of merchauntis full of sub-

staunce and myght. c 1520 SKELTON Majpiyf. 1445 Take

of his Substaunce a sure inuentory. 1535 COVERDALE Job i.

3 His substaunce was vij. M. shepe, llj. M. camels, v. C.

yock of oxen, v. C. she asses, and a very greate housholde.

1535 Ps. xvii. 14 They haue children at their desyre, and

leaue the rest of their substaunce for their babes. 1590

SHAKS. Com. Err. i. i. 24 Thy substance, valued at the

highest rate, Cannot amount vnto a hundred Markes. 1634
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 206 They will hazard all their worth

..and other substance. aiToo EVELYN Diary 3 Nov. 1685,

Innumerable persons of the greatest birth and riches leaving
all their earthly substance. 1794 WORDSW. Guilt S, Sorrow

xxvi, My father's substance fell into decay. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. it. I. 156 A fortune raised out of the substance

of the ruined defenders of the throne.

t b. With a : An amount of wealth, a fortune ;

pi. riches, possessions. Obs.

13.. [see sense 16]. 1381 WYCUF Ecclits. xli. i Hauende
pes in his substaunces [1388 richessis]. 1382 Acts ii. 45
Thei selden possesciouns and substaunces. 1382 Heb. x. 34

Knowynge }ou for to haue a betere and dwelling substaunce.

1487 Act 3 Hen. VIl,c. 2 Wymmen..havyng substaunces
somme in goodes moveable, and somme in landes and tene-

ments. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. Pref. 5 b, Whose
brother for the education of youth in true Religion & learn-

ing, imploied a wonderful substaunce. 1731-9 TULL Horse-

hoeing Husb. (1822) 154 A small substance.

1 17. a. A supply or provision of. Obs.

1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1560 lason weddit was Vn-to
this queen & tok of it substaunce What so hym leste onto
his puruyaunce. 1412 HOCCLEVE De^ Reg. Princ. 4909 If

a man, in tyme of swich a nede, Of his goode ;eue yow a

goode substaunce. 1515 in Leadam^iW. CasesStar Chamber
(Selden Soc.) II. 79 The said Towne [was] then in better
substaunce of goodis good ordre and rule then it is nowe.

1535 COVERDALE Eccl. ii. 7 As for catell and shepe, I had
more substaunce of them, then all they y' were before me.

fb. Maintenance, subsistence. Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIF.S*/. Wks. III. 67 Sees gendren manyefischis

to substaunce of mankynde. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de
W. 1506) i. iii. C ij, It is not gyuen to hym for substaunce or

refeccyon corporell. a 1513 FABYAN Chron. vi. clxx. (1811)

164 All thynges..were than more wasted in glotony, and
outrage of owners, than in substaunce and ayde of nedy men.

1 18. Substantial existence, substantiality. Obs.
c 1366 CHAUCER A. B. C. 87 As j seide erst bou ground of

oure substaunce Continue on us bi pitous eyen cleere. 1555
EDEN Decades (Arb.) 135 To gyue substance to priuation,
(that is) beinge to noo beinge. 1628 [see SUBSISTENCY 3].

19. Substantial or solid qualities, character, etc.

1430 Wyclifs Bible Prol. 1.58 Symple men, that wolden
for no good in erthe..putte awei..the leste .. title, of holi

writ, that berith substaunce, either charge. 1559 Q- ELIZ.
in Strypc Ann, Ref. (1709) I. II. 414 Dyvers reasons which
appeare unto me to have in them small substance. 1581
RICH Farew.i.1^6) 159 Knowyng her housebande to be a
man of no verie greate substaunce, and but slenderly stuffed
in the bedpeece. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. $ //. Note-bks.
(1871) 1. 221 Neither rulers nor people had any faith or moral
substance. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea (1876) I. 117 This fact
gave great strength and substance to the pretensions of
Russia.

b. That which makes a material firm, solid,
and hard-wearing.
1833 HT. MARTINEAU Loom t, Lugger i. ii. 21 You must

*?"}
French to give your fabrics more substance,

Mod. There s hardly any substance in this material.

t20. The consistency of a fluid. 06s.
c 1450* Mirk's Festial 166/9 Take hede on watyr, and on

yse, and on snow j how bay ben ych on dyverse in substance,and }et bay ben but watyr. 1541 COPLAND Guydon's Quest.
Cyrurg. R j, Whan it lie. blood] is drawen, consydre the
substance and the colour yf it be so as is abouesayde
1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 207 Give it the substance oftnm paste.

21. In substance, a. In reality.
139? GOWER Con/. II. 87 To receive Bothe in substanceand m figure Of gold and selver the nature. 1667 MILTON

2kT? ?71 u
fut"r

j,=vil
shall no less In apprehen.

c2 ?? J
n
J
ubstance f ' Grievous to bear. 1785 BURKE

3 A **"<>?*!><!"*
Wks. ,842 I. 339 The nabob of

Arcot, and rajah of Tanjore, have, in truth and substance,

54

no more than a merely civil authority. 1793
- On policy of

Allies Wks. 1842 I. 601 We know that the monarchy did not

survive the hierarchy, no not even in appearance, for many
months ; in substance, not for a single hour.

f b. In general ; generally speaking. (In Mb.

poetry used, esp. by Lydgate, as a metrical tag.)

1 1407 LYDG. Reason t, Sens. 645 In especial ther be twcyne,

And thou mayst chesen, in substaunce, Whiche ys most to

thy plesaunce. Ibid. 894 And fynaly, as in substaunce, Do

as the lyst, lo, this the ende. 1426 - De Gtal. Pilgr. 5881

Yt behoueth in sentence, That the fulfyllyng in substaunce

To the fulle haue suffysaunce. c 144 Generydes 1968

Now haue I here rehersid in substaunce xv kynges, As

shortly as I myght, With ther powre and All ther hoole

puysaunce. 1447 Rolls ofParlt. V. 129/2 In whos kepyng

the Bokes, suretees and godes in substaunce holy remaigne.

+ c. In the main, for the most part. Obs.

1475 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 151/1 The which forseid x<n part,

and xv and x..been in substaunce levied and paied.

a 1500 Bale's Ckron. in Six Town Chron. (1911) 119 And
the hertes of the comones in substaunce wer w' be fcrle:

And a geinst the seid priour.

d. In essentials, substantially.

1491 Act 7 Hen. VIf, c. 22 Preamble, All whiche matters

afore rehercid is by the seid John Hayes in substaunce con-

fessed and knowleged. 1581 in D. Digges Complete A mbass.

(1655) 440 She used in substance the like speeches the King
had done. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot's Trao. 11. 106 The

Religion of the Persians is in substance the same with that

of the Turks. 1737 Gentl. Mag. VII. 662 To this it was

replied in Substance as follows. 1821 JEFFERSON Writ.

(1830) IV. 344, I may misremember indifferent circum-

stances, but can be right in substance. 1857 KEBLE Euch,
Ador. ii. 26 Whitgift. .adds, in substance, the same account

of it. 1908 Progr. Modernism r 18 These are, in substance,
'

our ideas upon the origin of religion.

e. In effect, virtually.

1834 H. TAYLOR ArteveUc i. i. ii, Think well What
yon

should say ; for if it must be ' no
'

In substance, you shall

hardly find that form Which shall convey it pleasantly.

t r. In a pure or unmixed state, in the natural i

state. (Cf. K. en substance.) Obs.

1621 BURTON Anal. Mel. I. ii. Ii. iii. 102 Theophrastus
speakes of a Shepheard that could eat Hellebor in substance. .

Ibid, 11. i. iv. ii. 303.

fg. V Real, substantial. Obs.

1649 MILTON Tenure of Kings 4 When the Common
wealth nigh perishes for want of deeds in substance, don
with just and faithfull expedition.

22. Of ( . . ) substance : a. (often of good or

great substance) Substantial, well-to-do, wealthy.

(Cf. OF. de substance.}

1480 Cov. Leet Bk. 435 The Comien Counceill of l>e Cite

& other persones of substaunce. 1496 in Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. Var. Coll. IV. 211 Suche inhabitantes of grete sub-

stans. a 1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit Wemen 337 That syre
of substance. 1528 MORE Dyaloge in. xv. Wks. 235/1 A .

very honest person, & of a good substaunce. x66o SOUTH
'

Serm. Matt. xiii. 52 (1727) IV. ii A Man of Substance and

Sufficiency. 1681 Pennsylvania Arch. I. 38 Men of sub.

stance and reputation. 1840 THACKERAY Catherine xxii,

Hayes's father was reported to be a man of some substance.

1869 BLACKMORE Lorna D. \, My father being of good sub-

stance, at least as we reckon in Exmoor. 1889 JESSOPP
Coming of Friars ii. 70 [HeJ was a man of substance and
influence.

fb. Of immaterial things : Substantial, weighty.
c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxiii. 82 The hygher

that he is sette in estate the more shold his wordes be of
substaunce and moost of reputacion. a 1456 LD. CROM-
WELL in Paston Lett. III. 425 There is a greet straunge-
nesse betwix my right trusty (rend John Radclift" and you,
witboute any matier or cause of substaunce, as I am lerned.

1509 FISHER Funeral Serm. Ctess Richmond VfVs. (1876)
291 Tryfelous thynges that were lytell to be regarded she
wolde let passe by, but the other that were of weyght &
substaunce [etc.].

to. Of a meal : Sumptuous. Obs.
c 1485 Dirty Myst. (1882) in. 574, I haue ordeynnyd a

dyner of substawns, My chyff freyndes berwith to chyr.
23. Comb., as substance-yielding ppl. adj.
1611 COTGR., Subslantifyue, substantial, or substance-

yeelding.

Substanced (szrbstanst), fa. fple. rare. [f.

prec. + -ED 2.]

1 1. Furnished with wealth. Obs.
1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. iv. 1 19 This Pallace here, ( . . furnished

so well ; And substanced with such a precious deale Of well-
got treasure).

2. Made into a substance, made substantial, sub-
stantiated.

1873 WHITNEY Other Girls xxxiv. (1876) 443 If life were
nothing but what gets phrased and substanced, the world
might as well be rolled up and laid away again in darkness.
1890 J. PULSFORD Loyalty to Christ I. 129 Blessed are the

appetites which feed on God's immortality ; for His immor-
tality shall be substanced in them.
3. Of a specified kind of substance. Chiefly in

parasynthetic comb.
1624 QUARLES yob Milit. x. 71 Wks. (Grosart) II. 84/1

Your slender Maxims, and false Forgeryes, Are substanc't,
like the dust, that flies besides me. 1753 Chambers' Cycl.
Suppl. s. v. Diamond, The stone here described is said to
be a full substanced Brilliant.

t Substa-ncefying, ///. a. Obs.rarr*. ?=
SDBSTANTIFIC.

i6ps TIMME Qtiersit. in. 148 Those three substancefying
beginnings are., found in al the things of nature.

Substanceless (sp-bstansles), a. [f. SUB-
STANCE sb. + -LESS.] Devoid of substance, unsub-
stantial.

1816 COLERIDGE Hum. Life Poems 316 If rootless thus,
thus substanceless thy state. 1822 W. TENNANT Thane of

SUBSTANTIAL.

Fife vi. 32 That conclave substanceless of gilded things.

1858 LYTTON What will He do > ix. i, You have made that

life substanceless as a ghost that future barren as the

grave. 1895 MOIR in Gait's Wks. I. p. xci, The arguments
. . might be . . too shadowy and substanceless to convey intel-

lectual satisfaction.

t Substa-nder. Obs. [Rendering of L. sub-

stans (see SUBSTANCE **.)] A thing that subsists.

So Substa-nding ///. a., subsisting.
1662 J. CHANDLER Van Helmonfs Oriat. 144 A truly sub.

standing or remaining Being [orig. vere substantis entis\.

Ibid. 345 The Substance of that Substander or remainer

[orig. ejusgue subslantis substantial

Substant (szvbstant), a. and sb. rare. [ad.
L. substans, -ant-, pr. pple. of substdre (see SUB-

STANCE).]
A. adj. 1. Substantial; subsistent.

1600 STANLEY Hist. Philos. ix. ii. (1687) 571/1 The Pytha-
goreans reduce all Beings, subsistent or substant, im-

mediatly to Idsea's which truly are. 1838 J. E. READE
Italy i. xxv, A substant and eternal memory.
2. Underlying.
1883 Century Mag. XXVII. 146 Its [sc. a glacier's] sub-

stant ice curls freely.

t B. sb. A subsisting thing. Obs.

1597 J. PAYNE Royal Exch. 24 The substants of bodie and
soufe have nothinge commune with this spiritual! manage.
SubetantiabHity. Error for SUBSTANTIALITY.
1836 MARRYAT Japhet Ixii, The Quaker dress added very

much to the substantiability of his appearance. 1839 Nevi
Monthly Mag. LVII. 143 The stalwart lover. .does not
relish having his identity, and still less his substantiability,
called in question.

Substantial (sobstse-njal), a. (adv.} and sb.

Forms: 4-8 substancial, (4 -oiel, 5 -oyel, 5-6
-aune-, -ciall(e, -oyall(e, 5-7 -tiall), 6- sub-
stantial, [ad. late L. substantiates (f. subslantia

SUBSTANCE), whence also F. substantiel (from
1 3th c.), Pr. substancial, Sp. su(6)stancial, It

sostanziale, instantiate.] A. adj.

L That is, or exists as, a substance ; having a real

existence ; subsisting by itself.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love ii. xiii. (Skeat) 1. 47 Nature!

goodnesse of every substaunce is nothing els than his sub.

stancial being. 1488 CAXTON Chast. Goddes Chytd. 47 Eche
thynge that is noo body if it be substancyall it is callid a

spiryte. 1651 HOBBES Leviathan HI. xxxiv. 211 Some such

apparitions [sc. Daemons] may be reall, and substantial] ; that

is to say, subtile Bodies, which God can form by the same
power, by which he formed all things, a 1652 J. SMITH
AY/. Vise. iv. (1821) 71 This hypothesis, that no substantial
and indivisible thing ever perisheth. 1678 CUDWORTH
Intell. Syst. Pref. 4 The general ranks of substantial!

beings below the Deity. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. xii.

(1907) I. 169 The want of substantial reality in the objects
of the senses, according to the sceptics.
absol. 1838 [F. HAYWOOD] tr. Kant's Crit. Pure Reason

327 That which . . might yet seem to be an idea of transcen-

dental reason, would be the conception of the substantial.

1856 FERRIER litst. Metaph. xvi. (ed. 3) 328 There is a sub*

stantial in cognition ; in other words, substance is knowable,
and is known by us. Ibid. xvii. xvi. 348 The substantial

in cognition (rb OP).

2. Philos. Of, pertaining or relating to, or in-

herent in substance (esp. as opposed to accident) ;

that is substance. Also trans/, and allusively.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love n. vii. (Skt) 1. 147 Thilke thinges
that we clepe power is but accident to the flesshly body ;

and so they may not have that suretee in might, whiche
wanteth in the substancial body. >s* Pilgr. Perf. (W. de
W. 1531) 153 How to y actyue lyfe perteyneth accidentall

ioye, but to the contemplatyue the substanciall crowne of

glory. 1580 BLUNDEVIL Horsemanship iv. iv. 3 Sickness.,
is knowne. .by inseparable or substantiall accidents, as by
the shape, number, qualitie, & site of the part, or member
diseased. 1581 FULKE in Confer, in. (1584) U iv, But bread
is substance : Therefore he gaue them pieces of substance,
or substantial pieces. 1642 DUNHAM Sophy v. i If happiness
be a substantial good, Not fram'd of accidents, nor subject
to 'em. 1664 H. MORE Apology 498 Calvin seems to be
airraid of the opinion of the Body being Spiritual, as im-

plying a Substantial change.
3. Substantial form [see FORM sb. 4 a: med.L.

substantialisforma (Joannes Scotus Eiigena), Gr.

oiiawSft Zooj (Philoponus^4VA Categ.)] : thenature

or distinctive character in virtue of possessing which

a thing is what it (specifically or individually) is.

14x3 [see FORM sb. 43]. 1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm.

(1652) 63 Coagulation is noe forme substantiall. 1666 BOYLE

Orig. Forntes <V Qua/. 45 Some Engines, which, .devoid

of Substantial Forms, must do those strange things they are

admir'd for, by vertue of those Accidents, the Shape, Size,

Motion, and Contrivance of their parts. 1697 tr. Burgers-
dicius' Logic i. xvi. 56 Form is divided into Substantial and
Accidental .. The Substantial Form of a Musician, as he is

a Man, is the Rational Soul ; Accidental as he is a Musician,
Musick. 1707 Curios. Husb.fyGard. 343 Salts., he regarded
as the Substantial Form of Bodies. 1718 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s. v., Substantial Forms, *'. e. Forms independant of all

Matter; or Forms that are Substances themselves. 1741
WATTS Improv. Mind n. v. (1801) 114 A student who.,

imagines certain immaterial beings, called substantial forms,

to inhabit every herb, flower [c.]. 1775 J. HARRIS Philos.

Arrangements xvi. 387 note.

4. Relating to or proceeding from the essence of

a thing ; essential. Now rare or Obs.

1380 WYCLIF SiL Wks. II. 285 Crist. .was of be same
kynde bat is ech man his brober, and bis liknesse is in sub-
stancial kynde. 1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas, xvm. (Percy Soc.)

83 Your heart is your by substancyall lyne, It is not in my
domynacyon. 1551 T. WILSON Logic (1580) 14 If he can
learae first* to see the veric Nature, and, substanciall



SUBSTANTIAL.

propertie of euery tbyng. a 1653 H. BINNING Princ. Chr.

Rtlig. Wks (1735) 30/2 Christ may be called the Truth
indeed, the substantial Word of God, for he is the very
Substance of the written and preached Word. 1667 MILTON
P. L. iv. 485 To give thee being I lent Out of my side to

thee, neerest my neart Substantial Life. 178* PRIESTLEY
Corrupt. Chr. 1. 1. 127 Joachim.. denied that there was any'

essence, or any thing that belonged in common to the three

persons, by which their substantial union was taken away,
and nothing but a numerical or moral union was left.

5. That is, constitutes, or involves an essential

part, point, or feature
; essential, material.

Now said chiefly of immaterial things and often blending
with 8, 9, or 14.

1432-50 tr, Higden (Rolls) VII. 399 A decrete was made
that the substantiall partes of that rule scholde be kepede,
and o(er thynges as superfluous to be refusede. 1467 in

Engl. Gilds (1870) 385 It myght be ordeined a substancialle

rule, that v. pagentes..to be holden yerly, shuld not be to

seche. 1528 MORE Dyaloge \, Wks. 174/1 That y* church
can not erre in any such substauncyall article as God wyll
haue vs bounden to beleue. 1541 COPLAND Guydons Quest,
Cyrurg. G j, Be the addicions abouesayd other bones than
the bone of y sholdre?..No,. .but are substancyall party
of it. 1567-9 JEWEL Def. Apol. (1611) 327

The Substantiaf-
lest points of all your Doctrine. 1588 K.YD Househ. Phil.

Wks. (1901) 269 Those compasses, .which, though they be
diuers according to the variety of Countreys, is (notwith-

standing) no occasion of substantiall difference. 1647
CLARENDON Hist, Reb. I. $ 20 The common misfortune of

Princes, that in so substantial a part of their Happyness. .

Themselves had never any part. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies
it. viii. 273, I would not have it destitute of a Limme that

is substantial, or one of its vital Parts. 1729 W. LAW Serious
C. 52 Most of the employments of life are. .lawful ; and all

those that are so, may be made a substantial part of our

duty to God. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) II. 188 He could
not find any substantial distinction between that case, and
the principal one. 1867 RUSKIN Time <$ Tide viii. 35
Under .. Divine guidance, securing them from substantial
error.

b. Law. Belonging to or involving essential

right, or the merits of a matter.

[1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot., Substantially those

parts of a deed which are essential to its validity as a formal

instrument.] 1843^-56 BOUVIER Law Diet. s. v. Form, If the
matter pleaded be in itself insufficient, without reference to

the manner of pleading it, the defect is substantial. 1883
Wharton's Law Lex. (ed. 7) 739/1 The judge will consider
what is the substantial fact to be made out, and on whom
It lies to make it out. 1897 Bowler'sLaw Diet. s.v. Right
to begin,. .The party who asserts the affirmative of an issue

has the right to begin and reply, as on him is the burden of

proof. The substantial affirmative, not the verbal, gives the

right.

6. Of food, a meal: Affording ample or abundant
nourishment. (In later use the notion of solidity
or quantity is predominant.)
1340 Ayenb. (1866) 113 pe more fcet he \sc. food] is noris-

sinde, me zayb bet he is be substancieler. a 1380 S. Paula
60 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 4 Cumforce bi brayn
beter u ib sum bred And wib sum substancial mete.

1578 Ckr. Prayers in Priv. Prayers (1851) 451 We be
able to brook substantialer meat, because we be grown to
further years of discretion. 1626 SPF.ED Adam out ofEden
v. (1659) 38 Clovergrass. .renders abundance of very exqui-
site hay, very great substantial and much desired. 1634
W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I.) 115 Whitest others
fill themselves with substantiall and most ponderous cates.
a 1774 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 653 We say roast beef
is good substantial food, but water-gruel not. 1822-7 GOOD
Study Med. (1829) I. 210 One substantial meal of solid
animal food daily. 1825 T. HOOK Sayings Ser. n. Passion
$ Princ. viii. III. 117 A good, substantial, hot luncheon.

1817 SCOTT Chron. Canongate iv, With something rather
more substantial than bread and butter. 1902 VIOLET
JACOB Sheep-Stealers xiv, Breakfast at nine, a substantial
dinner at three, supper at eight.

7. Of structures, etc. : Of solid material or work-

manship.
1390 GOWER Conf. HI. 02 Erthe.. Which., in his forme is

schape round, Substancial, strong, sadd and sound, c 1412'

ic, 5116 The}

dore of free stoon. 151* Act 4 Hen. K///, c. i 3 Goode
and substanciall bulwarkes. .in every landyng place. 1551
ROBINSON tr. More's Utopian. \\. (1895) 128 A brydge..
with gorgious and substanciall archeis. 1624 CAPT. J. SMITH
Virginia v. 189 Then they built no more Cabbens, but sub-
stantiall houses. 1662 GERBIER Principles 19 Well-riveted
Windowes, with substantiall Locks, Bolts, and Hinges.
1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 189 Some rich Burgher, whose sub-
stantial dores, Cross-barrd and bolted fast, fear no assault.

1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) I. 374 Country Houses ought
to be substantial, and able to encounter all the shocks
of the Wind. 1845 DISRAELI ^><W/d863) 129 Behind the
substantial counter, which was an impregnable fortification.

1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. % It. Note.bks. II. 47 The clouds
..looking quite as substantial as the distant mountains.
1861 PARKER Introd. Gothic Archit. (ed. 2) iv. 103 EarlyNorman masonry is in general so massive and substantial
l
ir
at UJkT8^8lto destr y a11 traces of it. 1879 STAINER

Mus. Stole 5 Whose roof was never more substantial than
a tent.

Comb. 1897 'A. HOPE '
Pkroso iv. (1905) 73 He held a very

substantial-looking whip in his hand.

fr
8. Of persons, their constitution, etc. : Sturdy,

strong, burly. Obs.

1400 Beryn 2518 Natur was more substancial, when tho

dayis were, Then nowe. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1539)
52 b, [Vociferation] maketh the members of the body sub-
stancial and stronge. 1578 WHETSTONE and Pt. Promos $CM. IV. i. (heoding\ Gresco, a good substantiall Offycer.
1602 in Moryson Itin. (1617) n. 250 Men broken, and not
substantiall in war. 1657 BILLINGSLY Brochy-Martyrol. xiv.

48 Tormentors, pray procure Substantialler than these i these
are too small.

55

9. Of ample or considerable amount, quantity,
or dimensions.
1454 Rolls of Parlt. V, 254/2 That substantiall provision

be made in alt hast. 1539 TONSTALL Serm. Palm Sund.
(1823) 81 Yf a manne wolde offre a greatte sub>t;uiti.ill

suretie. c 1550 HOLLAND Crt. Venus 11. 515 He thocht the

price was ouir substanciall. 1616 in Fortescue Papers
(Camden) 17 Although you are not capable (through your
fulnes) of any substantiall addition from me. 1600 C. N ESSK
Hist. <y Myst. O. % N- T. I. 138 The wealth of a man is. .

reckoned, .by the substantial bills and bonds, &c. he is able
to produce. 1728 MORGAN Algiers II. v. 319 Often.. one
finds good .substantial Leagues dwindling into even I.ili-

putian Kurlonys. 1780 JEFFERSON Comsp, Wks. 1859 !

274 Were it possible to arm men, we would send on sub.
stantial reinforcements to you. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W.
Africa 335 One of us at least would . . have made something
substantial by the venture. 1908 Outlook 8 Aug. 178/2
These two substantial volumes.

10. Based
upon

a solid substratum ; firmly or

solidly established; not easily disturbed or

damaged ; of solid worth or value
; weighty, sound.

a. of statement, discourse, writing.
:i430 LVDG. Minor P. (E.E.T.S.) I. 41 With Crystis

worde substancial in sentence. 1468 Engl. Misc. (Surtees
Soc.) 19 By substanciall wrytyng undre sealez. 1547 BOORDE
Brcv. Health in Introd. Knowl. (1870) 96 In great matters
aske substancial counsell. 1576 FLEMING Panoft. Epist.
151 My letters cannot make you such substanciall assur-

aunce, of my desire touching your safetie, as it is in deede.
a 1591 R. GRKENHAM Wks. (1599) 56 The Lord, -vrgeth him
with substantiall questions. 1602 in Moryson /tin. (1617)
II. 238 We have not heard any such substantiall intelligence.

1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. II. 607 His. .practical, spiritual,
substantial preaching. 1710 ADDISON Taller No. 158 r i

This he looks upon to be sound learning, and substantial
criticism. 1742 in loth Re6. Hist, MSS. Comm. App. i. 277
Few words but substantial ones you will like best I suppose.
1863 GKO. ELIOT Romola xxxiv. His mind glanced round . .

to see how far those words could have the force ofa substan-
tial threat. 1873 EARLB Philol. Engl. Tongue (ed. 2) 66
This division is substantial and useful.

b. of reasons, causes, evidence.
c 1513 MORE Rich. Ill Wks. 50/1 For that I se some men

so gredye withowte any substaunciall cause. 15*8 in Pocock
Rec, Ref. (1870) I. li. i2t Very good matter and substantial

why the said matrimony should be dissolved. 1590 SKAKS.
Com. Err. \\.\\, 105 Your reason was not substantiall. a 1687
PETTY Pol. Arith. v. (1691) 88 Although there be. not

naturally substantial reasons.. why there should be such
differences. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 10 No more
substantial evidence being producible against the bishop, the

synod broke up. 1846 GKOTE Greece (1862) II. xvi. 394 In
itself a substantial testimony. 1866 BAIUXG-GOULD Cur.
Myths Mid. Ages Ser. L i. 23 How wanting they are in all

substantial evidence which could make us regard the story
in any other light than myth.

O. of actions, conditions, results, ideas.

1565 ALLEN Defence Purg. xvii. 282 Do yow not see here
a trim faith and a substantial! ? 1592 NASHE P. Penilesse
Wks. 1904 I. 164 Now trust me, a substantiall trade. 1622
DRAYTON Poly.olb. xxiv. 240 The Christian Faith, for whose
substantiall planting, Saint Augustine from Rome was to

this Island sent. 1624 CAPT. J. SMITH Virginia in. xii. 94
Ten good workemen would haue done more substantiall

worke in a day, then ten of them in a weeke. 1696 TATE &
BRADY Ps. cxix, 165 Secure, substantial Peace have they.

1749 SMOLLETT Regie, v. i, Life with substantial ills enough
is cursed. 1753 RICHARDSON Grandison V. xliii. 278 She
has substantial notions still left, I find, of ideal Love.

1784 COWPER Task\\\.-yx> Foolish man. .quits.. Substantial

happiness for transient joy. 1812 COLERIDGB F>-icnd(\^\^\
III. 60 Where he deems his interference warranted by sub-

stantial experience. 1814 MlSS MITFORD in L'Estrange Life
(1870) I. viii. 256 The substantial comforts of a good coal
fire. 1824 L. MURRAY Engl. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 543 The sub*
stantial enjoyments, .which result from piety and virtue.

1867 RUSKIN Time fy Tit/til 7 To .. complete his home
gradually with more delicate and substantial comforts.

1 1L Of acts, measures, etc. : Having weight,

force, or effect
; effective, thorough. Obs.

1461 Cov. Leet Bk. 314 The good & substanciall rule and

guydyng that ye kepe theryn. 1485 Ibid. 523 Thobseruyng
..such sad direccions and substanciall ordinaunces. 1523
Act 14 4- 15 Hen. K///, c. 3 i The true and substanciall

makyng of the said clothes. 1547 in Sir J. Williams Ac-

compte (Abbotsf. Cl.) 4 That a substanciall Survey vue and
true accompte . . shalbe taken. 1550CROWLEY Way to Wealth
30 The most substanciall wave in curinge diseases is by
puttinge awaye the causes. 1551 in Strype EccL Mem.
(1721) II. n. iv. 272 That substantial Order be taken forth-

with for the pulling down all Altars. 1683 MOXON Meek.

Exerc,, Printing xxiv. P 19 There is no substantial remedy-
ing this fault, but by making a new Head.
12. Possessing

* substance ', property, or wealth ;

well-to-do, wealthy ; hence, of weight or influence.

c 1450 Brut 479 They . ordeyned .iiij. enquestes within the

Cite, of substantiall peple. 1461 Paston Lett. II. 27 Any
substancyall gentylman. (11548 HALL Chron. t Hen.

Iff,

169 b, The Maire . .assembled a great numbre of substanciall

and grave citizens. 1593 NASHE Christ's T. 37 All which
were of the Nobles, Gentlemen, and substantialest men of
the lewes. 1642 Pr. Rupert his Declar. 4 The Knights,

Aldermen,and substantiall Citizens of London. 17x4 FORTES-
CUE-ALAND Pref- Fortescut's Abs. ft Litn. Mon. 10 A Jury
of twelve upright and substantial Men, is by the Law, to be

summon'd. 1771 SMOLLETT Humphry CI. (181^) 104 The
substantial tradesman, who was wont to pass his evenings
at the alehouse for fourpence halfpenny, now spends three

shillings at the tavern. 1823 SCOTT Peveril viii, Her
father is a substantial yeoman. 1833 HT. MARTINBAU
Brooke Farm viii. 94 In former times, ..the proprietor or

occupier of thirty or forty acres was thought a substantial

fanner. 1883 S. C. HALL Retrospect II. 276 Among our

few fellow.passengers..was
a substantial Scottish grazier.

t b. absol. with the : Persons of influence. Obs.

1568 GRAPTON Chron. II. 331 The Maior of London, and
the substanciall of the Ci tie toke counsaile together.

SUBSTANTIAL.
13. Of real worth, reliability, or repute ;

of good
standing or status.

iir V a s
.

. WILSON Hist. Diss. Ch. IV. 3 iO Mr. Sheffield was a
sound and substantial scholar. 1837 CARLYLK Fr. Rev. \.
i. i, Dismissal of his last substantial man. 1863 FROUDB
Short Studies (1867) I. 228 Till it be so agreed the substantial
intellect of the country will not throw itself into the question.
14. Having a corporeal form

; consisting of solid
matter ; corporeal, material. Obs. or rare

wj ^tnnr^o. utitia, jur in. 111. II. 390 1O QraW With \'dlc

Spiders strings Most ponderous and substantiall things.
1653 H. MORE Conject. Cabbal. (1713) 184 He means no sub-
stantialler a Being by Matter than what may well be called

Metaphysical. 1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xxiii, Neither was
there pressure of the grass, nor any other circumstance, to
induce him to believe that what he had seen was real and
substantial

15. Having substance ; not imaginary, unreal, or

apparent only ; true, solid, real.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. ff Jul.\\.\\. 141 All this is but a dreamt,
Too flattering sweet to be substantiall. 1726-31 TINDAL
Rapin's Hist. Eng. (1743' II. XVIL 115 Not only by words
..but by very substantial deeds. 1781 GIBBON Decl. 4- F.
xvii. II. 23 The manly pride of the Romans, content with
substantial power, had left to the vanity of the east the
forms and ceremonies of ostentatious greatness. 1781 Cow-
PER Hope 154 Hope sets the stamp of vanity on all That
men have deem'd substantial since the fall. 1798 S. & HT.
LEE Canterb. T. II. 15 His substantial wealth vanished,
but the shadow still remained. 1862 SIR B. BRODIE Psychol.
Inq. II. i. 27 We should.. not be led away from that which
is real and substantial by the pursuit of the shadowy and
fantastic.

16. Belonging to the component substance or
matter of a thing.
1671 N. GREW Anat. PI. \. iii. (1682) 13 In all such Roots,

the Pith is.. of the same substantial nature. 17x8 PRIOR
Solomon \. 497 Now shine these Planets with substantial

Rays?
b. Pertaining to the substance or tissue of the

body or a part or organ.
1611 [see SUBSTANCE 23). 1620 VENNER Via Recta viii. 189

The radical! or substantiall moysture of the body. ibid. 192

By reason of much resolution of the nutrimentall and sub-
stantiall moisture through the pores. 1875 [see SUBSTANTIVE
a. 81. 1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII. 120 Transition
from substantial to membranous parietes.

1 17. That is really such ; thorough, real. Obs.

1663 S. PATRICK Parab. Pilgr. xx. (1687) 207, I mean.,
that it must appear to the World, that you are a substantial

Christian by all the acts of an Holy Life, a 1694 TILLOTSON
Serm. liii. (1742) IV. 497 To become wise and peaceable and
substantial Christians.

18. That is such in the main ; real or true for the

most part.
1771 Juntas Lett. xliv. (1788) 256, I should be contented to

renounce the forms of the constitution.., if there were no other
way to obtain substantial justice for the people. 1790 PALEY
Horx Paul. i. 8 It establishes the substantial truth of the

narration. 1841 MYERS Cath. Th. in. 24. 1. 63 The question
..here is not concerning the substantial Divinity of the

Jewish Scripture. 1852 H. ROGERS Eel. Faith 322 They
are certain of the substantial accuracy of their impressions.

1853 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 150 The Tories..

though they could not deny that there had been some hard

cases, maintained that, on the whole, substantial justice had
been done. 1875 JOWETT I'lato (ed. a) 111. 115 He argues
rightly for the substantial genuineness of the text.

tB. adv. ~ SUBSTANTIALLY. Obs.

1502 ARNOLDE Chron. 81 Consideryng that hys fee is com*

petent for a substanciall lerned man. 1532 MORE Confvt.
Tindale Wks. 726/1 That substaunciall wel learned man
Lyre, r 1560 in Anglia XIII. 464 In the Latin tongue, and
other substancial congrue languages.

O. sb.

1. //. The things belonging to or constituting
the substance ; the essential parts or elements ;

the essentials.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. ci. (Bodl. MS.), Al J*
substanctals of |?e tree haue sourenes & vertu of bindinge.

1567 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser, i. I. 547 Alwayis
kepand all the uther substantial!!* of the formar seill.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 77 Neither doth nature prefer any
creature for its adventitials or accidentals, but for its sub*

stantials or essentials. 1661 Except, agst. Liturgy 4 Those
who in the substantiate of the Protestant Religion are of the

same perswasions with our selves. 1681 STAIR Inst. Law
Scot. i. xiii. 262 The Clauses which are adjected in Infeft-

M
against the Substantiate or an Appeal DC IKK vaiia..y a

Custom may be introduc'd against the Accidentals of an

Appeal. 1816 J. SCOTT Vis. Paris (ed. 5) >8i In the sub.

stantials of knowledge and conduct they are below both

these. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 8 One who is cer-

tainly not chargeable with neglect of the substantiate of

historical science. 1854 THOREAU Walden (1908) 41 A great

Among my Bks. Ser i. (1873) 26 Though his judgement in

substantials, like that of Johnson, is always worth having,

f b. rarely sing. Obs.

16*8 FELTHAM Resolves it. xlvii. 138 All this change,
without the losse of any visible substantiall.

2. //. Substantial or solid things.



SUBSTANTIALISM.

a i53 BINNING Serm. (1845) 570 All these substantials we

let KO that we may get hold of some empty unedifying

notions 1706 MRS. M. ROBINSON A ngelina I. 155 We look

sharp after the substantials, and leave the shadows to your

end of the town. 1824 Miss FERRIER Inker, xxvni, loo

busy with the substantials of marriage, to have much time

to bestow on the empty speculations of love.

3 pi. The substantial or solid parts of a meal.

1751 R. PALTOCK P. lYiltins(iW\) 1. 126 From day to day

I found out something new to add to my repast, either in

substantials or by way of dessert. 1763 H. WALI-OLE Let.

to E ofHertford i Apr., Instead of substantials, there was

nothing but a profusion of plates striped red, green, and

yellow, gilt plate, blacks and uniforms 1 1863 J. CAMERON

Malayan India 301 Soup and fish generally both precede

the substantials. . .The substantials are invariably fo' lo"5d

by curry and rice. 1886 Miss BRADDON One Thing Needful

v, The substantials were all on a side-table.

Substantialism (ssbstae-nTalizm).
Philos. [f.

prec. + -ISM.] The doctrine that there are sub-

stantial realities underlying phenomena.
1881 W. JAMES in Princeton Rev. July 63 Agnostic sub.

stantialism like that of Mr. Spencer. 1888 Microcosm

(N Y) Dec. 3 The fundamental tenet. .of Substantial

maintains that besides the material substances in the general t

constitution of Nature there are also forms of immaterial

substance.

Substantialist (sobstae-njalist). [ad. G. sub-

stantialist, f. L. substantialis SUBSTANTIAL: see

-1ST.]

1. One of a sect of Lutherans in the 1 6th century

who held that original sin was not an accident in

human nature but belonged to its substance; a

Flacian.

1657 GAULE Sapientia Just. 10 That Original sin is not a

vicious accident or adjunct, but is become our very Nature,

Essence, and Substance ;.. so [maintain] the Flaccians, and

Substantialists. 1847 [see FLACIAN]. .

2. One who holds a philosophical doctrine of

substantialism.

1797 in Monthly Mag. (1819) XLVIII. 112 May not the

Substantialists retort, there can be no sensations or ideas j

for, take away all substantial matter,.. and what will then

56

1821 H. REEDER Dis. Heart Pref., The diseases discrimi-

50 That strangt im., ..".*-- -

hemian musicians .. could not altogether substantialize.
,

1876 L. STEPHEN Engl. Tk. i8th C. I. 65 The universe is
,

nothing but a series of abstract truths . . substantiahsed by
|

their reference to God.

1888 Microcosm (N. Y.) Dec. 6 The conversational powers
of the young substantialist [R. Rogers],

Substantiality (s#bstsenfiae-Iiti). [ad. late L.

substantidlitas, f. substantiate SUBSTANTIAL; cf.

F. substantiality It. sostanzialita.]

1. The quality or state of being substantial ;

existence as a substance or substratum ;
substantial

or real existence.

1545 BALE Myst. Iniq. 34 Substancial ite, deificalhe, car-

nalite corporalite. 1651 [see MAGNESIA i]. 1678 CUD-
WORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 863 The Grand Objection against
this Substantiality of Souls Sensitive, as well as Rational.

1683 PORDAGE Mystic Div. 79 This Love's Eternal Sub-

stantiality. 1760-73 H. BROOKE Fool of Qual. (1809) IV.

44 The clothing of our spirits with the heavenly substanti-

ality of the spiritual body and blood of. -Jesus himself.

1830 tr. Tenneman's Alan. Hist. Philos. 344 Berkely..

maintaining that our senses..do not afford us any proof of

the existence or substantiality of their objects. 1863 E. V.

NEALK Anal. Th. $ Nat. 45 The accidents of a substance

while they are effects of its substantiality, determine the

character of the substance which causes them. 1877 E.
CAIRD Philos. Kant n.x. 419 The ascription of independent
substantiality to each of the different phases of intellectual

life. 1880 GRKG Across the Zodiac I. vii. 167, 1 had afforded

much stronger evidence, if not of my own substantiality,

yet of the real existence ofa repulsive energy.
attrib. 1897 tr. Fickte's Set, Ethics 120 A mediating link

between nature as mere mechanism (or the causality-rela-

tion) ; and freedom as the opposite of mechanism (or the sub-

stantiality-relation). 1908 J. M. Baldwin's Diet. Philos. fy

Psychol.t Substantiality Theory or Snbstantialism^. .the

theory that there are real substances, or distinct entities,

underlying phenomenal facts or events.

t b. A substantial being or thing. Obs.

1651 BIGGS New Disp. Pref. 8 Real entities and sub-
stantialities. 1662 SPARROW tr. Behmetfs Rein. Wks. 43
This very Substantialityor Corporeity. . was Christs heavenly
Flesh and Bloud.

2. Soundness, genuineness ; solidity of position
or status.

1660 R. BuRNEYKepStorov Aoipoc 19 He that is the Monarch
is'Apcoros, and Aristocraticall men do but creep under his

feet, and have better cloathes then substantiality of Rule,
1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit, x. (1875)410 The substantiality,
soundness, and precision of Mr. Long's rendering are. .con-

spicuous. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xxiii, Whether she
could not achieve substantiality for herself and know grati-
fied ambition without bondage,
3. Solidity, firmness (of a structure).
1790 Trans. Soc. Arts VIII. 112 The substantiality of the

new wall. 1879 W, L. LINDSAY Mind in Lower Anitn. I.

113 Many of the lower animals build themselves dwellings
that excel in substantiality .. the huts or hovels of men.
1891 WINN Boating Man's Vade-M. 52 A boat of this kind
. . still survives, and vies in point of substantiality with many
of more modern construction.

4. concr. (pi.} = SUBSTANTIAL C 3.
1813 LAMB Recoil. Chrisfs Hosp. Wks. 1818 I. 289 He..

partook in all the mirth, and in some of the substantialities
of the

feasting. 1842 Blackw. Mag. LI. 375 A ham and
other substantialities composed our meal. 1842 J. WILSON
Recr. Chr. North I. 213 If not all the delicacies, at least all
the substantialities, of the season.

Substantialize (sSfosta-nJalaiz), v. [f. as

prec. + -IZE.]
L trans. To make substantial ; to give reality to.

Substantially (s2bst0e-njali),
adv. [f.

as prec.

"l. In substance; in one's or its substantial nature

or existence ;
as a substantial thing or being.

SUU1J UVHI MM* "- " ~-
.
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stantially. 1635 JACKSON Creed VIII. 1. 6 Being first made

substantially man, that hee might be for a time essentially

and formally a servant. .635 PAC.TT Chrutianogrl. ....

SUBSTANTIATION.

that his narrative is substantially true. 1856 FROUDE///J/.

Eng. (1858) I. ii. 134 Demands.. which, though taking many
forms, resolved themselves substantially into one. 1865
MOZLEY Miracles \. 7 Extraordinary Divine agency partakes

substantially of a miraculous character. 1875 WHITNEY Life
Lang, xii. 240 It has maintained its own institutions.. sub-

stantially unchanged from the very dawn of the historic

period. 1881 WESTCOTT & HORT Grk. N. T. Introd. 17
Texts substantially free from the later corruptions.

f 6. With substantial or ample comfort. Obs.

1663 PEPYS Diary 18 May, By seeing how much better

and more substantially I live than others do. 1809 PINKNEY
Trav. France 21 They seemed. .to live very comfortably,
not to say substantially.

Substantialness (s^bstse-nfalnes). [f. as

prec. -T--NESS.] The condition or quality of being
substantial ; solidity, firmness, soundness.

1530 PALSGR. 278/1 Substancialnesse ofany thyng, solidite.

1548 \V. THOMAS Hal, Gram., Dict.
t Ejfficacia, substancial*

nesse, habilitie, or power. 1549 COVERDALE, etc. rasnt.

Par. i Peter 8 Yl excellent good womans maners & manly
substauntialnes of mynde. 1555 HARPSFIELD in Banner's
Homilies 47 Peter, for the soundnes or substancialnes of

hys deuotion, is called the rocke of the churches. 1587
GOLDING De Mornay x. (1617) 147 The substancialnesse of

Gentiles iv in. 9 By actions modally evil, they generally

understand such as are substantially good, yet have some

modal accidental vitiositie. 1768 TUCKER Lt. Nat. I.I. L 19

That which discerns is numerically and substantially distinct

from that which is discerned. 1814 SCOTT St. Ronans xxi,

You have the said Willie corporally and substantially in

presence before you. 1849 ROCK Ch. Fathers I. u -S That

the Mass is a sacrifice in which the Body and Blood of Christ

are truly and substantially present.

b. Essentially, intrinsically.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Excmp. Pref. 32 That which sub.

stantially distinguishes Man from Man, or an Angel from

an Angel, a 1688 CUDWORTH Immut. Mor. (1731) 65 Tho'

this Old Atomical Philosophy be most solidly and substan-

tially true. 1842 H. ROGERS Introd. Burke s Wks. 48 An
..exaggerated representation of what was substantially

important truth.

c. Actually, really.
1801 WORDSW. Misc. Sonn. u. xi, There [in the glowing

west] stood Indian citadel, Temple of Greece, and minster

with its tower Substantially expressed. 1805 A. KNOX Kern.

(1834) I. 16 In no human being, surely, was every possible

part of this picture so substantially realised.

t 2. In a sound or solid manner ;
on a firm or

j

solid basis; effectively.thoroughly,properly.soundly.
j

a. qualifying verbs.

Freq. in the i6th and i7th c. in a large variety of contexts. I

1503 Facsimiles Nat. MSS. I. 101 Whiche picture they
shall substantially note and marke in every poincte soo that

it agree in likenesse to the veray visage of the said Quene.
a 1513 FABYAN Ckron. VI. cxlv. (1811) 132 Charlis hauynge
thus the rule & gouernaunce, rulyd it well & substancially.

1521 FISHER Serm. agst. Luther Wks. (1876) 327 Our

souerayne lorde . . hath with his pen so substauncyally

foghten agaynst Martyn luther. 1523 in Kef. Hht. MSS.
Comm. Var. Coll. IV. 213 To serve the Citie substantially
unto Mighelmasse with candell after irf. the Ii. ? a 1533
FRITH Disput. Purgat. (1829) 107, I pray you see how sub-

stantially he answereth the argument. i$r$ArtofLimming
3 Laye on thy syse somewhat substancially. 1574 in Vicary's
Anat. (1888) App. iii. 155 Yt was substancyally provyd..
that he had verye . . dysceytfully . . behauyd him selfe. 1598
BARRET Theor. Warres II. i. 26 To see that the moneys
collected . . be substantially and throughly bestowed in

pikes. ci6ioSiRj. MELVIL Mem. (1735) 335 They durst not

yet take such a hazardous Course, till they might lay their

Plots more substantially. 1668 R. STEELE Husbandm.
Call. iii. (1672) 22 The poor prophet that had substantially
warned others from the devil, could not escape himself.

1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. m. Wks. 1851 V. 99 To know.,
what good laws are wanting, and how to frame them sub-

stantially. l68;r T. BROWN Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 I.

B\
I'll substantially thrash

your jacket for you. 1696 R.
ARCLAY (title) Baptism ana the Lord's Supper ; substan.

tially asserted.

b. qualifying adjs. and advs.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. i. xvi. 85 Substanciali leerned clerkis

in logik. 1540-1 ELYOT Image Gov. 28 Lawiers substan.

cially learned. 1583 GOLDING Calvin on Deut. 53 Surely
hee were substantially well armed, a 1694 TILLOTSON Serm.
Wks. (1714)67 Substantially Religious towards God. 1711
Vindic. Sacheverell 82 It seems he got substantially drunk.

3. Of the construction of buildings, manufacture
of fabrics, etc.: Solidly, strongly.
1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 19 To make, .alle thing sewr

that longith therto, and substancyally wrought to endure.

1517 TORKINGTON Pilgr. (1884) 6 It ys a good Cite, And. .

substancially Edifyed. 15*3 Act 14 4- 15 Hen. VIII* c. 3
Worstedes . . truely and substancially made and wrought.
1665 SIR B. G. D'OUVILLY Brief Disc. 18 These are sub-

stantially, strongly, and curiosly made Casements. 1701
Land. Gaz. No. 3789/4 A Yacht.. well, substantially, and
lately built. 1845 STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. India (1854)

393 The wall, substantially built of burnt brick. 1846 Guide
Archit. Antiq. 76 The Register, .being substantially bound
in Russia. 1879 CasselFs Techn. Educ. IV. i/i A . . lathe . .

well and substantially made.

4. In all essential characters or features ;
in regard

to everything material ; in essentials ;
to all intents

and purposes ; in the main.
1781 COWPER Hope 398 For aught I see, Your faith and

mine substantially agree. 1800 J. FOSTER in Life it Corr.
(1846) I. 135 They substantially agree with me. 1855 MAC-
AVLAY Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 287 It is .. reasonable to believe

ccesasc 335 e smarness o s
,

e gravty an
substantialness of his Sence. 1871 Athenaeum 25 Nov. 685
Converts what is little more than nothing into something
which has the semblance of rich, creamy substantialness.

1891 J. WINSOR Columbus 520 The substantialness of its

structure gave rise to rumors that he was preparing a for-

tress for ulterior aims.

Substantiate (swbstse-nfuit), v. [f. mod.L.

substantial-) pa. ppL stem of substantiare, f. sub-

stantia SUBSTANCE; see -ATE 3. Cf.It.sostanztare,

Sn., Pg. substandard
1. trans. To give substance or substantial exis-

tence to, make real or substantial.

1657 TRAPP Comm. Ps. xxviii. 7 Faith substantiateth things
not yet seen. 17*6 AYLIFFE Parergon 148 The Accidental
of any Act, is said to be whatever advenes to the Act itself

already substantiated. 1812 COLERIDGE Friend (1818) III.

187 Substantiating appearances into facts of science. 1863
COWDEN CLARKE Shaks. Char, iv. 107 The creative power
of the fancy is a blessed gift in itself; but he substan-

tiates that gift who converts it into the ordinary occur-

rences of daily life. 1877 E. CAIRO Philos. Kant iii. 44
Human thought substantiates accidents, and treats the finite

as if it were infinite.

2. To give solidity to, make firm, strengthen.
179* V. KNOX Serm. (Isa. xlvii. 8) Wks. 1824 VI. 99 He

would sweeten and substantiate them [their enjoyments] by
giving them a better foundation. 1817 HARE Guesses (1859)

242 Our lighter thoughts require the graver to substantiate

them and keep them from evaporating. 1835 I. TAYLOR

S#ir. Despot, u. 55 In this endeavour of the clergy to sub-

stantiate their honours and revenues. 1898 FROUDE Hist.

Eng. III. 450 To pass through France. .in a manner so..

confidential as.. might contribute towards substantiating
bis relations with Francis.

3. To give substantial form to, embody, body
forth.

1784 J. BARRY Lect. Painting ii. (1848) 113 The difficulties

of execution, which must embody and substantiate this

_._ iguage,

FUSELI Lect. Painting iv. (1848) 448 That power which, in

our days, substantiated humour in Sterne, comedy in Gar-

rick. 1841 EMERSON Ess., Friendship 196 As many thoughts
in succession substantiate themselves.

4. To demonstrate or verify by proof or evidence ;

to make good.
1803 MALTHUS Popul. (ed. 2) 140 In a tribe on the frontiers

of Junapore, . . the practice of destroying female infants has

been fully substantiated. 1808 WELLINGTON in Gurw. DesP,

(1835) IV. 165 If the Court should wish it, it can be sub-

stantiated by evidence. 18x5 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1816)

I. 55 That this substantiates the charge of cruelty against
us I altogether deny. 1884 Contewf. Rev. Oct. 514 There

is nothing to substantiate his integrity or competency.
Hence Substantiating vbl. sb. and///, a. ; Snb-

sta'ntiative a., serving to substantiate ; Substan-

tia'tor, one who substantiates.

1775 ASH, Substantiating) the act of making to
_exist.

understanding is to the sense, a substandative power. 1853
RUSKIN Stones Venice III. iv. 23. 183 The difference be-

tween the substantiating and the imaginative methods of

finish. 1884 PallMall Gaz. 27 Oct. 4/1 The untrimmed skirt

..with only a few substantiating tucks round the bottom.

1906 Cornh. Mag. May 663 What value he has is that of

the substantiator of other accounts.

Substantiation (sobstaenji^-jan). [f. SUB-

STANTIATE : see -ATION.]
1. Embodiment, rare.

1760-7* H. BROOKE Fool ofQual. (1809) IV. 87 Her whole

form seemed a condensing or substantiation of harmony
and light, c 1817 FUSELI Lect. Painting x. (1848) 528 These

works are commonly considered as the produce of the school

of Phidias, and the substantiation of his principles.

2. (See quot.)

I know no better name than substantiation ; the identity of

the thinker's own consciousness . . was confounded with, and
substituted for, the real substance of the thing.

3. The substitution of substance for shadow.

1863 A. B. GROSART Small Sins (ed. 2) 38 What was thus



SUBSTANTIFIC.

shadowed out and prefigured in the Old Testament received

.. substantiation in the New Testament. 1870 LOWELL,

Study Wind, (1871) 279 This substantiation of shadows.

4. The making good or proving a statement, etc.

1861 GARBETT Bible <$ Critics \. 3 Such arguments, could

they be substantiated, would destroy the Christian revela-

tion at a blow. But this substantiation is found to be im-

possible. 1884 American VIII. 379 The fact as claimed will

find lasting substantiation. 1886 Pall Mall Gaz. 7 Dec 7/1
He failed to cite a single case in substantiation of his words.

t Substanti'fic, a. Obs. [ad. obs. F. suhstati-

tifiqtte t ad. med.L. substantificus^ f. L. substantia

SUBSTANCE : see -FIG.] Producing substance.

1634 T. JOHNSON tr. Party's Chirurg-, in. xviii. 109 Men..
have need of a great quant it ie of blond for the repairing of
so many spirits, & thesubstantificke moisture. 1653 URQU-
HART Rabelais \. xtx, The substantifick quality of the ele-

mentary complexion, which is intronificated in the terres-

treity of their quidditative nature.

So Substanti'fical a., whence f 8ubstanti.fi-

cally adv.

1651 J. F[REAKE] Agripp^s Occ. Philos. 191 There are

six substantificall qualities in the Elements, viz. Sharpness,
Thinness, Motion, and the contrary to these. 1657 B. W.
tr. Banderon's Expert Phisic. xvii. no Moyst meat that is

substantifically moyst, is good for all Feavers.

Substa iitify, v. rare. [ad. med.L. sub$tan~

tificdre^ f. L. substantia SUBSTANCE : see -FY.]
trans. To give substance to.

1605 TTMME Quersit. in. 143 Salt is firme, fixed, and sub-

stantifying beginning of all things.

t Substa'ntious, a. Chiefly Sc. Obs. Also

5 substa(u)ncyoua, 6 -cius, -tins (substen-
tioua), 6-8 -oious, (7 substanteious). [a. OF.
substantieux, = It. sostanzioso, Sp., Pg. substancioso,
ad. med.L. sttbstantiosiis, f. substantia SUBSTANCE :

see -loos.]
1. Weighty, important; solid, firm; effective.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 431/2 Wyth shorte and substaun-

cyous wprdes. 1508 DUNBAR Ttta Mariit Wemen 248 God
my spreit now inspir, ..And send me sentence to say, sub-

stantious,
et noble. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 5

So that it be substantious of sentence. 1549 in R. Keith
Hist. Scot. (1844) I. App. 435 The Lord Governour and
Lordis of secret Counsall, . .hes for substantious resistance

thairof, . . oflferit thameselfis reddie to defend thair awin auld
liberties. 1597 R. BRUCE Apol. in Wodrow Life (1843) 175
To beseech him for some substantious remeed to all these
evils. 1607 GLADSTANES in Orig. Lett, to Jos. I (Bann.
Cl.) I. 118 Thay find, in steid of superficiall. .inventiones,

profitable and substantious theologie. 1640 R. BAILLIB
Canttro. Self-Convict. 98 Of all the limbs of the masse the
most substantious . . are . . the Offertorie, the Canon, the Com-
munion. 1831 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) IV. 284, I am glad that
the political papers exist now in a substantious shape.

2. Of structures : Substantial, solid.

15^9 Aberdeen Reg. (1844) 1. 127 Ane nobill and substan-
tius brig.. completit and ended substantmslie in all neces-

saries. 1541 SIR J. SANDILANDS Deed in Proc. Antiq. Scot.

(1860) III. 162 Torais ane substantious wall of rouch werk.

3. Wealthy, well-to-do.

1517 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. V. 153 The lordis, baronis,
and uthiris substancius men, issa/WST VI. 117 All baronis,
frehaldaris, and substantious gentilmen. 1545 Reg.
Council Scot. I. n It is necessar. .to have with thame sub-
stantious freindis. 1560 First <fr Sec. Bk. Discipl. (1621) 46
Every fewar and substantious Gen tiemans sonne. 1640 Bk.
War Committee of Covenanters 54 Gif he be ane heritor
or substantious soccarer [read cottarer] or yeoman.

b. Of provision : Ample.
1533 BELLENDEN Livy i. Ix. (S. T. S.) I. 52 To male pro-

visioun in the maist nche and substancius maner >at bai

mycht to Invaid vthir. 1561 in R. Keith Hist. Scot. (1734)
I. 198 That thai with thair substancious Housaldis, weill

bod in in feir of Weir, in thair maist substancious Maner,
meit James Commendatour of Saintandrois. 1643 in Spald-
ing Troub.Scot. (1792) II. 101 All the fencible persons..
shall provide themselves . . warlike provision . . in the most
substantious manner.

4. Considerable in number or amount.
1569 St. Papers Eliz., For. (1874) 154 [Some] substancious

[force of footmen]. 1584 in 3rd Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
414/1 Accumpaneit with a substantius number of your honest
freindis.

t Substa'ntiously, adv. Sc. Obs. [f. prec.
+ -LT 2

.] With substantial means, support, effect.

I5*9 tsee SUBSTANTIOUS 2], 1533 Ace. Ld. High Treas.
Scot. VI. 122 Sustantiuslie accumpanyit, weill bodin, etc.,
for defence of the realm. 1537 'n Pitcairn Crim. Trials I.

251 Howbeit scho wes dotit substan tiouslie. 1541 in Exch.
Rolls Scot. XVI 1. 7io[Ane] honest mansion, . .substantiously
biggit. 1569 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. i. II. 72 Gif
thair attemptattis be nocht substantiouslie resistit. 1580
JAS. I Let. in W. Maitland Hist. Edin. (1753) r. iii. 39 Sa
suirlie and substantiouslie gairdit. 1606 Sc. Acts Jos. VI
(1816) IV. 288 To the effect the saidis vnlauchfull meitingis
. .may be substantiouslie suppresslt.

t Substa-ntiousness. Sc. Obs. rare.
[f. as

prec, + -NESS.] WT

ealth.

1596 DALRYMPLK tr, Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 155 He is maid
rich w* the money of Metellan. .and w* his ample substan-
tiousnes.

Substantival (spbstantai-val), a. [f. SUB-
STANTIVE + -AL !.]
1. Gram. Of, belonging to, or consisting of, a

substantive or substantives.

4:183* BENTHAM Language Wks. 1843 VIII. 326/2 The
substantival name of a quality presents the idea, in the
character of a complete idea. 1843 Proc. Philol. Soc. I. 74
The substantival inflexions tr, ar. 1881 Nation (N.Y.)
XXXII. 425 Nine-tenths of the New England Algonkin

VOL. IX.

57

proper names.. were composed of an adjectival and a sub-
stantival element.

2. Existing substantially.
1884 Mind IX. 128 The real is individual, self-existent,

substantival.

Hence Substantially adv., as a substantive.

1873 EARLE Philol. Engl. Tongue (ed. 2) 479 The form
none is only used substantially. 189* EAKLE & PLUMMER
in O. E. Chron. Gloss. 373/2 Neuter used substantially.

t Substantiate, pa. pple. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.

med.L. substantival-, pa. ppl. stem of substantl-

vdre
t

f. substantivus SUBSTANTIVE.] Made into or
used as a substantive.
a 1521 LILY Gram, in Colet JEditio (1537) E iij b, An

adiectiue standtnge without a substantiue, shal be put in
the neutre gendre substantiate, as it is good. Bomtm est.

Substantive (szrbstantiv), a. and sb. Also 4
-if, -yf. [a. OF. substantif (from i4th cent.),
ad. late L. substantivus, f. substantia SOBSTANCE :

see -IVE. Cf. OF. sustentif, Pr. substantiit^ It. so-
t

stistantivo, Sp. su(b}$tantn)o, Pg. substantivo.~\
A. adj.

1. a. Of persons, nations, etc. : That stands of or

by itself; independent, self-existent, self-sufficient.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. cxcn. v. 7 Thus were there dukes

flue Of newe create, and none was substantiue. c 1550
HOLLAND CV/. Venus \. 68 Umquhile agane serene and sub-
stantiue. 1626 BACON New Atl. (1650) 15 How sufficient

and substantive this Land was, to maintaine it selfe without
any ayd (at all) of the Forrainer. 179* BURKE Pres. St.

Aff. Wks. VII. 94 That Spain is not a substantive power:
That she must lean on France, or on England. 1862 RAW-
LINSON Anc. Man., Chald. vii. 1. 162 As a substantive deity,
distinct from her husband. 187* GKO. ELIOT Middlem.
Ixxxvi, A pity that so substantive and rare a creature should
have been absorbed into the life of another. 1883 T. H.
DYER Imit. Art 322 The chapel..could not have been in
the church in Cimabue's boyhood, but it may have been a
substantive building afterwards incorporated in it. 1888
R. L. STEVENSON in Scribner's Mag. Jan. 126/2 He sees

why I speak of the little people as of substantive inventors
and performers.

b. Of immaterial subjects : Having an indepen-
dent existence or status

;
not dependent upon, sub-

sidiary to, or referable to something else.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's fnst. i. xiii. 33 b, This only name
Jehouah whiche they call vnspeakable is a substantiue name
to expresse hys essence. 1652 L. S. People's Liberty xxii. 57
An argument not so substantive but it will fall of it self.

1659 FULLER Appeal Inj. fnnoc. (1840) 474 This dispute is

substantive enough to stand by itself, and too large to be

adjected to this book. 1805 Ann. Rev. III. 198 His Holland
is still independent. His Poland has a substantive existence.

1835 NEWMAN Par. Serm. (1837) I. xxi. 316 We haue no direct

cognizance of what may be called the substantiue existence of
the body. 1846 GROTE Greece \. xxi. (1862) I. 555 Patroclus
has no substantive position. 1850 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. xlv.

(1865) V. 309A mere title . . rather than a substantive office and
function. x88i WESTCOTT & HORT Grk. N. T. II. 36 Similar
deductions are required in order to avoid being misled as to
the substantive text of their exemplars. i8p6PuRCELL Man-
ning I. 425 Archdeacon Manning, shortly before the close of
the . .meeting, proposed an Amendment, which finally took the

form of a substantive Resolution. 1900 Westm. Gaz, 15 Jan.
3/1 It is a little remarkable, .that the old judge has escaped
for so long being made the subject of a substantive Life.

O. Of a dye : That attaches itself directly to the

stuff, without the necessity of using a mordant.
Also of pigments (see quot. 1902).
1794 BANCROFT Philos. Perm, Colours 78 The colours of

the first class I shal! denominate substantive ; using the
term in the same sense in which it was employed by Bacon
Lord Verulam, as denoting a thing solid by, or depending
only upon itself. 1834^6 BARLOW in Encycl. Metrop. (1845)
VIII. 533/1 The cloth is then immersed in a bath composed
of a substantive colour. 1901 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 771/1
It is not unusual to arrange them \sc. pigments] into two

groups, substantive and adjective. Amongst the members
of the former group such a pigment as vermilion, where
each particle is homogeneous, may be cited as an example.

d. Med. (See quot. 1844.)
1816 J. A. PARIS Treat. Diet 90 The consideration . . of the

Materia Alimentaria necessarily embraces, not only the
substantive agents above stated, but those which, from their

modus operandi) are entitled to the distinctive appellation
of alimentary adjectives. 1844 HOBLVN Diet. Terms Med.
(ed. 2) 294 Substantive, a term applied by Dr. Paris to those

medicinal agents which possess an inherent and indepen-
dent activity.

e. MiHt. Definitely appointed to the rank speci-
fied ; also of an appointment or rank.

1883 H. B. SMITH Life Ld. Lawrence I, viL 177 It was not
till towards the end of the following year that the ' substan.
live

'

post became vacant. 1883 Pall Mall Gaz. 14 Sept. 5/1
He . . became '

officiating
'

Quartermaster-General . . because,
as Lieutenant-Colonel, he could not hold the substantive

appointment. 1898 Geogr. Jrnl. (R. G.S.) Nov. 530 When
substantive major, he was also granted the local rank of
lieut,-colonel.

2. Gram, Denoting a substance ; in noun sub-

stantive (late L. nomen substantivum) : B. i.

Nouns substantive is the correct pi. ; noun substantives

has also been used, and occas. ^ nouns substantives.

1509-1843 [see NOUN aj. 1870 JEVONS Elem. Logic iii. 17
No part ofspeech except a noun substantive. 1900 Speaker
33 June 374/1 Sir is a noun substantive, masculine.

fig. 1661 in Verney Mem. (1907) II. 100 To make the best

agreement he can for the first yeare; after which he hopes
your sonne will be a noune substantive. 1705, 1741 [see

NOUN 2].

b. Of the nature of, equivalent to or employed
as a substantive ; substantival.

SUBSTANTIVE.
1668 WII.KIHS Real Char. iv. vi. 446 All which difficulties

will be mott clearly stated by UKrtmg it [. the infinitive]to be a Substantive Participle. Fur whkh this rea
be given; because it hath all the siK '. . , un Sub-
stanuve and a Verb. 1824 L. MUHHAV Kngl. Gram. (ed. 5)
1. 105 Some writer-, arc of opinion, that ihc pronoui.

I into substantive and adjective pronour
287 A substantive phrase. 1857 J. W. GIBBS Philol. Stud\
167 Substantive clauses, exprcs^iiiy the subject, are placed
SJ"?*

c
?
mmc.ncement of the sentence. 1865 TVLOR Early

Htst. Man. iv. 62 The substantive-adjective is common
enough in English.
3. Gram. Expressing existence; in substantive

verb, formerly verb substantive ; the verb *

to be '.

Late L. verbnm substantivum, tr. Gr. pqua vaapurtKoi'
1559 '" Sirype Ann. Ref. (1709) I. n. App. ix. 434 The

/erbe substantyve est must be taken for itgni/icat. x6ao

on the Verb Substantive. 1764 in Phil. Trans. L1V. 422
The verb substantive, in conformity to the Hebrew and
Phoenician custom, has been apparently suppressed here. 1824
L. MURRAY Engl. Gram. (ed. 5) 1. 128 The substantive verb
followed by a verb in the infinitive mood, ..as,

' Ferdinand
is to command the army '. 18x6 WHATELV Logic M. L J a

(1850) 38 The substantive-verb is the only verb recognised
by Logic. 1849 Proc. Philol. Soc. IV. 92 The original
meaning of the so-called substantive verb. 1871 EARLK
Philol. Engl. Tongue $ 277.
4. Belonging to the real substance or essential

nature of a thing; essential.

1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. t( It. Note-bks. II. Bi Growing out
of the back of the monster, without possessing any original
or substantive share in its nature. 1858 J. MARTINEAU
Stud. Christ. 277 As a substantive part of their message.
1877 OWEN Wellesleys Desfi. p. xxi, The British Empire in

India was already a great fact, and a substantive portion of
the Empire at large.

b. Of law : Relating to or consisting of the

rules of right administered by a court, as opposed
to the forms of procedure (adjective law}.
1786-9 BENTHAM Princ. Intern. Law Wks. 1843 II. 539

The laws of peace would.. be the substantive laws of the
international code : the laws of war would be the adjective
laws of the same code. 1837 in W. StokesA nglo-lndian Codes

(.1887) I.Gen. Introd. p. xi, The Penal Code cannot be., explicit
while the substantive civil law and the law of procedure are. .

confused. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. 1 1. 89 The substan-
tive law remained ; but it remained unaccompanied by any
formidable sanction or by any efficient system of procedure.

xOS-jW. STOKESA nff^O'/ndian Codes I. Gen. Introd.p. ix.The
first volume deals with Substantive Law, and contains the
Penal Code, the Succession Act, the General Clauses Act,
and the Acts relating respectively to Contract, Negotiable
Instruments. Transfer of Property, Trusts, Easements and

Specific Relief.

6. Existing as a substance or individual thing ;

having an actual or real existence ; not imaginary
or illusory; real.

1830 ARNOLD Let. in Stanley Life (1844) I. vi. 285 That
our addresses should be those of substantive and tangible

persons, not of anonymous shadows. 1850 GROVE Corr.

Phys. Forces (ed. 2) 25 Let us now divest the mind of the

impression that heat is in itself anything substantive. 1867
Sat. Rev. 8 June 735 The mythical Prester John, who really

appears to have had a substantive original among the Mon-
gols. 1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. 351 The mind predicates
nothing except about substantive objects of thought.
6. Having a firm or solid basis; not slight, weak,

or transitory.

1809 SVD. SMITH Sertn. I. 42 As much is felt for character

as for the more gross, and substantive advantages of life.

Ibid. II. 421 This load of solid substantive guilt, c i8ao

HAZLITT (Ogilvie 1882), Strength and magnitude are quali-

ties which impress the imagination in a powerful and sub-

stantive manner. 1847 GLADSTONE in Morley Life (1903) I.

in. v. 375 It is a painful decision to come to,, .but the only
substantive doubt it raises is about remaining in parliament.

1890 JAMES Psychol. I. 243 Let us call the resting-places the
1 substantive parts ', and the places of flight the '

transitive

parts ', of the stream of thought.

7. Having a value or effect because of numbers
or quantity ; of considerable amount or quantity.
i8tx SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) III. 229 A poem of substantive

length (above 600 lines) divided into several sections. 1844
H. H. WILSON Brit. Ind. \\\. viii. III. 389 As he grew up
to manhood, Munir Mohammed claimed a substantive share

in the administration. 1850 GROTE Greece \\.
ly. (1862) V.

13 By ensuring to every lesser state a substantive vote at

the meetings of the confederacy. 1880 Sat. Rev. 3 Apr.

438 The work is far advanced at Newcastle, and a substan.

live beginning has been made at Wakefield.

8. Relating to or affecting the substance or tissue

of an organ.
1875 tr, von Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. V. 346 Vesicular em-

physema., either occurs as an idiopathic disease, i.e. as

substantive or substantial emphysema, or it is developed in

connection with other affections of the pulmonary paren-

chyma. 1894 W. BATESON Mat. Stud. Variation Introd.

23 Variations in the actual constitution or substance of the

parts themselves. To these Variations the name Substan-

tive will be given.

B. sb.

1. (for noun substantive.'} The part of speech

which is used as the name of a person or thing ;

a noun.

1393 LANGL. P. PI C iv. 338 As adiectif and substantyf

vnite asken, Acordaunce in kynde. in cas and in numbre.

i<o WHITINTON Vlg. (1527) 5 b, Whan ij substantyues
or

moo come togyder. 1575 GASCOIGNK Posies, Making of
Verse T ivb, The Latinists do commonly set the adiectiue

after the Substantiue : As for example Fetnina fulchra.
a 1633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 74^

If you will but give leave

to turne a Participle into a Substantive. 1669 Crokes Rep.
8



SUBSTANTIVELY.

li (ed. 2) 345 Action for these words, Thou art a Bankrup
knave. ..It was held by the Court that the words wen
scandalous, and Actionable, being two Substantives. 174!

WESLEY in Wks. (1872) XIV. i Nouns are either Substan

lives or Adjectives. 1843 Proc. Philol. Soc. I. 142 Berbe

substantives have a distinction of gender into masculine am
feminine. \&)gCassel?s Teclm. Ednc. IV. 95/2 Reducing
the name of each plant to two words, the first substantive

designating the genus.
fig. 1883 F. H. BRADLEY Princ. Logic I. i.

4. 4 A fact

taken as a symbol ceases so far to be fact. . . It is no more
a substantive, but becomes the adjective that holds of an

other, a 1892 MANNING in Purcell Life (1896) I. 583 Mr
Gladstone is a substantive, and likes to be attended by

adjectives.

f b. Substantives and adjectives : the name o:

a game. Obs.

1658 E. PHILLIPS Myst. Love Gen. Lud. (1685) 4 A De-

scription of the witty sport of Substantives and Adjectives.

1671 MARVELL Reh. Transf. i. 70 You would think he were

playing at Substantives and Adjectives.

f2. A self-subsisting or independent person or

thing. Obs.

1613 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Laugh f, be Fat Wks. (r63o)

II. 75/1 Now here's a Substantiue stands by himselfe. 1641
BAKKR Chron., John 97 Now King John being a Substan-

tive of himselfe. 1642 FULLER Holy Q Prof. St.iu. vii. 168

Countrey.houses must be Substantives, able to stand of

themselves.

Hence t Substantive v. Obs. trans., to make
into a substantive.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 264 The word l^4pMr..il
..an Adjective Substantiv'd; as well as TO Qtlov is.

Substantively (so-bstantivli), adv. ff. SUB-
STANTIVE a. + -LY ".]
1. Grata. As a substantive or noun.

1548THOMAS Ital.Gram., Diet.,Somma, substantiuely is the
somme or full numbre in reckenyng. 1665 BRINSLEY Posing
Pts. 131 These Genitives put Substantively, Tanti, guanti.
a 1680 GLANVILL Sadducismus n. (1681) 34 To 6aijuoi<ior, is

to be understood Substantively for a Person, viz. an Evil

Spirit. 1768 HOLDSWORTH Rem. Virgil 171 If Galbaneo
cannot be used Substantively. 1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia
1. HI. ix. 447 Cainianog. .was formerly used Substantively,
for coin of different valuations.

2. As an independent or self-existing person or

thing ; substantially, inherently.
1598 BACON Sacred Medit., Heresies (Arb.) 129 Which

actions, they will haue to depende substantiuely and ori-

ginally, and without any. .subordination of causes vpon the
will. 1844 S. R. MAITLAND Dark Ages 482 You are gods,
and all of you the sons of the most High. But this adop-
tively, and not Substantively. 1891 F. MARY WILSON
Browning Primer 43 It may be said of Browning that, ad-
jectively dramatic, he is not Substantively a dramatist.

3. In substance or effect, substantially.
i8a8 Examiner 115/2 Substantively, we have alluded to

all worth mentioning, it being unnecessary to dwell on some
light attendant matter. 1858 PIRIE Ing. Hum. Mindn. 2.

92 The French philosophers have. .Substantively thrown off
their allegiance to Reid.

Substantiveness (so-bstantivnes). [f. as

prec. + -NESS.] Thequalityorconditionofbeing'sub-
stantive ; independent or self-existent character.
1837 COLEBROOKE & WILSON Sankhya Kdrikd 44 Self-

nference Connexion remains the representative of the
Wesleyan ideas; in its gradual independence and growing
Substantiveness [etc.]. 1893 Daily Jffws 14 Feb. 4/3 The
masculine Substantiveness of the character of the people.

Substantivity (sobstanti-viti). [f. SUBSTAN-
TIVE a. + -ITY.] Substantiality.

*M 77
<
J'i

I>E" ?"*" Faith iv'
'.
69 Unlty and if I may so

call it) bubstantlvity the capacity of possessing attributes.
1889 A. W. HALL in Microcosm (N. Y.) Dec., The mind
naturally hesitates in conceding the Substantivity of any-
thing which eludes the senses as palpable material.

Su'bstantivize, v. Gram.
[f. SUBSTANTIVE

sb. + -IZE.] trans. To convert into a substantive
i8 MASSON tr. Winer's Gram. N. T. 340 The Inf[initive]

directly substantivized by means of the Article. 1887 A mer.
Jrnl. Philol. VIII. 104 The substantivized ftre, touvoir
vouloir, savoir. 1901 M. CALLAWAY in Publ. Mod. Lang.
Assoc. Amer. XVI. M i The substantivized participle

Substantiza, v. =
prec.

1794 MRS. PIOZZI Synonymy I. 381 Nor would Dr. John,

sta' d
Uted wlth Patien to hear this adjective sub-

Substenanoe, Substentation, obs. ff. SUS-
TENANCE, SCSTENTATION.
Cf. med. L. substentare, etc.

1483 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 256/2 Amonge other thyngs yeven..for their substentacion. ,637 Sc. Bk. Com. Prayer,
a7,'u I -i

gj
necessary to 'heir bodily substenance

Substile : see SUBSTYLE.
Substituent (sbsti-tient). Chem. [ad. L

substttuens, -entem, pr. pple. of substitute to
SUBSTITUTE.] An atom or group of atoms taking

ie place of another atom or group in a compound
'. \*

C ' ' Sac
',,
st The influence of ortho-sub.

icoe 7'5/ ,i/T
nU

!?
8 al

,
kylatlon of the carboxyl group.

Tucwre of A,
7"1

'"
"7^ '-'i*

A ""^stance having the

stituent
Cmnanuc aad - wb. a hydroxyl (OH) sub-

Su-bstitutable, a. rare.
[f. SUBSTITUTE v. +"A

?
LE

;J ^
CaPab

.
le of^^ substituted.

1805 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 3,2 j t w;il alwavs bear

?*t^3^A^vS

58

the singular to the plural number when substitutable with-

out impropriety !

Substitute (sz>-bstitit), sb. [ad. L. substt-

tiilus, -urn, masc. and neut. of substitutes pa. pple.

(see next). Cf. F. substitut, etc.]

I. A person acting in place of another.

1. One exercising deputed authority; a deputy,

delegate.
c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxx. 78 Though a

reame haue a noble kynge..he ne suffiseth nought hym
selue to gouerne..his reame withouten other substitutes

sett in diuerse places. 1456 SIR G. HAYE Law Arms

(ST S ) 194 [He] has laiser. . to set his substitute with the

tane and him self with the tothir. a 1513 FABVAN Chron.

v. cxl. (r8n) 125 He therefore puruayed vnder hym a sub-

stitute, named Nordobert, whyle he retornyd into Austracy
or Lorayne. 1575 GASCOIGNE GlasseGovt. Wks. 1910 II. 29
These Magistrates must also bee.. honored because they
are y> substituts of y king. 1608 SHAKS. Per. v. ill. 51

When I did flie from Tyre, I left behind an ancient sub-

stitute. 1651 HOBBES Leviathan in. xlii. 274 The Power..

SUBSTITUTE.

Wks. (1753) 1. 291 Here I stand the substitute of Rome. 1765
BLACKSTONE Comm. \. viii. 287 They belong to the king or his

substitute without redemption. 1843-56 BOUVIER Law Diet.

(ed. 6) II. 555/2 In letters of attorney, power is generally

given to the attorney to nominate and appoint a substitute.

b. Of ecclesiastics.

1567 ALLEN Def. Priesthood 386 Excommunication, .may
be exercised by the Bishops Legates or Substituts being
no priestes. 1593 NASHE Christ's T. Wks. 1904 II. 120

Reuerend Ecclestasticall Fathers, and other speciall-titled
Church substitutes. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. i. v. v, Poor
Bishop Pompignan withdraws; having got Lafayette for

helper or substitute. 1873 HALE In His Name viii. 69 The
archbishop's substitute.

f O. By substitute : by proxy. Obs, rarf~l
.

1594 SHAKS. Rick. I/I, HI. vii. 181 First was he contract
to Lady Lucie, . . And afterward by substitute betroth 'd To
Bona.

2. Law. A person nominated in remainder.
'7S8 J. DALRVMPLE JEss. Feudal^ Property (ed. a) 135

That if any of the substitutes or their issue should alienate,
then their right in the estate should cease. 1765-8 ERSKINE
Inst. Law Scot, HI. viii. ai The person first called by the
entail is the institute;.. the rest get the name of the heirs
of entail, or substitutes. 1766 BL.ACKSTONE Comm. 11. xxi. 355
The act of the ancestor shall bind the heir, and the act of
the principal his substitute. 1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot,

950 Substitutes in an entail, are those heirs who are called

failing the institute, whether disponee or grantee. 1869 J.
Austin's Jurispr. (ed. 3) II. 864 note, In English law, in

rights of. .limited duration, the party entitled cannot alienate
so as to defeat the reversioners or substitutes.

3. Mil, One who for a remuneration agrees to
serve in place of another balloted for the militia.
x8oa C. JAMES Milit. Diet., Substitute in the Militia, a

person who voluntarily offers to serve in the room of another
that has been chosen by ballot... Substitutes maybe pro-
vided

for^quakers. iSn Gen. Regul. Army 201 No Soldier
is to receive a Furlough on the plea of assisting to provide
Substitutes for himself. 1840 HOOD Up Rhine 263 Every
Prussian subject must be a soldier, consequently there can
be no serving by substitute as in our militia. 1879 Casselfs
Tec/m. Educ. III. 138 The proved inferiority in all respects
of the substitutes provided.
4. gen. One who acts or is employed in place of

another.

1836 J. GILBERT Chr. Atonem. iv. 166 We maintain.. that

SPENCER Study Social, i. 15 In China where a criminal can

1094 /inter, utct. Printing, Substitute, one who wo
case instead of another... In England a substitute is called
a grass hand.

II. A thing put in the place of another.
5. That which is used or stands in place of some-

thing else. Usually const, for, occas. of, \to.
Quot. 1589 is an early isolated instance.

AT t T-l I n ^| WBVtn ltHJ* I ALKY
Nat. Theol.ix. 158 In every part of anatomy, description is
a poor substitute for inspection. 1815 BENTHAM Offic. Aft.Maximized Observ. PeeCs Sf. (1830) 38 Salaries were sub-
stitutes to fees, and in that form the plague ended 1818bcoTT F. M.Perth xxxiv, Bearing branches of yew in their
hands, as the readiest substitute for palm boughs, theymarched to hear High Mass. 1866 BRANDE & Cox Diet.
Set. etc. II. 562/1 The French, whose franc or livre is the
.Drunken substitute of the ancient pound. 1870 F R WIL-
S
LTi5

Li"di
iS-

23 This is a miserable substitute for the

^-n
a

,

n
S**?- 187' L STEPHEN Playgr. Eur. (1894)

89 Till lately the natives used holes in trfeir tables a? a
substitute for plates.
6. In technical use. fa. See qnot. 1719. Obs
'7\!!r

2
f-

(
'!oiNCY Lex- P^^o-Med., Substitute, is said ofone Medicine put in the room of another, nearest to it in

Virtue when that cannot be had. 1728 CHAMBERS Cycl.

J PI, Vf the great Centaureum, and sometimes

v!
s
,
Rhubalb

,!
used M Substitutes to Rhapontic.

o. An artificial food-stuff intended to supplyhe place of a natural food
; also, a cheaper article

or ingredient substituted for one that is recognized
or patented.

s 3 J
tutes will have "to avow openly their meanness whether of

spirit or of purse. 1903 Lancet 8 Aug. 417/1 The creed of
the substitute-monger is always that the substitute is better
than the real thing.

c. Mech. A short section used when a full-

length section is not usable. 1875 [see SUB sb. 4].

d. C/iem. A new compound formed by substitu-

tion.

i8s Fffimfs' Ckem. (ed. 4) 599 Salicylamide. .is converted
by fuming nitric acid into the mtro-substitute, nitro-sali-

cylamlde.
III. 7. attrib. and Comb. : substitute-broker,

one who procures a substitute for a soldier balloted
for the militia ; so substitute-brokerage ;

sub-
stitute-feeding, a method of feeding with food-
substitutes ; substitute-fibre Bot. (see quot.).
1863 Congress. Globe 4 Feb. 714/3 As soon as it seemed

to be understood that the Government was determined to
force men into the army.. these "substitute brokers made
their appearance. 1865 LOWELL Reconstruction Pr. Wks.
1890 V. 212 We have had shoddy, we have had contracts,we have had *substitute-brokerage. 1897 Trans. Amer.
Pediatric Sac. IX. 15 Dewees had a clearer idea of 'sub-
stitute feeding than hi

Clou. Bot. Te
fibres, but a m
satzfasern

'

of Sanio.

b. attrib. passing into adj.
1899 Westm. Gaz. 4 Oct. 7/1 A substitute resolution was

submitted. 1901 Hid. 3 Mar. 7/3 The. .possibility of using
oil instead of coal as a substitute fuel. 1009 llnd. 15 Feb.
8/1 A substitute vessel should be provided fur every vessel
so withdrawn.

Substitute (sz>-bstitit), pa. pple. and ///. a.

[ad. L. substitute, pa. pple. of substitute (see
next).]

t A. pa. pple. Substituted. Obs.
1432-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolls) IV. 29 Klidurus. .was substi.

tute in to the kynge. 1333 MORK Let. to T. Crmmiel/Wks.
1427/2 It may well happen, that this pope may be deposed,& a nother substitute in his rome. 1555 EDEN Decades
(Arb.) 109A hundreth and fyftie fresshe men whiche were sub-
stitute in the place of suche as were deade. 1577-67 Ho-
UNSHED Hist. Scot. 11.385/1 He was iudged..meet. .to be
chosen or substitute deputie and chancellor. 1680 tr. Bucha-
nan's De Jurt Regm'afndScatos(i6Bg^-3 Robert the first
was substitute in his stead. 1681 STAIR Inst, Law Scot. n.
xxvL ico Different Lines Substitute in these Tailzies.

B. ppl. a. 1. Substituted for or taking the place
of another person or thing ; (of officials) deputy.
Obs. exc. Sc, in sheriff substitute (with incorrect

pi. sheriff substitutes').
1615 tr. DC Mont/art's Svrv. E. Indies Pref. B 2 My

second and substitute Country. 1648 GAGE West Ind. xii.

42 Who send from thence their substitute Vicars to rule
1685 BAXTER Parafhr. t?. T. Acts xv. 6 Had not Aposlolick
Testimony.. proved the abrogation, it would more hardly
have been believed . . than the substitute Canons of Bishops.
1754 in ffairne Peerage Ei'id. (1874) 50 John Richardson
sheriff substitute of the shire of Perth. iSij, 1866, 1894 [see
SHERIFF 2bJ.

2. Sc. Law. Nominated in remainder.
1681 STAIR Inst. Law Scot. n. xxvi. 101 The Children are

but Heirs Substitute. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xvi, No string of
substitute heirs of entail.

Substitute (so-bstitit), v. Also occas. pa. t.

5 substitute, [f. L. substitui-, pa. ppl. stem of

substitute, f. sub- SOB- 26 + statufre to set up
(see STATUTE).]
1 1. trans. To appoint (a person) to an office as

a deputy or delegate ; occas. with compl. Obs.
1531 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. Szi/r Yet can they not

say nay, but that, .he appointed saint Peter with other, and
that they were all knowen heades. And they dyd also sub.
stytute other whyche wereknowen heades also. 1564 HAWARD
Eutrofius-x.. Q viiib, They substituted vnder them .ii. Cesars.

1583 STOBBES Anal. Aous. n. (1882) 71 These graue fathers
. .do substitute under them in euene particular church a
minister. 1583 STOCKER Civ. Warres Lowe C. IV. 28 b,
Those, .whom his Maiestie had substituted, to the generall
Gouernement of the Countreis. 1594 NASHE Unfort. Trati.
Wki 1904 II. 289 When death substitutes one frend his

special baily to arrest another by infection. 1628 DIGBY
yoy. Mediterr. (Camden) 4 Substituting him Commander
in chiefe in case of my death. 1639 Du VERGER tr. Camus'
Admir. Events 183 A man of. .authority., was substituted
to the Guardianship of her children. 1712 STEELE Spect.
No. 509 r 4 Ifa Man ofa great Genius could . .substitute slower
Men of Fidelity to transact the methodical part of his Affairs,

t b. To set up or appoint as a ruler or official

in the place (stead, room) of another. Obs.
1555 EDEN Decades (Arb.) 113 They contended whether it

were beste to substitute Nicuesa in his place. 1581 T. WATSON
Centurie of Love (Arb.) 128 loue. .substituted Ganimedes
into her [tc. Hebe's] office and place. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 164 Emperour Domitian calling him
vnto Jtalie substitute in his roume Julius Agricola. a 1619
FOTHERBV Atheom. i. xiii. 3 (1622) 138 The people should
substitute him into his stead. 1639 FULLER Holy War in.
xxv. 156 The Pope substituted John de Columna, a Car-
dinal!, Legate in the place of Pelagius. i7j DE FOE
Plague (1884) 299 Neither did [these] go without substitut-
ing Curates, .in their Places. 1831 SCOTT Ct. Rob. xx, Who
shall assure me that vows which were made to the Saxon
Bertha, will be binding if a French Agatha be substituted
in her stead ?

t o. To depute, delegate. Obs .

,
S97 SHAKS. 2 Hen. If, i. iii. 84 But who is substituted

gainst the French, I haue no certaine notice. 1700 ASTKY



SUBSTITUTED.
tr. Saavcdra-FaJcardas Royal Polit, II. 13 Necessity oblig-
ing a Prince to substitute his Power to several Ministers.

2. To put (one) in place of another.
a. const, in (occas. into} the place ,

stead
> room of.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. ii. 1^9 And how.. their Cbilde
shall be aduaunc'd,.. And substituted in the place of mine.
1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixvii. 12 That Dcitie which
with the words of consecration abolisheth the substance of
bread and substituteth in the place thereof my body. 1655
FULLER C/t. Hist. i. v. 38 When the Golden Shields of King
Solomon were taken away, Rehoboam substituted Shields of
Brasse in their room. 1694 F. BRAGGE Disc. Parables iv.

138 By. .substituting Him in our stead, to suffer, as the
Representative of mankind, the punishment due to their

iniquities. i7 WOLLASTON Reiig. Nat. vi. 140 Let a man
substitute himself into the room of some poor creature de-

jected
with invincible

poverty. 1776 HAWKINS Hist. Mus.
1.342 Martianus Capella, who.. was the first that substi-
tuted the term Tones in the room of Modes. i8o PALEY
Nat. Theol. i. 7 The expression,

' the law of metallic na-
ture', may sound strange.. to a philosophic ear, but it

seems quite as justifiable as some others. .such as the 'law
of vegetable nature '...when it is substituted into the place
of these. 1843 BETHUNE Scott. Peas. Fire-side 21 She could
not at the time substitute any thing better in its stead.

b. Without const.
i6ao T. GRANGER Div. Logike 300 Afterward hee substi-

tuteth the properties or powers thereof. 1697 DRVDEN Virg.
Georg. in. 599 Reject him, lest he darken all the Flock, And
substitute another from thy Stock. 1798 FERRIAR Illustr.
Sterne ii. 51 Sterne has substituted a rich and beautiful chain
of incidents. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 27 Chilperic
had simply erased the word '

theft
' from the parchment, and

substituted that of 'murder'. 1870 JEVONS Elem. Logic
xxii. 186 The reader by substituting various terms can easily
make propositions.

f o. Const, to. Obs.
1681 BURNET Hist. Ref. \\. i. 107 Christ substituting the

Eucharist to the Paschal Lamb, used such an Expression,
calling it his Body. 1769 GOLDSM. Hist. Rome II. 148
His own life was very opportunely substituted to that

against which he aimed. 1804 fried. Jrnl. XII. 409 Sub*
stitute mild, cooling, subacid applications .. to his tonics and
stimulants. 18x7 IAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. vii. 501 The
Rajah would gladly have seen the authority of the English
substituted.. to that of the Vizir. 1830 W. TAYLOR Hist.
Sun'. Germ. Poetry I. 112 In a few generations, the court
of France had substituted the French to the Prankish tongue.

d. Const./?/-.
1674 Govt. Tongue \\. 7 Tis sure he can substitute none

for them that can equally conduce, either to his honor or
interest. 1759 GOLDSM. Bee No. i F i For real wit he is

obliged to substitute vivacity. 1848 DICKENS Dombey Ixi,

Jackson.. used to mention that in training for the ring they
substituted rum for sherry. 1878 GLADSTONE Primer of
Homer 104 Sacrifice could not be substituted for duty, nor
could prayer. 19x0 Encycl. Brit. IX. 51/2 The local priest-
hoods, who substituted their own favourite god for Re.

e. Math, and Chem. (See SUBSTITUTION 5, 7.)
1737 Genii. Mag. VII. 675/1 Whose Value being substi-

tuted in the aforesaid Equation. 1845 DE MORGAN in Encycl.
Metrop. II. 378/1 If in tyx we substitute our for x, 1867
BLOXAM Ghent, 23 The chemical equivalent of a metal ex-

presses the weight which is required to be substituted for
one part by weight of hydrogen in its compounds. 1885
WATSON & BURBURY Math. Th. Electr. I. 132 If before
inversion we substitute for the charges at C\ and O% their

equivalent distributions on the plane XEX*.
3. Law. To nominate in remainder.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 277 b, He had by legacie

made his son Edward of ,ix. yeres his heire, & after him
had substituted his daughter Mary. 1716 in Naime Peer-
age Evid. (1874) 34 The next heir descending of my own
body which faillieing my other heirs substituted. 1763-8
ERSKINE Inst. Law Scot. in. viii. 21 In the case of a
land-estate which is settled in a long series of heirs, substi-

tuted one after another. 1788 J. POWELL Devises (1827) II.

317 If there are no such persons, it shall not suspend the

right of others, but they shall take as if no such persons
were substituted.

4. To take the place of, replace, (orig. in pass.)
Now regarded as incorrect.

(a) 1673 TEMPLE Let. to IfitliamsonVtte* 1731 1 1. 350, 1 hear
Don Emanuel de Lyra is like to be.. one of the Plenipo-
tentiaries, and come in as substituted by the Duke de Villa
Hermosa. 1770 LUCKOMBE Hist. Printing 324 Double Pica
..was.. substituted by a new Letter. 1863 Life in South
II. 198 Good brandy being substituted by vile whiskey, 1875
BENNETT & DYER tr. Sac/is* Bot. n. v. 529 The diagram may
..be substituted .. by a formula composed of letters and
numbers. 1900 Archives Surg. XI. 275 The medicine was
continued a few days longer, and then substituted by the
iodide of potassium.

(b) 1778 (W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. 13 Sept. 1775,
Let straw substitute this, if possible. 1855 BAIN Senses *
Int. ii. ii. 1 6 (1864) 205 A means of judging how far touch
can substitute sight 1863 OLIVER Less. Bot. (1873) 162

Leafy stipules substituting true leaves. 1867 Athenaeum
No. 2084. 442/1 Miss Hughes substituted Miss Oliver. 1899
Archives Surg. X. 138 That 'varioloid

'

substituted in Bath
the '

varicella which was common in Bristol.

5. intr. To act as a substitute.
1888 Advance (Chicago) 15 Nov., It was plain that the

idea of substituting for Gertrude now thoroughly possessed
her. 1913 Cavalier 23 Aug. 212/1 She is too busy now to
look out for them, so I substitute.

Substituted (sz>-bstitited), ppl. a. [f. SUB-
STITUTE v. + -ED*.] Put in place of another; created
or produced by substitution.

1836 J. GILBERT Chr. Atone**, iv. 121 That the Divine
Father either requires, or can accept of substituted suffering.
1840 W. H. MILL Applic. Pantk. Princ. \. 83 The sub-
stituted step, .is far less fitted to connect the ruptured parts
together. 1876 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 849/2 When a portion of
the presenting mass of the fortusbecomeschanged for another,
in complicated presentations, the case has been termed one
of substituted presentation. 1891 Jrnl, Chem. Soc, 62 By

59

the action of
primary

amines on the hydrochlorides of
glutaiimido-ethers, substituted glutarimiitmes are formed.
19x1 Act i <$ a Geo. yt c. 46 24 He shall, .be entitled to
the substituted right set forth in the second column of that
schedule.

Substituteless, a. rare. [f. SUBSTITUTE st>.

+ -LESM.] Excluding the provision of substitutes.

1870 Daily News 6 Oct., Sufficient has., been said to show
how satisfactory.. as regards our Reserve Forces, would be
the operation of a substitute less ballot.

Substitute!1

(wbcottiftaj). Also 7 -tor. [f.

SUBSTITUTE v. + -EH 1.] One who supplies the place
of another; one who substitutes one thing for

another,

1623 COCKEKAM ii, To Appoint one in anothers roome,
Substitute^ which i.s Appointed in that roome, Stiostitmie,
which Appointed him, Substitutour. 1635 J. HAYWARD tr.

Biondis Banish'd Virg. 81 The Prince answered, that he
was sorry for his parting, but embraced the favour of his

substitute, not to expect any service from him, but to doc
him the service he owed his substitutor. 1830 Fraser^s Mag.
I. 617 The favour of Mr. Wilberforce..was at that time an
object of importance to the right-minded substituter of the
name. 1846 LANDOR Iniag. Co/tv. t Albani fy Pict.-Dealers
Wks. II. 6 This suhstituter of grass and moss for cabbage
and onions. 1897 Chr. Herald'(N, Y.) 15 Dec. 975/2 Substi-
tutors drug their concoctions to give them a coffee flavor.

Substituting,///, a. [-INQ 2.] That sub-
stitutes ; in quot., offering substitutes for drugs.
190* Pharmac. Jrnl. 6 Sept. 268/2 All self-respecting

chemists will agree that '

substituting
'

tradesmen are unfair
dealers.

Substitution (sbstiti-fan). [a. OF. (mod.
F.) substitution, or ad. late L. substitutio, -$nem t

n. of action f. substitute to SUBSTITUTE. Cf. OF.
sustitueion, Pr. sustitucio, It. so-> sustituzione

y Sp.
substitution, Pg. substitui$ao^\

f 1. The appointment of a deputy (or successor) ;

deputation, delegation. By substittttion, by proxy.
1390 GOWER Con/. III. 178 Maximin. .whanne he made a

governour Be weie of substitution Of Province or of region,
He wolde ferst enquere his name. 1450 CAPGRAVE Life
St. Gilbert xii, Be-side be myracle do in substitucion of his

successour, berfellmany obirgrete..whech wercured. x6xo
SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 103 He did beleeue He was indeed the
Duke, out o th' Substitution.

1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 19
Fix Whoever is engaged in multiplicity of business, must
transact some by substitution.

f b. A writ appointing a deputy official. Obs.

1754 ERSKINE Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 41 Sheriffs and
Stewarts-depute have a power to name a substitute or substi-
tutes . . within such a particular district as shall be mentioned
in the substitution.

2. The putting of one person or thing in place of
another. Const,for, tyo.
1612 SELDEN Illustr. DraytotfsPoly-olb. viii. 129 S. Peters

own command, to make substitution of Arch-bishops or
Patriarches to Arch* Flamins,and Bishops to Flamins. a 1626
MEVERELL in Baconiana Physiol. (1679) "7 Every part so

separated, may easily be reduced into perfect Metal without
Substitution of that, or those principles which Chymists
imagin to be wanting. x68x-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (1747)
III. 50, I shall explain his Subordination and Substitution
to Christ in this Part of his Mediation. 1756 BURKE Subl.

fy Beaut, Wks. 1842 1. 73 Descriptive poetry operates chiefly

by substitution ; by the means of sounds, which by custom
have the effect of realities. i8oa PALEY Nat. Theol. v. 76
A mere substitution of words for reasons. 18x8 CRUISE;

Digest (ed. 2) IV. 265 A substitution of a new use, in the

place of a former one, 18x8 BENTHAM Ch. Eng. Pref. p. li,

The substitution of the perfectly innoxious.. ceremony, to
the unfaithful imitation of a scene in private life. 1876
Jrnl. R. Geogr. Soc. XLV1.43 The substitution of a yellow-
stained belt for a plain uncoloured one.

b. With reference to the principle in religious
sacrifices of replacing one kind of victim by another
or a bloody by an unbloody offering ; esp. in

Christian Theol. used to designate a doctrine of

the Atonement according to which Jesus Christ

suffered punishment vicariously for man.
1836 J. GILBERT Chr. Atonem, ii. 71 What else but sub-

stitution can be understood by the innocent suffering for

the guilty ? 1856 VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) 1. 235 Both Tattler

and Luther believe in substitution. The substitution of
Luther is external . . The substitution of Tauler is internal.

1873 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. viii. (1876) 173 This. .is the

principle upon which the sacrifice of love acts, as distin-

guished from the sacrifice of mere substitution.

3. Law. a. The designation of a person or

series of persons to succeed as heir or heirs on the

failure of a person or persons previously named.
1590 SWINBURNE Test. 130 The fifte limitation is in vulgar

or common substitutions. 1681 STAIR Inst. Law Scot. 11.

xxvi. 100 Where there are several! Substitutions of certain

Persons, or Lines, . .

they
are Specially called Heirs of Tailzie.

1765-8 ERSKINE Inst. Law Scot. in. viii. 21 Heirs pointed
out in marriage-contracts, or in bonds containing clauses of

substitution, are more commonly called heirs of
provision.

1826 in Nairne Peerage Evid. (1874) 78 Notwithstanding
the above substitution in favor of Margaret Harriet Stewart

in the event of the decease of my wife it is my intention

that if the fee of my property should devolve upon the said

CarolineOliphant..tnro the predecease of my son she shall

have the absolute disposal thereof in the same manner as if

the substitution to the said Margaret Harriet Stewart had
never been insert. 1875 DIGBY Real Prop. v. (1876) 233
A thing may be given inter vivos or by will to A, subject
to a condition that he should on the happening of a specified
event.. hand it over to B. In this case a substitution is

created in favour of B.

b. (See quot.)
1843-56 BOUVIER Law Diet. (ed. 6) H. 556/1 Substitution.

SUBSTITUTIONAL.

t i j i i_ i
MHJ uui \ji inc Njtrcel

of land on which the subsequent oedilor takes his lit
the latter is entilled, by way of substitution, u
prior lien assigned to him for bis benefit.

f4. Gram. - SYLLEPSIS. 06s.
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' Statc: Man,,er, PersonTrNumber of a Word for that of another.
6. Alg. a. The method of replacing one alee-

braic quantity by another of equal value but
differently expressed, b. The operation of passing
from the primitive arrangement of n letters to any
other arrangement of the same letters.

1710 in J. HARRIS Lex. Tec/tit. II. 1841 Piitxy Cfcl. XXIII.
198/2 A method of approximation, which is frequently used
and of great importance, has obtained the name of succes-
sive substitution. 1&U Di MORGAN in Eiuyci. Metrop II.
372/3 We may avoid this by allowing only what we will call
lineal substitution. 1880 Etuycl. aril. XIII. 3</a Th
method of integration by substitution corresponds toa change
of the independent variable. 1891 F. N. COLE tr. Nctta's
Th. Substitutions 12 If an integral function of the elements
*li xi, . . jr. is not symmetric, it will be changed in form, and
consequently, if the x\s are entirely independent, also in

value, by some of the possible interchanges of the .tVs- The
process of effecting such an interchange we shall call a
substitution.

0. Mus. (See quot. c 1833.)

Passing notes, notes of grace, anticipations, substitutions,
altered or chromatic notes, and so on.

7. Chem. The replacement of one or more
equivalents of an element or radical by a like
number of equivalents of another. Also atlrib.

1848 FOWNES Chem. (ed. a) 529 With ammonia the oil

[of Gaultheria procumbens] yields salicylamide, and with
fuming nitric acid a substitution-product, Ci HY NOin.
1851 WATTS tr. Gmelm't Haiidbk. Ckcm. VII. 15 Dumas'
Theory of Substitution and of Types. 1854 Jrnl. Chtm.
Soc. VII. 201 The Substitution-Compounds obtained by
the Action of Nitric Acid on Cotton. 1857 MILLER Elem.
Ckem.1 Org. iii. 8. 213 A number of metallic substitution
derivatives of alcohol. Hid. iv. 2. 288 Strychnia, when
pure, is turned yellow by concentrated nitric acid, and yields
a nitrate of a new substitution base, nitrostrychnia. 1898
WADE Introd. Org. Chem. 91 The replacement of hydrogen
by chlorine is termed direct substitution and that of chlorine
by hydrogen inverse substitution.

8. Biol. The replacement of one organ or function

by another.

1870 Henfrey's Bot. 162 The modifications..dependent
on the substitution of one organ for another, as in many
double flowers where the stamens are replaced by petals.
1878 tr. von Zieutssen's Cycl. Med. XIV. 706 The law of
substitution undergoes much limitation, and this alone can
be granted, viz., that in the infracortical cerebral regions
sensory elements can act for sensory, and motor for motor,
looa Rep. Brit. Assoc. Sci. 631 The two post-Darwinian
principles known as 'Substitution* and Isomorphism or

'Convergence'. The former may be exemplified by. .the
case of the Rays and Skates, in which.. the tail, free to

modify,becomes in onespeciesa lengthy whiplash, in another,
a vestigial stump.
9. Philol. A sound-change consisting in the re-

placement of one vowel or consonant by another.

1876 DOUSE Grimm'sLaw 25 Instead of the Differentiating
Impulse, he here invokes Reciprocal Compensation as the

operative cause of the later substitutions.

10. Trade. The dishonest replacement of one
article of commerce by another ; the passing off of

one manufacturer's goods for another's.

1901 PJiarmac. Jrnl. 6 Sept. 268/2 Several manufacturing
firms which live on substitution. Ibid. 15 Nov. 508/1 Substi-

tution, in essence and in fact, is palming off one article for

another ; thus in dispensing, by giving an imitation . . for a

proprietary or specific article.

Snbstitutional (scbstitiw-Janal), a. [f. prec.
+ -AL.]

1. Theol. Of or pertaining to, based upon the

principle of, sacrificial substitution.

1786 A. M'LEAN Commits. C/irist ill. Wks. 1847 I. 218

This points out the vicarious and substitutional nature of

his death, a 1811 Merit. Ground Justif. ibid. III. 283
The merit and substitutional nature of Christ's obedience
to the moral law throughout his life. 1891 New Church
Mess. (N. Y.) 19 Apr. 244 This mercenary, substitutional

theory of the atonement. 1897 Advance (Chicago) 4 Feb.

155/2 We need the divine sympathy, substitutional, because

Christ was tempted in all points as we are.
iS5
the

2. Involving a substitution ; constituting or form-

ing a substitute.

1810 J. FOSTER Ess. Evils Pop. Ignor. 166 While thus

thrown loose from the former ties to the social order, their

minds have not been seized upon to be put under the substi-

tutional ones which sound instruction alone could impose.

1883 Pall Mall Gas. 30 May 1/2 If he considered that h

would not be fairly compensated under any substitutional

private agreement. 1884 Law Times Rep. L. 619/2 Sect. 3
of the Act of 1878.. is substitutional for sect. 6a of the Act ol

1875. 1884 C. ROGERS Soc. Lift Scot. x. II. 19 As a substi-

tutional officer James I. appointed a Master of the House-
hold. 1895 H. REYNOLDS Anc. Dioc. Exeter v.

127
This li

the Pontifical of Edmund Lacy, a substitutional improve,
ment on the order of Episcopal offices [etc.],

b. Law.
1883 Law Rtf. 23 Chanc. Div. 738 W. Pearson, Q. C,

..submitted that.. tne gift..was an original and notsubsti-



STTBSTITTJTIONALISM.

tutional gift. 1804 Daily News 3 May 5/3 In other words,

were the gifts suostitutional or cumulative ?

Hence Substitu-tionally adv.

1874 WITHROW Catac. Rome (1877) 355 The Almighty

'ather, who is substitutionally represented by the bon in

jection of a present experience, as truly possessed of definite

qualities as the past experience it knows.

Substitutionalism (sbstiti*-Janaliz m). [f.

prec. + -ISM.] (See quot.) Hence Substitir-

tionalist.

1908 C. A. STRONG in Ess. in honor ofW. James 171 The

present experience does not intuite the past experience^.
.

It is a more or less perfect reproduction of it. .. It earns its

title to be a memory by serving as a satisfactory substitute

for the object in the regulation of conduct. We may call

this the substitutional theory of knowledge, or, more briefly,

Substitutionalism. Itid. 180 From this maze of rniscon-

ceptions.-thesubstitutionalist is saved by his insight that

the proper thing to be called experience is not an experience

projected into the place of another experience but an ex-

perience simply.

Substitutionary (sobstitm-janari), a. [f.
as

prec. + -ARY.]
= SUBSTITUTIONAL.

1842 J. P. SMITH Four Disc. (ed. 2) Notes 265 Other

sacrifices also were symbols of a Substitutionary death ; for

example, the sacrifice for ratifying a covenant ;.. and the sin-

offering on account ofa murder perpetrated bysome unknown

SPORGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixxi. 15 The devil rages aga
the Substitutionary sacrifice. 1874 W. P. ROBERTS Law f;

God (1878) 45 The first [of the three stages in the history of

sacrifice] is the Substitutionary human sacrifice. 1881 C.

NEW Serm. preachedin Hastings iii. 25 This Substitutionary

aspect of the Atonement. 1883 E. E. KAY in Law Rep.

03 Chanc. Div. 739 If the parent was dead at the date of

the will.. his issue are not able to take under the Substitu-

tionary gift. 1896 Academy 4 July 5/3 An editor.. errs

gravely if he introduces thereinto one word of his own, be

it Substitutionary title or aught else. 1908 Q. Rev. July 98
He not only succeeded Geoffrey as

Substitutionary
forester

of North Petherton Park and Forest under the Mortimer

regime, but was constable of Taunton Castle.

Substitutive (so-bstitiativ), a. [ad. late L.

substitiitivus, {. substitut- (see SUBSTITUTE v.) : see

-rvis. Cf. F. substitulif.]

1 1. Belonging to, characteristic of, or involving
the appointment of, a substitute or deputy. Obs.

1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 324 [Father Parsons

has] authorized his subiect Master Blackwell with so ample
immunities, priuiledges,. .and substitutiue jurisdiction, as

neither pope nor prince. . may..haue to doe with him. 16-16

CHAMPNEY Voc. Bps. 92 Christ.. hath said it not only to his

Apostles, but also
to_

all Prelates, that shall suceede them by
substitutive ordination. 1640 HOWELL Dodona's Gr. r3O
His Highness might thinke fit to leave a substitutive power,
with whom he pleased to bee contracted to the La : Amira.

2. Taking, or fitted to take, the place of some-

thing else : in various more or less technical appli-
cations (see quots.).
1668 WILKINS RealChar. in. ii. 5. 308 Those Substitutive

Particles, which serve to supply the room of some sentence or

complex part of it, are stiled Interjections. 1865 BRANDE &
Cox Diet. Set., etc. I. 601/2 Currency, . . a generic term

employed to designate the conventional measure of value,
whether the measure be immediate, as gold and silver coin, or

substitutive.as bank-notes and their analogies. x876DuNGLI-
SON Med. Lex 995/2 An agent is said to be (

substitutive ',

which as in the case of nitrate of silver applied to inflamma-
tion of a mucous membrane substitutes a temporary irrita-

tion for one tending to be more permanent. Such a mode of
treatment is termed substitutive medication. 1903 MYERS
Hum. Pers. II. 34 The question may be raised as to whether

the_
second figure seen may not have been, so to say, substi-

tutive. 1908 Academy 18 Jan. 356/1 He suggests instead
that they should be allowed to record substitutive votes, by
numbering the candidates '

I,' '2,' '3,' etc. 1913 Nation
4 Jan. 605/1

' This tax is proposed to take the place of certain
rates which politicians and economists of all sorts have long
agreed should be national rather than local burdens'. ..I
have insisted that this tax is substitutive, not cumulative.

b. Logic. Of a proposition or judgement :
=

CONDITIONAL a. 5.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Substitutive,. .It is also a term in

Logick, as Prapotitfo substitutiva, a conditional Proposi-
tion. 1811 T. TAYLOR Aptileius 376 The other [species of pro-
position is] substitutive or conditional. 1853 W. THOMSON
Laws Th. (ed. 3) 155 The judgment in which definition is

predicated, we call a substitutive judgment, because it
furnishes a predicate identical with the subject as to sphereor extension, and therefore capable of being substituted
for it. 1864 BOWEN Logic v. 109 In Substitutive Judgmentsthe sign of equality may be used as the Copula.
3. Theol, Involving a theory of substitution.
1865 BUSHNELL Vicar. Sacr. \. iii. (1866) 43 The full

vicarious typology and substitutive import of the originalGreek version. 1882-3 Schaff's Encycl. Relig. Knowl. I.

205/1 A substitutive faith of the Church, by which the band
of original sin is broken.
4. Dependent upon a legal substitution or desig-

nation of heirs in remainder.

60

1887 Echo 26 Feb. (Cassell), A few remarks on the proposed

cultivation of tobacco as one of the substitutory crops toi

wheat, &c. r , , T
t Su'bstra, v. trans. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L.

substrahe, imper. of substrahlre to SUBSTRACT.

Cf. SUBTRAY.] trans. To subtract.

i7 H. BAKER Rules Use Almanacs D nj, You shall sub-

stra from the saide time the distaunce of the time proposed

vntyll none. .... rf

Snbstract (sbstrae-kt),
v. Now illiterate, [f.

med.L. substract-, pa. ppl. stem of substrahlre,

alteration of subtrahlre to SUBTRACT after abstra-

htre to ABSTRACT. Cf. OF., Pr. sostrairt, subs-

traire, Sp. su(b)straer]
= SUBTRACT v.

fl. trans. To withdraw, withhold (a thing)

from a person, etc. Obs.

,6o4R CAWDREY Table Alph. (1613), Subtract, take from,

withdrawn 1607 TOPSELL Four./. Beasts 80 Other put

their Neckes intoengins, and tame them by substracting their

meate. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Gout. Eng. I. ill. (i739> l8

Where they shall know of the things belonging to the Crown,

. to be concealed, intruded upon,
or substracted. 1667 Decay

Clir Piety viii 5. 266 This . . substracts that spirit and

vigour, which should carry us through the weary stages of

duty 1681 J. SCOTT Chr. Life I. iv. 5 (1683) 351 Whatso-

ever Time and Attendance we bestow upon one thing, we

must necessarily substract from another. 1710 PRIDEAUX

Orig. Tithes i. 16 God charged the Jews with the Sin of

Substracting these Tithes,

f b. refl. To withdraw oneself, retire^ow. Obs.

1550-60 BELLENDEN Livy i. (S.T.S.) I. 8, I will Desyre na

thing erar..than to substract me fra be sicht of sik miserus.

2. trans. To take (one number or qnantity)//,
\out <jfanother, as a mathematical process.

1588 A. KING tr. Caiiisitts' Catcch. h j, Swa yat ye antici-

pation being substractit, ye said aequinoxe micht be restoreit

to ye 21 day of marche as it was before. 1647 LILLY Chr.

Astral, iv. 41 Added together, they make 43* 03, from

which in regard they are more then 24 hours, 1 substract 24.

1656 H. PHILLIPS Pnrch. Patt. (1676) 83 You must substract

the latter time out of the former time. 1660 BARROW Euclid

v. xix. Coroll., If like proportionals be substracted from like

proportionals. 1731 MILLER Card. Diet. s. v. Nature, This

Motion, .if the Body were in Motion before, is either to be

added to it, as if the Motions conspire, or substracted from it,

as where contrary. 1800 Phil. Trans. XC. 624, 3", 25, which,
substracted from 110 30' 13", 25, leaves 110 30' 10' . 1840
LARDNER Geom. 108 If from the square of the side opposite
the right angle, the square of the given side be substracted,

the remainder will be the square of the third side.

aosol. 1616 J. YATES Ibis ad Cxsarem n. 156 Thereby
declaring your selfe to be an exquisite Arithmetician, who
can adde and substract at pleasure.

3. trans/, and gen. To take away, deduct.

1613 HOBY Countcr.snarle 25 My course hath euer beene
..to substract many ounces, from that ordinary opinion,
which men of his profession doe . . intertaine. 1641 EA_RL
MONM. tr. Biondis Civil Wars iv. 23 Those must likewise

bee substracted from the English, who were left to guard
Jury. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety Pref. A 5 What vanity, .have

Hence Su-bstitntively adv., vicariously
1890 Lippincotfs Mag. Jan. 117 Thus did he execute his

opponent. ._substitutively.

Snbstitntory (s-bstititari), a. [f L sub-
stitut- (see SUBSTITUTE v.) + -OBY.] Serving as a
substitute.

1/55 JUAVUrWlWH .'/('/ rttv/rt/jj \f l/m/fU>reu- I^/ > UJL ttic UUI
found in their proper Places, these he substracted with equal
Audaciousness. 1810 BENTHAM Packing (1821) 262 When
all lawyers and all non-lawyers are substracted, how many
have you left ?

absoL 1656 HEYLIN Extraneus Vapulttm 300 Our Authors
false Arithmetique in Substracting from his own errours, and
multiplying the suposed mistakes of the Observator. 1794
R. J. SULIVAN View Nat. I. 467 By evaporating, by cooling,
or by substracting from the fluid. 1804 WELLINGTON in

Gurw. Desp. (1835) III. 15 A.. resistance to every thing like
an abuse in the service which can tend to substract from the

ract rom, te quantty o aour necessary.

1 4. To belittle, disparage. (? A blunder. Cf.

SUBSTRACTOR.) Obs.

1728 NORTH Mem. Music (1846) 114 Every one. .spightfull
to each other, and out of emulation substracting their skill

in performing.
Hence Substra-cting vH. sb.

1628 T. SPENCER Logick 18 The substracting of something
inioyed, or the receiving of something that is added. 1667
Decay Chr. Piety 50 In artificial Movements, there is such
a dependance of one part upon another, that the substract-

ing of any one destroys the whole frame.

Substraction (stfbstra-kfan). Now illiterate.

[ad. med.L. *substractio, -dnem, n. of action f. subs-

trahlre to SUBSTRACT. Cf. OF. sustraclion, subs-

traction, Sp. substruction.] = SUBTRACTION.
1. The operation of taking one number or quan-

tityfrom another ;
an instance of this. Also trans/.

and gen. Deduction, abstraction.

1596 NASHE Saffron Walden 141 Quarrelling by Diuision,
getting wenches with childe by Multiplication, stealing by
Substraction. 1601 W. BARLOW Defence 102 Euery addition
or substraction is hie treason against his maiestie. 1613 W.
BROWNE Brit. Past. I. iv. (1772! I. 136 Millions admit a
small substraction. 1648 HEYLIN Retat. 4- Oosera. i. 33
The same Ship, .having been so often repaired, and thereby
suffered so many substractions and additions, that hardly
any part of the old Vessell remained. 1703 T. N. City 4- C.
Purchaser 80 Substraction must have been made of all such
Deductions. 1728 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.,Substraction is the find-

ing of a certain Number from two Homogeneous ones given ;

which, with one of the given Numbers, is equal to the other.
1818 BENTHAM Ch. Eng. Introd. 63 A course which, after
substraction made of all punishment and all reward . .would
remain no less open to rulers than to subjects. 1817
CARLYLE Germ. Rom. II. 13 Rendering back to us with

SUBSTRATION.

additions or substractions, the Beauty which existing things
have of themselves presented to him.

2. The withdrawing or withholding of something
necessary, due, essential, or customary.
1610 T. SCOTT ffighw. God (1623) 74 Now there is cause to

doubt rather substraction, then to hope for restitution. 1616

J. YATES Itis ad Czsarem i. 76 In thesorrowes of thesoule

there was.. some substraction of divine consolation. 1643
PRYNNE Opening Gt. Seal 19 The great and privy Scales

wilfull absence and substraction from the Parliament. 1660

R. COKE Power 4 Subj. 203 A Prior, .may chuse either to

sue for substraction of his Tithes in the Ecclesiastical court,

or in the Exchequer. 1822 (title) Report of a trial in the

Consistory Court at Durham in a Cause of Substraction of

Easter Offerings.

Hence f Substra'ctionary a., of subtraction.

1674 JSAKE Arith. (1696) 54 If the Subtrahend and Remain
be added, the Substractionary work will be proved.

t Substra'ctive, <* Obs. rare
[f. L. substracl-

(see SUBSTRACT .) + -IVE.]
= SUBTRACTIVE.
J>" 40

ifUPhil. Traits. LXIV. 166,+
- becoming negative

or substractive.

t Snbstra'ctor. Obs. rare 1
, [f. SUBSTRACT

V. + -ou.] A detractor, calumniator.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. I. iii. 37 They are scoundrels and

substractors that say so of him.

t Su'bstrab.end. Obs. [ad. med.L. subslra-

hend-us gerundive of substrahere to SUBSTRACT.]
= SOBTBAHEND.
1713 WARD Yng. Math. Guide (1734) 148 Change all the

Signs of the Substrahend.

II Substramen (s^bstrfi'men). rare 1
. [L., f.

substernfre (see SUBSTRATE a.).]
= SUBSTRATUM.

1807 HEADRICK Aryan 56 Some contained various concre-

tions, inserted in a sandy substramen.

Substratal (stSbstrei-tal), a. [f. next or SUB-

STRATUM + -AL.] Underlying ;
fundamental.

1851 Jrttl. R. Agric. Soc. XII. II. 495 This is the sub-

stratal view of the origin and relations of the surface soil.

1881 HLACKIE Lay Serm. iii. 115 The one proof or evidence
that belongs to Doth is the reasonable substratal element
which they imply.
Substrate (so-bstre't), sb. [ad. mod.L. sub-

stratum.} = SUBSTRATUM.
c 1810 COLERIDGE Lit. Rein. (1838) III. 379 The substrate

or causa invisibilis may be the noumenon or actuality,
das Ding in sich, of Christ's humanity, as well as the

Ding in sich of which the sensation, bread, is the appear-
ance. 1817 Biog. Lit. I. ix. 138 This again is no way con-

ceivable, but by assuming as a postulate, that both are ab

initio, identical and co-inherent ; that intelligence and being
are reciprocally each other's Substrate. 1822-7 GOOD Study
Med. (1829) IV. 46 That common substrate which is diffused

around us in every direction, and constitutes the whole of

the visible world. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 176/1 The notion

of substance is.. conceived, .as a constant and persisting
substrate of certain variable qualities or determinations.

1861 TRENCH Comm. Ep. Churches Asia 174 That the sub-

strate of this language, and, so to say, the suggestion of this

thought, is to be sought at Isaiah 22, there can he no reason-

able doubt. 1886 EncycL Brit. XXI. 428/2 Albert and

Aquinas agree in declaring that the principle ofindividuation

is to be found in matter, not, however, in matter as a form-
less substrate but in determinate matter (materia sigitata).

1897 tr. Fichte's Sa. Ethics 115 Let us assume an external

cause directed upon the substrate of the impulse. 1899

J. W. POWELL aoth Ann. Rep. Bureau Amer. Ethnol.

(1903) p. dviii, The same deity can be invoked by many
names,.. and when another god is addressed, many of the

same terms can be employed. The substrate of this custom
is found in the concomitancy of qualities and properties.

1910 ContetHp. Rev. July 28 There is reason to believe that

the fur substrate [of the garment] was then withdrawn.

t Su bstrate, a. Obs. [ad. L. substrdtus, pa.

pple. of substernlre, f. sub- SUB- 2 + sternere to

throw or lay down.] Underlying ; forming a sub-

stratum ; constituting the subject-matter.
1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. in. 2 Sin, as to its material

constitution, has for its substrate mater or subject some
natural good. 1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Cotnpit. xiv. 476 The
Womb. Thas no proper Substrate Matter to breed a Callus.

1844 Blackw. Mag. LV. 668 The Thought, .remains; the

substrate, absolute, essential, generic notion.

t Substrate, z'- Obs. [f.L.su6strdt-(seepiec.).']
1. trans. To form a substratum to.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man \. 10 It substrateth the brayne,
no otherwise then a ground or foundation thereto.

2. pass. To be underlying or subjacent ; to be or

form a substratum (to).

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man I. 35 Talus.. prostrated vnder

Tibia, and Fibula, and subiect to their Appendances,
although it seeme onely substrated to Tibia. 1654 VILVAIN

Enchir. Epigr. I. ix. 4 Nature, Fate, Fortune, Chance in

things created, Cleerly appear by Law divine substrated.

1701 BEVERLEY Crowd Apocal. Quest. 17 From these two

things Substrated, or lay'd in the Foundation, I proceed to

raise the Convincing Proofs.

So fSnbstrated///. a., underlying.
1663 BOYLE Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. 11. App. 352 We have

more then once had the bottom of the Retort melted,.. the

melted glasse being supported by the substrated sand.

Substration (sbstr^jan). [ad. late L. sub-

strdtia, -mem, n. of action f. subslrdt-, substernlre

(see SUBSTRATE a.).]

1 1. The prostration of the class of penitents
known as substrati ; also, the place where these

penitents knelt. Obs.

1659 H. L'ESTRANOE Alliance Div. Off. 320 Thisj>Iace was
called TToTrTtocri? Substration, because there they did .. throw
themselves down to receive the Priests blessing. 1716 M.



SUBSTBATIVE.

DAVIES A then. Brit. II. 254 The different degrees of Peni-

tential Fiction, Audition, Substration and Consistence, or

Standing together with the Orthodox Flock,

2. A hypothesis.
1830 Blactnu. Mag. XXVIII. 256 Theory is = Ordination.

Hypothesis is = Substration.

Substrative (s^bstr^-tiv), a.
[f.

L. snhstrat-

(scc SUBSTRATE a.} + -IVE.] Underlying ; forming
a substratum.

18*3 HONE Anc. Myst. 183 So large a substrative mass of

superstition, a 1834 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rent. (1830) IV. 227
That Idea Ideamm, the one substrative truth which is the

form, manner, and involvent of all truths.

f Substra-tor. Eccl. Obs. rare. [f. L. sithstrat-

(see SUBSTRATE a.} + -OR.] One of a class of peni-
tents in the early church called substrati\
KNEELER 2 a. (Cf. PROSTRATOR 2.)

17*0 BINGHAM Antiquities xvm. i. i The mourners or

weepers, the hearers, the substrators, and the co-slanders.

II Substratum (s#bstr^-tm). PI. substrata

(s#bstr?''ta); alsosubstratums. [mod. L., pa. pple.
neut. sing, of L. substemifre to spread underneath,
f. sub- SUB- 2 +$ternre to lay down, strew.]
1. Metaph. That which is regarded as supporting

attributes or accidents ; the substance in which

qualities inhere.

1653 WHITFIELD Treat, Sitif. Men iv. n The Substratum
or subject of sin, namely, the natural! motion or action

whereto sin cleaves, is such a thing without which sin could
not be. a 1676 HALE Prim, Orig. Man. i. i, 22 The Sub-
stance or the Substratum of those Accidents of things which
are derived to us by our Sense. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und.
i. iv. 18 Something, .which we take to be the substratum^
or support, of those Idea's we do know. 1740 CHEVNK
Regimen 34 Material Substance is the Substratum of

Extension, Impenetrability, Passivity and Figure. 1817
COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. (1907) I. 88 Different modes, or

degrees in perfection, of a common substratum. 1838 [ F.

HAVWOOD] tr. Kant's Crit. Pure Reason 176 Substances (In

the phenomenon) are the substrata of all determinations of
time. 1874 SIDCWICK Meth. Ethics i. ix. 102 Permanent
substrata or Noumena.
2. That which underlies, or serves as the basis

or foundation of, an immaterial thing, condition,
or activity; the basis on which an immaterial
' structure' is raised.

1631 J. BURGES 'Atisw. Rejoined Manud. 32 It is their insti-

tution which imprints their signification, and not simply their

owne similitude, which is but the substratum. aiCyiWiLKiNS
Nat. Relig, i. xiv. (1675)214 That basis or substratum upon
which the Law is founded. 1798 J. BARRY Let. Dilettanti
Soc. 65 As a totality which form the very substratum and
essence of my Lectures to the Students of the Academy.
1816 COLERIDGE Lay Sernt. (Bohn) 315 It is.. the realizing

principle, the spiritual substratum of the whole complex
body of truths. 1859 HELPS Friends in C. Ser. ir. II. x.

244 All Aristotle's views were based upon a substratum of

slavery. 1860 HOOK Lives Abps. I. 45 The simple patri-
archal faith.. was never lost, and when the idolatrous

superstitions were removed there still remained a substra-

tum of truth. x86a J. M. LUDLOW Hist. U. S, 4 There are
in several places substrata of foreign blood, as the Dutch in

New York and New Jersey, the Swedes in New Jersey and
Delaware. 1870 NEWMAN Gram. Assent n. vii. 213 what
in some minds seems like.. a faith founded on a perilous
substratum of doubt. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 321 The
stories themselves doubtless rest on a substratum of fact.

1900 W. L. COURTNEY Idea, Trag. 58 In Henry Vth's cha-
racter there was asubstratum ofcommon sense, ofself-control.

8. That upon which a material thing is
*
built up

'

or from which it is created ; the subject-matter or

matter operated upon.
a 1676 HALE Print. Orig. Man. 345 He used the Matter

which he had created to be the substratum of the Corporeal
Natures, even of Man himself. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 2.

2/1 That Hail and Snow are produced out of the same Sub-
stratum or" matter, 1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 270 From a combina-
tion of the basis of vital air, with the substratum of carbon,

sulphur, and phosphorus, arise the carbonic, sulphuric, and
phosphoric acids, c 1825 T. CHALMERS in Mem. (1851) III.

65 note, With our Scottish peasantry, the substratum of the
meal is either potatoes or bread. 1837 QUAIN Elem. Anat.
(ed. 4) Q The skeleton - constitutes the substratum, to which
the other parts are, as it were, applied. 1875 STEWART &
TAIT Unseen Univ. vii. 213. 167 The atoms which form
the material substratum of the present universe. 1878 BELL
tr. Gegenbaur*$ Camp. Anat. 13 In the living body we ob-
serve a number of activities of its material substratum, by
which the series of phaenomena spoken of as life are con-
ditioned.

4. An under-layer of any material substance.
1730 BAILEY (f6\.),Su&strafuml ..any Layer of Earth or

any other Thing that lies under another. 1764 BUSH Hiber.
Cur. (1769) 79, I do not at all suppose that even the very
first..growth of this heath..in any sense sprang from the
fallen wood, its neighbouring substratum. 1846 R. RITCHIE
Rail-ways 10 Substrata of small stones, several feet in thick-
ness. 1859 DICKENS T. Two Cities L ii, A loaded blunder-
buss lay at the top of six or eight loaded horse-pistols, de-

posited on a substratum of cutlass. 1878 ABNEY Photogr.
xiv, 92 When it is required to cover the entire plate with
either of these substrata, it is usual to wet the plate with
distilled water. 1892 Pkotogr. Ann. 83 Coat the plates with
an albumen substratum.

b. An under-layer of soil or earthy matter.
1730 [see above]. 1801 J. JONES tr. Buggis Trav. Fr.

Rep. i. 3 Where the substratum is gravel or sand. 1813
BAKEWELL Introd. Geol. 197 A proper knowledge of the
quality of the sub-soil and the position of the sub-strata is

necessary. 1824 G. CHALMERS Caledonia III. 596 Even the
more level, and more genial soils are cold, from their sub-
stratums. 1872 A. C. RAMSAY Pkys. Geog. (ed. 3) xvii. 268
The Vale of Clwyd, in Denbighshire the substratum of
which consists of New Red Sandstone.

61

o, Bot. The matter upon which a fungus or
other plant grows.
1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. ratkol. 101 In the substratum the

process of decomposition differs with the fungus present.
1881 VINES tr. Sachs* Bot. 307 Fungi grow exclusively upon
organic substrata.

d. In immaterial sense.

1855 [J. D. BURN] Autoblog. Beggar Boy (1859) 2 Such as
have passed through the various substrata of civilized society.

1873 CURWEN Hist. Booksellers 363 As the business is con-
ducted by house to house visitation, a substratum of the

public is reached which [etc.]. 1876 J. GRANT Burgh Sch,
Scot. n. xi. 308 Children belonging to the substratum of

society.

t Subatra-ture. Obs. rare-*, [f. L. substrat-

(see SUBSTRATE #.) + -URE.] A substratum.

1716 LEONI Albertis Archit. I. 73/2 The substrature or

layer under the pavement.
Substruct (swbstnrkt), v. rare. [f. L. sub-

strnct-, pa. ppl. stem of substntere, f. sub- SUB- 2

+ strufre to build, erect.] trans. To construct

beneath; to lay as a foundation.

1847 EMERSON Repr. Men, Plato Wks. (Bohn) I. 295 The
excellence of Europe and Asia are in his brain. Meta-

physics and natural philosophy expressed the genius of

Europe; he substructs the religion of Asia, as the base.

Ibid., Swedenborg 328 A bird does not more readily weave
its nest.. than this seer of the souls substructs a new hell

and pit.

Substruction (spbstrr-kjan). [ad. F. sub-

struction or L. substruction -dneni, n. of action f.

substndre to SUBSTBUCT.]
L Arch. The under-structure of a building or

other work.
1624 WOTTON Elem. Archit. 23 We must first examine the

Bed of Earth.. vpon which we will Build; and then the

vnderfillings or Substruction, as the Auncients did call it.

1650 FULLER Pisgah n. xii.259 It was contrived into rooms,
and fortified with substructions therein, fit for the receipt
ofa Prince. 1717 BERKELEY Jrnl. Tour Italy Wks. 1871 IV.

5^2 A great quadrangular portico. ., whereof the substruc-
tions only now remain. 1775 R. CHANDLER Trav. Asia M.
(1825)!. 33 Higher up is the vaulted substruction or basement
of a large temple. 1838 ARNOLD Hist. Rome v. I. 52 The
massy substructions of the Capitoline temple, a 1843 Ibid.

xliii. (1843) III. 91 The road therefore was restored, and
supported with solid substructions below. 1866 FELTON
Greece^ Anc. $ Mod. II. ii. 285 A part of this road is still to
be seen., with the ruined masses of the immense substruc-
tions which supported it. 1898 G. A. SMITH Bk. Twetve
Prophets II. xxxvii. 530 Upon terraces and substructions
of enormous breadth rose storied palaces, arsenals, barracks,
libraries, and temples.
attrib. c 1676 WREN in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886)

II. 534 The Ground plot of the Substruction Cloister.

2. fig. A basis, foundation.

1765 BLACKSTONE Conim, i. xiii. 405 The laws of Oleron ..

are received by all nations in Europe as the ground and sub-
struction of all their marine constitutions. 1766 Ibid. n. iv. 51
A substruction and foundation of their new polity. 1822
T. ERSKINE Ess. Faith (1825) 33 A scaffolding or substruc-
tion for the doctrine. 1887 [E. JOHNSON] Antigua Mater
232 The historic

' substruction
'

of a system supported by
astrological calculation.

f3. (See quot.) Obs. rare- .

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Substruction^ an underpinning or

grounselling of a house. 1728 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Hence Substrirctional a. (in recent Diets.).

Substructure (szrbstn>ktiui). [f. SUB- 3 +
STRUCTURE, after prec.] Arch. That part of a

building which supports the superstructure ; an

under-structure, substruction.

1726 LEONI Albertis Archit. I. 48/1 These.. Stones must
be. .link'd with the under Courses, so as to make a kind of

pavement at top to . .protect the Substructure. 1840 LONGF.
Skcl. Arm. Introd., The substructure of a windmill. 1861

BERESF. HOPE Engl. Cathedral /Oth C. 89 The moderate

scantlings.. obviate the risk of the roof crushing down the

substructure. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 284/1 The substructure
of a bridge consists of foundations, abutments, and piers.

1884 Manch. Exam. 19 Dec.5/3 The sub-structure ofthe pier,

b. transf* said jig.
1735 S. HARRIS Comm. 53rd Ch. Isa. Pref. 16 A substruc-

tureof their chronology, geography, and history. 1851 Jrnl.
Asiat. Soc. Bengal 7 The kingdom of Menes. .rests upon a
venerable substructure of several centuries ofthe Nile valley.

1856 KANE Arctic Expl. II. xxvii. 271 This glacier, .sloped
gradually upward.. and then, following the irregularities of
its rocky sub-structure, suddenly became a steep crevassed
hill. 1875 E. WHITE Life in Christ i. viiL (1878) 73 No
decisive anticipation of immortality for mankind as a sub-
structure for religious faith can be deduced.

Henee Substru-ctural a. t of the nature of a

substructure.
1866 Pall Mall Gaz. 12 May 12 A narrative of long public

services, mostly underground and substructural. 1884
Homilet. Monthly Sept. 684 These are the substructural

truths of revelation.

Substylar (s^-bstailai), a. (s&.) Also -ilar,

-iler. [ad. mod.L. substyldris (sc. /wwaline) : see

SUB- i and STTLAR.] Substylar line = SUBSTYLE.
Also ellipt. as sb.

1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. vii. xi. 18 To find what Hour
..the Substiler is distant from the Meridian. Ibid, xxvii.

40 Chuse some convenient place in your Substiler Line.,
and there draw the line FBA. 1764 J. FERGUSON Lect. 224
Draw the contingent line EQ, cutting the substilar line at

right angles. 1795 HUTTON Math. Diet. 11.536 In easterly
and westerly dials, the substilar line is the line of 6 o'clock.

Substyle (strbstail). Also -Ue. [See prec.
and STYLE.] In dialling, the line on which the

style or gnomon stands.

SUBSUME.

M} FALK Hflrologiogr. 20 Kxtend your compasses, the
one foole being placet! in V. in the line uf the Subslile
toward C. unto H. 1690 LKYBOUKN Curs. Math. 704 To
find the true Hour distances upon the Plain from the
SoMtUM. 1715 tr. Gregory's Astron.

(1726) I. 3 u That
they may be distinguished, and not confounded with the
Substyle. 1764 J. FERGUSON Ltd. 197 In all declining
dials, the subslile makes an angle with the hour-line of X 1 1

1795 HUTTON Malk. Diet. II. 536.
D. attrib.

1636 in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Mtn (1841) I. 27 How it comes
to pass that Mr. Gunter and yourself should differ in placing
the Mibstile line. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag 57 There
are two Lines called by the Names of Style and Substyle.
Scale. 1764 J. FERCUSON Lid. 203 The line on which the
stile or gnomon stands (commonly called the subbtile-linej.

t Substrlt, v. Obs. rare", [ad. L. subsultare,

frequent, of subsilire, f. sub- SUB- 25 + safire to

leap.] intr. To hop, jump about. Hence Snl>-

sulta-tion, hopping, jumping up and down
; Sub-

suiting///, a.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., *Sutsult, to leap or hop under or
about. 1650 H. MORE Observ. in Entkus. Tri., etc. (1656)
71 .The word SxtpTqfioi- (which implies a 'Subsultalion, or

Skipping this way and that way) . . seems to allude to . . Fire-
crackers and Squibs rather than Cannons or Carbines. 1659

lintnort. Soul in. xii. 452 If the meer motion of the ma-
terial Aire caused the subsultation of the string tuned
Unison, a 1688 CUDWORTH Immvt. Mor. (1731) 114 Fortui-
tous Dancings or Subsultations of the Spirits. 1670 Phil.
Trans. V. 1084 In those Earth-quakes, .a "subsulting perpen-
dicular motion. 1679 LOCKE in H. R. F. Bourne Life (1876)
I. 449, I found a subsulting something like the strokes of a
pulse. 1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. II. 145 Our rough
and subsalient or subsulting Style of our uncouth Phrase-

ological Latin.

Subsultive (subso-ltiv), a. rare. [f. L. sub-

suit-, pa. ppl. stem of subsilire (see prec.) + -IVE.]

Making or moving by sudden leaps, bounds, or

starts.

1750 BERKELEY in Genii. Maf. XX. 167/1 The earth..
moved up and down like the boiling of a pot...This sort of
subsultive motion is ever accounted the most dangerous. 1770
LANCHORNE Plutarch^ Nutna I. 171 The Subsultive dance
..which they [the Sahi] lead up along the streets, when ..

they carry the sacred bucklers through the city. 1819 [H.
BUSK] Vestriad v. 669 [His feet] slow, subsultive, graze the
level floor. 1909 Daily News z July 5 A very severe shock
of earthquake of a subsultive and undulating character was
felt here.

Subsultory (sbs-lta.ii), a. [Formed as prec.
+ -ORY.] = SUBSULTIVE.
1638 RAWLEV tr. Bacon's Li/t H Death 406 The Inordi-

nate, and Subsultorie, Motion of the Spirits. 1715 Phil.
Trans. XXIX. 326 Palpitation of the Heart, whose.. pro-

digious subsultory Motion.. was easily felt. 1741 HORT
Instr. Clergy 10, I am levelling this rule against that sub-

sultory way of delivery that rises like a storm.. and pre-

sently sinks into a dead calm. 1758 L. TEMPLE Sketches

(ed. 2) 40 The Numbers ought to be accommodated to the
Passion :. .they ought, .to run somewhat rambling and irre-

gular, and often rapid and subsultory. l8-7 GOOD Study
Med. (1829) IV. 448 Clonus Palpitatio. Palpitation. Sub-

sultory vibration of the heart or arteries. 1843 Blackvj. Mag.
LIV. 683 That subsultory movement from almost passive sur-

veillance to the most intense development of power. 1887
Science (U. S.) 20 May 495/2 Within this tract, except near

the edges of it, the motion was most conspicuously of sub-

sultory character. 1905 Edin. Rev. Apr. 304 Shoals of

deep-sea fish, killed by the impact of subsultory water. 1909
\Vestm. Gaz. 20 Jan. 0/3 A strong subsultory and undu-

latory shock, lasting six seconds.

absol. 1841 DE QUINCEY Style i. Wks. 1858 XI. 107 Flip-

pancy opposed to solemnity, the subsultory to the con-

tinuous.

So Subsu-ltorily adv., by sudden bounds or

starts ;
Subsulto-rious a. = SuBSOLTOBY.

1626 BACON Sylva 326 The Spirits doe spread themselues

Euen, and moue not 'Subsultorily. 1898 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

1650 H. MORE Observ. in Enthtts. Tri., etc. (1656) 7.5
Meer

vagrant imaginations seated in your own "subsultorious and

skipjack phansie onely.

II Subsultns (sDbszrltfs). Path. [mod.L., f.

L. subsull-, subsilire (see SUBSULT).] A convul-

sive or twitching movement. Often short for sub-

sultus tcndinutn, a convulsive twitching of the

muscles and tendons present in certain fevers.

1806 ABERNETHY Sttrg. Ots. H. 7 note, The febrile actions

are proportionately increased, attended by Subsultus of the

Muscles and occasional convulsions. i8-7 GOOD Study
Med. (1829) IV. 686 A sense of tingling produced in the

paralytic part, accompanied with some degree of subsultus,

or a twitching or convulsive motion. 1815 WATERTON
Wand. S. Amer. (1879) III. 141 There was no subsultus

tendinum, or any visible alteration in its breathing. 1878
BARTHOLOW Mat. Med. (1879) 311 Belladonna is indicated

when there is much low, muttering delirium, subsultus, and

stupor.

Subsumable, a. rare. [f. next + -ABLE.]

Capable of being subsumed.
i88> STALLO Concepts Mod. Pkys. xiv. 255 A concept may

always be found under which things of whatever kind are

subsumable.

Subsume (swbsiw'm), v. [ad. mod.L. sutsu-

mt're, i. sub- SUB- a, 35 b + sumA-e to take.]

fl- trans. To bring (a statement, instance, etc.)

under another ; to subjoin, add. Obs.

'535 STEWART Cron. III. 183 Neir be this tyme that ;e

heir me subsume. Ibid. 443 The }eir of God ane thousand
and thre hunder And nyntte als syne for to subsume wnder.

a 1660 HAMMOND Serm. viii. Wks. 1684 IV. 614 St. Paul. .

cannot name that word, tinners, but must straight subsume
in a parenthesis, ofwhom I am tht ckiej.



SUBSUME.

2. Mr. (Logic.') To state a minor premiss : freq.

with the words of the proposition following.

1589 R. BRUCE Serin, i Cor. xi. 28 (1843) no There is not

a law that ever was.. devised, but of all the laws that ever

was made, it is leisome to us to have a care of our health.

Now, subsume ; but the health of thy saull stands in the

health of thy conscience . . ; therefore, be all laws, thou aught
to attend to thy conscience. 1624 F. WHITE Kef I. Fisher

323 Now then I subsume, no religious worship.. is due to

Saints... Inuocation of Saints is religious worship... Ergo,
Inuocation is not due to Saints. 1644 DICBV Nat. Soul

ii.6.37i Ifany body. .take this proposition rigorously and

peremptorily, that what wise men aflirme is true ; and should

there vpon subsume with evidence, that wise men say such

a particular thing [etc.]. 1670 Couunius' Janua Ling. 156

The Major proposeth the basis or ground of the reasoning

thus ; . . the Minor subsumeth, . . the conclusion follows. 1733
W. CRAWFORD Infidelity (1744) 84 God . . may unmake again
what he has already made. . . But then I add, much more

may he.. annihilate an Offender. .. But I further subsume,
if God can eternally annihilate even an innocent Being, he

may do more eternally to the Guilty.

b. spec, in Sc. Law (see SUBSUMPTION i b). .

1745 [H. HOME] Ess. ufon Several Stibj. iii. (1747) Suppl.

Note, An Act of the 7th Parliament, ..bearing That the

Lands of Doun, &c. were feued by Queen Mary to Sir James
Stewart.. subsuming, that the said Sir James being de-

scended of the Royal Blood [etc.]. 1747 in Maine Peerage
Evid. (1874) 148 Subsumeing that for the said James Foth-

ringhame pursuer his greater security.. they bound and

obliged them.. to warernd free relieve harmless and skaith-

less keep the said James Fothringhame.
3. trans. {Logic.) To state as a minor propo-

sition or concept under another.

1607 J. SERGEANT Solid Philos. 427 It will not follow, from

the Equal Application of it, by the respective Minors, to

this or that Particular, Subsum'd under them, that the

Assent to the two Conclusions, .. will be Equal 18*8 DE
QUINCEY Rhtt. Wks. 1859 XI. 42 To judge, that is to sub-

sume one proposition under another. 1838 [F. HAYWOOD]
tr. Kant's Crit. Pure Reason 271 In every syllogism I first

think a rule (major), bymeans ofthe understanding. Secondly,
I subsume a cognition under the condition of the rule (minor),

by means of the faculty of judgment 1864 BOWEN Logic
x. 319 Isolated cognitions.. are not entitled to be called

Sciences, until they are arranged in some Class, or subsumed
under some comprehensive Law. 1876 W. FLEMING Vocab.

Pldlos.
'

are

(1889) p. xvi, No sooner has it (sc. induction] been attained

than we ought (as in the practical syllogism) to subsume
under it the special case.

4. To bring (one idea, principle, term, etc.)

under another, (a case, instance) under a rule ;
to

take up into, or include in, something larger or

higher.
(a) 1825 COLERIDGE Aids Refl. (1848) I. 177 Under some

one or other of these forms, the resemblances and differences

must be subsumed in order to be conceivable. 1846 DE
QUINCEY Christ. Org. Pol. Movem. Wks. 1859 XII. 279
In subsuming the given case proposed under the Scriptural

principle. 1877 E. CAIRO Philos. Kant i. 138 To subsume
the complexities of knowledge under its simplest principles.
1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 247 We must know beforehand that

V. and v can be subsumed under the species in and n of
which the equation has been proved to be true. 1885 PATER
Marius xv, A principle under which one might subsume
men's most strenuous efforts after righteousness. 1887 W. T.
MARTIN Evol. Hypoth. 42 A law may be subsumed under
a higher law. 1899 MACKAIL Morris II. 197 Every form of
decorative art could be subsumed under the single head of
architecture. \g\oEditi. Rev. Apr.46i Perhaps the wider term
Aegean will come into general use ; under it Minoan and
Myccnean may be subsumed to describe successive stages
in European developement.
(o) 181* COLERIDGE Friend(i8i&) III. 255 Man in his idea,

and as subsumed in the divine humanity, in whom alone
God loved the world. 1871 MIVART Gen. Spec. 23

' Natural
Selection

'

itself must be capable of being subsumed into
some higher law. 1890 A. MOORE Ess. Mental Evol. 58
The child subsumes in its intellectual life the processes of
the lower animals, but it rises above them. 1906 SAINTS-
BURY Hist. Engl. Prosody I. 288 The literature of the fif-

teenth century, with that first quarter of the sixteenth which
is by pretty common consent to be subsumed in it for
Soutnern England.
(d 1869 7. A ustin's Jurisfr. (ed. 3) 1. 506, 1 must correctly

subsume the specific case as falling within the law. 1871
HUXLEY Wks. (1803) II. 182 These forces, .operate according
to definite laws . . in accordance with some general law which
subsumes them all. 1882 STEVENSON Men $ Bks. 107 His
cosmology must subsume all cosmologies. 1906 Hibbcrt
Trill. Apr. 553 [Idealism] has shown how Spirit subsumes
the world as its own.

b. absol.

1896 Forln.Rcv. July M6 Why continue to subsume when
the

onlj; result will be to produce a formula which.. may

1 6. gen. To assume ; to infer. 06s.
16431

HAMMOND Serm. vii. Wks. 1684 IV. 5,1 A Piece of
the Philosopher there hath.. had a great stroke in debauch.
ing the Divine, that the Understanding doth necessarilv and
irresistibly move the Will.. from whence the Divine sub-
sumes, that when Faith is once entered .. these Works must
. .follow. i67Sffist. Indulgence To Chr. Rdrs. 5 They must
give me leave to assert and subsume.. That.. I beleeve the
Right that Christ hath bought, to be sole and supreme.
1*94 S. JOHNSON Notes Past. Lett. Bp. Burnet i. 13 His
Axiom or Postulatum is in the first Sentence, which I will
allow.. at. present... But what he subsumes in the next
Sentence is begging the Question.
1 6. To resume, summarize. Obs.

i

n the 8. verse I will therefore, that men pray every-wher
[etc.]. 1678 R. BARCLAY Afiol. QuakersTil 4. 26 Th
Proposition..comprehended divers unquestionable Aretunquestionable Argu-
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ments, which I shall in brief subsume. Ibid. iii. 2. 72 The

Sum whereof I shall subsume in one Argument.

Hence Subsxrming vbl. sb.

1652 UKQUHART Jewel 277 The pregnancy of the State,

whose intuitive spirits can at the first hearing discerne the

strength of manifold conclusions (without the labour of sub-

suming) in the very bowels and chaos of their principles.

1807 tr. Fichte's Sci. Ethics 116 In the first mode of proceed-

ing, our judgment is what Kant calls subsuming, and in the

latter work, what he calls reflecting.

Subsumption (s&bsD-m'fan). [ad. mod.L.

subsumptio, -dnem, n. of action f. subsumire t.

SUBSUME.]
1. Logic. A proposition subsumed

under another;

a minor premiss ; gen., an assumption.

1631 BIGCS New Disf. T 182 Galen himself
proveth

the

subsumption. 1661 J. CHANDLER Van Helmcnt s Ortat. 57

They shall sweat more than enough, before they will prove

the subsumption or second Proposition. 1672 G. MACKENZIE

Pleadings Pref. Aiij b, It is the nature of a syllogisme to

haue the subsumption in the second proposition. 1704 Land.

Gaz. No. 4037/5 This is not offered as an Elogie..on Her

Majesty : She is far above what I can say, but it is an

Antecedent to the following Subsumption. 1838 SIR W.
HAMILTON Logic xvi. (1866) I. 295 The proposition in which

is expressed the relation of the middle term to the minor, is

former.

b. Sc. Law. In full subsumption of the libel:

a narrative of the alleged crime, specifying the

manner, time, and place of the crime, the person

injured, etc. 06s. exc. Hist.

1639 Declar. cone. Tumults Scot. 256 The subsumptions
of the particular faults committed by the Bishop of the

Diocese. 1678 G. MACKENZIE Critn. Laws Scot. n. xxi. i.

(1699) 233 The Subsumption of the Libel, is the matter of

Fact, which should condescend upon the Actors Names,
and Designations. 1720 WODROW Corr. (1843) II. 491 Pro-

bably you will have heard the contents of it, and whether
the subsumption relates to the stipend, or the five hundred

pounds, or both. 1727 Ibid. III. 304 The whole of Mr. Dun-
das' arguments run upon this supposition, that heresy was
to be the subsumption of the libel 1838 in W. BELL Diet.

Law Scot. 951.

2. Chiefly Logic and Philos. The bringing of a

concept, cognition, etc. under a general term or

a larger or higher concept, etc. ; the instancing of

a case under a rule, or the like.

1652 J. PAWSON Vind. Free Grace 7 The term (as many
Trac 6 quotquot) is too comprehensive and large to be re*

strained to so few as the Apostles ; especially considering
'tis put as a sutable subsumption under that general term
(all flesh) immediately foregoing. 18x6 COLERIDGE Lay
Serm. (Bohn) 339 The understanding.. is the science of

phenomena, and their subsumption under distinct kinds and
sorts (genus and species). 1823 DE QUINCEY Lett, to Yng.
Matt Wks. 1860 XIV. 33 The minor is.. distinguished from
the major by an act of the judgment, namely, a subsumption
of a special case under a rule. Ibid. 34 A casuistry, that is, a
subsumption of the cases most frequently recurring in ordinary
life. 1838 [F. HAYWOOD] tr. Kant's Crit. Pure Reason 290
The subsumption of the condition of another possible judg.
ment under the condition of the rule, is the minor. 1855
SANDARS in Oxford Ess. 244 The administrative power, or
the subsumption of different spheres and particular cases
under the universal. 1864 BOWEN Logic vii. 188 The Judg-
ment that a given

'

Subject b contained under that inter-

mediate Term or part ', b the Subsumption of this Subject
under the condition of that Rule. 1892 A tJienzwn 25 June
829/2 Is not the subsumption of fetishism under animism,
as by Dr. Tylor, a self-contradictory confusing of two essen-

tially different conceptions ?

Subsumptive (scbsrmptiv), a. rare. [ad.
mod.L. subsumptlvus, f. subsumft-, pa. ppl. stem
of subsumire to SUBSUME : see -IVE.] Involving
subsumption.
ai834CoLERlDGE(Webster). 1884 tr. Lotze'sLogicgiCude

in the subsumptive syllogism.

Subsuperpartieular, etc. : see SUB- 10.

Subsurface (szrbsoifes). [Sus- 1.]
I. 1. That which lies immediately below the

surface, e.g. the subsoil.

1778 [W. MARSHALL] Min. Aerie. 12 Dec. 1776, Rough
harrows, which tore up the phts, and shook still more of
the seed down to the sub-surface. 1884 H. SPENCER in

Contemf. Rev. July 31 The will of the majority is valid
respecting the modes in which., parts of the surface or sub-
surface, may be utilized.

2. Math. In five-dimensional geometry, a three-
dimensional continuum.

.1873 CAYLEY Math. Paters (1896) IX. 79 note, In explana-
tion of the nomenclature [sc. five-dimensional space], observe
that in 5 dimensional geometry we have : space, surface,
subsurface, supercurve, curve, and point-system, according
as we have between the six coordinates o, i. 2, 3, 4, or 5
equations.

H. as adj. [see SUB- i e.] Existing, lying, or

operating under the surface (as of the earth or

water).
1875 CROLL Clint, t, Time App. 553 Subsurface-water, or

the stratum immediately below it, 1885 L. OLIPHANT Sym-
fneumata lor The subsurface world. 1888 Athcmuiii

"}f
'

D*
5/1 Sympneumatic and subsurface consciousness.

1 94 Q- Rev. Apr. 371 They are abundant in all surface and
subsurface waters. 1894 Geol. Mag. Oct. 466 The down-

^SjSHA { the surlice and sub-surface soil. 1900 Pop.
gcfc Monthly Mar. 533 Where sewers and subsurface pipeshave not yet been laid. 1902 Westm. Gea. 31 Dec. 6/3The construction of sub-surSice torpedo boats.

SUBTEND.

Subtack. Sc. Law. [f. SUB- 9 (6) + TACK

sb.l] A tack or lease granted by a superior to an

inferior tenant.

1681 STAIR Inst. Law Scot. l. xix. 22. 384 A Sub-tack
is that which is granted by the principal Tacks-man to his

Subtennent. 1765-8 EKSKINE Inst. Law Scot. n. vi. 34
A subtack requires the same solemnities as a principal tack.

1792 SPALDING Hist. Scot. I. 338 He had already set in sub-

tack these customs of Aberdeen and Banff to the town of

Aberdeen. 1838 in W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 951.

Hence Su-btacksman, one who holds a subor-

dinate tack at the hands of a tacksman.
1681 STAIR Inst. Law Scot. i. xix. 22. 385 The Heretor

is not oblieged to know the Sub-tack, nor to call the Sub-

tacksmen, in the Reduction of the principal Tack. 1733
P. LINDSAY Interest Scot. 213 The Sub-tacksman of this

Duty can easily put the Law in Execution against them.

1765-8 ERSKINE Inst. Law Scot. n. vi. 34 The subtacksman
is tenant, not to the proprietor, but to the principal tacksman.

Su'btailgent. Math. [ad. mod.L. subtangens,
-entem : see SUB- i and TANGENT.] That part ot

the axis of a curve which is contained between the

tangent and the ordinate.

1715 Phil. Trans. XXIX. 196 He determines the Pro-

portion of the Subtangent to the Ordinate. 1798 HUTTON
Course Math. II. 306 The Method of Tangents, is a method
of determining the quantity of the tangent and subtangent
of any algebraic curve ; the equation of the curve being
given. 1816 tr. Lacroix' Diff. f, Int. Cole. 75 The line PS
will constantly tend to become equal to the subtangent PT.
1827-8 HAMILTON in Encycl. Metrof. (1845) I- 74A The
subtangent is bisected by the curve, whether the coordinates
are rectangular or oblique.

Su'btarget. [Sus- 5 b.] (See quots.)
1904 Westm. Gaz. 6 July 10/2 The '

Sub-Target Gun
Machine* is the latest invention whose object is to afford

indoor practice in rifle-shooting. . .The technical description
of the invention defines it as 'a firearm holder with no

aiming-point-of-rest, having the capacity to move with the
firearm carried by it, and electrically controlled recording
mechanism including a miniature target offset from the

trajectory of the firearm, to record the direction of trajectory.

19016 Ibid, g May 5/2 A miniature rifle range provided with
the sub-target rifle.

Subtarta rean, -ian, a. [tr. Gr. v-norapr&-

/wos : see SUB- i a and TAKTAKEAN a.\ TARTARIAN
a. 2] Being or living under Tartarus.

1676 HOBBES IHad xiv. (1686) 211 Then Juno, as she was
required sware By all the Subtartarian Gods. 1718 POPE
//;Wxiv. 314 The queen., from -the infernal bowers Invokes
the sable subtartarean powers. 1704 T. TAYLOR Pausanias'
Descr. Greece III. 280 Some [of the mundane gods] are..
subtartarean. 1820 Blackw. Mag. VII. 358 Invoking from
the realms below The subtartarean gods, the Titan train.

So Surjtartarus'd a.

1856 S. R. MAITLAND False Worship 36 It was the place
of the Titans; of those whom Hesiod calls 'Subtartarus'd
Titans ', riTrjvet 6' viroropraptot.

i Sabte Ctade. Obs. rare. [f. L. sub under
+ tectum roof, probably after tabernacle.] Cover-

ing, protection.
1609 I. DAVIES Holy Rood* (1878) 20/1 This is true Faiths

intire Subtectacle ; Propitiatorie Sacrifice for Sinne ; This is

God crucifi'd. x6ia Muse's Sacr. (1878) 10/1 Th' abuse
of Men, and Shames Subtectacle.

Subtegulaneous : see SUB- i a.

Subtelitie, obs. form of SUBTILITY.

Strbte nancy, [f. next.] The status, right,
or holding of a subtenant.
a 1861 PALGRAVE Norm. <$ Eng. (1864) III. 405 The others

who received their rewards by Vavassories or Subtenancies.
i88a Encycl. Brit. XIV. 276/1 The determination of a lease

by forfeiture has the same effect as its determination in any
other way, in destroying subtenancies or other rights created
under it.

Subtenant (s-bte:nant). Chiefly Sc. Also 5

-ten(n)and, 6 -tenant, sibtennend, 6-7 -ten-

nent, 7 -tennant. [SuB- 9 (b). In mecLL. sub-

tenensf\ One who holds of a tenant
;
an undertenant.

1445 in 14/4 Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
III. 12 Twenty

schillmgis. .to be pait to me be the Saide Androu Kere or his

facturis or subtenandis. 1474 in Ace. Fam. o/Innes (Spalding
Cl.) 81 To be haldin and had all and hale the saidis landis. .to

the foresaid James his airis assignees and subtennandis for

al the tennis of threttein
yeris. 1541 Rec. Elgin (New

Spalding Cl. 1903) 1. 66 Tha that ar sibtennendis to the burgh
for the landis of Duuellegrene. 1586 in Exch. Rolls Scot.

XXI. 418 Sett in assedatioun for the space of fyye yeiris. .

to Uthrid Makdowell of Garthland, his airis, assignais, and
subtennentis. 1681 STAIR Inst. Law Scot. i. xix. 23. 385
Where the Sub-tennent was warned, tacite Ralocation

alledged by the Sub-tennent, was not sustained without

_ possessing
those Cottages and Intacks shall henceforward become Sub-
tenants to the said Farmers, Tennants, and other Persons.

1846 MCCULLOCH Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) II. 215 Sub-
tenants or assignees to the leases specified in the article

immediately preceding .. can also vote. x86x BROUGHAM
Brit. Const, x. 136 There were smaller owners or sub-tenants,

holding of the eleven thanes, as these held of the Crown.

*.ftg.
1804 BEWICK Brit. Birds II. Introd. p. vi, They IK. land

birds] are the subtenants of the cultivated world.

Subtend (s#bte'nd), v. [ad. L. subtendfre, I.

sub- SOB- 3+itnd2re to stretch, TEND. Cf. Sp.,

Pg. sultender.~\
I. trans. (Geom.") To stretch or extend under, or

be opposite to : said esf. of a line or side of a

figure opposite an angle ; also, of a chord or angle

opposite an arc.



SUBTENDENT,

1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid i. iv.
i^

That angle is said to

subtend a side of a triangle, which is placed directly oppo-
site, and against that side. 1571 DIGGES Pantom. i. xviii.

F j. This done conioyne their endes togither and the angle
subtended of the longest stafie is a right. 1646SmT. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. i. vii. 25 In rectangle triangles the square which
is made of the side that subtendeth the right angle, is equall
to the squares which are made of the sides containing the

right angle. 1681 COLVIL Whigs Suppl. (1710) 13 The truth

is, they [sc. a man's legsj in every thing Resemble do a Bow
and String. The one strait to the other bending, Is like a
Chord an Arch subtending. 1791 Encycl. Brit. (1797) VII.

666/2 An angle at the circumference is measured by half

the arc it subtends. 1798 HUTTON Course Math. I. 292
In any Triangle, the square of the Side subtending an Acute

Angle, is Less than the Squares of the Base and the other

Side, by Twice the Rectangle of the Base and the Distance
of the Perpendicular from the Acute Angle. 1862 TODHUNTER
Euclid 19 The greater angle of every triangle is subtended

by the greater side or has the greater side opposite to it.

1885 LEUDESDORF Crcinonats Proj. Geoin. 227 The angle
subtended at any point on the curve by a fixed diameter
would be a right angle. 1885 WATSON & BURBURY Math.
Th. Elecir. I. 137, 20 is the angle of the cone subtended

by the disc at AT.

b. in Astron. and Optics.
1711 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. iii. 54 He must be a brute. .

who does not know, that the same line (v.g.
the diameter of

the Sun) at different distances subtends different angles at

the eye. ciyyo IMISON Sch. Arts I. 196 The best eye can

hardly distinguish a particle of matter that subtends at the

eye an angle less than half a minute. 1821 CRAIG Lect.

Drawing^ etc. vi. 362 The same angle which the picture
subtends with the eye. 1833 M. ARNOTT Physics (ed. 5) II.

241 The fly then would subtend a larger visual angle than

he, that is to say, would be forming on the retina a larger

image than the man. 1835 POE Adv. Hans Pfaall Wks.
1864 I. 36 Whose apparent diameter subtended at the balloon
an angle of about sixty-five seconds. 1907 HODGES Elem.

Photogr. (ed. 6) 24 The visual angle subtended on the plate.

O. transf. and gen.
1859 MURCHISON Siluria (ed. 3) iii. 53 The Llandeilo

formation is subtended on the north, south, and west by
younger Silurian deposits. 1860 MOTLEY Netherl. (1868) I.

140 The river, .subtends the arc into which the place
[sc. Antwerp] arranges itself. 1867 MURCHISON .SY/wr/<z(ed. 4)
xx. 493 The chalk-cliffs which subtend the Wealden area.

1868 KINGLAKE Crimea III. vii. 117 Standing upon a semi-
circular tract of ground, subtended by the great bay or
roadstead. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets ix. 282 This large arc
was subtended oy a long straight line the O-KIJVJ, or back-

ground of the stage. 1880 Nature XXI. 212/2 Tracts such
as the great deserts or prairies might subtend a sufficient

angle to preserve their natural hue.

*-fig-
1866 FELTON Greece, Anc. $ Mod. I. 33 It takes but a few

moments to tell in outline this traveller's story ; but how
many ages does it subtend. 1869 SPENCER Princ. Psycttol.

(1872) I. II. iv. 217 The angle it subtends in consciousness
when we are reminded of it a year after, is very small. 1898
P. MANSON Trap. Dis. Introd. p. xiv, When this third
animal happens to be a tropical species, the disease it sub-

tends, so to speak, is in natural conditions, necessarily tropi-
cal also.

f2. pass. Of an angle, a side of a figure : To be
extended under, to be opposite to. Obs.

1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclidi. iv. 14 Euery angle of a triangle
is contayned of two sydes of the triangle, and is subtended
to the third side. 1660 BARROW Euclid i. iv, The remaining
angles B, C, shall be equal to the remaining angles E, F,
each to each, under which the equal sides are subtended.

3. trans. {Sol.} To extend under, so as to em-
brace or enfold.

1871 W. A. LEIGHTON Lichen-flora 94 Apothecia.. sub-
tended by the very short deformed divaricate extremities of
the lacinue. 187* OLIVER Elem, Dot. n. 237 A 3-lobed bract,
subtending a single nut.

Hence Bnbte'nded ///. a., (<z) stretched under-
neath ; (b) of an angle opposite a side.

1679 EVELYN Sylva (ed. 3) 56 To clip, and let the leaves
fall upon a subtended sheet. 1824 SMYTH in Duppa Trav.
Italy, etc. (1828) 185 note, The subtended angles carefully
corrected. 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 248 The formula we are

seeking must mention the subtended angle.

t Subte ndent, a. and sb. Obs. Also 7 -ant.

[ad. L. subtendens, -entem, pr. pple. of subtendlre
to SOBTEND.]
A. adj. That subtends.
1571 DIGGES Pantom. i. vi. C iij b, In equiangle triangles,

al their sides are proportional aswel such as conteyne the
equall angles, as also their subtendente sides. Ibid. xx.
F ij b, The subtendent staffe or side of the triangle. 1688
HOLME A rmoiiry in. iii. 139/2 A Cord, Chord, or Subtendant
Line ; is a streight Line which joyns to an Arch or Bow by
its ends.

B. so. A subtending line or side.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. 30 Square then, halfe the Subten-
dent of that watry Superficies. 1673 in Rigaud Corr. Sci.
Men (1841) II. 569 A, E, are the subtendants of two arches
which together make up i the circumference

Subte-nding,//>/. a. NING 2.] That subtends.
1571 DIGGES Pantom. i. xx. F ij b, Make a fyne notche, or

markc vpon that subtending staffe. 1660 R. COKE Justice
Vind. 20 What proportion .. the subtending side of an
isosceles right-angle triangle hath to one of the comprehend-
ing sides. 1859 R. F. BURTON Central Afr. in Jrnl. Geogr.
Soc. XXIX. 237 The Tanganyika cannot be drained east-
ward by rents in a subtending mountain ridge. 1881 VINES
U.Sachs' Sot.syg If. .the subtending leaf(bract)is developed
later than the axillary branch (inflorescence). 1000 B. D.
JACKSON Gloss. But. Terms 259/2 Subtending Leaf, that
leaf whose axil gives rise to a bud or peduncle.

II Snbte nia. Arch. rare. [f. SUB- i + tenia,

T.ENIA.] The narrow listel under the lower taenia

of the Doric entablature ; the guttae band,
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1563 SHUTE Archil, c iij b, Geue Tenia. .the seuemh parte,
and geuc Subtenia, and Gutta pendante..the sixte part of
a modulus to their height.

Subtense (sbte-ns). Gtom. [ad. mod.L. sub-
tensa (sc. linca line), fern. pa. pple. of sulitettdfrc

to SUBTEND. Cf. Sp., Pg. sub/etna.] A subtend-

ing line
; esf. the chord of an arc.

1614 HANDSON tr. Pitiscus' Trigonom. 31 A subtense is a
tight line, inscribed in a Circle, dividing the whole Circle
into 2. Segments. 1656 tr. Holies' Elem. Philos. (1839) *93
The subtenses of equal angles in different circles, .are to one
another as the arches which they subtend. 1678 CUDWOHTH
Intell. Syst. i. iv. 653 Nor doth every one, who hath an Idea
of a Rectangular Triangle, presently understand, thai the

Square of the Subtense, is Equal to the Squares of both the
Sides. 1713 DERHAM Pkys. Theoi. \. iv. (1727) 30 note. The
whole Diameter of the Orb, viz. 20000, made the Subtense
but of one Minute to one of the fix'd Stars. 1733 'IVi.r. //<>;.(,-

hoeing Hush. xxi. 305 Plow-Wrights always take this Sub-
tense at the Fore-End of a Beam, whether it be a long Beam
or a short one. 1803 Phil. Trans. XCIII. 396 The total

extent of the arch is about 15, having half of its subtense
on each side zero.

b. attrib. : subtense method, a method of

tacheometry in which the angle at the instrument
is variable and the distance base is either constant
or specially measured.

1897 Geogr. jfml. (R. G. S.) X. 469 We., then made a tra-

verse of the valley on the bar-subtense method, loot Encycl.
Brit. XXXIII. 143/2 Subtense method. 1905 C. F. CLOSE
Topogr. 9f Geogr. Sun1. 5r The general principle of sub-
tense work and tacheometry is the measurement of the

angle subtended at the observer by a short measured length
at a distance.

t Subte-ntion. 06s. [f. L. subtetit-, pa. ppl.
stem of subtendlre to SUBTEND: see -HON.]
SUBTENSE.
1610 HOFTON Baculvm Geodxt. vlt. ii. 297 Any right lines

being applied to a circle is called a subtention, which may
be Sines, Tangents, or Secants.

Subteuure (so-btemuu). [f. SUB- 9 (6) +
TENUBE.] The subfeudation of land

;
the holding

of land, or land held, by a lease from a superior
tenant.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 105/1 Owing to the extensive

system of subfeudation, or subtenure. i86a H. BEVERIDGE
Hist. India III. vn. iv. 125 The sale ofa zemindary abolished
all sub-tenures, 1911 E. BEVERIDGE N. Uist 24 It became
necessary for King Alexander III. to deal with the sub-
tenure of the Hebrides.

Subter- (s-bt3j) prefix, repr. L. suiter- = the

adv. and prep, subler below, underneath, used in

composition = (i) below, beneath; (a) advb. as

in subterflutre to flow beneath (see SuBTEHFLuoua),
(K) prep, as in sutlercutaneus lying under the
skin (cutis) ; (a) secretly, as in stwterfugh-e to

flee secretly (see SUBTERFUGE) ; and, in some rare

Eng. compounds, = (3) lower or less than (cf.

SUB- 14). The following are instances either of

little-used adoptions of L. compounds or mere
nonce-words (in some cases suggested by antithesis

to compounds of super-).

Sabtera'nnnatlng vbl. sb., the placing of an
event later than its actual date. Subter-bru'tish..
lower than (that of) the brutes. Su bter-cele'stial

a., below the heavens. Snbter-co-nscions a.,=
SUBCONSCIOUS, f Snbterou-bant [L. cubare to lie

down] (meaning unknown). Su btercuta neous
L. -ens],

= SUBCUTANEOUS. Subterdu-ction [cf.

L. 3ubterdiiclre\, a carrying away secretly. Strb-

tereroga'tion, the performance of less than is

required. Su bterethe'rial a., snbaerial. f Sub-
terflu'ent, f SubtleTflnous adjs., flowing under-

neath. Subterhu'man a., below what is human.

Snbterja-cent a. [L. subterjacire\, underlying,

subjacent. Su bterlapsa'rian [properly *subter-

sublapsariati\ a.
, pertaining to a view of redemption

which conceived a sufficiency of grace for all, but

a positive decree to save restricted to some. Sirb-

termarine, one who works under the sea. Snb-
terse-nsual, -se-usnous adjs.,

= SUBSENSUAL,
-SENSUOUS. Smbtersnpe'rlative, a degree lower
than that expressed by an ordinary superlative of

inferiority. Strbtersttrface a., lying below the

surface, subsurface.

ib*fi\{&t\.VAExtraneusVtipiilans 102The superannuating
in the business of the Councel of Dort, (a 'superannuating
call'd in the true sense of the thing). 1831 CARLYLE Stirt.

Res. I. viii, O "subter-brutish ! vile ! most vile ! 1663 SIR T.
HERBERT Tray. (1677) 253 By the Fiat of the Almighty the

*subter-celestial waters were separated from the super-
celestial. 1856 BAGEHOT Biogr. Studies (1880) 15 There is

a kind of eruption of ideas from a *subter-conscious world.

1597 HARVEY Trimming of Nasne Wks, (Grosart) III. 69
The.. grand Commander of all the superrants & *subter-
cubants of Englands great Metropolis. 1748 tr. Vegetius
Renatvs' Distemper ofHorses 9 There are seven Species of
this Maul : The moist, the dry, the "subtercutaneous, the

articular [etc.]. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., *Snoterduction, a

private stealing or leading away. 1617 COLLINS Def. Bp.
Ely n. ix. 346 It is certaine that Supererogation there can
be none, though praetererogation we should graunt you,
howbeit *subtererogation were the fitter word. 1686 GOAD
Celest. Bodies in. iii. 456 The *Subter->Etherial Globe. 1753
JOHNSON, 'Suolerjtuent, running under. 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr.,

*Sitbterflvovs, which runs or flows under, 1833

SUBTERFUGE.
CAHLYLE Mite. Eu., Cagliostro (i88S) 88 He were no man
but some other kjnd of crcatuic, !,uperhuman or 'bubter-
human. ^39 J. Snuua AJJ., etc. (1848) I. 264 The uni.
verse presents itself to them as a conflux of forces, subter-
numan, human, and superhuman. 1597 A. M tr Cuille-meau s Fr. Ckirurg. 25/2 As then not pane of the

. .

' on a"V ' 'he "subteriacenl
paries. 1761 I r. BiiichinSi

Ayil. Gcog. III. 29 A delightful prospect over the sublcr-

}acent plain. 1893 FAIRDAIRN Ckrist Mod. Thcol. i. viii In
I he Subterlapsarian School, which had hypothetical uni-
versahsm as its note. 1891 MKKF.DITH One of our COHO.
xxvi, A diver's wreck, where an armoured livid 'subter-
marine, a monstrous puff-ball of man, wandered seriously
light in heaviness. 1885 Diana 111. xii. 219 To pursue
the thing would be to enter the 'subtersensual perfumed
caverns of a Romance of Fashionable Life. 1878 1". W.
WYATT Hardrada 43 Sailing on one vast 'subtersensuous
greed Their smuggling life-craft ply. 1655 KULLP.R ( //. Ilist.
vi. 271 The Apostles words of himself, who am lesse than
the least of all saints.. .As I may say, a "subter-subterlalive
[sic] in his humility. 1659 Ap(. Inj. Innoc. III. 18 Because
he was

tEAayi<j[T]oTpOf, (and if there be a more subter.

superlative) the least of the least of his brethren. 1831
1' laser's Mag. IV. 322 He never fails to sink to the *subter-
surface level of Joseph Hume.

Subteraqnean bvbtaiMcw/lm), a. rare.

[Formed as next + -AN.] = next.

1865 Morning Star 21 July, The people ascended from the

subteraquean chamber.

Subteraqueons (spbtsr/i-kwfts), a. rare.
Also erron. subterr-. [f. L. *stt6teraqueus : see
SUBTER- (i) and AQUEOUS.] Living, situated, per-
formed, etc. under water.
1682 H. MORE Annot. Glanvilfs Lux O. 130 By those

inevitable Laws of the subteraqueous Sandalphon. 1733
"Ivi.1. Horse-hoeing Huso. iii. 26 The Effect the vicissitudes
of Winter and Summer have upon Subterraqueous Vege-
tables. 1823 BYRON yuan xiv. Ixxxi, An oyster may be
cross 'd in love,' and why? Because he mopeth idly in his

shell, And heaves a lonely Subterraqueous sigh.

Subterfuge (szrbtaififidj), sb. [ad. L. sub-

terfugium, f. subterfugfre, f. subler- SHBTEB- (2)

rfugfre to flee. Cf. F. subterfuge, It. sulter/ugio,
S T Ij f t

p., Pg. subterfugio.\
1. An artifice or device to which a person resorts

in order to escape the force of an argument, to

avoid condemnation or censure, or to justify his

conduct ; an evasion or shift. Chiefly of discourse,

argument, debate, but also of action in general.
S73 J- TVRIE Refut. in Cttth. Tractates (S.T.S.) 29, 1 dout

na thing, gif thay ansver directlie without all subterfuge, . .

that it salbe easie to everie man to espy quha defendls the
richt caus. 1611 COTGR., Subterfuge, a subterfuge ; a shift ;

a priuie slip, craftie euasion, cunning escape. 1637-50 Row
Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 268 That no such subterfuge be
left unto impious and wicked men. 1651 CHAS. II. Let. 24
May in ioth Rep, Hist. MSS. Comm. App. i. 42 That with-
out delays or subterfuges the goods be restored. 1659 H-
MORE Immort. Soul HI. xiv. 475 The Fifth and last i*

rather a Subterfuge then an Objection. 1665 GLANVILL
Scepsis Sci. vii. 30 All their shifts, subtilties, newly in-

vented Words and Modes, sly subterfuges and studyed
evasions. 1741 WATTS /ttipr. Mind i. x. (1801) 87 Do not
affect little shifts and subterfuges to avoid the force of an
argument. 1781 COWPER Friendship 189 No subterfuge or

pleading Shall win my confidence again. 1784 Task n.

670 By forgery, by subterfuge of law. 18*9 LYTTON Disowned
vi By what subterfuge, or cavil, does the present claimant
of these estates hope to dislodge their rightful possessor.
1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med. x. 106, I speak here
without any subterfuge. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I.

564 It was answered that the earl was asleep. The privy
councillor thought that this was a subterfuge, and insisted

on entering. 1895 RIDER HAGGARD Heart of World xvi,
I will answer you, and, scorning subterfuge or falsehood,
set out the whole matter in the hearing of the people.

b. contextnally: A means of escape (from cen-

sure, etc.) ;
an excuse.

1755 SMOLLETT Quix. (1803) iaa You have no subterfuge,
nor the least room to say you was deceived. 1761 HUME
Hist. Eng. II. xxxix. 377 The queen of Scots had no other

subterfuge from these pressing remonstrances. 1828 SCOTT
F. M. Perth xxxiv, You seek but a subterfuge, that you
may say when you are defeated.. that it was for want of

the number of your band fully counted out.

f* 2. A place to which a person escapes; a retreat,

refuge. Obs.
1616 BULLOKAR Engl. Expos.) S%tbttrfuget . . a place to hide

or saue one in. 1660 in Sel. Harl, Misc. (1793) 379 My
lord of Derby had taken this place for a subterfuge, after

the defeat given him by Colonel Lilburn. 1665 MANLEY
Grotius* Low C. Wars 363 There were in the Castle Subter-

fuges and Scluces, to prevent the inraging [orijj. irant] of

the Enemy. 1737 WHISTON Josepkus n. vi. vii. 941 They
depended on these under ground subterfuges.

fig. xno WELTON Svffer. Son of God I. iv. 68 We have
now a Subterfuge to flee to ; under which, we are sure to be
shelter'd from the Justice

and Wrath of God. 1844 THIRL-
WALL Greece Ixvi. VIII. 426 This proposal drove the senate

out of its last subterfuge.

f 3. That which conceals ; a ' cloak '. Obs.

.j guiltL- _ _ .

behind the Subterfuge of Art. 1733 CHEYNE Engl. Malady
n. viii. 3. 194 The Spleen or Vapours . . is a common Sub-

terfuge for meet Ignorance of the Nature of Distempers,

tSu'bterfugef v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. subter-

fugfre (,see prec.).]
1. ittfr. To employ subterfuges.
1637 in Ptyntie's Disc. Prel. 7>rr. (1641) II. 95 Upon

paine of suspention of the parties offending, or subterfugmg.

2. trans. To escape, evade, get out of.

1641 J. SHUTK Sarah $ Hagar (1649) 59 Jonah had a plot



SUBTERFUGY.

to subterfuge his employment to Nineveh. 1643

7agem. * Mercy (i645) 80 Whatsoever plea he hath before

thought of to subterfuge the judgement.

So t Srrbterfnging fpl. a., employing subte

fuees ; evasive.

1802 in Ann. Rev. (1803) I. 391/2 No little, narrow policy,

will do; no partial meanness, no monopoly, no jobbing

business, nor subterfuging tricks of avarice !

t Su-taterfugy. 06s. rare. [ad. L. sutler-

fuzium : see SUBTERFUGE s6.] A subterfuge.
'

,637 G.LLESPIE Engl. Pop. Cerem. Ord. C 3 The lurking

places oftheir elaborate subterfugies. 1653 FULLER C/i. Hist.

xl xvii. 2-10 Many more are their subterfugies.

Subterna-tural, a. [SUBTER- (3).] Below

what is natural, less than natural.

,870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. i. (1873) 87 We must

be content to call hypochondria supernatural, because the

tone of the instrument is lowered. 1880 GLADSTONE in

W. O'Brien Recoil. (.905) 262 The expression of subter-

natural glee which sits upon the visage of ihe hon. member

for Cavan. 1890 Q. Rev. Apr. 296 Shakspere s preternatural

or subternatural creations.

Subterpose (sobtaapw-z),
v. rare. [f.

brJB-

TER- (i) + -pose, as in superpose, impose.} trans.

To place underneath.

1804 BARING-GOULD Deserts S. France I. 149 Thelr

remains may be discovered at a lower level, though not

subterposed.
So Su:bterposi'tion, a placing below, position

underneath.

1833 LVELL Prim. Geol. III. 388 Subterposition in the

plutonic, like superposition in the sedimentary rocks, being . .

characteristic of a newer age. 1851 GLADSTONE Let. to

Manning 26 Jan., It will bring about a great shifting of

parts, much super- and much subter-position.

Sub-terra, a. rarer-1
. [L. sub under + terra

Ground. ] Subterranean.

1841 CATLIN /V. Amer. fnd. x. (1844) I. 76, I !" sub-

joined a sketch of one of these sub-terra communities.

Subterrane (s-bterin), a. and rf. Now rare.

Also 9 -ain. [ad. L. subterrnneus ,
f. sub- SUB-

i a + terra earth. Cf. OF. soub-, subterrain (F.

souterrain). It. solterrano, -aneo.~]

A. adj.
= SUBTERRANEAN a.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World'11. 650 By this secret subterrane

vault, Zedechias making his stealth, recouered . . the plaines

or deserts of lericho. 1633 T. ADAMS Exf. 2 Peter ii. 4.

313 Hell is a Subterrane treasure of hidden fire. 1712 Phil.

Trans. XXVII. 481 As to the Age in which those Trees

were interred, it is hard to determine. Many think they
have lain in that Subterrane State ever since Noah's Flood.

1824 BYRON Def. Transf. i. i. 79 The waters stir, Not as

with air, but by some subterrane And rocking power of the

internal world. 1830 W. PHILLIPS Ml. Sinai i. 550 From
all its vasty antres subterrane. 1831 KEIGHTLEY Ifjtm,
Greece <$ Italy 68 Hades, the brother of Zeus and Poseidon,
was lord of the subterrane region, the abode of the dead.

1842 J. F. WATSON Ann. Philad. f, Penn. (1877) I. 412 A
subterrane tunnel. 1861 D. GREENWELL Poems 95 Some
echo subterrain.

B. sb. = SUBTERRANEAN sb. 3.

1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. I. 116 It was a cave in the rock,

abounding with variety of subterranes, cut out into various

apartments. 1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pagan Idol. III. 260
Like the subterrain of mount Olivet, it resembled the mouth
of an oven or a well. 1830 W. PHILLIPS Mt. Sinai n. 34
Mystic subterrane From surface down to centre is corn-

moved. 1843 tr. Citstine's Empire ofCzar II. 18 The sub-

marine dungeons of Kronstadt, .. and.. many other sub-
terranes.

t Subterra'neal, a. (sb.~) Obs. [f.
L. sub-

terraneus (see prec.) + -AL.]
A. adj.

1. Underground; = SUBTERRANEAN a. I.

1592 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 30 Feareful vaultes, and
subterraneal buttresses. 1639 G. PLATTES (title) A Discovery
of Subterranean Treasure : viz. of all manner of Mines and
Mineralls. 1651 J. F[REAKE] Agrippa's Occ. Pkilos. 404
Subterranean and dark Demons. 1671 BOHUN Disc. Wind
Contents, The 2d Locall Origine of Winds in Generall from
the Earth or Seas, as from Submarine or Subterraneall

Eruptions. 1673 BOYLE Ess. Effluviums in. 51 The more
agile Corpuscles of Subterraneal Salts. 1681 GREW Mu-
saeum i. ii. i. 14 He catcheth Ant's by scratching open
their subterraneal Hives. 1690 C. NESSE Hist. $ Myst. O.
$ N. Test. I. 7 Mountains not cast up by the flood, nor by
the subterraneal spirits. 1741 Phil. Trans. LV. 239 The
subterraneal damps and mineral spirit of fountains seem . .

exactly to resemble each other.

2. Belonging to the lower regions ; infernal
;
=

SUBTERRANEAN a. a.

1651 T. STANLEY Plat. Disc. Love 222 The World her self
being one, can

have_ but one soul j which as it animates the
subterraneal parts, is called Pluto ; the sublunary Neptune
the celestial, Jupiter. 1803 SHAW tr. Bacon's Fables Anc.
xi, [Pluto] hurrying her to his chariot, carried her with him
to the subterraneal regions.
B. sb. pi. Underground strata.

1652 FRENCH Yorksh. Spam iii. 32 How variously subter-
ranealls communicate their vertues to this Element [viz
water].

Subterranean (scbtere'-nJan), a. and sb.
[f.

L. subterraneus (see SUBTEBRANE) 4- -AN.]
A. adj.

1. a. Of inanimate objects: Existing, lying, or
situated below the surface of the earth

; formed
or constructed underground, either by nature or
by the hand of man

; underground.
1610 HOLLAND Camdafs Brit. 747 Their further inquiery,whether there are not Subterranean trees growing under

earth, a 1625 CKAWNER Six Serm. (.629) 24 Even the

64

Labyrinthes of Dedalus haue left their subterranean habUa.

UC SUUIBI**"***) >""-
,<r T) ii V I?,,i

i wTell by.. what subterranean Ways, Back to the toun-

bun'S Head the Sea conveys The refluent Rivers. 1718

LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett. II. xlix. 64, 1 was .led into one

of the subterranean apartments, which they call J he Mables

KHf. 111. 1. ilu *" iu*O l"w "
. ,. i -1 j

the most valuable subterranean productions of the island.

,856 MACAULAY Johnson in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) XII. 795

His taste in cookery, formed in subterranean ordinaries and

V

Fteclr Teleer 169 The idea of building subterranean lines

in this 'country ! 1863 DANA Man. Geol. 647 Subterranean

streams which have their rise in hills and mountains, and

are fed, like the surface-rivers, by the rains and snows. 1877

NORTHCOTE Rom. Catac. i. v. 71 The.ceilings
of their sub-

terranean chapels. 1878 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 685/1 Along

the French coast several subterranean affluents of the

Mediterranean have been discovered.

b. Of animate beings: Living or working under

ground.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. i. ii, Of these sublunary

Diuels, Psellus makes six kindes, fiery, aeriall, terrestrial),

watery, and subterranean Diuels. 1642 HOWELL 'Iwclve

Treat. (1661) 50 Ther were subterranean invisible troups (at

Ragland Castle) mustered under-ground in Wales. 1753

RICHARDSON Grandison (1754) VI. ix, Subterranean colliers,

tinners, [&c.] 1835 KIRBY Creat. Anim. II. 420 Baron

Humboldt has given an account of a wonderful eruption of

subterranean fishes.

C. Of physical phenomena, forces or movements,

actions, etc. : Operating or performed under

ground.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1190 The casting up aloft

into the aire of stones & cinders by subterranean windes

under the earth. 1667 MILTON P. L. I. 231 When the force

Of subterranean wind transports a Hill Torn from Pelorus.

1813 BAKEWELL Introd. Geol. Pref. 6 All rocks or strata have
been either formed or consolidated by central subterranean

fire. 1825 SCOTT Betrothed xxiv, Immured as she seemed to

be, to perish by a strange and subterranean death. 1829
Anne o/G. ii, A noise like subterranean thunder. 1855

I. PHILLIPS Man. Geol. 585 The same localities . . were during
later periods influenced by more gradual and continual sub-

terranean expansion. 1877 HUXLEY Physiogr. 186 This

region is peculiarly subject to subterranean disturbances.

d. Bot. Of parts of a plant : Growing under

ground.
1839 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (ed. 3) 491 Subterranean..,
rowing under the earth. 1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 70
terns have been divided into aerial, or stems which appear

wholly or partially above ground ; and subterranean, or

those which are entirely under ground. 1884 BOWER &
SCOTT De Bary'sPhaner, 349 The subterranean shoots of the

rhizome.

e. Of trees or a forest : Buried in the earth.

1813 BAKEWELL Introd. Geol. n On the coast of Lincoln-

shire and part of Yorkshire there is a subterranean forest

about seventeen feet under the present high-water mark.

2. Existing under the earth ; belonging to the

lower regions or underworld ; infernal.

1619 GORGES tr. Bacon's Wisd. Anc. 156 He [Pluto] caught
vp Proserpina, .and caried her away with him in his Coach
to the Subterranean dominions, a 1700 EVELYN Diary
20 Feb. 1645, The celestial, terrestrial, and subterranean
deities, a 1806 HORSLEY Serin, xx. (1816) II. 176 The con-
solation which the preaching of our Lord in the subterranean

regions afforded to these prisoners of hope. 1837 CARLVLE
Fr. Rev. i. i. i, And ye, as subterranean Apparitions are

wont, vanish utterly, leaving only a smell of sulphur !

3. fig. Existing or working out of sight, in the

dark, or secretly.
i6i JANE ELJCUC AfAacrro5 230 They never pretended

priviledge ofParliament further then the subterranean junto.
1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. vi. i. (1866) 782 His subtle, un-
scrupulous, and subterranean combinations of policy. 1879
FARRAR St. Paul I. 570 They saw through the subterranean
injustice and virulent animosity of the Jews in bringing
false charges against innocent men. 1882 LECKV Eng. in
iSth Cent. III. 68 The subterranean and more ignoble works
of faction. 1891 HALL CAINE Scapegoat xxvi, The entire
town . . was honeycombed with subterranean revolt.

B. sb.

1. One who lives under ground; a cave-dweller.
1625 B. JONSON Staple of News i. vi. 44 Her Graces

Grandfather, Was Duke, and Cousin to the King of Ophyr,
The Subterranean. 1691 R. KIRK Secret Commw. i. (1815)
5 These Subterraneans eat but little in their Dwellings.
1833 L. RITCHIE Wand. Loire 61 An anecdote . . will convey
a better idea.. of the habitations and manners of the sub-
terraneans.

2. An inhabitant of the lower regions.
1836 I. TAYLOR Phys. Theory xyi. 219 That very ancient,

and may we not say biblical classification of all intelligent
orders, under the three heads of celestials, terrestrials, and
subterraneans.

3. An underground cave, chamber, or dwelling.
1707 in C. K. Paul W. Godwin (1876) 1. 259 We proceeded

to about the middle of the subterranean, c 1800 R. CUMBER-
LAND John de Lancaster (1809) II I. 251, I have, .a subter-
ranean of strong beer to set the antient Britons a-dancing on
their heads. 1836 WISEMAN 12 Lect. Sci. <$ Rev. Rilig. II.
146 The hypogese, or subterraneans of Eilithyia. 1855 NEW-
MAN Callista (1890) 333 The passage. .was only one of
several natural subterraneans.. opening into each other.
1906 R. WHITEINO Ring in theNew 66 Prue found an ample
subterranean, neatly furnished.

SUBTERRANEOUS.
b. fig. pi. Depths.

1912 Engl. Rev. Dec. 27 Down into subterraneans within

myself that were positively frightening.

SubterraneanlyCspbter^-n/anli^aak. [-LY
2
.]

Under the ground.
1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 534 Eyes are

absent in some Crustaceans which live subterraneanly. 1892
AGNES M. CLERKE Fain. Stud. Homer x. 259 They are

commonly disguised under some form of ore, subterraneanly
bestowed.

t Subterrane Ity. Obs. rare. [f. next +

-ITV.] The condition of being subterraneous ;

foncr. , a place or thing found under ground.
1686 Sir T. Browne's Pseud. Ep. n. i. 42, I fear we com-

monly consider subterraneities [earlier edd. subterranities],

not in Contemplations sufficiently respective unto the Crea-

tion. 1721 BAILHY, Subterrancity, a being subterraneous.

1807 tr. Three Germans I. 69 The flight of steps by which

they had been conducted to the subterraneity.

Subterraneous (sobter^i'n/'as), a. Now rare.

[f.
L. subterraneus (see SUBTEKRANE) + -ous.]

1. a. = SUBTERRANEAN a. i a.

1607 J. KING Serm. 5 Nov. 29 They saie to the ground
couer vs, and to a subterraneous vault, keep vs close. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. H. i. 55 Yet are they not to be

closed up in the geaerall name of concretions, or lightly

passed over as onely Elementary, and Subterraneous mix-

tions. 1662 STILLINGPL. Orig. Sacrse in. iv. 6 Those sub-

terraneous waters which pass up and down through the

bowels of the earth. 16*7 Decay Chr. Piety xii. r i There
are many subterraneous springs which feed this ocean.

1712 E. COOKE K<y. S.StaBj The River..having run sub.

terraneous for two Leagues, rises again. 1725 POPE Lett.

(1737) VI. 69 In my garden.. I have happily finished the

subterraneous way and grotto. 1775 JOHNSON West. Isl. 164

Being subterraneous, they must be always damp. 1776
GIBBON Decl. $ F. ii. I. 45 The subterraneous prisons were
abolished. 1813 SOUTHEY Nelson 11.28 Lady Hamilton.,

explored ..a subterraneous passage, leading from the palace
to the sea side. 1842 LOUDON Suburban Hart. 227 The
sources of cold. .are

;
rain at a lower temperature than ihe

soil, . . and where draining has been neglected, subterraneous

water. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 332 Let them bring

together the streams in subterraneous channels. icjooQ.Xcv.
July 93 The area of those subterraneous riches is limited.

b. = SUBTERRANEAN a. I b.

1727 SWIFT Wonder Wond, Wks. 1755 II. n. 52 Certain

subterraneous nymphs. 1832 G. DOWNES Lett. Cont. Coun-
tries L 193 The Proteus anguineus a creature, which is in

a manner both subaqueous and subterraneous. 1832 J.

KENNIE Bntterfl. S, M. 51 The Subterraneous Rustic (Agro-
tis annexa). 1860 T

underground cellar,

to the subterraneous barber '.

o. = SUBTERRANEAN a. i c.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. 34 The Stoicks who thought
the souls of wise men had their habitation about the Moon,
might make slight account of subterraneous deposition. 1664
POWER Exp. Philos. I. 63 Subterraneous Damps do some-
times, .grow to that over-height of fermentation, that they
fire of themselves, a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts (1683) 154
There can be no assured decision without an ocular explora-
tion and subterraneous enquiry. 1703 Phil. Trans. XXIII.

1327 Venomous Steems and Damps.. are frequent in Coun-
tries that abound with Minerals or Subterraneous Fires.

a 1774 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 121 The subterraneous

thumps of the miner's spade and pickaxe. 1803-5 WORDSW.
Matron ofjedborougk ff her Huso. 27 He breathes a sub-

terraneous damp. 1832 BREWSTER Nat. Magic ix. 240
Camels are .. rendered furious when they hear these sub-

terraneous sounds. 1855 Orr's Circ. Sa., Jnorg. Nat. 49
This matter, in a melted state, has been from time to time

agitated, disturbed, and forced out by subterraneous forces.

d. = SUBTERBANEAN a. I d.

1777 S. ROBSON Brit. Flora 136 Trifolium sutterraneum,
. . Subterraneous Trefoil 1829 T. CASTLE Introd. Bot. 45
Subterraneous when they are in the ground, as with the

snow-drop and most plants. 1833 HOOKER in Smith's Engl.
Flora V. I. 117 Perianth subterraneous oblong fleshy.

e. = SUBTERRANEAN a. i e.

o SMILES SelfHelp ii. 29 Occupying an

.r, over which he put up the sign,
' Come

Subterraneous Trees, and by some Fossile-wood. 1712 Phil.

Trans. XXVII. 478 The Subterraneous Trees, uncovered

by an Inundation of the River of Thames in Dagenham and

Havering Marshes. 1728 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Mr. Boyle

gives us an Instance. .of a huge Subterraneous Oak dug
out of a Salt Mine in Transylvania. 1830 HERSCHEL Study
Nat. Phil. 346 The subterraneous

' Flora
'

of a geological
formation. 1887 CASSELL s.v., Subterraneous forest.

f. (See quot.)
1781 Ann. Reg. in. 248/2 The application of the principles

of ordinary geometry to the working of mines is what the

author of this work calls subterraneous geometry.
2. = SUBTERRANEAN a. 2.

1633 PRYNNE Histrio-m. i. 260 She obtained the subter-

raneous places of Hell in stead of an inheritance. 1678
CUDWORTH Intell. Sjist. i. i. 19. 19 (Pluto's] Subterraneous

Cave. Ibid. iv. 17. 308 Calling him in the Starry Heaven
and jEther, Jupiter; in the Air, Juno ; in the Winds, /Eolus ;

in the Sea, Neptune ; in the Earth and Subterraneous Parts

Pluto.

3. = SUBTERRANEAN a. 3.
1660 R. HUKNEY KtflSierroK Aupop iw AU other leagues

and combinations are subterraneous, when they either trust

to or fear the Arm of flesh. 1682 2nd Plea Nonconf. 44 It

was as cunning a subterraneous Conveyance for Popery, as

could be thought of. 1735 H. WALPOLE Let. 9 Sept. in

roth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I. 259 These dark &
subterraneous negotiations w" y" promise of secrecy in all

events. 1759 Mem. Ceo. II (1847) III. vii. 176 He might
have discovered some of Legge's subterraneous intrigues.

1856 DE QUINCEY Confess. Pref. Notice, So obstinately has

this malady pursued its noiseless, and what I may call sub-

terraneous, siege.



SUBTERRANEOTJSLY.

Subterra'neously, adv. [-n'2.]
1. Below the surface of the ground.
1859 R. F. BURTON Central Afr. in JrtiL Geogr. Soc.

XXIX. 218 An edible white fungus growing subterrancously.
1890 Hard-withe's Science Gossip XXVI. 73 At no great
depth beneath London and the south-eastern counties there

lay the continuation subterraneously of the chain of hills

represented hy the Mendips in the West of England, and
the Ardennes of Belgium.
2. Secretly; in the dark.

1791-1823 D'IsRAKLi Cur. Lit., Buckhm.'s Pol. Coauetry
III. 349 He winded the duke circuitously, he worked at
him subterraneously. 1833 T. HOOK ParsotCs Dau. n. xi,
From the elder Miss Lovell to her brother this news was
thus as it were subterraneously conveyed. 1856 DE QUINCEY
in H. A. Page Thomas De Quincey (1877) II. 123 What
more, then, was it, my dear girls, that you were subter-

raneously seeking? 1912 A. HARRISON in Engl. Rn>. Mar.
676 It is a force growing subterraneously.

Snbterra ueousness. rare. [-NESS.] The
quality of being subterranean.

17*7 BAILEY (vol. II), Subteraneousness, the being under
the tarth. or inclosed within the Surface, Bowels, or hollow
Parts of the Earth. 1851 G. S. FABRR Many Mansions 345
We find the same character of Centrical Subterraneousness

given to the Locality of Hades in two Cognate passages of
the Apocalypse.

Subterra'ility. Obs. or rare. Irreg. var. of

SUBTERRANEITT.
1646 SIR T. BROWNR Pttud. Ep. n. i. 55, 1 feare we commonly

consider subterranities not in contemplations sufficiently

respective unto the creation. 1656 BLOUXT Glossogr., Sno~

terranity, the being under ground. 1877-8 HENLEY in

Ballades * Rondeaus (Canterb. Poets) 83 We search the
stars for Fame, Or sink her subterranlttes ; The legend's
still the same : *O Vanity of Vanities 1*

tSu'bterrany, a. (**.) Obs. rare. [ad. L. sub-

terraneus (see SUBTEBRANE) : cf. momentany]
= SUBTERRANEAN.
1626 BACON Syfoa 326 The Making of Gold did require a

very temperate Heat, as being in Naturea Subterrany worke,
where little Heat commeth. Ibid. 354 We see that in
Subterranies there are, as the Fathers of their Tribes, Brim-
stone and Mercury: In Vegetables, and Liuing Creatures
there is Water and Oyle. 1651 R. CHILD in Hartlib's Legacy
('655) 73 1* is necessary for htm to know all subterrany
things. 1651 J. F[REAKE] Agrippas Occ. Philos. 393 In-

numerable unclean spirits. . ; under these they place a kind
of spirits, subterrany or obscure, which the Platomsts call

Angels that failed. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.

Subterrene (stfbt&Tn), a.znds&. Also 7- en.

[ad. L. subterrenus : see SUB- i a and TERRENB.]
A. adj.
L Underground ;

= SUBTERRANEAN i.

1610 HKALEY St. Aug. Citie God x. ix. 373 Sixe kindes
of Daemones. First the fiery, ..5. the subterrene, that Hue
in caues. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 302 The earth is full of
subterrene fires. a 1711 K.EX ffyvtnarium Poet. Wks. II. 127
Shew me the Gulph, that's fix'd between The upper Hades,
and the sub-terrene. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthus. ix. 228 Those

dungeons of dimness,., those labyrinths of subterrene com-
munication. 1861 Macm. Mag. May64 The inconvenience
of the subterrene trains. 1878 PROCTOR Pitas. Ways Sci.
ix. (1879) 181 The activity thus exhibited.. had its origin in
the same subterrene or submarine region as the Peruvian
earthquake.
2. Infernal ;

=B SUBTERRANEAN 3.

1836 I. TAYLOR Phys. Theory xvi. 219 note, The three

great orders of the intelligent economy the heavenly, the

earthly, and the subterrene. 1858 CASWALL Poems 80 Dread
Angels subterrene Mighty in works of ill.

B. sb. An underground dwelling, etc. ; (with
the} the underworld.
1854 S. DOBELL Balder xviiL 75 Have we shut thee forth,

poor child, And wist not of thy journey, nor the end And
exit of that gloomy subterrene Which thou didst enter?

1856 Tasso 9f Leonora 95 Being as
transparent as Monte-

sino's glass Castle, while he fancied himself as impenetrable
as the said Montesino's Subterrene. 1867 J. B. Rose tr.

Virg. SEneid Notes 404 The urns and sarcophagi in these
subterrenes bear purely native mythological subjects, c 1873
J. ADDIS E/iz. Echoes (1879) 94 Th

1

uncertain hum Of hosts

upsweeping from the subterrene.

t Subterre'nean, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [Formed

as prec. + -AN.] Subterranean.
1670 PETTUS Fodinat Reg. Introd., Many do write of Sub-

terrenean Trees, Serpents, Fishes, &c.

Subterrestrial(s2>btere-strial),<z. and sb. Now
rare. [See SUB- i a and TERRESTRIAL.] A. adj.
1. SUBTERRANEAN i. Now rare.
1613 M. RIDLEY Magn. Bodies Pref. 2 For searchers of

minerals, mettals, sea-coles, and other subterestrial bodies.
1658 ROWLAND tr. Moufet's Theat. Ins. 891 Bees subter-
restnal have another form and nature. 1686 PLOT Staffbrdsh.
87 Hot Springs or subterrestrial Exhalations. 1730 FIELDING
Tom Thumb Pref., Wks. 1882 VIII. 35 i Those two extremi-
ties of style Mr. Dryden illustrates by the familiar image
of two inns, which I shall term the aerial and the subter-
restrial. 1885 W. K. PARKER Mammal. Desc. vi. 148 The
mole did not become subterrestial just lately.

t 2. = SUBTERRANEAN 2. Obs.
1615 W. HULL Mirr. Maj. 68 The Popes pretended

Supremacie ouer coelestiall, terrestriall, and subterrestriall
creatures. 1643 R - - Mt* Mart. \. 27 Angels that are
highest in digmtie, and so coelestciall;..t>ivels and Death
the lowest, and so subterrestriall. 1653 GOUGE Comm.
Heb. ii. 8 Every creature, invisible or visible, . .celestial! or
supercelestiall, terrestriall or subterrestriall. 1701 T. BROWN
Lett. fr. Dead to Living Wks. 1760 II. 209 The most re-

putable way of entring into this subterrestrial country [vis.
HellJ is to come in at the fore-door.

B. sb. A creature living under ground.
1800 COLERIDGE Piccolont. i. xi. 91 Mole-eyed, thou mayest

but burrow in the earth, Blind as that subterrestrial.

VOL. IX.

65

Subtile (szrtil, sirbtil), a. (j.) Forms : 4-6
subtyl, -yll, 4-7 -ill, (4 aoubtil, -tiel, 5 aubtille,
5-6 -tyle, 6 -tylle, Sf. -tel(l, aobtyll, suptel;,
4- subtil, subtile, [a. F. subtil (from 14111 c.),
latinized refashioning of OF. s(p}util SUBTLE a.]
1. Chiefly of fluids: Not dense, thin, rarefied; pene-

trating, etc. by reason of tenuity; = SUBTLE a. i.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 92 This soubtil water myhtely..
The strengthe of therihe perceth ofte. 1398 TREVISA Barth.
De /'. A', in. xvii. (1495) 63 Subtyl humour temprith and
purith that that is in the lymmes of the sy^te. ibid. \. xix.

124 The ayre and brethe drawen in by the mouth is amended
and puryd, and made subtyll therin. 01415 tr. Ardemi's
Treat, fistula etc. 59 If it be for humour, pal is.. for it is

scharp, or subtile, or watrye. 1509 FISHER Funeral Serm.
Ctess Richmond Wks. (1876) 304 It [sc. the risen body]
shall be subtyle that it shall perce thorowe the stone walles.
c 1530 Jiuttc. Urines n. xii. 41 b, It maketh the vryne sub.

tyle and thynne. 1533 ELVOT Cast. Helthe^ The rayne
water. .is most subtyT& penetratiue. 1590 SPENSER F. >./

in. vii. 39 An Egle, that with plumy wings doth sheare
The subtile ayre. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farm
630 The. .red-like wines which are of a thin and subtile

substance, c 1645 HOWELI, Lett. (1655) IV. I. 120 As if

they had som subtile invisible Atomes wherby they [sc.

thoughts] operat. 1661 LOVELU Hist. Anim. <J- Min. 150
The fat, is hot, subtile and better than the rest. 1749 Land,
ft Country Brewer HI. (ed. 2) 233 By the subtile Salts of the

Lime, it will make its Way into the Pores.. of the Wood,
a 1774 GOLDSM. Surv. Exp. Philos. (1776) II. 4 Some have
thought that air is nothing more than earth or water ex-

panded and assuming a more subtil form. 1784 Cow PER
Task vi, 135 The vital energy that mov'd..the pure and
subtile lymph Through th'imperceptible meand'ring veins
Of leaf and flow'r. 1839 HAL LAM Lit. Eur. in. iii. 149 The
belief in ghosts, or spirits of subtile bodies. 1858 SEARS
A than, xviii. 160 The luminiferous ether is still more subtile,
and eludes the analysis of the chemist. 187* J. G. MURPHY
Comm. Lev. viL 37 The fat and the flesh turned by the fire

of the altar into a subtile fume.

transf. 1641 H. MORE Song of Soul n. ii. HI. 18 Cor-

poreall wight such subtile virtue never has. 1844 EMERSON
Nature^ Discipline Wks. (Bonn) II. 158 The air resembles
the light which traverses it with more subtile currents.

fig. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (1747) III. 628 The Argu-
ments of it would be too thin and subtil for vulgar Capa-
cities. 1839 I. TAYLOR Enthus. ii. (1867) 22 The region of
abstract conceptions.. has an atmosphere too subtile to sup-
port the health of true piety.

b. Subtile matter : see MATTER j.i 5 b.

fo. Of a voice: Thin. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xix. cxxxi. (1495) 942 In

subtyll voys the spyryte is not stronge.

2. Of fine or delicate texture; also, delicately
formed or moulded ;

= SUBTLE a. 2.

c 1381 CHAUCER Parl. Pottles 272 A subtyl couercheif of
valence. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R.\\\. ix. (1495) 54 The
soule that yeuetli fetynge hathe place in the mopst subtill

chambres of the brayne. 1474 CAXTON Chesse\\\. i. (1883) 79
More subtile & more deyntous metes. 1481 CAXTON Myrr.
ii. x. f viij t Trees the whiche in stede of leues here wulle of
whiche is made cloth right fair & subtyle. 1579 LANGHAM
Gard. Health$-$5 Rose water, .maketh the skinne subtill and
thinne. 1599 SIR J. DAVIES Nosce Teigsum n. 12, I do dis-

tinguish plaine Each subtilt line of her immortall face. Ibid.

1 1 Her subtile forme thou onely canst define. 1608 B. JONSON
Masques^ Beauty Wks. (1616) 906 A thinne subtile vaile ouer
her haire. a 1648 DIGBY Closet Ofened( 1677) 9 Strain the[m]
clean through a subtil strainer. 1668 CULPEPPER & COLE
Barthol. Anat. \. xiv. 33 A certain little lobe ,. compassed
with a thin and subtile Membrane.

3. Of small thickness, thin, fine ;
= SUBTLE a, 3.

a 14*5 tr. Ardernes Treat. Fistula etc. 68 Wolle y-tesed
or subtile stupez of line. 1555 EDEN Decades (Arb.) 222
He putteth his toonge to one of the ryftes.. being as sub-

tyle as the edge of a swoorde. 161* S HELTON Qvix. (1620)
I. iii. 18 Some slight and subtill wallets, which could scarce
be perceiued. 1616 B. JONSON Devil an Ass Prol. 5 Though
you presume Satan a subtill thing, And may haue heard
nee's worne in a thumbe.ring. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Refl.
iv. iv. 60 The subtil threds of Silk-worms. 1744 POPE Dune.
iv. 590 Arachne's subtile line.

fig. 1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. i. (1873) 158 Every
subtilest fibre of feeling.

fb. Of ships: Narrow, slender. CO7.{ttfai
subtile. Obs.
c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn 151, xxx grete shyppes and

four score gateys subtyl. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. i. 78
Gallies, aswell bastards as subtill mahonnets.

4. Of powder, etc.: Fine, minute; = SUBTLE a. 4.
a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula etc. 41 pe moste sub-

tile mele of barly. 1513 Life Hen. V (1911) 110 Many
heapes of sand, wch was so subtill and smale, that it niooued
wu everie wynde. 1545 RAYNALDE Byrth Mankynde (1552)

136 b, Beyngefyrst beaten to subtyle powdre. c 1600 CHAP-
MAN Iliad ix. 629 The subtile fruit of flax. 1683 K. DIGBY
Chytn. Secrets 77Take Antimony Mineral . - in subtil Powder.

1697 HEADRICH Arcana Philos. 30 Of this Marchasite..
make a subtile Powder. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 447/1
Beat your ore into a most subtile powder.

5. Involving careful discrimination or fine points ;

f difficult, abstruse ;
= SOBTLE a. 5.

c 1386 CHAUCER Man of Law's T, 80 Many a subtil

resoun forth they leyden. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 331 In

proverbe and in probleme Scne spak, and bad he scnolde
deme In many soubtil question. 1456 SIR G. HAVE
Law Arms (S.T.S.) 14 It be sum part subtile to under-
stand. 1560 DAUS tr. Sietdane's Comm. 13 b, Let vs not

throughe a subtitl interpretation accompt King Charles a
Germaine. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus s. v. Abstrusiort Dis-

Putatio abstrusior, a more subtill, hard, or obscure dispu*
tacion. 1598 STOW Surir. 44 Halfe pence and Farthinges,
the account of which is more subtiller then the pence.
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. 352 [Odo] was committed
to prison by a subtile distinction, as Earle of Kent, and
not Bishop of Baieux. 1651 HOBOES Leviathan i. xv. 79

SUBTILE.
This may seem too subtile a deduction of the Lawes ol
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profitable, as subtil (deep)'. ,"788 Run ActM Pmr\ ".
iv. 162 Ihcre has been much subtile disputation in u
cient and modern times.

6. Fine, delicate
;
= SUBTLE a. 6.

1599 Sin J. UAVIKS Nasct Teifsum u. Inlrod. xxiv, But of
that clocke within our breaMs we beare, '1 he sublill motion,we forget the while. ,6,5 B JONSON Staple of .V. i

164 Like a kni.tmg needle. To serve by sub.ill l.irnes ,614W. litwMVT tr. tialuu-, Lett. (vol. I.) 305 Those olbermore fine, and lubtile venues 1 cannot leame at Ci^urt
1751 Hlm/M Disc. i. 3 Some principles., which mayseem too refin d and subtile for su.r, vulgar objects. ,858LONGF. M. !>tadiik vi. H A, if thought had the power iodraw to itself .. Whatsoever it touches, by subtile l-.ws ol
Its nature. 1871 Edin. Rev. Apr. 428 The -ubtilest 'differ,
ences of perception and emotion. 1885 F. B. VAN VOCST
Without a Compass 20 Those intricate questions that
possess so subtile a charm. 1888 E. CLODD ^tory Creation
XL 210 Their subtile shades of meaning.
t 7. Of persons : Clever, dexterous, skilful : -

SUBTLE a. 7. 06s.
CI374 CHAUCER And. Q Arc. 88 He was.. subtill in bat

Crafte. 1385 L. G. W. 672 Sche. made hire subtylwerkemen make a
schryne. 1300 GOWER CM/. III. 114 It

causeth yit A man to be soubtil of wit To worche in gold
c 1450 Merlin i. 21 This Blase was a nobill clerk anil subtile
1456 SIB G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 38 [He] was rycht
subtile in spech of Latyn. c 1489 CAXTON Stmnes ofAymon
xi. 277 He was the subiillest nygramancer that ever was in
the worlde.

f 8. Cleverly devised ; ingeniously contrived
; in-

genious ;
= SUBTLE a. 8. Obs.

c 1384 CHAUCER //.fame 1188 Many subtile compassinges
Babewynnes and pynacles Ymageriesand tabernacles I say.
1390 GOWER Con/. III. 40 A wonder soubtil thing he
wroghte. c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, it 40, I tok a subtil
compas. 1484 CAXTON (title] Here begynneth the book of
the subtyl historyes and Fables of Esope. 1577-87 HOLIN-
SHED Chron. III. 833/2 Blew veluet and death of siluer, all
to cut in subtill knots. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's
Voy. i. viii, By great artifice and subtill architecture builded.
1659 LEAK ttaterwks. 23 A very Subtile Engin, to raise a
standing Water, by means of the Sun.
9. Of persons, animals, iheir actions, etc. : Crafty,

artful, sly, cunning ;
= SDBTLE a. 10.

<r 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 2559 Be war je wemen of Joure
subtyl fo. 1386 Rolls o/Parlt. 111. 225/1 Manynronges
subtiles, and also open oppressions. 1390 GOWER Co>i/.\. 331To voide with a soubtil bond The besie goodes of the lend
And bringe chaf and take corn. 1513 DOUGLAS /Kxeis vi. ii.

43 In subtell wordis of obscurite Involupand the trewth and
verile. 1549 LATIMER Plottghers I Arb.) 32 He goeth aboute
bi his sleyghtes and subtyle meanes, to frustrate the same.
1575 GASCOIGNE Kenehvorth Wks. 1910 II. 108 In sweetest
flowres the subtyll Snakes may lurke. 1591 SHAKS. Two
Gent. iv. ii. 05 Thou subtile, periur'd, false, disloyall man.
1611 Bible Gen. iii. i The serpent was more subtill [COVER*
DALE sotyller] then any beast of the field. 1618 FELTHAM
Resolves II. ix. 23 Taken with the subtile cozenages of
Vice. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 199 Their [crocodiles']
condition is subtile (such their bloudie teares when they
haue deuoured a man proue them for). 1(46 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. i. iii. (1686) 8 They are mocked into Error by
subtiler devisors. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe 1.71 The Goats were
so shy, so subtile, and so swift of Foot. 1814 SOUTHEY
Roderick x. 346 And with such subtile toils enveloped him.
1850 HARE Mission Com/. 137 To overcome sin's fiercest and
subtilest temptations.

fb. Of looks: Sly. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Squires T. 277 Swich subtil lookyng and

dissymelynges. 1500-10 DUNDAK Poems Ixxxiv. 35 Be subtill

winkis, and ihair desaitfull talis. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eiieis vii.

Prol. 100 Hir subtell blenkis sched and wattry lye. lit.

10. Cliaractei ized by sagacity or penetration ; dis-

criminating, discerning ;
= SUBTLE a. 9.

1474 CAXTON Cnesse n. v. (1883) 65 Ther was a kynge
of so subtyll engyne 1 hat (etc.). a 1533 BERNERS Huox
Ivii. 194 Frenchemen are ryght subtyl in gyuyng of good
counsel!, /aid,, Gerames, who was subtyl, wel perceyued
the mynde of the lady. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. i. iii.

79 She is too subtile for thee. 1611 Bible 2 Sam. xiii. 3
lonadab was a very subtill man. 161* BACON F,ss.

t
Studies

(Arb.) 1 1 Histories make men wise, Poets wittie, the Malhe*
matickes subtill [1598 subtle]. 1691 RAV Creation I. (1602)

71 How or why that should have such influence upon the

Spirits.. I am not subtil enough to discern. 1718 PRIOR
Solomon u. 224 With subtil Wit and fair Discourse. 1741
BETTERTON Hist. Engl. Stage iii. 34 This was a Nicety m
Acting that none but the most subtile Player could so much
as conceive. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey v. vi. 200 The most
subtile diplomatist. 1875 STEDMAN Viet. Poets (1887) xi. 411
A subtile observer would perceive how truly he [sc. Shelley)
represents his own time.

11. Of feeling, sense : Acute, keen.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. v. (1660) 123 By reason that

our sight is far more subtill and apprehensive than is our

hearing. i66a J. DAVIES tr. Oleariu? Yoy. Ambass. a The
scinch also offends it, and makes those heart-sick whose

smelling is subtile. 1718 PRIOR Solomon ul. 136 Pass we
the slow Disease, and subtil Pain. 1711 BRADLEY Philos.

Ace. Wks. Nat. 54 In which I suppose there is contained

their most Subtile sense of feeling. 1847 LONGF. Erang n.

iv, A secret Subtile sense crept in of pain. 1913 DORLAND
Med. Diet. (ed. 7) 917/2 Subtile, keen and acute, as, a sub*

tile pain.

12. t a - Of weight, after tare has been deducted.

Cf. SUBTLE a. \t. Obs.

150* ARNOLDE Chron. (1811) p. xvi, The rckenynge of

grocery, and weight sobtyll and grosse. 1660 T. WILLSFORO
Scales Comm. 107 What those gross or subtile summes do
make in pence.

t b. Of a quantity : Belonging to a lower de-

nomination. Obs.

15.. MS. Han. 660 If. 81 b, Euery sublylle grayne [doth)



SUBTILE.

it be lesser. . then are they called the subtile denominations.

1579 DICGES Stratiot. i. vi. 10 Grpe to subtile by Multi-

plication, Subtile, to grosse by partition is perfourmed.

13. Comb., as subtile-fated,
-wilted adjs.

1501 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, 1. 1. 25 The subtile-witted French.

c 1595 DONNE Sat. i. 62 Our subtile wilted antique youths.

1655 GuRNALLC^n in Arm. \. 103 The subtilest.pated men.

tB. sb. pi. Fluids. Obs. rare.

a 1585 MONTGOMERY Sonn. Ivi. 9 Suppose the solids sub.

tilis ay restrantis.

t Subtile, v. 0!>s. Also 6 suptyle. [ad.

med.L. subtiliare (whence OF. soulillier, subtilier,

It. soltigliare] : see SUBTILIATE v.]

1. trans. To make subtile or thin ;
to rarefy.

1471 RIPLEV Comp. Alch. i. vii. in Ashm. (1652) 130 Lat

the Body be sotelly fylyd With Mercury, as much then so

subtylyd. 1495 Trevisas Earth. De P. R. xix. xi. 871

Whyte colour is gendrid for thynnynge and subtyllynge of

partyes of the matere. 1518 PAYNELI. Saleriie s Regim.

Yj b, Heatynge, subtilynge & dissoluynge hit [sc. phlegm].

,530 Judic. Urines 11. viii. 33 b, Whan kynd hete hath

more suptyld & maystred y mater than appereth. c 1550

LLOYD Treat. Health I viij, By subtyllynge the humore.

1605 TIMME Quersit. in. 189 All the humours of our body
are made thinne and subtiled.

2. To imagine craftily.

1537 Instit. Chr. Man A 3 Charmes, wytche-craftes, or

any other false artes subtiled and inuented by the dyuell.

Subtilely: see SUBTILLY.

t Su-btileness. Obs. [f.
SUBTILE a. + -NESS.]

1. Thinness, tenuity.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. iv. i. (1495.) eiij b/2 The

symplynes of a boystous thynge is subtylnes in that comyth
in by wythdrawynge of fastnes & thycnes of partyes. I58
PAYNELL Sattrne's Res'"', biv, The subtilnes [ed. 1541,

subtile parte] of the bloud burneth hit selfe and tourneth in

to coler and grossely into melancoly. 1597 A. M. tr. Guilte-

menu's Fr. Chirurg. 41/1 Because of the subtilenes thereof

[sc. of the cautery], and the virtues of his substance. 1617

MORYSON //in. in. 45 The subtilenesse of the
Ayre. 1676

WISEMAN Chirurg. Treat, i. vi. 34 The Erysipelas a San-

guine tilioso, from cholerick Bloud, ..affects onely the out.

ward Parts, none of which escape its tenuity and subtilnes.

2. Cunning, craftiness.

1474 CAXTON Chcsse u. v. (1883) 60 Thou hast vaynquyshid
them . . by thy newe deceyuable falsenes and by subtilnes.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xx. iv. (1555) M iijb, Ye shall be

ryght well vyctoryous Of all yourenemyes so full of subtyl.
nes. cisn 1st Engl. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 33/2 The
Lyon sleeth the vnicorne with subtylnes. 1641 EARL MONM.
tr. BioHttfs Civil Wars in. 123 Had the Dolphin lived he
had runne no danger ; for in time he might easily have won
him by his subtilnesse.

3. Subtlety (of argument).
1591 GREENE Farew. to Folly Wks. (Grosart) IX. 251 As

well to imitate Aristotle in the sumptuousnes of his apparell
as the subtilnesse of his arguments.

t Su'btileSSC. Obs. rare-1
. In 5 subtyllesse.

[a. OF. subtilesse, var. soutilesse, {. sou/if SUBTLE
a. + -esse -ESS l. Cf. It. sottigliezza.] Subtlety.

1471 CAXTON Recuyell (Sommer) 384 He chaungyd hym
self in guyse of a serpent this is to vnderstande in subtyllesse
and in malyce.

t Subti'liate, pa. pple. and ppl. a. Obs. rare.

[ad. med.L. subtUiatus, pa. pple. of subtiliare (see

next).] Made thin or fine; rarefied.

1471 RIPLEY Camp. Alch. n. i. in Ashm. (1652) 135 Of
ther hard and dry Compactyon subtylyat. 1555 EDE_N De-
cades (Arb.) 294 All whiche are moued, digested, subtiliate,

attenuate, typed, and madesweete. x6ioHEALEy.SV. Aug.
Citie God 563 Augustine giues the Angels most subtiliate

bodies, invisible, actiue, and not passiue.

t Subtiliate, v. Obs. Also 5 sutilyate. [f.

med.L. subtiliat-, pa. ppl. stem of subtiliare, f.

subtilis SUBTLE a. : see -ATE 3
.] irons. To make

thin or tenuous
; esp. to rarefy (a fluid) ;

to sub-
lime

;
to refine, purify.

14. . MS. Ashm. 1408 xi. 31 Whosoever knowethe to sutil-

yate [quicksilver]. 1570 FULKE Heskins' Parl. 169 He sup.

ppsetri
the body of Christe might be subtiliated, by his

Diuine power, to passe through the doores. 1583 HESTER
Seer. Phiorav. I. xxxviii. 45 Our Quintaessentia solutiua. .

subtiliateth the humors, and evacuateth them dounewards.
T594PLAT9'e'iw//.Ao.88Solsosubliliated by often reiteration
ofAqua Regis vpon it, as that it becam almost an impalpable
powder. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxxli. ix. II. 443 The same
being washed after the manner of lead, be singular for to
subtihat the thicke eye-lids. 1603 Plutarch's Mar. 1318
Being of this opinion, that the flame doth subtiliate and rare-
fie the aire. 1630 LORD Banians 54 Those spirits that are
subtihated by Stils and Lymbecks, the fire is effectuall to
their subliming. 1651 BIGGS Nrw Disp. r 157 Subtiliated
into a jubilee of spiritual Aporhsea's or evaporations. 1655
T. VAUGHAN Euphrates^ The earth thickens the water.and
on the contrary the water subtiliates the earth. 1678 RRUSSELL Geber i. i. 4 Much more attenuated and subtiliated
than it was before.

Hence fSubti-Hated, t Subti -Hating ///. adjs.
1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. 159 To our subtiliated, subli-

mated new spirits of the Sorbon. 1650 CHASLETON Paradoxes
i'rol. 14 A streame of subtiliated Atomes. 1665 G. HARVEYA
f'-

ae?t-Ptag''e6 A very dry and warm or subtiliating air.
t Subtllia-tion. Obs. [ad. med.L. subti-

hatto, -onem (Albertus Magnus), n. of action f
subtiliare (see prec.). Cf. OF. subtiliation, It.

sottighazione.] The action of making a thing
subtile

, thin, or fine ; rarefaction ; purification
by separating the fine parts from the coarse ; reduc-
tion (of a solid) to a liquid, reduction to powder;
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also, the condition resulting from this ;
a '

subtile
'

particle, etc.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. iv. v. (1495) 87 There is

none euaporacyon, neyther delyueraunce of thesuperfluytees,

Tyll' thy Base by ofter subtylyatyon Wyll lyghtly flow as

betwixt the . . Object and the body exhalant. i66a H STUBBE

Indian Nectar iii. 34 The due comminution, and subtiliation

>f food. 1678 R. RUSSELL tr. Geber i. iii. 9 Vinegars, of whata lum.. / . , , y,,u.:i,a , 1rtn

capa
of Matter whatsoever.

t Subti'liative, a. Obs. rare. [f.
med.L.

subtiliat-, pa. ppl. stem of subtiliare to SUBTILIATE

+ -IVE. Cf. It. sottigliativo.] Having the pro-

perty of thinning, rarefying, dissolving.

<ri4i5 tr. Ardeme's Treat. Fistula, etc. 89 pis alkenet .. is

subtiliatyue and resolutyue without mordicacion. I5

PAYNELL Saleme's Regim. 4 Whey is subtiliative washyng
& lewsynge. 1543 TRAHERON tr. fteft Surf. in. xv.

106 b/2 The medicines.. must be subtihatme and liquide.

Subtilism (s-(b)tiliz'm).rsrir-
1
. [f. SUBTILIZE:

see -ISM.] Subtle doctrine.

1855 MILMAN Lat. Christ, xiv. iii. VI. 470 The high ortho-

dox subtilism of Duns Scotus.

Subtilist (s-(b)tilist). rare. [f. SUBTILIZE:

see -IST.]
= SUBTLIST.

1667 WATERHOUSE Narr. Fire in London 49 The many
forra'gn minded and addicted subtilists amongst us. 1819
CARLYLE in For. Review $ Cont. Misc. IV. 126 The true

Scholastic is amystical Subtilist [1840 Misc. II. 237 Hubtlist].

Subtility (stfbtHiti). Forms: a. 4 soutilete,

sutilite, suttellite, 5 sotyllyte, sutillyte. 0. 4
soubtilite, subtilitee, 4-6 -tylyte, -tilite, 5

-tylytee, 6 -tel(l)itie, -tillite, -ie, -tellyte,

6-7 -tilitie, 6- subtility. [a. OF. (i) soutilite,

sutelite, (2) subtilite, = Pr. sublililat, It. sottilita,

Sp. sutilidad, Pg. subtilidade, ad. L. subtililas,

-atern, f. subtilis SUBTLE a. Cf.SuBTiLTY, SUBTLETY.
Now used as the noun of quality of SUBTILE chiefly in the

physical senses.]

1. Acuteness, perspicacity ;
= SUBTLETY i .

1388 WYCLIF Ecclus. i. 6 To whom was the roote ofwisdom
schewid? and who knewe the sutilites therof? a 1578
LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 18, I knew
the subtillitie sa weill that he hes ane merwellous foirsicht

of all kynd of suspitioun. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. n. 62

Vlysses.. excel led all other Greekes in. .subtility of wit.

1866 ALGER Solit. Nat. iv. 187 Masters whose comprehen-
siveness and subtility of thinking have scarcely been sur-

passed.

1 2. Skill, cleverness, ingenuity ;
= SUBTLETY 2.

a ' c *375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Paulus) 751 J>ai . . throw thar
suttellite In his wame gert it fosterit be. 1436 LYDG. De
Guil. Pilgr. 5473 For hyr gret sotyllyte, Thys lady . . Praytde
hyr..For to helpe make thys bred.

0. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xx. 305 The gud lord of Dowglass
syne Gertmakanecass ofsiluirfyne, Anamalytthrou subtilite.

c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. T. 818 (Lansd. MS.) And men
knewe al my subtilite Be god men wolde haue so grete envie
To me. .1 scholde be dede. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur n. xix.

99 Merlyn lete make by his subtylyte that Balyns swerd
was put in a marbel stone. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 333/2
He had subtylytee for tescbewe the lyggynge in a wayte of
his enemyes. 1484 Fables o/ Auian v, L.canne gyue
remedy to al manere of sekenes by myn arte and subtylyte.
i66a J. DAVIES tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 34 It hath the sub-

tility to swallow down Muscles, and keep them in the
|

stomack, till the heat thereof hath opened the shell. 1669
GALE Crt. Gentiles I. Introd. 4 It is the part of a Student,
to require subtilitie or exactnesse in every kind.

1 3. Cunning, craftiness ;
= SUBTLETY 3. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce x. 38 The king, that in all assays Wes
fundyn wiss and awerte, Persauit thair subtilite. 1390
GOWER Con/. I. 239 With sleihte and with soubtilite. 1567

SUBTILIZE.

6. An instance of this ; esp. //.
= SUBTLETY 7.

1589 PUTTENHAM Engl. Poesie ii. xi. [xii.l (Arb.) 104, I

being very inquisitiue to know of the subtillities of those

counlreyes, and especially in matter of learning, c 1643
LD. HERBERT Aittobiog. (1824) 42 Their tutors commonly
spend much time in teaching them the subtilities of Logic.

1764 Aleut. Geo. Psalmanazar 41 Controversies clogged..
with sophistry and endless subtilities._ 1845 LINGARD Anglo-
Saxon Ch. II. 178 note, The subtilities of philosophers.

7. Tenuity, fineness ;
= SUBTLETY 8.

c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 43 pe medicyn banne muste be
hoot & drie with subtiliate [read subtilite] as terebentine

to moiste bodies. ij"6 Piter. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 229
The fourth dowry [sc. of the body] is subtilite. 1551 LVNDE-
SAY Monarche 6169 Subtellyte tbay [sc. the blessed] sail

haue maruellouslye. 1652 BENLOWES Theoph. vi. Ixxv, They
..far surpasse the sun-beams in subtilitie. 1707 Curios.

Hush, ff Gard. 69 There is no part . . in which the Subtility
and Suppleness of the Sap more claim our Admiration, than

in Trees that are grafted. 1801 Phil. Trans. XCII. 46
The utmost imaginable subtility of the corpuscles of light.

8. Delicacy, intricacy ;
= SUBTLETY 9.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxn. xxiv. II. 136 There is a reason

rendred, full of infinit subtilitie, . . Why tne same things seem
not alwaies bitter or sweet alike in every mans tast. 1855
BAIN Senses 4- Int. ill. i. 15 (1864) 352 An operation of

great subtility.

Subtilization (sz>:(b)tilsiz^i-j3n). [ad. med.L.

subtilizalio, -onem, n. of action f. subtilizare to

SUBTILIZE. Cf. F. subtilisation (from i6th c.),

destroy the worshippers of Baal, a 1761 LAW Com/. Weary
Pilgr. (1809) 59 An earthly animal that only excelled.. the
beasts, in an upright form and serpentine subtility.

1 4. An instance of this
;

a cunning or crafty
scheme, an artifice, dodge ;

= SUBTLETY 4. Obs.
a. 1390 GOWER Con/. II. 199 Nou herkne the soutilete.

0. 1386 CHAUCER Merck. T. 3 (Harl. MS.) Lo swiche
sleighthes and suhtilites In wommen. 1484 CAXTON Fables
o/&sop, Li/e 2 b, I shalle fynde a subtylyte that we shall
haue no blame ne harme therfore. 1673 Lady's Call. i. 28
It needs none of those subtilities and simulations, those pre-
tences and artifices.

5. (Excessive) nicety or refinement in argument, etc.
c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame 855 Haue y not preved thus

symply With-outen any subtilite Of speche or grete pro-
lixite? ci4oo Pilgr. Svwlc (Caxton 1483) iv. xxviii. 75
Amonges the Romayns at that tyme was had greete sub-
'ylite in philosophye. 1534 WHITINTON Titllyes Offices n.
M, The substylyte [sic] and quiddyte is a nother maner of
thynge, whan truthe it selfe is fyled or subtylly handled in
disputacyon. 1605 BACON Adv. Learning i. 20 This same
vnprofitable subtilitie or curiosilie is of two sorts.

1. The action of the vb. SUBTILIZB ; the sublima-

tion or rarefaction of a substance.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1318 They burne incense

by kindling Rosin, for to dense and purifie the aire by this

rarefaction and subtilization. 1705 PURSHALL Mech. Macro-
cosm 85 By divers Percolations, and Subttlizations, to get
their specifying Parts for the Meliorating of Mettals. 1715
CHEYNE Philos. Princ. i. i. 14 It having been always found
that their [sc. fluids'] Resistances were proportional to their

Densities. So that no Subtilization, Division of parts, or

Refining can alter their Resistances. 17*6 Gentl. Mag. LVI.

169 It is. . inconceivable .. that any. .subtilisation, or modifi.

cation of matter should render it capable of perceiving.

1837 HARRIS Gt. Teacher 213 If the soul resulted from any
subtilization, juxtaposition, or combinations of brute atoms.

fig. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. iv. ii. 96 The
excessive subtilisation of the One contributes toward the

worship of the Manifold. 1881 STALLO in Nature XXVI.
542 To convert facts into ideas by a process of dwindling or

subtilisation.

2. The drawing of subtle distinctions; over-

refinement of argument, etc.

1755 JOHNSON, .S//7/za/V^H,.. Refinement ; superfluous
acuteness. i8it W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXVIII. 503
Saint John of Damascus . . introduced to Europe the oriental

subtilizations about points of faith. 1833 New Monthly
Mag. XXXVII. 339 Is his plan practicable? Is it not

destroyed by its very subtilization ?

Subtilize (sz>-(b)tibiz), v. Also 6 subtelise,

7 subtillize, 7- subtilise, [ad. med.L. subtili-

zare, i. subtilis SUBTLE a. : see -IZE. Cf. K. subtiliser,

It. sottilezzare, Sp. sutilizar, Pg. subtilisar.]
1. trans. To render thin or rare, less gross or

coarse, more fluid or volatile ; to rarefy, refine.

(occas. const, into.) Now rare or Obs.

'597 LOWE Chirurg. IX. Cc 3 If the bloud be grosse, vse

frictions to subtilize it and make it runne. 1603 HOLLAND
Plutarch's Mor. 1339 For aire is engendred by the extinc-

tion of fire: and the same againe being subtilized and rarefied,

produceth fire. 1662 MERRETT tr. Nerfs Art o/ Glass

xliii, That the water may penetrate and subtilise the ingre-
dients. 1680 BOYLE Exper. Chem. Princ. i. 26 Fermenta-
tion rarefy's the oyly parts of the Juice of Grapes, and sub-

tilizes them into vinous spirits. 1731 MILLER Gard. Diet.

s. v. Leaves, To subtilize, .the Abundance of nourishing

Sap, and to convey it to the little Buds. 1758 REID tr.

Macquer's Chym. I. 43 Fire only subtilizes and attenuates

the earthy matter. 1863 KIRK Chas. the Bold I. 61 There

[sc. Flanders] the products of the earth are mingled, sub-

tilized, shaped into new forms, exchanged, and redistributed.

atsol. 1611 Benvenuto's Passenger i. ii. 103 Those pre-
serued in pickle doe astringe, subtilize, cut, obsterpe and

open. 1715 Bradley's Fam. Diet. s.v. Saxifrage, The pro-

perties of it are to. .Cleanse, Open, Subtilize and Dissolve.

t b. To sublimate. Obs.
1611 COTCR. s.v. Sublime, Argent sublimf. Mercuric sub-

tilized by the Limbecke. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 130

Repeat this till you can subtilize no more of calx.

t c. To comminute. Obs.

is, when their Parts are subtilised) their Colours change.

2. Jig. To exalt, elevate, sublime, refine.

1638 T. WHITAKER Blood o/Grape 34 What panick feares

doth wine prevent in the Souldier subtilizing their drooping

spirits. 1651 J.
WRIGHT tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox i. 20

What cannot this Passion do when it refineth and subtilizeth

thus such young Souls ! 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 114

p g The art of thievery is.. subtilized to higher degrees of

dexterity. 1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. II. 276 He tries to sub-

tilize, and refine all the base jargon about Saturn. 1836
Blaclcui. Mag. XL. 329 We subtilize this conception till we
fit it to make part of our notion of matter in its utmost ab-

straction. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. in. ii. 61

By reducing the soul to its most abstract simplicity, we sub-

tilise it so that it expands into the infinite. 1870 R. C. JEBB
Sophocles' Electra (ed. ) p. ix, The mythus..has been.,

gradually subtilized by touches palliating the crime. 1910
Even. Post (N. Y.) 15 Jan. 6 The attempt to subtilize and

rnysticize the plain old freebooting narrative.

b. const, into, to ; also with away.
1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies 3 b, Sence with distinctions they



SUBTILIZES.

so nicely pare, They subtilize it quite away to aire. 1661

GLANVILL Van. Dogm. xvii. 167 The most obvious Verity is

subtiliz'd into niceties, and spun into a thread indiscernible

by common Opticks. 1741 YOUNG A'A Th. v. 9 To raise the

low, to magnify the mean, And subtilize the gross into re-

fin'd. l8s HAWTHORNE lilithcdaU Rom. xii. (1879) 124

By long brooding over pur recollections, we subtilize them
into something akin to imaginary stuff.

3. To render (the mind, the senses, etc.) acute or

penetrating.
1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul HI. r. xxxii, Rayes down sent

From higher sourse the mind do maken pure, Uo clear, do
sulitilise. 1652 J. WRIGHT tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox x. 239
See. .how the extremity of danger doth subtilize men's Wits.

1723 Bratileys Fam. Dict.s.v. Air, Good Air. .exhilarates

the Heart, subtilizes the Senses, sharpens the Understanding.

1865 Daily Tel. 9 Nov. 6/6 Subtilising and strengthening
his intellect by familiarity with the psychological and onto-

logical problems of the schools.

4. To render subtle, introduce subtleties or nice

distinctions into
; also, to argue subtly upon.

1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1629) 155 They which do sub-

tilize the points of goodnes more curiously, wiH say that

Pivs Quintvs was a good Praelat, but no good Prince. 1635

J. HAVWARD tr. Biondts Banish'd Virg. 31 Speculation
too much subtilized makes a man unfit . .for the contempla-
tive life. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. in. x. 7 Tis no wonder

if the wit of man so employ'd, should perplex, involve, and

subtilize the signification of sounds. 1738 WATERLAND
Ckr. Vind. agst. In/id. 48 The Mysticks followed, and

deviated in like manner with the former, by over-refining

and subtilizing plain Things. 1745 WARBURTON Serm.d Pet.

i. 6) Wks. 1788 V. 134 They spent their whole lives in agi-

tating and subtilizing questions of faith. 18x4 DISRAELI
Quarrels Aut/i. (1867) 260 Plain words were subtilised to

remove conceits. 1816 DISRAELI V'iv. Grey n. i, He com-

mented upon expressions, he split and subtilized words.

5. intr. To make subtle distinctions ; to argue or

reason in a subtle manner ; to
split

hairs.

1502 DANIEL Coinpl. Rosamond xxxii, Th' one autentique
made her fit to teach, The other learnt her how to subtehse.

1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas tt. iv. Magnificence 476 In

doubtful! Cases he can subtilize, a 1754 MACLAURIN Serin,

tf Ess. (1755) 330 It should make us very cautious how we
subtilize against it. 31797 H. WALPOLE Gea. 77(1847) U-

iv. 115 We were not. ., by being taught to subtilize, to lose

respect for the essential. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets vii. 203

Wrangling, perorating, subtilizing, seeking victory in strife

of words.

b. Const, on, upon, about. Also in indirectpass.

1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies vi. i. 40 Of such nature, are the

1661 EVELYN Sculptura 107 However afterwards subtilized

upon and cultivated. 1758 GOLDSM. Mem. Pro/. (1895) II.

103 But what will not Men do.. who subtilize upon the

commonest Duties until they no longer appear binding?

1843 MRS. BROWNING/-.*//. R. H. Home (1877) 1.70 It \tc.

shyness] is a species of consciousness which is. .resolvable

into self-love, subtilise about it as we may. 1858-9 G. P.

MARSH Engl. Lang. xiii. (1862) 193 Rask. .has subtilized so

far upon them [sc. intonations), that few of his own country-

men, even, have sufficient acuteness of ear to follow him.

Hence Subtilized///, a.

1674 A. G. Quest, cone. Oath Alltg. 21 Heat first extenu-

ates, and then draws away the subtfliz'd parts. 1719 QUINCY
Compl. Disp. 9 What passes for Spirit as a Principle, is no

other than an highly subtilized Salt. 1741 MIDDLETON
Cicero II. 549 The Stoics fancied, that the soul was a sub-

tilized, fiery substance. 1858 SEARS A than. vii. 64 Not that

the spiritual world is a subtilized natural one on the plane
of materialism. 1878 HARDY Ret. Native in. viii, Brimming
with the subtilised misery that he was capable of feeling.

t Su'btilizer. Obs. rare. [f. prec. + -ERI.]

One who makessubtle distinctions or reasons subtly.

1611 COTGR, Subtiliseur, a subtilizor. a 1734 NORTH Life
Ld. Kpr. North (1742) 64 A Slave to Prejudice, a Subtiliser,

and Inventor of unheard of Distinctions.

Subtilizing, vbl. sb. Also 6-7 -tell-. [-ING!.]
1. = SUBTILIZATION J.

l66a MERRETT tr. Nerfs Art ofGlass xvi, Crocus Martis

'a nothing else but a subtilising and Calcination of Iron.

1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2) 89/3 Sublimatio. .is

a Subtilizing of things by gradually Dissolving them, and

Exalting them into a purer, .degree of their own Qualities.

2. = SUBTILIZATION 2.

d
Mr. Smirke 20 By which sort of subtilizing the Uhurcn
hath in former Ages much suffered. 1701 NORRIS Ideal

World i. i. it A subtilising upon a fine nothing, a 1754
MACLAURIN Serm. $ Ess. (1755) 33' These things shew the

tendency of incautious subtilizing on the differences between
the will and the affections. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Muct.
Set. (1857) I. 49 The love of subtilizing and commenting.

Srrbtilizing, ppl. a. [-INO
2
.]

f 1. Rarefying, attenuating. Obs.
1611 COTGR., Sitbtiliant, extenuating, subtilizing. 1673-4

GREW Anat. PI. in. H. iv. 132 That so the attenuating and

subtilizing Aer, may have a more easie .. admission at the

Trunk. 1725 Bradley's Fum. Diet. s. v. Broom, It's of a

provoking and subtilizing nature, and injurious to the Heart
and Stomach. Ibid., Goose-Grass, It's somewhat abstersive

and desiccative, and its Parts are a little subtilizing.

2. That draws subtle distinctions ; given to or

characterized by subtle reasoning or disputation.

1839 DEQWNCEY Recoil. Lakes Wks. 1862 II. 146 Raising
a cross-fire of artillery from the subtilizing intellect. 1872
MINTO Engl. Prose Lit. I. i. 71 His subtilising turn of mind.

1881 A. P. STANLEY in Macm. Mag. XLIII. 208/1 The

liberty sought for was not to be attained by open and legal

methods, but by crooked and subtilizing explanations.

Snbtilly, subtilely (so-tili, sfbtili), adv.

Now rare or Obs. Forms : a. 4, 6 subtyly, 5
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-tylliche, -telly, 5-6 -tylly, 5-7 -tily, 6 -til(l)le,

7 -tilley, 4- subtilly. 0. 6- subtilely. [f. subtil,
SUBTILE a. +-LY 2

. (Cf. SUBTLY.)]
1. Thinly ; finely ;

in a rarefied manner or form,
a. a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 86 Ich on of

f)iv lii I'amself be ful subtily gronden on a stone. 1613 PUK-
CHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 369 The aire was full of formes.,

which subtilly and as it were by euaporation, infuse them-
selues into the eies. 1646 SIR 'I'. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. H. v.

84 A dram thereof \sc. glass], subtilly powdered in butter.

1711 I. GREENWOOD .Ew^/. Gram. 297 If the Breath go more

subtilly or thinly out of the Mouth. 1799 G. SMITH Labora.

toryl. 107 Subtilly pulverized Venice glass. 1811 PINKERTON
Petral. II. 423 This iron being unoxygenated, subtilly

divided, and dispersed through the whole mass.

ft. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Cltirurg. 28/3 If

..the blood issue out of the same to sublilely. 1757 Phil.

Trans. I. 164 Whilst the gold continues subtilely divided.

1794 R. J. SULIVAN Vieui Nat. I. 428 Provided its particles be

so subtilely divided and suspended [etc.]. 1813 J. BADCOCK
Dom. Amusem. 152 The vapour from the

ley.,
will penetrate

the goods, and operate so subtilely as to disengage the car-

bonic resin.

2. Craftily, cunningly, insidiously ;
= SUBTLY 3.

a. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 797 Thisbc, At nygh[t] sche stal

a weyful pryuyly With hire face I-wymplid subtyly. c 1386
Para. T. 237 This wyn of Spaigne crepeth subtilly In othere

wynes growynge faste by. c 1386 Merch T. 759 And sub-

tilly this lettre doun she threste Vnder his pilwe. 1509 HAWES
Past. Pleas. XI. vi.(i5ss) Fj, PryuelyThe morall sense they
cloke full subtyly, In prayse or dysprayse. 1593 SHAKS. Rom.
fy Jnl. iv. iti. 25 A poyson which the Frier Subtilly hath
ministred to haue me dead. 1611 Bible Ps. cv. 25 To deale

subtilly with his seruants. i6g BACON Ess., Envy (Arb.)

517 Enuy worketh subtilly, and in the darke. 1660 R. COKE
Power ff Subj, 207 Divers persons having provisions of the

Pope. .have, .subtilly excluded divers persons of their bene-

fices. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety ii. 214 When he sees his light

serve only to aid us the more subtilly to contrive our deeds
of darkness. 1668 ROLLS Abridgm. 91/11 Le Defendant

Craftily and subtilly intending to deceive and cozen the

Plaintiff. . affirmed . . that the said Gelding was then his own.

1794 G. ADAMS Nat. ifr Exp. Philos. I. i. 9 This mischief

diffuses itself still more subtilly in philosophy.
0. 1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 261 It was said it

was so subtilely and dangerously laid, that it was impossible
to prevent it, if divers of them had not been committed.

1717 DE FOE Syst. Magic i. iv. (1840) 101 You will find the

Devil subtilely insinuating dreams into the heads of. .great
Men. 1831 NAPIER Penins. War xil. i. (1840) III. 418 The
majority of that assembly were so subtilely dealt with by
Pedro Souza, that they privately admitted Carlotta's claims.

1837 CABLYLK Fr. Rev. n. in. ii, Our glorious Revolution is

subtilely, by black traitors .. perverted to do it.

3. Cleverly, dexterously; = SUBTLY I. Also,
with acuteness or perspicacity.
c 1400 Pilgr. S<nule (Caxton) v. v (1859) 76 Among [the

precious stones], .ben sette, wonder subtylly, sterres of huge

light. 1484 CAXTON Fables of/Esof in. i, The shepherde..
with a nydle subtylly drewe oute of his foote the thorne.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xyiii. 48 Gude James the Ferd . .

said full subtillie,
' Do weill, and sett not by demying '.

1313 DOUGLAS AZneis VIM. x. 70 The speyr, and eyk the

scheild so subtylly Forgit. 1541 COPLAND Guydoifs Quest.

Cyrurg. L iij b, Whan they be drye sewe them subtylly, and
the lyppes wyl reioyne togydre. 1590 SPENSER 7*". Q. n. ix.

46 They of lining fire most subtilly Were made, and set in

siluer sockets bright. 1750 tr. Leonardus' Mirr. Stones 44

They fill the hole with a tincture, or bind it with a ling, or

more subtilly, when they work up the leaves of the balasius

into the form of diamonds.

(4. Ofphysicalperceptions: Keenly, acutely. Obs.

c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode i. Ixxii. (1869) 42 This heeringe
knowethmore subtylliche,and apperceyuethmorecleerliche.
5. With subtle distinctions ; by subtle argument ;

= SUBTLY i.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 586 Sometimes again, this

Philosopher subtilly distinguished, betwixt wqcrcf ov-nj..

and TO voovv or TO \ov TTJW votja-tv. ft 1694 TILLOTSON Serin.

(Phil. iii. 8) Wks. (1714) 65 Others have sought to ease them-

selves of all the evil of affliction by disputing subtilly against
it. 1853 WHEWELL Grotius II. 295 These matters might be

divided more subtilly. 1860 S. WILBERFORCE Addr. Cand.
Ordin. 69 That vast and subtillycontrived system of external

formalism.

Subtilty (str(b)tilti).
Forms: 4 subtUete,

4-6 subtilte(e, 5-6 -tylte(e, 5-7 -tialtie, -tiltye,

8 -tilety, 5-subtilty. [Alteration of ME. sutille,

SUBTLETY after SUBTILE. Cf. SUBTILITY.
Now used as an occas. variant of SUBTLETY in moral and

intellectual senses.]

1 1- Acuteness, penetration, perspicacity ;
- SUB-

TLETY i. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER SompK. T. 582 They seyde subtiltee And

heigh wit made hym speke as he spak. 1560 DAUS tr.

Sleidane's Comix. 3 Commonly called thangehcal doctor,

for the subtiltie of his witte [orig. oo acumen ingenii\. x6n
Bible Prov. i. 4 To giue subtiltie to the simple, to the yong
man knowledge and discretion. 1651 HOBBES Leviathan I.

xi. 49 A better stratagem, than any that can proceed from

subtilty of Wit. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man i. iii. i. 298

The Subtilty and Extent of his intellectual Faculties.

t 2. Skill, cleverness, dexterity ;
= SUBTLETY 2.

c 1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. T. 499 Ther nys no comparison
Bitwixe the wisedom and discrecion Of youre fader and of

good or ill. 1660 H. BLOOMB Archil. C j b, Wit and sub-

tilty in the Art of working in stone.

3. Cunning, craftiness, guile ;
= SUBTLETY 3.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 525 The Englishemen entered by

SUB-TITLE.
subtiltie into the gate, and so K.it the Dongeon. 1594 NASHE
Unjoft. y j'<ji'. t 1 luit oldc aday-', Mut-li i.uit'jsiir. much
MiliMltie. 1617 MOBYS.IS I tin. n. i" Having expcricm e<l

his false subtillie, and knowing that he sought deUiesonely
till he could have aide from Spaine. 1671 Mil ran /'. i:. i.

144 Let him [sc. Satan] tempt and now assay Mis utmost
luhtilty. I75 JOHNSON Rambler No 144 | i Sublilly
furnishes Arms to Impudence, and Invention leads on
Credulity. 1834 NEWMAN Par. Serm. I. xix. 294 Beware
then of tne subtilty of your Enemy.
1 4. A cunning or clever device, artifice, strata-

gem j
= SUBTLETY 4. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yiom. T. 291 To lerne a lewed man
this subtiltee. <: 1386 - Wife'sProl. 576 (Selden MS.) I bar
him on honde he had enchaunted me, My dame taughte me
that subtilte. e 1440 Pallad. on Hush. xi. 2c>o (irckis haue
an other subtiltee. 1471 CAXTON Recuyell iSommcr) 229 He
began to. .auyse hym of a grete subtylte for to come to hys
entente. 1558 G. CAVENDISH Poems (1825) II. 142 At the
last this subtiltie I fand. 1576 TURBERVILE Venerie xvi,
Of the Nature and Subtilties of Hartes. 1655 E. TEY
I'oy. E. India ii. 103 Nature hath taught them this subtilty
..to build their Nests in the twigs, ana the utmost boughs
of those Trees. 17*1 DE FOE Plague (1754) 38 A Subtilty of

one of those Quack-operators with which he gull'd the

poor People. 1734 tr. Rollings Rom. Hist. (1827) 111. 97 A
treasure of subtilties and stratagems of infinite value.

1 5. Cookery. = SUBTLETY 5. Obs.

1504 in Leland Collectanea (1715) VI. 25 A Subtiltie, a

Kyng syttyng in a Chayre with many Lordes about hym.
1513 Bk. Keruynge in Babees Bk. (1868) 272 Fruyter vaunte,
with a subtylte. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII, 216

b,
The

first course . . was xxviii dishes besides subtilties and shippes
made of waxe mervailous gorgious to beholde. [1861 Our
Engl. Home 70 Notices ofthe subtillies ',

as the ornamental
dishes were called, are curious.]

1 6. Thinness, tenuity, rarity ;
= SUBTLETY 8.

a 1395 HYLTON Scala Perf. (W. de W. 1494) n. xlvi, By
the self lyght maye the soule see the fairhedeof angels., the

subtylte of hem in substaunce. 1579 FULKE Heskins' Parl.

167 He..doeth transfourme the bod ye of Christe into the

subtiltie and thinnesse of a spirite. 1599 SIR J. DAVIBS
Nosce TeipsJtm II. clxxx, Nought tyes the Soule, her sub-
tiltie is such. 1626 BACON Sylva $ 216 The Subtilties of

Articulate Sounds, .may passe thorow Small Crannies, not
confused, a 1676 HALE Print. Orig. Man. i. i. 8 Some
things though they are. .near unto us, yet are of that sub-

tilty that they escape our Senses. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama
Set. ff Art n. 179 He supposes the subtilty of this fluid to

be so great, that it penetrates the pores of all bodies.

fig. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 13 S '4 The Threads of

Reasoning . . are frequently drawn to such Subtilty, that com-
mon Eyes cannot perceive. .them,

fb. Acuity, pungency, penetratingnesa. Obs.
1661 LOVELL Hilt. Anim. $ Min. 101 The fat of a Leopard

is grosse and sharp, it's subtiltie appeares in those that have
a pulse in their temples, and the vertigo, the smell thereof

being taken whitest it is resting. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. \

Ext. Philos. I. i. 28 From the subtilty
of the efHuvia of

bodies retaining their particular properties.

7. Excessive nicety or refinement in argument, etc.

c 1550 HOLLAND Crt. Venus n. in In argument!* full of

subtialtie. 1790 BURKE Rev. France 86, 1 have nothing to

say to the clumsy subtilty of their political metaphysics.
1818 CRUISE Digest, (ed. 2) V. 452 These reasons savour of

a wonderful subtilty. 1869 LECKY Europ. Mor. I. 236 Sub-

tilty
of motives, refinements of feeling.

b. An instance of this, esp. //. ;
= SUBTLETY 7.

1474 CAXTON Cftesse m. v. (1883) 120 He is reputed most

sage and wise that argueth and bryngeth in moste subtyltes.

1651 G. W. tr. Cowefi Inst. 125 All those Roman subtilties

are dissolved into the ancient Law of Nations. 1668 HALE
Rolle's Abridgm. Pref., Conversant in subtilties of Logick,

Philosophy and the Schoolmen. 1681 STAIR Inst. Law
Scot. n. xxvi. 89 A new Subtilty was invented, to frustrat

the Falcidian Law. 1713 DERHAM Phys. Tkeol. 3 Such as

are unacquainted with the Subtilties of Reasoning and

Argumentation. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 11 Pa The
numerous lovers of subtilties and paradoxes. 1830 MACKIN-
TOSH Eth. Philos. Wks. 1846 I. 55 Some part of the method
and precision of the Schools was lost with their endless sub-

tilties and their barbarous language. 1866 FELTON Greece,

Anc.!t Mod. II. 194 In the courts, .the subtilties of argu-
ment .. had .. long been, .reduced to system.

1 8. Delicacy, fineness (of physical objects, move-

ments). Obs.
1616 B. JONSON Devil an Ass H. i. 86 The subtilty p' my

yest. 16*6 BACON Syfl'a. % 98 Whatsoeuer is Inuisible,

either in respect of the Finenesse of the Body it selfe ;..Or

of the Subtilty of the Motion. 1660 BLOOM E A rchit. Bib,
The one after mans shape, . .the other with womans subtilty.

1691 RAY Creation i. (1704) 197 How would he have admired

the immense Subtilty of their Parts. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat.

f, Exp. Philos. III. xxix. 186 An active medium. .which.,

can so far deceive us by the subtilety of its vibrations.

Su b-ti tie, sb. [Sus- 5 b.]

1. A subordinate or additional title of a literary

work.

1878 N. Amer. Ren. CXXVH. 346 It is the sub-title

rather than the title that indicates the chief importance of

his work. 1884 JENNINGS Croker Papers III. p. xxni,
'

Sybil, or the New Nation ', as the book was at first called,

the sub-title being afterwards changed to
' TheTwo Nations .

1895 Bookman Oct. 20/1 She should either have called it

Rome in the Dark Ages ', or have added The Dark Ages
as a subtitle.

2. A repetition of the chief words of the full title

of a book at the top of the first page of text ; also,

a half-title.

1890 N. 4 Q. Ser. vit. IX. 143/2 Title and contents, xn,

followed by sub-title to whist. 1896 MOXOH'S Meek. Exert.,

Printing p. xviii, The running title and the sub-titles.

So Sn'btitl* v. trans., to furnish with a specified

sub-title.

1891 J. W. EBSWORTH Roxb. Ball. VII. 358 Another ballad,

sub-titled,
' The Willow Green turned into Carnation '. 1895
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SUBTLE.

Advance (Chicago) .5 Aug. 2,6/3 The Counteti Bettina is

subtitled the History of an Innocenl Scandal.

Subtle (sz> t'l),
a. Forms : a. 3-7 sotill, 4-5

-el, -il(le, -yi;e, 4-6 -ell, 5-6 -yll, (4 ,
- le .

-vile soutil, -yle, 5 sotule, 6 sot(t)le) ; 4-5

sutell, -il, 4-6 -el, 5-6 utteU, -ill, 5-7 suttle,

6-7 sutle (4 sutile, -ill, 5 -eUe, -ille, suttyle,

Sc. sutaille, suttale, sittell, 6 sut(t)yll). ft 6-

subtle. [a. OF. soutil, sotil, sutil (mh c.),

mod.F. subtil (see SUBTILE) - Pr. sotil, It. sotttle,

Sp Jfc'/, Pg- suttil :-L. subtilem, nom. -/w, for

*subtelis :-*subtexlis app. finely woven, f. W0
under + *f/a, tela woven stuff, web (cf. 1 EXTURE).

In the ist Folio of Shakspere Ihe inslances are about

equally divided belween the spellings sublle and snotil\e,

-ill. I n the first editions of M ilton's poems Ihe spelling sutile

(wilh sutilety, snttly) is the only one, except in Paradise

Regained, which has subtle (with subtilty).}

1. Of thin consistency, tenuous ;
not dense, rare-

fied; hence, penetrating, pervasive or elusive by

reason of tenuity (now chiefly of odours).

13 . E. E. Allit. P. A. 1050 pur, wo,e & won my lokyng

We For sotyle cler mo,t lelle no ly,l. CM MAUNDEV.

(Roxb.) iii. 9 Abouen on bir hilles es be aer so clere and so

sulill bat men mayfele na wynd bare. 14" YONGE Ir. Seer.

Seer Ixiv. 240 Sutil and thyn spelil lhat descendyth..tro

the Palele of the mouth to the tonge. a 1566 R. EDWARDS
Damon t, Pit/lias (1571) C ij b, But mee thinkes, this is a

pleasant Citie, The Scale is good,.. The Ayre sublle and

fine. 1660 BOYLE New Exf. I'liys.-Mech. ix. 74 The most

subtle Chymical Spirits. 1665 DRYDEN Ind. Emf. it. i, Arise

ye sublle Spirits, that can spy. 1799 Med. Jrnl. 1. 250 There

was only one part of the air, namely, the most sublle and

elaslic, lhal could be called vital. 1841 BROWNING In a Gon-

dola 31 The Arab sage In practising with gems can loose

Their sublle spiril in his cruce And leave but ashes. 1863

TVNDALI. Heat ii. 23 The material iheory supposes heat lo

be. a subtle fluid stored up in the inter-atomic spaces of

bodies. 1891 FARRAR Darkness f, Dawn xix, A sweet and

subtle odour seemed to wrap her round m its seductive

almosphere. . .

2. Of fine or delicate texture or composition.

Obs. exc. arch.

1381 WVCLIF fsa. xix. 9 Plattende and weuende sollle

Ihingus. ai66 HEVLIN Laud n. (1668) 331 Many a fine

and subtle Carpet. 1705 ATTERBURY Serin. Luke xvi. 31

(1726) II. ii. 65 Their fine and sublle Texlure [sc. of Ihe

works of naltire). 1790 COWPEH Odyss. xix. 173 A robe Of

amplest measure and of subllesl woof. 1817 KEBLE Cnr.

y., Sun. be/. Adv. x, Thinner lhan Ihe subllest lawn.

f b. Of food : Delicate, light. Obs.

a 1400-50 ly'ars Alex. 2923 pare sesonde was a soper be

sotelesi vndire heuen. 1421 YONGE Ir. Seer. Seer. Ixii. 239

Solyll diet is beste. c 1450 CAPGRAVE Life St. A ug. 47

Crete wast was nol in his hous of sotil meles.

t 3. Of small thickness or breadth ; thin, slender,

fine. Ods.

1381 WYCLIF Lev. xiii. 30 The heer jalow, and soliler lhan

il is wonl. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1172 The sharpeswerd
ouer his heed Hangynge by a soulil Iwynes ihreed. c 1407

LYDG. Reason ff Sens. 1150 Hir clolhing. . Wroghl and wove
. .Wilh sotil thredes sofle and smale. 1460-70 Bk. Quinle
Essence 9 If ?e wole nol make lymayl of gold, banne make

berof a solil binne plale. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. , Cr. v. il. 151

No Orifex for a poinl as sublle, As Ariacbnes broken woofe

lo enter, a 1680 BUTLER Rein. (1759) I. 129 Tools of sharp
and subtle Edges.

f b. Of a ship : = SUBTILE 3 b. Obs.

1511 Guyl/orJe't Pilgr. (Camden) 7 An C Galyes, grete
bastardes and sotell.

f 4. Finely powdered ; (of particles') fine, minute.

1394 in Heath Grocers' Comf. (1869) 60 [The unjust mode
of garbling spices and other] sotill wares. 1416 LYDG. De
Guil. Pilgr. 16818 The Sotyl smale Sandys and gravell off

Ihe See. c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 57 Loke by salle

be sulille, whyle, fayre and drye. 1460770 Bk. Quinte Es-

sence 4 Selid wilh pe seel of lule of wijsdom, maad of be
solillesl flour. 1753 Cliambers' Cycl. Suppl. s. v. Subltm.

able, Giving wings, as il were, lo its subtle particles, so thai

they may ascend with its easily sublimable matler.

5. Of immaterial things : Not easily grasped,

understood, or perceived; t intricate, abstruse.

(Now merged in sense 6.)

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 1794 pe dede es swa sutil and

pryve, pat na man may it properly se. c 1350 Will. Palerne

2603 Sechande lowarde cisile be sotilesl weyes. 1357 Lay
Folks' Catech. (L.) 244 We schul wele wyle bal bese Ihre

thynsys ben wel sotel and diuers. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv.

48 Alle be sciences vnder sonne and alle be solyle craftes

I wplde I knewe. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 69
(""nrinnt; nn<^ SOtll ^'tpt: anH cr!*n ifiifi R. TnfCQntJ /)/?///

r, /-. viii. 192 inings remote rrom use, uDscure ana suiue.
a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759) II. 167 The subtler Words and
Notions are, the nearer they are to Nonsense.

6. Fine or delicate, esp. to such an extent as to

elude observation or analysis.
1639 W. CARTWRIGHT Royal Slave n. i, Kings' pleasures

are more subtle than to be Seen by the vulgar, a 1648 LD.
HERBERT Hen. VIII (1683) 449, I told her it should be no
pain, it was so sotell (for so is his word). 1805 WORDSW. Pre-
lude i. 549 How oiher pleasures have been mine, and joys of
subtler

origin. 1849 RUSKIN Seven Lamps v.
o_.

144 The
seven are in a most subtle alternating proportion. 1855
BAIN Senses fy Int. n. iii. 20. 569 Many inconsistencies

aeieatea. 1879 Urf Words Dec. 831/1 Wf
ciations will recall the phantoms of the past.

7. Of craftsmen, etc. : Skilful, clever, expert,
dexterous. (Const, of.} arch.

68

rsor M. 325 First in his witte he all purueid His

MS xlix. 339 pe more sotil he is of b"l art - c MSO Merlin

,62 [Hetmade .a Chekier of golde and Ivory half parted,

ftr he waTright sotill of scene crafte. i8 BY.O,,, /

Foscari iv. i, I . .bribed no sublle master Of he destructive

i8 FITZGERALD Outar xliii, The subtle Alchemist

that [canTin a Trice Life's leaden Metal into Gold transmule.

C^SwLt Knt's. T. ,,9. With soutn pence, was

deputed ihis slorie. 14".YONGE Ir. Seer. Se<r Ivul. 220

H. is of iotille vmacynacion as of hand-werkys. 1703

PKIOK^,/S'22 Wks. ,907 H- &*$*!&$
Gift" refin'd by subtlest Art. 1867 RUSKIN ftme t,Jrae

ll.

7 To auain more subtle and exemplary skill in his own

craft 1880 SMILES Duty iii. 50 The Indians are clever work-

men, with ingenious, subtle fingers.

c. Of animals, rare.

+ Subtle jack 1 the weaver-bird.

tS&^TlfiS: I", i- 9<5
The valued file Distinguishes

the swift, the slow, the subtle. 1699 DAMPIER Voy. II. II.

68 Subtle Jacks are Birds as big as Pigeons.. .1 hey are

called by the English Subtle Jacks, because of this uncom-

mon way of building. .834 Poultry Ckron.\. 4-9 The..

most subtle, cunning, sharpest-flying Pigeon for Homemg.

f 8 Of things : Characterized by cleverness or

ingenuity in conception or execution; cleverly

designed or executed, artfully contrived. Obs.

a ifoo Cursor M. 4750 In sum bok find i bar a wile bat

ioseph fand bat was sutile. 1378 BARBOUR Bruce xix. 32 Sa

sutell purchL can he ma, That he gerl tak &UM&U-
kane 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xi. 207 For god seith hit hym-

self 'shafneuere good appelborw no sotel science on sour

stock growe '. I473 WAHKW. Chron. (Camden) 26 He. with

a sotule poynte of werre, gate and enteryd Seynt Michaels

Mount. .667 MILTON f. L. i. 727 * "? '^c ^f roof

Pendant by suttle Magic many a row Of Starry Lamps.

9. Of persons, their faculties, actions: Character

ized by penetration, acumen, or discrimination.

Now with implication of (excessive) refinement

or nicety of thought, speculation, or argument.
a. 13 .. Cursor M. 13443 (Gcitl.) Of godspellers he was be

ferlh. Marc, luca, mathe, his felaus, Bot lohn was solilest

in saus. 1340 Ayenb. 24 Solil wyt wel uor to vynde. c 1386

CHAUCER Merch. T. 183 Sondry scoles maken sotile clerkis.

? a 1400 Morte Arth. 808 Two phylozophirs . . In the seuyne

scyence the suteleste fondene. 1440 Ctsla Rom. xvi. 55

(Add MS ), The second best counseilour, and the Ihirde the

sotelest enserchour. 150* ATKYNSON tr. De limtatime l. v.

(1803) 157 The fame of sotell phylosophers. .579 t> . HARVEY

Letter-bk. (Camden) 71 Y suttle and mlricale acumen of

Aristotle. 1597 in Harington's Nugx Ant. (1804) I. 188

The narrowest examiners and sutlellest distinguyshers ol

wordcs. 1644 MILTON Areof. (Arb.) 68 A Nalion nol slow

and dull, but . .acule lo invent, suttle and sinewy to discours.

a. 1597 HOOKER F.ccLPol. v. Ixvii. 176 Not for the exer-

cising of our curious & subtle wits. 1769 ROBERTSON Chas.V,

vii III 62 The subtle dexterity of a scholastic metaphy-
sician. 1807 CKABBE Par. Reg. in. 115 The young,

liow

brave, how subtle were the old. 1814 BYRON Ode Napoleon

viii, A subtle disputant on creeds. 1840 MACAULAY Ess.,

Ranke's Hist. (1897) 549 Subtle speculations touching the

Divine attributes. 1841 H. ROGERS Introd. Burkes Wks.

I 40 A close and subtle analysis of the mental phenomena.

1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz. xxvi, The laws of sympathy be-

tween beards and birds, .are questions for the subtle reason.

ing of scientific bodies. 1871 FREEMAN Gen. Sk. Ear. Hist.

v. 97 As the Greeks had in old times produced so many
subtle philosophers, so they now produced equally subtle

divines.

tlO. Of persons or animals: Crafty, cunning;

treacherously or wickedly cunning, insidiously sly,

wily. Obs.
a. 1357 Lay Folks' Catech. (L.) 1 220 fey be mysdoers, sotel,

and slyhtful dysseyuers. 1446 LYDG. Night. Poems i. 136
Whom that the sotell serpent can deceyue. c 1470 HENRY
Wallace I. 273 Suthroun ar full sutaille euirilk man. 1535
COVERDALE Gen. iii. i The serpenl was solyllcr ihen all ihe

beastes of the felde. 1559 Mirr. Mag. (1563) Dj, The
Wolfe doth spoyle, the suttle Fox doth pyke. 1583 GOLDING
Calvin on Dcut. iii. xvi. 94/1 He that is suttlelest and fullest

of shiftes. 1631 MILTON Satin, vii. i How soon hath Time
the suttle theef of youth, Stoln on his wing my three and

iwentith yeer ! 1667 P. L. vii. 495 The Serpent suttl'st

Beast of all the field.

f. 1591 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, \. i. 191 A subtle Traitor need

no Sophisler. 1598 Merry W. III. i. 103 Am I subtle ?

Am I a Machiuell ? 1671 MILTON /'. R. i. 465 The subtle

Fiend .. Dissembl'd, and this answer smooth retum'd. 1705
E. W. Donna Rosina 67 I'll tell you whal I would do, saic

ibis Subtle Baggage. 1781 COWPER Conversat. 809 The
subtle and injurious may be just, And he grown chaste thai

was ihe slave of lusl.

fb. Of actions, thoughts, etc. Obs.

a. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 278 pe solil amorlasynge o
seculer lordischipis bal is don hi menene hondis in fraude

of be kyngis statute. 138* 2 Cor. xi. 3 The serpenl dis

ceyuede Eue wilh his sutil wordis. 1429 Rolls of Parlt
IV. 349/1 Crete damagis and sotil deceitis. c 1470 HENRY
Wallace i. 84 Be sutlale band thai cordyl of Ibis Ihing
c 1510 MORE Picas Wks. 23 Againsl euery sottle suggestion
of vice, a 1568 ASCHAM Scfiolem. i. (Arb.) 55 The sotle in

ticement of som lewd seruant. 1667 MILTON P. L. IX. 18.

His head. ., well stor'd with sutile wiles.

fl. 1607 SHAKS. Timon iv. iii. 515 Is not thy
kindnesse

subtle, couelous ? 1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 308 All his lediou

lalk is bul vain boast, Or subtle shifts conviction to evade

tc. Of ground: Tricky. Obs.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. ii. 20 Like to a Bowie vpon a subtle

ground I haue tumbled past the throw. 1630 B. JOHSOM
Chloridia B, Vpon Tilyus his brest, that (for sixe of th

nine acres) is counled ihe subtlest bowling-ground in al

Tartary.
11. Working imperceptibly or secretly, insidious

iSoi SHAKS. Twtl. N. t. v. 316, I feele this youths perfec
tions With an inuisible, and sublle slealth To creepe in a

SUBTLETY.

nine eyes. 1788 GIBBON Dec!. 4 F. xliii. 1 V. 331 The winds

lieht diffuse that subtle venom. 1818 BYRON C/i. liar. iv.

Jxvi From the loud roar of foaming calumny To the

mail whisper of the as paltry few, And subtler venom of the

eplile crew. 1878 Masque Poets 25 What subtle drug shall

ive release with slightest pain before it slay.

f!2. Of weight : = SUBTILE I2a
;
now SUTTLE. 06s.

1611 MALYNES AM. Law-Merck. 22 The Custome of

Antuerp is to weigh by the hundreth pounds euen weight

ailed Subtle, for the which commonly there is allowed at

he weigh-house 101 Ib. 1636 in Foster Crt. Mm. E. Ind.

~.omt. (1907) 2 3. 5o. wl. subtle of pepper.

13. Comb, chiefly parasynthetic adjs. ,
as subtle-

brained, -cadenced, -headed, -meshed, -nosed, -paced,

scented, -shadowed, -souled, -thoughtcd, -tongued,

-wilted. Also o\^ec\\\e.,es subtle-subtilising M\>\.&t>.

1603 FLOHIO Montaigne 11. xvii. (1632) 366 The more.,

'sublte-brained a man is, the more is he hated. 1818 KEATS

Endym. 1.403 'Twas a lay More 'subtle cadenced .. Than

Uryope's lone lulling of her child. 1571 GOLDING Cahim

on Ps. xvii. 4 There bee some "suttleheaded persones,

hich mark other mennes dooinges narowly. 1596 SPENSER

,ew St. Ireland Wks. (Globe) 618/2 Yet will some one or

other smile-headed fellowe..pike some quirke. 1907 Aca-

demy 10 Aug. 766/1 On that side he laid a *subtle.meshed

web from end to end. 1561 T. NORTON CaMn s Itat, I. 32

The *suttlenosed [F. gaudiaeurs] and babbling men doeasily

mock out this. 1830 TENNYSON Isabel 21 A most silver flow

Of *subtle.paced counsel in distress. 1871 ROSSETTI roems,

Love'sArectnraxv,SoAo mounting vapours wreathe Subtle-

scented transports. 1609 DANIEL Cm. Harsm. xiv, Here

Scottish border broyles, and feares of Fraunce,..Broug

forth a 'smile-shadowed countenance. 1819 SHELLEY Peter

Bell3rd \. ii, He was a mighty poet and A *subtle-souled

psycholoeist. 1860 SYMONDS in Life (1895) I. 362 Refine-

ments and *subtle-subtilisings of all sorts. 1830 TENNYSON

Ode to Memory 118 Those whom passion hath not blinded,

Subtle-thoughted, myriad-minded. 1639 G. DANIEL /w.

xxi. 22 The proud Orator And *Subtle-Tongu'd Man. 1553

GRIMALDE Cicero's Offices in. (1558) 137 It is a part not. .of

a good man : but rather of a *suttlewitted. 1664 BUTLER

Hud. II. iii. 470 But Sidrophel more subtle-wilted, Cryd
out: 1820 SHELLEY Hymn Merc. Ixvi, Jupiter.. Laughed
heartily to hear the subtle-wilted Infant give such a plaus-

ible account.

T Subtle, v. Obs. Also 4-5 so-, sou-,

sutille, -ele, -ile. [a. OF. soutill(i]er
= It. sotti-

gtiare:med.L,. subtiliare, i. subttlis SUBTLE a.]

1. rejl. and intr. To devise subtleties or subtle

distinctions, to argue subtly.
01340 HAMPOLE Psalter ii. 2 When ha bat sould glf

bairn hally til godis luf. .sutils bairn in swilk ihynge bat

draghs bairn fra thoght of heuen in till werldis besynes.

136* LANCL. P. PI. A. xi. 139 Hit [. Theology) is no science

lorso^e to sotilen ber-Inne.

2. intr. To scheme, plan craftily. Also with

clause.
c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. II. 379 pe fend sutillib evcre a?ens

holy chirche. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C xxi. 336 Ich solelide

how ich myglite Lette hem bat louede hym nat lest bei

wolde hym martrye.
8. trans. To devise cleverly.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 214 Alle bise science I my-self
lotued and ordeyned. Ibid. xix. 454 Eche man sotilelh a

sleight synne forto hyde.

4. To attenuate, reduce.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 229 pou must sotile his dietyng,
& he schal not ete to miche.

6. 1 To pulverize, reduce to ashes, nonce-use.

1614 FLETCHER Rule a Wife iv. i, A fire subtle ye, are ye
so crafty?
Hence f Su-btling vbl, sb. (in 5 sotelinge,

sutiling), = SUBTILIZATION.

1398 TKEVISA Bartk. DeP. K. xix. xi. (Bodl. MS.), White
coloure is igendred for bynnynge & sotelinge of parties of

be mater, c 1449 PECOCK Refr. n. ix. 195 Of al such craft

and sutiling oujten alle Cristen men be waar, thai thei therbi

be not bigilid.

tSu'btlehead. Obs.rare. In4sotylhede [I.

SUBTLE a. + -HEAD. Cf. MHG. subtilheit] Subtlety.
1340 Ayenb. 117 He ne may him-zelue yknawe, ne him

uestni ine be strengbe of his uyendes, ne bare sotylhede.

Subtleness (so-t'lnes). [-NESS.] Subtlety.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P.R. v. xxxviii. (Bodl. MS.) He
[sc. ihe stomach] is senewy to resceyue and haue be solilnes

of feling and verlu and strengbe of appetitee. 1430 Syr
Cener. (Roxb.) 8297 Yf she had wisl of this sotelnes She

wold not haue goote the ring 1-wis. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems

(S.T.S.) xxix. 17 Thair hairtis ar sell w' sitlelness. 1836

SMART, Subtleness, Subtlety, artfulness, cunning. 1870

Daily Nevis 7 Oct., Its occasional subtlenesses of thought.

1909 H. M. GWATKIN Early Ch. Hist. xix. II. 178 The
subtleness of sin.

t Strbtleship. Obs. rare-1
. [-SHIP.] Subtlety.

1614 SYLVESTER Belhulia's Rescue iv. 28 Wks. (1641) 49^1
Lei the smooth cunning of my soothing lips Surprise ihe

fell Fox in his Suttleships.

Subtlety (s*t'lti). Forms : a. 4 sotilti, su-

til(l)te, suttilte, 4-5 sotelte(e, -ilte(e, -ylte(e,

sutelte(e, 4-6 soteltie, 5 -ty, -elite, sutiltee,

sutteltee, 5-6 sotyltie, suttelte, 5-7 suttletie,

-ty, 6 sotiltie, -tye, sottelte, souttiltey, sut-

teltie, suttlete, suttylt(e)y, -ie. 0. 5-6 sub-

telte, 6 -tie, 6-7 subtletie, 6- subtlety, [a. OF.

su-, soutilte : L. subtllitds, -diem, n. of quality I.

subtilis SUBTLE. The spelling was latinized in the

:6th c. like that of subtle. Cf.SuBTiLiry, SUBTILTV.]
1. Of persons, the mind, its faculties or opera-

tions : Acnteness, sagacity, penetration : in modern

nse chiefly with implication of delicate or keen

perception of fine distinctions or nice points.



SUBTLETY.
a. 1340 HAMVOLE Pr. Cause. 5903 Gudes of grace may J?ir

be, My title, and witte, and sutilte. 1422 VOSGK tr. Seer.
Seer. vi. 134 What aualyth Soiilte of vndyrstondynge and
connynge ? 1538 STAKKEY England i. iv. 116 Ther ys no-

thyng so true and manyfest, but the suttylty of mannys
reson may deuyse somethyng to say contrary.

ft. c 1400 Rom. Roseiw\ Who so that hath hadde the

subtelte The double sentence for to se. 1553 EDEN Treat.
Nwue Ind. (Arb.) 24 They greatly excel all other men in

subteltie of wit and knowledge. 1597 HOOKER Ecct. Pol. v.

Ixvii. (1611) 363 They labour. .by subtletie of wit to make
some shew of agreement. 1638-56 COWLEY Davideis in.

note 32 Some with much subtlety, and some probability,
understand a Pillar of Salt, to signifie only an Everlasting
Pillar, of what matter soever. 1780 HARRIS Philol. Enq.
Wks. (1841) 508 Though that subtlety might sometimes
have led them into refinements rather frivolous, yet have
they given eminent samples of penetrating ingenuity. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiv. 111.409 Wit, taste, amplitude of

comprehension, subtlety in drawing distinctions. 187*
MINTO Engl. Prose Lit. \. i. 47 His subtlety in distinguish-
ing wherein things agree and wherein they differ.

t 2. Skill, cleverness, dexterity. Obs.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xi. (Symon tf fudas) 271 A kyste

Jat wrocht is all with costlyke wark & sutelte. c 1400
Destr. Troy 8395 Miche soteltie, for-sothe, settyng of notes,
Crafte bat was coynt, knawyng of tymes.
3. Craftiness, cunning, esp. of a treacherous

kind ; guile, treachery.
a. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce i. 172 Throuch gret sutelte and

ghyle, . . He was arestyt syne and tane. c 1394 P. PI. Crede^
56 5t seyn they in here sutilte to sottes in townes, pei
comen out of Carmeli Crist for to followen. c 1410 Hoc-
CLEVE Mother r/God 46 Lest our fo, the feend, thurgh his

sotiltee, . .Me ouercome with his treecherie. 2456 SIR G.
HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 18 To wirk with suteltee of

ypocrisy. isa6 TINDALE Matt. xxvi. 4 The chefe prestes. .

heelde a counsel!, howe they mygt take Jesus by suttelte,
and kyll him. 1577 GRANGE Golden Aphrod. G iv, She
turned hm for his suttlety in stealyng the same into a wylie
Foxe. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix.03 In the wilie Snake, What-
ever sleights none would suspicious mark, As from his wit
and native suttletie Proceeding.
0. isja Rom. Rose 6172 in Cftaueer's Wks. x6ob/x. I

dwell with hem that proude be And ful ofwylcs and subtelte.

1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayert Litany, Those euyls, whiche
the crafte and subteltie of the deuyll or man worketh against
us. 1656 BRAMHALL Reply S. \V. 3 To observe with what
subtlety this case is proposed, that the Church of England
agreed with the Church of Rome. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $ F.
xvii. II. (1787) 73 The laws were violated by power, or per-
verted by subtlety. xSax BYRON Cain in. i, Surely a father's

blessing may avert A reptile's subtlety.

f 4. An ingenious contrivance ; a crafty or

cunning device
;
an artifice

; freq. in unfavourable

sense, a wily stratagem or trick, something craftily
invented. O&s.
a. X375 BARBOUR Bruce in. 611 Bot giff we fynd sum

sutelte, Ourtane all sone sail we be. c 1380 WYCLIP Wks.
(1880) K> Bi false procurynge of matrymonye bi soteltees

and queyntese. 1:1420 Liber Cocorunt (1862) 5 Anober
sotelte I wylle te!le. Take barpe strynges made of bowel
[etc,], c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 758 in Babees Bk., Yf J>o syluer
dysshe wylle algate brenne, A sotelte I wylle JJG kenne.
? 1545 BRINKLOW Compl. vii. (1874) 20 How many gyles and
suttylteys be there, to auoyde and escape the seruyng of
the kyngs wrytt. 1671 MILTON Samson 56 Liable to fall

By weakest suttletles.

ft. 1576 TURBERV. Vcnerie xxix, Let him marke the
place

where he hath fed, and whereon also to marke his subtleties
and craftes. 1654 BRAMHALL Just Vind. vii. (1661) 234 It

hath been an old Subtlety of the Popes . , to make the world
believe that nothing could be done without them.

5. Cookery. A highly ornamental device, wholly
or chiefly made of sugar, sometimes eaten, some-
times used as a table decoration. Obs. exc. Hist.
1c 1390 Form of

'

Citry m Warner Antiq. Culin. (1791) 4
It techith for to make curious potages and meetes, ana
sot il tees. c 1440 in Housch. Ord. (1790)450 Asoteltee SeiiH-

jorge on horsebak, and sleynge the dragun. 1467-8 Diirka.ni
Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 92 Pro le Tynfole empt. pro prnacione
et pictura del soteltez erga festum Natal. Domini. 1517
TORKINGTON Pilgr. (1884) 7 They mad vs goodly Chere w*

Diverge Sotylties as Comfytes and Marche Panys, 155*
LATIMER Serm, Par. King (Parker Soc.) II. 139 At the end
of the dinner they have certain subtleties, custards, sweet
and delicate things. [1768 H. WALPOLE Let. to CoU 6 Tune,
I am no culinary antiquary : the Bishop of Carlisle, who is,

I hjive often heard talk of a sotelte [printed sotelle\ as an
ancient dish. 1852 Miss YONCE Cameos II. xxxi. (1877) 327
The feast was entirely of fish : but they were of many kinds,
and were adorned in the quaintest fashions, with sotilties,
or subtleties. 1875 JEAFFRESON Bk Table 1. 133 A subtelty,
representing a pelican on a nest with her birds.]

f6. Abstruseness, complexity, intricacy; also

//., abstruse or intricate matters. Obs.

13.. Seuyn Sag. (W.) 48, I wil that ye teche him euyn
The sutelte of sience seuyn. 1387 TREVISA tr. Higden
(Rolls) I. 15 Nou^t sotllte of sentence, no|>er faire florisch-

ynge of wordes, but swetnesse of deuocion of be matire
schal regne in bis book, c 1407 LYDG. Reason $ Sens. 1700
[Mercury] doth habounde In sotyltes ful profounde. 1535
COVERDALE Wisdt viii. 8 She knoweth y fl sotilties of wordes,& can expounde darke sentences, xwx SPARRY tr. Caftan's
Geomancie A 4, The., suttletie of this Science.
7. A refinement or nicety of thought, speculation,

or argument ;
a fine distinction ; a nice point.

1654 BRAMHALL Just Vind. ii. (1661) 28 That prefers not
a subtlety or an imaginary truth before the bond of peace.
t68o BUTLER Rent. (1759) II. 486 They that are curious in

Subtleties, and ignorant in things of solid Knowledge. 1760
STERNE Tr. Shandy IV. xxix, My father delighted in
subtleties of this kind. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sci.

(1857) I- *9* The. .unprofitable subtleties of the schools.
1868 MILMAN St. PanVs vi. 115 The lecturer had no logical
subtleties. 1876 FREF.MAN Norm. Cong. V. xxiv. 369 [He]
held that land as a plain matter of fact, and without any

69

legal subtleties, as a persona! gift from King William. 1003
Lu. HALSBUKY m Law Kep. i K. U. Div. 413 By ingenioui
subtleties to bring within the grasp of the tax bumething
which was not intended.

8. Thinness, tenuity, exility ; penetrativeness
arising from lack of density.
1691 RAY Creation i. (1704) 109 The subtlety, activity, and

penetrancy of its effluvia. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man \.

L g i. 24 Admitting the Existence and Subtlety of the
Aether. 1773 JO|}

NSON L. P., Cow/ty (1781) I. 31 Subtlety
..in its original import means exility of particles. 1855
HKI.WSIKK \civton 1. vi. 146, I will suppose ether to consist
of parts differing from one another in subtlety by indefinite

degrees. 1803 SIR R. BALL Story of Sun 120 Such is the
wondrous subtlety of the ethereal fluid.

9. Fineness or delicacy of nature, character,

manner, operation, or the like ; an instance of this.

1820 HAZLITT Lect. Dram. Lit. 17 Religious controversy
sharpens the understanding by the subtlety and remoteness
of the topics it discusses. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes (1858; 204
Who knows to what unnameable subtleties of spiritual law
all these Pagan Fables owe their shape ! 1879 SWINBURNE
Stud. Skaks. (1880) 7 The delicate and infinite subtleties of

change and growth discernible in the spirit and the speech
of the greatest among poets. 1888 BRYCE Amer. Comm-w.
cvii. III.

540.,
I doubt whether democracy tends to dis-

courage originality, subtlety, refinement, in thought and in

expression.

Subtlist (szrt'list). [f. SUBTLE a. f -IST. Cf.

SURTILIST.] One who is addicted to subtleties.

1840 [see SUBTILIST, quot. 1829]. 1887 HARDY Woodlanders
III. xit. 239 A subtlist in emotions, he cultivated as under
glasses strange and mournful pleasures.

Su'btlize, v. rare. [f. SUBTLE a. + -IZB. Cf.

SUBTILIZE.] intr. To indulge in subtleties.
iSaz Blackw, Mag. IX. 501 The human mind is displayed

. .in its acuteness, subtleizmg to infinity.

Subtly (sirtli),^. Forms: 0.4-530101(1)7,
-illy, -ylly, autely, 4-6 suttelly, 5-6 suttely,
(4 aotelliche.-elyoh, -il(l)iche, -ylleohe, suteli,

-elly, -il(l)i, -illy, 5 sotelyche, -yly, Sc. sutailly,

-ellye,suttilly, 6sottelye, sut(t)ellie, suttully\
6-7 suttly. 0. 6 subtel(l)y, 6-7 (9) subtlely,
6- subtly, [f. SUBTLE a. + -LY 2

. Cf. SUBTILLY.]
1. Cleverly, dexterously, skilfully; ingeniously,

artfully, cunningly, arch,

^
a. cxo Will. Palerne 3117 We be so sotiliche be-sewed

in bise hides. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 425 It was
i-made sotilliche by gravynge craft. 1400 Destr. Troy
3038 Hir ene..Full sutelly set, Serklyt with heris On the
browes so bryght. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xliii. 170 (Harl. MS.)
To have a sherte sotelyche I-made for his body, c 1550
ROLLAND Crt, Venus \. 140 Tabletis of gold, . . With Saphiris
set so suttellie and sound. 1667 MILTON P. L. vm. 207 Thou
seest How suttly to detaine thee I devise.

0. 1687 SETTLE Reft. Dryden 65 Subtly contrived too.

1859 FITZGERALD Omar Ixi, That He whp subtly wrought
me into Shape Should stamp me back to common Earth
again.

2. With subtle thought or argument ; with nice

or fine*drawn distinctions.
c 1315 SHOREHAM vir. 203 Hare o}e wyt, hyt hym by-kecbe)?,

pat god sosotylleche scchej?, ]>at syt so hese. a 1513 FABYAN
Chron. vn. ccxlv. (1811) 288 It is ouer subtely excused, or
soo darkely..wryten, that the reder therof shall hardely
come to y knowlege of the trouthe. 1561 T. NORTON
Calvin*s Inst. i. xiii. (1634) 54 In too subtlely pearcing into
the high misterie. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. ii. (1641)

iS/r, f know how subtly greatest Clerks Presume to argue
in their learned Works. 1749 HARTLEY Observ. Man i. iv.

Concl. 512 Matter and Motion, however subtly divided, or
reasoned upon, yield nothing more than Matter and Motion
still, 1829 LYTTON Devereux n. viii, Let us not talk of
these Matters so subtly. 1884 /><: 23 Feb. 87 The subtly-
woven length Of his audacious argument.
f3. With craft or guile; craftily, trsacherously,

deceitfully, insidiously. Obs.
a. c X35Poem TimesEdw. //, Ixiv. (Percy Soc.) 29 Sotelych

for-sothe Thei don the kyngs best; Whan ech man hath his

SUBTRACT.

DUNBAR Trta Mariit Wemen 254, I wes dissymblit suttelly
in a sanctis liknes. 1535 COVERDALE Acts vii. 19 The same
dealte suttely with cure kynred. 1600 HOLLAND Lwy xxxv.
xiv. 896 How suttelly and cautelously he had like a cun-

ning Carthaginian, couched his words in a certeine kind of
flatterie. 1641 MILTON Ch. Govt i. v. 15 Suttly to cast a

jealousie upon the Crowne.
. a. 1548 HALL Cnron., Hen. Vfllt 220 b, Utteryng won-

derous woordes, as she was before subtelly and craftely in-

duced and taught, c 1585 [R. BROWNE] Answ. Carftorrght
24 Why did M. C. so subtlely set contrary to dumbe minis-

ters, sufficient ministers? 1658 T. WALLCAaract. Enemies
Ch. 62 Let them subtlely insinuate necessary defence, sure

enough the preparations they make shew a delight in war.

X77 DE FOE Syst, Magic i. iv. (1840)95 The Devil takes
this for a handle, and subtly makes Canaan dream.
4. Delicately, finely.

1731 POPE Ess. Man i. 2tg1n the nice bee, what sense so

subtly true, From pois'nous herbs extracts the healing dew?
1849 KUSKIN Seven Lamgs v. 12, 147 The Pisan front is

far more subtly proportioned. 1876 G. ELIOT Dan. Der.

Ixvi, This subtly-poised physical susceptibility.

6. In a manner that defies observation, analysis,
or explanation.
1854 MILHAN Lat. Chr. iv. t. II. 9 [Mohammedanism]

dealt prodigally in angelic appearances, and believed in

another incorporeal, or, rather, subtlycorporeal race, be-

tween angels and men. 1874 GRREN Slwrt Hist. iv. 1. 157
The song passes swiftly and subtly into a world of romantic
sentiment. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul I. 157 Apology and
demonstration are subtly blended throughout hb appeal.
1890 Scribner's Mag. Jan 191 A very strong Impression of
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Subtoue (sB-Uy.m .
[t. SUB- 5 c + TOXE s6.]

1. A subordinate tone; an undertone..
1894 Yill<nu Bk. 1. 190 The river was wrapped in a delicate

grcy
...;'

zc with a golden sub-tone. 1906 liailr Chtan. ^ May
5/3 I hose delicate tones and sub-tones of feminine feeling
which ' mere man '

is. .too dense to appreciate.
a. Mm. A subordinate sound.
1894 Daily Nnu, 10 Sept. 2/4 He (if. Whcatstone] was the

first, .to give m phyMc.il explanation of the sombre effect of
the minor chord, which sounds prosaic to the zsthetic critic,
for it is dependent on the theory of sub-tones just mentioned.
IWheatstone used subordinate sounds '.]

Snbtonic (sfbtpiik), a. and ib. [In A and
B i f. Sun- 19, in I! 2 f. SUB- 13.] A. adj. fho-
nelics. (See quot.)
1833 J. RUSH Pfiitos. Human Voice (cd. a) 54 A number of

sounds, possessing.. properties analogous to those of the
tunics; but differing in degree. .. From their inferiority to
the tonics, . . whilst they admit of being intonated or carried

concretely through the intervals of pitch, 1 have called them
Subtonic sounds. Ibid.) Some of the subtonic vocalities are
purely nasal, as : m, n, ng, 6, d, g.

Ji. sb.

1. Phonetics. A '

subtonic
'

sound.

1833 J. RUSH Philos. Human Voice (ed. 2) 55 This vocality
of the subtonics. .is variously modified by the nose, tongue,
teeth and lips.

2. Mus. The semitone immediately below the

upper tonic of a scale ; the leading note.

1854 MOORE Compl. Cycl. Music. 1889 E. PHOUT Har-
mony i. 13 The seventh note of the scale.. is sometimes..
called ttie

'

Subtonic '.

t Subtract, it. rare. Obs. [ad.L. subtractus,

pa. pple. of sublrahZn to SUBTBACT.]
1. '' A remainder.
a. 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Regalia (1641) 27 Sir lohn Perrot

was a goodly Gentleman, .and he was of a very ancient

discern, as an heire to many Subtracts [other ed. of 1641
abstracts] of Gentry.

2. A subtrahend.

1690 LEVBOURN Cnrs. Malk. 341 If he be careful! to make
his Canon right, the Letters themselves will direct him how
to frame his Divisors and Subtracts.

Subtract (sobtne-kt), v. Also 6 -track, [f.
L.

subtract-, pa. ppl. stem of subtrahlre (whence OF.
subtrairi. It. sotlrarrc, Pg. subtrahir) f. sub- Sus-

25 + trahlre to draw, carry. See also SUBSTBACT.]
1. trans. To withdraw or withhold (a thing that

is or may be used or enjoyed). Obs. exc. arch.

1548 Act 2
fy 3 Edw. V!, c 13 { 13 Yf anye person doe

subtracte or witbdrawe any manner of tithes. 1559-60 J/6".

Cott. Calig. B. tx, Let not men. .move zow to subtract zour

helping hand. 1581 MARBECK Bk. Notes 588 They did not
subtract from them their ciuill obedience or counted them
from that day forward, no longer to be their kings. 1607
Statutes in Ilist. WalieJieU Cram. Sch. (1892) 69 To sub-
tract so much of the Ushers wages. 1846 GROTE Greece
I. iii. I. 105 His ill will is thus raised, and he tries to sub-
tract from man the use of fire.

t 2. To removefrom a place or position. Obs.

lyjiReg. Privy CouncilScot. Ser. 1. 11-374 The merchandis
. . trafriquand betuix Berwick and Edinburgh salbe sub-
tractit and withdrawin. 1640 Bp. HALL Episc. it. vii. iBj
And yet none of the ancient burdens subtracted. 1659
Bi'. PKARSON Creed (1839) 303 Should we imagine Christ to

anticipate the time of death, and to subtract his soul from
future torments necessary to cause an expiration. 1676
GLANVILL Ess. Fhilos. 4- Rclig. in. 27 Let him then subtract
bis Finger, and he will perceive the Quicksilver to descend
from the Tube into the subjacent Vessel.

b. re/I.
c 1540 Bcllenden's Livy (S.T.S.) I. 8 (MS. A) To subtract

[MS. B substract] me fra sicht of sic misery's as oft occurris

in to oure dayis. 1657 J. SERGEANT Schism Dispach't 74
If they.. would subtract themselves from her oDedience.
Ibid. 511 Whoever subtracts himself from a former actuall

gpvernour. 1889 Daily News 28 Feb. 4/2 Whether steps
will be taken, .to prevent Houston from subtracting himself
from the jurisdiction of one of her Majesty's Courts.

3. Math. To take away or deduct (one quantity

from, ^ out of another) : see SUBTRACTION 3. Also
absol. or intr.

'557 RECORDE Wketst. K ij, Wherfore I subtract 16. out

of 18. 1574 W. BOURNE Regim. Sea xx. (1577) 53 Subtract
or take away the stars declination from the heigih. 165*

JVViw/r. Low Coxtttr. 8 Podex can.. Adde, Multiply, Sub-

tract, Divide. 1774 M. MACKENZIE Marit. Surv. 62 Sub-
tract the Complement of the Declination from the half Sum,

ing. 1881 MINCHIN UnM. Kincniat. 53 We should get
better approximation still by subtracting the temperature
at n from the

temperature
at i second past 12, and multiply-

ing the difference by 3600.

b. transf, aiAJig.
a 1676 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. (1677) 123 What is so sub-

tracted or subducted out of the extent of the Divine Perfec-

tion, leaves still a Quotient, if I may so call it, Infinite. 1838

(F. HAYWOOD] tr. Kant's Crit. Pure Reason 415 A law of

the understanding, from which it is permitted to deviate

under no pretence, or therefrom to subtract any phenomenon.
1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola ix. The transient pink flush.. sub-

tracted nothing from her majesty. 1875 JOWETT PtatoffA. 2)

I. 474 That is what I suppose you to say, . . you may, if you
wish, add or subtract anything.
Hence Subtracting vbl. sb.

1(91 RAY Creation i. (1693) 109 The same Swallow by the

subtracting daily of her Eggs proceeded to lay nineteen

successively, c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 46 There is to

be no adding or subtracting.



SUBTRACTER.

Subtracter, rare. [f. ,prec. +-ER 1
.]

1. One who subtracts. 1828-32 WEBSTER.

f 2. = SUBTRAH ND. Obs. 1818 ToDD.

Subtraction (sifbtne-kfan). Also 5 subtrac-

cio(u)n,5-6 -tractioun(e,6 sotraceion. [ad. late

L. subtraclio, -oneni (in Vulgate tr. Gr. imoa-roKrf),

n. of action f. subtrahlre to SUBTRACT. Cf. It. sot-

trazione, Pg. subtraccao. See also SUBSTRACTION.]

f 1. Withdrawal or removal from a place. Obs.

c 1400 Sc. Trojan War (Horstm.) II, 369 He . . wylfully in-

to bat stede Hath graunted be subtractioune Of bat relyk of

gret renowne To Anthenor. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II.

155 As in the subtraccion of Danes as vn to the maner and

chaunce j>er of croniclers make noo mencion [etc.].

2. The withdrawal or withholding of something

due, necessary, or useful. Also, an instance of

this. Obs. exc. arch.

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione u. x. 53 He bat is tau^t wib be

70

1824 R. JACKSON View Formation etc. Armies 505 Besides

measured diet,. .there are other means.. diminishing the

volume of the fluids. .. These are subtractive, viz. blood

ing and purging. 1829 BENTHAM Justice f, Cod. Petit.

lim. Explan. p. vi, To employ either draft, with., amend
lettii

Prel

it 1656 BF. HALL Rem. Wks. (1660) 161 A subtraction or

diminution of the maintenance of studied Divines. 1818

HALLAM Mid, Ages (1872) II. 242 A second subtraction of

obedience, or at least declaration of neutrality. 1833 WAD-
DINGTON Hist. Ch. xxiii. 524 The party in France, which

for some time had been opposed to the subtraction of obedi-

ence.. declared its adhesion.

b. Law. The withdrawal or withholding from

a person of any right or privilege to which he is

lawfully entitled.

1660 R. COKE Power ft Subj. 21 Ecclesiastical laws relate

to.. subtraction and right of tythes, oblations, &c. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comm. in. 94 The suit for restitution of con-

jugal rights. .is brought whenever either the husband or

wife is guilty of the injury of subtraction, or lives separate
from the other without any sufficient reason. Ibid. 231 The
subtraction or non-observance of any of these conditions, by
neglecting to swear fealty, to do suit of court, [etc.] is an

injury to the freehold of the lord. 1835 Tomlins' Law-
Diet., Subtraction ofRents and Semices.

C. Logic. The exception of one class from

another in which the excepted class is naturally

included. In recent Diets.

3. Math. The taking of one quantityfrom (f out

of) another; the operation of finding the difference

between two quantities, the result being termed the

remainder. Also, an instance of this.

Compound subtraction : see COMPOUND IT. 2 b.

c 14*5 Crafts Nonibryuge (E.E.T.S.) 10 pou most know bat

subtraccion is drawynge of one nowmber oute of anober
nomber. 1542 RECOHDE Gr. Artes(\$i^ 95 Subtraction or

Rebating is nothing els, but an arte to withdrawe and abate
one summe from another, that the Remainer may appeare.
I57r DIGGES Pantom. !. xviii. Fj, Nowe by subtraction sub-
duce 100 from 120, there remayneth your diuisor 20. 1612
DRAYTON Poly-olb. iv. 390 note, Subtraction of this number,
and, in some, addition . . will rectifie many gross absurdities
in our Chronologies. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s.v., Com.
found Subtraction, is the Method of taking a Summ com-
pounded of several different Species, from another Summ
Compounded likewise of the same sorts of Species. 1854
Orr's Circ. Sci., Math., 22 Proceed in like manner with each
denomination till e subtraction is finished. 1910 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. n) II. 538/2 We.. perform the subtractions inde.

pendently, and then regroup the results as the remainder.

b. transf. and Jig. Abstraction, deduction, re-

moval.

1534 WHITINTON Tuttyes Offices \. (1540) 27 That we maye
be as good accompters ofour offyces and dutyes, and se bothe
in addycion and subtraction what somme maysurmounteof
the remaynes. 1738'!'. BIRCH Aff. Life Milton 1. 72 By com-
paring it with his other Account, we shall perceive.. that
there isnotan entire Agreement in any one ofthe Paragraphs,
but there are either Alterations, or Additions.or Subtractions,
or Contradictions. 1820 R. JACKSON Sk. Febrile Dis. (ed. 2) I.

227Dr. Rush, and otherAmerican physicians carried subtrac-
tion of blood to great extent in the American epidemic.
1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 325 The gift of
a single million out of this vast amount is about as insigni-
ficant as the subtraction of a grain of wheat from a peck
measure. 1857 MILLER Elem. Ghent., Org. xiii. r. 723
From it all the varieties of organized products might be
obtained, by the addition or subtraction of water, oxygen,
and ammonia. 1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav. (1909) 25 The
world can endure the subtraction of even a justice of the
peace with provoking equanimity.
4. Detraction, depreciation. (Cf. SUBTRAOTOB.)

rare.

1890 Century Mag. XXXIX. 624/2 Of Shakspere he
\se, e-merson] talked much, and always without a word of
subtraction.

Subtractive (ssbtravktiv), a. [ad. med.L.
subtractivits, (. subtract-: see SUBTRACT v. and
-IVE. Cf. Pg. subtractivo.] Involving or denoting
subtraction, deduction, or diminution; (of a mathe-
matical quantity) that is to be subtracted, negative,
having the minus sign.
1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 808 We have therefore now

three.Prosthaphxreses of the Moon.. .Which since they are

riLTwi"^!
S r

Ui,wit ' each of them subtractive [etc.].
1699 PMl. Trans. XXI. 352 Subtract Ratio is that whoseierms are disposd to Subtraction, that is, to Division.1812 WOODHOUSE Astron. xiv. (,821) 381 The resultingnumerical values.. if additive of the north polar distance

"Ve lhe Ze"ith distancc ' I8"3 Monthly Mag.'-Y't-
n -.

fh n
Th=5e

,
may I* a*"6"1 ^tractive conjunctions:they all concede something, and deduct something else

additive by transposition to the other member.

b. Cryst. (Seequot. 1805-17.)
1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) M7 T etrahedral and

prismatic molecules are always arranged in such a manner

in the interior of primitive and secondary crystals, that,

taking them in groups of 2, 4, 6, 8 they compose parallelopi-

peds. .These parallelopipeds are by Hauy named subtrac-

tive molecules. 1823 BROOKE Crystallogr. 66 A more simple

theory of decrement . . may be substituted for that which has

been established upon the assumption of the irregular

tetrahedron as the integrant molecule, and the obtuse rhom-

boid as the subtractive molecule.

Subtra-etor. Substituted by Warburton, 1747,

for SUBSTRACTOR of the folios in Shaks. Twel. N.

Subtrahend (subtrahend). Math. [ad. L. sub-

trahendus (sc. numerus number), gerundive of

subtrahlre to SUBTRACT.] The quantity or number

to be subtracted.

1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 18 The number tobesubstracted

called the Subtrahend. 1714 CUNN Treat. Fractions 39

Then substract the Numerator of the Subtrahend from the

common Denominator. 1826 in Encycl. Metro/i. (1845) I.

428/1 The next digit in the subtrahend is greater than the

one corresponding to it in the minuend.

b. transf. A sum of money to be deducted.

1845 CAKLYLE Cromwell (1871) I. 98 Subtracting the due

subtrahend. 1858 Fredk. Gt. IX. x, Here b the Princess's

account ; with the subtrahend, twenty-five or seventy-five

per cent, not deducted. 1911 Edinb. Rev. Jan. 138 Her

wages.. are liable to a serious subtrahend for the loss.,

caused by leaving her house, .in the hands of another.

t Subtray, v. Obs. Also 5-6 subtrahe, 6

-trah. [f. imper. sing, subtrahe or stem subtrah-

of L. subtrahlre to SUBTRACT. Cf. SUBSTRA.] To
subtract (trans, and inlr.").

CI425 Crafte Nombrynge (E.E.T.S.) 13 Here he leches

|ie Craft how bou schalt know, whan bou hast subtrayd,
wheber bou hast wel ydo or no. c 1430 Art Nombryng
(E.E.T.S.) 16 And so forthe subtrahe fro the totalle nombre
in respect of be digit. 1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm.

(1652) 81 Your Liquors be ordained to add and subtray, To
make equalitie by wisclome ofassay. 1549 CHALONKR Erasm.
on Folly Gil, From howe many, .euilles I haue subtraied

these my selie paches. 1579 DIGGES Stratiot. i. xv. 26 The
last Fraction being lesse then S enforceth you to Subtrahe
one out of 4. 1588 J. MELLIS Bricfe Instr. D viij, To make
the summes equal], gather the total hereof, .and subtray it

from the totall summe of your Creditor opposite.

Sirbtrea surer. [Sus- 6.] An assistant or

deputy treasurer.

The specific designation of an official of Hereford and
Truro Cathedrals, and of the Inner Temple j in U.S. of the
official in charge of a subtreasury.
1546, 1786 [implied in SUBTREASURERSHIP]. t&2z LAMB

Elia, Old Benchers Inner T., But the worthy sub-treasurer
who

respects
his old and his new masters would but have

been puzzled. 1849 EASTWICK Dry Leaves 172, 1 suddenly
reflected that the treasurer with allthe race ofsub-treasurers
had departed. 1882 AINGER Lamb vi, 103 His father'sold

and loyal friend Randal Norris, the sub-treasurer of the
Inner Temple.
Hence Subtrea'surership, the office of a sub-

treasnrer.

1546 Yks.Chantry-Siini. (Surtees) II. 363 The Subtresorer-

shyppe in the saide Churche. 1786 J. BACON Liber Regis
1 102 Diocese of York. The Cathedral Church. .. Sub
Treasurership.

Su'btrea Bury. [SUB- 7 d.] A subordinate
or branch treasury ;

U.S. the organization by which
the separate safe-keeping of the public funds is

entrusted to specially appointed officers; any of
the branches of the Treasury established in certain

cities of the States for the receipt and safe-keeping
of public monies.

1837 CALHOUN Wks. III. 8r This proposed reorganization
has been called a

sub-treasury. 1837-42 HAWTHORNE Twice-
told T. (1851) II. viii. 118 With their interminable brawls
about Banks and the Sub-Treasury, Abolition (etc.). 1858
HOMANS Cycl. Comm. 1765/2 The failures of many of these

[banking institutions] during the years 1837-1842 led to the
establishment, on the 6th August, 1846, of the Independent
Treasury, or Sub-treasury. . .The sub-treasuries forthe re-

ception of the public funds are at Boston, New York, Phila-
delphia, and other cities. 1896 Daily News 24 July 8/5A telegram from Washington says that the Treasury De-
partment has been advised that over 23 million dollars in

gold will be turned into the sub-treasuries by the banks.
1901 ALLDRiDGES/^r^roxxvii. 313 There was a sub-treasury
at the port of Sulima ; the sub-accountant forwarded down
..revenue to the amount of j 1,000.
attrib. ieg Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 766/2 Van Buren.. after

a four years' struggle,, .succeeded in making the 'sub-

treasury
scheme '

law (1840).

Svi'btria ngular, a. Chiefly Zool. and Bot.

[ad. mod.L. subtriangularis : see SUB- 20 e.] Ap-
proaching the form of a triangle ; somewhat trian-

gular.

1787 tr. Linnxus' Fam, Plants 763 Calodendron. . . Seeds
two in each cell, subtriangular. 1824 Du Bois Lamarck's
Arrangem. 45 The Madras., are marine shells, .almost
always subtriangular. 1854 OWEN in Orr's Circ. Sci., Org.
Nat. I. 192 The exoccipitals . . are very irregular subtriangu-
lar bones. 1881 Nature XXIII. 605 A sub-triangular wedge-
shaped implement.

SUBTYPICAL.

So Su fotria ngvtlate ./., with combining form
Su btriang-ula-to-.
1849 HARDY in Proc. Bertu. Nat. Club II. vii. 361 Head

sub-triangulate. 1852 DANA Crust. I. nS Carapax sub-tri-

angulato-ovate.

Su-btribe. Chiefly Zool. and Bot. [Sus- 7 b.]
A subdivision of a tribe.

1836-9 TodcTs Cycl. Anat. II. 860/1 The second sub-tribe,

Hydradephaga, includes the predaceous water-beetles. 1857
[see SUBCLASS). 1859 R- *' BURTON Centr. Ajfr. in Jrtil.

Geog. Soc. XXIX. 84 The Wazaramo number many sub-

tribes, the principal of which are the Wakamba. 1870
HOOKER Stud, flora 150 Tribe iv. Seselineae. .. Sub-tribe
v. Coriandrese.

Hence Su btribual a., pertaining to a snbtribe.
1881 BENTHAM in Jrnl. Lin. Soc. XVIII. 287 The most

important tribual and subtribual characters.

Su'btriple, a. [ad. late L. subtriplus : see

SUB- 10 and TRIPLE a.]
1. Math. That is one third of a quantity or

number ; denoting a proportion of I to 3 ; (of a

ratio) of which the antecedent is one third of the

consequent.
1644 DIGBY Ifat. Bodies viii. 1 6. 60 Which must be in sub-

triple proportion of the diameter of the sunne to the dia-

meter of the great oroe. a 1696 SCARBURGH Euclid (1705)
1 80 As 1 3 to 4 inverted, 154 to 13 viz. Subtriple sesquiquartal.

1719 QUINCY Cotttfl. Disp. 14 The Proportion of White Lead
to Lead itself comes out still less, i. e. sub-triple. 1718
CHAMBERS Cycl.
2. Sub-triple Spot, a moth (see quot.).
1831 J. RENNIE Bntterfl. f, M. 179 The Sub-triple Spot

(Parantesia subiripunctvlatia).

Subtri plicate, a. Math. [SuB- 10.]
1. Of a ratio or proportion : Being that of the

cube roots of the quantities ; thus, 2 : 3 is the sub-

triplicate ratio of 8 : 27.
1636 [see SUBDUPLICATE], 1710 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. II,

Paraboloids, are Paraboliform Curves in Geometry ; whose
Ordinates are supposed to be in a Subtriplicate, Subquadru-
plicate, &c. Ratio of their respective Abscissae. 1781 Pkil.

Trans. LXXI. 516 Let us see how near they come to the

reciprocal bub-triplicate ratio of their weights.

U 2. = SUBTRIPLE. (A misuse.)
1656 HOBBES Six Lessons Wks. 1845 VII. 277 It is the

same fault when men call, .a third part subtriplicate of the

whole.

Subtri-plicated, a. [Sus- 20 f.] Imperfectly
divided into three sections.

1822 J. PARKINSON Quit. Qryctol. 212 Lip bordered inter-

nally; columella subtriplicated.

Subtrist (stfbtri-st), a. rare. [ad. \,.subtristis9

f. sub- SUB- 19 + tristis sad.] Somewhat sad.
1820 SCOTT Abbot xxix, You look subtrist and melancholic.

Su'btropic, a. and sb, [SuB- 12 b, 19.]
A. adj.

= SUBTROPICAL.

1891 in Cent. Diet. 1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terts
t

Sttbtropict applied to half-hardy plants which in temperate
climates can thrive in summer only-
B. sb. pi. Subtropics : the regions adjacent to

or bordering on the tropics.
1886 Times (Philad.) 3 May (Cent.), There are but two

counties [of Florida] in the sub-tropics Dade and Monroe.

1898 P. MANSON Trap. Diseases i. i. i The principal cause
of morbidity in the tropics and sub-tropics.

Subtropical, a. [Sus- 12 b, 19.]
1. Bordering on the tropics.
1865 Englishman's Mag. Nov. 393 Some currents convey

ice into subtropical countries. 1867 LYELL Princ. Geol. (ed.

10) I. i. x. 200 A climate approaching that now only expe-
rienced in sub-tropical regions. 1883 Chamb. Jrnl, 142 The
sponges of commerce are almost wholly obtained from

tropical or sub-tropical seas.

2. Characteristic of subtropical regions ; of a

climate, character, habit, etc. between temperate
and tropical ; almost tropical.
1842 LOUDON Suburban Hort. 527 Climates sub-tropical,

or tropical. 1863 DANA Man. Geology 534 The Miocene
flora of the vicinity of Vienna the same author pronounces
to be subtropical. 1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric.
(1869) 6 The. .culture of tropical and sub-tropical fruits in

the southern States. 1880 DAWKINS Early Man in Brit.

ii. 21 The sub-tropical members decreased, and the temperate
forms, .preponderated.

Subtrude (spbtr*d), z. [f. L. sub- SUB- 2,

25 + trudfre to thrust]
1. trans. To thrust under.
a 1846 Dublin Rev. (Wore.).

2. intr. To thrust itself in stealthily.

1898 HARDY Wcssex Poems 129, I see the nightfall shades

subtrude.

Su'btype. [SuB- 5 c.] A subordinate type ;

a type included in a more general type.
1861 MILLER Elem. Chem., Org. (ed. 2) i. 2. 50 Tb.3 hydro-

chloric acid type.. forms a subtype which comprehends the

chlorides, fluorides, bromides, iodides, and cyanides. 1872
OLIVER Elem. Bot. 11. 122 In some Natural Orders the

amount of variation, .is so considerable that we shall find it

needful to employ subtypes.

Su'bty-pical, a. [Sus- 19.] a. Of the cha-

racter of a subtype, b. Not quite typical ; lying
between the typical and aberrant forms.

1837 SWAINSON Nat. Hist, Birds II. 4 The first three of

these sub-families constitute the aberrant circle. . . The fourth

is the sub-typical. Ibid. 76 The Piprinx constitute the

subtypical group of this family \sc. the AtttAeiitiaf]. 1854
WOODWARD Mollusca n. 241 The Bivalve Shell-fish, .con-

stitute the second or sub-typical group in the quinary system.



SUBUCULA.

I! Subucula ^sfll>i'ki?la). Also anglicized

(rare) subuoule. [L. dim. f. sitA under + *u?reto

put, as in exiiSrc, iiulufre.'] a. A kind of shirt or

under-tunic worn by the ancient Romans, b. In

the Anglo-Saxon Church, a tunic worn beneath

the alb, serving as a kind of cassock.

[Cf. c 1450 CAPGRAVE Life St. Gilbert 125 My auctor her
setteth a word ' subucula

'

whech is both an awbe and a
schert.]
i66oR.CoKE PffivcrfySiibj. 162 That every Priest celebrat-

ing Mass, hath his Corporal, and Subucule \mispr, Subumle]
under his Alban. 1849 ROCK Ch. Fathers I. v. 460 besides
the alb.. the Anglo-Saxons wore another garment .. the
subucula. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 456/2 It was a custom of
the Romans to wear two tunics. . .The one next the skin was
known as the sul'uciila.

Subulate (si-bi/a<*t), a. Bat. and Zool. [ad.
mod.L. subulatus, f. sftbula awl : see -ATE 2. Cf.

F. subutt] Awl-shaped ; slender and tapering to

a point.
1760 J. LEE Introd. Bat. i. xiii. (1765) 31 Subulate, Awl.

shaped. 1785 Phil. Trans. LXXV. 9 Our bird . has a weak,
slender, subulate bill. 1785 MARTYN Lett. Bet. xiii. (1794)
132 Flowers in a spike, with a subulate receptacle. 1817
KIRBY& Sp. Entomol, xvii. 1 1. 33 Their long and large head,
armed with very long subulate mandibles. 1887 W. PHILLIPS
Brit, Discomycctes 303 Margin unevenly fringed with some-
what roughened subulate hairs.

Comb. 1845 LINDI.EY Sch. Bat. viii. (1858) 136 Radical
leaves subulate-striated. 1870 HooKRRStitd. Flora 206 In-
volucral bracts . . subulate-lanceolate.

So Su bulated a., with comb, form Sn-bulato-.
1752 HILL Hist. Anim. 495 The beak of the Sturnus is of

a subulated figure. 1760 J. LEE fntrod. Bot. II. xx. (1765) :

The upper Filament is subulato-setose. 1773 G. WH

Subuliform (sibi-lifpjm), a. [ad. mod.L.
subuliformis, f. siibula awl : see -FORM.] Subulate.
1859 MAYNE Expos, Lex. 1866 Treas. Bot.

t Subulon. Obs. [ad. L. siibulo, (. Simula nwl.]
A young hart (with straight tmbranched horns).
1607 TOPSELL Four./. Beasts 122 marg.. Of Spittards &

Subulons. Ibid. 133 The dung of Harts cureth the dropsie,
especially ofa Subulon oryoung Hart. 1688 HOLMEA nnonry
n. viii. 160/2 He beareth Argent, a Subulons (or a Brocards)
head, proper. ..This head of a Subulon, is born by the name
of Subell.

t Subu-mber, v. Obs. rare-1
, [f. L. sub SUB-

2 + umbra shadow Cf. subitmbrage s.v. SUB- 2.]
trans. To shelter.

c 1470 HARDING Chron. LXIII. vi, Under shryne buryed and
subumbred Emong al Cnristen kynges worthy to be re-
membred.

II Subumbre lla. Zool. [mod.L. ; see SUB-
I

f.] The internal ventral or oral disk of a hydro-
zoan ; the concave muscular layer beneath the
umbrella of a jelly-fish.

1878 BELL tr. Gegcntaur's Comf. Anat. 108 In the Me-
dusa? it \sc. a muscular layer] is limited to the surface which
carries the gastric apparatus, where it forms the ' sub-um-
brella '. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 248 Scat.
tered ganglion cells in connection with this [inner nerve]
ring lie in the ectoderm of the sub-umbrella.

Hence Subumbrellara. [Sus- I b], beneath the
umbrella ; pertaining to the subumbrella.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. iii. 137 A sub-umbrellar

cavity with a roof formed by the umbrella.

t Subirnion. Obs. rare. [ad. mod.L. sniiinia,

rendering late Gr. v<t>iv (
=

IK/> ,
vir6 under + Hv one)

HTPHEN : see UNION.] Incomplete union (of words
or syllables).
[The L. word is used - hyphen ; cf. : 1665 R. JOHNSON

Scholars Guide a A Subunio (-) used i. when two whole
words are united, as pale-faced. 2. when one part of the
word is writ at the end of one line, and the other at the

beginning of the next. 1685 MATLOCK Fax Nova. Artis
Scrib. tfo. ]

1648 HEXHAM DM. Diet. n. Gram. B bb, Hyphen is a Note
of Sub-union, either of two words, .or of the Connexion of
two or more Syllables together. 1688 HOLME Armoury in.
v. 251/1 Hyphen, is a mark ofsubunion either oftwo words, as
Self-love ; or of the connection of two Syllables at the end of
a Line, and the beginning of the succeeding Line thus =.
Suburb (sD-bzub). Forms: //. 4-5 sub(b)-

arbes, -is, (-ys), -urbis, 5-7 suburbes, 6-7
subburbs, suberbs, (4 subaarbis, 5 -orbz, sow-
barbys, subbardes, -ars, -era, 6 -arbs, -ardes,
subberbes, -is, -urbes, -ys, -orbes, sub-vrbs),
5- suburbs

; also 5 sowthbarbys, -ez, 6 southe-
barbis (see SouTH-2) ; sing. 4-7 suburbs, 5
sub(b)arbe, aubbarde, 7- suburb, [a. OF. sub-

(t}urbe, pi. -ts, ad. L. suburbium, pi. -ia (med.L.
ulsosuiuriit), (. jA StJB- u + arfocity. Cf. Sp.,
Pg. suburbio^\
1. The country lying immediately outside a town

or city ; more particularly, those residential parts
belonging to a town or city that lie immediately
outside and adjacent to its walls or boundaries.
a. collect, ft.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 364 pai hadden subarbis to fede

t>er be beestis bat schuld be offred sacrifice to god in be
temple. 1:1386 CHAUCER Can. Ytom, Prol. 104 In the
suburbes of a totin . . Lurkynge in hernes and in lanes blynde.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 211 An oxe spak to a plow;man in he subarbes of Rome. 1398 Barth. de J1 . R. xiv.
xii. (Tollem. MS.) Sichem, bat was a cite of socoure with

71

subbarbes [ed. 1535 subarde^, 158* suburbesj J>erof in mounte
Effraym. c 1430 LVDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 4 Floren.

lynes, and Venycyens, And Esterlingev . afiyr the mater
riding, Passid the subbarbis to mete withe the Kyng. 1439
Roils of Parlt. V. 23/1 Fletestrete in the subbardes uf
London, c 1460 Oseney Reg. 6 p* church of seynte marye
Mawdeleyn the which is i-sett in the subbarbis of oxonfordc.
1493 ia Young Ann. Barber-Surg. Land, (1890) 67 Withyn
this cyte or subbersof the same. 1513/^^/14^- 15 Hen. l//l/

t

c. 3 5 Withyn either of the said Townes of Lyn and Great
Yarmouth or Suburbes of the same. 1591 GKEENK Vision
Wks. (Grosart) XII. 259 He trudgeth towards Antwerpe,
where in the suberbes, hee heard of his wife. 1593 NASHK
Christ

1

sT. Wks. 1904 11.148 London, what are thy Suburbes
but licensed Stewes? 1613 SHAKS. Hen. K///, v. iv. 76
Theres a trim rabble let in : are alt these Your faithful!

friends o' th' Suburbs ? 1665 Baker's Chron., Contin. Chas. /,

501 That part of the Suburbs of London commonly called

Covent Garden, a \-jxo SEWEL .///*/. Quakers (1795) II. vu.
2 At London, and in the suburbs. 1845 S. AUSTIN Rankf*
Hist. Ref. III. 223 They . . had resolved to burn the suburbs,
in order to preserve the city within the walls. 1875 HKLPS
Soc. Press, iv. 59 How this ugly lot of suburbs would join
with that ugly lot, and that there would soon be one con-
tinuous street.

t b. collect, sing.

1395 E. E. Wills (1882) 9 In the parosch of seynt sepulcre
in the suburbe of london, c 1440 Promp. f'arv. 482/1 Sub.
urbe, of a cyte or wallyd towne (A!", suburb or sowthbarbys
of cyte), stt6urbium

t
suburbanuvi. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon.

I. 9 He was sent to Gloucester College, In the Suburb of
Oxon. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey). [1853 NEWMAN Hist.

Sk.^ (1873) I. i. ii. 70 Its cities.. were surrounded beyond
their fortifications by a suburb of fields and gardens.]

2. Any of such residential parts, having a definite

designation, boundary, or organization.
a. sing.form.
1433 LYDG. St. Edmund App. 395 Not ferre out of the

toun In a subarbe callyd Rysbygate. 1665 MANLEY Cretins'
LtnuC. Wars 955 Suddenly a suburb beyond the River,
that might have been defended, was quitted, a 1700 EVELYN
Diary 15 Jan. 1645, I went to the Ghetto, where the Jewes
dwell as in a suburbe by themselues. 17*7 DE FOE Tour
Gt. Brit. III. n. 34 This Street is call'd the Cannon-Gate, ..

which Part, tho* a Suburb, is a Kind of Corporation by
itself, as Westminster to London. 1836 MACCILLIVRAY Trav.
Hitmboldt v. 68 Crossing the Indian suburb, the streets of
which were very neat. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1877)
III. xii. 109 The monks of Saint Stephen already dwelt m
their suburb beyond the walls of Caen. 1913 Standard
20 June 7/7 The people of Clapham, or Cricklewood, or

Clapton, or any other suburb.
t b. pi.form with sing, concord.
1610 HOLLAND Camdetf* Brit. 810 The suburbs of Gates-

head, which is conioined to Newcastle, a 1668 LASSELS
Voy. Italy (1698) I. 58 A continual Suburbs of stately villas

and villages. 1753 De Foes Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 5) III. 214
The Market-place and St. Nicolas's Church, from whence,
for a good Way, shoots out a Suburbs to the North-east, . .

and each Suburbs has its particular Church.

3. transf. andySg". (//., rarely sing) Outlying
parts, outskirts, confines, purlieus.

a. of localities.

138* WYCLIF Ezek. xlv. 2 On eche part it shal be halewid
in fyue hundrid by fyue hundrid, four maner by cumpas,
and in fifti cubitis in to the suburbis therof bi cumpas.
1601 DENT Pathw. Heaven 313 111 company is the suburbs
of Hell. 1604 E, G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta s Hist, Indies in. iv.

128 They come to the Hands of Guadelupe Dominique,.,
and the rest, which . . be as it were, the suburbs of the I ndies.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage^ 1614) 91 Constantine raised these
suburbes of Hell, and destroyed both the customes, statues,
and

temple
it selfe. 1635 QUARLES Embl. v. vi. (1718) 270

To heav n's high city I direct my journey, Whose spangled
suburbs entertain mine eye. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vi. a
II. 285 The Kitchin . . with the Larder and Pantrey the ne-

cessary suburbs thereof. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 773 [Bees]
Flie to and fro, or on the smoothed Plank, The suburb of
thir Straw-built Cittadel, . .confer Thir State affairs, a 1703
BURKITT On N. T. Luke xxiii. 42 Even then, when he is in

the suburbs of hell, he will blaspheme.
b. of immaterial things.

1599 NASHE Lenten Sttttfe Wks. 1905 III. 174 Thevaward
or subburbes of my narration.

^
1642 D. ROGERS Naaman

363 They would never come within the condition or suburbes
of mercy. 1650 TAYLOR Holy Living ii. 6. 142 When our
fortunes are violently chang'd, our spirits are unchang'd, if

they alwayes stood in the Suburbs and expectation of
sorrowes. 1655 FULLER Best Act Obliv. 2 Lent is a season
for sorrow, this Week is the suburbs of Lent. 1822-56 DE
QUINCEY Confess. Wks. 1890 III. 293 In summer, in the im-
mediate suburbs of midsummer. 1848 LONGF. Fireside^
Resign, v, This life of mortal breath Is but a suburb of the
life elysian. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE Shaks. Char. xvii. 445
Silence is an embryo of a man,.. a man dwelling in the
suburbs of sense.

O. jocular.
a 1658 CLEVELAND Poems (1687) 326 The Suburbs of my

Jacket are so gone, I have not left a Skirt to sit upon.
4. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib. (rarely in

pi. form) passing into adj.
= Belonging to a suburb

or the suburbs, SUBURBAN. Now rare.

1592 Nobody Sf Someb. I, Heares queanes maintaind in

euery suburb streete. 1593 MARLOWE Lucan's ist Bk. 569
Those that inhabited the suburbe fieldes Fled. 1662 GERBIER

BriefDisc. 19 The Windows on the London and Suburbs
Houses. 1680 OTWAY Orphan Prol. 20 The harmless Life

Of Suburb Virgin or of City Wife, a 17*1 PRIOR Turtle

ff Sparrow 424 Hear thy dirty Off-spring Squall From
Bottles on a Suburb-Wall. 1811 SCOTT Don Roderick it.

xxxix, The spark that, from a suburb-hovel's hearth Ascend-

ing, wraps some
capital

in flame. 1820 KEATS Lnn'a u. 26

From the slope side of a suburb hill. 1883 Century Mag.
Oct. 821/1 The houses.. grow up stories higher villas

suburb houses.

f b. <= Belonging to or characteristic of the

suburbs (of London) as a place of inferior, debased,

SUBURBAN.
and /. licentious habits of life (cf. quota. 1593,
1613, in sense i). (Jreq. in 1 7th cent.) Obs.
Sukurb tinner : a loose woman, prostitute.
1598 B. JONSON Ar. Man in Hum. i. iii. If 1 can but hold

him vp to his height,.. It will do well for a suburbe-humor.
"599

. Cynthia's Rev. n. iv. We cannot haue new
peculiar court-lire, but these retainers will Ii.

U. Wks. (Grosart) III!"M Bdttbnb..kllOM4 ttu'lhcM
buburb sinners haue no landes to Hue vpon but their legges
1633 MARMION fine

Companion G 2 There's a wench that
has her buburb trickei about her, 1 warrant. 1638 NABBU
Bride l. iv, You malkin of suburb authority set up only to
fright crows. 1649 M ILTON /*,. pref, Dissolute swordmen
ami buburb roysters. 1664 COTTON Siarron. iv. (1667) 136
borne durty Suburb drab, a 1668 UAVENAMT Una fr.
riimmttk in. i, You look in this light habit Like one of the
Suburb-Sinners.

C. = SUBURBIOARIAN. rare,

1813 Examiner- 1 Mar. 131/2 The six tuburb BUhopricks
shall DC re-established.

d. f suburb dross, bee-glue, PROPOLIS (see

quot. and cf. qnot. 1667 in sense 3 a).
1657 S. PURCHAS Pol. Fifing.Ins. 158 Propolis b as much

as suburbe dross, with which the Bees fasten the skirts of
the Hive to the board.

Suburban (sobc-jban), a. and si. [ad. L. sui>-

urbanus, f. sub SUB- 1 1 + urbs city : see -AN. Cf. F.

stibnrbain, It., Sp., Pg. suburbano] A. adj.
1. Of or belonging to a suburb or the suburbs of

a town ; living, situated, operating, or carried on
in the suburbs.
a 1625 FLETCHER Faith/. Friends it. ii, To yield At first

encounter may befit the state Of some suburbane strumpet,
but not her. 1631 BRATHWAIT IVhimzies^ Apparator 131
A pestilent headpeece hee ha's to blow up suburbane
traders : with whom hee trucks, a 1661 HOLVUAV Juvenal
(1673) 18/2 The Rich had stately Monuments on the sides of

the pubiick ways in their own suburbane fields. 1671
MILTON P. R. iv. 243 Athens.. native to famous wits Or

hospitable,
in her sweet recess, City or Suburban, studious

walks and shades. 1751 T. EL-WARDS in Richardson's Corr.

(1804) III. 19, I will hope that.. the air of your agreeable
suburbane North-End, will restore you. 1781 COWPER
Retirem. 481 Suburban villas, highway-side retreats, That
dread th' encroachment of our growing streets. 1824 LOUDON
kncycl. Card. (ed. 2} 5 7285 The suburban villa.. is of

limited extent, but contains a small kitchen-garden and
stables. . . Such villas are occupied more by professional men
and artists. 1837 LOCKHART Scott I. iv. 120 His chosen
intimate.. continued to be.. Mr. John Irving his suburban
walks with whom have been recollected so tenderly. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Ettg. iii. I. 351 They reside.. at suburban

country seats surrounded by shrubberies and flower gardens.
1855 Ibid, xviii. IV. 243 Among the suburban residences of

our kings, that which stood at Greenwich had long held a dis-

tinguished place. 1883 /.a7v TYw/wLXXV. 130/2 The specu-
lative builder . . has become the pest of suburban London.

2. transf. Having characteristics that are regarded
as belonging especially to life in the suburbs of a

city ; having the inferior manners, the narrowness

of view, etc.
,
attributed to residents in subnrbs.

1817 BYRON Beffa Ixvi, A fifth's look's vulgar, dowdyish,
and suburban. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Worship Wks.

(Bohn) II. 403 If you follow the suburban fashion in build-

ing a sumptuous-looking house for a little money, it will

appear to all eyes as a cheap dear house.

3. = SUBURBICARIAN. rare.

1858 J. MARTINEAU Stud. Ckr. 204 Two names are given
in. ., those of Hyppolytus, a suburban clergyman, and of

Caius, whose charge lay within the city itself.

B. sb.

fl. sb. pi. Suburbs. Obs.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Cant. 520 fe suburbanys of gomor.

2. a. A suburban residence, b. A resident in

the suburbs.

1856 NEWMAN Callisla xxii. 195 Can truth give me a

handsome suburban with some five hundred slaves. 1906
Westm. Caz. i Sept. 3/1 All good suburbans congratulate
themselves on the choice of their abode.

Hence Snbn-rbaoidom, -hood, suburban condi-

tions of life, the residents of the suburbs collec-

tively; Subn-rbanlsm, the characteristics of

suburban life
;
a suburban peculiarity ; SnbuTb-

anite, a resident in the suburbs ; Snburba'nity,
the condition of being suburban ;

an instance of this,

a suburban characteristic, feature, locality; Bub-

irrbanlze v. trans., to render suburban.

1901 Speaker 13 Dec. 284/1 The respectabilities and

genteelness of mere 'suburbandom. 1879 Macni. Mag. XLI.

188/1 There is. .another side to this story, which the "sub-

urbanhood of Manchester would like greatly to tell. 1888

MRS. H. WARD KM. Elsmert it. xi, A county [tc. Surrey),

which is throughout a strange mixture of *suburbanism and

the desert. 1907 Sat. Rev. 6 Apr. 423 She . is a symbol of

middle-aged suburbanism rejuvenated and illuminated by
fresh experience. 1911 TYRRELL in iglh Cent. Apr.^
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There seem to have been suburbanisms and provincia isms,

like the Praenestine vulgarism. . of dropping the first syllable

of a word. 1890 Advance (Chicago) 20 Feb., Much dissatis-

faction among 'suburbanites over the proposed change.

1806 Westm. Gaz. 9 Nov. 7/2 The Lord Mayor s Show

brings out the suburbanite in full force. 1613 COCKERAM,

Neighbourhood in the Subburbs, 'Suinirkannitie. 1833

Nfiv Monthly Mag. XXXVII. 50 The pipe he smoked of

an evening, under certain circumstances of suburbanlty.

1848 Illustr. Land. Nfnis 17 June 387/1 Erith is the pretli

Lett. (1894) I. a The whole district, though so near the city,

was not yet "suburbanized. 1901 Daily Chron. 13 May s/

The district is.. becoming suburbanised and unfit for sport.



SUBURBARS.

t Suburbars, si. pi. ? Error for suburbans (cf.

prec. B. i). But cf. SUBURBLES.

1530 Ttst. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 290 To every hospital! w'in

the citie of York, and also unto the subarbars of the same.

t Suburbed, a. 06s. rare- 1
, [f. SUBURB +

-F.n ^.j Having a suburb or suburbs.

1602 R. CAREW Cornwall 120 Bottreaux CastlCj seated on

a bad harbour of the North Sea, and suburbed with a poore

market towne.

Suburbia (sb-Jbia). [f.
SDBUBB + -IA 1.] A

r: The suburbs (esp. of

London).
quasi-proper name for :

1896 Westm. Gaz. 20 Apr. 8/1 Suburbia also was very

great in primroses and maiden-hair fern posies. 1507 H.

WYNDHAM Flan Footlights xix, Adrian took a leisurely

survey of the room and its occupants. Both reflected Sub-

urbia very strongly.

t Subu rbial, a. Oh. rare. [f.
1'.. suburbium

SUBURB + -AL.]
-= SUBURBAN.

1602 R. CAREW Cornwall 101 Yet do they prescribe in a

suburbiail market (as I may terme it) to Plymmouth for

their reliefe. 1778 T. WARTON in Johnson & Steevens Shaks.

V. 266 Moor-ditch, .opened to an unwholesome and impass-
able morass, and consequently not frequented by the citizens,

like other sulrarbial fields which were remarkably pleasant.

i8; STEPHENS & BURN Bk. Farm.BiiilJ. Index 560/2 Sub-

urbia! dairy farming.

t Subu'rbian, a. and sb. Obs. [f.
L. subur-

bium SUBURB + -AN.] A. adj. Suburban; in I7th

cent, often with reference to the licentious life of

the (London) suburbs (cf. SUBURB 4 b).
1606 HOLLAND Sueten. 39 There is yet to be scene the

place of his nourcery, within a suburbian house belonging
to his Auncesters. 1609 ROWLEY Searchfor Money (Percy
Soc.) 37 We should returne back to the suburbian bordello

(before mentioned). 1631 MASSINGER City Madam ill. i,

I know them swaggering, suburbian roarers. 1653 CdHsid.

Dissolv. Crt. Chancery 47 Some of the Middlesex or Sub.

urbian Justices. 1675 T. DUFFETT Mock Tempest in. i, Not

pledge me, thoil salt Suburbian Hackney, not pledge me.

1731 Lond. Mag. I. 334 Give some share of credit to the

out-lying night-walkers, and Suburbian ghosts. 1810 CRABBK

Borough xviii. 244 Suburbian prospects, where the traveller

stops To see the sloping tenement on props.

B. sb. A resident in the suburbs.

1607 DEKKER Knt's. Conjnr. (1842) 55 All the brokers in

Long Lane Houns-ditch, or else wher, with all the rest of

their colleagued suburbians that deale vppon ouerworne
commodities. 1679 DRVDEN Limber-ham IV. i, Down with
the Suburbians, down with them, a 1704 T. BROWN Lett.

fr. Dead Wks. 1720 II. 248 A true profligate Suburbian.

1760 FOOTE Minor i. Wks. 1799 I. 232 You cockneys now
beat us suburbians at our own weapons. 1825 C. M. WEST.
MACOTT Engl. Spy I. 287 Scum of the suburbians.

Suburbican (swbii'jbikan), a. [ad. L. type
*suburbicanus, f. suburbium SUBURB, after suburbi-

carius.]
= SUBUBBICARIAN.

1659 GAUDEN Tears Ch. I. i. 27 One Ecclesiastical!
polity

[which] . . extended, not onely to the walls of that city, but to

the suburbican distributions. 1681 R. L'ESTRANGE Apol.
for Protest, ill. i. 51 The Suburbican Places of about an
hundred Italian Miles from Rome. 1687 W. JOHNSTON Assur.

Abby Lands 16 The Suburbican Diocess of Rome. 1782
PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. II. xi. 289 The popes.. had no.,

authority beyond the suburbican provinces. 1884 Times
i Feb. 6 Two of the six Suburbican Sees being vacant at the
same time. 1894 Tablet 4 Aug. 174 St. Bonaventure. .was
compelled to accept the Suburbican See of Albano.

t Suburbica'rial, a. Obs. rare- 1

. [Formed
as next + -AL.]

= next.

1688 Prec. Par!, ofParis upon Pope's Bull 15 Is he per-
suaded that His Power reaches no farther than the Diocess
of Rome, and his Patriarchship than the Neighbouring
Provinces, stiled Suburbicarial?

Suburbicarian (scbtubikeVrian), a. [f. late

L. suburbicarius, f. suburbium SUBURB, after urbi-
cdriits URBIOART. Cf. F. suburbicaire, Pg. subur-

bicario.] Applied to the dioceses (now six in

number) around Rome, and to their churches, etc.
(

which are subject to the jurisdiction of the Pope
as metropolitan and the bishops of which form the

body of cardinal bishops. (The term has been
more widely used by some.)
1654 OWEN Doctr. Saints' 1'erstv. Pref. E 2, I have spent

some time in the consideration of mens conjectures of those

Patriarchate. 1715 BENTLEY Serin, x. 354 When the empirewas first Christian the Bishops of Rome had no more under
their Inspection than the Suburbicarian Regions. 1840
MILMAN Hist. Chr. III. 371 Within the city, he (tc. the
Pope] presided over above

forty churches, besides the sub-
urbicarian districts. 1853 E. H. BEOWNE Expos. 39 Art.
xxxvii. 2 11.635 It has been proved, that the Suburbicarian
Churches meant those within the district, which belonged to
the Vicari-us Urbis. 1893 F- W - Pi"-"" Prim. Saints *,See ofRome 14 The relations of the Bishop of Rome to his
Suburbicarian suffragans.

Suburbicary (afljoubikari), a. (rf.) [ad.,

late L. suburbicarius (see prec.).]
1. = SUBURBICARIAN.
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the term Sttburticary Churches. 1908 Ch. Times 5 .June

761/1 Rome, with the Suburbicary region, had long enjoyed
a certain political independence.

t b. sb. pi. The subnrbicarian provinces of Italy.

1665 STILLINCFL. Grounds Protest. Relig. n. vi. Wks. 1700

IV. 426 All the Provinces in the Diocese of Italy.. which

Provinces the Lawyers and others term Suburbicanes.

t 2. Suburban. Obs.

1654 H. L'ESTHANOE Chas. I (1655) 124 Such numerous

rows ofstately and ambitious buildings, as made old London

envy the magnificence of her Sub-urbicary sister.

t Suburbles, sb. //. In 5 subarblis, 6 suber-

billis. Obscure pi. form of SUBURB.

14. . Chaucer's Can. Yearn. Pral. 104 (MS. Camb.), In the

subarblis of a toun. 1536 BELLENDKN Cron. Scot. xvt. v.

(1821) II. 461 He brint the suberbillis of Carlele.

tSu'burbless, a. Obs. [f. SUBURB + -LESS.]

Without suburbs.

1650 FULLER Pisgah v. 190 Jerusalem, .being on the East

and South suburbless.

t Subutra'quian. Obs. rare. [f. L. sub

utraque, scil. specie under both kinds.] One who
advocates the administration of the Sacrament

in both kinds ;
= UTRAQUIST. (Cf. CALIXTIN I.)

1649 OWEN Shak. fy Transl. Heaven <5-
Earth 22 Hath

not Germany.. Hierome and Subutraquians to answer for?

1662 Animadv. on 'Fiat Lux' ii. 74 Poor men.. whom

they called Waldenses, Albigenses, Lollards, . . Subutra-

quians, Picards.

Su'bvariety. [Sus- 7 b.] A subordinate or

minor variety, esp. of a domestic animal or culti-

vated plant.
1801-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) IV. 536

Men of the class of professional lawyers .. being, under all

their varieties and sub-varieties, men. 1811 PINKERTON
Petrol. Introd. p. ii, Some [writers] have Varieties i and

Werner, with a truly German want of taste, has added Sub-

species and Sub-varieties. 1822-7 GOOD Study Med. (1829)
II. 405 Some pathologists have set down Arachnitis as a
sub-variety of the meningic form. 1868 DARWIN Anim. Q
PI. I. i. 18 There is not sufficient evidence that any of these

ancient dogs belonged to the same identical sub-varieties

with our present dogs. 1875 E. WHITE Life in Christ ill.

xxiii. (1878) 336 The original distinct kinds of living things,
out of which all subvarieties have sprung.
Su'bvassal, Chiefly Sc. Obs. exc. Hist.

[SuB- 9 ().] An under-vassal ;
a vassal of a vassal.

1480 Ada Dom. Cone. (1839) 52/1 His landes of Wyndale
quhilk he haldes of be lard of Desire in prejudice and skath
of be said Richart his subvassale & tennand. 1565 Keg.
Privy Council Scot. I. 358 Gif he be Erie, Lord, Barroun,
frehaldar, wassale, subwassall, fewar, or heritour. 1606
Acts Purl. Scot., Jos. VI (1816) IV. 287/1 Act anent setting
of fewis be subvassellis of waird landis. 1681 STAIR hist.

Law Scot. I. xiii. 236 Charters granted by his [sc. the king's)
Vassals to their Sub-vassals. 1750 CARTE Hist. Eng. H.
290 The subvassals were, .subject, in cases of rebellion, to
the same forfeitures and penalties, as the immediate vassal.

1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 88 B, the subvassal, has thus
two superiors ; A, from whom he derives his right, .and the

Crown, which is his mediate superior. 1858 CARLVLE Fredk.
Gt. in. vi. (1872) I. 251 They shall be Subvassals under us as

Hereditary Duke. 1878 LECKY Eng. in i8th Cent. I. ii. 171
The great charter compelled the barons to grant their sub-
vassals mitigations of feudal burdens.

Hence Su'bva^salag-e, the condition of being a
subvassal

;
a property held by a subvassal.

1775 L. SHAW Hiit. Moray n. 123 On the West side of the
river., is Coulclachie, a subvassalage of Angus Macintosh.
1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 83 This would be to depriveA of his subvassalage, which no act of the Crown or of B
can accomplish.

fSubvassour. Sc. Obs. rarer*. Also sub-
vavassour. [ad. med.L. subvassor, for *subva-
vassor : see SUB- 9 (*) and VAVASSOUR.] =

prec.
14.. Act Malcolm I!, c. 9 pai (>at haldis of knychtis be

quhilkis are callit subuauasouris [Skene Reg. Maj. 3 sub-
vassours ; orig. sttbvassores].

tSubve'ct, v. Obs. rare'1
,

[f. L. subvect-,

pa. ppl. stem of subvehtre, f. sub- SOB- 25 + veA2re
to carry.] trans. To bring forward.
1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. n. 158 To this purpose

then, let us here subvect such safe and necessary rules.

t Subve'ne, v. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. subvenire,

f. sub- SUB- 25 + venire to come.] intr. To come
as a relief or remedy.
1756 WARBURTON View Bolingbroke's Philos. iv. 213 A

future state must needs subvene, to prevent the whole Edifice
from falling into ruin.

t Subve'nt, v. Obs. rare-1
,

[f. L. subvent-,
pa. ppl. stem of subvemre (see prec.).] trans. To
come to the help of.

a 1630 S. PAGE Expos. Ld.'s Prayer (1631) 26 That none
but the preseruer of man, can either preuent the euill that
we feare, or subuent vs in the euill wee feele.

t Subventa neons, a. Obs. [f. mod.L. sub-

ventaneus, f. L. sub SUB- i a + ventum wind : see
-EOUS. Cf. obs. F. subventant] Windy ; esp. of
unfertile eggs.

SUBVERSION.

don, Pg. subvencao, ad. late L. subventio, -Bnem,
n. of action f. subvenire to SUBVENE.]
1. A subsidy levied by the state. Obs. exc. Hist.

14. . Seer. Seer. MS. Ashm. 396 fo. 2 Of kynges aides and
subvencioun. 1426 LYDG. Da Guit. Pilgr. 1818 Grace Dieu
ffor to exile By dyuers extorsyons Of dymes or Subvencions,
or taylladges iffounde newe. 1868 MILMAN St. Paul's iv. 89
Convocation proceeded to the less important aflair of a sub.
vention to the King.

1 2. The provision of help, support, or relief.

Also, an instance of this. Obs.

1535 W. MARSHALL (tittt) The Forme and Maner of Sub-
vention, or Helpying for pore People, devysed and practysed
in the Cytie of Hypres in Flanders. 1570 FOXF. A.

>,- M.
(ed. 2) I. 6/2 Suche goods were geuen to the church.. to
serue the publique subuention of the nedy. 1625 USSHER
Ansiu. 'Jesuit 374 By way of subuention, in helping those
out whom at the time of his death he found there. 1657
TWYSDEH Vindic. Ch. Eng. iv. 80 They sometimes exhorted
Christians to the subvention of the Holy Land. 1737 STACK.
HOUSE Hist. Bible vi. ii. 11749) 845 The Manner, in which
he is said to have been carry 'd up, was, by the Subvention
of a Cloud.

3. A grant of money for the support of an object
or institution

;
occas. a grant in aid of necessitous

persons; now esp. a grant from government or

some other authority in support of an enterprise of

public importance.
1851 GALLENCA Italy 85 By screening from losses the

appaltalori, or shop-keepers, who farmed the public re-

venues, by private subventions. 1854 MILMAN Lat. Chr. I.

Introd. 3 They [. the Greek churches] were often bound
together by mutual charitable subventions. 1858 CARLVLE
Fredk. Gt. i. iii. (1872) I. 22 The Crown.Prince. .begged
some dole or subvention for these poor people. 1860 MRS.
W. P. BYRNE Undtnurr. Overl. II. 96 Subventions to mad-
houses, foundling hospitals, &c. 1881 Nature XXIV. 426
The French Government have resolved to grant a subven-
tion for erecting a statue. 1891 Spectator 27 June, The
resources of English wealth for the purpose of providing
subventions for the Colonial Episcopate.
4. The granting of pecuniary aid for the support

of an undertaking.
1868 ROGERS Pol. Ecox. ix. (1876) 97 By inducing the

. , . . . .

ira/i Some Provinces of Italy were distinguished by theNames of Suburbicary and Annonary. 1853 E. H. BROWNE
Expos. 39 Art. XXXVH. | 2 II. 635 As to the limits of theRoman Patriarchate, much depends on what is meant by

mind with nothing but Ayerie and Subventaneous Phan-
tasmes. 1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 272 Whether the Egg it self
at first was imperfect or Subventaneous. 1688 HOLME
Armoury n. xiii. 313/2 Subventaneous Eggs, such as the
Hen brings forth without the Treading of the Cock.

Subvention (stfbve-njan). [a. OF. subvention,
-tion,

= Pr. subventio, It. smwensione, Sp. subven-

. .

possessor to export his capital in foreign loans, or for the
subvention of foreign industry. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S.
V. xxxii. 119 The ministry confessed its inability to reduce
the colonies except by the subvention of foreign troops.
1894 Daily JVfitis 8 June 3/4 They had not to pay anything
towards the subvention of rural roads.

Hence Subve ntion v. [cf. F. subventionner\
trans., to support or assist by the payment of a
subvention. (Only in pa. pple.)
1868 Daily News 10 Nov., That national and subventioned

establishment [the Theatre Franfais]. 1880 Sat. Rev.
No. 1289. 52, 12 per cent, were French vessels subventioned
by the Government. 1885 American IX. 362 The society
has from time to time subventioned learned works. 1904
Daily Tel. 18 July 8/6 The German subventioned steamer
Prinz Heinrich. 1909 Expositor July 85 The German
Oriental Society^ subventioned by the German Emperor.

Subventionary, a. [f. prec. + -AEY.] Of
the nature of a subvention.
1866 CARLYLE Ktmin. (1881) II. 42 Which annual sum..

1 could not . . have dreamt of accepting as gift or subvention-

ary help from any fellow-mortal.

Subve ntionize, v. [f. SUBVENTION sb. +
-IZE.]

= SUBVENTION v.

1879 Daily Tel. 22 July, The Empress Eugenie has told
M. Rouher that she will not continue to subventionise the

Imperialist newspapers. 1886 Ibid, a Mar. (Cassell), The
managers of subventionized theatres.

t Subventi-tious, a. Obs. rare-'1, [f. L.

subvent-, pa. ppl. stem of subvenire to SUBVENE +

ITIOUS.] Of the nature of a subvention.
a 1693 Vrguhart's Rabelais ill. xxxiii, He should never

help, aid, supply, succour nor grant them [sc. delinquents]
any subventittous Furtherance.

Subve'ntive, a. rare- 1
. [Formed as prec. +

-IVE.] Giving help or support
1871 CARLYLK in Mrs. Carlyle's Lett. (1883) 1. 16 [He] had

a great admiration, .for Leigh Hunt, to whom John was
often actually subventive.

Subversal (scbvaMsal). rare. [f. L. subvers-

(see next), after reversal.^ Subversion.

1893 Nat. Observer 11 Nov. 654/1 Endless subversals of
'

public form '. 1896 H. B. M. WATSON Advent, vii. 98 My
ideas were destined to a rude subversal.

Subverse (scbvaus), v. rare. [f. L. subvers-,

pa. ppl. stem of subvertere to SUBVERT.] trans. To
subvert, upset.
1590 SPENSER F.Q. ill. xii. 42 Those goodly roomes. .Now

vanisht vtterly, and cleane subuerst She found. 1730-46
THOMSON Autumn 1128 Empires subvers'd, when ruling
Fate has struck TV unalterable hour. 1870 Miss BROUGH*
TON Red as Rose I. 24 The fear of subversing the table.

Subversion (s^bva-J/sn). Also 4-5 -cioun,

-sioun, 4-6 -cion, -oyon, 6-7 -tion. [a. OF.
subversion (from lath c.),

= It. sawcrsionc, Sp.

subversion, Pg. subversao, ad. late L. subversio,

-Bnem, n. of action f. subvertlrc to SUBVERT.] The
action of subverting or state of being subverted.
1. Overthrow, demolition (of a city, stronghold,

etc.). lObs.
1382 WYCLIF Gen. xix. 29 He . . dylyueride Loth fro the

subuersioun of citees in whiche he had dwellid. c 1400
MAUNOEV. (Roxb.) xvii. 77 pis Loth was he bat was saued
at the subuersioun of Sodom. 1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy
n. 2946 For bis be fyn bat her folwe schal : Subuersioun,
bothe of tour and wal. 1547 J. HARRISON Exhort. Scottes



SUBVERSIONARY.
208 Sackyng of tounes, subueruon of holdes, murder of men,
1589 PUTTENHAM Kngl. t'oesie i, xxiv. (Arb.) 62 Nowe arc
the causes of mans sorrowes many ; . . the ouerthrowes and dis-

comforts in battell, the subuersions of townes and cities, the
desolations of countreis. 1605 H. JONSON i''o(p^ne it. i, A
whale.. that had waited there. .for the subucrsion Of the

Stode.Fleet. 1613 G. SANDYS 'J'rav. 205 licbeiged by an
hundred and fifty thousand Mahometans, Acre received an
utter subversion. 1618 UOLTON Floras \\. xvn. (1636) 144
That Gracchus who was father of the Gracchi punished them
with the subversion of one hundred and lifty of their cities.

1856 STANLKY Sinai $ Pal. vii. (1858) 289 Bela, the old
name of Zoar, was understood, .to allude to the fact of its

frequent subversion by earthquakes.

2. The turning (of a thing) upside down or up-
rooting it from its position ; overturning, upsetting

(of an object). Now rare.

1670 COTTON Espernon. i. iv. 181 The violence of the

powder was so great, that it blew up the floor where the
Duke sate at dinner, ..the Duke only by a miracle of For-
tune remaining still sitting, and upright in the midst of this

subversion. 1684 T. BURNET Theor. Earth \. vii. 91 The
opening and shutting the Abysse, with the dissolution or
subversion of the Earth. 1703 EVELYN Diary 26 Nov., The
subversion of woods and timber, .through my whole estate

..is almost tragical. 1791 Encycl. Brit, (1797) VII. 374/1
Others think, that the waters of the sea., turned the whole
surface of the earth upside down ;. .and that in this general
subversion, the shells came to be interred here, fishes there,
trees there, &c. 1816 T. L. PEACOCK Headlong Hall x,

The subversion of a cup of chocolate., into the nape of the

neck of Sir Patrick O' Prism.

t 3. Med. Subversion of the stomach : nausea. Obs.

Cf. med.L. snbversio anintae (Sinon. Barth.).

1615 CROOKB Body ofMan 145 The great consent betweene
the stomacke and the kidneyes, and the subuersion of the

stomacke, and frequent vomits. 1628 VENNER Baths of
Bathe (1650) 355 Weaknesse and subversion of the stomack.

4. In immaterial senses : Overthrow, ruin.

a. of a law, rule, system, condition, faculty,
character, etc.

1399 Rolls of Parlt, III. 451/2 Subversion of lawe of the
lond. 1488-9 Act 4 Hen. y/l, c. 19 To the subvercion of
the polecyand gode rule of this lond. 1501 Ord. Crystcn
Men (W. de W.) v. iv, Manyfested subuercyon of the trouth
of god. 1558 T. WATSON Seven Sacr. 34 b, Wherupon
foloweth the decaye of healthe, and $ubuersion of reason.

1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. Introd. 9 A Discourse.. which
directly tendes to the subversion of my main Hypothesis.
1681 FLAVEL Meth. Grace xxvii. 461 The crucifixion of sin

necessarily implies the subversion of its dominion over the
soul. 1757 W. PITT Desp. 23 Aug. in loth Rep. Hist. MSS.
Conim. App. i, 213 The Danger to Great Britain and her

Allies, resulting from a total Subversion of the System of

Europe. 1757 GRAY Let. in Poems (1775) 252 It is the

brokenness, the ungrammatical position, the total subver-
sion of the period that charms me. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. ix. II. 412 The violent subversion of one free con-
stitution would have been a strange prelude to the vio-
lent restoration of another. 1863 H. Cox Instit. i. vii. 64
The Norman Conquest was a subversion of the titles to
land. 1880 E. WHITE Certainty in Retig. 103 Under con-
ditions which expose your faith to ever-imminent subversion..

b. of persons, countries, peoples, or their lives

or fortunes.

1470-1 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 233/2 The seid Duke and Erie
intended.. the subversion of this his Reaume. 1531 ELYOT
Gov. m. xv, Many a valyaunt capitayne and noole prince
haue. .brought all their contrayes in daungeour, and often

tymes to subuercion and ruyne. 1*1578 LINDESAY (Pit.
scottie) Chron. Scot. I. 31 He drew, .to his assistance, .the
erle of Douglas and mentenit him onlie for the chancellaris
subuerssioun and ruwyne. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. K7, in. i.

208 These great Lords . . Doe seeke subuersion of thy
harmelesse Life. 1608 WILLET Hexafla Exod. 827 The
ouerthrow and subuersion of the Cananites. 1643 FUI ..

Sernt. Reform. 17 We have so long waited for their conver-

sion, we have almost seene our subversion. WATER-n. 1737
LAND Eucharist 509 The common methods of Subversion

begin with lessening the Work of Preparation. 1755 W.
DUNCAN Cicero's Set. Orat. viii. 27 (1841) 143 His pursuit
of new praise threatens the entire subversion of his former
fortune. 1798 LD. AucKLAND'in Corr. (1862) III. 386 The
subversion of several powers and states upon the continent.

Subve-rsionary, a. rare. [f. prec. + -AHY.]
SUBVERSIVE.

(1x846 Ch. Ob. (Wore.). \&&Spcakery> June 712/2 Firm-
ness and courage in dealing with subversionary forces during
his Premiership.

Subversive (sobvausiv), a. [ad. L. *$ubver~

stvus, f. subvert-, pa. ppl. stem of subverttre to
SUBVERT : see -FVE. Cf. F. snbversif, Sp. su(b)-
versivo, Pg. subversive.] Having a tendency to
subvert or overthrow ; tending to subversion.
1644 H UNTON Vindic. Treat. Mon. iv. 23 Who have . . actu-

ally used forceable Resistance against subversive Instru-
ments of their Soveraignes Will. 1730 WATERI-AND Rem.
Clarke's Exfos, Ch.-Catech. 92 If we once yield to go
farther than is reasonable .. in the subversive Way, there is

no knowing where.. to stop. 1858 STANLEY Life Arnold
II. ix. 156 One fatal error, subversive indeed, in its conse-
quences. 1885 R. L, & F. STEVEN-SON Dynamiter^ Whether
it was the salt or the mustard, or the mere combination of
so many subversive agents, . the young sufferer obtained re-
lief. 1887 LOWELL ZVffidcrrtry, etc. 12 Nor was it among the
people that subversive or mistaken doctrines had their rise.
b. Const, of.

17*4 A. COLLINS Gr. Chr. Relig. 245 They put a sense upon
the words subversive of the true literal sense. 1761 KAMES
Elem. Crit. (1763) II. xviii. 433, I know no other fault more
subversive ofthe melody. 1769 RLACKSTONKCW/W. iv. 52 The
principles of the papists being deservedly looked upon to be
subversive of the civil government. 1812 D'!SRAELI Calaw.
A-uth. (1879) 177 There is a poignant delight in study, often
subversive of human happiness. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

VOL. IX.

73

Eng. i. I. 121 Liberties which, if allowed to any other
troops, would have proved subversive of all discipline.
C. Const, to. {rare.)

1786 Frances the Philanthropist III. 163 To obviate in-
conveniences so subversive to their interests. 1879 Cos-
selCs Techn. Educ. II. 55/1 That same system, .uas. .

doomed to the most violent opposition as subversive to the
Chri^iiin faith. 1911 Ulster Cwenant in Standard 20 Sept.
8/4 Being convinced in our conscience that Home Rule
would be.. subversive to our civil and religious freedom.

tSubvCTSOr, Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. subversor,

agent-n. f. subvtrtZre to SUBVERT.] = SUBVEUTER.
a 1548 HALL Chron. t Hen. y///t 138 b, All people curssed

the Cardinal!. .as subversor of the Lawcs..of Englande.
Subvert (sr5bv5-.it), v. [ad. OK. subvertir

(from I3th c.), or L. sttbverf^re^ f. sub- SUB- 25 +
verttre to turn. Cf. It. sower(eret Sp. subvertir^

Pg. sitbverter.]

fl. trans. To overthrow, raze to, the ground (a
town or city, a structure, edifice). Obs.

138* WYCLIP Gen. xix. 29 Whan forsothe God had sub.
uertid the citees of that regioun, 14*1 YONCE Seer. Seer. 163
The excellent Cite of

troy
for aye Subuertid and destrued

was. 1513 Life Henry Y (1911) 117 Some others labored
to subuert and ouerthrowe the walls. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. Vf,
ii. ill. 65 These arc his substance, sinewes, armes, and strength,
With which he..Razeth your Cities, and subuerts your
Townes. 1610 HOLLAND Camdetfs Brit. 361 When those
more ancient Churches were subverted, Aldred. .erected
another. 1632 LITHCOW Trav. 11.64 Earthquakes, .often-
times subuert their houses. 1665 MANLEY Grotius' Low C.
Wart 255 He easily recovered what ever had been con-

quered by..Mansfeldt, ..and utterly subverted all that was
unnecessary. 1775 R. CHANDLER Trav. Asia M. (1825) I.

331 Many villages were absorbed, the city Sipylus was sub-

verted, and marshes were changed into lakes,

t b. in fig. context. Obs.
1661 BOYLE Scept. Chem. n. (1680) 162 Something that

Subverts another Foundation of the Chymical Doctrine.
a 1677 BARROW Sernt. xxix. (1687) I. 401 To dissolve those
sacred bands, by which its union is conteined, and to sub-
vert the onely foundations of publick tranquillity. 1775 DK
LoLMEC0s/#. Eng. i. !. 9 William of Normandy, .subverted
the ancient fabric of the Saxon Legislation. 1794 BURKE
Corr. (1844) III. 392 They began its destruction by subvert-

ing. .the foundations of civil society itself.

f 2. To upset, overturn (an object) ; occas. to break

np (ground). Obs.

1543-4 Act 35 Hen. K/77, c. 10 2 The Partie. .whose
Lande or Soile shalbe so herafter subverted and broken.
fS^3 Homilies n. I. u. Dd ij, He. .ouertourneth the tables
of tnexchaungers, subuerteth the seates of them that sold
doues. 1697 DRYDEN Virg, Georg. iv. 312 They themselves
contrive To rob the Honey, and subvert the Hive, a 1700
EVELYN Diary 17 Feb. 1662, The tempest of wind.. which
subverted besides huge trees, many houses, innumerable
chimnies.

f 3. To evert (the eyelid). Obs.

1547 BOORDE Brev. Health ccv. (1557) 70 b, Blere eyes
whiche is when the vnder lid of the eye is subuerted.

f 4. To upset (the stomach, appetite). Obs.
1620 VENNER Via Recta Introd. 13 The Bathes.. doe

weaken and subuert the stomacke. Ibid. 08 The sweet
Orenges are not fit for sauce, because they subuert the

appetite, and cause loathsomnesse in the stomacke. 1661
LOVELL Hist. Anim. fy Min. 186 Their eggs or spawn are

poysonsome,.. subverting the stomack, especially in May.
6. To undermine the character, loyalty, or iaith

of, corrupt, pervert (a person). Now rare.

CI37S Sc. Leg. Saints i. {Peter) 82 He askit petir, quhar-
for he Subuertit men of \>at cuntre. 138* WYCLIF Tit. iii.

ii Schonye thou a man heretyk,. .witinge for he that is

such maner man is subuertid, and trespassith. 155* ABP.
HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 47 He that is siclike is subvertit
and synnis. 1615 J. WRIGHT Ace. Lady Jane Grey in

Phenix (1708) II. 20 \Vhom. .desire of Life hath subverted,
and made of a Christian an Infidel. 1633 STAFFORD Pac.
Hib. ii. iii. (1821) 255 Hee was at that time reclaimed, and
subverted to bee a good Catholike. 171$ [A. A. SYKES]
Innoc. Error 38 If he be subverted, yet 'twill be hard to

prove Sin or Self-Cpndemnation upon a Man. 1914 Times
21 Oct. 7/5 These ringleaders., dispose of large means with
which they are able to subvert workmen of their country
engaged in the dockyard.

6. To disturb (the mind, soul) ; to overturn, over-

throw (a condition or order of things, a principle,
law, etc.).
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. r 561 It reueth hym the quiete

of his herte and subuerteth his soule. 14*6 LYOG. De
Gnil. Pilgr. 16471 Yff he contynue in hys malys. .to sub-
uerten myn hope. Z474CAXTON Chesse 46 The mynystres by
theyr prvde and orgueyl subuerte juslyce. 1530 PALSGR.

742/2 This cursed opymon, if it may contynewe a whyle, it

wyll subvert all good lawes. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. ix. 2
After that he.. with dreadfull fate Had vtterlv- subuerted
his vnrighteous state. 1639 DANIEL Ecles. xiii. 26 Hee..
Promises mountaines, brings thee to his feast, And doth
subvert thy Reason, in thy Tast. 1654 H. L'ESTRANCE
Chas. I (1655) 30 To the end he might . . have perverted the

Prince, and subverted the true Religion established in Eng-
land. 1741 BUTLER Sertrt. Wks. 187411.267 Nor can this obli-

gation be denied ..upon any principles, but such as subvert
all other obligations. 1786 BURKE Art. agst. Iv*. Hastings
Wks. 1842 II. 205 In order to subvert the

plain
and natural

interpretation given by the council to the orders of the

court of directors. 1803-6 WOWDSW. Excnrs. ix. 132 Our
active powers .. become Strong to subvert our noxious quali-
ties. 1830 HERSCHEL Study Nat. Phil. HI. v. (1851) 338
The strongest chemical affinities were thus readily subverted

by the decomposing action of the pile. 1844 H. H . WILSON
Brit. India I, 507 If the constitution of the British Indian

empire were subverted, the civil and military services would
be broken down. i86t BUCKLB Cii'ihsation II. iii. 259
James, .attempted . .to subvert the liberties of Scotland.

absol. 1790 BURKE Rev. France 102 They have a power

SUBWAY.
given to them, like that of the evil principle, lo subvert and
destroy.

7. To bring alxiiit the overthrow or ruin of (a
tperson, people, or country, a dynasty, etc.).
15.9 MK .V/>//. Solyi Wks. 302,2 To make an openinbuneccion & subueite all the realme. 1535 CbVttOAUl

/sa. XXXVH. 9 Thou knowest well, how the ku.ges , I

hiine handled all the londes, that they haue sublimed
1549-61 Si KKNHOLD& H. /',. cxlv. (1566) 367 But he them ai
that wicked arc, wil vlterly subuert. 1610 H KALKV Si. A ,.
C'txGod 389 Hee (if.

Scipio] subdued Africa, and ^ubverttd
Hanihall. 1667 MILTON J'. L. xli. 568 l!> things deemd weak
Subverting worldly strong. 18,7 HAU AM Cotitt. Hist. iii.

(1876) I. 135 Nothing so much strengthens any government
as an unsuccessful endeavour to subvert it. 1841 LIIHIS-
STONE Hist. India I. 403 The inscriptions lead us to think
that the dynasty subverted by the Mussulmans was of more
recent oiigin. 1869 GLADSTONE Jin: MutuH vi. 156 That
the Felopids did not simply subvert, or succeed to, a prior
dynasty, but that they held a new dominion.

Subve rtant, a. Her.
[f. SUBVERT v. + -AKI.]= REVEUTANT. 1688 (see SUBVEKTEO a).

Subve-rtebral, a. Anat. [SOB- i b.] Situated
under or below a vertebra or the vertebral column.
1851 MANTELL Petrifactions iv. $ a. 372 The first and

second vertebrae, have additional sub-vertebral, wedge-
shaped bones. 187* HUMPHRY Myoloey n In the deepest
stratum of all the muscular fibies with their intermuscular
septa extend, under the surface of the bodies of the verte-

brae, as far as the middle line... They.. constitute what maybe designated a '

subvertebral rectus '. 1879 HUXLEY &
MARTIN Pract. Biol. 165 The sub-vertebral lymph sinus.

Subve'rted, a.
[f. SUBVEET v. +-KD 1.]

1. Overturned, overthrown.
1749 JOHNSON Van. H*m. Wishis 216 Did no subverted

Empire mark his End T 1776 PENNANT Tour Sect, in 777*
it. 1. 241 Beneath one foot, a subverted vase, expressive oi
her character as a nymph of the fountains. i8aa MRS.
PLUNKET in C Butler Hist. Mm. Eng. Calk. (ed. 3) IV.

336 He prefers a protestant establishment and an unimpaired
state to a roman catholic establishment and a subverted one.

2. Her. Reversed, turned in a direction contrary
to the usual one.
1688 HOLME Annovry n. xiv. 340/2 Reversed, Everted,

Subverted, SuH'ertatit, or Detased: is when a thing from
its proper nature and use, is turned over, or downwards.
Ibid. u. xviii. 454/2 Party per pale, A. and G. three Cres*
sants subverted in pale O.

Snbve'rter. [f. SUBVERT v. + -ER 1.] One who
subverts or overthrows.

1515
in Leadam Sel. Cases SlarOiaiter(Se\itT\ Soc.JII.

80 1 he said mayre and Aldremen..be the brekers and sub-
uerters of the good ordre and rule of the said Towne. 15*6
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 298 b, The subuerter & de.

ceyuer of the people. x6ia TAYLOR Comm. Titus iii. i.

(1619) 547 How haue Christians .. beene alwaies charged,
that they were the onely subuerters of the place where they
liued? 1697 DRYDEN Life firgty (1731) I. 44 Virgil. .might
deserve the Title of Subverter of Superstitions, as well as
Varro. 1764 GIBBON TH. Romans Misc. Wks. 1814 IV. 380
The subverters of liberty. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece xxviii.

IV. 60 Cries which threatened the subverters of the consti-

tution with death. 1863 DE MORGAN in Atheuxttm 10 Oct.

467/3, 1 will not, from henceforward, talk to any., constructor
of perpetual motion, Subverter of gravitation,.. &c.

Subve'rtible, a. rare-1
, [f. SUBVERT v. +

-IBLE.] Capable of being subverted.

1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. (1907) II. 29 Some [principles)
which are unsteady and subvertible from the narrowness or

imperfection of their basis.

Subverting, vbl, sb. [-INO V] The action

of overturning or overthrowing.
1383 WYCLIF 2 Tint, it 14 To no thing it is profitable, no

but to the subvertyng of men heeringe [1611 the subuerting
of the hearers], 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Stti>.

ornement,..& subuerting, a corrupting. 1611 COTGR., BouU-
versement, an ouerturning, subuerting.

t Subvertise, v. Obs, rare- 1
. [ad. OF.

sukvertiss-
, pres. stem of suivcrtir to SUBVERT.]

trans. To subvert.

1484 CAXTON Fablts o/jEsff in. vi, They that.setten alle

theyr malyce ageynste fortune ben subuertysed and ouer-

thrawen by her.

Subvirate (so-bvire't). nonct-wd. [f. SOB- 19
+ L. vir man + -ATE <.] One whose manhood is

imperfect. (Used jocularly as if the name of a

chemical salt.)
1861 O. W. HOLMES Old Vol. Life Wks. 1891 VIII. 9 Even

these poor New England Brahmins of ours, supvtratis of

an organizable Vase as they often are, count as full men.

Subwarden. [Sus- 6.] An under or deputy
warden.
1661 WOOD Lift (O. H. S.) I. 390 Sir Thomas asked where

Mr. Fisher the subwarden was! Mr. Brent, the senior

fellow, answer'd :

'

Sir, Mr. subwarden keeps his chamber '.

1688 HOLME Armoury III. iv. 199/2 Via-Princifle, the

second person in the Colledg, which in some
particular

I

AutaMogr. Mtm'ii.'i.a-T'f&t Sub-Warden whom I after-

wards came to know. .as a very worthy.. gentleman.

Su'bway. [SuB- 3.] An underground passage
for conveying water-pipes, gas-pipes, telegraph

wires, etc. ; an underground tunnel by which pedes-

trians may pass from one point to another below a

road or roads.

i8s8 J. WILLIAMS (title) An historical account of sub-

ways in the British Metropolis, for the Bow of pure Water

and Gas into the houses of the Inhabitants, without disturb-

ing the pavements. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 263/1 By means of

it [re. an arched structure] . . subways, or sewers, are made to



SUBZONAL.

pass under heavy structures and along streets, with . . safety.

1884 Lam Times Kef. N. S. LI. 54A There was no bridge

or subway for passengers to cross the line by.

attrib. 1887 Diet. Arc/lit, s. v., 1'he city of London and

Southwark subway company. 1888 Advance (Chicago) 26

Apr. 260 A subwaycommission that for two years have drawn

good salaries for not putting their wires under ground.

b. U.S, An underground railway.

1004 Daily Chron. 29 Oct. 3/7 The subway is being ex-

tended to Brooklyn by tunnel under the East River. 1905

Ibid 8 Mar. 5/4 The collision on the subway line occurred

on the north-bound track at Twenty-third Street. 1911 N.

*Q 2nd Ser. IV. 487/1 TheNew York Subway, with an extent

of some 25 miles, including the tracks for local and express

trains, has been so designated since it was opened in 1905.

SnbzO'nal, a. Embryol. [SUB- I b.J Desig-

nating a layer of cells beneath the zona pellncida

of an ovum, constituting the basis of the chorion.

1877 W. TURNER Hum. Anat. 864 The sub-zonal mem-

brane consists essentially of a layer
of cells,

which was

originally continuous with the cellular layer lining the inner

surface of the proper amnion. Ibid., The formation of the

amnion and sub-zonal outer layer of the persistent chorion.

Su-bzone. Geol. [Sus- 7 c.] A subdivision of

1888 A. GEIKIE in Q. Jrnl. Geol. Sx. XLIV. 403 At the

top of the fourth subzone..an interesting discovery was

made of a thin band containing Serpulites. 1894 Geol. Mag.
Oct. 442 Showing five sub-zones.. with names of all the

genera and species found in each.

t Sue. Obs. Also succe. [a. F. sue, or ad. L.

sncus Succus. Cf. SUCK sb.3\ Juice, sap.

1551 TvKtts.it fftrial i. F vb, The frenche men seth out of it

l,IOSOJ 13 U/y*t, UHH la iu ***ft ** in**- i. ... ..-, ---

the nourishment of the body. 1657 Physical Diet., Succe,

juyce, vital moisture either of a plant, or ofan humane body.

Sue, obs. form of SICK.

Succade (sk^-d). Also 5 socade, 6 sukoade,

7 suocad. [a. AF. sukade (isth c.)
= OF. (north-

eastern) succade, also chuc(c)ade, of uncertain origin

(see -ADE i c) : cf. Du. sukade, G. succade. See

also SUCCATE and SUCKET.] Fruit preserved in

sugar, either candied or in syrup ; //. sweetmeats

of candied fruit or vegetable products.
1463 Mann, ft Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 217 Item, in a pott

off socade, ij. d. 1502 Priv. Purse Exp. Eliz. York d 830) 43
A present of oranges and sukcades. 1542 BOORDE Dyetary
xix.(i87o) 278 Therootes ofAlysaundersodentender and made
in succade. 1507 GERARDE Herbal n. cclxvi. 650 [The root

of elecampane] is especially preserued by those that make
succade and such like. 1690 CHILD Disc. Trade (1698) 112

Italian, Spanish, Portugal, and French commodities viz. oil,

wine, fruit, sugar, succads, shoomack. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe
I. (Globe) 195, I found two Pots of very good Succades, or

Sweet-meats. 1821 J. SMYTH Pract. Customs 244 The peel of

Citron preserved in sugar, and all other moist sweetmeats
not particularly enumerated in the table of duties, are de-

nominated Succades. 1836 in R. EllisCjtowj(i84o)IV. 292
Peaches . . even, although they may be dry, if sugar has been
the material ofpreservation, they must be treated as succades.

1863 Act 26 Viet. c. 22 Succades, including all Fruits and
Vegetables preserved in Sugar, not otherwise enumerated.

b. succade gourd, the vegetable marrow.
1866 Treas. Bat. 358/2 The Egg-shaped or Succade Gourd,

or Vegetable Marrow, Cvcurl'ita ovifera siiccada.

t Succa'do. Obs. [See prec. and -ADO 2.]
? Fruit syrnp.
^1530 in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 297 Oone depe Goblit fer

suckado. 1537 in Lett, f, P. Hen. V1U (1890) XII. i. 451
Two little barrels of suckat, weighing 18 Ibs., the one of
flowers of oranges, the other of fine succado, at gd, the Ib.

Succar, obs. Sc. form of SUGAR sb.

t Snccarath. Obs. Also sucaratha. [Cf.
SUE sb.] (See quots.)
1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. v. (1636) 566 This dangerous beast

is called Sucaratha, which being chased of Hunters, doth
take her young ones upon her backe. 1635 NIEREMBERG
Hist. Nat. ix. Ixxiv. 189 Belluam rapacem apud Patagones
SH, id est aquam vocant nonnulli, quod plerumque mxta
fluuios degat. Alij dicuntsuccaratA. 1688 HOLME Armoury
n. x. 212/2 A Monster like Beast, inhabiting in the Newfound
World ; and is of some termed a Sitccaratk.

Succatash, -osh, -ush, variants of SUCCOTASH.
tSu'CCate. Obs. Also 6 socate, -atte, suckat,

succot, 6, 8 succat. Obscure variant ofSUCCADE.

Also_/fr. (Cf. med.L. succatum(i$thc.} 'safftge-
tranck , i6th cent. Du. sucate = sukade.)
1481-90 Hoivard Houich. Bks. (Roxb.) 506 Item.. for

caryeng of spyces orenges and succate vj.s. viij.d. 1536
Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VI. 287 Tua barrellis and ane
halffofsuccatis. 1562 TURNER Herbal n. 24 b, Som vse to
make succat wyth hony or sugar of the yonge nuttes [of the
Walnut tree]. 1562 BULLEIN Bulwarke, Bk. Simples (\tf<f>
44 b, The rootes must be tenderly sodden, and preserued in
Succate. 1593 G. HARVEY Pierce's Super. 136, I haue giuen
you a last of h;s Suger-loafe, that weeneth . . Cheekes succats,
. .and Mores iunkets nothing comparable to his pap. 1715
D'ANOIS Wks. 503 b, Succats {printed Succals] and Sugar-
Plumbs were devour'd by Cart-loads.
Comb. 1562 TURNER Herbal n. 22 The succot makers.
1 SuccatoO'n. Obs. [Of unascertained origin.

Cf. SUCCOTA.] A kind of cloth.
1703 Lond.Gaz. No. 3933/4 The Cargo of the Star of the

East, consisting of Long Cloth,. .Succatoons, Silks, Red-
Sanders, Rice, &c. 1815 DALEY Hume f, Smollett's Hist.
Eng. V. 241 note. The trade.. at Pondicherry.. consists of
long cloths.., ginghams, and succatoons.

tSuceease,*. Obs. Also 6 suckeses. Altered
form of SURCEASE.
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1551 Gray's Nfw Year's Gift 31 in Furnivall Ballads fr.

Jf&. L 420 The lusteses, that sholde se this suckeses

\famb. MS. surcesse], stand by and her yt, and kepe the

kynges pese. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. ni. 9*/'

This riff raff rubbish .. Came to vs as our fire began to

smother . . Commanding that our bonfire should succease.

t Suceedane. Obs. rare. Anglicized form oi

SUCCEDANEUM.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 5 The ashes also made thereof,

be counted a good Suceedane of Spodium. Ib,d. 158.

t Succeda-neal, a. Obs. rare. [f.
L. succe-

daneus (see next) -r -AL.]
= next.

1633 AMES FreshSuit agst. Cerem. n. 173 As succedaneall

instances to the former, . . the Rejoynder brmgeth in diverse

out of the..Ceremoniall law. 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol.

Chym. 121, I haue by a succedaneal preparation so opened

the body.

t SuCCeda-nCOUS, a. Obs. [f. L. succedaneus

(succidaneus),
f. succedlrc to SUCCEED. Cf. F. suc-

cedane, It. succcdaneo.]

1. Taking, or serving in, the place of something

else ; acting as a succedaneum or substitute. Const.

to (unto).
In the i?th c. said esp. of medicinal applications or in-

g
i<S4'6

n

s*R T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. 114 He prescribeth the

stones of the Otter, or River-dog, as succedaneous unto

Castoreum. 1657 G. STARKEY Helmont s Vtwite. 295 By
succedaneous secrets the same diseases may be restored,

although not with the same speed or universality. 1686

HORNECK Cruel/. Jesus iii. 40 It being taken for granted

that the Lord's Supper was succedaneous to the Passover.

a 1722 LISLE Hinb. (1757) 245 Being bit off, it has similar

succedaneous parts. 1775 JOHNSON West. Isl. 302 Ine

Islanders are obliged to content themselves with succe-

daneous means for many common purposes. 1802-12 BENT-

HAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) IV. 122 In what cases..a

succedaneous security shall be accepted at the hands of the

plaintiff. 1816 Monthly Rev. LXXIX. 506 Some intelligent

editor should undertake to re-engrave the old, and to insert

in its proper place the succedaneous matter.

2. Supplementary, rare.

1665 R. Scot's Discov. Witchcr. (title-f.), In two Books :

The First by the aforesaid Author : The Second now added
in this Third Edition, as Succedaneous to the former. 1800

BENTHAM Corr. Wks. 1843 X. 345/2 If your succedaneous

volumes should be as yet unbound. 1808 Sc. Reform 38
In the succedaneous or supplemental plan.

II Succedaneum (sksW<?iWm). (Also 8-9
erron. suoceedaneum.) PI. -ea, -eums. [mod.L.,
neut. sing, of L. succedaneus SUCCEDANEOUS.]
1. A thing which (rarely, a person who) replaces

or serves in the place of another
;
a substitute.

1662 PETTY Taxes 82 Almost all commodities haue their

substitutes or succedanea. 1679 J. GOODMAN Penit. Pard.
n. ii. (1713) 182 Others.. will part with a

sip
without a suc-

cedaneum, or entertaining any other in its room, a 1734
NORTH Examen in. viii. 63 (1740) 632 Where Reason and

Justice is wanted, a Face of Assurance is the Succedaneum.

i774GoLDSM../Va/. Hist.Mn) I.xv. 103 A kind ofsuccedan-
eum which has been lately conceived to answer the purpose of

fresh water. 1774 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1857) VI. 124 In lieu

of me, you will have a charming succedaneum, Lady Harriet

Stanhope. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 193 But indepen-
dent of all succedanea, which may be given to horses at times

as a treat, ..there should be a regular feed prepared for

farm-horses. 1860 KINGSLEY Limits Exact Sci. 17 They are

. .apt. . to patch them where they are weakest, by that most

dangerous succedaneum of vague and grand epithets. 1911
F. A. MACCULLOCH Relig. Ane. Celts ix. 162 As kings were

represented by a substitute, so the sacred tree.. may also

have had its succedaneum.
b. Const, for.
1662 H. STUBBB Indian Nectar iii. 56 It is impossible

to provide any succedanea, or substitutes for these kind
of Commodities. 1699 Phil. Trans. XXI. 311 How the
Arabians fell first into the use of Coffee is hard to tell, per-

haps 'twas their Succedaneum for Wine. 1772-84 Cook's

Voy. (1790) V. 1620 Green plantains are an excellent succe-
daneum for bread. 1806 A. HUNTER Culina (ed. 3) 227 A
Succedaneum for green Pease in Winter. 1834 PRINGLE
Afr. Sk. iii. 165 A pan of live charcoal or embers from our
wooden fires was the usual succedaneum for a blazing hearth.

1848 DICKENS Dombey xxiii, A pair of dreadnought pilot-

trousers, whereof the waistband was so very broad and high,
that it became a succedaneum for a waistcoat. 1891

' ROY
TELLET '

Draught ofLethe II. 225 If you cannot afford a
conscience, the best succedaneum for it is a keen sense of

professional propriety.
t C. Const, to.

1667 Phil. Trails. II. 516 The continual motion of their

Gills, a Siiccedatteitm to Lungs. 1733 TULL Horse-hoeing
Huso, vii. 56 This is but an Imitation of the Hand-Hoe, or
a Succedaneum to it. 1755 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1857) "
477 He has contracted for a succedaneum to the Mingotti.
1802-11 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) III. 143

Self-inculpatiye discourse.. can never be an adequate suc-
cedaneum to judicial confession.
d. Const, of. (rare.)

1651 FRENCH Distill, vi. 183 This Oil may be the Siiexe-
daneum of true gold. 1791 W. GILPIN Forest Sceneiy I. 81
The most beautiful succedaneum of the stone-pine, \vhich
these climates afford is the pinaster. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. jiev,
i. n. i, Paper; which in many ways is the succedaneum of
Gold.

2. Med. A drug, frequently of inferior efficacy,
substituted for another.

1643 L". HERBERT Autobiog. (1824) 45 It being the
manner of Apothecaries so frequently to put in the Succe-
danea that no man is sure to find with them Medicines made
with the true drugs, a. 1661 FULLER Worthies, Brecknock-
shire (1662) iv. 21 Physicians have their Succedanea, or
Seconds, which well supply the place of such Simples, which
the Patient cannot procure. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Random
xix, The most expert man at a succedaneum, of any apothe.

SUCCEED.

cary in London. 1821-7 GOOD Study Med. (1829) IV. 461

In such cases, we must find out, by trial, what is its best

succedaneum. 1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. n. i. xi. 258 For

this end the succedanea of opium, viz., contain, belladonna,

and hydrocyanic acid may be prescribed.

f 3. Misused for : A remedy, cure. Obs.

1737 LD. CHESTERF. in Gentl. Mag. VII. 498 Their Case

is certainly above Comfort, and, I own, I am at a Loss what

to recommend to 'em. Succedaneums there are none, I

shall onlyendeavour to suggest Lenitives. 1785 H. WALPOLE
Let. to Mann 24 June, Italian summers are a good suc-

cedaneum, and, I hope, will be more efficacious than our

north-easterly winds. 1789 J. WILLIAMS Min. Kixgd. I.

179, I am politician enough lobe able to suggest the proper

remedy or succedaneum for all these difficulties.

) Suooedany. Obs. rare 1
. Anglicized f. prec.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Djsp. 625 There are many simples
most convenient, .as the fruit of Balm and its fit succedany,
Dittany.

Succedent (sks<'dent), a. and sb. Now Obs.

or rare. Also 6-9 succedant, 9 succeedant, -ent.

[ad. L. succldens, -ent-, pr. pple. of succedlre to

SUCCEED.] A. adj.
1. Following, succeeding, subsequent. Const, to.

c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun (Roxb.) 35 First lef and then

nowres and grapes succedent. 1577 HARRISON England i.

vii. 7 b in Holinihed, That after death it \sc. the soul] went

in to another bodye, the seconde or succedent, being alwayes,

eyther more noble, or more vile than the former. 1587
Hid. n. v. 157 in Holinshed, Few of them doo agree vpon
forme of discipline and gouernementpf the church succedent.

I607WALKINGTON Optic Class 63 Which causeth a great heate

to bee ingendered ther by the coughing motion, which beat

draws a succedent phleum. 1614 W. BEDWELL Nat. Ceaiit.

Numbers iv. 63 The quotient 2 I place in the quotient for the

side of the succedent cube. 1677 CARY Palxol. Chrtm. n. i.

i. xx. 144 The making of those XIV Dynasties succedent

one to another, which for severals of them were coeval.

1797 Monthly Mag. XXXVI. 214 There must have been a

precedent, and there also must be a succedent state. 1887
A. M. BROWN Atiim. Alkaloids 158 Each having an exist-

ence of its own, but presenting in its terms antecedent and

succedant, analogies which [etc.].

b. Her.
1688 HOLME Armoury il. 485/2 Succedant, succeeding,

following one another. 1828-40 BERRY Encycl. Her. I.

2. Astrol. Succedent houses : the 2nd, 5th, 8th,

and nth houses (see quots.).
1591 SPARRY tr. Cattan's Geomancie 64 The 2. 5. 8. and

n. be called the houses Succedants. 1601 DOLMAN La
Primand. Fr. Acad. (1618) ill. 690 Those fowre [houses
of heaven] which begin at the foure foresaid angles, are

named Angularie houses : the next fowre following are called

Succedent, and the rest Cadent. 1671 BLACRAVE Astral.

Pract. Phys. 164 For common signs, and succedant houses

we usually allow somewhat above half so much as we do for

first signs. 1679 MOXON Math. Diet., Succedent.Hotises,
Are so called, because they succeed or follow Angles in a

Celestial Figure; as the iiM. the 2rf. the sM. and the 8/*.

which succeeding, is yet not so much in Order, as in Condi-
, T,- ;.- -_- r., WILSON Diet. Astr' 1 -'- *- -

>igns give months.
tion and Dignity. 1819 IAS. WILSON Diet. Astrol. 165 In a

able sig

B. sb.

succeedent house, moveab

fl. A thing that follows another. Obs.

c mo Pal/ad. Huso. in. 1124 This Greek auctorite So
macth to craft nature a succedent. 1608 J. KING Serm.

5 Nov. 17 A succedent I graunt, nearest vnto it of al others.

2. Astrol. A ' succedent house
'

(see A a).

^1391 CHAUCER Astro!, n. 4 The lord of the assendent . .

is fortunat, whan he is.. in a succedent, where-as he is in

his dignite & conforted with frendly aspeclys of planetes.

1591 SPARRY tr. Cattan's Geomaxcieij6 There be foure called

angles, and foure succedants, and foure cadants. ^1653 R.

SANDERS Physiogn. 32 In the succedent was Aquarius.

f3. A result, issue. Obs. rare.

1627 E. F. Hist. Edw. II (1680) 143 Such is the mutability

of the inconstant Vulgar..; despising the time being, extol-

ling that of their Forefathers, and ready to act any mischief

to try by alteration the succedent.

Succeed (siiksrd), v. Forms : 4 Sc. suooed,

4-6 suooede, 6-7 suoceede (4, 6 Sc. suooeid,
6 -eyd, 8 suckseed), 6- succeed, [a. OF. sue-

ceder (from I4th c.) or ad. L. succedlre, to go

under, go up, come close after, go near, f. suc-

= SUB- \\\ + cedlrc to go. Cf. Pr. succedir, It.

succedere, Sp. suceder, Pg. succeder.]
1. intr. To come next after and take the place

of another, either by descent, election, or appoint-

ment, in a position of rule or ownership ;
to be the

immediate successor in an office or in an estate.

_ _____,

fanicle succede And been olire' lord, c 1400 Afol. Loll. 5

Bi ft slownesof J>e pope, and of prelats succedand in his place,

and bi her peruerse werkis, moost iuil comib to vs. 1538

STARKEY England \. iv. 108 You know by the 01 dur of our

law, the eldyst brother succedyth. 1590 SPENSER f. Q. II.

x. 68 After him Vther, which Pendragon hight, Succeding
There abruptly it did end. 1608 HEVWOOD Lucrece n. ii,

Barren Princes Breed danger in their singularitie ; Having
none to succeed, their claime dies in them. 1891 E. PEACOCK

N. Brendan I. 59 When Sir Ralf died, Sir John succeeded.

b. Const, to (a person) : = 2.

Sc. Leg. Saints xii. (Mat/lias) 71 Gyf bu royn awne

Richard \* bridde. 1456-70 in Acts Parlt. Scotl. (1875)

XII. 27/1 Eftyr the deceiss of this lard of Meldrum succedit

tyll hyme ane othir lard. 1529 Reg. Privy Seal Scotl. I.

585 The aire or airis maile or femaile . . succedand to the said

umquhile erle. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 280 Saracon



SUCCEED.
..was appointed Sultan,. .towhom Saladinc his Nephew
succeeded. 1831 SCOTT Nigel Introd., A young heir, who
has totally altered the establishment of the father to whom
he has succeeded. 1874 MAKKUY EUm. Law (ed. 2) 564
Neither the heir nor the legatee has a right to claim any
portion of the moveable estate;, .they do not in any way
succeed to the deceased. 1908 R, BAGOT A.Citthbert vi. 52
It was his duty to marry again, and to have children to suc-
ceed to him.

fig. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xii. 32 Evirmair vnto this

warldis joy As nerrest air succeidU noy.
o. To follow in office in order of seniority, rare.

1764 FOOTK Mayor ofG. i. Wks. 1799 I. 166 We always
succeeded of course ; no jumping over heads.

d. Const. f(ff) *, into, (6) to (an estate, a posi-
tion of rule or ownership).
(a) c 1386 CHAUCER Clerks T. 1079 His sonc succedeth in

his heritage.. after his fader day. 1481 in Eng. Hist. Rev.
XXV. 123 Alle oyere yat shalle succede in that office. 1520
CAXTON Chron. Eng. i. 6b/i Hissone Heleazarussucceded
in ya bysshopryche. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's
Voy. 11. xix. 53 If shee be brought to bed of amanchild, the
same may by order and course succeed in the Empyre. 1590
SPENSER F. Q, u. x. 41 Next them did Gurgunt, great
BelHmis sonne In rule succeede. 1597 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot.

75

Sf.

bury. 1690 LOCKE Govt. L ix. Wks. 1714 II. 135 David by
the same title that Saul Reigned . . succeeded in his Throne,
to the exclusion of Jonathan.
(b) 1563 in Strype Ann. Re/. (1709) xxxviii. 400 The

advancement of the Scotch Title to succede to the Eng.
lish Crown, a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

(S.T.S.) I. 194 Nor zit succeidand to na grett heretaige.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 88 Ouhen the

peychtis doubted quha suld succeid to the kingdome law-
fullie. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. \. 111.199 Henry the eighth
..succeeded to the crown by clear indisputable hereditary
right. 1891 Speaker 2 May 564/1 When he succeeded .. to
the family estates, he found them heavily encumbered.
1911 Eng. Hist. Rev. Jan. 44 There seems to be some
ound for surmising that Henry wished him, to succeed to
eville's office.

e. transf. Const, to (fz/0) : To follow another
in the enjoyment or exercise of

; to be the next to

share or take part in.

16 is BREREWOOD Lang. <$ Relig. 178 Mozal, as I said afore,
is either Seleucia, or succeeded into the dignity of it. 1670
DRYDEN Cong. Granada n. in. i, Take breath; my guards
shall to the fight succeed. 1693 Disc. Satire Ess. 1900
II. 22 Some witty men may perhaps succeed to their designs.
178* PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Cnr. I. iv. 363 The Christian saints

succeeded .. to the honours. 1866 R. W. DALE Disc, Spec.
Occ. v. 156 We have succeeded to the honours and respon-
sibilities of our predecessors.
2. trans. To take the place of, as successor in

an office or heir to an estate ; to follow (another)
in ownership or the occupation of a position or
office

;
to be successor or heir to.

1503-4 Act 19 Hen, VIIt c. 25 a They that soo shall suc-
cede them, .in the seid Sees & Bisshopprikkes. 1513 MORE
Life Rich. ///, Wks. 70/2 So was I to king Edward faithfull

chapleyn, & glad wold haue bene y
l his cbilde had succeded

him. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. u. (1882) 90 Matthias suc-

ceeding ludas the traitour in the administration of the

apostleship. x6iz Bible Deut. ii. 12 The children of Esau
succeeded them when they had destroyed them from before

them, & dwelt in their stead. 1675 WOOD Life(O. H. S.) II.

310 His brother Ralph succeeds him in the estate. 1709 N.
BLUNDELL Diary (1895) 6 Eliz. Sumner Dary-Maid left my
Service and was suckseeded by Mary Formby. 1841 ELPHIN-
STONE Hist. India II. 63 When they retired, they were suc-
ceeded by theGakkars. 1860 R. Ross Engl. Hist, 149 Richard
Cromwell succeeded his father. 1892 GARDINER Student's
Hist. Eng, 13 In 47 Aulus Plautius was succeeded by Ostpr-
ius Scapula. 1897 J. W. CLARK Barnwell Introd. 13 Prior

Geoffrey.. was succeeded by Prior Gerard.

t b. fig' To follow by imitating. Obs.

1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 507 Succeed your
fathers and ancestors in obedience. 1601 SHAKS. All's well
i. i. 70 Succeed thy father In manners as in shape.

T 3. To fall heir to, inherit, come into possession
of

;
= s'ucceed to, i d, e. Obs.

1490 Cov. Leet Bk. 537 Ye must hastely precede vnto
theleccion off an-other personne to succede the said office.

1561 NORTON & SACKV. Gorboduc \\\. i. 73 Egall in degree
With him that claimeth to succede the whole. 1603 SHAKS*
Meas.for M. n. iv. 123 Else let my brother die, If not a
fedarie but onely he Owe, and succeed thy weaknesse. 1606
G. WIOODCOCKE] Lives Emperors in Hist. Ivstinc Kk 4
Mychaell, the sonofConstantinus Ducas, sur-named..Para-

pinaceussucceedeth the Empire. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph.
To C'tess Egjintoun 131 Thrice happy ! who succeed their
mother's praise, The lovely Eglintouns of other days.
4. intr. To come next or immediately afterwards

in an order of individual persons or things ; to follow
on ; also, t to occupy the space vacated by some-

thing. (Sometimes const, to.}
1301 CHAUCER Astro/, it. ia, & next him (sc. Mercury]

succedith the Mone; & so forth by ordre, planete aftur

planete. c 1485 Digby Myst. \\. 344 Go forth yowur way ; I

wyll succede In-to what place ye wyll me lede. a 1548
HALL C/tron., Edw. IV, 28

b, Thys battayl on both sides was
sore fought & many slayn, in whose romes succeded euer
fresh, and freshmen. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.
I. 52 To the Mernes neist succeidis An^us. 1690 LOCKE
Hum. Und. H.

xxiij. 24 The ambient Fluid, having a full

Liberty to succeed in each Point of Space. 1691 RAY Disc.

131 The Waters rising up out of the subterraneous Abyss the
Sea must needs succeed, a 1700 EVELYN Diary u Mar. 1651,
There was another Malefactor to succeede. 1715 DESAOU-
LIERS Fires Impr. 25 The cold Air all the while coming down
and succeeding at D till the whole Air in the Room has pass'd
thro'. 1708 R. BLOOMFIELD Farmers Boyt Spring 179 Sub-
ordinate they one by one succeed ; And one among them al.

ways takes the lead. 1908 A. DOBSON De Librh Prol. p. v,
I can't pretend to make you read The pages that to this suc-
ceed.

t b. trans. To follow, walk after. Obs.
c 1485 Digby Myst. n. 589, I wyll yow succede, for better

or wors, To the prynces of prisies. 1781 COWCER Hope 14 As
in a dance the pair that take the lead Turn downward, and
the lowest pair succeed.

t 5. intr. To be continued, go on. Obs.

1486 Bk. St. Allans, Her. A'), How bondeage be^an first in

aungell and after succeded in man kynde. 1605 VERSTEGAN
Due. Intell. vi. 156 The old grownded opinion, that hath by
ancient tradition succeeded from age to age. 1609 ROWLANDS
Whole Crew Kind Gossips 17 My discontent succeedeth day
by day.
6. To follow or come after in the course of

events, the sequence of things, the order of develop-
ment, etc.

; to take place or come into being sub-

sequently, f To succeed : to come ; future.
c 1450 Godstow Reg. 352 In the which . . mese. .the Chapelayn
..shold haue a dwellyng to serue by the tymys succedyng.
1533 LD. BEKNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) B iij, As the

ages nath succeded, so are discouered the sciences. 1570
Satir. Poems Reform, xvii. 117 Wese and spyis not cursor-
rowis to succeid. 1583 FOXE A. $ AT. (ed. 4) 1397/2 The
Masse Priests succeede after Christ, doing the same sacrifice

(as they say) which he did before. 1593 SHAKS. a Hen. V/
t

II. iv. 2 After Summer, euermore succeedes Barren Winter.
1613 Hen. Vlllt v. v. 24 A Patterne to all Princes liuing
with her, And all that shall succeed. i6ss PEACHAM Compl.
Gentl. x. (1906) 95 After him [sc. GowerJ succeeded Lydgate,
a Monke of Bury, who wrote that bitter Satyre of Peirs
Plow-men. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 535 Enjoy, till I return,
Short pleasures, for long woes are to succeed. Ibid. x. 733Who of all Ages to succeed, but feeling The evil on him
brought by me, will curse My Head. 1678 MARVELL Corr.
Wks. (Grosart) II. 619 Those ill consequences which have
since succeeded both at home and abroade. 1781 COWPER
Hope 749 And when . . This earth shall blaze, and a new world
succeed. 1847 C. BRONTE Jane Eyre v, Half an hour's re-

creation succeeded, then study. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)
V. 56 The age of reverence is gone, and the age of irreverence
and licentiousness has succeeded.

f b. To follow as a consequence of or upon ;

to proceed_/hv# a source ;
to ensue, result. Obs.

IS37 STARKEY in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) I. App. Ixxxi.

194 Al worldly respects set aside, and al dangerous success,
which might succede of the same. 1638 LITHCOW Trav. lit,

1 17 Curing a festered soare with a poysoned playster ; whence
succeeded^ dismall discord. 1651 NsDHAMtr. Selden'sMare
Cl. 7 Any innovation of wrongs succeeding thereupon. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 771 The Cause is known, from
whence Thy Woe succeeded. 1710 PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes v.

225 The Normans having conquered this Realm, a thorough
abolition of the whole [uniformity of laws, etc.] had like to
have succeeded.

C. Const, to : =9.
1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot's Trav. i. Pref., Those Exer-

cises, which in the breeding of Youth, commonly succede to
their School Education. 1700 DRYDEN Pal, ty Arc. in. 346
While Day to Ni^ht,and Night to Day succeeds. 1703 ROWE
//fMT>edic., That this Glorious End may very suddenly

succeed to your Lordship's Candor and Generous Endeavours
after it. 1833 TENNYSON Two Voices 205, I know that age to

age succeeds, Blowing a noise of tongues and deeds.

f7. To follow in, or come into, the place of
someone or something. Obs,

f
1551 ROBINSON Mare's Utopia n. (1895) 283 They succede

into the places of the other at theyre dyinge. 1638 JUNIUS
Paint. Ancients 100 Masters.. should take the scholars in

hand with a fatherly minde, esteeming themselves to succeed
in their place that committed the children unto them. 1667
MILTON P. L. xn. 508 But in thir room. .Wolves shall suc-
ceed for teachers. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. ii. iv. 3 The
Idea of the Motion of one single Body alone, without any
other succeeding immediately into its place. 1701 STANHOPE
Pious Breathings iv. xii. (1704) 277 When these Spirits are

dispossessed, the Spirit of God will succeed into their place.

b. Const, to : To take the place of.

a 1700 DRYDEN (J.), Revenge succeeds to love, and rage to

grief. 1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia I. n. vii. 325 Anglo-
Saxon., on the subduement of the Romanized Ottadini, suc-
ceeded to the British tongue. 1819 SHELLEY Cenci IL i. 52
What can now Have given you that cold melancholy look,

Succeeding to your unaccustomed fear? 1883 Manch.Exam.
30 Nov. 5/3 Something like consternation succeeded to the

benevolent interest with which the earlier movements of the

Mahdi had been regarded.

f o. trans, (causative) To cause to take the place
of another. Obs. rare.

1666 DRYDEN Ann. Mirao. clxxv, Young Hollts.. Im-
patient to revenge his fatal Shot, His right hand doubly to

his left succeeds.

f 8. Of an estate, etc. : To descend in succession ;

to devolve upon, to come down/^w. Chiefly Sc.

1536 Abst. Protocols Town Clerks Glasgow (1897) IV. 92
That the landis and tenement suld succeyd to hym in here-

tage. 1549 Compl. Scot, xvii. 155 Considerand that the crop
ande rute of our gentreis and genologie hes succedit fra

adam. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1.82 Quhais

Impire..aihir succelding to thair awne eftircumers, or be
violence.. occupied be strangeris. 1601 SHAKS. AWs Well
in. vii. 23 A ring the Countie weares, That downward hath
succeeded in his house From sonne to sonne. 1604 Otk,
v. ii. 367 (ist Qo.) Ceaze vpon the fortunes of the Moore : For

they succeed to [ist Fol. on] you.
0. trans. To come after or follow in the course

of time or the sequence of events. (In first quot,
to live after, be posterior to.)
c 1535 FISHER Serm. cone. Heretickes B ij, Tyll vs (that

succede the commynge of our sauiour) the same thynges be
disclosed. 1608 SHAKS. Per. \. tv. 104 The Curse of heauen
and men succeed their euils. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.

Ep.v. iv. 238 If.. those destructive effects
they

now dis-

cover succeeded the curse, and came in with . . thornes and

SUCCEED.
b
;
iars

;. .^T COWLKY Mitir., Dial, i. Shame succeed lh
short-liv d pleasure, a

1774 GuLOSM. Surv. Exf. Philot.
(1776) U. i ttit natural philosophers that juu succeeded ihe
ages of obscurity. 1784 CowptK Tail, vi. 359 This smiling
sky, bo soon succeeding such an angry night. 181-
Anttq. xxxi, Ihese alternate feelings of emuarra-ament,
wonder, and grief, seemed to succeed each other more than
once upon her torpid features. 1864 BUYCE Holy Rom. Emf.
vi- 11875) 85 The rule of Alberic had been succetdtd Ly tfic
wildest confusion. 1013 Times 14 May 6/1 An ideal day for

manoeuvres,
clear and cool, succeeded yesterday's rain.

t 1O. Mr, To happen, fall out, come to pass,
take place. Oh.
1537 CKOMWELL in Merriman Life I, Ltll. (IQOJ) II. 63

Nothing is succedcd sythens my last writing, a 1548 HAI L
Ckroit., HIM. J-7, 70 r rom thensefurth daily succeded mur-
der, slaughter, & discencion. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE) II,, I
Ivstine xvr. 68 By force whereof, it succeded that they died
and their Countrey not deliuered. 1653 tr. Carmtnfi Nis-
sttta 78 She desired to be inform'd of. .what had succeeded
since the Prince Doralbo's expedition.

t b. To happen to, fall as a portion to a person.a 1533 LD. BEBNKRS Cold. Bk. M.Aurtl. (1546) Nv, If vl
succede to him .. it is by reason of the ignoraunce of him seife.
|6 MADBE tr. Altaian's Guzman d'Alf. 11. 250 Lest that
succeed vnto them, which happened vnto Don Quixote de la
Mancha. 1669 W. PENN in txtr. St. Pafin nl. t'rimds
Ser. ill. (1913) 280 The honner which will redownd to thee,
exceeds farr the advantage that Can succeed to me.

1 11. Of an enterprise, etc. : To have a certain
issue ; to turn out (one way or another, well or ill).
1540-1 ELYOT Image Gov. (1540) 33 But it succeeded all

other wise. 1560 BiSle (Geneva) Tob. iv. 6 If y dcale truely,
thy doings shal prosperously succede to thee, a 1586 SIDNEY
Ps. xxxvn. i, Though ill deedes well succeeding be. 1595
DANIEL Civil Wars \. xliv, but euery day things now sue.
ceeded worse. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso IV. Ixxxii, Yours be the

thanks, for yours the danger is, If ought succeed (as much I

feare) amis. 1605 SHAKS. Lear i. ii. 157, 1 promise you, the
effects he writes of, succeede vnhappily. 1684 R. WALLER
Nat. Exper. 40Whether the manner of theiroperation would
succeed contrary, or any way different to what they appear,

t b. To turn out to one's advantage or disadvan-

tage. Sc. Obs.

'533 BELLENDEN Livy 11. xyi. (S.T.S.) I. 191 Bot his ttry
and Inobedience succedit to his bevy dammage. 1549 Cowpl,
Scot. viii. 72 The proditione of ane realme succedis to the
hurt of the public veil.

12. To have the desired or a fortunate issue or
conclusion ; to turn out successfully.
c 1450 [see SUCCEEDING vol. so. >]. 159;-$ [see SUCCEEDING

fpl.a. sb]. 1617 MORYSON ///. 1. 161 Since .. this our meet-
ing hath not succeeded, . . there is no other remedie but to make
our peace at leasure by exchange of letters. x667MlLTON/\Z..
l. 166 Our labour must be., out of good still to find means of
evil ; Which oft times may succeed. 1685 DRYDEN Sytv*
Pref., This was impossible for Virgil to imitate ; because the

severity of the Roman language denied him that advantage.
Spencer endeavour'd it in his Sheperd's Calendar ; but
neither will it succeed in English. 1738 WESLEY Ps. l. iv,

His happy Toil shall all succeed Whom God himself delights
to bless. 1808 Med. Jrnl. XIX. 331, I only used it in two
instances, in both of which it succeeded. 1856 FROUDE Hist.

ftf. (1858) I. v. 464 There was no reason why an attempt
which had succeeded once might not succeed again. 1861

BUCKLE Civiliz. (1873) II. viii. 577 When the spirit of the

age is against those remedies, they can at least only succeed
for a moment.

b. Of growing plants : To meet with success,
do well, thrive.

i8ia New Bot. Card. I. 4 Layers and cuttings likewise
sometimes succeed. 1816 TUCKEY Aarr. Exfed. R. Zaire
i. (1818) 28 We.. were told that wheat succeeds perfectly
when sown in the dry plains in the rainy season. 1880

C. R. MARKHAM Perttv. liark 468 There the North Ameri-
can cottons succeed.

13. Of persons : To attain a desired end or

object ; to be successful in an endeavour ;
to bring

one's labours to a happy issue. Also formerly,
with adv.

,
to have '

good or '
ill success '.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xiv. (Percy Soc) 55 Above al

other he did so excel), None sith bis time in arte wolde suc-

cede, After their death to have fame for their mede. 1678

PRVDEN Allfor Love Pref., Ess. 1900 I. 197 Thus the case

is hard with writers : if they succeed not, they must starve.

1731-8 SWIFT Pol. Comiersat. Introd. 24 Nor did the late

D. Of R and E. of E succeed much better. 1735
POPK Prol. Sat. 362 Alike my scorn, if he succeed or fail.

1765 Museum Rust. IV. 368 In this I was told it was im-

possible to succeed, because a very sensible farmer.. had
tried the experiment, and failed. 1866 G. M ACDONALD Ann.

Q. Ntiglib. vii. (1878) 124, I have succeeded very badly.

1884 Mattcli. Exam. 16 May 4/7 If he had studiously en-

deavoured to be unjust he could not have succeeded more

completely.
b. Const, in with gerund. (Msotransf. ofthings.)

1839 KEIGHTLEV Hist. Eng. II. 67 Cranuier succeeded in

obtaining a mitigation of the provisions. 1869 TOIER Ififhi.

Turkey 11. 232 Bold touches .. succeed in leaving a distinct

impression on the mind. 1898 FLOR. MONTGOMERY Tenyn
She succeeded in finding an empty carriage.

1 14. trans, (causative) To give success to ;
to

prosper, further. 06s.

1613 TOURNKUR P. Henry 135 Whose influence makes that

His own virtues are succeeded justly. 1636 SHIRLEY Maid's
Rev. v. iii, Good Ansilva, give't her, And heavens succeed

the operation ! 1651 BAXTER In/. Baft. 193, I leave that

which I have written to God to succeed as he please. 1654
OWIN Saints' Perscner. ii. $ 20. 44 This way of Disputing
will scarce succeed you, in this great undertaking. 1717
POPE lliaii x. 352 Pallas . . succeeds their enterprise. 1760-

7 H. BROOKE foolo/Qual. (1809) IV. 72 May Heaven
succeed your.. wish. 18*5 E. IRVING Word God ii. Wks.

1864 I. 18 God, being ever willing and ever ready to second

and succeed His word. 1843 J. PERKINS 8 Yrs.' Resid.
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SUCCEEDABLE.
Persia 210 (Bartlelt Xwwr.), Sincerely praying and desiring

the Smiles of Heaven to succeed your, .embassy.

'tl5. intr. To come up or near to, approach.

i SFBHSEI F. Q. vi. iv. 8 Who euer, as he saw him nigh

suced, Gan c"ry aloud with horrible affright. 1697 DRYDEN

Virr Past. v. 7 Will you to the cooler Cave succeed ? Ibid.,

Georg in. 632 Snakes, familiar, to the Hearth succeed, Ikld.

758 To his rough Palat, his dry Tongue succeeds.

Succee dable, a. nonce-wd. [f. prec. + -ABLE.]

I'SI^VRON Let. toMurraya Mar., I should have thought

the Assyrian tale very succeedable.

Sucoeedant, -ent, var. SUCOEDENT.

Succee'ded,///. a. [f.
SUCCEED v. + -ED 1

.]

That has succeeded to a dignity, position, etc.

1891 Daily News 27 June 3/1 The newly succeeded Lord

Tolfemache.

Succeeder (s^ksfdw). Also 5 succidur, 6

-coder, 7 -oedor. [f.
SUCCEED v. + -M 1

.]

1. One who (occas.
a thing which) succeeds

another ;
a successor. Now rare.

c 1440 AM. Talcs 60 His succidur be homycide, at garte

sla hym, ioyes of his dignytie at he base after hym. iS7

FOXE A. f, M. (ed. 2) I. 77/1 Alexander ..whose succeeder

next was Xistus or Sixti.s. 1579 W. WILKINSON Lonfut.

Fam. Love i b, They rayled on them calling them, .sue-

ceders of the Pharisees. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 128

Ayerysucceeders of intestine ioyes. 1595 DANIEL Cm. Wars

i. xxiv, But now this great succeeder all repaires, And

rebrings-backe that discontinued good. 1615 CROOKE Body

ofMan 970 The Dog-teeth also do fall out and the place of

the succeeder is a Tittle of the one side the roote of the

former 1620 E. BLOUNT Horae Subs. 286 That if his owna

issue failed, hee might leaue a succeeder, such as his owne

affection should make choyce of. 1688 J. RENWICK Dying
Test, in Biorr. Presort. (1827) II. 291, 1 am the more willing

to

t tjne WI1U IS 3uv-v.caaiui.

1836 L. HUNT in New Monthly Mag. XLVIII. 56 The

first undoubted succeeders in raising a man into the air.,

were the brothers Stephen and Louis de Montgolfier. 1884

BROWNING FeriMah Epil. 19 Each as on his sole head,

failer or succeeder. Lay the blame or lit the praise.

Succeeding (syksrdirj), vbl. sb. [-ING '.]

I. Successful issue, success.

<r 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. xxxv. 104 Lest bou be line up
in succedyng of bi desire [orig. in bono successn], 1671 MIL-

TON P. R. n. 143 Lest confidence Of my success with Evem
Paradise Deceive ye to perswasion over-sure Of like succeed-

ing here. 1730 A. GORDON Maffcis Amphith. 80 For the

better succeeding in the important Undertaking he has in

hand. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) 1 1. 137 Their succeed-

ing throws no obstacle against his success. 1847 G. HARRIS

Life Hardiviclte II. vii. 129 Failure in such a case, where al!

the qualifications for succeeding were possessed.

1 2. Succession. Obs.

c 1460 Oscney Reg. 204 Last that the trowth of this thyng by
succedyng of tyme myjaht be callyd in- to dowte. 1482 M^onk
o/Evesliam (Arb.) 70 Thcy..begnnne to goo fro ful bittyr

peynys to wars and so by succeding of her peynys dayly her

tormentys besyly encresyn. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr, Leslie's

Hist. Scot. I. 58 Heir now, be a commoune vse of succeid-

ing, thay entir at thair awne hand without ony inair. 1679

[see SUCCEDENT A. 2].

1 3. Consequence, result. Obs.

1601 SHAKS. Alts Welln. iii. 199 Is it not a Language I

speake? Par. A most harsh one, and not tobeevnderstoode
without bloudie succeeding.

1 4. The act of following in the place of some-

thing. Ol>s.

1644 DIGBY Bodies viii. 55 A violent succeeding of ayre in

the roome of the fire.

Succee'ding, ppl. a. [-ING^.] That succeeds.

1. Following in a line of rulers or heirs, in the

course of time or events, in the process of develop-
ment, etc. ; coming after or later ; subsequent.
1561 T. NORTON Calvin s Inst. I. 13 The orderly succeding

course of dales and nightes. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, I. iii. 20

My King, and his succeeding issue. 1594 Rick. Ill, IIL

i. 71 He did. .begin that place, Which since, succeeding
Ages haue re-edify'd. 1600 W. WATSON Decacordon 264
The succeeding occasions of erronious conceipts, hath been
our owne faultes. 1624 QUARLES Jolt Milit. Med. iii. 24
Hath Heauen-.Nipt thy succeeding Blossoms? 01700
EVELYN Diary 17 Jan. 1653, This was the beginning of all

the succeeding gardens, walks, . . and plantations there. 1767
YOUNG Farmers Lett, to People 212 So much succeeding
bad weather came, that the crops were, .damaged. 1769
E. BANCROFT Guiana 27 The pistil . . contains the embryo of
the succeeding berry. 1781 COWPER Expost. 308 Successive
loads succeeding broils impose. 1807 T.THOMSON C/^/.(ed. 3)
II. 468 These compounds shall be the subject of the five suc-

ceeding Chapters. 1854 Poultry Chron. 1. 524 At each suc-

ceeding show, there is manifest improvement in these birds.
ti&iAt/ienzuni 19 Jan. 88/2 This index has served as a
model to many succeeding librarians. 1906 Lit. World
15 Nov. 518/2 Each succeeding page is the prelude to new
adventures.

t b. Coming, to come, future. Obs.
1676 MARVELL Mr. Smirlti Wks. (Grosart) IV. 5 They are

the succeeding hope of our church, the youth of our clergy.
1676 HALE Contemfl. n. (1677) 177 These I shall carry withme into the succeeding World. 1763 CHURCHILL Confer.
Poems 281 May to succeeding times..my crimes Stand
blazing forth.

1 2. Astro!. = SUCCEDENT A. 2. Otis.

IS94 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. iv. xxxvi. (1636) 493 Those that do
follow next any of these principal) Angles, are called suc-
ceeding houses. 1653 R. SANDERS Pkysiogn. 220 Of these

76

3. Following in immediate succession ;
imme-

diately following ;
next following.

1630 in Shrofsh. Par. Doc. (1903) 3 The said parishioners

may yearely and without molestac'on of him or the succeed-

inge incumbent freely enjoy the liberty thereof. 1748

Anson's Voy. II. viii. 220 The succeeding four months
_

m
which we continued at sea. aiffi GRAY Dan* 58 All that

whole Day, or the succeeding Night. 1911 Act I *2 Ceo. Y.

c 16 2 The income which that person may reasonably

expect to receive during the succeeding year m cash.

b. Coming next in order.

1838 HELL Diet. Law Scot. 953 First, descendants ; failing

them, collaterals ; and, last of all, ascendants succeeding.

t 4. Following one after another ;
successive ;

consecutive. Obs.

1602 CHURCHYARD & ROBINSON (title) A True Discovrse

Historicall ofthssvcceeding Governovrs in the Netherlands.

luyy unlwn r 'fi ffwff* " yy m. M /- J
open.. Succeeding Suns may bake the Mellow Ground,

a 1718 PRIOR Knowledge 271 Poems (1905! 271 See daily

Show'rs.. bless the flowVy Buds succeeding Birth. 1763

CHURCHILL Apol. Poems (1767) I. 72 Waller, whose praise

succeeding bards rehearse.

1 5. a. With prefixed adv. : Having a (happy
or unhappy) issue. Obs.

1561 NORTON & SACKV. Ccrboditc i. ii. 31 As the blame of

yll succedyng thinges Shall light on you. a 1586 SIDNEY Ps.

I. ii, All the things whereto that man doth bend Shall prosper

still with well succeeding end.

. Successful. Obs.

to himselfe the fattest Malefactors, fed in the state of sue

ceeding wickednesse.

Hence t Succee-dlngly adv., successively, con-

secutively.
1600 W. WATSON Deiacordon (1602) 291 lustmus Martyr,

Athenagoras, and Tertullian, succeedingly did write diuers

discourses. 1624 CAPT. J. SMITH Virginia vi. 205 To con-

tinue the History succeedingly as neere with the day and

yeere as may bee.

t Su-ceelesa, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. succe, Sue

+ -LESS.] Juiceless.
1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's Disp. 447 All cocks are fleshless

and succeless.

t SttCCC'nd, v. Obs. [ad. L. succendlre, i. sue-

= SUB- 2 + *candlre, related to candcre to glow
with heat.] traits. To set on fire, kindle, burn.

1432-50 tr. Higiteit (Rolls) III. 85 A potte succendede.

IbiiLzw Esdras the scribe repairede the lawe brente and

also succendede by men of Calde. 1477 NORTON Ord. Alch.

v. in Ashm. (1652) 64 Ruby colour is of a thinn fume suc-

cended In a cleere Body.

Succent (sokse'nt), v. [f. L. succent-, pa. ppl.

stem otsuccinlre (see next).] To sing the second

part of a verse, etc. (trans, and intr.').

1880 SMITH & CHEETHAM Diet. Chr. Antiq. II. 1745/1 One
voice sang the first part of a verse, .and the rest of the con-

gregation all together succented it, that is, sang the close of

it. Ibid. 1942/1 The passages already quoted point to this

officer's duty of 'succenting
'

in the service of the church.

1904}. CAMPBELL Ck. <y Par. Kirkcaldy i. 18 Every psalm was

sung in a different manner ; one would be sung as a solo.,

another by a leader '

incepting
'

the verse, while the congre*

gation
*
succented

'

the second halves of the verses.

Succentor (sukse'nt^i). Also 7 -our. [a.

late L. succentor, ngent-n. f. succinfre to sing to,

accompany,
' chime in ', agree, f. sue- = SUB- 8 -t-

canfre to sing. In sense 3, as correlative to prx-
cenlor PRECENTOR, associated with SUB- 6 (cf.

SUBCHANTER).]
1 1. a. A chanter who takes up the chant after

the precentor, or who presides over the left choir.

(Also allusively.') Obs.

1647 TRAPP Comm. Rev. v. 14 The Saints were the Pre*

centers in this blessed Quire, and now they are the Succen-
tors also. They began the Song, and so conclude it. 1697
O. HEYWOOD Heavenly Converse Wks. 1826 IV. 525 We find

precentors and succentors in this blessed quire, saints above
and saints below. 1817 FOSBROOKB Brit. Monachism 182

The Succentor or Subcbantor presided over the left Choir ;

the Chantor began, and the Subchantor answered.

t b. One who sings the bass in a choir. Obs.

rarer~". 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.

1 2. fig. An abettor. Obs. rare 1
.

1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xix. xii. 141 Paulus..was
the prompter and succentor of these cruel! enterludes.

3. A precentor's deputy.
1642 in Chas. I. Wks. (1662) II. 230 The Bill for the utter

abolishing and taking away of all Archbishops, Bishops, . .

Succentors, [etc.], 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. II. 19 Cartwrighl
. . had the Succentors place in theChurch ofSalisbury confer'c
on him. 1771 Antiq. Sarisb. 140 Walter de la Wyle was
Succentor or Subdean of Sarum. 1865 Churchman 9 Nov
1283 Mr. Precentor is to have a Vicar Choral to act as sue
center or precentor's deputy. 1004 Titties 17 Mar. 5/5 The
posts of succentor and librarian at St. Paul's are not held by
the same person.
Hence Suoce'ntorship, the office of succentor.

1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. II. 19 In his Proctorship succeedec

Job. Maplet..and in his Succentorsbip Rob. Joyner. x8s<

SUCCESS.

:ASSAN Bfs. Bath !, Wells 104 The Succentorship and the

'i ovostship . . were . . suppressed.

Succenturiate (sksentiuo-ri/t), pa. pple. and

a. [ad. L. succenturiatus, pa. pple. ofsuccenturiare

see next).]

f 1. fa. pple. Substituted. 06s. rare.

1641 H. L'ESTRANGE God's Sabbath 70 His dominion was
jot onely over the old Sabbath, to abrogate that ; but over

he new also, to surrogate that as Succenturiate to the other.

2. adj. Succenturiate glamt, kidney (Annt. ) : one

>f the suprarenal capsules, small bodies in front of

he upper part of the kidneys.

1836-9 TotUTs Cycl. Anat. II. 417/1 The female organs of

.he Scorpion .. open by two canals, . .each having a small

caecum or Succenturiate gland appended near its termination

1843 WILKINSON tr. Swedenborg s Aniin. Kingd. 1, viiL 224
The Succenturiate kidneys, which appear to be made up of

glandular forms and corpuscules.

t Succenturiate (sz;ksentinTvit), v. Obs.

.. L. succenturidt-, pa. ppl. stem of succenturiare

to receive as a reciuit, f. sue- = SUB- 26 + cenluria

CENTURY.]
1. trans. (See quots.) rare .

,
.

Succenturiate, to filrup the number of the Band, for them

that are dead or absent ; to recruit.

2. To supply what is lacking in
;
to supply (a

want) ; to supplement. Also absol., to provide a

supplement to.

1622 MISSELDEN Free Trade (ed. 2) To Rdr., For supply
of other mens learning, to succenturiat my wants, I needed

it, I confesse, but took it not. a 1680 T. GOODWIN Biased

St. Saints xi. Wks. 1703 V. in. 75 Faith thus ceasing, if this

Salvation of the Soul did not Succenturiate and recruit it

anew [etc.]. <il68o Unregen. Klanim. ix. Wks. 1692 III.

6 10 Christ ..doth..make this same Exhortation ; I say to you
. . and I will forewarn you, . . Fear him that is able to destroy

Body and Soul. The Apostle succenturiates, We know him

that hath said, Vengeance is mine [Heo. x. 30].

3. To put instead of another; to substitute

(const, to).

1647 TRAPP Contm. Walt. xxi. 32 Ye reftnted not after.

tain Lessons of the Canon succenturiated . . in their stead.

4. intr. To come in the place of something, fill

a place, fill up a gap.
1630 Cat. St. P., Domestic (1860) 357 [The late King named

the Earl of Northampton in their charter as the first steward i

the Earl of Pembroke succeeded. If he pleases to] succen.

turiate, tie ab Jovt tertius Ajax. 1660 W. WINSTANLEY

Eng. Worthies Pref. p. v, To remedy that, procure in them

6. trans. To take the place of.

1650 MASSEY Microcosm. 23 Most honoured S_ir,..gtve
me

leave to speak one word to you, you succtnturiate him.

t Succenturia-tion. Obs. [f. prec. : see

-ATION.] The supply of recruits to fill up a ' cen-

tury
'

or company ; gen. the supply (of persons or

things).
1643 M. NEWCOMEN Craft Ch. Advert. 32 Such a succen.

turiation there hath been of plots, that we may say of them,

as she of Gad, A Troope commeth. 1654 H. L'ESTRANGE

Chas. I (1655) 161 1'hen they entered into consideration of

constituting the Third Estate, and what succenturiation,

what supplement should be resolved upon in the lieu of

Bishops. 1658 PHILLIPS, Succenturiation, . .a filling up the

number of Souldiers wanting in any Company. 1676 W.
HUUAID Haffiness People 51 The . . succenturiation of the

persons called to supply the room of them that having served

their generation, are now fallen asleep.

fSuocernate, v. Obs. rare~. [irreg. f. L.

succerntre, 1. sue- = SUB- 2 + cerntrt to sift : see

-ATE 3.] trans. To sift. Also Succerna'tion.

1623 COCKERAM, Succernate, to bolt or range meale. 1658

PHILLIPS, Succernatiou, a bolting, or sifting of MeaL

Success (sukse's), si. Also 6 sukoes,

6-7 suooes(8e, suokses, (7 suokaess, 8 -cess).

[ad.L. successus, i. suce'edlre (success-) to SUCCEED.

Cf. F. succes, It., Pg. successo, Sp. tuceso.]

f L That which happens in the sequel ; the

termination (favourable or otherwise) of affairs;

the issue, upshot, result. Obs.

'537 STARKEY Let. to Pole in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) I.

App. Ixxxi. 194 That you should al worldly respectsset asid(

& al dangerous success which might succede of the same.

1548 W. THOMAS Let. to Hen. VIII ibid. II. App. X. 77

Neither do I trust mine authors so much as not to mistrust

contrary successes, both to their rules & their examples.

1555 EDEN Decades m. x. (Arb.) 182 Whose prosperous be.

cynnynges ended with vnfortunate successe. 1561 NORTON

& SACKV. Gorboduc. 1543 One sort that saw the dangerous

successe Of stubborne standing in rebellious warre. 1503

Homilies, Agst. Idolatry ill. Mm iij, Ve haueharde..outol

hysterics Ecclesiasticall, the begynnyng, proceadyng, and

successe of Idolatry by Images. 1601 SHAKS. A It s well m.

vi. 86, 1 know not what the successe wil be my Lord, but
[to

attempt Ivow. 1642 J. M[ASHM >y. COM. Militia 12 Whc
shall live to see an end of that rebellion and what the succ<

of it will be? 1667 MILTON P. L.n. 9 Insatiate to pursue

Vain Warr with Heav'n, and by success untaught 1008

MARVELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 249 The successe

Wednesday's debate, .was a question to desire his Majesty to

call before him some persons. 1733 NEAL Hut. Punt. II.

329 The success of this war will fall within the compass of

the next year.

f b. An event. Obs.



SUCCESS.

1588 PARKE tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 324 The company
which went with him were very fewe to make resistance

against such successes as mig^it happen. 1658 EARL MONM. tr.

Paruta's Wars Cyprus 78 Troubled at the loss of Nicossia
and at the other successes, which fell out. .quite contrary to

..hopes. 1753 L. M. Accontpl. Worn. I. 12 To read.. so

many different successes, wherein we feel our Passions moved
according to the Adventures treated of.

t C. The result (of an experiment), the effect (of
a medicine). Obs.
1606 BKYSKETT Civ. Life 6 M. Smith the Apothecary was

come, .to vnderstand what successe the physick he had pre-
pared for me did take. 1684 R. WALLICR Nat. Exper. 55
This Experiment was often repeated, always with the same
success. 1756 in Mcd. Obscrv. (1776) I. 390 So intent on
trying. .the success of the sublimate in the cure of the Lues
Vencrca.

fd. In the success : eventually. Obs.
a 1676 HALE Print. Orig. Matt. (1677) 144 Their Predic-

tions . . flattered both Ca:sar and Pompey with long Lives . .

both which fell out in the success, to both extremely con*

trary. 1738 Gent 1. Mag. VIII. 152/1 An Attempt which
would never answer in the Success.

2. The fortune (good or bad) befalling anyone in

a particular situation or affair. Usually with

qualifying adj. Good success = senses; tit success:

failure, misadventure, misfortune, arch.
a 1548 HALL Ckron.t Hen. VIl^ 39 Although thei had

knowlege what good successe Perkyn had enjoyed in al his

former attemptes. 1577 HANMER Anc. Ecctes. Hist. (1619)

495 After that the assault of Ada.armar.es tooke no prosper-
ous successe at Antioch. 1579 LVLY Euphncs (Arb.) 104
Philautus hauing intelligence

of Euphues his successe, and
the falsehoode of Lucifla. 1596 RALEIGH Discav, Guiana.

17 The hard successe which all these & other Spaniards
found in attempting the same. Ibid. 28 Berreo.. looked
for no other successe than his predecessors in this enter-

prize. 1619 in Foster Eng. Factories India (1906) 74, I

am sorrye to heare of John Younges disaster etc., yett am
in good hope of better sucksess. 1671 MILTON P.R. iv. i

Perplex'd and troubl'd at his bad success, a 1700 EVELYN
Diary 26 Nov. 1657, After a sermon and prayers for good
successe. 1704 N. RLUNDEI.L Diary (189$) 25, 1 went to wish

good Suckcess to Mr. Molineux of Croxtath ere he went a
Courting. 1764 Uuu ISM. Hist. Eng. in Lett. (1772) II. 208
The bad success of his admirals at sea. 18*3 SOUTHEY Hist.
Penins. War I. 470 With so little accuracy do the French
relate the circumstances of their ill success. 1839 KEMBLE
Resid. Georgia (1863) 126, 1 was recalled to a most ludicrous

perception of my ill success.

f* D. In particularized use. Obs.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. I. v. 25 The. .good successes, which their

foes ensew. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. vi. 7 The Roman Gods,
Leade their successes, as we wish our owne. 16x2 DRAYTON
Poly-olb.x. 1 4 note. After diuers unfortunat successes in warre.
1661 PEPYS Diary 25 Sept., Sir W. Pen told me that I need
not fear any reflection upon my Lord for their ill successe at

Argier. . . My Lord Crewe, . . 1 see, . . is afraid my Lord's repu-
tac m will a little suffer in common talk by this late successe.

X7<i4 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. in Left. II. 225 The reduction of
this, .fortress served to interrupt the prosperous successes
of the English company.
3. (= the older good success.) The prosperous
achievement of something attempted ; the attain-

ment of an object according to one's desire : now
often with particular reference to the attainment of
wealth or position.
a 1586 SIDNEY Ps. xxx. vii, While I my race did runne,

Full of successe, fond I did say, That I should never be un-
done. 1599 K.YD SJ>. Trag. in. iii. 3 Giue but successe to
mine attempting spirit. 1617 MORYSQN Itin. n. 49 The
Rebels being swolne to the height of pride, .by continual
Successe in their actions. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. m.
760 A Drench of Wine has with Success been us'd. 1713
ADDISON Cato i. ii,

'

Tis not in mortals to Command success,
But we'll do more, Sempromus; we'll Deserve it. 1765
BLACKSTONE Cowm. i. iii. 198 A title the most remote and
unaccountable that was ever set up, and which nothing could
have given success to. 1817 SCOTT Highl. Widow ii, His
success in fishing and the chase was able to add something
to her subsistence. 1848 THACKERAY Van, Fair xiv, It was
George who had interrupted the success of her first love-

passage. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola xix t That argument of
success1 which is always powerful with men of the world.

1885 O. W. HOLMES Emerson xL 260 ' Success
'

in its vulgar
sense, the gaining of money and position, is not to be
reached by following the rules of an instructor. 1895 Law
Times XCIX. 476/2 It requires the talents of a Boileau,
Moliere, or La Fontaine to play the part of a flaneur with
any success.

Proverb. 1868 HELPS Realmah v, Nothing succeeds like

success. [Cf. F. Rien ne rlussit comma U succes.}

b. An instance of this
;
a successful undertaking

or achievement.
1666 DRYDEN Ann. Miraly. ccx, Swell'd with our late Suc-

cesses on the Foe. 1740 GIBBER Afiol. (1756) I. 50 Before

her_ time our ancestors had many successful contests with
their sovereigns. . : yet what did those successes amount to?

1857 Durrani Lett. High Lat. vii. 133 To convert a ques-
tionable success into an undoubted triumph. 1880 Daily
News 19 Oct. 4/7 The dustbin absorbs scores of. .poems that
win a ' success of esteem '. 1891 Spectator 2 May 615/1 The
mass comprehends nothing except a visible success.

o. transf. One who or a thing which succeeds
or is successful.

i88a L. C. LILLIB Prudence 63 To be a success in this

circle, is to contribute to the beauty, .or the effect of the
hour. 1884 Daily News 27 Feb., Should Mr. Peel prove as
great a success in the Speaker's chair, as he proved in oratory
before he entered it [etc.]. 1885' MRS. ALEXANDER' Valerie's
Fate v, Mrs. Hartwell's dance was a great success.

t 4. Succession or sequence in time or occurrence.

In success oftime: in course or process of time. Obs.

1546 GAHDINER Dcclar. Joye 85 The sonne sheweth her
selfe in the mornynge, iu whoine there is encrease by successe

77

tyll the sonne come to the highest at noonc. 1547 BALDWIN
Mar. Philos. (1564) 18 The !>uccch:.e of tbinycs to come.
1549-62 Si ERNHOLD & H. Ps. xix. 2 The wondrous workes of
God appeare, By euery dayes successe. 1553 EDEN Treat.
Newe Ind. (Arb.) 41 In successe of time, foure of the great,
est Maudes embraced the Christian faith. 1611 MUNDAY
(title} A briefe Chronicle of the Successe of Times from the
Creation of the World tothis Instant. 1611 SPEED Hist.Gt.
Brit. ix. xv (1623) 780 This King, of whose life by order and
successe of Storie wee are now to write. 1626 C POTTER tr.

Sarpfs Hist. Quarrels 338 This diflicultie found Padauin in

the successe of his iourney [cosl andaua dijficoltando it suo

camino\. 1656 HEYLIN Surv. France 282, I shall drawdown
the successe of their affairs from the beginning of the Re-
formation. 1690 C. NESSE Hist. <fr Myst. O. $ M T. I. 103
An house., will contract new., filth in success of time.

fb. An instance of this
;
a succession. Obs.

1610 GUILLIM Heraldry 11. vii. (1660) 81 Causing a success
of surging btllowes. a 1676 HALE Prim.Orig. Man. (1677)
37 Otherwise we must of necessity make all successes in the
World purely natural and necessary.

fo. Subsequent history. Obs.

1555 EUEN Decades m. vii. (Arb.) 166 As
generally to lerne

Vhoriginall & successe of thynges : And particularlye to re-

herse the noble factesof their, .auncestours. 1681 H. MORE
Expos. Daft. App. i. 250 Can a man believe that the Original
or success of that people was axctpoiroLifrdp rt ?

f5. Succession as of heirs, rulers, etc. Obs.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay ED, Dcd. to K. Hen., After a
long successe of these Herauldes, came the Sauiour. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. 11. x. 45 Then all the sonncs of these hue
brethren raynd By dew successe. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen, iyt

iv. ii. 47 And so, successe of Mischiefe shall be borne, And
Heire from Heire shall hold this Quarrell vp. 1611 Wint.
T. i. ii. 394 Our Parents Noble Names, In whose successe
we are gentle.

t Success, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec.] intr. a.

To be a successor, b. To happen.
1545 St. Papers Hen. K///(i849)X. 576 By my last of the

13 of thitistant I signified to the same of the case successid
to the Signor Ludovicp de Larme. ? 1560 BALE Chron. Sir
y. Oldcastle Pref. A

yiij b,
His sonne Henry the sixt successed

[ed. 1544 succeded] in hys rome. 1567 TURBERV. Ovid's Ep,
131 b, A blissefull signe that all Shall not successe aright.

t Successa-nean, a. Obs. rarer- 1
, [f. L. suc-

cess-, pa. ppl. stem of sitccSde'rc to SUCCEED, ? after

succeddneus SUCCEDANEOUS.] Marked bysuccession
or transition.

1635 PERSON Varieties t. viii. 28 Things of a fluid and
successanean nature, such as time is.

t Succe'ssantly, adv. Obs. rare~l
t [Arbitrarily

f. L. success- t succedere to SUCCEED + -ANT + -L\ 2.]
? In succession.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. iv. 113 Then goe successantly and
plead for him.

t Successary. Obs. rare. [f. L. success-,
succedfre to SUCCEED + -ARY.]
1. A successor.

1486 Bk. St. A loans, Her. c j b, That he and his successaries
all way with bataill and swereddys shulde be punyshid.
1320 Caxtons Chron. Eng. 58 b/i This man ordeyned y*
no bysshop sholde ordeyne his successary.
2. Succession.
a 2616 BEAUM., etc. Laws Candy i. ii, My peculiar honours,

not deriv'd From successary, but purchas'd with my bloud,

Successful (sz>kse-sful), a. [f. as prec. + -FUL.]
1. Of persons : That succeeds or achieves success,

esp. (in recent use), that attains to wealth or posi-

tion, that 'gets on '.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. i. i. 66 The good Andronicus, . . Sue-
cessefull in the Battailes that he fights. 1617 MORVSON Itin.
ii. 24 The Irish Kerne, .became so disastrous to the English,
and successefull in action.., as they snaked the English
governement 1661 BOYLE Style Script. Ep. Ded., It hath
Been observ'd, that Secular Persons of Quality . .are gener-
ally much Successfuller in Writing of Religion . . than . . Men
in Orders. 1715 DE FOE Voy. round World \&qo} 351 They
had been . . pretty successful in their navigation. 1805 SCOTT
Let. in Lockhart (1837) II. ii. 54 If I have been at all suc-
cessful in the paths of literary pursuit. 1860 TYNDALL Glac.
i. xi. 83 It failed ; we tried again, and were successful. 1870
E. PEACOCK RaifSkirl II. 271 Mackenzie was a successful
man. 1878 JEVONS Primer Polit. Econ. 6b Educated men
who have not been successful become secretaries, house-

agents,., and the like.

b. transf. of things.
1848 J. FORSTER O. Gohlsm. 377 There was nothing to make

the town half so fond of a man., as a successful play. 1855
Orr's Circ, Set'., Inorg. Nat. 132 Great and successful works
of art are among the most noble.. of all human triumphs.
1879 CassdCs Techn. Educ. 1. 166/2 The clock was a highly
successful work of the art of the period. 1890 W. J. GORDON
Foundry 200 The Times, and.. the Daily News, and many
others of the successful papers in the provinces and on the
Continent.

2. Of actions, conditions, etc. : Attended with,
characterized by, or resulting in success.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. i. i. 172 And welcome Nephews from
succesfull wars. 1596 Tarn. Skr. I. ii. 158 And perhaps
with more successefull words Then you. 1638 JUNIUS Paint.
Ancients 79 In. .rare workes of Art, we are not so much
taken with the beautie it selfe, as with the successfull bold-
nesse of Art. 1651 HOBBF.S Leviath. Rev. 392 They justifie
all the successefull Rebellion*. 1766 GOLDSM. Vicar W. vii,

At this he laughed, and so did we : the jests of the rich are

ever successful. 1865 CARLYLK Fredk. Gt. xix. v. V. 502 The
successfullest campaign that ever was. 1891 Speaker 2 May
532/2 The jugglery ofwords was never more successful than
in this distinction without a difference.

f3. a. Bringing success, propitious. Obs. rare.

c 1592 MARLOWE yew ofMalta i. i, Making . . the winds To
driue their substance with successefull blasts.

f b. Conducive or necessary to success. Obs.

SUCCESSION.
1657 AUSTEH Fruit Trees i. 135 It U very succeifull that

we proportion Grafts and stocks in Grafting.
Succe ssfully, adv.

[I. prec. + -LY
.]

1. In a successful manner; with success.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.\.\. 194, 1 haue bene thy Souldier forty

yearcs, And led my Countries strcnt-th Micccsbcfullv 16*7CUUMDON Hist. Reb. i. 36 In order to move him the
more

successfully thereto, they procured the Pope to write
a Letter himself to his UlgbtMU, 1709 AUUISON Tatltr
Wo. 24 p 2 He is very successfully loud among the Wits.
i86 LAMB Pop. Fallacies*. A domestic., cut his throat, but
not successfully. 1898

' H. S. MERKIMAN '

Rolen's Corner L
8 His. .phlegmatic calm successfully concealed the fact.

fb. To look successfully, to seem likely to succeed.
Obs. rare.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. i. ii. 165 He U too yoog: yet he

looks successefully.

t 2. Successively. Obs.

1651 DAVENANT Gondibert Pref., Brief bints such as, if all
the arguments were successfully read, would make him easily
remember the mutual dependencies of the general design.

Succe ssfulness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
condition or quality of being successful.

1649 ROBERTS Clavis Bibl. 1 80 Their victorious successful-
nesse in military exploits against their enemies. 1754 ED-
WARDS Freed. Will iv.

y.
220 The Successfulness, or Un-

successfulness of Means in order to an Effect,, .consists in
those Means being connected or not connected with the
Effect. ^1879 MEREDITH Egoist x\\\\, Its prevailing success*
fulness in the country where he was placed.

Succession (ifflae'Jao), Also 4-5 -oun(e,
-yon, etc. [ad. OF. succession (from i3th c.) or
its source L. successio, -$ncm t n. of action f. sttcce-

dfre to SUCCEED. Cf. Pr. successio, It. successione,

Sp. sucesion, Pg. successao.]
I. 1. The action of a person or thing following,

or succeeding to the place of, another ; the coming of
one person or thing after another ; also, the passing
from one act or state to another

; an instance of this.

1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 2156 He hath so wel biset his

beginning and succession of worldly tliinges. 1605 BACON
Adv. Leartt.it. nib, The future succession of all ages. 16x4
GATAKER Transuost. 148 Such a succession is to be found in

euery substantiall conuersion, whereby one substance is des-

troyed, and another succeedeth in the roome of it. 1690 LOCKE
Hum. Und. n. xiv. | 6 By reflecting on the appearing of
various Ideas, one after another in our Understandings, we
get the Notion of Succession. 1738 WESLEY Hymn ' God is

a Namenty Soul adores
'

iii, Thy Being no Succession knows
And all

thy
vast Designs are one. 1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 116

Whatever blooms in torrid tracts appear, Whose bright suc-
cession decks the varied year. 1847 TENNYSON Princess in.

312 We.. live, perforce, from thought to thought, and make
One act a phantom of succession. 1866 OWEN Anat. Verte-
brates I. 70. 381 The reproduction of the component denti-

cles in horizontal succession. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. vi. 6

(1882) 330 The series of measures which in their rapid suc-

cession changed the whole character of the English Church.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 416 The ideas of men have
a succession in time as well as an order of thought.

f b. The act of passing by continuous move-
ment into a place. Obs.

1691 RAY Creation i. (1692) 69 The Air accompanies and
follows it by a constant Succession. 17*9 T. DALE tr.

1-reincCs Emmenol. (1752) xii. 154 Nutrition being nothing
else than the apposition of any Juice, or a perpetual succes-

sion of aliment into the Pores of the Fibres.

t C. The act of following another in a course of

conduct. Obs. rare.
1601 SHAKS. All's Well in. v. 24 The miserie b example,

that so terrible shewes in the wracke of maiden-hood, cannot
for all that disswade succession.

2. Phr. a. In succession, one after another in

regular sequence, successively.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. in. v. 306 Forto abide in thilk suffi-

cience tbonn manye ^eeris in successioun. 1668 MOXON
Meek. Dyal/ing 46 Mark them in succession from the be-

ginning with 10, 20, 30, to 90. 1690 LOCKE Hunt. Und. 11.

xiv. $ 10 'Tis as clear as any Demonstration can be, that it

must . . touch one part of the Flesh first, and another after ;

and so in Succession. 1801 Farmer's Mag. Apr. 140 In the

period I have taken, we have had three unfavourable sea*

sons, and two in succession, worse than any other in the

memory of any man living. 1817 FARADAY Chem. Manip.
xix. (1842) 505 On one end of the tube the parts will be bent

and curved in succession as they become heated. 1868

LOCKYER Elem. Astron. iii. 12 (1879) 69 The rotation of

the Earth bringing each part in succession from sunshine to

shade. 1914 Infantry Training 73 When a column is on

the march, platoons may, if desired, advance in fours iu

succession.

f b. By succession^ : successively. Obs.

1438-30 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 271
Afterthat other realities

were made in Grece by succession. 1591 SYLVESTER Du
Bartas i. ii. Wks. (1641) IT/I Because the Matter, wounded

deep in Heart With various Love.. by successions, Form
after Form receives.

f-
o. / a succession : continuously. Obs.

^1715 BURNET Own Time (1724) 1. 173 H the money.. had

been raised all ia a succession, as fast as the work could be

carried on.

f3. The course, lapse, or process of time. Obs.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 229 A thing that is

nocht of valew be the law as ground of rycbt in the begynn-

yng, the successioun of tyme may never mak it rycht. i6ao

E. BLOUNT Horse Subs. 328 This was the true Original!, by
which in succession of time the Empire was translated. 1655

M. CARTER Honor Rediv. (1660) 90 Succession of time hath

converted it into another custom.



SUCCESSION.

4. The transmission (or msde of transmission) of

an estate, royal or official dignity, or the like.

nocht to lawcr feys lik; For thar mycht succed na

landys, fher must nedys be prouysyon. 1641 EARL

tr Biondi's Civil Wars ix. 223 So long as the Earl of War-

wick lived, he was not certaine of the Kingdoms succession.

1682 DRYDEN Mac Fl. 10 To settle the Succession of the

succession which prevailed in the Roman law, has place also

in the law of Scotland in the succession of moveables.

6. The process by which one person succeeds

another in the occupation or possession
of an

estate, a throne, or the like ; the act or fact of

succeeding according to custom or law to the rights

and liabilities of a predecessor ; the conditions or

principles in accordance with which this is done.

The succession : the conditions under which successors to

a particular estate, throne, etc. are appointed. War of
Succession : a war to settle a dispute as to the succession to

a particular throne.

hai

tjlr/i K//7 C 21 An Acte for the estabiishement of the

Kynges succession. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, n. i. 172 I

swore consent to your Succession. 1607 CHAPMAN Bussy
d-Amhois in. ii. 383 Why wrongful to suppose the doubt,

less right To the succession worth the thinking on ? 1643

BAKER Chron. (1653) 99 King Richard being dead, the

right of Succession remained in Arthur, Son of Geoftry

Plantagenet. 1697 DRVDEN Virg. Georg. IV. 303 Th
immortal Line in sure Succession reigns, a 1700 EVELYN

Diary 16 May 1681, Lord Sunderland . . having fallen

into displeasure of the King for siding with the Commons
about the Succession. 1701 FARQUHAR Sir H. Wildair

iv. i. What, sir? the Succession I Not mind the Succes-

sion I 1708 CHAMBERLAYNB M. Brit. No/ilia n. IT. ii.

(1710) 385 The Succession to the Crown of Scotland. 1714
SWIFT Pres. St. Af. Wks. 1755 II. 1.214 The security of the

protestant succession in the house of Hanover. 1766 BLACK-

STONE 13 Coinm. H. The power of the laws in regulating the

succession to property. 1700 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. 1808

V. 64 The course of succession is the healthy habit of the

British constitution. 1831 LD. MAHON (title) History of

the War of the Succession in Spain. 1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist.

Eng.
"

ter

1879 DIXON Windsor II. xvi. 169 She stood in order of sue.

cession to the duchy.

b. Phr. (a) By secession : according to the

customary or legal principle by which one succeeds

another in an inheritance, an office, etc. by in-

herited right.

1412-10 LYDG. Chron. Troy \. 2889 Sche bat . . schulde

haue ben by successioun Eyre by dissent of bat regioun.
c 1430 Mia. Poems (Percy Spc.) 17 The degn be just

successioune, . . Unto the kyng is now descended doune,
From ether parte righte as eny lyne. 1474 CAXTON CJtesse n.

ii. (1883) 27 For better is to haue a kynge by succession than

by eleccion. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, n. i. 199 How art thou
a King But by faire sequence and succession 1 c 1600

Sonn. ii, Proouing his beautie by succession thine. 1668

DRYDEN Def. Dram. Poesy Ess. 1900 I. in, I am only a

champion by succession. 1863 F. M. NICHOLS tr. Britton
I. 219 marg.. Title by succession.

(o) (To have, hold, take) in succession.

*47a~3 Kails o/ Parlt. VI. 4/2 Londes .. which eny per-
sone temporell..hath. .in fee symple, eny maner fee tayle,
or in succession. 1835 TOMLINS La-M Diet. s.v. Successor,
Such a corporation cannot regularly take in succession goods
and chattels. 1890 GROSS Gild Merely I. 95 The borough.,
was an aggregate body acting as an individual,.. having a
common seal, holding property in succession.

e. pregnantly for : The line or order of succes-

sion.

[1533-4 : see sense 5.] 1708 SWIFT Sentim. Ch. Eng. Man
u. Wits. 1841 II. 214/1 This hereditary right shouldTie kept
so sacred as never to break the succession. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xx. II. 460 He was in the succession to an
earldom. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. vii. 2 (1882) 333 Mary
..had been placed next in the succession to Edward by her
father's will.

6. (A person's) right or privilege of succeeding
to an estate or dignity.
1461 Kolls of Parlt. V. 490/2 Any persone or persones

corporal, or havyng succession perpetuell. 1477 Ibid. VI.

172/2 Any persone or persones havyng succession. 1571
GOLDING Calvin on Ps. LXI. vii, He dyed full of dayes..
having delivered the succession of his kingdome to his
Sonne. 1583 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. I. III. 568 To
denude him of his heretage and rychteous successioun dew
to him as^eldest sone. 1651 tr. Dc-las-Caveras' Don Fenise
314 He without regarding the ordinance of his mother would

could achieve such a purpose without endangering both his
succession and his life. 1875 MAINE Hist. Instit.i. 16 Each
tract was the property.. of some body of persons who, in

78

7 The act of succeeding to the episcopate by the

reception of lawfully transmitted authority by

ordination. Apostolical) succession (or the suc-

cession), the continued transmission of the minis-

terial commission, through an unbroken line of

bishops from the Apostles onwards.

,565 HARDING Cofut. Apol. Ch. Eng. 57 b. To go.from

^succession, which ye can not proue
J

and to come to

bUCCeSSIOn VIUU rclti t -3// """
. ,- I C-.^pccinn

55 Obtayning the first stepp of Apostolical Succession

and being deuine Disciples of the.. prmcipall men ,653

is so much insisted on, ouuucr^iun . *w*3~;. -

in Ashwell Life (.880) 1. viii. 3,4.
Instead of taking as your

prominent subject the 'Succession'.^ would take: the

more spiritual view of the Ministry. 1847 YEOWELL Anc.

Brit Ch ix. 99 We have an account of their [sc. the bishops)

successions for some ages. 1879 HADDON Afost. Success.

Ch. Eng. ii. 35 Foreign or other Protestants whoeitherdis.

claim or do not possess the Succession. tUd. 36 The histoi

cal and canonical objections advanced., against the validity

of the English Succession.

II. f 8. Successors, heirs, or descendants collec-

tively ; progeny, issue. 06s.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Cant. 406 My generacioun, )>at

s succession of childire. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4857 Bycause

positive law.

be ..- ~. -, , o-
Antenor. 1459 Rolls o/~Pa'rlt. V. 351/2 Eny other succes-

sion of youre body lawefully commyng. 1533-4 A
t( *?

Hen. VIII c. 22 To. .provyde for the perfile suertie of be

vou and of your moste lawfull succession and heires. 1555

EDEN .Occam's (Arb.) 296 When they[K. beasts] shuldebrmge

furth theyr broode or succession. 1605 in Abst. Protocols

Town Clerks Glasgow (1896) II. 121 Prayeris..for..the

Kingis Majestic, his hienes Quein, and thair successioune.

1611 SHAKS. Cymb. in. i. 8 Cassibulan .. for him, And his

Succession, granted Rome a Tribute. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.

Georg. iv. 78 Their young Succession all their Cares employ :

They breed, they brood, instruct and educate.

t 9. A generation (of men) ; chiefly //. (future

or successive) generations. Obs.

c 1430 LYDG. Minor Poems (Percy Spc.) 85 Thechieldren of

Seth in story ye may se, Flowryng in vertu by longe sue-

cessiouns. 1593 NASHE Christ s T. 26 b, So exceeding are

mine aduersities, that after successions which shall heare of

them; will euen be desolate, .with the hearing. 1611

BEAUM. & FL. Maid's Trag. iv. i, Found out with every

finger, made the shame Of all successions. 1659 HAMMOND
On Ps. Ixxix. 13 Our posterity to all successions joyning
with us. 1685 BURNET tr. Mare's Utofia 98 Ancestors, who
have been held for some Successions rich. 1710 SWIFT Mod.

Educ. Wks. 1755 II. n. 39 The sloth, luxury, and abandoned

lusts, which enervated their breed through every succession.

fb. Posterity. Obs.
1618 HALL Content?!., O. T. xui. 1098 If we sow good

workes succession shall reape them. 1655 STANLEY Hist.

Philos. I. (1701) 13/1 To propagate his Doctrine to Succes-

sion. 1704 INETT Orig. Anglic. I. xi. 14. 183 Succession

so far justified this Proceeding, that ihis Council of Sardice

was never received by the Eastern Churches. 1704 NELSON
Fest. ff Fasts (1705) xvi. 185 He. .provided for Succession

by constituting Bishops, and other Officers and Pastors.

1O. A series of persons or things in orderly

sequence ; a continued line (of sovereigns, heirs to

an estate, etc.) ;
an unbroken line or stretch (of

objects coming one after another). Also, t a con "

tinued spell (of weather).
'579 W. WILKINSON Confut. Fant. Love A iij. The suc-

cession of Popes, and that body and kingdome is the very
Antichrist. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. H. vi. 4 St. Augustine
. .saith. . In all ihis order of succession of Bishops [of Rome]
there is not one Bishop found that was a Donatist. 1603
KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638) 231 The Greeke Historio-

graphers (best like to know the Turkish succession). 166*

STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacrx n. iv. i In that same place God
doth promise a succession of Prophets. 1667 MILTON
P. L. xii. 331 A lone succession must ensue, And his next

Son . . The clouded Ark of God . . shall in a glorious Temple
Enshrine. 1734 tr. Rollings Anc. Hist. I. Pref. p. vi, The
entire succession of ages is present to him. 1796 MORSE
Amer. Geog. I. 168 An agreeable succession of small points
of land. 1797 JANE AUSTEN Pride $ Prej. I. xvii. (1813)

203 Such a succession of rain. 1831 BREWSTER Optics iv. 34
When we consider the inconceivable minuteness of the par-
ticles of light, and that a single ray consists of a succession

of those particles. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. II. 189
The House of Austria had, by a succession of victories, been
secured from danger on the side of Turkey. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. vii. 7 (1882) 418 Every progress of Elizabeth

from shire to shire was a succession of shows and interludes,

t b. The followers collectively, or a sect of

followers, of a school of thought. (Rendering Gr.

81080x17.) Obs.

1653 MORE Antid. Ath. Gen. Pref. p. xvii, I omitted
to set down the succession of the Pythagorick school.

1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. iv. (1701) 133/1 The Succession
of the lonick Philosophy, which before Socrates was single :

after him was divided into many Schools. 1699 BENTLEY
Pkal. 80 The Successions of the Pythagorean School.

11. A set of persons or things succeeding in the

place of others.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reo. i.
f 165 That That which

looked like Pride in some, and like Petulance in others,
would . , be in time wrought off, or in a new Succession re-

formed. 1831 SHELLEY Adonais xliii, While the one Spirit's

plastic stress Sweeps through the dull dense world, com.
pelling there All new successions to the forms they wear.

1865 W. B. CARPENTER in Youmans Corr. $ Conserv. Forces

SUCCESSION.

4 1 8 (Cent. Diet) The leaves of '

evergreens
'

. . are not cast off

until the appearance of a new succession.

1 12. That to which a person succeeds as heir ;

an inheritance. Obs. rare.

1382 WYCLIF Deut. xviii. 8 Out take that, that in his cytee

of the fadre successyoun is owed to hym. 1587 GOLDING De
Mornay xxvii. 479 Now let vs see what we our selues haue

brought to this decayed succession. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey), Succession,, .an Inheritance or Estate come to one

by Succession. 1751 Female Foundling II. 80, I can, in-

deed, leave him a good Succession.

III. f!3. The result, issue. Obs. (Cf. late L.

successio?)

1514 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. I. 228 Any prousperous
succession of your Graces causes. 1549 LATIMER ist Serttt,

tef. Edtu. VI (Arb.) 36 According to the aduyse of his friend

the one of them wroght where the succession was not good.

I5S7 CARD. POLE in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1822) III. n. 494
As the successyon shewede he dyd.

IV. 14. In technical use: a. Astron. (Seequots.)

1679 MOXON Math. Diet., Succession of the Signs, Is

that order in which they are usually reckoned ; as first

Aries, next Taurus, then Gemini, &c. 1718 CHAMBERS Cycl.

s. v., When a Planet is direct, it is said to go according to

the Order and Succession of the Signs, ..when Retrograde,
it is said to go contrary to the Succession of the Signs.

b. Mus. ' The order in which the notes of a

melody proceed '. Also = SEQUENCE 3 b.

175* tr. Ratneau's Treat. Mus. 85 A Sequence, or _Suc-
cession of Harmony, is nothing else but a Link or Chain of

Keys and Governing-notes. 1801 BUSBY Diet. Mus. (1811)

s. v., Of succession there are two kinds, conjunct and disjunct.

Conjunct Succession is when the sounds proceed regularly,

upward or downward, through the several intervening de-

grees. Disjunct Succession is when they immediately pass

from one degree to another without touching the intermediate

degrees. 1875 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terins s. v.,

A sequence is sometimes spoken of as a succession, and

passages of similar chords or progressions are described as

a succession of thirds [etc.].

o. Milit. (See quots.)
74S J- MILLAN (title) The Succession of Colonels to All

His Majesties Land Forces, from their Rise, to 1744.
1802 JAMES Milit. Diet., Succession of Rank, relative

gradation according to the dates of commissions. Ibid., A
Commission in succession, a commission in which an indi-

vidual has an inherent property from having purchased it,

or raised men. 1805 Mitit. Diet. (ed. 2), Succession of
colonels, a particular part of the official army list is so called.

The dates of the several appointments are therein specified,

together with the numbers and facings of the different

regiments.

d. Agric. and Hort. (a) The rotation (of crops) ;

(*) the maturing of crops of the same kind by a

system of successive sowings so that as one is

declining another is coming on.

1778 [MARSHALL] Otserv. Agric. 168 The Succession of

Crops (or rather of the Occupan is of the Soil, whether Crops,

or Fallow) may be regular or irregular. 1706 Rural
Econ. W. Eng, II. 144 The succession is similar to that of

West Devonshire : ley ground, partially fallowed for wheat,

with one or two crops of oats ; grass seeds being sown with

the last crop. 1842 LOUDON Suburban Hort. 505 In order

to have a succession of fruit, it is requisite to sow the seed

at three different times. 1900 Daily News 5 May 4/3 Almost

every kind of vegetable may now be sown for succession.^

e. Geol.,&c. The continued sequence in a definite

order of species, types, etc. ; spec, the descent in

uninterrupted series of forms modified by evolu-

tion or development.

vi. 54 To refer the origin of existing orga-------------

eternal succession of the same species. 1841 SEDGWICK in

Hudson's Guide Lakes (1843) 188 Phenomena which not only

indicate succession, but were elaborated during vast intervals

of time.

V. 15. altrib.: succession bath, a bath in which

hot and cold water are used in succession (Cent.

Diet.} ; succession-crop, a crop of some plant

coming in succession to another ;
succession duty,

a duty assessed upon succession to estate ;
succes-

sion flowers, a crop of flowers following an earlier

crop ;
succession house, one of a series of forcing-

houses having regularly graded temperatures into

which plants are moved in succession ;
so succession-

pine; succession powder (F. poudre de suc-

cession), a poison supposed to have been made of

lead acetate ;
succession tax, a tax similar to

succession duty ;
succession war = ' war of suc-

cession
'

(see 5).

1864 MRS. A. GATTY Parat.fr. Nat. 21 A narrow slip..

for "succession -crops of mustard and cress. 1853 Act 16 +

17 Viet. c. 51 45 The Commissioners .. may assess the

Succession Duty on the Footing of such Account and

Estimate. Ibid. 55 This Act may be cited for all Purposes

as 'The Succession Duty Act, 1853 '. it&Act s, r 58 >"ct.

c. 30 1 18 (2) The principal value of real property ,or the pur-

pose of succession duty shall be ascertained in the same

manner. 1841 Florists Jrnl. (1846) II. as Some amends is,

however, made for this, in the readiness with which the

"succession-flowers come on. 179* CHARLOTTE SMITH Des-

mond II. 93 An immense range of forcing and 'succession

houses. 1798 JANE AUSTEN Northang. Abb. (1833) II. vn.

147 How were Mr. Allen's succession-houses worked / 1057

MRS. MARSH Rose Ashurst I. iii. 77 He went on, opening
succession house after succession house. We ended by thi

RROMBIE
successon ouse aer success .

garden door at which we had entered. 1786 ABERCROMBIE
Card. Assist. 59 Young 'succession pines or last years
crowns and suckers retained in nurserycrowns an sucers retaine n nursery ar pits or beds.

1814 LD. J. RUSSELL Mem. Aff. Europe 1. 192 The Countess



STJCCESSIONAL.

of Soissons . . Being accused of having bought some of

the poison, called by the dealers *snccfssioti powder.
1846 A. AMOS Great Oyer Poisoning 347 In more modern
limes the like powers have been attributed to the Aqua

nlith^ovjsltire (1832) 151 This barony
was probably forfeited during the 'succession war. 1867
Chambers' Encycl. IX. 177/2 Succession wars were of

frequent occurrence in Europe, between the middle
o_f

the

ijth and the middle of the iSth centuries, on the occasion of

the failure of a sovereign house.

Snccessional (sokse-fsnal), a.
[f. prec. + -At,.]

1. Pertaining to, characterized by, or involving
the succession of persons as heirs, rulers, or the

like ; passing or proceeding by succession or

descent ; often with special reference to the apostolic
succession.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 306 To bring this

whole monarchiall Isle from the name, honor and title of

successionall regality, to be vnder a Viceroyes gouernment.
1637 HF.YLIN Antid. Lincoln, xi. 87 Many things come
unto our hands by a successionall tradition. 1652

Cosmogr. n. 61 [Alsatia] Governed for the Emperours by
Provinciall Earls, ..accomptable to the Emperours under

whom they served; in the end made hereditarie and succes-

sionall unto their posterities. 1653 GAUDEN Hierasp. 53

Christ, the Institutor of an authoritative and successional

Ministry. 1835 Fraser's Mag. XI. 283 He might have had
the civility to predict a successional husband. 1845 D. KINO
in Ess. Chr. Union v. 245 He.. had them regularly conse-

crated by English bishops, and so qualified to keep up and

transmit the successional virtue 1 a 1854 W. JAY Autobiogr,

(1855) xiv. 127 Thesystem ofproviding for places by a merely
successional supply.

2. Of things : Following one upon another ;

occurring in succession ;
involved in a succession.

1685 H. MORE Paralip. Prophet xxxix. 340 Both the Cause
and the Effect is successional through many Ages. 1711
SHAFTESB. Charac. III. Misc. iv. i. 194 The Question is,
' What constitutes the We or I ?' And,

' Whether the I of

this instant, be the same with that of any instant preceding,
or to come. ..So that the same successional We or / must
remain still, on this account, undecided. 1827 DK QUINCEY
Lessins Wks. 1859 XIII. 289 Successional signs can express
none but successtonal objects, or those of which the parts are

in succession. 1872 HUMPHRY Myology 8 The peculiar

vibratory or successional manner of action of the several

parts of a fibre. 1875 CROLL Clint, tr Time x. 181 In a suc-

cesstonal descent of surface-films from above downwards.

b. In technical use (chiefly Hort. ;
cf. SUC-

CESSION 15).

1786 ABERCROMBIE Card1

. Assist. 100 The pine apple

plants now in fruit, must not be shifted, only the young
successional pines. 1829 LOUDON Encycl. Plants (1836) 623
The winter variety [of pea] is sown in September and

October, and the summer at different periods, from February
to June, for successional cuttings. 1842 Suburban Hort.

435 Successional cropping is that in which the ground is

wholly occupied with one crop at one time, to be succeeded

by another crop, also wholly of one kind. i8S6 R. OWEN
Anat. yerlebrales I. 70. 375 The floor of the alveolus.,

forms.. the roof of a lower vault, in which the germ of a

successional tooth . . is in course of developement. 1881

Encycl Brit. XII. 249/2 If sown in spring it [sc. the Inter-

mediate Stock] blooms in autumn, and furnishes a useful

successional crop of flowers. 1892 Gardener's Chron,

TJ Aug. 239/3 The flowers are successional for many months.

Hence Succe'ssionally adv., by succession.

1846 in Worcester (citing Eel. Rev.).

Successionist (skse-Janist). [f. SUCCESSION

+ -1ST.] One who maintains the validity or neces-

sity of a succession ; esp. one who upholds the

doctrine of the Apostolic Succession. (Also

Apostolic Successionist.)
184$ in Worcester (citing Eel. Rev.). 189$ J. ALISON in

Romanism tr Ritualism 18 To the Ritualist, the Sacerdo-

talist, and the Apostolic Successionist, we say the body is

more than raiment [etc.].

Successionless (sokse-Jsnles), a. [-LES3.]

Without succession ; having no successors.

1623 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Flowers ofSion Wks. (S.T.S.)

II. 38 And as ends and beginnings Thee not clame, Succes-

sionlesse that Thou bee still the same. 1854 E. G. HOLLAND
Mem. J. Badger L 15 Like the priesthood of Melchizedek,
successionless and' without descent.

Successive (s#kse-siv), a. [ad. med.L. sue-

cesstvus, f. success-, suuedlre to SUCCEED. Cf. F.

sttccessif, It., Pg. successive, Sp. sitcesiva.]

1. a. With pi. or compound sb. : Coming one

after another in an uninterrupted sequence ;
follow-

ing one another in order.

1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 117 Yorke hathe but ij. suf-

fraganes subiecte to it oonly, . .of the successiue institucions

ofwhom somme thynges ar to be seide here by ordre. 1606

G. W[OODCOCKE] Lives Emp. in Hist. Ivstine L 1 2 Three
successive Bishops, lohn, Benedict, and Clement.. excom-
municated him. 1628 FELTHAM Resolves n. Ixii. 177 Furie
..alwaies deliuers the author into successiue mischiefes.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. it. xiv. 6 A constant train of suc-

cessive ideas. 1719 I. WATTS Bk. Praise 92 Jesus shall

reign where'er the sun Does his successive journeys run.

1788 PRIESTLEY Lect. Hist. m. xvi. 137 A view of the suc-

cessive changes of the English coin to the present time.

1827 FARADAY Chem. Manip. xiii. (18^2) 291 These crucibles

gradually deteriorate and become injured by successive

operations. 1838 DE MORGAN Ess. Probab. 15 The multi-

plication
of all the successive numbers from i up to some

high number. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. ii. 16 By repeated

reflection, successive echos are sent to the ear. 1880 GEIKIE

Phys. Geog. iv. 305 In countries where the winters are severe,

ordinary building-stones and mortar are found to peel off

in successive crusts.

79 .

predicating passing into adv. 1667 MILTON P. L. tv. 614
|

Since God hath set Labour and rest, as day and night to
j

men Successive. 1716 POPE Iliad VI. 184 They fall succes-

sive and successive rise. 1791 COWPKR Iliad iv. 510 So
moved the Greeks .successive, rank by rank.

b. With sing. sb. : Following another of the

same kind in a regular sequence or series. Some-
what rare. Also quasi-arff .

1597 MOHLEY Introd. 4/wj. 9 I'M. What is a stroke? Ma.
It is a successiue motion of the hand, directing the quantitic

of euery note and rest in the song, with equall measure.

1609 DANIELCm Wars\\.\, And three., he assailes;..each

successiue after other quailes. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple 1st.

ix. xxiv, When he fell, and kist the barren heath, His parent

straight inspir'd successive breath. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies

l. xvi. 101 The Celerity of a Boat is continued by a successive

dip of the Oar. 1746 FRANCIS tr. llor., Epist. \. vi. 53 Then
raise a second Plumb i A third successive be your earnest

Care. i8u SCOTT Nigel vii, He. .took his leave, promising
to be equipped and in readiness to embark with him on the

second successive morning at ten o'clock. 1841 MRS. BROWN-
ING Grk. Chr. Poets (1863) 114 What is this accent but a

stroke, an emphasis, with a successive pause to make com-

plete the time ?

fo. Of a condition, influence, etc. : Continuous,

uninterrupted. 0/is.

1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. n. ix, He divers
yeares good

fortune had, successive in each thing. 1631 WEEVER Aw.
Funeral Man. 350 Her successive prosperuie. 1652 FELT-
HAM Low Countries (1677)45 A strong Earth Quake would
shake them to a Chaos, from which the successive force of

the Sun . . hath a little amended them.

2. Characterized by or involving succession ;

brought about or produced in succeeding stages.

1685 H. MORE;/. in J. Norris Theory Love (1688) 152 Suc-

cessive Quantity seems more capable of being infinite then

permanent Quantity. 1728 CHAMBERS Cycl, s.v. Action,
Actions are.. divided into Instantaneous, where the whole
Effect is produced in the same Moment ;. . And Successive,

wherethe Effect is produced bydegrees. i786GlLPlNiI/0i<>i/.

fir Lakes Climb. (i792)I.viii. 119 The successive fall ; in which
the water, instead of making one continued shoot, falls

through a succession of different stories. 1799 G. SMITH

Laboratory II. n We might, indeed, make a successive

collection of the coins of the western emperors. 1835 LYELL
Princ. Geol. (ed. 4) I. 242 Doctrine of successive develop-
ment not confirmed by the admission that man is of modern

origin. 1842 [see SUBSTITUTION 5). 1900 B. D. JACKSON
Gloss. Bat. Terms, Successive Whorl, one whose members
did not originate simultaneously, but in succession.

1 3. = HEKEDITABT. a. Of things : Descending
or transmitted by succession or inheritance. 06s.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 283 This Kenulphus..hav-
ynge successyve hate of Offa his predecessor ageyne men
of Kente. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. i. i. 4 Pleade my Succes-

siue Title with your Swords. I was the first borne Sonne.

1594 T. BEDINGFIELD tr. Machiavelli's Florentine Hist.

('595) To Rdr., To liue in the obedience of a succes-

siue royall Monarchic. 1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy xvn.

Ixxvi, Leaning the Crowne successiue to his son. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 752 This function is successiue,

and by tradition they teach their eldest sonnes the mysterie

1698 G.
Government is Monarchical, and Successive.

fb. Of persons : Succeeding by inheritance. Obs.

1502 KYD Sp. Trag. IIL L 14 Your King, By hate depriued
of his dearest sonne, The onely hope of our successiue line.

1622 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xxvii. 276 Her Pedigrees to show,

her right successiue Kings. 1649 MILTON Tenure ofKings
21 Jehu had special command to slay Jehoram a successive

and hereditarie Tyrant. 1683 CREECH Lucret. (ed. 2) Notes

52 Every King whether Elective or Successive, Rules by
the same Authority.

t c. Next in order of succession. Also trans/.

1505 T. P. GOODWINE Blanchardyn liv. 212 The princely

manage which now was fully concluded betweene his sue.

cessiue heire..with the renouned Lady and Queene of

Tormaday. Cl6oo SKAKS. Sonn. cxxvii, Blacke..now is

blacke beauties successiue heire. 1631 H. SEILE Augustus
212 Hee should resemble old lanus with the two faces :

with th'one looking on the King Regnant; with th'other,

on the Prince successive. 1726 POPE Odyss. xix. 208 His

son Deucalion bore successive sway.

1 4. Attended or fraught witn success ; successful.

1582 (implied in SUCCESSIVELY 6). 1593 ** Harvey's
Pierce's Super. To Harvey, If.. the doubtlesse successiue

benefit thereof. . may worke any plausible . . motions with

you. 1597 BEARD Theatre God's Judgem. (1612) 547
In this

successive battell it is to be noted.. how religiously the

Emperour both began and finished it. 1620 BHATHWAIT
Five Senses in Archaica. (1815) II. 45 Weak is he in his

resolves, unbounded in his desires, and seldom successive in

his dispatch. 1659 Lady Alimony in. i, His prosperous

exploits abroad, then which none more successive.

II Successive (srksessrvz), adv. [med.L., adv.

of successivus SUCCESSIVE.] In succession.

1593 in T. Morris Provosts of Methyen (1875) 82 To the

saidis Johnne Grahame, and Mariorie Rollok, his spous,

and the langarlevar of thametua successiue. i68iin Nairne

Peerage Evidence (1874) 15 Failing of heirs male the eldest

daughter or heir female to be procreate betwixt them suc-

cessive without division. 1687 WINSTANLEY Lives Engl.
Poets 71 He was successive a Musician, Schoolmaster,

Servingman, Husbandman, Grasier, Poet.

Successively (sokse-sivli), adv. Also 5 su-

sessiffly, successevely, 5-6 -yvely. [-LY 2.]

1. By successive stages (of increase or decrease) ;

t by degrees. Now rare.

01415 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 58 When be

pacientes felen bamself more heuy..ban is be flwyng ouer

mych ; wherfor it is alsone successyuely to be restreyned

and turned away, a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI, 105 b,

A pestilent humor, which successively a litle and litlc cor-

SUCCESSLESS.

rupteth all the membres. 16*0 E. I'.i "' M // - f Suet.
262 To doe that at once, which niu-l bee done suo.
is an argument of a rash, and intemperate man. 1715 DES-
AGULIKRS Fires Impr. 23 The Air goes into the Hollows,
is warm'd, and then successively warms the wli ! Air of
the Room. 174; .uxions Pref. p. \ii, What a
continual anil successively variable Velocity.

1827 FAKAIIAV Clieui. Manip. xx. (1842) 545 Now :i:

the stoppers of bottles become fixed . . , in which case means
>ng them, successively increasing in power.. must

be resoited to. 1862 MII.LI R Kltnt. Chem., Org. (ed. 2) iii.

I i. 152 The higher terms of the series becoming succes-

sively more viscid and oily.

2. In succession.

1439 R. J-:. ll'il/s (1882) 114 The wardeyns of Seynt Aus-
tyns chirch..susse&sifny beyng. 1462 Rolls cf Parlt. V.
489/1 Henry the W.and Henry the VI". . succcssevely
Kynges of Englond. 1503 Wrf. VI. 523/2 They.. and their

successours, and the successours of every of them, Khali have

successyvelye for ever, lyke auctorite. 1521 in Kllis Orig.
Lett. Ser. HI. 1.358 [He] opennydthe boke. .andbegynning
the prohem, redde therof

successyvely
v. lefes. 1590 SPENSER

/. Q. u. x. 44 Fiue sonnes he left begotten of one wife, All

which successiuely by turnes did raine. 1617 MORYSON
/tin. l. 170 It was subject to the Emperour Otho the first,

by right of his wife, and successively to the Emperours.
1651 HOBBES Leviath. in. xxxviii. 245 Everlasting Fire,..

(into which men may be cast successively one after another
for ever), a 1700 EVELYN Diary 9 Feb. 1671, The famous

play call'd 'The Siege of Granada 1

, (Dryden) two days
acted successively. 1712 STEELE Spat. No. 400 f 9 The
Disappointment of four or five Passions which she has suc-

cessively had for different Men. 1776 GIBBON Decl. tr F.

xiii. I. 356 Diocletian was successively promoted to the

government of Ma;sU, the honours of the consulship, and
the important command of the guards of the palace. 1818

SCOTT Hri. Midi. 1, The lad. .fetched an earthen jar and
a horn cup, . .and offered them successively to the lady and

smaller. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. ix. i i (1882) 593 He
became successively Solicitor and Attorney-General

f 3. Continuously or without interruption (for a

certain period). Obs.

1531 ELVOT Gov. i. ii, And so successiuely one kvnge
gouerned all the people of Israeli unto the time of Roboaz.

"550 Hall's Chron. (title-f.) Beginnyng at the tyme of

kyng Henry the fowerth, the first aucthor of this deuision,

and so successively proceading toy'reigne of. .kyng Henry
the eyght 1627 W. BEDELL in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden)

136 It begins much about the Conquest, .and continues

successively to Calixtus the 3"". 1683 MOXON Meclt. Exerc.,

Printing i. 5 And there [sc. Oxford] the excercise of Printing
hath continued successively to this day. 1709 STEELE
Taller No. 107 F 14 Repeat this

every Day for a Month

successively. 1748 WASHINGTON Jml. 7 Apr., Writ. 1889
I. 5 Raind successively all last night. ci79 Encycl. Brit.

(1797) VI. 739/2 For 18 years successively.

1 4. In the course of events, subsequently, eventu-

ally. Obs.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso I. xxiv, What to this howre succes.

siuely is donne Was full of perill. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-alt.

ii. 156 And all that therc-vpon successiuely befell. 1654 EARL
MONM. tr. Benlivoglio's Wars Flanders 277 Which they.,
were not long adoing, as we shall successively relate.

1 6. By succession or inheritance. Obs.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, in. vii. 135 Not as Protector.. But

as successiuely, from Blood to Blood. 1597 a Hen. Ir',

iv. v. 202 So tnou, the Garland wear'st successiuely.

t 6. Successfully, propitiously. Obs.

1582 MUNDAY Disc. E. Campion F iij, Howe all thinges

went successivelie foreward. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's

Fr. Chirvrg. 54/2 Beinge verye successivelye cured of

Mr. Martel, Chyrurgiane to the Kinge. 1630 BRATHWAIT

Engl. Gentletii. 62 Any exploit, how successively or pros-

perously soever managed. 1683 KENNET tr. Fragm. on Folly

(1709) 33 A battle shall be more successively fought byserv-

ing men . . than by the most accomplished philosophers.

Successiveness. [-NESS.] The state or

quality of being successive.

a 1676 HALE Prim. Orig. Mail. I. vi. (1677) 119 The Image

whereby it I. the Understanding] conceives it, is partly by
the successiveness of its own operations. 1839 MILL Hum.
Mind xiv. $ 2 II. 68 The process of having two ideas in

succession, in which process the being sensible of the suc-

cessiveness is part. 1851 RUSKIN Stones Venice I. xxvii.

18 They are all conventionalised into a monotonous suc-

cessiveness of nothing. 1878 BARTLEV tr. Tofinard's An-

throp. Introd. 19 Nature does not make sudden jumps.

1 here is a successiveness observable throughout.

So Sncceisi'vity.
1866 Examiner 3 Feb. 70/1 An absolute Being, whose

nature.. precludes.. all successivity and change.

Successless (skse-sles), a. Now rare; freq.

in lyth and iSthc. [f.
SUCCESS sb. + -LESS.] With-

out, or having no, success ;
unsuccessful.

1584 PEELE/4rra7<m. Paris I. v, How mighty men made

foul successless war Against the gods. 15*9 WARNER Alb.

Eng. VI. xxx. (1612) 149 Successlesse..and mraged. 1615 U
SANDYS Trav. 9 Divers great Princes,.. with Successlesse

labor, have attempted to make that rockie streight a navig-

able passage. 1641 Remonstr. Commons in Rushw. Hist.

Coll. (1652) ill. 1. 440 An expenceful and successless attempt

upon Calez. 1665 DRYDEN Ind. Emp. n. l, The hopes of

Siy successless love resign. 1682 SIR T, BROWNE Chr. Mor.

Miss BURNEY Cecilia n. v, Belfield fired first, and missed :

the Baronet was not so successless. 1820 J. CLARE / oems

Rural Life (ed. 3) 138 By successless sallies wearied quite.
- - '-' l -'-'

134 He sympathizes, he

camp.u-Mi.



SUCCESSOR.

Hence Sncce-sslessly adv., Succe-sslessness.
;

1642 O. SEBGWICK Eng . Prestrv. 40 Like him in the Gospel

whobegan to build, but did not make an end : Whereupon

results a vanity and successelesnesse to our workes. 1652

HEVLIN Cosmogr. IV. no Successlessly again attempted.

1744 BIRCH Life of Boyle 27 After the queen s and others

doctors remedies liad been successlessly tried. 1827 blackw.

M,>s- XXI. 790 We tried.. on three days, successively and

successlessly. 1906 B. CAPES Loaves , fishes 20+ He per-

mitted his employers so to presume upon his reputation lor

successlessness.

Successor (stfkse-sar).
Forms : 3-8 success-

our, 4-6 suooessoure , (7 -er), 4- successor, [a.

OF. (AF.) suceessour, -or (mod.F. successeiir),
=

Pr., Pg. successor, It. successore, Sp. sucesor, ad. L.

successor, -ffrent, agent-n. f. success-, succedfre to

SUCCEED.] One who succeeds another in an office,

dignity, function, or position.
Const, of, to (the

predecessor), in, to, to/ (the thing succeeded to).

(Correlative to predecessor.)

Singular successor (Sc. Law) : see SINGULAR . 4 b.

1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10440 Of him & of is successors

of rome To holde euere engelond. 1338 R. BRUNNE C/i>. ,

(1810) 72 To Frankis & Normanz..To Flemmynges & :

Pikardes..He gaf londes bityme, of whilk >er succcssoure ,

Hold jit be seysyne. 1382 WYCLIP Dan. v. 31 Darius of

Mede was suceessour in the rewme. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839)

v. 43 He was Successour to Machomete, and of his Genera-

tioun. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 189 He toke Clement by be

hond. .and made hym pope and successor aftyr hym. 154*

Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. i. I. 37 Air and suceessour of

tailze of umquhile Duncane Lawmond. 1571 GOLDING
Calvin on Ps. Ixxi. i David.. did carefully comend untoo

God his sonne whom he should leave successor of his king-

dom. 1611 Bible Ecclus. xlvi. i The successor of Moses in

prophesies. 1671 MILTON Samson 1021 Thy Paranymph, . .

Successour in thy bed. 1679 DRYDEN Trail, fy Cress. Prol.

17 Where are the Successours to my name ? 1766 BLACK-

STONE Comm. u. 430 A gift to such a corporation, either of

lands or of chattels, without naming their successors, vests

an absolute property in them so long as the corporation
subsists. Il'iii. 431 The word successors, when applied to

a person in his politic capacity, is equivalent to the word

heirs in his natural. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. India II. 350

Ahdad, the grandson and spiritual successor of Bayazid.

1864 BRYCE Holy Rom. Emp. xii. (1875) 168 Henry VI, the

son and successor of Barbarossa.

b. trans/, of a thing.
c 1386 CHAUCER Man of Law's T. 323 O sodeyn wo that

euere art suceessour To worldly blisse. 1863 H. Cox Instit.

in. viii. 703 Intervals between the expiration of one Mutiny
Act and the enactment of its successor.

Hence Suooe-ssorsliip [-SHIP], the condition or

position of successor, succession.

1627 H. BURTON Baiting Pope's Bull 84 What is this to

the purpose, to prou'e the Popes Vicarship
or his Successors-

ship? 1720 GORDON & TRKNCHARD Initepend. IfAifdjiB)
436 Nor is there a Word in Scripture, whereby we can guess
that they were intended to be Successors to the Apostles,
much less that the Successorship was to continue to the End
of the World. 1886 ROGERS Soc. Life Scotl. III. xx. 263 A
class of persons might have existed . . without any successor-

shrp. i%<)$C<ith..NtMS27 July 6 Three Irish Priests have been
selected.. in connection with the successorship to the late

Most Rev. Dr. Moran, in the Bishopric of Dunedin N. Z.

t Succe'SSOry, a. Obs. [ad. late L. succes-

sorius,f. successor SUCCESSOR: see -GET. Cf. It. ,Pg.

suectssorio.] Succeeding by inheritance, hereditary.
1610 DONNE Pseudo-martyr 288 Which may often fall out

in states, which elect their Princes, because there are many
limitations, but in Successorie princes, it cannot hold. 1619
Time's Store House v. xxiii. 518/2 It is manifest, dignities
which were but the bare names of personal Offices, to haue at

length become hereditary and successory. 1641 Mann.
Holding Parl.in Eng.-z-j Q\i<c King's, .granted an hereditary
and successory perpetuity unto honourable titles.

t Succi'de, v. Obs. rarer-1 , [ad. L. succidfre,
t. sue- = SUB- 25 +cxdlre to cut.] trans. To cut

off, shorten.

1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 185 The breste is con-

streynede with mony sighes, the brethe is succidede.

Suoci-duous, a. Obs. rare~. [f. L. succiduus,
{. succidlre, f. sue- = SUB- 2 + cadire to fall].

Ready to fall
; tottering. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.

Succiferous (sksi-feres), a. Bot. rare. [f.

mod.L. succiferus, f. succus : see Succus and
-FERGUS.] Producing or bearing sap.
1655-87 H. MORE App. Anlid. (1712) 232 The modern

Philosophers.. who have not only observ'd the Succiferous
but also airiferous vessels of Plants. 1672-3 GREW Anat.
PI., Roots (1682) 70 The Lignous Part, if not always, yet
usually, is also Compounded of Two Kinds of Bodies, sell.
Succiferous or Lignous and Aer-Vessels.

t Su ccifica'tion. Obs. rare.
[f. Succus +

-PICATION.] The production of sap.
1733 TULL Horse-lwei'ig Hnsi. ii. 19 If Leaves did not per-

form this necessary work of Succification, the Lives of Plants
would not . . so entirely depend on the use of Leaves, as they
appear to_do.

: Succin (sfksin). rare. Also 6 suooine. [ad.
L. succinum, sucinum. Cf. F. succin, It. Sp Pe
tuccine.'] Amber.
1596 DALRYMPIE U Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 47 Succine, or

STm]
k 'S Ca"eS Electre - lln s = mod.

Succin- (sz>ksin), comb, form (before a vowel)of L. succinum amber, in the names of various
amide and anilide derivatives of SUCCINIC acid, e.g.
succinamic acid, succinanil; also succinasthalt
see quots. Cf. SUCCINO-.

80

1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 594 when succina-

mide is treated with potash, ammonia is disengaged, and the

temperature rises. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chan., Org. iv. i.

242 Succinimide is metameric with succinamic acid. Ittcl.

2. 2 57SuccinanileC, 2HjN,C8H404 . Il'id., Succmamhc

acid HO, C 1SH,. HN, C8H,OS. Ihd., Sucananihde

CiiW irun-uic ui n^i^^n m *-* ----- ^-,,1 .

Ibid. 461 SuccinanilateofAmmonium is very soluble in water.

Succinate (so-ksini'it).
Chem. Also -at. [ad.

F. succinate (Lavoisier) : see SUCCINIC + -ATE *.] A
salt of succinic acid.

1700 KERR tr. Lavoisier's Elem. Clam. 273 All the suc-

cinats were unknown to the ancient chemists. 1803 DAVEY

AlMi in Phil. Trans. XCV. 232, I have separated, .the

oxide of iron by succinate of ammonia. 1876 tr. sc/iulzen-

berger's Ferment. 28 The calcium succinate is easily purified

by treating it with alcohol.

Succinated (so-ksin*ited),
a. Chem. [f.

mod.

L. succinatus, (. succinum amber.] Containing or

combined with amber.

1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 257, I then gave her Spirit of Sal.

Armon. Succinated. 1800 tr. Lagrangi's Chem. II. 79 In

scoria: which float at the top have been called Succinatea

Succinct (scksi-nkt), pa. pple.,ppl. a., and a.

[ad. L. succinctus, pa. pple. of succinglre, i. suc-

= SUB- 2, 25 + cingfre to gird. Cf. F. succinct,

It., Pg. succinto, Sp. sucinta.]

A. pa. pple. and ///. a.

1. Girt, engirdled.

garden of the Kings,

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Succinct, enuironed, fenced about |

girt, compassed. 1830 W. PHILLIPS Mt. Sinai I. 279 The

Everlasting Form If form there were of lineament, was

void, Succinct with shadows.

fir. 1706 J. PHILIPS Cerealia 97 Wks. (1781) M Soon she

shalces Her drowsy wings, and follows to the war With speed
succinct. [Cf. quot. 1667 in B. 3.)

2. Of garments, etc. : Girded up ; confined by or

as by a girdle. Also of persons.
1604 R. CAWDREV Table A Iplt., Succincte .. close girt up.

1616-61 HOLYDAY Persius (1673) 324 And when my golden
boss I newly had Hung up to my succinct house gods.

1726 POPE Odyss. xvn. 200 Aside they lay Their garments,
and succinct, the victims slay. 1841 TRENCH Parables

xxvii. 437 The waiting at table with the dress succinct, was
a maik of servitude. 1843 R. H. HORNE<>I'<I. 86 The form

Succinct.. Of Artemis. 1866 J. B. ROSE tr. Ovid's Fasti

I. 344 The Priest . . succinct for sacrificial feast. 18^6 LOWELL
0<le Fourth July i. i. 18 Over her broad brow in many a

round, . . Succinct, as toil prescribes, the hair was wound
In lustrous coils.

b. Ent. Of certain pupae : Supported by a silken

filament round the middle. In mod. Diets.

B. adj.
1. Of a narrative, etc. : Compressed into small

compass; expressed in few words ; brief and concise.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. I. xv. 16 b, A suc-

cinct description of th'e yland. 1596 T. RsLi.Surv. Popety
(title-p.) A succinct and profitable enarration of the state of
Gods Church. 1634 R. H. Salerncs Regiment 207 A Suc-
cinct and plaine Discourse of the Nature and nourishment
of divers kinds of Fish. 1711 HEARNF. Collect. (O.H.S.) III.

107 A full, though succinct and sober Narrative. 1760-72 J.
ADAMS tr.Juan fy Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) I.p.ix, They give us a
succinct account of the Creoles. 1781 COWPER Convers. 235
A tale should be judicious, clear, succinct ; The language
plain, and incidents well link'd. 1830 HALLAM Lit. Eur.
III. 278 This account of the original of language appears in

general as probable as it is succinct and clear. 1864 BOWEN
Logic vii. 184 We need some more succinct mode than that

of severally applying to each Syllogism all these Rules.

b. transf. Compact.
1635 HEYWOOD Hierarchy n.

8_3
Hee [sc. man] is stiled a

little and succinct world within himselfe. 1800 HURDIS Fav.
Village 84 Beyond yon humble and succinct abode,

t c. advb. Concisely, briefly. Obs.

"593 NASHE Christ's T. 77 Very largely haue I inueighed
against this vice elswhere, wherefore heere I will trusse it

vp more succinct {printed surcinct].

2. Of persons, their speech, style, etc. : Charac-
terized by verbal brevity and conciseness ; terse.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 203 Apollo himselfe loveth

brevitie, and is in his oracles
yerie succinct and pithy. 1606

Sueton. To Rdr., His succinct style and termes. a 1637
B. JONSON Discov. (1641) 119 A strict and succinct style is

that, where you can take away nothing without losse, and
that losse to be manifest. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. v. Wks.
1851 V. 223 The Saxon Annalist wont to be sober and succinct
..runs. .into such extravagant fansies [etc.], 1^12 STEELS
Spect. No. 468 P 8, I must grow more succinct. 1759
ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. (1817) 211 A succinct and dry writer.

3. Of garments : Not ample or full, close-fitting,
scant, arch, or pott.
[1667 MILTON P. L. in. 643 His habit fit for speed succinct,]

171214 POPE Rape Lock HI. 41 Four Knaves in garbs suc-
cinct, a trusty band. 1725 Odyu. xtv. 83 His vest
succinct then girding round his waste. 1746 BERKELEY in
Fraser Life viii. 306 If any other [dress] can be contrived
yet more succinct and tight. 1755 Monitor No. 21. I. 182
Some novelties of dress, viz. very low stays, and very suc-
cinct petticoats, 1831 SCOTT Cast. Dang, xi, [She] ex-
changed her stole, or loose upper garment, for the more suc-
cinct cloak and hood of a horseman. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk.
Gt. vi. in. (1872) II. 161 Mere soldier uniform, succinct blue
coat, white linen gaiters. 1895 SYMONDS Life M. Angelo L
ik 66 Tuscan lads half draped in succinct tunics.

SUCCINO-ENT.

4. Of short duration, brief, curt.

1796 MMF.. D'ARBLAY Camilla IV. 331 With a succinct

bow. .he took a hasty leave. 1837 CAKLYLE Fr. Rev. u. I.

ii With the rope round their neck, their destiny may be

succinct! 1892 STF.VENSON & L. OSBOURNK Wrecker xi. 175

Captain Nares acknowledged our previous acquaintance
with a succinct nod.

Succinctly (sksi-nktli), adv. [-LY
2
.]

1. In a succinct manner ; with brevity and con-

ciseness.

^'537 PAYNEL in De Benese Measttr. Laurie Pref. + iiij,

Thys . . boke . . Where in is succinctly and breflye conteyned
the perfect fourm and rule of measurynge. 1599 It. JONSON
Cynthia's Rev.w. i\\,Hed. Inthebehalfeofthemales, Igratifie

you, Amorphus. Pha. And I, of the femajes. Amo. Succinctly
return'd. 1605 BACON Adv, Learn, n. xxiii. 8The Examples
alledged for the discourses sake, are cited succinctly, and
without particularity. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. xxi.

73, 1 have labored to speak succinctly in divers places,

where possibly better wits then mine would amplifie matter!;.

1714 PRIOR Viceroy xxxi, Succinctly thus to you I've told.

How this Viceroy did reign. 1850 JAMIKSON Sacred % Leg.
Art 195, I will give you the

story
as succinctly and as pro.

perly as I can. 1876 DUHRING Dis. Skin 70 Atrophy, suc-

cinctly stated, is want of balance between the nutritive

supply and the part to be nourished.

b. trans/. In a irief space of time ; with sum-

mary treatment.

1837 CARtYLE Fr. Rev. ii. I. ii, So shall the Parlements

perish, succinctly! and innumerable eyes be dry. 1856 KANE
Arctic Expl. II. xii. 127 He was dealt with more succinctly

by his neighbor.. who.. pushed him into the sea, after bar-

pooning htm.

f 2. Without fullness or ampleness. 06s.

*743 Davidson's I'ii'g., SEneid yil.
II. 187 Picus..in his

scanty Robe succinctly dressed (Virg. tuccinctvs tiaiea],

Succinctness (s#ksiTjktnes). [-NESS.]
1. The quality or condition of being succinct ;

conciseness.

1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy To Rdrs., I haue taskt my selfe

to such succinctnesse and breuity, that [etc.] 1644 DIGBV
Nat. Soul Pref. 352 To serue for conueniency and succincte.

nesse of discourse, a 17x6 SOUTH Sertn. Eccl. v. 2 (1727) II.

128 Brevity and Succinctness of Speech, is that, which in

Philosophy or Speculation we call Maxim, and First Prin-

ciple. 1864 BURTON Scot. Atr. I. v. 279 John Hamilton.,
states with much succinctness.. a favorite charge of that

day against Knox. 1884 Athenaeum ii Oct. 459/3 A critic

is always loth to quarrel with succinctness.

2. The condition of being close-fitting or without

fullness.

1818 Blackw. Mag. III. 277 Grave academics.. started

forth in the unwonted and unnatural succinctness of the

sagum. 1891 FARRAR Darkness * Dawn II. 261 He wore

the dress of a jockey of the green faction, and its succinct-

ness revealed his thin legs and protuberant person.

II Succinctorium (sksirjktoTim). [late L.,

{. sue- = SUB- + cinctorium girdle, f. cinglre to gird.]

A band or scarf (resembling a maniple) em-

broidered with an Agnus Dei, worn pendant from

the girdle by the Pope on certain occasions.

1688 HOLME Armoury in. iv. 175/2 A Bishops Vestments,
or Pontifical Symbols of Ecclesiastical Regencie. . . Succinc-

torium, a kind of Girdle.

Hence Bnccinctory (stfksi'rjktari),
in same sens*

1571 R. T. Discourse 28 To glorifie, our holie father the

Pope, dothe note Buechingerus and Inocentius. .amrmethat

there are 9 special ornamemes: his hose, his shoes, or san-

dallcs,his succynctory or girdell [etc.]. 1583 SlVBSEsAnat.
Alas. i. (1879) 48 Girded with a thong of the skm of the

same, in sted of a girdle or succinctorie about his loines.

1868 WALCOTT Sacrtd A rchaol. 273 In lieu of a maniple, he

has a succinctory.

Succincture (sSksi-rjktiiu).
rare. [ad. mod.

L. snccinctura, f. succinct-, succingfre: see SUCCINCT

and CINCTURE.]
1 1. ? A ligature. Obs.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemean't Fr. Chirurg. 16 b/i We must

cutt it Isc. black or leadish gut] of vnder the foresayed sue-

cincture.

2. The action of girding the loins.

1894 BLACKMORE Pcrlycrossw But whyare we told to gird

our loins, of which Succincture the Spencer U expressive.

|| SUGCinea (sksi-n/a). PI. -68B, ea3. Zool.

[mod.L. (Draparnaud), fem. of succineus, f. suc-

cinum amber, SUCCIN.] Any gasteropod of the

genus of this name : so called from the transparent

texture and amber colour of the shell.

AipCuvicr's Anim. Kingd. 349 The Succinea. has an

ovate shell, with an aperture longer than its width. 1863

LYELL Antiq. Max xvi. 332, I found the fluviatile loam or

brick-earth, enclosing the usual helices and succinez. 1901

CORNISH Natur. Thames 16 Tiny physas and succmeas, no

larger than shot.

SuCCi-neOUS, a. rare- , [f.
L. succineus (see

prec.).] Resembling amber. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.

t Succi'nge, v. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L. succin-

gfre (see SUCCINCT).] trans. To engirdle.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 24 The ribbes, in their inner

region or side, are succinged and clothed with a most sensi-

ble Membran called Pleura.

t Succi-ngent, a. Obs. [ad. L. sltcdngcm,

-en/em, pr. pple. of succingOre (see prec.).]
En-

girdling, embracing.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man vn. 90 Beside this succingent

coate (sc. the pleura], the ribbes haue to them, one peculiar

[sc. the periosteum]. 1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Comfit, v. 142

Pus . . enclosed in a bag, made by the connexion of the Lungs
with the succingent membrane. Hid. xn. 388 Unless.. its



SUCCINIC.

Coat be so round and soft, that the Pulp, as well as the

succingent Coat, is consumed.

Succinic (stfksi-nik). [ad. F. succinifue (La-
voisier), f. L. stiffinii/H amber, SUCCIN: see -10 i b.]
1. Client, Succinic acid: a dibasic acid obtained

by the dry distillation of amber. (Formerly called
salt or spirit of amber.')
1790 KERR tr. Lavoisier's Elem. Chtm. 190 Succinic acid,

[old namaj Volatile salt of amber. 1836-41 BRANDE Client.

(ed. 5) 1160 When Succinic acid is obtained in the form of

crystals from its aqueous solutions, it is in a hydrated state.

1876 HAKI.EY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 360 Succinic acid is sup-
posed to be expectorant.

b. Similarly succinic amide, anhydride, chloride,

ether, oxychloride. Also attrib. succinic lest.

1805 SAUNDERS Min. Waters 386 Various experiments re-

specting illumine and its relations with the succinic test.

1857 MILI.KR Elem. Chem., Org. iii. 4. 153 The formula
of the oxalic, carbonic, and succinic ethers, must be taken as
containing one equivalent of the dibasic acid and two equiva-
lents of oxide of ethyl. Ibid. vi. 3. 426 Succinic oxychlor-
ide (C8H,O|CliX 1861 Ibid, (ed. 2) v. I. 294 Benzoic and
succinic anhydrides. 1868 WATTS Diet. Cheat. V. 460 Suc-
cinic Amides.
2. Found in amber, as an insect.

1836 F. W. HOPE in Trans. Entomol. Soc. Loud. I. 133
Observations on Succinic Insects.

Succiniferous (soksinrfeVas), a. Dot. [f. Suc-
CINUM -t- -FERGUS.] Resin-producing.
1896 Nat. Sci. Sept. 161 Only such specimens as are en-

closed by the fossil resin belong with certainty to the sue-
ciniferous trees.

Succinimide (soksi'nimsid). Chem. [f. Soo-
CINIO + IMIDE.] A crystalline substance obtained

by the action of dry ammonia gas on succinic an-

hydride. So Succini'midate.
1857 MILLER Elem. Client., Org. iv. i. 243 Succinimide

is metameric with succinamic acid. It yicKls a crystallizable

compound with silver, termed succinimidate of silver. 1868
WATTS Diet. Client. V. 460 Argentic Succinimide. 1890
Lancet ii Oct. 778/2 The Succinimide appears to be about
as efficacious as the yellow oxide.

Succinite (so-ksinsit). [f. SUCCINCM + -ITE.]
1. Mia. a. A granular garnet of the colour of

amber. After F. succinite (Bonvoisin, 1807).

1816 P. CLEAVELAND Mia. (1822) I. 363. 1854 DANA Syst.
Min. (ed. 4) II. 191.

b. Amber. After G. succinit (Breithaupt, 1820).

1854 DANA Syst. Min. (ed. 4) 1 1. 466 Amber. Yellow Mineral
Resin,. .Succinite. 1896 Nat. Sci. Aug. 100 Succinite is the
most common and the best known of the Baltic ambers.
2. Chem. The insoluble resinous element in

amber.
1868 DANA Syst. Min. (ed. 5) 740 Amber is not a simple

resin. According to Berzelius. . it consists mainly . . of a resin
which resists all solvents (properly the

species succinite),
along with two other resins soluble in alcohol and ether.

Succino- (so-ksino), used as comb, form (before
a cons.) of L. succinum amber : see quots. (Cf.
SUCCIN-.)
1868 WATTS' Diet. Chem. V. 460 "Succinonitrile (Cyanide

of Ethylene) C'HN 2
. 1901 DORLANO Illust. Med. Diet.

(ed. 2), *Sticcitioresinol, a resinol from amber. 1861 MILLER
Elem. Cliem., Org. (ed. 2) v. 3. 369 Succinic acid combines
..with sulphuric anhydride, and forms a deliquescent crys-
tallizable compound acid, termed *succino-sulphuric acid.

Succinol (so'ksinjjl). [f. L. succinum amber +

-OL.] Purified amber tar-oil, used in the treatment
of skin diseases. 1913 BORLAND Med. Diet.

Succinous (ss-ksinas), a. rare. [f. SocciNUM
+ -ous.] Of or pertaining to amber.
1658 PHILLIPS. 1794 R. J. SULIVAN View Nat. I. 233 The

Succinous [acid] is found only in amber. 1796 KIRWAN
Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 4 The Succinous Acid, has been
found in mineral Coal.

II Succinum (szrksinftn). [L.] Amber.
1608 Mi DDLETON Mad World in. ii, No poorer ingrediences

then the liquor of Currall, cleere Amber, or Succinum. 1666
Phil. Trans. I. 345 What is to be observed about Succinum
or Amber. 1783 Ibid. LXXIII. 226 Nor has it, like suc-

cinum, a polished appearance or transparency. iSai J.
SMYTH Pract. Customs 169 Oil.. of Amber or Succinum the
Ib. 51- orf. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 360.

Succinyl (s-ksinil). Chem. [f. Succmio 4- -TL.]
The radical of succinic acid. Hence Succinyllc
a. = SUOCINIC. 1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 464.

Succise (siJkssi's), a. Bot. [ad. L. succisus,

pa. pple. of succidfre to STJCCIDE.] Shaped as if

abruptly cut or broken off at the lower end.
1880 A. GRAY Struct. Bot. 436.

t Sncci-Sion. 06s. rare-1
, [ad. late L. sue-

ctsio, -dnem, n. of action f. succidfre to SrjOClDE.]A felling or lopping down.
a 1616 BACON Case Impeachm. Waste Wks. 1730 IV. 107

Upon waste brought and assigned in the succision of trees.

t SuCCi'Sive, a. 06s. [ad. L. succlsivus, partly
metathetic var. of subsicivus SUBSECIVE, partly f.

succfs-, pa. ppl. stem of succfdere to SucciDE.j
Spare (hours).
1619 W. SCLATER Expos, i Thtu. (1629) To Rdr., My sue-

cisiue houres.,1 promise to be wholly imployed that way.
1619 H. BURTON Truth's Tri. Pref., It was borrowed from
the interrupted succisiue houres of my court-attendance.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.

fSuoci-ty. 06s. rare 1
, [f. L. succus juice,

sap + -ITT. Bnt ? an error for succosity.~] Moisture.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Psend. Ep. n. i. 42 A lapidifical

VOL. IX.

81

succity, and piiin ipl- v.hi.h ileterinins prepared materials
unto specilicall concretions.

t Succlama'tion. 06s. [ad. L. succldmalio,
-dnem, n. of action f. succlamart, f. sue- = Sun- 37
+ cldmarc to call.] Outcry, applause.
1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. (1575) I. 15 b, This succlamatiun

and pitifull complaint, so stirred the multitude. 1600 HOL-
LAND Lity XLII. liii. 1 146 All the while that he delivered tins

speech, there might be heard secret succlamations often-
times. 1623 COCKERAM.

Sucole, obs. form of SUCKLE.

Sucoollate, v. rare , [ad. L. succolldre, f.

sue- *= Si'B- 25 + collum neck.] So Succolla'tion.
1623 COCKEHAM, Succollate, to beare on ones shoulders.

Il'id., Succollation, a bearing on the shoulders.

t Succontrary, ? a. Obs. rare~ . [f. L. *suc-

contrarius = subcontrarius SUBCONTBARY.] ? Sub-

contrary.
a 1500 Medulla Gram. (Bodl. MS. Top. gen. c. 10 If. 463),

Snccontrarior, to stonde to succontrarye.
Succor : see Succoun, SUGAR,
t Succorro sive, a. Obs. rare- 1

. In 6 -yfe.

[ad. L. *succorrssivtts : see SUB- 19 and CORRO-

SIVE.] Tending to corrode.

1541 COPLAND Galyen's Terap. 2 Bj, It is an humour
gnawynge aboute succorosyfe.

Succory (sc-kari). Forms: 6 auokorie, -ery(e,
-erie, suoooury, -arie, -orye, succhory, 6-7
suooorie, 7 suokary, suoooreye, 8 succory, 6-
suooory. [Alteration of cicoree, sichorie, sycory,
old forms of CHICORY, q.v., after MLG. sitckerte,
MDu. sukerte (Du. suikerei, older Flem. suykerey,
succory) .]

1. The plant Cichorium Intybus (N. O. Com-
fositse), with bright blue flowers, found wild in

England, esp. by roadsides. Also, its leaves and
roots used medicinally and as food (cf. CBICOKV,
ENDIVE).
Also called for distinction wild succory.
1533 -it-vox Cast. Htlth (1541) 28 b, Cykorie or suckorie is

lyke
in operation to lettise. 1548 TURNER Names Herbes

(E. D. S.) 44 Intybus syluestris is of two sortes, the one is

called in latin Cichorium, and in englishe Succory or har-
dewes. c 1550 LLOVD Treas. Health Gjb, The ioyce of
Succorye put into the eare or nostrel that is on the contrary
syde to the grefe taketh away vtterly the tooth ache. 1655
CULPEPPER, etc. Riverius I. i, In Summer we can allow
a moderate use of Herbs,, .as Endive, Succory, Sorrel. 1607
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. i. 182 And spreading Succ'ry choaks

a Decoction of wild Succory. 1833 MACAULAY ss.
t
War

Success. Spain (1897) 239 The conquerors were trying to
manufacture coffee out of succory, and sugar out of beet-
root. 1880 JKKFERIBS Gt. Estate 131 The blue succory and
the scarlet poppies stand side by side in the yellow wheat.

2. Applied with qualifying words to other com-
posites, chiefly of the tribe Cichoriacese :

Garden Succory: ENDIVE i b. Gum Succory : see
GUM sb.

1
9 b. Hog Succory: = Swine's Succory (ii. Lamb

Succory, the genus Arnoseris (Treas. Bot.). Poison
Succory, Aposerisfxtida (ibid.), t Rush (Rushy) Suc-
cory: seeRusH s&. l

j. Swine's Succory, trt) dwarf nipple-
wort, Arnoseris {Lnpsand) pusilla j (6) the genus Hyoseris.
Wart Succory: = Swinfs Succory (a), t Yellow Suc-
cory, Picris hieracioides.

1538 TURNER Libellus, Intubum, Suckery, Ryght gardyn
wylde. 1548 [see GUM si.' 9 b, RUSH si. 1

7). 1548 TURNER
Names Heroes (E. D. S.) 42 Hieracium. .may be called in

englishe greate Haukweede or yealowe Succory. Ibid. 44
Intybus hortensis is of two sortes, the one is called Endyue,
or whyte Endyue, & the other is called gardine Succory.
1597 GERARDE Herbal II. xxix. 224 Blewe gum Succorie. Ibid.

225 Yellowe gum Succorie. Ibid., Rushiegum Succorie hath
a tough and harde roote. Ibid. 226 The male Swines Suc-
corie nath a long and slender roote. 1601 CHESTER Love's

Mart., etc. (1878) 82 Mosse of the Sea, and yellow Succorie,
Sweete Trefoile, [etc.]. 1718 BRADLEY Diet. Bot., Swine's

Succory or Hawksweed. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 328
i"j<j6Vlnmvi

.

Succory, Wart, Lafsana.
493 Hyoseris Minima.. Small Swine's Succory. 1829 LIND-
LHY Synops. Brit. Flora 157 L\apsana\ pusilla.. .Swine's

succory.
3. attrib., as succory leaf, plant, powder, root,

seed; succory broth, water, a decoction made
from succory, used as a cooling draught ; succory
dock-cress, nipplewort, Lapsana communis ;

succory hawkweed, the genus Crepis.
1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 393 It may be taken. .mixed with

syrup of "succory broth. 1857 PRATT Flower. PI. III. 218
Common Nipple-wort.. is sometimes called Swine's-cress,

ry II. iv. 6o/r He beareth Argent, _

"Succory Leaf, Vert. 1831 J, DAVIES ManualMat. Med.
122 Succory leaves. 1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 614/2 The
Chicory or "Succory plant. 1867 BRANDK & Cox Diet. Sci.,
etc. III. 637/2 If "succory powder be present [in coffee],

1570 in Gutch Coll. Cur. (1781) II. 7 *Suckerye rotes and
parsnip rotes. 2833 Veg. Subst. Food of Man 304 The
succory root. .is. .cut in pieces, and.. dried to admit of its

being.. ground. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 156 "Succory Seeds
are like a Quiver full of Arrows. 1670 TEMPLE Lett. Wks.

1731 II. 222 A Glass of *Succory-Water. 1823 SCOTT Nigel
xvi, Drink succory.water to cool your blood. 1839 JAMES
Louis XI IS, III. 296 And drinking a glass of succory water,
she was suddenly seized with violent pain.

Succose (so-kons), a. Bot. rare- , [ad. L.

smcdsus, f. succus juice. Cf. Scccoos.] Full of

juice or sapr. Z85g MAYNK Expos. Lex. s. v. Suaosus.

SUCCOUR.

t SnccO'sity. OPS. In 6 suoosyte, aucco-
zitie, -site. [ad. mod.L. ntccSsilas, f. n
(see prec.).] Juice, moisture.
c '53" Judic. Urines n. vii. 28 To drawe to hym succxrte

that is to say, humidyte. 1548-77 VICAKY Anat viii. (1888)
70 lhe Mamie*..Wag to I'tnaporta Ihesuccoritie of
Cmley goomg from the Bomadn. 1579 (.',. HAKK (iarat's
Quest. 29 1 o.. bearc awaye the saidesuccositc from theliuer.

ouccot, obs. form of SUCCATK.
t Succo'ta. 06s. [Cf. SuccATOOH.] A kind of

cloth.

1780 PAH. Trans. LXX. App. p. vii, A the Dutch Companydo not pay duty in Japan, either on their exports or impon
'

they send an annual present to the court, consisting of cloth
chintz*, succotas, cottons, stuffs, and trinkets. 1706 MORSE
Amer, Geog. II. 589.

Succotash (sc'Wla;/). Also 8-9 suckatash,
succatosh, 9 sagatash, succatras, suekertosh,
suocatash, suc-ca-tush. [a.Narragansettm'yaa-
tas/i (inanimate pi.), of which divergent explana-
tions are given.] A dish of North American Indian

origin, usually consisting of green maize and beans
boiled

together.
1778 J. CARVER Trav. N. Amer. vi. 263 This [dish] b

composed of their unripe corn.. and beans in the same
state, boiled together with bears flesh . . They call this
food Succatosh. 1701 BCLKNAP Hist, ffew Hampsh. III.

93 Their samp and homony, . . their nokehike, .. their snclta-

his brothers of the lakes 1 1876 E. W. CLARK Life Japan
61 There were roast ducks and chickens, ..tomatoes, succo-
tash, and potatoes.

Succoteague, variant of SQDBTEAGUB.
1888 GOODS Amer. Fishes nz.

Suoootrine, variant of SOCOTRWE.
Succour (sD-kaj), sb. Forms: a. 3 sucura,

sukurs, 4 socurs, -ourse, Sc. suocouris, 4-5
socoures, 4-6 soeours, Sc. succourss, 5 socors,
sooouris. 5, 7 secours, 6 sonc(o)oures, Sc. suo-

curss, -urris, 6-7 succors, succours, 7 suc-
course. P. 3-5 soour, 3-6 socour, 4 succure,
sukour, soker, 4-5 sokour, secure, 4, 6 succur,
4-6 socoure, 5 soucour, socor, socowre, sokoure,
5-6 sucour, 6 suo(o)oure, socowr, Sc. suckyr,
6-7 sucker, 8 souccour, 6- (now U.S.) succor,
4- succour. [ME. sucurs, socurs, soeours, etc., a.

OF. (AF.) sucurs, soc(c)ours, etc. (mod.F. secours)
= It. soccorso : med.L. succursu-s, n. of action f.

succurrfre to SUCCOUR. The final -s was at an early
date apprehended as the plural suffix and a new
singular (succour') came into existence, the plural
of which is identical with the old singular.
G. succurs (from OF.) is used in the military sense, and

MDu. secors, soccers, in the general sense.]

1. Aid, help, assistance.

a. am$ Ancr. R. 244 Inward, . . bonen biwinneo* sone sucurs
& help. . a;ean flesches fondunges. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 136
Thai waken Crist and askes socoures Wit orisoun. 1375
HARBOUR Bruce I. 328 Till god sum succouris till him send.

1:1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1341 Withouten hys socourse,
Twenty tyme y-swowned hath she thanne. c 1460 SIR R. Ros
La Belle Dame 847, I can no mor, but askeof hem soeours.

1533 BELLENDEN Lory (B. M. MS.) in. v. (S. T. S.) II. App.
306 pe romans knew vele bai war freyndis cumin to }>arr
succurss. a 1549 WYATT

'

Sofeble is the threde
'

3 But it have
elleswhere some aide or some soeours The runnyng spyndell
of my fate anon shall end his cours. 1548 UDALL, etc. Eras-
mus Par. Matt. iii. lib, Who so euer distrusting god doe
leane vnto the souccoures of this world. 1605 BACON Adv.
Learn, i. iv. 2 Luther .. being no waies ayded by the

opinions of his owne time, was enforced.. to call former
times to his succors.

0. c 1290 Beket 60 in S. Eng. Leg. 108 poru} grace bat heo
hadde Of lesu Crist, and socur of men bat hire ouer ladden.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24479 Her-wit come me son succur And
sum lightnes o mi langur. c 1315 SHOREHAM 11. 5 Gode
atende to my socour. c i3*> Sir Tristr. 3284 pe folk fleije
vnfain And socour criden schille. 1390 GOWKR Conf. II. 293
Clepende and criende al the day For socour and deliverance.

c 1450 Merlin iii. 50 We haue heere no vitaile to abide
after socour of cure frendes. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxvi.

29 At hellis ^ettis he gaf hyme na succour. 1513 Act 14 ff

15 Hen. y/II,c. 13 The said Haven [was] greatly amended
to the sucour and comfort of all the marcnauntes ther re*

sortyng. 1551 CROWLEY Pleas, ft Payne 221 No man shall

him heare Nor at his nede shewe him succoure. 1600 SHAKS.
A. Y. L. n. iv. 75 Here's a yong maid with travaile much
oppressed, And faints for succour. 1613 Hen. VUl, v.

iy. 55t I might see from farre, some forty Truncheoners draw
to her succour. 1681 BELON New fllyst. Physick Introd. 23
To this purpose, we must fly again to Chymistry for Succor.

llJ&Ansons yoy.l\.\\i. 151
Indians. .bartered their fish.,

with our people. This was indeed some little succour. 1758

JOHNSON later No. 4 F 6 The devotion of life or fortune to

the succour of the poor. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. En/;, vi. 1 1.

80 Many exiles, who had come, .to apply for succour, heard

their sentence, and went brokenhearted away. 1891 FARRAK
Darkn. *t Dawn Ivi, Paul's first impulse was to fly to the

succour of his Roman brethren.

f b. To do succour, to give assistance to. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4903 He bat has yow don socur Stoln

haue yee of his tresur. ^1374 CHAUCER Compi. Mars 292
Her that, with vnfeyned humble chere, Was euere redy to

do yow socoure. a 1533 LD. BERNEKS Hntin Ixv. 224 Oberon

..dyd me such socoure and ayde, that I came to my purpose.

2. One who or that which helps ;
a means cf

assistance ; an aid.

a 1300 Cursor M. 21846 To be vr socur at vr end. ? a 136*



SUCCOUR.

CHAUCER Rom. Rat 1606 Ther may no thyng ben his socour.

IJ32 WYCLIF vSam. xxi. 17 Abisay, the sone of Saruye, was

to hym a socour. c 1440 Pallid, an Hnsb. I. 1019 tek the

nCUC US i UiiUC atiut UUHHM JJJ -r- vli
Thou art my sucoure, haist the to helpe me. 1560 BMc
(Geneva) Wisd. xvii. n Feare is nothing els, but a betraying

of the succours, which reason offreth. 1620 FLETCHER, etc.

Double Marr. \: ii, You have lost two noble succors. 1096

STANHOPE Clir. Pattern (1711) 79 Since then so little con-

fidence is due to his succours, the concern ought not to be

great, if he withdraw, .them. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No.

167 F 6 The succours of sickness ought not to be wasted in

health. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enlhus. x. 264 Christianity, .even

when unaided by those secular succours.

3. Military assistance in men or supplies; esp.

auxiliary forces ;
reinforcements.

sing. a. I225 Ancr. R. 232 Hwoso is siker of sukursbet

him schal sone kumen, & 5elt tauh up his kastel to his wioer.

wines. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xix. 641 In tharcuntre hen

we, Quhar thar may cum vs na succourss. 1489 CAXTON

Faytes of A. n. viii. 106 He had but a fewe folk* but he

wayted after a grete secours. 1523 Ace. Ld. High J reas.

Scot. V. 212 That my lord of Arrane and succurnssuld halst

thaim to him. 1533 BELLENDEN Li-vy v. 11. (S. I.b.) 11. 147

Mvniciouns..to resist euery succurss or supple (>at mjrcnt

cum j>arefra. 1608 CHAPMAN Byron's Consfir. 1. 1. 26 Spaines

colde friendship, and his lingring succours, a 1648 LD.

HERBERT Hen. VIII (1683) 621 To send several Ambassa-

dors into England and France to demand succours.

p. 1297 R. GLOUC. 11980 pat horn ne com no socour hu seie al

ond horn. .For to buske hym to batell, & bo buernes helpe

In offence of hor fos, and hor fuerse socour. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur ill. xi. 113 Kyng Pellinore. .gafhym an old courser,

and kyng Arthur gaf hym armour and a swerd, and els had

he none other socour. a 1548 HALL Chron., Echo. IV, 18 b, He
was required to make hast,., although he brought no succor

with him. 1666 DRYOEN Ann. Mirab. Ixxiii, Our watchful

General had discern 'd from far This mighty succour, which

made' glad the Foe. 1802 JAMES Milit. Diet., Succour, in

war, assistance in men, stores, or ammunition. 1867 SMYTH

& STEVENSON Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) 414/1 To-throw succour or

help into a place means to introduce armed men, ammuni-

tion, provisions, &c. into a besieged place.

pi. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. V, 79 Perceivyng that their

succours were taken, [they] playnely judged that the toune

could not long continue. 1625-8 tr. Camdcn's Hist. Eliz.

II. (1688) 226 To provoke them to Battel, before all their

Succours were come together out of France and Germany.
1663 WHARTON in nth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v.

13 A great defeat given the Dutch by the Bishop.. upon
which the French succours are returned, re in/ecta. 1741
MIDDLETON Cicero II. x. 417 Antony had invested it so

closely. .that no succours could be thrown into it. 1768
BOSWELL Corsica ii. (ed. 2) 114 The succours which he left

were not of much avail. 1805 JAMES Milit. Diet. (ed. 2), To
throw in suecottrs,lo introduce armed men, ammunition, pro-

visions, &c. intoa besieged place. 1842 MACAULAY Lake Reg,
xiii, There rode the Volscian succours. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT

Napoleon (1855) I. xiii. 223 The French hoped that they were
French ships conveying to them succors from Alexandria
or from France.

4. Shelter, protection ;
a place of shelter, shel-

tered place, refuge. Oks. exc. dial.

<zX3oo CursorM. 5600 pe kingeskin..O quam sprang of be

sauueurbatbroghtvsail in-tosocur. 1380 WYCLIF .SW- Wks.
III. 323 Alle bat drawen men out of bechirche or seintuarie,
whanne bei fleen beder for sukour after here manslau^ter or

befte, ben cursed. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 137 Of
be ober deel he made places of socour for pore men. c 1450
in Kingsford Chron. London (1905) 132 A ffalse Breton

morderyd a wedew..and aftyrward he toke socor of Holy
Chirche at Seynt Georgis in Suthwerk. 1458 in Turner
Doin. Archit. (1851) III. 43 It was a greet socour of erthe
& of sonde. 1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 62 In tempest.,
warme barth vnder hedge is a sucker to beast. 1622 R.
HAWKINS I

7
oy, S. Sea (1847) 100 It is full of good succors

for shipping. 1628 in Foster Eng. Factories India (1^09)
III. 217 This is noe good place to winter in, it being.. noe
suckerfor them from the wether. 1636111 Wilts Arch. Mag.
XXIII. 259 A place that in winter time was a special and
usual succour for preserving the breed ofyoung deer belong-
ing to the Chace. 1641 BEST farm. Bks. (Surtees) 72

Rlggons^neaver goe well of but att one time of the yeare,. .

unlesse it bee with such as have good succour for them.
1850 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sue. XI. n. 687 The young beech
plants must have ' succour ', that is shelter, themselves, or

they will not grow. 1893 Wilts. Gloss, s. v., On bleak parts
of the Downs the cottages are mostly to be found in the
succours.

t 6. A tributary (of a river). Obs.

1570-6 LAMBARDE Feramb. Kent (1826) 199 One of the
succours to Medway. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 644
Hauing gotten fresh helpe of some other strearries, that send
in their succours.

1 6. A pecuniary aid, subsidy. Obs.

1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intell. x. (1628) 322 A certaine pay-
ment was wont to be made among the souldiers like vnto
that which is now called succors. 1619 CARLETON in Eng.

ft Germ. (Camden) 51 The succours of this State wilbe . . 5om
florins a monthe for the space of a yeare.
7. Comb., as succour-giver, -suer.

1593 succour.suer (see SUBMISSIONER). c 1600 J. BRYAN in
Farr S. P. Eliz. (1845) II. 333 God help to me doth send,And to my succour.giuers Is an assisting friend.

Succour (s-kai), v. Forms : 3-5 soour(e,
3-6 soeoure, 4-5 -owre, sokoure, -ere, soc-
ooure, 4-6 socour, suoeur, 5-6 succoure,
6-7 sucker, (3 suouri, soeo(u)ri, -y, 4 socurry,
souoouri, sokore, score, succure, sukere, pa.
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pple. ysuorod, y-, i-soooured, 4-6 soker, 5

socowryn, sokery, socore, suoor, 5-6 succurre,

6 suckar, socker, 7 sucurre), 6- (now C/.i.;

succor, 5- succour, [a. OF. (i) socorre, sc-

(f\urre, secourre : L. succurrere, f. sue- = .

25 + currlrt to run; (ii) iuc(c}urir (with change

of conjugation), mod.F. secourir. Cf. Pr. socorre,

secorrer, It. soccorrere, Sp., Pg. socorrer.]

1 trans. To help, assist, aid (a person, etc.).

ci25o Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 32 Hit is us nyede bet

se bet sucurede hem ine ba peril bet us sucuri me ure niedes.

a.,00 Cursor M. 4608, I red bat bou, onan, Do gelt be

a god purueur bat in bis nede be mai socur. 1340 Ayenb.

186 Wei ssolle we. .helpe and soucourl be on be o|>er.

,1380 Sir Ferumb. 172 He bat scholde me socoury to

3en myn enymys. 1387 TREVISA Htgdcn (Rolls) VIII. 41

fie. .socrede Thomas of Caunturbury whan he was exiled.

iwo GOWEK Con/. I. 256 So schal his Soule be socoured Of

tClke worschipe ate laste. 1400 Anturs of Arth. xvn,

Were thritte trentes of masse done, ..My saule were socurt

ful sone, And broste un-to blys. c 1430 LYDG. Mm. Poems

(Percy Soc.) 131 Ther is no gayne may us soeoure. I5

TINDALE Met. ii. 18 He is able to sucker them that are

tempted. 1.548 HALLCA,., Edw. /K,4Duke Charles. .

succored them with a small pencion. 1548-9 (Mar.) bk. tola.

Prayer,Catechism,'l'o loue, honour, and succoure my father

and mother. 1651 HOBBES /.<M. ii. xix. 97 There is no

Favourite of a Monarch, which cannot as well succour

SUCCUBA.

distressed lady. 1867 SMILES Huguenots Eng. xi. (1880)

184 The fugitives were everywhere made welcome, and

succoured and helped.
absol. 1535 BOORDE Let. in Introd. Knowl. (1870) 56 God

succuryng, who euer kepp yow in helth & honer.

b. transf.
1390 GOWER Con/. III. 213 Whan he the comun nht

socoureth. ?i4oo Morte Arth. 2276 Thare myghte no

siluer lhaym saue, ne soeoure theire lyues. 1549 Compl. Scot.

Ep. 4 That his. .entreprise vas conuoyit & succurnt be ane

diuyne miracle, rather nor be the ingyne of men. 1578

LYTE Dodoens 473 Garden Smilax hath long and small

branches growing very high . . when they be succoured with

rises or long poles. Ibid. 653 The white Rose, whose stalkes

..are..x. xii. or xx. foote high, and sometimes longer, if

they be staled vp or suckered. 1599 SHAKS., etc. Pass.

Pilgr. xiv. 28 Yet not for me, shine sun to succour flowers.

absol. a 1850 ROSSETTI Dante $ Circle II. (1874) 379 Of all

that thou or I can say, But one word succoureth.

2. To furnish with military assistance ;
to bring

reinforcements to ; spec, to relieve (a besieged

place).
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8233 Pole of ierusalem & ofdamache

come. . .& tosocouri antioche uaste buderward drou. c 1330
R. BRUNNK Chron. Woc^Rolls) 12778 Sex bousand sent he

. . To soeoure beym. c 1380 Sir Feruntb. 2610 Or we mowen
bet y-socoured be wib Charlis & ys ferede. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 8466 All the kynges..bat comyn were to I'roy, The
citie to socour, with bere sute hoqle. 1470-85 MALORY
A rthur x. i. 413, 1 will soeoure hym with all my puyssaunce.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. IV, 18 Yf the castel were not

suckered within iii monthes. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Nichalay's Voy. i. xv. 16 b, The place, .coulde not haue bin

fortified nor succoured. 1613-18 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng.
(1626) 24 [He] brings a mignty Army to succour Arques,
assieged by.. the Dukes General!. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Ker-

sey), To Succour a Place, is to raise the Siege of such a

Place, driving the Enemy from before it. 1876 VOYLE &
STEVENSON ililit.Dict. (ed. 3)414/2 To succour, .. to relieve

a force requiring assistance.

t 3. To relieve or remedy (a state of want, weak-

ness, etc.) ;
to relieve (a diseased condition). Obs.

1526 TINDALE Mark ix. 24 Sucker myne vnbelefe. 1526
2 Cor. viii. 14 Let youreaboundaunce socker their lacke. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. ii. iii. 31 To succour the weake state of sad
afflicted Troy. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 602 The
outward members are forced to yeeld their bloud, to succour

any sudden oppression of the heart, c 1645 MILTON Sonn.,
Forcers o/Cause. 18 Thatso the Parliament May. .succour
our just Fears.

absol, 1657 TOMLINSON Rcnou's Disp. 3or It efficaciously
sucurres in pestilentious diseases.

4. To shelter, protect. Now dial.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. Ixxxi. (1495) 653

Greynes ben warded and socoured wyth ryndes . . for to saue
the inner pyth and kynde bete. 1563 SHUTE Archil. Bj,
Some succoured them selues vnder the shadowe of trees. 1617
MORYSON Itin. II. 67 The Haven was commodious to succour
weather-beaten ships. 1684 BONYAN Pilgr. II. 157 That by
these Waters they \sc. sheep] might be housed, harbored,
suckered, and nourished. 1893 Wilts. Gloss, s. v., An old-
fashioned bonnet is said to

' succour
'

the ears. A cold wind
cuts up cabbages, except where they are ' succoured

'

by
bushes or walls.

5. Naut. To strengthen, make firm or taut.

1688 HOLME Armoury in. xv. (Roxb.) 44/1 To succour
and ease the sheat, least it break in great winds. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s. v., Among Sea-men, to Succour is to

strengthen or make more firm ; as To Succour a Cable,
Mast, &c, 6 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 152 Its use is to
succour the scarphs of the apron.

Succour, obs. form of SUGAK sb.

SucCOUrable (szrksrab'l), a. [a. OF. so-,

sitcurable, etc., chiefly active, rarely passive (mod.
F. secourable), f. secourir to SuccooH: see -ABLE.
Cf. It.

soccorrevole.~\
1. Affording succonr, helpful. Obs. exc. arch.
c 1400 Ragman Roll 175 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 76 Releuer

to the pore, and socourabill Ben ye. c 1450 Mirour Salua-
cioun (Roxb.) 128 Oure lady marie.. softned hire dere sons
ire with hire sucurable prayere. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 50 b,
I think well that fortune hath ben socourable to the noble
lady. 159! SPARRY tr. Caftan's Geomaitcie 153 Good friendes

succourable, as bee desireth or would haue. 1620 THOMAS
Lat. Diet., A uxiliaris.. succourable. 1:1765 FLLOYD Tar-

tarian T. (1785) 61/2 Succourable Fairy,.. furnish me.. with

means. 1880 BROWNING Dram. Idyls, Pan t, Luna 34 What

help ? When, lo, A succourable cloud with
sleep lay dense.

2. Capable of being helped or relieved, rare.

1654 EAKL MONM. tr. Bentivoglio's Wars Flanders 77 But

the Town being munited, and at all times succorable, and

he having but a few men with him, he could not doe it.

t Su'CCOUrer. Obs. [a. OF. secourere, etc.

(mod.F. secoureur), f. secourir to SUCCOUR.] One

who, or that which aids or assists.

1442 Rolls of Parlt. V. 61/1 Socorours and Helpers to the

Encmyes of the Cristien feith. c 1450 LOVELICH Merlin 9577

Beheld sire Gyrflez, his socourer. 1495 Act 1 1 fftu. VI I

c. 64 Preamble, The same persones . . were . . favourers

gydantis helpers socourers and comforteris. 1611 Bible

Rom. xvi. 2 She hath beene a succourer of many, and of my
selfe also. 16*3 SANDERSON Serm., Ad Magist. I. (1632) 137

To each of these the Magistrate must be a succourer to his

power. 1686 BUNYAN Bk. Boys it Girls 41, 1 will be thy
Succourer.

Hence t Su'ccouress rarer*, a female helper.

1582 STANYHUBST spneis i. (Arb.) 37 Of trauayl of Troians,
O Queene, thee succeres only.

Succourful (sp'kaalul), a. rare. [f.
SUCCOUR

sb. + -FUL.] Helpful.
1898 MEREDITH Odes Fr. Hist. 70 Succourful daughter!

of men.

Succouring (s-kaiirj), vbl. sb. [-INO i.] The
action of the vb. SUCCOUR ; assistance.

1330 Arth. If Merl. 8301 per was ioie..ber mijt
be no

more Pan was ber of bat socouringe. 1400 Laud Troy Bk.

5777 Ne hadde Tentan come to his socouryng. He hadde be

broujt to his endyng. c 1450 IXIVELICH Merlin 859, J schal

comen to jow jn Socowrenge. 1530 PALSCR. 272/1 Socour-

yng, secovrs, ayde. 1538 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 84 To
the sokeringe of his childer. i66 E. MOUNTAGU in

Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 265 The defence of

the realm, the succouring of the allies of the same.

Su ccouring, ppl. a. [-ING *.] That succours ;

bringing or affording help or assistance.

ai6i6Jonsott figr.,l'oyage3oAlcides. be thou succouring
to my song. 1704 TRAPP Abra.Mule i. i, Leading on His sue-

c'ring Troops to raise the Siege of Buda. 1782 M iss BURNEY
Cecilia v. xi, The soothing recompense ofsuccouring benevo-

lence. 1836 NEWMAN in Lyra Apost. (1849) in Each trial

has its weight ; which whoso bears, Knows his own woe, and

need of succouring grace, a 1901 W. BRIGHT Age Fathers

(1903) I. xix. 381 He wrote, .toexpress his regret that as yet
no succouring hand had been held out to the suffering

Eastern Church.

Succourless (arkailes), a. Now rare. [f.

SUCCOUR so. + -LESS.]
1. Of persons or conditions : Without help, help-

less ; freq. without resources or means of sub-

sistence, destitute.

1412-10 LYDG. Chron. Troy in. 1357 Pollidamas .. stood,

Socourles from al remedie. 1535 COVERDALK Prov. xxxi. 8

Be thou an aduocate. .to speake for all soch as be domme &
sucourles. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. 11.412 Beyng succourlesse,

and wandering vp & downe, at the last he was taken in a
towne called Plashey in Essex. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel.

II. ii. vl, i, Whose speech may ease our succorlesse estate.

1631 LITHGOW Trao. x. 506 These once happy lies.. are

Metamorphosed in the Anatomy of succourlesse oppression.

1641 Stockton on Tees Par. Reg., A poor succourless boy was

buried 28 March. 1661 MORGAN Sph. Gentry in. ix. 112

Fighting alone succourlesse with five of the King of Portu-

gal's ships. 1736 THOMSON Liberty iv. 120 What Confla-

grations, Earthquakes, Ravage, .. succourless, and bare, the

poor Remains Of Wretches forth to Nature's Common cast!

1828 LYTTON Pelham III. xi, The hopeless and succourless

bed of death. 1876 DailyNews 18 Dec. 5/2 On the Hattia

island, where the people were three days succourless.

absol. 1443 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 210 Visile the poore, and

of compassioun, Nakyd and needy, and hungry socourlees.

1536 WYATT Penit. Ps..lnd Prol. 20 Wks. (1913) 216 A.,

refuge for to save The Socourles. a 1586 SIDNEY Ps. x. vul,

The succour of the succourles. a l6sf CLEVELAND Poems,
etc. (1677) 152 You are tycd by your Order to give Protection

to the Weak and Succourless.

b. transf. of a thing.

1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. \. iv, Cold Winter's rage. .

makes the sap leave succourlesse the shoot.

) 2. Affording no refuge. Obs.

1601 DEACON & WALKER Spirits f, Divels 233 You are now
fledde..to the succourlesse shelter of that your weather

beaten action.

SUCCOUS (s'kas), a. rare. [ad. L. succosus, f.

succus juice.] Containing juice or sap ; juicy.

1694 WESTMACOT Script. Herb. 8 The Fruit or Apples of

this green succous Shrub, are round. 1859 CHRISTINA

ROSSETTI Goblin Market 258 Must she no more that succous

pasture find? 1859 MAYXE x?0s. Lex. ixn/iSucamu,.,
succous or succose.

t SnCCre'SCent, a. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L.SUC-

crescent-, -ens, pres. pple. of succresclre to grow

np, f. sue- = SUB- 25 + cresclre to grow.] Arising

afterwards, succeeding.
1653 ASHWELI. Fides Apost. 276 The Workes ofAthanasius

were alleaged by after Ages against succrcscent Heresies.

II Succuba (sfkirfba). PI. -bee (8 -a's). Also

8 sucuba. [late L. = strumpet, f. succubare, f.

sue- = SUB- 2 + cub- to lie.]
= SUCCTTBUS.

1587 Mirr. Mag., Hum/rey Dk. Clone, xi, That his

auncient Grandame . .Was a Feend of the kind that (Succuba:)

some call. 1610 B. JONSON Alck. n. ii, I walke Naked be-

tweene my succubx. 1619 FLETCHER, etc. Knt. Malta v. 11,

We'll call him Cacodemon, with his black gib there, bis



SUCCUBE.

Succuoa. 1620 T. SCOTT Godfy King (1633) 80 Looke in the

streete, .f you can distinguish men and women asunder. .if

euery ^itccuba seemes not an Ittcubus, 1662 M. W. Mar-
riage Broakt-r 54 What's she must be my Masters Succuba.

1708 Brit. Apollo No. 45. 2/1 As to the Succubusses, or

Succuba's, the Case is. .different. 1788 PASQUIN Cliildr.

Thespii (1792) 187 By the Sucubae spawned. 1873 LELAND
Egypt. Sketch-Bk. 175 The fair Hcrmetina, a charming
Succuba, who had.. been the true love for forty years of
Benedict Berna. 1900 ELWORTHY Horns ofHonour \\. 88
Female demons, or succuba:, were the constant tempters of

both St. Jerome and St. Anthony. 1906 B. CAPES Loaves
<$ Fishes 143 That dead vogue is already forgathering with
his succuba.

Succube (so'kiwb). rare. Alsosuccub. [ad. L.

succuba, -us : see prec. Cf. F. succttbe m.] prec.
1721 D'URFEV A thenian Jilt Operas, etc. 164 Our Succub

Satauick now found She touch'd his Soul in place unsound.

1889 E. SALTUS Tristrem Varick 152 There would be no
insomnia now. In the magic of a cablegram that succube
had been exorcised forever.

Succubine (s'kirfb3in),a. rare. [f. SUCCUBA or

SUCCUBUS + -INE 1.] Ofor pertaining to a succubus.

[1533-4 hn&gt fpocr. iv. 278 And ffryer Incubyne And
ffryer Succubine.]

1838 BARIIAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. i. St. Nicholas Hv, Oh !

happy the slip from his Succubine grip, That saved the Lord
Abbot.

Succubous (s*kWba)i a. Bot. [f. L. stic-

SUB- 2 + cub- (cumbgre) to lie + -ous.] Having the

upper margin of each leaf covered by the lower

margin of the one succeeding it : applied to some
of \\\ej'ungermanniacete.
1857 [see INCUBOUS]. 1861 H. MACMILLAN Footn. Page

Nat. 49 [The leaves of the liverworts] are disposed either

in a spiral which turns from left to right, in which case they
are called succubous, or in a spiral which turns from right
to left, when they receive the name of incubous leaves.

If Succubus (s-kitfb^s). PL -bi (7-8 -busses).

[med.L., masc. form (with fern, meaning) corresp.
to SUCCUBA, after INCUBUS.]
1. A demon in female form supposed to have

carnal intercourse with men in their sleep. (Cf.

INCUBUS.)
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 410 That fend bat goob a

ny^t, Wommen wel ofte to begile, incubus hatte be ry^t;
And gileb men ober while, Succubus is bat wight. 1547
BOOSDE Brev. Health, cxix. (1870) 78 Incubus doth infeste

and trouble women, and Succubus doth infest men. 1584
R. SCOT Dtscov. WitcJicr. in. xix. (1886) 56 The divell plaieth
Succubus to the man and carrieth from him the seed of

generation, which he delivereth as Incubus to the woman,
1644 Merc. Brit. No. 23. 178, 1 think Incubtisses and Suc-
cubusses are Angells of light to these. 1647 COWLEV Mistr. t

Not Fair 14 So men (they say) by Hells delusions led, Have
ta'ne a Succu'bus to their bed. 1691 R. KIRK Secret
Commw. i. (1815) 13 For the Inconvenience of their Succubi,
who tryst with Men, it is abhominable. 1797 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) XVIII. 52/2 The truth Is, the succubus is only a

species of the nightmare. 1818 C. K. SHARPE Law's
Memorialls Pref. p. xx, For forty years, he [sc. Benedict of

Berne] had kept up an amatory commerce with a Succubus,
called Hermehne.
attrib. 1619 PURCHAS Microcosmus 1. 479 If the Deuill can-

not turne himselfe into a Succubus Spirit, to be, orseeme to

be a transubstantiate Woman.
2. transf. a. A demon, evil spirit; occas, a

familiar spirit.
1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. Avij, A swaggering humour,

Ofsome shape-altring Succubus begot. 1634818 T. HERBERT
Trav. 169 An old Tartarian Hecate. .inuocated her Succubi
to succour mee. 1737 WARBURTON Eny. Prod. i. 63 A Church-

yard Carcass raised and set a strutting by the Inflation of
some hellish Succubus within. 1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg.
Ser. i. Lady^ Rokesia^ The most impudentJwccC'.r..dare
as well dip his claws in holy water as come within the verge
of its [sc. the passing bell s] sound. 1868 BROWNING Ring
<S- Bk,, Ct. Cuido Franc. 1137 The witches' circle intact,
charms undisturbed That raised the spirit and succubus.

b. A strumpet, whore ; a term of abuse for a
low woman, occas. applied to a man.
1622 J.! TAYLOR (Water P.) Whore Wks. (1630)11. 106/1

A Succubus, a damned sinke of sinne. 1684 OTWAY A theist

i, Nor got no meat, but such as the old Succubus his wife

bought at a stinking price. 1699 FARQUHAR Const. Couple
iv. iii, Here is an old succubus, madam, that has stole two
silver spoons, and says she's your nurse. 1706 T. BAKER
Tunbridge Walks w. i, A flinching son of a succubus, to

pretend to call for a looking glass and sneak away. 1748
SMOLLETT Rod* Random xlvi, 'Yes, thou barbarian,' said

she, turning to Wagtail,
' thou tiger, thou succubus !

'

i8Q3C K. SHARPE New Oxf. Guide T. Corr. 1888 I. 13 [A bed-
maker] Like any fell Succubus, wrinkled and old, With the

lip of a shrew, and the nose of a scold.

t Succudrous, a. Sc. Obs. In 4-5 suc-

cud(e)rus, 6 suocuidrus. [Variant of SURQUI-
DEOUS.] Presumptuous, arrogant.
c 1475 RaufCoil$ear 909 5 Sarazeins are succuderus and

self willit ay. 1513 DOUGLAS sEnet's xui, vi. m Syk sue-
cuidrus ondertakyng.
So f Succtrdrously adv., presumptuously, arro-

gantly.
CX37S Sc, Leg. Saints x. (Matkou) 369 Bot gyf a seruand

now vald ta His kingis wyfe succudrusly. c 1475 RaufCoil-
$ear 856 Then said the Sarazine to Schir Rauf succudrously.
t Succudry . Obs. Sc. Also 4-5 succuddry,

-quidry, -cowdry, sukudry, 6 sucquedry, 5
succeudry, [Variant of SUBQUIDRY.] Presumption,
arrogance.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce xi. n It wes gret succuddry [var.

E. sukudry, H. sucquidry] That set thame apon sic folye.
Ibid. xvi. 327 His outrageouss succudry And will, that mar
wes than hardy, Of purposs letit hym. c 1435 WYNTOUN

83

Cron. iv. vi. 51 As Daryus tynt in til Sythi Throw his haw-
tane succudry. c 1470 Go/. $Gnw. 278 Spcki^ na succeudry,
for Cristis sone deir ! 1553 Douglas" sKneis xm. vi. m
(1710) 467 For sic sucquedry vndertakin now, His awne
mischeif. .He fundin has. [Cf. 1513 in -SuccuoRous.]

Succulence (strkirflcns). [Formed as next :

see -KXCE.] The quality or condition of being
succulent

; juiciness. Also, succulent part.
1787 MARSHALL Kur. Econ. Norfolk I. 257 It is allowed

to stand the winter better, and to preserve Us firmness and
succulence. 1824-9 LANDOR Imag. Conv. Wks. 1846 II. 59
The latter math has less substance, succulence, and fragrance
than the Summer crop. 1842 LOUDON Suburban Hort. 337

Though the fruit would be more numerous it would be defi-

cient in succulence and flavour. 1883 G. ALLEN in Nature
29 Mar. 512 The succulence here acts as a reservoir for

water.

SucCTllency (szrkitflcnsi). [ad. med.L. sue-

culentia, f. succulentus\ see next and -BNCY.] =
prec.

1616 DONNE Strut. Prov. xxii. n (1661) III. 330 Pith and
marrow to give a succulencie, and nourishment, even to the

bones, to the strength and obduration of sin. a 1610 J. DYKE
Sel. Sertn. (1640)271 The., chewing of the meate.. expresses
. .the juyce and succulency of it. 1664 BEALE in E^>elyn's
Pomona 25 [Quinces] will bear with some degrees of

hungry land, if they be supplied with a due measure of suc-

culency, and neighbouring moisture. 1738 KINNEIR Ess*
Nerves 55 The succulency of the Nerves in a healthy
man, depends upon the goodness and due quantity of
the blood, that enters the vessels of the brain. 1815 KIRBY
& SP. Entomol. (1816) 1.321 These branches.. are. .exposed
to the open air under a shed, where from their succulency
they [sc. cochineal insects] continue to live for several
months. 1843 LOUDON Suburban Hort. 437 The nature of
the changes intended to be made on them by cultivation,
such as blanching, succulency, magnitude, &c. 1890 H. M.
STANLEY Darkest Africa II. xxx. 297 The grass was void
of succulency and nutriment.

Succulent (szrki^lent), a. and $b. [ad. L,

succulentus (suculentus) , f. succus (sucus) juice :

see -LENT, -DLENT. Cf. F. succulent.~\ A. adj.
1. Full of juice ; juicy, a. Applied to plants
and their parts having a fleshy and juicy substance.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 444 Their [sc. figs'] succulent

substance, .when they begin to ripen, is white like milke.
1626 BACON Sylva 507 Such Plants, as are very Succulent.
1668 WILKINS Real Char, n. iv. 3. 70 Texture of the Leaf;
. . Succulent ; having thick juicie leaves, covered with a close

membrane, through which the moisture cannot easily tran-

spire, which makes them continue in dry places. 1756 C.
LUCAS Ess. Waters I. 43 The succulent tribe of aloes and
ficoides. 1785 MARTYN Lett. Bot. vii. (1794) 75 The fruit,
which.. is succulent in the peach. 1813 SmH. DAVY Agric.
Chem. (1814) 280 All green succulent plants contain saccha-
rine or mucilaginous matter. 1837 M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ.
II. 323 The carrot is valuable on account of the facility with
which it is kept in a recent and succulent state for a length
of time. 1882 VINES tr. Sacks' Bot. 417 These peculiar
stipules remain fresh and succulent not only during the life

of the leaves but also after they have fallen. 1908 [Miss E.
FOWLER] Betiv. Trent fy Anchohne^ The succulent house-

leek, green and red.

b. Of various other things.
1615 CROOKE Body of Man 30 From the substance some

[parts] are dense, others rare and succulent or iuicy, others

spongie & soft. 1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes fy Qital. n. 245
That it [sc. coral] is oftentimes found very succulent. 1877
BLACK Green Past. xliv. 357 Rich, deep black, succulent mud.

1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. 1. 1 16 Each tumour . . becomes
solid, more succulent, and more rapid in its growth.

o. Of food or articles of food.

1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 66 The succulent parts
of the aliment. 1725 Fam. Diet. s. v. Gravy, Such Messes,
into which some of it is to be put to render them more
Succulent. 1831 SCOTT Ct. Rob. xii, The succulent and

highly-spiced messes indulged in by the nations of the East.

1907 S. ELLIOT Rom. Plant Life 181 Sussex downs so famous
for succulent mutton.

fd. Of persons: Well nourished. (Cf. SAPPY 4.)
1673 R. HEAD Canting Acad. 147 Her name was..

Wheedle, a plump succulent Girl.

2. transf. andy?^.
'

Juicy',
*

sappy', rich.

1626 BACON Sylva 512 Yellow is a lesse Succulent Colour
than Green. i66oWATERHOusE Arms <$

Arm. 147 In short,
from these the learned Nobility and Gentry . .grow to be suc-

culent Philosophers. 1692 BfiNTLEY.AVy/tf Lect. iv. 127 In the

flower of her Youth, while she (sc. the Earth] was succulent

and fertil. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. iv. (1876) I. 22$ The
queen and her courtiers. .continued to prey upon their suc-

culent victim [sc. the Church]. 1859 MEREDITH R. Feverel

xii, Pluming a smile upon his succulent mouth. Ibid, xxxv,
His air of rather succulent patronage. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F.

Holt xl, It occurred to her that when she had known about
them a good while they would cease to be succulent themes
of converse or meditation. 1898 G. B.SHAW Plays II. You
never can tell n. Stage-direct., He. .is at present reduced

to the advertisements, which are not sufficiently succulent
to induce him to persevere with them.

3. Comb.) as succulent-fruited, -leaved^adjs.
1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 183 The berries of the suc-

culent.fruited kinds. 1842 LOUDON Suburban Hort. 267

Sedums, and other succulent-leaved plants.

B. sb. Bot. A succulent plant.
1825 Greenhouse Comp, I. 105 Green-house succulents are

of the easiest possible culture and propagation. 1842 LOU-
DON Suburban Hort. 267 The leaves of such succulents as

cacalia, ..cactus, and similar plants. 1914 Daily News 4-

Leader 25 June 4 The succulents growing in the desert.

Hence Sn-cculently adv.^ in a succulent manner.

1892 E. REEVES Homeward Bound 174 Transparent, grey,

pure, succulently inviting snails. 1899 KIPLING Stalky 69
Mr. King was pleased to smile succulently in form.

Sucoulous (sykibs), a. [Irreg. f. L. succu-

lentus SUCCULENT + -pus.]
Succulent.

1846 in WORCESTER citing for. Q. Rev.

SUCCTJMBENT.

Succumb fsykzrm k

,
v. Also 5 subcombe,

Buccombe, 5-7 succumbe, 7-8 auccomb. [a.
OK. succomber, also subcombcr t ad.L. suMumbfre
(*&-)) f- s"'- = SUB- 2 + fumbirt to lie. Cf.
It. soccornbere^ Sp. sufumtir, Pg. succumbir.
Noted by Johnson

1755 and Sinclair Obs. Sc. Dial. (1782)
94 a-s a peculiarly Scottish word.)
f 1. trans. To bring down, bring low, over-
whelm. Obs.

<rz48oCAXTON Blanchardyn xxviii. 104 In their foU-bshe
pryde I shal succombe & brynge a lowe their corage. 1490

Eneydos xxu. 81 For to distroye her,& vttcrly subcombe

cumbit in decadens.

f 2. intr. To fail in a cause. Sc. Obs.

1561 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. i. 1. 174 To have suc-
cumbit in his said caus. 1586-7 Ibid, IV. 141 Succumband
and failyieand nochtwithstanding heirin.

3. To sink under pressure or give way to superior

force, authority, etc. : said properly of persons or

communities, and transf. of conditions, designs,
occas. of material things.
1604 EARL STIRLING Aurora, El. iii. 34 Surcharg'd with

sorowes I succomb. 1632 LITHCOW 'Irav. VIM. 372 The
eight day. .he succumb'd, and could not subsist, not becing
vsed to pedestriall trauayle. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk
(Wodrow Soc.) 500 As in all nationall tryells some succumbs,
sundrie did adhere to their subscription of the King's
Covenant. 1751 Pkilos. Lett, on Physiogn. 259 (T.) Our
fortitude, .may bend under the weight 01 malignancy and
opposition, yet not succumb. 2754 FOOTE Knights u,That
I who have rejected so many matches should instantaneously
succumb. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. 76 This scheme of inter-

pretation, thus assailed from so many sides, . . quickly
succumbed. 1847 CALHOUN Speeches Wks. 1861 IV. 354 So

compjetely did the National party succumb, that . . the word
' National

' was not named. 1851 GALLENGA Italy vii. 499
Italy.. had stood up fora wrestle with Austria, and suc-

cumbed. 1886 C. E. PASCOE Lond,. of To-day xxx. (ed. 3)

273 After suffering from conflagrations on many occasions,
the crypt finally succumbed m the year 1834.

b. Const, to. (In first quot., to yield the palm to.}

1633 LITHGOW Trav. v. 181 The now decayed Towne of

Tharsus, who for antiquity will not succumbe to any City
of Natolia. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. iii. 450 And to their wills

we mdst succumb, Quocnngue trahnnt, tis our doom. 1716
M. DAVIF.B At/ten. Brit. II. 255 The pretended Infallibility
of Pope Liberius, succumb'd at the same time to the same
Arian Coercive Politicks. 1738 A. HILL Let. Ld. Boling*
broke 25 June Wks. 1753 I. 274 One is involved by events,
and succumbs to, and subsists by expedients. 18*5 LYTTON
Zicci 27 Pardon me if I do not succumb to curiosity. i88
CUNNINGHAM JV~. S. Wales (ed. 3} 1 1. 84 The small trader and
settler must theyknewsuccumb to the price they chose to fix.

1848 W. K. KELLY tr. L. Btanc's Hist. Ten Y. II. 578 The
honourable conviction, that Belgium ought not to give way
to threats, however it might be doomed to succumb to force.

1878 PROCTOR Pleas. Ways Set. x. (1879) 201 Even the most

powerful and ferocious beasts must succumb in the long run

to man. 1889 G. FINDLAY Engl. Railway 8 Those rails were
of so light a description that they soon succumbed to heavy
wear and tear.

O. Const, under, beneath, occas. before.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. in. vi. 47 (1740) 457 Men seem to

succumb under it, as a Process, now become of Course.

1808 BP. WATSON Charge in /&$, 40 Thinking . . that Popery
is every where succumbing under the general diffusion of

knowledge. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat. v. 97 The noble may
be readily made to succumb beneath the base, a 1861

BUCKLE Misc. Wks. (1872) I. 12 The men of facts at length
succumbed before the man of ideas.

4. spec. To yield to the attacks of a disease, the

effect of wounds, an operation, etc. ; hence, to die.

1849 EASTWICK Dry Leaves 205 Half the sipahis suc-

cumbed ; the doctor was so terrified at the number of deaths

that he became deranged. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xx.

>4 He succumbed in a few months to fever. 1886 BARING-
OULD Court Royal xlviii, I think he caught a chill, and

being below par he succumbed. 1891 Pali Mall Gaz.
10 Jan. 6/2 Mr. Picken has since succumbed to his injuries.

-j-
5. trans. To abandon, give up. Obs.

1631 LITHGOW Trav. x. 435 Arguments of Religion.. they

succumbe, their conference onely pleading muluall for-

bearance.

Hence Snccu-mber, Snccti'mbing
1 vbL sb.

1844 GLADSTONE Let. in Purcell Life Manning (1895) I.

xiv. 297, I am not sure, .of your whole assertion that sub-

scribers were mere succumbers. \$6$Athemetitn 3 Jan. 7/1

Was it a sudden succumbing of Becket's keen intelligence

to those superstitions of a dark age?
Succumbence (soktrmbens). rare. [f.

SUC-

CUMB v. + -ENCE.] A giving way or yielding.

1837 C. LOFFT Self-formation II. 78 One unlucky sue-

cumbence to idleness turns the tide at once.

Succumbency (s#k
g

mbensi). Now rare. [f.

next : see -ENCY. Cf. med.L. suecumbentta failure

in a cause.] A giving way or yielding; submission.

1653 R. G. tr. Bacons Hist. Winds 371 The means and

waves of the succumbency and yieldmgs of Motions are

carefully to be looked into. 1668 HOWE Bless. Righteous

(1820 258 Thy vile succumbency gives him the day and his

will upon thee. 1698 Sertn. Duty Magistr. Wks. 1863

V. 396 A timorous fainting and succumbency. i8w> FOSTER

Ess. Evils Pop. Ignor. 163 This.. unquestioning, unmur-

muring, succumbency under the actual allotment.

t SucCTTmbent, a. (sb.} Obs. rare. [ad.I~

succumbens, -extern, pr. pple. of succumbfre to

SUCCUMB. In sense i after It. soccombente.]

A. adj. 1. Subject, submissive to.

ci645 HOWELL Lett. n. ix. (1890) 387 Christianity..

makes not Sense so much subject to Reason, as Reason sue-

11-2



SUCCUERANCE.
nmlient to Faith. 1660 Parly of Beasts >. Queen Mor-

Sandra, useth to make Nature he,- self not only succum-

bent and passive to her desires, but [etc.].

1664 PowER
3

"!^. Philos. il. 114 Water, by its weight

onel7, and no innate Elatery, did depel the Succumbeut

Quicksilver in the Tube.

3. Succumbing.
1812 J J HENRY Camf. agst. Quebec %i The humanity of

Morgan and Humphreys, towards a succumbent loe.

ir Knees anu pinycu m .. ~~....... r -~--

the Quire or Pulpit. [1850 NEALE Hist. East Ch. Introd.

I. i. 210 The Succumbentes were passing the silver gates on

their way out.]

Succur, obs. form of SUCCOUR, SUGAR.

t SUCCU rrance. Obs. In 5 soourraunce. [a.

OF. socorrance, f. socorre to SOCCOUB.] Succour.

c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shales. Soc.) 220 Gracyous prophete

socurraunce. _ _, .

Succursal (soki> Jsal), a. and so. [ad.l
1
. *suc-

cursal, only in fern, succursale (sc. igltU church),

ad. L. *fuccursalis, (. succursus SUOOOUB. Cf. It.

soccorsale.'}

A. adj. Subsidiary ; applied tip. to a religious

establishment dependent upon a principal one.

of Rej'uge I. 9 From the

house or sue-

84

1844 (C. MACFARLANE] Camp of Rej'uge I.

grand abbey of Crowland to the dependent ho

?ursal cell of Spalding. 1855 MII.MAN Lat. rs. .

viii VI. 564 Its Cathedral, surrounded by its succursal

churches. Ibid. 574 The building, with its succursal aisles.

1889 Tablet 16 Feb. 243/1 The more recent institution ot tn

latter and its succursal office.

B. sb. A subsidiary establishment; a branch

institution, society, business, etc. (Const, to, of.)

1859 SALA Tw. round Clock (i860 221 The 'Virtuous

Club
'

established as a succursal to the Royal Society. 1862

Accepted Addr. 86 The undertaking business.. was a

succursal to his trade. 1884 Athcnxum 22 Mar. 376/1

Freston, or Frieston, was a succursal of the Benedictine

Abbey of Croyland.

||
b. In F. form sueeursale (sb. fern. sing.}.

Tilbi

Six of the monks emigrated last year to America, and 32 have

beendetachedtoa succnrsale'm Tipperary. 1901 A. C. WELCH
Anselin <r His Work v. 87 So many monks passed between

the two, that St. Saviour's became practically a succursale

of Le Bee. 1910 Nation 16 July 568/2 Mexico, .has become

a mere ' succursale
'

of the United States.

II Succus (so-kos). PI. suoci (szvkssi). [L.J

A juice ;
in scientific terminology applied to (a)

fluid secretions in an animal or vegetable body,

(6) juices extracted from plants.

[1719 QUINCY Lex. Physico-Med. (1722), Succus, is any

Juice.] 1771 Bp. WATSON Ess. Sutj. Client. Chem. Ess.

1787 V. 137 Wherever there is a vascular system, containing

a moving nutritive succus, there is life. 1874 GARROD &
BAXTER Mat. Med. (ed. 4) 263 He regards the succus [of

hemlock] as the only reliable preparation of the drug for

internal use.

SllOCUSS (s#l;'s), v. [f. L. succuss-, pa. ppl.

stem of succutfre, f. sue- = SUB- 25 + quatfrc to

shake.] trans. To shake up ; spec, to shake (a

patient) to elicit the splashing sound in pneumo-
thorax.

1865 A thenxum No. 1075- 307/3 The violent shock which
closes the rapid descent is expected to succuss the patient
into proper shape.

t SUCCUSSa'tion. Obs. [ad. L. "succussdtio,

-Snem (altered in med.L. to succursatio in the

sense '

trotting '), n. of action f. succussare, f. suc-

cuss- (see Succuss). Cf. F. succussation (Cotgr.).]

Shaking up, violent shaking, jolting.

1649 BULWER Pathotnyot. n. il. 126 That succussation of

the Lungs and agitation of the Midriff. 1682 Weekly
Memorials 231 That motion which does not affect our
bodies with Succussation . . is esteemed rest. 1706 RENEU
Let. in C. Wordsworth Schalx Acad. (1877) 297 The suc-

cussation of your Horse is so great, only to come to london

upon him. 1760 STERNE Tr. Shandy IV. xxii, The succus.

salions of the intercostal and abdominal muscles in laughter.

1774 A. CAMPBELL Lexiph. (ed. 4) 17, I suffered from some
artificial excoriations which I had contracted, .by the severe

succussations of a conductitious steed.

b. Trotting (of ahorse). Cf. 1706, 1774 above.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. vi. 193 Lifting one foot

before, and the crosse foot behinde^ which is succussation
or trotting. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. li. 48 Whether Pace or

Trot, (That is to say, whether Tolutation, As they do term't,
or Succussation). 1681 COLVIL Whigs Snpplic. (1751) 120
His horses grievous succussation Had so excoriat his founda-
tion.

Succession (sok'Jan). [ad. L. succussio,

-onem, n. of action f. succuss-, succutlre to Sucouss.
So F.] The action of shaking or condition of being
shaken, esp. with violence ; an instance of this.
1622 WOTTON Lett. (1007) II. 259 He was taken with a

trembling and sudden succussion. 1660 STANLEY Hist.
Philos. xni. IV. ii. (1687) 880/1 We see whole Houses shake,
by reason of the jumbling, and succussion of Carts and
Chariots. 1713 DERHAM Phys.. Thiol. III. iii. 69 Dreadful
Succussions and Convulsions of the Earth. 1733 CHEYNE
Engl. Malady n. ix. 2 (1734) 206 Vomits. .by their Sue-
cussions and Action ..open the Obstructions. 1814 M"CuL
LOCH Highlands Scot. II. 319 The very act of riding, serves
by its fundamental succussions, to nail and fix the observa
tions in Ihe sensorium. 1867 BLOXAM Chem. 205 The acid

he succussion of the harassing cough.

b spec. (Med.) An act or method of diagr

n pneumothorax,
etc. which consists in shaking

the thorax to detect the presence of fluid

VSrd

i8i3

k
R f.R^ERTS Th. * Pract. Med. (ed. 5) 358

Sucussio^gns. . .The signs produced by shaking a patient

re i. A splashing-sensation felt by the hand. 2. A

Lshing-sound. 1886 FAGCE Print. Med. I. 940 Another

n of pneumothorax. .is that which is termed succussion-

lash '. 1897 A llbutfs Syst. Med. IV. 661 This succussion

jund..is specially interesting as having been observed by

Hippocrates.

Succussive (stfkfsiv),
a. rare. [f.

L. succuss-

see SDCCUSS.] Characterized by a shaking motion.

1742 Phil. Trans. XLII. 84 It began by a succussive

Motion, and followed by a sort of Blow with the horrible

Violence. 1864 in WEBSTER citing DANA.

Suogen, obs. form of SAY v.1

Such(stJ),i//w.a^'.and/n.
Forms: see below.

TOE. swelc, swilc, suiylc, corresp. to OFris. stllich,

-ik, selk, sek, sullik, sulch, sulk (mod.Kris. suk,

st>k\ OS. sultk, (solik), MLG. sol(l]ik, sollek, solk

(LG. sii(l)k, si>(t)k), MDu. sulc, selc, sole, swilc,

swelc, also suite, -ec (Du. nulk, WFlem. also mi),
OHG. sultk, -icA, -ech, solth, -ech, solch-, sol-

(MHG. solich, solch, solh, also solck, so'lh, siilich,

siilc, solk, selck, stick, mod.Ger. solch), ON. sltkr

(MSw. sliker, Sw. slik, Da. slig) whence SLIKE a.,

Goth, swaleiks :-OTeut. *swallko-, *swiltko-, lit.

so formed, f. swa So adv. + *ltko- body, form (cf.

LIKE n.).

The OE. swelc and smile represent primitive

*swaltko- and *swiltko- respectively, the latter

being an analogical formation <m.*hwiltko- WHICH;
cf. OE. hwilc beside kwelc ( :*hwaliko-), and Goth.

hwileiks. Evidence for the rounding of swilc to

swylc appears late in the gth c., and a sporadic

spelling swulc is found from c 1000. Swylc and

swulc became in ME. swulch, swulch, which, by
the absorption of w and loss of /, gave such (in

ME. written also soch}, the modern standard form.

The dropping of if was carried through into the

other types swe(l)ch and swi(l)ch, whence the

widespread dial, forms seek and sich. Thus, and

by similar cross-influences, a large variety of forms

arose, which can be grouped according to (i) the

quality of the vowel, ( 2) the retention or loss of w,

(3) the retention or loss of /, as well as (4) the

palatalization or non-palatalization of c. The

unpalatalized forms SWILK and Sic (swelk, swik,

'tt,etc.)are treated separately in their alphabetical

places.
The vocalism of the continental forms is in many points

obscure. Some of them indicate the possibility of there

having been new formations distinct from the original types,
and there has no doubt been interaction of the forms of

WHICH, the development of which, presumably on account

of the difference of the initial sound, has not been entirely

parallel.]

A. Illustration of Forms.
1. a. i swelo, suelo, suselo, swsele, suoelc.

Also s swelk, suelk (see SWILK) .

[c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) A 204 A t queue, end suelce.]

^831 Charter in O.E. Texts 446 Suelc man se 3isses landes

bruce. c 888 ALFRED Boeth. xix, Ne se dea3 beah swelces

nc recb. 1:950 Lindisf. Gasp. Matt \x..?>Potestatcm talent,

majht suaelc.

5. I swilc, 1-3 suilc, 3-3 swiloh, suileh.

(See also SWILK.)
[^725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) A 88 r Atquevc, onsuilce.]

cSji Charter in O.E. Texts 446 Suilc man sue hit awe^e.

C995 Anc. Charters B. Mus. Cott vin. 38 On bocum & an
swilcum lytlum. 1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. H3j pe
land was al fordon mid suilce dedes. c 1160 Hatton Gosp.
Matt. ix. 8 Swilcne anweald. a 1200 Moral Ode 220 Swilche
freonde. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn, n Alle bo be leueS bat

swilch bing hem muge furSrie o3er letten. Ibid. 165 Of
swilch mai grisen men be ani god cunnen.

7. 1-2 swylc, (swylio), I, 3 swulo, 3 swulo(o)h,
masc. ace. sing, swulne.
c 807 ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xxxvii. 264 (Cott. MS.)
Sa swylcan. a 950 jElfred~s Boeth. xxxix. $ 2 (Cott. MS.)
He ne con onftitan. .forhwy swylc God RebafaS. ciooo

Judith 65 Hsefde oa his ende jebidenne . .swylcne he aer

aefter worhte. c 1000 Bcffwulf 880 Swulces hwaet. 1032 in

Anglia XI. 9 Na hyrde we. .eni^ wurde bus arjered swylic
pact maere wass. c 1175 izth Cent. Horn. 2 Swylce tacnx
wurcen swylce Su wyrcst. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 185
Swulc se he hit here makeo. c 1205 LAV. 5333 Sone swa heo

SUCH.

ihurden swulch worde. IHd. 5345 Pane we nimen swulne

rxA. aix*sA ncr. K . 382 Ich wot swulne bet bere3 . . heui

brunie and here.

2. o. 3 suweche, 3-5 sweche, (4 swheche,
Kent, zueeh, 5 sohwe(s)ohe).
a 1250 Owl ff Night. (Jesus MS.) 1711 Heo wolde..yeue

answcre. .myd sweche words, a 1300 Deb. Boify ff Soul in

Map's Poems (Camden) 338 Suweche fyve als is in werld of

alle thinges. 1340 Ayenb, 156 be zueche fables wes y-woned
be wyse man leche hismayne. c 1340 Leg. Rood??-) Swech
deb he under feng. c 1450 CAPGRAVE Life St. A ug. i Swech
tresour as I haue in possession. 1466-7 Mann. Sf Househ.

Exp. (Roxb.) 171 At schwesche a pryse as }e kane akorde.

/3. 2-5, 9 Gloiic.dial. swioh, 3-5 suich, suyoh,

4-5 swiohe, swyoh(e, (3 swic, swyhc, svioh,

siwiohe, suwiehe, schuuyoh, 4 Kent, zuich,

zuyoh, 5 swyhehe, sqwyohe). Also 4-5 swyk,
etc. (see SWILK).
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 157 Swiche teres schedde ure drihten.

a 1200 Moral Ode 80 Nis na lauerd swich se is crist, ne king
swuch ure drihten. c 1*90 5. Eng. Leg. 459 Men bat

schuuych torment iseiaen. 13.. Cursor M. 10 (GOtt.) King
arthour, bat was so ricbe, Was non in his time funden suiche.

1340 Ayenb. 37 Of zuichen |>er bye)) uele maneres. c 1391

CHAUCER Astrol. Prol. (1872) 2 Swich a child. 1416 LVDC.

Dt Guil. Pilgr. 17162 In Thapocalyps off Johan Swych a

beste fond I noon. t 1440 Protnp. Pare. 483/2 Swyche (ff,

swyhche, />.suche), talis. r 1450!. METHAM Wks. (L.E/I.S.)

45 In sqwyche a case, or sqwycne a ctiauns. 1461 Paston

Lett. II. 18 Suyche as arn right credible. 1462 Ibid. 82

Swyche talkynge.

7. 2-4 swuch, 3 swucch, swuo, shwueh, 4
swoch.
a 1200 [see 2 BJ, c M>S LAY. 18351 Ofte heo eoden to rzde of

swucchere neode. aixt^Ancr. R. 112 Swuc grure he hefde,

IHd. 312 WreoSen swuch feder, & sweamen swuchne wardein.

c 1290 .S'. Eng. Leg. 384, 1 nam no kyng swuch bing to habbe.

a 1399 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 271 Swoch claterers.

3. a. 3 suloh, swlc(h, solch.

An early northern example of absorption of the tu is given

by soelce adv. in Rituale Eccl. Duiielm. 19, 69.

CI205 LAY. 671 Brutus hine bi-bohte of swlchere [c 1275

solchere) neode. Ibid. 2820 Swlc were him buhte swioe

muri.

0. 3 selk(e, 3-4Sulk(e, 4-5 silk(e (see SWILK).
4. a.. 4-5 seohe, 9 dial, and vulgar seen, setoh.

13. . Caw. ft Gr. Knt. 1543 A hundreth of seche As I am.

c 1400 Antnrs of Arth. xxxi. (MS. Ireland), Seche game,
and siche glee, Se?he he neuyr are. c 1450 Mirk's Festial

51 Seche he avaunset. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xvi,

Sech a business. 1885 LELAND Brand-new Ballads (ed. 2)

126 Setch a set of scallawags as these I never saw.

0. 3- (now dial.) sich; also 4-5 syeh(e, 4-6

siche, 8- sitch, s.w. and Irel. zitoh, zich; 4

sohyeh, 6 sehiche, shyche, soheioh, shytt.
c ttgoJfenl. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 32 Swiche lorde bet siche

miracle mai do. cij&o WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 317

Worldly men ben sicne men bat be world hab overcomen.

<ri4oo [see 40]. 1400 Destr. Troy 11340 Syche counsel!.,

kepe I none of. a 1425 it.Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 92

With bis puluis haue I cured sich fikez. 1487 Cely Papers

(Camden) 168 The ceson yssyche at Bruges now that [etc.].

CI550 CHEKE Matt. iii. 15 Let sich thinges go now. 1746

Evmoor Scolding (E. D. S.) 24 Ees dedent thenk tha had st

a be
1

zich a Labb o' tha Tongue. 1782 ELIZ. BLOWER Geo.

Bateman I. 86 I had sitch an affection for him. a 1847

George Kiiiler's Oven vii. in Halliwell Diet. p. xviii, My
dog has gotten zitch a trick. 1848 DICKENS Dombty xxxix,

Sitch is his conscience ! 1867 ROCK Jim an' Nell Ixxxvn.

(E.D.S.) Ha isn't worth zich trouble.

fa 1400 Kyng t, Hermyt 281 in E.P.P. (1864) I. 24 Aboute

schych mastery. 1511-13 Trcvclyan Papers in. (Camden)9
Sehiche mo[r]tuarics as ys due. Ibid., He sayth that Jamys
Clarke.. wyll no paye y scheichys dwttes. 1556 MACHYN

Diary (Camden) 119 Ane shytt person. Ibid. 133 Shyche
a man.

7. 3- such ; also 3-5 uooh, 3-6 soon, 4-0

soehe, 4-7 suohe, (3 soooh, 4 sooche, suuche,

swohe, 5 sucche, 5-7 souche, 6 souoh, sutohe,

soyohe, s.w. dial, zutohe, 6-7 sutch); 3 shuo,

scuch, 4 shoch, 5 schwsche, 6 scwch, 6-7

shuoh(e, 9 dial. shut.
c 1205 LAY. 491 To wrober heore hele habbeS heo such

[i:i275soch]wercidon. a 1250 OwlftNight. (Jesus MS.hS"
"

e vie wes glad of suche tale. 1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. xvi. in
ifte he heled suche. c 1380

WYCLIF Sel. Wks.lU. 455 Alle

,.ien tristynge in sooche indulgencis. c 1400 Brut. I. Ixxxv.

87 The Emperour loste soche foure of his folc as dede Kyng
Arthur. 1487 Paston Lett. III. 463 Specially souche as have

knowen me. 1530 Prefer Dyaloge in Roy Rede me, etc.

(Arb.) 134, I and suche other. 1535 COVERDALE Bible tp.,

To make soch meanes for vs vnto his heauenly father. 1551

T. WILSON Logic (1580) 15 b, To keepe sutche Ceremoms.

1555 Col. Am. Rtc. Dublin (1889) 442 Whoosomever doo

not observe souche ordre. a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. H. (Arb.)

123 Any soch thing. 1574 in W. H. TURNER Select. Rtc.

Oxford 354 Soyche as should plye ther bockes. 1577-*'

BRETON Flourish upon Fancie Wks. (Grosart) I. 6/2 Sutch

his Schollers are. 1585 in Eng. Hist. Rcv.(\<)ii> Jan. 11.

Souche of the comen howse as they made choice of. 1500

FERNE Blaz. Centric 188 Giffe she put zutche a vermine

beast, in trust to keepe it. 1661 PR. RUPERT in nth Rep.

Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 8 Souche that comands those

that stay on these frontirs. ,

c 1250 Lo,y Life 27 in O. E. Misc. 156 Wellawei shuc wene3

to lede. citgo Moral Ode 222 in E. E. P. (1862! 29 Gc

sculde alle godes frend a wihd scuche freonde. 1303 R. BRUNNE

Handl. Synne 3044 No shoch kote to be shulde be. 1466-7

Mann, r, Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 172, I have ?effen jowe: no

schwsche kawse. 1501 Cal. Am. Rec. Dublin (1889) 388

reysonable day scwch as pleace the maysteres to gywe. c 1538

in Archbold Somerset Relig. Houses (1892) 85 Schuche as

were as warthy as some other. 1549 LATIMER Ploughers (Arb.)

31 There was neuer shuch a preacher, .as he is. 1556 CAwi.

Grey Friars (Camden) 55 Then was made a proclamacyon

6



SUCH.

agayne shoche savers. 1638 Hamilton /5rti*wj(Camden) 34
All shuch horses that should pase through that toune. Mod.
(Birmingham). Shut a lot.

B. Signification.
Such is a demonstrative word used to indicate the

quality or quantity of a thing by reference to that

of another or with respect to the effect that it pro-
duces or is capable of producing. Thus, syntacti-

cally, such may have backward or forward reference ;

in the uses of branch I it has the former, in those of

branch II mainly the latter.

The use of such and such a in the attributive

position is illustrated in detail only in sense i, but

the same rules apply to the adj. generally; for

special uses see branch IV.
1. 1. Of the character, degree, or extent described ,

referred to, or implied in what has been said.

a. with sing. sb.

(a) With a concrete sb., or an abstract sb. used
in a particularized sense ; now superseded by such a

(see c below) except poel.
971 Blickl. Horn. 189 Hwa lyfde be baet bu swylce scylde

gefremedest? a 1122 O, E. Chron, (Laud MS.) an. 1087
[1086] Hwam ne msej earmian swylcere tide? 11205 LAY.

5421 To swulche forward we beoS hidere isende. a 1250
Owl ff Night. (Jesus MS.) 1496 Hw may ber eny luue beo,
Hwar such mon grope^ hire )?eo ? c 1385 CHAUCER L.G.W

1

.

474 Prol., To be war from falsenesse & from vice By swich

ensaumple. ai425Crjr<wjW.4379(Trin.)Whosobigynnewol
siche bing him owe to binke on f>e endyng. 1589 PUTTENHAM
Engl. Poesie n. ix. (Arb.) 94 If one should rime to this word
Restore he may not match him with Doore . .such rime is

strained. 1646 CRASHAW Sospettod'Herode Ii, She thinks not
fit such he her face should see. 1749 JOHNSON Ka. Hutu.
Wishes 298 Such Age there is, and who could wish its End ?

1805 WORDSW. Elegiac Stanzas 30 Such Picture would I at

that time have made. 1842 MACAULAY Horatins 1, Was none
who would be foremost To lead such dire attack, a 1849
BBDDOES Dream-Pedlary ii, Such pearl from Life's fresh

crown Fain would I shake me down.

() With an abstract sb. used in a general sense.

971 Blickl. Horn. 85 Ne us nafre swylce exe ne wearb. .

geendebyrded. cnoo O. E. Chron. (MS. F) an. 995 Hi
wurSan 5a swySe blibe burn swilce wissunge. c 1275 Sinners
Beware 171 in O. E. Misc. 77 From sucche lecherye Heo
schule to helle cume. ?rti3<56 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 697
Than wist I . . That ydelnesse me serued well That me putte
in sich lolite. c 1460 Emare 626 Be stylle, syr, .. Lette

syche mornynge bene. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Sam. xiii. 12

Do not thou soch foly. 1590 SPENSER F, Q. in. i. 50 Such
loue is hate, and such desire is shame. 1700 DRYDEN Flower
<V Leafgs Such Joy my Soul, such Pleasures fill'd my Sight.

1777 BURKE Corr. (1844) II. 158 Such partiality to his

endeavours. 1802 MAR. EDCEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I.

220, I little thought, that I should so soon be in such need.

1844 MRS. BROWNING Lost Bower xxxix, She never sings
such music.

(c} Such a : see (a). (Cf. G. solch .)

c 1205 LAY. 18881 For set naet hit neo5er..bat of VSere
Pendragnne seal arisen swilc a sune. c 1290 Beket 1255 in
S. Eng. Leg. 142 He bonkede god bat swuch a prelat under
him moste oeo. 13.. Bonaventura's Medit. 813 pere was
neuer womman bare swyche a chylde. 1390 GOWER Conf.
I. 42 Ther may noman finde The rihte salve of such a Sor.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) Prol. 3 Righto wel oughte us for..

to drede and serven suche a Lord, c 1500 Melusine 360
Sayeng bat neuer tofore they herd of suche a thing. 1606
CHAPMAN Gentl. Usher \\. i, Now such a huddle and kettle
neuer was. 1664 BUTLER Hud. n. ii. 862 Else when we put
it to the push, They had not giv'n us such a brush. 1711
ADDISON Spect. No. 23 p 2 He does not believe any the most
Comick Genius can censure him for talking upon such a
Subject at such a Time. 1821 SCOTT Kenilw. xxii, Thou didst
ill to speak to such a man of such matters. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. ix. II. 436 The Prince declared that to avert the
horrors of such a persecution was one of his chief objects,

f (rf) A such. (Cf. F. un. tel, G. ein solcher^
a 1240 Sawles Warde in O. E. Horn. I. 251 To a swuch

bale. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 379 Lute wonder it was pat
strange men in is owe lond dude a such trespas. 1307 Elegy
on Edw. /, ix, Wel longe we mowe clepe & crie, Er we a
such kyng han y-founde !

b. with pi. sb.
a 950 Boetk. Metr. x. 55 Se [hlisa] is eac to lytel swelcra

lariowa. 1173 Lamb. Horn. 157 Swiche tores scedde
M. Magdalene ba heo wosch ure drihtenes fet. 1297 R.
GLOUC. (Rolls) 154 pat water of babe is bat on bat euere
is iliche hot. . .Swiche baj>es ber beb fale. 1362 LANGL. P. PI.
A. Prol. 32 Summe chosen Chaffare to cheeuen be bettre, As
hit semej> to vre siht bat suche men scholden. 1393 Ibid.
C. i. 64 Bote holy churche & charite choppe a-doun swich

shryuers, a 1425 [see A. 4 fl]. 1526 TINDALE Rom. ii. 2 That
the Judgement of God is accordynge to trueth, agaynst them
which commit soche thynges. 1579 GOSSON ScA. Abuse
(Arb.) 30 The abuse of such places was so great that [etc.].

1667 MILTON P. L. v. 401 Such high advantages thir
innocence Gave

t

them above thir foes. 1723 WATTS
Logic 332 Such indirect and remote arguments may also
be sometimes used to confirm a proposition which has been
before proved by arguments more direct and immediate.
1808 SCOTT Marm. i. xxv, I love such holy ramblers.
1881 MIVART Cat 128 Some muscles attached to a long
bone which is relatively fixed at one end, tend to make
it describe.. a movement of circumductton. Such muscles
are termed Rotators. 1892 MRS. OLIPHANT Hist. Sk. Q.
Anne vi. (1894) 304 [ He] ^was.. indignant with the highflyers
for expressing such opinions.
2. Standing predicatively at the head of a sen-

tence or clause, and referring summarily to a state-

ment or description just made.
In ME. Such is (+ inf.) often = This is what it is (to be,

etc.). Such is life I : an exclamatory phrase now often used
trivially as an expression of resignation or acquiescence in

thing* as they are.

85

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8675 Such it is to be ssrewe. Ibid.

11736 Suich was pc morbrc of einesham, uor bataile non it

nas. tr 1320 Cast. Love 1161 Such beo be duntcsof batayle

pat
he bolede for vs. <z 1330 Roland $ K. 75 pai tokc

him be letter & kist his hand, Swiche was be lawe of be
land, c 1381 CHAUCER /'>V. J'onU-s 570 Lo sich it is to

haue a tunge loos, c 1386 Prol. 485 And swich he was

y-preued ofte sithes. 1:1450 Merlin 632 Soche was the

a-vision that I saugb in myslepe. 1567 P*nmR/W. I'Uas.

\\. 508 Sutch was the dcsyrcs of these two lovers. 1697
DRYDKN Virg, Georg, iv. 701 He first

(
and close behind

him follow'd she, For such was Proserpine's severe Decree.

1716 POPE Iliad vin. 595 For such is Fate, nor can'st

thou turn its course. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist, (1776)
IV. 197 Such these animals appeared when brought into

Europe. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxviii, The Lady . . did

not .. ring a bell, because such was not the fashion of

the time, but she whistled on a silver-call. 1837 LOCKHART
Scott I. vi. 178 Such was the germ of the magnificent

library and museum of Abbotsford, 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. xi. III. 71 His Majesty, such was now the language
of too many Anglican divines, would have been [etc.].

1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. ii, With a mournful air as who
should say,

' Here is another wretched creature come to

dinner; such is life!' 1890 DOYLE White Company v, At
the end of a year he would be free to return to the cloisters,

for such had been his father's bequest. 1896 Law Q. Rev.

July 201 If such be the law, we are pretty sure it is not the
law Parliament intended to make.

3. Of the same kind or class as something men-
tioned or referred to ; of that kind

; similar, the
like. Obs. or arch., exc. in collocation with a

numeral, indef. adj., etc. (see V).
c 1200 Trin, Coll. Horn. 45 Mid bese bre lokes. .and mid

swiche weldede. c 1205 LAY. 6564 ./Euere he Johte embe
uuel and swulche weorfcn his dede, 1390 GOWER Conf. III.

312 Anon was mad a cofre sich. c 1400 MAUNOEV. (1839)
xix. 205 A Pipe or a Penne or suche a thing, c 1450 Two
Cookery Bks. 83 Take faire peces of paynmain, or elles of
such tendur brede. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. iv. i. 07 Let their
beds Be made as soft as yours : and let their pallats Be sea-
son'd with such Viands, c 1600 Sonn. liv, The Canker
bloomes haue full as deepe a die, As the perfumed tincture
of the Roses, Hang on such thornes, and play as wantonly.
1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. \\. i. (1772) Il.igOfrotchets,
whitings or such common fish. i697DAMPiER Fry. (1729)1.97
Penguins, .are a Sea- Fowl, about as big as a Duck, and such
Feet.

1
1771 Encycl. Brit, II. 698/1 The protractor isa small

semicircle of brass, or such solid matter. 1796 MRS. INCH-
BALD Nature ff Art xi. (1820) 37 You are my father you
have just such eyes, and such a forehead. 18x9 SCOTT
Anne of G. vii, Fustian, hides, peltry, and such ordinary
articles,

4. Equivalent to a descriptive adj. or adv. on
which it follows closely and the repetition of which
is thus avoided. (Cf. 22.)
So is now preferred.

^897 ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xvi. 101 Hu he wolde
Saet mon him miltsode jif he suelc wzre. a 1225 Ancr. Rt

208 Iseliliche muwun heo siggen bet bene teil swuch ivindeS.

1340 Ayenb. 51
' Ich habbe a to kuead heaued.' And he

zay (j zob, uor he heb hit zuych ymad. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol.

313 Discreet he was, and ofgreet reuerence. Hesemed swich.
c 1400 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. (1908) 58 They wolde not be
seyn suche in other mennes si^t. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in,

vii. 29 [He] rather ioyd to be, then seemen sich. 1667
MILTON P. L, in. 100 Such I created all th' Ethereal Powers
And Spirits. Ibid. v. 521 That thou art happie, owe to God j

That thou continu'st such, owe to thy self. 1697 DRYDEN
jEneid Ded., Ess. 1900 II. 154 A heroic poem, truly such.

1825 SCOTT Talism, xxviii, The pointless lances of the pre-

ceding day were certainly no longer such. 1865 KINGSLEY
Herew. ix, Robert, who thought himself as good as his

brother (though he was not such, save in valour).

5. The previously described or specified ; the

(person or thing) before mentioned.
In this sense such (not such a) is usual with a sing. sb.

c 1375 Cursor M. (Fairf.) 10869 Thow shall conceyve a
child. .And his name shalle bou Ihesu calle. .. Suche wordis
were seid to mary. 1452 in Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. Var.
Coll. IV. 201 Unto the tyme they have founde suerte of ther

gode beringe ; and yf they fynde not suche suerte [etc.]. 1491
NewtninsterCartul. (Surtees) 252 If eny. .recouere happyn
agenste eny of y* said partiez. .y

1

partie . . ayenst whome
sich recouere is had [etc.]. 1551 SIR J. WILLIAMS Accompte
(Abbotsf. Club) i All and singuler souche Redye money.
1667 MILTON P. L. v. 26 Such whispering wak'd her.

1680 New Hampsh. Prov. Papers (1867) I. 388 If any
Christian.. shall speak contempteously of the Holy Scrip-
tures, .such person or persons shall be punished. 1771

Encycl. Brit. II. 698/2 Any number of inches,, .with any
part of an inch, can be taken. ., providing such part be

greater than the one hundredth part of an inch. 1818
CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 332 For default ofsttc/i issue, viz.

that issue which is before mentioned. 1828 MOORE Pract.

Navig. 120 As ships never run such dist[ancej in 24 hours.

1835 CARLYLE in Froude Life Land, (1884) I. ii. 43 My true

wish is that such creed may long hold compactly together in

you. 1878 Act 41 42 yict.c, 53 2 A gratuity awarded..
to any clerk shall be estimated according to the period dur-

ing which such clerk has served.

H. Where the meaning is determined by refer-

ence to a correlative or dependent clause.

6. a. With suck in both clauses : in OE. swelc . .

swelc ; later such as . . such = L. qualis . . talis,

except in proverbial sentences of the type
' Such

master, such man '.

Beownlf\-p& (Gr.)Swylc scolde eorl wesan.aebelingzrgod,
awylc ^Eschere wses ! agoiLaws ^Ei/re^i.x'i, Mid swelce

hrae^le he ineode, mid swelce gan;;e he ut. 971 Blickl. Horn.

59 Ealswylceseolange mettrumnes bi^> baes seocan mannes,
ponne [etc.]..swylc is baet lif bysses middanjeardes. 1340
Ayenb. 235 To zuiche Ihorde zuich maine. 1390 GOWER
Conf. I. 360 Such Capitein such retenue. 1400 Pilgr.
Sowte (Caxton) iv. xxix. (iSsg't

61 Suche as is the kyng,
..suche is the peple. 1474 CAXTON Chesse n. ii. (1883)

SUCH.

33 Suche moder, suche doughter, comunely. a 1540 (*ee
LETTUCE 2]. 1548 9 ,. prayer, A than. Creed,

rlie father is, SUche U the vjnne. 1549 LATIMKK
> (Arb.) 28 Such as the noble men be, suche wyll the

people be. 1560 BibU (Geneva) 2 Cor. x. 1 1 Suche as we are
in worde by letters when we are absent ; suche wil we be a!x>
in dede, when we are present. 1586 A. UAV I-.ngl. Secrttorie
M'MSJ iJ4 Consider tlu.t Michaels the Irec Mich is the fruit
1618 UOLION/-AWIM (1636) 151 Such as the Camaine U,wich
is the Souldier. 1725 BERKELEY Proposal \S ,.v i 71 111
223 Such as their trade is, such is their wealth. 1821 SCOTT
Pirate xxx, He is dame Norna's servant it's like.-Mich man,
such mistress 1 1898 BUAHT Orange Girl IL xxvi, Such as
they are, such they have been made.

f b. With one of the correlatives omitted : -
Such as. Obs.

Beowulf 7-2 (Gr.) And bzr on innan eall cdaelan geoneutn
and ealduin, swylc him god sealde. a 1000 Cxdtnon't Dan.
66 Sehlodon him to hu&e hordwearda

xcstreon, fea& freos.
swilc bxr funden wxs. aixooMoralOde 80 Nis na lauerd
swich se is crist ne king swuch ure dribten. Ibid. 120 Al
his lif seal bon suilch 008 his endinge. r 1205 LAY. 4153
He somenede fjcrd swulc nes nseuere eer on erde. c 1275

3892 Her com a selcoub tockne soch neuere ne com.

o. With whatws, the correlative in the dependent
clause, rare.

1814 Tracts far Times No. 24. 5 What the Apostles are
in St. Paul's Epistles, such the Bishops are in those of

Ignatius. 1850 NEWMAN Dijffic. Anglicans i. xii. (1891) I.

379 What Anus, Nestorius, or Eutyches were then, such
are Luther and Calvin now.

fd. With advb. as as the correlative in the

dependent clause. Obs.

1535 COVFRDALE Jitdg. viii. 21 As the man is, soch [1611
so] is also his strength, a 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xxui. 517 As
corn-ears do shine with dew..When fields set all their
bristles up, in such a ruff wert thou, O Menelaus. 1658
DRYDEN Cromwell xiii, He. .made to Battels such Heroick
Haste As if on Wings of Victory he flew. 1790 BURNS
Ballad Dumfries Elect, xiv, As flames amang a hundred
woods, As headlong foam a hundred floods Such is the

rage of battle.

7. With correlative as pron. (see As 23), ME.
also as that, taking the place of OE. swelcet swd.
Such as = Of the kind or degree that

;
the kind of

(person or thing) that.

According to the syntax of the subordinate clause, as may
be equivalent to a relative in an oblique case =

of, in, with
(etc.) which. *

888 ALFRED Boeth. xxxiv. 10 Be swelcum sesceaftum
swelce nane sawle nabba6. 971 Blickl. Horn. 95 Ealle hie
sceolan bonne arisan..on swylcum heowe swa hie aer hie

sylfe se/r*twodan. c noo O. E. Chron. (MS. D) an. 1058
Mid swilcan weoroscipe swa nan o6er ne dyde aetforan him.
a 11*2 Ibid. (Laud MS.) an. 1009 pa com him swilc wind
on^ean swilce nan mann aer ne gemunde. (1175 Lamb.
Horn. 83 pe sunne schineS ber burh, and ho mined al

swuch hou alse ho ber on uint. 01225 Leg. Kath. 1852
Wift swuch dream, .as drihtin deah to curnene. c 1230 Hali
Meid. 5 Of. .swuch wurdschipe, as hit is to beo godes
spuse. 1290 Beket 1204 in S. Eng. Leg. 141 Of swuch a
frere ase ich am. 1340-70 A lex. (J-

Dind. 855 Swiche werkus
to swinke as ojmr swainus vsen. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B.

Devils Sophistrie 228 Christ.. is.. mocked.. w l such toyes
and termes, as the Jewes deuised not more

spitefull.
a 1586

SIDNEY Arcadia IL (Sommer) 126 b, When..Musidorustooke
on such shepherdish apparell..as I now weare. 1638 FOHD
Fancies i. iii, Thy growth to such perfection, as no flattery
Of art can perish now. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI.
82 If it be true that such meat as is the most dangerously
earned is the sweetest. 1815 SCOTT Let. in Lockhart(i%-tf)
III. x. 318 To finish an odd little tale within such time as

will mistify the public
t
I trust. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown n.

ii, We'll each of us give you such a thrashing as you'll re-

member, 1877 RUSKIN St. Mark's Rest v. 65 Such a cloak
for their commercial appetite as modern church-going is for

modern swindling.
ellipt. 1586 W. BAILEY Preserv. Eye-sight (1633) 35 We

must use topical! meanes, and such as are discussive. 1695
DRYDEN tr. Dufresnoy's A rt. Paint. Pref. p. xii, In these

pompous Expressions, or such as these. 1737 POPE Her.

Epist. ii. ii. a You love a Verse, take such as I can send.

1780 Mirror No. 94 To guard such of my readers as should

be disposed to indulge in it, against its.. consequences. 1821

SCOTT Kenilw. xviii, He is to have no access to the lady
but such as I shall point out. 1891 FARRAR Darkn. V
Dawn xl( All the ordinary conventions of a Roman mar-

riage were carried out, except such as were purely pagan,

f b. With as omitted. Obs. rare.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. VlII^ u. ii, 101 They haue sent me such

a Man, I would haue wish'd for.

f 8. With as followed by a relative usually in

an oblique form. Obs.

1579 FENTON Guicciard. Ep. Ded., The man.. was such a

one. as whose virtues were farre from all suspition of par.
tialitie. 1618 BOLTON Ftorttt i. xvi. (1636} 48 Our army
being, .shut up within such a fastnesse as out of which it

could not escape. 1678 CUDWORTH Intelt. Syst. 17 Such a

System of it, as from whence it would follow, that there

could not be any God. Ibtd. 198 By such a nature as which

. . is . . nescient of what it doth.

9. In uses marked by special word-order.

a. In predicative use.

1154 O. E. Ckron. (Laud MS.) an. 1135 J>a..uuard Je
sunne sullc als it uuare thre-niht aid mone. c 1205 LAY.

7048 His hzo" wes swulc swa beo3 gold. 1377 LANGU^. PI.

B. x. 253 Suche as bow semest in syye be in assay y-founde.

1421 26 Pol. Poems 83 Be suche wib-ynne, as 50 outward

seine, c 1450 CAPGRAVK LifeSt.Ave. 38 Loke if ?e be swech

as \>c\ be. Wold God were swech as I fynde hem. 1597

HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. liv. 5 His (right] beeing such as wee

cannot reach. 1630 \\MA.Occas. Medit.\q (1633) 23 OGod,
wee are such as thou wilt bee pleased to make us. 1794



SUCH. 86

t ic oilier virtues LJC:IUIIIII& >- > >
-- >

,

RUSK.N Two Paths iii. 96 Your stuffs need not be such as

would catch the eye of a duchess.

b- Such as one or it is : having the character

that he (it) has, no more and no less ;
used chiefly

with a depreciatory or contemptuous reference, or

apologetically.
iz4o Ureisnn in O. E. Hot. I. 201 pet wule bi-cluppen

'

swuch ase buert ^er louerd of leoue. 01*40 OT

me, that [etc.]. 1719 UE *OE Crusoe n. i^iuu<=, JWJ *

get up upon their Feet, and perhaps put on a Coat, such

Is it was, and their Pumps. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.

xx IV. 463 Such as his mind was, it had been assiduously

cultivated. 1878 HARDY Ret. Native vi. i, But, such as

the rooms were, there were plenty of them.

c. In attributive use after its sb.

c 1000 ^ELFRIC Saints' Lives xxix. 263 pa com bar hcof-

onlic leoht . . swilc swa hi ar ne sesawon. 1340 Ayenb.$> Per

huer he make> his miracles zuiche ase btbooap to be dyetile.

1460 CAPGRAVECA^W. (Rolls) 84 With wordis..swechasSemt

Augustin wold nevir write, a 1533 LD. BERNERS //w cxi.

385 A fyne shyrte and dobelet..such as he wold chose.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. \. i. 81 A small spare Mast, Such as

sea-faring men prouide for stormes. 1667 MILTON P. L. i.

620 Tears such as Angels weep. 1757 W. WILKIE.Epigoniad
iv. 05 Its music such, as when a stormy gale Koars tnro

a hollow cliff. 1820 KEATS Lamia i. 36 A mournful voice,

Such as once heard,.. destroys AH pain but pity. 1859

TENNYSON Guinev. 545 Beauty such as never woman wore.

d. Hence such as is used to introduce examples

of a class :
= for example, e.g.

1605 DRYDEN tr. Dufresnoy's Art Paint. Pref. p. xvi, If

their Characters were whollyperfect, (such as for Example,
the Character of a Saint or Martyr in a Play). 1774 GOLDSM.

Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 198 All of the cat kind, such as the

lion, the tiger, the leopard, and the ounce. 1779 Mirror

No. 31 Writers, such as Theophrastus and La Bruyere.

1842 LOUDON Suburban Hort. 282 The grafting of plants

of one family on those of another totally opposite, such as

the jessamine on the orange. 1875 JEVONS Money xiu. 159

Many large gold coins, such as the. .doubloon.

10. a. The principal clause may be reduced to

such and the words qualified by it for the purpose
of producing a terse (exclamatory) form.

ci420 Sir Amadace (Camden) xlix, Seche a storms as

thou was inne, That thou my^te any socur wynne, A fulle

fayre nappe hit wase ! 1779 WARNER in Jesse Selwyn
Contemp. (1844) IV. 271 Such a dinner as we had to-day !

Mod. Oh dear ! Such a fuss as never was !

b. The clause introduced by as may be reduced

to the subj. only ; when this is a pron., it may be

either nom. or ace., e.g.
' such as me '

or 'such as

/' (sc. am).
c looo ^LFRIC Horn. II. 162 Se wolde habban swilcne

hlisan swa Benedictus. c 1419 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ.

1144 Erthen vessel, to swich a man as me Ful sittyng is.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 131 As his, your case is such,

1611 Wint. T. ii. i. 191 Others such as he. 1617 DONNE
Serin. Luke xxiji. 40 (1660) 1 1 1. 2 The Revelations of Brigid,
and of Katherine, and such She-fathers as those. 1712
ADDISON Spect. No. 317 ? 3 Such a Road of Action as that

I have been speaking of. 1716 HEAKNE 60//A:/. (O.H.S.)

V.292, 4 Pillars,.. of such Marble as the Pillars of Sarum
Cathedral. 1717 ADDISON Notes cto*V Wks. 1721 I. 234 This

way of joining two such different Ideas as Chariot and
Counsel to the same verb. 1740 RICHARDSON Pamela (1741)
I.xxiv. 67 He.-look'd at me, and, as I thought afterwards,
as sillily as such a poor girl as I. 1831 SCOTT Ct, Rob.

xviii, Instead of such language as this. 1841 ELPHINSTONE
Hist. India I. 595 He replied, .that barbarity such as his

was unexampled among princes. 1883
' MRS. ALEXANDER*

At Bay ii, Deering could not endure the companionship of
such a man as Vincent.

c. There is such a thing as : a phrase used to

hint or suggest that the thing referred to exists and
therefore must be taken into account

;
often used

colloq. to convey a veiled threat.

1719 BUTLER Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 132 It is manifest, that
there is such a thing as this self-partiality and self-deceit.

1767 Woman ofFashion II. 114 There is such a Thing as
a Letter miscarrying, 1818 T. L. PEACOCK Nightmare
Abbey xiii, There is a girl concealed in this tower, and find
her I will. There are such things as sliding panels and
secret closets. 1889 Sat. Rev, 23 Mar. 335/1 It may be said
that there are such things as horsewhips, and it is thought
that men have backs.

11. Such , . as (OE. swd] : the . . that, pi. those . .

that
; any or all . . that ; as many (or as much) . . as.

a looo Saul's Addr. 103 (Gr.) Sculon wit. .brucan swylcra
yrmba swa bu unc ser scrife. c 1375 Cursor M. 259
(Fairf.) Suche worde and werkis as we in lyue redy
acountes mone we gyue. c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prof.
166 Swich tbyng as that I knowe, I wol declare. 1390GOWER Con/. I. 70 Glad was hire innocence tho Of suche
wordes as sche herde. 1470 in Camden Misc. (1847) I. 6A remembrance of suche actez and dedez as oure souveraigne
lorde hadde done. 1534 CROMWELL in Merriman Life <$
Lett. (1902) L 387 Certayne hesynes..to be done. .with
soche spede and diligence as theyconvenyently may. 1530TAVERNER Erasm Prav. (1552) 49 Such ale as he hath
broad, let him drynke him self. 1601 DOLMAN La Primaud.
Fr. Acad. (1618) m. 848 All these things proceede from the

diuersitle of the nature . .of such humours as haue engendred

them i75 BUKNET Own Time vn. (1823) V. 147 Ihe

electress.
..

was forced to submit to such terms^ were im-

or that (.OE. fa se AO : = ' such . . as
'

(in senses 6

and ii). Now rare and regarded as incorrect.

c83i Charter in O. E. Texts 446 Suelc mon se Set lond

bebfc <iooo dJtraic #. II. 162 fee he Sone cwelm.

bzren hlaf..pn swilcere stowe awurpe, Saerhine nari ma

findan ne mihte. ciooo Saints Lives Fref. 02 iiu or

he ha;bbe . . swylce |>enin:e men (>e )>eawfzstnysse him ,ebeo-

don. f IMS Lv. 4242 Swulc for-wonde man J>e mid. sorwe

at-wand, Ibid. ,8934 Ich con swulcne lhe-craft : leof

seal iwurSen. 1340 Aytnb. 139 Alle zuiche friges

I. 57 Such thing wherof a man may lere That to vertu is

acordant. 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov, Lordsh. 106 pat bou

chese ofwyse men . . sweche t>at hauyn perfeccionofenournede

eloquence. 1419 26 Pol. Poems 70 He bat.. wole. .suche

games bygynne Where J>at he wot he may not wynne.
c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon ix. 233 Lordes, lete vs doo

suche a thyng, wherof we shall gete worshyp. 1515 '"

Leadam Set. Cases Star Chamber (Selden Soc.J II. 95 To

occupie eny misterye or craft without thagrement of suche

Craft that be desireth to be of. i$$*-3 Act 7 Edw. V/
c. 12 ii At suche place, where he and nis Famihe.. shall

kepe his house. 1601 SHAKS. Jut. C. 11. i. 130 Such suffer-

ing Soules That welcome wrongs. i66a STILLINGFL. Orig.

Saerse n. i. 2 Such a person. .who gave.. evidence, .that

he acted no private design. 1709 SWIFT Adv. Relig. Wlcs.

1755 II. i. 109 Such men are often put into the commission

of the peace, whose interest it is, that virtue should be

utterly banished. 1709 STRYPE Ann. Ref. Hi. 524 These..

seemed to him.. such which he never thought .. would be

seriously opposed, a 1774 GOLDSM. Hist. Greece I. 227 Such

of his friends that had not forsaken him. 1818 CRUISE Digest

(ed. 2) V. 211 The husband and wife had not such an estate

in the land whereof a fine could be levied. 18*9 SCOTT
Anne ofG. xiy, Such prisoners

from whom he was desirous

.

Ideala (1893) 229 Only such intellectual pursuits which are

pleasant.

13. Followed by a dependent clause introduced

by that) f so (that}, f as, as that (now rare), or by
as to (formerly only f to] with infin., expressing a

consequence. The meaning of such tends to be

intensive = so great, etc.

(rt) cnoo O. E. Chron. (MS. F) an. 995 PCS geares..
wearS swylc mancwealm bat na belaf binnan Cristes cyrcan
butan fif munecan. a 1200 Moral Ode 395 Crist }yue us
leden her swilc lif and habben her swilc ende J>at we moten
buder come. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 252 To such prowesse
be drou pat al be kun bat him isei? adde of him ioye inou.

13. . Guy Warw. (A.) 2^6 Swiche iuel is comen him on tat

he weneb his liif forgon. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 4 He
was . . in his tyme swich a Conquerour, That gretter was ther

noon vnder the Sonne. c 1450 Merlin 694, I am soche a fole

that I love a-nother better than my-self.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS

Huon xciv. 304 He sounded the trompettes with suche
brute that meruayle it was to here. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's

Africa in. ioq There was such hauock made..that a sillie

remnant of them was left alive. iji ADDISON SAect.

No. 499 F 3 This filled my Mind with such a huddle of

Ideas, that . . I fell into the following Dream, a 1715 BURNET
Own Time n. (1724) I. 189 He was a very prudent man; .

and had such a management with it, that I never knew any
Clergy-man so universally esteemed. 1800 WORDSW. Pet
Lamb n '

Drink, pretty creature, drink,' she said in such a
tone That I almost received her heart into my own. 1891
Law Times XC. 411/2 Allowing a foundry and other pro-

perty to fall into such a state of disrepair that it was im-

possible to let them.
without conj. c 1205 LAY. 31585 Oswy is a swulc mon bine

scome he wulle don. c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prol. 4- T.

849 Lo swich a lucre is in this lusty game Amannes myrthe
it wol turne vnto grame. a 1400 Minor Poemsfr, Vernon
MS, xlii. 9 J>ou art wrouht of such a kynde : Wib-outen loue

maijt bou not be. 1470-85 MALORY A rthurvm. xxxi. 320 He
was in suche a study he herd not what Gouernayle said. 1573
TUSSER Husb. (1878) 123 Such season may chance, it shaft
stand thee vpon, to till it againe, er an Sommer be gon.

1700^ DRYDEN Pal. % A re. u. 325 Such Pity wrought m ev'ry
Ladies Mind, They left their Steeds, and prostrate on the
Place, .implor'd th' Offenders Grace.

t
(b) c 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 28 Suche fantasies ben

in myn nede So I not what is best too doo.
(c) 1417 [see 37 c],

(
1560, c 1600 [see 34 b]. 1610 B. JONSON

Akh. iv. i. 6, I ha
1

told her such braue things, o' you, ..

As shee is almost in her fit to see you. 1615 BACON Ess.,
Vicissit. Things (Arb.) 570 They haue such Powring Riuers,
as the Riuers of Asia.. are but Brookes to them. 1769
GOLDSM. Hist. Rome (1786) I. 372 Having disposed his army
in such a manner as that none of the defendants could
escape.

^
1883 Trans. Atner. Philol. Assoc. 54 (Art. *South-

ernisms '}, The Faculty are favorable to such a reduction of
studies as that a man can do his work well.

(d) a 1450 [see 37 b]. 1581 PETTIE tr. Gvazzo 5 Civ. Conv.
in. (1586) 151 Thinking that his sonne was such a foole
to accept his offer. 1599 George a Greene D ij b, This is

wondrous, being blinde of sight, His deepe perseuerance
should be such to know vs. 1779 Mirror-No. 31 They may
be expressed in such vague.. terms, as to lay before the
reader no marked distinguishing feature. 18*5 J. NICHOL-
SON Oper. Mech. 41 The upper part M M X Y of the cup
should be of such a form as to have the sides covered only
with a thin film of the fluid. 1892 BIERCE In Midst ofLift

SUCH.

it>9 He., had borne himself with such gallantry as to attract

the attention of his superior officers.

b. predicative.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hottt. 95 Two beroffe ben swiche bat no

man ne mai underfo [etc.
J, 1340 Ayenb. 8 Zuych may by be

onbo^samnesse bet hit is dyadlich zenne. 1474 CAXTON
Chesse iv. v. (1883) 175 The moeuynge of hem is suche That
the whyte may goo in to the space of the alphyn. 1591

: SHAKS. i Hen. K/, v. iii. 70 Beauties Princely Maiesty is

j

such, Confounds the tongue, and makes the senses rough.
1611 CORYAT Crudities 170 The variety of the curious obiects

which it exhibiteth. .is such, that a man shall much wrong
It to speake a little of it. a 1700 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Ptibl.

IX. 343 Infirmitys, w** were such y l she was not able to

take rest in a bed. 1829 SCOTT AntieofG. xxx, Such and so

gentle is Rene"s temper, that even my unfiHal conduct will

not diminish my influence over him. 1895 Law Times C.

3/1 The system by which solicitors are paid is such that

only by circumlocution and red tape can they make a living.

19x1 Act 14-2 Geo. y, c. 50 15 A certificate, .to the effect

that his eyesight is such as to enable him to make accurate

tests for inflammable gas.

C. In attributive use after its sb.

1771 Encycl. Brit. II. 695/2 At the point .. K, such that

the points K, H, and B may be in the same right line, let

there be fixed a fourth staff. 1840 LARDNER Geoin. 288 Let

a distance CB be taken on the conjugate axis, such that the

square of CB shall bear to the square of CA, the same
ratio [etc.J. 1876 TRE\'ELYAN Macaitlay II. ix. 137 States-

men, who had assumed an attitude such that they could not

. . avoid being . . insincere. 1895 THOMPSON & THOMAS Electr.

Tab. $ Mem. 60 The number of them is chosen such that

in a cross-section of the field [etc,].

d. With the clauses in reverse order, that con-

taining such being explanatory of what precedes.

1363 LANGL. P. PI. A. vn. 121 We mowe noupur swynke
ne swete, such seknes vs eileb. 1567 ALLEN Def, Priesth.

To Rdr., They remember well (such is theyr exercise in y*
woord) how [etc.]. 1579 A. M[UNDAVJ Captiv. John Fox m
Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 154 There was no man that would take

charge of a gaily, the weather was so rough, and there was
such an amasednts amongst them, c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn,

Ixxxi, You still shall Hue (such vertue hath my Pen). 1673
G. Fox in Jrnl. Friends' Hist. Soc. (1914) July 98 The
poore people ar redy to mutany in the market her is such a

cry for come to make them bread.

14. By suppression of the clause expressing

comparison or relativity, such acquires an emphatic
force = so great, so eminent, and the like.

t 893 ALFRED Ores.
yi.

I. 252 Mid bzmbrynehio waesswa

swipe forhiened pact hio naefre sipban swelc rises. 1*97 R.
GLOUC (Rolls)7o6 Leuere he adde wende S^biddeismete..
tn a strange londe pan bere as he him sulf king was & such

ping adde an bonde. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1725 My suster

Exiona in seruage is holdyn, pat is comen of socne kyn,
coldes my hert. Ibid. 11680 Seche trust haue the troiens

truly penn. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. n. i. 45 If it were not

for one trifling respect, I could come to such honour. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. m. 717 When, after such a length of

rowling Years, We see the naked Alps. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. x. II. 600 Never had there been such crowds in

the churches.

b. colloq. Used as an absolute intensive, the

implied clause of comparison being indeterminate

and quite lost sight of.

Ever such : see EVER adv. 9 b.

a 1553 UDALL Royster D. in. iii. (Arb.) 44 Ye shall not.,

marry. ..Ye are such a calfe, such an asse, such a blocke.

a 1616 BEAUM., etc. Laws Candy i. ii, How have I lost a
Father? Such a Father! Such a one Deems ! 1780 Mirror
No. 93 He does little things, and talks of little things, with

an air of such importance ! Ibid.
%
A sad affair happened

last night : my brother and sister had such a tiff! 1803
MARY CHARLTON Wifefy Mistress IV. 87 'Lord blessme.no,
Ma'am !' replied she: 'it's ever such a way off.' 1818 SCOTT
Br. Lamm, x, To express himself churlishly.. towards an
old man, whose daughter (and such, a daughter) lay before

them. 1849 R. CURZON Visits Monast. 417 They were

marvellously cool and delicious, and there were such quanti-
ties of them. 1891

'

J. S. WINTER' Lumley xiv, Oh ! yes-
such a happiness that it has all come right. 1900 W. GLYN
Visits ofElizabeth (1906) 27 You would be^amused at Ver-

non, where we stayed the night in such an inn 1

15. Preceding an adj. used attrib., such, such a

becomes advb. = so, so ... a.

i5aSKELTON Why not to Courtb$i Suche a madde bedleme
For to rewle this reame, It is a wonderscase. 1553!'. WILSON
Rhet. 107 b, Mithridates.. hadde suche an excellent memorie
that [etc.]. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. Vf, v. v. 84, I feele such

sharpe dissention in my breast, Such fierce alarums both of

Hope and Feare, As I am sicke with working ofmy thoughts.
1621 MOUNTAGU Diatrifa 507 Not to play such vnwise a

part as those Thoes did. 1711 ADDISON Spect, No. 68 f 3

If I were to give my Opinion upon such an exhausted Sub-

ject. i74-3 LD. HERVEY in Johnson's Debates (1787) II.

320 This mighty army., collected from such distant^ parts.

1823 SCOTT Quentin D. xxxi, All comes of his gaining an

archer's place at such early years. 1848 DICKENS Dombey
xliv, His visage was in a state of such great dilapidation, as

to be hardly presentable. 1863 M RS. OLI PHANT Salem Chapel
ix. 143 In such a dark night as this, with such wet gleams
about the streets. 1002 Westm. Gaz. 17 Dec. 12/1 Yes, I

always liked Shakespeare; you know, he has sitch a nice

facet

b. Not such (a}: = 'no such* (27 b).

1896 SAINTSBUKY Donne's Poems I. p. xix, Chalmers, a

very industrious student, and not such a bad critic.

III. (See also such a one> 28 d.)

18. Used to indicate or suggest a name, designa-

tion, number, or quantity, where the speaker or

writer prefers or is obliged to substitute a general

phrase for the specific term that would be required
in a particular instance.

CI460 METHAM Wks. (E.E.T.S.) 155 Yff a man or a

woman be born on sqwyche a day off the mone, ye scbal
I conceyue that he ys, or sche ys, dysposyd so as to haue



SUCH.

wurchyp, or ellys troubyl. 15*6 TINDAI.E James Iv, 13 Let
vs go into soc 1m a chic. 1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures 79 b,

That t he feo(Tourpay to t he feottee . . such a sume at such a day.
1564 llricfExam. C

ilij b, It is. .the part of. ,charitie..to

leaue such vse ofsuche signes in such a Churche, free. 1664 in

j-'.xtr. St. Papers rgl. Friends Ser. in. (1912) 226, 1 inform'd

my Lord.. that.. a greale number would meete att 2 of y*
Clocke att such a house. 1753 SMOLLETT Qitix. Pref. (1803)
I. 6 The giant GoIIas,. .whom the shepherd David slew. ..is

it is written in such a chapter of the book of Kings. 1868
FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (1877) II. App. 588 The form always
is that the King grants the bishopric or abbacy to such a per-
son. 1913 Oxf. Univ. Gas. 19 Feb. 495/2 This Diploma is

to certify that A. B. ..attended a prescribed course of lec-

tures, .and fon such a date) satisfied, .the examiners,

b. Such and such, (rarely predicative.)
Hence snc/t-and-suchness

t
the quality or condition ofbeing

so-and-so.
J55* Kiblt 2 Kings vi. 8 In suche a place and in suche a

place 11560 Geneva In suche and suche a place]wyl I pitch.

1560 Ibid. (Geneva) 2 Sam. xii. 8, I ..woldemoreouer. .hnue

giuen thee suche and suche things. 1565 J. HALLE Hist.

Exfiost. 6 Suche men and suche enformcd me that he can
tell of thynges loste, 1611 SHAKS. Cyntb, i, iii. 28 How I

would thinke on him at certaine houres, Such thoughts, and
such. 1625 HAKT Anat. Ur. u. v. 82 Vpon the feeding on
such and such food it was novncouth thing for him to voyd
such an vrine. 1710 BERKELEY Princ. Hum. Knowl, 31
Wks. 1871 1. 171 Such and such ideasare attended with such
and such other ideas. 1818 COBBETT Pol. Reg. XXXIII.
114, I shall . . proceed upon the supposition that the contents
are such and such. 1835 THACKERAY Newcomes xlv, Lord
and Lady Blank, of Suchandsuch Castle. 1861 T. A. TROL-
LOPE La Beata I. i. 2 Number so-and-so in such-and-such
a street, 1885 SETH Scot. Pkilos. ii. 57 Every event has a

character; is such-and-such an event. Ibid.^ It is at its

such-and-suchness, at its character in other words, at the

universal m it that we have to look. 1899 E. CALLOW Old
Land. Tav. i, 247 It became the custom to ask what coffee-

house such-and-such a man frequented.

f C. Such or such : this or that. Obs.
c 1530 Judic. Urines n. ii. 13 Asofte as I say suche vryne,

or suche went beforn suche, or suche. 1676 GLANVILL
Ess. Philos. $ Relig. v. 23 Though I deny such, or such a
sense [of a text], 1695 DHYDEN tr. Dnfresnoy's Art. Paint.
Pref. p. xxxvii, The Posture of a Poetique Figure is as I

conceive, the Description of his Heroes in the performance
of such or such an Action. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St. Pierre's

Study Nat. (1799) I. 292 There is a greater distance between
the understanding of Newton, and that of such or such a

man, than between the understanding of that man and the

instinct of an animal.

17. Comb, (parasynthetic.)
1591 SHAKS. TivoGent. iv. iv. 106 Such a coulour'd Perry-

wig. 1597 BEARD Theatre Goas Jttdgem. (1612) 425 Oh
that we had.. such minded captaines, that would sharply

represse the wrongs, .which are so common. 1711 STEELE
Spect. No. 96 p 4 A Lady that saw such a Gentleman at

such a Place in such a coloured Coat.

IV. Absolute and pronominal uses.

( 18. The persons or things before mentioned ;

those, they ; also with sing, reference, that person
or thing. Obs.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Ifont. I. 84 Eadije sind ba innoSas be hi

^ebaeron, and Sa breost be swylce jesihton. a 1350 Owl 9f

Night. (Jesus MS.) 1324 Hwat constu. .of storre?. .Al so

do)? mony deor and man, feo of suyche no wiht ne can.

1330 Arth. ff Merl. 673 Swiche schuld acomber also fele,

So bat ober had broujt to wele. 1535 COVERDALE Rom. ii.

2 For we are sure that the mdgment of God is. .ouer them
that do soch. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vm. ii. 33 Such set

to order Kingston Bridge did their work by halves.

19. Persons or things such as those mentioned,
described, or referred to.

(7897 ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xxxvii. 265 Oft eac Sa
swelcan monn sceal forsion mid eallum forsewennessum.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. xli. 19 Thes folweden other seuen oxen,
in as myche defourme and leene, that neuer siche..Y saw^.
1390 GOWER Con/. I. 13 In the worldes reverence Ther ben
of suche manie glade. Ibid. II. 43 Sone, thou art non of

swiche, For love schal the wel excuse. 1450 tr. De Imita-
tione in. xxxv. 104 He takib non hede wheber he illude..

by true or by false... Lete not bin herte berfore be troubled
ner drede suche. 1573 in Bridget! & Knox Q. Eliz. 4- Cath.
Hier. (^889) vu. 112 Her Maiestie had choise ynough of
souch at that tyme, and yet hath. 1634 MILTON Contus 15
To such my errand is. 1867 ROCK Jim an* Nell (E. D. S.)

Ixxxix, Let un beckon Hagegy Bess ; wi'zich, I reckon, Ha
now delight'th vor mang.

b. And such \ and suchlike, and the like.

[a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1889 pe somme of siluer & of siche
& of sere_stanes.J 165* News fr. Lowe-Countr. 6 Cures

Man's Keeping (1899) 203 A smaller table held ices,

squashes, and such. 1904 Windsor Mag. Jan. 296/2 A
little place hung about with Eastern draperies and altar-
cloths and such.

20. With dependent rel. pron. : Such people as,
those (people) who, whose, etc. ; all or any that.
In OE. and ME. also sing. = such a man.

and here. 1377 LANGI.. P. PI. B. x. 26 pe sauter seyth be
same bi suche |>at don ille. c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. r 45 By. .

assent of swiche as weren wise, c 1400 Pilgr. Sowlc (Caxton
1483) w. xxxiv. 82 The gouernement of a reame shold be . . exe-
cuted by suche as were of grettest bounte. c 1489 CAXTON
Sonnes ofAynton ix. 208 Ye aske counseyllofsuche that canne
not connseyl theymselfe. 1523 LD. BERNERS /'>". I.ccvii,

245 We may fortune to mete with suche that shall pay for our
scotte. 1563 HYLL Art Garden. (1593) 143 This being also

drunk, helpeth such which be stopped in the brest. 1613
SHAKS. Hen. K///, i. i. 76 Such To \vhom as great a Charge,
as Httlc Honor He meant to lay vpon. 1615 M ASSINGER New

87

Way ii. i. Such whose fathers were right worshipful. 1748
G. WHITE Serin, (MS.) To such from whom we look for

advantages. 1777 W. CAMERON in TransI. fy i'arafhr.
C/t. Scot. xlv. i Let such as would with Wisdom dwell,
frequent the house of woe. 1800 SYD. SMITH Six Serin. 65
Such of their fellow-creatures who have fixed their fiiiiii in

an amiable and benevolent religion. 1829 in A'airng Peer-

age /LV/ViV/ffi (1874) 76 Such of you to whom it may appertain
to issue and pay. .the said annuity. 1876 SWINBUKSK Note
Engl. Rtpuo. 21 The mere love-offering of preserved souls

and such whose minds are dedicated to nothing temporal.
b. People of the same kind as.

1823 SCOTT Quentin D. xvi,Such as I are free in spirit when
our limbs are chained. 1850 TENNYSON / A/<r. xxxiv, What
then were God to such as 1 ? 1869 SIR F. H. DOYLE Lect.

iii. 96 To consider whether it be nut to such as him, rather
than to such as them, that we ought to look.

21. Such a thing ;
the thing mentioned or referred

to.

Beowutftyfi Wundorsionafela secga gehwylcum, ^ara be
on swylc stara5. a goo CYNEWULF Elene 571 (Gr.) Cwzdon
^xt lno on aldre owiht swylces ne jer ne si3 aefre hyrdon. 1 154
O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137 Sirilc & mare banne we
cunnen sxin we bolenden. c 1175 lath Cent. Horn. 30 Heo
dweloden swy3e ba 6a heo swylces axoden. c 1380 WVCLIF
Sel. IVks. III. 436 5f abest bad a man do siche. 1845 BAILEY
Fcstus (ed. 2) 77 Do Thou grant, Lord ! That when wrongs are
to be redressed, such may Be done with mildness. 1885
LELANO Brand-New Ball. 127 Ye are coin* for the summer
to the islands by the sea, . . setch is not For setch as me.

t b. With corral, or rel. Such a thing . .(as). Obs.

893 ALFRED Oros, i. x. 48 Hit is scondlic. .ymb swelc to

sprecanne
hwelc hit ba waes. a 1250 Prav. AZlfred 83 in

0. E, Misc. 106 Hwych so be mon soweb al swuch he schal
mowe. 1390 GOWER Con/. I. 178 Ofte swich as men beginne
Towardes othre, swich thei finde, That set hem ofte fer

behlnde, Whan that thei wene be before.

t o. Such, as : that which, what, whatever.
c 1340 Medit. Passion in Hatnfole's Wks. (1895) I, 92

Graunte me grace, .euere to knouleche me for sich as I am,
a sinful wrecche. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 184 He sett

befor balm suche as he had in his cell. <r 1460 Towneley
Myst. xxvii. 278 Ye ar welcom..To sich as we haue. 1474
CAXTON Ckesse n, iv. (1883) 51 After that he had eten suche
as plesid hym he voyded the mete. 1484 Fables ofJEsop
1. xi, He that is wyse must not . . take hede to his wordes but
lete hym go for suche as he is. 1568 tr. Thevcfs Newfound
ujorlde xxv. 41 The Indians.. brought vs thither suche as
the land..bringeth forth.

22. Referring to a descriptive sb. or phrase (cf. 4).
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode iv. xxxi. (1869) ^93 Alle knyhtes

that hauen swerdes resceyuen not swiche colees. Gret joye it

were, .if thei hadden swiche. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton)
Dictes nb, Ware the of the wordes of lyers, and suche

punysshe. 1565 HARDING Answ. Jewel 211 If he had offered
bread and wine onely, . . it had ben no newe oblation, for such
had been made by Melchisedech. 1581 MARBECK Bk. Notes

494 With him that is holie.virtuous.and good, a man (keeping
companie with such) shall have a smacke of his holinesse.

a 1637 B. JONSON Dtscov.) De vita humana (1640) 105 Like

Children, that imitate the vices of Stammerers so long, till at
last they become such. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius"

1

Voy,
Ambass. 402 They were forc'd to. .travel so arm'd to secure
themselves against the Robbers thereabouts; but they looked
more like such themselves, a 1700 EVELYN Diary 2 Dec.

1666,To examine whether the
spile, .would be proper to make

clinker*bricks, and to treate with me about some accomoda-
tion in order to making such. 1771 Encycl. Brit. II. 698/1
It were easy to transfer to the diameter of a circle the chords
of all arches to the extent of a semicircle ; but such are

rarely
found marked upon rules. z8s8 SCOTT AuntMarg. Mirror u,
Two or three low broad steps led to a platform in front of the

altar, or what resembled such, 1848 THACKERAY Bk. Snobs

xiii, He will not have his young friends to be snobs in the

future, or to be bullied by snobs, or given over to such to be
educated. 1889 GEIKIE in Nature 19 Sept. 486 To call for

more facts and experiments, if such are possible. 191* Eng.
Hist. Rev. Jan. 27 A forest became such by a stroke of the

!

pen, not by any physical change.
23. Such and such : such and such persons or

I things; also stng., this and this.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour xv, He snide.. that suche and

I

suche had saine her do hit. 1574 HELLOWES Gueuara's
Fam. Ep. (1577) 310 Not contented to take the wheat, [etc.]

. .to giue vnto such and such out of ye doores. 1576 FLEM-
ING tr. Coins

1

Dogs (1880) 34 Giuing warnyng to them of

the bouse, that such & such be newly come. x6oa SHAKS.
Ham. ii. i. 57, I saw him yesterday, or tother day; Or then

or then, with such and such. 1893 F. ADAMS New Egypt
147 We have done such, and such, and such.

V. Uses with special classes of words and in

idiomatic phrases.
* In collocation with indef. adjs., numerals, etc.

When used absol. the phrases in 24-27 become a kind of

composite pronouns.
24. With many (more), any, some, all

t every \

many(etc.).. .ofthe(same)kind,many ;
. ..like this.

With a sing. sb. the construction many a such, any sueh a
t

etc. was formerly common.
c888 ALFRED Boeth. xxxiv. 6 Jebyld & rihtwisnes &
wisdom, & manege swelce craeftas. a 1225 Ancr. R. 382

}if eni mon ei swuch bing ortroweS bi him. c 1380 WYCLIF
AW. Wks. III. 443 When ony suche men asken be sacrid

ooste. 1382 Eph. v. 27 Not hauynge wem, or spot,, .or

ony such thing, c 1400 Rom. Rose 7123 Many a such com-

parisoun. a 1425 Cursor M. (Trin.) 13712 Moises wol we alle

suche stone. 1516 TINDALE Mark ix, 37 Whosoever receave

eny socbe a chylde in my name, he receaveth me. 1548

UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke xvii. 13^
Beefore ye haue

any perceiueraunce that any suche thyng is to come. 1548-9

(Mar.) Bk. COM. Prayer, Litany, All suche as haue erred

and are deceyued. 1549 * SOME Latinter's 2nd Serin, bef.

Edw. yf To Rdr. (Arb.) 53 A fewe moo suche Preachers.

1550 CRANMER Let. to I'oysey in Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc.)

428 All such benefices .. as .. have been..impropried. 1570
GOOCE Pop, Kingd. in. 33 Masse blesseth euery such as

seekes in weltbie state to Dee. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado v.

SUCH.
iv. 49 Some such strange Lull leapt your fathers Cow. 1607
HIERON Wks. I. 4 i Euery such shall hee cut off by the
hand of (Jod. 1653 H. }\a\tt.Anliit.Ath. 11663)97 A many
such mir.idcs. 1663 liuiiKK //;/. i. i. 356 He neV-r gave
quarter t' any such. 1778 Miss llfusEV J-.rtlina Jivi. I
never kept company with aiw such gentry. 1831 liEKwnvl
A.I'. Italic xiii. 331 Several such strata. 1836 1 IIULH-ALL
Grfftt xviii. (1839) 77 If we may properly attribute any such
objects to him. 1837 I-ocKilAwr .\cott IV. vii. 222 Some such
excursion had been .. recommended to him by his own
phyuouu. 1895 BAHING.GOULD Nofmi xxiv, Some such
a colourless, cadaverous light as that which (etc.).

25. Such othtr (arch.), Bother such
; as pron. such

others, arch, other such. Phr. \ and sufh other,
and the like, and such-like.
<r888 JLPKED Boeth. xxiv. 3 On swilcum & on oorum

swelcum lajnum & hreosendum weoroscipum. ciooo V^LH/U:
Exod. vii. ii Hij worhton oocr swilc bing burh hira dry.
craeft. am$Ancr. R. 242 feos & ooer swuche dredfule
bouhtes. a 14*5 LANGL. P. PI. A. 1. 104 (MS. Ul [Cherubin
and Seraphin] and siche moobere. 1450 Brut. it. ccxxvii.

209 Ploghmen, & such ober laborers, c 1482 J. KAY tr.

Caonrsiri's Siege ofRhodes p 5 Gorones, culuerynes, serpen.
tines and such other. 1530 PALSGH. 463/2, 1 brede a chylde,
or brede yonge, as a woman or any other suche beest dothe.

I53 Diat. OH Laws Eng, it. xiii. 106 A Captayne.. shall

be Dounde for the offence of hys squyres And an hoste for his

ghest and such other. i88 KYC\ Honseh. PAitos.Wks. (1901)
268 By fires, tempests, inundations, and other such. i6ooj.
PORY tr. Leo's Africa n. 94 Either cheese, butter, milk, or

any other such commoditie. 1707 *f.\w>Peterl>orow's Coiid.

Sf. 131 Such other
place

as shall be judged proper. 1725
DE FOE Voy. round /F0r/rf(i84o)86 Roots, yams, mangoes,
and such other articles. 176* KAMES Elem. Crit. xviii. $ iv.

(1774) II. 122 Observance, opfonent, . . and such others of
three syllables. 1867 SWINBUINE Blakedtel) ijo Behmen,
Swedenborg, or such others. 1871 RUSKIH Fors Clav. x. 15
There are, indeed, other such in the world.

26. Such another, another such: another... of

the kind, another similar. (Rarely another such a,

\such a... such another : one . . . another, with a

sing, sb.)
Such another is used idiomatically in

Shakspere,
where

we should now say simply either (a)
' such (a) , as in Two

Gent. in. i. 133, Tr. 4- Cr. i. ii. 282 (Fo. i), or () 'another',
' a second ', as in Merry W. I. iv. 160.

a 1300 Sat. People Kildnre iv. in E. E. P. (1862) 153 Soch
an obir an erbe i note. 1375 Cursor M. 1942 (Fairf. ' For

nankyn chaunce sal I take suche a-nober veniaunce. a 1553
UDALL Roister D. in. v. (Arb.) 56 R. Royster. Did not you
make me a letter brother ? Scriuentr. Pay the like hire, 1

will make you suche an other. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, i. iv.

5, 1 would not spend another such a night. 1597 2 Hen. IV,
it. iv. 275 Such other Gamholl Faculties hee hath, .for the

which the Prince admits him ; for the Prince himselfe is

such another. 16*0 E. BLOUNT Horx Sues. 352 Heere are

besides the ancient Statues of the Horatij and Curiatij,
and such another of Neroes Mother as I haue mentioned to

be in the Capitoll. 16*3 MIDDLETON More Dissembttri
v. ii, How? such another word, down goes your hose, boy.

1684 ROSCOMMON Ess. Transl. Verse 258 Another Such had
left the Nation thin, In spight ofall the Children he brought
in. 17*0 Humourist 65 Such a Person can do nothing Ul,

and such another . . nothing well. 1756 AMORY Buncle

(1770) I. 173 She was such another genius as Chubb. 1851
MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xxix. 273 We'll never get
another such a master. 1861 T. L. PEACOCK Gryli Grange
xxxii, That chance has passed from her ; and she will not

easily find such another. 1867 SWINBURNE la&r(i86&) 180

The 'frowning babe' of the last stanzas b.. the same or such

another as the one whose birth is first SDoken of. 1871
RUSKIN Fors Clav. v, No foolish being.. will ever be cap-
able of saying such another foolish thing.

b. Similarly such a second.

1818 SCOTT Tafeslr. Chainb. (ad med.\ I would not run
the risk of such a second night.

27. No (t0<0 such adj., rarely t such a;
absol. or as pron. now only none such (cf. NONE-

SUCH, NONSUCH), formerly no such (and f such

none), a. No (person or thing) of the kind j
none

of the kind.

0900 CYNEWULF Crist 290 Nan swylc ne cwom znij ober

ofer ealle men. a lisa O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an 1032
Her. .atywde bzt wildefyr Se nan mann jeror nan swylc ne

Semunde. a ia>g Ancr. R. 96 Ne chastie $e neuer nenne
swuchne mon bute o bisse wise. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

3063 In be world such non is. 13.. Guy Warui. (C.) 123 On
this half the see noon suche was. a 1400 Minor Poemsfr.
Vernon MS. xxix, ii. 69 pe Iew..seide her nas non such

child brinne. c 1430 Pilgr. LvfManhode iv. lix. (1869) 205

Ther sook neuere noon non swich milk ne droouh noon swich

brest. 1535 COVERDALE Ecclus. xlv. 13 Before him were

there sene no soch fayre ornamentes. 1535 Acts xxi. 25

We haue wrytten.and concluded, that they shulde obserue no

soch, but onely (etc.). 1581 STANYHURST jEniii, etc. (Arb.)

145 Syth mye nose owtpeaking, good syr, your liplabor

hindreth, Hardlye ye may kisse mee, where no such gnomon
apeereth. 1601 R. HOLTBY in Archfr. Controv. (Camden)

God. 1647 TRAPP Marrow Gd. Authors in Crnnm. A>. 697

The Emperour Commodus would needs bestiled iir.pa^wr,

or the Surpasser, as if there were none such. io3 BUTLER

Hud. I. i. 44 Tis plain enough he was no such. 1749 BERKE-

LEY Word to Wise Wks. 1871 III. 44 There can be no such

thing as happy life without labour. 1774 tr. Helvttius

Child oj Nature II. 86, I would.. have no such a teteatSte

with such a man. 1831 SCOTT Cast. Dang, ix,
' Who was It

testants to the mention made of the Roman Catholic religion.

There was no such religion. 18*7 SWINBURNE in Fortn.

Rev. Oct. 428 There is no such thing as a dumb poet or *

Landless painter.

b. No great ;
advb. qualifying an adj. (cf. 15 by



SUCH.

= not (a) very, not a. \Nothingsnch: nothing of

any account.

1579 SPENSER Shtph. Cat. Sept. 79, I thought the style

would haue made me rich : But nowe I wote, it is nothing

ich. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. I, Cl. in. iii. 44 Why me think s by

If that be all, there's no such hast. 1695 CONGREVE Lave

forL.v i, Fifty in a hale constitution, is no such contempt,

ible age. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to Cong. v. ii, Five-and-

twenty miles in two hours and a half is no such bad driving.

1781 Miss BURNEV Cecilia v. xii, As you happen to be quite

alone, a little agreeable company would be no such bad thing.

1867 M. ARNOLD Celtic Lit. 87 So long as Celt and Teuton

are at least, no such great while out of their cradle. 1870

W. MORRIS Earthly Par. III. 279 Clad in attire of no such

wretched price. .

C. Phr. No such t matter or thing: nothing of

the kind ; also exclamatorily,
= not at all, not a

bit of it, quite the contrary.

1538 POLE Lit. in Strype Bed. Mem. (1721) I. App. Ixxxin.

2i3Neither you nor no man else, .can bring no such thing

against mine opinion. 1560 Bible (Geneva) 2 Sam. xul. 12 No
suche thing oght to be done in Israel : commit not this folte.

1584 PEELE A rraifnnt. Paris i. i, Pan. We meet not now to

brawl. Faun. There's no such matter, Pan. 1588 GREENE
Pandosto Wks. (Grosart) IV. 267 The goodman . .desired her

to be quiet, for there was npn such matter, c 1600 SHAKS,

Sana. Ixxxvii, In sleepe a King, but waking no such matter.

no such thing 1

'

1867 AUGUSTA WILSON Vashti xv, I shall

do no such thing.

28. Such a(n) one, formerly also fsuoh one,

freq. as one word fsuohon.
a. Such a person or thing as that specified or

referred to ; one of that kind.

c 1373 Cursor M. 85 (Fairf.) Of suche an \Cott. suilk an]

sulde men mater take, c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 47 pei

schullen presenten hym to >e nexte custode of bat place
where euere be! fynden sychon. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 47

Ther is manye of yow Faitours, and so may be that thow

Art riht such on. 4:1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv.

xxxiii. 82 Good ryght is that vpon suche one be take ven-

geaunce. 1535 COVERDALE Job xiv. 3 Thinkest thou it now
well done, to open thine eyes vpon soch one? 1559 AYLMER
Harborowe F ij, It is a great enterprise.. to pulle a quenes
crowne of hir head : and specially

such a ones. 1594 O. B.

Quest. Profit. Concern. L ij b, Such ones are said to harrow

hell, to make their sonnes Gentlemen. 1654 O. SEDGWICK
Fun. Serm. 15 The death of such a one is an exceeding
loss. 1732 MANDEVILLE Enq. Origin Honour 166 To such

a one, a Clergyman should preach the Strictness of Morality.
1816 HAZLITT Pol. Ess. (1819) 82 A Jacobin is one who
would haue his single opinion govern the world... Such a

one is Mr. Southey. 1885 SWINBURNE Misc. (1886)298 Such
an one.. is by common consent a blackguard.

b. Followed by rel. pron. as, formerly -^thaf,

etc. : One of the kind that ; one who, a thing which.

1590 GOWER Conf. I. 06 He mot him binde To such on
which of alle kinde Of wommen is thunsemlieste. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (1839) 287 Suche an on as is of gode maneres.

1530 CROMWELL In Merriman Life $ Lett. (1002) I. 330 Dil-

ligent and honest And suchon tnat..wilbe gfadde to serue

your grace in any thing. 1539 Great Bible Ps. Ixviii. 21

The heane scalpe of soch one[i6n such a one] as goeth on
still in his wyckednes. 1583 STOCKER Civ. Warres LtnveC,
iv. 23 He was a verie noble young Prince, and such a one
as in whom, was great hope of good. 1599 SHAKS. Much
Ado v. i. 7 Such a one whose wrongs doth sute with mine.

1673 O. WALKER Educ. 235 Such a one.. as is a discreet
and virtuous person. 1884 SWINBURNE Misc. (1886) 28 He
was merely a royalist, and such an one as may be bred and
reared out of the middle class.

o. Followed by rel. adv. as : One of the same
kind as

; one like (so-and-so).
c 1400 26 Pol. Poems ni Wib suchon as I to make debat.

XS3S COVERDALE Ps. xlix. 21 Thou, .thinkest me to be euen
soch one as thy self. 1596 HARINGTON A6ol. Ajax (1814) 21
A passing proud fellow. Such a one as Naaman the Syrian.
1611 Bible Philem. 9 Being such a one as Paul the aged.
17*6 WELSTED Dissemb. Wanton Wks. (1787) 5 By marrying
some commodious person; such a one as Mr. Toby. 1868
THIRLWALL Lett. (1881) II. 195 It was just such a one as
that which was the occasion of Wordsworth's sonnet. 1885
SWINBURNE Misc. (1886) 225 Such an one as these.

d. A certain one not specifically named (see 1 6) ;

So-and-so. Obs. or arch.

1560 Bible (Geneva) Ruth iv. i Ho, suche one [1611 such
a one], come, sit downe here. 1566 Pasguine in Trounce 24
Then did the conjurer aske, whether he was such a one or
such a one, naming many and sundry persons that dyed
long ago. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.forM. ii. i. 114 That such
a one, and such a one, were past cure of the thing you wot of.

1678 QIVIM Friendship in F. i. i, He hath been with my Lord
such-a-one. 1711 ARBUTHNOT Joktt Bull u. iii, Instead of
plain Sir and Madam.. he calls us Goody and Gaffer such
a one. 1798 W. HUTTON Life (1816) 52 [She] mentioned
several such-a-ones who solicited her hand. i8x> BYRON
Waltz x iii, Sir Such-a-one. 1831 HT. MARTINEAU Hilltf
ragr(z843) 162 They said that *

neighbour such-a-one was
a prisoner .

te. As adj. following the sb.: Such as. Obs.
*535 COVERDALE i Mace. iv. 47 They . . buylded a new

aulter soch one as was before. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov.
(1867) 64 A larom suche one As folke ring bees with basons.
a 1716 SOUTH in Chambers Cycl, Eng. Lit. I. 465/1 Sensu-
ality is . .one kind of pleasure, such a one as it is.

29. Miscellaneous.
a. Such much : so much, thus much.

1831 CARLYLE Let. to J. Carlyle 2 July, Such much for
Annandale, where you see there are.. many mercies still
allotted to us.

88

fb. JWiatsufk: of what kind. Obs.

1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Collog. 152 What such soever an

one thy husband be. Ibid. 555 Consider here with me what

such they be.

t c. Who such : such as, whoever. Obs.

1667 MARVELL CW. Wks. (Grosart) II. 226 That you may
returne who such take it [sc. an oath].

t d. Such a like, such . . . like :
= SUCH-LIKE

swer'ved from him in such a like matter. iS77 VAUTROUIL-

UER Lutheran Ep. Gal. 95 Such a like thing of
^happened

to that miserable man Doctor Kraus of HaJ. 1608 [see LIKE

"'

e. 'such afew, such a many (colloq.) : so few, so

many.
1841 THACKERAY Gt. Hogg. Diam. xin, No one could have

thought it could have done such a many things m that time.

30. Preceding a poss. pron., as such his = that

or this (those or these) of his. Rarely with corre-

lative as. Obs. or arch.

the tast of such his comfortes to any, but [etc.]. 1600 W.

WATSON Decacordon (1602) 265 Such their friends as
they

themselues made choice of. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb.

iv 13 The Minister.. Resisted such their Licence. 1709
STEELE Tatler No. i p i, I shall . . publish such my Advices

and Reflections. 1787 Minor iy.
xix. 307 A few words of such

my personages as have not previouslybeen, .disposed of. 1837

SIR F. PALGRAVK Merck. <y Friar Dedic. p. xxi, When you

pay such your visit to the civic muniment room.

31. With a cardinal numeral, which now always

precedes such : (So many) of that kind, or of the

kind that.

x97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 439 Hii hadde suche britti men as

were in hor side. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. i. 106 Cherubyn
and seraphin suche seuene and an-othre. c 1530 LD. BER-

NERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 334 He had to do all at ones

wyth suche vi. as syr Rowland is. 01568 ASCIIAM Scholem.

ii. (Arb.) 107 This golden sentence, diuerslle wrought upon,

by soch foure excellent Masters.
1575

GASCOIGNE Posies,

Notes Instruct. Wks. 1907 I. 471 Rythme royall is a verse

of tenne sillables, and seven such verses make a staffe.

1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda's Cong. E. Ind. 16 Since

it was so expedient to have a Pilot, the Generall then re-

quested to have two such. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. iv. i. 119
Orl. And wilt thou haue me? Ros. I, and twentie such.

1634 MILTON Coittns 575 The. .innocent Lady. .gently ask't

if "he had seen such two. 1709 J. WAKD Introd. Math, iv,

ii. (1734) 367 By the Rectangle of any two Abscissa's is

meant the Rectangle of such two parts as, being added

together, will be equal to the Transverse Diameter. 1766
FORDYCE Serin. Yng. Women (1767) I. L 70 What is the

shallow admiration of an hundred such? iSso BYRON Juan
in. Ixxxvi. x, Of two such lessons, why forget The nobler

and the manlier one?

f 32. With a cardinal numeral such is used to

denote multiplication by the number in question;

e.g. such five (as or so]
= five times as many or as

much (as). Obs.

OE. oftrswilc as much or as many more; swilc healf^
half as much.
Beowulf i$>-\ Slaepende fnet folces Denigea fyftyne

men
and o3er swylc ut offerede. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 180
Senim bass selestan wines & grenes eles swilc healf. Ibid.

214 pry lytle bollan fullan xemengde wib swilc tu wzteres.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 102 pat is suych a bpusent more wurth
banne al J>at bing bat is. a 1300 Floriz <J- Bl. 360 Grante
him bat bu wilt so, And tak mid amore^e suche two. c 1369
CHAUCER Dethe Blannche 408 To have moo floures swche
seven As m the walkene sterris bee. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) VI. 83 He hadde suche bre so hardy men in his cost
as be ober hadde in his. c 1411 HOCCLRVE De Reg. Princ.

1195, I se bou woldest sorowe swyche two As I. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur x. via. 426 He is able to bete suche fyue
as ye and I be.

** In phrases with sbs.

33. Such kind) ^sort^such (a] manner (of}, \qf
such manner: of such a kind.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 243 f>y god ys of swych
manere, pogh bou forsake hym ryght now here, To-morwe
mayst bou com a}eyn. Ibid. 1737 A?ens swyche maner wyuys
pat wylnat amende here lyuys. ai3*$MS,Rawl.Bj2Ou. 52
Of suuche manere felonies. tyyoAyenb. 10 Kueade wordes of

zuyche manere. c 1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 390 To occupie
siche maner londe or lordeschip. 1381 Gen. xliil 32 A
fowle thing thei wenen sich a manere feeste. a 1450 MYRC 39
Wrastelynge,& schotynge,& suche manergame. 1470-85[see
MANNER .s^.

1

9]. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron, (1568) II. 788
If suche kind of wordes had not bene. 0154* WYATT m
TotteVs Misc. (Arb.) 37, I am not of such maner condicion.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. 11. liv. (1892) 453 A holy kind of liquor
made of such sort of flowers. 1670 ROBERTS Advent, T. S.
200 When such kind of Reports are imprinted into the
Fancy of the People. 1700 J. WARD Introd. Math. in. i.

S- (1734) 290 Of such kind of Polygons there are infinite

Varieties. 1804-6 [see SORT sb? 7 b]. 1841 F. E. PACET
Tales of Village (1852) 488 Such kind of things are not
uncommon. .among gay young men.

34. a. f/ such manner: in this or that way.
In such manner or t sort as : in the way that, as.

97 R- GLOUC. (Rolls) 7779 So bat be king in such manere
suluer wan ynou. 1484 CAXTON Fables rfA uian vii, He prayd
in suche maner as foloweth. ig^aWEsr ist rt.Sytnbol. \ ioog,
The one doth, .couenant with the other to doe., some, .thing
or things in such sort as they baue concluded therof
amongst themselues. 1628 HOBBES Thucydides (1822) 47
In such sort as it should seem best 1709 BERKELEY Tit.

Vision 72 The Faintness, which enlarges the Appearance,
must be applied in such Sort, and with such Circumstances,
as have been observed to attend the Vision of great Magni-

SUCH.

1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 395 In such sort,

manner, and form.. as

point.

igest (

the busband should thereafter.. ap-

b. In such (a) manner or sort (arch.) as, as

that, that : in such a way that, so that.

1449 J. METHAM Wks. (E.E.T.S.) 301 Help me to adorune
ther chauns in sqwyche manere, So that [etc.]. 1560
DAUS tr. Sleidanc's Comm. 169 b, Themperour answereth

y* protestantes Ambassadours..in suche sorte as it coulde
not be wel perceived, whether [etc.]. 1576 FLEMING Panopl.
Epist. 59, I will write of my selfe..in such sort, that I

varie not from the president.. of many noble, .personages,
ciooo SHAKS, Sonn. xcvi. 13, I loue thee in such sort, As
thou being mine, mine is thy good report. 1615 BACON
Ess. t Cunning (Arb.) 437 Let him..moue it himselfe, in

such sort, as may foile it. 1665 BUNVAN HolyCitie To Rdr.
A ij b, That one so low.. as I, should busie my self in such

sort, as to meddle [etc.]. >668 MOXON Mech. Dyalling 10

Apply one of the sides of your Clinatory..to the Plane, m
such sort that the Plumb-line, .may fall upon the Circum-
ference of the Quadrant. i?ia ADDISON Spect. No. 321 f 30
In such a manner as they shall not be missed. 1771 Encycl.
Brit. II. 693/2 An index, .which., is joined to the centre A,
in such manner as that it can move round. 1821 SHELLEY
Let. to Oilier 8 June in Mttn. (1859) J 55 1 sucn a manner
as it shall be difficult for the reviser to leave such errors.

1825 SCOTT Betrothed Concl., Damian shrunk together in

such sort that his fetters clashed. 1885 FINLAYSON Biol.

Kelig, 31 But the marr'who is spiritually dead is, at the

same time, in such sort living, that [etc.].

t 35. Such-a-thing = Thingumbob, What's-his-

name. (Cf. F. Monsieur Chose.} Obs.

1756 MRS. CALDERWOOD in Coltness Collect. (Maittand
Club) 185 Who knows who Mr. Such-a-thing is?

36. Such time as (or that): the time when, the

moment at which, (rarely with as omitted.) Occas.

used (quot. 1634) as conjunctional phr. = When,,
while

;
also pleonastically with when (quot. 1607).

Obs. or arch.

1411 Rolls of TarIt. III. 650/2 Atte such resonable tyme
as it likyth the forsaid Lord the Roos to assigne. 1518 in

Leadam Set. Cases Crt. Requests (Selden Soc.) 15 Vnto

for the same. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. iii. 19 And when
such time they haue begun to cry, Let them not cease. 1611

Bible Transl. Pref. p 2 At such time as the professours and
teachers of Christianitie. .were liberally endowed. 1634 SIR
T. HERBERT Trav. 82 He attained the Georgian Confines,
in a darke night, such time as the Persians slept. 1660 WOOD
Life (O.H.S.) I. 349 Till such time the sickness is ceased in

their house. 41761 LAwCVav/C Weary Pilgr. (1809) 16 Till

such time as something has disturbed his state.

37. (See also SUCHWISE.) a. In (f on) suck (a)
wise : in such a manner, so, thus. arch.

c 1375 Cursor M. 3292 (Fairf.) He. .saide til htr on suche
a wise, mayden saide he [etc.]. 1390 GOWER Con/. I. i So
that it myhte in such a wyse..Beleve to the worldes eere.

c 1440 Cenerydes 34 Gret pite that she in suche a wyse
Shuld sette hyr wurchippe atte so litill prise, a 1555 LATI-
HER Serin. f( Rent. (Parker Soc.) 149 Whoso in such wise

fighteth with the devil, shall have the victory. 1838 MRS.
BROWNING IsobeCs Child \\\ t All smiles come in such a wise,
Where tears shall fall or have of old. 1887 MORRIS Odyss.
xn. 294 Eurylochus spake in suchwise. 1913 D. BRAY Life-
Hist. Brahui \. 5 She believes that in such wise will it be

given life,

b. In (f fa t on t t upon) such wise : in such

a manner, so that) as to.

a 1225 Leg. Kath, 1956 pis pinfule gin wes o swuch wise

iginet, pet [etc], a 1450 Knt. de la. Tour xvii, To be ielous

. .in suche wise as to shame hym selff and his wiff. c 1477
CAXTON jfason 24 The raynes of his horse faylled. .in suche
wise as he tumblid the hede vnder. 1489 Sonnes of
Aymon i. 28 He smote a knyghte . . by suche a wyse that he
ouerthrewe hym doun deed. 1568 GRAFTON CHron. II. 10
He destroyed the land.. in such wise, that .ix. yeres after it

lay vnlaboured. 1858 SEARS A than. x. 80 The pneumat-
ology of the sacred writers brings borne to us the doctrine

of the resurrection in such wise as to give it [etc.]. 1903
Westm. Gaz. 12 Jan. 10/1 He. .gave proof of a cruel, .dis-

position, in suchwise that [etc.).

f o. In such wise as : in the way that, as. Obs.

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 106 In such wise as he compasseth,
His wit al one alle othre passeth. 1417 HEN. V in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 61 [They] bave..doon theire Am-
bassiat in suche wyse as we halde us wel apaide. 1534
MORE Com/, agst. Trio. 11. xvL Wks. 1192/1 He that is

illuded by the dyuell, is in suche wise deceiued and worssc

to, then be they by their dreame. 1630 PRVNNE Anti~

Armin. 9 We must receiue Gods promises in such wise as

they are generally set forth vnto vs.

***38. As such. a. As being what the name or

description implies ; in that capacity.
17x1 STEELE Sped. No. 41 P 5 When she observed Will,

irrevocably her Slave, she began to use him as such. 1711
Ibid. No. 386 P a Witty Men are apt to imagine they are

agreeable as such. 1797 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 566/2 Herson
was proclaimed her heir, and as suck great duke of all the

Russias. 1831 SCOTT Cast. Dang, xx, A Welsh knight,
known as such by the diminutive size of his steed. 1851
CARPENTER Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 434 Biliary matter does not

pre-exist as such in the blood. 1851 PUGIN Chancel Screens
10 No parochial churches, built as such, ever had close

screens. 1891 EDGE in Law Times XC. 395/1 The defen-

dant is the rector of the parish, and, as such, occupies the

glebe land. 19x1 Act i & a Geo. K, c 48 4 The trade or

business carried on in the house or place by the licence

holder as such.

ta. The sense * in that capacity
*

passes contextu-

ally into : Accordingly, consequently, thereupon.

colloq. or vulgar.
1721 in Swayne Churckiv. Ace. Sarum(iB<)6) 351 [Hejdid

..publickly Declare. .That he had chosen the said William



SUCH.

Clemens to be his parish Clerk, .And bid the Congregation
to.. accept him as such Witness Henry Biggs, F. Barber,
[etc.], 1800 J. KING in Corr, W. Fouler (1007) 33, I very
much longed to hear from you . . and as such I did not the least
esteem it for its having been delayed for the reasons assigned.
1814 W. FOWLER Ibid. 207 H.R.H. Princess Augusta.,
motioned for me to come to her Highness. As such she
addressed me In the most pleasant manner possible,

C. (Earlier ^as it is such, etc.) Intrinsically
considered; in itself; qud (so-and-so).
1654 2. COKE Logick 2

Philosophy, which comprehends
Metaphysicks, which considereth tilings as they are such.

1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. vi. 291 True fortitude glories not
in the feats of War, as they are such, but as they serve to
end War soonest by a victorious Peace. 1678 CUDWOKTH
Intell. Syst, 839 If Matter as such, had Life, Perception, and
Vnderstanding belonging to it. 1732 DERKELKV Alcipkr. n.

4 Is there anything in the nature of vice, as such, that
renders it a public blessing? 1777 COWI-ER Let. J. Hill
25 May, His later Epistles, I think, are worth little, as suc/i,
but might be turned to excellent account by a young student
of taste and judgement. 1849 RUSKIM Seven Lamps vi. 7.

169 History, as such, was indeed entrusted to the painters
of its interior. 1884 tr. Lotze's Mctetph. 68 The abstract

conception of a Thing as such.

t Such, adv. and con/. Obs. Also I swelce,
swilce, swyloe, (etc.) 2 swioe, swilc, 2-3
swulche, 3 swulo,swich, suich, suych, awlc(h,
sulo(h, 6 suche. [OE. swelce^ etc., f. sivelc SUCH a.]
A. adv. In correlation So. rare,

In OE. the advb. meanings are 'in like manner, likewise,

also, as well, too ',
'

as, like ',

'

in such a manner, so '.

a 831 Charter in O. E. Texts 444 Mid suilce godcunde
gode suilce iow cynlic Synce. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 243
Vn to swich a worthy man as he. Ibid. 684 Swiche glar-

ynge even hadde he as an hare. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 28
As Stiel is hardest in his kynde Above alls othre that men
finde Of Metals, such was Rome tho The myhtieste. c 1430
Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv. xii. (1869) 182 It is a meevinge
sercleliche suich in the ende as at the firste. 1509 BARCLAY
Shyp ofFolys (1874) I. 208 None lyueth.. Suche meke so

holy, so wyse or pacyent, Whiche can hym selfe at euery
tyme so gyde To please eche fole.

b. To such an extent, so much (that).

1776 HERD Scottish Songs I. 103 The Hogan Dutch they
feared such, They bred a horrid stink then.

B. conj As if.

c888 ALFRED Boeth. xxxv. 7 Wildu dior Sser woldon to
irnan & stondan swilce hi tamu wxren. a. 1175 Cott. Horn,
227 Swice hi godes were, c 117^ Lamb. Horn. 91 pa iweorden
alle bos ilefede men swulche hi alle hefden ane heorte. 1205
LAY. 3070 pe king Leir iwerd'e swa blac swlch hit a blac
cloS weoren. Ibid. 28009 He aras up and adun sat, swulc
he weore swi5e seoc. a. 1250 Owl <$ Night. (Jesus MS,) 1533
He chid & gred such he beo wod.

Suohe, obs. form of SEEK v.

t Suchkin, a. Obs. In 3 swulches cunnes,
4 suchekin, 5 sichekyns. [f, SOCH a. + KlN j.l
6 b. Survives in dial, (chiefly n.midl.) suchen a

t

sicken a. Parallel forms are SWILKIN, SICCAN.] Of
such a kind, this kind of.

c 1205 LAY. 20337 Mid swulches cunnes ginnes Baldulfcom
wid innen. 1375 Cursor M. 15253 (Fairf.) I salle nojt of
na suchekin [Cott. suilkin] drink na mare drink wi}> 500.
1425 St. Elisabeth ofSfialbeck in Anglia VIII. in After

sichekyns merueilous. . disciplyne.

Su'ch-like, su'clilike, a. and/nw. [f. SUCH
a, + LTKE a. Cf. SIC-LIKE, SWILK-LIKE.]
A. adj. Of such a kind

;
of the like or a similar

kind
;
of the before-mentioned sort or character.

1422 YONGE tr. Seer. Seer. 239 Suche-like dyuersite may
a man fynde in dyuerses stomakis. 15*6 TINDALE Mark
vii. 8 Many other suche lyke thinges ye do. a 1557 MRS. M.
BASSET tr. Mart's Treat. Pass, Wks. 1357/1 Hunger,
thyrste, slepe, werines, & such like disposicions. ci6io
Women Saints 160 As for paynted face, or colouring of

eyes, and such like brickie brauerie. 1660 FULLER Mixt
Contemp. (1841) 177 An old ship, some few rotten nets, and
such-like inconsiderable accommodations. 1732 BERKELEY
Alciphr. vL 19 Glaucus, or sucb-like great men in the
minute philosophy, a 1774 GOLDSM. Surv. Exp. Pkilos.

(1776) I.
1

314 A piece of butter, or some such like substance.
1822 LAMB Elia \. Dream Childr.^ Peaches, nectarines,
oranges, and such-like common baits of children. 1844
KINGLAKE Eothen viii, She said, .that the practice of such-
like arts was unholy as well as vulgar. 1910 Encycl. Brit.
(ed. n) XIV. 167/2 When a dog, then, is observed to gnaw
and eat suchlike matters, . .it should be suspected,

t b. With quantitative adjs. and ellipt. Obs.

1489 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 434/2 Shetis, Dyapers, Pottes,
. .and other siche like. 1535 JOYE APol. Tindale (Arb. 38)
Hecalleth the same thelyfe of condempnacion ordampnable
lyfe..withmanysichelyke. x6i4SiaDEN Titles Hon. 6 Such
like more occurre in ancient. .Storie very frequent.

C. predicatively. (rare.}
*S35 COVERDALE Ecclus. xlv. 6 He chose Aaron his brother

.., exalted him, & made him soch like. 1767 MICKLE Concnb.
n. Ux, Such was his Life ;.. And suchlich [sic] was bis Cave.
1874 StctCKCompar. Pkilot. ii.6g Suchlike were the answers
readily given to the inquirer.

d. Having forward reference, usually with corre-

lative as. (rare.}

him call. And with such-like flattering, Pitty but hee were
a King. 1623 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I- 288 Such-like
course shall be taken as was in a like occasion at his Majes-
ties coming into England. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III.
iv. 276 Suchlike hearts As ye have.

B. pron. Usually pi. Such-like persons or

things; also sing., something of that kind; the

like. Chiefly in and such- like
,
or such-like*
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a 1415 Ir. Ardcrnc's Treat. Fistula, etc. 74 Ilark-duste,
psidie, balaustie, mumme and sich like. 1535 COVEBDALK
Pi. xv. 3 All my delyte is vpon the sanctes that are in the
earth, and vpon soch like. 1535 Ezek. xviii. 14 A sonne
..that seith all this fathers synnes, ..fearelh, nether doth
soch like. 1533 Gal. V. 21 The dcdes of y flesh are

manifest, which are these :..dronkennts, glotony, and soch
like. 1571 DlGGES Pantont. I. xxviii. Ij, Marked uppon a
slate or .such like. 1379 Mem. St. Giles's, Durham (Surtees)
I Payde to Richard Gylson..for layinge up earthe to y>
whicke ij.s. vj.d. Item payde to Rycharde Robinson for

suche lyke ii.s. iij.d. 1592 in J. Morris Troubles Cntk.

1'orefatkers (1877) 32 Those letters are carried to Topclifie
or such like. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 214
These Hushes, Brakes, and suchlike, a 1774 GOLDSM. Surv.
Kxp. Philos. (1776) I. 191 A smooth marble hearth-stone,
or such like. 1865 KINGSLKV Herew. xl, He has a ring or
two left, or an owch, or such like. 1860 Routlcdge's v.

Boy's Ann. 6 There's thorns and such-like as high as my
head. 1878 BROWNING Poets Croisic, etc. 193 A bard, sir,
famed of yore, Went where suchlike used to go.

f* b. as in A. d. 06s. rare.

1676 HALE Contempt. \. 7 These, and such like as these.

Suchuess (so-tjnes). [f. SUCH a. + -NESS.]
The condition or quality of being such

; quality.
In occasional use on!yf exc. in the language of modern

philosophy.
960 /ETHELWOI.D Rule St. Benet (Schriier 1885) 89 Sy

gebroSrum reaf xeseald be swilcnesse and stabele bxre stowe
jje hy on wuniao. ciooo Sax. Leechd. I. 260 Mid sumum
oSrum mete gemencgedne be J>aere swylcnysse be seo un-
trumnys bonne by5. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Sflv. To Rdr.,
Either as

they
have Beings from God, or a Suchness of being

from our handy-work. 7^/^.94,182. i84aSiRW. HAMILTON
Disi. in Reid's Wks. (1846) 856/2 The Primary [Qualities
of Body] are less properly denominated Qualities (Such-
nesses). 1878 W. BARNES Engl. Speech-craft 12 Mark-words
. . of suchness, as good, bad. 1899 DZIEWICKI Wyclifs De
Loffica III. Introd. p. xxvii, Becoming is a change, not of
the subject, but of its

' suchness '.

Suchon : see SUCH a. 28.

Suchwise (so-tjwaiz), adv. rare. [Short for in
suck wise: see SUCH a. 37. Cf. G. sohherweise.]
In such a manner.
c 1375 Cursor M. 11971 (Fairf.) Wirk no}t suche wise [C0r7.
is wise]. !.*,* Aurelio <$ Isab. A vij, Suche wise that the great.

loue that the father bore her, greued her meruelouslie sore.

1875 MORRIS JEn, v. 303 And now amidmost of all these
suchwise ^Eneas spake. 1890 Earthly Par. 293/2 Such.
wise [ed. 1870 so far] things went With Ingibiorg, that [etc.].

Suck (sk), sb. 1 Also 4-5 souke, 6 Se, sowk,
sulk, 6-7 sueke, 8-9 dial, souk, sook. [f. SUCK v.

Cf. SOCK rf.3]
1. a. The action or an act of sucking milk from

the breast ; the milk or other fluid sucked at one
time. At suck, engaged in sucking.
13.. S. Gregory (Vernon MS.) igr Whon heo hedde i^iue

be child a souke. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxv. 24 My new
spanit howffing fra the sowk. 1535 COVERDALE Isa. xxviii.

9 The children, which are weened from suck or taken from
the brestes. a. 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 412 O mother of

mine, what a deathfull sucke haue you giuen me? 1851
MRS. BROWNING Casa Gitidi Wind. I. irQ3 Who loved
Rome's wolf, with demi-gods at suck, Or ere we loved
truth's own divinity. 1919 D. CRAWFORD Thinking Black i.

vii. 117 He wantseverytning,evenaliteralsuck ofyour blood.

b. The application of suction by the mouth
either to an external object (e.g. a wound, a pipe)
or internally.
1760 STERNE in Traill Sterne v. (r882) 53, I saw the cut,

gave it [sc. my finger] a suck, wrapt it up, and thought no
more about it. 1849 CUPPLES Green Hand iii, A rough
voice . . was chanting the sea-song . . in a curious sleepy kind
of drone, interrupted every now and then by the suck of his

pipe. 1864 LATTO Taut. Bodkin ii. 12 Toastin' his taes at

a roarin' peat-fire, an' takin' a quiet sook o' his^rusty cutty.

1896 HARDY Jitdel. vi. She gave.. an adroit little suck to

the interior of each of her cheeks.

2. A small draught of liquid ;
a drink, a sup.

1625 MASSINGER New Way i. i, Wellborn. No bouse, nor
no tobacco ? Tapwell. Not a suck, sir, Nor the remainder
of a single can. 1793 BURNS Weary Pund o* Tow, There
sat a bottle in a bole. ..And ay she took the tither souk,
To drouk the stourie tow. 1861 READE Cloister $ H. I. 27
'Tis a soupe-au-vin, . . Have a suck.

f3. Milk sucked (or to be sucked) from the

breast ;
mother's milk. Obs.

1584 COGAN Haven Health ccxvii. (1636) 244 To old men,
wine is as sucke to young children. 1591 Child-Marriages
144 If the said John Richardson . . doe cause the said Bastard
Childe to be sufficiently nursed..and kept, with apparell,

Suck, attendinge, and all other necessaries nedfull or be-

longing to such a childe. 1596 SPENSER Slate Irel. Wks.
(Globe) 638/2 Yong children, .drawe unto themselves, to-

gither with theyr sucke, even the nature and disposition of

theyr nurses. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts in Their dam
hath no suck for them, til she hath bene six or seauen

houres with the male. 1655 CULPEPPER, etc. Riverius vi. v.

136 Therefore when Children have it from their Suck, let

the Nurse be changed.

t b. fig. Sustenance. Obs.

1384 COGAN Haven Health (1636) 214, I had rather be

without sucke, than that any man, through his intemperate

feeding, should have cause to fee mee or feed me.

1 4. Strong drink
; tipple, slang. Obs.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Suck, Wine or strong Drink.

This is rum Suck, it is excellent Tipple.

5. The drawing of air by suction ; occas. a draught
or current of air ; spec, in Coal-mining, the back-

ward suction of air following an explosion of fire-

damp.
1667 BOYLE in Phil. Trans. II. 582 About the seventh

suck, it Isc. phosphorescent rotten wood] seemed to grow

SUCK.
a little more dim. 1848 KINGSLEY Yeuit i, A cold suck of
wind just proved its existence by tooth-aches on the north
side of all faces. 1880 Leeds Mercury ji Sept. 8 The pittook a suck again and the air current, such as it waj,came right.

6. The sucking action of eddying or swirling
water ; the sound caused by this; locally, the place
at which a body of water moves in such a way as
to suck objects into its vortex.
Suck o/ the ground', see quot. 1893.
c IMO Bestiary 578 De sipes sinken mitte suk, ne cumen

he nummor up.
1778 T. HUTCHINS Dtscr. Virginia 32 About 200 miles

above these shoals, is, what is called, the Whirl, or Suck
occasioned, I imagine, by the high mountain, which there
confines the River. 1849 CUPPLKS Green Hand xviii, Hy
this time we were already in the suck of the channel.
1863 Wi LANCASTER Praeterita. 41 Its hissing suck of
waves. 1878 CUYLEH PointedPapers 112 When the pilot,
finds that she will not obey the helm, he knows thu he is
within the suck of the whirlpool of Charybdis. 1891 C
ROBERTS Adrift Amer. 227 The suck of the water was very
strong, and I could feel it pull me back like a strong cur-
rent. 1893 Leisure Hour 679 A ship is always faster in
deep water than in shallow, owing to what seamen call the
suck of the ground, which is only a way of saying that the
bulk a ship displaces must be in small proportion to the
depth beneath her keel if it is to spread itself readily around
her. 1904 W. CHURCHILL Crossing n. x. 364 The mighty
current . . lashed itself into a hundred sucks and whirls.

7. slang. A deception ; a disappointing event or
result. Also suck-in.

1856 Dow Serm. II. 316 (Bartlett) A monstrous humbug
a grand suck in. 187* S. DE VEE Americanisms 639 Suck
in, as a noun and as a verb, is a graphic Western phrase to

express deception. 1877 JV, W. Line. Gloss., Suck, Suck-in,
an imposition, a disappointment.
8. pi. Sweetmeats. Also collect, sing, colloq.
1858 HUGHES Scour. White Horse v\. no Nuts and apples,

and ginger-bread, and all sorts of sucks and food. 1865
Good Words 125 They sometimes get a 'knob o' suck

'

(a

piece of sweetstuff) on Saturday.

U To give suck : see SUCK v. 16.

Suck (sk), sb? Chiefly n.w. and w.niidl.

Also 6 sucke. [app. var. of SOCK sb2 Cf. SOUGH

st.S] A ploughshare.
M99 [see SUCKING si'.}. 1570 LEVINS Manip, 185/1 Ye

Sucke of a plow. 1588 Lane. If Cheshire Wills (Chetham
Soc.) II. 149 One sucke and one cultur. 1688 HOLME
Armoury in. viii. 333/2 The Sough, or Suck, is that as
Plows into the ground. 17*5 Fam. Diet. s.v. Earth Bbb/i
The Plowman, .will not. .be able to

point
the Suck where

he would. 1798 Trans. Soc. Arts XVI. 166 For hoeing, 1

have shares or sucks, in the shape of a trowel, which 1 can
fix on the points of the drills. 1800 Rob. Nixon's Chesh.

Prophecies Verse (1873) 41 Between the sickle and the suck,
All England shall have a pluck. 1879 Miss JACKSON
Shropsh. Word-bk. 1886 Cheshire Gloss.

t Suck, si>.3 Obs. Also sucke. Variant spell-

ing of Sue, prob. influenced by SUCK v.

1560 WARDE tr. Alexis' Seer. n. 14 b, The suck or iuice of
a radish roote. 1567 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. II. 146 The sucke
& marrow of his bones. 1621 LODGE Summary of Du
Bartas i. 270 A liquid and fluent matter, composed of that

sucke which furnisheth theStpmacke. 1631 A.B. Ir.Lessius'

De Prov. Num. iro The fruit serues for the continuance of
the seed,,. and therefore they are more full of suck. 1635
SWAN Spec. Mundi vi. (1643) 297 Succinum is a Bituminous
suck or juice of the earth.

Suck (sk), v. Forms : Pres. stem. I sucan,
3-3 suke(n, 3-4 souken, 4-6 souke, sowke, 4-7
soke, 5-7 sucke, (4 sooke, soukke, socon, augke,
suk, Sc. swk, Kent, zouke, 4, 9 Sc. sook, 6

soucke, sowk, suke, soulk, Sc. soik, sulk, 6, 9

souk, 6-7 souek, 7 Anglo-Irish shoke, 8 dial.

seawke), 6- suck. Pa. t. a. strong. I *seac,

(//. sucon, -un), 2-3 suke, 3 SSBC, soe, 3-4 seo,

sok, sek(e, 3-5 soke, 4-5 secke, sak, souk(e,

sowk(e, swoke, 5 sook ; &. weak. 4 soukid,

sowkid, Sc. swkyt, 4-5 souked, 5-6 sowked, 6

sokid, 6-8 suck'd, suckt, 6- sucked. Pa. pple.
a. strong. I -sooen, 4sokun,suken, soke, i-soke,

5 soken, -yn, 7 suckeu ; /3. weak. 4 soukid, Sc.

sukit, 5-6 sowked, 6 souked, -it, sowkit, 6-8

suck'd, suokt, 7 suokd, 6- sucked. [OE. sucan,

corresp. to L. suglre, Olr. silgim, f. root sug-. A
parallel root suk- (cf. L. siicus juice) is represented

by OE. sttgan, MLG., MDu. sugen (Du. suigtn),

OHG. sugan (MHG. s&gen, G. saugen), ON. saga.
This verb is related by ablaut to soak, with which there is

some contact of meaning, see sense 21 below, SUCKING///.
a. s, and SOAK v. 8 b, c, 10.]

I. 1. irons. To draw (liquid, esp. milk from the

breast) into the mouth by contracting the muscles

of the lips, cheeks, and tongue so as to produce a

partial vacuum.
ctos Vcsp. Hymns vii, Sucun hunis of stane & ele of

trumum stane. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Thorpe) viii. 2 Of czra

cild muSe, be meolc sucaB, bu byst hered. c icoo VtLFRlc

Horn. II. 488 Da ongunnon ealle ca nseddran to ceowenne

heora flaesc and heora blod sucan. am$Ancr.R. 330 He
sec he mile bet hine uedde. a 1300 X Commandm. 39 in

E E. P. (1862) 16 Besech we him. . |>at sok be milk of maid-is

brest. 13.. K. Alls. 6119 They. .Soken heore blod, heore

flesch to-gnowe. c 1440 Gesta Rom. B.((Bui MS.) So sat

be toode alle hat 5ere, and secke his blod. im FnzHEM.
Huso f 60 The calfe wyll soucke as moche mylke, er it be

able to kyll, as it is worthe. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. n. 111. 144

The milke thou suck'st from her did turne to Marble. 1710

W. KING Heathen Gads t, Htrots xi. (1722) 45 He is said to



SUCK.

have gain'd his Iramortality by the Mitt he sockt bam her.

1774 COLDS*. -V*. #/. (177.IV- 7 Tbe
rS"

<!&SSel
f

onS Jeos, holds, and eontionuig also to mdt the Mood a

the same time, weakens its antagonist. 8o. in Lhcfcsoo

Prut. Agric. (1805) II. 1058 If an ewe gives more mlk
than its lamb will sock. ifcS Scon Talism. XD, Sock the

poison from his wound, one of you. 1848 SrErxittTz Hat.

Jesuits 1 212 Ignatius.. eren applied his mouth to their

ulcers, and sacked the purulent discharge. i8S TRACKHAT
yon. Fair Ixii. The knowing way in which he sipped, or

lather sucked, the Johannisberger.

b. Of flies, etc, drawing blood, bees extracting

honey from flowers ; also of flowers
'

drinking
'

the

dew, etc.

1340 Ayent. 136 pe smale oleae bet..of be floures roucb

banTdeauhnerofhimakebMnony. y^ """- Sf-
Sar.rSoThenyesthykelayoo hym that

Jus
blode soke.

1474 CAJCTOX Chesse u. T. (1883) 66 Many flyes satte vpon
2e scores and soaked his blood. ,593 SHAKS. 2

J..V/,
ir. i. 100 Drones sacke not Earfes blood, hot rob Bee-hmes.

1637 MU.TOK Lycidas 140 throw hither all your quaint

enameld eyes. That on the green terf sock the homed
sbowres. ci64SHoWEU.J^/.ULiv. (1892) siTTbe Bee and

the Spider sock hooeyand poison out ofone Fkrwer i8ao

Smttux Prometh. Unt. m. Hi. 102 Night-folded flowers

Shall sock nnwitberinghnes in their repose, 1833 Woaosw.

Warning 33 like the bee That socks from mountain-heath

her hooey fee.

c. To suck the Hood of (fig.) : to exhaust the

resources of, drain the life out of. (Cf. BLOOD-

8CCK V.)

1*3 STCBBES Anai. Atus.n.(i&i> i He mBSBmktpmvte
thy Qoud. 15(4 GIEEXE Mirr. Modestie Wks. (Grosart)

IIL 17 These two cursed caitifes..cooch>ded when they

might finde hir alone, to sucke the blonde of this

larobe. 1610 HOLLAXD Camden's Brit. (1637) 49 Tb*

Lieutenant, cruelly to sock their blood, and the Prccuratour

as greedy to preie upon that substance. 1819SCOTT hanhot

vii, The wealth he had acquired by socking the blood of his

miserable victims, had but swelled him hkea bloated spider.

d. To suck ant's fill: see FILL sb> I.

c 1475 Songs $ Caroli xlvi. (Percy Soc.) 50 He toke hyr

lovely by the pane,..And sokhysfyll of the lycowr. 179*

WO.DSW. ' Her Eyes an Wild' 84 ily little babe ! thy dps
are still. And thou hast almost sucked thy filL 1805 Drat-

SON Pract. Agric. IL o3i Young calves when permitted to

suck their fill are often seized with a looseness. z8x8 SCOTT

Hrt. Midi, xxxix, I wad wuss ye, if Cowans, the brockit

cow, has a quey, that she sold suck her fill of milk.

e. transf. and/ff. or in fig. context

13. . Bonaventura's Medit. 277 pys sermoan at crystvs
brest slepyng he soke. 1393 LAXGL. P. PI. C. XIIL 55 Cnst
..bad hem sooken of has brest sauete for synne. 1580 J.

STEWAMT Poems (S. T. SJ II. 103/5 Tbocht source I souck
not on the sacred hill, a 1586 SIDNEY Astr. 4- Stella Sonn.

Ixxiii, Because a sugared kiss In sport I suclct. 1591 SHAKS.

Rom. 4 Jul. v. iii. 02 Death that hath snckt the honey of thy
breath. 150* Yen. $ Ad. 572 Had she then gaue oner,
Such nectar from his lips she had not suclct. 1600 Caih.
Tract. 245 Ye may sic what venemoos poyson thay souk out

of the Ministers breists. sobz SHAKS. Jul. C. n. ii. 87 From
you great Rome shall sncke Reuiuing blood. 1602 MAESTOX
Antonio's Rev. rv. i, Studious contemplation sucks thejuyce
From wisards cheekes. 1604 EAKL STIRLING Crctsus i. i,

Faire Citie, where mine eyes first suck't the light. 1843
TEXXYSOX Will Waterproof'213 Thou shall from all things
suck Marrow of mirth and laughter.

2. To imbibe (qualities, etc.) with the mother's

milk. (Cf. 5.)

IJ86 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. I. 166 As if we had
sucked iniquitie togither with our nurses milke. 1588 Kvo
Househ. Pkilot. Wks. (1901) 259 That first and tender age
of infancie. .oftentimes with the milke sncketh the conditions
oftheNursse. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. III. ii. 129 Thy Valiantnesse
was mine, thou suck'st it from me. 1630 MASSINGEB Unnat.
Comb. i. i, I think they suck this knowledge in their milk.

3. To extract or draw (moisture, goodness, etc.)

from or out of a thing ; to absorb into itself.

1308 TSEVISA Barth. De P. R. XVIL cxxvi. (1495) 686 The
pyth of the russhe is good to drawe water out of the erthe for
it soukyth it kyndiy. 1585 IAS. I En. Pocsie (Arb.) 14 Fra
tyme that onis thy sell [Phcebus] The vapouris softlie sowkis
with smyling cheare. 1593 SHAKS. RicJi. //, nL iv. 38 The
noysome Weedes, that . . sucke The Soyles fertilitie from
wholesome flowers. 1657 AUSTEN Fruit Trees 71 Great and '

large Trees do suck and draw the fertility of the ground ex.

je<k\ v
- Theal'ma', s

./Egypt Schools . . From whence he suckt this knowledg. 16051st ft. Jcrommon.^
8 Hast thou wome gownes in th?

r^S'AyhT J^T
' S
"^'

IT"losoP1'y ' '5 BACOX ,J r<ro(/(Arb.) 523 In Trauaihng in one Country he shall sucke
the Experience of many. 1715 HEAIHK Cetltct. (O.H^.) V.

Seed with greedy Force ; And close involve the Vigour of the
Horse. 1847 TENNYSOK Princ. vn. 24 She.. sees a great
black cloud.. suck the blinding splendour from the sand.
88o Scribner't Mag. Mar. 756 Treat all suckers as weeds,

cutting them down . . before they have sucked half the life
out ofthe bearing hill.

1 4- To draw or extract (money, wealth) from a
source. Also in early use intr. with partitive of. Obs.

1380 WYCI.IF Serm. ScL Wks. 1 1. 187 fes prelatis . .cunnen
sumtnone be Chirche. .from oo place to ano^er, to sooke of
her moneye. c 1386 CHAUCEI Cook's T. 52 To sowke Of
that he brybe kan or borwe may. 1309 LAXGL. Rich. Redeks
rv. 9 Sellynge, bat sowkid siluer nth Saste. 1610 HOLLAND
Camdeni Brit. (1637) 756 Having first cunningly suckt a
great masse of money from the credulous king.
5. To derive or extract (information, comfort,

profit, etc.) from,\of, or out of. (Cf. 2.)

90

sSobThe"might have sacked a.sort of
dejkatdly

xxnfbrt from an epigram ofTacitns. 1914 MASKTTm /Wi-

S^X^olnelctrve condWons that enable os to sack

strength and increase out ofthe passive conditinmmmymul--'. --'

f6. To draw (air, breath) into the month ; to

inhale (air, smoke, etc.). Obs.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. IL ii. 194 TheVU aicke our

breath, or pinch vsbJacke and blew. ? ,614 D. MommAT m
Drumm.oTHa.th. Poem. <%. T S.) L 95 Jo

them who on

their Hills suck'd sacred Breath. 1634 St. T. HzUEn
.Tobacco sockt throng* water by loo;

-

SUCK.

STmists in grosser air below. 1717
- Elou*& See ry

lips tremble,Imdmy eye-balls rou, Sock my last breath, and

catch my flying soul !

7. To draw (water, air, etc.) in some direction,

esp. by producing a vacuum. Also inlr. lot past.

ofthe wind.
1661 Bonx Ctrtauf Pkftifi Ess. (1669! 216 Having by

a certain Artifice out of a large glass, .cans d a certain

quantity of air to be snck'd, we [etc.J. 73-4 T" ?^"
A utmmn 768 Old Ocean too, sock'd thro

1

the fwroos globe,

Had long ere now forsook his horrid bed. 1147 Trarsox
Princ. v. 3W R'ght and left Sock'd from the dark heart of

the long hiifi roll The torrents. 1849 Cvrnxs Great Hand
ii, The [gulf] stream sucks the wind with beat. Ibid, xm,
The air alatt appeared in the mean time to be steadying

and tucking, itn MILLZX Eltm. Ckem., Org. L 17 Instead

of sucking air through the apparatus, heat is to be very

.cautiously applied to the chlorate.

8. To draw in so as to swallow up or engnlf.

103 FrrzBEmB. Huso. 2 The lande u verve tooghe, and

wolde soke the plooghe into the erthe. ct&BSirT.ifere
{M.L . Sot) iyi6>iwhcwirln foolr inrlri the drckled

waters, r&w DrrDex jEneid IIL 538 Charibdis . . in her

greedy WnB-poot socks the Tides. 1817 SHZLUT Ren.

lilam IIL ix, lake the refluence of a mighty ave Sacked
into the loud sea.

b. fig. To draw into a coarse of action, etc.

1771 SXOUXTT Humfkrj CL (1815) 266, I am iniMaH/
tm5~f into the channel of their manners and customs.

1779 J. Moon View Soc. Fr. (1789) I. i. 9 Small chance will

remain of his being sucked into toe old system. 1840 LIE

QUIXCEY Ettenes Wlo. 1862 IX. 287 He is now rapidly
f|i~< I""E toa torrent that will sock him into a new faith.

1899 LD. ROSEBEIT in Daily Hem 6 May 4/1 We were
sucked into a boose dinner.

U. 9. To apply the lips to (a teat, breast, the

mother, nurse, or dam) for the purpose of extracting
milk ; to draw milk from with the mouth.
c xooo /ELFRIC Saints' Lives viii. 125 Ne sceamode be to

ceorfanne bzt baet 3u sylf suce ? c sooo Ags. Gosf. Lake xi.

27 Eadi; is se innod be be bzr & ba breost pe 80 soce.

c 1*05 LAY. 5026 Pa tittes bet bu suke [c irfc soke] mid
bine lippes. Ibid. 12981, & Vther his brooer ba aaet saec

{c i7S &oc] his moder c 1*75 XI Paint of Hell 135 in

barnes looe bat hire brestes souked. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) III. 267 Hir moder. .schewed hir brestes bat riber of
hem hadde i-soke. a 1400 Octouian c6 We segh . .m wuBdai
happe ; A manchyld swoke a lyooes pappe. c 1450 Merlin
88 To put youre owne childe to sowken a-nother woman.
1538 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 8; The fall that sookes olde
maire. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. rv. ii. 178 He make you. .feed
on curds and whay, and sucke the Goate. 1697 J. LEWIS
Mem. Dk. Gloucester (1789) 6 He ordered her to go to bed
to the young prince, who soon sucked her. 1761 Cowra
Expost. 473 Ihou wast bom amid the din of arms, And
suck'd a breast that panted with alarms. 1805 Dicicsox
Pract. Agric. II. 586 When the calf is suffered to sock the
mother, it should have the first of the milk.

b. of bees, etc., as in I b.

1426 LYDG. De Guii Pilgr. 17560 As an yreyne sowketh
the flye, And hyr entroylles draweth oute. 1665 BOYLE Occas,
Reft. 67 HowDUG the Bees are in sucking these [blossoms].
i8ia KIIBY in K. & Spence Introd. Entom. (1816) I. 164
note, A small Melitta, upon which some of these creatures
were busy socking the poor animal. 1889 ScienceJGoaifXXV. 270 '2 Union of many Sowers on one inflorescence,
which is therefore more conspicuous, and more easily sucked
by insects, than single flowers.

1O. To apply the lips and tongne (or analogous
organs) to (an object) for the purpose of obtaining
nourishment ; to extract the fluid contents of by
such action of the mouth

; to absorb (a sweetmeat)
in the mouth by the action of the tongue and the
muscles of the cheeks.
To suet a person's trains : see BRAIN si. 4 b. To teach

one'sgrandmother ta suck eggs : seeEGG **. 4 b. t To suck
the eggs of: to extract the '

goodness
'

of, cause to be unpro-
ductive. To suck the monkey : see MONKEY **. ii.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 6764 fai sal for threst be hevedes
souke Of be nedders bat on bam sal rouke. 1450 Cou.
i!jrst. (Shaks. Soc.) 28 That sory appyl that we han sokynTo dethe hathe Drouth my spouse and me. 1576 GASCOIGXE
Philomene Wks. 1910 II. 179 Such unkinde, as let the
cukowe flye. To sncke mine eggs. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, t
ii. 171 The Weazell (Scot) Comes sneaking, and so sucks her
Princely Egges. i6oa 2nd Pi. Return Jr. Parmass. rv. ii,
This sucks the eggs of my inuentioo. 165* ROWLAND tr.

Moufefs Theat. ins. 1067 When he hath his belly foil, he
laws up the rest of his provant, and hangs them up by a
thred to suck them another time. 1706 E. WAIO Wooden
World Diss. (1708) 81 They may suck their Paws at Home in
a whole Skin. 1750 GIAY Long Story 48 A wicked Imp. .

Who prowl'd the country far and near, . .And sock'd the eggs,
and kill'd the pheasants. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776)
IV. 322 It is a common report, that daring this rimr, they

Isc. bears] live by sacking their paws. ITO CtnmPrter.
Err. 530 If some mere drrvTer sack the sugar'd fib, One that

Latour L 204/2 The old ones wants tnmftbinc to sock,
and not to chew, sfja TBACKOAV Esmond L iii, A grand,

languid inililimin in a great cap and flowered muiiiag-
eown, sacking oranges. sjoSM-S. VitmM Easygo Luckits
ivfii, The ponceman's five children (all socking sweeu).

b. To apply the tongne and inner sides of the

lips to (one's teeth) so as to extract particles of

food.

ing SHAKS. John f, L 192 When my knightly stomacke is

suffisVi Why then I socke my teeth. BJMWffc. H.Im*
ZIDGK Lett, her Mother to Eiix. zxn. 106 The people at

be sacked his teeth when be bad nmsbed.
11- transf. a. To draw the moisture, goodness,

etc. from.

1693 Evn.iv De U Quint. Comfi. Card. L 51 Without
doubt the Earth would not crow Lank, Meagre, and
Hungry, as k does, if the Plants did not Sock it just as
Animab do their Dams, ira TOLL Horst-hfeing Must.
xvi. 246 TH certain that Turneps, when they stand lor

Seed, sack and impoverish the Ground exceedingly. 187*
E. AKXOLD Lt. Asia \. 134 In forest glades A fierce son
sacked the pools.

b. To work (a pomp) dry. (Cl 19.)
vrs^Scftstfaf. Mar. i;6/> About fan in the afternoon

thepo-p was sacked, swjj m Merc. Marine Mmf. (1858)
V. : After sucking the pumps, I bad to keep one pump, .at

work.

c. To cling closely to.

1859 TEXVTSOX Marr. Geraint 324 Monmroos ivy-stems. .

socked the joining of the stones.

12. To draw money, information, or the like from

(a person) ; to rob (a person or thing) of its resources

or support ; to drain,
' bleed '.

1558 in FeuDJerat Revils Q. Eli*. (1908) 17 He will, .make
waute, sncke the Queue, or pyncbe the poore or all thre.

1617 Six T. ROB in Embassy (1899) 419 In hope to gett, no
man can escape him [the King] ; when bee hath sackd them,
bee win not knowe them. 1751 Cnsnar. Lett, cdxzji.
When yon are with des gens de ni>e, sock them with regard

Plainstanes 4 Carney Poems (1845) 48 And o' three shillin's

Scottish suck him. 1847 Exnso* Repr. Men, ffafoleon1847
EM

Wks. (Boon) I. 374 The land sucked of its i

a small class oflegitimates. 1856 KncsLET in N. Brit. J

XXV. Fathers became gradually personages who are to
be disobeyed, sacked of their money, [etc.). 1874 GEO.
ELIOT Coll. Break/.-P. 617 Who.. suck the commonwealth
to feed their ease.

13. With predicative adj. : To render so-and-so by
sucking.
1530 PALSCE. 742/1 You shall sehym socke him selfc asleepe.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. 4 Cl. v. ii. 313 Dost thou not see my
Baby at my breast. That snckes toe No

mornine let the

F.
TOKELL Four-/. Beasts 302 In the next morning let them
(sc. foals] be admitted to sncke their belly fall.

SLAVE yindie. Sugars 54 This Liquor invited all Sorts of
Flies to it,..many of them did suck themselves drunk- 180.
in Dickson Prmct. Agric. (i 805) 1 1 . 1058 (The ewes] are . . held

by *i* head till the TamK* by *" nrtr them clean. 1879
BUIEOCCBS Locusts f Wild Honey 1 1 Bees will sock them-
selves tipsy upon varieties like the sops-of-wine.

b. To suck dry, to extract all the moisture or

liquid out of by suction ; fig. to exhaust.

159* Arden o/feversham IL ii- 119 When she is dry sockt
of her eager young. 1593 SHAKS. ^Hen. VI, iv. viii. 55 My
Sea shall suck them dry. 1598 STOW Sura. 470 :

felt it most tragical! ; for then be both seysed their liberties,

and sacked themseloes dry. 1647 H. Mcur Poems 266
Abhorred dugs by devils sucken dry. a 1719 ADDISOX tr.

Virg. Fourth Georg. 193 Wks. 1721 L 24 Some (bees]..
Taste ev'ry bod, and sock each blossom dry. 1771 Ann.
Reg. 207/1 After one had sacked the bones quite dry,..
I have seen another take them up, . .and do the ^?*"^ 1865
DICKENS ifut. Fr. in. v, A crew of plonderers, who would
sock me dry by driblets.

14. To produce as by suction, rare.

1849 T. WOOLXEI Iff Blautiful Lady, tfy Lady in

Death xvi, The heavy sinking at her bean Sucked hoUowl
in her cheek.

i' i 16. intr. Of the young ofa mammal: Toper-
form the action described in sense I ; to draw milk
from the teat ; to feed from the breast or adder.
ciooo [see SUCKING///, a. ij. (1175 Lamb. Horn. 5 He

mihte ridao . . uppon pa lutthle fole bat jet hit wes ^iVirnly.

c laos LAY. 13194 Vther wes to lotel ba let be moste suken.
c 1*90 Bfket 1460 in S. Eng. Leg. 148 Ne womman bat was
with childe, Ne be children bat sonkinde weren. 1303 R.
BICXXE Handl. Synne 6022 Com a porewomman . .And Dare
a divide . . pe pappe yn be moube as hyt bad soke. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xvi. (Magdalena) 679 {Si..fand be chikfat
be pape, lyand rycht as he sukit had. c 1440 Sir Gowther
113 He sak so sore tbei [sc. the nurses] here lyfes.

1513 DOUGLAS jfcneis IIL vi. 74 A grete sow fereit of grysis

threttyheid, Liggin on the ground ..About hir pappis sowkin.

1523 FITZHERB. Huso, i 39 Let them socke as looge as the

ly Ewes graze, & my Lambes
socke. 1606 Tr. $ Cr. L iii. 292 Tell him of Nestor, one
that was a man When Hectors Grandsire sockt. 1687
A. Lovxu.tr. Thnenofs Trm. L 167 There we saw a great
many Women, and little Children, most of them Socking.
1799 Med. Jrnl. II. 44 The wet-nurse having presented it

the breast, it took it with avidity, but it could sock but

little, in consequence of its weak state. i8ao SHELLEY CE<

Tyr. i. 51, I sock, hot no milk win come from the dog.
1858 CHUKCHILL Dis. Childr. 30 It is desirable that a child
should not be weaned before nine months, nor suck after

twelve.

b. at, ^of, T<" the breast or the mother.
c \j3pArtk. l, Merl. 8466 poo souke of hir tat. 1377 LAMB.



STJCK.

P. PL B. a. 116 He..hadde heal socke lor svnne **
t his breste frjoj C xin. 55 Sooka of bos brest]. craVS

XX Pr-iresS Pr*L 6 Cfaiidreo..on the brest soak-
1400 OOfmifn 555 A man chykJ..Sok of her as

Oman That wher bvs dame. cs'
r Of ay came sen 1 sowied hii I

"atfav e iv, A fawae so. !

.':.:. ----- : : . :

opoo therm. 1578
LT-S.) IL 53 The oo_

1390 Simla >". (?. L L 15 A _.

^^KViS^l-etiftrc.^^^___ , ^.-J^-.,,,., fcth. ikenesof..ray

91 SUCK-.

.

her
Kite, to^>ck the said

(iCox) 117 Such as are imonlhirl withMitk,
theft-way to the Paps, and sack at them.

e. of flies drawing blood, eta, as in I b.

swto S8AE5. Temf. v. L 88 Where the Bee soda, there

sack L rraS Pore Dun:. L 130 How there he pbmder'd
soog, And sock'd aD o'er, Uke aa doaiinoi Bag. iyo
Cowm fi-. .Err. 326 Then orth tifi of the had; Who
fasten without mercy on the fair. And sack, and leave a
cravmc maggot there, sfho Wuost AustrmL Songs 99
Honey-bh-dsloiteied to sock at the wattle,

td- transf. and ;t>. Ots.
oh, Sacbe other as daily

_-_:-.-- .

: : mmi
TTodes whom-.

e~hath ufday'aed to craole within the earth, and so

opoo the mack. <t*a BACOK Hen. ytff'm Mite. H'ts.

(1630) 165 The Crowne, which had socked too bard, and

nowbeinenjlL..wasntatoDrawkaae.
16. To give suck occas. t/0 give to tuff)

Mstere to coc

tnatsf. andjCf.
HAU. C*~., &ra*.. .,

ed byMfortbeir
deede that daily sacked at his

*-. Air, Sod two footed laornks

to. .

givemilkfromthebreastorooxter.tosuckle. Const.

simple dat. or /. Now mrdk.

1 133.Arth. + MerL 2694 Late .. bi wiif it lake Of hir mOk
ft Me k souke. 1340 Ayeni. 60 pe blanderes byeb be

lljtoiri noricbes bet his children yeneb roake. CI3*6
C-.r>. Reeve't T. 137 To rakken and to vene the child

tosowke. c 1400 Filer. Stn*e(Cauaao 1483) iv. xx. 65 Eke
thetosowkenofmybrestesyafeL 1471 CAXTOX ReatyeU
rSoaueer) 12 Am y not be that ye bare and gaf me souke of

your brestest IS** Kvo Hiuseh. PUL Wks. (190.) 237
Mothers oojfat to gine their owne Children socke. 1653
H COGAX tr. Pintas Trmf. LoV. 257 If a mother hath a
child which she cannot give sack onto far some valuable

consideration, not J. HCXTEE Treat, yen. Dis. vn. i. 388
She gave sock to^is second child, rfci Men. JmL V. 504
A poor woman, who gave sock ID a child about a year old.

BMOrcaCHiu. Dis. CUidr. 30 The mother may give the

chud sack during the night or day only.

b. without personal obj. Now arcA.

rjaiWTCUF Lute xxiH. 29 Wombis that ban not eendrid,
and the teetis whiche ban not aooon sooke. teaS TDCOAL*
Mast. zxiv. 19 To them that are with cfayide, and to them
that geve sucke rWvcui noryschinge). stog SUES. Matt.
L Tii. 54, 1 bane gioen Socke, and know How tender 'tis to

loaetnTBabethatmilkesme. 1674 tr. SfJuffer's Lmfland
131 Those [does] that have young ones never are boosed,
but give sack without. 1691 RAT Creation \. (1092) 107

to give Sock.

17. To suet at: (a) to take a draught of; to in-

hale ; (4) to take a pull at (a pipe, drinking vessel'.

1584 COGAX Ham Health ccxxi. (1636) 256 Mervaile it

is to see bow the Welchmen will lye socking at this drinke

(jr. MetheglinJ. 1607 DEKKEE Knt.'s Canjur. (1842) 49
laohaii

: tohk stodies.. He..Socked at the flagon.
fe. YATES Cast***]/ i. iz, He cat quietly sucking away at

Iris hrfrg pipe.

18. Of inanimate objects
: To draw by suction.

c taao Batiary 568 Der 9e water snkeS [.VS. sinkeo], sipes

ge sinkeS. ICf. sok i 578.] 1573 Tqssn //jo*. (1878)

47 Weede and the water so soketh and socks, that goodnes
rrom either it Ttterly plucks. 1871 Trmnt. Amtr. Init.

lfi*aifE*e. I. 53 If the stamps are left.. standing in the

pulp, between blows, the material settles around them and
theV'snck

1 when the lift commences.

19. Of a pump : To draw air instead of water,

as a result of the exhaustion of the water or a

defective Talve.

ro7 CATT. J. Surra Sat. Gram. ii. 9 The Pumpe socks,

is when the water being out, it drawes vp nothing bat froth

and winde. 1769 FALCOHHI Diet. Marine (1780) S.T. Pomfe,
The pomp socks, or is dry. 1831 JANE PORTER Sir E. Sea.

Karfi Jfmrr. I. 61 It [jr. the pump] sucked, that U no
more water "~"i"~< within reach. 1899 F. T. BCLLEM

Lag Sca.-xxa/ 170 Of course she leaked, .but still in fine

weather the pomps would 'sock' in ten minutes at four,

hour interrals.

Jig. i8s4LowEU. JmLixltaljm. Prose Wks. 1890 I. 119
Kren Byron's pomp mckt sometimes, and gives an un-

'

wheeze. 1854 EKEBSOX Lett. I, Sx. Ainu,
(Bonn; lit 197 This pump \K. our globe]

never sucks; these screws are

trans/. 1710 C SHADWBJ. Fair Qnater Deal n. 17 The
Bowl sucks; Empty b the Word.

flV. 2O. trans. To give suck to, suckle. 06s.

tiaj TOPSEU. Faur-f. Bouts 671 So is this beast enabled

by nature to beare twice in the yeare, and yet to sucke her
ones two montbes together. tAta [see OPOSSUM ^\
L'ESTIAIKE Eratm. Cttttq. U. 29 He had the

to taste the Milk of the same Breast that snck'd
1080

f V. 21. In trans, senses of SOAK p. : a. To
cause to sink in, instil, b. To suck onJsfacc, to

drink. 06s.
a. 1549 CovEiDAiE, etc Ertum. Par. i Tim. 16 Not

bryogynge the sentence with the, that fauoure or maryce

into thee. bat ofthe thing sefe
b. < 1700R E. ZMUCW.OMva.il, WfUt*,

OTT Facts,, -let's go to DrJcfc...Ut ** t* Sm* tit Fmt,
hedetajfacmDrmkiac.
VI. Specialued uses with dvv
22. trau. With ranoos advs. : To draw by

S^S.rrV./'.r-.^Arw.xiiT.SoThatblndyBonchoor
everdeitofthrict, Soukaad the sonles rorth of the Sanctis
of God. IJB> SAO. Hen. y, nr. ii. 17 Your fain shew

of men. (My -V Lorau. tr. Tnatntf* Trm*.

17(4 Cowm Task IL 103 The Czt and rooted

Miseries H,
:ed off by the boggy

ml Mere iL 7 Ahead woold
sock OoTatc tTfT* down. XV79 BwnwvDoC /W*OTJI

*fi TKt ^Mxtort^oG vnkl foJtn&afTS^ii to i~^3~m~iiBe

Its ancient sway, sock bock the world into^B womb.
23. Buck in.

a. /raw. To draw into the month by suction; to

inhale (air, etc.); orcoi. todraw in (one's breath), etc.

c laao Bestiary 514 Ob cete oanne bae --~~l- lukeS,
Siie fisses aDe in sokeo. e 140* hUDsmcv. (1839) 205 Whan
theischoleleten or drvoken.thei taken thorgbe a Pipe . .and
sowken it in. c XABO Prfmf. Part1. (WinchJ 461 Sokyn in

dmers byngis, or orynkyn yn, imtHa. s6wS tr. Cnarmin's~
<. Peraa 341 There tlthey sack in the fresh Air. no6

Dia.l$ He socks in Smoak Eke
.

E. WAED
a Virginia-Planter. Btts DisaAEU SjtU (1863) ," I have
breaxhed this air for a milln of half a century. I sacked
tt when it tasted of primroses. 1885 E. GIEET Satins
Caftnt tfLtnt IT. (1904) z> Socking in his breath as be
bowed respectfully.

b. To imbibe (qualities, etc.) vritk one's mother's

milk, ariih a draught.
r&aa FLETCMEX Serrnr's Bxsx n. Hi, I snck'd not in this

patience with cry oDc. 1738 BEMELEY Alcifkr. i. T, The
notions yon first socked in with your milk. 1781 COWPER
Hffe 518 The wretch, who once.. suck 'd in dizry madness
with his draught. 1848 W. K. KEU.T tr. L. Blanc's Hilt.
Ten Y. II. 201 That fatal diversity which these different

c. gen. To draw or take in (Jit. and Jig.') ; to

absorb.

1597 Domot Lett. Ser. Pen., Sterna (a Pumping hath
tir d our men, and what's the gaine T Seas into seas throwne,
we sack in againe. 1603 B. Joxsps Srfanxs L U, Those
deeds breath booor. that do suck in gaine. >6o6 SHAES.
Tr. 4- Cr. IL ii. 12 There is no Lady..More spmgia, to
sucke in the sense of Feare. 1678 BI-XYAX Filgr. L (1900)
56 These infirmities possessed me in thy Country, for there

I suckt them in. syaS POPE Dttnc. in. 58 As .. whirligigs
twni'd round by skilful swain. Suck the thread in, then

yield it out again, a 1774 GOLDS*. S*rr. Eif. Pkiifs.

(1776) I. 64 Sometimes electric bodies sack in the electric

fire, and sometimes they throw it out.

d. To take in by means of the perceptive facul-

ties.

crfioo CHALEKILL Tkealma 4- C/. (1683) 10 With desire

Her ears snck'd in her speech. 1607 Pen's Diary 17 Aug.,
I have sucked in so much of the sad story of Queen Eliza-

beth, ..that I was ready to weep for her. 1669 GALE Crt.
Gentiles L n. viii. 116 This Persian Idolatrie, which the
Israelites had suckt in. 1745 P. THOMAS JmL Anscn't

y<y. 240 They could not shake off the Prejudices they had
socked in. 1780 MUE. D'AEBLAY Lett. 27 April, The por-
tion you allowed me of your. .Journal, I socked in with
much pleasure and avidity. 1793 D'lSRAEU Cnr. Lit. II.

112 He {sc. Jonsoo) would sit silent in learned company,
and sock in (besides wine) their several humours into his

e. To draw in, as into a whirlpool or vortex.

rorf J. LANE Cmtn. Sar.'s T. ct. 273 Which. .botbe
sokes and bringes men in, Wbeare none, at last, shall either

save or winn. 1663 S. PATRICK Parat. Pilgr. xxxvii. (1687)

486 The waters began to suck him in. 1726 Pors Dune. a.

332 Sinking to the chin, Smit with his mien the Mod-nymphs
snck'd him in. 1807 WORDS-*. Blind Hirkland Bay 155
The tide retreated from the shore. And socked, and sucked
him in. 1849 LTELL 2nd Visit U3. (1850) II. i6S He had
seen the water rush through the opening at the rate of ten

miles an hour, sucking in several Bat boats. 1856 EXERSOX
Ene. Traits, Wealth Wks. (Boon) II. 75 The poor-rate was

socking in the solvent classes.

dial, and slang. To take in, cheat, deceive.

1842
' MRS. CLAVERS Forest Life \. xiii 135, I a'n't bound

to drive nobody in the middle of the night, ..so don't yon
try to suck me in there, c 1850

' Dow jr.' in Jerdan Yankee
Hum. (1853) 113 The British got pretty nicely sucked in,

when our Dutch grandaddies went to smoking on the Bat-

tery, and concealed it beneath a cloud of tobacco fume.

1909 Westm. Gax. 15 May 2/3 You've tried to run a ship
on the cheap and been sucked in.

g. intr. To curry favour with. Sc.

1899 CROCKETT A7/ Kennedy 230 He tells tales on the

rest of the scholars, to sook-in wi* the maister.

24. Suck out.

a. trans. To draw out or extract by or as by
suction. Also in fig. context.

ciJTS Sc. Leg. Saints xi. (Symtn 4 Judas) 321 pa..bad
be edns suk owt faste al pe venyme. 1398 TREVISA Bartk.

De P. R. re. Tii. (1495) 90 Flyes and wormes that sytt on

flesshe and sucke oot the Mode, c 1440 PaUad. an Huso.

. 16 Sowe bit not, hit sowkith out the swete Of enery lond.

'535 COVEMJALE Pi. Ixxiv. 8 As for the dregges tberof, all v

vngodly of the earth shal drynke them, & sucke them out.

1563 T. GALE Antidct. L ii 2 It [a medicine] sucketh onte

superfluous moysture in droosyes. 1611 Bible Erek. xxiii.

34 Thou shall euen drinke it and sucke it out. 1618-19

FLETCHER, etc. Q. Corinth IL iv, They look like potch'd

tKomtroadroBofwiad. *IT....
3Cix-fcr.'Cjct SoppL .^s3inf. The
'

i CAU.VLE Paxtj STn. iv. 78 Every fresh
him alMafieahhonele^oKaatjhh)

f Hist. Man.,

t b. To extract (trnrwrn.rion or

D'A.'fsta; Hist, i

socke out some profit for

to. To drain. Ots.

%1btmia.At.JMA n. s-v. He sockt oat (or ackt
op) the Bottle.

25. Sock np.
V />mu. To draw np into the month by saction.

Also, +to drain the contents of.

1450 Vine (tool) 1811 ^fa drope of blod.. FaDe vp h>
VUB ijuvas, oowkc. hyt vpa
xxxix. 33 His 3

Htrettata'sh
arx! socketh them [jc. bees] vp at their owoe doores.
SAXS. Tni. C. a. i. a&> Is k PhysicaU To wake vnbn
and tocke vp the frnT^r'T Of the dank* Morning?
WmcBB Real Ckar. a. ix. I r. 136 Sodonc P the breath.

l7 [see 24C]. 1774 GOLDS*. .Vt /rut (1776) IV. 64The
*'^'*'-' dtps the end of its frank into the water, and socks

up just as mnchasfills that great fleshy tube. 1*40 CnWr'i
Anim. Kinfd. 207 The Sca-bircs .. subsist on the nectar of

flowers, which they suck up.
b. To draw up as by suction or the creation of

a vacuum ; to absorb (liquid) ; to draw up (mois-

ture) by heat ; also, to draw np moisture from.

1530 PALSGR. 742/2 As the yerthe, or a sponge sucketh np
water. EM Sou*. JritV. it B-La. Tofcdes..bane
sock'd vp from the sea Contagious fogges. t6at JAS. L
Cftrnttrff. if XVIonot (Arb.) 104 The smoakie vapours
sacked vp by the Sunne. 1630 DaATTOii Mutts Eiu^JwoKt

By this the Sunne had snckt TP the vaste deepe.

. . .

tion of a vacuum in the rising backet, or what is called

by the miller 'sacking np the tail-water'. 1863 KIMCSLET
Waier.Bao. (1874) 55 The burning sun on the fells had
sacked him up ; bat the damp beat of the woody crag
sucked him up still more. 1877 Hl'XLET Pkjtiefr. 71 The
thread constantly sucks up the liquid,

t o. To absorb by a mental process ; to drink in.

i6oa MAESTOX Antanas Re*, v. vi, May his stile, .have

gentle presence, and the sceans suckt np By calme attention

of choyce audience, cifiio H'cmen Saints 89 The kola
virgin, .sucked vp and exhaled her maisters .. praises of her

cellsdall Looes e^cellencie.

d. To swallow up.
rtii SBAES. Cyme-, in. i. 22 Roaring Waters, With Sands

that will not beare your Enemies Boates, But sucke them

vp to' th' Top-mast, rasa Contemf. Hist. IreL (Ir. ArchzoL
Soc.) IL 101 This good service theyhanedon to his Majestie
after tuukiuga np the sweete mil anlotm I of his CatboUcke

subjects of Monster. 1795 GOUT. MORRIS in Sparks Life t
Writ. (1832) III. 52 Britain will suck up that commerce
which formerly flowed to Amsterdam. 1809 LOWEU.Dan
T, Wise Dara's province, year by year, Like a great sponge,
sucked wealth and plenty up.

e. intr. To suck up to, to curry favour with ; to

toady to. (Also without to.) Stkoolboy slang.
i860 {fattens Slang Diet. (ed. 2) 231 Sxtt uf,

' to suck np
to a person ', to insinuate oneself into his good graces. 1876
ANNIE THOHAS Blotted nt xvi, I can i. suck up to snobs

because they happen to be in power and to have patronage.

1899 E. PHILLIOTTS Human Bty 203 Fowle sucked up to

him..and buttered him at afl times. 1005 H. A. VACHEU.
Hill vi,

' Afterwards ', John continued,
'
I tried to -op

1 asked you to come and have some food.'

Suck-, the verb-stem used in combination :

sack-fish, = SCCKBB si. ii; t suck-fist [Fisr

j*.2], a toady; track-giver [f. par. five suck:

see SCCK p. 1 6], a wet-nurse; f suck-hole?;

rack-jack [partial transL of Pg. papa-Jaca, f.papar
to swallow +jaca ^locally) little crab], a fish (see

quot) ; suck-lamb [tr. G. sauglamm ; cf. SOCK-

LAMB], a sucking lamb ; t suck-nurse, a wet-

nurse ; t suck-pint = SCCK-BOTTLE i
; t suck-

purse, an extortioner ; f suck-spigot = SOCK-

BOTTLE t ; also attrib. ; t suck-stone, a remora

or sucking-fish; suek-(a)-thumb, a child that

sucks its thumb ;
also atlrib.

i7s3Caerj^.upp.,e-7,..ann s

for the rtmora, or echentis of Artedi. 1758 W. BORLASE Hat.

Hist. Canm. 269, I found on Careg.lullas, in Mount's Bay,
a particular kind of suck.nsh {Lefadafaster cor*uHensis\.

1876 GOOOE Fidut ,fBermudas 6t Lefleckeneis naucrates

..and FOuiriMkrs Sneatus..xn probably the most com.

mon species of 'Suck-fish 'found here, roil COTCE., Hxmt-
*fce.fist. ISS" T.WtLSo^)f-(i58o)

.
knowe (not onery by bearesaie. bot

also by good experince) that custome is the mother, and the
-

80 b. Wee En
also by good expernce tat cust

'sucke giuer rato all erroure. i6a MIDDLETO-I Mayor t/
Ouetnb. m. iii, I will learn the villany of all trades;. .if in

le brewer, I will taste him throughly, and piss out his

iniquity at his own suckhole. 1843 LOWE Fitkes Madeira

\rfSelastes Madere*sis..\*a.\K Rock-fish, or Snck-jack.

Ibid. 178 Its second Portuguese name of 'Papa-laca , or

Suck-jack, it has earned by its troublesome addiction to

hooks baited with the little crab' Jaca '. st> Daily Nemt
20 June 2/6 German 'suck lamb, 4d. c 1640 H. BEU.

Luther's Callaj. Mem. (1652) 315 They compelled women

ith childe and 'sock-nurses to fast. 1611 COTGR^ Humeni,
12-2
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a sucke-pinte, or swill-pot; a notable drunkard. is

SIR E. HOBY tr. Cognet's 1'alit. Disc. Truth 41 [They] wind'

Lang. Unl. Ixxxiv. 823 A common drunkard (a suck-spig-

cot, swill-bowl) that is alwaies bibbing. 1661 K. W. Ci'nf.

Charac., Cambr. Minion (1860) 82 She's a fine finacle

Cambridge production, got by and aiming no higher then

some suckspicket sophister. i6o W'Mais' Diet. 37 A little

Fishe called a 'Suckstone, y1 staieth a ship vnder salle.

1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. S, Min. 235 Suckstone. Itemora.

They are said by their magnetick vertue to stop ships.
18 . .

Shock-headed Peter, I said the Scissors Man would come,

To disobedient Suck-a-Thumb. 1890 E. WARREN Laugh-

ing Eyes 50 A helpless suck-thumb infant.

Snckable (so kab'l), a. and si, rare. [f. SUCK

v. + -ABLE.] A. adj. That can be sucked. B. sb.

A suckable kind of food.

Sept/25 They sucked the sweets of all that was suckable.

Suckabob (so-kSbjib). rare. [f. SUCK v.\ A
sweetmeat that is sucked in the mouth.
1888 J. PAYN Myst. Mirbridge v, The British lollipop or

suckabob.

Sn-ck-bo :ttle. [f. SUCK- + BOTTLE $.]

1. An infant's feeding-bottle. (Cf. SUCKING-BOTTLE.)

1641 BROKE Joviall Crew v. Wks. 1873 450 Nephew Mar-

tin, still the Childe with a Suck-bottlc of Sack. 1674 tr.

Scheffer's Lapland xxvi. 123 Rain-deers milk.. is grosser

and thicker then they can well. draw out of a suck-bottle.

1709 [W. KING] Usef. Trans. Philos. Mar. & Apr. 56 The
Chfld must have Presents of Silver Caudle-Cups, Porringers,

Spoons, and Suck- Bottles. 1853 Househ. Words VII 1. 146/1

They will furnish you with every assistance you can want ;

a valet-de-chambre,. .a nurse-maid, and, thanks to the suck-

bottle, even a nurse.

2. A tippler. Also as a quasi-proper name.
a 1652 BROME Love-sick Crt. v. ii, What saves old Suck-

bottle? 1707 WARD Terrx-filiiis No. 2. 9 Such a Swill-

Belly'd Suck-Bottle.

Sucked (skt), ///. a. [f. SUCK v. + -ED 1.] In

various senses of the verb ; extracted, absorbed, or

depleted by suction.

Sucked orange: see ORANGE sb. 1 I b.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y.L. iv. iii. 127 Did he leaue him there

Food to the suck'd and hungry Lyonnesse? 1667 MILTON
P. L. x. 633 Nigh burst With suckt and glutted offal. 1824
Miss FERRIER Inker. Ixxii, Pretty ! what makes her pretty?

wi' a face like a socket carvy! 1857 W. E. GLADSTONE
in Morley Life (1903) I. iv. viii. 561 But for Disraeli, who
could not be thrown away like a sucked orange. 1881 ENSOR

Journ. Nubia viii. 73 The sucked and marrowless bones.

1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 17 Sept. 665 Some half dozen [mag-
gots] which were filled with recently sucked blood. 1906
C. MANSFIELD Girl $ Gods xxiii, The streets seemed filled

with drunkards, sucked oranges, hot chest nuts, sore noses and
chilblains. igo9OxENHAML?rf<i*'.//('a?^C7*y//<zxlm.3ioBaby
Gillian, .waved a sucked pink thumb at him and his men.

b. Sucked stone, a honeycombed stone occurring
in the tin lodes of Cornwall.

1778 PRYCE Min. Cornub. 90 The Lode itself, .is cavern-

ous, and full of holes, thence called a Sucked Stone by the
Tinners. 1814 W. PHILLIPS in Trans. Geol. Sac. II. 118.

Su'ck-egg. [f.
SOCK- + EGG rf. 1

] a. An
animal that is reputed to suck eggs, e.g. a weasel,
cuckoo ; fig. an avaricious person, b. A young
fellow; slang,

' a silly person
'

(Barrere&Leland).
1609 ARMIN Maids of More-Cl. Ciijb, Where's this suck-

egge, wheres Jack a boy? 16.. MIDDLETON, etc. OldLawui.
ii,'l his beard cannot get children, you lank suck-eggs, Unless
such weasels come from court to help us. 1640 [SHIRLEY]
Capt. UnderwitV.I in Bullen OldPl. (1883) II. 395 Con. Is
there not a weesill crept into your Chamber, lady?. .A
Mounsier sucklegge [sic]. Sis. Do you take my Chamber for
a henns neast? 1685 CROWNE Sir C. Nice n, A Scholler
Madam? a Schollers Egg emptyed by old suck-Eggs, of
all that Nature gave me. 1836 HALIBURTON Clockm. Ser. I.

.(1839)12, I guess, said he, if General Campbell knew what
sort of a man that are magistrate was, he'd disband him
pretty quick, he's a regular suck-egg. 1851 STF.RNBERG
Dial. Nortlianls. 109 Suck, Suck-egg, the cuckoo; also

applied to a stupid fellow.

C. attrib. That sucks eggs.
1631 QUARLES Hist. Samson Wks. (Grosart) II. 141 The

suck-egge Weasel]. 1658 ROWLAND tr. Moufet's Theat. Ins.

934 Of the first kinde is the Flesh-fly, Horse-fly, Oxe-fly,
the Suck-egge-fly.

Sucken (sc'ksn), sbl Sc. Forms : 5 sukkin,
swken, 5-7 suckin, 6 su(o)kyu, 9 shucken, 7-
sucken. [Variant of SOKEN. The orig. meaning
is 'resort' (sc. to a particular mill).]
1. The duty and liability of tenants within a

district astricted to a mill. (See THIKLAGE 2 and
cf. SOKEN 2 b.) f Also occas. the meal ground at
such a mill.

1423 Charters, etc. af Edinb. (1871) 55 With the suckins,
thryl multris, and al freedomes langand thairto. 1488 A eta
Dam. Audit. (1839) 124/2 pe wrangwis withhalding of be
J>rell multui-e and sukkin awing to be said alexandris mylne.
15.- Aberd. Reg. V. 16 (Jam.), He com nocht to grynd his

c Jil
burc

!"' I711
'm lfairne Peerage Evidence (ifyfi

138 All and haill the lands of Hardhaugh and Chimieshill

"US J" ,
multures sickens sequells and knaveship therof.

*!r i

J*M
",

ES N Pop- Ballads I. 294 Her daddie, a cannie
aid carl, Had shucken and mouter a fouth.
2. The lands astricted to a mill

;
= THIBL sb.a

I c
; also, the population of such lands.

leviatmg rom tins tnmage,. .iney uun " ;" S "

mother mill. 1872 INNES Lect. Scot. Legal Antig.u. 47

The sucken, as we call ihe population thirled to a mill.

b. transf. Tlie area of a bailiff s jurisdiction ;

the district within which one practises
or carries

on business.

On. 1871 W. ALEXANDER T. mini ....-..

od p ix, He afterwards commenced business as a shoe-

maker.. in the parish of Durris, where he 'had a sufficient

' sucken
'

to employ two men besides himself. 1871 Johnny

CM (1873) 117 The younger Dr. Drogemweal, who had

settled 'doon throu' ',
so as to be beyond the limits of his

father's
' sucken '.

Hence Sn-okener, a tenant of a sucken
;
Su'cken-

ing, the astriction of tenants to a mill.

1636 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 215/2 In lie suckning, thirling,

et astringendo burgenses. 1754 ERSKINE Princ. Law Scot.

n. ix. (1757) 214 Where there is neither an exphcite consti-

tution of thirlage, nor proof ofservices ofany sort, performed

by the suckeners, the dominant tenement can claim none.

1707 Statist. Ace. Scot. XIX. 67 The millers, .oppress
the

suckeners. l8ao SCOTT Monast. xiii. note, Perquisites de-

manded by the miller, and submitted to or resisted by the

Suckener as circumstances permitted.

Sn'cken, ^. a dial. Also -an. [Obscure forma-

tion on the root of SUCK z>.] Wet, moisture ; liquid

manure ;
= SOCK st.3 i, i b. Hence Su-okeny a.

1615 W. LAWSON Country ffovsrw. Garden (1626) 7 The
sucken of your Dwelling-house, descending into your
Orchard (if it be cleanly conueighed) is good. Ibid. 41 The
earth that feeds them decaying . . must either haue supply of

sucken, or else leaue thriuing and growing. 1878 Cutnotrld.

Gloss., Suckan [mispr. Suckam] ..Suckeny land, moist land

of good quality.

Su'cken, a. rare. [Short for bond-sucken (cf.

love-soken s.v. LOVE sb. 16), properly a sb. = com-

pulsory resort of a tenant to a mill for the grinding
of his com.] Astricted to a mill

;
= THIBI/ a.

[1523 FITZHERB. Sum. 9b, The lordes tenauntes be called

bonde socon. 1859 DICKINSON Gloss. Words r Phr. Cum.
berld. u Some farms are bound by tenure to carry their

corn to the manorial mill to be multured and ground, and
are ' bond-sucken

'

to that mill.]

1878 J. DAVIDSON Inrerurie Introd. 7 The corns sucken to

the mill. Ibid. v. 178 Conglass and Drimmies were sucken
to the very ancient Mill of Inveramsay. z88a in Jamieson's
Sc. Diet.

t Sucken, obs. Sc. pa. pple. of SINK v. (Cf.

drucken?)
1535 STEWART Cron.Scot. (Rolls) 1. 20 His cristelleyne wes

suckin in his heid.

Su'ckeny. Hist. Also 4 sukkenye, 7 surk-

ney, 9 suckeney. [a. OF. soucanie, also sor-,

surquanie (earlier sosc/ianie, sousquenie, cf. med.L.

soscania) of Slavonic origin (cf. Polish suknia

coat), whence also MHG. sukkente.~\ A smock.
? a 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1232 She hadde on a sukkenye

[ibth c. edd. suckeny; orig. F. sorauanie] That not of

hempe ne heerdis was. 1658 PHILLIPS, Surkney, a kind of
white garment like a rotchet. [1834 PLASCH& Brit. Costume
113 The sosquenie, surquayne, or suckeney was an exterior

garment at this period [viz. temp. Edw. \\ 1885 DILLON
Fairholl's Costume Eng, II. 387 Sukkenye, a loose frock.)

Sucker (s'ksj), sb. Forms : 4 souker(e, 5
sokare, -ere, sowker, sucour, 6 socar, Sc. sou-

kar, 6-7 succor, suckar, 7 soker, suoour,
shuofcer, 9 (in sense 4) succour, dial, sooker, 6-
sucker. [f. SUCK v. + -EB !.]

I. 1. A young mammal before it is weaned ;

t a child at the breast (even-sucker, see EVEN- 2) ;

now spec, a sucking-pig ; a young whale-calf.
See also RABBIT-SUCKER (f rabbit's sucker].

1382 WYCLIF 2 Mace. ix. 29 Philip, his euen souker [Vulg.
collectaneus ejus\. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 463/1 Sokere, or
he bat sokythe, sugens. c 1460 [see RABBIT-SUCKER i].
a 1549 in Gentl. Mag. (1813) May 427 Rabetts socars the

dozen, xviij d. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Mamanton a

tttamon, a sucker. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 673 Al-

though the fcecundity of Swine bee great, yet it is better to
kiloff two or three,, .for this multitude of suckers do quickly
draw away all nourishment from the dam. c 1614 FLETCHER
Wit at Sev. Weapons in. i, Sir Gr. I promise you, not a
house-Rabbit, Sir. Old K. No sucker on 'em all. 1701
C. WOOLEY Jrnl. New York (1860) 38 Their [sc. whales']
young Suckers come along with them their several courses.

1836 Uncle Philip's Corners. Whale Fishery 253, I saw the
whale with its sucker. 1878 I/re's Diet. Arts IV. Suppl.
380 Racks, or young rabbits about two months old.. and
suckers, or very young rabbits. 1883 Standard 1 1 June 6/3
The inquiry [for pigs] was restricted, at less money for
suckers. 1901 T. F. DALE Riding tf Polo Ponies iii. 45
Fillies should be taken off the moors as suckers,

b. jig. A greenhorn, simpleton. U.S.
1857 San Francisco Call 5 Dec. (Thornton Amer. Gloss.),

You may think I'm a sucker. 1904 E. ROBINS Magnetic
North viii. 153 Goin* out to stir up a boom, and sell his
claim to some sucker.
2. One who or that which sucks with the mouth.
Cf. the animal-names BLOOD-SUCKER, GOATSUCKER, HONEY-

SUCKER.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 463/1 Sokare of mylke, or sokerel that

longe sokythe, mammotreptis. 1598 Extr. Aberd. Rer.
(1848) II, 168 Devoraris and suckeris of the blude and sub.

SUCKER.

stance of the pure. 1611 COICR. s.v. Tetard, A great sucker,
a child that sucketh much. 1861 Jrnl. R.Afric.Soc. XXII.
i. 147 The fastest sucker will have an undue share of the

milk.

3. One who lives at the expense of another; one

who draws profit or extorts subsistence from some
source ;

U.S. slang, a sponger, parasite.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixiii. 41 Soukaris [pr. sonkaris],

groukaris, gledaris, gunnaris. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen, VI,

159 Flatterers to the kyng . . , suckers of his puise and robbers

of his subiectes. 1589 [2 I.VLY) I'apfc 111. Hatchet To Rdr.,
I knowe there is none of honour so carelesse . . that wil

succor those that be suckers of the Church. 1728 RAMSAY
Gen. Mistake 140 This sucker thinks nanewise, But him that

can to immense riches rise. 1856 Dow Serm. III. ( bartiett)

Those suckers belonging to the body loaferish, whose sole

study appears to be to see how much they can get without
the least physical exertion.

4. A shoot thrown out from the base of a tree or

plant, which in most cases may serve for propaga-
tion ;

now esp. such a shoot rising from the root

under ground, near to, or at some distance from,
the trunk ;

also (now rare), a runner (as of the

strawberry) ; also, a lateral shoot ; in the tobacco

plant, an axillary shoot (cf. SUCKER v. 2).

1577-81 BRETON Tofts ofIdle Head Wks. (Grosart) I. 54/1
If suckers draw the sappe from bowes on hie, Perhaps in

tyme the top of tree may die. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet.,

Pirnfolio, a succor that grpwelh out of the bodies of trees,

Stolo. 1615 W. LAWSON Country Housew. Garden (1626) 4
The roots of Apples and Peares..will put foorth suckers,
which are a great hinderance. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric.
(1681) 129 Filberds are generally drawn as Suckers from the

old Trees. 1683 G. ROSE Sch. Instruct. Officers Month 154
Take the Succors or Stalks of these Roman Lettice, and peel
of the leaves and skins. 1688 Phil. Trans. XVI I. 982 When
the top-bud [of the tobacco plant] is gone, it puts forth no
more Leaves, but Side-branches, which they call Suckers.
a 1700 EVELYN Diarjr 12 Sept. 1641, Out ofwhose stem, neere

the roote, issue 5 upright and exceeding tall suckers or boles.

1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) 11. 188 Spanish Broom is not

much unlike the yellow Jessamine. . . It . . is increased by Seeds
or Suckers. 1766 Complete Farmer s.\.Qwnce-tree, Suckers

are the worst to raise them from; and cuttings are generally

preferred to layers. 1771-84 Cook's Voy. (1700) I. 279 Pine-

apples . .grow so luxuriantly that seven or eight suckers have
been seen adhering to one stem. 1807 Med. Jrnl. XV 1 1 . 374
Stem upright, . .bare at base, at top leafy, branched, never

throwing out succours. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. 4-

Art II. 688 Clear the strawberries from suckers. 1841
LOUDON Suburban Hort. 239 Plants are propagated either

by seed, or by division : the latter mode including cuttings,

joints, leaves, layers, suckers, slips, budding, grafting, and

marching. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 107 The Dwarf

Cherry forms a bush with copious suckers, 1877 AUG.
MORRIS Tobacco 45 The tobacco plant shoots up its stalk at

top, sending out some four or five main suckers branchwise.

b. fig. (freq. with reference to the withdrawal of

nourishment from the parent stem).
1591 GREENE ind Ft. Conny Catch. Ep. Ded., Wks.

(Grosart) X. 73 If the honorable and worshipful! of this land

looke into their Hues, and cut off such vpstarting suckars

that consume the sap from the roote of the Tree. 164*
FULLER Holy ff Prcf.St. in. v. 163 If thou payest nothing,

they will count thee a sucker, no branch. 1688 NORRIS

Theory ft Regul. Love n. iii. 1 1 3 This [sc. self-love]is the great
Sucker of Society, and that which robbs the Body Politick

of its due nourishment. 1777 SHERIDAN Sch. Scandal n. iii.

For my part I hate to see prudence clinging to the green
suckers of youth. 1791 in Ld. Auckland's Corr. (i860 II.

428, I have no olive-branches round my table, and 1 stand

like a blasted pollard without a sucker to survive me. 1818

HALI.AM Mid. Ages vin. ii. (1819) III. 382 A manufacturing
district.. sends out, as it were, suckers into all its neighbour,
hood. 1827 J. F. COOPER Prairie III. v, 160, I am a

sycamore, that once covered many with my shadow... But

a single succour is springing from my roots. 1858 STANLEY

Life ofArnold 1. v. 215 A living sucker from the mother

country. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xxx, This woman
whose life he had allowed to send such deep suckers into his

had a terrible power of annoyance in her.

5. An organ adapted for sucking or absorbing
nourishment by suction, e.g. the proboscis qf an

insect, the mouth ofa cyclostomous fish, a siphono-
stomous crustacean, etc.

1685 Phil. Trans. XV. 1158 The Sucker or Proboscis.,

wherewith the Bee sucks the Honey from the flowers.

1771 Ann, Reg. n. 169/1 Corals and sea-pens protrude or

draw back their suckers. 1817 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xvii.

II. 88 Their sucker being inserted in the tender bark, is

without intermission employed in absorbing the sap.
18*8

STARK Elent. Nat. Hist. 11. 247 The mouth consisting of a

rostrum, from which a syphon or sucker is protruded at will.

Ibid , Pediculus . . ; mouth consisting of a rostrum, inclosing

an exsertile sucker. 1809 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 866

When the sucker [of the louse] is taken out a tiny blood

mark appears on the surface (of the human skin].

6. Any fish having a conformation of the lips

which suggests that it feeds by suction ; tsp. North

American cyprinoid fishesof the family Catostomidx.

I77 Phil. Traits. LXIII. 155 The fourth and last fish

brought from Hudson's Bay is there called a Sucker, because

it lives by suction. 1806 PIKE Sources Mississ. (1810) 60

They.. raise plenty of Irish potatoes, catch pike, suckers,

pickerel, and white fish in abundance. 1848 BARTLETT Diet.

Amer., Sucker, a very common fish of the genus labeo, and

of which there are many varieties, including the Chub,

Mullet, Barbel, Horned Dace, etc. 1888 GOODE Amer.
Fishes 16 The destructive inroads of sturgeon, cat-fish and

suckers upon the spawning beds in Lake Pepin.

b. U.S. An inhabitant of the state of Illinois.

For the alleged origin of the term see quot. 1833.
181
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SUCKER.
a keen-eyed leather-belted 'badger' from the mines of
OtUlCOnun. [n-'te, So called after the fish of that name,
from his going up the river to the

njines, and returning at
the season when the sucker makes its migrations]. 1838
HAUBURTON Clockm. Ser. n. xix. (1839) 258 There's the

hopsiers of Indiana, the suckers of Ilhnoy, the pukes of
Missuri [etc.]. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Race, I found
abundant points of resemblance between the Germans of the

Hercynian Forest and our *
Hoosiers

*,

' Suckers ', and
'

Badgers ', of the American woods.
7. Used as a book-rendering of Suctoria^ the

name of various groups of animals having a sucking
apparatus.
1835-6 Toad's Cycl. Anat. \. 771/1 The suckers, .live

almost invariably attached to their prey, a 1843 SOUTH
Zool. in Encycl. Metrof. (1845) VII. 275/1 Edwards.,
arranges the Crustaceans in the three sub-classes : i. Suckers
. . ; 2. Xyphosures.. ; 3. Masticators.

8. The embolus, piston, or rising-valve of a pump;
the piston of a syringe or an air-pump.
1611 COTGR., Soupape,. . the Supper;

or Sucker ofa Pumpe.
1634 J. B[ATE] Myst. Nat. 7 No engine for water workes..
can be made without the help of Succurs, Forcers, or
Clackes. 1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. u. ii. 9 The Sucker
of the Air-pump, the Cylinder being well emptied of the Air,
should draw up above an hundred pound weight. 1711
I. JAMBS tr. Le Blonefs Gardening 192 Almost all Water-
Engines are reducible to the Bucket and Sucker. 1837
W. B, ADAMS Carriages 113 If the sucker of a pump Be
allowed to get dry it fails to draw up the water. 1862 SMILES
Engineers III. 10 When the pump descends, there is heard
a plunge. .: then, as it rises, and the sucker begins to act [etc.].

9. f a. Anat. = EMULGENT sb. Obs.

1615 CROOKK Body of Man 145 The other veine, of his
office is called the emulgent or sucker.

fb. An absorbent substance, ^fig. context.

i6<is BACON Adv. Learn, n. 34 The entrie of doubts are as
so many suckers or sponges, to drawe vse of knowledge.
to. One of a number of ( buckets

'

attached to
a moving chain. Obs.
1686 PLOT StawardsA. 'i48 The chain is made with leather

suckers upon it at little distances, which bring up water, and
discharge themselves into a trough.

d. A pipe or tube through which anything is

drawn by suction ; locally, a hood over a fire-place.
*755 Churchw. Ace. Wolsingham (MS.) Sucker in y

Vestery Chimnay, 35. od. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Off.
Bodies 602 All the oil passed over with the water... It was
separated from the water by means of a sucker. 1848 BART-
LKTT Diet. Atner., Sucker, a tube used for sucking sherry-
cobblers. They are made of silver, glass, straw, or sticks
of maccaroni. 1876 Wkitby Gloss., Soaker, in old dwellings,
a brick hood or canopy . . projecting over the fire for focalizing
the air current.

e. An air-hole fitted with a valve
;
a valve for

the regulation of the flow of air.

1797 Monthly Mag. III. 303 When the bellows is opened,
one of its sides becomes filled with ordinary air, by means of
a sucker placed next to the moving leaf. 1833 LOUDON
Encycl. Archit. 1975 In long conduit pipes, air-holes..

terminating in inverted valves or suckers, snould be madeat
convenient distances. 1881 C. A. EDWARDS Organs 42 In
the middle- board are placed suckers, i.e.t holes provided with
leather valves on the top.

f. Bot. = HAUSTORIUM.
1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 122 In parasites .. such as

Dodder . .,roots are sometimes produced in the form ofsuckers,
which enter into the cellular tissue of the plant preyed upon.
1856 HENSLOW Diet. Bot. Terms, Sucker,.. a. tubercular

process., on the stems of certain flowering parasites.
II. 10. A part or organ adapted for adhering

to an object ; the adhesive pad of an insect's foot,
etc, ; a suctorial disk, foot, etc.

1681 GREW Jlfusxvm i. 105 This Fish [i. e. Remora] Is able
to fasten himself to any great Fish, Boat, or Ship, with the

help of the Coronet or Sucker on his Head. 1817 KIKBY &
SP. Entomol. xxiii. II. 320 Those [insects] that climb by the
aid of suckers, which adhere., by the pressure of the atmos-
phere. 1851 CARPENTER Man. Pkys. (ed. 2) 521 The arms
of the Cuttle-fish, which are furnished with great numbers
of contractile suckers. 1897 Ailbutt's Syst. Med. II. 1007
These, ihe suckers and booklets, serve to attach the parasite
to the mucous membrane of the alimentary canal of tne host.

II. Any fish characterized by a suctorial disk by
which it adheres to foreign objects ; e.g. fishes of
the genus Cyclopttrus (cf. lump-sucker s.v. LUMP
j.2

), the genus Liparis (sea-snails or snail-fishes),
the remora (JScketuis}*

,1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. App., Sucker, or Suck-fish
[L e. Remora\ 1776 PENNANT Brit. Zool. III. pi. xxi,
Unctuous Sucker, [bid. pi. xxii, Bimaculated Sucker. Jura
Sucker. 1828 FLEMING Hist. Brit. Anim. 189 L[ep<ido-
gasler} cornubiensis. Cornish Sucker. 1863 COUCH Brit.
Fishes 1 1. 195 Network Sucker . . Liparis reticulatus. 1898
MORRIS Austral Eng. 443 Sucker, name given in New
Zealand to the fish Diplocrepis funiceus.
12. A toy, consisting of a round piece of leather

with a string attached at the centre, which, laid
wet upon a solid surface and drawn up by the

string, adheres by reason of the vacuum created.
1681 GREW Musaeum \. 105 Those round Leathers, where-

with Boys are us'd to play, called Suckers, one of which, not
above an inch and J diametre, being well soaked in water,
will stick so fast to a Stone [etc.]. 1833 BREWSTER Nat.
Magic x, 260 The leathern suckers used by children for

lifting stones. 1906 O. ONIONS Drakestone xxix, The lad
was . . cutting a round sucker of leather.

III. 13. local. A sweet, a * suck '.

i83 E. MOOR Suff. Words 408 Suckers, a loneish sort of
a sweety. 1893 KIPLING Many Invent. 168 We ve played
'em for suckers so often. 1898 Tit-Bits 30 Apr. 85/2

*

Young
bloods

'

of the town who buy their 'Suckers
'

and weeds at
the shop.

]>!,.

bac
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IV. 14. attrih. and Comb., as (sense 10) i

sucker -bearing) -like, -shaped ppl. adjs. ; sucker- I

cup, -foot ^ sucking-cup^ -foot (see SUCKING vbl.

sb. 3 b); sucker-fish = senses 6 and n
t
SUCKING-

FISH ; sucker-rod (see quots.).
1857 GOSSE Omphalos vii. 171 In the adult the sucker-

bearing shoots frequently run to a considerable dUtance.
1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 674/2 The sucker-bearing amis of
male Dibranchiate Siphonopods. 1845 GOSSE Ocean vi.

(1849) 306 There is placed in each *sucker-cup of the long
feet [of squids, etc.], a sharp projecting hook. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's Word-bk. 568 The *sucker-fish. It has a long oval
late on the top of the head, by which, .it clings to a ship's
ottom. 1889 Nature 17 Jan. 285/2 The Employment of

the Sucker-fish (Echeneis) in Turtle-fishing. 1898 Proc.
Zool. Sec, Nov. 589 A small sucker-fish of the genus Lefado-
faster. 1870 KOLLKSTON Anim. Life 141 The water-
vascular canal supplying the ambulacra! *sucker-feet. 1846
DANA Zooph. iv. (1848) 31 Tentacles, which affix themselves

by a *sucker-like action. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2442/2
*Suckfr-rodt

a rod connecting the brake of a pump with the
bucket. 88i RAYMOND Mining Gloss.) Sucker-rod, the

pump-rod of an oil-well. 1840 Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 471
LimnochareS) Latr., has the mouth *sucker-shaped.
Sucker (sz?'kai), v. Also 8 succour, [f. prec.]
*f-

1. trans. To fit or provide with a sucker or

valve. Obs. rare~l
,

1660 R. D'ACRES Elem. Water-drawing iv. 33 The water
will not follow after, though you suck never so strongly, and
sucker it never so closely.

2. To remove superfluous young shoots from

(tobacco or maize plants) ; ) also, to remove (the
shoots).
a 1661 FULLER Worthies^ Glouc. (1662) 349 Many got great

estates thereby, notwithstanding the great care and cost in. .

suckering, topping, .. making and rowling it [sc. tobaccoj.
1705 R. BEVERLEY Virginia \\. 20(1722) 128, I am inform 'd

they [sc. Indians] used to let it all run to Seed, only suc-

couring the Leaves, to keep the Sprouts from growing upon,
and starving them. 1779 Ann. Reg. 107/1 Care must be
taken to nip off the sprouts that will be continually spring. ,

ing up at the junction of the leaves with the stalks. This is

termed '

suckerine the tobacco '. 1817-18 COBBETT Resid.
'

U.S. (1822) 94 Fifteen acres of good Indian corn, well

planted,
well suckered, and well tilled in all respects. 1908

MARY JOHNSTON Lewis Rand xiv. 162 I've wanted power
j

ever since I went barefoot and suckered tobacco.

3. intr. To throw up suckers. Also occas./<wj., !

to be thrown up as a sucker.
1802 Trans. Soc. A rts XX. 369 When those [plants] I have

now planted begin to sucker. 1894 Times 21 Feb. 4/3
Plants of Sisal hemp suckered in fourteen months. 1894
BLACKMORE Perlycross 256 As straight as a hazel wand
sucker'd from, the root.

Hence Suokering vbl. sb. in sense a (also attrib^.
1817-18 COBBETT Resid. U.S. (1822) 138 Where would the

hands come from to do the marking; the
dropping and

coyeringof the Corn j. . the suckering when that work is done,
as it always ought to be? ^877 AUG. MORRIS Tobacco 44 In

suckering, the work is done with both hands, commencing
at the top of the plant. 1881 Encycl. Brit. XII. 235/1 The
soil should be carefully opened and the shoots removed with
a suckering iron.

Suoker: see SUCCOUR, SUGAR.
Suckered (sfkaid),///. a. [f. SUCKER sb. +

-ED 2.] Of an organ : Provided with suckers.

1855 KINGSLEY Glaucus (1878) 163 Small cuttle-fish . . with
a ring of suckered arms round their tiny parrots' beaks.

1879 SPENCER Data of Ethics ii. 4. 12 The cephalopod
..using its suckered arms at one time for anchoring itself

and at another for holding fast its prey.

Suckered, Sc. form of SUGARED.
Snckerel (szrkerel). Also 5 aokerel. [f. SUCK

v. : see -BEL.]
1. A suckling; esp. a sucking foal.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 463/1 Sokare of mylke, or sokerel that

longe sokythe, mammotrepus, 1813 Sporting Mag. XLI. '

37 Six suckerels averaged the sum 0^37! i6 8d each.

2. A catostomous fish, Sclerognathus ( Cycleptus] \

elongate, of the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers.
1888 GOODE Amer. Fishes 436 The Black Horse,.. also

j

called
' Missouri Sucker ',

. .
*
Suckerel

' and ' Shoenaher '.

t Strcket. Obs. Forms : 5 soket, 6 suckitte,
-ette, sucoet, suk(k)ett, sok(k)ett, 6-7 socket,

suckett, 6-8 sucket. [Altered form of SUCCATE
after SUCK v. and -ET.]

= SUCCADE.
1481-90 Howard Housek. Bks. (Roxb.) 42 Item, soket

viij. Ii. vj. onces viij.s. vj.d. 1509 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 5

Comfettes, sugir plattes, and suckittes. 154* Ibid. VI. 167
A longe silver spone for sokett, a longe forke of silver for

sokett. 1544 PHAER Regim. Lyfe (1553) E.ij, Sucket of
citrons. 1611 COTGR., Ca-roassat, wet sucket, made of the

vpper part of the long white Pompion, cut in slices. 1615
MARKHAM Eng. ffouseiv. ii. 78 Your preserued frultes shall

be disht vp first, your Pastes next, your wet Suckets after

them, then your dried Suckets. i66a HIBBERT Body Div. i.

77 Pope Alexander poysoned the Turks brother in candid
suckets. 1688 HOLMK Armoury in. in. 80/1 Dried Sweet-
meats & Suckets of Oranges. 1751 Affect: Narr. H.M.S.
Wager 7 Here is plenty of Citrons, of which they make a
fine Sweet-meat, or SucKet.

b. transf. and^f.
1607 WALKINCTON Optic Glass 27 This made the Castal-

ianist..tobee esteemed, .the Marmalade and Sucket of the

Muses. 1635 BRATHWAIT Arcadian Princ. in. 214 Celsus
a tbeevish Poet . . was arraign'd . . For stealing Suckets from
an others hive. 1654 CLEVELAND Poems 4 Natures confec-

tioner, the Bee, Whose suckets are moist Alchimie.

C. As a term of endearment.
1605 Tryall Chev. n. i, Peace, good Thomasin, silence,

sweet socket.

d, attrib. and Comb,

SUCKING.
1575 LANF.IIAM Ltt. 1,871) 23 The bcidecup, foormed of a5wi sucket barrel!. 1636 luvtsAM ll,i, ,i. i, Now doei
my blood wamble ! you ! bucket c.aer I

II
Reliable evidence for the survival of iMtet in mod.

dialects is wanlm B . Halliwell's entry sucket,* youngrabbil,
IS clearly an error for sucker.

t Su-okey, a. slang. Obs. rare-', [f. SUCK sb 1

or v. + -BY, -v.] (See ejuot.)
a 1700 B. K. Dict.Cant.Crew, Huekef, drunlcisb, maudlin,half Seas o er.

Suok-eye, variant of SOCKEVK.
t Sucking, j*. Obs.

[f. SUCK rf.z] (See quot.)
'499 Plmdtttm in lllount Law Diet. (1691) j. v., Per Suck-

ing, hoc est fore quiet, de illis araerciamenlis, quando It
ISurltmen id est, supervisores del Ringyord,. .praanonit.fuennt ad imparcand. & faciend. clausuras illas simul curn
vicmis suis, llle qui non venit ad talem pracmonitionem
ameraatus erit ad pretium unius vomeris, Anglice a Suck,
prxtii quatuor denar.

Sucking (so-kirj), vbl. sb.
[f. SUCK v. + -ING!.]

1. The action of the verb SUCK ; suction. Also,
an instance of this.

f '375 Sc. Leg. Saints xi. (Symon * luiias) 324 )>ai wechU,
bat had mare care of l?at swkyne ban bai had yare. 1382WYCUF Gen. xxi. 8 Thanne the child growide and was don
awey fro sowkyng. 14.. Tuntiale's Vis. 113 Thou blestful

quene of kyngU emperes That gaf thi son sowkyng in a
stall, c 1440 Jacob's Will 231 Whan be modyr wanyth here
child, sche wetyth here tetys wyth sum

byttere thyng, & so
be chyld felyng ofte bat bytternes letiyth his soukyng. 1573
TUSSES Htisb. (1878) 84 Otes with hir sucking a peeler is

found. 1581 Saiir. Poems Reform, xliii. 44 Preseruit from
slauchter be souking of a beir. 1596 UALBYMPI K Ir. Leslies
Hist. Scot. I. 91 Meil quhilke tnrouch souking tbay fed

vpon. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer*s Bk. i'hysicke 267/^2
Nether must we afther his meates and suckinges, dandle it

much. 1688 HOLME Armoury in. xx. (Roxb.) 234 An In*
strument or pipe, .made of this forme, will cause the water

by sucking to rise vp and run forth. 17*7 Philip Quarll
(1816) 61 Reserving only one for sucking of the old ones, to

keep them in milk. 1885 Daily Nevus 13 Feb. 5/1 There
are very powerful engines which do the blowing and the

sucking through these lubes. 1891 CARMICHAEL Dis. Chil-
dren 287 The child should be fed at regular intervals from
both breasts at each sucking,

t b. transf. = SUCTION i c. Obs.

1656 RIDGLEV Pract. Physick 10 Appetite wanting. If
there be no sucking, the forces cannot fail, and there are

signs of repletion.
2. //. What is obtained by suction, rare.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love \. iv. (Skeat) 1. 27 The olde

soukmges whiche thou haddest of me arn amaystred and
lorn fro at maner of knowing. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias x. x.

(Rtldg.) 371 To dip in my four fingers and thumb, and then
to sup like a bear upon suckings.
3. attrib. and Comb., as sucking operation, power \

t sucking - bone, ? a marrowbone ; sucking-
cushion, -pad, a lobulated mass of fat occupying
the space between the masseter and the external sur-

face of the buccinator ; t sucking-pipe, a pipe used

for drawing air or water in some direction ; f suck-

ing-pot SUCKING-BOTTLE i ; f sucking-tooth =
MILK-TOOTH ; sucking-tube, a tube through which

liquid is sucked into the mouth ; t sucking-young
adj., young enough to be still sucking the dam.
1648 HEXHAM u, Eett ZuyghJieen, a "Sucking-bone, a 1907

SUTTON in PiersoFs Human Anat. 493 The 'sucking
cushions sometimes enlarge in adults. 1896 HARDY Jiute i.

vi. She had managed to get back one dimple by.. repeating
the odd little "sucking operation before mentioned. 1889
MACALISTER Human Anat. 566 The buccal fat in the child

forms a lobulated.. *sucking-pad. 1699 i'hiL Trans. XXI.
228 [In a Draught of Savery's Engine] G The Force Pipe.
H The "sucking Pipe. 1731 Ibid. XXXVII. 7 A Sucking
Pipe and Grate, .going into the -Water, which supplies all

the four Cylinders alternately. 1735 Ibid. XXXIX. 42
The Sucking-Pipe receives its Air only from the Room
where the Machine stands. 1551 HULOET, "Suckyng pot
for chyldren, alifhanus. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776)
VI. 272 On this occasion their 'sucking power is particularly
serviceable. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 338 A guelding never

casts his teeth, no not his "sucking teeth, in case he were

guelded before. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2442/2 The
'sucking-tube was used by the ancients as a domestic

young.
b. Applied to various organs in fishes, crusta-

ceans, etc. adapted for use as suckers, e.g. sucking"

bowl, -cup, -disk, -foot, -mouth
t -spear, -tube.

1841 T. R. JONES A nim. Kingd. \ 171 In the male Actherest

GRAY in Encycl. Metro*. (1845) XXI. 592/1 A dorsal tail,

which you may see crawling by its thousand "sucking -feet.

a 1843 SOUTH Zool. in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VII. 279/2

The *Sucking Mouth exhibits.. three different forms, the

1868 *Rtjf. U. S. "CommissionerAgric. (1869) 310 The 'suck-

ing tube, or tongue [of hymenoptera],

Sacking (sr-kirj), ppl. a.
[f.

SUCK v. + -ING
.]

1. That sucks milk from the breast; that is still

being suckled, unweaned.
t Sucking fere [FaE so. 1

, companion], a foster brother.

(Cf. wen-sucker s.v. SUCKER sb. i.)



SUCKING-BOTTLE.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Horn. I. 246 ^Egoer *e men *e Sa sucendan

cild. cues LAY. 20973 Pa sukende children heo adrenten

inne wateren. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vil. (Jacobus) 689

Hyre sowkand sowne [>ane cane scho ta. 1381 WYCLIF Acts

xiii. i Manaen, that was the sowkynge feere of Eroud

fully lialfe a yeare olde. 1611 Bible Isa. xlix. 15 Can a

woman forget her sucking child? 1743 p l- BmUaatuSto)
II. 302 And ev'ryparish sucking-babe Again be nursd with

Gin. 1845 G. JOHNSON Mat. Med. in Encycl. Metraf. VII.

508/1
If infusion of senna be given to the nurse, the sucking

infant becomes purged.

f b. absol. transl. L. lactens, etc. : Suckling. Obs.

C975 Rushw. Gasp. Matt. xxi. 16 Of muSe cildra & suk-

endra. c 1000 /ELFRIC Deut. xxxii. 25 Cniht and macdenu,

sucende mid ealdum men. 01325 P*' Psalter cxxx. 4

As be souking is vp his moder. 1381 WYCLIF i Sam. xv. 3

Sle fro man vnto womman, and litil child, and soukynge.

2. Of an animal : That is still sucking its dam.

See also SUCKING-PIG.
1381 WYCLIF i Sam. vii. 9 O sowkynge loomb. 1398

TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvm. Ixiii. (Bodl. MS.), Flesche

of souking calues. c 1440 Promp. Para. 463/2 Sokynge

gryce, ne/rendus. 1513 DOUGLAS jEneis vm. x. 81 Ihe

sowkin wolff furth streking brest and vdyr. 1535 COVER-

DALE Ecclus. xlvi. 16 What tyme as he offrcd the suckynge
lambes. 1557 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 94 Soulkyngc
calves. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V, n. i. 29 Plucke the yong

sucking Cubs from the she Beare. 1833 W. H. MAXWELL
Field Bk. Introd., A sucking-mastiff.

b. Of a bird : That is still with its mother.

Now chiefly in sucking dove, echoed from Shaks.

(see quot. 1590) ;
also attrib.

Cf.dial. sucking duck,gandcr, turkey, used fig. =simpleton.

1590 SHAKS. Midi. N. i. ii. 85, I will aggrauate my voyce

SO, that I will roare you as gently as any sucking Doue.

1634 Althorp MS. in Simpkinson Washington* (1860) App.

p. xxii, For 5 dozen and i sucking chickinges at 2d. ob. the

chick, oo 12 O3 b
. i8ai SCOTT Kenilw. xxiv, He never had

so much [brains] as would make pap to a sucking gosling.

1837 CARI.YLE Fr. Rev. 11. i. iv, Some loud as the lion ; some

small as the sucking dove. 1846 MRS. GORE Eng. Char.

(1852) 157 From the sucking-dove eloquence of Private

Secretaryship, he suddenly thundered into a Boanerges !

1858 TROLLOPE Dr. Thome xxvi, No young sucking dove

could have been more mild than that terrible enemy [etc.].

3. fig. a. Not come to maturity ;
not fully deve-

loped ; budding.
1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche xm. Iviii, Some petty sucking

Knaves their best did try.
Ibid. xix. cxvii, From sucking

sneaking Schisms, they boldly broke Into the monstrous

amplitude of those Black Heresies [etc.]. 1678 DRYDEN All

for Lmie Pref., Ess. 1900 I. 193 My enemies are but suck-

ing critics, who would fain be nibbling ere their teeth are

come. 1681 Sf>a>i. Friar III. i, This is no Father Dominic
. . ; this is but a diminutive sucking Fryar. 1708 Brit. Apollo
No. 50. 3/2 You are as

Jjet,
but a sucking Young Lover.

1834 MARRYAT P. Simple iv, He looks like a sucking Nelson.

1853
(

C. BF.DE' Verdant Green n. ii, Told you he was a

sucking Freshman, Giglamps 1 1876 Nature 13 Jan. 202/2

The book before us, however, is not the book we should

recommend to a sucking geometer.
transf. 1854 MRS. GASKELL North ff S, viii, Most of

the manufacturers placed their sons in sucking situations at

fourteen or fifteen years of age.

b. Infantile, childishly innocent.

1841 LOVER Handy Andy x. 96 To see their simplicity-
sucking simplicity, I call it.

4. That sucks down, under water, into a whirl-

pool, etc. f Sucking sand = QUICKSAND.
1513 DOUGLAS &ncis I. iii. 42 The sowcand sweltht. Ibid.

vn. vi. 45 Quhat proffitit me Sirtis, that soukand sand?

1670-1 NARBOROUGH Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. i, (1694)
1 18 Sucking Rocks lie on the North-side of the Streights.
1818 KEATS Endym. III. 249 Where through some sucking
pool I will be hurl'd With rapture to the other side of the

world ! 1853 R. S. HAWKER Prose Wks. (1893) 28 There's
a nine-knot breeze above, And a sucking tide below. 19x0
B. CAPES y. Abercraw n. xviii. 259 It was like a nightmare
ra< over sucking quicksands.

t 5. Tending to drain or exhaust ;
= SOAKING

ppl. a. i. Obs.
c 1440 Pol. Rel.ff L. Poems 246

' Accidia
'

ys a souking sore,
he traveylyth me from day to day.
6. Special collocations : sucking carp, the carp-

sucker, Ictiobus carpio ; t sucking-paper, blotting-

paper ; f sucking stone, pumice.
1804 SHAW Gen. Zool. V. i. 237 *Sucking_ Carp. Cyprinus

ful of little holes.

Su'cking-bo ttle.
1. An infant's feeding-bottle. Now local. (Cf.

SUCK-BOTTLE i.)

1631 SHERWOOD. A sucking bottle, sacceron. 1660 Act 12
Chas. II, c. 4. Sched. s. v. Bottles, Bottles of Wood vocat.

sucking bottles the Groce..x.s. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und.
w. vii. 9 A Child.. knows.. that its Sucking.bottle is not
the Rod. 1815 in Trans. Amer. Pediatric Soc. (1897) IX.
13 The child should be fed by means of a sucking-bottle.

b. transf. a.n^fig.
1636 MASSINGER Bosh/. Lover in. i, Octavio pours a

cordial into the month ofAscanio. Gothrio (to Hortensio\
You may believe him. It is his sucking-bottle, and confirms
1 An old man's twice a child '. i68 H. MORE Din. Dial.
ii. xxiv. (1713) 168, I am of that childish humour, that I do
not relish any drink so well as that out of mine own usual
Sucking.bottle.

1 2. A breast-pump. Obs.
1688 HOLME Armoury in. xii. 435/2 A Nipple pipe, or

bucking bottle,.. havemg an hole.. at one end, which is as
large as to receive the nippk of a Womans brest.

94

1 3. A West-Indian plant (see quot.)- Obs.

1750 G. HUGHES Nat. Hist. Barbados v. 139 Bread al

Cheese ; or, Sucking-Bottle. This is a ligneous Wyth, with

dark Iron-coloured Leaves.. .The Flowers are succeeded by

yellow conic capsular Pods, somewhat in Shape like a Bottle.

Su-cking-fish. A fish furnished with a sucker or

adhesive orean. a. The REMOBA, Eckeneis rcmora.

,697 DAMPIER F^Liii. 64 The Sucking-fishes
about the

or more sucking fish attached to them.

b. Applied to various other fishes, e.g. the Cormsn

sucker, the lump-sucker.
1776 PENNANT Brit. Zool. III. 120 Lesser Sucking Fish. ..

Lepadogaster. 1867 Chambers' Encycl. IX. 181/1 Sucking

Fish, a name sometimes given.. to fishes of the family Dis-

coboli.

Strcking-pig. A new-born or very young pig ;

a young milk -fed pig suitable for roasting whole.

(Formerly often called roasting pig)
1566 WITHALS Diet. 17 Yonge suckyng pigges, fora

delict. 1606 Shuttleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 166 For

one souckinge pigge, ij viij'. 1631 MASSINGER City Madam

ing.pig. i834MARRYAT/'.i
:

<V>^(l863) 198 A roast suckingore J-T , _O,i &* Dlrr I ,S ,*\

73 'You like suCKing-pig t ne asttcu. nvtfnuMtw
'Ah ! you never ate them as they ought to be eaten !

Sucking-pump.
f 1. An air-pump. Obs.

1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys. Meek. Proem 12 A Sucking

Pump, or as we formerly call'd it, an Air Pump.
2. A suction pump. Now rare.

1660 D'ACRES Art Water-drawing 5 As it is every day to

be seen in sucking Pumps, whose water will not follow the

Bucket much above the said hight. 1707 MORTIMER Hus-

bandry (1721) 1. 92 Those continual Repairs and Mendings,
that the least Defects in Sucking-pumps are constantly re-

quiring. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama. Sci. ff Art II. 116 A
contrivance for converting the common sucking-pump into

a lifting-pump. 1830 HERSCHEL Study Nat. Phil. in. i.

228 On the occasion of a sucking-pump refusing to draw
water above a certain height.

Suckle (szrk'l), sb.i Also 5 succle, aokel, -yl,

6 suckell. [app. short for HONEYSUCKLE. Cf.

SUCKLING $b$\
a. Clover. Also called ^lamb-suckle, b. attrib.

in f suckle-bloom glossing L. locusta. = HONEY-
SUCKLE i, i b. Obs.

14.. Medical MS. in Anglitt XIX. 78 Succle, a good
medycyne for be web in be eye, c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 787 Htc locusta t a sokylblome. 15^ GERARDE
Herbal n. cccclxxvii. 1018 Medow Trefoile is called.. of

some Suckles, and Honisuckes. 1709 T. ROBINSON Vindic.

Mosaick System 91 Honey.. which they suck out of the

Honey- Flowers, as the Honey-Suckle, Lamb-Suckle, the

Clover Flowers. 1718 R. BRADLEY Diet. Bot, t Suckles is

Honeysuckle.
o. = HONEYSUCKLE 2. Also suckle bush.

1816 L. HUNT Rimini n. 192 And ivy, and the suckle's

streaky light. 1886 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant*n. t Suckle-

bush, Lonicera Periclymenum.

A.j!f.
c 1425 Cast. Persev. 976 in Macro Plays 106 Luxuria.

With my sokelys of swettnesse, I sytte & I slepe.

Suckle (so-k'l), sb* [f. next.]

f 1. A suckling organ. Obs. rare.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trail, (ed. 2) 26 The body of this fish

\sc. the manatee], .wanting fins, in their place ayded with 2

paps which are not only suckles but stilts to creep a shoare

upon.
2. A snckling-house for lambs, local.

1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. II. 1056 In order to

conduct this sort of fattening with . .success, a lamb-house or
suckle of proper dimensions must be provided.

Suckle (szvk'l), v. Also 5 sukle, 6 soo(k)le.

[Of obscure formation.

Usually taken to be f. SUCK v. + -LE, but the ordinary fre-

quentative meaning of this suffix is not appropriate. Possi-

bly a back-formation from SUCKLING so.
t
first recorded c 1440.]

1. trans. To give suck to ; to nurse (a child) at

the breast. ..
wi> tetis ? 1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. i. 161 lago. She was a wight. . .

DCS. To do what ? lago. To suckle Fooles, and chronicle
small Beere. 1607 Cor. i. iii. 44 The brests of Hecuba
When she did suckle Hector, look'd not louelier Then
Hectors forhead. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. in. 41 My
Brinded Heifer..Two Thriving Calves she suckles twice a-

day. a 1704 T. BROWN Satire Quack Wks. 1730 1. 63 Some
she-bear. .Suckled

the_e young. 1789 BUCHAN Dom. Med.
(1750) 233 If she continue to suckle the child, it is at the

peril of her own life. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxvi, The
misery of the mother's condition rendered her little able to
suckle the infant. 1844 STEPHENS Bh. Farm II. 470 A calf
is suckled for 10 weeks. 1879 DIXON Windsor I. iv. 35 An
English prince, .. suckled by an English nurse.

abspl. 1839-47 Tadd't Cycl. Anat. III. 361/2 The specific
gravity of the milk appears to increase as the woman con-
tinues suckling.

b. fig. To nourish with, bring up on.

**54 JER. TAYLOR Rial Pres. A}, It began in the ninth
age, and in the tenth was suckled with little arguments and

SUCKLING.

imperfect pleadings. 1721 BRADLEY Philos. Ace. Wks. Nat.

35 The Roots . . are till that time in a manner suckled by the

Mother Plant. 173* POPE Ess. Man i. 134 For me kind

Nature .. Suckles each herb, and spreads out ev'ry flow'r.

1781 COWPER Expost. 364 Though suckled at fair freedom's

breast. 1807 WORDSW.
' The world is too muck with us

'
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A Pagan suckled in a creed outworn. 1883 G. MOORE Mod.
Lover xvii, The great artist.. is born in the barren womb of

failure and suckled on the tears of impotence.

2. To cause to take milk from the breast or

udder ;
to put to suck. Also with up. Now rare.

1513 FITZHERB. Husli. 38 Put the lambetoher, and socle

it. 1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. I. 78 If kiddes be sockled vp
wyth ewes milke. 1778 [W. MARSHALL] minutes Agric.
28 Feb. an. 1776 Suckling calves after they are ten weeks

old, is bad management, a 1796 VANCOUVER in A. Young
Agric, Essex (1813) II. 284 A third [purpose] may be added,
that of suckling, or feeding calves for the London market.

1834 L. RITCHIE Wand. Seinei^i [The Jews] were forbidden

to suckle their children by means of Christian nurses.

3. intr. To suck at the breast, rare.

1688, etc. [? implied in SUCKLING ///. a. 2.] 1813 MME. F.

PANAM Mem. Yng. Gr. Lady 102 The child who was
suckling at my bosom.

Buckler (sc'klaj). Also.SV. 5 suclar, 6 sowklar.

[f. SUCKLE V. + -EB 1.]

1. An unweaned mammal (rarely an infant) ; esp.

a sucking calf. Afso altrib.

1473 Rental Bk. Cupar.Angus (1870) I. 166 Twa cupyl ol

suclar kyddis. 1791 J. LEARMONT Poems 269 This day we
hae our suckler lambs to spane. c 1800 ABDY in A. Young
Agric. Essex (1813) II. 277 Sucklers of a week old, sold at

Ongar market for 405. each. 1831 L. HUNT tr. Theocritus'"

Hercules It Serf. 61 When they saw the little suckler, how
He grasped the monsters. 189* Wilts Co. Mirror 5 Aug.
4/2, 30 Fat and Suckler Calves.

fD. as a term of endearment. Obs.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxv. 53 My sowklar [Bann. MS.
sucker] sweit as ony vnjoun.
2. An animal that suckles its young; a mammal.

Also, with epithet, an animal that suckles its young
in a specified manner, rare.

1850 jfrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XI. II. 577 They are moderately
prolific and excellent sucklers. 1861 Zoologist Ser. i. XIX.
7303 The sucklers and birds of the island have already been
enumerated, a 1866 WHEWELL (Ogilvie).

3. One who rears young calves or lambs, local.

1750 W. ELLIS Mod. Husbandm. IV. I. 116 (E. D. S.).

1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. 29 Oct. 1775 Last

night, the Suckler, in a great hurry, drove one of the cows
out of the suckling-house into the yard. 1784 ROBINSON
Let. in N. ft Q. y& Ser. IV. 342, I sold the butcher a fat calf

and the suckler a lean one.

4. //. The flowering heads of clover. Alsoattrii.

in sing. Cf. SUCKLING sb? I.

1715 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. iv. ii, On the Suckler brae.

1853 G. JOHNSTON Nat. Hist. . Sard. I. 54 The flowered
heads are called by the common people sooktes or sucklers.

1803-4 Northitmbld. Gloss. II. 706 Sticklers, white clover.

0. = SOOKEB sb. 4. dial. Cf. SUCKLING sb. 2.

1796 H. HUNTER tr. St. Pierre's Study Nat. (1799) 11.178
A very lofty tuft of oats . . consisting of thirty-seven stalks, . .

without reckoning a multitude of other small sucklers. 1851
STERNBERG Dial. Northatits. 109 Sucklers, slips of willow,

&c., used for planting.

Suckling (sc-klirj), sb. 1 Forms : 5 suklinge,

sukkelyng, 5-6 sokelyng(e, 6 suc'
vk)lynge,

elynge, 7 suckliu, 6- suckling, [f. SUCK v. +
-LING 1. Cf. MDu. s8geling(Dn. zuigeling, WFlem.

zoogtling), MHG. sogelinc, stigelinc (G. sdugling).']
1. a. An infant that is at the breast or is un-

weaned.
c 1440 Promp. Para. 463/1 Sokelynge, or he bat sokythe,

subvbcr. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. viii. 2 Out of the mouth
of the very babes & sucklinges thou hast ordened prayse.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man I. 8 The place, that in infantes,
and late borne sucklynges, is so soft, and tender. 1601

DENT Pathw. Heaven 389 A louing mother, though her

yoong suckling crie all night,. .when she ariseth, she

loueth it neuerthelesse. 1845 WORDSW.
'

Young England' 14
Let Babes and Sucklings be thy oracles. 1897 Allbutfs

Syst. Med. III. 129 In this country at any rate, rickets is

practically unknown amongst sucklings.

b. A young animal that is suckled ; esp. a sucking

calf; cf. SUCKLEB I.

1530 PALSGR. 272/1 Sokelyng a yongcalfe. 1577 B. GOOGK
Heresbach's Huso. 43 b, Here next to my house, are my
Sucklings, that are brought to their dammes to sucke thrise

a day. 1655 MOUFET & BENNET Health's Improv. (1746)

136 Calves are either Sucklings or Wainlings. 1693 CON.
GREVE in Dryden's Jievenal xi. (1697) 285 The tend'rest Kid
And Fattest of my Flock, a Suckling yet. 1731 ARBUTHNOT
Aliments iv. (1735) 92 When an Animal that gives Suck
turns feverish,.. the Milk turns. .to Yellow; to which the

Suckling has an Aversion. 1821 BYRON Cain n. ii, I lately

saw A lamb stung by a reptile : the poor suckling Lay foam-

ing on the earth. 1822-7 GOOD Study Med. (1829) II. 500
Half the dogs pupped there are supposed to die of it while

sucklings.

O. fig.
1806 H. K. WHITI Let. to R. W. A, 18 Aug., This island,

and its little suckling the Isle of Wight.
2. = SUCKER sb. 4. dial. Cf. SUCKLEB 5.

1798 Trans. Soc. Arts XVI. 345 The sucklings of my old

trees transplanted.

Suckling (su-klin), rf.2 Also 5 suklynge,

5-6 sokelyng(e. [app. f. SUCKLE rf. 1]
L Clover. (Also lamb-sucklings), dial, f Also

flossing

L. locusta. = HONEYSUCKLE i, i b;
OCKLE sb. i a.

c 1440 Promp. Pan. 463/1 Sokelynge, herbe (or suklynge),
locusta. c 1450 Cm. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 270 As we with



SUCKLING.

swete bredys have it (sc. the passover lamb] etc And also

with the byttyr Sokelyng. [Cf. Exodus \\\. 8.] 1530 PALSGR.

272/1 Sokelyng an herbe, a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Extr.
Common-Pi. Bks. Wks. 1835 IV. 379 The flowers of sorrel

red or white.
are reddish, . .of sweet trefoil or suckling three-leaved grass,

red or white. 1765 Afuscitnt Rust. IV. 123 The white or

Dutch clover. . . Probablyfrom the apparent advantage which
23 The white or

sheep receive from this admirable grass, is it called lamb's

sucklings. 1798 Hull Advertiser 24 Mar. 2/1 Clover seed,

trefoil, sainfoin, red suckling. 1895 Gloss. E. Attglia, Suck,

ling.. (2) The common purple clover. In Suffolk, however,
the red clover is never called suckling, but that term is

generally used for the white or Dutch clover. 1898 RIDER

HAGGARD Farmer's Year (1899) 61 The suckling is already
thick in the grass, making patches of green carpeting.

2. = HOiNEYSDOKLE 2 {Loniccra Pericliytiienimi).

Obs. exc. dial.

1653 LAWF.S Ayres ff Dial. n. 16 The wanton Suckling and

the Vine. 1664 in Ycrney Mem. (1907) II. 208 To smell the

sucklins and the stocks and to see the new trees grow. 1678

R. FERRIER Jrnl. mCauidtnMisc.(ifys> IX. 32 Fine walks

covered overhead with roses and sucklings. 1823 E. MOOR
Suffolk Words 408 A'uci//,.-the honey-suckle.

Suckling (so'klirj),
vbl. sb. [f. SUCKLE v. +

-ING !.]

1. a. The feeding of infants at the breast, b. The

rearing of young calves, etc. in suckling-houses.

1709 Syn. Husk, m R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. (1805) II.

978 In suckling.. the charges are much heavier than when
the milk is sold out of the pail. 1841 PRICHARD Nat. Hist.

Man 64 The processes connected with reproduction and

suckling. 1891 I. CARMICHAEL Dis. Chiliir. 288 Irregular

Suckling is a fruitful cause of illness in the infant

C. transf. (see quot.)

1855 DELAMER Kitch. Card, (i860 153.
The Lancashire

exhibitors.. leave but very few [gooseberries] on each bush,

and increase the size of those . . by a process called
'

suckling ,

i. e., placing a pan of water under each berry, that it may
swell from the vapour given out.

2. attrib., as suckling time ; suckling assistant,

a device for relieving nursing mothers when suffer-

ing from sore nipples; +suokling box, ? a feeding-

bottle of wood ; suokling-house, a house or hut

in which young calves or lambs are brought np ;

fsuokling meats, food suitable for infants.

1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 353 Relfe's "suckling assistant. 1679

C. NESSE Antichrist 97 Milk in a warm breast is more

effectual nourishment, than milk in a cold "suckling box.

1778 (W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. 29 Oct. 1775 The
Suckler.. drove one of the cows out of the "suckling-house

into the yard. cx6io Women Saints in Then hadshenyne

poore infants. .whome she fedd on her knees, with tender

and "suckling meates agreeable for their infancie. 1818 KEATS

Endym. in. 456 She took me like a child of "suckling time,

And cradled me in roses.

Suckling (sfklirj), ///. a. [f. SUCKLB v. +
-ING 2]
1. a. Giving suck. b. Rearing young calves, etc.

in suckling-houses.
1799 UNDERWOOD Dis. Childhood (ed. 4) I. 293 Infants at

the breast necessarily lyingsomuchontbearmofthe suck-

ling mother, c 1800 ABDY in A. Young Agric. Essex (1813)

II. 278 In the dairy farms the calves are generally sold at a

week old, to the suckling farmer. 1805 R. W. DICKSON
Pract. Agric. II. 979 The calf-suckling farmer.

2. = SUCKING///, a. i, a.

In earlier quots. possibly attrib. use of SUCKLING sb.l

1688 Land. Gal. No. 2357/4 Lost.. a black and white

suckling Spaniel Bitch. 1731 ARBUTHNOT Rules ofDiet in

Aliments etc. 404 Most of the Diseases of suckling Infants

proceed from Milk growing sour and curdling in the Stomach.

1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe xxxii, Though thou art not so tender as

a suckling pig. 1835 WORDSW. Sonn. ' While faring Anti-

auarians ', The Wolf, whose suckling Twins [etc.]. 1896
Allhitt's Syst. Med. I. 163 Milk, the natural food of the

suckling animal.

b. transf. and fig.

1866 SWINBURNE Laus Veneris Ixxix, O breast whereat

some suckling sorrow clings. i88 COUES Bioge* (1884) 43
Some German metaphysicians and their suckling converts.

Suckyr, obs. form of SUCCOUR.

Sucrate (sitt-kre't'). diem. [a. F. sucratc, {.

sucre SUGAB + -ATE *.] A compound of a substance

with sucrose.
1868 FOWNES Chent. (ed. 10) 686 Cane-sugar does not turn

brown when triturated with alkalis. . : it combines with them,

however, forming compounds called sucrates.

II Sucre (s-k). [f.
the name of Antonio Jose'

de Sucre, a South American patriot.] A silver

coin of Ecuador now of the value of two shillings.
ilm

of ic., 2C., sc., ioc., 2oc., soc., and i sucre. 1901 Encycl.

Brit.(f&. 10) XXVII. 649/2.

Sucro- (sifi'kre), used as combining form of F.

sucre sugar, as sucro-acid, an acid obtained by the

action of an acid on a sugar.
1861 MILLER Elem. Chtm., Org. (ed. 2) iv. S 3. 288 The

following equations will serve to elucidate the composition
of some of these sucro-acids : i. Sucro-tartaric acid, diba-

sic : Tartaric acid + Sucrose = Sucro-tartaric acid. 1913
DORLAND Illust, Med. Diet. 918/1 Sucroclastic, splitting up
sugar ; as, a sucroclastic enzyme.

Sucrose (s'w'knws). Chcm. [f. F. sucre SUOAK

+ -OSE 2
.] Any one of the sugars having the com-

position (CnH.,aOu) and properties of cane-sugar ;

= SACCHAROSE.
i86a [see prec.]. 1866 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 322 Saccharine

..Bodies, .may be divided into three classes : (i) Sucroses. .

95

(a) Glucoses. .(3) Amyloses. 1897 AUbutfs Syst. Med. III.
aoo The sucroses. .cane-sugar, maltose, and lactose.

Sucst, suop : see SEE v.

Suction (szrkjon). [ad. L. suctio, -onem, n. of

action f. suct- t siigtrc to SUCK. Cf. F. suction

(OF. suction}]
1. The action of sucking with the tongue and lips

(or analogous organs). Also, an instance of this.

Applied to a method of extracting soft cataract (and the

instruments used) by sucking the liquid from the lens through
a tube (cf. suction tube in 4 b).

1626 BACON Syiva 191 Sounds . . may be made, as well by

Suction, Mastication [etc.]. 1800 Med.^ Jml. III. 376 The
author asserts, that.. all the parts [in insects) derive their

aliment from simple suction. 1840 L. HUNT Seer i. x. 25/1
His \sc. a fly's] suctions of sugar. 1841 T. R. JONES Anitn.

Kinged. 194 The internal digestive apparatus [of the leech]

is evidently adapted, .to form a capacious reservoir for the

reception of fluids taken in by suction. z86a CALVERLKV
Verses fy Tmnsl. (ed. 2) 2 When I.. sent those streaky

lollipops home for your fairy suction. 1868 E. EDWARDS
Ralegh I. xxv. 615 He was unable to take sustenance, except

by suction. 1869 LAWSON Dis. Eye(iZ-j^) 130 Extraction of

Soft Cataract by Suction... Two, three, or four days having
elapsed, the second stage or suction part of the operation

may be performed.
D. Imbibing strong drink, drinking, slang.

1817 SCOTT Let. to Morritt 1 1 Aug. in Lockhart^ A man . .

cannot easily spend much money m liquor, since he must
walk three or four miles to the place of suction and back

was the reply,

f c. transf. The craving of appetite. 06s.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 169 Least the parts shoulde

pine away when they are. .hunger-starued, nature hath
framed one part of exquisite and perfect sense, which alone

fore-apprehending the suction and so the want of the rest

[etc.]. 1661 LOVELL, Hist. Anim. <y Mi*. 365 A continual

and unsatiable desire of eating caused, by a vehement sense

of suction in the mouth of the ventricle.

A. fig.
1851 HAWTHORNE Ho. Sev. Gables xvii, They had been

drawn into the great current of human_life, and were swept

away with it, as by the suction of fate itself. 1903 Westm.
Gaz. 24 Oct. 8/1 If we had joined the movement we should

have been drawn into it through suction.

2. The production of a more or less complete
vacuum with the result that external atmospheric

pressure forces fluid into the vacant space or causes

the adhesion of surfaces.

1658 R. WHITE tr. Digty's Povid. Symp. (1660) 53 One
may remark within the . . ceconomy of nature, sundry sorts of

attractions : as that of suction. 1660 W. SIMPSON Hydnl.
Ckym. 129 The pressure would not be so much . . unless at

the time of the suction of the air. 1674 BOYLE Excell. Thiol.

n. v. 212 Suction and the ascension of water in pumps. 170*
SAVERY Miner's Friend 20 The external Pressure of the

Atmosphere or what is vulgarly called Suction. 1793 W. &
S. JONES Calal. Optical etc. Instr. 6 A model of a water

pump, exemplifying the nature of pumps, and proving the

absurdity of what is called suction. 1878 MEREDITH Tilth

222 That adaptation of the plate to the mucous membrane
which is necessary to keep out particles of food, or to make

perfect suction. 1899 BARING-GOULD Bk. West 1 1. vi. 86 The
suction had been so great as to tear the leather gaiters I wore

off my legs.

3. Short for suction-pipe.

:i. 124 Its length
screwed at its other end to any of the suctions.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib.

1847-9 TOM'S Cycl Anat. IV. I. 145/1 Air entering veins

lying within the suction-influence of the chest. 1855 DUNGLI-

SON Med. Lex.. Suction power, the force presumed to be

exerted on the blood in the veins by the active dilatation of

the heart. lic^Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI I. 250 The alternate

compressive action of the abdominal wall and suction action

of the thorax.

b. Special comb. : suction box, chamber, a

chamber in a pump into which the liquid is con-

veyed by the suction-pipe ; suction fan, (a) a fan

used to increase or diminish the draught in a fur-

nace ; (i) a fan for withdrawing chaff and dirt

from grain, or steam and hot air from meal, as it

comes from the burrs (Knight, 1884); suction

pipe, (a) the pipe leading from the bottom of a

pump barrel to the reservoir from which fluid is to

be drawn ; (6) a pipe for the extraction of dust from

tow; suotion-plate, (a) a dental plate kept in

position by atmospheric pressure; (*) (see quot.

1889) ;
suction primer (see quots.) ;

suction

pump, a pump of the type in which the barrel is

placed above the level of the reservoir, and is con-

nected therewith by a suction pipe ;
suction stop,

any of the 'clicks' peculiar to certain South African

languages ; suction tube, (a)
= suction-pipe (a) ;

(i) a tube used in an operation for cataract ; suo-

tion valve, (a) the valve at the bottom of the

cylinder of a suction pump, below the piston ; (*)

the valve in a steam engine through which the

water is drawn from the hot-well into the feed-

pump (Knight, 1875). Also in various names of

STTDAMINA.

machines which perform their operations by suction
or the creation of a vacuum

; e. g. suction cleaner,
gas engine, hose.

1889 WELCH Text Bk. Naval Archil. XL 114 A 'suction-
box or valve chest.. is fitted bencalh the pump. 1864
WEBSTEK,

'

Suction-chamocr, the chamber of a pump into
which the suction pipe delivers. 1904 Weitm. Cat. 14
Sept. 9/3 Their fight with 'suction cleaners alone hid
cost them jj, 750. 1874 RAYMOND Stall it. Mines t, Mining
400 A "suction-fan wherewith to increase or diminish the
draught, and to cause the eftectual passage of the gasei
and fumes through even a compact mass of ore. 1906

with dust suction-pipes. 1873 KNIGHT Diet, blcch. 2442/2
Suction-plate (Dental). 1889 WF.LCH Text Bk. Naval
Archit.yn. 124 A deck- or suction-plate. . , to the under side
of which, at its centre, the tail pipe from the pump is at-

tached. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 2442/2 'Suction-primer, a
small force-pump worked by hand and used in charging a

main-pump. 1884 Ibid. Suppl. 871/1 Suction Primer, a de-

are the chief. 1883 Scietue I. 524/1 It has long been dis-

cussed whether the ventricle of the heart is not only a force-

pump in systole, but also a suction-pump in diastole. 1887
H. SWEET in Academy 10 Dec. 394 The 'suction-stops or
'

clicks
'

of the South-African languages. 1863 ATKINSON tr.

Ganot's 1'hysics (1866) 131 A "suction tube,., which dips into

the reservoir from which water is to be raised. 1879 St.

George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 502 One, resulting from the prick
of a thorn, in a man, aged 28, was extracted with the suction-

tube. 1831 LARDNER Pneumatics v. 294 Probably the most

simple and the best contrivance [for an air pump] is one in

which the "suction valve is altogether dispensed with.

Hence Su-otional a. rare 1

, having a power of

suction (.fig.) ',
Bu-ctloniit nonce-ivd., one who

favours a theory of suction.

1707 Phil. Trans. XXV. 2415 Several Phenomena of

which, being liable to be accounted for by the Suctionists,
and FunicuTarians, to proceed from some (unintelligible) In-

ternal Cause. 1872 KUSKIN Munera P. 32 The nolder of

wealth.. may be regarded.. as a money-chest with a slit in

it, not only receptant but suctional.

Suctorial (sktoTial),a. Zoo!, [f. mod.L. suc-

tfrius (n. pi. Suctoria, sc. animalia, the name of

variouszoological Groups) ,
f. suet-, sugfre to SUCK .]

Of an organ : Adapted for sucking. Ofan animal:

Having organs adapted for sucking or having the

power of suction
; .belonging to any of the groups

named Suctoria in which the mouth is adapted for

sucking, or which possess sucking disks, or the like.

Of a habit, etc.: Involving or characterized by
suction.

1833 OWEN Descr. Catal. Comp. Anat. II. 80 When the

Lamprey is firmly attached . .to foreign bodies by means of

its suctorial mouth. 1835-* Todd"s Cycl. Anat. 1.267/2 The
Tenuirostres . . or suctorial birds. 1846 PATTERSON Zool. 61

Suctorial discs, such as those of the leeches. i8s RICHARD-

SON Geol. viii. 267 The Hemiptera..are suctorial insects.

1880 BASTIAN Brain vi. 99 Owing to the suctorial habits of

these fierce and predatory creatures, the oesophagus is very

narrow. 1900-13 BORLAND Med. Diet. 672/1 Suctorial pad.

So Suoto'rian, a member of the Suctoria ; esf. a

cyclostomous fish.

184* BRANDS Diet. Set., etc.

Suctorious (sDkto-rias), a. Zool. Now rare.

[Formed as prec. + -ous.]
= SUCTORIAL.

1815 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1816) I. 167 The larvz of

Dytisci fixing themselves by their suctorious mandibles to

the body of fish. 1835-6 Todd"s Cycl. Anat. \. 519/2 Both

kinds of prehensile organs are provided with acetabula, or

suctorious discs for adhesion.

So Su'ctory a. rare 1
.

1816 KIRBY & SP. Entom. III. xxxiv. 464 Roslellum, which

I employ to denote the suctory organs of the louse tribe.

Sucuri, -urris, -urs(s : see SUCOOUB si. and v.

Sud so., sing, of Suns, q.v.

t Sud, v. 06s. [f. prec.]

1. trans. To befoul, soil.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 164 Recouer your soules

though you haue sudded your bodies.

2. intr. To foam. (See STODINO///. a.)

1603 G. FLETCHER Canto Death of Elba i, The streame,

That sudding on the rocke, would closely seeme To imitate

her whitenesse with his frothy creame.

3. pass. To be covered with drift sand left by a

1787' GROSE Provinc. Gloss. s.v. Sudded, The meadows

are sudded ; i. e. covered with drift sand left by the flood^W.

Sud, dial. var. should : see SHALL A 7 ft.

Sudaine, -te, obs. forms of SODDEN, -TY.

II Sudak (sd-k). [Russian cyA&Kb-] A species

of pike-perch.
1799 Wt TOOKE View Russian Emf. III. 151 Still in

greater plenty in the subordinate streams are the sudak,

pearcb, and innumerable kinds of scale-fish.

II Sudamina (s'wdEe-mina), sb. pi. Path. [mod.

L., pi. of suddmen, i. sudare to sweat.] Minute

whitish vesicles or pustules caused by the accumu-

lation of sweat in the upper layers of the skin after

copious perspiration, esp. in certain fevers.

1671 SALMON Syu. Med. I. xlviii. 113 "Httpua Sudamina

the Measles are pustules like Millet-seed which ulcerate the

Skin. 1844 HOBLYN Diet. Terms Med. (ed. 2), 1861 H. W.



SUDAN.

FULLER Dis. Lungs 245 A vesicular eruption of sudamina.

1906 Daily Chron. 6 Apr. 5/5 Suffering from an outbreak

of 'sudamina', consequent on eating putrid meat.
_

Hence Suda-minal a., pertaining to or consisting

of sudamina.

1899 Allbutfs Syst. Meit. VII. 709 There is a great ten-

dency to profuse sweating after fits, and this may lead to

sudarniuafiashes.

Sudan (.suda-n, -sen). Variant of SOUDAN, bo

Sudanese (sadan-z) adj. belonging to the Sudan ;

si. an inhabitant or the inhabitants of the Sudan ;

Sudani- (also Sudany) a. and sb. in the same

sense ;
Sudanlan (swd^'nian) a. [f.

mod.L. Su-

dania, the Sudan], Sudanese.

1884 KEANE Ethnol. Egyptian Sudan 17 Subjoined are

tabulated schemes of all the Eastern "Sudanese and con-

96

tary serwce,"whereas?we"ail now know, the Sudanese is

essentially a fighting animal. 1896 Daily News 20 May
5/1 He is a "Sudani, and was one of Gordon's soldiers. 1906

PFTBIK Relig. Anc. Egypt ix. 63 The Sudany dancer. 1841

PBICHARD Nat.Hist. Man 303 The black "Sudanian nations.

1908 SIR H. JOHNSTON Greu/ell $ the Conga II. xxm. 587

Sudanian Africa.

Sudand, -anetee, obs. forms of SODDEN, -TY.

II Sndariam (s'wdeVriom). [L. : see next.]

1 A napkin or cloth for wiping the face
;
a hand-

kerchief(in qnot. 1801 jocular] ; spec, the cloth with

which, according to legend, St. Veronica wiped the

face of Christ on the way to Calvary, and on which

his features were impressed ; hence, any similar

cloth venerated as a relic
;
a portrait of Christ on

a cloth. (Cf. VERNICLE, VERONICA.)
1601 W. BIDDULPH in T. Lavender Trail. Four English-

\\

our Saviour's face. 1801 SYD. SMITH in Lady Holland Mem.

(1855) I. iii. 46 The most intrepid veteran of us all dares no

more than wipe his face with his cambric sudarium. 1816

T DALLAWAY Stat. + Sculpt. 312 He. .holds a sudarium m
,is right hand and in his left a roll. 1859 GULLICK & TIMBS

Painting 61 A representation of this kind the head of the

Saviour on a cloth, and called a ' sudarium
'

is common in

the works of early painters.

tb. = MANIPLE 3. Obs.

1688 HOLME Armoury in. iv. 187/1 The Manipulus or

Sudarium, called also Mafpul* or Phanon.

2. = SUDATORIUM. Alsoyf^-.

1852 G. W. CURTIS Wand, in Syria, Damascusv'ii. 329 You
rise and enter the Sudarium beyond. 1863 TREVELYAN

Compel. Wallah 171 [In India] the mind, like the body,
becomes languid and flabby and nerveless... While this

sudarium continues to be the seat of government [etc.].

Sudary (s'a'dari). Obs. or arch. Also 4-5

audare, 4-6 sudarie, 5 seou-, sewdarie, (shoul-

darye), sodary,sudurye, 5-6 sudarye, 6sudari,
audere ; also (disyll.) 5 sudayr, Sc. swdour.

[ad. L. sudarium, i. suitor sweat: see -ART! 2.

Cf. It,, Sp., Pg. sudario, Pr. suzari, F. suaire.

Gr. aovSa/xov, from L., is used in Luke xix. 20,

John xi. 44, xx. 7, Acts xix. 12.]

1. A napkin or handkerchief used to wipe sweat

or tears from the face ; a sweat-cloth ; tip. such a

napkin venerated as a relic of a saint.

a 1350 St. James 137 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)98

J>e chllde ban toke be appostels sudary. 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints i. (Petrus) 53 In his bosum ay he bare a sudare, to

wepe his Ene. 1381 WVCLIF Acts xix, 12 On syke men the

sudavies {later vers. napkins].. or nyjt clothis..weren borun

fro his body, c 1430 LYCG. Mi*. Poems (Percy Soc.) 30 For

eyen and nose the nedethe a mokadour, Or sudary. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 426/2 He came to the sudayr of the

saynt & with grete deuocion kyssed it. 16*3 COCKERAM,
Sudoriie [? Sudorye ],

a handkerchefe. 1835 BROWNING Para-
celsus HI. 438 A monk fumbled at the sick man's mouth
With some undoubted relic a sudary Of the Virgin.

2. The napkin which was about Christ's head in

the tomb ; hence, a shrond or winding-sheet. Also

attrib. sudary cloth.

a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 17288+ 193 (Colt) Peter.. sa}e be
schetez spred, and be sudary bore leued bat was in J>e

sepulcre faide on our lordez heued. c 1380 WYCLIP Serin.

SeL Wks. II. 99 His face was bounden wi|? a sudarie. c 1440
York Myst. xxxvi. 387 A sudarye Loo here haue I, Wynde
hym for-thy. 1450 in Maitland Club Misc. III. 204 Ane
gret sepultur with ane ymage of our Saluiour..and ane
swdour of quhit silk abon the sam. 1483 CAXTON G. de la
Tour a iij b, Moo than a thousand men in sudaryes lyke
dede men. 1485 Digby Myst. in. 1049 Here is nothyng left

butt a sudare cloth. ! a 1500 Cluster PI. xix. (Shaks. Soc.)
II. 98 My Lprde Jesu is awaye I But his shouldarye south
to saye, Lyinge here I fynde. 1517 TORKINGTON Pilgr.
(1884) 3 Ther in a Castyll ys a ffayer Churche where ys the

sudary of ower Savyor Crist Jhu. 1538 Prymer Salisb. Use
in Maskell Man. Kit. (1846) II. p. xiii, The body of Jesu
Was wraped and bounde in a sudary. 1756-7 Keysler's
Trail. (1760! I. 342 The holy Sudary at Turin.
3. Eccl. A ceremonial cloth of linen or silk, often

fringed ; esp. a humeral veil, arch,
1431 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 27 Also vj seoudaries

corporas & a case, c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 367 Su-
daryes longyng^ to the awtres. 1488 in Archxologia XLV.
116 A Sewdarie of grene tarterne ffringed with silke on
bothe endis. c 1500 Order Consecr. Nuns in Maskell Man.
Kit. (1846) II. 327 Every virgyn shall have a long sudary
or towell uppon both hir handys. 1313 [COVERDALE] Old
Cod (1334) M ij b, Y" chapli-ins armed euery one of theym
with an ob. do cast theyr ob. in to the basen kyssyng y

deacon holding up stones in a sudary.

t Su-date, v. Obs. [f.
L. sfidat-, pa. ppl. stem

of sudare to sweat.] intr. To sweat, perspire.

1500 A. M. tr. GabfUwuer-s Bk. Physicke 125/1 Drmcke

then the wine as warm as you may,, .cause yourselfe to be

well deckede, because you might sudate. 1623 COCKERAM.

1644 yind. A itglicus 6.

t Suda'tion. Obs. [ad. L. suJatio, -onem, n.

of action f. sudare (see prec.). Cf. F. sudation.]

Sweating, perspiration.

1623 COCKERAM. 1636 .,

ingl a taking of pains. 1844 HECKER Ep,d. Mid. Ages 266

An advocate of tne twenty-four hours sudation.

II Sudatorium (sldatOTin). [L., neut. sing.

of sudaiorius : see next and -OBIUM.] A room in

fhich hot-air or steam baths are taken to produce

has also been Duilluere, in< :ctoi wuii-u ia*.au,u UJ .....

steam of the water. 1820 T. S. HUGHES Trav. Sicily I. m.

74 A sudatorium, or sweating-room. 1833 Penny Cycl. IV.

37/i A convenient apparatus for applying it [*. heated air]

ras invented by the late Dr. Gower, called a Sudatorium.

sudatorium of a Hammam.

Sndatory (s' datari), a. and sb. Also 6 -orye.

[ad. L. sudatorius, f. suda(-, sudare to sweat : see

-OBY. Cf. F. sudatoire. It., Sp. sudatoria]
A. adj. Producing, accompanied by, or con-

nected with sweating, rare.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 51/1 Those

which have passede throughe the Sudatorye regione. 1599
tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 157/2 Make therof a suda-

torye bath. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. 1847 Blackw. Mag.
LXI. 737 All shrivelled up as we were by the lieat for we
were almost past the sudatory stage. 1861 Illustr. Land.

News 5 J an. 10/1 Turkish baths. Thesesudatoryinstitutions
. . get a man's extra flesh down. 1911 J. WARD Roman Era
in Brit. v. 94 It is usual to have.. two or more sudatory
rooms at different temperatures.

B. sb. 1. = SUDATORIUM.
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 289 This Sudatory is entred by a

long narrow passage hewne into the rock, a 1700 EVELYN

Diary 8 Feb. 1645, Neere to this cave are the natural stoves

of St. Germain, of the nature of sudatories. Ibid., These
sudatories are much in request for many infirmityes. 1753
Scots Mag. Aug. 418/2 This antique piece appears to be a
floor of a Roman sudatory. 1840 HODGSON Hist. Northumb.
III. it. 319/2 This seems to have been the principal laconi-

cum, caldarium, vapour room, or sudatory. 1841 CATLIN
N. A mer. Ind. xiii. I. 97 Their vapour baths, or sudatories,
of which each village has several. 1884 Contemf. Rev.

Aug. 321 His house, .having baths and sudatories.

Jig. 1824-9 LANDOR Imag. Cotiv. Wks. 1853 I. 340/2 We
rush out of the sudatory of Byron to roll in the snow of

Wordsworth.

If 2. Misused for SUDABT i.

1828 DE QUINCEY Toilette ofHeb. Lady \\Tcs. 1859 XII.

140 The girdle, .continued to be the appropriate depository
for the napkin . . or sudatory.

II Sudd (sd). Also sadd. [Arab. J sudd, n. of

action to sudd to obstruct.] An impenetrable mass
of floating vegetable matter which obstructs navi-

gation on the White Nile.

1874 BAKER Ismailia II. xiii. 488 To remove the sudd or
obstruction to the navigation of the great White Nile. 1881

Proc. R. Geog. Soc. (N. S.) III. 301 A survey of the Nile,
from the Sooat upwards, to the obstructive sudd in the
Bahr el Gebel. 1898 Nat. Ren. Aug. 796 The gunboat's
business after Fashoda will be to cut through the sudd and
reach Beden as soon as possible.

b. transf. A temporary dam constructed across

a river.

cigoo SIR B. BAKER in Daily Chron. 10 Dec. 9/2 The
method of working was to erect temporary dams or ' sudds

',

formed of various materials. 1903 Sci. Amer. 28 Feb. 152/2
To inclose the area, upon which it was intended to work
during the season, by temporary dams or

' sadds
'

in No-
vember.

o. attrib. and Comb.
looo Westm. Gaz. 10 July 2/1 The ' sudd '

regions of the
White Nile. 1900 Daily Neios 14 July 4/5 Major Peake's

sudd-cutting party. 1911 Cliamb. Jrnl. 28 Jan. 142/1 A
factory is to be established in the sudd-country for the pro-
duction of briquetted water-weed on an extensive scale.

Hence Su-dded///. a., obstructed by sudd.

1900 Wtstm. Gaz. 10 July 2/2 In 1898 Lord Kitchener
found the Gebel River sudded.

Suddain, -ain(8)ly, -ant(i)e, obs. forms of

SUDDEN, -LT, -TY.

t Strddart. Sc. Obs. Also 6 suddard, sud-

dert, su(l)dart, soudart, so(w)ldart, 6-7 soul-

dart, [a. OF. so(u}ldard, -art, mod.F. soudard,

arl, {. somie, so(u)lde pay : see SOLD rf.l and -ARD.]
A mercenary soldier. Also Comb, suddart-like

adj. or adv.

1542 Records ofElgin (New Spald. Cl.) 1. 69 The sudaart
[sic] decernit and deliuerit that [etc.]. 1549 Comfl. Scot.
xi. 90 Mortal veyr amang the soudartis. 1567 Reg . Privy
Council Scot. Ser. i. I. 560 The pretendit licence unlaucb-
fullie grantit to Johnne Mortoun suddart for the transport-
ing of sex lastis of talloun. 1575-6 Ibid. II. 482 Cumpaneis
of suddartis and utheris brokin men, 1587 W. FOWLER Wks.

SUDDEN.

(S.T.S.) I. 101 Skairslie I can tell, Now whidder he as

chiften did, or suldartlyke, excell. a 1599 A. HUME Pocmt
vii. 199 Conquerers, and soldarts of the Lord, a 1614 J.
MELVIU, Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 429 At unawars bt-hind

his bak, They interprys'd thair limmers crewaitie, Quhilk
souldart-like they durst nocht undertak.

Jig. 1573 J' DAVIDSON Poet. A'r;w. (1829) 3 All the rabill

of Sathams suddartis, in Scotland, Ingland, and France.

Sudden (s'd'"), a., adv. and sb. Forms : 3-6
soden, sodan(e, -ayn(,e, 4-6 sudayu(e, Sc.

sud(d)an(e, 4-7 sodain(e, -ein(e, -eyme, 6-7
sodyne, 6-8 suddain(e, (4 soudein, suclein(e,

-en, -eyn(e, Sc. sowdane, soudan, swdan, 5

sotheu, -eyn, 6 soddaine, -ayn, soudain(e,
-eine, -en, soodain, suddayne, -eyn(e, -ein(e,
Sc. soddau(e, suiden, 6-7 sodden, 7 sudain^e),
6- sudden. Also 0. 5 soubdayne, subdayn, 6

subdain, Sc. subdaue
; 7. Sc. 4 so-, sudende,

soudande, 4-6 sud(d)aud, 5 sodand, sothent, 6

-end, suddant(e ;
dial. 8 sudent, 9 suddent,

-int. [a. AF. sodein, sudein = OF. (mod. F.) sou-

dain, also ^soubdain, t subdain = Pr. sub-, sob(f}-

tan, soblan, soptan, It. subitano : pop.L. *snbi-

tanu-s, for L. subitdneus (whence Sp., Pg. sttbi-

taneo), f. subitus : 'see SUBITE.
The present spelling was not finally established till after

1700; by far the commonest spelling in the ist folio of

Shaks. is sodaine, and suddain lasted on into the lirst

quarter of the i8th c.]

A. adj. 1. Of actions, events, conditions :

Happening or coming without warning or premoni-
tion ; taking place or appearing all at once.
In some contexts the implication is rather '

Unexpected,
unforeseen, unlooked-for ', or

' Not prepared or provided for '.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 1951 What es til man mare cer-

tayn pan t>e dede es bat es swa sodayn? Ibid. 5120 Right
swa be commyng of man son sal be, Sodayne and bright
and dreful to se. c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 260 This sodeyn
cas this man astonyed so That reed he wax. 1390 GOWER
Con/. I. 78 The Schip with sodein blast, Whan men lest

wene, is overcast, c 1440 York Myst. xvii. 42 A sodayne
sight was till vs sente. c 1460 Merita Missae 125 in Lay
Folks Mass Bk. 151 What sothen a wenture the be-falle.

1514 BARCLAY Cyt. $ Uflondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 8 Tempest
& sodayne storme of rayne. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com.
Prayer, Litany, From battaileand murther.and fiomsodain
death : Good lorde deliuer us. 1549 LATIMER rioughers
(Arb.) 36 The people wyll not heart sodayne alterations.

1595 SHAKS. John v. vi. 26 That you might The better

arme you to the sodaine time, Then if you had at

leisure knowne of this. 1615 SANDYS Trav. 6 Here a

garrison is kept ; supplyed by the townes-men vpon each
sodaine summons. 1658 Whole Duty Man v. 30 His death

may be sudden to him, though it comes by never so slow

degrees. 1683 PETTUS I-'leta Min. i. (1686) 33 When the Oar
is set alone upon the Test, that it may not be put into a
violent suddain heat, a 1700 EVELYN Diary 12 Nov. 1643,

Hayle, rain, and suddaine darknesse. 1781 COWPER Con.

versat. 281, I interrupt him with a sudden bow. 1794 MRS.
RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho xxx, She heard a sudden step
behind her. 1855 TENNYSON Brook 24, I come from haunts
of coot and hern, I make a sudden sally. 1874 GREEN Short
Hist. vii. 7 (1882) 419 Few events in our literary history
are so startling as this sudden rise of the Elizabethan drama.

1887 RUSKIH Prxterita II. 180, I. .am simply helpless on

any sudden need for decision like this.

ft. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ojA. I. xxii. 69 The soubdayne nc-

cessitees that may fall, c 1489 Blanchardyn xxiv. 92 A
soubdayne sparkle of lalousye cam to hym. 1563 WINJET
Bk. 83 Quest. Pret, Wks. (S.T.S.) 1. 49 The subdane change
of sum cunning clerkis.

y. [1375: see SUDDENLY 2.1 1470 HENRY Wallace Hi. 418
It was wicht Wallace, Had thaim our set in to that sodand cas.

153S STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 124 At set purpois and nocht of

suddante cace. 1556 Peebles Burgh Rec. (1872) 234 Gif ony
. .sudand fyre occurris. a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron.
Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 63 Ewerie man iudgit that suddand and

prosperous succes sould haue ane schoit end,

b. Of emotions, impulses, etc.

1382 WYCLIP Prav. iii. 25 Ne drede thon with sodeyn gast-
nesse. 1390 GOWER Con/. I. 290 Thurgh his sodein Malen-
colie To do so gret a felonie. 1575 GASCOIGNE Kenelworth
Wks. 1910 II. 121 Into deepe admiration and suddayne
perplexitie. 1581 PETTIE tr. Gvazzo's Civ. Conv. I. (1586)
12 b, Moued by some sodaine toie which taketh them in the

head. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 452 Sudden mind arose In

Adam, not to let th'occasion
pass. 1784 COWPER Task VI.

550 His horse, .. Snorting, and starting into sudden rage.

1831 SCOTT Cf. Rob. xix, After a sudden start of surprise,
he recognised his acquaintance Sylvan. 1898

' H. S. MER-
RIMAN' Roden's Corner ii. 21 Checked in a moment of

earnest endeavour by a sudden perception of the humorous.

O. Of a turning, etc. : Abrupt, sharp. In Zool.

and Bat. applied to parts that are sharply marked
off from the neighbouring parts (cf. SUDDENLY i b).

1390 GOWER Con/. II. 293 It hapneth at a soudein wente,
. .He fell unwar into a pet. 1680 MOXON Meek. Exerc. xi.

194 The swift coming about of the Work would . . draw or job
the suddain edge into the Stufl. 1784 COWPER Task I. 267

Descending now.. A sudden steep. 1837 CARLYLE Rev.

France t. i. iv, At some sudden turning in the Wood of

Senart. 1891 Cent. Diet. s.v, A sudden antenna! club; a

sudden truncation.

d. Of physical objects : Appearing or discovered

unexpectedly. Now arch. or poet.
c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. if Lim. Mou. vii. (1885) 125 Ther

come a sodayne arraye vpon this londe by see or by
lande.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 192 The King of

the Peebles.. wastes, with a suddane power, the nerrest

cuntreyes perteyneng to the Scottis. 1648 J. BEAUMONT
Psyche iv. Ixxxviii, Up sprung a suddain Grove. 1711 POPE
Messiah 68 See lilies spring, and sudden verdure rise.

1712-14 Rape Lock v. 127 A sudden Star, it shot thro'



SUDDEN.

liquid air. 1819 KEATS Qtho i. i. 47 The Hungarians..
Appear 'd, a sudden host, in the open day. 1841 BROWNING
Pippa Passes ii. Poems (1905) 176 When o'er the sudden
specks my chisel trips. 1855 Childe Roland xix, A
sudden little river crossed my path As unexpected as a ser-

pent conies. 1879 E. ARNOLD Lt. Asia. 4 And Eanh put
forth a thousand sudden flowers.

fe. Of diseases. Sudden stroke', apoplexy.
Sudden taking (see quot. 1688). Obs.
a 1548 HALL C/tron., Hen. IV (1550) 32 b, He was taken

with a sore sodayn disease [Grafion adds called an Apo-
plexie].

a 1568 COVERDALE Treat. Death i. ix. Wks. (Par-
ker Soc.) II. 57 The gout, frenzy, the sudden stroke, and
such like. 1651 T. DE GREY Compl. Horsem. i. (1656)66
And it also preventeth suddain sicknesse, if you haue ante

suspect thereof. 1688 HOLME/! rmouryii. 151/1 The Sudden
taking [isj when he {sc. a horse] is deprived of his feeling
and motion, not being able to stir any way.
2. a. Of actions, feelings: Unpremeditated, done

without forethought. Obs. or arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28563 Als wreth bat scort, and soden es

[MS. sodenesl. 1390 GOWER Con/. III. 192 How he. .Of
sodein wraththeand nought ofright Forjugged hath. x4&3[sce
SUBITR]. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. n. 230 It is a
sodain & tumultuous iudgement, of which a man may truly
say, a short sentence ofa sottish iudge. 1596 BACON Max.

<fr

Use Com. Law \\.
(16^35)

2 If one kill another upon a sud-
daine quarrell, this is manslaughter. 1658 Whole Duty
Man iv. 7 He that swears commonly, is not only prepared
to forswear when a solemn Oath is tendered him, but in all

probability does actually forswear himself often in these
suddener Oaths. 1729 BUTLER Serm. \Vks.

1874^
II. 93

Sudden anger, upon certain occasions, is mere instinct.

1781 COWPKR Hope 390 If sentence of eternal pain belong
To ev'ry sudden slip and transient wrong.

b. Of persons : Acting without forethought or

deliberation; hasty, impetuous, rash. Obs. oiarch.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns v. 1024 Retornyng in here soule

ay vp and doun The wordes of |>Is sodeyn Diomede. 1530
PALSGR. 325/1 Sodayne, hasty of condycions, sondayn.
a 1585 MONTGOMERIE Cherrie <$ Sloe 513 Be not sodJane,
sir, The mater is of wecht. 1607 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. iv.

i, His Grace is old, and sudden, a 1631 DONNE Poems
(1650) 2 Cruell and sodaine, hast thou since Purpled thy
Nayle, in bloud of innocence? 1667 MILTON P. L. ii. 738
My sudden hand Prevented spares to tell thee yet by deeds
What it intends. 18*5 SCOTT Talism, xx, Neither provoke
me to be sudden by any unfit reply. 1850 NEWMAN Diffic.

Anglicans 252 Some men, or races of men, are more sudden
in their tempers than others.

3. Performed or taking place without delay ;

speedy ; prompt, immediate. Obs. exc. of death.
ai37S Joseph Arim. 390 Vppon sodeyne de^ bou schalt

sone aye. 1450-80 tr. Seer. Seer. 18 Takyng on him hasty
and sodeyne vengeaunce. 1557 Tottefs Misc. (Arb.) 243
If I do false my faith in any point or case, A sodein ven-

geance fall on me. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. W, i. iv. 48 None
durst come neere, for feare of suddaine death. 1650 CROM-
WELL Let. Gov. Edinb. Castle 13 Dec. (Carlyle), Expecting
your sudden answer, I rest, Your servant, Oliver Cromwell.
a 1658 CLEVELAND Rustictt Rampant Wks. (1687) 449 He
acquaints the Citizens with the Kings Peril and his own,
and requests their sudden Assistance. 1671 MILTON /'. R.
i. 96 Our danger, .which admits no long debate, But must
with something sudden be oppos d. 1678-9 DRYOEN & LEE
(Edipus iv. i, I charge him on his life To speak ; conceal-
ment shall be sudden death. 1831 SCOTT Jrnl. 21 Dec., If

I were worthy I would pray God for a sudden death, and
no interregnum between I cease to exercise reason and I

cease to exist,

b. Sudden death (slang) : see quots.
1834 Black. Mag. May 752/1

'

Which', said he,
'
is it to

be two out of three, as at Newmarket, or the first toss to

decide?'
' Sudden death ', said I, 'and there will soon be

an end of it.
1

1865 Slang Diet. 250 Sudden death, the first

toss in a bet, to be decided by skying a copper. 1886 YULE
& BURNELL Hobson-Jobson, Sudden death, Anglo-Indian
slang for a fowl served as a spatchcock.

f4. Of persons: Swift in action, quick to per-
form, prompt, expeditious. Also, peremptory,
sharp. Odst

1591 Troub. Raigne K. John (1611) 18 Speake man, be

sodaine, who thy Father was. x6oz SHAKS. Jul. C. ill. i.

19 Caska be sodaine, for we feare preuention. z6>a FLETCHER
Span.Cur. iv. vii, A suddain witty thief. 1630 A". Johnson's
Kingd. 9f Commw. 193 The French is of so sudden and
busie disposition, that he quickly yeelds to that a man de-
mands. 1716 POPE Iliad

'

vii. 282 No more be sudden, and
begin the fight. 1753 RICHARDSON Grandison III. xvii 135
You are a little sudden upon me.

tb. Of mental faculties : Quick, sharp. Obs.
1608 Pennyless Par!, iclvi, in Harl. Misc. (1744) I. 181

There shall so many sudden, or rather sodden Wits, step
abroad, that a Flea shall not frisk forth, unless they com-
ment upon her. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. 4- Commw. 100
Men of light and unsteady braines, have commonly sudden
and sharpe conceits. 1743 POPE To Mr. T. Southern u
The feast, his tow'ring genius marks In yonder wild goose
and the larks ! The mushrooms shew his wit was sudden 1

t C. Of the eye : Glancing quickly. 06s.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. v. 10 The Paynim chaunst to cast

his eye, His suddein eye,.. Vpon his brothers shield. 1649
MILTON Eikon. xxiv. 492 Like the Apples of Asphaltis, ap-
pearing goodly to the sudden eye, but look well upon them,
or at least but touch them, and they turne into Cinders
1651 DAVENANT Gondibert i. vi. 59 [He] Bids both their
Breasts be cithers open book, Where nought Is writ too hard
for sodain Eies.

6. Made, provided, or formed in a short time.
Obs. or arch.

\ SHAKS. Hen. F, i. i. 32 Neuer was such a sodaine

sudden Ice constraint. x8ia Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 101
A sudden dinner was provided. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind.t

VOL. IX.

97

Chaucer (1871) 173 Nothing is more certain than that great
poets arc not sudden prodigies, but slow results.

6. Prompt in action or effect; producing an im-
mediate result, poet.
c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXIV. iv, Thou, God, from

sodam bow Death striking them a shaft shall send. 1593
SHAKS. Rom, ff Jul. in. Hi. 45 Had'st thou no poyson imxt,
no sharpe ground knife, No sudden meane of death? 1819
SHF.LLEY Cenci it. i. 143 How just it were to hire assassins,
or Put sudden poison in my evening drink? 1826 MII.MAN
A. lioleyn 165 There's no disease will let the spirit loose
With less keen anguish than the sudden axe ! 1865 Swix-
BURNE Atalanta 44 Hast not thou One shaft of all thy
sudden seven that pierced Seven through the bosom?
f7. Done, performed, or prepared on the spur

of the moment ; extempore, impromptu. 06s.
1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. iv. ii. 12 Notwithstanding all her

sodaine quips, The least whereof would quell a louers hope.
1591 i Hen. yf> m. i. 6 Doe It without inuention, sud-
denly, As I with sudden, and extemporall speech, Purpose
to answer what thou canst obiect. a 1656 BP. HALL Let. to

PersonQual.) Your love will put the best construction upon
these sudden lines. 1741 WATTS Improv. Mind Pref., Im-
perfect sketches, which were designed by a sudden pencil,
and in a thousand leisure moments.

f 8. Brief, momentary, lasting only a short time.
1561 T. NORTOK Calvin*s Inst. i. ix. (1634) 30 God brought

not his word among men for a sodaine shew [vne monstre
et parade de petite duree}. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 29
The race of this life was so sodaine and short so often
perilled and every eche moment at death his nod and beck.
c 1595 CAREw Excell. Eng. Tongue in G. G. Smith Eliz.
Crit. Ess. II. 287 A fuller obseruation of what my sod-
daine memorye cannott represent vnto mee.

f 9. Happening at an early date ; shortly to come
or to be. 06s. (Cf. SUDDENLY 4.)
1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, in. iv. 45 We haue not yet set

downe this day of Triumph : To morrow, in my iudgement,
is too sudden. 1607 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. n. i. The
Dukes sonne.. One that is like to be our suddaine Duke.
1611 ELSING Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 122 To repre-
sent the daungers and the present and sodeyne occasions
which may be loste. 171* R, GALE in Mem. IV. Stukeley
(Surtees) 1. 149, 1 will make up the first summe by asudden
opportunity. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xv. ix

t
I must

pray for a sudden opportunity of returning those pecuniary
obligations.

B. adv. (So F. soudain.}
1. = SUDDENLY. Chiefly /0*/.
? 1404-8 26 Pol. Poems 24 De|> claymeb eche man for

hesse, And sodeyn, deb no dayes sells. 1588 SHAKS. L. L.
L. ii. i. 107 Pardon me, I am too sodaine bold. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. i. i. 6 The day with cloudes was suddeine ouercast,

1651 in Gilbert Contemp. Hist. Irel.(\*. Archxol. Soc.) III.

76 If I cannot be sudaine in the heade of a considerable

armte, I am likly to be founde in the counties of SHgoe or
Letrim. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 650 Pavilions numberless,
and sudden reard. 1742 BLAIR Grave 63 Sudden ! he starts.

1810 SCOTT Lady of L, v. xix, As up the flinty path they
strain'd Sudden his steed the leader rein'd. 1833 TENNYSON
Dream Fair Wont. xxxi

t Sudden I heard a voice that cried,
1 Come here '. 1884 BROWNING FerishtaJt^ Eagle 13 Sudden
there swooped An eagle downward.
2. When qualifying an adj. in theattrib. position

sudden is often hyphened to it.

i73oTnoM.soN X7^Kw(ed.2) 951 The sudden-starting tear.

1836 NEWMAN in Lyra. A6ost, (1849) 10 Sudden-whelming
storm. 1859 TENNYSON Elaine 327 There brake a sudden-

beaming tenderness Of manners and of nature.

C. quasi-j. and sb.

1. In advb. phr. formed with preps,
= SUDDENLY

(chiefly in sense i).

a. Ofa sudden (earlier f of the sudden} : now
usually with preceding all.

1570 DEE Math, Pref. d iij b, I thinke, that none can

tustiy account them selues Architectes, of the suddeyne.
1590 H. BARROW in Greenwood Coll. Art D ij b, I was..

compelled. .to answere of the sodaine vnto such articles.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. \. \. 152 Is it possible That loue
should of a sodaine take such hold? a 1648 DIGBY Closet

Ofened (\6toj) 188 When all is heated through, it [sc. gravy]
will quicken of a sudden. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (1747)
III. 66 All of a sudden, and without any.. previous Instruc-

tions, they were heard to speak.. in the fifteen several

Tongues of fifteen several Nations. 1864 MRS. LLOYD Ladies

o/Polcarrow 103 And then Prudy, all of a suddent, began
to keep company with that little Preventative fellow. 1890
DOYLE White Company xxx, As he gazed, he saw ofasudden
a man steal forth from the wood. 1891 FARRAR Darkn. <v

Dawn xvii, Then all of a sudden appears Caligula, and
demands that Claudius should be recognised as his slave.

b. On or upon a (or the} sudden (also ^ on

sudden^ tfthe sudden), arck. Very common c 1560-1700.

1558 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1008) 17 To be..done
. .for more reasonable bier in hope of present payment then
can be had or done upon the soden. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus
s.v. Subitariust Subitarij milites^ souldiours mustred . . voon
a sodayne, 1581 T. HOWELL Deuises G \\], Who running
well, at first, on sodaine slakes. 16x1 Bible Ecclus. xi. 21

It is an easie thing in the sight of the Lord, on the sudden
to make a poore man rich. 1630 USSHER Lett. (1686) 449
For the Bargain which you mention of Ancient Coins,.. I

cannot upon the sudden say any thing ; for my own Purse
is too shallow. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. \. 23 He did

not upon theSuddam comprehend the consequences, a 1700
EVELYN Diary 15 Oct. 1644, It pleas'd God on the suddaine
to appease the wind. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe t, 136 My Crop
promis'd very well, when on a sudden I found I was in

Danger of losing it all again. 1815 SCOTT Talism. xii, At

length, and upon a sudden, the gallant stag-hound bayed
furiously. 1843 F. E. FACET Warden of Berkingholt
118 He became on the sudden, moody, sullen and reck-

less. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 152 On a sudden a
gleam of hope appeared. 1868 BROWNING Ring $ Bk. ix.

Bottinius 1303 O the sudden, as good gifts are wont befall.

SUDDENLY.

f- () as adj. Prompt, speedily made. Obs,
1683 TEMPLE Mem. Wks. 1720 I. 439, I was surpriz'd to

hear a Proposition so on the sudden, so short, and so deci-
sive.

f O. At a (or the) sudden. Oos.
1560 WHITEHORNE Ord. Souldiours (1588) 3 To know how

many men may inarch in a rancke, & at a sudden to brine
them intoafouresquare battaill. 1574 HtLLoviisCufttaras
Fam. Ep. (1577) 70 When they shoulde haue done a thing
at the soudaine, they haue sit downe with great leysure to
take counsell. 1589 PUTTENHAU Engi. i'oesie in. xxiv.

(Arb.) 387 When Parmenio..perswaded king Alexander. .10
set vpon Darius at the sodaine. 1631 SIR T. HAWKINS tr.

Alatnieu^s Unhappy Prosp. 170 Caligula seeing many Sena-
tors at bis table, laughed at a sudden,

f d. In a sudden. Obs.

1560 WHITEHORNE Arte Warre 60 Parte of thy men maie
be well hidden, to be able in a sodain, and contrary to
thenemies opinion to assaut him. Ibid. 69 The other twoo
shal remain behinde, distaunte other thirtie yardes : the
which facion maie bee ordained in a sodaine.

t e. On ( upon, with} such a sudden, so suddenly ;

of (upon) this sudden, on the spur of the moment ;

upon a very great sudden, in great sudden, very
suddenly. (Cf. 2.) Obs.

1571 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II. 267 If I could make
them [sc. lodgings] better upon suche a sodeyn, then wold I.

'575 GASCOIGNE Kenelworth Wks. 1910 II. 102 These verses
were devised.. upon a very great sudden. 1581 N. LICHE-
FIELD tr. Castanheda's Cong. E. Ind. i. xlvii. 103 b, And in-

deed with such a sodaine came upon him, that [etc.]. 1600
SHAKS. A. Y. L. L in. 27 Is it possible on such a sodaine,
you should fall into so strong a liking with old Sir Roulonds
yongest sonne ? 1600 zst. Pt. Sir J. OIdeastie \. iii. 1 16 You
are welcome, Sir, what ere you be; But of this sodaine, Sir,
I do not know you. 1617 USSHER Lett. (1686) 60, 1 have
nothing that upon this sudden I can well write of. a 1674
MILTON Hist. Moscovia v. Wks. 1851 VIII. 513 Wherat the

Emperor in great sudden bid him get home,

1 2. A sudden need, danger, or the like ; an emer-

gency. Obs.

Chiefly governed by preps. att on (cf. i b, c).

1559 BERCHRR Nobylytye Wymen (Roxb. Club) 102 Howe
redye they be in matters of dowbte, howe constant in the

Sodeyne of dayngers. Ibid. 119 Wymen be best at the

sodeyne. 1585-6 EARL LEYCESTER Corr. (Camden) 228 When
parliaments be called vppon suddens. 1589 BIGCES Sum-
marie Drake's W. Ind. oy. 44 The helpe of marriners for

that sudden to make trenches could not be had. 1608 CHAP-
MAN Byron's Conspir. u. ii. 221 On any sudden, upon any
ground, And in the form of all occasions, a 1639 WOTTON
in Reliq. (1651) 331, I would wish Parents to mark.. the

witty excuses of their Children, especially at Suddains and
Surprizals. 1704 S. SEWALL Diary 22 May, He bad. .called
me back again ; At such a Sudden 1 knew not what to doe.

f3. Suddenness. Obs, rare.

1575 GASCOIGNE Glasse Govt. Wks. 1910 II. 63 The sodaine
of our departure seemeth somewhat straunge unto me.

f 4. For a sudden : for an instant. Obs.
1688 BUNYAN Heavenly Footman (1724) 84 Agrippa gave

a fair Step for a sudden.

Sudden, obs. pa. pple. of SEETHE v.

Suddene, obs. form of SUBDEAN.

Suddenly (so'd'nli), adv. (a.) Forms: see

SUDDEN ; also 4-5 sodonly, 7 suddainaly, aud-

ingly. [f. SUDDEN + -LT 2
.]

1. Without warning or preparation ;
all at once,

all of a sudden.
In some contexts the

implication
is rather ' At an unex-

pected moment, unexpectedly '.

c 1390 S. Eng. Leg. 19 In awuche manere it were pat it

queinte so sodeinliche al }>at lijt bat buy here, a 1300 Cur-
sor M. 1 1609 Vte o l?is coue ban sagh bai glide Mam dragons
wel sodanli. c 1330 Spec. Guy Warw. 882 Worch while Jm
mait, For sodeyncliche bu mint be caiht. 1375 HARBOUR
Bruce vn. 505 lie thoucht than with his cheuelry To cum
apon hym suddanly. 1390 GOWBR Con/. II. 21 As a man
that sodeinli A gost behelde, so fare I. c 1400 Destr. Troy
12494 Sodonly the softe windc vnsoberly blew. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur in. xii. 114 Ye cam in sodenly ther as we
were at the hyghe feest and tooke awey this lady. 1508
FISHER 7 Penit. Ps. cxxx. Wks. (1876) 202 The cogytacyons
whiche come sodejmly vnto the mynde. 1530 RASTELL Bk.

Purgat. in. xv. Liv b, Yf such a synner dye sodenly, and
before be haue had any lyme to take any repentaunce.

*577-8 BRETON Flourish upon FancieViVs, (Grosart) I. o/
Ouer this lies a Bridge, but trust mee, verie weake : For
when you are in midst therof, then sodenly twyll breake.

1615 SANDYS Trav. 7 Cowardize is joyned with their crueltie,

who dare do nothing but.sodainly, vpon advantages. 1671
MILTON P. R. u. 298 He view'd it round, When suddenly a
man before him stood. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. ii. Wks. 1874
I. 41 These natural punishments or miseries often come, not

by degrees, but suddenly. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scot, in 1773,

331 Here the water suddenly narrows. 1860 TYNDALL Glac.

\. xL 73 One star, .suddenly made its appearance above one
of the Aiguilles. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul (1883) 166 No one
likes to be suddenly awakened.

b. ZooL and Bot. Sharply, abruptly.
1843 [see 5]. 1847 W. E. STEELE Field Bat. 189 Leaves

suddenly acuminate.

f2. Without delay, forthwith, promptly, imme-

diately, directly, at once. Obs.

c 1330 Arth. <$ Merl. 607 pat bai schutd sodeinliche Smite
of his heued hastiliche & no word no speke him to. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxxii. (Justin) 424 He hyr herd sodendely,
& gert cese J>at mortalyte. ^1386 CHAUCER Merck. T. 165.
I prey yow shapeth for my manage Al

sodeynly,
for I wol

nat abyde. 1413 J AS. I Kingis Q. cxxvi, Straught vnto the

presence sodeynly Off dame Minerue, . . Gude hope . . led me.

1:1475 Harl. Contin. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 556 As scone as

he was crowned, enoynted, and sacred, anone sodaynly he

was chaunged into a new man. 1513 BRAOSHAW St. Wer*

ovrgc n. 1409 Wherwith saynt Werburge departed sodeinly
13



SUDDENNESS.

To the blys of heuyn. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, iv. ii. 4

Sue- suddenly, my Lords, are wee all friends? 1650

BULWER !2\nthrlpomet. ..6 When the water enters the

Weazon.menaresuddenlydrowned. iCtgSvgm
Mariner s

Mag. v. xiii. 85 Be sure when you have Fired the|Fuse,

suddenly to cast it [sc. the grenade] out of your hand. 1682

NORRIS Hierocles 82 If we fall into sin, suddenly to betake

ourselves to Justice as to a soveraign Medicine.

f3. Without premeditation ; on the spur of the

moment; extempore. Obs.

iMo^j-Mi^Huannemezuere
huer.of him uorbingl) efterward.

doth hyt sodenlyche, And afterwarde nym rewein mycnc.

CM50 HOLLAND Howlat ,20, lean nocht say sudaneiye..

Bot I sail call my cardinallis and my counsall. .591 (see

SUDDEN A. 7]. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen VI, n. i. 130 Sight may

distinguish of Colours : But suddenly to nominate Aem all

It is impossible. 1656 N. BERNARD Lift 7. Usher *, rheir

readinesse in the Scripture was marvellous, being able sud-

dainly to have repeated any part of the Bible.

f4. After a comparatively short time; at an

early date, early; soon, speedily; shortly (aflcr).

This sense tends to coalesce with r.

ciSoo Lancelot 1874 Qwho that sal exced His rent, he

fallifh sodandly in nede. 1588 KYD Heuah. PMos Wks.

(IQOI) 271 Salt and Vineger doo not onely keep flesh long

ime sweete and seazoned, but fish and fowle h,ch W.H

i45 G DIGBY in Nicholas Papers (Camden) 65 You shall as

suddainlyasmaybe receive a particular accompt of them

both. 1671 MILTON Samson 1565, 1 refrain, too suddenly To

utter what will come at last too soon. 1681 KNOX Ceylon 111.

iv 78 Either just before or very suddenly after this Voice, the

King always cuts off People. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xx,

How he had been taught the art of a cognoscento so very

suddenly.

fb. Not long after the time of speaking or

writing ; shortly ; very soon. Obs.

1544 in Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) IV. 303, I will not bid

you good night. Suddenly we shall meet again in the king-

dom of heaven. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, i. in. 294 When
time is ripe, which will be sodainly. 1661 Pi. RUPERT

in nth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 9, I hope the

Duke of Yorke will have given order for a Fregatte for me,

soe that I hope suddainsly to see you. 1676 ETHEREDGS
Man of Mode H. i, Now practising a famous Ballat, which

will Be suddenly danc'd at the Bear-Garden. 1680 Bunyaii s

Mr. Baiintan Bookseller's Advt. (1905) 15 There is now in

the Press, and will be suddenly published, An Exposition
on the 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10", Chapters on the Hebrews. 1703
PETIVER Mnsei Petiv. 95 Plants and Insects . .some of which

I shall suddenly figure. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 239 F 12,

1 shall very suddenly give my Reader an Account of the

whole Art of Cavilling.

5. When qualifying an adj. in the attrib. position

suddenly is often joined to it by a hyphen.
1772 NUGENT Hist. Fr. Gerund II. 147 One of those lazy,

suddenly-learned gentry. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 269/2 It

tends to Trochus acutus in its suddenly-pointed spire. 1900
Westm. Gaz. 16 Aug. 1/2 One of those suddenly-arising

emergencies.

1 6. Used as adj. Quick, rapid. Obs. rarer-1
.

1556 Aurelio Sr Isab. (1608) I vij, Youre thoughte is

soudainlier than ower tonge. [1600 Cowries Conspiracie
B ij, The suddainly comming of his Maiestie vnlooked for

there.)

Suddenness (sfd'nnes). Forms : see SUD-
DEN a.

;
also 4 sodeynesse, 7 suddenesa. [f.

SODDEN a. + -NESS.]
1. The quality of taking place without warning

or preparation ; unexpectedness.
1382 WYCLIK Wisd. v. 2 Seende thei . . shul merueilen in the

sodeynesse [Vulg. subitatione] of the vnhopid helthe. a 1586
SIDNEY Arcadia in. xxiv. Wks. 1912 I. 492 Who when he
saw her fal, had his owne rage stayed a little with the sod-

dennes of her destruction. 1624 MASSINGER Renegado n. v,

The suddenness Oftheir departure . . Deterr'd us. 1685 BAX-
TER Paraphr. N.T.,i Tim. iii. 6 The suddenness ofthe Light
which they have received so transporteth them, that [etc.],

1797 S. & HT. LEE Cantero. T. (1799) I. 6 The suddenness
of his excursion had caused Montford to be but ill provided
with letters of recommendation. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece
xxx. IV. 161 The suddenness of the calamity which had de-

prived Athens of her navy had prevented the laying in a
stock of provisions to meet a long siege.

2. Hastiness, precipitancy. Now rare.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong., Hastivete, hastinesse,
sodennesse. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxvii. 158 There is

no suddennesse of Passion sufficient for a totall Excuse. 1876
HARDY Ethelberta (1890) 188, 1 will not urge you to be pre-
cipitate...My suddenness perhaps offended you.

3. The quality of being quick to act ; immediate-
ness or promptitude in action or movement.
This sense tends to coalesce with i.

1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 615/2 [He] speedely
rann forward, accounting his suddaynness his most advaun-
tage. 1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 188 They have.,
ruined those powerfull. .Empires in the sodainnesse of an
instant. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 543 The swifuiesse and
suddennesse of the motion of the

eye-liddes. a x66x FULLER
Worthies, Staffordsh.(i6(n) 39, I know not whether more to
admire at the suddeness of payment, or vastness of the Sum.
1750 CARTE Hist. Eng. II. 2 The suddenness of whose
coronation did not prevent protests being made against it.

1837 CARLYLE Rev. France n. i. xi, Sharp Bretons, with
their Gaelic suddenness. 1841 SPALDING Italy III. 286 The
suddenness of the chill which accompanies the evening twi-
light. 1885 Manch. Exam. 5 Nov. 5/3 With surprising
suddenness and heartiness they broke out in loud cheers.

1 4. Steepness, abruptness. Obs. rare.
1594-7 DmmJM iii. 82 On a huge hill,. .Truth stands,

and hee that will Reach her, about must, and about must
goej And what the hills suddennes resists, winne so.
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Suddenty (so-d'nti). Chiefly Sc. Obs. exc.

dial. Forms : see SUDDEN, [a. OF. sodemele (mod.r .

soudaineit), f. sodein SUDDEN : see -TY.]

L = SUDDENNESS i ; occas. an instance ol mis,

an unexpected attack.

1388 WYCLIF Wisd. v. 2 The! schulen wondre in the sudeynte

of heelthe vnhopid. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) 1.

23 That he micht, be untraist suddante, the more cruell

exerce a 1586 MONTGOMERY Misc. Poems xlv. 9 Come,

gentill Death, and that with suddentie. 1506 DALRYMPLE

fr. Leslie"t Hist. Scot. I. 166 Feiring the suddantie and

craftines of the cuntrey men. flU.lL ,'35.
lh

e,
Barlal"s

in respect of that suddentie, resist and defend al tha mycnt.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt.Bril. IX. xx. 12 Ihese short dangers

and troubles, by reason of their suddainty did worthily make

the King wakefull. 1633 SIR A. JOHNSTON Diary (S.H.b.)

15 The sudainte of it confounds me yet.

b. Phr. Of (a) suddenly, on or upon (a) Suddenty,

in or on a great, in sic a suddenly, etc. : all of a

sudden, (so, very) suddenly.
ci44o Alphabet of Tales 19 As he was drawand, per hap-

pendof Sodentie a fyssh to com in-tp
be bukett. c 1557 ABP.

PARKER Ps. xc. 254 As early grasse in sodentyedoth change

hys hue and plight. 1582-8 Hist. Jos. VI (1804) 77 The

regent thus endit his.. dayes in sic suddainty..as ye haue

heard. 1587 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. I. IV. 167 The

said Maister. upoun suddentie, devisit the secund [device].

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 165 Thairfor vpon

Angus he brekis in vpon a suddentie. 1633 SIR A. JOHNSTON

Diary (S. H. S.) 13 That it pleased God upon a sudamty. .

to separat thos saules quhilk he had joined out of his love.

1650 R. BAILLIE Lett. t, Jrnls. (Bannatyne Club) III. 120

He left the west in a great suddentie and deini-disorder

1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xviii, It is not likely that he should

have joined them on a suddenly. 1824 - Redgauntlet let.

xi My father's tongue was loosed of a suddenly. 1876

ROBINSON Gloss. Whitby 189/1 It cam doon amang us all on

a suddenly.

2. (In Sc. legal language.) An unpremeditated

outburst of passion. On, upon, rarely of, in (a)

suddenly : without premeditation.
1469 Acts Parl. Scot., Jos. Ill (1814) II. 05/2 Gret

slachteris quhilkes has bene Richt commons.. of late baith

of fore thocht felony and of suddante. 1496 Reg. Privy
Seal Scot. I. 10/1 The slauchter of John Thomsoun com-

mittit apon suddante alanerly. c 1575 Sal/bur's Practices

(1754) 5ioGif..it..outofanecAaKrf-//<, or suddentie, that

ilk ane of thame slay uther. 15.. Aotrd. Reg. (Jam.), Spokin
in suddanty, in the first motioune of yre. 1609 SKENE Reg.

Maj. 46 b (tr. Stat. Dav. II.), Crymes (committed be ane

suddentie, or ane chaud-mellee). 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk

(Wodrow Soc.) 36 He who slayes any upon suddentie and

inadvertence. 1678 G. MACKENZIE Crim. Laws Scot. \. xl.

8xi.(i6o9) 64 Chaudmella,Qt Slaughter committed upon

suddenty. 1776 SIR D. DALRYMPLE Annals Scot. I. 4 If he

..committed slaughter of suddenty. 1785 ARNOT Crim.

Trials (1812) 195 That there is no distinction between. .de-

liberate assassination and killing of a suddenty.

II Sudder (sz-daj), a. (sb.) Anglo-Indian, [a.

Urdu = Arab.jJ- cadr foremost or highest part of a

thing, chief place or seat, etc., used in comb, with

adj. sense.] Chief, supreme : applied esp. to high

government departments or officials.

1787 Gentl. Mag. 1181/2 The Court of Sudder Dewannee
Adaulet. 1835 [see MOONSIF). 1845 STOCQUELER Handbk.
Brit. India (1854) 342 Hydrabad is a collectorate, or Sudder
station. 1850 Directions Rev. Of. N. W. Prov. 90 The
Sudder Board of Revenue. 1897 G. SMITH Twelve Indian
Statesm. x. 253 The Supreme and Sudder Courts were

amalgamated at the Presidency Towns.

b. ellipt. as sb. = Sudder Court.

1834 Baboo I. iii. 50 (Stanf. Diet), I was trying to save

myself from appearing a fool before my masters in the Sudder
to-morrow. 1858 I. B. NORTON Topics 150 In Madras, the

Sudder consists of only three judges.

Sndding (su-din), vbl. sb. [f. SUD(S) + -ING*.]
The action of putting through a sud.

1909 Stores' List, No labour being necessary beyond sud-

ding and rinsing.

t Su'dding, ppl. a. Obs. [f. SUD v. + -ING *.]

Foaming.
1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. u. xi, All froths his yellow

streams with many a sudding fall Ibid. iv. vii, The big-

grown main with fomie billows swelling, Stops there the

sudding stream.

Suddite (sz>
r

dsit). [f. SUDD + -ITE i.] A kind

of fuel manufactured from sudd.

1911 Daily News 20 April 6 The new fuel is to be known
as Suddite.

Suddle (s'd'l), sb. Sc.
[f.

the vb.] A stain, spot.
1861 R. QUINN Heather Untie (1863) 239 Nature's touch

sae pure an' bricht, But blemish, flaw, or suddie.

t Saddle, a. Sc. Obs. In 5 suddill. [See next

and cf. SUDDLT.] Filthy.
a 1500 Colkelbie Sow i. 171 The suddill sow of the sord.

Suddie (s'd'l), v. Sc. and north, dial. Also 6

suddill, S sudle. [Immediate source uncertain. Cf.

MHG. suJeln, sudlen to wallow in mire, G. sudeln

to soil, defile.] trans. To soil, sully, defile. Hence

Huddled///, a.

1513 DOUGLAS JEncis xii. ii. 124 That.. I may.. in the

dusty puldyr.. Suddill and fyle hys crysp and Callow hayr.
1696 A. TELFAIR True Relat. Afpar. 10 Seven small bones,
with Blood, and some Flesh, all closed in a peice of Old
suddled Paper. 1722 HAMILTON Wallace 12 She..Asudled
Curch o'er Head and Neck let fall. [Cf. SUDDLY, quot.
CI470.] ciSao HOGG Poems (1865) 279/2 His gravat was
suddled. a. 1825 Ld. Thomat $ Fair Annet vi. in Child
Ballads (1885) II. 186/1 She must put on her suddled silks,
That she wears every day.

SUDORIFIC.

t Su'ddly, a. Olis. Sc. In 5 soudly, 6 sudly.

[f.
SUDDLE v. + -Y.] Soiled, dirty.

ci47o HENRY Wallace i. 241 A soudly courche our bed

and nek [scho] leit fall, c 1560 in A . Scott's Poems (E.E.T.SJ

90 Rycht as the sone schynis on the sudly schaw.

Suddrone, Suddroun, obs. ff. SOOTHBON.

tSu'ddy, a. Oi>s. [f. SUD(S) + -Y.] Turbid,
thick ; also^f.

' muddy '.

1587 HARRISON Descr. Brit. xiv. 87/1 in Holinshed, The
water of this riuer is for the most part sore troubled, as

comming thorough a sucldie or soddie more. 1614 LATHAM
Falconry (1633) 27 Between a blacke & a tawnie, as it were
of a suddie colour. 1657 G. STARKEY Helmont's Vindic.

314 Not as Sope which makes a troubled suddy water.

Sude(a)kiie, -deoon, obs. ff. SUBDEACON.

Sude(n, obs. pa. t. pi. of SEETHE v. Sudene,
obs. f. SUBDEAN. Sudewe, obs. f. SUBDUE v.

Sudge(o)rne, obs. ff. SOJOUBN.

Sudiform (siw'difyum), a. rare.
[f. L. sudis

stake, pile + -FOBM.] Shaped like a stake.

1821 J. PARKINSON OutL Oryctol. 120 Their [. the sea-

urchins J spines are various, never uniformly setous, but

either large and sudiform and as if truncated, or long and
crenulated.

Sudiorne, -journe, obs. forms of SOJODKN.

Sudoral (s^'doral), a. and si. Path. rare.
[f.

L. suitor sweat + -At. Cf. OF. sudoral.] Charac-

terized by a disturbance of the function of sweating.

1876 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 313/2 Diarrhoea, Sudoral,
diarrhoea associated with a disturbance of the functions of

the skin, preventing the secretion of sweat. 1892 OSLER
Princ. iff

Pract. Med. i. i. 16 Jaccoud and others in France
have especially described this sudoral form of typhoid fever.

||
Sndoresis (s'don"sis). [mod.L., irreg. f.

L. sudor sweat + -esis as in DIAPHORESIS.] Sweat-

ing, exudation.

1834 M'MURTRIK Cuvier's Axim. Kingd. 405 The Gall-

insects appear to injure trees by a superabundant sudoresis

through the punctures they make in them. 1901 DOHLAND
lllust. Med. Diet., Sudoresis, profuse sweating.

Sudoric (sid^-rik), a. Chem. [f. L. sudor

sweat + -10. Cf. F. sudorique.] Sudoric acid, an acid

said to be present in human sweat. (Cf. HIDBOTIC.)
1856 Orr's Circ. Sci., Pratt. Chem. 318, 1 call them caseic,

sudoric, and capric acids (capronic, caprylic, and caprinic
acids of other authors).

Sudoriferous (s'adori-feras^a. [f.late 'L.suds-

rifer or mod.L. suddriferus : see -FEBOUS. Cf. F.

sudorifere, It., Sp., Pg. sudorifero^
1. -= SUDORIFIC i.

X597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 49/1 Sudori-

ferouse medicaments. 1604 WESTMACOTT Serift. Hero. 26

The extract of the wood of Box is sudoriferous. 1833
M. SCOTT Tom Cringle vii, The temper of the people.. is

hotter than the climate, and that, God knows ! is sudori-

ferous enough.
2. = SODOBIPABOUS.
1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. v. vii. 338 The sudoriferous

Glands and Vessels. 1849-5. Todd's Cycl. A not. IV. u.

841/1 The cutaneous secretion is formed by the spiral
sudoriferous canals. 1856 TODD & BOWMAN Pkys. Anat.
II. 387 These glands.. are.. related rather to the sudorifer-

ous than to the salivary system. 1877 BURNETT Ear 23 The
sudoriferous glands are most abundant on the posterior
surface of the auricle.

Hence Sudori-ferousness.

1727 BAILEY (vol. II.), Sudoriferovsness, aptness to cause

Sweat.

Sudorific (s'adoirfik), a. and si>. Also J

-iphioke, 7-8 -iflck. [ad. mod.L. sudSrifaus : see

-FIC. Cf. F. sudorifique, It., Sp., Pg. sudorifico^
A. adj.

1. Promoting or causing perspiration; diaphoretic.
1626 BACON Sylva 706 A Decoction of Sudorifick Herbs.

1634 Lome's Chirurg. (ed. 3) v. xii. 153 Decoction sudori-

phicke. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules o/ Diet in A^limentsl
etc.

271 Many things which are diuretick are likewise sudonfick.

iBn A. T. THOMSON Land. Disp. (1818) 584 This oil is

stimulant, anti.spasmodic, anodyne, and sudorific. 1850 S.

DOBELL Rom. v. Poet. Wks. (1875) 59 Sudorific toil. 1869
CLARIDGE Cold Water Cure 203 Sudorific Process.

2. Connected with the secretion and the exudation

of sweat ; sudoriparous, perspiratory.
c 17*0 W. GIBSON Farrier's Dispens. vii. (1734) 184 The

Sudorifick Pores. 1799 UNDERWOOD Dis. Childhood (ed. 4)

II. 169 Hydroa, or Sndamina is a trifling eruption from the

sudorific glands. 1878 HAMILTON Nervous Dis. 74 During
the warmer season, when the sudorific apparatus requires a
free capillary circulation.

3. Consisting of sweat, rare.

1807 SYD. SMITH Whs. (1850) 85 A miraculous image of

our Lady of Serdenay, which always sweats not ordinary
sudorific matter but an oil of great ecclesiastical efficacy.

1837 BARHAM Ineol. Leg. Ser. I. Leech Folkestone, Did you
ever, .burst out into sudorific exudation like a cold thaw,
with the thermometer at zero ?

4. Of limestone caves, etc. : That exudes.

1828 DUPPA Trav. Italy, etc. 142 The steam-baths of

Dgedalus.. consist of several sudorific grottos.

B. sb. A medicine or remedy which promotes

perspiration ; a diaphoretic.

of their Action j the one promoting sensible Perspiration, the

other insensible. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters III. 171 This
bath becomes the most powerful and certain sudorific

known. 1841 BREWSTER Martyrs Sci. u. iv. (1856) 159

Antimony.. a well known sudorific in the present practice



SUDORIFICAL.
of physic. 1883 J. MACKENZIE Day-dawn Dark flaces 42
They actually rolled the miserable man in the burning sand
as a sudorific ! 1908 SIR H. JOHNSTON G. Grenfellff Conge
II. xxii. 557 A treatment of disease by massage or sudorifics.

b. transf.
1777 H. WALPOLE Let. to C'less Ufiper Ossory 29 June,We will keep ourselves warm with hot cockles and blind-

man's-buff, and other old English sudorifics.

t Sudori'fical, a. 06s. rare. [f. as prec. + -At.]
1. = SUDORIFIC I.

1651 FRENCH Distill, i. 34 There will come forth an insipid
water, sudorificall and laxative.

2. Sweaty, perspiring.
i8a8 Blacfav. Mag. XXIV. 350 He deterges his brow

sudorifical.

t Sudorifica tion. 06s. rarer-1
,

[f. L. sudor
sweat + -(I)FICATION.] Sweat, perspiration.
1708 Brit. Apollo, Q. Pafer No. i. 3/1 It makes my..

Carcase.. in a humid Siulorification.

Sudoriparous (s'*lori-pares), a. Phys. [f.

mod.L. siidoriparus, {. suitor sweat : see -PABOUS.
Cf. F. sudoripare.] Secreting sweat.
1851 CARPENTER Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 446 The Sudoriparous

or sweat-glands. 1876 DUHRING Dis. Skin 18 Certain gases,
as carbonic acid, and other substances, are eliminated from
the body through the sudoriparous glands.

b. Used loosely for : Connected with the pro-
dnction of sweat or with the sweat-glands.
1899 Alloutt'sSyst.Aft<i.\\\l.6rf Both the sudoriparous

and sebaceous functions may be abolished. Ibid. 825 They
originate in the sweat-glands, and are usually found about
the forehead or skin of the scalp (sudoriparous adenoma).

Sudorous (si-d6rss), a. rare. [f. late L.

sudorus, f. L. sudor sweat : see -ous.] Sweaty.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. v. 85 The strigments

and sudorous adhesions from mens hands. Ibid. v. xxi.

270 The sudorous or thin serosity perspirable through the
skin. 1893 DOUGHTY Wherry in Wendish Lands 274 Four
backs, weary and sudorous.

II Sudra (s-dra). Anglo-Indian. Forms : Ipl.
Shudderies, -yes, 7, 9 Soudra, 8 Tsohud(d)irer,
Sudder, 8-9 Soodera, Boeder, 9 S(h)uder,
Bhudra, Boodra, (Judra, 8- Sudra. [a. Skr.

Siidra (Hindi shiidr, Urdu sudr), of doubtful etym.
Cf. F. Sotttira, Pg. Chudrer.] A member of the
lowest of the four great Hindu castes.

1630 LORD Banians xii, The third Tribe or Cast, called
the Shudderies. 1678 J. PHILLIPS tr. Tavernifr's Trav. II.

in. iii. 162 The fourth Caste is that of the Charades or
Soitdras. 1717 J. T. PHILLIPS People ofMalabar 20 As for
the Tsckudirers, they have Licence only to read the six

Systems. 1704 SIR W, J_ONES Instit. Hindu Law Wks.
I7oglll. 357 Yor&Sudra is ordained a wife of his own class.

1796 ELIZA HAMILTON Lett. Hindoo Rajah (1811) I. 115
Any base born sooder. 1796 MORSE Anter. Geog. II. 544
The fourth tribe is that of Stidder. 1800 Asiat.Ann. Reg.
55/2 A Vaisya,

unable to subsist by his own duties, may
descend to the servile acts of a Sudra. 1858 BEVERIDGE
Hist. India II. iv. i. 13 The modern Sudra is no longer a
slave. V)V>Encycl. Brit. XIII. 503/1 Whilst theAryawas
thus a dvi-ja, or twice- born, the Sudra remained unregener-
ate during his lifetime.

attrib. 1794 SIR W. JONES Instil. Hindu Law Wks. 1709
III. 333 \Brdkmen may seize without hesitation, .the goods
of his Sudra slave. i88 Asiatic Costumes 60 Hindoos of
the soodra caste. 1829 Encycl. Melrop. (1845) XX. 677/2
Nanda, the son of a Sudra mother. 1876 Encycl. Brit. V.
190/2 After Buddha, Sudra dynasties ruled in many parts
of India.

Sudroun, obs. form of SOUTHRON.
Suds (sdz), sb. pi. Forms : 6 sudes, 6-7

suddes, 7-8 sudds, 6- suds. Also sing, sud
(7 sudd). [Of uncertain etymology.
With the existing evidence it is difficult to establish the

chronology of the senses. Sense z is perhaps the original :

in which case the immediate source may be MLG., MDu.
sadde (WFris. sodde\ or MDu. sudse, in Kilian zudse
(WFris. sodze) marsh, bog.]

1 1. Dregs, leavings ; hence, filth, muck. Alsoy?^.
or in fig. context. Obs.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Pref. 2 b, He had so infected the
clere fountaine of Goddes woorde with the suddes of
humain tradicions. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Rivers iv, Oft causyng
good to be reported yll, Or dround in suddes of Lethes
muddy swyll. 1376 TURBERV. Ventrie xxxv. 93 Perchance
the fight.. Amasde your mynde, and for a wbyle did draw
Your noble eyes, to settle on such suddes. 1581 Lane. *
Cheshire Wills (Chetham Soc.) II. 3, I geue and bequeath
vnto James hamer my sone all the dust and sudes towardes
the keepinge of a swine. 1594 Manch. Crt. Leet Rec.
(1885) II. go That Roberte Marshall shall not cast any
suddes or bludye water one., his backside. 1596 NORDUN
Progr.Pietie (1847) 178 The dangerous estate of thy church,
which is much pestered and infected with the suds of error.

1609 J. DAVIESHum. Heaven on Earth clix. Wks. (Grosart)
I. 2i/i Swimming in Suddes of all sordiditie. i6>> DONNE
Serin. John i. 8 (1649) II. 344 Those that lye in the suddes
of nature, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. n. iii, The base Suds which
Vice useth to leave behind it.

1 2. Flood-water ; the water of the fens ; water
mixed with drift-sand and mud

; drift-sand left by
a flood. Also transf. (quot. 1599). Obs.
The authors here quoted belong to E. Anglia.
1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe Wks. 1905 III. 196 Leander. .

when bee sprawled through the brackish suddes to scale her
[sc. Hero's] tower. 1621 QUARLES Esther Wks. (Grosart)
II. 63/2 [God's] lesser breath.. can drowne The spacious
Vniuerse in suds of Clay. 1609 H. C. Disc. cone. Drayning
Fennes B, To be surrounded, or to lye in the suds, as we
say, three quarters or halfe a yeere-.doth mischiefe . . the

ground. 1635 QUARLES Embl. iv. i. Wks. (Grosart) III. 79/1
Thus am I driven upon these slipp'ry suds,..My life s a

99

troubled sea, compos'd of Ebs and Flouds. 1851 T. STERK.
BERG Dial. Nortkants. 109 Surfs, floods. Water mixed
with sand and mud ; formerly applied to the water of
the fens.

3. a. Water impregnated with soap for washing,
esp. when hot. b. The frothy mass which collects
on the top of soapy water in which things are
washed ; in early use esp, a barber's lather. (More
fully SOAP-SUDS.) Also in fig. and allusive use

(cf. sense 5).

1581 PKTTIE tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. (1586) r. 41 b. Hee
which washeth his mouth with his owne praise, soylethhim-
selfe with the suddes that come of it. 1593 G. HARVEY New
Letter Wks. (Grosart) I. 281, I haue some suddes of my
mother witt, to sowse such a Dish clowte in. 1594 PLAT
Jewell-he, i. 34 Maister Barnabe Googe will haue all the
suddes of his landery conueied thereon. 1596 NASHE Saffron
Walden 16 Thou that hast made so manie men winke whyles
thou cast suds in their eyes. 1606 DEKKER Seven Deadly
Sinnes Wks. (Grosart) II. 62 Barbers, .throwing all their
Suddes out of their learned Latin Basons into my face. 1606
MARSTON Faivne iv. i, Alas my miserable maister, what suds
art thou washt into ? 1611- (see SOAP-SUDS]. 1612 WEBSTER
White Devil

f
v. iii, She simpers like the suds A collier hath

been wash'd in. 1688 HOLME Armoury m. 98/2 Beating the

Soap and Water together, to make it rise to a Froth, which
they [sc. Laundresses] call Suds. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones
viir. iv, The shaver was very tedious in preparing his suds.
a 1756 ELIZA HAYWOOD New Present (1771) 268 Let them he
washed in strong clear suds. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chnz.
xxix, He lathered him bountifully. Mr. Bailey smiled
through the suds. 1873 BROWNING^/ Cott. A^.-cai* 1576
The brilliant bubble burst in suds ! 1887 MEREDITH Young
Reynard \. Poet. Wks. (1912) 286 Light as a bubble that
flies from the tub, Whisked by the laundry-wife out of her
suds, a 1893 W. BURNS THOMSON Remin. (1895) 33 She
stroked the suds off her hands and arms.

C. sing. A soap solution.

i835URE/^Ar7,?j. Manuf. 129 It [sc. the grease ofthe fleece]
serves to facilitate the scouring of wool by means of water
alone, with which it forms a kind of sud or emulsion. 1884
W. S. B. MLAREN Spinning (ed. 2) 32 A moderately good
washing in a warm sud, with a neutral soap.
4. Foam, froth. Also sing.
1593 GREENE Upst. CourtierD iv b, They lookte like foure

blowne bladders . . washt ouer with the suds ofan old stale die.

1607 MIDDLETON Fam, Love m. ii, Like the suds of an
ale-fat or a washing-bowl. 1906 F. S. OLIVER Alex.
Hamilton iv. ii. 279 Opinions which never at any point
touched a firm bottom, but merely swam like a kind of ' sud

'

upon the stream of expediency. 1913 J. G. FRAZER Golden
Bougk, Balder II. 231 While one medicine-man whirls a
bull-roarer, another whips up a mixture of water and meal
into frothy suds symbolic of clouds.

b. Whaling. The foam churned up by a wounded
whale.

1850 SCORESBY C/teever's Whalem* Adv. xii. (1858) 164 Let
us be up among the suds.

c. (/.S. slang. An inferior kind of beer.

1907 Daily Chron. 16 May 6/7 A ' tub of suds,
1

the name
for a glass of low quality beer.

5. In the suds (f in suds, in the sud} : chiefly
in to lie or be in the suds ; to lay t

leave in the suds.

a. In difficulties, in embarrassment or per-

plexity. Obs. or slang.
c 1572 GASCOIGNE Posies^ Fruites Warre Wks. iQo? I. 161

He.. sought with victual! to supplie, Poore Myddleburgh
which then in suddes did lie. 1603 KNOLLF.S Hist. Turks
(1621) 426 Whilest Scodra thus lay in thesuds. 1617 in Crt,

<5- Times Jos. 7(1848) I, 468 The Lord Coke is left in the

suds. 1653 H. MORE Conject. Cabbal, (1713) 230 After the

hurry of his inordinate pleasures and passion, when he was
for a time left in the suds, as they call it. 1730 SWIFT Death, fy

Daphne Misc. 1735 V. 109 Away the frighted Spectre scuds
And leaves my Lady m the Suds. 1775 S. J. PRATT Liberal

Opin* cxxxiv. (1783) IV. 216 This proves, logid, that you
are in the suds; which is, Anglice^ being interpreted, that

you will be hanged, a 1800 Jolly Beggar xii. in Child
Ballads V. 114/2 When that some have got their wills

They'l leave you in the suds.

t b. Undone ; done for ; in disgrace. Similarly,
into the suds. Obs.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. 222 The glory of the

Spaniards laid in the suds. 1613 FLETCHER, etc. Captain
in. vi, lie fuddle him Or lye 'ith sudd [znd Fol. suds].

1631 [MABBE] Ccltstina xxi. 107 Our solace is in the suds I

our joy is turn'd into annoyl 1633 MASSINGER Maid of
Hon. i. ii, Look not with too much contemplation on me j

If you do, you are in the suds. 1633 ROWLEY Match at

Midnight v. i, There's one laruis, a rope on him has juggled
me into the sudds too.

c. In the sulks ; in the blues, dial.

161 1 COTGR. s. v. yilain t Being in the suds, or sullens.

1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xvi 280 So long he

is sicke in the suds, and diseased in the sullens. 1807 R.
ANDERSON Cumbld. Ball. 139 Some lasses thought lang to

the weddin Unax'd, others sat i' the suds. 1840 LADY C.

BURY Hist, ofFlirt xxv, Mary does not look very well, and

you are in the suds.

(
d. In an unfinished state or condition. Obs.

a 159* GREENE Orpharion Wks. (Grosart) XII. 7 It hath
line this twelve months in the suds. Now at last it is crept
forth in the Spring. 1615-10 C. MORE Sir T. More (c 1627)

242 Some [actions-at-law] lye in the suddes by the space of

diuerse yeares. 1641 FULLER Holy $ Prof. St. iv. xvi. 319
Who so trimly dispatch'd his businesse, that he left it in the

suddes.

e. f () Being lathered. Obs. (b) Being washed,
' in the wash '.

c 16*6 Dick of Devon, ii. L in Bullen O. PI. (1883) II. 29 We
may hap to be in the suddes ourselves, c 1640 [SHIRLEY]

Capt. underwit i. Ibid. 327, I thought you by the wide

lynnen about your neck have been under correction in the

suds, sir. 1766 SMOLLETT Trav. v. Wks. (1841) 699/1 Captain

SUE.
^ ...with the napkin under his chin, was no bad repre-sentation of Sancho Panza in the suds. 1788 limit i Jan.,
JhoiiEh his Lordship has been so long in the suds, it b not
thought that shaving will take place till the day of Judg-
rnent. 1863 MHS. GASKILI. Sylvia* Lovers xvii, Thy best
shirt is in t suds, and no time for t' starch and iron it.

ff. Slightly intoxicated, fuddled. Obs.
1770 Centl. Mag. XL. 559 He is said to be. .a little in the

suds.

6. attrib. and Comb. : sud-dlsh, a barber's soap-
dish; f suds-monger contemptuous, a barber-
suds-tub, a washing-tub.

mon
Cain

iger. 1805 Spirit Publ. Jrni,. IX. 113 Poor Mungo
le out of the "suds tub no whiter than when soused in !

Sudsy (sc'dzi), a. U.S. [f. SDDS + -T.] Con-
sisting of, full of, or characterized by soap-snds.
1884 Harper's Mag. Sept. 518/2 Washers .. laving their

linen in the sudsy stream. 1891 Advance (Chicago) Nov.,
The steaming, sudsy tub. 1901 Mansey's Mar. XXV. 441/3A pleasant, sudsy cleanliness about the two little rooms.

Suduwe, obs. form of SCBDUE.
Sudyakne, obs. form of SCBOEACON.
t Sue, sb. Obs. Also su. [Cf. SUCCABATH.]

(See ouots.)
1607 TOPSELI. Four-/. Beasts 660 There is a region in the

new-found world, called Gigantes, and the inhabitants there-
of are called Pantagones ; . . they cloath themselues with the
skins of a beast called in theyr owne toong Su t for by reason
that this beast liueth for the most part neere the waters,
therefore they cal it by the name of Su, which signifieth
water. 1623 COCKF.RAH in, Sue, a most cruell fierce beast,
carrying her young vpon her backe to shadow them from the
heat with her huge taile. 1688 House. Armoury n. x. 212/2
He beareth Argent ; a Sue Sable.

Sue (si), v. Forms : 3-5 suwe, siwe, sywe,
3-7 sewe, 4-5 seue, suy(e, 4-6 awe, (pa. t. and

pple. sude), 5-6 sew, sou, 5-7 siew, shue, (3 suu,
siu, suhe, siwi, sywi, siwy, 4 siue, s(e)wy,
aeuwe, suie, 5 su, suew, seewe, sieu, syew,
svyn, 6 suw, seyv), 4- sue. [a. AF. suer, stiver,

sure, suir(e = OF. sivre, also sevre, sievre, etc.

(pres. stem siu-, sieu-, seu-), mod.F. suivre : pop.
L. *sequlrt (cf. Pr. segre, seguir, It seguire, Sp.,

Pg. seguir), for L. sequi to follow.]
I. Transitive senses.

1 1. To follow (a person or thing in motion) ;

occas. to tend (cattle). Also with forth. Obs.
c 1190 St. Brandan 460 in S. Eng. Leg. 232 So bicke buy

[fc. fish] weren a-boute bis sch ip And euere syweden it so. 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 550, I haue ben his folwar al bis fifty

wyntre ; Bothe ysowen his sede and sued bis bestes. 14x1-1
HOCCLEVE Complaint 321 My wyckednesses evar followe

me, as men may se the shadow a body swe. 1426 LYDC. De
Guil. Pilgr. 8763, I ha founde a chaumberere, Me suyng at

my bak behynde. f 1450 Mirk's Festial 49 DCS kynges su-

dyn bys sterre forth, tyll bay come ynto Bedeleem. c 1485
Digoy Myst. ill. 532 Go }e be-fore ; J sue yow ner. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. m. iv. 50 It was a knight, which now her
sewd.

f b. To follow (a person's steps, a track, path).
Also in fig. context Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 481 pis was lymytid to petre &

hise bat suyden be steppis bat petre wente. c 1410 Master
pfGame (MS. Digby 182) xxv, Come ageynn ber as he gan
to sewe and sewe forth be right, c 1450 Godstmu Reg. 23
Wold god 1 cowth by steppes wel to sewe ! 1548 FORREST
Pleas. Poesye 55 In suynge the Steppes of suche men appro-
bate. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. ix. 26 As when two Barkes, this

caried with the tide,That with the wind, contrary courses sew.

f c. To follow with the eyes. Obs.
a 1425 Cursor M. 12200 (Trin.) pe lettres fro alpha to tayu
Wib dyuerse si^te may men sew. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 89
Thow darryst full evyll with thy Ey hym sewe.

1 2. a. To come after, follow, succeed (in time).
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B.xvm. 190pat Adam&Eue and alle bat

hem suwed Shulde deye doune ri^te and dwelle in pyne after.

c 1450 Mirks Festial 28 pes bre festys bat seube pe byrth of
Crist. 1450 Rolls of Parlt. V. 213/1 The cure of mydnyght
next suyrjg the seid Tuesday. 1491 Ibid. VI. 443/2 That no
Collectour be charged of any Colleccion of 11 XVm" and
Xmes togeders, oon ymmediatly suyng another.

f b. To follow as a consequence or result. 06s,
c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 43 Of euels bat seuen

flesshly apetit. 1493 Festivall (W. de W. 1515) sb, Lechery
that sueth alwaye glotony. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Rich. II, i,

Shame sueth sinne, as rayne drops do the thunder.

f 3. To go in pursuit of ; to chase, pursue. Obs.
c 1175 LAY. 16437 Aurelie him siwede forb. 1*97 R. GLOUC.

(Rolls) 2941 po hengist vsey be cristinemen sywi him so
vaste. 13.. K. Alts. 1108 (W.) No scholde foul, gret no

smal, Have y.siwed Bulsifall ! 1388 WYCUP Prov. x. 4 The
same man sueth briddis fleynge. c 1460 TtmmeUy Myst.

the Blatant beast,

t b. Said of misfortune, etc. Obs.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. iv. 34 In sunne ant sorewe yam
seint, that siweth me so fully sore, c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer.,

Gov. Lordsk. 50 Myshappe shal sone sewe him. 1510 Treat.

Galaunt in Furnivall Ballads /r. MSS. I. 448 Dyuers ad-

uersytees
seweth vs yere be yere.

f 4. To follow (a person) as an attendant, com-

panion, or adherent ; to accompany, attend npon ;

occas. to follow (a banner or the like) ; to frequent

(a person's company). Obs.

a 1150 Owl$ Night. 1 536 (Jesus MS.) pat . .syweb bare bat
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SUE.

noht naueK & haueb atom liis riche spuse. c 1275 LAY. 1387

And ich ).e wolle siwi mid mine gode folke. c 1320 Last.

Love sin And elles-wher ber he code, Muche folk him

suwede of feole beode. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xi. 414 That

clcrgye bi compaignye ne kepeth noujt to sue. 1383 WYCLIF

Matt. viii. 19 Maistre, I shal sue thee, whidir euer thou shalt

go. 1.11400 Morte Arth. 81 Wyth sextene knyghtes in a

soyte, sewande hym one. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) 226 He. .

commanded hem anon to make hem redy, and to sewen his

Banere. c 1450 Merlin 210 Than cried Merlin, Gentill

knyghtes, what tarye ye heere so longe 1 suweth me !

_
1483

CAXTON Cold. Leg. 134 b/i Ther were vii wymen that slewed

hym whyche gadred up the dropes of hys blood. 15**

Mundus H Infans 170 For seuen kynges sewen me, Bothe

by daye and nyght.

f b. Phr. To serve and site : to give
' suit and

service
'
to (see SUIT sb. 2). Obs.

c 1380 1 CHAUCER BaladeCompl. 12 My worldes loye, whom
I wol serve and sewe. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. vii. 9 Where-

fore if me thou deigne to serue and sew, At thy commaund
lo all these mountames bee.

f5. To take as guide, leader, or pattern; to

follow as a disciple or imitator. Obs.

atya Fall t, Passion 105 in E. E. P. (1862) 15 Hou In

lord ssold siu be. 1382 WYCLIF Prol. Bible i. i Jerom, in

suvnee Ebreyes, comprehendith alle these bookis in xxij.
J * .,. *

.

fs_ ir . arc . -.,,..., .^ ,..;i-l^ L>d

t, Pauper (W. de W.) i. xvi. 49/1 To lette the people to sue

the Jewes in manner of worshyppyng. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp

offolys (1874) I. 183 Beware his wayes, fle hym on euery

syde, Who that hym sueth both hurte and shame shall fynde.

f 6. To conform to, comply with the conditions

of. Obs.
a 1300 Fall tr Passion 07 in E. E. P. (1862) 15 froj

is de)>

he oner cam as he is manned siwed. 1390 GOWER Con/. I.

277 And for this cause I thenke suie The forme bothe and

the matiere. 4a> YOSGE tr. Seer. Seer. 218 The Sowle..

sueth the kynde and the complexcion and the propyrteys of

the body. 1463-4 Kails o/Parlt. V. 501/2 That every of the

seid Clothes . . iolowe and sue . . oon ordre of makyng.

t7. To comply with (a person's will), follow

(another's advice or one's own inclinations or

devices). Obs.

136* LANCL. P. PI. A. n. 56 To be Boxum and Boun his

Biddyng to folfulle, .. And, as sir Simonye wol sigge, to suwen

[v. rr. suyen, sewen] his wille. ft 1400-50 IVars Alex. 3534
Ne neuire jour rialte renay hot rede to sewe. 1411 YONGE
tr. Seer. Seer. 209 Yf a man yeuyth good consaill, thou

mayste hit Su. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1874) I. 2

Suche Unthriftes as sue theyr carnal lust. Ibid. 60 He
sholde sue the counsayle of men wyse and prudent. 1642

H. MORE Song of'Soul'i. i. 3 Whenskilfull limmer 'suing his

intent Shall fairly well pourtray . .The true proportion ofeach

lineament. 1767 MICKLE Concub. l. xxxiv, She conns, and

freely sues her native Bent.

t 8. To follow, adopt, put into practice (a form

of belief, a manner of life, a virtue or vice, an

occupation or profession) ; to engage in, occupy
oneself with (a pursuit). Obs.

c 1190 Beket 249 in 5. Eng. Leg. 113 Pley he siwede of

hauekus and of houndes. 1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. XL 242 To
suche bat sewen oure beleue. c 1374 CHAUCER Troilits i.

379 Thus toke he purpos loues craft to suwe. c 1380 WYCLIF
Wks. (1880) 17 Hou suen bei charite 1 1382 i Pet. iii. ir

Seke he pees, and parftjtlysue it. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. ri8

With low herte humblesce suie. a 1400-50 Wars A lex. 795*
(Dubl.) As he be sadyll bed sewyd seuenten wynter. c 1407
LYDG. Reason fj Sens, 503 Me to excite Alle vertues for tosywe
And vices pleynly to escniwe. c 1430 Min. Poems (Percy
Soc.) 28 He sued bad doctryne. c 1430 Hymns Virgin^
(1867) 67 Goo, Conscience, bou lewide asse, I kepe not hi

maneris to sue. c 1450 St. Cnikbcrt (Surtees) 1047 He suld

noght childres gammys su. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur xin.

xx. 641 The good man loyned syr launcelot . . to sewe

knyghthode. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1874) I. 19
Thus am I a foole and all that sewe that guyse. 1575
Gf.scoiGKEGlassefl/'GovernmentWks. 1910 II. 43 That they
may shun the bad, & sew the best. 1590 SPENSER /'. Q. n.

ii. 17 Since errant armes to sew he first began. 1591 M.
Hitbberd 743 At other times he casts to sew the chace Of
swift wilde beasts. 1799 WORDSW. Two April Mornings 29
With rod and line I sued the sport Which that sweet season

gave.

1 9. To prosecute, carry out (an action) ;
to

pursue (a subject) ; also, to follow up (an achieve-

ment). Obs.

1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10320, & to sywi bis mansinge, &
be asoylinge al so, We asigneb be bissop of winchestre
ber to. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xxi. 361 Suynge my teme !

c 1460 SIR R. Ros La Belle Dame 227 Though y sue so
grete an

entirprise. 1559 BALDWIN Mirr. Mag., Salisbury
xxxvii, I, suing this so good successe, Layd siege to
Orlyaunce. 1565 in R. G. Marsden Sel. Pleas Crt.
Admir. (1897) II. 56 Theymaye not macken and seyv there
voyage. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. x. 2 He meanes no more to
sew His former quest.

1 10. To take (legal action) ; to institute (a legal
process) ; to plead (a cause). Phr. to sue the law
(LAwji.18). Obs.
c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Cm. Lordsh. 93 He . . leuys faith, and

suys be lawe ajeyn perfeccioun of lordshipe. 1440 Rolls of
Parlt. V. 146/2 If the seid Tresorer and Vitaler .Tbe remysse
or negligent, and . .will not effectuely sue such actions. 1460
Cal. Anc. Rec. Dublin

(1889) 304 Ani maner of materys that
may othyr oght be syewyt befor Mayr and Baylyffes. 1513
FITZHERB. Husb. | 170 Though thou sue the lawe with
charytie. 1538 STARKEY England (1878) 199 That ther be no
cause sewyd out of the reame, except causys of scysme. 157.HULOET (ed. Higins), Sue action of debte vpon a byll.
II. To institute a suit for, make a legal claim to

100

hence gen. to petition or appeal for ;
to seek to

obtain. Now rare (superseded by suefor, 21 b).

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1232 In is owe court he ssolde

Ansuerie bat echman to him siwi wolde. 1390 GOWER Conf.

I. 168 The more he lest of that he suieth, The mor me thenk-

eth that I winne. 1426 LYDG. De Gull. Ptlgr. 9285 Myn
hertys ese for to swe, I wolde abyde (& nat remewe). 1446

in ti-JXtt. Hist. MSS.Comm. 360/1 Your Aumener hath

sieued [of the Pope] Provision of the Deanery of youre

Churche of Wellysf 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 41 A man
V,nurciie ui fT^ii^o. */j *** - ,. , ,

shulde not be discouraged alway to-sew his right,.

suing an augmentation of stipend.

with clause. i4S Col. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 377 No
maner of men that dwellyth wythin the seid cite shuld not

sywe that himselffe shoulde be in no queste of enditemet.

b. Const, inf. (occas. gerund) : To petition to

be allowed, (hence) to seek to do or to be some-

thing, arch.

Clio? LYDG. Reason $ Sens. 586 Yf he by vertu siwe kan

To be fyke in condicion. 1500 FISHER Funeral^erm. C tess

Richmond Wks. (1878) 292 Many sued to haue had her to

maryage. 593 SHAKS, 3 He*. VI, HI. 11.61 What Loue.

think'st thou, I sue so much to get ? 1606 Ant. $ CL i.

iii. 33 When you sued steying.Then was the time for words.

i6a4QuARLEs Job Milit. wk*-
jGrasartJJL ?Y,,\

I ? l"r^" * m

sued to set him free.

12. spec* To make application before a court

for the grant of (a writ or other legal process):

often with implication of further proceedings being

taken upon the writ, etc. ; hence, to put in suit, to

enforce (a legal process).
a 13*5 MS. Rawl. B.*ao fol. 52 b, Therfore ne be ileued

|?at te atachemens ne ben uersliche isiwede [ong. qc Us
attachementz ne soient fetz fresckement sur Us felonies

faites}. 1411 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ, 4097 Golds wolde,
for false emprisonyng, a writ Sue agayn ), if he at large

were. 1505-4 Act 19 Hen. K//, c. 36 The same sir William

suyde appele of mayme ayenst the seid sir Edward.

1507 Cal, Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 394 No maner per-

sones . . schall swe or cawse to be swyt anny writes of subpena.

1534 Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.) II. 309 Your said

oratour sued assise in the comon lawe against thesaid mulso.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, in. ii. 341 Because all those things

you haue done of late.. Fall into th' compasse of a Premu-
nire ; That therefore such a Writ be sued against you. 163*
MASSINGBR City Madam \. iii, Sir John. How much owes
Penurie? Gold-wire. Two hundred pounds : His Bond three

timessince forfeited. Sir John. Isitsu'd? Gold-wire. Yes

Sir, and execution out against him. 1680 FILMER Patriarcha
iii. 18. 140 If a Writ of Errour be sued in Parliament upon
a Judgment given in the Kings Bench. iSiySELWVN Law
Nisi Prim (ed. 4) II. 858 A particular chattel, which the

owner might be for ever deprived of, if he could not sue re-

plevin. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) 1. 494 If a trustee has con-

veyedaway the lands, by the direction ofthecestuifue trust,
before execution sued, they cannot be taken in execution.

b. more freq. to sue out, tforth,
c 1411 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1501 If a wyght haue any

cause to sue To vs, som lordes man schal vndertake To sue
it out. 1440 Let. in J. Stevenson Lett. $ P. (Rolls) II. 306
The place in Corylonde..ys sesyde in to the cheffe lordes

handes of the fee for defaute of claym of yow ; the whiche

youre frendes wolde have sewede ou^t.yf theye hadde wyst
..that ye hadde been alyve. 1534.

Star Chamber Cases
(Selden Soc.) II. 214 Your saide subiect . . hathe sewyd owte
of your courte of Chancerye your wrytez of Replegiare alios

[ =s alias] and plures [
-

pluries]. 1571 GRINDAL Injunet. Dean
$ Chapter York in Remains (1843) 150 When extracts. .of
testaments and obligations should be sued forth, oftentimes
the same could not be found. 1573 in Feuillerat Revels Q.
Eliz. (1908) 204 Bryan Dodmer for Botehier and charges in

suyng owte the privie scale. 1596 BACON Max. <$ Use Com.
Law i. (1630) 33 1 1 putteth him to sue out hispardon ofcourse.

1656 PRVNNE and Pt. Short Demurrer Jews n He sued
forth Letters by way of Proces against him, both for the Debt
and interest. 1691 Act 3 Will, <fr Mary c. 14 5 Before any
Action brought, or Process sued out against him [etc.]. 1714
Land. Gaz. No. 5254/4 A Commission of Bankrupt Su'd
forth by thesaid Anthony Soleirol. 1768 BLACKSTONBC<W/.
in. xviii. 273 To this end he is to sue out, or purchase by
paying the stated fees an original or original writ, from the
court of chancery. 1779 WARNER in Jesse Selwyn $ Con-
temp. (1844) IV. 35 Mrs. Newgate is suing out her habeas.

18*7 HALLAM Const. Hist. xiii. (1876) III. 14 A party de-
tained without any warrant must sue out his habeas corpus
at common law. 1875 POSTE Gaius in. 343 After a man's
body was taken in execution, no other process could be sued
out against his lands or his goods.
transf.an&fig, 1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 376
He got him in all the haste to Constantinople, and sued out
a commandement from the Lieutenant of that province for

(etc.). 1583 BABINGTON Commandm. (1590) 139 Let all flesh
fall downe before His footstooleand sewe out pardon. 1852
SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1853) 6 nate, If these [words]
did not already enjoy a

prescriptive rijght,
as denizens of the

language.., they would be well entitled to sue out their

naturalization.

C. To sue, sue out, sue forth (ant's) livery : see

LIVERY sb. 5 a.

13. To institute legal proceedings against (a

person) ; to prosecute in a court of law ; to bring
a civil action against. In full, to sue at ($at tke t ~\in

the, -\to the) law.

SUE.

Prov. Sue a beggar and catch a louse \ see BEGGAR i c.

14.. Customs of Malton in Surttes Misc. (1890) 59 No
Burgese, nor noo odyr man.. schall sew one a nodyr hot

alouely in ye cowrtte of ye Burgage. 1438 in Gross Gild

Merck. (1890) II. 65 Non of them shall sew oj?ir at lawe.

i5a6TiNUALE^/a^/. v. 40 Yffeny man will sue the at the lawe.

1530 CROMWELL in Merriman Life <$ Lett. (1902) I. 329 He
ysSwedin aprimineri byburges. 1530 PALSGR. 716/2 Gyve
me my monaye, or I wyll sewe the in the law. 1570 LEVINS

none, go sue me, go sue me. 1580 [?LVLV] Paj>pe w. Hatchet
in L.'s Wks. (1902) III. 413 If thou sue me for a double

maime, I care not though the lurie allow thee treble damages.
1670111 VerneyMem. (1907) II. 296 My opinion is that he will

not pay a peny till he is sued. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 122

r 4 There is not one in the Town where he lives that he has
not sued at a Quarter-Sessions. 1845 POLSON Engt Laid in

Encycl. Metrop. 1 1. 825/1 A partner cannot sue his co-partner
at law in respect of anything connected with or involving the

consideration ofthe partnership accounts. 1858 J. B. NORTON
Topics 266 A timber merchant in Malabar sued the pro-

prietress of a forest for non-delivery of certain logs of wood.
1883 G. SETON Mem. A. Selon ii. 35 Having been deprived
of his stipend by the king, Bruce sued the Crown in the

Court of Session, and obtained a decision in his favour.

t b. In collocation with other verbs expressing

annoyance or persecution. Obs,
a 1500 in Archaeologia LIX, 9 Thomas Dyconson . . hath

of his grete malice trobolid, swed and arrested your said

supplyant. 1538 in Leadam Sel.Cases Star ChainberC$x\<.
den Soc.) II. 64 Henry did wrongfully seu vex and trouble

your saide subiecte. 1648 Bury Wills (Camden) 214 Such
of my said two brothers as . . shall . .sewe, molest, and trouble

mine executo".

14. To petition, appeal to. rare,

c 1521 R. PACE in Ellis Qrig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 277, I

sywdde hys Grace to signe the Popis leltre. 1560 DAUS tr.

Sleidane's Cotnm. 352 b, His sonnes obey him herein, and

sending Ambassadours n.ost earnestly and oft admonish and
sue them [monent atqite citant\ a 1674 CLARENDON Surv.
Leviath. (1676) 88 To sue the Soveraign, and to demand the

hearing of his Cause. 1813 BYRON Giaour 1194 Then will I

sue thee to forgive.

15. To woo, court. Also^f^. arch.

1596 SPENSER /'. Q. vi. viii. 20, I was..sude and sought
with all the seruice dew. c 1648-50 BRATHWAIT Barnabees

Jrnl, iv. (1818) 153 Farewell Tank-hill, which I viewed,
Lemnian Lydia, whom I sewed. 1764 GOLDSM. Tr<w. 173
No zephyr fondly sues the mountain's breast. 1830 TENNY-
SON Mermaid 43 They would sue me, and woo me, and
flatter me. 1856 Miss MULOCK John Halifax xviii, For a

penniless youth to sue a lady with a fortune.

II. Intransitive senses.

f!6. To continue, proceed, go on. Obs.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 85 Sume men leden erest iuel

liflode, and turnen eft to god, and heron sewed alse seinte

poul. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 131 Of Pride, which I schal

eschuie, Now axeth forth, and I wol suie. c iqooDestr. Troy

1475 Of his sonnes to say or I sew ferre, Ector was oldist &
heire to hym seluyn.

f 17. To follow after a person or thing in motion
;

to follow as an attendant or adherent
; to go in

chase or pursuit : freq. with after, on, upon preps.
and advs. Obs,

^1290 Beket 415 in S. Eng. Leg. 118 pe Mannes frend

}>at was a-slawe siweden ope him so faste. 1*97 R. GLOUC.

(Rolls) 460 Hii M mi;te ofscapie bigonne to fle vaste Hii

of troye siwede wif> oute em feintise. 13.. Coer de L,

5040 He smot Favel with spores off golde, Sewe hym that

sewe wolde. c 1330 Arth. fy Merl. 9367 Arthour wald after

sue. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 87 Swyerez fat swyftly

swyed on blonkez, 01375 Joseph Ariiti. 668 Now J*

kyng comes to sarras and mony on him suwen. c 1440
Pallad. on Husb. v. 173 Thiderward ek wol she fle; But
sewe vppon. 1441 Pluttipton Corr. (Camden) p. bx, [He]
sewed with his said fellowship upon them & followed them
unto the said towne of Helperby. c 1475 Partenay 137 The
best for noyse A-forn the hundys ran, The houndes sewing
after ful strongly. 1555 PHAER /Eneid n. Ej, Euen among
the middes he lept, with will to die, and wee Him after sued,

f b. To go along with or accompany something
mentioned or implied. Obs.

ci4oo Laud Troy-bk. 8060 Erbe-de-bothe, & Cassidone,
And euere among the dyamaund, Sewed wel with gode
orfoyle-suand. 1418-90 J. PAGE Siege Rouen in Archaeo-

logia XXI. 51 Hyt [sc. the ditch] was depe. .Wyth a trenche

suwynge on every syde. 14*0 Liber Cocorum (1862) 35

Rostyd..WUh neck and hede suande in fere.

1 18. To proceed, move, go, esp. with speed ;
to

sally out, forth. Obs.

c 1395 Plowman's Tale in. 928 The damoseles that to the

daunce sewe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 687 pen suet fc>ai with solas

into a sure chamber. Ibid. 820 He sues furth on be spile
to

Chethes the kyng. /bid, xnop Yet sadly ho sete, sewit hym
agayne. c 1471 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 279 Thay seuyd owte

freshly, thay kepud none araye. cxsoo Lancelot 3145 The
blak knycht, horsit, to the feld can sew.

+ 19. To do service or homage : chiefly in phr.

serve and sue (cf. 4 b). Obs.
a 1300 Leg. Rood (1871) 52 [HeJ let hem cristny echon and

siwy after his wille. c 1350 Will. Palerne 581 panne hadde

HS menskful melior maydenes fele a-segned hire to serue &
to seuwe hirea-boute. 1583 BABINGTON Commandm. (1590) 1 1

O how doo men . . seeke it, sew and serve for it, their care both

day and night is how to attaine the fastest to it. 1500 SPENSER
F. Q. in. v. 47 What bootes thy seruice bace To her, to

whom the heauens do serue and sew 1 Ibid. x. o He did her

seruice dewtifull, and sewed At hand with humble pride.

t 20. a. To follow in time or in a succession of

persons. Nearly always in pr. pple. Obs.

13.. Gain, $ Gr. Knt. 501 Vcbe sesoun serlepes sued after

ojwr. 1381 WYCLIF Luke xx. 30 The firstc took a wyf, and
b deed, with outen sones ; and the brother suwinge took hir.



SUE.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. gi In the Satirday sew-

ynge. 1300 GowER.G>yC 1 1 1. 123 Octobre, which bringth the

kalende Of wynter, that comth next suiende. c 1400 Destr,

Troy 13658 When Idumius wasded. .Twosonesof hym-selfe
suet hym after, c 1450 LOVELICH Grail lii. 971 pat

with-Inne
two dayes Aftyr Sewynpe he browhte hem Alle to Cristen-

ynge. 1502 ARNOLDE Chron. (1811) 114 From the day of

makyng nerof vnto the feste of M. next suyng. a 1513
FABYAN Chron. vli. (iBir) 488 Of Englysshe kynges here

lyeth the beauteuous flour Of all before passyd, and mirrour

to them shall sue. a 1642 GATAKER Whitgi/t in Fuller A I'd

Rediv. (1867) II. 197 Being an understanding man, he might
shrewdly guess at those things that shortly after sued.

fb. To follow in the sequence of events, as a

consequence or result ; to ensue. Obs.

a. 1225 Ancr. R. 208 Auh }if hit ne suweS [v. r, suhe5] her,

pe teil & be attri ende is )>e eche pine of helle. 13.. Bonn-
Ventura's Mtdit. 402 I>y pyne shal sone be ouerpaste, And
ioye shal sewe euer for to last, c 1386 CHAUCER SflHi, r 463
The perils and yueles bat myghte sewe of vengeance takynge.
c 1421 LVDG. Serpent o/Division (1911) 57 pe habowndawnt
schedynge of blod bat is likely to sewe. c 1450 Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 226 Shame sewith sone, whenne syn gooth by-
fore, a. 1550 Itye Way to Sfittet Ho. in Hazl. . P. P. IV.

22 Wherby dooth sue suche inconuenyence, That they must

ende in meschaunt indygence. 1563 Mirr. Map., Calling-
bourne xxxix, Sith the gylty alwayes are suspicious, And
dread the ruyne that must sewe by reason. 1567 GOLDING
Ovid's Met. v. 58 There came a Dart a skew And lighted in

his Coddes the place where present death doth sew. 1597
HALL Sat. i. Prol. 16 Infamy dispossest of native due Or-

dained of old on looser life to sue.

t C. To follow in an arrangement, in the sequence
of a discourse, etc. Obs.

a 1325 MS. Rawl. B. s*o If. 55 After bat hit sewe plener-
liche in ober stude bibinne [orig. stcundum aitod inferius
dicetur plenius}. 1390 GOWER Con/. 1 1. 340 Nou herkne a

tale next suiende. c 1400 36 Pol. Poems 72 Syknes is oon,
and sorw dob sewe, pe thridde hat 'deb', and be fierbe

'drede'. ^1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) IV. xxxiii. 81

After this it seweth to speke of the brest. 1414 Rolls of
Parlt. IV. 57/1 After the forme that sueth. 1482 Ibid. VI.

198/2 AH severall summes of money hereafter suyng in

writyng assigned. 1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburgei. ccxxxiv,
Nexte in ordre suynge sette in goodly purtrayture, Was our
blessed lady.

t d. To follow by logical reasoning. Obs.

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 236 Be weie of skile it suieth, The
man is cause, hou so befalle. c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton

1483) v. xiv. 108 Yf he were myghty, than myght he gette

connyng, but he maye not gete it, why hit seweth that in

hym is feblesse and grete vnmyght.
21. To make legal claim; to institute legal

proceedings ; to bring a suit.

a 1400 Olde Vsages Winchestre in Eng. Gilds (1870) 361

5if he in be fourty dayes comeb in-to towne, and he wele

sewy, be a-?en somened vp-on be somaunce a-fore y-seyd.

1579 Expos. Termcs Lawes 156 b, Playntife is hee that sueth

or complayneth in an assyse or in an actyon persona!!.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 427 How can this be true, That

yon stand forfeit, being those that sue ? 1613 PURCHAS Pil-

grimage 21 1 Dayes, in which schoole masters may not beat

their schollers, nor any man will sue at the law. 1783 BURKE

Rep. Aff. India Wks. 1842 II. 71
The moment he attempts to

sue, the money may be paid into the company's treasury.

1817 SELWVN Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) 1 1 . 752 Infant executors

may sue by attorney. 1898 J. MEWS Digest Cases 51 The

person seeking to enforce it must
prosecute

for the criminal

offence before he can sue in a civil action. 1911 WILSHERE
Elem. Crim. Law (ed. 2) 4 When a person sues in an action

for libel or assault be does not sue on behalf of the public.

b. Const, for (t upon) that in respect of which

a claim is made.

393 LANGL. P. PI. C. iv. 370 pat is npjt reisonable ne rect

to refusy my syres sorname, Sitth y, his sone and seruaunt,
suwe for his ryghte. c 1400 Beryn 2075 pe blynd man wist

. .he shuld have lost his while, To make his pleynt on Beryn,
& suyd oppon his good. 1598 R. BERNARD^ tr. Terence,
Andria iv. v, He is now at law for his inheritance. Hee
sues for his patrimonie. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxi. 113
He hath the same Liberty to sue for his right. 1673 R. HEAD
Canting Acad. 146 She sued for Alimony, a 1768 ERSKINE
Inst. Law Scot. I. vi. 44 That first [husband] hath it in

1858 CD. ST. LEONARDS Handy-Bk. Prop. Law xxii. 175 To
sue for a debt. 1901 W. R. H. TROWBRIDGE Lett, her
Mother to Eliz, xxii. 105 Connie Metcalfe is suing for breach

of promise, ten thousand pounds damages.
o. phr. To sue and be sited.

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 42 i Whiche company of Bar-

hours be incorporated to sue and be sued by the name of

Maistres..of the..commynaltie of the Barbours of London.

1712 PRIDEAUX Direct. Ch.-wardens (ed. 4) 78 They are a

Corporation. .and can sue or be sued. 1844 Act 7^8 Viet.

c. 113 47 Every Company [of Bankers] of more than Six

Persons . . shall have the same Powers and Privileges of suing
and being sued in the Name of any one of the public Officers

of such Copartnership. 1857 TOULMIN SMITH Parish 03 [The
churchwardens] can sue and be sued, as a corporation, in

respect to it.

d. In marine insurance policies (see quots.).
1622 MALVNES Lex Merc. xxv. 154 That in case of any

misfortune, it is lawful! forhim [sc. the assured] . . to sue, labour

and trauell for in and about the defence, safegard, or recouerie

ofthe goods. 1787 DURNFORD&EAST^A Cases 1. 612 There
is . .in every policy a clause which enables the assured, in case

of any loss or misfortune, to sue, labour, and travail, for the

recovery of the goods, without prejudice to the insurance.

1899 R. G. MARSDEN Digest Cases Shipping, etc. 1268 Sue
and Labour Clause.

22. To make one's petition or supplication to a

person for a person or a thing ; to plead, appeal,

supplicate. (Also in indirect passive.)
e 1400 Destr. Troy 1854 All he grauntes toforgyue..Iff ye

send horn bat semly bat I sew fore, c 1412 HOCCLEVE De

Reg. Princ. 1499 'f a wyght haue any cause to sue To vs.

c 1440 York Myst. xxix. 212 Gose nowe and suye to hym
selfe for |e same thyng. a 1500 Assemb. Ladies 332 Be
nat aferd ; unto her lowly sew. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de
W. 1531} 277 They be than constrayned to sue to god for

succour & helpe. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 95
They have sued for peace in vayne. 1576 GASCOIGNE Kenel-
worth Castle Wks. 1910 II. 124 Bacchus shalbe sued unto
for the first fruits of his Vineyards. 1593 SHAKS. Rick. II,
I. i. 196 King. We were not borne to sue, but to command.
1598 Merry \V. n. ii. 170 /"/. Good Master Broome, I

desire more acquaintance of you. Ford. Good Sir lohn,
I sue for yours, a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Nor/oik (1662)

250 Crouds of Clients sued to him for his counsel. 1667
MILTON P. L. i. in To bow and sue for grace With sup-

to sue for the consulship. 1808 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp.
(1837) IV. 127 We ought not to be kept for ten days on our
field of battle before the enemy (who sued on the day after

the action) is brought to terms. 1862 GOULBURN Pers.

Relitf. i. xi. 175 A Liturgy . . necessarily secures exact agree-
ment among the worshippers as to the things sued for. 1865
DICKENS Rlut. Fr. ill. iv, A blessing for which many of his

superiors had sued and contended in vain. 1879 LUBBOCK
Addr. Pol. ff Educ. vii. 143 But what country would be

compelled to sue for peace by the loss of its shipping?

tb. Const, inf. or clause denoting what is

sought for. Obs.
c 1420? LVDG. Assembly o/Gods 238 Yet shall he su to me

to haue hys pese. 1513 Life Hen. F(igu) 138 They labored
and sewde vnto him to haue there olde priuiledges con-
firmed. 11529 SKELTON Bouge o/ Courte 121 Of mart-
chauntes a grete route Suwed to Fortune that she wold be

l/*/>. ill. m. yy i 13 U3 1 auuuiu. .sue in
j uu, lu uu A pcLuii.u

Bofit
To your owne person. 1732 Col. Rec. Penn. III. 440

iyers other Nations have.. sued to them.. to come into

Alliance with them.

O. transf. andyijf.
c 1430 Hymns Virgin (1867) 20 In bi doom lete merci sue 1

1592 SHAKS. Ven. 9f Ad. 356 Her eyes petitioners to his eyes
suing. 1657 J. SMITH Myst. Rhet. 147, I perswade you not
to let slip occasion, whilst it . . offers, nay sues to be taken.

1759 GOLDSM. Bee No. 2 f 7 Her bosom.. rose suing, but in

vain, to be pressed. 1859 MEREDITH R. Feverel xv,
'

Pray
let me ', she pleaded, her sweet brows suing in wrinkles,

t d. To seek after. Obs.

or sew after the end therof by a wrong way.
23. To be a suitor to a woman, arch.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. lit. i. 191 What? I loue, I sue, 1

seeke a wife. 1591 Two Gent. n. i. 143 My Master sues to

her : and she hath taught her Sutor, He being her Pupil!,
to become her Tutor. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. VI. xi. 5 Yet
ceast he not to sew and all waies proue, By which he mote

accomplish his request, a 1687 COTTON Ode Love iii, With
judgment now 1 love and sue, And never yet perfection

knew, Until I cast mine eyes on her. 1805 MRS. H. TIGHE

Psyche i. vi, Low at her feet full many a prince had sued.

1826 WORDSW. ' Ere with cold beads ofmidnight dew
'

3, I

grieved, fond Youth 1 that thou shouldst sue To haughty
Geraldine.

Sue : see SEE, SEW, SHOE v., Sow.

Sueable, variant of SUABLE.

1823 Examiner 78/2 If not &/emme sole, she was not sue.

able at law. 1903 Times 7 Jan. 6/2 Is a trade union to be

regarded as a corporation sueable at law ?

Suebic (swf-bik), a. [f. L. Sue6us + -ic. Cf.

SUEVIC.] = SUEVIC a.

1907 H. M. CHADWICK Orig-. Engl. Nat. vi. 137 There is

no satisfactory evidence for the existence of Suebic tribes

in north-west Germany.
Suech, variant of SWESH Sc., drum.

Sueco-Gtothic, a. [Alteration of Sueo-, Suio-

GOTHIO after mod. L. Suecus Swedish, Suecia

Sweden.] Swedish.
1824 WATT Bibl. Brit., Authors II. 532 -r, He [sc. Ihre]

was the Author.. of an explanation of the old Catalogue of

the Sueco-Gothic Kings.

Sued (sid),///. a. [f. SUE v. + -ED*.] See SOB

v. 13. Sued-for: see SUE v. 22.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. II. iii. 216 And now againe, of him that

did not aske, but mock, Bestow your su'd-for Tongues?
1621 G. SANDVS Ovid's Met. vi. (1626) 115 The su d-for

Delia. I647STAPYLTON Juvenalvm. 118 When..thysu'd-for
Province hath at length rccciv'd thee. 1775 DE LOI.MK

Constit. Eng. i. x, Concerning the arrests ofsued persons.

II Su&de (sw^d, Fr. sjtfd). [F. = Sweden.] Orig.

in suede gloves (= f.gants deSuide}, gloves made

of undressed kid-skin ;
hence suede is used for the

material and the colour of it. Also sutde-coloured

adj.

1859 Habits o/Gd. Society iv. 178 Soft gloves of the kind

termed gants de suide [misprinted rants de silcle}.

1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 37 Kid and Suede gloves made
in their manufactories at Paris, Grenoble and Brussels. 1888

Daily News 23 April 6/4 A girl in a well-made gown of pale

suede silk, striped with openwork. 1894 Ibid. 22 Nov. 8/1

Now, suedes and silk gloves are permitted, and in a couple of

months are succeeded by French kid. 1897 Ibid. 17 April

6/6 A visiting costume in suede-coloured cashmere.

Suein, obs. form of SWAIN.

Sueing, obs. form of SEWIN 1, bull-trout.

1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892) 117 Sueinges, Mullettes

and botchers.

Sueird, Sueit, Suelhu, Suelle, Suelt,

Buely, Suemme: see SWOBD, SWEAT, SWEET,

SWALLOW, SWELL, SWELT, SWALLOW, SWIM.

STJETY.

Suen, obs. form of SEWI.N ', bull-trout.
c 1640 J. SMYTH /fund. Berkeley (1885) 319 The salmon,

wheat trout or men.
Suen, obs. f. SEE v. Suench, var. SWENCH.
Suent, variant of SUANT a.

Sueogothlc : see SUIOGOTHIC.
t Strer. Obs.

[f. SDE v. + -ER
.]

1. A pursuer.
1388 WVCLIF Lam. i. 6 The princes therof.. jeden forth

withouten strengthe bifore the face of the suere.
2. A follower, disciple.
c 1380 WYCLIP Set. ;<'*.. III. 5,, Jesus Crist and his apos-

tills and here beste seweres. c 1394 P. PI. Cre,/e 148 Crist
..saide to his sueres forsobe on fcs wise. 1395 PUVF.Y
Remmistr. (1851) 47 Be ye my suerU as and I am the suere
of Crist [cf. i Cor. xi. i).

8. One who follows (a course of action).
1382 WVCLIF Titus ii. 14 A peple acceptable to him silf,

suere of good werkis. a 1420 Wycli/Js Bible, Ecclut. xli. 8

gloss. The sones of synneris; that is, sueris of the fadris

synnes. r 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) A iij,

That is the foure Vertues surnamed Cardinal),. .For them
and their suers God doth alway commende.
4. One who sues or petitions ; esp. a plaintiff.

1423 Rolls o/ Parlt. IV. 256/2 That the partle so founden
in defaute, paie to the suer . . half as muche as the forfaiture
amounteth too. 1461 Cal. Anc. Rec. />nWi' (1889) 311 Halfe
to the courte and half to the suere. 1495-6 Plttmpton Corr.

(Caniden) 114 That no privieseal shold goe against no man,
but if the suer therof wold find suerty to yeld the parties
defendants ther damages, a 1565 RASTELL Bew. M. Ifwel
Pref. A ix b, If the Suer for it be notus Pontijici. 1593 [see

SUBMISSIONER],

Suer, obs. form of SUBE a., SWEAR.

Suerd, Suere, Suerliche, etc., Suersby,
Suertie, etc., Sueryar : see SWORD, SWEAR,
SWEER, SWIBE, SUBELT, SUBESBY, SURETY,
SWEABEB.
Suet (sitf-et). Forms : 4-5 auette, 4-8 sewet

(4 swhet(t, 5 sweth, swette, swet(e, svelte, 6

suete, sewett(e, suyt, showitt, 6-7 shewet, 7

sueete, shuet, sewed, suit, 8 suett), 4- suet.

[App. a. AF. *suet, *sewel, f. su(e, seu = OF.

sen, situ (mod.F. suif) = Pr. ceu, seu, sef, It. sevo,

stgo, Sp., Pg. sebo : L. sebum tallow, suet, grease.]

1. The solid fat round the loins and kidneys of

certain animals, esp. that of the ox and sheep,

which, chopped up, is used in cooking, and, when
rendered down, forms tallow. (Occas. applied to

the corresponding fat in the human body.)
1377 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 46 In iiij //. Swhet

emp. in villa, viij d. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvi.

xliv. (Bodl. MS.), Yren schal not ruste if it is ismered wib

suette..of an herte. 01400 in Rel. Ant. 1. 53 Tak..fresch

swyne grees or of a bare, and fresch sewet of a herte, and
fresch talgh of a schepe. c 1430 Two Cookery Ms. 41 Take

Percely, & Swynys grcce, or Sewet of a schepe. 1:1440

Promp. Parv. 483/1 Swete, of flesche or fyscne or oper

lyke (P. suet, due sillabe], liquamcn, sumen. 1486 Bk. St.

Albans, Hunting* viij, She beerilh booth sewet and pure

greece Yit wolde I mayster . . fayne witt more Where lyth
the suet of the haare be hynde or befoore. 1562 TURNER
Herbal n. 125 Bulles tallowe or gote buckes swet. 1563 in

W. M.Williams Ann. Founders' Co. (1867) 63 Payde for

viij pounds of Showitt & longe Marybones iij s. iiij d. 1615
R. COCKS Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 93 Cows shewet for shipps
use for chirurgion. 1634 PEACHAM Compl. Gent. (cd. 2) xxi.

253 For your Maggots or lentles they are fed with Sheepes
shuet. 1675 HOBBES Odyssey (1677) 218 There are o'th'

fire good puddings full of suit. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 317

P8 Too many Plumbs, and no Sewet. 1844 H. STEPHENS
Bk. Farm II. 97 The kidney is extracted from the suet.

1855 Ibid. (ed. 2) II. 703/2 Mutton suet is used in the manu-

facture of common candles. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN Clin. Led.
Dis. Worn. xxx. (ed. 4) 244 Remote parametrilis may affect

the region of the psoas muscle or may affect the suet,

t b. Hunting. The fat of deer. Obs.

a 1400 Parlt. J Ages 83, I soughte owte my sewet and

semblete it to gedre. 1576 TURBERV. Venerie Ixxvii, I haue

termed their Isc. bears'] fatte grcace, and so is it to be

called of all beastes which praye: and of all Deare and

other fallow beasts, it is to be called Sewet. 1610 GUILUM

Heraldry in. xiv. (1660) 166. 01700 B. E. Diet. Cant.

Crew, Sewet, Deer's Grease.

2. attrii>.,as suet-chopper, dumpling; suet affec-

tion, a diseased condition of the fat surrounding

the kidneys ;
suet face, a face of a pale com-

plexionless appearance ;
suet pudding, a pudding

made of flour and suet and usually boiled in a cloth.

1889 J. M. DUNCAN Clin. Led. Dis. Worn. xxx. (ed. 4) 244

Whether the "suet affection explains the frequent occurrence

of albuminuria in paramelritic cases, it is to be remem-

(71750 nuM lln*i.\fv" a.v. - .-ii-r -f- -
_

Pudding, Take half a pound of fine beef suet, [etc.). 190*

BEATRICE HARRADIN Scholar's Dan. xi. 213 Big suet pud-

ding with treacle.

8uet(e, obs. ff. SUIT, SWEET. Sueter, obs. f.

SOTTOB. Suetnes, obs. Sc. f. SWEETNESS.

Suety (sifi-eti),
a. Also -ettj. [

f. SUET + -T '.]

1. Of the nature of suet.

1730 BAILEY (fol.), Steatocele, a preternatural Tumour

in the Scrotum of a suety or Suet-hke Consistence. 1739

SHARPE Surf. xxv. 125 If the Matter forming them



STTEVE.

resembles Milk-Curds, the tumour is call'd Afttnmtat.M

compos'd of Fat, or a suety Substance, Steatoma. iBoa

Med yrnl. VIII. 564 That rare change of structure in the

ovarium in which it is found to contain masses of suetty

matter. 1871 SCOFFERN in Belgravia III. 442 Ihe fat is

hard or suety.

b. fig. Pale-faced.

1801 SOUTHEY Lett. (1656) I. 15s Do y u remember the

suetty, small-pox man at Gray's Inn r

2. Full of suet ;
made with suet.

1807 LAMB Let. to J. /fume 29 Dec., I always spell plumb-

pudding with a 6, p-l-u-m-4 I think it reads fatter and

more suetty. 1897 Daily News 3 May 4/1 Great, round,

soft, suetty puddings, pitted black with plums. 1903 1 ARMER

& HENLEY Slang, Suetly.Isaac,..s\x:l pudding.

Sueve (swfv). [ad. L. Suevits.]
= SUEVIAN sb.

a 190! W. BRIGHT Age Fathers (1903) II. xxxiii. 179
Van-

dais, Alans, and Sueves..had lately invaded the peninsula.

1911 T. S. HOLMES Chr. Ch. Gaul xi. 302 An enormous

army of Vandals, Alans, and Sueves.. crossed the Rhine.

Sueven, variant of SWEVEN, dream.

Suevian (swfvian), a. and sb. [f.
L. Sufvus,

var. Suibus (see SUEBIC) + -IAN. Cf. SwASIAN.]
A. adj. Of or belonging to a confederation of Ger-

manic tribes called by the Romans Suevl (Suibi),

which inhabited large territories in Central Europe

to the east of the Rhine. B. sb. Any individual

of these tribes.

1617 [see SLOVENLINESS], a 1717 NEWTON Observ. Dan.

I. v. (1733) 39 The Quades and Marcomans were Suevian

nations ; and they and the Suevians came originally from

Bohemia. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XI. 246/1 The mixed host

of Vandals, Burgundians, Alans, and Suevians. 1889 J. B.

BURY Hist. Later Rom. Emf. n. vi. I. 155 The Vandals

abandoned their blockade of the Suevians.

So Sue-vie, tSue-vical adjs.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comtn. 53 b, George Truckese,

chiefe capitaine of the Suevical league. 1776 GIBBONiDecl.

ft Fall x. I. (1782) 315 A king of the Marcomanni, a buevic

tribe. 1861 J. G. SHEPPARD Fall Rome ill. 129 The second

great Suevic tribe, or federation of tribes, were the Ale-

manni. 1909 Contemp. Rev. Sept. 331 Visigothic Spain.,

had absorbed the Suevic kingdom of Galicia.

Suey, Sueyn, obs. ff. SWAT, SWAIN.

tSuff. Obs. Also 6-7 suffe, 7 zuft(?). [Ofun-

ascertained origin ;
the relation to surf is, obscure.]

The inrush (of the sea) towards the shore.

An early instance is perhaps to be found in c 1475 Pict. Voc.

in Wr.-Wiilcker 800/25 Hec leilonis, a sulse [tread suffe).

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. 1 1. 1. 227 The Suffe of the Sea setteth

her lading dry on land. 1600 Ibid. ill. 848 So neere the

shore, that the counter-suffe of the sea would rebound

against the shippes side. 1611 in Foster Eng. Factories

Ind. (1906) 262 The suflfe of the seaes caried us violently on

the shoule. 1615 J. GLANVILLE Voy. Cadiz (Camden) 99
The workeing high goeing (or Zuft as they call it) of the Sea

against the same shore. 1687 Phil. Trans. XVI. 406 After

what manner they were to make their Descent, particularly
in relation to the Suff of the Sea.

t Suffa-roinate, v. Obs. rart~. [f. ppl. stem

of late L. suffarcinarc : see SUB- and FAKCINATE.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Suffarcinate, to truss or stuff up,

to load or burthen.

t Suffarra-neous, a. Obs. rare-", [f. L.

*suffarrdneus, a spurious word etymologized as f.

suf- SUB- +far grain, meal.] (See quots.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Sujfarraneous, that carrys meal

or flower to any place to sell. 1658 PHILLIPS, Sujfarraneoits
or Sitbfarraiieoiis, being under another servant ; it being
an ancient custome among the Romans, that the chief

servant took his portion of corn from the master, the under
servant from him.

Suffaryng, obs. form of SOVEREIGN.

Suffean, variant of SUFIAN.

Suffeat, obs. form of SOFFIT.

1714 STEELE Lover No. 33 P 2 The Oval is fastened to a

great Suffeat adorned with Roses in Imitation of Copper.

Suffeceant, obs. form of SUFFICIENT.

Suffect (s^fe-kt), a. (sb.~]. Rom. Antij. [ad.
L. suffectus, pa. pple. of sufftcifre to substitute (see

SUFFICE).] Applied to the office of those addi-

tional consuls (or to the consuls themselves) who
were elected, as under the Empire, during the

official year. Also sb., a consul suffect.

1861 MERIVALE Rom. Emf. Ixvi. VII. 410 note, The
innovation of the suffect consulship, 1883 A thenaeum 3 Mar.
286/2 T. Sextius Africanus, a colleague of Ostorius Scapula
in the suffect consulate A. D. 59. a 1908 C. BIGG Orig,
Christ. (1909) xi. 122 Granianus and Fundanus had been
consuls suffect. 1913 G. EDMUNDSON Church in Rome 252
The three suffects for 93 A. D.

tSuffe'Ct, v. Obs. rare-1
,

[f. L. suffect-,

pa. ppl. stem of sufficlre (see prec.).] trans. To
substitute.

1610 BP. HALL Hon. Marr. Clergie i. 24 When the

question was of suffecting Amadeus Duke of Sauoy, a
marled man, in the roome of Eugenius.
So f Snffe'ctlon [late L. suffectio], substitution.
1611 COTTA Disc. Dang. Pract. Phys. I. vi. 48 Where.,

with a sufficient supply by others, the suffection or deputa-
tion may ease of a burden. 1671 [? R. MACWARD] Case
Accomod. Exam. 78 The E/iiscopus Praeses, who when
present is to preside, and when absent, doth, at best, only
permit a precarious suffection.

Suffee, obs. form of SOPHY l, Sun.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India f, P. 108 Mogul, which is as

much as Suffet in Arabic, from whence the Persian Emperor
is called Suffee.

Suffeit, obs. form of SOFFIT.
1774 Oxford yrnl. 15 Jan. 3/2 The Diameter of the Aich

102

is forty one feet nine inches and the suffeit twenty five feet

six inches.

Suffer (sn-faj),
v. Forms: 3-4 so-, suffri,

3-5 soffre, 3-6 sofre, 3-7 suffre, 4-5 suffere,

-yr, soeffre,4-6 soffur, -ir, 4-7 sufer, 5-6sofer,

(3 soffry, 4 soffer, -or, soffrie, sufflre, sufre, 5

sufferne, sofyr, suffyre, -ur, souer, 6 syrTyr),

4- suffer, [a. AF. suffrir, soeffrir, -er = OF.

sof(f)rir, mod.F. sou/rir, corresp. to Pr. suffnr,

so-, It. sofferire, Sp. sufrir, Pg. sof(f)rer :-pop.

L. "suffirire, for su/erre, f. suf-
= SUB- 25 +ferrt

to bear.]
I. To undergo, endure.

1. trails. To have (something painful, distressing,

or injurious) inflicted or imposed upon one ;
to

submit to with pain, distress, or grief.

a. pain, death, punishment, fjudgement ;
hard-

ship, disaster ; grief, t sorrow, care.

a IMS Aner. R. 274 penc O3e attrie pinen bet God suffrede

o3e rode, c 1250 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 27 He.. bet

diath solde suffri for man-ken. 1x1300 Cursor M. 4050

loseph. . bat was be chast and bat gentil bat siben sufferd sa

fele peril. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 718 Such domez, pat be

wykked & be worby schal on wrake suffer, c 1374 CHAUCER
Anel. $ Arc. 167 pe helle Which sufferith faire Anelyda be

Quene. 1390 GOWER Con/. I. 195 Of me no maner charge it

is What sorwe I soffre. liid.ll\.j, I. .suffresuchaPassion,

That men have gret compassion. 1481 Monk ofEvesham

(Arb.) 67 The greuys peyne of that same stenche ys more

intollerable..than any other peynys that synners sofryn.

ijaS TINDALE 2 Cor. xi. 25, I suffered thryse shipwraclte.

1560 DAUS tr. Slcidane's Comm. 74 b, He suffered the lyke

punyshment. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxviii. 163 If a sub-

ject shall, .deny the authority of the Representative of the

Common-wealth, . . he may lawfully be made to suffer what-

soever the Representative will. 1676 Charge in Office of
Clerk ofAssize 102 The offender shall suffer Imprisonment
for a year. 1736 BUTLER Anal. l. ii. Wks. 1874 I. 35 All

which we enjoy, and a great part of what we suffer, is put
in our own power. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 106 Every
one who does wrong is to suffer punishment by way of

admonition. 1903 J. H. MATTHEWS Mass* its Folklore 113

The names of those Romans who had suffered martyrdom
prior to the . .final settlement of the Canon.

b. wrong, injury, loss, shame, disgrace.
c i75 LAY. 24854 Ne solle hii in londe soffri none sconde.

01300 Cursor M. 10394 lesu crist..for ys sufferd gret

despite. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 381 Strong thing it is to soffre

wrong, And suffre schame is more strong, c 1400 M AUNOEV.

(Roxb.) Pref. i He sufferd many reprufes and scornes. c 1450
Godstow Reg. 176 For her expenses & harmys bat they
sofred by the occasyon of be seyde rent not I-payde in b*

tyme I-sette. 1501 ARNOLDE Chron. (1811) 129 The most

greuos sorous losses.. that he hath suffred. 1640-1 Kirk,
cudbr. n'ar-Coium. Min. Bk. (1855) 76 Besyde the disgrace
that our nation sufferis throw thair goeing naked in a strange
countrie. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. 1. 175 Men. .whose
minds had been exasperated by many injuries and insults

suffered at the hands of the Roundheads. 1891 Law Ret.,

Weekly Notes 79/2 The defendant contended that the

plaintiff had suffered no loss. 191* Times 19 Oct. 7/3

Montenegro, .has suffered some eclipse of her first flush of
enthusiasm.

c. bodily injury or discomfort, a blow, wound,
disease, arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 25490 lesus, bat wald. .suffer. .Boffetes

on bi soft chin, c 1330 King of Tars 57 Crist ur saveour,
That soffrede woundes fyve. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 554
We . . pat suffred han be dayez hete. a 1415 tr. A rderne's

Treat. Fistula etc. i The forsaid sir Adam..suffrand fistu-

lam in ano. 1450 CAPGRAVE Life St. Aug. xxiv, poo
woundis whech pi son souered in his body. 1539 Great
Bible Ps. xxxiv. 10 The lyons do lacke, and suffre hunger.
1576 FLEMING Panofl. Epist. 28 The woundes which 1

suffered long agoe. 1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 90 For feare
that hee should suffer thirst. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Tkevenot's
Trav. n. 26, I suffered much cold that Night, though I had
on my Capot. 1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe xliv, Complaints in the
bowels and stomach, suffered by himself and his monks.

2. To go or pass through, be subjected to, undergo,

experience (now usually something evil or painful).
a 1300 Cursor M. 15563 Bot sal we elles suffre samen, bath

soft and sare. 1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. xi. 113 From hennes
to soffre-Bobe-weole-and-wo. 1399 Rich. Redeles Prol.

36 Mekely to suffre what so him sente were, c 14x0 ? LYDG.
Assembly of Gods 1638 What may worse be suffryd than
ouer mykyll weele ? a 1500 St. Margaret 62 in Brome
Bk. 109 How they syffyryd wyll and woo And how thye
dede ther merty[r]dam take. 1530 RASTELL Bk. Purgat. i. v,
Ease & pleasure doth comforte the nature of that thyng
whych suffereth that ease and pleasure. 1508 SYLVESTER
Du Bartas n. ii. u. Wks. (1641) 123/1 And, for each body
acts, or suffers ought, Having made Nouns, his Verbs he
also wrought, a 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. xi. (1701) 185/3
Whensoever they seem to effect any thing, we shall find
that they suffer it long before. z66a TUKE Adv. J Hours iv.

i, W' had better suffer than deserve our fate. 17*6 GOLDSM.
Vic. W. xxiii, Here they suffered a siege. 1839 KEIGHTLEY
Hist. Eng. II. 28 Three more, .suffered the same fate.

3. intr. To undergo or submit to pain, punish-
ment, or death.
a 1300 Cursor M. 20280 He wel i suffer o na care. 13. .

E. E. Allit. P. A. 940 pat is be cyte bat be lornbe con fonde
To soffer inne sor for manez sake, c 1380 WYCLIF Serm.
Sel. Wks. I. 65 We shulden maken us redy to suffre in oure
body for be name of Crist, a 1400 Minor Poemsfr. Vernott
MS. 156 He feled neuere lisse ne lith, perfore hym bougie
beter legles pen so to suffre ber-wyb. c 1450 tr. De Imita-
tione in. IxiL 144 Suffre paciently, if bou can not suffre

loingly. 1546 GARDINER Declar. Joye 38 S. Paule sayth, he
suffreth for the electes that they myght be salued. 1548-9
(Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Catech., Jesus Christ.. Whiche.,
Suffered under Ponce Pilate, was crucified, dead, and buried.
1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 1 18 We suffer'd for no want

SUPPER.

of any thing, a 1711 PRIOR Dial. Dead (1907) 258 Every
Man is obliged to suffer for what is right, as to oppose what
is Unjust. 1772 W. WILLIAMS in Bk. Praise (1863) 244 In

Thy Presence we can conquer, We can suffer, we can die.

1841 THACKERAY Gt. Hoggarty Diant. ix, Gracious Hea-
vens !..a lady of your rank to suffer in this way 1 1848

Van. Fair xxviii, He suffered hugely on the voyage,
during which the ladies were likewise prostrate. 1856
FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) II. vii. 227 It was a hard thing
to suffer for an opinion ; but there are times when opinions
are as dangerous as acts. 1889 Sat. Rev. 9 Feb. 145/2 A
brave man suffers in silence. 1905 C. G. HARTLEY Weaver's
Shuttle 268 The child who moves restlessly when suffering.

b. from or (now rare) under a disease or ail-

ment.
1800 Med. ^rnl. III. 422 She had suffered much from

disease. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair Iv, It was only one of

Mrs. Wenham's headaches which prevented us she suffers

under them a good deal 1884 M. MACKENZIE Dis. Throat

tf Nose II. 176 He had suffered from delirium tremen?.

1898 FL. MONTGOMERY Tony 10 She was suffering from what
she was pleased to call a fit of depression.

4. To be the object of an action, be acted upon,
be passive. Now rare.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. met. iv. (1868) 167 Yif be briuyng

soule . . ne dob no bing by hys propre moeuynges, but suffrib.

1548 VICARY Anat. ix. 79 So that echeof tliemUc. man's and
woman's seed in generation] worketh in other, and suffereth

in other. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay x. (1592) 145 The
Elements haue power/and force to do, whereas matter hath
abilitie but onely to suffer or to be wrought vpon. 1656
STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. vi. (1701) ID 1/2 These principles are

called Elements, of which Air and Fire have a faculty to

move and effect ; the other parts, Water and Earth to suffer.

1667 MILTON P. L. I. 158 Fall'n Cherube, to be weak is

miserable Doing or Suffering. 1818 STODOART Gram, in

Encycl. Metrop. (1845) I. 5/1 In language, a verb is a word
which signifies to do, or to suffer, as well as to be.

t 6. trans. To submit patiently to. Obs.

1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7281 Some..sofrede as hii nojt ne

mi^te al be oberes wille. 1381 WYCLIP i Pet. ii. 19 If ..ony
man suffrith [Vulgate sustinet] sorewes, or heuynesses,
suffringe [fattens] vniustly. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 71 Wher
as sche soffreth al his wille, As sche which wende noght
misdo. c 1400 Cursor M. 29103 (Cott, Galba) To luke if j?ai

in gude life lend, And suffers what he will bam send.

t 6. intr. To endure, hold out, wait patiently.

(Often with abide, bide.) To suffer long: to be

long-suffering. Obs.

136* LANGL. P. PI. A. iv, 18 Sette my Sadel vppon Soffre.

til-l-seo-my-tyme. c
137^5

Sc. Leg; Saints xvi. (Magdalena)
19 pou bidis & sufferis, til bat we thru repentance wil turne

to be. c 1380 Sir- Ferumb. 808 Firumbras was hard, &
suffrede wel, bo? hit him greuede sare. a 1400 Minor Poems
fr. Vernon MS. 731 Of alle be venues bat ber beone, To
suffre, hit is a bing of prys. 1:1450 Merlin 165 Marganors
. . badde hem suffre and a-bide, while thei mygbt, for to

socour theire peple. 15*3 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. clxxii.

209 He was sore displeased therwith, and suffred tyll he

herde howe they were put to their raunsome. 1526 TINDALE
i Cor. xiii. 4 Love suffreth longe, and is corteous. 1535
COVERDALE Ecclus. ii. 4 Suffre in heuynesse, and be pacient
in thy trouble. 1563 B. GOOGE Eglogsvui. (Arb.) 65 God.,
suffers long, reueiigyng slow.

1 7. trans. To resist the weight, stress, or pain-
fulness of

;
to endure, bear, stand. Obs. exc. dial.

1387 1m.v\s\Higden (Rolls) I. 217 Whan bei my^te nou^t
in e holy day suffre on hire piliouns and here cappes for

hete. 1388 WYCLIF Exod. xviii. 18 The werk is aboue thi

strenethis, thou aloone maist not suffre it. 1481 CAXTON

Godfrey viii. 29 That they shold charge them with suche

tributes that they myght not suffre. 1551 T. WILSON Logic
(1580) 51 Children can suffer muche colde. 1591 WEST
tst ft. Symbol. 102 b, Any such corrasiue.. medicine.. as

the said H. shal think his nature is vnable to suffer or

abide. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 146 Some [Persians].,

can suffer short wide stockings of English cloth or Kersies.

1640 T. BRUGIS Marrow ofPhysicke n. 140 Let the pan be

no hotter than you can suffer your hand on it. 1673 RAY
Journ. Low C. 70 These Waters(rc. Baths of Aken], .are very
easie to suffer. 1684 Contemfl. State ofMan n. vii. (1699)

202 If one cannot tell how to suffer the Tooth-ach, Head-
ach. or the Pain of the Chollick.

absol. 1615 MARKHAM Eng. Housew. ll. i. (1668) 15 Drink
thereof morning and evening as hot as you can suffer.

8. To be affected by, subjected to, undergo (an

operation or process, esf. of change). Now only
as transf. of I.

ai4S tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 31 If it be nede

for to chaufe it more for be terebentyne, loke bat it suffre

nojt mych hete. Ibid. 80 pe membrez. .may no^t withstande

to >e strength of be vitriol ; and so bai suffre licjuefaccion
ol

it. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. I. ii. 400 Nothing of him that doth

fade, But doth suffer a Sea-change Into something rich, &
strange. i659PEARSONCrrf(i839)36i Hesufferedatrueand

proper dissolution at his death. 1678 G. MACKENZIE Crim.

Laws Scot. i. vi. 19. 51 Their goods should be put under

sicker Burrows, ..under which they must remain ay and

while they suffer an Assize. 1756 C. LUCAS En. Waters I.

80 Bodies void of aqueous humidity can neither suffer fer-

mentation nor putrefaction. 1787 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859)

II. 89 The conveyance of the treaty itself is suffering a delay
here at present. 1793 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV. 158 The very

language of France nas suffered considerable alterations

since you were conversant in French books. 1816 SINGER

Hist. Cards 33 Bullet allows this explanation to be very

plausible, but says it suffers some very material difficulties.

1831 BREWSTER Oftics L 12 Let rays AM, AD, AN,., fell

upon the mirror at the points M, D, and N, and suffer

reflexion at these points. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. XVIL 319

Along these lines the marginal ice suffers the greatest
strain. 1877 HUXLEY Physiogr. xix. 318 The figure of the

ship suffers a change.
9. intr. To undergo the extreme penalty; to be

put to death, be executed. Now rare in literary use

exc. of martyrdom.



SUFFER.

1570 FoxK/f.* A*".(ed- 2)111. 1972/2 marg., The chief dis.

rjatcher of al Gods Sainctes that suffered in Q . Maries time.

1581 AU.EN Afologie 87 b, England can not lacke Albans,

whose Protomartyr being of that name..suflered. . tosauehis

Christian guest. [1638 NABBKS Covent Garden iv. iii. in

Bullen O. /'. N.S. I. 73 The Gentlewomen will not see us

hang'd. Hut they may suffer us, and that's a word for hang-

ing.] 1652 LAMONT Diary (Maitland Club) 46 He was. .sent

to Stirling.. wher he was appointed to suffer, and was exe-

cuted there. I700 EVELYN Diary 13 June 1649 Sir John

a clean white Handerchief drawn over her Face. 1818 SCOTT

Br Lamm xix, She is a witch, that should have been burned

with them that sufferedat Haddington. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM

N S Wales (ed. 3) II. 279,
'
I have received a letter since,

acquainting me that he has suffered.'
'

Suffered I . .dear me,

what has he suffered?'
' He has been hanged, sir. 1861

BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xv. 238 Several of his adversaries

were condemned to death, and suffered accordingly. 1877

I. MORKIS Troubles Cath. Forefathers Ser. 111. 38 "Ote,

Edward Transham or Stransham, . . suffered at 1 yburn.

f b. To be killed or destroyed. Obs.

1605 SHAKS. Ktacb. HI. ii. 16 But let the frame of things

dis-ioynt, Both the Worlds suffer. 1610 Temp. n. ii. 39

This is no fish, but an Islander, that hath lately suffered by
a Thunderbolt.

10. To sustain injury, damage, or loss; to be

injured or impaired. Const, from, under.

c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cxxiv, Itsuffers not in smilinge pomp,
nor falls Vnder the blow of thralled discontent. IOOI

Twel. JV. n. v. 144 Mai. M. But then there is no conso-

nancyin the sequell that suffers vnder probation : A. should

follow, but O. does. 1697 H. WANLEY in Bodl. Q. Rec.

(,9,5) Jan. 107 In the Library, many such [sc. books of

Prints] haue suffered extreamly. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters

I. 156 The teeth suffer in mastication or chewing the ali-

ments. 1796 CHARLOTTE SMITH Marchmont IV. 222 Suffer-

ing from the fatal law entanglements of his father. 1815

SCOTT Guy M. xl, How must he in the meantime be suffer-

ing in her opinion ? 1841 THACKERAY Shrove Tuesday in

Paris Wks. looo XIII. 569 Debt is a staple joke to our

voung men,
' Who suffers for your coat?

'

is, or used to be,

a cant phrase. 1870 F. R. WILSON Ch. Lindisf. 68 The
edifice suffered in the civil wars under Cromwell. 1894 P.

FITZGERALD in Daily News 26 Sept. 6/4 It [sc. the Cathe.

dral] has not suffered the correct phrase from the re-

storers. 1915 Times 26 April 10/3 Other Army Corps suf-

fered even more severely.

11. causative. To inflict pain upon. Obs. exc. dial,

c 1500 Lancelot 1368 Yow sufferith them, oppressith &
anoyith. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, v. i. 153 A hot ore-ween-

ingCurre, ..Who being suffer'd with the Beares fell paw,
Hath clapt his taile, betweene his legges. 1893 Wiltshire

Gloss., Suffer, to punish, to make suffer.
'
I'll suffer you,

you young rascal 1

'

II. To tolerate, allow.

12. trans. To endure the existence, presence, or

activity of (a person) ; to bear with, put up with,

tolerate. Now rare and arch.

suffi

1300 Cursor M. 14749 Ferli thine vs Quarfor pat we be

rer bus, Quatkin thing can bou sai to Do, quar-for we
kueade domesmen bet hisesuld be bu? 1340 Ayenb. 38 Pe kueade do^ .

soffreb. <ri38o WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 178 A man schulde

suffur anobur, and muche more a prelate schulde wisely

suffur hys sugettis. a 1400 Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS.

494 Hou bat he suffreb be and me Wib miht al bat he may.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur vn. xi. 229 Euer curtoisly ye haue

suffred me. 1487 Cely Papers (Camden) 166 The Comyns
wyll nott suffur hym. 1535 COVERDALE Judg. ii. 23 Thus

the Lorde suffred all these nacions. <ris8s [R. BROWNE]
Answ. Cartwright 73 They are to bee suffered as brethren

in thechurche. 1712 STEELE Sped. No. 438 r 4 Howpityful
is the Condition of being only suffered ? 1848 THACKERAY
Van. Fair xxxviii, He suffered his grandmother with a

good-humoured indifference. 1872 HOWELLS Wedd. Journ.

99 They are suffering and perpetuating him.

13. To allow (a thing) to be done, exist, or

take place ;
to allow to go on without interference

or objection, put up with, tolerate, arch, or dial.

PI. B. ii. 174 Erchdekenes and officiates. . Lat sadel hem with

siluer owre synne to suffre. c 1383 CHAUCER /, . G. W. 1846

Lucrece, That nolde she suffre by no wey. c 1400 Deitr,

Troy 5081 It falles to a fole his foly to shew, And a wise

man witterly his wordes to suffer, c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems

(Percy Soc.) 67 Suffre at thy table no distractioun. 1523

FITZHERB. Huso. $ 20 The sede [sc. of Cockole] is rounde

and blacke, and maye well be suffred in a breade-corne.

1584 LODGE A larm agst. Usurers 15 Our lawes.. although

they suffer a commoditie, yet confirme not they taking.

The Easterly winds raine continually, not suffering their

contraries. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Worthy Commun. u. 2.

124 We suffer religion, and endure the laws of God but we
love them not, 1716 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett. I. vi-^g,
I have .. here .. had the permission of touching the relics,

which was never suffered in places where I was not known.
1806 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life 4r Writ. (1832) III. 229
France will no longer suffer the existing government. 1894

HALL CAINE Manxman vi. 'xiii. 405 They wouldn't have
me tell thee before because of thy body's weakness, but now

they suffer it.

f b. To allow to remain ; to leave. Obs. rare.

c 1450 Merlin 104 Syr, we pray yow that the swerde be

snffred yet in the ston to Passh. 1584 COGAN Haven ffeaM

(1636) 101 A rosted apple, suffered untill it were cold, anc

then eaten last at night . . hath loosed the belly.

t o. To admit of. Obs. rare.

01300 Cursor M. 13037 Sco wist bat rightwis was his

sau, Moght noght suffer na gain-sau. 1793 BORKE Corr

(1844) IV. 199 It is not permitted to Sir Gilbert Elliot to be

103

an ordinary man; neither bis nature nor the times will

uffer it.

14. Const, ace. and inf. (f pple., compl. phr.}
or clause : To allow or permit a person, animal, or

nanimate thing to be or to do so-and-so.

a. a person or animal.

withacc.andinf. cityoBeketiyfymS. Eng.Leg. i43pato
Man ne beo i-soffred to gon forth mid is wille. c 1386 C n AUI.KK

Knt.'s T. 87 He..wofnat suffren hem.. Neither to been

/buryed nor ybrent. X453CW. A'K.Rec. Dublin (1889) 279
The suynerd of the towne sliulde not suffre the swyne to cum
nto the strone. a 1466 GRECORV Chron. in Hist. Coll. Cit.

Land. (Camden) 1 46 They of thesaydemarkettshalle nought

ressayvyn nur sufferne to entre, any preson . . in to the sayde
market!. 1486 Bt^St.AOmulvo, Who that.. suffrithhys

wyfe to seche mony halowys. 1540-1 ELYOT Image Can.

1549) 50 In offices he seldome suffred to be any deputies.
. Ji_ ^1___ ^>. iir t f* ... rTU ..1 ...n..l.4~

suffer the victorious army incur any shame, c 1665 MHS.
HUTCHINSON Mem. Col. Hutchinson (1846) 28 Greatness of

courage would not suffer him to put on a vizor. 1760-2
JOLDSM. Cit. W. cxix, I was not suffered to stir far from

,he house, for fear I should run away. 1813 Miss MITFORD
n L'Estrange Life (1870) I. vii. 245 Maria fell into a sort

of hysteric of fright . . and anger because she was not suffered

to wear a diamond necklace. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Van-

tierput fy S. vi. 91 He has suffered the storks to build on

the summer house. 1898 BKSANT Orange Girl 11. ix, Her
sins lie upon the head of those who suffer her., to grow up
without religion.
with ace. andpple. a. 1400 Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS.

494 What mon wolde now suffre so Hissone I-slayen. 1560
DAUStr. Sleidane'sComm. 5 Neyther would Duke Frederick

..unlesse hejudged him to be an honest man, suffer him so

long unpunyshed. 1561 WINJET Cert. Tractates Wks.

(S.T.S.) I. no To suffir an harlot in his wyfes tyme lyand
with an wthir harlot ? 1606 CHAPMAN M. D'Olive u, What
meanes your Grace to suffer me abus'd thus?

mi/A ace. and compl. phr. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. Yl, in.

ii. 262 It were but necessarie you were wak't, Least being
suffer 'd in that harmefull slumber, The mortal! Worme might
makethesleepeeternall. i6a4CApr.J. SMITH Virginia.*. 179
Master More.. by no meanes would admit of any diuision,

nor suffer his men from finishing their fortifications. 1705
tr. Bosnian's Guinea 336 He is obliged to suffer the King
of Popo in quiet Possession of his Island.

with clause. 13.. R. GLOUC. 1794 (MS. B), Pe kyng hym
wolde ?eue lyf, ac ys men nolde nojt, Ne suffre, pat ber were o

liueeny of here fon. 1340-70 Alex. r Dind. 1056 Suffre ;e

nolle bat we by.wepe in bis word sour wikkede dedus. c 1386

CHAUCER Sompn. fro/. 7, I yow biseke, that of youre cur-

teisye,.. As suffereth me I may my tale telle. -1400 MAUN-
DEV. (1839) xxiii. 252 And therfore thei suffren, that folk of

alle Lawes may peysibety duellen amonges hem. 1457
HARDING Chron. Proem xiv. in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1912) Oct.

743 But so was sette your noble chaunceller, He wolde

nought suffre I had such waryson. 1611 Bible Judges xvi,

26 Suffer mee, that I may feele the
pillars whereupon the

house standeth. 1720 OZELL Vertofs Rom. Rep. II. xiv.

320 He ought not to suffer that one of his Fathers Assassins

should enjoy the Fruit of his crime.

b. an inanimate or immaterial thing.
with acc.andinf, aiynCursorM. 19809 Tosuffer barna

wrang be don. c 1400MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) Pref. 2 His precious

blude, be whilk he sufferd beschedd for vs. 1481 Cov.Lect Bk.

475 Nor..suffryng eny thyng tobecommytted..wherby the

seidtrewes..myght fall in vyolacion. a 1548 HALLCAro*.,
Edw. IV, 57 b, To suffer the sayde mencioned manage, to

take effect. i6a S. WARD Christ Allin AU(\(ni) 31 He
would neuer suffer any part of the repute or honour of any
his acts or labours, rest vpon his owne head, a 1700 EVELYN

Diary i Nov. 1644 A sea of thick cloudes .. every now and

then suffering the top of some other mountaine to peepe

through. i774BuRKKCVrr.(i844 ) 1. 502 If. .we should suffer

any thing to be lost . . by our remissness. 18*7 SCOTT Hignl.
Widow v, She suffered his complaints, .to die away without

returning any answer. 1840 MACAULAY Hist. &*f-$-
H-

i2oThe answer was so unpleasing to James that he did not

suffer it to be printed in the Gazette. 1871 B. STEWART Heat

(ed. 2) 115 The acid will retain the water and will not

suffer it to evaporate.
with ace. and pple. a 1325 MS. Rawl. B.Sao If. 31 b, Hoe

. . wollez blubeloker suffren felonies idone to straunge passen

biboute peine bane aditi be felons. 1563 Homilies II. Agst.

Peril Idol, i, Joas, and other Princes whiche eyther sette vp,

or suffred suche aultars or Images vndestroyed. 1589 COOPER

Admon. 2 1 7 They . . striue against God .., who wil not suffer

it unpunished. 1592 K.YD St. Trog. in. xiii. 3, I, heauen

will be reuenged of euery ill ; Nor will they suffer murder

vnrepaide. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xiv. 133 These men . .will

never suffer left Their vniust wooing of his wife.

with occ. and compl. phr, c 1375 Cursor M. 22620 (Fairf.)

Ouy pi wrecched hande-werk in wa in pis fire bou suffns squa.

c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 344 pis lif is ful of sorowe..

pat suffrib not blis wib it. 1390 GOWE* Con/. I. 361 The
faucon which..soeffreth nothing in the weie, Wnerot that

lie mai take his preie. 1477 EAL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes

21 b, He that wol not suffre the stenche of my careyn aboue

the erthe. 1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. Ixxx. 242 Nowe we

wyll suffre in rest a season the armye of Castell.

15. To allow oneself, submit to be treated in a

certain way ; to endure, consent to be or to do some-

thing.
a. reft. arch.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17239, I sufferd me for be be slam.

c 1450 MirovrSaluacioun (Roxb.) 72 Sampson
socffred hym

self be bonden. 1520 TINDALE i Cor. vi. 7 Why rather suffre

ye not youre selves to be robbed? 1671 WOODHEAD St.

Teresa ii xi. 92 Love beginning to afford them sensible

consolations, they too much suffer themselves to be carried

away therewith. 1743 BULKELEY & CUMMINS Voy. S. Seas

107 This is a Place that a Man is oblig'd sometimes to

suffer himself to be used ill. 1837 LOCKHART Scoti! '. (1871)

174 Brown Adam (tc. Scott's horse] never suffered himsell

to be backed but by his master. 1877 in BryceA mer. Commw.

(1888) Ii. II. 285 Considerable proportions of them in their

STTFFERABLE.
devotion to politics suffer tbenuclves to be driven from the
walks of regular industry.
fb. intr. Obs.

c 1315 KIIORKHAM 1. 780 He soffreb nojt to be totrede,And of bestes dcuoured. a 1325 MS. Rawl. B. }x> If. 32 b,
3if a nellez no?t suffri to ben resteid. 1474 CAXTON Chesse
I. l. (1883) 9 He might not suffre to be repreuid and taughtof hym. 1500 ao DUNBAK Poems Ixxii. 94 Thus Jesus with
las woundis wyde, As martir suffirit for to de. 1538STARKBY England (1878) 178 Our cuntrey, wych wyl not
suffur to be so ornat and so beutyful, in euery dcgre,
as other cunlreys be. 1632 SIR T. HAWKINS tr. Mathieu's
Unhappy Prosp. 80 He. .endured contradiction, and some-
time suffered to be cut off in his opinions, a 1665 SIR K.
DIGBY Priv. Mem. (1827) 278 As long as I can march at ease
by myself, I will never suffer to be carried away from
myself by the throng. 1764 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. in Lett.
(1771) II. 308, 1 must not suffer to have the laws broken
before my face.

16. trans, (by ellipsis of inf.) To permit or
allow (a person) to do a certain thing ; t to let

alone. Also occas. atsol. arch.

1387 TRIVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 187 So hadde Alfrcde

my brober helped me, if Godwyn bad i-suffred [1432-50
hade suffrede hym]. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes i As
fer as myn fraylnes

wold suffre me. 1523 FITZHERB. Huso.

39 Let them [sc. lambs] sucke as longe as the dammes wyll
suffre theym. 1530 PALSGR. 742/3 Let us suffer hym and se

what he wolde do. 1590 GREENE Orl. Fur. Wks. (Grosart)
XIII. 135, I wish thee well, Orlando; get thee gone, Say
that a centynell did suffer thee. 1604 DEKKER King's Enttrt.

77Even children (might they have been suffred) would gladly
have spent their little strength. 1663 WOOD Life (O. H.S.) I.

483 Then all went in, soe many that were'.suffered. 1700 T.
BROWN tr. Fresny's Amiisem. 97 One of them would have
been poking a Cranes Bill down nisThroat, . . but the Doctors
would not suffer him. 1818 COBBHTT Pol. Reg. XXXIII.
492 Let us hear him now, if indignation will suffer us.

_ 1878

J. P. HOPPS Jesus x. 37 How would I have blest you if you
would have suffered me !

t 17. With two objects (or the equivalent) : To
allow a person to have a certain thing. Obs.

W. 1575 Hypsipyle, Alle tho that sufferede hym his wille.

1481 CAXTON Godfrey Ixx. 115 The turke..wold not suffre

them of notbyng, sauf to occupye and laboure therthe.

t 18. intr. a. Of a person (trans/, of a thing) :

To allow a certain thing to be done. Obs.

1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 4198, & be wule he wolde bis tendre

bing wemmy foule ynou, & heo ne mi^te sofry no}t, Mid

lecherye he hire slou. 1382 WYCLIF Luke xxii. 51 Suffre ?e

til hidur [TmDALK, Soffreyelhus farre forthe]. cilpoDcstr.

grimage iv. xviii. (1614) 437 The name, .remayning as diuers

languages and dialects will suffer, almost the same.

f b. Of a condition of things : To allow or admit

of a certain thing being done. Obs.

1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Priv. Baptism, And saye
the Lordes prayer, yf the tyme will suffre. 1573 TUSSER
Hush. (1878) 47 If weather will suffer, this counsel! I glue,

Leaue sowing ofwheat before Hallomas cue. 1612 BRINSLEY

Lud. Lit. xxii. (1627) 256 If his leisure will suffer.

Suffer, variant of SOVEB a. and v. Sc.

Sufferable (so-farab'l), a. Obs. exc. arch.

Forms: 4 suffrabil, sufEreable, 4-6 suffrablo,

5 souffrable, suffyrabyl, sufferabylle, suffur-

able, 6 sufferabil, Sc. sufErabile, 4- sufferable.

Also SUBFEBABYLLE. [a. OF. suffrable = It.

sofferevole, ad. med.L. su/erabilis, i. su/erre to

SUFFEB. Subsequently modified in form by assimi-

lation to SUFFEB v.

A L. type
*
suffcribilis is represented by It. soffribUe, Sp.

sufrible, Pg. so/(/)rivel.]

fl. Patient.long-sufiering. Alsoconst.y: Willing

to submit to. Obs.

1303 R. BRUNNK Handl. Synne 8641 Per ogh to be suffrablc

and meke, And no foly on ouber men seke. c 1386 CHAUCER

Wife's Prol. 442 Oon of vs two moste bowen doutelees, And
sith a man is moore resonable Than womman is, ye moste

been suffrable. c 1412 HOCCI.EVE De Reg. Princ. 2934 Of
swich writyng be of right suffrable. Ibid. 4423 Thogh he t

[Irish} people are thus enclined, religious, franke, amorous,

irefulf, sufferable of infinite paynes, very glorious. 1611

SPIED Theat. Gt. Brit. (1614) 132/2 They rather live rudely

..and with a sufferable ease, ignorant of ambition, enjoy

those contentments.

t b. Capable of endurance. Obs.

1481 CAXTON Godfrey cxlix. 221 He toke with hym lytU

companye of them that were moost suffrable.

2. That can be ' suffered
'

or put up with ;
bear-

able, tolerable, endurable. Also, tolerably good.
a 1340 HAMPOLK Psalter en. a9 pe persecuciouns he tern-

pird Md made bairn suffrabil 1382 ^YCLIF
Matt x. 15 H

shall be more suffreable to the lond of men of Sodom and

Gomor in the day
of iugement, than to that citee. .440

AUhabet ;/Yar345Tt v~s mor suffrable vnto hur.'be

soowofde-adf^nw^bemirtheoflife. ,493 [H. PARKER)

Des I Pau/er (W. diW.) vll. v. 281/1 YSe lordshyp of

this worlde is sufferable & worshypfull. 1574 NEWTON

, Health Mar. 35 Let us louche suche sortes of fyshes as are

be'rand most sufferable. .578 TIUME CaMn on Gen. 94

The more sufferable. .that the Commandment of God was

the less tolerable was their Crookedness in refusing to obey.

1654 GATAKER Disc. ApoL 84 Manie Anabaptists .. are mor

justifiable before God, and more sufferable with man, then

Presbyterians and strict Calvinists. i?S D"* Voy. round

World (1840) 92 Insolent to a degree beyond what was



SUFFERABLY.

sufferable. 1814 EARL DUDLEY Lett. 9 Aug. (1840) 58 There

must be some great defect in his mind, or he would try to

make himself a little more sufferable. a 1843 SOUTHEY

Coinmon-fl. Bk. (1849) Ser. u. 248 His funereal elegies are

..not quite worthless ; that to Antonio Ferreira on his wife's

death is sufferable. 185* THACKERAY Esmond u. i, During
the time, the suffering is at least sufferable. 1871 HOWELLS
Wcdd. Jam, (1892) 69 It was something.. that made the

air so much more sufferable than it had been.

(3. That may be allowed, permissible. 06s.

a 1395 HYLTON Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494) n. xxxii,

This maner syghte is sufferable to symple soules that can

noo better. 1480 Con. Lcct Bk. 472 That comen-wele is nott

sufferable by the kynges lawes. a 1571 JEWEL OK I That.

(1611) 84 And how is that sufferable by any Law, that by so

many Lawes is condemned ? 1508 MANWOOD Lawes Forest

i. (1615) 20 It is not. .sufferable for any other person, to hunt

or hauke after any of those wilde beastes. 1653 A. WILSON

Jos. /, 20 For the Clericks..they are no way sufferable to

remain in this Kingdom.

f 4. a. Capable of suffering, passible. Oft.

c 1400 LOVE Bonavent, Mirr. vii. 52 For withouten dowte

he hadde verray flesche and kyndely sufferable as haue

othere children. .71430 Life St. Kath. (Roxb. Club) 36 Of
be experience of his sufirable nature he scheude to vs bat he

was bothe verray god & man.

t b. Attended with suffering. Obs.

1548 GESTE Afit. Priv. Masse D j b, Christes sufferable

and bloudy sacrifice.

t O. That may suffer injury or loss. Obs.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Baft. 312 In the conferring of this (he

saith) baptismal! Regeneration is defined. But yet this is

sufferable and loseable.

f 5. Logic. Producing an effect on the senses.

Cf. Bnrgersdicius" Logic I. vi. (1697) 17 Patible Quality,
in Greek iroiorjjs irafhjriicii.

1654 Z. COKE Logick 32 Quality hath four kinds or

specials, i. Habit. 2. Natural power. 3. Sufferable quality.

4. Figure.

Strfferably, adv. rare, [f. prec. + -LT 2
.]

1 1. With patient endurance. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 300 b/2 They, .knelynge on their

knees receyued Suffrably wyth a Joyous herte the Swerdes
of them that martryd them.

(
2. To the accompaniment of suffering. Obs.

1548 GESTE Agst. Priv. Masse Fvb, Els heshuld not haue

bene eaten whole & vnbroken vnsufferably but by pecemele
and sufferably as the lambe was.

8. So as to be tolerable, tolerably, arch.

1702 AHDISON Dial. Medals ii. 02 An infant Titan held

she in her arms Yet sufferably bright, the eye might bear

The uncrown glories of his beamy hair. 1875 Contemp. Rev.
XXVII, 68 He
pleases.

XXVII. 68 He can write sanely and sufferably when he

t Su'fferage. Obs. rare.
[f. SUFFER v. + -AGE.]

Permission, approval.
1622 F. MARKHAM Bk. War v. ix. 195 In this mans power

(under the sufferage of the Generall) is the election of many
Captaines. 1650 B. Discolliminium 28, I will grant him as
he saith, if he will hold to his spelling, that all is now united
in the Sufferage of the People, though not in their Suffrage.

Sufiferaine, obs. form of SOVEREIGN.

Sufferance (svforans). Forms : 4 sufrance,
soffra(u)nee, 4-6 suff(e)raunce, 4-7 suffranoe,

5 souerans(e, soferons, -aunce, sofferaunoe,

5-6 aufferaus, souerance, 6 souffranee,* suf-

frans, 7-8 sufference, 4- sufferance, [a. AF.,
OF. suf(f)rance, soffrance (mod.F. sotiffrance)

Pr. sofransa, -ensa, It. sofferenza, Sp. sufrencia,
ad. late L. sufferentia, f. sufferre to SUFFEE : see

-ANCE. Subsequently modified in form by assimi-

lation to SUFFER
v.']

I. 1. Patient endurance, forbearance, long-
suffering, arch. (See also LONG-SUFFERANCE.)
01300 Cursor M. 29106 t>e preist..Agh to sceu

J>e,
sinful

man, bat he ta sli thing in sufferance, To stand him in stede o
penance. ci^ytSfec. Guy Warw. 571 Houreswetelord..bad
hem ben ofgod suffraunce In allemaneredestourbaunce. 13. .

E. E. Allit. P. 0.417 Wei knew I bi cortaysye, bi quoynt
soffraunce. c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. j 106 For cure beste
is al his [sc. God's] gouernance; Lat vs thanne lyue in
vertuous suffrance. 1450 Mirk's fcstial 214 God, forto
nreue hym and his meke suffrance, made hym blynd. 1531
ILYOT Gov. 12 Wher vertue is in a gentleman, it is commonly
mixt with more suffraunce..than..it is in a person rural.
a 1596 Sir T. Mart in. i. 173 That awefull lusticc, Which
looketh through a vaile of sufferaunce Uppon the frailtie of
the multitude. 1641 MILTON Afol. Smeci. Wks. 1851 III.
552, 1 will not deny but that the best apology against false
accusers is silence and sufferance. 1680 OTWAY Orphan l.

u. Bear it With all the suffrance of a tender Friend.
2. The suffering or undergoing of pain, trouble,
wrong, etc. arch.

1416 LYDO. De Gxil. Pilgr. 7486 Lyk a myghty champyoun ,Ihow shalt with laurer crownyd be, By suffraunce off ad 1

i

willyngly offer hym selfe to the sufferaunce of open shame
'539 TONSTALL Serm. Palm Stind. (1823) 16 His suffer-
aunce of deathe for mankynde. 1614 JACKSON Creed in. 156Vnder pain of eternall damnation, or sufferance of greater
thirst in hell. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFR Myst. Udolpho xxx,To glory in the quiet sufferance of ills. 184. G. S. FABER
Prov. Lett. (1844) II. *95 The Holy Catholic Church. .has

!

l
em

?' A
m sufferance of persecution for these

fifteen hundred years ,856 H. BONAR Hymn, ' Cairn me,my God' v. Calm in the sufferance of wrong
t D. The suffering of a penalty. Obs.

159? SHAKS. He* V, ,,. ii. , 59 God be thanked for pre.
uention, Which [I] in sufferance heartily will reioyce iwoNASHE Lenten Stvffe 57 The Cardinafles . .held this surK

104

cation a meete sufferance for so contemning the king of

fishes. 1640 SIR E. UERING Sp. on Relig. 18 Dec. 22, I

proceed to his second sufferance, which was by the Vice-

chancellour of Oxford.

f o. Damage, injury. Obs. rare.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. u. i. 23 A Noble ship of Venice, Hath

scene a greeuous wracke and sufferance On most part ol

their Fleet. 1823 JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 369 The

trappings of such a machinery. . by the inequalities they pro-

duced, exposed liberty to sufferance.

f3. (tr. 'L.passio.} Passivity, receptivity. Obs.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. met. iv. (1868) 167 fe passioun

bat is to seyn be suffraunce or be wit in be quike body.

4. = SUFFERING vbl. sb. 3. arch.

1422 YONGE tr. Seer. Sccr. 169 In full grete Sufferaunce

haue I be so many leris. 1:1485 Digby Myst. III. 864 Alle

bis xall be be soferons of my deite. 1563 Homilies u. Far

Good Friday i, Not that the sufferaunce of thys transi-

tory lyfe, shoulde be worthy of that glory to come. 1603

SHAKS. Mtas. for M. u. iv. 168 Thy vnkindnesse .shall
his

death draw out To lingring sufferance. Ibid. in. i. 80 "1 he

poore Beetle that we treade vpon In corporall sufferance, finds

a pang as great, As when a Giant dies. 1618 DIGBY Voy.

Medilerr. (Camden) 13 note, A most resupme patience in

their sufferance. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (i?37) 'I. " IO4

To see the Sufferance of an Enemy with cruel Delight may
proceed from the height of Anger, Revenge, * ear, and other

extended Self-Passions. 1705 BENTHAM Escheat mce Tax.

38 It can save me . . from ideal hardship, but not from corporal

sufferance. 1819 SCOTT Ivanhot xxix, Nature exhausted

by sufferance. 1861 J. A. ALEXANDER Gospel Christ vii. 100

She looked back, and became a pillar of salt, perhaps with-

out a pang of corporal sufferance.

t b. //.
= SUFFERING 3 b. Obs.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xlviii. 8 To say he knew not

what waight ofsufferances his heauenly Father had measured

vnto him, is somewhat hard. 1618 FELTHAM Resolves u.

Ixxxii, There is a Sympathie of soules. .which makes them
sensible ofone anothers sufferances. 1656 S. HOLLAND Zara
2ri How joyous our Champion and Soto were to behold

this Mansion.., let those that have been sensible of their

sufferances relate.

f5. Capacity to endnre, endurance. Ofbare suffer-

ance, barely endurable. Obs.

1544 BETHAM Precepts War u. Ixx. L viij, Nothynge is so

vnweldable, that by manlye prowes, and sufferaunce, may
not be conquered and vndertroden. 1584 R. SCOT Discov.

Witchcr. in. xi. 45 This melancholike humor.. maketh
sufferance of torments. 1604 EDMONDS Obscrv. Cxsar's

Comm. 62 The two chiefest parts of a soldier, Valour and
Sufferance, ifiai FLETCHER Isl. Princ. u. i. 3, I nere saw
before A Man of such a sufferance ; he lies now Where I

would not lay my dog, for sure 'twould kill him. 1690 LOCKE
Hum. Und. II. xxviii. 12 This is a Burden too heavy for

human Sufferance. 1702 ROWE Tamerl. iv. i, Griefs beyond
a mortal Sufferance. 1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. A nntsem. 139
Give it a heat to the temperature of bare sufferance to the

hand.

II. 6. Sanction, consent, or acquiescence, im-

plied by non-intervention ; permission, leave ;

toleration, indulgence. Now rare exc. as in d.

a 1300 Cursor M. 747 Wit his suffrance he it lete. 1303
R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 12365 Hyt was but suffraunce,
Nat hys wyl, nat hysordynaunce. f 1386 CHAUCER Frankl.
T. 60 And therfore hath this wise worthy knyght To lyue
in ese suffrance hire bihight. 1464 Cov. Leet Bk. 323
Maruayllyng gretely not only the presumpcion of the said

persones, but also of your suffrance in that partie. 1488
MSS. Ace. Maldon (Essex) Liber B. fol. 39 The barrens,
gate, and fence there stondith at the sufferance of the tovne.
c 1550 L. WAGER Life Marie RJagd. (1904) 175 Of parentes
the tender and carnall sufferance Is to yong maidens a very
pestilence. 1554 Act i if * Phil. <r Mary c. j i i Coines
..of other Realmes . .-by the suffrance and consent of the

King and Quene . . be currant in paiment within this Realme.
1579 SPENSER Sheph.Cal. Feb. 187 Nought aske I,butonely
to holde my right : Submitting me to your good suffer-

aunce. 1635 K. LONG tr. Barclay's Argenis III. iv. 158 That
easinesse and too much sufferance toward your Nobility. .

hath betrayed the chiefe strength of your Kingdome. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comm. in. 87 They subsist and are admitted in

England, not by any right of their own, but upon bare
sufferance and toleration from the municipal laws [etc.].

1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. iv. 421 The Company. .

possessing their privileges through his sufferance, and owing
obedience to his throne. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT Napoleon
(1855) II. xiii. 221 The supplies of his troops, the advance of
his reenforcements, etc., all depended upon their sufferance.

1875 MAINE Hist. Instit. iii. 95 The temporary occupation
of the common tribe-land tends to become permanent, either

through the tacit sufferance or the active consent of the
tribesmen.

b. Const, c/^that which is allowed or tolerated),
to with inf.

t Sufferance ofpeace, a grant of peace, truce.

1338 R. BRUNNE Chron. (r8io) 267 In be sufferance of pes
[orig. En suffraunce dlfees}. 1463-4 j^oto ofParlt. V. 506/1
The sufferaunce wherofhath caused grete ydelnes. 1534 MORE
Comf.agit. Trib. in. Wks. 1212/1 Disparsing them for slaues

among many sundry countreys of hys, verye farre fro their

owne, without ani sufferaunce of regresse. 1547-64 BAULD-
WIN Mar. Philos. 70 b, Justice exalteth the people: but
sufferance to sinne maketh the people most wretched &
miserable. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. (1632) 618 The
too-patient sufferance of some forraine grieuances. Ibid.
xxiv. 1192 Their offer and sufferance to carry with them
many voluntary English souldiers. [1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Ker-
sey), Sufferentia Pacis, . .a Sufferance or Grant, of Peace or
Truce.] 1840 THACKERAY Shabby-genteel Story v, Young
ladies had been brought, from dislike to sufferance of a man,
from sufferance to partiality.

t C. of God : freq. in the formula by the suffer-
ance of God = by divine permission. Obs.
Cf. A.F.far divine soeffrancc.
c 1386 CHAUCER Parson's T. 551 Peyne is sent by the

nghtwys sonde ofgod, and by his suffrance. c 1400MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) xvii. 76 It befell thurgh be sufferaunce of Godd bat

SUFFERANCE.

sudaynely he fell to grete mischeffe. 1439 Charters fyc. of
Edinb. (1871) 64 Patrike be the souerance of God Abbot of

Halyrudhouse. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur xvni, xix. 760
Sythen hit is the sufferaunce of god that I shalle dye for the

loue of soo noble a knyghte. 1477 MS. Rawl. B. 332 If. 42,

I purpose with Goddis sufferaunce for to be here with you
in my proper persons. 15*8 St. Papers Hen. VIIlt IV.

497, I shall provide, by the severance of God, that [etc.].

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII c. 25 i Thomas and Edwarde by
the sufferaunce of God Archebishops of. .Caunterbury and
Yorke. 1559 Bk. Presidentes 8 Thomas by diuine suffraunce

archbyshop of Canterbury, 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. i. n
Take ye a Law, and by that Law (through Gods sufferance)
rule your Kingdome of Britain. 1879 R. K. DOUGLAS Con-

fucianism iii. 77 Kings rule by its [sc. Heaven's] sufferance,
i and are deposed by its decree.

d. On or upon (formerly ~\by} sufferance', by
I

virtue of a tacit assent but without express permis-
sion ;

under conditions of passive acquiescence or

bare tolerance.

156* COOPER Answ. Priv. Masse (1850) 135 Neither those

things which some did. .upon Simplicity by sufferance should
be brought as testimonies what the Church, .ought, .to do.

1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 21 r ir The ignominy ol living by
sufferance. 1846 LYTTON Lucretia 36 It is humiliating to
me to know that I woo clandestinely and upon sufferance.

1864 Miss BRADDON II. Dunbar xii. 91, I will not accept
my liberty on sufferarfce. 1879 M CCARTHY Own Times
xxiii. II. xS6 They were a Ministry on sufferance when they
appealed to the country.

t e. An instance of this, a licence. Obs.

1547-55 RIDLEY Wks. 269 My lord, such things as St. Paul
enjoined to the Gentiles for a sufferance.. were only com-
mandments of time. 1601 W. CORNWALLIS Ess. n. 1, Let
them take my papers, and doe with them what they will.

Sufferances of some kinde are holesomer then reuenge.
1645 MILTON Tetrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 178 Our Saviour him-
self allows divorce to be a command. Neither doe they
weak'n this assertion, who say it was only a sufferance.

Customs. In full, bill of sufferance ; a licence

to ship or discharge cargoes at specified ports.
1670 BLOUNT Law Dtct. t Bill oj'Sufferance\ is a Licence

granted at the Custom-house to a Merchant, to suffer him to
trade from one English Port to another, without paying
Custom. 1676 mRep. Comm. H. Comm. (1803) XIV. 541 A
sufferance granted to Mr. Jackson, to land salmon at St.

Saviour's Dock. 1750 BEAWES Lex. Merc. (1752) 393 Coast
Sufferances, are to begiven without Fees. 1789 in Rep. Comm.
H. Comm. (1803) XIV. 540 Resolved that no sufferance be

granted for landing foreign goods on any public wharf
Beyond the wharf commonly called Brown's. 1831 Gen.
Order in R. Ellis Customs (1841) II. 52 Application must
be made . . for a baggage-sufferance . . to authorize the landing
. .ofsuch part, .as may be unaccompanied by the proprietor.
1867 SMYTH Sailor's Woid-bk. 693 Transire.a. custom-house
document specifying the goods shipped by a coasting vessel,
docketted with a sufferance for their discharge on arriving
at the place of destination.

6. Law. The condition of the holder of an estate

who, having come in by lawful right, continues to

hold it after the title has ceased without the express
leave of the owner. Phr. tenant, estate at suffer-
ance (f in sufferance}.
Cf. AK./<ir lounge suffraunce saunts autre title (Britton

u. xxiv).

1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. May 106 The time was once,..
When shcpeheards had none inneritaunce, Ne of land, nor
fee in sufferaunce. 1599 WEST ist Pt. Symbol. 42 d, A
particuler estate in certaine, is an estate at will, or at suffer,

ance. 16*8 COKE On Lift. 460 A Release to a Tenant at

sufferance is voyd because he hath a possession without

Rrivity.
1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. u. 150 An estate at suf*

trance, is where one comes into possession of land by law-
ful title, but keeps it afterwards without any title at all.

18x8 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) I. 288 There is no
privity

of
estate between a tenant at sufferance, and the owner of the
land ; for this tenant only holds by the laches of the owner.

1839 SCOTT Rob Roy Introd., The family.. occupied a good
deal of property there, whether by sufferance, by the right
of the sword,. .or by legal titles of various kinds [etc.]. 1867
BRANDE & Cox Diet. Sci,t etc. III. 638/2 Tenancy at or by
Sufferance.

b. transf.
1570 T. NORTON tr. NoweVs Cateck. (1853) 157 Foreign

kings that held the kingdom of sufferance under the Roman
empire, a 1633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 266 This is no high-
way, but a way of Sufferance, by favour. 1680 MORDEN
Geog. Rect, t E. fy IV. Indies (1685) 257 The French.. upon
Sufferance or Incroachmen t. .pretend to that which we call

a superior, be is never free, x8oz S. & HT. LEE Canterb.
T. IV. 16 The very house lately lent on sufferance to the

Kruitzners. 1836 THIRLWALL Greece xxv, (1839) III. 365 If

they were called upon to resign what they had occupied by
I

abuse and held by sufferance.

f 7. Suspension, delay ; respite. (Chiefly after
1 OF. or med.L.) Obs.

1533 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xxiii. 32 There was no dela-

j cyon of sufferaunce, nor mercy, but incontynent he was
i drawen..and quartered. Ibid. xxv. 36 To treat for a peace,

|

and sufferaunce of warr. 1651 NEDHAM tr. Selden's Mare
Cl. 404 This special kind of Truce was called Sufferance of

i War. 1738 CHAMBERS Cycl. (ed. a), Sufferance, in ancient

|
customs, a delay, or respite of time, which the lord granted

i his vassal, for the performance of fealty and homage.
8. attrib. sufferance goods, goods shipped or

landed ondera sufferance ; sufferancequay, wharf,
a quay or wharf at which cargo could be shipped
or landed under a sufferance (see 5 f).
1774 Hull Dock Act 6 To ship off. .all goods called "Suf-

ferance Goods. Ibid. 33 The first "sufferance quay or wharf
shall be erected. x88a Encycl. Brit. XIV. 831/1 The front-

age of the legal quays in 1795 was only 1419 feet, and of the



SUPFERANT.
sufferance quays about 3500 feet. 1784 in Rep. Comnt. //.
Comnt. (1803) XIV. 541 The petition of Mr. David Griffin,
wharfinger, praying that a wharf purchased by him.. may
be used as a "sufferance wharf. 1796 \V. VAUGHAN K.\-am.
7 Coasters generally load and discharge at Suflferance-
Wharfs; some few of them at the Legal Quays. 1838 in

R. Ellis Customs (1840) IV. 271 Landing-surveyor at legal
quays to attend at sufleiaTicu wharfs for approval of values
on application being made.

Suiferande, ubs. form of SOVEREIGN.

tSu'fferant, a. Obs. Also 4 sufifra(u)ut,
6 aufferaunt, -ent, [a. AF. suffrant, OF. sejfrant,

pr. pple. of suffrir, soffrir to SUPPER.] Long-
suffering, patient. ,

c 1330 Sfrc. Grty \Vanv. 587 Or pine of bodi or shame in

londe, Off al >is >u most suffrannt be. c 1369 CHAUCER
Dethe Blaunchc 1010 So pure suffraunt was hir wytte. . Hyt
folowed we! she koude goode. 1594 R. CAREW Httarte's
Exam. Wits (1596) To Rdr, If thou be discreet, well com-
pounded and sufferent.

b. absol. One who is patient or long-suffering.
ci374 CHAUCER TroyIns iv. 1584 Sle with reson al f>is

hete ; Men seyn J>e suflraunt ouercometh.
Hence f Su fferantly adv.

t
? submissively.

^1536 Songst Carols, etc. (E.E.T.S.) 58
'

Hayle, holy
moder ! '. .So said owr Savyowr sufferently Vnto the lady.

Sufferante, -tie, etc., obs. ff. SOVEREIGN, -TY.

Suffered (szrfaid), ///. a. [-ED 1.] Endured.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 231 The Marriners,. Who, with a

Charme ioynd to their suffred labour I haue left asleep,

Sufferent(e, obs. ff. SOVEREIGN.

Sufferer (sirfarai). Also 5-6 suffirer, 6 Se.

aufferar.
[f.

SUFFER v. + -BR *.]

1, One who suffers pain, tribulation, injury, wrong,
loss, etc. ;

one who suffers
j^v;/*

disease or ill health.
c 1450 tr. De Imitation? m. li. 123, I knowe hov all >inge

is doon, I knowe be wronge doer & suflfrer. 1579 RICK /-
I'ect. agst. Vices D ij b, The sufferers of persecution for his
names sake. 1671 MILTON Samson 1525 The sufferers then
will scarce molest us here. 1684 WOOD Life (O.H.S.) III.

94 Basill Wood, sometimes a captaine in the king's army
and a great sufferer for the king's cause. 1781 COWPER
Retirem, 343 Sad suff'rer under nameless ill. 1825 SCOTT
Betrothed iv, A severe discharge of missiles with the Welsh,
by which both parlies were considerable sufferers. 1888
Miss BRADDON Fatal Threes v, He had made up his mind
that Dr. Hutchinson must come to see these humble suf-

ferers, and to investigate the cause of evil.

b. One who suffers death
; one who is killed

(now only in reference to martyrdom).
1711 WODROW Hist. Suff. Ch. Scot. in. iv. 5. II. 1^7, I

know well, by subdolous Proposals, and captious Questions,
great Endeavours were used to shake the Sufferers. 1815
SCOTT Guy M. x. On one side of this patch of open ground,
was found the sufferer's naked hanger. 1828 F. M. Perth.

xxiv, When thrown off from the ladder, the sufferer will find
himself suspended, not by his neck,. .but by the steel circle.

1836 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) IV. 103 The '

poor
sufferers ', as we say at York in assize time. 1849 MACAULAV
Hist. Ene. vii. II. 176 A few years later a more illustrious

sufferer, Lord Russell, had been accompanied by Burnet
from the Tower to the scaffold in Lincoln s Inn Fields.

C. A patient. Now rare.

1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 180 To such as have been in the
habit of watching the various changes in this disease at the
bedside of the unfortunate sufferer. 1848 THACKERAY Van.
Fair xiv, A generous rivalry, .as to which should be most
attentive to the dear sufferer in the state bedroom.

1 2. That which undergoes some operation ; a

passive thing. Obs. rare~ l

.

1587 GOLUING De Mornttyx. (1592) 146 Whereof then., so
great ods betwixt them, sith we holde opinion that God is

Good, and the verie worker or Doer, and contrariwise that
Matter is Euill, and but onely a Sufferer?

1 3. One who permits something to be done. Obs.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. xi. (1537) 19 b,
No haulers, but small spekers : no quarellers, but suffrers.

1560-1 First Bk. Discipl, Ch. Scot, in Knox's Wks. (1848)
II. 188 Thair sail Goddis wraith reigne, not onlie upone
the blind and obstinat idolater, but also upone the negligent
sufferarls. 1627 SANDERSON Semi. (1674) I. 273 As for the

very formality it self of the sin, God is (to make the most of
it) but a sufferer.

Suffering (strfarirj), -vbl. sb. [f. SUFFER v. -t-

-INO i.]

f 1. Patient endurance ; long-suffering. Obs.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter v.xv\. 20 Suffire \>a.t bou suffirs for

god and of god, for wa is balm bat losis suffrynge. 1382
WYCLIF James v. it $e herden the suffring {gloss, or pa-
cience]of Job.
2. The bearing or undergoing of pain, distress,

or tribulation. In early use const, of the thing
suffered.

c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Treat. 5, I ?ode by sufferynge of
werynes and I fand Ihesu wery in be way. c 1380 WYCLIF
Sel. Wks. 111.304 Wilful sofforyng of de>. 14.. Pol. Rel.
4- L. Poems (1903) 277 In suffryng Of trokys [?crokys] &
naylts clynkyng, 1534 TINDALE Heb. ii. o Jesus which is

crouned with glory and honour for the sofferinge of death.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. liii. $ i Both working of wonders
and suffering of paines. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. ii. 71 I'th state of
hanging, or of some death more long in Spectatorship, and
crueller in suffering. 1667 MILTON/*, i.xi. 375, 1., to the evil
turne My obvious breast, arming to overcom By suffering.
a 1716 SOUTH Serm. (1823) IV. 401 The Christian religion
..[is] a religion teaching suffering, enjoining suffering, and
rewarding suffering, a 18458. SMITH lVks,(i%y)) 1. 142 Suf.
ferine is not a merit, but only useful suffering. 1873 Moz-
LEY Univ. Serm. viii. (1876) 192 The generous suffering of
one person for another.
attrib. 1661 GURNALL Ckr. in Arm, m. v. Li. $ i Even

he comes forth to meet thee, . . willing to impart some of his

Suffering-skill unto thee.
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t b. The action of suffering death ; execution ;

martyrdom. Obs.
x65i G. Fox in Jrnl. (1911) I. 14 Two men sufferd for

small thinges : & I was moved , . to 1 ncourage y
m
concerneingethere lunring* 1700 EVELYN Diary 12 Nov. \>

Buffering of St. Laurence painted a/resca on the wall.
c. The incurring of loss. rare.

1805 COLUHOWOOD Let. in Daily Chron. (1905) 10 July
3/4 This Great day has not been without a considerable
suffering on our part in loss of Officers and Men.
3. A painful condition

; pain suffered.
c 139* CHAUCER Compl. Venus 45 Thus be we euyr in

drede and suffrynge. a 1771 GRAY Dante 66 Far less shall
be Our Suffering, Sir. 1818 BYRON Ch. Mar. iv. xxii, AH
suffering doth destroy, or is destroy'd, Even by the sufferer.

1839 LYTTON Deveretix iv. i, I rose from the bed of suffer-

ing and of madness, ..altered, but tranquil. 1890 Science
Gossip XXVI, 53/2 It is just those energetic, matter-of-fact
people, who.. are the most likely to interfere and to asgra.
vate suffering.

b. In particularized use, chiefly//-
1609 DANIEL Civ. Wars iv. Ixxv, Future ill On present

suffrings, bruted to aryse. 1611 Bible Rom. viii. 18 The
sufferings of this present time. 1667 MII.TON P. L. iv. 26

less known, than their misdeeds. 1780 BENTHAM Princ.
Legist, xiv. i This is a suffering common to all. 1862
M. NAPIER Mem. Claverkouse II. 84 All were expected,
under the Orange Revolution, to contribute a suffering,
however small, to this grand Commination of the govern-
ments of the Restoration. 1873 MRS. FORRESTER Mignon
I. 221 She is callous to his sufferings.

c. In the Society of Friends, the hardships of
those who were distrained upon for tithes, etc.

Meetingfor Sufferings : an organization for investi-

gating and relieving these : see also quot. 1906.
1657 G. Fox Epistles No. 141 AH Friends everywhere, that

are in any sufferings, let your sufferings be gathered up to-

gether in every County. 1661 F. HOWCILL in Extr. St.
Papers rel. Friends Ser, n. (ign) 129 Wee haue made it our
work to collect vp all the sufferings from all partes & to make
what vse wee cann of them. 1683 SARAH MBAUE in Jrnl.
Friends' Hist. Sue. (1914) Oct. 165 An exact Ace1 of all you'
sufferings, .sent up hither to the meettinge of sufferrings, in
order to bee putt to the rest of ffriends sufferrings, yl are pre-
sented to y* Kinge. 1708 CHAMBERLAYNE M. Brit. Notitia
i. in. i. 200 Their Meetings .. are .. Monthly, Quarterly,
Yearly, Second-Days Meetings, and Meeting of Sufferings.
1837 W. ALLEN Jrtil. in Life (1847) III. 265 Fifty Friends
of the Meeting for Sufferings met. 1906 Christ. Discipl.
Soc. Friends II. xi. 59 The Meeting for Sufferings (so called
from the nature of its original object) is a standing repre-
sentative committee of the Yearly Meeting, and is entrusted
with a general care of whatever may arise during the inter-
vals of the Yearly Meeting affecting the Society.

t4. a. Permission, b. Tolerance. Obs.
c 1460 Oseney Reg. 135 Frere William Sutton By J suf-

fryng of god Abbot of Oseneye. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss.
I. cccxciii. 677 Ye haue had a fayre sufferyng. a 1578
LINDKSAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 315 About
the sufferring of ane day of law anens the clairk of Sanct-
andros. 1637 Deer. StarCkamberm Milton's Areop. (Arb.)

15 He.. shall first giue notice, .of such demise, or suffering
to worke or print there.

f5. Passive reception of action. Obs.

1548 VICARY Anat, ix. 79 Lyke as the Renet of the Cheese
hath by him selfe the way or vertue of working, so hath
the mylke by way of suffering. 1587 GOLDINC De Mornay
xiv. 241 What els is corrupting, but suffering? And what
els is suffering, but receyuing?
Su ffering, ppl. a. [f. SUFFER v. + -ING 2.]

f 1. That endures patiently, LONG-SUFFERING ;

inured to suffering ; submissive. Obs.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter vii. 12 God rightwis iuge, stal-

worth and soffrand. c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh.
108 pat \>ou ert . . lastyng, wys, and sufferand. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur vii. xx. 244 He is curteis and mylde and
the moost sufferynge man that euer I mette with al. 1601
SHAKS. Jul. C. ii. i. 130 Such suffering Soules That welcome
wrongs. 1605 B. JONSON Swan-us iv, Whome hee (vpon our

low, and suffering neckes) Hath rays'd, from excrement, to
side the Gods. 1679 W. PENN in \Vks. /. Penington (1784)
I. p. x, By nature he was suffering to a degree of letting
his mercy to others almost wound his own soul. 1604 j.
KKTTLEWELL Comp.for Persecuted Wks. 1718 II. 295 O Al-

niighty. .God !. .in these Suffering Times, give me a Suffer*

ing Spirit.

f2. Passive. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth, De P. R. vi. xii. (Bodl. MS.) In \pe

male be(> vertues formale and schaping . . and in be female
materialle sufiring and passiue. 1799 COWPER Let. to

Mrs. King 26 Jan., The infallible Judge of human conduct

may possibly behold with more complacency a suffering than
an active courage.
3. Of persons, their character, condition, etc. :

That suffers, or is characterized by the suffering of,

pain, affliction, or distress.

1597 SHAKS. Lover's Compl, 178 Gentle maid Haue of my
suffering youth some feeling pitty. a 1643 LD. FALKLAND,
etc. Infallibility (1646) 102 It is well knowne that.. where
both religions are professed . . none be on the suffering hand
but we, none persecutes but they. 1659 Genti. Calling
Pref. 3 The Martyrologie even of these suffering times.

1687 DRVDEN Hind ty P. in. 138 You have your day, or you
are much bely'd, But I am always on the surT'nng side.

1705 STANHOPE Pnraphr. I. n We can feed and cloath

hungry and naked Christ in his suffering Members, a 1716
SOUTH Serm. (1823) IV. 401 The Christian religion. .b a

suffering religion. 1790 BURKE Rev. France 123 Deserters
from principle, . . they never see any good in suffering virtue.

1814 JANK AUSTEN Mans/. Park I. xviii. 357 Such nature

and feeling in it as must, .make it a very suffering exhibi-

tion to herself. iSao SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. \. 630 Many

.. live among their viffcr ; n K Mluw.mcn A-, if none felt. i8a8
LYTTON ftl/tam 11. xui, Mr. Uultctling Crabtrce.. sub-
scribed to the aid of the .ufferiii^ li lends of freedom. 1(85Athcnxum ,3 Julv w . Her verse U charauciiztd by

'

keen sympathy with u&riag man and wuman.
D. In 1'untan use, with reference to hardships

endured for the sake of reliijion, esp. in sufferinr
saint.
1601 J. PEKROT (till,) To the Suffering Seed of Royalty,Wheresoever nbulatcd upon the Face of the whole r.arth.

1664 UUILKR /(W.
;,.

,,. ,06 That siniieu may supply thelae .

., v r
out of the two regiments a hundred of the best musketeers
had served abroad i and I should take horses here, amongst
the suffering sinners} 1896 MRS. CAFFVN Quaker Gr.,nti-
mother 317 Many was as yet scarcely in fit condition for

any suffering-saint phase to be foisted upon him.
c. [After F. sou/rant] 111, indisposed, rare.
1885' MRS. ALEXANDER 'Valerie's Fate iii, My poor friend

is very suffering and anxious to press on to Mentone.
f4. trans/. Becoming impaired by use. Obs.
1601 B. JONSON Poetatter \. i. 77 The suffering plough-

share, or the flint may weare.

6. Comb., as s-uffering-mindcd adj.
1598 CHAPMAN Iliad v. 276 Most suffering-minded Tydens

sonne.

Suffering, obs. or illiterate f. SOVEBEIGN sb.

Su-fferingly, adv. rare. [-IT '!.]

I 1. With patient endurance. Obs.

01340 HAMPOLE Psalter xciii. r3 pat he here sufTrandly
what sa be done, c 1440 York M)-st. xxii. 204 [Who] thre

temptacions takes expres, bus sufnrrantly. c 1450 Pol. Rel.
<V L. Poettis (1903) 136 pou sett my saule, myn hert, in ese,..

soferandely (> for to plese.

f2. Passively. Obs.
x68a Cablalist. Dial. 8 An uAoirddcio, or an affect or mov-

ing sufferingly to become Matter.

3. With suffering.
1860 Chamb. Jrnl. XIV. 96 Sadly and sufferingly passed

the day.

Suffes, obs. form of SUFFICE.

Su-ffet, v. dial. [? Imitative.]
= BUFFET v.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 41/2 Buffetyn or suffetyn. 1891
Sheffield Gloss. Suppl., Suffit, to beat. . . This word is used
about Eccleshall, near Sheffield.

Suffete (strfft). Antiq. [ad. L. su/es, sufes,

et-, of Phoenician origin (cf. Heb. (jag? shoplift

judge). Cf. F. sufftle.] One of the supreme execu-
tive magistrates of the ancient republic of Carthage.
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxx. vii. 743 All men thought verily

that Scipio would.. lay siege unto Carthage: whereupon
their Suffetes (who are the Consuls as it were, of the citie)

called the Senate. 1701 SWIFT Contests Nobles tr Conttn,

Wks. 1735 II. ' 25 The suffetes at Carthage. 1839 Penny
Cycl. XV. 441/2 The judges [in Israel] seem to have been
somewhat analogous to the Carthaginian suffetes. 1884
SAYCE A nc. Emp. East 210 In time the monarchy disap-

peared altogether, its place being supplied by suffetes or

'judges '.

Suffiand : see SDFFIE.

II Suffibulum (sfrbil#m). Rom, Antiq. [L.

suffibulum, f. suf-
= SUB- I +fibula brooch.] A

rectangular veil, white with a purple border, worn

by vestals at the time of sacrifice.

1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 819/3
note. The only statue known on which the siijfibitlitm is

represented. 1891 FARRAR Darkn. $ Dawn xxxiu,
'

Thanks,
kindest of Vestals,' said Titus, gratefully kissing the purple
hem of her svffibultttn.

Suffice (sitfai's), v. Forms : 4 suffische,

4-5 sufflch ; 4 soflse, 4-5 -ice, 4-6 suffyse, -yoe,

4-7 sufflse, 5 suffls, -icy, -ys(B, -e, sofyse,

5-6 suffyze, 5-7 -ize, 4- suffice, [f. OF. suffis-,

pres. stem of suffire : L. sufficfre,
(. suf-

= SrjB-

rfacfre to make, do.]
1. intr. To be enough, sufficient, or adequate for

a purpose or the end in view.

1340 HAMPOLE Prose Treat. (1866) 19, I haue tolde be in

bis mater a lyttill as me thynke ; nogbte affermande bat bis

suffisches, ne (>at bis es be sothefastnes in bis mater. 1390
COWER Con/. II. 138 He. .the richessc of gold despiseth,

And seith that mete and cloth sufficeth. a 1415 tr. Ardertu's

Treat. Fistula etc. 28 And bis sufficeb of be kuttyng of be

fistule. 15x8 MORE Dialogue iv. Wks. 264/2 Yet yf he

lacked charite, all hys fayth suffised not. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn.

Shr. i. ii. 66 'Twixt such friends as wee, Few words suffice.

1646 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 133 This shall suffice from

. .Your Grace's humblest seruant, R. Moray. 1667 MILTON
P. L. II. 411 What art can then Suffice, or what evasion bear

him safe Through the strict Senteries? 1718 HICKIS &
NELSON 7. Kettlcwell i. xviii. 41 To omit other Instances. .

let this which followeth suffice. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2)

II. 340 So a seisin at one time would suffice ; for the statute

said 'seised at any time'. 1847 EMERSON Poems, Day t

Ration Wks. (Bobn) I. 482 Why need I volumes, if one

word suffice ?

t b. Const, to (a person) : To be enough for,

satisfy the requirements of; = sense 5. Obs.

1340-70 Alex. >t Dind. 61 To us silf sofisen bis cauus.

1388 WYCLIF John xiv. 8 Schewe to vs the fadir, and it

suffisith to vs. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxii. 145 Qwhat
thing myght suffice to bat man, to wham all be werld will

no^t suffice ? X46 LYOG. De Guil. Pilgr. 5206 Swych ten

..Wolde nat suffysen vn-to me At Odyner..Tofulfyl!emvn
appetyt. 1484 CAXTON Curtail I b, Late hyt suffyse Co

tbe and to me that one of us twevne be infortunat. a 1533
LD. BERNERS Huon Ixvi. 229 All this suffyseth not to me lor

I wolde haue parte of y seygnory.
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1701 COWPCR Hind IV. 426 Short reprimand and exhortation

short Suffice for thee. 1807 CKADBE Par. Reg..\. 80 Such all

the rules, and they suffice for all.

d. Const, for (a thing) : To be of sufficient

quantity, capacity, or scope for
;
to provide enough

material or accommodation for.

1303 LANGL. P. Pl.C. xx. 203 Yfhit sufficith nat for a-seth..

Mercy. . wil make good ]K remenant. 1411 VosmJ>fcr.Stcr.

xxiii. 151 Suffysid a lytill graue of v foote for his Pallis, for

his halle, and for his roob. 1611 Bible I Kings xx. 10 If the

dust ofSamariashall suffice for handfuls for all the people that

followme. 1703 POPE Tfaiaiszrf For crimeshkethese.notall

those realms suffice, Were all those realms the guilty victor s

prize ! 1847 MRS. A. KERR tr. Xante's Hist. Scrvia "5
The Janissaries by whom they were surrounded sufficed not

for their purposes. i86 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt (1868) 46 The

book-shelves did not suffice for his store of old books. 1873

SPENCER First Princ. ii. v. 59 (ed. 3) 189 note. This mode

of conceiving the phenomena suffices for physical inquiries.

t e. Const, to : To be adequate or equal to ; to

avail for. Obs.
c 1315 Song of Yesterday 136 in E. E. P. (1862) 136 Al bi

wit schal be borw sou}t To more good ben bou may
suffise. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 135 Vrbely herte my?t not

suffyse To be tenbe dole of bo gladnez glade. 1375 BARBOUR
Bruce i. 12, I wald fayne set my will, Giff my wyt mycht
suffice tbartill.To put in wryt a suthfast story, ciioo Destr.

Troy 6747 All-bof Ector was on, bat odmony slogb, . . Hym-
selfe might not suffise to bat soume hoge. 1496-7 Act
12 Hen. fll, c. 13 8 i The graunt of the seid too xv"e and

xmes doth not suffise nor extende to the behoufull chargis

and expends. 1516 Pilgr. Ptrf. (W. de W. jssi) 13 He
wolde not that his worde onely sholde suffyse to our example
of lyuynge.

f. Const, for with a noun of action or gerund.

1475 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 150/2 The somme .. wold not

suffise for the contentation of the wages. 1577 B. GOOGE tr.

Heresbach's Husb. 19 b, Such store ofPoultrie . . as the doung
of them suffised for the manuring of theyr ground. 1653

W. RAMESEY Astral. Restored 20 This may suffice for the

silencing of such simpletons. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama
Sci. * Art II. 627 A lighter harrow.. will suffice for cover-

ing seed. 1856 FHOUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) II. vi. 37 The
evidence of the most abandoned villains sufficed for their

conviction.

g. Const, to with inf.

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 153 Al the world ne may suffise To
stanche of Pride the reprise. 1480 CAXTON Cron. Eng. cii. 82

Thelyuyng peple ne suffysed not toburye the dede bodyes.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxiii. heading. Be mirry and glaid,
honest and vertewous, Ffor that suffisis to anger the invypus.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World \i. xxvii.6i7 The same occasions

sufficed also, to procure the deliuerie of Manasses. 1667
MILTON P. L. VII. 113 To recount Almightie works What
words or tongue of Seraph can suffice ? 1741-2 GRAY Agrip.
59 The world, you gave him, Suffices not to pay the obliga-
tion. 1839 KEMBLE Resid. Georgia (1863) 259 A very short
time would suffice to teach him to read. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. i. xiv. 97 The fog . . every trace of which a few minutes
sufficed to sweep away. 1883 Manck. Guard. 12 Oct. 5/3
A little thing has sufficed to destroy the balance of a structure

that was already tottering.

(h. To suffice to oneseIf: to be self-sufficient. 06s.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 109 pei bat sufficy to hemsilf. 1587

GOLDING De Mornay iii. 32 The onely one God, . . Suffizing
to himselfe.

t 2. impers. It is enough. 06s.

1382 WYCLIF Mark xiv. 41 He cam the thridde tyme, and
seith to hem, Slepe ?e nowe, and reste je ; sothli it sumcith.
c 1386 CHAUCER Skipntan's T. 52 Na moore of this as now,
for it suffiseth. 1390 GOWER Con/. III. 245 Whan kinde is

dueliche served, It oghte of reson to suffise. c 1400 Rule
St. Benet (verse) 1824 Sese ! it suffes now. 1530 PALSGR.
743/1 Syth he hath made his confessyon with his awne hande,
it suffyseth, I aske no more.

b. Const, inf. or clause with, or (formerly)
without, anticipatory subject it. Now chiefly in

the subjunctive, Suffice it, sometimes short for

Suffice it to say.
1390 GOWER Con/. I. 14 To studie upon the worldes lore

Sufficeth now withoute more. 1426 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr.
6864 Than suffysede, stedefastly To loue god, our creatour.

1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Publ. Baptism, If the
childe be weake, it shall suffice to powre water upon it.

X5S7 NORTH Gueitara's Diall Pr. n. xxxiv. (1568) 153 For to
be a good captayne, Sufficeth only to be hardy, and fortunate.

1692 DRYDEN St. Euremont's Ess. 25 It suffices to say that
Xantippus becoming the manager of affairs, altered ex-

treamty the Carthaginians Army. 1779 Mirror No. 8
Suffice it to say, that my parting with the Dervise was very
tender. 1898 'H. S. MERRIMAN' Roden's Corner x. ico
Suffice it to say that there are many such reasons.
1411 YONGE tr. Seer. Seer. 178 Hit suffichyth that.. we

fyndyth y-writte, that oone forcible kynge of grete Pouer
assiget the Cite of Rome. 1552 Bk. Com. Prayer, Com.
munion, It shall suffyse that the bread besuche.asisvsuall

Brough's behaviour : suffice it, that religion was always on

his lips.

o. With dative pron. added, arch.

^.385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 573 Suffiseth me thou make in

bis mfnere [etc.],.
c .39*

-
Comj,^ Veus_ 6s__Io

the hit

my dew in place. 01593 MARLOWE Hero t, Leander i. 71Let it suffise, That my slacke muse sings of Leanders eies.
"596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. I. i. 252 If thou ask me why,aurm th my reasons are both good and waighty. 1646L.RASHAW Mets to Temple 7I Angels cannot tell; suffice,1 hyself shall feel thine own full joys. 1671 MILTON Samson
63 Suffices that to me strength is my bane, a 1764 LLOYD
NewRiver Head Poet. Wks. 1774 II. 68 Suffice it, that
my goody s care Brought forth her best, tho' simple fare.
1812 BYRON Ch. Har. i. iii, Suffice it, that perchance theywere of fame. 1841 THACKERAY Gt. Hoggarty Diam vii
I have passed over a great deal of the religious part of Mr

/V. 1 . malt. x. 25 i vuuHfW i ""- "...I - -----
, ,

his maistir. 1592 KYD Sf. Trag. in. xv. 20 Sufficeth thee

that poore Hieronimo Cannot forget bis sonne Horatio.

1508 SHAKS. Merry W. n. i. 10 Let it suffice thee (Mistris

Page) that I loue thee. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 88 Had it

sulc
!

d' him to have known Oood by it self ,69..LOCKE

iucc'1'hy pair. .~ j - - -,..

80 Let it suffice you that I will see you on the subject.

d. Const, for with ace. and inf.

J848THACKERAY Van. Fairlxiu, It sufficed for our Minister

to stand up for Madame Strumpff.

t 3. To have the necessary ability, capacity, or

resources for doing something ;
to be competent or

able to do something. Chiefly const, inf. 06s. (in

later use coloured by i g.)
,3.S MS.Rawl. B.f*> If. 32b, 3if N_iord :ne_ma,_n

mf. III. 2i,l schal do, fader, as ye sein, Als ferforth as 1

mai suffise. 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xx. 221 The Lordei

here ban folk of certeyn nombre, als thei may suffise. 1406

HOCCLEVE La Male Regie 400 To recorde it vnnethe I may
souffyse. c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 96, I may nocht suffyss

to se jour sanctitud sad. 1523 SKELTON Garl. Laurel 875

Of all your bcwte I suffyce not to wryght. 1743 WARBURTON
Ric. Ariit. in Pope's Uunc. p. xxxiv, If so many and various

graces go to the making up a Hero, what mortal shall suffice

to bear this character! 1823 SCOTT Qaentin D. Introd., A
Frenchman., can., address himself to a variety of services,

and suffice in his own person to discharge them all.

t b. trans. To be capable of. Obs.

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 89 That thou to loves heste obeie

Als ferr as thou it myht suffise. 14.. Chaucer's H-Fame
1180 (Caxton) My wytt [ne] may it [v. r. me) not suffyse.

f4. intr. Contextually, of a quality or condition :

To provide adequate means or opportunity; to

allow or admit of a certain thing being done. Also

trans. Obs.
c 1369 CHAUCER Delhi Blaunche 1094 As my wytte koude

best suffyse. . I besette hytte To loue hir yn my beste wyse.

1423 IAS. I Kingis Q. cxi, Quhill my yf may suffise. 1425
Rolls o/Parlt. IV. 296/2 My said Lordes..shall as ferforth

as her cunnyng and discretions suffisen, trewely..avise ye

Kyng. c 1440 Generydes 1150 When they came ther they
sawea faire cite, As full a pepill as it cowde suffice, c 1450
in Aungier Syon (1840) 311 Yf the tyme wylle suffise it, the

abbes . . may exorte them in thys wyse. 1477 EARL RIVERS

(Caxton) Dietes i As fer as my wrecchednes wold suffyse.

5. trans. To be enough for ; to meet the desires,

needs, or requirements of (a person) ; to satisfy.

arch. ) Also impers.
The object is of datival origin : cf. i b. t (//) Sufficeth me :

I am satisfied, content.

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 290 Al that mihte him noght suffise,

That he ne bad to do juise Upon the child, c 1400 Rom.
Rose 6005 Therfore it suffisith me Her good hertc and her
beaute. ciyaoBeryn 1219 The halff of our lyvlode Wold
scarsly suffise hym selff aloon. c 1440 York Myst. xxiii. 18

pat suffice vs with-outen more. 1481 CAXTON Godfrey viii.

30 They were so grete plente of peple that no londe myght
suffyse them. 1550 CROWLEY Last Trumpet 417 Let this

example suffice the. 1583 STOCKER Civ. Warres Lowe C.

in. 112 A pound of bread, which oftentimes would scarcly
suffice some trauellers to breakfast. 1592 KYD Sf. Trag.
in. xv. 35 Sufficeth me; thy meanings vnderstood. 1794
MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho xxviu, It is my will tbat

you remain here, let that suffice you. 1803-5 WORDSW. Rob
Roy's Grave 38 The good old rule Sufficeth them. 1854
NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1876) I. i. iv. 173 Barbarian minds
remain in the circle of ideas which sufficed their forefathers.

trans/. 1643 J- M. Sov. Salve 13 A weak reason may
suffice so strong a cause.

fb. Const, of (the thing). Obs.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. I. xxxii. 125 (Harl. MS.), He that

pleithe with me, shall neuer be suffisid of my pley. 1483
CAXTON G. de la Tour c viij, For it suffyseth them ynowe
of one masse. 1611 BibU Ezek. xliv. 6 O yee house of

Israel, let it suffice you, of all your abominations.

C. pass. To be satisfied or content, arch.

0430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 200Whoos boodymay
not suffysed been. 1483 CAXTON G. dela Tourt\\, Therwith
she myght haue be pleased and suffised. 1531 ELYOT Gov. i.

xiii. (1880) I. 115 The parentes. .being suffised that their
children can onely speke latine proprely. 1508 SYLVESTER
Du Bartas\\. ii. in. (1641) 132/1 Whose searching soule can

hardly be suffiz'd With Vulgar Knowledge, c 1600 SHAKS.
Sonn. xxxvii, I in thy abundance am suffic'd. 1700 DKYDEN
Theod.

<J- Honoria 194 Not half suffic'd, and greedy yet to
kill. 1850 T. T. LYNCH Theoph. Trinaiv.ji One half hour,
solemnity may rill his heart ; the next, pleasantry; by each
shall his heart be for the time sufficed,

t d. refi. To satisfy oneself. Obs.
f- Suffice thee, you : be content.

1484 CAXTON Fables ofJEsop iv. ix, Suffyse the, For ther
to 1 shalle put al my dylygence. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon
Ixxxv. 268 Suffyce you with the gyft that I haue gyuen you.
*597 A. M, tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. t v, I suffise my
selfe with my accustomed manner. 1601 SHAKS. A ICs Well
ill. v. 10 Come lets returne againe, And suffice our selues
with the report of it.

f6. To provide enough food for, satisfy the

appetite of; also, to satisfy (the appetite). Chiefly
pass. Obs.

<r 1450 LOVELICH Grail xlviii. 428 The tenthe part Of

SUFFICIENCY.

theke Meyne with that fisch suffised not scholde be. 1526

TlNDALEt/l/ar* viii. 4 From whence myght a man suflyse

them with breed? Ibid. 8 They ate and were suffysed.

"595 SHAKS. John i. i. 191 And when my knightly stomacke

is suffis'd, Why then I sucke my teeth. 1596 SPENSER F. O.

v. iii. 4 When all men had.. Of meates and drinkes their

appetites suffiz'd. 1609 Man in Moone (1849) 30 He is none
of your ordinarie fellpwes,

which will suffice nature for

threepence;., a rabbit is but a bitte with him. 1687 DRYDEN
Hind c$-

P. I. 554 When the herd suffis'd, did late repair To
ferney heaths. 1791 COWPER Iliad I. 577 They feasted, and
were all sufficed.

f 7. To satisfy, meet the '
calls

'

of (a desire,

need, sense, emotion, etc.) Obs.

IS33 *n Leadam 6V/. Cases Star Chamber (Selden Soc.)

II. 301 What [meat] shulde suffice their necessitie. 1547 64
BAULDWIN Mar. Philos. (Palfr.) 60 Sleepe no more then

shall suffice the sustentation of your bodies. (71585 Faire
Em l. i. 67 Let my vttermost wealth suffice thy worth.

1598 CHAPMAN Iliad xvill. 316 Then loue askt luno, if at

length, she had suffisde hersplene. 1651 DAVENANTG;;rf:'*rt
in. iv, The King has now his curious sight suffis'd With all lost

Arts. 16*7 MILTON/'. L. I. i48Strongly to suffer and support
our pains, That we may so suffice his vengeful ire. 1725
POPE Odyss. H. 63 Scarce all my herds their luxury suffice.

*737 WHISTON Josefhus, Antig. xvi. vii. i There was..

indeed enough to suffice all his wants.

\ 8. intr. with unto : To be satisfied with. rare.

c 1390 CHAUCER Truth 2 Suffise vnto byn byng bow it be

smal.

t 9. trans. To make or be sufficient provision
for ; to supply with something. Also, to replenish

(a supply). Obs.
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 56, V sester shal suffice an aker

lond. Ibid. ix. 191, Xij hundrid rjounde of metal shal suffise

A thousand feet in lengthe of pipis sure. 1600 HAKI.UYT

Voy. HI. 381 Oxen,. . whereof.. tney killed fourescore, which

sufficed the armie with flesh. 1697 DRYDEN Mneidvt.. 1085
Nor Juno, who sustain'd his arms before, Dares with new

strength suffice th' exhausted store. 1700 Iliad \. 653
The Pow'r appeas'd, with Winds suffic'd the Sail.

1 1O. To supply, furnish (a product, etc.). Obs.

1626 BACON Sylva 510 The fuyce, as it seemeth, not

being able to suffice a Succulent Colour, and a Double
Leafe. 1725 POPE Odyss. xin. 292 The rugged soil. .Suffices

fulness to the swelling grain.

Suffi'ceable, a. nonce-wd. [f. prec. + -ABLE.]

Capable of being satisfied.

1864 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvi. vi. IV. 329 A sum-total of

actual desire to live with King Friedrich, which might
. .have almost sufficed even for Voltaire. . ; nor was Voltaire

easily sufficeable!

t Sttffi ced, ///. a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ED l.]

Satisfied.

1590 SVENSER F. Q. i. ii. 43 Time and suffised fates to

former kynd Shall vs restore. 1624 QUARLES Sion's Sonn.

iv, O Thou, the joyes of my sufficed heart.

Suffi'cer. rare. [f. as prec. + -ER 1
.]
A satisfier.

1900 P. C. SIMPSON Fact Christ ii. 33 He regarded Him-
self as the sufficer of all others' need..

Sufficience (stffi -Jens).
arcA. Forms: 4-6 suffl-

ciens, 5 sufflsiance, suffyoyenoe, -ens, 5-6

sufflcians, 5-7 -aunoe, 6 suficiens, suffleeence,

4- surflcience. [a. OF. suffidence or ad. late L.

sufficientia, f. sufficient-, -ens, SUFFICIENT : see

-ENCE ;
cf. next and SUFFISANCE.]

1. The quality or condition of being sufficient or

enough ; sufficient supply, means, or resources.

c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 44 Si(> alle bingis is

bifore Crist, bis sufficience lastib longe. 1460 CAPGRAVE

Chron. (Roils) 92 If we be bisi for to gete us tresoure

in Hcvene, God schal send us sufficiens in erde. 1500-20
DUNBAR Poems Ixvii. i Quho thinkis that he hes sum-

cience Of gudis hes no indigence. 1546 LANGLEV tr. Pol.

Verg. de Invent, i. cxv. 27 b, If it [sc. the Nile] increse

unto the depth of twelue or thurtene Cubites it portendeth
lacke of Sufficience. a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron.

Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 57 Thinkand gif they saiffit thame selffis

they had suffiecence quhill ane better fortoun. 1695 Ln.

PRF.STON Boeth. in. pr. ii. (1713) 100 That they may have

Sufficiences and Abundance within themselves. 1873 MOR-

LEY Rousseau II. 113 This full and perfect sufficience of life

was abruptly disturbed.

t b. phr. (Sc.) At or to sufficience (
= F. d suffi-

sance) : in sufficient quantity, sufficiently. In

sufficience : in comfort. Obs.

c 1430 Pilgr. Ly/Manhode i. Ixxxiii. (1869) 48 Now needeth

it thanne quod sapience that fulfillinge to sufficience thow

fyndeit. 1470 HENRY Wallace. 1174 ?on folk has fud.trast

weill, at sufficians. Ibid. x. 551 Off nolt and scheip thai tuk

at sufficient 1535 W. STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 705 He
wes richt weill sustenit,. .At sufficience that neidfull wes to

half, With sic prouisioun
that that armet [

= hermit] had. 1549

Compl. Scot, iii. 26 }e sal eyt jour breyde in suficiens.

j-
2. Capacity ; ability ; competence. Also, a

capable or competent person. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. iii. 5 Not that we ben sufficient for to

thenke ony thing of vs, as of vs, but oure sufficience is ofGod.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 201 The chiefe cite of whom
is callede Capua, namede so of the capacite of sufficiaunce.

1607 ROWLANDS Hist. Guy War. Ep. Ded., These Artless

Lines, which in the silence of greater Sufficiences, serve only

to keep Valour from Oblivious destruction. 1669^70
MAR-

VELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 303 They are the judges of

the sufficience of the securityes. 1676 laid. 498 [He] is very

well known for his sufficience and integrity.

1 3. That which suffices for one's needs ;
satisfac-

tion of one's needs ;
sustenance. Obs.

c 1450 Mankind 731 in Macro Plays 27 Wepynge, syth-

ynge, & sobbynge, were my suffycyens. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Poems Ixxxi. 100 With gredines I sie this world ourgane,
And sufficience dwellis nocht bot in heavin. 1578 Chr.

Prayers in Priv. Prayers (1851) 513 Draw the soul, that



SUFFICIENCY.
thirsteth after thee, to the rivers of everlasting sufficience,
which are above. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 15 This
whereof wee treat they neede not, as finding all sufficiency
in their AINsufficient Creator. i6zo T. GRANGER Dru.
Logike 168 God is all sufficient, Gen. 17. i. and giues suffi.
cience to all his creatures.

f4. = SELF-SUFFICIENCE. 06s.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. ix. 8 To make al grace abounde in

5011, that ?e in alle thingis euermore hauynge al sufficience.

1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles I. I. i. 4 God contemplating himself
beholds in his Divine Essence or Sufficience.

Sufficiency (sofi-Jcnsi). Also 5-7 -enoie, 8

-entcy. [ad. L. sujficientia (see prec. and -ENCY).
Cf. It. soffif(i)enza, -ia, Sp. siificiencia.]

t 1. Sufficient means or wealth
; ability or com-

petence to meet pecuniary obligations. Obs.
1495 Act ii Hen. Ylf, c. 24 3 Iffe ther be not persones

ofsuche sufficiencie within the Shire. 1601 F. TATF. Housek
Ord. Ediu. 11 i (1876) 5 This stewarde shall be a man of
good sufficiency. 1611 Bible Lev. v. 7 tnarg. His hand
cannot reach to the sufficiencie of a lambe. Kid. Job xx.
22 In the fulnesse of his sufficiencie, he shalbe in straites.
i68z SCARLETT Exchanges 48 The one as well as the other
\viz. the drawer and the remitter], must be careful, and
enquire into each others Sufficiency. 1747 Act 20 Geo. //,
c. 43 8 36 The Clerk of Court shall be answerable for the
Sufficiency of such Cautioner.

b. A sufficient supply ; a competence.
1608 D. T(UVILL) En. Pol.

,$ Mar, 50 b, The powerfull hand
of irreprooueable wisdom, hath divided our sufficiencie into
little portions. 1645 CROMWELL Let. to Lenthall 14 Sept.
(Carlyle), The same spirit of faith by which we ask all our
sufficiency, and have received it. 1682 W. PENN in Lifi
Wks. 1782 I. p. Ixxx, Let your industry, .go no farther than
for a sufficiency for life. 1728-46 THOMSON Spring 1157 An
elegant sufficiency, content, Retirement, rural quiet. 1898
' H. S. MF.RRIMAN' Rotfen'sCornervm.

7^8
Holland suggests

. .an elderly gentleman, .who, having laid by a small suffi-

ciency, sits peaceably by the fire.

c. Adequate provision of food or bodily comfort.
1796 CHARLOTTE SMITH Marclimtmt I. 169 [He] could not

afford to repair or to live in it [sc. the house] with any degree
of comfortable sufficiency for years before his death. 1837
HT. MARTINEAU Soc.Amer. III. 139 She and her daughter . .

kept the house, which might vie with any nobleman's for
true luxury; perfect sufficiency and neatness. 1848 MILL
Pol. Econ. IV. ii. 4. 256 There is.. sufficiency everywhere
when anciently there would have been scarcity in some
places and superfluity in others.

2. The condition or quality of being sufficient for

its purpose or for the end in view ; adequacy.
1565 STAPLETON tr. Staptiylus' Afol. 161 b, The sufficiency

of only faith to saluation. 1589 Hay any Work 27 We know
the sufficiencie of it [sc. a book] to be such, as the Puritans
are notable to answers it. c 1650 BRADFORD PfyinautA Plant.
(1856) 75 Perceiveing ye mariners to feare ye suffisiencie of
y" shipe. 1661 PEPYS Diary 15 July, I read over the will,
and had their advice therein, who as to the sufficiency
thereof confirmed me. 1716 AYLIFFE Parergon 116 The
Competency or Sufficiency of an Ecclesiastical Benefice,
ought to be considered., in respect of the.. Charges incum-
bent on such a Benefice. 1755 YOUNG Centaur (1757) IV.
i. 112 The sufficiency of human reason. 1839 HALLAM Lit.
Eur. II. viii. 8 Montuela calls him the model of commen-
tators for the pertinence and sufficiency of his notes. 1863
H. Cox Instit. in. v. 658 Surveyors, who report on the suffi-

ciency of river steam-vessels before they are entitled to ply
for passengers. 1884 Law Rep. 27 Chanc. Div. 630 There
is a doubt about the sufficiency of the assets. 1912 Oxf. Univ.
Gaz. 6 Nov. 149/1 The Board shall in writing report to the
Regius Professor of Divinity as to the sufficiency of the
Candidate's work.

8. (A sufficient number or quantity of; enough.
1531 TINDALE Expos, i John (1537) 88 We ought to aske

ofGod only sufficyency of all worldly thynges. 1598 BARCKLEY
Felic. Man (1631) 491 That which bringeth fort h contentation,
is a sufficiency of things. 1633 BINGHAM Xenophon 93 If we
shall finde such sufficiencie of shipping, that not one of vs
shall need to be left behinde. a 1640 T. JACKSON Treat.
<' ''- ""- ----" -

ly sacrifice of beasts

ing plenty, or suffi-

. 747 WESLEY Prim.
Physick (1755) Pref. p. xiii, There is Sufficiency of other
Medicines. 1774 GOLDSMITH Nat. Hist. (1862) I. 11. v. 321
When he has eaten a sufficiency, he then retires. 183* LVELL
Princ. Geol. II. xv. 244 So as to afford sufficiency of wood
for fuel. 1859 CORNWALLIS New Worldl. 353 For practical
mining purposes it contained no sufficiency of gold. 1901
ALLDRIDGE Sherbro xv. 145 None of the women wear any
clothes, there is simply a sufficiency of strung beads around
their waists.

4. Sufficient capacity to perform or undertake

something; adequate qualification; ability, com-
petency. Obs. ofarch.
,
'S6

,? f
1'*- Privy Council Scot. Ser. t. I. 539 The honestie,

habihtie, ..and sufficiency of oure said dearest brother to
have the cure, .of oure laid..BOO*. 1583 STUBBES Anat.
Alms. ii. (1882) 54 Their knowledge, discretion, and suffici-
encie m their art. 1390 SIR J. SMYTHK Disc. Weapons
(title.p.), The great sufficiencie, excellencie and wonderful
effects of Archers. 1604 SHAHS. Oth. i. iii. 224 We haue
there a Substitute of most allowed sufficiencie. 1617 HAKE-WILL Apol. (1630) 220 Well knowne in London for his
Sufficiencie in his profession. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. ii.

xxvii. 8 So able a Man as he, who had Sufficiency enough
to warrant all the Testimonies he gives of himself 1786
BURKE Art. agst. W. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 200 The
nabob's sufficiency for the management of his own affairs.
1800 MORNINGTON in Owen Wellesley's Desp. (1877)653 The
state. . has already supported them at a considerable expense,
under the presumption of their sufficiency to discharge the
duties. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt xli, Their sufficiency to

judge the men who make love to them.

t b. An instance of this ; a qualification ; also,
an accomplishment. Obs.

1590 SIR J. SMYTHE Due. Weapons Dedic., Toset foorthc

Signs Times Wks. 1673 II- 380 The daily sacrifice of beasts
did cease for want of provision, they having plenty, or suffi-

ciency of nothing but of famine. 1747 WESLEY Prim.

107

and beautiile their owne sufficiencies. 1599 B. JONSON
Cynthia, s Rev. i. iv, 1 feare I may doe wrong to your suffici-
encies in the reporting them. 1601 Poetaster \. ii. 132 It
shall neuer put thee to thy Mathematiques, Metaphysiques,
Philosophic, and I know not what suppos'd sufficiencies.
1635 R. N. tr. Canidens Hist. Eliz. in. 254 The.. Privy
Councell taking notice of his sufficiencies, made use of his
counsaile. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. I. 85 Hy recommenda-
tions made to the King of his great sufficiencies in. . Oratory.
1713 STKELE Guard, No. 13 p 4 One may have an air, which

proceeds
from a just sufficiency and knowledge of the matter

before him.

f5. = SELF-SUFFICIENCY i. Obs.

1635 SWAN Spec. Mundi iii. i (1643) 42 God.. whose
sufficiencie and efficlencie is altogether absolute.

0. = SELF-SUFFICIENCY 2. arch.

1638 ROUSE Heav. Acnd. \\. 135 They thought their own
eyes sufficient

t
to see, and their own eares to heare

; and
resting in this insufficient sufficiencie [etc.}. 1690 TKMPLE
Ess., Anc. $ Mod. Learn. 3, I could not read either of this

Strain, without some indignation, which no quality among

the Sufficiency to shock my Spiritual and Learned Superi.
ours. 1734 tr. Rollin's Belles Lettres{i^$ I. 280 By this air
of sufficiency they think they gain the esteem of others,
though they only procure their contempt. 1893 STEVENSON
Catriona viii, Who efifer heard of such suffeeciency as tell

a shentlemans that is the king's officer he cannae speak
Cot's English ?

Sufficient (sfijent), a. (ac?v.,s6.) Forms: 4
Sc. suffioyand, -yoiand, 4-5 -ioia(u)nt(e, 4-6
ioyent,&.-iciand, 5 -isia(u)nt, -yceant, -yoient,
-ycyaunt, -ysyeut, -eceant, 5-6 -yoyent, -iente,
6 -iecient, 6-7 -itient, (7 sophytient), 4- suffi-

cient, [a. OF. sufficient, -ant
t or ad. its source

L. stifficiens, -ent-
t pr. pple. of suffictfre to SUFFICE.

Cf. It. sojffictyente, Sp. suficientc, Pg. sufficients. In
ME. the word was partially assimilated in spelling
tO SUFFISANT.
Formerly^sufficient enough, was used in various senses.]
A. adj.

1. Of a quantity, extent, or scope adequate to a
certain purpose or object.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 260 5if Ji tellen a good suffici-
ent cause, telle we be same cause whi we bileuen J?at Jris is

cristis gospel, a 1400-50 Wars A lex. 4396 pat seising burde
sufficiant, bofe so?t ;e na ferre. a 1333 LD. BERNERS Huon
Ixxxi. 242 Ye hadde mete and also good wynes suffycyent
at home. 1583 STUBBES Anat. A bus. n. (1882) 32 In former
times a mans bare word was sufficient, now no instrument,
band, nor obligation can be sure inough, 16x4 DAV Festivals
xi. (1615) 318 Should we. .praise our God whole Dales, and
whole Nights. ., it were not sufficient enough. 1667 MILTON
P. L. viii. 5 What thanks sufficient., have I to render thee?
17*1 BRADLEY Philos. Ace. Wks. Nat. 186 Some Variety of
such exotick Rarities from the hotter Climates, as afford the
curious sufficient matter of Admiration. 1817 JAS. MILL
Brit. India II. iv, v. 177 Intelligence was in sufficient time
received, .to enable him to collect an army. 18658. WILBER-
FORCE Sp. Missions (1874) 166 It will be quite sufficient if,

in the fewest words, I venture to suggest one or two con-
siderations which [etc.]. 1884 GILMOUR Mongols xxxi. 361
Many a lama who has nominally a sufficient income never
receives more than half of his due.

b. Const, for: ()= to furnish means or material

for, to supply, to provide for the performance of

(a thing).
c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 346 For npumbre of preestis

broust in bi Crist was sufficient for Cristis hpus. . . Who
mai denye |?at ne Jns noumbre of bes officeris is now to

myche? 11460 FORTESCUE Abs. $ Lim. Mon. viii. 1885)
126 How necessarie it is bat livelod sufficient be asseigned
(for the kynges ordinarie charges, a 1548 HALL Chron,,
Hen. /K, 32 b, Treasure sufficient . . for such a iourney roiall.

1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglione's Courtyer i. (1577) Gij, My
talke hath not beene . . sufficient ynough for the weightinesse
of the matter. 17x5 ATTERBURY Serin. (Matt, xxvii. 25)

(1734) I. 132 These Prophecies .. were sufficient for the
Conviction of any Men, who did not lie. .under a Judicial
Infatuation. 1774 CHESTERF. Lett, xv, Romulus., not hav-

ing sufficient inhabitants for his new city. 1892 Pfwtogr.
Ann, II. 557 That is sufficient range for any purpose.

() a to provide for the needs or accommodation

of, to satisfy (a person or animal). Also with ace.

and inf.

53S.
FISHER Wayes per/. Relig. Wks. (1876) 382 Yet hath

he still in him self loue soffitlent for infinite moe. 1577
HOLINSHED Hist. Scot. 432/1 It appeareth to be sufficient

ynough for vs. 1585 Knaresb. W,ills (Surtees) I. 150 Suffici-

ent hay for his horse. 1611 Bible Transl. Pref. P4 A doctrine
. .so tempered, that euery one may draw from thence that
which is sufficient for him. a 1700 EVELYN Diary 17 Oct. 1644,
The publiq armoury, .sufficient for 30,000 men. ai7*
SEWEL Hut. Quakers (1795) II. VH. i There was not suffici-

ent room for all to sit down at once. 1833 BREWSTER Nat.
Mafic x. 252 A few general observations will perhaps be
sufficient for ordinary readers. 1876 E. MELLOR Priesth.
iv. 164 If the sacrament in one kind is sufficient for the

people it is sufficient for the priest.

C. Const, to in the same senses, rare.

1539 Great Bible Matt. vi. 34 Sufficient vnto the daye, is

the trauayle therof. 1647 SALTMARSH Spark. Glory (1847)
20 It ought to be sufficient to us, that the Scriptures [etc.).

1718 ATTERBURY Serm. (Acts i. 3) ('734* I- >74 was suffi-

cient to that Purpose. 1751 EARL ORRERY Rent. Swift

ubo 10 me castes 01 au loose wou iuve goou r.n^ubu.

H Construed as pr. pple.
with dative regimen.

14*3 Acts Privy Counc, HI. 95 Wee consideringe y* saide
some . . nought suffeceant yow to ya . . redy paiement of youre
saide wages.

SUFFICIENT.
d. Const, to with inf.

1380 WYCLIF .w. win. III. , sib bo eosotl is

Leadam il"

'"
i'

Kov"neC'mU Church!
PW in

ma
Quorum x

?3
6 BUTLER Anal. i. i. Wks. 1874 I. 3 , Thesame kind of force which is sufficient to suspend our facul-

ties., will be sufficient to destroy them. xSso W IRVING
Sketch Bk. II. 99 The beauty of the day was of itself suffi.
cient to inspire philanthropy. 1890 Law Times Rep.LX1I1. 765/1 Even a threatened interference with a plain,
tiff s rights . . is sufficient to justify him in taking proceedings

e. impers. with dependent clause or mf.
1538 STARKEY England {.\fyfy^ Suffycyent hyt ys that no

man by nature
ys excludyd from felycyte. 1553 EDIN

Treat. Newe !nd. (Arb.) 5 They thought it not sufficiente
in their life time to deserue prayse. 1667 MILTON P. L. XL
252 Sufficient that thy Prayers are heard. 1797 S. & HT.
LEE Canterb. T. (1799) I. 390 It is sufficient that I know
thy guilt.

t f. Satisfactory. Obs. rare.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce i. 368 With a wertu of leavte A man
may jeit sufficyand be.

g. Achieving its object ; effective, rare.
1831 SCOTT Ct. Rob. xi, She.. dealt him so sufficient a

blow,
(

that Toxartis lay lifeless on the plain. 1897
' A.

HOPE' Pkroso
yii. (1905) 130 Phroso paused in her recital

of the savage, simple, sufficient old trick.

2. In technical language, a. Of legal documents,
securities, etc.

1461 Potion Lett. II.
34. [They] shall have a signement

sufficient to hem aggreabill for the seid payment. 1479-3
Rolls ofParlt. VI. 40/2 That the seid writyng endented. .

be lawfull and sufficient warant and discharge ayenst your
Highnes. 1495, 1523 [see DISCHARGE sb. 4e]. i$$x in
Femllerat Xevtts Ediv. ^7(1914) 56 This our Lettre shalbe
your sufficient discharge for the same. 1592 WEST ist Pt.
Symbol. 103 d, That then the summer, .shall with ij. other
sufficient suerties..by their sufficient & lawful! writing obli-

feoffor, or by his heire is sufficient to him. a 1768 ERSKINE
Inst. Law Scof. iv. iv. 90(1773) 737 Libels might be so laid
as to deprive the pannel of every article of exculpation, let
it be ever so sufficient. x8ao GIFFORD Contpl. Eng. Lawyer
82 The sheriff, .is obliged to take (if it be tendered) a sum-
cient bail-bond. Ibid. 662 The said H. B. doth hereby agree,
by good and sufficient conveyance in the law .. to assign ..

unto the said C. D. ..all those three houses [etc.].

b. Theol. Sufficient grace : see GBACE j. ii b.

1718 Chambers^ Cycl. s.v. Gract, Grace, .is Efficacious, or
Efficient, when it has the Effect; and Sufficient when it

has it not, tho' it might have had it. 1898 MORTIMER Cath.
Faith. 4- Pract. I. 120 Exciting grace regarded in its result
is called (i) Sufficient and (2) Efficient grace.

O. Modern Philos. (Principle or law of} sufficient
reason: see quot. 1717.
This is a translation of Leibnitz's '

raison suffisante
'

(Mona*
dologie^ 1714, 31, 32), for which he bad previously sug-
gested

'

raison determinante
'

(.Rffl. sur le livre de Hobbes,
1710); he may have been influenced in his final selection of
the adj. by the use of sufficient cause in :

1656 HOBBES Quest, cone. Liberty^ Necessity $ Chance 294,
I hold that to be a sufficient cause to which nothing is

wanting that is needful to the producing of the effect. The
Same is also a necessary cause.

1717 S. CLARKE tr. Leibnitz's znd Paper in Coll. Paters
21 In order to proceed from Mathematicks to Natural Philo-

sophy, another Principle is requisite, as I have observed in

my Thfodicxa \ I mean, the Principle of a sufficient Reason,
viz. that nothing happens without a Reason why it should
be so rather than otherwise. Ibid. (tr. ^th Paper) 207 The
Principle of the Want of a sufficient Reason does alone drive

away all these Spectres of Imagination. 1838 DE MORGAN
Ess. Probab. 10 Many of our conclusions are derived from
this principle, which is called in mathematics the want of
sufficient reason. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 398/2 The funda-
mental principles of all reasoning, namely, the principle of
contradiction and the law of sufficient reason. Ibid. 399/1
This adjustment of the monads was in accordance with
certain sufficient reasons in each monad.. ; this sufficient

reason was their comparative perfection. 1857; MAURICE
Mor. 9f Met. Philos. IV. viii. 72, 516 The sufficient reason

must be found seeing it is implied in all demonstrations.

t3. Qualified by talent or ability; competent,

capable, able. Obs.

c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1067 Dido, That he was lyk a

knyght, And sufficiaunt [v.rr. suffisa(u)Qt] of
jpersone

& of

mygn[t). 1424 Coo. Lett Bk. 85 One or ij suflkianie men
to ouerse the Collectours. 1576 ABP. GRINDAL Let. Ld.

Burleigh in Rein. (1843) 360, I pray your lordship's help
that Mr Redmayn. .may be archdeacon of Canterbury. He
is a very sufficient man. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621)

332 Where they were by sufficient teachers, first instructed

in the principles of the Mahometan religion. 1659 RUSHW.
Hist. Coll. I. 605 A sufficient preaching Minister shall be

provided.. to serve the Cure. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 404
Whom shall we send In search of this new world, whom shall

we find Sufficient? 17x9 LONDON & WISE Cotnpl. Card.

p. xiii,Those that., havea sufficient Gardener. 1817 JAS. MILL
Brit. India II. v. v. 497 Sir Eyre Copte should be requested
to take upon himself, as atone sufficient, the task [etc.).

fb. Const. to
t for (a function, work), to do

something. Qb$.

X38 WYCLIF a Cor. iii. 5 Not that we ben sufficient [L.

sufficientest Gr. Uavoi] for to theake ony thing of vs. c 1440
14-2



STTFFICIENTIZE.

Jacob's Well 295 To boldyn offyse tat a man is no;t suffy-

cyent to. I456S1R G.HAYE Law Arms (S.T.S.) ssHewas
nat sufficiand to governe the office. 1 1598 in Lisuwrt Papers
Ser ii. (1887) I. 14 A Master of Artes, and euery waie uery

sufficient to be the Warden. 1611 Bible Transl. Pref. r 6

Who had bene so sufficient for this worke as the Apostles

or Apostolike men ? 1639 S. Du VERCER tr. Camus' A dimr.

Events 69 Sufficient to performs their huswifery. 1667

MILTON P. L. in. 99, I made him just and right, Sufficient

to have stood, though free to fall.

f 4. Of persons : Of adequate means or wealth ;

having a competence, substantial, well-to-do ;

hence, qualified by means or status for an office or

duty. (Const, of - in respect of; to with inf.) Obs.

H36RoUso/Par/t.lV.soi/2 The more sufficient that men
be of liflode..ye more [etc.]. 1:1482 in Cal. Proc. Chanc.

Q. Eliz. (1830) II. Pref. 63 The same Robert is not sufficient

to pay and content the said arrerages. 1590 PAYNE brief
Descr. Ireland (1841) ii [He] hath gotten more sufficient

tennauntes into his said countrie then any other two. 1590

SHAKS. Tain. Shr. iv. iv. 95 Some sufficient honest wit

108

(O.H.S.) 1. 178 An honest and sufficient farmer. 1678 PENH
in Life Wks. 1782 I. p. Ixiv, How many sufficient and trad-

ing families are reduced to great poverty by it. 1679

Addr. Prat. n. 226 Many, once sufficient, are expos d to

Charity. 1781 ELIZ. BLOWER Ceo. Bateman II. 157 A great

many very sufficient people.

fo. Of things : Of adequate quality ; of a good
standard ;

substantial ; in good condition. Obs.

1473 Rental Bk. Cnpar-Angus (1879) I. 165, ij bollis of

hors corn sufficiand. 1490 Mnnim. de Melros (Bann. Club)

600 Of )>e quhiik viij chalder five salbe of gud sufficient

qwheit. 1507 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 209/2 Sufficiand

merchand gudis. i68a in Thanes o/Caivdor (Spald. Club)

36oGuid and sufficient work built according to airt. 1699

Ibid. 393 Ane sufficient stair caise. c 1800 TENNANT in

Southcy's Comm.-pl. Bk. Ser. II. (1849) 422 Their enlarge-

ment gradually loosens and shatters the most sufficient

buildings. [1837 CARLYLK Fr. Rev. I. IV. iv, Making shoes,

one may hope, in a sufficient manner.]

6. In full, sufficient for (t to) oneself:
= SELF-

SUFFICIENT i.

1388 WVCI.IF Prm. xii. 9 A pore man, and sufficient to

him silf. 1850 NKVVMAN Diffic. Anglic, i. (1891) 21 The

English people is sufficient for itself. 1872 RUSKIN Eagle's N,

677 The first order of Charity is to be sufficient for thyself.

1382 WVCLIF Phil. iv. ii, I haue lerud, in whicbe thingis
I am, sufficient [L. siifficictts, Gr. auTop7]q] for to be. 150*
ATKVNSON tr. De Imitntioiie in. xxiii. (1893) 216 Thou, good
lorde, amonge all thinges art best, hyest, moost mighty &
moost sufficient.

t7. = SELF-SUFFICIENT 2. Obs.
x6ao FLETCHER Chances v. ii,Thou art the most sufficient,

(I'le say for thee) Not to believe a thing. 1671 TEMPLE
Lit. to J. TemJteWks. 1731 II. 246 Sufficient and confident

that no Endeavours can break the Measures between us and
Holland. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 51 r 5 A sufficient self-

conceited Coxcomb. 1709 GIBBER Rival Fools in, The
dull Stupidity of a sufficient Fool !

fB. adv. = SUFFICIENTLY. 06s.

1509 HAWES Conv. Swearers xliv, Am not I wounded for

the suffycyent? 1560 WHITEHORNE Ord. Souldioitts (1588)

15 b, A triangle battaile, may be always sufficient able to

breake al maner offoure square battailes. 159* Arden of
Feversham I. i, I haue talkt sufficient. 1625 FLETCHER
& SHIRLEY N. Walker \\\. i, Was I not late in my unhappy
marriage, Sufficient miserable ? 1762 FALCONER Skipwr.
II. 146 When down sufficient, they securely brace [the yard].
1826 W. A. MILES Deverel Barro-.u 17 When it takes a
sufficient southerly course to admit of avoiding the mound.

C, sb. (This is prob. in origin partly a reduced
form of siifficiante, SUFFICIENTY.)
f 1. The quality or condition of being sufficient ;

sufficiency. Obs.
a 1450 Lett. Marg.Anjou <$ Bp. Beckington (Camden) 140

His suffisiant of cunnyng and habilite thereto. 1600 W.
CORNWALLIS Ess. I. xix, I know not much of want, neither
desire I Riches : I am borne to sufficient.

2. A sufficient quantity or supply ;
sufficient

means ; enough.
1470-83 MALORY Arthur xx. xvii. 828 For haue I sufTy

cyaunt that may longe to my person I wylle aske none
other ryche araye. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. 60 b, They
founde reasonably sufficyent therof. 1526 TINDALE i Tint.
v. 16 Let not the congregacion be charged : that hytt maye
have sufficient for them that are widdowes in dede. 1587
Mirr. Mag.^ Porrex xii, Sufficient here is sayd to warne
the wise. 1807-8 W. IRVING Salma?. (1824) 155, 1 have not,
nor perhaps ever shall acquire, sufficient of the philosophic
policy of this government. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) III.

498 Whether sufficient appeared by the special verdict in this

case, to prevent the lessor of the plaintiff, .from recovering
in the ejectment? 1860 TYNDALL Gtac. i. ii. 14 We saw
sufficient to account for the noise.

t Suffi-oientlze, v. Obs. rare-1
, [f. prec. +

-IZE.] irons. ?To majce
'
sufficient

'

or competent.

Sufficiently (sofr/entli), adv. (sb.) [f. SUFFI-
CIENT a. + -LY 2J] In a sufficient manner.
1. In a manner or to an extent calculated to

satisfy the circumstances of the case or adequate
to a certain purpose or object ; enough for the

purpose (expressed or implied).
Formerly also in phr. f sufficiently enough.
1375 HARBOUR Bruce i. 322 Thar wes nane that euir him

kend Wald do sa mekill for him, that he Mycht sufficiantly
fundyn be. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 386 pat be clergy
was sufficyently purveyed for lyfelode. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf
Manhode i, Ixx. (1869) 41 Thouh swiche ten j hadde had to

fc/i/iJi iuu u, juj^! - .- "---
v j .' -,__ A _ fa,,

that the B. of Rome deserueth this thrid title.^ Arden

ofFeversham v. iii. 15 His pursse and girdle found at thy

beds head Witnes sufficiently thou didst the deede. 1638

Seem I to thee sufficiently possest Of happiness, or not;

a i> EVELYN Diary 4 Nov. 1644, The.. never to be suffi.
'* */"" *-*

.
'

_ ' ^f . . .LI* 1 T^:-^QI- tlfifl "^f/MTf/r

Yoi

my shawl again.

b. Const. \to, /of (a. purpose, etc.).

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 30 Thou aunswerest

Luther.. not sufficientlye to the matter [non satis ad rent}.

1764 Museum Rust. IV. 27 A soil.. made sufficiently moist

for vegetation. 1809 MAI.KIN Gil Bias i. VIM. r 2 A volley,

for which I was not sufficiently case-hardened. 1884 K
TEMPLE Relat. Relig. <* Sci. i. (1885) 20 The rule is suffi-

ciently general for all practical purposes.

c. Const, to with inf.

1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scat. I. in. 162 Nor were they suffi-

ciently skilful in the art of war to reduce the place by force.

1857 MILLER Elem. Chem., Orf. iii. 8. 222 Air is. .admitted

tome distillate, sufficiently slowly to prevent it from taking

fire. 1860 TYNDALL Glaciers I. xxii. 153 The slope.. was

just sufficiently steep to keep the attention aroused. 1893

Law Times Kef. LXXIII. 702/2 The thing saved was held

to be sufficiently like a ship to be not unfairly treated as

a ship.

2. Adequately, satisfactorily; hence, fully, com-

pletely, quite ;
now chiefly with adjs., as ... as

well could be.

1375 Sc. Lee. Saints vi. (Thomas) 402 pe tothir ensampil
tane ma be sufficiandly be \* wyne-tre. c 1440 A Iphabet of

Tales 336 A clerk Jat was wele and sufficientlie letterd.

1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 10 My wyt and my penne so

to enlumyne. . that suffycyently Thy legende begunne, I may
termyne. c 1510 MORE Picus Wks. 3/1 If no man should

dooe it, but he that might sufficientlye dooe it, no man
should dooe it. 1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist, (1619) 436
There was such a maruellous great earthquake,.. that it

cannot sufficiently be described. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T, iv.

is sufmiently probable a greater prejudice will entorce them
to petition for his licence. 1662 J. DAVIES ir. Olearius'

Voy. Ambass. 165 We entertained them with certain Gobe-
lets of Aquavitae and sent them sufficiently drunk to the

Ship. 1674 in Verney Mem. (1907) II. 317 All this has

sophytiently vexed me. 1759 JOHNSON Rasselas iv, The old

man went away sufficiently discontented. 1845 PATTISON
Ess. (1889) I. 13 The style of Bede, if not elegant Latin, is

yet correct, sufficiently classical. 1884 F. M. CRAWFORD
Rom. Singer I. 3 He is still sufficiently ugly. 1905 R. BACOT

Passport xxxiv. 396 The last hour or so has been sufficiently

trying to the nerves.

f3. Of workmanship: Substantially. Obs.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love in. ix. (Skeat) 1. 58 No man
wene this werke be sufficiently maked ; for goddes werke

passeth mannes. 1393 Reg, de Aberbrothoc (Bann. Club)
II. 42 William Plumer sal theke the mekil quer..wyth lede

and guttir yt al abowt sufficiandly with lede. 1460 in Rec.

City of Norwich (1910) II. 94 So \>
l be cloth which shall

be sufficiantely made shall be tokened. 1477 Rolls ofParIt,

VI. 180/2 If any of the seid persone or persones. .make not
the seid pavement sufficienly. 1537 Registr. Aberdon.
(Maitl, Club) I. 414 Sir Wil3ame..sall ouphald..J?e foirsaid

tenment. .in all necessar thingis sufficienilie. 1639 in Thanes
2/"Ca7t>.'/0r(Spalding Club) 284 Withe armes names and siferis

. . weill and sufficientlie wrocht. 1699 Ibid. 394 To finish the
said work weel suffeciently neetly and compfeetly.
4. Contemptuously, pseudo-dial. (Cf. SUFFI-

CIENCY 6.)

1893 STEVENSON Catriona. viii, I think I was used ex-

tremely suffeeciently myself to be set up to fecbt with an
auld wife.

t 5. As sb. (after uses of late L. stifficienter}.

Sufficient means
; sufficient

; enough. Obs.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Anns (S.T.S.) 123 Gif he had nede,
and had nocht sufficiandly to mak were with, c 1520 BAR-
CLAY Jugurth (ed. 2) 58 From the heven descended . . plenty
of rayne-water, that it was more than sufficiently to all the

army. 1585!'. WASHINGTON ir.Nicholay's Voy. in. xix. 106 b,
There is not brought sufficiently vnto them for the main-
tenance of their ydle life. 1586 BRIGHT Mclanch. 128 Suffi-

ciently hath bene saide. 1609 Bible (Douay) Nahum it. 12
The lion hath caught sufficiently [Vulg. cepit sujficienter]
for his welpes.

t Suffi'cienty. Obs. Also 5 -ia(u)nte, [a.
AF. *sitfficiaunte t

f. sufficiant, -ent SUFFICIENT: see
-Y. Cf. SUFFISANTEE.j = SUFFICIENCY.
1450 in Antig. Rep. (1809) IV. 639 Ordeyne and appoynte

suche sufficiante of men and stuffe, as it may be sufnciante
for the defence of the Castell and He. 1450-80 tr. Seer.
Seer. 53 Surtee and sufficiante to by goueniaifie. 1461 Rolls
ofParlt, V. 495/2 Yf there be not so many dwellyng within
the same Shire of that sufficiaunte. 1592-3 A. HALL in
Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. u. 111.170, I..am hereupon, knowing
his sufficienty, . . humbly to beseecheyour Honnor to stand my
good Lord in my sonnes suite.

Sufficing (s#foi*sirj), ppl, a. [f. SUFFICE v. +
-ING^.] That suffices^/- a purpose or object; suffi-

cient, adequate, satisfying. (Cf. all-sufficing^ quot.
1623 s.v. ALL- 7, SELF-SUFFICING///, a.)
1606 SHAKS. Ant. <* C/. iv. xiv. 117 Draw thy sword, and

gme mee, Suffising strokes for death, a 1640 WOTTON in

SUFFISANCE.
Farr5. P. Jas. 7(1848) 248 Nor ^hrub^ alone feel thy suffic-

ing hand. 1641 MILTON Apol. Sweet. Wks. 1851 III. 255,
I had no fear but that the authors of Smectyinnuus . . were

prepar'd . . to returne a suffiznig answer. 1827 SCOTT Highl.
Widow ii, The death of MacTavish Mhor was, in her appre-
hension, a sufficing reason. 1860 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi
Alt. cii. III. 4 And if the representation was such as to

send sufficing men to parliament, it would be known which,

1905 E. CLODD Animism 7. 41 The sufficing materials for

belief in an entity in the body, but not of\\..

Hence Suffl'cingly adv.,$Q as to suffice; Suffi--

cingness, sufficiency (cf. SI^LF-SUFFICINGNKSS).
1821 Examiner 316/2 [She] is consequently more suffic-

ingly suited to the various demands of the character. 1841
L. HUNT Seer (1864) n. 3 Beautiful present sufficingness of
a cat's imagination !

Suffiotion (stffvkfan). [f. su/- = SUB- + FICTION,
after supposition.} A fiction taken as a hypothesis.
1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. v, In the majority of instances

these hypotheses or suppositions better deserve the name of

{uron-otijtm?, or siiffictions. Ibid, xii, Arbitrary suppositions,
or rather suffictions. 1833 Table-t. (1835) II. 197 It seems
to me a great delusion to call or suppose the imagination
of a subtle fluid, or molecules penetrable with the same, a

legitimate hypothesis. It is a mere sitffiction.

t Suffie, ^' Obs. rare. [ad. F. suffire (see SUF-

FICE).] intr. To suffice. Also f Sufflanda. [after

sujfisand, SUFFISANT], sufficient.

c 1380 WYCLIF Strut. Sel. Wks. 1. 120 Philip seide to Crist

bat looves of two hundrid pens suffiden not to hem, f>at ech
man take a litil what. 1456 Extr. Burgh Rec. Peebles (1872)
116 To geyf hym a sufiand lewyn.

tStrffiment. Obs. rare. [ad. L. su/tmenittm
smoke of burnt sacrifice, f. siijftre (see SUFFITE).]
Aperfume burnedor smoked as a medicinal remedy.
1650 H. BROOKE Conserv. Health To Rdr. A ix, Errhina

for the Nose: Sneezing-powders.Suffiments. i67oH.STUBBE
Plus Ultra 62 The giving of Sandaracha, or Orpiment in-

wardly for old coughs ; and the suffiment made out of it, are
recorded by Dioscorides. 1862 MAVNE Med. Vocab. (ed. 2)
s. v. SufttMenturn.

tSuffisance. Obs. Also 4-5 soufflsaunce,

(4 sufflcance), 5 sufflshance, souffisance, 5-6
suflysaunoe, 6 sufllsans, -zaunce, illit. -gance,

6-7 suffizance. [a. OF. suff~ t soffisance (in Gower

stifleance) i ad. late L. sufficientia SUFFICIENCE.]
L (A) sufficient provision or supply ; enough to

supply one's needs.
c 1381 CHAUCER Par/. Foules 637 Which I have wroghtso

wel to my plesaunce ; That to yow oghte been a suffisaunce.
c 1386 Sontfn. T. 135 Haue I nat of a capon but the

lyuere And of youre softe breed nat but a shyuere And
after that a rostcd pigges heed . . Thanne hadde I with yow
hoomly suffisaunce [v.r. sufficeancej. c \^ooPol.Rel. $ L.
Poems (1866) 27 Be payed with litelle, content with suffis-

ance. 1484 CAXTON Fables of Auiati xii, Euerychone
ought to haue suffysaunce and to be content of that that
he hath. ^1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Gd. Maners (1570) Cj,
Wherfore on suffisaunce set thy pleasour and ioy, And couet
not to climbe. 1568 Jacob fy Esau iv. ix, A litle thing God
wotte to me is suffisance. 1632 HOLLAND Cyntpaedia. 186
And when I have gotten it : looke what surplusage I see over
and above suffisance.

2. Sufficient quantity of;
= SUFFICIENCY 3.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love in. viii. (Skeat) 1. 116 Suffisaunce
of covenable comoditees without any maner nede. 1390
GowEHCW/:iII. 28 Him thenkth. .that he bath ful suffic-

ance Of Hnode. 1449 Respect. Truce w. Scot, in Rymer
Fadera (1710) XI. z^Sourasaunce, of Gresse, Hay. 11500
Lancelot 2004, I shat fulfill and do yowr ordynans Als far

of wit as I have suffisans. c 1510 Kal, Sheph. F iiij, Suffys-
aunce of all thyngs necessary for salute & helpe of our
soules & of our bodyes. 1544 BETHAM Precepts War n.
Ixxxiii. M ij b, To prouyde that thyne armye maye haue

suffysaunce of vytayle.
3. Abundance, ample means, wealth.

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 161 He liveth to the sufficance Of
his havinge. c 1400 Sc. Trojan War (Horstm.) u. 3058
Thelamocus regned . . In Achaia Jens sevynty, That in tyme
of his governance It eked in-to gret suffisance. 1454 Rolls

ofParlt. V. 273/1 Merchauntz . . beyng many in nomore, and
of greet suffisaunce. c 1470 HARDING Chron. xxx. x. (MS.
Seld), Leving his lond . . In suffisaunce, and alle prosperite.

1574^
A. L. tr. Calvin's Foure Serin, Ep., We see some flow-

ing in earthly wealth and surfisance.

4. Ability; = SUFFICIENCY 4.
c 1392 CHAUCER Compl. Venus 17 Not withstondyng al his

suffisaunce, His gentil hert ys of so grete humblesse [etc.].

1426 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 8286 He that hath no suffysaunce
Wyth-Inne hym-sylff tendure peyne. 1416 Pol. Poems (Rolls)

II. 140 God of nature hath yoven him suffisaunce, Likly to

atteyne to grete honure and pris. 1483 CAXTON G, de la

Tour d ilj b, Other ther ben that haue grace, wytte and
suffisaunce ageynste couetyse. 1627 J.CARTER PlainExpos,
84 So in like manner are we, for competencie and suffizance

in outward things, to vse the best Industrie and prouision
that wee can.

5. Satisfaction, contentment.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. HI.

pr,
iii. (1868) 70 pou,.in alle J

plente of bi rycchesse haddest bilke lak of suffisaunce.

c 1386 Pars. T. p 833 Suffisance, that seketh no nche
metes ne drinkes. c 1407 LYDG. Reason $ Sens. 190 Euery
hert.. him reioysseth with plesaunce, For the grete suffys-

aunce That they ha founde by disport. ^1430 Min.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 123 Covetise oppressithe souffisaunce.

1484 CAXTON Curiall 3 Yf thou be in mene estate of whyche
thou hast not suffysaunce thou shalt stryue for to mounte
and ryse hyer. 1586 A. DAY Engl. Secretorie ii. (1625)97
In couetousnesse there is neuer any suffizance. 1590 SPENSER

Muiop. 207 In the warme Sunne he doth himselfe embay,
And there him rests in riotous suffisaunce Of all his glad-
fulnes.

b. A source of satisfaction.
c 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 1038 She was, that swete

wife, My suffisaunce, my luste, my lyfe. c 1430 LYDG. Min*



SUFFISANT.

Poems (Percy Soc.) 2 The vj*. Hcrry, roote of her gladnes,
Ther hertesjuy, tlier worldis.siifTisaunce. Ibid, 10 Sovereigne
lord, welcome to youre citee !. .Welcome oure gladness,
welcome oure suffisaunce ! 1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de
W.) i. vii, I graunte that Ihesu cryste is very redemptor &
suffysaunce ot all the worlde.

C. The satisfying (of a. desire).

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke iv. 54 More then for

the suffisaunce of nature is necessarie. 1574 tr. M<irlorat's

Afoc. 113 Not to hunger nor to thirst is taken for the full

buffizance of all desires.

6. Self-sufficiency, independence.
a 1450 Knt.de la Tour 202 And by cause I shold haue

suffysaunce, he commaunded and charged me that neuer I

shold put my self in subiection of none offyce vnder my
souerayne lord.

7. [After mod.F. sufitsanc*,] Excess of self-

confidence, conceit. (Cf. SUFFICIENCY 6.)
1781 BENTHAM in Tait's Mag. (1840) VII. 703 Pratt has

moi'e distance and more suffisance than either of the others.

1781 Mem. % Corr. Wks. 1843 X. 100 In his conversation
there is., nothing of that hauteur and sumsance one would
expect.

t Sirffisant, a. Obs. Forms: 4 suffls;o)haunt,
-ysaaunt, -ioaut, Sc. -ioeut, 4-5 -isaut, 4-6
-isaunt, 5 -ysa(u)nt, -ischande, -issant, souffls-

(s)ant, suflassaud. [a. OF. suffisant, sottfisant,
in Gower -cant (whence also MDu. soff-, suffisant))

pr. pple. of suffirc to SUFFICE. Cf. SUFFICIENT.]
1. SUFFICIENT i (with various const.).
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psatter cxxv'i, 2801 if oure lord be kepere

of oure snulis, all oure besynes is noght suffyssaunt, c 1380
WVCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 85 Cristis reule were fulli

suffisant to alle men. c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 365 Loke
bat they, .ban ther-Inne vitaille suffisant But for a day. 1390
COWER Con/. 1.153 MC thenketh that this evidence As totois

point is sufficant. c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. Prol. 63 Ther
rolwith a canon, suffisant to teche . . the maner of the wyrkyng
of bat same conclusioun. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5608 Mete ana
drynke and esy foode..And also suffisaunt clothyng. 1450
HEN. VI In Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. Var. Coll. IV. 85 There
vitailes ben not suffisant to serue them for iii wekes. c 1450
St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1300 Halfe a hate lafe and soule he

fande, pat to a male was suffischande. 1471 CAXTON Recuyell
(Sommer) 135 Whan they fonde hem in nombre suffisant for

to entre in to bataylle. a 1500 Craft of Deyng in Ratis
Raving, etc. 3 pocht . . he had neuer ben schrewyne befor. .

sa at thare-of he mycht haf suffissand contriscione, he war
sauf. c 1570 Pride 4- Lowl. (1841) 82 These for our life we
holden suffisaunt.

2. Of things (chiefly immaterial) : Satisfactory
in quality or efficacy ; effective.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3874 If it [sc. a bishop's pardon]
be noght swa suffishaunt Als be papes es. c 1386 CHAUCER
Wife's T, 54 To seche and leere An answere suffisant

[v.rr, sufficia(u)nt, sufficant] in this mateere. 1389 in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 8 pat bey leye a suffisaunt wed, or elfes fynde
suffisaunt borwes of be bro(?erhede. 1390 GOWER Con/. I.

81 Thei.. token what thei myhten wynne Of such good as
was sufficant. Ibid. 250 The tokne was so sufficant That it

ne mihte be forsake. 1455 Paston Lett. I. 365 As it apperith
by writing suffisaunt.

3. Of persons : = SUFFICIENT 3.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 2524 Phyllis* Ye be nat suffisaunt

to here the peyne. c 1386 Para. T. 470 That ye mowe
haue a suffisant Pardoneer Tassoille yow. c 1400 Pilgr.
Sowle (Caxton) iv. xxix. (1859) 61 An vnwyse kyng..lesith
his people ; but by the wytte of a suffysaunt souerayne, the

peple is saued. c 141* HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 362 pe
worbt prelacie, And vnder hem be suffissant clergye. 1489
CAXTON Faytes ofA. in. viii. 184 In his place he wyl leue
for bym a suffysaunt man, 1491 Vitas Pair. (W. de W.
1495) i. Prol. i We ben not couenable ne suffisaunt to telle

& recompte soo grete thynges.
4. Of persons: SUFFICIENT 4.

1483 CAXTON C . <& /# Tourb'j, Hesentecertayneknyghtes
and ladyes of the most suffisaunt of his royamme. 1491
Cal. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 374 So that he fyn[d]e suffis-

aunt suertes therto.

5. = SUFFICIENT 6,

Chiefly after L. sufficient: (sibi).

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxii. i Na thynge sail me want,
bat is, in him i salt be sikere and suffisaunt. c 1374 CHAUCER
Roetk, in, pr. iii. (1868) 70 panne may nat rycchesse maken
bat a man nis nedy ne bat he be suffisaunt to hym self.

138* WVCLIF Prov. xii. 9 Betere is a pore man, and suffis-

aunt to hymself, than a glorious, and nedi bred.

t Suffisantee. Obs. rare. [a. AF. suffisante^
f. suffisant (see prec.). Cf. SUFFICIENTY.] Pro-

perty.
1436 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 501/2 No persone of lesse suffis-

antee of Freehold then of the yerly value of xx li.

t Suffisaiitly, adv. Obs. [f. SUFFISANT + -LT 2.

Cf. MDu. soffisantelike.] Sufficiently, adequately,
competently.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Cant. 498 Whaim sa bou has

punysst suffyssauntly here bou will noght punyss eft. c 1374
CHAUCER Boeth. iv. pr. vi. (1868) 133 Vnnebes is ber suffis-

auntly any bing to answere perfitly to b* questioun. 1426
LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr, 21904 Now thow hast ynowh plente
Off water.. Suffysauntly a bath to make. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg, 224/2 He cam agayn to his owen place and etc

suffysauntly twyes a day of the same loof. 1489 Faytes
ofA . in. viii. 184 With peyne he sbulde fynde one that shulde
suffysauntly kepe his rowme. 1509 Ord. Crysten Men
(W. de W.) iv. vi, That the synner sayth not suffysauntly his

Banes.

Suffise, obs. form of SUFFICE.

Suffisticate, obs. erron. f. SOPHISTICATE.

1638 H. SHIRLEY Mart. Soldier in. F 2 b, We finde the

spirits often suffisticated By many accidents, but yet not

mortified.

Suffit : see SOFFIT, SUFFET.
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T Suffite, sl>. Obs. rare. [ad. L. suflitus, f.

suffif- t suffire to fumigate, f. suf- Sub- + */i
(prob. related \.ofumus smoke).] SUFFIMENT.
i6zi I'.URTON Anat. Mel, i. iii. 111. 267 Suflites, perfumes,

and :>u(fumigations.
So f Suffite v. } to fumigate ; f Sxiffi tion [L.

sufftio], fumigation, perfume.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. t Sufttion, a purfumc,

a fumigation.
1657 TOMLINSON AVcw'j Disp. 215, I saw a waiting man..
so suffited by a woman. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl.,
\ '{//'''<"', among the Romans, a kind of lustration, practiced
by persons who had attended a funeral ;

it was performed
by walking over fire, and being sprinkled with water.

Suffito, obs. var. of SOFFIT.

Suffix (szrfiks), sb. [ad. mod.L. suffixum t subst.

use of neut. of suffixus^ pa. pple. of suffigHre, f.

suf- = SUB- 2 +fig<!re to Fix. Cf. F. suffixe.]
1. Gram. A verbal element attached to the end

of a word to form an entirely new word (e.g. short
y

short-ogej short-en^ short-er, short-tst^ shorf-isk
,

short-fy, short-ness) or as an inflexional formative

(e.g. ox, ox-en}.
1778 HP. LOWTH Transl. Isaiah Notes 243 These being all

the places, where this word occurs without a suffix. 1864
I. TAYLOR Was, fy Places 124 The suffixes which occur most
frequently in Anglo-Saxon names denote an enclosure ofsome
kind. 1900 SWEET New Engl. Gram. 459 This suffix is fre-

quent In names of animals, generally expressing youth or

smallness, as in youngling. 1904 H. BRADLEY Making of
English 133 The freedom with which we can still form new
derivatives by means of suffixes inherited from Old English.
2. Math. An inferior index written to the right

of a symbol.
1842 Penny Cycl. XXIII. 211 /i Suffix, a term lately em-

ployed in mathematical language to denote the indices
which are written under letters, as in <ZD i, **2i s- 88a
MINCHIN Unipl. Kinemat. 14 The suffixes signifying that
n is to receive all integer values from i to w.
3. attrib. : suffix-language, a language inflected

by means of suffixes; 8iiffix-pronominala.,having
sumxal pronouns.
1869 BLERK Comp. Grant. S. Afr. Lang. n. 136 One of

these families of languages (either the Prefix-Pronominal or
the Suffix-Pronominal). 1879 A. R. WALLACE Australasia
i. 7 The Australian idioms are characterised exclusively by
suffix formations. 1881 WHITNEY Mixt. in Lang. 21 A pre-
fix-language., might live in contact with a suffix-language
forever without finding out the latter 's character.. until,

perchance, it should have borrowed suffix-words enough to
create in its own usage an analogy [etc.].

Hence Sirfflxal a., of the form or nature of a
suffix

;
Snffixa tion, formation by means of a

suffix ; Suffl-iion [after PREFIXION], the act of

suffixing or state of being suffixed
; Sirffixment,

use as a suffix.

1874 A- B. DAVIDSON Introd. Hebr. Gram. 101 The cons,

and suffixal forms of sing, and plur. coincide in spelling.
1899 FAY in Amer. Jml.Philol. XX. 449 After composition
had sunk to "suffixation. a 1860 WORCESTER (citing N. Brit.

Rev.), *Suffixion. 1879 EARLE Philol. Engl. Tongue (ed. 3)

356* 33 1 An old French form -t'e, now become >*, of whose
various *suffixment mention has been made above.

Suffix (sofVks), v. Chiefly in pa. pple. [Partly
f. L. suffixus (see prec.), partly f. SUFFIX j.]
1. trans. To fix or place under ; to subjoin.
1604 R. CAWDREY Table Al6h., Suffixed, fastned vnto.

1891 Downside Rev. X. 179 These are the words or letters

which are suffixed to the larger part of the unacknowledged
verse. 1900 igth Cent. Aug. 240 That splendid outburst
of indignant eloquence which he suffixed as a dedicatory
epilogue to the Idylls ofthe King.
2. To add as a suffix.

i778Bp.LpwTH TransL Isaiah Notes 343 It occurs in other

instances with a Pronoun suffixed. 1837 RICHARDSON Diet.

I. 64 From which by suffixing ed, we form a new participle.

1869 PEILE Gk. <$ Lat. Etym. (1875) 55 If pronominal, they
must have been suffixed at first to modify the root in a general
way.
So Suffixed///, a., used as a suffix.

1869 BLF.EK Comp. Gram, S. Afr. Lang. n. 136 note, The
use of such a suffixed article, a 1902 A. B. DAVIDSON O. T.

Proph. (1903) xx. 348 All the suffixed pronouns.

Suffizance, -ant, var. SUFFISANCE, -ANT Obs.

t Sufflanie, v. Obs. rare. In 6 -flawme. [ad.

l&teL.sufflammdrt, f. suf- SUB- 25 + flamwdre
to flame?) intr. To rise like flame.

1530 Judic. Urines \\. xi.sgb, Corrupt vapures sufflawm-

yng vp about the herte.

Sufflanimate (syflae'min^t), v. Now rare.

[f. L. sujfldminat-) -are, f. suffldmen, -min-, f. suf-
= SUB- 2 + *fldmen :

*
flagmen (cogn. with BALK

s/}.} beam, balk.] trans. To put an obstacle in the

way of, obstruct.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Sufflaminate^ to skatch, scotch, or

trig a wheel. 1660 H, MORE Myst. Godl. To Rdr. 24 All

their superstitious Ceremonies put together adde nothing to

them, but rather stifle and sufflaminate them, a 1672 WREN
in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 252 By long speeches.. to sufflamin-

ate the progress of business. 1683 Phil. Trans. XIV. 467
These ponds or Cisterns that sufflaminate the Current of the

Aqueducts. 1836 'raiPsMag. III. 8 The movement and play
of public business is sufflaminated. 1907 A thenseum 27 July
98/2 An advertisement of.. 'the. .gas microscope,'. .which

gave Sam Welter an occasion to sufflaminate Mr. Buzfuz.

Hence f Sufflamina'tion. rare~. (see quot.)

1658 PHILLIPS, Sufflaminaiion, a
stopping

the wheels of a

Coach, or Cart, with an Instrument called a Sufflamen, or

Trigger.

tSufflate, v. Obs. [f. L. sufflat-} pa. ppL

SUFFOCATE.

25 +jlan to blow.]

no As nual viurpen.
.11708

stem ui
"

jw^Amr, i. suj.
, Su

trans. To blow up, inflate ;

6l6 J. LAME Co*tn. S^r.'s T.
UbmnfflAM. 6a3 Co<:KERAM f.V..
1. WABD Lng. Ref. eic, in.

(1710) 24 A., inflamM-wal-
burning Mind Sufflattrd by the Holy-Wind. 1778 |W. H.
MARSIIAI.I,.] Mm Auric. 21 Feb. 177 . at-in
sufflated by cabbages. 1791 Rural Econ. II'. E>iS .

('7^6) II- 209.
.

1 Suffla tion. Obs. [ad. ],. sujftatio, -onem,
n, of action C suffldre (see piec.).] The action of

blowing (up); inflation
(///. and/^.) ; distension

with wind; inspiration (by the 'breath* of the

Holy Ghost) ; expiration.
1599 A. M. tr. GrtbelJfOHer's Bk. Physicke 131/2 When

anye mans Bellye with sufflationes is straygned. 1631
R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xi. $ 2. 102 As the
wandring Starres in their motions, yea as the Winder in their
sufflations. 1660 K. HURNEY KtpSiai&v Awpoc (1661) 6s
There is no other Canker to Nobility and Gentry but
initiation. 1663 WATEHHOUSE fortfscuts De Latut. Legum
Angtix 306 If any of them act above the spbear of vul-

garity, 'tis by the sufflation of a miracle. 1778 [W, H.
MARSHALL] Mitt. Agric. 27 Feb. 1776 It seems fully proved,
that salt and water will cure a sufflation. 1797 GEUDES
Transl. Bible II. Pref. p. v, The admission .. of a perpetual

I and unerring sufflation.. destroys their [vis. the Scriptures]
1

credibility throughout. 1800 T. GREEN Diary LoverofLit.
(1810) 233 Discanting largely on the consequences of such a
sufflation [vis. the explosion of gunpowder by the contend-
ing armies on the continent]. 1817 COLERIDGE Lay Serai.
li. (1852) 145 With strange sufflations he exorcised me.

tSuffla'ture. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
L. sufflat- SUF-

PLATE + -UEE.] Distension with wind, flatulence.
1660 tr. Paracelsus' Archidoxis n. in Camphyr ..U..a

mostpresent help in Sufflatures, (or Windy-swellings).

t Suffle, sb. Obs. rarr~l
. ? Commotion, dis-

turbance. (Perhaps a mispiint for ruffle.}
1650 A. AfscH AM] Reply to Sanderson 13 Hee might put all

the World into an endlesse suffle, before he should finde such
Persons.

t Suffle, v. Obs. rare. fapp. ad. F. sotiffler:
I.* sttfflare (see SUPPLATE).]
1. intr. To blow. (Cf. RUFFLE z/.2 3.)
i6aa R. HAWKINS fey. S. Sea (1847) 22 The wind began

to suffle with fogge and misting rayne.
2. trans. To blow up.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. ix. 382 Its Kind Is nurs'd by Raine,

and suffled vp with wind.

Sufflue (sflw ). Her. Also 7 erron. surflewe.

[Of unknown origin ; perhaps f. suf- = SOB- I +
FLUE sb?] = CLABION sb. 2, REST sb$ 2 b.

1561 LEGH A rittory 88 b, Geules, three Sufflues Or, [borne]

by the name of Verst. 1579 BOSSEWELL Artnorie u. 124 b,
I haue harde some boldely affirme it to be called a Rest,. .

where in deede it serueth to an other purpose, as to convey
the winde from the Bellowes to all the pipes of the Organes :

and by propre name is called a Sumue. a 1661 FULLER
Worthies, Cormu. (1662) 210 What usually are termed there-

in Rests, .mt called by some Criticks, Sur/lewes. i68a J.
GIBBON Introd. ad Lat. Blazon. 56. 1849 PLANCHE in Jrnl.
Brit. Arckxol. Assoc. IV. 349.

t Su'ffocate, pa. pple. and ///. a. Obs. Also

5-6 -at. [ad. JL. suffocdtus, pa. pple. of suffdcarc

(see next).]
L Suffocated by deprivation of air.

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 267 In whech first day the
duke of Gloucetir was .suffoc.it at Caleys. 1555 EDEN
Decades (Arb.) 152 The moonkey..heldehymsofast aboute
the throte, that lie was suffocate. 1593 SHAKS. a Hen. VI,
I. L 124 For Sufiblkes Duke, may he be suffocate. 1631
LITHGOW Trav. iv. 148 Pilgrimes were often suffocate to

death.

2. Smothered, overwhelmed.
1471 RIPLEY Comp. Aick. i. xii. in Ashm. (1652) 132 In

my iid.. bare thys, That never thyne Erth wyth Water be
suffocate. j$6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531} 48 The wedes
had suffocat and destroyed his come. 1584 COGAN Haven
Health ccxiv. (1636) 229 In a cold stomack the little heat is

suffocate with grosse meate. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. L iii.

125 This Chaos, when Degree is suffocate, Followes the

choaking.

Suffocate (strfiflc^t), v. [f. L. $ufdcat-> pa.

ppl. stem of suffocdre, i. suf- = SUB- i -f fauces

throat.]
1. trans. To kill (a person or animal) by stopping

the supply of air through the lungs, gills, or other

respiratory organs.
1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke sji/a Ether in

his mothers bodye, or els in the birth it might be suffo-

i catede. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. i. 44 Others

i
inverted. .and a tire being underneath, were so snioaked

- and suffocated to death. 1681 CHETHAM Angler's Vade-m.

xxxviii. ii (1689) 248 Fishes are suffocated in Waters if

they be.. frozen. 1791 MRS. INCHBALD Simple Story III. ii.

16 Half suffocated with the loss of breath. 1803 Med. Jrnl.

IX. 488 The violent irritation and spasm.. which so often

suffocate children. 1817 BYRON Bepfo xvii, A Husband
whom mere suspicion could inflame To suffocate a wife.

1873 MIVAET Elem. Anat, xii. 465 To suffocate a frog it is

sufficient to keep its mouth open.

2. To interrupt or impede respiration in (a

person) ; to stifle, choke, f Also, to throttle (the

windpipe), stifle (the breath).

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, til. vi. 45 Let not Hempe his Wind-

pipe suffocate. 1660 R. COKE Power $ Sui>j. 72 The night-

mare ; which . . makes men think they are invaded, oppressed
and suffocated with great weight. 1784 COWPER Task n.

819 Ev'ry plague that can infest Society.. meets the eye,

the ear, And suffocates the breath at ev'ry turn. 1800

MRS. HERVEV Mourtray Fam. II. 27, I am suffocated in

this, crowd. 1848 DICKENS Dombty I, He had like to have



SUFFOCATING.

suffocated himself with this pleasantry. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT

Napoleon (1855) II. xxii. 418 The soldiers were suffocated

with sorrow,
.

3. To destroy as if by the exclusion of air ;
to

smother, overwhelm, extinguish.

a. something material or physical.

1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. xn. vi. 223 Manic lewd per-

sons. .with incantations. .doo.. extinguish, suffocate, and

spoile all vineyards, ortchards, medowes [etc.]. 1614 I.

ADAMS Diuells Banket in. 109 The thicke spumy mists,

which vapour vp from the.. earth, doe often suffocate the

brighter aire. 1651 FRENCH Yorksh. Sfaw iv. 46 The use

of cold baths is not.. for old men, because that little heat

which they have is thereby suffocated. 1758 REID tr.

Macguers Chym. 1. 122 By distillation, .it [sc. acid of Vine-

gar! may be freed . . from the great quantity of water which in

a manner suffocates it. 1793 Trans. Soc. Arts V. 54 Ihe

plants.. will suffocate every kind of weed near them. 1797

Phil. Trans. LXXXVII. 421 A mass sufficiently thick to

suffocate the whole of the light which enters it. 1807 J.

BARLOW Columb. II. 330 His fleet high flaming suffocates the

skies. 1841 LOUDON Suburban Hort. 386 The roots are

suffocated and rotted from their delicacy.

b. something immaterial, esp. a mental attribute.

ija6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. dc W. 1531) 76 b, Labour.. to cxpell

the same venym..or..to suffocate or smere it within y*.

c 1550 ROLLANO Crt. Venus ii. 720 Thay wald him mak sum

aid,.. Or his sorrow in sum part suffocat. 1644 PBYNNE &
WALKER Fiennes' Trial 39 It being a meere artifice..to

suffocate the truth. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 257 The

being inveigled in idolatrous Worship does not quite suffo-

cate and dead that Divine sense. 1749 HARTLEY Obscrv.

Man i. i. i. 44 Blood and Serum.. lying in the Ventricles,

suffocate Sensations. 1868 MILMAN St. Paul's vi. 112 That

..superstition which.. had suffocated the higher truths of

religion.

4. intr. To become stifled or choked, rare.

1702 DK FOE Mock Mourners (ed. 3) 77 Convulsions

follow, and such Vapours rise, The Constitution Suffocates

and Dies. 1730 Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 4^9 The Disease

continued so obstinate, and the Patient so like to suffocate,

that [etc.]. 1883 Harper's Mag. Jan. 237/2, 1 suffocate in

a stuffy room. 1888 Daily fScivs g July 5/7 Whilst he was

suffocating he remained calm and still.

Hence Su'ffooated ppl. a., Su'ffooating vbl. sb.

i6at T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goularts Wise Vieillard*^ Death
is a suffocating and quenching of the naturall heate of the

body. 1737WmsTONy0j<r//*s, Hist. v. xi. 4 As thesuffocated

materials were now gradually consumed. 1795 BEODOES

Scurvy, etc. 50 In suffocated animals the left cavities of the

heart are full of venous blood. 1898 G. B. SHAW Plays II.

Candida 148 In a suffocated voice.

Su ffocating, ppl. a. [-INQ 2.]

1. That causes suffocation ; stifling.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. in. iii. 389 If there be Cords, or Kniues,
Poyson, or Fire, or suffocating streames, lie not indure it.

1667 Phil. Trans. II. 416 The not winds blowing, .with such
a suffocating heat. 1764 HARMER Observ. i. 16. 39 These
hot winds are not deadly at Aleppo. .. They are very incom-

moding and suffocating in Barbary and Egypt too. 1807
T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) II. 172 The dense and suffocating
odour of muriatic acid. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam i. xiii. 3
Would the Snake Relax his suffocating grasp. 1839 LYTTON
Disowned Ixxxiv, Throwing, as it were, in that exclamation,
a whole weight of suffocating emotion from his chest. 1860
TYNDALL Glac. i. xviii. 133 The dead suffocating warmth of
the interior of an oven. 1879 FROUDE Caesar xxii. 391 The
hills were waterless, the weather suffocating.

fig. 1875 HELPS Soc. Press, viii. 101, I hope he told you
of the suffocating interest I take in your present subject.

tb. Suffocating damp, = CHOKE-DAMP. So
suffocating shaft. Obs.

1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 227 One is

called the Suffocating, the other the Fulminating Damp.
1778 PRYCE Min. Cornub. 201 If faggots on fire . . be thrown
into a suffocating Shaft, it will rarify the bad air.

2. Accompanied by suffocation.

1748 Alison's Voy. n. v. 184 That uneasy and suffocating
sensation. 1818-20 E. THOMPSON Nosologia (ed. 3) 222
Convulsive suffocating cough. 1838 THACKERAY Yeltowfl.
Corr. iv. (1887) 26 She gev a suffycating shreek. 1900
Wcstm. Gaz. 10 Sept. 6/2 A hoarse, suffocating sound.
8. That undergoes suffocation, rare.

1869 Daily News 2 July, The mute agonies of the suffo-

cating lobster before he is boiled alive in a pot.
4. as adv. SUFFOCATINGLY, rare.

1737 WHISTON JosefIMS, Hist. in. ix. i It was suffocat-
ing not.

Hence Su'ffocatingly adv., so as to cause suffo-
cation.

i8 Blackui. Mag. XII. 434, I never felt more suffocat.
ingly hot. 1854 DICKENS Hard T. n. iv, The . .suffocatingly
dose Hall. 1885

'

MRS. ALEXANDER '

Valerie's Fate vi, Her
heart suddenly waking from its torpor to beat wildly
suffocatingly.

Suffocation (sMc<?i'Jan). Also 6 -cion. [ad.
L. siiffocdtio-, -oncm, n. of action f. suffocare to
SUFFOCATE. Cf. F. suffocation] The act of suffo-

cating or condition of being suffocated.
a '577 SIR T. SMITH Commw. Eng. n. xxiii. (1589) 95 He

..that violently commcth to his death, whether it bee by
knife, poison, cord, drowning, burning, suffocation, or other-
wise. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. in. v. 119 It was a miracle to
scape suffocation. 1620 VENNER Via Recta viii. 190 They
..that.. surcharge their bodies with ouer-much meat.. in-
curre suddaine and perilous suffocations. 1737 WHISTON
Joseplms, An/if. v.. viii. 3 Some. .demoniacal disorders..
rought upon him such suffocations as were ready to choke

suffocatio'n, Hk^-"-//"l-?"-?-'"-' -
Depa"Ln <= ViS"* by

110

1744 Phil. Trans. XLIII. 130 Blackness is brought on, by

an Extinction or Suffocation of those same mixed Rays.

1814 LOUDON Encycl. Card. (ed. 2) 893 Syqocattm
lin

plants). Sometimes it happens that the pores of the epidermis

are closed up, and transpiration consequently obstructed.

1837 CARLYLE French Km. . iv. iv, Is it not.. the very

murkiness, and atmospheric suffocation, that brings tb

lightning? , .
-,

to. [medical L. su/ocatio hysterica or ulerma.}

In full suffocation of the womb, matrix, mother

(see MOTHER st>. 1 u b), bairn's bed (see BAIBN

Comb.) : hysteria. Obs.

1549 Ctmfl. Scot. vi. 67 Muguart. that is gude for th

uffocatione of ane vomans bayrnis bed [react becVj. 1578

with ill Humours.

Snffocative (so-0k'tiv), a. [ad. mod.L. su/o-

cativus, f. suffocat-: see SUFFOCATE v. and -IVE.J

Tending to suffocate ; causing or inducing suffoca-

tion
;
attended by suffocation.

Chiefly Meii., esp in s. catarrh - capillary bronchitis.

1605 TIMME Qturttt. in. 157 Violent catarres which are

called suffocatiue. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Suffocatrue

catarrh, .. the name ofa disease, which consists in a copious

eruption ofa serous and mucous humor into the vesicles of

the lungs. 1758 Monthly Rev. 507 Nervous suffocative

asthmas. 1791 E. DARWIN Bat. Card. I. iv. 64 The fell Syroc's

suffocative breath. Ibid. n. iii. 61 With quick sighs, and

suffocative breath, Her interrupted heart-pulse swims in

death. 1869 E. A. PABKKS Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 114

Sextons, .are subject to. .suffocative catarrhs. 1876 Trans.

Clinical Soc. IX. 129 She has suffocative attacks, in which

she can hardly breathe. 1908 G. W. E. RUSSELL Threepenny
Bits vii. 47 Forging their way through suffocative crowds.

tSuffoke, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. F. suffbquer,=

Pr. sofogar, ad. L. suffocare to SUFFOCATE.] trans.

To suffocate, drown.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxi. 77 Wythout to sufibke me now
. . in-to the depe see of amaritude.

Suffolk (s'fak). The name of one of the

counties of East Anglia; usedattrib. in designations
of things produced in or peculiar to the county, as

Suffolk butter, cheese, cow, dumpling, dun, fig;
Suffolk bang (see quot.) ;

Suffolk coprolite, a

phosphatic nodule occurring in the Red Crag of

Suffolk
;
Suffolk crag, a Pliocene formation oc-

curring in Suffolk (see quot. 1852); Suffolk grass,
the annual meadow grass, Poa annua ; Suffolk

punch, a small but strong and hardy horse bred

largely in Suffolk ; Suffolk thump =
Suffolk bang.

suffocation, like your ancestors before you i:

Libr. fract. Agric.(f&. 4)I. p. xx iv, The large b

way into the air passages.

the Neat Dairy-Wife, that it is justly esteemed thepleasant-
est and best in England. 1636 DAVENANT Wits in. i, Some
"Suffolk Cheese. 1661 PEPYS Diary 4 Oct., I found my wife
vexed at her people for grumbling to eat Suffolk cheese.

1797YOUNG Agric. Suffolk 203 Cheese sd. ,butSuffolk 3Jd. and
4d. 1867 SIBSON Agric. Chem. 249 *Suffolk Coprohtes are

amongst the first known phosphatic minerals. 1797 T. M. in

Young Agric, Suffolk iSotiate, The true *Suffolkpolled cow.

1834 [YOUATT] Cattle (Lib. Usef. Knowl.) 175 The milking
properties of the Suffolk cow. 1853 LYELL Man. Elem. Geol.

(ed. 4) 162 The "Suffolk crag is divisible into two masses,
the upper of which has been termed the Red, and the lower
the Coralline Crag. 1824 New Syst. Cookery (new ed.) 234
Yeast or *Suffolk Dumplings. 1834 [YOUATT] Cattle (Lib.
Usef. Knowl.) 174 The "Suffolk Dun used to be celebrated
. .on account of the extraordinary quantity of milk that she
yielded. 1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 389/1 A polled breed of cattle,

the_ prevailing colour of which is dun or pale red, from
which they are known as the Suffolk Duns. 1759 B. STIL-
LINGFLEET Obscrv. Grasses in Misc. Tracts (1762) 367 What
is known in some few counties by the name of the "Suffolk

grass. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 368
The Pda dnnua, or Suffolk grass, is so short of growth., as
to render it an encumberer of the soil. 1842 Penny Cycl.
XXIII. 214/1 "Suffolk pigs are perhaps, .the most profitable
breed in England. 1784 CULLUM Hist. Hawsted 222 This
breed is well known by the name of "Suffolk Punches.
1816 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. If Art II. 644 The Suffolk-

punches, which are common in the distnct called High
Suffolk. 1850 DICKENS Dav.

Coff. xix, A Suffolk Punch,
when he 's a good 'un, is worth his weight in gold, a 1825
FORBY Vac. E. Anglia s.v. Bang, "Suffolk Thump,
t b. Suffolk powder : see quot. Obs.

1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Suffolk powder, the name
of a medicinal powder, good for the bite of a mad dog. It
had its name from a Countess of Suffolk, who used to give
it with great success.

c. absol. = Suffolk cow, pig.
[1797 in Young Agric. Suffolk t8s The Suffolk milk gave

two and one-third ounces more cream than the horned
one.] 1834 [YOUATT) Cattle (Lib. Usef. Knowl.) 175 In no

part
of the kingdom were the farmers more careless as to the

breed, providing only that the cows were true Suffolks.
1846 Pig 66 A cross between the Suffolk and Lincoln.
Hence Suffolkian (in 7 -cean), a., of or belong-

ing to the county ofSuffolk ; Strffolkism (-olsm),
a Suffolk idiom or peculiarity.
|6 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xix. 399 From the Suffolcean side

yet those which Stour prefer 1 heir princely Orwell praise.

r) 1603 E. JORDEN (title), A Briefe Disc

Disease called the Suffocation of the Mother. idoyToreELL

Four-/. Beasts 652 The fat of a sheep, .curcth the suffoca-

SUFFRAGAN.

1883 E. MOOR Suffolk Words 23 Where words occur, not

readily understood by the Unsuffolked reader, he is to take

them as Suffolcisms.

I Suffo'ssion. Obs, rare. [ad. L. suffossio,

-onem, f. suffodtre, f. suf- SUB- 3, 25 + *fodtrc

to dig.] Digging under or up ; undermining.
i63 COCKERAM, Suffossion, an undermining. 1625 Up.

HALL St. Paul's Combat i. Wks. 1634 II. 440 Those suffos-

sions of walls [etc.]. 1648 Select Th. i. 32 What is it to

tell of the suffossion of her vineyards? vastatkm of her tents?

t Suffounge, v. Obs. rar~ l
. [a. OF. *j/-

fongier(d. AF.fttngitrlo smoke): L. suffilmigare,
f. suf-

= SUB- 25 +fumigare to FUMIGATE.] trans.

To fumigate.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxiv. 87 [She] toke herself for to

encence it, and to suffounge the place.

Suffragan (so'fragan), sb. and a. Forms: 4
suffrigane. soffragan, 4-7 suffragane, 5 suffra-

gann, -igan(n, -ygane, -ann, sofregann, 5-6
suffrygan, 6 suffregan(e, -ragene, (suffryng-

ham), 4- suffragan; . 5 suffrecan, -ykayn,
Hoffrycan, 5-6 soffrecan, 6 suffrecane, -ykane,
soufrecan. [a. AF., OF. suffragan (i3th c.),

occas. -ain (mod.F. sttffragant} > corresp. to It.

soffraganeo, -ano, Jsp. sufraganeo, -ano
r Pg. suffra-

ganeOj repr. med.L. suffraganeus, i. stem of suffra-

gium SUFFRAGE.
The earliest OF. examples, being in the pi. suffragans,

are ambiguous for the form of the sing., but it is probable
that *suffragan was the older form (cf. MDu. sujfragaen),
and that suffragant (1451 in Du Cange) is due to etymolo-
gizing alteration (see -ANT) ; cf. however Pr. suffraguant%

It. sitjffragante,}

A. sb.

1. A bishop considered in regard to his relation

to the archbishop or metropolitan, by whom he

may be summoned to attend synods and give his

suffrage.
1383 Concl. LolLx\v\\* \nEng. Hist. Rev. (1911) Oct. 746

Decrees, .bat ^euen be chesigne of be erchebisshop to alle

bis suffragans. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 115 pe

primat
of 3ork bap but tweie suffragans in Engelond, bat

beeb be bisshoppLs of Caerlile and of IJuram. c 1440 Jacob's
Well 17 Which sentence was 5ouyn..be Boniface, erche-

bysschop of cauntyrbury, and be v. opere bysschopys, his

suffraganys. 1534 Lyndewode's.Const, Prouinc. 3 We . . com-
tnaunde all and euerye our Cobysschoppes and suffragans.
1611 CORYAT Crudities 532 He had no lesse then sixteene

Bishops vnder him that were subiect to his Jurisdiction as
bis Suffragrans [sic]. 1716 M. DAVIES Atlicn. Brit, III. 28
The two High-flying Suffragans to AB. Laud. 1768 BOSWELL
Corsica, iii. (ed. 2) 164 The Corsican bishops, who are.. suf-

fragans of the archbishop of Pisa. i86a HOOK Lives Abps.
II. it. 121 The suffragans of the province were summoned
as usual to assist at the consecration of their metropolitan.
1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. V. xxiii. 214 The Bishop of

Orkney, more strictly a suffragan of Trondhjem, is seen

acting as a suffragan of York.

transf, 1877 C. GEIKIE Christ Iii. (1870) 619 The Jewish
primate and his suffragans kept steadily in view his arrest.

2. An assistant or subsidiary bishop, performing

episcopal functions in a certain diocese but having
no jurisdiction ;

in the Church of England, since

the passing of Act 26 Hen. VIII, c. 14, a bishop
appointed to assist a diocesan bishop in a par-
ticular part of his diocese.

Suffragan bishops take their title from certain towns named
in the above act or (according to the Suffragans Nomina-
tion Act of 1888) from 'such other towns as Her Majesty
may, .by Order in Council direct shall be taken '.

^1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 225 pat bei ben not maad
bischopis of hebene men . .& banne meyntened to be suffra-

gans & sellen sacramentis. 14. . 6'. E. Leg. (MS. Bodl. 779)
?ot. 102 Subpe he made him bysschop.. & makid him his

soffragan & in his stede prechour. 1483 Catk. Angi. 371

Suffragane, Coepiscopus. 1511-11 Rtc. St. Mary at Hill 277
Paid the Suffregan for haloyng of a Chales [etc.]. 1534 Act
26 Hen. y//f, c. 14 i Everie Archebyshope and Byshop
of this Realme,. . beynge dysposed to have any Suffragane.
2536 BOORDE Let. in Introd. Knowl. (1870) 58, I was. .dys-

pensyd with be relygyon by the byshopp of Romes bulles,
to be suffrygan off chychester. 1587 HARRISON England
ii. ii. 49 tn Holinshed, Which function peraduenture he [sc.

the Bishop] committed to his suffragane. 1615 WADSWORTH
in Bedell Lett. (1624) 13 One Hodgeskin Suffragan of Bed-
ford. 1654 GATAKER Disc. APol. 101 Dr. Stern., was at

that time Suffragane of Colchester. 1885 Life ff Lett. A,
Monod 58 M. Charles Barde of Geneva who had been called

to act as suffragan at Lyons. 19x2 Cath. Encycl. XIV.
324/2 It is presumed that the cardinal-bishop has given his

suffragan all the faculties necessary for the government of his

diocese.

ft, 1470-85 MALORY ./3r//jwr xu.xiv.6ii Thennethesuffre.
can lete fylle a grete vessel with water. 1493-4 Rec. St.

Mary at Hill 198 Payd to be soffrycan of london for halow-

yng of senlt stevyn ys autyr, x s. iiij d. 1530 PALSGR. 273/1
Soufrecan, suffragan^ fenitcncicr. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars
(Camden) 78 There the suffrecane gave them their dycoipline.

t 3. A coadjutor, assistant
;
a deputy, represen-

tative. Obs.

1481 in Legg Clerk's Bk. 1349, 66 Howe the Clerke And the

Suffrigann of Seynt Nicholas Churche Aught to do.. .The

suff[r]ygann Augh to fastenn theChurch Dorys fetc-J. 1500-20
DUNBAR Poems xlviil 173 The nychtingaill song [to the rosej,
1

Haill, naturis suffragene '. Ibid. Ixxxv. 68 Oratrice, me-

diatrice, sal vatrice, To God gret suffragane ! 1577 B, GOOGE
tr. Heresbach"s Hitsb. 3, I haue..my maide, so skilfull in

huswyferie, that she may well be my wyues suffragan. 1647
C. WALKER Myst. Two Junto's 6 The remaining part of the

House are but.. Suffragans to ratify what is forejudged.
1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2242/3 The Elector of Trier has named
the Bishop his Suffragan to go and compliment the King.



SUFFRAQANEAN.
^ .

i RICHARDSON Clarissa (1768) VIII. xi.v. 53 Her [sc. a
strumpet's] bed-side, surrounded.. by her Mitlragans and
daughters. 1760 H. WALPOLE Let. to Mann 7 May, She
made her suffragan, Whitfield, pray for and preach about
him.

f b. Of things : A help, aid. Obs.

1644 BULWER Chiron. 16 So these suffragans of speech
[sc. hands] by a lively sense afford that shadow which is the
excellencie of the vocall pourtraicture. 1693 D'Emilianne's
Hist. Monast. Orders 35 The Canons of those times. .fre-

quently, .were Helps and Suffragans to the Bishops.
B. adj.

1. Bishop suffragan, suffragan bishop : = A. i
,
3.

1475 Voc. in \Vr..\Viilcker 629 Prelatte or byschop suf-

frygane. 1534 Act 26 Hen. K///, c. 14 i Everie suche
personne . . shalbe callyd Byshop Suffragane of the same See
wherunto he shalbe namyd. 1538 AUDLEY in Lett. Suppr.
Monast. (Camden) 240 William More, clerk, byshopp suf-

fragan of Colchester. 1671 F. PHILLIPS Ke^.Necess.^i The
Arch-bishop of York, and his Suffragan Bishops, c 1676 T.
BARLOW Kem.(iby$) 162 A Co-adjutor or Suffragan Bishop is,

quoad Ordinem, really and prouerly a Bishop. 17*6 AYLIFFE
Parergon 69 No Suffragan Bishop shall have more than
one riding Apparitor in his Diocess. 1846 M CCULLOCH Ace.
Brit. Empire (1854) II. 301 The total income of the two
archbishops, and of their ten suffragan bishops, will then be

7o,938/. 1888 Act 51 <$ 52 Viet, c. 56 It was enacted that
the towns therein named should be taken..for sees of

bishops suffragans. 1907 Cath. Encycl. L 691/2 In regard
to his suffragan bishops the metropolitan may compel them
to assemble in provincial council every three years.

2. Of a see or diocese : Subordinate to a metro-

political or archiepiscopal see.

171* E. COOKE Voy. S. Sea 390 Valladolid, a Bishoprick,
suffragan to Mexico. 1907 Catk. Encycl. I. 692/1 To-day
archbishops cannot visit a suffragan diocese, unless [etc.].

1913 T. F. TOUT in Reg. y. de Halton Introd. 24 The see of
Sodor, which, until the fifteenth century, was supposed to
be suffragan to. .Trondhjem.
fig' 1784 H. WALPOLE Let. to H. S. Con-iuay 14 Aug. , That
the King of Spain, now he has demolished Algiers, the

metropolitan see of thieves, will come and bombard Rich-
mond, Twickenham, and all the suffragan cities that swarm
with pirates and banditti.

Hence Sn-ffragfanal a., pertaining to a suffragan

bishop ; Strffraffanate, the seat of a suffragan

bishop ; Sirffragancy, the office or tenure of a

suffragan ; Su'ffraganship, the office or status of
a suffragan.

iftga Times 14 Oct. i i/a The *su flfragana I or nominal sees
are as absolute shams as Wiseman's original Bishopric of

Melipotamos in partibus in/tdelium. 1879 Echo IE July
2/5 Bedford is the town nearest to London that is mentioned
in the Act of Henry VIII. as a suitable place for a *suffra-

fanate.
1888 Guardian 8 Feb. 186/2 The appointment of

ir Lovelace Stamer to the Suffraganate of Shrewsbury.
1864 Spectator 25 June 742 The refusal of the Presbyteral
Council of Paris to renew the '

*suffragancy
'

of the younger
Athanase Coquerel. 1549 LATIMER^M Serm.be/. Ediv. VI
(Arb.) 135, I meane not hallowers of belles, nor Christiners
of belles, that is a popysh *suffraganship. 1583 STOCKER
Civ. Warres Lowe C. i. 5 b, There were certaine Suffragane-
ships of cathedral churches conuerted into Bishopricks.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies^ Cumbld. (1662) 220 He was., made
Episcopus Pissinensis . . and therewith held the Suffragane-
ship under Henry Beaufort Bishop of Lincoln.

Suffraga nean, a. rare. [f. med.L. suffrd-

ganeus (see prec.) + -AN.] Suffragan. So Suffra-

g-a'neous a,, pertaining to a suffragan.
\y*^Collect. Voy. (Churchill) III. 641/1 The Patriarch.,

has eight . . Suffraganean Bishops. 1904 Times, Lit. Suppl.
4 Nov. 338/2 The dreary round of suffraganeous functions.

t Su ffragant, sb. and a. Obs. [a. F. suffra-

ffanf,a.d. L. suffragans^ -ant-, pr. pple. oisujfrdgari
(see next).] A. sb. 1. SUFFRAGAN sb. a.

z6n COTGR., Suffragantt a Suffragant, or Suffragan, a
Bishops deputie.

2. One who gives his suffrage or vote
;
a voter ;

hence, a supporter, witness.

x67 JACKSON Holy Cath. Faith i. xxi. 181 Wee haue
euery member of the Romish Church a suffragant or wit.
nesse for vs. 1656 Artif. Handsom. 118 Hoping to find
them more friends and suffragants to the virtues.. of sober
women than enemies to their oeauty. 1678 R. L'ESTRANGE
Seneca?s Mor. n. xx. 261 When they are no longer Candi-
dates, they are Suffragants. 1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece i.

ix. (1715) 44 The Prytanes, who were also oblig'd to provide
a sufficient number of Stones for the Suffragants.

B. adj. 1. Auxiliary, subordinate.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne i. Ivi. (1632) 175 She [sc. Divinity]
ought to be chiefe ruler..and not suffragant and subsidiary.
2. Giving support or witness.
a 1656 BP. HALL Rent. Wks. (1660)302 If.. I should let

my pen loose to the suffragant testimonies..! should trye
your patience.

t Su ffragate, v. Obs. [f. L.
su/ragdt-, pa.

ppl. stem of su/rdffSrfj f. stem of suffrqgium
SUFFRAGE.]
1. trans. To delegate, appoint.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 273 Suffragating

Arrian Bishops and others in their places.
2. intr. To testify, to bear witness to.

1620 T. GRANGER Drv. Logike 233 Verbes, to witnes, tcstifie,

..Suffragate. 1699 PRYNNE Old Antith. 73 All these doe
fully suffragate to this our third Ante-Armmian Conclusion.
1633 Histrio-m. 77 All Times, All Ages.. Subscribe, and
Suffragate with these our Authors to our Minor. 1665
GLANVILL Scepsis Sci. viii. 45 Now this seems bigg of re-

pugnancies, though Sense it self suffragate to its truth.
a 1676 HALE Print. Orig. Man. i. ii. (1677) 62 Unless there
were some common consonancy and congruity of somewhat
inherent in Nature which suits, corresponds and suffragates
to that Tradition.

Ill

3. To vote (for\
1630 PRYNNE Anti-Artnin. a If all these suffragate or

passe their Verdict for the Arminians, 1691 WOOD Fasti
Oxon. (1820) II. 345 Michael Ward. .was incorporated in
the said degree, with liberty given him to suffragate in

congrcg. and convoc.

Hence f Sn ffrag-ating ///. a. t voting ; assenting.
1684 DRYDF.N Prol. to Univ. Oxford 31 Nations su'd to be

made free of Rome: Not in the suffragating Tribes to stand,
But in your utmost, last, Provincial Band. 1850 BLACK IK

&schyins II. 119 These words the Argive people Answered
with suffragating hands.

t Suffraga ti.OU. Obs. rare. [ad. L. su/rd-
gdtio, -onetn, n. of action f. suffrdgdri to SUFFRA-

GATE.] The giving of a vote.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 12 Our suffragation, or con-

senting voices. 1652 GAULE Magastrom. 176 A diabolicall

..contract, sacrament, suggestion, suffragation, operation,
and delusion. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.
So f Su-ffrag-ator [L. suffrdgdtor], a voter, sup-

porter ; witness
; f Su-ffragratory a. [L. suffrd-

gdtorius], exercising a right to vote.

1617 COLLINS De/. Bp. Ely n. vii. 262 Did euer any man
make them his suffragators or spokes-men to god? 1618
T. MORTON in Uss/ier's Lett. (1686) 67 The Synod. .is held
at Dort, the most of their Suffragators are already Assembled.
1813 Monthly Mag. XXXV. 427/1 Suffragatory institutions
were to be solicited.

Suffrage (s^-fred^), sb. Also 5 souffrage,
sofrage, 6\SV. sufferagh, 6- 7 sufferage, 7 suffrage,

[ad. L. suffrdgium t partly through F. suffrage

(from i jth c.). Cf. It., Pg. suffragw, Sp. sufragio.
An earlier anglicization of the L. pi. is SDFFRAGIES.]
1. collect, pi. and sing. Prayers, esp. intercessory

prayers, intercessions, arch.
c 1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 303 In alle bise wordis ben

feyned of gostliche suffrage wi]>.oute grounde. 1431-50 tr.

Higden (Rolls) I. 431 Vn til thei aske the suffrage and helpe
of Seynte Wenefride. c 1450 Godstoiu Reg. 182 In massys,
in matyns, in o)>er owrys, suffrages, almys, fastynges. 1513
BRADSKAW St. Werburge i. 3259 Also by her merite, suffrage
and peticion Euery humble creature had helpe and succour.

1553 BECON Rcliques ofRome (1563) 197* The Suffrages and
sacrifices of the Masse. i6oa WARNER Alb. Eng. xm. Ixxvii,
Not tedious suffrages they ask't, nor Sacrifices strate. 1660
WOOD Life (O.H.S.) 1. 345 The chappell being onlie for privat
or secret suffrages. 1681 BURNET Hist. Ref. n. 1.64 That the
Sacrifice might bring to them a greater Indulgence, being
offered up by the Suffrages of the Saint. 1865 KINCSLEY
Herew. i, Of what use to you then the suffrages of the saints?

1904 M. HEWLETT Queen's Qtiair \. viii. no The Queen was
at prayers which is more than can be said for the priest
who should have lifted up her suffrages.

b. spec. Prayers for the souls of the departed :

esp. in phr. to do suffrage, arch.
c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 58 He. .garte do message & oders

prayers & suffrage of halie kurk for hym. c 1450 Godstoiv

Reg, 206 So Jat bey scholde haue in mynde the sowlys
Afore m alle here prayeris suffrages & benefettes for euer.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 348/2 That generalle Suffrages
temporal myght be done for them. 1521 Extr. Burgh Recs.

Stirling 14 Oct. (1887) 13 Twa markis of obit silver,. for

sufferagh to be doun for the saullis of wmquhill Allexander
lord

Witchcr. xv. xxii.434 Whose soule artthou?..Wantest thou

any suffrages, masses, or almes ? 1596 R. H. tr. Lavatents*
Ghostes $ Spir. 107 Whether he require any aide by prayers
and suffrages? 1848 K. H. DIGBY Broad Stone Hon. III.

Morus 280 Their prayers and suffrages for the dead.

fc. phr. Suffrages of prayers ;
cf. med.L. ora-

tionis suffragium, OF. suffrages iforoisons. Obs.
The original sense was prob. 'help given by (intercessory)

prayer
'

: cf. sense 2.

1447 in Anstey Epist. Acad. Oxon. (O.H.S.) I. 261 We
commend us unto }owr goode lordschipe w* the gostly
suffrages of oure prayers, c 1613 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ.

(1914) XIV. 34 We humbly request the Suffrages of your
Devout Prayers of Charity.

d. //. Liturgical intercessory petitions ; esp. in

the Book of Common Prayer, (a) the intercessory

petitions pronounced by the priest in the Litany

(also sing., any one of these) ; (b) a series of

petitions pronounced by the priest with the answers

of the people, a set of versicles and responses.
Also by some writers (see quots. 1657, 1733, 1796) used for

a responsive petition (or response to a versicle, etc.).

15331 ELYOT Let. in Gov. (1880) I. p. Ixxix, [In Germany]
the Freest [at mass] in vestmentes after oure manner singith
everi thing in Latine as we use, omitting suffrages. 1548-9
(Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Evensong, Then the suffrages
before assigned at Matins. Ibid\ t Litany, The Letany and

Suffrages. 1587 HARRISON England \\.\. 138/1 mHolinsked,
After morning praier also we haue the tetanic and suf-

frages. 1657 SPARROW Bk. Com. Prayer 95 These Forms of

prayers, (where the peoples devotion is so often excited . . by
continual Suffrages, such as Good Lord deliver us ; we
beseech thee to hear us good Lord,) were called cjerevcif

6eiji?, earnest or intense Petitions. i66a Bk. Com. Prayer,
Form ofPrayer^ Nov., In the Suffrages after the Creed,
these shall be inserted and used for the King. 1697 J.
LEWIS Mem. Dk. Glocester (1789) 78 He.. would answer

very properly at prayers, in the Suffrages and different parts
of the Liturgy. 1714 Order in Council i Aug. in Land.
Gaz. No. 5247/3 In the Suffrages next after the Creed,
instead of Queen read King. 1^3* NEAL Hist. Purit. I. 54

They compiled a Litany consisting of many short petitions

interrupted by Suffrages. 1796 PEGGE Anonym. (1809) 145
Tu aittem,.is the beginning of the suffrage, which was

supposed to follow the reading of the Scripture, which the

reading scholar was to continue, by saying, Miserere ntei,

Domine. 1855 PROCTER Bk. Com. Prayer 955 After the

suffrage for the Church, those for the ecclesiastical orders

SUFFRAGE.
usually com* first. 1881-3 Schaff't Encycl. Reli*. Kneul. 1 1 .

1327 A brief litany, in whicli the people continually respond
to the various suffrages,

'

Lord, have mercy upon us '. 1885Pall Mall Gat. 33 May 7/2 Installation of the Dean of
Oloucester.. . 1'lie Bishop then said some suffra-es 1885DIXON Hist. Ch. hnf. III. 496 The Suffrage^ whidi the
clerks were wont to sing in the time of the communion (vis.
the Agnus Dei, etc.].

trans/. 1701 Nouis Ideal World \. ii. 35 This great and
solemn suffrage of the adorable Trinity, Let us make man.
f2. Help, support, assistance. Also, one who

! helps, a support. Obs,
c 1460 Promp. Parv. 483/2 K.

tP. Suffrage, or helpe, tuf-
fragtvm c 1480 HENKVSON Orj>htvs * Eurydice 174 And
had noucbt bene throu suffrage of his harp, Wyth scharp
pikis he had bene schorne & schent. 1513 BRM>SHAW .S/.

Werburge i. 420 Moost blessed Werburge.. Our synguler
suffrage, and sterre of our clerenes. Ibid. 3055 Than she
requyred with humylyte The

spyrytuall sufterage of holy
,

vnccyon. 1518 Rov Kede me (Arb.) 86 Thorowe his passion,
For vs he made satisfaccion, Withoute eny mans suffrage.
1613 R. C. Table Alph., Suffrage, consent, or voyce, or helpe.
3. orig. A vote given by a member of a body,

state, or society, in assent to a proposition or in

favour of the election of a person; in extended

sense, a vote for or against any controverted ques-
tion or nomination.
1534 MORE Com/, agst. Trio. in. xxvL Wks. 1259/2 Euery

mans assent was called his suffrages:. .one kinde of those
suffrages, was by certayn thynges that are in latine called

; calculi. 1588 SMAKS. Tit. A. i. L 218 People of Rome, and
Noble Tribunes heere, I aske your voyces and your Suffrages.
c 1600 DRAYTON Miseries O. Margaret cliv, The Spiritual!
Lords, and Temporal), . . wno farre more ready are To giue,
then he their suffrages to craue. 1651 HoBBEs/.r/aM.iii.xliL

[ 290 The manner of choosing Magistrates, .was by plurality
; of suffrages. 01707 S. PATRICK Autobiog. (1839) 43 The

fellows came up one by one, and in a paper wrote their
i suffrages. 1765 BLACKSTONE Cotnm. \. 170 In all democracies

..it is of the utmost importance to regulate by whom, and
!n what manner, the suffrages are to be given. 1781 J.
MOORE Vittiu Soc. It. (1790) I. viii. 79 When the election took
place, all the suffrages fell upon Paul Lue. 1809-10 COLE-
RIDGE Friend (1865) 127 Each of these [sc. inhabitants] has
a right to a suffrage. 1848 MILL Pol. Ecott. n. L } 2 (1876)
125 A magistrate or magistrates, whom we may suppose
elected by the suffrages of the community. 1873 C. ROBIN.
SON N. S. Wales 91 Those whose suffrages are to determine
its (i. e. the State's] future should be able to give an intelli-

gent vote.

b. An object, as a pebble, a marked paper, or

the like, used to indicate a vote given, rare.

1534 MORE Conf. agst. Trib. in. Wks. 1259/2 Vnto him
which ouercometh, be will geue a white suffrage. 1665
I. BUCK in Peacock Stat. Cambr. (1841) App. B. p. Ixxviii,
The Scrutators . .put their suffrages into one of the Hats.

1819 Scorr Ivanhoe xxxvii, The Grand Master had collected
the suffrages. 1835 T. MITCHELL Acharn. o/Aristopk. 543
note, *i)4>ie<r0at, to vote by suffrages thrown into jars.

4. gen. A vote in support of or an opinion in

favour of some person or thing ; hence (now Obs.

or arch.}, in neutral sense, an opinion.
1594 Selimus E, The loue I beare to my deare Acomat,

Commands me giue my suffrage vnto him. 1610 B. JONSON
Alch. To Rdr., If it were put to the question, .the worse
would fmde more suffrages. 1640 HALL Episc. \\. xiii. 166

Tertullian was.. not at all below him [sc. Irenaeus] in the
i clearnesse of his suffrage, Edant ortgines fyc. 1653 Nicholas
\ Papers (Camden) 1 1. 24, 1 have herein sent you an Extract of
I the Substance of that Elector's Suffrage there concerning

]

his Majesty. 1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. To Rdr. 25 He
i that is a perfect Papist being of one mind and suffrage with

his Church. 1716 POPE Odyss. xix. 181 My anxious parents
urge a speedy choice, And to their suffrage gain the filial

voice. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 1 1 F 9 He that finds his

knowledge narrow,.. and by consequence his suffrage not
much regarded, c 1804 JANE AUSTEN Watsons in Austen-

Leigh Mem. (1871) 322
' Oh uncle ! do look at my partner ;

she is so pretty ! . . Charles was hurried off without being able

to receive his uncle's suffrage. 1811-7 GOOD Study Med.
(1829) I. 423 It has not fallen to my lot. .to add my suffrage
in its favour. 1850 WHIFFLE Ess. 4- Rev. (ed. 3) I. 13 He
has the hesitating suffrages of men of taste, and the plaudits
of the million. 1883 'OuiDA

1 Wanda I. 216 The world
would not be as much so if I really wanted its suffrages.

5. Approval, sanction, consent. Const, to. arch.

1598 CHAPMAN Iliad viii. 7 That God nor Goddesse may
attempt, t' infringe my soueraigne mind : But all giue suf-

frage. 1609 B. JONSON Sil. Worn. i. ii, I'll giue no suffrage
to't. a 1651 BKOME Novella v. i, Let me beg Your suffrage

Lady, I may bid them welcome. 1668 Rollers Abridgm.
Publ. Pref. a a, The Common-Law of England, .hath had the

suffrage of the whole Kingdome in all Ages. 1704 EVELYN

Diary Dec,, My Lord of Canterbury wrote to me for suffrage
for Mr. Clarke's continuance.. in the Boyle Lecture. 1787

^.

BARLOW Oration 4th July 12 The system to be established

y his suffra

peace.

Bible ii. (1875) 80 Those religious systems which happen to

have the suffrage of the government.

t b. An instance of this; an expression or token

of approval. Obs.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 304 Such was the glorie

and valour of Huniades . . as . . procured vnto him the generall
fauour and suffrages of all. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts

470 The man was pardoned, and the lion was gmen vnto

him for a reward or suffrage. 1610 HEYWOOD Gold. Age L

i, The Queene, the Peeres, And all the people with lowd

suffrages, Haue shrild their Auees. 1788 T. TAYLOR Proclus

I. 9 They openly presaged, that this gift.. was a future

suffrage of his succession confirmed by divine events. 18*9
I. TAYLOR Enthns. viii. 195 A system . . which had won for

itself a suffrage so general if not universal.

f 6. The support or assurance of evidence or

testimony in favour of something. Obs.



SUFFRAGE.

,6o6S GABDINEH Bk. AnglmfsoVfeKil first toconclude

our Judgement by suffrages of scriptures. 1650 BULWER

A'lthrapomet. 4 In the opinion of Claramontius, the reason

of the thing gives a suffrage unto it. a 1677 BARROW Strm.

(1686) III. ii- 17 Precepts are delivered in an universal and

abstracted manner, .. without any intervention, assistence, or

suffrage of sense, a 1718 W. PKNN Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 570

We herein are not without the Suffrage of the Scriptures to

our Defence.

7 The collective vote of a body of persons.

1610 HEYWOOD Gold. Age \. i, I choose it as my right

MptosoraetyTTSGBroV Dec!. * F. (1782) I. xii. 384 The

election of a new emperor was referred to the suffrage of the

military order. 1823 BENTHAM Not Paul but Jesus 22,

Philip,.. one of the seven trustees, who.. had been chosen

by universal suffrage.

8. The collective opinion of a body of persons ;

hence, contextually, consensus of opinion ; (common
or general) consent.

1576 FLEMING Panofl. Epist. in In this suffrage or voyce

ofconsent. i6nCoRYATO,/M62 7 Mercator..whobythe

vniuersall suffrage of all the learned is esteemed the most

excellent cosmographer. 1662 GUNNING Lent Fast 79 it

Apostles by their common suffrage sanctified . . these 7 weeks

of fastings. 1697 EVELYN Numisiuata vii. 240 Head., cut in

Onyx, comparable by universal Suffrage to any of the Old

Masters. 1794 R. J. SULIVAN Vitw Nat. II. 232 To prefer

their own judgment to the general suffrage of mankmd.

1861 MILL Utilitar. it. 16 What means are there of deter-

mining which is the acutest of two pains . . except the general

suffrage of those who are familiar with both? 1882 HINS-

DALE Garfield >, Educ. it. 361 He draughted a paper,
. .and

submitted it to the suffrage of the republic of scientific

scholars.

t b. Repute ;
= OPINION 6. Obs.

1667 WATERHOUSE Narr. Fire in London 90 She hath the

suffrage abroad to be one of the most August . . Governments

in the world. . f

9. The casting of a vote, voting ; the exercise oi

a right to vote ; election by voting.

1665 MANLEY Grolius' Law C. Wars 007 They.. should

airithe"sciences7''and" filled by suffrage. 1850 MARSDEN

Early Purit. (1853) 300 A successor was chosen by general

suffrage. 1887 LOWELL Democracy etc. 32 The right of

suffrage is not valued when indiscriminately bestowed.

1 10. A voice or voting power in a matter. Obs.

iita HEYLIN Laud (1668) 375 The Covenanters had so

11. The right or privilege of voting as a member

of a body, state, etc. (orig. U.S.~)

1789 Conslit. U. S. v, No state shall be deprived of its

equalsuffrage in the Senate. 1817-8 COBBETT Resid. U. S.

(1822) 220 The suffrage, or qualification of electors, is very
various. 1840 ARNOLD Hist. Rome II. 313 The survivors. .

were obliged to become Roman citizens without suffrage.

1867 LATHAM Black t, White 114 No territories shall be

admitted as States in which there is not an equal suffrage

of all races and colours.

b. With, prefixed word denoting the extent, as

female, household, man/load, universal, woman^s,
women's suffrage.
1798 W. NARES Jacobin vi. in Aitti-jfacoh'n No. 22, I

pant and sigh for univers al suffrage. 1866 [see HOUSE-
HOLD 81. 1873 [see MANHOOD 7]. 1877 GLADSTONE Gleaii.

(1879) I. 147 Is not Mr. Lowe a little hard on the universal

suffrage of France, when he charges on it a protective tariff,

seeing that the no-suffrage of Russia has one tenfold more

protective? 1884 [see FEMALE a. 4b].

t Su'ffrage, v. Obs. [f. prec. or ad. L. suffra-

gan (see SUFFRAGATE).]
1. intr. To vote/0/- or against ; hence, to agree

or side with, to give support to.

1613 T. GODWIN Rom. Antiq. (1614) 97 Neither children..

nor old men . . were allowed to suffrage in these assemblies.

1652 L. S. People's Liberty ix. 60 They are not to be permitted
to suffrage in state affairs. 1657 TOMLINSON Renon's Disp.

237 Yet Matthiolus will not suffrage herewith, but contends

[etc.]. 1657 W. MORICE Coena. quasi Koii/i) ix. 93, I never
voted for exorbitant Episcopacy, nor should I have ever

suffraged against a regulated. Ibid. Diat. vi. 309 Some, that

suffrage for the Presbyterial Government. 1661 GLANVILL
Van. Dogm. 179 What he hath of this, was never learnt from
his Hypotheses ; but forcibly fetch'd in to suffrage to them.

2. trans. To elect by vote ; hence, to give support
to j to side with.

1641 MILTON Reform, u. Wks. 1851 III. 57 As well as
their worldly wisedomes are priviledg'd as members of the
State in suffraging their.. Burgesses. 1641 Anc. Customs
Eng. in Harl, Misc. (Malh.) IV. 368 Every particular sub-

ject, who is either present personally, or consenting by his

assignee, suffraged by himself. 1838 S. BELLAMY Betrayal
17 When the false god call'd Upon her tempest breath to

suffrage him.

Hence t Su'ffragrer Obs. rare, a voter.
1613 T. GODWIN Rom. Antiq. (1614) 98 Little coffers, into

which the suffragers which did approue the law did cast in
the first table ; those that disliked it, did cast in the second.

1701 Ena. [nconv. Public , Adv. Priv. Elect. 22 An Election
..is a Majority of Votes including the Sense of a Majority
of Suffragers.

Suffragette (srfradje-t). [f. SUFFRAGE sb. +
-KITE] A female supporter of the cause of women's

112

political enfranchisement, esp. one of a violent or

Attrib. uses, and derivatives such as sujfragettish, -ism are

fr

i<S
n

.!vy
e

jl/a)v
P

"jan., Mr. Balfour and the 'Suffra.

genes'... It was not surprising that Mr. Balfour should

receive a deputation of the Suffragettes. 1907 A <*"*<

28 Sept. 358/2 [Aristophanes] who represented Cleon as

noisy! Euripides as sentimental, Socrates as pedantic, and

women as
'

suffragettes '.

Suffragial (rffWdsHU), <* nonce-wd. [' L.

suffragium SUFFRAGE + -AL.] Pertaining to voting.

,844 MOZLEY Ess. (1878) II. 40The two rights, commercial

and suffragial. ..

t Suffragies, sb. pi. Obs. Also 3 -us,_4.-5

-ijsT 5 -iezf-yes, -is, 6 -ees. [ad. L. suffragta,

pi. of suffragium SUFFRAGE si.]

1 Prayers, esp. on behalf of the departed.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 22 A morwen, ober a mht efter be suf.

fragiis of Uhtsong, siggeS Commendacium. c 1380 WYCLI

Set Wks III 259 No prelat may assoylle, ne graunte

hevenely suffragies. I43-5O tr. Higden (Rolls) VI 195

Suffraeyes doen for dedde men. 1450 Rolls of Parlt. V.

188/1 A solempne Obite. .to be. .founden with other certayn

observauncez and suffragiez. a: 1533 F" Oisput. Purgat.

i Wks. (1573) 17 He shal lye in the paynes of purgatory,

vntill he be deliuered thence by Masse pence, the Popes

pardon or certaine other Suffragies. iSSS EDEN Decades

(Arb ) 293 They . . thinke that the soules of deade menne are

not helped with the suffragies of preestes.

2. Votes, opinions, testimonies.

1587 D FENNER Def. Ministers 26 Lett him neither be a

Commaunder or Lorde, nor a slaue vnto the suffragies, but

a fellowe & a discerner. 1593 R- HARVEY Philad. 9 If

nothing be true in one country which hath not suffragees

from another Countrey, I cannot tell what historic may

'Tsu-ffraging, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. SUFFRAGE v.

+ -ING '.]
The exercise of the suffrage, voting.

1613 T. GODWIN Rom. Antiq. (1614) 101 They also having

freedome of suffraging. 1691-2 WOOD Fasti Oxon. II. 107

An equal power of suffraging did not now pertain to all

masters.

t Suffra-ginOUS, a. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L. suf-

fraginosus, f. suffragin-, SUFFBAGO.] Of, belonging

to, or affecting the hocks of animals.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. i. 106 The bought of

the fore-legs [in the elephant] not directly backward,.. the

hough or suffraginous flexure behinde rather outward. 1656

BLOUNT Glossogr., Suffraginous, that is diseased in the

houghes or pasterns.

Suffragism (sc-fradjiz'm). [f. next + -ISM.]

The advocacy of an extension of the suffrage, e.g.

to women (women's suffragism}.
1888 BRYCE Amer. Commw. xciii. III. 301 Women's suf-

fragism is thought 'bad form'. 1908 Lit. Guide i Aug.

123/2 He does, indeed, make a remark on feminine achieve-

ment in those spheres, but we dare not repeat it in this year
of suffragism.

Suffragist (so-hadjist). [f. SUFFRAGE + -IST.]

An advocate of the extension of the political fran-

chise, esp. (since about 1885) to women. Often with

prefixed word (cf. SUFFRAGE sb. 1 1 b), as complete

suffragist, universal suffragist, woman suffragist.
1822 Blackw. Mag. XII. 156 If

they
come back Universal

Suffragists, we offer to turn Radicals. 1845 Tail's Mag.
XII. 67 The Complete-suffragists, will

say,
that., the

League are practically admitting the truth of what they have

always urged. .. Which .. furnishes one reason the more why
the Suffragists should help the League. 1865 Pall Mall
Gaz. 17 Oct. 5 The anti-negro-suffragists in Connecticut.

1883 American VI. 7 The most persistent suffragist claims

no more than this. 1900 N. Eng. Hist, f, Gen. Reg. Suppl.

cxxi, The cause of the woman suffragists. 1914 Daily Mail
8 June 6/6, 1 am a woman and a suffragist

[] Suffrago (si>ft*i-go). Anat. [L.] The ' heel
'

at the junction of the tibia and the tarsus in quad-

rupeds and birds.

1842 BRANDE Diet. Sd. etc., Suffrago, in Mammalogy and

Ornithology, the joint ofthe tibia with the tarsus. I872COUES
N. A tuer. Birds 240 The feathers rarely reach the suffrago.

Suflraine, -ayn(d, obs. forms of SOVEREIGN.

tSuffre-te. Obs. Also 5 -aite. [a. OF.

s(o}uffrete, -aitc = Pr. sofracha, It. t soffratta :

L. suffracta-m, pa. pple. fern, (used as sb.) of

suffringfre to break up, f. suf-
= SOB- 25 + fran-

gtre to
break.] Want, need.

c 1430 Merlin iii. 59 Many provertees [sic] and grete suf-

fraites suffred cure lorde her in erthe for oure sake. 1481
CAXTON Godfrey xciii. 144 Vytayll began to faylle, And
was grete suffrete and scarsenes in thoost

t Snffretous, a. Obs. Also 5 suffretouse,

-ateuse, -atous. [a. OF. suffretous, -aitous (mod.
F. souffreteux), = Pr. sofrachos ; f. suffraite (see

prec.).] Needy, in want, miserable.
c 1450 Merlin xiii. 201 He knoweth beste the pore and the

suffretouse. 1481 CAXTON Godfrey ccix. 306 The boost.,

were but fewe and suffretous by cause they had no shippes.

1490 Eneydos i. 13 Now was that pyetous cyte. .putte in

desolacyon suffretous. 1401 Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495)
i. xli. 64 b/2 Tyll that thou haste dystrybuted alle thyse

goodes . . to the suffretous, poore and nedy.

Sufireyn, obs. form of SOVEREIGN.
14.. in Ttmdale'i Vis. (1843) M9 Fyrst hyle to hym

honowre That suffreyn is and socowre.

t Su'ffriate, v. Obs. rare", [f. pa. ppl. stem
of L. *suffriare, I. suf-

= SUB- 25 + friare (see

FRIABLE).]
1623 COCKERAM, Suffriate, to crumble bread.

SUFFUMIGrATION.

tSuffricate, v. Ol>s. rare-", [f. pa. ppl.

stem of L. suffricare, L suf- = SUB- 25 + fricare

to rub.] 1623 COCKERAM, Siijfricate, to rub off.

t Snffront. Obs. [app. f. suf-
= SUB- 3 +

FRONT sb. (9 b).] ? An altar-frontal.

1516 in G. Oliver Lives Bfs. Exeter etc. (1861) 364 Suf-

front stayned de blodio bokeram cum ymagine Crucifixi.

1668 BP. HACKET Let. in T. T. Carter Life J. Kettlemell

(1895) 49 In velvet, purple and azure, fifty pounds worth.,

to serve as paraphront or suffront, and carpet for the Altar.

a 1670 Abp. Williams II. (1693) 107 Paraphront, Suffront,

for the Hangings above and beneath the Table.

Suffrutescent (sfrj<te'sent), a. Bat. [ad.

mod.L. suffrutescens, -ent-, f. suf- SUB- 20 c +

frutescens FRUTESCENT. So F.] Somewhat woody
or shrubby at the base.

1816 Edwards' But. Kef. II. 130 Arctotis ntaculata.

White tawny-stained Suffrutescent Arctotis. 1829 LOUUON

Encycl. Plant! (1836) 729 Stem Suffrutescent. 1880 A. GRAY
Struct. Bot. iii. g 3. 50 Undershrubs or Suffruticose plants,
are woody plants of humble stature... If less decidedly

woody, they are termed Suffrutescent.

II Suffrutex (szrfrHteks). Bot. PI. suffrutices

(svfru'tisfz) ; also 7 erron. -ages (but cf. FRUIT-

AGE 3). [mod.L., f. suf-
= SUB- 22 + FRDTEX.]

A plant having a woody base, but a herbaceous

annual growth above.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 27 A fourth kind [of plant] which

they cal Suffutrex [sic] a mean betwene the Herbe and the

shrub. 1691 RAV Creation i. (1693) 154 Odoriferous and

ever-green Shrubs and Suffrutices. a 1706 EVELYN Silva

(1776) 509 Herbaceous Suffrutages. 1716 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3),

Suffrutex, is a low Woody perennial Plant, that sends out no
leaves from its Roots ; and beginning to be branch 'd from

the very bottom of the Stalk, as Lavender, Sage, Rue, and
the like. 1866 in Treas. Bot.

I Suffruti ceous, -ions, a. Bot. Obs. [f.moi
L. suffrutic- (see prec.) + -ECUS, -lous.] = next.

1657 TOMLINSON Rtnou's Disp. 283 Kermes. .is the name
of a Suffruticeous Plant. 1657 Physical Diet., Suffruticious,
between a shrub and an herb.

Suffruticose (sfr-tik<s), a. Bot. [ad. mod.
L. suffruticosus, f. suffrutic-, SUFFRUTEX + -OSE.]

Of the character of a suffrutex ; woody at the base

but herbaceous above.

1703 MARTYN Lang. Bot., Suffruticosus, Suffruticose,

Undershrubby. 1843 LOUDON Suburban Hort. 430 Rasp-
berries being Suffruticose plants. 1842 BRANDE Diet. Set.

etc. s. v., Lavender is an instance of a Suffruticose plant.

1876 H AKLEY Mat. Mid. (ed. 6) 362 Litmus Lichens are rigid

Suffruticose lichens.

So f Snfflru'ticous a. Obs. rare.

1776 J. LEE Introd. Bot. Explan. Terms 378 Suffruticosus,

suffruticous, half-shrubby.

t Suffirlce, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. suffulcfre, {.

suf-
= SUB- 25 + fulclre to prop, but ? confused

with suffarcinare to stuff.] trans. To stuff.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer'sBk. Physickc 106/2 For Asth.

masye..Take 14 or 15 figges, suffulce, or fille the same
with Mustard seed. Ibid. 111/2 Gird the bodye. .with the

suffulced little pillowes.

t Suffnlt, v. Obs. rare-*, [f. L. suffult-, pa.

ppl. stem of suffulctre (see prec.).] trans. To

support.
c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden 36) 181 Heeminded

to have suffultid and releeved relligion with his goods.

Suffulted (spfo'lted), a. Ent. [f.
L. su/ultus,

pa. pple. of suffulcire (see above) + -ED.] See qnot.
1816 KIRBY & SP. Entente!. IV. xlvi. 287 Suffulted Pupil

(Pufilla suffulta). When the pupil .shades into another

t Suffu me, t>. Obs. ran 1
, [ad. L. "suffu-

mare, f. suf-
= SUB- 2, 25 + fumare to FUME.]

trans. To suffumigate. Hence t Snlftrme sb., a

suffumigation.
1540 R. JONAS Byrth Mantcynde 19 b, It shalbe also verye

profytable for her to suffume the nether places with muske.

1656 RIDGLEY Pratt. Physick 20 Resolving suffumes are

profitable.

Suffumigate (sz>fi-mig^t), v. rare. Alsoo/a.

pple. (Sc.) suffumigat. [f. pa. pple. of L. suffumi-

gdre, f. suf-
= SUB- 2, 25 -rfumigarelo FUMIGATE.]

1. trans. To fumigate from below.

1588 ALEX. HUME Hymns vii. 35 Suffumigat with nard

and cinnamon. i6n WOODALL Surf. Mate Wks. (1653) 202

The patients hinder parts well suffumigated with the same

decoction. 1613 COCKERAM, Suffumigate, to smoake under,

neath. 1910 KIPLING Rewards Q Fairies 270, I sprinkled

sulphur on the faggots whereby the on-lookers were as

handsomely suffumigated.

f 2. intr. To rise in smoke or vapour. Obs.

1599 A. M. tr. Gaotlhouer's Bk. Physickc 210/2 Take

greene Come or seede, lay it on coales, and it will suffumi-

Suffumigation (sfimig^'Jan). Now arch.

or Hist. [ad. L. suffumigdlio, -mem, n. of action

f. suffumigare to SUFFUMIGATE. Cf. OF. sub-

fumigation, F. suffumigation.'] The action of

snffumigating or fumigating from below ;
an in-

stance of this; chiefly concr. (usually//.) : fumes

or vapours generated by burning herbs, incense,

etc. ;
also occas., a substance used for this purpose.

a. Med. used to produce a therapeutic effect by

penetration of the body.
1422 YONCE Seer. Seer. Ixiii. 239 Aftyr that man sholde

vse suffumygacionys of herbis. a 1425 tr. A rdeme's Treat.

Fistula etc. 74 Afterward be her done suffumigacion or
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fomentacion. 1540 R. JONVS />>;-,'// Rlankynde 26 Yf this

profet nothynge, then vse this sufiumigation. Take myrrhe,
galbanum, castoriumtetc.]. 1599 A. Bf.tr. Gabelhoitcr*$ Bk.
Phvsicke 65/1 Let the suffiimigatione therof nscende to thy
Eares. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. Kxpl. WtU. Art, Sty/fit*
migation, is the smoke that is received into the body from
under a stoole, for the diseases of the guts, fundament, or
m.itrice. 1604. JAS. I Connterbl. to Tobacco (Arb.) 100 The
stinking Su(fumigation whereof [ic. of tobaccoj they yet vse

against that disease. 1635 BRATHWAIT Arcadian Princ.
235, I meane by sweatings and suffumigations to extract all

those viscid and oily humours. 1684 tr. Bonefs Merc.
Coinplt. xiv. 494 A Phthisical Person [cured]..by a Suffu-

migation of Amber. 1769 E. BANCROFT Guiana 87 The
Indians.. often use it by"way of suffumigation, for rheums,
head-achs etc. 1835 BROWNING Paracelsus in. 442 Such a
suffumigation as, once fired, Had stunk the patient dead
ere he could groan.

b. used in incantations, in the offering of sacri-

fices, and in witchcraft to excite evil spirits.
[1390, 14..: see SUBFUMIGATION.]
1565 JEWEL RepL Harding (1611) 427 The Sacrifices, that

in Old times were made vnto Fides, and Terminus... con-
sisted only in Suffumigations, and Odors. 1567 FENTOK
Trag. Disc. iii. (1898) 153 Diverse surfumigacions incident
to witchecrafte. 1614 SELDEN Titles flon, 9 To these were
, .giuen diuine worship and ceremonies with suffumigations,
crownes of flowers, and other rites. 1646 J. GREGORY Notes
<$ Ohs, (1650) 97 They observed such a place of the Moone,
made such a suffumigation, uttered such and such words at
the grafting of one Tree upon another. 1652 GAULE Maga-
strom. 222 A suffumigation made with the congealed blood
of an Asse, and the fat of a wolfe, and Storax. 1606 AUBREY
Misc. (1721) 172 Evil Spirits are pleased and afiured and
called up by Suffumigations of Henoane &c. stinking Smells,
&c. 1830 SCOTT Demonol. i. 46 The nostrils are made to
inhale such suffumigation, as well as the mouth. 1856 R* A.
VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) II. vni. iiu 179 note, The sympa-
thetic influence, .of stones and metals, ointments and suf-

fumigations.

t c. gen. A fume, vapour. 06s.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 72 Suffumigation of Brimstone.
a 1611 HARINGTON De Valet. Consent. (1624) 4^ Your parlors
or Chambers being first purged and ayred with suffumiga-
tions. 1614 T. ADAMS Dinells Banket in. 109 As the suffu-

migations of the oppressed stomach, surge vp and cause the
head-ach. 1651 H. MORE Enthtis. Tri. (1712) 5 A little reek
or suffumigation.
Hence f Suffumiga'tiotis a., used for suffumiga-

tion.

1688 HOLME Armoury H. vi. 119/3 Suffumigatious Gums,
or such as are for Perfumes.

tSuffnmige. Obs. rare, [ad. med.L. su/u-
migium (whence It.

, Pg, sttffumigio} ,
f. suffumigdre

to SDPPUMIQATE.] = SUFFUMIQATION.
1666 G. HARVEY Morb. Angl. xx. 245 Drying suffumiges

or smoaks are oft prescribed with good success. [1855 DUN-
GLISON Med. Lex.) Suffintentutn^ a perfume; suffumige;
fumigation.]

t Suffu nd, v. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L. suffundtrc

(see SUFFUSE).] trans. To suffuse.

t 1657 TOMUNSON Renou's Disp. 68 Many stones may be
ignified. .and still suffunded with a certain humour.

tSuffurate, v. Obs. rare. [f. pa. ppl. stem
of L. suffurart, f. suf- = SUB- 25 +/urdrt t f./ur
thief.] trans. To steal away.
1549 E. BECKE.ff/<5/lePref. AAvi, If all magistrates, .wolde

. . vouchsafe to suffurate & spare an houre or ii in a day, from
theyr worldly busines. a 1564 BECON Nosegay Pref., Wks.
(1843) 195 At such hours as I could conveniently suffurate
and steal away from the . . teaching of my scholars.

Hence f Suffura'tion, a drawing away.
1651 BIGGS New Disp. F 297 The Spagyrick art . . doth de-

bilitate many things by a privie and insensible suffuration.

Suffuse (sfiw-z), v. [f. L. suffus-, pa. ppl.
stem of suffundZre, f. suf- SUB- a, 25 + fundtre
to pour.]
1. trans. To overspread as with a fluid, a colour,

a gleam of light.
a. of tears, moisture. Chiefly pass.

1590 [see. SUFFUSED i]. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xir. Ixxiv, His
eies vnclos'd, with teares suffused. 1754 HUME Hist. Eng. %

Ckas. /, x. 1. 461 Hamilton long followed him with his eyes,
all suffused in tears. 1773-83 HOOLE Orl. Fur. xvin. 1162
While tears his cheeks suffuse. 1797 S. & HT. LEE Canterb.
T. (1799) I- 352 His whole frame [was] suffused with a cold
dew. 1838 PRESCOTT Ferd. fy Is. xui. II. 115 Every eye
was suffused with tears.

b. of light, air, fire, colour. Often in fig. context.
1728-46 THOMSON Spring 1086 Dark looks succeed; Suf-

fus'd, and glaring with untender fire. 1786 tr. Becl^ford^s
Vatfuk (1883) 33 To hide the blush of mortification that
suffused their foreheads. 1813 SHELLEY . Mob vi. 25 A
kindling gleam of hope Suffused the Spirit's lineaments.
1818 WORDSW. Even, Voluni. ix. 45 Yon hazy ridges. .Climb-
ing suffused with sunny air. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. i. xxv.
184 The glorious light.. suffused with gold and crimson the
atmosphere itself. 1877 BLACK Green Past. xxxv. 283 The
beautiful colour that for a second suffused her blushing
face. 1882 Garden 5 Aug. 119/1 Sepals and flowers white,
suffused at base with rosy lilac.

o. transf. and^f.
1813 COLERIDGE Night-scene 43 Eyes suffused with rapture.

1848 AV. H. BARTLETT Egypt to Pal. v. (1879) 101 The life

and literature of the nation were suffused with these remi-
niscences. 1867 J. B. ROSE tr. Virg. Mneid i6oThe crowded
ranks Of disembodied Shades suffused the banks. 1868
HELPS Realmah ii. (1876) 10 The most commonplace objects
being suffused with beauty. 1876 HOLLAND Scv, Oaks xv.

234 The amused expression suffused the lawyer's face.

2. To pour (a liquid) over, a surface. (Also
refl.} Chiefly in fig. context.

1734 tr. Rollings Roman Hist. (1827) III, vn. 328 Suffusing
over the study of philosophy the dye of rhetoric. 1815

VOL. IX.

113

Ann. Rrg. t Chron, 92/2 Water, sugar, &c. from the boiler
and pans .. suffused thickly upon the trees. 1899 I. TAYLOR
Enthus, x. 282 The healing flood of Christian truth shall
suffuse itself in al! directions. 1854 Jml. R. Agric. Soc, XV.
n. 427 Springs, suffused from higher grounds.

Suffused (sfi-zd), ///. a. [f. prec. + -KI>
l.]

1. Overspread as with fluid, light, colour, etc.

1590 SPENSKR F. Q. in. vii. 10 Wiping the teares from her
suffused eyes. 1699 QUARLRS Argaltts <fr Parthen. n.

Wks. (Grosart) III. 364/2 Which strongly did importune A
world of teares from these suffused eyes. 1805 Afcd. Jrnl.
XIV. 201 The eyes became more suffused and dull. 1878
BROWNING La Saisiax 71 How suffused a cheek You had
turned me had I sudden brought the blush into the smile.

2. Spread over a surface like water. AlsoJig.
1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa Guidi Wind. i. 817 The deep

look which shall drain Suffused thought into channelled

enterprise. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thule xxvi. 433 There was a
faint suffused sense of joy in her heart.

Hence Suffu sedly adv., in a suffused manner.
1895 MEYRICK Brit. Lepidopt. 461 Forewings whitish.,

dorsum suffusedly fuscous.

Suffusion (sfi;?33ii). Also 7 -tion. [ad. L.

suffi'isio, -onem, n. of action f. sufUs- (see SUFFUSE).
Cf. F. suffusion. It. suffusiotu, etc.]
1. The clefluxion or extravasation of a fluid or

' humour
'

over a part of the body ; f concr. the
fluid itself ; spec, in Old Med., cataract.

1398 TREVISA Bartk. De P. R. xvn. xli. (BodL MS.) An
oynemente bat . . helpeb a}ens suffusion of ywn, 1575 TUR-
BERV. Faulconric 235 I'her is a cataract which doth light
upon the eyes ofa hawke whome we may tearme a suffusion.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents 300 The braine [sc. of lizards] is

profitable for suffusions. 1667 MILTON /'. L. in. 26 So thick
a drop serene hath quencht thir Orbs, Or dim suffusion
veild. 1674 W. BATES Harmony Diy. Attrib. vii. 140 As
the Eye that is clouded with a Suffusion, so that all things
appear yellow to it. 1688 BOYLE / '//. Sight 351, 1 have
observed them [sc. flyes in the eye] to continue many years
without being more than a bastard suffusion, as Physicians
speake. 1736 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3), Suffusion of the Eye, in a
Horse, is a Sort of Pin and Web. 17*8 Chambers

'

Cycl. s.v.,
The Jaundice is a Suffusion of Bile over the whole Body. 1748
V. RENATUS Dis. Horses 70 A Suffusion or Defiuxion m
their Feet. 1859 MAYNE Expos. Lex. s.v.

;
A suffusion, or

extravasation of some humour, as of blood m the eye.

2. The action of suffusing a surface with fluid,

moisture, or colour; the condition of being suffused

or overspread. Also, an instance of this.

1611 COTGR., Suffusion, a suffusion, or powring vrjon; a

spreading abroad. 1643 H. MORE Song of Soul in. iii. 49
Miry clods of this accursed earth ; Whose dull suffusions
make her often sown. 1789 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. n. (1791)

65 In dim suffusion lies The glance divine, that lighten'd
in their eyes. 1813 SCOTT Trierni. m. xxx, The golden
glow. .O'er which in slight suffusion flows A frequent tinge
of paly rose. 1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med. xi. 127
He had. .a furious aspect, suffusion of the eyes..and perfect

sleeplessness. 1872 DARWIN Emotions viii. 218 The suffu-

sion of the eyes with tears.

jig. 1676 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. iv. 324 Because he..

being deeply tinctured, as it were, with the Suffusions of it

[sc. a doctrine], every thing which he look'd upon, seem'd
to him coloured with it. 179* A. YOUNG Trav. France
I. 251 There is in this painting such a suffusion of grace,
and such a blaze of beauty [etc.]. 1853 Lo. COCKBURN
Life Jeffrey \. 91 A clear sweet voice, and a general suffu-

sion of elegance.
3. A colouring or tint spread over a surface, esp.

over the skin by the action of the blood, etc.;

freq. a flush of colour in the face, a blush.

1700 DHYDEN Ovid's Met. xv. 287 The Disk of Phoebus
when he climbs on high, Appears at first but as a bloodshot

Eye ; And when his Chariot downward drives to Bed, His
Ball is with the same Suffusion red. 1712 STEELE Sped.
No. 300 F i Would she not be much more modest without
that ambiguous Suffusion ? 1745 AKENSIDE Odes, Agst. Sus-

picion ii, Already in your eyes I see a pale suffusion rise.

1763 Phil. Trans. LIII. 232 He. .had a yellow suffusion

over his skin. 1777 G. FORSTER Voy. round World I. 102

A beautiful suffusion of purple. 1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm.
ix, The deadly paleness .. gave place to a deep and rosy
suffusion. 1843 R- J- GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med. viii. 93
The tunica adnata was ofa pearl-white colour, without the

slightest suffusion.

Suffusive (s^fiw-siv), a. [f.
L. sufffts- (see

SUFFUSE) + -rvE.] Tending to suffuse or spread.
1889 J. M. ROBERTSON Ess. Crit. Meth. 152 Interest in

the love-stories and satisfaction in_
the minor character-

drawing have passed into retrospection and suffusive mus-

ing. 1891 Harper's Mag. June 65/1 Purple and saffron

and a suffusive blood-red flush.

II Sufi l
(sK-fi). Forms : 7 Buffi, 7, 9 Sofee, 8

Souffee, 8-9 Sofl, 9 8oof(f)ee, Soofl, Soophee,

9 Sufi. [a. Ar. i.^, fiifl lit.
' man of wool ',

f.

^jye f&f wool "(see Margoliouth Early Devel.

Mohamm., 1914, 141). Cf. F. sofi, soufi. It has

often been erron. associated with SOPHY l, q.v.]

One of a sect of Mohammedan ascetic mystics who
in later times embraced pantheistic views.

1653 GREAVES Seraglio 178 Those Turks which..would
be accounted Sofees \marg. Puritans] do commonly read,
as they walk along the streets. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog.
II. 571 Some of them called Souffees, who are a kind of

quietists. 1815 ELPHINSTONE Ace. Caubul (1842) I. Introd.

83 The mystical doctrines of the Sofees. 1871 LOWELL
Dante Prose Wks. 1890 IV. 149 A Soofi who has passed the

fourth step of initiation. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 677/3 The
Persian Sufis specially distinguished themselves by their

practice of abstinence and solitary meditation.

attrib. 1815 ELPHINSTONE Ace. Caubul (1843) I. 273 The
beauty of the Soofee System. 1886 CONDER Syrian Stone-

SUGAR.

T '?'
'W 34" '""' Thc '

P"' 1'
'

ll"' rinal
'

unity
'

ithOod the disbelief in all creeds, [etc.].. which lor,,, luegrejlbud doctrlMi, are purely BuddniM.
Bufl *, erron. form of Soi-nr '.

jfS*./"^ ?*' ' V - 77/ 1 The Sophi or Sufi of PersU.
ItU. V. 175/1 fhe palace of the Sufi princes.
t Sn fian, a. and it. Olis. Also 6 Sophian,

7 Suffean.
[f. SUFI! + -AN.] A. adj. Belonging

to the Sufis. B. tt. A Sufi.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nickolay', Voy. in. xx. IO8 For
that in the Arabian tongue wool is called Sophy, those
which are of this sect are called Sopbians. . .The Sophianswnicne are the Persians, weare redde ones lie. lurbansL 1608
FRYER Ace. E. India f, P. 368 One of the Suffean Cretdu
Constituted Governor.

Suflc (sfi'fik), a. [f. SUFII + -ic.] Pertaining
to the Sufis or their mystical system.
1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 522/2 There are frequent Sufic

allegories (in the tskandarndma\ just as in the MoJihzan.
1914 MARGOLIOUTH Early Devel.Mohamm. 153 To a certain
extent the Sufic fasting and simplicity of diet was baled on
medical theory.

Sufiism (sK'fiiz'm). Also Sooffeism, Sufyism,
Suflboism, Sufeism. [f. SUFI 1 + -ISM.] next.

i8>7_ C. M I LLS Hist. Mukanimedanism 407 The . . visionary
doctrines of Sooffeism. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India I.
101 The blended abstractions of Sufyism and the Vedanta.
1864 Land. Rev. 38 May, Hafiz, with his mystic Suffeeism.
1880 Encycl. Bril.'X.l. 368/1 The system of philosophy pro-
fessed by Persian poets and dervishes . . is called Sufiism.
So Suni-stic a., pertaining to Snfiism.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 368/1 The Sufiistic system of philo-

sophy.

Sufism (s'fiz'm). Also Soflsm.
[f. Strr(i)

l +
-ISM.] The mystical system of the Sufis.

ifism,

mystical and poetical sofism has grown up.
Also Sn-flst - SUFII (in quot. attrib^) ; Sufl-stio

a., pertaining to Sufism.

1854 LOWELL Journ. Italy Prose Wks. 1890 I. 199 He
should take his motto from Bishop Golias's

'MM est pro-
positunt in ta&erna mori', though not in the sufislic sense
of that misunderstood Churchman. 1913 Everyman 13 June
269/1 The Sufist mystic, Jelalu' d' Din Rumi.
Sufon, obs. form of SEVEN.

t Sug, J*. 1 Obs. Variant of Soo sb.

1578 LYTE Dodoens 511 The Rushes grow in low moyst
sugges \edd. 1595, 1610 sugs], or waterie places.

t Sugf ,
sb? Obs. Also 7 sugg. [Origin unknown.]A species of fish-louse parasitic on the trout.

1653 WALTON Angler \u. go Many of them [sc. trout] have
sticking on them Sugs or Trout lice, which is a kind of a
worm, in shape like a Clove or a Pin with a big head. 1668
WILKINS Real Char. II. v. a. 125. 1688 HOLME Armoury
n. ix. 190. 1758 BINNELL Descr. Thames 176.

(sg), v. dial, (chiefly west-country). Also

sugg. [Variant of Soo .] To soak (trans, and

intr.}.

1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter ii. 5 As land by long sueging
under the waters hath the heart of it eaten out 1706 PHIL-
LIPS (ed. Kersey), To Sug, to soak in Water. 1733 W.
ELLIS Chiltern ft Vale Fartn. 276 Its spungy, deep Roots
will sugg, rot, and die here in a few Years.

Sugan, variant form of SUGQAN sb.

Sugar (Ju'gsj), sb. Forms : see below, [a. OF.
fucre (i2-i4th c.), fuqutre, zuchre, suktre, north-

east. chucrc, mod.F. sucrc (from i-(th c.), Pr.

sucrt, It. zucchero, ad. (prob. throughOHG.) med.L.

zuccarum, succarum, ad. Arab. 5^., sukkar (with

prefixed article assukkar, whence Sp. azucar, Pg.

assucar). The phonological history of the Fjig.
forms is in several points obscure, (i) The g of

the modern form (see ^-forms below) cannot be

accounted for by any known OF. or AF. forms

(but med.L. zugurum occurs) ; cf., however, AF.

segerstaitu, Norman F. segrestcin=Q7. secrestain

(see SEXTON), and Eng. flagon representing F.

Jlacon. (a) The quantity of the vowel of the first

syllable appears to have been variable from early
times (cf. the spellings sta'gur, scwger, scukcre,

and suggur), but the development of initial (si)

into (J) makes it probable that the long prevailed

(cf. sure}, and that shortening took place after-

wards; (siwgau) survives in some north mid!.

districts. (3) The Sc. forms (8) pronounced (so-kar)

show a survival of the short vowel type from F.

(skr), but LG. influence is also possible.

The relation of Arab. suUar to Gr. (ri*x<vor, <riop
(whence L. saccharon, SACCHARUH), Pers. skakar, Skr.

iartara (Prakrit sakkara) ground or candied sugar, orig.

pebble, grit (cf. JAGGERY), is not clear. Forms representing
one or other of the types are found in most European lan-

guages : e.g. MLG. sucker, MDu. sucker, suker, suycker

(mo3. Du. suiker), OHG. tucura (MHG. iu{c)ker, G.

fucker), Icel. sykr, MSw. so(c)ker, sucker (Sw. tocker, Da.

sukker). Lit. Russ. cukor, Serb, cukar. Boh. cukr, Pol.

cukier, Turk. sukker\ Rum. zahar, Russ. sakhar&, Serb.

icier, \cahara, \cakara, Bulg. sheker, saAar', Turk. sheker.\

1. A sweet crystalline substance, white when pure,

obtained from a great variety of plant juices, but

chiefly from those of the sugar-cane and sugar-beet,

and forming an important article of human food.
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a. 3-4 zuker, 4 -ur, zuour, -er, zuceor, zukre,

oouker, 5 zuore, zuooary ; 5 zugere, -ure.

In inedL. documents it is often impossible to determine

whether a form is intended for Latin or for latinized English.

c-aaa Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 494 Zuker Koch.

Ibid. 405 Zuker Marrokes. c 1310 Ibid. 510 In 3 //. et dl. de

Couker de Rupe. In 31 li. de Couker de Marrok. 1340

Ibid. 37 In di. li. zukur emp., yi. iTfo'mExcli. Rolls Scott.

II. 182 Per empcionem 434 librarum, cum quartano, zucure,

xlij//. xviijrf. 1419 Lit, Ala. Kails Ser. i. 224 Kark de

zucre, xijd. 111425 tr. Ardcrne's Treat. Fistula etc. 68

Recipe cynamom [etc.].. to which be done zuccary euenly.

14. . Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 714 Hec zucurca [sic], zugure.

0. 4suoere,-ore, suker, (seukere), 4-5 sucre,

t, suoure, sukyr.
' ~

.

(Surteesf4 In i libra de sucore, grf. 1309-10 IKd. 6, 3 li. de

sucere. i3io in Wright Lyric P. v. 26 Such sucre mon

secheth that saveth men sone. 1340 Ayenb. 83 Pet is |>e

zuete sucre and of guod ssmak. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 222

Whan venym melleth with the Sucre And manage is mad
for lucre. 14. . Langl. P. PI. B. v. 123 (MSS. B R) Sucre.

c 1440 Promp. Pan. 484/1 Sukyr, zucxra.

f. 4-5 sugure, 4-6 sugur, sugre, 4-7 auger,

5-6 sugour, (4 suigur, 4, 6 surger (?), 5 sewger,

sugyr, -or, sogyr, suggir, 6 sugare, -ir, suggur,

suuger, 6-8 suggar, 7 shugar), 6- sugar.

1334-5 AMngiion Rails (Camden) 4 Item pro surger viij s.

* d. 1377 LANGL, P. PI. B. xiv. 312 The nyneth is swete to

be soule, no sugre is swettere. c 1386 CHAUCER Squire s T.

606 Yeue hem sugre \v.rr. sugere, sucre, suger], hony,

breed and Milk. ^1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xvii. 76 Swetter

ban sugur or hony. 1440-1 Durham Ace. Rails (Surtees)

78 Item i layfde suggir. Ibid., Di. i laffde Sogyr. 1491

in Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. Var. Coll. IV. an, 6 loves of

sewger, io. J. 1530 PALSGR. 176: Sucre, sugar. is6iTunNER
Herbal IL 36 b, Thepouder of it [sc. liverwurt] taken wyth

suggar. 1607 DEKKER & WEBSTER Norlhw. Hat n. i, The
warres in Barbary make Suger at such an excessiue rate.

i68a WILDING in Collect. (O.H.S.) I. 255 For shugar..

oo oo 02. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters I. 73 The like effect

is produced by dropping oils on suggar. 1788 COWPER Pity

for Africans 6 How could we do without sugar and rum?

Especially sugar, so needful we see? 1898 G. B. SHAW

Playsl. Widowers'Houses 8Do you takesugar, Mr Cokane?

S. Sc. 5-7 aucoour, 8- suooar, sucker, (5-

auour, 6 sukkoure, suckar, suoour(e, 7 sucre,
8 soukar).
1495 Ledger A. Halylurton (1867) 41, 12 li. sucur valans,

..J sucur Tacrissye. 1496 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scat. I.

284, viij pund and x vnce of succour. 1549 Campl. Scotl,

xvti. 145 Spicis, eirbis, drogis, gummis, & succur for to

mak exquisit electuars. 1619 Z. I!OVD Last Battell 958

(Jam.) Poyson, confected with sucre, is moste piercing and
deadlie. 1644 Row Extr. in Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.)

p. xxvi, Two of them..misbehavit theniselfes..in drinking

wine, sek, and succour. 1786 BURNS Scotch Drink ix, Just
a wee drap sp'ritual burn in, An' gusty sucker ! 1852 J.
FRASER Poet. Chimes, Jos. I?, in. ii, Neeps, like sucker,
wha'll buy neeps ?

b. With
qualifying adj., sb., or phr. indicating:

a. tbe place of origin or manufacture, as ^sugar of A lis-

annder ( = Alexandria), Babylon, Barbary, Candy (cf.

SUGARCANDIAN), Cifre (=Cyprus). Marrokes (= Morocco);
see also LISBON ; b. colour, as black, ^blanch, broivn (see
BROWN . 7), green, white, yellow sugar; see also ROSET;
C. the stage ofboiling, purification, or crystallization at which,
or the form in which, the particular kind is produced, as

btffwn, boiled, burnt, caramel, centrifugal, clarified, coarse,

cracked, crashed, crude, crushed, crystal, crystalline,

crystallizable, -ized, double-refined, form, granular, -ated,

hard, high, liquid, loiv, pounded, raw, refined, refining,

refuse, sifted, stawped.strained, vncrystalUzable, unrefined
sugar ; t ambered, female, Hnid, male, pulled, store,
true sugar, t sugar royal (see quots.) ; see also BARLEY
B. 2, BASTARD A. 10, CANDIED 2, CANDY sl>.

1
2, CLAYED i,

FEATHERED 9, LOAF-SUGAR, LUMP s/>.
1

8, MOIST a. 7, MUSCO-
VADO, PEARL sit.

1

13, PEARLED 4, POWDER^.' 5b, POWDERED
6, ROCK si.

1
4 a, 9, SOFT a. 27 ; d. its use, as

coffee, kitchen,
preserving sugar; e. the plant from which it is madej see
BEET j3. 2, BEETROOT, CANE sb.

1

9 a, DATE sb? 4, MAPLE 3,
PALM s<M 7 c.

c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 50 Caste a-bouyn Sugre of "Alys-
aundre. a 1648 DIGBY Closet Opened (1669) 131 'Ambered-
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Willsjflnv. N.C. (Surtees 1860) 212, x Ibs. of 'Barbarye sugar
los. 1607 MAHSTON What You Will n, Ha sweete, hunny
barbary suger sweete Maister. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 7
Take "Make sugre, an cold water. 1408-9 Durham Ace.
Rolls (Surtees) 608 It. i Ib. suger 'blanch, 21. 1715 Fain.
Diet. s. v., To have *Blown Sugar : when it has boiled a
few more Walms, hold the Skimmer in your hand, and
having, as before, shaken it a little, beating the Sides of
the Pan, blow through the Holes. 1843 PEREIRA Foodfy
Diet 119 When sufficiently heated, sugar becomes brown,..
in this state it is called Caramel or 'Burnt Sugar. 1553EDKN Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) 41 Suger which excelleth the
sugre of "Candye or Sicilia. 1725 Fam. Diet. s. v., These
boilings are perform'd by Degrees... Sugar may be boil'd
till it becomes Smooth, Pearled, Blown, Feather'd, 'Crack'd
and "Caramel. 1884 KNIGHT Did. Meek. Suppl. 872 Soft
'centrifugal sugar. 1715 Fam. Diet. s. v., Two Ladles full
of 'clarify'd Sugar areugar are put to one of Water.
Cycl. Suppl. s.v., 'Coarse sugar, in which there is more oil

in in refined sugar, is recommended as a good medicine.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2443/1 The crystals are separated

i the centrifugal machine, and sold as a very light.colored'. , r g.coore
'coffee.sugar. a 1834 in M=CuIloch Diet. Comm. (ed. 2)

:2lS!ff.
r
.
e
.
nlS^rts

,
of *

c/ sl
":d Sugar to be kept separate.

termed 'crushed sugar. 1867 Chambers' Encycl. IX. 192/1
'

Crystal Sugar. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 1209 The liquor..

can dissolve none ofthe 'crystalline sugar. Ibid. 1203 Wot

only is the "crystallizable sugar blackened, but its faculty

of crystallizing impaired. Ibid. 1207 Nearly 35 cwt. of

crystallized sugar. 1316 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 11, |

18 li. de sucore de 'cipre. c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. 95 Take i

Diet. Arts

1845 Encycl. Metrop. VIII. 498/1 That which is obtained

from Muscovado, the cry*tals of which are sweeter, and less

hard and fine, is named 'female sugar. 1884 KNIGHT Diet.

Mech. Suppl. 872 "Form sugar (near)y white). 1839 URE
Diet. Arts 1203 Concentrated cane-juice, containing nearly

half its weight of 'granular sugar. 1842 Penny Cycl. XXIII.

225/1 The difficulty of extracting 'granulated sugar from a

fruit containing so much mucilage. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

the vacuum pan, and is obtained in the form of what i

rf*+Althorp MS. in Simpkinson Washington* (1860) App.

p Iv *Hard sugar forconserveof reddroses. \fa$Chambcrs

Inform, for People I. 727/2 According to the quantity of

water which any sugar contains, so it is denominated nigh

or *low ; that from the cane being a higher or stronger variety

than that from the grape, and sugar-candy a higherform than

that ofraw sugar. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts 238 'I hey are

serued vpon the table, and strewed ouer with "kitchen suger.

1681 GREW Musxitm n. ii. it 224 By placing
a great many

slender sticks across a Vessel of "liquid Sugar. 1835 Part'

ington's Brit. Cycl. Arts * Sci. II. 795/2 [The key] on

being.. turned round, unlocks the socket and plug at the

hard, resembling crystal; it is called 'male sugar. 1199
Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 495 In 25 li. de Zuker 'Mar.

rokes. f 1340 Ibid. 36 In 12 li. succuris Marrok'. 1728
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., They strew the Surface over with the

same "pounded Sugar. 1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour I. 204
'Pulled sugar, or penides. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3J XVIII.

59/2 After the melasses are drained off, the sugar becomes

Viet. c. 5 10 Bastard or Refined Sugar. 1834 M CCULLOCH
Diet. Comm. (ed. 2) 1089 The *refuse sugar.. remaining
after the process of refining, c 1199Durham Ace. Rolls (Sur-

tees) 494 In 10 li. de Zuker *Roch. 1316-7 Ibid. 15, 5 li. Zukur
de Roche. 171* tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 55 This "Sugar-

Royal is extreamly white throughout the whole, 1714 Fr.

Bk. of Rates 102 Double refined Sugar, called, Sugar
Royal. 1845 ELIZA ACTON Mod. Cookery xvi. (ed. a) 335
The pastry must be., well covered with "sifted sugar.

1867 Tomlinsons Cycl. Arts II. 687/1 A description of

sugar, called "stamped sugar, is prepared from the inferior

qualities.. in such a manner as to have the shape and

appearance of first quality refined. 1728 CHAMBERS Cycl.

s.v., "Strain'd or Brown Sugar. .does not differ much from
the crude Sugar. 1811 HOWARD in Partingtons Brit. Cycl.
Arts Sci. II. 793/2 Water dissolves the most "uncrystal-
lizable sugar in preference to that which is most crystalliz-
able. 1834 M CCULLOCH Diet. Comm. (ed, 2) 1092 The
Quantity of "Unrefined Sugar imported into the United

Kingdom. 1430 Two Cookery.bks. 7 Take *whyte sugre
an caste ber-to. 1546 J. HKYWOOD Prav. (1867) 5 Whan
time hath tournd white surger to white salte. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1824) I. 135 White sugar will sometimes be full

of maggots. 1867 Tomlinson's Cycl. Arts II. 677/2 The
juice being decanted off and boiled down., furnished a pure
white sugar. 1834 M cCuLLOCH Diet. Comm. (ed. a) 1097
Sugar.. Bengal, yellow.

o. //. Kinds of sugar; also, f cargoes or stocks
of sugar.
1570 Act 13 Eliz. c. 25 8 The said Acte..is not meant to

extend.. to any Wynes pyles Sugers. 1607 [HARINGTON]
Englishm. Docter Ad Libr., Nor of Barbary, Those luscious

Canes, where our rich Sugars lie. 1695 Disc. Ditties on
Sugars 4 Every one that hath been acquainted with the
Importing Sugars. 1714 MANDEVILLE Fao. Bees (1733) I. 52
Decio got five hundred pounds by his sugars. 1800 A suit,

'

Ann. Reg. II. 58/3 Sugars manufactured in India. 1847
Simmonds'sColon.Mag. Dec. 4 1 3 Sugars had evidently risen.

fd. SOGAR-CANE. Obs.

1593 MUNDAY De/. Contraries 93 In Madera, Cyprus, and
Other Islandes, where the Sugars doe grow. 1660 F. BROOKE
tr. Le Blanc's Trav. in The country abounds in Sugars,
which they make great and many uses of. 1785 MARTYN
Lett. Bot. xiii. (1794) 153, 1 have not told you . . that Sugar is

a grass of the first division.

2. transf. and_/f. uses, phrases, etc.

a. Jig. or in fig. context : Sweetness j also, sweet
or honeyed words.

1374 CHAUCER Troylus HI. 1194 To whom this tale sucre
[v.rr. seukere, sugre] be or soot. 14x1-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy
i. 218 Galle in his breste and sugre in his face. Ibid, iv, 2794
pin hony mou)>e bat doth with sugre flete. c 1430 Min.
Poems (Percy Soc.) II. 160 Galle under sugre hath doubyl
bitternesse. c 1530 Crt. Love 542 That they be bound by
nature to disceive, and sugre strewe on gall. 1713 S. SEWALL
Diary 22 Oct., Sir. Noyes,.said Love was the Sugar to
sweeten every Condition in the married Relation. 1890
BARRERF. & LELAND Slang Diet. (1897), Sugar, . . (Amer.)
flattery, praise, gammon. 1895 Cornh, Mag. Oct. 398 She
was all sugar and honey.

b. Proverbial and allusive phr. To be neither

sugar nor salt, not to be made ofsugar or salt : not

likely to be injured by a wetting ; not afraid of wet
weather.

^
i6ooSHAk-s. /?. Y.L. in. 111.31 Honestie coupled to beautie,

is to haue Honie a sawce to Sugar. 1655 MOUFET & BEN NET
Health's

Imfrov. 251 Sugar never marred sawce. 1842
LOVER Handy Andy i, Sure he's neither sugar nor salt, that
he'd melt. 1855, 1870 [see SALT sb* 2 fl.

o. slang. Money.
i86a Cornh. Mag. Nov. 648 We have just touched for a

rattling stake of sugar at Brum. 1884 Punch ii Oct. 180/1

SUGAR.

Political Picnics mean sugar to them as is fly to wot's wot.

1890 'R. BOLDHF.WOOU
'

Col. Reformer (1891) 308 He's always
got the sugar, consequence he always gets the worth of his

money.
3. Chem. a. In old terminology, applied (with

qualification) to certain compounds resembling
sugar in form or taste (cf. SALT rf.l 5). ) Sugar
of iron, steel: 1 an oxide or chloride of iron

; Sugar
of lead or t Saturn (also English sugar) : lead

acetate. Acid (or essence) of sugar : oxalic acid.

) Sugar of milk = milt-sugar (MlLK sb. 10).

1652 FRENCH Yorksh. Spaw x. 92 To mix some Sugar of

steel, or steel wine with the first glass. Ibid. xii. 09 Unless
it be corrected .. with Sugar of Iron, made out of the very
Mine of Iron. 1661 BOYLE Scept. Chyjti. vi. 383 Sugar of

Lead, which though made of that insipid Metal and sour
salt of Vinager, has in it a sweetnesse surpassing that of

common Sugar. 1662 R. MATHEW Unl. Alch.^ 108. 176
It wil shoot into most transparent Christals, which is called

the Sugar of Saturn. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Sugar
of milk. 1756 BURKE Subl. fy Beaut. IV. xxii. (1759) 297 The
component parts of this [sc. milk] are water, oil, and a sort ofa

very sweet salt called the sugar of milk. 1776 Ettinb. Med,
Comm. IV. 260 Six parts of a fine volatile alkali, can be
saturated with one of the acid of sugar. 1800 B. MOSELEV
Treat. Sugar (ed. 2) 112 The acid thus obtained I call acid
of sugar .. because stfgar affords it more pure.. than any
other matter hitherto tried. 1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Clin.

Med. xxv. 314 In Egypt acetate of lead, under the name of

English sugar, is in great request for making eye-water.

1859 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1225/2 Acidof Sugar, Essence of
Sugar, common terms for .. oxalic acid.

b. In modern terminology, a chemical compound
having the composition of ordinary sugar and

forming a constituent of many substances ; also,

in wider sense (with distinctive qualifying word),

any member of the SACCHAROSE and GLUCOSE

groups of carbohydrates, all of which are soluble

in water, more or less sweet to the taste, and either

directly or indirectly fermentable.

Sugarofacorns = QUERCITE. Animalsugar,sugarofflesh
or muscle = INOSITE. Hepatic sugar = LtVRfisugar. Liquid
sugar, uncrystallizable glucose. See also APHIS 2, DIABETES,
DIABETIC i, FRUIT sb. a, GELATIN 3, GRAPE si.' 9, INVERT .,

INVERTED 6, LIVER sb.*-j, MALT sb. 5, MANNA' 9, MUSHROOM
sb. 6c, NIST sb. 8, POTATO sb. 6 a, SORGHUM 4, STARCH sb.

jb, URINE, VEGETABLE.

Sugar ofmilk, milk-sugar ( LACTOSE) is a sugar in the

modern chemical sense, but the term belongs in origin to

the old nomenclature (see a).

1826 HENRY Elem. Chem. II. 403 Sugar enters pretty

largely into the composition of milk ; and into the urine,
when altered by disease. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org.
Bodies 1034 Sugar is the essential constituent in liquors to

be converted into vinegar. i86 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 322

quantity c _
1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 6Sugar of*A corns. . .A saccha.

rinesubstance contained in acorns. 1826 HENRY ./*;. Chem.
1 1. 403 "Animal Sugar. 1867 BLOXAM Chem. 615 A sweet sub-

Le.
SON Ctll . ., ..

out by Proust.. .It is distinguished from every other species

of sugar, by being incapable of crystallizing. 1852 W.
GREGORY Handbk. Org. Chem. 370 Inosite or sugar of

muscle. 1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Sugar, muscle.

4. aitrio. and Comb. a. attrib. Of, pertaining to,

derived or made from, connected with sugar or the

sugar-cane, belonging to or involved in the culti-

vation or manufacture of sugar, as sugar-adultera-

tion, -barrel, -basin,-beer,-boilery, -bounty,-culture,

etc. ; also, producing sugar, as sugar-climate,

-colony (hence -colonist), estate, -island (-islander).

1856 Orr's Circ. Sci., Pract. Chem. 400 Any processes, .of

*sugar adulteration. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. in. in. i, 'Sugar-
barrels rolled forth into the street. 1851 Catal. Great

Exhib. ill. 755/1 Two satin-wood 'sugar-basins. 1880 C. R.

MAKKHAM Perm. Bark xvi. 160 This 'sugar-beer is called

huarapu. ijejM (title) Remarks on the New 'Sugar Bill.

1848 LD. G. BENTINCK in Disraeli Life (1905) 375 Six days
discussion on the sugar bill, a 1774 R. FERGUSSON Rising

of Session xi. Poems (1789) 47 In wine the 'sucker biskets

soom As light's a flee. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. n. v. iv,

Of 'sugar-boileries, plantations, furniture. 1840 R. ELLIS

Customs IV. 243 mare. 'Sugar Bounty. 1888 Pall Mall

Caz. 14 Apr. 10/2 The International Conference upon Sugar
Bounties. 1822 AINSLIE Land ofBurns 232 Cadging about

the track-pats, pouries an' *succar bowls. 1834 MARIA
EDGEWORTH Helen xxxvi, She set sugar-bowl and cream

before him. 1688HOLME A rmoury in. xxii. (Roxb.)28i Sugar

Boylers Instruments, .a 'sugar brush. 1861 THACKERAY
Four Georges \. 26 In the 'sugar-chamber there were four

pastrycooks. 1830 T. BURGES Debates in Congress 10 May
929 Men have . . emigrated from South Carolina to the 'sugar

climate..of Louisiana. 1839 URK Diet. Arts 1203 Our

'sugar colonists. 1702 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) V. 196

Our 'sugar collonies in the West Indies. 1733/4^6 Gea.ll,

c. 13 (title) An Act for the better, .encouraging the Trade of

his Majesty's Sugar Colonies in America. 1833 Act 3*4
Will. IIS, c. 56 9 The Island of Mauritius shall be deemed

to be one of His Majesty's Sugar Colonies. 1591 Exch.

Rolls Scotl. XXII. 156 Forcertane 'succour confectis and

sweit meit furneist to bancatis. 1771 Ann. Reg. 131/1 For

stealing a silver tea-pot and "sugar-dish. 1908 Daily Chron.

1829. 1796 STIDMAN Surinam I. 314 The 'sugar estates n

this colony contain five or six hundred acres. 1870 KINGSLEY

At Last x, Managers of sugar-estates. 1613 DEKKER

Strange Horse-Race, etc. Wks. (Grosart) III. 316 Before

either this Masque, or "Suger-feast come marching in their



SUGAR.
true and most sweet state, a 1700 EVELYN Diary 27 June
1654 A collation of eggs fried in the 'suggar furnace. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2446/1 Sugar-furnace, one in whicR
pans are set for boiling sugar-cane juice. 1769 MRS. RAI;-

FALD Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 265 To make "Sugar Iceing for
the Bride Cake. 1714 Observ. Trade Sugar Colonies 5 How
near the Desolation of the *Sugar Islands is at band. 1764
J. OTIS Rights Brit. Colonies 20 That.. brutal barbarity
that has long marked the general character of the "sugar-
islanders. 1728 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The 'Sugar Juke is

Eurified.
1847 Webster s Diet. (ed. 2),

*

Sugar-kettle^ a
ettle used in boiling down the sap or juice from which

sugar is made. 1728 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., When it has been
a Quarter of an Hour in the Forms, 'tis cut with a "Sugar-
Knife. 1858 SIMMONDS /?;/. Trade 366/1

*
Sugar-machineryt

the rolling mills necessary for squeezing out the sap of the

sugar-cane. 1600 HAKLUVT Voy. III. 718 Hisowne Ingenios
or "sugar- milles. 1800 B. MOSELEY Treat, Sugar (ed. 2) 33
Water or Horse sugar Mills. 1681 GREW Musaeum iv. i.

353 Sal Ammoniac sublim'd in a "Sugar-Mould. 1861
BENTLEY Man. Bot. 699 Treacle [is] the thick juice which
has drained from refined su^ar in the sugar-moulds. 1844
G. DODO Textile Mamtf. it. 55 Copper vessels heated by
steams, like "sugar-pans, ,.&c. 1809 NEUMANN Sp.-Engl.
Diet,* Alfenique^ a "sugar-paste made with oil of sweet
almonds. 1728 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Some have imagined,
that the ancient and modern "Sugar-Plant were different.

1714 Observ. Trade Sugar Colonies 4 The English *Sugar
Plantations are upon small Islands. 1834 M CCULLOCH
Diet. Comm. (ed. 2) 1087 The Spanish sugar plantations.
1681 GREW Musxum n. iL ii. 224 Permitting the
Molosses to drain away through a hole at the bottom of

the "Sugar-Pots. 1731 Gentl. Mag. I. 137 "Sugar Powder
best 595 per C. 1553 EDEN Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 40
In the Ilande of Hispana..were erected 28. "suger presses.

1870 KINGSLEY At Last x, A small sugar-press .. under a
roof of palm-leaf. 1890 D. DAVIDSON Mem. Long Life x.

261 The cog-wheels of the Indian sugar-presses were in-

variably cut at an angle of 45. 1736 BAILEY Household
Diet. Mm sb, To make all Sorts of "Sugar Puffs. 1833
M. SCOTT Tom Cringle xvi, Bullock's blood is. . used in the

"sugar refineries in England. 1855 STEPHENS Bk. Farm
(ed, 2) II. 440/2 The following analysis of "sugar refuse was
made by Professor Johnston. 1780 J. HOWARD Prisons in

Eng. $ Wales 71 *Sugar-saucers of brass wire. 1805 DICK-
SON Pract. Agric. I. 209 *Sugar scum, which consists of
Hme and bullocks' blood. 1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack xliv,
He had., worked his passage home in a "sugar snip. 1688
HOLME Armoury in. xxii. 281 A *Sugar Sive. 1868 WATTS
Diet. Chem. V. 472 Suppose..a "sugar-solution before in-

version turns the plane of polarisation.. to the right. 1598
SYLVESTER Du Bartas L iii. (1641) 26/1 The precious Reed
Whence "Sugar sirrops in abundance bleed. 1842 Penny
Cycl. XXIII. 231/2 Animal charcoal is variously applied in

the bleaching of sugar-syrup. 1695 Disc. Duties on Sugars
14 This Gentleman seems very unwilling to allow any thing
of the Merchant to be concerned in the "Sugar-Trade. 1714
Observ. Trade Sugar Colonies 4 Jamaica could never be

kept and improved so as to support the Sugar Trade to this

Kingdom. 1677 Phil. Trans. XII. 819 Vinous shrubs are
now coming into fashion ; of these do some make "Sugar-
wines by art. 1826 Art ofBrewing (ed. 2) 31 The brewing
of "sugar worts.

b. Objective, with agent-nouns, vbl. sbs., and

ppl. adjs., as sugar-boilert 'boiling^ -broker, etc.;
also in the names of implements used in manufac-

turing or preparing sugar, as sugar-chopper, etc.

1688 HOLME Armoury in. xxii. (Roxb.) 279 Instruments.,
usefull to the "sugar Boyler or Baker. 1856 Orr'sCirc. Sci,,
Pract, Chem. 388 Iron-raelters, sugar-boilers and cooks.
1688 HOLME Armoury in. xxii. (Roxb.) 279 That hot and
Laborious imploy of "Sugar Boyling, and refineing. 1851

'54 VYhi

boiling season lasted. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade 366/1
*
Sugar-chopper, a small hatchet for breaking up loaf-sugar.
1881 Instr. CensusCterks(i%%$ 63 Sugar Merchant, Chopper,
Cutter. 1898 Allbult's Syst. Med. V. 406 A "sugar-destroy-
ing body or ferment. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2446/1
Hersey's *sugar-dryer is for granulating damp sugar. 1844
BREEN St. Lucia 2^ In 1840 the "sugar-grower took the
alarm. 1856 Orr's Circ. Set., Mech. Philos. 326 In "sugar-
growing countries. 1870 KINGSLEY At Last xvi, The profits
of sugar-growing.. have been of late very great. 1598
"Sugar-maker [see CANDIER], 1750 T, SHORT Disc. Teaf

Sugar^ etc. 80 With the Skimmings of the Juice of the
Cane.. the Sugar-makers feed their Swine and Poultry.
1753 Chambers' Cycl, Suppl. s.v., The whole art of "sugar-
making, or the reducing vegetable juices to what we call

sugar. 1796 STEDMAN Surinam I. 316 The.. dangers to

which the sugar-making negroes are exposed. 1830 URE
Diet. A rts 1200 Each "sugar manufacturer has a warenouse.

mj State ofSugar- Trade 3 British *Sugar Planters. 1807
Eain. Rev. Oct. 151 The profits of "sugar planting. 1868
WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 354 Sorgho,.. A "sugar-producing
grass. 1688 "Sugar refiner

Diet. Arts *r So. IV.
1755
olv

1688 "Sugar refiner [see SUGAR-BAKER 2].
. Arts *r So. IV. s.v., Our sugar refiners first dissolve

it [sc. coarse sugar] in water. 1835 Partington's Brit.

Cycl. Arts$ Set. II. 793/2 The process of "sugar-refining
is now carried to so high a degree of perfection. 1839
URE Diet. Arts 1201 It is curious to find in the antient

fineness of grain. z688 HoutBArmemy in. xxii. (Roxb.)
281 A "Sugar Skimmer, .is a round plate of Brass a little

hollow in the midle and made full of round holes. 1866 W.
REED (title) The History of Sugar and "Sugar Yielding
Plants.

c. Instrumental and parasynthetic, as sugar~
cured, ~icect

t
etc. ; similative, as sitgar- coloured,

t -sweet \ also sugar-like.
1887 W. PHILLIPS Brit. Discomycetes 231 Externally

"sugar-coloured. 1897 Daily News 16 Dec. 7/2 A "sugar-
cured ham. 1805 NELSON To Dk. Clarence 12 June in

Nicolas Disp. (1846) VI. 455, 300 and upwards of "sugar*
laden Ships. 1879 jrnl. Chem. Sac. Abstr. 360 Its granular,
"sugar-like appearance. 1805 NELSON To A. Davidson

115

12 June in Nicolas Disp. (1846) VI. 454 More than two .

hundred Sail of "augar-loaded Ships. 1600 Hut ION Pasquits
Fooles-cappe Wks. (Grosart) 1. 18/2 "Sugar sweete, or bitter
as the gall, Tis Pasquils humour. i6i> J. DAVIES MUMS
Sacrifice Wks. (Grosart) II. 44/2 And Gall itselfe, to them
made Sugar-sweet ! 1906 KIPLING in Tribune 15 Jan. 4/4
"Sugar-topped biscuits.

5. Special combs. : sugar-almond, a sweet-
meat consisting of an almond coated with sugar ;

f transf. a stone resembling this ; sugar-box, t ()
a sugar-basin or sugar-caster ; () a box in

which sugar is packed ; f sugar-bread, a species
of confectionery; sugar-butter sauce, a sauce
made with sugar and butter ; sugar-cake, a rich

cake made with sugar, butter, and cream
;
also

fig. ; sugar-camp U.S., a place in a maple forest

or plantation where the sap is collected and
boiled for sugar ; sugar-caster, -castor (see
CASTOR 2) j sugar-coat z>., to coat with sugar;
#., to make palatable ; esp. in sugar-coated
///. a. (of pills) ; so sugar-coating vbl. sb.

; sugar-
cone, a conical mould used in making loaf-sugar;
sugar-disease, diabetes ; f sugar-garden, sugar-
house, a sugar-factory, sugar-works; sugar-
house molasses, a low-grade molasses produced
at sugar-factories, now chiefly used in the pre-

paration of certain medicines and chemicals ;

sugar-lime, lime formed in the process of pre-

paring sugar from beet-root ; f sugar-man, a sugar-
maker or confectioner

; f sugar-meat, a sweet-

meat, comfit, confection ; sugar-orchard U.S. =
SUGAB-BUSH i ; sugar-pellet, a pellet of sugar ;

f a piece of sugar-paste ; f sugar-penide [cf.

MLG. suckerpenit (see PEN IDE)],corruptly -pennye,

barley-sugar; fsugar-roll, (a)? a sweetened bread
roll ; () a sugar-mill roller ; -j* sugar-snow, snow
(SNow j&l 4 a) made with sugar ; f sugar-snuff,
a snuff, compounded of powdered sugar-candy and
oil of nutmegs; f sugar-spar, *t*sugar-spirit (see

quots.); sugar-stick, a stick of sweetstuff; sugar-
teat (see quot. 1847); in quot. 1856, /r^J/i; sugar-
tongs, a metal implement for taking hold of pieces
of lump sugar (to put them into a beverage), con-

sisting of two limbs connected by a flexible back

(or a hinge) and furnished at each end with claws
or a spoon-shaped plate ; sugar-vinegar, vinegar
made from the waste juice and washings in sugar-
manufacture ; sugar-wash (see quot.) ; sugar-
water, *t* (a) water in which sugar has been dis-

solved; (d) see quot. 1753; (c) C/.S. the sap of

the sugar-maple.
1594 MARLOWE & NASHE Dido n. L Wks. 1904 II. 359 He

giue thee *
Sugar-almonds. i68z GREW Musxum in. i. v.

296 The Sugar-Almond .. so like to the rougher sort which
Confectioners sometimes make, that, excepting the Tast,
nothing can be liker. 1620 Unton Inv. (1841) 27 A "sugar
boxe,..one sugar boxespoone. 1639 tath Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. ix. 8. i Scollup Suger boxe. 1669 R. MON-
TAGU In Buecleuch. MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 448 A
vinegar pot, oil pot, and sugar box. 1747 in Nairne
Peerage Evidence (1874) 81 Silver milk pott, .suggar box. .

silver salvar. 1796 STKDMAN Surinam I. 361 Placing my
sugar-boxes in the middle of a tub, and on stone. 1858
SIMMONDS Diet. Trade 366/1 Sugar-box^ a kind of long
case in which Havana and some other sugars are imported,

1587 HARRISON England n. vi. in Holinshed, Marchpaine,
*sugerbread [ed. 1577 sugred bread], gingerbread. 1901
Daily Chron. 16 Nov. 8/5 A Plum Pudding, with beaten

^sugar-butter sauce, after the receipt of Merton College,
Oxford. 1600 BRETON Pasquils Fooles-eappe Wks. (Grosart)
I. 26/1 Such vile conjunctions such constructions make,
That some are pois'ned with a *Sugar Cake. 1716 W.
MOFFETT Hesperi-nesO'gr. u. 9 This grunting Sow would
sooner take, And eat a T d than Sugar-Cake. 1801 S. &
HT. LEE Canterb. T. IV. 14 Pots of conserves, sugar cakes,
and such other housewifely presents as . .gratify the appetites
common to children. 1819 KEATS Otho i. ii, Who.. dares
to give An old Hon sugar-cakes of mild reprieve? 1805
PIKE Sources Mississ. (1810) 49 He informed me that, .the

*sugar camp near the stockade was where he made sugar.
1676 *Sugar-castor [see CASTOR a

i], 1763 COLMAN Prose
Sev. Occas. (1787) I. 251 A queer sort of building Ma'am, said

young Bonus, a mere pepper-box, and there, (pointing
to the turrets of All Souls) there are the sugar-casters. 1878
POLLEN Anc. $ Mod. Gold 4- Silver Wk. 160 Sugar caster :

silver-gilt, chased with figures of virtues. 1870 Eng. Mech.
18 March 660/3 He CSLn have his pills.. *sugar-coated by
any druggist. 1910 J. J. REEVE in The Fundamentals III.

99 The little truth in it served to sugar-coat and give plausi-

bility to some deadly errors that lurked within. 1876 DUN-
GLISON Med* Lex. 998/1 *Sugarcoated pills are prepared
like the sugarplums of the confectioners. 1908 r^estm.Gaz.
si Jan. x2/t Who used his great gift of humour as a "sugar-
coating for the great things he has had tosay. 1856 Orr's Circ.

Sci. t Pract. Chem. 410 *Sugar-cones painted with white-
lead are avoided. 1847-9 Todays Cycl. Anat. IV. L ico/a
The chemical mechanism of "sugar-disease. 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 630 His provisions for his Ingenewes or

*Sugar-gardens. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa v. 52 To
every of the Ingenios or 'sugar-houses . .do belong Negro-
slaves, for the planting of their canes. 1769 Ann. Reg. in
Mr. Derman's sugar-house, in Black-friers, was burnt to the

ground. xSia BRACKENRIDGB Views Louisiana (1814) 175
The sugar houses.. were easily distinguished by the vast

columns of smoke they sent up into the air. 186. WALT
WHITMAN To Working- Me* vi. Poems (1868) no White-
lead.works, the sugar-house, steam-saws. 1890 BILLINGS
Nat. Med. Diet., Treacle^ iugar-house molasses, the un*

)ict. Chem. V.

through

SUGAR.
e of the refining of sugar. 1868 WAITS
ihc Cftlctnovf tluu s)rup..U. .filtered
whichtnrougn bone-black, which removes a small quantity of

sugar-lime, a 1616 BKETOX J-igiiree/Foureu No 78 Wks
(Grosart) II. 7/1 Koure sweet Trades in a Citic: "Sugar-
men, Comfit-makers, Perfumersand Nose-gay-makcrs. 1688
HOLME Armoury in. xxii. (Roxb.) 280,2 A Sugar man.
Lip Bason. 1587 llohnshtd's Cliran. III. M9o/i A molt
sumptuous banket prepared of -sugar meats for the men of
armcs, and the ladles. 1613 WITHEK Sat. Ess., Vanity M 6
bweet sugar meats, and bpice. 1848 IJAHTLLTT Did. Amer.
344 'Sugar orchard, a collection of maple tiers selected
and preserved in the forest for the purpose of making sugar
therefrom. 1591 PEICCIVALL Sp. Diet., Atfiuioiu, 'suger
pellets, Saceari g/utrit. 1613 DEKKER Straiire Itorst-Raee,
etc. Wks. (Grosart) III. 37 2lDishesJ heaped full to the brim
with Sugar-pellets. 1830 Edin. Rev. L. 517 For administer-
ing all kinds of homoopathic medicine the little sugar
pellets are the favourite medium. 1599 A. M. tr. Gaiet-
holler's Bk. fhysickc 108/2 Then take 'Sugcrpennye as
much as is needfulle with Lettis, and fragrant Rosewater.
ci63, 1683 [see PENIOE]. 1711 tr. Pomefs Hist. Drugs 1.

55 The first Sort,..cah"d Sugar-Penids, is boil'd till the

Sujjar becomes brittle. 1717 Coll. Epigrams ccxii, All
their cheer was 'sugar-rolls and sack. 1758 in btk Rep.
Dep. Kpr. Rec. App. ll. 129 Anew method of Casting Guns
or Cannon, Fire Engines, Cylinders, Pipes, and Sugar Rolls,
..in dried sand. 1767 in a. li Q. 910 S. VH. (1901) 148/1 It

is customary with us [at Caius Coll.. Camb.] . . to have sugar-
roll and sack standing in the halt x6iz J. DAVIES Sea.

Folly, To Worthy Ftrsora Wks. (Grosart) II. 64/1 If a
storme should rise.. Of *suger-snowes and haile of care-a.

wayes. 1715 F. SLAKE Vindic. Sugars 6, I have.. recom-
mended the Use of 'Sugar-Snuff to several Friends. 17*0
Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 3I Those which they call "Sugar
spars, are those whose Crystallisations are very small, and
so on crumbling to Pieces have the Appearance of powdered
Sugar. 1731 P. SHAW Ess. Art!/. Whiles. 126 By 'Sugar-
Spirit is here understood, the Spirit prepared from the Wash*

ing^s, Scummings, Dross and Waste of a Sugar-Baker's Re-

fining House. 1811 Ann. Reg., Hist. 33/1 He. .proposed an
increase of one halfpenny per gallon on the wash of sugar,
spirits. 1815 HONE Evtry-day Bk. I. 51 Their upright
cylinder-shaped show-glasses, containing peppermint-drops,
. . 'sugar-sticks, hard-bake (etc.). 1914 CHESTERTON Flying
Inn xxi. 255 When the three boys last met in the village
market-place, they were all sucking sugar-sticks. 1847 HAL*
LIWELL,

*
Sugar-teat, a small portion of moist sugar tied up

in a rag of linen of the shape and size of a woman's nipple,

given to quiet an infant when the mother is unable to attend.

1856 KANE Arctic Expl. II. v. 63 Sugar-teats of raw meat
are passed around. 1708 W. KING Cookery 70 For want of

*Sugar-tongs or Spoons for Salt. 1874 RvsKitt ferr Clav.
IV. 273 Because people are now always in a hurry to catch
the train, they haven't time to use the sugar-tongs. 1839
URE Diet. Arts i Vinegar may be distinguished into four

varieties, .. i. Wine vinegar. 2. Malt vinegar. 3. *Sugar
vinegar. 4. Wood vinegar. 1812 Ann. Keg., Gen. Hist. 9
'

'Sugar wash '
i. e. the liquid prepared in order to distil

spirits from it. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. ^ Take almaundys,
. .an stampe hem, an draw hem, with be *sugre water thikke

y-now, in-to a fayre vessel, c 1450 Ibid. 85 Grynde hem
with sugour water into faire mylke. 1753 Chambers' Cycl.

Suppl. s.v. Sugar spirit, Sugar-water, which is no other
than the water in which the aprons, moulds, and other

utensils, employed in the refining of sugar, are washed.

1843 PEREIRA Food Jjr Diet 1 18 Sugar water is frequently
used at the table on the continent. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Mech. 3267/2 A spout for sugar-water (the sap of the sugar*
maple tree).

b. In names of birds, insects, and other animals

that feed upon or infest sugar or sweet things, as

sngar-acarus, -ant, -worm ; sugar-creeper (see

CBEEPEKS); sugar-eater, = SUGAR-BIRD 2, 3;
sugar-louse, -mite, (a) a springtail or silverfish,

Lepisma sacchari
; (6') a mite of the genus Tyro-

glyphus or Glyciphagus ; sugar-squirrel, a species
of flying-squirrel found in Australia, which lives

partly on honey.
1856 Orr's Circ. Sci., Pract. Chem. 409 The theory which

refers grocers' psora to the 'sugar acarus is exceedingly

probable. 1790 Phil. Trans. LXXX. 346 The 'Sugar Ants,
so called from their ruinous effects on the sugar-cane. 1898
MORRIS Austral English 443/2 Sugar-Ant, a small ant,
known in many parts of Australia by this name because of

its fondness for sweet things. x8n SHAW Gen. Zool. VIII.
l. 258 *Sugar Creeper, Certhia saeehnrina. 1796 NEMNICH
rolyglot.-Lex. VI. 910 "Sugar eater, CerthiaJlaveola. 1845
RICHARDSON \nEncycl. Metrop. XXII. 464/2 Nectarinia,

..Sugar-eater. 1817 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. xxiii. II. 320
The common 'sugar-louse. 1796 NEMNICH Polyglot.-Lex,
VI. 910 'Sugar mite, Lepisma saccharina, 1828-32 WEB-
STER Diet., Sugar-mite, .. lepisma. 1884 OGILVIE Diet.

(ed. 2), Sugar-mite, a species of Acarina or mite, Acarus
saechari. 1846 WATERHOUSE Mammalia \. 331 Petaitrus

\Belideus) Sctureus. Squirrel Flying-Phalanger... 'Sugar

Squirrel of the colonists of New South Wales. 1658 ROW-
LAND tr. MoH/efsTheat. Ins. 1087, 1 assert that a little worm
b bred in Sugar, long, black as a flea,.. like to a Weevils

and therefore we may justly call it a "Sugar-worm.

o. In the names of plants or fruits, so called on

account of their sweetness or their yielding sugar :

sugar-apple, either of two West Indian trees of

the N.O. Anonaax or their fruits, Anona sjuamosa
and Rollinia Siebcri; sugar-bean, Phastolus

sacckaratus and Phaseolus luaatus (1858 Simmonds

Diet. Trade); sugar beet, any variety of the

beetroot plant from which sugar is manufactured ;

sugar-berry,the North Americannettle-tree, Celtis

occidentalis,
= HAOKBJtRRY 2 ; sugar-birch, a N.

American species of birch, as Betula Unta or

Betula. nigra, from the sap of which sugar is

obtained ; sugar-fungus, the fungus of yeast, Sac*

charomyces ccrcvisix ; sugar-grass, (a) SOBGHUJC

16-a



SUGAR.

i b; ((5)
the Australian grass Pol'iinia fiilva m

Erianthus fttlvas ; sugar-gum, the Australian

Eucalyptus corynocalyx and E. Gunnh ; sugar-

melon, a sweet melon (cf. F. melon sucrin) ;

sugar-millet = SORGHUM i b ; sugar-pea

(t-pease): see quots. 1707, 1866; fsugar-pear,

a very sweet variety of pear ; sugar-pine (see

quots.); sugar-pumpkin (see qnot.) ; t*8ar'

reed [cf. Du. suikcrriet]
= SUGATI-CANE ; sugar-

tree, (a)
= SUGAR-MAPLE; (*)

= SUGAR-BUSH a;

(c) an Australian shrub, Myoporum platycarpum ;

sugar-wood = SUGAR-MAPLE ; sugar-wrack, La-

minaria saccharina.

1718 Phil. Trans. XL. 347 The Fruit of this and most

other Anonas are Food for Lizards. .. Some of these Fruits

have, from their Taste, been called Custard-applc, 'Sugar-

apple, and Sour-sops. 1750 G. HUGHES Barbados 179 It

bears about April a great many flowers very much resem.

bling those of a sugar apple. 1874 STEWART & BRANDI

Flora N. West India 6 Custard-apple (Sweet-sop or Sugar-

apple in America). 1831 SIR J. SINCLAIR Corr. II. 422 In-

formation regarding .. the 'sugar beet, will be found in..

'Crud's Economic de 1'Agriculture ', p. 285. 1887 Encycl.

Brit. XXII. 626/1 The sugar beet is a cultivated variety

of Beta marilima. 1846 LINDLEY Vtgtt. Kingd. 580 The

drupes of Celtis occidentalis, the Nettle-tree or 'Sugar-

berry, are administered in the United States in dysentery.

1751 J. BARTRAM Otserv. Tra-j. Pennsylv. etc. 27 The timber

was 'sugar birch, sugar maples, oak and poplar. 1857 tr.

Bird's Urin. Deposits (ed. 5) 398 The penicillium glancum,

though distinct from the 'sugar-fungus, yet is not untre-

?uently
found associated wkh it. i86a ANSTED Channel

si. iv. xx. 476 The 'sugar grass, or sorgho. 1889 MAIDEN

Use/. PI. 106 The '

Sugar Grass
'

of colonists, so called on

account of its sweetness. Ibid. 27 Eucalyptus Gu'tnti, . . In

Tasmania this is known as
'

Cider Gum , and in south-

Eastern Australia occasionally as the
'

"Sugar Gum . Iota.

442 Eucalyptus corynocalyx,.. Sometimes called Sugar

Gum ', on account of its sweetish foliage, which attracts

cattle and sheep. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farm

195 To make Cucumbers or Pompions sugred \tnarg. "Sugar-

Melons]. 1629 PARKINSON Parad. 525 Some are called

Sugar Melons, others Peare Melons, and others Muske

Melons. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721)
II. 156 The 'Sugar

Pease which being planted in April isripeabout Midsummer,
its Cods.. boiled with the unripe Pease in them, is extra-

ordinary sweet. 1710 Tusser Redivivus in Tusser's Huso.

(1878) 89 note, Runcival pease find now very little Enter-

tainment in Gentlemen's Gardens... In their room are got

the Egg pea, the Sugar pea, . . etc. i86 Treas. Bot.

897/2 There is a section (of peas] denominated Sugar-

peas, which is remarkable in that the pods are destitute of

the inner film peculiar to the pods of the other kinds of

Peas. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. Aug. 72 Pears. .Summer

Peppering, "Sugar Pear, Lording Pear. 1766 Complete
Farmer s. v. Pear, The green sugar-pear. 1855 DUNGLJSON
Med. Lex. s.v. Arrow Root, Florida arrow-root is derived

OI Ule cuuiury uic piuc-ncca Bra ui nn imuituat VMW . . * "*

most graceful is what is called the 'sugar pine*. 1876 Encycl,

r-u tic, grows a[ me iie.iua ui ivivein, auu nc.u itiuuu*

tains. 1801 J. BARROW Trav. I. 62 One.. called here the

sugar.tree, from the great quantity of saccharine juice con-

tained in the bottom of its vase-shaped flowers. 1866 Treas.

Bot, ino/i Sugar-tree, Myoporum plalycarpuw. 1872 S.

DE VERE Americanisms 418 The Sugar-Tree or Sugar-

Maple (Acer saccharinum). 1809 A. HENRY Trav. 68 Covered

1 6. v^fig. use, passing into adj. (with superlative

sugartst, sug(e)rest) : Sugary, sweet. Obs.

c 1530 Crt. Love 22 Thy suger-dropes swete of Elicon
Distill in me . . I pray. 1578 T. PROCTOR Gorg. Gallery L iv,

Our sugarest sweetes reapes sorowing sobs in fine. 1596
SHAKS. Merck. V. in. ii. 119 Here are seuer'd lips Parted
with suger breath. 1599 Hen. V, v. ii. 303 You haue
Witch-craft in your Lippes, Kate : there is more eloquence
in a Sugar toucn of them, then in the Tongues of the French
Councell. 1604 DEKKER Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 II. 97 Our
Country Bona Robaes, oh ! are the sugrest delicious Rogues.
1687 in Magd. Coll. * Jas. II (O.H.S.) 167 They were
wheedled.. by. .sugar words.

f b. In parasynthetic compounds, as sugar-
chopped, -lipped, mouthed adjs. Obs.

'553 RtsfuUica in. iii. 680 A slypper, suger-mowthed
howrecop as can bee. a 1652 BROME New Acad. I. i, Do
you tell me Of your sweet

sugar-chop't nestle coxscombe ?

1827 SCOTT Sttrg. Dart. Concl., All that sugar-lipped rail-

lery which is fitted for the situation of a man about to do
a foolish thing.

Sugar (fu'gaj), v. Forms: 5-6 sugre, 6-7
euger, 7- sugar, [f. SUGAB sb.]
1. trans. To mix, cover, sprinkle, or sweeten with

sugar.

b. in fig. context (cf. a).
1610 T. ABBOTT Old Wai o T.
1610 T. ABBOTT Old Way 9 To Suger the brims of their

intoxicated Cups, that men the more greedily .. may drinke
those vemmous potions. 1641 D. ROGERS Naaman 320

116

Boo) 137 vjne araiu wucicvi a
i

wood affliction. 1740 [see SUGARING nK so. ij.

c intr. To spread sugar mixed with beer, gum,

etc. upon trees or the like in order to catch moths.

Also trans, with the tree as obj.

QUBIDl WiliiLUiicaata. w '
,

_.

No. 23 (1713) 1. 152 Jest. Oh, Mr. Sham's, .turn'd true Pro-

testant ! Earn. Nay, I thought so by their sugaring the

Oaths. [1878 C. GIBBON For the King iii, Madam, I can

sugar my pills, but I cannot sugar my words.]

Asol. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. iii. 216 These Sentences, to

Sugar, or to Gall, Being strong on both sides, are 1-qui.

uocall.

b. with over.

1603 SHAKS. Ham. (Qo. i) 1768 Then I perceiue there s

treason in his lookes That seem'd to sugar o re his villame.

1649 MILTON Eikon. Pref. Wks. 1851 III. 330 The common

grounds of Tyranny and Popery, sugard a little over. 1686

H. MORE Let. in Norris Th. Lave, etc. (1688) 217 A sin.,

sugar'd over with the circumstance of Jucundum or VtlU

or both. 1830 CUNNINGHAM Brit. Paint. II. 77 Burke.,

endeavoured to soothe down his rugged spirit and sugar

over the bitterness of his nature. 1849 ROBERTSON Serm.

Ser. I. ix. (1860) 152 Names.. with which this world sugars

over its dark guilt.

3. intr. usually sugar off: in U.S. and Canada,

in the manufacture of maple-sugar, to complete the

boiling down of the syrup in preparation for granu-

lation.

1836 in [Mrs. Traill] Backw. Canatla App. 316 Those that

sugar-offoutside the house have a wooden crane fixed against

a stump. 1845 [see SUGARING vbl. so. a], 1884 BLAKELEE

Inditst. Cycl. 432 If it is noticed while sugaring
off that the

syrup is scorched. 1892 HOWELLS Mercy 17 fcamilies that

you find up in the hills, where the whole brood study Greek

while they are sugaring off in the spring.

4. Cambridge Univ. Rowing slang. To shirk

while pretending to row hard.

1890 BARRERE & LELAND Slang Diet. (1897) 307/2. 1894

Daily News 6 Feb. 3/5 Now do look alive, number ninety
and five, You're 'sugaring'. 1898 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 48
Don't sugar four.

Strgar-ba ker. [Cf. Du. suikerbakker, G.

zuckerbitiker^

)
1. A confectioner. Obs.

1650 Comemtis' "Janua Ling. 408 The Sugar baker make's
readie sweet-meats.

2. A sugar-refiner. Obs. exc. Hist.

1688 HOLMEArmoury Mi. xxii.(Roxb.} 281 The coat ofArmes
of the Sugar bakers or Refiners. 1727 DE FOE Eng . Tradesm.
iv. (1841) 1. 26, I have seen a confectioner turn a sugar-baker.

sugar during the operation of refining. 1836-7 DICKENS Sk.

Boz, Tales x, Mr. Gabriel Parsons . . was a rich sugar-baker,
and mistook rudeness for honesty. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.

Trade.

So Su'gar-ba^kehouse, a sugar-refinery ; Su-gar-
ba kery, (a) a sugar-refinery ; (b) the occupation
of a sugar-refiner ; Su'gar-rja king vbl. sb.

1815 Ann. Keg., Citron. 91 A 'sugar bakehouse. 1794 De-
lates U.S. Congress 5 May (1849) 635 There were only seven-

teen 'sugar-bakeries in the United States. 1860 THACKERAY
Lovel i. (1861) 43 He had embarked in many businesses be-

sides the paternal sugar-bakery. 1714 Fr. Bk. of Rates 103
The said Manufacture of 'Sugar-Baking and Refining in

France. 1805 FORSYTH Beauties Scot. III. 36 There are few
manufactures here \sc. Greenock] carried on . . excepting of

cordage, .sugar-baking, and some few others. 1902 Encycl.
Brit. XXXIII. 48/1 In former days, when refining sugar or
'

sugar baking
'

was supposed to be a mystery.

Su'gar-bird. [G. zuckervogel is used in senses

i and 2. Sense 3 is after Du. suikervogel."] A name

applied to various small birds which feed (or were

supposed to feed) on the nectar of flowers.

1 1. - CANARY-BIRD. Obs.
1688 HOLME Armoury n. XL 243/2 The Canary Bird, or

Sugar Bird.. is as big as a common Titmouse.

2. A bird of the genus Certhiola, belonging to

the family Cserebidss, in the W. Indies and S.

America; also applied to the genera Certhia and
Dacnis.

1787 LATHAM Gen. Synop. Birds Suppl. 128 Famous
Creeper. . . A Specimen of this, in the collection of the late

Mr. Boddam, was called by the name of Sugar-Bird. 1879
E. P. WRIGHTA nim. Life 255 The Sugar-birds, or Cerebiaae,
are confined to the tropical parts of America. 1894 NEWTON
Diet. Birds in. 761 The Banana Quit is the Sugar-bird.
1902 Nature 25 Sept. 541/2 A Blue Sugar-bird (Dacnis
cayana) from Brazil.

3. Applied to various members of the family
fftctariniidsR or Sun-birds of Africa.
1822 W. J. BURCHELL Trav.S. A/r. I. ii. 18 The delicate
H u : nmii ig.birds ( Trockili} ofSouth America are, in Southern

StJGAK-CANDY.

Africa) represented by the Nectariniac, here called by the

Dutch colonists Suiker-vogels (sugar-birds), from having
been observed.. to feed principally on tlie honey of the

flowers of the Suiker-bosch (sugar-bush). 1834 PRINGLE A/r.
Sk. 22 Brilliant as the glancing plumes Of sugar-birds among
its blooms. 1908 Chr. Express i Apr. 55/1 A male Long-
tailed sugar-bird (Promerops caferj.

Su gar-bush.
1. A grove or plantation of sugar-maples.
1823 COOPER Pioneers xx, We will stop and see the '

sugar-
bush of Billy Kirby. 1836 [MRS. TRAILL] Backw. Canada
315 The sap having been boiled down in the sugar-bush.

2. [Cape Du. suikcrbos.] The South African

shrub Protta mclliftra.
1822 [see SUGAR-BIRD 3], 1880 Silvers S. Africa (ed. 3) 127

It covers extensive grounds, .associating with the Kreupel-
buoin, the Sugar-bush and other shrubs.

f Sugar-candian. Obs. Etymologizing altera-

tion of SUGAR-CANDY as if f. Candia, Crete. (Cf.

incd.L. sucura de candia, MLG. sucker van /tan-

dea.)
In J. Taylor (Water-P.) Pennyless Pilgr. (i6r8) F 3

'

Sugar-
carrion

'

has been altered by editors to
'

Sugar-candian '.

1597 Bp. HALL Sat. It. iv, If not a dramme of Triacle

soueraigne,Or Aqua vita, or Sugar Candian,. .can it remedie.

tSugar-candipd.rf. Otis. rare. Perverted form

of SUGAR-CANDY.
1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. Induct., I would thou hadst

some sugar-candied, to sweeten thy mouth.

Sugar-candied, a. Also 7 -candid,
[f.

SUGAR-CANDY + -ED z
.]

1. Coated with (fine white) sugar ; hence, white

as if candied over with sugar.
1592 NASHE P. Penilesse Wks. 1904 I. 180 Their cheeks

suger-candied and cherry blusht so sweetly. 1673 W.
H[ICKES] Lottd. Drollery 44 Thy lips are white as 1 allow,
never man did Buss sweeter things, sure they'r Sugar-candid.

2. fig. Sweet, sugared, honeyed. (Cf. CANDIED 3.)
In recent use only with pun on candid.

1650 A. B. Mutatus Polemo 23 We.. accosted them with

the most prestigious sugar-candid words we could invent.

1893 R. WALLACE in Daily Nevis 14 July 2/7 Governments
had generally two classes of friends, the candid and the

sugar-candied. (Loud laughter.)

Sugar-candy (Ju ga-ikae'ndi). [ad. F. sucre

candi (in which candi was at an early date appre-
hended as a pa. pple. ; cf. J5th c. ckucre candie,

and It. zucchero candito), corresp. to Pr. sucre

cantie, Sp. azucar candi, Pg. assucar candi, MLG.
suckercandi (also -it), early mod.Dn. suycker

candye (Du.&andij-suiiter), G. zuckerkand(if>\hz.),
med.L. succar-candi

; repr. Arab, sukkar SUGAR +

qandl of sugar, f. qand sugar, a. Pers. hand = Skr.

khanda sugar in pieces (cf.
khanda sarkardcandied

sugar), orig. piece, fragment, f. root khancf to break.]

1. Sugar clarified and crystallized by slow evapo-
ration.
Brown (or f red) sugar-candy : that obtained at the first

crystallization. While sugar-candy : that obtained by re-

boiling the former and allowing it to crystallize.

[1390 Earl Derby's Exped. (Camden) 19 Pro vj Ib. sucri

candy.] 1392 Ibid. 219 Pro diversis speciebus..emptis..viz.

croco, . . ganofilis, suzre candy, sugre caffetin. c 1420 Liber

Cocorum (1862) 7 With sugur candy, thou may hit dowce.

c 1460 J . RUSSELL Si: Nurture 757 Whot appuls peres with

sugre Candy. [1510 tr. Rentalc i>K*/<(S.H.S.) 213 Zucro

candey.J 1584 COGAN Haven Health cxxix.
(163^6)

128 White

sugar is not so good for flegme, as that which U called

Sugar Candie. 1596 SHAKS. t Hen. 1Y, in. iii. 180 One

poore peny-worth of Sugar-candie to make thee long-winded.
1610 Shuttle-worth*' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 191 Halfe a pound
of brown suger candle, xij

d. 1611 Ibid. 196 White suger
candie. 1620 VENNER V'ia Recta vi. 102 Red Sugar-Candy,
which is only good in clysters. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos.

I. 27 Diaphanous like Sugar-Candy. 1755 SMOLLETT Quix.

(1803) IV. 8, I thought.. his voice as sweet as sugar-candy.

1836-41 BRANDS Chem. (ed. 5) 115 Thus we see sugar-candy

crystallized upon strings, and verdigris upon sticks. 1864

GARROD Mat. Med. (ed. 2) 316 Cane sugar, .crystallized from

a strong solution with the addition of spirit., forms oblique

four-sided prisms, sugar candy.
2. fg. Something sweet, pleasant, or delicious.

1591 GREENE Fartw. Follie Wks. (Grosart) IX. 294 Sugar
candie she is, as I gesse, fro the waist to the kneestead. 1591

HARINGTON Orl. Fur. Pref. f> 8 In verse is both goodnesse
and sweetnesse, Rubarb and Sugercandie, the pleasaunt
and the profitable. 1593 G. HARVEY Piercers Super. Wks.

(Grosart) II. 254 O the sugarcandy of the delicate bag pipe

there. 1817 BYRON Beppo Ixxx, Oh, for old Saturn's reign

ofsugar-candy ! 1889 GwnotiMemory'sHarkback 94 Lord

John Russell, to whom a rap at the University was always

sugar-candy.
D. attrib. or as adj. Sugared, honeyed, de-

liciously sweet.

1575 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 91 The goodliest

suugercandye style That ever cam neere me a mile. 1002

and Pt. Return Jr. Parxou. m. iv. 1377 Give him some

sugar candy tearms. 1603 MIDDLETON Blurt, Master-Con-

stable v. ii, No, no, my sugar-candy mistress, your goodman
is not here. 1903 LD. R. GOWER Kec. t, Ran. 149 The party

in that sugar-candy, cake-like house of wits was a small one.

1909 Daily Chron. 20 Sept. 4/6 Sugar-candy hymns.

3. attrib., as sugar-candy powder, stick ;
also

applied locally to crystallized geological formations

(see quots. 1778, 1876).
1683 TRYON Way to Health xv. (1697) 368 Take.. White-

Sugar candy-powder one Dram and half. 1706 E. WARD
Wooden World Diss. (1708! 77 A mere Sugar-candy Stick,

in Comparison to his Cat of Nine-Tails. 1778 W. Paves

Mitt. Cornub. 92 A white candied, or pellucid Crystal, com-

monly termed a White Sugar Candy (Spar) Crystal. 1876



SUGAR-CANE.
WOODWARD GeoL Eitg. fy Wales 204 The beds at Portland
and Tisbury contain beautiful yellow crystals of sulphate of
barytes (sugar candy stone).

Su'gar-cane. [f. SUGAR sb. + CANE j-M Cf.
F. canne sztcre, f de sucre, Sp. catta de azucar,

Pg, fauna d'assucar.] A tall stout perennial
grass, Saccharum officinarum, cultivated in tro-

pical and sub-tropical countries, and forming the
chief source of manufactured sugar.
African or Chinese sugar-cane \ see IMFIIEE, SORGHO b,

SORGHUM i b.

1568 tr. Thevefs Newfound Worlde Ixxvii. 126 The stalke

groweth like to Suger Canes. 1582 N. LicnEFiELDtr.f<w/rt-
hcdcfs Cong. E. Ind. i. xi. 28 By these messengers were pre-
sented . . three Sheepe, many Orenges, and Sugar Canes.
c 1592 MAKLOWE Jew ofMalta iv. 1814 The Meads,.. Instead
of Sedge and Reed, beare Sugar Canes. 1624 CAPT. J. SMITH
Virginia iv. 149 Their mighty wealth of Sugar canes, being
first transported from the Canaries, i66a J. DAVIES tr.

Manddslo s Trav. 135 Sugar Canes, eighteen foot long, and
seven inches about. 1779 HERVEV Nov. Hist. II. 203 The
first introduction of the sugar-cane into the English West-
India settlements, is said to be in the year 1641. i8w K<y.
Su&st. Food of Man 382 The Sugar.Cane..must be con-
sidered . .a native of China. 1857 H. S. OLCOTT (title) Sorgho
and (mphee, the Chinese and African Sugar Canes. 1861
BENTLEY Man, Bot. 697 Holcus saccharatus or Sorghum
saccharatuntj is called the North China Sugar-cane or
Sweet Sorgho. 1878 MORLEY Diderot II. 243 A gang of

negro-slaves work among the sugar-canes.
attrib. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Or%. Bodies 625 The sub-

stances which he found in sugar-cane juice. 1839 URE Diet.
Arts 1195 Sugar-cane mill. 1876 Nature 14 Dec. 150 The
Sugar-Cane Disease in the May River District, Queensland.

t Su'gar-chest. Obs. Also Sc. suokar kist.

1. A chest for sugar.
1549 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IX. 345 For.-careing of

ane suckar kist furtht of Leytht to dinburght..vj s.

2. Applied to the hard wood of various trees and
to the trees themselves : see quots.
1543 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 123 Steles be made of dyuerse

woodes, as. .Sugercheste. 1567 GOLDING Ovid's Met. ix.

(1593) 230 From underneath a sugarchest [tr. subilice], 1585
HIGINS *jfunius' Nomencl. 149/1 Alnns ntgrat

..ihc blacke
alder tree : some take it to be that which b commonly called

sugerchest. 1591 FERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Evano, Ebenu$t

sugarchest 1609 J. DAVIES Holy Roode Ep. Ded. 14 To
Flesh and Blood this Tree but Wormewood seemes, How
ere the same may be of Suger-chest. 1683 MOXON Meek.
Exerc.t Printing vii, I us'd to make them of Sugar-Chest ;

That Stuff being commonly well-season 'd, by the long lying
of the Sugar in it, and is besides a fine hard Wood.

Sugared (Ju-gaid ),///. . Forms: 4-5 suored;
4-7 sugred (5 -id, -yd, -et, sugird, -urd, sugurt,
sugeryd, 6 -ed, Sc. sug(g)urit, sugorit, 7

suger'd, sugg'red, sugr'd, aug'red), 6- sugared
(7-8 sugar'd) ; Sc. 7 succred, 8-9 suckered.

[f. SUGAR sb. or v. + -ED. Cf. med.L. zucarata,

sugurata (aqua} t
F. $uere^\

1. Containing or impregnated with sugar ;

sweetened with sugar.
c 1430 Liber Cocorum (i86a) 53 ?et sugurt soppes I nyl

for-jete. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest Ep. Ded., Ambrosia, a
sugred and confect kinde of Wine. 1576 GOSSON Spec, Hum.
in Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 77 The tender floure. .Whose sugred sap
sweet smelling sauours yeeldes. 1577 HARRISON England
HI. i. in Holinshed, Marchepaine, sugred bread [ed. 1587
sugerbread], gingerbreade. i6>6 BACON Sylva 726 Wine
Sugred inebriatethlesse, than Wine Pure. 1633?. FLETCHER
Pise. Eclogitcs vii. xxxvii, No sugred made confection. 1685
HEDGES Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 200 Sugared Biskett. 1763
MILLS Pract. Husb. IV. 368 Phials half filled with sugared
water. 1886 D. G MURRAY First Pers. Sing, ii, He asked
for a glass of sugared water and a match. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN
Clin. Lect, Dis. Worn. xxii. (ed. 4) 190 By the sugared
urine irritating the skin.

b. Sugaredpumpkin : = sugar-pumpkin (SuGAB
sb. 5 c).

[1600 SURFLET Countrie Farme 252 To make cucumbers or

pompions sugred, you must steepe the seed in water that is

well sweetned with sugar or honie, ..and so sowe them.]
1884 DC Candolle's Orig. Cultivated PI. 254 The .sugared
pumpkin, called Brazilian.

o. Resembling (that of) sugar ; sugary, rare.

1715 Fattt. Diet. s. v. Pears, A very muskish sugared Taste.

d. Sugar-coated ; candied,
'

crystallized '.

1855 DICKENS Househ, Words XII. 133/2 Bonbons made
of sugared nuts and almonds. 1874 BLACK Pr. Thule xiv.

228 Her pockets stuffed with packages of sugared fruits. 1878
C. GIBBON For ike King iii, Pills and words come to the
same effect in the end, whether sugared or no. 1893 GARRETT
BtufU. Pract. Cookery \. 15/1 Sugared Almonds.

e. Smeared with a mixture of sugar, beer, etc.

for the purpose of catching moths.
1887 Casselts Diet. s.v. Sugaring, The collector visits the

sugared trees after dark with a bull's-eye lantern.
2. fig. Full of sweetness

; honeyed, luscious,
delicious, a. With lit. language retained.

1416 LYDG. De Gail. Pilgr. 14287 Flateryc, The wych,
with hys sugryd galle, Euery vertu doth appalle. 1333
SKELTON Garl. Laurel 73 Sith he hath tastid of the sugred
pocioun Of Elyconis well. 1576 GASCOICNK Kenelworth
Wks. 1910 II. 108 The Sugred baite oft hides the harmefull
hookes. 1639 Z. Bovu Last Battel 950 (Jam.) All fleshlie

pleasures are both vain and vile. . . Beware of such succred
poison. 1663 S. PATRICK Parab. Pilgr. xv. (1687) 132 These
sugared drops do love most to stay in the solitary places.

D. Of actions, states, etc. : frcq . having an attrac-

tive outward appearance, alluring.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus u. 384 So lat youre daunger sucred

[v.r. sugred] ben a lyte. 1569 in Burnet Hist. Re/., Rec.
(1681) 11. u. in. xii. 369 Her cunning and sugred entertain*

117

ment of all Men that come to her. a 1586 SIDNEY AM.
Poetry (.\<\>., aS H.i sugred intention of thai picture of loue.
c 1590 GREENE />. Bacon

'' " "' u

ma
wou

590 GREENE Fr. Bacon viL 68 Whose face, ..hiiiing with
.ny a sugar d smile. 1607 SHAKS. Tiuwx iv. iii. 259 Thou

would'st haue . .followed 1 he Sugred game before tliee i6r>
G.HERBERT 7'eiafle. Glance i, I felt a sugred strange dc?
light. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Serm./ar Year n. xix. 248 If we
retain .. any one beloved lust, any painted devil, any sugar'd
temptation. 1890 Spectator 18 Oct., Davies was afterwards
more successful in his offers of sugared law.

f 0. Of sound, melody, harmony : Dulcet, melli-
fluous. Obs.
c 1430 LYDG. Mill. Poems (Percy Soc.) 1 1 To practise withe

sugrid melody. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xlvi. 13 A nycht-

sugar'd Noise as this !

fd. Of the tongue, mouth, lips (occas. of per-
sons), with reference to eloquence or tone. Obs.
c 1440 LYDG. Amor vincit oninia v. (MS. Ashm. 59) pe

greke Omerus w' his sugred mou)e. 1508 DUNBAR Cold.
Targe 263 Your sugurit lippis and tongis aureate. 1560
HOLLAND Seven Sages 63 O Pantillas with thy sweit suggurit
toung. 1573 L. LLOYD Pilgr. Princes (1586) 24 b, Demos-
thenes that sugred Orator. 1635 SWAN Spec. Mundi vii. 3
( I 64.3) 348_ The harmlesse Choristers, .do then begin to tune
again their sugred throats.

e. Of words, speech, eloquence. (The com-
monest use.)

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love I. iv. (Skeat) 1. 34 She. .gan de.
liciously me comforte with sugred worries, c 1440 LYDG. St.
X/Aw>(i534) Ay, Sugred deties of Tullius Cicero. 1450

Secrees 220 Thorugh his sugryd Enspyred Elloquence.
'539 TAVERNER Card. Wysed. i. 30 His wordes were more
sugred than salted, more dilectable then profytable. 1591
SHAKS. i Hen. VT - p- : : - -;-.. ~r*?L

sugred words.
of sugred lies. ._. _ .,
fair words and sugar'd speeches of that cunning Woman.
1789 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Exfost. Ode x. Wks. 1812 II. 236
Like Children, charm'd with Praise's sugar'd song. 1863
KINGLAKE Crimea (1877) II. 165 The cheap sugared words
are quickly forgotten. 1891 FARRAR Darkn. ft Dawn xxxv,
She understood that sugared letter which had summoned
her from Antium 1

ff. Of kisses. Obs.

(11586 SIDNEY Astr. $ Stella Sonn. Ixxiii, A sugared kiss
In sport I suckt. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. iv. iii, So
sugred, so melting, so soft, so delicious. 1658 E. PHILLIPS
Myst. Love Gen. Lud. (1685) 17 Kisses. Tempting, . .sugred,
hngring.

t g. Of persons : Sweet, precious. Obs.
c '475 Partenay 3848 Adieu, my sugret suete souerain lordel

1583 WASTNES in Melbancke's Philotimus To Author, God
prosper thee (my sugred darling boy).

Sugariness (ju-garines). [f. SOGARY a. +
-NESS.] The quality or condition of being sugary;
luscious sweetness.

1848 LOWELL Biglow P. Introd., Poet. Wks. (1879) 174 The
sugariness of tamed and cultivated fruit. 1899 ^"^ Mall
Gaz. 26 Dec. 3/3 That '

sugariness
'

of diction which has
endeared the author to a wide circle of readers.

Sugaring (Ju-garirj), vbl, sb.
[f. SUOAB v. +

-ING r
]

1. Sugary or sweet matter; sweetening. Also,
the adding of sugar.
1740 CHEYNE Regimen 339 Noviciats in the spiritual Life

are often gratified with such Sugarings for their Encourage,
ment; but Bread is for grown Persons. 1887 Casselfs Diet.,
Sugaring, .. Sugar used for sweetening, &c. 1892 Daily
Neiusib Sept. 5/5 The California prune., willkeep better and
longer without sugaring than the latter. 1907 Westin. Gaz.
i June 2/1 The less alcoholic wines of the North, artificially

strengthened by sugaring.
2. U.S. The manufacture of sugar from the maple.

Also sugaring ^(see SUOAB v. 3).

1836 in [Mrs. Traill] Backw. Canada Apr*. 316 The best
rule I can give as to the sugaring-off, as it is termed, is to
let the liquid continue at a fast boil. 1845 S. JUOD Margaret
II. i. (1871) 151 The neighbors, boys and girls, come in at the

'sugaring off'. 187* ^. DE VERB Americanisms 206 The
verb to sugar off is derived from the custom of winding up
the sugaring at a certain period. 1904 W. CHURCHILL Cross,

ing xi. 136 Then came the sugaring, the warm days and the

freezing nights.
attrib. 1836 [MRS. TRAILL] Backw. Canada 156 Till it has

arrived at the sugaring point. 1897 Advance (Chicago)
8 Apr. 455/2 The sugaring parts of Ohio. 1899 A tlantic

Monthly Apr. 561 In sugaring time, Deacon Abram deliber-

ately lets five barrels of maple soak.

3. (See SUGAB v. I c.) Also attrib.

1857 Zoologist Sen i. XV. 5649 Sugaring by night is cer-

tainly very profitable for Lepidoptera, ants and cockroaches.
l88a CasseWs Nat. Hist. VI. 32 This mode of collecting is

called
'

sugaring ', and is somewhat uncertain, as on some
nights the sugar will be covered with Moths, and on others

you will scarcely find one. 1903 S. SQUIRE SFRIGGE Industr.
Chevalier vii. 170 A midnight sugaring expedition.

Sugarish (Ju-garif), a. rare. Also 5 zuorish,
-ys. [f. SUGAR, sb. + -ISH 1.] Sugary, sweet.
c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun (Roxb.) 27 Hire speche was

lawe and soft . . Neure fell to sharp nor bittere hot hevenly
zucrish swete. Ibid. 126 His hevenly zucrys halsinges in-

effable and gloriouse.

4 1857 TYi/r'i.rt/'af.XXIV.eTb.elatterbeingofasaccharine.
ish and sugarish taste.

Sugarless (Ju-gsales), a. [f. SUOAB si. +
-LES8.J Without sugar, unsugared.
1783 COWPER Lei. to Newton 27 Aug., Wks. 1836 V. 153

His dishes of sugarless tea. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. f.

408 Green vegetables and sugarless wines and spirits. 1898
Pall Mall Mag. Sspt. 97 A cup of lukewarm coffee, sugar-
less and milkless.

SUQAE-LOAP.

Su-gar-loaf. [f. SUUAH sb. + LOAF st.l 3.]
1. A moulded conical mass of hard refined sugar(now rarely made).
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. (S.H.S.) 69 For a suger lofe / 3 . 7s. 6d .800 liMOSELEY / real. Sugar (ed. 2) 1 13 The blue paper for coven
ing sugar-loaves. ,835 Aff. Ulunic. C,rfo7.K,p."v?. &6
(Kingston.upon-Ihames),The High Steward, .is entitledlio
18 sugar oaves every year. These are worth about o/., andarc usually distributed in charily. 1870 W. H. G. KINGSTONBanks Amazon 112 The snow-capped, truncated peak of
Cotopaxi, looking like a vast sugar-loaf.
2. trans/. A thing having the shape of a sugar-

loaf. a. Usually sugar-loaf-hat (see 3) : A conical
hat, pointed, rounded or flat at the top, worn
during the Tudor and Stuart periods and after the
French Revolution.
1607 DEKKER & WEBSTER lVestw. Hoe v. iii, Do not I

know you, grannam? and that sugar-loaf?
b. A high conical hill.

a 1691 BOYLK Hist. Air (1092) 184 Till they arrived at the

'5P-? .',.

suBr-loaf' r highest pile of the mountain. 1715
Phil. Irans. XXIX. 318 The white Cloud still hiding the
greatest part of the Sugar-loaf (. Teneriffe]. 1861 Cham.
ters Encycl. IV. 745/2 The rock [of Gibraltar], at its

highest point, the Sugar Loaf, attains an elevation of 1439
feet above the sea. 1879 STEVENSON Trav. Donkey (i8B6j
30 The outline of a wooded sugar-loaf in black.

C. A kind of cabbage.
176* Complete Farmer 7 P 4/1, I have not one cabbage

this year of the sort I intended to have ; what 1 have being
chiefly sugar-loaf, the seedsman having deceived me. 1778
[W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. 28 Apr. 1777 The savoys
and sugar-loaves were soon gone. 1842 LANCE CottageFarmer 15 When you plant out your cabbages at the out-
set, first put a row of early Yorks, then a row of Sugar-loafs.

d. A variety of
pine-apple, AnanasJyramidalis.

1706 NEMNICH Polyglot-Lex, vi. 910 Sugar-loaf pine-
apple, Bromelia ananas. 1841 LOUDON Stitttroan ftort.
600 The Brown Sugar-loaf. 1885 LADY BRASSEY The Trades
343 The sweeter and more juicy 'sugar-loaf

'

is preferred in
England.

e. A species of fossilized sea-urchin.
1861 Chambers' Encycl. IV. 578/1 Galirilts. [The name]

popularly given to them ..' Sugar-loaves ', is descriptive of
the elongated and more or less conical shape of their shell.

8. attrib. and Comb. Shaped like or otherwise re-

sembling a sugar-loaf, as sugar-loaf bonnet, button,

cabbage (see 3 c),cap, cornea, crown, eminence, hat

(see 2 a), head, /W//(see 2 b), mountain (see a M],pine
(see 3d), pippin, rock, -shape, stone, -stump, yew ;

used for sugar-loaves or loaf-sugar, as sugar-loaf
form, mould, paper ; parasynthetic and similative,
as sugar-loaf-like, -shaped&&}*.; sugar-loafpage, a

page wearing sugar-loaf buttons ; sugar-loaf sea,

'high turbulent waves with little wind' (Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk.}; sugar-loaf tool, a tool with
an end of conical shape used in seal-engraving to

smootbe the surfaces of shields.

1885 DILLON Fairholt's Cost, in Eng. I. 403 The high
"sugar-loaf bonnet of the French peasants. 1833 T. HOOK
Parson's Dau. u. vi, A small white-faced boy, who was
called 'page

1

to aunt Eleanor.. who. .wore, .two hundred
and forty.eight white "sugar-loaf buttons on his jacket.
1786 ABERCROMBIE Card. Assist. 130 "Sugar-loaf cabbage.
1838 Penny Cycl. XI.

7^5/1 Salads go to market as soon as

they are of sufficient size, and sugar-loaf cabbages succeed
them. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias xn. i. p 3 "Sugar-loaf caps of
paper. 1885 DILLON Fairholt's Cost, in Eng, II. 237 The
tall "sugar-loaf crown and broad brim. 1867 Chambers'
Encycl. IX. 192/1 When it has been sufficiently concen-
trated.. it is run into the "sugar-loaf forms. 1585 HIGINS
Jnnius' Nomencl. 165/1 Apex,..* "suger-loafe hat: a cop-
pid tanke hat. 1807-^8

W. IRVING Salmag. xviii. (1860) 402
He usually wore a high sugar-loaf hat with a narrow brim.

1885 DILLON Fairholt's Cost, in Eng. I. 402 He wears the

hign sugar-loaf hat in which the revolutionary heroes.. en-
shrined their evil heads. 1793 HOLCROFT tr. Lavater's

Physiog. xx. 102 All Indians with flat or "sugar-loaf heads.
180*8 PIKE Sources Mississ. (1810) II. App. 5 A beautiful
little "sugar loaf hill. 1688 HOLME Armoury in. i. n/i
They wear their Hats higher in the Crown ("Sugar Loafe
like) . . then Men da Ibid. xxii. (Roxb.) 380/2 A great "Sugar

gar-leaf page asked
whether master was coming home early. 1859 r. A. GRIF-
FITHS Artil. Man. (1862) 06 Blue "sugar-loaf paper. 1796
NEMNICH Polyglot..Lex. vi. 958 "Sugar-loaf pine, Ananas
pyratnidalis. 284* LOUDON Suburban Hart. 533 Dessert

apples. .. "Sugarloaf Pippin, Wormsley Pippin. 1711 .

COOKS Yoy. S. Sea 384 A "Sugar-Loaf Rock above Water.

1851 BURN Naval I, Milit. Diet. u. (1863) 276/2 "Sugar-
loaf sea, mer clapotcttse. 1849 CUPPLES Green Hand xiv,
The "sugar-loaf shape of the headland. 1883 DILLON Fair,
holt's Cost, in Enf. I. 183 A "sugar-loaf-shaped erection of

red cloth. 1789 J. WILLIAMS Mot. Kingd. II. 129 The.,

hard, granulated, "sugar-loaf-stone. 2870 DUNGUSON Med.
Lex.,

'

SttgtirloaJStump, a conical shape assumed by the

stump after amputation..due to excessive muscular retrac-

tion. 1756 MRS. DELANEY Autooiog. (1661) III. 435 The
gardens seem to be laid out in the old-fashioned way of

mince-pies, arbours, and "sugarloaf yews.



STTGARIiY.

Hence Su'gar-loafed (f-loaved) ppl. a., shaped

like a sugar-loaf.
1703 W. J. tr. Brvyn's Voy. Levant xl. 156 A sort of Sugar-

loaved Hats. 1842 THACKERAY Fitz-Boodle's Prof. Wks.

1898 IV. 346 A jacket covered with sugar-loafed buttons.

1871 BAKEK Nile Trilt. ix. 148 A steep sugar-loafed bill.

1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 556/1 The bassinet was now worn

beneath the huge sugar-loafed helm.

t Su'garly, adv. Obs. rare*1
. In 6 suggerlie.

[f.
SOGAB sb. + -LY *.] Pleasantly, agreeably.

1584 D. FENNER Dtf. Ministers (1587) 41 To shew how

suggerlie they dealt with manie, and yet in the end did

vndermine them.

Su'gar-ma pie. The North American tree

Acer saccharinuM, which yields maple-sugar.
1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s. v. Maple, The sugar maple

..grows to sixty or eighty foot high. 1773 W. LEWIS tr.

'

boring certain speces o te mape-tree, one o wc is

named from hence the Sugar-maple. 1851 E. FORBES Vcg.

World in Art Jrnl. III. Catal. p. vii, The wood of the sugar

maple of Canada is the bird's-eye and also curled maple of

the cabinet-maker. 1868 Rep. U.S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 198

The black sugar maple (Acer saccharinum, var. nigrttm).

1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 524/1.

D. attrib., as sugar-maple land, tree; sugar-

maple borer (see quot. 1882).
1792 Descr. Kentucky 54 The settlers upon the sugar-

maple lands. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 63/1 By
transplanting the sugar maple-tree into a garden,.. the

quantity of the sap might be increased. 1882 Garden

27 May 370/3 The Sugar Maple borer (Glycobiusspeciosus),
whose grubs are very injurious to Maples.

t Sugar-plate. Obs. [orig. Sucre in plate,

i.e. sugar in the form of aflat cake : see PLATED.

10.] A dainty kind of sweetmeat. Also applied
to a sweet lozenge for medicinal use.

1:1333 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 521 In 3/1. zukur in

plate et 2 K. drages . . 41. 5^. 1390 Earl Derby's Exp. (Cam-
den) 19 Pro iiij Tb. sucri plat, rouge et blank. 1401-3 Mem.
Ripon (Surtees) III. 208 Sugur en plate. 1440 Promp.
Parv. 484/1 Sukyr plate, sucura crustalis, 1511-12 Durham
Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 291 Pro quinque lib. confeccionum et le

suggurplatt ad id, a 1536 TINDALE Expos. Matt. vi. (c 1550)

73 To banket wyth dew (as they saye) of all maner of frutes

& confections, ..sugreplate wyth malmesaye and romneye
burnte with Sugre. 1589 PUTTENHAM Engl. Poesie \. xxx.

(Arb.) 72 Their bankettmg_ dishes of suger plate, or of inarch

paines, and such other dainty meates. 1615 MARKHAM Eng.
Housew. (1660) 92 To make a kind of Suger plate, take Gum
Dragon, and lay it in Rose water two dayes : then take the

powder of fair Heppes & Suger, and the juyce of an Orenge.
1630 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gentlem. (1641) 153 Physicians [make
use] of sugar-plates, which they minister to their patients, to

take away the taste of a more bitter potion. 1688 HOLME
A rmoury in. iii. 85/1 Sugar plate, is White Sugar sifted,

White of Egs, Gum Dragon and Rose Water beaten into

a Paste, then moulded into any form, and so Print it.

Su-gar-plum. [f. SOGAB sb. t PLUM sb.}
1. A small round or oval sweetmeat, made of

boiled sugar and variously flavoured and coloured;
a comfit.

a 1668 DAVENANT Wits iv. Wks. (1673) 205 Some Comfits
Sir. A mourning Citizen Will never weep without some
Sugar-plums. 1673 O. WALKER Educ. v. 44 A sensible-

ness in
youth

for a gig or a suggar-plum, is the same
afterwards for honour or interest. 1709 ADDISON Tatler
No. 148 r ii Little Plates of Sugar-Plumbs, disposed like

so many Heaps of Hail-stones. 1711 tr. Ponut's Hist.

Drugs I. 2 Use it like Caraway seeds for Confects and
Sugar-plums. 1828 SCOTT Jrnl. 3 May, Compliment* flew
about like sugar-plums at an Italian carnival. 1840 HOOD
Up Rhine 197 A little while ago there were proclamations
in the papers against poison-coloured sugar-plums. 1859
BOYD Recr. Country Parson vi. 199 Sugar-plums..damage
the teeth. 1908 [Miss FOWLER] Betw. Trent t, Ancliolmc
378, I can see now the sugar-plums, with wire stalks.

2. fig. Something very pleasing or agreeable, esp.
when given as a sop or bribe.
1608 DEKKER Lanth. t Candle-Li. Wks. (Grosart) III.

270 By stopping the Constables mouth with sugar-plummes
(thats to say,) whilst she poisons him with sweete wordes.
1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. n. 129 With a perfumed
Comfite, or a Sugar-plumbe in their mouth, that is, witb a
word of piety. 1738 tr. Guazzo's Art Conv. 70 Thus you
leave them with a small sugar-plumb in their mouth. 1789
(title) The Sugar Plumb ; or, sweet amusements for leisure
hours. 1813 MRS. JACKSON in Sir G, Jackson's Diaries Q
Lett,

(1873) II. 7 The little sugar-plum, in the shape of a
small pension, they have put into your mouth. 1818 SCOTT
Hrt. Midi, xxxviii, Her zeal for inquiry slaked for the pre-
sent by the dexterous administration of this sugar plum.
1867 TROLLOFE Chron. Barset I. xxiv. 204 An artist, .whom
the rich English world was beginning to pet and pelt with
gilt sugar-plums. 1883 READE Many a Slip in Harper's
Mag. Dec. 136/2 Whilst he delivered these sugar-plums be
did not look her in the face.

1 3. trans/, a. A kind of fossil. Obs.
1681 GREW Musxum m. i. v. 296 A Great Tibuline Sugar-
lum. [Cf. a 1700 EVELYN Diary 20 June 1644, An hard

stone, which hangs about like icicles, having many others in
trie torm of comfitures and sugar plums as wee call them.)
T D. A kind of knotting. Obs.

175? MRS. DELANY Life f Corr. (1861) II. 607, I cannot
.romise

too.much for you till I have finished a plain fringe

sujar-plumfo^you"

i n " ttat fa finis"ed ' wi" do *
4. attnb. and Comb., as sugar-plum box

; sugar-
plum chalk, landafcj/., land having

' a thin, short,
chalky surface '.

1750 W. ELLIS Mod. ffusiandm.Vl. ii. TO, iii.

I
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Hence Su-gar-plum v. trans., to reward or

Mag. VIII. 7 At present, pretty dear, she is coaxed and

sugar-plumbed through life.

Sugar-reset : see ROSET a. I a.

Sugar-sop (Ju'gaispp).
Also 8 Sc. suocar-sap,

s.w . dial, zugar-zop. [f.
SUGAR sb. + SOP si/. 1]

f 1. //. A dish composed of steeped slices of

bread, sweetened and sometimes spiced. Also/f^.

... 540 Being pois

sugar-sops of Antmomianism and Libertinism. 1003

Diary 17 April, It being Good Friday, our dinner was only

a little Zugar-zops to comfort thy Bowels, a 1776 Wren in

Herd Coll. Anc. $ Mod. Sc. Songs II. 210 In came Robin

Red-breast,. .Wi' succar-saps and wyne.
altrib. 1741 J. YARROW Love at first Sight Prol., His

Mouth b'ing stopt with Sugar-Sop Preferment.

2. The West-Indian Sweet-sop, Anona squamosa.
1847 MRS. R. LEE Afr. Wand. v. 67 West Indian fruits,

such as the delicious cherry, the sugar sop, sour sop, &c.

Su-gar-work.
fl. Confectionery. Obs.

1572 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1008) 178 Cullers for

the sugerworke. 1653 Bk. Fruits <$ Flowers (title-p.) To
make Powders, Civet Bagges, all sorts of sugar-works,
turned workes in sugar. 1715 Fain. Diet., Sultane, a sort

of Sugar-Work.
2. //. (formerly t sing.} A sugar factory.
1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies m. xxii. 187

The wealth of these Hands, be their sugar-workes and bides.

1681 Act Part. Scot., Chas. II. (1820) VIII. 360/2 The saids

Tuo Suggar-works of Glasgow. 1711 DE FOE Col. Jack
xix, A. .plantation, wbere they bad an ingenio, that is to

say, a sugar-house, or sugar-work. 1825 WATERTON Wand.
S. Amer. I. 2 Higher up stand the sugar-works of Amelia's
Waard. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 116/1 An impetus was

given to thesugar industryby the SugarWorks GuaranteeAct.

Sugary (fu-gari), sb. Also 7 suggarie. [for

*sitgarer)i,{.SuGA.Rs6. : see -BRT and cl.F.sucrcrie.']
1. A sugar-manufactory. Obs. exc. as in b.

1696 Acts Parl. Scot., Will. (1823) X. 66/2 The Manu-
factory of Sugar commonly called the Suggarie.

b. U.S. and Canada. A place where maple-juice
is collected and boiled for the purpose of making
sugar ; a sugar-camp.
1840 P. H. GOSSE Canadian Nat. 67 We will go into the

Sugary, where the men are collecting the sap from the

maple-trees. 1884 Allen's New Amer. farm Bk. 272 The
primitive mode of arranging the sugary, is with large re-

ceiving troughs . . placed near the fires.

f 2. Sugar-manufacture. Obs.

1747 State of Sugar-Trade 6 These Computations are
made upon the whole British Sugary.

Sugary (jVgsri), a. Also 6 sugerye, sugrie.

[f. SUGAR sb. + -y.]
1. Full of, containing, or impregnated with sugar ;

pertaining to or resembling (that of) sugar ; sweet,
sweetened.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemean's Fr. Chirurg. 49/4 Ther is a
sugerye dulcor or sweetnes extracted out of Leade. 1598
FLORIO, Zuccheroso,.. sugrie. 1707 Curios. Husb. <v Card.
72 A sweet and sugary Juice. 1731 MiLLERG'ar*/. Diet. s.v.

Pyrtts, The Flesh is melting, and if not too ripe, of a sugary
Flavour. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 118 The sugary sap
of Acer saccharinum.. from which sugar is extracted. 1844
DISRAELI Coningsby i. ix. 37 The baskets of certain vendors
of sugary delicacies. 1851 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XII. I. 284
A drab-coloured, dry, 'sugary' silt. 1851 RUSKIN Stones
Venice I. App. xx. 397 Coarse sugary marble. 1870 Lect.
Art vii. 176 A crystalline or sugary frost-work. 1896 A.
BEAVAN Marlboro Ho. v. 77 Henry ..being remarkably fond
of all kinds of delicate sugary tat es.

2. Jig. Deliciously or alluringly sweet ; honeyed ;

deceitfully or flatteringly pleasant ; also, excessively
or offensively sweet. Also advb,

1591 SPENSER M. Huoterd 819 And with the sugrie sweete
thereof allure Chast Ladies eares to fantasies impure. 1834
BECKFORD Italy II. 82 As I had just received a sugary
epistle from this paragon of piety. 1841 L. HUNT Seer (1864)
27 She would not have him, notwithstanding his sugary
verses. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil (1863) 151 'Is he very violent ?'

inquired her ladyship, in a sugary tone. 1835 CARLVLE Let,
to J. W. Carlyle a Sept., The Dragon herself is all civility
and sugary smiles. 1879 F. HuramCMM ofBks. (1886)
i. 14 Sugary stanzas of ladylike prettiness. 88i Miss BRAD-
DON Asphodel 1 1. 268 Twenty couples were revolving to the
last sugary-sweet German waltz.

1 3. Fond of sugar or sweet things, rare.

1664 BEALE in Evelyn's Pomona 22, I did once prefer the

Gennet-moyl Cider, but had only the Ladies on my side, as
gentler for their sugary palats.

Suge(n, obs. forms of SAT .i

Sugeorne, obs. form of SOJOUKN sb.

Sugescent (s'wdje-sent), a. rare.
[f.

L.

suglre to suck + -ESCENI.] Misused for : Pertaining
to or adapted for sucking.

are abstinence, or else suger soppes. 1593 GREENE Disput.

Wks. (Grosart) X. 277 A quart of Sugar sops. 1658 ROW-

LAND tr. Maufets Theat. Ins. 903 You should supply them

SUGGEST.
1802 PALEY.MI/. Theol. xviii. 340 The sugcscent parts of

animals. 1844PLUMMER \i\Amer. Jrnl. Sci. ft Arts XLVI.
243 The pig [appeared] to be master of the sugeicent art.

Suget, obs. form of SUBJECT.

t Sugetable, a. Obs. rare. In 4 soietable.

[f. suget, SUBJECT v. + -ABLE. Cf. SUBJECTABLE.]
Subject.
1383 WVCLIF Bar. i. 18 We wer not soietable [Vulg. sul.

jectibiles} to hym.

t Sugetly, adv . Obs. rare. In 5 sogetly. [f.

suget, SUBJECT a. + -LY ^J Inherently.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 88 Many trowen bat ymage to be God,
& many trowen Goddis vertu sogetly to be ber in.

Suggan (so'gan, sjrgan). Anglo-Irish. Also 8

suggin, 9 soo-, s(o)ugan, suggaun, -awn. [Ir.

sugdn.] A straw rope ;
a saddle

;
a coverlet.

1732 Bp. DOWNES in Nlcolson Epist. Corr. 556 Instead of
saddles perhaps something not better than an Irish suggan.
1789 J. WHITEEarl Strongoow II. 89 Cadows, and brogues,
and swords, and suggins. 1841 b. C. HALE Ireland \\. 401
A stout little pig bad a sougan fixed to bis leg to prepare
him for the road. 1914 Chamb. Jrnl. Oct. 697/2 Alvin had
come into camp without a '

sugan
'

or blankets of his own.
Comb. 1861 CLINCTON Frank o' Donnell 117 Two sug-

gaun-bottomed chairs.

t Sugge. Obs. [Shortening of HAysucGE.] The
hedge-sparrow.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 483/2 Sugge, bryd, curuca, linosa

[read linofd\. a 1500 Medulla Gram., Curuca, a sugge, a
dumok [read dunofc]. 1530 PALSCR. 278/1 Sugge a byrde.
[1847 HALLIWELL, Stg-e,..the hedge-sparrow. Devon.}

Sugge, obs. form of SAY v. 1

t Su'gger, v. Obs. rare. Also 7 -yre. [ad. F.

suggtrer, or L. suggergrc (see SUGGEST).] trans. To
prompt, suggest.
1502 Ord. Crystcn Men (W. de W.) iv. xxx, After as the

spyryte dyabolycall them suggerneth [sic] in the mater of

usuryes. 1606 tr. Rollock's Lect. a Thess. 52 (Jam.) The
waies of the deuill that he suggyres to false teachers to
deceiue men by are infinite.

t Suggeron, a. Sc. Obs. Also 6 -eorne,
-eroun, 7 -oine. [Cf. F. (n.e. dial.) soco(u)ran,

souc(o)rion, ^sco(u}rion, also OF. secourjon, mod.

cscourgeon, bourgeon, \scourgeon, Norm, sugrtgeon
kinds of barley or wheat.] A kind of oats.

1563 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. (1888) 65/1, i firl[ot] lie cus-
tume et suggeorne aittis. 1564 Ibid. 11886) 604/2, 2 bollas
avenarum lie suggeroun aittis. 1608 Ibid. (1892) 125/1.

t Sugge'st, sb. Obs. [ad. L. suggestus (-stem),
f. suggest-, suggerfre to SUGGEST.] = SUGGESTION.
16.. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. App. 12 The reasons of

the suggests arc these, [etc.]. 1639 G. DANIEL Ecclus. xxvi. 73
Whose vertues countermand The loose Suggests of frailtte.

1652 C. B. STAPVLTON Herodian xiv. 113 By thy suggest was
Abel kill'd of Cain.

Suggest (s^dge-st), v. Also 6 augiest. [f. L.

suggest-, pa. ppl. stem of suggcrlre, i.sug- SOB-
2 +gerfre to bear, carry, bring.]
L trans. To cause to be present to the mind as

an object of thought, an idea to be acted upon, a

question or problem to be solved ; in early use
said esp. of insinuating or prompting to evil. In
extended application, to propose as an explanation
or solution, as a course of action, as a person or

thing suitable for a purpose, or the like.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 124 b, The aungell of
sathanas. .euer suggestynge & mouynge some vyce, vnder
the colour of venue. 1592 SHAKS. K*. $ Ad. 65 1 Disturbing
Jealousy. .Gives false alarms, suggesteth mutiny. 1595
DANIEL Civ. Wars in. ii, Succession, conquest, and election

straight Suggested are. 1603 KNOLLES ///*/. Turks (1621) 148
These men . . ceased not continually to suggest vnto him high
conceits of himselfe. 1665 GLANVILL De/. f^an. Dogm, 34
What the Gentleman himself suggests were answer sufficient.

1671 MILTON P. R. i. 355 Why dost thou then suggest to me
distrust? 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 161 A Coun-
try most remote from us. .and consequently it would be sug-
gested as unprofitable to our Commerce. 1779 Mirror No.
24 In the Allegro, meaning to excite a cheerful mood, he

suggests a variety of objects. 1854 MILMAN Lat. Christ.
in. vii. (1864) II. 156 Gregory dwells on the advantage of

being thus constantly suggested to the prayers of friends.

a 1859 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxiii. V. 90, I proposed that

King James should retire to Rome or Modena. Then you
suggested Avignon ; and I assented. 1861 PALEY sEschylus
(ed. 2) Supplices f&onote, The MSS. have npo/iafleus or?rpo-

^ijdfvt. Dobree suggested npuMa07jc. 1886 BARING-GOULD
Court Royal v, I would suggest your following me into my
sanctum sanctorum. 1901 Cyct. Tour. Club Gaz. Oct. 389
It is difficult to suggest a remedy.

b. Said of the conscience, feelings, etc.
; hence,

of external things, to prompt the execution of,

provide a motive for.

1583: STUBBES Anat. Abus. n. (1882) 93 He that hath the

first diuine calling (bis conscience suggesting the same vnto

him). 163.8 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients^i A great many .. have
lost also the best endeavours their wit could suggest them.

1749 HARTLEY Observ. Man i. iii. 2. 347 The frequent

making of Hypotheses.. would suggest numerous Phaeno-

mena, that otherwise escape notice. 1776 GIBBON Decl. ft F.

xvi. (1782) I. 655 Prudence suggested the necessity of a

temporary retreat. 1833 H. COLERIDGE Bioer. Borealis 6

His poem, called
'

Flecnoe, an English Priest ,
which is sup-

posed to have suggested to Dryden his famous satire of

McFlecnoe. 1856 STANLEY Sinai * Pal. xiv. (1858) 473 The
sky, the flowers, the trees, the fields, which suggested the

Parables. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 182 The punishments
to be inflicted on slaves are suggested by the cruelty of fear.

1880 L. STEPHEN Pope iii. 77 The success of the Iliad

naturally suggested an attempt upon the Odyssey.



SUGGESTABLE.
O. Const, clause or inf. : To put forward the

notion, opinion, or proposition (that, etc.).
5a6 PUgr. Per/. (\V. de W. 1531) 124 b, Whan, .he -nig-

gesteth or moueth to man or woman to do suche thinges
that he wolde haue them to do. 1600 J. POHY tr. Leo's

Ajrica 415 They suggested vnto him, that Gonsaluo was
a Magician, who [etc.). 1727 DK FOB Syst, Magic i. iii.

(1840) 82 The honourable person.. who I seemed to suggest
was not to be believed. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.^Pierre's

Study Nat. (1799) II. 567, I have no need to .suggest, that
these inscriptions might be conceived in a much happier style
than mine. 1798 S. & HT. LEE Canterb. T. II. 125 The
drawing-master, .suggested how irksome it ever is to fill up
the outline we delight to throw off the fancy. 1875 JOWRTT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 73 They suggest that Socrates should be in-

vited to take part in the consultation.

d. To utter as a suggestion.
1837 DICKENS Pzckw.\\\, 'Will you take three bob?' 'And

a bender ', suggested the clerical gentleman. 1881 R. A.
KING Love tlie Debt xix,

'

I think I'd
try giving her notice

again, first
', hesttatively suggested his feeble fellow-bachelor.

6. reft. Of an idea, proposition, etc.: To present
itself to the mind.
xSoi Farmer's Mag, Apr. 221 No wonder the idea of emi-

gration should suggest itself. 1861 PALEV /Eschylus (ed. 2)

Prometh. 379 note
t
The danger of approaching the crater in

an eruption naturally suggested itself. 1898
' H. S. MERRI-

MAN* Roden's Corner x. 101 It must assuredly suggest itself

to any one of us that the best method of doing this is [etc.].

f 2. To prompt (a person) to evil ; to tempt to

or to do something ;
to seduce or tempt away. Obs.

a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadi'am.xui, Pamela (whom thy Maister
most perniciously hath suggested out of my dominion). 1588
SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 780 Which partie-coated presence of
loose loue . . Those heauenlie eies that looke into these

faults Suggested vs to make. 1591 Two Gent. in. i.

34 Knowing that tender youth is soone suggested, I nightly
lodge her in an vppcr Towre. 1601 Alts -well iv. v. 47,
I giue thee not this to suggest thee from thy master. 1613

Hen. Vlll, i. i. 164 This holy Foxe. .suggests the King
our Master To this last costly Treaty. 1643 SIR T. BROWNK
Relig. Med. i. 37 The unquiet walkes of Devils, prompting
and suggesting us unto mischiefe.

fb. To insinuate into (a person's mind) the

(false) idea that, etc. Obs.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. i. 261 We must suggest the People, in

what hatred He still hath held them. 1689 Col, Rec.

Pennsyfo. I. 297 Some persons have indeavored to suggest
and insence ye minds of the good people, That the Governor
had a designe.

3. To give a hint or inkling of, without plain or

direct expression or explanation.
1697 DRYDBN Wrg. Georg., Ess, Wks. 1721 I. 203 Virgil.,

loves to suggest a Truth indirectly. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr.

9f It. Note-oks. (1871) I. 121 It [sc. a statue] suggests far

more than it shows. 1900 Jrnl. Sck. Geog. (U.S.) Apr. 126

Such a knowledge of society cannot be, with profit, more
than suggested in the early years.
4. Of things : To call up the thought of by

association or natural connexion of ideas.

1709 BERKELEY Th. Vision 25 One idea may suggest
another to the mind. 1733 Th. Vision Vind. 33 All

signs suggest the things signified. 1764 REID Inquiry ii. 7
A certain kind of sound suggests immediately to the mind,
a coach passing in the street. 1859 HAWTHORNE Trans-

form, xxix. 226 Such silvery ones [sc. clouds) as those..have
often suggested sculpturesque groups, figures, and attitudes.

1864 BRYCE Holy Rom. Emp. xv. (1875) 255 Democratic
Athens, oligarchic Rome, suggest to us Pericles and Brutus.

1894 H. DRUMMOND Ascent ofMan 47 A process of growth
suggests to the reason the work of an intelligent Mind.

b. To give the impression of the existence or

presence of.

1816 A. KNOX Rein. (1834) I. 56 This took place.. to such
a degree, as to suggest strong wishes for reunion with the
Roman Catholic Church. 1898

' H. S. MERRIMAN ' Roden's
Corner i. 2 With an air suggesting a desire to attract as little

attention as possible.

5. Law. To put forward in a *

suggestion '.

1719 LILLY Pract. Reg. II. 537 There ought to be an
Affidavit made of the Matter suggested. 1768 BLACKSTONE
Comm. in. vii. 113 If. .the court shall finally be of opinion,
that the matter suggested is a good and sufficient ground of

prohibition in point of law.

6. In hypnotism, to influence by suggestion.
1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet. 1903 F. W. H. MYERS Hu*
man Pers. I. 175 The man who is

'

suggested
'

into sobriety.

7. absoL or intr. f To prompt or tempt to evil

(obs.} ; to make or offer a suggestion.
1599 SHAKS. Hen. Vt n. ii. 114 Other diuels that suggest

by treasons. 1604 Oth. it. iii. 358 When diuels will the
blackest stnnes put on, They do suggest at first with heauenly
shewes. 1635 QUARLES Embl. i. i. (1718) 7 The devil may
suggest, compel he cannot. 1675 MARQ. WORCESTER in

Essex Papers (Camden) 38 We beg . . that you would suggest
if you can think of any other person, a 1711 PRIOR Dial.
Dead (1907) 223 That sprightly way of thinking as wildly as

your imagination can suggest. 1855 TENNYSON Will 14 Who
. .ever weaker grows thro' acted crime, Or seeming-genial
venial fault, Recurring and suggesting still !

Suggestable (szJd^e'stab'l), a. [f. SUGGEST v.

+ -ABLE.] = SUGGESTIBLE 3.

1848 Tait's Mag. XV. 218 There is not a new and indirect
tax suggestable.

Sugge'sted, ppl. a. [f. SUGGEST v. + -ED 1
.

The first three senses are not represented in the vb. but are

derivable,from senses of L. sttggertre.\

fl. ? Furnished, supplied. Obs.

159* Soliman $ Pers. \\. iii. 5 Loue, by whose suggisted
power Erastus vsde such dice, as, being false, Ran not by
Fortune, but necessitie.

f2. (Falsely) imputed. Obs.

1640 G. SANDYS Christ's Passion 20 Whom we accuse of
no suggested crimes.
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f3. Suborned. Obs.

1647 LILLY Chr. A strol. clxi. 678 He . . will . . receive Punish-MM. .by rneanes of. .suggested Witnesses, or sinister In-
formations.

4. Proposed, prompted, insinuated.
1660 MILTON Free Commit*. Wks. 1851 V. 424 AH those

suggested Fears and Difficulties., easily overcome. 1667
P.L.v.teQ Hee. .Tells the suggested cause. <zi8*oT. BROWN
Philos. Human Mintf (i&yo) II. xxxiii. 189 In the suggested
feelings themselves, there is one striking difference. 1884 tr.

Lotze s Logic 168 We can yet pronounce with perfect cer-
tainty that a suggested name K jiot the right one. 1896 Pop.
Sci. Jrnl. L. 320 Suggested hallucinations and ideas do not
differ. .from spontaneous hallucinations.

Hence Sugge'stedness (see quot.).
iBox-ia Be NTHAM Ration. Jitdic. hvid. (1827) I. 293 Sug -

gestedness . . : the quality of having been assisted by sugges-
tions to every good purpose.

Suggester (s^d.^e-staj). Also 6 -cure, 7 -our.

[f. SUGGEST v. +-E&I. Cf. i6th c. F. suggesteur^
and cf. SUGGESTOK.]
T" L One who imputes crime to, or brings a charge

against, another. Obs.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye n. 183 Consentynge to the

enuyfulsturrerandsuggestoure. a 16*5 FLETCHER Bloody
Brother in. i, Some suborn'd suggester of these treasons.

i6a7tnRushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 438 King James, who..
wanted not some suggesters about him to make the worst of
all mens actions whom they could misreport. 1630 BRATH*
WAIT Eng. Gentlent. (1641) 24 Whereby that base suggestour
might be duely censured.

2. One who suggests or prompts.
1671 CLARENDON Dial. Tracts (1727) 308 If it [sc. age]can.

not suggest all things which occur to more vigorous con-

ceptions, it can judge better of what is suggested than the

suggesters themselves, a 1710 BULL Print. Christ. (1713) III.

885 The Spirit ofGod in Person is not the immediate Suggester
of this Conclusion. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Drama of Exile
1805 Suggesters to his soul of higher things. 1893 LELAND
Mem. I. 99, I also was the suggester, father, and founder in
London of the Rabelais Club. 1903 F. W. H. MYERS Human
Pers. I. 206 Some telepathic impact from the suggester's
mind.

Suggestibility (stfdsestibi-Hti). [f. next +
-ITY.] Quality or condition of being suggestible.
1. Susceptibility to (hypnotic) suggestion.
1890 Open Court 10 Apr, 2197/2 The suggestibility of

crowds. 1891 Content^, Rev. Nov. 673 The degree of sug-
gestibility is not necessarily proportioned to the depth of

steep. 1903 F. W. H. MYERS Human Pers. 1. 162 What we
want to effect through suggestion is increased suggestibility.
2. Capability of being suggested.
In mod. Diets.

Suggestible (s^dse-stlb'l), a. [f. SUGGEST v.

+ -IBLE.]
1. Capable of being influenced by (hypnotic)

suggestion.
1890 Open Court 10 Apr. 2107/2 Great masses of people are

for several reasons extremely suggestible. 1891 Monist I.

627 She is.. extremely suggestible, and very easily hypno-
tised. 1898 A. LANG Making Relig. iii. 61 Known savages
..are more 'suggestible

1 than educated Europeans.
2. That can be suggested.
1905 W. H. MALLOCK Reconstr. Belief ii. vii. 134 That

civilised human life loses all meaning without it [sc. the

religion of theism], and that no suggestible substitute is able
to take its place.

Sugge'Sting, vbl. sb. [-ING l.] The action of

the vb. SUGGEST ; an instance of this, a suggestion.
1677 GILPIN Daemonol. (1867) 412 The same art of wresting

Scripture is observable in his secret suggestings.
b. attrib.) as suggestingpower.

1828 J. BALLANTYNE Exam, Human Mind*\\. 2. 91 Ideas

may be greatly aided in their suggesting power by others
which coexist with them.

Sugge'Sting, ///. a. [-ING2.] That suggests ;

f- prompting to evil, tempting.
1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. ii. vi. 7 O sweet-suggesting Loue,

if thou hast sin'd, Teach me (thy tempted subject) to excuse
it. 1828 J. BALLANTYNE Exam. Human Mind ii. 10. 139
If the suggesting idea be stationary, the one suggested must
be stationary.

Hence Sugffe stingly adv., in a suggesting
manner.
1840 Tail's Mag. VII. 126 ' For which papa has no manner

of use
'

. . said Miss Cripps, looking at papa, suggestingly.

Suggestion (sod^e-styan, -tjan). Forms: 4-5
suggestyun, -tione, -tioun, soggestioun, 4-6
suggestyon, (4, Sc. 6 sugestioun, 5 sugiestion,

-tyoun, 6 suggestion), 4- suggestion. See also

SUBJESTION (cf. OF. subjestiori). [a. AF., OF.

suggestioun (mod. F. suggestion), = Pr. suggcstio,
It. suggestione, Sp. sugestton, Pg. suggestao, ad.

L. sugge$tio> -ottem, n. of action f. suggerfre to

SUGGEST.]
1 1. Prompting or incitement to evil ;

an instance

of this, a temptation of the evil one. Obs.

fars. J . r 331 ueeaiy synne natn nrst suggestion 01 me
feend. c 1440 Gesta Kom. Ixvi. 303 (Harl. MS.) Tribulacion

of b wordle, temptacion of flesh, and sugiestion of J>e devill.

c 1460 Wisdom 497 in Macro Plays 52 Mynde. To t>is sug-

gestyon a-gre we. Wndyrstondynge. Delyght her- In, I

haue truly. Wyll. And I consent l*r.to frelye. |p0/Vtf**.

Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 124 b, As longe as the mynde is not

moued by y* false suggestyon . . there is the lesse ieopardy : as

wele whan he fayneth ony thynge by suggestyon that is good,
or [etc.], 1588 A. KING tr. Canisius' Cateck. 127 Be thrie

degreis men principallte cummis to sinne, be suggestion,

SUGGESTION.
delccution, and consent. 1595 SHAKS. John III. L IM Thwi
arroe thy constant and thy nobltr parts Against these giddyIOOM suggestions, ifeo T. GHANO.R Div. Ltfike 377 Thai

Mil
6

^z"S "n<1
n?'l>y Sltani <:a" Suggestion. 1(67

r I I ?r. I' "?, i
hc first sott bV tbir own '"Kg'Uion

fell, belf-tcmpted, self.deprav'd.
t b. In extended sense : A prompting from with-

in, (hence) intention. Obs.

2. The action of prompting one to a particular
action or course of action

; the patting into the mind
of an idea, an object of thought, a

plan, or the
like ; an instance of this, an idea or thought iug-
gested, a proposal.
i38a WVCLIP Gen. xl. 14 That thow make suggettwun

to Pharao, that he lede me out of this prisoun. c 1400LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. xlvii, At this suggestioun of John,
oure lady.. wolde no lenger letten his buryinge. c 1450
Godstow Reg. 400 Brefis were directed to hym at the
suggestion of the abbesse of Godestowe. 1511 SKELTON
Why not to Court 1200 Some men myght aske a question,
By whose suggestyon I toke on hand this warke, Thus
boldly for to barke? 1590 SWINBURNE Test. 264 The later

by the suggestion of Ptolomee, against the Icwes. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.

f. i. v. 18 We are unready to put
in execution the suggestions or dictates of reason. 1671
MILTON Samson

55^9
Believe not these suggestions which

proceed From anguish of the mind. 1718 CHAMBERS Cycl.
S.V., A Testament is said to be made by Suggestion, when
'tis made by Surprize, and contrary to the Intention of the
Testator. 1736 FRANKLIN Ets. Wks. 1840 II. 74 America
was not heard of, nor so much as a suggestion in the minds
of men that any part of the world lay that way. 1748
MELMOTH Fitzosborne Lett. IvL (1749) II. 78 The wild
suggestions of an heated imagination. 1838 JAMES Robber \\,

Did you not solemnly swear to her to follow my suggestions ?

184* Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange/,//c- (1870) 111. be. 169
At the suggestion of friends a subscription was raised. 1876
J. PARKER Paracl, ii. xviii. 542 Any suggestion to the effect

that theology is hostile to science is a lie. 1886 G. ALLEN
Darwin ii. 35 Erasmus Darwin gave us brilliant suggestions
rather than cumulative proof.

t b. A foreboding, apprehension. Obs. rare.

1748 Anson's I'oy. ii. xi. 257 These gloomy suggestions
were soon happily ended.

o. Hypnotism. The insinuation of a belief or im-

pulse into the mind of a subject by words, gestures,
or the like ;

the impulse or idea thus suggested.
1887 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 12 Mar. 595/3 MM. Fontan and

Segard communicated several cases of cure by suggestion.
1891 X)th O/. Jan. 24 Proceedings by which Sarchas. .gave
sight to the blind..were essentially methods of what we
should now call

'

suggestion '. 1903 F. W. H. MYERS
Hitman Pers. I. p. xxxv, I define suggestion as 'successful

appeal to the subliminal self.

1 3. The act of making a false or suborned state-

ment or supplying underhand information ; an
instance of ^this, a false representation or charge.
Often false suggestion (= AF. fause suggestioun^
Britton). Obs.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxi. (Eugenia} 408 J>e

wikit wyf of

putefere, ..gert hyme be tane falsely & haldine lang m-to
preson thru hyr wikit suggestione. c 1380 WYCLIP Set.
Wks. III. 216 pis approprtnge is geten bi fals suggestion
maad to Anticrist. c 1386 CHAUCER Monk's T. 427 Roger,
which bat Bisshope was of Pize, Hadde on hym maad a fals

suggestion. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 153 pe
Samaritans . . lette hire work with sugestiouns and wit>
siftes. 1460 CAPGRAVE Ckron. (Rolls) 289 Fals suggestions,
by whech many men were disherid of her londis. a 1548
HALL Citron^ Hen.

IfIff, 194 b, This Cardinal! [. Wolsey]
..by craftye suggestion gatte into his handes innumerable
treasure. 1551 EDW. VI $M (Roxb. Club) II. 423 Whalley
..confessed.. how in his accoumptes he had made many
false suggestions. 1576 FLEMING PanopL Epist. 235 Thou
diddest vse all the suggestions that euer thou couldest
inuent..to make them take weapon in hande against e mee.

159* Kvo Sp. Trag. in. i. 46 So am I free from this sugges-
tion [of murder]. Ibid. 84 The hopeles life which thou..

sought By thy suggestions to have massacred. [i6o J.
WILKINSON Coroners fy Sheriffs 2 If any of these causes be

untrue, and the Coroner therby discharged of bis office by
a false suggestion.]

4. Law. An information not upon oath.

Suggestion upon record : an information drawn in writing

showing cause for a prohibition to a suit.

1485 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 292/2 The said Thomas.. was
committed to the Tower . . by the comaundement of Edward
the IIII th ..uppon a Suggestion and Ympeachment made
to hym, that [etc.]. 1548 Act 2 $ 3 Edw.

Iff,
c. 13 14

Under the Copie of the saide lybell shalbe written the Sug*

gestyon wherefore the panic soe demaundeth the saide Pro-

hibicion. 1651 tr. Kitckiris Courts Lett (1653) 297 Where a

Grant of the King is not only of his meere motion, but also of

suggestion, there, ifany part of the suggestion bee not true,

the whole Grant is voyd. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. in. 113

The party.. applies to the superior court, setting forth in a

suggestion upon record the nature and cause of his complaint.

1769 Ibid. iv. xxiii. 305 This mode of prosecution, by informa-

tion (or suggestion) filed on record by the king's attorney

general. 1835 Tomlins
1

Law-Diet, s. v.. There are sugges.

tions in replevin for a returno habtndo, which, it is said, are

not traversable. 1851 Act 15 * 16 Viet. c. 76 8 191 In case

the Right of the deceased Claimant shall survive to another

Claimant, a Suggestion may be made of the Death, which

Suggestion shall not be traversable.

6. The process by which an idea brings to the

mind another idea by association or natural con-

nexion.



SUGGESTIONABLE.

For the specific uses in the philosophical terminology of

'., 1820, 1875.

to certame iviaiKes ur ti.i-t-^i "" i .
---

-.
- -

f ,

to returne and produce such Knowledge, as it hath formerly

collected. 1764 RKID Inquiry ii. 7, I beg leave to make

e of the word suggestion, because I know not one more
USC W luc nu.v* * Aa ,

,ul,:^>, u-f. nWft

process,
whereol

important cases of suggestion.

6. An indication of the presence or existence (of

something) ; a hint, an inkling.

1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola i. v, A faint suggestion of

weariness struggling with habitual patience. 1879 KOOD

Mod. Chrom. v. 60 Pure grey or bluish-grey without any

suggestion of green. 1898
' H. S. MERRIMAN Rotten s

Corner iv. 36 His presence had no suggestion of strength.

H 7. Misused for SUBJECTION (sense I b). For

the reverse see SUBJECTION U la.

a 1400 ipomtdon (Kelbing) 323 All the lordes abonte him

were vndre his suggestion and did him homage.

8. attrib. : suggestion-book, box, a book, be

in which are put written suggestions containing

proposals for the alteration or improvement of the

administration of an establishment, or the like.

1882 Suggestion Book (Bodleian Library). 1907 Daily

Chron. 20 July 6/7 A
'

suggestion box,' into which any worker

may drop a suggestion for the increased comfort of the staff.

Sugge-stionable, a. rare. [f. prec. 4- -ABLE.]

= SUGGESTIBLE i. Hence Sugrffe.-stionalri-lity

<= SUGGESTIBILITY i.

1890 Pall Matt Gaz. 13 May 6/3 The rotation of brilliant

surfaces produces in predisposed subjects a particular state

of the retina.. accompanied with anaesthesia, immobility ot

the muscles,
'

suggestionability '. 1892 Ibid. 15 Dec. 2/1

The subject was no longer suggestionable.

SuggO'Stionism. [f- SUGGESTION + -ISM.]

The doctrine or practice of hypnotic suggestion.

Hence Sugtfe'stionist, one who advocates or

practises suggestion; one who treats disease by

suggestion ;
also attrib. ; Sugge'stionize v. trans.,

to influence or treat by suggestion.
1892 Athcnzwn 2 July 17/3 In order to combat material-

ism it calls to its aid hypnotism,
'

*suggestionism ',
or even

spiritualism. 1896 Cosmopolitan XX. 369/1 Doctor Liebault

has good claims to be regarded as the founder of the '

*sug.

gestionist school '. 1903 F. W. H. MYERS Hainan Pers. I.

206 To the pure suggestionist, monotonous stimulation and

mesmeric passes are alike mere facilitations of suggestion.
1896 Daily News 17 Feb. 6/5 A yelling mob, *suggestionised
to the pitch of frenzy.

Suggestive (s^d.^e-stiv), a. [ad. L. *sugges-

ttvus, {. suggest- : see SUGGEST v. and -IVE. Cf.

It. soggestivo, Pg. suggestive ;
F. suggestif is from

Eng.]
1 1. Law. Resting upon a '

suggestion
'
or infor-

mation : see SUGGESTION 4. Obs.

16. . in W. Prynne Abridgem. Rec. Tower London (1657)

15 That no pardon be granted to any outlawed by any sug-

K
stive means, but only by Parliament. [See Rolls ofParlt.
376/1.1

2. Calculated or fitted to suggest thoughts, ideas,

a course of action, etc.
; conveying a suggestion

or hint ; implying something that is not directly

expressed.
1631 WEEVER Anc. Funeral Man. 5or A Nunne..by

sundrie suggestiue reuelations gaue out, that . . he should not

raigne. 1828 ViHf^E.i\ Rhetoric in Encycl. Metrop, (1845) I.

284/1 The Suggestive kind of writing we are speaking of,

18515 N. Brit. Rev. XXVI. 208 Some thoughtful and sug-
gestive chapters by M. de Remusat. 1856 FROUDE Hist.

Eng. II. 35 It is a living language, pregnant and suggestive,
1884 Christ. Commw. 21 Feb. 448/2 It is a suggestive fact

that the first thing the Apostle Peter commands us to add to
our faith, is courage.

b. Const, of that which is suggested.
1850 T. T. LYNCH Theopk. Trinal vii. 134 Beautiful things

are suggestive of a higher and purer life. 1878 Bosw. SMITH
Carthage 413 Rough grass, acres of beans and barley, and
ploughed fields do not delight the eye, they are not naturally
suggestive of anything beyond themselves. 1880 GEIKIE
Phys. Geog. iv. 165 An observant eye cannot fail to notice
much that is suggestive of inquiry.

O. Of a thinker or writer.

1857 SMILES Stefhenson (1859) 49 He was a good talker. .

.

d. euphem. Apt to suggest something indecent.
1889 GUNTER That Frenchman xi. 128 Her incomparable

drolleries and naughtinesses, in some suggestive opera
bouffe, some musical debauch.

120

CLARKK S/ia*J. Char. vii. 190 No plan was so suggestive as

hat of quenching his sight.

4 Pertaining to hypnotic suggestion.

,903 F W. H. MYERS\Human Pers. I. ,54 The suggestive

or hypnotic induction of supernormal powers.

Hence Sngge-stively adv., in a suggestive

anner; in the way of suggestion ;
so as to suggest

Tw. Path, v. I .41
Jhe

to be more than suggestively treated. 1

.

to be more than suggestively treated. 1884 Harper s Mag.

Oct 7/2
'

If her!i<w any one that hed money to spare,

meXdded sue' estively. 1891 W. CLARK RUSSELL Curattc*

"^My old scfeolma,t
y
er.. with his right arm suggestively

withdrawn behind his back, as though he were hiding some

deadly weapon of offence.

Suggestiveness (s*d3e -stivnes). [f. prec. +

-NESS.J The quality of being suggestive.

,846 RL-SKIN Mod. Paint. II. HI. II. m. '5 There is not

the commonest subject to which he will not attach a range

of suggestiveness almost limitless. i87S WHITNEY L

Lang. viii. .41 The etymological suggestiveness of a term

So H. JAMES Madonna of Future 17 Think.. of the

mother's face and its ineffable suggestiveness.

So Suggesti'vity. rare.

,842 THACKERAY Mia Tickletotys Lett. i, Taking down

rather the heads and the suggestivity (if we may use the

phrase) of Miss Tickletoby's discourse.

Suggestment (sase-stment). rare. [f.
SUG-

GEST v. + -MENT.] Suggestion.
1817 HARE Guesses (1859) 54 They fancy that every thought

itist needs have an immediate outward suggestment.

Answ. to Higgona *t *"> ~i. -:
~~

i678CuDwoRTH/aW/..S>i/.i37As this isamere.. hypothesis,

so the suggestors of it are tut mere novices in atheism.

;796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 33* "". Having been. .a

principal suggestor of the terms to be offered to France.

1818 HAL..AM Mid. Ages viii. HI. (.819) HI. =49 not,. It is

enacted that in every charter of pardon, granted at any

one's suggestion, the suggestor's name, and the grounds of

his suggestion shall be expressed.

Suggestour(e, obs. ff. SUGOESTEB.

Suggestress (sSdje-stres). [f.
SUOGESTEK +

-ESSj A female snggester.
1845 DK QUINCEY Susfiria de Profundis Wks. 1871 XVI.

TO The mother of lunacies, and the suggestress of suicides.

II Suggestum (s2dse-stfcn). PI. -a (-urns).

[L. suggestion, f. suggest-, suggerere to SUGGEST.]

A platform, stage, tribune.

Misdemeanours, and Suggestive Remedies. 1863 COWDEN

RAVES Sf!r. Quix. (1783) "I- 9' Wildgoose . . took the

roortunity of mounting the suggestum (or horse-block)

once more. 1859 J- C. HOBHOUSE Italy II. iia Not far

from the base of the still remaining suggestum, by the Arcn

Su -

eging.///. a. dial. [f. SOGK.] Soaking.

1733 W. ELLIS Chiltcrn t, Vale Farm. 314 The Land. .

thereby can better discharge the sugging Wets.

t Sugh, v. Obs. Forms : 3 suhhjhenn
(prmin), sugge, suwie, 4 soghe, 5 sugh, sewe.

[Prob. an onomatopoeic formation ; cf. SOUGH v.1]

1. intr. To sigh.
c 1200 ORMIN 7924 Forr iwbillc mann birrb wepenn her, &

sikenn sare & suhhjhenn. c 1220 Bestiary in Ael. Ant. I.

224 He suggeden and sorjeden. 14.. K. Glouc. Chron.

6966 (MS. ft) He sewede \MS. y sighede] ful sore, c 1475

Partenay 5024 Raymounde..At the departson sughed sore

in breste. [Cf. 1944 sowghid, 6164 sogheth.]

2. impers. To be distressing.
n iiS Ancr. R. 306,

& hat bet seoruwe breosche him
wiSinne be heorte mid sore bireousunge, so bet him [MS.
Vernon hire] suwie, & pinie bet flesch..mid festen. 13..

E. . Allit. P. C. 391 He. .Sesez childer of her sok, soghe
hem so neuer.

Hence t Snghend (suwinde) ///. a., distress-

ing, painful.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 428 More of be softe eolie ben of be

bitinde wine ; bet is, more of H8e wordes ben of suwinde.

Sugh : see SEE v., SHEUOH, SOUGH.

tSu'gill, sn-ggill, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L.

sugilldre, suggillare, of doubtful etym. Cf. F.

sugiller^
1. trans. To beat black and blue, bruise.

1663 BUTLER Hud. i. iii. 1039 Though we with blacks and
blews are suggil'd.
2. To defame, revile.

'539-4 ABP. PARKER in Strype Life (1711) App. 7 To allure

thePeoples Minds., to our selves, with depraving, sugilling,

and noting the other. 1561 Ibid. 30 This contemptible flock,

that wil not shrink to offer their Blood for the defence ol

Christ's verity, ifit be openly impugned, or secretly suggilled.

Sugillate, suggillate (si/i-dgilc't, sz>-d3 -),

v. Now rare or Obs. [f. L. sugilldt-, sugg-, pa.

ppl. stem of sugilldre (see prec.).]
1. trans. = prec. I. Chiefly Med. in pa. pple.

marked with livid spots or patches, bruised.

1623 COCKERAH, Sugillate, to beat blacke and blew. 1076
WISEMAN Chirurg. Treat, vn. iv. 485 The bead of the Os
kumeri was bruised, and remained sugillated long after

1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Comfit, x. 368, I found all whole,

onely about the podex all was sugillated. 1859 MAYNE
Expos. Lex., Sugillatus, having or pertaining to sugilla
tion : sugillated.

1 2. =
prec. a. Obs.

1647 TRAPP Comm. Acts XXL 28 Arminius paved his way

SUICIDE.

rst by aspersing and sugillating the fame and authority of

f Sugilla-tion 1. Obs. [f.
L. sugfre to suck,

with termination from sugillatio (see next).]
=

SUCKING vbl. sb. i b, SUCTION i c.

1528 PAVNELL Salerne's Kegim. (1541) D iij b, By sugilla-

n [orig. L. suctione] of the membres nedynge meate.
. .

Sugillation
2

, suggillation
sd3-). [ad. L. siigillaiio, -oium, sugg-, n. of

action f. sugilldre (see SUGILL). So F.]

1. f Beating black and blue(0fo.); Med. a livid

or black-and-blue mark ; a bruise ; ecchymosis.

1623 COCKERAM, Sugillation, a beating blacke and blew.

1634 T. JOHNSON Farcy's Chirurg. xn. i. (1678) 293 There

are divers sorts of these Sugillations or blacknesses. 1656

BLOUNT Glossogr., Sugillation,.. the blood-shot of an eye.

1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Comfit, y. 139 A Cataplasm, often m
one night, takes away the Sugillation. 1743 tr. Heistcr*t

Surf. (1768) 105 Red, black, and livid Spots, which we call

a Sugillation. 1836-7 Lancet II. 181/2 Sugillation coming
on alter death is always confined to a dependent part. 1859

MAVNE Erpos. Lex., Sugillation, term for the mark left by
a leech, or Cupping-glass j also, for those livid spots of various

size noticed on dead bodies.

f2. Defamation. Obs. rare 1
.

1654 WARREN Unbel*versc\) b, In this suggillation of his,

to make his brethren odious. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,

Sugillation,. .reproach, slander.

Sugke, obs. form of SUCK v.

t Sugratife, a. Obs. rare. [app. f. med.L.

sugtiralus (see next) + -IVE.]
= next.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, vm. iii, They were so wyse and so

inventife, Theyr obscure reason, fayre and sugratife.

tSugurat, a. Sc. Obs. Also 6 suggurait,

sugarat. [ad. med. Anglo-L. suguratus : see SUOAB

and -ATE 2.] Sweet,
'

honeyed
'

: = SUGARED 2.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. I. xxxi, Quhat sweit vocis?

Ouhatwordis suggurait? iioSDuNBAR Tita Mariit WemeM

7 The sugarat sound of hir sang glaid. 1513 DOUGLAS

jEneis i. Prol. 29 Thi scharp sugurat sang Virglliane.

Sugyner, obs. form of SOJOURNEB.
c 1460 Promp. Pan. (Winch. MS.) 449 Sugyner, or a

comynere, commensalis.

Suhaili, -ell, variants of SWAHHJ.

Suicidal (siis3i-dal), a. [f. SniciDE ji. + -AL.]

L Of, pertaining to, or involving suicide or self-

slaughter j (of persons) having a tendency to

suicide.

choly. 1855 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Suicidal Insanity.

1886 FACGE Pritu. Med. I. 741 Patients affected with this

form of melancholia show suicidal tendencies.

2. _fig. Leading to or involving self-destruction ;

destructive or fatal to those engaged.
1777 HAMILTON Wks. (1886) VII. 529 "I is only, .misapply-

ing men to employ them in a suicidal parade against New
York. 1804 Ann. Rev. II. 234 The Rockingham adminis-

tration, in every thing a suicidal party, had set aside this

right. 1855 KINGSLEY Westw. Holxx, The Spaniards, by
some suicidal pedantry, had allowed their navy to be

crippled. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 35 Though victory

makes men insolent and is often suicidal to the victors,

education is never suicidal.

Hence Suici dalism = SuiciDiSM ; smci'dally

adv., in a suicidal manner ; so as to bring destruc-

tion or ruin on the actor; Snici'dalwise adv.,

suicidally.
1833 LYTTON England i. iii. 48 This gaiety of "suicidalism

is not the death a la mode with us. 1837 CAM.YLE Fr.

Jim. in. i. vii, A Soldiery, which we saw long since fallen

all "suicidally out of square. 1841 EMERSON Misc. (1855)

245 Whatever they attempt .. reacts suicidally
on the actor

himself. 1891 Times 21 Dec. 0/4 To reside in Italy meant

to run almost suicidally the risk of a malarial attack. 1859
W. ANDERSON Disc. Ser. n. (1860) 73 You. .will not permit
its aspirations to have scope and expression ; but 'suicidal-

wise, suffocate them.

Suicide (si-isaid), rf.1 [ad. mod.L. smctda, f.

sul of oneself + -cida -CIDE i . Cf. F. suicide, It,,

Sp., Pg. suicida.]
Not in Johnson 1755. For earlier synonyms see SKLF-DE-

STROYER, 'KILLER, -MURDERER, -SLAVER.

One who dies by his own hand ;
one who commits

self-mnrder. Also, one who attempts or has a

tendency to commit suicide.

189 The suicide is guilty ot a double otlence :

in invading the prerogative of the Almighty..: the other

temporal, against the king. 1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot.

953 The wounds inflicted by a suicide upon himself are

usually in the front, and in an oblique direction. 1861 t LOR.
'

. ** __ /_j _\ A f>Mli InafMtntl WHO IS

K.fig.
1728 YOUNG Love Fame (1741) 8? If fate forbears us, fancy

strikes the blow We make misfortune, Suicides in woe.

1824-9 LANDOR Imag. Conv. Wks. 1853 I. 28/2 Those

the worst of suicides, who voluntarily and propensely stab

or suffocate their fame.

o. attrib. or as adj. (
= suicidal).

1817 LADY MORGAN France i. (1818) I. 38 The chateau <

the suicide husband. 1821 BENTHAM Liberty Press Wks.

1843 II. 282/1 The rash and ill-judged-the suicide letter

of the constitution. 1895 F. M. CRAWFORD Casa Bracno

zl, The lonely grave of the outcast and suicide woman.



SUICIDE.

Suicide (s''is3id),ji.
2 Also 7 sui-cido. [ad.

mod.L. suiadium, f. sui of oneself + -cidiiim -CIUE

3. Cf. K. suicide, It., Sp., Pg. suicidio.]
For earlier synonyms see SELF-DESTRUCTION, -HOMICIDE,

-KILLING, -MURDER, -SLAUGHTER.

The or an act of taking one's own life, self-murder.

Phr. to commit suicide.

1651 CHARLETON Eplies. fy Cinim. Afatrons (l66&) 73 To
vindicate ones self from.. inevitable Calamity, by Sui-cide

is not.. a Crime. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Suicide, the slay,

ing or murdering of himself; self-murder. 1731 Land. Mag,
L 251 Love and Jealousy, the old unfashionable causes of

Suicide. 1765-8 ERSKINE Inst. Lam Scot. IV. iv. 46 Sui-

cide, which is a species of murder, ought to be governed by
the common rules of murder. 1781 COWPER Truth 20 Charge
not. .Your wilful suicide on God's decree. 1817 SELWYN

Law Nisi frius (ed. 4) 11.970 A proviso, . declaring the

policy to be void in case the insured should . .coinmit^suicide.

1891 FARRAH Darkn. -V Dawn Ixvi, The terrible disillusion-

ment and suicides of Gallio and of Seneca.

b. fig.

1793 V. KNOX Pers. Nobility liv. Wks. 1824 V. us There

should be no war, much less intestine war, which may be

justly called political suicide. 1817 D'ISRAELI Cnrios. Lit.

III. 189 Men of genius.. voluntarily committing a
literary

suicide in their own manuscripts. 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic

468 The rejection of it [sc. a theory] could only be arrived

at by a very curious sort of logical suicide. 1886 RUSKIN

Prxterita I. 389 The central tragedy of all the world, the

suicide of Greece.

O. atlrib.

1773 FOOTE Bankrupt in. Wks. 1799 II. 129 November,
the suicide season. 1881 STEVENSON New Arab. Nts. 26

The smoking-room of the Suicide Club. 1909 Wcstm. Gaz.

28 Aug. 15/2 The suicide rate per 100,000 persons under

twenty..was 8-26.

Suicide, v. [f. prec. Cf. F. se suicidcr]

1. intr. and reft. To commit suicide.

1841 LEVER O'Malley xxxii. 171 Here was I enacting

ency..ot suiciding myseu is no longer u quc*uuu witu me*

1881 Philad. Rec. No. 3443. i Isaiah ^IcNeal, aged 60,

suicided at Conyngham on Wednesday, a 1890 SIR R. BUR-

TON in Lady Burton Lift (1893) I. 45 There is hardly a place

in Italy . . where some Englishman has not suicided himself.

1893 A thenscitm 24 June 794/2 The principal character, after

behaving like a cad, suicides 'beautifully'. 1898
'

R.

BOLDREWOOD
' Rom. Canvass Town 133, 1 don't wonder that

they suicide now and then.

2. trans, (euphemistically) To do to death.

1876 Spectator 12 Aug. 997 (A^ ^ (?) As the Divan cannot

s over the next heir.. and as it is difficult to suicide him

[etc.]. 1898 Daily News 17 Oct. 4/5 The actual forger was,
to use a convenient piece of French slang,

* suicid

1899 H. WRIGHT Depopulation 120 I!y suiciding the rest of

the population. 1900 Spectator 2 June 769 It might besafer

than suiciding him.

t Suicvdical, a. Obs.rarc. [f. SUICIDE *i.2 +
-ICAL.1 = SUICIDAL.

75S H. WALPOLE Let. to R. Bcntlty 19 Oct., The inva-

sion begins, .to swallow other news, both political and

suicidical. 1835 Black. Mag. XXXVII. 107 The ghastly
suicidical smile, last relic of the laughter of despair.

Suicidism (sia'isaidiz'm). rare. [f. SUICIDE

j^.2 4. .ISM ] The doctrine or practice of suicide.

1807 Monthly Mag, XXIII. 361 Suicidism the doctrine of

self-slaughter. 1841 J. STERLING Ess., etc. (1848) I. 385 No
doubt the Feudalism of the one, and the Suicidism of the

other, are more fully developed in them than in any
foreigners.

So Su-ioidlst, one who commits suicide.

1880 Daily Tel. 24 Sept., In only one. .calling did the

female suicidists outnumber the male.

t Suicism. Obs. [In sense I, app. f. L. sui

of oneself + -ISM, with intercalated c
;
in sense 2, t

SUIO-IDB + -ISM.]

1. = SELFISHNESS.
1654 WHITLOCK Zootomiit 363 Thb Peece, or Schisme of

Suicisme, and Selfishnesse, hath spawned most of the

Heresies and Schismes, that are abroad in the World.

2. = SUICIDE sb.z

1751 EARL ORRERY Rent. Swift (1752) 275 Those rash

actions, that often end in dreadful murders . .
, parricide, and

suicism \ed. 5. 1752 suicide], im Every Man s Mag. Jan.

395/1 On Suicism, or Self Murder. Ibid., Allow me to use

the word Suicism. for the action of Self-murder ; and the

word Suicide for the Self-murderer. 1773 C. FLEMING Din.

Self- Murder Ded.c., A remonstrance I had drawn up
against suicism.

Suide, obs. pa. t. of SUE v.

Snidian (s'i-dian), a. and sb. Zool. [f. mod.L.

Suidse, f. sus
,
su- swine : see -ID 3 and -IAN.] Per-

taining to, an animal of, the family Suidse or swine.

1880 Libr. Unin. Knmil. (N.Y.) VII. 474 The suidians,

having long hut not at all prehensile snouts.

Suift, obs. form of SWIFT.

||
Sui generis (s'-ai dje-neris). [L.] lit. Of

one's or its own kind
; peculiar, t Also illiterately

as sb., a thing apart, an isolated specimen.
1787 M. CUTLER in Life, etc. (1888) 1. 268 The Doctor.,

thinks it must be a mi generis of that class of animals. 1794
KlRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 126 Against the existence of

the sparry [fluor], as ofan acid suigeneris, many difficulties

were started. 1818 I. P. SMITH Four Disc. (1842) 63 The
transcendent case before us is absolutely sui generis. 1854

Poultry Chron. II. 324 The history of this show is 'sui

generis '. 1870 NEWMAN Gram. Assent II. vi. 197 Certitude

is united to a sentiment sui generis in which it lives and is

manifested.

VOL. IX.

121

II Sui juris (s'w'ai d^-ris). /.aw. [L. - of

one's own ri^ht.]
a. Anc. Roman Law. Of the status of one who

was not subject to the patria potestas.

41614 DONNE Biadaparof (1644) 105 If a sonne which had
not beene Suijuris had beene made Consul, he might have

emancipated himselfe. 1867 Chambers' Encycl. IX. 194/2
A son did not become sui juris by marriage. Ibid. 195/1
Commbium being the foundation of the fatria potestas, a

bastard was suijuris.
b. Modern Law. Of full age and capacity,

legally competent to manage one's own affairs.

1675 MARO. WORCRSTER in Kttex Pafers (Camden) 38 Shee

is of an age not only of consent and dissent but to be sui

juris. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones i. xii, The woman is..

sui /Kc;i,and of a proper age to be entirely answerable only
to herself. i8ai SCOTT Pirate iv, Miss Babie..had been

major and sui juris, (as the writer who drew the contract

assured her,) for full twenty years.

O. irony. One's own master.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist.
y. (1837) II. 18 The pope at this

time was not suijuris, being a prisoner to the emperor.

Suike, obs. variant of SWIKE.

Suilk, -kin, -kyn, var. SWILK, SWILKIN.

Suillage, obs. form of SULLAOE.

t Suillary, a. Obs. rarer1
, [f.

L. suillus (f.

siis, su- swine) + -ARY.] Of swine.

1762 tr. Blacking's Syst. Ceog. III. 581 The marmouset..

is a kind of badger, but both are most properly classed among
the suillary species,

Suilliue (si-ilain), a. and sb. [ad. med.L. sutl-

linus, f. suillus : see prec. and -INK.]
= SUIDIAN.

1880 DANA Man. Ceol. (ed. 3) 504 New species and genera
of Suillines.

Suilyie, variant of SULYE Sc. Obs., soil.

Suin, dial, form of SOON adv.

Suine (s'w'in). [f. L.sus,su- swine + -INKS.] A
fatty substance made from pig's lard, used as a

butter-substitute.

1881 Times 2 Apr. 9/3 Another product suine was made
from the lard of pigs. 1881 Chicago Times 4 June, No
person shall mix.. suine.. with any butter or cheese.

Suing (s'a'irj), vbl. sb. [f.
SUE v. + -ING '.]

1 1. The following of a person or thing ; the pur-

suance of a course of action ;
the carrying out or

execution of something. Obs.

1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10323, & to sywi bis mansinge,..
We asigneb be bissop of winchestre ber to, . . [and] Ofroucetre
&ofsalesburibesiwingetodo. c 1380 WvcuF.SVrm.Sel.Wks.

1. 375 Bi manere of suynge of Crist in perfit weie of vertues.

1383 2 Mace. ii. 32 For to eschewe out suyngus of

thingus [orig. execution*! rerum vitare], 1440 Promp.
Parv. 483/2 Suwynge, or folowynge yn maners and con.

dycyons, imitacio. Ibid., Suwynge, of [? or] folowynge of

steppys. c 1465 Eng. Chron. (Camden) 50 The presence of

bothe kyngis moste nedis be had, what for settyng to of

thair sells, what for the mariage sewyng.

fb. A course, direction. Obs.

cittio Master of Came (MS. Digby 182) xxx, He musto

loke bat he take not be longe of be wayes, for it u be werste

sewynge bat is.

t 2. Succession in time or order of events, etc.

By suing: in consequence, consequently. Obs.

a 1415 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula etc. 63 pe same seke-

nez j.-at comeb of be vice of menstruez, comeb ^also
of be

emoroid, & econverso ; and so by sewyng bat bai acorde in

cure. Ibid. 88 Wherfor be bolnyng in be wounde is aug-
mented and, by sewyng, (>e ake ; for be tone is occasion of

be tober. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 483/2 Svynge, or folwynge
a sundry tymys (..P. suynge of tyme), successus.

f3. V Proportion. (Cf. SUING///, a. 3.)

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xix. 63 Men may seo on an appul-
treo meny tyme and ofte, Of okynne apples aren nat yhche

grete, Ne of sewynge smale ne of o swetnesse swele.

4. '

Pursuing
'

at law
; legal prosecution or suit

;

application for a writ. Also suingforth.

suyng amonge them selues. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb.

JfcntdSrf) 144 They fell to suing, provoking, and brawling.

1589 NASHE Martins Months Minde Wks. (GrosarO I. M
The Suing of Martin Senior his liuerie. 1607 COWELL

fnterfr. s.v. Parson, He..representeth the church, and

susteineth the person thereof, as well in slewing, as being

siewed in any action. 1633 STAFFORD Pac. Hit. I. xvi. 97

To be at the charge of suing foorth of their pardons, xooo

Ormonde MSS. in lotk Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v.

78 Your order for the sueing of the said John Baxter. 171*

PKIDEAUX Direct. Ch.-wardens (ed. 4) 32 They are a Cor-

poration, and capable of Suing and being Sued.

b. Suingand labouringclause: = sue and labour

clause (see SUE v. 21 d).

1899 R. G. MARSDEN Digest Cases Sniffing 580 General

average and salvage do not come within either the words

or the object of the suing and labouring clause of a policy of

marine assurance.

5. The action of a suitor
; paying court ; entreaty,

supplication.
591 SPENSER M. Huboerd 806 Full little knowest thou

at hast not tride, What hell it is, in suing long to bide.

o the accusers were anse.
(1742) II. vi. 751 When Milo offered to drop his suit for the

Consulship . . he answered, that he would not concern himself

with any man's suing or desisting. i8 BYRON Mar. Fal.

v. L 302 Thy suing to these men were but the bleating Of the

lamb to the butcher. 1847 CLOUGH Quest. Spirit 10 Poems

(1862) 32 This answer gave they still unto his suing, we
know not, let us do as we are doing.

STTIS8E.

Suing M-irj), />//. a.
[i SUEZ/. + -ING -. Cf.

SUANT
.] Tli;lt

t 1. Following. Obs. rare.

1388 WYCLiyCm.xxix. 10 He..Mttiurthc louc of ike iif

suynge [r/.r. later wijf] bifore the former.

f2. hitting, according to. Obs.
c 1380 \VVCLIK Sen,,. Sel. Wks. I. 76 It u brter anil more

Hiynge bis gospel to seie (etc.).

f 3. Regular, proportionate ; even, uniform. Obs.
1 1369 CHAUCER Dellie liiauncke 959, I knewe on hir noon

other lakke That al hir lymmes litre pure tywynge. 1441
Rolls of Parlt. V. to/. That every oece of Worsted be
suvng thurghoute the Clothe. 1467-8 Hid. 6ao/i.
4. In absol. or advb. constr. : (a) In succession,
one after another ; (4) afterwards, after.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xviii. 191 He takcthe on o nyght,
and another another nyght, and so forthe contynuelle sew.

yng. 1411-10 LVDG. Chron. Troy iv. 1658 And sevene

dayes, suynge by and by, pis lif he latlde. 1430-40 Bockat
v. lii. (1554} 1250, Milo. .slough hymself suyng the twelue

day. 1433 St. Fremumt 751 Thre sondry tymes swynge

ny nt be nyht. 1450-80 tr. Seer. Seer. 5 As ye shalle se more

pleynlier sewyng ui ordre. c 1500 Melnsine 73 They, .made
to the kinge reuerence, after siewyng sulewed the barons

& lordes. 1519 HORMAN Vulg. 15 Moses wrytte, what was

done, in the oegynnynge o! the worlde, and suynge after.

5. Preferring a suit
; entreating, supplicating.

1581 A. HALL Iliad VI. 109 Meaning by force to rauish

me, when as preuailed not His fawning toyes and sewing
tales, a 1586 SIDNEY Pi. xxvin. ii. To thy self those wordes

apply, Which from suing voice do
fly.

a 170* T. Blown
Sat. agst. Woman Wks. 1730 I. 56 Fools of all sorti with

pleasure they admit, While they palm vertue on the sueing
wit.

6. Bringing an action at law.

1883 Daily ffrws 3 July 2/3 His Honour appointed Mr.

H. L. ..as receiver of the estate, and restrained two suing
creditors.

Suinglian, obs. form of ZWINGLIAN.

t Su'ingly, adv. Obs. [f. SUIG$>/. a. + -LY *.]

1. Accordingly, consequently.
<ri38o WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 106 pus seib Crist

suyngli, Y and my fadir ben al con ; for bei ben oo God,
oo substance, and oo kynde. 1381 Gen. xliii. 7 We an-

swerden to hym sewyngly [Vulg. consejuenter], aftir that

that he askide. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye ill. 295 Con-

sequenter, Sewyngly after couenaunte & accorde. 1493

|H. PARKER) Dives * Paufer (W. de W.) ii. Int. M/a

Lordshyppe perteyneth by kynde unto man, and so suynly
to be ricne.

2. In order, in due sequence; hence, subsequently,

afterwards, later.

CI400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxvi. 263 Now schallc I seye am
sewyngly of Contrees and Yles. c 1400 Pilgr. Sowlc (Cax-

ton) u. Iviii. (1859) 56 Euery bone went to other, ioynynge
them self in theyr propre places, and sewingly the spyrites

repayred to the bones, a 1415 tr.A rderne's Treat, fistula

etc. 55 Many maners of curacionsi Of whiche some more

profitable . . bene sewyngly to be noted vnder compendious-
nez to be vtilite of helyng. c 1449 PECOCK Refr. iv. 1. 117

These textis whiche schulen now suyngli be trend in this

present chapiter. CKIO MORE Picus Wks. 20/1 Then

suyngly the prophete sheweth what is the roote of this prt.

uacion.

3. Consecutively, in succession.

1453 Rolls of Parlt. V. 270/1 Thre dayes suyngly echo

after other.

Suink(e, obs. forms of SWIITK.

Snittt (swint). [ad. F. saint, earlier t suing,

{. suer to sweat, with an indeterminate suffix.] The
natural greasy substance in the wool of sheep, con-

sisting of fatty matter combined with potash salts :

called a\soyolk.
1791 HAMILTON Berthollet's Dyeing 1. 1. ii. i. 125 Wool is

naturally covered with a kind of grease called suint. 1874

CROOKES Dyeing f, {.alien-Printing 84. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Mtck.is<<)/i In cleansing wool from ihcsuint. 1885 BOWMAN
Struct. Wool Fibre 179 Formerly this suint was looked upon
as a kind of soap, because it was soluble in water.

SuiogothlC (swwgp'Jrik), a. and sb. Also 8

i Sue(o-)gothio. [ad. mod.L. Suio-, Sueogolhicus,

\ serving as adj. to Suiones (Sutones) Gothlque, which

i was used to denote the Sviar, Svear Swedes, and

Gotar (Golkar}, older Gautar, the inhabitants of

Gotland (the southern portion of Sweden).] Swe-

dish ;
the (Old and Middle) Swedish language.

1759 B. STILLINGFL. tr. Linnxus
1
Oral. Trav.m Misc.

Tracts (1762) 16 Its name, still used among the Suegothic

Jigi. ,

7

797^/.W.(ed.3>VIII..23/. Of this Woden

laSy wonderful things are related in the Sueo-gothic

language of Sweden, is very nearly allied.

Suiorne, obs. f. SOJOUBN so. and v.

Sulpte, obs. past t. SWIPE.

Suir, obs. form of SCBE.

Suiseotion (sifi-isek/an).
nonce-word. [J.

L.

sui of oneself 4- SECTION.] Self-dissection, self-

iSoJ BLACKMORE Perlycross 88 The time was not come

vet and. .shall never-in spile of all morbid Buisection.

Su-i-si-milar, a. nonce-word, [f. L. tut of itseli

+ SIMILAR.] Like itself.

1901 BKLLOC Path to Remt 375 This very repetitive and

. [F.- Swiss.] The porter
dle

J5111SSO I awiBj sa ; L J *

of a large house ; the beadle of a church (in France).

,837 CAHLYLE Fr. Rev. u. VL vii, The red Porters



SITIST.

HOtels are shot at, be they Snissi by nature, or Suisst only

in name 1888 A tlunxum 24 Mar. 378/1 A.suisse enchan
-

Tli tie choir-boy in a red frock by the cup and ball

?fck ,, COBELL. Master
Christian^,

The^
at us fofhaving gone in [to the Church). 1008 A. KINROSS

Joan ofGarioch xxx. 199, 1 gave my card and halfa rouble to

"tSuist. Obs. [f.
L. sui of oneself or suus

one's own + -1ST.] One who follows his own in-

clinations ; a self-plenser.

1648 N. STRANGE in Carter's Motives Confers. Cath.

BLOUNT Glossogr.

Suit (siat), sb. Forms : 3-4 sywte, 3-8 ite,

4-6 seute, sewte, suyt, 4-8 suyte, 4-9 suite,

5-6suete,sewt, (3, 5 sowte, 3-5 soyte, 4 sivte,

swete, sywete, sywyte, sout(e, 4-5 swte,

suytte, 5 sevte, siewte, sutte, swtte, suytt;

e., 7 suet, 5-6 sut, Sc. soit(e, 5-7 Sc. soyt, 6

sueyt, sewet, -it, sutt, swt, shutte soote,

Sc. soitt, soytt, soyite, 6-7 Sc. suitt, 6-8 snute,

7 suett seut, shuite, shuett, dial, zuit, illiterate

shoot), s-suit. [a. AF.siwle(\2thc.),siute,sute,

seute, suite = OF. sieute, later suitle, etc. (mod t.

suite, see SUITE) :-pop.L. "sequita, ppl. sb. f. se-

qufre to follow, SHE.
The med.L. equivalent of suit in various senses was secta.

(see SECT sb.\ SET sb?) ;
the French word was ako latinized

as seuta, suita.]

I. Feudal Law.
1. a. In full, suit of court : Attendance by a

tenant at the court of his lord. b. In full, suit

real (royal, regal), Sc. common suit : Attendance

of a person at the sheriffs court or tourn, atten-

dance at the eourt-leet.

Phr. to do, five, owe suit.

1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) nt54 Hn clupede sir Ion giffard

bat siwte ssolde ber to To come ober he ssolde in be mer

be ido. c 1450 Godstow Reg. 42 Vpon homage, relefe, warde

and sute of courte. Ibid. 152 Makyng sute to the courte of

Eton at the wille of the abbesse. c 1460 Oseney Reg. 10 Soc

is sute of your homage ill your courte, after the custome of

b''Reame. 1473-4 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 5 A new

infeodacione of his landis of Barnagehane. .to be haldin ol

the King in warde and relef and commoune soyt. 1495 Act

122

lust I'M iv (i860 77 All Ecclesiastical! persons who

id any^ssessions from the King in capit.e '""ft'Hg*T

calling of smal portionaris and landit men to commune soyil*-

to schiref courtis. 1579 (RASTELL] Expos. Termes Lawes

175 Suit riall is when men come to the shirifes tourne or

leete, to which court al men shal be compelled to come to

know the lawes...And it is called rial suit because of their

allegeance. 1597 SKENE De Verb. Sign. s.v. Sok, Hee quha
is oblished to eiue Soyte in the Court of his Over-lorde.

1607 COWELL Interpreter s.v. Sectis non facicndis. Women
that for theirdower ought not to performesuiteof Court. 1618

J.WILKINSON Treat. Off. Coroners etc. II. 77 b, All manner of

persons which., owe suit royall to this court Leet. 1651 tr.

A'itc/un's Courts Leet (1657) 291 By Tremail it is said, that

suit reall is due by reason of the Body. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex.
Techn. I, Suit-real or regal. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. H.

54 To follow, or do suit to, the lord in his courts in time of

peace. 1863 H. Cox Inslit. I. viii. 104 The suitors or persons

owing suit in the county courts or courts-baron of the King.

o. An instance of this, an attendance at such a

court.

14.. Customs of Malton in Surtees Misc. (i8qo) 59 J>*..

Burgese schall make bott ij suites by b jcr' to b' sayd
cowrtt. c 1450 Godsto'.tt Reg. 205 All maner of sutes of her

in justice-aris. 1543 Ir. Act 52 Hen, III, c. 9 For doyng
sutles vnlo ihe courtes of great lordes. 1591 in Reg. Mag.
Sig. Scot. (1892) 91/1 Wiih ihrie swlis al Ihrie held schireff

courtis yeirlie.

t d. To call the suits (Sc.) : to call over the

names of those who were bound to give suit at a

court. Obs.. .

1459 in A. \j&vn%, Lindores Abbey (i

day ye soytts callit ye curl affirmyt

) xvi. 158 Yequhylk,
.

day ye soytts callit ye curl affirmyt ye absens ar palenl.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 489 Judgis war sell and
suittis callit sone. 154.1 in Rec. Earla. Orkney (S.H.S.) I.

62 With power.. Soittis lo mak be callit. 1550 HOLLAND
Crt. Venus in. ii Sulis was callit ilk ane in thair estait.

Cheisit ane assyis. 011578 LINDESAY (Pilscottie) Chron.
Scot. II. 252 The regent causit feild the parliament and
call the suittis. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj., Crimes ix. xxviii.

168 b, The soytes suld be first called, with their Lords, and
maisters.

2. Suit and service : attendance at court and

personal service (see SERVICE
*
8) due from a tenant

to his lord
; hence used as a formula in describing

certain forms of tenure. Also homage and suit ;

in Sc. usage, presence and suit.

\c 1350 Will. Palerne 1080 To lasse & to more, bat ou?ten
him omage or ani seute elles.] 1380 Antecrist in Todd
Three Treat. WyclifWyi) 147 Bi sute and servyse bat bei
1st. priests] owen to seynes & to chapitres. la 1400 Morte
Arth. 3139 He wolde..make hyme seruece and suylte for
his sere londes. 1449 PECOCK Repr. III. iv. 299 He [K. a
priest] muste nedis comaunde and regne upon hise lenauntis,
and thei muste needis obeie and do sewtis and seruicis to
him. a 1500 Brome Bk. 157 They may do homage and sewte
to my lord. 1504 Munim. de Metros (Bann. Club) 601 That
thaj aw na presence nor sute in the serref court of Hading-
toune for ihe said landis. 1605 Order Keeping Court Leet
21 Let euery man remember his oalh and dulie, and doe his
suit and seruices according to the same. 1654 BRAMHALL

ettedingnno he country as far as the inhabitants are

subj?to suit and service. .776 DALRYMPLEg*-****
294 As a freeholder of Annandate, Bruce *g*g
suite and presence in the King's court held at Dumfr es.

Slini^ht !BfifiSS3Sy^^^s^^T^^^
Parliament ^ ^ ^^ 4-/0//OK;

V <J</ s
"7"'"\'>

ciiiilR. BROWNE] /).. Cart-wright 55 Hee shoulde

rathefloose his righu, then doe suite andhMKn^
im,r 1 580 GREENE Menaphon Wks. (Orosart) vi. id

all she halh let you Hie like a Hawke that hath lost h,r tyre ;

vet you meane to follow sute and seruice, though you get

bu Thandfullof smoake lo the bargaine. ,596 SPENSER

f\q?V1 vii. 34 Then found he many missing of his crew

Which wont doe suit and seruice to his might. 1598 Yoso

Diaua 33 By being fauoured in some other place, where thy

sutes & seruices may be more esteemed. 1834 JJE yu
Autob Sk. Wks. 1853 I. 52, 1, being a cadet of my house,

owed suit and service to him who was its head, i

7^.30 Nov. 553 A metropolitan member must, we suppose,

do suit and service for his seat. 1881 Manck. Guard. 14 Feb.

5 Like many others who have done suit and service to this

"3. The resort of tenants to a certain mill to have

their corn ground ; the obligation of such resort.

(Cf. SUCKEN 1.) Hist.

c 1450 Godstmu Reg. 138 With be seute of grindmge, & all

ober pertinences. Ibid. 206 Quiet of scuage & sule of here

myllys. 1545 in Leadam Sel. Cases Crt. Requests (Selden

Soc.) 183 The complaynaunt..hath..prevely
withedrawen

his sute from the said milles & ground his Corne away from

thence. 1591 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) 1. 175 Dareley mylne,

with the soken and suite there to belongmge. 1611 [b.

MISSELDEN] Free Trade 58 That restraint of the common

liberty, which we call Suit of Mill. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm.
in. 235 Such is that of doing suit to another s mill. 1903

DOWDEN Chart. Lindores Introd. p. Ixxxvi, Suit and multure

which the abbot claimed from tenants of the nuns on their

lands of Kynhard.

1 4. A due paid in lieu of attendance at the court

of a lord. (Cf. suit-groat, -silver.} Obs.

1523 FITZHERB. Surv. 14 b, I shall.. truely do and pay the

sutes, customes, rentes, and seruyces that longeth thereto.

1517 IIS. Ace. St. Johns Hasp., Cantero., Paid to Holh
Court for rent sute & loke vs. iiijd. 1577 LEIGH Surv. G,

Suites of Courte, or annual! fine, for suite and seruice of

Courte, to any other Courte. Ibid., A Rente, or a Suite,

male bee sometymes paicd out of a Mannour to a Hundred
or Sheriues Tourne. 1660 Act 12 Chas. II, c. 2^ 5 Any
Rents certaine Herriots or Suites of Court belonging or in-

cident to any former Tenure.

II. Pursuit ; prosecution, legal process.

1 5. Pursuit, chase ; also, a pursuit. Phr. to

follow, make suit. Fresh suit (see FKESH a. 3 c),

pursuit made without delay. Obs.

c 1315 MS. Rawl. BSHO If. 32 Be imad so uers siute [orig.

Stat. Winch, c. i Sifresche sute] ber oppe fram toune to toune.
c 1350 Will, falerne 2392 Lest be segges wold haue sescd

here seute to folwe. Ibid. 2615, & bo pe seute sesed after be

swete besles. 1390 GOWER Con/. III. 373 Thou miht noght
make suite and chace, Wher that thegame is nought pernable.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvm. xxiv. (Bodl. MS.)
Houndes-.findeb here..dennes and warneb bereof bi sute

and bi berkinge. 1486 Bk. St. Albans e. v, When he after

foode makyth any sute. 1489 N. RidingRec. N. S. (1894) I.

123 To have shot, sute, or course at any of our game. 1534
Act 26 Hen. VIII, c. 5 Any outcrie, hute, or fresshe sute

of or for any felonye. 1575 GASCOIGNE Kenelworth Wks.

1910 II. 93 Though haste say on, let sute obtaine some stay.

1579 RASTELL Expos. Termes Lawes 95 b, Freshsuit, is

when a man is robbed, and the partye so robbed, followeth

the felon immediatlye. 1590 SPENSER^". Q. in. xi. s Hesoone
resinde His former suit. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj., Stat. Daii.

II, 40 Gif the suet, or bruit of three baronies follow any man
for reif, theift, or any other trespas. 1760-72 H. BROOKE
FoolofQual. (1809) III. 68 He was spied.. stealing a bay
horse. Fresh suit was made.

f b. transf. That which is pursued ; (in hunt-

ing) the scent or (?) quarry. Obs.

i593LoDGE/
>
A///w(Hunter.Club)48 Likehungrie houndes

that lately lost their suite. 1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xxxvii.

i. 319 Our howndes that follow a suite of bloud.

f 6. The pursuit of&n object or qnest. Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 409 Man shulde not fayle in bis

suyt for god ne for ony creature, c 1450 Godstow Reg. i [To

r-doing j . , _____ ___

Suite of his auowed quest.

7. The action of suing in a court of law ; legal

prosecution ; hence, t litigation. Phr. toga to suit,

to go to law
;
at suit, at law, engaged in litigation.

This sense perhaps arises partly from a shortening of suit

ofcourt (see quot. a 1400 and cf. sense i) ; but it was fully

developed in AF., e.g. a nostre sicte,par autri sute (Britton).

(a 1400 Old Usages Winch, in Eng. Gilds (1870) 362 And

K'f

myd ban ne may hys tenement rijt, ne ober
dystresse

,'nde, by sewte of be court. Ibid. 363 A }er and a day
y-fuld of be furste day of sewte.] 1477 Rolls of I'arlt. VI.

187/2 That, .no Styward . .hold plee uppon any Action, atte

sute of any persone. 151* Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 4 Preamble,
Outlawries had ageynst theym..at the suyt of dyverse ma-
liciouse persones. a 1513 FABYAN Chron. VIL (1811) 299 Allnes. a 1 A .

prysoners that lay in any pryson about London, at the

Kynges sute. 1558 T. WATSON Seven Sacr. xxviii. 1

SUIT.

Grudge, hatred, and sute betwene the parties and theyr

frendes. 1583 SfuaBEsAnat. Alms, 11. (181(2) 10 If one giue

neuer so small occasion to another, sute must straight be

commenced. 1590 SHAKS. Com. rr. iv. iv. 134 Whose suite

is he arrested at'? a 1676 HALE Hat. Pleas Crown (1736)

II. 280 Tho A. be convict at the king's suit. 1688 HOLME
Armoury in. xix. (Roxb.) 173/2 If. .the parties were at suite

in the ciuill courts of justice. 1690 W. WALKER Idiomat.

Anglo-Lat. 455, I haue a great mind to go to suit. 1766

BLACKSTONE Comm. n. 437 Till after suit commenced and

udgment obtained in a court of law. 1768 Ibid. in. 22 The
-edress of injuries by suit in courts. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit.

India v. ii. II. 379 At the suit of a native, he was taken

up on a charge of forgery.

t 8. The prosecution of a cause ; also, the suing

for a writ. Suit of the kings peace : see quot. 1607.

Obs.

1444 Rolls of Parlt. V. no/i Without any sute of Writte

of crrour. 147* Cov. Left Bk. 376 What demene shuld be

taken ffor the mater betwen the Cite and Will. Briscowe,
And for the Costes and expenses of the suyt berof. 1538
STARKEY England 191 The longe sute of causys in the Court

at Westmonastere. 1544 in Leadam Stl. Cases Crt. Requests

(Selden Soc.) 96 Duryng the suete of ther case. 1563 Reg.
Privy Council Scot, I. 251 Compellit to leif the soit of thair

saidis caussis. 1607 COWELL Interpr., Suyte of the Kings

peace is the persiewmg of a man for breach of the K. peace,

Dy treasons, insurrections, rebellions, or trespasses,

t 9. In suit.

a. Engaged in a legal prosecution or lawsuit. Obs,

a 1513 FABYAN Chron. vn. (181 1) 339 Atwene the Londoners

and the abbot of the Holy Crosse of Waltham, the whiche

badde bene in suyte many yerys before. 1581 in Buccleuch

MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 225, I am in such great suits

with the Lord Crumwell for that little living which my father

left me. 1598 R. BERNARD tr. Terence, Andria iv. v, He is

alwaies in sute with some man. He is neuer out of the court.

a 1677 BARROW Serm. Wks. 1687 I. 75 He that doth not

wave the prosecution of his cause . . is deemed still to be in

suit. 1688 HOLME Armoury \\\. xv. (Roxb.) 23/2 A docket,

the catalogue of the person[s] in suite one with another.

) b. Of a person : Being prosecuted. To have,

put in suit, to prosecute, take legal action against.

Obs.

1544 in Leadam Set. Cases Crt. Requests (Selden Soc.) 79

Forthe which Olyuer Seynt John Esquyer hayth Stokeley in

sewt at this present tyme. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI11,

i The kynges grace.. pardoned all suche persones, as was

then in suite. 1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim. 223/1 We
shall not.. want an aduersarie to accuse us, we shall lacke

no Eschequer man to put us in shute. 1638 HEVWOOD Wise

Worn. in. i, If they put mee in suite,, .they are poore, and

cannot follow it.

to. Of a matter : That is sub judue or in dis-

pute. Obs.

1538 STARKEV England (1878) 118, I see many mennys
materys heng in sute ii, iij, or iiij yere and more. 1550

AVLMER Harborowe G j b, To put that put of double which

was in sute. 1664 Comenius' Janua Ling. 656 A third man
must needs come in (between) to part the fray (to take up
the matter in sute).

fd. To put in suit(s) : to put (an instrument)

in force in a court of law ; also, to set the law in

motion concerning (a matter).
c 1618 in Elsing's Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) App. 140

The said S' Giles putt the said bonds in suite in the Ex-

chequer. ai68oCHARNOCK Attrib. God (1834) II. 684 Who
hath laid by his bond so many years, without putting it in

suits against us. ifSo-i* H. BROOKE Fool c/ Qua/. (1805)

1 1 1. 140, 1 will have that matter put directly in suit, and, as

soon as it is recovered, it shall be laid out on a commission

for your son. 1845 STEPHEN Comm. Laws Eng. (187^4)

II. 48 The executor. .of the donor, .bound to put such in-

strument in suit, for the benefit of the donee.

10. A process instituted in a court of justice for

the recovery or protection of a right, the enforce-

ment of a claim, or the redress of a wrong ;
a prose-

cution before a legal tribunal.
'

Suit
'

is a term of wider signification than action j it may
include proceedings on a petition. (Encvcl. Laws Eng.)
c 1411 HOCCLEVS .: Pritu. 1521 Whan be mater is to

ende 1-broght Of be straunger, for whom be suyte haj> be.

1444 Rolls of Parlt. V. 109/2 Many dyvers persones bi

singuler veniance and nothing ofright . . been by dyversbuets
sued. i$6a Child-Marriages 71 She comensid a sute, and

sekid for a divorce to be had Die the lawe betwixe them.

1611 COTGR. s.v. Guerre, Qui a terre, si, a guerre : Prov.,

He that hath soyle hath suits. 1676-7 MARVELL Corr. Wks.

(Grosart) II. 530 The Bill against the Multiplicity of

Attumyes, and for preventing vexatious Suits. 1768 BLACK-

STONE Comm. in. 406 The courts .. will allow of amendments

at any time while the suit is depending. 1844 H. H. WILSON

Brit. India II. 517 To hear and detei mine summary suits for

the rent and occupancy of land. 1888 BRYCE Amcr.Cemniw.
xliv. II. 154 Ordinary private law., upon which nine-tenths

of the suits between man and man are founded.

b. More fully, Suit in law (-\ofoi fa/ law, ^at

the law) = LAWSUIT. Similarly suit in chancery,

equity.
1530 PALSOR. 278/2 Sute at the lawe or court, sieute. 157"

FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 252 Busily occupied in matters of

suites of lawe. c 1610 Women Saints 182 This woman had a

suite in law against a principall man of the Cittie of Czsarea.

1716 Mist's Weekly Jrnl. 3 Sept. in N. * Q. (1905) loth

Ser. IV. 95/2 On Monday is to be determined a Suit of Law.

1728 LAW Serious C. iii. (1732) 40 These at Suns at Law,

those at Gaming Tables. 1817 SELWYN Law Nisi f""s

(ed. 4) II. 1089 A suit in chancery. 1844 WILLIAMS Real

Prof. (1877) 93 Actions at law and suits in equity.

t O. Tofollow a suit : to prosecute a legal action.

Also./;f. Obs.



SUIT.

iv. v, For me a stranger to go follow sutes & brabbles in
law. a 1624 M. SMITH Serin. (1632) 68 The Law containeth
matter of inditement against vs, the Deuill followeth the
suite. 1631 AY/. Cases StarChamb. ft UighComm. (Cam-
den) 187 That they would graunt her alimonie and charges
to follow the suit against him.

II. The action or an act of suing, supplicating,
or petitioning; (a) petition, supplication, or en-

treaty ; esf. a petition made to a prince or other

high personage. Now poet.
1449 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 148/2 Savyngalwey to the same Erie

of Devonshire, his lawful! suete to the Kyng. c 1460 FORTES-
CUE Ala. r Llm. Man. xi. (1885) 136 To some men he hath
done in lyke wyse aboff thair merites, througli ymportunite
off thair suyttes. 149! Actj lien. VII, c. 24 An acte was
made at the sute of a particuler personne for his particuler
cause. 1549-62 STERNHOLD & H. Pi., Lam. (1566) 23 For
mercy Lord is all my sute. 1554 Act i ff 2 P/iil. f, M. c.

8 i This our supplicacion directed to yor
Majesties withe

most humble sute, that it may . . be exhibited to . . the Lorde
Cardinall Poole. 1592 KYD Sf. Trag. nt. xii. 2 The King
sees me, and faine would heare my sute. 1605 SHAKS.
Lear II. ii. 68 This ancient Ruffian . . whose life I haue
spar'd at sute of his gray-beard. 1625 BACON Ess.,
Sntoiirs (Arb.) 41 Priuate Sutes doe Putrifie the Publique
Good. 1657 SPARROW Rationale 76 When the Priest
makes their suits, and they.. say, Amen. 1668 R. STKELE
Hnsbandin. Calling v. (1672) 90 Frozen suits meet with cold
answers from God. 1741 MIDDLETON Cictro (1742) II. vi. 151
When Milo offered to drop his suit for the Consulship. 1814
SCOTT Ld. Isles i. xxx, Rest ye here .. Till to our Lord
your suit is said. 1838 ARNOLD Hist. Rome 1. 78 They had
no jurisdiction, but referred all their suits to the king.
1859 TENNYSON Elaine 774 Lightly, her suit allow'd, she

slipt away.

f b. To make (one's) suit : to supplicate, peti-
tion ; to sue to a person for a thing ;

also const,

inf., to petition for something to be done. Obs.
c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 34 Now no man to me

makethe ony sute ! c 1513 MORE Rich. Ill Wks. 53/1 While
some for their busines made sute to them that had the

doing. Ibid. 58/2 This pore Lady made humble sute vnto

y king, y6 she might be restored vnto such smal landes as

(etc.]. IS30PALSGR. 716/2,1 sewe, I make snteforathing,/a
fourcltasse. 1556 CHEKE in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 19 To
favor such poore suts for my Libertie as Mr Dean shall make
to your Matie in my behalfe. 1601 [Bp, W. BARLOW] Serm.
Paules Crosse 2 As I neuer made sute to preach anywhere.
1649 DAVENANT Love fy Hon. v. iii. 70 My desires make sute,
that those who shall Hereafter write the businesse of this

day May not beleeve I suffer for the hope Of glorious fame.

1738 WESLEY Ps. xlv. xvi, Kings at his Feet snail cast their

crown, And humble Suit for Mercy make.

fc. transf. Earnest search for or endeavour to

obtain something. Obs.
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. I. (Arb.) 77 They make great hast

to cum to her : they make great sute to serue her. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage vii. i. 552 Corrivall vnto . . Sen-
nacherib, in sute for the Monarchic of the world, a 1627
SIR J. BEAUMONT in Farr S. P. Jas. t (1848) 155 The fiends

. . Make sute to seaze him as their lawful! prey.
12. Wooing or courting of a woman ; solicitation

for a woman's hand. Also, an instance of this, a

courtship.
[1580 LYLY Enphues (Arb.) 342 When the Gods coulde not

obtaine their desires by suite, they turned them-selues into
newe shapes.] 1590 GREENE Never too late (1600) P,
Reueale any more his sute bee durst not, because when he
began to chat of loue, she shakt him off. c 1610 Women
Saints 73 Offa receyuing that message, did moste willinglie

giue ouer his suite, ceasing to molest the virgin, a 1711
BURNET Autobiog. in H. C. Foxcroft Sitp/>l. Burnt?s Hist,

(1902) 480 After two years sute we were married. 1726 POPS
Odyss. XIX. 164 Rebate your loves, each rival suit suspend.
1775 SHERIDAN Duenna H. iii, Doubtless, that agreeable
figure of his must have help'd his suit surprizingly. 1823
SCOTT Peveril xii, If I come to you with my parents' con-
sent to my suit, will you again say.. Julian, we must part?
1864 TENNYSON Aylmer's I?ield 493 Sullen, defiant, pjtying,
wroth, return'd Leolin's rejected rivals from their suit.

III. Livery, garb ; sort, class.

1 13. A livery or uniform ; also, in wider use, a

dress, garb : chiefly in phr. in or of (a) suit =

clothed in the same garb or colour, as the members
of a retinue or fraternity ; also, in suit with, in

the same dress or uniform as. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3950 A bousend knifes. .Of noble
men yclobed in ermineechon Of o sywte. 13. . K. Alls. 182

(Laud MS.) Forb she ferde, myd her route, A bousande
lefdyes of riche some. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 3 pe
brethren and sustren . . shul be clobed in suyt. 1390 GOWER
Con/. II. 2 That I mai stonde upon his rowe, As I that am
clad of his suite. 14.. in Eng. Gilds (1870) 446 Alle the
bretheren schul be cladde in swte ofgownes o }ere and another
3ereinoswteofhodes. 1:1450 Godstmu Reg. 23 Edmundeof
Pounteney, now in axmre sute I wold bat I were . . Wheber
hit were, .whyte, rede, or blewe. c 1460 Wisdom in Macro
Plays 60 Here entreth vi women, in sut. c 1470 HENRY
Wallace ix. 203 He gert graith him in soil with his awin
men. 11548 HALLC/WX., Hat. /F(isso) 22 b, Three other
appareled in the kynges suite and clothyng. 1588 LAM-
BARDE Eiren. iv. iv. 439 If any company of men..haue
made any one general! sute of cloth . . to be knowen by.
a 1633 AUSTIN Medit, (1635) 104 These Sisters goe all in a
Suite..: They are all in Greene.

fb. In or of suit (of a or the same suit] : (of
clothes, etc.) of one or the same colour or material

;

uniform, to match. In suit of or with : uniform

with, matching. Obs.

13 .. E.E.A Hit. P. A 203 Her cortel of self sute schene.

123

(1870) 43 Alle ye bretheren and systeren ban lynere of
sute. 1395 E. E. Wills (1882) 5 Witb docere, costers and
bankers, of sute of that forseyde bed. 1431 Kec. St. Mary
at Hill (1904) 26 A white vcsccment of o sewte. MM
Rolls of Parlt. IV. 477/1 And the Styward . . have *. a
Robe in sute of the Uaylyfls. 1452 in Willis and Clark
Cambridge (1886) I. 337 A gownecloth in sute with his

gentilmen. 1558 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 45, vi

payer of undersleves of the same stuff and sute.

t O. fig. (in quot. 1377 said of the human flesh

or humanity). Phr. Tofollow suit with, to do the
same as (cf. 20 b). Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 495 God . . bat . . in owre sute deyd-
est On godefryday for mannes sake. 1565 T. STAPLETON
1'ortr. faith QZ Any protestant ofwhat so euer cote or sute
he be. 1655 FULLER Church Hist. n. 152 Though men had
Surnames, yet their Sons did not, as I may say, follow suit
with their Fathers, a 1661 Worthies, Land. (1662) u. 205
Many Clergy-men, . . born in this City, did not follow suit with
others of their Coat.

t d. In suit with : in company with. Out of
suits with : 1 lit. not in the uniform of, hence, out
of favour with. 06s.
la 1400 Morte Arth. 3931 Seuene score knyghtes In soyte

with theire souerayne. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. i. ii. 258 One
out of suites with fortune.

t e. Condition, state. Obs. rare.

1350 Will. Pakrne 1250 pou seidest me jer-while bou
schuldest me do quelle, ..but, sire, in be same seute sett
artow nous..

14. Of various objects (chiefly in phr. with preps,
i of, in) : Pattern, style of workmanship or design ;

j

occas. colour; hence = set (see V).
?<ri4oo Morte Arth. 210 Sexty cowpes of suyte. 1400

Dtstr. Troy 34 10 A sadill . . With a bridell full bright, bothe
I of a sewte. 1406 E. E. Wills (1882) 13 Ylk man & woman
'

of hem in sute a rynge of xl d. a 1423 in A rchaeologia
LXI. 171, ij Fiols of on sute of siluer and gild. 1424-5 E.
E. Wills (1882) 56 A doseyn spones of too suites. 1444
Test. Ebor. (Surtees) II. 112, ij standing cuppis of a sute.

1525 Ibid. VI. ii, iiij stottes, iij of on sutie [? suite], with on
browne stotte.

t!5. Kind, sort, class. Obs.
Common in the i6th c.

1548 GESTE Agst. Priv. Masse A. v, It is a stelth of holye
thinges, not of the basest sute.. but of the holyest and

SUIT.

Were of the same suyte of hir coler. 1389 in Eng. Gilds

13 The particular nourishment containeth riot so many
sutes, as the earth the npurisher of all things doth. 1594
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. III. iii. 2 Touching matters belonging
vnto the Church of Christ this wee conceiue, that they are
not of one sute. 1642 D. ROGERS Naaman 138 Of this sute
also is the carriage of such, as upbraid God.

IV. Following, train, suite.

16. A company of followers; a train, retinue,
SUITE. Also, a company of disciples. Now arch.

or dial, (superseded by suite),

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3743 Hii of sute were Of king
arthures hous. 13.. Cursor M. 25668 (Gatt.) Leuedi mari !

. .helpe bi suite, c 1380 \VYCLiF6Vrw. Sel. Wks. II. 225 Crist

biddij? men of his suyt bat bei shulden not have two cootK
, c 1400 Destr. Troy 546 In sound for to saile home &yoursute
j

all. Ibid. 12995 The Cite he assailet with a sewte ofte.

a 1586 SIDNEY A rcaditt II. x. (1912)211 Had there not come
in Tydeus & Telenor, with fortie or fiftiein their suit, to the
defence of Plexirtus. 1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus i. 6
They were so farre from the suit of Saints and good men,
that they were vnfit companie for honest ciuill men. 1781
J. MOORE Vina Soc. It. (1790) I. i. 17 Till the Archduke and
his suit had passed. 1799 COLERIDGE Let. to Wife 14 Jan.,
Any but married women, or in the suit of married women.
i86a WHYTE-MELVILLE Inside Bar 1 345 Servant?. -didn't

bring one; don't want a 'shoot' when I'm driving Crafty
Kate. 1865 BARING-GOULD Werewolves x. 185 A numerous
suit of pages, esquires, chaplains,

fb. (a) A leash of hounds. (6) A flight of

mallards. Obs.
c 1470 Hors, Shcpe t; G. (Roxb.) ad fin., A Sute of a lyhm.

1486 Bk. St. Albans f vi, A Sorde or a sute of malardis.

c. The witnesses or followers of a plaintiff in

an action at law. Now Hist.

1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. \. Ixvii, The plaintiffs
sect or suit of witnesses. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. in.

295. 1865 NICHOLS tr. Britton i. xxxii, Let the suit be ex.
amined. .by taking their acknowledgments whether they are
villains to the plaintiff. Ibid. v. vlii. 270 miirg., Proof by
suit of witnesses.

1 17. Offspring, progeny ; spec, the offspring of

a villein. Obs.

1338 R. BRUNNE Chron, (1810) 95 Of bat doubter sute com
Malde, bat was of pris. c 1450 Godstmu Reg. 559 The bodies
of [5 serfs], with all ther catell, sewtis, and sequelis. c 1460
Oseney Reg. 10 Your bonde men, with here sute and catell.

V. Set, series.

18. A number of objects of the same kind or

pattern intended to be used together or forming a

definite set or series.

t a. A group, b. A set of tools, plate, furniture, locks, etc.

C. The whole of the sails required for a ship or for a set of

spars, t d. A set of musical pieces, pictures, etc. e. A suite

of rooms, f.
* A batch of biscuits, weighing i cwt., or one

charge of the oven
'

(Simmonds Diet. Trade), g. U.S. The
whole complement of hair, whiskers, etc. that a person has.

a. c 1401 LYDG. Comfl. Bl. Knt. 82 The sute of trees

aboute compassing Hir shadowe caste.

b. 1424 E.E. Wills (iWi) 57Anoberflatpece[ofplatelof
be suit bat were my faders. 1577 HARRISON Englandu. x. 85 b,

A siluer sake, a bowle for wine . . and a dussen of spoones, to

furnishevp the sute. i6isin W. M. \Vi\\\nms Ann. Founders'
Co. (1867) 92 Pd for on Sute of Bell Waights compleat 5 13 o,

1622 MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman d*Al/. n. in. v. 298 A

handsome sute of chaires. 1623 in Ellis Orig. Ltll. Ser. 1. 1 1 1.

143 A rich suite of hangings. 1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes
UL v'

,'.
Missale, MX Crucifixes, a Mite o( Heads. 1686

PLOT Staffordsh. 376 They make them IK. locks] in Sine-,
six, eight, or more in a suie. 1712 ADDISON Steel. No. 323
Vi5-L'i

(- nf':":n wh my Mantua.Maker. Sorted u Suit
of Ribband*. 1737 Salmon's Cy. Hldr.'s Estimator (ed. 2)in 1 hee (Locks) are likewise sold in Suie. 1762-71 H.

U- -
f _._....., f , . t,fiu Eng., etc* \\

.196 A suit of oars. t8ai SCOTT Ktnttw. vui. A woman
..changes her lovers like her suit of ribands. 18458. JUDO
Margaret \. u, There were no suits of knives and forks.
c. i6>6 CAPT. J. SMITH Accid. Yng. Stamen 17 A suit of

sayles. 1635 in Foster Crt. Min. E. hid. Cowf. (1907) 114
[lo make new sails for his

ship, she having only one new]
suyte. 1748 Anton's Voy. u. ii. 115 With all the. .remnants
of old sails that could be mustered, we could only make up
one compleat suit. 1851 KIPPING Saihttaking (ed. 2) 91
Making a suit of Sails for a Barque of 300 Tons, c 1860 H.
STUART Seaman's Catech, 62 The third suit of sails forms
the ground tier. 1919 J. MASEFIBI.D /)au<Wiv. v. in Engl.
Rev. Oct. 365 He had once worked aloft, Shifting her suits
one summer afternoon.
d. 168a Land. Gaz. No. 1726/4 A Suit of Vocal and Instru-

mental Musick from the Odeum or Musick Gallery, fij..
J. LOEILLET (title) Six Suits of Lessons for the Harpsichord
or Spinnet. 1779 J. MOORE View Soc. Fr. (1789) I. xxxviii.

330 The most admired of all Holben's works is a suit of
small pieces.

e. 1741 WARBURTON Div. Legal. II. 380 A magnificent
Palace.. with all its Suits of Apartments. 1789 MRS. PIOZZI
Journ. France I. 283 The apartments.. run in suits like
Wanstead house in Essex. 1848 DICKENS Dombey iii, A
whole suit of drawing-rooms. 1858 Eng. Cycl., Biog. s. v.
Usheri He took up his residence in a suit of apartments
provided for him in the inn.

f. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. VIII. 802/2 The quantity baked
each time, which is called a suit, is about 112 pounds weight
before being placed in the oven.

g. 1845 S. JUDD Margaret n. i, A suit of enormous black
whiskers. 1867 AUGUSTA WILSON Vashti xxxiii, Leaving a
few lines written in pencil on a handkerchief, in which she
had wrapped her superb suit of hair. 1893

4 MARK TWAIN '

Pudd'nhead Wilson ii, She had a heavy suit of fine soft hair,
which was also brown.

19. A set of garments or habiliments intended to

be worn together at the same time. (Cf. 13.)
a. of church vestments, esp. chasuble and dal-

matics, cope, etc. of the same colour and material.

1495 in Somerset Med. Wills (1901) 330 My sewte of blew

yelwet vestimentes. 1552-3 fnv. Church Goods, Stafford z,

iiij shutes of vestements to minester withall. 1558 .V.

Country Wills (Surtees) II. 6 My suyte of red vestementes.
a 1700 EVELYN Diary 18 Jan. 1645 One priestly cope, with
the whole suite, c 1716 in J. O. Payne Rec. Eng. Cath.
ifij (1889) 105 Vestment suites 12, albs 8, amices 10. 1874
MICKLETHWAITE Mod. Par. Churches 163 So that each suit

of vestments may have its own drawer.

b. of men's or boys' outer garments ; in full,

suit of apparel, of clothes,

c 1420 6 Atitadace (Camden) Ivi, Say him my sute is

quite. i55-3 in Feuillerat Revels Ediu. l^l (1914) 89 Five
suetes of apparrell. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. 51 He hath his

chaunge of sutes, yea, ne spare th not to go in his silkes and
veluet. 1584 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 365, xxx 11*

ells of sarcenet for fower matachyne sutes. 1625 BACON Ess. t

Masyt/fs (Aib.) 540 Let the Sutes of the Masquers, be Grace-
full. 1641 SVMONDS Serm. bef. Ho. Comm. B ij b, If a man
order his Taylor to make him a sute. 1642 in Decl. Commons
Rebell. Irel. (1643) 29 The six hundred suits of clothes
were for theSouldiers in Ireland. 1683 WOOD 0(O.H.S.J
III. 74 To Mr. Spencer the tayler for turning and altering
my gray suite. .145. 1738 Gentl. Mag. VIII. 4/1 One that
..doth not put off his Religion with his Sunday's Suit
1840 R. H. DANA Bef. Mast x, We had on oil-cloth suits

and southwester
caps. 1877 SPURGEON Serm. XXIII. 486

You cannot force that little heart to be anxious about the
next suit of clothes. 189* GUNTER Miss Dividends (1803)

93 His light travelling suit. 1897 [see/^/';aj//, PYJAMASD].

O. of women's attire : in earlier use, an entire

set of garments for wear at one time ;
in recent

use, a costume (i. e. coat and skirt).

1761 Brit. Mag. II. 444 A suit of cloaths is weaving for

a lady of quality, which will amount to 36 1. per yard. 1770

LANGHORNE/Y;*r(irrA(i879) 1. 103/2 The bride was to bring
with her only three suits of clothes. 1778 Miss BURNEY
Evelina x, They_ have promised me a compleat suit of linen

against the evening. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xiv, Her
smartest evening suit. 1913 Play Pictorial No. 132. p. vi/3
A great variety of linen suits and frocks in exclusive styles.

d. of armour.
1821 SCOTT Kenilw. xxxix, Their suits of leathern and

paper armour. 1859 TENNYSON Geraint fy Enid 95 The
three gay suits of armour. 1880 [see ARMOUR sb. ij,

e. transf.tfig.) and allusively*

Birthday suit (humorous) : the bare skin.

1593 DRAYTON Heroic. Ep. iii. 125 In her Masking Sute,

the spangled Skie, Come forth to bride it in her Revelrie.

1607 ROWLANDS Diogines Lanthorne 33 A gallant groue,
That wore greene Sommers sute. 1697 COLLIER Ess. Mor.

Subj. n. (1700) 105 Like Cloath ill made, he looks better

in the Shop, than he wears in the Sute. a 1700 B. E. Diet.

Cant. Crew, Suit and Cloak, good store of Brandy or any
agreable Liquor, let down Gutter-lane. 1804 J. GRAHAMS
Sabbath (1830) 8/2 The redbreast's sober suit. 1809 MALKIN
Git Bias i. viii. P2, I will strip this

holy
father to his birth-

day suit. 1858 W. ARNOT Laws fr. Heaven Ser. it. xltx*

403 If honour be your clothing, the suit will last a life-time.

f Crew's name for the tubular florets (florets

of the disk) in composite (and similar) flowers. Obs.

1671 GREW Anat. PI. t. v. (1682) 38 The several Thrums
or rather Suits, whereof the An ire is made up... are ever
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SUIT.

consistent of more than one, sometimes of Two, and for the

most part of Three Pieces (for which I call them Suit.).

20 Any of the four sets (distinguished by their

several marks, as spades, clubs, hearts, diamonds)

of which a pack ofplaying-cards consists. Also, the

whole number of cards belonging to such a set held

in a player's hand at one time. Often in fig. con-

text and allusively.

124

Wllnall. me luurc aunca v,ii*iii fe~vi .-
T ,,\ , IT-

Countries. 1688 HOLME Armoury m. xvi. (Roxb.) 73 Urn

cards of a shute. i 74> HOYLE Whist 12 You need seldom

return your Partner's Lead, if you have good Suits of your

sma
ofTn nps,

consUts'of nine'cards'! The backs are black. 1876 Enycl.
Brit V loo/i A pack of tarots consists of seventy-eignt

cards, four suits of numeral cards and twenty-two emblerna-

1884 Baih~Hcrald afi'jan. 3/1 The Government are deter-

mined to meet Parliament with a strong suit of trumps in the

hand. 1885 PROCTOR What iv. 69 Keep the command ofan

adversary's suit. 1898 Daily News 4 Jan. 3/1 The police

and detectives are the New York reporter's strong suit.

b. To follow suit (earlier t in suit) : to play a

card of the same suit as the leading card ; hence

often fig., to do the same thing as somebody or

something else. (Cf. 130.)
1680 COTTON Compl. Gamester (fA. 2) 61 The elder begins

and younger follows in suit as at Whisk. Ibid. 82 Not

following suit when you have it in your hand. 1788 J.

BEAUFORT Hoyle's Games Impr. 15 Having but twoor three

small trumps, he should never force his partner to trump, if

he finds he cannot follow suit. 1849 Chamttris Inform.

People II. 663/2 If a person happens not to follow suite, or

trump a suite. 1859 DICKENS T, Two Cities I. ii, The three

other horses followed suit. 1865 Mut. Fr. m. xv, You
can't get beforehand with me... You can only follow suit.

You can't deprive me of the lead. 1883 W. E. MORRIS

Adrian Vidal xvi, The
' Monday Review '

happened to be

the first to notice
' Two Loveis

'

i but other journals speedily

followed suit.

VI. Sequence ; agreement.

t 21. A succession, sequence. Obs. rare.

1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy n. 6797 Euery day be blomys
wer renewed ; And be blosmys, with many sondri swt. 1589
PUTTENHAM Engl. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 208 When we make
one word begin, and . . lead the daunce to many verses in

sute. 1625 BACON Ess., Viciss. Tilings (Arb.) 571 Euery Fiue

and Thirtie years, The same Kinde and Sute of Years and

Weathers, comes about againe.

t 22. For suit of: on account of. In suit of:

in consequence of. Obs.

1451 Ydtton Church-iv. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 94 Yn cost-

date the Chambers and other Places.

23. In suit with : in agreement or harmony with.

Of a suit with : of a piece with.

1797 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Beggar Girl (ibi^) II. 2 A Cer-

berus in human form whose manual strength was in suit

with the ferocity of his manners. Ibid. 116 Books, music,

maps, papers .. totally out of suite with the part of the

cabin and its furniture yet remaining. 1806 JEFFERSON Mem.
etc. (1829) IV. 56 The legislature had sanctioned that idea.

..It seemed, therefore, lhat the Governor should be in

suit with them. 1899 HARDY A Changed Ma, Enter
a Dragoon (1913) 166 A life whose incidents were pre-

cisely of a suit with those which had preceded the soldier's

return.

VII. Combinations.

24. attrib. and Comb. : f suit-breeder, a pro-
moter of legal prosecutions ; t suit-broker, one
who made a business of procuring a favourable

hearing for suits ; suit-call, at cards, a call for a
lead from a particular suit; suit-oase, a small

portmanteau designed to contain a suit of clothes
;

fsuit-oourt (seequot.); suit-covenant, -custom
Feudal Law (see quots.) ; suit-duty, obligation to

give suit at a mill; t suit -groat, a due paid in

lieu of suit at court; suit-hold (see HOLD s61 i b),
tenure by suit and service to the superior ; t suit-

jogger, a promoter of lawsuits ; fault-maker, one
who institutes a suit

; suit-mark, any of the marks
distinguishing suits of cards ; suit-roll Hist., the
roll of persons bound to give suit at a particular
court; suit-service Feudal Law, service rendered
by attendance at a lord's court

; also fig. ; f suit-
shape, a fashion of clothes

; f suit-silver, a local
name for a due paid in lieu of suit at a court;
tsuit-worth a., worthy of imitation.

SHADWKLL Scowrers it.
i, Attornys, those *Suit.

ud

ha?'ha'thc?one the offence, after the course of the commene

awe. .905 Atkemun. ,8 Nov. 683/3 Uh^^u^marks

p Ixxxv, The suit.rolls containing their names making

a practically complete list of the county gentry. .1579

[RASTELL] Expos. Termes Lames 2u b, Suit seruice is

to come to the Court from iij.
weekes to nj. weekes by the

whole yeare. 1651 tr. Kitchin's Courts Leet (1657) =9'

Suit-service is by reason of Free-hold, that is, by reason of

their tenure, that is, for that they hold of their Lord by suit

to his Court. 1870 D. G. ROSSETTI Youth s Sfnnf-tribute

be from a suit that contains a probable trick. 1902 Times

Sute-silver, is a small Rent, or sum of Money, which, if

paid, does excuse the Freeholders from the appearance at

the Court-Barons within the Honor of Clun in Shropshire.

1594 R. CAREW Tasso v. 2 1 1 Ifany may *sutewoorth example
finde.

Suit (s'0> Forms : 5-6 suyt, 6 sewt, shute,

Sc. su(i)tt, soute, 6-8 sute, suite, 6- suit. [f.

prec.]

f 1. intr. To ' do suit
'

to a court ; hence, to

have recourse to. Obs.

1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 3575 Shrewes ban on happ
sail' suyt To my body for refuyt. c 1540 [see SUITING M.
so. i).

1 2. To prefer a suit ; to sue la a personfor some-

thing. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1331) 67 These holy fathers

knowyng theyr owne conscyence clere . . hauynge no record

of man to declare them . . sewted to almyghty god. 1536 St.

Pafers Hen. VIII, V. 61, I will never soute.. of the King
of Scottes, but by the Kinges Highoes meanes here. 1567
in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) III. 247, I am so suited to for

to enterprise the revenge. 1641 Cheke's Hurt Sedit. Life

b iv b, Three powerful! competitors all suiting for it. 1679 C.

NESSE Antid. agst. Popery 90 God loves to be suited unto

by saints and angels. 1719 Caliiiuell Pap. (Maitl. Club) I.

238 I'm ready to think that your lordship's friendship may
give it to either of the gentlemen who now suit for it.

1 3. trans. To make an application or appeal for,

to solicit ; to sue for in a court of law. Sc. Obs.

1567 in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) III. 248 The nobility are

of mind to suit assistance of the queen. 1573-4 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. Ser. I. II. 330 The coistis..and interes sus-

tenit . . aucht to be sutit and persewit alsua befoir the saidis

Judgeis. 1575 in Maitl. Cl. Misc. (1840) I. 121 He.. had
humblie suittit. .to haue bene admittit to the said celebra-

tioun. 1598 in Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 190 It

is caried.-that the Kirk.. should sute vote in Parliament.
1616 W. HAIG in J. Russell Haigs (1881) vii. 162 Never the
boldness, .to. .suit recompence from your Majesty. 1633
W. STRUTHER True Happiness 49 If we had merlte to de-
serve it, we needed not Suit it of God. 1710 in Nairtte

Peerage Evidence (1874) 44 What else he may suite ask claim
and crave. 1717 Ibid. 146 To suit execution hereon.

1 4. To make one's suit to, petition ; to bring a
suit against ;

to sue. Obs.

'559-* MS. Cott. Calif. B. ix, Then sail they not fayle
to sute zow in zour awne countrey. 1566-7 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. Ser. I. I. 503 The Quenis Majestic, being
ernistlie suitit be the Ouene of Inglandis ambassatouris . . for

payment c 1610 SIR J. MELVIL Aleut. (1735) 348 The King
of Scotland was suiting her Majesty for an Alliance, a 1653
BINNING Serm. (1845) 272 Let Wisdom have but a patient
hearing, . . and she will carry it off from all that suit you.

1 5. intr. To pay court to a woman. Obs.
c 1590 MONTGOMERY Wks. (S. T. S.) Suppl. Vol. 221 First

serve, syne sute, ..gif thow intend to win thy ladyis grace.
1639 N. N. tr. Du Basil's Compl, Woman u. 58 Iberina..
who had a mind to as many men as suited unto her. 1749
FIELDING Tom Jones v. v, If the greatest Squire in all the

Country would come a suiting to me to-morrow.

f6. trans. To pursue, follow. Sc. Obs.
1582 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. I. III. 525 The saidis

personis. .in lyke maner sutit Johnne Blak,. .and wald have
hrokin up his durris. c 1590 J. STEWART Poems (S. T. S.)

11.69 The precelling Paladeine..In suiting him with dili-

gence did tend Quhair thair occurs sic cursit canckerd cair.

1 7. To pursue, aim at
;
to seek to obtain. Sc.

'559-6 MS. Colt. Calig. B. ix, Gif by zour frendly support
. .ze sail declare that not only sute ze not the ruyne off our
country, but will [etc.]. 1587 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser.
i. IV. 197 Minassing and avowing to sute the lyveis of his
tennentis. cijoo J. STEWART Poems (S. T. S.) II. 218 His
mercie great.. Quhilk gif }e sute.. Jit he vill led ;ow from
that haples place. 1686 J. RENWICK in Life (Biogr. Presbyt.
1827) II. 270 He [sc. Christ] suites the Creatures Affection,
as if u were of some Worth.

t b. To seek in marriage ; to woo. Chiefly Sc.
16:5 BRATHWAIT Loves Latyrinth (1878) 274 Sewing, and

sutmg Thysbe for his bride. 1630 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862)

SUIT.

I. vii. 53 The Lord, who is suiting you in marriage, a 1639
SPOTTISWOOD///J*. Ch.Scot. u. (1677) 105 He was.. sent Am-
bassador to . . the Emperor, to suit his daughter Margaret in

marriage. 1676 Row Contin. Blair's Autobiog. xii. (1848)

527 Lady Margaret Kennedy had lived a virgin unmarried,
(though suited by severals).

f 8. To arrange in a set, sequence, or series; to

set in due order, sort out. Also withy&rM. Obs.

1552 in Archxol. Cant. (1872) VIII. 104 Item iij bells in

the steple suted. 1554 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Mary (1914)

159 Svting performynge and puttinge the same in aredynes
to be engrosed. 1571 Revels Q. Eliz. (1008) 129 Ffowld*

ing.suting, puttingm order and bestowing of the Garmentes.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretorie \. (1595) 22 All which I referre

to their peculiar places each one, as they are suted foorth to

be in their kindes deliuered. Ibid. 100 There are Letters

also might be suted vnder this forme. 1608 TOPSKLL Ser-

pents 270 As for separating, ..carding, or suting their stuffe,

they are very Bunglers. 1655 E. TERRY Voy. East-India 385
The Company sent the Mogol . . an able Coach-man, to sute

and mannage some of his excellent Horses. 1695 BLACKMORE
Pr. Artk. IL 74 He. .suits and ranges Natures that agree,

j-
b. intr. To range oneself. Obs. rare.

1591 SAVILE Tacitus
t Hist. i. Ixiv, 36 As the rest of the

souldiers suted on sides.

0. trans. To provide with a suit of clothes
;
to

clothe, attire, dress. Chiefly pass. arch.

1577 STANYHURST Hist. Ireland in Holinshed 105/2 He
woulde not.. buy a sute of apparell for himselfe, but hee
woulde sute hir [sc. his wife] with the same stuffe. 1591
LODGE Cettharos Wks. (Hunter. Club) 11 Shall I sute thee

Cosmosophos ? . . I wil haue thee apparailed according to

discipline and order. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. \. ii. 79 How
odly he is suited, I thinke he bought his doublet in Italic.

1600 HEYWOOD \st Pi. Ediv. II', i. i, Birchin Lane shall

suit us. 1604 B. JONSON King Jos. Entert. A iij, Whereof
the one..was suted in blacke and purple, a 1661 FULLER

Worthies^ Catnbr, (1662) 161, I will suit you (if so pleased,)
wUh a light habit. i66a St. George's Day (1685) 10 All suted

in. .Satin Gowns, and Velvet Caps. 1829 J. STERLING Ess.,
etc. (1848) I. 85 More solemnly suited with black, he was

placed in a room hung round with faded green. 1887 Pall

Mall Gaz. 12 Feb. 4/1 No caparisoned beasts.. suited in

burnished mail.. but sturdy steeds.

b. refl. To dress or attire oneself, Obs. or arch.

1594 [R. BARNFIELD] Affect. Shepk. \\. Ii, The learned

Sisters sutethemseiues in blacke. 1594 MARLOWE & NASHE
Dido 1. 1, It is the vse for Turen maides to . . suite themselues
in purple. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. i. iii. 118 Were it not

better.. That I did suite me all points like a man? 1607
ROWLANDS Fam. Hist. 23 My Armour shall be black 1 Tie

suit me in a mournful Iron-shell. 1624 HEYWOOD Gnnaik,
i. 25 Any man that hath bought cloath to suite himself. i8a>

W. JAMESON in Mem. $ Lett. (1845) 80 One who suits him-
self only once a year.

c. transf. and^f.
1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. Ep. Ded., Fortune.. suted

poore Flaunders and Fraunce in her frownes, and saluted

Englands soule with a smoothed forehead. 1594 J. DICKEN-
SON Arisbas (1878) 30 His Fame. .suted in robes of im-

mortalitie,. .towres to the clouds, c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn.

c.xxvii, My Mistresse eyes \conj. brows] are Rauen blacke,
Her eyes so suted, and they mourners seeme. 1628 WITHER
Brit. Rcmtmb. n. 55 Yea, many times he suites His Deity
in our poore attributes. 1633 BP. HALL Hard T.^ N, T. 363
Wherefore then, O Saviour, art thou thus suited in crimson
and dyed red with blood ?

10. To make appropriate or agreeable to\ to

adapt or accommodate in style, manner, or propor-
tion to

;
to make consonant or accordant with ; to

render suitable. Also refl.

1600 SHAKS. si. Y. L. Ii. vii. 81 He. .That.. therein suites

His folly to the mettle of my speech. 1602 Hani. m. ii.

19 Sute the Action to the Word, the Word to the Action.

1610 HEYWOOD Gold. Age n. i, Oh sute your pitty with your
Angell-beauty. 1621 QUARLES Div. Poems, JEstJur (1630)
121 The King commands the servants of his State, To suite

respect to Hamans high estate. 1711 SHAFTESB. Ckarac.

(1737) I. 200 He. .sutes himself, .to the fancy of his reader.

1781 COWPER Charity 153 To suit His manners with his fate,

took care to suit their answers to the questions put to them.

1844 KINGLAKE Eothen xvii, The peculiar way in which you
are obliged to suit yourself to the movements of the beast

[sc. a camel]. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. iv. xiv,
'
I mean to

knock your head against the wall/ returned John Harmon,
suiting his action to his words, with the heartiest good-will.

1874 MAHAFFY Soc. Life Greece viiL 261 Try. .to perform as

well as possible what the gods have suited to your nature.

b. frcq. in pass. {To be suited to,
= 13, 14.)

1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. in. v. 70 O deare discretion, how
his words are suted. c 1605 ROWLEY Birth MtrL i. i, Pro-

vided My Daughters love be suited with my grant, c 1611

CHAPMAN Jliadxymi. 417 Your words are suited to your eyes.

1771 Junius Lett. boil. (1788) 334 Both the law and the

language are well suited to a Barrister ! 1821 SCOTT Kemlw.
xxxviii, I ceased to consider either courts, or court-intrigues,

as suited to my temper or genius. 1837 GORING & PRITCHARD

Microgr. 210 They will soon. .thrust themselves into situa-

tions of restraint well suited for the purpose. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. vii. 3. (1882) 364 It

(sc.
a policy] was one

eminently suited to Elizabeth's peculiar powers.

11. To provide, furnish. Chiefly pass, (or refl.},

to be provided (or provide oneself) with something
desired and in such a manner as to please one.

1607 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. in. v, Hee's suted for a Lady.

1642 D. ROGERS Naaman 45 God. .sutes the one with wil-

Hngnesse to be holpen, and the other with readinesse to helpe.

1782 COWPER Gilpin 58 'Twas long before the customers
Were suited to their mind. 1837 HOOD Hymen. Retros}. H-

26 Cook, by the way, came up to-day To bid me suit myself.

1848 DICKENS Dombey\\ %
I nope you are suited, my dear.

1852 THACKERAY Esmond in. tii, 1 am thinking of retiring



SUIT.

into the plantations, and . . if I want company, suiting myself
with a Equaw.

f!2. To find a parallel to, match. Obs. rare.

1589 ?LYLY Papfe w. Hatchet Wks. 1902 III. 409 I hauc
taken an inuentone of al thy. . rakehell tearmes, and could
sute them in no place but in Bedlam and Bridewell.

13. To be agreeable or convenient to (a person,
his inclinations, etc.) ; to fall in with the views or
wishes of.

a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T. S.) II. 254
The luidis of Edinburgh . . thucht to have taine the same and
MUted nocht my lord of Mortounis men of weir, a 1595

,_ syour cooveniency.
1779 Mirror no. 34 That sort of promise which a man keeps
when the thing suits his inclination. 1786 JEFFERSON Writ.
(1859) II. 3 It Is only to keep alive pretensions which may
authorize the commencement of hostilities when it shall suit
them. i8iz BYRON Ch. Har. i. iii f But whence his name And
lineage long, it suits^me not to say. 1889 JEROMF, T/trse
Men in Boat 17 Harris said that the river would suit him to
a ' T '. 1894 HALL CAINE Manxman in. xix. 190 Then came
the change of the day to suit his supposed convenience,

14. To be fitted or adapted to, be suitable for,
answer the requirements of.

1603 J. DAVIES Microcosmos Wks. (Grosart) I. 77/3 What
is't On Earth that shee thinks (be'ng so superfine) Worthie
to suite her, but alone to reigne? 1650 SIR W. MURE Cry
Blood 509 Tears sute the season. 1692 LOCKE 3rd Let.
Toler. x. 264 There being. .no necessity of Miracles for any
other end, but to supply the want of the Magistrate's Assist,

ance, they must, to sute that end, be constant. 1733 POPE
Ess. Afan in. 80 All enjoy that powV which suits them best.

1784 COWI-BR Task i. 106 The Sofa suits The gouty limb.
1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. fy Art II. 650 The sort which
he knows will suit the soil and situation of his land. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 453 One poet is the eagle :

another is the swan : a third modestly compares himself to the
bee. But none of these

types would have suited Montague.
1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. a) III. 591 His own explanation did
not suit all phenomena. 1891 Speaker n July 37/1 The
error of supposing that what suits a small country could be
readily transplanted to large European States.

b. To be good for, 'agree with'; esp t to be
favourable to the health of (a person).
1814 SCOTT Diary 16 Aug. in Lockhart, The wet and boggy

walk not suiting his gout. i86x B'NESS BUNSEN in Hare
Life (1879) " X'

2^9 1* ^oes not su 't mV eves to employ
them by candlelight. i88a Med. Temp. Jrnl. I. 128 What
suits us we think ought to suit, .other people.

o. To be becoming to.

1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe xxxv, It suits not our condition to hold
with thee long communication. 1872 GEO. ELIOT Middlent.
t, Souls have complexions too; what will suit one will not
suit another. 1884 G. ALLEN Philistia II. 5 Itsuitsyour
complexion admirably.

f 15. intr. To agree together. Obs.

1630 PRYNNE Anti-Armin. 182 They all accord and fitly
suite together in one in tiretie.

16. To be suitable, fitting, or convenient.
1821 SCOTT Kenilw. xiv, If opportunity suits. 1825 T.

HOOK Sayings Ser. n. Passion
<J- Princ.'ii, That's well, Sir,

..that will suit well. 1847 TENNYSON Prine. Concl. 9 What
style could, suit? 1865 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 269 Say
Saturday ; if that does not suit there will be time to tell me.

17. Const, preps, a. To suit with: to agree,
harmonize, or fit in with ; to be suitable to ; occas.

to match in colour, etc. Obs. or arch.

1605 SHAKS. Macb\\. 1.60 For feare Thy very stones prate
of my where-about, And take the present horror from the
time, Which now sutes with it. x6ix A. STAFFORD Niobe
108 He. .sees that the Court is not a place suting with his

disposition. 1655 STANLEY///.?/. Philos. (1701) 59/1 Tzetzes
affirms he was Master to Thales, but that suits not with their
times. 1677 MOXON Meek. Exerc. i. 15 But of that in its

'proper place, because it suits not with this Section of Filing.
1681 DRYDEN Abs. <$ Aehit. 478 This Advice above the rest
With Absalom's Mild Nature suited best. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe n. (Globe) 509, I have a Project to communicate to

you, which, as it suits with my Thoughts, may. .suit with
yours also) 1751 ELIZA HEYWOOD Betsy T/iougktless\* 213
That she should be glad to see him, whenever it suited with
his convenience. I785CRABBE Newspaper <z A busy, bustling
time, Suits ill with writers, very ill with rhyme. 1815 SCOTT
Guy M. xxviii, His walking-dress. .had so much of a military
character as suited not amiss with his having such a weapon.
1853 Miss YONCE Heir of Redclyffe v, 'A man ought to
be six foot one, person and mind, to suit with that grand,
sedate, gracious way of PhilipV said Guy. 1839 Habits
ofGd. Society iv. 174 The shawl is affronted with the gown f

the bonnet is made to suit with both.

fb. To suit to: m 13,14, 17 a. Obs.
163* SIR T. HAWKINS tr, Mat/iieu's Unliappy Prosp. 241

Time cooperateth with his industry, and fortune sutes to his

vigilance. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 211 Her [sc. the
dodo's] legs suting to her body. 1653 H. MORE Antid. Atk.
IL xu. i If I should pursue all that suits to my purpose it

would amount to an intire Volume. 1690 T. BURNET Review
Theory Earth 29 note, A Text, that does not suit to their own
Nctions. 11x700 DRYDEN Sigism. fy Guise. 44 She cast her
Eyes around the Court, to find A worthy Subject suiting to
vher Mind. i8o*-ia BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827)
II. 136 Such solicitations as it suited not to him to make,

t o. To be fitted or adaptedfor. Obs.

X793 [EARL DUNDONALD] Deter. Estate Culross 5 The
bands of Iron Stone are numerous, . . suiting partly for Forge
and partly for Melting Iron.

t d. To act in accordance with t conform to. Obs.

rare.

1647 N. BACON Dtsc.Govt. Eng. i.xvi. (1739) 32 In matters
of Action, [they] would suit witn the occasion. Ibid. Ixiv.

136 Two Ordinances made by the King, and such Lords as
suted to the King's way. a 1660 Content^. Hist. Irel. (Ir.

Archicol. Soc.) 1. 176 Taaffe was comaunded by the Counccll,

125

(as..sutinge to theire factious principles) to marche with his
armie.

Suitability (s'wtabHIti). [f.ncxt + -iTY.] The
quality or condition of being suitable

; an instance
of this. Const, to,for, or inf.

1681-6 J. SCOTT C/ir. Li/e u. iv. 2 Wks. 1718 I. 273 If.,
we can discover a World of mutual Suitabilities of this to

that,.. it will be a sufficient Argument that they all proceed
from some wise Cause. 1718 Dii KoK/'aw. Instruct. (1841)
II. i. i. 15 What suitability can there be in two tempers so
extremely opposite? 1853 F. W. NWMA*{W^/f*Mi
Its suitability as a first piece is our excuse for presenting
it quite out of chronological order. 1865 DICKENS Mut. />.
H. xvi. It was a marriage of pure inclination and suitability.

1867 MILL Snbj. Women, (1869) 170 The suitability of the
individuals to give each other a happy life. 19x2 Times 19
Dec. 19/2 The suitability of the greater proportion of Rho-
desia for the breeding of stock.

Suitable (s'w'tab'l), a. (adv.} Also 6-8 aut(e)-
able, 7-8 suiteable.

[f. SUIT v. + -ABLE, after

agreeable. Earlier synonyms were suit-like^ suitfy.
In the following passage sent/table may be an early example

of this word, or may have arisen from a misreading QisemabU
as stutable :

15*3 DOUGLAS JEneid i. Prol. 394 Rycht so, by about
speche oft in tymes, And seuthable [Catnb. MS. semabiil]
wordis we compile our rymes.]

fl. Of furniture, dress, features, etc. : Conforming
or agreeing in shape, colour, pattern, or style;

matching, to match. Const, to, with. Obs.
iS8a N. LiCHEFiELD tr. Castanheda's Conq. E. Ind. I.

Ixxvi. 155 His Shooes. . were all beset with Aglets of golde,
and his Cap couered ouer with Buttons sutable to the same.
1584 in Scott's Kenilw, Note K, A crymson sattin counter-
pointe,..A chaise of crymson sattin, suteable. 1594 PLAT
"Jcwell-ho. i. 21, I had an old wainescot window, that was
peeced out with new wainscot by a good workeman, and
Doth becam verie suteable and of one colour. 16x4 MARK HAM
Cheap ffusb. n. x 10 The colour being sutable with the colour
of the feathers on his head. x6as in Rymer's Fotdera (1726)
XVI 1 1. 237/3 The Bason enamelled . . and the Layer [

= ewer]
sutable, haveing forty eighte small Dyamondsin the Bason.
1634-5 BRERETON Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 49 Four dainty suit-
able quarters in the court. 1635 STAFFORD Fern. Glory 3 Her
visage long, and her nose sutable. 1656 HEYLIN Surv.
France 98 The beds are all sutable one to the other, c 1710
CELIA FIENNES Diary (1888) 300 The doores to them \sc.

cupboards] made suiteable to ye wanscoate.

1 2. Of persons, actions, qualities, conditions,
institutions: Conforming or agreeing in nature,
condition, or action; accordant; corresponding;
analogous ; occas. congenial. Obs.

1591 GREENE Upst. Courtier Dj, Euery seruile drudge
must ruffle in his silkes, or else hee is not suteable. 1617
MORYSON /fin, n. 88 This is a pleasant towne for seate if the
inhabitants were sutable. 1647 N. BACON Disc, Govt. Eng.
i. viii. 25 Had not Bishops been somewhat sutable the Roman
Clergy had not been like it self. 1649 BP. REYNOLDS Hosca
iii. 19 God sets every blessing upon our score, and expects
an answer and returne suteable. 1667 MILTON P. L. in. 639
In his face Youth smil'd Celestial, and to every Limb Sutable
grace diffus'd. 1718 STEELE Fish-pool 193 The . . painful way,
in which fish.. are conveyed in Well-boats, must have suit-

able unhealthy effects. 1748 MELMOTH Fitzosb. Lett, xlvii,
Certain suitable feelings which the objects that present them-
selves to his consideration instantly occasion in his mind.

fb. Const, to, with. Obs.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia HI. xi. 5 The matter of your letters

so fit for a worthy minde, and the maner so sutable to the
noblenesse of the matter. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xlix.

i A worke most suteable with his purpose who gaue him.
selfe to be the price of redemption for all. x6ao T. GRANGER
Dili. Logike 42 Quid describeth the figure of mans body
sutable to his reasonable soule. 1638 SLINGSBY Diary (1836)
6 His disposition is not sutable wi"> y rest of his fellow ser-

vants. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. viii. n. 33 They
have left us relations sutable to those of >Elian. 1711
SHAFTESB. Charac. I. 33 Those Measures of Offence and
Indignation, which we vulgarly suppose in God, are sutable
to those original Ideas of Goodness which [He].. has im-

planted in us.

f-
C. Of two or more things : That are in agree-

ment or accord. Obs.

1605 CAMDEN Rem., Names (1623)45 Destinies were super,
stitiously by Onomantia desciphered out of names, as though
the names and natures of men were sutable. 1640 F.
ROBERTS Clams Bibl. 303 The suitable wicked nesse of Priests
and people. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 135 Gaius and they were
such sutable Company, that they could not tell how to part.

3. That is fitted for, adapted or appropriate to

a person's character, condition, needs, etc., a pur-

pose, object, occasion, or the like. Const, to,for,
1607 SHAKS. Tinion in. vi. 92 What is amisse in them, you

Gods, make suteable for destruction. x6ax SANDERSON Strut.,
Ad Pop. iv. (1632) 364 Worthy of all . . civill respects sutable
to bis place and person. 1653 HOLCROFT Procopiust Goth.
Warsi. 10 Senseless fears not sutable to the occasion. 1672
PETTY /W. Anat. (1691) 78 There are 750,000 in Ireland who
could earn 23. a week.. tf they had sutable employment.
17x1 STKELB Sj>ect. No. 113 P 4 As soon as I thought my
Retinue suitable to the Character of my Fortune and Youth.

'

1798 S. & HT. LEE Canterb. T. II. 120 A suitable match for

their daughter. x8xa New Botanic Card. I. 59 The most
suitable season for transplanting the roots. 1815 ELPHIN-
STQXE Ace. Caviut (1843) II. 315 As it was always a distinct

government,.. it seemed more suitable to treat of it separ-

ately. i8aa SCOTT Nigel vi, A dress .. more suitable to his

age and quality than he had formerly worn. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. n. iii. 246 A suitable atmosphere enveloping the most
distant planet might render it.. perfectly habitable. 1893
J. A. HODGES Elem. Pkotogr. vii. 54 To make several ex-

perimental exposures on suitable subjects.

1 4. = SUABLE a. Obs. rare.
a 1555 BRADFORD in Foxe A. <y M. (1570) III. 1838/1 The

wife is no sutable person but the husband.

SUITE
5. Comb., as suitable-sized adj.
1891 E. KKi.vts Ha,i,fwa,J /;,/ 337 A futd price for

five
years

for all the suitable-sized million they can grow
J. as adv. - SUITABLY. Const, to.

1584 in Salt's Kinilw. Note K, A iquare stoote and a
oote stoole, of crimson velvet, fringed and garnished bute.
able. 1631 MAV tr. Barclay', Mirr. t\l,nd, s 1. 180 Italy..
is now bounded, (more smtablc farre to the intention of
Nature,) by the enclosure of those lofty Alpcs. 1655 '1'hu.
fliaxia 16 He.. ever framed his discourse suitableto bis
c.i,n|,any. 1664 m Extr. Slate I'aptn rcl. J'ntnJs (IQIJ)
III. 224 lhat soe wee may steare our Course suitable to yourCommands. 1748 HARTLEY Obura. Man i. ii. 5. 235 Wherea I'erson mis-spells suitable to a Mispronunciation. 1706MRS E. PAHSONS Myst. Warning \. 3, To see her dear
children cloathed, and attended suitable to their father's
birth.

Sui tableness. [-MESS.] The quality or con-
dition of being suitable; suitability; f conformity.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 425 That sutablenesse of

their Law to their lawlesse lusts of Rapine and Poligamic.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. iv. i. 388 These Grammatical
rarticles are here contrived to such a kind of distinct sutable.
ness, so as each of the several kinds of them, hath a several
kind of Character assigned to them. 1748 HARTLEY Oburv.
Man i. iv. 6. 496 The great Suitableness of all the Virtues
to each other. 1839 HALLAM Hut. Lit. in. vi. | 95. 614 The
superiority of the original, except in suitableness for repre-
sentation, has long been acknowledged. 1875 Jowerr Plata
(ed. a) HI. 691 The suitableness of its pastures to every sort
of animal.

b. With and//.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia u. xxix. r 5 For a testimonie of con-

stancie, and a sutablenes to his word. 1658 BAXTER Saving
raitk 12 The men., trie not their acts by a sutableness to
the object, 1664 SOUTH Twelve Serai, ii. (1697) II. 91 He,
who creates those Sympathies, and sutablenesses of Nature,
. .and . . brings Persons so affected together. 1709 T. ROBIN-
SON yindie. Mosaick System 55 Bearing such a Suitableness
and Harmony with the more refined Sense.. of the Soul of
Man. 1880 MRS. WHITNEY Odd or Even ? ii. 17 It was no
use to try to carry out a fancy or a suitableness.

Suitably (s'-tabli), adv. Also 6 sutetably, 7
sutably. [J. SUITABLE a. + -LY

.]

1 1. Chiefly const, to : In agreement, conformity,
or correspondence; agreeably, correspondingly,
according. Obs.

1577 STANYHURST Descr. Irel. 1/2 in Holinshed, My course

pack
threede coulde not haue beene sutetably knit with his

line silcke. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootoiuia g In Life Hee is a
true Actor.. that lives his

part Sutably, to strut in Rags,
or Crawle in Robes, equally transgresse Decorum. 1686
HORNECK Crucif. 'jfestts xxiiL 785 They should perform the
task suitably to their leisure. 1719 BUTLER Sertn. Wks. 1874
II. Pref. 14 Brutes. . act suitably to their whole nature. 1749
Power Numbers in Poet. Compos. 52 note, Diversifying the

Harmony of the Numbers, by a judicious Mixture of them,
suitably to the Nature of the Subject.
2. In a suitable or fitting manner; appropriately,

fitly.
1681 S. FELL in Jrnl. Friends' Hist. Soc. (1912) July 136

Words will rise most suitably to answer the matter in hand.

1709 STEELE Tatier No. 4 F a These different Perfections are

suitablyrepresented by the last great Painter Italy has sent us.

1770 Boston Gaz. 26 Nov. 3/1 These. . may suitably employ
our minds at the approaching solemnity. 1828 SCOTT p. Af.
Perth v, Never was kiss so well bestowed, and meet it is

that it should be suitably returned. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) V. 241 Every melody is right when suitably accom-
panied.

t Sui-tage. Obs. [f. SUIT rf. or v. + -AGE.] The

performance of suit by a tenant.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey in. v. 72 The Con-

finage shewes to what Lord, . . &c. the Seruice and Suitage . .

is due.

Suite (swt). Also 7 suitte. [a. F. suite : see

SUIT
sl>."\

1. A train of followers, attendants, or servants ;

aretinue.

1673 DRYDEN Marr. a la Modi v. i, A person who makes
so

( grand a figure in the Court, without the Suitte of a
Princess. 1754 CHESTER?. Lett. (1792) III. 261, I have..
secured you a place in the Suite of the King's electoral

Embassador. 1766 G. WILLIAMS in Jesse Selioyn tf Con*

temp. (1843) II. 33 Lord Lincoln, .set out immediately with
his whole suite for Jack Shelley's. 1788 PASQUIN Childr.

Tlicspis (1792) 80 Like the suite of the morning, which Guido
drew dancing. 1817 M. CUTLER in Life, etc. (1888) II. 353
Breakfasted.. in company with the President and suite.

1877 FROUDE Short Stud. (1883) IV. i. ix. 104 Turning, .to

the young lords in the archbishop's suite. 1889 LADY
DUFFERIN Viceregal Life India I. 205 He and his wife

and two '
suite

'

came to breakfast.

2. A succession or series; in earlier use often

applied to a series of publications ;
now chiefly said

of series of specimens.

94 The following suite ol letters, written by him-scll, while

Vice-chancellor. 1^70 KARL MALMESBURY Diaries 4- Corr.

1. 53 A continued suite of childish amusements. 1779 GIBBON
in Life tj Lett. (1880) 262 Another reason, which must, .pin

me to Bcntinck-street, is the Decline and Kail. I have re-

solved to bring out the suite in the course of next year.

1805-17 R. JAMESON Charac. Min. (ed. 3) 127 The suite of

crystals of a mineral species. 18*4 W. IRVING in Life ft Lett.

(1862) II. 152 Mr. Galignani calls, -about my editing suite of

English authors. 1833 LYELL Princ. Geol. III. Pref. p. viii.

Suites of shells common to the Sub-apennine beds and to the

Mediterranean. 1845 J. PHILLIPS Geol. in Encycl. Metrop.
VI. 678/3 Some of these marls contain beds of gypsum and
fossils resembling the suite ofGosau. 1855 S. JvooMargaret
I. ii, His laughter exposed a suite of fair white teeth.

^ 1858
THACKERAY virgin, xxx, There is nothing so flattering in tne

world as a good suite of trumps. 1864 J. C. ATKINSON



SUITED.

Sta.nl.rn Grange 295 A suite of trce-sparrow's eggs, not less

than 20 in number. 1874 WESTROPP Prec. Stones 3 Ibe

colour suite [of diamopds] is, however, extensive.

b. A number of rooms forming a set used to-

gether by a person, a family or company of persons.

Also in a suite = 5 b (below).
1716 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to C'tcss Mar 8 Sept., A

suite of eight or ten large rooms. 179} MRS.^
RADCLIFFE

Mys

Life (1870) I

i8W IRVING T. Trnv. I. 103 My suite of apartments were

in a proud melancholy palace. 1885 M ABEL COLLINS Prettiest

Woman i, Her home was a pretty little suite on the second

floor.

c. A set of furniture of the same pattern.

1851 Catal. Gt. Exhib. in. 824/1 Suite of sculptured de-

corative furniture. 1883 Miss BROUGHTON Belinda 11. 286

The early English suite of rush-bottomed chairs.

d. Mas. t (<*) A set or series of lessons, etc. (cf.

SUIT si. i8c); () a series of dance tunes arranged

for one or more instruments and composed in the

same key or related keys.
1801 BUSBY Diet. l\fus., Suite, (French) The name formerly

[i

several movements.] --

Europe (1889) 548 The grand cyclic
forms of modern art, the

offspring of the suites. 1887 M. C BANISTER Mas. Anal. 15

The Suites and Partitas of Bach.

3. A sequel, result, rare.

c 1800 H. K. WHITE My oimrCtiaractcr 27 And so in the

suite, by these laudable ends, I've a great many foes. l8Sa

THACKERAY Pkilip xxiv, In case the battle of the previous

night should have any suite.

4. A sequel to a literary work. rare.

1839 W. IRVING in Ticknor Present^(1864) 181, 1 had always
intended to write an account of the 'Conquest of Mexico ,

as a suite to my ' Columbus '.

5.
||
En suite (an s;Vz't). a. In agreement or

harmony (with).

1797 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Beggar Girl (1813) II. 79 The
decorations, .were not even en suite with the polish of the

owner's mind. 1860 Once a H'eek 3 Nov. 520/1 She was an

antique gem, was this concierge, and we thought if every-

thing in the establishment were en
suite^ [etc.].

b. Of rooms : In a series leading from one to

the other.

1818 MRS. OPIE New Tales I. 24 Elegant rooms thrown

open en suite. 1837 J. F. COOPER Europe I. 321 The state

apartments lie en suite, in the main body of the building.

Suited (s'tf-ted),///. a. [f. SUIT sb. or v. + -ED.]

1 1. ? Belonging to a group or set. Obs. rare.

1611 G. SANDYS OvicCs Met. vi. (1626) 109 Twice six Cceles-

tialls..Ioue in the midst. The suted figures tooke Their

liuely formes : loue had a regall looke.

2. With qualifying word : Wearing a suit or

attire of a specified kind.

163* MILTON Penseroso 122 Till civil-suited Morn appeer.

1638 FORD Fancies \. iii, Enter Livio, fresh suited. 1842
TENNYSON You ask me -.vhy'u, It is the land that.. sober-

suited Freedom chose. 1901 Wcsttti. Gaz. 12 Nov. 9/2 The

grey-suited brigade.

Suiter, shooter (siz-tai, J-t3j). local.

Forms : 6 shewter, 7, 9 shooter, 9 suiter, -or.

[f. SUIT v. + -ER l. Cf. FOLLOWER 5 a (VOLLEE),
and suity-board s.v. SUITY a. 3 ; suite! is a variant

in Northamptonshire (Baker Pfhamplon Gloss.}.']

a. A round board placed between two cheeses in

the press, b. A square board in a cider-press

placed on the top of the pile of must or 'cheese '.

More fully, suiter-board.

1586 Shuttleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 29 Fiyffe chef-
fates [i.e. cheese.vats] . .and one shewter vj

1
viij

d
. 1625 in

Miss Jackson Shropsh. \Vord-bk. s. v.
,
Eleven chefats, five

shooters. 1833 LOUDON Encycl. Archit, 1316 [In a cider-

press] A square board, termed a shooter. 1870 in Miss

Jackson Snropsh. \Vord-bk. s. v. Fotloiver, Cheese-vats,
followers, and suitors. 1886 Cheshire Gloss., Shooter boards
or suiter boards.

Suiter, obs. or dial. f. SUITOR.

Sui'terer. rare. [?f. SUITOR t>. + -ER 1
.] One

who '

goes after
'

another : applied to a sodomite.

1720 J. JOHNSON Collect. Eccl. Laws Ck. Eng. I. Excerp.
Ecgb. fxvii, A Suiterer of young Boys [orig. adolesccntium
conseclator],

Suith, Sc. form of SOOTH.

Suipe, variant of SWITHE.

Suiting (s'a-tirj), vbl. sb. [f. SUIT v. + -ING!.]
1 1. The action of doing suit at a court. Obs.
c 1540 in J. R. Boyle Hedond^^) App. 71 Yf anye tenante

make defaulte of sewtinge of the said courte at two tymes in
the yere.

1 2. The action of suing for something ; suing
out a writ ; petitioning, supplication ; paying
court to a woman. Obs.

1561 Kef. Privy Council Scat. Ser. i. 1. 163 To charge.. all
utheris personis fra all suting or persewing of the saidis
confirmationis. 1571 KNOX in Caldemood's Hist. Kirk
(Wodrow Soc.) III. App. 767 For suting of justice of the

cannot continue in suting. 1631 BRATHWAIT Eitg. Gcntlmi.
130 1 here is no time that exacts more modesty ofany woman,
than in her time of suiting.
attrili. 1690 C. NESSE Hist. , Mysl. 0. i, N. T. I. 158

Jilark well who carrieth it in this suiting work.
3. Fitting or adaptation of one thing to another.
1707 MORTIMER Hint. (1721) I. 89 In the suiting of the
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Land and Marie together, lies the chief advantage. /*'*

II. 276 The third occasion of Unfrmtfulness is the not suit-

ing of your Fruit and Soil together. 1898 Ifestm. Can. 3

Feb. 3/1 The suiting of one thing to another.

t 4. The action of clothing or attiring. UK.

a 1637 B. JONSON Dium. (1641) 92 That though the naked-

nesse would shew deform'd and odious, the suiting of it [K.

a lie] might draw their Readers. .

5. cona: Trade name for: Material for making

suits of clothes ; usually//.

1883 Daily Nnvi 10 Sept. 2/6 The.. demand for.. fancy

tweed suitings continues good.

t Sui'ting, ppl. a. Obs. [f.
SUIT v. + -ING -.J

Fitting, suitable.

1641 Dcclar. Lards * Comm. 9 Jan. 3 Some sutmg course

how to have the want of Armes..to be supplyed. 1708 I.

PHILIPS Cyder 11. 415 Now sportive Youth Carol incondite

Rhythms, with suiting Notes. 1801 ELIZ. HELME St. JUmf.
Cave (1810) IV. vii. 95 For my honour and her own it is

necessary that all should be suiting. 1811 CLARE Vill.

Minstr. (1823) I. 113 Wildness is my suiting scene.

Hence t Sui'tingly adv., fittingly.

1540 PALSGR. Acolastus i. i. Dj, Lykeas it is in maner

sutynglyor throughly agreinge betwene vs, so must it nedes

cause mutuall loue betwene vs.

fSui-t-like, a. 06s. [f. SUIT s/>. + -LIKE. Cf.

next.]
= SUITABLE I, 2.

1570 FOXK A. 4 M. (ed. 2) II. 1126/1 Being sute like to

his glorious life. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1595) 54 She put

her into mans apparel), and gaue her all thinges sute like

to the same. 1583 OOLDING Calvin on Dtut. xxviii. 59-64
We must vnderstande that all the bodie must be sutelike.

tSui-tly.o. Obs. [f.
Sunrf. + -LT!.] = SUIT-

ABLE i, 2, 3.

480 Item, iij. clothis of grene and whyte, withe braunchis

sutely to the other wreten before. 1531 MORE Cau/nt. Tin-

dale Wks. 342/2 Frythes Prologue . . is ryght sutely, and a

verye mete couer for suche a cuppe. 1595 SOUTHWELL
Mxonix 29 All pangs and heauie passions here may find A
thousand motiues suitly to their griefes.

t Sui'tly, adv. Obs. [f. SUIT sb. + -LY
'-'.]

Fit-

tingly, suitably.

1388 WVCLIF i Kings vi. 18 Al the hows..hadde hise

smethenessis, and hise ioynyngis maad suteli. 1422 YOM.K
tr. Seer. Stcr. 209 Thow siialt sutely and besely auise the,

whych of ham beste consaill yewytli to the. 1533 MORE
Afal, xxxiii. Wks. 896/2 I f this pacifier . . wil say that we be

not sewtly the temporalti and spiritualty of this realme.

Suitor (s'tt-taj), sb. Forms: 3 syutor, 4 sew-

tour, suytour, 4-5 sutere, 4-7 -er, -our, 5-6
sawter, 5-7 sutor, (5 autoure, gutter, 6 sueter,

sutar, swttar, shu-, shewter, suitour, -ore ; Sc.

6 soytor(e, 6-7 soytour, 7 swotar), 6-8 suiter,
6- suitor, [a. AF. senior, suitour, sut(i)er, -or,

ad. late L. secular, -orem (i. seciii-, seqiti to follow,

SUE), with assimilation to suite SUIT sb."]

fl. A frequenter (of a. place). Obs. rare.

c 1290 6". Eng. Leg, 413 He wax a syutor of tauernes.

f2. One of a retinue or suite ; hence, an adherent,

follower, disciple. Obs.
c 1380 WVCLIF Serm. Set. Wks. II. 141 pat Crist is every-

where, .wib his apostlis and her suters. c 1380 Wks.
(iSSo) 292 He bat hati|> blamynge is sutere of be fend. 1398
TREVISA Earth. De P. K. IX. iii. (Bodl. MS.), Plato and his

suytors. c 1450 Cmt. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 201 Oure Lorde
God, that coinyth me to, Hese pore servaunt and bis sutere.
a 1483 Liber Niger in lionseli. Ortt. (1790) 23 Lordes &
gentyls & other comynsutors. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp ofpolys
(1874) I. 262 Yet dyvers suters suche folysshe wytches have.

1317 in Ellis Orif. Lett. Ser. 1. 11. 4 note. So that who shall
be a suitour to him may have no other busynesse but give
attendaunce upon his plesure. 1586 Holinshed

t

sChron.\\\.
920/2 Other officers, seruants, reteiners, and suters, that
most commonlie dined in the hall. 1601 F. TATE Hoitseh.
Ortt. Edw. II (1876) 94. 56 None of the kiuges meignee,
..Knight or clarke serjant, esquier, . . page or sutor. 1830
TENNYSON Haiti fy Why i, I am any man's suitor, If any
will be my tutor.

3. One who owed suit (see SUIT sb. i) to a court,
and in that capacity acted as an assessor or elector.

Now only Hist.

14.. Customs of Malton in Surtees Misc. (1890) 60 All
maner of playnttes-.schall be..jugyd be ye

sutterys of yc

sayd cowrte.
_ 1306 in Exch. Rolls Scotl. XII. 704 All offi-

ceris and ministeris of court sic as baillie and juge,. .sutour,
dempstar. 1541 Act 33 Hen. YI1I, c. 24 3 Any Mayres
Sheriffes Recorders, Stewardes Bayliffes Sewters or other
officers., within any Cittie Boroughe or Towne. 1550 ROL-
LAND Crt. Venus ill. 4 Great membres of Court baith mair
& les All is Sutour, to gif finall sentence. 1597 SKENE De
Verb. Signif. s.v. Sok, Na judge aucht of law, or of reason,
to accept ony man in court as Soytour, bot gif he can make
sufficient and lauchfull reporte of processe. 1609 Reg.
Maj. 79 like soytour before the Schiref represents the
person of ane Baron, for quhom he was soytour in that
court. Ibid. 93 That the court (the soytours of court) be
lawfull. 1846 M cCuLLOCH Ace. Brit. Emp. (1854) II. 87 By
directing the election to be made by all the suitors,.. this
statute secured the constituency from undue practices. 1863
[see SUIT sb. i],

f b. A tenant who owes suit to a mill. Obs.
1601 CAREW Cornwall 13 This casualtie may be worth the

owner some ten pound, by the yeere, or better if his mil have
store of sutors.

4. One who sues or petitions ;
a petitioner, sup-

pliant, arch.

?i4oa QUIXLEV Ball, in Yorksh. Arch. "Jrnl. (1008) XX.
48 Se, lo ! How sche [iC. Fortune] tourneth be face hir sutoure
fro. c 1460 FORTESCUE Ai/s. $ Lint. Man. xx. (1885) 157 The

SUITY.

kyng shah.be wele defended ageyn suche importune suters.

1533-4 At* 25 Hen. VI/I, c. 21 6 All Suters fur dispensa-

cious, faculties, licences and other wrytynges. 1576 GAS-
COICNE Kenelworth Castle Wks. 1910 II. 131 That you
would.. be a suter for him unto the heavenly powers. 1581
H. WALPOLE in Allen Martyrdom Campion (1908) 56 He
stands before the throne with harmonic, And is a glorious
suter for our shine. 1607 HIERON Wks. I. 178 The apostle
is a suter to God on the behalfe of the Ephe^ians. 1651
WALTON Life Wotton in Reiiq. H'otton. C4b, The Pro-

vostship of .. Eton became Void. ., for which there were..

many, .powerful! suiters to the King. 1718 Free-thinker
No. 147. 310 The frank Philosopher shall be the favourite

Suiter. x8 SCOTT Nigel iii, Those suitors who shall be so

bold as to approach the Court. 1878 C. GIBBON For the

King xvii, The officers stared in amazement at the importu-
nate suitor. x8ga A. E. LEE Hist. Columbus \. 195 The
colonies of Worthington and Franklinton became rival

suitors for the location of the Capital of the State,

f b. One who seeks earnestly. Obs.

1548 UDALL Erasmus Par. Pref. 18 Studentes and suters

to atteigne to the philosophye of the gospell.

6. A petitioner or plaintiff in a suit.

1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VJlt
c. 28 Preamb., The seid sueters

& petitioners were .. in dispayre of expedition of ther

suetes. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane*$ Comm, 108 b, Lawes,
whiche concerned partly the judges, partly the advocates,
and partly the suters. * a 1577 SIR T. SMITH Cotnntw. Eng.
it. viii. (1584) 50 In all Judgements necessarily being two

parties, the first we call the impleader, suiter, demaunder or

demaundaunt and plaintiffe. a 1660 Contewp. Hist, Irel.

(Ir. Archaeol. Soc.) II. 108 Amonge sutors in love and in

lawe money is a comoun rnedler. 1856 EMERSON Eng.
Traits^ Ability\ In the courts, the independence of the judges
and the loyalty of the suitors are equally excellent. 1883
Law Times 20 Oct. 410/2 The effect of the rule will be to

deprive the suitor of the right of conducting his case as he
thinks most conducive to bis own interest

6. One who seeks a woman in marriage ; a wooer.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia i. xi, My court quickely swarmed

full of suiters; some perchaunce loving my state, others my
person. 1588 KVD Housek, Philos. Wks. (1901) 273 That
noble Grecian dame that bated in the night As much as she
had wouen by day, to bleare her sutors sight. 1637 T. HEY-
WOOD Emblem. Dietl. xxxvii, Merry Suiters, make mad
Husbands. 1781 COWPER Retirem, 237 The suitor's air in-

deed be soon improves, And forms it to the taste of her he

loves. 1870 L'EsTKANGB Life Miss Mitford I. i. 5 She was
rich her fortune was at her own command of course she

had suitors. 1888 FERGUS HUME Madame Midas i. i, Miss
Curtis soon brought crowds of suitors around her.

7. attrib.) as (sense 6) suitor-crowd
',
etc. ; fsuitor-

I

fee, a fine paid in lieu of suit at court.

17*5 POPE Odyss. \. 353 To their own districts drive the

*suitor-crowd. z6oi Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 425/1 Necnon
' 6s. Btf. pro sectis curie de Rescobie vulgo lie

*
swotar~Jie.

Suitor (s
l

K'tw), v. Now chiefly dial. Also
: 7 suter, souter, 9 suiter, -sooter. [f. prec.]

1. trans. To court, woo.
1671 SHADWELL Miser i, How did you go to work to suitor

my Mother ? 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s. v., He Suitor'd

her in vain several Years. 1824 SCOTT Redgauntlet ch. v,

The miller's son..suitored me.

2. intr. To be a suitor or wooer (to) : chiefly in

gerund (to come or go a suitoring). AlsoyS^.
1668 SIR C. SEDLEY Mulberry Card. n. ii, You are over-

serious For a man that comes a Sutering. 1730 FIELDING
Tom Thumb n. y,

In vain to me a suitoring you come, For
I'm already promised to Tom Thumb. 1777 FRANKLIN Lett.

Wks. 1889 vi. 83 A virgin State should preserve the virgin

character, and not go about suitoring for alliances. 18x7
SCOTT Let. to Terry 12 Mar. in Lockhartt A daughter,
suitored unto by the conceited young parson. 1838 BARHAM
Ingol. Leg. Ser. i. St. Nick, vii, Counts a many, and Dukes
a lew, A suitoring came to my father's Hall.

Hence Sui'toring vblt sd. t wooing, courtship;
also attrib.

1671 MRS. BEHN Amorous Prince iv. iv, Well, I see there

is nothing but soutering I' this Town j wo'd our Lucia were
here too for me. 1746 (title) Exmoor Courtship, or A Suitor-

ing Discourse, in the Devonshire Dialect and Mode. 1847

HALLIWELL, Sootering. . . Devon. 1886 ELWORTHV Ir.

Somerset Word-bk., Suitering. 1889 Athenxum 14 Dec.

816/3The usual 'suitorings^suJkingSjinakings-up, of various

couples.

Suitor, var. SUITER.

Sui-torcide, a. nonce-word. [Badly f. SUITOB

sb. + -CIDH l.J Fatal to suitors.

1839 SVD. SMITH Wks. (1859) Pref. p. vii, To say a word

against the suitorcide delays of the Court of Chancery . . was
treason against the Plousiocracy.

Suitorship (s'^-Ujfip). [f. SUITOR sb. + -SHIP.]

The state or condition of being a suitor.

c 1800 R. CUMBERLAND John De Lancaster (i&xftl* 6 This

distinguished personage was now in the fifth year of his

suitorship. 1878 MORLEV Diderot^ I. 125 They revolted ..

against the old system of suitorship and protection. 1886

T. HARDY Mayor Casterbr. II. iii. 33 The sense of occult

rivalry in suitorship was. .superadded.

Suitress (s'w'tres). rare. [f. SUITOR 5^. + -ass 1
.]

A female suitor.

1714 ROWE Jane Shore in, *Twcre Pity of his Heart, That
could refuse a Boon to such a Suitress. 1791 COWPER Iliad

i. 686, I noticed her a suitress at thy knees. 1894 Daily
Tel. i Dec. 5/4 Both suitresses are of some position and

worldly prospects.

Suity (s''ti), a. [f. SUIT sb. or v. + -\ V]
1 1. Appropriate, fitting. 06s.

1609 J. DAVIES Holy Roode F ij, In loue, in care, in dili-

gence and dutie, Be thou Her Sonne, sith this to Sonnes is

sutie.

2. Of hounds : Matching those of a pack.
1856

* STONEHENGE
'

Brit. Sports i. n. iv. p 344. 124/2 Many
men draft young hound* from their looks not pleasing the
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eye, or from their being too high or too low, or not being
'

suity ', as it is called.

3. Suity-board, in cheese-making : SUITER a.

c 1830 Clone. Farm Rep. 30 in /fttst'antfry^L. U. K.) Ill,
Round boards, called 'suity boards ',.. are occasionally
necessary to place on the cheeses.

Suitzer, obs. form of SWITZEH.

II Suivante (*Vvant). Obs. [F., pres. pple.
fern, of sitivre to follow.] A confidential maid.
1698 VAN-BRUGH Short I'iiittic. 51 Mademoiselle brings to

mind what may often be expected from a Suivante of her
Countrey. 1782 [T. VAUCHAN] Fashionable Follies I. xci.

139 The more secrets Madame had to keep, the better for
her suivante. i8l SCOTT Let. in Lockhart (1837) III. i. 17
Lady Douglas's sitivante.

Suiymme, Sujee, Sujet, Sujorn(e, Suk,
Sukcade, Sukces, Suke(n, Sukere, Sukett:
see SWIM, SOOJEE, SUBJECT, SOJOURN, SUCK, Suc-
CADB, SUCCESS, SUCK, SUCCOUR, SUCKET.

t Sukkarke. Obs. rare- 1

. [? A derivative of
Arab, sitkkar SUGAR

sl>.]
A dainty or sweet.

C1400 MAUNDEV.dSjotxxxi.jioHesevetheof the Flesche
to his most specyalle Frendes, in stede of Entre Messe, or a
Sukkarke \Roxb. for a dayntee).

Suk-kegh, variant of SOCKEYE, salmon.

Sukkelyng, Sukkenye, Sukkett, Sukkin,
Sukle, Suklinge.-lynge, Sukour, Sukudry,
Sul: see SUCKLING, SUCKENT, SUCKET, SUCKEN!,
SOCKLE, SUCKLING, SUCCOUR, SUCCUDRY, SHALL.

II Sula (si-la). [mod.L. (W'llughby, 1676),
.a. ON. sfila.] Applied by Hoier and others to a

supposed variety of sea-fowl ; in modern Ornith. a

genus of gannets (family Sulidit).
1678 RAY Willughbys Ornith. in. 331 The Sula of Hoier,

..near of kin to, if not the same with the Soland.goose. 1688
HOLME A rmoury n. xii. 362 The Sula is like the Soland
Goose for Bodily shape. 1766 PENNANT Brit. Zool. 162.

Sulayne, variant of SOLEIN Obs.

Sulcal (sflkal), a. Anat.
[f. SULCUS + -AL.]

Belonging to or connected with a stilcus.

1889 Buck's Handlik. Med. Kci. VII. 300 (Cent. Suppl.).

1901 BORLAND Med. Diet., Sulcal artery, a branch of the
anterior spinal artery in the anterior median fissure, or

sulcus, of the spinal cord.

So Strlcar a.

1900 Trans. Linn. Soc., Zool., March 527 The zooids so
oriented that their sulcar (ventral) aspects are abaxial, their

asulcar (dorsal) aspects axial.

Snicate (s-rlkc't), a. Not. Hist. [ad. L. sul-

cdtus, pa. pple. of sulcare (see next).] Marked
with (parallel) farrows or grooves.
1760 J. LF.E Introd. Bot. II. xxxiii. (1765) 160 Cucurbita,

with a sulcate Fruit. 1828 STARK Klein. Nat. Hist. II. 15
Shell thin, hyaline, transversely sulcate. 1879 COUES -V.

Amer. Birds 187 The bill is more or less depressed with
smooth, rounded or sulcate, culmen.

t Sulcate, v. Obs. [f. L. snlcdt-, pa. ppl. stem
of sulcare to plough, f. SULCUS. Cf. SULK v.1]
trans. To plough (esp. the seas).
1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. 327 A mightie Easterns

winde, which draue the ship with violence, swiftely for to
sulcate the seas, a 1604 Chron. Irel. (1633) ^5 Tne Irish
nation.. woujd not sulcate the seas, neither give themselves
to merchandise. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.

Sulcated (s'lk<ted), ppl. a. Nat. Hist. [f.

L. sulcdtus SULCATE + -ED.] Sulcate.

1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 178 The sides of the Astroites
are always Sulcated, or a little furrow'd. 1753 Chambers'
Cycl. Suppl s. v. Leaf, Sulcated Leaf, one which has a great
number of ridges all round it, with obtuse sinuses. 1768
PENNANT Brit. Zool. I. 39 Their lower part is sulcated length-
ways. 1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 41 The plaits dis-

tant, black, transversely sulcated with white. 1897 W. F.
KIRBY in Mary Kingsley W. Africa 722 All the tibia: sul-

cated, front tibia; with conspicuously open foramina.

Sttlcation, (srfk^'-Jan). rare. [f. L. sulcdre
SULCATE v. : see -ATION.]
1. Furrowing, grooving.
1658 PHILLIPS, Sttlcation, a making furrows.
2. A snlcus or set of sulci.

1851 DANA Crust, it. 856 The sculpturing of the male being
represented in the female by merely a few faint sulcations.

Sulcato-, used as comb, form (see -o) of L.
sulcdtus SULCATE a. in the sense '

sulcate and . . .',

as sulca-to-a'reolate, -co-state, -ri-mosc adjs.
1851 DANA Crust, it. 855 Epimerals and coxa of six

posterior legs slightly sulcato-areolate. 1866 Treas. Bot.
mo/2 Sulcato-rinwse, furrowed and cracked like the coty-
ledons of a Spanish chestnut. 1887 W. PHILLIPS Brit. Dis-
comycetes n Stem . . sulcato-costate, andlacunose.

Sulch, obs. form of SUCH.

Sulciform (su-lsifpjm), a. [ad. mod.L. sulci-

formis : see SULCUS and -FORM.] Having the form
of a sulcus or groove.

bule [of the ear].

t Sulcous, a. Obs. rare 1
,

[f. SCLCUS + -ous.1
Sulcate.

1750 G. HUGHES Barbados 116 The bark.. is rough and
shagged, if not sulcous.

II Sulculus (szi-lkirflus). Anat. and Zool. [mod.
L, dim. of SULCUS. Cf.Y.sulcutc.] A small sulcus or

groove. Hence Su'lculatea., having smallgrooves.
1848 Prac. Berw. Nnt. Club II. 338 Longitudinally striate

or sulculate. 1859 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1226/1. 1900
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Trans. Linn. .SV., Zool, March 533 One cannot speak of
a sulcus and lulcuuu in this case.

II Snlcus (s-lks). PI. sulol (so-lssi). [L. =
furrow, trench, ditch, wrinkle.]
1. a. A groove made with an engraving tool.

b. A trench, o. A hollow or depression in the
land. rare.
1661 EVELYN Sculptnra 126 Monsieur Bosse's invention of

the Eschopf-e, does render the making of this Su.'cns, much
more facile. 1675 Terra (17591 14 The .SWciu ur Trench
be made to run from Noith to South. 1901 A. TROTTER
Kast Gallonvay Sk. 1 58/2 The house . . is situated in a sulcus
of fertile hind.

2. Anat. A groove or furrow in a body, organ,
or tissue.

1744 tr. Bocrhaavc's hist. 1 1 1 . 297 The sensible Papilla: lie

concealed in the Sulci formed by the Cuticle. 1766 Complete
Farmer s. v. Shoeing, The sulcus of the inner surface of the
hoof. 1811-7 GOOD Study tlcd.{\txft V. 252 Hydatids have
found the means of forming a nidus in some one of ilrt sulci
of the womb. 1871 COUES N. Amer. Birds 27 Sulci, like

carinai, are of all shapes, si/esand positions. 1807 Allbult's
.S>.r/. Mett. IV. 227 A distinct sulcus between the liver and
gall bladder is nearly always perceptible to the touch.

b. spec. A fissure between two convolutions
of the brain.

1833 Cycl. Praci. Med. I. 286/2 The sulci which separate
the convolutions. 1840 G. V. ELLIS Anat. 15 On its under
surface, near the median fissure of the brain, is a sulcus,
which lodges the olfactory nerve. 1899 A llbutt's Syst. Med.
VII. 273 That portion of the cerebral hemisphere which lies
anterior to the precentral sulcus.

3. Bot. The lamella in some fungi.
1856 HENSLOW Diet. Bot. Terms 50.

8ulouj>, Suld, Suldan, 8uld(e)art, Sulder:
see SELCOUTH, SHALL, SOLDAN, SODDABT, SHOUL-
DER.

t Sule sb., var. of SOIL sb?- ; of. SULYE.
c 1440 Promf. Parv. 484/1 Sule erthe. ., solum, tellus.

t Sule, v. Obs. [OE. sylian (also tesylian), f.

sul-, related to sol- : see SOLE so.*, SOL a., SOLE
v.3, SOLL v., SOLWE v., SOWL v.\ and cf. OFris.

sulenge soiling, MHG. siiln to sully.] a. trans.
To soil, sully.
(897 K. JELFRED Gregory's Past. C. liv. 419 Sio suju hi

wille sylian on hire sole sefter3a:m3e hio aftwa^en biS.
it 1000 Botth. Metr. ix. 60 He on unscyldjum eorla blode
his sweord selede swiSe ^elome. a 1115 Ancr. R. 396 pet
weren so sike of sunne, & so isuledber mide. c 1130 Halt
Meid. 35 pis is sunne, . .& unwurScheo btbodi,Sule3 pi sawle.

b. intr. To be denied.
1

'a 1150 O-wl ff Night. 1240 Sum blynd mon . . To bare diche
his dwele voleweb, & falleb, & bar-onne sulieb.

Sulement, variant of SOULEMENT adv. Obs.

fSulf. Obs. ? Toadflax, Linaria vulgaris.
c >45oX^A/Va(Anecd. Oxon.) 104/1 Linguarium,tiSR\mM.

latur herbe Sti. I[ohannis] in foliis et instipite sed fetat. gall,
lignarie, angl. sulf [v. r. gulfj.

Sulf, obs. form of SELF.
Sulf- : see SULPH-.

Sulfatara, variant form of SOLFATABA.
1884 Pall Mali Gat. 23 Feb. 4/2 The internal fires that

still
spurt and hiss in the sulfataras.

Sulfer, obs. form of SILVER.

Suliug (su-lirj). Hist. Forms : I swuluncg,
sulung {rare svCiffHK),DomesdayBk. solin, 2 soil-

ing, (also 7 Hist.} swuling,(also f)His(.) swilling,
2-3 (also 7-9 Hist.) sailing, suling, 4 swol(l)ing,
-yng, swyling, suyling, 4-5 swylling, 9 Hist.

sullung. [OE. swulung, sulung, probably vbl.

sb. of an unrecorded vb. *swul(h)ian, *sul(h)ian
to plough, f. *swulh, sulh plough, SULLOW. The
generally accepted view that sulung is f. sulh +
lang, long\<m% (Sweetin Anglia III. 151) and that
it is therefore parallel tofurlong (f. furh furrow +
long) cannot be maintained in face of the divergent

form-history and meaning of the two words.] In

Kent, the fiscal unit corresponding to the hide (sec
HIDE sb?) and the carucata (see CABUCATE) of

other counties.
In Latin documents relating to Kent it is called aratrum :

cf. PLOUGH so. 33.
A term that has been erron. identified with this word is

solanda, scolanda, scottandii in Domesday of St. Paul's
(Camden Soc.) 58, 93, 99, 142, 145, 151 : see J. H. Round in

E,,g. Hist. Rev. VII. 708 foil.

805 in Birch Cart. Sax. (1885) I. 449 Aliquant in Cantia
partiunculam terra: hoc est duorum manentium, ubi Sueord*
hlincas vocitantur luxta distributionem suarum utique terra*
rum ritu saxonica dttsrtlftfse\i in alia loco mediam partem
unius mansiuncula? id est an geocled ubi ab incolis EC*
gheanng lond appellatur. 805 Charter in O. E. Texts 442
pisses londes earan 5rie sulong *et hxsyfte 3orne. 805-31 Ibid.

443 Daet lond act stanhamstede, xxswuluncga. 835 Will in

Thorpe Dipl. Angl. Sax. (1865) 470, & him man sa-lle an half

swulung an Ciollandene. 973 in Birch Cart. Sax. (1893) III.
610 Decem mansas, quod Cantigene dicunt, x. sulunga.
1086 Domesday Book (1783) I. 2 De communitate Sancti
Martini habent simul iii. canonic! unum solin & xvi. acras.
c 1140 Inst. Cnuti (Liebermann) 295 (MS. H) Scotum ad
luminaria. . ter in anno uno detur de unaquaque hyda (id est

suling, cxifa Colbert MS. sulinghida). n.. Bk. Battle

Abbey in Selden Titles Honor (1631) 636 Cum omnibus
apenditijs suis septem Swillingarum id est, Hidarum. 1196
in Archaeol. Cant. I. 234 De una sollinga terrse et dimidia,
cum pertinenciis, in Estretling. iio9-ioin Archaeol. Cant,

V.284Demedietateuniussullingeterre. si.. MS.Cott.Vesf.
A. \x. 69 b, S vthlliet defendit se per v sulingos cum dimidio

sulingi de pole. 1364 W. TUOEHC C/in>. ill Twysden Hist.

SULK.
Agl. Scrift. (,,,) ,MO E, dAent pro quelibel Swollinga

'V d
;jP*

r_iln " U1" l" "-hippe-hcre, timbeilode, & bordlode.

, ,,
*.. -J.T H-W* wi tuia |AJini, % 17. wn

i: K,:im,h ruling correponded in size to the No
carucatc. 1897 MAITLASU Uomrs.iay A- l;rym,t U 4 AtPecknam the Archbihop had an estate which had been
rated at six sullungs.

b. atlrib. : t suling-land = PLOUCU-QATE ;

t suling-rnan, (a) a man chosen from the tenants
of a suling to collect the dues belonging thereto

ter corporale servicmm
quod vocatur SwatfynrmaM. IbiJ., iij. rodas dimidiam de
terra vocata Swollyngland quz tenentur per diversa servicia
subsequentia. 1440-1 in Twysden Hill. Augl. Serif t. (1652)
Gloss, s. v. Sulinga, Singufi tenentes omnium & singula-rum prasdictarum SuyllingaritM, & 38. acrar. terra; de
Suyllitiglaitd , . eligent & ehgere detent de qualibet Swjt.
linga, unum de scipsis qui nominetur SteyUfnrmamni.
[1887 PARISH & SHAW Diet. Kent. Dial., S-.mlling.laml,
a plough land.]

t Sulk, J/'. 1 Obs. rare-1, [ad. L. sulcus furrow.
Cf. SULK

.-]
A hollow or trough of the sea.

1578 SIDNEY II 'anstcad Play in Arcadia (1639) 619 When
he soiourned in the surging sulkes of the sandiferous seas.

Sulk (sulk), si.*
[f. SULK v.*]

1. //. A state of ill-humour or resentment marked
by -obstinate silence or aloofness from society.
Often with the and in phr. in the sulks (occas. in
one's sulks) ; also to take (the) sulks (Sc.', to turn

sulky.
1804 J. GRAHAME Sabbath (1839) 15/2 A child of about ten

months old took sulks, and would not eat. 1818 TODD
s. v., We use also, as a colloquial term, to be in the tults ;

which formerly was, in Ike sullens. 1814 Miss L. M. HAW.
KINS Annaline I. 177 A fit of the sulks. 1831 GREVILLE
item. 8 Dec. (1874! II. 224, I never had the advantage of
seeing the Chancellor before in his sulks. 1839 DICKENS
Nickleby xxvii, Her pretty sulks and peevishness. 1885
SPURGEON Treat. Dav. Ps. cxxxL 2 The child.. frets and
worries, . . or sinks into sulks. 1890 D. DAVIDSON Mem. Long
Lift iv. 93 Ram Bukhs took the sulks. 1894 W. E. MORRIS
St. Anns II. 208 When you are tired of being in the sulks,
let me know.

b. sing. A fit of sulking; the action of sulking.
1837 DISRAELI Vcaeti* i. xiii, Mrs. Cadurcis remained

alone in a savage sulk. 1888 Contemf. Rn>. LIV. 383
Rodbertus had lived for a quarter of a century in a political
sulk against the Hohenzollerns. 1898 Daily News 20 June
4/7 To try and force those proposals by a policy of sulk.

2. A person who sulks (rare) ; an obstinate horse

(dial.)
1883 LORD R. GOWER Reminisc. II. xxiv. 125 If one reads

away from the others, one appears to avoid the rest and is

considered a sulk. 1888 Berks. Class. , Zulk, a term applied
to a horse that will not try to do what is required of him.

tSulk, z-. 1 Obs. rare. Also 6 sulke, sulok. [ad.
L. sulcare to plough, furrow, f. sulcus furrow.]
trans. To plough (the seas). Also intr., sometimes
with it.

1579 Poor Knight's Palace, etc. K iv b, To sulke the seas
and furrow foming floods. Ibid. L ii b. While saylers sulke

upon the seas. 1581 STANYHURST jEneis 11. (Arb.) 50 Two
serpents monsterus ouglye Plasht the water sulcking to the
shoare moste hastelye swinging. 1611 DRAYTON foly^ilb. i.

422 They . . keep Upon the lee-ward still, and (sulking up the

deep) For Mauritania make. 1681 EARL ARCYLE To Lady
Lindsay in Law's Mem. (1818) 213 Our admiral), though
tide and wind say nay, Hell row and work, and sulk it all

the way.
Hence t Striking ///. a., ploughing (the land).
1581 STANYHURST jEneis I. i (I) forced Thee sulcking

swincker thee soyle, thoghe craggie, to sunder.

Sulk (sulk), -J.~ [Source uncertain
; perhaps

related to SULKE a. Cf. NKris. (Sylt) suHte.] intr.

To keep aloof from others in moody silence ; to

indulge in sullen ill-humour ; to be sulky.
1781 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary May, I still sulked on, vexed

to be teased. 1794 W. BLAKE Sotigs Exp., Inf. Sorrow 8, I

thought best To sulk upon my mother s breast. 1851 W.
JERDAN Autobiog. I. xi. 82 My uncle.. sulked a little at niy
not having made myself celebrated. 1861 READECtcisttr ff

H. Ixv, He sulked with his old landlady for thrusting gentle
advice and warning on him. 1880 Daily Tel. 4 Oct., It is

now thirteen years that we have been sulking with the

Republic of Mexico.

D. transf. and Jig, Of a fish : To remain in

hiding and motionlesswhen hooked. Of tea-plants :

see quot. 1891. Inqnot. 1860 rejl. with out: To
go out 'sulkily'.
1860 O. W. HOLMES Elsie y. (1887) 75 The lamps, .sulked

themselves out. 1873 BROWNING Red Call. A /.<<*/ 154
Sorrowful Sulked field and pasture with persistent rain. 1873
W. C. PRIMS I go a-fishing ii. 21 He started down stream,
over a low fall and into a deep hole, where he sulked like a
salmon. 1884 Sat. Rev. 12 July 61/1 [He] was occupied
two hours and twenty minutes in landing an eight-pound
trout which sulked. 1891 T. C. OWEN Tfa Planting iu

Ceylon, When the foliage becomes too luxuriant, and they
[sc. tea-bushes) sulk and no longer send out vigorous flushes.

1905 SIR F. TREVES Oth. SideLant. n. ii. (1906) 33 Sluggish
streams, sulking through a gully of sand and stones.

Hence Striker, one who sulks ; Su Ikery (nonce-

wd.), = BOUDOIR; Sn Iking vbl. so. (also attrib. in

Bulking-room = BOUDOIR) and ///. a.

i%8& Library Mag. June 313 He called upon the *sulkers to

come to the front. 1906 Montk July 73 "Sulkery, as they
translated boiuirir. 1816 LAUY EYHON in Ld. Brwzhton I



SULKE.

Recoil. Lett? Life (1909) II. 203 Such a sitting-room or

sulking-roora, all to yourself. 1880 Daily Tel. 4 Oct., Not
all the sulking of which diplomacy is capable can restore

Maximilian to life. 1778 FOOTE Trip Calais 11. Wks. 1799
IV. 58 You sullen, *sulking, stomachful slut I

Sulk(e, variants of SUCK, SWILK.

tSulke,. Obs. rare-1
. [? Related to SrjLK v.,

SULKY a.] Hard to sell ; slow in going off.

1636 HEYWOOD Challenge Beautie m. i, Never was thrifty
trader more willing to put of a sulke commodity, than she
was to truck for her maydenhead.
Sulkene, obs. form of SILKEN a.

Sulkily (szrlkili), adv. [f. SULKY a. + -LY 2.]

In a sulky manner; with silent or moody ill-humour.

1796 COLMAN Iran Chest Pref. p. ii, Here is a scowling,

sullen, black Bull, .. he stands sulkily before. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xv. III. 560 Anne, who, when in good humour,
was meekly stupid, and, when in bad humour, _was sulkily

stupid. 1865 FLO. MARRYAT Love's Confl. I. xviii. 317 Agnes
took the sulkily.granted leave joyfully. 1874 GREEN Short
Hist. viii. $ 9 (1882) 560 The stricter Covenanters retired

sulkily from the Royal army.

fig. 1823 BYRON Juan xiv. xxviii, When. .sulkily the

river's ripple's flowing. 1839 KEMBLE Raid, in Georgia
(1863) 69 The eagle.. hovered sulkily a while over the river.

Sulkiuess (sjrlkines). [f.
SULKY a. + -NESS.]

The state or quality of being sulky.
1760 GRAY Let. to Dr. Clarke 12 Aug., Three women that

laughed from morning to night, and would allow nothing to

the sulkiness of my disposition. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xix,
Driven into pettish sulkiness by the persecution of the in-

terrogators. 1885 Manch. Even. News 2 Feb. 2/4 Their
sulkiness manifests itself in the most peevish manner.

Sulkup, variant form of SELCOUTH Obs.

Sulky (so'lki), si. Also 8-9 sulkey, 9 sulkee,
sulkie. [subst. use of SULKY a.]

1. A light two-wheeled carriage or chaise (some-
times without a body), seated for one person : now
used principally in America for trials of speed
between trotting-horses. (So called because it

admits only one person. Cf. D^SOBLIGEANT.)
1756 Connoisseur No. 1 12 f 4 A formal female seated in a

Sulky, foolishly pleased with having the whole vehicle to
herself. 1775 J. ADAMS in Fam. Lett. (1876) 55 My mare. .

doctor turned and looked through the little round glass in
the back of the sulky. 1882 Standard r Dec 5/4 (Canada)
The din and noise of waggons, . . buggies, sulkees, and ox
teams. 1884 B'ham Daily Post 23 Feb. 2/5 American
Trotting Sulkie, weighs 56 Ib. ; to carry 180 Ib.

2. transf. a. A bathing-machine for one. jocular.
1806-7 J- BERESFOHO Miseries Hum. Life (1807) xiv. vi,

On re-entering your Sulky in your new character, . . you dis-

cover, for the first time, that your own towel is safely locked
up at home.

b. (See quot.)
1862 MRS. SPEID Last Years India 129 A little silver

'sulky',., a small spherical box, pierced all over with small
holes [etc.]. This pretty apparatus is intended for brewing
a single cup of tea, by the morosely inclined.

3. Short for sulky-plough (see 4).
1891 C. ROBERTS Adrift Amer. 37 Two single-furrow

sulkies with three horses each.

4. attrib. passing into adj., applied to (a) a set
of articles for the use of a single person, (b) an
agricultural implement having a seat for the driver

(RAY.
1786 MACKENZIE Lounger No. 89 r 7 A dispute about the

age of a sulky set of China. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2453
Sulky-mltivalor, one having a seat for the rider, who man-
ages the plows, moving them to the right or left as the plants
in the rows may require. Ibid- Sulky-rake, a horse-rake
having an elevated seat for the driver. 1879 Scrilner's Mag
Nov. 137/1 Next spring I.. bought me a sulky-plow.

Sulky (sD-lki), a. [app. f. SULK z/.2 Cf. NFris.
(Sylt) sulkig.]
1. Of persons and their actions : Silently and

obstinately ill-humoured
; showing a tendency to

keep aloof from others and repel their advances by
refusing to speak or act.

1744 M. BISHOP Life !, Adv. vi. 45 It is often seen in
press d Men that they are stubborn and sulky. 1790 BURNS
Tarn o SAanler 10 Our hame, Whare sits our sulky sullen
dame, Gathering her brows like gathering storm. 1821
bcorr Kemlw. ni, He has sulky ways too, breaking off
intercourse with all that are of the place. 1834 JAMES J

, ft . -a ! uviu ic uciici uiiill
the sulky and inattentive labour of a whole day 1880 W
HARRIS Serm. Boys * Girls (1881) 40 They were like, .sulkychildren who would be pleased with nothing.

b. Of animals
; sfec. of a fish (cf. SULK v 2 b)

1810 SCOTT Lady of L. i. x, Back limp'd..The sulkyleaders of the chase. 1822 LAMB Elia i. Dream childrenA great sulky pike hanging midway down the water. 1828DAVY Salmonia 30, 1 thought after a fish had been hooked,he remained sick and sulky for some time.
2. Of inanimate natural objects, the weather, etc
Gloomy, dismal. Of things, with respect to their
growth, progress, or movement : Sluggish. Also
dial, difficult to work.

laU" ""*"".r v
.223aome,again, are termed 'sulkylakes

,
and are very hard to get fish from at all ,886

128

Cheshire Gloss., Sulky, ..applied to. .rock which has no

cleavage and is difficult to quarry, very cross-grained timber,

&c. 1889 E. E. GREEN in Ceylon Indep. (Cent, Diet.), Thecon-
dition called sulky as applied to a tea-bush is unfortunately

only too common on many estates. 1890 CLARK RUSSELL

Marriage at Sea viii, The sulky undulations of the water.

1905 Daily News 31 Aug. 6 The cream, .gets
'

sulky ', or it

I
goes to sleep ', and then you may churn all day and get no

result.

3. Comb., as sulky-looking adj.
1828 LYTTON Pelham II. xxv, A few dull and sulky-look-

ing fir-trees. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 692 The dull

sulky-looking colt.

Sull. Chiefly w. and s.w. dial. Also 7, 9 sul, 9
zull ; 7 soule, 8 sewl, 9 sole, sowle, zowl, zarl.

[repr. the stem of the oblique cases (sule, sulurn,

etc.) of OE. sulh SULLOW, or the later nom. sul,

sul. Somerset zill repr. OE. oblique syl(l for sylli

(cf. sillow, etc. s.v. SULLOW).] A plough.
1607 J. CARPENTER Plaint Mans Plough 109 The Soule . .

that Instrument wherewith being fastened to the Oxen, the

Husbandman rippeth up his land. 1669 WORLIDCE Syst.

Agric. (1681) 36 The Sun and the Sull are some Husband-
mens Soil. Ibid. 332 A Stiff, a term used for a Plow in the

Western parts. 1766 WILLY in Complete Farmer s.v.

Turnep, Ploughing the intervals with a small sull, drawn by
one horse. 1791 W. H. MARSHALL W. England (1796) II.

276 The plowman carries, in the body of his sewl, a parcel
of small rods. 1825 JENNINGS Ooserv. Dial. If. Eng. 86

Zull, . . a plough. 1883 Hampsh. Gloss., Zarl (zaal), a plough.
b. attrib. and Comb., as sull-breaking ; sull-

paddle = PLOUGH-STAFF.
1669 WORLIDCB Syst. Agric. (1681) 331 A Sulpaddle, a

small Spade-staff or Instrument to cleanse the Plough from
the clogging Earth. 1766 Compl. Farmer, Sull-paddle, a
plough paddle. 1791 w. H. MARSHALL W. England (1796)
II. 276 A field., which has long been noted for sewl-breaking.

II Sulla (s-la). [Sp. sulla.] A leguminous
plant, Hedysarum coronarium (also called French

honeysuckle), with flowers resembling those of the

red clover, found in some Mediterranean countries.

Also attrib.

1787 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 202 The sulla of Malta,
or Spanish St. Foin. 1818 MRS. ILIFF Poems (ed. 2) 129
Lovely May Wreathing the Sulla-flowers of brightest red,
With ears of barley. 1895 A tlanlic Monthly Mar. 340 The
sulla, a sort of pink vetch.

Sullabub, obi. form of SILLABUB.

Sullage (so-led,?). Forms : 6 soilage, J sul-

ledge, 7-8 suillage, 8 sulli(d)ge, swillage, 7-
sullage. [Ofuncertain origin. ? a. AF. *souillage,

*soullage, *suillage, f. souiller SOIL v.1
,
SULLY v. :

see -AGE. The synonymous SOILAGE is perhaps
due to a variant *soillage. In the I7th and 1 8th
cent, the spelling was influenced by SULLY : see

SULLIAGE.]
1. Filth, refuse, esp. such as is carried off by

drains from a house, farmyard, or the like ; sewage.
IS53 '" Vicary'sAnat.( 1888) App. iii. 176 To carayeawaye

the Soilage of the Clensinge of the saide Stretes. 1600 in
C..I.P* A**l.~~l r*~JI /_o.:_i VIV A ; ..i n

for the Suillage of the House. 1748 DODSLEV Preceptor
(1763) I. 180 The Apertures.. are either Doors. .or conduits
for the Suillage. 1750 W. ELLIS Mod. Husbandm. I. I. 39
(E. D. S.) If . . highway sullidge and dung are mixed together.
1879 FLOR. NIGHTINGALE in Jrnl. Indian Assoc. Art Educ.
Oct., The people themselves feel the misery of having no
channels to remove sullage away clear from every habitation.

f2. fig. Filth, filthiness, defilement, pollution.
1641 S. HINDE in W. Hinde J. Bruen To Rdr., Free from

the sullage of Envie, and detraction. 1673 Lady's Call. n.
i-

.
7. 59 The lightest act of dalliance leaves somthing of

stain and sullage behind it. 1697 EVELYN Numismata ix.

309 The Soul contracts no sullage from the deformity of the
Body.
3. The silt washed down and deposited by a

stream or flood.

_ 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. Nm> Inv. p. Ixi, Such Shelfes arising
in our River from the Gravel and Sullage that are wash'd
into it, 1725 HENLEY tr. Montfaucon's A ntiq. Italy (ed. 2)
28 Several Strata of this Kind were form'd by the Suillage of
Rivers and Torrents. 1733 W. Y.u.\sChiltern^Valefarm.
236 Sullidge which the Waters leaves on the Ground. 175*
Genii. Mag. XXV. 396 The swillage of rivers. 1800 W.
CHAPMAN Witkam f, Welland 62 The bottom was found
quite hard, and without sullage, from the Grand Sluice to
Fishtoft-jetties. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk. 665.
4. Founding. Metal scoria or slag.
1843 HOLTZAPFFEL Tvniing 1. 349 The metal is . . free from
le scoria or sullage, which sometimes renders the upper

surface very rough.
6. Comb. : sullage-piece (see quot. 1875) ; sull-
age-pipe, a drain-pipe.
1852 BURN Naval I, Milit. Diet. n. 276/2 "Sullage piece,

netal entered the mold... In this piece the sullage rises,
lence its name. 1907

'

J. HALSHAM
' Lanewood Corner 214

tie reckons it s better for a man to be on the top of a stack
than down a *sullage.pipe.

t Sullayne, ? erron. form of SEWIN.
LEVINS Manip. Q iv, A sullayne, fishe, salmo paruus.

Sulle, obs. f. SELL v., SHALL v., SILL sbf
Sulledge, obs. form of SULLAGE.
Sullen (s-lan), a., adv., and sb. Also 6 solen,

sulleyne, 6-7 sollen, 7 sull(a)in, uulen. [Later
form of SOLEIN.] A. adj.

SULLEN.
1. Of persons, their attributes, aspect, actions:

Characterized by, or indicative of, gloomy ill-

humour or moody silence.
In early use there is often implication of obstinacy or

stubbornness.

'S73-8o TUSSER Hust. (1878) 180 Be lowly not sollen, if

ought go amisse. 1392 Arden of Fevcrshain i. i. 510 Who
would haue thought the ciuill sir so sollen ? 1641

' SMEC.
TVMNUUS' Vixd. Answ. To Rdr., Wee are called. .sullen
and crabbed peices. 1668 Extr. St. Papers rel. Friends
Ser. in. (1912) 279 Their Sain' Penn. .is divelishly cryed vp
amongest that perverssullen Faction. 1680 C. NESSE Ckurck
Hist. 55 Because they might not have what they would
grew sullain, and would have nothing. 1713 STEEU: Guard.
No. 18 f 2 These contemplations have made me serious but
not sullen. 1718 Free-thinker No. 149. 323 In the Middle
sits Cato, with a sullen Brow. 1795 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV
315 If the better part lies by, in a sullen silence, they still
cannot hinder the more factious part both from speaking and
from writing. 1814 WORDSW. Excurs. vi. 459 Here.. they
met, . . flaming Jacobite And sullen Hanoverian 1 1840MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 28 The answer of James was
a cold and sullen reprimand. 1879 FROUDE Cxsar xxvi. 438Some were still sullen, and refused to sue for a forgiveness.

b. transf. Of animals and inanimate things:

a plough-ox] to leaue that sullen tricke. 1648 GAGE West
Ind. 89, I got up again and spurred my sullen jade. 1678
CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 888 Things are Sullen, and will
be as they are, what ever we Think them, or Wish them to
be. 1691 RAY Creation i. (1692)38 The stupid Matter, .would
be as sullen as the Mountain was that Mahomet commanded
to come down to him. 1725 DF. FOE Voy. round World
(1840) 339 The other [bull) proved untractable, sullen, and
outrageous. 1859 TKNNYSON Geraint * Enid 862 As sullen
as a beast new-caged.

t c. Holding aloof. Obs.
1628 EARLE Microcosm., Acquaintance (Arb.) 86 Friend-

ship is a sullener thing, as a contracter and taker vp of our
affections to some few.

t d. fig. Baleful, malignant. Obs.
1676 DRYOEN Avrengz. 1. 1.360 Such sullen Planets at my

Birth did shine, They threaten every Fortune mixt with
mine. 1679 DRYDEN & LEE (Edipus in, Ye sullen Pow'rs
below. 1703 ROWE Fair Penit. n. i, Some sullen Influence
a Foe to both.

1 2. Solemn, serious. Obs.
1583 MELBANCKE Philotimvf M iij b, So was he free from

sulleyne sterne seuerity. B 1586 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 30
Morrall Philosophers, whom me thinketh, I see comming to.
wardsmewitha sullen grauity. i64oBp.REYNOLDS.P<mKw
iv, Some plausible Fancy doth more prevail with tender
Wills than a severe and sullen argument. 1719 YOUNG
Busiris L

i, In sullen Majesty they stalk along, With Eyes
of Indignation, and Despair.
3. Of immaterial things, actions, conditions:

Gloomy, dismal, melancholy ; sometimes with the
notion of '

passing heavily, moving sluggishly '.

1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, i. iii. 265 The sullen passage of thy

wearystcpp
- 1

rhume.

repo ,
,

shall we sometimes meet, and by the fire Help wast a sullen
day. 1711-14 POPE Kape Lock iv. 19 No cheerful breeze this
sullen region knows. 1775 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. '1'hraU
l Aug., The place [x. Oxford] is now a sullen solitude. 1816
BYRON Pris. Chilian xiv, With spiders I had friendship made,And watch'd them in their sullen trade. 1858 KINGSLEY
Lett. (1878) I. 21 It was an afternoon of sullen Autumn rain.
a 1864 HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-bks. (1879) '' S' A bleak,
sullen day.

b. Of a sound or an object producing a sound :

Of a deep, dull, or mournful tone. Chiefly poet.
1592 SHAKS. Ram. $ Jul. iv. v. 88 Our solemne Hymnes,

to sullen Dyrges change. 1632 MILTON Penseroso 76, 1 bear
the far-off Curfeu sound,. .Swinging slow with sullen roar.

1742 COLLINS Ode ix. 12 Where the beetle winds His small
but sullen horn. 1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe xliv, The heavy bell
. . broke short their argument. One by one the sullen sounds
fell successively on the ear. 1849 KINGSLEY North Devon
in Misc. (j 859) 1 1. 264 The sullen thunder of the unseen surge.

4. Of sombre hue ; of a dull colour ; hence, of

gloomy or dismal aspect. (Also qualifying an adj.
of colour = dull-.) Cf. SAD a. 8.
a 1586 [implied in SULLENLY 2]. 1592 Arden af Fevers.

ham in. i. 45 Now will he shake his care oppressed head,
Then fix his sad eis on the sollen earth. 1596 SHAKS.
i Hen. IV, i. ii. 236 Like bright Mettall on a sullen

ground. 1647 HARVEY Sch, of Heart xxi. i, Take sullen
lead for silver, sounding brass Instead of solid gold. 1665
J. REA Flora 130 A dark sullen violet purple colour. 1710
STEELK Taller No. 266 P 3 Two apples that were roasting
by a sullen sea coal fire. 1713 Phil. Trans. XXVIII.
224 A sort of sullen greenish Wood-like rust. 1784 COWPER
Task n. sis, I would not yet exchange thy sullen skies.,
for warmer France With all her vines. 1811 SCOTT Don
Roderick II. i, All sleeps in sullen shade, or silver glow.
z8z8 KEATS Sonn. Ben A'evis 6, 1 look o'erhead, And there is

sullen mist. 1855 TENNYSON Maud i. x. i, The sullen-purple
moor. 1894 HALL CAIN F. Manxman v. iii. 286 The sky to the

north-west was dark and sullen.

t b. Sullen lady, ? Fritillaria nigra. Obs.
1688 HOLME Armoury n. iv. 74/1 The sullen Lady, hangeth

her head down.. and is of an umberish dark hair colour,
without any checker or spots. Some call it the black

Fritillary.

5. Of water, etc.: Flowing sluggishly, poet.
1622 DRAYTON Poly.olb. xxviii. 91 Small Cock, a sullen

Brook, comes to her succour then. 1628 MILTON Vac. Exerc.
95 ^Sullen Mole that runneth underneath. 1814 SCOTT Wav.

xxii, The larger [stream] was placid, and even sullen in its

course. 1818 SHELLEY Rosal. ft Helen 398 Each one lay

Sucking the sullen milk away About my frozen heart.



SULLEN.

6. Comb.: pfirasynthetic adjs., as sullen-browed,
-hearted* complementary, as sullen-seeming; with

other adjs., as sullen-sour, -wise.

1831 SCOTT Cast, Dang, ii, This "sullen-browed Thomas
Dickson. 1909 R. URIDKKS Par. Virg. Mn. /, 434 The
sullen-hearted, who. .Their own Hfedid-away. 1855 TKNNV-
SON Mtittdi. xviii. vi, 'Sullen-seeming Death. 1849 J. A.
CARLVLEtr. A/f'j//p.xliv,The *SuIIcn-sour or (iloomy-
slugg'ish. 1710 STEEI.B Tatler No. 149 P 5 A "sullen-wise

Man is as bad as a good-natured Fool.

B. adv. = SULLENLY, rare.

1718 PRIOR Solomon n. 201 Sullen I forsook th' Imperfect
Feast. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. u. xxxiv, Sullen and slowly
they unclasp.

C. sb. (in//., usually the sullens ; rarely sing.'}

A state of gloomy ill-humour ; sullenness, sulks.

Phr. in the sullens, sick of the sullens.

1580 LYLY Eufhucs (Arb.) 285 She wassolitaryly walking,
with hlr frowning cloth, as sick lately of the solens. 1631
R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xvi. 280 So long he is

sicke in the suds, and diseas'd in the sullens. 1633 MARMION
Fine Comp. \. iii. Ba, They can doe no more good upon me,
then a young pittifull Lover upon a Mistresse, that has the

sullens. 1662 HIIIHKRT Bttdy Divinity 1. 142 Its a dangerous
thing to sit sick of the sullens, or be discontented, a 1670
HACKET At>p. Williams i. (1692) 84 If his Majesty were

moody . . he would fetch him out of that Sullen with a

pleasant Jest. 1671 WOOD Life (O. H. S.) II. 215 When
William Lenthali was troubled with the sullins. 1679 DRYDEN
Trail, ff Cress, iv. ii, I'll e'en go home, and shut up my
doors, and die o' the sullens, like an old bird in a cage. 1747
RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) I. xviii. 134 No sullens, my
Mamma; no perverseness. 1819 ScOTT^jy. Montrose xxm,
Annot Lyle could always charm Allan out of the sullens.

1864 CARLYLE Freiik. Gr. xvi. viii. IV. 362 Russian Czarina

evidently in the sullens against Frtedrich. 1868 * HOLME
LEE' B. Godfrey xxxvi, Gerrard was in a fit of sullens.

b. Cfftn&.j f sullen-sick a.
t

*
sick of the sullens

',

ill from ill-humour.

1614 T. ADAMS Sinners Passing Bell Wks. (1629) 247 If

the state. .He sullen-sicke of Naboths vineyard. 1650 FULLER

Pisgah n. vii. 7. 158 On the denyall Ahab falls sullen-sick.

Sullen (szrlan), v. rare. [f.
SULLEN a.]

1. trans. To make sullen or sluggish.
1628 FELTHAM Resolves n. xlviii, The Idle man.. like a

member out of joynt, sullens the whole Body, with an ill

disturbing lazinesse. 1894 AMYAND Only a. Drummer Boy
iv. 47 [TheyJ prevented Douglas's happy nature getting

completely crusbed and sullened.

f 2. intr. To be sullen ; to sulk. Obs.

a 165* BROME Covent Card. i. i, Keeping her chamber
whole weeks together, sullenning upon her Samplery breech-

work.

Sullen, obs. form of SELL v., SHALL v.

Sullenly (sybnli), adv.
[f.

SULLEN a. + -LY2.]
In a sullen manner.
1. With gloomy or morose ill-humour.

1650 FULLER Pisgah in. xi. 15. 434 If any. .sullenly say,
with Judas Iscariot, To what ur/>csc is this wast? 1668

the Viceroy were only sufficiently persistent, Afghans, like

Turks, would sullenly give way.
2. With sombre or gloomy aspect ;

with a dull or

dismal sound.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia id. x. (1912) 402 The colours for

the grounde were so well chosen, neither sullenly darke, nor

gjarmgly lightsome, 1794 MRS. RADCUFFE Myst. Udolpho
h, The wind, .groaned sullenly among the lofty branches
above. 1841 W. SPAL.DING Italy <y //. fsl, I. 295 The vol-

canic fires . . smoulder sullenly at the present day. 1860 TYN-
DALL, Glac. i. xiv. 93 The clouds., sailed sullenly from the

west. 1898 H. NEWBOLT He fell among Thieves iv, The
ravine where the Yassin river sullenly flows.

Sullenness (s;flannes). Also 7 solexmesso,
aullineas, 8 sulleness. [f. SULLEN a. -f -NESS.]
1, The condition or quality of being sullen in

behaviour, aspect, or temper. Also, an instance of

this.

a 1586 SIDNKY Arcadia in. (1912) 379 Fearing least silence

would orTend her sullennes. 1644 MILTON Educ. Wks. 1851
IV. 392 When the air is calm and pleasant, it were an injury
and sullenness against nature not to go out. 1663 PATRICK
Parab. Pilfr. xxxii. (1687) 399 His seriousness gives no dis-

gust, his silence is without sullenness. a 1711 PRIOR Cront-

taell if Ai> Porter 20 Wks. 190711.262 By. .thesullene-ss of

his brow it should be my old Porter.
1784^

Cook's 3rd Voy.
i. viii. 1. 154 The countenance, .has. .sometimes a sullenness

or reserve. 1815 SCOTT Betrothed iii, They are.. a mixed
breed, having much of your German sullenness. 1879
FROUDE Caesar xiv. 205 After a few vicious efforts, they sub-

sided into sullenness.

t 2. Slowness, reluctance. Obs.

1619 LUSHINCTON Resurrection i. (1659) 34 No removing of
the 1 ombestone [ that besides its weight & sullenness to give

way, was rib'd and clasped down with Iron barrs and bonds.

3. Dismalness, gloom.
1885 PATER Marius iv. xxtii, The long winter had been a

season of unvarying sullenness.

t Sirllenwood. Obs. Altered f. SOUTHERN-

WOOD, with play on sullen.

163* W. ROWLEY New Wonder in, I'l make you eate Sor-

rill to your supper, though I eate Sultenwood my selfe.

Sullepe, variant of SEBELEPV Obs.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 4305 l>at sullepe sire at sett all be

werde.

Sullepais, variant of SYLLEPSIS.

Suller(e, obs. forms of SELLER i.

Su'llerye. ? Misprint for sullinge SULING.

VOL. IX,

129

16*8 COKE On Lift. 5 Vna f/ida seu carucahi terry, which
is all one as a plow-land, . .iulleryc aUo .si^nitieth a plow*
land.

Su-llevate, var.SoLLEVATE v. (Cf. SUBLEVA.TE.)
S9S UANIEL Civ. Wars i. xlviii, How he his subiectes

sought tosulleuate.

Sulleva-tion, var. SOLLEVATION Obs. (Cf. SUB-

LEVATION.)
1611 SIR D. CARLETON in toth Rep. Hist. MSS. Cornm.

App. i. 533 To furnish the Albanesi with weapons for a sud.
daine sullevation. 1613 COCKERAM, Snllevation t a murder-
ous intent. 1637 EARL MONM, tr. Matoezzfs Romulus
Tarqnin 97 To suffocat sullevations in their cradle.

Sulli, variant form of SELLY Obs.
a 1290 Pains of Hell 213 in Htrrig's Archfv LXII. 40^

Neren nowi3t hoe berof adrad : ffor-bi hoe slepe}> in sulli

bed.

SuUiage (so-lied^). Variant of SULLAGE influ-

enced by SULLY v.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety xi. 2 Though we wipe away with
never so much care the dirt thrown at us, there will be left

some sulliage behind. 1793 W, H. MARSHALL Rural Econ.
W. Eng. (1796) II. 358 The sulliage which such places are
ever accumulating. 1853 Bill to establish Metrop. Board
Sewers Preamble 2 The Sewage, Filth, Soil, and Sulliage
issuing from the Sewers and Drains. 1879 R. FLETCHER
Dickens xv. 13 Ncrtaint or sulliage falls on all he writ. 188.

R. G. H[ILL) Voices in Solit. 111 Oft have I watched and

proved her perfidy, And chid with bitter words her sulliage.

Sullibib, -bub, obs. forms of SILLABUB.

Sullic, -ich(e, var. forms of SELLY Obs.

Sullidge, var. SULLAGE.

Sullied (szrlid), ///. a. Also 6 solyed, 7

sully'd. [f,
SULLY v. + -ED 1

.] Soiled, polluted

(Hi. and^f.) ; f made gloomy or dull.

1571 [implied in SULLIEDNESS]. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. xv, To
change your day of youth to sullied night. 1612 DRAYTON
Poly-olb. x. 194 Her sullied face. 1683 TRVON Way to
Health 320 A loathsomely sullied Soul, and an indisposed
distempered Body. 1695 A. TELFAIR New Confut. Soda.
(1606) 7 Seven small Bones .. wrapp'd up in a piece of old

sullied Paper. 1734 tr. Rollings Anc. Hist. xv. viii. (1827)
VI. 132 The moon .. appeared afterwards quite sullied and as
it were tinged with blood. 1824 SCOTT Redganntlet ch. xiii,

He wore a smart hanger and a pair of pistols in a .sullied

sword-belt. 1870 DICKENS . Drood\ t The choir are getting
on their sullied white robes. 1889 R. BRIDGES Growth of
Love Hi, Let the true Muse rewrite her sullied page.

b. Sullied white, dirty white.
1681 Lonti. Gaz. No. 1676/4 A very large Irish Greyhound

being of a sullied White, with some pale yellowish spots.

18x7 STEPHENS in Sh&itfs Gen. Zool. X. n. 493 The under

parts of the body sullied white : the tail greenish black.

Hence f Su lliedness, defilement.

1571 GOLDIN'G Calvin on Ps. Ixviii. 15 Although the land

were covered with solyednesse throughe the troublous inva-

sion of the enemies : yit..it recovered hir whitenesse, so as

it became as whyte as snowe.

Sulliva'tion, variant of SOLLEVATION Obs.

1605 DANIEL Philotas\\. i, How can that be donne, With-
out some sulliuation to insue?

Su'llow. Chiefly w. and s.w. dial. Forms : I

aulh, i, 3 suluh, 3 solh, (sul(c)h-, sul$-,

sol}-, solw-), 4 solu;, -ou, Kent, zuolj, 4-5

solou^, -ow, 5 -ouh, -owe, -05, 6 zolow, 7-
sullow (9 zullow, sillow, silla, zilla). [OE.
sulk str. fern., for *swulhj the w being preserved in

Kentish ME. zuolj and OE, swulung, ME. swoling,
etc. (see SULING); ultimately cogn. withL. sulcus

furrow.
The local variant sillffut represents OE. dat . sing, or nom. pi.

sylh, sylg.
The oblique forms without umlaut (sule, etc.)

are represented by forms s.v, SULL.]

1. A plough. (Also in _/fc: context.)
^897 K. ALFRED Gregory's^ Past C. Ii. 403 Daet nan mon

SULPH-.

t Sully, it. Obs. Alsr>7uUey. [C Sui.LT9.1
An act ot sullying, soiling, or polluting (lit. and

Jig.) ;
a stain, blemish.

1601 SHAK*. Ham. u. 1.39 You laying these vlitht snllcytj
on my Sonne, As'lwere a ibini; ;i luilc v.il'.i i' ill* working
1683 MOXON Mecli. Kxert., Printing xxiv. f iy The (".old or
Silver will stick to the least Sully that the Varnish may
chain:.- to make. 1711 AIIOISON .s/>/. No. 356 P 4 The

his on sulh [Rus/tiv. stlluh] & behaldas on ba-cg.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 404 [tonne man ba sulh forS drtfe.

c 1205 LAY. 4260 l>e[t] aelc cheorl eat his^ulche haefde gri3 al

swa jking sulf. Hid. 31811 per cheorl draf his sulje i-

oxned swioe faeirei a IMS Ana-. R. 384 3>f *** "* kurue,
ne J?e spade ne dulue, ne be suluh [MS. T. ploh] ne erede.

1340 Ayenb. 242 pe ilke bet zet be hand a>e zuol;and lokeb
behinde him. 1340-70 Alex, fj Dind. 295 Hit is no leue in

oure lawe bat we . . sette solow on be feld ne sowe none erbe.

1387 THEVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 445 pe solou; of
holy

cnerche schal nou}t goo aryjt. 14. . Ibid. App. 535 (Harl.

MS. IQOO) This day is my solowe y-come to the laste forowe.

1535 in F. W. Weaver Wills Wills (1890) 178 A zolow with

aUother apparell for vj oxen. 1636 H. SVDENHAM Strtn.

Sal. Occ. (1637) 265 The
spiritual! Plough

is not halfe so well

inanag'd by any, as one that was yesterday conversant with

the Goade and the Sullow. c 1640 J. SMYTH Lives Berkeley:

(1883) 1. 303 What waynes, carts, sullows, harrows, .remained.

1893 Wilts. Gloss., SilloTV, Siillow,..Sylla., a plough, was

used at Bralton within the memory of persons still living.

t b. A plot of land is described as being
' of so

many sullows'; hence sullvw = PLOUGH st. 1 3 a,

PLOUGH-LAND I. Obs.

ciiog LAY. 13176 Twenti sulhene [<r 1175 soljene] lond.

Ibid. 18779 Pri"' solh of londe. Ibid. 18789.

2. attrib. and Comb., as sullow-btam, -board,

-hamile, -share (all 06s.).
n 1000 in Wr..Wulcker 196/1 Burris, ciiruamentum aratri,

"sulhbeam. 14 . . Metr. Voc., Ikid. 628/5 Buris, solowbeme.

Ibid. 628/7 fiarr/ia, "solowborde. c jooo JELfRK Glass.,

Ibid. 104/11 Stita, "sulhhandla. 14.. Metr. r'x.. Ibid.

628/5 Stiua, solowhanddul. 14. . Trevisa's Higden (Rolls)

VII. App. 527 (Harl. MS. 1900) Heo wole go barfot . . uppon
nyne *solow scbares brennyng and fuyre hotc.

Sully (swli), v. Also 6, 8 aulley, 7 sullie. [app.
ad. F. souiller: see SOIL z/.l]

1. trans. To pollute, defile ; to soil, stain, tarnish.

a. in material sense. Now rare or poet.
1611 SHAKS. ll'irtt. T. l. ii. 327 Sully the puritie and white,

nesse of my Sheetes ? 1615 G. SASUVS Trav. 295 The roofe
and sides are .. sullied .. with the smoke of torches. 1756
C. I.I'<:ASA'.VJ. Waters II. 164 A sky colored pellicule, sullied

with dark spots. 1818 WOHDSW. Near Spring ofHermitage
12 Rains, that make each rill a torrent, Neither sully it nor

swell. 1885 Blanch. Exam. 25 Mar. 3/2 The delicate white
of the vellum cover which a careless touch might sully.
absol. 1601 HOLLAND /Y/Mj> II. 473 [How] that if one rule

paper, .therewith [if. silver], it will draw blacke lines, and
Sullie as it doth.

b. in immaterial sense.

1591 SHAKS. i lien. VI, iv. iv. 6 The ouer-daring Talbot
Hath sullied all his glosse of former Honor By tbisvnheedfull
. . aduenture. i6ia Two Noble A", i. ii. 5 Before we furthur

Sully our glosse of youth. 1657 SI-ARROW Bk. Coin. Prayer
(1661) 33 Christmas and Epiphany, .holy Church held for

such high times of joy and Festivity, that they would not
have one day among them sullied by. .sorrow and fasting.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s.v., To Svlly the Fancy, to fill it

with nasty, filthy, or impure Thoughts. 17*9 SHELVOCKK

Artillery v. 355, I will not sully my Page with any Re-
hearsal of them. 1781 GIBBON Decl. tf F. xxiv. II. 475 The

purity of his virtue was sullied by excessive vanity. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 529 His life had been sullied by
a great domestic crime. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. v. a

(1882) 226 A merciless massacre sullied the fame of his earlier

exploits.

t 2. intr. To become soiled or tarnished. Obs.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n. iv. 84 Looke you Francis, your
white Canuas doublet will sulley. 1654 Z. COKF. Lcgick
Pref., The Enamel of these Gayeties and Gauds, Sully and
soon grow Dusky. 1670 SIK SACKVILLE CROW in nth Kef.
Hist. MSS. Cotnnt. App. v. 15 The silke sleizie and not

Naples, which will soone grow rough, gather dust and sullie.

Hence Su'llying vbl. sb. and ///. a.

i6s8 FORD Lover's Mel. n. ii, The purest whitenesse is no
such defence Against the sullying foulenesse of that fury.

1659 C.NoBLKMot/.Ansu'. /0/w/W.(?wcriVjToRdr.,They
are also sullyings and discolorings of the sacred memory of

the dead. 1707 MORTIMER Httsl. (1721) I. 337 The sullying
and foulness of the Floor. 1715 GAY Tnria II. 32 Three

sullying trades avoid with equal care. 1841 MANNING Strtn.

vi. (1848) I. 84 He that leaves upon driven snow a dark and

sullying touch. 1871 TENNYSON Last Ttntrtt. 679 Thro' that

sullying of our Queen.

Sullybub, obs. form of SILLABUB.

16*3 PEPYS Diary 12 July, Then to Commissioner Pelt's

and had a good suflybub.

tSulp.f. Obs. Also 4-5 solp. [Etym. obscure.

Possibly related to G. dial, nlfer, salfir bog, mud, (! orig.)

brine, pickle, soffern to soil, sully.]

trans. To defile, pollute. Hence Su-lping vbl.

s6. (= defilement) yn&
fpl.

a.

a 1350 St. Laurence 210 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

no [He] makes it clene, pat no solping baron es sene. 13. .

E. E. Allit. P. A. 726 \Vith-outen..mascle of sulpande

synne. Itiil. B. 550 if he be sulped in synne. Ibid. 1135

Sulp no more benne in synne by faule. a 1400-50 Wart .

Alex. 4292 All |>e syn at solp may be saule. 1411 26 Pol.

Poems 49 Sulpid in synne derk as nyjt.

Sulph- (self) Chcm., variant of SULPBO- before

a vowel, as in stilphacetic (-alt), -acetone, -amic

(-ate), -antidote, -amide, -amine, -aminic, -amylic

(-ale), -anilic (-ate), -aiitimonic (-ate, -iate\ -tout

l (-<&), -arsenic (-ate, -iate), -ions (-tie), -arsin,

-ethamic (-ate), -ethylic (-ale), -imide, -iodide : see

| quots. and the second elements.

1843 Client. Gaz. I. 598 "Sulphacetate of silver. IHd 597
On decomposing the lead salt [sc. carbonate of lead) . . withr

. , , _, :_ _i : i ._ u;_i. . i ..

. .is formed by the action of t mol. phosphorus trisulphicle

I on 6 moL acetone. 1868 Ibid. V. 476 Neutral "Sulphamate
of Ammonium. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chen,., Ore. iv.

J
i.

244 Sulphamic Acid. 1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 477 M>
phamic ethers. 1844 Chem. Gaz. II. 461 The *sulphamidate
of ammonia is prepared by leaving the

corresponding
immonate in cold water for some hours. 1806 WATTS

"sulphammona.~ ... .

Diet Chem V 482 Sulphamidate.. formed from the sulpham-
monate by the action of water. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem.

Ore Bodies 6ot We may represent the compound thus :

SO!+H'Az+HO, or an atom of sulphurous acid, an atom

of amide, and an atom ofwater.and distinguish it by the name

XXVI. 728/2 Acetanilide . . when cautiously dissolved in

moderately strong fuming sulphuric acid . . is . . converted into

the sulphaminic acid C6Hs. NlCjHjOXSOjH). 186.

MILLER Elem. Chem., Org. (ed. 2) iii. i i. 164 Both the

"sulphamylates of baryta. 1851 W. GKECORV Hanabli. Org.

Chem. 233 *S*lthcunylic Acid. . . This compound is formed

exactly like sulphovinic acid. 1856 C'. Jrnl. Chem. Sac. IX.

260 "SulphanilaleorSilvcr. Ibid., M.Gerhardt's well-known

sulphanilic acid. 1896 Allbutfs Syst. Mid. I. 825 A
TTS^.L>I^.

.

saturated solution of sulphanilic acid. 1863



SULPHACID.

Epsom salts, or supat o agnesa. 109 i. .

XCIX. 151 The sulfate of potass decomposes the phosphace

. A*, x / y:r

'I'Yir tribasic "iiiipnaiiiiuiwiii*i > **- i
or ocn py

3S sTa ABNEyW-ssr. 7* A scarlet depos,t_.of
sllve,"

ph-antimoniate. 1849 D. CAMPBELL_tnorf. Chem 290

Pentasulphide of antimony; "sulphantimomc acid, Sbbs.

,8 MAYNK Exfos.
Lex. ,226/2

>
Sulphantimonite term

Persulphuret" of Arsenic. *Sulpharscn.>. .">-'"
'""

j
SesquiLlphuret of Arsenic .. "Sulpharsemous Acid. 1859

MAYNF *. /. / *Stpharscnite, term for a

genus of sSlphosalts formed by combination with sulpho-

bases of a degree of sulphuration of the arse
-
n
j.

cw
:o

;
r" l

g2-/
ing to arsenious acid in its composltmn.^^*j*<X
WheTneuTraUuTphateof oxide of ethyle is acted MbyAr
ammonia, there is formed the ammonia salt of a> new acid,

sulphethamicacid. 1857 MILLER ^'. C^"''!^-^^
r43 ^Sulphethylate of potash. rt<rf. l. 28 Sulpho-vimc or

"sulph-ethylic acid. .S+VBRANDE Che,,,, (ed 5) 463 Exposed

to the air, 'sulfimide becomes white and deliquesces. 1863

WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 338 "Sulphiodide of Antimony.

Su Iphacid. [See SULPH-. Cf. F. sulfacidc.}

- SULPHO-ACID. a 1859 BETTON in WORC.

Sulphate (s-lfeit, -A),rf. Chem. Also sulfate,

sulphat. [ad. F.sulpAate(De Morveau,etc.^Vb-

daturechimique, 1787), ad. mod.L. sulphatum (sc.

acidum ACID), f. sulphur: see SULPHUR, -ATE! i c.J

1. A salt of sulphuric acid: usually with term

indicating the base, as sulphate of ammonia, of

lime, potassium sulphate.

1790 KERR tr. Lavoisier's Elem. Chem. 224 Hence the ,

neutral salt in which the metal is least oxydatcd must be

named sulphite, and that in which it is fully oxydated must

.

of barita. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. + A rt II. 470 The

sulphates are in general crystallizable. 1831 DAVIES Mat.

Med. 331 The sulphates of zinc and copper . . are occasionally

used as powerful emetics. 1866 ROSCOE Elem. Clam. ix. 89

Hydrocyanic acid mixed with water distils over, leaving

potassium sulphate in the retort. 1877 HUXLEY Physiogr. 120

Such permanent hardness [of water] is due to the presence

of sulphate of lime. 1890 F. TAYLOR Man. Pract. Med. 747

Sulphates. These are precipitable by barium chloride.

attrib. 1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 499, I have tried the sulphat of

soda poultice. 1856 Orrs Circ. Sci., Pr,ict. Chem. 76 The

sulphate solution. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mtch. Suppl. 874/1

Sulphate of Mercury Battery.

2. ellipt.
= Sodium sulphate. Also atlHb.

[1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. IV. 355/1 The manufacture

of soda ash, . . the . . sulphate, sulphite, and others.] 1900
Westm. Gaz. 29 Dec. 9/2 A fire at the sulphate works of the

West Hartlepool Gas Company.
Hence Sulphate v. intr., to become sulphated.

1898 A. TREADWELL Storage Battery 240 The plates will

be found to sulphate more rapidly, and the sulphate will be

harder to reduce.

Sulphated (sr-lfeited),///. a,
[f.

mod.L. sul-

phatu; or F. sulfatl: see SULPHUR, -ATK! i c.]

Combined or impregnated with sulphur or sulphuric
acid ; charged with or containing sulphates.
i8oj Med. Jrnl. VIII. 551 Sulphated black iron, or

sulphat of black iron. 1805 SAUNOERS Min. Waters 218

Vitriolated or sutphated magnesia. 1896 Allbutfs Syst.
Med. 1, 322 These springs [at Leamington and Cheltenham]
may be placed in the group of sulphated waters. 1901 En-

cjicl. Brit. XXVII. 562/1 The cotton is impregnated with
this sulphated-oil solution.

tSnlphatic(solfae-tik),fl. Chem. Obs. [f. SUL-

PHATE + -ic.] Pertaining to a sulphate, sulphuric.
1818-31 WEBSTER Dict.,Slphatic, pertaining to sulphate.

1836 BRANDE Ckem. (ed. 4) 1092 Oil of Wine..Sulphatic
Ether; Sulphate of Hydrocarbon.

Sulphating (szrlfeitirj),
vbl. sb.

[f.
SULPHATE

+ -ING 1.] The formation of a sulphate, esp. of a

deposit of lead sulphate on the plates of a battery.
1890 Philm. Mag. 5th Ser. XXX. 162 The chief benefit. .

is stated to be that the sodium salt diminishes the chance of

objectionable sulphating in the cell. 190* Encycl. Brit.
XXV. 29/2 The chief faults are buckling, growth, sulphating,
and disintegration.

So Sulpha'tion (see quot.).
1904 U. S. Cent. Surv., Monogr. XLVII. 205 Sulphation is

the union of sulphuric acid with base or the substitution of
sulphuric acid for another combined acid.

Sulphatite (so-lfatait). Min. [f. SULPHATE +
-ITE l.J Native sulphuric acid.
1868 DANA Syst.^Min. (ed. 5) 614 Sulphatite. Sulphuric

Acid. ..Tins acid, in a dilute state, has been found in the
neighborhood of several volcanoes.

Sulphate- (sflfi-i-tc) Chem., before a vowel
sometimes sulphat- (so'lf/t), a prefix in the name
of a compound denoting that it contains a sulphate
as an ingredient, as sulphato-acetic, -carbonate ;

sulphato-xide (see quot.) ; sulphato'xygen, an
old name for the radical SOV
1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 57 i Sulphato-acetic Oxide or

Anhydride. 1836 T. THOMSON Min., Gcol., etc. 106 "Sul.
phato-carbonate of Barytes. 1855 Orr's Circ. Sci., Geol.,
etc. 553 Connellite, "Sulphato-chloride of Copper. 1844

130

thaloxides. .39-47 Todit Cycl. Aiat, HI. 15A A new
|

compound radkal, -sulphatoxygen, consisting of i part of

sulphur with 4 of oxygen.

Sulpherous, obs. form of SULPHUROUS.

Sulphide (sflfaid), J*. <* Also -id. [f.

SULPHUR- + -IDE.]

1. A compound of sulphur with another element

(usually denoted by a qualifying tfrn).
1816 T THOMSON Mia., Geol., etc. I. 81 Sulphide ofarsenic.

,85 Mil.'*" Elem. Che',,,., Inorg. v,,. ,. 584 An insoluble

m'allic sulphide. l875.A. S. TAYLOR /^~(ed 3> 5 The

alkaline sulphides (sodium and ammonium). lo J. .

LEGO Bile 30 Sulphide of carbon and benzol are.. good

\>. ffydngm sulphide, sulphide of hydrogen,

sulphuretted hydrogen, H aS. (Also ?/)
,840 D CAMPBELL luorg. Chcm.rft Sulphide of hydrogen

gas .873 [see HYDROG!N 2 bj. 1881 Nature 6 Oct. 550/2

This sulphide of hydrogen tube.

2. allrib., chiefly with reference to the treatmeht

of metallic sulphides in manufacturing processes

Hence Su'lphide v. trans., to convert into or

impregnate with a sulphide ;
also Sulpliid

-

tton,

impregnation with a sulphide.

1904 U. S. Geol. Sun.,Mon,Sr. XLVII. 205 Sulphidation

is the union of sulphur with a metal forming sulphides.

Sulphinate (szHfinift).
Chem. [f.

SULPHINIC

+ -ATE .]
A salt of sulphinic acid.

1877 Jrnl. Chem. Sac. II. 735 1' was converted into zinc

sulphinate by treatment with zinc-dust under water. 1894

MUIR & MOHI.EY Watts' Diet. Chem. s. v. Snlphinic Acids,

The ethers are not formed by the action of alkyl halogenides

upon sulphinates.

Sulphindigotic (sz>lfindig<7-tik),
a. Chem.

[SuLPH-.] SulphinJigotic add: an acid formed by
the action of sulphuric acid on indigo. Hence

Sulphi nditfotate, a salt of sulphindigotic acid.

(Also SULPHO-INDIGOTIC, -ATE.)

1857 MILLER Elem. Chem., Org. viii. 530 Sulphuric acid

appears to form several compounds with indigo ; two of them

have been analysed, viz., the sulphindylic, or sulphindigotic

acid, and the sulphopurpuric. 1876 tr. SchHtzenberger s Fer.

ment. no Sodium sulphindigotate. 1896 Allbults Syst.

Med. I. 514 Formate and sulphindigotale of sodium.

Sulphmdylic (sz>lfindi-lik),
a. Chem. Also

-indilio. [ad. F. sulfindylique (Dumas, 1836) :

see SULPH-, IND(IGO), -YL(E), -ic.] Old synonym
of SULPHINDIGOTIC. Hence Snlphl'ndylt, a

salt of snlphindylic acid.

SULPHO-.

190* Westm. Cat. 15 Aug. 14/2 The Canadian Pacific Sul-

phite Pulp Company. 1910 Encycl. Brit. (cd. 11) X. 310/3

These cellulose pulps are known in commerce as 'sulphite

pulps 'and Soda pulps' respectively. 1911 Ibid. XXVI.
67/1 The manufacture of

'

sulphite cellulose
'

from wood.

Sn.lph.O- (s'lfo), before a vowel also SULPH-

(q.v.),used ascombining form of SULPHUR, in names

of chemical compounds containing sulphur, or (in

modern use) produced by the subslitutionof sulphur
for oxygen (etc.) in a compound : now superseded

extensively by THIO-, q.v. (Many of the names

originated with French chemists.)

e. g. SULPHOCYANIC, SuLPHOVlNic, with derivatives ; sn'.lpko-

nntimo'nic, .arse'nic = snlpHantintonic, .arsenic (see

SULPH-) ; snlphobe-nzoale, a salt of sitlfhobenzo'ic acid,

formed by the combination of sulphuric acid with benzoic

acid ; sosulfihobe'nzamatc, -benza'mic, .be'nzatnide, .be'nzide,

etc. ; sulphoca'rbonate, -carbo'nic, etc. = THIOCARBONATE,
-CARBONIC; j://Aoc<ir&7'/*'<:

= phenol5ulphonic. AlsoSuLFHo-

ACID, SULPHO-SALT; sulpha-compound, .group.

acids, which resemble arsenious and arsenic acids respec-

being referred to the acid ; its compounds are termed *sul.

sulphindTiate of barytes. 1857 M ILLER EUm. Chem., Org.

viii. 530 [see prec.]. IHd., Sulphindylate of ammonia.

SulpMne (siHfsin). Chem. [f.
SULPH- + -JNEO.]

Any 01 a group of compounds containing sulphur
united to hydrocarbon radicals ; also, the hypo-
thetical radical SH S from which these are derived.

1880 Miller's Elem. Chem. (ed. 5) III. 814 Sulphines and

Sulphones. These compounds bear a similar relation to

sulphurous and sulphuric acid respectively that the ketones

bear to carbonic acid. 1881 ROSCOE & SCHORLEMMER Treat.

Chem. III. i. 158 Sulphine Compounds. The sulphides
unite with the iodides and bromides of the alcohol radicals

to form crystallisable salts such as triethylsulphine iodide,

S(C,H 5)jI.

Sulphinic (slfi-nik), a. Chem. [f. prec. + -ic.]

Applied to acids containing the group SO . OH
united to carbon, obtained by reducing the chlorides

of the sulphonic acids.

1877 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. II. 734 Formation of Sulphinic
Acids of the Fatty Group from the Chloranhydrides of the

Sulphonic Acids. 1880 Millers Elem. Ckem. (ed. 5) III.

57 A few acids have been obtained . . derived from sulphurous
acid in the same way that the sulphonic acids are derived

from sulphuric acid. They may be termed sulphinic acids.

Sulphion (>r>-ln>n). Chem. [f. SULPH- + ION.]
The hypothetical radical consisting of one equiva-
lent of sulphur and four of oxygen (SO4 ).

1868 MILLER Elem. Chem. (ed. 4) it 186. 1876 HARLEY

Roylc'sMat.Mcd.54 The more oxydisable metals, zinc.iron,

. . and manganese are dissolved by the dilute acid, hydrogen
being liberated, while the Sulphion (SO) unites with the

metal to form a sulphate. 1909 J. W. JENKINSON Exferim.
Embryology 143 The sulphuric acid radicle (sulph-ion) is

thus necessary for the proper development of the gut.

Sulphite (sflfait). Chem. Also 8 sulflte.

[ad. F. sulphite (Nomencl. chimique, 1787), arbi-

trary alteration of sulpkale : see -ITE 1 4 b.]
1. A salt ofsulphurous acid : usually with a quali-

fying term indicating the base.

1790 [see SULPHATE i]. 1790, 1794 [see SULPHUREOUS a. 5].

1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. f, 219 Sulphite of barytes. 1853
GREGORY Inorg. Chem. 270 The sulphites are recognised by
their giving off the suffocating smell of sulphurous acid

when acted on by a stronger acid. 18*7 Ure's Diet. Arts
(ed. 6) III. 719 Soda, Sulphite.. is prepared largely for

removing the last traces of chlorine from the bleached pulp
obtained in the manufacture of paper. 1893 J. A. HODGES
Elem. Photogr. 39 Sulphite of soda.

2. attrib., chiefly with reference to the use of

sulphite of soda or of lime in certain processes.
1891 Photogr. Ann. II. 46 Fill up the forty ounce bottle

with the hot ten per cent sulphite solution. 1901 Encycl.
Brit. XXXI. 457 Two methods, .known respectively as

the soda or alkaline process and the sulphite or acid process.

THOMSON Min., Geol., etc. 537 *Sulpho-Arsenide of Cobalt.

1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 486 Ethylic "Sulphobenza.

mate, or 'Sulphobenzamic Ether. Ibid. 484 Sulphobcnzamic
acid.. the amic acid of sulphobenzoic acid. 1835 K. D.

4 T. Thomson's Kec. Gen. Sci. I. 206 'Sulpho-benzide.

1854 Q. Jrnl. Chem. Soc. VI. 195 note, Sulphophenyl-
amide, the amide of Mitscherlich's *su]phobenzidic acid.

1843 Chem. Gaz. I. 598 The existence of "sulphobenzine,

C^H'SO1
,
and of *sulphobenzinic acid. 1835 K. D. , T.

Thomsons Kec. Gen. Sci. I. 129 The *sulpho-benzoales of

zinc. Ibid. 128 'Sulphobenzoic Aciif.lhu acid is formed

by adding benzoin to sulphuric acid as long as any of it is

taken up. 1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 489 "Sulphobenzol,

C'H'S. Syn. with Sulphide of Benzylenc. 1856 f'awnes'

Man. Elem. Chem. (ed. 6) 489 'Sulphobenzolate of baryta.

1857 MILLER Elem. Chem., Org.v. { i. 305 'Sulpho-benzolic

and sulphanilic acid, have actually been obtained. 1856

Q. Jml.Chtm. SK. VIII. 271 "Sulphobutylic
Acid may be

separated from its baryta-salt by sulphuric acid. Ibid. IX

353 "Sulphobutyrate of barium. Ibid., The preparation of

disulphopropiohc and "sulphobutyric acid. 1868 WATTS
Diet. Chem. V. 490 *Sulphocarbamate of Ammonium.,

crystallises in long lemon-yellow prisms. Ibid., "Sulpha-

carbamic acid is obtained in the free state by decomposing
the ammonium-salt with dilute sulphuric or hydrochloric

acid. Ibid. 493 *Sulphocarbamide . . has not yet been

obtained. It contains the elements of sulphocyanate of

ammonium. 187* DUSGLISON Med. Lex.,
'
Sulfhocarbt-

//, ..a clas of salts prepared by heating together pure

carbolic and sulphuric acids, diluting with water, and

saturating with the base, as soda, zinc, &c. IbU., "Sulpha-

carbolic Acid, ..a compound soluble crystalline acid, result.

ing from the union of hydrated sulphuric acid and pure car-

bolic acid. 1833 REES tr. Berzelius' Anal. Inorg. Bodiesiyi

The "sulphocarbonates of alkaline earths and metals, when

heated, yield a residue of sulphuret, and disengage sulphuret

of carbon. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chem., Orf. in. IT. 146

Sulphocarbomc acid (bisulphide of carbon) 1868 WATTS

Diet. Chem. V. 494 Sulphocarbonic ethers. These are bodies

having the composition of carbonic ethers, in which the

oxygen is replaced, wholly or partly, by sulphur. 1838!.

THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 196 When eihal is placed in

contact with common sulphuric acid, without the applica-

lion of heat, there is no action. But, when we apply the

heat of the water.bath, . . 'sulphocetic acid is formed. Th<

sulphocetate of potash is neutral. 1857 MILLER Elm,

Chem., Org. vi. | i. 374 The sulpholeic acid is more perman-

the molecule. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 170

Sulphomethylic acid [is obtained] from "sulphomethylate of

barytes. 1836 BRANDK Chem. (ed. 4) 1127 "Sulpho methyhc

acid. 18* Phil. Trans. CXVI. Index, "Sulphonaphtha-

lates. i86 FARADAY ibid. 11. 162, I may. .suggest [the name)

*sulpho-naphthalic acid, which sufficiently indicates its

volvin

presence of an excess o potas, t s compee
into another salt, which contains a new acid, which I have

named "sulphonitric. Ibid., "Sulphonitrous acid is for

or sup-oec ac. 11 n. . .

phrenicic acid, sulphopurpuric acid or indigo purple. I

Allbutfs Syst. Med. I. 744 "Sulphoricmic phenol.

BRANDE Chem. (ed. 5) 1082 l
Sulphosaccharate of lead fa s.

Ibid., Peligot prepared 'sulphosacchanc acid by careful!

adding 3 parts of sulphuric acid to i of grape sug^ar
fused o

a water.bath. 1836 Ibid. (ed. 4) 956 "Sulphosinapic acid

was found by Henry and Garot (Jour,
de Chun. Mat.

[1825]!.) in mustard, radish, and turnip-seed...The bu

sinapates of the alkaline bases are crystallizable. i3P
T. THOMSON Chem. Orf. Bodies 503 There exists in

lie. mustard) a peculiar crystallizable body, to which

they gave the name of *sulphosinapisin ; but which

been shortened by Berzelius into sinapin. 1868 J-ov-'n

Man. Elem. Chem. (ed. 10) 224 Tellurium Sulphides..

are brown or black substances, which unite with me-

Ullic sulphides, forming salts called sulphotelluntes
and



SULPHO-ACID.
sulphotellurates. 1844 FOWNF.S Chtm. 310 "Sulpho-telluret

[til. 1851 'sulpho-telluridej of bismuth. 1900 Daily Nnvs
19 Feb. 8/6 A plant capable of treating fifty tons of sulpho-
telluride ore. 1868 WAITS Did. Chsm. V. 718 Tellurous
sulphide combines with the sulphides of basylous metals,
forming the "sulphotellurites. 1878 KINGZETT Anim. Chtm.
197 Compound *sulpho-ureas.

b. ofcas. in other technical uses =*'
sulphur' :

sudphobacte'ria sb.pl. (see quot.) ; aulpho-
chroTnic a., sulphur-coloured.
1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Dict.,Sulphi>bactcria, . . bacterial

organisms which grow in sulphurated waters, and which
contain sulphur. 1895 Arnold t Sons' Catal, Surf. In-
strum. 57 Suture or Ligature Sulpho-Chromic Catgut.
Su lpho-a cid. Chem.

[f. SULPHO- + ACID.]
a. An acid obtained from another acid by sub-

stituting sulphur for oxygen ; as sulphocyanic acid,
CNHS, from cyanic acid, CNHO : now called
Tmo-ACin. b. An acid which contains the group
SO2 . OH united to carbon. (See SULPHONIC.)
l8S7 Q. 7!. Chtm. Sac. IX. 248 A method is thus indi-

these sulpho-acids are more unstable than their metallic salts

Sulphocyanic (wlfouue-nik), a. Chem. [f.

SULPHO- + CYANIC.] Designating the sulpho-acid
related to cyanic acid, occurring in cruciferous

plants and in human saliva, and obtainable as a
colourless liquid : now THIOCYANIC.
1819 J. G. CHILDREN Chem. Anal. 326 Mr. Porrett con.

eludes the composition of sulphocyanic acid to be . . Sulphur . .

100, Hydrocyanic acid .. 53. 1830-1 Lancet I. 33/2 It has
long since been discovered, that the sulphocyanic acid and
its salts possess the same action with the persalts of iron as
the meconic acid. 1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 515 Sulpho-
cyanic anhydride . . is formed by the action of cyanic iodide
on argentic sulphocyanate.
Hence Sulphocyanate, -cy anide (in Photo-

graphy, short for ammonium sulphocyanide), f-cy-
a-nodlde, t-oy'nurt, a salt ofsulphocyanic acid.

1830-1 Lancet I. 33/2 No attempt has been made to
ascertain whether the 'sulphocyanate of iron might be
formed at all during the process for detecting opium. 1897
Naturalist 42 Sulphides and sulphocyanates of an alcoholic

body termed allyl. 1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 358/1 The saliva
..is composed of a great proportion of water,, .holding in
solution. .a very minute quantity of *sulpho-cyanide of
potassium. 1890 Anthony's Phittogr. Bull. III. 221 Sulpho-
cyanide of silver is substituted for bromide. 1907 Westm.
Gaz. 13 Apr. 14/2 A toning.bath in very common use is the

sulphocyanide bath. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies
768 *Sulpho-cyanodide of mercury gives the same products
as sulphuret of cyanogen ; but instead of sulphur, we obtain
sulphuret of mercury. 1833 REES tr. Berzelius' Anal. Inorg.
Bodies 135 When the hydrogen of the acid unites with the

sulphur of the base to form sulphureted hydrogen, a metallic

*sulphocyanuret remains.

Sulphocyan(o)- (solfosaian, -an<?), C/m.,used
as the first element in certain names of compounds
of sulphur with a cyano-compound, or of com-

pounds of sulphocyanogen : see quots.
1841 BRANDE CteOT. (ed. 5) 572 Sulphocyanhydric Acid.. is

obtained by decomposing basic sulphocyanuret of lead by
dilute sulphuric acid. 1859 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1227/1 Snl-
phocyanhydrate, term for a genus of sulphosalts resulting
from the combination of cyanhydric sulphide with the

sulphobases. 1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 509 The sulpho.
cyanates of platinum form two series of double salts, called

sulphocyanoplatinites and sulphocyanoplatinates. Ibid. 510
Sulphocyanoplatinic Acid.

Sulphocyanogen (st^lfosaiae'mrd^en). Chem.

[f. SULPHO- + CYANOOKN.] A compound of sulphur
and cyanogen, (CN)jS, obtained as a yellow amor-

phous powder.
1841 KUAN-UK Chem. (ed. 5) 572. 1878 KINCZETT Anim.

Chem. 49 The presence of sulphocyanogen in saliva is

peculiar to man.
attrib. 1861 Q. Jrnl. Chem. Sx. XIII. 319 Ifwe remember

in how many respects, .the sulphocyanogen.compounds of

ethyl and its homologues differ from those ofallyl and phenyl.
Sulphohydrate, -ic, var. SULPHYDBATB, -ic.

1833 RF-ES tr. Berzelius' Anal. Inorg. Bodies 130 The
sulphohydrates are decomposed by air. 1838 T. THOMSON
Chtm. Org. Bodies 329 Sulphohydric ether is lighter than
water.

Su Ipho-indigo tic, a. Chem. [ad. F. sulfo-

indigotique (1833): see SULPHO- and INDIGOTIC.]
= SULPHINDIGOTIC. Hence Sn Ipho-i'ndiffotate.
So Su Ipholndylic acid.

1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 198 To obtain the
sulpho-mdigotic acid we dissolve the sulpho-indigotate of
ammonia in water, and precipitate by acetate of lead. 1855
OciLVlE/Jli/. Suppl., Sulphoindilk acid, a blue acid formed
by the action of sulphuric acid upon indigo. 1881 CLELANO
Evol., etc, v. 132 Sulpho-indigotate of soda.

Sulphonal (.so'lWnal). Chem. Alsosulf-. [ad.
G. sulfonal (Btrichte der chem. Gesellsch., 1886,
p. 3806), f. sulfon SOLPHONE.] Diethyl-sulphone-
dimethyl-methane, a white crystalline substance,
used as a hypnotic.
1889 Pall Mall Gaz. 26 Apr. 2/3 Sulfonal is a '

hypnotic,'
which is free from the incalculable dangers of the '

narcotic
'

remedies such as the opiates and chloraL It is obtained.,
from the combination of ethyl mercaptan and acetone by the

process of oxidation. 1890 Daily Neivs 16 Dec 3/5 [A
doctor] deposed that he saw deceased at that place, when
he said he had been taking sulphonal.
attrib. 1891 ZANGWILL Btrtv Mystery 175, I pocketed the

razor and the empty sulfonal phial. 1898 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. V. 454 Some, .fatal cases of sulphonal poisoning.
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Snlphonate (s-lWna), s/>. Chem. [See SOL-
PHONIC and -ATE <.] A salt of snlphonic acid.
1876 Jrnl. Chtm. Sac. I. 726 Sulphates almost entirely

disappeared from the urine, their place being taken by
sulphonales. 1883 Athtnxtim 10 Feb. 188/3 By the action
of caustic potash on the potassium sulphonate a trihydroxy-
diphenyl was formed.

Hence Su'lphonat* v., to convert into a sulpho-
nate, as by the action of sulphuric acid

;
so Sul-

phona'tion.
1890 Alhtnxutn 27 Dec. 893/1 Sulphonation with its con-

comitant hydrolysis. 1902 Kncycl. llrit. XXVI. 720/2 A
sulphonating agent. Ibid. 728/2 Compounds such as dime,
thylaniline . . are chlorinated, sulphonated, &c-, without
difficulty. //'/(/, That sulphonation involves a similar series
of changes there can be little if any doubt, as acetanilide
behaves towards sulphonating agents just as it does on
chlorination.

Snlphone (so-lfoun). Also -on. Chem. [ad. G.
sulfon, I. sulfur : see -ONE a.

The formation is on the analogy of KETON E, the sulphones
bearing the same relation to sulphuric acid, SOj(OH)a, as
the ketoues to carbonic acid, CO(OH)i.]
Any of a gronp of compounds containing the

radical SO, united to two hydrocarbon radicals.

i87 Chem. Nm's XXVI. 352/2 Action of Phosphoric
Perchloride upon Sulphou Acids. 1876 Encycl. Brit. V.
506/1. 1877 Jrnl. Chem. Sac. II. 613 All of which yield
sulphones when heated with phosphoric anhydride. 1880

Millers Elem. Chem., Org. (ed. 5) 814 The sulphones resist

oxidation.

Sulphonic (slf(''nik),. Chem. [f. SULPHONK
+ -ic.J Containing the radical SCX, . OH (called the

sulphonic group or radical}.
1873 Jrnl. Cheat. Sue. N.S. XI. 277 Action of Phosphorus

Pentachloride on Sulphonic Acids. 1881 Athemeum 12 Nov.
634/3 Sulphonic Acids derived from IsodinaphthyL 1901
l-.ncycl. Brit. XXVI. 728/2 The introduction.. of the sul-

phonic group into the aminic group.

Sulphopurpuric (so:lfoppiuTik),a. Chem.
[ad. F. sulfo-purpurique (Dumas, 1836) : see

SULPHO- and PUBPUUIC.] Applied to an acid ob-
tained by the action of sulphuric acid on indigo.
Hence Sulphopu-rpurate.
1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 378. 1857 MILLER

Elem. Chetn., Org. viii. 531 Sulphopurpuric Acid.. forms a
blue solution in pure water. When acetate of potash is

added to this liquid it gives a purple precipitate of sulpho-
pnrpurate of potash. 1881 Encycl. Brit. XII. 844/1.

Sulpho-salt (s0-lfos(Mi). Chem. [f. SULPHO-
+ SAi/r.t<M Cf. F. sulfosel (Berzelius).] A salt

of a sulpho-acid.
1833 REES tr. Berzelius' Anal. Inorg. Bodies 126 Sulpho-

salts. A small number only of these salts are as yet known.
Ibid. 128 Sulpho-salts are obtained, in which the radicals of
the acid and the base are combined with sulphur, in volumes

equal to those of the oxygen which they have lost. 1839
URB Diet. Arts 1215 The oxisalt is transformed into a

sulphosalt, by the sulphur of the compound gas. 1871 Ros-
COE Elem. Chem. xvii. 180 Other sulphides correspond to the

acid-forming oxides ana form compounds with the basic

sulphides termed sulpho-salts.

Sulphovinic (slf<m
-

nik), a. Chem. [ad. F.

sulfovinique, (. sulfo- SULPHO- + via wine.] Sul-

phovinic acid : an acid produced by the action of

sulphuric acid on alcohol or spirit of wine ; ethyl

hydrogen sulphate or ethyl sulphuric acid. Hence
Sulpliovinate (-varn/t).
18*6 HENNELL in /'/<//. Trans. CXVI. ill. 245 Sulphovinate

of potash. Il'id. 248 Oil of wine. .is resolvable. .into

sulphovinic acid. 1844 FOWNES Man. Elem. Chem. 388
A solution of sulphovinic acid, or, what is equivalent to it, a
mixture, in due proportions, ofoil of vitriol and strong alcohol.

1907 J. B. COHEN Org. Chem. i. y.

Sulphoxide (splfp-kssid). Chem. [f. SDLPH-
-f OXIUE.] Any compound containing a hydro-
carbon radical combined with the

SULPHUR.
In

popular belief sulphur has been associated withni of hell, with, devils, a,,d with thunder and lichtnin
3
r.

'

'i: h. A
"'!' '\ " M. P rayn. .()( felle H.u

1894 MUIR & MOKI.EV Watts' Diet. Chem., Sulphoxides,
organic compounds R.SO.R' formed by the action of cone.

HNOs on sulphides. Ibid. s. v., Sufphoxides containing
monovalent alcohol radicles form unstable compounds with
HNOS.

Sulphur (so-lfsj), sb. Forms : 4-7 sulphre,

5-7 sulphuro, 5, 7, 9 (now U.S.) sulfur, 6-7
sulpher, (4 sou(l)fre, soulphre. 5 aolfre, 6

sulfure, aulfre, sulphyr, 7 gulfer), 5- sulphur,

[a. AF. sulf(e)re (lath c.), OF. (mod.F.) soufre

(from 1 3th c.)
- Pr. solfre. solpre , sulpre. It. solfo,

zolfo, OSp. fufre, Pg. xofre (also, with Arabic

article prefixed, OSp. acufre, Sp. azufrt, Pg.

enxofre] : L. sulfur(em), sulphur(em), whence
also Du. sulfer, solfcr]
1. A greenish-yellow non-metallic substance, found

abundantly in volcanic regions, and occurring free

in nature as a brittle crystalline solid, and widely
distributed in combination with metals and other

substances. In popular and commercial language
it is otherwise known as BRIMSTONE. (See also

SULPHUR VIVUM.) In Chemistry, one of the non-

metallic elements: atomic weight 32, symbol S.

Sulphur exists in two distinct crystalline forms and in an

amorphous form. It is manufactured largely from native

sulphides of copper and iron; when refined and cast into

moulds, it is the roll or stick sulphur of commerce. It is

highly inflammable, and is used in the manufacture of

matches, gunpowder, and sulphuric acid, for vulcanizing

rubber, in bleaching, and as a disinfectant.

of Tyr ii Bakes of s,,ufrj"
Soufre sour, saundyuer.

the

g
lnices

oufre sour. & saundyucr. 1390 ( ,. ( ,. 1 1

with water.. Sche made a MrctT.bout. bin,
with fvr of sulphre twyes. c ,4*. I LYIX;. A,,,,,:tiy o/IM,3i4Of fyre and

sulphure all hy, [ sc . l'li,i,,\i udour WM,
1549 IHOMAS ///. halit^ b, The veyne of sulfure in the
earth, receiuyng sometymes through the extreme heate of
hesonne, acmaine kyn,l, ,,f fyre, kendletl, ,5,5 /.,
in. vi. 51 Ihrough burnini: sulphur of the I.imb.T:ii,k r 160
bHAKS. Oth. in. ii,. 320 'Ihe Minrs of Sulphure. ,6j8-sCOWLEV Davtdei, in. Mote xxx, Thunder fialh su

l,,l "r
'

it. 1667 MILTON /'. /.. ,. 6., A fiery Ueluge, fed Wiih ever-
burning Sulphur unconsum d. 1764 GHAINGEH Sugar Cane
ii. 241 Sulphurs suffocating steam. 1790 Km tr. Lamri.
siert Elem. Chem. 221 They do not sufficiently dUoxy-
genate the decomposed part of the acid to reconvert it into
sulphur. 1846 G. BUD Urin. Deposits (ed. 2) 27 The
sulphur existing in the blood. 1871 TENHVSOM Last Toum.
614 Near me stood, In fuming sulphur blue and green a
fiend, itti Med. Temp. Jrnl. XLVIII. 194 Sulphur com.
bines with carbon, in two proportions of the former with
one of the latter. 1891 F. TAYLOR Matt. Pract. Med. (ed. 2)
72 Good results have been gol by burning sulphur in Ihe
rooms inhabited by the child.

b. In a refined state, e.g. as flowers of sulphur,
it is used medicinally as a laxative, a resolvent,
and a sudorific, and as an ingredient of various

ointments, esp. for skin diseases.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 216 Anointing of oile of camo-

mille & solfre grounden togidere. a 1415 tr. Arderne's
'J'reat. Fistula, etc. 46 Ane enoyntmem made of sope and
sulphure. 1578 LYTE Dodoens m. xx[x]iv. 365 The iuyce
of the roote [of Thapsia] . . mingled with sulfre, dissolueth
al swellinges being layd vpon. 1789 W. BUCHAN Dom. Mid.
(1790) 641 What stimulants are more active than salt and
sulphur? 1897 H. ALDERSMITH Riiigwortn (ed. <) 185
Sulphur in some form is one of the best applications for

ringworm. 1908 W. J. COUKTHOIT. in Blaclnv. Mag. Sept.
298 The blood impure Sulphur's sharp grains aloi.e have
strength to cure.

o. With qualification indicating colour, form,
state, origin, etc. : see the qualifying words, and
quots. below.
Virgin sulphur, native sulphur in the form of transparent

amber-coloured crystals. I'oktmic sulphur, native sulphur
in opaque, lemon-yellow, crystalline masses. Sulphur of
ivy, corruption of SULPHUR VIVUM.

and the other Common or Yellow Sulphur. Live or Quick
Sulphur is a grey, fat, clayey, inflammable Matter. 1728
CHAMBERS Cycl., Sulphur. .is particularly call 'd Fossil, or
Mineral Sulphur, to distinguish it from the Sulphur of
Metals, or of the Philosophers. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl.
s.v., The green native sulphur. Ibid., The red native sulphur.
1867 Chambers' Encycl. IX. 199/1 Under the names of
Black Sulphur, or Sulphur vivum (commonly inquired for
at the chemist's under the title of Sulphur of Ivy). 1911

Encycl.^ Brit. XXVI. 62/1 Such pyrites sulphur is usually
contaminated with arsenic, llnti. 62/2 Commercial sulphur
forms yellow crystals.

d. *; Acid of sulphur, sulphuric atid ; \balm,
t magistery of sulphur, milk of sulphur; t oil of
sulphur, ? sulphuric acid ; f salt of sulphur,
1 potassium sulphate

'

impregnated' with sulphuric
oxide ; t spirit of sulphur, sulphuric oxide.
See also ALCOHOL 2, BALSAM M 2 b, FLOWER sb. a c, LIVER

sl>.
1

4, MILK so. 4, RUBY sb. 6 b.

16914 PHILLIPS (ed. 5) s.v.,f lowern/Sulphnr, the purest of the

Sulphur, that sticks to the Head of the Alembic, in sublima-
tion by Fire. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Salt ofSulphur,
a Preparation in Chymistry, improperly so called, since it

is only a Sal Polychrestvm impregnated with Spirit of

Sulphur, and then reduced to an Acid Salt by Evaporation
of all the Moisture. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey

1

, Spirit of
Sulphur . . is commonly ca] I'd Oilo/'SttlphurperCampaiiai/i,
from the Vessel's Shape, being like a Glass-bell, in which it is

usually drawn. 1718 CHAMBERS Cyct.s.\., Magistery,or Halm
. .of Sulphur is. .called Milk of Sulphur from its Whiteness.

1744 1'hil. Trans. X 1,111. i Ihe volatile Acid of Sulphur,

t e. //. Masses or deposits of native sulphur.
in. 684 The Founts uhere1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg.

living Sulphurs boil. 1771 Aliving Sulphurs boil. 1771 Ann. Keg. 11. 78/1 The inside

of the crater, which is incrusted with salts and sulphurs
like that of Vesuvius.

2. Alch. One of the supposed ultimate elements

of all material substances.

1390 GOWER Coii/.ll. 85 The quikselver. . Is ferst of thilke

fowre named Of
Spiritz,..

And the spirit which is secounde

In Sal Armoniak is founde : The thridde spirit Sulphur is.

? c 1480 Pater Sapiential in Ashm. (1652) 197 Some say that

of Sulphur and Mercury all Bodyes mineiall are made.

Ic 1585 etc. [see SALT si.' 4). 1610 B. JONSON Alch. n. iii.

153 Where it IK. matter) retaines more of the humid fat-

nesse, It turnes to sulphur, or to quicksiluer. 1671 J. WEB-
STER Metollogr. iv. 73 Sulpher is nothing else than pure
fire hid in the Mercury. 1683 Prrrus FletaMiit. n. 121 All

things do consist of Salt, Sulphur and Mercury. 1719 QUINCV
Compl. Disp. 8 Sulphur or Oil is very soft and unctuous
and the lightest part of Bodies next to

Spirit. 17*9 [see

MERCURY st. 8). 1894 MUIR Alch. Ess. t, Chem. El. la.

b. Jig.
1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. i. 577 He that,, swell-

ing at the Furnace, rmetb bright Our soules dire sulphur.

1(99 T- M[OUFET) Silkwormts 45 Melt not the golden Sul-

phur of your hart In following sti) this fond and fruitlesse

art. 1611 CHAPMAN Rev. Buss% d'Atnoois v. iii. ii Her vn-

matched spirit Can iudge of spirits, that haue her sulphure
in them.

f 3. A compound of sulphur; esp. a sulphide. Ois.

1471 RIPLKY Camp. Alch. P.p., in Ashm. (1652) nt If it

please your Highnes for to reade, Of divers Sulphurs. 1670
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SULPHUR.

CABLF tr talent. Nat. >, Supernal. Things "3 Tire Sulphur

of Iron is found in the Ruby, the Sulphur of Venus in the

Emerald. .683 Digty's Chym.Secr. 33 Make also a Sulphu

nf the said Metals. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. leihn. I, Golden

Wh:*"/Antimony,* made by boiling the Dross arising

in the making of Regulus of Antimony ma little more than

its weicht of common Water.. for about half an Hour, and

hen straining the Liquor, there is Vinegar poured upon It;

on wr ich a Reddish or Gold-colour Powder will precipitate.

1840-50 WEALE Diet. Terms, Golden sulphur o/antunony,

ffien yellow, is the hydro-sulphuret of antimony. .853

MAYNE ir>M:/..39/,The white sulphurofthealchemists.

4. f a. Applied to thunder and lightning, a dis-

charge of gunpowder, etc. Obs.

,607 SHAK* Cor. v. iii. 1 52 To teare with Thunder the wide

ChTeLs a' th' Ayre, And yet to change [! read charge] thy

Cl&IILHAPMAN tut"! Alv.j^u *. l.j --J -- r
r. ,

ing with the blow, a strong, vnsauoury smoke 1616 DLMM.
OF HAWTH. Madrigals xvm. Wks. (S.l.S.) I. 107 When

first the Canon.. Against the Heauen her roaring Sulphure

S

b.' Applied popularly to minerals containing

sulphur or supposed to be sulphurous.

.TO MUSHF.T in Phil. Mag. IV. 381 uUt,Vtm super-

carbonated crude iron is run from the furnace, it is frequently

covered with a scurf, which. .is found to be a coating of

plumbago.. : this substance is universally denominated sul-

phur and.. we say that the iron is sulphury. _ 1871 S. Us

VERB Americanisms 424 The term sulphur is altogether

erroneously given to bituminous rocks occurring m Ken-

tucky and Tennessee, even when no sulphur is present. 1881

RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Sulphur, iron pyrites,

t o. A volcano. Obs. rare.

I764 GRAINGER Sugar Cane n. 302 note. Volcanoes are

called sulphurs or solfaterres in the West Indies.

d. Mining (local). Carburetted hydrogen, fire-

z8jiiGREESWELLCW-TVa* Ttrmt Northumb. !, Durh.

53. 1869 Eng. Meek. 3 Dec. 276/1.

e. Vegetable sulphur : see VEGETABLE a. 7.

5. ellipt. a. = sulphur butterfly (see 9),

183* I. RENNIE Consp. Buttcrfl. , M. 2 The Clouded

Sulphur (Colias Euprome, Stephens). Ibid. 223 The Sul-

phur (Tinea sitlphurdla. Haworth) appears in November.

iSoz B. G. JOHNS Among liuttcrfl. in A
yellow RUWtrfly

which he at first took to be a common Sulphur. JOOJ
W. J.

HOLLAND Butterfly Bk. 285 Genus Catofsilia . . (The Great

Sulphurs). Ibid. 289 Genus Colias. . (The Sulphurs). Ibid.

294 Genus Terias..(1he Small Sulphurs).

b. = sulphur-headed cauliflower (see 9).

1841 LOUDON Suburban llort. 626 The late sulphur, sown

at the same time, will come into use during April and May.

O. = sulphur-cast, -impression (see 8).

itbjUrc's Diet. Arts(e&. 6) III. %& Sulphurs, impressions

taken by the goldsmiths of the sixteenth century from the

engravings executed on plate, paxes, &c., and which they

obtained ny spreading a layer of melted sulphur on the face

of the plate.

6. colloq. or slang. Pungent talk, 'sulphurous

language.
1897 Daily -Veins 31 Aug. 5/7 Doing nothing but sit round

and talk sulphur about the new tariff. 1906 Pall Mall
Gaz. it Jan. i Hy putting as much sulphur as possible into

his notorious election address.

7. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib. = Of,

pertaining to, consisting of, or containing sulphur,
as sulphur ball, bed, cure, deposit, dust, flake,

flame, fume,fumigation, hill, mine, ore, salt, soap,

spa, stick, vein, water, well; in medicinal pre-

parations, as sulphur electuary, lotion, lozenge,

ointment, tablet.

1590 MARLOWE 2nd Pt. Tatnburl. ill. ii. 41 As if Bellona,
Gotldesse of the war Threw naked swords and *sulphur-bals
of fire. 1878 Times 10 May 4/3 There are.. three great

*sulphur beds (in the land of Midian]. 1868 Rep. U.S.

Comm. Agric. (1869) 571 The *aulphur-cure for the oidium,
the most formidable disease that attacks the vine, ion
Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 61/1 The 'sulphur-deposits of Sicily.

1688 HOLME Armoury lit. xvi. (Roxb.) 92/1 Little balls made
vp of powder wett, and rowled in *sulphur dust. 1728 CHAM-
BI-:RSC>C/.S.V., Sulphur-Dust wellsifted. 1843 R.J. GRAVKS
Syst. Clin. Med. xxx. 420, I have.. seen very good etfects

from a perseverance in the use of the "sulphur electuary.
1820 SHELLEY Vis. Sea 21 Like *sulphur-flakes hurled from
a mine of pale fire. 1591 KYD Sp. Trag. HI. xi. 76 Vpon a

*sulpher flame, Your seines shall finde Lorenzo bathing him
In boyling lead. 1856 HUCKTON & HOFMANN in Q. /ml.
Client. Soc. IX. 251 The black residue burns with a sulphur-
flame. TM&Chambers' Encycl.^.. 744/1 There is. .nothing
new in applying "sulphur-fumes, .as a disinfectant. 1895
Arnold $ Sans' Catal. Sitrg. lustrum. 287 Sulphur Fumes
Apparatus (Adams's), for diphtheria. z886 FAGGE Princ.
Med. 11. 665 *Sulphur lotions or *sulphur fumigations may
be substituted. 163* LITHGOW Trav. ix. 403 This Grotto . .

standeth on the side and root of a *sulphure hill. 1844
HOBLYN Diet. Terms Afi-d. (ed. 2) 377/1 *Sulphur lozenges
..used in asthma and in haemorrhoids. 1591 SYLVESTER
Du Bartas i. iii. 320 Streams, distilling through the

*Sulphur-Mines. 1656 J. HARRINGTON Oceana (1658) 116
Grottadi cane., is nothing else but such a damp (continued

by the neighbourhood of certain Sulphur-mines). 1828
DUPPA Trav. Italy, etc. 143 The town [of Siculiana] derives
considerable advantages from sulphur mines. 1822-7 GOOD

132

stick, 17.3 BLACKMORE X//rfvv5Naph(ha
and

^"'phuj-
Veins, that kindled rage. 1665 in / erney Mem. (1907) II.

343 -The first inst we arrived att the nasty Spaw, and have
,

**i "*-
. ,

. ., *cl,1r^r watter.

soap. 1709 i . KOBINSON tvat, titsr. westma.ti^umt>a.\\\.
45 Towards the Borders of Northumberland, is a "Sulphur.
Spaw. 1868 Chambers' Encycl. X. 744/1 A piece oPsulphur-

SULPHURATED.
Trentschin-Teplilz. 1895 Daily Nnvs 2 Aug. 6/6 "Sulphur-
tinted nasturtiums. i863k. F. BURTON Abeok.fy Camarootts
II 77 '1'he "sulphur-tree.. also called brimstone-tree. 1850

243 The first inst we arrived ?".= ""--''
^""'.j pL

'

'

Miss PATTC;/. Things Sc.i-sidc i.6 7 The Sea 'Sulphur-
now began to drinke the horid sulfer waiter

J_
'

, g KlNG5Lty ,4 , /,, ij, I,, l8
_,6 two gentlemen

STEPHENS Cr. ^"rr. 258 A stream * *!&* I

*f AnuguaT.Wl up 'sulphur works at the Souffriere of St.

652 J. FRENCH Yorkshire Spaw
I'""-?;)

x =
V !

*. i
!

Lucia. 18.6 STEPHENS in iVwwV (,V. Zoo/. IX. n. 38,

*Sulphur Well. i7S W. SIMPSON Sulplmr-bat AM
|

Bun ,j,,g Of a blood-coloured rufous; beneath 'sulphur-yellow.
The Sulphur-Well at Knarsbrough. 1873.)

';

c"""'
:

'

i

,8,4 W. V.Vi.Km Handl'k. Order l.epid, II.2C9 Of a yellow
XXVI. 1090 Two of the most noted "a^",, SpV colour, varying from light sulphur-yellow to deep orange,
the

' Old Sulphur Well and the <** '"' ^ 9 attrli,_ passing into arf/.
^ ' Of the colour of

b. in chermcal terms as f.^V sulphur, sulphur-coloured,,ulphur-yellow', chiefly
compound, dioxide, group, pyr ^ F^j^ ^^ Qf ^.^^ h^vinR

'

sulphu^ye
, lo^

colouring, as sulphur butterfly, cockatoo, parrakcet,

pearl; esp. in parasynthetic comb., as sulphur-

bellied, -breasted, -crested, -headed adjs.; sulphur-

bottom (in full sulphur-bottom whale), a rorqual

of the Pacific Ocean, Bal&noplera sulphurea,

having yellow underparts ;
also sulphur-whale.

1884 COUES N.A ttier. Birds 431 Myiodynastes lutcivt-ntris,

Sulphur-bellied Striped Flycatcher. 1782 CREVEOEUR Lett.

Amer. Farmer vi. 11783) in The "sulphur-bottom, river

St. Lawrence, ninety feet long. 1904 F. T. BULLEN Creat.

Sea xiv. 177 A huge sulphur-bottom whale. -which. .attains

a maximum length of one hundred and fifty feet. 1909

Daily Chron. 6 Feb. 3/3 The "sulphur-breasted toucan. 1879

JEFFERIES Wild Life in S. Co. 207 "Sulphur butterflies hover

here early in the spring. 1891 B. G. JOHNS A mmig Butlerjl.

98 The Brimstone or Sulphur butterfly. 1899 Daily Kews

7 Oct. 8/5 White or ".sulphur-chain-stitch. 1893 F. F.

MOORE 1forbid Banns 73 Did you ever hear a real "sulphur

cockatoo in its own woods, mister? 1811 SHAW Gen. Zool.

VIII. II. 480 Smaller "Sulphur-crested Cockatoo, Psittaeits

snlphitreus. 1841 LOUDON Suburban Hart. 626
"Sulphur-

headed [cauliflower], of which the best variety is the Ports-

mouth. 1811 SHAW Gen.Zool. VIII. n. 428 'Sulphur Parra-

keel. 1832 J. RENNIK Butlerjl. % M. 152 The "Sulphur
Pearl (Margaritia palca/il, Stephens), a 1860 J. W. DAW.

SON in Borthwick's lir. Amer. Kdr. 221 Another rorqual.,

is known from its yellow belly as the "sulphur-whale,

t b. as adj. Sulphureous, sulphurous. Obs.

1594 MARLOWE & NASHE Dido n. i. Came Hector's ghost,

With ashy visage, blueish sulphur eyes. 1596 Edward 111,

in. i. 121 Stir, angry Nemesis, the happie helme, That, with

the sulphur battels of your rage, The English Fleete may be

disperst and sunke.

Sulphur (sflfaa), v. [f.
SULPHUR sb. Cf. F.

sottfrer, Du. solferen, sulferen]
In Urquhart's Kabelais (1653) I. xvii. 'sulfured, hopary-

mated, moiled and bepist
'

rendersy#><< et habalini of the

original. Urquhart's copy of the French no doubt had sslfrt,

the reading of the first ed., and app. the source also of

Cotgrave's solfit (glossed
' solfaed ; also, distempered ').

Modern editors explainyfc^r/ as made mad.

1. trans. To fumigate with burning sulphur, e. g.

for the purpose of bleaching goods, disinfecting,

preventing fermentation in casks; to sprinkle

(plants) with flowers of sulphur to prevent mould

or the like ; also, to put (wine) into casks that

have been fumigated with sulphur.

1759 Phil. Trans. LI. 363 note, When the stockings were

perfectly new, or the black dipt afresh, and the white newly

cleaned and sulphured. 1830 M. DONOVAN Dotn. Econ. \.

281 For the purpose of sulphuring wines. 1867 BLOXAM

Chem. 198 Casks for wine or beer are sulphured in order to

prevent the action of any substance contained in the pores

of the wood. 1883 STRATTON Hops f, Hop-pickers 24

Sulphuring the hop is frequently used to destroy mould in-

sects. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 608/1 Immediately after

. . they blossom the vines are sulphured, to keep off the

Oitiium.

2. To treat with sulphur waters, rare.

1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Amer. I. 255 The season had

notUgun, few having been yet sufficiently sulphured and

bathed elsewhere to come here to be braced.

3. To fasten firmly with molten sulphur, rare.

1867 Chambers' Jrnl. Sept. 624/1 An iron hook sulphured

into a small glass flask.

Su-lphurage. rare. [f.
SULPHUR sb. + -AGE.]

= SULPHURING 2.

1851 ButUr, H'ine-c/ealer,etc. 28 This tnuet never ferments,

or it it show the slightest sign of doing so, the sulphurage is

renewed.

t Sulphurate, a. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. sul-

phuralus, f. sulphur : see -ATE 2. Cf. It. sol/orato.]

Made or consisting of, or resembling, sulphur ; con-

taining sulphurous gases.
1660 H. MORE Myst. Cadi. v. xvi. 189 A pale sulphurate

colour. ia CHARI.ETON Myst. Vintners (1675) 182 Afresh

Cask, newly fumed with a Sulphurate Match. 1666 W.

BOCHURST Loimogr. (1894)28 Taking, .stiong waters, sul-

phurate, and Plague waters.

Sulphurate (szrlfiure't), v. rare. [f.
SOLPHUE

+ -ATE 3, or back-formation from next.] trans. To

combine with, or convert into, sulphur ;
to impreg-

nate with, or subject to the action of, sulphur.

1757 tr. HenckeFs Pyritologia xiii.
24^8

When I would t

to make ores from metals.. I am obliged to use metal

earths, or formal metals, also real sulphur and arsenic,!

order either to arsenicate, or sulphurate the former.

BURN Naval fg Milit. Diet. n. (1863) 277/1 Sulphurate,

soufrer, ensoufrer ; convertir en sulfure.

Sulphurated (swlfiureited), ///. a. [f.
late L.

sulphurdtus SULPHURATE a. + -ED '.]

1 1. Sulphurous. (In fig. context.) Obs.

1609 [Bp. W. BARLOW] Annv. Nameless Calh. 165 Tl

sulphurated fuell of all disloyaltie.

2. Chiefly Chem. Combined or impregnated with

sulphur : applied chiefly to sulphides, t Sul-

phurated hydrogen gas : hydrogen sulphide,

sncycl. Brit. XXVI. 64/1 The junction of one ethyl

group with asulphur atom n the second salt. ,857 MILLER

Flt,,i Clifm Orr i.36 'Sulphur Compound. 1869 Koscpt
I :S7xii.^26^ulphu

P
r[^. ,866 Sulphuric)

D^xlde
or Sulphurous Acid. 1884 OC-ILVIES.V., S"'f'"'rfr

'^' 'T,

elementary substances sulphur, selenium, and te

^riurn ^a
1

havins a strong attraction for oxygen. ^1 "**":

series 1860 RoscOE Elem. (./!. xiii. ny ouiy..". i

Su phu kTl-rioxide, or Sulphuric Anhydride. 1844 FOWNES

Man Elem. Chen,. 164 The density of..*sulphur.vapour.

c. Objective and instrumental, as sulphur-bear-

ing, -containing, -flaming, -headed, -impregnated,

-scented, -smoking, -tipped ppl. adjs.; sulphur-roast

vb
ion Eneycl. Brit. XXVI. 61/2 'Sulphur-bearing Miocene

rocks, find. 64/2 A group of "sulphur-containing acids of

general formula H:,SnO6 . 1601 WF.EVER Mirr, Mart.

iKoxb ) 108 On flintie Etnaes "sulphur-flammg mountames.

1898
' MERRI.MAN Rodens Corner xvii. 178 The wooden,

"sulphur-beaded matches supplied by the cafi. 1891 FARRAR

Darkn. t, Daum Ivii, The pale "sulphur-impregnated waters

oftheriverAlbula. 1802 COLERIDGE Let. toSoutheyisUec.,

The Devil "sulphur-roast them ! 1867 AUGUSTA WILSON

Vashti vi. Some red-liveried, "sulphur-scented imp of Abad-

don. 1628 MURE Doomesday 128 Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 167 Hell s

"sulphure-smoking throat. 1728 POPE Dune. i. 235 Ye shall

not. ."sulphtir-tipt, emblaze an Ale-house fire.

8. Special combs. : sulphur acid, an old name

for sulphides of electronegative metals, as arsenic,

antimony ; sulphur alcohol, a compound of the

nature of an alcohol in which sulphur replaces

oxygen ; sulphur bath, f(a) a sulphur-spring; (*) a

bath to which flowers of sulphur have been added,

used in the treatment of skin diseases ; sulphur-

oast sulphur-impression ; sulphur-colour,

-coloured a. = sulphur-yellow sb. and adj. ;
also

sulphur-hued, -tinted ; sulphur cone (see quot.) ;

sulphur ether, a compound analogous to ether in

which sulphur replaces oxygen ; sulphur-impres-

sion, an impression taken of a seal, medallion, etc.

in a composition consisting ofsulphur andwax ;
sul-

phur-match, a lucifer match tipped with sulphur ;

sulphur-ore, an ore which yields sulphur, e.g. iron

pyrites ; so sulphur-pyrites ; sulphur rain (see

quot.) ; sulphur salt, an old name for a salt pro-

duced by the combination of a '

sulphur acid' with

another metallic base
; sulphur-shower = sulphur

rain ; sulphur-spring, a spring containing com-

pounds of sulphur or impregnated with sulphurous

gases; sulphur-tree, a hard-wooded tree, Morinda.

lucida, found in West Central Africa and used for

building purposes; sulphur-weed = SULPHUR-
WORT

; sulphur-work(s, a sulphur manufactory ;

sulphur-yellow sb. and a., (of) the pale-yellow
colour characteristic of sulphur.
1836 T. THOMSON Min., Geol.,elc. II. 507 The compounds

which it [sc. sulphur] forms with arsenic and antimony.,
constitute "sulphur acids. 1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 643

Sulphur-acids, or Sulphanhydrides. 1876 Emycl. Brit. V.

553/1 "Sulphur, Selenium, and Tellurium Alcohols and
Klhers. 1675 W. SIMPSON (title) A Discourse of the "Sulphur-
llath at Knarsbrough in York-Shire. 1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst.
Clin. Med. xxviii. 355 By the use of sulphur baths, .. all were

greatly improved. 1891 FARRAR Darkn. <r Dawn iii, The
sulphur baths of Sinuessa. 1909 LE QUEUX House of
lyhispers xxviii. (1913) 195 "Sulphur-casts of seals recently

acquired by that institution. 1866 Treas. Bot.,Snlphur*us,
"sulphur-colour; a pale bright-yellow, with a mixture of

white. 1897 Daily Neivs 24 Apr. 6/4 Sulphur-colour
goes admirably with tan. z8n SHAW Gen. Zool. VIII.
n. 480 A "sulphur-coloured spot beneath each eye. 1899
Alloutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 863 Sulphur-coloured scabs.

1842 FRANCIS Diet. A rts,
*
Sulphur Cone, an electrical ex-

periment and apparatus to prove the effect of separation of

the coritact of two bodies, occasioning them to show signs of

electricity. 1857 GOSSE Omphalos vii. 1 72 Delicate "sulphur-
hued flowers. 1840 R. ELLIS Customs IV. 154 Duties on..

"Sulphur Impressions, for every loo/ value 5 os. od. 1830
M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ. I. 281 By means of burning
'sulphur matches in the casks. 1879 FARRAR St. faul(i&Z^,)
568 They sold sulphur matches, and old clothes, and broken
glass. 1681 GREW Musxum in. in. ii. 345 "Sulphur-Ore. .if

burnt . .hath the scent of Brimstone. 1871 jfrnl. Cheat. Soc.

i tnmam c.teni. DOI. 132 vsiien in r ir iores>> me ptmcn is given
[

off into the air in such enormous quantities that it is washed
I

down by the rain as a yellow powder, and is popularly known
|

as*sulphur rain. 1836 T. THOMSON Min, t Geol. t etc. II. 507
Sulphur acids.. have the property of combining with other
metallic sulphurets as bases, and thus of forming what are



SULPHURA.TION.

sulphuretted hydrogen. (Survives chiefly in terms
of the Materia Medica.)
1747 ir. Astruc's I'cvcrs 269 The sulphurated oil of juniper.

1757 tr. Hcnctefs Pyrittilogi,, ix. 133 Sulphurated ores.

1790 KF.HI> tr. Lavoisier's Elem. Chem. x. in The sul-

phurated hydrogen gas. 1815 J. NICHOLSON Ofier. Mecli.
768 The sulphurated mass being hrought into fusion. 1868
KOYI.E & HEADLAND Mat. Mid. (ed. 5) 89 Potassa sulfJui-
rata. .Sulphurated Potash. Sulphuret (or Sulphide) of
Potassium.. .TheSulphuret of Potassium was formerly known
by the name of Liver of Sulphur. 1890 HILLINGS ffal. Mtd.

sulphide and sodium chloride.

t 3. = SULPHURED 2. 06s.

1751 Clinmkcrs Cycl., Sulphurated Wine.

Sulphuratioil (slfiiir^i-fan). Now rare or
06s. [f. SULPHUR v. or SULPHURATE v.: SCC-ATION.
Cf. f.sulfuration. (i.. sulfuratio ** vein of sulphur.)]
1. Anointing with sulphur, rare.

1713 BENTLEY Rim. Frcclliinking $ 50 Charms, sulphura-
tions, dippings in the sea.

2. Fumigation with sulphur ;
= SULPHURING i.

1791 HAMILTON /terM0/<Wf />> I. i. m.x. 294Sulphura-
tion (is] exposure to the vapour of sulphur. 1839 URK Diet.
Arts 1218 SulphurntioH) is the process by which woollen,
silk, and cotton goods are exposed to the vapours of burning
sulphur, or to sulphurous acid gas. 1853 R. HUNT Man.
Photogr. 93 When the paper is nearly, .dry, it must be ex-

posed in a closed vessel to sulphuretted hydrogen gas.. .It

is then a second time submitted to sulphuration. 1858 [see
SULPHURING vbl. sl>. 2].

3. Combination with sulphur.
1796 KIRWAN Elem. Mill. (ed. 2) II. 511 Pelletier says 100

parts Tin weigh after Sulphuration 116,3. it*6 HENKV

4. Treating with sulphur, vulcanization.

1853 URE Diet. Arts (ed. 4) I. 366 The sulphuration of
caoutchouc, a valuable invention.

Sulphurator (80-lfifiriUai). [See SULPHURATE
v. and -OR.] An apparatus for sprinkling plants
with flowers of sulphur, fumigating with sulphur,
or the like.

1851 Catal. Great Exhib. ix. I. 366/2 Sulphurator and
furmgator, to diffuse powdered sulphur for destroying mil-
dew. 1884* )<;n.vn:, Sulphurator, . .an apparatus for fumiga-
ting or bleaching by means of the fumes of burning sulphur.
1913 DORLAND Med. Diet. 921/1 Sulphurator, an apparatus
for applying sulphur fumes, as in disinfecting.

tSu'lphure. Chem. Obs. [a. F. sulphure,

sulfure(Noniencl. Chimiquc, 1787): see-URE.] =
SULPHIDE sb.

1794 PEARSON tr. Morveaits Chem. Nomencl. 35-6 Sul-

phurets, or Sulphures; which were formerly called Hepars
or Livers. 1806 S. PARKES Chem. Catech. (1819) 544 Sul-

phures, or Sulphurets, combinations of alkalies, or metals,
with sulphur.

t Sulphu real, a. Obs. rarer-1
, [f. L. sul-

phureus SULPHUREOUS + -AL.] Sulphurous. So
f SulphuTean, f Sulphu reate adjs.
a 1604 HANMER Chron. Irel, (1633) 65 They, .sent such a

number of damned soules into the sulphureall pits, [etc.].

1607 R. C[AREW] ir. Estienne's World of Wonders A 2,

Those tartarean woods, and sulphurean lakes, c i6ao T.
ROBINSON Mary Magd. 758 Though vnto y* poyson'd lake
shee went, Vncapable shee was of y9 sulphurean sent. 1631
LITHCOW Trav. i. 21 The Sulphurean mountaine. Ibid. ix.

391 A sutphureat Riuer.

Sulphured (wlfaid),/^/. a.
[f. SULPHUR^.

+ -ED, after late L. sulphuratus.]
L Full of, or charged with, sulphur; sulphurous.
1605 Gunpowder Plot in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) III. 15

Sulphured smoke, furious flames, and fearful thunder. 1691
J. SALTER Triumphs Holy Jesus 22 A fury.. Toss'd.. a

sulphur'd Brand. 1796 R. POLWHELE Influence Local
Attachm., n. xvii, A myriad that escap'd the doom, Cling to
the sulphur'd spot. 1801 MOORE King 211 A sulphured
smoke Came burning in his breath ! 1807 J. BARLOW
Columb. in. 358 Storm, thunder, fire, against the mountains
driven, Rake deep their sulphur'd .sides.

2. Of wine (see quot.).
17*8 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Wine, Sulphur'd Wine, is that

put in Casks wherein Sulphur has been burnt ; in order to
fit it for keeping, or for Carriage by Sea.

3. Bleached by exposure to the fumes of sulphur.
1908 Anim. Mtinagem. (Vet. Departm., War Office) Index,

Sulphured oats.

t SulphurC'ity. Obs. [ad. mod.L. sulphtt-

reitdSj f. L. sulphureus SULPHUREOUS : see -ITY.]

Sulphureous quality or nature.
1610 B. JONSON Alch. n. v. 85 The Aqueitie, Terreitie, and

Sulphureitie Shall runne together againe. 1651 FRENCH
Distill, vi. 176 He saith that imperfect bodies have super-
fluous humidities, and sulphureity generating a combustible
blacknes.se in them. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 613 By its sul-

phureity it will mix it self with the sulphureous salt of cal-
cined Tartar.

Sulphureo- (s^lnG^r/i)), used as combining
form of L. sulphureus SULPHUREOUS in the sense

of *

sulphureous and . . .*.

1677 E. BROWNE Trav. Germany, etc. 161 Baths, .esteemed
to be Sulphureo-nitrous. 1693 Phil* Trans. XVII. 1004 A
Sulphureo-saline Spring. 1731 MILLER Card. Diet. Y yyy,
These sulphureo>aerial Particles in the Leaves. 1754 Phil.
Trans. XLVIII. 853 The sulphureo-reguline substance.

1871 W. A. LEIGHTON Lichen-flora 46 C\oniocybe\ fur/u.
racea, Ach. sulphureous or sulphureo-virescent, apothecia
sulphureo-suffuscd, or with flavo-virescent, naked, elongate
stipites.

133

Sulphureous (s21fiuVr/is), a. Also 6 sul-

phurous, 8 sulfureous.
[f,

L. sutyhuretis, f.

sulphur ; see SuU'HUit sb. and -EWN. (If. It., Sp.,
Pg, sulftireo.]
1. Of or pertaining to sulphur ;

full of, contain-

ing, or consisting of sulphur.
In the first two quots. the reference is to SULPHUR sb. 2.

i6a6 iiAcoN Sylva $ 354 There bee two Great Families of
Things. .Sulphureous and Mercurial!. 1646 SIR T. BKOWNE
Pseud, Ep. vi. xii. 335 So doth fire cleanse and purifie
bodies, because it consumes the sulphureous parts, which
before did make them foule. a 1691 BOYLE Hist, Air (1693)
60 A very sulphureous Soil. 1731 In loth Rep. Hist. MSS*
Cotntti. App. i. 270 The Millypedes or Wood-lice have a
sulphureous spirit In them wcb 1 have known do wonders
on weak constitutions. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I.

viii. 36 Any sulphureous substance, mixed with iron, pro-
duces a very great heat by the admission of water. 1807
BYKON Elegy on Newstead Abbey xv, War's dread ma-
chines.. dart destruction in sulphureous showers. 1841
LOUDON Suburban Hart. 217 Where the air is heated by
smoke-flues or by fermenting stable dung, it may be charged
with sulphureous or other noxious gases. 1875 E. WHITE
Life in Christ iv. xxlv. (1878) 386 The sulphureous rain [tire
and brimstone] destroyed them all !

b. Of sulphur springs or waters.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents 34 Those sulphureous Bathes which

were neere vnto Cameriacum. a 1700 EVELYN Diary 4 Nov.
1644, Neere the towne is a sulphureous fountaine vhich
continualy boils. 1791 A. YOUNG Trav. France I. 25 The
patients he up to their chins in hot sulphureous water. 1797
UNDERWOOD Dis. Childhood I. 09 The Harrowgate, or

any other sulphureous water will have a good effect. 1835
Cycl. Pract. Med. IV. 479/1 Sulphureous mineral waters
have been so named from the sulphuretted hydrogen gas
with which they are impregnated. 1911 Encycl. Brit.
XXVI. 61/1 Natural sulphureous waters, especially hot
springs; readily deposit sulphur.

t o. Old Path. Consisting of *

sulphur
'

as one
of the principles of matter; (of disease) arising
from '

sulphurous
'

matter.

1615 HART Anat. Ur. n. x. 120 Such diseases as haue
their oriyinall from this Sulphureous and salt matter. Ibid.*
Some sulphureous, Mercurial!, or saltish and tartareous

in this Cause are, to divide and break asunder the Sulphu-
reous Filament^ and ill digested Particles of the Aliments.

2. Derived or emanating from sulphur ; hence,

having the qualities associated with (burning) sul-

phur ; applied chiefly to cloud, smoke, odour.

1155* LELAND Ititt. (1907) u. 142 The water of the baynes
..having sumwhat a sulphureus and sumwhat onpleasant
savor. 1594 NASHE Terrors Night Wks. 1904 I. 360 A sul-

phureous stinking smoak. a 1700 EVELYN Diary 7 Feb.

1645, Gaping, .chasms, out of which issued such sulphureous
blasts and smoke [etc.]. 1700 DRYDEN Ovid's Met. xv. 509
/Ktna vomiting sulphureous Fire. *7>5 POPE Odyss. xii.

492 Sulphureous odours rose, and smould'ring smoke, a 1774
GOLDSM. Surv. Ex. P/iilos. (1776) I. 56 The flash is sudden,
the noise is loud, a sulphureous smelt ensues. 1841 LOUDON
Suburban Hort. 201 No sulphureous or other disagreeable
effluvium is ever given out by hot-water pipes when they
become leaky, as is the case with flues when they are not

air-tight. 1866 HERSCHEL Fain. Lect. Sci. 22 The dense

sulphureous vapour that swept down from the mountain.

D. Thundery, rare. (Cf. SULPHUROUS 2 b.)

1751 EARL ORRERY Rem. Swift (1752) 58 King William in

hopes to dispel this sulphureous body of clouds [etc.].

3. allusively andy?^. fa. Hellish, satanic. Obs.

[1614 T. TAYLOR 2 Serm. ii. 24 We.. remember not that

they digged a sulphureous pit in 1605, wide enough to

swallow three whole kingdomes. ] 1644 VICARS God in Mount
202 The sulphureous and sanguineous or bloody order and

fraternity of Romish Jesuites.

b. Full of the 'sulphur* of hell.

1791 HAMPSON Mem. J. Wesley II. 69 Hell and damna-
tion has been denounced . . in a stile so horribly sulphureous,
that [etc.] 1865 Pall Mall Gaz. 22 Apr. i They would be

under the absolute sway of the most sulphureous preacher
of the neighbourhood.
4. Sulphur-coloured ; sulphur-yellow. Also, of

tne bluish colour of the flame with which sulphur
burns.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Sulphureous, ..of the colour of

Sulphur or Brimston. 1794 MKS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho
xxix, The accumulating clouds, .assumed a red sulphureous
tinge that foretold a violent storm. 1706 SOUTHBY Donica

xxvi, The hallow'd tapers dimly stream a A pale sulphureous
light. 1821 JOANNA, BAILLIR Metr. Leg.) Ghost of Fadon
xxix, Till the flame . .burn'd Of clear sulphureous blue. 1826

KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 279 Sulphureous (Sulphu-
reus). Yellow with a tint of green. 1865 LIVINGSTONE
Zambesi xii. 258 The evening sun imparts a sulphureous hue.

f5. Chem. Sulphureous acid (gas}: sulphurous
acid (gas). Sulphureous hydrogen : sulphuretted

hydrogen. Sulphureous salt (see quot. 1 790). Sul-

phureous spirit : ? sulphur dioxide. Obs.

1704 [. HARRIS Lex. Techn. s. v., After the Spirit and Oil

of Vitriol are in distillation of that Mineral, driven out by a
most Violent Fire.. into the Receiver. They commonly
Rectine the Matter in a Glass Body ; and the first Spirit that

rises then with a very gentle degree of Fire, is called the

Sulphureous Spirit of Vitriol. 1789;. K[EIR] 1st Pf. Diet.

Chem. 6/2 The sulphureous acid, and the marine dephlogist i-

cated acid destroy vegetable colours, and change them to

white. 1790 KERR tr. Lavoisier's Elem. Chtm. 222 note,

The only one of these salts known to the-old chemists was
the sulphite of potash, under the name of StahPs sulphureous
salt. 1794 PEARSON tr. Morveait's Chem. Nomencl. 4 The
word Sulfite denotes compounds consisting of the Sulphu-
reous Acid and each of the above twenty-six different kinds

of substances. Jbid. 30 Sulphur, which by combining with

SULPHURIC.
Oxygen and Caloric produces sulphuieous Acid Ga/. 1806
<,,* *"*?&*.ted. ilm/ft Springs, . .. liex-With, MllphuM. l8 I, >, H. IJAVV
Uu,n. Unln iWu. ,- 4 ,,l\. ,, H. l....>iuhl]di.uved..
the nature uf sulphureous acid.
Hence Sulpha reouslya<^. . Sulphu reousnemm.
1677 hec Scum tu..i:si v ,/>.. ,,,,,,1. ,f

, j. l6go [ j^.
M:I Ih Earth ,,i. a. II. s, Sul,,,
a 1701 MAmDUU9W. 7bvMi7ii)4 The Sulphurc-ousness of its

.Sm^ll
and Taste. 17.7 S. HA, s sKStmJ

J-.SS 1 1731) I. 311 In proportion to the sulphureousness and
thickness of thoe fumes. 1906 >,/,. Gat. 1 Sept. a/iIhe air still smelt sulphureou-^lj .

Sulphuret (sr-lfiurct). Chem.
[atl. mod.L.

sulphuretnm : see SULPHUR sb. and -L-RKT. Cf.

SULPHUKE.] = SULPHIDE^. (Now only m Materia
Medica ami Mining.)
1790 KERR tr. Lavoisier's Elein. Chem. 249 One part ore

of molybdena, which is a natural sulphuret of that metal, is

put into a retort. 1701 HAMILTON Berthollct's Dyeing II.
u. u. i. 65 Sulphuret of allcali. 1794 PRAKSON in Phil. Trans.
LXXX1V. 395 Sulphuret of lime (calcareous liver of sul-

phur). 1811 A. T. THOMSON Lonti. Disp. 11818) 499 The
potash combines with the sulphur of the sulphuret of anti-

mony, and forms sulphuret of potash. 1815 J. NICHOLSON
Opcr. Meek. 629 Lead in obtained from ore, and, from its

being generally combined with sulphur, it has been deno-
minated '

sulphuret '. 1839 DE LA BECHE Kef. Gfol. Com-
wall) etc. x. 287 The sulphuret of zinc (the Black Jack of
the Cornish miners). 1851 ROYLE Mat. Med. (ed. at 87
Potassii Sulphwttnw . . Sulphuret of Potassium. 1881 RAY-
MOND Mining Gloss.) Sutphurets, in miners' phrase, the

undecomposed metallic ores, usually sulphides. Chiefly

applied to auriferous pyrites. 1895 Daily News 25 June 9/5
'Ions of sulphurets treated, 398.
attrib. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines $ Mining 75 Sul-

phuret-concentration. . . Sulphuret-reduction. 188* l\ef>. Ho.
Kepr. Prec. Met. U.S. 261 A strong vein of sulphuret ore.

Sulphuretted (szHfiureted), a. Chem. Also

t -eted. [f. prec. + -KD 2.] Combined chemically
with sulphur ; impregnated with sulphur.
Sulphuretted hydrogen', hydrogen sulphide, HjS, a

colourless gas witn a very offensive odour, prepared by the
action of diluted hydrochloric or sulphuric acid upon, iron
(ferrous) sulphide.

1805 W. NISBET Diet. Chem. 373 [New name] Sulpl.u-
retted Hydrogen Gas, (old name] Hepatic air. 1818 HENRY
klt'm. Chem. (ed. 8} I. 155 Hydrogen gas,. .when procured
from zinc and dilute sulphuric acid, ..is contaminated with

sulphureted hydrogen and carbonic acid. 1843 FRANCIS
Diet. Arts, Sulphuretted Alcohol, a solution of sulphur in

alcohol ; obtained by boiling them together. /<W., Sul.

phuretted Spirit',
a compound of sulphuretted hydrogen and

ammonia. 1845 BALLAKD & GARROD Mat. Med. 396 Sul-

phuretted Waters. All. these, contain hydro-sulphuric acid

(sulphuretted hydrogen). 1880 BESSEY Bot. 63 The sul-

phuretted essences contain sulphur. To this class belong
the essential oils in mustard, . . garlic, asafcetida, etc.

Sulphuric (szJlfiu-rik), a. [ad. F. sulfurique

(Nomencl. Chimiqne* 1787) : see SULPHUR sb. and
-1C I.]

1. Chem. Sulphuric acid, a highly corrosive oily
fluid (hydrogen sulphate, H2SO4 ),

also called oil of
vitriol, in its pure state a dense liquid without

colour or smell
; prepared on a large scale for use

in arts and trades by burning iron pyrites or sul-

phur and leading the fumes, together with oxides

of nitrogen and air, over into chambers into which

jets of steam are forced.

Formerly used aUo for sulphur trioxide, sulphuric acid

gas, SOs i also called anhydrous sulphuric acid.

1790 KERR tr. Lavoisier's Elem. Chem. 355 Fluid sub-

stances, such as sulphuric and nitric acids. 1791 HAMILTON
Berthollet's Dyeing I. i. i. i. 5 The solution of indigo in

the sulphuric (vitriolic) acid. 1794 PEARSON tr. Momeau's
Chem. Nomencl. 3 These three species are named the Sul-

phureous, the Sulphuric, and the Oxygenated Sulphuric
Acids. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sd. 9f Art II. 420 SuU
phuric acid is the union of oxygen and sulphur. 1866 Ros-
COE Elem. Chem. 169 Salt-cake process. This process con-

sists in the decomposition of salt oy means of sulphuric acid.

attrib. i87 FARADAY Chem. Manip. xv. (1842) 393 A
sulphuric acid bath..may be used with great advantage
in the desiccation of particular gases. 1843 R. J. GRAVES

Syst.. Clin. Med. jcxvii. 339 Sulphuric acid baths exerted

a favourable influence on the
eruptions. 1851 Catal. Great

Exhib. iv. 1077 Sulphuric acid clay, known in trade under

the denomination of aluminas. 1876 DUNGUSON Med. Lex.

s.v. Sulphuric Acid, Sulphuric Acid Lemonade.,js made

by adding together sulphuric acid, water, and syrup.

b. With qualifying word, as concentrated, dilute,

glacial, Nordhausen (see these words).

Anhydrous sulphuric acid, sulphur trioxide. Fuming sul-

phuric acid, a mixture of sulphuric acid and sulphur trioxide.

German sulphuric acid = NORDHAUSEN.

1790 KERR tr. Lavoisier** Eltm. Chem. 972 Concentrated

sulphuric acid. 1800 [see GLACIAL 2 bj. 184* FRACXIS Du t.

Arts s v., Nordhausen or German sulphuric acid. 1867

Chambers' Encycl. IX. 203/1 Sulphuric Anhydride^ formerly

known as Anhydrous Sulphuric Acid.

C. Related to or derived from sulphuric acid.

Sulphuric aithydride : sulphur trioxide. Sulphuric ether,

fthylic or vinic ether, a compound formed by the action of

sulphuric acid upon spirits of wine. Sulphuric oxide:

sulphur trioxide.

1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. ff Art III. 96 Ether, sul-

phuric. i86a MILLER Elem. Chem., Org. (ed. 2) Hi. J 6. 245

The hydrocarbons of this class combine readily with sul-

phuric anhydride \ed. 1857 anhydrous sulphuric acid).

1868 WATTS Diet, Ckrm. V. 569 Sulphuric Oxide or An-

hydride, SO*. Anhydrous Sulphuric Acid. Ibid. 576 Sul-

phuric Chloride, SO'CP. 1871 TYNOALL Fragm. Sci. (1879)

I. xvii. 449 For barely visible redness formic aether is more

opaque than sulphuric.



SULPHUBIFEROUS.

f 2. Consisting of or containing sulphur. Obs. rare.

1704 HUTTON WiVw. /,<;r*/, etc. 205 In the deflagration

of sulphur, while the phlogistic part escapes in light, tn

proper sulphuric matter is oxigenated. 1811 PINKEKTON

Petrol. 11.63 The rocks of common salt, with the bitu-

minous, sulphuric, and metallic.

Snlphuriferons (swlfiuri-feras),
a. rare. \i.

SULPHUR sb. + -(I)FEROUS.] Containing sulphur;

sulphurous.

t Su Iphurine, . Obs. rare- , [f.
SULPHUR

sb. + -INK *. Cf. OF. sulfurin, sulphurin, Pg. sul-

furino.] Sulphurous.
1731 BAILEY vol. II, Sulfhnrine, of or pertaining to, like or

of the quality of sulphur.

Sulphuring (swlfjiin), vbl sb. [f. SULPHUR

sb. or v. + -ING"]
fl. The action of dipping in sulphur. Obs. rare- .

1648 HEXHAM n, Een 6mffmnfr, A Sulphering, or a

Dipping in brim-stone.

2. Exposure to the fumes arising from burning

sulphur, to produce whiteness in fabrics, to prevent

fermentation in casks, to disinfect, etc.

1800 tr. Lap-ante's Ckem. II. 273 Sulphuring serves to

give to silk destined for white stuffs, as well as to woollen

undergo the operat.w.. . .....,-..
- . .*

Terms Med. (ed. 8), Sulphnration, Sulphuring, the sub-

iection of woollen and other articles to the fumes of burn-

ing sulphur, or sulphurous acid, for decolouring or bleach-

ing purposes. iMo O'NEILL Chem. Calico Prittt.63

effect
" "

, 'Dyeing
or Sulphuring.
3. The sprinkling of plants with flowers of sul-

phur to prevent or destroy mildew.

1891 Daily News 28 July 6/6 The only thing which

planters have to all appearance to fear is mould, judging
from the free application of the process of sulphuring.

4. (See quot.)

below the grates of the burners, free sulphur being sublimed

and carried forward into the chambers, where it floats upon
the surface of the acid.

6. attrib.

1839 URE Diet, Arts 1218 Sulphuring-rooms are sometimes

constructed upon a great scale. 1851 Catal. Great Exhib.

vi. I. 275/2 Sulphuring apparatus. 1860 O'NEILL Chem.
Calico Print. 64 A sulphuring stove was in constant work
within fifty yards of it. 1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 822/2 Thorn's

sulphuring process [of bleaching wool].

tSulphuTi<ms,tf. Obs. Also5ulphuryose,
6 sulph-, sulfurius, 8 sulphrious. [ad. OF.

sulphurieux or L. *sulphuriosu$ \ see SULPHUR sb.

and -ions.]
= SULPHUBEOUS, SULPHUROUS.

1471 RIPLEV Comp. Alch. VIM. vii. in Ashm. (1652) 172

[That] hys fatnys sulphuryose Be mynyshyd in hym whych
ys infectuose. c 1550 HOLLAND Crt. Venus i. 833 Ouirset

with slicht sulphurious, And suddant mort. 1560 Seven

Sages 38 O suttell Serpent sulphurius. 1599 B. JONSOS Ev.
Man out of Hum. v. iii. (Qo. 1600), Spare no sulphurious
\ed. 1616 sulphurous] jeast that may come out of that sweat ie

Forge of thine. 1611 BURTON Anat. Me!, i. iii. HI. i. 268 At

inc. 1631 GOUG
God's Arroiys i. 23. 30 Even on a sudden was that fair

skie turned into a sulphurious and most dismall skie. 1683

Digby's Chym. Seer. 46 Filter and evaporate, and you shafi

have a Sulphurious Salt. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India <J- P.

235 Through kindled Fires from sulphurious Caverns. 1701
VARVVICK Mem. Chas. /, 18 A sulphurious vapour flew from
an unadvised mouth of Mr. Clement Cooke. iw \V. MA-

Comp. 300 A remarkable Well, which

being emptied, there presently breaks out a Sulphrious Va-
THER Yng. Man's Comp. 300 A

pour.
Hence t Snlphirriomly adv.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trar. (ed. 2) 31 Aden is seated low,
sulphuriously \ed. 1677 sulphureously] shaded by a high
barren Mountame ; whose brazen front scorching the miser-
able Towne, yeelds a perfect character of Turkish basenesse.

Sulphurity(slnu-riti). rare. [f. SULPHUR^.
+ -ITV.] Sulphurousness. His Sulphurity, Satan.

1650 ASHMOLE tr. A. Dee's Fasc. Chent. in Ckyui. Collect.

ii. 22 Fire extracts that which exists in the interiours of

things, and feeds on the sulphurity [orig. $ulphureitattm\
of them. 1915 Spectator 14 Aug. 213/1 His Sulphurity stirs

supine mankind into fruitful hustling.

Sulphurize (strlfiureiz), v. [a. F. sulfttriscr

(Lavoisier, 1789): see SULPHUR sb. and -IZE.]
1. trans. To cause to combine chemically with,
or to be impregnated by, sulphur ;

to convert into

a sulphur compound.
1794 [see SULPHURIZED]. 1815 HENRY Elem. Chem. (ed. 7)

I. 314 Sulphurized alcohol. 1870 Eng. Meek. 4 Mar.

i --iiLim iiuti JICLIUICU, ULIL, ii i nuty ue ilHUWt'U UlC CXpfCSSlOn,
'sulphurised'. 1891 Photofr. Ann. II. 173 To further

sulphurise bitumen, M. Valenta dissolves 10 grammes of
sulphur . . in a sufficient quantity of bisulphide of carbon.

2. To treat or dress with sulphur ;
to vulcanize

(rubber).
1846 Mtch. Mag. 4 July 2/2 Gutta percha either sulphur-
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ised or unsulphurised. 1901 Lancet 26 Jan. 25*/ Sulphur-

ised catgut.

3. To fumigate with burning sulphur.

1856 MOKTON Cycl. Agric. I. 466/2 Sulphurizing.
Ik'

common process by which fermentation is checked is

called sulphuring or stumming. 1868 Chambers hncycl.*..

222/, Sulphurising is a process which is especially applied o

sweet while wines. 1883 HALDANE Workshop Kec. Ser. 11.

205/2 Large commercial packages .. cannot efficiently be

sulphurized without . . spreading
out the contents. Ilna.,

Tightly-closed sulphurizing chambers. .

Hence Strlphurized ///. a. (* sulphur,zed

hydrogengas
= sulphuretted hydrogen), SuAphor-

izing; vol. sb. and ///. a. (see quots. above) ;
Sul-

phuriia-tlon, the action of sulphurizing.

Came VUICMlWMlWII *" ou.^i.ui .* *

Nat. Temp. Advocate Sept., Preserved from fermentation

. .by sulphurization.

Sulphurous (strlfiuras,
in Chem. use slfiu--

rss), a. Also 6 sulpherus, -urus, 6-7 -erous, 7

Hulferous, 7-8 sulph'rous, 7, 9 (U.S.) sulfurou*.

[ad. L. sulphurosus (whence OK. sulphureux, from

1 4th cent. ) ,
or f. SULPHUR sb. + -ovs. In sense 5 ad.

mod.F. siilfureax (Nomencl. Chimique, 1787).]

1. = SULPHUREOUS i.

1530 PALSGR. 316/2 Sulpherus, of the nature of bnmslon,

sulphureux. 1581 STANYHURSI' Mneis n. (Arb.) 66 tech

path was fulsoom with sent of sulphurus orpyn. 1611

poysonous metallick substances. itMLond.Gaz. No, 2163/2

Fire-balls, and other Sulphurous Fire-works. 18*5 SCOTT

Taliaii. i, The slimy and sulphurous substance called

naphtha. 1871 CKOOKES tr. Wagnefs Handhk. Ckem.
TtchnoL 257 Alum-shale or schist is a sulphurous iron

pyrites. 1879 FARHAK St. Pawl (1883) 484 Amid the sul-

phurous storm, she gazed back on the voluptuous ease of

the City of the Plain.

b. = SULPHDBEOCS I b.

1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. IT Art II. 489 The waters

called sulphurous, contain sulphuretted hydrogen. ^ 1856

PACK Adv. Ttxt-bk. Giol. iii. 34 Sulphurous mud-springs.

2. = SULPHUREOUS 2.

1607 DKKKF.K Knt.'s Conjur. v. G iij, A Sulphurous stench.

16*5 tr. Cundrit Hist. Eliz. n. 420 The I le of Folgo, which

casteth out sulphurous {ed. 1630 sulphury] flames. 1683
TKYON Way to Health 68 The sulpherous moist Vapours,
whichareofa fierce and sharp Nature are evaporated. 1748
Anson's 1'ity. I. x. 104 A strong sulphurous stench. 1868

Miss BKADDON Demi-sea Fruit ii. I. 18 The sulphurous
odours of a brickfield.

b. Applied to thunder and lightning (poet.},

t hence to thundery or sultry weather. Also occas.

volcanic. Cf. SULPHUREOUS 2 b.

1603 SHAKS. Mtat. far M. ll. ii. 115 Mercifull heauen,
Thou rather with thy sharpe and sulpherous bolt Splits the

..gnarled Oke, Then the soft Mertill. 1610 Temp. I. ii.

204 Cracks Of sulphurous roaring. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. 7 The weather was very sulphurous and raging hot.

1660 HICKERINGILL Jamaica (1661)4, 1 have found the Aire

as sulferous and hot in England, .as in the hottest seasons
at lamaica. 1667 MILTON P. /-.i. 171 The Sulphurous Hail
Shot after us in storm. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam II. xiv, A
sulphurous hill. 1810 WORDSW. San Salvador 5 Sink (if

thou must) as heretofore. To sulphurous bolts a sacrifice.

o. Of or belonging to (the smoke of) gunpowder.
i6ao DEKKKR Drtame 6 The Canons Sulphurous thunder-

ing. i6 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xxix. 264 When Edenbrough
and Leeth, into the air were blown With powder's sulphur-
ous smoke. 1801 CAMPBHLL Hohentimieit 24 Where furious

Frank and fiery Hun Shout in their sulphurous canopy.
1816 BYRON Siege of Corinth xxix, From every crevice

comes the shot ; From every shatter 'd window pour The
volleys of the sulphurous shower.

3. allusively and fig. a. Pertaining to sulphur or

brimstone as an adjunct of hell or the infernal

regions ; hellish, satanic. Also, pertaining to or

dealing with hell-6re.
1601 SHAKS. Ifam.i. v. 3 When I to sulphurous and tor-

menting Flames Must render vp my sclfe. 1605 Lear IV.

vi. 130 There's hell, there's darkenes, there is the sulphurous
pit. 1681 CRF.ECH tr. Lucretius in. 26 No Hell, no sulphur*
ons Lakes. 1811 SHELLEY Devil's Walk 138 His sulphurous
Majesty. 1816 SOUTHEY Poet's Pilgr. I. i. 4 Like Satan
rising from the sulphurous flood. 1886 H. W. BEECHER in

Christ. World Pulpit XXIX. 76/1 Their hands'*:, pirates']
are red with blood ; their hearts are sulphurous. 1903 I . C.
SMITH/?. Wallace 126 The sulphuroustheology of the North
of Scotland.

b. In immaterial sense : Fiery, heated.
1611 B. JONSON Catiline in. 63, She ha's a sulphurous

spirit, and will take Light at a sparke. a ifaS SIR J . BEAU-
MONT Agst. Abused Love 87 And with a pandar's sulph'rous
breath mflam'd, Became a meteor, for destruction fram'd.

1650 HUBBERT Pill Formality 138 Quenching his sulphurous
lust in dirty puddles. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. x. ii. II.

583 Due de Rohan rose, in a sulphurous frame ofmind.
O. Of language, expression : Characterized by

heat ; in recent use, blasphemous, profane.
(1616: see SULPHURIOUS quot. 1590.] 1818 CARLYLE Misc.

(1857) 1.78 And soon through many other sulphurous pages.
1865 HOLLAND Plain Talk ii. 69 The sulphurous satire which
he points with such deadly fire at the very Society which
makes him fashionable. 1879 [see SULPHUROUSLY]. 1897
C. MORLEY Stud. Board Schools 3 He used strong language
..sulphurous words, and the very biggest D's, I was assured.
4. == SULPHUREOUS 4. Also aJvb.
1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. a. viii, Burning sulphurous-blue,

SULPHURY.
..it still shines. 1899 W. T. GREENE Cage.Birds 50 The
Sulphurous Finch. 1908 Daily Chron. 17 June 6/5 Her
dress of sulphurous green cloth.

6. Chem. Designating compounds in which sulphur
is present in a larger proportion than in sulphuric

compounds. Sulphurous acid : (a) more fully,

sulphurous acid gas (t""'), an old name for

sulphur dioxide ; (b} the acid (H,SO3) resulting
from the combination of sulphur dioxide with water.

Sulphurous oxide or anhydride : sulphur dioxide,

SOj, a transparent colourless gas with a pungent
and suffocating smell, obtained by burning sulphur
in dry air or oxygen. Hence, designating com-

pounds derived from sulphurous acid, as sulphurous
chloride, ether.

1790 KERR tr. Lavoisier's Elem. Chciti. Pref. p. xxviii,

The sulphurous combinations. Ibid. 223 The sulphurous
acid is formed by the union of oxygen with^sulphur by a
lesser degree of oxygenation than the sulphuric acid. 1811

SIR H. DAVY Chan. Philos. Wks. 1840 IV. 25 Sulphurous
acid air. 1833 FARADAY Kxp. Res. xx. 89 Mercury, and
concentrated sulphuric acid were sealed up in a bent tube

and. .heat was carefully applied. Sulphurous acid gas was

produced where the heat acted. 1848 FOWNES Man Elem.
i'Aem.(cd. 2) 392 Sulphurous ether; AeO.SO, . 1868 WATTS
Diet. Chent. V. 540 Sulphurous Oxide, or Sulphurous An-

hydride, SO'. Ibid. 542 Sulphurous Chloride, SOC1-". Chloride

of Thionyl. Sulphurous Chloraldehyde. 1897 H. ALDER-
SMITH Ringworm (*&. 4) 185 Sulphurous acid, .is an excellent

parasiticide.

Hence Su'lphnrously adv., in a sulphurous
manner

; esp. with '

sulphurous
'

language.
1879 FRANCES H. BURNETT Haivorth's II. vii. 81 Haworth

stopped him by swearing again, something more sulphur-

ously than before. 1891 FARKAR Darkness ff Dawn II. 218

The morning dawned sulphurously hot. 1897 ANNE PAGE
Afternoon Ride 73 Dr. Brovi ne sulphurously insisting on

his wife receiving this
'

lady
'

with cordiality.

t Sulphur vif, vive. Obs. [a. OF. sou(l)frt

vif : see SULPHCK sb. and VIVE.]
= next.

c 1400 MAUMDEV. (Roxb.) vii. 25 pe preste. .lays berapon
diuerse spiceries and sulphure viue [ea. 1839, v. 48 Sulphur
vif). 1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. IV. vi. in Ashm. (1652) 145

Mercury and Sulphure vive. 1540 tr. Vigo't L;t. Pratt.

A viij b, Take a quantytie of Sulpher vyfe. 1601 HOLLAND

Pliny 1 1. 556 The sulpbur-vif is digged out of the mine such

as we see, that is to say, transparent cleere, and greenish.

1683 Difby's Chym. Seer. 5 Sulphur-vive, which is clear and

transparent
in pieces.

II Sulphur vivum. (so'lfai vai'v&n). [L.,
=

living sulphur.] Native or virgin sulphur ; also, in

a fused, partly purified form (see quot. 1855).
1651 FRENCH Distill, iii. 69 Take of Sulphur vivum as

much as you please. 1718 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Sulphur,
Sulphur I'i-'uni is thus called, as being such as it is taken

out of the Mine. 1855 J. SCOFFERN in Orr'sCirc.Sci., Eltm.

Chem. 337 The first rough process of purification consists in

exposing the sulphureous materials to a temperature above
the fusing point of sulphur. . . The fused sulphur, brought to

this condition, is poured off and allowed to consolidate. It

is still far from pure, and is known in commerce under the

name of sulphur vivum.

Sulphurwort (sr-lf3jwii.it). [f.
SULPHUB sb.

+ WOKT. Cf. G. schwcfelwurz.] An umbelli-

ferous plant, Peucedanum officinale, having pale-

yellow flowers
; hog's fennel.

Marsh Sulphurwort, P. falustre.
1578 LYTE Dodoens 298 Of Horestrange or Sulphurwort.

1597 GERARDE Herbal n. ccccx. 896 Sulphurwoort
or Hogs

Fennel!, hath a stifle and hard stalke full of knees or knots.

16*7 MAY Lucan ix. 1049 Sicilian Thapsos burn'd with

Sulphurwort. 1777 JACOB Cat. Plants 83. 1858 IRVINE

lllustr. Handbk. Brit. Plants 596. 1906 Etstx Rev. XV.
167 The rare sulphur-won . . is still abundant at Landermere.

Sulphury (sp-lfsri), a. Also 6 aulfery, ul-

pberie, 6-7 sulphurie, sulph'ry, 7 sulfrie,

aulphory, 7, 9 (U.S.) sulfury. [f. SULPHUB sb.

+ -Y.]
1. Consisting of, containing, or impregnated with

sulphur ;
= SULPHUROUS i.

1580 FRAMPTON DiaL Yron 4 Steele 154 The yron hath

more force, bycause it is not cleane of the sulpherie paries.

1611 DRAYTON Poly-alb, iii. 200 That Bathonian Spring,
Which from the sulphury mines her med'cinal force doth

bring. 1683 PETTUS Fleta Mix. I. (1686) 34 The gross Sul.

phury oars. i6M GOAD Celest. Bodies in. JL 429 Planetary
Warmth . . may stir the Nitrous Spirit, as well as enflame the

Sulfury Particle. 1799 [see SULPHUR 4 bj. 1861 GEIKIE

Kdnard Forbes x. 289 The Static! clustered along the

banks of a sulphury pool. 1891 Daily News 23 Sept. 3/2

Sulphury iron.

2. - SULPHUREOUS 2.

1614 GORGES Lucan vii. 267 The sulfrie aire rusts murdring
steele. 1630 [see SULPHUROUS a. 2, quot. 1625). 1697 DRYDEN
Aineid iv. 555 Dido shall come, in a black Sulph ry flame.

1811 H. & J. SMITH Rej.Addr.mi. 51 Sulphury stench and

boiling drench. 1813 PRAED Troubadour n. 553 What a

villanous, odious, sulphury smell !

b. - SULPHUROUS 2 b.

c 161 1 CHAPMAN Iliad xlll. 225 A fierie Meteor, with which,

loues sulphrie hand Opes heauen. f l6ao Z. BOYD ZIOHS

Flowers (1855) 50 High mountains . . have . . shops for sulphr y
thunder. 1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche xn. xxxvii. Wks.

(Grosart) II. 3 Had Sicily Her Etna lost, this sulphury

Region Would shew it her in multiplicity. iSia BYRON Ch.

liar. i. x xxviii, Death rides upon the sulphury Siroc. 1854

B. TAYLOR Lands Saracen 77 (Cent.), A hot, sulphury haze.

O. Pertaining to gunpowder.
1813 BYRON Island ni. i, The fight was o'er, . . and sulphury

vapours upward driven Had left the earth, and hut polluted
heaven. 1881 PALGRAVE I'is. Eng. 274 Iron hailing of piti-

less death from the sulphury smoke.



SULPHUKYL.
3. a. = SULPHUROUS 3 a.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) jacke-a-Lent Wks. 1. 115/1 The
sulphory Necromamicke Cookes. 1648 J . BEAUMONT Psyche
VIM. ccxii. His [sc. Lucifer's] sulphury lace. Ibid. xv. xlvii,

Mighty Terror stopp'd the sulphury road Of their rank
breath (sc. of the peers of hell). [1751 WARBUHTON Pope's
Donne Sat. iv. 1X4 note. They both call out as if they were
half stifled by the sulphury air of the place.]

b. - SULPHUROUS 3 b.

"593 MARLOWE & DF.KKER f. nil's Dominion n. v, Sulphury
wrath Having .. entred into Royall brests : Mark how it burns.
4. - SULPHUREOUS 4.
1900 B. D. JACKSON Class. Bal. Terms 260/2 Sulphurinus,

sulphury in tint. 1903 igtk Cent. Dec. 071 The common
Dutch black and sulphury grapes. 1905 E. CHANDLER Un.
veiling of Lhasa xiv. 266 The willows were mostly a sul-

phury yellow.

Snlphuryl (so-lfiuril). Chem. Also -yle. [f.

SULPHUR sb. + -TL.] The radical SOa .

1867 BLOXAM Cheat. 198 SOjCl...It is sometimes called
chlorosulphuric acid. ..It is also known as chloride of sul-

phuryle. 1880 CLEMINSHAW Wititz' Atom. The. 199 That
the substituting value of sulphury! is twice that of acetyl.
attrit. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 135 Sulphur dioxide

unites with chlorine to form sulphuryl chloride, CljSOj.

Sulphydrate (slf(h)ai-dr,-it). Chem. Also

sulf-, sulph-hydrate. [f. SULPH- + HYDRATE sb.,
after F. sulfhydrate.] A salt of sulphydric acid or

hydrogen sulphide; a compound of a metallic atom
or radical with the group SH ; a hydrosnlphide.
1851 tr. Regnauli's Elem. Chem. II. 539 Sulfhydrate of

sulphide of potassium KS, HS. 1859 MAYNE Expos. Lex.
1226/2 Sulphhydrate, term for a genus ofsalts resulting from
the combination of hydric sulphide with sulphobases. 1868
Fawnes' Elem. Cheat, (ed. 10) 223 Alkaline sulph-hydratcs.
1881 Athenxum 29 Jan. 169/1 Sulphydrate of Potassium.

Sulphydric (solf(h)9i-drik), a. Chem. Also
aulf-, sulph-hydric. [f.

SULPH- + HYDRIC, after F.

sutfhydriquc.'] = SULPHURETTED. Sulphydric acid

(fas) : hydrogen sulphide, sulphuretted hydrogen.
Sulphydric ether (see qnot. 1852).
1838 Proc. Amer. Philos. Sac. I. 84 Sulphydric acid pro-

duced a slight discoloration. 1841 Civil Eng. It A rch. Jrnl.
V. 137/2 Hehad succeeded in depriving gas., of its ammonia
and its sulph-hydric acid. 185* tr. Renault's Elem. Chem.
II. 538 Sulfhydric Ether C4HjS..is prepared bypassing
chlorohydric ether through an alcoholic solution of mono-
sulphide of potassium.

Sulphydryl(slf(h)3i-dril). Chem.
[f. SULPHY-

DRIC + -YL.] The radical SH.
1901 DORLAND Med. Diet. 653/1.

Sulpician (sulpi-jian), sb. (a.) Eccl. [ad. F.

sulpicien, f. (St.} Sulpice (seedef.).] One ot a con-

gregation of secular priests founded in Paris in

1641 by the Abbe Olier, priest of the parish of St.

Snlpice, mainly for the training of candidates for

holy orders ; as adj., belonging to this congregation.
178* tr. Dulaure's Pogonologia p. iii. note, The Sulpicians

alone have withstood this fashion with a laudable resolution.

1850 NEWMAN Diffic. Anglic, i. x. (iSoil.I. 322 A school of

opinion.. withstood by the Society of Jesus and the Sul.
picians. 1891 Month Nov. 312 The Sulpician seminary at
Issy. 1904 Q. Rev. Jan. 289 A text-book written by a Sul-

pician
and published under the imprimatur of the Arch-

bishop of New York.
Sulse : see SUFF note.

Sultan (szrltan), sb. Also 6 soltane, 6-7
soltan, sultane, 7 soultan, aultain(e, sulthan,
S-Qsultaun. [a. F. sultan (from i6th c.) or ad.
med.L. sultdnus, ad. Arab. UUL. sultan king,

sovereign, queen, power, dominion
; cf. med.Gr.

trovA.rai'oi, Pr., Sp. sultan, It. sultana, Pg. sultao.
See also the doublet SOLDAN.]
L The sovereign or chief ruler of a Mohammedan

country; in recent times, spec, the sovereign of

Turkey. * Also formerly, a prince or king's son, a

high officer.

ISSS EDEN Decades(\A ) 63 inarg., The Soltane of Alcayr
in Egypte. Ibid. 329 Amonge the Tartars, . . Chan, signified)
a kynge, Soltan, the soonne of a kynge. 1596 SIIAKS.
Merck. V. n. i. 26 A Peisian Prince That won three fields of
Sultan Solyman. 1617 MORYSON Itin. \. 66 Vpon that side
the Sultan of the Turkes incamped. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Trim. 36 Most of [the Mogul of Surat's] Sultans and Cap-
tames are by birth Persians. 1*67 MILTON P. L. XI. 395Where The Persian in Ecbatan sate, ..or the Sultan in
Bizance. 1703 Land. Gaz. No. 3942/1 Sultan Mahomet,
eldest Son of the Grand Signior. ijtf BLACKSTONE Comm. i.

VH. 160 In Turkey, where every thing is centered in the sultan
or his ministers. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India I. 365
Among these chiefs, one of the most powerful was the Sultan
of Yodhyakarta. 1884 Pall Mall Gaz. 29 Feb. 1/2 The
Sultan of Turkey is the best hated man throughout his
dominions.

b. Taken as a type of magnificence ; a\s.o attrib.
1864 ALLINGHAM Lawrence Bloomjield xii. 648 The billowy

hills, cloud-sbadow'd, roll'd Like spotted sultan-serpent fold
on fold. 1901 lYestm. Gaz. 16 Dec. 12/1 Tennyson . . said he
considered Norfolk turkeys the very Sultans of their breed.

C. Used with allusion to an Eastern ruler's
harem ; also attrib.

187* COUES N. Amer. Birds 229 The sultan of the dung,
bill with his disciplined harem. 1887 BOWEN Virg. Eel. VH.
7 Our sultan goat [L. virgregis ipse caper}.
2. An absolute ruler ; gen. a despot, tyrant.
1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche vin. ccxii. The rouzeYi Grot its

awful Sultan [sc. Lucifer] knew. i66a WINSTANLEY Loyal
Martyrol. (1665) 38 Their Sultan Cromwell. 1719 YOUNG
Revenge u. i, Love reigns a sultan with unrival d sway.

135 STJLTANESS.

. _ . , ,j -., Either of two n^.^
of sweet-scented annuals, brought originally from
the East, usually distinguished as the purple or
white sweet sultan, Centaurea (Antberboa) nus-
fhata, and the yellow (sweet) sultan, C. (/I.) sua-
veolens.

***9 PARKINSON Parad. 357 Cyanus floridus Turcicus.
1 he Sultans flower. 1688 HOI.MF Armoury n. iv. 64/2 The
Sultans flower is

purple, and the Thruuie almost white
'753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., App., Sultan-flower, a name
sometimes used for the cyanus, or blue bottle.

1604 EVELYN Kal. Hart. June 69 Flowers, in Prime, or
yet lasting, ..Sultans. 1731 MILLER Can/. f)ifl.s.v.Cranus,The yellow sweet Sultan. 1786 AHERCROMBIB Card. Assist.
116 Many different sorts (of annuals]: such as., sweet sultan.
1871 MORRIS in Mackail Life (1899) I. 238 Those sweet
sultans are run very much to leaf.

4. A small white-crested species of domestic
fowl, originally brought from Turkey. Also attrib.
i8 Poultry Chron. II. 526 Sultan Cockerel and Two

Pullets, quite new, $. 1885 Entycl. Brit. XIX. 645/2.
5. In full sultan hen, etc. (F. poule sultane} : -
SULTANA 6.
l88a ' OUIDA ' Maremma I. 149 The innumerable pools and

streams.. which are. .known only to the sultan-hen and the
wild duck. 1884 COUES N. A mer. Birds 675 lonornis, Sul.
tan Gallinules.

6. attrit. and Comb., as sultan-like adj. and adv. ;

sultan-bird (see quot.); sultan pink, red, a rich
dull pink, red

; t sultan flower (see 3). (See
also senses above.)
1899 A. H. EVANS Birds 539 Parus may be glossy greenish-

black and yellow, as in the *Sullan-bird (P. sultaneus). 1697H. ST. JOHN To Dryden in D.'t Virg., So, 'Sultan-like m
your Seraglio stand. 1811 SCOTT Pirate xxxix, An arrogant
pretender to the favour of the sisters of Burgh-Westra, who
only hesitated, sultan-like, on whom he should bestow the
handkerchief. 1837 Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 48 A turbaned
sultan-like creature. 1899 Daily News n Oct. 7/7 Some
such colour as "Sultan pink or tapestry blue. Mod. Advt
The World's Classics. .Published in.. 'Sultan-red Leather.
Hence Strltea v. intr., to rule as a sultan, play

the despot, tyrannize.
1886 BURTON Aral'. Nts. (abr. ed.) III. 409 Here Janshah

abode, Sultaning over them for a year and a half.

Sultan, variant of SULTANE Obs.

Sultana (solta-na). Also 7 sultanna, 9 sul-

tanah;//. 7 sultanaes, 7-8 -as. [a. It. (Sp.,
Pg.) sultana fern, of sultana SOLTAN.]
I. The wife (or a concubine) of a sultan

; also,
the queen-mother or some other woman of a sultan's

family.

>5*J T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. H. xviii. 51 The
Sarail of Sultana, wife to the great Turke. 1599 DALI AM
in Early Voy. Levant (Hakluyt Soc.) 60 One houre after
him [sc. the Grand Sinyor] came the Sultana his mother.
l6aj PURCHAS Pilgrims 1 1. ix. xv. i. 1581 The Queene, the
other Sultanaes, and all the Kings women. 1686 Loml. Gaz.
No.2i98/i TheGrand Signior offersnllhis Treasurers be em.
ployed in the War. The Sultana 4000 Purses, of 500 Crowns
each. 1735 SOMERVILLE Chase n. 509 The bright Sultanas
of his Court Appear. 1736 Cattl. Mag. VI. 467/1 A Sultana,
inclosed in a Seraglio, shall govern the whole Ottoman Em-
pire.

i8i BYRON Juan vi. Ixxxix, Rose the sultana from a
bed of splendour. 1879 FARRAR^. /"aw/dSSs) 231 Had not
Hadassah been a sultana in the seraglio of Xerxes?

b. trans/.

the matron should be deposed to give place to such a Sultana.
1864 RAWLINSON Anc. Mon., Assyria vii. II. 168 The
monarch and his sultana.

2. A mistress, concubine.
1701 FARQUHAK Twin-Rivals: v. i, I'll visit my Sultana in

state. 1796 CHARLOTTE SMITH Marchmont I. 78 A person
who in youth only was superior to his reigning Sultana. 1818
SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxvi, The favourite sultana of the last

Laird, as scandal went the housekeeper of the present.
1885 MOLLOY Royalty Restored 11.83 Her card tables were
thronged by courtiers eager to squander large sums for the
honour of playing with the reigning sultana.

fig. 1813 BYRON Giaour 22 The Rose,.. Sultana of the
|

Nightingale. i8a6 DISRAELI Viv. Grey lit. vi, Shine on, ,

(bright moon) sultana of the soul !

to. - SULTANIN. Obs. rare .

ijSjj*
BLOUNT Glossogr., Sultanin, or Sultana, a Turkish

coin of gold worth about Seven shillings six pence.
1 4. = SULTANE 3. Obs.
a 1603 Urouharl's Rabelais III. xlvi, Those great Ladies

..with their Flandan, Top-knots and Sultana's. 1693
SOUTHERNS Maid's last Prayer n. i, [It] wou'd as ill become
me, as a Sultana does a fat body.

t5. A Turkish war-vessel. (Cf. SULTANE^) Obs.

1718 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Sultana is also a Turkish
Vessel. 1733 BUDGELL Pee I. 74 The Grand Seignior is

equipping aSquadron of Ten Sultana's,
i-j-ifi Gentl. Mag.

'

VIII. 167/2 The Fleet for the Black Sea will be reinforc'd by
several Sultanas. [1810 NaoalChron. XXIV. 377 The term
Sultana is a nonentity.]

6. Any bird belonging to either of the genera Por-

fhyriot.'aA lonornis, found chiefly in the W. Indies,
southern U.S.A., and Australia ; the purple galli-
nule or porphyrio. Also attrib.

1837 Partington's Brit. Cycl., Nat. Hist. II. 609/2 Sultana
Hen (Gallinula porphyrio). 1840 Ctniier"s Anim. Kingd, ,

is.

jrr

.na
7. In full sultana raisin : A kind of small leed-

less raisin produced in the neighbourhood of
omyrna.

3* 7 n
2
f
8/2 Sul<a" seedless rauini aithe produce of a small variety of yellow grape8 A confection of sugar.

[I7 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) S,,ltan, (Fr.\. .amonK Confer
tioners, a kind of bugar-wotk made of Eggs, Powder-I,and fine Flower.) .86, KR.NC.T.LL, $/ K:,t ^ Kr.
Confect. 282 A Sultana made of Spun Sugar in ihe form of aSummer bower.
9. (See quot.)
1875 STAINER & BARKETT Diet. Mtit. Terms, Sultan, a

violin with strings of wire in pairs, like the cither or cittern
It was similar to Ihe Slreicktither.
10. attrib. and Comb. : sultana mother, the
mother of the reigning sultan

; nultana queen,
I the favourite concubine of a sultan; hence, a

favourite mistress
; also/if. (See also 6 and 7.)

l6j)S Land. Cast. No. 3088/2 Who was advanced to that
Station by the Interest of the 'Sultana Mother. 1753 HAN.WAY rm.d762) II. xill. vii. 326 The greatest part.Thesent

[
to the sultan, the sultana mother, and the kular aga. 1668
DRVOEN Secret I.me ill. i, You are my 'Sultana Queen, the
rest are but in the nature of your Slaves. 1845 DISRAELI
Sftil v. i, The victim of sauntering, his sultana queen.
Hence Suite -nashlp, the position of a sultana.
1847 JAMES Rtnselt\\,

'

Very well, then/he rejoined, with
a bitter sneer,

'

you will soon be one of a harem ! I wish
you joy of your sultanaship !'

Sultanate (so-ltan^'t). [f. SULTAN so. + -ATE'.
Cf. F. sultanat.]
1. A state or country subject to a sultan

; the

territory ruled over by a sultan.

1879 A. R. WALLACE Australasia xvii. 337 The inde-
pendent sultanate of Achin. 1880 K. JOHNSTON Land.
Geogr. 392 The island of Zanzibar, which forms a central
point of the Sultanate.

2. The office or power of a sultan.

1884 PalliMallGaz. 29 Dec. i/i The shadow ofthe Sultan-
ate is not favourable to the growth of capable successors.
1896 MARQ. SALISBURY in Times 10 Nov. 5/1 Through the
channel of the Sultanate.

t Sultane. Obs. Also 7 suitable, 7-8 sultan.

[ad. F. sultane (Cotgr, 1611), fem. of sultan (tee

SULTAN). Cf. SULTANA.]
1. = SULTANA i.

1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 79 The King. .gave
them great commands in his Army, . . one of them married
the Sultane of Bisnegar. 1694 Lond. Gaz. No. 2986/2 The
Grand Signior and ail the Sultanes coming to the Wedding.
2. = SULTANIN.
i*ia JAS. I Proclam. cone. Bringing of'Gold etc. into the

Realm 14 May, For Sultaines being xxiij. Carrots, i. eraine
fine, at least the ounce, iij. li. viij. s. viij. d. 1613 T. MII.LES
tr. Mexia's etc. Treas. Anc. 4- Mod. T. I. 768/2 A Sultain
of Gold. 1631 LITHCOW Tray. vn. 301 Fiue Sultans of gold
..amounting to thirty flue shillings sterling. 1704 I. PITTS
Ace. Moham. vii. 91 A Sultane, i.e. nine or ten Shilling.
3. A rich gown trimmed with buttons and

loops, fashionable in the late seventeenth and the

eighteenth centuries.

1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 2498/4 A black Sultan with gold
buttons and loops. 1690 EVELYN Mund. Mul. 2 Nor demy
Sultane, Spagnolet, Nor Fringe to sweep the Mall forget.
1731 GAY Distress'd Wife v. vii, My Lady will travel in her
Sultane, I suppose. 1798 CHARLOTTE SMITH Yng. Pkilos. I.

183 Her muslin Sultane.

4. A Turkish war-vessel.

maining with the Captain- Basha.

5. A sofa, tettee. (Cf. OTTOMAN sb.*)
1803 JANE POUTER Thaddeus xxvi, I shall have an excuse

to squeeze into the Snltaiie which is so
'

happy as to bear
the weight of Beaufort.'

Sultane, obs. form of SULTAN.

Snltanesane (svllane-sk), a. [f. SULTAN sb.

+ -ESCJUE.] Characteristic of a sultan.
1861 G. A. LAWRENCE Barren Honour I. vii. 147 After a

superb and sultanesque fashion. 1878 Routledge's Ev. Boy's
Ann. 303/3 His Sultan-esque proposal [of marriage].

Sultaness (wltanes). Now rare. Also 7

sultan(n)esse. [f. SULTAN sb. + -ESS '.]

1. - SULTANA i.

1611 COTGR., Sultane, . . a Sultannesse ; or soueraigne
Princcsse. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage lit. ix. 240 uiarg..
The Letters of the Great Turke to the Queene, and of the

Sultannesse. 1670 Land. Gaz. No. 546/3 The differences

between him and the Sultaness his Mother. 1776 Chron. in

Ann. Reg. 114/1 The first and favourite sultaness of the
Grand Signior. 1837 WOOD Desert-Born in, I begg'd the

turban'd Sultaness the issue to forbear.

b. attrib.: sultaness n\otii*r = sultana-mother.
i68a WHELER Journ. Greece tt. o8 A Royal Mosque, built,

and endowed by the Suhaness-Mother. 1796 MORSE Amer.
Gefg. II. 475 She is called asaki sultaness, that is to say
sultaness-mother.

1 2. - SULTANIN. Obs.

i43 HOWELL Tmlve Treat. (1661) 286 They know the
bottom of their servitude by paying so many Sultanesses for

every head.



SULTANIC.

Sultanic (sfflue-nik),
a. [f. SULTAN sb. -r-ic.]

Of, belonging to, or characteristic of a sultan;

hence, despotic, tyrannical.
.,, CARLYIE Gen,,. Rom. \. 208 Princess Melechsala

termfnated talons series of the Sultanic progeny 1847

Blackvi. Mag. LXI. 738 The representative of i 'ltan
"j

noTchMse to submit to his Sultanic despotism. 1894 Daily

Tel 27 Jan. 3/4 Living under conditions of bulamc luxury.

t Sultanin. Obs. Also 7 sultanme, -een,

-on(e. [ad. It. sultanino, or F. siiltantit (cf. Fg.

sttllanim), ad. Arab.
jU^sultSni

SULTANY.] A

former Turkish gold coin valued at about 8*.

,6,, BRF.REWOOD Lang, t, Relig. xxv. (16,4) -75 I he Ma

ronites..pay the Turke large tribute: Namely, for euery

one aboue ,2 yeares old ,7 Sultanines by the *"
MORYSON Itin. I. 276 In Turkey the gold zechines o

Jen.ce
are.. preferred euen before their owne Sultanones of gold.

1690 LYDEN Don Sebastian I. i, He paid me down for her

utJon the nait a thousand golden Sultamns. 1694 Lond.

Gaz No 3002/2, noo Sultaneens in Gold. 1749 SMOL-

LETT Gil Bias v. i. (1782) II. 182 A present of jewels worth

two thousand sultanins of gold.

Sultanism (s Itaniz ml. [f.
SULTAN sb. +

-ISM.] Rule like that of a sultan ;
absolute govern-

ment ; despotism, tyranny.
182 1 Nnt> Monthly Mag. 1 1. 354 Our admiration ofchivalry

and sultanism. 1851 H. MELVILLE Whale xxxin. 161 Inat

certain sultanism of his brain, which had otherwise in a

good degree remained unmanifested. 1869 SEELEY f.ss.l,

Lect. (1870) 88 Asiatic sultanism was set up, and all public

functions fell into the hands of military officials. 1884

Short Hist. Nap. I (1886) iii. 4- "3 The rising sultanism

[of Napoleon in 1804). .

Sultanist (so-ltanist). rare. [f.
SULTAN sb.

+ -1ST.] One who rules as a sultan ;
an absolute

ruler ; a despot, tyrant, autocrat.

1659 Qtiaeries Prop. Officers Annie to Parl.i'The late

Sultanist [Oliver Cromwell), .by the assistance of his Mama-

lukes.. assumed the stile of Protector.

Sultanize (sfltanaiz), v. rare. [f. SULTAN so.

+ -IZE.] 1. iutr. To rule as a sultan or despot.

1771 H. WALPOLE Let. to Mann 5 Mar., Fifty grand

signers have lost their heads for one Charles I., and he

might have kept his, if he had not sultamsed.

2. trans. To make sultan-like or despotic.

1901 Q. Rev. Jan. 73 The orientalised, in this case the

somewhat sultanised, 'Englishman.

Sultanry (strltanri). rare. [f. SULTAN sb. +

-BY.]
= SULTANATE 2.

IBM BACON Adv. touching Holy War (1629) 129 The

Sulfanry of the Mamaluches. 1853 Blackvj.Mag. LXXIII.

732 The first shaking of the Sultanry.

Sultanship (s-ltanjip). [Formed as prec. +

-SHIP.]
1. = SULTANATE 2. rare.

1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage ill. ii. 197 The Sultanship of the

Chahpha. 1779 FORREST l^oy. If. Guinea 218 When he

resigned the Sultanship to his brother. 1831 Examiner

505/1 Pleading for the importation of a Turkish Sultanship.

2. The personality of a sultan ; his sultanship,

applied as a mock-title to a despot or tyrant.
1811 BYRON yuan vm. cix, They fell.. Upon his angry

sultanship. 1859 H. KiNGSLEYG. Hamlyn xxvii, ^The idea

of his having a rival.. never entered his Sultanship's head.

i86j Miss BRADDON Lady A m/ley vii, If all the divinities

upon earth were ranged before him, waiting for his sultan-

ship to throw the handkerchief.

t Sultany. 06s. Also 7 sultanie, -ee. [ad.

Arab. jlUu, sultani adj. imperial, sb. kingdom,

sultanin, f. UUL sultan SULTAN sb. Cf. med.L.

sol/ania.]
1. = SULTANATE.
1639 FULLER Holy War n. xxxv 89 Two great Lords.,

fell out about the Sultanie or Vice-royship of that land.

1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. v. xvi. 189 The four Sultanies
of the Turkish dominion, Bagdad, Caesarea, Aleppo, Da-
mascus. 1806 G. S. FABER Diss. Prophecies (1814) I. 355
The Kuphratean horsemen of the four Turkish Sultanies.

1855 M. BRIDGES Pop. Mod. Hist. 205 Bajazet . . received from
him a patent of sultany.
2. = SULTANIN.
161* BREREWOOD Lane, ft Relig. x. (1614) 68 A Sultanie

for euery poll. 1615 W. BEDWELL Arab. Tntdg., A Sul-
tanee is a peece of gold of the value of 7". 6d

. 1630 A*.

Johnson's Kingd. cy Comtnw. 522 A Sultany is equal! to
the Chechini of Venice, and sixscore Aspers amount to
a Sultanie. 1674 JEAKE Arithm. (1696) 134 At.. Aleppo,
the Exchange is made by Sultanies of 120 Aspers.

t Suiter, sb. 06s. rare 1
. In 7 sultre. [f.

SULTEB v.] A spell of sultry weather ; in quot.yf^.
1667 WATERHOUSE Narr. Fire in London 116 This Rain

of Fertility after Englands Sultre of war and'dissension.

t Suiter, v. Obs. Also 6 sowlter, soulther,
6-7 soulter. [Perhaps for *swulter, cogn. with

SWALTER, SWELTER.] = SWELTER v.

1581 [see SULTERING). 1594 Sec. Rep. Dr. Faustus vi.

melts, drops, soulters, and consumes away Euen the time
of one sun.shining day. 1636 FEATLY Clavis Myst. ii. 14
Jinvy and malice soultred within them, but brake not out into
an open flame. 1654 GAVTON Pleas. Notes ill. i. 64 Horse
and Asses tir'd, and soultred with the heat of the day. 1695BLACKMORE Pr. Artk. in. 719 Soultring within, it [sc. a mount)
casts up Pitchy Smoke.
Hence t Su-ltering' ppl, a., sweltering, sultry.
1581 STUDLEY Seneca's Hercules iv. 210 Euen now Ap.

effects of sultring heat.

Sulthan, obs. form of SULTAN.

Sultrily (so-ltrili), adv. [f.
SULTRY a. + -LY AJ

With sultry or oppressive heat.

1855 BROWNING Serenade at Villa .2 Earth turned in her

sleebwith pain, Sultrily suspired for proof. 1856 Miss

WARNED Hills Shatemul*, The day grew sultrily warm

Sultriness (sfltrines). [i.
SULTRY a. + -NESS.]

'he quality or condition of being sultry ; sultry

heat.

Weather. 174* Anton's Voy. n. v. 183 An idea of sultriness

and suffocating warmth. 1813 BYRON Giaour 3<x> Iwas

sweet of yore to see it IK. the stream) play And chase I

sultriness of day. 1886 STEVENSON K.dnapped xx, Some-

what sleepy with the sultriness of the afternoon.

fie ,817 DISRAELI Via. Grey v. vii, My youth flounshedin

the unwholesome sultriness of a blighted atmosphere. 1886

M. FIELD' Brutus Ultor i. v, The sultnness of lust is in

Sultrome, variant form of SHELTBON 1 Obs.

Sultry (swltri), a. Also 6-7 sultrie, 7 soul-

try, -ie, sowltry. [f.
SULTEB v. + -Y. Cf. SWEL-

TERY.]
1. Of the weather, the atmosphere,

etc.: Oppres-

sively hot and moist ; sweltering.

1594 KYD Cornelia II. i. 133 The spring, Whom Sommers

pride (with sultrie heate) pursues. 1601 SHAKS. Ham. v.ii.

,1 Ham. The winde is Northerly. .. Mee thinkes it is very

SUM.

as the new-sprung girlhood of the moon Ere Autumn's kiss

sultry her cheek with flame.

Sulve, obs. form of SELF.

Sulver, obs. form of SILVER a. and sb.

Sulwe, Sulwines : see SOLWE, SOLWINESS.

f Sulltart, a. Sc, Obs. rare~l
. [prob. f. Gaelic

soilleir bright.] app. Bright, dazzling.

1513 DOUGLAS /Ends xn. Prol. 64 Lusty Flora did hyr
blomis spreid Vnder the feit of Phebus sul^art steid.

t Sulye. Sf. 06s. Forms: o. 5 soilie, 7 soilzie;

0. 5-6 soulje, sul^e. 5 suilye, 6 sulze, suil}(i e.

[Sc. var. of SOIL M] Soil, ground ; land, earth.

a. 1434 St. Andrews Keg. (Bann. Club) 424 To brek stanys
and away leid thru l- landes. .withoutyn-.spillyng of his

soilie. 1609 SKENE Keg. Maj., Baron Coiirts c. 65 i Grf

any beast .. be founden within the Lordship, and the soilzie

of any man.

now for several days together close and sultry weather.

1845 J. COULTER Adv. in Pacific viii. 102 In this valley It

is much more sultry than on the outside of the hilly range.

1871 Miss BRADDON Fenton's Quest i, A warm summer

evening, with a sultry haze brooding over the level land-

scape.

D. Of places, seasons of the year, etc. : Charac-

terized by such weather.
l6io- QUARLES Feastfor Worms 473 Wks. (Grosart) II.

13 A sowltry Summer's euentide. 1704 POPE Summer 65

When weary reapers quit the sultry field. 1748 Anson's

Voy. n. v. 181 The coast of Brazil is extremely sultry. 1794
MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolfho xxxii, A beautiful even-

ing, that had succeeded to a sultry day. 1836 W. IRVING

Astoria II. 274 The rigorous winters and sultry summers.

1865 PARKMAN Huguenots i. (1875) 6 They. .pierced the

sultry intricacies of tropical forests.

o. Of the sun, etc. : Producing oppressive heat.

poet.
1697 DRYDEN /Eneid vii. 309 Such as born beneath the

burning Sky, And
sultry

Sun betwixt the Tropicksjye.
1704 POPE Snintner 21 The sultry Sirius burns trie thirsty

plains. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 297 Neither mist, Nor
freezing sky nor sultry, checking me. 1804 CAMPBELL
Turkish Lady 5 Day her sultry fires had wasted. 1817
MOORE Lalla Rovkh, Nourmahal 50 When Day had hid

his sultry name Behind the palms of Baramoule.

2. Figurative and allusive uses.

a. Chiefly poet, (a) Associated with oppressive
heat

;
characterized by the overpowering heat of

toil ; hot with toil.

1637 MILTON Lycidas 28 What time the Gray-fly winds
her sultry horn. 1681 SOUTHERNS Loyal Brother in. i, You
were not form'd to run in natures herd, Sultry, and elbow'd
in the crowd of slaves. ? 1824 COLERIDGE First Adv. Love 5
The sultry hind, .stays his reaping. 1833 TENNYSON/WO^
Art 77 The reapers at their sultry toil.

(b) Characterized by the heat of temper or pas-
sion

;
hot with anger or lust.

1671 MILTON Samson 1246 Stalking. .in a sultrie chafe.

1704 POPE Windsor For. 195 His [sc. Pan's] shorter breath,
with sultry air. Pants on her neck. 1784 COWPER Task vi.

741 The clouds [are] The dust that waits upon his sultry
march, When sin hath inov'd him, and bis wrath is hot.

1893 F. ADAMS New Egypt 78 Sultry and imperious brutally
and pettily tyrannical to his own immediate entourage.
1893 F. THOMPSON Poems, Poppy iii, With mouth wide
a-pout for a sultry kiss.

b. colloq. or slang, (a)
'

Spicy ',

'

smutty '.

1887 KIPLING Talcs Jr. Hills (1888) 175 Clean-built, care-
less men in the Army . . told sultry stories till Riley got up
and left the room. 1900 Westtn. Gaz. 30 Jan. 4/3 A comedy
of exceedingly sultry complexion.

(b) Of language : Lurid,
'

sulphurous '.

1801 Pall Mall Gaz. 9 Oct. i /2 Certainly no bishop ever
heard more sultry or variegated language in his time. 1909
Westm. Gaz. i Oct. 3/3 She makes the mission ladies' flesh

creep, she's that sultry with 'er tongue.

(f)
' Hot ',

' warm ', lively.
1899 CONAN DOYLE Duet xviit, I shall make it pretty sultry

for you down at Woking. 1905 H. A. VACHELL Hill iv. 76
The Caterpillar would have made things very sultry for him.

C. In book-names of some birds, indicating a
reddish tinge.
1783 LATHAM Gen.Syn.Birds II. n. 455 Sultry Wfarbler]...

The edges of the feathers rufous. 1815 STEPHENS in Skaiv's
Gen. Zool. IX. II. 544 Sultry Finch, Fringilla calida..
upper parts of the body pale rufous brown.
Hence Su-ltry v. trans., to make hot.

1897 F. THOMPSON New Poems, Ode Setting Sim x, Cold

fi. 1483 Acts Par/. Scot., Jas. Ill (1814) II. 161/2 ft
round & sul?e of l>e samyn lands. 1493 Keg. Aberdon.

g

:. 'him, territorium et lie suilye ejusoem. 1591 Ibid. 719/2

Terras husbandias . . infra villain, territorium et lie suil^ie de

Reidpeth.

Sum (sm), sb.* Forms : 3-8 summe, sume,

4-5 soumme, 4-6 aomrne, chiefly Sc. sowrn, 4-8

chiefly Sc. soume, sowme, 5-6 som, 5-7 some,

5-8 suinm (6 soom(e, soomme, Sc. soura,

sowmme, 7 aonim , 4- sum. [a. AF., OF. summe,

sontme, from I3th cent. = Pr. soma, somma, It

somma, Pg. suwma, Sp. suma: L. sumnia fern.

(sc. res, pars) of summits highest, for "supmus,

snperl. ol stem sup- of super above, superus higher

(see SUPERIOR). Cf. MPu. somme (Du. som),

MLG., MHG., G. summe.']
L A quantity or amount of money.
a. sum of money, gold, silver, tpence, etc.

c i9 Beket 386 in S. *f. Leg. 117 (>e king nam fro jer

to 5ere..ane summe of panes i-deld bi ecbe side. 01300
Cursor M. 21423 A summe \Gdtt. sume, Fair/, soume) o

monee. 13. . Evang. Nicod. 853 in Herrig's Archiv LIU.

407 A sowme of tresore haue (ai tane. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints

xxvi. (Nicholas) 108 With syk a sowme of gokt c 1400

MAUNDKV. (1839) ii. 13 To whom the Emperour
had leyde

hem to wedde, for a gret summe of Sylvre. 1477 EARL
RIVERS (Caxton) Dictesfa Yvory or vnicorne bone Is bought
for a grete somme of gold. 1500-10 DUNBAB Poems Ixxix.

12, I tuik fra my Lord Thesaurair Ane soume of money for

to wair. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's^
Hist. Scot. II. 296

Quhill thame selfes thay redeimed with a soum of siluer.

1631 Gal-way Arch, in loth Ret. Hist. MSS. Conm. App.
v. 484 What some or somes of money is due. 1718 Free.

thinker No. 109. 32 He supply'd herewith a convenient

Minim of Money. 1797 S. & HT. LEE Caiiterk. T. (17991 .'

329 My father.. had long ago vested large sums of money in

foreign banks. 1839-41 LANE Arabian Nts. I. 71 The servant

receives presents of small sums of money. 1875 Encycl.

Brit. II. 534/1 Suppose that several sums of money arc

added, and the farthings amount to 29 [etc.].

b. ahsol. = ' sum of money '.

Principal sum : see PRINCIPAL a. 6.

C1&4 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 60 They gonnen trete, Hir

prisoneres to chaungen. .And for the surplus yeven sommes
rete. c 1386 Frankl. T. 402 What somme shplde this

aistres gerdon be? ^1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxii. 104 pe
somme j>al bis citec ;eldez ;erely commez to fyue hundreth

thousand florenez. 1496-7 Act 12 Hen. Vll, c. la 8 4

Yf any of the Collectours-.reare more somme than.. owe

to be areared in or upon any Toun. 1535 COVERDALE

/ftr/jxxii. 28 With a greate suniine optayned I this fre-

dome.. 159* SHAKS. Tarn. Skr. in. ii. 137 He shall .. make

assurance neere in Padua Of greater summes then I haue

promised. 1690 in Nairne Peerage Evidence (i 874) 27^
That

the said soume is only to be payed to the collateral! atres of

the said Lord William. 1709 J. WARD Introd. Math. (1,713)

245 Any Principal or Sum put to Interest. 1794 MRS. RAD.

CLirFE Myst. Udolflto xxxlv, Montoni had lost large sums

to Verezzi. 1848 THACKERAY fan. fairxMi, Such moneys
as he required beyond the very moderate sums which his

father was disposed to allow him. 1891 KIPLING Light that

Failed iii, The Central Southern Syndicate had paid Dick

a certain sum on account for work done.

c. A quantity of money of a. specified amount.

c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prol. , T. 81 1 The somme of

fourty pound. 1450 in Exch. Rolls Scotl. V. 425 note, The

said sowm of five markis. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm.

173 He kept to hymselfe the money that his brother lefte..

to the some of LX thousande crownes. 1679 88 Moneys
Seer. Serv. C/tas. 11$ Jas. It. (Camden) 2 Six other sumes of

150" each. 1710 in Nairne Peerage Evidence (iKidw All

& hail! the sowme of ten thousand merks Scots money.

1836 Penny Cycl. V. 165/2 The above sum of 758/. 161.

a 1901 BESANT Five Years' Tryst (1902) 38 The sum of

178. 45. lod.

d. Grosssum, t sum in great oigross, lumpsum.
1411 in Rymer Fadera (1710) X. 162/2 The said Ambas.

siatours shall cast to what Some the Wages aboveseid wole

drawe to for every of hem.. and profre hym that Some in

grete. 1513, etc. [see GROSS a. 6J. l6i HIERON Lift t

Death Dorcas 8, I am forced, .in stead of a bill of partict

lars, which in this case would be very comfortable, to present

all in one grosse summe. 1641 COKE Instil. II. 650 The

rent was paid asa summe in grosse. i8ai- SHELLEY (.has. l,

ii. 272 The expenses. . Have swallowed up the gross sum of

the imposts. 1867, etc. [see LUMP so.' 8].

te. transf. A quantity of goods regarded as

worth so much. Obs. (Cf. SUM rf.2 )

c 1400 Destr. Troy 11866 pan payet kyng Priam all the pure

sowmes Of gold, & of gay syluer, & of goode whete. 14*1

YONCE tr. Seer. Seer. 172 A grete Some of catele to cnarlys

appertenynge. 1508 Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.) II.

175 Newby sold . . a serten sum of malte. 1680 Acts Assembly

JWK(i74o)6The Sum ofOnehundred Pounds of Muscovado



SUM.

Sugar for everysuch Offence. 1871 SCHKLR up, VFRE Amtri*
canistns 64 The term SttttU of Tobacco

% which is still occa.
sionally met with in official papers, has its origin in the fact
that for many generations, m old Virginia times, all taxes'
raised for the support ofgovernment officers, ministers, etc.,
were assessed in so many pounds of tobacco.

f f. A unit of coinage ;
a money of account. Obs.

1634 I'KACHAM Compl. Gent. <ed. 2) xii. 117 The Greeke
summes were a Mina and a Talent.

t 2. A number, company, or body (of people) ;

n. host, band. Obs.

Frequent in ME. alliterative poetry.
13. . E. E. Allit. /*. C. 509 Of |>at soumme ^et arn summe

such sottez..As lyttcl barnez on barme J>at neuer bale
wroy. la 1400 Morte Arth. 606 Thus they seinbte in sortes,
sumtnes fulle huge, c 1400 Destr. Trt<y 1136 A soume of
soudiours. c 1450 Mirk's Ffstialfy pay gedyrt a grete some
of men ynto j>e castell. 1570 DKE Math. Pref. aj, The
best Rules. .for ordring of all Companies, summes and
Numbers of men. 1601 HKKTON Raiiisht Soule Wks.
(Grosart) I. 7/1 By Him Who should both Death and Hell
destroy, Ana be the Sauiour of His chosen summe.
f3. Arith. A number; occas. a whole number as

distinguished from a fraction. 06s.

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 90 Be which [sc. algorism] multi-

pUcaciouii Is mad and diminucioun Of sommes be thexperi-
ence Of this Art and of this science. 1543 RECORDF. Cr.
Aries 118 (E.E.T.S.) a For example I wyll set downe this
summe 287965. Ibid. 118 b, When you wyll adde two
summes, you shall fyrst set downe one of them. .And after-
ward set downe the other summe. 1655 MARQ. WORCESTER
Cent. Inv. (1663) 58 Numerations and Substractions of all
Summes and Fractions. 1657 HOBBF.S Absurd Geont. Wks.
1845 VII. 370 A third of the sum below is 12, the sum above
is 14. 1709 J. WARD Introd. Math. (1713) n The Number
(or Sum) out of which Substruction is required to be made.
4. The total number (of individual persons or

things capable of, or regarded as capable of, numera-

tion). Now only as transf. use of sense 6. f By
sum : in all. In sum (obs. or arch.) : all together.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. met. iii. (1868) 160 pan knowe^ it

tc~
(
gidre be somme and Jw slngularites, bat is to seyn be

principles and eueryche by hym self. 1377 LANGL. /'. PI.
B. xvn, 20 [He] hath saued bat bileued so and sory for her

synnes, He can nou^te segge J>e somme. ? a 1400 ^forte
Arth. 448 Sexty myle on a daye, the somme es bott lyttttle !

c 1400 tr. Seer. Sfcr.
t
Gav. Lordsh. 109 pes makyn in somme

tene thowsand ffyghtynge men. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1291 He
. .assemblit his sad men..Seuyn thousand be sowme alt of
sure knightes. c 1415 WVNTOUN Cron. ix. ii. 108 Of his folk
war mony sJayn, . . j>e sowme [v. r. nomer] of bairn I couythe
noucht say. 1535 COVERDAI.E Ps. cxxxviii. 17 How deare
are thy councels vntomeoGod? O how greate is the summe
of them? 1667 MILTON P. L. XH. 338 Whose foul Idola-

tries, and other faults Heapt to the popular summe. 1699
BENTLEY Phal. ii. 29 Allowing the Summ of xxviii Years.

1718 PRIOR Solomon \\\. no By one countless Sum of Woes
oppresU 1766 GOLDS.M. I

7
ic. JK xxviii,

' Now ', cried I,
' the

sum ofmymiseries is m;ide up'. i&4o\\\ivw?.i.i,Pkilos. Induct.
Set. I. p. xxxix. An Induction is not the mere sum ofthe Facts
which are colligated. 1868 M. PATTISON Academ. Org. v.

307 Human nature considered as one great whole, i.e. in
the sum of its phenomena. 1874 RUSKIN Val D'Arno ix.

(1886) 115 The victories of Charles, and the massacres, taken
in sum, would not give a muster-roll of more than twenty
thousand dead. 1877 HUXLEY Physiogr. 228 The solid
animal fabric returns to swell the sum of the fluids and gases
from which.. it has been derived.

tb. With reference to accounts of money or
arithmetical addition ; in full whole sum, totalsum :

SUM-TOTAL. Alsoy%-. Obs.
c 1400 Brut ccv. 234 )>ai lete fille v barelles ferers wii> siluer

be scmme amontede v Ml Ii. 1512 Croscombe C/inrch-iv,
Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 32 The holle sum of all the coste xxij".
xj

1
. vij '. 1543 RECORDF.O. Aries 122 (E.E.T.S.) 2 The hole

summe, that amounleth of the addytion. 1573 in Feuillerat
Ravels Q. Eliz. (1908) 227 It was entred after the Totall
soomme. 1613 COCKERAM n. The whole summe, totall,

1640-1 Kirkcudbr. IVar-Comm. Min. Bk. (1855) 38 Soume
of the Valuatioun of the Toun of Kirkcudbryt, iij

1"-
iijc- Ubs.

1781 COWPER Cottr. 143 His ambiguities his total sum.
5. The^total amount or quantity, the totality,

aggregate, or whole (^/"something immaterial).
a 1300 Cursor M, 11577 It was a miket sumeoquain O baa

childer bat war slain. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 26 Of
the cause, for whiche I com, I pray you paciently here the
hole som. 1576 GASCOIGNU Stcele Gl. 646 Wks. 1910 II. 160
To write, the summe of my conceit, I do not meane. 1600
SKAKS. A, Y. L. in. ii. 140 The stretching of a span, buckles
in his summe of age. 1718 PRIOR 'Solomon, in. 873 Thy
Sum of Duty let Two Words contain ;. .Be Humble, and be

Just. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe u. (Globe) 330 Sighs, Tears,
Groans,, .make up the Sum of its Variety. 1771 PRIESTLEY
hist. Relig, (1782) I. 43 A greater sum of happiness can
exist in a greater number. i87 MACAULAY Ess., Macckia-
wtf (1897)48 Public events had produced an immense sum
of misery to private citizens.

6. Math. The number, quantity, or magnitude
resulting from the addition of two or more numbers,
quantities, or magnitudes, f In early use also, the

result of multiplication, a product.
c 1430 Art Nombryng (E.E.T.S.) viii. 14 Multiplie .3. by

hym-selfe. and be some of alle wolle be .9. 1570 DKE Math.
Pref. *ij, Number, we define, to be, acertayne Mathematical!
Summe,ofVnits, 1685 WAI,!, is 7"rfa^./l/^.lxxix.3o6TheSum
ofan Arithmetical Progression. 1709 J. VfMtn/ntrod. Math.
(1713) 323 The Sum of the two Sides of any plain Triangle.
1715 tr. Gregory's Astron. (1726) I. 79 The right Lines SP,
/'/'"taken together, are equal to the greater Axis: Wherefore
half their Sum (that is, EP) is equal to half the greater
Axis CA. 1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 388/1 The perpendiculars
at these points are in arithmetical progression, o, a. 2 a, &c.
,.na: the sum of all ofwhich is J n(u+i) a. 1840 LARDNER
Geont. 83 The figure A B I) K, having noangle greater than
180 will liave the sum of its external angles equal to four

right angles. 1878 CAVLEY Math, Papers (1896) X. 186,

VOL. IX.

137

I use the expression a sum t>fsquares to denote the sum of
all or any of the squares each multiplied by an arbitrary
coefficient.

b. In the calculus of finite differences, the quan-
tity resulting from addition of the values of a func-
tion obtained by giving to the variable successive
values differing by unity ;

denoted by the symbol 2.
t Formerly also applied to an integral (INTEGRAL B. 4 a),

considered as the sum of an infinite number of consecutive
values of the function.

1696 H ALLEY in Phil, Trans. XIX. 202 An Easie Demon-
stration of the Analogy of the Logarithmick Tangents to
the Meridian Line or sum of the Secants.

t O. The aggregate of the terms of an equation
when all on one side, i.e. equated to zero. Obs.

1704 J. HARRIS Le.t. Techn. I, Sum ofan Equation, is

when the absolute Numl>er being brought over to the other
side with a contrary Sign, the whole becomes equal to o.

And this Descartes calls the Sum of the Equation proposed.
7. A series of numbers to be added or cast up.
1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 27 They might cast the

summe without pen, or counters, c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. xlix.
i When as thy loue hath cast his vtmost summe. 1641 K.
M\KKiorStrm. Comment. Mrs. />rr/'f izHethatgoesabout
to cast an account must know his rules. . . Else, when he hath
cast up his summes, he cannot tell whether they be done
right or wrong. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India

rj- P. 191 They
will in a trice,, .cast up the difficultest Sums. 1804-6 SYD.
SMITH Mor. AfcASnr. (18*0) 404 An expert arithmetician adds
up the longest sum with the most unerring precision.

8. An arithmetical problem in the solution of
which some particular rule is applied ; also, such
a problem worked out. cottoq.

1803 Man in Moon 24 Dec. (1804) 100 To add up a sum of
addition, a 18*5 FORBY I'oc. E. Augtias.v. Summing, Solv-

ing any question in arithmetic, is doing a sum. 1838 DICKENS
Nick* Nick. 1, Sums in simple interest. i86a DRAPER Intetl.

Devel. Enr. xvi. (1865) 361 A common multiplication or divi-

sion sum. 188 1 W. HARRIS Serin. Boys fy Girls 96 Some of

you boys and girls are very clever at working sums.

0. That which a statement, discourse, writing, or
a system of laws, etc. amounts to, or is in essence ;

an abridged statement containing the substance of
a matter

;
a summary, epitome. Obs. or arch.

1374 CHAUCER Boeth, in. pr. viii. (1868) 81 Of alle whiche
forseide binges 1 may reducen bis shortly in a somme.
1450 Merlin 84 Of her wordes this was the somme. 1533

GAU Richt Vay 4^ This is the soume of the wangel that
our lord lesus christ godis sone is giffine to vsz . .and he and
alhisisowris. x533CovERDALE.zravii. n Thisisthesumme
of the letter, that kynge Artaxerses gaue vnto Eszdras the

prest. 1541 Old F<iitk (1547) D vj b, He wolde brynge in

to a shorte summe and set in wrytynge, all the lawe that the
feathers had. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Conim. Pref. 3, I

haue set before the beginnyng of euery boke, the some or

argument. i6s6 GOUGE Serm. Dignity Chivalry i The
Summe of this Chapter is A Declaration of the Magnificence
of Salomon. 1671 MILTON Sartisott 1557 Tell us the sum,
the circumstance defer, a 1703 BURKITT On N. T. Mark
xii. 34 This is the sum of the duties of the first table [of the

Commandments], 1837 SIR F. PALGRAVE Merch. V friar
Ded. p. vi, The sum of the objections was this. 1841 BORROW
Bible in.Spain xxiv, He.. gave me the history of his life,

the sum of which was, that [etc.].

tb. A summary treatise or manual ;
= SUMMA 3.

a 13*5 MS. Rawl. B. J2O If. 54 b, Here . . biginnez be summe
bat is

icleped
Cadit Assisa. 1474 CAXTON Chesse in. iii.

(1883) 97 Varro reherceth in his sommes that y riche men
ben alle louyd by this loue. 1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. n.

xxxv. 71 In the said summe called summa Kosella in the said
title alienatio, the xiii. article is asked this question. 154*
COVKRDALE Old Ftiitk (1547) E v, He [sc. Moses] made yet
an Enchiridion and Summe of all the Actes of hys tymeand
of the lawe of God, whyche is called Deuteronomium. c 1643
LD. HERBERT Aittobiog. (1824) 42 Some good sum of Philo-

sophy maybe learned. 1680 H. DODWELL Two Lett. (1601)

232 For Aquinas, you need hardly read anything but his

Sums. rti77o JORTIM Life Erasmus (1788) I. 85 The Col-

lectors of Sums, that is, of Common-places of Philosophy
and Divinity.

10. Insunt^.ensomme^.insummd^ a. (Ex-

pressed) in a few words, briefly or summarily. Also

f in a sum. Now arch, and rare.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. i. pr. iv. (1868) 17 Axest bou in

somme of what gilt I am accused ? 138* WYCLIF Dan. vii.

i In sum [gloss or litil wordis ; 1388 schortH ; Vulg. summa'
tim\. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) i b, A treatyse
..that sholde conteyne in somme the sentences of Ulu-

myned doctours, concernynge perfeccyon. 1555 PHILPOT
Exam. (1559) 47 The declaration of these thinges more at

large, which nowe I wryte in somme. 1561 NORTON & SACKV.
Gorbodvc i. !, This is in somme what I would haue ye wey.
1651 Honors Leviath. i. iv. 13 To Register, what by cogita-

tion, wee find to be the cause of any thing.. and what we
find things.. may produce, or effect: which in summe, is

acquiring of Arts. 1862 F. HALL Hindu Pltilos. Syst. 112

My meaning, in sum, is, that, whereas [etc.].

(o) 1537 tr. Latimer's Serm. Convoc. ii. B vij b, This alone
I can say grossly, and as in a sum. a 1699 J. FKASBR
Polichron. (S.H.S.)4i8 [Theyjinterrogat him if he appointed
not his sone Richard, replyed in a sume, Yea.

b. Used absol. as an illative phr. : To conclude

in few words ; to sum up; in brief, in short.

1561 PILKINGTON Expos. Aodyas Pref. 9 In summe, no vio-

lent thinge can longe endure. 1597 HOOKER'/. Pol. v. xlvi.

5 i In summe, [they] taught the world no lesse vertuously
how to dye, then they had done before how to liue. 1647
MAY Hist, Par!. \. \\. 2.s They hold that the Church of
Rome is a true Church;. .That it is lawfull to pray for soules

departed [etc.]; in summe they believe all that is taught by
the Church, but not by the Court of Rome, a 1700 EVELYN
Diary 6 July 1679, He was also dextrous in Chronology,
Antiquities, Mathematics. In sum, an Intellectus unh-er.
sails. 1700 DRVDEN Fables Pref., Wks. (1910) 276 In sum,
I seriously protest, that no Man ever had . . a greater Venera-

SUM.
lion for Chaucer than my *rlf. 17*1 H. WALK>LE Lit. to
(.. ^roKl:,fu 5 May, We have I.M a young genius. . . He wa>
shot very unntccNS-irily, r i,ij,, 8 i,,,, nMr , battery: in fcura,he IS a sacrifice lu his wn ra-hr,rs*-.,n.l 1., ours. iM

"/,<, L. 107 Hence, in sum, we arrive al rfnhand symmetrical expressions ol nil the ca>e uf irregularity
11. Sum ami substance : the essence (of any-

thing) ; the (jist or pith (of a matter).
In quot. 1591, by .-, twist of the phr., used as = one's all.
59' SHAKS. TmiGnt. iv. i. , 5 My rkhts, a,e these

p .ore habiliments, Of which, if you should here disfurnUh
me, \ ou take the sum and substance that I haue ISMHOOKEK Keel. /W. iv. iii. , This in effect ii the stimTne
and substance of lhat which they bring by way of oppoti.
lion against those orders. 1657 SANDKUON Strm. Kef.
I 5 (1681) A3b, This is the sum and substance of the
usual Censures and Objections of our Anti.Ceremonian
Brethren. 1731 BERKELEY A/ciflir. v. 1 15 What is the Sum
and buhstance, Scope and End of Christ's Religion, but the
Love of God and Man ? 1851 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. in.
xii. 144 That the Sermon on the Mount contains itie sum and
substance of Christianity. 1889 JKSSOIT Coining o) triart
iv. 168 If any of us were to write down the sum and sub-
stance of his knowledge.
1 12. The upshot, issue, conclusion. Ooi.

^1385 CHAUCE.R L. C. W. 1550 Hj/ftipyle, The somme
[4 other MSS. soth(e] is this that lason wetldit was Vn.to
this queen, a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie)C4rm. Scot. (S.T.S.)
1. 402 This was concludit amangis themselffis, and declairit
into the king the sowme of the consall. 1654 Z. COKE
I.ogick 8 That whatsoever is conceivable ofa thine, may be
drawn to a right summe. 1670 URYDEN 2nd n. Cany.
Granada iv. it, On this assault . . Depends the sum and
fortune of the war.

13. The ultimate end or goal ; the highest attain-

able point. Obs. or arch.

1340 Ayenb. 260 He ssolde him resti ine god bet is be ende
and be uoluellinge and be somme of his wylninees. 156$
COOPER Thesaurus s. v. Sntiunns, The summe & knot of
all his glorie was, that he wente into the pronince of Asia,
&c. 1631 R. BOLTON Coin/. AJfl. Come. ii. (1635) 9 Death
the end and summ of all feared evils. 1667 Mn.TON /'. /..

viii. 522 Thus I have. .brought My Storie to the sum of

earthly bliss Which I enjoy, llnd. xn. pys Thou hast at-

tained the summe Of wisdom ; hope no higher. 1706 STAN.
HOPE Parafhr. III. 513 He is., the summe and ultimate End

!
of all we can hope for. 1866 NEALE Segutnces Sf Hymns
124 Thee, our wishes

1

full and perfect sum.
b. The sum ofthings [tr. L. summa rerum : see

SUMMA 5 a] : the highest public interest, the public

|
good, the common weal; also (by reference to

senses), the totality of being, the universe.

16*7 MILTON f. L. vi. 673 Had not th' Almightie Father

..Consulting on the sum of things, foreseen This tumult.

1704 SWIFT Salt. Bks. Misc. (1711) 257 The Modern Chiefs
were holding a Consult upon the Sum of Things. 1771
Jnnius Lett. lix. (1788) 322 Concessions, such as these, are
of little moment to the sum of things. 1850 TENNYSON fn
Mem. Uxxviii, The glory of the sum of things Will flash

'

along the chords and go.

fo. The stun of sums: = SUMMA 5 b. Obs.

1591 N ASH i: Str. Neives H 2 b, The summe ofsummes is this.

t Sum, .f/'.
2 Obs. In 5 Bumme, 6 8om(m)e,

8 summ. [a. AF. slimj}e = OF. (mod. F.)
somme : Romanic sauma horse-load, for late L.

sagma packsaddlc, a. Or. o-a-y/w (whence also ulti-

mately SEAM .r/'.
2
). Cf. SOUM st.l

The med.L. and F. words were assimilated in spelling to

siutDita, somme, SUM si'.* ; med.L. has sauiua, sarrra,
Si> inma, summa (a.\sxisaltttata, saumata OF. sauce) biatii,

,'/,/, 77/, denoting definite measures of these commodities.)
A unit of measure or weight of certain commo-

dities : see quots. and cf. SKAM sl>.- I b.

In 1314, in Neath, S. Wales, a sum of iron contained 9
pieces (Rogers AgHc. ff I'ricts I. 472, II. 463).

c 1450 Godstcw Reg. 424 The mynded luke yaf to the

mynded William at the entrying vij. mark and ij. summys
of barly. I48tt-i Ace. Exch. K. K. 496. No. 23 (P. R. O.),

j summe clavorum voc. Sprignaill. 1530-40 in Archxol.
i Cant. (1893) XX.24J, 2 'some 'of 'sprygg iof. 1545 Rates
\ Cttstomt House b vuj b, Nidels the some conteinynge, xii. M,

x. s. 1570 FOXE A. tr M. (ed. 2) I. 411/2 A somme of cornc

was then [A. D. 1257) sold for 26 shillings. [1711 MADOX

]

Hill. H Antiq. Exchequer xiii. 325 Leave to carry DC
Summs of Corn [tr. suinmas Frumenti] whither he would.]

Sum, sb.'& Sc. and Irish. Variant of SOCM sb.1;

see also quota. 1 744, J 780.
[1516 in Sir A. Agnew Hist. Hired. Sheriffs Gallon-ay

(1864) 158 The pertinents viz., eight sums of cows, one

mare, ..with their sequels.) l6ai Ac. Ads, Jai. VI (1816)

IV. 612/3 Act declairing summes Grasse gevin to be Mini-

steris for hr
gleibis to be teyndfrie. 1744 SMITH & HARRIS

County ofDown 134 note, A Sum of Cattle in these Parts

is what they call a Collop in other Parts of Ireland, consist,

ing of one full grown Cow or Bullock, of three Years old, or

a Horse of that Age ; . . in some Places a Horse is reckoned

a Sum and half. Eight Sheep make a Sum. 1780 A. YOUNG
Tour Int. I. 284 Keeping a cow is a sum ; a horse a sum and
an half;.. a barrel cf polatoe setting.. all these are sums.

Sum (sm), v. 1 Forms: 4-6 somme, 4-7

j

Summe (4 slime, pa. ffle. isommed, 5 some,

soume, sowme), 7-8 summ, 6- sum. [a. OF.

somnttr, summer (i 3-1 4th cent.\ or ad. its source,
: med.L. sitmmare (whence Pr. somar, It. sommare,

Sp. sumar, Pg. sommar}, f. summa SUM j*. 1
]

1. trans. To find the sum or total number or

amount of ;
to add together ; to reckon or count

up ;
to cast up (a column of figures, an account).

Now rare.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2345 Folk sua selcut mani brede, bat

naman suld cun sume ne neuen. 1387 TF.VISA Higdtn
(Rolls) III. 201 Alle bese jeres i-sommed to gidres makeb

foure hondred jeres. a MOO-SO Wars Alex. 1986 Here a
H



SUM.

gloue full of graynes..may bou sowme y^^fSim
Eteftsss?J"^S^
and quyke catall . . beyng praysid, engross.d and sunmijU.

%TS ws'-uX^HFS
<fe

*WE? nT,^%^iuer
6
w

SEfi^SK&tt a?3?

GN^ l^!^^3
d

SanJne^

JKSsr-gra^sSSaccount, blundered it three times. 1880 *^J"*'M*
Geog iii. 158 note, This value must be summed through the

mfthat the sun does not set. 1905 R '.
G*R

j;

ETT
*Jj rf

Drooping sad eyes toward the sod, as though Summing Its

^fwith /. <:.450 Bk. C,,r:asye 540 in Babees *., Tyl

countes also>er-on ben cast, And somet vp holy at bo last

IS9, SHAKS. Rom. ,<,- Jul. .1. vi. 34, I cannot sum vp some of

halfe my wealth. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. i. v 19 No.regard-

ing how each bill is summed up. 1684-5 SOUTH ^"-
Feb (1842) 1. I7 2 He. .may as well undertake to count the

sands or to sum' up infinity! ,79.0. STEWART Elem. Plnlos

Human Mind I ii. 114 An expert accountant, .can sumup,

almost with a single glance of his eye, a long column ot

figures. ^^ Monthly Mag. VI. n, Let the speaker of the

house sum up the county-polls. 1837 CARLYLE fr. Sm.
ill. n. vii. When the Voting is done, and Secretaries are

summing it up.

t b pass., and intr. for pass. 1 amount to.

c 1415 WYNTOUN Cron. v. xii. 3638 fat sowmyt was m
multitude V. thousande men, bathe l.arne and wiff. BUM
G WHVATT Life Anne lioleyn in Cavendish s Wks. (1825)

II. 207 In three quarters of a year her alms was summed to

fourteen or fifteen thousand pounds. 1803 SOUTHEY Let. to

Coleridge 3 Aug., Those little units of interruption and

preventions, which sum up to as ugly an aggregate as th.

Items in a lawyer's bill. 1865 DE MORGANI in Athtnmm

23 Dec. 889/2 Take those Greek words of which the letters

sum into 666. . .

o tram. To bring tip to a certain total, rare.

1507 BACON Coalers Good g, E-uill Ess. (Arb.) 144 The

howre doth rather summe vp the moments then deulde the

daye. 1883 Century Mag. July 429/2 Two hundred and

eighty three deaths summed up an official record that was

confessedly incomplete.

d. Math. To find the sum of (a series) ;
in the

calculus of finite differences, to find the aggregate

of the successive values of a function (SUM s/'l 6 b).

1776 HUTTON in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 479 The former

series is summed, with rather more ease than the latter.

1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 500/1 It is required to sum the series
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.

e. intr. To do sums in arithmetic.

1825 JENNINGS Obscrv. Dial. W. Eng., To Siimny v.n., to

work by arithmetical rules. 1838 D. W. JERROLD Men of
Character I. 260 They tries Nankin, and finds he can read,

and write, and sum. 1870 KINCSLEV At Last x, She sat

summing away on her slate.

f. trans. In transf. an8 lig. uses: To reckon,

count, or total up.

1597 SIIAKS. 2 lien. IV, i. i. 167 You cast th' euent of

Warre . . And sunim'd the accompt of Chance, a 1618 PRES-

TON Effect. Faith (1631) 90 When thou hast summed and

reckoned all all together, all reasons and all objections to

and fro. 1644 VICARS God in Mount 105 marg., A briefe

recitall of all these foresaid premises summ'd up together.

1687 DRYDEN Hind I, P. HI. 656 An old fanatick Author

..Who summ'd their Scandals up by Centuries. 1784
COWPER Task in. 130, I sum up half mankind, And add two

thirds of the remaining half. 18x0 SCOTT Monast. xviii,
' And various other perquisites . . ',

said the Abbot, summing
..the advantages attached to the office of conventual bow-

bearer. i8z8 CAMPBELL Lines Depart. Emigr. N. S. U'ales

53 The grey-haired swain . . Shall . . summing all the blessings

God has given, Put up his patriarchal prayer to Heaven.

t 2. To collect into a company. 06s.

ciqzoDestr. Tray 13356 He..sowmet his pepull. c 1425
WYNTOUN Cron. vi. xii. 1070 Bathe men, barnys and women,
par sowmyt war al be ten.

3. To collect into or embrace in a small compass ;

also with up. Chiefly pass.
1606 SHAHS. Tr. fy Cr. \. iii. 325 The purpose is perspicuous

euen as substance. Whose grossenesse little characters
summe vp. 1667 MILTON P. L. vin. 473 What seemd fair

in all the World, seemd . . in her summd up, in her containd.
Ibid. IX. 454 She. .in her looks sunvms all Delight. 1731-8
SWIFT Pol. Conversat. Introd. 9 The whole Genius, Humour,
Politeness and Eloquence of England are summed up
in it. 183* L. HUNT Gentle A rnwur n. 68 In that last blow
his strength must have been summ'd. 1849 TKNNYSON Card.
Dau. 13 A miniature of loveliness, all grace Summ'd up
and closed in little. 1869 BROWNING Ring ff Bk. x. Pope
343 Show me thy fruit, the latest act of thine 1 For in the
last is summed the first and all.

4. To give the substance of in a few words or
a brief statement

;
to summarize, epitomize. Said

also of the statement made, or, by extension, of a

principle, condition, or the like. (Usually with,
now rarely without, up.)
iSai MOUNTAGU Diatribz 416 Those many Writers that

Photius read, and summed in his Bibliotheca. 1677 tr.

Grocneveldts Treat. Stone 12 To sum the various and dif-
ferent opinions of Authors. 1825 SCOTT Tatism. x, To sum
the whole, I am aware [etc.]. 1861 READE Cloister % H.
Ixxi, The phase, through which this remarkable mind now
passed, may be summed in a word Penitence. 1875 Rusum
Fors Clav. Ix. V. 337 It sums much of what I may have too

vaguely and figuratively stated in my letters.

C*) With /. 1691 R. L'EsTRANGE Fables I. ccxvii.

190 Go to the Ant, thou Sluggard ; (says the Wise-man)

books.

up: (of the judge in a trial or of

counsel concluding his case for his client) to re-

capitulate (the evidence) to the jury before the)

retire to consider their verdict, giving an exposition

of points of law when necessary.

a 1700 EVELYN Diary 6 Dec. ,680, Sir Wm. Jones summ d
i- /"_.,;!, iii, 375 Wnen

L.

her
nod.

JU II.m win*' H. [" . ,

[he First. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 12 Sept. 8/2 The judge

summed up dead against the claim.

o. trans. To form an estimate of, summarize the

qualities or character of; to take the measure of.

1889 GRANT ALLEN Terrible Inker, viii, The old bar-

rister^, summed him up from head to foot with his keen,

critical Old Bailey stare. 1895 'H. S. MERRIMAN Grey

ady I viii. (1890) 90 She stood . . looking back at him over

r shoulder, summing him up with a little introspective

f 6. To brine to completion or perfection ; to con-

summate ;
also with up. 06s.

c 1591 MARLOWE Jew ofMalta I. i. 3 And of the third part

of the Persian ships, There was the venture summ d and

satisfied. 1607 HEVWOOD Fayre Maydc hxch. K 2, If yong
Franke Golding were come back, To summe our wish. 1636

MASSINGER Bashful Lover v. iii, That there might be no-

thing wanting to Sum up my numerous engagements, a 1644

9UARI.ES
Sol. Recant. Sol. xi. 36 One good is wanting snll

o summe a full Perfection. 1667 MILTON /'. L. IX. 113 Crea-

tures animate with gradual life Of Growth, Sense, Reason,

all summ'd up in Man.

t b. Of a bird : To complete (its plumage) :

see SUMMED///, a. 2. 06s. nonce-use.

1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 421 They summ'd thir Penns.

t Sum., v3 06s. rare- 1
. In 5 summe. [Echoic.

Cf. late MHG., G. summen, NFris. summi ; also

BUM z>.2, HUM v. 1] inlr. To hum softly.

1:1440 Pallad. on llusb. vn. 123 Al subtilly and smale yf

that they summe, Al hugely and haske yf that they humme.

t Sum, re/, adv. and conj. north. 06s. p'orms :

3-4 surae, sim, 3-5 sum (3 summ, 5 sam), 4-5

som(e. [a. Scand. sam, sum rel. adv. and pron.

(MSw. sam, sum, sym, Sw., Norw,, Da. som},

related to Icel. sent. Cf. OE. stad same (some],

OHG. si santa, sama so, OS. samosd likewise, as :

see SAME a.]

1. orig. after swa so, swilk, sli such, all qnite,

just (cf. MSw. sva som, sliker som, alsom) : As.

ciaooORMlN Ded. n Ice hafe don swa summ bu badd.

Ibid. 3499 He chjes himm sone kinness menu All swillke

summ he wollde. Ibid. 5447 patt het forrjife uss all rihht

swa, Summ we fornifenu o^re All batt te}} gilltenn uss

onnyen. a 1300 Cursor J/. 259 Sli word and were sum we
til heild. IbiJ. 6348 Water bitter sum [Fair/, sim) ani brin.

Ibid. 16386 Sacles es he sa feir se sum i can. c 1420 Avow.
Arth. x, Boudewynne turnes to toune. Sum that his gate

lay. c 1410 Sir Antadace iCamden) Ixix, My lenging is no

lengur her, With tunge sum I the telle.

2. As a connecting particle with rel. prons., adjs.,

and advs., becoming a kind of separable suffix

equivalent to -EVER, which was itself afterward

added to it tautologically to form the separable
suffix -somever (Cursor M. 21999), now dial, and

superseded in literary nse by -soever. See also

WHOSOME, WHATSOME, etc.

c IKXJ ORMIN 1827 Whaer summ we findenn o be hoc Enn.

gell bi name nemmnedd. Ibid. 11404 Ure Laferrd Jesu
Crist, Forrbrihht summ he wass fullhtnedd, Wass ledd ut

inntill wessteland. a 1300 Cursor M. 1149 To quat contre

sum [later MSS. so] fat t>ou wend. Ibid. 20632 In quatkin
sinn sim bat bai be. 13.. Ibid. 11015 (Gott.) Sone sum
[Cott. son quen] vr leuedi was mett wid Je angel.. Scho
went hir vte of nazareth. c 1400 Ylvaine -y Gain. 1507 That
ye be her This day twelmolh. how som it be. c 1400 Rule
St. Benet (Prose) 14 In what dede sam ye be, loke bat yure
boht and }ure herte be to god almihten.

Sum, obs. form of SOME />., a.1 , and adv.

Sumach., sumac (si/rma-k. jVj'msek), sl>.

Forms: (4 asimac), 5 sumak, [symak], 6

sumache, shomacke, 6-7 shoemake, shoom-
a(c)ke, shewmake, 6-7, 9 sumack, 7 schom-
ache.shommacken, showmack. shumach. -ack,
Sc. shoomak, 7-8 shoemack, 8 shomach, 9 shu-

mac(h, 4 sumac, 6- sumach, [a. OF. sumac, from

I3th cent. (= Pr. simac, sumac, It. sommaco. Sp.
zumaque, Pg. sumagre) or med.L. sumac(h, a.

Arabic
^1,... summaq.

SUMACH.

The form asimac in the first quot. represents Arab, as-sum-

tnaq (with prefixed article).]

1. A preparation of the dried and chopped leaves

and shoots of plants of the genus Rhus, esp. R.

Coriaria (see 2), much used in tanning, also for

dyeing and staining leather black (cf. sumach black

in 3) and medicinally as an astringent.

13. . Sloane MS. 5 If. 12/1 Sumac fructus est cuiusdam

arboris. . G[allice] A[nglice] asimac. c 1400 Lanfranc's

Cirurg. 218 Make him a gargarisme wi}> a decoccioun of-

ro[sin], sumac, balaustiarum. [1419 Liber Albus(V.o\\s)\. 224
Kai ke de symak, xii d.] n 1425 tr. A rderne's Treat, f-utula

etc. 63 Medicynez restrictyuez bene bise ; Camphore, accacia

. .sumak, mirtell. 1580-1 Act 23 Eliz. c. 9 S 2 Unless the

Madder be put in with Shomacke or Gallys. 1600 HAKLUYT

Voy. (1810) III. 328 Shoemake. .vsed in England for blacke.

1611 COTGR., Sumach tie cuis'ure, the berrie, 01 fruit of that

shrub, vsed heretofore in stead of salt, especially in sawces;

whence, as it seemes, we call it, meat Sumacke, and sawce

Sumacke. 1611 Sc. Bk. Rules in Halyfaarton's Ledger

(1867) 326 Shoomak or blacking the hundreth weglit viiili.

1666 Land. Gaz. No. 71/4 Two Prizes, one laden with Deal,
ihe other with Shommacken. 1718 CHAMBERS Cycl.,

Sumac, a Drug used to die in Green ; as also in the Prepara-

tion of Black Morocco, and other Leather. 1811 J. SMYTH

J'ract. Customs (1821) 210 The Sicilian Shumack is im.

ported in bags. 1*38 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 422

goat-skins. . is done by sewing up the skins, and filling the

bag with a decoction of shumac in a warm state.

D. The leaves of the sumach used as a substitute

for tobacco.

i83 H. RAVELIN Lucubr. 351 The fragrance of the Shu-

mach from their[K. theSieue indians'lpipes. 1835 W. IRVING

Tour Prairies 207 He had scented the smoke of mingled

sumach and tobacco.

2. Any of the shrubs or small trees of the genus

Rhui (N.O. Terebinthacex\ esp. R. Coriaria,

indigenous in southern Europe, which is ihe chief

source of the material used in tanning (see i).

The most important species are : R. Coriaria, tanner's

sumach: called also currier's, t dyer's, elm-leaved, hide,

t leather sumach ; K . typhina (fever rhus), stag! s)-horn

sumach, a picturesque shrub or small tree of North America,

with irregular branches and pinnate leaves, frequently cul-

tivated in England as an ornamental tree :
called also

American, Indian, myrtle, myrtle-leaved, t red, Virgmialn,

t wild sumach; K. glabra, smooth sumach, called also

New England, Pennsylvania, smooth-leaved sumach ; K.

copallina (gum copal), mountain or narrow-leaved sumach ;

K. renenala. (poison-ash or -elder), poison or swamp su-

mach ; A', vernicifera (lacquer tree), Japan or varnish

sumach ; R. Colirms, the Venetian, Venice, or (corruptly)

Venus (see VENUS *) sumach ; A', cnnadensis (aromatica),

Canadian or fragrant sumach ; K. Melffium, coral or

Jamaica sumach. .

I548TURNKR Names ffertesCE.D.S.)6j Plmie maketh three

kyndes of Rhois, of the whiche kyndes I knowe one cei taynly,

whicheis called of the Poticaries Sumache. 1561 Herbal

n. 115 The Sumach which is vsed for a sauce vnto meates,

which som call rede : is the fruyte of the lether Sumach 1597

GERAKDE Herbal Hi. cv. 1291 Klius Myrti/ohus. Wilde, or

Myrtill Sumach. Hid. 1292 This is called in Greeke (>ovs..m

English Sumach, Coriars Sumach,and leather Sumach. /rf..

The seede is named.. in Latine Rlioi culinaria, and KM
ofaonioriini : in English Meate Sumach, and Sauce Sumach

Ibid. 1203 Coggj-gria Theophrasti. Venice Sumach. Ibid.,

CMnus Coriariui Plinij. Red Sumach. 1619 PARKINSON

Parati. 611 Rhus Virginian*. The Virginia Sumach, or

Buckes home tree of Virginia. i64 W. WOOD New Kng.

Prjst (1865) 18 The Diars Shumach, with more trees there

be. 1715 Phil. 'Iran,. XXIX. 364 All these Trifoliate

Sumachs grow spontaneously about ihe fertile Cape of Good

Hope. 1718 K. BKAULEV Diet. Bat. s. v. Rhl, The Khiis

Myrtifolia, or Myrtle-leaved Sumach...The Venice SO-

I mach, or L'cggygria. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., App.
sv Coriare Sumach, or myrtle Sumach...Venetian OBmacn.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Hot. App. 328 Sumach, Tanner's or

i Currier's, Coriaria. 1797 Lncycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVI. 22!

The glabrum, with winged leaves, grows naturally in
|

ma"y

parts of North America; this is commonly titled by tn

cardeners New England sumach. 1806 MOORE Balt*t

Stanzas iv, Yon sumach, whose red berry dips In the gush

of the fountain. 1817 J. BRADBURY Trav. Amer.
o;

Ihe

I
leaves of Rhus elabra, or smooth sumach. 1831 DAVIES

Man. Mat. Med. 82 The Narrow-leaved Sumach, Khus

(ofallinnni, Willd. :
the Pennsylvania Sumach, K.glabiviii,

Willd., and the Virginian Sumach, K. typhinum, Wuld., are

all native plants of North America. 1841 Penny Cycl. X1A.

481/1 Rhus venenata (Poison Sumach, or Swamp Sumach).

..Rhus coriaria (Hide or Elm-leaved Sumach). 1869

I LOWELL Pict.from Afpledore 53 And on the whole islai

never a tree Save a score of sumachs, high as your k

1884 ALLKN New Amer. Farm Bk. 288 The Rhvs Glabrum

is the common sumach of the United States.

b. Applied to plants of other genera, t lid

! sumach, the bog-myrtle or sweet gale, Mynca Gale.

\
Chinese sumach, the ailanto, Ailanthns glanduhsa.

West Indian sumach, Brunellia comocladijoha

(Treas. Bot. 1866).

,578 LVTE Dodoens vi. xii. 672 Rhus V'>*' Pl'

%
Plinies wilde Sumac. 1860 DARLINGTON A iiur. "**,'

76 Glandular Ailanthus. Chinese Sumach. Tree of Heaven.

Tillow or Tallow Tree.

3. attrib. and Comb., as sumacli berry, bush, leaf,

root, -tan, tree, tribe, tub
; t sumach black, a black

dye obtained from sumach; sumach-tanned a.,

tanned with sumach ; so sumach-tanning.
1655 G. S. Let. to S. Hartlib in Re/. Comm..W. BeesH,

I examined 'Shoomake Berries which have a red outsid

1580-1 4ct 23 Eliz. c. 9 2 A Couloure commonlye called

'Shoomacke and mathered Blacke. 1877 BLACK <<*/ <"'

xlii, The lake red of those "sumach bushes. 1857 BIILLIR



SUMACK.
Elcni. Chem., Org. xi. 2. 673 A portion of "sumach leaves '

and of a stronger infusion is poured into the bug. 1897
HKATRICK HARKADKN Hilda Stratford 29 He brought 111

some logs of wood and some *
sumac-roots. 1845 U. Donit

Jirit. Atattuf. Ser. v. 196 The skins, shortly beioie being
placed in ihc "sumach-tan, art subjected to tlie action of a i

hydrostatic press. 1906 Athenxum 24 Feb. 241/2 'Sumach-
tanned leathers seem to be by far the best. 1845 G. OODD
Brit. AfiiHU/, Ser. v. 196 Both kinds are prepared by 'sumach-
tanning. 1688 HOLME Armoury n. v. 80/1 The *Sumack
Tree of Virginia, nicked with nine, or ten leaves on a side
like an ash. 1833 SIH J E. SMITH Study />'<>t. (ed. 7) 316
SuHiafhiNtv. *Sumach Tribe. 1845 G. DODD Brit. Manuf.
Ser. v. 192 The Vuni.tch-tubs present a singular appearance
when three or four dozen inflated goat-skins are floating
about In the contained liquor.

Hence Su mac h . trans
,
to tan with sumach

;

chiefly in Su machingf v/>/. sb.

1845 G. Doon Brit. Manuf, Ser. v. 192 Once during the

process of sumach.ng the skins are removed from the tub.
Ihid. 203 The principal difference between sumached leather
and alumed leather. 1860 TOMLINSON Arts % Manuf. Ser. I

11. Leather 27 The divided skins, or skivers, are sumached !

in a short time. 1870 Kng. Mech. n Feb. 534/2 The skins
i

should be well shaved, scoured, and sumaced.

Sumack (siw-mnek). rare. [ad. Pg. sumaca :

see SMACK sb.^\ A two-masted coasting-vessel.
1805 T. LINIM.EY I'oy. Brazil 3 They departed on board

a sumack which brought them from Bahia.

Sumage, obs. form of SUMHAGE.
Sumation, obs. form of SUMMATION.
Sumatra (sima/tra), the name ofa large island

of the Malay archipelago; used attrib. in specific !

names of animals or products of the island, as

Sumatra benzoin, cat, dog, monkey (cf. SUMATBAN) ;

Sumatra camphor, a kind ofcamphor found in the

fissures and cavities of the tree Dryobalanops Cam~
phora (aromatica}, Borneo or Malay camphor;
also attrib.

1875 h'.ncycl. Brit.lll. 581/1 In some specimensof *Suma-
;

tra benzoin cmrunn.: acid has been found entirely replacing, ,

benzoicacid. i849BALFOUR/l/a.AVi'. 789 Dipterocarpacese^ \

the "Sumatra-Camphor Family. 1858 BAIRDCJ-C/. Nat. Sci.
,

s.v. Camfl/iora, Sumatra or Malay camphor. 1837 Part- \

ingt.m's Brit. Cycl. Nat. Hist. 1.744/1 The "Sumatra Cat. :

It does not appear that this species differs in any material
,

degree from the former [sc. Java cat]. 1822 HARDWICKE in

Trans. Linn. Sac. XIII. 236 The ears of the 'Sumatra Dog
are more rounded. 1871 Cassdrs Mat. Hist. I. 92 The

j

'Sumatra monkey.
b. (with large or small initial). A violent squall

in the Straits of Malacca and the Malay peninsula,

blowing from the direction of Sumatra.
1841 Penny Cycl. XX 1 1 1. 272/2 In this season [sc. March to

September] the Sumatras..blow, especially in the first part
of the night. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 93/2 Rapid squalls
(sunuttras) also occur during the south-west monsoon.

Sumatrau (s>ttma*tran), a. and sb.
[f. prec.

+ -AN.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to the island of

Sumatra or its inhabitants or language.
1783 W. MARSDEN Sumatra 36 The genuine Sumatran

character. 1850 LATHAM Nat. t/ist. A/an 140 The wildest
varieties of the Sumatran tribes. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXI I.

639/2 A remarkable feature of the Sumatran flora is the

great variety of trees that vie with each other in stature and
beauty.

b. In names of animals indigenous to Sumatra,
as Sumatran antelope, ape, broadbill, grosbeak^

hare, rhinoceros, tapir ;
Sumatran monkey, one

of the sacred monkeys, Semnopitheeusmelalophus\
Sumatran pheasant, the Argus pheasant (see !

ARGUS 2).

1793 PENNANT Hist. Quad. (ed. 3) II. 321 *Sumatran
Antelope,. .Cambing ootan, or Goat of the Woods. 1838
Penny Cyct. XII. 408/1 These *Sumatran Apes, .exhibit

strong maternal affection. 1880 CassclCs Nat. ffist. IV. 119
The same author [sc. Davison] writes of the *Sumatran
Broadbill 1801 LATHAM Gen. Synopsis Birds Suppl. II. 194
'Sumatran Gr[osbeak] Loxia hypoxantha. . . Inhabits the rice

fields of the island of Sumatra. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII.
640/1 The "Sumatran hare (Lefms nctscheri), discovered in >

1880. 1871 Cassell's Nat. Hist. I. 95 The *Sumatran I

Monkey, in which the female is light brown and the male Is

a most extraordinary-looking yellow. 1783 W. MARSDEN
Sumatra 97 The coo-oiv% or famous *Sumatran or Argos
pheasant. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 483/2 The *Sumatran
rhinoceros (A*. Suwatrensis) resembles the African species.

1849 PICKERING Races of Man (1851) 314 The "Sumatran
Tapir.

B. sb. A native or inhabitant of the island of i

Sumatra ; also, the Sumatran language.
1688 HOLME Armoury in. v. 233/1 The Sumatrans do

;

wear Turbuts on their heads. 1783 W. MARSDEN Sumatra \

56 The Sumatrans live, in a great measure, upon vegetable
food. 1796 MOUSE Awer. Geog. II. 593 The original clothing
of the Sumatrans is the same wuh that of the inhabitants of
the South Sea islands. 1813 Q. Rev. Oct. 257 Languages j

and Dialects.. Cingalese, Malayan, Sumatran. 1850 LATHAM !

Nat. Hist. Man 151 The Malaccan origin of the earlier
j

Sumatrans.

Sunibul (szrmbtfl, sirmbul). Also sumbal.
|

aambul. [a. F. sumbul
t

a. Arab.
J-* sunbu!.\ \

Applied to the roots of certain plants (and to the I

plants themselves) which are used medicinally : csp.

(a) the spikenard, Nardostachys Jatamansi, (b}
the musk-root, Ferula (Enryangium) sumbul, (f)

valerian.
East Indian, West African sumbul: see quot. 1887.

1790 SIR \V. JONES Spikenard Ancients in Asiat. Res. II.

139

408 The true name of the Indian Sumlml was not Ce"iaca,
but Jatamansi. Ibid. 409 The sweet Sumbul is only another
((-nomination of nard. 1839 U..YI.K fiat, llimal. Mti. I. 342
PoHatU/UM titberosa is dev.riheil as being one of the kinds
i if iVisuui Sumbul. 1861 BKNTI-KV Man. Hot. 562 .SW>/
i< the root of a supposed Umbeltiferoui plant, whiuh is im-

ported into this couuiry from Bombay and Russia. 1864
Chanti'. Kucyct. VI. 634/1 The drug called Musk Rout
or Samhul. 1876 Trans. Clinical Soc. IX. 97 Valerian and
Mimbul did him some good. 1887 Encyd. Brit. XX11.
641/1 Under the name of East Indian sumbal, the root of

Dartniaaittmoniacuiti, Don., has occasionally been offered
in English commerce, ibid.. West African sumbal is the
root of a species of Cyj>tr*s. 1899 A lli-utt's Syst. Med. VII .

750 Tincture of sumbul.

b. attrib. : sumbul balsam, the balsamic ex-

tract of sumbul-root
; aumbul-oil, a mixture of

volatile oils derived from sumbul ; sumbul-root,
the root of any of the above plants used medi-

cinally as a tonic and anti-spasmodic.
1844 Cheni. Gaz. II. 340 The oily portion of the *Sumbut

balsam. 1868 WAITS Diet. Client. V. 644 *Sumln$l-0i/, a
mixture of volatile oils obtained by the distillation of sum*
bul-balsam. 1899 E. J. PARRV Chem. Essential Oils 262
Sumbul Oil or Musk-root Oil is obtained from the dried root
of 1-ernla sitmbul...\\. has a distinct musk-like odour, and
in India the root of Dorema ammoniacum is often substi-
tuted for it. 1855 DUNCLISON Med. Lex., Sumbuti radix^
^Sumbul root. 1868 GARROD Mat. Med. (ed. 3) 241 Tincture
of Sumbul. (Sumbul root, in powder, two and a half ounces;
proof spirit, a pint )

Hence Sumbula'mic, Sumbu lie, Sumbulo'lic
./,/,/, Sxi mbuline (sec quots.).
1844 Chem. Gaz. II. 240 The author [Reinsch] calls the

acid separated from the oily portion of the Sumbul balsam,
Sumbulolic acid, and the previously-obtained balsamic acid,
Sumbulamic actd. 1855 GARROO Mat. Med. 163 Sumbul..
yields, on distillation, ..an acid capable of crystallisation,
named Sumbulic acid. 1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 644
Snjnbuline^ the name given by Murawieflf to an alkaloid

supposed to exist in sumbul-root. Ibid.^ Snmbnhlic acid.

Syn. with Sumbulic or Angelic Acid. 18^4 Treas. Hot.

Suppl. 1344/2 Sumbul.root. .contains a peculiar acid, called
sumbulic acid.

Sumd, obs. form of SUMMED.
Sumdel, etc., obs. variant of SOMEDEAL.

Sume, obs. var. SOAM, chain for draught-animal.
1489 in Acta Audit. (1839) 137/1 A pleuch with Irnis }okis

sume & vler giaith belanging to hir.

Sume, obs. form of SOME, SWIM.

II Sunien (s'tt'men). [L. sumen \*sugmcn, f.

sfigfre to suck.] A sow s udder, the dugs of a

sow ; formerly Anat., the hypogastrium. ( Also

fratisf.j the fat or rich portion of a thing; also

attrib. in MfMftf*j0f/i

i66>J. CHANDLER K<7/^//ww/VOrra/.239Theundunged
fields of Bohemia do yield lesse tartarous fruits than those

which were fattened.. with the dung of living Creatures,
wherein, .this earthy Sumen or fattening juyce doth volun-

tarily melt : Because tliisSuinen-aoilshould produceaTartar
in Herbs. #1716 SOUTH Sfrtn. Prov. i. 32 (1727) IV. 79

They could not have had I .eisure to think upon i heir Sumens,
their Mullets, ..and the like. .had the Gauls been beseiging
their Capitol. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Sumen, a word
used by some anatomical writers to express the hypogastrium.
1788 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Ptier's Profit. Wks. 1816 I. 453
Who sent you once the snincn of a sow.

Burner, obs. form of SUMMER j<M

SumerianCs'wmla'riai^ja.and sb. Also Sumi-

rian, Shumerian. [ad. F. sttmerien (Oppert,

1872, in Journal Asiatique Ser. vir. I. 114), f.

Sunier (see def.).]
A. cuij. Pertaining to Sumer or Sumir, one of

the districts of ancient Babylonia, or to its popu-
lation; spec, belonging to the language of the

people that created the non-Semitic element in the

civilization of Babylonia.
The Sumerian language was formerly co-ordinated with

Accattian as a related dialect, but the latter term is now

applied by many to Semitic Babylonian.

1875 SAYCE in Encycl. Brit. III. 192/1 The language of

the primitive Sumirian and Accadian population of Assyria
and Babylonia belonged to the Turanian or Ural-Altaic

family of speech. 1881-3 F. BROWN in Sckaff's Encycl.

Relig. Knowl. III. 2174 The old Shumerian king Gudea.

1887 SAVCE Lect. Relig. Anc. Babyl. App. i. 422 Most of the

religious and other texts were composed in the Sumerian

language. 1895 BOSCAWEN Bible ff Monunt. ill (1896) 105
We find in the Sumirian Version

' female and male
'

the

order: while in the Semitic texts it is 'male and female.'

1908 BUDGB Babyl. -V Assyr. Antiq. Brit. Mas. (ed. 2) 4 The

beginning of Sumerian civilization may date from a period
even as remote as n. c. 4003, or earlier.

B. s6. 1. A non-Semitic inhabitant of Sumer.

[i

vel

was the Accadians rather than the Sumerians to whom was
due the invention of the picture writing. 1884 BIRCH

Komunjik Gallery Brit. Khis. ^ The entry of these people

(afterwards known as Akkadians and Sumerians) into Baby-
lonia.

2. The language spoken by the inhabitants of

Sumer.
1887 SAVCE Lect. Relig. Anc. Babyl. App. t. 421 Semitic

wives would not have spoken Sumerian with the same purity
as their non-Semitic husbands. ijpS

BUDGK Bfiyl. ,Aisyr.

Atttiq. Brit. Mas. (ed. a) 55 Grammatical examples in

Sumerian, with Assyrian translations.

Hence Sumero- (slu-mira\ used as the com-

bining form of Sumerian in various formations,

SUMMAGE.
SumiTian and . . .

;
so Snmero logy, the study

of the Snmcrian l:\n|;ua(je and .

'97 F-xf'>iitar S.-M. i', I},., i, ."^ in
Sumerology. 1006 PmcHa Krlig. liatfl. * Aiijriau. 10
Ihe buniero..\kk:uli.iti- w,',e non.Srmiir-. 1913 I

I...N in .'.>/. nr/.i (19141 XV. vj 3 'I : u ver
of these primitive ideas in Sumero-Bab) Ionian religion.
Sumetime, -tymfe, obs. ff. Sown:
Sumkyn, obs. variant of Soli KK IN.

Sumlesi.>-ml,s ,
a. (Jhulh/o^. [f. SuMji.l

or r.> T -LK8.] Without num'lx-i
; that cannot

I* ' summed '

or counted ; incalculable.

ISJ9 SIIAKS. Hot V, I. ii. 165 To.. make their Chronicle
tt rich with prayse. As is the Owse and bottome of Ibe Sea
With sunken Wiack, and sum-lesseTrea-iurirs. 1667 MILTON
1'. /.. VIM. 36 While ihc sedentarie Earth .. i eceavei, At
Tribute such a sumles* journey brought Of incorporeal speed
.., Speed, to describe whose swiftness Number failes. 17^
POPE Odyit. IV. 86 Around the Palace shine* The sumleu
treasure of exhausted mines. 1760 r AICONKK Sliipur. in. 207
Xerxes.. Advanc'd with Persia s suniless troops lo war.

i83 CAMI-BKU. Last Matt 51 Test of all sumless agonies.
1813 D>OCWCCT Henitr Wks. 1859 XIII. 131 From the

abyss of distance and of sumless elevation. 18760. L. SMITH
tr. Tasso xi. xxxvii, Its huge machines and beams of sumless

power.

Sumleyr, variant of SOMT.EB Otis., butler.

1565 Aberd. Reg. (Jam.), William Grysse sumleyr to. .the

king & quenis maiesteis.

II Summa (sz>-ma). PI. t summa e B. Also

5 sornrna. [L. : see SIM /
'

]

fl. An amount; = Sl'M st. } I. Obs.

1475 Pastffn Lett. III. 135 The somma off money that 1

have receyvyd off Wylliam Pecok. 1484 Ibid. 313 The
summa of Cli. 15*3*4 Kec.St. Mary at Hill (1904) 325 All
summaes of Money the whiche the said Thomas had in the

custody of the chirch.

f2. A sum-total; = SuM rf. ! 4 b. Obs.

miKi>l/so/rarlt. V. 59/2 Summa of the men MMCCLX
men. 1550 W. LVNNE Carton's Chron. 29 Summa of the

ycares is Cxci. 1596 in Abst. Protocols Tmvn Clerks of
(itasgtnv (1807) V. Pref. 14 Summa of this charge and onera-
tioun e.xtending in haill to the suwme of j

m
iiij* i lib xiijs.

iiijd. 168* CV'//// in Thanes ofCGit'dor(ptAd\n% Club) 359
Summa of the hingings in Scots money as the cost in

Flanders is^44i, IDS. 1784 in A'airne Peerage Evidente
(1874) 72 Summa of the inventary iij. c. lxxv. !lb

viij.*.

3. A summary treatise; = SUM sb} 9 b
; e.g. the

Summa Thcologisz of St. Thomas Aquinas.
1795 J. HOWE ll'ks. (1834) 597/2 Such summas of Christian

doctrine and practice, as we have pointed to us. 1845 EH-
cycl. Mctrof. Al. 810/2 To judge adequately of the nature
of this Theology, we have only to lake a survey of the

celebrated Summa of Aquinas. 1887 HUXLEY in iqtk Cent.

Apr. 491 The second chapter of the work in question, which
is entitled

' Law ; its definitions ', is, from my point of view,
a sort of ' summa '

of pseudo-scientific philosophy.

t 4. advb. [L. abl. summa.] In sum (see StJM

*U to). Obs.

1535 COVERUALE Bible Ep. Ded., Summa, in all godly
regimentesof olde tynie the kynge and lemporall iudge was

obeyed of euery man. [1550 Sfir. Ptrlexv\\\. 139 In summa
to be short, after trouble and aduersile foloweth almaner of

goodnes and felicile.J a 1560 Bk. Death I. XX. 76 Summa,
he is oure hope, our safegarde, cure triumph, our crowne.

5. 1'hrases. a. Summa rerum (ii--i/"in [L.
rirum of things or affairs] : the highest public
interest. Cf. Sun si. 1

13 b.

!7i5SwlFT/ff. BekaviourQiifen's Last Mitiist. 725 Wks.
1841 I. 503^2, I believe no minister of any party would.,
have scrupled to take the same

step
when the sutiiwa rertttn

was at stake. 1837 DE QUINCEV Revolt Tattiit s Wks. 1890
VII. 396 They easily understood that too capital an interest

(the sniiiina rentm) was now at stake.

b. Snmma snmmarnm (scmeTiim): the grand
total ; fig. the consummation, the ultimate result.

1567 J EWEL Def. Apol. I. ix. 65 This is, Snntma Summarum:
whiche thinge being graunted, what should a man seeke

any farther! 1*31 in Crt. t, Times Chai. 1 (1848) II. 162

It is thought that, in summa suntntaruin, he will be called

to be the king's solicitor.

c. Summa totalis (tootMis) : = SUM-TOTAL.
Abbreviated summ' tot'.

1471 t'niton Lett. III. '.6 Summa totalis, \\jt. iiijrf. 1519
MOKE Sutfi. Sonlys Wks. 294/1 Summa totalis, xliii. thow.

sand. Ii. lit. hundred & xxxiti. Ii. vi. s. viii. d. 1596 NASHE
Saffron lt-'alden Wks. 1905 III. 108 Master Spencer, whom
I do not thrust in the lowest place because I make the lowest

valuation of, but as wee vse to set the Sniitm tat' alway
vnderneath or at the bottome, he being the Sum' tot' of

whatsoeuercan be said ofsharpe inuention and scholarship.
1606 Sir C. Coosecnffe i. i. A 3 b, This is your Summa
totalis of both their virtues, a 1670 HACKET Al'p. WMiaaii
n. (1693) 172 The summa totalis of ihe Civil Magistracy.

Snmmable 0-mab'l),a. [f.
SUM v} + -ABLE.]

Capable of being summed.

1784 Phil. Trans. LXXIV. 395 Mr. James Bernouilli

found summable serieses by assuming a scries V. 1841 J.K.
YOUNG Math. Dissert, ill 125 None of the series belonging

to the class referred to.. are summable in finite numbers.

Sunimage (so-med,?). Obs. exc. Hist. Also 7

sumage. [5nly as an artificial rendering of med.L.

suiamafium (1249 in Gross did A/erfA.}, ad.

OF. sinnage: med.L. *sagniatifum (cf. sumiiiati-

cttm, 1 214 in Dn C.), f. 'L.sagma (see SUM **.).]

L A toll payable for carriage on horseback.

ci4S Godstfw Reg. 665 Vtterly quytc fro shires and

hundredis, . . and workes ofCasteU and howses, . . of summage
and cariage. 1607 COWELL Intt'fr., Sumage (Smafiii*i)
seemeth lo be tolle for cariage on horseback. 1867 HAIT
Hist. \ Cartul. S. retrUilanc. (Rolls) III. Introd. p. xxii,

Their land was to be free from toll, carriage, summage (etc.).

U-i



SUMMAND.

2 A load. (Cf. SOMMAOE.)
/ iltto SIR T WIDDRINGTON Anal. F.bor. (1897) 251 To re-

ceiveTof every summage of horse carrying tish, a penny-

"Suminand (s-msnd). rare. [ad. med.L.

summaiutus (sc. mimerus}, gerundive of summare

to SUM.] One of two or more magnitudes tc

summed or added together.

1803 W B SMITH Inlrod. Mad. Cum. 146 The areas ap-

posite called parts or summands of the sum.

Snmmar (s-mar), a. and sb. Sc. Chiefly

Jaw Also 6 summair, sommair, sumare, 7-8

summer, [a. F. sommaire, with subsequent assi-

milation to its source, L. stimmartus SUMMARY.]

A. adj.
- SUMMARY a.

IOO1 OTA1K fWn l*u<.v -Ji^ft, . MM s *j -- --- ,

oftwo sorts. 1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scotl. s. v. Rolls o/

Court. The Summar roll is appropriated to such causes as

require dispatch. 1868 Act 31 t, 32 fict. c. 100 63 The

Court.. shall hear Parties in the Summar Roll.

fB. sb. = SUMMARY st. i. Obs.

1570 BUCHANAN Admonit. Wks. (1802) 22 The summar is

thiS. 1595 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Pulil. V. 360 The sumare of a

letter sent by Mr. Freeman.

Summarily (sfmarlli), adv. [f.
SUMMARY a.

+ -LY ^.]

1. In a summary or compendious manner; chiefly

of statement, in few words, compendiously, briefly.

1518 MORE Dyaloge n. Wks. 178/1 This is of you verve

well remembred and well and sommarlly rehersed. 1561 1 .

NORTON Calvin's fust. in. 301 That which is summarily com-

prehended in this prayer. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World\\\.\x.

(1634) 89 Ofthe warre betweene these brethren,and summarily

of Artaxerxes, we shall haue occasion to speake. 1690 C.

NESSE Hist. * Myst. O. * N. Test. I. 10 The ldKa..of the

great world .. was .. briefly and summarily expressed .. m
Man. i7*SLEONi Alberti's Archil. 1. 10/2 When we come to

discipline. 1794 R. J. SULIVAN Yiew Nat. I. 48
differed from his conlemporary Voltaire, who ver

140

tirely to applied logic if they aimed at
notWngngre

than

complete summarisation. 1900 I'all Mall L,az. 13 ^
C
J;'? ;

condse summarization of the present state of thingsil China.

Summarize (wrn&aM), v. [f.
SUMMARY

-IZE.] trans. To make (or constitute) a summary

.- D~ 7/ Assistant Sub-Editor.

Smart young fellow who can summarise attractively.
_

Hence Sirmmarized ///. a., Su-mmarizmg

vbl. sb. and///, a. ; Su mmrier = SUMMARISE

his summarising genius.

t Su mmarly,
+ -LY 2

.]
= SUMMARILY.

CISSP ROLLAND O*. Venus ill. 119 Mair summarlie we
i _^*. t>rivy Council Scot. Ser. i.

sail cum to the end. 1564 Reg. Privy C

ihem of Ihe state of things in the Assembly. 1873 FARRAR

Fain. Speech i. 7 It is.. my purpose, .summarily to sketch

the broadest, .results.

t b. ellipt. To put it shortly, in sum. Obs.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592) 319 Now summarilie

this precept doth commaunde vs, to vse our tongues well.

1585 Let. Earle Leycester 20 The reasons whereof, were

summarily ihese that follow. 1638 ROUSE Hcav. Acad. ii.

17 The naturall understanding doth perceive them no better

than the care doth the reason of sounds, or the nose the

reason of smels ; and summarily, than the senses do the

things of the second intention.

2. liy summary legal procedure.
1530 PALSGR. 842/1 Sommaryly and playnly, as judge-

mentes somtyme be gyven, sommairement t-t de flayti.

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 7 i The. .Judge. .shall, .pro-
cede, .ordinarily or summarily according to. .the said eccle-

siasticall lawes. 1571-3 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. I. 1 1.

195 That letters be direct be the Lordis of Counsale and
Sessioun summarilie without ony calling. 1617 MOKYSON
Itin, III. 241 In ludgements they.. vse to iudge summarily
vpon oath. (11721 FOUNTAINHALI. Decis. (1759) I. 10 The ,

Lords ordained an agenl to be summarily examined upon
a bill. 1716 AVLIFFE Parergafi 152 When the Parties may
proceed summarily, and they chuse the ordinary Way of

Proceeding, the Cause is made Plenary. 1764 BURN Poor
Laws 28^ He may be committed summarily to prison until

he shall rmd sureties. 1826 BELL Comm. Laws Scot. (ed. 5)

II. 481 It has been held. .that restitution
of goods in the

hands of Ihe Iruslee may be claimed summarily. 1896
Daily Graphic 10 Feb. 7/3 Every dog lhal is not. .provided
with a muzzle will be summarily dealt wilh by the law.

3. Without (unnecessary) formality or delay ;

without hesitation.

1611 First H- Sec. ISk. Discif I. Cli. Scot. Pref., Others.,

summarily deny, that ever this Kirk had any approved" ' " ~
Le Cat

nporary Voltaire, wfio very sum-
marily gave these heaps of fossil shells to a less powerful
cause. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, xv, Miss Morleena . . was
summarily caught up and kissed by Mr. Lillyvick. 1879 BEER-
BOHM Patagonia 3 While the captain was yet doubtful what
course to take, the matler was summarily decided by Ihe
weather itself. 1886 Manck. Exam. 2 Jan. 5 2 He sum-
marily refused all redress.

Summariness (sp-marines). [f. SUMMARY a. +
-NESS.] The quality or condition of being summary.
i8oi-ia BENTHAM Ration, Jndic. E-.'id. (1827) V. 386A mode that by its Summariness forms the most striking

contrast to the regular equity mode. 1890 Spectator 26 Apr.
584/2 The Summariness which has always characterised
English criminal jurisprudence.

Summarist (su-marist). [f. SUMMARY sb. +
-IST.] One who compiles a summary.
1873 F. HALL Mod. Eng. 311 Among our myriad of sub-

stantives like the foregoing xie.. socialist, somnambulist,
snmmaris!. 1883 Pall Mall Gaz. 25 Sept. 4/2 The sum-
marist of literary history.

Summarization (somarsiz^-Jan). [f. next
+ -ATION.] The action or process of summarizing ;

an instance of this.

1865 J. GROTE Explor. Philos. I. 35 There are all kinds of
abbreviations and summarizalions by the help of language.
1884 tr. Lotzc's Logic 125 Classifications would belong en-

ye occasion and ressones. 1633 STRUTHEK True Happiness

i The first thing then b his choice, summarly described in

the word (one thingl. 1678 G. MACKENZIE Crim. Laws

Scot. I. xxvi. I 2. (1609) 130 The Commissioners of the

Thesaurydid summarly. .ordain ihe Sea-men lo be
whipt.

1689 in Acts Parll. Scot!. <i?75> XII. 61/1 Many of the

Leidges were put to death summarlie without legall tryall

Jury or record. 1693 STAIR lust. Law Scot. iv. m. 2

Heretors of a Paroch are summarly charged to.. Slant

themselves for Building. .Kirks. 1710 in Nairne Peerage

Eiiiilcnte (1874) 45 To the effect the said Mr. Robert Nairn

may be the more summerly infeft in the said annual rent.

Summary (s-mari), sb. [ad. L, snmmarium,
neut. sing, ol summarius (see next).]

L A summary account or statement.

1509 in Leadam Sel. Cases Star Chamber (Selden Soc.) I.

200 To make a breuiat wodurwise called a summary of al

his charteris. 1539 TONSTALL Serm. Palm Stmd. (1823) 48

This confession conteyneth the hole summarye of our faythe.

S4-3 Act-^f, 35 Hen. VIII, c. i 4 The . .cutting out of

any quotacion or summaryes of chapiters expressed . . in any
suche Bybles. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. /'. in. ii. "3 Heres

ihe scroulc, The continent, and summarie of my fortune.

1638 CHII.LINGW. Relig. /'rot. i. iv. 26 205 The Apostles

Creed is ihe Summary and Abridgment of thai faith which

is necessary for a Christian. 1714 WATERLAND Athauas.

Creed iv. 63 Closing This Chapter.. with a Table represent-

ing a Summary, or short Sketch of what hath been done in

it. 1865 PUSF.Y Truth Engl. C'A. 237 What he draws out at

length is slaled in summary, .by Divines or Canonisls in the

Roman Communion. 1878 R. W. DALE Lect. Preach, viii.

231 Somelimes when I have finished a book I give a sum-

mary of the whole of it. 1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Geog. v.

219 The following summary of the Norlh American lakes.

Comb. 1884 E. YATKS Recoil. II. iv. 144 The important
office of summary-writer in the House of Commons,

t 2. The sum and substance of. Obs. rare,

a 1548 HALL C/tron. ,
Hen. I 'II, 1 1 The summarye of their

commyssion was lo conclude a truce for a tyme. i6ai T.

WILLIAMSON tr. Goitlart's Wise Vieillard 126 An aduise to

wise old men, conleining ihe summarie and subslance of

their dutie.

3. The highest point or summit ; also, the ulti-

mate outcome, rare.

1851 CARLYLE Sterling n. ii, This battle, .of 'all old ihings

passing away
'

against
'
all things becoming new ', has_

ils

summary and animalin? heart in thai of Radicalism againsl
Church. 1858 Fredk. Gt. x. i. (1872) III. 198

A pleasant
Lake..: the summary, or outfall, of which. .is called the

Rhein. 1866 Inang. Ad,tr. 176 Valour.. the crown and

summary of all thai is ennobling for a man.

Summary (sirmari), a. [ad. med.L. summa-
rius (recorded in class. L. only in neut. sb., see

prec,), e.g. in cognitio summaria (Grosseteste),

inqnisitio summaria (Bracton) ;
f. sttmma SUM

s6.1 : see -ABY 1
. Cf. OF. sommier, K. sommaire

(see SUMMAK), Pr. soiumari, It. sommario, Sp.

sttmario, Pg. summario.]
1. Of a statement or account (t offas. a term) :

Containing or comprising the chief points or the

sum and substance of a matter ; compendious (now
usually with implication of brevity).
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 29, xv. chapitres bene con-

lexle, nol as summary, bul as conteynenge necessarily the

knowlege of the yle of Bryteyne. 1534 MOKE Comf. agst.
Trib. i. Wks. 1 168/1 A summarye commendacion oftribiila-

cion. 1570 FOXE A. <V M. (ed. 2) I. 1/2 To declare as in a

summary table, the misguiding of that church. 1590 GREEN-
WOOD Answ. Gijford 19 Yt \sc. the Lord's Prayer] being
the most summary forme of prayer. 1651 BAXTER Inf.
Bapt. 321 Most of his summary Aphorisms, I have answered
before. 1693 DRYDEN Juvenal (1697) Argt. 2 A summary
and general view of the Vices and Follies reigning in his

time. 1788 REID Aristotle's Logic iv. i. 67 We have
given a summary view of the theory of pure syllogisms.
1836 Penny Cycl.V. 165/1 (Book-keeping! The summary
journal, in registering these same purposes, throws away all

consideration of particular persons., by raising a single ac-
count comprehending them all under the general name of
'

bought ledger '. 1879 FARRAR St. Paid I. 9 A summary
sketch of what he had done and suffered.

SUMMATION.

f b. General, not detailed. Obs.

1539 MOKK Stiff/. Sonlys Wks. 309/2 The summary effecte

of hys boke. 1531 Confut. Tindale ibid. 395/1 The

summarye purpose and effect of Tyndales doctrine. 1719

1>E foe Crusoe n. (Globe) 445 A Man., having nothing but

a summary Notion of Religion himself.

o. transf. Characterized by or involving con-

ciseness and brevity.

1581 STANYHURST SEneis \. (Arb.) 28 Chief poyncts I pur-

pose too louche with summarye shortnesse. 1610 North's

Plutarch 1206 Pouertie is a kind of temperance, and need

may be called a snmmarie obseruation of the lawes. 1783
HURKE Kef. Indian Committee Wks. 1808 II. 133 The
matter which appears before them, is, in a summary manner,
this: The Decca merchants [etc.).

2. Law. Applied to proceedings in a court of

law carried out rapidly by the omission of certain

formalities required by the common law. Similarly

of a court-martial. (The corresp. use of SUM-

MARILY is recorded much earlier.)

Summary jurisdiction : the determination of cafes expe-

ditious^ without reference to the ordinary requirements of

the common law.

In Scottish law, Summary application : an application to

a court or a judge without the formality of a summons or

full procedure. So summary action, cause, diligence.

1765-8 ERSKINE Inst. Law Scot. iv. i. 8 9 Bills of com.

plaint.. may be all tried by a summary aciion. 1798 Baj's

Ret- (1800) I. 49 Trials in a summary way deprive the

subject of the inestimable trial by jury. 1816 BEI.L Coimii.

Laws Scat. (ed. 5) II. 480 All those acts of statutory juris.

diction are declared to be competent on summary appli-

cation. Ibid. 481 '1 hat one acting as agent for the trustee

..though not by the Act expressly subject to summary

jurisdiction, is. .held to be liable to the same summary

proceedings for recovery of. documents. 1835 TOMIIKS

Law Diet. s. v. Conviction, The process of these summary
convictions is extremely speedy. 1845 M cCt'LLOcH Taxa-

tion n. vi. (1852) 240 In cases of summary jurisdiction, or

those adjudged by the commissioners and justices, there

is little or no delay and little or no expense. 1861 BROUGHAM

Brit. Const, xv. 220 A member arrested for debt was liber-

ated by a summary application to the Crown. 1867 Cliamb.

Encycl. IX. 206/1 Summary Diligence, in ihe practice of

the law of Scotland, means issuing execution without the

formality of an action. 1877-81 VOYLE & STEVENSON Mitit.

Diet. SuppL s.v., When a person subject to military law and

being on active service with any body of force is charged

with an offence, a summary court-martial maybe convened,

and shall have jurisdiction to try such offence.

3. Performed or effected by a short method ;
done

without delay. (Cf. SUMMARILY 3, which is earlier.)

llllSviiftCaileuus I, Vanessa Wks. 1841 1. 681/2 Thejudge
.. Directed them to mind their brief ; Nor spend their time

to show their reading : She'd have a summary proceeding.

1771 Junius Lett. Ixiv. (1788) 336 The mode of trial. .and

kind of evidence necessary to convict.. are.. too summary.

1775 SHERIDAN Kivals in. i, He has too summary a method

of proceeding in these matters. 1833 Hi. MARTINEAU/.OTWI

\ Lugger i. iii. 34 It put into their beads the idea of svim-

mary vengeance. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chtiz. xiii, He cleared

the table by the summary process of tilling everything upon

it into the fire-place. 1874 GREEN Short Hist, vut i 2 (1882

476 The new weapon was put to a summary use.

f4. Consisting of or relating to a mathematical

sum or summation. (Cf. SUMMATORY.) Obs. rare.

1588 KYD ffouseh. Philos. Wks. (1901) 280 Materiall

number is a summarie collection of ihings numbred. 1805

JAMKS Milit. Diet. (ed. 2), Summary arithmetic, the art

of finding the flowing from the fluxion.

t b. transf. Cumulative. Obs. tare.

1816 ACCUM them. Tests (1818) 55 The united effects pro-

duced by the summary action of several ttsls.

t5. Highest; supreme. Obs. rare.

1587 GREENE Euphnes his Censure\\Vs. (Gro-arl) VI. 203

Silh Neslor..had..attayned lo the summary perfection of

wisedome. 1605 BACON Adi: Learn, i. i. i 3 Hee doth in-

sinuate that the supreame or summarie law of Nature.. is

not possible to be found out by Man. Ibid. I. vL I 6 The

two summarye parts of knowledge. 1733 P. SHAW tr. Bacon s

De Sf. Vet. i. ix. Kxpl., Philos. Wks. I. 569 There is one

summary or capital Law in which Nature meets, subordi-

nate to God.

Summat, dial, variant of SOMEWHAT.

Summate (swme't), v. rate. [f.
med L. sum-

mat-, summare to SUM.] trans. To sum.

1900 Kalnre LXI I. 290 2 The excitatory electrical change

in ibe whole organ . . causes merely a change in one direc-

tion, which is summated in proportion to the number ol

discs in the pile.

Summation 1

. Obs. Also 5 somao(i)oD. [a.

OK. sum 'fixation, f. somnier to summon.] Summons.

1471 CAXTON Keciirell (Sommer) 222 Perseus.. sente danus

vnio ihe kynge prycus to somene hym lhat he shold

yelde the royame vnto kynge Acrisius. Danus wente

Arges. And accomplisshed the somacion. c 1477 Jason

7 b, Whan lason vnderstode the somacon that the two

amoiselles made he was sore abasshid. 1864 D.G. MITCHELL

Sev. Stor. 7 The admiring spirit with which.. 1 yielded my

pence to his impetuous summation.

5

d

Summation -
(srm^i Jan), [ad. mod.L. sttm-

malio, -onem, n. of action f. med.L. summare to

SUM. Cf. K. sommatien.]
1. Math. The process of finding the sum of a

series. Also in fig. context

1760 Pkil. Trans. LI. 553 Any branch of it [sc. the analytic

art] that relates to the summation of series. i84 Penny

Cycl. XXIII. 267/1 The summation of a finite number ot

terms of a series. 1860 SYLVESTER Math. Papers (1008) 11

228 The ()' meaning merely the sign of summation r times

repeated. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. i. 4 The constitu

tional history of France is thus the summation of the series

of feudal development in a logical sequence. 1885 WATSON
& BURBURY Math. Th. Electr. I. 167 If the system consist



SUMMATIONAL.
only of conductors on which the cliarges nrc e\, fy, &c., we
have K JS/'V, 2 denoting summation for all the conductors.

2. The adding up of numbers
; casting up an

account ;
an addition sum.

1816 SCOTT Antit/. xxii, It amounts, .to eleven hundred
and thirteen pounds, stven shillings, five pennies, and three-

fourths of a penny sterling But look over the summation
yourself. 1854 H. MILLKR 6VA. .y Schut. xxiiu (1858) 512,
I never acquired the facility, in running up columns of
summations, of the early-taught accountant. 1883 Nonconf.
gf indcb. 28 Dec. 1 168/3 A summation made up by me to

the end of last year.

8. The addition of mensurable quantities (dis-

tance, time, etc.).
1860 TVSHALL Glac. \. xi. 81 The summation of distances

twenty paces each must finally place us at the top. 1914
PETRIK in Anc. Kgypt 32 A summation of years.

b. The accumulation of a number of stimuli

applied to a muscle.

1877 M. FOSTER Physhl.^ in. v. (1878) 471 The central

mecnanism. . being thrown into activity through a summa-
tion of the afferent impulses reaching it. 1883 Nature^
XXVII. 439 This relation of the contractile tissue to stimuli

is usually expressed by saying that the tissue has the power
of summation. 1889 Lancet 3 Aug. 203/1 A summation of
the stimuli appears to go on in the cells.

4. The computation of the aggregate value of

conditions, qualities, etc. ; summing-up.
1836 LYTTOM Athens (1837) I. 455 Valour seems to have

been for his [Miltiudc-'l profound intellect but the summa-
tion of chances. 1856 DOVB Logic Chr. fr'aitk v. i. 262 Our
conception of duty is either 'Yea', or *Nay' without..
summations of advantages. 1908 Daily Chron. 26 Feb. 3/3
Such is Mr. Wyndham's summation of Scott.

5. The aggregate or sum-total; the resultant or

product.
i84oCARLYLE Heroes\. (1872) 20 They are not one coherent

System of Thought ; but properly the summation of several

successive systems. 1879 tqtk Cent. Sept. 500 He is the

summation of Hebraism and Hellenism. 1885 Manc/t.
Exam.iT. July 6/1 Mr. Harrison., regards God as the sum-
mation of Humanity.
6. attrib. : summation tone, Acoustics [G.

summationston (Helmholtz)] = summational tone

(see TONE sb. 2).

1867 TVNDAI.L St>urtd vii. 285 Resultant tones are of two
kinds... The former are called difference tones, the latter

summation tones. 1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 118/2 [HelmholtzJ
was led., to surmise the formation of summation.tones by
the interference of two loud primaries. 1901 E. B. TITCH-
ENER Exfer. Psychol. I. 11. 90 If we are not satisfied with
this 'summation

'

theory, we may.. suppose that the gaps
in sensation are filled out by association.

Summational (s#mi Janal), a. [f. SUMMA-
TIONS -AL.] Produced by summation or addition.

Summational tone : see TONE sb. 2.

1873 A. J. ELLIS in Atkinson tr. Helmholtz* Po/>. Lect.
Set. SH&J. iii. 102 note, These [combinational tones] are
of two kinds, differential and summational, according as
their pitch is the difference or sum of the pitches of the two

generating tones. 1881 Nature XXIV. too, I tried in vain
. .to obtain resonance for a differentialand summational tone.

Summative (symativ), a. rare. [f. med.L.
summdt- (see SUMMATE) + -IVE.] Operating by
means of addition; additive.

1881 G. S. HALL German Culture 235 Relatively large
and strongly-acting motor cells, whose connections with
each other are mainly summative. 1891 G. S. WGODHEAD
Bacteria 379 Both the antagonistic action and this summa-
tive action.

f Sirmmatory, a. Obs. rare. fad. mod.L.

summatorius, i. med.L. summat- : see SUMMATE and

-DRY.] Summatory arithmetic, calculus : see quots.

17040. HAVES Treat. Fluxions 60 The fundamental Rule
in Summatory Arithmetick, to find the Flowing Quantity
of a given Fluxion. 1710 J. HARRIS Lex, Techn. II, Sum.
matory Calculus, according to some, is the same with the

Calculus Differential of Leibnitz', but more properly
Summatory Arithmetic^ is the Art of finding the flowing

Quantity, from the Fluxion.

Summed (sz?ind), ppl. a. Forms : 5 ysomed,
sommyd, summyd, 6 sommed, 6 soom'd, 6-7
somed, 7 somm'd, sum(m)d, summ'd, 5-
suramed; erron. 6soomiied, sumned, 7 sumn'd.

[In branch I, f. OF. $om{ut)t> pa. pplc. of sommer
to sum, complete, ad. med.L. summdre to SUM.
In branch II, f. SUM .* + -ED. 1

]

I. 1. Of a stag: Having a complement of antlers.

Said also of the antlers. Often/till summed.
c 1410 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) ii, pei be halfe in

greece or (>ere aboute ^e tyme of mydel luny, whan her

heed is ysomed. 1486 Bk. St. Albans, Hunting e j b, And
afterwarde in the toppe when ther .iiii. bene Then shall ye
call hym sommyd an hert of .xvi. 1576 TURBKRV. yenerie

xiv, When his head b full sommed. Ibid, xviii, By the

middest of lune, their heades will be somed of as much as

they will beare all that yeare. 1590 COCKAINK Treat. Hunt-
ing D, It is then.. hard to knowe him by his head, before

it DC full Soomned. i63CocKERAM i. s.v. Pollard, Sumn'd
or full, is when a Stags head is fully hardned. 1637 ' ! - JON *

SON Sad Shepherd i. ii, [The deer] beares a head, Larget

and well beam'd ; with all rights somm'd and spred.

2. Of a hawk : Having the feathers full grown.
Said also of the plumage. Oftenfull summed.
c 1450 Bk. Hawking in Rel. Ant. I. 298 If he take colde

ore he be full sommyd. 1486 Bk. St. Albans, Hawkinr
a viij b, Thos same barris shall telle yow whan she is full

summed or full fermyd. x$*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)

79 The yonge byrde whan she is full sumned & hath all her

fethersredy to flye. 1575 TURBERV. Falconrie 117 When.,
that fair principal feathers be ful sornmed. 1616 SURKU &

141

MARKII. Country Farm vn. xliv. 713 A cletre and bright
plume, with ful summed feathers. 16490. UANIKI. Trinarcli.,
Hen. If, ccxxxiv, Like a young Eagle summ'.l. . Disdaines
a shoale of Dawes. 1688 Hot.MR Armoury n. xi. 237/1.
i85 K. F. BURION Falconry I'atley /mint iii. 21.

b. fig. and in tig. context : Equipped.
1588 LAMBAKDK Kiren. w. xiv. 565 How each of these

began at the first and grew in time to be full summed. 1600
W. WATSON Dtcaccrdon (1602) 358 [Demosthenes was] a
full sumd or consumate Orator, a 1616 HKAUM. & Fu Wit
without M. in. i, Till you be summed again. 1649 G. DANIEL
Trinarcli., Hen. y, ccxct The first Summd Quill Of Eng-
land. 1671 MILTON P. R. 1. 14 Inspire, .my prompted Song
else mute, And bear through hignth or depth of natures
bounds With prosperous wing full summ'd to tell of deeds
Above Heroic.

H. f 3- Summarized, summary. Ol>s.

a 1653 G. DANIF.L Idyll, Designe 4 One Obiect in varietie,
One Summ'd draught doth before yo u Stand.

4. Summed up ; collected into one sum, forming
a sum-total. Also with up.
1607 CHAI-MAN Bussy d'Amlois \. i. 19 Man is a torch

borne in the wind ; a dream Hut of a shadow, summ'd with
all his substance. 1858 HAWTIIORS-K Fr. ff It. Note-bits. II.

20 The wholeness and summed-up beauty of woman. 1875
M^LAREN Strut. Ser. n. ix. 164 Our summed and collective

brightness. 1892 E. REEVES Homeward Bowtd 37 The
summed.up impression of Sydney suburbs and harbour is . .

picturescrueness.

Summeler, arch, form of SOMLEK, butler.

1841 JAMES Corse tie Leon xli, I will make your cook and
your summeler to give me some refreshment.

Summer (s'm3j),i*.l Forms: i sumor, (-UP),

1-4 sumer, 3-6 somer, 4-5 somere, Se, -yr(e, 4-6
Sc. somir, 4-7 sommer, (3 Ortnin sumerr, 4 Kent.

zomer, 5 somare, -or, sommyr, aommure, Se.

swmyr, 6 sommar), 6- summer. 0. Sc. 6 sym-
mer, 8-9 simmer. [OE. sumor masc. OFris.

sumur, -er (Fris. sommer, simmer}, MLG. sommer,
MDn. somer (Du. zomer), OHG. sumar (MHG.
sumer, G. sommer), ON. sumar neut. (Sw. sommar,
Da. sommer).
Generally recognized cognates outside Germanic are Arm.

ainarn summer, Skr. Santa half-ytar, year, Zend haina in

summer, Olr. saw, W. /*a/*summer.]

1. The second and warmest season of the year,

coming between spring and autumn ; reckoned

astronomically from the summer solstice (21 June)
to the autumnal equinox (23 or 23 Sept.); in

popular use comprising in the northern hemisphere
the period from mid-May to mid-August; also

often, esp. as in (f) below, in contradistinction to

winter, the warmer half of the year (cf. MID-

SUMMER). (Often with initial capital.)
fa) In general use. (Also personified.) Often in in summer

(OE. on sumera, ME. fl, a or in sttmere\
6 825 l*'esp. Psalter Ixxiii. 17 A estutcm 4 ver, sumur &

lenten. c 888 ALFRED Boetk. iv. i pu be bam winterda$um
selest scorte tida & baes sumeres dahum langran. Ibid. xxi.

f i On sumera hit bib wearm, and on wintra ceald. a 1000

Gnomic r'ena 7 in Grein I. 338 Winter byS cealdost,..

sumor sunwlitegpst. c 1200 ORMIN 11254 O sumerr, & onn

herrfessttid, O winnterr, & o lenntenn. a 1225 Ancr. R.^o
Euerich on sigge . . vhtsong bi nihte ine winter, me sumer

ib_e

dawunge. 12. . Song on Passion I in O. . Misc., Somer is

comen and winter gon. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xi. (Simon tr

Jude) 454 In bat houre quhen sik denies suld be as in-to

somyre wes. 1390 GOWER Con/. II. 38 In Wynter doth he

noght for cold, In Somer mai he noght for hete. 01400
PistillofSusanfA In be seson of somere.. Heogreibed hire

til hire gardin. 1528 MottEDyalorei. Wks. 135/2, 1 had leuer

shyuerS shake for cold in y" middcsof somer, than be burned
in the middes of winter. 1504 KVD Cornelia 11. 89 T'haue
made thy name be fai re more fam'd and feard Then Summers
thunder to the silly Heard, a 1599 SPENSER F. Q. vn. vii.

29 Then came the iolly Sommer. .And on his head a girlond
well beseene He wore. ri6oo SHAKS. Sonn. xciv, The
sommers flowre is to the sommer sweet. 1671 MILTON/*.^?.
iv. 246 Where the Attic Bird Trills her thick-warbl'd notes

the summer long. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. (Globe) 107 The
Seasons of the Year might generally be divided, not into

Summer and Winter, as in Europe ; but into the Rainy
Seasons, and the Dry Seasons. 1786 BURNS Tiva Dogs 192
It's true, they need na starve or sweat, Thro' Winter's cauld,
or Summer's heat. 1868 MORRIS Earthly Par. (1890) 61/1
When Summer brings the lily and the rose.

f. 1500-10 DUNBAR Poems Ixix. 49 Cum, lustie symmer !

with thy flouris. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 46 The plesant

plane-tne wilj the leavs vnfauld With fairest schaddow to

save thesonein symmer. l8o6TANNAHlLL Brats oGlenijfer
iii. Poems (1900) 152 Oh, gin I saw my bonnie Scots callan,

The dark days o winter war simmer to me !

(6) In particularized use, cs/>. with qualification or con.

textually, denoting this season in a certain year.
c 900 O. E. Ckron. (Parker MS.) an. 897 py ilcan sumera

forwear5 nolaes bonne .xx. scipa mid monnum. 1330 R.

BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7123 On vs bey wyle bis somer
haste. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xix. 242 In a somer ich seyh

hym... as ich sat in my porche. 1:1450 Brut n. 304 In be

xxvij. Jere of his regne was be grete 'derbe of vitailes, be

wiche was clepid be derc somer. 1530 PALSCR. 814/1 This
sommer that commeth. 1594 KYD Cornelia Ded., I will as-

sure your Ladiship my next Sommers better trauell with

the Tragedy of Portia. 1599 HAKLUVT Voy. II. I. Ep. Ded.,
When it pleased your Honour in sommer was two yeeres to

haue some conference with me. a 1631 DONNK Poems (1650)

308 The Springs and Summers which we see. 1841 J. AITON
Dom. Ecox. (1857) 303 Our [Scotch] summers are said to

consist of 3 hot days and a thunder-storm. 1885 W. W,
STORY Fiammetla rg You will find me there all summer.

1906 R. BAVNI Butler's Anal. Introd. p. xi, He came to

England in the summer of 1720.

(c) Phr. summer and winter, winter and summer, OE.,
ME. ladvb. gen.l sumacs and wiiitres, all the year round.

SUMMER.
a looo /Vurx/.i 37 .1 u. . Winiir., & sumrm ui!u tail v'>

bledum Jehongcn. c 1105 LAY. 2861 Enne blase of fure be
neuer ne abeostrede winlrcs ne sumeres. c 1175 .Vc. Leg.
Saints xxu. (Laurence) , A fare Ire callil lawranc, bat
wyntyrc .<: Mjinir ay is K'""-- M73 Rental Hit. Cufar.
Angus (1879) I. 169 That ged eyU and fysci..ina !"
Mruyt..balliswinyr and *yntir. 1547 Test, t.bor. Surteet)
VI. 265 My Mister.. lr> have foure lue founde wyntrr and
sommer. 1816 Scorr Antic,, xxi, A bit bonny drapping
well that popples that s.lfiame gale simmrr and winter.
1886 <_. h. I'ASCOF. Loud. i/TWa.? xliii. (ed. 3) 378 Winter
and summer, steamboats leave Westminster fur Greenwich
and Woolwich half.hourly.

b. Applied, with qualification, to a period of
fine dry weather in late autumn ; see ALI.-HALLOW(B
7, INDIAN SUMMER, MARTINS 3 c; St. Luke's

(tittle) summer, little summer of St. Luke, such
a period occurring about St. Luke's Day, 18 Oct.

(Cf. Ger. allweibersommer.)
1818 T. FORSTER Circle Seasons 293 Fair, warm, and dry

weather, often occurs about this tune, and is called St.

Luke's Liitle Summer. 1855 N. n <J. ist Ser. XII. 366/1
A few fine days about this time, called St. Luke's little

summer; which the good folks of Hants and Dorset always
expect about the i8th of this month. 1881 G. MILNER
Country Pleas, xli. 232 As autumn proceeds, we watch
anxiously for that season of respite which., is known., as the
Little Summer of St. Luke.

c. trans/. Summer weather
;
a season resembling

summer ; summery or warm weather.
a 1140 Ureisnn in O. E. Horn. I. 193 per bloweS inne blisse

blostmen. . . per ne mei non ualuwen, nor ber is eche sumer.
a 1519 SKELTON Bouge of Court 355 His gowne so shone
that it ne couer myghte His rumpe, he wente so all for somer

lyghte. 1634 MILTON Counts 988 There eternal Summer
dwels. a 1700 EVELYN Diary 24 June 1697, A very wet hay
harvest, and little Summer as yet. 1855 TENNYSON Daisy
92 Lands of summer across the sea. 189* E. REEVES Home'
ward Bound no Here is an everlasting summer of 70 to 80.

d. In fig. and allusive use.

SJS NISBET N. T.,frol. Rom. Wks. (S.T.S.) III. 354
Ouhair the spret is, thair is alwayis symmer, ande thair u
allwayis guile fructes. 1591 GREENE Fareiv. Folly Wks.
(Grosart) IX. 323 Beeing as intemperate in the frostie winter
of their age, as we in the glowing summer of our youth.

1679 DRYDEN & LEE CEdifut iv. i, She, tho* in (ull-olown

flow'r of glorious beauty, Grow's cold, ev'n in the Summer
of her Age. 1811 W. R. SPENCER Poems 75 The summer of
her smile. 1859 TENNYSON Alarr. Geraint 308 For now the

wine made summer in his veins. 1874 LISLE CARR jfuit.

G-wynite I. iii. 72 This sudden change from winter to summer.

2. In //. with numeral, put for 'year'. Now
only poet, or in speaking of a young person's age.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1686 pus he countes hym a kow,

bat was a kyng ryche, Quyle seuen sybez were
ouer-sejred

someres I trawe. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. I. i. 133 Fiue

Sommers haue I spent in farthest Greece. 1631 MILTON

Kf. March. Winch. ^ Summers three times eight save one
She had told. iTSa Miss BURNEY Cecilia VIM. v, Fifteen

summers had shebloomed. 1810 BYRON Mar. Fal. iv. ii. 157

Doge Dandolo survived to ninety summers. 1841 TENNYSON
Godiva 1 1 The woman of a thousand summers back, Godiva.

1896 U'estm. Gaz. 18 July 8/2 A good-looking young lady
of apparently twenty summers.

3. =- summer-herring (see 6 b). ? 06s.

1681 J. COLLINS Sail tt Fish. 106 Of Herrings. Summers
are such as the Dutch Chasers or Divers catch from June to

the isth of July.
4. attrib. passing into adj. a. = Of or pertain-

ing to summer, characteristic of summer, summer-

like, summery ; suitable or appropriate to, used or

occupied in, summer ; existing, appearing, active,

performed, or produced in summer.
As the number of these attrib. uses is unlimited, only the

earliest and most important examples are given here.

(a) of natural phenomena, animals, plants, etc. (Cf. OE.
sutnorhsete summer-heat.)
a 1300 Siriz 294 3us, bi the somer blome, Hethen nulli ben

bi-nomen. 1390 COWER Con/. I. 35 Now be the lusti somer

floures. 14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wulcker 707 Hec folemita, a

somerboyde (see BOUD]. c 1450 tr. Giraldus Camtrensis'

Hist. Irel. (1896) 28 Storltes & swalewes, A ober somer foules.

1500-10DUN BAR Poems xi. 26 Thylustye bewte and thy ynith
Sail feid as dois the somer flouris. 1588 SHAKS. /.. /-. L.\.

ii. 293 Blow like sweet Roses, in this summer air*, lli'i.

408 These summer flies, Haue blowne me full of maggot
ostentation. 1590 Mids. N. 11. i. 1 10 An odorous Chaplet
of sweet Sommer buds. 1633 FORD Love's Sacr. u. i, Tears,

and vows, and words, Movesher no more than summer-winds

a rock. 1634 MILTON Camus 928 Summer drouth, or singed

air Never scorch thy tresses fair. 1680 H. MORE Afocal.

Afoe. Pref. 26 The Papacy would melt away like a bank of

snow in the summer-sun. 1688 HOLME Armoury n. xviii.

467/1 These are the true shapes both of the Summer Butter-

fly, and the Wood-louse. 1718 CHAMBERS Cyc I. s. v. Silk, The

Warmth of the Summer Weather. 1748 GRAY Alliance 101

Nile redundant o'er his Summer-bed. 1734
- Pt*f 83 ' ar

from the sun and summer-gale. ^SiCowpER Conrmnl. 705

But Conversation.. Should flow, like waters after summer

show'rs 1700 J. Thornton 38 The summer nil Refreshes,

where 'it winds, the faded green. 1817 SHELLEY Mariaune'i

Dream 25 The sky was blue as the summer sea. l8

Witch All. xl, The busy drenms, as thick as summer flies.

i8ao KEATS Isabella ix, Lady ! thou leadest me to summer

clime. 1834 MRS. HEMANS Hafg Hour 5 Karly.blighted

leaves, which o'er their way Dark summer-storms had

heaped. 1841 Lourxw Suburban Hurt. 566 The greater

part of the summer shoots ought to be slopt. t84 DICKEN:

Domtey iii, The summer sun was never on the street. 1850

Miss PHATT Comm. Things ofSea-side iii. 171 The insects

of our summer pools. 1879 F. W. ROBINSON Cemard Ccnif.

i. i, Without cap or bonnet, as if in fair summer-weather trim.

(f>) of clothing, food, etc.

1363-4Durham Ace. tf //j(Surtees) 566 In unopanno. .pro

somersercortes (n'c)proarmigeris Prions. 1393 LANGL. P. PI.

C. x. 119 He sente hem forth seluerles in a somer garnement.



SUMMER.

WASHINGTON tr. Nicholays Voy. \. xvi. i 7 Sommercloathing

of the women of Malta. 1588 SHAKS. L. L L. v. n. oi<

When.. Maidens bleach their summer smockes. c i6ao

Hattott Corr. (Camden) 3 At my returne I will make you a

sommer sute. 1693 YDEN Jum-nalv. 40 Charg'd with light

Summer-rings his fingers sweat. 1697 - '" Gor̂ ^
66s A Snake.. in his Summer Liv ry rouls along. 1765

Mitsmm Rust. IV. 367 It Hes extrem.ly convenient for my

summer.pasture. I797 Eneycl. Brit. led. 3) XVIII

The melasses may. .compose the bubofa pleasant summer

beer. 1801 Farmers Mag. Aug. 32? The summer cheese,

which is the best, is madeof theevenmg milk. lA^hncyct.

Metro*. (.845) XXII. 366/1 Such is its Summer coat and

we distinguish it by the name Stoat. 1881 BESANT & KICK

Chafil. Fleet I. 33 Sir Robert is calling every day for a sum.

mer sallet 10 cool his blood.

(c) of places or buildings. (Cf. OE. snmersclde, SUMMF.R-

MOUSF..)

. . . .

eather obliges both sides to retire.. into their Sumnr

SON Princ. \. 146 A certain summer-palace which I have.

(d) of times and seasons. (See also SUMMER-DAY, -TIDE,

c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 170 Sho wplde gar hur maydyns

gader t>e dew on sommer mornyngis. a 1578 LINDESAY

(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. I. 228 Wpoun anesummar morning

..ane of the Inglishe scheipis persaueit tua schipis com-

mand wndersaill. 1586 W. WF.BBF, Eng. Poetrie Ep. Ded.

(Arb.) 15 A sleight somewhat compyled for recreation, in the

intermyssions of my daylie businesse, (euen thys Summer

Eueninges). 159* Arden of Feversham \. i. 58 Sommer

nights are short, and yet you ryse ere day. 1599 SHAKS.,

etc. Pass. Pilgr. 159 Youth like summer morn, age like

winter weatiier. i66 BACON Sylva 606, I left once, by

chance, a Citron cut, in a close Roome, for three Summer-
Moneths. 163* MILTON /, 'A llegro 130 Such sightsas youth-
full Poets dam On Summer eeves by haunted stream.

1715 POPE Odyss. iv. 55 The dazzling roofs,. .Resplendent as

the blaze of summer noon. 1785 BURNS Holy Fair i Upon
a simmer Sunday morn. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xlv, All the

tints of a summer-evening sky. 1821 SHELI.EV Hellas 13

Sweet as a summer night without a breath. 1833 TENNYSON
Pal. ofA rt 62 A gaudy summer-morn, 189* Photogr. A nn.

II. 621 Excursions are made during the summer months.

(e} of conditions, qualities, or actions.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, iv. iii. 13 Their lips were fourered

Roses on a stalke, And in their Summer Beauty kist each

other. 1617 WITHER Abuses n. iv. 275 Their ancient

drunken-summer-reuelings Are out ofdate. 1636 H. BURTON
Dh. Trag. 22 One in Glocestershire being very forward to

advance a solemne sommer-meeting [for sports], 1641 BROME
yoi'iall Crew I, After so many Sommer vagaries. 1684
T. BURNET Th. Earth i. ix. 123 This reason is a Summer-
reason, and would pass very ill in Winter. 1707 MORTIMER
Hitsb. (1721) I. 194 Towards the end of May, you must give

your Ground the Summer-Digging. 17*5 Fain. Diet. s. v.

July, Vines.. will be satisfy'd with a single winter and one
summer Pruning. 17*6-46 THOMSON Winter 644 A gay
insect in his summer shine, .spreads his mealy wings. 1787
BURNS Petit. Kruar Water i, Saucy Phoebus' scorching
teams, In flaming summer-pride. 1813 SCOTT Rokcby i. i,

The Moon is in her summer glow. 1819 KEATS Indolence ii,

The blissful cloud of summer-indolence Benumb'd my eyes.
1826 LAMB Pop. Fallacies xii, [The talk] is not of toys, of

nursery books, of summer holidays. 1836-9 Todds Cycl.
Anat. II. 768/2 The summer-sleep of hibernating animals.

1854 Poultry Chron. I. 34/2 Birds that have taken pmes at

London Summer Meeting. 1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner
Agric. (1869) 255 During this interval of rest.. is the best

time for summer trimming. 1878 B. TAYLOR Dcukalion in.

i, My bed of long delight and summer.sliine.

(_/") with descriptive designations.
1611 BEAUM. & FL. King <y No A", v. i, Lyg. \ know you

dare He. Bes. With none but Summer Whores . , , my means
and manners never could attempt above a hedge or hay-
cock. 1645 G. DANIEL Scattered Fancies xxm. iv, You are
but weake, Meere summer Chanters. 1888 EncycL Brit.
XXIII. 45/1 Three if not four species are common summer
immigrants to some part or other of the United States.

1897 Apfleton's. Ann. Cycl. 808/1 The statistics of the sum.
mer-boarder industry are very incomplete.
Cf) in superlative summerest (nonce-formation).

1771 H. WALT-OLE Let. to Mann 3 Aug., The summerest
summer that I have known these hundred years.

b. The possessive summers is similarly used,
but now chiefly with morning, evening^ and night.
(See also SUMMER'S DAY, SUMMER'S TIDE.)
c 1369 CHAUCEH Dethe, Blannche 821 As the somerys sonne

bryghte. 14 . Sir Beues 4138 (Pynson)M iv, And so lasted
that cruel fyght, Al that longe somers nyght. 1513 DOUGLAS
JEneis x. vii. 109 In the symmeris drouth, Quhen wyndis
risis of the^north or south. 1591 Soliman fy Pen. i. v. 64
The humming of a gnat in Summers night. 1596 SHAKS.
i Hen. JVt in. i. 210 Ditties highly penn'd, Sung by a faire

pueene in a Summers Bowre. 1601 Jnl. C. in. ii. 176
1'was on a Summer's Euening. 1613 JACKSON Creed i.xxiii.

136 Diseases, neuer perceiued in their Summers growth,
vntill they be

ripe
of death in the Autumne. 1654 WARHF.N

Unbelievers 22 The Sodomites..shall have a Summers par-
lour m hell over that soule. 1667 MILTON P. L. m. 43 The
. . sight of vernal bloom, or Summers Rose. Ibid. ix. 447 Asone

;
. Forth issuing on a Summers Morn. 17*1 RAMSAY

Keitha
45/*er presence, like a simmer's morning ray. 1780-1COWPER Cricket 21 Their's U but a summer's song. 1808
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MAVNE Siller Gun i. i, Ae Simmer's morning. 1855

ILLER Eltm. Chem., Chtm. t'hys. iii. 4- > ' f
"f

rhombic crystals [of sulphate of nickel] be placed in the

summer's sun for a few days they become opaque.

C. Applied to crops, etc. that ripen in summer,

as summer fruit, more particularly to sucli ns

ripen in the summer of the year in which they are

sown, as summer barley, corn, grain, rye, seed,

vetch, wheat; also spec, in popular names oi early-

ripening apples and pear,, as summer apple, pear-

main, peppering, etc. (cf. also 6 b).

,,o8
:

/Ri'VISA liarth. Del'.R. xvli.lxv.(Bodl. MS.) Winter

eedc is sone isowe and somer sede is late isowe. 1535 CO-

VERDALF. Amos viii. i Beholde, there was a maunde with

sommer frute. IS77 B. GOOCF. Hercsbach s Hs/-. 26 Sommer

seedes.whicheare sowed beforethensyngof theseuenstarres,

and in ihe Spring, as Beanes. Ibi.t., Sommer Barley and

suche other, are sowed in the Spring time. llnd. 27 b, Kye. .

is sowed. .in Februarie, and called Sommer Wneate. Una.

-54 Pease.. are ;,owed among Sommer Corne. 1578 LVTK

Dodatas IV. i. 453 A aomraer wheate or grayne. ItiU., Men

sow their winter corne in September, or October, & the som-

mer corne in M arch, but they are ripe altogither in J uly. 1676

WoRLinGK Cy.ler (1691) 214 The Denny-pear, Prussia-pear,

Summer-Poppering. .areallverygoodtable-fruit. >'G'<EK
tthtsxum it. ill. iii. 235 Summer Wheat of New England.

a 1711 LISLE Hst. (1757) "74. 1 spoke, of the husbandry of

sowing goar orsummer-vetches. 17" f fill. Irons. AX.AU.

231 The Apple, that produces the Molosses, is a Summer-

Sweeting. 1764 Ann. Rig. II. 2 Several trials ofsummer-corn

in which lx>th barley and oats have succeeded. 1765 MII-

/tfwj/.IV.435 He was., obliged towaitlill Mr.Rocques
summer-seed was reaped. 1811 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst. fins/'.

Scat. I. 244 The real spring or summer wheat, has been of

late introduced in various disiricts in Scotland. 1834 Pinny

Cycl. II. 190/1 Summer golden pippin. Summer Thorle.

1854 MAVNE Erp.'s. /,. 352/1 Summer-fruits; as cherries,

currants, gooseberries, raspberries, strawberries, etc.

f d. = Having a sunny or southerly aspect ; so

summer-east, -west = south-east, -west. Obs.

c 1440 1'allad. on Husl>. i. 491 Thyn oilcelar sette on the

somer side. 1555 EDEN Decades W. Ind. (Arb.) 328 To-

arde the sommer East, it confineth with the Tartars.

1604 E. G[MSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies in. v. 135

They do call lower windes those.. which blowe from the

South to the summer-weast. 1676 Phil. Trans. XL 585 A
kind of Solar stove, made in a Summer-wait.

e. Jig. with reference to prosperous, pleasant, or

genial conditions
;
said esp. of friendship that lasts

only in times of prosperity,
= FAIR-WEATHER 2.

1591 NASHE Strange ffnocs Wks. 1904 I. 291 His low-

flighted affection (fortunes summer folower). 1611 SHAKS.

Cymlf. in. iv. la If 't be Summer Newes Smile too't before.

16x4 QUARLES Job Militant, Digestion iv, If Winter for.

tunes nip thy Summer Friends, . .despaire not, but be wise.

163* MASSINGER Maid of lion, in. i, Summer-friendship,
Wnose flattering leaves, that shadowed us in our Pros-

perity..drop off In the Autumn of adversity! 17*7-46
THOMSON Summer 347 Luxurious Men, unheeding, pass An
idle summer-life in fortune's shine, r 1800 R. CUMBERLAND
Jo/in De Lancaster (1809) III. 93 We are but summer
soldiers. i%a$Ann. Rev. III. 584 He was in the Fleet.,

deserted by his three Summer friends. 1818 Ibid. XIX. 42
He was the frequent visitor of Clarendon, when that admir-
able man was abandoned by the swarm of summer followers.

1843 TENNVSON Locksliy Hall 164 Summer isles of Eden.

5. Comb. : objective, as summer-breathing, laving

ppl. adjs. ; instrumental, as summer-blanched, -dried,

-shrunk, -stricken pples. and ppl. adjs. ; similative,

ns summer-seeming adj.; 'in or during summer 1

,

as summer-brewed, -felled, -Jlowering, -leaping,

\-livcd, -made, -ripening, -staying, -swelling,

-///;w//<T(/p]iles. and ppl. adjs. ; summer-feed, -graze,

-prune, -till, -yard vbs. ; summer-curer.
1864 TENNVSON Aylmer's !', 152 One \sc. hut] that, *sum-

mer-blanch'd, Was parcel-bearded with the traveller's-joy.
1806 M. A. SHEE Rhymls on Art 68 In calmer seas, and
*summer-breathing gales. 18*6 Art ofBrewing (ed. 2) 32
Imperfect fermentation, .causes acidity and other faults in

*suinmer-brewed beers. 1881 Chicago Times 14 May, It is

to the interest now of the leading *sumnier-curers \sc. of

pork] to get values down. 18x0 SCOTT Latty ofL. in. xvi,
A "summer-dried fountain. 1799 A. YOUNG Agric. Line.

190, 13 acres of marsh at Grimsby, that "summer-feeds 14
bullocks. 1838 HOLLOWAV Prov. Diet., To sheer, to mow
lightly over, applied to pastures, which have been summer
fed. 1804 Phil. Trans. XCV. 92 Proper marks were put to

distinguish the winter-felled from the "summer-felled poles.

1897 MKS. VOYNICH Gadfly i, In one corner stood a huge
"summer-flowering magnolia. 1900 Dtiily .\'eius 5 May 4 5

Summer-flowering chrysanthemums. 1799 A. YOUNG Agt ic.

Line. 354 He.. in April "summer-grazed them, taking the
wool. 1596 Ed:v. Ill, u. i. 107 To musicke euery "sommer
leaping swaine Compares his sunburnt louer when shee

speakes. 1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. Wks. 1904 II. 275
"Summer liude grashoppers gaping after deaw. 1875 Zoolo-

gist Ser. n. X. 4693 They \sc. starlings] fly into the air with

swallows, &c., and catch insects similar to that "summer-
loving tribe. 1841 J. AITON Dom. Econ. (1857) 206 This. .

increases the quantity of your "summer-made manure. 1786
ABERCROMBIE Card: Assist. 174 *Summer piune by dis-

placing all fore-right productions. 1840 J. BUEL farmer's
Companion 44 They are cropped with small grains or "sum-
mer.ripening crops. 1605 SHAKS. Much. IV. iii. 86 This
Auarice . . growes with more pernicious roote Then "Sum-
mer-seeming Lust. 1815 SCOTT Betrothed ii, A maiden
smiles at the 'summer-shrunk brook while she crosses it.

1868 LVNCH Rivulet CLX. iii,("an . . The "summer-staying birds

forget The winter's force to shun? 1827 SCOTT Highl. Widjnv
v, You do but resemble the "summer-stricken stream, which
is turned aside by the rushes. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. n.

iv. 162 Lest the base earth Should.. Disdaine to roote the

Sommer-swelling flowrc. 1811 SIR J. SINCLAIR .$>.!/. Husb.
Scot. I. 346 It enables the farmer to make his "summer-
threshed straw into dung. 1847 HALLIWBLL s.v., 'That field

SUMMER.
was 'summer-tilled last year ', i. e. lay fallow. 1840 J. BUEL
} aniicr'sComft. 198 Keeu ing these crops with the long manure
of the yards and stables, instead of ^summer- yarding it.

6. Special combs. : t summer-ale, i^a) ale brewed
in summer, new or heady ale

; (Ii) a summer fes-

tival (see ALE 3) ; summer-barm v. intr., to

ferment in warm weather ; f summer-blink, a

short spell of sunshine in dull weather
; { summer-

broach, a maypole decked
; summer catarrh =

HAY-FEVEK ;
summer cholera = CHOLERA 2;

summer-colt (usually //.) locnl, the undulating
appearance of the air near the ground on a hot

day; see also quot. 1825; summer complaint
U.S., summer diarrhoea of children

; also, infantile

cholera and dysentery ; summer diarrhoea =
summer cholera

; summer-dream, a pleasant
or happy dream

; summer-eat v. trans, dial., to

use as summer pasture ; summer-eggs = summer
ova (Cassell, 1887); summer fever, hay-fever;

summer-field, t (<*) rendering L. intiva area

summerfloor ; (/>)
a field with the summer crop ;

(c)dial. a summer-fallow; t summer floor) FLOOR
rf. 1 6], a thrashing-floor ;

summer-fold (now

(Hal."),
a freckle; summer-gauze, -goose local, gos-

samer
; fsuromer hall, (a) rendering L. aastiva area

= summerfloor; (/>)
= SUMMER-HOUSE 2, 2 b; sum-

mer-heat [OE. sumorkiete^ the heat of summer
;

spec, an arbitrary maximum summer temperature

commonly marked on thermometers ; f summer
lady, the queen of the 'summer-game'; summer-
lay sb. dial., land lying fallow in summer

;
in East

Anglia,aturnip fallow; summerlay v. Irons. dial.,

to lay fallow ; f summer lea-land = SCMMER-PAL-

LOW; summer-lease dial, (see quots.); summer-

leding pseudo-arch, [f.
OE. siimorlida summer ex-

pedition (O.E.CIiron t.n. 871 )],see quot. ; summer
lightning, sheet lightning without audible thun-

der, often seen in hot weather; also allusively

and attrib. ; ) summer-lord, a youth chosen as

president of the 'summer-game' ; cf. MAY-LOBD;
summer meal Sc., meal for use until harvest ;

summer number, a summer issue of a periodical,

with special features; summer-ova, eggs produced

by certain freshwater invertebrates in spring and

summer ; summer parlour Obs. or arch., an apart-

ment for summer use; t summer-pole, a pole

decked with flowers erected during the
' summer-

games '; tsummer('s) queen = summer lady;
summer rash, prickly heat, Lichen troficus;

f summer-ripe a., fully ripe; t summer-room
= SUMMER-HOUSE 2

;
summer-sob Sc., a summer

shower ;
summer spot, a freckle ; t summer-

stirring, summer ploughing; hence f summer-stir
v. tram. ; t summer top v. trans., to cut off as in

i
summer pruning; f summer tree Sc. = summer-

j
pole; summer-work s/>. and v., -working =

SUMMER-FALLOW sb, and v.
; summer-yellow, a

variety of cotton-seed oil.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \. (1625) 109 The superfluities
of *summer-ale, that hath wrought in his giddie braine.

1636 H. BURTON Div. Trag. 21 The people .. prepared for

a solemne summer-ale. i8a8 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2) 5.V.,

When malt liquor begins to ferment, in warm weather,
before the application of the barm, it is said to be *summer-

' barm'd. 1637 RUTHRRPORD Let. to R. Gordon i Jan., Vet

1 am in this hot *summer-blink, with the tear in my eye.

, 1619 rasqitiPs 1'alin. B 3, A *Sommer-broach, Ycleap'd a
1

May-jiole. 1818 Meiiico-Chirurg. Tram. XIV. 437 Of the

Catarrhus jEstivus, or *Summer Catarrh. x86a Chattil.

Huefcl. III. 6/1 The milder forms of Qholera).. termed by
some.. British or "Summer Qholera]. 1685 Phil. Tram.
XV. 093 An undulating motion [which] our Countrie

People call by the name of "Summer Colts in the Air. 1768

Ross Htleture 21 The summer cants [misfr. cauls] were

dancing here an* there. 1796 W. H. MARSHALL Rural Ecott.

Yorks. (ed. a) II. 349 When the air is seen in a calm hot

day to undulate, . . the phenomenon is expressed by saying,

'the summer colt rides'. 18x5 JAMIF.SON, Sunnner-coulx,
..the gnats which dance in clusters on a summer evening.

1847 E. HALLOWEUL in Amer. Jrnl. Mtd. Sci.Tk.Vi. 40 On the

endemic gastro-follicular enteritis, or
' "summer complaint

'

of

children. 1855 DUNCLISON tied. Lex., Summer complaint,
. .is often., made to include dysentery and cholera infantum.

1883 F. T. ROBERTS Tk. , I'ract. Meii. (ed. 5) 196 The so-

called sporadic, bilious, or English cholera, or 'summerdiar-

rhcea, me symptoms of which sometimes closely resemble

those of true cholera. 1820 CLARE Poems Rural Life (ed. 3)

60 Ye gently dimpled, curling streams, Rilling as smooth as

"summer-dreams. 1005 Westm. Can. i July 14/2 Delight-

ing in the summer-dream of love. 1788 W. H. MARSHALL
Rural Earn. Yorks. II. 357 "Summer-cat, to use as pas-

ture. 1870 Zoologist Ser. ic. V. 2335 A field of summer-

eaten clover, from which the sheep had a few days been

removed. 1867 PIRRIE Hay Asthma 25 It appears to us,

that in many instances, *Summer Fever or Summer Illness,

would be more applicable than Hay Fever. 1382 WYCLIF

Daii. ii. 35 The yren, . . syluer, and gold, ben..dryuen as in

to a qwenchid brond of *somer feeld ['1388 somer halle;

Vulg, sestivae arear}. 1594 SHAKS. Kick. Ill, v.
!!._

8

wretched, bloody, and vsurping lioare, (That spoyl'd your
Summer Fields, and fruitfull Vines). 1794 T. DAVIS Agrtc.
Wilts 59 In the four-field husbandry, where the clover is

sown the second year, and mowed the third, the field be-

comes in the fourth year what is called in Wiltshire
' a sum-

mer field '. 1535 COVERUALE Dan. ii. 35 Like the chaffe off



SUMMER.
corne, that the wynde bloweth awaye from y 'somer floores.
1668 Land. l,,iz. No. 282/4 With some Freakles, or "Sum-
mer foldes in the fa-;e. 1876 Wkitby Gloss.,*Snmmer^ame
gossamer ; quantities of which, blown from the land id
the sea, adheres to the rigging of ships, a 1800 Vror.K
Suppl. Grose,

'Summer-goos, the gossamer. North. 1388"Somer halle [see summer field, 1382], a 1400-50 It'ars
Alex. 2922 So silis he furth. .in-to a somere-hall, bare
sesonde was a soper. 1419 in Munim. Ma^d. Coll. Ox/.
(1882) 16, j somerhalle cum

iij cameris ibidem annexis. 1583
STUBBF.S Annl. Abuses M 3 b, They straw the ground
roumle about, binde green boughes about it [j,-. the May.
pole], set vp soninier haules, bowers, and arbors. 1781
COWI-ER Ketirem. 196 Her [sc. Nature's) "summer lu-als,
her fruits, and her perfumes. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sci.
tr Art II. 319 If the instrument is. .intended chiefly to
measure the higher degrees of heat, as from a summer-heat
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bird, the rose tanagcr, J'yranga Ksliva, which
summers in N. America

; summer rose, (a~i arose
of summer; (i) an early kind of pear; summer
savory (see SAVIIBY i; ; summer snake- < IHKKN
NNAKI I ; summer snipe, the common sandpiper,
Tringmdtt hypoleuctu ; summer snowflake (see

Sxytt
FLAKE 3); summer squash, a pumpkin

(Tmis. Jiot. Stippl. 1874); summer tanager -
sniiiHicr rcdlnrJ; summer teal, the garganey ;

t summer-whiting = PELAHYU I
; summer-

worm, a worm or maggot that breeds in summer;
summer yellowbird, a M.American wood-warbler,
Dendmca tfstiva.

to that ,,f boiling water. 1853 M. ARNOLD Scholar Gypsy 1790 GROSE Provinc. Gloss, (ed. 2) Suppl ,

'
Summer-cock,

vn, In my boat I lie Moor d to the cool bank in the summer a young salmon at that time. York City. 1881 DAY Fishes
heats. 1877 HUXLEY Physiogr. 64 The Summer-hi-at may
never be strong enough to melt all the ice. 1571 "Summer
lady [see summer lord}. 1781 W. H. MARSHALL Rural
Kcon. Norfolk (1705) II. 320 Lambs, .bought up by the
East Norfolk '

graziers
'

in order to pick among their *sum-
mcrlies, and their stubbles, after harvest. 1467 I'aston Lett.
II. 302 He wolde "somerlay and lylle the londe, otherwise
then it is. c 1503 Ibid. 1 1 1. 402 The seide x . acres londe, sowen
with barly and peson, wherof v. acres were weel somerlayde
to the seid barly. c 1440 Promp. I'arti. 464/1 "Somyr l.iy-
lond, nirvale. 1863 W. BAKNES Dorset Gloss., Least, or
'/.iiiiiitit-r lefize, a field stocked through the summer, in
distinction from a mead which is mown. 1886 W. Sam.
Gloss., Stunmerleys, summerUaze, pasture fed only in
summer. 1865 KINCSLEY //crew, iii, A certain amount of
'

'summer-lecling' (i.e. piracy between seed-time and har-
vest!. 1833 TENNYSON Miller's Daughter 13 Gray eyes lit

up With "summer lightnings of a soul So full of summer

majority of cases it is merely the effect of a distant thunder-
storm. It is also often due to a thunderstorm in the higher
strata of the atmosphere overhead. 1571 GRINDAL /_/<:. n.

19 That the Minister and church wardens shall not suffer any
Lordes of misrule, or "sommer Lordes, or Ladies., to come
vnreuerentlyinloanyChurch, or Chapel. l&f!\tarprel.,l/ay
any Work 3 The sommer Lord with his Male game. 1500 -

ap DUNBAR Poems xxxix. 30 Lairdis in silk harlis to the
eill, For quhilk thair tennentis said 'somer meill. 1877
HuxLEv_/la/. Im 1

. Aitim. 190 In some Rotifers, the eygs
are distinguishable, as in certain Turbellaria, into "sum-
mer and winter ova. 1388 WYCLIH JuJg. iii. 20 He sat
aloone in a 'somer parlour. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 26 So
he left them a while in a Summer Parler below. 173*
BERKELEY Alciphron I. 95 As we sate round the Tea-
table, in a Summer.Parlour which looks into the Garden.
1819 SCOTT GuyM. Introd., The old man led the way into
a summer parlour. 1617 WITHER Abuses 11. iv. 277 'They
know how to discommend A May-game, or a "Summer-pole
derie. 1619 PasguiCs Palin. B 3 b, Since the Sommer-poles
were ouerthrowne, And all good sports and menyments
decayd. 1400 Des.tr. Troy 1627 'Somur qwenes, and
qwaintans, & o!?erqwaint gaumes. 1590 GREENE Mourning
iiartti. C 3 b, Faire she was as fatre might be. . Beautious,
like a Sommers Queene. 1820 GOOD Nosology 466 Lichen
..Tropicus.. Attacks new settlers in the West Indies, and
other warm regions.. .Prickly heat. "Summer-rash. 41670
HACKET Aty. WilUams 11. (1693) 228 It is an Injury, .upon
Corn, when it is "'Summer.ripe, not to be cut down whh the
Sickle. 1748 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. (1753) I. 307 On the
Summit of this Hill his Lordship buiit a "Summer-room.
1797 JANE AUSTEN Sense ff Sens, xiii, One ofthe pleasantest
Summer-rooms in England. 1768 Ross Helenore 69 Yon
"summer sob is out, This night looks well,..The morn, I

hope, will better prove. 1876 DUNGLISON Med. Lex.,
*Summer Spots, Ephelides. 1669 WORLIUGE Syst. Agric.
(1681) 332 To *Summer-stir, to Fallow Land in the Sum-
mer. 1766 Complete Farmer, To Summer-lantf, or To
Sittnntei-.Stir, to fallow land in the summer. 1616 SURFL.
& MARKH. Country Farm 555 At mid.May you shall
manure it, and in lune you shall giue it the second earing,
which is called "Sommer-stirring. " 154& HALL Citron.,
Hen. VII, 49 The head of thys sedicion was "sommer
topped, tliatat coulde haue no tyme to sprynge any higher.
1555 Acts Part. Scot., Mary (1814) II. 500/1 Gif ony wemen
or vthers about "simmer treis singand makis perturbatioun
to the Quenis liegis in the passage throw Burrowis. 1886
Clieshire Gloss., *Summer-work, a summer fallow. i68z
MARTINDALE in Houghton Coll. Lett. Impr. Hnsb. No. u.

are tumbled over by the plough, and jingled over by harrows.
1801 Fa'-mer's Mag. Aug. 263 Rotation of different crops,
fallowing, summer-working. 1911 Standard 20 Sept. 8/7
Cottonseed oil irregular, "summer yellow spot 10 up, October
option 9 points down.

b. In names of animals and plants which are
active or flourish in summer (often rendering L.

sestivus, sestivalis as a specific name) : summer
cook dial., see quots. ; summer cypress = BEL-
VEDERE 2 ; summer duck, a North American
duck, Aix sponsa, the wood-duck ; summer finch

U.S., a popular name for birds of the genus Peuata ;

t summer fool, a species of Leiitojttm ; summer
grape, a North American wild grape, fitis xsti-

valis ; summer grass, (a) the grass of summer ;

(4) the Australian hairy finger-grass, Panicum
sanguinale ;

summer haw, Cratygus ftrva ;

summer hemp FIMBLE sl>.\ i
; summer-

herring, (a) a herring taken in summer
; (b) U.S.

applied to some fishes resembling the herring, as

the alewife, Clupea serrata ; summer rape, Bras-
sica camfeslris (Treas. Sot. 1866); summer red-

Gt. Brit. II. 69 In Northumberland a '

milter' or spawning
male is known as a summer-cock or gib-fish. 1767 AIIKK-
CROMBIE L'v. Man his tnvn Gardener 1 1803)735/2 Belvidere
or "Summer Cypress. 1819 LOUDON Encycl. Plants (1836)
206 Kochia scoparia. .summer Cypress, 1731 Phil. TKIHS.
XXXVII. 449 The "Summer Duck. .is one of the most
beautiful of liirds. 1743 M. CATKSBY Nat. Hist. Carolina
(1754) I- 97 The Summer Duck. .is of a mean size, between
the common Wild Duck and Teal. 1860 GOSSE Rom. Nat.
Hist. 109 The Summer-duck of America., delights in woods.
1884 COUES N. Amer. Birds 373 Peuaea zslivalis illiiio-

<V, Illinois 'Summer Finch. 1597 GERARDE Herbal i.

Ixxvin. 121 Leucoium linlbosum pi xcox. Timely flowring
Bulbus violet.. . In English we may call it. .after the Dutch
numtSomer sottetens, that is,*Sommer fooles. 1619 PARKIN-
MIX Farad. (1904) 16 Diuers sorts of Crocus or Saffron
flower will appeare, the little early Summer foole or Leu-
coium bulbosum. 1814 PURSH Flora Amer. Septentr. 1. 169

itis aesti-.'alis sinuata .. is known by the name of "Summer-
grape. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. I', i. i. 65 Which. .Grew like the
"Summer Grasse, fastest by Night. i88a OUIDA ' Maremma
I. 3 The rich loads of summer-grass or grain. 1889 MAIDEN
Vsef. PI. A ustralia 102 Panicum sanguinale, . . Summer
Grass. 1856 A. Gr.v Ufa*. Sot. (1860) 124 C\ratzgus\jtlnra,
Alt. ('Summer Haw). 1707 MORTIMER Husb. 118 The light
'Summer-hemp, that bears no Seed, is called Fimble hemp.
1614 T. GENTLEMAN England's W,ty 20A barrel! of "Summer-
herrings, worth 20 or 30 shillings. 1883 WALLEM Fish Sup-
ply Norway 17 The catch of Summer-herring and Sprat in
the Fisheries of the years 1876-1881. 1743 M. CATESBY Nat.
Hist. Carolina (1754) I. 56 Muscicapa rukra. The 'Summer
Red-Bird. This is about the size of a Sparrow. .and. .is of
a bright red. 1871 COUES ^V. Amer. Birds^ in Summer
Red-bird, rich rose-red, or vermilion, including wings and
tail. 1727-46 THOMSON Summer 354 Full as the 'summer-
rose Blown by prevailing suns, the ruddy maid. 1841 WHIT-
TIEU Lucy Hooper 3 All of ihee we loved and cherished Has
with thysummerroses perished. i8floHoGG/'>wVJ/a;/a/2i4
Pears.. Summer Rose (Epine Rose ;Ognonet; Rose; Thorny
Rose). 1801 SHAW Gtn. Zool. III. n. 551 'Summer Snake.
Coluber ,'Estivus. . . Native ofmany parts of North America,
residing on trees. 1801 MONTAGU Ornith. Diet., Sandpiper
Common. .. It is known in some places by the name of

"Summer Snipe. 1849 KIXGSLEY Misc. (1859) II. 251 The
summer snipes flitted whistling up the shallow. 1783 LA-
THAM Gen. Synop. Birds II. i. 220 'Summer Tanagcr. A
little bigger than an House Sparrow. 1884 COUES N. Amer.
Birds 317. 1668 CHARLETON Onomasl, lot Qnerouedula
Cristata . . ab aucupibus dicta, the "Summer-Teal. 1766
(see GARCANEY). 1879 F.ncycl. Brit. X. 80/1 n. 1614 MID-
DLETOX Game Chess v. iii, The pelamis Which some call

'summer-whiting, from Chalcedon. 1658 ROWLAND tr.

Moufet's Theat. Ins. 1130 The English call them [sc. water-
worms] 'Summer-worms, either because they are seen only
in Summer, or they die in Winter. 1668 CHARLETON Ono-
mast. 59 Lumbrictaquatici, Summer-Worms. 1820 SHI- i i iv
Prometh. Unb. IV 313 The jagged alligator, and the.,
behemoth., multiplied like summer worms On an abandoned
corpse. 1871 COUES N. Amer. Birds 97 Blue-eyed Yellow
Warbler. Golden Warbler. "Summer Yellow.bird.

Summer (su-maa), 5 /'>.'* Also 4 sumer, 4-5
swmmer, somere, 4-8 somer, (6 somor), 5 som-
mere, 6-9 sommer ; Sc. 6-7 (9) symmer, 9
simmer, (shimmer). See also SoMJHER 2

. [n.

A..sumer,somer, =
OV.soHiifr(mod.F.sam//iiei-')

pack-horse, beam = Pr. saumier, It. somaro,
somiere : pop. L. saunidriu-s, for sagmdriits, i.

sagma (see SUM sb?). For the sense-development
cf. horse and F. cheval.
The OF. word was adopted in MLG. somer long thin pole

or tree ]

I. fl. A pack-horse. (Cf. SOMEK I.SOUMER.)
1375 HARBOUR Bruce xix. 746 [They] tynt bot litill of thar

ger, Bot gif it war ony swmmer [v.r. summer] That in the
moss wes left Hand. 14. . Guy Warw. (ed. Copland ? 1560)
Ccj b, His neck is great as any sommere; he renneth as
swifte as any Distrere \MS. Auch. 1. 7163 As a somer it is

brested bifore in be brede & swifter emend ban ani stede].
c 1470 Love's Bonavent. Mirr. xiv. (Sherard MS.), Joure. .

knyghtes, . .horses and herneyes, charyotes and summeres.

II. 2. fa. gen. A main beam in a structure.

Sc. (in genuine use). 06s.

i^Acc.Exch.K.R. Bd.r6s No. i. 01.4 (P.R.O.), Pro iiij'*

xvij. somers pro springaldis . . xij li. xviij. s. viij.d. 1375
BARBOUK Bruce xvll. 696 The stane..hyt the sow in sic

maner, That it that wes the mast summer. . In.swndir with
that dusche he brak. 1533 in Pitcairn Crim. TV/a/* (1833)
I. '163 [Breaking theirjaooks, [and Fishing in the water
of Dee, ..and destruction of the] symmeris [and] hekkis
[thereof].

1654 EAKL MONM. tr. Bentivoglio 's Wars Flanders 219
That they might place their Summers in the parts nearest the
banks.. and in the middle where it was deepest their boats.

1658 tr. Porta's Nut. Magich iv. i. 113 Binde [the vinesj..
fast to the summers or beams with the sprigs of Broom.
1715 LEONI Palladia's Archit. (1742) I. 85 These summers
were join'd with other summers across them.

b. A horizontal bearing beam in a building;

SUMMER.

|
spec, the main beam supporting the gilders orjoisti
ol a floor (or occas. the iafter ol a roof), '\\hen
<m the face of a building it ii propeily called
BREAST-SUMMER.)
'359-o S,,crist Roll, Ely ,1907) H. ,93 I n xjj Upidibm^fn

w"u " '""^
1448 in Wira. & tlaik I .iHfridg, (,8S6) II. 8 The Sumrresof the seid liows shall be one side xij inch squar and on the
other part xmj ,,,c|, squar. ,53, i,, BkyM Tm -fr Loml.
(1821) App. i. p. vm, A rofle ofT>mber, and a Iwurde made
complete w- a some,. ! hnrcte*. .594 1 . I!. /./',,/.tr.Acad. To kdr b 3, Vhe saide room. bg,nne to shake
agame, so that one of the sou.mer* of the chamber surane
out of the mortes.se, and Ixiwed downeward two fei-te but
fell not. i6aj Something W,itten Occ. Acc.a. ni.,cJ,e

friers 25 At an instant the mainc Summer or ueame brakem sunder. 1663 Ousm Counsel 42 Double Mortuts,
whicli doc but weaken the .Summers. 1733 W. K 1 1 isC/W/o*
f, Yale Farm. 96 Mortaises made ready lor Plates, Chimney
Pieces, and also for Somer and Joysti. 1836 PARKKK Glass.
Archil. (1850) I.

4j! In a framed floor the summers were themam beams, the girders were framed into the summers, and
the joists into the giiders.
P I he senses

'

large stone laid over a column in beginning
a cross vault

'

and lintel of a door, window, etc.', which are
given in Diets., do not appear to be in genuine English use,
Lut are from French : see 1718 CHAMBERS Cycl. (copying
Diet. ,le Trhmux) and 1841 GWILT Archit. Gloss.
3. In various other technical applications.
a. fl. The framework of stout bars fitted ith ctoss raili

or staves, which is added to a cart or wagon lo extend its

capacity, b. A beam in the bed or body of a cart or wagon.
t C. The sound-board of an 01 gan. Obs. d. Sc. (see quot.
1825). e. In the old hand-press, a rail or cross-bar mortised
into the cheeks of the press, to prevent them from spreading,
f. Tanning. A horse or block on hich skins are pared,
scraped, or worked smooth, tg. In tlie spinet, any of the ribs

supporting
the board holding the tuning-pins. Oil. h. In

a
lapidary's mill, each of two opposite bars supporting the

bearings of the wheels. 1.
' The large beam on the top of a

cider-press .. which sustains all the pressure' (If. Sam.
Gloss. 1886).
a. 1510 STANBRIDGK Vocaliula (W. de W.) C iij, Epyredia,

the somors or the rauys [misfr. rauye). 1530 PAI^OK. 272/2
Somers or rathes of a wayne or carle. l8ot JAMES Milit.
Diet., Sommers, in an ammunition waggon, are the upper
sides, supported by the staves entered into them with one of
their ends, and the other into the side pieces.
b. 1513 FITZHERB. Huso, i 5 The bixlye of the wayne of

oke, the staues, the nether rathes, the ouer rathes, the crosse
somer. 1886 West Som. Gloss., Summer,, .(tech.) the longi-
tudinal parts of the bottom of a wagon.
C. 1059 LEAK Watenvks. 29 The 12 holes that are in the

Summer serves to conveigh the wind of the said Summer..
to the Organ Pipes. 17*8 CHAM BERS Cycl. &. v. Sound-board,
The Sound-board, or Summer, is a Reservoir, into which the
Wind, .is conducted.
d. 1661 LAMONT Diary 15 Jan. (1810) 179 The whole roofe

and symmers of that said kill were consumed, and only about
3 bolls oatts safle. 1809 Edinb. Even. Courant 21 Dec.
(Jam.) As some servants .. were, .drying a quantity of oats on
the kiln, the mid shimmer gave way, when three ofthem were
precipitated into the killogy. 1835 JAMIESON, Simmer, Syw.
mer, . . one of the supports laid across a kiln, formerlymade of wood, now pretty generally of cast metal, with
notches in them for receiving the ribs, on which the grain is

spread for being kiln-dried ; a hair cloth, or fine covering of
wire, being interposed between the ribs and the grain.
e. i66a EVELYN Scnlptura n. (1906) 13 Upon the Summer

nanted, and let into Mortesses made in the inside of the
Cheeks.

f. 1718 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Parchment, The Skin, thus
far

prepared by the Skinner, is taken.. by the Parchment-
Maker ; who first scrapes or pares it dry on the Summer.
1837 WHITTOCK. etc. Bk. Trades (1842) 370 (Paichment.
maker) The workman then stretchesthe skin lo dry in the sun,
. . being done enough, it is . placed on the summer, or horse,
to be again pared and smoothed with the stone. 1860
TOMLINSON Cycl. Useful Arts, Parchment Malting (1667)
1 1. 275/2 The parchment maker, -stretches it tail downwards
upon a machine, called the sumner, consisting of a calf-skin
mounted on a frame.

g. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 092/2 [The spinet]
consists of a chest or belly . . and a table of fir glued on slips
of wood called summers, which bear on the sides.

h. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 739 In each of these summers a
square hole is cut out . . which receives the two ends of the
arbor (of the culling wheel). 1881 Encycl. Brit.\lV.3Cf)/i.
4. attrib., as (sense I ) ) summer-saddle ; (sense

2) : summer bar, the upper summer of a lapidary's
wheel

; summer-beam, -tree - sense i b
; t sum-

mer-piece, summer-stone (see qnot. 1833) ;

f summer-trestle, ? a railed rack on a trestle-like

stand.

1839 URC Diet. Arts 739 Every thing that stands above
the upper "summer-bar has been suppressed in this repre-
sentation. 1519 HOKMAN yule. 241 b, The carpenter or

wryght hath leyde the "summer oemyslttaoes] from wall to

wall, and the ioystis a crosse. 1766 Complete Farmer s. v.

Balk, The summer-beam, or dorman of a house. 1859
PARKER Dow. Archit. III. u. vii. 322 The summer-beam well
moulded, c 14*9 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (i%&(>) II. 445
Et iij "somerpecys xij-

1
. 1398-9 Durham Ace. Rolls

iSurtees) 215 Uno "sumersadill et 2 hakenaysadillcs. 1794
J* WOOD Cottages (1806) 9 The 'summer stone .. becomes
an abutment . . and support to the rest of the tabling.

1833 LOUDON Encyci. A ichit. i 209 Summer stones (stones

placed on a wall, or on piers, for the support of beams,
or on the lower angle of gable ends, ..as an abutment
of the barge stones). Ibia. f 1368 Ridge-tiles, gutter-tiles,

valley-tiles, and barge and summer-stone tiles. 1451 in

Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 282 Principal!* with
'somere trees conuenient vnto the werk. 1693 Nottingham
Rec. IV. 388 For takinge vp two summertrees. 1706 PHILLIPS

(cU. Ker>cy),^'Kw^tfr.7r, (among Carpenters) a IJeamfull
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Summer (so-maj), **. 3 [f-

One who sums or adds ; esp. in summer-tip, one

who or that which sums up ; colloq.
or dial, one

|

who does sums, an arithmetician.

summer at th' best o toimes.

Summer (sf-mai), v. 1 Forms : 5-7 somer,

6-7 sommer, (5 someryn, somoryn, 6 soommer,

Sc. 6 symmer, 9 simmer), 5- summer. L'-

SUMMER rf.l Cf. MLG. som(m~]eren, L(J. som-

mern, MHG. sumer(e)n, summern, G. sommern

and sommern, ON. stimra.]

L iiitr. To pass or spend the summer, to dwell

or reside during the summer (now chiefly X. and

US} ; (of cattle, etc.) to be pastured in summer.
' ' V ' - ,r.. _ : r ,/,-_- f. ft.fC crtmprv-nl.

806 The Ancient IIUHWUC^, .. wn --; TV -.
,

unto August.ly out skattering and sommermg .. with their i

Iail .8,9 SOUTHEY ,/./,, JV-. While
-jOct

A great many

Cantabs have been summering here. 1841 E. FITZGERALD

Lett (1889) I. loo He is summering at Castellamare. 1880

E.Cornw. Gloss. s.v. Summering, Store cattle .. are sent

summering under the care of the moorland herdsmen. 1895

AN A M.ITODDART J. S. Blackie II. i S4 A short stay with

Dr and Mrs Kennedy, who were summering at Aberfeldy.

1899 MARK TWAIN Mancorr. Hadleyb., etc. (1900)93 A lady

from Boston was summering in that village.

fb. transf. To pass one's time pleasantly, rare '.

i<68 C WATSON Polyb. 82 After they had ben vexed with

long warres in Scicilie, & concluded a league with the

Romans, they hoped to soommer and keepe holydaie.

2. trans. To keep or maintain during summer ;

esp. to provide summer pasture for (cattle, etc.) :

said of the land or the grazier. Also transf.

Cf. SUMMERING vbl. sb.l i.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, v. ii. 335 Maides well Summer d, and

warme kept, are like Flyes at Bartholomew.tyde, blinde,

though they haue their eyes. 1601 Account Bk. W. Wray
in Antiquary XXXII. 119 For someringe ii stlrkes, xs.

1610 FOLKINGHAM Feudigr. it. x. 63 How many Cattell such a

Plot will Winter and Sommer, feed or keepe. 1707 MORTIMER
Husb. (1721) I. 208 If your Colts be not well weaned, well

summered and wintered. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. xliv. 190,

I am obliged to allow three acres to summer a cow. 1810

J. T. in Kisdons Surv. Devon p. ix, Dartmoor summers an

immense number of. .sheep. 1883 Standard 3 Apr. 3/5 It

should be the aim of the grass-land farmer to summer as

many and winter as few animals as possible.

b. spec, in the management of hunters.

1815 Sporting Mag. N.S. XV. 343 Now for summering the

hunter. 1861 WHYTE-MELVILLE Inside Bar v, The fascina-

ting pursuit for which they [sc. hunters] have been bought,
and summered, and got into condition. 1879 FEARNI.EY

Less. Horse Judging 114 Our present plan of summering
hunters in boxes instead of out in the open.

) c. Jig. To give (a person) a '

sunny
'

or happy
time. Obs.

1611 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Sir Greg. Nonsence Wks. (1630)

II. 3/2 Time now that summers him, wil one day winter him.

d. reft, or inlr. To sun oneself, brisk. Chiefly^f.
1837 C. LOKFT Self-form. II. 133 Summer house indeed :

and truly my best feelings . . summered themselves there most

complacently. 1848 AIRD DeviCs Dream xxx, Thou shalt

summer high in bliss upon the hills of God. 1906 J. HUIE

Singing Pilgr. 18 To sun and summer in the smile of God.

3. To summer and winter : a. To spend the

whole year; also transf. to remain or continue

permanently (wit/i).

1650 ELDERFIELD Civ. Right Tythes 210 The best and use-

fullest Constitutions of State are those experienced firm ones,
that have lived, summered and wintered with us, as we say.

1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. (1861) 276 Grey-headed negroes,
who had wintered and summered in the household of their

departed master for the greater part of a century. 1831
Alhambra II. 209 The ruined tower of the bridge in Old
Castile, where I have now wintered and summered for many
hundred years.

b. trans. To maintain one's attitude to or rela-

tions with at all seasons
;
to associate with, be

faithful to, or adhere to constantly ; hence, to be

intimately acquainted with ; also, to consider or

discuss (a subject) constantly or thoroughly ;

t occas. to continue (a practice) for a whole year.

Chiefly Sc.
.11616 BRETON Packet Mad Lett. \. 15 Wks. (Grosart)

II. 10 Shake of such acquaintance as gaine you nothing but
discredit, and make much of him that must as well winter as
summer you. 1644 RUTHERFORD Semi. bef. H. of Comm.
31 Jan. 1641 To Chr. Rdr. A 2 b, Whatever they had of
Religion, it was never their mind both to summer and winter
Jesus Christ, a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams II. (1693) 197
[Presbyterianism] was not suitable to the eternal gospel, for
the fautors of it did scarce summer and winter the same form
of discipline. 1716-8 P. WALKER Life Peden To Rdr. (1827)
p. xxxv, These have been my Views and digested Thoughts,
that I have summer'd and winter'd these many Years. 1816
SCOTT A ntif. xliv, We couldna think o' a better way to Bin?
the gear in his gate, though we simmered it and wintered it

e er sae lang. 1849 LONGF. Kcaianagh xx. Prose Wks. 1886

10

c?"w>-. To consider or discuss a matter at great

ing and

c inlr. To consider 01

length to be tediously long in discourse. -V.

,8 GALT Sir A. Wylie xcviii, I'm no for summerini
lot* wni- " s nl^fl,'., Matr. A_J\

him SO SkllllU a SUmmcr-uy u. IF.""' ?,!,. ,).n|,
Mae XXVIII. MO A summer-up of the tottle of the whole,

ii^j STATON Rays Loominary (.867) 68 Awm but a bad
,

or genial.
1863

Myself

isirS^DouELl. An Autumn Mood Poet. Wks ,875 II. 33*

[ySfa morning, summer'd through and lit With fight and

.mrner. ,868 E MACUONALD AnnQ!fe:gU^(^summer. 1000 \j. ii/n-i>vr,..~ *....- ^- --.-:..

228 His rough worn face, summered over with his ch Id-like

smile -VA. AUSTIN England's ''"**' Tl" >""
name Soared into space and summered all the air.

Hence Su'mmered (with adv. prefixed),
Su m-

mering ppl. adjs.

,804 ANN! SEWARD Mem. Darwin 337 The seas of glass

Seas that feel the summering skies,

tSummer, V* Archil. Obs. rare. In 8 sommer.

[Back-formation
from SUMMERING vbl. *M] intr.

To radiate from or converge towards a centre, like

the joints of an arch.

Purchaser q -

with its 2 edges) to the Centre.

Summer bird.
1. A bird that makes its appearance in summer,

asummer migrant; locallyapplied spec. (see quots.).

Also A?-, (cf. SUMMER *M 4 e).

1507 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV. iv. iv. 91 O Westmerland, thou

arta Summer Bird, Which euer in the haunch of Winter

sings The lifting vp of day. 1607 Timon IH.VI. u,2\Att,\

The Swallow followes not Summer more willing, then we

your Lordship. Tim. Nor more willingly leaues Winter,

such Summer Birds are men. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 921 He
cannot skim the ground like summer birds Pursuing gilded :

flies. i8ai SHELLEY Efifsych. 208 The singins of the

summer-birds. 1885 SWAINSON Prav. Names Birds 103

Wryneck.. Summer bird (Northumberland). 1895 MORRIS

Austral Engl., Summer-bird, the Old-Colonists' name for

the Wood-swallows [Artamus sordidus, Lath.]. In Tas-

mania it is applied to a species of Shrike, Graucalus

melanops. Lath. 1913 Melbourne Argus 27 Dec. 5 The bee

martin or summer bird.

f2. With allusion to the cuckoo as the ' summer

bird
'

: A cuckold. Also summer's bird. Obs.

Cf. SHAKS. Merry Hr
. n. i. 127, L. L. L. v. ii. 911.

1560 Scholeh. Women (1572) B ij, Some other knaue Shall

dub her husband a summer bird, in 1600 Sack-full ofNetties

(1864) 171 The poore man was cruelly beaten, and made a

Summers Bird.

I Summer-castle. Obs. In 4-6 somer-, 5

-yr, 6 sommer-. [?f. SUMMER sbt + CASTLE^.]
1. A movable tower used in sieges. (Also SUM-

MER-TOWER.)
la 1400 Marie Arth. 3033 The kynge than to assawte he

sembles his knyghtez, With somercastelle and sowe appone
sere halfes. I4O8CLIFTON tr. I'egetius" DeReMilit. iv. viii.

(Digby MS. 233) If. 219 b, 5if (>yn enemyc sette to by walles

a somercastel obere a bastyle (>at be muche herre tan be

walles. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 464/1 Somyr castell,ya/rt.

2. An elevated structure on a ship. (Also SUM-

MER-HUTCH.)
1346 Ace. Exch., K. R. Bundle 25. No. 7. m. 2 (P.R.O.) In

ij haucers emptis..proj castello vocato somercastel eadem
naui. 1496 Naval Ace. Hen. F// (1896) 176 Forcastell

the overloppe the somercastell the dekke ovyr the somer-

castell & the pope, c 1500 Three Kings Sons 44 They that

were in the somer Castells& toppisof theshippis, that might
easely se alle them that were a londe. 1530 PALSGR. 272/2
Sommer castell of a shyppe.

Summer-cloud. ^Also summer's cloud.)
A cloud such as is seen on a summer day, esp. one

that is fleeting or does not spoil the fine weather.

Also allusively.
1605 SHAKS. Macb. in. iv. in Can such things.. ouercome

vs like a Summers Clowd, Without our speciall wonder?

1671 MILTON P. R. in. 222 A shelter and a kind of shading
cool Interposition, as a summers cloud. 1717 WATTS Hope
in Darkness i. in Horx Lyricafi, (1743) 133 What tho' a

|
short Eclipse his [sc. God s] Beauties shrowd Tis but a

i Morning Vapour, or a Summer-Cloud. 179* S. ROGERS
fleas. Mem. Poems (1839) 3 As summer-clouds flash forth

I electric fire. 1810 SCOTT Abbot xxxvi, Floating in the wind,
as lightly as summer clouds. 1893 E. PHILLPOTTS Summer
Clouds 54 There are people in the world, .who would say

;
that we had had a row to-day. . . I should describe the matter

myself as well, merely a passing summer-cloud.

Summer-day. [Cf. WFris. simmerdei,

(M)LG. sommerdach, MHG. sum(m)crtac (G.

sommertag)^ = SUMMER'S DAT.
a 1300 Cursor M, 9946 A tron of iuor . . pat es o gretter light

feme pan

SUMMER-HOUSE.

ADDISON Spect. No. 128 F 10 The Lady.. hates your tedious

Summer Days, a 1774 GOLDSM. Sun'. Exf. 1'hilos. (1776)

1. 329 He calculated that it \sc. the Mediterranean sea] would

lose by evaporation, every summer day, fifty-two thousand

and eighty millions of tons. 18*3 SCOTT Quentin D. v, To

spend summer-day and winter-night up in yonder battle-

ments. 1848 LYTTON A'. Arthur I. 6 This soft summer-day.
b. jig. and allusively. Also attiib.

1605 ERONOELL (title) The French Garden:. -Or, A Sommer
dayes labour. Being an instruction for the attayning vnto

the knowledge of the French Tongue. 1806 Ann. Rev. IV.

466 The summer days of Naples were over. 1833 TENNVSON

May Qiteen vi, There's many a bolder lad 'ill woo me any
summer day. 1867 AUGUSTA WILSON I'astiti xxii, No mere

gala barge . . was his religion ; no fair summer-day toy.

Su mmer-fa How, sb. [See FALLOW sb. 2.] A
lying or laying fallow during the summer ; also,

land that lies fallow (luring the summer.

I733TULL Horse-hoeingHusb. vii. 78 This sort of Hoeing has

. .every Year the Effectof a Summer-fallow. 1765 Museum
Rust. IV. 143 The ill consequence of not giving it a summer-
fallow to clean the ground thoroughly. 1801 J'nrrrter's Mag.
Jan. 85 The quantity of ground under Summer-fallow this

year. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 990 The sowing of

the fallow-crop on the summer-fallow is delayed to autumn.

1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 340/1 That prolonged form of it [sc. the

fallowing process] called a summer or naked fallow.

b. as adj. Lying fallow during the summer.
1801 Farmer's Mag. Jan. 105 The months of November

and December were very favourable for getting the Summer-

fallow land seed-furrowed. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. farm
III. 999, I. .trenched isacresof my summer-fallow break in

the months of June and July.

Sirmmer-fa-llOW, . [SeeFAl.Lowz'.
2
] trans.

To lay (land) fallow during summer. Also absol.

Hence Summer-fallowing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1669 WORLIDCE Syst. Agric. (1681) 9 For the same reason

are the Summer-Fallowings advantageous to the Husband-

man. 1760 BROWN Comfl. farmer \\. n In Staffordshire,

they often give their lands a winter-fallowing, besides the

three summer-fallowings. 1765 A. DICKSON Treat. Agric.

(ed. 2) 171 The English writers on agriculture, when giving

directions about the opening up of grass-ground, always

suppose that the land is to be summer-fallowed. 1778 [W.

MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. 6 Feb. 1776, The summer-fallow-

ing Farmer. 1813 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon 158 In the

division of Meshaw, it is common to plough clean before

Christmas, and summer-fallow for wheat. 1844 H. STEPHENS

Bk. Farm III. 990 That part of the fallow-break which is

summer-fallowed.

f Su-mmerful, a. 06s. rare- 1
. [(.

SUMMER sb.'

! + -FUL.] Having the summer development or

quality.
1614 T. GENTLEMAN England's Way (1660) 5 They do sell

them for Sprats, the which, if that they were let live, would

all be, at Midsummer, a Fat Summerfull Herring.

Summer-game. (Also 4 somere(s) gamen.)

f 1. A festival held at Midsummer, celebrated

with dancing, games, dramatic performances, etc.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 4681 Daunces, karols,

somour games, Of many swych come many shames, a 1340

HAMPOLE Psalter xvi. 12 tai haf vmgifen me in |)e crosse

: hyngand, as foles bat gecfirs til a somere gamen. c 1380

WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 246 A wilde pleiere of someres gamencs.

c 1440 J'romf. 1'arv. 404/1 Pley, or somyr game, spcctacu-

Inin. 1469 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 103 note, Accessit cum

Thoma Barker.. et Margarcta More, in regem et reginam

ipsius villae in ludo suo aestivali, Anglice Somer-game, forte

electis. 1583 BABINCTON Command. (1590) 166 whether

carding, ..stage plaies, and summer games., be exercises

commanded ofGod for the sabaoth day or no. a 1619 H INDE

J. Bruen xxxiii. (1641) 104 Profane exercises of May-games,

and Summer-games \tnispr. greenes).

t b. attrib. Bummer-game light : a light burnt

in church on the feast of the Nativity of St. John

Baptist (Midsummer Day, June 24). Obs.

[1438 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 103 note, Lumini jEstival

in eadem ecclesia vs.] 1464 /<W., Lumini vocato Somer-

game light. 1519 Ibid. 103 To the Somer-game lyght in my

parishe chirche ij s.

2. L'.S. slang: (See quot.)
1890 BARRERE & LELAND Slang Diet. (1897), Summer

game (American gamblers), playing merely for amusement

or benefit of another person, hut with his money.

Summerhead, Anglo-Indian corruption of

SOMBRERO, sun-umbrella.

1797 S. JAMES Narr. Voy. 88 Not one European was able

to stir outside his door without his summerhead. 1886 \ ULI

i & BURNELL Hobson- Jobson Suppl. s. v. Sombrero, Saiiiuar.

!
/icad is a name in the Bombay Arsenal (as M.-Oeneral

Keatinge tells me) for a great umbrella.

Su-mmer-hou se. [Cf. \VFris. simnurhts,

MDu. somerhuys (Du. zomerhtiis}, MHG. sum-

(trfyrhaus (G. sommerhatis).]
1. A summer residence in the country. Now rare.

i... Cast, of Nfwingtun by Sittingbmme in Comets

Interpr. (1701), Homines qiioquc de tualdn detent nnai
- onrt

light
and feme pan somer dai es son bem. 1390 GOWER Con/. I.

184 This was upon a Somer dai. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (bur-

smyte the wyntyr hous with the somer hous ivulg. ao

xstmal 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, in. i. 164 I had rather

Hue With Cheese and Garlick in a Windmill farre, Irian

feede on Gates, and haue him talke to me, In any Summer.

House in Christendoms 1654 GATAKER Disc. AM. 50

Doctor making onelie a Summer-House of it. 1688 1

Armoury m. xii. 453/ Summer Houses, .ft, Places

to which the Gentry resort, and abide there duremg t

Summer season, for their Recreation and pastime, a. 7

tees) 5634 In pe hete of somyr day. a 1578 LINDESAY
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 229 Frome the sone

ryssing quhill the sone zeid to in ane lang sommer day. 1608
SHAKS. Per. iv. i. 18 While Sommer dayes doth last. 1711

. 3 rves are at presen co

pensably necessary, that few summer-houses are construe

without them. 1881 Daily News 26 Sept. 5/2 I s very

, nearness to London perhaps has made it less of an actual



SUMMER-HUTCH.
residence and more of a holiday summer-house than it

would otherwise have been.

fis- 754 FIKLDINU I'oy. Lisbon Wks. 1882 VII. 82 The
wind, .slyly slipped back again to his .summer-house in the
south-west.

2. A building in a garden or park, usually of very
simple and often rustic character, designed to pro-
vide a cool shady place in the heat of summer.
c 1440 Pallad, on Hush. \, 347 Lest the sonne in somer do

hit harm, Thi somer hous northest & west let wrie. 1577
H, OOOCK Htresback's llusb. 34 b, Frenche Beanes. .climeth

nloft,..seruyng well for tlie shadnwyng of Herbers and
Summer houses. 1585 HIGINS yunius Nomenci, 389/2
Horti adonidis, . .a banket ting summer house made of trees,

herbs, flowers, c. 1614 WOTTOS Arckit. n. 100 [Paint-

ings of] Land-schips, and lloscaye , . in open Tarraces, or in

Summer houses. 1721 MORTIMKK Huso. II. 206 Summer-
Houses may.. be erected at each Corner [of the garden],
and made so as to let in the Air on all sides, or to exclude it.

1762-71 H. WALPOI.E I'trtut's Anted. Paint. (1786) IV. 275
At the end of the terras-walk are two summer-houses. 1824
SCOTT St, Ronans xxxvii, One of her gloves lay

on the

small rustic table in the summer-house. 1888 Miss BHADDOM
Fatal Three I. vi. There was an old stone summer-house in

each angle of that end wall.

t b. An arbour or the like used in connexion

with the '

summer-game'. Obs.

1519 Tfst. F.bor. (Surtees) V. 103 In quo. .horreo. .loco
ndtunc vulgar!ter dicto Somer-house, praedicta Margareta
More,. . permansit . .jocundam se faciendo in eodem.

tSummer-hutch. Obs. In 5 -hoohe,-wiche,
wyche. = SUMMKH-CASTLK 2.

1417 in For* Ace. 8 Hen. /", D/i dorso (P.R.O.), In..ij
batelfis pro eadem Naui j grapnelle j Somerwyche, Ibid.

G/i De..iiij cordls paruis..j Grapnelle j Somerwiche. 1420
in For. Ace. j Hen. VIt H dorso (P.R.O.), j. pompe pro aqua
haurienda..j Grapnelle j. somerhoche.

Summering' (so'm9rirj), vbl. $b.^
[f.

SUMMEK
z/.

1 or j<M +-INO !.]

1. a. The pasturing of catlle in summer. fAlso
attrib.) as summeringground, place, plain.
1477 Chnrchw. Ace. Tintinhull (Somerset Rec. Soc.) 193

For wynteryng and summering of the chyrche cowe, iij*.

1580 Records ofElgin (New Spald. Club) 1. 156 Fyve s. for

the symmering of tua ky to him in symmer last we*. 1595
Wills % /?'. N. C. (Surtees 1860) 254, I will that my wiffe

be fre to all my sommering places. 1607 TOPSEM, Four-/.
Beasts 05 The Romans had a speciall regard to chuse some
places for the summering of their sheepe, and some place for

their wintering. 1615 G. SANDYS Tray. I. 45 Aladin..

assigned him this village to winter in, and the mountaines

adioyning for the sommering of his cat tell. 1664 in

Northnmb. Gloss, s. v. Summering AH my summering
grounds in the parish of Symonburne. 1688 WALTER SCOT
Hist. Name Scot (repr. 1776) 33 All our south-parts was
wood and forrest, Except here and there a summering plain.
1801 Farmer's Mag. Apr. 197 Summering on grass, being
the customary payment for a cow, L. 3 10 o. 1888 DOUGHTY
Trav. Arabia Deserta I. 24 \Vhen nearly all the villagers
lie encamped .. for the summering of their cattle.

b. Spending the summer, summer residence.

fAIso attrib.) as summering-house , place. Now U.S.

1565 COOPER Thesaurus s.v. Confectns^ When they had
done restinge in their summering places. 1675 COVEL in

Karly Voy. Levant (HakluytSoc.) 238 TheG. Sr. nourishes
several! [English mastiffs], and hath here hard by our house a

sommering-house for them. 1817-18 COBBKTT Resid. Lf.S.

(1822) 272 After a long summering upon wild flesh. 1856
Miss WARNER HitlsShatenuicx^ The young ladies' summer-
ing tn the country had begun with good promise. 1883
Harper's Mag, Aug. 331/2 Altoona..is a summering place.

1892 KIPLING in Times (weekly ed.) 25 Nov. 13/2 You in

England have no idea of what Summering means in the

States.

c. The summer treatment of hunters.

1856 *STONEHESGE' Brit. Rural Sports^ u. in. ii. 2.

404/2 In the middle of September the training for the hunt-

ing season begins, and at that time the summering may be
considered at an end. 1881 Encyct. Hrit. XII. 194/1 It will

probably be nearly a month after the last hunting day before

the summering treatment is adopted.
+ 2. A summer excursion, festivity, or revelling.
1606 jAS.Vl in Reg. Privy Council Scot. VII. 489 Thair

forbearing ony suche lyke sommering heirefter. 1630 BRATH-
WAIT Eng. Gentlem. 166 Both Southward in their Wakes, and
Northward in their Summerings, the very same Recreations
are to this day continued. 1631 IVhiinzies, Ruffian. 82

His soveraignty is showne highest at May-games, wakes,

summerings, and rush-bearings. 1781 J. HVTTOM Tour to

Caves Gloss. (E.D.S.), Summering, a rush-bearing.

3. dial. a. //. Summer apples or pears.
1847 HALLIWELL, Sitmtnerings,. .very early apples and

pears. 1877 N, IV. Line. Gloss.

b. Summer pasture or feed.

1894 Morning Post 3 Feb. 2/1 If the meadow land which

belonged to the farm was cut off, leaving only the summer-
ing. 1894 Northumb. Gloss, s.v., Sittnmeriugs^ Sotiiinerings^
pastures on the moors; so-called from their being occupied
only in the summer months.

O. //. Cattle of one year old.

Cf. ON. sttmrungr. .

i8a8 Farm. Jrnl. 9 June (E.D.P.). 1847 'n HALLIWELL.

Summering (s-m3rin),^/.j^.2 Arckit. Also
8 aom(m)ering. [app. 1. SUMMER sb2 + -ING 1

.]

a. collect. The beds of the stones or bricks of an
arch considered with reference to their direction.

b. The radial direction of the joints of an arch.

c. The degree of curvature of an arch.

The term perhaps originally indicated the support given

by the impost from which the arch springs (cf. F. somntitr)

and which by its mould determines the curve of the arch, but

there is no evidence for a sense (given in some recent Diets.)

*the first mass of masonry laid upon a pier, column, etc.

when it begins an arched construction '.

VOL. IX.

145

1703 T. N. City ff C. Purchaser 9 The Centre for the
Skew-back or Sommering to point to.. . Uy Summering, is lo
be understood the level Joinls betwixt the Courses of liricks

in the Arch. 1703 MOXON Mcch. fcjcerc, 279 According t.>

the breadth of the Piers between the Windows, so ought the
Skew-back or Sommering of the Arch to be. 1751 HAI.I--

PKNNV New Des. Chittt'se Briifgfs \\. 8 The middle J'icces

are taper, according to the somcring of the Arch. 1813 1'.

NICHOLSON Pract. InuLitr 329 In arching, the beds are, by
some, called summerings. ibid. 593 Sommtring) the con-

tinuation of the joints of arches towards a centre.

attrib. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 275 Divide the upper
Hanse from the centre O, making a right Angle from each

summering Line to the Ellipsis.., this will be the Sommer-
ing Mould for the Hanse ;. .then make another Summering
Mould to fit between two of these Lines. IMS W. HALF.
PI-.NNY Sound Building 55 Cut the Arch on the End of ihe

Brick, as also the Summering Joint.
Sunimerish ^strm^rij), a.

[f.
SUMMER sb^ +

-ISH !.] Somewhat summer-like.

1716 LEONT Albertfs Archit. \. 15/1 In Places subject to

much Snow, the Coverings shou'd have a very steep Slope . . [

but in more Summerish Climates (to use such an Expression)

they laid their Coverings less oblique. 1754 H. WALPGLK
Let. to y. Chute 30 Apr., To-day looks summerish, but we
have no rain yet. 1847 JKFFRKY Let. to Mrs. A. Ruthtr-

furdi\ June, Our weather has been summerish of late, but
never quite summer. 1856 HAWTHORNE Et:g. Noie-tiks.

(1870) II. So In wide-awake hais and loose, blouse-like, sum-
merish garments.
Summerize Ourmaraiz), v. nonce-wd. [f.SuM-
MEB s<M + -IZE.] inh: To spend the summer.
1797 Monthly Mag. III. i6o A Series of Familiar Poetical

Epistles, from Mr. Simkin Slenderwit, summerising at Rams-
gate, to his dear Mother in Town. 1799 Monthly Rev.
XXX. 350 In this summerising tour from Wisbech to Scar-

borough.
Su mmer-land, su mmerland, sb. Also

8 somerland.
L A summer-fallow, dial.

1695 KENNETT Par. Antiq, Gloss, s. v. Warectare. 1713
LEWIS /fist, Ttntt 8 The tilth for this grain is either Somer-

land, Bean- or Pease grotten, or Clover, or Trefoil-lay. 1765
Museum Kust. IV. 145, I make no summer-land on this

light land, but plough sufficiently to get out the grass. 1846
Jrnl. R, Agric. Soc. VII, n. 589 To make a summerland

only for swede turnips.

2. A land where it is always summer ; in the

language of spiritualists applied to the intermediate

state of the departed.

SUMMER-TIME.

Summerly (sc-maili r , <//z-. rare.
[I.

j.* + -LY2.] In a manner or condition befitting
summer.
1600 NASHK Suutiutr's Last ll'ill Wks. 1905 III. 347 Letu_ ,_j: it _1.:|.| _ .11- i i . . .

"

- purgatory.
summerland of the

spiritualists,
the intermediate states ofthe

Hindus and Buddhists. 1901
' Lux AVREA '

(title) Light
from the Summerland. Being a Series of Articles illustrating
the Truth and Teachings of Spiritualism.

Hence Summer/land v. trans., to lay fallow.

1674 RAY S. >, E. C. Words, To Summerland a ground j

to lay it fallow a year, Stiff, 17*3 LEWIS Hist. Tenet 10

They are forc'd to Somerland or lay fallow their ground.

Strmmerless, a. [f.
SUMMER jiM + -LESS.]

Having no summer
;
not summery.

1879 Mem. G. S. Arnold 104 A summerless tomorrow.
1881 MORRIS in Mackail Lift (1899) II. 77 The summerless
season.

Summer-like (sc'msabik), a. [f. SUMMER
sli.1 + -LIKE.] Like, or like that of, summer ;

summery, f Also - SUMMERLY a. i.

1530 PALSCR. 325/1 Sommerlyke, belongyng to the sommer
season, estiual. 1610 HOU.AND Cawdcn's Brit. (1637) 220

In summer time it is a right summer-like Country. 177^
T. SMITH Jrul. (18491 278 Several summer-like days this

month [Dec.] 1841 LONGFELLOW in Lift (1891) I. 413 The
weather for ten days past has been delicious and summer-
like. 1911 Wor/</7May68i/iThe King, .attended theraces

on Thursday, when the weather was almost summer-like.

Su mmerling. [f. SUMMER f*.1 + -LING.] A
beast put out to graze in summer.
1829 Glover's Hist. Derby I. 204 Large pasture fields, for

the taking in of summerlings or ley cattle, at fixed prices

per week,

Summerly (s'msjli), a. [OE. sumtrlic =
OHG. sumailih (MHG. sutuerlich, G. sommer-

lick), ON. sumarligr ;
see SUMMER sb.i and -LV V]

tl. Of or pertaining to summer; taking place
in summer. Obs.
c iQOoSa-t. Leethd. III. 250 Se sumerlica sunnstede. foitt.

252 pare sumerlican hstan. c 1050 Snfpl. sEl/ric's Gloss.

in Wr..Wulcker 176/18 jEttiutts ilies, sumorlic dzg. 1559

,

W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr, Glasse 34 After this somerlye

reuerting, the Sonne is not perceiued to decline farther

North. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. pist. 227 The gras>ehopper
( . . leapt and chirpte . .among the greene herbes and summerlie
i plantes. 1749 H. WALPOLE Let. to Mann 4 June, As sum-

| merly as June and Strawberry Hill may sound, I assure you
i I am writing to you by the fire-side. 1771 Let. to jf.

Clutte 9 July, The weather is but lukewarm, and I should

: choose to have all the windows shut, if my smelling was not

I
much more summerly than my feeling.

2. Having the qualities of summer; summer-like.

i summery.
,11115 Leg. Kath. 1678 Euch slrete..bute sloh & slec,

I

eauer fliche sumerlich. a :66i [implied in SUMMERLINESS].
' 1850 T. T. LYNCH Theppti. Trinai xi. 210 Aquiet, mostsum-

merly, September day. 18158 Times 15 Dec. 6/1 Whenever
the season is summerly and the weather is damp and mild.

1894 JEAFFRESON J3k. Recoil. I. iv. 57, I journeyed in sum-

merly weather.. to Oxford.

Hence Bu-mmerlineu, summeriness.
a 1661 FUI.LEH Worthies, Somerset. (1662) 17 Some will

have it IK. Somersetshire) so called from the Summerlinesse,
or temperate pleasantnesse thereof.

-ummerly. 1901 Kime in Daily C/irm. 3 Jan. 5/a If the
January calends be summerly gay, It will U winterly weather
till the calends of May.
Summersault, -saut, var. m SOHHI.-.M n
Summer's day. [Cf. OFtis. sumenJty Mid-
summer clay.] A day in summer : often put

, typically for a very long day.
ti 1300 A". Horn 29 Hit was vpon a someres day. 1340

HAMPOI.K 1'r. Consc. 715 Als a shadu on )>e somera day.
1416 Lvoc. De Gail. I'ilfr. 11613 Vp-on the glade someiys
dayes. a 153* S<mgt, Caroti, etc. (E.E.T.S.) 117 Lyke a

meyny of bullokkis . . on a whot somers day, whan they be
mad all. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. v. i. 14 Like stinging Hecs in

hottest Sommers day. 1667 MILTON H. L. i. 449 To lament

j

his fate In amorous ditlyes all a Summers day. i743liLAix
Grave 107 Oh ! then the longest summer's day Seemd too

: too much in haste. 1853 M. ARNOLD Scholar Cyfsy ii, All

|

the live murmur of a summer's day.
b. Phr. In () upoii) a summer's Jay, used in

various commendatory phrases; some summer's
I day, some day or other,

' one of these fine days '.

1590 SHAKS. Mitts. N. I. ii. 89 A sweet-fac'd man, a proper
]

man as one shall see in a summers day. 1594 LYI.Y Mother
fiombie i. iii, As goodly a youth as one shall see in a Sum-
mers dale. 1697 H. WANLEY in Botil. O. Rec. (1915) Jan.
112 [The] Vice-Chancellor.. with the other Curators, upon
some Somers day, might call them all over. 174* FIELDING

J. Andrews IV. xv, As fine a fat thriving Child as you shall

'see in a Summer's Day. 1823 BYRON Juan xiv. Ixxxii.
There's another little thing. .Which you should perpetrate
some summer's day. 1848 THACKERAY I'an. 1-air xxxvii,
You won't see a prettier pair, I think, this summer's day, sir.

Summer season. Now rare. The season nt

summer.
i36a LANGL. P. PI. A. Prol. i In A somer sesun whon softe

vas be sonne. a 1400 Stockholm Mid. MS. i. 107 in Augliti
XVIII. 297 Late take a gres in somer-sesoun. iS3oPALSGR.
703/1 In the sommer season 1 love to shyfte me often. 1588
A. KING tr. Camsins' Catech. i vij, Giff he [sc. the sun] be in

ony of ye sowth signes in ye simmer sessone. 1688 HOLMK
Armoury in. xii. 453/1 Places to which the Gentry resort,

and abide there dureing the Summer season. 1719 ADDISON
Spect. No. 477 p i In the Summer-Season the whole Country
blooms. 1811 SHELLEY ' Sheivasan agedujomtin' 6&Vl\itn
the time of summer season smiled. 181* AVtt/ Bot. Card. 1.

88 The cuttings should be made in the summer season.

Summerset, \ar. form of SOMERSET.

Summer solstice. The time at which the

sun reaches the summer tropic, i. e. in the northern

hemisphere, the tropic of Cancer, in the southern

hemisphere, the tropic of Capricorn ; t ocias.

applied to the tropic itself.

1549 Compl. Scot. VL 37 Distant fiue degreis fra cure

symmyr solstice, c.illit the borial tropic of cancer. 1601

HOLLAND /Y/ary II. 245 About the Summer solstice it sheweth
a red floure. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. Iiul. * P. 23 Five days
after our Summer Solstice we had soundings 14 rathe. m.

1837 BREWSTER Magnet. 217 The declination has never

diminished between the vernal equinox and the summer
solstice. 1868 LOCKYER Gvillemin's Heavens (ed. ?) 119
From the 21"' of June to the 22* of September, the Eanh
passes from the Summer solstice to the autumnal equinox.

t Summer's tide. Obs. [Cf. G. scmmersztit.']
= next.

a 1000 Phanij: 209 (Gr ) On sumeres lid sunne hatost off r

sceadu scineo. a 1150 Ovil tt fiight. 489 Sumereslyde is al

wlonk. 1303 R. BRUNNE//n<//.i>>i2i27Hytwasyn (;c

somerys tyde, whan be hete ys al yn p_ryde.
a 135* MINOT

Poems (ed. Hall) x. 7 pai sailed furth in be Swin in a somers

tyde. ^146$ I'ol. Kel. >, L. t'oeuis (1903) i Erly in a

sommeristide. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eiieis M. xi. 57 The byssy
beis in schene symmeris tyde.

Su'mmer-tide. Now chiefly poet. [Cf. WFris.

simmertiid, NFris. sumartidj, MLG. sommcrtyd,
LG. somnurttt, OHG. itimarslt (MHG. samerztt,

G. sommerseit}.']
-- SI:MMER-TIUE.

c iSo Cm. % A'.v. 1224 He flemede agar and
ysmael

In

sumertid. 1303 K. BRI-NNE Handl. Synne 903 Whan hyt
come to somer tyde, ..Here vynys florshede feyre & weyl.

1390 GOWER Con/. II. 38 Whan the world is woxe grene

And comen is tho Soniertide. c 1410 ! LYDG. A sseiutfy cf
Gods 334 Grene as any gresse in the somertyde. 01513
FABYAN Chron. vn. (1811) 482 In this yere, folowynge the

somertyde in Guyan. 1566 STERNHOLD & H. Fs., Benediali,

Ye winter and the sommer tyde.
1800 WORDSW. Hart-leap Well 150 Asleep lie sank,

Lulled by the fountain in the summer-tide. ^1873 GEIKIF.

Gt. Ice Age x. 125 The arctic sun, which shines day and

night during the whole summertide. 1891 MORRIS Poems

lit tnt Way 123 Ask the Summer-tide to proveThe abundance

of my love.

Su-mmer-time. Also t summers time.

1. The season of summer ; the time that summer

lasts.

'377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 94 In somer tyme on trowes.

pere somme bowes ben leued and somme bereth none, c 1380

WYCLIF Sel. Witt. II. 400 Hete of somer tymc. c 1440

Pallad. on llusb. x. 153 In somer tyme hym likelh wel to

glade. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 345 To
Dondei, and S. Jobnestoune quhair al that selfe seasone of

the 5eir and sommer tyme he consume!, c 1600 SHAKS.

Sonn. xcvii, And yet this time remou'd was sommers time.

a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irrl. (Ir. Archacol. Soc.) I. 87 About

8 o'clock in the afternoone (somer time) he comaunded the

horse to come home and make readie. 1778 Miss BURNEY
19



SUMMER-TOWER.
Evelina xl, I thought my cousin would not.. have come to

town in the summer-time. 1800 WoRnsw. h'art-leap Well

60 In the summer-time, when days are long, I will come

hither. 1846 DICKENS Battle of Life in, The withered

leaves of many summer-times had rustled there. 1885
' MRS. ALEXANDER

' At Bay xi, We've lots of 'em sketching

about Denham woods in summer time.

2. The standard time (in advance of ordinary

time) adopted in some countries during the summer

months (in the British Isles, in 1916, from 11 May
to 30 September).

I9'i6 Act 6 * 7 Ceo. V, c. 14 An Act to provide for the

Time in Great Britain and Ireland being in advance of

Greenwich and Dublin mean time respectively in the sum-

mer months. .This Act may be cited as the Summer lime

t Summer-tower. Obs. [See TOWER sb\ 5 a.]

= SUMMER-CASTLE i.

1408 tr. Vtgetius' De Re Milit. (MS. Digby 233) If. 223/1

Scalus ledderus & somertoures & alle suche gynnes pat ben

lordeyned to clymbe of walles & toures.

Su mnierward s, adv. [f.
SUMMER sb\ : see

-WAUD(S.] Towards summer.

1889 Century Mag. Sept. 774/2 The world seemed to float

summerwards in the glimmering haze that wrapped the hills

in the afternoons. 1891 Ailvance (Chicago) 9 Apr., The

procession of the seasons appears as if in some doubt which

way to go, winterward or summerward.

Summery (so-msri), a. [f.
SUMMEK rf.l + -Y.J

Resembling or pertaining to summer ; characteris-

tic of or appropriate to summer ; summer-like.

1814 LAMB Let. to B. Barton Apr., Let me congratulate
with you the return of Spring : what a summery Spring
too I 1839 BAILEY Festus 237 Golden fruit grown in the

summery suns. 1847 R. W. CHURCH in Life r Lett. (1894)

I. 76 Their white sails, and the white houses and towers. .

gave a summery look to the whole. 1859 W. H. GREGORY

Egypt I. 359 The garment is decidedly summery, but is the

only article of attire worn by young girls. 1889 GUNTER
That Frenchman t x, For this summery day she is dressed

in white muslin. 1889 Pall Mall Gaz. 35 May 4/2 The
ladies.. donned their prettiest gowns and their summeriest

bonnets.

Hence Su'mmeriness, summery character or

quality.
1840 Blackw. Mag. XLVII. 702 The summeriness of the

day, or the dewiness of the evening.

Summet, obs. form of SUMMIT sb.

Summier, var. of SOMMIEK Obs., beam.

Summing (szrmirj), vbl. sb. [f.
SUM ?.l or so.*

+ -IN0 1
.]

1. The calculation of a total amount ; computa-
tion, (occas. summing- uf.)
I387TREVISA Iligiien (Rolls) II. 91 Eyjier manere sum-

mynge is as vnredy as o}>er. 4-1537 D * BENESE Meas.
Lands A iiij b, Diuerse rules of summynge of measures.

1611 COTGR., Sommation, a summe, or, the summing, of

money. 1836 Pentiy^ Cycl. V. 1647* (Book-keeping) At the

annual summing up it is of great importance to distinguish
them in the accounts. 1863 TREVELVAN Coinpet. Wallah
(1866) 132 Will you ne'er have ceased apocalyptic summing,
And left the number of the beast to puzzle Dr. Cumming?
1880 Plain Hints Needlework 10 The judges have nothing
to do with the . .

'

summing up
'

of the marks given.

2. With (rarely without) up. The stating of the

sum and substance of a matter; summarizing; a

summary account or statement.

1346 J. HKYWOOD Pror. (1867) 26, I pray you paciently
here the hole som. In fayth (quoth he) without any more
summyng, I know to beg of me is thycommyng. i&ooGlLpiN
Scrm. (1803) II. xlii. 270 This is.. the conclusion the sum-
ming up of the whole work of redemption. 1858 HAWTHORNE
Fr. ft It. Note-bks. I. 215 Mich.iel Angelo's summing up of
the world's history and destinies in his

' Last Judgment '.

1883 Athenxum 15 Dec. 771/3 The author's summing-up on
the subject. 1889 JESSOPP Coming ofFriars iv. 168 If any
of us were to. .attempt to discover. .the intensity of any
great plague . . what would his summing-up amount to ? 1898

Dually
News jo Mar, 6/1 Such is Mr. Decle's summing of

Khama.

3. With (rarely without) up. A judge's address
to a jury, in which he reviews and comments upon
the evidence adduced in the case before him : see

SUM v.l 5.

1790 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary June, The Queen sent me..
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t SnmmisS, a. Oh. rare. [ad.L. summissus,

1

to give me' this under your hand 1
'

t Stwnmi SSion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. stimmissio,

1

-iaem, n. of action f. summits-, summittlre SUMMIT

v.] = SUBMISSION.

1563 FOXE A, It M. 815 To requyre his conforraitie and

subscription to the sayde summission.

Summist (sfmist). [ad. med.L. sumnusla,

f. summa SUM rf.1 + -is/a -IST. Cf. F. sommiste,

It. sommista, Sp. sutnista, Pg. sammista.]

1. The author of a summa of religious doctrine,

etc., e.g. Thomas Aquinas, author of Summa

theologiie, Summa contra gentiles ;
often used gen.

of the schoolmen.

1545 BALE Image BotkCh. \. (East) 117 b, An infinite rable

of Sophisters & schoole doctours,..of sentencioners and

summfstes. 1610 DONNE Pseudo-m. 229 Those examples,

which Carbo a good Summist alleages. 1679 I. BARLOW

Poftry 38 The Canonists, Casuists, Schoolmen, Summists,

lesuits, &c. are generally, if not universally of this opinion.
[

1819 M'CR.B Life A. Melville I. iii. 99 The barbarous latin

of summists and commentators. 1886 t-ncycl. ant. AAl.

425/2 Hugo [of St. Victor], by the composition of his

Summit Sententiarum, endeavoured to give a methodical

| presentation of the content of faith, and was thus the first

of the so-called Summists. 1891 T. E. BRIDGETT Life Sir
1 T. More 93 Summists and Masters of Sentences.

fb. An epitomizer, abridger ; transf.&n epitome,

summary. Obs.
IDOO W. WATSON necacordondfxn} no An od conceit I haue

of the lesuits perfection.. moues me to place the Generall

toco sumttii generis as a Summist of alt the rest. 1705 G.
' BULL Corrupt. Ch. Rome iii. in Lett. etc. 281 A Book..en-

tituled, The Tax ofthe Apostolical Chamber or Chancery,

whereby may be learned more sorts of Wickedness, than

from all the Summists and the Summaries of all Vices.

31734 NORTH Exam. in. viii. $ 17. (1740) 594 The Author
is but a Summist of the Libel upon this Head.

2. [It. sommista.'] In the Roman Curia, an official

of the Apostolic Camera who had charge of the

issuing of bulls, /fist.

1686 J. S[ECF.ANT) Hist. Monast. Convent. 154 The Office

of Summist is of a great value, and is generally possessed by
a Cardinal. 1694 MOTTKUX Rabelais v. Lett. xv. 29 That

Apartment where the Summists reside.

t Su minister. Obs. [f.
med.L. summista :

see prec. and -EK 1
.]

=
prec. I, I b.

1581! STANVHURST in 7. Hooker's Hist. Irel. in Holinshed
II. 80 If the historian be long, he is accompted a trifler: if

he be short, he is taken for a summister. 1598 KJeane in

Sfeiuiing G 2 b, And thus, though rudely, haue I plaid the

Summister.

Summit (so'mit), sb. Forms : 5 aomette,
soraraet(te, -ete, 6, 8 summet, (7 erron. soranet,)

7- summit, [a. OF. sommette, somete fern. (AF.
*//<?), also somet, sumet masc. (mod.F. sommei),
dim. of sum, sum : L. summtim, neut. sing, of

summits (see SUM so. 1 ). The modern spelling with

j

-it is due to assimilation to SUMMITV, q. v.]

1. The topmost part, top ; the vertex, apex ; ) the

crown (of the head), boss (of a shield), umbo (of a

shell).
1470-85 MALORY Arthur v. viii. 174 It clefte his hede fro

the somette of his hede. 1471 CAXTON Racuyell (Sommer)
414 Vpon the somette or toppe of the tour, he maad an

ymage of copre. Ibid. 615 Trie maystres had sette on the
sommet or toppe of the hede of hector, . . a vessell. c 1477
Jason 16 lason smote hym on the sommette of hu shelde.
a 1513 KABYAN Cliron. n. xxxi. (1811) 23 He buylded an
Hauen w l a gate ther ouer. ..In the summet or pynacle
wheron was set a vessell of Brasse. 1706 PRIOR Ode to the

Queen xxviii, Let Europe sav'd the Column high erect...

Sublime the Queen shall on the Summit stand. 1784 Cow-
PKR Task III. 536 Golden flow'rs, Blown on the summit of

th| apparent fruit. 1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 63 Shell

thin, . .with the summit pointed. 1859 TENNYSON Elaine ^^t
A wild wave .. Green-glimmering toward the summit. 1866
R. TATE Brit. Mollusks iv. 92 The tentacles, .bear the e'

at their summits.
jru

. _ b.xat. 22 Dec. 5/3 A luminous
and ummpeachably fair summing up by Lord Justice Clerk
Moncriett.

4. Doing
' sums '

or arithmetical problems ; the
act of performing arithmetical operations.
1815 JENNINGS Obscrv. Dial. W. Eng.,Summitt, arithme-

tic. 1828 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. in. (1863) ii Miss
Mowbray, who was.. too particular about summing. 1860
GEO. ELIOT Mill on Fl. \\. vii, There were no maps, and
not enough

'

summing '.

altrib. a 1815 FORBY Vocab. E. Anglia 333 We have
summing.schools, summing-books, and summmg.masters.

Su-mming, ppl. a.
[f. SUM v.l + -INO 2.] That

sums or sums up ; summarizing.
1860 I. BURNS Pastor o/Kilsyth 248 The great and sum.
mmg evil is just

'
the quenching the spirit '. 1887 Homeof.World i Nov. 501 The president made a few summinE-uD

remarks.

t Summise, v. Obs. rare. In 5 -yse. Variant
of SURMISE v., to submit.
c 1450 Pot. Poems (Rolls) II. 227 These made ther enmyes

theime tosummyse.

t b. Sot. By an etymologizing alteration of

Crew's SEMET, used for 'anther'; and hence for

'stigma'. Obs.

1731 MILLER Card. Diet., Summits or Apices are those
lodles which contain the Prolifick Powder. 1753 Cham-

bers Cycl. Suppl., App., Summits offlowers, the same with
the antherae, or tops of the stamina. 1796 WITHERING Brit.
Plants (ed. 3) I. 5 The Germen, the Summit, and the

Anthers, are all that are essentially necessary.

o. Geom. A point of a polyhedron where three
or more faces meet, forming a solid angle.
1805-17 [see summit angle in 4]. 1833 BROOKE Crystallog.

6 The regular tetrahedron, . .contained within four equi-
lateral triangular planes. The solid angle at a, is some-
times called its summit.

2. The topmost point or ridge of a mountain or
hill. Also, the highest elevation of a road, rail-

way, or canal.

1481 CAXTON Godfrey clxx. 251 Syon is toward the weste,
on the sommete or toppe theron stondeth the chirche
which is named Syon. 1601 SHAKS. Ham. in. iii. 18 It is

a massie wheele Fixt on the Somnet of the highest
Mount. 1697 DRYDEN SEneis x. 984 He, like a solid Rock
by Seas inclos'd, .. From his proud Summit looking down.
a 1700 EVELYN Diary (1850) I. 3 Leith Hill, one of the
most eminent in England for the prodigious prospect to be
seen from its summit. 1736 GRAY Statins II. 18 /Etna's

SITMMITY.

smoking summit. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist, (1776) I. 155
Some of the summits of the Alps have never yet been
visited by man. 1859 DICKENS T. Two Cities i. ii, The
last burst carried the mail to the summit of the hill. 1860
TVNDALL Glac. \. iii. 30 To witness the scene from the
summit of the pass. 1891 E. ROI-ER By Track <y 'Jratlx.

148 Summit, in railway parlance, means the highest point
attained by the line in crossing a mountain.

3 jig. The highest point or degree ; the acme.

1711 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Montagu 29 Mar.,
Wks. 1803 1 . 223 Supposing I was at the very summit of this
sort of happiness. 1758 J. KENNEDY Curios. Wilton Ho.
(1786) p. xxvii, Literature had then attained its summit.
1848 PUSEY Paroch. Serin, v. (1873) I. 90 If love be the
summit of all virtue, humility is the foundation. 1867 H.
MACMILLAN Bible Teach, vi. (1870) 108 The year has reached
its golden summit.

4. attrib., as summit altar, crater, hill, line, pine^
rib, ridge ; summit angle = sttmmit quoin ; sum-
mit level, (a) the highest level reached by a canal,

watercourse, railway, or the like
; (b~] a level place

in a railway or stretch of water in a canal, with

descending planes on either side ; summit quoin,
the solid angle at a summit of a polyhedron.
1866

_[.
B. ROSE tr. Ovid's Met. 326 A beacon tower with

"summit altars stoocK 1805-17 R.JAMESON Char. Klin. led. 3)

121 The angle of the acuimnation, or the Summit angle.
1880 Miss BIRD Japan II. 152 The flank and "summit craters

of Monna Loa. 1718 PRIOR Solomon i. 375 Higher than
er'st had stood the "Summit-Hill. 1810 J. 'J'. in Risdon's
Stirv. Devon p. xxxii, Its 'summit level would be 300 feet

above the sea. 1844 DARWIN I'oy. Nat. xix. (ed. 2) 439 Nor
does the drainage from the summit-level always fall.. into

the head of these valleys. 1877 HUXLEY Physiogr. 37 The
summit-level of the Thames and Severn canal. 1901 C G.
HARPER Gt. North Road II. 249 The summit-level of this

railway route. 1842 GWILT Archit. App. 838 These inter-

sections form a curved "summit line. 188* B. HARTF. Flip
v, The "summit pines, .rocked in the blast. 1895 STORY-
MASKELYNE Crystallogr. ii. 246. 296 The "summit-quoins
are symmetrical ditngonally on the axis. 1842 tiwii.r

Archit, App. 838 In Germany the "summit ribs [of a vault]
are more frequently omitted than introduced. 1897 Daily
News 15 Nov. 5/5 The "summit ridge occupied by the

enemy.

t Summit, v. Obs. In 4-5 sumroyt(te, 5
aummitte. [ad. L. summittfrc, assimilated f. sub"

mitttre to SUBMIT.] trans. To submit, subject.
c 1374 CHAUCER Bceth. \\. pr, v. (1868) 49 panne summytten

)e and putten ;oure self vudir
|
o fouleste jnnges. Ibid. in.

pr. x. 88 For bat veyne ymaginacioun of bou^t ne desceiue vs

nat and putte vs oute of be sobefastnesse of bilke binge } at

is summyttid to vs. 1401 Pot. Poems (Rolls) II. 91, I sum*
mitte me to hem. 1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 125 Then
the other vij. Icynges schalle summytte theyme to hym. 1483
Cath. Angi.yjifa To Submytte(X.toSummyt, snmmittert),

Su mmitless, a. [f. SUMMIT sb. + -LESS.]

Having no summit.
a 1834 in Sir H. Taylor Artevelde Note to !. iv. i, Vast

outlines, mountains summitless, grey wastes. 1856 RUSKIN
Mod, Paint. IV. v. v. 4 Watching the cloud still march
before them with its summitless pillar. 1877 W. R. COOPER

Egypt. Obelisks \. (1878) 3 The mutilated and summitless

fragments [of obelisks).

t Su-mmity. Obs. or arch. Forms : 5-7 sum-
mitie, (5 summite(e, -yt re, sumite, 6sumitie,

aummitye, sommitie, 8 erron. sumnity), 7-9
sumrnity. [a. OF. sommetj^e, summite (mod.F.

sommite] = It. sommita, Sp. snmidad^ Pg. summi-

dadc, ad. late L. snmmitas, -atem, f. summits

highest, the top of (see SUM sb. 1
).]

1. The topmost part, top ;
*= SUMMIT sb. I.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce in. 706 Quhilum sum wald be Rycht
on the wawys summite \ed<i. 1620, 1670 summitie]. 1440
Pallad. on Husb. iv. 240 Sette hem [sc. seeds) myddel depe
in drie Lond and in weet lond in the summyte [v.r. sum-

mitee] Aboue, 1571 DIGCKS Pantom. \. xiv. E j, The very
summitie or vpmost parte of the thing to be measured. 1574
NEWTON Health Mag. 31 The Creame or thicke Summitie
of Milke. 1585 DANIEL Pavlus fouius To Rdr., Wks. (Gro-

^art) IV. 3 On the sommitie of some high Filler. 1599 A. M.
tr. Cabelhojter's Bk. Physicke 132/2 A qu. of an ownce of

redd Roses of the supertialle summityes therof. 1602 FLAT

Delightesfvr Ladies \\. xi, The oyle.. fleeting on the top or

summity of your water. 1699 EVELYN Acetaria (1729) 165

St. John the Baptist and other religious A^etics were Feeders

on the Summities and Tops of Plants. 1703 T. N. City <$ C.

Purchaser o The Key-stone, is that which is the very sumnity,
or top of the Arch. 1725 f-'am. Diet. s. v. Barosccptt

The

Summity of the Tube is for a Space void of Quicksilver.

2. The topmost point or ridge of a mountain or

hill ; SUMMIT sb. 2.

c 1400 Sc. Trojan War \\. 1665 Frome hicht of be sumiteis

Descendand amongis be waleis. c 1425 WVNTOUN Cron. i.

(Wemyss) xi. 972 One est half fra be Egipt se, Sa rynnand
in till summytie. 1598 BARRET Theor. Warres in. n. 90
The summities..and other places of aduantage. 1631 MAY
tr. Barclay's Mirr. Mindes \. 37 Vpon the summity of the

high hill, is a flat of great circuit. 1697 PQTJK*A ntit?. Greece

n. ii.(i7i5) 185 Cyrus. .sacrificeth.. upon the Suinmities of

Mountains. 1704 SWIFT Batt. Bks. 237 The War. .between

the Learned, about the higher Summity of Parnassus. 1718

OZELL tr. Tonrnefort's Voy. I. 62 When we reach d the

Summities where we hoped to find very uncommon things,

we were forc'd to give over our design by the Fog and Snow.

transf. 1635 A. STAFFORD Fern. Glory 95 Whither should

this Eagle flie, but to the summity of the world f

3.y?/. The highest point or degree;
= SUMMIT

sb. 3 : also in particularized use.

In quot. 1862 prob. after F. sommitts societies.

1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl. 92 Plato and Aristotle in the

Summitie of their Ethicall.. and Metaphysicall Idees, hauc



body,

SUMMON.
displaced some such philosophical I quiddities. 1600 G. ABBOT
Jonah 125 When a man groweth to the summitie of such
malice against himselfe as that natural affection, .is quite
exiled out of memory. 1660 JKR. TAVLOK Duct. Ditbit. i.

iv. rule 2 8 34 There are summities and
principalities of

probation proportionable to the ages and capacities of men
and women. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell, Syst. I. i. 18. 18 Im-
material or Incorporeal Substance; the Head and Summity
whereof U a Deity distinct from the World. 1709 J. JOHN-
SON Clerg. J'fu/e M. n. p. Ixix, They are not in the summity
of the Priesthood. 1861 T. A. TROL.LOPK Marietta I.iv.So
In making his approaches towards the social summities.

b. A person or thing that is at the head of a

ody, line, series, etc.

1624 HEVwooDGwMrt/*. I. 2 Lysis and Philolaus, call it

[sc. the supreme deity] . .a summity of the greatest or smallest
number. 1655 M. CASAUBON Treat. Knthus* iii. (1656) 153
When once ascended to the Summities, or Originall Firsts,
we can go no further. 1680 H. MORE Apocal. A/>oc. 130
The two chief summities of this Sacerdotal Hierarchy, the
two Patriarchates of Rome and Constantinople. 1685
Paralip. Prophet, xlii. 361 So soon as they were two Sum-
mities or Preeminences Ecclesiastical.

tSu mmon, ^. Obs. Forms:4somun,8umun,
soramoun, 4-5 somoun, 5 somoune, -own,
summoun(e, 6 somon, 6-7 sommon, 4-8 sum-
mon. [f.

SUMMON v,]
= SUMMONS.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23821 Ilk dai we se somun For to graid
and mak us bun. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 171 He bad his knifes
lele Com to his somoun Wib hors and wepenes fele. 13..
K. E, Allit. P, A. 539 To take her hyre he mad sumoun.
ta tq&iforteArtk. 104 3iff thow theis somouns wythsytte,
he sendes thie thies wordes. c 1470 Got. iff Caw. 10 Dukis
and digne lordis, . .SembilHt to his summovne. 1581 A. HALL
Iliadix. 151 The Heraults they obayed, And when y* kings
the sommon heard, from him no whit they stayed. 1596
BACON Max. <y Use Com, Law 11. (1630) 9 The Kings writs
of Processe, be they Sommons, Attachments [etc.]. 1599
THYNNE Aniwadv. (1875) 66, I haue not my booke of so-

mons of Barons to parliamente in my handes. 16*9 T.
ADAMS Medit. Creed Wks. 1231 Esther durst not come into

the Presence, till the Scepter had giuen her admission; a sum-
mon of that emboldens her. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones 11. ix,

Mr. Allworthy. .gave orders that the bell should be rung'
without the doors. . .All these summons proving ineffectual

[etc.]. 1800 BLOOMFIELD Spring Poems (1845) 12 Heedlessly
they graze, Or hear the summon with an idle gaze.

b. aftrib. : summon-master, one who directs

the issue of summonses (Jig.\
1618 BRATHWAIT Descr. Death. 3 in Good Wife^ etc. E 7,

Death is.. The Summon>maister of mortal itie.

Summon (s*man), v. Forms : a. 3-4 som-

oune, 3-5 somony, 3-6 somon ;e, 4-5 somoun,
sommone, sowmoun, -own, (3 sumune(n, 4
somun(e, -own, summone, 5 sumoun, somowue,
6 sumon, -own, sowmon), 6-7 sommon, 4-
summon. See also SCMMOXD v. . 3 someni,
sumeu, 3-4 someny, '3-5 somene, 3-6 soxnen,

4-5 somy n, somn- ; 4-5 sompne, -y. (See
SOMNE v.2, SOMPNE.) 7. 3-4 sumni, -y, 4-5
Rumue. [a. AF., OF. sumuft'j somun-, somon- ,

pres. stem of somondre, semondre (see SUMMOND
v.) Pr. somon'(d}re, semondre : pop.L. *sum-
montre for summoneret in earlier 1,., to give a hint,

suggest, in med.L., to call, cite, summon, f. sub'

(see SUB- 24) +monere to warn (see MONITION).
The ME. forms with weak vowel in the second syllable

(somene, sumene) underwent contraction when inflected for

the pa. t., pples., and vbl. sb. (som/iett, sornning, etc.) : cf.

SOMNER, SUMNER.
The earliest examples show assimilation m meaning, and

partly in form, to ME. s0mnit OE. somnian
t SOMNE i/.

1

, to

assemble.]

L trans. To call together by authority for action

or deliberation, f Occas. with up. (See SUMMONS
sb. i

t i b.)
c laog LAV. 424 He heihte his folc sumunen & cumen to

him seoluen. Ibid. 1482 pa ferde wes isumned & heo forS

fusden. Ibid. 19183 Ah nu ich wulle fusen & sumnien mine
ferde. c 1150 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 26 J?o dede he
somon i alle bo wyse clerekes t>et kuf>e (>e laghe. 1197 R.
GLOUC. (Rolls) 10379 Pe pope.. alle be bissops of engelond
let someni to rome. 1303 R. BHUNNE Handl. Synne 1800
Do sumne be folk astyte, pat ^ey come alle hedyr. c 1330

Ckron.Wace (Rolls) 3265 Belyn dide somone his Bretons.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 327 He let somoune a parlement,
To which the lordes were asent. Z4?*~3 Rolls of Parlt.

VI. 42/1 The Lordes.. of this Reame, in this present Parle-

ment somoned and holden at Westm'. 1560 DAUS tr. Slei*

dane's Cotnm. 112 Pope Paule by his legate Vergerius som
moneth the counsell of Mantua. 1605 SHAKS. Lear u. iv.

35 They summon'd vp their meiney, straight tooke Horse.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rtc. i. 12 If they had been fre*

quently summoned, and seasonably dissolved. 1677-8 MAR*
VELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 603 The Shrieues haue order
to summon up all absent Parliament-men. 1711 in loM Rrf,
Hist. i\fSS. Comm. App. v. 137 He might have called to his

assistance. .15,000 good men . .by summoning the voluntiers.

1748 Ansoit's Voy. in. vii, Thereupon the Governor had
summoned his Council. 1758 J. DALRYMPLE Ess. Feudal

Property (ed. 2) 266 A distinction was made in the form of

summoning the greater and the smaller vassals. 1769 BLACK*
STONE Comm. iv. xx. 281 Those [contempts] committed by
jurymen,.. such as making default, when summoned. 1777
WATSON Philip II (1839) 357 That he should summon the

general assembly of the States to meet at least once a year.

1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe xxxviii, The Grand Master had sum-
moned a chapter. i8ao GIFFORD Compl. Engl. Lawyer (ed.

5) 73 A commission from the bishop, directed usually to his

chancellor and others of competent learning; who are to

summon a jury of six clergymen and six laymen. 1855
MACAULAV Hist. Eng. xi. III. 29 No royal writ had sum-
moned the Convention which recalled Charles the Second,
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1877 FROUDK Short Stud. (1883) IV. i. iv. 44 The kingonce more summoned a great Council to meet him at North-
ampton.

b. To call (a peer) to parliament by writ of
summons

; hence, to call to a peerage. (See
SUMMONS sb. i b.)
>37S HARBOUR Brncc i. 592 Thiddir somownys he in hyThe barownys of his reawte. 1610 HoUAHDC*nAn' firif.

(1637) 635 William Beauchamp who was summoned after*
ward to Parliament. 1885 1- HERMAN in Encycl. Brit. XVIII.
462/2 One may certainly doubt whether Kdward [I], when
he summoned a baron to parliament, meant positively to.,
summon that baron's heirs for ever and ever. 1888 N. J- Q.
7th Ser. V. 391/2 Thomas Fane married Mary, daughter of
Henry, Lord Abcrgavenny, 1574. ..She was summoned to
the barony of Le Despenser, . . 1604.
2. To cite by authority to attend at a place named,

esp. to appear before a court or judge to answer a

charge or to give evidence
; to issue a summons

against. (See SUMMONS sb. 2.)
c 1x90 S. Eng. Leg. 74 He liet him somoune al-so To

westmunstre, to answerien him of bat he him hadde mis-do.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 510 Al J>e godemen of be
toune, Byfore be bysshop dyden here somoune. c 1380
WVCLIF Wits. (1880) 146 pei. .somonen men to chapitre &
bi fors taken here goodis. c 1380 Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 205
pei ben somynned and reprovyd many weies, and after put in

prison. Ibid. III. 320 pel somenen and aresten men wrong-
fully to gete be money out of his purse,

i 1430 LVDC. J //';/.

Poems (Percy Soc.) 241 Oon of his bedellys..Cam with his

potent instede of a maas, Somowned me. c 1460 Oseney
Reg. 80 Sumne hym by a goode sumnyng that he be afore vs.

c 1480 HKNRVSON Mor. Fables^Shecp ft Dog 18 Schir Corbie
Rauin..hes. .Summonit the Scheip befoir the Uolf. c 153*
Du WES Introd, Fr. in Palsgr. 938 To somen, adjoumer.
(11578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Citron. Scot. (S. T.S.) I. 100

James Hammelttoun-.was sowmond. .to wnderly the law.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. xii. 59 It is unfit that Ministers
should be summoned, before each proud, .under-officer.

1769 BLACKSTONK Comm. iv. xx. 279 The courts of common
law.. making it necessary to summon the party accused be-
fore he is condemned. 1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry 1.

xvii. 445 To summon uncanonicat offenders into the arch-
deacon's court. 1875 JOWETT Pinto (ed. 2) V. 167 A witness
who will not come of himself may be summoned. 1887
Courier 23 June, George Champneys. .was summoned for

wilfully assaulting Mr. Smeadon.
absol. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. u. n The Heralds then, he

strait charg'd to consort The curld-head Greekes, with lowd
calls to a Court. They summon'd ; th' other came,

f b. To call (a plea) into court. Obs.

1460 Oscnty Reg. 104 Whereoff 'assisa of the deth of
aunceturs

' whas i-sumned bitwene them In the forsaide

Courte. Ibid. 115 Whereof J>e plee of *conuencion' whas
i-summonyd bitwene them in be same courte.

T" o. transf. To call to account. Obs. rare.

1654-66 EARL ORRERY Part/ten. 11676) 610 The two Princes
summoned Callimachus of his promise.

3. gen. To require the presence or attendance of;
to bid (a person) to approach by a call, ringing
a bell, knocking, or the like; with adv., to call (to
a person) to go in a specified direction.

a 1400 Robt. Cicyle (MS. Harl. 525) in Parker DOM. Archit.

(1853) 11.73 [He] somowned him a Barbour before, That as
a fole he should be shore, a 1536 Songs, Carols^ etc.

(E. E. T. S.) 97 Whan deth commyth,..Obey we must, her

ys no reinedye ; He hath me somond. 1566 PAINTER Pal,
Pleas. I. To Rdr., Their great Graundmotner Eue when she
was somoned from Paradise ioye. 1591 Soliman, tf Pers. v.

ii. 68 Ere we could summon him a land, His ships were past
a kenning from the shoare. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. W, w. vii.

16 lie knocke once more, to summon them. 1683 J. KETTLE-
WELL Help Worthy Commutt. in. v. 376 We are summon'd in

to profess Repentance, a 1700 EVELYN Diary an. 1635, When
near her death, she summoned all her children then living.

1797 MRS. RADCUFFE Italian xii, The matin-bell strikes !. .

I am summoned. 1831 BHEWSTER Nat. Magic vi. 132 The
family was then summoned to the spot, and the phenomena
were seen alike by them all. 1885

' MRS. ALEXANDER ' At
Bay i, They were soon summoned to table.

4. jig. with immaterial or inanimate subject: To
call, bid come or go. Often with adv.

1549 Compl. Scot. Ep. 6, I beand summond be instttutione

of ane gude zeil. 159* KVD Sp. Trag. n. H. 46 When Vesper
ginnes to rise, That summons home distresfull traueller*.

1592 Arden of Fevers/tarn in. Hi, n A gentle slumber tooke

me, And sommond all my parts to sweete repose. 1608 D.

TtuviLL] Ess. Pol. 4- Mor, 38 b, Heerein may their practice
seme like a seuerer Censor, . . and summoning the blood into

our faces, make vs ashamed. 16*9 WADSWORTH Pilgr. iii.

14 Euery morning the fift houre summons the vp. 1731 POPE

Ep. Burlington 142 The Chapel's silver bell you hear, That
summons you to all the Pride of Pray'r. 1750 JOHNSON in

Bormetti The business of life summons us away from useless

grief. 1816 SCOTT Ottt Mori, xxxv, The attention of Morton
was summoned to the window by a great noise. 1818 Rob
Roy i, If my father were suddenly summoned from life.

absol. 1604 SHAKS. Otk. iv. ii. i6g Hearke how these

Instruments summon to supper. 1891
'

Q.' (Quiller-Couch)

Noughts $ Cr. t Cott. Troy iv, Its [sc. the sea's] voice in

his ears, calling, summoning all the way.

6. To call upon (a person) to do something,
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 462 >if crist haue sumnyd hem

for to come not to hym. ?^i 1400 MorteArth. 1212 He somond
than the schippemene. .To schake furthe with the schyre
mene to schifte the gudez. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1702 He
somond all be Cite. . 'i o a counsell to come for a cause hegh.
c 1450 Merlin 249 This squyer hadde ofte Carados somoned
to be a knyght. 1591 SHAKS. Vtn. t Ad. 534 Cole-black

clouds. .Do summon vs to part. 1671 MILTON /*. R. n. 143,

I summon all.. to be in readiness.. to assist. 1781
COWPER

Expost. 179 That moving signal summoning.. Their host to

move. 18*5 SCOTT Betrothed ii, He called.. on a young
. . bard, . . and summoned him to sing something which might
command the applause of his sovereign. 1859 TKNNVSO
Guinev. 566 They summon me their King to lead mine hosts,

SUMMONDER.
b. To call upon to surrender.

[i47 CAXTON Rtcuyetl (Sommerj 73, J the somone as legal
..that thou yehle this cyte vnto his fader kyng uiurnr.
a 1548 HALL Chron., //,. ////, * n,.- kyr^.^mt an
neraulde to somon vs to rendre to hym this cytee. 1560DAUS tr. Sleidane'f Comm. 252 Donaucrde, whicbe bringsommoncd to render, had refused. 1643 HAa H C hron. (1653)
248 The Duke of fcxeter was sent, .to summon the Citi/eiu
to surrenderee Town. 1844 llokkuw A,V/<- i*Spain xx*iv,A man advanced and summoned u* to surrender.)
1603 [see SUMMONING vl>(. s/:}. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. I. iv. 7bummon the Towne. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to Cong. \\. \.

He first summoned the garrison. 1810 WKLLINGTOM in
Gurw. Desp. (1838) VI. 120 General Mermet summoned the
place on the i2th. 1853 STOCQUKLEK Milit. EmycL 271/2.
t 6. 1 o yive warning or notice of, proclaim, call.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 205 He cast hym. . In a Cite be-syde KJ

somyn a fesU 1591 SMAKS. i Hen. /'/, in. iii 35 Summon
a Parley, we wilftalke with htm. 1611 Wittt. T. n. iii.

202 Prepare you Lords, Summon a Session.

7.^
Often with up : To '

call
'

(a faculty, etc.) to

one's aid ; to bring (one's courage, energy) into
action ; to call up.
i58a STANVHURST SEneis i. (Arb.) 24 With food they sum-

mond theyre force [L. victu revocant viris}. 1588 SHAKS.
L.L.L. u.i.i Now Madam summon vpyour dearest spirits.

1667 MILTON P. /.. ix. 374 Relie On what thou hast ol

vertue, summon all. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 87 p 8 We
. .summon our powers to oppose it. 1780 Mirror No. 87 F 7

Being obliged to summon up his resolution. i8os MARIA
EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. xviii. 149 He summoned all

his fortitude. 1865 TROLLOPS Belton Est. xxvi. 317 She had
been driven to summon up all her courage to enable her to
do so. 1886 RUSKIN Prafterita II. 157 You paused to sum.
mon courage to enter.

b. reft. To 'pull oneself together', rare.
18*1 SCOTT Kenilw. xvt, He summoned himself hastily.
8. To call into existence; to call forth.

1741 YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 1558 He summons into being, with
like ease, A whole creation, and a single grain. 1837 CAR.
LYLB Fr. Rev. \. in. iii, M. de Calonne has stretched out an
Aaron's Rod over France. .and U summoning. .unexpected
things. 1841 WHiTTinK/,tt<ry //<*>/> 28 Pain and weariness,
which here Summoned the sigh or wrung the tear.

Summonable (szrmanab'l), a. [f. SDHMOK v.

+ -ABLE. In AF. sowounable t OF. semonnablc^\
That can be or is liable to be summoned.
1711 LD. MOLRSWOKTH tr. F. Hotmail's Fratico-Gallia

(1721) 147 This Meeting of the Court of Judicature was.,
summonable by the King's Writs. 1796 BENTHAM Panopt.
Corr. Wks. 1843 XI. 115 The strength. .of the Barracks
distant not above half-a.mile, summonable by signals. 1865
NICHOLS Britton II. 13 That in pleas of trespass, .sokemen
be summonable and answerable as well as others. 187* Pali
MaltGaz. 5 Aug. 10 The court, .was summonable..by him-
self as lessee of the duchy.

t Su mmonance. Obs. In 4 somonaunce,
5 somrnonanoe. [a. AF. *sotnou^naume t

f.

sottto(u}n~ to SUMMON : see -ANCE.] A summons.
4:1386 CHAUCER Friar's T, 288 (Harl. MS.), I haue. .a

somonaunce [r.rr. somons, somonce] of a bille, . . loke ^at ^ou
be..biforn our erchedeknes kne, To answer to ^ court of

certeyn binges. 1499 in Lett. Rich. I/I $ Hen. VII (Rolls)
I. 131 They shal make their sommonance in the presence
of the deputie. 1616 J. LANE Contn. Sqr.'s T. xi. 186 After

the lore of Faerie Landes sommance [r.r. sumonancej,

f Su-mmonary, a. Obs. rarer1
, [f. SUMMON

+ -ART.] That deals with summonses.

I76[P. MURDOCH] tr. Buschitig'sSyst. Geog. V. sThat the

chancery of Worms, .should open the writings addressed to

the summonary office of the Circle [orig. Kreis-Ausschreio.

antt\.

tSuinmond, so. Sc. and north. Obs. Also 5

somond, summound, [f. next.]
= SUMMONS.

14.. Customs of Malton in Surtees Misc. (1890) 58 Noo
othyr Balyffe schal make no tachement nor somond. c 1480
HESRVSON Mor. Fab., Sheep $ Dog iv, This summond is

maid before witnes anew. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xiii. 29
Sum castis summondis, and sum exceptis. c 1680 DALLAS
Stiles (1688) 192 The Summond of Adjudication.

t Su'mmond, v. Sc. and north. Obs. Also 4

somend, sumund, 4-5 somond(e, 6 suraond,

sowmmond. [a. AF., OF. soiHondre, sumundre,
semondre : see SUMMON v.] To summon. Hence
Su mmonding vbl. sb.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5324 pe king Jjan did his lettres wrilte

Tosomondal. a 1340 H A M POLE /^ro//>r
vii. 12 Hesomondi-.

bairn till penaunce. Ibid, cxlviii. 12 Here sumundts he

men and women .. to loue }* name of oure lord. 1415

Munini. de Metros (Bann. Cl.)544 We gert somond..Johne
..abbot of Mtlrosse..on be ta part and. .Johne hag of

bemersyde on be thober part, a 1450 Ratit Karifif HI. 383

Bere |x>w wytnes but somondynge, fow may be set fra

compeir in judgment. Ibid. 305 To summound ony persounis

to pas upon ony assise or inqueist. a 1578 LINDESAV (Pits-

cottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 67
Thair come ane thunder.

and woyce out of heawin cryand and sowmmondand him to

the extreme Judgement of gi-d. 1639 DFUMM. or HAWTH.

Hist. Jos. If, Wks. (1711) 74 A proclamation. .summond-

ing a great many burgesses . . to appear . . before the tribunal

of one Plot-Cock, c 1680 DALLAS Stittt (1688) 185 That ye

lawfully summond, warn and charge the forenamed persons.

1711 in Nairn* Peerage Evidence (1874) 143 [To] call and

convein parties and witnesses summond inquests and asysses.

t Su ninionder. Sc, and north. Obs. In 5

summuuder, aomundare, -onder, 7 summon*
dour. Variant of SuMUONKR, assimilated to prec.
c 14*5 Eng. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 653 tfie sit*t*r, A

somundare. 14. . AVw. ( Ibid. 681 Hie citator^ Hie afara*

tor, a summundcr. 1483 Catk. Angl. 348/2 A Somonder,
19-3



SUMMONDS.

aV/r CIS7S BAI.FOUR Pnutickt (1754) 303 Thcexecu-

tiounofsummoundissould be maid 1* ane lauchful sum-

mounder befoir sufficient witnessis. 1609 SKENE Kcg.Maj.,

Own Attack. 76 The summondour and wanes with him,

Jobld come to the dwelling house of the defender, and sum.

mon him to compeir.

tStrmmonds. &. and north. 06s. Jorms: 5

so(w)moundis, 5-6 summondis, 6 summoun-

dia, s(o)umondis, 7 summonds. Variant of

SUMMONS assimilated to SUMMOND v.

14 in Suriia Mix. (1890) 60 The fyrst day of somondes

or atachement. c 1450 HOLLAND Horn/at 134 For all stalls of

kirk that wnder Crist standis, To semble to his summondis
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fi

OF HAWTH. Hist. Jos. Ill, Wks. (.7") 57 Some rent hi,

summonds, and beat shamefully his heraulds. 1671 Ke...

Proc. 7stic. Crl. Edinb. (S.H.S.) II. 77 A Messenger exe-

-utinz a Summonds must shew his Warrand. c 1680 DALLAS

Stiles'(1688) 188 Here follow furth the second Dyet as in the

^Summoned (sfmand), ///. . [f.
SUMMON .

+ -ED.] In senses of the verb.

1607 DRVDEN /Etieiit iv. 977 Thy summon'd Sister, and thy

Friend had come. 1811 HOR. SMITH Rej. Addr.,Taleof

Drury Lane 77 The summon'd firemen woke at call. iMo

BVROX yuan iv. lix, Her summon'd handmaids bore 1 heir

lady to her couch. 1811 JOANNA BAILLIB Mit.Leg., Wallace

xxviii, A summon'd court should there have been.

Summoiier (szrmansr). Forms : 4 somunur,

-on(o)ur, 6 -oner, 6-7 sommoner, 6- sum-

moner. See also SOMNEB, SOMPNEB, SUMNKR,

and SUMMONDER. [a. AF. so-, samenour, <= OF.

somoneor, semoneor (mod. arch. F. semonneur) :

med. L. summonitonm : see SUMMONITOB.]
1. A petty officer who cites and warns persons to

appear in court. Now Hist.

a 1315 MS. Rawl. 8.520 If. 55 That he be )>anne ber to

heren be reconisaunce and that thou habbe bere be somunurs

and this writ. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 30 And vnj. men

.schuten chesen..a somono r
,
for ye nexte yer. IS*9~3

Rec. St. Mary, it Hill 349 Paid to a Somoner for Somenyng
of M< hiltons, preist ij

d. 1530 PALSGR. 725/1, I sommon, as

a sommoner dothe one to the courte. 1581 [A. GILBY] Pitas.

Dial. Soldier f, Chapl. L 7 b, The Summoner or Apparitor.

1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. \. 7 It is necessare that evene sum-

moner (executer of summons) sail lawfullie verifie his sum-

mons. 1651 tr. Kitchin's Courts Lett (1657) 561 The
Defendant avers, That the summoners now returned were

not the summoners in Precifc. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. i it.

279 Two of the sheriffs messengers called summoners. 1814

SCOTT Rtdgnimtlet let. xi, The Bishop's summoner, that

they called the Deil's Rattle-bag. 1865 NICHOLS Britton

II. 87 Let the summoners [of a jury] be charged to be there.

1865 KtNGSi.EY//<frt>7y. xx, Neither summoner nor sheriff of

the king. .could enter there.

Comb. ci645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 432 An inchanted

staff, which the devil, summoner like, was used to deliver

some mercat-women to ride upon.

2. One who summons another to a place. Often

g. of immaterial or inanimate agents.

1580 Qrd. Prayer in Liturg. Serv. Q. Eliz. (1847) 572 A
messenger and summoner of us to the dreadful Judgment-
seat. 1597M IDDLKTON \Visd. Solomon xvii. 3 The darkesome
clouds are summoners of raine. 1605 SHAKS. Lear m. ii. 59
Close pent-vp guilts . . cry These dreadfull Summoners grace.
1808 SCOTT Marm. v. xxvi, The summoner was gone. i8o
KEATS Lamia, i. it From high Olympus had he stolen

liglit..to escape the sight Of his great summoner. 1836
BRAY Descr. Tamar!, Tavy (1879) I. x. 174 The Summoner
appeared to be a strange, squint eyed,.. old fellow. 1897
L. W. B. NICHOLSON Golsfie 31 The minister, .followed his

summoner to the basement of the castle.

3. One who takes out a summons.
1865 l}all Mall Gaz. 3 Aug. 10/1 If he will not appear..

the summoner can bring an action against the doctor, should
he lose his cause.

Summoning (sfmonirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

SUMMON
v. + -ING !.] The action of the vb. SUMMON ; the

issue of a summons ; t calling to arms ; calling to

surrender.

CI330 R. Br.uNNE Chron. Wacc (Rolls) 15349 Made bey
somonynge, Of southe & northe, ilka kyng. c 1380 WY-
CLIF Wks. (1880) 31 Siche somonynge of prelatis is not

groundid in cristis lif ne his apostelis ne reson. c 1380
Set. Wks. III. 166 By hor feyned sommenyng bei drawen
horn fro hor laboure. c 1460 Oseney Reg. 168 Hugh of

Hyngton And moolde his wiffe, the which nowe come By
summenyng. 1582 ALLKN Martyrdom Campion (1908) 86
This good fellow Havard was somewhat amased at this
sodaine sommoning. 1595 in Buccleiick MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) \. 228 Let Presgrave make as many warrants as he
can

against
that time for the summoning of the country.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638) 66 They, .had slaine such
messengers as hee had sent vnto them for the summoning of
the city, a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais III. xxxix. 325 Sum-
monings,_Comp;iritipns, Appearances. 1810 SCOTT Lady of
L. II.' xxi, The maid The unwelcome summoning obey'd.
1870 MOKRIS Earthly Par., Hillof Venus 1552 That might
have been the bright archangel's wand, Who brought to
Mary that fair summoning. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. II.
xv. 190. 183 The hereditary summoning of a large propor-
tion of great vassals was a middle course. 1891 Athenaeum
25 Apr. 529/2 A crude creationismm doctrine of the direct

summoning into existence of each soul at earthly birth.

Suvmmoning, ppl. a. [-ING^.] That summons.
Summoning officer: one whose function is to summon

jurors.

1667 MILTON P. L. in. 325 When thou.. Shalt.. from thee
send The summoning Arch-Angels to proclaime Thy dread
Tribunal. iTflChron, mAnn.Rtg, 167 Summoning officer

the Estreats. ,

tSummoni'tion. 06s. Also 5 somon-, 6

sommon-; 5 -ycion, 6 -ioion, -ycon, -itioun.

[ad. med.L. summonitio, -onem, n. of action t. sum-

monere to SUMMON.] A summons.

iommonicion of the dett. ii in W. H. 1 u

liford (1880) 99 After lawfull summonycon made by the

oedylls or other offycers. c IJ75 BALTOUR I'racticks (1754)

305 Ane persoun beand summoundit . . gtf he, the time of the

making of the said summonitioun,..do require ane copu|fra
the pe'sewar [etc.]. 1593 BILSON Govt. Christ s C/,. 364 The

plea ofQuare imfedit, when the Bishop refuseth the Patrones

Clearke as well for the summonitions, as for the returne, is

. .that term is to be ui.derstood, not of the warrant of cita-

tion, but of the citation given upon the warrant.

b. attrib. (see quot.).
a 1816 BENTHAM Offic. Aft. Maximized, Introa. View

(1830) 18 SHtnmonilioH mandate will accordingly be seen

taking place of sub-pcena.

f Summo nitor. Obs. Also 7 somoniter.

[a. med.L. summonitor, agent-n. f. summonit-,

-monerc to SUMMON.] An officer of the Court of

Exchequer in Ireland who assisted in collecting the

royal revenues by citing defaulters.

1617 MORYSON Itin. n. 29 [Irish Court of Exchequer] The

Somoniter one hundred sixe shillings eight pence, a 17*6

GILBERT Hist. View Crt. Kxch. v. (1738) 109 An Officer, who
makes out the first Process, whom they call the Summonitor.

Summons (so-manz), sb. Forms: 3-5 som-

ouiis, -ounce, 3-6 somons, 4-5 somonce, 5-6

somraaunce,(3 somunoe, -ounz, 4 -unse, -ones,

-aunoe, 5 sommonz, -ones, somance, somnea,
somounnys. 6 summaunoe, 7 sommanoe, 8

sommons), 6- summons, [a. AF. ,
OF. sumunse,

sonio(u)nse ( mod.F. semonce)
- Pr. somonsa, -ossa :

pop.L. "suniHtonsa (for summonita), pa. pple. fern.,

(used subst.) of summonere to SUMMON.]

1. An authoritative call to attend at a specified

place for a specified purpose.
c 1190 5

1

. Eng. Leg. i Ich wene bat ich wot Jwat bis som-

unce a-mounti schal. a 1315 MS. Kaiul. B. Sao If. 54 So-

mune boru gode somunse .xii. fre men ant trewe of yesinage
of .N. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1498 Soberly in his sacra-

fyce summe wer anoynted, pur3 be somones of him selfe bat

syyes so hy?e. a 1400 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 349 Weche foure

and twenty [heuedes of be Cite] sholde, to pe comenable
somaunse of be forseyde meyre, come, a 1483 Ikid. 317 Ye
shall not . . disobaey p

e somnes of be Master and Wardens.
a 1500 Gough. Citron, in Six Toivn Chron. (1911) 155 The
comoni of london wente to yelde hall by cause of a som-

maunce made by a commission, a 1513 FABYAN Chron. VII.

(181 1) 494 Sir Godfrey de Harecourt, which . . wold nat
apere

after certayn sommaunces, was nowe openly banys-shed.

1667 MILTON P. L. i. 757 Thir summons call'd From every
Bandand squared Regiment By place or choice the worthiest.

1781 GIBBON Decl. ft F- xxvii. (1787) III. 31 He obeyed the

summons with the respect ofa faithful subject. 1813 SCOTT

Qiientiu D. xxi, The great bell was tolled, as summons to

a military council. 1878 J. GAIRDNER Rick. Ill, ii. 74 Sum-
monse* were issued to fifty gentlemen to receive knighthood.

b. The royal act of calling to the national

council or parliament the bishops, earls, and barons

by* special writ, and the knights and freeholders by
a general writ addressed to the sheriffs ;

hence spec.

the call to a barony (cf. SUMMON v. \ b).
'The personal right ofsummons is the essence of the peer-

age' (Gardiner in Encycl. Brit., 1878, VIII. 297/1).

13.. Coer de L. 1255 The kyng comaundyd . . At London
to make a parlement. . .To Londoun, to hys somouns, Come
erl, bysschop, and barouns, Abbotes, pryests, knyghtes,
squyers, Burgeyses, and manye bachelers, Serjaunts. and

every freeholdande. 1338 R. BRUNSE Ckron. (1810) 16 With-
outen any somons, & withouten askyng of Erics or barons.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rep. n. 66 The Parliament met

according to summons upon the 17th of April in the year
1640. 1660 R. COKE Poiver % Slip/. 109 In every Wnt of
Summons to the Bishops, there is a clause requiring them
to summon these persons to appear personally at the Par-

liament. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. l. ii. 189 After the ex-

piration of which [three years], reckoning from the return
of the first summons, the parliament was to have no
longer continuance. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) III. 177 It

has been a very ancient practice to call up the eldest sons
of earls to the House of Lords by writ of summons, by the

name or title of a barony vested in their fathers. 1845
DISRAELI Sybil tv. vii, That was a barony by writ of sum-
mons which had been claimed a century before. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. viii. 6. 520 The summons of a Parliament at

once woke the kingdom to a fresh life. 1878 STUBBS Const.

Hist. HI. xx. 751. 437 The point of time from which the

regularity of the baronial summons is held to involve the
creation of an hereditary dignity.

2. A call or citation by authority to appear before

SUMMONS.

a court or judicial officer ;
also (in full writ of sum-

mons}, the writ by which the citation is made.

a. A citation or writ apprising a defendant that

an action has been begun against him and citing
him to appear to the action, in default of which

the court may proceed to give judgement and award

execution against him.
Sifiiiitions and sf"'france : see SEVERANCE 2 c.

a 1300 Cursor M. 29519 pat cursing tald vn-laghful es pat
ordir wantes and right-seunes O lagh, hot giuen it es ouer-

tite, Wit-vten somons and right respite, c 1315 Poem temp.
Kdiv. // (Percy) Ixvi, The pore men shul to London To
somons and to syse. 1409 Rolls o/ Parlt. IV. 346/1 Hav-

yng processe..by somounces, attachmentz and distresse.

1497-8 in Anhaeol. Jrnl. (1886) XLIII. 167 A fyne lost by
Root Wells for somannce. 1501 ARNOLDE Citron. 10 b/2
And y' none summaunce attachment nor execuceon by don,
..but by mynystirs of the same cite. 1618 J. WILKINSON
Treat. Off. Coroners etc. n. 6 The like proces or precepts as

are made out of a hundred Court, mutatis mutandis, are to

|

he made out of this Court, viz. summons attachment, and
distresse infinite. 1764 BURN Poor Laws 288 For the execut-

ing a summons, where the person to be summoned. .is. .out

of the way ; that a copy thereof left at his dwelling house,
. .should be enacted to be effectual, as if personally served

upon himself. 1810 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Z.r>4 (1870)

l 1. iv. 94 We have received asummons from the under-sheriff,

|

which was given over the pale to William this morning.

1869 Act 32 fy 33 Viet. c. 71 7 A debtor's summons may
be granted by the Court on a creditor proving, .that a debt

sufficient to support a petition in bankruptcy is due to him
i from the person against whom the summons is sought. 1875
'

Act 38 r 39 Viet. c. 77 Ord. u. i Every action in the High
Court shall be commenced by a writ of summons. 1891 [sec

TAKE v. 85 g].

attrib. and Comb. 1881 J. HATTON New Ceylon vii. 184

Summons cases for debt. 1886 in Maurice Lett fr. Donegal
72 The surnmon.s.server of the Bunbeg district.

b. Sc. Ltrut. A citation or writ issuing from the

Conrt of Session under the royal signet, or, if in a

sheriff court, in the name of the sheriff.

It consists of three parts: the libel, which sets forth the

grounds and circumstances on which the action is founded,
1 the conclusion or dccemitiire, which declares the terms on

which the pursuer desires judgement in his favour, and the

citation or will, which is a warrant for summoning the de-

fender to court.

1609 SKENE Reg. Maj.,Qnon. Attach. 75 b, Summons is ane

warning (and declaration) of ane certame day and place,

betwix parties, to ane lawfull day. 1603 STAIR Instil, iv.

iii. 27 Ordinar Actions proceed not by Brieves, but by

larger Summons, which therefore are called Libells. 1718

Acts o/Sederunt 26 Feb.. The first calling, which is to be

marked by the under-clerlc on the summons. 1765-8 ERS-

KINE Inst. Laiv Scot. iv. i. 8 All executions of summonses
must express the day of appearance, which however is com-

monly left blank, till the summons be called in court. 1814

Act 54 Geo. Ill, c. 137 $ 2 Letters or Precepts of Arrestment

upon any depending Action may be granted summarily,

upon Production of the libelled Summons. 1885 Eiicytl.

Brit. XIX. 220/1 In Scotland an action in the Court of

Session begins by a summons on the part of the
pursuer

lo

which is annexed a condescendence, containing the allega-

tions in fact on which the action is founded.

o. In full, summons ad aianantizandum, to

warrant (law L. sttmmoneas ad warranlixantiunt) :

the process by which the vouchee in a common

recovery was called.

(1580-1 Act 23 Eliz. c. 3 i The Returnes of the said

Originals and Writtes of Summon, ad Warrantizandum.)

1607 COWELL Inttrpr., Summons ad Warrantizandum. 1818

CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 390 Earl Cowper, the vouchee, had

acknowledged the warrants of attorney to appear to the

summons. 1835 TOMI.INS Law Diet., Summons to Warrant.

d. ' In judges' or masters' chambers, the means

by which one party brings the other before a judge

(or a master) to settle matters of detail in the pro-

cedure of a suit
'

(Wharton Law-Lex."].
1810 Act i Geo. IV, c. 55 8 5 It shall, .be lawful for 'he

Justices of the Courts of King's Bench and Common Pleas

..during their. .Circuits. .to grant such and the like Sum-

monses,, .in all Actions and Prosecutions which are or shall

be depending [etc.]. 1881 C. SWEET Diet. Eng. Laiv s.v.,

Summonses are. .only used on applications which are either

of subsidiary importance, or can be conveniently disposed

of in chambers. Ibid., In the Queen's Bench Division some

summonses must be heard in the first instance by a master,

and others by a judge.
3. gen. A peremptory or urgent call or command ;

a summoning sound, knock, or the like.

1567 FENTON Trag. Disc. i. 7 b, He suffred himselfe at the

first to be subiect to the somonce of loue. c 1586 C'TESS

PEMBROKE Ps. XLIX. iii, Sure at his \sc. death's] summons

wise and fooles appeare. 1593 SHAKS. Rich, II, i. m. 4 in

Duke of Norfolke.-Stayes but the summons of the Ap-

pealants Trumpet. 1634 MILTON Camus 888 Bridle in th;

1751 III. i. 156 He had a lucid interval, that enabled him

to send a general summons to all his authors. 1784 Co PEP

Task in. 587 As if conven'd By magic summons of th Or.

phean lyre. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby iv. vii, The hour was late,

When a loud summons shook the gate. 1814 frav. xxi!,

Tis the pibroch's shrill summons. 1888 A. K. GREEN He-

hind Closed Doors l. ii, I was requested to call upon
Mrs. A., let us say, on business. .. Such summonses come

frequently. 1889 TENNYSON Forlorn iv, You that he with

wasted lungs Waiting for your summons.

b. with qualifying inf. or adv.

1784 COWPER Tost vi. 336 The total herd receiving.. from

one That leads the dance a summons to be gay. 1844 THIRL-

WALL Greece \x\\. VIII. 181 Antigonus.. was waiting on hi

southern frontier for the summons to march. ? 1 1860 Housek.

Words (Flugel) A horn blowing, .was the summons home.



SUMMONS.
4. Mil. The act of summoning a place to sur-

render. Also, now only, with inf. (cf. 30).
1617 MORYSON /tin. it. 167 Vpon our summons of the

Townc, after martial] manner, a 1671 I.i>. KAIRI-AX Mew.
(1690) 15 We.. sent a trumpet with a summons to deliver

upthe town to me. 1681 BUNYAN //fl/x War (1905) 236 The
Captains, .did send.. a summons to Mansoul to yield up
her self to the King. 1700 DRYDEN Cymon f, /ph. 276 Or
strike your Sails at Summons, or prepare To prove the last
Extremities of War. 1744 M. BISHOP Life Jf Ariti. 8 We
Pioneers were ordered to go to St. Catherine's Castle, hut
we were preceded by a Summons, upon which it surrendered.
1801 JAMES iiilit. Diet. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit, India
II. 350 The Kiladar refused to comply with the summons
to surrender.

Summons (szrmanz), v. [f. prec. Cf. obs. K.

semoncer^ -ser.]

1. trans. = SUMMON v. 1,3, 4, 5, 5 b. Now rare.
1658 FRASCK North. Mem. (1821) 34, I know not except

he's come to summons us home. 1798 CHAMBERS Cyct. s.v,,
To summons a Place, is to send a Drum, or Trumpet, to
command the Governor to surrender. 1771 FLETCHER Ap-
peal Wks. 1795 I. 62 The bait of pleasure appears, corrupt
nature summonses all her powers. 1802 MABIAM MOORE
Lascelles II. 75 She was obliged to summons all her forti-

tude. 1830 W. TAYLOR Hist, Sitrv. Germ. Poetry II. 309
His attendants . . came to summons him for the journey.

2. To cite before a court or a judge or magistrate ;

to take out a summons against.
1780 M. MADAN Tkefypkthora I. ii. 52 A woman had but

to summons her seducer before the judges. 1838 DICKENS
Xiih. Nick, xxxviii, Say another word and III summons
you. 1904 MARIE CORELLI God's Good Man xxv, You can
summons me., if you feel so inclined.

Hence Sn'mmonsablea., rendering one liable to
a summons, actionable ; Strmmonser, one who
summonses

; Summonsing1

vbl. sh.

1877 R. W. THOM Jock o' Knoive 31 (E. D. D.) The som-
monser's ca' Wad sound through the grand rooms o* Corby
Ha 1

. 1891 Sat. Rev. 25 July ico/i The fervent exhorta-
tions in the streets to apply summonsable language to him.

1893 STEVENSON Catriona ix, The purpose, .being that, .the

summonsing be something other than a form.

t Summo-perous, a. Obs. nonce-wd. In 7
sumo-, [f. L. summopere = summo opere with
the greatest labour + -ous.] Highest, utmost.
1647 WARD Simple Cobler 9 If the States of the World

would make it their sumoperous Care to preserve this One
Truth in its purity.

Summot, obs. form of SOMEWHAT.
t Summo tion. Obs, rare-1

, [ad. mod.L.
summStib, -onem

y f. sunimovSre to remove, f. sum-
= SUB- 25 -t- movere to MOVE.] Removal.
1653 R. G. tr. Bacon's Hist. IViruis 321 In every simple

Protrusion . . there is no summotion or locall carriage, before
the parts of the body doe preternaturally. .suffer, and be
compressed by the driver.

t Su'mmulary. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. sum-
mu/drius, f. summula dim. of summa SUM sb.l :

see -ABY 1

.]

1. * SUMMULIST.
1581 T. BELL Noddon's Anrw. Osor. 358 b, Wherein

reygneth . . For Evangelistes, . . Decretaries, Summularyes,
seditious Sententioners.

2. A summary, compendium.
1643 PRVNNE 5(7?'. Power Parl. \. To Rdr., My. . Intention

was, to have Collected the chiefe Heads.. of this and the

ensuing Members, into one compendious Summulary.

Summulist (s*milist). [ad. med.L. summu-
lista, f. summula : see prec, and -IST.] a. A writer

of a summula or small compendious treatise of a
science ; an abridger. b. A commentator on the

SummufaLogicaksQf Petrus Hispanus (i3th cent.).

165* URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 200 The allegation of
Bliteri by the Summulists will be of smalt validity. 1656
[? J. SERGEANT] tr. T. White's reripat. Inst. Author's Des.
a vj f We only act the part of Abridgers or Summulists. 1694
BURTHOGGE.Reason 50 Common Logicians and Summulists.

1865 F. G. LEE C. Davenport's Paraphrast, Expos. 15
Which . . is a term of diminution (as the Summulists say).

I) Summum boiium (s#'mz?in bJu'nznn). PI.

8U'mma bo na. [L. (Cicero), summum neut.

sing, of summits highest, bonum neut. sing, of

bonus good, used subst.] The chief or supreme
good : properly a term of Ethics ; often transf. and
in trivial or jocular use.

'563 T. GALE fust. Chimrg. n As one myght thynke
hyn.se.fe ryght happye, though he neuer dyd attayne to
Arifitotelesfwwwww/ bonum, or Plato his Idxa. 1591 GREENE
Farew. Folly Wks. (Grosart) IX. 289 The Cyriniake Philo-

sophers, .founded their sitnwittm bonum in pleasure. 1605
A. WARREN Poor Man's Pass. etc. H4b, With Phago
placing his felicity And summum Bonum in his gluttony.
1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. \\. xxi. 55 The Philosophers of old
did in vain enquire, whether Summum homttn consisted in

Riches, or bodily Delights, or Virtue, or Contemplation.
1710 NORRIS Chr. Prud. iii. 114 Some last End or Summum

'

Bonum as 'tis called, some good or other which he looks

upon as desirable for itself. 1768 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834)
I. 208 When a glutton sits down to a well-spread table with
a good appetite, he possesses as much of the summum ho-

num as can be obtained within the time. i8ix COLERIDGE
Ess. Own Times (1850) III. 929 Hobbes, who., considered

absolute tranquillity and implicit obedience as llMJMMMMHM
bonnm of a State. 1861 H. C. PKNNELL Puck on Pegasus
152 When . .pap was the summum bonum &t life, To a mouth
in perpetual pucker. i86a THACKERAY Philip vi

(
To be a

painter,..! hold to be one of life's summa. bona. 1878

Encycl. Brit. VIII. 594/1 The suntmum bonum for man
[according to Thomas Aquinas] is objectively God, subjec-

149

lively the happiness to be derived from loving vision of His
perfections.

So
||
Su-mznnm pu Ichrum (pzrlkr#in) [L.//-

fhntiu, neut. Q{pulchtr beautiful, used suUt.], the

highest beauty.
1841 CLOI;H T6 no\6v v, The Summum Pulchrum rests in

heaven above.

II Summum genus (szrmtfm dgrnife). PL
su-mma ge-nera. [L., summum (see prec.),

gcnits kind.] The highest or most comprehensive
division in a classification ; in Logic, a genus that
is not considered as a species of a higher genus.
1593 NASHK /'. Penilesse Wks. 1904 I. 235 The diuell,

which is the Suwmttm genus to vs all. 1593 Chrises 7*.

ibid. II. 41, I my selfe haue no enemy but Pryde, which is

the Summum genus of sinne. 1843 DE QCISCEY Ceylon
Wks. 1890 VII. 455 In the running over hastily the summa
genera of products by which Ceylon will soon make her
name known to the ends of the earth. 1870 McCosH Lmi's
Disc. Thought i. 35. 28 If we take all things, the Summum
Genus is Being ; if we take merely an order of things, the
Summum Genus is the highest in that order; thus Plant is

the Summum Genus in Botany.

II Summum JUS (strmzfm d^os). [L. y st(mmzfm
(see SUMMUM BONUM), jus right, law.] The utmost

rigour of the law, extreme severity.
1588 J. UDALL Diotrephes(b.r\>.)yg Summum ius, must he

your best help in this case. 1609 J. DAVIES Humour's
Heaven \. ccxii, To rule them with the Rod of Summumius.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. \\. viii. 3. 207 Summum Jus,
Rigidness, sourness, unreasonableness, iniquity. 1691 T.
WATSON Body Divin. 50 God doth not go according to the

sitmmumjus,oi rigour of the Law. 1774 BURKE Corr. (1844)
I. 485 The strict letter and summum jus of decorum and
propriety.

Summure, obs. form of SuMMBK 1
.

f Summynjg, in all and summyn'g, a perver-
sion of all and sum (see ALL a. i a) on some sup-
posed ME. analogy.
1513 DOUGLAS &neis iv. iii. 42 Or list appreif thai peplis

all and summyng [v.r. summyn] Togiddir middle.

Sumne, obs. variant of SUMMON v.

Sumned, erron. form of SUMMED.
Sumiier (szvmn3.i). Also 4 sumnor, 5 -ere, 6

ar, (erron. summer, sunner); 4-5 .sumpn our e . 6

sumpner. [a. AF. sut/i(e}nour t f. sumen~, sumon- :

see SUMMON v. and -ER*. Cf. SOMNEK, SOMPNOUB.]
One who is employed to summon persons to appear
in court; tsp. a summoning officer in an ecclesias-

tical court. Now surviving in the Isle of Man.
136* LANGL. P, PI. A. u. 46 For Sisours, for Sumnors [B.

II. 58 sompnours, v.r, sumpnoures; C. in. 59 somners], for

Sailers, for Buggers, c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 781
Hie sitariust a sumner. 1558 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz,

(1908) 24 In paninge of two Sumpners cotes .10. a 1596 Sir
T. Afore iv. v. 149 Thou art reseru'de To be my sumner to

yond spiritual! courte. 1599 THVNNE Animadv. (1875) 85
The bisshop is not her, his sunner, the officiall, ner yet his

chansler. 1600 tst Pt. Sir J. Oldcastle n. i. 66, I am my
lord of Rochesters Sumner. i6oa 2nd Pt. Return fr.
Parnass. iv. ii. 1694 You that Hue like a sumner vpon the

sinnes of the people. i6 DEKKER If it be not Good i. i,

Two of thy Summers dead-drunke here too. 17*6-31
WALDRON Descr. Isle ofMan (1744) 77 An Officer.., called a

Sumner, lays a Straw over his, or her Shoulder, and says,
By virtue of this, you are Yarded for the Service of the Lord
of Man. 1868 MILMAN St. Pau^s 121 The sumner, and the

bellringer of the Cathedral 1887 HALL CAINE Deemster
xii. Next day the Bishop sent his sumner round the parish.

fig- a 59* H. SMITH Serin. (1637) 349 Age, sicknesse, and
Death, the three Sumners. 0161* HARINGTON Epigr. n.lxii,
An Abbot.. cited now, by deaths sharpe Sumner, sicknesse.

1891 HALL CAINE Scapegoat i, What the sumner of the

Lord of Hosts had not done, the sumner of the Lord Sultan

very speedily brought to pass.

Sumnien, obs. form of SUMMON v.

Sumoom, obs. form of SIMOOM.

Sump (smp), sb. Also 5 soxnpe, 7 sumpe,
8-9 sumph, 9 sumpt. [a. (M)LG. sump (sumpC]
or MDu. somp, sump, Flem. zompe (WFris. somp&) t

or ad. (in the mining sense) the related MHG., G.

sumpf marsh r water-level or lodge, sump in metal-

working (whence Sw., Da. sump} ;
f. swutnp-j re-

lated by ablaut to swamp- (see SWAMP sb.}.\

1. A marsh, swamp, morass
; (now dial.} a dirty

pool or puddle.
c 1425 Cast. Persev. 427 in Macro Plays 90 Myth I ryde

be sompe & syke. 1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss. t Sump,
Sumph, a bog, a swamp, a miry pooL 1851 Cumbld. Gloss.,

Sump, a puddle. 1005 MCARTHV Dryad 265 Swift Spanish
soldiers came, .picking their way easily over the sump in

which the Athenians wallowed.

2. A pit or well for collecting water or other

fluid
; spec, a cesspool ; a pond or well from which

sea-water is collected for salt-manufacture.
1680 Tynemouth Par. Reg. in Archaeol. sEliana XIX.

an He was drowned in Mr. Lawson's sumpe. 168* J.

COLLINS Salt *r Fish. 10 The Sea-water they commonly at

Spring-Tide let into Ponds called Sumps, from whence 'tis

pumpt into their Pans. 1748 BROWNRIGG Art of Making
Salt 55 They, .make a little pond in the rocks, or with stones
on the sand, which they call their sump. 1861 SMILES

Engineers. III. 45 He had a wooden box or boot made, twelve
feet high, which he placed in the sump or well, and into this

he inserted the lower end of the pump. 1884 Contemp. Rev.

June 798 The experience of the fen system of working by
conveyance into sumps. 189$Neivcastle Daily Jr*?. n July
6/2 It was not true that there were three or four houses with

'Mimps
'

in them, giving off offensive odours. 1907 Wtstm.

g
br

SUMPH.
Gns. 9 N" i

y a gcui-<Jrive:i pump
imp in the crank-chamber.

b. Mining. A pit or well sunk at the Ixrttom of
an engine shaft to collect the water of the mine.
.653 MAM.OVI. Cast. Urnl-mints ,59 They my cauM

opcnd, Drifts, and Sumps, to we If any one by other
wronged lie. 1700 MACKWOKTII Disc. Mint-Ath:, liutAMr.
13 We were not alile to sink down our Sumps till thi: V.

grows Warmer. 1778 1'xvcr. Mix. Coruuh , A whyni
Shaft to draw the l)ead< and Ore frin the Sump ,,f thr
Mine.

_
1866 Marnixf Star 18 Dec. 6/j 'I'lic l,.cak.down of

a portion of the winding machinery .. has prevented the
sumph being emptied of its water. 1895 Titiui 16 I

The obstructions which had been brought lo the sump by the
lush of water, .such as pit-props, tubs.

3. Metallurgy. A pit of stone or metal at a fur-
nace to collect the metal at the first fusion.

1674 KAY Coll. Wordi 114 The mine when melted runs
down into the Sump. 1884 LOCK IVoikihof Rec. Scr. in.

424/2 The metal is tapped off into an iron sump.
4. Mining. Applied locally to various kinds of

drifts or pits (see quots.) ; also, 'the part of a judd
of coal first brought down

'

(Eng. (f For. Mining
Gloss. 1860).
1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. s. v., The second is so propor-

tioned to supply the lirst and third Sump, to supply the
second, and so on. 179* Staliil. Ace. Scot. XVI 11. 142 A
shaft or sump, as the miners term it, was made to the depth
of several fathoms, immediately below the bottom of the
waste. 1818 Crat'tn GIt>st.

t Sum}, a hole sunk below the
levels or drifts of a mine at a proper distance lo divide the

ground, and communicate air to the different works or
branches. 1846 BROCKKTT N. C. Words (ed. 3). Sump/1 . .

also means a secondary shaft in a mine. 1851 GREENWELL
Coal-trade Terms Northiimb. ff Durlt. 54 Sump.. in driv-

ing a stone drift, or in sinking a pit, that portion kept a
yard or more in advance of the drift or pit, to enable the gun-
powder to act to greater advantage upon the parts left. 1866
Durham Mining Lang., Sump, a pit sunk from one level

in a mine to a lower level.

5. attrib., as sump-head; sump drift, a drift

for the construction of a sump ; sump-fuse, a

waterproof fuse used forblasting under water (Smyth
Saifar's Word-bk., 1867); sump-hole, - 3, ib;
sump-man, a pitman's assistant, one who attends

to the machinery in an engine-shaft ; sump-plank
(see qnot.) ; sump-shaft, an engine-shaft.
I8B> Kr/>. Ho. Repr. Prtc. Met. U.K. 147 This shaft., was

sunk 33 feet below the 2,5oo-foot level. A 'sump drift was
run out 50 feet from the bottom. 1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet .

Spurfork, a small sort of Fork, .sometimes used to hold
Doorsteds in Drifts, or at "Sumpheads asunder. 1847 HAL-
LIWELL, *Sttmfi.lwle, a cesspool. Yorksh. 1807 Westm. Gay.

15 Nov. 2/1 Mr. Goschen.. braved the sulphurous fumes..
as far as the sump-hole. ioo3//'/V/. 28 Nov. 6/2 Water pumped
. .from a sumpt-hole. .adjacent to one of the most polluted
branches of the Lea. 1839 DE LA BECHE Rep. Geot. Com-
wilt, etc. xv. 605 *Sumpmen. 1866 THORNBURY Greatheart
III. 211 Then they helped me into the sumpman's house,
1860 Eng. 4 for. Mining Gloss, (ed. 2) So "Samp-planks,
strong balks of timber bolted together, forming a temporary
bottom, or scaffolding, for the shaft. 1778 W. PnYCS Min.
Cornub, 171 *Sumph shaft western bottoms.

Hence Sump v. /r.,to dig a sump or (small or

temporary) shaft
;
Sn mping- vtl. s6., also attrib.

(see quots. 1860).
1700 MACKWORTH Disc. Mine-A dr., 2nd Abstr, 12 We are

Sumping and driving in the new Work in good firm. .Oar.

1789 J. WILLIAMS Alin. Kingd. L 277 Many [miners), .were

Sumping, driving, and roofing in other parts of the work.
1860 Eng. ff For. Mining Gloss, (ed. 2) 65 Svntpinf-shot, a

charge of powder for bringing down the sump, or for blow-

ing the stone up in a sinking pit. I6id. 80 Sutnping, a small

square shaft, generally made in the air-headings, when cross.

ing faults, &c., or made to prove the thickness of coal, &c.
1886 J. HAKROWMAN.SV. Minine Terms 65 Sumping, cutting
down into the floor, or, in sinking, cutting down at the low.

est part of the shaft.

Sumpathy, obs. form of SYMPATHY.

Snmper (szrmpsj). Mining, [f. Sl'MP it. +
-EB 1

.] A snmping-shot.
1883 GRESLEY Glass. Coal.m. 246 Suntper, a shot placed in

or very near to the centre of the bottom of a sinking pit.

Sumph. (srmf), sli.l Sc. and north, dial. [Origin

unascertained.] A soft stupid fellow
;
a simpleton,

blockhead. Also, a surly or sullen mnn.

1719 RAMSAY and Annu. to Hamilton vii, Thrawn-gabbit
sumphs that snarl At our frank lines. 178^ SHIRREFS Foetus

(1790) 289 When noble souls ly in the dirt, While sumphs
jump up so high. 1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xii, It's doing
him an honour him or his never deserved at our hand, the

ungracious sumph. 1831 J. WILSON Nectis Aiutr. Nov.,
Wks. 1856 III.282 A Sumph..isachiel to whom Natur has

denied ony considerable share o' undcrstaunin. without

ha'in chose tomak him just a'thegither an indisputable idiot.

1871 BLACK Daughter of Heth (1872) 73 'Dinna be a

sumph !' said the whaup.
Hence Bn mphlsh <i., stupid; also, sullen; whence

Su-mphishly adv., Sumphishness.
1718 RAMSAY General Mistake 65 The sumphish mob.

1801 J. STUUTHERS Poor Man's Snbtath xc. note Wks. 1850

I. 53 These audacious,, .sumphishly selfish assumptions.

1846 C. BRONTE in Mrs. Gaskell /-'/. (1857) II. 16 Indis-

criminating irony and fault-finding are just sumphishness.

1858-61 RAMSAY Remin. vi. (1870) 182 A sumphish weather-

beaten man.

Sumph (srmf), sbt [Echoic.] The sound of

something heary and limp falling.

1844 I.Evn 7". Burke II. 167 With a heavy sumph th

body fell from their hands.

Sumph (srrnf), v. Sc. [Cf. SOMPH jA >] Mr.
To be stupid; now chiefly, to be sulky.
a 1689 CLELASD fatmt (1697) 113 (Jam ) They're skant of



SUMPHION.

wit, Who.. Will sumph and vote they wot not what. 1867

GRECOR Battffsh. Gloss., Sumph, to show sour, sulky temper.

1894 CROCKETT Lilac Sunbonnet 73 Liein
1

sumphin
'

an

sleepin' i
1

the middle o' the forenicht.

Sumpli, vaiiant of Sum1 sb.

f Su-mphion. Obs. rare~*. Altered form of

SYMPHAN.
c 1590 J. BURELL Queen's Entry in Sibbald Chron. S. P.

(1802) III. 468 With instruments melodious : The seistar and

the sumphion.

Bumping : see after SUMP sb.

Sumpit (szrmpit). [a. Malay sumpit (sempit),

blowpipe, properly
= narrow.] = SUMPITAN ;

also

erron. one of the darts blown from the sumpitan.
1831 DALTON in J. H. Moor Notices Ind. Archip. (1837) 50

Hunting parties.. amuse themselves with shooting at the

children in the trees with the sumpit. 1846 MUNDY Jml.
in Narr. Events in Borneo (1848) II. 226 The inhabitants

blew showers of sumpits into our boats.

Sumpitan (sc-mpitan). Forms : 7 sempitan,

zampatan, 9 sumputan, sumpitan. [a. Malay

sumpitan, f. sumpil (see prec.); in Du. soempitan.
The possibility of connexion between the Malay suntpltan

and Arabic sabatdna (see CEBRATANE, SARBACANE) has been

suggested.]
A blow-gun made by the Malays from a hollowed

cane, from which poisoned arrows are shot.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 199 They [of Celebes] all vse

long Canes (they call them Sempitans) . . out of which they
can blow a little pricking-piercing quill, a 1680 BUTLER

Charac., Glutton (1908) 192 His Entrails are like the Sar.

cophagus, that devours dead Bodies in a small Space, or the

Indian Zampatan, that consumes Flesh in a Moment. 1837
NEWBOLDin Phil. Traits. CXXVII. 427 Th= slender arrows

propelled from the Sumpitan, or blow-pipe. 1844 J. TOMLIN
Mia. Jrnls 84 A sumputan, or blow-pipe, and a quiver of

arrows. 1881 DE WINDT Equator 88 A hollow tube eight
feet long called by the Poonans 'sumpitan ', the chief weapon
of this tribe.

Sumpner, -our, variants of SUMNER.

II Sumpsimus (svmpsinws). [L., 1st pers. pi.

perf. ind. of sumire to take.] A correct expression

taking the place of an incorrect but popular one

(niumpsimus~).
1545 HEN. VIII Sp. Pail. 24 Dec. in Hall Chron., Hen. VIIt

(1548) 261 b, Some be to stifle in their old Mumpsimus, other
be to busyand curious, intheirneweSumpsimus. 1621 MOUN-
TAGU Diatribx 115 Some very few, too much giuen vp vnto
their old Klitmpsiinus, which theywould not leaue for the new
Sitmpsitnus. 16532. BOGAN Mirth Chr. Life 124 One that

hath been long in another way. .will not easily be brought
to change his old mumsimtts (as they say) for a new sump.
stunts. 1818 BENTHAM Cli. Eng. Introd. 34 The insufficiency
and inaptitude of the old mumpsiinus,on the back ofwhich
they thus clap this their new sitiitpsimiis. 1828 SCOTT Aunt
Margaret's Mirr. (ad init.), The clergyman, who, without

vindicating his false reading, preferred, from habit's sake, his
old mitmpsimns to the modern sumpsimus. 1881 Contemp.
Rev. Mar. 372 Did they want a correct snmpsimus, or their

erroneous but pleasing mumpsimits ?

t Sumpt. Obs. rare. [ad. L. sumptus, f. sumpt-,
sumire to consume, spend.] a. Expenditure, b.

Sumptuousness.
01560 R. HALL Life Fisher in Wks. (E.E.T.S.) p. xlvii,

His owne great sumpt & expenses in wearing of silke and
other costly apparrell. 1548 PATTEN Exped. Scot. Prcf. dj,
They spake drylie, more too tant the sumpt of oure show,
then to seme [etc.].

Sumpt, variant of SUMP sb.

Sumpter (sp-m'taj), sb. arch. Forms: 4-7
somptar, 4, 8 sumter, 5 sometour, 6 suintar, 7

som(e)ter, 4- sumpter. See also SUMPTURE Z
.

[a. OF. som(m)etier = Pr. saumatier (cf. med.L.

saumalerius] :-pop.L. *sagmatdrius, f. sagmat-,
sagma SUM sb.1 : see -EH -.]

1 1. The driver of a pack-horse. Obs.
c 1310 Sraseitoil Coil. Muniments 52. 49 (MS.) Robert

the Sumpter. 13.. K. Alls. 6007 (Laud MS.), Dryuers
Gyoui-es, & Sumters \v.r. sumpteris]. c 1410 Sir Amadace
(Camden) xxx, His sometour and his palfray-mon bothe.
1513 Lo. BERNEHS Froiss. I. xviii. 21 Incontinent were sent
thither horses and sompters, to fetche thens some puruey-
ance. 1601 F. TATE Hoiaeh. Ord. Edw. II 87 (1876) 52
Al palfreours & somters of the kinges house.
2. A pack or baggage horse

; a beast of burden.
1570 FOXE A.I! M. (ed. 2) I. 302/1 Thus the Byshop .

prouideth out of euery Citie in England ij. palfreys and
ij. sumpters. ^77 HOLTNSHED Chron. II. 718/2 He gaue
right great .. giftes, lading his sumpters with plate and
threasure. 01615 FLETCHER Noble Gent. v. i, You should
have had a Sumpter. .where now you are fain, To hire a
Rippers mare. 1697 COLLIER Ess. Mar. Sutj. n. (r703) 147He may, like a sumptcr, carry things of value, but he never
wears them. 1700 DRYDEN Iliad i. 74 Then . . he . . Feather'd
tales among the Mules and Sumpters sent. 1849 ALFORD
G*. fest. Matt. xxi. 6, 7 The Lord sat on the foal,.. and
the mother accompanied, apparently after the manner of
a sumpter.
/if. 1605 SHAKS. Lear n. iv. 219 Returne with her? Per-
swade me rather to be slaue and sumpter To this detested
grooms,
t 3. A pack, saddle-bag. Obs.
1570 LEVINS Ma:iip. 76 A Sumpter, sarcina. ?i6n

BEAUM. & FL. C/W'* Rev. v. i, I'll have a horse to leap
thee, and thy base issue shall carry Sumpters. 1651 COT.

**^ Caltre*i:ie'sCass,,ndra ,. 1,676) 54 [He] com-manded Cloaths of the Macedonian fashion to be taken out
of his Sumpter. 1666 Lond. Gaz. No. 106/4 His Mules with
their Sumpters covered with Scarlet, Embroidered with
Gold. 168, W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. (,693) 198.
4. attrib. (often equivalent to pack-; see PACK sbl

14). a. in sense I, as sumpter boy, man.

150

1391-3 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 255 Pro expensis
de

somptermen. c 1410 Sir A madace (Camden) xxviu, 1 henne

his sometour-mon before was dy?te. 14.. Lat.-hng. Voc.

in Wr.-Wiilcker 586 Gerolotista, a sompturman. 1588 KYD
Househ. Philos. Wks. (1901) 270 He must needs be chargde

with sompter men. 1601 F. TATE Househ. Ord. Edm. II

96 (1876) 56 That none of the kinges meignee..charetters
or sompter boy..keepe his wife at the court. 1617 J. TAYLOR

(Water P.) Armada C 4 b, Sumptermen, Littermen and

Coachmen. 1715 MSS. Dk. Portland (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
VI. 81 Samll. Jackson, the sumpter man.

b. in sense 2, as sumpter animal, ass, beast,

camel, dog, horse, mule, pony; hence (
= baggage-)

sumpter canoe, car.

14 Lat.-Eng. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 582 Falerarius, a

sompterhors. 1501 Pri-.y Purse Exp. Etiz. York (1830) 14

Six tapettes for the sompter horses. 1577 HARRISON Descr.

Brit. ill. viii, The auncient vse of sommers and sumpter
horses is in a maner vtterly relinquished. 1579-80 NORTH
Plutarch (1676) 430 They overthrew their carriages and

sumpter Moyls. 1601 ? DONNE To Sir N. Smyth 133 That

Scot.. who, at his coming up, had not A Sumpter-dog. 1707

MORTIMER Husb. (1721) I. 225 Two Mules that were Sumpter.
Mules to a Colonel in Flanders. 1758 MRS. DELANY Let.

to Mrs. Dewes i Oct., A train of two chaises and two cars

with us.. and our sumptur-car. 1760 SMOU.ETT Ode to

Indfp. 95 So moves the sumpter-mule, in harness'd pride.

1764 HARMKR Observ. xi. v. 222 A sumpter camel, which

carries his treasure. 1811 SOUTHEY Exped. Orsua 191

The sumpter beasts, who were partly laden with powder.

18351 R. & J. LANDER Exped. Niger III. xix. 159 Besides

our convoy, we had a sumpter-canoe in company. 1863
BARiNG-Goui.D lcelandi(6 The horses tripped over swamps
which would have engulphed the sumpter pony. 1873
TRISTRAM Moab iii. 43 The rest, .kept a sharp look-out on

the sumpter animals. 1879 WALFORD Ltndoniaua II. 33
From the knightly charger to the humble sumpter-horse.

O. - Covering or carried by a sumpter animal,

as sumpter cloth, saddle, trunk.

1569 Wills ff Inv. Richmond (Surtees} 219, iiij* hackney
sadles..One .similar sadle. c 1575 J. HOOKER Life Sir f.

CarrwdSsi) 177, ij sompter clothes, c 1653 in Verney Mem.
(1907) I. 535 Yalowe haire sumpter trunkes. 1666 Lond.
Gaz. No. 97/2 Thirty seven Mules with their Sumpter-
Cloaths nobly embroidered with Gold. 1715 Lady G. Bail'

lie's Househ. Bk. (S. H. S.) 187 For 2 sumter trunks ^4 o o.

1760-71 H. BROOKE FoolofQual. (1809) II. 52, I have seen

an ass clothed in a very gorgeous sumpter-cloth.
1818

SCOTT Br. Laiiim. ix, Without the saddle being decored wi'

the brotdered sumpler-cloth. 1851 BURN Naval fjr Mi/if.

Diet. n. (1863) 277/1 Sumpter-saddlc, oat, selle de somtne.

Hence t Srvmpter v. trans., to put on one's

back ; to wear.
c 1590 Trag. Rich. II (1870) 7 For your sakes . . For once
He sumpter a gawdye wardropp.

t Su mptery, a. and sb. Obs. rare. Also 7

aumptry. [f. prec. sb. + -Y.] A. adj. Of or per-

taining to sumpter animals.

1546 in Arcliaeol. Cant. VII. 192 V* sumptery stable w 1

y" Carter's ball.

B. sb. Baggage.
i6w> SHELTON ind Ft. Quix. lix. 308 They alighted, and

Sancho retired with his Sumptry [Sp. reposteria} into a
Chamber of which the Oast gaue him the Key.
f Su-mptify, v. Obs. rare-". Fad. L. stimpti-

factre, (. sumptus expense : see -FY.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Siimpti/te, to make great expences

or cost.

Sumption (swmp
jon; . Alto j nunpoion. [ad.

L. sumptio, -mem, n. of action f. sumpt-, sfimlre

to take. Cf. OF. sumpcion, somplion.]
1 1. The reception (of the Sacrament, of Christ

in the Sacrament). Obs.
c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 463 When, .he had said mes,

befor his sumpcions, be same duffe come agayn. 1614
F. WHITE Rtpl. Fisher 443 By reall sumption of Christs

body into the mouth.. of the receiuer. 1654 JER. TAYLOR
Real Pres. iii. 30 The places are exactly parallel ;

. . both of
them [are meant] of spiritual sumption of Christ. 1664 OWEN
yimtic. Animad. Fiat Lux xix. 461 Others think that the
Sacrifice consists in three actions of the Priest, Consecra-
tion, Oblation and Sumption, or receiving of the Host,

2. f a. The taking of a thing as true without

proof; hence, an assumption, premiss, b. The
major premiss of a syllogism. (Cf. SUBSUMPTIONI.)
1571 R. T. Disc. 44 The Sumption or assumption the Pope

afrirmeth..and the conclusion is manifest. 1656 STANLEY
Hist. Philos. v. 17 Analysis.. is a sumption of the thing
sought, by the consequents, (as if it were-already known) to
find out the truth. Ibid. 62 Of Syllogismes some are Cate-
gorical! . . : Categoricall are those whose sumptions and con.
elusions are simple propositions. 1837-8 Sm W. HAMILTON
Logic xvi. (1866) I. 295 The proposition in which the rela-
tion of the major term to the middle is expressed, is the
Sumption or Major Premise. 1874 ELIZ. S. PHELPS in Sex
<V Educ. 132 Sumption. All women ought to be incapable
of sustained activity.

Sumptious, -ly, obs. ff. SUMPTUOUS, -LY.

Sumptuary (s-m I>

tiari),a.(ji.) Alsoysomp-
tuarie. [ad. L. sumptudrius, f. sumptus : see
SUMPT and -ARY. Cf. F. somptuaire, It., Sp. sun-
tuario, Pg. sumptuario.] Pertaining to or regu-
lating expenditure.
Sumptuary law, a law regulating expenditure, esp. with

a view to restraining excess in food, dress, equipage, etc.
1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 9 They made sumptuarie

lawes, and especially ypon victuals. 1650 BuLWER/JttMro-
potnet. 262 The prodigious and ridiculous vanity of these
Tims, (if ever) calling for Sumptuary Laws. 1716 LADY
M. W. MONTAOU Let. to C'tiss Bristol 22 Aug , They have
sumptuary laws in this town, which distinguish their rank
by their dress. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. iv, When Sunday
came, it was indeed a day of finery, which all my sumptuary

SUMPTUOUS.
edicts could not restrain. 1850 MF.RIVALE Rom. Emp. xiv
(1865) II. 134 The money-lenders were dissatisfied with the
sumptuary reforms which Pompeius had encouraged. i8<o
HAWTHORNE Scarlet L. ii, Of a splendour, .beyond what
was allowed by the sumptuary regulations of the colony.
1875 STUBBS Const, /fist. II. xvi. 413 Sumptuary laws, pre-
scribing the minutiae of diet and di ess. 1888 Encycl. Brit
XXIV. 642/1 Numerous ancient laws dealt with trade and
sumptuary matters.

f b. sb. One responsible for expenditure. 06s.
1789 P. SMYTH tr. Aldrich's Archit. (1818) 77 The sump-

tuary, who furnishes the expence of a building.

Sumptuosity (sraiitiwp-siii). [ad. late L.

sumpluositds ,
f. sumpluosus SUMPTUOUS. Cf. F.

somptuosite, etc.] Lavishness or extravagance of

expenditure ; magnificence or luxurionsness of liv-

ing, equipment, decoration, or the like.

1559 BERCHKR Notyljttfe Wjnutn (Roxb.) 127 Simonides
namyd a woman to be. .the poyson of lyffe..the battell off

Sumptuosytie, the beaste of ffamylyaritie. 1561 J. SHUTE
tr. Camtinfs Turk. H'ars 27 A certaine

chapell which* he
had buylded with great sumptuositie. 2601 HOLLAND Pliny
II. 584 No man ever after him was able to match that

sumptnositie of his Theatre. 1653 tr. Cartiiini's Nissena
155 The chief Commanders . . being treated with such sump,
tuositie as belonged unto them. 1836 New Monthly MaeVTX/111 ._ I-IT:- : i: > i _ _ .

' .*

A dinner on the desired scale of sumptuosity cannot be
achieved. 1891 FAHRAR Darkness $ Daivn ii. 241 It was
called the Golden House, and exceeded in sumptuosity
every thing which the world had hitherto seen.

b. An instance of this ; a sumptuous thing.
,60, HOLLAND Pliny I. 168 To speake of his sumptuosities,

of his largesses. 165* HEYLIN Cosmogr. Introd. 18 Alex-
ander., found more Cities and sumptuosities in that little

Kingdome of Poms.. than in all his other travells. 1843
CARLYI.E Past $ Pr. i. vi. 47 Turn away from their lackered

sumptuosities. 1856 T. A. TBOLLOPE Girth. Cath. tie Medici
56 1 hese and other such

sumptuosities of Rome.

Sumptuous (wmtiios), a. Also 5 somp-
tuouae, 5-6 aumptuouse, 6 somptious, sump-
te(u)oua, -uus, suumptuus, 6-7 gumptious,
surntuous, 7 sumtuose, sumtions. [a. OF.
somptueux, sumplueux = Pr. sumptuos, It. son-

tuoso, Sp. sunluoso, Pg. sumptuoso, ad. L. sump-
tuasus, f. sumptu-s expense, f. sumire to take, con-

sume, spend.]
L Of buildings, apparel, repasts, and the like :

Made or produced at great cost; costly and

(hence) magnificent in workmanship, construction,
decoration, etc.

148$ CAXTON Paris I, V. (1868) 15 The feste whyche was
moste sumptuous and noble. 1490 Eneydos xxii 80 [He)
made it [se. the sacraire] to be welle ornated. .& crowned.,
with crownes of golde. .&ofother somptuouse tbynges. 1515
BARCLAY Egloges iv. (1570) C v/i No bed of state, ofrayment
sumptuous. 1531-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, c. 13 i The . . excesse
..used in the sumptuous and costly araye and apparel).
1549 Compl. Scot. xvii. 145 No sumpteous clethyng of fine

claytht. 1550 T. HOBY Trav. 57 A sumptious aqueduct,
witn dyverse other antiquities. 0x586 SIDNEY Arcadia ill.

xxii. (1912) 483 To builde a sumptuous monument for her
sister. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, iv. vii. 106 Is my Apparrell
sumptuous to behold? 1639 S. Du VERGER tr. Camus*
Adinir. Events 61 One of the sumptuosest parts of his

Pallace. 1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 114 Thir sumptuous glut-

tonies, and gorgeous feasts. 1709 STEELE Tatter No. 45 P i

A fine Lady dressed in the most sumptuous Habit. 1711 New
Hen. Atlas 120 Here is also a sumptuous Foundery for

Cannon. 1764 GOLDSM. Trav. j8i He sees. .No costly
lord the sumptuous banquet deal To make him loath his

vegetable meal. 1814 DIBDIN Lirr. Conrp. 767 He assumes
a yet more majestic aspect in the three sumptuous folios.

1879 S. C. BARTLETT Ef}-pt to Pat. iv. 68 In death their

greatness followed them to their sumptuous tombs.
advb. a 1711 PRIOR Calm's Mistakes v. WKS. 1907 II. 81

With Pearl and Jewels was she sumptuous deckt.

b. of conditions, functions, etc.

1590 H. R. Defiance to Fortune L 2, He sommoneth his

nobles and estates, commanding them to be ready to accom*
panic him.. in the most summons sort they might. 1597
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xv. 3 The sumptuous statelines of
houses built vnto Gods glory. 1611 CORYAT Cntdities 88 It

is celebrated with very pompous and sumptuous solemnity.
1711 AUDISON Sfect. No. 108 fs The Gentleman.. had the
Pleasure of seeing the huge Jack.. served up.. in a most

sumptuous Manner. 1839 HA'I i AM Lit. Eur. II. 256 That
stately and sumptuous architecture which distinguishes this

period. 1841 JAMES Corse de Leon xv, She was dressed in

the most sumptuous mode of the Court. 1891 FARRAR
Darkn. <$ Dawn xx, His father had received a sumptuous
Oesarean funeral.

c. Of natural objects : Splendid or magnificent
in appearance.
1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acrid, n. 7 This. .face of

heauen so sumptuous to behold. 1598 DRAVTON Heroic. Ep.
xx. 88 In beautie sumptuous, as the Northerne waine.

1809 W. IHVINC, Knickert. n. iv. (1849) 105 The sumptuous
prospect of rich unsettled country. 1847 TENNYSON Princess
IV. 134 She spoke and turn'd her sumptuous head.

1 2. Of charges, expenses, etc. : Involving a great

outlay of money. Otis.

1485 York Memo. Bk. (Surtees) I. 186 Ther povertie and
sumptuouse charges which they dud here. 1533 ELYOT
Cast. Helth (1541) 43 Provision agaynste vayne and sump,
tuous

expenses of the meane people. 1541 Test. Ebor.

(Surtees) VI. 139, I will that no sumptuous coste. be mayde
at my buriall. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 384 The trade
of merchandise, except it bee sumptuous and cos_tly [etc.].

1616 K.C. Times' Whistle iL(i87i) 22 The.. Mausolianmonu-
meut, . . Whose sumptuous cost . . Noe poet . . is able to dilate.



SUMPTUOUSLY.

fb. Costly or expensive to practise or maintain.

Chiefly Sc. Obs.

1551-* Rtff. Privy Council Scot, Ser. i. I. 119 The samyn
is sumptuous to his Majesty and nocht necessar to be kepit
now. 1608 TOI-SKLL Serpents 76 No creature is so profitable,
none Jesse sumptuous (than the beej. 1609 SKENK Keg.
Maj., Forme ofProces na b, The Lords hes abrogat that

langsome, tedious, and sumptuous forme of proces. 163*
LITHGOW Trai'. in. 114 This tributary, tedious, and sump*
tuous peregrination.

f 3. Of persons, etc. : Spending largely ; (hence)

magnificent in equipment or way of living. Obs.

1538 STARKF.V Englami (1878) 96 Thoughe you found a
faute before in the yl byldyng of pur cytes. .yet, me semyih,
gentylmen and the nobylyte are in that behalfe ouer sump*
tuouse. 1555 EDEN Decades in. vit. (Arb.) 166 The sump,
tuousqueene Cleopatra. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretaries (1625)
26 Plaine are their habites for the most part, and nothing
sumptuous. 1651 HOBBKS Leviath. in. \lii.2tj4 The bishops
..were sumptuous in their fare and apparell. 1671 MILTON
Samson 1072 When first I saw The sumptuous Dallhi t1o;ii-

ing this way. 1762-71 H. WAI.POLK k'ertue's A need. Paint.

(1786) I. 89 The accession of this sumptuous prince brought
along with it the establishment of the arts. 1781 COWPER
Truth 59 The peacock, see Mark what a sumptuous Phari-
see is he !

Sirmptuously, tufa. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.] In a

sumptuous manner
;
at great cost, with great ex-

penditure ofmoney ;
with magnificence or pomp of

living, equipment, decoration, entertainment, etc.

1536 Act 28 Hen. VIIf, c. la r The Kynges Highnes. .

moste sumptuously. .hath buylded. .many, .mansions, a 1548
HALL Cnron., Hen, V, 41 The Frenche kyng. .sumpteously
banquetted theim. 1551 ROBIXSOS tr. Mart's Utopia n.

(1805) 264 Thither they sende furth some of their citezeins. .

to lyue iheire sumptuously. 1580-1 Kee. Privy Council
Scot, Ser. 1. 1 1 1 . 347 The said wardane hes oene verie suump-
tuuslie superexpendit in the office of wardanrie. i6it Bible
Luke xvi. 19 There was a certaine rich man, which, .fared

sumptuously euery day. 1617 MORYSOH Itin. I. 145 A build*

ing all of Marble, .couered with lead verysumptiously. 1661

J. DAVIES tr. Mandelsltfs Trav, 225 The women are very
sumptuously clad. 1784 COWPER Task i v. 251 Not sumptu-
ously adorn d, nor needing aid, Like homely featur'd night,
of clust'rine: gems. 1870 F. R. WILSON Ch. Lindisf. 76 The
whole has been sumptuously coloured. 1894 H. NISBET
Busk Girl's Rom. 216 The sumptuously-attired Timothy.

b. transf. Splendidly, nobly, rare.

1750 H. WALPOI.E Let. to Mann 18 Oct., Why, child, you
will find yourself as sumptuously descended as 'All the
blood of all the Howards',

Su'inptuousness. [f. SUMPTUOUS + -NESS.]
The condition or quality of being sumptuous;
costliness and magnificence of living, production,

equipment, construction, or maintenance.

1530 L. Cox RJiet. (1899)67 The sumptuousnes of the
women of Rome. 1553 EDEN Treat. Neive Ind. (Arb.) 13
The Turke..commaunded a greate iiauie of shippes with

greate sumptuousnes to bee furnished. 1573 BRIDGES A" /*/.
Ckr. Princes 479 Manycarued Images, .with great sumptu-
ousnesse and coste, were sette vp. a 16*8 F. GREVIL Sidney
(1652)208 The sloth or sumptuousnesse of her great Steward,
and white staves. 1676 Row Contit. Blair's Autobiogr. xi.

(1848) 335 There was most superfluous sumptuousness used
at his burial. 1684 Contempt. St. Man \. vi. (1699) 62 The
sumptuousness of his Palaces. 1758 JOHNSON idler No. 99
p 5 He raised a house, equal in sumptuousness to that of
the vizier. 1868 E. EDWARDS Ralegh I. iv. 58 The royal
progresses, .were, .pageants of no small sumptuousness.

t Su'mpture 1
. Obs. rare. Also 8 sumture.

[f. L. sumptus (see SuMfTUOUS) + -UBE.]
1. Sumptuousness.
1616 CHAPMAN Homers Hymn Hermes 127 Celebrating

all Her traine of seruants; and collateral! Sumpture of
Houses.

2. Expense ;
attrib. in sumpture law sumptu-

ary law.

17*7 A. HAMILTON AVw Ace. E. Indies II. xlvii. 164 For
want of sumture Laws among them, it was bard to know
the Gentleman from the Beggar.

tSu-mpture
2
. Obs. Altered form of SUMPTER

after words in -UBE.
1608 CHAPMAN Byron's Conspir. m. i, Endure this, and

be turnd into his Moile To beare his sumptures. 1648 J.
BEAUMONT Psyc/ie vii. cclviii, Their sumptures now they
hastily provide, Though yet uncertain which way they
should tend. 1649 JER, TAYLOR Gt. Excntp. \\, Disc. xi. 7
To. .load their sumptures stil the more by how much their

way is shorter. 1706 J. STEVENS Sp. Diet., Repesttro..^
Sumpture cloth, 1707 tr. Quevedo<s Com. fff. (1709)383
We have no Tidings of our Sumptures and Carriages.

Suiupy (szrmpi), a. dial. [f. SUMP jJ, + -T*i

Cf. Du. sompig, G. sumpfig, Sw. sumpig.] Boggy,
swampy.
18*9 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Sumpy, miry, dirty. 1891 J.

LUCAS Kaim*sEngland 305 There should be no sumpy places.

Sum-total (s^mttfVtal). PI. sums-total,
sum-totals, [ad. med.L. summa totdlis : see

SUM s&. 1 and TOTAL a. Cf. F. somme totaleJ\
The aggregate of all the items in an account ;

the total amount (of things capable of numera-

tion).

1395 Plowman*s Tale i. 418 The hye goodes frendship
hem makes, They toteth on hir somme total). 1430 Art
(*J Nombryng vi. 9 loync the produccioun, and lere wol be
the some totalle. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. V/l (1896) 325
Somme Totell of almaner Costes Charges & Expences.
Ibid. 330 Somme Totall of all Stuff Takle & Apparell ordi.

nance Artillarte & Abillamentes of warre. 1513 FITZHF.RB.
Surv. 30 To knowe the hole charge of all the partyculers,
what they be at the first syght, in the somnies total). 1533
MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 1024/1 He bringeth forth here
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a fewe amountyng in a some totall to the infinite number
of fower. 1675 COCK KM Mvrals 4 Compute your Sins Sum-
Total for a Year. 1743 HLLKI.I.KY & CUMMINS Voy. ,V. Seas

I Pref. p. xx, The Sum Total we shall ever receive for our
Voyage to the South-Seas. 1856 .V. Jit-it. Rev. XXVI. 91
In the terms of peace made wtlh France, a sum-tutal was
agreed on for the whole debt. 1864 Intcll. Oburv. VI. 275
The Mint is each day engaged in adding to the sums total.

1865 MRS. GASKKLL Wires
.j-

Dau. xxii, Every time the

sum-totals came 10 different amounts.
b. gen. The aggregate or totality of.
1660 JER. TAYLOR Worthy Cotnmun. i. $ 2. 38 There are

two great Sermons of the Gospel which are the summe total

and abreviature of the whole word of God. 17*9 BUTLKR
Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 145 These particular enjoyments make
up the sum total of our happiness. 1837 CAKLYLE Fr. Rev.
ti. in. ii, The diseased things that were spoken, done, the

sum-total whereof is the French Revolution. 1875 i'unch
22 May 215/1 The session will have done something to lessen

the sum-total of human suffering. 1878 N. Amer. Kev,
CXXVI. 35 Throughout the world the sum-total of motion
is ever the same. 1906 ANWVL Celtic Relig. i. 5 To the sum-
total of these religious ideas contributions have been made
from many sources.

lU-nccSnxn-to'talizer'. /ra$.and ///-., to reckon

or state the sum-total, to sum up ; whence Su m-
totalization, summing up.
1840 HALIBURTON C/0<:/K. Ser. in. ii. 26 But to sum-totalize

my story: the next time [etc.]. 1855 Nat, <J- Hum. Nat.
I. 18 Maxims and saws are the sumtotalization of a thing.

1865 W. G. PALGRAVK Arabia I. 29 To decide on the value
of each separate coin, and after that to sum-totalize.

Sum-up, rare.
[f. phr. sum up (see SUM z>.l 4).]

' A summing-up, summary.
1894 O'CONNOR in Romanism fy Ritualism (1895) 257 The

truth of Mr. Gladstone's sum-up cannot be questioned.

Sumwhat, obs. form of SOMEWHAT.

Sumyter, obs. form of SCIMITAR.

1530 PALSGR. 278/2 Sumyter a fauchon, svmiterre.

Sun (am), sb. Forms : 1-7 sunne, (i sunna),

j

3-7 sonne, 4-5 (6 Sc.} sune, 4-7 sone (chiefly

[ Sf.)j sunn, 5-6 son, (3 seonne, 4 sonn, Kentish

zonne, Sc. sowne, swn, 5 soon, swne, Sc.

soune, 6 Sc. soun), 4- sun. . Sc. 4 aene, 6

syn, 7-8 sin, 8 sinn. [Com. Tent, wk. fem. :

OE. sunne =. OFris. sunne, sonne (WFris. stnne,
dial, sonne, son, NFris. sen}, OS. sunna (MLG.,
LG, sunne}, MDu. zonne (Du. zon}, OHG. sunnd

(MHG. sunne, sun, MG. sonne, son, G. sonne},
ON. sunna (poet.), Goth, sunnd ; also wk. muse.

OE. sunna, = OFris. sonna, OS. snnno, OHG.
sunna, Goth, sunna : OTeut. *sunnon-, -on~t f.

sun-, s(u}wen-, whence also Zend (gen.) xv'tf^sun,
Gr. TJv-o$ glittering, Q\r. fur-sunnud lighting-tip.
From the same root sou- ($) with I- instead of -forma-

live, $aw(e}l; s(u)wcl- (iA), are Skr. suar (svar), sura,

surya sun, Zend /war} (gen. /turd), Gr. ijAio?, ythtos, Doric

ae\io?, Cretan i/3'Aic(, Alb. u\ star, L. jff/sun, \V. haul, Ir.

suil eye, Lith. sdule, Goth, sauil, ON. s$!.\

L 1. The brightest (as seen from the earth) of

the heavenly bodies, the luminary or orb of day ;

the central body of the solar system, around

which the earth and other planets revolve, being

kept in their orbits by its attraction and supplied
with light and heat by its radiation ; in the Ptole-

maic system reckoned as a planet, in modern

astronomy as one of the stars.

The ordinary language as to the sun's course, its rising and

setting, etc., is based upon the old view of the sun as a body
moving through the zodiac, rising above, passing across the

heavens, and sinking below the horizon, etc.

Bcowulffx& Sunne swe^lwered subanscineS. c888^ELFRED
Boetk, ix, Donne seo sunne on hadrum heofone beorhtost

seined, bonne .iSeosti lab ealle steorran. 971 Blickl. Horn. 51

psere
sunnan haeto. niooo Riddles Ixvii. 3 (Gr.) Leohtre

ponne mona, swiftre bonne sunne. c 1000 /Ei mir Gen. xxxii.

31 And sona code sunna upp. c isoo ORMIN 7273/Est, tser fce

sunne risebb. /bid.qqoo Pe sunness brihhte leome. CMO$
LAV. 27805 ^Er be sunne code to grunde. a 1300 Cursor M,
391 In be sune [at schines clere Es a thing and thre thinges

I serej Abodirond.and heteandlight. Ihid.TpA peferthldayj
..Bath ware made sun and nion. 1340 Ayenb, 27 |?e brijt-

nesse of Je zonne. 1390 GOWER Con/. III. 313 The Sonne

arist, the weder cliereth. c 14*0 in Rel. Ant. 1. 232 C. Where-
fore is the son rede at even? M. For he gothe toward hell.

1526 TINDALE Epk. iv. 26 Lett nott the sonne goo doune

apon yburewratne. a 1569 KINGESMYLL Confl. Satan(i$-}$)

14 Gods words remaine beyond the days of the Sunne. 1570

Satir.PoemsRfforiii.%v.j'$t Mariguildis, forbid thesuneTo

oppin ^ow euerie morrow ! 1634 MILTON Comus 374 Though
Sun and Moon Were in the flat Sea sunk. 1785 BuKKSjm
Ep. to J. Lapraik \x. Now the sinn keeks in the west. 1844
H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm I. aoa When the sun rises red, wind
and rain may be expected during the day. 1873 DAWSON
Earth ft Man i. g The sun is. .an incandescent globe sur-

rounded by an immense luminous envelope of vapours.

b. In conformity with the gender of OE. sunne,

the feminine pronoun was used until the i6th c. in

referring to the sun ; since then the masculine has

been commonly used, without necessarily implying

personification ;
the neuter is somewhat less fre-

quent.
a 900 O. E, Martyrol, 21 Mar., On domes dae^e. .(wnnc

scineS seo sunne seofon siSum beorhtor Jxjnne heo nu do.

c 1275 Passion onr Lord 479 in O. E. Misc., pe sonne

bileuede hire lyht. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xviu. 243 How J*
sonne gan louke her Ti?te in her-self, Whan she seye hvm
sufTre bat sonne & se made. 1535 COVERDALE fsa. xxxvni.

8 So the Sonne turned ten decrees bacward, the which
h_e

was descended afore. 155* BP. LATIMER Serm. Sf. Stephen's

SUN.

Day Serm. (1584) 276 N.,t that ilje sunne it sclfc of her \ia.
*07 ll11 halbe darckencd. 1590 SHAKS. Com.
hrr. n. u. 30 When the sunne hhincs. let foolish gnats mike
sport, But creepc in crannies, when he liidc^ his
166. SiliAiN.in,. Orig. Sacrx in. i. ( 17 How much bigger
the Sun may bee then hee seemv 1667 MILJON /'. /.. vn.
247 For yet the Sun Was not; jhee in a cloudie Tabern.
Sojourn'd the while.

1717-46 THOMSON .Summer t ( 2 "1 ii

raging noon: and, vertical, tile Sun IJaits on Ihe head direct
hi^ forceful rays. 1798 CoLEmixiK Anc. Mar i. vii, The
bun came up upon the left, Out of the sea came he ! itu
DE (JuiNCKV/^K. Lebanon Wks. 1856 V. 280 Up rose the
sun on the thirtieth morning in all his pomp.

c. As an object of worship in various religions,
and thus (and hence generally) personified as a
male being, sometimes identified with various gods,
esp. Apollo (cf. SUN-GOD); also in classical myth-
ology said to be drawn in a chariot.
^ i>5 LAV. 13034 Saturnus heo }iuen sa:tterda:i, bene Sunne

heo }iuen sonedxi. c 1375 Sc. Leg.SiiiHts\\.(l!iomal)6os
Gere hym mak som offeringe til cure gret god, be nene.
i- 15*0 A. SCOTT Pettiif (S.T.S.) ii. 81 Thir vowis maid to syn
and mpne. 1599 NASHE l.tnttn Slujffe 45 The sunne w
so in his mumps vppoll it, that it was almost noone before hee
could goe to iart that day. 1610 Htvwoon Gold. Art I. i,

I plac'd diuine Apollo Within the Sunnes bright Chariot.

1631 E. BLOUNT
Lyjy's

Sijrt Crt. Can. Ep. Ded., This Poet,
sat at the Sunnes Table : Apollo gaue him a wreath of his
owne Hayes. 1634 MILTON Camus 51 Who knows not Circe
The daughter of the Sun? 1674 S. VINCENT Yning Call.
Acad. 26 Till the Suns Car-horses stand prancing on the

very top of highest Noon. 17*7 GAV f'ai/est. xxviu, Parent
of light, all-seeing Sun. 1781 COWFFR Conversat. 67 A
Persian, humble servant of the sun. 1868 TENNYSON Lucre-
tins 124 Another of our Gods, the Sun, Apollo, Delius, or of
older use All-seeing Hyperion. 1687 A. LANG Myth, etc.

(1899) 1. 125 In Samoa the sun had a child by a Samoan
woman.

d. As a type of brightness or clearness.

950 Littdisf. Gosp. Matt. xvii. 2 Resplendvit facitt eius
ticvt sol, eft-escean onsione his suse sunna. a 1115 Leg.
Kath, i68r Seouen sides brihtie ben beo he sunne. 01300
Cvrsor M. 17^66 Briber benne be sonnes beme. Ibid.

24648 Bird o blis, na sun sa bright, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xxv. (Julian) 446 Fere mare clere bane is pe sowne in myd
)ere. 1412 36 Pol. Poems 49 Now are bey fayre angels pere,
As shynyng sune in goddis syat. 1581 Au i N Martyrdom
Campion (1908) 19 As every of the lest. .did. .prove and de-

clare as cleare as the sunne. 1644 JF.SSOP Angelof Ephesus
32 It is as cleare as the Sunne,. .that a Bishop and a Presby-
ter are. .the same. 1859 TENNYSON Marr. Geraint 231, I..
Will clothe her for her bridals like the sun.

e. Phrases and proverbial expressions, (a) Under

(or beneath) the sun, f under sun : on earth, in

the world. (6) (/Is ...) as the sun shines on : =
as lives or exists ; used in commendatory phrases.

(c) To get the sun of: (in fighting) to get on the

sunward side of (an enemy) so that the sun shines

into his eyes, {d) On which the sun never sets :

an expression applied in the i;th c. to the Spanish
dominions, now to the British Empire, (e) To make
the sun shine through : to make a hole in,

'
let

daylight into'; so to let the sun shine through (one),
to get wounded. (/) With the sun : in the direc-

tion of the sun's apparent diurnal movement in the

northern hemisphere, i.e. from left to right ;
simi-

larly against the sun (= \VITHEKSHINS). Chiefly
Natit. (g) To take the sun : to make an observa-

tion of the meridian altitude of the snn
;
also to

shoot the sun (see SHOOT v. 33 c). (A) Proverbial

or allusive phrases.
Ta kold (etc.) a candle te the sun : see CANDLE it. 5 h.

Crown of the sun : see CROWN so. 8. To make hay while
the snn shines: see HAY si'.

1

3. Raisins of the sun: see

RAISIN 2C.

(a} a 1000 Andreas 1013 (Gr.) Code bancade, bars oe hie

onsunde ,tfre moston geseon under sunnan. c ijo$ LAY. 108

Par Rome nou on stondtS, fele ;cr under sunnan nas set

Rome bi-wonnen. a 1150 Out 4 Wight. 912 par beob men
bat litel kunne of songe bat is vndcr sunne. 1303 R. BRL-NNE

Handl. Synne 57 To alle crystyn men vndir sunne. 138*
WYCLIF Eccl. \. 10 No thing vnder the sunne newe. a r4co 50
Wars Alex. 4300 Na supowell vndire son seke we vs neuire.

1508 DUNBAR Poems vii. 43 Moste aunterus and able, Wndir
the soun that beris helme or scheild. 1 1618 FLETCHER Hum.
Lieut. I. i, There fights no braver souldier under Sun, Gentle,

men. 1638 ^UNIUS Paint. Ancients 123 Their worke re*

maineth in the finest place under the Sunne. 1711 STEELK

Spect. No.6f i, I know no Evil undtrthe Sun sogreat. 1850

TENNYSON In Mem. Ixxv, While we breathe beneath the

sun. a i8ia THOREAU Yankee in Canada ii. (1866) 22 What
under the sun they wre placed there for. .was not apparent.

(<5) \f i5 LAY. 31087 Nis nan feirure wifmon ka whjt
sunne scineS on.) a 1691 SHAOWELL Volunteers \. ii, He ii

as fine a Gentleman as the Sun shines upon.

(c) 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 369 Be first aduis d, In con.

flict that you get the Sunne of them.

(d) 1*30 CAFT. SMITH Advert. Wks. (Arb.) II. 962 Why
should the brave Spanish Souldiers biagl The Sunne never

sets in the Spanish dominions, but ever shineth on one part

or other we have conquered for our King. 1640 HOWELL
Dodona'sGr. 15 Her dominions are very spacious, that the

Sun never forsakes her quite, c 1645 Lett. (1650) I. 358

The catholic King, .wears ihe sun for his helmet, because it

never sets upon all his dominions, in regard some part ofthem

lies on the other side of the hemisphere among the Antipodes.

1648 GAGE New Surrey W7
. Indies Ep. Ded., Our Neighbors

the Hollanders, .have conquered so much Land in the East

and West. Indies, that it may be said of them, as of the

Spaniards, That the Sunn never sets upon their Dominions.

1817 SCOTT Nafa/eonVl. v. 141 (Napoleon loq.) The slake

I play for U immense 1 will continue in my own dynasty
the family system of the Bourbons, and unite Spain for ever

to the destinies of France. Remember that the sun never



SUN.

sets on the immense Empire of Charles V.
'^THACKERAY

in Funch X 101/2 Snobs are.. recognised throughout an

Empire on which I am given to understand the bun never

sets 1857 HUGHES Tom Brenm i. l,
I he great army of

Browns, who are scattered over the whole empire on which

'

M
b

'i6^
e

Co[L
S

rER''w. Mar. Sukj. .. (1703) MS If he draws

upon nlein the streets, I will not., let the sun shine through
upon nen te srees, .,

me, if I can help it. Z744 M. B.SHOP Life t,Adv. .85 We
made the Sun shine through some of the Walls.

(/) .789 FALCONF.R 'Diet. Marine (,780) ii, Kouer d,
toy

sun. Trust it not, for back it will run.

(f) ZSSSTOWRSON in Hakluyt V,y. (.'589)/o_Tie_ytooke

ItU IUC VMfMMM viiiHJ ,

.377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvm. 409 After sharp, shoures

. .moste shene is be sonne. Z535 COVKRDALE Matt.v. 45 "<

maketh his sonne to arysc on the euel and on the good.

,598 MARSTON Set. Villanie I. iii. 179 I' S?*
b
?..

war
.
1
.':'

whilst the sunne shines cleer. 5598
SHAKS. Merry W. I. 111.

70 Then did the Sun on dung-hill shine.

ft Line, mount of the sun (Palmistry) : see

quot. 1653. Sun and moon, a kind of tug-of-war

(see quot. 1615). Obs.

1615 T. THOMAS Diet., Diekystinda,* kinde of plaie,

wherein two companies of boyes holding hands all in a rowe,
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dear', Uis not nit if .hc'u be near. -H"""^
Ard. 500 He is singing Hosanna ,n the hlgh^>nde

r

shines The Sun of Righteousness. 1888 J. S. "INTER

Booth's ChiUr. xi, Any one of the Lizas and Follies ana

Susies, the .suns who had.. lighted his heart's firmament.

b. Applied to things or conditions ; esp. in ex-

pressions referring to prosperity
or gladness

,3 i. I1C 11IIC Ut I IIC iJUIl **- -J
C L C

Fortune, and ascends, dividing the mount of the Sun,

straight to the ring-finger.

2. With qualifying word, or in //., with reference

to its position in the sky (or occas. the zodiac), or

its aspect or visibility at a particular time or times ;

t hence sometimes = direction or aspect with re-

spect to the incident rays of the sun; so (poet.)

rising sun = east, selling sun = west. Also in

fig. context.

CZ386 CHAUCER Prol. 7 Whan.. the yonge sonne Hath in

the Ram his halfe cours yronne. zs88 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv.

iii. 91 Dam. As faire as day. Her. I as some dales, but then

no sunne must shine. z6oz HOLLAND Pliny I. 84 Some have

set them just in the mids betweene both Sunnes, to wit the

setting of it with the Antipodes, and the rising of it with us.

z8z7 MORYSON Itin. m. 110 So that the ground lye vpon
the South Sunne, and fenced from cold windes. z6g7 DRY.

DEN Virg. Georg. in. 436 Nor to the North, nor to the Rising

Sun, Nor Southward . . Hut . . to the West. 1709 POPE A utumn
loo And the low sun had lengthen'd ev'ry shade. Z7z
MORTIMER Husk. II. 221 They must be. .not too much ex-

posed to the Noon-sun; the Moming-sun being esteemed

the best for them. I726LEONI Alberti'i Archil. I. 16/1 We
shou'd also observe what Suns our House stands to. Z788

COWPER Stanzas Bill Mart. 16 Told that his setting _sun
would rise no more. z8i8 BYRON Mazeppa xvii, With just

enough of life to see My last of suns go down on me. z847

TENNYSON Princ. iv. 552 The midsummer, midnight, Nor-

way sun. z86o PUSEY Mill. Profit. 367 The fiery empire of

Assyrian conquerors sank like a tropic sun. z86$ KINGSLEY

Herein, iii, A glen which sloped towards the southern sun.

b. With reference to the heat produced by the

sun ; hence (poet.)
= climate, clime.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 339 With voiders vnder vines for violent

sonnes. 1706 E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 99 A
Mediterranean-Sun makes him as dry and husktsh in one

Summer, as a toasted Bisket. Z757 W. THOMPSON R. N.
Adv. 8 In strong Winds and Suns the Casks shrink. z847
C. BRONTE jf. Eyre xxxiv, I would . . toil under Eastern suns,

in Asian deserts. z8s TENNYSON Ode Wellington 101

Underneath another sun.

t o. In adverbial expressions referring to the time

of the rising and setting of the sun, e. g. at the sun

uprising, (a)rising, setting, going down, togaitgiitg.

Obs. See also SCNEISE (-KIST), SUNBISING, SCNSET,
SUNSETTING.
The ME. sonne, sunne is orig. genitive sing.
c zsoo A". Horn 847 (Laud), At be sonne op rysyng [MS.

Harl. vpspringej. 1389 WYCLIF josh. .\ii. z At the sonne

arisynge [Vulg, ad solis ortitm]. Z53o PALSGR. 805/2 At
the sonne goyng downe, sur le soleil cottchant. 1540-1
ELYOT Image Gov.tr] That no vitailyng house.. should. .

receiue any person, either before the soonne risen, or after

the sonne set. z$96 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II.

286 About the sone togangeng.
3. fig. In allusion to the splendour of the sun or

to its being a source of light and heat.

a. Applied to God and to persons. Sun of
righteousness, a title of Jesus Christ (after Malachi
iv. a).
a looo Ph&nix 587 (Gr.) J>aer seo sobfaste sunne lihtcS

wlitrz, ofer weoredum in wufdres byrig. c zaoo ORMIN 16779
He nass nohht. .full Off all be rihhte trowwbe, NoffGodess
laress brihhte lem, Noff rihhtwisnessess sunne. Z382 WYCLIF
Alal. iv. 2 And to }ou dredynge my name the sunne of ri}t-
wisnesse shal springe. 1387-8 T. USK Tat. Love n. ii.

(Skeat) 1. 15 The clips of me, that shulde be his shynande
sonne. 1450-1530 Alyrr. our Ladye m. 306 Heyle vyrgyn
mother of god, thow arte the sonne of the day aboue and
the mone of the nighte of the worlde. 1521 FISHER Serin,
agst. LutkerWks. (1876) 312 The lyght of fayth (that shyneth
from the spyrytuall sonne almyghty god). 1593 M. ROYDON
Elegil 132 in Spenser's Astrophel, Tis likely they acquainted
soone, HewasaSun,andshcaMoone. z6zz /W4fcPs.lxxxiv.
iz The Lord God is a sunne and shield [COVERD. a light and
defence], c z6zz CHAPMAN Homer's Iliads Anagram, Henrye
Prince of Wales ovr Svnn, Heyr, Peace, Life. 1704 NORRIS
ideal Worlitli. xii. 473 That eternal Word,.. the great in-

SSfcriU. 6 When
n
thou

U
shalt strangely paie, And scarcely

ereete me with that sunne thine eye. z6ol Jut. L.\.

iii oTThe Sunne of Rome is set. z6z BACON hss.. Deformity

Arb ) 250 Tl^ starres of natural! inclination, are sometimes

obscured by the sunne of discipline and vertue
.
I79\

b
;

K^tH/'tLs Mem ii 21 When joy's bright sun has shed

h&n^y: z8,8 SCOTT./>.
Lamm xxi, Wherithe sun

of mv prosperity began to arise. z878 STUBBS Const. Hist.

Ill xxL6.3The sun of the Plantagenets went down in

clouds and thick darkness.

4. The direct rays of the sun ; sunlight ;

shine : orig. and chiefly in advb. phr. in the sun

(OE. on sunnan), t with, against, foment the sun

(OE. wi6 sunnan), t under the sun.

aoooO E. Martyrol. 7 March 36 He sa;t ute on sunnan.

c 1000 Sax. LeeM. III. 2 Jelicje upweard Wlo hatre sun-

nan czo Gen. ; Ex. 4075 Ben oese hangeii oe sunne agen.

<rzioo V Ene. Lee. 193 Pe sonne schon In at one ho e.

C.375 Sc. Leg- Saints xviii. (Egifcianrt 223 Brynt with be

sone, blak scho vas. z?9O GOWER Con/. I. 323 Qd "i
'Thanne hove out of ml Sonne, And let it schyne into ml

Tonne' 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) iii. 10 On be schire T hurs-

day make fai bat breed.. and dries it at be soune. ZS4

BOORDF. Dyrtaryvm. (1870)249 In sommer.kepe your neckc

and face from the sonne. Z573 TUSSER Husk. (1878)
ZJ7

Wash sheepe..where water doth run, and let him go cleanly

and drie in the sun. ZS9 SHAKS. Ven. I, Ad. 800 Lusts

effect is tempest after sunne. 1607 1 OPSELL l'our-f. tteasls

624 Some do sheare them within doores, and some in the open

sunne abroad. z659 Caldwell Papers (Maitland Club) I. 92

Sett it under the sone in the Caniculare dayes. l67Z MILTON

Samson 3 Yonder bank hath choice of Sun or shade. 16..

Bessy Bell >, Mary Gray in Child Ballads (1890) IV. 77 To
biek forenent the sin. z?75 EARL CARLISLE in Jesse Selwyn

t, Contcmp. (1844) HI. 113 Clear frosty days, with a great

deal of sun. z8i2 New Hot. Gard. I. 78 Exposed to the full

sun in some dry airy situation. z853 M. ARNOLD Scholar

Gypsyu Where the reaper, .in the sun all morning binds the

sheaves. z8S4 Poultry Chron. II. 88 Putting trellis-work to

admit the sun and air. 1860 HOGG Fruit Man. 145 Skin

yellow, deep purplish next the sun. 1893 SELOUS Tray.

S E Africn 98 There was still an hour's sun when we got

here. 1898 P. MANSON Trap. Dis. Introd. p. xi, Extreme

cold may cause frost-bite ; exposure to the sun, sun erythema.

b. Jig., chiefly in phr. in the twt,^(a)
free from

care or sorrow ; (b) exposed to public view.

Out of God's blessing into the warm sun : see GOD si. sc,

z6oo SHAKS. A.Y.L. n. v. 41 Who doth ambition shunne,

and loues to Hue i'th Sunne. z6oi Ham. i. ii. 67 King.
How is it that the Clouds still hang on you? Ham. Not so

my Lord, I am too much i' th' Sun. z657 OWEN Schism i.

13 It is ludicrously said of Physitians, the Effects of their

skill lye in the Sunne, but their mistakes are covered in the

Church-yard. a 1^64 LLOYD fact Poet. Wks. (1774) II. 31

Which seeks the sun of approbation. z8 TENNYSON Marr.
Gtraint 714 Since our fortune swerved from sun to shade.

(c) to have been in the sun (slang), to be intoxi-

cated ;
also to have the sun in one's eyes.

The origin of this phr. is not ascertained, but cf. :

1619 R. HARRIS Drunkards Cup 21 They bee buckt (i.e.

soaked] with drinke, and then laid out to bee Sunn'd and

scornd.

Z770 Gentl. Mug. XL. 559 To express the Condition of an
Honest Fellow, and no Flincher, under the Effects of good
Fellowship, it is said that he [has].. Been in the Sun. 1840
DICKENS OldC. Shop ii, Last night he had had 'the sun

very strong in his eyes'.

(rf) Ones place in the sun : an individual share

in those things to which all have a right; hence,

a position giving scope for the development of

personal or national life.

The phrase is traceable to Pascal Pensees S 73 (of autograph
MS.)

' Ce chien esta moi, disaient ces pauvres enfants ; c'est

la ma place au soleil ; voila le commencement et 1'image de

1'usurpation de la terre.' This is rendered as follows ill the

earliest Engl. transl.:

1717 B. KENNET Pascal's Thoughts (ed. 2) 291 This Dog's
mine, says the poor Child : this is my Place, in the Sun.
From so petty a Beginning, may we trace the Tyranny and
Usurpation of the whole Earth.

5. With qualification or in phr. a. Sunrise or

sunset as determining the period of a day. t From
sun to sun: from sunrise to sunset; wfMteMM
sun andsun. Obs. or arch.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2303 J>e secund day before J>e son

he at be cite wildid. 14. . in Rel. Ant. I. 319 And so the

xix. day ys xiiij. owres
long,

and half, fro son to son. c 1470
HENRY Wallace iv. 281 Eftir the sone Wallas walkit about

Vpon Tetht side. z6iz SHAKS. Cymb. in. ii. 70 One score

'twixt Sun, and Sun, Madam's enough for you. 1631 BY-
FIELD Doctr. Sabb. 141 Take here day for the day-light
betweene sunne and sunne. 1636 R. SKINNKK in Spurgeon
Treas. Dav. Ps. xxvii. n If a man, travelling in the King.'s
highway, be robbed between sun and sun. 1839 PUSEY in

Liddon Life (1893) II. xxii. 100 By to-morrow's sun she will

be, by God's mercy.., where there is no need of the sun.

b. A (particular) day, as being determined by
the rising of the stin. poet, or rhet.

SUN.

zooS SHAKS. Tr. t, Cr. ll. i. Z34 By the lift houre of the

Sunne. z6iz BEAUM. & FL. Pktlailtr in. ii, Your vows are

frosts, Fast for a nightj and with the next sun gone. 1827

SCOTT Highl. Widow iv, He might count the days which

could bring Hamish back to Breadalbane, and number those

of his life within three suns more. 1844 MRS. BROWNING
Draina of Exile 1282 But one sun's length off from my
happiness. zBsg BROWNING Statue <y Bust 150 She turned

from the picture at night to scheme Of tearing it out for

herself next sun.

O. The time of the sun s apparent revolution in

the zodiac, a year. pott.

J74 YOUNG Nt. Th. \: 772 Virtue, not rolling suns, the

mind matures. 184* TENNYSON Locksley Hail 138 The

thoughts of men arc widen'd with the process of the suns.

6. gen. A luminary ; esp. a star as the centre of

a system of worlds.

Z390 GOWER Con/. I. 275 A liht, as thogh it were a Sunne.

1623 DHUMM. OF HAWIH. Flowers oj Ston, Hymn Fairest

Fair 329 The Moone moues lowest, siluer Sunne of Night.

z66? MILTON P. L. vin. 148 Other Suns perhaps With thir

attendant Moons thou wilt descrie. 1847 TENNYSON Princ.

IV. 195 Till the Bear had wheei'd Thro' a great arc his seven

slow suns. 1884 A. GIBERNE in Sunday Mag. Nov. 713/2

Stars of all colours, . . white suns and red suns, blue suns

and purple suns, green suns and golden suns.

7. An appearance in the sky like the sun
;

a

mock-sun, parhelion.
Z377 LANGL. P. PI. B. ill. 324 By syx sonnes and a schippe

and half a shef of arwes. lyfi Chron. Grey Friars (Cam-

den) 69 Abowte Ester was sene . . three sonnes shenynge at

one tyme in the eyer, that the! cowde not dyssernc wyth
shulde be the very sonne. 1643 BAKER Chron. (1653) I3z

In the seventeenth year of his reign, were seen five Suns at

one time together. 1665-6 etc. (see mock-sun, MOCK a. 2].

8. A figure or image of, or an ornament or vessel

made to resemble, the sun (e.g. a monstrance with

rays) ; Her. a. representation of the sun, surrounded

with rays and usually charged with the features of

a human face ; also freq. as the sign of an inn ;

hence, the name of an inn or of a room in an inn.

c 1450 Brut 463 All clothed in white, . . with sonnys of golde

on theire garmentes. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, n. i. 40 Hence-

forward will I beare Vpon my Targuet three faire shining

Sunnes. 1613 CHAPMAN Maskc Inns CourtA 2, Betwixt euery
set of feathers, .shin'd Sunnes of golde plate, sprinkled with

pearle. itps B. JONSON Stafle of N. iv. iv. 15 He hearts

In a field Azure, a Sunne proper, beamy. z63> J. TAYLOR

(Water P.) Trccv. Signes Zodiaik D 7 The Sun at Saint

Mary Hill. Z768 A tin. Keg. i. 63/2 A magnificent sun of gold,

ornamented with diamonds, .was placed in the chapel of

the palace. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. Ii,
'

Lights in the Sun,

John ; make up the fire '. 1837 CARLYLE f'r. Rev. ill. v. iv,

Ciboriums, suns, candelabras. 1845 Encycl. Metrof. XIV.

243/z A superb vessel of gold, called the Sun of the Holy

Sacrament. 1859 TENNYSON Merlin * V. 474 1"nc Sun In

dexter chief.

b. A kind of circular firework: see quot. 1875.

zSsi BURN Naval t Milit. Diet. l. (1863), Gloire, fixed

sun in fireworks of very large dimension. iSjs KNIGHT

Diet. Mech. 874 Fixed Sun (Pyrotechnics), a device com-

posed of a certain number ofjets of fire distributed circularly

like the spokes of a wheel. All the fuses take fire at once. . .

Glories are large suns with several rows of fusees. Ibid. 1933

Revolving-sun, a pyrotechnic device, consisting of a wheel

upon whose periphery rockets of different styles are fixed,

..one is lighted in succession after another.

tO. a. JJer. In blazoning by the names of

heavenly bodies, the name for the tincture Or. b.

Alch. Gold. Ots.

1571 BOSSEWELL Armorie 11. 108 The Garbe is of the

Sonne royally supported with two Lyons. z6zo B. JONSON
Alch. 11. i, The great med'cine ! Of which one part prelected

on a hundred Of Mercuric, or Venus, or the Moone, Shall

turne it to as many of the Sunne. i6sz FRENCH Distill.

vi. 197 It will resolve the bodies of the Sunne, and Moone.

10. = SUN-FISH i b.

z8o7 P. GASS Jrnl. 29 The fish here are generally pike,

cat, sun, perch, and other common fish. z&96 P. A. BRUCE

Econ. Hist. Virginia I. 113 There were in the waters of

i Virginia when first explored, grampus,, .perch, tailor, sun.

II. Attributive uses and combinations.

11. Simple attrib. a. = Of, belonging, or relating

to the sun, sunlight, or sunshine, as sun-blaze, -fire,

-fame, -glare, -glimpse, -glint,-tide, -warmth; with

reference to the worship of the sun, etc. (see I c),

as sun-chariot, -child, -deity (= SUN-GOD), -horse,

, -maiden, -sign, -spirit, -temple.

1837 CARLVI.E Fr. Rev. in. v. iii, Lyons, which we saw m
dread 'sunblaze, that Autumn night. Ibid. II. IV. v, Dawn

on us, thou 'Sun-Chariot ofa new Berline. z839 T. MITCHELL

Frors of Aristopk. Introd. 16 That Colchis, from which

came the *sun-children. 1872 CALVERLEY Levers * Rrfl.

in Fly Leaves (1903) 107 And O the *sundazzle on bark anc

uecanm me ouu-uvnj. . y - ---
^

The Sulevz appear, from their name, to have been sun

elves. 1810 SHELLEV Ode to Liberty v, Each head Within

its cloudy wings with *sun-fire garlanded. z8g J. U
Mind in Matter (ed. 3) 324 Like other fires, the sun-tires

need to be stirred. iS7 TIIORNBURY Songs C.ival. 255

quench the -sun-flame in the west. 1880 LE CONTE ,g

27 In the shade of a very thick tree-top the *sun-flec
J , ,:,._ .!__ . .00-* J *<r*vV<vM VII rnQ 1 tie S

IOI3 OCOTT KOKeOy IV. XV11, I^INC A s 1111-511111,""- r V
shower. 1883 STEVENSON Silverado So. 200 T he deep shall,

with the "sun-glints and the water-drops.
l89*

"'"'J'/'
Rev. May 513 Th worship of the *sun-horse. 1611 biu

2 Chron. xiv. 5 He tooke away out of all the cities of
judah,

the high places and the images \tnarg. Heb. and R.V. sun-

images). 1898 Westm.Rru. May 513 The car in which th<



SUN.

Ashvins drew the *sun-matden to be married to the moon-
god. 1893 ADUV Hull ofWaltkeofw The sign of the cross
was itself a 'sun-tign amongst the heathen Northmen. 1877
J. K. CARPENTER tr. Ti?lSs Hist. Relig. 22 The *smi-spirit
was called simply teotl,

'

the spirit
'

par excellence. 1833
MRS. HKMANS And I too in Arcadia 20 Insect-wmgs in 'sun-
streaks dancing. 1865 J. H. INGKAHAM riliarof Fire(\%T^)
167 The city of Baalbec is famous for its *sun-temple. 1850
MKS. HROWNING Early Rose xii, Singing gladly all the

moontide, Never waiting for the *sumide. 1886 A. WINCHKU.
Walks Cieol. Field 245 The slanting *sim-warmth of the

early morning.
b. = Caused by exposure to the sun, induced

by the heat of the sun, as sun-blister> -haze,

-headache, -pain, -rash, -tan, -thaw, -weariness,
etc. See also sun-blight, -fever in 13, SUNBURN,
SUNSTHOKE.
1883 Good Words Aug. 543/2 Paint, .of doors and window-

frames. .' picked out' by irregular touches of *sun-blister.

1910 Hlackiv. Mag. Dec. 829 The smooth *sun-bubbles in

the worn green paint Upon the doors. 1898 P. MANSON
Trop. Diseases xii. 204 The phenomena of *sun-erythema.
1860 TVNUAI.L Glac. i. ii. 9 The pines, gleaming through the
*sunha/e. 1898 P. MANSON Trop. J)iseases Introd. p. xi,

Exposure to the sun.. [may cause] "sun headache. 1855
DUNGMSON Med. Lex.,

t Henticrania.., pain, confined to

one half the head. It is almost always of an intermittent

character; at times, continuing only as long as the sun is

above the horizon ; and hence sometimes called *Sun-pain*
Ibid., *Sun Rash, Lichen. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 28 Dec. 2/1
It was plain where the brown of *sun-tan shaded into the

clothes-covered white. 1798 COLERIDGE Frost at Midnight
70 The nigh thatch Smokes in the *sun-thaw. 1898 P.

MANSON Trop. Diseases xii. 201 These cases might be classi-

fied under the term *Stttt-tratHtNattitntt 1897
' H. S. MERRI-

MAN
'

In Kedar^s Tents xxvii. 299 Likely to fall from sheer

fatigue and *sun-weariness.

O. = Serving for protection against the sun, used

to keep the sunlight off or out, as sun-awning^
'blind, -canopy, -curtain, -screen, -shittter, -um-
brella', see also sun-bonnet^ -hat, -helmet in 13,
SUNSHADE.
1883 MOLONEY W. African Fisheries 19 These clothes

wound around the head of their owners, act as a *sun-awning.

1847 Zoologist V. 1643 The shutter-blind (or *sun-blind) of the

sitting-room. 1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. xix, A shop with a
sun-blind. 1598 HAKI.UYT Voy. I. 69 A certaine *Sun Cano-

pie, or small tent (which was to bee caried ouer the Em-
perours head). 1906 Westm. Gaz. 14 July 4/2 White linen

sun-covers embroidered in white. 1893 Scribner's Mag.
June 746/2 A dingy red "sun-curtain. 1738 [G. SMITH] Cur.
Relat. II. 285 They carried forty *Sun-Screens, cover'd
with fine CalHco, which belonged to the Life-Guard of
Dairo. 1845 C. H. SMITH in Kitto CycL BibL Lit. (1849)
I. 226/2 The royal band of relatives who surrounded the

Pharaoh,, .bearing his standards, ensign.fans, and sun-
screens. 1909 Li; QUEUX House of Whispers xxli, That.,
white house with the green *sun-shutters. 1904 Daily
Chron. 21 June 8/3 Votaries of the abolition of head-gear.,
trusting to a *sun-umbrella for shelter.

12. Comb. a. Objective and objective genitive, as

sun-worshipper, -worshipping
1

,
sun-cult

t
-worship',

sun-affronting, -confronting, -eclipsing, -expelling,

loving, -outshining^ -resembling, -shunning, -stain-

ing, etc., adjs.

1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche vi. ccii, Sharp was their sight,
and further could descry Than any Eagle's ^Sun-affronting
eye. 1835 Court Mag. VI. 205 *Sun-bringing May ! 1658
E. PHILLIPS Myst. Love Gen. Lud. (1685) 32 Rainbow.

Chequer'd, . .eye pleasing, *sun-confronting. a 1894 CHRIS-
TINA ROSSETTI Out of the Deep vii, A handful of *sun-

courting heliotrope. 1911 Nation 23 Dec. 510/2 The "sun-
cult of Mithras. 1612 J, DAVIES Muse's Sacrifice (Grosart)
II. 13/1 Thy "Sunne-ecclipsing glorious face. 1810 E. MOOR
Hindu Pantheon. 142 A low *sun-excluding viranda. 1591
SHAKS. Two Gent. iv. iv. 158 Since she.. threw her "Sun-

expelling Masque away, The ayre hath staru'd the roses in

her cheekes. 1562 "Sun-following [see Sun spurge, 13 b].

1607 J. DAY Parl. Bees i. (1888) 218 "Sun-loving tnari-

folds.
187* CHRISTINA ROSSETTI Sing Song%i Flyaway,

un-loving swallow. 1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche ix. cxxvi,
That "Sunvoutshining Crown. 11774 TUCKER Lt. Nat,

(1834) 11.414 The scarlet poppy, and *sun-resembling mari-

gold. 1602 HERING Anatomyes 4 "Sun-shunning night-
birds, a 1586 SIR P. SIDNEY Arcadia \. i. (1912) 7 Not able
to beare her *sun-stayning excellencie. 1801 PALEY SEs-

chylns (ed. 2) Pers. 234 note. The sun is called aval; in refer-

ence to the Persian doctrine of *sun-worship. 1867 BRANDE
& Cox Diet. Sci., etc. s.v., The evidence of language . .

tends to show the general . . existence of sun worship among
the various tribes of men in the earliest ages, a 1901 W.
BRIGHT Age Fathers (190$ I. xi. 204 Terrifying the Chris-
tians by such a proof that mere persistency in Christianity,
or in rejection of sun-worship, was a capital crime. 1884
OGILVIE, "Sun-worshipper. 1903 Daily Chron. 24 Oct. 6/2
The Sun Worshippers were also obliged to go about naked.

1904 BUDGE $rd $ 4th Egypt. Rooms Brit. Mus. 122 When
the first sun-worshippers entered Egypt. 1617 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage v. vii. 6 \ed. 3) 608 Wee haue.. spoken of the

Bulloches, .. "Sunne- worshipping, Giantly bignesse, and
Inhumane humanitie, m eating mans-flesh.

b. Instrumental = by or with the sun, as sun-

awakened, -begotten, 'blanched, -blown, -brtd>

~brown, -browned, -cracked, -drawn, -fringed, -gilt,

-graced, -heated, -illumined) -kissed, -loved,

scorched, -scorching, -swart, -tanned, -warm,
-warmed, -withered, etc., adjs. See also sun-beaten

in 13, SUN-BBIGHT2, SUNBURNT, SUN-DRIED, SUN-

LIT, SUN-3TRICKEN, SUNSTROCK.
1820 SHELLEY Prontetk. Unb. n. Hi. 37 The "sun-awakened

avalanche ! 1687 DRYDEN Hind <fr /*. I. 3" A slimy-born
and *sun-begotten Tribe. 1905 Century Mag. Aug. 489/1
These stern-faced, "sun-blackened young men. 1840
BROWNING Sordello vi. 871 The few fine locks Stained like

VOL. IX.
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Sonnets Ixxx, A *sunne-blowne rose. 1601-11 CHI.MKK
Poems (18781 17 My *Sunne-bred lookes. 1648 J. Hi- A M.INI

Psyche x. cccxcv, He.. reach 'd not his designed Bethany
Till two days more their Sun-bred lives had spent. 1844 Penny
A/at*. 17 Aug. 314/2 These half-clad *>un*broowd tdluws..
are Arabs. 1871 J'AI.GHAVE Lyr, Poems 88 Thy 'sun-brown
cheek. 1827 SCOTT Highl. \\

/
iiiow\, Donald's 'sun-browned

countenance. 1859 K. F. BURTON Centr. Afr, in Jrnl.
Geog.Soc. XXIX. 154 A grassy plain of. Asuncracked earth.

1792 K, CUMBERLAND Calvary viii. 15 The rays, That from
the Savior 's *sun-crown'd temples beam'd. 1845 UAILJ-.Y

Festus (ed. 2) 304 The foam-bubble, *Sun-drawn out of the
sea into the clouds. 1887 HISSEV Holiday on Road 260
A "sun-filled atmosphere. 1770 J. Ross Lonttmpl. (MS.
Wks.) 226 Fragrant Gales refresh the *Sun-flagged Flo*- Vs.

1830 TF.NXYSON Afttdeline ii, Like little clouds *sun-fringed.
1807 W. IRVING Sntwag. v. (1824) 83 Along Ausonia's *sun-

gilt shore. 1837-41 HAWTHORNE Twice-told T. (1851) II.

xi. 162 The sun-gilt spire of the church. 1600 TOURNEUR
Trans/. Metam. viii, Wks. 1878 II. 192 No "sun-grac'd
mount? how can the sun mounts grace When mountaines
seeke his count'nance to deface? 1856 VijM* Arctic JSjfplor.
I. xx. 242 *Sun-heated snow-surfaces. 1799 T. CAMPBELL
Pleas. Hope i. 507 His *sun-illumined zone. 1873 E. BHEN-
NAN Witch ofNemi, etc. 249 Upon those *sun.kissed hills.

ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad v. 177 In the *Sun-lou'd Lycian
greenes. 1894 H. NISBET Bush Girfs Rom. 12 Sun-loved,
..but not shallow streams. 1753 Chambers* CycL Suppl.,
*Sun-scorched

)
a term used by our gardners. .to express a

distemperature of fruit trees. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY IV.

Africa 358 His march over the sun-scorched plateau. 1633
C. FAREWELL East-Ind. Conation 52 Their *sunschorching
dayes. 1867 JEAN INGELOW Christ's Resurr. xiii, Indian

glades, Where kneel the *sun-swart maids. 1876
' OUIDA '

Winter City vi, Blown by a fresh breeze on a "sun-

swept moorland. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. (1823) I. 39
To meet the "sun-tann'd lass he dearly loves. 1856 KANE
Arctic Expl. II, xxvii. 271 The varied glitter of 'sun-tipped
crystal. 1819 SHELLEY in Dowden Life (1886) II. 247 The
soil which is stirring in the *sun-warm earth. 1884 Expo-
sitor Feb. 129 The physical and chemical forces of the *sun-
warmed earth, 1844 FABER Sir Lancelot xii, *Sun-withered
wreaths.

C. Similative and parasynthetic, as sun-broad,
'dear (fig. after G. sonnenklar], -dazzling, red; sun-

eyed, -faced, feathered'adjs. See also SUN-BRIGHT i.

1590 SPENSER f. Q. it. ii. 21 His *sunbroad shield. 1847
EMERSON Poems (1857) 57 Make the aged eye *sun-clear.

1885 Daily News 10 Nov. (Ware Passing Eng.) t
It is sun-

clear that [etc.]. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) HfAertVtks.
ii. in/i Your eyes "sun-dazeling coruscancy will exile all

the cloudie vapours of. .melancholly. 1845 BAILEY Festns

(ed. 2) 222 The *sun-eyed angels. 1602 Narcissus (1893)
220 Tell our *Sunnfac't sonne his fortune. 1852

' NIGHT-
LAHK' Meandertngs of Mem. I, 196 Sunfaced choristers.

1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. /I-', cccxxxv, The faire

"Sun-feather 'd Birds. 1861 L. L. NOBLE Icebergs 176 The
*sun-red blushes of beauty.

d. In various advb. relations, = in, to, from (etc. )

the sun, as sun- arrayed, -born, -delighting, -de-

scended, -gazing, -shading, -sodden^ -steeped, etc.

adjs.; sun-exposure. See also SUN-PROOF.

'593 NASHE Christ s T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 249 A bright
*sunne-arraied Angell. 1656 COWLKY Pindar. Odes, Plagues
ofEgypt vi, They mount up higher, Where never *Sun-born

Frog durst to aspire. 1819 NEWMAN Spring Poems (1906)

52 Spring ! fairest season of the sunborn four. 1883 J. COL-
BORNE With Hicks Pasha (1884) 157 The sun-born fellah

soldier, who works stripped under the burning rays. 163*

QUARLES Dhi. Fancies \\. xcviii. no The *Sun-delighting

Flye. 1807 J. BARLOW Coliimb. i. 244 The *sun-descended

race. 1898 P. MANSON Trop. Diseases xii. 204 Sequelae. .

attributable to *sun exposure. i6ix BEAUM. & FL. Maid's

Trag. i. ii, The day breaks here, and yon *sun-flaring stream

Shot from the south. 1876 WHITNEY Sights <$ Insights
xxxii. 305 The sweet, *sunfull heaven. 1611 W. BARKSTED
Hiren (1876) 99 The *sunne-gaz'd Eagle. 1802 SHAW Gen.
Zool. III. i. 245 *Sun-gazing Lizard, Lacerta Helioscopa.
i6a6 J. GRESHAM Pict. Incest (1876) 26 Her dainty fingers

..Into "sun-shading litle boughes doe turne. iSaa BYRON

Juan. viii. Ixxxii, The Nile's *sun-sodden slime. 1833
TENNYSON Lotos Eaters 74 *Sun-steep'd at noon, and in the

moon Nightly dew-fed.

13. Special Combs.: f sun-arising, = SUN-
RISING ; sun-bath, an exposure to the direct rays
of the sun, esp. as a method of medical treatment ;

basking in the sun; so sun-bathing sb. and adj.;

sun-bathed a., bathed in sunshine; sun-beat,
-beaten adjs., upon which the sun beats ;

sun-blast

(now dial), a sudden emission or burst of sunshine

(aUo f.) ; sun-blight (Australia], an inflamma-

tory affection ofthe eyes caused by exposure to sun-

shine ; sun-bonnet, a light bonnet with a pro-

jection in front and a cape behind to protect the

head and neck from the sun ; sun-break, (a) a

burst of sunshine ; (b} sunrise (cf. daybreak} ;
sun-

case Pyrotechny, a case containing a slow-burning

composition, forming part of a 'sun': see 8 b

above ; sun-charm, a fire-festival to propitiate the

god of the sun
; sun-circle, a circle of stones sup-

posed to be connected with sun-worship; sun-

clad a. poet.y (a) clothed in radiance like the sun
;

() clothed in sunshine ; sun-clock, (a} a clock

constructed to show solar time; () poet, a sun-

dial; sun-crack GeoL, a crack produced by the

heat of the sun during the consolidation of a rock ;

sun-cure sb., a cure involving exposure to the sun's

rays ;
sun -cure v., to

' cure
*
or preserve by expo-
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sure to the sun
;

also sun-cured ///. a. sun-
dance, a religious dance in honour of the sun,
accompanied with barbarous rites of self-torture,
practised Ijy certain tiilics ot North American In-

I dians; sun-dart poet., a lay of sunlight figured

)

as a dart
; sun-dawn poet., dawn, daybreak ;

sun-deck, the upper deck of a steamer
;
sun disk,

-disc, the disk ol the sun, or a figure or image of
this, esp. in religious symbolism; sun-fever (see
quots.) ; sun-figure liiol., a radiating tiguie formed
in the protoplasm of a cell during karyokinesis ;

sun-flag, the Japanese flag, bearing an image of
the sun

; sun-fly, an artificial Ily used by anglers
in bright weather

; sun-force, the force or energy
emanating from the sun in the form of heat, light,
etc. ; f sun-gate-down, sunset; sun-glade, a beam
or track of sunlight, esp. the track of reflected

sunlight on water (cf. moon-glade, MOON sb. 16) ;

sun-glass, (a) a lens for concentrating the rays of

the sun, a burning-glass ; (b) a screen of coloured

glass attached to a sextant for moderating the light
of the sun, a shade-glass (Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909);
sun-glow, (a) a glow or glare of sunlight ; (b) a

hazy diffused light seen around the sun, due to fine

solid particles in the atmosphere, as after a volcanic

eruption; sun-go-down Obs. or dial., sunset;

) also app. used advb. = till sunset ; so t sun-

going-down ; sun-gold, (a) an orange dye ob-

tained from coal-tar, also called heliochrysin ;

(V) bright sunlight likened to gold (poet, and

rliet.); sun-groat (see quot. 1861); faun half =
sunny Aa{f(see SUNNY a. 2 b) ; sun-hat, a broad-

brimmed hat worn in hot climates to protect the

j

head from the sun
;
so sun-helmet (whence sun-

helmeted a., wearing a sun-helmet) ; sun-heat,

(a) heat emanating from the sun ; (6) a heat-stroke ;

sun kiln, a vat in which potters' clay is exposed
to the action of the sun and air ; sun-land, a land

of sunshine, a country or region with a sunny
climate ; sun-leistering = SUNNING vbl. sb. 3 ;

sun-line, (a) in Palmistry =* lint of the sun (see

i f above) ; (b) a line drawn on a card sun-dial,

along which a ray of sunlight falls after passing

through a slit
; sun-myth, a myth relating to

the sun, a solar myth; sun-opal, = FlRE-o/o/;

sun-pan, a pan in which some substance is ex-

posed to the sun (as brine in salt-making, or clay
in pottery manufacture) ; sun-path, the course of

the sun; also, the path followed by a ray of

sunlight ; chiefly fig. ; sun-picture, a picture
made by means of sunlight, a photograph ; sun-

pillar, a vertical column of light appearing to

extend upwards from the sun
; sun-plane, a plane

with a curved stock, used for levelling the ends of

the staves of a cask
; f sun-pond, ? = sun-fan ;

sun-power, (a) sun-force ; (b) (after candle-

power), the relative intrinsic brightness of a star as

measured by that of the sun
; sun-quake, a solar

disturbance comparable to an earthquake; ) sun-

rest, sunset ;
sun-scald [SCALD sl>.*], (a)

'

scald
'

produced by the sun's heat
; (/>) a patch of bright

sunlight on the surface of water; sun-shaft U.S., a

shaft of sunlight, a sunbeam; sun-shooter Naut.

slang, one who takes an observation of the sun (see

SHOOT v. 32 c) ;
sun-side (now rare), the side facing

: thesun,thesunnyside(alsoar/i.); sun signalling,
= HELIOGRAPHY 4 ; f sun-sitting, sunset ; sun-

; smile, a sunny or gracious smile
;
sun-smitten a.,

i

struck bythe sun's rays ;J/<T. affected with sunstioke;

sun-spark US., the glint of sunlight on an object;

! sun-spear, an eel-spear used in the Irish lakes (see

; quot.) ; so sun-spearer, -spearing ; sun-spell, =

i sun-charm ; sun-spring Obs. or arch., sunrise (in

| quot. a 1 300 trans/.
= east; in qnot. 1900^.);

f sun-still (see quot.) ; sun-telegraphy, = HELIO-

i GRAPBY 4 ; sun-tight a. (after water-tight), imper-

I vious to the rays of the sun ; sun-time, (a) a time

; of brightness or joy ; (*) solar time ; sun-trap, a

place adapted for catching sunshine ; sun-wheel,

(a) the wheel around which a planet-wheel turns

(see Siin-and-flanet wheels, 13 d) ; (*) a figure

resembling a wheel, with radiating arms or spokes,

snpposedtobea symbol of the sun; (c)pl. the wheels

of the mythical chariot of the sun ; sun-yellow,

name for a pale yellow dye obtained from coal-tar,

also called maize.

cm/aAstran. Col. (US. Ashm. 361) fol. i b, Bofc>e of daw-

yng and of *sonne arysing & also for )>e sonne goyng downe.

1633 Campion's Hist. Irel. ll. vii. 96 They are forced.. to

keepe them (sc. their gates) shut, .from sunne set, to sunne

arising. 1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 439/1 A 'sun bath (ins*

latio or heliosis), exposing the body to the sun, the head

being coverefl, was a favourite practice among the Greeks

and Romans. 1893 KATE SANBOKN Truthful Woman
, S. California 21, 1 sat on the veranda, . . taking a sun-bath,

i in a happy dream or doze. 1901 H. BEGBIE Sir J. Sfarrmi
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,, Captain Chivvy, .vowed and declared that sun-baths

L/rc the only possible means of dispersing the cholers of the

bodv and begged his dear friend Sparrow to stick to sun-

bXall the days of his life. .895 <*"lMX?2*!
t&

^"Outlnto^ebtiin^gg^-bathrf!^^!*"NASHEoKffMWff*_ '
__ __ T..I.. -/o rVValt Whifman! wai

\vprr t lie OTllV pOSMUic iiitiiii.TJi u.jj*- a --

body.. and bagged
hbdear

friend
Sprow to Hfck

l600

ing^"'^
roSvinced that sun-batliing was a fine tonic. 1636 G. SANDI s

P*r*tkr fs k'iii. Poems (1648) ico As "Sun-beat Snow, so

t them t'haw. .693DRVDEN 7''""/I<-f39N.lus toconvey

His Sun-beat Waters byso long a way. ligiCent.Dict., bui

beat, "sun-beaten. 1894 SAFAR
Ptrsjan

P,ct. 1 15 The sun-

beaten pavement. 1674 FLAVEL Husb. Sfir. ix. 83 1

rain is most beneficial .. when there come sweet warm

Sun-blas with it or after it. Ibid. App. =65 The Sun-blasts

of prosperity 1854 H. NISBF.T B,ali Girts Rom. 2.5 Your

eyes bad ? A touch of 'sun-blight. Wear a pan- of blue glasses

until the inflammation goes 1860 Miss YOXGE Ataf"<W
Seer, ii, Bessie had put on her lilac-spotted 'sun-bonnet

18.6

CARRINC-TON Dartmoor O Plym, beloved to thee I owe

the few bright "sun-breaics, that have cheer d My toilsome

pilgrimage 1830 S. DOBELL Roman vl. 70. I, wl
|?

'

J^f
iunbreak upon one same broken column Sat hke a Caryatid.

,88. SHORTHOUSE John Infant Pref. 9 T hesunbreak.upon

the stainless peaks. 1875 KNIGHT D,ct. Mech. 245.4/1
Sun-

case,..*, strong paper case filled with a composition which

does not burn so fast as rocket-composition ,897 D. BUTLER

Ck Abernethy v. 79 Dr. Frazer regards the fire-festivals of

November and December as *sun-charms intended to ensure

a proper supply ofsunshine. 1911 MAcCuLLOCH Kelig. Anc.

Cells xviii. 266 The bonfire was a sun-charm, representing

and assisting the sun. ,877 E. G. SQU.F.R Per:, xx. 383 The

*sun-circles:or Druidical circles of England. 1634 M ILTOM

Camus 782 The "Sun-clad power of Chastity. 18.5 LONCF.

Simrisi on the Hills 4 The sun.clad vales. imGetitl.

Mar VII. 68/2 [Joseph Williamson's) Clocks, thus framed,

would keep Time to Admiration with the Sun, and therefore

he called tnem his "Sun-Clocks. ,876 H. GARDNER Sn_fl.,

Dream ofNoon 51 The mossy sun-clock. i8 R. f1 BURTON

Falconry Valley Indus viii. 80 The ground is gashed with

gigantic "sun-cracks. i858H. D. ROGERS Geol. Pennsylv. II.

n 811 A locality where the sun-cracks, .are exposed in a

roadside quarry. 190. Daily Chron. 8 Dec. 4/5.
*Sun-cures

for all the depression and ill-humours to which English

people are supposed to be peculiarly subject. 1911 Nation

8 June 376/1 All that they did not eat to-day they smoked

or "sun-cured for to-morrow. 1877 (AJvt.) Old Judge *Sun

cured Virginia Smoking Tobacco. 1890 Ctntttry Mag.
Mar. 753/3 Ordinarily each tribe.. has its own celebra-

tion of the "sun-dance. 1894 Outing (U.S.) XXIV. 88/1

Those dreadful cicatrices left by the sun-dance. 01835 MM.
HEMANS Storm of Delphi xiv, And the lightnings in their

play Flash'd forth.. Like "sun-darts wing'd from the silver

bow 1835 BROWNING Paracelsus I. 104 We paced.. the

cheerful town At "sun-dawn. 1885 SWINBURNE Mar. Fal.

Ded. vii, One heart whose heat was as the sundawn's fire.

1909 Daily Chron. 16 Apr. 4/4 On the "sun-deck of a

steamer. 1877 J. E. CARPENTER tr. Tide's Hist. Relig.

5 \ An attempt . . to substitute the exclusive worship of Aten-

Ra, the "sun-disc, for that of Amun-Ra. 1883 V. STUART

Egypt 38 1 The ovals right and left of the sundisk which sheds

down its rays upon the royal pair are the solar cartouches.

1835 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. (1857), Dtngue, .. Solar or "Sun
Fever. 1876 Ibid., Sun Fever, a fever of tropical regions,
which is probably a severe form of febricula or simple
fever. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 17 Sept. 638 These 'touches

of fever being either sun-fever or malaria. 1889 Jrnl.

Microsc. Sci. N.S. XXX. 163 Certain peculiar radiating

killed Europeans
different to sun-heat that Would

TUART Egypt 3 Up came a Hrmsh full private ol

churia. 1902 Encyd. Brit. XXV. 446'! For very bright
weather and clear water, lightly dressed flies, which are

mainly light yellow in colour, are standard favourites, such

asthe*Sun-flyandthe Mystery. 1866 DOLING /In////. Ckem.

78 Either by a direct application of *sun-force, or, indirectly,

by the aid of those terrestrial transformations of sun-force

which are so abundantly at his disposal. 1873 B. STEWART
Conserv, Force (U.S.) vii. 182 The plant during the day stores

up sun-force sufficient to d^ its work during the night.

ci44o Promp, Paru. 484/1 Sunne settynge, or *sunne gate
downe. 1530 PALSGR. 805/2 At the sonne gate downe, stir

le soleil conchant. 1876 Forest ft Stream 13 July 368/2
The.. mosquitoes hovered, like flies in a *sun-glade. 1906
Blackw. Mag. Mar. 394/1 The sun-glade was glittering and

twinkling on the water. 1837-42 HAWTHORNE Twice-told T.

(1851) I. vii. 129 After lighting a cigar with a *sunglass.

1845 MRS. NQHTQK Child Istatists, Winfer]xvli\, Didst Thou
.. Never lie dreaming shut from winter skies, While the

warm shadow of remembered eyes, Like a hot *sun-g!ow, all

thy frame opprest? 1884 Chamb.Jrnl.Nov. 707/1 Remarkable
coronal appearances and sunglows were noticed in different

parts of the world. 1595 T. EDWARDS Narcissus (Roxb.) 52
Talke *Sun-go-downe. 1715 PENNKCUIK To Pr. Orange in

Tweeddale etc. n. 4 For we that live within this Town, Our
Sight grows Dim, by Sun go Down. 1440 *Sonne goyng
downe [see sun arising above]. 1530 PALSGR. 272/2 Sonne
goyng downe, le soleil conchant. 1885 HUMMEL Dyeing
Textile Fabrics 401 Heliochrysin . .This colouring matter
is the sodium salt of tetra-nitro-naphthol, it is also known as
*Sun Gold. 1897 OK//*? (U.S.) XXIX. 554/1 The water..
flashed with untold brilliance under the flooding sun gold.
.OX. f~~t> iW,__ <"(" V -. i*. _ ..._ T__- i_ _ _ _ _ _ _*

surface Ts' cove'red^which is left to be_a'porated by solar

^^^^^ZZ^SS*
ffSSS^Sff^SSSSwere "sun.leistering or spearing from a boat. 1653 R.

Phynog*. 63 The lines which issue from the "bun-line and

go to the Table-line signifie Children. 1877 t-ncycl. brit.

VII 161/1 Draw the sun-line at the top of the card. ,

TYLOR Early Hist. Man. xii. 354 St. George, the favourite

medieval bearer of the great "Sun-myth.
1851 M*NT

EL';

Petrifactions iv. ,. 3 4 Opaline substances - ne nobl

opal i "sun-opal ; common opal i [etc.). 1713 /** {,"""
XXXII 353 The Sea Water is let into their feeding Ponds,

..from hence is conveyed into small square Pans, and.,

from these.. into larger Pans,..wh,ch they call Brine or

"Sun Pans. .831-3 P. BARLOW in Encycl. Metrof.
(.845)

VIII 449/2 The materials for coarse pottery
are prepared

by a 'very rude., method. The place is technically named

a sun pan. 1598-9 E. FORDE Parismus n. (1661) 128 In

the "Sun-path of sweet delight. .847 EMERSON Poems

(1857) 177 The mill-round of our fate appears A sun-path

in thy worth. .876 MORRIS JEneid vl. 79 Beyond the

stars.. Beyond the sun-path lies the land, where Atlas

heaven upbears. .846 Literary Gaz. 433/2
Genuine sun-

pictures, un-aided by art. .856 GEO. KLIOT Ess. (1884) 23

The delicate accuracy of a sun-picture. 190* Times 10 Mar.

15/1 At 6.25 p.m., a very brilliant but narrow "sun pillar

appeared, extending from a bank of clouds.. to about 35

1846 HOLTZAPFFEL Turning II. 488 The ends of the staves

have been levelled by a tool called a "sun plane. .708 Lend.

Gaz. No. 4453/3 Large Store-ponds, and "Sun-Ponds for

making of Brine. 1877 Queen's Printers' Bible-Aids 33/2

Land suffering from an excess of "sun-power. 1905 Nature

28 Sept. 53?/' In Fig. 2 the relative distances of. .stars.,

are shown . .
,
the

'

sun-powers
'

of the various stars being re-

presented by a system of symbols. 1791 E. DARWIN Bat.

Card. i. 29 notes, If. .the planets were originally thrown

out of the sun by larger "sun-quakes, c 1400 LOVE Bonavent.

Mirr. (1907) 260 They were bounden to kepe the sabboth

day, fro the "sonne rest of the day bifore vnto the sonne

rest of the self day. a 1500 St. Patrick's Purgatory 214 in

Brome Bk. 89 Sweche was hys lyght. . As yt ys in wentyr
at the sunne rest. 188. Card. Chron. .2 Nov. 621/1 The

spots.. look more like the "sun-scalds one sees upon the

leaves of plants grown under glass. .896 LODEMAN Spray.
Plants 274 Sun-scald (Cercospora Apii). 1897 KII-LINC

Capt. Cour. v. in It seemed a sin to do anything but loaf

over the hand-lines and spank the drifting
' sunscalds

'

with an oar. 1868 MRS. WHITNEY Patience Strong's Out-

ings xiti, The maples were splendid in the "sunshafts that

shot through. 1908 W. CHURCHILL Mr. Crewe's Career
xiii. 191 He had but to beckon a shining Pegasus from out

acivca iu udvc uic ucuer pan, ..granted. .10 tne snaaaov.
halfof the said Cruik ane piece of land, to make the shaddou

ecnanicai lorce wmcn liraUM water into the clouds. 1904New Hebrides Mag. Apr. jo Cases, .of slight sun-stroke, or
sun-heat. 1911 Content?. Ken Apr. 559 Hatless and in-

aren rype. 1608 WILLET Hexafla Ext'd. 651 The colour of

the rine or barke on the sunside is purple. 1719 RAMSAY To

Arbiickle^ 116 My ain house, .stands on Edinburgh's street,

the sun-side. 185*
' NIGHTLARK

'

Metind. Alein. I. 128 And
Sun-side Alps all tortuously slip. 1889 Encycl. Brit. Index,

"Sun-Signalling. 1460 Promp. Parv. (Winch. MS.) 448
"Sunne syttyng, or sunne gate downe, occasits. 1837 CAR-
LYLK Fr. Rev. ll. I. xi, Rewarded by a "sun-smile, and such
melodious glad words. 185* BAILEY Festus (ed. 5) 500 The
sunsmile of Salvation beamed. 1833 TENNYSON Pal. Art
xii, Below "snnsmitten icy spires Rose.. the scornful crags.
1886 STEVENSON Kidnapfed xx. 197 It was only by God's

blessing that we were neither of us sun-smitten. 1847 EMER-
SON Poems (1857) no The "sun-spark on the sea. 1896
Idler Mar. 172/1 The burning sun-spark in the bright brass

binnacle hood. 1885 Sat. Rev. 21 Nov. 673/1
'

"Sun.spear-
ing '..is much sought after in the Irish loughs during. .June
and July. In the early sunny mornings.. the *sun-spearer
sallies forth in a. .boat.. . Anguilla comes up writhing on the

230 ine Italian distiuary, or "Sun btlll : this is lorinea 01

two round bodied glass bottles, one. .set with the mouth of

it downwards into an other with it mouth vpwards. 1876
VOYLE & STEVENSON Alilit. Diet. (ed. 3) s.v. Telegraphy,
"Sun telegraphy is a system of correspondence by means of
the sun's rays. 1861 BERESF. HOPE Eng. Cath. it)th C. iii.

88 To make his building light and well ventilated, and yet

"sun-tight. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Duchess May li, Her
hopes will spring again By the "suntime of her years. 1855
Lardner's Mus. Sci. fy Art VII. 33 Clock time and sun time.

1883 A. KNOX New Playground 66 Secure for him a little
' box '. .a sort of '

"sun-trap," don't you know? 1896^. Rev.

July 59 These small, beautifully kept gardens. . sun-traps
they must have been with their big, high walls. 1891 Cent.

Diet., "Sun-wheel [sense (It)]. 1910 J. MACINTOSH in Poets

of Ayrshire 138 The horsemen were ready the Sun-wheels
to move And carry thee hence to the Kingdom of Love.

1890 "Sun yellow [see MAIZF. 3).

b. In names of animals and plants : sun-ani-

malcule, a microscopic protozoan of the group
Hcliozoa, esp. the common species Actinophrys sol,

of a spherical form with numerous long, slender,

straight, radiating filaments
; sun-bear, a small

Malayan species of bear (Hclarctos malayanus),
the bruang, having close black fur and a white

patch on the breast
; also, the Tibetan bear (Ursus

thibetanus} ; sun-beetle, anyone of various scara-

bseid beetles of the subfamily Cetoniinx, which

appear in sunshine ; sun-bittern, a South Ameri-
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can bird, Ettrypyga helias, with brilliantly coloured

plumage, also cdltApeaeotk-bittern ; also, any bird

of the family Eurypygidx ; sun-cress, a S. African

cruciferous herb, J/eliophila pectinata ; sun-fern

(see quot.); sun-fruit, a shrub or tree of the genus

JJeliocarpus, found in Central America, bearing
fiat round capsules with radiating bristles

; sun-

gem, a brilliantly coloured Brazilian species of

humming-bird, lleliactin comutus; sun-grass, =
DOOB (Cynodon Dactyloii); sun-grebe, = SCNBIRD
i c(Cent.Dict. 1891); sun-perch, = SUN-FISH i b;

sun-rose, a name for the genus ffeliatithcmtun, of

which the flowers expand in sunshine : also called

rock-rose ; t sun shell-fish, a kind of starfish
;

gun spurge, a common species of spurge, Euphor-
bia Htlioscopia, whose flowers follow the sun

;

sun-squall, -squawl U.S., a jelly-fish ; sun-star,
sun- starfish, a starfish having numerous rays, as

those of the genus Solatter; faun tithymal, sun

spurge; sun-trout local U.S., the squetengue;

) sun-turning spurge, sun spurge.
1867 J. HOGG Microsc. n. ii. 372 Actinophrys sol,

'
"sun-

animalcule.
1

184* Penny Cycl. XXIII. 275/1 Bears are

numerous [in Sumatra], and among them is the "sun-bear.

1881 Encycl. lirit. XII. 741/2 The Himalayan or Tibetan

sun bear. 1836-9 TodSsCycl. Anat. II. 886/2 In the "sun-

beetles., the eyes are very protuberant. 1870 GILLMORE tr.

Figuier's Keftiles <f Birds 343 Its brilliant hues have ob-

tained for it in Guinea the name of the Little Peacock or

*Sun Bittern. 1876 A. R. WALLACE Gepgr. Distrib. Anim,
1 1. 358 The Eurypygidae, or Sun-bitterns, are small heron*

like birds with beautifully-coloured wings, which frequent
the muddy and wooded river-banks of tropical America.

1884 MILLER Plant-n., Heliophila pectinata, "Sun Cress.

1814 LOUDON Encycl. Card. (ed. 2) 1225/2 "Sun-fern, poly-

podium phegopteris. 1851 G. W. JOHNSON Cottage Hard.

Diet., "Sun-fruit, Heliocarpus. 1879 SIR G. CAMPBELL
Black ff White 19 In the South [of the U.S.) an East-Indian

grass, known as
'

Dhoop
'

or
* Sun grass, has been introduced.

1897 J. A. GRAHAM Three Closed Lands ix. 108 During the

coloi season the planter has had to pitch his tent in the forest

or tall sun-grass. 1816 AUDVBON Jrnls. (1898) 1. 162 Roast-

ing the orange-fleshed Ibis, and a few "sun-perch. 1835

Omith. Biog. III. 47 The American Sun Perch. Itid. 50

The Sun Perch . . seems to give a decided preference to sandy,

gravelly, or rocky beds of streams. 1814 LOUDON Encycl.
Card. (cd. 2) 1195/2 Heliarithemum, "sun-rose. 1884 Car-

dating Illust. 8 Nov. 425/3 The best kinds of Rock Roses

and Sun Roses are beginning to reappear in our gardens.

1688 HOLME Armoury 11. xv. 349/2 The Sea Sun, or the "Sun

fhell fish .. differs from the Star-fish in this, that all the

rays which are five . . come out of the sides of the round shell.

1561 TURNER Herbal ll. 154 b, This kinde is called in diuerse

partes of England Wartwurt ; it maye also be called "son

spourge, or son folowynge spourge. 1796 WITHERING Brit.

Plants (ed. 3) II. 449 Euphorbia helioscopia,. . Wart-wort...

Cats-milk. SunSpurge. 1850 Miss PRATT Comm.Things .Sea-

s.'de i. 84 Almost every one knows the common Sun Spurge,
often growing as a weed in gardens. 1865 THORF.AU Cafe
Co i v. 79 The "sun-squawl was poisonous to handle. 1897

SHUFELDT Ch. Nat. Hist. U.S. 452 Jellyfish, or Sunsqualls.

1843 Proc. Bcnr.lfat. Club II. xi. 50 S[olaster] Endeca.

Purple *Sun Star. S. Papfosa. Common Sun Star. 1855

KINGSLEY Glaucus 125 The twelve-rayed sun-star (So/aster

fnfpoia), . . dressed in rich scarlet livery. 1876 Nature

June 121/2 "Sun Starfish (Sotasler pappoia). 1597

GERARDE Herbal n. cxxxii. 406 With leaues like the "sunne

Tithymale. 1888 GOODS Anier. Fithts in In the Southern

Atlantic States it is called. .' "Sun 1 rout.' 1640 PARKINSON

'J

'

heatr. Hot. n. xvi. 188 Tithymalus Helioscopius. "Sunne

turning Spurge or Wartwort.

c. Combinations of the genitive sun's : i sun's

brow, a kind of bulrush; t sun's day, Sunday;

f sun's flower, applied to the marigold (cf. SUN-

FLOWER 3 a) ; t sun's gem (tr. L. soli's gemma},
some kind of precious stone (see quot., and cf.

SL'NSTONE) ; t sun's night, -= SUNBIGHT.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 35 The Bulrush hath one kinde,

which of some is called "Sonnes brow. n.. inE.M. Thomp-
son Cust.St.Aug. Cant. (1904) II. 314 In nocte veroad matu-

tinos, in primo motu, puketur
' "Sunnesdeies belle ,

demde

major Absalon. [1891 HARDY Test xxiii, On this day of

vanity, this Sun's-day . . they could hear the church-bell

calling.) 1563 HYLL Art Garden. (1593) 93 It \sc. marigold]

is named the ">unnes dome. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxxvu. x.

II. 629 The "Sunnes gem is white, a 1300 Cursor M. 11280

In august time, be Imparour, Was vs born vr sauueour, . . On
"sunnes night

d. Sun-and-planet wheels, a form of gearing

(invented by James Watt) consisting of a central

v, heel or sun-wheel and an outer wheel or planet-

wheel (of which there may be more than one)

geared together so that the axis of the latter moves

round that of the former like a planet round the

sun
;
also extended to other forms of gearing on

a similar principle. So sun-and-ptanel gear,

motion, etc.

1816 R. BUCHANAN Propelling Vessels by Steam 20 tor

many years, instead of the crank, Mr. Watt used what are

called sun and planet wheels, the one working round the

other. 1869 RANKINE Machinery f, Millwark 246 The bu

and-Planet Motion is a sort ofepicyclic train with perio

action. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch I, Clockm. 35 A modifi-

cation of the old bolt and shutter introduced by sir t.

B;ckett.. is inferior to the
' Sun and Planet

' and other main-

tainers. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 5 Dec. 4/2 The gear itself is

arranged on the 'sun-and-planet
'

principle. 1904 O. D
SHAW Comm. Sense Munic. Trading o Committees o

directors who do not know the difference between a piston

rod and a sun-and-planets gear.



SUN.

Sun, z>.
[f. SUN sb. Cf. G. sonnen.]

1. trans. To place in or expose to the sun
;
to

subject to the action of the sun's rays; to warm,
dry, etc. in sunshine.

[1519: see SUNNING vbl. sb. ij. 1558 PHAER /Eneid v.

M ij b, Mewes and birds of seas., sonne their feihers. 1578
LVTF. Dodoens 739 It doth redily draw vnto it the qualities
..of those herbes..with which it is set to be sonned. 1646
SIR T. BROWNK Pseud. Kp. 97 Cinnamon.. if it be sunned
too long, .suffereth a torrefaction. i8oa WORDSW. To the

Daisy ii, Spring parts the clouds with softest airs, That she

may sun thee. 1807 P. GASS Jrnl. 239 We remained here
all day airing and sunning our baggage and stores. 1898
1 MERRIMAN

'

Rodetfs Corner ii. 15 My ..uncle is sure to be

sunning his waistcoat in Piccadilly.

fig. 1807 I. RARLOW Columb. iv. 450 Prometheus, .from
the floods of day Sunn'd htsclear soul with heaven's internal

ray. 1815 HVRON fltfacw Afel.
t All is Vanity i, I sunn'd

my heart in beauty's eyes.

b. To sun salmon : see SUNNING vbl. sb. 3.

1844 W. H. MAXWELL Sports ty Adv. ScotL xxix. (1855)235,
1 observed a fellow, in the parlance of the border, sunning
salmon.

2. a. refl.
To expose oneself toorbask in the sun.

1610 HOLLAND Camdens Brit. (1637) 7ZO Scales, .meete

together in droves to sleepe and sunne themselves. 1697
DRVDEM Virg. Georg. lit. 635 To roofy Houses they repair,
Or sun themselves abroad in open air. 1710 AnotsoN Tatter
No. 155 P 4 These, .used to sun themselves in that place.,
about dinner-time. 1849 THACKERAY Pendennis xiii, He
suns himself there after his breakfast when the day is suit-

able. 1885 E. ARNOLD Secret of Death 6 While the snake
sunned himself at ease, And monkeys chattered in the trees.

fig. 1841 MIALL in Nonconf. I. 9 A privileged class suns
itself in the beams of majesty. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Conp.
I!, ix. 330 The Frenchmen.. who had sunned themselves in

the smiles of the court.

b. intr. for re/I, or pass. ; also _/?.
Orig. in gerundial phr. a sunning : see SUNNING vbl. sb. i b.

1591 Nobody <fr Someb. in Simpson Sch. Shafts. (1878) I. 348
Let me be hangd up sunning in the ayre, And made a scar*

crow. 1611 Second Maiden's Tragedy (Matone Soc.) ij
Vsurpers svnnynge in their glories like Adders in warme
beames. 1611 WITHER Mtstr. Philar. Wks. (1633) 653 The
while he lies Sunning in his Mistresse Eves. 1871 L.
STEPHEN Playgr. Eur. (1894) ii. 63 He loves the clouds, and
watches them folding and sunning.
3. intr. To shine as or like the sun. rare.
1611 COTGR., Soleillant^ Sunning, Sunnie. 1845 MRS-

NORTON Child of Islands (1846) 42 Man's heart hath
buds and leaves Which, sunned upon, put forth immortal
bloom. 1855 TENNYSON Maud i. xxu. ixt Shine out, little

head, sunning over with curls, To the flowers, and be their

sun. 1888 1. WATTS in Athtttatuin 17 Mar. 341 A look of

joy went sunning over his worn face.

4. trans. To shine upon or illumine as or like

the sun. Chiefly poet.
1637 N. W[HITING] Albino $ Bellama 123 To make Bel-

lama smile, And with one ray sun her Albino's heart. 172*
W. HAMILTON Wallace 78 His Arm no longer could. .Shine
in fulgent Arms, and Sun the Field, c 18*0 S. ROGERS Italy,
Pilgrim 22 A glade Far, far within, sunned only at noonday.
1867 H. MACMILLAN Bible Teach^ ii. (1870) 30 Snowed on
and sunned in the same hour, these flowers were yet., among
the loveliest of nature's productions.
5. with advb. extension : To bring or get into a

specified condition by exposure to, or illumination

by, the sun. Chiefly fig.

1836 SIR H. TAYLOR Statesman xv. 103 A disposition [such]
that he may sun out all the good in men's natures. 1845
BAILEY Festus (ed.a) 240 But his heart ripened most 'neath
southern eyes, Which sunned their sweets into him all day
long. 1894 Brit. Jrnl. Photog. XLI. 44 Prints were often

improved by sunning down the blank sky space. 1896 A.
AUSTIN Englamfs Darling in. i, Sunning grey wrinkles
into golden smiles.

Sun ; see SON, SOON, SUNN. Sun-, var. SYN-.

Su u-baked, a.

1, Baked by exposure to the sun, as bricks, pot-

tery, etc.

a 1700 EVELYN Diary 19 Aug. an. 1641, A kind of white
sun-bak'd brick. 1888 E. CLODD Story Creation xi.si7 The
sun-baked clay hut. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa- 322
Kan pottery, although rough and sunbaked, is artistic in

form.

2. Excessively heated by the sun ; dried up,
parched, or hardened by the heat of the sun.
1618 FELTHAM Resolves it. [i.] xxviii. 88 When the Sun-

bak'd Peasant goes to feast it with a Gentleman. 1841-4
EMERSON ss.

t
Art Wks. (Bohn) I. 145 Let spouting foun-

tains cool the air, Singing in the sun-baked square. 1891
KIFLING Light that Failed xiii. 243 A sun-baked rose below
nodded its head.

Sunbeam (szrnb*m). [OE. sun(n}b^am^ also

sunne btant : see SUN sb. and BEAM sbl The form
3unncbtme was current until c 1430 ;

sunbeme
became frequent from 1300, first in northern texts.]

1. A beam of sunlight.
c 1000 >ELFRIC Saints" Lives iv. 875 Hwzt fremaS Jam

blinrlan seo beorhta sun-beam ? cii O.E.Chron. an. 678
(Laud MS.) Her ateowede cometa se steorra on Auguste,
& scan .iii. monSas aelce moreen swilce sunne beam, c zaoo
ORMIN 18979 All all swa summ be sunebxm Bishine)>b
all be blinde. c 1190 .S'. Eng. Leg. I. 480 He sai^h hire

neb, and turnde a^ein so bright so sonne-bem. a 1300 Cur-
sor Hf, 11228 pe sun beme Gais thoru (>e glas. c 1300 Have-
lok 592 Of hise mouth it stod a stem, AIs it were a sunne-
bem. 1426 LYDG. De Guit. Pilgr. 16212 Lyke vn-to the

Sonne Bemys, Shynynge most hoote, the Sommerys day.
1540-1 ELYOT Image Gov. 60 High trees .. did cast., a

pleasant . . shadowe, and defended theim . . from the vehement
heate of the sunne beames. 1580 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.)

33 The Mermaides.. drying their waterie tresses in the

155

Sunne lieamcs. 1615 N. CARPRNTK Ceag. Del. i. ii. (1635) i

39 The quiuering light which is spread by the refraction of
the Sun-beames in the water. 163* MILTON Penttroio^
The gay motes that people the Sun lieams. 1706 POPE Ltt.
to Wyckerley 10 Apr., Some [verses] I have contracted, as
we do Sun-beams, to improve their.. Force. 1840 DICKENS
Old C. Shop xv, Sparkling sunbeams dancing on chamber
windows. 1843 KUSKIS Mod. Paint. I. n. ill. i. ( 13 Where
a sunbeam enters, every particle of dust becomes visible.

b - Jig-
c laoo ORMIN 7278 Crist iss ec sob sunneUem patt all

I
iss

werelld lihhtebb. (1450 Godstmu Krg. 16 Now helpe us,

good lady !..Of the blessid sonne.beem )eue us sumine light.

1624 SlK J. DAVIES Ps. xxi, The sunn-beames of Thy face
will cheare his hart. 1807-8 W. IRVING Satmag. xv. (1824)

278 [They] were delighted to see the sun-beams once more
play in his Countenance.

c. (\Vritten} with a sunbeam or in sunbeams:
in bright conspicuous characters.
a 1770 JORTIN Serin. (1771) I. i. 13 The great duties of life

are written with a Sun-beam. 1891 KARRAR Darkn. fy Dawn
xlvi, Such words fall too often on our cold and careless ears
with the triteness of long familiarity; but to Octavia..they
seemed to be written in sunbeams.

2. Used as a literal rendering of a native word

applied to a radiant-coloured humming-bird.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vlll. ii. 615 The Brasilians called

it Oiirissia, which signitielh the Sun-beanie. 1681 GREW
Musxtim i. iv. i. 61 The Huming Bird. By the Brasilians,
called Guanumbi. By Clusius, Ourissia, i.e. a Sun-beam.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. xiii.

29^/1 This [Humming]
Bird by the Brasilians is also called .. Guara-cyaoa, that is a
Sun-beam Bird, and Gvara-cigaba, the hair of the Sun. 1870
GILLMORE tr. Fifaier's Reptiles <fr Birds 466 The Indians
call these darlings Sun-beams.
3. Comb., as sunbeam-proof'adj.
1810 SHELLEY Cloud 65 Over a torrent sea, Sunbeam-

proof, I hang like a roof.

Hence t Sn'nbeamed, Sirnbeamy (? U.S.^adjs.,
bright as a sunbeam ; genial.
1588 SHAKS. /.. /.. /,. v. ii. 168 To behold with your *Sunne

beamed eyes, a 1849 MANGAN Poems (1859) 392 That "sun-

beamy standard that shone.. To illumine our way. 1890
'ANNIE THOMAS ' Love of Lady I. ix. 160 Her sunbeamy
nature. 1897 Pall Mall Mag. Dec. 444 [Her hair bung] in

soft, golden, sunbeamy masses down her back.

Sxi ubird, su n-bird.
1. a. = DARTER 43 (Plotus anhinga).
1796 NEMNICH Polygl.-Lex., Sun bird, the Surinam darter.

b. Anybird ol the passerine family ffectariniidse,
which comprises small birds with brilliant and

variegated plumage, found in tropical and sub-

tropical regions of A frica, Asia, and Australia ;

also applied to similar birds of other families.
1826 STEPHENS Shaui's Gen. Zool. X IV. 329 Cinttyris, . . Sun-

bird. 1859 TENNENT Ceylon I. 11. ii. 168 Beneath our windows
the Sun Birds (known as the Humming Birds of Ceylon)
hover all day long. 1879 E. P. WRIGHT X nitn. Lift 254 The
Sun Birds, or Nectariniatlx, are to the Old World what the

Humming Birds are to the New World. ..One species is

met so far north as the Jordan valley, .called the Jericho
Sun Bird (Cinnyris osea). 1906 Iffsfr/i. Gaz. 9 Feb. 8/2
A malachite sun bird.

C. The sun-bittern, Eurypyga helias.

1825 WATERTON Wand. S. Amer. hi. 220 Here, . . I saw the

Sun-bird, called Tirana by the Spaniards in the Oroonoque.
1871 KINGSLEV At Last v. His name is Sun-bird, ..accord-

ing to..Stedman, 'becausCj when it extends its wings,.,
there appears on the interior part of each wing a most
beautiful representation of a sun '.

d. Any bird of the family Heliornithids, which

comprises swimming birds found in tropical regions
of America, Africa, and Asia

;
also called sun-

grebes or finfools.
187* COUES N. Amer. Birds 242 The sun-birds, Heliorni.

tttiaaf, are a small but remarkable family.

2. (With hyphen.) a. A bird sacred to the sun

or connected with sun-worship, b. A mythical
' bird of the sun

', or the sun regarded as a bird.

1871 TYLOR Prim. Cult. xvi. II. 262 When at mid-day the

sunlight poured down upon the altar, ..the sun-birds, the

tonatzuli, were let fly up sunward as messengers. 1877
CARPENTER tr. Tide's Outlines Hist. Kelig. 144 By the in-

finite world-serpent..
he [sc. Vishnu]isdrawnoverthe waves

of the primeval ocean, or by the sun-bird Garwia through
the sky. 1904 BUDGE jrd <v 4th Egypt. Rooms Brit. Mus.
122 The Sun-god Ra was depicted. .in the form of a hawk-
headed man, because the hawk was regarded as a sun-bird.

Su -11 blink. St. [BLINK si.2] A gleam of

sunshine. Also attrib.

1635 RUTHERFORD Lett. 22 Apr. (1675) ill. 174 There shall

e a fair Sun-blink on Christ's old Spouse, and a clear Skie.

the sun-blink brings out, and the evening wind sweeps

away ! 1831-53 J. MURRAY in WMstle-binkie Ser. in. 44

Now, simmer, ye maun use us weel, Wi' shower and sun-

blink at its heel. 1880 A. B. Toon Circling Year, Oct. xiii,

The mild sunblinks smile down on the scene.

Sunbow (so-nbiJu). Chiefly poet. [f. SUN sb.

+ Bow rf.i, after raMow.] An arch of prismatic
colours like a rainbow, formed by refraction of

sunlight in spray or vapour.
1816 SHELLEY Let. to Peacock 22 July, Spray, .in the midst

of which hung a multitude of sunbows. 1817 BYRON Man.
fred n. ii. i The sunbow's rays still arch The torrent with

the many hues of heaven. 1831 JAMKS Phil. Augustus \.

ii, The thousand colours of the sunbow that hung above its

fall. 1847 WHITTIER To Delaware 13 The great lakes..

Shall weave new sun-bows in their tossing spray.

SUNBURNT.

Sn-n-bright, a. Chiefly poet. [OE. iunbeorht
occurs in sense 2.]
1. Wright as the sun ; supremely bright. (Olu n

in hyperbolical use; alsu

'579 Si'ENsM Sktfk. Cat. Oct. 72 S ,,Our
Mild in shamcfull

coupe. 1591 SHAKS 7Vo (,>/. 111. i. 88
Mow, and which way I may IjeMow n.y selfe To be regarded
in her sun-bright eye. 1641 11. Mom Smf </ S.'iil I. L )

The fulvid Eagle with her sun-bright eye. 1667 MILTON
P.L. vi. 100 High in the midst exalted as a God TV Apottlt
in his Sun-bright Chariot sate. 1747!). MALLET Amyntor
ft 7 keoiiora Wks. 1759 I. 153 As reason thus the mental
storm seren d And thro the darkness tent her sun-bright
ray. 1883 W. ARTHUR Fernley Led. 73 The Minbrighl
thoughts of man themselves.

2. bright with sunshine ; illumined by the sun.
1744 AKENSIDK Pleas, /mag. HI. 360 For not the expanse

Of living lakes in Summer's noontide calm, Reflects the..

sun-bright heavens With faiier semblance. 18*7 KEBLK
Ckr. y., St. James' Day, Tabor's sunbright steep, a 1835
MRS. tiEM\Ksflfare/iima xxiv, A sun-bi ight waste of beauty.
1894 STKVKNSON & L. OSBOURNK Ebb Tide iii, The gieen of

sunbright foliage.

Sunburn (>trnl.iun), sb. [f. SUNBURN v. OE.
had sttnbrync\ The condition of being sunburnt

;

discoloration or superficial inflammation of the

skin caused by exposure to the sun ; the brown
colour or tan thus produced.
1651 COTTERELL tr. Calfrenide's Cassandra I. ii. (1676) 2

The sunburn and toil of a long journey had. .taken off the

lustre of his former beauty. i8so GOOD Nosology 505 Ephelis.
Cuticle tawny by exposure to the sun ; often spotted with
dark freckles, . . Sun.burn. 185* H AWTHORNE Blithedale Rom.
\ iii, Our faces took the sunburn kindly. 1895 Pall Mall
Jlfag.igi A big., man, with a. .crooked line of sunburn across

his forehead. 1896 BADEN-POWELL Matabele Campaign
xvi, I found that my right knee and thigh have their beauti-

ful, .surface marred by eight, .blotches of ruddy sunburn.

trans/. 1891 Miss DOWIE Girl in Karf. 134 He was in-

capacitated three days with sunburn in his muscles. 1893
KATE SANBORN Trutkful Woman S. California 93 Another

morning you may stumble out trying to rub yesterday'5
sunburn from your eyes.

b. In plants :
- HELIOSIS 2.

1866 Trtas. Bet. 1896 I.ODEMAN Spray. Plants 364 Leaf

Blight ; Rust ; Sunburn (Sfkxrella fragarif).

Su'uburn, v. [Back-formation from SUN-

BURNING, SUNBURNT.]
1. trans. To ' burn ', scorch, or discolour (usually

the skin) by exposure to the snn ;
to affect with

sunburn
;
to tan. Also^f.

1530 PALSGR. 725/1, I sonne burne, as ones face, or their

handes do that the sonne shyneth moche appn, je kasle.

i6ti COTGR., Haler, to Sunne- burne or scorch in the Sunne.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. i Hot dayes, which haue Sun-
burnt my lines, aswell as face. 1667 DRYDEN & DK. NEW-
CASTLE Sir M. Mar-all n. i, My aunt charged me not to

pull off my glove for fear of sun-burning my hand. 1805
EMILY CI.ARK Banks ofDouro 111.68 The scorching rays
had sun-burnt his face. 1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. ix. hi.

i 2. 218 The Venetians.. sunburn all their hermits into

splendid russet brown. 1909 Miss G. GUINNESS Peru v. 45
The dry season has sunburnt the hillsides.

2. intr. (or pass. To be discoloured or tanned by
exposure to the sun ;

also of a plant (cf. prec. b).

1831 J. WILSON in Trans. Hortic. Sac. (1835) I. 211 If the

sun be bright, the leaves would sun-burn in a short time.

Svvn-bu rner. [f.
SUN sb. + BURNER 4.] A

group of gas-burners with reflectors, circularly

arranged so as to suggest the sun, placed near the

ceiling of a large room for lighting and (often) for

ventilation through an opening above.

j8s8SlMMONDs>/W. Trade. it6*Catal. Internal. Exkib.,
Brit. II. No. 6349 Improved sun burner, wilh valve. 1881

Miss BRADDON Asphodel II. 257 The hall was lighted by
a. .central chandelier, and two sun-burners in the ceiling.

b. A burner for an oil lamp, kept in position by
a thin circular metal plate indented round the edge.

1884 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. Suppl.

Su-nbu rning, sb. [f.
as prec. + BURNING vbl.

sb."\
'

Burning
'

by exposure to the sun ; sunburn.

1530 PALSGR. 272/2 Sonne burnyng, kaslc. 1535 COVEE-

DALE Isa. iii. 24 In steade of a stomacher, a sack cloth, and

for their bewty wythrednesse and sonneburnynge. 1599

SHAKS. Hen. Y, v. ii. 154 If thou canst loue a fellow of this

temper, Kate, whose face is not worth Sunne-burning. .take

me. 1641 MILTON Afol. Smect. xi. Wks. 1851 111. 314 Those

thanks in the womans Churching for her delivery from Sun-

burning and Moonblasting. 1680 T. K. Kitckiu.Pkysiciau
10 This Pomade takes away Sun-burning. i8-7 GOOD

Study Med. (1820) V. 699 Blemishes which have no con-

nexion with sun-burning. 1900 D. S. MARGOLIOUTH in Ex-

fositor Jan. 34 Swarthiness produced by sunburmng.

So Su nbu rninsr a. rart~ l
.

SS5 LATIMER in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. xxxvi.

99 A little heate or sun-burning wether.

Strnbnrnt, su-nburned, a. Forms : see

BURN .l [f.
SUN sb. + burnt, burned, pa. pple. of

BURN z/.
1 Cf. G. um(cn}verbrannt]

1. Discoloured, tanned, or superficially
inflamed

by exposure to sunshine; chiefly of the skin or

complexion.
o. 0400 Plowman's Tale 18 Our hoste..saw this man

was sunne y-brent. c 1530 Judic. Urines n. ii. 1 1 b, Men
of Ethyoppe, that are sonne breent. a 1550 Peebles to tke

Play in Pop. Scot. Poems 6, I dar not come yon mercat tOj

I am so ill sun.brynt. 1351 T. WILSON Kket. (1580) 5 Thel

that walke muche in the Sonne. .are. -for the moste part

Sonne burnt, a 1649 DHUMM. OF HAWTH. Irene Wits. ("7")

170 The sun-burnt nations of the south. 1676 Lond. G*x.

20-a



SUNBURST.

wt rave. ,

sunburnt hair. 1858 LONGF. M. Stnndisk IX. 50 Great was

the people's amazement,.. Thus to behold once more the

sunburnt face of their Captain.
fi 1 c 1500 Haw the Plowman lerned his Pater-Nosier

,30 in Hazl. K.P. P. (1864) I. 214 The one [was] sonburned,

another black as a pan. 1530 PALSGR. 429/'i I am
,

sonn

brundewilh sonne. Ibid. 725 ' Howe you be sonne burned

for one dayes rydynge. i6u PEACHAM Comfl. Gentl. vi.

f

ANDER ' At Bay i, A broad sunburned face.

f b. fig. Superficially learned. Obs. nonce-use,

a 1568 ASCHAM Scltolem. n. (Arb.) in So many seeming,

and sonburnt ministers . . whose learning is gotten in a som-

mer heat, and washed away, with a Christmas snow agame.

o. Iransf. Of a brown colour, as if sunburnt.

1893 Lady 10 Aug. 146/2 Sunburnt straw will be im-

mensely popular for country wear. 1915 Truth 25 Aug.

317/1 Pastry and cakes, which may be of a sunburned brown.

2. Scorched, parched, or dried up by the heat ot

the sun, as land or vegetation ; alsoyf^.
o. cis85 C'TKSS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXVIII. xi, As thick as

dust on sun-burnt field. 1597 DRAYTON Mortimeriad Ded.

2 Whilst they boast but of their sun-burnt brayns. 1631

KNEVE r Rhodon e, Iris m. iii. F 3, On the sun-burnt brmke

ofwarme Hydaspes. a 1658 CLEVELAND Context 80 Whither

wilt thou bear My Sun.burnt hope to Loss? a 1711 PRIOR

Amaryllis 29 On sun-burnt mountain-tops, and parched
sands. 1801 Farmer's Mag. Aug. 351 The rains. . have given

a fresh verdure to the sun-burnt grass. 1880 L. WALLACE

Ben-Hur ^ The sunburnt ways of the wilderness.

0. a 1586 SIDNEY A rcadia in. ii. (1590) 249 b, The pleasant-

est fruites, that Sunburnd Autumne could deliuer. 163*
RUTHERFORD Lett. 9 Mar. (1675) in. 164 In the same Garden

..grow the Saints, God's fair and beautiful Lillies, under

wind and rain and all sun-burned.

3. Baked by the heat of the sun, as bricks :
=

SUN-BAKED i.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trim. 61 The Houses are of Sun-

burnt bricks. 1686 HEDGES Diary 14 Apr., I went to see a

great Tower called Nimrod, built of Sun-burnt bricks. 1820

BKLZONI Egypt ff Nubia in. 385 A high wall of sun-burnt

bricks. 1862 BEVERIDGE Hist. India III. vn. vi. 184 A thick

and lofty wall of sun-burned clay.

Hence Su nburntness rare.

1692 O. WALKER Grk. $ Rom. Hist. 233 C. Pescennius

Niger Justus, .was called Niger, because of the Sun-burnt,

ness of his Neck and Face.

Su-nburst. [See BUKST sb. 3.]

1. A burst of sunlight ;
a sudden shining of the

sun from behind a cloud.

1816 SCOTT Return to Ulster iii, And the standard of Fion

flash 'd fierce from on high, Like a burst of the sun when the

tempest is nigh. [.Vote] In ancient Irish poetry, the standard

of Fion, or Fingal, is called the Sun-burst. 1828 MOORF.
'Tisgone, fyforevtr'ii, When Truth,., like a Sun-burst, her

banner unfurl'd. 1841 Florist's Jrnl, (1846) II. 33 The off.

sets, .are removed to a temporary stage, fixed to a wall with

a north aspect, the better to shade them from sunbursts.

1888 M. GRAY Reproach Anneshy in. i, A Sun-burst fell

upon the violet pall.

fig. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind., Chaucer (1871) 177 The
invocation of Venus, ..uy Lucretius, seems to me the one
sunburst of purely poetic inspiration which the Latin lan-

fiage
can show. 1886 H. M. POSNETT Compar. Lit. 185

hat sunburst of creative power.
2. A firework, a piece of jewellery, etc., con-

structed so as to imitate the sun with its rays.
1902 GREENOUGH & KITTREDGE Words 4- Ways 260 It

would be more logical to arrange the whole article in the
form of a sunburst or a star-fish. 1903 Smart Set IX. 1 lo/j,

A diaphanous white gown, caught at the throat by a diamond
sunburst.

II Sunck. Also 7 sunke, 8 sunk. [N. American
Indian ;

sunck squaw s^y. represents Natick j0/foy,

sonkusq queen, mistress
(f. sonqhttau he overcomes,

has the mastery) = Narragansett saunks, pi.

sauncksqituaog (Roger Williams).] In full sunck

squaw : The female chief or queen of an American
Indian tribe.

1676 Connect. Col. Rec. (1852) II. 458 That ould peice of

venum, Sunck squaw Magnus. i677HuBBARD IndianWars
I. 105 The same Indians, .and their Sunke Squaw, or chief
Woman of that Indian Plantation. 1797 J. TRUMBULL//**/.
Connect. I- 347 The six Narraganset sachems, and the sunk
squaw or old queen of Narraganset. 1804 J. HAUGHTON in
Mass. Hist. Coll. IX. 83 note, Awaking one night,.. and find-

ing his sunck (queen) lying near another Indian, he. .took his

knife, and cut three strokes on each of her cheeks.

Sund, obs. form of SOUND.
Sunda (swnda). The name of the group of

islands in the Malay Archipelago (including Suma-
tra, Java, Borneo, Celebes, the Moluccas, etc.), used
attrib. to specify certain animals, as Sunda gros-
beak, ox.

1802 LATHAM Gen. Synopsis Birds Suppl. II. 196 Sunda
Grosbeak, Loxia Javcnsis. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 322/1
Here [in the Malay Peninsula] is. .the Sunda ox of Java.
Hence Sundaiie-se, Sundane sian a., belonging

or native to the Sunda Islands; also sb. of the
natives or their language.
1876 tr. HaeckelsHist. Creation II. 327 All the Polynesian

and Sundanesian dialects and languages can be derived from
a common, long since extinct primeval language. 1880
Encycl. Brit. XII. 818/1 The most cultivated of the native
tongues is the Javanese. ..To it Sundanese stands in the re-
lation that Low German holds to High German. Ibid. XIII.
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607/1 The Javanese are generally darker than the Sundan-

ese...The Sundanese is less than the Javanese proper.

Sundari, variant of SUNDRI.

Sunday (szrndd, -di), si. Forms : see below.

[OK. siinnandmg,
= OFris. sunnan-, sunnen-,

sonnendei, -di (NFris. sanndai, smndei, sonnaci,

EKris. sendei, -di, etc.), OS. suniiuu-, sumiomiag,

MLG. sunnen-, sun-, sondach, (MDu. sonnendach,

sondagh, Du. zondag), OHG. sunnun or sunnon

dag or tag (MHG. sunnen or sonnen tag, sunnetac,

suntac, etc., G. sonntag), ON. sunnud,,gr (*.,

Da. sndag) ;
transl. of late L. dies salts = late Gr.

fiutpa jiAi'ov
'

day of the sun '.

Now (like the other names ofdays of the week) with initial

capital, w,hich is frequent in early texts, but does not be

regular till the I7th.) .

1. The first day of the week, observed by Chris-

tians as a day of rest and worship, in commemora-

tion of Christ's resurrection ;
the Lord's Day.

a. I sunnandses, 2 sunnen dsei, sunnondses,

2-5 sonenday, 3 sunen-, 3-4 sonnen-, 4 sonun-,

4-5 sonnon-, sonon(n)-, 5 sonoun-, sunun-.

a 700 l.a-.vs oflne c. 3 if Seowmon wyrce on Sunnanda*.

miBlickl. Horn. 47 fxt hi Sunnandajum . . Godes cyrican

Jeorne secan. c 1154 O. . Cliron. an. 1154 On be sunnen

d*i be foren midwinter da:i. c 1150 Gen. r Ex. 261 Ihesus. .

Ros froded on Sesunenday. .11300-1400 Cursor M. 17288+ i

(Cott.) On sononday in bs daghyng, he ros fro ded to hue.

1357 Lay Folks Catecli. (T.) 49Openly on Inghs opon sononn-

daies Teche and preche thaim, that thai haue cure of. 1375

BARBOUR Bruce v. 335 The folk apon the sononday Held to

Sanct Brydis kirk thar way. a 1400 Relig. PiecesJr. Thorn,

ton MS. 5 The thirde commandement es bat we halde and

halowe oure haly day, be sonondaye. 4-1400 MAUNDEV.

(Roxb.) iii. 10 On |>e Setirday and on be Sonounday.

0. I Northumb. sunnadees, (-does), sunnedse,

i sunne-dei, 2-3 sunedai, 3 sune-day, sonedsei,

-dai, 3-4 soneday, (4 spnneday(e).
c 950 Lindis/. Gosp. Matt. xii. i Sabbato, in sunnadae^. Ibid.

John v. 16-18 In sabtato, in symbeldz?; Satiation, rjone

sunnedae. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 45 Amansed beo )>e mon be

sunne-dei nulle iloken. 1105 LAV. 13934 pene Sunne heo

jiuen sonedai. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8724 pe soneday he

was ycrouned. 13.. St. Alexius (Laud 108) 338 Vpon be

holy soneday. 1393 LANCL. P. PI. C. x. 227 Vp-on sonedays
to cesse godes seruyce to huyre.

y. 3-4 sundai, 4 sundaye, sondai, -dey, zon-

day, Sc. sownday, 4-6 Sc. souuday, 4-7 sonday,

(5 sondaw, Sc. sonda), 5-6 sondayo, 6 sunne-

daye, 6-7 sundaie, 4- Sunday, Sunday.
a 1300 X Cotninandm. 25 in E. E. P. (1862) 16 pe secunde

so is bis sundai wel |>at 36 holde. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl.

Synnelxfo Of al be festys (at yn holy chyrche are, Holy
Sunday men oght to spare. 1340 Ayenb. 7 Oure Ihord aros

uram dyabe to lyue bane zonday. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xxv. (Julian} 128 A housband . .telyt his land one sownday.
1387 TRKVISA Hidden (Rolls) V. 199 pe credo ^at is i-songe

j>e Sondayes [v.r. Sond.iwes]. 1456 I'atton Lett. I. 386 The
King hathe ley in London Friday, Saterday, Sonday. 15*6
TISUALE Rev. i. 10, I was in the spreteon a sondaye. 1561

WINJET Four Stair Thre Quest. To Rdr., Wks. (S.T.S.) I.

53 At Pasche and certane Soundays efter. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn.

Shr. II. i. 397 Now on the sonday following, shall Hianca Be
Bride to you. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Sunday iv, Sun.
daies the pillars are, On which heav'ns palace arched lies.

1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 10 p 7, I seldom frequent card-

tables on Sundays. 1839 LONGF. Vill. Blacksmith v, He
goes on Sunday to the church, And sits among his boys.

1887 RUSKIN PrxUrita II. vi. 198 It was thirteen years later

before I made a sketch on Sunday.
b. With specific epithet, as Advent, Midlent,

Mothering, Trinity (q.v.). t The Sunday of the

Passion : Passion Sunday.
i97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10178 pe sonenday of be passion.

c. colloq. phr. When two Sundays come together

(meet), never. A month of Sundays, a very long
time. (One's) Sunday out, the monthly or other

Sunday on which a domestic servant is free.

Sunday-go-to-meeting clothes, suit, a humorous

expansion of Suiti/ay clothes, etc. (cf. go-to-meeting,
Go v. VIII).
1670 RAY Collect. Prov. 194 When two Sundays meet.

1677 COLES Eng.-Lat. Diet. s. v,, When two Sundays come
together. 1850 KIN_GSLEV Alt. Locke xxvii, I haven't heard
more fluent or passionate English this month of Sundays.
1858 [see OUT adv. 15 b]. 1864 F. LOCKER Housemaid i. 6
Thou canst not stir, because 'tis not Thy Sunday out. 1888
' R. BOLDHEWOOD '

Robbery under Arms xliv, I ain't been
out of this blessed hole.. for a month of Sundays. 1894
BARING-GOULD Queen of Love I. ii. 15 All in your Sunday,
go-to-meeting togs. 1896 HOUSMAN Shropshire Lad xxv,
Rose Harland on her Sundays out Walked with the better

man. 1900 ELIZ. GLVN Visits Elizabcth{\ty&) 15 Such funny,
grand, best smart Sunday-go-to-meeting looking clothes.

2. Saint Sunday, a rendering of Sanctus Domini-
cus = St. Dominic, due to confusion with L. dies

dominica (see DOMINICAL a. 2, DOMINICAN) = Sun-

day, local.

St. Dominic's Abbey, Cork, is called St. Sunday's Abbey in
an inquisition about the end of Elizabeth's reign (N. $ Q. sth
Ser. IX. 254), and the Dominican friary in Drogheda was
situated near Sunday's Gate (D'Alton Hist. Drogheda, 1844,
I. 120).

1490 Yatton Chttrchw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 117 Payd for

Sint Sunday xij' ixd. 1530 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 299, I

gyff a hyeff of beis to keip the lyght afore Seynt Sonday and

Seynt Erasmus. 1532 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 70 Our
lady a shepeand akyrtell..St. Katerineashepe S. Antony
iiij

d Saint Sonday iiij'. 1539 Will T. Milnay, of Don-
Caster, To be buried in the church of St. George in Doncaster

SUNDAY.

afor S.inct Sonday. 1841 FABER Styrlan Lake 168 Far to

the right St. Sunday's quiet s>hade Stoops o'er the dell where
Grisedale Tarn is l.-u'd.

3. attrili. and Comb. = Of or pertaining to, taking

place on or characteristic of Sunday, as Sunday
audience, book, chime, concert, dinner, drink,

evening, excursion,feel, morn(ing),pafcr, pastime,

sabbath, trading, train, travelling; worn on Sunday
(also occasionally with possessive Sunday's], as

Sunday beaver, clothes, coat, garb, garment, hat,

suit; objective, as Sunday-breaker; also Sunday-
like, -seeming adjs. ; Sunday best, one's best

attire, worn on Sunday ; Sunday or Sunday's
child [cf. M1.G. sundageskint ,

G. sonntagskind],
a child born on Sunday, hence, one (according to

popular belief) greatly blessed or favoured (so

) Sunday's daughter) ; t Sunday citizen, a

citizen in Sunday clothes ; Sunday face, (&.)
a sanctimonious expiession ; (Iiish) a festive

countenance ; Sunday-going adj., (of clothing,

etc.) that one goes out in on Sunday ; Sunday
letter, the dominical letter

; Sunday man, one

who goes out o/ily on Sunday; Sunday salt: see

quot. 1808. See also SUNDAY-SCHOOL.

1783 R. RAIKES Let. 25 Nov. in Genii. Mag. (1784) LIV.
I. 411/1 Upon the "Sunday afternoon, the mistresses take

their scholars to church. 1856 N. Brit. Rev. XXV I. 30 The

preacher should abstain from addressing to a promiscuous

'Sunday audience the themes of abstract science. 1840
HOOD An Open Question iii, The beaver. .So different from

other 'Sunday beavers ! 1866 MKS. GASKELL Wives ff Dan.

xlv> Mrs. Gibson was off, all in her 'Sunday best (to use the

servant's expression). -1811 L. M. HAWKINS C'tcss <y Gertr.

xxvii. II. 86, I tell you I have a "Sunday-book ; that which
at present occupies with me the chief place next the Scrip,

tures, is Klopstock's Messiah. 1855 Amy Ctirlton 89
'

Miss

Jones will. .give out the Sunday books'. -a number of

histories of good people, Bible stories, parables, allegories,

and other books of the same sort. 1885 blanch. Exam. 6

July 5/4 He let the fashionable "Sunday-breakers have a

piece of his mind. 1888 E. GERARD Land beyond Forest

xxix. II. 41 'Sunday children are lucky, and can disco\er

hidden treasures. Popular Rime, Sunday's child is full

of grace. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxxi, The parish church,
. . from which at present was heard the "Sunday chime of

bells. 1506 SHAKS. i Hen. /!', m. i. 361 Leaue..such pro-

test. .To Veluet-Guards, and '

Sunday-Citizens. 1642 H.
MORK Song ofSoul i. i. 20 Such as their Phyllis would, when
as she plains Their 'Sunday-cloths, a 1774 FERGUSSON Hal-
line/air iii. Poems 1789 1 1 . 26 Country John in bannet blue,

An* eke his Sunday's claes on. 1779 WARNER in Jesse

Selivyn ff Contemp. (1844) IV. 311 The clod-pated yeoman's
son in his Sunday clothes. jSji CARLYLE Hart. Kes. ill. ii,son in hts Sunday clothes. 1831 CARLVLE !>art. Kel. in. 11,

The mere haberdasher Sunday Clothes that men go to Church

in. 17.. Song,
l There's nae Ivck about the house

'

iii, Gie
.

. . Jock his "Sunday coat. 1779 Mirror No. 25 p 7 One of the

best -looking plow-boys had a yellow cape clapped to bis

Sunday's coat to make him pass for a servant in livery. 1818

Scorr Hrt. Midi xlii, His best light-blue Sunday's coat,

with broad metal-buttons. ? a 1150-1159 in Cest. Abb. .V.

Itimi (Rolls) 1. 95 CcL-pit flere prse gaudio ; ita dicens,

.aetare mecum,
1

ait sermone vulgari,
' Myn gode "Sonen-

yes doubter.' 1670 EACHARD Cent. Clergy no There is

A Iban
' Laeta

dayes 3 ,- -- -- ..

great danger, not only of losing his 'Sunday-dinner, but [etc.].

. 1819 KEATS Otho n. i,
Serv'd with harsh food, with jcum

for 'Sunday-drink. 1817 LADV MORGAN France m. (1818)

1. 303 "Sunday evening assemblies. 18*5 T. HOOK Sayings
Ser. 11. Passion f, Iriiic. xiv. III. 338 A "Sunday excursion

to Richmond in a steam-boat. 1756 MRS. CALDERWOOD in

Loltness Collect. (Maill. CI.) 147 You would take them for

in their 'Sunday garbs. 1679 COLES Eng.-Lat. Diet. (ed. 2)

s. v., A "Sunday s Garment, I'estis/esta. 1846 KEBLE Lyra
Jnnoc.lv. Fi*eClothes\, The Sunday garmentglittering gay.

1840 /'. Parley's Ann. I. 270 A band-box containing Miss

Mainwaring's "Sunday-going bonnet. 1430 in Halliwell

Kara Malhem. (1841) 91 fen schal E be jour *sonday letttl

to be ?erus ynde. 1698 Phil. '1 rans. XX. 187 B, the Sunday
Letter for this Year. 1834 Tractsfor Times No. 22. 5 The

morning is so lovely, so *Sunday-llke. 1840 florist's Jrnl.
(1846) I. 09 This was perhaps no great loss to the majority
of the "Sunday loungers. 1785 GROSE Diet. Vn/gar T.,

*Sitnttay man, one who goes abroad on that day only, for

fear of arrests. 1819 F. MAcDoNOCH Hermit in Loud. (1820)

IV. 120 These hebdomadal loungers are what are called
'

Sunday men. 1786 BURNS Holy Fair i, Upon a simmer

i 'Sunday morn. 1619 WADSWORTH Pilgr. iii. 18 On "Sunday
I morning at six of the clocke they hye to their studies- 1841

i

A. DALLAS Past. Superintendence in. i. 431 The Sunday

morning congregation consisting of about three hundred

persons. i8 Ace. Peculations in Coal Trade 18 The

daily or "Sunday newspapers. 1788 WOLCOT (P. Pindar)

Bra. Peter to Bro. Tom x, Who. . Made up a concert every

"Sunday night. 1598 Bp. HALL Sat. iv. ii, Byes he rost for

"sunday-noone.
'

iSia BVRON Let. to Ld. Holland 14 Oct.,

I have seen no paper but Perry's, and two "Sunday ones.

1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair liv, He would by no means

permit the introduction of Sunday papers into his household.

1874 GKEEN Short Hist. viii. 4. 495 The Parliament.. had

forbidden "Sunday pastimes by statute. 1645 PAGITT

Heresiogr. (1661) 189 The keeping of "Sunday-sabbath as

strictly as the Jews. 1756 F. HOME Exper. Bleaching 238

A particular kind.. only made on Sunday; and therefore

called *Sunday-salt, or great salt, from the largeness of it!

grains. 1808 HOLLAND View Agric. Chesh. i. 55 The large

rained flaky salt.. made by slackening the fires betwixt

aturday and Monday, and allowing the crystallization
to

proceed more slowly on the intermediate day ..has got the

name of Sunday salt. 1786 BURNS Holy Fair vi, I'M get

my "Sunday's sark on. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. 1. 175 A
"Sunday scene looks brighter to the eye. 1850 CLOUGH

Dipsychus n. vi. 69 Good books, good friends .. That lent



SUNDAY.

rough life sweet "Sunday-seeming rests. 1738 "Sunday's
suit [see SUIT so. 19 b]. 1888 KlnER HACGAKIJ Col. (Ju.ti itck

1 railing rim in me i louse ui v.uiiiiiious. 1883 M o= ii*w^wn-

TON Belinda III. 122 The "Sunday trains are so awkward
that I cannot get on till late in the afternoon. 1*1815 JANE
AUSTEN I'ers'.iat. xvii, She saw.. that "Sunday-travelling
had been a common thing.

Hence (chiefly colloij.) Sunday v. intr. (if.S.),

to spend Sunday; Sundayed (sirmU'd, -did),

Su ndayfled aJji. [cf. FKENCHIFIED, etc.], appro-

priate to Sunday, in Sunday clothes ; Srrndayish

a., somewhat like, or like that of, Sunday; Sn'n-

dayism, practice or conduct characteristic of the

observance of Sunday? -f Su'ndayly adv., every

Sunday.
1884 Lisbon (Dakota) differ 13 Mar., H. R. Turner

Sundayed in Fargo. 1884 My Ducatsf, My Daughter III.

xxiv. 53 Dick had assumed a tight-fitting suit of glossy

black, which cave him the aspect of a "Sunday'd butcher.

1899 C. G. HARPER Exeter Road 123 A village, .of a *Sun-

dayfied stillness. 1797 R. GURNEY in A. J. C. Hare Gurneys

o/Earlliain (1895) I. 70 [The dayl was flat, stupid, unim-

proving, and "Sundayish. 1911 W. W. JACOBS Shif's Com-

fany i Mr. Jobson awoke with a Sundayish feeling, probably
due to the fact that it was Bank Holiday. 1850 T. MeCRlK
Mem. Sir H. Afaew ix. 239 Their own genial and jaunty

Sundayism. 1479-81 Kec. St. Mary at Hill no Item,

payd "sondayly to lij poore almysmen to pray, ..&C.

Su'nday-school. A school in which instruc-

tion is given on Sunday : esp. such a school for

children held in connexion with a parish or a con-

gregation ; such schools are now intended only for

religious instruction, but originally instruction in

secular subjects was also given.
Robert Raikes, of Gloucester, was the originator in Eng-

land of the Sunday-school as an adjunct of a church congre-

S
\-fi$ Gloucester Jrnl. 3 Nov., Some of the clergy,, .bent

upon attempting a reform among the children of the lower

class, are establishing Sunday schools, for rendering the

Lord's day subservient to the ends of instruction, which

has hitherto been prostituted to bad purposes. 1783 R.

RAIKES Let. 25 Nov. in Gentl. Mag. (1784) L1V. I. 411/2

The success . . has induced one or two of my friends to . . set

up Sunday schools in other parts of the city, and now a

whole parish has taken up the object. 1784 WESLEY Wks.

(1872) IV. 284 Before Service I stepped into the Sunday-
school which contains two hundred and forty children,

taught

every Sunday by several masters. 1791 J. LEARMOST Poems

53 Tis nae i
1

power o' Sunday Schools. .To fleg Vice out o

her strang holes. 1810 Gentl. Mag. XC. I. 430/2 Sunday

Schools, instruments of disaffection. 1848 THACKERAY ^ an.

Fair\\, I would rather be a parson's wife, and teach a Sunday
School than this. 1885 W. H. WHITE Jlf. Rutherford's

Deliv. iii, He taught in the Sunday-school, and afterwards,

as he got older, he was encouraged to open his lips at a

prayer-meeting.
attrib. 1836 Partington's Brit. Cycl. Lit.,etc., III..855 A
Sunday school society was formed in 1785.. . In 1803, the first

Sunday school union was formed in London. 1841 / enny

Cycl. XXI. 44/1 Sunday-school teachers as a class possess

many excellent points of character. 1901 W. R. H. TROW-

BRIDGE Lett, her Slather to Eliz. xx. 96 There was a Sun-

day-school feast at Braxome.

Hence Sn'nday-schoo:ling rare, Sunday-school

teaching.
1847 HELPS Friends in C. I. viii. 158 In such a thing as

this Sunday schooling, . .a judicious man. .would endeavour

to connect It with something interesting.

Sunde, obs. form of SOUND.

Sander (syndsa), a. and adv. Forms : see

below. [(l) The adj. use in A. I is restricted to

ME. compounds formed on the model of OE. com-

pounds in sundor- (
= OS. sundar-, OHG. suntar-,

sunder-), as sumiorriht special right, sundorsprxc

private speech ;
the use in A. 2 is prob. developed

from the predicative use of sunder adv. -= asunder :

see C. (2) Under B. are grouped the phrases

derived from ME. advb. phr. o(n]sunder, o(n}snn-

dre, OE. onsundran (-urn) ASUNDER, q.v., by

substitution of prep, in for on, o, a ; cf. OS. an

sundran and ON. / sundr, OHG., MHG. in

sunder. (3) The advb. use in C. arose prob. in an

aphetic form of ASUNDER, but form and meaning

correspond to OE. sundor adv., separately, apart
= WKris. sonder, sunder, NFris. sanner prep.,

without, OS. sundar adv., MLG.
sunder^ adv.,

prep., conj., MDti., Dn. zander prep., OHG. sun-

tar, -ur, -ir, MHG. sunder, sonder adj., adv., prep.,

conj. (= but), G. sender adj. and adv. (arch.), ON.
sundr adv. (Da. sender), Goth. sundrS adv.]

A. adj. (Also 3 Ortnin sunnderr, 4 Sc. syndir,

5 sonder, -ir.)

1 1. In compounds formed after OE. compounds
of sundoi- = separate, peculiar^ private,

as sundar-

crxft special power, sundorsprsc private conversa-

tion : sunderred, private advice ; sunderrune,

private conversation or counsel ;
also sunder-ble

a., varicoloured, in quot. subst. Obs.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Ham. 21) Al swo cumeS be deuel In to be

mannes ht-rte ban he wile healde sunderrune wiS him.

c laoo ORMIN 16078 He ne durrste nohht patt am> mann itt

wisste, patt he wif>b Crist i sunndermin Himm awihht haffde

kibbedd. ciaosl.AY. 31414 I<:h be suggen wulleane sunder
rune, i 1150 Gen. -v A-. \T?q I-aban. .bi-tailc liiin .V .V

sunder Mes, And it him liuren ones bles [Lf. Genesis xxx.

3;-42). Ibid. 3808 Do} ois folc mine a Ktund for-dred, Do} he
ben get in sunder red.

f2. Separate; various, sundry. Obs.

13.. Cursor M. 8038 ((J'itt i pair stouyn was on bat stod

baim vndet, Bot bair croppis ware all sunder \Cott. in

sumler], 1375 HARBOUR llrrtce\, 506 Bot I herd syndir men
oft say Forsulh tliat his ane e vcs out. a 1390 Wycli/s
Bible, Judg. xxi. 21 Whan ae seen the douitris of Sylo..

goth out sodeynly out of the vines, and takith hem, eche

sondry {MS. C. sunder] wyues. f 1436 I'ol. I'oems (Rolls)

II. 151 Trcs, levys, and herbis grene, Wylh many sonder

colowris.

B. In sunder. (Also 4-6 in sonder, sondre,

3-4 in-synder, 3 in sundre, 4 in sundere,

sondire, sondyr(e, 4-5 esondre, 5 in sondir,

sondere, sundur, ensundre, ysondur, 6 in-

sundre, -der, in soonder ;
Sc. 4 in-swndir, 5-6

in sohunder, 6 in schundyr, -ir, schounder,

sounder, sownder, -ir, into sondir.) = Asi N-

DER adv. Now poet, or rhet.

1. Apart or separate from another or from one

another.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8038 pair stouen was an bat stod bam

vnder, Bot bair croppes war all in sunder. 1387 TIKVIS.I

Higdtn (Rolls) I. 73 Jif Par.idys were so hiie, and departed
in sonder from euery ober lond and erbe. (11400 Minor
Poemsfr. Vernon MS. 716/31 Whyl Schip and Robur to-

geder was knit, pel dredde nouber tempest, druy^e nor wete :

Nou be bei bobe In-synder flit. I47-8S MALORY Arthur
in. xiv. 1 16 They departed in sonder. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis

xi. xvii. 87 And na lang space thar ostis war in sowndir.

1513 in lillis Orig. Lett. Ser. I. I. 227 Sory I am that the

Kingis Highnes and your Grace be nowe so fer in sondre.

1551 RECORDE Pathw. Knoiul. I. Defin., That.. the whole

figures may the better bee Judged, and distincte in sonder.

1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 255 Such as differeth

no more from that which we at this day attribute to our

Prince, than Princifalis Dominus, and Sufreinns Guoerna-

tordo varie in sunder. 1607 Bp. ANDRKWES 96 Serin. (1629)

20 So taking our nature, as, His, and it are growen into one

person never to be., taken in sunder any more. 1661 BOYLE

Examen (1662) 91 These Scales.. if.. they are
pluckt

in

sunder, ..make a noise equal to the report of a Musquet.

1760-71 H. BROOKE Fool of Qunl. (1809) IV. 33 Let us be

united, past the power of parents, rivals, potentates of the

world, to tear us in sunder.

2. Of a single object (or of objects singly con-

sidered) : Into separate parts or pieces, lit. and_/f.

Chiefly with vbs. like break, cleave, cut, tear.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26011 Als bof his hert him brest in sun-

der a 1375 Lay Folks Mass lik. App. iv. 350 Wib his teth

a-non He logged, bat al in synder gon lasch. 1375 BARBOUK

Bruce xvii. 698 The mast summer.. I n-swndir with that

dusche he brak. c 1400 Dtstr. Troy 5829 He .. hurt hym full

sore ; The gret vayne of his gorge gird vne ysondur. c 1440

Gesia Rom. Ixi. 253 (Harl. MS.) He kutte ensundre alle his

clothis. 1:1470 HENRYSOM Mar. Fat. vni. (Lion \ Mouse)

xxxv, Thay..schuirtheraipisof the net in schunder. 1508

DUXBAR Tua Mariit Wemen 350, I gert the ren^eis rak, et

rif into sondir [v.r. schundyr]. 1535 COVERDAI.E t's. cvi[i]. 14

He brake their bondes in sonder. 1508 H A KI.UYT I oy.l. 54

Some ofthese Tabernacles mayquickely be taken asunderand

set together againe.. .Other some cannot be taken inlander.

1666 BONYAN Grace Ab. 164, I was.. as if my breast bone

would have split in sunder. 1709 HEARSE Collect. 17 Aug.

(O H S )II.236 He was.. cut in sunder by his father, iSao

SHELLKY die Lib. xiii, Vesuvius wakens Aetna, and tl

cold Snow-crags by its reply are cloven in sunder. 1855

KINCSLEY Heroes, Theseus u. 210 Their bodies are torn m
sunder. 1907 Verney Klein. I. 222 Her husband. .torn m
sunder by political and religious sympathies.

+ 3- From (fra} sunder, in sense I . Ol>s.

ciyjS Cursor Jlf. 14687 (Fairf.) Fra sundre may we neuer

twin. 1558 PHAER Mneid in. G iv b, These places two

sometime,. .From sonder fel.

t C. adv. Apart, asunder. Obs. rare.

a 1300 Cursor M. 20385 Yee bat sa wide war sunder spred.

ci4<x> M \UNDEV. (Roxb.) Pref. 2 A flokk of schepe bat has

na schepehird, be whilk departes sunder. 1400 Destr.

Troy 1 1062 The prese of the pepull partid horn sonder. 1539

TONSTALL Stria. Palm Snnd. (1823) 90 Tearc sunder your

hartes, and not your clothes.

Sunder (swndaj),^. Now/</. 01 rhet. Forms:

i sundrian, syndrian, Northitmb. suindria, 3

sundren, -in, 3-5 sundre, 4 north, sundir,

4-5 sondre, 4-6 sonder, 5 sondir(e, sundur,

-yre, sounder, .SV.swndre, 6 soonder, (soinder),

Sc. sindre, sindir, synder, 6-9 Sc. sinder, 4-

sunder. f'ate OE. syndrian, sundrian, for earlier

asyndrian, dsundrian (see ASUNDER v.},^e-, on-, td-

sundrian = WFris. sonderje, LG. sundern, OHG.

sunt(a}rSn, sund(e)rSn, (MHG. sunleren, sun-

dern, G. sondern), ON. sundra ;
f. prec.

The rare i6th c. form Kinder, if not a misprint, is prob.

due to association with L. scindlre to cleave.)

1. trans. To dissolve connexion between two or

more persons or things ;
to separate or part one

from another, t Also, to set (a person) apart from

a state of li fe ; to remove (something) from a person.

<T950 Lindisf. Gosf. Matt. xix. 6 Qnodergo densconiunxit,

how non sefret,\xa for8on godse-geadrade monn ne..

suindria. a 1050 Liber Scintill. i. (1889)5 EojHn
langnyss

,,a syndraS ba>e soS lufu xebeod a ,067 Charter of Lad.

uxard in Kemble Cod. Difl. IV. 209 * if a:ni man hit

licame senegeo, anu sunurw nut L ,. ...- -, --

nesse. a iuj A no: R. 426 Hwon bet fur is wel o
>---_-.-__

wule bet hit go ut, me sundreS be brondes. c 1150 Gen. f, t.x.

SUNDER.
468Of irin, of Kolde, sillier, and bras To sundren and mengen
wis lie was. .t 1300 ' i,> .!/. .-4^16 pan < ulu mi '

i'.h.in, . . Mi -.mi fi.t i . 1315 ,\lt:t. Hani. 48
l'harisenes..Thai war sundered of comotin lif. 1338 R.
BRUNNF. Chron. (1810) 170 J>ei teM titictm hi

bat drenkled were, Kourti & sex wer sundred, & alle bo wete
saued berc. 1375 in Horstmann Altett^l. Leg. (1878) 130/1,
1 drede me he >hel him ile. perfore sondred shel b3 be.

f 1470 HESRY Wallace iv. 626 Schir Jhon IHitler. .Swndryt
the Scotlis and did thaim mckill payn. 1515 A/ f'affrt
//fit. I' 11 1, IV. 297 V'e Lordis. .under colour wald begin
new usts to sjtulcr me and ye Kine my --111. n 1578 I.ISIJK-

SAY (I'ltscotlie) Ckron. Scot. (S. i'.S.I I. 335 'I he king..
caussit the iudges and men of .

- r and red thame
[sc. combatants]. 159* Kvt Sf. Trag. I. ii. 59 Heere fallen

a body scindred {later edd. sundred] from his in.nl 1618

FORD Lover's Met. \. i, Twelue monthes we haue been
sundred, but henceforth We neuer more will part. 1634
HKYWOOD Lanes Witches IV. G iij, The Gentile fashion

sometimes we observe To sunder beds. 1697 DRYIJBN Vitg.

Georg. iv. 133 When both the Chiefs are sund'rcd from the.

Fight. 1811 CARV Dante. Purg. xxxn. 14 That excels of

sensible, whence late 1 had perforce been sunder'd. 1818

SCOTT llrt. Midi, xxviii. We that are sindered in sorrow may
meet again in joy. 1865 GEIKIK Seen, it Geol. Scot. iii. 43
A mass, once evidently connected with the main cliff, .has

been sundered by the roof of the tunnel falling in. 1885
FINLAVSON Biol. Relig. 86 Atoms may be so sundered, and
forces so transmuted, that thf human personality, as such,

may cease to be.

rejl. i*oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 209 pe deuel.. sundtede him
seluen fro gode. a 1300 Cursor M. 22242 Bot all kingrikcs

bat rome was vnder Fra lauerd-hed o rome bam sundre.

1401 I'ol. Poems (Rolls) II. 91 He. .that sundrtth him from

Crist and his chirche. 1591 Sre*sn> Vit. Worlds Van. 64

A sword-fish small him from the rest did sunder. 1605

CAMDEN Rein., Languages (1623) 22 Holy religious men,
which had sundred and seuered Ihemselues from other.

1611 BRERKWOOD Lang, f, Kelig. xxvi. (1614) 185 Befoie

the Apostles left Syria, and sundred themselues to preach
Ihe Gospell abroad in the world.

fb. To separate in thought, distinguish. Obs.

a IMJ Ancr. R. 270 fe se'ewa'd bet is wittes skile bet

ouh forto winden hweate, & scheaden be eilen & let chel

urom be clene cornes, bet is, . . sundren god from vuele. 1357

Lay h'ollts Catech (T.) 427 It kcnnes us to knaw the gode
fra the yvel, And als-so to sundir the tane fra the tothir.

1550 COVERUAI.E Sfir. I'erle vii. 65 To sonder and to know

the one from the other, the faythfull from the vnfaythfull.

t o. To dissolve, put an end to (a state or con-

dition). Obs.

01300 Cursor Af. 26054 Reuth. .sundres felauschipe bat

was Bituix b<= saul and sathanas. 1338 R. BRUNNI Chroii.

(1810) 28 Whan dede his lyfe sundred, |ie folk for him was wo.

1548 GESTE Agst. Priv. Masse Avj, Thee Pryuee Masse..

sondereth and diuorseth the marriage betwene Christ S vs.

2. To divide into two or more parts; to split,

break tip, cleave.

an*s Ancr. R. 412 Nu is beos laste dole .. to-deled and

i-sundred o lutle seoue stucchenes. c 1330 R. BHUKNE ChroH.

Wace (Rolls) 13154 pey dide sondre ber route. 1340 HAM-

1 fOLE Pr. Cause. 4789 ilka Stan, on divers wyse, Sal sonder

other in thre partyse. c 1400 Dettr. Troy 7276 He. .bwj nget

out a sword, . . Sundret the sercle of his sure helme. a 1400-50

Wars Alex. 4268 Ne nauthire sondire we be soile ne na

sede sawis. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 334 1 1

whole Realme was sundred into particular kingdomes. 1614

RALEIGH Hist. World in. vi. 2 Xerxes most barbarously

caused the young man., to be sundered into two parts. 1887

MORRIS Oifyis. in. 449 The beast's neck-tendons he sunderet

with the blade.

3. To keep apart, separate by an intervening

space or barrier, from something, rare. (Chiefly

1606 SHAHS. 7V. f, Cr. v. x. 27 No space of Earth shall

sunder our two hates. 1611 CORYAT Crudities 54 W
Alpes are sundred by the space of many miles the one from

the other. 1876 J. PARKER Paracl. i. vii. 106 Can any two

spheres be much more widely sundered than those of the

preacher of the gospel and the artificer in iron and brass?

1887 MORRIS Odya. I. 58 The long-wrought pillars that

sunder the heavens from the earthly land.

4 intr. To become separated or severed from

something ; esp. of a number of persons, to part.

c IMO Vestiary 703 Wo so seit he [. turtle-doves]I

sundren

ovt, i seie oat he lejeS. a ins Leg. Kath. 1794 S.a bit

nan ne mei sundrin from oSere. a io Cursor M. 13951

Frahim sal i sundre neuer. c,33 R- 1-' >!?<*. ','"/

f65:c;Swo^A:

^(,8,3)II.234Theysinde
and were not >o familiar after. 1715 RAMSAY Gentle ,S

iv. ii, Pate must from his Peggy sunder 1817 HOOD tlero

* Leander xvi, So brave Leander sunders from his bnde.

i86> G. MACDOHALD Poems 116 Its branches sunder not in

any wind.

t b. To part with. Sc. Obs.

sinder'd wi' his bonnet.

5. To be torn, break, or split in pieces.



SUNDEBABLB.

Hence Sn-nderable a., that may be sundered,

separable Snmderer, one who sunders or severs.

,885 J. E. HARRISON Stud. Gk. Art v. 227 In Plato's ideal

philosophy, truth, beauty, and goodness are scarcely sunder-

able 1888 M F.REDITH A Reading ofEarth Poems 1898 1 1.

144 We may cry to the Sunderer, spare That dearest I

Sunderauce (so-ndarans). rare. Also 5 son-

dyrans ;
Sc. sindrance. [f.

SUNDER v. + -ANCE.]

Severance, separation.
1435 MISVK Fire ofLove \\. ix. or God forbede p:
'JJ _ _e l!- _OB. A..HVI/-.

SnOUlU UCLUIItc cmrti'Ki*->J ..-.- .
;

-* '
J^von*-

be permanently olaced, and cause you pain in the sunderance.

Sundered (swndsjd) , ///. a. [f.
SUNDER v.+

-ED l.] Set or kept apart ; separated, separate.

Also, divided into parts, severed, scattered.

ci5 Metr. Horn. 48 Pharisenes, That sundered men on

Engtys menes. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. III. v. ill. 100 Ample

emlrchange of sw^t Discourse, Which so ong sundred

Friends should dwell vpon. 1678 DRYDEN Allfor Love iv.

i, Set all the Earth. And all the Seas
;
betwixt

you^sunder^d
Lovt
bear

1871

brought l

'"Sundering (ss'ndarirj),
vbl. sb. [f.

SUNDERS

+ -ING l.] The action of the verb SUNDER ; part-

ing, separation.
c 1150 Gen. f, Ex. 458 Of merke, and kmde, and heWe, &

ble, sundring and samening tajte he. 1401 / ol. Poems

bodily sondyrynge. 1530 PALSGR. 272/2 Sondring ofa thyng,

remotion. 1581-8 Hist. Jamet VI (.804) 126 That was the

caus of thair suddaine sinderin?. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk >,

Sell'. 99 That would partake of sundering, if It were not Ihe

least that can be. 1838 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xxv. (1866)

II 22 Under Division.. we understand in general the sun-

dering of a whole into its parts. 1863 W. PHILLIPS Sf. vi. 121

The sundering of the Methodist and Baptist denominations.

1865 GF.IKIE Seen, f, Geol. Scot. vi. 121 The profound con-

cavity of these valleys cannot, .arise from the sundering of

the sides of a fissure.

So Sn-nderiny/^/. a., that sunders.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. HI. 332 A new lonely pain,

Like sundering death, smote on her. 1876 MRS. WHITNEY

Sights >r Insights xxx. 292 Myriad sparkles of ever sunder-

ing atoms. 1885 E. ARNOLD Seer. Death 23 Wide asunder

stand Wisdom and ignorance, in sundering ways They lead

mankind 1

t Su'nderlepes, adv. (a.) Obs. Forms : a.

1-3 sunderlipes (i -as), (2 sunderlipe), 3 sun-

derlepes, 3-4 sunderlupes, 4 sunderleps, son-

derlypes, sondrilepes; 0. l sindorlipes, sen-

derlipes, 3 synderlepes. [OE. sunder-, syntier-

Upes, f. sunder (see SUNDER a.) + -hliep- (as in

ONLEPY) + gen. -es. Cf. SERELEPES. An OE. syn-

derllpe adj. occurs in glosses.]
1. Separately, apart from the rest, severally.
c ioo Rule St. Benel (Logeman) 47 Psalmi ires singilla-

titn, breo sealmas sindorlipes. atiaoAldhelin Gloss, l. 206

inne pa oore table breode sunderlipes. c laoo Trin. Coll.

Horn. 5 Hecumeft toelch man sunderlupes. aittsAncr. A*.

Pref. p. xxiii, pis destinciun aren chapitres fiue . . & spekeS
of euch hwet sunder lepes o rawe. CI330R. BRUNNE Chron.

Wace (Rolls) 3879 pus sonderlypes [v.r. sunder leps] he dide

bem swere, Tyl Argayl schulde bey faib bere. 13.. E. E.

Allit. P. C. 12 A}t happes he hem hyjt & vche on a mede,
Sunderlupes for hit dissert vpon a ser wyse.
2. Especially, particularly.
CH75 Lamb. Horn. 137 Al 5e almisse be mon deS sunder.

Hpe for to quemen ure drihten, alle beo cwenched sunnen.
c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn, 25 Ac sunderlepes he is here fader

mid wisse, be on rihte bileue and on so5e luue understant
his holie fles and his holie blod.

3. predicatively as adj. Separate, distinct.

1393 LANGL. /'. PI. C. xix. 193 Sibthen thei ben surlepes
[v.r. sondrilipes], ..thei ban sondry names.

t Su'nderling, adv. Obs. rare- 1
. [Alteration

of SUNDERLY adv. by substitution of suffix -LING 2
.

But cf. LG. sunderlinc, -linge(n."\ Severally.
c 1310 Cast. Love 290 Foure douhtren hedde be kyng, And

to vchone sunderlyng He }af a dole of his fulnesse.

t Stt'nderly, a. Obs. Forms : I sundorlio,
synderlio, 2-3 sunderlioh, 4 sunderly, 5 son-

derly, sondrely. [OE. sundorlic (also synderlic),
f. sundor: see SUNDER a. +-/ic -LYl. Cf. (M)LG.
sunderlik, OHG.suntarliA (MHG..G. sonderlich),
ON. sundrligr. Cf. SUNDRILY a.]
1. Peculiar, special, private.
c888 JELFRED Boeth. xxxiii. 5 Seo esceadwisnes..is

synderlic craft bare saule. 1:897 Gregory's Past. C. Hi.

409 Da:m is sundorlic sang to singanne. c il<j$Lamb. Horn.
91 Ne heore nan nefden sunderlich ehte.

2. Separate, several ; distinct, diverse, different.
a \n$Ancr. R. 14 Euerich dole wioute moncglungespeke<5

al bi himsulf of sunderliche bincges. a 1400 Gloss, in Rfl.
A nt. I. 9 Singulus, i. unus per se, sunderly. c 141$ Found.
St. Bartholomew's (E.E.T.S.) 16 Three men. .sonderly went
to sonderly Bishops of the See of Rome. 1481 CAXTON
Afyrr. n. ix. 88 The meruayllous trees that growe in ynde. .

ben many dyuerse and bere sondrely fruyt.

158

tSu-nderly, adv. Ol>s. Forms: I suundor-, I

sundurliee, synderliee, 2-3 sunderliohe, (4

sinderliche, sundirly, 5 sondir-, sondre-, 6

sender-, soondre-, sundur-, sundrely), 5~s

sunderly. [OE. sundorlice and synderlice
: see

j

SUNDER a. and -LY 2. Cf. NFris. sanntrhk es-

pecially, MLG. sunderliken, -likes, CjHG.suntar-

llhho, sunterlicho (MHG. sunler-, sunderliche(ii) ,

G. sanderlich). Cf. SUNDRILY adv.}

aforsayde to this endenturs, sunderly hath sett ther seaies

?U8 MORE Dyalogl III. Wks. 355/2, I . . haue also dyuers and

manye times sunderlye talked with almost all such. 1541-3

Act 34 , 35 Hen. VIII, c. 17 3 Our .. Soveraigne Lorde..

hathe soondrelye and severallye giuen and graunted unto the

saide Bisshopps, divers and soondrye Manoures. M

mm. * -> AN ^ijfct,. ft ir T ... j, j i tj'j-^i j i

be laid downe severally, it is fit they be explained sunderly.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk * Srlv. 108 Every whole being

greater than its parts, taken sunderly.

2. Singularly, specially,
rare.

C900 tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. xxiv. (1899) 480/1 On bysse

abljudissan mynstre WKS sum broSor synderlice mid god-

cundre xyfe xemzred. 1481 CAXTON Reynard xxvin. (Arb.)

70 My wyf his sondrely wyse.

3. Diversely, differently, variously, rare.

a 1513 FABYAN Chron. vn. (1811) 640 Of this Charlys sun-

drye wryters sunderly wryte.

4. Dispersedly, widely, rare.

1541 St. Papers Hen. VIII, \. 68 1 Commen brutes and

rumours, which he sunderly spred here. 1570 FOXE A. f; M.

(ed. 2) 364 b/i That good thing which by y almighty God
is sonderly dispensed to diners.

Sunderment (sD'ndaament). rare. [f. SUNDER

v. + -MENT.] Separation.
1818 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary 17 Nov., I saw him ill,. .1 felt

myself well ; it was therefore apparent who must be the

survivor in case of sunderment. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 17 June

2/3 On both sides of him were other canine brothers and

sisters condemned, .to a similar sunderment from home.

t Su'nderneSS. Obs. rare. In 4 sondernesse,

5 syndernes. [f.
SUNDER a. + -NESS.] Diversity,

variety. (Cf. SUNDRINESS.)
a 1400 Minor Poems fr. I'ernon MS. xxiv. 339 Heil bat

stondest..On riht half of vr lord; Whom sondernesse vm-

bigob Of vertuwes in a-Cord. a 1450 Ratis Ravinel.2i6
Gif |x>w this sex pontis seis, pow may find sindry qualiteis . .

Quha takis kep to thissyndernes It is a wertewmaist of price.

t Su*nderwise, adv. Obs. rare. In 5 sondir-

wise, 6 sondre wyse. [f.
SUNDER a. + -WISE.]

Asunder ; separately. (Cf. sundriwise s.v. SUNDRY

6c.)
? a 1400 Morte A rth. 3529 He .. Dubbede of be Danmarkes,

dukes and erlles, Disseueride bem sondirwise, and cites

dystroyede. a 1536 Songs, Carols etc. (E.E.T.S.) 98 Ac-

compte my soiow fyrst & my distres Sondre wyse.

Sundew (su-ndi;/). Forms : see SUN sb. and

DEW sb. [ad. early mod. Du. son-, sundatnv, = G.

sonncntnu, transl. of L. ros solis (see Ros SOLIS).
It has been suggested that OE. sundfaw (glossing

'
ros-

marina *) is for *snddeaiv, i. e.
' sea-dew ', a literal render,

ing of L. rosmarinus.\

Any plant of the genus Drosera, which comprises
small herbs growing in bogs, with leaves covered

with glandular hairs secreting viscid drops which

glitter in the sun like dew ; esp. D. rotundifolia

(round-leaved or common sundew).
1578 LYTE Dodoens in. Ixxi. 412 Although that the Sonne

do shine hoate . . thereon, yet you shall finde it alwayes mpyst
..and for that cause it was called RosSolism Latine, whiche
is to say in Englishe The dewe of the Sonne, or Sonnedewe,

1597 GERARDE Herbal in. civ. 1366 It is called in English
Sunne deaw, Ros Solis, Youth woort: in the North parts
Red rot, bicause it rottelh sheepe, and in Yorkeshire Moore
grasse. 1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 328 Hairs like those on the

Leaves of Sundew. 1757 A. COOPER Distiller ill. 1. (1760)

215 The Ros-Solis or Sundew, from whence this Cordial
water has its name. 1840 HODGSON Hist. Northumb. in.

11.360/2 Drosera anglica, Greater Sundew. 1870 KINGSLEY
At Last xii, The long-leaved Sundew, with its clammy-
haired paws full of dead flies, a 1887 R. JEFFERIES Field!,

Hedgerow (1889) 275 The 'sog ',
or peaty place where the

spring rises, and where the sundew grows.
attrib. 1837 Partington's Brit. Cycl. Nat. Hist. II. 330/1

Droseracex, the Sundew family. 1887 BENTLEY Man. Bot.

(ed. 5) 550 The Sundew Order.

Su n-di al. [f.
SUN sb. + DIAL, J*. 1

] A con-

trivance for showing the time of day by means of

a shadow cast by the sun upon a surface marked
with a diagram indicating the hours. (Earlier
called simply dial.')

Usually a fixed structure of stone, metal, or other hard
substance ; sometimes a portable object, as a card, requiring

adjustment by means of a compass or otherwise.

1599 MINSHEU, Relox del sol, a sunne dial!, r 1629 in

Maitl. Club Misc. III. 375 Ane Sone dyall and ane piller
to set it on. 1665 BOVLK Occas. Re/I. iv. xv. (1848) 254 The
Boat-man took out of his Pocket a little Sun-Dyal, furnished

SUNDRIES.

with an excited Needle to direct how to Set it. 1717 PoPB

Thoughts yar. Sutj. Swift's Wks. 1751 IV. 292 Like a

Sun-dial on the front of a house, to inform the Neighbours
and Passengers, but not the Owner within. 1764 J. FERGU-

SON Lett. 221 How to make sun-dials by the assistance of a

good globe. 1861 HUGHKS Tain Brown at O.rf. Intiod.

(1889) 2 The great college sun-dial, over the lodge. 1874

MICKLF.THWAITE Mod. Par. Churches 183 A good terse motto

is a desirable addition to a sun-dial.

Su n-dog. [Of obscure origin.] A mock sun,

parhelion ; also, a fragment of a rainbow.

1635 L. FOXE North-West Fox (Hakl.) II. 291 This even.

ing Sun dog, I hope may bring some change to our good.

1698 S. SEWALL Diary 15 Feb. (1878) I. 471 Remarkable

Sun-dogs and a Rainbow were seen. 1840 F. D. BENNETT

Whaling Voy. I. 3 We noticed the phenomenon named by
nautical men a '

wind-gall,', .or sun-dog. 1896 KIPLING

Seven Seas, Three Sealers 68 And they saw the sun-dogs in

the haze and the seal upon the shore.

Sundown, sun-down (ftrndaun). [Perh. a

shortening of sun-go down or iun-gate-down (see

SUN sb. 13).]
1. The going down of the sun

;
the time when

the sun goes down ; also, the glow of sunset ;
=

SUNSET i, i b
;
the west. Chiefly U.S. and Eng.

and Colonial dial. ; occas. poet, or rhetorical.

i6to Dfpas. Bk. Archdeaconries Essex % Colch. 24 Nov.

If. 174 (MS.), Aboute two bowers before sunne downe. 1744

W. BLACK jrnl. I June in Pennsylvania Mag. Hist. (1877)

I. 408 We staid till near Sun-down at Mr. Strettell's Villa.. 40
- . .

i83 in Sfirit Publ. Jrnls. XVII. 168 Solid dames of Boston,

go to bed at sun-down, And never lose your way, like the

loggerheads of London 1 1817 J. F. COOPER f'rnint ii, Have

you been far towards the sun-down, friend ?

Ant. ttrcaRJ..l. IX. (I&91J2I2 ine rumau orfuurtui ..ucgmi

at
' sundown

'

on Saturday evening. 1873 MORLEY Rousseau

II. 315 A mournful sombre figure, looming shadowily in the

dark glow of sundown. 1896 BADEN-POWELL Matabtle

Campaign xi, I signed his warrant, directing that he should

be shot at sundown.

2. A hat with a wide brim. U.S.

1888 Century Mag. Sept. 769/1 Young faces of those days

seemed as sweet and winning under wide-brimmed 'sun.

downs '

or old-time
'

pokes
'

as [etc.].

Hence Su-ndowner Australian colloq., a tramp
who makes a practice of arriving at a station about

sundown under the pretence of seeking work, so

as to obtain food and a night's lodging; hence

Sirndowninff , the practice of a sundowner.

1875 Miss BIRD Sandwich Isl. 216 As I rode up to the

door, certain obnoxious colonial words, such as 'sun-

downers,' and '

bummers,' occurred to me, and 1 felt myself

a 'sundowner' when the host came out and asked me to

dismount. 1883 J. BRADSHAW ffew Zealand iv. 26 Another

class of labourers.. knoun by the name of.. Sundowners,

because they never approach a habitable place before sun-

down, lest they should be requested to take a further stroll.

1891 E. KINGLAKE Australian at H. 133 A certain gang of

bushrangers . . caused it to be known that tramps and such

like were under their special protection... The effect of this

was to make sundowning an intolerable nuisance within the

district. 1894 H. NISBET Bush Girl's Rom. 26 Never a

tramp was turned away empty-handed unless he was a well-

known sundowner.

II Snndri (szrndri). East Indian. Also aun-

dari, soondry, -ee, -ie. [Bengali sundari (f.

sundar = Skr. stindara beautiful, handsome).] A
i

tree abundant in the Ganges delta, Herititra minor,

yielding a tough and durable timber. Also applied

to H. littoralis, the looking-glass tree. Also

sundra-, sunder-tree (Cent. Diet.).

1831 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) IV. 241/1 The soondry, so much

esteemed in Hindostan for the toughness and hardness of Its

wood. 1889 MAIDEN Use/. PI. Australia 555 Hentiera

/iY/r<i/<>..'Sundri
<

of India. 1907 Black. Mag. Aug.

252/1 The dying and stag-headed sundri puts out branches

covered with fungi.

Sun-dried (s'n,dr3id), a. [f.
SUN sb. + aned,

pa. pple. of DRY v.]

1. Dried by exposure to the son, as clay, bricks,

or articles of food, etc.

1600 I PORY tr. Leo's Africa vi. 268 Castles . . enuironed with

walles made of sunne-dried brickes. 1634 SIR T. HERBER-

Trav. 35 Houses of sun-dried mud. 1741 BOVSE tatunce

184 Nor wanted he for fowl or sun-dried fish. 1858 L.IKCH

Ane. Pottery I. 158 Sun-dried clay was used by the Greek

for modelling objects intended for internal decorations.

2. Dried up or parched by the sun, as vegetation,

etc

1638 SANDYS Parafhr. Dhi. Poems, Exod. xv. As Fire the

Sun-dri'd Stubble burnes. 1841 Dumfries Herald Oct.,

Where you hear the whins, with their opening capsules,

crackling on ihe sun-dried braes. 1889 CONAN DOYLE Micah.

Clarke 231 Their dark su.i-dried faces .. marked 'hem as

fishermen or seamen. 1901 'G. PASTON 'Little Mem. iSth C.

238 A tuft of sun-dried heather.

Sundries (so-ndriz), so. pi. [pi. of SUNDRY a.

used subst. : cf. ODDS.] Small articles of a mis-

cellaneous kind ; esp. small items lumped together

in an account as not needing individual mention.

i8i< W. H. IRELAND Scribbleomania 16 The vender of

sundries. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 164/2 The word sund:

being an abbreviation for
'
sundry accounts . 1838 U

O. Tivist xxviii, Mr. Giles, Brittles, and the tinker were n

cruiting themselves.. with tea and sundries. 1866 *

Agric. >, Prices I. xxi. 547 A few of these [. ladders) ar

given in the table of Sundries. 1911 Times 19 Dec. 20/3,

6 885 bales, made up as follows : New South Wales, 387



STJNDRILY.

bales; Queensland, 328;.. British East African, tenj and
sundries, five bales.

b. attrib. (sundries- or sundry-), as sundry
ledger ;

sundries- or sundry-man, a dealer in

sundries.

1888 C<isselfs Encycl. Diet., Sundry-man. 1893 Garden
17 Aug. 191 Wasp-killers, as supplied'by mo>t horticultural
sundriesinen. 1894 Times 4 June 13/6 Druggists' sundry-
men. 1898 Westm.Gaz. 2 Nov. 8/1 One of the ledgers, the

cash-book, and the sundry ledger.

tSu'ndrily, a. Ol>s. rare. Forms: I ayn-
dri(s)lio, 4 Sf. syndryly, 6 sondrilie. [OE.
syndriglic \ see SUNDRY and -LY 1. Cf. SUNDEBLY

.] a. Separate, individual, special, b. Diverse.

agoo tr. Bard.i's Hist. iv. xviii. (xvi.J (1899) 426 Twe*en
cyneiice cnihtas ba mid syndri^Iicre [v.rr. syndrilicre, syn-
derlicre] Godes syfe wacron scsijefaesie. ciyj$ Sc. Leg.
Saints xxxvi.

(Baftista) 386 pane lohnne criste commendit
greilyofuertuisefare & syndryly. [1556 J. HEVWOOD Sniffer
<y f. Ixx. 94 After recital! so sondrilie, The termes but namd,
where memorie is most base : Remembraunce of the whole,
these termes bring to place.]

t Su'ndrily, adv. Obs. Forms: I syndris-
lice, Sc. 4 syndryly, 4-5 syndrely, 5 sindrely,
syndryli ; 4-6 sondrily, 6 -lie, 4 sundrylyche,
7 sundrily. [OE. syndrhlice : see SUNDUY and
-LY 2

. Cf. SUNDEBLY adv.]
1. Separately, severally, individually.
a 900 tr. B&la?s Hist. n. x. [xiii.] (1890) 164^

He. .syndri?;-
lice [v.r. synderlice] w;es fram him eallurn frijnende, hwylc
[etc.]. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce XH. 138 [They] held thair way
in full gret hy, Nocht all to-gidder bot syndrely. 1390
GOWER Co'if.lll. 129 Sondrily to everich on [sc. star] Agras
belongeth and a Ston. ' 1425 WVNTOUN Cron. n. i. 127
Succedit to bat heretage Fourteyn ayris syndrely [v.r. sin-

drelyj. 1539 Act 31 Hen. K///, c. 13 25 The same duke
and lorde Cobham.. shall, .enjoye the premisses by them
sundrily purchased.
2. Diversely, variously.
14*5 WYNTOUN Cron. viu. vii. 1453 Off Murrawe and of

be Dowglasse . . Sen syndry spekis syndryli [v.r. syndrely] I

can noucht put bairn in story. 1576 T. NEWTON Lentnie's

Complex. (1633) 136 These humours being of great force

divers wayes, and sundrily affecting tbe body.

t Strndriness. Obs. Forms : Sc. 4-5 ayn-
drynas, sindryn9s(s ; 6 sondrinesse, soundry-,
sundrynes. [f. SUNDRY a. -t- -KBSS. Cf. SUNDER -

NESS.] Diversity, variety; occas. a variety of things.
e 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xli. (Agnes) 27 Of fete vertuse with

syndrynes he clethis Jame. c 1415 WVNTOUN Cron. vm. xvi.

9443 Qwha skalis his thoucht in syndrynes [v.r. sindrynes],
In althynge it is be les. a 1450 Ratis Raving I. 835 Mis-

knawlege of jouthed, The quhilk has mekle syndrynes Tyll
wnderstand. 154* GESTK Agst. Priv. Masse E ivb, They
were dyuersly respected of god in consyderation of the

soundrynes betwixt ye offerers. 1563 BALDWIN in Mirr.

Mag. n. To Rdr. L ij b, Tbe dyuersytye of braynes in

divisyng, is lyke the sundrynes of beastes in engendryng.

Su'ndrop s. [f. SUN sb. + DKOP sb.] Any of

the species of CEnothera (evening primrose) which

open in sunlight.
1796 NEMNICH Polygl.-Lex., Sun drop, Oenothera. 1845-50

MRS. LINCOLN Lect. Bot. App. 132 CEnothera . .fruticosa

(shrubby cenothera, sun-drop). 1856 A. GRAY Man. Bot.

(1860) 131 Sundrops.

Sundry (sirndri), a. Forms: a. I syndris,

(syndrys, Nofthumb, suindris), 1-2 sindri}, 2-3
sindri, 4-5 sindre, syndre ;

Sc. and north. 4-
sindry, syndry, 5-7 sindri, 5-8 sindrie (5

sendri, 6 sin-, syndrye, -ie, syndery, 8 sendry);
&. 3-4 aundri, 4-6 sondri, -dry(e, (4 sundrii,

dre, sum-dri, sondree), 5-6 sondre, sundery,
soundry, 5-7 sundrie, soundrie, 6-7 sondrie,

(6 so(u)ndery, -ie, soondrie, 7 sondrey), 4-
sundry. [OE. syndrig separate, special, private,

exceptional, corresp. to MLG. sunder(i]ch single,

special, I*G. sundcrig, OHG. sunt(a}rtc, sund-

(i)rtc y -ertg special (MHG. sunderig^ -ic} ; f.

sunder SUNDER a. : see -Y 1

.]

1. Having an existence, position, or status apart;

separate, distinct 06s. exc. dial.

c loop /ELFRIC Judg. Epil. (Gr.) 263 f>a senatores . . daej-
hwanlice smeadon on anum sindrian huse embe ealles folces

bearfe. c 1000 Ags. Ps. cxt. 12 (Gr.) Ic me syndrij com.
c 1*50 Gen. 4- Ex. 1085 Dor was in helle a sundri stede, wor
3e sell folc reste dede. a 1300 Cursor M. 332 pis wright [sc.

God] . . Fra al o^er, sundri [Fairf ys sundre] and sere. Ibid.

16094 pe pretori, pat was a sundri stede. 1393 LANGL. p. Pi,

C, xix. 192 pre persones in o pensel . .departable from ober. .

And sondry to seo vpon. 1533 N. UDALL Coronat. Anne
Boleyn in Arb. Garner II. sSThe fourth Lady, .peerless in

riches, wit, and beauty ; Which are but sundry qualities in

yon three [sc. Juno, Pallas, and Venus]. 1549 COVERDALE,
etc. Erasm. Par. i Pet. 9 Let not age, estate, condicion
or sondry being in diuerse countres disseuer you a sondre.

1790 MRS. WHEELER Westmttt. Dial. (1802) 114 She ligs in

a sendry kaw boose.

f2. Belonging or assigned distributively to cer-

tain individuals
; distinct or different for each

respectively. Obs.

0900 tr. Bxdas Hist. iv. xxiii. [xxii.] (1800) 328 purh syn-
drige bine ondsware [orig. ferslngttla

tua responsa} ic on^et
& oncneow, bact [etc.]- Ibid. v. xxiii. (1899^ 697/1 On septem
Epistolas Canonicas (ic settel syndrie bee. c 1000 ELFRIC
Deut. xxxiii. 5 Moyses ba Rebletsode . . Ja twelf mz^Sa aclce

mid sindri^re bletsunge. c iaos LAY. 2688 He hefde on Hue
tuenti sunen and ale hefde sindri moder. n 1300 Cursor M.
9533 Ilkan sum-dri gift he gaue. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce x.

731 His men, in-to syndry plas, Clam our the wall. M3-4

159

LYOG. BiKhas i. ii. (MS. Bodl. 263! 17/1 The centre off
Seiinar ihei forsook And ech off hem a sondri centre took.

01548 HALL Chron. % Hen. /'/// 70, iiii. hed pei.es Lulled

Arinites, euery pece beyng of a sundery deuke. 1549
Cotitpl. Scot. vi. 65 Ilk anc of ihem hed ;uie syndry iiihiia-

ment to play lot lie lail. the fyrst hed ane drone bag pi|.x:, the

nyxt tied ane pipe maid of ane bleddir and of ;uic icul, the
thrid

playit
on ane trump [etc.]. 1593 GREENE Conny

Catching Wks. (Grosart) XI. 84 Those Amarosos here in

England., that., wil haue in eucry shire in England a sundry
wife, a 1700 DKYDKN CH>id*s Art Love i. 863 Experience
finds That sundry Women are of sundry Minds. 1715
PENNECLMK Truth's Trav. 114 Ilk an ran a sindrie gait.

1738 WESLEY /V.civ. iv, His Ministers Hcav'n's I'alace fill,

To have their sundry Tasks assigned.

(3. Individually separate; that is one of a number
of individuals of a class or group. Usually with

pi. sb. or sing. sb. in pi. sense : Various, (many)
different. Obs. (or merged in 5).
c 1150 Gen. <V Ex. 665 Al was on speche Sor bi-foren, <5or

woren sundri speeches boren. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce v. 7 For
to mak in thair synging Syndry notis, and soundts sere.

14. . Sir Bfues (MS. E.) 4313+ 46 He hadde wunnen in to

hys bond Many a batayle in sundry lond. 0470 HF.NKY
Wallace i. 29 KIrisle. .Auchmbothe, and othir syndry place.

1551 RECORDE Pathia. Knoivl. i.
xvii^ Diligently behold how

these sundry figures be turned into triangles. 1561 T. HOBY
tr. CastigUone s Courtyer i. (1577) D vij b, In learning to
handle sumlrie kinde of weapons. 1506 Ediv. Ill, in. i. 69
Like to a meddow full of sundry flowers. 1603 OWEN
Pembrokeshire (1893) 269 The seuerall sortes of fowle..and
..the sondrey kindes of takeinge of them. 1677 in I'erney
Mem. (1907) II. 327 There are sundry sorts ot Habits be-

comming Souldiers in particular. 1754 SHERLOCK Disc. vii.

(1759) I. 215 The Prophets of old were., destroyed by sundry
Kinds of Death.

fb- Preceded (rarely followed) by an adj. of

number or plurality (esp. many}. See also 6 e. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. Pi. B. xin. 38 panne cam scripture And
serued hem. .of sondry metes manye. 1390 GOWER Conf. II.

359 Thei bede. .Tuo sondri beddes to be dyht. 1474 CAXTON
Cnesse iv. v. (1883) 176 Whan he is in the myddes of the
tabler he may goo in to viii. places sondry. 1500-20 DUN-
BAR Poems xxvi. 26 Heilie harlottis. .Come in with mony
sindrie gyiss. 15.. Adam Bel 470 in Hazl. E. P. P. II.

158 We haue slaie your fat falow der In many a sondry
place. 1570 FOXE A. <V M. (ed. 2) 1362/2 In those dayes
there were ij. sundry Bibles In Englishe. 1570 Satir. Poems
Reform, xiii. 17 And this he vsis mony sindrie

sprtis. 1570-6
LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 198 The third Brooke.,

being crossed in the way by seven other sundry bridges.

1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 231 Nine sundry Sects of Christians
haue their Monasteries within this City. 1678 K. BARCLAY

Apol. Quakers y. 20. 157 This Parable, repeated in' three

sundry Evangelists.

t o. Comb., as sundry-coloured, -shaped adjs.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay vi. (1592) 62 Afore making this

sundrishaped world, God had concerned an incorruptible
paterne thereof. 1593 DRAYTON Eel. i. 14 His sundrie
coloured Coat, a 1700 EVELYN Diary June 1645, Tbe quire,
wall'd.. with sundry colour'd stone halfe relievo.

f 4. Different, other. (Const, from.} With pi.

sb. or sing. sb. in pi. sense: Diverse, manifold. Obs.

13. . Cursor M. 4246 (Gi>tt.) Putyfar..held ioseph in mensk
and tare Al bou batr treuthes sundri ware, c 1400 Rom,
Rose 5184 If I may lere Of sondry loves the manere. c 1470
HENRY Wallace x. 708 The king changyt on syndry hors

offSpayn. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, iv. (Percy Soc.) 19 A
venemous beast of sundry likenes. 1535 COVKRDALE Bible

Prol. to Rdr. f 2 Euery church allmost had y- Byble of a

sondrye translacion. 1548 TURNER Names Herbes (E.D.S.)

23 Carduus. .is a sundry herbe from Cinara. 1551 Herbal
i. E iij, Dioscorides descrybeth thes herbes seuerally, & so

maketh them sondry herbes. 1586 DAY EngL Secretorie

i. (1625) 132 How many, and how sundry are the euils

wherewith our mortall state is endangered. 1614 W. B.

Philos. Banquet (ed. 2) 113 The sundryest kindes of ex-

tremities. 1639 FULLER Holy Warn. vi.(i647) 176 A sundry
dialect maketh not a several! language. 1668 CULPEPCER &
COLE Barthoi. Anat. in. xi. 152 The external parts about
the mouth are sundry.

b. t(#) Consisting of different elements, of mixed

composition. Obs. rare.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. iv. vi. 3 Forbidding them [sc. the

Jews] to put on garments of sundry stutTe. 1600 SHAKS.
A. y. L. iv. i. 17 A melancholy of mine owne, compounded
of many simples, extracted from many obiects, and indeed

the sundrie contemplation of my trauells, in which my often

rumination, wraps me in a most humorous sadnesse.

(3) Consisting of miscellaneous items : cf. SUN-
DRIES.

1790 BEATSON Nov. fy Mil. Mem. II. 187, 75 tons of sundry
wood. 1870 RAYMOND Statist. Mines $ Mining (,^-2) 98
The assets of the company (include] Cash in Bank of Cali-

fornia #i 19,600,. . . Sundry open accounts #2,863. 1913 Times

9 Aug. 19/2 Yield, including sundry revenue, ^4,855.

5. As an indefinite numeral : A number of,

several. (The prevailing use.)
t Occas. with poss., as sundry his several of his.

^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Paulus) 26 In
parelis

wes he
stad sindry. 1390 GOWER Conf I. 209 This Emperour..
Withinne a ten mile enviroun. .Hath sondry places forto

reste. 1156 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 107 And jit

is thare sindry othir realmes that obeyis nocht to the Em-
peroure. 1541 UDALL Erasm. Afoph. 321 Whom Cicero

veray often tymes citeth in soondrie his werkes. 155* Bk.

Com. Praver, Morn. Prayer^ Exk.
t
The scripture moueth

vs in sondrye places, to acknowledge and confesse our many-
folde synnes and wyckednesse. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. tv. hi.

158 Sundry Blessings hang about his Throne, That speake
him full of Grace. 1630 PRVNNE Anti-Arnrin. 118 Subiect-

ing it to sundry alterations, periods, and changes at our

pleasure. 178* Miss BORNEY Cecilia n. ii, [She] was then

ushered with great pomp through sundry apartments. 1794

Bloomfiettfs Reports 13 The Court having heard .. sundry
affidavits read. 1843 JAMES Forest Days i, These benches

SUNDRY.
formed the favourif ,,f iundry old men. 1870A. K. HOPE My Schoolboy hr. xi. MC, Duturbing the pUctd
repas.1 of sundry fur lorn cows. 1913 tfj , .. , 9teb. 493/2 Having built some proper oui-buu*c& lo icpLitc
sundry untidy wooden hen.rootU.

fb. In collocations, as sundry
fand ^

divers
divers (and , sundry, sundry (and} tevcral. Cbs.'
c 1490 ? LYDG. Assembly ofGods 321 Chaungeable of sundry

dyuersc colowre*. 1483 AW/j ,/ Pa.lt. VI. 345 i Sundrie
and diverse false and UUterOM praduttdoM. 1495 A'ara/
Ace. Hen. I'll (1896) 138 Diverse soundiiesliippcs a 1548HALL Ckron., Edte. IP 922 At sondry and beuerall t>n.e%
(and not all at one lyme . 1574 in ioM Rep. tint. J/.v.V.
Contm. App. v. 424 ( or dyverse and sondrye good occations.
1590 L. Luovu Diall Daiet 76 At sundrie overall limes.

o. ellipt. and (chiefly Sc.) absol. (Cf. SEVXBAL
a. 4 c.)

^1470 HENRY Wallace i. 199 Syndry wayniyt, bot nane
wyst be quhat way. 1575 in Maitl. Club Mite. I. 115
Syndery boyitb of the citie and gentillmen upaland. a 16*9
HINOE y. Brnen xlvi. (1641) 146 Divers and sundry of the
workes of the Lord. 1680 H. MOKE A}<xal. Afoe. 133 The
not understanding of which has made sundry in vain attempt
to predict events foretold in the Apocalypse, a 1796 HUMNS
Katharine Jajfray iii. He's lell'd her father and mother
baith, As I hear sindry say, O. 1815 T. HOCK Sayings Ser.
n. Doubts fy F. i. II. 64 Sundry of those little hemmings and
coughings. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang, vii, 115 Sundry of
the modern European languages.

6. Phr. f a. On, in, a sundry : alteration of

on-jin-sunder (see SUNDER B), ASUNDIB. fb.^y
sundries', individually, fo. In or on sundry
wise (occas. wises}, later sundry wise : in various
or different ways; variously, diversely, d. (/)
sundry ways (in the same sense), e. All and
sundry, occas. "\ all sundry : every individual, every
single ;

now only absol. (occas. f all and sundries')

everybody of all classes, one and all. (orig. and

chiefly Sc. = L. omnes et singuti.}
a. c 1*50 Gen. fy Ex. 393 On sundri fihenken he to ben.

13.. Cursor M. 14665 (Gutt.) We er all ane,..Sua bat we
thoru nane-kin art Ne man be made in sundri \Cott. in

sundre] part ciyytAmis 4- Amil. 300 Now we asondri
schal wende. a 1400 Pailt. 3 Ages (Koxb.) 90, I . .choppede
of the nekke And b bede a/id the haulse bomelyde in

sondree. c 1410 ? LYDC. Assembly of Gods 1765 Whyche
iii tymes, a sondry deuydyd, Mayst thow here see.

b. 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3909 J'ai seke out be sundres
sextt to-gedire.
C. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints v. (Johannes) 558 He taucht

bam in syndry vyis, 1375 BARBOUR Brute ix. 441 The laif

..Sesit. .Men, armyng, nnd marchandiss, And othir gudis
on syndri viss. 14.. Chaucer's Friar's T. 172 (Harl. MS.
7334) Why..ryde Y tan or goon, In sondry wyse [r.r.

shape] and nuu^t alway in oon? 1484 in Lett. Rich. Ill
>\- Hen. VII (Rolls) I. 88 Feithful services to us in sundry
wises doon. 1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Rom. 33
God doeth in sondry wyse bestow hisgiftes. 1577 B.Goocc
Heresbach's Husb.i. (1586) 30, The fruitefull Larth that

tyld in sundry wyse, Vnto the eye her goodly fruites dooth

yeelde. 1591 R. TURN BULL St. James 149 b. Men fall and
sinne. .three waies . . and there is no man which doeth not
fall through euerie one of these, sundriwise. 1818 SCOTT
Hrt. Midi, xlvii, Twa precious saints might pu

1

sundry
wise, like twa cows riving at the same hay-band.
d. a. 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I.

3 Ingyne of man be Inclinatioun in sindrie wayes is eiwin,

1591 TIMME Ten Etigl. Lexers E 4 b, This leprosie of pride
dooth sundrie waies lay holde upon men. 1605 SHAKE.
Afacb. iv. iii. 48 Yet my poore Country Shall.. More

suffer,
and mure sundry wayes then euer. 1609 SKKNK Keg. Jl/aj,

Table 61 He quna being lawfutlic summoned, is absent, . . is

sindrie wayes vnlawed according to the diversitie of the

courts. 1697 DKVDEN V'irg. titwg' '" >8? To breed him,
break him, hack him, are requir'd Experknc'd Masters; and
in sundry Ways : Their Labours equal, and alike their Praise.

1743 BULKELEY & CUMMINS I'oy. S. Seas 36 There have died

sundry ways since the Ship 6rst struck forty.five Men.
e. 1389 in Sir W. Fraser Wemyss ofW. (1888) II. 24 TU

there thyngys al and syndry lelily and fermly to be
fulfyllyt

andyhemmyt. \4jtn\nExtk.RollsScot. IX. i .o</,-, Alland

sendri oure liegis and subditis. 1551 Ane. HAMILTON Catech.

(1884) 3 Till all and sindry personis. i6a A. SCOTT P&tms
(S.T.S.) L 95 To ceis all smdrye sect is of hereseis. 15^7
Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 303/2 Togidder with alt and sindrie

the teindscheves. i68a Lond. Gaz. No. 1682/1 To Have

forfault..all and sundry his Lands, Heretages, LirTrcnts,

and Rents.
absol. 1418 Munim, de Melros (Bann.) 510 Till all &

syndry to quham be knawlnge of Jir presents lettris sail to

cum. 1442 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 63/2 Till al and sindri

that thir presentez lettrez saU here or see. 1783 W, GORDON
tr. Livy's Rom. Hist. iv. ii. 310 Sedition never failed to

procure honour and respect to all and sundries, its authors

and abettors. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi. Iii, Join wi' Rob Roy
and revenge Donacha's death on all and sundry. 1837-41

HAWTHORNE Twice-told T. (1851) I. x. 171, I cry aloud to

all and sundry, in my plainest accents. 1901 Scotsman 13

Mar, 12/2 The city must advertise for estimates from all

and sundry.

f7. That sunders or separates; dividing; dis-

criminating. Obs. rare.

1564 HARDING Answ. to JewetsChaknge 1335, They must

vse a discretion, and a sundry Judgement betwen the thinges

they write agonisticw*. . .and the thinges they vtter dogma*
ticwv. 1593 A. CHUTE Beautie Dishonoured (1908) in
Thus life, and death, m unilie agreeing Dated the tenor ol

their sonderie strife.

Hence t Su'ndryfold a., manifold; t Sn'ndry-

head, diversity, variety; f Bu ndrywher* adv.,

in various places.
e 1430 LYDC. Minor Poems (Percy Soc.) 194 Complexionat

of "sondryfold coloures, 1557 PHAER Aineid v. M iv b,

Skant yemen twayn. .the same coud beare, So sondnefolde

it was. 1395 HYLTON Scata Perf. tW. de W. 1494) n. xlvi,
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t>e soundryhede of orders [of angels]. 1548 PATTEN Expcd,
Scot. M vij b, His valiaunce *sundry whear tried. 1568 i.

HOWEI.L Art. Amitie Poems (1879) 35 The fetlued foulc..

sundrie where his fostring foode, With chirping bill he

peekes.

160

Sn-ndry, aJv. Obs. exc. Sc. sindry. Forms :

j Northumb. syndriss, suindrise, swyndria ;

chiefly Sc. and north. 4 syndri, 4-6 syndry, 5

sindrie, 6 sindri, (psinry, sinnery,) 5- sindry;

3-5 sundri, 4 sondry, 6-7 sundrie, 4-9 sundry.

[OE. syniirip,
= OHO. sunl(a}rtgo (MHG. sun-

ilerige, LG. sotulerig, simderig) ;
f. prec.]

1. Separately, apart ; severally, individually.

C9jo Lindisf. Gosp. Mark iv. 34 Seorsum, syndrise. IkiJ.

xiv. 19 Singillatim, swyndria. c 1105 LAV. 24577 Alle )>a

wepmen at heore mete seten sund[r]i bi heom seoluen. c 1250

Gen. If Ex. 2354 In loud gersen sulen ;e sundri nche ben.

a 1300 Cursor M. 20202, I sal to J>e a-postles weind onan, And
seen bam sundri an and an, pat tail*: her be thrid dai. 137^
HARBOUR Bruce xvn. 297 He. .till gret lordis, ilkane syndri,

Ordanit ane felde for thar herbry. c 1475 Kau/Coilyar 29

Be thay disseuerit sindrie, midmorne was past. 15*4 St.

Papers Hen. Vllf, IV. 123 It may doo gret ewel to Me,
and pwt the Kyng my son and Me syndry. 1538 STARKKY

England (1878) 85 The fautys wych we schal fynde sundry
in the partys. 1589 ALEX. HUME Poems (S. T. S.) 60 They
..sundrie through the earth were driuen. 1590 SPENSEK
F. Q. II. ix. 48 These three in these three roomes did sundry
dwell. i89 HoaQS/itfA. Cat. 1. i. 20 The herds, wha lived

about three miles sindry.

f b. In detail. 06s. rare.

01300 Cursor Af. 26605 Scrift agh be scire and sundri

[v. r, sundre] laid.

2. Of a single object (or anything so considered) :

In or into pieces ;
to pieces ;

= ASUNDER adv. 4.

>S33 BELLENDEN Lhy i. xi. (S. T. S.) I. 63 How be Veanis

and ndenatis war discomfist, & mecius dictator drawin sindri

for his dementis. 1536 Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 231 Drawin

sindry with wild hors. 1882 Jamieson's Sc. Did. s, v., The
thing fell sindry in my han'. 1893 F. MACKENZIE Cruisie

Sk. li. (1894) 20 It will be an unco hard hoast that shak's ye

sindry.

Sun-dry (sfndrei), v. Chiefly in infl. forms

sun-dried, sun-drying. [Back-formation from

SUN-DIKED.] To dry in the sun. a. trans.

1695 Disc. Duties on Sugars 4 Muscovado's, not itnprov'd

by Straining, Sundrying, or the like. 1825 SOUTHEY Tale

Paraguay n. iv, In turtle shells they hoard the scanty rain,
And eat its flesh, sun-dried for lack of fire. 1859 R- ^
BURTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 405 [Tob.icco]
is prepared for sale in different forms. Everywhere, how.

j

ever, a simple sundrying supplies the place of cocking and
sweating. 1893 D. J. RANKIN Zambesi Basin xiv. 244 The

j

meat. .is cut into strips, sun-dried and smoked.

b. inlr.

1883 STEVENSON Treas. Isl. xxix, We'll all swing and sun-

dry for your bungling. 1886 Kidnapped iii. 24, I must
have the bed and bedclothes aired and put to sun-dry.

Sundry-man: see SUNDRIES b.

Sune, obs. f. SHUN, SON, SOON, SOUND v. 1

Suneful, obs. form of SINFUL.

Sunegen, -eghen, -egi, obs. forms of SIN v.

t Sunegild. Obs. rare- 1

. Also -ilt.
[f.

suns-

gen, SIN v. + -ild fern, suffix (see GBUCOHILD).] A
female sinner.

^1230 Hali Meid. (MS. Titus) 43 As te cadi sunegild
[MS. Bodl. sunegilt] marie Magdalene. .bireowseS hare

gultes.

Sunen, obs. form of SHUN.
Suneniht, -nijt, var. SUNXIGHT Obs.

Su'nfall. Chiefly poet, or r/iet. [See FALL v.

1 e.] Sunset.
1600 TOUHNEUR Transf. Metam. Ixxiii, Heauen..but eu'n

now lamented The sun-fall of thy selfe. 1605 1st PI. Jero.
itimo 895 Many a bleeding hart, which, eare Sunne fall,
Shall pay deere trybute. 1870 R. S. HAWKER Cornish Ball.,
Aurora i, Sunfall, and yet no night ! iSgaCRAwFURD Round
Cal. Portugal 33 From early dawn to sunfall.

Sim-fish, . '.

1. A name for various fishes, of rounded form or
brilliant appearance, or that bask in the sun.
a. Any fish of the genus Mala (also called Orlhagariscus

\

or Ceplialns), comprising large fishes of singularly ruundeJ
and ungainly form, found in various seas. b. Any one of
the various species of Lepomis, Pomotis, and related genera,
small fresh- water fishes abundant in N. America, c. A
name for the basking shark: see BASKING ppl.a. 2. d. The
OPAH, Lamfris liina or guttatus. e. A local name for
fishes of the genus Selene ;

= MOON-FISH c.

a. 1629 HIGGINSON y,-nl. in ffutchinson Papers (Prince
Soc.) I. 43 A larje round fish sayling by the ship's side
about a yard in length and roundness [printed rounders]
every way. The mariners called it a sunne fish ; it spreadeth
out the finnes like beames on every side 4 or 5 1686 RAY
WilluMy'sHist. Piscium 151-2. 1734 Phil. Trans. XLI.
343 A Sun-nsh weighing about 500 Pound Weight 1801
SHAW Gen. Zool. V. n. 438 The Short Sun-Fish is I nativeif
the European seas.. : its general appearance rather repre- i

"v r,ui
of
c
som

,?. I
3'*" fish than a complete animal.

Ibid 439 Oblong Sun. B ish. . . Variegated Sun-Fish. Ibid. 440Pallasian Sun-Fish. 1839 T. BEALE Nat. Hist. Sperm Whale
J.
12

..
1

. "8'y sun-fish now and then came floating by. 1870E. P. Vl RIGHT A aim. Life 456 The Short Sun Fish (Ort/ia.
gorzscxs mala) is not rare on the west coast of Ireland
b. .685 PENN Fourth. Ace. Pennyl*. 9 There is the Cat-

fish, or Flathead.. Perch, black and white, Smelt, Sunfish,etc. I796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 482 In the lakes yellow.

S?K *
^ salmon-trout. 1888 GOODS Amer. Fishes i

67 The Blue Sun-fish, Lefomis pallidus, is also known as I

the Blue Bream .

c. 1746 C. SMITH State ofWaterfordn. 27, This coast is
pretty much frequented by Porpoises, Sun-fish, Seals, &c.

imns, basking shark, or the sun-fish of the Irish. 1886 Ibid.

XXI. 777/2 The Basking Shark (Selacke maxima), some-

times erroneously called 'Sun-Fish '..may be seen in calm

weather, .motionless, with the upper part of the back raised

above the surface of the water, a habit which it has in

common with the true sun-fish (Orthaeoriscus).

d. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 777/1 Opah (I.ampris iuiia).

..From its habit of coming to the surface in calm weather,
'

showing its high dorsal fin above the water, it has also re-

ceived the name of 'sun-fish '.

e. 1884 GOOGE Nat. Hist. Afuntic Anim. 322 Stlt'ie

setipinnis.. known.. in North Carolina as the 'Moonfish'

or
' Sunfish '.

f2. A kind of starfish with numerous rays: cf.

sun-starfish s.v. SUN sb. 13 b. Obs.

1681 GKEW Musatum i. v. iv. 124 A Star-Fish with Twelve

Rays; by some called Sun- Fish.

Hence Su'nfisli v. (U.S. colloq.), inlr. to act

like a sun-fish, spec, of a '

bucking
'

horse (see

qnot.); Su'nfl^shery, the occupation of fishing

i
for sun-fish.

1848 BRABAZpN Fisheries Irel, v. 51 The Sun Fishery is

not confined to the Sun Fish bank ofClew Bay. 1888 ROOSE-

,

VEUT in Century Ma;. Apr. 854/2 He may buck steadily

in one place, or 'suntish ', that is, bring first one shoulder

down almost to the ground and then the other.

Su'nflower. [tr. mod.L.yfei sofa.]

fl. The heliotrope (Heliotropium). Obs. rare ^.

1562 TURNER Herbal li. 13 b, Because it turneth the leaues

about wyth the sonne, it is called Heliotropion, that is,

turned wyth the sonne, or sonne flower.

b. Used vaguely or allusively for any flower

that turns so as to follow the sun : cf. HELIOTROPE i.

1652 BENLOWES Theofh. iv. xv, Ye Twins of Light, as Sun.
flow'rs be enclin'd To th' Sun of Righteousnes. 1794 W.
BLAKE Song's Exper., Ah ! Sun.Ftoiufr i Ah, Sunflower !

weary of time, Who countest the steps of the sun. 1852
ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. iv. xl. 305 Christian life is as the

turning of the sunflower to the Sun.

2. Any species of the genus Helianthus, N.O.

Composilse, chiefly natives of N. America, having

conspicuous yellow flower-heads with disk and ray

suggesting a figure of the sun
; esp. //. annum, a

tall-growing plant commonly cultivated for its

very large showy flowers.

1597 GERARUE Herbal n. ccxlvii. 612 Flos Soli's major.
The greater Sunne flower. [1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage Vlll.

ii. 616 The flower of the Sunne is now no longer the Mari-

gold of Pern, but groweth in many places with vs in Eng-
land.) 1705 TATE tr. Cawlcy's Plants iv. C.'s Wks. 1711 III.

395 The Sun-Flow'r, thinking 'twas for him foul Shame To
nap by Day.light, strove t' exc ise the Blame; It was not

Sleep that made him nod, he said, l!ut too great Weight
and Largeness of his Head. 1785 MAKTYN Lett. Bot. xxvi.

('794) 399 The annual Sun-flower., is a flower of wonderful

magnificence. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. (1849) 395 The
family garden, where., gigantic sunflowers lolled their broad
jolly faces over the fences. 1872 OLIVKR Elem. Bot. n. 197
Sunflower (Helianthus annuus], the seeds of which yield a
valuable oil.

b. Applied (usually with defining word) to

various other composite plants with radiant yellow
flower-heads : see quots.
1731 MILLER Card. Diet. s.v. Corona Salt's, Another Plant

or two.. very nearly ally'd to the Sun- Flower... 19. Chrys-
anthemum: Helenii folio. . .Dwarf American Sun-Flower. ..

20. Chrysanthemum, .. Doronici folio, .. Dwarf- Peach-co-
lour'd American Sun-flower. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suppl.,
App , Rudbcckia, . .a genus of plants, called.. in English
the Dwarf-sun-flower. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 328
Sun-flower, Tickseeded, Coreopsis. Ibid., Sun-flower, Wil-
low-leaved, Hclcnia. 1845-50 MRS. LINCOLN Lect. Bot. App.
log Helenittm autumnale (false sun-flower), a 1850 W. A.
BROMFIELO Flora Vectensis (1856) 253 f[nula] Helenium..
Velvet Dock. Wild Sun-flower. 1854 Miss BAKER North-
ampt. Gloss., Sun-flower. Corn marigold. Chrysanthemum
segctiun.

G. fig. Applied to a person of resplendent beauty.
1823 BYKON Island IL. x, Neuha, the sun-flower of the island

daughters.
3. Applied to various plants whose flowers open

only in sunshine or in daylight.
t a. The marigold : cf. quot. 1563 for sun'sJlower s.v. SUN

J*. 13 c. Obs. fb. The genus Helianthemum (N.O. Cist-
acez), commonly called rock-rose (also suit-rose : see SUN
sfi. 13 b) : usually little or small sunflower. Olts. C. The
pimpernel, local, d. The star-of- Bethlehem, local.

1670 RAY Catal. Plant. Anflix Fib, Helianthemiim
Anglicum luteum Ger[arde]. Dwarf-Cistus, Little Sun-
flower. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Helianthemum, small
Sun-flower. 1866 Treas. Bat. 1110/2 Sunflower, Helianthus;
also . . Calendula officinalis.

4. altrib. and Comb., as sunflower-plant, -seed;

sunflower-leaved adj. ; sunflower oil, an oil ob-
tained from the seeds of the sunflower..e.
*Sun Flower-leaved Ox Eye. 1860 I/re's Diet. Arts, etc.
(ed. 5) III. 843 "Sunflower oil. 1857 A. GRAY First Less.
Bot. (1866) 156 A "Sunflower-plant.. has been found to ex-
hale twenty or thirty ounces.. of water in a day 1789
Tiaas. Soc. Arts II. 113 Fifteen bushels of "Sun Flower
Seed. 1848 THACKERAY Van. fair xii, There are garden-
ornaments, as big as brass warming-pans, that are fit to stare
the sun itself out of countenance. Miss Sedley was not of
the "sunflower sort.

Sunfol(e, -ful(l)e, obs. forms of SINFUL.

Sung (SOT)),///, a. [pa. pple. of SING f.1] Uttered
in musical tones (Liturg. as distinguished from
being said without note).
I56 Cartul. S. Nicholas Aberdon. (New Spald. Cl.) I. 154We sail sing .. placebo and dirige one ye vigill of his decess

SUNK.

with ane soung mess one ye said day. 1848 R. S. HAWKER in

Life ff Lett. (1905) ix. 137, I do not like sung Psalms. 1906
ALICE WEKNER Natives Brit. Central Africa x. 231 Most
of them \sc. stories] contain short pieces which are sung...
Steere points out that these sung parts are very common iii

the Swahili tales.

II Sunga, sanga (sp-r^a). [Kulu sanga.] A
bridge made of beams, used in the Himalayas.
183* G. E. MUNDV Pen 4 Pencil Sk. /mi. I. iv. 241 Across

a deep ravine.. his Lordship erected a neat Sangah, or
mountain-bridge, of pines, ibid. v. z8j We crossed [the
river] by a sngah loosely formed of pines. 1871 HAHCOURT
Himalayan Distr. Kooloo etc. iii. 67 A snngha bridge is

formed as follows: On either side the river piers of rubble
masonry, laced with cross-beams of timber, are built up [etc.].

II Sungar. sangar (sn-qgaj), sb. Also sanga,
sung(hja. [Pashto stwgar = Panjabi sanghar.]A breastwork of stone. Also attrib,

1841 in Sir T. Seaton Cadet to Colonel (1866) I. via. 215
[Havelock, who was turning one of the spurs of the hill,
called out]

' Here's the sunga; come on, it's nothing.' 1857
BELLEW Jrnl, Mission AJghanistan \\. i. (1862) 127 They
had thrown up barricades and breastworks of wood and
stone t' murcha

' and '

sanga
'

respectively). 1879 C. R. Low
Afghan War iii. 210 A stone breast-work, or sungha,..
obstructed the flankers. 189* KIPLING Barrack-R. Bali.

t

Ball. King's Mercy $1 When the red-coats crawl to the

sungar wall. 1893 AW/. Rev. July 214 Fire was opened on
us from numerous sangas opposite. 1897 LD. ROBERTS ^/
Yrs. in India xxxv. II. 15 The summit [of the hill] was
strengthened by sangars.
Hence Su ng-ar, saiiffar v. trans^ to fortify with

a sungar.
1901

' LINESMAN '

in Blai.kiv. Mag. June 758/1 The night
was spent in 'sanganng' the position. 1905 E. CAMJLER
Unveiling of Lhasa viii. 147 At other times they \sc. the

Tibetans] will forsake a strongly sangared position at the
first shot.

tSungates, adv. Sc. Obs. In 6 sonegatis.

[f. SUN sb. +gates, gen. of GATE sb.- (cf. 9 b).
Cf. OE. sunganges.]

-= SUNWAYS.
1597 Trials Witchcraft in Sfalding Misc. (1841) I. 06 It

wilbe ane dir yeir; the bled of the come growis wither-

sones; and quhan it growis sonegatis about, it wilbe ane
gude chaip yeir.

Sunge, obs, form of SIN v.

Su'ii-gleam. [GLEAM sb. i.] fa. Sunlight.
Obs. b. A gleam of sunshine.
a 1x40 StawM Warde in O. E. Horn. I. 259 A;tin J>e briht-

nesse ant te liht of his leor ^e sunne-gleam is dose.

1813 SHELLKV Q. Mab in. 232 One faint Apiil sun-gleam.
1826 Miss M ITFOKD I'illage Ser. u. (1863) 447 The bright sun-

gleams and lengthening shadows of a most brilliant autumn.

1885 Athenaeittn 23 May 669/1 A foreground of whitish..

clay reflects a strong sungleam falling there.

Sirn-god. [Cf. MHG. sunntngot, G. $onnen~

goft.] The sun regarded or personified as a god ;

a god identified or specially associated with the sun.

159* Soliman $ Fer$. \. iii. 86 There happened a sore

drought, .that the iucie giasse Was seared with the Sunne
Gods Element. 1831 KEIGHTLEY Myth. Gr.

fy
It. \. v. 57 The

ambitious youth instantly demanded permission to guide the

solar chariot for one day, to prove himself thereby the un-

doubted progeny of the Sun-god. 1880 Encycl, Brit. XI.

749/2 Hermes is the sun-god as hidden during the night
away among the souls of the dead.

So Sii'n-go ddess.
1861 BP. G. SMITH Ten Weeks in Jaj>an iv. 46 The great

'

Sun-goddess '..seems to be the principal object of divine

adoration to the multitude.

Sungylle, obs. lorm of SWINGLE.

Sunie, obs. Sc. form of SUNNY a.

Sunk (s^'ijk), sb. Sc. and north, dial. Also 6-9
fionk. [Origin unknown.]
1. A seat of turf.

1513 DOUGLAS &nei$ in. iv. 30 Syne efter, endlang the see

costis bay, Wp sonkis [we] set, and desis did array. Ibid, v.

vii. 44 T'lio gan the grave Acest with word is chyde Entellus,
sat on the greyn sonk hym besyde. 1768 Ross Hclenore
in. 221 Gang in an' seat you o' the sunks a* round. 17..
Lizie Lindsay xxix. in Child Ballads IV. 262/2 She sawna
a seat to sit down on, But only some sunks o green feall.

2. A straw pad used as a cushion or saddle.

(Usually//.) Cf. SOD sb.l 2.

1787 GROSE rrot'inc. Class. (1790), Stink, a canvas pack-
saddle stuffed with straw. North. 1807 STAGG Foetus 7

Wheyle some wi 1

pillion seats an* sonks To gear their naigs
are fussin. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, i, A hair tether, or halter,

and a sunk
t
or cushion of straw, instead of bridle and saddle.

a 1860 J. YOUNGER Autobiog. ix. (1881) 90 Now, John,. .lay
the sunks on your yellow mare.

3. A bank or dyke. Also attrib^ as sunk-dyke.
1842 A. LAING in Whistle-binkie Ser. iv. 72 Wi' rough

divot sunks haudin* up the mud wa's. 1866 GRECOR Batiffsh.

Gloss., Sunk-dyke^ a dyke built of stone or sods on the one

side, and filled with earth on the other. 1875 ALEX. SMITH

Ne-w Hist. Aberdeen n. 925 The larger farms are enclosed

..with earthen sunks and hedgerows.

t Sunk, v. Obs. Also 8 souk. [Origin un-

known.] intr. To be sullen ; to sulk. Hence
Su'nkan pplt -a., sulking, sullen.

1718 RAMSAY Monk <y Miller's Wife 127 [He] ask'd his

sunkan gloomy Spouse, What Supper had she in the House.
J737 To Duncan Forbes 64 For which they'll now have

nae relief, But sonk at hame, and cleck mischief. 1788
PICKEN Poems Gloss., Snnkan, sullen, sour, ill-natured.

Sunk (srrjk), pfl.
a. [pa. pple. of SINK &.]

In present usage this form of the pa. pple. m adj. use tends

to be restricted to senses implying deliberate human agency ;

e. g., sunkfence ; contrast sunken cheeks, sunken rocks, (Cf.

shrunk and shrunken.)
1. SUNKEN 2. Now rare.



SUNKEN.
1398 TREVISA Bartk. He /'. K. iv. iii. (1495) evjb, Soo the

vtter partyes ben vneuyn wyth holownes sonke and had
paries areryd. 1601 B. JONSON Poetaster Sec. Sounding 4
This is it, That our sunlce eyes haue walc't for. 1611 COTGK.
s.v. El*vattcirtt

The broken, and sunk-in parts of the scull.
Ibid. s. v. Have, Hollow, sad, or sunke-in eyes. 1681 DRYUES
Abs. ff Achit. 646 Sunk were his Eyes, his Voice wns harsh
and loud, a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) II. 131 He went
about as a ghost, with the visage of death upon him. Such
a sunk-, spiritless countenance he had. 1766 GOUISM. Vic.
W. xxviii, Her temples were sunk, her forehead was tense.

1823 SCOTT Quentin I), it, His strong features, sunk cheeks,
and hollow

eyes. 1833 J. I >AVIDKON Embalming 14 Many of
their Mummies. .are of a dark tanned colour,, .the features

distinct, the belly sunk. 1891 HAKUY Tess xxxvi, The sunk
corners of her mouth.
Comb, a 1601 ? MARSTON rasqml <V Kath, (1878) i. 9 The

yellow tooth'd, sunck-eyed, gowtie shaukt Vsurer. 1614
MAUIMGBB />or 00* iv. iii, We'll show these shallow fools

sunk-eyed despair.

2. Lowered in character, intensity, value, etc.

Now rare or Obs. a. Depraved, degenerate.
1680 H. MORE Apocal. Apoc. 97 A thing that sunk flesh

and blood are too incredulous of. 1681 in Gtanvilfs
SadducisiitHs Poster. 38 The vilest reproach against the
God of Israel. -that, .the dulness of any sunk Soul can
stumble upon. 1868 W. R. GREG Lit. $ Soc. Judgm. 132
She is punished, .as the most sunk of sinners.

b. Degraded or reduced in status or value.
1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 274 Who raised again their sunk

ancient Family, .by their valour only. 1731 SWIFT Presfye.
Plea ofMerit Wks. 1841 II. 241/2 A sunk, discarded party.
1893 Daily News 10 May 5/2 The Bank of New Zealand,
some time ago, cut adrift its sunk investments.

c. Oi the spirits : Depressed, low.

though with diminished beauty and sunk spirits.

3. = SUNKEN i.

1799 KIKWAN Geol. Ess. 40 Arresting by their initial soft-

ness the various sunk woods and such other vegetable or
animal substances. 1806 Gazetteer Scot. (ed. 2) 20 It has a
sandy shore, with sunk rocks. 1838 J, MACDONALU in
Tweedle Life ii. (1849) 93 Here is the sunk rock of legalism.
i89 T. CASTLE Introd. Bot. m. i. 56 Nomenclature of the
leaf. ..Sunk submerged or immersed, entirely under water.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. HI. v. vi, So has History written.,
of the sunk yengeur. 1898 NLWBOLT 1st. Race 14 The sunk
torpedoes lying in treacherous rank.

b. spec, applied to submerged tracts of land.

1830 Act ii Geo. IV $ i Will. IVt c. 59 20 A certain
Estate called Sunk Island, situate in the River Humber.
1849 LYELL 2nd Visit U. S. II. 236 The

' sunk country '. .

extends along the course of the White Water and its tribu-

taries. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Sunk Land
t shal-

lows and swamps. 1915 Content^, Rev. Dec, 770 Wide areas
t .collapsed into sunk lands and inland seas.

4. a. Placed on a lower level than that of the

surroundings.
1633 STAFFORD Pac. Hib. i. iv. 30 Captaine lohn Bostocke

..espied the Morians of some of the suncke ambush in the
Glinn.

b. In modern technical use, applied to a surface

or area lowered, or to an object let in, so as to lie

below the general surface, or to work of which

depression of level is a principal feature ; as sunk

cawing, cistern, panelt etc.

Sunk cell, a cavity in a microscopic slide, to receive the

object examined. Sunk coak, a groove in the face of a
timber, into which a coak or tenon is fitted to form a joint
(Knight Diet. Meek. 1875). Sunk fence, = HA-HA sb*.

Sunk-head, (Typogr.) the blank space at the head of a
chapter (Knight). Sunk key, a pin or cotter fitting into a
groove on the shaft in which it is used. Sunk shelf, a shelf
with a groove to prevent plates or dishes slipping off when
stood on their edges (Gwilt Arc/n't. Gloss. 1842). Sunk
storey, a storey below ground level, a basement. Sunk
work (Masonry) : see quot.
1875 SIR T. SEATON Fret Cawing 143 It may be called

*Sunk Carving; for, contrary to the usual method, the

carving is sunk, whilst the ground is left at its original level.

1890 &AMttHj0Ctt/ XXVI. 163 The object may be placed.,
in a watch-glass, or a "sunk cell. 1839 URE Diet. Arts, etc.

1203 The earthen floor is excavated to form the molasses
reservoir. .. The bottom holes, .allow the molasses to drain

slowly downwards into the *sunk cistern. 1762-71 H. WAL-
POLK Ferine*s Anecd. Paint. (1786) IV. 288 The contiguous
ground of the park without the "sunk fence was to be har-
monized with the lawn within. 1803 [see HA-HA^.-]. 1845
DICKENS Chimes iii. 119 You may see ihe cottage from the
sunk fence over yonder. 1835 R. WILLIS Archit. Mid. Ages
vi. 65 A row of small *sunk pannels upon the space between
the dripstone and window head, a 1835 RICKMAN Styles
Arc/tit. (1848) 127 The interior is.. ornamented with *sunk
panelling. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch $ Clockm. 254 With
a "sunk seconds the hour hand may be closer to the dial
than it otherwise could. 1791 BBNTHAM Panopt. i. 89 Stair-
cases.. from the "sunk story below the Cells to the upper
story of the Cells. 1840 MRS. CARLYLE Let. to J. ForUer
Aug., The sunk-story of this respectable, aesthetic house.

1833 LOUDON Encycl. Archit. 1104 The door.. to have a
"sunk thumb sneck. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Builder 316
*Sunk-work is that which has been partly chiselled away, as
the lops of window-cills, &c.

5. Of the sun : = SUNKEN 3 b. rare.

1908 RIDER H\GG\HD Ghost Kings xvii. 239 The light from
the sunk sun.

Sunken (szrnksn),///. a. [pa. pple. of SINK v.

See note on prec.]
1. That has sunk in water

; submerged in, or situ-

ated beneath the surface of, water or other liquid.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce in. 417 lamys of Dowglas. . Fand

a luill sonkyn bate. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. F, i. ii. 165 As rich

..As is the Owse and bottome of the Sea With sunken

Wrack, and sum-Iesse Treasuries. 1743 BULKELEY & CUM-
VOL. IX.

MINS r<y. S. Seas 118 The Tide running rampant, and in a
great Swell, every where surrounded with sunken Rocks
1830 LYEI.L Print, (,'eot. 1. xv. 264 The Hell Rock is a
sunken reef, consisting of red sandstone. 1841 Civil Kng.
tf Arch. Jrnl. V. (Contents), Sunken vessels, new mode of
raising. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Sf>ec. xi. 357 In the coral-

producing oceans such sunken islands are now marked.. by
rings of coral or atolls standing over them,
2. Of the eyes, cheeks, etc. : Abnormally depressed

or hollow ; fallen in.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. ii. 393 A leanecheeke. . : a blew
eie and sunken. 1815 Scon Betrothed xxx, Her eyes were
sunken, and had lost much of their bold and roguish lustre.

1844 MRS. HROWNING Cry Chitdr. iii, They look up with
their pale and sunken faces. 1853 KINGSI.EY Misc. (1859)
I. i. 38_Whenhe forgets the grey hair and the sunken cheek.
1910 tt'estnt. Gaz. i Jan. 2/3 A horse, .with sunken-m Hanks
and a bony, bent head.

3. That has sunk below the usual or general
level ; subsided.

1831 G. DOWSKS Lett. Cont. Countries I. 418 The Arch of
Constantino.. stands on a sunken area, enclosed by a wall.

1841 DICKENS Barn. Rudge i, Its floors were sunken and
uneven. 1857 Dorrit ii. x, He.. ascended the unevenly
sunken steps and knocked.

b. Of the sun : Gone down below the horizon.
1816 SCOTT Old Mort. xxxiv, The long train of light that

follows the sunken sun. 1820 SHULLEY Skylark iii, In the
golden lightning Of the sunken sun.

c. Drooping.
1890 CONAN DOYLE White Company xxxviii, With crossed

ankles and sunken head, he sat as though all his life had
passed out of him.

d. fig. Depressed, reduced.

1854 LOWELL Fireside Tray. Pr. Wks. 1890 I. 180 So
gathered the hoarse Northern swarms to descend upon
sunken Italy.

4. In technical use : = SUNK ///. a. 4 b.
Sunken battery (Milit.) : a battery in which the platform

is sunk below the level of the ground.
1808 FORSYTH Beauties Scot. V. 421 The enclosures are of

various kinds: stone dikes, earthen dikes, ditches, hedges,
and half-dikes or sunken-fences. 1831-3 P. BARLOW in

Encycl. Metro}. (1845) VIII. 613/1 The Ancients employed
a sunken die. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India II. 340 The
rocky nature of the soil .. rendered it necessary to carry up
earth for the formation of an elevated, instead of a sunken
battery. 1860 lllustr. Land. News 25 Feb. 187/3 Unless the
window be on the sunken story. i88s Garden i Apr. 213/2
The sunken garden is a delightful sight. 1891 G. PHILIPS
Text Bk. Fortif.^ etc. (ed. 5) 569 A sunken caponier
tambour.

Suuket (szrrjket), sb. and adv. Sc. and north.

dial. Also 7-9 sunckat, 8 suukot, 9 suncket,
sunkit. [prob. derived from the strongly aspirated
Sc. form of SOMEJVHAT represented e.g. by the

spelling sumquhat. With sense 2 cf. the etymo-
logical meaning of KICKSHAWS F. quelque chose

something.]
A. sb. (chiefly//.)

1. Something, esp. something to eat.

1721 RAMSAY Lncky Spence iii, Lay sunkets [v.r. sunkots]

up for a sair leg. a 17** PKNNECUIK Merry Wives ofMussel'

bnrgh xlix, I came unco' bravely hame, Whan I gat sunkets
in my wame. 1810 STAGG Minst. ofN., Panic xxi. (E.D.D.)
'Twas mete that sunkets they devised This pestment to

destroy.
2. A dainty, tit-bit. Also/^-.
1788 in Standard (1868) 21 Dec., It is resolved to meet at

three o'clock to eat sunkets and drink to the glorious Revo.
lution. 1815 SCOTT Gny Af. viii, There's thirty hearts there

that wad hae wanted bread ere ye had wanted sunkets.

z8i8 Hrt. Midi, xviii, When they..harle us to the Cor-
rection-house, .and pettle us up wi' bread and water, and
siclike sunkets. a i8a FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Snnkets..,
dainty bits; nice feeding. 1857 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi
Ait. I. xxtv. 92 Fancy an army landing in England, and

holding out such sunkets to tempt submission.

t B. adv. To some extent, somewhat. Obs.

1686 G. STUART Joco-ser. Disc. 2, I's sunckat beuk-learn'd.

1790 JAS. FISHER Poems 73 An hour, I trow, an' sunket
mair.

Su-nkie. Sc.
[f.

SUNK J. + -IE.] A little seat.

1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxii, Mony a day hae I wrought my
stocking, and sat on my sunkie under that saugh.
Sunkland : see SUNK fpl. a. 3 b.

Sunless (szrnles), a.
[f.

SUN sb. + -LESS.] Des-

titute of the sun or of the sun's rays ;
not illumined

by the sun
;
dark or dull through absence of sun-

light.

1589 FLEMING Virg.Georg. i. 6 Vnlesse thou wilt cut or plash

away with bill The shadie boughs of sunlesse soile. 1697
DRYDEN JEneitl in. 267 Three starless Nights the doubtful

Navy strays Without Distinction, and three Sunless Days.

1788 COWPER Let. to W. Bngot 19 Mar., Sunless skies and

freezing blasts. 1829 SCOTT Anne of G. xv, The sunless

waves appeared murmuring for their victim. 184* MACAULAY
Armada 42 The rugged miners poured to war from Mendip's
sunless caves. 1876 R. BRIDGKS Growth of Love Ixvii, A
sunless and half-hearted summer. 1880 MEREDITH Tragic
Com. vi. (1892) 86 Sunless rose the morning.

fig. 1850 BLACKIE dischylus I. 37 Ofttimes we sorrowed

from a sunless soul. 1864 TRNNVSON Aylmer's f. 357,
I lived for years a stunted sunless life.

b. nonce-use. Existing without the sun.

1633 P. FLETCHER Purple /si. vi. ix, The Sunne lesse starres,

these lights the Sunne distain.

Hence Sirnlesaness, the condition of being sun-

less ; absence of the sun.

1856 Chamb. Jriil. 20 Dec. 390/1 Their blood scurvy-filled

by the four months' sunlessness. 1898 G. W. STEEVENS With
Kitchener to Khartum 137 Another twelve hours of sun-

lessness.

SUNN.
Snnlet (smila;. [f. as prec. + -LET.] A little

sun. Also tram/, (sec quot. 1880).
1840 !:. Founts n, WiKon & (Itikic Mem. (i860 i. 357One

ipUtUT
M..r >hmii,8 ..-for dark clouds h,d It s sisltr

mlM>. 1880 I.. WA.IA, , ,,. all
open caul upon her licad, sprinkled with heads at

slrung with cum. pieces called sunl.-ts. 1904 ;y//< Cent. Feb.
237 Myriads of Imlc sl.irs, or so-calle.l mulcts.

Sunlight (so-nUit), sb.
[I. .Si-x V<. + I.KJHT

sf>.
; cf. WKris. rinntljaeht, MDu. sonnttidit, I hi.

zonlicht), OIIG. suniialioht and sunn/in lioltt

(MUG. suinienlicht, G.
sonneiilichl).}

1. The light of the sun.
c IMS LAV. 17863 Wei neh al swa brihte swa \>t sunne-lihle.

c '375 Cursor M. 18819 (Kairf.) Angels ar briber ben sunne-
hjt. 1390 (JowM.Con/. II. 320 His wif..Lay with the king
the longc nyht, Til that it was hih Sonne lyht. 1535 COVE*.
DALE l Sam. xii. u, 1 wyl do this in the sighte of all Israel
and by Sonnc lighte. 1667 MII.TON /'. /,. ix. 1087 Woods
impenetrable To Starr or Sun-light. 1833 TF.SNVSON Latty
of Shalott ill. iv, His broad clear brow in sunlight glow'd.
1860 TvNDALLC/ac. i. v. 38 When we pass from open sunlight
to a moderately illuminated room. 1893 Si R. BALL Story
o/Sun 290 To carbon.. belongs the distinction of being the
main source whence sunlight is dispensed.

b. Jig. : cf. SUNSHINE 2.

1577 tr. BnUinger's Deceits (1593) 532 Christ is. .the verie
sunne light of the preaching of the Gospel). "863 GEO.
ELIOT Romola Introd., The faces of the little children,
making another sunlight amid the shadows of age. 1864
TENNYSON Aylmcr's f.+n In such a sunlight of prosperity.
1891 r'AKRAR Darkn. !, Dntun Ixvi, The sleek priest.. con-
tinued to live in the sunlight of Court favour.

2. (Properly with hyphen.) = SUN-BUKNEB.
1861-7 J. WylJc's Circ. Sci. I. 34/1 The introduction of

'sunlights '..aids in promoting ventilation. 1874 MICKLE-
THWAITE Mod. Par. Clatrchts 193 Sunlights may be.. used
in somewhat low and ceiled buildings.

3. attrib. and Comb.
1863 BOVD Graver This. Country Parson 192 Who will

vivify into sunlight clearness every sound and true belief.

1896 Spectator 7 Mar. 339 Living air, and sunlight-gold.

Sunlight, a. poet. rare. [f. SUN sb. + LIGHT a.2

or SUNLIGHT sb. after starlight adj.]
= SUNLIT.

1818 SHELLEY Ettganean Hills 83 1'heir [sc. rooks'] plumes
. .Gleam above the sunlight woods. 1895 R. W. CHAMBERS
King in Yellow. Repairer ofReput. ii. (1909) 28 The craft
which churned the sunlight waters.

Su n-li ghted, su nli ghted,/// a.
[f. SUN

sb. + LIGHTED ///. a., after sunlight] = SUNLIT.

1843 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. I. 11. in. iii. \ 18 Melting. .into
the haziness of the sun-lighted atmosphere. 1861 DICKENS
Let. to Mrs. Watson 8 July, [The photograph] made me
laugh. .until I shook again, in open sunlighted Piccadilly.
1890 SIR K. BALL Star-Land 74 The earth-lighted side of
the moon cannot be compared in brilliancy with the sun*

lighted side.

Sunlike (szvnbik), a. and adv.
[f. SUN sb. +

-LIKE.]
A. adj. Like or resembling the sun, or that of

the sun ; esp. very bright or resplendent.
1596 SHAKS. t Hen. IV, MI. ii. 79 No extraordinarie Gaze,

Such as is bent on Sunne-like Maiestie. t 1611 CHAPMAN
Iliad xxil. 273 His shield cast a Sun-like radiance. 164*
H. MORE SongpfSoul n. iii. in. liii, Double Sunlike motion.

1715 CHICVNK Philos. Prittc. I.
27^

These Sun-like Bodies in

the Centers of the several Vortices. 1820 SHKI.LEV Witch
Atl. Ixiv, And she saw princes couched under the glow Of
sunlike gems. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. u. vii. 260 If the light
of an electric lamp be caused to form a clear sunlike disk

upon a white screen. 1873 PROCTOR Expanse of Hcavtn
156 That these giant planets are still in the active and sun-
like state necessary., for the expulsion of comets.

B. adv. Like or in the manner of the snn.

1819 SHELLEY Cenci v. iii. 32 That eternal honour which
should live Sunlikc, above the reek of mortal fame. 1831-5
WILLIS From the Apennines 15 Sun-like thou hast power
to give Life to the earth.

Sunlit (so-nlit), ppl. a. [f.
as prec. + LIT fpl. a.]

Lighted or illumined by the sun.

1822 SHELLEY Triuntfti of Life 80 Like the young moon
When on the sunlit limits of the night Her white shell

trembles amid crimson air. 1840 WILBERFORCE Sp. Mis-

sions (1874) 84 Under the sunlit canopy of heaven. 1890
CONAN DOYLE While Company xxxvi, Like the shadow of

clouds upon a sunlit meadow.

Stmly (so-nli), a. rare. [f.
as prec. + -LT 1.]

fa. = HELIACAL I. Obs. b. Pertaining or

relating to the sun, solar.

1551 RECORDS Cast. Knowl. (1556) 274 When Venus doth

shyne at euenynge after sonne settinge, she doth rise, as

som tearme it, with a sonnely rysinge. 1873 L. WALLACE
Fair God u. xi. 156 His sunly symbols.

II Sunn (son). Angh-Iml. Also 8 son, 8-9 sun,

gsan. [a. UrdO, Hindi .row (Skr. (ana hempen).] A
branching leguminous shrub, Crvtalaria juncea,

with long narrow leaves and bright yellow flowers,

widely cultivated in Southern Asia for its fibre ;

also, the fibre of this plant used for rope, cordage,

I774 Phil. Trans. LXIV. 90 Of the Culture and Uses of

the Son or Sun-plant of Hindostan. 1800 Ann. Keg.,Cnrox.

38/1 The new species of hemp called sun, the produce of

Bengal . . has turned out nearly equal to our own rope. 1813

W. MILBURN Oriental Comm. (1825) 389 At Comercolly

there are two species of sunn ; the best is called phool, the

other boggy. 1851 FORBES Veg. World in Art Jrttl. llltat.

Cat. ii. p. vj t/2 The Bengal hemp or sun. 1894 Times

17 Aug. 9/4 All binding twine manufactured .. from Ntw
Zealand hemp, istle or Tampico fibre, sisal grass, or sunn.



SUNNA.

b. transf. Applied to Hibiscus cannabinus,

which yields brown or Indian hemp.
1846 LINDLEY Veget. Kinfd. 369 We know Hibiscus can-

nabinus, or Sun, is [cultivated] 1,1 India, as a substitute for

hemp.
c. attrib., as sunn-hemp, -plant, -waste.

1774 [see above]. 1849 BAI.FOUR Man. lift. 782 Hibiscus

cannabinus is the source whence sun-hemp is procured in

India. 1855 STEPHENS Bk. Farm (ed. 2) $ 3139 Crotolarta

jnncea, the sun hemp. 1887 MOLONEY Forestry W. Afr. 186

For Paper-making, the only Indian fibres that seemed hope-

ful were bamboo . . , plantain . .
, jute, and sunn waste.

|| Sunna (swna). Also (7 Sunnet), 8 Sonna,

9 Sonnab, Sunnah, -eh, Soonna. [a. Arab, i-i

sunnah
(sunnat) form, way, course, rule.] The

body of traditional sayings and customs attributed

to Mohammed and supplementing the Koran. (Cf.

SUNNI, SUNNITE.)
[1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thnenots Trav. i. 48 The difference

which they put betwixt that time which God commanded,

and the two times of Mahomet, is that they call the first

Fan, and those of Mahomet, Sunnet.} 1718 CHAMBERS

Cycl., Sonna, a Book of Mahometan Traditions, wherein all

the Orthodox Mussulmans are required to believe. 1841

feunrCrcl.\Kni. 300/1 Sunnah. 1867 Chambers Encycl.

IX. 214/1 The Sunna not only comprises religious doctrines

and practice, but also civil and criminal laws, and the usages

ofcommon life : the way to eat and to drink, and to dress, and

the like. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 553/1 lust as the Torah

grew out of the decisions of Moses, so did the Sunna out ot

those of Mohammed.

f Su-nnage. Obs. rare , [f. SUN si. + -AGE,

after F. solage.']
1611 COTGR., Solaige, Sunnage, or Sunninesse.

Sunnar, obs. form of sooner : see SOON.

Sunne, obs. form of SIN, SON, SUN.

Sunned (srnd, poet, szi-ned), ///. a. [f. SUN v.

-)- -ED!.] Exposed to, or subjected to the action

of, the sun
;
warmed or dried in the sun

;
illumined

by the sun, sunlit.

1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal Jan. 77 The pensife boy .. Arose,

and homeward droue his sonned sheepe. ? 1605 DRAYTOS

Poems Lyr. $ Pastoral Eglog vL 1 1 8 Thou that .. To drink

at Auon driuest thy sunned sheep. 1850 T. WOOLNER My
Beautiful I.ady in Germ No. i. 2 The sunned bosom of

a humming-bird. 1891 HARDY Tess xxvii, Having been lying

down in her clothes she was warm as a sunned cat. 1893

Atlantic Monthly Feb. 282/1 The sunned but unwarmed sky.

8unner(e, obs. forms of sooner : see SOON.

Sunne rest: see sun-rest (SON sb. 13), SUNRIST.

II Snnui (STII). Also 7-9 Sunnee (7 Sonnj,
8 Sooni, -ey), 9 Sonnee, (Soonee, Sooimee,

Suni). [a. Arab.
,j-

sunni lawful, !. SUNNA.]

collect. The orthodox Mohammedans, who accept
the Sunna as of equal authority with the Koran.

Also sing, an orthodox Mohammedan, a Sunnite.
1626 [see SHIAH ij. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 159 The

Turkes..call..themselues Sonnj, and Mussulmeu, which is

truly faithful!. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) II. iv. ii. 106

The sect of Sunni comprehends the Turks, the Tartars, the

subjects of the Moghol, with some other nations of less note.

Ibid. v. ii. 134, 1 am a Sunni, as my ancestors were. 1800

Asiat. Ann. Reg. p. xxiii, Two Sects, the one of whom
assumed the Title of .S^Mcy (or Orthodox), and who branded
the opposite Party with the opprobrious Epithet of Skiaft

(or Heterodox). 1836 Partington's Brit. Cycl. Lit., etc.

111.769/2 The Mohammedans [in Sinde] are all Soonees,
and most of them of the sect of Haneefee. 1913 iQth Cent.

May 1157 Both Shiahs and Sunnis have been known to
lend at usury.

b. attrib. or as adj.
x87 BUCKINGHAM Trav. Mesopot. II. 487 The inhabitants

he [sc. a Dervish] descriljed as mostly Mohammedans, and of
the Soonnee sect. 1833 A. CKICHTON Hist. Arabia I. vii.

?34
Pillars of the Sonnee faith. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist,

ndiaxn. iii. II. 651 The Sunni religion.

I Sunnight. Obs. rare. Forms: I sunnan-niht,
3 suneniht, -ni^t, sonenyht. (See also suns

night s. v. SUN sb. 1 3 c.) [OE. simnanniht : see

SUN j^.and NIGHT sb. Cf. OE. sunnansefen - LG.
sonavend, OHG. sunnun dband (MHG. sunnen-,
sun(r}abent, G. sonnabend),] The night before

Sunday, Saturday night.
c loco .flLLFRic Hotn. (Th.) I. 216 His He la;^ on byrjene 3a

saitcr-nihl and sunnan-niht. . . And Crist aras of deaSe on
3one easterlican sunnan-da;;. a xa5 Ancr. R. 22 $if 50
dod bvs eueriche niht, bute a suneniht one. c $o Doomsday
10 in O. E. Misc. 162 fat fur schal kumen in bis world On
one sune-ni;te [v.r. sone-nyhte].

Sunnily (szrnili), adv.
[f.

SUNNY a. + -LY 2.]
In a sunny manner ; chiefly/ff. brightly, cheerfully.
1849 TaiftMag. XVI. 105/1 Faces. .beamed sunnily with

the light of hope. 1886 DOWDEN Shelley II. ii. 45 The time
from September 20 to September 24 went sunnily by.
Sunniness (sc nines), [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
1. The state of being illumined by the sun, or full

of sunshine.
1611 [see SUNNAGE]. 1813 MOORE Mem. (1853) IV. 146 In

the sweet valley of Chitway, enjoying all the sunniness and
leanness that still lingers around us. 1860 F. GALTON in
Vac. Tour. 430 The relative sunniness of different places on
the calculated path of total eclipse.

1 2. Sunburn, tan. Obs. rare.

. 753 RICHARDSON Grandison I. xxxvi. (1754) 254 His face
is overspread with a manly sunniness (I want a word) that
shews he has been in warmer climates than England.
3. fig. Brightness of aspect, feeling, manner, etc.
1837 BEDDOES Let.m Poems (1851) p.ciii, The chapters in

162

hand requiring a light-hearted sunniness of style. 88o

DISRAELI Endym. III. 65 He did not greet her with that

mantling sunniness of aspect which was natural to him when

they met. 1880
' VERNON LEE '

Italy in. i. 68 A certain sin-

cerity and sunniness of nature.

Sunning (s'nin), vbl. sb. [f.
SUN sb. and v. +

-ING'.]
L Exposure to the sun ; basking in the sun.

1519 HORMAN Vulg. 169 b, They chaunge the natural! co

IIICCI1 Urtja ouiiini'S- "
.

(ed. 3) 1 1 . 278 Our wo-begone widows are frequently .. scarce

permitted to give their mourning weeds the benefit ol a

second day's sunning before they are entangled in another

matrimonial web. 1889 Anthony's Plwtogr. Bull. II. 53

Where it is necessary to degrade the whites of hard prints,

that is easily done by sunning. 1894 WALSH C^(Philad )

96 Three days' thorough sunning usually suffices to render

the coffee quite dry and brittle.

attrib. 1847 STODDART A ngler's Comf. 308 Pike . . when on

the bask, or in sunning humour.

b. In phr. a sunning (see A. prepS 12, 13), esp.

in to set {lay} a sunning, to expose to the sun, to

sun ; also to sit, hang a sunning.
1510 STANBRIDGE Vocabula (W. de W.) C vj b, Afiricor,

to syt a sonnynge or to sonne. c 1518 Kalender ofSheth.
A v, For & clerkes shewe them bokes of cunnynge, They
bydde them lay them vp a sonnynge. 1519 HORMAN I- nig.

40 Sette these waters a sonnynge. 1600 NASHE Summer s

Last Will 198 Old wiues a sunning sit. 1633 T. JAMES Vojr.

42 They hung a Sunning all day. 1660 FT BROOKE tr. Le

Blanc's Trav. 67 They gather the cinnamon, .then lay it a

fortnight a sunning. 1664 Comenius' Janua Ling. 500

Linnen . . is laid a sunning to whiten. 1680 OTWAY Caius

Marius v. i, When they are set a Sunning upon the Capitol.

1885 JEWETT Marsh 1st. xi, The pies were baked, and the

pots and pans still a-sunning.

f 2. Shining like the sun, radiance. Obs. rare.

1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LX.XXIX. vi, On pathes en-

lighted by thy faces sunning.

3. Fishing. A method of catching salmon by

spearing them when dazzled or alarmed by the

reflection of sunlight from some bright object.

1843 SCROPE Salmon Fishing x. 209 Sunning . . is a mode
of talcing salmon with a spear by sun light. 1895 Pall Mall
Gaz.zft July9/2 In Norway we have seen the sunning carried

on by means of a painted board illuminated by a large lens.

So Su'nnliLff ppl. a., basking in the sun.

190* Academy Mar. 225 Where the sunning partridge drums.

t Su-nnish, a. Obs. [f.
SUN sb. > -ISH 1.] Re-

sembling the sun in colour and brilliancy : applied

poet, to bright golden hair, etc. Also advb.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 736 Hire ownded heer that

sonnysshe was of hewe. ?<ii4oo CYDC. Chorle 4- Byrde
(Roxb.) 12 Lyke topasion of colour sonnysh bright. 1411 20

Chron. Troy \. 1977 His sonnysshe here, crisped liche

gold wyre. f 1450 Mirour Saluacioun (Roxb.) 126 This
womman was alle about closid in sonnysshe clothing.

II Sunnite (so'nait). Also 8-9 Sonnite.
[f.

SUNNA or SUNNI + -ITE V] A Mohammedan who

accepts the orthodox tradition (Sunna} as well as

the Koran. (Cf. SHIITE.) Also atlrib.

1718 [see TRADITION sb. 6 c]. 1734 G. SALE tr. Koran,
Prelim. Disc. iii. (1877) 52 It is the belief of the Sonnites or

orthodox that the Koran is uncreated and eternal. 1759,

1847 [seeTKAoiTioNlsTi b]. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 659/2
note, Generally speaking the Sunnites are the more bitter

party.

II Sunnud (s nt>d). Anglo-Indian. Also sanad.

[Urdu = Arab. J^~ sanad signature, deed, diploma,
seal of magistrate, etc.] A deed of grant ;

a

charter, patent, or warrant.

1759 in J. Long Sel. Unfuli. Rec. Govt. (Fort Williant\

(1869) 184 That your Petitioners, .were permitted by Sunnud
from the President and Council to collect daily alms. 1764
Ann. Reg. i. 189/2 For all charges. .the lands. .shall be as.

signed, and sunnuds for that purpose shall be written and

granted. 1803 EDMONSTONE in Owen Wellesley's Desf. (1877)

317 Shumshere Bahadur.. has arrived in the province, and
assumed the authority over it, under a sunnua from Ainrut
Rao. 1844 tr. M. T. Asmar's Klem. BabyI. Princ. II. 208
The sanad, or certificate of her nobility ran.. as follows.

1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 723/1 The nawab [of Cambay], who
is one of the 153 feudatory princes of British India by
Sunnud or patent. 1896 YOUNCSON 40 Yrs. ofPunjab Mis-
sion vi. 58 This proclamation will be as a Sanad for you.

Sunny (s-ni), sb. U.S. colloq. [Dim. formation
on sunfish or sun-perch.~\

= SUN-FISH I b.

1835 AUDUBON Ornith. Biog. III. 48 To the willow-twig
fastened to his waist, a hundred 'sunnies' are already
attached. 1888 GOODE A liter. Fishes 64 A score of lean,
sun-dried perches and Sunnies.

Sunny (sr-ni), a. Also 4 sunni, 6 sonnye,
aunnye, 6-7 sunnie, son(n)y, 7 some, Sc. sun-

;ie, aunie, 8 Sc. sinny. [f. SUN sb. -f-yl. Cf.
WFris. sinnich, LG. sunnig, Du. zomtig, G. sonnig
(dial, sunnig, sonnig)^]
1. Characterized by or full of sunshine ; in or

during which the sun shines : esp . of a day, weather,
or the like.

a iyCursor M. 23341 On sunni dai To se fixs in a water
plai. 1508 Pol. Rel. I; L. Poems (1903) 174 Was there neuer
sonnye day so cleere. 159* Soliman <V Pars. I. it. 43 Far
more welcome.. Then sunny daies to naked Sauages. c 1788
BURNS Fair Eliza iii, The bee upon the blossom, In the

pride
o' sunny noon. 1833 LYTTON Eugene A. i. v, The

fresh yet sunny air stole in. 1851 HELPS Cornp. Solit. i. (1874)
12 The inhabitants of sunnier climes. 1868 DICKENS Let. to
Miss Dickens 16 Mar., We have had two brilliant sunny days.

SUNNYASEB.
2. Exposed to, illumined or warmed by, the rays

of the sun ; on which the sun shines.

1567 FF.NTON Trag. Disc. xiii. (1898) II. 278 Neither roote

of tree, height of rockc, nor sonnye syde of any greene hill.

1587 MASCALL Cattle (1596) 58 Cattell.. delight to be in

sunnie places in winter.. and iti summer to he in thicke

shadie woods. 1667 MILTON P. L. III. 28 Where the Muses
haunt Cleer Spring, or shadie Grove, or Sunnie Hill. 1715
Fain. Diet. s.v. fears, Ambrotia, a handsom good siz'd

Pear,, .of a smooth, greenish yellow Skin, red of the Sunny
Side. 1833 MACAULAY Ess., H. Walpole (1897) 275 An en.

tertainment worthy of a Roman epicure, an entertainment

consisting of nothing but delicacies, the brains of singing,

birds, the roe of mullets, the sunny halves of peaches. 1836
W. 1 RVING Astoria I. x. 158 Those placid streams and sunny
lakes stocked with all kinds of fish. 1880 ' OUIDA '

Moths I.

58 This little gay room was certainly brighter and sunnier,

t b. Sunny half, quarter : that side of a piece

of land which faces the south (opposed to shadow

half). Cf. sun half (SUN sb. 13). Sunny-east:
south-east. Also \sunny chamber, a summer-
house. Sc. Obs.

1574 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1587-8. 496/1 Dimidietatem
solarem lie sonnie haljfffa Mylntoun de Conen. 1585 Ibid.

695/2 Sa mekill of our foirsaid sony halff landis haldin be

ws as said is, as lyis outwith the propper designit boundis

heirefter following, itioo Ibid. 337/1 Octo bovatas terrarum

..vocatas the Sonny-quarter. 1610 Ibid. 102/2 Lie sony

auarter
landis of Tyrie. 1633 Ibid. 725/2 Lie sonie-eist-half

e Dumbertnit. 1641 Ibid. 368/2 Cum Jaustro et lie snnjie.
chabner cum hortis ejusdem.

8. Pertaining to the sun ; solar, rare (exc. as in b).

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 465 The Cocke. .is a terror

to the Lion .. because they are both partakers of the

Sunnes qualities.., and. .there is a more eminent and pre.

dominant sunny propertie in the Cocke, then in the Lion.

b. Of light : Of or proceeding from the sun.

1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Aug. 81 All as the Sunnye beame
so "bright. 1590 f. Q. ll. v. 32 There he him found.. In

secret shadow from the sunny ray. 1593 BRETON Doff. f,

Print. Wks. (Grosart) 1. 19/1 There was no speach of sonny

beame, Nor of Ihe golden silke. 1715 POPE Odyss. x. 186

A tall stag. .lay, Stretch'd forth, and panting in the sunny

ray. 1880 ' OUIDA ' Moths 1. 74 The sunny daylight seeming
to go round her in an amber mist.

fig. 1601 MARSTON Ant. I, Mel. v. Wks. 1856 I. 61 Your

brightest beames Of sunny favour. 1657 F. COCKIN Div,

Blossomei 47 You bath your souls in this her sunny-shine.

1819 KEATS Lines to Fanny 44 O, for some sunny spell To
dissipate the shadows of this' hell !

4. Resembling the sun in colour or brightness ;

appearing as if illumined by the sun
; (of the hair)

bright yellow or golden.
1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. i. i. 169 Her sunny locks Hang

on her temples like a golden fleece. 1647 COWLEV Mistr.,
Vain Lave 8 A rich, and sunny Diamond. 1742 COLLINS

Odes iv. 45 Truth, in sunny vest array'd. 1810 SCOTT Lad)
of L. it. xxv, His flaxen hair, of sunny hue. 1838 LYTTON
Alice 11. i, Ringlets of darkest yet sunniest auburn. 1887
RIDER HAGGARD Jess xxvii, She . . laid her sunny head upon
the old man's shoulder.

B. Jig.
'

Bright', cheerful, joyous ; expressing or

awakening gladness or happiness.
'545 COVERDALE Erasm. Enchir. xiii, To have a clean and

sunny mind. 1590 SHAKS. Coin. Err. 11. i. 99 A sunnie looke

of his. 1837 HOWITT Knr. Life 11. iv. (1862) i38To present

the sunny side of the picture as the reverse of my gloomy
one. 1849 DE QulNCEY Eng. Mail Coach iii. Wks. 1897

XIII. 325 Again the choir burst forth in sunny grandeur.

1870-1 LIDDON Elem. Relig. iv. (1904) 131 Such is Schopen-
hauer's reply to the sunny Optimism of Leibnitz. 1891

FARRAK Darkn. t, Dawn xiv, A little boy, whose sweet and

sunny face looked the picture of engaging innocence. 1891

E. PEACOCK A'. Brendan I. 254 Her soulwas bright and sunny.

6. Comb. a. with other adjs., as sunny-clear,

-red, -sweet, -warm.
1708 I. PHILIPS Cyder 11. 70 Flames, whose unresisted

Force O'er Sand, and Ashes, and the stubborn Flint Pre.

vailing, turns into a fusil Sea, That in his Furnace bubbles

sunny.red. 1833 TENNYSON Palace ofArt xxiv, In tracts

of pasture sunny-warm. 1855 Daisy xii, In bright vig-

nettes . . Of tower or duoino, sunny-sweet. 1858 LEWES
Sea-side Studies 219 The mystic drama will be sunny clear,

and all Nature's processes will be visible to man, as a divine

Effluence.

b. parasynthetic, as sunny-coloured, -faced,

-hearted, -spirited zAy,. (with derivatives, as sunny-

heartedness) ;
also sunny-day adj. (fig. : cf. SUN-

SHINE 5 c, SUMMER sb* 4 e).

1831 BRYANT A uttimn Woods vii, Their 'sunny-coloured

foliage. i8i SCOTT Keniha. vii, Such 'sunny-day courtiers

as my noble guest, a 1847 ELIZA COOK Old Mill-stream

xxii, The 'sunny-faced child. 1856 Miss YONCI Daisy
Chain I. xx. (1879) 211 Ethel was brilliantly happy waiting

on the children, and so was "sunny-hearted Met*. 1856

J. W. KAVE Life Sir J. Malcolm I. iv. 54 The elasticity

and 'sunny-hcartedness of the writer. 1848 FABER Sfir.

Confer. (1870) 143 A "sunny-spirited Christian.

II Sunnyasee, sunnyasi (sonya-w'). Anglo-
Ind. Forms : 7 sanasse, 8 saniasi, sanashy,

sinnasse, sinassie, senassie, sunniassy, -asse,

9 senassea, sunyasee, -as(s)i, sunnyas(s)ee, -asi.

[a. Urdu, Hindi sannyasi, = Skr. samnydsin laying

aside, abandoning, ascetic, f. sam together + ni

down + as to throw.] A Brahman in the fourth

stage of his life ; a wandering fakir or religious

mendicant. Also attrib.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage v. ix. 417 Some [Bramenes)
wander from place to place begging : Some (an vnlearned

kinde) are called Sanasses. 1786 J. RENNELL MS. Let.

30 Aug. (Y.) The Sanashy Faquirs (part of the same Tribe

which plundered Dacca in Cossim Ally's Time). 1773 W.



8^H SUN-PROOF.
HASTINGS Let. 2 Feb. in Gleig Life (1841) I. 282 You will
hear of great disturbances committed by the Sinassies, or
wandering Fackeers. 1777 STEWART in /V///. Trans. LXVII.
483 This Indian., must have travelled as a Faquier or Sun-
niassy through Bengal into Thibet. 1839 Lelt.fr. Madras
xxiii. (1843) 244 A Sunnyassee, or Hindoo devotee, came to

pray in the middle of the river. 1885 G. S. FORBES Wild
Life in Canara 88 A Hindoo sunySsi, or hermit, lived in a
cave under the overhanging rock.

Sunonima, variant of SVNONYMA.

Stm-proof, a. [f. SUN sb. + PROOF a.] Proof

against the sun ; through which the sunlight cannot

penetrate ; unaffected by the rays of the sun.
1606 MARSTON Soghonisba iv. i. Fj, Thick armes Of dark-

somEwe[= yewj (Sun proofs). 1711 GOLDING Sj>ect. No. 250
p 2 The Sun-Proof Eye.. without blinking at the Lustre of
Beauty, can distribute an Eye of proper Complaisance to a
Room crowded with Company, c 1820 S. ROGERS Italy, Cam-
fagna Florence 24 In the shade Of many a tree sun-proof.
1899 Daily Tel. 21 Aug. 7/7 Grey sun-proof vapours.
Su n-ray. [f. SUN sb. + RAY j.i]
1. A ray proceeding from the sun

;
a ray of sun-

light, a sunbeam. Chiefly poet, or rhet.

Shining Ferry vi. 68 The front door had a fanlight through
which fell one broken sunray.
2. A figure representing this

; //. lines radiating
from a centre or central disk.

1901 Westm. Gas. 20 Nov. 7/2 The reverse side [of the

medal] is surmounted by an impression of the Crown, from
which spring sun-rays of the conventional pattern.

b. attrib.) denoting a pattern of radiating pleats.
1897 Daily News 2 Jan. 6/3 The skirt being pleated in

the sun-ray fashion now so very much in vogue. 1904
Westm. Caz. 28 June 4/2 A sunray voile skirt.

So Su'n-raying- a., giving forth rays of sunlight.
1850 ALLINGHAM Poems^ &olian Harp^O fale green sea'

i, The sun-raying West.

Sunrise (sirnraiz). [app. evolved, through
syntactical ambiguity, from clauses such AS forto
(
= until), toforej or before the sun rise, where orig.

forto, etc. are conjunctions and rise a verb in the

subjunctive ; cf. :

13.. K. Alis. 5733 (Laud MS.), Men. .token hem J>er
herberewe Forto pe sonne ryse amorowe. 1398 TREVISA
Barth. De P. K. xm.xxvi. (1495) Dvb/i They ben huntyd
tpfore the sonne ryse ; Bodl. MS. If. 136/1 Bifore )>e sonne
riseb ; orig. ante ascensum solis.]

The rising, or apparent ascent above the horizon,
of the sun at the beginning of the day; the time
when the sun rises, the opening of day. Also, the

display of light or colour in the sky at this time.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 484/1 Sunne ryse [A. sunne ryst], or

rysynge of be sunne. 1530 PALSGR. 272/2 Sonne ryse, solail
tenant. 1603 SHAKS. Mcas.for M. n. ii. 153 True prayers,
That shall be vji at heauen, and enter there Ere Sunne rise.

1671 MILTON Samson 1597 The gates I enter 'd with Sun-
rise. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. iv, By sunrise we all assembled
in our common apartment. iSso W. SCORESBV Ace, Arctic
Rfg- ! 34 After sun-rise, the surface of the snow is apt to

become soft, 1860 TYNDALL Glac, i. xxvii. 200 The glory of
the sunrise augmented by contrast. 1864 TENNYSON En.
Ard. 599 The scarlet shafts of sunrise. 1908 [Miss FOWLER]
Betw. 'frent fy Ancholine 157, 1 have never seen so rich and
warm a sunrise.

fig* 1823 SCOTT Quentin D. x, The first dawn of the arts,
which preceded their splendid .sunrise.

b. attrib. t as sunrisefush ; sunrise-gun, a gun
fired at sunrise. Also quasi-adj.

=
easterly, eastern.

1809 CAMPBELL Gert. Wyoin. n. v, The sunrise path at

morn I see thee trace. 187* Routledge's Ev. Boys Ann.
367/1 After the sunrise-gun had boomed. 1876

' OUIDA '

Winter City ix. 273 With the sunrise flush touching her
cheek. 1894 MRS. A. BE KLYN (////) Sunrise- Land. Rambles
in Eastern England.

Sunrising (s*nrei:zii|). Now rare or arch.

(superseded by SUNRISE), [f. SUN sb. + pr. pple. or

gerund of RISE v. t partly after F. soleil levant.'}
=

prec. (In early use often with the.}
t 1150 Kent. Serai, in O. E. Misc. 26 To-janes bo sunne

risindde [orig. Fr. -vers le solail levant], 13.. fft Aift. aytn
Mury hit is in sonne risyng [Laud MS. sonties risynge].
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 9237 To morn
atte sonne rysyng. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vnr.
xiv. (1495) Vvb/2 Venus, .warnyth that y9 daye comyth
anone and the sonne rysynge [orig: solis ortum], 1481
CAXTON God/fey exxxvii. 205 That alle man shold be in

the mornyng to fore the sonne rysynge alle armed. 1565

Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. i. I. 344 Befoir the sone

rysing in the morning. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, v. ni. 61 Bid
him bring his power Before Sun-rising. 1600 DALLAM in

Early Voy. Levant (Hakluyt Soc.) 96 At the son risingc we
paste by Cape Sprott. a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.)

31 The most glorious Sun-risings are subject to shadowing*
and droppings

in. 1709 AUDISON Tatler No. 20 p 4 Where
he may be seen from Sun-rising to Sun-setting. 1770 LANG-
HORNE Ptutarck(ifyg) I. 169/1 The wind used to blow hard
from the mountains at sunnsing. 1822-7 GOOD Study Med.
(1829) IV. 207 The next morning, about sunrising, his sight
was restored. 1883 Miss M. BETHAM-DWARDS Disarmed
xxx, You are young, and shall greet many a sunrising.

b. transf. The quarter or region in which the

sun rises ;
the east ;

also with defining word indi-

cating the precise quarter in which the sun rises at

a specified season, as equinoctial, "winter sunrising.
c 1420 Prose Life Alex. 76 We seke to ferre towarde |pe

son rysynge. 1513 DOUGLAS &neis VH. xi. 14 Or for tilt i

ettyll intolnde..Towart thedawing and son rysing to seyk.
*

1570-6 LAMHARDE Ptramb. Kent (1826) 3 Nearest to the

sunne risinge and furthest from the Northe Pole. 1601 HOL-

163

LAND Pliny 11. xlvii. I. 22 From the equinoctial] sunne-rising
bloweth the East wind Subsotanus: from the rising thcrof
in Mid-winter, the south-east Vultunius. 1654 66 KARI.
ORRERY I'arthen. (1676) 531 We might perceive all those
Plains towards the Sun-rising covered with Troops. 1716
LEOSI Alberti's Archil. 1. 98/1 Ked-chanibers for summer
shou'd look to the South, the Parlours, to the Winter Sun-
rising. 1868 HOLME LKE H. Go<tfrey xix. 1 10 The shadowed
side towards the sunrising.

C. attrib. or quasi-<;</)'.
<i 1618 KALIIGH Itm. Skipping {\dyti 13 The French and

Spanish called the sun rising winds, East.. and the sunne
setting winds West. I7a$ Fain. Diet. s. v. Hen-House, The
Windows should be on the Sun-Rising side, strongly lathed.

t Su-nrist. 06s. Forms : 4 sonne rial, 5
sunne ryst, rest. [prob. shortening of sunne
arist or tiprist : see AKJST, UPBIST.] The sunrise ;

the east.

1340-70 Alisaundfr 791 f>is rink, or be sonne rist,. .passes
in pe Paleis. Ibid. 855 Hee shall fare as farre as any frekc

dwelles, And right too
)>e

sonne rist his raigne shall last.

1-1460 I'romp. fan. (Winch. MS.) 448 Sunne rest, or rysyng
of tie son.

Sunset (szrnset). Also 4-6 sonne, sunne set,

5 sonsett, 6 soonne sette ; 7 sunnes-set. [app. f.

SUN sb. + SET stt, but perhaps arising partly (like

SUNRISE) from a clause (e. g. ere the sunne set}.
OE. (Northumb.) sunset (I.imlUf. Gosp.) was prob. an

adoption of ON. solarseta, -setr: see SET sbl, etym. note.J
1. The setting, or apparent descent below the

horizon, of the sun at the end of the day ; the time
when the sun sets, the close of day. Also, the

glow of light or display of colour in the sky when
the sun sets.

1390 COWER Cox/. 1 1 1. 257 Riht evene upon the Sonne set.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3050 Als sone as c son vp sojt be
sla^tere begynnes. And so to be son-sett [Dubl. MS.
And to sett was pe same] slakid bai neuire. 1536 Pilgr,

Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 257 b, At the houre of complyn,
whtche is aboute the sonne set. 1544 UUALL in Lett.
Lit. Men (Camden) 6 In the evenyng after soonne sette.

1599 SANDYS Eurofx Spec. (1632) 5 Thrice a day, at sun-

rise, at noone, and sun-set. 16113 FLETCHER & ROWLEY
Maid in Mill iv. ii. It has lasted Too many Sun-sets. 1711
ADDISON Spect. No. no p i The Butler desired me with a
very grave Face not to venture my self in it after Sun-set.
iBaa BYRON Heaven 4- Earth I. i, They have kindled all the

west, Like a returning sunset. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. <$ //.

Note.bks. (1872) I. 39 After sunset, the horizon burned and
glowed with rich crimson and orange lustre. 1873 B. HARTE
What B. Harte Saw in Fiddletown, etc. 98 A flash of water,
tremulous and tinted with sunset. 1874 BURNANO My Time
xi. 90 The Jews begin their Sabbath on Friday at sunset.

2. fig. Decline or close, esf. of a period of pros-

perity or the like.

[1591 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jut. in. v. 128 When the Sun sets,
the Earth doth drizzle daew, But for the Sunset of my
Brothers Sonne, It raines downright.] 1613 W. BASSE (title)

Great Brittaines Sunnes-set, bewailed with a shower of
teares. i6ai T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goulart's Wise Vieilliinl

2 Old age.. may be called the sunne set of our dayes. 1690
TEMPLE Misc. u. iv. 45 So many Ages after the Sun-set of
the Roman Learning and Empire together. 1801 CAMPBELL
LochieCs Warning 55 Tis the sunset of life gives me
mystical lore, And coming events cast their shadows before.

1898 ILLINGWORTH Div. Imman. \. i The gloom that darkens,
or the hope that glorifies the sunset of our days.

3. attrib. and Comb., as sunset clock, hue, light,

mist, ray ; sunset-blue, -flushed, -lighted, -purpled,

-red, -ripened adjs. ; sunset-gun, a gun Bred at

sunset. Also quasi-adj. = western, westerly, as

sunset clime, and quasi-adv.
= westward, as sunset-

gazing.
1874 R. TYRWHITT Our Sketching Club 68 Any *sunset-

blue tint, say cobalt and rose-madder, a 1853 G. P. MORRIS
Poems (1860) 155 All this *sunset clime became Familiar
with Victoria's name. x8ai CLARE Vill. Minstr. II. 7 True
to his *sunset-clock he kept. His Goody and his cot to find.

1833 TENNYSON Lotos Eaters 17 Far off, three mountain-

tops.. Stood *sunset-flush'd. 190* W. WATSON Coronal.

Ode, Deira with her sea-face to the morn, And Cambria
*sunset.gazing. 1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, ii, There was a
conwict off last night . . after "sunset-gun. 1899 Westm. Gaz.

30 Nov. 2/1 Draperies of silk of "sunset hues. 1886 STEVEN-
SON Kidnapped viii, 1 wondered.. at the lateness of the

"sunset light. 1898 WATTS-DUNTON Aylwiit xiu. iv, Masses
of*sunset mist. 1838 LD. HOUGHTON Switzerland tf Italy

y,
The "sunset-purpled ground. 1833 TENNYSON Hesperides

iv. 21 The luscious fruitage . ."Sunset-ripened.

Hence Sn-nietty a. (f/.S.), suggestive of sunset.

1869 MRS. WHITNEY We Girls i,

' West over'.. We always
thought it was a pretty, sunsetty name. 1893 T. N. PAGE
Ole Virginia 45 Her arms so white, an' her face sort o*

sunsetty.

Suusettillg (smise'tin). Now rare or arch.

(superseded by SUNSET), [f.
SUN sb. + pr. pple. or

gerund of SET .l, partly after F. soleil couchant.]
1. =

prec. I.

c 1440 Promp. Parv.
4^84/1

Sunne settynge, or sunne gate

downe, occasus. 1565 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883)
I. 1 1 i Eight of the clock after the sunsetting, 1584 COGAN
Haven Health i. (1636) 10 Antoninus, -was wont to come to

the wrestling place about Sunne.setting. 1661 GLANVILL

Van.Dogm. 176 Gassendus saw one [rainbow] at Sun-setting,

Jig. 1815 Si

349 We had another glorious sunsetting. a 1854 J. WILSON
in Casfvet ofLit. Ser. n. (1874) 1. 164/2 We. .used to stalk

about . . from sunrising to sunsetting. 1868 MORRIS Earthly
Par. (1870) I. i. 346 When anigh to sunsetting it grew.
2. transf. The region in which the sun sets ; the

SUNSHINE.

J

west
; with denning word indicating the quarter in

which the sun sets at a specified season.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny n. x lv,i. I. .. , lictweene the South

and the .Southwest., namely, Utweene the Nuune siecd, and
the Sunsetting in Winter. 17.6 LtoNi Alttrtfi Archit. I.

98/1 Bed-chambers for the Winter shuu'd look towards the
Point at which the Sun ri^ , Winter, ai,.l the !

towards the Equinoctial Sun-setling. iM8 HOLMK Lt H.
(,<'d/r,y xix. no There were their name-, on the stone
..looking towards the sunselting.
3. fig.

=
prec. J.

1617 MIDDLF.TON Triumphs Honor Wks. 1840 V. 619 There
!

is no human glory or renown, but have their evening and
their sure sun-setting.
4. allrib.

a 1618 [see SUNRISING c). 1797-1803 J. FOBTER in Lift +
i

Corr. (1846) I. 208 To paint a sun-setting cloud-scene.

Sunshade sirnj,- id . [See SHADED, n. OE.
'. had sunsceadu, glossing

' llammeolum ' = bridal-

! veil (cf. SHADOW sb. 1 3 b).]
1. An awning over the outside of a window, to

keep the sunlight off. ? Obs.

1851 Catal. Great Exliio. xxvi 135 Models of the patent
outside sun-shade. 1861 W. H. ki SSEII in Times 12 July,
Houses of wood, with porticoes, pillars, verandahs, and sun-

shades, generally painted white and green. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Meek.

2. A parasol ; now usually applied to the larger
kinds.

185* BAILEY Feslus (ed. 5) 506 Pavonian canopy of azure

held, In manner of a sunshade. 1860 All Year Round No.
72. 512 The thousandth, or three thousandth anniversary of
the umbrella in India or China, that would be the anni-

versary of it as a sun-shade. 1895 R. W. CHAMBERS King
in Yellow, Repairer Rtput. ii. (1909) 27 Constance tipped
her sunshade to shield her eyes.

3. A hood fixed on the front of a bonnet to keep
the sun from the face ; also, a broad-brimmed bat.

1871 JEAN INGELOW Ojfthe Skelliei viii, I. .asked her. .to

buy me.. a sunshade, commonly called an ugly.

4. A device used with a telescope or other ob-

serving instrument to diminish the intensity of sun-

light, as a darkened glass screen, or a tube pro-

jecting beyond the object-glass.
1894 F. M. GIBSON Amateur Telescofist's Handbk. 55

Let the student be earnestly admonished to take the best

precautions to shield his eyes when engaged in solar obser-

vation. The plan commonly adopted is to use the sun-

shades which are usually furnished with eye pieces, the
colors of which are either neutral-tint, blue, or red.

Sunshine (so'njain), sb. Also 3 sunnesin-e,
6 son(ne)shyne, -shine, 6-7 sunneshine, (7 sun-

schyne, -sehene), 6- sun-shine, sunshine.

[ME. sunnesin-e (which appears very much earlier

than SHINE sb.) had prob. a similar origin to that of

SUNRISE : see quot. cujo. But cf. OKris. sunna

skin, (M)LG. sunnenscliln, MDu. sonnescijn (Do.

zonneschijit), MHG. siinne(it]schln (early mod.G.

sunnen-, sonne-, sunsfhein, G. sonnenschein). OE.
had sunscin, glossing 'speculum' =

mirror.]
1. The shining of the sun j direct sunlight un-

interrupted by cloud.
c ia$o6V. ff Ex. 3335-7 lie man is he bead,. .Himgaderen

or de sunne-sine, Elfes he sulden missen hine, For it malt
at oe sunne-sine. 1535 COVERDALK Job viii, 16 Oft tymes a

thinge doth florish, and men thynke that it maye abyde
the

Sonneshyne. 1588 LAMBARDE Eiren. iv. 372, I shall as the

sayingis, butsetaCandleinthesunne-shine. i6is WOODALL
Surf. Mate Wks. (1653) 206 As cleere, as the Sun-shine is

at mid-day. 1697 DRVDEN Virg. Geore. in. 473 A Cot that

opens to the South prepare : Where basking in the Sun-shine

they may lye. 1781 COWPER Let. to J. Newton 28 May, You
seldom complain of too much sunshine . . the south walk in

our long garden will exactly suit you. 1840 DICKENS Old
C. Shop xv, Sunshine peeping through some little window.

1841 LOUDON Suburban Hort. 566 The gooseberry may be

forced in pots... The temperature is never allowed to be

high, and abundance of air is given during sunshine. 1860

TYNDALL Glac. i. xvii. 119 There was a long fight between

mist and sunshine.

t b. with a and //. A burst or spell of sunshine.

1601 SHAKS. All's Welt v. iii. 33, I am not a day of season,

For thou maist see a sun-shine, and a haile In me at once.

1611 MURE Misc. Poems i. 56 Lyk to a fair sunschyne befoir

a schoure. 1657 J. WATTS Scribe, Pharitee, etc. L 177 To
partake of the benefit of the Sun-shines and Rains. 1747

GOULD Enf. Ants 62 They take the Opportunity of a Sun-

shine to disperse in the Air.

c. with poss. adj. : cf. LIGHT sb. I g and quot.

1390 in SON sb. 4.
a 1774 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 72 The plain man.,

may say.. as Diogenes did to Alexander,
'

Only please to

stand out of my sun-shine '.

d. To have been in the sunshine (slang), to be

drunk : cf. SUN sb. 4 b (<:)

l8S7 GEO. ELIOT Scenes Clerical Life, Janets Rep. 1. 52 He
was in that condition which his groom indicated with poetic

ambiguity by saying that
' master had been in the sunshine .

2. fig. (often with literal phraseology retained).

a. A source of happiness or prosperity.

1595 T. P. GOODWINE Blanchardjftt liv. 213 Is she gon, the

comfort of my youth.. the sonshine of my blisse? 1866

B TAYLOR Potms, Neighhtr 22 Ye are the sunshine of the

earth. 1901 Harftr't Mar- CII. 798/2 He always used to

say.
'
Well, how is mamma s little sunshine to-day I

b. A favourable or gracious influence.

a 1596 Sir T. More IV. v. 98 The rest . . hane had fayre

time to growe In sun-shine of my fortunes- 1597 SHAKS.

a Hen. 1Y, iv. ii. i2That man that sits within a Monarches

heart. And ripens in the Sunne-shine of his fauor. 1598
21-2



SUNSHINE.

FLORIO Diet. Ep. Ded. a 3 b, To me . . the gloriousand gracious

sunne-shineof your Honor hath infused light and life. 1741-*

GRAY Agrippina 147 The gilded swarm that wantons in the

sunshine Of thy full favour. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.
II. ix. (1877) 367 They were to be allowed to bask in the

sunshine of the court.

O. A condition or atmosphere of happiness or

prosperity.
1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. K7, n. ii. 156 Euen then that Sun-shine

brew d a showre for him, That washt his Fathers fortunes

forth of France. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vn. xii. 597

Henrie, the Infanta of Portugal!, that day-starre, which by
his Industrie made way to the present Sun-shine of dis-

coueries. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Rejl. (1848) 67 Those, that

during the Sun-shine of prosperity are beset with seeming
Friends. 1696 TATE & BRADY Ps. xxx. 6 Whilst in my Sun-

shine of Success No low'ring Cloud appear'd. 1779 Mirror
No. 43 r 8 It would have been inhuman in our philosopher
to have clouded, even with a doubt, the sunshine of this

belief. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey n. iii, In the meantime all

was sunshine with Vivian Grey. 1862 Miss BRADDON Lady
Audley xxxvi, There had never been anything but harmony
and sunshine between Lucy Audley and her generous
husband.

d. Happiness or cheerfulness of mind or heart ;

sunny disposition.
1742 GRAY Eton 44 The sunshine of the breast. 1836

CARLYLE in Academy 17 Sept. (1898) 273/3 Particularly en-

deavour to keep a good heart. ,, Sunshine in the inside of

one is even more important than sunshine without. 1850

W. IRVING Goldsmith xxxix.37o In these genial moments..

the sunshine of Goldsmith's nature would break out.

3. transf. Light or brightness resembling or sug-

gesting that of the sun
; brightness of the eye or

the countenance.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. \. ii. 201 Vouchsafe to shew the sun-

shine of your face. 1839 LYTTON Richelieu iv. i, Deaf to

the music of a woman's voice Blind to the sunshine of a

woman's eyes. 1901 W. CLARK RUSSELL Ship's Adv. iv,

With the stateliness of a frigate she broke into a sunshine

of canvas.

4. attrib. and Comb. Simple attrib. and objective

(with reference to indicating or recording sunshine),

as sunshine map, record, recorder.

1892 W. A. TAYLOR in Scott. Geog. Mag. June 322 The
first sunshine recorder was the invention of Mr. John C.

Campbell of Islay. 1893 H. N. DICKSON Ibid. Aug. (Title

on cover), Sunshine Map of the British Isles. Una. y)6\n
discussing sunshine records, it is .. necessary to distinguish
the cases where allowance must be made for latitude from

those where the actual duration merely is required. Ibid.

400 The general form of the sunshine curve is thus a strong
minimum in winter, a steady increase to a maximum in May.
6. attrib. passing into adj. a. Full of or charac-

terized by sunshine ; sunshiny, sunny. Now rare.

1579 SPENSER Shepk. Cat. Jan. 3 All in a sunneshine day,
as did befall. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny \\. xvi. I. 123 The warme
Sunneshine weather. 163* MILTON L'Allegro 98 Youngand
old com forth to play On a Sunshine Holyday. 1663 S.

PATRICK Parab. Pilgr. xxvi. (1687) 281 A Fine Sun-shine

morning it
was^. 1715 LEONI Palladia's Arckit. (1742) II.

75 The Sun-dial. -could serve but in Sun-shine Weather.

1765 Phil. Trans. LV. 155 In a calm hot sun-shine day,.,
the air. .appears to have a tremulous motion. 1841 BROWN-
ING Pippa, Passes [Introd.] 23 Thy fitful sunshine-minutes,

coming, going. 1894
* G. EGERTON

'

Keynotes 155 It is a

sunshine Sabbath morning.
b. jig.

'

Bright ', cheerful, cheering ; prosperous,

happy, joyous.
1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, iv. i. 221 God saue King Henry,..

And send him many yeeres of Sunne-sln'ne dayes. 1594
DRAYTON Amours ix, Her sun-shine face there chaunsing to

espy. 1663 S. PATRICK Parab. Piter, xxix. (1687) 341 Then
were his Sunshine days, and his Heart all in an ardour of

Love and Joy. 1833 LONGF. Ontre~mer (1851) 227 The
French have that happy and sunshine temperament. 1834

J. H. NEWMAN Par.Serm. (1837) I. xxv. 379 The Bible does
not take a pleasant sunshine view of the world.

o. That remains faithful, or subsists, only in

prosperity ;

' fair-weather '.

1775 BURKE Let. to Mary. Rockmgham 14 Sept., The
worst sort of tories, the sunshine gentlemen of the last reign.

1809 W. I RVING Knickerb. vi. vi. (1861) 207 Would you have
had me take such sunshine, faint-hearted recreants to my
bosom? 1847 WHITTIEK My Soul $ / 25 Summon thy sun-

shine bravery back. 1876 H. GARDNER Sunflowers^ Leone
i. icS My sunshine.friends have turned their backs on me.

6. Comb.: sunshine-showery a. nonce-wd., of a

disposition that is cheerful in the midst of trouble.

1830 COLERIDGE Let. to J. H. Green i June, Mrs. Aders
..looks as bright and sunshine-showery as if nothing had
ever ailed her.

Hence Sirnshine v., intr. to shine as or like the

sun (also impers.}\ Su'nshlneless a., dull, gloomy.
1627 J. TAYLOR (Water- P.) Armado B2b, If it storm'd,

raln'd,or blewe, or Sun shinde {ed. ifrioSun-shinde] top hot.

1831 JAMES Phil. Augustus I. xvi, The fixed contraction of

his brow, and the sunshineless coldness of his lips. 1892 J.

LUMSDEN Sheep'head 9f Trotters 278 On the visage of their

hero, sunshined for a moment an. .answering smile.

Su'nshiner. local. A popular name for certain

shiny beetles : see quots.

x847_ HALLIWELL, Sun-shiner^ the dark shining beetle.

1866 E. C. RYE Brit. Beetles 55 This family [sc. Feroniides]
comprises several species, the most often seen.. being the
' Sunshiners ', which are members of the genera Pterosttchus
and Amnra.
t Su-n-shi ning, sb. Obs. rare. [f. SUN sb.

+ SHINING vbl. sb^\
= SUNSHINE sb. (lit. andyf^-.).

13.. Coer de L. 2410 Richard the king, The best under
the sun-shining, a 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV', 228 b, All

the Constables promises were but fayre sunne shynyng,
swetely spoken, and sowerly performed. 1584 COGAN Haven
Health (id >>(>) 181 By setting Butter, .in a platter, open to the

164

Sunne in faire weather . . untill it bee sufficiently clarified,. . I

which will he in twelve or fourteen dales, if there be laire

Sunne shining. 1840 Fbrisft Jrnl. (1846) I. 229 Embrace
j

every opportunity of sun-shining, to give air.

b. To set a sunshining : to place in the sun-

shine ; fig. to expose to view, display.
1601 DENT Patina. Heaven (1617) 35 God hath not giuen

such gifts vnto men, to the end they should make sale-ware

of them, and set them a sunshining to behold.

Su-nshi-mng, " Now rare. [f.
SUNSHINE

1. = SUNSHINY r, 2.

1608 TOPSELL Serpents 205 A siluer-coloured Lyzard . .

liuing in dry and sunne-shining places, a 1618 RALEIGH

Prerog. Parl. 39 When those of the high Countreyes de-

^6 Jan.,The multhudinousshafts of the sun-shining columns.

1888 Pall Mall Gaz. 24 Feb. 2/1 In one place i; would be

bright
and sunshining : in another a snowstorm might be

raging.
2. Shining as the sun.

1628 [A. LEIGHTON] Appeal to Par/. 207 This cloud being
the irresistable heat of your Sunshining zeal.

dispersed by

Sunshiny aimi), a.
[f.

SUNSHINE sb. +

1. Full of or characterized by sunshine: = SUNNY
a. i.

1649 N. HARDY Div. Prosp. (1654) 15 The wettest Seed-

time of a pious Life, shall end in the sun-shiny harvest of a

peacefull Death. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Rejl. (1848) 67 In the

Sunshiny months of Summer. 1713 DKRHAM Phys.-Theol.
x. (1798) II. 363 notet ln warm, sun-shiny weather. 1809
MALKIN Gil Bias in. ii. P 6, I feel disposed., to set out some

sunshiny morning for the mountains. 1849 H. MILLER

Footpr. Creai. L (1874) 8 The long, clear, sunshiny evenings
of the Orkney summer. 1854 Sch. % Sckat. xiv. (1858) 305
A bright sunshiny sky. 1888 DOUGHTY Trav.A rabia Deserta

I. 542 Every morrow the sun-shiny heat calls them abroad

to the easy.. labour of their simple lives.

2. Illumined by sunshine : = SUNNY a. 2.

1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xvi. ix, Sunshinie hils, dales hid from

Phoebus raies. 1802 WORDSW. Stanzas in Copy Cast. Indoi.

26 Retired in that sunshiny shade he lay. 1803 W. TAYLOR
in Monthly Mag. XIV. 487, I shut myeyes.and call up the

idea of a sunshiny landscape. 1880 DISRAELI Endym. xlviii,

It did not yet occur to Endymion that his garden could not

always be sunshiny.

3. Bright as with sunshine : = SUNNY a. 4.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. viii. 20 The fruit full-headed beast,

amaz'd At flashing beames of that sunshiny shield, Became
starke blind. Ibid. xii. 23 The.. glorious light of her sun-

shyny face. 1824 Miss MITKORD Milage Ser. i. (1863) 113
The house had still within and without the same sunshiny
cleanliness. 1841 BROWNING Pippa Passes in. 282 If you
killed one Of those sunshiny beetles. 1862 Miss BRADDON

Lady Audley \\\ t Her beautiful smile, and sunshiny ringlets 1

4. Jig.
*

Bright ', joyous: = SUNNY a. 5.

1782 MRS. H. COWLEY Bold Strokefvr Husband n. ii, My
dear gloomy cousin, where have you purchased that sun-

shiny look? 1820 COLERIDGE Lett., Convers., etc. I. vi. 27,

I hope that this is a sunshiny spot in the national character.

1857 DUFFERJN Lett. High Lat. vi.(ed. 3) 39 His. .daughter
a sunshiny young lady of eighteen. 1863 BOYD Graver

Thoughts C. Parson viii. i2sChildhood looks sunshiny when
we cast back our glance upon it. 1893 LELAND Mem. I. 71
A very pleasant and wonderfully polite and sunshiny boy.

Su n- spot.
1. Path. A spot or marking on the skin caused

by exposure to the sun.

1818-20 E. THOMPSON Cullens Nosologia (ed. 3) 333

Ephelis; Sun Spots. 1872-4 JKFFERIES Toilers of Field

(1892) 262 Her brown but clear cheek, free from freckles and

sun-spots.
2. Astron. A spot or patch on the disk of the

sun, appearing dark by contrast with the brighter

general surface, and constituted by a cavity in the

photosphere filled with cooler vapours.
Sun-spots occur only in a zone extending 45 on each side

of the sun's equator, often in groups, and last from a few
hours to several months ; their diameter varies from about
100 to about 100,000 miles ; their frequency shows a marked
period of about n years, corresponding to a periodicity of

magnetic and possibly other phenomena on the earth.

1868 LOCKYER Elem. Astron. 121 Its \sc. the magnetic
needle's] greatest oscillations occurring when there are most

sun-spots. 1878 NEWCOMB Pop. Astron. in. ii. 248, 1882,

1893, etc., will be years of numerous sun-spots. 1894 W, L.

DALLAS in Indian Meteorol. Mem. VI. 2 The maximum
rainfall agreeing approximately with the maximum sunspots.

b. attrib.

1883 Science I. 462/1 The maximum of auroras corresponds
with the minimum sun-spot period. 1884 H. F. BLANFOKU
in Indian Meteorol. Mem, (1894) VI. 2 The epoch of sun-

spot maximum approximately coincides with that of mini-
mum pressure. 1913 H. H. TURNER in Monthly Notices R.
Astron. Soc. Dec. 89 The main Sun-spot swarm was in

perihelion in 1816-7.
Hence Su-nspottery [-EHY 2], humorous or con-

temptuous term for the subject or theory of sun-

spots, esp. of their connexion with terrestrial

phenomena.
1882 R. A. PROCTOR in Standard 27 Nov. 2/4, I doubt

whether even a twelfth of the astronomers of our time favour
*

Sunspottery '.

t Su'nstay. Obs. rare. [f. SUN sb. + STAY sb*
;

transl. L. solstitium SOLSTICE.] = next.

Stay ofthe sun. was in use earlier : see STAY st>.* 3 c.

1577 B. GOOCE Heresoach's Husb. \. (1586) 408, Varro
sayth, that the best tyme for Haruest, is betwixt the Sunne-
stay, and the Dogge dayes. 1625 LISLE Du Bartas, Noe

SUNT.

177 The Sunne is at highest of this Hnde a little after the

Sunstay of Summer, and at the lowest soone after the Winter

Sunstay.

f Su'H-stead. 06s. Also 7 -steed, -sted. [In

OE. sun(n)stede ,
transl. L. solslitium SOLSTICE :

see SUN sb. and STEAD sb. i.]
= SOLSTICE i.

ciooo Sax. Leechd. III. 250 Sumor. .hsefS sunnstede..

winter.. ha:f5 oberne sunnstede.

1600 HOLLAND Livy XLIV. xxxvi. 1193 Now was it the

season of the yeer past sun-stead in summer. 160 1 Pliny
it, xix. I. 13 To lengthen the night from the summer sunne.

steed, a 1636 Fn Z-GEFFREY Holy TransP. Wks. (Grosart)
,.

* _e ,t_ _ _. _ ...l t l

ongest day.
D. The solstitial point (= SOLSTICE 2), or the

tropic (TROPIC sb. i b).
1601 HOLLAND Pliny n. Ixxvii. I. 36 The position of the

Zodiake about the middle parts thereof, is more oblique and

crooked, but toward the Sunne-steed more streight and
direct. 1601 DOLMAN La Prinland. Fr. Acad. (1618) III.

684 The points of the. .Zocliacke, which are the meanes
betweene the said Equinoctial points are named Sunsteads

or Tropicks. 1662 J. CHANDLER Van Helmonfs Oriat. 56
If those Instruments [sc. hour-glasses and sun-dials] should

agree under the /Equinoctial lines, they should varie.. under

the Sol-stices or Sun-steads.

Su nstoiie, strii-stone.

fl. A rendering of L. solis gemma ^
described by

Pliny (N. H. xxxvii. Ixvii) as a white stone which

throws out rays like the sun. Obs.

1308 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvi. xc. (Bodl. MS.) If.

1820/1 The sonne stone hatte Solis gemma, and is white

and schynynge and ha|? b* name for he schynej? with bemes
as ^ec sonne dof>.

2. A name given to amber, because the Heliades

or daughters of the sun, according to a Greek myth,
were changed into poplars and wept amber.
Or. TJAeKTpot

1 amber (see ELECTRUM) is related to ^AeVrwp,
which occurs as an epithet of the sun.

1849 OTT tr. Humboldfs Cosmos 1 1. 494 note, The elec-

tron, the sun-stone of the very ancient mythus of the Erida-

nus. 1855 BAILEY Mystic^ etc. 91 Sunstone, which every

phantom foul dispels. 1896 W. A. BUFFUM Tears ofHeliades
i. (1897) 7 Trinacria's lustrous and pellucid sun-stone.

3. JMin. a. A name for several varieties of feld-

spar, showing red or golden-yellow reflexions from

minute embedded crystals of mica, oxide of iron,

etc. b. = CAT'S-EYE 2. (So G. sonnenstein.}

1677 PLOT Oxfordshire 81, 1 know not why it [sc. the Moon-
stone] may not as well be called the Sun-stone too. 1794
SCHMKISSER Syst. Min. I. 137 Cats Eye.. .The Sun Stone of

the Turks. 1798 [see CAT'S-EYE 2]. 1821 R. JAMESON Man.
Mineral. 155 Another variety of adularia, found in Siberia,
is known to jewellers under the name Sunstone. It is of a

yellowish-grey colour, and numberless golden spots appear
distributed throughout its whole substance. 1884 F. J.

BKITTKN Watch <y Clockm. 216 Moon-Stone, Sun-Stone,
Amazon-Stone and Avanturine are forms of felspar.

4. (Always with h)phen.) A stone sacred to the

sun, or connected with sun-worship.
1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 192/2 The. .relics of Pagan places

of worship.. ; the pillar stone of witness, the tapering sun-

stone, [etc-].

Su'ii-stri cken,///. a. [f. SUN sb. + STRICKEN,
after next.] Affected injuriously by the rays or

heat of the sun ; spec, affected with sunstroke.

(Often const, as /a. pple.)
1844 SIR W. NAPIER Cong. Scinde n. vii. (1845) 436 The

General. .wassuddenlysun-stricken,and. .thirty-three Euro-

pean soldiers fell, .beneath the same malignant ray. ^
1864

TENNYSON En.Ard.<$b Enoch's comrade., fell Sun-stricken.

1888 DOUGHTY Trav. Arabia Deserta^ II. 180 The heart

slenderly nourished, under that sun-stricken climate. 1907

J. H. PATTERSON Man-Eaters of Tsavo i. 16 This, .wilder-

ness of whitish and leafless dwarf trees, presented a ghastly
and sun-stricken appearance.
Su'ustroke. [For the earlier

*
stroke of the

sun ', transl. F. coup de soldi. Cf. G. somunstich^

Collapse or prostration, with or without fever,

caused by exposure to excessive heat of the sun.

Also loosely extended to similar effects of heat from other

sources, as electric sunstroke : see quot. 1890.

[1807 J. JOHNSON Oriental Voy. 14 Several of the people

got sick, with, .what are called 'Coups de Soleil ',
or strokes

of the Sun. Oto^Gentl. Mag. XCIII. 11.647/2 He instantly

expressed a feeling of having received what is called
' a

stroke of the sun '.]

1851 G. W. CURTIS Nile Notes xxxvii. 188 Warding off

sun-strokes with huge heavy umbrellas of two thicknesses of

blue cotton. 1865 DICKENS Let. to E. Yates 30 Sept., I got
a slight sunstroke last Thursday. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap.

(1879) 653 The terrible mortality of sunstroke. 1890 GOULD
New Med. Diet., Sunstroke, Electric, an illogical term for

the symptoms, somewhat similar to those of heat-stroke,

produced by too close and unprotected proximity to the in-

tense light emitted in welding metals by electricity.

Su'nstruck, pa.ppte. [f. SUN sb.+ STRUCK,
after prec.] Affected with sunstroke.

1839 BAILEY Festus 135 Like a stag, sunstruck, top thy
bounds and die. 1893 FORBES-MITCH ELL Remin. Gt. Mutiny
76, 1 must go out and get my bonnet for fear I get sunstruck.

II Stint (sent). [Arab. ki~*
stint.] A species of

acacia, Acacia arahica, of northern Africa, or its

wood. Also attrib.

1820 BELZONI Egypt <$ Nubia in. 304 We were seated under

a dry sunt tree, at a little distance from a small well. 1883
CONDER & KITCHENER Survey W. Palestine III. 139 A man
who lit a single branch of sunt (acacia), cooked his food for

three successive days by it. 1884 J. COLBORNE Hicks Pasha
\

100 Sunt trees grow in great profusion here.



SUN-UP.

Sunuol, -uolliche, obs. ff. SINFUL, -FULLY. i

Sun-up, sunup (svnvp). local, chiefly U.S.
\

[I.
SUN SO. + UP adv., after SUNDOWN.] Sunrise.

1847 LONGFELLOW in Life (1801) II. 83 In a letter from

Tampico to the N. C. Kayetteville Observer (is the writer a .

Carolinian?), I find the Anglo-S;ixon expression .VM.///, for
j

sunrise.
'

By sun-up, Patterson's regiment had left the en-
j

campment.' 1873 J. MILLKR Life among Motiocs viii. go
Why we should . . toil like gnomes from sun-up to sun-down
. .was to them more than a mystery it was a terror. 1896
Peterson .1/rt.V"- (N. S.) VI. 265/2 On foot from sunup to sun-

down. 1899 I?. H. RUSSELL Under Sjambok x. 105 It is a
Boer custom to call and drink coffee just after sun*up.

Sunward (s^nw^id), adv. and a. Also 8 Sc.

sinwart. [f.
SUN s/). + -WARD.] A. adv. orig.

f to the sun-ward (in quot. 1611 = on the sunny
side) : Toward the sim ; in the direction of the sun.

1611 COTCR., Avant'ftseht, th' Auant-peach... russet on
one side, and red to the Sunne-ward. a 1711 KKN Psyche
Poet. Wks 1721 IV. 252 The Saint, embarking on the Cloud,
it rose. .Then faster than it rose, it sunward dropp'd. 1786
BURNS 7> Mountain Daisy v, Thy snawie bosom sun-ward

spread. 1788 PICKF.N Poems 125 A skepp o* Bees, . . Wadg't
in atween twa willow trees. An' airtan to the sinwart. 1847
LONCF. By Fireside, Tegner's Drata i, The mournful cry
Of sunward sailing cranes. 1860 TVNDALI. Glac. i. xi. 82

Clouds. .with their faces turned sunward, shone [etc.].

B. adj. Directed toward ihe sun
; moving or

facing in the direction of the sun.

1769 FALCONER Shipwr. in. 22 As they view His sunward

flight. 1795 CAMPBELL Caroline n. vi, Shine on her chosen

qreen resort Whose trees the sunward summit crown. 1853
G. JOHNSTON Nat. Hist. E, tiord. I. 74 On sunward banks,

1887 SWINBURNE Locrine iv. ii. 263 Mightier than the sun

ward eagle's wing. 189* BLACK Wolfenberg \. 165 Pome-
nutates..taking a tinge of crimson on their sunward side.

Sunwards (szrnw^jdz), adv. [f. SUN sb. +

-WARDS.]
f 1. From the sunwards^ away from the sun.

1574 W. BOURNE Regini. Sea viii. (1577) 31 On the contrary
side from the Sunnewardes. 1669 WORLIDGB Syst, Agric.
(1681) 189 And leave such always down during the Summer
that are from the Sun-wards.

2. Towards the sun: =
prec, A.

1858 CHRISTINA ROSSETTI From House to Home 1, Each
loving face bent Sunwards like a moon. 1873 PROCTOR Ex-

pause of Heai>en xvii. 189 Supposing such meteoric masses
to have travelled sunwards from very great distances.

Sunway (synw^t), adv. rare.
[f.

SUN sb. *

-WAY.] =* next.

1825 J. NICHOLSON Ofier. Mech. 143 The running mill-stone

is supposed to turn 'sunway,'or as in what is called a right-

handed mill. i8$a BURN Naval fy Milit. Diet,, Sunway, de

gancke a droite.

Sunways (szrnw^z), adv.
[f,

SUN sb. + -WAYS
;

cf. SUNGATES.] In the direction of the apparent

daily movement of the sun, i.e. (in the northern

hemisphere) from left to right ;

4 with the sun '.

1774 SHAW in Pennant Tour Scotl* in 1769 App. ii. 291 At

marriages and baptisms they make a procession around the

church, Deasoil, \. e. sunways. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth
xxvii. note, The deasil must be performed sunways, that is,

by moving from right to left [$ic\*

Sunwise (szrnwsiz), adv. (a.} [f.
SUN sb. +

-WISE.]
1. = prec.
1865 M CL.AUCHLAN Early Scott. Ch. iv. 33 Everything that

is to move prosperously among many of the Celts, must
move sunwise. 1885 Cornh. Mag. Mar. 271 The brethren

made a processional turn round the temple, sunwise.

b. as adj.
1881 C, F. GORDON-CUMMING in Scribner's Mag. XXII.

738 The old custom of carrying fire in sunwise procession
around any given object. 1884 in Macin. Mag. Feb.

307/2 Pilgrims .. walk round the holy city in sun-wise
circuit.

2. In the manner of the sun ;
with brightness like

that of the sun. rartr*.

1897 F. THOMPSON Any Saint xxxix, When He bends

down, sun-wise, Intemperable eyes.

Sunyasee, -i, variants of SONNYASEE.

Sun;ip, variant of SONYIE Sc. Obs.,, excuse.

Suoddringe : see SWODDEK.
Suowe, obs. form of SOUGH sb. 1

, rushing sound.

1338 R. BRUNNB C/iron. (1810) 170 pe kynges owen Galeie
..com be schip fulle nere. Ober were ber inowe, bat per
after drouh, Bot he com with a suowe, bat be schip to rof.

Sup (sp), sb. Forms : a. 6- sup, 6-7 suppe,

7 supp. 0. 7 soope, 7-8 (9 <#a/.)soop, soup, (8
Sc. soupe, 9 dial, sowp, zoop). [f. SUP v. 1

There is no evidence of continuity with OE. jK/Vi(cf. MLG.
stye, early mod.Du. zuipe, Du. zuip t ON. siipa).
The isolated instance of sense 2, unless it be a misprint, is

difficult to account for,]

1. A small quantity of liquid such as can be taken
into the mouth at one time ; a mouthful ;

a sip.

(Also in fig. context.)
a. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 189/37 A Suppe, sorlillitm. 16*1

FLETCHER Pilgrim iv. i, I'le bring you a sup of Milk shall

serve ye. 1657 J- WATTS Scribe, Pharisee, etc. in. 71 A sup
of wine fas a morsel of bread) may do well enough. 1710
Brit. Apollo III. No. 47. 3/1 To see his Brave Army En-

ftge
; And to Swallow up, The Allies at a sup. 1719 DE

OE Crusoe i. (Globe) 82, 1 went to my little Store and took
a small Sup of Rum. a 1764 LLOYD Fam. Ep. to J. B.
Poet. Wks. 1774 II. 40 With so much wisdom bottled up,

Uncork, and give your friends a sup. 1840 THACKERAY
Paris Sk.-bk. v. (1872) 49 Taking a small sup at the brandy-
bottle. 1871 CALVERLEV Fly Leaves* On the Brink ix, A
sup Of barley-water. 1888 W. S. GILBERT Yeom. Guard i,

Wno sipped no sup, and who craved no crumb.
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3. \toaOrknty H'itlh Trial m AMvts/jriiCM Miscell. ,

157 The powre woman sent in to the said Kulwrtis house, i

and got ane soup off milk from his wyff. 1661 TIKE A<h:
5 Hours I. lo A soop of Choculat.: Is nul runis-, after a u-dl-
ous Journey. 1667 DKYIH-N Tempest n. i, Here's anoth--r

soop to comfort us. 1719 ln"i<t-KY rills (1872) III. 7 1M
take a full Soon at the merry Milk. pnil. 1785 HuRXsCo/fVr'j
Sat. AV. xi, The soupe their only H;\w kie do. s aliorcl. 1818
SCOTT Rob AV.yxviii, It's the part of a kind son to bring her I

a soup o' something that will keep up her auld heart. 1851
STERHBBIG tfortluuMfi. l)i<il., Soap, a sup, drop.

b. Phr. (A) bit (later bite} and (a) sup, a little

food and drink. So bit or sup, neither bit nor sup.
1665 in }\'rney Mem. (1004) II. 244, I save [?haveja bitt and

supp bye myselfe 2 oweis after them. 1818 LADY MORGAN
Aittobiog. (1859) 148 The moment, .we had swallowed our
'bit and our sup,' out we sallied. 1865 G. MACDONALU^/^C
Forbes 15 I'll tak her in wi' my ain bairns, an' she s' hae bit

and sup wi' them. 1880 HROWNING Drain. Idyls Ser. n.
t'ietro 233 Lodging, bite and sup, with now and then a
copper., is all my asking. 1903 VIOLET JACOB Shcep'Stcalers
ix, The pleasant offer of a bite and a sup.

C. trans/. Drink, dial.

a 1810 TANNAHILL Ppor Tom Poems (1846) 109 Poor Tom
loves his sup, and poor Tom is despised. 1876 Whitby
Gloss., Suft, Sitppitigs, Sups, drink of all kinds.

d. A good sup : a fair amount, a considerable

quantity (of liquid), dial.

1601 Archpriest Control'. (Camden) II. 173 If a cow give
a good soope of milke, she is to be thanked. 1848 A. BRONTE
Agnes Grey i, [Of a fall of rain] It's corned a good sup last

night too. 1871 HARTLEY Yorksh. Ditties Ser. I. 97 They
reckon to brew a gooid sup o' ale in October.

f2. = SOP**. I I. Obs. rare.

1543 TRAHERON yjgo's Chirurg. \\. viii. vi. 82 He muste. .

eate a sup or shewe made with grated breed & almandes
[orig. panatelltitnfariolam aniigdalataitt . .confidant],

Sup (sz>p), v. 1 Forms : o. j. supan, 4-5
supe, 4-6 sowp(e, 4-7 soup(e, (4 soupen, 5 sow-

pon(e, 6 sope, 6-7 soope, 7-8, 9 (dial.} soop, 9
dial, soup, zoop). ft. I A'orlhumb. suppa, 4-7
suppe, (5 souppe, 6 soppe, 8 supp), 5- sup.
fa. t. strong i seap (sssp), 4 sop, 4-5 soop ; weak
i Northumb. -supede, 4 soupede, -ide, sowpide,
6 suppit, supt(e, 6- supped. Pa. pple. strong

4 soopen, soupen, 4-5 sopen, -un ; weak

4 sowpyd, 5 suppyd, 6 suppit, supte, 7

supt, soopt, soop'd, 6- supped. [Three types of

formation on the Teutonic root slip- (cf. SOP sb.^,

?;.', SorE, Sovvp rf.l) are represented here: (r,)

OE. supan str. vb., pa. t. slap (*supon], pa. pple.
*
sopen = MLG. s&pen, MDu. zflpen (Du. zuipeti),

OHG. sfifan (MHG. siifen, G. saiifen, in dial,

strong and weak), ON. supa ; (2) UE. *suppan,
once in Northumb. pres. ind. pi. suppas, coiresp.
to OHG. suphjan, sufphan, suffan (MHG., G.

dial, stiffen); (3) OE. *jg
'

weak pa. t.
pi. ffsuptdon.

once in Northumb.

The forms with// in ME. appear first in northern texts.)

1. trans. To take (liquid) into the mouth in small

quantities (as opposed to a draught) ; f also with

in. Now chiefly Sc. and north, dial.
;

often spec.

to take (liquid food) with a spoon.
a. c 1000 JELFKIC Saints' Lives iii. 162 He sap [v.r. seap]

of oa;m calice eac swylce blod. 6-1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 184

5e |>eah bu mid cuclere &aet supe. Ibid. 336 Jif he bset broo

jjonne a;r sypo. a iw Poem times Edw. // 238 in Pol.

Songs (Camden) 334 The best he piketh up himself, . . And
jeveth the gode man soupe the lene broth, c 1340 Nommalc
(Skeat) 190 W[oman] mylk and wortis

soupith. ^1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiv. 62 pai etc bot flesch withouten breed

and soupez be broo. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur vn. v. 219
Thou woldest not for alle the brothe that euer thou soupest
ones loke hym in the face. 1530 PALSGR. 726/2, 1 have herde

saye that he was dede, but he wyll sowpe as hoote potage as

you. 1590 BARROUGH Meth. Phisick in. iii. (1639)105 It is also

good for them to soupe the juice of Quinces. 1640 BROME

Sparagvs Card. It. iii, A Phesants egge soopt with a Pea-

cocks feather. 1643 TKAPP Coiiim. Gen. xxv. 33 As Gideons

souldiers, to soop their handful, not to swill their belly-full.

I7i BAILEY, To Sip, to soop a little.

3. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 108 fyse ilk renkez. .Schul

neuer sitte in my sale my soper to fele. Ne suppe on sope of

my seve. 111400-50 Wars Alex. 3805 pis solayne sope

f = SOPE si.] if 1 sup. c 1450 Rk. Curlasye 69 in fiabees Bk.,

Ne suppe not with giete sowndynge Nober potage ne ober

bynge. 1587 TURBRHV. Trap. 1 'ales (1837) 143 Who. .The

poysonsupt, and tooke itpatientlie. 1615 BRATHWAiT^/ra/-

piuiodZjZ) 193 Which of all these.. Could get one bit to

eat, or drop suppe ? a 1681 F. SEMPII.L Blytkesomc Wedding
65 And sing'd sheep-heads, and a haggize, And scadlips to

sup till ye're fow. i6oj TRYON Good House-wife u 5 Vou
must take nourishing Meats and Drinks, sup good Sack, Old

Malago, Tent, or the like. ! 1787 BURNS Gudeen to you,

Kimmer ii,
Kate sits i' the neuk, Suppin' hen-broo. 1818

Miss FERRIKR Marriage xxvii, Girls that sup their porridge

will always cut a good figure. 1841 THACKERAY Gt. Hi>f-

garty Diitm. xiii, After dinner, it was with difficulty I could

get her to sup a little drop of wine-and.waler, and clip a

toast in it. 1871 HARTLEY Yorksh. Ditti.-s Ser. 11. 107

Sellin' drink has made mony a chap rich, an suppm it has

j

made thaasands poor. 1889 BARRIE Window in Thrums
l 114 He began to sup his porridge.

b. To drink up or off, swallow, esp. by mouth-

fuls or spoonfuls, f Also with out, in.

1375 Creation 473 in Horstm. Allengl. Leg. (1878) 130 Me
boate Kaym tok Abellis blod And sop it op as he were wod.

c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 463 A white duffe. .soppld of all

bat was in be chales with hur neb. c 1450 Mankimi 765 in

s;,

1

SUP.

founde therin no thorncs But supped it [tf. ale] vp at one*.
'555 COVEKIMI.K Isa. v. 23 Wo vnto them, y

l are connynee
men to suppe out uyne. 1597 A. M. tr. t.ttittsifttau'i Fr.
Chintrg. 28 i We must first let him suppe in ;t soft tlrcxsed

egge. 1600 J. 1't.nv tr. l.eo's Af>u.\ in. M-' 'I'lte'i H "
us a mmbowk. i6o

VF.NNKM / 'ia AV< ta -.. ,j^d
off uannt, eating iherewiihall a little

'

rs-r.

1747 Wtsnv I'riin. i'hvink (1762) 53 Sup it up in the

morning toting. 1869 Lo* , ,ink
off a glass of liquor. 1870 Mws. Jrin I'. SMIMI 11'ntow
Gotthinith's /)au. iii, The i onicnlsd- -:ilt out into ihe cracked
DOWl and tin cup, were immediately distributed ; theyeaeerly
supped it up. 1885

' OUIDA '

Kainy Ju*t 133 To rattle down
the liuis in a nis(ord

t and sup oil a ntatttotc by the take
with your Romeo.
2. intr. To take a sip or sips : to take diink by

moutb/uls or spoonfuls; f formerly with partitive

of. Now chiefly Sf. and north, dial.

<~95o Lindisf. Gosf. Matt, xxvii. 34 Cum ^uittiisft, mi5 Sy
thiri^dc -ofI ^eseap. c iooo Sax. Leechd. II. 50 Sup swa
u hntost mar^e. 13. . Coer de L. 3085 Lord, we have pork
sought ; Etes, and soupes off the browys swote. c 13*5
Gloss. tV. tie Kibbtnv. in Wright Voc. 150 Avannt ke ii

hunt? [g/oss soupe]. 1377 I.AKGL. /'. PI. B. n. 96 In fast-

yng-dayes to frete ar fuf tyme were And t>anne to sit ten and

soupen til slepe hem assailte. c 1475 tiahees Bk. 144 Wheune
your potage to yow shalle be brouhte, Take yow sponys, and

soupe by no way. c 1500 Young Cluliir. Bk. 127 in Babett

Bk., When bou <iopys, make no noyse With thi mouth Asdo
boys. 154* HKINKLOW Lament. (1874) 89 We soppe of the

broth in which the deuell was s-oden. 1590 SI-KN.SKK /'. Q.
i. iv. 22 A bouzing can, Of which he supt so oft, that on his

seat His dronken corse he scarse vpholden can. 1616 U.

JONSON Forest ix. 7 Might I of love's nectar sup. 1701
GREW Cosm. Sacra i. v. f 6. 26 Nor therefore could we Supp*
or Swallow, without it [sc. the tongue].

transf. 13. . E. E. Allit. I'. C. 151 pe say I sweyed on |e
see, t>enne suppe bihoued pe coge uf be colde water.

f3. transf. andyf^. a. trans. Chiefly with up:
To swallow /, consume, absorb. Obs.

Frequent as a rendering of L. absorbere in biblical versions.

^897 ^KLFRED Gregorys fasf. C. Iviii. 447 Foroonoe he.,
nis nauder, ne hat, ne ceald, ?eah ic hine supe, ic hine wille

eft utaspiwan of imnum miii^e. c iooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ixviii.

15 Ne me se sea8 supe mid mu8e. a 1340 HAMPOI.B Psalter
Ixviii. 19 Drown me not be stormeof watlre: ne supe me
be

g^rounde. 1381 WvcLif !sa. xxviii. 7 Thei ben sopen
awei of wyn, thei erreden in di unkenesse. i Ccr, xv. 54
Deeih is sopun vp in victorie. Rev. xii. 16 The erthe

openyde his mouth, and soupide [v.r. sop vp, soop vpj the

flood, c 1400 /Va/ter(MS. tiodl. 554) iii. 5 'arrt . As sopun
up for sorewe. 153* MORE Coxfut. Ttndale Wks. 713/1 As
for al other sinnes whatsoeuer thei be, faith saith he . . suppeth
ttiem al vp in a moment. 1566 DRANT Wail, ffierim. K iv,

The lattred wall, prostrate dyd fall,..The earihe supte up
the gorgious gates. 1598 BASTARD Chrestol. i. xl. 25 Foure.

lines, which hold me tug an hower or twaine He sups up
with a breath and lakes no paine. 1611 BURTON Auttt. Mif.

u. u. in. 319 [A lake] whose waters gush so fast out of the

ground, that they will overtake a swift horseman, and by
and by with as incredible celerity [are] supped vp. 1654
CULVEHWEL Lt. Nature i. xvii. (1661) 158 A Ship ready to

be split upon a rock, or to be soop'd up of a Wave.

t b. Of material objects : To take in (water,

air). Also sup out in the opposite sense. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS sRneis vi. vi. 64 The jonit barge, Sa full of

riftis, and with lekkis perbraik, Scho suppit huge wattir of

the laik. 1566 URANT Horace, Sat. i. iv. B viij, As bellowes

sup and beltch out wyndes, to make the
yron

softe. 1567
GOLDING OvM's Met. vn. (1593) *53 And how CharybdU. .

Now sowpeth in, nowsowpeih out the >-ea incessantly. 1644
NVE Gunnery n. (1670) 33 Such a peece [ofordnance]., which

suppeth and reteineth continually more and more of that

wind, which should serve to expell the bullet.

f o. To sup up : (a) to take in,
* swallow

'

(a

story) ; () to utter indistinctly, also to retract

(one's words). Obs.

1579 TOMSON Cnlvins Semi. Tim., etc, 518/1 We see that

euery man is but too light of credit to sup vp that that

shalhee spoken, if there be once any euill report of the

MinistersofGods worde. 1581 PETTiEtr. GnazzosCiv. Cow,
II. (1586) 58 b, We must speak freelie without supping vp our

wordes, and bringing them but half forth. 1597 HOOKER
Eccl. Pol. v. Ixii. 14 When.. they haue put vs in hope of

agreement, wherefore sup they vp their wordes againe?
1611 COTGR., Hunter le parole^ foolishly to sup, or sucke vp,

his owne words; to speake abruptly, or vndistinctly.

f d. absol. or intr. of waters, etc. Obs.

In 1382 and i6ir a literalism of translation.

138* WVCI.IF Isa. xiii. 14, 1 shal scateren, and soupen awei

togidere. 1513 DOUGLAS sneit m. vi. 128 ^Ihe lar^e
fludis

suppis thrise in ane swelth, And wther quhilis spoivtis in the

air agane. i6n Bible Hab. i. 9 Their faces shall sup vp as

the East wuide, and they shall gather the captiuitie as the

4. '/fa To have experience of; to taste; esp. to

srucon .

Convtrsat. 57 I'll make you one Day sup Sorrow for this.

1834 W. CARLETON Fardorougha xvi, You d make him sup

sorrow for his harshness. 1901 C. G. HARPER Gt. Nortk

Road 1 1. 294 Petty delinquents supped sorrow at their hand

with a big spoon.

Sup (sp), .
2 Forms : a. 3-6 soupe, 4-5

sope, 4-6 sowpe, (3, 6 Sc. supe, 4 soupi, sopi,

souppe, sowpy, sowppe, 5 soope, sopye, 6 Sc.

oup, sowp). ft 5-7 uppe, (5 suppon, 6 soppe),



SUP.

6- sup. [a. OF. soper, super, (also mod.F.) souper
= Pr. sopary of obscure origin.]

1. intr. To eat one's supper ;
to take supper.

a. c 1290 Beket 697 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 126 Heo setten bord

and spradden cloth, and hi-gonne to soupe {other vers. sopij

faste. c 1300 Havclok 1765-6 He..didegrey>e a super riche,

..pat he mithe supe swijje wel. Also he seten, and sholde

soupe, So comes a ladde in a ioupe. 13.. Sir Beues (A.)

3088 pat ilche kniv, pat sopede wi> be jerstene ni?t. 1390
GOWER Conf. II. 359 Whan the! hadden souped there, Thei

schopen hem to gon to reste. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur iv.

vi. 126 When they had souped at her leyser kyng Arthur

was ledde vnto a chamber. 1500-20 DUNBAK Poems Ixix. 45

How glaid that ever I dyne or sowp. 71579 MONTCOMERIE
Misc. /Wwwxlviii. 67 My fortun westo be Ludgtt.. with this

same companie ; Soupit togither ; in ane chalmer lay.

ft. 14.. Chaucer's Frankl. T. 489 (Cambr. MS.) It is al

redy thow ;e wele rygh now. Go we thanne suppe [v. n-soupe].

c 1440 Alphabet of'Tales 190 When he had suppid, ber lefte

right nogbt ouer night vnto in }>e mornyng. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 484/2 Suppon, ceno. 1538 STARKEY Rngtand (1878)

26 Hyt ys late and tyme to suppe. 1591 Arden ofFeversham
iv. iii. 13 If this weather would last.. a man should neuer

dyne nor sup without candle light. 1620 VENNER Via Recta

viii. 173 We commonly sup about six houres after we haue

dined. 1697 DRVDEN ^irg. Georg, in. 786 He never supt in

solemn State. 1711 SWIFT Lett. (1767) III. 221, 1. .supped
with lord treasurer, . . I staid till two ; . . I must sup with him,
and he keeps cursed hours. 1777 H. WALPOLE Let. to H. S.

Conway 10 July, I kept him to sup, sleep.. and breakfast

here this morning. 1837 LOCKHART Scott I. ix. 286 The
officers of the Light Horse . .established a club among them-

selves, supping once a-week at each other's houses in rota-

tion. 1886 Pall Mall Gaz. 27 July 8/1 The Prince and
Princess of Wales supped on the Lyceum stage with Mr.

Irving and Miss Terry.
b. Const. OH, upon, off($of, with} the food.

la 1400 Morte Arth. 1025 He sowppes. .with seueneknaue

childre, Choppid in a chargour. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot.

(Rolls) III. 204 Of grene herbis rycht oft [hejdid soupe and

dyne. 1603 SHAKS. Mtas.for M. iv. iii. 159, I am faine to

dine and sup with water and bran. 1701 YALDEN Fables v.

23 He din'd and supp'd upon the best. 1829 SCOTT Rob Roy
Introd. ad init., They, .took a wedder from the fold, killed

it, and supped off the carcass. 1890 DOYLE White Company
xxvii, They supped on good fare, and slept between lavender-

scented sheets.

O. trans. To make a supper of; also with cog-
nate object, rare.

?a 1400 Morte Arth. 1298 To sowpe withe bat soueraygne
ffulle selcouthe mctez. 1809 MALKW Gil Bias VH. xi, After

having supped the supper of the damned. 1851 MRS.
BROWNING Casa Gitidi wind. i. 220 Before the eyes of men,
awake at last, Who put away the meats they used to sup.
2. fig. (or in tig. context) and allusively.
t To sup tuitli our Saviour, with Jesus Christ, to suf in

'heaven or hell (after Rev. iii. 20): said of persons who have
died or are about to die. Cf. SUPPER sb. 1 i b.

Inquot. 1605 with is to be construed with 5K/W(cf.quot. 1603
in i b), but in modern echoes of the passage of\s> often sub-

stituted, and construed with full.

[1382 WVCLIF Rev. iii. 20 If ony man shal here my voys,
and opene the }at, I shal entre to him, and soupe with him.
c 1386 CHAUCER fars. T. p 216, I wol entre in-to hym by my
grace, and soupe with hym by the goode werkes bat he shal

doon, whiche werkes been the foode of god.] ? i^ooMorte
Arth. 3805 We salle. .Souppe with oure Saueoure solemply
in heuene. 01573 KNOX Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 170 My
faith is such, that my saule sail sowp with my Saviour this

nycht. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. y/
t
v. i. 214 You shall sup with

lesu Christ to night. 1605 Macb. v. v. 13, I haue supt
full with horrors. 1607 Cor. iv. ii. 50 Angers my Meate :

I suppe vpon my selfe. 1641 FULLER Holy <$ Prof. St. n.

xxi. 137 Dining on Christ in the Sacrament, expecting no
other then to sup with him in heaven. 1667 MILTON P. L.
v. 426 The Sun. .at Even Sups with the Ocean. xSit SHEL-
LEY Devtfs Walk x, They sup on the groans of the dying
and dead. 1830 SCOTT Demonal. vii. 211 The reader may sup
full on such wild horrors in the Causes Celebres. 1873 BURTON
Hist. Scot. VI. Ixxiii. 352 People had supped full ofhorrors.

3. trans, a. Falconry and Venery. To give the

last feed of the day to (a hawk, horse, or hound).
Also with tip.

1575 TURBERV. Faulconrie 133 Let hir flee but once, and
suppe hir vp vpon the pray. Ibiti. 215 At euening conuey it

\sc. a casting] into hir gorge, after you haue supt hir. Ibid.

310 Supping hir euery night with a ratte or a mouse. 1596
SHAKS. Ta.ni. Shr. Ind. i. 28 Huntsman I charge thee,
tender wel my hounds... But sup them well, and looke vnto
them all. 1622 MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman. <CAlf. i. 228
Is it fit. .To feede a horse with sand ? To sup a Falcon with
straw? 1798 Trans. Soc. Arts XVI. 152 At the time of
supping the horses up, after they are bedded, give every
horse a small armful. 1805 JAMES Milit. Diet. (ed. 2), To
sup up, a term used in the British cavalry, to signify the
last duty that is performed.., when the horses are allowed
to rest for the night. 1810- in Eng. Dial. Diet.

t b. Of food : To furnish a supper for. Obs. rare.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 698 If a haue no more mans

blood in's belly, then will sup a Flea. 1653 WALTON Angler
i. iv, Having caught more fish than will sup myself and my
friend.

C. To give a supper to, entertain at supper.
1619 in Crt. 9f Times Jos. / (1848) II. 174 This day, I

~ ,' ,? Lorraine ambassador is supped. 1865 SALA in

I Supari (spa-n). East Indian. Also 7-9
suparee, 9 soopari, -ee. [Hindi supari betel

nut.] The betel nut; also applied to the areca

palm, the leaves of which are chewed with the
betel nut. Also aftrib.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 28 Sneezing-powder is
not more frequent with the Irish, than chawing Arec, (by
Arab and Indians call'd Tnuffet and Suparee) is" with these
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Savages. 1849 EASTWICK Dry Leaves 214 Is it meant that

..one would. .Hnd. .a high degree of devotion in_sUndmjj
twelve years on one's head, imbedded in supari leaves?

1858 SiMMonns Diet. Trade, Sooparee, Soopari. 1890 D.

DAVIDSON Mem. Long Life iii. 43 The hamals. .regaling

themselves . . by chewing their paun leaf and suparee.

Supawn (spg-n). U.S. Also 8-9 suppawn,

9 supon (supporne), sipawn, sepon, -awn.

[Natick saupdun softened, f. saupde, sabae it is

softened : cf. Virginian asapan (Strachey, 1615),

Abenaki ntsantann (Rasles), nsobon (Laurent),

Narragansett nasaump (see SAMP). Cf. Dn. sapaen,

supaen (i7thc.).] A kind of porridge made of

maize flour boiled in water until it thickens. Also

attrili.

'793 } BARLOW Hasty Pudding (1815) 6 On Hudson's

banks while men of Belgic spawn Insult and eat thee by
the name Suppawn. a 1817 T. DWIGHT Trav. New Eng.,
etc. (1823) IV. 93 The house contained neither bread nor

flour, and we were obliged to sup upon .sipawn. 1833 C. F.

HOFFMAN Winter Far West xii. (1835) I. 141, I helped my-
self with an iron spoon from a dish of suppawn. 1836 [MRS.
TRAILL] Backw. Canada 189 A substantial sort of porridge,
called by the Americans '

Supporne '. 1868 B. I. LOSSING
Hudson 122 He went to the church every night at eight
o'clock.. to ring the '

suppawn-bell '. This was the signal
for the inhabitants to eat their

'

suppawn ',
or hasty-pudding,

and prepare for bed.

Supe (s'p). slang. Short for SDPEB sb.

1814 in Spirit Pttbl. jfrnls. (1825) 309 A youthful supernu-

merary compositor, or '

gentleman supe
'

in a printing estab-

lishment. 1885 J. K. JEROME On the Stage 59 The other

set, the regular bob (sometimes eighteenpence) a-night
'

sQps '.

1003 FARMER & HENLEY Slang, 6'x/,..the superintendent
of a station.

f Supelleetioa-rious, a. Obs. rare-", [f. late

L. supellecticarius : see next, -1C, and -ABIOUS.]
1656 KwvmGfass(igr.,Suptelltcticarions.., that pertains

to houshold-stuff.

Snpellectile (siapele-ktsil, -til), a. and sb.

Now rare or Obs. Also 7-8 supp- ; erron, supel-
lectual. [ad. L. supclledilis, prob. f. super, SUPEB-

1 + lectut couch : see -ILE.]
A. a/if. Pertaining to or of the nature of house-

hold fomfturt ; transf. ornamental.

1615 T. ADAMS Black Devil 4 Suppellectile Complements
instead of substantial Graces. 1800 HUKDIS Fav. Village
86 To see their supellectile treasures float In playful dance
around. 1843 Blackiv. Mag. LI V. 527 The inhabitants had
the choice of being fried or drowned, along with their penates
and their supellectile property.

B. sb. Furniture (also Jig.}', scientific apparatus
or equipment (see next).
1597 A. M. tr. Gttillemeau's Fr. Chirnrg. *ivb, I am not

the man which iiveth by an other mans mutuated supellec-
tilles. 1657 TOMLINSON Rtnou's Disf. 480 The Shops supel-
lectuals . . are almost innumerable, a 1734 NORTH Lires

(1890) III. 44 To remove all their books. .and such suppel-
lectiles as they esteemed worth the trouble of carrying out.

"793^. ROBERTS Looker-on No. 78(1794)111.234 Ideas are
the matter, the supellectile of the mind.

II Supellex (sipe-leks). rare. [L.] lit. House-
hold furniture ; Jig. the equipment or apparatus for

an experiment or operation.
1553 BRADFORD Semi. Repent. To Chr. Rdr., Knowing

how short my supellex and store is [ed. 1574 how slender

my store is], a 1697 AUBREY Lives (1898) I. 9 The way to
make it \sc. astrology] perfect is to gett a supellex of true

genitures. 1794 KIRWAN Elent. flfia. (ed. 2) I. 40 This solid

therefore should make part of the mineralogical suptllex.
1885 Blackw. M^ag. Oct. 523/1 His supellex consisted of the
iron pot aforesaid, and a hollow bamboo for water.

Super (s'-pM), sb.

I. 1 1- [Short for INSUPEK.] Something
' stand-

ing in super
'

;
a balance remaining over. Obs.

1616 Bp. H. KING Strut. Deliverance 51 If. .you chance
to enwrap amongst the common Shoale of gaine..any thing
that belongs to God.. enter it not into your Audit, nor ac-
count that amongst your Supers, which is your Onus. 1642
C. VERNON Consid. E.rch. 6 All debts and Papers depending
in any accounts.

II. [Short for various subst. compounds of

SUPER-.] Chiefly colloq., slang, or commercial.
2. a. = SUPEBSALT. b. = SUPEBPHOSPHATE Z.

1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) II. 519 Besides the triple
salts and the subs and the supers. 1900 Dundee Adv.
9 June 8/1 The substantial dressing of 4 cwts. supers, 2 cwts.
dissolved bones, and i cwt. sulphate of ammonia.
3. = SUPERNUMERARY, a. Theatr.

1853
' C. BEDF.

'

Verdant Green II. iii, If by a super you
mean a supernumerary.. then the Pet isn't one. 1859 SALA
Tw. round Clock (1861) 176 My private belief is that no
'super

'

could exist long in any atmosphere remote from ..

the vicinity of the stage-door of a theatre. 1877 E. W.
GOSSE North. Stud., 4 Danish Poets (1890) 218 The actors

gave special performances, and on these occasions Andersen
managed to get on the boards and mix with the supers.
1905 J. K. JEROME Idle Ideas xv, She sinks down fainting
on the stage and is carried off by Supers.
attrio. 1876 D. COOK Bk. Play II. 201 The 'super '..is

under the rule of a '

super-master,' who is in his turn

governed by the wavings of the prompter's white flag in the

wings.
b. A supernumerary on board ship.

1866 Daily Tel. 16 Jan. 7/4 Those were real ships. .and a
certain proportion of the '

supers
'

on board were always
sea-sick.

O. gen.
i88a Academy 14 Jan. 25/3 The odd four cats are only
supers '. 1885 G. R. SIMS Rogues S, Vagabonds Iviii. 277 It

is the custom when young doctors are anxious to work up a

STTPEB-.

reputation for being fashionable for them to engage a few
supers that is, to give advice gratis to a few selected persons,
on condition that they come once or twice a week and help
to make a crowd in the waiting-room. 1885' MRS. ALEX-
ANDER

' At Bay i, You ladies will have a cavalier apiece, and
one to spare, that's myself; I am only a super now-a-days.
4. = super-hive (see SUPEB- 3) ; a box

containing
a certain number of sections of honey.
1855 Poultry ChroH. III. 84/2 In the beginning of July

the hive was filled with combs, and the bees, .availed them-

or supers, about five inches square. 1891 Garden 27 Aug.
188 Two and three-quarter supers from each bar frame hive
have not been uncommon '

takes,' and the honey is remark.
ably good.

5. = SUPERINTENDENT.
1870 GORDON Busk Ballads, From the Wreck 23 What's

up with our super to-night? 1880 Blackw. Mag. Mar. 283,
1 was 'Super' of a sheep-station up north two years ago.
6. = SUPERFINE.
1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 64 Woollen cloth manu-

facture. .Super Weaver. 1885 Times (weekly ed.) 5 June
7/2 Of the power looms, 1,700 are devoted to the production
of extra supers and 3-ply carpets.

7. Thieves' slang. A watch. Comb, super-
screwing, watch-stealing.
1859 Times 26 Apr. 9 '6 The abstraction of the watches

(which the thieves term super-screwing from the slang of

super, a watch,.. from the practice of twisting the handles
of the watches off \ 1903 H. HAPGOOU Autooio^. of Thief
ii. (1904) 45 The art of

'

banging a super ', that is, stealing
a watch by breaking the ring with the thumb and fore.

finger, and thus detaching it from the chain.

Hence Su -poring-, (a) the action of performing
as a '

super
'

in a theatre ; (A) the putting of a
'

super
'

on a bee-hive.

1889 Pall Mall Gaz. 30 Nov. 7/1 Supering is generally
extra time work, done by men who are otherwise engaged
in the daytime. 1910 Daily News 3 June 4, 1 advise bee-

keepers to find out the needs of the local market before

supering.

Super (siw'pai), a. Trade colloq. [Short for

various adj. compounds of SUPEB-.]
L = SUPERFICIAL 3. (Usually followingthe sb.)
1833 T. HOOK Parson's Dau. HI. xii, Hundreds of feet of

plinths, at so much per foot, super. 1881 YOUNG Every
Man his own Mechanic 12 The price of common Belgian
glass for ordinary glazing purposes is 3

d
per foot super.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 30 Aug. 2/2 Total cost per super yard
per annum, .nod.
2. = SUPERFINE 4.
184* BISCHOFF Woollen Manuf. II. 187 Long wool of the

best class that is grown in Kent, which we term super
matching, or long drawing. 1850 DICKENS Dav. Copp. ix,

Showing me a roll of cloth which he said was extra super.
1888 Daily News 27 Aug. 7/2 A fair amount of business is

doing in wefts, especially in super lustres. 1888 Ibid. 5 Nov.
7/1 Half-bred and super wools.. ; fine and super wethers.

Super- (si-p3j, -sr), prefix, repr. L. super- =
the adv. and prep, super above, on the top (of),

beyond, besides, in addition, used in composition
with the various meanings detailed below. (Cf.
the related Skr. ttpari-, Gr. inrtp- HYPEB-, OE.

ofer-,- etc. OVER-.)
A certain number of important Latin compounds,

chiefly verbs, belong to the classical period, but the

great majority are of later date, and many are re-

corded first from Christian writers. As a living pre-
fix in English, super- first appears about the middle
of the I5th c. ; it became frequent in Elizabethan

times, and in the 1 7th c. it was very widely used.

In more recent times it has been extensively
introduced into the nomenclature of chemistry and
other sciences as a correlative to SUB-. In tech-

nical language it sometimes varies with SUPRA- (of
which the strict correlative is INFBA-), e.g. super-
local and supra-local, superorbitala.n& supra-orbital,

superlapsarian and supralapsarian.
The more important and permanent compounds

are entered in this Dictionary as main words; the

present article includes such compounds of a

general character as have not a permanent status,

and scientific terms of which the meaning may (for
the most part) be gathered from the meaning of

the prefix and that of the radical element.

_
A considerable number of Latin compounds were adopted

in
'

learned
' form in OF., as svperabonder, supereminent,

supererogation, super/In, superintendatice, superscription,
superseder; a few of such compounds became permanently
established, as superjicie, superlalif, superstition, but the

majority have been superseded by forms with the '

popular
'

representative of L. super-, viz. sur. ; e.g. surabonder, stir.

eminent, surtrogation, surintendance; cf. the parallel forms

super/in, surfin in mod.F.
Pronunciation. The general rule is that the first

syllable of the prefix carries the secondary stress of

the compound, e.g. supera'dd, su-pereroga-tion,

su-pernu'merary, su-.perpho'sphate, su'-persesquia-l-

teral, supersubsta'ntial. But this syllable carries

the main stress where there is a contrast, implicit or

explicit, with the radical element as a simple word
or with some other compound of it, e.g. su'per-

class, su'perjlux, strperhive, su'perman, su'perna--

lure, su-persalt, su-pcrso-lid, su -perstructure ;
the



I

SUPER-.

subordinate court and the sii'perordinatc. In two
words and their immediate derivatives (in which
the etymological meaning has been obscured), the

stress is on the second syllable of the prefix, viz.

Httfrfluous, siipc'rlative.

I. Over, above, at the top (of); on, upon.
1. Forming adjs. in which super- is in preposi-

tional relation to the sb. implied in the second

element, as in late L. sttpercselestis that is super
cxlum above the heavens, SUPERCELESTIAL, super-
terrlnus that is super terrain above the earth,
SlIPEBTERKEXE, -TEURESTBIAL.

a. Compounds of a general character (chiefly

nonce-wds.) and miscellaneous scientific and tech-

nical terms.

Sn perae'rial, situated above the air or atmo-

sphere. Supera'queous, situated above the sur-

face of water. Sn peranri'cular, situated above
the ears. Supercreta-ceous Geol., lying above
the Cretaceous series (cf. Supracretaceous}. Su per-

empyre al, above the empyrean or firmament.

Supergla'cial, situated or occurring upon the

surface of ice, esp. of a glacier. Snperla bial,

placed overoruponthelip. Snperli'ueal, -li'near,

written above the line. Sxi perniari'ne, occurring
or performed above or upon the surface of the sea.

Superpla'netary, above the surface of a planet ;

in quot. as sb. a superplanetary being. Super-
spa tial, above the limitsof space. Su'pertellu ric,
' situated above the earth and its atmosphere

'

(Century Diet. 1891).
1660 INGELO Bentiv. fy Ur. it. (1682) 62 They confine him

to the "super-aerial Regions. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. n.

118 If there be a Superaerial region of Either. i8z* P.

BEAUCHAMP (Geo. Grote) Anal. hTfl. Nat. Kelig. (1875) 103

Incomprehensible phenomena are ascribed.. to the incom-

prehensible person above. They call forth.. the deepest
horror.. as being sudden eruptions of the super-aerial vol-

cano. 1886 R. MUNRO in Jrnl. Anthrop. Inst. May 459 A
wooden gangway, probably submerged, stretched to the

shore .. there has been no evidence to show that the uprights

supported a "superaqueous platform. 1845 S. JUDD Mar-
garet n. i. (1871) 168 Those "super-auricular capillary ap-

pendages, hardened with pomatum. 1832 DE LA BECHE
Geol. Man. 181 "Supercretaceous Group. (Syn. Superior
Order, Conyli. ; Tertiary Rocks, Engl. Authors). Ibid. 186

The supercretaceous deposits of London and the Isle of

Wight. (11711 KEN Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 90
As *super-Empyreal Waves unsluc'd, With Ocean mix[t],

the gen'ral Flood produced. 1886 A. WINCHELL WalksGeol.
Field 274 The summer sun gave origin to "superglacial
streams. 1888 Standard 13 Dec. 3 Deprived of their

"superlabial ornaments. 1877 A thenxum i Dec. 701/1 MSS.
with the so-called Assyrian punctuation or "superlineal
vowel points. 1887 Ibid. 24 Sept. 401/3 Dr. Wickes .. tries

to prove that it is a misnomer to style the "superlinear

punctuation Assyrian or Babylonian. 1816-18 Titckey's
Nnrr. Exped. R. Zaire i. 29 Few of them [sc. the African

Atlantic islands] seem to have had "super-marine eruptions.

1845 THACKERAY Picture-Gossip F 12 A stout gentleman
..who.. believed that he could walk upon the water, and set

off in the presence of a great concourse of people upon his

supermarine journey. 1827 COLERIDGE in Blackvi. Slag.

(1882) Jan. 117 A bright fire is the apotheosis of coal ; and

Mary, as fire-maker, a maker of black angels, and other

beatified "superplanetaries ! 1881-3 Scliaff 's Encycl. Kelig:.

Knowl. 11.950 This *superspatial heaven, above the cloudy
and the stellar heavens.

b. Anat. and Zool. Situated above, or on the

dorsal side of, the part or organ denoted by the

second element, as in mod.L. supergenudlis that is

supergenu above or upon the knee, applied to the

knee-pan. (Cf. SUPRA-.)

Su.peracro'mial, su-perambtila'cral, supercallo'sal

(the corpus callosum), superce'ntral (the central

sulcus of the brain), su-perethmoi'dal, stiperglcrttal,

su-.perlary-ngeal, superma-rginal, superme'dial,

supero-rbital (also as sb.}, supersphenoid, -sphe-

noi'dal, su-.persquanwsal (a bone of the skull in

ichthyosaurs).
l839~47 TodifsCycl.Anat.lll. 572/1 Superficial

nerves. ..

The supra-clavicular and *super-acromial. 1877 HUXLEY
Anat. Inv. Anitn. ix. 563 Each of these ossicles Jin the

Ophiuridea]. .is surrounded by four plates ; one median and

antambulacral.., two lateral.. and one median and 'super-
ambulacra). 1903 Amer. Anthropologist Oct.-Dec. 623 The
"supercallosal fissure [in the brain of J. W. Powell) is

separated into two pieces. Ibid., The "supercentral is of the

usual zygal shape, freely continuous cephalad with the super-
frontal. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 25 "Superethmoidal
and interorbital vacuities. 1877 SWEET Phonetics 10 A
vowel.. voice (voiced breath) modified by some definite con-

figuration of the *super-glottal passages, but without audible

friction. 1910 Mod. Lang. Rev. V. 91 A glide with no
definite "superlaryngeal articulation. 185* DANA Crust, i.

544 [The hairs] become 'super-marginal. 1846 WORCESTER,
'Supermedial, being above the middle. De la Beche. 1849
NOAD Electricity (ed. 3) 238 The "super-orbital nerve was
laid bare in the forehead, as it issues through the supra-

ciliary foramen in the eyebrow. 1854 OWEN in Orr's Circ.

Sci., Org. Nat. I. 212 Both the lacrymal and superorbital
bones answer to a series of bones found commonly in fishes,

and called
'
suborbitals

' and '

superorbitals '. 1884 COUKS
N. Amer. Birds 178 The nasal gland, sometimes called the

superorbital gland, from its position in many birds. 1901
BORLAND Mid. Diet.,

*
Supersphenoid, above the sphenoid

bone. 1891 Century Diet., "Supersphenoidal. 1866 OWEN
Anat. Vert. 1. 158 The two supplemental bones of the skull

167

[in the Ichthyopterygia]..are the postorbital and "super-
squamosal.

c. Bot. iii same sense as b (varying with SUPRA-),
as supera-xillary (mod.L. superaxillaris), su-per-

folia'ceous ; also in terms relating to the geographi-
cal distribution of plants, as superagra'rian, super-
a'rctic (see quots.).
1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms, 'Superagrarian

. .applied to a zone which includes the region of vegetation
in Great Britain above the limits of cultivation. 1852 HKN-
FREY I'eget. Ettr. iv. 163 The "Super-arctic [zone], bounded
below by the limit of the heather (Callnna vnigaris) at an
elevation of about 3000 feet. 1801 R. HALL Elem. Hot. 183
"Superaxillary Flowers. 1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot.

Terms, 'Superfoliaceons suprafoliuceous.

d. Forming sbs. denoting something placed over
or upon that which is denoted by the radical

element, as in eccl. I., superaltare SUPERALTAB,
superfronlale SUPERFBONTAL, superkumerale SUPER-

HUMERAL, superpilliccum SURPLICE.

2. Withadvb. force,
-* Above, over, on,occas. from

above (in material or non-material sense), prefixed
to verbs, pples., adjs., and nouns of action or state,

as in Tu.superappdrere to appear above, supercrescere
to grow over, superxdificdrt to build upon, super-

j>ue"re to overflow (see SUPERFLUOUS), super(im)-
pendens overhanging, superincnrvdtus bent over,

superindue're (see INDUE), super(in)umlare to over-

flow, supermeare to flow over, superscriblre to write

above, superscripts (see SUPERSCRIBE, -SCUIPTION),

superstnifre to erect above (see SUPERSTRUCT,
-STRUCTURE), supervestire to clothe upon.

(a) Forming intransitive vbs. and other parts of

speech of cognate meaning; e. g. t supermeate vb.
;

supergravitating, -impending, -injlecied, -lying,

-situated, -standing pples. and ppl. adjs. ; super-
ambient, -ponderant adjs. ; superflation, -gravita-

tion, -{in initiation, f -mealion sbs. Supercre-s-
cent a., growing over or on the top of something ;

so Supercre scence, a parasitic growth. Super-
sa-liency, the leaping of the male for the act of

copulation ; so Snpersa'lient a.

1693 J. BEAUMONT Bnrnefs Th. Earth n. 106 By what
agitation . .of the "superambient Air can Waters be driven . .

for 450 Miles ascent? c 1900 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. III.

265 (Cent. Diet Suppl.) Damp soil serves to keep the super-
ambient atmosphere damp. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.

P.p. n. vt. 98 Like other *supercrescenses,and such as living

upon the stock of others, are termed Parasiticall plants.

1638 A. READ Chirnrg. ix. 66 The "supercrescent flesh doth

require a stronger cathereticall medicament. 1746 Phil.

Trans. XLIV. 223 The concreted Salts. .found. .candying
the supercrescent Furze. 1690 C. NESSE Hist, fs Myst. O.

<V N. Test. I. 21 God gave this spirit, -by way of infusion,

*superflation or breathing upon. 1664 POWER Exfi. Philos.

IL 112 According to the weight of the "Supergravitating
Water. Ibid. 108 The "Supergravitation of the high parts
of the water upon the lower, a 1711 KEN Edmund Poet.

Wks. 1721 II. 83 As Divers at the Bottom of the Deep Feel

not the vast "superimpending Heap. 1804 MITFORD Inquiry
86 Pillars, .connected by the even pavement on which they

stand, and by the superimpending intablature. 1885 R. L.

& F. STEVENSON Dynamiter 158 The day sparingly filtered

through thedepth of super-impending wood. 1578 BANISTER
Hist. Man i. 10 These two processes meting after a "super-
inflected maner, are. .knit together by an oblique Suture.

SUPER-.

also trans/. Also occas. in formations on a sb.,
as t Superbody v., to fit a '

body
'

upon.
1655 I'IKRCK C,o,t, /),, | ,5. 57 That they might not be

betray d into a yawning reliance upon their being 'super-CUd to the working out of their salvation, he bids them
work it out with fear xnd treiiiklin/. 1658 1'iiiLurs, 'Super,
nffusian, . .-A shedding n|. n, .. 155*111
I. C. Jeaffrcson Miidx. County Ktc. (1886) I. 8 A
kertyll of Russell worsted superlxxiicd with damaske. 1764

Characters
in Ann. Kef. 5/1 The men are

or rather 'supercised ; as the operation consul* in culling
oft only a small piece of the foreskin, nt the upper pan. 1838
Civil Eng. I, Arch. Jrnl. 1. 94/1 1 he writer objects-and
sodowe to 'super.columniation. 1604 N. D.jr.ll't. Thru
Conv. Eng. 279 They were indeuilled, supetdeuilled, and
thorowdeuilled. 1508 FISHER 7 I'tnit. fs. cii. Wki- (1876)
180 We may be "superedyfycale vpon cryst, 1610 DOMNK
Pseudo.niartyr Pref. B 2. If we distinguish not between
Articles of faith and iurisdiction, but account all those

"super-edifications and furnitures, and ornaments.. to be
equally the Foundation it selfe, there can bee no Church.
1614 r . WHITE //*//. fisher 48 In euery building orderly
framed, the foundation hath precedence, then followetn

superedificalion, and lastly consummation. 1638 E REY-
NOLDS Peace Ch. 41 To this Foundation, .must be joyned a

progresse in the Superstruction, . . and in thi^ MH crcdificalion

It will be needfull to observe these two things. 1558 Abst.

Protocols Tmiiu Clerks of Glasgow (1896) ll. 58 Cuthtbert
can nocht haif closure at the sowtht ende of his waist . . with-

out he haif tolterance of the said Jphne to "superedtfie upone
"to wDomhis gavile. 1581 .V. T. (Rhem.) i Peu ii. 5 Vnti

approching, a liuing stone, ..be ye also your se!ue

edified as it were liuing stones. 1640 Br. HALL Chr.
, super-

. Moder.
(Ward) 29/2 We must distinguish between truths necessary,
and truths additional or accessory, . . truths fundamental, and
truths superedified. 1654 H. L/ESTRANCIK Chas. I (1655) 124
So vigorous a construction of a little City, not super-edefied

upon an old bottom, but upstart and new-emergent from the

ground. 1774 N. COLLIER in 'Joel Collier
'

(J. L. Bicknell)
Mus. Trav. App. 9 It was an angel, and not a liend, which
Mr. Wagner had "superfixed to that excellent piece of

machinery. 1653 URQUHART Rabelais it. vi. 32 Mammona
doth not "supergurgitate any thing in my loculs. 1678 CUD*
WORTH Inteu. Syst. l. v. 818 The Scripture oracles affirm

that the earthly house of this Schenos shall be corrupted or

dissolved, but the Schenos it self "superindue or put on a
house not made with hands [2 Cor. v. 2). 1858 SEARS A than.

iv. 27 We shall have our lost bodies again, to be superindued
upon these attenuated ones. l8ao T. L. PEACOCK Misc. Wks.

1875 III. 328 Nine books .. 'superinscribed with their {sc.

the Muses') nine names. 1886 Daily Tel. 33 Feb. (Cassell)

It was put into an envelope addressed to M. Floquet, Presi-

dent of the Chamber, and superinscribed in another envelope
to the Secretary-General of the Parliament. 1614 DONNE
Devot. (ed. 2) 340 They who haue made iust use of their

former daies, be "superinuested with glory, a 1628 F. GRE-
VIL Sidney (1652) in Only to keep those humble religious

souls free from oppression, in that "super-Jesuited sove-

*superlying strata should be assumed as sufficient. 1656
BLOUNT Glosiogr* 'Snpermeate . . , to go or slip over, to run,

or flow over. 1658 PHILLIPS,
*
Supermeation, a flowing or

passing over. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. n. 105 The top of

the Mountain, -being so much nearer the top of the Atmo-

sphere, a lesser weight of "Superppnderant Ayr makes a

lesser quantity of Quicksilver arise in the Tube. 1646 SIR

T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. i. 107 Their [sc. elephants') coition

the "supersituated places together. 1859 C. FOKSTER Monum
Assyria, etc. 87 Tne "super-standing word. 17*9 E. BAN-

CROFT Guiana la Those "superundations. .are the source of

this redundant fertility.

(*) Forming transitive vbs. and related words of

cognate meaning : t Supera-ot v., to actuate or

impel from above. Snperaffn'Bion : see quot.

Sivpercise v. [after circumcise'] : see quot. Su:-

percolumnia'tlon, the erection of one order of

columns upon another. tSnperdeTil v., to set

the Devil over, t Supere'diflcate pa. pple., built

or founded upon something, t Su-peredifloa'tion,
'

building upon something ; concr. a superstructure.

f Supere-dify v., to build npon a foundation; to

i erect as a superstructure (also absol.'). Snperfl'x

j v., to fix upon something else, t Supergrrrgltate

i v., to cause to overflow. Sivperindne- v., to put

i on as a garment, esp. over another. Sirperin-

scri'b* v., (a) to inscribe on the top or at the

head, (i>) to inscribe over another inscription.

t Su:perinve-st v., to clothe as with an outer

garment. Super-J-suitd ppl. a., ruled over by

Jesuits. Snpersa-taniie v., to set Satan over.

t Superve-ted/. pple., covered with a garment ;

1657 W. RANU tr. Gassendis Life Peiresc u. 49 Stones that

abide long in the bladder, are "supervested with divers crusts.

1697 J. SERGEANT Solid Philos. 285 Supervested with an
Artificial Dress, thrown over them by our Reflexion.

b. with intransitive verbs and their derivatives :

= Above (in Jig. sense) ; in a higher condition,

relation, etc. ; in nonce-words, as su-per-exi'st vb.,

-exi-stent adj.,-si-s/ent adj. (after So BSISTENT),
-sub-

si'sting ppl. adj.

1844 EMERSON Eu., Poet (1851) 177 The sea, the mountain

ridge, Niagara, and every flower-bed, preexist, or "super-

exist, in pre-cantations. 1856 R. A. VAUCHAN Mystics (1860)

1. 94 All that exists he regards as a symbolical manifestation

of the "super-existent,
a 1834 COLERIDGE Lit. /?*/. (1839)

IV. 161 The spirit of man, the spirit subsislenl, is deeper
than both, .the body, .[and]

the soul ; and the Spirit descen-

dent and "supersistent is higher than both. 1613 PURCHAS

Pilgrimage 1. i. 2 Names, in regard both of author & obiect

diume; sometimes, .in the concrete; sometimes in the ab-

stract ; the first signifying his perfect subsistence ; the other

his "supersubsisting perfection.

3. Prefixed to descriptive sbs. with adj. force =
Placed or situated above, over, or upon something;

forming the upper part of (that which is denoted

by the second element) ; higher, upper : as in L.

etc. ; med.L. supervcstiiuentuiii upper garment ;

e.g. su'ptr-cloth, -crust, -ether, -passage, -soil,

-stage, -tower. Sn'per-lilve, a removable upper

compartment of a bee-hive, t Su-petinve^rtiture,

an outer garment. Su-per-mo:nil, -mu^lllon,

a mullion in the tracery of the upper part of a

window ;
hence Snpr-mullloned a., furnished or

constructed with super-mullions. t Sn-par-plant,

a plant growing upon another plant ;
a parasite or

epiphyte. Sirpervrrtment, -ye:tur, an outer

garment, t Sn-per-wri:tlnfr, writing on the top

of other writing.
1630 W. SCOT Apal. Narr. ( 1 846) 29A dead corps .. having his

supercloth upon him. ioo A. LANG Hist. Scot. II. x. 255

The liishop of Dunkeld . . had allowed a corpse with a super-

cloth over it to be carried into a church
'

in popish manner .

1880 DANA Man. Geol. (ed. 3) 147 'Ihe series of rocks, .that

makes up the earth's "supercrust-lhe only part., which is

within the range of direct investigation. 1*70 GOLT Donne

Hist. Genesis World 483 The true System of the World,,

that is, the "Superzther, and utmost Circumference therof;

and within that Concave Sphere, the Alther. (etc.). 1855

Poultry Chron. II. 514 The cap or "super-hive may be re.

moved once or twice during the summer, with from 20 to

40 Ibs. of honey. 175* HORNI Disc. xvii. (1703) II. 142

' Clothed upon ,
with a "mperinvestiture of the house I

heaven, namely, the divine light [2 Cor. v. a, 4). 1846 F. A.



SUPER-.

PALEY Afan. Gothic Archil. 184 The smaller tracery-bars, or

Super-monials, divide the tracery into compartments. 1847
R, & J. A. BRANDON Anal. Goth. Archit. (1840) I. 25 The
upper part of the tracery is divided by Super-mullions and
transoms. 1912 F. BOND Cathedrals 337 The supermullion
is just beginning to find its way into the tracery (1349-1362).
1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 325/1 We might employ the epithet
*su/>er-mitllioned) as indicating that the upper divisions of
the windows have mullions rising from the arches of the lower
ones. 1890 ArchaeoL Jrnl. XLVH. 93 With plain fenestra-

tions of five-foiled openings supennullioned. 1893 H. M.
WILSON Irrigation Engineering xii. (1909) 285 Where the
canal is at a lower level than the drainage channel, a Super-
passage is employed to carry the latter over the canal. 1626
BACON Sj>!ra 556 We finde no *Super-Plant, that is a
Formed Plant, but Misseltoe. 1646 SIR T. BHOWNE Pseud.

Ep. ii. vi. 98 An arboreous excrescence, or rather superplant.
1814 Time's Telescope (1822)333 An unhealthy tree is never
without these imperfect superplants [sc. mossesj. 1864 R. A.
ARNOLD Hist. Cotton Famine 433 As the seams of coal are

gotten, and the props are removed., the Supersoil falls in.

1879 Casseirs Techn.Educ. I. 170/2 There are two kinds of

soil, the super and the sub. The former term is confined to

the layer next the surface. 1906 Athen&iim 10 Mar. 304/2
A Super-stage can be attached for examining transparent
objects. 1884 Contemp. Rev. July 104 Placing an octagonal
super-tower, or '

lantern ', on a square sub-tower. 1868
MARRIOTT Vest. Chr. Introd. iii. p. xxi, The Super-vestment
[of heathen priests]., was either bordered (flraftcxta) with
rich ornament, or wholly made of purple, [or] ofscarlet. Ibid.

ii. p. viii, The Supervesture. .the prevailing form of which
was that of a large blanket,, .admitted.. of the greatest

variety in arrangement. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootontia 258 To
bring Rasae Tabulae

^
clean Tables to every Author, is the

advice of no small Philosopher. 'Super-writing (being
scribling) maketh neither the old, nor the new legible.

b. Anat. (a) Designating the tipper of two

parts or members; superior: e.g. sufermaxilla
the upper maxilla or jaw (Dorland), superpetrosal.

{b} Designating a part overlapping another, or

formed by such overlapping : e. g. suf>erfissuret

supergyre^ snpersulats (Dorland).
1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII. 160/1 *Superfissures

and subfissures. These terms are employed herein to desig-
nate the fissures which result from the formation of Super-
gyres and subgyres. , . The line of overlapping of a supergyre
is a superfissure. . .A subfissure is one which is concealed by
a supergyre. Ibid. 242/1 The Superpetrosal sinus starts
from the cavernous.

o. Anat. Forming adjs. (with super- in adj. re-

lation to thesb. orsubst. phr. implied in the second
element : cf. i b) : (a) derivatives from sbs. in b,
as supermaxillary (

=
pertaining to the upper jaw) ;

(d}
= situated in, or forming, the upper part of,

e.g. sitperalbalj -cerebcllar
t -cerebral

t
-dural (see

quota.).
1853 R. DUNN in Jml. EthnoL Soc. (1856) IV. 35 The..

Super-maxillary bones. 1889 Buck's Handbk. RU-d. Sci.
VIII. 237/1 *Superdurals. These appear in part as direct
continuations of the preceding {sc. medidural],and then are
double. Ibid. 237/2 Veins of the Pia and Brain Substance.
..The Supercerebrals, passing to the longitudinal sinus...
The supercerebral veins return the blood from the convexity
as far as the Sylvian fissure, and from the median surface of
the hemispheres as far as the Supercallosal fissure. Ibid,

238/1 The Supercerebellar vein ..empties into the main vein
near its termination, or even directly into the sinus tentoria-
lis. Ibid. 239/2 TheSuperalbals. .are commonly two small
trunks that appear at the outer border of the coele, opposite
the body of the caudate. 1901 DORLAND Med. Diet., Super-
albal

t
. . situated in the uper part of the white substance of

the brain, as superalbal veins. Ibid. t *Sitferaural, located
in the upper part of the dura mater.

II. Above (in various figurative senses) ; higher
in rank, quality, amount, or degree.
4. a. Prefixed to adjectives: = Above or beyond,
more or higher than, above the range, scope, capa-
city, etc. of (what is denoted or expressed by the
radical part), after eccl. L. superessentidlis SUPEK-
ESSENTIAL, STtpersttbstantivus supermaterial ; e.g.
su--perange'liC) -\-ical{= more than angelic, beyond
that of an angel), -earthly, f -elementary (see ELE-
MENTARY 2), -intellectual^ -organic, -regal^ secular,
worldly.

t Endor
26 ended

angelic glory of the Messiah. 1674 BRKVINT Saul a,

271 Thus this *Superangelical Doctor in the year 121^ .
his dales, 1690 BAXTER Kingd. Christ ii. (1691) 25 So that
Christ hath three Natures, i. Divine. 2. Superangelical
Created. 3. Humane. 1843 Zoologist I. 36 The lion and
the eagle are not invested with the. . "super-animal bravery
and magnanimity with which the older naturalists loved
to clothe them. 1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl. 92 Anie such
Superplatonicall Intelligence, or *SuperaristotelicalI intendi-
ment. '1613 JACKSON Creed i. xiv. 4. 70 It was.. rather
Superartificiall, than naturall and ariificiall. 1901 Edin,
Rev. July 60 Tolstoy pleaded that all great teachers com-
mend the impossible, the Super-attainable ideal. 1864 E.
SAKGENT Peculiar\\\. 181 Instances in which dogs would
seem to have been the mere instruments of a superhumanand Supercanine sagacity. ai66i FULLER Worthies^Glonc.
(1662) i. 360 Some pressed Super-Canon ical Ceremonies-
1627 DONNE Serin. Lady Danvers 6t By which, that parti-
cular Church must bee *Super-Catholike and Super-vni-
uersall, aboue all the Churches in the world. 1677 GALE

168

part forming a decompound leaf. 1802 R. HALL FJent, Ret.

183 Super-dcconifonnd'. . more than doubly compound. 1890

J. MARTINEAU .&V<t/ .<4wM0r. Relig.\\. 11.214 Demons.. driven

off only by Messiah with his *supei demonic power, a 1631

DONNE Serin. Hosea ii. 19 (1634) 3 A strange and super-

devilish invention. 1782 J. BROWN View Nat. fy Rev. Rtltg,

v. v. (1796) 421 Can a man. .believe that the new nature

formed by.. Die Spirit of Christ.. is so very superdevihsh I

which is Decretal of Popes. 1677 [see supercansal above].

19. 299 Necessity

and *superchem ical. 1793 MARTVN Lang. Bot , Supra-de-
comfositum folium, a 'Super-decompound leaf.. when a
petiole divided several times connects many leaflets ; each

_. jg moved to exert their "super .

the benefit of those who.. trust them. 1607 WALKINGTON

Optic Glass 4 Those, .who. .praefer, .the regard of the body
before the welfare of the "Super.elementary soule. a 1744
BOI.INGBROKE Auth. Matters Relig. vi. Wks. 1754 IV. 292
Moral theology, .contains a Super-ethical doctrine, as some

grave divines have ridiculously called it. 1913 Contemp. Rev.

Oct. 496 The prelude ofthe superethical Gospel ot Humanity.
1871 MEREDITH H. Richmond II. 112 She would require

Superfeminine power of decision, a 1834 COLERIDGE Lit.

Rein. (1839) IV. 433 The reason is Super-finite. 1887 F. R.

STOCKTON Borrowed Month^ etc. 200 One act.. of what

might be termed Super-friendly
kindness. 1831 CARLYLE

Sari. Res. n. ii, Swallows., with animated, .chirpings, and

activity almost Super-hirundine, 1870 \J0tMLLAtnonfti99
6M-J. Ser. i. 199 Such propriety of costume., as shall satisfy
the Superhistoric sense, to which.. the higher drama ap-

peals. 1880 N. SMYTH Old Faiths in New Light v. (1882)

175 The creative Spirit that was in Christ is the Super-
historical and divine principle of Christianity. 1660 INGELO
Bentiv. <fr Ur. \. (1682) 90 Which he commanded them to

behold with the Eye of *Superintellectual Faith. 1794!'.
TAYLOR Pausanias* Descr, Greece III. 356 The gods.. are

superintellectual natures. 1840 GLADSTONE Ch. Princ. 76
That primary super-intellectual work. 1841 NEWMAN Tracts

for Times No. 90 8. 61 The doctrine.. of a real Super-
local presence m the Holy Sacrament. 1891 T. K. CHEYNE
Origin fy Relig. Contents Ps. Introd. p. xxix, The imagina-
tive Biblical symbols of *superlogical phenomena. 1867
DK. ARGYLL Reign ofLaw i. 22 To believe in the existence
of miracles, we must., believe., in the 'Supermaterial. 1588
J. HARVEY Disc. Probl, 51 Altogether supernatural!, Super-
mathematical), and true myracles. 1657 ]. GOODWIN Triers
Tried 25 So should the grandure of tneir authority, .have
been somewhat more competent, .and not so hyper-arch-
episcopall, so Super-metropolitan. 1862 SPENCER First
Princ. ii. xiv. 3. (1875) 316 Phenomena which, for want of
a better word, we may term Super-organic. 1876 Princ.
Social (1877) I. 3 The four Volumes, that have followed First

Principles, have dealt with Organic Evolution.. .We have
now to enter upon the remaining division Superorganic
Evolution. 1676 Doctrine ofDevils 31 Such as are parallel
..and *Super-paramount to it. 1810 BENTHAM Packing
(1821) 255 Parliamentary and Super-parliamentary lawyer-
craft. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life vi. (1861) 141 The name-
less Thought, the nameless Power, the Superpersonal
Heart. 1899 C F. D'AKCV Idealism $ Theology ii. 95 If
the conception of personality is not adequate as a final

description of Deity, then we must believe in God as ulti-

mately superpersonal unity. 1588 *Superplatonical [see

supernristottlical above]. 1659 BAXTER Key Cath. xxxiii.

207 Our new Superprelat ical Brethren that degrade others
that want their Ordination. 1885 A. STEWART 'Twixt Ben
Nevis ff Glencoe i. 7 This extraordinary and really Super-

?uadrupedal
nous and intelligence. 1723 WATKRLAND ,?rf

[ind. Christ's Div. xvi. Wks. 1823 III. 348 You may con-
sider him as King, and so you may present him with regal
worship; or as King of kings, and then it will be Super-
regal. 1867 O. SHIPLEY Priestly Absolution 25 Under the
elder Dispensation, the Prophet stood in an almost Super-
sacerdotal position. 1881 ROMANES in Nature 5 May 2/1
It matters not to science what views her individual culti-
vators may hold on Super-scientific questions. 0x656 Be.
HALL Rent. IWcs. (1660) 302 Let us celebrate this feast,..
not in a worldly but Supersecular manner. 1686 S#t, B.
Virginis 21 Her sacred body is endowed with a Super,
seraphical activity, whereby she can render her self present
..to all her votaries. 1847 EMERSON Poems, Merlin Wks.
(Bonn) I. 466 Sparks of the Supersolar blaze, a 1704 T.
BROWN Lett.fr. Dead i. (1707) 163 Since he was got clear
of his Super-Tartarian Concern. 1627 *Superuniversal
(see supercatholic above]. 1690 Academy 12 July 28/2,
I heard it asserted . . that a sense . . of remote natural aspects
..was impossible; but.. such an abnormally acute Super-
visual perception is by no means impossible. 1789!'. TAYLOR
Proclns II. 385 Every god is super-essential, Supervital, and
super-intellectual. 1785 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) I. 86
Freedoms, not much calculated to the meridian of "super-
worldly refinement. 1874 DYKES Relat. Kingd. to World 7
The effort . . to attain . . super-worldly purity.

(b} In corresponding advs., as supera'dequatcly,

-artificially^ -cathedHcally^ -diabolically.
1830 Frasers Mag. II. 422 The manufacturers affirm that

agriculture, .is Superadequately, and therefore unfairly
protected. 1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl. 35 Either super-
naturally inspired, or Superartificially instructed. 1869
E. W. BENSON in A. C. Benson Life (1899) I. vii. 262 Lin-
coln Cathedral (with its long ridge Super-caihedrically
long..) is most grandest. 178* J. BROWN View Nat. %
Rev. Relig. v. ii. (1796) 350 So superdiabolically wicked, as
to sin because experienced grace doth abound.

b. Prefixed to sbs., forming adjs. in the same
sense as above : e.g. supergractuatey -seaman, -stan-
dard. Su-per-head, epithet of a quality of wool
(see quot).
1888 Rep. Centen. Confer, Missions II. 426 A Super-

graduate course of training. 1839 Compl. Grazier (1846)
iv. ix. 254 Head or chief, either because it is derived partlyor

chiefly from the head, or because it stands at the head of
the inferior wools. *Suer-head. An advance upon the
preceding kind, but the sorter not having yet arrived at the
best part of the fleece. 1898 Century Mag. July 371 After
almost Superseaman efforts, they reached the vessel 1909
Century Diet. Suppl. s.v. Risk,

*
Superstandard risk, in.

SUPER-.

surance on the life of one whose habits or heredity or the
state of whose health increases his expectancy of life.

5. Prefixed to sbs., forming sbs. denoting some-

thing above, beyond, greater or higher than what
is expressed by the radical part.
In some cases this use tends to blend with 6 b.

a. gen.) chiefly in nonce-words, as
su'per-C/trist,

-Erastian, -septuagenarian.
1850 Fraser's Mag. XLII. 479 The adhesion of one noble

lord to the Italian *Superchnst. 1711 G. HICKI-S Two
Treat. Chr. Priesth. (1847) H. 393 The *Super-Erastians,
Hobbes, Selden, and other such writers. 1915 Observer
10 Oct. 7/3 As

a^ Super-septuagenarian I am debarred from
active participation.

b. Mus. Designating a note next above some

principal note, as SUPEKDOMINANT, SUPERTONIC.
c. Nat. Hist. In classification, denoting a group

or division next higher than, or including a number
of, those denoted by the radical part, as su'per-

family t -order, -species^ -suborder. So Strper-
molecule, Ckem., a complex molecule formed by
the combination of moleculesof different substances.

18990. H. CARPENTER Insects iii. 155 Some naturalists..

classing Pararge and its allies as a sub-family of Nympha-
lidae.. .Others, allowing them family rank, would yroup
them together with the Nymphalida: and other allied
families into a Super-family. 1834 W. PROUT Chem. 149We suppose, that tha two molecules of carbon.. are assu-

ciated together into one symmetrical Super-molecule. 1899
G. H. CARPENTER Insects iv. 164 Various groupings of these
orders into larger divisions (' Super-orders

'

or
'

sub-classes ')

have been proposed. 1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms,
*Suers#fcies, a group of sub-species or new species regarded
as an entity. 1903 R. W. SHUFELDT in Atner. Nat. Jan.
34 Order Saururse. *Supersuborder Archornithifonnes.
Suborder Archormthes. Family Archaeopteridae.

d. Geom. In geometry ofmore than three dimen-

sions, designating a locus or figure having one
more dimension than that denoted by the simple
word : e. g. su'percube, -curve, +Iine

t -solid, -surface.
1873 CAYLEV Math. Papers (\%q>) IX. 79 note, In 5 dimen-

sional geometry we have: space, surface, subsurface, super-
curve, curve, and point-system, according as we have be-
tween the six coordinates o, i, 2, 3, 4, or 5 equations : and
so when the equations are linear, we have : space, plane,
subplane, superline, line, and point. 1904 C. E. BENHAM in

Knowledge Mar. 45/2 (.title) The Super-Solid. Hints to-

wards a Conception of the 4th Dimension. 1904 G. H.
BRYAN ibid. May 92/1 A much better idea of the regular
character of the 'super-cube

'

or 'eight-cell ', as it is called

by most writers, and of its connection with four-dimensional

space.
e. Prefixed to the name of a person, forming a

vb. in sense * to excel, surpass, or outdo (the

person named) in his characteristic quality or

action
'

( OUT- 32) : as strperc&sar. rare.

i846LANDOR//*e'.tV7'. 1 Jas. I fyCasanbon, Even Caesars
are supercaesared by their tenants of the Vatican.

6. Prefixed to sbs. with adj. force: Higher in

rank, quality, degree, or amount; of a higher kind
or nature ; superior.

a. With names of officials or persons in autho-

rity, forming titles designating one superior to the

official denoted by the simple word, as in late or

med.L. supercoqittts head cook, sttperjudex chief

judge, supertextor chief weaver; e.g.su'per-arbiter,
attendant (= SUPERINTENDENT 2 b), -doctor^

~qu&sfor y -sovereign ;
also in the names of the

corresponding offices or functions, as strper'sove-

reignty.
1673 H. STUBBE Further Justlf. War Neth. To Rdr. 13

To decide emergent differences a new expedient of Arbiters
and *Super-arbiters was found out. 1550 COVERDALE Order
Ch. Denmark in Treat. Sacrament etc. E iij b, The "super-
attendent or chyefe curate commeth in to the pulpyt. 1675
TULLY Let. Baxter ^o He had need to have a very compe-
tent measure of abilities himselfe, who is to give his verdict
of anothers, even so farras to make him his "super-Doctor
of the Chaire. 1709 MRS. MANLEY Secret Mem. (1720) IV.

38 As long as Caj us /Emilius is "Super-Questor. 1625 DONNE
Sernt. $ Apr. 38 Where there is an inducing of a *super-
Soueraigne, and a

super-Supremacie,. .this is.. an vnder-

mining, a destroying of Foundations. 1617 Serin. 6May
(1649) II. j8i Those that fix a *snper-Soveraignty in the

people, or in a Presbytery.
b. with nouns of action or condition, etc. ; e. g.

stc'per-agency, -canonization^ -comprehension ,
-di-

vision, -good, -one, ~organi$m, -proportion, -tntth,

This use tends to blend with 5 ; thus supercomprehension
= higher comprehension, or comprehension above ordinary
comprehension.
1891 Century Diet., *Snpragency, a higher or superior

agency. 1628 DONNE Sertii. xlviii. (1640) 476 This 'super-

canonization, (for, it was not of a Saint, but of a God). 1887
F. WINTERTON in JftWApr. 268 Molina said., that God saw
the future possible acts of man through His '

*supercompre-
hension* of human nature. 1633 AMES Fr>sk Suit agst.
Cerem. ir. 1^4 The reason which ne bringeth, is onely from
the subdivision of true worship. But that doeth not hinder
a *superdivision or cequidivision into common and speciall.
a 1619 FOTHERBY Athcom. n. x. 3 (1622) 304 He is. .a

"Super-good, a *Super*truth, a *Super-one,. .as surpassing
all other Bonitie, and Veritie, and Vnitie. a 1899 D. G.
BRINTON Basis Soc. Relat. i. ii. (1902) 39 Many writers..

have spoken of the social unit, the group or the nation, as

an '

organism'. Some have further defined it as a '

"super-

organism '. 1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies ix. 3. 64 That velocity
is the effect of the *superproportion of the one Agent ouer a
certaine medium, m respect of the proportion which an other

Agent hath to the same medium.



SUPER-.

0. In recent (chiefly nonce) formations after

SUPKRMAN, used to designate a person, animal, or

thing which markedly surpasses all others, or the

generality,
of its class : e. g. su'per-brule, -critic,

-dramatist, -goddess, -race, -tramp, -woman ; Sir-

per-Drea-dnonght, an all-big-gun ship with an
armament superior to that of the Dreadnought class.

1903 U'utm.Gaz. 19 Aug. 2/1 The ideas which the super-

m aper on -

medicine and buper-
Medicine.' 1908 W. H. DAVIKS (tillt) The Autobiosraphy
of a Super-Tramp. 1909 Wcstm. Gaz. 23 Aug. a/a The two
wptx-Drcatiitougkts which are to be added to the United
States fleet. 1910 tbid. 18 June 14/3 In general dimensions
the super-' Dreadnought

'

of to-day is a battleship of from

5ooft. b.p. to, say, 536ft. over all, with a beam of 84ft. to 86ft.,
and with a draught of 27(1. 1911 R. A. FLETCHER Warships
324 The name-snip has been so much improved upon in

recent designs that she is as inferior to the last of the super-

super-goddess. 1911 E. UNDF.RHILL Mysticism i. vi. 176
As the angel to the man, so was the dragon to the world of
beasts ; a creature ofsplendour and terror, a super*brute.

d. Afus, ** Next higher in pitch : in SUPKR-

OCTAVB, q. v.-

7. Beyond in time, later ; as in L. supervtvUre to

outlive, SUPERVIVE, SURVIVE ; f Superla'st v.

trans., to last beyond, outlast.

1648 HERRICK Hcsfier., To his Booke vii. 14 Nor thinke
these Ages.. Shall live, and thou not superlast all times.

b. With prepositional force, in med.L. superan-
natus, f. super annum beyond a year : see SUPER-

ANNATK, SUPERANNUATE.
8. Before in time, prior to

;
as in SDPERLATSARIAN

;

e. g. super-creation (used as adj.), decreed before

the Creation.
a 1679 T. GOODWIN O/ Election i. i, The necessity of an

election or super-creation grace, if either angels or men.,
be certainly, .saved,

(6) So in nonce-vbs. formed by Heylin after

H. L'Estrange's use of SUPERANNUATE v. (sense 5),
in reference to dating events (so much) too early.
1656 HEYLIN Kxtraneus Vapulans 102 We have here a

super'Semi-annuating (a fine word of our Authors new
fashion) in making Doctor Laud Bishop of Bathe and Wells,
seven moneths at least before his time : a superannuating in

the great rout given to Tilly by the King of Sweden placed
by our Author in the year 1630 whereas that battle was not

fought till the year next following ; a super-triennuating in

placing the Synod of Dort . . in the year 1615, that Synod not

being holden untill three years after, and if I do not finde a

super-superannuating [sic ; read suoer-sexannuating] (that
is to say, a lapse of six years) either in the Pamphlet or the

History,
I am content, our Author shall enjoy.. a publick

triumph.
III. In or to the highest or a very high degree ;

hence, in excess of what is usual, or of what ought
to be ; superabundant(ly) ; excessive(ly).
9. a. Prefixed in advb. relation to adjs. : Exceed-

ingly, very highly, extremely, supremely, extraordi-

narily ; over- ; as in late or med.L. supergloriSstts

(Vulgate) exceedingly glorious, superilluslris very
illustrious (see Superillustrious below), super-
laudabilis (Vulgate) greatly to be praised ; e. g.

superactive (= highly active), -ceremonious (
=

over-ceremonious), -dainty, -glorious, -ingenious,

-sufficient, -superabundant, -sweet, -zealous.

t Snperbe'nedict [L. bcnedictus blessed], su-

premely blessed. Super-e'xtra, applied to com-

modities, esp. to a style of bookbinding, of the

very best quality (cf. extra super, s. v. SUPERS. 2).

Snperfa'tted, -fatty, (of soap), containing an
excess of fat, i. e. more than can combine with the

alkali. Superfidel, nonce-wd. [after infidel: cf.

SEMI-FIDEL], believing too much, f Superil-
ln strious, honorific title of certain kings and
other exalted personages ; Sn perlnena rrable

[ad. late L. superinenarrabilis (St. Augustine) :

see INENARRABLE], supremely indescribable.

t Su peromni'valent [OMNIVALENT], supremely
omnipotent, t Superpa-ssing, surpassing (in

quot. as adv.}. f Superpropo'rtioned, of excessive

proportions, t Supersu'fferaDle [SUFFERABLS i],

extremely long-suffering.
1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Pol. 87 Hee who is too slow may

equally be quickened by him who is 'superactive and vigor-
ous. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. fy Dogma ix. 276 St. Augustine
prays:

'

Holy Trinity, "superadmirable Trinity, and super,
menarrable, and superinscrutable, and superinaccessible,
supenncomprehensible. 1880 W. S. GILBERT Patience H,
An ultra.poetical, *super-zsthetical, out-of-the-way young
man. 1683 E. HOOKER in Pordage Mystic Div. Pref. Ep.
107 The only True,, .ever-adcrabl and *super-benedict Tri-
une Deitie. 1575 G. HARVEY Letter-tk. (Camden) 92 O my
soverayne goodman, howe can your owne soverayne joye. .

but shape a benigne answer to so benigne and *superbenigne
areplye? ifci in Farr -V. P. Eliz. (1845) II. 431 The 'super-
blessed

^ Trinity. 1659 GAUDEN Tears Ch. IV. xxiii. 625
Superstitious and *Super-ceremonious Prelates. 1833 LAMB
Etiti Ser. 11. Product. Mod. Art, Those high aspirations
of a "super-chivalrous gallantry. 1610 HOLLAND Camden s

Brit. i. 687 By our Critickes good leave (who . . presuming so
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much of their great wits are 'supercriticall). 1661 GAUDKN
Consid. Liturgy 25 Thoe supercritical censors. 1690

I EVELYN Acetaria 105 Eiehthly, (according to the "super-
. curious) that the Knife, with which the Sallet Herbs aie cut

..be of Silver. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. \\. \. \-^ t Kate of
Kate-hall, my "super-dam tie Kale. 1596 NASHK Saffron
Waltien Wks. (Grosart) HI. 134 Her "super-delicate h;t^t;ird

daughter ceremonious dissembling Italy. 1888 K. ( li- .,- AKI>
Land beyond Forest II. xliv. 22u Some people, .there are,
of super-delicate digestions. 1593 G. HAKVF.Y I'ier.e's

Super. * iv b, Spare me, o "super dominering Klfe. 1851
MAVNE REID Scal/>-fhinter$ ii. 17 His dress will be more
gaudy and 'super-elegant. 1593 G. HARVKV Fierce''* Super.
163 Mercury.. the most nimble, and 'supereloquent God.
c 1860 H. HARTE My Other Self in FiddUt<nun

t
etc. (1873)

121 Looking in her eyes, and carrying on a conversation in

their supereloquent language. 1699 R. L'EsruANCE Erasm.
Colloq. (1725) 275 But a Man should rather die, than violate
so *super-Evangelical a Rule. 1619 W. SCLATHR Exp.
i Tht-ss. (1630) 225 To attaine the vtmost *superexcedent
end \sc. eternal happiness]. 1807 SOUTHEY Espriella's
Lett. II. 212 Who would be content. .to put up with the
second best, instead of ordering at once the 'super-extia-
double-superfine ? 1835 J. A* . Smith's Catal. Bks, May 4 2
New and very elegant calf super extra. 1891 C. L. I-IELD
Patent Specif. No. 21438 An Improved Manufacture of

*Superfatted Soap. 189* JmLSoc. Chem. Industry 31 May
446/1 This improvement in the manufacture of superfatted

soaps consists in adding to soap, made by the cold process,
milk, cream, or butter in such quantities that any alkali in
excess is saturated and an excess of cream is left. 1834
*Super-fidel [see SEMI-FIDKL). 1550 R. Hu i CHINSUN Image

haue illuminate vnderstanding. 1579 SHENSER Let, to Har-
Tey Poet. Wks. (1912) 638/2 With many 'superhartie Com-
mendations, and Recommendations to your seUe,and all my
friendes. 1630 tr. Camden s Hist, Eliz. iv, 154 Amongst tlie

Kings which they termed *
Superillustrious, the King of

England was accompted the third, and the Spaniard the
fourth. 1633 LD. WARISTON Diary (S.H.S.) 31 Gods "super-
incomprehensible goodnes, kyndties, and merciful tendernes
to me. 1873 "Superinenarrable [see superadmirable above].
1594 NASHE Vnfort. Trav. Wks. (Grosart) V. 65 That
abundant and 'superingenious clarke Erasmus. 1885 Hi x-

LEV in L. Huxley Life % Lett. (1900) II. vi. 95 I shall be
curious to see what defence the superingenious Premier has
to offer for himself in Parliament. 1628 KKLTHAM Resolves
it. [i.JIxxix. 229 It were a *superinsaniated folly, to struggle
with a Power, which I know is all in vaine contended with.

1663 GADBURY Londons Deliv. Predicted v. 28 It is an
Argument of super- insaniated folly, 1661 T. DAVIES Civil
IVarres 109 He.. applies, .to the faithful Montrose .. a.

*super-Ioyal soul. 1614 B. JONSON Barth. Fair v. vi, Thou
*superlunaticall hypocrite. 1787 BECKFORD Italy (1834) H.
xxx. 208 To all these *super-marvellous narrations, the

missionary appeared to listen with implicit faith. 1579 G.
HARVEY Letter-bis. (Camden) 78 Out of Aggrippaes *super-
notable fourthe booke. 1650 B. Discolliminium 18 They
are dextrously pragmatick . . ^Super-officious. 1602 J . DAVIES
Mirittn in Modunt Wks. (Grosart) I. 22/2 God by powre,
*super-omnivalent. 1608 J. DAY Law Trickes\.\^ Thanks:

*superpassing good 1 1657 J . SERGEANT Schism Disfach't
648 He excepts against the "super proportion'd multitude of
members out of one province, which hee says never Inwfull

Parliament had. 1768 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 460 Senti-

mental *super-refmed ladies, 1888 Pall Mali Gaz. 24 Oct.

3/2 The distinction is, perhaps, super-refined. 1887 LECKY
Hist. Eng. VI. xxiii. 299 The combination of mean action

and *supersaintly profession. 1633 FORD Broken H. iv. ii,

'Tis wonderful, 'Tis *super-singular, not to be match'd.

1656 Artif. Handsom. 56 Such a *super-sloicall piece
of

Philosophy. 1844 HOOD Forge \. 70 Walking, leaping,

striding along, As none can do but the 'super-strong, c 1450
Mirour Salnacionn (Roxb.) 150 Alle this tholid thow Jhu in

paciens *supersuffrable. 1648 JENKYN Blind Guide i. 3 The
. .foolish pamphlets, .are a "supersufficient testimony. 1864
DK. MANCH. Crt. ffSoc. Eliz. to Anne I.xiv. 280 Superabun-
dant pride born of supersufficient wealth. 1871 W. G. WARD
Ess. Philos, Theism (1884) II. 258 AH men have access to

'super-superabundant evidence for the truth of Theism.

1840 HALiBURTONC/tfcAw. Ser. in. (1862) <;i8 A most *super-

superior gall. 1615 GILL Sacr. Philos. \. 8 Whatsoever is

*supersupreme, or highest in all degrees of perfection. 1593
BRETON Phoenix Nest Wks. (Grosart) 1. 4/1 Sundrie flowres

so *super sweete of smell. 1591 G. HARVEY Four Lett. Hi.

31 Those Miracles, which some round liberality, and thy

*super-thankfull mmde, would hugelie enable thee to worke.

1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. xxiii. (Bohn) 390 A- series of

*super-tragic starts, pauses, screams. 1649 PRYNNE Vind.

Lib. Eng. 13 More then Regall,..*Super-transcendent Arbi-

trary power. 190* Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 66/2 This '

*super-
virulent

'

character [of bacillus-cultures). 16*7 DONNE Serm.

Easter-day (1640) 217 A 'super-zealous, an over-vehement

animosity.

() In corresponding adverbs, as -\superefflu-

tntfy, -infinitely, -superabundantly.
a 1711 KEN Sion Poet Wks. 1721 III. 380 O may kind

Heav'n on good Macario's Head Grace and Truth "super-

effluently shed. 1618 DONNE Strm. 15 Apr. (1640) 765 We
were still short of numbring the benefits of God, as God ;

But then, ofGod in Christ, infinitely, *Super-infinitely short.

1908 Westm. Gaz. 5 Aug. 12/1 A prize in books, *super-

magnificently bound. 1607 Barley-Breake (1877) 9 A little

tilt-.Whereunto *super-solemnly they goe. 1871 W. G.

WARD Ess. Philos. Theism (1884) II. 256 Evidence *super-

superabundantly sufficient, a 1665 J. GOODWIN Beingfilled
with the Spirit (1867) 1 25 The things promised . . are so above

measure desirable and 'super-transcendently glorious.

b. Prefixed to verbs or participles (with deriva-

tives), in same senses as in a : as in late L. super-

abttnddre to SUPERABOUND, supercffluerc (in the

same sense), superextendtre to stretch excessively,

superincend/re to inflame greatly; e.g. su-perac-

cu-mulate (
= to accumulate beyond measure), -ex-

ceed, -extol, -please, -praise, -reward vbs. ; wper-

SUPER-.

aci-dulated (= acidulated to execs*), ,. _
elated, -excited, -faced (FACED ppl. a.2 2), -peopled
pples. and ppl. adjs. ; sometimes = ' more than ',

as in su-pcrneu-tralised, su-persa'tisfy. Su percool
v. trans., to cool (a liquid) Mow its freezing-point
without solidifying it. Supero cnlat v., Geom.,
trans, to osculate at more coincident points than
usually suffice for determining the locus: so
Sn peroscnla tion.
a 1709 AIKYNS Part. I, I'olit. Tracts (1734) 715 A smart

Eputl..wherelD he does cry out upon the Pope, f,,r tl,.,i
the rope s Bulls did "supcraccumulale (as he terrm it) the
Words (Nan obstantc). 1818-31 WKBSTEK 'HuteraeUti.
lated. 1865 E. S. FKOULKKS Christ. Div. i The New World
..is becoming super-peopled and "super-civilised. 1818
BCNTHAM Ch. Eug. 174 Suppose ihe Archbishop of Canter-
bury.. with his own 'super-consecrated hands, washing the
feet of a dozen of the inhabitants. 1907 fritt. 1'hys. Chem,
XI. 435 The freezing point curve had been determined, .and
there is considerable evidence of the effects of 'supercooling
1651 UROUHART Jnuel Wks. (1834) 231 Through the too in.
tensive .stretching of the already 'super-elated strings of
their imagination. 1621 MALVNES Anc. Lavj.Merck. Ded.,
Being confident of your most gratious benignitie and "super-
exceeding grace. 1635 HEYWOOD Hierarchy \\. 78 This
great Nature Naturant.. Which All things Holds,.. Super-
exceedes, Sustaines. a 1665 J. GOODWIN tiling filled -until

the^Spirit (1867) 109 Those degrees of [righteousness and
holiness] which in persons highly qualified with them do
super-exceed that measure or degree of them which are
found in Christians of a lower pitch and stature. 1862 LYT-
TON Sir. Story xxxiii, A brain "super-excited by the fumes
of a vapour. 1696 LORIMER Goodwin's Disc. vii. 83 It was
necessary that the Decrees .. should be "superextended, (L e.

should be enlarged above what they were before). 1665 PfsEY
Eiren. 369 Who "superextol reason and its discoveries. 1894
C. VICKERMAN Woollen Spinning x. 243 In addition to a

"super-faced
cloth . .an immeasurably superior class oftweeds

could be produced. 18*1-7 GOOD Study Mtd. (1829) V. 12
The stoutest tree, if "superfructified, is impaired for bearing
fruit the next year. 1881 TYNDALL F.ss. Floating Matter
Air oo The same infusions slightly "superneutralized by
caustic potash. 1891 Century Diet. s. v., A conic having six

consecutive points in common with a cubic is said to "super-
osculate it. 1901 Science 18 Apr. 625/2 On the "Superoscu-
lation of Surfaces. 1631 B. JONSON Magn. Lady Induct.,
He is confident it shall "super-please judicious Spectators.

1590 SHAKS. Miffs. N. in. ii. 153 To vow, and sweare, and
"superpraise my parts. i6ia BACON Let. to jftis. I in Sped-
ding Lett. <$ Life (1874^ VII. 383 They were from time to
time far above my merit over and "super-rewarded by your
Majesty's benefits. 1853 M RS. GORE Dean's Dau. 1 1. x. 353
The.. wife and nurse of a "superrheumatised D.D. 1699
DONNE Serm. 22 Nov. (1649) H. 417 To merit, and over-
merit ; To satisfie, and "super-satisne the justice of God.
1818 T. L. PEACOCK Nightmare Abbey x, Like a shuttlecock
between two battledores,, .flying from point to point on the
feathers of a "super-sublimated head. 1603 J. DAVIES
Microcosmos Pref., Wks. (Grosart) I. 17/1 These "supor.

supererogating Workes. 1831 L. HUNT Kedi Bacchus in

Tuscany 130, I love my wine iced through and through, If

I will have it . . "Superultrafrostified.

10. Prefixed with adjectival force to abstract sbs. :

Very great, or too great ; surpassing ; excessive,

extreme; after late L. superabundantia SUPER-
ABUNDANCE

;
e. g. su-peracti'vity, -conformity (

=

overpreciseness in conforming to ecclesiastical

rules), -effluence, -exiguity, -infirmity, -treason,

-vexation; hence occas. agent-nouns, as su-per-

confo-rmist, -individualist. Strperintromi-ulon
Sc. Law. intromission Iwyond one's legal rights.

1553 BRADFORD Serm. Repentance (1574) C iij, Workes of

supererogation (yea "superabomination). 1895 Pff. Sci.

Monthly July 398 A *superactivity of nutrition. 1638 LD.

WARISTON Diary (S. H. S.) 342 Rayning doune the 'super-
afluence of his blessings. 1880 Academy 28 Feb. 153/3 I ts

superaffluence of splendour. 1801 W. TAYLOR in Monthly
Mag. XII. 575/2 The "super-civilization, .of Europe. 1684
BAXTER Par. Congreg. ?i The writings of "superconformists
and subverters, or changers of the church government 1659
GAUDEN Tears Ch. \. xiii. 113 Either to a peevish noncon-

formity, or to a pragmatick "super-conformity. 1644 DIGBY
Nat. Soul Concl. 463 His liberal! "supereffluence of Being

vpon me. 1660 HAMMOND Xopic KOI Kipijrj) 41 That the super-

effluence of Grace may be resisted, a 1711 KF.N Lett. Wks.

(1838)39, I beseech God., to give you a super-effluence of his

H . Spirit. 1856 DOVE LcgicChr. Faith vi. 5 5- 3*9The "super-

excitation ofthe devotional faculty. 1664 POWIR Ejrf. Philos.

I xxxviii. 47 The "super-exiguity of this farinaceous Seed of

Wort. 1641 HACKET Sf. Part, in Plume Life (1865) 49 The

"superexquisiteness of the music. 1801 PALEY Nat. TheoL

xxvi, The system of animal destruction ought always to be

considered in strict connexion with another property of

animal nature, viz. "superfecundity. a 1835 F. W. HOPE in

Kirby Hat. *, Inst. Anim. II. xx. 334 A Superintending
Power which ordains checks and counterchecks to remedy
the superfecundity of the insect world. 1011 Efl.

Rev.

Mar. 638 Mystical "super-individualism. Ibid., The an of

v.orld-forsakers and hermits, of "super-individualists. 1581

J. BELL Haddon's Answ. Osor. 375 b , Is this.. the super-

abundance of your eloquence? or. ."supennfirmity of your

slippery braynes? 1678 FOUNTAINHALL Decis. (1759) L i

The Ordinary found the pursuer could not reply on "super-

intromission, unless she had taken a dative ad mitssa,

ai78 ERSKINF. Inst. Law Scot. in. ix. 5 52 Where an

executor confirmed, . . intermeddles with subjects not given

up by him in inventory, after being cited by a creditor, such

superintromission makes him liable as a vitious intromltter.

1871 J. BROWN Lett., to Lady Minto 31 Dec. (1907) *
There are too many big words and hints of "superknow-

ledge. <99 NASHE Lenten Stuffe Wks. 1005 III. 186

Not the dimunutiuest nookc or creuise of them but is partu-

rient ol the like "superofficiousnes. 1661 HIBBERT Body ej

Div. I. 327 They can do works of supererrogation ; therefore

they may challenge . . a "superperfection to themselves. 1670

22



SUPER-.

H STUBBE Plus Ultra 164 What we experiment here is

not the weight of the Air properly, but the "super.ponder-

ancy or over-weight of it. 1805 EUGENIA DI ACTON At
of Desert I. 238 People being in those times more super-

stitious than in our present day of "super-refinement. 1654

"super-treason brings. . .

3rd Interm. 56 Not teach 'hem to speake Playes, and Act

Fables of false newes. .to the "superuexation of Towne and

Countrey.
b. (Chiefly Phys. and Path.} Denoting pro-

cesses or conditions in excess of the normal ; as in

mod.L. superfetatio SUPERFETATION, mpernutritio

excessive nutrition ; e.g.su--peralkali-nily, -fecunda-

tion, -irritation, -salinity, -secretion, t Sn^er-
folia-tion, excessive growth of foliage.

r 1863 7. Wylde'sCirc.Sci. I. 151/1 The "super-alkalinity

of the bath. 1822-7 GOOD Study Med. (1829) V. 129 Ihe

imperfect emission proceeding from 'super-erection or pri-

apism. 1855 DUNGLISON Med. Lex ,

*
Superfecundation,

see Superfoetation. 1901 DORLAND Med. Dict^ Superfe-

cttndation, the successive fecundation of two ova formed

at the same menstrual period. 1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex.,

"Superfiirination, Hyperinosis. a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE
Tracts (1683) 76 The Disease of $uAAonai-i'a, f^*uAAi<r(uk,

or "superfofiation, mention 'd by Theophrastus ; whereby
the fructifying Juice is starved by the excess of Leaves.

1871 T. G. THOMAS Dis. Women (ed. 3) 571 "Superinvolu-
tion can be confounded with no other condition than unde-

veloped uterus. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., "Super-

lactation, excessive secretion of milk. 1648 BAILLIE Let.

to W, Spang 26 June, I was forced to keep my chamber
ten days with a dangerous "superpurgation. 1751 STACK in

Phil. Trans. XLVI1. 274 These two doses. .might cause a

superpurgation. 1845 SPOONER Veterinary Art (1851) 58

Superpurgation from actual inflammation is extremely dan-

gerous. 1882 J. C. BURNETT (.titlet "Supersalinity of the

Blood. 1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med, xx. 233, 1 often

diminish "supersecretion from the lungs by strong hydra-
gogue cathartics.

U. In prepositional relation with the radical

element, as in late L. supernumerarius, that is

super numerum beyond the (normal) number,
SUPERNUMERARY.
12. Ckem. t a. Pre6xed to vbs., pa. pples., and

cognate nouns of action, denoting a high propor-
tion of the ingredient indicated by the radical

element ; e. g. su-.perazota'tion (
= the condition of

being highly charged with nitrogen), -carbonate

vb., -carbttrettcd, -oxidated, -oxygenated, -oxy-

genalion, -phlogistication,
1783 PRIESTLEY in Phi!. Trans. LXXIII. 405 By *super-

phtogisticating iron with nitrous air.
17^89

Ibid. LXXIX;
289 What we have called the phlogistication of them, ought
rather to have been called their "super-phlogistication. 1793
BEDDOES Calculus p. x. Easy extemporaneous way to *su.

metallic substance, which.. was liable by "superoxygena-
tion to be converted into a metallic acid. 1799 MUSHKT in

Phil. Mag. IV. 381 note. When supercarbonated crude
iron is run from the furnace, it is frequently covered with
a scurf, which . . is found to be a coating of plumbago. 1799
Monthly Rev. XXX. 498 Water with the addition of about
one-fourth part of the 'super-oxydated acid. 1802 Edin.
Rev. I. 243 Their grand energy.. in a word.. depends upon
a real "superazotation. 1816 S. PARKES Chem. Catech. ix.

(ed. 7) 257 note, A gas. .called "super-carburet ted hydrogen
and also olefiant gas. Ibid. 255 note, Sulphuretted hydrogen
is capable of combining with an additional portion of sul-

phur, forming a compound which may be called "super-
sulphuretted hydrogen. 1829 Nat. Philos, I. Optics xviii.

64 (Usef. Know!. Soc.) Super-oxygenated muriate of potash.
b. In names of compounds, indicating that the

ingredient denoted by the radical is in the highest

proportion : e. g. superacetate ( ='asalt containing the

highest proportion of acetic acid) ; superoxide (
=

PEROXIDE) ; f supersulphuret (
= a binary com-

pound containing the highest proportion ofsulphur,
a persulphide). Now surviving in the names of

certain salts used in manufactures or the arts, e. g.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
[1839 : see SUB- 23.]

1797 PEARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 44 "Super-
oxafate of potash. 1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) II. 396
"Superarseniate of potash. Ibid. 616 "Supersulphate of

alumina-and-potash. 1811 A. T. THOMSON Land. Disf>.
(1818) 555 The dose of "superacetate of lead. 1812 SIR H.
DAVY Chem. Philos. 383 The other sulphuret of tin, or the

"supersulphuret is made by heating together the peroxide
of tin and sulphur. 1813 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. 4 Art
II. 296 "Super-tartrate of potass. 1826 HENRY Elem. Client.
II. 226 The neutral malate of lime.. may be obtained ty
adding lime water to a solution of the "super-malate. 1843
Penny Cycl. XXVII. 458/2 Malate of lime and super-tar-
trate of lime [in the juice of the grape]. 1847 WEBSTER,
*Siiper-oxyd, an oxyd containing more equivalents ofoxygen
than of the base with which it is combined ; a hyperoxyd.
1853 W. GREGORY Inorg. Chem. 51 Dentoxide (binoxide,
peroxide, or superoxide) of manganese. 1891 Science-GossipXXVII.

32
The colour is fixed by a mordant of alumina and

oxide of tin, and the colour is intensified by super-tartrate
of potash.
IV. Expressing addition.

13. In advb. or adj. relation to a vb.,' sb., or

adj. : Over and above, in addition, additionally),
extra ; as in (late) L. superadde"re to add over and
above, SUPERADD, supererogare to spend over and

170

above, SUPEREROGATE, superfetare to conceive again

while already with young, superaominare to give

an additional name to, SURNAME, tuptrordindre

to appoint in addition ; (late or med.) L. superaug-

mentum further increase, superindictio [see iNDic-

TION 2], supernomen SURNAME, superpliis SURPLUS :

e. g. f superasstime, -elect, -illustrate, -ordain vbs. ;

super-accession, -conception, -dying, f -graffing, -il-

lustration, -injustice, -ornament, -sanction, -strain-

ing, -stu/'sbs. and vbl. sbs. ; t superaccessory adj.

f Su:peradve-nient a., coming upon or after

something as an addition, f Superbibe v. [late

\J.superbibere\ trans., to drink in addition. Super-
calender v. trans., to subject (paper) to additional

calendering, so as to produce a highly glazed sur-

face ; chiefly in ppl. adj. and vbl. sb. ; hence Super-
calender s6.

,
a roller used for supercalendering.

Su perfeiida-tion, Sxvperinfenda'tion, creation

of a new feudal estate out of one already estab-

lished. Su perinstalla'tion, installation into

an office or dignity already held by another (cf.

SUPERINSTITUTION). Su-per-tax sb., an additional

duty of income tax levied upon incomes above a

certain valne.

1701 NORRIS Ideal World I. vii. 410 One is conceived as

a "super-accession to the other. 1698 Treat. Sev. Subj.

392 The Divine Light.. 'Superaccessory to the Natural

Light. 1647 H. MORE Song of Soul Notes 160/1 By the

powerfull appulse of some *superadyenient form. 1664

Myst. Inia. xx. 77 Which will again be hugely increased

by another superadvenient Incertainty. _
16*0 VENNER

Via Recta viii. 190 Vpon meats taken againe, let there be

assumed a draught of ordinarie Beere, and therewith, or a

litle meat "super-assumed. 1691 BANCROFT Let. to Sir H.
North in D'Oyly Life (1821) xi. II. 10, I sometimes eat

bread and butter in a morning, and "superbibe my second

dish of coffee after it. 1888 Daily News 10 Dec. 3/2 The
choice "super-calendered paper with which the American

magazines have made usfamiliar. iyo*Encycl. 5r/V.XXXII.

6/1 Super-calendered paper, which is still largely used

for the printing of ordinary illustrations, ion Ibid. (ed. n)
XX. 734/2 For the better class or very highly-glazed papers
. .a subsequent glazing process is required ; this^

is effected

by sheet or plate-glazing and by 'super-calendering or web-

glazing... The "super-calender is used to imitate the plate-

glazed surface. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. HI.
xyii.

150 In those *superconceptions where one childe was like

the father, the other like the adulterer. 1855 DUNGLISON
Med. Lex. s. v. Sitperfatation, Twin cases may be of this

kind of superconception. 1627 DONNE Serm. Lady Danvers

159 When there was a "Super-dying, a death vpon the death,
. .a Spiritual! death after the bodily, a 1734 NORTH Lives

(1826) I. 360 How can you "super-elect and set up anti.

sheriffs to oust them before their title is tried ? 1627 DONNE
Serin. 23 Dec. (1640) 44 That God would "super-endow him
with parts, and! faculties, fit for that service. iSSi MAINE
Anc. Law iv. (1870) 107 To mount up, through narrowing
circles of "super-feudation, till we approximate to the apex
of the system. 1664 EVELYN 5>fo<x( 1679) 4 "Super-grafting,
or the repetition of Graffing, for the inlargement, and
melioration of Fruit. 1619 DONNK Serm., Acts jcxiii. 6, 7

(1640) 496 At thy death thou shalt be "super.illustrated,
with a Meridionall light, a 1631 and Serm. Gen. i. zb

(1634) 23 Those "super-illustrations, which the blessed shall

have in Glorie. 1781 GIBBON Decl. ff F. xxxvi. (1787) III.

455 The provincials, oppressed by the accumulated weight
of indictions and "superindictions. a 1626 BACON Consid.
Warre in. Sfaine (1629) 5 The Rauishing whereof was
a meere Excursion of the first Wrong, and a "Super-In-
iustice. 164* FULLER Holy .y Prof. St. iv. xi. 285 Such a

"superinstallation seems an unlawful! bigamy, marrying two
husbands at the same time to the same Church. 1590
GREENWOOD Answ. to Giffard yi Christ pronounceth them
accursed that add or "superordeyne any thing to his worde.

1709 MRS. MANI.EV Secret Mem. (1720) I. 114 The 'super.
Ornaments of the Mind, .were not necessary, 1657 in Bur-
ton's Diary (1828) I. 407 The frequent 'super-sanction of

Magna Charta. 1696 BACON Sylva 182 In the Straining
of a String, the further it is strained, the lesse "Superstrain.

ing goeth to a Note. 1791 D. LLOYD Voy. Life in. 51 If

you in works of merit prove too light, They'll add their

"super-stuff into the scale. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 5 July 2/2
The powers that would, .be necessary to obtain a full dis-

closure of income . . under a system of "super-tax. 1908 Daily
Chron. 93 Nov. 1/6 A graduated super tax on incomes over

; 5,000 a year. 1905 Ibid. 23 June 5/7 Only those 'super-
values would be taxed which are due to the growth of a
town [etc.].

1 14. Math. In adjs. denoting ratios expressible

by unity (or some other integer) with some number
of aliquot parts over ; as in late L. superdimidius
(sc. numerus number)

' that is a half more ', i. e.

i \, denoting a ratio of 3 : 2, supertertius
' that is a

third over', i.e. ij = 4: 3, snpersesquialter 'that
is i \ over', i. e. 2^ =5:2; also, with less precise
indication of the denominator of the fraction,
after superpartiens SupKRPARirENT (cf. supcrparti-
culctris SUPEUPARTICULAR), superbipartiens

' that is

two parts over', i.e. if = 5 : 3, superquadripar-
tiens,

'
that is four parts over ', i. e. I j = 9 : 5. Obs.

[1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid v. 127 b, If the antecedent con-
taine aboue the consequent two panes, it is called Svperbi-
farlieas, as 7. to 5. If 3 paries Supertripartieus as 7. to 4.)

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Superbipartient number. Ibid., Super,
tripartient number, a 1696 SCARBURCH Euftid (1705) 180
As 8 to 3 is . . 2$ . . : therefore this proportion is named Duple
superbitertial. 1709-29 V. MANDEY Syst. Math., Arith. 36
Proportion Superpartient, is the Habitude of a greater
Number to a lesser, when the greater contains the lesser

once, and moreover some Aliquot parts. . . The Denominators

SUPEBABOUND.
of it are, if, Superbipartient. ij, Supertripartient. ij,

Superquadrupartient, . . etc. ad Intinitum. 1737 E. MAN-
WARING Stichology 16 Supertert'ian Ratio is, when the Arsis
and Thesis is as 4 to 3 or 3 to 4.

15. Upon something of the same kind, in a

secondary relation ; secondary, secondarily : e. g.

suptrcommentary (
= a commentary on a commen-

tary), -commentator^ "\-conscquency (= a conse-

quence of a consequence), -heresy, -parasite, -para-
sitic (= HYPERPARASITE, -me), -refection, -refor-
mation ; super-crown vb.

i876ScHiLLEK-SziNESSvCa^a/. Iltbr.MSS. i37This*super-
commentary has been printed twice. Ibid. 139 Our author
as well as other *supercommentators.. commented on the
short commentary. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep, j. iii. g
Not attaining the deuteroscopy, or second intention of the

words, they are faine to omit their "superconsequencres, cohe-
rencies, figures, or tropologies. 1633'!'. ADAMS Exp. z Peter
iii. 18. 1564 Crowned with his \sc. Job's] patience, which
is *supercrowned with everlasting blessednesse. 1846 froc.
Philol. Soc. III. 14 This principle of 'super-formation. 1643
SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Me<t. i. 8 Even in Doctrines here-
licall there will be 'super-heresies. 1891 Century Diet.,

*Superparasite. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 647/2 Another
parasite, .had become parasitic upon the

parasite. The
most curious part of this "super-parasitic history is [etc.],
1616 BACON Sylra 341 There be three Kindes of Reflexions
of Sounds; A Reflexion Concurrent; A Reflexion Iterant,
which we call Eccho; And a *Super-reflexion, or an Eccho
of an Eccho. i6ia DONNE Serin. Easter-Monday (1660) III.

372 We shall not need any such re-Reformation, or *super.
Reformation. 1670 WALTON Live* in. 185 Men of the

slightest Learning, and the most ignorant of the Common
People were mad for a new, or, Super, or Re-reformation of

Religion.

V. f 16. Representing Gr. vntp~, lm-
t
in nonce-

renderings of words in the N.T. : supcrexpostulate
= Gr. vvfpcvnryxavftv to intercede on behalf of;

superintreduction Gr. tirttaayeuyri a bringing in

besides. Obs, See also SUPERSUBSTANTIAL i.

1647 TRAPP Comm. Rom. viii. 26 The Spirit, .doth super-
expostulate for us, Ibid. i Heb. vii. 19 The Law is a super.
introduction to Christ our hope.

Superable (s)-p3rab'l), a. [ad.L. superdbilis,

f. superdre : see SUPERATE and -ABLE. Cf. OF.

superable, It. superabile^ etc.] Capable of being
overcome or vanquished ; surmountable : the oppo-
site of insuperable.
16*9 HOBHES Tkucyd. (1822) 104 If he be superable by

money. 1685 BOYLE Enq. Notion Nat. 32, I must take leave

to complain, .of the scarce superable Difficulty of the Task.

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 126 f g Antipathies are gene-

rally superable by a single effort. 1815 JEBB in Corr. Knox
4- Jtbb (1834) II. 208 Nothing fairly superable should pre-
vent my forthwith obeying the welcome summons to B .

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 139 The physician must be
on his guard not to be put off from urging change of scene

or places of cure, by protestations of hindrances which in

health 'would have been superable enough.
Hence Separability, Su-perablenesa, the

quality of being snperable; Su'perably adv*
t
so

as to be snperable.
1717 BAILEY (vol. II), Superableness. 1818 TODD, Sitter*

ably^ so as may be overcome. 1889 Ckr. Union (N.Y.)
10 Jan., The superability of all obstacles.

Superabound (siw^parabau-nd), v. Also 5

-habounde, 7 suprabound. [ad. late L. super-
abunddre : see SUPER- 9 band ABOUND v. Cf. obs.

'

dare, Sp. sobreabundar, Pg. sobreabundar, super-

abundar.]
1. intr. To abound beyond something else; to

be more abundant, (Always with allusion to Rom.
v. 20.)

1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 154 Wher wrechydly
Synne regnyd grace doth superhabounde. 1579 LYLV tt-

/Aw(Arb.) 140 What shame is this, .that where grace doth

abounde, shine shoulde so .superabound? 1647 CLARENDON
Hist, Reb. vt. 175 If the Mercy, Favour, and Blessing of

Almighty God, had not superabounded. 1749 HARTLEY
Observ. Man it. i. 15 Though Disorder, Pain, and Death do

very much abound.. yet Beauty, Order, Pleasure, Life, and

Happiness, seem to superabound. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul
II. 210 An apparent paradox If grace superabounds over

sin, why should we not continue in sin? 1907 Month Nov.

535 Where distress abounds devotedness will superabound.

t b. trans. To abound beyond, be more abun-

dant than, exceed greatly. Obs. rare.

a 1670 HACKET Cent. Serm. (1675) 149 Nothing was de-

fective in him, but did exceedingly super-abound all which

could be required in any Priest or Prophet.
2. intr. To abound excessively ;

to be very, or

too, abundant.
c i$ao NISBKT AT

. T. i Tim. i. 14 The grace of our Lord

superaboundit [Wycl. ouer habounde], with faith and lufe

that is in Crist Jesu. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons
Ded. i The vanitie and ouerweemng of yong men . . haue so

exceeded and superabounded. 1601 DENT Pathw. Heaven

155 Lying and dissembling are most rife,, .but especially it

doth ouerflow and superabound in shopkeepers and seruants.

16*3 T. SCOT Tongue-Combat 89 This Sect doth suprabound
with you. 1638 JUN i us Paint. Ancients 227 Whatsoever

doth superabound", issueth out of a full brest. 18*7 STEUART

Planter's Guide (1828) 461 Though no. .fermentation can

take place without moisture, yet moisture may superabound.

1834 HT. MARTINEAU Moral n. 50 The capitalists do not

need to combine when labour superabounds.
b. with in or with : To abound excessively in ;

to possess or contain in great abundance.

1631 SIR T. HAWKINS tr. Malhicus Unhatfy Prosp. 12



STJPEBABOUNDING.

vEgypt,..super-abotindtd in pratteling, and artificyes to
calumniate gouernors. 1638 SIR T. HKRHKKT Trait, (ed. 2)

XJ Cony He.. also superabounds with Scales. Ibid. 25
They [sea tortoises] superabound in eggs. 1749 HAHTLKY
Observ. Man ii. ii, 101 We do not find that forged or false

Accounts of Things supt:ral>ound in Particularities. 180*
\V. TAYLOR in Monthly Ma*. XIII. 10 The English
language superabounds with hissings. 1864 BURTON Scot
Abr. I.

iij.
119 To supply the country with that commodity

in which it superabounded.

Hence Buperabounding vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1560-1 First Bk. Diseifil. Ck. Scot, in Knox's Wks. (1848)
II. 186 Yit for ane uniformitie to be keipit, we have thocht

gude to adde this as superaboundand. 1594 CAREW Huarte's
E.iaw. Wits (1616) 65 How many differences of wits grow
by meanes of the superabounding of each of these three

qualities. 1598DELONF-Y JackeNewb. i. (1630) Bjb, Maidens
ficklenesse proceedes of vaine fancies, but old womens
iealousie of superabounding loue. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrima^-
ii. it- 93 The superabounding grace ofGod. 1757 J. EDWARDS
Orig. Sin n. iv. i That superabounding of grace. 1883
American VII. 20 Nor are we so superabounding m capital
that [etc-]. 1884 J. PARKER Apost. Life II. 197 A super-
abounding religious spirit and activity.

Superabundance (s'"-p3rabz7*ndans). Also

5-6 -habundaunce, 6 -haboundauuce, 6-7
-aboundance. [ad. late L. superabundantia t

f.

pres. pple. of superabundare to SUPEKABOUND : see

-ANCE. Of. obs. F. superabondance (OF., F. r-).]

1. The quality of being superabundant ; the fact

or condition of superabounding ; excessive abun-

dance or plentifulness ; redundance.

1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 37 Puttenge signes per
callede obeli, to betokyn superhabundaunce. 1526 Pitgr.

Perf.(W. de W. 1531) 263 b, Superhaboundaunceorlacke of

some humour, whiche disordereth the body. 1593 NASHE
Chrisfs T, Wks. 1904 II. 124 It is the superaboundance of

witte that makes Atheists. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist.

Earth\. (1723) 262 The Luxury and Superabundance of the

Productions of the Earth. 1783 JUSTAMOND tr. Raynafs
Hist. Indies II. 3 The superabundance of population in

islands. 1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic i. (1833) 7 The task of

selection is rendered extremely difficult, by the superabund-
ance of materials. 1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 225 Such shall

be the abundance and superabundance of blessing, that it

shall be as though the hills dissolved themselves in the rich

streams which they poured down.

2. That which superabounds ; a superabundant

quantity or amount ;
a surplus (^something).

1410 HOCCLEVE Min. Poems in De Reg. Princ. (1897)

p. lx, I pray you.. Of youre merites superhabundaunce, As

grauntitn me of almesse some pietaunce. 1576 NEWTON
Lemnie's Complex. (1633) 77 That the stomacke be not over-

cloyed and charged with superabundance or excesse, 1603
HOLLAND Plutarch^s Mor. 59 For a man to adbrne another

is an excellent ornament proceeding from a superabundance
(as it were) ofglorie and honor which is in himselfe. 1785
PHILLIPS Treat. Inland Nov. p. v, Navigation . .conveys the

superabundance of the productions and manufactures of one

country, .to another. 1827 HARE Guesses Ser. I. (1859) i A
mother should desire to give her children a superabundance
of enthusiasm. 1879 CasselCs Techn. Educ. I. 219/2 To re-

lieve it of its super-abundance of water.

t Superabu'udancy. Obs. [ad. late L.

superabundantia : see prec. and -ANCY.] = prec.
1617 J. DOUGHTY Sentr. Div. Myst. (1628) Ep. Ded., I

knowe . .the superabundancy of this kinde of writing, a 1649
DRUUM. OF HAWTH. Fatn.Ep. Wks. (1711) 143, 1 write often

unto you, for that..! had rather be charged for super-

abundancy than defect. 1727 [DORRINGTON] Philip Quarll
106 This Gentlewoman wants for no manner of Necessaries

. .but has rather a Superabundancy. 1754 H. WALPOLE Let.

to R. Bentley$ Nov., My chief employ., is plan ting at Mrs.

dive's, whither 1 remove all my superabundances. 1765
in lo/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm, App. i. 387 Making amends
for the want of Knowledge by the superabundancy of Zeal.

1786 ABERCROMBIE Card. Assist. 15 Pruning out the super,

abundancy.

Superabundant (st&parabzrndant), a. Also

5-6 -habunda(u)nt, -habounda(u)nt, 6-7
-aboundant ; 7 sup'rabundant. [ad. late L.

superabundant-, -ans
} pres. pple. of superabunddre

to $UPERA&OUNI> : see -ANT. (Cf. F. surabondant,'}]
1. Abounding above something else, or above

measure ; more' than (barely) sufficient, enough
and to spare ; exceedingly abundant or plentiful.

Now rare or merged in 2 (but cf. next, i).
c 14x0 HOCCLEVE Min. Poems in De Reg. Princ. (1897) p.

xlix, To J>at only was thi talent & thi chiere So suffisaunt,

lo, that oure raunsoum were Superhabundaunt over bat

was due. 1508 FISHER 7 Penit. Ps. cxxx. Wks. (1876) 207
Of the whiche superhaboundaunt mercy we haue.. spoken.

1591 NASHE Strange Neives (1593) 69, I wish vnto thee all

superabundant increase, a 1633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) II3

The Passion of Christ.. was not onely a sufficient, but a

superabundant satisfaction for the sinne, of all Mankind.

1683 Brit. Spec. 249 Out of their superabundant Loyalty.

17*8 MORGAN Algiers II. ii. 234 Every Nation has its

Peculiarities ; nor has Ours abundance of Reason to brag of

its super-abundant Regularity. 1830 MACKINTOSH Eth.
Philos. Wks. 1846 I. 215 His gratitude and native modesty
dictated a superabundant care in softening and excusing his

dissent from those who had been his own instructors.

2. Abounding above what is fitting or needful
;

exceeding the normal or required amount ;
too

abundant ; more than sufficient (in a bad sense).

[14*2-50 : Cf. SUPERABUNDANTLY 2]. 1531 ELYOT C.OV. III.

xi, Whan the bloode is corrupted, and eyther fleame or

Colere. .is superhabundaunt, than in the body be ingendred
sores and diseases. 1636 in Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 281

Out of a suprraboundant caution. 1753 Chambers" Cycl.

SuppL s.v. Wine, Vinegar which has once thrown off the

super-abundant earthy parts, and many of the oily ones.

171

1815 J. SMITH Panorama Set. -V Art\\. 363 This forces the
superabundant mercury from llir :nnal^;iin, and renders it

solid. 1835 THIKLWAJ.L Greece viii. 1. 324 A Miperabundnnt
population might have been easily discharged by the ordin-

ary expedient of a colony. 1871 H. MACMILLAN True Vine
v. 216 The leaves.. need sometimes to be taken away, as
super-abundant foliage would shade the fruit.

tb. Abounding overmuch in, having or con-

taining too much (of something). Obs. rare.

1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xxiv. 8. 322 Vnlesse the mothers
seede, do supply or temper, what the fathers was defectiue
or superaboundant in.

Su perabu ndantly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]
In a superabundant degree.
1. Abundantly beyond something else, or above
measure

; very abundantly or plentifully.
"

1530 PALSGR. 852/1 Superabundantly, sup^rhabundam-
went. 1593 NASHE Christ's T. Wks. 1904 II. i/z'He could
haue beene reuenged on thee superabundantly. 1638 CHIL-
LINGW. Relig. Prof. i. vi. 38. 357, I conceive it sufficiently,

abundantly, superabundantly proved to be divine Revela-
tion, a 1665 J. GOODWIN Bringfilled with the Spirit (1867)

253 Those that shall be superabundantly blessed. 1780 H.
WALPOLE Let. to W. Mason 9 June, We have now, super-
abundantly, to fear robbery: 300 desperate villains were re--

leased from Newgate. 1860 flliLL Kepr, Govt. (1865) 48/2
These things are superabundantly evident. 1885 Spectator
8 Aug. 1045/2 She discovers his character, and then husband
and wife reproach each other superabundantly.
2. More than enough (in a bad sense) ;

too abun-

dantly ; to or in excess, superfluously.
M3*-5o tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 31^ This Tiberius, callede

Nero, was namede. .of disporters Tiberius Mero, for cause
he jafe hym to drynke superhabundantely wyne. 1654 tr.

Scndery's Curia Pol, 185 Those who will be superabun-
dantly and tediously wise. 1755 MAGENS Insurances I. 443
The King, super-abundantly, ordered the Treaties .. to be
examined. 1644 EMKRSON Ess. Ser. n. Experience (1876)

72 My reception has been so large, that I am not annoyed
by receiving this or that superabundantly. 1891 Leeds

Mercury 25 May 5/3 The assertion that Italian art is super-
abundantly represented in the National Gallery.

Super-acid, a. [SUPER- 12 b.]
1. Chem. Superadd salt = SUPEBSALT.
1808 WOLLASTON in Phil. Trans. XCVIIL 06 Other in-

stances ofsuper-acid and sub-acid salts. 1857 MILI.KK Eletn.

Chew.) Org. vi. 3. 425 A remarkable superactd salt (K.O,
2HO, 2 (CsHjOs) 3Aq).
2. Excessively acid. Hence Sirperaci'dity, ex-

cessive acidity.
1901 in DORLAND Med. Diet.

Su peracu'te, and sb. [In A., f. SUPEK- 9 -*-

ACUTE a. In B., ad. med.L, superacuta (sc. nota}^\
A. adj. Excessively acute.

1679 ALSOP Meliits Inq. it. v. 307 As if some Superacute
Philosopher should undertake to prove that because eating
and sleeping are subordinate to Health and Life, therefore

we ought to lay very little stress on them. 191* D. CRAW-
FORD Thinking Black xix. 388 These superacute senses of

the raw bush negro.

t B. sb, Mus. The highest note of the gamut.
1504 W.CORNYSSHE Treat. Inform. <$

Mus. xix. in Herrig's
Archiv (1908) CXX. 425 Enformacione will steteche [sic] a.

doctor hys game, from superacute to the doble diaspason.

Superadd (siparoe'd), v. [ad. L. superodde're:

see SUPEK- 1 3 and ADD v.}

1. trans. To add over and above
;
to add to what

has been added; to put as a further addition.

Often a mere strengthening of add : To add besides ;

' to join any thing exlrinsick' (Johnson).
1641 MAISTERTON Serin. 14 That which it superaddeth is a

power to reflect upon it self. 1643 R eg. Privy Council Scot.

ber. n. VII. 329 His wrath will be turned away and all

temporall blessings of prospentie and peace will be abun-

dantlie supperaddit. 1681 Whole Duty Nations 21 If any
thing was wanting m the former Revelation..to superadd
what might render it most complete. i76o-7 H. BROOKE
Fool of Qnal. (1809) III. 43 Our Gothic ancestors either

adopted what they judged excellent in the British constitu-

tion, or rather superadded what was deemed to be excellent

in their own. 1776 JOHNSON Let. to Wetherell 12 Mar. in

Boswellt
We must set the copies at fourteen shillings each,

and superadd what is called the quarterly-book. 1817 IAS.

MILL Brit. India v. v. II. 530 Famine now raged in all his

horrors ; and the multitude of the dead and the dying
threatened to superadd the evils of pestilence. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. \. xi. 80 Loss of two nights* sleep, with two days' toil

superadded. 1897 AUbutfs Syst. Med. IV. 579
Fibroid

thickening and hypernucleation are superadded in process of

time.

b. Const, to (unto],
a 1458 GASCOIGNE Life St. Bridgets New Leg. Eng. (1516)

124 b, She nat oonly kepe \r* fastyngs..^' holy churcne com-

maundeth but she superadded therto many other, a 1552

LELAND Itin. (1768) I. p. xxiii, To superadde a Worke as an

Ornament.. to the Enterprises afore saide. 169* BENTLEY

Boyle Lect. ii. 16 Motion in general superadded to Matter

cannot produce any Sense and Perception. 1700 DRYDEN
Fables Pref., Poems (1910) 269 The Manners of ./Eneas are

those of Hector superadded to those which Homer gave

SUPERALTA.R.

I

who is converted from Protestantism t.. I'upery. . parts with
nothing A t i;it | IC already had.
2. spec. To add as a lurlhcr htaicineiit

;
lo say,

state, or mention in addition. (With Minplc obj.
or obj. clause.)
1640 Br. HALL Humb. Remottitr. 20 To thi commentary,we shall super-uddc the unquestionable glussc uf the clear

pncttMoftbairintmediaUsuccwKMi. 1651 N. lUcos .

Ctn-t. Eng. ii. L (i 73y ) 8 The King, .superadded, that it

should be treason for any man lo endeavour to repeal any of
their determinations. (11734 NOMTH Lives (i8a6) II. 100

I There was an odd passage at the council board which . .shall
be superadded. 1781 CowfKK Hope 434, I mperadd a few
essentials more. 1857 DICKEKB Dorrit \\. xv, Here Mrs.
General stopped, and added internally. .' 1'apa, potatoes,
poultry, prunes, and prism '.

' Mr. Uorrii*, -be superadded
aloud,

*

is ever most obliging '.

Hence Supera'dded ppl. a., Bupera'dding
vbl. sb. Also Supera 'ddible a.

t capable of being
superadded ; t Sniperadd!'lament = next, 2.

a 1618 PRESTON Semi.
(16^0)

2 They can shew no ground
..for their.. "superadded opinions. 1650 in Y.\\\$Orig. Lett.
Ser. u. III. 361 A superadded mercy to all the rest. 1756
BURKE Subt. fy Scant, v. i, Painting affect* in the same
manner, but with the superadded pleasure of imitation.

1843 PUSEY Sff/n. Holy Euch. 10 The remains of original

corruption and our own superadded sins. 1854 OWEM in

Orr's Circ. Sci., Org. Nat. I. 166 The broken parts may be
cemented together by newly superadded shell-sub&unce.

1812-29 COLERIDGE Lit. Rent. (1838) III. 108 A finite

divided from, and *superaddible to, the infinite. 1655
SANDERSON Serm. (1681) II. Pref. 7 The *superadding of ex-

amples to commands. 1628 C. POTTER Consecr.Serm. (1629)

44 The Church of Rome hath adulterated and obscured her

Catholique verities with intolerable 'superadditaments. 1647
M. HUDSON Div. Right Govt. i. iv. 19 All those relative

Entities which are placed in the other seven predicaments
are but onely circumstantial superadditamenu grounded
upon one of these three.

Superaddition (siwiparadi'Jan). [f. SUPER-

ADD, after addition.]
L The action (or an act) of superadding, or the

condition of being superadded ; further addition.

Often a mere strengthening of addition : cf. SUPKB-
ADD i.

1609 Bible (Douay) Ezelc. iii. comm. t
More grace added to

the former which was sufficient before, and by this super-
addition is made effectual. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 74
By a super-addition of the oyl of Vitriol, you may re-tincture

as before. 1753 JOHNSON Adventurer No. 115 P 15 If bis

topics be probable and persuasory, that he be able to recom-
mend them by the superaddition of elegance and imagery.

1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia I. in. vii. 408 With all these

powers, in superaddition to his own character. 1897 All-

butt's Syst. Med. IV. 364 With a further increase of vascular

tension and the superaddition of hypertrophy of the heart,

the dropsy will lessen or cease.

2. Something superadded ; a further addition.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. Disc. i. 5 12 Virtue being

superaddition to Nature. i<S6 GUNNING Lent f'atst 63 One
part of the Aerians superaddition to the Arrian heresie.

1714 STEELE Lover No. 29 (1723) 170 He hath so clogg'd it,

and sophisticated it with Superadditions,
that it may be he

hath altered the Nature.. of it. a 1866 J. GROTE Exam.
Utilit. Philos. xv. (1870) 226 A superaddition to, not a con-

stituent of, man's moral existence. 1897 Allbutfx Syst.
Med. III. 256 The ultimate composition of the lardaceous

superaddition is that of the protein bodies.

So 8u:peradditional, t Strperaddi-tionary

adjs. t
of the nature of a superaddition.

1637 BASTWICK Litany iv. Tule-p., More Articles super-
additionall vpon superadditionall. 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol.

Chym. 35 A simple mineral salt . . without any superadd ition-

ary additaments. 1847 P. FAIRBAIRN TypoL Script. I. L 3

I
What might now be regarded as fundamental,.. must have

1 been, to a considerable extent, super-additional.

Superaltar (siM'par^ltai). ccL Also 4-6

auperaltare, 5-7 -altarie,-y, (5 -altavye.-altori),

6 -alter, [ad. med.L. snperattdre : see SUPER- i d

and ALTAK.]
1. A portable stone slab consecrated for use upon

an unconsecrated altar, a table, etc." Also attrib.

1:1380 Antecrist in Todd Three Treat. U'jfdif (1*51) 146

i suspenden men and chirches, bo^e auters and super-

American ; and there is all the reason in the world to expect

a Spanish war to be superadded to the French. 1874

CARPENTER Mental Phys. i. i. (1879) 23 The Cerebrum., is

superadded to this Axial Cord. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med.

VII. 272 Irritative phenomena .. are superadded to the

paralytic symptoms.
o. absol. To make a further addition to.

1660 R. BOUNEV KepfiiffTo*' Awpo- Ep. Ded. 3 All the peo-

ple ought to. .superadde to the honour of his Majestic, not

limit it at all. a 1769 JOHNSON in Boswell 26 Oct. 1769, A man

makyng of the crossys on be supcraltarys^ liij d. 1530
' PALSGK. 494/2 Thynke you this superaliare is consecrate.

1551 SIK J. WILLIAMS Ace. Monastic Treas. (Abbotif. Club)

24 A superaltare, garnished with siluer and gilte, and parte

eolde called the greate saphure of Glasconbury. 1568

GBAFTON Chron. II. 383 They ordeyned a Superaltare of

Siluer, and guilt, and therein the storye of Samt tdwarde

was grauen most curiously. 1578 m Kempe Losely
M^>.

tisfactions, perfections, supererogations, Masses, Vigils,

upuii wnn,u ou jL4ani fa AIU a
in the possession of our great abbey of St. Alb. in i. 1MB
Athcnxum 12 Sept. 398/1 No relic was necessary lor a side

altar or one of occasional use, provided a duly consecrated

small portable super-altar stone or slab was used by the

celebrant.

2. A structure erected above an altar (at tne

back) : a. a reredos ; b. a ratable or gradine.

1848 B WEBB Cant. EcclesM. 156 There is a stone super-

aitarof twelve small niches, filled by 6gures. 1858 Dirtcl.

Anglic, (ed. J. Purchas) 6 Along the back o( the man* ex-

tends a ledge.. called the super-Altar ; upon it are
placed

two Lights, and between these a cross of metal. 1800 1W. L.

22 2



SUPEBANCY.

COLLINS! Luck ofLadysmede 1. 151 Here is the great super-

altar, of the twelve Apostles, in silver tricked out with gold.

1867 Church tr Stall Rtv. 16 Feb. 164 He removed a Cross,
and a pair of candlesticks, together with the superahar upon
which they were placed. 1870 F. R. WILSON Ch. Lindisf.

132 Over the communion table there is a marble super-altar.

t Superaiicy. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. late L. supcr-

anlia, i. pres. ppie. of superdre : see SUPEKATE and

-ANCY.] The quality of exceeding or surpassing;

superiority.
1578 SIDNEY Wanstead Play in Arcadia etc.

f
(i6o5) 574

Either according to the penetrancie of their singing, or the

melioritie of their functions, or lastly the superancy of their

merits.

t Superannate, a. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L.

superannatus (of cattle) more than a year old, f.

super annum beyond a year: see SUPEII- 7 b and

-ATE 2
. Cf. y.surannf, H. soprannato.]

= SUPER-

ANNUATED.
1608 J. KING Sena. 5 Nov. 15 It is not so auncient &.

superannate as the story of Pope lone. 1619 MAXWELL tr.

Hcrodian (1635) 268 He alledging he was super-annate, re-

fuses the Empire. [l6j C B. STAPYLTON Herodian xiv. 121

Audentius therefore safely shall them Guard, If he be pleas d
. . But he replies (with Modesty) I cannot, You see, quoth
he, my time is super-atin'atc.J

t Superannate, v. Obs. rare. [f. med.L.

superannatus : see prec. and -ATE 3.]

1. intr. To live beyond the year ; to survive till

the next year.
i66 BACON Sylva 8 448 The Dying, in the winter, of the

Roots of Plants, that are Annuall, seemeth to be partly
caused by the Over-Expence of the Sap into Stalke, and
Leaves ; which being prevented, they will super-annate, if

they stand warme.

Cf. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Superannate, Superannuate,
to out-wear with

years,
to out-live, or exceed in years, to

grow old, or out of date, to live longer. Bac[an\.

2. trans, t To be too ancient for.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. iii. 42 These crumbling
reliques. .Superannate such expectations.

t Superannated, pa. pple. and ppl. a. Obs.

[f. meoTL. superannatus (see above) + -EDlJ =
SUPERANNUATED.
1*05 CHAPMAN All Fools in. i. 267 Spent poets, super-

annated bachelers. 1610 DONNE Pseudo-martyr 124, 1 neuer
found. .that a Saint. .may be superannated, and grow too

old to bee Canoniz'd.
ifijji

Bp. HALL Confirm. 3 Can the

Doctrine of the Resurrection .. and of the lastjudgment, be

ever unseasonable, and super annated ? 1654 GATAKER Disc.

Apol. 42, I returned, That I was now superannated, and

having waived the Degree, when I might have had it at

thirtie five, would not now. .seek, .it at three score.

Superannuate, a. and s6. Now rare. [ad.
mod.L. *

supcrannuatus , altered f. superanndtus

SUPERANNATE.] A. adj.
= SUPERANNUATED.

1647 WARD Simple Cobler at As if former Truths were

grown superannuate andsaplesse, if not altogether antiquate.

1654 GAYTON Picas. Notes \. iv. 13, I believe Kosinante
was a Gelding, or else a Stallion super-annuate. 1765
BLACKSTONE Comm. i. xiii. 421 Sailois, ..when maimed, or

wounded, or superannuate. 1866 MANSFIELD School Life
Winchester Coll. (1870) 237 Superannuate a boy who was

obliged [c 1840] to leave at Election, owing to his being past

eighteen years of age.
' Founders

'

were not '

Superannu-
ate

'

till they were twenty-five. 1869 LOWELL Cathedral 647
. Superannuate forms and mumping shams.

B. sl>. A superannuated person ; spec, at Win-
chester School (see qnot. 1866 in A.).
i8aa JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 351 Two ancient servants,

who. .have a reasonable claim to repose. .in the sanctuary
of invalids and superannuates. 1855 POTTS LilerCantabr.
l. 416 Funds out of which exhibitions., are given to super-
annuates of the foundation [of Winchester College]. 1901
ll^estm. Gaz. 25 July 2/2 The prison service is no longer a

refuge for the superannuates of the Army and the Navy.

Superannuate (sipara:-ni^t), v. [Back-
formation from next.]

fl. trans. To render antiquated or obsolete : said

of the lapse of time, etc. Also, to set aside or

reject as antiquated or out-of-date. Obs.

1649 E. MARBURY in Spurgeon Treas. David xxxiv. 22 No
age shall ever superannuate them [sc. God's promises], or put
them out of full force and virtue, 1660 H. MORE Myst.
Godl. To Rdr. to That bold Enthusiast, .who seems to en-
deavour to superannuate Christianity.. and to introduce
another Evangelic. 1680 Apocat. Apoc. 220 Nor does this

season, being Regnum Spiritus, superannuate this Sacra-
ment, but rather call for it. 1691 NORRIS I'ract. Disc. 119
None shall be thought worthy to be retained in it but only
these Two, Praise and Love ; all the rest shall be super-
annuated and cease. 1830 MACKINTOSH Etk. Philos.
Wks. 1846 I. 59 Two centuries have not superannuated
probably more than a dozen of his [Hobbes's] words. 1865
Spectator 18 Feb. 176 The Railway companies, .have killed
the coaches, superannuated the barges. ,

fb. To put off for a time. Obs. rare 1
.

1654 H. L'EsTRANCE Chas. I (1655) 125 Not to delay and
super-annuate Ipnger.this expectation.
2. To dismiss or discharge from office on account

of age ; esp. to cause to retire from service on a

pension ;
to pension off.

1691 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) II. 557 Collonel Murray
. .is superannuated, and a pension given him of 250^ for life.

1758 Case of Authors ly Prof. Stated 57 Being superan-
nuated with a lucrative Sine-Cure. 1835 MARRYAT Jacob
Faithful xlvi, The governors.. thought it necessary to su-

perannuate him with a pension. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick.
xxxv, This isn't the first time you've talked about super-
annuating me. 1885 Miss BRADDON Wyllard's Weird I.

vii. 196 Why do you not superannuate poor old Gretton, and
let Bothwell be your steward?

172

3. pass, and intr. To become too old for a posi-

tion or office ;
to reach the age at which one leaves

a school, retires from an office, etc.

At nineteen" years of age the scholars [at Eton] are super-

annuated, when they pass off some to Cambridge, and others

to Oxford. 1904 Daily News 18 Apr. 3 [He] will superan-

nuate at the forthcoming Wesleyan Conference, and retire

from the editorship of the Connexional publications.

b. trans. To cause to be too old. rare.

1893 W. G. COLUNGWOOD Life Rvskin i. ix. 96 Ruskin

couldnot now go in for honours, for his lost year had super-

annuated him*

4. To outlast, outwear, rare.

1820 HAZLITT Lect. Dram. Lit. 294 The passion of curi-

osity had in him [sc. Sir T. Browne] survived to old age,

and had superannuated his other faculties.

1 5. intr. To be a year out in date. 06s. nonce-use.

1655 H. ^ESTRANGE Chas. / Pref. A 4, In assigning all

both Things and Actions their proper times, no one of which

..is so in these Annals mislaid, as to super-annuate, and not

many to vary from the very day of their prime existence.

[Cf. SUPER. 8 (b).\

p The alleged sense
'
to last beyond the year , copied in

mod. Diets, from Johnson, is founded on an alteration, in

later editions of Bacon, of SUPERANNATE (q. v., sense i).

Superannuated (s'wparae-niwf'ted), pa, pple.

and ppL a. [f.
mod.L. *

superannuates, altered from

med.L. superanndtus SUPERANNATE, after L.

annuus (see ANNUAL).]
1. Of persons (or animals) : Disqualified or inca-

pacitated by age ; old and infirm.

f Formerly const, to with inf. = too old to be or to do

something; also const.^vw
~ not subject to or capable of

something, on account of old age.

fa. pple. 1639 FULLER Holy War i. xxii. 34 Barzillai, super-
annuated to be a courtier. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med,
i. 42 Were there any hopes to out-live vice, or a point to be

super-annuated from sin. 1648 T. HILL Strength Saints Ep.
Ded. A iij, If you omit to elect them, they must (being

superannuated) bee most disgracefully thrpwne off. 1658
SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. iv. 65 Old age, which, .makes men
. .superannuated from the bold and couragious thoughts of

youth. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 212 When any
are super-annuated, . . seeing they can do no more Work they
are to expect no more Wages. 1757 H. WALPOLE Let. to

Mann 17 Jan., I trust he [sc. the Pope]
was superannuated

when they drew from him the late Bull enjoining the ad-

mission of the Unigenitus on pain of damnation. 1787
Minor 59 The horses, being likewise superannuated, were

exchanged for others. 1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour \. 342,

I subscribed regularly to Society, and knew that if I got

superannuated I should be comfortably maintained by the

trade. 1873 HAMKRTON Intell. Life i. vii. 36 We shall be

either superannuated or dead.

fpl. a. c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 20 This goodly an-

tient city.. looks like, .some superannuated virgin that hath
lost her lover, a 1694 SOUTH St'rt. t Rom. 1,33 II. 247 Old
Age . . the proper Season for a super-annuated Sinner to enjoy
the Delights of Sin in the Rebound. 1714 WATERLAND
Lett. Lay-Baptism u. iii. (1892) 231 We may fairly suppose
there might be about a thousand [LevitesJ fifty years old,
and consequently superannuated, a 1791 WESLEY Minutes
Sev. Convers. Wks. 1830 VIM. 326 How can we provide
for superannuated and supernumerary Preachers? 1819 A.
CLARKE in Life (1840) ix. 331 A superannuated cock whose
muscles were impenetrable to the teeth. 1836-7 DICKENS
.Y/,-. Bott Boarding-House \, Mr.Calton was a superannuated
beau an old boy. 1886 W. J. TUCKER E. Europe no
A giggle from a withered superannuated governess.
abxol. 17*6 LEONI Alberti's Archit. I. 86/2 Those whom

you take in.. are the Superannuated, and those who want
their Senses.

b. transf. of personal actions or attributes.

1707 Reflex. u/>o* Ridicule 301 Her superannuated
Charms. 185* THACKERAY Esmond i. xi, With a fascinat-

ing, superannuated smite she complimented him on his wit.

1860 MOTLEY NetherI. vii. I. 436 In all this there was much
of superannuated coquetry.
2. Of things : Impaired by age, worn out ; anti-

quated, obsolete, out of date.

pa.p/>le. a 1633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 280 The pleasure I

tooke in them [sc. worldly things], .being taken off, they
wither, grow uselesse, and are super-animated, like an old
tent. 1728 CHAMBERS (.'yd. s. v. Wine t In France, the
Wines that keep best,, .are reckon'd superannuated at five

or six Leaves old. 1883 H. JUTA tr. Van der Linden's Instit.

Holland 283 The judgments of the High Court become
superannuated after a lapse of five years.. .The judgments
of Amsterdam, however, do not become superannuated.
///. a. 1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes in. xi. 148 From rags,

Snat tucks, Snips,, .super-annuated Smocks and Shirts, come
very faire Sheets. 1665 GLANVILL Scepsis Set. vi. 25 This

superannuated Conceit deserves no more of our remem-
brance. 1689 Dial, betiv. Timothy ^ Titus 3 Thy thread-
bare Cassock and superannuated Beaver. 1832 tr. Sis-

mondFs Ital. Rep. v. 115 Vieri de Cerchi.. proposed to sub-
stitute equal laws, for superannuated proscriptions. 1856
N. Brit. Rev. XXVI. 67 The three Theologies, which now
stand in view of our British Christianity namely, the super-
annuated Logical, the modern Philosophical, and the future
Biblical, absol. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xlii, Obstinate
adherence to the superannuated.

b. loosely. That has lasted a very long time ;

inveterate
; very old. rare.

1644 QUARLES Barnabas $ B. 36 Hath Gilead balm enough
to heal thy superannuated sores? 1839 DE QUINCEY Recoil.
Lakes Wks. 1862 11,6 No more than the sun fails to gladden
the heart, because it is that same old superannuated sun
that has gladdened it for thousands of years.
3. Discharged from service on a pension after

attaining a certain age. Also said of the pension.

SUPERARBOGATION.

1740 GIBBER Apol. (1756) I. 116 He dy'd soon after, a

superannuated pensioner. 1771 SMOLLETT Humphry Cl.

13 July, A superannuated lieutenant on half.pay. 1802

JAMES Milit. Diet. s. v., To be placed upon the super-
annuated list is to be recommended to the board at Chelsea.

1817 Jrnl. Ho. Commons LXXII. 97/1 Superannuated or
retired Allowances, to Persons late belonging to the Office
of Ordinance. 1848 DICKENS Haunted Man \. 13 There's

my father, . . superannuated keeper and custodian of this

Institution, eigh-ty-seven year old.

Superannuation (s'fi'parflenii^-Jw). [f.

SUPERANNUATE or prec. : see -ATION.]
1. The condition of being superannuated ; impair-
ment of the powers or faculties by old age; the

state of having outlived one's vigour ; senile infir-

mity or decay. Obs. or rare.

1755 JOHNSON, Superannuation^ the state of being dis-

qualified by years. 1771 MRS. DELANV LifeffCorr. Ser. n.

(1862) I. 449, I feel so old y* its impossible to stir from home.
Sorry I am you shd be affected by my superannuation. 1781
T. POWNALL Treat. Antiq. 54 The mere doating of super.
annuation. 18*4 HOGG Con/. Sinner 85 In his last ravings,
he uttered some incoherent words. ..These.. were the words
of superannuation. 18*7 SCOTT Chron. Canongate i, To
dribble away life in exchanging bits of painted pasteboard
round a green table, for the piddling concern of a few shil-

lings, can only be excused in folly or superannuation.

f b. The condition of being out of date
; anti-

quated or obsolete state or character.

1658 PHILLIPS, Superannuation, an out-living, or growing
out of date, a 1834 COLERIDGE Church

<$ State (1839) 277,
1.. doubt, whether the superannuation of sundry supersti-
tious fancies be the result of any real diffusion of sound

thinking. 1845 DE QUINCEY John FosterVfks. 1890X1. 337
A monk he seemed by . . the superannuation of his knowledge.
2. The action of superannuating an official

; also,

the allowance or pension granted to one who is

discharged on account of age.
a 1704 T. BROWN Walk round Lond.

t Coffee-Houses (1709)

39 Their [sc. the lieutenants') only hopes were now Half-

Pay, or Superanuation. i8ao Edin. Rev. XXXIII. 485

Superannuations in the Foreign Office. 1834 Act 4^5
Will. JlSt c. 24 10 In no Case.. shall any Superannuation
or Allowance exceeding Two Thirds of the Salary and
Emoluments of any such Officer, Clerk, or Person, be

granted. 1863 P. BARRY Dockyard Econ. 3 Buildings. .in

which wretched labourers wear out soul and body for 13$.

weekly and contingent superannuation. 1887 RUSKIN Pra-
terita II. 6 92.1631*06 superannuation, according to law, in his

sixtieth year of Joseph Couttet, the Captain of Mont Blanc.

b. At certain schools, the attainment of the

specified age at which a boy is required to leave.

1831 W. L. BOWLES Life Ken II. Introd. p. xiv, After his

superannuation at [Winchester] School, be has another year's

grace. 1865 Reader ^ Sept. 285/3 Nineteen years.. is.. the

age prescribed by King Henry's Statutes for the super-
annuation of his scholars [at Eton].

3. attrib. (in sense 2), as superannuation allow-

ance, fund, scheme.

1817 Jrnl. Ho. Commons LXXII. 276/2 To defray the

charge of the Superannuation Allowances or Compensations.
1821 in Part. Papers Eng, (1828) V. 492 That the Individuals

who may hereafter enjoy the benefit of Superannuation
Allowances, should be called upon to contribute to a Super-
annuation Fund. 1891 Pall Mall Gaz. 20 Oct. 2/3 Recent

inquiries into superannuation schemes. 1911 Act 14-2 Gco.

'""i c. 55 25 A superannuation or other provident fund.

Superannuity, rare.
[f. prec., after annuity]

1. Superannuated condition.

1781 COWPER Let, to y. Hill 3 Feb., A writer..might
construct a plausible argument to prove that the world itself

is in a state of superannuation, if there be such a word. If

not, there must be such a one as superannuity.
2. A superannuation allowance,

1893 Daily News 4 Dec. 5/3 He was superannuated upon
his full pay, and upon this superannuity. .he lived for more
than fifty years.

$o Su:perannu*itant, one who is superannuated
or receives a superannuation allowance.

1830 CASSAN Bishops of Bath ff Wells it. 271 Let the sur-

plus proceeds be appropriated to the use of superannuitants.

t Su:perappa'rentf a. Obs. rare"1
, [ad. L.

sttperappdrens, -ent-, pres. pple. ofsuperappdrere :

see SUPER- 2 and APPEAR v.] Appearing above the

rest ; prominent, conspicuous.
1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 109 He was callede Ept-

phanes, as noble other superapparente [L. super apparent}.

t Supera-rrogancy. Obs. [ad. mod.L. super-

arogancia^ suggested by Tindale ( WickedMammon,
1528, 26 b) as ' a meter terme

'

for opera super-

erogationis'. See SUPER- 9, ABROGANCT.] Extreme

arrogance, with allusion to supererogation. So

t Supera-rrogant a. ; f Supera'rrogate v. trans. ,

to claim or assume with great arrogance ;
intr. to

behave withgreat arrogance; f Su^perarroga'tion.
1593 G. HARVEY Pierce"s Super. 1 3 Hee hath builded towers

of Superarrogatipn in his owne head. 1599 LINCHE Fount.

Anc. Fiction E iij, Foiled and disgraced in such their super-

arrogating challenges. 1601 DEACON & WALKER Answ. to

Darel 118 Howsoeuer the pride of mans nature might super-

arrogate some thing vnto it selfe. 1614-15 BOYS Lxp. rest.

Ep. $ Gosp. Wks. (1630) 607 They be works of supererroga-

tion, or, if you will haply of superarrogation. 1615 T. ADAMS
Black Devil 16 To cure spirituall impotencies, leprosies, &
possessions, .is not In his power, though in his pride, and

super-arrogant glory. 1633 STRUTHER True Happiness 55
D

,

innoble your own name. 1651 H. L'ESTKANGE Answ. Marq.
Worcester 21 Supererogation (or Superarrogancy rather).



StTPERATE.

t Superate, pa. ppk. Obs. [ad. L. superatuS)

pa. pple. oi superarc> f. super over, above.] Over-

come, conquered.
c 1450 Mankind 306 in Macro Plays i 2 The rebellyn ofmy

flesch, now yt ys superatt. 1515 BARCLAY Kgtoges iv. (1570)
Cvjb, Hercules. . Was by this monsteiouercomeand superate.

t Superate, v. 06s. rare.
[f. L. superdt-, pa.

ppl. stem of superare : see prec. and -ATE 3.]
1. trans. To rise above, overtop.
1599 A. M. tr. Gabdhoner's Bk. Physicke 113/2 Take the

flowers of Verwene,. .infuse heeron oyle Olive, that the
flowers may be superatede & covered the depth of thre

fingers. Ibid, 200/1 Hit rye both these pots, .that the earth

may superate the superior pot, the altitude of a qv[arter]
of a yarde.

2. To surpass, exceed.

1596 J. TRUSSELL in Southwell Triumphs over Death To
Rdr., That when a tempest comes their Barke to tosse,
Their passions shall not superate their losse. 1656 BLOUNT
Gtossogr.) Suerate t . .to exceed, to excel. 1657 TOMLINSON
Jtenoifs Di&p. i. vi. xxvi. 387 A Physician, .who being
accustomed to eat bitter almonds would superate all in

drinking [orig. otnnespotancto sttperabat\.

3. To overcome, conquer ; to get over, surmount.

1597 A. M. tr. GviUemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 49/2 The Pa-
tient might be wholy superated and overcome, and fall

downe dead. 1653 GAUDEN Hierasp. 364 Unexpected en-

chantments,, .which salve all inconveniences, superate all

byperbolieSj
and transcend all difficulties. 1691 W.KICHOLLS

Answ. Naked Gospel 18 He does not enumerate all the
difficulties their Faith was to superate. 1788 Tri/lerNo. 25.

325, I. .can superate a mortification in any part of the body
without amputation.

Superation (s>p9r-j3n). rare. [ad. L. super-

atio, -dnent) n. of action f. superdre (see prec.).]
1. Overcoming, surmounting, conquest.
1866 HOWELLS Venetian Life ii. 29 This superb and ar-

tistic .superation of the intrinsic difficulties of dancing.
2. Astron. l The apparent passing of one planet

by another, in consequence of the more rapid
movement in longitude of the latter

'

(Cent. Diet.}.

Superb (siwpaub), a. [ad. L. superbus proud,

superior, distinguished, magnificent. Cf. F. su~

perbe, It. si4perbo^\
1. Of buildings, monuments, and the like : Of

noble and magnificent proportions or aspect.
1549 Cotupi. Scot. iii. 25 The kyng anchises lamentit the

distructione of the superb troy. 1683 Brit, Spec, in Their
humble Cottages he changed into fair Houses and stately
Palaces, superb Porticoes, and sumptuous Baths, a 1700
EVELYN Diary 23 May 1645, Behind the quire is the superb
chapell of Ferdinand I. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760)
II. 398 This Superb obelisk was, by order of Sixtus V.. .re-

moved. xSix SCOTT Keniliv. xxxvtii, In this mood, the
vindictive and ambitious Earl entered the superb precincts
of the Pleasance. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. 1 1. x. 508 The
church itself, .gradually gave way to the superb structure
with which we are all familiar.

2. Grandly and sumptuously equipped, arrayed,
or decorated.
a 1700 EVELYN Diary 22 Oct. 1658, Saw the superb funerall

of the Protector. 1717 PRIOR A Ima i. 382 Thus, if You Dine
with my Lord May r, . . painted Flags, superb and neat, Pro-
claim You welcome to the Treat. 1763 CHURCHILL Ghost
iv. 639 A superb and feather'd hearse, Bescutcheon'd and be-

tagg d with Verse. 1795 Gentl. Mag. July 607/1 A superb
watch, set with brilliants. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xvi, He fired

his piece accordingly, but missed the superb monarch of the
feathered tribes. 1894 P. PINKERTON Adriatica^ OnAsolan
Hills) I survey The procession superb of the clouds.

b. in specific appellations of many gorgeously
coloured birds, plants, etc. ; see quots.
Superb bird of paradise, Lophorhina (Paradisea)

Supcrba^ a species of which the male is violet-black with

green iridescence, having a gorget of metallic green feathers,
and an erectile hood or mantle of velvet-black plumes on the
shoulders ; superb lily, a plant of the genus Gloriosa

(Methonica), esp. G. superba ; superb warbler, the blue
wren of Australia, Malitrus cyanens. (See Shaw's^W. for

many other names of birds.)

1760!. LEE Introd. Bot. (1788) App., Superb Lily, Gloriosa.

1783 LATHAM Gen. Synopsis Birds II. n. 709 Superb
Pheasant, Phasianus superbus. 1796 NEMNICH Polygl.-
I.cx.) Superb warbler, Motacilla cyanea, iSoa SHAW Gen.
Zool. III. n. 433 Superb Snake. Coluber Elegantissimus . .

appears to be a beautiful species, measuring about two feet in

length. 1809 Ibid, VII. n. 494 Superb Paradise-bird. Para*
aisea Snperba. , . This species is about the size of a Thrush,
and is a bird ofgreat singularity of plumage. 1847 '" LEICH-
HARDT Overland Exped. iii. 80 We also observed the superb
warbler, Malurus cyaneus of Sydney. 1902 Encycl. Brit.
XXV. 795/1 The death adder, the brown, the black, the

superb, and the tiger snakes [of Australia).

3. Of conditions, language, thought, etc.: Grand,
stately, majestic.
1784 COWPER Tiroc. 751 Or is thine house, though less

superb thy rank, If not a scene of pleasure, a mere blank.

1825 J. NEAL Bro. Jonathan I. 90 The superb language of

^ob. a 1834 COLERIDGE Notes $ Lect. Shaks. (1875) 220
i'he lines, as epic narrative, are superb. 1851 RUSKIN Stones
Venice I. vii. 17 A superb breadth of proportion.
4. Expressing emphatic approval: Very fine;

splendid ; magnificent.
a 1729 CONCREVE An Impossible Thing 190 Not all the

Wiles that Hell could hatch Could conquer that Superb
Mustach. 1753 MRS. DELANY Let. to Mrs, Delves 3 Dec.,
It is one of the finest things I ever read in my life ; was ever
a superb family better described ! 18x7 DISRAELI Viv.Grcy
v. ix, The dinner was sumptuous, the wines superb. 1873
JENKINSON Engl. Lake Distr. (1879) 181 During the descent
there are superb views of a portion of the higher reach of
Ullswater. 1908 [Miss FOWLER] Betiv. Trent $ Ancholme
160 One of the most superb singers of our century.
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t 5. Proud, haughty. Obs.
1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Pol. 166 If they be too superb and

haughty their pride is to be punished with severity, a 1697
AUBREY Lives, W. Oughtrcd (1898) II. in Before he dyed
he burned a world of papers, and sayd that the world was
not worthy of them; he was so superb.

t Supe'rbiate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. superbia
pride, or superbirc to be proud : see -ATE 3. Cf.

It. superbirej superbiare^\
1. trans. To render haughty. In quot. absol.
1618 FEU.THAM Resolves ii. [i.] Ixix. 196 Italic builds a

Villaine: Spainesuperbiates: Germanic makes a Drunkard,
2. intr. To be proud (to do something).
1785 TRUSLER Mod. Times III. 144, I was introduced to

him as one of the literati, whom he must superbiate to re-

ceive.

t Supe'rbience. Obs. rare. [f.
L. superbien-

teni\ see next and -ENCE.] 'Proud* or luxuriant

growth.
1671 GREW Anat. PI. i. vi. 2 As the Pilling is but the

Continuation of the utmost part of the Barque; so is this,
but..theswelthand superbienceof the Inner Part thereof.

t Supe-rbient, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. super-
bientcm, pres. pple. of sttperbtre to be proud, f.

sitperbus proud, SUPERB. Cf. It. superbiente.~\

Insolent, overbearing.
1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. xxxviii. 93 The wise

Saxon King, espying the danger in entrusting the lives and
estates of the poorest sort unto the dictate of these superbient
humours. 1651 /#/. ii.lxiv. 218 He wanted his Fathers sence,
and had too much of his Grandfather's superbient humour.

t Superbi'fical, a. Obs. rare~.
[f. L. super-

bificus* f. superbus SUPERB : see -Fie and
-AC.J

So t Superbi-Ioquence [L. superbiloquentia\^
f Superbi'loquent a.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^Superlifical^..^^. doth a thing
proudly, that makes proud. Ibid.t Snperbiloquence,..wtQ-
gant specking, proud, and haughty words. 1658 PHILLIPS,
Snperbiloquenti speaking proudly or haughtily.

t Supe'rbious, a. Obs. rare. [a. OF. super-
bieus (= obs: It. superbioso) or ad. med.L. *super'
biosus, f. superbia pride, f. sttperbiis SUPERB.]
1. Proud, overbearing, insolent.
c 1510 Kalendar ofShefh. E iv, Y e

moyste rayne of dethe
whtche. .causeth them to tomble by the strength of theyr
superbyous blastes into the fourneys euerlastynge. 1595
Locrine \\. iv. 25 Superbious Brittaine, tliou shall know too
soone The force of Humber and his Scithians. 1603 HARSNET
Pop. Impost, xxiii. 162 That addition, in scorne and super-
bious contempt annexed by you, vnto our publique prayer,
Godsaue theQueene. la 1700 in D'Israeli Cur. Lit., Hist.
Theatre during Snppr., Those proud parroting players, .a
sort of superbious ruffians.

2. Stately, grand, superb.
1588 PARKE tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 17 In all such cities

that bee the heads of the
prouinces,

is resident a
vizroy^,..

and dwelled! in the house that (in euery such citie) the king
hath ordeined . . all the which . . are superbious and ad-
mirable. 1650 J. REYNOLDS Flower Fidel. 5 Beholding the

Zephyr-Gale fairly blow the Swanlike Sails from the super-
bious Mast. 1657 TOMLINSON Kenott's Disf. Pref., Here
you may view the superbious Trees. 1714 MBS. MANLEY
Adv. Rivella 79 The superbious chief Seat of the Doubles.

Hence tSnpe'rl>iousl7<K&'., superbly; fSupe'r-
biousness, superbness.
i63LiTHGOW Trav. VIM. 36oMosquees. .are well benefited

and superbiously decpred within and without, c 1650 Don
Betlianis 78 The Prince Don Gallaneo..did superbiously
adorn himself. 1654 COKAINE Dianea iv. 367 The super-
biousnesse of Asia, and the rarities of Africa here demon-
strated the extreames of their power.

Superbity (s*p5ubiti). rare. In 6 superbite.

[a. OF. superbitt or ad. med.L. *superbitdst f.

superbus SUPERB: see -ITY.] Pride, arrogance.
Also concr. an embodiment of pride, a proud
person.
a 1550 Image Hypocr. \\. 8j in S&elton's Wks. (1843) P*

423 And eke it is forbode That he no novice be, Lest with

superbite He do presume to hye. 1653 R- SANDERS

Physiogn.t Moles 7 In a woman, it denotes superbity,andan
elated minde. 1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 117 In all

his Actions and Discourse [he] manifested a most insupport-
able Superbity. 1903 Sat. Rev. 22 Aug. 234 The unimagina-
tive superbities find themselves confronted by a force they
have always striven to ignore.

Superbly (siwpaubli), adv. [f. SUPERB a. -t-

-LY aj In a superb manner.

1. With a magnificent or majestic aspect or de-

meanour.

1761-3 CHURCHILL Ghost iv. 1174 With labour'd visible

design Art strove to be superbly fine. 1811 J. WILSON Isle

ofPalms HI. 825 He calmly views The gallant vessel toss

Her prow superbly up and down. 1865
' E. C. CLAYTON

'

CruelFortune 1. 172 The Countess swept superbly from the

room. 1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. I. (1873) 184 A
mountain seen from different sides by many lands, itself

superbly solitary.

2. With sumptuous provision, equipment, adorn-

ment, or decoration.

1761 CHURCHILL Apology 151 For me let hoary Fielding
bite the ground, So nobler Pickle stand superbly bound.

177* WILKES Corr. (1805) IV. j 38, I went toDeptford; and
dined most agreeably, as well as superbly, on board an East

Indian ship. 1784 tr. Beckford's Vathek (1868) 73 Vathek

game close after, superbly robed. 1835 LYTTON Rienzi i. i,

Their steeds caparisoned superbly.

3. Very finely, splendidly.
1828 LYTTON Pelham I. xi, She supplied the place of the

dilapidated baronet with a most superbly mustachioed Ger-

man. 1863
( E. C. CLAYTON

'

Queens oj Song II. 145 She

SUPERCELESTIAI*.
was equally grand as Senmarnide and as Arnace, and sangUM 'HUM, ol both |.ans su^.hly. 189. Photoer. Ann. If!

j>.
Jxvu, 1 he in^t fucinatlDg uf ;t || p.4 ,,, r J'rintniy Mcthodx

t-ivc.s tba most MIIM:,!

SupeTbness. rare.
[t. as prec. f -MESM.]

boperb
character or quality.

i!&?wLl n (e 'J -
?) -VKAT/WM, Pride. Haughty Disdain.

i98 O. W. CABLE Granaixsitnes xiv. 76 !i was a feniininitywithout humanity-something that made her. with all her
superbncss, a creature that one would waul to find chained.

t Superbou-nd, z/.,obs. contr. f. SI-I-KKAHDI NH.
1561 EDEN Arte Nauig. Pref., Suche as..superboundc in

all notorious vyces. 1640 SANUEKSON Strut. U68i) II. 150As his sufferings encrea.sed, his comforts had. .such a pro-
portionable rise, that where those abounded, these did rathtr
superbound,

t SnpeTbous, a. Obs. rare.
[f. L. superbus :

see SUPEUB and -ous.]
= SUPKKBIOUH.

1584 SOUTHEBNE in Puttcnham Eng. Puttie III. xxii. (Arb )

259. 1601 W. PAHRV Trav. Sir A.Skcrlcy 10 A most inso.
lent supcrbous and insulting people. 1651 KIKKMAN Cltrio
IT Lozia 156 The General made twosuuerbous Triumphs of

vanquisher and vanquished. 1653 A. WILSON Jo*. I, 251 A
house of that Superbous and elegant Structure. 1660 F.
BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 72 He esteemes himself very
potent, and assumes very superbous and high Titles. 1709
MRS. MANLEY Secret Mem. (1720) IV. 107 They..lodg'd
him at a finer Palace, more superbous than the formtrr.

Supercargo (sip3jka-jgo). [Alteration of
SuruACABGO by prefix-substitution.] An officer on
board a merchant ship whose business it is to

superintend the cargo and the commercial trans-

actions of the voyage, f Also formerly, an agent
who superintended a merchant's business in a

foreign country.
1697 DAMPIF.R Voy. (1729) 1. 511 One Mr. Moody, who was

Supercargo of the Ship. 1710 Dp. FOE Crusoe I. (Globe) 39
The Question was, whether I would go their Super-Cargo
in the Ship to manage the Trading Part upon the Cuast of
Guinea? 1731 FIELDING Lottery ii. 14 A Man of the first

Quality, and one of the best Estates in the Kingdom : Why,
he'sasrichasa Supercargo. iitiPAit. Trans. L,XXlI.4SThe
Directors of the East India Company, to give proper orders
to their factors and super-cargoes in China, to procure some
of the best seed that can be obtained. iBooAsiat. Ann. Reg.,
Hist. Ind. 32/2 With the port of Rangoon, .they carried
on a very considerable trade, and had supercargoes stationed
there. 1818-43 T'YTLER Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 272 Richard le

Furbur, a trader of the inland town of Roxburgh, had sent
factors or supercargoes to manage his business in foreign
countries. 1836 MARRYAT Pirate ix, The pirate had been
questioning the supercargo as to the contents of the vessel.

c 1870 GLADSTONE in Morley Life (1903) I. I. i. 9 My father
. . went in one of these ships at a very early age as a super-
cargo.

transf. 1713 Guardian No. 95 r i Mr. Purville was Super-
cargo to the great Hamper, in which were the following
Goods.

Hence Snperca'rtjoship, the office or occupation
.of supercargo.
1809 P. IRVING in W. Irving's Life If Lett. (1861) I. 222,

I am averse to any supercargoship,
or anything that may

bear you to distant or unfriendly climates. 1879 HILL Life
Irving 55 He seems even to have considered a supercargo-
ship.

Supercede, var. (now erron.) of SUPERSEDE.

Supercelestial (s^pajsne-stial), a. (s6.) [f.

late L. supercselestis
= Gr. inrtpovpavios : see SUPER-

i a, 4, and CELESTIAL. Cf. obs. F. supercelestc ;

It. sopracceleste, Pg. sobrecelcste Sp., Pg. sobre-

celeslial.']

1. That is above the heavens; situated or existing
above the firmament.

J559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 2 Ptolomaeus,
Atlas, and Alphonsus . .foundeout the maruelous course and

sondry motions, of the supercelestiall bodies. 1561 [see

SUUCELESTIAL A.J. 1635 SwAN SffC. Muntti (1670) 31 How
can it therefore be that these should be those Supercelestial
waters separated from all other waters by the firmament, see-

ing the firmament is above them? 1660 INGELO Bentiv. 4-

Ur. n. (1682) Index Hhij b, Hyferurania, .. Supercelestial

things, which the Gnosticks bragg'd that they were able to

see. 1681 T. BURNET T/i. Earth I. 16 Some have thought
those to be waters plac'd above the highest heavens, or

super-celestial waters. 1744 BERKELEY Siris 366 What
this philosopher in his Phaedrus speaketh of tne super-

celestial region, and the divinity resident therein. 1847
LEWES Hist. Philos. (1867) I. vi. iv. 250 No poet has ever

celebrated these Supercelestial things, nor ever will celebrate

them, as they deserve.

2. More than heavenly ;
of a nature or character

higher than celestial.

1561 DAUS tr. Bullinfer on Afoe. (1573) "9 The augmenta-
tion of the supercelestiall grace and lyght. 1578 J. JOSKS
Present. Bodie ft Sonle Ep. Ded., The supercelestiall or not

to be scene graces in God are very manifestly knowen by his

most wonderful workes. 1644 SIR E. DERING Prof. Sacr. ii.

17 A.. supercelestiall, ..life-giving mystery. 1671 SIKKKY

freed. Will (1675)230 Jesus Christ is a supernatural, super,

celestial Spirit, far above the nature of Souls or Angels in

the first Creation, a 1711 KEN Hymns Eraf. Poet. Wks.

1721 I 97 Discourse salvifick, he at Meals instill d, And
Souls with Food Supercelestial fill'd. 1816 G. S. FABER
Diffic. Romanism (1853) 263 That they might learn the flesh

which he would give them to be Supercelestial and spiritual

food. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) II. ix. iii. 138 To
the higher faculty, then, there are already visible. .gleams of

a super-celestial dawn. 1901 W. M. ALEXANDER Demon.

Possess. N. T. viii. 227 These evil powers, .drae them down
from God and super.celestial things to those below,

t b. In ironical or trivial use. Obs.

1566 W. P. tr. Cuno's Pasyuine til Traunce nob, They
are altogether idle questions of vayne things, crooked, more



STTPERCELICAL.

than supereel estiall, crabbed, and Seraphicall. 1576 KNEW-
STuaG*//., etc. (1579) 39 Hee hath., ouerthrowen all H. N.

his spiritual constructions, and supercelesticall [sic\ interpre-

tations. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne in. xiii. (1632) 630 Super-
celestiall opinions, and under-terrestriall manners, are things,

that amongst us, I have ever scene to bee of singular accord.

tB. sb. A supercelestial being. Obs. rare~ l
.

1652 BENLOWES Theofh. Pref, This spiritual Poem, which

treateth on Sub-caelestials, Celestials and Super-cailestials.

t Superce'lical, a. Obs. rarer- 1

, [See SUPEB-

i a and CELICAL.] Supercelestial.
1654 VILVAIN Theorem. Theol. i. 28 Mans Soul for excel-

lence hath a far sublimer superctlical efficient.

Supercession, var. (now erron.) of SUPER-

SESSION.

Su-percharge. rare. [SUPER- 3, 10.]

1. Her. A charge borne upon another charge.

1766 PORNY Eitm. Her. (1777) Tviij b/a. 1780 EDMOND-
SON Heraldry II. Gloss., Super-charge, is a term that hath

been applied by some to express one figure borne on another.

..N. B, This word, Super-charge, is now seldom or ever

used, surmounted being a better term.

2. An excessive charge ;
an overcharge.

1826 DISRAELI in Monypenny Life (1910) I. vii. 95, I

generally detect the aubergiste in a super-charge.

Supercha rged, pa. pple. and ///. a. [SuPEB-

9 b.] Charged to excess; overcharged.
1876 PAGE Adv. Text-Ik. Geol. xv. 283 Shallow seas super-

charged with saline matter. 1889 Athenzittn 12 Oct. 499/1

The story is supercharged with the frolicsome spirit and

delicate humour that [etc.]. 1909 Q. Rev. Oct. 463 Our

supercharged imagination.

t Superchery (siwpsMtJari). Obs. exc. in F.

form supercherie (swprfzrz). Also 6 -chierie,

7 -chiery,.7-8 -cherie. [a. F. supercherie^.
It.

superchieria (var. soverchieria], f. superchio (var.

soverckio) superfluous, excessive, = OSp., Pg.

sobejo : pop.L. *superculu-s, f. super over, above.]

1. An attack made upon one at a disadvantage ;

(a piece of) foul play.
1598 FLORIO Ital. Diet., Soperchiaria, a superchierie, a

wrong or iniury offred with ods or aduantage, also super-

fluitie, an affront. 1603 Montaigne 11. xxvii. 400 It is

a Superchiery, . .as being wel armed, to charge a man who
hath but a piece of a sword, or being sound and strong, to

set vpon a man sore hurt. 1639 CHAS. I Declar. Tumults
Scot. 380 By their supercherie violence and terrifications.

1656 EARL MONM. tr. ttoccalinisAdvts.fr. Parnass. i. Ixxi.

(1674) 90 [The] swaggering companions, which he was ac-

customed to make use of in his supercheries and foul play
to men of honour.

2. Trickery, deceit. Also with a and pi.

1650 EARL MONM. tr. Senault's Man bee. Guilty 168 All

men know these Messengers [sc. the senses] are unfaithfull,

..and that Nature hath given her [sc. the soul] an inward

light, to free herself from their Superchery. 1716 M. DAVIES
Athen. Brit. III. Arianism 3 He was not likely to succeed

in that Supercherie, by Reason of. .almost unavoidable Cer-

tainty of being discover'd immediately. 1781 H. WALPOLE
Let. to Maim 13 July, That I might not contribute, .to any
legal supercherie, I insisted [etc.]. [1811 GIFFORD in M.
Napier's Corr. (1879) 3 A little supercherie of which I have
been guilty in filching a couple of lines from one of your

quotations.]

t Supercile. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. supercilium :

see SUPERCILIUM.] Superciliousness.
1679 J.GOODMAN Penit. Pard. \. ii. 24 He.. did not use

such branded persons with the same supercile and disdain

that their great men were wont to do.

fSuperoi'lian. Obs. rare-1
, [f. SUPERCILIOUS

+ -ANj A supercilious person.
1689 T. PLUNKET Char. Gd. Commander 20 Any super-

cilian in fine clothes.

Superciliary (sipa.isrliari),(7. (sd.) [ad. mod.

L. superctlidris, f. supercilium : see SUPERCILIUM

and -ARY 2
. Cf. F. sottrcilier.] Of or pertaining to

the eyebrow, or to the region of the eyebrow ;

supra-orbital.
Superciliary arch or ridge, a prominence of the frontal

bone, over the eye, produced by the development of the

frontal sinuses; also, in various animals, a prominence con-

sisting of the projecting upper edt;e of the orbit itself.

1731 MONRO Anat. Bones n. (ed. 2) 86 The Foramina, or

Holes, . . of the frontal Bone, . . one in each superciliary Ridge
[etc.]. Ibid., The superciliary Foramina, . .often instead of

a Hole, a Notch only is to be seen. 1733 G. DOUGLAS tr.

Winslow's Anat. (1756) I. 22 On the Outside [of the Os
Fronds] we observe the following Eminences; two super-

ciliary Arches, which form the upper Edge of each Orbit, or

the Supercilia. 1813 PRICHARD Phys. Hist. Man 57 The
superciliary arches scarcely to be perceived. 1831 R. KNOX
Cloquet"s Anat. 667 The Supra-orbitar or Superciliary

Artery. .. Arrived at the base of the orbit, after furnishing
some minute ramifications to the periosteum, and the two
muscles above mentioned, it issues from that cavity by the

superciliary notch. 1871 DARWIN Desc. Man II. xix. 316 \

The superciliary ridge is generally more strongly marked in

man than in woman.
b. Situated over the eye ; also transf. having a

marking over the eye (cf. SUPERCILIOUS 3 b).

1871 COUES N. Atner. Birds 19 Forehead, .. middle head
or crown,., hind head, or occiput. The lateral border of all

three together constitutes the '

superciliary line,' that is, line

over the eye. 1888 P. L. SCLATER Argentine Ornith. I. 51
Above grey, slight superciliary mark whitish.

B. sb. A superciliary ridge or marking.
1864 THURNAM in Mem, Anthrop. Soc. I. 144 The super-

cilleries are well marked, the orbits rather small. 1888 P. L.
SCLATERA rgentine Ornith. 1. 97 Distinct superciliaries white.

t Supercilio'Sity. Obs. rare. [f. next + -ITY.]

Superciliousness.
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1606 BIRNIE Kirk-Buriall (1833) 13 As if such supercili-

rubuke the . . Sectaries as Publicans and sinners.

Supercilious (si/7pAisi-lws),
a. [ad. ]ate L.

superciliosus, i. supercilium : see SUPERCILIUM and

-ous. Cf. F. sourcitteux.]

1. Haughtily contemptuous in character or de-

meanour; having or marked by an air of con-

temptuous superiority or disdain.

rtio [implied in SUPERCILIOUSLY]. 1614 PURCHAS Pil-

grimage 11. viii. (ed. 2) 137 There was small reckoning had of

the Galileans by their supercilious and superstitious brethren

of ludita. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 19 Let me
advise our Men to. .not contemne them from their mdefen-

sive nakednesse, or by a supercilious conceit of their owne

weapons and field practises. 1771 SMOLLETT Humphry Li.

26 June. His mother eyed me in silence with a supercilious

air. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 38 The supercilious

landlord, who, with an air of disdain, keeps his tenants at a

distance. 1845 DISRAKLI Sybil v.
yi, Sybil

had made the en-

quiry and received only a supercilious stare from the shop-
man. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. i. ii, Smiling at her ironi-

cally, and taking the air of a supercilious mentor.

f2.
'

Dictatorial, arbitrary, despotic, overbearing
1

(J.), exacting or severe in judgement, censorious.

1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. Ded. to Camden, There

are, no doubt, a supercilious race in the world who will

esteeme all office, done you in this kind, an injurie. 1616

CHAPMAN tr. Homer's Wks., Concl. Verses 27 To see our

supercilious wizerds frowne. 1625 B. JONSON Staple ofN.
iv. i, Fit. I ha' mark'd him all this meale, he has done no-

thing But mocke, with scuruy faces, all wee said. Aim. A
supercilious Rogue ! 1644 MILTON Divorce To Parl. Eng.
A 3 b, In the Gospel we shall read a supercilious crew of

masters, whose holinesse . . was to set straiter limits to obedi-

ence, then God had set. 1715 DE FOE Voy. round /K>r/</(i84o)

96 This, .was neither more nor less than trading_and
barter-

ing, though from supercilious punctilio, we had in a manner
been denied it. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 12 F 2 Hopeless as

the claim ofvulgar characters may appear to the supercilious
and severe, 1791 BOSWELL Johnson an. 174*5, His pamphlet
. .was fortunate enough to obtain the approbation even of

the supercilious Warburton himself.

t3. a. Pertaining to the eyebrows. Gfe.WK*.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. t Supercilious.. pertaining to the

eyebrowes. 1658 PHILLIPS, Supercilious^ .. having great

eyebrows.

T" b. Zool. In names of various animals distin-

guished by a conspicuous stripe, process, etc. over

the eye : rendering L. sitperdliosus or superciliaris
of the systematic name. Obs.

1782 LATHAM Gen. Synopsis Birds I. u. 643 Alcedo super-
citiosa.. Supercilious Klingfisher]... From the bill, over the

eyes, passes a narrow orange stripe. Ibid. 673 Mero^s sufer-
iHiosus. .Supercilious li[ee-eater]. 1802 SHAW Gen. Zool.

III. i. 220Supercilious Lizard. LacertaSnpercili0sa...1h\$
Lizard., having., the appearance of a pair of sharp- pointed,
horn-like processes above and beyond each eye. 1803 Ibid*

IV. i. 169 Supercilious Blenny. Blennius Snperdliosns..
immediately over each eye is situated a small palmated crest

or appendage. 1824 STEPHENS Shows Gen. Zool. XII. i.

266 Supercilious Jacana (Parra snferciliosa) . . Dark shining

green Jacana, with white superciliary lines.

Superci liously, adv. [f. SUPERCILIOUS +

-LY^.J In a supercilious manner; with haughty

contempt ; disdainfully; f dictatorially, dogmati-

cally, censoriously.
a 1529 SKELTON Replyc. Wks. 1843 I. 208 Whan they haue

ones superciliusly caught A lytell ragge of rethorike. 1609
B. JONSON Sit. Worn. v. iii, Set your faces, and looke super-

ciliously, while I present you. 1627 DONNE Sernt., Rev. iv. 8
(1640) 434 Some binde themselves exactly, rigidly, super-

ciliously, yea superciliously to the number of foure. 1647
CLARENDON Hist.Reb. it. 43 The Earl, .who was a punctual
man in point of Honour, teccived this Address superciliously

enough. 1697 BENTLEY Phnl. (1699) 198 He talks most

superciliously, and with the greatest assurance. 1709 SWIFT
V'indie. Bickerstaff Wks. 1755 II. i. 169 If men of publick

spirit must be superciliously treated for their ingenious

attempts, how will true useful knowledge be ever advanced 1

1799 HAN. MORE Fern. Educ. (ed. 4) Introd. p. xviii, Let it

not be suspected., that she superciliously erects herself into

the impeccable censor of her sex and of the world. 1862

LYTTON Sir. Story i, The proprietors [of the shops] were

decorously pompous, the shopmen superciliously polite.

1865 Miss BRADOON Only a Clod xl, Harcourt smiled super-
ciliously.

Superciliousness, [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality or character of being supercilious ;

haughty contemptuousness.
a 1656 HALES Serm.t Rom, xiv. / in Golden Rent. (1673) 29

It falls out oftentimes, that men offend . .as much by familiar-

ity, as by superciliousness and contempt. 1697 COLLIER Ess.
Mor. Sulfj. i. (1703) 232 To surrender these privileges up to

the superciliousness of every assuming or ignorant pre-
tender. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 87 r 9 He has inflamed
the opposition.. by arrogance and superciliousness. 1851
GALLEKCA Italy iv, 239 Excessive spruceness, ermine.like

exclusiveness and fastidiousness,, .but nothing like morgue
and superciliousness. 1881 W. R. SMITH O. T. in Jewish
Ch. xi. 326 The superciliousness, with which traditionalists

declare the labours of the critics to be visionary.

II Supercilium (sJwpaisrli^m). PI. -ia (ia).

[L.,
= eyebrow; ridge, summit ; haughtiness, etc.]

1. The eyebrow. Obs. exc. Anat. ^
1672 MARVELL Reh. Transf>. \. 200, I marked how your

answerer looked when he spoke of the day of judgment.
Very gravely, .and yet without any depressing or exalting
his superciliums.

b. Zool. A superciliary streak or marking.

SUPEREMINENCY.
1817 STEPHKNS Shaw's Gen. Zool. X. I. 34 Chesnut red

Manakin . . supercilia whitish above, margined with black.

2. Arch, f a. A narrow fillet above the cyma-
tium of a cornice. Obs. b. A fillet above and

below the scotia of an Attic base. c. The lintel

or transverse part of a door-case.

1563 SHUTE Arckit. Eiijb, Geue ,1. [partes] vnto Cyma.
tin in, .. the seuenth parte is lefte for .Supercilium or Regula.

1664 EVELYN Ace. Arc/lit, in f'rtarfs Arckit. etc. 138
Corona is by some cal'd Supercilium, but rather I conceive

Htillicidium the Drip. 1718 CHAMBERS Cycl., Snpenilmm,
in the ancient Architecture, the uppermost Member of the

Cornice; call'd by the Moderns, Corona, Crown, or Larmier.
Ibid. S.V., Supercilium, is also used for a square Member
under the upper Tore in some Pedestals. Some Authors
confound it with the Tore itself. 1828-9 J- NARRIEN Arch.
in Encycl. Metrof. (1845) V. 290 The lintel, or supercili-um,

corresponds with the'arcliitrave; above the supercilium is

a kind of frize, which he calls hyperthyrvm, and, over this,

a corona, or cornice. //</., The supercilium extends, right
and left, beyond the exterior of the antepagmenta. 1850
LEITCH tr. C. O. Matter's Anc. Art. 281 (ed. 2) 3ir The
supercilium is similar to the architrave, and the hyper,

tbyrum to the cornice.

3. Anat. The lip or margin of a bony cavity,

esp. of the acetabulum.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Siiferciliutu, . . the lip or side

of a Cavity or hollow Part at the end of a Bone, particu-

larly a Cartilage or Gristle of the Coxendix or Hip-bone.

1733 G. DOUGLAS tr. Winslovfs Anat. (1756) 1. 72 Besides

what has been said of the Acetabulum in general, there are

. . the Edge called the Supercilium, the Cartilaginous Cavity

[etc.]. 1771 Encycl. Brit. I. 204/2 A little above the super-
cilium of the cotyloid cavity or acetabulum.

t 4. Superciliousness, haughtiness. Obs. rarc~ l
.

1733 T. STEWARD Ordin. Charge, Your general Behaviour

should, .no way discourage a becoming .. Familiarity with

you, by a lofty Svpercilinm, or a forbidding Austerity.

Superdo niiiiant. Mus. [SUPER- 5 b.] The
note next above the dominant ; the sixth of the

scale: more usually called SUBMEDIANT. AlsooWn'i.

applied to a chord having this note for its root .

c 1833 J. GWILT Altaic in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) V. 777/1

Sitperdt'minant, the sixth of the key in the descending scale.

1880 STAINER Composition 26 The third degree of the minor

scale can be part of the tonic, mediant, or super-dominant
chords. 1889 E. PROUT Harmony i. 13 Some writers, .call

[the sixth note of the scale] the '

Superdominant '.

t SuperdU'CB, i>. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. super-

ducfre, f. super- SUPER- a + ducfre to lead.] trans.

To superinduce.
1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 64 Twinckling

and glittering as in Magnetia Ls, Light is cause thereof with,

in matter of Cleernes; Which is superduced upon wattrly

vapour, Beforetyme incenced with Heate.

So Snperdn-ct v. rare-" [f. L. superduct-, pa.

ppl. stem of supentuccre : see above].
1901 DORLAND Men. Diet., Snperduct, to carry up or

elevate.

Supereffluence : see SUPER- 10.

Supereleva'tion. [SUPER- 6b, 13.]

1 1. Elevation to a higher rank. Obs. rare'1 .

1654 tr. Scudery's Curia I'ol. 166 If the Prince intend a

super-elevation to any of his subjects.

2. The (amount of) elevation of the outer above

the inner rail at a curve on a railway, or of one

side of a road above another.

1889 G. FINDLAY Etig. Railway 54 To balance the centri-

fugal force of a train running round a curve, it is necessary
for the outer rail on a curve to be raised somewhat above

the inner rail, and the smaller the radius, and the higher the

speed of the trains, the greater must be the super.elevation.

1896 Wcstm. Caz. 9 Oct. 5/1 The accident was aided . . by. .

the superelevation of the left hand rail being only 21 inches

instead of 3$, and therefore suitable for a speed of sixteen

miles an hour only. 1906 Daily Chron. 3 Aug. 5/6 The arch

of the road is of too large a character, and the supereleva.
tion is on the wrong side of the road.

3. Additional elevation.

1900 iqth. Cent. Apr. 641 In one well alone. .no less than

8 feet of superelevation . . were traversed before the alluvial .

deposit was reached.

Supere minence, sb. [ad. late L. suptr-

eminentia, f. superiminent- : see below and -ENCE.

Cf. obs. F. sttperewinetKt, F. suretninente.] The

quality or fact of being supereminent ; supreme or

special eminence; rarely in physical sense, supreme,

height or loftiness.

1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos., Siipereminencc, authentic,

or dignitie aboue others. 1626 T. H[AWKINS) Cautsin's

Holy Crt. 99 The same ought to be in God, as in theyr

source, with a radiant lustre ofsupereminence. 1641 MILTON

Reform, u. 89 In supereminence of beatifick Vision. 1665

SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 3 The Hill called Garachiga

[in Teneriffe].. outbraves, all the Earth for supereminence.

1691 BAXTER Nat. Ch. xiii. 55 Magistrates represent him

[sc. God] in his Super-eminence and Ruling Power. 1813

SHELLEV Q. Mat vnt. 211-12 Note, The supereminente of

man is like Satan's, a supereminence of pain. 1819 SCOTT

Leg. Montrose xvi, Montrose . . had expected from that party

the supereminence of council and command. 1850 MBS.

JAMESON Leg. Mauast. Ord. (1863) 123 The question of his

supereminence as a painter.

Hence t Supere-jninence v. trans., to place in a

position of supereminence.
1647 M. HUDSON Din. Right Govt. title-p., The Phansyed

State-Principles Supereminencing salutetn popiiU above the

Kings Honour.

Supere 'iniiiency. Now rare or Obs. [Formed
as prec. : see -ENCV.] = prec.



SUPEREMINENT.
In quot. 1866-7 w >ln possessive as a fictitious title of rank.

1585-7 T* ROGERS 39 Art. xxxvi. (1625) 197 The degrees
of Ecclestasticall supereminencie. 1631 GOUGK Gods A rrtnvs
in. I 62.301 Records .. which by an excellency and super-
eminency [cf. EMINENCE 8 c] are called Scriptures. 1638
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. A 191 The supereminency of
the hill. ai68*SiR T. BROWNE Tracts'^ (1684) 31 A kind of

Sceptre in their hands, denoting their supereminencies. 1691
NOKRIS Pract. Disc. 223 The uirepo^i) or supereminency of
the Divine Nature. 17*6 AYLIFFE Parergon 95 The Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, as he is Primate over all England. .

has a Super-eminency . . over the Archbishop of York. 1866-7
BARING-GOULD Cur. Myths Mid. Ages, PresUr John (189-5)

45 The palace in which our Supereminency (sc. Prester John!
resides.

Supereminent (s'wpare'minent), a. [ad. L.

supereminent-, -ens, pres. pple. of supercmin^re to

rise above, f. super- SUPER- 2 + cmincre : see EMI-
NENT and cf. SUPER- 9 a. Cf. obs. F. supereminent^
F. surtminent.]
1. Lofty above the rest

; supremely or specially

high. Now rare.

1555 EDEN Decades r. vi. (Arb.) 90 Paria is the Region
which possesseth the supereminente or hyghest parte there-

of. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 221 The uttermost promontory
that stretcheth to the West, with the supereminent moun-
taine, now called Capo Saint Pisano. 1635 HEYWOOD Hier-

archy 4 The lofty Hils, and super-eminent Mountains. 1653
A. WILSON jfus. f Proeme 2 When they [sc. Princes] shall

so much debase that sublime and supereminent Region they
are placed in. 1898 Lp. LYTTON King Poppy xi. 348 A
single supereminent tower.

2. Exalted above others in rank or dignity ;

supremely exalted.

1583 [W.CECIL] Exec. JusticeinEng. Cmb,Beyou*ubiect
. . to the King, as to him that is supereminent [i Pet. ii. 13].

1588 J, HARVEY Disc. Probl. 43 What other nation.. may
presume to..aduance it selfe unto any such surmounting,
and supereminent honor? a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. vm.
viii. x Touching the king's supereminent authority in com-
manding. 1640 llr. HALL Episc. u. iii. 96 Most manifest it

is, that the Apostles of Christ had a supereminent power in

Gods Church. 1651 C. CARTWRICHT Cert. Relig. n. 65 The
Marquesse saith, that anciently the Church bad one Super-
eminent (by Divine Law) which was the Pope. 1700 BURKE
Rev. France 63 Were

they then to be awed by the super-
eminent authority and awful dignity of a handful of country
clowns? 1861 PEARSON Earlyty Mid. Ages Eng. 90 A king
of Kent is therefore the first supereminent king of England,
and he is succeeded by the kings of Northumbria.

fb. Superior/.?. Obs. rare"1
.

1657 J. WATTS Scrifo, Pharisee^ etc. I. 47 They are in-

finitely., supereminent to these, as God is above man.
3. Distinguished above others in character or

attainment ; conspicuousy^r some quality.
1599 NASHE Lenten Stnffe B 2 b, This superiminente prin-

cipal! Metropolis of the redde Fish. 1607 WALKINGTON
Optic Glass 60 And but for this [proneness to venery] they
were supereminent aboue all men. 1611 SPEED Theat. Gt.

Brit, xliii. (1614) 85/1 Kendal-.for the ,. practise of making
cloath so excels the rest, that in regard thereof it carryeth a

supereminent name above them. 1651 HOWELL Venice 203
Sora were supereminent for hplines, and high virtues. 1875
HELPS Soc. Press, x. 142 With these three super-eminent
hosts or hostesses, everything was prepared for me that I

could possibly want.

4. Of qualities, conditions, etc. : Specially or

supremely remarkable in degree; signal or note-

worthy above that of others.

1581 ALLEN Afologie 90 b;
The high dignitie of Priesthod . .

U. .commended, .for the high supereminent power of doing
the vnblouddy sacrifice vpon the altar. 159* NASHE Strange
Newes (1593) 65 Thy supereminent gilts, 1651 Fuller's
Abel Rediv., Bradford 181 The noblest, and most super-
eminent of all other Sciences. 1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. v.

,\\ viii. (1713) 495 The anointing of our Head and true High-
priest the Lord Jesus.. in a supereminent manner. 1787
POLWHELE Engl. Orator in. 376 The Career Of Talents

supereminent and vast. 1835 POE Adv. Hans Pfall Wks.
1864 I. 4 A fantastic bow-knot of super-eminent dimensions.

1893 SIR R. BALL Story ofSun 320 The Sun would begin to

be shorn of those supereminent splendours which at present
distinguish it.

Supereminently, adv. [f. prec. + -LY ".] In

a supereminent manner or degree; eminently above

others; supremely.
1617 LADY ENGLEFIELD L,et. in Slingsby's Diary, etc.

(1836) 297 Christ as man receaved this power supereminently
of God. 16*5 GILL Sacr. Philos. i. 5 Other attributes we
give unto God, which signifie perfections supereminently.
1660 R. BURNEY KtpStffTov Aipoy (1661) 75 A Prince is ex-

alted by God supereminently next to himself. 1721 R. KEITH
tr. T. a Kempis, Vail. Lillies xxvi. 78 That. .God may be

..by thee beloved, blessed, praised, and supereminently ex-

alted to all Eternity. 1825 SCOTT Talism. x, From that

commanding height the banner of England was superemi-
nently displayed. 1893 SYMONDS Miciielangelo I. v. 206 A
style so supereminently noble and so astoundingly original
as Michelangelo's.

Supererogant (sittparerttfgant), a. rare. [ad.
late L. supererogans, -ant-, pr. pple. of supererogare
tO SUPEREROGATE.] = SUPEREROGATORY. Hence

SupereTogantly adv., more than is required.
1737 STACKHOUSE Hist. Bible vi. ii. (1749) II. 840/2 Then

was this Commission, .far from being needless, or superero-
gant. 1892 Temple Bar May 51 They endeavoured to graft
on to the natural goodness ofman supererogant virtues. 1897
W. WATSON Poems

% To S. W. in the Forest 4 Is our London
..so Super-erogantly fair That yourself it well can spare?

t Supere-roganting, a. Obs. rare-*. [Formed
as prec. + -ING

'2
.] Supererogating.

1550 BALE Apol. 22 Ricardus de Media villa sayth, that it

[sc. a vow] is a promyse of a supererrogantinge purpose.

t Supere-rogate, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. super-

175

erogatus, pa. pple. of sufercrogare : see next.]

Supererogatory, superfluous.
179,0 Bystander 44 This.. is surely a superarogate [sic]

ambition. Ibid. 335 [The World\ in a mighty supcreroRate
way, extols Mr. Sheridan.

Supererogate (si;7pare'rJg<rlt), v. Also 7

-errogate. p'. L. superirogat-, pa. ppl. stem of

snpercrogare, f. super- SUPKK- i$ + ?ragare to pay
out (see EBOOATE v.}. Cf. obs. K. supereroguer;
obs. It. soprarogarc , supcrarogare.]
t 1. trans. To pay over and above ; to spend jn

addition. Also absol. Obs. rare.

1582 jV. T. (Rhem.) Luke x. 35 He looke forth two pence,
and gave to the host, and said, Have care of him : and what-
soever thou shalt supererogate [Vulg. supererogaveris} 1 at

my returne wil repay thee. 1613 PURCIIAS Pilgrimage II.

viii. 1 18 Besides that which the Lawenioyned (which is iust

debt) they supererogated, and of their owne free accord dis-

bursed vpon the Temple and Sacrifices.

t b. To grant or bestow in addition. Obs. rare 1
.

1644 ftp. MAXWELL Prerog. Chr. Kin?s 188 The Lord, .in

his bounty supererogated what was fit for his more magnifi-
cence.

2. intr. To do more than is commanded or re-

quired ; spec, to perform a work or works of

SUPEREROGATION. ? Obs.

1593 HELL Motives cane. Rotnisk Faitli ( 1605) 26 The cause
that pardons are of force, is the vnity of the mysticall bodie,
in which many haue supererogated in the woorkes of pen-
ance, to the measure of their owne demerites. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Met. lit. iv. I. i. 714 We cannot.. haue any perfection
in this life, much lesse supererogate. 1651 BAXTER Inf.

Bapt. 303 Can that be obedience which hath no command
for it? Is not this to supererogate? and to be righteous
over much ? 1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogm^. 164 Aristotle acted
his own instructions; and his obsequious Sectators have

super-erogated in observance. 1699 KURKETJ? Art. xiv. 135
Unless it can be supposed that by obeying those Counsels a
Man can compensate with Almighty God for his Sins, there

is no ground to think that he can supererogate. 17*7 J.
RICHARDSON Gt. Folly Pilgr. Irel. 81 If u should be granted
that some have supererogated, that is brought God into

Debt to them.

t b. Const, of, with the person in whose service

the works arc performed. Obs.
1608 Bp. HALL Pliaris. < Chr. (1609! Bvij, Gods Law was

too strait for their holinesse : It was nothing, vnlesse they
did more then content God, earne him (for these were Popish
lewes) and supererogate of him. 1618 Contempt., O. T.

xin. Jonathans Love, That good Captaine little imagining,
that himselfe was the Philistim, whom Saul maligned, super-

erogates of bis Master, and brings two hundred for one.

a 1643 J. SHUTE "Judgcm. *, Mercy (1645) 217 But have we
brought forth fruit ? Oh, some fruits we supererogate with

God in. 1644 BP. MAXWELL Prerog. Chr. Kings 168 They
may supererogate with their Prince, by doing many Acts of

bounty, favour and Grace.

t o. trans. To do (something) beyond what is

required ; to perform as a work of supererogation.
Obs. rare.

l6ix MOUNTAGO Diairibse 379 They teach.. that Tithing
irav Adxai'or, was not commanded, but supererogated to the

Law. 1624 (Jagg 100 Workes supererogated by them,
when they doe more than God requireth.

t d. intr. To make up by excess of merit for
the failing of another. Obs.

1625 JACKSON Creed v. xxxii. I 4 Both of them presumed
their zealous costs upon Saints monuments, should, .super-

erogate for their predecessors sins. 1649 MILTON Eikon.

xxiv. 195 The fervencie of one man in prayer cannot superero-

gate for the coldness of another.

f e. trans. To deserve and more than deserve.

Obs. rare.

1639 FULLER Holy War v. xvi. (1647) 257 Having super-

errogated the gallows, .by their several misdemeanours.

Hence Supere-rogating vbl. sb. and//*/, a.

1603 Super-supererogating [see SUPER- 9 b). 1627 W.
SCLATER Expos. 2 Tktss. (1629) 3 That euer thought of

supererogating should enter the heart of man. a 1643 LD.

FALKLAND, etc. Infallibility (1646) 158 It might be but an

act of a little supererogating charity, ifyou would sometimes

prove your assertions, even when by strict law you were not

bound toil. 1673 HiCKERlNGlLL(><f. F.Greyb.^ If their

Supererogation
superogacyon, -ation, 6-8 supererrogation.

[ad. late L. supererogdiio, n. of action f. super-

erogart: see prec. Cf. obs. F. supererogation

(mod.F. surerogation), It. supererogazione (in

Florio, soprarogatione, superarogalione) , etc.] The

action (or an act) of '

supererogating' (ScPEBEBO-
GAfE v. a) ; chiefly in phr. work(s of supererogation.

1. a. R. C. Theol. The performance of good
works beyond what God commands or requires,

which are held to constitute a store of merit which

the Church may dispense to others to make up for

their deficiencies.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 58 b, Not onely where

thou oughtest so to do of duty, but also of deuoute perfec-

cyon& superogacyon [sic: <$.OV.superrogacion\ !SS3-'fr-

tides afreedon by Bishotpes 1551 xiii, Voluntane woorkes

besides, ouer, and aboue Goddes commaundementes, wbiche

mpererogating. 1674 BURNET Snb-
:ontent with the strictest rigors of

merits were never so . . su

jection (1675) 2 Not content with the strictest rigc

Justice, our Saviour hath also obliged us to the supererogat-
f. ,'c 1 t.\ ..C1M..._: .fStt TT Hnnuvo Pfff

...is, or rather praesumpti. -----------------------

Answ. Touchstone 122 What doth this Discourse prove.'

But that they .shall have a greater reward themselves? but

there is not a syllable of their supererogating for others."

Also 6

SUPERESSENCK.
the! cal woorkes of Supererogation, ranru.i 1* taught with-
out arrogancie, and im.|iiili.-. 1583 BABINGTOKCwiwm4w.
('590) 68, I haue no merits or K.>| work to , ,,mc before
I tea wiih-all, murh lesse am I able to doo workes of Miper-

<6ia I. TAYLOR CtfMMi. Titut i. 4. (1619) 57 All
t h;u 1 pptthdo nine concerning wurkr* of preparation and
disposition before grace: and of merit and ftupererot-aii.Hi
after. 1645 M.LTON I'etrach. i. Wks. ,85, IV. 253 The fear
is, taft* this not being a command, would prove an evangelic
counsel, and so make way for supererogations 1650 KVLLRR'

fisgah 415 Some will say, this was but a ceremonious super.
erogation of

HkCCabeus, in making such an ordinance. 1874H. R. REYNOLD John Bapt. v. ft 3 . 3 , 7 The Roman Catholic
commentators have generally recognized in the Baptism of
Christ by John a part of His work of supererogation
attrib. 1738 Oxf. Methodists 8 They observe strictly the

Fasts of the Church ; and this has given occasion to such u
do not approve of them, abusively lo call them supereroga-
tion men.

b. transf. and gen. Performance of more than

duty or circumstances require ; doing more than is

needed.

159* NASHE Strange Newes A 4 b, The strong fayth you
haue conceiu'd, that I would do workes of suptrerrogation

1

in answering the Doctor. 1599 U. JOSSON Cynthia s Rev.
H. i, Then thou hast not altered thy name, with ihy dis-

guise? O, no, th.it had beene supererogation. i6is WOOD-
ALL Surg, Mate Wks. (1653) 408 Let not the younger
Artist presume, in a work of supererogation.. to be Coo
busie. 1643 DKUMM. OF HAWTH. Decl. ttgst. Gross Petition
Wks. (1711) aio Such is the Supererogation of home of
the Petitioners, above what His Majesty requires. 1710
STEELE Tatter No. 54 p 6 An Act of so great Supereroga-
tion, as singing without a Voice. 1756 H. WALPOLE Let.
to Comvay 24 Jan.,

I was prepared to be very grateful if

you had done just what I desired; but 1 declare I have no
thanks ready for a work of supererogation. 1796 MME.
D'AKBLAY Camilla ix. viii, Reason might have shewn this
a tie of supererogation. 1870 SPURGEON Treat. Daw. IV
xlii. 3 It was a supererogation of malice to pump more tears
from a heart which already overflowed. 1876 BARTHOLOW
Mat. Med. (1870.) 140 U may appear to be a work of super-
erogation to notice the popular fallacy that quinia.. remains
combined with the textures of the body.

t 2. See qnots. and cf. SUPEREROGATE i. Obs.

rare .

1604 R. CAWDREY Table Atpk., Supererogation^ giuing
more then is required. 1616 BULLOKAH Expos. t Supereroga-
tion^ laying out of more then one hath receiued.

Supererogative (stw.-par/V^gitiv), a. rare.

[f. late L. supererogdt- (see SUPEREROGATE) + -IVE.]
= SUPEREROGATORY.
1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. xlii. (1605) P j, Their spiritual!

treasure of super[erjogative [ed. 1629 Supererogatorie]
workes. 16x1 A. STAFFORD Niobe n. 61 A fellow . .who can
iustlie brag of nothing of his owne, but Hues vpon the super-
erogatiue deedes of his Ancestours. 1641 MiLrott A nittiadv.

ii. 15 O new and never-heard of Supererogative height b of

wisdome and charity in our Liturgie !

SupereTOgator. rare. [f.
SUPEREROGATE v.

|

+ -OR.] One who performs works ofsupererogation.
1679 Let. yind. Ref. Ch. 9 These horrid Supererogators

do seem, .to out-act the most Holy Law.giver. i8a6 Westm.
Rev. Jan. 34 Man is not here a mere supererogator, an un-

I

bidden counsellor.

Supererogatory (siwiparJrjrgatori, s^par-
i eimt&ri), a. (sb.} Also 7 -errogatory. [ad.
I scholastic L. supererogdtorius, f. supererogat- : see

SUPEREROGATE and -ORY 2
. Cf.

Sp. supererogatorio
and F. surtrogatoire^ Characterized by, or having
the nature of, supererogation ; going beyond what

is commanded or required ; loosely, superfluous.

1593 G. HARVEY Pierces Super. 18 Were his penne as

supererogatory a woorkeman as his harte. 16*9 [see SUPER-

EROCATIVE, quot. 1599]. 1640 HOWELL Dodtma's C7r.(i645)

I 105 The supererogatory services, and too great benefits from
: subjects to kings are of dangerous consequence, a 1653
GOUGE Comm. Heb. iv. 16 (1655) 468 The folly of those that

trust to the supererrogatory works of others, as if any man
were able to do more than he is bound to da 17*0 WELTON

Suffer. Son ofGod 1 1 . xv. 406 Too much taken with Super-

erogatory Fasts.. rather than those which are commanded.

1740 RICHARDSON Patrtf/abBtti Laos That you could take

the faults of others upon yourself ; and, by a supposed super-

erogatory merit, think your imerposition sufficient to atone

for the faults of others. i8ao SHELLEY Premeth, Unb. Pref.,

Nothing can be equally well expressed in prose that u not

tedious and supererogatory in verse. 1860 MOTLEY ffetherl.

xix. (1868) II. 484 It had now become supererogatory to ask

for Alexander's word of honour. 1886 Punch 16 Jan. 8/a

Sending.. spare books.. and supererogatory newspapers to

our Hospitals,

b. sb. A supererogatory act ;
a work of super-

erogation, nonce-use.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VIII. 347 Why may I not

proceed in my supererogatories ? 1749-50 *** ** ****

Bel/our g Jan., No supererogatories do 1 allow of in mar-

riage.

Hence fSirpererogato-rlfcix Obs. nonce-wd., one

who believes in supererogation ; Sirprro'f-
torily adv.j in a supererogatory manner, beyond

the requirements of the case, superfluously.

please) with their attributions to you. 1838 Kevi Monthly
Mar. LI I. 446 Many a dial . . most supererogatorily informs

usThat ' time flies '. a 1849 POE Coofer Wks. i864.HI- 397

We are tautologically informed that improvement is a HV

sequence of embellishment and supererogatorily told that

the rule holds good only where the embellishment ts not

accompanied by destruction.

t Supere-ssence. Obs. rare-'1 . [SPPIB- j.j



SUPEBESSENTIAL.

That which is above, or transcends, essence or

being.
a 1706 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 176 All essence and

super-essence . . was always what He is, and always shall be.

Su peresse ntial, a. [ad. late L. superessen-
tialis (cf. Gr. uTrepoucnos), f. super- SUPER- 4 a +

essentia ESSENCE : see -AL. Cf. obs. F. superessen-

tiel^\ That is above essence or being ; transcending
all that exists

;
= SUPERSUBSTANTIAL 2.

1587 GOLDING D Afomay Hi. (1592) 28 God . . is . . the

superessential Being, (that is to say, a Beeing which farre

surmounteth, passeth, and exctlleth all Beeings). 1614 PUR-

CHAS Pilgrimage \, ii. (ed. 2) 9 That vncreated superessen-
tiall light, the eternal! Trinitie, commanded this light to be.

1683 TRYON Way to Health 145 This Internal Super-essential
Water sustaineth every Beeing, and is the Radix and Life

of the outward Water. 1789 T. TAYLOR Proclus II. 386 If

the first deity is super-essential, but every god, so far as a

god is of the first series, hence every god wilt be super-
essential. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) 1.96 No man
could make an actual God of that super-essential ultimatum.

1902 FAIRBAIRN Philos. Chr. Relig. i. iii. 102 God is super-

essential, and can be expressed in no category.

Hence Su peresse-ntially adv,, in a manner or

mode that transcends all being.
1789 T. TAYLOR Proclits II. 387 All things are contained

in the gods, uniformly, and super-essentially. 1856 R. A.

VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. vi. v. 194 Dionysius writeth how
God doth., superessen tially surpass.all images, modes, forms,

or names that can be applied to Him.

Su perexa It, v. [ad. late L. supfrexaltare :

see SUPER- o^b and EXALT z;.]

1. trans. To exalt or raise to a higher, or to the

highest, position or rank ; to exalt supremely.
1615 GILL Sacr. Philos. ii. 183 The first order of separate

or created beings, is that of the fountaine, which by the

meanes of vision is superexalted above all the rest. 1649

JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. i. Ad Sect. ii. 21 The holy Maid.,
was superexalted by an honour greater than the world yet
ever saw. a 1677 BARROW Senn. Mark xvi. i<) Wks. 1686

II. 434 God.. having super-exalted him, and bestowed on

him a name above all names.

2. To extol or magnify exceedingly, rare.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) Dan. iii. 57 Al workes of our Lord
blesse ye our Lord, prayse and superexalt him for euer.

1864 SIR C F. L. WRAXALL Historic Bye-Ways L iii. 47
We may. .say, that had it not been for Frederick William I.,

there would hardly have been a Frederick the Great. Still,

this must not cause us to super-exalt him.

Hence Superexalted ///. a.

1654 JER. TAYLOR Real Pres. 239 So high and separate,

superexalted secret, as is that of the holy Trinity.

Su perexalta'tion. [SUPER- 10; cf. prec.]
Exaltation to a higher or the highest degree ;

supreme or excessive exaltation.

1624 D. CAWDREY Humilitie 40 God will haue his will

done, onely with reason : The proud man will haue his

against all reason ; There's his superexaltation of him, aboue
all that is called God. 16*7 DONNE Semi. Exod, iv. tj

(1640) 42 The over-bending, and super-exaltation of zeale.

a 1661 HOLYDAY (J.), In a superexaltation of courage, they
seem as greedy of death as of victory. 1880 Atlienxum
25 Sept. 395/1 The superexaltation of St. Peter in face of
the historical evidence which remains as to St. Paul's influ-

ence at Rome. 1887 J. HUTCHISON Lect. Philippians x.

103 God highly exalted Him. This super-exaltation, then,
is described as of God's favour.

Superexce'l, v. [ad.L. *superexcdl$re (cf.

obs. F. superexceller] : see SUPER- 9 b and EXCEL,
and cf. SUPEREXCELLENT.] trans, and intr. To
excel highly or supremely. Hence Su;perexce"l-

ling (also 6 "Sc. -and) ///. #., superexcellent.
c 1450 Mirour Saluaciontt (Roxb.) 39 Marie superexcellis

of all seints the state. 1530 LYNDESAY Test. Papyngo 438
lames the secunde, Roye of gret renoun, Beand in his super-
excelland glore. 155* Monarche 5019 Superexcelland
Sapience. 1613 T. MILLES tr. Mexias Treas. Anc. <V Mod.
T. 13/1 The Trees [in Paradise] may signifie. .the Hues of
the Saints, their super-excelling fruites[etc.J. 1658 R. FRANCK
North, Mem. (1821) 120) There's not a rivulet in Scotland
. .superexcels this Calvin [= Kelvin] for diversion with small
trout. 1905 Westm. Gaz. n Nov. 10/2 Where Barbara
excels, and super-excels, is in her dogs.

Supere-xcellence. [f. SUPEREXCELLENT : see

-ENCE.] The quality or condition of being super-
excellent

; superior or supreme excellence.

i6$a T. BENLOWES in Benlowes' Theoph. Pref. Verses C i b,
This Original ; Whose charming Empire of her Grace does
Sense Astonish by a super-Excellence. 1683 PORDAGE
Mystic Div. 36 The Super-excellence of the Divine Being.
I768TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 190 The proud, .if they still

retain a fondness for reflecting on their superexcellence, it

is like the unnatural thirst of a drunkard. 1885 R. L. & F.
STEVENSON Dynamiter 179 Considering the depth of his
demerit and the height of the adored one's super-excellence.

Supere'xcellency. Now rare.
[f.

as prec. :

see -ENCY.] = prec. Also, something that is super-
excellent.

1387 GOLDING De Mornay iii. (1592) 29 Then is it this first

simplicitie which is the King ; the Soueraignetie and Super-
excellencie of all things. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa HI.

205, I could finde no such superexcellencie in him. 1603
BRETON Dial. Pithe <y Pleasure Wks. (Grosart) II. 15/1
Man. .can effect so rare excellencies in the worlde, and be-
holde so many superexcellencies in the heauens, as the eye
of no creature but man is able to looke after. 1660 R.
BURNEY lUnftunw Awpoc (1661) 109 Our Parliaments in Eng-
land and Scotland have a superexcellency above all the
councels of the world. 1707 NORRIS Treat. Humility i. 38
The

superexcellency of his nature. 1870 GILLESPIE Being
<y Attrib. God\v. iii. (1906) 212 The one great Attribute, or
Super*Excellency of Holiness.
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Supere'XCellent, a. (si.) [ad. late L. super-

excellent-, -ens : see SUPEB- 9 a and EXCELLENT.]

That superexcels ; excellent in a high degree ; very

or supremely excellent.

1561 PRESTON K. Catalyses 948 A banquett royall and

superexcellent. 1611 BURTON Anal. Mel. II. IV. '''452
Tobacco, divine, rare, superexcellent Tobacco. 1660 K.

HURXEY KepSurror &i>po (1661) 108 The King, to whose

super.excellent power and facultie God himself gives wit-

nesse to. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 540 T 6 In Holiness, Tern-

perance, Chastity, and Justice super-excellent. 1844 H.

STEPHKNS.RS. Farm I. 490 The system of tmiitror deep-

draininir, being the deepest method of any, is super-excel-

lent. 1874 LISLE CARR Jud. Gwynne I. i. 20 A very true

woman and no super-excellent heroine.

b. sb. A superexcellent person or thing, nonce-

use.

1816 MOORE Lei. la Power 24 Sept., Two or three of the

Irish [songs] equal to any I have done ;. .but our plan is to

go on till we can select twelve super-excellents.

Hence Snpere'xcellently adv.

1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Pontage's Mystic Div. 103 That..

Divinest Mysterie of Love, sciz Uod made Flesh : which gave

(as one superexcellently) the Angels new Anthems, a 1687

COTTON New-Year 38 And then the next in reason shoud

Be superexcellently good. 1006 Wcstm. Gaz. 15 Mar. 8/1

The atmosphere of the highly cultured.. home, .is super-

excellently achieved.

t Su :perexcre
-scence. Obs. rare.

1. [SUPER- 10.] Increase in excess. Sir.

1409 Reg. Privy Seal Scotl. I. 51/1 To ansuer to the king
of the superexcrescence of the proffitis. 1549 D. MONRO
West. Isles in Mac/arlaiu's Geogr. Collect, (b. H. S.) III.

(1008) 301 The superexcrescens of the said ky and sheipe.

2. [SUPER- 3.] An excrescence growing over a

surface.

Cf. late L. snfertxcrcscirt.
1676 WISEMAN Chiriirg. Treat, iv. v. 321 After the Escar

separated, I rubb'd the remaining Superexcrescence with

a Vitriol-stone.

tS'Uperexpe'nd.z'. Sc. Obs. Also6 -ezspend.

[SUPER- 9 b. In med.L. superexpendlre was ap-

plied to supererogatory fasting.]

1. To be superexpended: to have spent beyond
one's income or means ;

to be out of pocket or in

arrears : often with advb. ace. or phr. expressing
the amount.
1473 Ace. Ld. High Treat. Scot. I. ]$ And sua is the

Comptare superexpendit j
m

j
c Ixxix li. iiij s. x d. 1500-^0

DUNBAR Poems xiu. 23 Sum super expendit gois to his bed.

1559 Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 325 Quhat he beis super
expendit, the same to be allowit to him. 1591 Exck. Rolls

Scotl. XXII. 162 The comptar is
superexpendit

de claro in

the sowme of audit thousand ane hundretn fourtene pundis
sevin schillingis fyve pennyis. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett.

(1862) I. Ixxxv. 219 We shall be.. so far from being super-

expended . . that angels cannot lay our counts nor sum our

advantage and incomes. 1676 Row Contti. Blair's Auto-

biogr. xil. (1848) 453 They were not provided with horses.,

being superexpended by attending Parliament so long. 1686

BURNET Trav. L 24 The Bailifs. .pretend they are so far

super-expended, that they discount a great deal of the pub-
lick revenue, of which they arc the receivers, for their re-

imbursement.

2. trans. To spend (time) wastefully. rare.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis Direct. 31 Quhar that I haue my
tyme superexpendit, Mea culpa, God grant 1 may amend it.

t Su perexpe nse. Sc. 06s. [SUPER- 10. Cf.

prec.] Expenditure above receipts or income; out-

of-pocket expenses.
1473 Ace. Lei. Higk Treas. Scot. I. 74 Sum totale of all

the parcialis of thir expensis befor wirtin, except the super-

expensis of the last compt. 1566 Keg. Privy Council Scot.

Ser. I. I. 472 For payment of the superexpenssis maid be
thame in t hair offices. 1567-8 Ibid. 61 1 Takin up be the
Laird of Mynto in his superexpenssis. 1607 Extr. Abertt.

Reg. (1848) II. 288 Thomas Fischer and Willeam Speares
superexpenssis in thair negotiatioune.

t Superexpone, v. Sc. Obs. rare. [f. SOPBR-

9 b (- KXPONE v. 3.] irons. = SUPEREXPEND.
1491 Acta Dom. Cone. (1839) 230/1 pe quhilk soume he

superexponit mare ban be commoun gudis of be said toune
extendit to.

f Superface. Obs. rare 1
. ? Misprint for SUPER-

FICE, or etymologizing alteration of SURFACE.
1633 T. ADAMS Exf. a Peter ii. 4. 514 The superface of

the earth.

Superfetally (si P3ifftali), adv. Also -foot-.

[Formed after SUPERFKTATION : see -AL and -LY 2
.]

By superfetation.
1910 THOM PSON tr. A ristotle's Hist. Anim. v. ix, Animals

like the hare, where the female can become superfoetally
impregnated.

tSuperfe'tant, a. Obs. Also 7 -foet-. [ad.
L. snperfitant-1 -ans, pr. pple. of superfetdre to

SCPERFETE. ] Conceiving by superfetation. So Sn-
perfetate v., intr. to conceive by superfetation;
Superfe tate a., over-productive, superabundant.
1610 HEALEV St. Aug. Citie ofGod (1620) 194 Some crea-

tures are superfoetant, that is, breeding vpon breed. 1623
COCKERAM, Suferfactatf, after the first young to conceiue
another, 1681 GREW Mvsxitni l. v. i. 91 The Female brings
forth . . twice in one month, and so is said to Superfcetate. 1845
R. W. HAMILTON Pop. Edttc. iii. 55 The refuge for what
otherwise would be a superstate population.

Superfetation (siipaaf;l?-j3n). Also -fcst-

(7 -feet-), [ad. late or mod.L. superfetatio, n. of

action f. superfitarc to SUPERFETE. Cf. F. super-
fetaticm, It. superfetazionc, etc.]

SUPERFICE.

1. Phys. A second conception occurring after

(esp. some time after) a prior one and before the

delivery ; the formation of a second fetus in a uterus

already pregnant : occurring normally in some
animals, and believed by some to occur exception-

ally in women.
1603 HOLLAND 1'lutarck'sMor 843 Erasistratus attributed

it \sc. engendering of twins] unto divers conceptions and

superfztations, like as in brute beasts. 1615 CROOKE tiody

of Man 314 This superfsetation is.. a second conception,
when a woman already with child, .conceiueth againe. 1661

LOVELL Hist. Anim. ff Min. I sag. ba b, The hare is often

troubled with superfetation. 1754-64 SMELLIE Midwif. II.

86 What you have writ me seems to favour the notion of

superfoetation. 1836-9 Teddys Cycl. Anat. II. 469/1 The
quadrupeds in whicn superfcetation . . is said to occur possess
a uterus with two horns. 1871 A. MKADOWS Man. Mid-
wifery (ed. 2) 103 Cases of double or bihorned uteri are

probably quite as rare as genuine cases of superfcetation.

b. Bot. In early use, applied to processes sup-

posed to be analogous to superfetation in animals,

e.g. the growth of a parasite, or an excessive pro-
duction of ears of corn; in mod. use, the fertiliza-

tion of the same ovule by two different kinds of

pollen.
1616 BACON Sylva 556 The Misseltoe..is a Plant, vtterly

differing from the Ptant, vpon which it groweth. Two
things therfore may be certainly set downe: First, that

Super-fcelation must be by Abundance of Sap, in the Bough
that putteth it forth : Secondly, that that Sap must be such,
as the Tree doth excerne, and cannot assimilate. 1651 in

Hartlib's Legacy (1655) 107 Such a super-foetation of ears

must necessarily proceed from an improvement by the Root.

1707 Curios. Husb. ff Card. 156 'Tis a sort of Superfetation,

by which one Grain of Corn conceives and brings forth

several Young, that in the common Course, .ought to be
born successively. 1718 CHAMBERS OK/. s.v., We meet with

something like a Superfetation in Plants too ; there being
a kind of Lemon found to grow inclosed in the Body of

another. 1816 KEITH Phys. Bot. II. 368 The other species
of superfetation in which one seed is supposed to be the

joint issue of two males. 1885 GOODALE Physiol. Bot. (1802)

9 The formation of two or more embryos, occurs occasionally
as a kind of superfoetation in some seeds. 1900 B. D. JACK-
SON Gloss. Bot. Terms, Super/oetation, the fertilization of

an ovary by more than one kind of pollen.

2. fig. Additional production ; the growth or

accretion of one upon another
; superabundant pro-

duction or accumulation.

1641 H. L'EsTRANGK God's Saboatk 13 Consider the Law
it self, and you shall see the positive accrue to the naturall

by way of superfoetation. 1675 PLUME Life Hacket in Cent.

Serm. p. v, That one School [sc. Westminster] furnishing two
entire Colledges of great size in Cambridg and Oxon, be-

sides whom it does send to other places by way of Super-
fetation. 1684 Case ofCross in Baptism 6 The Superfoeta-
tion of Ceremonies. .began to be very burdensom. a 1703
BUIKITT On N. T. Ded. to Ld. Fltzwalter, Plays and Ro-

mances, and such-like Corrupting and Effeminating Trash,
which the Superfcetation of the Stage furnishes the Nation
with. 1840 DE QUINCEY Mod. Svferst. Wks. 1854 III. 341
Mark the superfetation of omens omen supervening upon
omen, augury engrafted upon augury. 1882 STALLO Mod.
Physics 114 In this endless superfetation of aetherial media

upon space and ordinary matter.

b. In particularized sense : An instance of this
;

an additional product ; an accretion, excrescence ;

a superabundant or superfluous addition.

1642 CHAS. I A HSW. 19 Prop. 4 These humble Desires . . are

intended to make way for a Superfetation of a (yet) higher
nature. 1654 H. L'ESTRANGE Cnas. 1 (1655) 6 Those dismall

calamities which befel his son, were doubtlesse ampliated

by a superfetation of causes. 1675 V. ALSOP Anti-Sozzo ill.

ii. 257 This Distinction was but the
Superfoetation

of his

own Parturient Brain. 1715 POPE Shats. Wks. I. Pref. 8

The most [of Shakespeare's errors] are such as are not

properly Defects, but Superfoetations. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog.
Lit. xxiii. (1907) II. 206 The play may conclude as it began,
viz. inasuperfetationofblasphemyupon nonsense. 1820 LAMB
Elia Ser. l. South-sta House, Layers of dust have accumu-
lated (a superfoetation of dirt !) upon the old layers. 1861

M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 30 He has thrown this superfeta-
tion of his historical work into twelve essays. 1903A thenxum
28 Feb. 275/2 His.. edition, .suffered from a superfetation
of notes.

Hence f Snperfeta-tious a., of the nature of

superfetation.
1673 [R. LEIGH] Transp. Reh. 24 The superfetatious Mi-

racles of Art,

t Superfete, v. Obs. Also -feete. [ad. L. super-

fetare, (. super- SUPER- 13 + fetus Farrus.] intr.

and trans. To conceive by superfetation ; in quots.

fig. (in quot. 1654, to add to, reinforce).

cities HOWELL Lett, (1753) 125 So is my fancy quickned
bv the glance of His benign aspect and countenance, It
'

. i
' 5i'_._ r> L :_ L_ : *

the first be uttered. 1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes in. v. 100

That . . they [sc. nuns] might superfete their vow, and not

only forsweare the use, but the very looks of Men-kinde.

t Superfice. Obs. [a. OF. superfice or ad. its

source, L. SUPERFICIES.]
1. Geom. = SUPERFICIES I.

1391 CHAUCES Astral, i. 21 The zodiak in heuene is

ymagened to ben a superfice contienyng a latitude of 12 de-

grees. 1643 LD. HERBERT Aittobiog. (1824) 44 The know-

ledge of lines, superfices, and bodies, . . is not much useful for

a gentleman unless it be to understand Fortifications. 1695
ALINGHAM Geom. Epit. 4 The kinds of Magnitude, which
are principally Three, to wit, Length, Breadth and Thick-

ness, or a Line, a Superfice, and a Solid. 1813 J. MITCHELL
Diet. Math. $ Phys. Set'., Superficies, or Superfice, in



SUPERFICIAL.

Geometry, the outside or exterior surface of any body This
is considered as of two dimensions, viz. length and breadth,
but without thickness.

2. The surface of a body or object ;
= SUPER-

FICIES 2.

1374 CHAUCER Koeth. in. pr. viii. (1868) 81 pe body of
alcibiades (>at was ful fayr in |>e superfice wt\> oute. 1549
Compl Scat. vi. 56 The superfice of that roundues is of mair
quantite nor is the space or largenes that is betuix his tua
een. 1599 ALEX. HUMK Hymns iii. 93 The fields, and earthly
superfice, With verdure greene is spread. 1636 URATHWAIT
Rom. Kmp. 276 The whole superfice of the Sea was covered
with them, a 1684 LEIGHTON Comm. i t'et. i. 2 (1693) 16
[It] doth not wither as the grasse, or flower lying on the
superfice of the earth. 1703 t'hil. Trans. XXIII. 1401
Hard and perfect Stone, .of a Grain and Superfice exactly
like those 1 have seen taken out of the Bladder. 1813 VAN.
COUVER Agric. De-son 117 [It] is discharged with such
a hollow or concave superfice downwards, as completely to
whelm over and invert every square inch of the lifted furrow.

b. transf. That which forms, or is upon, the
surface.

1541 BOORDE Dyctaryxm. (1870)265 Euery thyng that is

vnctious . . doth swymme aboue in the brynkes of the
stomacke : . . the excesse of suche nawtacyon or superfyce
wyll ascende to the or[if]yse of the stomacke.

3. fig. Outward show or appearance ;
= SUPER-

FICIES 5 c.

1678 R. BARCLAY Apot. Quakers ii. 2. 23 The more
Serious, .satisfie themselves not with the Superfice of Re-
ligion. 111684 iMammiComin.iPet.m. 8 VVks. (1868) 160
This cottrteousness is not contrary to that evil, only in the
superfice and outward behaviour.

Superficial (sipaili-Jal), a. (sb.) Also 5-7
-fioiall, (5 -flcialle, -fyciall, 6 -fl-, -fyoyall,
-fytial, -fyxcyall). [ad. late L.

sttperficialis, (.

SUPERFICIES : see -AL. Cf. F. superficiel, It. super-
ficial, Sp., Pg. superficial] A. adj.
1. Of or pertaining to the surface

; that is, lies,
or is found at or on the surface

; constituting the

surface, outermost part, or crust.
Sometimes spec, in Geol. etc. = pertaining to the surface of

the earth, as deposits j not belonging to the consolidated
formation.
c 1410 ? LVDGATE Assembly of Gods 5,8 Sodeynly by weet

constreynyd . . Was the ground to close hys superfyciall face.

1503 HAWES Examp. Virt. Vll.145 Mamies hiimayne partyes
superfyxcyall. 1555 EDF.N Decades \. iv. (Arb.) 82 The
myners dygged the superficiall or vppermost parte of the
earthe. 1587 GREENE Penelopes Wei Wks. (Grusart) V. 150
Nature had made her beautifull by a superficiall glorie of
well proportioned lineaments. 1692 RAY Disc. ii. (1732) 6
Over the superficial Part of the Earth. 1796 KIHWAN Elem.
Afiit,(tA. 2) 1.420 Superficial combustions, .produce singular
effects, which have often been mistaken for those of true
volcanos. 1796 C. MARSHALL Ganlen. iv. (1813) 48 An ex-
cellent way of manuring, where the superficial soil is much
exhausted. 1829 T. CASTLE Introd. Hot. 58 With regard to
their superficial figure, they are either capillary, linear,

177
SUPERFICIALITY.

aggregation of the
'superficial deposits'. 1871 HUXLEY

Pkysiol. v. 129 The rise m the temperature of the superficial
blood. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 557 The
white superficial peridertn of younger stems.

b. Of actions or conditions : Taking place or

existing at or on the surface.

1815 J. SMITH Panorama Set. q- Art II. 146 The velocity
of running water.. is generally about nine.tenths of the
superficial velocity. 1871 TYNDALL Fragin. Set. (1879) I.

iv. I2Q An amount of light derived from superficial reflection.

1887 BENTLEY Man. Bat. (ed. 5) 283 In the Flowering Rush,
. .they [sc. the ovules] cover the whole inner surface of the

ovary^except the midrib ; in which case the placentation is

sometimes described as superficial.

+ c. Drawn or delineated upon a (flat) surface.
Obs. rare.

1603 DANIEL De/. Rymt G 4, Historye (which is but a
Mappe of men)..dooth no otherwise acquaint vs with the
true Substance of Circumstances, than a superficiall Carde
dooth the Sea-man with a Coast neuer scene. 1664 POWER
Exp. Philos. Pref. c iij b, Gloss 'd outside Fallacies ; like our
Stage-scenes, or Perspectives, that shew things inwards,
when they are but superficial paintings.

d. Anal. Applied to organs or parts situated

just beneath the skin
; subcutaneous.

1804 ABERNETHY Snrg. Ois. 21 The superficial veins ap-
pear remarkably large. 1835-6 Todtfs Cycl. Anal. I. 467/2
The subcutaneous or superficial bursac. 1884 W. PYE Surf.

Handicraft 14 The line of the superficial femoral artery.
e. Applied to the right to enjoy the surface of

land for building or other purposes ; also to persons
possessing such a right.
1830 SIR C. WETHERELI. in Concanen Trials, Rtnae v.

Beuton 16 His case is that he, as a superficial occupier, has
a right to that which is taken up from under the soifT Hid.,He may have both the superficial right, and the rieht to the
minerals.

2. Of or pertaining to a superficies; relating to or

involving two dimensions ; esp. relating to extent
of surface. (Distinguished from linear, and from
solid.) Superficial measure, square measure.
.157' DIGCES Pantom. n. i. M j, Multiplie one of the equall
sides in it selfe, the halfe of the producte is the Area or
superficiall Contente. 1656 tr. Hobhes' Elem. Philos. (1839)
"84 An angle is of two sorts ; for, first, it may be made by
the concurrence of lines, and then it is a superficial angle ;

or by the concurrence of superficies, and then it is called a
solid angle. 1716 Diet. Rust. (cd. 3), Suferficial, or Square
Measure.. in a square Mile 640 square Acres [etc.]. 1824
Act 5 George IV, c. 74 i All other Measures of Extension
whatsoever, whether the same be lineal, superficial or solid.

VOL. IX.

extent than Africa has.

b. Superficial foot, yard, etc. : a rectangular
space measuring a foot, yard, etc. each wav, or a
space of whatever shape containing the' same
amount of area ; a square foot, etc. (SyUABK a \ b )

r ifiS??" P* y'rlt - xie"- s- v. Pnrticata, Ane superficial!fall of lande, is sa mcikle boundis of landes, as squaiMycontemis ane hneall fall of bredth. and ane lineall fall of length
1707 MORTIMER Husk. (1721) II. 96 If a Board hold 2 fi.oiand 3 Inches in breadth, 5 Inches and 3 tenth parts of an
Inch in length will make a square superficial Foot of Plank
i8?5 J. NICHOLSON Oftr. Mech. 628 All faced work in slate
skirting.. is charged by the foot superficial. 1833 LOUDON
i/"7

C
n -i?

r
,*''-

* 98? A Pr P" boncl " to be laid throughthe full thickness of the wall every superficial yard.
to. Math. Of ft Dumber: Compounded of two

prime factors (analogous to the two dimensions of
a surface). Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xix. cxxvi. (1495) mm iv b,
J he nombre Superficiall is wryten not oonly in lengthe hut
also in hrcde and is conteyned in lengthe & in brede. c 1430Art Nomkryns (E.E.T.S.) 14 Nombre superficial is hat
cornethe of ledynge [= multiplying] of oo nombre into a-
nother, wherfor it is callede superficial, for it hathe .2. nombres
notyng or mesurynge hym, as a superficial^ thynge hathe
.2. dimensions, bat is to sey lengthe and brede. 1704 I

HARRISi /. Techn. I, SuperficialNumbers ; the same with
Plain Numbers.
3. Appearing 'on the surface' ; external, outward.
ISI T. HOBY tr. Casliglione's Caurtyer i. (1900) 90 Musicke

. . ought nccessarilye to be learned . . not onely for the super-
ficial melodie that is hard, but to be sufficient to bring into
us a newc habile that is good. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 15
f 3 Smitten with every thing that is showy and superficial
1773 BURKE Let. to Marq. Kockingham 29 Sept., There is a
superficial appearance of equity in this tax. 1855 MACAULAY
'list.Eng.xxl. IV. 581 Those superficial graces for which
the French aristocracy was then renowned throughout
Lurope. 1883 GII.MOUR Mongols xviii. 210 The superficial
aspects of Buddhism, .as embodied in the life and habits of
the Mongols.
4. That is only on or near the surface

; affecting
only the surface , not extending much below the
surface

; not deep.
"594 NASHE Christ's T. To Rdr, Wks. 1904 II. 186 Euen

of sands and superficiall bubbles they will make hideous
waues and dangerous qnicke-sands. 1651 CRASHAW Carmen
Deo Nostro Wks. (1904) 209 His [sc. the sun's] superficiall
Beames sun.burn't our skin ; But left within The ni"ht &
winter still of death & sin. 1676 WISEMAN Chirurg. Trent.
v. i. 348 In small and superficiall Wounds, Nature of her
own accord is wont to effect the Cure. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat
t,Exp. Philos. II.xx.378 The colours of the eggs of certain
birds are entirely superficial, and may be scraped off. 1849
Sit. Nat. Hist., Mammalia IV. 104 Their principal food is
afforded by the roots of plants, which is the object of their
extensive and superficial burrows. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT

'

Napoleon (1855) I. xi. 201 When the surgeon came.. to in-

spect his wound, it was found that it was only superficial.
1877 HTJXLEY Physiogr. 176 Compared with the great depths
of the ocean, the Gulf Stream is extremely superficial.
5. Concerned only with what is on the surface,

and is therefore apparent or obvious; lacking
depth or thoroughness; not deep, profound, or

thorough ; shallow.
a. of perception, feeling.

1533 MORE Delell. Salem Wks. 1030/1 There be few partes
in hys booke..that shall, .appere so good at length, as they
seme. .at the fyrst sight and at superficyal! reading. 1576
FLEMING Panofl. Efist. Epit. Aj b, Luckie was hee that
might haue but a superficiall viewe of his person. Ibid. 188
Many.. taking but as it were, a superficiall viewe of these
thinges, fall into this erronious . . opinion. 1683 DRYDEN Life
Plutarch 114 To vindicate our author's judgment from being
superficial, a 1688 CUDWORTH hnmut. Mor. (1731) 95 Sense
is but a slight and Superficial Perception of the Outside, .of
a Corporeal Substance. 1718 WELSTEP in J. Henley Oratory
Trans. No. i. 10 [John Henley] was admitted to Priest's
Orders. . : The Examination . . was very_

short and superficial.
1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest vili. Pity and superficial
consolation were all that Madame La Motte could offer.

1845 M'CuLLOCH Taxation I. iv. (1852) in On a superficial
view, nothing seems fairer, ..and yet few things would, in

reality, be more unfair and mischievous. 1879 HARLAN Eye-
sight i. 9 A superficial and hasty glance at its general out-
lines.

b. of attainments, knowledge, learning.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 281 Touching Nature their

skill is but superficiall, and like a shadowe destitute of sub.

6- f-..
--

.

--- "'^ IUM-IAII ui me nations.
. UI conditions, qualities, actions, occupationsNot involving a profound or serious issue

;
of in-

significant import or influence.

:e. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. i. 3 A little or super-
knowledge of Philosophic may encline the minde of

staunce.

man to Atheisme. 1667 PF.PYS Diary 24 Feb., He speaks
well, and hath pretty, slight, superficial parts, I believe.

1791 BOSWELL Johnson I. Introd. 7 Men of superficial

understanding, and ludicrous fancy. 1836 H. COLERIDGE
North. Worthies Introd. (18^2) p. xxiv, Nothing is more
likely to delude and puzzle simple persons, .than a super-
ficial acquaintance with the heads of history. 1865 RUSKIN
Sesame ii. 75 There is a wide difference between elemen-

tary knowledge and superficial knowledge.
c. of statement, description, exposition.

1576 FLEMING Pano6l, F.pist. 377,
I thinke it more auail-

able to kepe silence, .then by saying title, andy* same super-
ficiall, to incurre reprehension, for attempting that, which
I am not able to compasse. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen, VIt v. v. 10

This superficiall tale, Is but a preface of her worthy praise.

1624 GATAKER Transttbst. 36 His proofes are tedious
superficiall, and stuffed with impertinent allegations, a 1667
COWLEY Agric. Wks. 1906 II, 405 To read Pompous and

Superficial Lectures out of VJrgils Georgickes [etc.]. 1777
ROBERTSON Hist, Atner, VH. (1778) II. 270 The accounts. .

are superficial, confused and inexplicable. 1855 SINGLETON

_-.-_. __.... . ..., .,., * iui juiu niQisi, are most
Pestilent ; Vpon the Superficial! Ground, that Heat and
Moisture cause Putrefaction. 1655 MABO. WORCKSTFR Cent.
/TO. Ded. p. iv,

I made it but for the superficial satisfaction
of a friends curiosity. 1805 WORDSW. Prelude in. 209 Empty
?o'

S<
\ ,?,

suPerfic 'al pastimes, a 185* D. WEBSTER IVti.
(1877) IV. 416 A change superficial and apparent only, not
deep and real 1867 FKEEMAN Norn,. Coni/. I. ii. 19 It would
seem that the Roman occupation of Britain was, after all

very superficial.

7. 1 hat has only the outward appearance of being
what is denoted by the sb. ; only apparent or on
the surface, not real or genuine.
16*3 COCKERAM, Superficiall, bearing shew only on the

outside. 1638 HEVWOOD Wiu Warn. in. i, All Sutors.. being
repulst. .doe but waste their dayes In lhanklesse suites, and
superficiall praise. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. \. xvi. 56 All
such Ludicrous and Superficial Religion must needs leave
the body of sin entire and untouched, and the inward Mind
dead and starved. 1875 JOWKTT Plalo (ed. 2) II. 3 The old
quarrel has at least a superficial reconcilement.

B. absol. or as sb.

1. With the : That which is superficial (in any
sense), f In the superficial: on a plane surface.
1579 FENTON Guimard. i. 56 The Cardinall.. admonished

their

tyme may happen. 1589 PUTTENHAM Kngt. Poesie III. xv.
(Arb.) 310 The artes of painting and keruing, whereof one
represents the natural! by light colour and shadow in the
superficiall or flat, the other in a body massife. 1878 Bosw.
SMITH Carthage 381 When the due distinction has been
drawn between the ephemeral and the lasting, the super-
ficial and the essential. 1891 BRVCE in Daily Neva 28 Nov.
3/2 There was all the difference in the world between the
elementary and the superficial.
2. With the : Those who are superficial ; rarely

//. superficial persons.
1701 SWIFT Contests f, Diss. in Athens H Rome iv. Wlcs.

1841 I. 292/2 The ambitious, the covetous, the superficial,
and the ill designing; who are. .apt to be bold, and forward.
1818 LVTTON t'elham I. xv, It is the young, the light, the
superficial who are easily misled by error. 1851 COL.
HAWKER Diary (1893) II. 337 If my plans are adopted, the
Government superficial; cannot pass them off as their own
suggestions.
'A. pi. Superficial characteristics or qualities.
1831 R. H. FROUDE Kern. (1838) I. 294 They cannot sink

us so deep as these people have allowed themselves to fall

while retaining all the superficial of a religious country.
1850 freiser's Mag. X LI 1 . 437 Such men . . will varnish over
a dexterous partizan with the superficials of greatness. 1897
WATTS-DUNTON Ayhwn 11. iv, Excepting in the merest

superficial, there is a far greater variety in women than in

men.

Snperfi cialism. [f. prtc. + -ISM.] Superficial

character, superficiality.
1839 J. P. SMITH Script, f, Geol. 323 A vicious superficial-

ism is when self-fondness persuades a man. .that his know,
ledge is something great. 1860 SMILES Set/ Help xi. 281
The multiplication of books, .tends rather towards super-
ficialism than depth or vigour of thinking.

Snperfi'cialist. [f. SUPERFICIAL + -IST.] One
whose knowledge, observation, or treatment is

superficial.
1651 BOVLE Wks. (1772) I. Life p. 1, A solid knowledge of

that mysterious language, .(whatever Is given out to the con.

trary by superficialists . . ) is, I say, somewhat difficult. 1775

JEKYLL Let. to Father 31 May, As to the manners, I am at

present but a mere
superficialist. 1805 EUGENIA DC ACTON

Nuns of Desert 1. 14 In understanding... she was her equal,
and by superficialists might have been deemed superior.

Superficiality (siapsifi/ia-liti). [f.
SUPER-

FICIAL + -ITY. Cf. F. stiperficialitf, It. -alita, etc.]

1. The quality of pertaining to, or being situated

in or near, the surface.

1530 PALSCR. 278/2 Superficialyte, superficialite. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. vi. x. 322 By which Salts the

colours of bodies are sensibly qualified, and receive degrees
of lustre or obscurity, superficiality or

profundity. 1869
SPENCEK Prim: Psyckol. (1870) I. 166 The relative super-

ficiality or centrality of these nerves.

f 2. Superficial area or content. Obs. rare.

1690 LEVHOURN Curs. Math. 327 The Dodecaedron is

larger than all the other together, .in. .Superficiality. 1811

Self Instructor 150 It is necessary to know how to find the

superficiality [of solid bodies],

3. Lack of depth, thoroughness, or solidity ;

shallowness of learning, character, etc. Also, in

instance of this.

1661 H. D. Disc. Liturgies 34 The charge of serving God
23
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in Prayer with rudeness, unpreparedness, barrenness, super-

.ficialiiy. 1677 GILPIN Damonol. (1867) 4 A formal super-

ficiality of religion. 1736 BOLINGBROKK Patriot. (1749) 58

And hence all that superficiality in speaking, for want of

information. 1821 LAMII Klin Ser. i. Mrs. battle's Opinions
OH Whisti She despised superficiality, and looked deeper
than the colours of things. 1840 CARI.YLE Heroes vi. (1858)

359 The strong daring man., has set all manner of Formulas

and logical superficialities against him. 1866 GEO. KLIOT

F. Holt xxiv, Talkers whose noisy superficiality cost them

"nothing. 1893 LIDDON, etc. Pusey I. xi. 254 The super-

ficiality so common a hundred years ago in religion as in

other matters.

Superfi cialize, v. [f. SUPERFICIAL* -TZE.]

fl. trans. To make a surface of (p.iint or colour);

also transf, to cover (the cheeks) with a surface of

-paint, to paint. Obs. rare.

1593 NASH* Christ's T. (1613) 159 That colour on their

cheeks you behold superficial iz'd, is but sir lohn whites, or

sir lohn Red-caps liuery. 1633 [see SUPERFICIALIZED].

b. Jig. To put a surface or gloss upon ;
to gloss

over. rare.

1849 WHIPPI.E Lit. fy Lf/evi. (1851)98 It is a characteristic

weakness of the day to-superficialize evil ; to spread a little

cold cream over Pandemonium.

2. intr. To treat a subject or do something

superficially.

.

Rome or of England than to superficialize in general history.

3. trans. To render superficial, give a superficial

character to.

1828 PUSEY Hist. Eng. \. 138 Morus and Koppe super-

ficialized still further the Christian ideas. 1863 M. PATTISON

in National Rev. Tan. 217 It is a necessary consequence of

the advance of education that every subject becomes vul-

garised and superficialised.

Hence Superfl'cializad ///. a., Superfi-cializ-

ing vbl. sb.

1633 T.ADAMS Exp.aPeter\\. 14 (1865) 484/1 Were it not

for superficialized Cheeks, and enticing dresses, the most

graceless lecher would abhor them. 1828 PUSEY Hist. Eng.
1. 129 The first theologians, .gave occasion to the superficial-

izing or the rejection of Christian doctrine. 1907 Catholic

Weekly 27 Dec. 1/5 The long school hours to which children

are being subjected will soon breed a race of superficialised

^Superficially (siwpajfVJali), adv. [f.
SUPER-

FICIAL +-LY 2
.]

1. On or at the surface
;
Anat. just beneath the

surface. Const, to : On or at the surface of.

1570 FoxEX.<fr M. (ed. 2) 2121/1 They, .began to refricale

and rippevp the old sore, the skarre wherof, had bene but

superficially cured. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 229
This change and transmutation of the said polype or pour-
cuttle fish, entreth not deeply in, but appeareth superficially
in the skin. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Ptttta, Ep. n. i. 52 Ice. .will

..neither float above like lighter bodies, hut being neare, or

in equality of weight, lye superficially or almost horizontally
unto it. 1737 U RACK EN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 215, I

could easily see the Vein pass superficially upon the Out-side

of the Tumour. 1767 GOOCR Treat. Wounds I. 361 The
tent is to be left out, and the wound dressed superficially.

1853 LYELI. Princ. Geol. xvii. (ed, 9) 257 Beds of turf..

precisely similar to those now formed superficially on the

extreme borders of the Adriatic. 1870 KOLLESTON Anitn.

Life 3 Another vein, whichj from its being placed super-

ficially
to the sterno mastoid muscle, we know to be the

homologue of the external jugular of anthropotomy.
b. in fig. context.

1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. II. 196 Things that wounded
me heretofore at the very heart, doe not now so much as

superficially touch me. 1647 H. MORE Poems 195 Our soul's

not superficially colourd by phantasms. 1735 BOLINCBKOKE
On Parties iv. 36 When the same Opinions revived at the

Restoration, They did not sink deep even then into the
Minds of Men ; but floated so superficially there, that [etc.].

2. Without depth or thoroughness of knowledge,
observation, treatment, etc. ;

not profoundly or

thoroughly.
I56 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 61 Dayly to thynke on

these v thynges folowynge, not superficially, that is lyghtly
j

passyngouer them, but with grauite, inwardly. 1576 FLEMING
Panopl. Epist. 1 55 Your grace . . will take a viewe ofthe cause,
& wey the same, not superficially, but with due consideration.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. <$ Cr. N. ii. 165 You haue both said well :

And on the cause and question now in hand, Haue gloz'd,
but superficially. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 476 Whose Eye
so superficially surveyes These things, as not to mind from
whence they grow. 1711 STEELE S^ect. No. 432 P8 By such
early Corrections of Vanity, while Boys are growing into

Men, they will gradually learn not to censure superficially.
iSai LAMB Elia Ser. i. Old $ New Schoolm., The modern
schoolmaster, .must be superficially, if I may so say, omni-
scient. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. I. iv. 273 Looked at

superficially, there is a certain likeness between the two.

1875 Miss BRADDON Strange World I. i. 18, I have studied
the subject but superficially in the pages of our friend Cicero.

3. As to outward appearance or form
; externally,

on the surface.

1570 R. HICHCOCK Quintets. Wit (1500) 20 Nobilitie and
gravitie, wherof men superficially make such estimation.

1571 GoLDiNGCrt/z// on Ps. Ixxi. 22 He will not give thanks
unto God feynedly, nor superficially, but.. with an earnest
zelousnes. 1878 H. S. WILSON Alpine Ascents Hi. 103 Mel.
chior.. looks superficially like an Italian. 1890 Spectator
31 May 753/1 The old story over again,. .alwayssuperficially
true, and always substantially false. 1893 Bookman June
86/1 Her ambitions superficially so different at different
times, and yet substantially the same.

Superfi. cialness. [f. SUPERFICIAL a. + -NESS.]
1. = SUPERFICIALITY 3.

ATAKER Transubst. 118 The Superficialnesse of his

178

silly and unlearned Adversarie. 1661 GAUDF.N Cmisid. Li-

turgy 10 That rudenesse and unpreparednesse, that barren-

SUPERFINE.

ficialness that's below even Table-chat. 1817 HARE Guesses

Ser. n. (1848) 60 Herder., owing to the superficialness of his

metaphysical knowledge, had but vague conceptions with

regard to the progrcssof mankind. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life,

Fait Wks. (Bohn) II. 309 Our America has a bad name for

superficialness. a 1901 A. B. DAVIDSON Called of<.,od x. 258

This sterner side usually showed itself, when Christ had to

deal with sentiment, or propriety, or superficialness.

2. = SUPERFICIALITY I.

1899 Allbntf! Syst. Mid. VI. 72 It \sc. mediastinitis] might
be suspected from the intensity and superficialness of post-

sternal pain.

t Superfi cialty. Obs. rare. [f.
SUPERFICIAL

+ -TY'J Surface ; extent of surface, area.

cnoo MAUNDEV. (1839) xvii. 186 Oure Contree ne Irelond

ne Wales ne ben not in the superficyalte cownted aboven

the Erthe...For the Superficialtee of the Erthe is departed

in 7 parties, for the 7 Planetes : and tho parties ben clept

Clymates.

t Superfi'ciary, a. (s/>.)
Obs. [ad. late L.

superficiarius (of buildings) situated on another

man's land, in mod.L. superficial : see SUPERFICIES

nnd -ABvl. Cf. F. superfidaire, etc.] A. adj.

1. = SUPERFICIAL a. 1,4.
1615 CROOKE Burly of'Man 957 At the sides of the pro-

cesses it hath superficiary or shallowe bosomes. 1638 A.

READ Chirurg. xxviii. 203 Wounds of the lungs, .are either

superficiary and small, or deepe. 1696 WHISTON Tk. Earth

in. (1722) 231 There is a constant and vigorous heat diffused

from the Central towards the Superficiary parts.

2. = SUPERFICIAL a. 3.

.11680 GLANVILL Sadducismus (1681) 156 A Trinal Dis.

tance or solid Amplitude, that is to say, not linear onely

and superficiary.

3. = SUPERFICIAL a. 5.

1605 TIMME Qnersit. n. vii. 140 If they be more inwardly
and exactly examined than by that superficiary and slight

maner of tasting and experimenting. 1641 H. MORE Song
ofSoul To Rdr., The superficiary knowledge of tongues.

1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 618 The Superficiary Proficients

would for ever be detcrr'd from attempting to grasp at such

an Immensity. 1701 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. IV. iv. (1852)

74 They used a '

diligent exploration
'

concerning- the faith

and repentance of their communicants, lest haply it should

be only superficiary.

B. sb. (Seeqnot. and SUPERFICIAL a. ie.) rare-".

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Sufer/iciary, he that hath built

an house upon another mans ground, and therefore pays

Quit-rent.
Hence t Snperfi'ciarlly adv., superficially.

1634 T. JOHNSON Party's Chirvrg. xxi. xxxi. (1678) 481,

I divided the skin . . with much scarification but only super-

ficiarily.

t Snperficie. Obs. Also 6 -ye. [ad. L. super,

fides : see next. Cf. F. superfine]
= next.

1545 RAVNALDF. Ryrlh Mitnkyndt 2 Vpnn the outward face

& superficye of this skyn, there is yet another thynner skyn.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest^ It then ariseth vpagaine to the

waters top, and so keepeth ouerlie and aboue the waters

highest superficie. 1709 V. MANDEY Syst. Math., Optics \.

vii. (1729) 656 A Figure of Radiation, is that whose Base
exists in a visible Superficie. 1716 LEONI Albtrti's Archit.

III. 1/2 A Superficie is that extreme part of a body which
we consider, not with regard to. .depth, but only with regard
to breadth and length.

Superficies ('Spaifrjia). PI. superficies;
also 6-7 -fioiesaes. [a. L. superficies, f. super-
SUPEH- 3 +fades FACE sb.

The pronunciation (s'fipajfi'C/z) is given as an alternative

in most U.S. dictionaries from Worcester, 1846, onwards.
Metrical examples of the I7th cent, also point to a quadri-

syllabic pronunciation.]
1. Geom. A magnitude of two dimensions, having

only length and breadth; that which forms the

boundary or one of the boundaries of a solid, or

separates one part of space from another
;
a surface.

1530 RASTELL />'. Purgat. n. xx. e 2b, A superfycyes is

that which hath but length and brede & no maner of thycke-
nes. 1570 BILLINGSLF.Y Euclid \. Def. vi. 2 The extremes or

limites of a bodye are superficiesses. i6za BACON Ess.,

Seeming^ Wise (Arb.) 214 It is a ridiculous thing.. to see

what shifts these formalists haue.. to make Superficies to

seeme body, that hath depth and bulke. 1662 HOBBES -SVrv^

Prob. Wks. 1845 VII. 67 Many lines set together make a

superficies though their breadth be insensible. 1684 ASH
in Phil. Trans. XIV. 673, 2 angles or superficies are equal
when one being put on the other, it neither exceeds, nor is

exceeded. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. n. xiii. 13 To divide
and separate actually is, as 1 think, by removing the parts
one from another, to make two Superficies, where before

there was a Continuity. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Set. <y

Art II. 703 To know the names of differently shaped super-
ficies and solids, as circles, triangles, parallelograms, cubes,
&c. 1831 BREWSTER Oftics xiv. 114 To allow them [sc. raysj
to pack into a spherical superficies as they converge to their

poles or points of origin.

2. The outer surface of a body, which is apparent
to the eye, or is immediately adjacent to the air or

to another body.
1577 HANMER Ac. Eccl. Hist. ii. xvii. 30 So that the ex-

ternall shewe of wordes, resemble the superficyes of the

body. 1590 GREENE Mourn. Garm. Wks. (Grosart) IX. 169
The eye. -coueteth that euery superficies be faire and pleas-

ing. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 500 When the wormes are

followed by Molds, .they flic to the superficies and very toppe
of the earth. 1611 CORYAT Crudities 404 Here I haue ob-

serued the people in the bathes feede together vpon a table

that hath swimmed vpon the superficies of the water. 1614
GORGES Lucan IX. 375 For scarcely now a little boate Can

waves that appeared upon the superficies of our agitated
Rmoke. 1789 J. WILLIAMS Afirt. Kingd. I. 135 The river

begins to run across the superficies of these coals. 1861

GOULBURN fers. Relig. \. iii. (1864) 29 The difference of

colour, .is produced by some subtle difference of texture or

superficies.

fb. A plane or level surface. Obs. rare.

1674 JOSSELYN Voy. New Eng. 161 Two hills of equal

height.., the one well fortified on the superficies with some
Artillery mounted. 1704 SWIFT T. Tub ii. Wks. 1760 1.36
He was shown in the posture of a Persian emperor, sitting

on a Superficies.

3. That which constitutes the outermost part of

a body ; the surface layer. Now rare.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1174 The lakes and rivers

..seeine in their superficies to be some time reddish, and
otherwhiles of a violet colour. 1611 BURTON Anat. Mel. u.

ii. i. i. 306 Crato.. admits rost meat, if the burned and
scorched super/ides^ the browne we call it, be pared off.

1628 VENNEK Baths of Bathe 6 Onely the superficies, or

vpper part of the Bath is cooled. 1707 MORTIMER Huso.

(1721) II. 124 To render the Superficies of the Earth loose.

1847 H. MILLER First Intpr. Eng. iv. (1857)49 'J'ne rubbish

of the subterranean workings is scarce at all suffered to en-

croach,, on the arable superficies.

b. Rom. and Civil Law. A building or other

thing in or on the surface of a piece of land, which

is by art or nature so closely connected with as to

form part of it ; the right possessed by a person
over any such building or other thing in or on the

surface of another's land.

1850 in BURRILI. Laiv Diet. 1853 T. C. SANDARS Inst.

Justinian n. v. (1859) 215 The right of superficies was al-

most identical with that of etttpJtytensis, but applied only
to the superficies, that is, things built on the ground, not to

the ground itself. It was the right of disposing freely of

a building erected on another man's soil without destroying

it, subject to the payment of a yearly rent. 1856 BOUVIKR

Law Diet. U.S. (ed. 6), Superficies^
a Latin word used

among civilians. It signifies in the edict of the praetor what-

ever has been erected on the soil.

4. Superficial area or extent.

1656 HOBBES Six Lessons Wks. 1845 VII. 305 The super-
ficies of the conoeides is greater than the superficies of the

sphere. 1753 N. TORRIANO Non-Naturals 51 The whole

Weight of Air, which presses equally upon a Body of about

15 square Feet Superficies. 1798 Survey Prov. Moray iii.

171 The whole superficies of the parish contains 21 square
miles. 183* DE LA BECHE Geol. Alan. (ed. a) 2 The super-
ficies of the Pacific Ocean alone is estimated as somewhat

greater than that of the whole dry land with which we are

acquainted. 1847 H. MILLER First Imfr. Ettg. vi. (1857)92
The slabs, each containing a superficies of about twenty-
four feet.

5. f a. The ( surface
'

(of something immaterial,

esp. of the mind or soul). Obs.

1586 HOBY Polit. Disc. Truth xvii. 73 We must not onely

consider, the superficies and beginnyng of thinges, but to

looke more inwardly what may happen in time. 1607 HEV-
WOOD Fayre Mayde Exch. \. Cjb, Anth. ..But what is

loue? frank. A voluntary motion of delight, Touching
the superficies of the soule. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett.

(vol. II) 25 Greek and Latin make not men valiant, nor are

things that descend to the bottom of the soul, they scarce

reach to the outermost superficies, a 1658 CLEVELAND Com-
mittee 38 The Type of Flesh and Bloud, the Skeleton And

Superficies of a thing that's gone, a 1700 KEN Edmund
Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 287 Those Thoughts.. spread the Super-
ficies of my Mind.

t b. The outward form or aspect. Obs.

1589 [?NASHF.J Almond for Parrttt Ejb,The deuill..

prouided a rustic superficies wherin to wrap him as soone

as euer he was separated from his mothers wombe. i6

N. FIELD Woman is a Weathercock in. ii. Could Nature
make So faire a superficies, to enclose So false a heart ? 1638
FEATLY Transtibst. 56 You beleeve that Christ's body is con-

tained under the superficies or accidents of bread. 1781

JOHNSON L. P. t Waiter Wks. 1787 II. 260 His images [arej

such as the superficies of nature readily supplies.

c. That which is merely superficial ; the outward

appearance as distinct from the inner or real nature

or condition.

1589 [?LYLY] P&ppe iv. Hatchet L.'s Wks. 1902 III. 40

A good honest strippHng. .askt his sweete sister, whether

lecherie in her conscience were a sinne? In faith (quoth

she) I thinke it the superficies of sinne. 1593 Tell-TrotHe"s

N. K. G;//(i876) 28 They that only haue entertained the

superficies of loue. 1621 MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman

tTAlf. in. i. 187, 1 only lookt vpon the Superficies, I went no

farther then the outward appearance. 175* JOHNSON Ram.
bier No. 196 r 5 He who has seen only the superficies of

life believes every thing to be what it appears. 1847 DISRAELI

Tancred\\. xiii. He held that the state of England, notwith-

standing the superficies of a material prosperity was one

of impending doom. 1888 PATER Ess./r. bnardian (1896)

106 What [his life] really most resembles, different as its

superficies may look, is the career of those early medieval

religious artists.

f d. An outward show concealing something, a

cloak. Obs. rare.

1589 GREENE Orpharion Wks. (Grosart) XII. 67 Then
must we confesse that beauty is. .to be esteemed aboue all

things, as the very couer and superficies ynder which vertne

lyes hid. z6ia WEBSTER White Devil I. ii. 19 Her coynesse ?

thats but the superficies of lust most women have.

te. A superficial account, a sketch. Obs. rare.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals in. n. 261 But all that I have

said yet of the Election of the Pope, has been nothing but

a meer superficies of the policies of the Court.

Superfine (siw'pa-ifain, si//p9if3i*n), a. (sb.}

[ad. med.L. *superfinus (implied in super/mittis)*.



SUPERFINE.

see SUPER- 9 a and FINE a. Cf. F. super/in (also

surfiti), Sp., Pg. superfno, also It. sopraffiiio, Sp.

lobrtfino.']

A. adj. 1 1. 'i Exceedingly subtle. Obs. rare.

.440 LYLG. Hors,Shef<e,\ G. 313 This Agnusdei. .Which
wessh a-wey all venym Miperfyne On Calverie.

2. Excessively refined, nice, fastidious, or elegant ;

over-refined, over-nice.

1575 GASCOIGNK Making of Verse Wks. 1907 I. 465 Many
Inventions are so superfine, that they are \'ix good. 1589
GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 51 She heard him so superfine, as if

Ephxbus had learnd him to refine his mother tongue. 1622

VENNER Via Recta (ed. 2) 170 Them that out of a superfine
daintinesse cannot Hue but by sweete meates. .695 LOCKK
Reason.Chr. (1696) 305 The bulk of Mankind have not leisure

for Learning and Logick, and superfine distinctions of the

Schools. .8*5 T. HOOK Sayings Ser. n. Man ofMany Fr.

(Colburn) 136 A pair of superfine ladies' footmen. 1830 Miss
MITFORD Village Ser. iv. 264 (Two Dolls) The care of his

granddaughter left entirely to a vulgar old nurse and a super-
fine housekeeper. .837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. n. I. iii, Madame
. .trains up a youthful D'OrMans generation in what super-
finest morality one can.

3. t Consisting of very fine particles or threads ,

(o6s.). Also of a file with extremely fine teeth.

1656 HAUL MONM. tr. Boccalini's Ad-nts.fr. Parnass. n.

Ixxi. 348 Princes were now no longer able.. to throw dust
|

in their Subjects Eyes, though it were most artificial and .

superfine. .706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Superfine, very fine

or thin ; as Superfine Wire, Thread, Cards, &c. .718
CHAMBERS Cycl., Superfine. . .The Term is particularly used

among Gold Wiar.drawers, for the Gold or Silver-wiar,

which after being drawn through an infinite Number of

Holes, each less and less, is, at length, brought not to be

bigger than a Hair. .875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 3455/1 Super-

fine file, a dead-smooth file.

4. Of manufactured goods : Extremely fine in

quality ;
of the very best kind

; (of liquid) the

purest or clearest.

1681 Kec. Scott. Cloth Manuf. New Mills (S. H. S.) 40

John Rae is ordered when he gives out wool, .to sett down
a letter for a distinction that is C for course M for midleing
F for fine and S.F. for super fine. 1707 MORTIMER Husb.

(1721) II. 332 Till you observe your Cyder to be very trans-

parent, which then may be called Superfine. 1710 Tatler

No. 245 f 2 Seven cakes of superfine Spanish wool. 1774
Chesterfield's Lett. (1792) I. 238 The very best wool, which

we make use of here in manufacturing our superfine_cloths.
.8.8 BYRON yuan I. cxcviii, The wax was superfine, its hue

vermilion. .871 L. P. MEREDITH Teeth (1878) 12 The bread,

pastry, cake, etc., so much in use and made of superfine

flour.

6. Superlatively fine or excellent.

1850 E. FITZGERALD Lei. to J. Allen 9 Mar., I have read

but very little of late ; indeed my eyes have not been in super-
fine order. 1885 KUSKIN Prxterita I. ii. 47 In the fixed

purpose of making an ecclesiastical gentleman of me, with

the superfinest of manners.

B. sb. pi. Goods of superfine quality.
1811 BIGLAND Beauties Kng. I, Wales XVI. 787 The chief

manufacture.. is cloth, which was formerly almost wholly of

the coarser kinds ; but the manufacture of superfines has of

late.. increased. .880 T. DUNBAR Pract. Papermaker 20

Superfines, J; Spanish Esparto, Fine, }.

tSu-perfine, v. Obs. rarc~l
. [f. prec. adj.]

intr. To refine too much.

1701 PENN Maxims 209 He that superfines upon
other

Men's Actions, cozens himself, as well as injures them.

Su perfinely, adv. [f. prec. adj. + -LY *.] In

a superfine manner or degree.
.693 W. FREKE Sel. Ess. xix. 106 Their Picking of Straws,

Notions so idle, and yet so particular and superfinely nice.

1884 SPURGEON in Homiletic Monthly (U. S.) Aug. 640 A
superfinely genteel and affected audience.

Su perfineness. rare. Also 6 -finesse, [f.

prec. adj. + -NESS ;
in early use after FINESSE.] The

quality of being superfine ; excessive refinement.

.575 G. HARVEY LetterM. (Camden) 93 That is another

fitt of your mill, violent, celestiall, incomprehensible, per-

emptorye supernnesse. 1575 GASCOIGNE Glasse Govt. i. v.

Wks. 1910 II. 23, I could rather content my self to be buryed
. .then to live in such a miserable and precise world as this

is, Oh what Superfinesse are we now grown unto? 1861

Fraser's Mag. July 74 A work of.. much subtle sweetness

and delicacy, tending, however, to pass into tenuity and

superfineness.

8u -

per-fi-nery. nonce-wd. [f. SUPER- 10 +

FINERY, after SUPERFINE.] Excessive refinement.

1841 J. STERLING Ess., etc. (1848) I. 444 The delicacies, and

subtleties, and super-fineries of so many mysterious passions.

Su-perfinish, a. nonce-wd. [f. SUPERFINE a. +
ISH 1.1 Somewhat superfine.
1866 CARLYLE Remin. (1881) I. 224 Continually preachin?

asuperfinishmoralityaboutbenevolence, munificence, health,

peace.

t Superflue, a., (adv., si.) Obs. Also 4-6

superflu, 5-6 -fleu, Se. -flew. [a. OF. superflu

(from i jth cent.)
= Pr. superflu, It., Sp., Pg.

superfluo, or ad. their source L. superfluus, f.

superflulre, t. super- SUPER- 2 +flulre to flow.]

A. adj. 1. More than sufficient, superabundant ;

= SUPERFLUOUS i.

0400 Apol. Loll. 51 pat bei geyt ber of superfleu riches,

prid of world, and lust of flesch. a .415 tr. A rderne s J'reat.

fistula, etc. 44 If ber growe.. any superflue flesshe in be

hole. 1460-70 Bk. Quinte Essence j
It hab a synguler

; superflue numouris fro be heed,
1460-70 Bk. Qui'

e..todraweawe;

179

b. Having something in excess.

Superfine number, a number the .sum of the aliquot parts
of whirl) exceeds the number itself.

1398 TKEVISA Btirth. DC P. K. xix. cxxiv. (1495) 445 b,

Superfine nombres & Diminutif ben vnordynatly Ottpnyd
and cotnpownyd of nou certen ende of nombres. 14*0

Wyclif.s Bible Lev. xxii. 23 margin, In Ebreu it is, a scheep
and an oxe superflu and dymynutc, that is, hauyngc u
membre superflu ether failinge a membre.
2. Not needed or necessary ;

= SUPERFLUOUS a.

c 1380 WYCLIF Sertn. Sel. Wks. II. 76 Jte first part of bis

gospel makib ende of Cristis ordre;..and whatevere be

more in any ordre is supeiflue. c .400 LOVE Bonavent.

Miri-. vii. (1908) 53 CJostly circumsicioun, that is kuttynge

away fro vs aile superfine thinges that di^posen to syniic.
|

1484 CAXTON ffaUtt t>/ Poge iv, The supernue cure of them
wniche gouerne the dogges and hawkes. 1509 BARCLAY

Shyp of J-'olys (1874) 1. 17 Som tyme addyngc, somlyme
detractinge and takinge away suche tbinges a[s] semeth me
necessary and superflue.

b. Useless, vain
;
- SUPERFLUOUS 2 d.

1388 WYCLIF Wisii. xvi. 29 The hope of an vnkynde man
..schal perische as superflu [Vulg. supervacita} watir.

c 1430 Life SI. Kalh. (1884) 27 pe secte of Joure fayth is so

superflu and vnresonablc pat hit semeb to be receyued of

noon bat hath his ryght mynde. 1483 CAXTOH Gold. Leg.

184/2 The wordes & menaces that thou hast spoken been
but vayne and superflue.

3. Exceeding what is right or normal, immoderate,
excessive

;
= SUPERFLUOUS 3.

1388 WYCLIF Eccl. ii. 26 He ;af turment, and superflu bisy.
nesse to a synnere. c 1411 HOCCLBVE De Reg. Princ. 3825

Many a lust superflu mot he lete, And lykerous. a 1415 tr.

Ariierne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 34 pe emplastre remoued,

per appered aboue 50 emplastre ml putrid quitour in super,
flvie quantite. 1561 in Exch. Rolls Scotl. XIX. 477 This

chairg is superflew. Charge in the soum of^112 albeit he

suld be chargit with 91. 1584 Keg. Privy Council Scot.

Ser. i. III. 661 Ony superflew or extraordinar panis.

4. Of persons: Extravagant, excessive ;
= SUPER-

FLUOUS 4. Const, in, of.

c 1380 WYCLIF Semi. Sel. Wks. I. 200 Freris and preestis

bat gadren hem tresure,. .and algatis fynden [?are found to

be] a peple superflue and charginge. c 1425 St. Mary of
Oignies I. xi. in Anglia VIII. 147/31 ?ee superflue wymmen
full of pompe and pryde. Ibid. n. iii. 155/33 She hadde be

superflue in elopes. 1509 UARCLAY Shyp ofFolys (1874) 1 1.

215 He is a fole that his erys wyll inclyne Lyghtly to his

wordes . . that apereth superflue of langage. 1556 A urelio t,

Isab. (1608) K v. It sholde be beter to faille a litell in the

justice, than to be supernue in crualte.

B. adv. In excess, excessively.

(1400 Apol. Loll. 50 It semib good-.bat be kirk be

honorid, neuerbeles not to mikil nor superflue, ne curiously.

"553 -4. Ld. High Treas. Scot. X. 213 The compositioun
of the Courte Buke of Hadingtoun, witht quhilk the comptar
wes.. superflu chargit. .extending to xxiiij li. 1588 R at.

Scacc. Reg. Scot. XXI. 352 marg., Vrang calculat and super,

flue chargit, los.

C. st>. That which is superfluous.

1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. III.I46 Lordes schulden helpc

hom [sc. their servants], as kepere of a vynejerd schulde helpc

po vynes, and kutt awcy supe[r)flu pat growes in horn.

Superfluence (srpa-jflens). arch. rare. [f.

L. superjluens SUPEHFLUENT : see -ENCE.] Super-

abundance.
In quot. 1859 perh. an error for supercjfluence,

c 1530 Songs, Carols, etc. (1907) 1 14 Whan . . lekis geve hony
in per superfluens ; Than put in a woman your trust & con-

fidens. 1859 PUSEV Lcnt.Serm. (1874) 353 One act of God

brought us into this rich and abundant superfluence of grace,

by which God would make us saints, if we would.

So f Superflnency, excess.

1671 MARVELL Rch. Trails}, i. 57 1'he Ornaments and

Superfluencies of Invention and Satyre.

Superfluent (sip5-jfl/ent), a. rare. [ad. L.

superfluent-, -ens, pr. pple. of superflulre : see

SUPEHFLUE and -ENT.]

1. = SUPERFLUOUS, in various senses.

CI440 Pallad. on Husb. \\. 294 In Nouember kitte of the

bowes drie, Superfluent & thicke. 1676 WISEMAN Chirurg.

Treat, i. xxiiL 124, I cut off as much of the Skin as was

superfluent, and brought the rest together. 1804 COLERIDGE

in Blackw. Mag. (1882) CXXXI. 124 The present
German

philosophers, who are sinking back rapidly into miscellany,

and superfluent, and arbitrary. i8>a SCOTT Let. to A. ton-

stable 28 May, A sort of historical prayer, in which Loch-

2. Flowing or floating above. Obs. or arch. rare.

c 1440 Pallaii. on Husb. xi. 476 In hondis clene vphent

Al that wol swymme & be superfluent. 1871 R. ELLIS tr.

Catullus xvii. 10 Where the superfluent lake, the spongy

putrescence, Sinks most murkily flushed.

3. Superabundant.

SUPERFLUITY.

Superfluity I'si/Spsjil/i-ui). Also 4-6 -ite,-yte,

6-7 -itie, (5 -itee, -ytee, -flovite, 6 -flueity, St.

-flwitie . [a. OK. superfluite (from I 2th c.) - Pr.

superjluitat, It. superfluity, Sp. superJluiJad, Pg.
ade, ad. med.l.. superjluitas, f. superfiuui : see
Sui-Kitn.UE and -ITY.] The quality ol being, or

something that is, superfluous.
1. Superabundant supply, superabundance ; the

condition of there being (or of one's having) more
than enough ; an instance of this.

c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 58 panne sliulde man
ban etun and dimed. and delyvered him of superfluyte. .387
TKKVISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 465 Seculer lorde* schulde take

awey the superfluyte of heic po>se?,s>ouns, and Jeve it to
hem bat nedcp. c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) III. ix. 55
Many other myght naue ben fed and full) lied with theyr
superfluytees. i>6 TINDALK Mark xii. 44 They all putt in

on" their superfluite : But she off her puverle cast in all that

she had. .597 SHAHS. 2 Hen. IV, n. ii. 20 To beare the In-

uentorie of thy shirts, as one for superfluity, and one other,
for vse. .64* FULLER Holy ft Prof. St. Hi. vi. 165 Some think

private mens superfluity is a necessary evill in a State. 1647
N. BACON Disc. Govt. Etig. i. iv. (1739) 10 This Island hath
from time to time been no other than as a Sewer to empty
the superfluity of the German Nations. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 104 F 2 They.. naturally laid out their super*
Unities upon pleasure. 1781 COWPER Charily 455 Her super-

fluity the poor supplies. 1803 MALIHLS/'C/W. i. vi. 82 The
common error of confounding a superfluity of inhabitants

with great actual population. .842 I .OUDON Suburban Hort.

283 It receives too much sap, and ultimately perishes from

superfluity, as the other did from insufficiency. .876 GEO.
ELIOT Dan. Der. xxxvi, The distasteful petty empire of her

girlhood with its irksome lack of distinction and superfluity
of sisters.

t b. Jocularly given as the '

proper term ' for a

company of nuns. Obs.

14.. Porkington MS. JO in Trans. Philol. Soc. (1009)

Suppl. 48 A Superflovite of nonnys.
2. The condition or fact of being more abundant

or copious than is necessary ;
excessive quantity or

number ; esp. excess in diet or dress.

c .386 CHAUCER Prol. 436 Of his diete mesurable was he

For it was of no superfluitee. c .386 Ktais Pr. T. 107
This dreem .. Cometh of greet superfluytee Of youre rede

Colera. c .450 Mirk's Festial 126/2 pe herys of his berti

bat comyth of superfluyte of humors of pe stomok. 1483
CAXTON C. de la Tour e iv, The giete wast and superfluyte
of her gownes. c 1531 D" WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 898

Prolixite is superfluitie of wordes in declaryng a tnynge.

1591 SPENSER Ruines Rome xxiii, In a vicious bodie, grose

disease Soone growes through humours superflliitie. 1673

DRYDEN Even. Love Pref. a 2, I think there's no folly so

great in any Poet of our Age as the superfluity and wast of

wit was in some of our predecessors. 1733 CHEYNE EvgJ.

Malady in. iv. (1734) 304 Superfluity will always produce
:

Redundancy, whether it be of Phlegm or Choler. 1810

LAMB Elia Ser. i. South-sea House, Sums.. set down with

formal superfluity of ciphers. i86a DARWIN Orchids vi. 276

Thus the act of fertilization is completed, and there is no

superfluity in the means employed.

fb. In, of, to superfluity : in or to excess. Obs.

c 1430 Wyclifl Bible i Chron., Prol., Siche tbingis that

\veren addid to of superfluyle, he markyde with litil aerdis.

i 1440 Jacobs Well 136 jif bou haue a coueytous loue lo

superfluyte of temperall ryches. s6a BULLEIN Bulviarkt,

Bk. Sick Men 51 If there be twoo humours, equall abound-

yng together, extremely in superfluite.

C. Unnecessary action or procedure, arch.

Cf. SUPERFLUOUS a. a b.

c 1410 1 LYDG. Assembly ofCods 1824 To make exposicion

therof, new or olde, Were but superfluyte. 1905 R. GARNETT

Shakespeare 85 So crammed the Court is with particulars,

More to adduce were superfluity.

3. A thing or part that is in excess ol what is

necessary, or that can be dispensed with. Chiefly//.
c 1400 tr. Secrela Secret., Cm. Lordsk. 77 Whenne super-

fluytes waxen in hem, bes tokenyngcs sewen. 1474 CAXTON

Client III. i. (1883) 76 A crokyd hachet for to cutte of the

superfluytees of the vignes and trees. 1553 EDEN 'J real.

Hewe Ind. (Arb.) 37 marg., Ryches and superfluites con-

temned. 1611 Bible Transl. Pref. F 3 What thanks had he

for cutting off the superfluities of the lawes? ia

SPENCER Logick 189 The superfluities of a definition are 6.

1650 SvLVU.*Anttiropi>iet. 221 Like a
superfluity

it is every

471 Be interchange of the excrescence and superflew frutis

growand in the Laich and Hielandis.

uanuues mat win gw ivtm . ,,^,-. --&--

Hence t Supe'rfluently adv., superabundantly.

superfluently fii -,

t Superflu-itance. Obs. rare. [f. SUPER-

+ L. /uitdre, frequent, of flulre to flow + -ANCZ.]

That which floats on the surface.

Confused by Blount Glossogr. with superfluity.

1646 SIR T BROWNE Pseud. Ef. n. i. 56 Sferma Cati

(which is a bituminous superfluitance on the sea). Ititt. II.

v. 92 Out of the cream or superfluitance, the finest dishes..

are made.

work remains as it was. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. K. \. xi. III.

and spends on essentials,

j- 4. Action or conduct characterized by or ex-

hibiting excess or extravagance ;
immoderate indul-

crpnrc or excenditure ; an instance of this. Obs.

^my'bur'iair .tolrloLUND Lity'miv. iii.>54
That we

might not be stinted and gaged in our excessive
^"

s,

in our dissolute profusion, in costly vanities and super-

fluities.
.
.65. HOMES {'*..' SLZSf^SS

superfluity, or sloth carrieth after their sensuall pleasures.

,80. Farmers Mag. Jan. 82 A ngid economy of our re-

sources, a retrenchment of every superfluity on the part ol
180. Fa.

sources,,

the opulent. 23 - J



SUPERFLTTLI.

t Superflnli, adv. Obs. rare. [f.
SrfpERFLUE a.

+ -LY 11

.] Superfluously.
c 1383 Concl. Loll, in Euf. Hist. Rev. (1911) Oct. 744/2 U

is not teful to swcre fals nei|>ir
trewe superfluli o^ir in veyn.

1388 WYCLIF/'J. xxx. 7 [xxxi. 6] Thou hatisi hem that kepen

vanytees superfluli. 1395 PURVEY Rentnnstr, (1851) 83 To

charge cristene men nedelesli or superfluli with nouelnes

vnherd, not groundid in holy scripture.

Superfluous (s*p5*jfl/dsj, a. (sb^] Also 5-6

superfluouse, (6 -ose, Sc. -fluus, -fluis, -flowis,

-flouis). [f.
L. superfluus: see SUFEKFLUK and

-oos.]
1. That exceeds what is sufficient ; of which there

is more than enough ; excessively abundant or

numerous.

1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) 111-459 We )tffe not atten-

daunce to superfluous meytes, wherefore we be not seke.

1483 CAXTON Cata C vj b, Thou oughtest not to stryue..

wyth them that ben ful of superfluous wordes. 15*6 Pilgr.

/VryC(W.deW.i53i) 54 We..sholde..dygge our vyne wle
.,& cutte away the superfluous braunches. 1540-1 ELYOT

ImageGov. 72 For as muche as I suppose that ye call theym
supcrfluouse humours, whiche are more than conuement to

the natural! proporcion and temperature of the body. 1603

SHAKS. Mens.for M. in. i. 158, I haue no superfluous ley-

sure, my stay must be stolen out of other affaires, c 1655

MILTON 1st Son*, to Cyriack Skinner 13 Heav'n.. disap-

proves that care, ..That with superfluous burden loads the

day. 1764 Museum Rttst. IV. 22 To take off any super-

fluous or ill-placed shoots. 177* Junivs Lett. Ixviii. (1788)

347, 1 shall state, .the several statutes.. omitting superfluous
words. 86o TYNDALL Glac. i, in. 28 Divesting myself of all

superfluous clothes. 1880 HAUGHTON Pkys, Geog. v. 224

Lake Tanganika discharges its superfluous waters into the

southern branch of the Congo.
2. That is not needed or required ; unnecessary,

needless, uncalled-for.

11450 tr. Dt Imitatione in. xxxi. 101 What art |>ou made

wery wi^ superfluous cures? 1534 MORE Trent. Passion

Wks. 1281/1 To long for y knowledge of lesse necessarye

learning, or delite in debating of sundrye superfluous pro-
blemes. 1581 in D. Digges Compleat Ambuss. (1655) 420
Your abode there is but superfluous, and more chargeable
..then serviceable. 1597 MOBLEY Introd. Mus. Annot.,

Seeing therefore further discourse wil be superfluous, I wil

heere make an ende. 1639 SALTMARSHE Policy 06 If you
have beene neglected by any, and thought superfluous. 1736
BUTLER Anal. n. i. Wks. 1874 I. 152 To say revelation is

a thing superfluous, .is, I think, to talk quite wildly. 1775

JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Thrale 13 July, Your anxiety about

your other babies is, I hope, superfluous. 1814 W. IRVING T.

Trav. 1. 1. vi. 80 The forms and ceremoniesof marriage began
lo be considered superfluous bonds. 1855 PKESCOTT Pkilip II
n. xiv. I. 299 After the oath of allegiance he had once taken

a new one seemed superfluous. 1898 F. D. How Life Bj>.

IV. How xviii. 253 This warning was not superfluous.
absol. 1831 CARLYLE Sari. Res. l. vii, A State of Nature,

affecting by its singularity, and Old-Roman contempt of

the superfluous.
b. Often in impers. rjhr. witli inf.

1530 PALSGR. 27, I thinke it but superfluous to kepe suche

ordreinallotherconsonantes. issginStrypeXxw. Re/.tyaeft
I. App. x. 439 It is a superfluous thinge..to call into judg-
ment againe matters which have ben tried. 1656 COWLEY
Misc. Pref., Some of them made when I was very young,
which it is perhaps superfluous to tell the Reader. 1713
BERKELEY Hylastf Phil. i. Wks. 1871 I. 282 It is therefore

superfluous to inquire particularly concerning each of them.

1831 LAMB Elia Ser. it. Ellistoniana^ To descant upon his

merits as a Comedian would be superfluous. 1873 HAMEK-
TON Intell. Life x. vii. 370 It is superfluous to recommend
idleness to the unintellectual, but the intellectual too often

undervalue it.

o. transf. Of a person : Doing more than is

necessary, rare.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV^ i. ii. 12, I see no reason, why thou
shouldest bee so superfluous, to demaund the time of tlie

day. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 832 If ye know, Why ask ye,
and superfluous begin Your message, like to end as much
in vain ? 1880 Daily News 3 Jan. 2/2 We will not be so

superfluous as to criticise this amusing drawing.

fd. Of no account or effect ; unprofitable, vain.

Obs. rare.

1x1533 LD. BERNERsC0A.5. M.Aurel. (1546) R iv, Dam-
sels .Vthinketh all their tyme lost, and superfluous vnto the

day of theyr manage. 1609 Bible (Douay) Wisd. xi. 16 Some
erring did worshippe dumme serpents, and superfluous
beastes. 1654 BRAMHALL Just I'ind. viii. (1661) 241 This

challenge of infallibility dimimsheth their authority, dis-

crediteth their definitions, and maketh them to be super-
fluous things.

f 3. Exceeding what is right, desirable, normal,
or usual ; immoderate, inordinate. Obs.

c 1450 Mankind 232 in Macro Plays 9 Be-ware of excesse !

pe superfluouse gyse I wyll bat }e refuse. 1533 GAU Richt

Vay 05 Al inordinat and superfluis desiris in meittis and
drinkkis and stepinge. 1567 MAPLET Gr, Forest 36 His
stalke or bodie.. ts somewhat grosse or superfluous. 1575
in Maitl. Club Misc. 1. 114 The pompious convoy and
supperflouis banketting to Margerat Denelstoun the day of
hir mariage. 1611 Bible Lev. xxi. 18 A blind man, or a lame,
or he that hath a flat nose, or any thing superfluous. 1613
SHAKS. Hen. VIII, i. i. 99 A proper Title of a Peace, and
purchas'd At a superfluous rate.

fb. Mus. = AUGMENTED///, a. 2 b. Obs.

1753 Chambers'1

Cycl. Suppl., Superfluous interval, in

music, is one that exceeds a true diatonic interval by a semi-
tone minor. Thus the Superfluous second, or tone, con-
tains a semitone minor more than a tone, or greater second.

1864 ENGEL Mus. Anc. Nat. 361 A superfluous second may,
in sound at least, be taken as identical with a minor third.

1866 [see PRIME sb* 4 bj.

f 4. Having, consuming, or expending more than

enough ; superabundantly supplied ; extravagant
in expenditure. Const, in, with. Obs.
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'535 COVERDALK Isa. v. ii Wo be vnto them that ryse vp

differeth from ours, bciin so superfluous, curious, and deli-

cate, .. whereas.. theirs is scant, bare, and grosse. 1605

SHAKS. Lear n. iv. 268 Our basest lieggers Are in the

poorest thing superfluous. 1667 MILTON f. L. Vlll. 27 Kea.

soning I oft admire, How Nature wise and frugal could

commit Such disproportions, with superfluous hand So many
nobler Bodies to create, Greater so manifold to this one use.

1711 J. GREENWOOD Engl. Gram. 233 Our Alphabet is defi-

cient in some respects, and superfluous in others.

Superfluously (siapa-jflaasli),
adv. [f.

prec. + -LY 2
.]

In a superfluous manner or degree.

1. More than sufficiently ;
in excess of what is

proper or necessary ; superabundantly.
1501 ATKVNSON tr. De laiitatione I. xxv. (1803) 178 They

labour moche, & speke but lytell superfluously. isl>4 COCAM

Haven Health ccxi. (1636) 215, 1 advise all men not to

linger the time long in eating and drinking superfluously.

1615 W. LAWSON Country Housew. Garden (1626) 24 lo

dresse the roots of trees, to take away the tawes, and tangles,

that.. grow superfluously and disorderly. 1751 SMOLLETT

i'tr. Pickle (1779) I. iv. 29 Her attention to the guests was

superfluously hospitable. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxvi, She

was now amply or even superfluously provided with the

means of encountering the expenses of the road.

2. In addition to what is needed ; hence, without

necessity, unnecessarily, needlessly.

1557 RECORDS Whetst. B 4 b, Notonely superfluousely.but
also falsely, should thei bee placed here: seynge thei doe

belong to other places of right. 1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath.

n. ix. 5 6 Discriminative Providence,.. doing nothing super-

fluously or in vain. 1738 WAKBUKTON Div. Legat. I. i. iv.

40 As making God act unnecessarily and superfluously.

1861 LD. ACTON Lett. (1909) 235 Do not superfluously imi-

tate the Cardinal. 1884 tr. Lota's Logic 165 It is difficult

. . to prove . . that Q also has the predicate z which is super-

fluously added in the definition actually given.

f 3. Beyond measure, excessively, inordinately,

extravagantly. Obs.

1518 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks. 157/1 Pryde longed superflu-

ously to gete by couetyse and gredynes many folkes lyuynges
in his ownc handes. ij* *im.i.i.Salerne's Regim. Lij b,

The wyne..shulde be alayde with moche water.. but nat so

superfluously alayde.. than as in sommer. 1584 COCAN
Haven Health clxxvi. (1636) 161 Sea fish is of better nourish-

ment, then fresh water fish.. because it is not so superflu-

ously moist. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirxrg.

21/1 Immediatlye therafter the water superfluoselye issuetli

therout. 1603 LD. STIRLING Darius iv. ii, Those gorgeous

halles, With fourniture superfluouslie fairc.

Superfluousness (siMp5-jflasnes). [f. SUPER-

FLUOUS + -NESS.] Superfluity.
a 1540 BARNES M'ks. (1573) 211/1 All onely I spake against

the superfluousnes, and the abuse of them [si\ possessions].

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's fust. n. 301 This semeth a weake

superfluousnes of wordes. 1567 MAFLKT Gr. Forest 39
Crowtoe.. being drunken, .with Wine purgeth the Gall of

his superfluousnesse. 1600 SURFLET Countrie Farme VL

xxii. 795 Such wines doe not load the bodie with superflu-

ousnes of serous excrements. 1897 Current Hist. (Buffalo,

U. S.) VII. 380 The superfluousness of royal state. 1899
' A. HOPE '

King's Mirror xviii. 192 A state of conscious and
wretched superfluousness.

Superflui (s'-p3.iflz>ks). [ad. med.L. super-

Jluxus, (. superjlufre : see SUPEKFLUE and FLUX.]
1. A superfluity, superabundance, or surplus.
1605 SHAKS. Lear III. iv. 35 Take Physicke, Pompe, Ex-

pose thy selfe to feele what wretches feele, That thou maist

shake the superflux to them. 1631 ROWLEV Woman Never
Vexed i. i. Ii 3, To groane under the superflux of blessings.

"775 S. J. PRATT Liberal'Ofin. cix. (1783) IV. 32 Shall they
steal their own necessaries from the superflux of another ?

1809 MALKIN Gil Bias x. ii. P 5 Hadst thou but thrown to

them the superflux of that abundance, in which. .thou
rolledst. 1816 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Popular Fallacies vi. If

nothing else could be said for a feast, this is sufficient, that

from the superflux there is usually something left for the

next day. 187* BROWNING Fiftne xliv, Art. .discards the

superflux, Contributes to defect. 1880 SWINBURNE Stud.
Skaks. i. 36 In these two there is no flaw, no outbreak, no

superflux, and no failure.

2. An overflowing, or excessive flow, of water or

other liquid.
1760 S. DERRICK Lett. (1767) I. 102 Another very remark,

able waterfall is the superflux of a collection of water on the

top of the high mountain of Mongerlogh. 1779 G. KEATE
Sketches fr. Nat. (ed. 2) II. 209 The astonishing supply of

water.. the superflux of which clears all the drains and
sewers. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 235 A superflux of
the urinary water . . without any increase of the urinary solids.

Superfrontal (s'a'psjfrontal). [ad. med.L.

superfrontdle : see SUPER- and FROITTAI. sb.]
1. [SUPER- 3.] A covering of silk or stuff hanging

over the upper edge of an altar frontal.

1858 Dinct. Anglic, (ed. J. Purchas) 5 The slab of the
Altar should be covered with the cere-cloth, which in its

turn is covered by the Superfrontal, which hangs down about
ten inches below. 1903 Westm. Got. 7 Sept. 10/2 A lady
has presented to St. Paul'
and Superfrontal.

ul's Cathedral a magnificent frontal

SUPERHUMAN.
1. trans. To ponr over or on something.
1657 TOMLINSON Kinau's Disf. 162* Either a Ptisane or

decoction.. must be superfused. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles

iv. II. viii. 3. II. 449 This Holy Spirit fiom the beginning
of the World is said . . to he superfused on the waters, a 1700
EVELYN Diary 13 Dec. 1685, Pouring first a very cold liquor

|

into a glass, and super-fusing on it another.

2. To sprinkle or affuse ;
to suffuse in baptism.

1637 J. WATTS Scribe, Pharisee, etc. in. 27 A young man
of the Hebrews being desperately sick and calling for

baptism, in want of water was superfused with sand, a 1834
COLERIDGE Lit. Rttn. (1836) II. 409 'Sprinkled

1

[with

water], or rather affused or superfused.

3. To cool (a liquid) to a temperature below its

melting-point without causing it to solidify ; to

supercool, overcool, undercool.

1901 EilCfd, Brit. XXVIII. 568/1 It is generally possible

to cool a liquid several degrees below its normal freezing-

point
without a separation of crystals. . . A liquid in this state

js said to be * undercooled
' or '

superfused '.

Superfusion (sipojfi'33n). [ad. late L.

super/Asia, -orient, n. of action f. superfus-, sufer-

fundfre to SUPEKFUSE.]
1. [SUPER- 2.] The action or operation of pouring

liquid, etc. over something. Also/^f.
1657 J. WATTS Scribe, Pharisee, etc. in. 68 Our way of

Superfusion, or aspersion Vith water. 1867 J. W, HALES in

Farrar Ess. Lib. Educ. 307 Is what is called classical in.

struction at our schools anything better than a more or less

copious Superfusion of facts? 1871 NAPHF.VS Prev. ff Cure
Dis. II. ii. 455 In cases of delirium tremens with high fever,

what is called cold Superfusion may be used while the patient
is held in the warm bath.

2. [SUPER- 4.] The cooling of a liquid below its

melting-point without solidification taking place.
1866 Sci. 'Rev. Dec. 145/3 There is. .a marked difference

between the circumstances in which solidification takes place
in Superfusion and supersaluration. 1880 \V. C. ROBEKTS
Introd. Metallurgy 31 The cooling mass of molten metal

does not '

flash
'

or pass through the remarkable state known
as

'

Superfusion.'

t Supergre'SSion. Obs. rare. [ad. late L.

supergrcssie, -onem, n. of action f. supergredl, (.

super- SUPEK- 9 b +gradi to step, walk.] The ex-

ceeding of a limit ; excess.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alcli. iv. in Ashm. (1652) 47 For doubt
of perrills many moe then one, And for supergression of our

stone, a 1631 DONNE Serm., I's. xxxnii.f (1649) 186 Abo\e
those exaltations, and supergressidns of sin.

Superheat, v. [t.
SUPER- 9 b + HEAT v.]

trans. To heat to a very high temperature ; esp. to

raise the normal temperature of (steam) in order to

increase its pressure.
1859 Times 33 Apr. 10/4 The various proposed methods of

superheating steam. 1861 Leeds Mercury 2 Nov., It is

fuund most advantageous to superheat the _steam to about

100 degrees above the temperature of plain steam. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2333/1 Steam-chimney, an annular

chamber around the chimney of a boiler-furnace for super-

heating steam.

Hence Su-perheat sb., the state of being super-

heated; the excess of temperature of a vapour
above its temperature of saturation.

1884 Methodist Mag. 787 Solubility is increased by heat,

superheat, and pressure. 1903 Engineering Mag. Feb. 756
A superheat of 100 F., or 55 C.

Su-perhea ted, ppl. ". [f.SupEH-gb + HEATED

ppl. a.]
1. Of steam or vapour : Heated above its tem-

perature of saturation.

1857 MILLER Eltm. Chem., Org. vi. z. 375 Injecting'

superheated steam at a temperature of between 500 and 600

into heated fat. 1873 SrON Wotkshop Kec. Ser. l. 377/1 By
applying superheated steam both time and fuel are saved.

1915 Nature ii Feb. 662/1 The iodine which is transpired

as superheated vapour is condensed there.

b. transf. Operated by superheated steam.

1883 E. P. RAMSAY Food Fishes N. S. Wales 24 The offal

of hsh . . was disintegrated and dried by superheated system.

1911 Daily News 25 Jan. 2 The North.Western Company
are now constructing . . twenty superheated engines.

2. gen. Heated above the ordinary temperature or

degree; excessively heated or hot; alsojff.
1866 Spectator 10 Mar. 267/2 Ibis sort of superheated in-

tellectual strain. ..The peculiar superheated grandeur and

magnificence attached by Americans to the idea of the

Union. 1880 A. R. WALLACE /si. Li/e i. in. 188 An addi-

i tional reservoir of super-heated water. 1888 FENN Off to

1 WiUl xxii. 157 They were up in one of the superheated rifts

1

among the rocks, with the sun pouring down. \gi* HMert
jfrnl. Oct. 30 This gathering of super-heated men.

So Sn-porheater, an apparatus for superheating

steam ; Sirperlieatinfr vbl. sb., (a) the process of

heating steam or vapour above its temperature of

saturation ;
also allrib. ; (i) excessive heating,

overheating.
1861 I.trds Mercury 2 Nov., The temperature, immedl-

2. [SUPER- i d.] A dossal.

[1844 PUCIN Gloss. Eccl. Orn. s.v. Frontal, A piece of

richly embroidered stuff was also frequently hung above the

altar, called a Super-frontale, or upper Frontal, being in fact

a low dossell.] 1887 Hook's Ch. Diet., Sufer-frontal. I.

Originally a decoration attached to the wall behind and
above the altar.

Sn.perfn.se (sifipaifia'z), v. [f. L. suferfus-,

pa. ppl. stem of superfundfre : see SUPER- 2 and
FUSE v . In sense 3, a new formation on SOPER-
FCSION 2.]

capacity to admit ofgr

heating purposes. 1897 Daily News 16 Sept. 2/2 pther cold

water is conveyed into a spiral coil and superheating cham-

ber above the light. 1898 P. MANSON 'J'rop. Diseases xli.

207 Super-heating of the blood.

Superhuman (sipaihi'man), a. (sb.) [ad.

med. L. superhumdnus : see SUPER- 4 and HUMAM a.

Cf. F. surhuniain, It. soprumano, Sp., Pg. sobre-



SUPERHUMANITY.

humano.] Above that which is human ; more than
human.

a. Of a quality, act, etc. : Higher than that of

man ; beyond the capacity or power of man.
1633 EARL MANCH. Al Month (1636) 203 This is the state

of Loves life in God, which giveth a super-humane being
unto man, man being yet on earth. 0:1711 KKN Hymns
Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I, 127 Hless'd water in the Font. .

Though worthless in it-self, m Sacred use It Graces super-
human can produce. 1797 MKS. RADCLIFFK Italian I, There
was no necessity for superhuman means to obtain such

knowledge. 1864 PUSEY Led. Vanift (iSjd) 453 The miracle

of superhuman knowledge, 1874 H. RoCRBfl (title) The
Superhuman Origin of the iiible Inferred from Itself. 1896
DK, ARGYLL Pkilos. Belt?/ 326 Superhuman agencies and

powers.
al'soi. 1876 GLADSTONI: Homeric Synchr. 198 Such pro-

digies of valour as may fairly be. .considered to approximate
to the superhuman.

b. Of a person or being : Higher than man
;

having a nature above that of man.

1824 MACAULAY Misc. Writ. (1860) I. 64 To describe super-
human beings in the language, and to attribute to them the

actions, of humanity may be grotesque, unphilosophical, in-

consistent. 1866 \AOQQ& Batnfton Lect. vi. (1875) 296 Christ

is a superhuman person.

c. In rhetorical or hyperbolical use : Higher or

greater than that of any ordinary man
; beyond

the average human capacity, stature, etc.

1822 SCOTT Nigel vi, The superhuman yells which he
uttered. 1867 FKEEMAN Norm. Conq. I. v. 419 Seven
months ofalmost superhuman energy. 1891 FARRAR Darkn.

ff Dawn 1, While he was still steeped to the lips in super-
human luxury.

d. as j. UsedtorenderG.w&rffwiiKviSuPERMAN.

1896 W. WALLACE in Academy i Aug. 75/2 [Nietzsche]
a hermit of the present, and a man, or rather a more than

man, a 'superhuman
1

,
of the future.

Sti'perliuma'iiity. [f. prec. + -ITY.] The
character or quality of being superhuman (or a

superman).
1797 T. GREEN Diary Lover of Lit. (1810) 45 The super-

humanity of which scheme is finely exposed by Cicero in the

next Book. ciSio COLERIDGE Lit. Rent. (1838) III. 250 He
meant by the word Lord his divinity, or at least essential

super-humanity, c 1825 WORDSW. in Knight Life (1889) II.

App. 319 The sublimity, the superhumanity, of his genius.

189* ZANCWILL Childr. Ghetto \. i, Rich people, .radiating
an indefinable aroma of superhumanity. 1903 [see SUPER-

MAN].

Superhu-inanize, v. [Formed as Prec - +

-IZE.] trans. To make, or represent as, superhuman.
1854 MILMAN Lat. Christ, iv. vii. II. 149 Pure spirit,

without any intermediate human, yet superhumanised, form.

1876 MEREDITH Beauch. Career xxxiv, There are touches of

bliss in anguish that superhumanise bliss. 1894 STOPF.

BROOKE Tennyson x. 367 Arthur is a little superhuman...
Why did Tennyson superhumanise him t

Superhu'manly, adv. [-LY
2
.] In a super-

human manner ; to a degree beyond what is human.

1830 DE QUINCEY R Bentley Wks. 1857 VII. 170 An author

so superhumanly imaginative as Milton. 1856 R. A.

VAUGHAH Mystics (1860) II. ix. ii. 295 To live, not humanly,
but superhumanly. 1883 Athenaeum 19 May 627/3 An
astonishingly and almost superhumanly clever schoolboy.

So Superhirmanness, superhumanity.
1900 Speaker 10 Mar. 611/2 The Bismarckian trampling

upon common conventions is part of the Bismarckian super-
humanness.

Superhu'meral. [ad. late L. superhumerale

(Vulgate), neut. sing. (sc. vestimentum} of *super-
humerdlis: see SUPER i a and HUMERAL. Cf. OF.

superhumeral^ It. superumerale, etc.] An eccle-

siastical vestment worn over the shoulders, as the

Jewish ephod, or an amice or pallium; fig. a
burden carried on the shoulders.
1606 BP. ANDRF.WES Serin, ii. (1631) 13 He .. Endured

them ; and endured, for them heavie things ; a strange Super-
humerall, the print whereof was to be scene on his shoulders.

[1688 Hoi,ME A nnoury in. iv. 187/1 The Anrictus, or Sufer-
humerale, which like the Ephod of the Priests and Levites,
or Vail covers the Head and Shoulders of the Priest.] 1868

MARRIOTT Vestiar. Christ, xxix. 79 The Superhumeral or

Ephod. This being so worn as to cover the shoulders, he

[sc. BedeJ regards it as typical
of the labour of good works,

of ' the easy yoke, and light burden '.

Superhumerate, v. A spurious word, error

in Richardson's Diet. forSuBHUMEBATE (q. v. quot.

1628).

t Supe*rial, a.1 Obs. [ad. med.L. *superidttSj
f. superus (see SUPERIOR) or superius adv. higher.

Cf. inferial.]
= SUPERIOR a. in various senses.

1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 395 He. .callede certeyne

Spinttes-.superialleand inferialle. rtX$4sBooRDK Pronost.

Prol. in Introd. Knowl., etc. (1870) 25 The son. .illumynat-

ynge as wel the inferyal planetes as y
fl

superyal ^planetes.
1547 Brev. Health lix. 26 b, A Canker, the whiche doth
corode . . the superial partes of the body. 1561 Godly Queene
Hesterfiol. n Some .. Affirmed honour dewly to pertayne
. .to power and superiall raigne. 1591 SPARKY tr. Caftan's
Geomancie 2 It is the proper and natural! mouing of the

bodies superiall and celestial. 1719 JONES in Toland Hist.

Druids (1814) 240 There were in this land about a hundred

superial Kings, that governed tttis land successively : that

were of the British blood.

Supe-rial, a* nonce-word, [f.
SUPERB. 3* +

-IAL.] Pertaining to a theatrical
*

super '.

1885 J. K. JEROME On the Stage 61 His madness did not

interfere at all with his superial duties.

Su'perimpo se, v. [f.
SUPER- a + IMPOSE v.

after superimposition.]

181

1. trans. To impose or place (one object) on or

upon another ;
to lay above or on the top. a. gen.

1823 H. J. BROOKE Introd, Crystallogr, 291 The first plate
of molecules which is superimposed on the primary plane.
1851 D. WILSON Frek. Ann. (1863) I. ix. 288 An ancient

churchyard was superimposed on a still older cemetery. 1867
J. HOGC; Microsc. i. ii. 142 Producing a mixture of all the
colours by superimposing three films one on the other. 1892
Photogr. Ann. 1 1. 21 1 One thickness of ruby paper with one
thickness of orange paper superimposed.

b. spec, in Geol. in reference to stratification :

always in pa. pple. (cf. SUPERIMPOSED i).

1794 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 362 These sandstones
have been found crystallized in rhomboidal tables superim-
posed one upon the other. 1802 PLAYFAIK lilustr. Hittton,
The. 88 The schistus was not super-imposed on the granite,
after the formation of this last. 1863 I.VEI.I. Antiq. Matt iii.

43 Four buried forests superimposed one upon the other,

2. fig* To cause to follow upon something else

and to exist side by side with it.

1855 BAIN Senses $ Inf. m. iv. 9, I have the idea of a
mountain and the idea of gold, and by superimposing the
one upon the other, I can evoke the image of a mountain of

gold. 1879 EARLE l
j
hilol. Engt. Tongue (ed. 3) 334 This

diminutival form -ett -ettc, was in old French often super-
imposed upon the effete diminutival */. 1889 Spectator 28

Sept. 395/2 Superimposed on them are the Spaniards, and
next to these the Italian, Swedish, English, and German
settlers. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. iMed. IV. 381 The puerperal
kidney has a mixed nature; it is one of diffuse nephritis
upon which granular contraction is rapidly superimposed.
3. To place (a person) in a position as a superior.
1901 W. L. MATHIESON Politics <J- Relig. xvili, II. 193

Their object had been to superimpose on the Presbyterian
organisation certain officials.

Superimposed, />/'/. a.
[f. prec. +-ED*.]

1. Placed or laid upon something else ; often

loosely with pi. sb., laid one upon another.

1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 123 They [sc.

alterations of figures] are named superimposed, when they
occur in the same part of the fundamental figure, and when
the first alteration is modified by a second. 1832 GEI.L

Pomptiana I. vi. 109 To bear the superimposed weight.

1834-5 J- PHILLIPS Geol. in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 703/1
Basaltic pillars, if permitted to assume their natural shapes,
without pressing one against another, would resemble a
number of superimposed spheroids. 1849 RUSKIN Seven

Lamps v. 13. 148 The curious variations in the adjust-
ments of the superimposed shafts. 1879 H. GEORGE Progr.
fyPov.v. i. (1881) 252 Imagine a pyramid composed of super-
imposed layers.

D. Phys. Geog. Applied to
* a natural system of

drainage that has been established on underlying
rocks independently of their structure

*

(funKs
Stand. Diet. 1895).
1898 I. C. RUSSELL River Develops, vii. 244 (heading)

Superimposed streams, /bid. 245 A drainage system in-

herited in this manner by one geological terrane from another
is said to be superimposed.
2. Jiff. Superadded ; caused to co-exist.

1850 DENISON Clock fy IVatch-in. 104 A secondary or super-
imposed motion to the hands. 1891 HARDY Tess xlvi, His
heated face, which had also a superimposed flush of excite-

ment.

3. Placed over another in rank.
1861 PEARSON Early fy Mid. Ages Eng. 90 The strong

Norman yokeand the superimposed Norman nobility crushed

Angle and Dane and Saxon into Englishmen.
Su perimpO'sited, a. rare,

[f, L. sttpcrim-

/anVztf,pa. pple. of superimpdtifre (f. super- SUPKB-
2 + impontre to IMPONE) + -ED */) (See quot.)
i86 KIRBY & Sp. Entotnol. IV. xlvi. 350 Superimposited

(Superimpositmn). When the foot-stalk of the abdomen is

inserted in the upper part of the postscutellum, so as to leave

a considerable space between it and the postpectus.

Su perimposi'tion. [f.
SUPER- 2 + IMPOSI-

TION, &i\.tt\J.$ttperimpdne're (see prec.).] Theaction

of superimposing, or state of being superimposed;

superposition.
1684 Phil. Trans. XIV. 674 The side OC = BC, CD = AC,

the angle D = A, and OCD = BCA, which is manifest by
taking the common angle AGO out of the 2 right angles
BCO, ACD, therefore by superimposition the whole tri-

angles are equal. 1851 RUSKIN Stones Venice I. i. 28 The

arrangement of the nave pier in the form of a cross accom-

panies the superimposition of the vaulting shaft. 1879 H.
GEORGE Progr. $ Pov. \\. ii. (1881) 97 Mexico, as Cortez
found it, showed the superimposition of barbarism upon a

higher development. 1907 igth Cent. Nov. 703 The super-

imposition of the utilitarian., civilisation of the West on the

Indian civilisations.

So Snperimpo'sure, something superimposed.
1875 BROWNING Aristoplt. Apol. 1527 Show the base The

live rock latent under wave and foam : Superimposure these !

Su'perimpre gnate, v. 1 0bs. [SUPER- 13.]

trans. To impregnate or imbue in addition, as a

solution of one substance with another substance.

1677 GREW Anat. PI. (1682) Lect. vii. 298 A Solution of

above five Drachms of Nitre may be superimpregnated with

no less quantity of Sal Armoniac. 1754 L^wis in Phil.

Trans. XLVIII. 658 A solution of platina, super-impreg-
nated with as much mercury as it was capable of taking up.

Su :perimpregna tion. [SUPER- 13.]

1. Impregnation with an additional substance.

1677 GREW Anat. PL (1682) Lect. vii. 296 With what
difference of quantity this Superimpraegnation would be

made, upon the Solution of different Salts? Ibid. 298 The
ascent of the Water upon a Superimpregnation, is the same,

by whatsoever Salt the first Impregnation be made.

2. = SUPERPETATION. rare~.

1727 BAILEY (vol. II), Snperimprxgnation^ a second Con-

ception, after one has conceived before. x8a8 in WEBSTKK

SUPERINDUCE.
(eiting Coxe). 1859 MAVNK K.\/H*S. I.tx

, $nptrintprtrnatio
..the same as Super/vtatio : supcrimprcgnation.
bU'perincu-mbence. rare.

[f. next : see

-ENCE.] The fact of being superincumbent.
rti837 SIK K. HKYUGFS .Worcester, 1860). 1846 LANDOR

Iniag. Conv., Odysseus etc. Wks. I. 397 'i '1 he higher
nations arc gntping for existence, crushed by the bupcrin-
cumbence of the luvvest.

So Superincu-mbency (Ogilvie 1850).

Superincumbent, a. [ad. L. tuptrbuwm-
bent-em, pr. pple. of tuptritvttm&jfrt : bcc SUPER- 2
and INCUMBENT.] Lying or letting upon, or situ-
ated on the top of, something else

; overlying.
(Chiefly in scientific use.)
166.* POWER Kxp. I'hilos. 11. 105 The variation of the

gravity of the Superincumbent Ayr. 1674 PEITY Disc. Ditpl.
Proportion 117 Water-Divers, .the lower

they go, do find
their stock of Air more and more to shrink ; ana tnnt accord-
ing to the Roots of the Quantities of the super-incumbent
Water or Weight. 1785 Cow pen Let. to J. Xewton 19 Mar.,
The round table, which we formerly had in use, was unequal
to the pressure of my superincumbent breast and elbows.

1830 LVELL Princ. Geol. xv. I. 281 The soft argillaceous sub-
stratum . . hastens the dilapidation of the .superincumbent
mass of limestone. 1874 HAKTWIG Aerial W.\.i Air is a

very elastic body, and, in consequence of the earth's attrac-

tion, each superincumbent stratum presses upon all those
below it.

Predicative. 1841 LotDON Suburban Hort. 485 The soil is

generally light, but superincumbent on a subsoil, which is

supplied with water.

b. Situated or suspended above; overhanging.
1833 T. MITCHELL Ac/tarn, of Aristoph. 230 note^ Above

this mother earth.. was seen stretched the superincumbent
heaven, a 1845 BAKHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. HI. Jerry Jarvis's
Wigi Either side of the superincumbent banks was clothed
with a thick mantle of tangled copsewood.

c. Of pressure : Exerted from above.

1854 RONALDS & RICHARDSON Chem. Technol.(t&. 2) 1. 107
If.. coke is prepared under considerable superincumbent
pressure the blisters which form in the softened coal are

pressed together. 1866 ROSCOE Eletii. Cftem. iv. 40 Water
boils when the tension of its vapour is equal to the superin*
cumbent atmospheric pressure.

d- fig-
1821 SHELLEY Adonais xxxii, A Power Girt round with

weakness ; it can scarce uplift The weight of the superin-
cumbent hour. 1848 CLOUGH Amours de Voy. \. 35 A
tyrannous sense of superincumbent oppression. 1875 .

WHITE Life in Christ i. viii. (1878) 81 Hie superincumbent
accumulations of pagan and mediaeval thought.
Hence Sn:perlncn-mbently adv.

1796 KIRWAN Elein. Min. (ed. 2) II. 249 Fracture narrowly
and divergingly striated, or superincumbemly striated.

Su'perinchrce, v. [ad. late L. superituluclrc
to cover over, bring upon, add, f. super- SLTEK- 2,

13 + induclre to INDUCE.]
1. trans. To bring (a person) into some position

in addition to, or so as to displace, one who already

occupies it. a. To tnke (a second wife) within

the lifetime of the first (or, by extension, shortly
after her death) ; also, to bring (the child of

another wife) into the inheritance in preference to

the former heir. Obs. or arch.

Cf. med.L. sitperinducta
' mulier extranea, concubina.'

c 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 73 It was

plain adultery to superinduce any other wife, his former

living. i6a6 DONNB Strrtt., John xiv. 2 (1640) 740 And when
we have Primogtnitum Eccle$ix, The eldest son by the

Primitive Church, The Creed of the Apostles, they will

super-induce another son by another wtiter, .. and .. make
their Trent-Creed larger then the Apostles. 1647 TuAfp
Conim. Matt. xix. 5 Thou shall not superinduce one wife to

another. 1650 J ER. TAYLOR Fnnei al Serin. C'tess Carbrry
Wks. 1831 IV. 108 When Pompey saw the ghost of his first

lady, Julia, who vexed his rest and his conscience, for super-

inducing Cornelia on her bed within the ten months of

mourning. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Christ. IX. iv. IV. 65 The

King is to be warned that. ,
as he cannot have legitimate

offspring by her whom he has superinduced, his kingdom
would pass to strangers.

b. To appoint (a person) to an office over the

head of another ;
= SUPERINDUCT. Obs. or arch.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rtb. \. 8 374 When the fleet was

commanded by sir John Pennington, before the earl of War.

wick was superinduced into that charge against the King's
will. 1904 M. HEWLETT Quent's Quair n. ix. 307 Upon such

a crisis, intending for the best, Mary Beaton superinduced
a stout, . .gamesome lady, her aunt.

2. To bring in over and above, or ' on the top

of, something already present; to introduce in

addition (esp. something extraneous). Const, on,

upon (rarely to, into).

1605 BACON 'Aitv. Learn, ll. To the King 13 The Anoynt-

ment of God superinduceth a Brotherhood in Kings &
Bishops. ItU. 11. vii. I 6 Whosoeuer knoweth any forme

knoweth the vtmost possibilitie ofsuperinducing that Nature

establishment to former Rights. 1676 GREW Mtisanm,
Anat Stomach ff Guts vii. 29 Another Ferment superin-

duc'd to that of the Stomach. 17*7 STERNK Tr. Shandy
(1802) IX. i. 207 Nor did she superinduce the least heat into

her humours. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson 26 Mar. 1776, His size,

and figure, and countenance, and manner, were that of a

hearty English 'Squire, with the parson super-induced. 1814

CHALMERS Etiid. Ckr. Revel, v. (ed. 3) 156 He superinduces

his own testimony to that of the original writers. 1854

MILMAN Lat. Christ, i. i. I. 30 note. Westward the old

Punic language prevailed, even where the Roman con-

querors had superinduced Latin. 1860 MILL Rlfr. Gmt.



SUPERINDUCED.

(1865) 16/1 Their improvement cannot come from themselves,

but must be superinduced from without. 187^ LUBBOCK
Mod. Savages in Manch, Sci. Led. Ser. v. & vi. 248 The

savage does not abandon his belief in Fetichism.-but he

superinduces on it a belief in beings of a higher, .material

nature. 1877 E. CAIRO Philos. Kant n. vi. 295 The form of

unity superinduced on the matter of the ideas connected.

3. To bring or cause to come upon a person or

thing ; to bring on, induce ; esp, to induce (a

disease, etc.) in addition to one already existing.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 200 An instinct of lust or desire,

not inordinate such as bysinne is super-induced in man, but

natural. 1687 RYCAUT Hist. Turks II. 223 Opium being
taken.. in a small quantity, about the bigness of a Tare,

superinduces at first a strange chearfulness about the heart.

1749 HARTLEY Observ. Man it. ii. 107 That State of our

Waters, which was superinduced at the Deluge, maybe the

Cause of the Rainbow. 1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 539 Whether it

was merely sufficient to remove the direct debility, or

whether in such large doses as to superinduce the indirect.

1822-7 GOOD Study Med. (1829) I. 581 It [sc. idiopathic

cough] has often proved highly dangerous in its results, by

superinducing peripneumony. 1859 MEREDITH K. Fevcrel

xxiii, A. .physician who has .. overlooked the change in the

disease superinduced by one false dose. 1889 Science~Gossip
XXV. 208That the tremendous mechanical energies which. .

metamorphosed the archzan gneiss.. was [sic] quite suffi-

ciently potent to superinduce the semblance of bedding on

the bright red Cambrian grit mountains.

b. loosely for : To induce.

18x6 T. L. PEACOCK Headlong Hall\, The alacrity with

which he sprang from the vehicle superinduced a distortion

of hisankle, 1884 J. COLBORNE Hicks Pasha 118 The water

of the White Nile is supposed to superinduce dysentery.

4. In physical sense : To bring, draw, deposit,

etc. over or upon a thing as a covering or addition.

1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 262 Superinducing an

Apes skin over hisjmmane shape, a 1661 FULLER Worthies,

Suffolk (\bfa}\\\.f>i For some boggled much thereat as false

Heraldry in Devotion, to super-induce a Doctoral hood over

a Friers Coul. 1709 T. ROBINSON Nat. Hist. Westm. 4-

Cumberl. vii. 46 The West side, or Skirts ofthese Mountains

. . seems to be Earth superinduced upon the Mountain-Strata

by the general Flood. 1813 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon 283
A black peaty stratum, superinduced witli morass or red bog.

1865 MILL Exam. Hamilton xiii. 239 One [colour] may limit

another by being superinduced partially over it.

5. To induce or persuade in addition, nonce-use.

1790 Bystander 248 He was super-induced to grant it by
the many. .handsome things Fhocion had just been saying
of his dear sister.

Hence Superinducing vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1668 WILKINS Real Char.) Diet., Superinducing> again-

marrying of married person. 1822-7 GOOD Study Med,

(1829) IV. 630 Superinducing tumours and congestions have
been found in the neck. 1849 NOAD Electricity (ed. 3) 196
The super-inducing influence of the current.

Superinduced, ppl. a. [f. prec. + -ID 1
.]

Brought in or on over and above something ; in-

troduced or induced in addition : see the verb.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. Pref. F 33 He tooke off those

many superinduced rites, which God injoyned to the Jewes.
1660 Worthy Cotttmun. it 2. 124 Our natural needs, or

our superinduced calamities may force us to run to God.

1709 STRYPE Ann. Ref.\. xix. 219 In shaking off the Pope's
fetters, and recovering religion from his superinduced

tyranny and superstitions. 1849 RUSKIN Seven Lamps vi.

$ 16. 178 The superinduced and accidental beauty is most

commonly inconsistent with the preservation of original
character. 1866 HERSCHEL Fam. Led. Sci. vi. 5 38. 254
That colour is not a superinduced but an inherent quality of

the luminous rays.

Superiiidu cement. [-MENT.] The action

oran act of superinducing; something superinduced.
1637 REYNOLDS Semi, preached 12 July 7 Some [Truths]

are defide^ against those who deny Fundamentals. Others

circajide>n t against those who by perilous superinducements
bruize and wrench the foundation. 1608 LOCKE 3rd Let. to

Bpt of Worcester (1699) 400 In all such Cases the superin-
ducement of greater Perfections, .destroys nothing of the

Essence or Perfections that were there before. 1704 MORRIS
Ideal Worldu. i. 53 The supposition, .that the superinduce-
ment of any perfection not contained in the idea of matter,
should of necessity alter the species of it. 1832 CHALMERS
Pol. Econ. vi. 177 The foreign trade is a superinducement
on the home. 1844 A^ Brit. Rn>. I. 92 To imagine that any
such accession of wealth, .would accrue to pur country by
the superinducement of an extrinsic population.

t Su perindu'ct, v. Obs. [f. late L. superin-
duct~ t pa. ppl. stem of superindudre to SUPERIN-

DUCE.] trans. To bring in over and above, to

superinduce; tsp. to induct or appoint to an office

in addition to, or over the head of, another. Hence

Superindu'oted///. a.

1638 BP. MOUNTACU Art. Enq. Visit. A4b, A superin-
ducted Lecturer in another m.ins cure, a 1641 Acts if

Mon. ii. (1642) 120 Ismael was the sonne of a Concubine, a

superinducted wife. 1654 H. L'ESTRANGK Chas. I (1655) 90
He wastwice repulsed upon his Petition for a Captains place,
and others super-inducted over his head. 1659 Alliance
Div. Off. 136 Confirmed. .by a ratification superinducted to
a former establishment. 0.166* HEYLIN Laud (1668) 364
Those who had been Superinducted into other Mens Cures
(like a Doctor added to the Pastor in Calvin's Plat-form).

Su perindu'Ction. [ad. late L. supcrinduc-
tio t -tonem, n. of action f. superinducfrt to SUPER-

INDUCE.] The action, or an act, of superinducing.
1 1. (See SUPERINDUCE i a, b.) Obs.
1626 DONNE Sernt., John xt. 21 (1640) 816 That that spirit

might at his will, .informe, and inanimate that dead body ;

God allowes no such Super.inductions, no such second
Marriages upon such divorces by death. 1655 FULLER Ch.
Hist. IV. i. $ 36 No man in

place
of power or profit, loves to

behold himself buried alive, by seeing his successour assigned
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unto him, which caused all Clergy-men to hate such super-

inductions.

2. The action, or an act, of bringing in something

additional
;

introduction over and above.

1641 SYMONDS Strut, bcf. Ho. Comm. Djb, What super-

inductions of evill upon evill have we had? a z66 HKYLIN

Ld ",(167.) 2.58
St. Paul must needs be out in the Rule'

i uDorauoii anu miuuicuiiv.%; " w." - -?-* .

STONE Comm. i. x. 369 The subject is bound to his prince by

an intrinsic allegiance, before the supennduction of those

outward bonds of oath, homage and fealty, a
;

1779 WA*.

BURTON Div. Ltgat. ix. Note A, Wks. 1788 III. 736 Ihe

futility of Mr. Locke's superinduction of tlie faculty of think-

ing to a system of Matter. 1817 COLERIDGE Bugr. ii/.xvm.
\

(1007) II. 47 Existence . . is distinguished from essence, by the

superinduction of reality. 1854 MILMAN Lai. Christ, iv. n.

II 44 The superinduction of an armed aristocracy in num.

bers comparatively small. 1881 FARRAR Early C/ir. L 407

note, There takes place a cancelling of the previous com-

mandment and a superinduction of a better hope.

b. Sc. Law. Insertion of a word or letter in a

document.
1603 STAIR /rat. Lam Scat. iv. xiii. 19 (ed. 2) 689 If the

Writ appear to be Vitiate in sukstantialibus, by Deletion,

Razing, or Superinduction of Letters and Words, which may
alter the same. Ibiii. 690.

c. Something superinduced or adventitious ;
an

(extraneous) addition.
i 756 J. CLUBBE Misc. Tracts, Hist. WheatfieU (177) I-

78, 1 mean those superinductions in the progeny, which they

derive, not by imitation, but from the very loins of their

progenitors. 179* MARY WOLLSTONECR. Kights Wom. vi.

263 To efface the superinductions of art that have smothered

nature.

3. The bringing or putting ofsome materialthing

over or upon another as a covering or addition.

1650 FULLER Pisgali tv. v. 93, 1 conceive this blackness no

superinduction of a dark die on Davids clothes, but rather a

dirty hue contracted . . from neglect of washing them. 1733
TULL Horse-hating Huso. xix. 278 Superinductions of Earth

arc an Addition of more Ground, or changing it. 1785
PHILLIPS Treat. Inland Nov. 23 The more easy will be the

superinduction of manure upon lands in the vicinage of the

Canal. 1817 STKUART Planter's Guide (1828) 342 A striking

improvement of property is thus made, by the superinducxion
of a new soil. 1831 T. L. PEACOCK Crotchet Castle vii, 'ITiere

was an Italian painter, who obtained the name of // Braea-

tore, by the superinduction of inexpressibles on the naked

Apollos and Bacchuses of his belters.

4. The action of inducing or bringing on. rare.

a 1897 in H. L. Gordon Sir J. Simfson vii. in The super-

induction of the anaesthetic state.

t Superinfund, v. Obs. rare-'1
, [ad. late L.

superinfundire: see SUFKK- 2 and INFUNU v.]

trans. To pour upon or over something.
1599 A. M. tr. Gabclkaucr's Bk. I'liysickt 33/2 Supcrinfunde

heereon iij pinles of fluvial water.

t Su perinfu'se, v. Oks. [SUPKB- 13.] trans.

To infuse in addition.

1619 DONNE Strut. 16 June (1660) III. (292) To a historical

and a moral faith, God super-infuses true faith. 1650 yindie.

Hammond's Addr. $ 71. 34 The Parents begetting of the

childe is an argument, that the Soul is not superinfused from

God. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Diitit. n. i. rule 6. 3 For a

sin to be against Nature, .does not always superinfuse a. .

special malignity.. into it, above other sins.

So 1 8u:perinfn-ion.
1657 in Southey Conim.-fl. Bk. Ser. ii. (1849) 382/2 Life is

united to death, and Christ to Adam, not without the super-
infusion of blood.

Su perinspe'ct, v. Now rare or Obs. [f.

eccl. L. superinspect-, pa. ppl. stem of superinspi-
ctre: see SUPER- 2, 2 b and INSPECT w.] trans. To

inspect as a superior official
;

to oversee. So

Su:perinpe'ction, oversight.

1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely n. x. 540. Why the King should

haue Iurisdiction..or Superinspection, without administra-

tion or execution. 1677 Girvt. Venice 170 The Efhori had
..a Superinspection upon the Conduct of all Persons who
manage it [sc. the Commonwealth]. 1691 MAYDMAN Naval
Sfec. 123 He superinspects the whole Affair of Victualling
at that Port.

Superi'nstitute, v. Now rare or Obs.

[SUPER- 13.] trans. To institute (a person) to a

benefice over the head of another. Alsoyf^.
1647 CLEVELAND Hermaphrodite 18 His is the Donative,

and mine the Cure, Then say, my Muse, . . Who 'tis that

Fame doth superinstitute. 1647 FULLER Good Th. in Worse
T. (1841) 101 Heaven will not superinstitute a miracle, where

ordinary means were formerly in peaceable possession.

So Su perinstitu'tion, institution of a person to

a benefice to which another is already instituted ;

also transf.
1643 fmmm5*f,PtvtrP*rt.n*n That.. divers incum-

bents were outed of their bene6ces by superinstitutions upon
presentations of the King. 1644 OWEN Duty ofPastors I,

People i. 6 A superinstitution of a new ordinance, doth not

overthrow any thing that went before in the same kinde.

1669 GUIMSTON tr. Croke's Rep. II. 464 If this sentence

should make the admission and institution void alt initio, it

would destroy the induction of the King, and make the

superinstitution (which at the first was meerly void) to be

food.
1671 Cowctfs Interpr., Super-institution.., one

nstitution upon another ; as where A. is admitted and insti.

fated to a Benefice upon one Title, and B. is admitted,

instituted, &c. by the Presentment of another. 1767 R.

BURN Eccl. Law (ed. 2) I. 152 If a second institution is

granted to the same church, this is a superinstitution.

SUPERINTENDENCY.

Superintend (sithparinte-nd), v. [ad. eccl. L.

superintend! : see SUPER- 2 and INTENDS.]
1. trans. To have or exercise the charge or

direction of (operations or affairs) ;
to look after,

oversee, supervise the working or management of

(an institution, etc.).
<r 1615 BACON Adv. Sir G. I'i/liers Lett. 1872 VI. 22 The
King will appoint Commissioners in the nature of a Council,
who may superintend the works of this nature, and regulate
what concerns the colonies. 1673 S. PAKKKR RtprocJ 167
To this purpose did our blessed Saviour depute the

Apostoli-
cal order . . to superintend the Affaires of his Holy Catnolique
Church. 1765 Museum R ust. I V . 420 The appointing proper
persons to superintend such gardens or nurseries. 1796
MORSE Amer. Geog. 1. 148 British America is superintended
by an officer styled governor general. 1801 MARIA EDGE.
WORTH Moral T. (1816) 1. viii. 58 The lady, who superin-
tended the charity-school. 1838 LVTTON Alice I. x, He could
more often escape from public cares to superintend his pri-
vale interests. 1859 LD. ACTON Let. in Gasquet Ld. Acton

tr his Circle (1906) 64 Newman will want superintending in

the matter of foreign tongues. 1891 FAKRAR Darkn. \ Da-wn

xxiii, The cooks and other slaves who superintended the

meals of the imperial family.

b. To exercise supervision over (a person).
1776 Trial o/

'

Nittidocotiiar 77 /'i, 1 was his chief gomastah:
I used to superintend his other gomasuhs, and sometimes
write myself. 1811 SHHLLEV St. trvyne viii, I burn with

curiosity and solicitude to learn for what thou hast thus

superintended me.

O. intr. with t over, or absol.

1663 PATRICK Pat-ab. Pilgr. xxxi. (1665) 577 This super.
intends over all, and issues forth her directions and orders

to them. 1678 CUDWORTH Inttll. Syst. I. iv. 13. 220 They
called both the Childbearing of Women, and the Goddesses
that superintend over the same Eilithuia or Lucina. 1883
G. MOORE Mod. Lover x, She declared that she was ready
to superintend.

1 2. trans. To keep a watch upon. Obs. rare.

1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Pol. 188 The eyes of all the earth

observe our motion and superintend our actions.

Hence Superintended ///. a., Superinte-cd-

ing vii. sb. and ///. a.

1713 IHRIIAM Phys. Theol. iv.xi. 4(1727) 189 What hath

1 'fii said .. plainly argues Design, and a super-intend-
ing Wisdom. 1765 BLACKSTONE Cotiitn. I. 107 The general

superintending power of the legislature in the mother
country. 1799 S. & HT. LEE Canterb. T. (1800) III. 14 In

the ball he was stopped by a faithful superintending domes-

tic. 1809 in Trans. Sac. Arts (1811) XXVIIL 173 A. Shen.

nan, Superintending-Master of the First Division [of the

Fleet). 1819 W.TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXXXIX. 79 The
antient mischiefs of a superintended press. 1855 MACAULAY

HisKEtif. xx. IV. 399 The. .coalition, .would be. .dissolved

if his superintending care were withdrawn.

Su perinte'udence. Also 7-9 -anoe. [Formed
as next : see -ENCE. Cf. obs. F. superinttndancc

imod.F. surinlendance), It. sopr(a)intendenza, Sp.,

IV. iuperintenJencia^\
1. The function or occupation of a superinten-

dent ;
the action or work of superintending.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch'i Mor. 1312 Eudoxus. .asked the

i cason, why Ceres had no charge and superintendance over

Love matters, a 1665 J. GOODWIN Beingfilledvjith IheSpirit

(1867) 83 They do it by virtue of a certain superintendence
and instigation of the Spirit of God. 1779 Mirror No. 25

F 3, I was just returning from the superintendence of my
plows in a field. 1814 SCOTT Wav. iii, Had his father placed

him under the superintendence of a permanent tutor.
_
1867

KUSKIN Time It Tide ii. 8 To occupy themselves in the

superintendence of public institutions. 1876 Eiifycl. Brit.

V. 668/2 The. . intendant of circuit, who has a direct general

superintendence over all the affairs of the circuit.

t 2. A body of superintendents of the Church of

Scotland. Obs.
a 1578 LISDESAV (Pitscottie)CAn>*..S<r<>/. 11.232 The maist

pain of the vniuersitie of Sanctandros convenit with the

haill minisleris and superintendence in Edinburgh.

Su periiite ndency. Also 6-7 -encie, 7

-ancie, 7-8 -ancy. [ad. med.L. superintendtntia, f.

superintendent-,
- SUPEBIMKNUENT: see-ENCY.]

1. The office or position of a superintendent ;
the

function, authority, or right of superintending ; the

exercise of this function, superintendence. Const.

of, f above, over (that which is controlled), a. in

leference to a definite business, institution, etc.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warres 11. i. 19 The Superintendencie

thereof [tc. the munitions] resteth in him [sc. the Sergeant

Major], 1601 J. CLAPHAM Hist. Gt. Brit. II. II. v. (1606) 221

The Britans (imagining that he. .would.., being settled in a

superintendency over them, ..despise them), a 1617 HIERON

JF/fcj.(i62o) II. 441 ThePopeandhisfactipnchallengeasuper-
intendency aboue Kings, all must be subiect vnto him, and he

to no body. 1649 MILTON Eikon. xiii. 133 Arch-Presbytery..

claiming to it self a Lordly power and Superintendency
both

over Flocks and Pastors. 1697 COLLIER Ess. Mor. Suoj.\. v.

193 We find from S. Paul, that one reason of his giving Titus

the super-intendency of Crete was, to ordain Elders in every

City. 1717 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. xlvlt II. 176

She was then honoured with the Superintendency of his

Majesty's Confectionary. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. ni.vi.8i

The courts at Westminster-Hall have a concurrent jurisdic-

tion with these, or else a super-intendency over them. 1845

LD. CAMPBELL Chancellors xxiv. (1857) VI. 09 The Court of

Chancery, the guardian of all infants, with the superintend-

ency and cognizance of all trusts. 1845 STEPHEN Comm.
Laws Eng. ('874) ' 67 Thc courts of common law have th

superintendency over these courts. l88a Rep. to Ho. Repr.

Prec. Met. U. S. 153 The Santiago mill., had a large..

business under the superintendency of Donald McKay.

b. in general sense : often as an attribute of the

Divine Being.



SUPERINTENDENT.

1641 EART. MoNM.tr. Biondrs Civil Wars in. 100 By whicK
actions having, .freed himselfe from

thesuperintendencie of

other-;. 1679 J. GOODMAN }\-nit. f'ard. in. li. (1713) 297 The
special superintendency, guidance and influence of his Holy
Spirit. i68HowEi>^

r
./iVrf/V(i//flEp.I)ed. (1702) A 3, It looks

like an Artifice and Contrivance of Providence . . that it might
indear to you its Accurate superintendency over your Life.

1709 STKELK TatUr No. 135 P 3 The Superintendency of

Providence. 188* FARKAH Early Chr, 219 The grace of

superintendency was at work.

2. A district (spec, in the Lutheran Church, a,

collection of parishes) under the charge of a super-;

intendent ;
in China, one of the administrative

divisions of the country.

1761 tr. Busckings .*/. Geog. VI. 340 The ten parishes
tn it constitute a particular superintendency. 1847 tr. Hun-
sen's Ch* Future vi, 151 The supsrintendencies. .coincide

most happily with those minor divisions of the country,
established by the Prussian code. 1896 Westtn. Gaz. 13
Nov. 8/3 Ten millions will be furnished by the Tsung-lt-

Yamen from the last loan, and the Northern and Southern

superintendences will furnish three millions and seven

millions respectively.

Superintendent (s':p3rinte*ndent), sb. and

a. Also 6-9 -ant. [ad. eccl. L. superintendent-,

-ens, pr. pple. of superintendire to SUPERINTEND.

Cf. obs. F. superintendant (mod.F. surintendattt) %

It. $opr(a}intendente, Sp., Pg. superintendent*^
A. sb. One who superintends.

1. An officer or official who has the chief charge,

oversight, control, or direction of some business, in-

stitution, or works ;
an overseer. Const, of, f over.

1588 KVD Househ. Phitos. Wks. (1901) 264 These [sen.

vants] would I deuide into two formes . , as the one of super-
intendents, surueighors, or work-maisters, the other of work-

men. 1598 BARRET Theor. H^arrts iv. i. 92 Superintendent
of all the Sergeants. 1653 H. COOAN tr. Pluto's Trav..

xxvii. 103 One of those Superintendents of Justice, that.,

are sent throughout the Provinces for to make report unio

the King of all that passeth there.
f&fd.

Iviii. 226 The
Superintendent over all the other Civil and Criminal

Ministers. 1770 LANGHORNK Plutarch V. 98 As his family,
and particularly his daughters, wanted a proper superinten-
dant. 1801 J. ADAMS Wks. (1854) IX. 583 The new super-
intendent of the commercial relations between France andT

the United States. 1836 Act 6 * 7 WHL /Kt c. 13 2 In-

spectors, and Superintendents, Clerks, Chief and other Con-

stables, Sub-Constables, and Officers [of the Roya,! Irish'

Constabulary]. 1897 Punch. 17 July 22 Servant (to con-1

valescent Curate, prop of the Sunday School).
'

Please, Sir,

the Superintendent wants to know how you are.' 1901

Encycl, Brit. XXVII. 678/2 The city board of education

has as its executive officer a superintendent of schools.

b. transf, said gen.
1575 TURBKRV. Faiilconrie 371 Spaniels.. are superintend

dantes and necessarie servantes both for the hawke and the'

falconer. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1313 He is the

superintendant and reformer of mens language as touching
the gods. 16x4 BURTON Anat, Mel. Democr. to Rdr. (ed. 2)

8 Twas Seneca's fate, that Superintendent of wit. 1688

BOYLF. Final Causes iv, 234 Without any particular guidance'
of a most wise Superintendent [sc. God].

o. spec. A head official who administers the

affairs of a district ;
a governor.

1758 J. DALRYMPLF. Ess. Feudal Property (ed. 2) 10 The
superintendants of Folkland, called Copies. 1770 COOK
Vey. round World in. xii. 1773) 715 The supsrintendant of

the Island of Ourust. 1775 ADAIR-/!//W. Ind, 252 Our first

Indian super- intendant. 1847 W. C. L. MARTIN Ox 113/2
A tract of coast, .divided into islands respectively under the

care of superintendents.
d. U.S. The conductor of a railway train,

1835 BRECK Recoil. (1877) 275
' Make roDm for the ladies !'

bawled out the superintendent.

2. Eccl, a. Adopted as an etymological render-

ing of Gr. ixifftcoiros 'overseer* (see BISHOP) of the

N. T. ; used controversially instead of '

bishop
'

by extreme Protestant reformers of the i6th century,
and subsequently by Papists with reference to;

bishops of the Church of England. Obs. exc. Hist.

IJS4 T.MARTIN Traictise Marr. PriestesG\v, Hefrf.Cle-
ment of Rome] speketh of Bishops and Archbishops, whom'
the! wold hane termed superintendentes and ministers. 1555
POYNRT Afiologic 53 The word superintendent being a very'

latyn word made English by vse, should in tyme haue taught
the peple by the very etymologic and proper signification,
what thinge was ment when they hard that name, which by
this terme busshop, could notsowell bedonne. 1567 JEWEL'
Def. Afiol. vi. ii. 597 Yee mighte easily haue knowen, that

a Superintendente, is an Anciente name, and signified! none
other, but a Bishop. 1574 R. BRISTOW Treat. Motives unto
Cath. Faith xxxix. (1599) 152 b, Most ill, ..and therefore

euery where most despised,.. most scorned [are] the Super-
intendents and Ministers themselues. 1589 (? LYLY] Pappe
w. Hatchet L.'s Wks. 1902 III. 403 [Martinist*] studie to

pull downe Bishopps, and set vp Superintendents, which is

nothing else, but to raze out good Greeke, & enterline bad
Latine. 1613 F. T. Sttpfil. Discuss. Barlmves Answ* v. 206

heading, M. Barlow and his fellow-Superintendents proued
to be no Bishops. 1649 BP. HALL Cases Cause, in. v. (1650)
208 Writing to Titus the great Superintendent of Crete.

1711 STRYPK Eccl. Mem. II, n. xxiii. 444 The very Name
of Bishop grew odious among the People, and the Word
Superintendent began to be affected. ['73 C. HAYES tr.

Sarfff Beneficiary, Matters xv. 46 The Bishop, as Super-
intendant and Pastor-General, might regulate the Distribu-

tion of Tythes. ]

b. In certain Reformed churches on the Con-

tinent, a chief or presiding minister ; spec, among
the Lutherans, a minister who has control of the

churches and pastors of a particular district.

Coverdale, 1^50, uses snper-attendent (see SUPER- prefix
6 a).

183

1560 DATS tr. Sleidane's Camnr. 160 The Senate appointed
them a churche (at Slrasburg], wherof lohn Caluine was
fyrste for certeine yeres the superintendent. 1564 STAPLE.
TON tr. Stafhylus Afal. Href. 7 b, Nicolaus Amsdorfius a
famous Superintendent amonge the Lutherans. 1570 FOXK
A. >, M. (ed. a) III. 1692/1 Henry Bullinger, chief Super,
intendent intheCitieof Zuricke. 1601 PARSONS Warn-word
44 b, A great Superintendent in Saxony. 1681 BURNET Hist.

Kef. II. App. 396 The Zuinglian.s had no Superintendents,
for ought 1 can find ; nor was Hooper ever called Superin-
tendent, but Bishop. 1694 MOLKSWORTH Ace. Denmark xvi.

253 There are six Superintendants in Denmark, who take it

very kindly to be called Bishops, and My Lord. 1706 tr.

linfins Keel. Hisl. i6lh C. II. v. 128 The Ministers and
Super-Intendants of Hereticks. 1879 Kncycl. Brit. X. 469/2
A synodal constitution for the Evangelical State Church was
introduced in Prussia in 1875.. .The parishes. .are grouped

|

into dioceses.., presided over by superintendents, who are
subordinate to the superintendent-general of the province.

o. In the Church of Scotland, a minister chosen
to preside over and visit the parochial ministers of
a particular district, to direct its administration,
and to ordain ministers. Now Hist.

1561 First Bk. Discifl. Ch. Scot, in Knot's Wks. (1848) II.

198 To him that travelleth from place to place, quhom we
call Superintendentis, quho remaue as it war a moneth or
less in one place, for the establishing of the kirk. Ibid. 200 It

is to be noted, that the Readaris be putt in by the Kirk, and
admissioun of the Superintendent. 1561 Maitl. Club Misc.
III. 267 Superintendent of Fyffe Fothryk & Strathern. 1566
in J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. (1710) 362 The Superin-
tendents, Ministers and Commissioners within the Realm
of Scotland, to their Brethren the Bishops and Pastors of

England, c 1630 SIR T. HOPE Minor Profticks (1729) 56
The several Kirks were planted by the Superintendants
appointed in every Province, by the General Assembly.
a 1637 SPOTTISWOODK Hist. Ch. Scot.

y. (1655) 258 The
Superintendents held their office during Life, and their power
was Episcopal, a 1768 ERSKINE Inst. Law Sent. I. v. 5
Parochial presbyters, and over them certain church-officers,

styled superintendents. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 679/1
Under Knox's agency Edinburgh, St. Andrews, Aberdeen,
Jed burgh, Perth, Dunfermline, and Leith had fixed ministers

appointed, whilst wider districts were placed under super-
intendents or travelling ministers.

d. The name given by John Wesley to men
whom he ordained to act as bishops in the United

States ; now, among Wesleyan Methodists, the

presiding minister of a circuit.

1784 WESLEY in Southey Life (1820) II. 440, I have this

day set apart, as a Superintendent, by the imposition of my
hands and prayer, .. Thomas Coke, ..a Presbyter of the

Church of England. 1785 T. COKE Serin. Godhead Christ

Ded., To the Rev. Francis Asbury, Superintendent, the

Elders, Deacons, and Helpers, of the Methodist Episcopal
Church in America. 1883 Kncycl. Brit. XVI. 189/1 The
admission of members into the society [of Wesleyans] had,

up to 1797, been entirely in the hands of the itinerant

preachers, that is, the '
assistant ',

henceforth to be styled
the 'superintendent', and his

'

helpers'. 1885 Minutes of
Wesleyan Conf. 24 He was a painstaking Superintendent.
3. Superintendent-general [GENERAL a. 10], an

officer exercising supreme control over a number of

superintendents.
1793 in Encycl. Brit. (1875) III. 390/2 Superintendent,

general of barracks. 1847 tr. Bunseti's Ch. Future vi. 143
For the two Churches of the Rhenish provinces and West-

phalia, there isa superintendent-general appointed, to whom
the title of bishop is also given. 1879 [see 2 b].

B. adj. Superintending ; exercising superinten-
dence or oversight ; holding the position of a

superintendent. Now (in English use) chiefly in

designations of officials.

1597 BEARD Theatre God's Judgem. (1612) 12 Their high
and superintendent estate is no priuiledge to exempt them
from the.. obedience which they owe vnto God. 1641 J.

M[ARSH] Argt. cone. Militia 38 They exercise a superin-
tendent jurisdiction over all other Courts. 1651 HOWEI.L
Venice 48 The Decemvirs, who. .were created to have the

sole and superintendent power of all things. 1653 H. MORE
Anliti. Ath. I. x. 3 It implies that there isa Superintendent

Principle over Nature. 1738 CHAMBERS Cyci. s. v. Bishop,
The superintendant bishop of Copenhagen.

i8a8 J. BAL
LANTYNE Exam. Human Mind' iii. I. 169 An influence

that is purely superintendent. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks

(1885) 23 Superintendent Registrar. 1889 W. WILSON State

471 Districts were grouped under a superintendent pro-

vincial organization. 1913 Times 7 Aug. 3/2 The superin-
tendent visiting officer of the London wards.

Superintendential (si:p3rintende-njal), a.

rare. [f. SUPERINTENDENT sb., after presidential.']

Of the nature of, or directed by, a superintendent.

1898 B. GREGORY Side Lights 247 Steady-going, sedative

Superintendential ministers. 1905 Q. Reg. Presbyt. Ch.

Apr. 349 The congregations in the three towns of Emden,
Leer, and Aurich, form a Diocese or

'

Inspection
'

or
'

Super-
intendential District.'

Su-perinte ndentship. [-SHIP.] The office

or position of a superintendent.
1583 STOCKER Ch'. Warres Lowe C. n. 57 b, Diuers deuises

were practized, to obtaine & keepe ye authority & superin-

tendentship in his Ma. countries. 1589 [? NASHE] Almond

far Parrat D 4 b, G. W. of Wig-house chosen tp the. .func-

tion of a pastor,, .at length seased..on the superintendent-

ship of Sidborough. a 1650 CALDERWOOD /fill. Kirk (1843)

II. 207 The Assemblie nominated in leets for the supenn-

tendentship, Mr Alexander Gordoun, intituled Bishop of

Galloway, and Mr Robert Pont, minister of Dunkelden.

1693 Land. Gaz. No. 2919/1 The Super-Intendantship of his

Catholick Majesties Revenues. 1888 PallMall Gat. 8 Oct.

3/2 Promotion to a superintendentship direct from the

Criminal Investigation Department is forbidden. 1897

Westtn. Gaz. 29 Dec. 1/3 The Superintendentship of the

Royal Small Arms Factory at Enfield.

f b. Used with possessive as a depreciatory title

SUPERIOR.

for a bishop of the Church of England (see Sori*-
INTENI1KST sb. a). Obs.
1565 HARDING Covfut. Afrl. v. x. 356 b, It should haue

becomme Scoggm..or Will Spmmer, to haue tolde this tale
much better, then your superintendentship<.

C. A superintendent's period of office.

1614 1'rncHAS Pilgrimage I. xii (ed. j) 64 In whi. h his

Superintendentship, . .such laudable sciences as might safely
be learned, he promoted and furthered.

Sn perinte nder. rare.
[I. SUPERINTEND v.

+ -EH
'.]

A superintendent.
177* BURROW Krf. IV. 2791 A Superintender of Salt-works.

18 . WHEWELL (Ogilvie, 1882), Our relation to the Superin-
tender of our moral beinc. 1893 Scctt. Leaiter 20 Feb. 5
The Town and County Councils, who are to appoint the
registration superintenders.
So Sn perinte'ndreo, a female superintendent.
1814 in Southey Life A. Bell (1844) II. 689 The conduct

of tlie superintendress.

Superior (siapis-riaj), a. and sb. Also 4-9
-iour, 6 -ioure, -your. [a. OF. superior, -our

(mod.F. suptrieur) = It. superiore, Sp., Pg. supe-
rior, ad. L. superior, -orem, compar. of stiperus
that is above, t. super above.] A. adj.
1. Higher in local position ; situated above or

farther up than something else; upper; ( belonging
to the upper regions, heavenly, celestial (<$s.).
Now chiefly in technical use : see senses 9-13.
1390 GOWER Conf. I. 361 In Ynde the superiour. 1432-50

tr. Higiien {Rolls) I. 127 Cedar is a region in the superior
parte of Palestine. 1553 EDEN Treat. N'e-ut Ind. (Arb.) 24
The superiour or high India.. is a region excedinge large.

1631 MASSINCER Emperor East i. ii, The motion, with trie

divers operations, Of the superior bodies. 1664 POWER /-./.
fhitos. Ii. 101 The superiour particles of the Ayr pressing
the inferiour. 1709 V. MANDKY Syst. Math., Arith. (1729)
21 Numerator, is the superior Term of the Fraction. ?i-
14 POPE Rape Lock II. 70 Amid the circle, on the gilded
mast, Superior by the head, was Ariel plac't. 1799 KlR-
WAN Geol. Ess. 380 All the superior earthy and stony
matter having been swept away by floods. 1838 LVKLL EUm.
Geol. xii. 268 The relative age of the superior and inferior

portions of the earth's crust. 1839 MURCHISON Silnr. Sytt. t.

xxxiii. 441 The sandy flagstone, .is, apparently, thrown un*

conformably against the superior formations. 1879 CasteUs
Techn. Editc. \. 98/1 The superior course [in building].

b. in predicative use, quasi-adv. : In or into a

higher position ; higher ; upward, poet.
1718 PRIOR Henry ff Emma 113 When Superior now the

Bird has flown, And headlong brought the tumbling Quarry
down. 1718 POPE Iliad xui. 41 He sits superior, and the

chariot flies. 1807 J.
BARLOW Colinnb. vi. 271 Tall on the

boldest bark superior shone A warrior ensign 'd with a
various crown.

2. Preceding in time or serial order; earlier,

former; f before-mentioned, above.

'534 WHITINTON Tullyes Offices in. (1540) 126 To the which
selfe questyons and consultacyons of the superior bokes

many thinges be suffyciently disputed. 1599 A. M. tr.

Gabelhouer's I>k. t'hysicke 132/2 Adde..to the superiour

potion a qu[arter] of an ownce of redd Roses.

3. Higher in rank or dignity; more exalted in

social or official status.

1485 CAXTON Chai. Gt.ioj God hath. .made the superyor
in worldly puyssaunce aboue al other kynges. 1539 TON-
STALL Serm. Palm Sund. (1823! 37 For who is superiour?
he that sytteth at the table, or he that seruelh at the table?

is not he superiour that
sytteth? 1558 C. GOODMAN (title}

How Superior Powers oght to be obeyd of their subiects.

1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 167 If thou wilt fall down, And wor.

ship me as thy superior Lord. 1716 AYLIFFE Parergon 72

This kind of an Appeal . . transfers the Cognizance of the

Cause to the Superiour Judge. ij6aCant.HAihi.Off. Army
149 Putting so palpable an Affront on his superior Officer.

1837 CARLYLE^V. Rev. i. v. ix, He says he obeyed superior
orders. 1875 MAINE Hist. Instil, iv. 102 Superior ownership
has arisen through . . purchase from small allodial proprietors.

b. Father or Mother Superior : = B. 2.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s.v., The chief Governour or

Governess of a Monastery, otherwise call'd Superiour Father,

or Superiour Mother. 1846 MRS. A. MARSH father Darcy
II. xi. 187 A feeling upon which the Father Superior calcu-

lated with security. 1907 [see MOTHER sb. 1 3 b).

4. Higher in ideal or abstract rank, or in a scale

or series ;
of a higher nature or character. Some-

times contextually or by implication : Supernatural,

superhuman.
1533 MORE Anne, Poysoned Bk. i. xi. 40 b, As we say a

man is obedyent vnto his owne reason, and yet is not his owne

reason another power superiour aboue hym selfe. 1634

MILTON Cotniis Sot, I feel that I do fear Her words set oft

Ded.
men

. 7 Conscience.. supposes some superior law informing

...=.. to do, or not do a thing. 1704 in Pa. Hist. Sec. Mem.
IX. 350 There is a general infatuation, as if by a

superior
influence, got among us. 1715 DE FoK fey. rouna World

(1840) 154 Those people who have any notion of a Uod mus

represent him to themselves as something superior. 1716
BUTLER Serm. Rolls Chaf. iii. 45 '''he several Passions being

naturally subordinate to the one superior Principle of Re-

flection and Conscience. 1871 B. STEWART Heat (ed. 2) i 26

The superior limit of the mercurial thermometer's accurate

employment.

t b. In theological or religious use, applied to

the soul or the spirit. Obs.

1638 ROUSE Hear. Univ. (1702) i6a While my superior

mind breatheth and longeth after Thee. 1663 PATRICK

Parab. Pilgr. xxxii. (1687) 395 It is an holy, chast and inno-

cent pleasure.. which riseth higher than sense, and seeks

the superiour part, a 1700 in Cath. Rec. Sac. PuU. IX. 342

Keeping herself united to him . . whome she possessed in her



SUPERIOR.

gai
over the inferior.

c. Logic. Having greater extension.

1843 MILL Logic I. vii. 3 Biped is a genus with reference

to man and bird, but a species with respect to the superior

genus, animal. 1864 BOWEN Logic iv. 87 Of any two Con-

cepts in such a series, that one is called the Superior, Higher,

or Broader, which has the greater Extension.

5. Higher in degree, amount, quality, importance,

184

Stories (1900) 129, 1 no longer smiled superior upon Paddy

'IT In' a positive or absolute sense (admitting

comparison with more and most) : Supcremment

in degree, amount, or (most commonly) quality ;

1708 SWIFT Sacram. Test Wks. 1755 II. i. 127 when lhey

are the superior number in any tract of ground, they are not

over patient ofmixture. 1756 BuRKF.-SVV. * Beaut. Introd.,

sailing! "'i/MScmbia'Mart, xxxi, It miglit be easily de-

fended against a very superior force. 1817 FARADAY C/it'ii.

Manip. xv. (1842) 350 The air willenter into the gasometer,

being forced inwards by the superior external pressure.

1883 LD. BLACKBURN in Law Kef. 8 App. Cases 462 Those

who sought to turn the man in possession out must shew a

superior legal title to bis.

6. Const, to (t occas. with, than"), a. Higher in

status or quality than; hence, greater or better

than ; t formerly also advb. = more or better than,

above, beyond.

of the mayonnaise, . . it s very superior.

9 Astron. a. Applied to those planets
whose

orbits lie outside that of the earth (originally,

according to the Ptolemaic astronomy, as having

their spheres above that of the sun), b. Superior

conjunction: see CONJUNCTION 3. c. Superior

meridian : that part of the celestial meridian which

lies above the pole : so superior passage (of the

meridian), etc.

I. HARVEY (title) An Astrological Discourse vppn
the

IS83 K- "ARVEY (.title) rtn rtsiruiugn,*! <~ V~" '

great and notable Coniunction of the two supenour Planets,

Satvrne & Ivpiter. 1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 751 Ihe

Motion of the Superiour Planets. 7*-7. BONNYCASTLE

Astron. 435 Superior Planets, are those which move at a

to al men, in the other superior to al beasts. cin CHAP-

the 72. 1757 W. WILKIE Epigoniad i. 25 Who arms the

first, and first to combat goes, I'ho' weaker, seems superior

to his foes. 1784 T. COKE Serin. Ordin. F. Ashiry 27 Dec.

(1785) 14 note. An Officer of the Church superior to the

Presbyters. 1796 MRS. J. WEST Gossip's Story I. 218 He
behaves to me with yet superiour esteem and respect; than

when he was at Stannadine. 1830 SCOTT Monast. Introd.,

A being, however superior to man in length of life. 1857

KINGSLEY Two Y. Ago xv, He seems so superior to the

people round him. 1907 Verney Mem. I. 269 He was.,

superior in numbers to the enemy.
advk. 176* GOLDSM. Cit. W. 1, It is to this ductility of

the laws that an Englishman owes the freedom he enjoys

superior to others. 1785 G. A. BELLAMY Apol. (ed. 3) I. 45,

I loved his Lordship superior to the whole world.

b. Too great or strong to be overcome or affected

by; not mastered by; above the influence or

reach of.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Keb. i. 88 Jealousy of his Master's

honour, (to whom his Fidelity was Superior to any tempta-
tion). 1700 PRIOR Written in Robe's Geogr. ii That I may
Read, and Ride, and Plant, Superior to Desire, or Want.

1775 J. BHYANT Mythol. II. 393 The crocodile, and Hippo-
potamus, were emblems of the Ark ; because during the in-

undation of the Nile they rose with the waters, and were

superior to the flood. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE A' om. Forest

viii, Adeline was superior to the affectation of fear. 1804-5
WORDSW. Prelude VI. 137 The one Supreme Existence,, .to

the boundaries of space and time .. Superior. 1811 SCOTT

Jfenilw. xiv, To that foible even she was not superior. 1863
MRS. OLIPHANT Salem Chapel ii. 36 So strangely_superior
to her surroundings, yet not despising or quarrelling with

them.
advb. 1804 EUGENIA DE ACTON Tale without Title II.

100 If there are any who wish to act superior to that last-

mentioned very useful endowment.

c. Transcending, on a higher plane than.

1841 MYERS Catk. Th. III. 7. 22 Human thought is al-

ways superiour to its expression. 1865 LECKY Ration. (1878)
II. 29 A bond of unity that is superior to the divisions of

nationhood.

7. Characteristic of one who is superior (in senses

3 and 4) ; also, from sense 6 b,
'
free from emotion

or concern; unconquered; unaffected' (J.). poet.
or rhet.

1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 499 He in delight Both of her

Beauty and submissive Charms Smil'd with superior Love.
Ibid. v. 902 Hostile scorn, which he susteind Superior, nor
of violence fear'd aught. Ibid. vm. 532 Here passion first

I felt, . . in all enjoyments else Superiour and unmov'd. 1718
POPE Iliad xiv. 387 She ceas'd, and smiling with superior
Love, Thus answer'd mild the Cloud-compelling Jove. 1741

Dune. iv. 105 There mov'd Montalto with superior air.

I746>HERVEV Medit. (1818) 40 With a wise indifference, if

not with a superior disdain ! 1819 SHELLEY Cenci n. i. 117
Never again., with fearless eye, And brow superior.. Shalt
thou strike dumb the meanest of mankind.

b. Applied ironically to persons of lofty, super-

cilious, or dictatorial manner or behaviour (or to

their actions, etcA
1864 DISRAELI Sp. Ho. Cotnm. 8 July, In private life there

is always . . some person, . . who is regarded as a superior per-
son. They decide on everything, they lecture everybody. . .

The right hon. member for Stroud is the '

superior person
'

of the llouse of Commons. 1890 Daily Ne^t'S 4 Oct. 5/1 He
gave himself airs of affectation. He was superior. 1897
A. D. INNF.S Alncanlay's Ld. Clivcirt note, The '

superior
'

person who posed as an authority on matters of culture.

1902 WISTER Virgininn xviii, One or two people I have
knowed . . never said a superior word to me.

O. advb. In a superior style; with a superior
air.

1716 POPE Iliad v. 517 The Sire of Gods and Men superior
smil'd [n<5-i)o-cv]. 1815 JANE AUSTEN Emma xxvi, Jane
Fairfax did look and move superior. 1894 S. FISKE Holiday

the earth arrives at D, and the planet at rf in the same line

prolonged on the other side of the sun. 1834 MRS. SOMER-

VILLE Conner. Phys. Sci. xiv. 112 The rotation of the earth

brings the same point twice under the meridian of the moon

in [a day], once under the superior, and once under the in-

ferior, meridian. 1839 MOSF.LEY Astron. xvi. 58 Let the

altitude of the star be observed when it is on the meridian

..at what is called its superior passage.

1O. Bot. Growing above some other part or

organ : said of the ovary when situated above or

free from the (inferior) calyx, and of the calyx

when adherent to the sides of the (inferior) ovary

so that the calyx-lobes are above the ovary.
Also occas. applied to those parts of an axillary flower

which lie nearest to the axis (
= posterior), and to a radicle

when directed towards the apex of the fruit (= ascending).

1785 MARTYN Lett. Bot. v. (1794) 52 Such are called superior

flowers, as being above the germ. Itid. xvi. 171 Having, a

capsule for a seed-vessel, superior or inclosed within the

calyx. 1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 396 Chryso-

splenium... Calyx superiour. 1845 LINDLEY Sell. Bot. (1862)

13 In many cases the calyx is united to the surface of the

pistil..and is then called superior or adherent. 1849 Bt-
FOUR Man. Sat. 337 If a whorl of the flower consists of

four parts, that which is turned towards the floral axis is

351 The radicle is said to be supen<
is directed towards the apex of the pericarp.

11. Anal, and Zool. Applied to
parts

or organs
situated above, or in a higher position than, others

of the same kind (distinguished as inferior), or

above the usual or normal position.

1733 G. DOUGLAS tr. Winslow's Anal. i. ii. { 14 (1756) I.

39 Ihe superior Concha: of the Ethmoidal Bone. Itid.

75 At the superior and anterior part of the Thorax, be-

tween the Scapula and the sternum. 18x5 STEPHENS in

Shaw's Gen. Zool. IX. I. 44 All the feathers of the supe-
rior parts of the body. 1816 KIRBY & Sr. Enlomol. IV.

314 Eyes. .Superior, .when they are placed in the upper

part of the head. Ibid. 335 Superior, the anterior wings
are so denominated if when at rest they are placed upon
the posterior wings. 1831-1 Lancet II. 119/2 The superior

angle of the bifurcation of the carotid and subclavian.

1840 W. J. E. WILSON Anat. Vade M. (1842) 33 The su-

perior Maxillary are the largest bones of the face, with the

exception of the lower jaw. 1881 MIVART Cat 72 The su-

perior meatus of the nose.

12. Printing. Applied to small letters or figures,

or other characters, made to range above the line,

at or near the top of the ordinary letters.

1683 MOXON Mtch. Exerc., Printing 391 Superiour Letters,

are often set to Marginal Notes, 1770 LUCKOMBE Hist.

Printing 257 Superior Letters, or else Superior Figures.,
were originally.. intended to be employed in Matter that is

explained by Notes. 1847 SIR F. MADDEN Layamon's Brut
III. 657 Instead of brackets, superior commas should have
been used.

13. Fortif. Superior slope : the inclined upper
surface of the parapet.
1851 BURN Naval ft Milit. Diet. (1863) s.v. 1891 G.

PHILIPS Text Bk. Fortification^ etc. (ed. 5) 60.

B. sl>.

1. A person of higher rank or dignity ;
one who

is above another or others in social or official

station
; esp. a superior officer or official. (Com-

monly with possessive pronoun.)
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg., Adam 6 Lyke as they were in-

obedyent to theyr superyor, ryght soo theyr membres began
to meue ayenst theyr superior. 150* ATKYNSON tr. De Imi-
tatione in. xiv. (1893) 209 Leme thou to obey gladlye to thy
superior. 1558 Extr. Rec. Burgh Peebles (1872) 252 The dif-

ference..was referrit to tuelf burgessis. .and my lord Yester

. .superiour. 1565 HARDING Confut. Apol. Ch, Eng. 190 The
Bishop of Rome, .in spirituall causes can haue no superiour.

1617 MORYSON Itin. 1. 170 The Archbishop thereof long time

challenged the Primacie in the Italian Church, neuer ac-

knowledging the Bishop of Rome for superiour. 1659 HAM.
MONO On Ps. i. i The Rebukes and Censures of Superiours.

1760 Caut. If Adv. Off. Army 9 A brisk, alert young Man,

SUPERIORATE.

who makes it his Study to know, and his Pleasure to perform
his Duty, cannot fail of attracting the Regard and Recom-
mendation of his Superiors. 1781 COWPF.R Charity 275

While conscience. .Owns no superior but the God she fears.

1786 BURKE Art. agst. \\'. Hastings xx. Wks. 1813 XII. 20

For which I was responsible to my King, and the Company
my immediate 'superiours '. 1817 I'ABR Wks. (1828) VII.

257 In respectful conformity to the commands of my cede-

siastical superiors. 1844 [G. R. GLEIG] Light Dragoon
xxv, Our superiors may think as they please, but we, who
fill up the ranks of the British army, know [etc.]. 1876 J.

GRANT Burgh Sen, Scot. II. ii. 128 It is unpleasant for a

teacher to be opposed to his patrons and superiors.

2. The head of a community of religious (a

monastery, nunnery, convent, abbey, etc.) ; also,

the head of a religious order or congregation (more

fully, superior-general) or of a department of it.

*497 I' p- ALCOCK Mons Per/ret, c iij b/i But & he be in-

obedyent to his superyor than he is no monke but a deuyl.

1582 ALI.F.N Martyrd. Father Cnmpion (1908) 6 So making
his choise of the societie of the name of Jesus, he went to

Rome, where by the superior of that order he was admitted.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. in. xvii. 102 b, A
enerall chapter or assembly, in which their Priour or

society of Jesus, of which I was superior-general. 1844

A. P. DE LISLE in E. Purcell Life (1900) I. vii. 118 After

dinner the Superior of the Passionist Monks called upon us.

1850 MRS. JAMESON Leg. Monast. Ord. (1863) 21 Benedict,

being chosen Superior of the monastery near Subiaco. 1883

Encycl. Brit. XVI. 709/1 The founder in 1 1 1 5 entrusted tlie

superior-generalship of Ihe whole institute to the abbess of

the nuns. 1897 E. L. TAUNTON Efl. Black Menttll. 301

note, They were united into one congregation, with the

abbess of Fontevraud as superior-general.

f b. gen. A governor ; a superintendent. 06s.

'554 W. PRAT Aphrioue Gjb, There is gyuen to theym
an other superior by the Cvlizens. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Kichoiay's Vty. in. x. 90 Ouer these two kitchins..are set

and ordained foure superiours.

3. Feudal Law. One who (or the successor of one

who) has granted an estate of heritable property to

another (termed the vassal) on condition of the

annual payment of a certain sum or the performance
of certain services.

1538 STARKF.Y England (1878) 114 Yf a man dye. .leuyng

hysheyre wythin ace, hys landys fal in to the bandytot the

sayd superyor and lord. 1561 Abst. Protocols 7'ffitm Clerks

Glasgow (1896) 111. 3 David Bruce, .resignit,.. and ouregail

in the handis of Robert Callendar..his superior, all and

hail

Scot. (1875) XII. 74/1 The forfaultors of vassells and cre[di-

to]rs..who shall be innocent of (jair superiors or debitors

crymes. 1710 in Kairne Peerage Evidence (1874) 4; Our

immediat lawful! superiors of the said lands. 1753 J. DAL-

KVMPLE Ess. Feudal Property (ed. 2) 46 In the origin of the

feudal law in Europe, the gift which the vassal on his entry

gave to the superior, consisted of armour. t88a Entycl.

Brit. XIV. 264/1 Each owner who holds of the sovereign

may grant a subordinate estate to be held of himself as
*

superior
'

or lord.

b. Subject superior: a supenor who holds as

subject of a sovereign.
1734 Treat. Orig. t, Progress ofFees 34 Such Charters are

granted by the Sovereign only, and by no Subject Superior.

a 1768 ERSKINE Inst. Law Scot. n. vii. I 6 (1773) 281 In

lands holden of subject-superiors. 1881 Encycl. Brit. XIV.

264/1 The means of commuting the services they had bound

themselves to pay to the '

subject superior ',
and of convert-

ing themselves into direct vassals of the crown.

4. A person, or (less commonly) a thing, of

higher quality or value than another; one that

excels another in some respect. (Commonly with

genitive pronoun or of.)

1634 FORD Pert. Warbeck i. ii, I am confident Thou wilt

proportion all thy thoughts to side Thy equals, if not equal

thy superiors. 1681 J. SCOTT Chr. Life I. iii. 3. (1684) 168

To honour those that are our Superiours whether^m Place

or Virtue. 1715 POPE Iliad 11.722 Dorion, . . Superiour once

of all the tuneful race. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg.m.^l, None

his superior, and his equals few. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)

IV. 331 No one is the superior of the invincible Socrates in

argument. 1911 PF.TRIF. Revol. Cirilis. iii. 54 The period of

art which is the rival, if not the superior, of the classical

age.

t 6. Astron. A superior planet : see A. 98. 06s.

1679 MOXON Math. Viet. s.v. Postventional, Before or

after any great Conjunction of the Superiors. Ibid., Supe-

riors, Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars, are called so . .because their

Oibs are above the Sun.

1 6. Arith. A number or figure standing above

another. Obs. rare.

1709 V. MANDEV Sysl. Math., Arith. (1729) 68 Subtract

the Multiplied from its Superior.
7. Printing. A superior letter or figure : see A. 1 2.

1716 S. LOWE Lat. Gram. Notes i The superior letters in

parentheses answer to superiors in the grammar. 1770

LUCKOMBE Hist. Printing 258 Superiors of the smallest size

are.. inconvenient to the Reader. i88a J. SOUTHWARD

Pract. Printing (1884) 17 For use in algebraic, .works smal

letters are cast upon the upper part of the shank. 1

are called superiors.

t Supe'riorate. Obs. rare- 1

. [ad. med.L.

superiordlus, f. superior : see prec. and -ATE '.]
=

SUPBRIORSHIP 2.

1408 Kef. Privy Seal Scotl. I. 32/1 That our soveran lord

be the law recover . . the superiorate of the said landis.



SUPEKIORESS.

Superioress (sipi->Tioros). [f. .SUPERIOR sb.

+ -BSS.] A female superior; the head of a con-

vent or order of nuns
;
a mother superior. Also

superio > -ess-general,

1671 WOODHEAD St. Teresa \\, iv. 25 The charge of being
Superioress 1745 A. HUTI.RR Lires .Saints, B, Colette '1821)
111. 40 He constituted her superioress-general of the whole
Order uf St. Clare. Ibid., A', /''ranees o.\ Chosen superioress
of her congregation. 1827 DOVI.K in W. J. Fit/.Patiick Life
(1880} Il.y? Novices are not permitted to invite any person,
unlt-ss txpre&dy desired to <lo so by the superioress. 1890
J. DKKNAN in 38th Rep. De/>t. Set. .y Art (1891) 41 The
Superioress, Convent of Mercy, Newry.

Superiority (sipliijrrfti). Also 6 Sc* -atie,

supperioritie. [a. OF. supcriorite (= It. supe-
riorita t Sp. -idad

t Pg. -idade} or ad. their source,
mtA.L. superior!Ids', see SUPERIOR and-iTY.] The

quality or condition of being superior.

fl. Superior rank, dignity, or official status;

superior or supreme command
; position or autho-

rity as a superior. Const. oft over. Obs.

15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de \V. 1531) 48 b, None shold be so

hardy.. to coueyte superior! te
t
or to commaunde obedyence.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. iv. xx. (1634) 744 That there

bee made prayers.. for Kings and for all that be set in

superiority. 1577 HOLINSHED CJtron. II. 580/2 Kyng lohn
hadde resigned the superioritie of hys Kyngdome. .vnto the

Pope. 1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 5 Luneburg..is one of the

free I mperiali Cities; but tlie Duke of Luneburg challenged
a superiority ouer it. 1633 SIR J. BURROUGHS .S<w. Brit. Seas
(1651) 6 Such is his.. indubitable right to the Superiority of
the Seas of England. i66a WINSTANLEY Loy. Martyrol.
(1665) 103 [Cromwell] having.. attained to the Superiority
over the Three Kingdomes. 1709 STEELS Ttitler No. 39
p i Superiority is there given in Proportion to Men's Ad-
vancement in Wisdom and Learning.

fb. pi. Prerogatives of a superior; superior
ranks. Obs.

1558-9 Act i Eliz. c. i i Thauncient Jurisdictions Auc-
thoritees Superiorities and Preheminencies. 1581 LAMBARDE
Eiren. \. x. (15881 61, I doe utterly renounce. .all foraine

jurisdiction, powers, superiorities and authorities. 1660 H.
MORE Myst. Godi. v. xvii. 20^ Without changing any
Temporal Powers and Superiorities. 1705 HICKERINGILL.
Priest-cr, n. iv. 40 They, .strive to monopolize, .the highest

Dignities, Superiorities and Authorities.

to. transf. The superior or ruling class, those

in authority. Obs. rare.

154* BOORDE Dyttary xii. (1870) 263 A general commautxU
ment hath ben sent from the superyoryte to the commonalte.

f d. A community governed by one who has

the title of '

superior '. Obs. rare.

1721 STRYPE Eccl. Mem. II. n. xxi. 413 The duchy of

Milan,. .the superiority of Flanders, .the kingdom of Na-
varre.

e. The position or office of superior of a religious

community, superiorship. rare.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Superiority; . .a being Superiour
in a Monastery. 1777 W. DALRVMPLE Trav. Sfi. <5- Port.

112 To exchange the superiority of Alcantara for the arch-

bishopric of Seville.

2. Feudal Law. The position or light of the

superior (see SUPEUIOB B. 3) of an estate ;
the

lordship of an estate.

1678 G. MACKENZIE Crint, Laws Scot, \\. xi. 3 (1699) 202

No Lands . .but such as belong to him, in whose favours that

Jurisdiction was granted, either in Property, or Superiority.

1746 BP. SHERLOCK Let. io June in \otk Rep. Hist. A/SS.
Comnt. App. i. 292 The North Biitains are so attached to

the usages of their country, so fond of the superiorities,

[etc.]. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. in. (1851) I. 237 His

superiorities and jurisdictions extended over many of the

northern counties, a 1768 ERSKINE Inst. Law Scot. 11. iv.

$ ii (1773) 212 The superior must lose all the casualties of

superiority. 1805 FOKSYTH Beauties Scot. I. 122 The su-

periority of the Canongate, .. and barony of Broughton, were
vested irt the Earl of Roxburgh. The Town-Council of

Edinburgh purchased these superiorities from the earl.

1828-43 TYTLER Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 53 John Comyn.lord of

Badenuch,. .acknowledged the superiority of Edward. 1868

Act 31 4- 32 Viet. c. 101 104 The person having right to the

superiority of any lands. 1883 F. H. GROOME Ordn. G<tz.

Scot. IV. 402/1 Under the superiority of the BailHesofDoch-

four, Kingussie is a police burgh.

b. Such a position or right as conferring fran-

chise : see quots. Sc.

1846 M cCuLLocH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) II. 212 These
fictitious votes, or '

superiorities,' as they were called, soon
became matter of traffic,, .about half these freeholders pos-
sessed merely the superiority the parchment franchise

without having any right to an acre of the ground ! 1861

MAY Const. Hist. (1863) I. vi. 300 The county franchise [in

ScotiandJ consisted in 'superiorities,' which were bought and
sold in the market.

3. The condition of being stronger than or pre-

vailing over another; supremacy. Obs. exc. const.

to in sense of SUPERIOR a. 6 b.

11548 HAI.LCA., Hen. VI, 171 Studyeng..howto. -get
the superioritie and ouerhand aboue their euilwillers. 1553
Respnblica \\\. v. 823 Avar. And howe dyd all frame with
our Mounslre Authorytee ? Of/>r. Alt length he wonne the

full superiorytee. 1607 (title) Lingva : Or The Combat of

the Tongue, And the fiue Senses For Superiority. 1611

CORVAT Crudities 171 These two streetes doe seeme to con-

tend for the superiority, hut the first, .is the fairest of them.

1653 R. SANDERS Pkysiogn. 119 The Table line prenotes

fidelity, and superiority over enemies. 1770 LANGHORNE
Plutarch VI. i-$o(Artaxerxes) They lost their superiority
in Greece by the ill-fuucht battle of Leuctra. a 1831 A. KNOX

Voi, IX.

185

AVw.(i844) I. 72 1 1 is., obvious superiority to the world and
the flesh.

4. The quality or condition of being higher,
greater, or Iwtter in some icspcct, or of having
some Attribute in a higher degree, than something
else. Const, to, over, above.

1694 LUTTKKU. BriffKel. (1857) III. 33; Captain Ki^ins.
. .said to have ditVeitd with th<; Dutch about superi-nity ..I

command. 1707 AHIJISON Fres.St. MVirWks. 1766 111. 257
Our superiority to the enemy in numbers of men and horse.

1736 BUTI.KR Anal. i. iii. Wks. 1874 1.64 Rational animals
have not necessarily the superiority over irrational ones. 1765
Mttsfum Rust. IV. 88 Hence appears the great superiority
of the hoeing culture. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFI-E Myst. Utiolplw
xii, Signur Montoni had an air uf cotiscious superiority ani-
mated by spirit and strengthened by talents. 1856 KMKRSON
E'ig. Traits^ Aristocracy Wks. (liohn) II, 77 All nobility
in its beginnings was somebody's natural superiority. 1883
Miss M. BETHAM-EmvARUs Disarmed i, He tries to crush
me with his superiority. But 1 am hU match with the

tongue.

b. With a and fl. An instance of this.

a 1704 T. BROWN Kng. Sat. Wks. 1727 I. 26 Horace and
Juvenal, .challenge witli justice a superiority above alt the
rest. I7SJ YOUNG Centaur iii. Wks. 1737 IV. 168 Splendid
superiorities cannot be neutral, with regard to the characters
of those who possess them. 1839 JAMES Louis X[V, 1 1 1. 247
That nation . . made vast efforts to obtain a superiority at sea.

1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. vi. 188 A land where every one
has some culture and where superiorities are discounte-
nanced.

Superiorly (sipl
-

riajli), adv.
[f. SUPERIOR

a. + -LY *.] In a superior place, degree, or manner.

1. In a higher position or place ;
in the upper

part, above; to a higher position, upwards.
1556 J. HEVWOOD

Spider ff F. Ixxxviii. 109 Spiders are

plaste a boue superiorlie, And flies heneth them plaste iti-

feriorlie. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillenieau's Fr, Chirvrg. 46, 2

The third ascendeth superiorlye, from the soule of the foote
towardes the knees. 1599 tr. Gabclhoncr's Bk, I'hysicke
144/2 An externall meanes to provoack stoolcs for those
which nether superiourlye, nor inferiourlye can vse anye
Physick. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 260/1 Its belly of a reddish
brown superiorly and a dirty grey beneath. 1870 ROI.LESTON
Anim. Life 141 In this central furrow [was] lodged. .most

superiorly the water-vascular canal.

2. In a higher degree, more highly, better.

1643 SIR J. SPELMAN Case of̂Affairs 15 The superioritie..
that is subordinated in the inferiour Courts, is but more
superiourly in the House of Lords than them. 1779 W.
ALEXANDER Hist. ll'omen (1782) I. viii. 280 Where the love
of the men is directed more to the sex than the individual,
a woman has no motive to excite even a wish of being su-

periorly beautiful. 1816 BENTHAM Chrestom. i. Wks. 1843
VIII. 16/1 The superiorly instructed boy. 1828 P. CUNNING-
HAM ff. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 327 Superiorly watered to almost

any other district in the colony. 1830 MARRVAT King's
Own xxxi, The launch, .firing round and grape.. with a

rapidity that almost enabled her to return gun for gun to

her superiorly-armed antagonist.

3. In positive or absolute sense : In a high degree-,

highly ; more or better than the generality ; beyond
the average ; supereminently.
1718 MORGAN Algiers I. Pref. p. xiv, A Person so superiorly

capable of giving it. 1755 SHKBBEAIE Lydia. (176.;) I. 314
The. .dejection, .that attends those whocliuse mourning for

the death of those whom they love superiorly. 1783 H.
WALPOLE Let. to Earl of Strafford 1 1 Dec., With regard to

letter-writing, I am firmly persuaded that it is a province in

which women will always shine superiorly. 1802 MRS. E.

PARSONS Myst. Visit I. 98 To conceive their woes superiorly

great, 1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Jvdic. Evid. (1827) V.

474 Evidence, .of a nature so superiorly trustworthy. 1835
BECKFORD Recoil., etc. 18 This superiorly fine and^glowing
morning. 1882 STEVKNSON New Arab. Nts. II. xil. 220 A
work of art superiorly composed.
4. With an air or altitude of superiority.

1844 EMERSON Ess., Nominalist ff Realist, The audience

. .judge very wisely and superiorly how wrong-headed and
unskilful is each of the debaters to his own affair.

So Supe'riorness, superiority.

1796 MME. D'ARHLAY Camilla in. vi, I don't see the great

supcriornes of learning, if it can't keep a man's temper out

of a passion.

SupeTiorship. [f. SUPEBIOIKJ. and s&. + -SHIP.]

1. The state of being superior, superiority, nonce-

use.

1709 MRS. MANLEV Secret Mem. (1720) III. 267 How do

you think we agree about the Point of Superiorship ?

2. The position or office of superior.

1874 MRS. H. WOOD Mast. Greylands xxxii, You will be

sorry, now, that you have resigned the superiorship to me.

1009 J. STARK 1'riest Gordon of A herd. Introd. p. xxiii.

Freed from the Jurisdiction of the English Prelates and

Jesuit Superiorship.

Super)acent (s'Kpajd.^-sent), a. [ad. late

L. superjacent-, -ens, pr. pple. of superjacere : see

SUPER- a and JACENT. Cf. F. surjcuent.] Lying
above or upon something else; overlying, super-

incumbent. (Now chiefly in technical use.)

1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. xxiii. (1611) 171 Such was the

coat before the addition of the superiacent canton. 1664

POWER Exf. Philos. n. 108 As 32. foot of Superjacent water

would raise up a Mercurial Cylinder of 29. inches. 1831 K.

KNOX Cloquefs Altai. 314 The muscles of the arm are dis.

sected by removing the superjacent skin [etc.]. 1867 Mu-
CHISON Silvria i. (ed. 4) 13 The superjacent crystalline rocks

..of Lower Silurian age. 1897 Alloatt's Syst. Med. II.

1077 The superjacent skin is freely moveable, but the tu-

mour cannot be slipped over the subjacent tissues.

t Superje Ction. Obs. rare. [ad. L. supcr-

jectionem, I. superject-, -jaclre, f. super- SUPEK- 2

+jac?re to throw.]

SUPERLATIVE.
1. The action ol casting over or upon something.
1656 Hi OUNT Glossogr., Xuftriection, a layinB o,

2. Exagg. r.-ilion, liyp.-il,,,!,..lfcRvi IM-, I'lea *,, His nimietie. of expression,Ins dlffllMOCMb redundances, supcije, ti .iliences
< >'

SJt
1 '' II.

Su perlapsa-rian, sA. and . Theol. rare.
[See Sri'Kii- N, and cl. SDBUMABIAI.] SITIIA-
LAl'SAKI A.\.

1668 II. M.IIIK. />/,:. Dial. in. xv. (,7,31 209 The R.-l
the Superlapsarcans, tlx- (ll,jo:i wheie.,f u Infinite Power
unmodified by either Justice or Goodnesi. a 1679 I'.GoouwiK
Disc, hltctlon iv. viii. Wks. 1682 II. 305 Those that are
called

Superlapsanans, they say, Man came up into God's
mind first without the consideration of the rail. 1807-8
SYD. SMITH I'lymley's Lett. Wks. 1859,11. 137/1 Every sub-
lapsarian, and superlapsarian, and semi pelagian clergyman.

t Superla tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. super-

latio, -onem, n. of action f. safer/at- : see next.]
Exaggeration, hyperbole.
1636 B. JONSON Discov., 1'eriodi. .Sufierlalio, There are

words, that doe as much raise a style, as others can depresse
it. Supeilalion, and over-muchnesse amplifies.

Superlative (s'wpaMlativ), a. and sb. Also

4-5 -yf> 5 -yff, -yf , 5-6 -yve, 7 -if. [a. OF.
superlalif (\yh c.)

= Pr. superlaliu, It., Sp., Pg.
superlative, ad. late L, superlativus, f. superlatus

(used as pa. pple. of sitperferre~}, f. super- SUPER- II

+ lot- (for *//<?/-), pa. ppl. stem of lollfrt to take

away.] A. adj.
1. Grant. Applied to that inflexional form of an

adjective or adverb used, in comparing a number
of things, to express the highest degree of the

quality or attribute denoted by the simple word, as

sweet-est, tm-est, often-esl (or to the periphrasis
used in the same sense, as most sweet, most true,
most ofteii} ;

the adjective or adverb is then said to

be in the superlative degree, and is usually pre-
ceded by the definite article. Freq. used allusively.
The English periphrastic

form is also frequently used (with
the indefinite article), like the inflexional form in Latin and
Greek, in an absolute or intensive sense, to express a very
high degree of the quality or attribute, without definite com-

parison with other objects.
c 1386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 131 Ther nys no thyng in gree

stiperlatyf As seith Senek aboue an humble wyf. 1447
HOKENHAM Scyntys (Roxb.) 162 In love among these thre

To spekyn aftyr degrees of comparysoun Mary stood in the

superlatyue degre. 1530 PALSCR. 71 He standeth for the

superlatyve degie. 1575 GASCOIGNE Making of l-'erse Wks.

1907 I. 466 If 1 should undertake to wryte in prayse of a

gentlewoman, I would, .findesomesupernaturall causewher-

by my penne might walke in the superlative degree. 1636
B. JONSON Engl. Grant, n. iv. These adverbs, more, and

most, are added to the Comparative, and Superlative degrees
themselves. 1651 HOBBES Govt. Q Sec. xv. 14. 249 He..
must use such [titles] as are either Negative, as infinite,

eternal!, incomprehensible, &C., or superlative, as most good,
most great, mo>t powerful!. 1657 TKAIT Ci'mm. Ezra v. 8
' God of gods Lord of lords 'yea He is a degree above the

superlative, a 1667 COWI.EY Kss., Of Liberty Wks. (1906)

383 The Positive Parting with a little bow, the Comparative
at the middle of the room, the Superlative at the door. 1824
L. MURRAY kngl. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 250 Adjectives that have
in themselves a superlative signification, do not properly

the Superlative Adjective after the Substantive; as 'a facility

the most happy'. 1910 J. W. HARI'EK Social Ideal -Km. $ 3.

150 Liberty is the positive, equality the comparative, and

brotherhood the superlative agency of social progress.

b. Exaggerative, hyperbolical. (Cf. B. I b.)

1588 FRAUNCE Lamiert l.ogike Ded ,
To disgrace the one,

or advance the other in comparison wise, by superlative

woordes, and hyperbolicall amplifications. 1828 Miss MIT-

FORD Village Ser. ill. (1863) 7 To all who knew Nelly's

opinion of her own doings, this praise appeared superlative.

1906 CHURCHILL Xf. Ho. Cenim. 21 Mar., I hope I shall not

be drawn, .into imitating. -the protracted, superlative, and,

1 think, rather laboured exhibition with which he has occu-

pied the attention of the House.

2. Raised above or surpassing all others; ex-

tremely high, great, or excellent ; stipereminent,

supreme, a. Of persons and material things.

ci4io HOCCLEVF. Mother ofGod t)
Modir of mercy,. .(>at of

al vertu art superlatyf. 1413 JAS. I Kinfit Q. cxcvn, Gowere

and chaucere, . . Superlatiue as poetis laureate. 1477 KARL

RIVERS (Caxton) Hides 123 The viij. leches. .whiche were

all .viij. superlatyff aboue all other lechis. 1591 NASIIK

Strange Ktn*t 1 iv, lietweene you
and me declare . .

whether you be not a superlatiue blocke, for al you readd

the Philosophic Lecture at Cambridge, a
_i68

F . GREVIL

Lift of Sidney (1652) 75 A Peer of this Realme,. .super-

lative in the Princes favour. i3 UEKKER 2nd Pt Honest

lo l> aiuriii f uuvm/viiJi *
. v u

lative 1706 E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 105 He
allows Newcastle Ale and Salmon to be the most super-

lative Diet in the Universe. 1838 DICKSNS Nick. Mist.

xxxiv, You are the demdest, knowing band,, .the cuniung-

est, rummest, superlatives!, old fox. 1868 STANLEY Irestm.

Aboey iii. 124 Its Chapter House, its ornaments .. were

superlative of their kind.

b Of immaterial things, actions, qualities,
etc.

C i55o ROLLAND Crt. Venus i. 760 Thay . . Ponderat wal

the fait superlatiue. 1610 HOLLAND Camdtns Brtt. (1637

256 Queene Elizabeth, . . worthy of superlative praise. l&

BACON Ess., Viciss. Things, SuperUtiue and AdimrabK



SUPERLATIVELY.

Holinesse of Life. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. \. Hi.

(i719> 93 Reason of State, which as the times then were, was

evident and superlative. 1665 WITHER Lord's Prayer

Preamb., This superlative Form of Prayer. 1761 FALCONER

18718 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 18; This religious mission he..

carried out to the best of his superlative ability.

B. sb.

1. Gram. The superlative degree; an adjective

or adverb in the superlative degree.
Also, by extension, applied to any word denoting the

highest degree of some quality (quot. 1802).

1530 PAI.SGR. Introd. p. xxviii, We and the Intines forr

our com
1567 SA:

iparatives and superlatyves out of our positives.
NDERS Rocke Ch. ii. 31 According to the Greeke

most humble, most faithful, a 1731 PRIOR Dial. Dead,
Charles ff Cltnard (1907) 218 Your very Titles, Your Se-

renissimns and Augitstissimus are superlatives created by
the Power of us Grammarians. i8os PALEV Nat. TAeo/.xxiv,

'Omnipotence,' 'omniscience/ 'infinite' power, 'infinite

knowledge, are superlatives; expressing our conception of

these attributes in the. .most elevated terms. 1824 L. MUK-
RAY Engl. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 250 Double comparatives and_

superlatives should be avoided : such as,
* A worser conduct ;

..'The most straitest sect'. 1886 KINGTON OLIPHANT New
Engl. II. 43 There is the old superlative of the Adverb, 'the

rudeliest welcomed'. 1891 KKI.LNER Engl. Syntax 255

heading. The Comparative and Superlative used absolutely.

fig- '583 GREENR Mamiltia Wks. (Grosart) II. 47 Vir-

ginity you say is delightful, yet matrimony more pleasant:

Virginity you put in the positiue, but matrimome in the

superlatiue. 1715 WATTS Logic \\. iii. in. 6 Some Persons

have a violent and turgid Manner both of Talking and

Thinking. . . They . . pronounce concerning every thing in the

Superlative. 1856 EMEHSON Eng. Traits^ Truth Wks.

(Bohn) II. 53 An Englishman .. avoids the superlative,

checks himself in compliments.

b. transf. An exaggerated or hyperbolical ex-

pression ; usually //., exaggerated language or

phraseology.
1597 DRAVTON Heroic. Ep. x. 64 His birth from heauen

thy Tudor not deriues, Nor stands on typ-toes in superla-
tiues. 1597 UP. HALL Sat. i. Prol. 12 [He] Hath made his pen
an hyred Parasite, To.. pranck base men in Proud Superla-
tiues. 1697 DRVDEN Virgilj Life (1721) I. 45 N r were they
under tlie constraint . .of violent Superlatives at the close

^of
their Letter. 1896 fatn. <y Pers. Mem. Lei. Selborne I. ix.

137 He thought and felt in superlatives.

2. A person or thing surpassing all others of the

class or kind
;
one who or a thing which is super-

eminent or supreme ;
the highest example (of a

quality). Now rare, and with allusion to sense I.

1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (\fK3-i) 359 Amongst the most

famous preachers in Rome, .three were, .all superlatiues in

a different kind, c 1645 HOWELI. Lett. (1688) IV. 433 This

. .is the best of all, and may be called the Superlatif of the

three. 1777 SHICRIOAN Sch. Scandal, To Mrs. Creive 38
Nature's best and heaven's superlative. 1885 W. F. CRAFTS
Sabbath for M. in (1895) 188 The so-called Christians who
sanction these Sunday parties are the superlatives of hypo-
crisy. 1903 H'estm. Gaz. 17 Sept. 5/2, I sell bread here

made from best
' London whites

' and 'superlatives
'

at 6d.

per loaf.

3. The highest or utmost degree of something ;

the height, acme. Usually with allusion to sense i.

1583 MKLBANCKK P/tifoti>rtusf\), The pnnceof whome I

speake, is in the Positive degree of her Superlatiue. 1589
PUTTENHAM Engl. focs/'e i. vii. (Arb.) 29 Monasticall men
then raigning al in their superlatiue. 1623 MASSINGKR Dk.
Milan in. iii. Dearest lady. .. Make a superlative of excel-

lence In being greatest in your saving mercy. 1653 R.
SANDERS Physiogn. Moles 4 The superlativeof his good for-

tunes shall be in Merchandizing, a 1687 WALLER On Divine

Poesy i. 24 What mortal can with heav'n pretend to share
In the superlatives of wise, and fair? 1837 CARLYLE Fr.
Rev. i. v. ix, So many highest superlatives achieved by man
are followed by new higher ; and dwindle into comparatives
and positives t

Supe rlatively, adv. [f. prec. adj. + -LY 2
.]

1. In a superlative manner ; in the highest (or a

very high) degree ; supereminently, supremely.
159(5 WARNER Alb. Eng. xn. Ixxiv. (i6ia) 307 What, is she

married? Then do yee superlatiuely sinne. 1639 FULLER
Holy War i, xxiv. (1840) 45 Valour was not wanting in the

Turks, but superlatively abundant in the Christians. 1706
E. WARD IVoodtn World Diss. (1708) 68 Channel-Cruizers,
..are superlatively the best for his Purpose. 1796 MORSE
Anter. Geog. I. 728 There are 35 species of Mexican birds
that are superlatively beautiful. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S.
Wales (ed. 3! II. 265 The fantastic airs and quavers of
others [sc. singers] were superlatively ridiculous. 1835 POK
Adv. Hans rfaall Wks. 1864 I. 3 A brim superlatively
broad. 1868 KINGLAKE Crimea (1877) IV. vi. 145 Superla-
tively important matters.

2. With the use of superlatives; with exaggera-
tion, rare.
c 1615 BACON Adv. Sir G. Villiers ii, i, I shall not speak

superlatively of them {sc. laws of England] ; but this I may
truly say, they are second to none in the Christian world.
So Supe'rlativeness, the quality of being super-

lative.

1727 BAILEY (vol. II). 1888 H. W. PARKER Sfir. Beauty
(1891) 70 Variation into all forms of use and loveliness and
final superlativeness.

t Superlyminary, a. Obs. rare-1
,

[f.
L. super

above + //>-, limen threshold + -ART.] Prelimi-

nary, introductory.
I^7S V- ALSOP Anti-Sozzo i. 6 It has been accounted very

ominous to stumble at the Threshold, and whilest he layes it

186

down as a superlimirmry Maxim that all Errour has some,

yet to instance in One which has no, Appearance of I ruth.

1 Superlu-crate, v. 06s. rare. [f.
late L.

super/Herat-, pa. ppl. stem of superluerart ,
I.

super- SUPER- 13 + lucrari, (. lucrum LUCBB.]

trans. To gain in addition, make a profit of (so

much). So t Su:perlncra-tlon, additional gain

or profit: fSnperlucrator.one whogainsa profit.

165. URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 213 For no respect will

thev depart from so much as one single peny, whose emission

doth not..superlucrate beyond all Conscience an additional

increase, a 1687 PETTY Pol. Arilh. iv. (1690) 73 The Super,
lucration will be above Three Millions and Six Hundred

thousand Pounds per annum. Iti.l. 77 There are more

Superluciators in the English, than the Frenc!. Dominions.

IHd viii. 107 Although.. the People of England do thrive,

and that it is possible they might Superlucrate twenty five

Millions per annum. 1698 C. DAVENANT Disc. Puhlick Km

Men, over and above their own Nourishment. 17*8 Woman

ofHonor 1 1. 177 The scandalous superlucration of pensions

and reversions.

SuperlU'Har, a. [Formed as next, after sitb-

lunar.] next.

174* POPE Dune. iv. 451 The head that turns at super,

lunar things Pois'd with a tail, may steer on Wilkins wings.

1839 J. STEKLING En., etc. (1848) I. 292 When he can get a

brighter tint., by means of some strange. .Carlylism, Eng-

lish, Scotch.. Lunar, or altogether Superlunar,. .he uses it.

1900 Daily Ne^l>s 7 Dec. 6/7 This superior and superlunar
attitude.

Superlunary (s'wpsjl'K'nari), a. (so.) [f.
L.

super SUPER- I + liina moon + -ART, after sub-

lunary.'] Situated above or beyond the moon ;

belonging to a higher world, celestial ; Jig. extra-

vagant : the opposite of sublunary.
1614 PURCHAS Pilgrimage t. ii. (ed. 2) 8 Our sense, which

thence receiueth Light, and there in the sethereall region
seeth new Starres and superlunarie Comets. 1634 T. CAREW
Calum Brit. Wks. (1824) 156 Jupiter hath before a frequent
convocation of the superlunary peeres recanted. 1676 MAR.
VELL Mr. Smirkc 31 This superlunary instance does not

serve in the least to confirme his Argument that he makes

against the Authors words. 1708 H. DODWELL Expl. Dial.

Justin 78 Genius, a Dzmon, ..a Superlunary Being, whom
he supposes to have a Language proper to their own Kind.

1741 YOUNG Nt. Th. vl. 756 Other ambition than of crowns

in air, And superlunary felicities. 1837 CARLVI.E Mite. Ess.,

Diam. NrcMace (iSjv) V. 159 The foolish Cardinal, since no

sublunary means, .will serve, has taken to the superlunary.

1885 MEREDITH Diana xliii, As for her superlunary sphere,
it was in fragments.

fb. sb. A superlunary being. Obs.

1708 H. DODWELL Expl. Dial, jfus'in 80 They were not

Superlunaries (as Mr. Chishull supposes).

Superman (s'K'pajmsen). [f.
SUPER- 6 + MAN

ji.l, transl. G. ubermensch (F. W. Nietzsche, Ger-

man philosopher, 1844-1900). Cf. F. surhommt

( Lichtenberger, 1931), oocas. supcrhommc. Over-

man and (occas. ) beyond-man have been used.]
An ideal superior man conceived by Nietzsche a>

being evolved from the normal human type. Also

trans/, and allusively.

1903 G. B. SHAW Man gf Superman 196 We have been

driven to Proletarian Democracy by the failure of all the

alternative systems ; for these depended on the existence of

Supermen acting as despots or oligarchs J and not only were
these Supermen not always or even often forthcoming at the

riglit moment and in an eligible social position, but when
they were forthcoming they could not.. impose superhu-
manity on those whom they governed. 1903 Speaker 17 Oct.

6 i/i It is possible by breeding, by education, by social re-

construction, that the Superman may be attained. 1904
G. S. HALL Adolescence I. 47 Relatively, .man is now in a
recent epoch, . . in which a new story has been added to his

nature, so that he is now a super.man to his ancient fore-

bears. 1907 Westni. Gaz. 20 Mar. 2/1 Christ is now the

Spiritual super-man, who has anticipated humanity and
reached the goal of its spiritual evolution, tola C. SAI(OLEA

Anglo-German Problem i. 59 Like Nietzsche, tlie modern
German believes that the world must be ruled by a super-
man, and that he is the super-man.
Hence Sn-permanism, the doctrine of the super-

man; Svrpermanly a. [cf. MANLY a. 2], having
the qualities of, or befitting, the or a superman ;

whence Supermanliness.
1905 CHESTERTON Heretics^ If the Superman. .is merely

more supermanly (than other men], they may be quite in-

different to him. 1907 MARETT Threshold Rclig., Is Taboo
a Negative Magic ? (1914) 97 Lest they be blasted by the

superman's Supermanliness. 1916 SIR J. YOXALL in ifjtk

Cent. Sept. 467 Perhaps he \sc. Nietzsche] got some adum-
bration of Supermanism in that way.
t Superrmrndal, a. Obs. rare. Variant of

SOPERMUNDIAL.
1577 Misogonus in. iii, My heade is so full of the super-

munaall science.

Superniu ndane, a. [ad. med.L. supermun-
danus (Thomas Aquinas), f. super- SUPER- 1 +
mundus world : cf. MUNDANE.]
1. Elevated in nature or character above what

pertains to the earth or world
; belonging to a

region above the world.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. IV. 448 The Spirit of God is

called by these Platonistes..the Supermundane soul of the
Universe. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 36. 546 The
Platonists .. had .. several Distinctions amongst them con-

cerning their Gods, as between . . The Supermundane and the
Mundane Gods. 1788 T TAYLOR Proclns \. 159 In a distri.

SUPERNACULUM.
bution of mundane and super-mundane figures, yon will al-

ways find that the circle is of a diviner nature. 1818 JFKFER.
SON Writ. (1830) IV. 309 Perhaps, in that super-mundane
region, we may be amused with seeing the fallacy of our own
guesses. 1855 MII.MAN Lot. Christ, xiv. ii. VI. 405 The
triple and novene division ran throughout, and connected,. .

almost identified the mundane and supermundane Church.

1903 SWETE Stud. Teaching Our Lord v. 144 Life in a
Divine Kingdom must have a supermundane source.

b. Humorously or ironically applied to what is

ideal, fantastic, or chimerical.

1870 H. LONSDALE Life l< . A'ntt.r xiii. 248 He never could

give countenance to the supermundane hypotheses of his

friend Professor W. Macdonald. 1878 N. Amer. Rev.

CXXVI.489 According to this super-mundane argument,
the rule of the Southern States was justly given over to the

armed minority.

2. Situated above the enrth. rare.

188* 3 Sch'tjf's Encycl. Relig. Knoul. II. 950 Heaven is

in this case \Gett. viii. 20] supermundane.. distinct from the

earth.

Hence Strpermunda-nity, something super-
mundane.
1843 J. B. ROBEHTSON tr. Moehler's Symbol. II. 1 89 Earthly

bonds cannot be, without violence,, .at once, replaced by
super-mundanities

t Supermtrndial, a. Obs. rare. [ad. late

1,. supermundialis : cf. prec. and -JAL.]
= SUPER-

MUNDANE i.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 36. 563 Plato conceiv.

eth, that there are certain Substances, Invisible, Incorporeal,

Supermundial, Divine and Eternal ; which he calls Ideas.

t Supe'Hl, a- Obs Forms : 5-6 superne, 8

Eupern. [a. OF. superne ( It.,Sp., Pg. supernti)

rr ad. L. suftrnus, I. super over, above.]
1. = SUPERNAL i.

c 1480 HENRTSOS Prayer for Pest 65 Poems (S.T.S.) III.

167 Superne lucerne, guberne this pestilens. 1500-20 DUN.
BAR Poems Ixxxv. i Haile, Sterne superne ! Haile, in eterne.

1508 FISHER 7 Penit. Ps. cii. Wks. (1876) 177 They semed..

\ery apte . . vnto the superne & celestyall Iherusalem.

a 1568 The Sterne is Rissin 30 in Duubar's Poems (S.T.S.)

II. 329 T'o the superne eternall regioun.

2. = SUPERNAL 3 b. rare.

1703 T. N. City ft C. Purchaser 12 Walking-places, whose

supern part. .is. .supported by Columns.

II Supernaculum (^up3mx-\i\u\in\).adv. and

sb. slang. Also 6 -nagulum, -nejulum, 7

-nagullum, -naculam. [ttiod.L. rendering ofG.

aufden nagel on to the nail, in phr. auf den nagel
trinken to drink off liquor to the last drop.]
A. adv. Used in reference to the practice of

turning up the emptied cup or glass on one's left

thumb-nail, to show that all the liquor has been

tliunk ; hence, to the last drop, to the bottom.

1591 NASHE P. Peniltsse E 4 marg., Drinking super nagu-

lum, a deuise of drinking new come out of Fraunce ; which

is, after a man hath turnd up the bottom of the cup, to drop
it on his naile, & make a pearle with that is left ; which, if

it shed, & he cannot make stand on, by reason ther's too

much, he must drinke a^aine for his pennance. c 1600

Timon H. v. (1842) 38, I drinke this to thee super naculum.

1654 GAVTON Pleas. Notes ill vi. 102 The whole school (I

mean Scholn Bibendi] . . follow that way to a drop, which is

called in the most authentick and empbaticall word they

lave, super naculum. 1678 DKYDEN Limberham I. i, He
drank thy health five times, supernaculum, to my son Brain-

sick. 1718 RAMSAY To his friends In Ireland \ i Drinking

..bumpers fair out, Supernaculum but spilling. 1817 Dis.

RAELI Via. Grey vi. i. As he withdrew the horn from his

mouth, all present . . gave a loud cry of '

Supernaculum 1

'

1835 Kdinb. Rev. Oct. 41 Personages.. drinking supernacu-
lum out of grotesque goblets.

b. ellipt.

1604 COTTON Scarron. i. 108 She set it to her Nose,..Un-
til that she had supt it all in. Then turning'! Topsey on her

Thumb Says look, here's Supcr-nacvlum. 1739
' R. BULL

'

tr. Dedekindtis' GroHnnus 180 Yours first turn topsy-turvy
on your Thumb, And cry, behold ! here's Supernaculum.
[n 1745 MESTON Poems (1767) 194 Sir, pull it off, and on your
thumb Cernatnus supernaculum.,]

Comb. i6aa MASSINCF.R & DEKKER Virg. Mart. 11. i. C iv b,

Bacchus, ..grand Patron of rob-pots, vpsie-freesie-tiplers,

and super-naculam takers.

C. transf. undjig.
1598 B. JONSON Case is A llercdvi. iii. (1609) F 4 b, I confesse

Cupids carouse, he plaies super negulum with my liquor of

life. 1509 NASHE Lenttn Stuffc L i b, Not the lowsie riddle

wherewith fishermen constrayned .. Homer .. to drowne

hymsclfe,. .but should be dressed and set before you super-

nagiilum, with eight score more galliarde crosse-poynts.

B. sb. 1. A liquor to be drunk to the last drop ;

a wine of the highest quality ; hence, anything ex-

cellent of its kind.

1704 W. KING Orpheus * Euridice 353,
1 saw some Sparks

as they were Drinking, With mighty Mirth, and little think-

ing Their Jests were Supernaculum. 1760 FOOTE Minor i.

nail.

od Fl
W. BLAKE Let. to W. Hayley 28 Dec.,

With our good Flaxman's good help, and with your remarks

on it {sc. a portrait] in addition, I hope to make it a super,

naculum '. i8aa BYRON Werner t. i. 376 Tis here ! the super-

naculum ! twenty years Of age, if 'tis a day. 1895 H. WATSON
in Chap-Bk. III. 490, I called for Burgundy some of the

right supernaculum.
2. A draught that empties the cup to the last drop ;

also, a full cup, a bumper.
1817 DISRAELI fn. Grey. vi. i, One pull

a gasp another

desperate draught it was done ! and followed by a super-

na ulum almost superior to the exulting Asmanshausen s.



SUPERNAL.

1845 LOWELL Eurydice 8 And empty to each radiant comer
A supernaculum of summer.

Hence Superna cular a. (of drink), excellent.

1848 THACKERAY Ilk. Snobs xxxi, Some white hermitage
at ihe Haws (by the way, the butler only gave me half a
glass each time) was supernacular.

Supernal (*'wp5Mnal), a.
(sb.) Also 5-7 -all,

6 -ali^l)e. [a. OK. supernal (\ ath c., later supernel)
= It. superuale, Pg. supernal',

or ad. med.L.

*sitperndli$) f. supernus SUPKKN : see -AL.]
A., adj. 1. That is above or on high; existing

or dwelling in the heavens.

(1485 Digby Myst. n. 422 The bye god supernall. 1500-30
DUNBAK Poems Ixx. g O hie supernale Father of sapience.

1566 GASCOIGNE & KINWELMERSHE Jocasta i. i. 38 Desirous
Still to searche The hidden secrets of supernall powers. 1581
STANVHURST ^Eneis n. (Arb.) 48 Thee do I craue, Priamus,
by Gods almightye supernal, c 1591 BRETON C'tess Pem-
broke's 1'assion Ixxxv, He.. sits on the supernall throne.

1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 112 That supernal ludge that stirs

good thoughts. 1634 BP. HALL Cantempl.^ N. T. iv. xxt,

Many degrees there are of celestial happiness. . .Those

supernal mansions are not all of a height. 1649 OGILBV tr.

Vtrg. Georg. iv. (1684) 125 note. To the Infernal Deities they
offer'd black Beasts, to the Celestial, White ; Because (saith

Arnobius. .) to Supernal Gods, . .the more joyful Colour is

acceptable. 184* K. H. DIGBY Mores Catk. x. Epil. (1847)
III. 809/1 May the King of Angels lead us to the society of

the supernal citizens. 1866 NEALE Sequences ,( Hymns 71
Laud to Him, to Whom Supernal Thrones and Virtues bend
the knee. 1869 GLADSTONE Juv. Mundi vu. (1870) 199 Not
even those deities, who are omnipresent upon earth.. are

precisely informed as to what takes place in the supernal
region. 1908 Athenaeum 30 May 662/2 The supernal gods,
representing the growing powers of law and order.

2. Belonging to the realm or state above this

world or this present life ; pertaining to a higher
world or state of existence ; coming from above.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 303/1 He had mekenes in conuer-

sacion, supernal doctryne in predicacion. 1513 BRADSHAW
St. Werburge 1. 1092 Our lorde hath shewed secretes mysty-
call To his electe persones by grace supernall. Ibid. 3215
Thelockesand thebarres.. Fell downe. .by power supernall.

1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 212 The three-fold pleni-
tude of his [sc. the pope's] supernall, terrestrial!, and infernall

power. ci6io Women Saints 70 The supernall pietieof god.
1667 MILTON /*. L,. vn, 573 God.. Thither will send his

winged Messengers On errands of supernal Grace. 1685
EVELYN Mrs. Godolphin (1888) 219 To possess those Divine
and supernall pleasures of doeing good. 1704 COLERIDGE" - --

e Enrc

mcations with a supernal world.

3. a. Situated in, or belonging to, the sky or

upper regions ; celestial, heavenly. Obs. or arch.

1503 HAWES Ejcanip. Virt. \. 6 With Saturne and Mercury
that wer supernall. 1509 Past. Pleas, xxv. title, Of the

hye influences of the supernall bodies. 1603 DANIEL Epistles
Wks. (1717) 360 Like to those Supernal iiodies set Within
their Orbs, a 1797 MASON Dufresnoy^s Art ofPainting 16

High o'er the stars you take your soaring flight, And rove
the regions of supernal light. 1870 LONGF. Dante*s Para-
diso xxin. 30 Above the myriads of lamps, A Sun that one
and all of them enkindled, K 'en as our own doth the supernal
sights.

b. Situated above or at the top, upper ;
above

ground ; high up, lofty in position, rare.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelh&uers Bk. Physicke 132/2 Adde..a
qu. of an ownce of redd Roses, of the supernalle summityes
therof. 1806 T. MAURICE Indian Antiq. I. 106 The great

similarity which prevails in the architecture, supernal and
subterraneous. 1816 T. L. PEACOCK Headlong Hall ii,

Picking ofF the supernal fragments of an eg_g he had just
cracked. 1871 B, TAYLOR Faust (1875) II. i. i. 6 The moun-
tain summits, grand, supernal.
4. High in rank or dignity, elevated, exalted.

1549-62 STERNHOLD & H. Magnificat* He hath put downe
the mightie ones From their supernall seate. 1616 R. C.
Times' Whistle etc. (1871) 125 Then downe she [sc. Fortune]
thrustes from their supernall seat Princes & kings. 1845
CARLYLE Cromwell iv. I. 403 Dread Phantoms, glaring
supernal on you.
5. Supremely great or excellent,

* divine '.

1818 DWIGHT TheoL (1830) I. ix. 188 Leaves and blossoms
of supernal beauty. 1847 LONGF. Ev. \. iii. 5 Glasses. .Sat
astride on his nose, with a look of wisdom supernal. 1899
E. MARKHAM Man with the Hoe^ etc. 123, 1 know, Supernal
Woman, Thou dost seek No song of man. 1907 Westm.
Gaz. 19 July 2/1 A lordly and supernal cake.

B. sb. A supernal l>eing. rare,

1755 AMORY Mem. (1769) I. 230 Every grove had its deity,
or supernal who delighted in it. Ibid. 263 St. Nicholas is

their third grand supernal. 1861 I. TAYLOR Spir. Hebrew
Poetry 340 If among the supernal* [of Milton] the true
sublime is attained, it is in hell, not in heaven.

Hence (tioriie-wJs.} Supe-malist, one who
believes in the existence of supernal beings (in

quot. attrib. or as adj.] ; Superna'lity, the quality
of being supernal ;

in quot. with possessive, as a

humorous title for a celestial being.
189* Athenaeum 25 June 820/2 The conception of nature
_ :" _i -f i_ * _ . f i _ _i- .- v_

rnereoi tneir "supernaiities. .seemed 10 DC somecmng sor

Supe'rnally, adv. rare. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

1. Above
; upwards ; at the top or highest point.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau"$ Fr. Chirurg. 35/2 They thrust

the same alonge the finger supernallye
or vpwardes. 1599

tr. Gabelhouer^s Bk. Physicke 4/2 Tye it supernally on
the crowne of your heade. 1788 T. TAYLOR Proclus \. 159
To survey its whole series, beginning supernally, ending in

inferiors.

187

2. liy supernal or heavenly power ; celestially.
1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Suptrbim l-lagdium Wks. i.

36/1 For it with pride can neuer be infected, But humbly is

supernally protected.
0. In trivial use: Supremely,

*

divinely'.
1895 Wi'stut. Gaz. 5 Feb. 2/1 Supernally floury potatoes.
t Superua-tancy. Obs. rare.

[i.
as next:

see -ANCY.] 'Fhat which floats on the surface, scum.

(Cf. SUPEKFLUITANCK.)
1670 H. STUUBE Plus Ultra 150 As is observed in the

Serum of the blood sometimes, when the supernatancy is

whitish, and not transparent.

Supernatant (s'wpwn^-tant), a. [ad. L.

supernatant-, -ans, pr. pple. of supernatarc : see

SUPER- 2 and NATANT.] Swimming above, floating
on the surface (as a lighter liquid on a heavier).
1661 BOYLE Certain Physiol. Ess. (1669) 244 Whilst the

substance continu'd fluid, I could shake it,, .with the super*
natant Menstruum, without making between them any.,
lasting Union. 1781 WITHERING in Phil. Trans. LXXII.
329 The powdery parts are allowed to subside until the

supernatant liquor becomes clear. 18*6 HENRYS/CM. Cheni.
II. 133 When the silver has entirely precipitated, . .the clear

supernatant liquor is to be poured off. 1839 Penny Cycl.
XV. 217/2 Milk from which the supernatant fluid, or cream,
has been removed is termed skim-milk. 1867 J. HOGG
Microsc. i. iii. 227 After allowing the precipitate to settle
for a day, draw off the clear supernatant fluid with a
syphon. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 424 A grayish-white
deposit of pus with a supernatant cloud of mucus.

b. Said of that part of a floating body that is

above the surface.
a 1687 PETTY Treat. Naval Pkilos, i. i, The supernatant

part of the Ship, c 1850 Rudlm. Nuvig. (Weale) 154. 1867
SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk. t Supernatant fart of a ship...
This was formerly expressed by the name dead-work.

- fifr

1903 F W. H. MYERS Human Pers. L 351 Certain disinte-

grated elements in the primary supernatant consciousness.

Supernatation (s^pam/t^-Jan). Now rare
or Oos* [ad. L. supernatdlio, -onem, n. of action

f. supernatare (see prec.).] The action of floating
on the surface.

i63 Bp. HALL Contempl.^O. T. xix. Elisha raising Iron,
To fetch up the Iron which was heavy, and naturally vn.

capable of Supernatation. 1616 BACON Sylva 790 margin,
Experiment Solitary touching the Super-Natationjof Bodies.
1646 SIR T, BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. i. 52 They are differenced

by Supernatation or
floating upon water, for Chrystall will

sinke in water.. but Ice will swim. 1666 WILKINS Real
Char., Diet. Supernatation, upon-swimming.

t Superna te. v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. superna-
tare-, see SUPERNATANT.] intr. To float on the

surface, b. trans. To float upon or above.

1683 SALMON Doron Med. i. xxv. 291 Upon which affuse
so much, .wine as may supernate them at least four Inches.

1694 Bute's Dispens. (1713) 491/2 Separate the super-
nating Liquor.

Supernatural (s'wpajme -aural, -tfural), a.

(sb.} [ad. tned.L..suflernatura/is (Thomas Aquinas),
f. super- SUPER- 4 a + natura NATUBE : see -AL.

Cf. OF. supcrnaturel (i6th c.
;
mod.F. surnaturel),

It. soprannaturale, Sp., Pg. sobrenatural.] A. adj.
1. That is above nature

; belonging to a higher
realm or system than that of nature ; transcending
the powers or the ordinary course of nature.

15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 190 Fayth is a super-
naturall lyght, & therfore it is indiuysyble, as all graces

supernatural! be. 1555 BRADFORD in Foxe A. ty M. (1570)
III. 1822/1 Ifawomanthat is natural, can not finally forget
the child of her wombe, ..God which is a father super-
naturall, ..wyll not forget you. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's
Inst. n. 73 Of nature is giltinesse, and sanctification is of

supernaturall grace. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pel. i. xi. 3 Those

supernaturall passions of ioy, peace, and delight. 1601

SHAKS. AlCs Well \\. iii. 3 They say miracles are past, and
we haue our Philosophicall persons,

to make moderne and
familiar things supernaturall and causelesse. a 1619 Fo-

THERBY Atheom, n. v. $ 3. (1622) 240 Hee flyeth aboue
those inferior and naturall concauses, vnto the supreme and

supernaturall Cause. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i.

xi. 44 Thus hath he also made the ignorant sort beleeve

that naturall effects, .proceed from supernaturall powers.

1749 HARTLEY Observ. Man \. iii. 7. 412 Inspiration.,
termed supernatural properly, in Contradistinction to all

Knowledge resulting from the common Laws of Nature.

1771 PRIESTLEY Inst. Relit?. (1782) I. 319 Testimony,
.de-

clared in supernatural voices from heaven. 1865 LECKY
/\ ation. I. i. 77 The pestilences which desolated nations

were deemed supernatural. 1866 LIDDON Hampton Lect. vi.

(1875) 296 Christianity is a supernatural religion. 189* J.

TAIT Mind in Matter (ed. 3) 308 The Apostles considered

supernatural power as something resident in Jesus. 1907

J. R. ILLINGWORTH Doctr. Trinity it. 39 When the Word
was made Flesh, a supernatural Being entered what we call

the order of nature.

b. trans/* Relating to, dealing with, or charac-

terized by what is above nature.

1569 SANFORD tr. Agrippa's Vwt. Arts i. 4 b, The Super-
naturall Philosophers vse the Conjectures of Naturall Phi-

losophers. 1616 R. C. Times'1 Whistle etc. (1871) 148 As
well in naturall philosophy As supernaturall theologie. 1831

W. IRVING Alhambra I. xi. 146 The Court of the Lions has

also its_share of supernatural legends. 1834 K.
H^Dici

Lady Hester Stanhope':

2. More than the natural or ordinary ; unnaturally

or extraordinarily great ; abnormal, extraordinary;

( occas. beyond the normal number, supernumerary.
Obs. 01 arch.

SUPERNATURALITY.
1533 EI.YOT Cast, llelthe (1539) .6Unnatuiall or supem*.tural Iwale dbtrayMh appetite. ,594 NAM,, ( ,:/,:,,. Trav.

t r. B, A liiru.iu-, Upnunmll i/aml^i, ID

p.jn.t,
l,ke a futkaan, ,5,7 A. M. , ,,,//,, /.,,

L/liru,g. 17/1 CoOMntingl llic superuatuiall teeth it is
.sometimes d:mnKer,,us tu ,lr.,e them. 1656 I),, hfss at
NEWCASTLE in rirlh I. ify (,886, .,87 Mysis.er. .
loved with a supernatural affectio,,. ,797 MKS. K
Italian xvl, He seemed suddenly :,,,in,..ie,l VMU,
tural Mrcnuth. 1814 MKS. J. W>M AlU,a .it l. a . ,A supernatural share of fortitude appeared commoni. ated
to this long-suffering lady. ,874 H. K. KMNOU.S Jckn
baft. i. 5 i. 5 Ine Sgnn i the heroes of ihe past..do assume supernatural dimensions, or at any rate look
so colossal as to appear super.human.

B. absol. or ib.

1. absol. with Ihe. That which is supernatural.
1830 SCOTT Monast. Introd., The introduction of the Kuper-

natural and marvellous. 1867 II. MACMILLAN ISM, Track.
Pref. (1870) p. vi, The supernatural is not antagonistic to
the constitution of nature, but is the eternal source of it.

1905 CHKSTEBTON Heretics 99 Take auay the supernatural,
and what remains is the unnatural.

2. sb. pi. Supernatural things.
In quot. 1587 applied to Aristotle's Metaphysics (see the

etym. of METAPHYSICS).
1587 GOLUIKG De Mornay xx. (1592) 316 Aristotle in his

Supernaturals rehearseth . . a certeyne aunswere of Simonides
..that it belongelh to none but onely God, to haue skill of
the things that are aboue nature. 1591 SYLYESIER Du
Bartas i. i. 705 If a Wise-man. .By th' onely power of Plants
and Minerals Can woik a thousand super.naturals. a 1696
HALES Cold. Rent. in. (1673) 57 Think we then to dive into

supei naturals, and search out those causes which God hath
locked up in bis secret treasures? 1712 DE FOE Plagnt
(1754) 223 The secret Conveyance of Infection.. U more
than sufficient to execute the Fierceness of divine Ven-
geance, without putting it upon Supernatural and Miracle.

1891 But How ifthe Gospels are Historic ? 10 Neither . . can
it be said that anything in the primary nature of mind ne*

cessarily precludes belief in supernaturals.
3. A supernatural being.
17*9 S. JOHNSON (title) Hurlothrumbo; or, the Super-

Natural. 1801 Sou'iHEVinRobberds Mem. IV. Taylor (184 3)
I. 386 In Milton and in Klopstock. .the supernaturals are
the agents, ihe figures, not the wires. 1836 [MRS. TRAILL]
Backw. Canada x. 153 This is too matter.of.fact country
for such

supernaturals
to visit. 1886 C. ROGERS Sec. Life

.Si c.'. xxi. 111. 338 There was a supernatural which had its

home in hill centres. . . This was the
' Urisk '.

Hence Superna'turaldom (<-'</.), the realm
of supernatural things or beings.
18*7 AUG. J. E. WILSON Vashti vi. The popular nerve,

which
closely

connected the community with supernatural-
dom, thrilled afresh.

Superna tnralism. [f. prec. + -ISM.]
1. Su| einntural character or quality; a system

or collection of supernatural agencies, events, etc.

Karely in pi. supernatural agencies or means.

1799 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. (1843) 1.285 Stripping
the legend of alt its supernaturalism. 1853 E. Mi M.I Bases

Belief \\\. ii. (1861) 107 In the case of Jesus of Nazareth,..
I Supernaturalism was a necessary feature of his work. 1859
[

R. F. BURTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Cefg. Soc. XXIX. 346

|

Charms and spells, exorcisms and talismans.. will be in

demand, and wherever supernaturalisms are in requisition,
men will be found for a consideration to supply them. 1878
GLADSTONE Prim. Homer\\. 87 The really grand figures in

this department of the Homeric supernaturalism are the

Erinues.

2. Belief in the supernatural ;
a theory or doctrine

which admits or asserts the reality of supernatural

beings, powers, events, etc.

1809 W. TAYLOR mCrit. Ken. Ser. m. XVII. 463 He.,

mingles superstition with his supernaturalism. 1836 Patt-

iiigten's Biit. Cycl. Lit. etc. III. 857/1 Supernaluralism
LO'I siders the Christian religion as an extraordinary pheno-

menon, out of the circle of natural events, and as communi-

cating truths above the comprehension of human reason.

1858 J. MARTINEAU Situ/. Cf.rist. 251 The Roman Catholic

system, .itsecstatic phenomena, its physical snpernaturalism,
>S86 Encycl. Biit. XX. 280/1 Rationalism had as its anti-

theses . . supernatui alism, and . . naturalism.

Superna-tnralist, si. (a.) [f.
as prec. + -IST.J

One who believes in thesupeinatural ;
an adherent

of supernaturalism. Also atlrib. or as adj.
= next.

1650 HOUSES De Corp. Pol. 48 The opposition, .of super-

naturalists .. to rational and moral Conversation. 16^9
HooLtCauemiut'yit. WorM(\t>Ti) 207 The Supei naturalist

searcheth out the Causes, & Effects of things. 1684 tr.

Aeiitfn's I'an, Arts i. 8 Supernaturalists use ihe Coniec-

tuies of Naturalists. 1838 Penny Cvcl. XI. 198/2 The

Orthodox or Supernaturafists. 1884 J.
R. SF.ILEY in Con-

ttnip. Rev. Nov. 671 The siipernaturalist theory. 1893 LE-

LANDJ(/. I. 204 Justinus Keiner, the great German super-

n.-ituialist, mystic, and poet.

Supernatural! stic, a. [f. prec.: see -ISTIC.]

Holding the belief of a siipernaturalist; of, belong-

ing to, or characteristic of supeniaturalists ; per-

taining to or involving supernaturalism.
1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 311/2 The so-called Supernatural.

istic Rationalists, admitted.. a supernatural revelation, but

considered reason as the only means of recognising.. It,

1 1881 CHEVNE Isaiah vi. App. P i Compelling us to a super-

|
naturalistic

'

conception of Old Testament prophecy. 1896

A. W. BENN in Academy 18 July 43/ Tne 'rallonalislic

theory according to which the so-called miracles were

natural occurrences interpreted in a supernaturalistic sense.

Su peruatura lity. [f.
SUPKBNATUBAL +

-ITV.J
1. The quality of being supernatural ; super-

naturalness.

1638 CHILLINGW. Relig. Prat. I. vL {74. 381 If these b

certain grounds of supernaturality, our faith may ha



SUPERNATUKALIZE.
well as yours. 1677 GALK Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 75 That

Supernal uralitic is a Mode.. included in al virtuose Habits. .

because human Nature, . . as now corrupted, cannot reach an
end or act supernatural. 1866 Elgin .V Guide to Cath. 28
The element of wonder or supernaturality.
2. Something that is supernatural; a supernatural

object, occurrence, etc.

1665 J. SERGEANT Sure Footing 81, I wonder what else is

Supernaturality but this which he miscalls Nature. 1849
Frascr's Mag. XXXIX. 665 A calasetiim, full of super-

naturalities, startled us. a 1856 H. MILI.KR Rambles Geol.

vi. (1858) 322 A meal-mill, .once known as the scne of one
of those supernaturalities that belong to the times of the
witch and the fairy.

Superna-turalize, v. [(.
as prec. + -IZE.]

trans. To make supernatural ; to impart or attri-

bute a supernatural character to.

a 1643 AUG. BAKEK Sancta Sophia (1857) 27 Without any
prejudice. .to the work, yea, to the great improvement and

super-naturalizing of it. a 1680 CHARNOCK Attrib. God
(1834) II. 76 His humanity is supernaturalized and elevated

by the activity of the Holy Ghost. 1843 Black. Alag.
LI1I.403 No barbarian ever deified, or supernaturalized,

every process around him. 1867 W. G. WARD Ess. Philos.
Theism (1884) II. 193 The office of Grace, in supernatural-
izing the soul and human action.

Supernaturally (s'painae-tiurali, -tjurali),
adv.

[f.
as prec. + -LY 2.] In a supernatural manner.

1. By supernatural agency or means
;

in a manner

transcending the ordinary course of nature.

0450 tr. De Imitatione in. xxiv. 94 All }-nt we haue out-
warde or inwarde, naturely or supernatural}', all are bt

benefetes. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 50 b, The vij

gyftes of the holy goost directeth man Supernaturally.
1577 tr. Bulliiigcr's Decades (1592) 834 John Gerson hath
denned cclesiasticall authoritie to bee a power super-
naturallie and spiritually giuen of the Lord to his Disciples.
1651 HODBES Govt. 9f Soc. xii. f 6. 180 It is a common doc-

trine, That faith and holinesse are not acquired by..naturall
reason, but are.. Supernaturally infused. 1x1768 SECKER
Lect. (1769) I. xv. 235 God.. may.. subject us to any Diffi-

culties that he pleases, provided he bestows on us, whether
naturally or Supernaturally, the Power of going through
them. 1841 MVEKS Cath. Th. m. | 6. 22 In no case have
we any proof. . of Truth having been as Supernaturally con-

veyed by any men to their fellows as it has been conveyed
by the Spirit of God to themselves.

t 2. Abnormally, preternaturally.
1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau't Fr. Chimrg. 28b/i The

blopae which supernaturallye hath issued out of any parte. .

as in those which spitt bloode, or bleede much out of the
nose. 1751 LAW Sfir. Love II. (1816) 106 Nothing, .can be
done to any creature Supernaturally. or in a way that is

without, or contrary to, the powers of nature.

3. More than naturally ; to an abnormal extent ;

extraordinarily. Obs. or arch.

1589 NASHE Pref. Greene's Menaphm (Arb.) ii Sir lohn
Cheeke, a man of men, Supernaturally traded in al tongues.
c 1590 MARLOWE Fausttis ix, Tie gul him Supernaturally.
"599 B.JoNSONC>M/<i'.r/i'/.ii.iv.(Qo. i6pi)Vouneuerskindanew beauty more prosperously in your life, nor more Super-
naturally [erf. 1616 metaphysically]. 1853 G. BBIMLEV a.,
Bleak Ho. (1858) 289 So dreadfully amiable and Superna-
turally benevolent.

Supema'turaliiess. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being supernatural ; supernatural
character.

1730 BAILEY (fol.), Supernaturalness. 1817 COLERIDGE
Biog, Lit. xxiii. (1907) II. 198 Notwithstanding the super-
naturalness of the storm, .the whole of his gang had been
saved. 1873 SCENCKR Stud. Social, vii. (1874) 170 Declining
monarchical power brings with it decreasing belief in the

Supernaturalness of the monarch. 1898 T. ADAMSON Stuu.
Mind in Christ iii. 72 The Supernaturalness of Christ's
knowledge.

Supernature (s'/i-psan^tiui, -t/sj). [f. SUPER-
+ NATURE, after supernatural.'] That which is

above nature
;
a supernatural realm or system of

things ; something supernatural.
1844 THACKERAY May Gambols Wks. 1002 XIII. 436 A

conversation.. which inu-t have been taken from nature, or
Mother Bunch's delightful super-nature. rtcfiChamb. Jrnl.
X. 217 There is a certain mystery and Supernature about
Wilkinson. 1876 J. WEISS Wit, Iluin. f, S/taks. xi. 369 The
eldritch women aie ihe nearest hint of Supernature which
he had. 1898 CI.ODD Tarn Tit 'Jot Introd. 2 When these
[tales] were woven out of old traditions, no sharp lines
severed nature from super-nature.

Super regulum, obs. var. SUPERNACULUM.
t Supe-rnity. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. suptrnitas,

f. supernus SUPEHN.]
1711 BAILEY, Snternity,..* being above or aloft.

t Superno-dioal, a. Obs. humorous nonce-wd.
[f. SUPER- III + NODDY jiM + -ICAL. ] Extremely
silly. So t Supemo'dity, excessive silliness.

BRETON Strange Naues Wks. (Grosart) II. 6/2 One greate
fool*. .willing to shew the greatnesse of his little wit.. to
the subiects of his Supernodftie.

Superno-rmal, a. [SUPER- 4 a.]
1. Exceeding that which is normal
1868 W. R. GREG Lit. I, Soc. Judgm. 356 This vast amount

of super-norrnal celibacy. 1910 G. TYRRELL Autobiog.dw)
I. m. 33 This deafness is covered by the acquired, super,normal acuteness of the other ear.
2. Applied to phenomena of an extraordinary or

exceptional kind, involving a higher law or prin-
ciple than those ordinarily occurring, but not
necessarily supernatural. Also absol.
1885 MVEKS in Proc. Soc. Psych. lies. III. 30 note, I have
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ventured to coin the word '

.stipernorm.il
'
to be applied to

phenomena which are beyond what usually happens., .by a

supernormal phenomenon I mean, ..one which exhibits the

action of laws higher, in a psychical aspect, than are dis-

cerned in action in everyday life. 1886 Times 30 Oct. 9 .''4

The phenomena of mesmerism, of hypnotism, and of other
abnormal or supernormal condition* of the human con-

sciousness. 1898 Month Sept. 228 Alleged instances of the

supernormal.
Hence Superno-rmally adv.

1895 Daily News 22 Nov. 4/7 Knowledge supernormally
acquired. 1899 A. LANG Myth, Kit. <y Relig. xii. II. 23,
Morals divinely and supernormally revealed.

t Supernu'meral, . Obs* rare.
[f.

L. super
numerum: see SUPKU- n and NUMERAL.] Sc-
PEUNUMERAKY a. \.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne in. ix. 577 My booke is alwayes
one: except that.. I give my selfe law to adde thereto.,

some supernumeral [orig. supernume>aire\ embl^me. 1638
FEATLV Strict. Lyndom. \. 57, I answer for the Knight, that

he created no supernumerall cardinal! : for he would not

usurpe upon the Popes priviledge.

Supemu nierariness. rare. [f. next +

-NESS.] The state of being supernumerary; excess

above the regular or required number.
165* H. L'EsTRANGE Attier. no yewes 68 Reasons.. for

Plantation...!. Expulsion. 2. Supernumerarinesse. 1657 J.
SERGEANT Schism Dispack't 649 If there were any error in

the supernumerarines of Bishops out of some one Province.

17*7 in BAILEY vol. II.

Supernumerary (s'ttpMniw'merari^a.and sb.

[ad. late L. supernumcrarius applied to soldiers

added to a legion after it is complete, f. super
numerum : see SUPER- 1 1 and -ARY *. Cf. obs. F.

supernumeraire (mod.F. surnume*raire) t }t. sopran-
nnmerario, Sp., Pg. supernumerarto.'] A. adj.

1. That is beyond or in excess of the usual, proper,
regular, stated, or prescribed number or fquantity ;

additional, extra, left over. Now rare in the

general sense.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, ii. i. i As for that part [of the-

ology], which seemeth supernumerat ie, which is Propheciet

it is but Diuine Historic. 1640 Bi*. HALL Episc. n. tu. 96
St. Paul, the Posthumous, and Supernumerary, but no lesse

gloriotrs Apostle. 1684 FOUNTAINHALL Decis. (1759) 1. 258
Only by one vote supernumerary, they repelled the late

Magistrates defences. 1694 FALLK Jersey ii. 70 To buy up
this Supernumerary Cidar, and distill it into Brandy. 1711
ADOISON Sfect. No. no p 2 When Night heightens the Aw-
fulness of the Place, and pours out her supernumerary
Horrors upon every thing in it. 171* HEARNE Collect.

(O. H. S.) III. 425 Mr. Burghers's Plate is mightily approv'd
of... I have had supernumerary Copies wrought off. 1741
BLAIR Grave 19 The sickly taper. . Lets fall a supernumerary
horror. 1749 (J. MASON] Numbers in /'oet. Cotnf. 61 This
Measure consists of all Trochees, with a supernumerary
long Syllable at the End of the Line. 1758 JOHNSON Idler
No. 29 P 3 The hours which I was obliged to watch . . I con-
sidered as supernumerary. 1831 BREWSTER Oftits xxxii. 265
Within the primary rainbow,, .and without the secondary
one, there have been seen supernumerary bows. 1871 O. W.
HOLMES Poet Breakf.-t, xi.

344^ My supernumerary fellow-

boarder, whom I would have dispensed witli as a cumberer
of the table, has proved a ministering angeL
in post-position or predicatrvely (const. to\ 1646 SIR T.

BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. xii. 219 The intercalation of one day
every fourth yeare,..or6 houres supernumerary. 1667 MIL-
TON /*. L. x. 887 A Rib.. from me drawn, Well if thrown
out, as supernumerarie To my just number found. 1670
WALLIS in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 519, I sent

yesterday..
a cut supernumerary to perfect what I sent you

before.

b. spec. Applied to an official, officer, or em-
ployee not formally belonging to the regular body
or staff, but associated with it to assist in case of
need or emergency. (See U. b, c.)

6a4 Ln. KPR. WILLIAMS in Fortescue Papers (Camden) 203
1 o make him a supernumerarye Judge of the Common
Pleas, without fee or charge. 1683 W. LLOYD in Lett. Lit.
Men (Camden) 188 To be a supernumerary Usher in his
Schoole. 1693 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) III. 67 Edward
Southwell, esq.,..is sworn. .a supernumerary clerk to the
councill. 17*6 AYLIFFE Parergon 139 In some of the said
Churches there are supernumerary Canons (whom we falsely
call Prebendaries). 1802 JAMES Milit. Diet., Supernume-
rary...^ a strict military sense it means the officers and
non-commissioned officers that are attached to a regiment
or battalion for the

purpose
of supplying the places of such

as fall in action, and for the better management of the rear
ranks when the front is advancing or engaged. 1824 in

Spirit Publ. Jmls. (18:15) 39 A youthful supernumerary
compositor, .in a printing establishment.

c. Bot. and Zool. Applied to structures or organs
occurring (either in individuals or in types) in

addition to the normal ones.

1733 ( '- DOUGLAS tr. Winslonfs Anat. i. ii. 19 (1756) 1. 53,
I call by the name of supernumerary Bones, several pieces
found in some Skulls, chiefly between the Parietal and Occi-
pital Bones. t&td. t The supernumerary Teeth placed out
of the Rank of the rest. i8a8 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. I.

469 Dactytflpterus..volitattst .. supernumerary pectoral fins

very large. 1835 LVELL Princ. Geol. m. in. (ed. 4) II. 438
Those races of dogs which have a supernumerary toe on
the hind foot. 1857 A. GRAY First Less. Bot. (1866) 26 Ac-
cessory or Supernumerary Buds. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract.
.\urg. I. 563 Supernumerary teeth are not infrequently
found in the upper incisive region,
2. That is beyond the number needed or desired ;

superfluous, unnecessary. Now rare,
1640 Bp. HALL Ckr. Moder. \. vL 54 The lavish, and super-

numerary carowses of drunkennesse. 1654 H. L'ESTRANGE
Chas. I (1655) 130 That he might therefore take the
better notice of what was supernumerary to his own pre-

SUFERO-.

servation. 1711 AOHISON Sflect. No. 413 p6 Were it not
to add Supernumerary Ornaments to the Universe. 1751
JOHNSON Rambler No. 126 pj Nor should it [sc. fear] be
suffered to.. beset life with supernumerary distresses. 1847
I>K QUINCEV Sp. Mil. Nun i, He had three daughters al-

ready. ..Supernumerary daughters were the very nuisance
of Spain.

tJ. Exceeding O r excessive in number; too or
more numerous. Obs. rare.
i68a Sec. Plea Nonconf. 58 Here's a Religious Exercise

to a supernumerary Company. 1715 tt'odr&w Corr. (1843)
II. 27 We shall have few Tories in. [We] hear,, .the Whigs
in England are vastly supernumerary.

B. sb. A supernumerary person or thing ; one

beyond the regular, usual, or necessary number
;

an additional or extra one associated with the

regular body or set ; esp. a supernumerary official

or employee, a. gen.
1639 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. IV. 206 You may consult

with Vida and Eracastorius ; and if they be not of th same
opinion, Scaliger maybe the supernumerary. 1668 H. MOKE
Div. Dial. i. ii. 1 1. 236 That Divine Providence in the gene-
rations of Fishes, Birds and Beasts, cast up in her account
the Supernumeraries that were to be meat for the rest. 1670
R. COKE Disc. Trade 36 Supernumeraries of Solicitors,
Bankers, Scriveners, and Useiers. 1691 in Cal. Treas.

Papers (1868) I. Pref. 52 Your pet
r collected the duty of

excise, .of Endfield. .and in bringing to London the money
..he and the supervisor & supernumerary were sett upon
neare Edmington. >79 LONDON & WISE (."<////. Card. 225
When I Plant two Roots near each other.. I ..reject both
Branches which shoot from the two opposite Ears, to avoid
that Confusion of those Supernumeraries which injure the

principal Stem. 1737 FIKLDINC Tumble.do-n.-n Dick Ded.,
You are too great.. a Manager, to keep a needless super*
numerary in your house. 1835 W. IRVING Tour Prairies ii,

Such of our horses as had not been tired out. .were taken
with us as pack-horses, or supernumeraries. 1860 EMERSON
Cond. Li/tj U'ealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 358 The eldest son
must inherit the manor ; what to do with this supernu-
merary ?

b. On board ship, a sailor, or one of a body of

sailors, over and above the ship's complement.
1666 PEHYS Diary 23 July, Sixteen ships, .certainly might

have been manned, and they been serviceable in the

fight, and yet the fleete well-manned, according to the
excesse of supernumeraries, which we hear they have. 1758
M. /Vj Let. on Navy 11 The .. Practice of bearing Men
upon the Books of his Majesty's Ships.. as Supernume-
raries; under which Denomination they are intitled to
Victuals only, .and not to Wages. 1833 M. SCOTT Tom
Cringle xv, The whole crew with our black supernumeraries.

O. An additional officer attached to a body of

men in the army or navy for some special purpose.
1796 Instr. ff Rfg. Cavalry (1813) 35 Each rank in single

file (the rear supernumeraries still on the flank). 1811

Rfgul. <y Orders Army 109 For the purpose of Instruction,

young Officers may be put on Duty as Supernumeraries
with senior Officers. 1849 COBDEN Speeches 85 Supernu-
meraries (superintendents from admirals downwards). 1877-
81 VOVLE & STEVENSON Milit. Diet. Suppl. s.v., An officer

shall be retained as a supernumerary on the strength of the
1

regiment or corps :(a) In case of a reduction in the estab-

lishment or corps.. .(b) While waiting ii vacancy after retir-

ing from the Seconded List.

d. A retired Wesleyan minister.

[01791 WESLHY Minutes Sev. Conrers. Wks. 1830 VIII.

326 How can we provide for superannuated and .supernu-

merary Preachers?] a 1791 in Southey Contm.-pl. Bk.
Ser, 11. (1849) 35 When his strength for labour fails him, he
..is made a supernumerary, and derives a small assistance

..from a fund to which he paid, during his health, one

guinea per annum. i8aa J. MAcDoNALD Mem. J. Benson

437 Mr. Rankin, an old Preacher, .who resided in London
as a Supernumerary. 1885 Minutes Wesleyan Con/. 11

What Supernumeraries now return to the full work?

e. Theatr. A person employed in 'addition lo

the regular company, who appears on the stage
but does not speak. Colloq. abbreviated super

(see SUPER sb. 3).

1836 DICKENS Sk. Boz
t
Brokers' Shops, Purchased of

some wretched supernumeraries or sixth-rate actors. 1851
MAYHEW Land. Labour \. 383/1, I . .sunk to be a supernu-
merary for \s. a night at one of the theatres. 1886 Academy
30 Jan. 83/2 A stage crowded with supernumeraries, flooded
with strange tights.

Hence Supernumeraryship, the position of a

supernumerary.
1898 B. GREGORY Side Lights 548 The second supernu-

meraryship of Mr. Everett,

t Supernu merate, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L.

super numerum beyond the number + -ATE 3; cf.

SUPER- ii. (Late L. supernumerdre = to count in

over and above.)] trans. To outnumber.

1689 G. HARVEY Curing Dis. by Expect, ix. 65 The In-

juries of bleeding.. do by far supernumerate the benefits

received by it.

t Supernu merous, a. Obs. rare. [SUPER-

9 a.] Excessive in number ;
too numerous.

a iMi FULLER Worthies, Northampt. (1662) If. 298 The
Earl of Oxford was heavily fined for supernumcrous atten-

dance. 1756 Monitor No. 26. I. 233 To save the expence of

keeping up a supernumerous army.

Supero- (si pero), modern combining form of

L. superus that is above, upper (see SUPERIOR), in

terms of anatomy and zoology, designating parts

situated above or on the upper side. a. in adjs ,

as Supero-ante-rior a., situated above and in

front ; Snperodo'rsal a., situated above and

towards the back ; Supero-exte rnal a., situated

above and on the outside
; Superofro'ntal a.,



SITPEROCCIPITAL.

situated in the upper part of the forehead, or of the
frontal lobe of the brain; Supero-iute rnal a.,
situated above and on the inside

; Superola'teral
a., situated above and on one side; Snpero-
occi pital a. = SUPKUOCCIPITAL

; Superopos-
te'rior a., situated above and behind. b. in

derived advs., as superodorsally, -externally, -in-

ternally, -posteriorly.

1849 DANA Gcol. App. i. (1850) 686 *Supero anterior margin
slightly depressed. 1899 Proc. Zt>ol. Soc. London 19 Dec.

1029 *Supero-dorsally it [the proiitic] is notched to form the

inferior border of the floccular fossa. 1903 Ibid. 17 Mar.
269 The alisphenoid..is not yet completely ossified.. .Its

*supero-external angle is produced outwards to form the

postorbital process. 1899 ibid. 19 Dec. 1029 The exoccipital
..is bounded *supero-internally by the supraoccipitai, and
*supero-externally by that portion of the prootic cartilage
which lodges the floccular fossa. 1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 874/1
nt'te, The *supero-, mid-, and infero-frontal subdivisions of
the frontal area of the skull. 1890 HILLINGS Med. Diet. s.v.

Frontal, The superior frontal or supero-frontal [sulcus].

1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 103 Common Crayfish. . .The
*supero-lateral ossicles. 1866 J. A. MEIGS Cranial Forms

(1850) 699 *Supero-posteriorly there are four smaller. .de-

pressions.

Sn perocci'pital, a. and sb. Anal, and Zool.

[SUPER- i b.] a. adj. Situated at the upper part
of the occiput or back of the head. b. sb. The

stiperoccipital bone, an element of the skull

usually forming part of the occipital bone, bat in

some lower vertebrates constituting a distinct bone.

1854 OWEN in Orr's Circ. Sci., Org. Nat. I. 205 The neural

spine.. is the
'

superoccipital '. 1858 HOBLYN Diet. Terms
Med. (ed. 8), Super-occipital Bone. 1875 Encycl. Brit. III.

705/2 (Birds), The perfected occipital arch has a pair of

super-occipitals. .as m man.

Strperoctave. Mus. [SUPER- 6 d.] a. An
organ-stop sounding two octaves higher than the

ordinary pitch, i.e. a:i octave above that called
' octave '(OCTAVE 3 e);

= FIFTEENTH B. 2 b. b.'A
coupler pulling down keys one octave above those

struck
1

(Stainer and Barrett Diet. Mus. T. 1876).
[1688 in Hopkins Organ (1870) 453 [The fine organ in the

Temple Church was built by Father Smith, in 1688. ..The
following is a copy of Father Smith's original disposition of
the Stops]. .Great Organ.. .4. Quinta, of mettle.. .5. Super
Octavo.] 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 831/2 The a [

= z-foot]

fifteenth, or superoctave, of the great organ.
t Supero-nerate, v. 06s. rare. [f. legal L.

superonerdt-, pa. ppl. stem of superonerare
(Bracton), f. super- SUPER- 9 b + onerare to

ONERATE.] trans. To overload ; to burden exces-

sively. So t Su^peronera'tlon [ad. legal L. super-

ongrafio], overloading.
1607 COWELL Interfrr. s.v. Commissarie, The Bishop.,

doeth by superonerating their circuit with a commissarie

..wrong.. the poorer sort of subjects. 1638 RAWLEY tr.

Bacon's Life <$ Death (1650) 64 Aire begets new Aire put of

watry moisture, yet notwithstanding the old Aire stilt re-

mains ; whence commeth that Super-Oneration of the Aire.

1671 R. BOHUN Wind 14 It must needs, .crowed and super-
onerate the former Spaces. Ibid. 16 By the Repletion, or

Superoneration of the Atmosphere.

fSupercvrdinanced, a. Obs. nonce-wd.
[f.

SUPER- II -i- ORDINANCE + -ED 2
(the suffix being

irregularly used).] That is or professes to be above,
i.e. not subject to, ordinances (see ORDINANCE 8).

So t Supero'rdinancer, t Supero'rdinartcing
ppl. a.

1656 S. WINTER Serin. 171 Our superordinanc'd men that
are above ordinances but below pietie. a 1665 J. GOODWIN
ISeing filled with tlte Spirit (1867) 348 Men who suffer

themselves to be led by this superordinancins spirit. Ibid.

359 The reason..by which the seekers or super-ordinancers
do make attempt to justify their . .giving over the ministry
of the gospel.

Supero'rdinary, a. [SUPER- 4 a.] That is

above, beyond, or superior to the ordinary.
1630 R, Johnson's Kingd. ty Commw. 388 Recommended

to that honour, for some superordinary skill at their weapon.
1706 E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 43 When he gets
a superordinary Dinner. 1802-12 BKNTHAM Ration. Judic.
Evid. (1827) V. 57 A man of super-ordinary probity. 1903
Edin. Rev. Jan. 77 Influences that should rather be defined
as superordinary than supernatural.

Supercvrdinate, a. (sb.} [f.
SUPER- II, after

subordinate^ Superior in rank : the opposite of

SUBORDINATE. Now only in Logic. Const, to.

1620 T. SCOTT God fy Kin? (1623) 84 You that are next the

lowest, consider the like, and so successiuely as you are

superordinate. 1802-12 BENTHAM Ration, Judic. Evil.
(1827) I. 59 The judge of appeal, superordinate to the judge
first spoken of. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India v. ix. II. 719
Whatsoever patronage is in the hands of the subordinate and
obeying body, in reality belongs to the superordinate and

commanding. 1864 BOWKN Logic iv. 87 Animal is Superior
or Superordinate to mammal.

b. sb. One who is superior in rank
;
a superior.

1801-11 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V. 556 Hate,
This unlearned judge copying the pattern set him by his

learned superordinates. 1816-30 Offic. Aft. Maximized,
Extract Const. Code (1830) 14 Service rendered by a sub-

ordinate, the superordinate not having contributed any thing
to the performance of it.

Supero rdinate, v. rare.
[f.

as prec.] trans.

To place in a superior order or rank. Const, to.
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1853 SIR W. HAMILTON f.egk App. ii. 443 Two notions are
uperordmated to a third.

Sirperordina-tion. [ad. eccl. I., super-
onliiiatio, -onem choice of a bishop's successor, f.

supcroriiinare : see SUPER- 13 and ORDINATION.]
1. Ordination of a person, while another slill

holds an office, to succeed him in that office when
|

it shall become vacant, rare.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. n. ii. 5 27 After the death of Augus.

tine, Laurentius. .succeeded him, whom Augustine, in his
Life-time, .ordained in that Place. .. Such a super-Ordina-
tion in such cases was Canonical!.

2. Logic. The action of superordinating or con-
dition of being superordinated ; superordinate
position or relation.

1864 UIAVKN Lofic viii. 244 The relations of inclusion and
exclusion, of subordination and superordination, of Inten-
sion and Extension, existing between two Concepts and a
Third. 1887 W. L. DAVIDSON in Mind Apr. 234 The rela-
tions that obtain between groups are those of subordination,
superordination and co-ordination.

t Su :perparti'cular, a. (sb.) Arilh. Obs. [ad.
late L. superparticularis : see SUPER- 14 and PAR-

TICULAR.] Applied to a ratio in which the ante-
cedent contains the consequent once with one

aliquot part over (e.g. ij, 1^,1} times), i. e. the
ratio of any number to the next below it (-J. J, {) ;

also (multiple superparticular) to one in which the
antecedent contains the consequent any number of
times with one aliquot part over

(e. g. 2j, 2\, 3^,

3j.). Also sb., a superparticular ratio.

1557 RECORDE Whetst. B ij, If the greater (number] con-
taine the lesser, and any one parte of hym, that proper,
tion is called Superparliculare. 1570 BILLINGSLEY Eucli.l
v. 127 b, Multiplex Superperticular is when the antecedent
containeth the consequent more then once, and moreouer
onely one parte of the same. 1597 \IORLEY Introd. Mus.
Annot., Proportions of multiplicity might be. .vsed.. with-
out great .. offence : but those superparticulars and super-
partients carry great difncultie. 1621 BURTON Anal. Mel.
I. iii. i. iv, "Tis superparticular, sesquialtera, sesquiterlin
..all those geometrical proportions are too little to express
it. 01696 SCARBURGH Euclid (1705) 1 80 In all Superpar-
ticulars the Numerator is, or may ever be reduced to an
Unite. Ibid., If. .there remains, .any Quotal part of the

Consequent.. then the proportion is called Multiple Super-

particular. 1776 SIR J. HAWKINS Gen. Hist. Mus. I. vi. 83
The sesquioctave tone, as being in a superparticular ratio,
is incapable of an equal division. 1842 Smith's Diet. Gr. \
Rom. Antig. 624/2 ach of the four ratios. .is superparti.
cular ; L e., the two terms of each differ from one another

by unity.

Hence t Su:perparticula'rity.
1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. Annot., Al soundes contained

in habitude of multiplicitie, or superparticularity, were of
the olde musicians esteemed consonantes.

t Superpa'rtient, a. (sA.) Arith. Obs. [ad.
late L. superpartientem, -ens, f. super- SUPER- 14

+parliens, pr. pple. of partiri to divide.] Applied
to a ratio in which the antecedent contains the

consequent once (or, multiple superfarlient, any j

number of times) with any number (^greater than

one) of aliquot parts over. Also s6., a super-

partient ratio.

1557 RECORDE Whetst. B ij b, If the difference be .2. partes
.3. partes, or more partes : the proportion is named super-
partiente. As 5 to 3. 1570 BILLINGSLEY Eitclid v. 127 b,

Multiplex Superpartient, is when the antecedent contayneth
the consequent more then once, and also more partes then
one of the consequent. 1597 [see SUPKRPARTICULAR]. 1694
Phil. Trans. XVIII. 69 The several Denominations of

Geometrical Rations, as Multiplex, Superparticular, Super-
partient. a 1696 SCARBURGH Euclid (1705) 180, 8 to 3 is in

proportion Multiple Superpartient. 1709-29 [see SUPEU-

14]. 1788 T. TAYLOR f'roclns 1. 50 Every kind of reasons

[= ratios], multiplex, super-particular, super-partient, and
the opposite to these.

Superph.o-sph.ate. [SUPER- 12 b.]

1. Chem. A phosphate containing an excess of

phosphoric acid
;
an acid phosphate.

1797 PEARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 17 It was..
Scheele who discovered, that the urine of healthy persons
contains superphosphate, or acidulous phosphate, of lime.

1811 A. T. THOMSON Land. Disp. (1818) 479 By the strong
acids it (phosphate of soda] is converted into superphosphate
of soda. 1876 HAKLEY Koyle's Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 62 When
the superphosphate is heated with charcoal, tribasic phos-

phate is re-formed, and phosphoric acid set free.

2. In full superphosphate of lime : an impure

superphosphate of lime prepared by treating bones,

coprolites, etc. with sulphuric acid, and used as a

manure.
1843 W. HAY in Farmer's Mag. Jan. 42/2 By the action

of sulphuric acid on bones a superphosphate of lime is pro.

duced. 1861 Times 10 Oct., Swedes, manured and sown
with guano and superphosphate. 1868 Re/'. U.S. Commis-
sioner Agric. (1869) 221 A hundred and fifty to a hundred

and seventy-five pounds of superphosphate strewn in the

furrows to be ridged over. 1879 Cassell's Techit. Ediic. II.

108/2 Mineral superphosphate is prepared by pouring sul-

phuric acid . . on phosphorite or coprolit.es.

Superpliy sical, a. [SUPER- 4.] That is

above, or of a higher order than, the physical ;
=

HYPKRPHYSICAL.
a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Confnt. Rheui. N. T. (1618) 228

Supernatural! and Superphisicall Theology. 1865 PallMall
Gaz. 19 Oct. 3

' What causes the motor nerves to pull the

trigger?' Is the cause physical or super-physical ? 1880

N. SMYTH Old Faiths in Keiu Light vii. (1882) 281 Any
suggestions, or intimations, which may come to us .. of super- I

SUPERPOSE.
modes or ,,,;. ,.,.. ,,. n. A AKsNmiw SI. Pml, <,,/,<. /.,, m^T\. -, ;) lh

exalted Cl.ris'l

1'"''''1 ^'''' 1 i";''vil >' '" ""= "Utence of the

t Stt perplus. Chiefly .SV. Oh. [a. mcd.I.
'Hptrp&i sic SI:I>EU- 1.1 and

1'i.r.s.] Snin i s

1561 KIT. I'r.vy <,,7 .V,,,/.i,:-, ;7 | I. ,,,
;
S.,,,,,-k!e 1 1

to be employ,, ,., the guer.is Maj, s.ic . .

,
ami -,.m,kle ,ha,r.

of to the mims.ens..; and the excrescence and superplus to
I.' ..."'snit to the auld posses,,,,,,;,. ,584 \;. K.Yr. //.Mm i. 14 \V a Mipei plus St additk n of 24 powncles i cm
K. BXUCI \errn. v. L iij, And when, , It, , tlu ,.,!,, ,

; ,"v
haue satisfied him, they make a S,IU.-,,,]MS, ,,uhilk they call
workes of supercrogalioun. 1641 in fasti Atinl. (185,) 157
Iney prdene the superplus of the rentsof the said bischoprik
to be nnployed upone the reparatione of the edifices of the
said colledges. 1687 [SHIELDS] Hind let loose 105 A super,
plus of Camion. 1760 C JOHNSTON Chrjsal (1822) I. 24 To
employ the super-plus in acts of private benevolence. 1762GOLUSM. Ess., female Warriors, There must be a super,
plus of the other sex. 1796 ANNA SMVARU Lett. (1811) IV.
224 A superplus of lime from that which is employed in

providing for his natural wants. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Ofer.
Mech. 172 The cold-water pump K keeps up an abundant
supply in the cistern EE, and the superplus is discharged

t Superpi-usage. Obs. [tA.we.superplusagc
or med.L. superplusagium : see prtc. and -AGE.]= SURPLUSAGE.
1450 Rolfs o/Parlt. V. 194/1 Aunsweryng to oure saide

Progenitours of the superplusage. 1509-10 Chr. Coll. Ace.
in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 196 The superplus.
age of the last accompt xl //. 1543 Rithnwtid Wills iSur-
lees) 48 The superplusage and overplus of my goods, above
not bewhethed. 1583 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Elit. (1908)
Table iii. 360-1 The Superplusage of his laste Declaratione
ended vltimo Octobris. 1621 DONNE Sena. Christmas Day
(1640) II. 333 Their Doctrine of Supererogation, that a man
might do so much moie then he uas bound to do for God,
as that that superplusage might save whom he would. 1661

J. .FELL Hammond 14 A stock was rais'd. .for the appien-
tising of young Children. . . And after this there yet remain'd
a Superplusage for the assistance of the neighbour Parishes.

t Superpo litic, a. Obs. [SUPER- II, III.] a.
In early use, with reference to the Jesuits : That
is above or overrules oidinary politics or policy.
b. Later, taken in the sense : Over-politic, t\-

ceedingly crafty.
1599 SANDYS Exro#a> Sfec. (1632) 46 That super politite

and irrefragable order as they compt it, of the Jesuites, who
couple in their persuasions, as one God and one Fakh, so
one Pope and one King. [1640 HOWELL Dodona's Gr. 79
That super-politique and irrefragable Societie of the Loyol-
ists.] 1641 MILTON Reform, n. 53 [quoting Sandys). 1647
JF.R. TAYLOR Lib. Proph. viii. 152 At the Florentine Council
the Latins acted their masterpiece of wit and stratagem, the

greatest that hath been till the famous and superpolitick de-

sign of Trent. 1659 GAUDF.N Slight Healtrs U66o) &o By a

super-politick policy.

So Strperpoli'tical a., that is above or indepen-
dent of politics.
1667 LOCKE Ess. cone. Toleration in Fox Bourne Life

(1876) I. 182 The private and super-political concernment
between God and a man's soul, wherein the magistrate's
authority is not to interpose.

Superposable (s'pa.ir<7ii-zab'l), a.
[f. next +

-ABLE.] Capable of being superposed.
1870 CHAUVENET F.lem. Gecm. viii. 265 The triangles ..

are mutually equilateral, and also isosceles ; therefore they
lire superposable and are equal in atea.' 1882 MINCHIN
Unipl. Kinemat. 68 Any two possible acceleration systems
in uniplanar motion are superLOsable in a single acceleration

system.

Superpose (s'ap3jpu-z), v. [ad. F. super-

poser, f. super- SUPER- 2 + poser to POSE, after L.

siiperponfre (see SUPERPOSITION).]
1. Irons. To place above or upon something else.

Usually in pa. pple. ;
often loosely of two or more

things in a vertical series (
= placed one above or

upon another).
1823 tr. Humboldt's Geagnost. F.SS. Sufeifos. Rocks 90 A

whitestone, which is superposed on the formation of granite
and gneiss. 1843 Civil Eng. H Arch. Jtnl. VI. 98/2 The
column and trabeation in relief, and superposed upon the

frieze and arch. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. \. \. 12 The object-

glass was composed of three lenses superposed. 1904 Brit.

Med. Jrnl. 17 Sept. 656 A few parasites could be seen super-

posed or underlying a red blood corpuscle.

b. fig. (Also absol.)

1848 M. ARNOLD Sonn. to Kefiibl, Fr. contin. 10 Bursting

through the network supei pos'd By selfish cct.upati.on. 1855
LEWES Goethe (i 864) 52 They supe, po>e

ab extra, instead of

trying to develope ab intra. Ihd. 53 His portraitures carry
their moral with them, in them, but have no moral superf psed.

1906 PETRIE Relig. Anc. Eg\pt xii. 78 Amid all ihe varieties

of idea and bad readings supeiposed, the task of critical

understanding is almost hopeless.

2. Physics, etc. To bring into the same position

so as to coincide ; to cause to occupy or co-exist in

the same space without destroying one another, as

two or more sets of physical conditions (e. g. undu-

lations, light-rays, etc.), or one such in relation to

another.

1831 BREWSTER Optics xii. 103 The rings seen . will consist

of all the seven differently coloured systems of rings super,

posed as it were. 1854 Pereira's Polarized Light (ed. a)

262 The two circularly polarized rays. .will emerge super-

posed, and will compound a single ray polarized in a single

plane. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I. xiv. 95 Upon the large and

general motion of the glacier, smaller motions are su perposed.
1881 BKOADHOUSE Mus. Acoustics 178 One simple lone is

thus superposed upon another.



SUPERPOSED.

b. Geom. To transfer (one magnitude) ideally

to the space occupied by another, esp. so as to

show that they coincide.

1870 [implied in SUPERPOSABLE). 1885 [implied in SUPER-

POSED 3).

Superpo sed, ppl. a. [f. prec. + -EDM
1. Placed above or upon something else, or

(loosely, of two or more things) one above or upon
another.

1813 tr. Humboldt's Gtognost. Kss. Sufcrfos. Rocks 17 A
table in which the superposed rocks succeed each other from

below upwards. 1861 BERESF. HOPE Eng. Cathetir.iyt/i C.

ii. 40 Chartres Cathedral, .with the broad triplet and super-

posed rose of the west end. 1875 tr. Witkowski (title} A
Movable Atlas showing the positions of the various Organs
of Voice, Speech, and Taste, by means of superposed
coloured plates. 1896 Daily News 2 Mar. 8/3 Roofing the

covered drain with three superposed layers of iron girders.

2. Bot. Situated directly above another part of

the same kind (or one directly above another) as

leaves on a stem, etc. : opposed to alternate.

1861 BENTLEY Man. Bat. 330 Two ovules.. may be placed

at different heights, and then.. follow the same direction,

when they are superposed.
3. Physics, Geom., etc. Brought into the same

position so as to coincide ; occupying, wholly or

partly, the same space or place (actually, appa-

rently, or ideally).
i8M LOCKYER GnilUmMs Heavens (ed. 3) 167 To an ob-

server placed on the Sun, the Moon seems projected on ihe

Earth, hiding a portion of the surface, although it is true

that the two superposed disks, as they are both luminous,

would not permit the darkened part of the surface of the

terrestrial globe to be seen from the Sun. 1885 LEUDESDORF
Cremona's Proj. Geom. 169 To construct the self-correspond-

ing elements of two superposed projective forms.

4. Phys. Geog.
= SUPERIMPOSED i b.

1895 W. M. DAVIS in Giogr. Jrul. (R. G. S.) V. 139 Their

drainage is accomplished in great part by subsequent streams

..and not by superposed streams imperfectly adjusted to

the structures. Ibiti. 143 Superposed drainage, settling

down into unknown structures through an unconformable

cover.

I Superpo-sit, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

L. super-

posit-, pa. ppl. stem of superponlre: see SUPEU-

III and POSIT v.] trans. To place above others;

to exalt.

1661 FELTHAM Resolves n. xiv. (ed. 8) 207 Without it [sc.

power], he were not God : 'tis that which distinguishethand

super-posits him above alt.

Su.perposition(si:p3jp<fei-Jm). [ad. F. super-

position, ad. late L. superpositio, -onem, n. of

action f. superpMre, i. super- SuPEK- 2, 13 +

ponHre to place (see POSITION).] The action of

superposing or condition of being superposed.
1. gen. The placing of one thing above or upon

another.

1830 \\ERSCHt.l*Stttfty Nat. Phil. 261 Uergmann. .showed
how at least one species of crystal might be built up of thin

laminse ranged in a certain order, and following certain rules

of superposition. 1853 KANE Grinnell Ext. xlii. (1856) 394
The mfraposition and superposition of two fluids of differing
densities. 1861 BERESF. HOPE Eng. Cathtdr. loth C. ii. 43
The massiveness and squareness of its forms, the frequent
use of superposition [in Norman architecture]. 1879 RUTLEY
Study Rocks x. 153 The superposition of one crystal on
another sometimes gives rise to cruciform figures.

b. An instance of this
; also, a series of things

placed one above another.

18*8-32 WEBSTER, Superposition 2, that which is situated

above or upon something else. 1836 MRS. SOMERVILLE
Connex. Phys. Sci. xvii. (ed. 3) 161 The resulting figure

varying with the number of the superpositions, 'and the

angles at which they are superposed. 1894 M. O'REi.L John
Bull <$ Co. 295 The land is a succession, a superposition, of

plateaus, hills, and mountains.

C- fig-
1871 SMILES Charac. ii. (1876) 33 The child's character is

the nucleus of the man's; all after-education is but super*
position. 1871 BAGEHOT Physics <y Pol. (1876) 49 The super-
position of the more military races over the less military.

1904 Brit. Med, jfrnl. 10 Sept. 582 The superposition of
doses.

d. Eccl. Antiq. Of fasts (see quot.).
After eccl. L. superpositio (_/*///// 1, eccl. Gr. virc'pdcirtc TI/$

pqard'at. Cf. F. jc&nes de snperpvsition.
1710 22 BINGHAM Antiq. xxi. i. 25 Victorinus Petavio-

nensis. .speaks of several Sorts of Fasts observed among
Christians, some of which were only till the Ninth Hour,
some till Evening, and some with a Superposition or Addi-
tion of one Fasting-Day to another. Though we must note,
That the Superposition of a Fast, .sometimes denotes a new
appointed Fast of any Kind.

2. Geom. The action of ideally transferring one

figure into the position occupied by another, esp.
so as to show that they coincide.

1636 HOBBES Six Lessons Wks. 1845 VII. 197 The super,
position of quantities, by which they render the word
c^apMovij, cannot be understood of bodies, but only of lines
and superficies. 1793 BF.DDOES Math. Evid. 36 This measure
of the eye would not be sufficiently exact to satisfy us that
the angles are equal ; we must obtain a measure by real or

imagined super-position. 1837 HALLAM Lit. Enr. HI. iii.

77 note, Most of plane geometry may be resolved into the
super-position of equal triangles. 1882 PROCTOR Fam. Sci.
Studies 16 The perfect equality of the triangles might be
tested by superposition.

b. Physics, etc. The action of causing two or
more sets of physical conditions or phenomena
(e. g. undulations or other motions) to coincide, or

190

co-exist in the same place; the fact of such coin-

cidence or co-existence.

1830 HFBSCIIFL Sound in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) IV. 790

The principle of the superposition of vibrating motions. .

must be admitted in Acoustics. 1831 BREWSTEH Oftics

xxii 195 The superposition of these two systems ol rings

would reproduce white light. 1879 G. PKESCOTT A/. Felt-

phone 248 A composite curve which represents the ettei

duced by the superposition of one set of waves upon another.

Jig 1858 I. MARTIXEAU Stud. Christ. 143 We accept them

both (penal redemption and moral redemption), putting them,

however, not in succession, but in super-position so that they

coalesce.

3. Geol. The deposition of one stratum upon

another, or the condition of being so deposited.

1799 Monthly Rev. XXX. 15 The many turnings and super-

position of strata. 1813 tr. Huniboldfs Geogn. Ess. Superf.

Rocks Pref p. v, The most remarkable superpositions of rocks

in both hemispheres. 1831 DE LA BECHE Geol. Man. 202

This superposition of gravel, in which the rolled fragments

are sometimes by no means small. 1870 YEATS Nat. Hist.

Cotnm. 27 A correct knowledge of the law of superposition

of rocks. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 295/1 The underlying beds

must be older than those which cover them. This simple

and obvious truth is termed the law of superposition.

4. Bot. The relative position of leaves or other

members on an axis, when situated directly above

one another, not alternating.
1880 A. GRAY Struct. Bot. vi. 3. (ed. 6) 1 79 Npn-alternation

of the members of contiguous circles : Anteposilion or Super-

position.

Superpository (s'apajpjrztton), a. heel.

Aiittq. rare. [ad. L. 'superpositorius (rendering

eccl. Gr. inrfpSiatiios), f. snperposit-, pa. ppl. stem

of superponlre (see prec.) ] Applied to additional

fasts : see SUPERPOSITION i d.

1710-11 BINGHAM Antif. xxi. i. I 25 Superpository or

Additional Fasts.

t Superpri-ncipal, a. (Olis. rare-1
), intended

io\*superprincipial(*fx SUPER- 1 1 and PRINCIPIAL),

a rendering of eccl. Gr. vntpdpx' * before all

beginning.
1677 GALE Crl. Gtntiles iv. li. iii. 5 2. 246 Eulogus, in

Photms [says] Essence it self is one thing in thesuperprinci-

pal Trinitie, and another thing in us.

t Superrant. Obs. rare 1
. (Derivation and

meaning unknown; perh. an error.)

-597 l^ee Subtercubant under SUBTER.].

Superra tional, a. [SUPEU- 4.] That is above,

or beyond the scope of, reason ; higher than what

is rational. So Superra tionally adv.

1683 E. HOOKKR Pref. Pordnge's Mystic Div. 66 The veri

Spirit of the Mind is elevated, supersensualy and super-

rationaly sublimed. 175* LAW SJir. Lave II. (1816)^111
A

religion not grounded in the power and nature of things, is

unnatural,supernatural,orsuperrational. 1816 COLERIDGE in

Lit. Kern. (1838) III. 38, I should think it more correct lo

describe the mysteries of faithUjtfwjtftfUM rationalia thnn

superrational. 1890 J. MAUTINKAU Seat Author, in Relig.
IV. L 316 This communicated idea, being super-rational,

plants the Supreme Good beyond the range of all philosophy.

1891 MEREDITH One ofour Cong. 111. x. 192 Reason took a

superrational leap.

Su-per-roy :al, a. [SUPER- 4.]

1. That is above royal or kingly rank; higher
than royal, rare.

1611 T. JAMES Corrupt. Script. II. 93 Books, that do either

impugne, or question the Popes superroiall power, c 1661

F. KERBY in O. Heywooifs Diaries (1883) III. 31 The brats

of prelacy presume a super-royal vertue to assume.

2. Designating a size of paper next above that

called royal (RovALa. Ii), measuring about 19-21

by 27-28 inches.

1681 T. FLATMAN Heracli/us KMens No. 36 (1713) I. 238
He is going to bind up all hU Sheets in Super-Royal Paper.
1755 Flyleaf in Whole DutyofMan, A large Bible, .printed
on Super Royal Paper. 1831-3 BARLOW Alanuf. in Encycl.

Metrop. (1845) VIII. 768/2 Drawing paper. .Super royal..
2 ft. 3 in. by i ft. 7 in. 1870 J. POWER tlandy-bk. Bks. 113

Super-royal.. Name given to a size of paper measuring 27$
in. by 19! in. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XV1I1. 226/2 Book and
Drawing Papers.. . Super royal, 191x27. .. Printing Papers...

Super royal, 21X27... Cartridge Papers. . . Super royal, 19! X
27$, 1888 Ibiti. XX 11 1. 700/2 The dimensions of the papers
commonly used in book-printing are: imperial, 22X30
inches; super royal, 20^X274 ; royal, 20X25.

Supersalt (s'-p3JSf>lt). Chem. [l. SUFEK- 12 b
+ SALT so. 6.] A salt containing an excess of the

acid over the base ; an acid salt.

1806 G. Adams' Nat. t, Exf. Philos. (Philad.) I. App. 547
Some salts are formed by an additional dose of their acids,
and hence termed super-salts. 1807 T. THOMSON Client.

(ed. 3) II. 575 Phosphate of Lime. Of this salt there are two
varieties ; the first neutral, the other a supersalt. 1844
FOWNES Man. Elem. Chein. 207 Many of the compounds
called super, or acid salts, .ought strictly to be considered
in the light of double salts.

Superualt, variant of SUPERSAULT Obs.

Supersa -titrate, so. rare-1
, [f. next.] A

supersaturated state (in quot.yf^.).
1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Power Wks. (Bohn) II. 338

Success.. rarely found in the right state for an article of

commerce, but oftener in the supersaturate or excess which
makes it dangerous.

Supersa turate, v. [SUPER- 9 b ;
after F. sur-

saturer.] trans. To saturate to excess ; to add more
of some other substance to (a given substance)
than is sufficient to saturate it : chiefly in Chem.
and Physics (cf. SATURATE v. 3, 4). Const, with.

1788 KEI in Phil. Trans. LXXVIII. 325 When the acid

SUPERSCRIBE.

has been completely saturated, or perhaps supersaturated,
by.. alternate evaporation to dryne^s, and re-dissolution in

water. 1794 R. J.SUUVAN View Nat. 1. 342 We could have
no rain, unless the air were supersaturated with water, as it

would part only with what it could not retain in solution.

1807 T. THOMSON Cliem. led, 3) II. 333 According to him

[sc. Macquer], prussian blue is nothing eKe than iron super-
saturated with phlogiston. 1854 F. BAKEWEI.I. Geol. 45 The
water would become super-saturated, and the salt be de-

posited. 1857 LIVINGSTONE 'irav. xxiv. 475 The plains,

which in October and November were well moi*tened, . .now
become supersaturated. 1863 TYNDAI.L Heat v. 153 The
liquid is .. supersaturated with sulphate of soda.

rejft. 1789 J. PtLKiNGTON Vieiv Derbysh. I. vi. 263 Water

by a large quantity of calcareous gas will thus in close

vessels super-saturate itself with lime.

absol. 1801 Phil, Trans. XCI. 197 note, That chymist
supersaturates by nitric acid. 1839-47 Todtfs Cycl. Atiat.

III. 803 2 Supersaturating with nitric acid, and precipitating

by a salt of baryta as usual.

b. fig.
i8os-i> BENTHAM Ration. Judic. And. (1827) V. 264

Saturated as he [sc. Coke] was, and super-saturated, with

law learning. 18*8 SOUTHEY in . Rev. XXXVII. 219 Mr.
Hallam, supersaturated as he is with malevolence toward the

Anglican church. 1863 R. F. BURTON Abeokuta II. 95 The
memliers, supersaturated with Exeter Hall influences. 1911
FisttBbiitc Jews xxiii. 551 The Spanish nation of to day is

supt-T^aturated with
'

Jewish blood '.

Hence Supersaturating vbl. sb.

1857 MILLER Elem. Chemf> Org. \. 22 Its amount may be

determined by. .filtering, supersaturating with ammonia.

Supersa turated, ppl. a.
[f. prec. + -ED

i.]

Saturated to excess ; having more of some (speci-
fied or implied) substance added than is sufficient

for saturation.

1794 PEARSON tr. Morveau's Chem, Nomencl. 33 Soda com-
bined with a smaller proportion of Horacic Acid in which the

Alkali predominates is named supersaturated Borate of Soda

[/* borax sursattirt de soude\. 1871 B. STKWART Heat (ed. 2)

107 Experiments on supersaturated saline solutions. 1884

Marker's Mag. Mar. 601/1 A catch basin for the super,
saturated soil. 1910 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 714/1 Ihe super-
saturated air having no dust to condense on would condense
on our clothes.

Su persatura tion. [f. SUPERSATURATE v. :

see -ATION.] The action of supersaturating or con-

dition of being supersaturated ; addition of more
than is sufficient for saturation (cf. SATURATION 3).

1791 Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 400 By a super-saturation of

the medium. 1793 BKUDOES Calculus 29 A supersaturation
of the alkali. 1836 J. M. GULLY Magfndic*s Formul. (ed.

2) 1 10 The supersaturation of the system with iodine.. may
be known by.. the following symptoms. 1849 PARNELL
Chem. Anal. (1845) 321 The lead in excess now existing in

the solution is precipitated by supersaturation with sulpnu.
retted hydrogen gas. 1902 l-.ncycl. Brit. XXVI II. 568/1.

fig. 1802 11 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) I. 435

liy supersaturation, as well as by inanition, the powers of

the mind, .may be destroyed,

t Supersault. Obs. Also 6 -salt(e. [Altera-
tion of OF. soubrfsaut (see SOBERSAULT) after L.

super.] A somersault ; also fig. hyperbole, exag-

geration.

1503 Ace. Ld. High Trent. Scot. II. 387 Item, to the Inglis

spelair, that playit the supersalt, v F ranch crounjs. 1535
STEWART Cron. Scot. (RolU) HI. 474 Sayand of him, with

sic atie supersalt, That he wes neuir noittit with ane fait.

1547 />/,-. frlarchanntes f iiijb, He made a supeisault and

willyngly as a tumbler fell downe as in a sown, feining to be

rauished. 1571 SIK T. SMITH in Ellis Orig. Lttt. Ser. n. 111.

20 Vaulting with notable supersaltes & through hoopes.

Superscribe (s'wpa-iskrsrb, s'w'pajskraib), v.

[ad. late L. superscrtbere, f. super- SUPER- 3 +
scrtbire to write. Cf. It. soprascrivere % Sp. sobrc-

scribir^ Pg. sobrescrever]
1. trans. To inscribe or mark with writing on

the surface or upper part; to write upon ;
to put

an inscription on or over.
What is superscribed is usually denoted by a compl. ; but

it occas. forms the subject of the vb.

1605 R. CARF.W in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 99 A Booke..
which was by the Statyoner superscribed on the backe..to

Mr. Camden. 16x4 BP. HALL True Peacemaker in Var.

Treat. (1627) 543 He who hath graciously said all this while,
* Da pacttit, Domine '

(Give peace in our time, O Lord !)

may superscribe at the last his iust trophees with
' Blessed

be the Lord which teacheth my hands to warre, and my
fingers to fight !

'

ifex CLEVELAND Poems 24 No Fellon is

more letter'd, though the brand Both superscribes his

shoulder and his hand. 1705 ADDISON Italy (1733) 54 A
stone superscrib'd Lapis Vituperii. iji*STEELKS#ft:t. No.

*_ _.__ _ vi :i i \i?:ii. i. A....V

Catholic Church [etc.] '.

2. spec. To wrile a name, address, or direction

on the outside or cover of; to address (a letter,

etc.) to a person. (Also with compl.) arch.

1598 [see superscribed below]. 1617 DONNE Scrm. 2 Nov.

(1661) III. 97 There is Gospel, but not preached to them j

there are Epistles, but not superscribed to them. 1665 MAN-
i.tv Gratiia' Low C. Wan 374 The Emperour sent Letters

soon after, superscribed to the States of Holland. 1738 in

lath Jiff. Hist. MSS. Conim. App.
l. 516 You forgot to

superscribe your Letter to me, which puzzled Mr. Waters a

little how to send it. 18*5 MACAULAV ss., Milton (1897)^1
The whole was wrapped up in an envelope, superscribed To
Mr. Skinner, Mtrchant. 1906 E. A. ABBOTT Silanas xxxlll.

323 Scaurus usually superscribed bis letters to me with his

own hand.

b. To write (a name or address) upon a letter.

1718 FIELDING Ltnte in sev. Masques iv. iv, This Letter,



SUPERSCRIBED.
I did, indeed, write but not to you. . . His Name to whom I

designed it is erased, and yours superscribed
3. To write one s name at tlie head of a docu-
ment : opposed to SUBSCRIBE i. a. with the name
as obj.
l6il SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit, ix. xxi. f 67 The aforesaid

Noble Prince hath superscribed his name ; and the witnesses
..haue subscribed their names. ,11661 FUIIFX Worthies
Surrtjr (1662) HI. 78, I perceive that Princes, when writing
to Princes subscribe their names, and generally superscribe
them to subjects.

b. with the document as obj. (also with compl. ).
1775 L. SHAW Hitt. Moray w. 179 Our Kings never did

subscribe their charters, .and of late they superscribe them
1816 SCOTT Woodst. xxxviii, The lines forwarded by..L>r
Rochechffe, superscribed in small letters, c. H.,and subscribed
Louis Kerneguy. 1845 Li). Cr,xrKF.u.C/ianct!lm-s I. Introd
35 This [bill of proposed patent].. is superscribed by the
sovereign, and sealed with the Privy Signet. 1863 H. Cox
Instit. in. vi. 669 The King's signet, used in sealing all grants
superscribed by the Royal sign-manual.
4. To write (a letter or word) above another, or

above the line of writing.
1776 [see superscribed below]. 1861 PALKY SEschylus (ed.

a) Pin. 757 nott, Hermann has edited c<pij^u<rtv ne'<roc.. .

He explains a various reading ireorirop by supposing <r wa
superscribed to correct the final ,. 1887 HORSTMANN Early
S. Eug. Leg. 93 Soule. note '

superscribed later.

Hence Superscribed (-skreHx), poet, -skrei'bed)
ppl. a. ; Superseri-bing vbl. sb.

1598 MARSTON Pigmil., Sat. \. 137 Why..Lett'st thou a
superscribed letter fall? a 1631 DONNE Voted, my Namex
In snperscribinge, my name flowe Into thy fancy from thy
pane. 1776 J. RICHARDSON Arab. Gram. iv. 14 They assume
..the sound of such superscribed vowels. 1861 PALEV
Mschylits (ed. 2) Pnmetk. 694 nott, Kp>jii)i>, with a super-
scribed a as a variant for Kpijiw or itpavav.

Superscript (s'a-pajskript), sb. and a. [ad.
late L. superscript, pa. pple. of superscnbfre :

see prec. and cf. SCRIPT.]
t A. sb. - SUPERSCRIPTION 3. 06s. rare~\

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. ii. 135 Was this directed to you?
..I will ouerglance the superscript. To the snow-white
nand of the most oeautious Lady Rosaline.
B. adj. Written above a letter, or above the

line of writing : opp. to SUBSCRIPT B.
1881 R. C. JEBB Life Bentlty 119 There b no correction,

superscript or marginal. 1900 I. TAYLOR in N. I, Q. gth Ser.
VI. 485/2, ii stands for the diphthong ue, the superscript dots
being originally, .a curtailed form of the German script f.

Superscription (s'Spa-iskri-pjbn). [a. OF.
superscription or ad. late L. superscript, -onem,
n. of action f. superscrtbtre to SUPERSCRIBE ]

I. That which is superscribed.
1. A piece of writing or an inscription upon or

above something, arch, (after Matt. xxii. 20, Luke
xx. 34).

1388 WVCLIF Luke xx. 24 Shewe Je to me a peny; whos
ymage and superscripcioun [1382 writynge about] hath it ?

Itiil. xxill. 38 And the snperscripcioun [1382 wrytinge aboue]
was writun ouer hym with Greke lettris, and of Latyn, and
of Ehreu, This is the kyng of Jewis. ciioo MAUNORV. (1839)

xi. =3' The Superscripcioun aboute his litylle Seel is this,
Dei Fortitudo omnium hoininttitt. c 1480 HENRYSON Test.
Cress. 604 (Skeat) Sum said he maid ane tombof merbell gray,
And wrait hir name and super.scriptionn. 1535 COVERDALK
John xix. 19 Pilate wrote a superscripcion, and set vpon the
crosse. 1630 R. Johnson's King,!. $ Commm. 292 In the
Church of this Castle are interred the bodies of M. Luther,
and P. Mclancthon, under two faire Marble stones, with
superscriptions ofcopper upon them. 01711 KEN Hymnothea
Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 55 John shew'd on each the Super-
scription grav'd, Which Solomon experienc'd,.. Vanity and
Vexation there he read. 1860 MANSKI. Prolcg. Log. (ed. 2)

16, I see lying on the table before me a number of shillings
of the same coinage. Examined severally, the image and
superscription of each is undistinguishable from that of its

fellow.

b. fig. and allusively, arch.
ii T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus iii. 7. (1619! 677 God forbid

that I should for this or that sinnefull pleasure,, .or whatso-
euer coine hailing Satans superscription vpon it, sell mine
Inheritance. 1641 MILTON Afol. Smect. 21 Finding him thus
in disguise without his superscription or Phylactery either
of Italy or Prelat. 1671 Samson 190, I learn . . How coun-
terfeit a coin they are who

frjends Bear in their Superscrip-
tion. 1781 ABIGAIL ADAMS in Fntn. Lett. (1876) 409 Your
daughter, your image, your superscription, desires to be
affectionately remembered to you.
Z. spec. A piece of writing at the head or begin-

ning of a document
; a heading.

a 1390 WYCUF Ps. Prol. iii, Alle the salmys of Dauid . .of
whiche alle . . nyne made Dauid himself, two and thretti han
not supcrscripcioun. 1541-3 [see SUBSCRIPTION i). 1790
JPALEY fforx Paul, xv, The superscription proves that

Timothy was already with St. Paul when he wrote to the
Corinthians from Macedonia. 1901 DORLAND Med. Diet.
(ed. 2), Superscription, the sign $ before a prescription.
8. The address or direction on a letter. Obs. or

arch.

1518 H. WATSON Hist. Oliver ofCastile (Roxb.) E i, He
apperceyued the Icttre, and he sawe euydently that the
super scrypcyon was of his felowes hande wrytynge. 1591
SHAKS. i Hen. VI, iv. i. 53 No more but plaine and bluntly ?

(To the King.) Hath he forgot he is his Soueraigne? Or
doth this churlish Superscription Pretend some alteration in

good will? 1621 PEACHAM Compl. Gent. i. 15 Scarce will he
open a note, .if Don be not in the superscription. 1738 in

a Letter. 1798 S. & HT. LEE Cantert. T., Yng. Lady's T.
II. 369 When her eye glanced on the superscription, hardly
could her trembling fingers break the seal. 180$ J. BERKS.

191

FORD Metrics 11,,,,,.Life xii, (ed. 3) I. ,93 Eagerly break-
ing open a letter, which, from the superscription, you con-elude to be from a dear.. friend. ,840 THACKERAY Shabby,
fenteel Story , When the family beheld the name of Lord
Viscount Clnqbars upon the superscription.
4. A nnme signed ; a signature. ? Obs. rare.
1 1681 in I'erney Mem. (,904) II. 397 To each clerk that

took the poll, being foure, a guinea, to the men that cut
superscriptions for them, the like. 1856 LEVER Martins of(ra M. Ixv, 'Is that in your handwriting. Sir?

1

..' Vt-s everyW
TT

f
J-'

cxceP' the superscription of the witnesses.
1

II. o.
' The act of superscribing' (I.), rare*.

Hence in mod. Diets.

Superscrive l^-skrai-v),!;. &. arch. [Altera-
tion of SUPERSCRIBE after descrive, inso ive.] trans.
= SUPERSCRIBE.
1639 SCR A. JOHNSTON Diary (S.H.S.) 90 The king super-

scryved the declaration. 1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped i,Here is the testamentary letter itself, superscrived by the
own hand of our departed brother.

Supersedable (s'apojsrdab'l)^. Also -sede-
able.

[f. SUPERSEDE v. + -ABLE.] That may be
superseded ; spec, in Law : see SUPERSEDE v. 4 1>.

'779 * Kef., Citron. 216/2 Numbers of them had been
long supersedable, or Entitled to their discharges under in-
solvent acts. 1831-1 in T. Chitty Archbold's Pract. Crt.
Queen i Bench d838) II. 9I5 All prisoners who have been. .

in the custody of the marshal or warden for the space ol one
calendar month after they are supersedeable, although not
superseded, shall be forthwith discharged.

Supersedal (s'p3js-dah. rare. [f. SUPER-
SEDE v. + -AL 5.] Supersession.
i7 WATERHOUSE Narr. Fire in London 62 What alas

signifies Hainan's rage, if God . . bring in Ester his Enemy to
his supersedal?

Supersede (s'wpajsr'd), v. Forms: 5-9 super-
cade, (6 Sc. -ceid, 6-7 -sead, -e, A-.' 6-7 -seid,
7 -oid, -seed), 6- supersede, [a. OF. superceder,
later -setter, ad. L. superscdere (in med.L. often

-cedtre) to sit above, be superior to, refrain from,
omit, in med.L. to succeed to an estate, f. super-
SUPER- I, Il+set&re to SIT. Cf. It. soprasscdcre,
Sp. sobreseer.]
1 1. trans. To postpone, defer, put off, suspend

the execution of. Sc. Obs.

1491 Acta Dam. Con'. (1839) 196/2 He sail supercede be
payment of be said v<= franfcis. 1533 BELLENDF.N Lity n.
xxi. (S.T.S.) I. 214 pe equis and Wolschis wald supersede
bare batall na langare bot quhil (>e recent doloure of bare
last discomfitoure war ourepast. 1580-1 Keg. Privy Council
Seal. Ser. I. III.346 His Majestic., will caus superceid the
executioun of rigour of his lawis-.aganis thame for sum
ressonable space. 1618 Ln. DUNFERMLINE Let. in G. Seton
Alem. vi. (1882) 126, I.. am content ye superseid the outred-
ding of the warke, till your leisour and commoditie permitt
you to see it donne. 1646 SIR T. HOPE Let. in Misc. Scott.
Hist. Soc. (1893) I. 135, I sail labour . . to supercid the bargen
of the land to zour awin coming.
t b. To defer taking action with respect to ; to

put aside (a thing) ;
to put off (a person). Sc. Obs.

'533 BELLENDEN [.ivy n. xxi. (S.T.S.) I. 214 Thus mycht
nowthlr bare weris be supersedit I orig. omitti\ nor ;it clerely
dantit. Ibid. iv. xxii. II. 130 How |>e romanis send bare
legatis to Veanis to desire reddres.. ; how be veanis war
supersedit for be Civil divisioun amang bame. 1591 Exch.
Rolls Scat/. XXII. 572 Johne Chalmer..promest faithfullie
to caus him compeir the said day.. and the thesaurar hes
superceidit him quhill the said day.

t c. inlr. or absol. To defer action, to delay,
hesitate. Sc. Obs.

(1550 ROLLAND Crt. Venus\\. 164 Without mair baid thay
wald not superseid. Ibid. 624 To clym gone Cord faith I

will superseid. 1639 SIR T. HOPE Let. in Misc. Scott. Hist.
Soc. (1803) I. no If ye resolue to supercid at hir request till

Witsonday.

fd. intr. for pass. To be postponed. Se. Olis.

1569 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. I. I. 687 His bill of

complaint ; quhairupoun answer wes to superceid quhill his

Graces cuming.

f 2. trans. To desist from, discontinue (a pro-
cedure, an attempt, etc.) ; not to proceed with. Obs.

1517 St. Pilfers Hex. VIII, I. 246, I could not see. but
Your bothe Majesties must supersede and give place
to your ardent appetites, in concluding of the said manage.
1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. vl. xxxiii. (1612) 162 Then beleeue
I loue it more Than that for other law than Life to

Supersead my Clame. 1661 GLANVILI. Van. Dogitt.iso But
I shall supersede this endless attempt. 1687 in Picton L'pool
Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 256 Wee doe hereby direct you.. to

supersead and forbeare all prosecution. 1709 HEARNE

new road now complained ol oy tne Petitioners be lor tne

present Superseded. 1750 CARTE Hist. Eng. II. 361 The
king, .superseded all his other preparations for the invasion.ig..supe.
of Scotland.

) b. intr. To desist, forbear, refrain. Const.

from the action, or inf. Obs.
a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 88 The
in tuik werie heavie witht this heigh contempt bot super-

ceidit for the tyme. 1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scat.

I. 127 Of vthiris Magistratis to make mentione,..! super-
seid and pas ouir. 16x4 Bp. MOUNTACU in Cosin's Corr.

(Surtees) I. 24. I have sent for my papers from my Lord

Keper, and have them : therefore let your Lord supersede
from asking. 1644 [H. PARKER] Jus 1'opuli 19, I shall have
occasion to be more large hereafter upon this, and therefore

I now supersede. 1706 T. LINING in A. Shields Cttnrchom-
tnitnion A 4, Lest I should darken counsel by Words with-

out Knowledge, I shall supersede. 1850 F. W. NEWMAN
Phases of Faith 177, I therefore quite supersede to name
the many other difficulties in detail.

SUPERSEDE.
t o trans. To cause to forbear, to restrain. Obi.

3. To refrain from (discourse, disquisition) : to
I * ...... .t'. __ _ r e .

*
.

'

ne greater beast. 1671 K. BOHUN Wind ItumrC
any remarks from our Sea voyages!, .and shall instance

inly
two 1*75 V. AamAmttSfnti ,7 Of which supposed

.",v
' shair P"^<ie any further Di^uisilior, at preseti69 I . PLLNKET Char. Cd. Commander, etc Ued. o, One

'&3-JiLSy?^?*V** 'h "--Here torecordwhat should be known to all

f4. lo put a stop to (legal proceedings, etc.)
to stop, stay. (Cf. SUPERSEDEAS.) Obs.
rti66a HEVUN Laud (1668) in Inhibiting all Processes,

i and
Superseding all proceedings against Recusants. 1811

t.xatmncr 25 ^fay 324/2 Bankruptcy Superseded. J. IItoon

period,

ieas.

(ed. 6)

b. Law. To discharge by a writ of supersedeas.
1817 W. TIDD Pract. Crts. King's B. $ Com. Pleat (ed. 6,

J. xiv. 371 If the defendant be superseded, or supersedeable
j

for want of proceedings before judgment, the plaintiff may
nevertheless take or charge him in execution, at any time
after judgment. 1831-3 (see SUPERSEDA BLR].
t5. To render superfluous or unnecessary; to

preclude the necessity of. Obs.

1663 R. Lovedafs Lett. To Rdr., This ingenuous Author,
whose blamelesse

repute,and fair deportment.. superseded all
censure. 1673 AorfjAr <"//. " i". i Widowhood, which tho
it supersedes those duties which were terminated merely in
the person of the husband, yet it endears those which may
be paid to his ashes. 1684 RAY Let. to H. Shane ii Feb.,
It is not my intention to supersede the use of any approved
botanic authors, a 1699 STILLINCFL. Strm. John iv. 24 Wks.
1710 I. Cog The Gospel doth not supersede any Reasonable
Duties of Divine Worship. 1729 BUTLER Strm. Pref., Wks.
1874 II. 21 Resentment cannot supersede the obligation to
universal benevolence. 1797 BURKE Regie. Peace tii. Wks.
1808 VIII. 289 The mortal animosity of the regicide enemy
supersedes all other panegyridc.

t b. With dat. of the person : To spare a person
(trouble). Hence, to relieve (a person) from a
task. Ohs.

1657 SANDERSON Strm. Pref. 5 Much of which having.,
received its answer beforehand.. might supersede me the
lab-iur of adding any more now. 1660 STILLINCFL. Irgn. u.
v. i (1662) 200 Three might have been supercedtd from
our former labour, but that [etc.].

6. To make of no effect
;
to render void, nuga-

tory, or useless ; to annul
;
to override. ? Obs.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes in. viii. 117 A superannuate
Creature, who (notwithstanding that her yeares did super-
cede her vocation) prudently shifted her Trade into that of a
Matron, a 1676 HALE /'riitt. Orig. Man. \. ii. (1677) 60 The
contrary command of the Will supersedes the command of
the Appetite ; the Appetite desires it, but the Hand is for-

bidden by the Will to reach it. 1790 BURKE Rev. France
312 The municipalities supersede the orders of the assembly,
and the seamen in their turn supersede the orders of the

municipalities. 1701 COWPER 7/iWxv. 128 How vain.. the

hope to supersede His purpose. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India
iv. ix. II. 287 A power of superseding the operations and
suspending the authority of the Presidents and Councils.

1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India \. vii. I. 417 When in this

capacity he
superseded all other rights. 1863 D. WILSON

yVr/i. Ann. in. vi. (ed. 2) II. i6oThe Norman invader super-
seded Anglo-Saxon institutions,

t b. spec. To dissolve by writ of supersedeas.
1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3860/4 The said Commission is super-

ceded under the Great Seal of England.
7. pass. To be set aside as useless or obsolete ;

to be replaced by something which is regarded as

superior.
1642 J. M[ARSH] Argt. cone. Militia 16 Our judgement is

bound up in, and superseded by theirs [sc. the parliament's}
1678 BUTLER Hn<i. in. i. 964 To that alone the Bride-

groom's wedded, The Bride a Flam that's superseded.
1697 C. LESLIE Snake in Grass (ed. 2) 205 This whole
Chapter of Burroughs Trumpet . . was stifled and superseded
by these same Prophets, in the New Kdition of Burrough's
Works, 1672. 1788 PRIF.STLEY Led. Hist. iv. xviii. 155 In
this method, the process of the mind, of reducing intervals
of time to lines is superseded, and done in a more accurate
manner. 1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia I. u. i. 233 This
Celtic race was superceded by invading Goths. 1838 ARNOLD
/list. Rome \. Pref. p. vi, When this work must be super.
seded by a more perfect history. 1878 C. STANFORD Sytnb.
Christ i. 24 From the necessity of its present perfection it

can never be superseded by an arrangement more complete.
1884 F. TEMPLE Kelat. Relig. fr Sci. i. 8 The examination
of this fact led to the old rule being superseded.
8. To take the place of (something set aside or

abandoned) ; to succeed to the place occupied by;
to serve, be adopted or accepted instead of.

1660 PEPVS Diary $ July, The Officers and Commissioners of

the Navy we met . . and agreed upon orders for the Council to

supersede the old ones. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. u. xxiii. 376
The statute of Elizabeth, .supersedes and repeals alt former
statutes. 1835 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Li/e(\%fo) III.

iii. 34 [The A thenxvm} is the fashionable paper now, having
superseded the

'

Literary Gazette '. 1857 RUSKIN Pol. Econ.
Art ii. (1868) 06 The work of living men not superseding, but

building itself upon the work of the past. 1861 BROUGHAM
Brit. Const, x. 138 The services of the crown vassals super-
seded salary in the civil as well as pay in the military de-

partment. 865 ROGERS Agric. $ Prices I. xxi 530 Oxen
were superseding horses in farm-work. 1874 GREEN Skort
Hist. vii. \ 5. 388 Carpets superseded the filthy flooring of

rustics. 1913 Act 3 ff 4 Gee. ^', c. 20 $ 54 In no case snail



SUPERSEDEAS.

oaths of verity or credulity supersede production of legal

evidence.

9. To supply the place of (a person deprived of

or removed from an office or position) by another ;

also to set aside or ignore in promotion, promote
another over the head of ; pass, to be removed from

office to make way for another.

1710 SWIFT l.ct. to Dr. Sterne 26 Sept., He is not yet re-

moved, because they say it will be requisite to supersede htm

by a successor, which the queen has not fixed on. 1760

Caut. ft Adv. Off. Army 149 His Majesty, .superseded the

Ensign, and gave his Commission to another. 1851 HUSSEY

Papal Ptnver ii. 62 Hilary, .deposed one_[bishop],
and

superseded another who was sick, -by ordaining one in his

place. 1868 E. EDWARDS Ralefli I. xviii. 362 Whilst he

was yet on his journey, .he had been already superseded in

liis office. 1870 Pall Mall Gaz. 23 Sept. 11/2 The lady

superintendent has been '

superseded
' on account of her in-

ability to account for certain sums of money.
b. To supply the place of (a thing).

1861 PALEV sEscWtis (ed. 2) Pers. 841 naif, The genuine

pi<m has certainly been superseded. 1873 SYMONDS Crk.

Poets xi. 344 To expurgate the Greek Anthology of Cephalas
from impurities and to supersede it by what he considered a

more edifying text.

10. Of a person : To take the place of (some one

removed from an office or t promoted) ;
to succeed

and supplant (a person) in a position of any kind.

1777 ROBRBTSON Hist. Aiiicr. n. (1783) I. 191 Francis de

Bovadilla..was appointed. .to supersede him, and assume

192

II 428 That will be no Superseiieas vnto them from death.

1641 D. ROGERS Naaman 58 If God had not discharged

him from it by a Supersedeas to his ordinary Charge. 1654

HAMMOND Fundamentals xii. 10 To intermit our watch,

to slacken our diligence, to give a Supersedeas to Industrie.

1662 GURNALL Chr. in Ann. verse 18. i. i. i. (1679) 337/ 1

Cotton, after superseding Sir -Sidney Smith, had blockaded

the mouth of the Tagus. 1848 DICKENS Dombey Iviii, This

was the very Mrs. Wickam who had superseded Mrs.

Richards as the nurse of little Paul. 1878 LKCKY Eng. in

iStkCent, \. i. 150 His brilliant and impetuous colleague
was in both quarters rapidly superseding him.

Hence Superse'ded ppl. a.

a 1831 A. KKOX Kent. (1844) I. 86 Superstition such as

the Jews retained for their superseded law. 1883 Century
Mag. Sept. 645 The superseded constable's prosecution for
'

railing' at the marshal who supplanted him ! 1906 PETRIE

Relig. Anc. Egypt vii. 56 [Seb] was the 'prince of the gods ',

..the superseded Saturn of Egyptian theology.

fl Supersedeas (s'wpo-isrd/pes). Also5-sidias,

5-7 -sedias, 6 -sedyas, -sideas, 7 -sedeeas, -sedies.

[L.,
= you shall desist, 2nd pers. sing. pres. subj. of

supersedere to SUPERSEDE.]
1. Law* A writ commanding the stay of legal

proceedings which ought otherwise to have pro-

ceeded, or suspending the powers of an officer : so

called from the occurrence of the word in the writ.

Clerk ofthe Supersedeas, an official of the court ofcommon
pleas who made out writs of Supersedeas.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. in. 187 Somenours and southdenes
bat supersedeas takeb. Ibid. x. 263 The tarre is vntydy bat

to byne sheep by-longeb, Hure salue ys of supersedeas in

someneres boxes, c 1400 Pride of Life (lirandl 1898) 380

per [in hell] ne fallit ne maynpris, ne supersidias. 1450
Ptiston Lett. I. 146 For in a general oyer and termyner a

supersedeas may dassh al, and so shall not in a special.

1506 (title) The boke of Iiisiices of peas the charge with

ail the process of the cessyons, warrantes supersedyas and
all that longyth to ony lustyce to make. 1591 LAMBARDE
Archeion (1635)64 His Supersedeas may not stay a Court
of Common lustice from proceeding. i6aj MALYNES Anc.
Laiv-Merch. 224 Vnlill the Lord Chanceller doe dis-

solue the said Commission by a Supersedeas. 1656 T.

FORSTKR Lay-mans Lawyer To Rdr., The formes of all

Mittimusses. . .Superscdiasses, Certioraries. 1658 /'ractick

Part ofLaw (ed. 5) 2 The dark of the Supersedeas, who
makes Writs to supersede the Outlawing of persons. 1671
F. PHILLIPS Reg. Necess. 339 The Justices allowed a Super-
sedeas to stay an Assise, where the Defendant was in the

service of the King in his Wars beyond the Seas. 1753 Scots

Mag. XV. 63/2 His Majesty granted, .a supersedeas of the

parliament's arret. 1765 BLACKSTONE Cotnm. I. ii. 166 By
writ of privilege, in the nature of a sitpcrsedcas, to deliver

the party out of custody when arrested in a civil suit. 1853
T. I. WHARTON Pennsylv. Digest (ed. 61 221 The effect of a

supersedeas lawfully ordered is to annihilate a commission
of bankruptcy.

b. More fully, -writ of supersedeas.
1454 Rolls of ParIt. V. 239/2 In suche cases as writtes of

Supersedeas of Privelegge of Parlement be brought and de-
livered. 1566 [see SIGNIFY v. 6], 1634-5 Irish Act 10 fy n
Chas. /, c. 10 2 His Majesties writs of supersedeas are
oftentimes directed to the justices of peace, .requiring them
..to forbeare to arrest or imprison the parties aforesaid.

1771 Lend. Chron. 26-28 Mar. 304/1 His Majesty's writ of

supersedeas was on Tuesday last served on Joseph Green-

leaf, Esq; late a Justice of the Peace for the county of Ply-

mouth, requiring him to surcease all further proceedings in

that office. 1885 Law Rep. 10 Appeal Cases 226 An aver-
ment which required to be proved . . by a writ of supersedeas.

C. attfib. and Comb.
c 1475 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 30 One which hath bene

of old asupersedias mounger. 1710 J. CHAMBERLAYNE/VM.
St. Gt. Brit. n. 667* Supersedeas Office, is in the Poultry-
Compter, London.

1 2. fig. Something which stops, stays, or checks;
const, for, of, to, also from ; phr. to give a super-
sedeas fo, to check. Obs.

1555 Act 2 # 3 Phi!. % M. c. 18 i Which Commyssions
so l>earing a later date have been a Supersedeas & clere

dischardge unto, .the said former Commissions. 1590
GREENE Orl. Fur. (1599) B j b. To set a Supersedeas of my
wrath. 1591 WARNER Alb. Eng, vii. xxxvi. 157 A Super- ;

sedias for her loue was euery new-come frend. a 1610 :

BAHINGTON Wks. (1622) II. 127 Sweet Death is a Supersedeas
for all \sc. diseases]. 1619 W. Y. To Rdr. in Hieron's IVks.

\

your further progress in those studyes. 1737 L. CLAKKK

Hist Bible (1740) II. 208 Saul with joy receives this Super-

sedeas of the Sanhedrim's commission by a divine com-

Hence f Supers edeate v. trans., to stop the

procedure of, countermand.

1641 PRYNNEv4/;>rtM44 Requiring him to supersedeate

his Mandates.

t Superse^dement. Sc. Obs. rare. [f.
SUPER-

SEDE + -MENT, after med.I- supersedinientum]

Postponement, adjournment.
1498 Reg. Priiy Seal Scot. I. 27/1 A Letter to Schir

Wilzam Striveling of the Kere,..with a protection.. and

respitt and supersedement to him, his men, . . for al actionis

..movit or to be movit agains him or thaim. 1586 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. Ser. i. IV. 66 Alwayes with gnte lenitie

and superseidment of tyme.

Supersedence (-s;"dens).r*7?v. Also-cedence.

[f.
SUPERSEDE + -ENCE ; cf. med.L. supcrsedentia

(F. surstance}] = SUPERSESSION.

1793 HAMILTON Wks. (1886) VII. 79 The supersedence of

the exercise of those functions, .being a measure of great

delicacy and magnitude. 1834 H. O'BRIEN Round Towers
Irel. 363 St. Patrick.. having established Christianity here

[jr. in Ireland], in supercedence of a religion, the most promi-
nent symbols of which were snakes, cockatrices, and ser-

pents. 1881 Rep. Ho. Repr. Prec. Met. U. 597 The super,
.sedence of Cornish rollers was..a natural sequence of im-

proved mechanism and method.

Superseder (s^/pais/'dai). [f.
SUPERSEDE v.

+ -ER i.j One who or that which supersedes.
1786 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary 25 Sept., My presidency was

abolished.. by the sudden return of its rightful superseder.

1835 BROWNING Paracelsus iv. 346 The delights you fain

would think The superseders of your nobler aims. 1881

G. ALLEN Colin Clout's Col. v. (1883) 28 The remaining

ganoids, sharks, and lampreys all show signs of depending
mainly upon smell, their modern superseders show signs of

depending mainly upon sight.

II Supersedere (s'wpMsfdlaT*). Sc* Law. Also

8 -cedere. [L. (see SUPERSEDE).] A judicial order

granting a debtor protection against diligence of

creditors (see DILIGENCE
1
5) ; also, a private agree-

ment amongst creditors to postpone action against
a debtor for a certain time.

1547 Ace. Ld. High Twos. Scot. IX. 70 Wrktings to the

persoun of Dysart for the laird of Glarettis supersedere fra

the air. 1585 Keg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. I. III. 758 Ge-
vand him ane supersedere to be unpersewit for certane

ye iris nixt to cum for ony dettis. 1630 Sc. Acts Chat. I

(1814) V. 224/2 Anent the greevancegivin in l>e the burrowes

tuicheing protectiouns and Supersedereis. 1714-16 GIDEON
GUTHRIF. Monograph (1900) 60 They racked all their wits to

get my Supercedere stopped. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xliii, Mr.

Sweepclean, secede paulisfler, or, in your own language,
giant us a supersedere of diligence for five minutes. 1826

G. J. BELL Cotntn. Laws Scot. (ed. 5) II. 501 The creditors

fenerally
consent to a supersedere of diligence. 1838 W.

SELL Diet. Law Scot. s. v., A creditor who commits a breach
of supersedere is liable to the debtor in damages.

Superse'ding, vbl* sb. [f. SUPERSEDE v. +

-ING*.] The action of the verb SUPERSEDE.

fl. Postponement, delay. Obs.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 92 The King's
Commissioner desyred the superseding of the pronunceing
of the finall sentence till first the King .should be advertised
of it.

2. Supersession. Also attrib. (or ppl. a.).
1805 JAMKS Milit. Diet. (ed. 2), Superseding signal, a

signal hoisted.. on board a ship, giving notice that some
individual has been deprived of his authority. 18x3 CRABB
Technol. Diet., Superseding (Petit. \ a term applied to any
officer in the army, or navy, who succeeds to the identical

situation of another by special appointment. 1908 W.
CHURCHILL Mr. Crewe's Career xxvii. 441 Hilary had read
the superseding orders. 1909 R. LAW Tests of Life xvi. 320
An implied coirection, a tacit superseding of the popular
belief.

Supersedure (-srdiiu). U.S. [f. SUPERSEDE
+ -URE.] "SUPERSESSION.
1788 HAMILTON Federalist II. 319 An implied supersedure

of the trial by jury, in favour of the civil law mode of trial.

1865 Even. Standard 12 May, An announcement of the
removal or supersedure of Sherman. 1866 ALGER Solit.

Nat. ff Man iv. 211 The supersedure of actual companion-
ship by an ideal one. 1894 Forum (U.S.) Feb. 683 The
Cabinet which had just come into power, by supersedure of
the Wilcox ministry the day before.

t Superse'minate, v. Obs.
[f.

late L. super-

scmindt-, pa. ppl. stem of superseminarc, f. super-
SUPER- 2 + seminar* to sow. SEMINATE. Cf. It.

soprasseminare, Sp. sobresembrar > Pg. -semear,]
1. trans. To sow on the top of something pre-

viously sown. Also absol. Chiefly^, with alln-

sion to the parable of the tares (Matt. xiii. 24, 25).

Hence Superseininated ppl. a.

16*0 tr. Caussiu's Ang. Peace 30 Would .. that Charity..
would suffocate these superseminated tares of contentions.

1637 REYNOLDS Sermon 12 July (1638) 17 While there is

corruption in our Nature,.. and an envious man to super-
seminate, there will still bee. .men that will bee differently
minded. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Citrus Domini 20 That cannot

SUPEBSENSUAL.
be done with joy, when it shall be indifferent to any man to

superseminate what he please, 1690 C. NESSK Hist, fy

Myst. O. ff N. Ti'st. \. 67 The envious one comes after to

super-seminate and sow his tares.

2. To sprinkle with an additional layer.

1699 EVELYN Acetaria 135 Laying of Clean. .Wheat-Straw

upon the Beds, super-seminating and over-strowing them
thick with the Powder of bruised Oyster-Shells.

t Strpersemina-tion. oi>s. [a<'. late I,.

supers?mintitio, -onem, n. of action i. sttperslmin-
are : see prcc.] A sowing on the top of something

previously sown. So t Superse' initiator, one
who *superseminates\
1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter iii. 16 (1865) 789 God did never

sow it [sc. the seed]; it is the enemy's supersemination of

tares. 1640 BASTWICK Ld. Kishops v. E 2, No sooner was the

wheat of the Gospell sowne, but that wicked one had his

Superscmination of Tares of manifold errors. 1657-61 H HY-

MN Hist. Kef. Ded. (1674) A ah, They were no more then
Tares.. .And being of an after sowing (a Supersemination,
as the Vulgar reads it). 1679 C. NunXftmfc ttgst. Popery
1 40 Satan (

that Super-Semiuatof, sows his tares in the

night.

Su persensibi lity. rare. [Supiu- 10.] Ex-

cessive or abnormal sensibility.

1905 igth Century Aug. aos This supersensibility, unless

under stern control, is not devoid of danger.

Supersensible, a. (s&.) [Surjcs- 4 a.]
That is above the sensible ; beyond what is

perceptible by the senses.

1803 (implied in b.]. 1828 32 WEBSTER (citing Murdock).
1847 EMF.RSON Repr. Men, Uses C.t. Men Wks. (Bohn) I.

280 Genius is the naturalist or geographer of the supersen-
sible regions, and draws their map. 1861 STKI-HKN A'.v.v,

Barrister 325 An apparently necessary relation.. between
the sensible phenomenon and the supersensible reality.

a 1881 A. BAKRATT Pkys. Meteinf'iric (1883) 20 It cannot.,

give any solidity or reality to a supersensible hypothesis.

b. absol. or as sb. That which is supersensible.
1803 Edin. Rev. I. 254 The glory of illuminating Ins

countrymen in purisms and supersensibics. 1856 MASSON
ts. Biog. f Crit. 34 In Shakespeare.. there was.. a ten-

clency towards the supersensible and invisible. 1881 SIIAIRP

Asp. Poetry iii. 69 So far then poetry and religion are akin,
that both hold cf the unseen, the supersensible.

Hence Snperse'nsibly adv.
1868 A. B. AI.COTT Tablets 16 A creed dealing thus super-

sensibly with the elements must have fertilizing properties.

Superse'nsitive, a. [SUPEU- 9 a.] Ex-

tremely or excessively sensitive. Hence Super-
sc-nsitively adv., Super sensitiveness.
In first quot. a mistranslation of G. ubersmnlich (see

SLTERSENSUAL i note and quot. 1833).

1839 J. BIRCH tr. Goethe's Faust 182 Thou super-sensitive,
most sensual wooer ! A

girl
nose-leads the mighty.doer !

2840 HOOD Open Quest, iv, What is the brute profanity
that shocks The super-sensitively-serious feeling? 1864
WEBSTER, Supersensitirencss, excessive or over-sensitive-

ness; morbid sensibility. 1880 Miss K. S. PHELPS Sealed
Orders yx> Her supersen silive ear detects the scratch of her

mother's pen. 1891 HARDY Tess xxxvi, The self-combating
pioclivity of the supersensitive. 1895 I. CHAMBERLAIN in

H'estnt. Gaz. 22 July 2/3 That sectional supersensitiveness
which tends to keep apart the two wings of the great Na-
tional party.

Superse nsory, a. [SUPER- 4 a.] Above or

independent of the organs of sense.

1883 GURNEY & MYERS in Fortn. Rev. Mar. 441 The ex-

citement of danger or imminent death has a potent influ-

ence in facilitating the transference of supersensory impres-
sions. 1886 MYERS Phant. Living I. Introd. p. Ixv, Tele-

pathy, the supersensory transfeience of thoughts and feel-

jngs from one mind to another.

Siiperse usual, a.

1. PUPER- 4 a.] That is above or beyond (the

power of) the senses, or higher than what is per-

ceptible by the senses; also, relating to such things
as transcend sense ; often =

spiritual.
In translations and echoes of Goethe's Faust (Martha's

(.art/en),
'

supersensual sensual' renders G. iibcrsinnlicher

similicher (f1

refer).

1683 E. HOOKKK Ptef.P&rdag^s Mystic Dh>. 60 His most

agreeabl and supersensual Companion and Fellow-laborer

in the Evangel ic-ange lie Work. Ibid. 99 A Diaphanous
Manifesto and perspicuous Demonstration. . ever from super-

sensual sight and intellectual Vision. 1816 COLERIDGE
Statcsm. Man. {1817} 360 '1 he paramount gentlemen of

Europe.. held high converse with Spenser on the idea of

supersensual beauty. 1833 tr. Goethe's Faust 148 Thou

super-sensual, sensual lover, a chit of a girl leads thee by
the nose. 1841 MYERS Calk. Tk. in. 12. 45 The Rationalist

. .measuring supersensual objects only by logical and other

terrestrial apparatus. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. vi. (1875)

248 Supersensual love, having its seat in the soul. 1870
LOWELL Amon% my Bks. Ser. i. (1873) 149 Sensual proof of

supersensual things. 1874 TENNYSON Merlin % V. 107 Such
a supersensual sensual bond As that gray cricket chirpt of at

our hearth. 1885 STEVENSON in Contemp. Rev. Apr. 550 [The

writer's] pattern, which is to please the supersensual ear, is

yet addressed.. to the demands of logic.

b. absol. with the.

1858 LYTTON What will he do? yn. xxiii, In our inmost

hearts there is a sentiment which links the ideal of beauty
with the Supersensual. 1869 LECKY Europ. Mor. II. iv. 10$

[Religionl allures them to the supersensual and the ideal.

2. [SUPER- 9 a.] Extremely sensual, rare.

In quot. 1835 a misunderstanding of Goethe's ubersiunlich

(see note on sense i and quot. 1833).

1835 R.TALBOT tr. Goethe's Faust (1830) 422 Thou sport

of super-sensual desire ! A little Gypsy leads thee by the

nose. 1867 SIR E. B. LYTTON in Lett. Robt. ist Karl of

Lytton (1906) 1. ix. 217 The 'Gyges and Candaules
'

have

\sic\ some dangerous supersenmial lines which I advise you
to reconsider. It will not do for you to be ' Swinburnian .



SUPERSENSTJALISM.

Hence Superse'usuaUsm, supersensual thought
or doctrine ; Su:persensuali-stic a., of or pertain-

ing to superscnsualism ; Superse usually adv.,

in a supersensual manner.

1683 E. HOOKF.R Fref. Fordage's Mystic Div. 66 The veri

Spirit of thi Mind is clev;ited, supersensually and super-
rationally sublimed, a 1861 CUNNINGHAM Hist. Theot. (1864)
II. xxiii. 191 The neology of (Jermany combining easily with

a sort of mystical supersensualism was Tilted to interest the

feelings. 1865 Reader 22 July 89/3 All
merely superscn-

sualistlc theories. ipo6 Siu 0. LOIXJF, in Hihbert Jrnl.

Jan. 320 It [sc. Christianity] postulates a supersensually
visible and tangible vehicle or mode of manifestation.

Supersensuous, a. [SUPER- 4 a.] =SUPEB-
SENSUAL I. Also absol. witli the.

1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1837) I. 200 Whatever is con-

scious self-knowledge is reason; and in this sense it may lie

safely defined the oryan of the supersensuous. i8as Aids

Re/I. (1848) I. 276 Spiritual truths and objects super-sen-
suous. 1853 MEHIVALE AV;. Emfi, xxix.(i86s)III. 372 Their

rejection of supersensuous theories went only to the denial

of a resurrection of the body. 1871 LIDDON Elem. Relig.
iii. 91 Man is regarded as composed of a body, and of a

single supersensuous nature, which is sometimes called life

or soul, and sometimes spirit. 1876 Athenxum 16 Dec.

806/2 A remarkable case of supersensuous perception.

Hence Superse nsuousness.

1865 tr. Strauss' Life Jesus II. n. xcvii. 414 On these

words.. the whole of the sensuous supersensuousness [cf.

SUPERSENSUAL i, note] of that Gospel is distinctly stamped.

Super- service. Nonce-rendering of HYPEK-

DULIA, q. T.

1816 SOUTHEY Vind. Eccl. Angl. 470 The hyptrdnlia,

super-service, or ultra-devotion to the Virgin.

Superse-rviceable, a. [SUPER- 9 a.] More
serviceable than is required or fitting; doing or

offering service beyond what is desired
;

officious.

1603 SHAKS. Lear n. ii..io A.-glasse-gazlng super-seru ice-

able finicall Rogue. i&\$Monthly Mag. XXXVIII. 112 A
prefix or an adjacent whensoever it is officious or super-ser-
viceable. 1841 EMERSON Led.* Conserv. Wks. (Bohn) II, 276
What a compliment we pay to the good Spirit with our super-
serviceable zeal ! 1883 J. HAWTHORNE Dust II. 34 Shop-
keepers bowed in their doorways, rubbing superserviceable

hands. 1901 W. MOIUSON Johnston ofWarriston iv. 21

Even the rasliest and most supersetviceable of his officials

on the spot could do nothing.

Hence Superse'rviceableness.
1881 Philad. Record^ No. 3412. 2 The insolent superser-

viceableness of professional detectives,

Supersession (s'f/paise'Jan). Also 8-9 -ces-

sion, [ad. med.L. supersessio (-cessio), -onem, n.

of action f. supersets-, supersedere to SUPERSEDE.

Cf. F. supersession."] The action of superseding or

condition of being superseded.

fl. Cessation, discontinuance. Obs. rare~*

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. [copying Cotgrave], Supersession^
a surceasing, a leaving off, or giving over.

2. The setting aside, abrogation, or annulment

of a. rule, law, authority, conditions, etc.

1790 PALEY Horae Paul. v. (1809) 167 Our Epistle..avows
in direct terms the supersession of the Jewish law, as an

instrument of salvation even to the Jews themselves. 1798

Bay^s Anter. Law Rej>. (1809) I. 192 The election of a new
sheriff was a supercession of the former's office. 1859 TKN-
NENT Ceylon, vi. iii. II. 73 Their chiefs and headmen, in-

sulted by the supercession of their authority. 1893 Times

3 June 9/4 The supersession of a number of amendments by
the application of the closure to a whole clause.

3. The removal of a person from office and sub-

stitution of another in his place ; also, the passing
over or setting aside of a person in promotion.
1801 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1837) I. 306 My super-

cession must have been occasioned, either by my own mis-

conduct, or by an alteration of the sentiments of the Go-
vernor General. 1809 Ibid. IV. 370 These officers are in-

193

i883 FAIRBAIKN Cily ofCod n. iii. (i8Sf>) 194 Schools that
have denied God have had to coin snpersessory and substi-
tutivc terms, like

' Substance
'

or
' Force ',

' The Unknown *

or 'The Unconscious '. 1894 Q. l\ev. Oct. 567 His super-
sessor was only known as a youthful nobleman.

t Superspe nd, v. Sc. 06s. Variant of SUPKR-
EXrE.M).

1508 DUNBAK Tua Mariit Wenien 397 That super spendit
euill spreit, spvl^eit of all vertu. 15.. Poems xiii. 23
Sum super expendit \-\r-. stiperspendit] gois to his bed. 1558
Extr. Kec. Burgh Peebles (i%"jv)?$i To be ansuerit of . . the
rest of the taxt that he is superspeudit. 1560 HOLLAND
Sevett Stiffs 94 The Knicht..wox sa wonder pure in hand
And alwayis superspeudit. 1631 l.mujow Trav. x. 450
When their owne Irish Rent masters haue any voyage for

Dublin, or peraduenture superspended at home in feasting
of strangers.

t Superstit, a. Obs. rare-'1 , [ad. L. supersles,
stit-: see SUFERSTITIE.] Surviving.
a i63 BUCK Rick. Ill (1646) 69 That, .charge, to honour

Father and Mother, is not to be understood, only of our
Parents superstits, and living herewith ns, but our forefathers.

t Supersti-tiate, v. Obs. rare- 1
. In 7 -ciate.

[f. SUPERSTITIOUS : see -ATE 3.] trans. To regard

superslitiously.
a 1688 BUNYAN Saints' Privilege 68 Wks. 1692 I. 277/2

The Jews, when they supersticiated
the Gift, in counting it

more Honourable than the Altar.

t Superstitie. Obs. rare-1
, [f. L. superstit-,

stes (f. super- SUPER- 7 + stit-, unaccented f. stat-,

pa. ppl. stem of stare to stand) + -it,
-
Y.] (?) Power

of survival.

1654 VAUCHAN Flores Solit. n. 76 The people are the many
waters, he turn'd their froth and fome into pearls, and
wearied all weathers with an unimpaired Superstitie.

Superstition (s'wpajsti-Jan). Also 5-7 -ioion,

6 -ioioun, -itioun, -ieyon, -yoyon. [a. OF.

superstition (
= It. superstizione, Sp. superstition,

Pg. supersticao) or their source L. superstitio,

-onem, n. of action f. superstore to stand upon or

over, f. super- SUPER- 2 + stare to stand.

The etymological meaning of L. superstitio is perhaps
'

standing over a thing in amazement or awe '. Other inter-

immediately gave the appointment ot commanuer-in-cniei

to Ahmed Khan Bangash,. .in supersession of Najlb u

doula. 1894 WOLSELEY Marlborough I. 25 Captain Aylmer
' " ' '

his head. This supercession fol-was made Admiral over hi-

lowed soon upon his eldest brother's disgrace. 1911 Tunis

19 Dec. n/i The disciplinary action taken by the Board

of Admiralty, .involved the supersession of one officer and
the censure of another.

4. The process of displacing, or condition of

being displaced by another.

1855 G. B. WOOD Treat. Pract. Med. (ed. 4) I. 227 Super-
session. By this process is meant the displacing or preven-
tion of one affection by the establishment of another in the

seat of it. 1865 Times 25 Jan. 12/2 That vessel, .since her

supercession for Her Majesty's personal use by the Victoria

and Albert. 1875 M. PATTISON Casaubon 487 It is the fate of

science that the books, in which it is consigned, are in a con-

stant state of supersession. 1892 LYDEKKER Phases Anita.

Life 37 The supersession of the Pterodactyles by the Birds

as the lords of the air. 1911 W. H. STEVENSON in Eng.
Hist. Ret'. Jan. 22 note. The supersession of aratrum by
carruca among the Gauls.

Supersessive (sip3ise-siv), a. [f.
L. super-

sess-, pa. ppl. stem of supersedere to SUPERSEDE
+ -IVE.] Having the quality or character of super-

seding; taking the place of something or some one

displaced.

1817 G. S. FABER Eight Diss. (1845) I-.7 The name
Russia.. instead of being a modern appellation supersessive
of Muscovy,.. is one of very remote antiquity. 1881 I1 AIR-

BAIRN Li/eChritt vii. 117 A new faith supersessive of the old.

So Snperse-ssor, = SUPERSEDES; Super-

se'ssory a. = SUPEHSESSIVE.
VOL. IX.

OHM icss in religion
' and ' the survival of old religt<

in the midst of a new order of things
'

; but such ideas are

foreign to ancient Roman thought.)

1. Unreasoning awe or fearof something unknown,

j mysterious, or imaginary, esp. in connexion with

religion; religious belief or practice founded upon
fear or ignorance.
1538 STAKKEY England (1878) 189 Theyr [. monks'] soly-

tary lyfe, wych hath brought forth, wyth lytjl profyt to the

publykestate, muchsuperstycyon. 1549LATIMF.R Plaughers

(Arb.) 30 Where the Deuyll is residente . . vp wyth al super-

stition and Idolatrie, sensing, . . holye water, and newe ser-

uice of menes inuenting. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pal. v. iii. 2

Superstitioti is, when things are either abhord or obserued,

with a zealous or fearefull, but erroneous relation to God.

1651 HOIIDKS Leviath. n. xxvii. 155 A man may stand in fear

of Spirits, .through his own superstition. 1653 JF.R. TAYLOR

Serin, for Ytar\. ix. 116 It is superstition to worship any

thing. .besides the Creator. 1776 ADAM SMITH ff.N. v.

i. (1904) II. 435 Science is the great antidote to the poison of

enthusiasm and superstition. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer.
IV. Wks. 1851 V. 372 Wherever superstition is so established

as to form a regular system, this desire of penetrating into

the secrets of futurity is connected with it. 1808 PIKP,

Sources Missia. (1810) in. App. 24 The people's superstition

is so great that they are running after the holy father in the

streets, and endeavoring to kiss the hem of his garment.

1854 MILMAN Lat. Christ, iv. vii. (1864) II. 367 A copious

list of miracles wrought by certain images, .showing the

wretched superstition into which the worship of images had

degenerated. 1891 FARRAR Darin. $ Damn li, Nero had

fits of superstition.

b. In particularized sense : An irrational reli-

gious belief or practice; a tenet, scruple, habit,

etc. founded on fear or ignorance.
1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 56 Foure general synnes, sett

yuo,,. ,,-, homilies i. Serm. of Good Wks in. (1859)

61 Other kinds of papistical superstitions.. as of Beads, of

Lady Psalters and Rosaries. 1608 SHAKS. Per. HI. i. 50 IB
Sailor. The sea workeshie, The Wind is lowd.and will not

lie till the Ship Be cleard of the dead. Per. That's your

superstition. 1860 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. am. rule 13.

23. 465 When they began to say, that.. all wine was an

abomination, they pass'd into a direct superstition. 1730

BUTLER Anal. i. iv. 75 By Religion's being corrupted into

Superstitions, which indulge Men in their Vices. 1849 MACAU-

LAY Hist Eng. x. II. 621 The notion would still prevail that

I vi ii 160 The Portuguese have a superstition according

to which the soul of a man who has died, leaving some duty

unfulfilled . . is frequently known to enter into another person.

2. An irrational religious system ; a false, pagan,

or idolatrous religion. Now rare or Obs.

15.6 TINDALE Acts xxv. 19 They . . hadde c taynl
;

1ues-

I. ornnnu. SU4 i
, ,.* j '. *.*

his superstition, with the title of Caliph. 1671 MILTON

Sauison 15 Unwillingly this rest Thir Superstition yieli

me. 1771 SMOLLETT Humphry Ct. 4 J"'y. A conference

SUPERSTITIOUS.

will; his friend Voltaire, alwut Riving the last blow to the
Uinst.au tupertution. 1813 I'KICIIAHU 1'hyi. Hut. ,l/.i
Vlll. S ". 4?2 These M i|,c laltcr [j,. Hucl.lhistn]
as the ancient anil Midi >,( the- KaM.

b. A reUjji'iiK c"inn,my m nl.vrvance of a
pagan or idolatrous character. Now rare or Obs.

3 SKI i .KIN I'.Spanmx 1350 The riiit,,ncsse..by her.

..

vuns, And wonderful! cundityons raysed vp
Samuell llial was ck-de. 1604 K. (;[KIMM ,INK.) D'Acoita'l
Hist. Imiiei iv. xxx. 293 They did assemble there for theyr
dances and superstition*. 1608 llhvwoon Lucre, t n i Our
supersiiiioifs . nik-d, sacred |.ric-st, Since we have had free
answer from the gods. 1849 ROCK Ch. hathcn 1

I lie heathen Britons made use of kills uf crysl.il in llr.ir

idle superstitions.

t c. Religious observance. Obs. rare~ l
.

1513 DOUGLAS sKrteis xil. xiii. 63, I sweir tharto be the
onplesand well Of Stix,. .Quhais only dreidful! luperstitioun
heyr The Goddis kepis, that nane dar it forsweyre.

*t* d. Idolatrous or extravagant devotion. Qbs.

1615 FLETCHER, etc. Lover's Progress in. iii, May I not
kiss ye now in superstition ? For you appear a thing that I

would kneel to.

t 3. '

Over-nicety ; exactness too scrupulous
'

(J., 1755). (Cf. SUPERSTITIOUS 3.) Obs. rare'.
4. irons/, (from i). Irrational or unfounded

belief in general; an unreasonable or groundless
notion.

1794 HUTTON Philos. Light, etc. 107, I am afraid there are

many men of science., that only believe the theory of heat
and cold in prejudice or superstition, i.e. without having
seen its evidence. 1851 SPENCER Social Statics xix. 209 Of
tbe political superstitions, . . none is so universally diffused

as the notion that majorities are omnipotent. z868 M.
PATTISON Academ. Org. v. 120 The superstition of the law.

courts that a man can exercise rights of property after his

death to all time.

Hence Supersti tional a., characterized by super-

stition, superstitious ; Supersti'tlonist, one given
to superstition, or holding superstitions beliefs ;

Supersti'tionless a., free from superstition.

1683 E. HOOKER Pre/. Pordage's Mystic Div. 44 Doctrines

Traditional, *Superstitional, and Deductional. c 1850 LADY
BLANCHE BALFOUR Prayer'm ). Robertson Remin. (1897) 54
From careless or superstitional acquiescence where 1 should

inquire, Good Lord, deliver me. 1651 H. MORE Second
Lash in Kttthus. Tri., etc. (1656) 184 The arbitrations pre-

cepts of supercilious Stoicks, or surly "Superslitionists. _
1676

GLANVII.L Seasonable Refect. 139 Melancholy Superstition-
ists or distracted Enthusiasts. 1798 W.TAYLOR in Monthly
Mug. VI. 549 The disguising reverence with which super-
stitionists have regarded them lie. the Hebrews]. 1846
WORDSWORTH in Chr. Wordsw. Mem. (1851) II. 425 A
wretched set of religionists . .

, superstitionists
1 ought to say,

called Mormonites. 1890 A. J. VOGAN Black Police xii. 188

The "superstitionless training Billy had received.

t SnperstitiO'sity. Obs. rare. In 5 -eiosite,

-tie. [a. OF. superstiaosite or ad. med.L. supersli-

ciositds, i. superstiliosus SUPERSTITIOUS: see -ITT.]

Superstitiousness ; //. superstitious beliefs or ob-

servances.
c 1400 Afol. I.oll. 98 God Almijty kepe vs. .frober super-

sticiositeis, vanites, errors, and desseytis. 1520 Caxton's

Citron. Eng. \. fol. vi/i They were deceyued by deuylles,

& great supersticiositie in y* cytee was made,

Superstitions (s-'apaisti-Jas), a. Also 4-7

-icious, 5 -ycyus, 5-6 -ycious, 6 -icyou*,

-yoyous(e, -iciouse, -itiouse, Sc. -itius. [a. OF.

superstilieux (
= It. superslizioso, Sp., Pg. -iciosd),

ad. L. superstitiosus, f. superstitio SUPERSTITION.]

1. Of the nature of, involving, or characterized

by superstition.
c 1386 CHAUCER Frank!. T. 544 To maken hise lapes and

hiswrecchednesseOfswichasupersticiouscursednesse. 1416

LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 20234 That.. I may represse Thyn
errours and thyn ffolye, Groundyd on Astrologye, Wych ne

be nat vertuous, For they be superstycious. 1538 BALK Tlire

Lames 865 With rytes superstycyouse. 1561 T. NORTON

Calvin's lust. iv. 136 Shall we deme that it is a superstitious

Spirits, Daemons, Devils, Fayries and Hob-goblins. 1776

GIBBON Decl. /* f. xiv. (1782) I. 508 Fear is commonly super-

stitious. 1866 KINGSLEY Life <j-
Lett. (1877) II. 241 The

superstitious terror with which that meteor.shower would

have been regarded in old times. 1874 GREEN MOT-/ Hut.

ix i 588 [To the Puritans] It was superstitious to keep

llusuana commeui HUI. wn i>.w.. "~i F
ous cleppings as the delicate and wanton Louer ** W
PAINE Rights of Man (ed. 4) 104 To unhinge it from the

superstitious authority of antiquity.

Jii'Trf i Geo. I, Stat II. c. 5 (heading) To enquire of tbe

rLltes. .of Popish Recusants, and of Es.ates given to super-

WHAKTON 1 aiv L,ex- s.v. \,naniif, * c uiij -* ~ --

'f charities prior to the 43' Elu. c. 4, which is emphatically

called the Statute of Charitable Uses, is extremely
obscure^

It is clear that no superstitious uses are within tne pun

of th* statute.



STTPEBSTITIOTJSLY.

2. Subject or addicted to superstition; believing or

practising superstitions.

1516 TINDALE Acts xvii. 22 Ye men of Aliens, I perceave
lhat in all ihynges ye are somwhal (1534 lo) supersticious.

1589 PUTTENHAM Engl. Potsit ill. xxii. (Arb.) 267 'lo abuse

ihe superslilious people, and lo encomber Iheir busie braynes

wilh vaine hope or vaine feare. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W.n.
iv. 36 The superslilious idle-headed-Eld Receiu d..This

lale of Herne ihe Hunter, for a trulh. 1671 MILTON P. R.

n. 206 II seem'd . . lo a Superstitious eye the haunt Of Wood-

Gods and Wood-Nymphs. 1791 BURKE Let. la -

men, of mistaking his own peevish .. moods for emotions of

pious zeal. 1881 PITMAN Mission Life Greece ff Pal. 251

The Maronile sect, which is a very ignoranl and supersti-

tious sect

stltlous, was lo lasi a mumii in i iisun. iy.j *

607/2 The omen of blood was viewed with some alarm by the

superstitious in the village.

t b. Idolatrously or extravagantly devoted. Obs.

1581 LYLY in T. Watson's Poems (Arb.) 30 Were not men
more supersticious in their praises, then women are constant

in their passions. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII,, in. i. 131 Haue
L.Lou'd him next Heau'n? Obey'd him? Bin (out of

fondnesse) superstitious to him ? a 1704 T. BROWN Beauties

Wks. 1730 I. 42 My superstitious love adores them all.

f 3. Over-scrupulous ; punctilious ; extremely

careful or particular. Obs.

IS35 [see SUPERSTITIOUSLY 2]. 1553 EDEN Treat. Neive

Ind. (Arb.) 10 Yf..anye supersticious head shall thmke it a

heynous matter in any poynte to contrary Sainct Augustyne.

1590 SWINBURNE Test. 5 It is rare if at the last ; after long
and superstitious reuolution, one man at least among so

many subtile heads.. doe not espie some defect or excesse

in the definition. 1608 TOPSELL Serpents 261 They [spiders]

haue giuen themselues to curious and superstitious hunting,

..watching and espying their prey. i6i;r MORYSON Itin.
HI. 221 The Germans are so superstitious in this kind, as a
Gentleman may haue an action against him, who saith hee

is no Gentleman. 1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche i.ccxxiii, Shall

squeamish He my Pleasures harvest by Fond superstitious

coyness thus prevent ? 1680 OTWAY Orphan ir. i, The super-
stitious Statesman has his sneer. z8z6 [implied in SUPER-

STITIOUSLY 2],

4. Used in or regarded with superstition ;
vene-

rated, observed, or believed in, in the way of

superstition. Now rare or Obs.

1566 in Peacock Engl. Ch. Furnit. (1866) 120 The mass
bookes and all other popishe and supersticious bookes. 1595
in Maitl. Club Misc. I. 77 To absteyne fra keiping of super-
stitious dayes. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. i. iv, Pulling
downe a superstitious crosse. c 1618 MORYSON /tin, iv. v. i.

(1903) 399 The sweating of stones, Nodding of Images, and
like supperstitious Miracles. 1665 J. WEBB Stonc-Heng
(1725) 140 To cleanse away the Filth of the superstitious
Victims [sc. sacrificed oxen], a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crtivt

Superstitious-Pies, Minc'd, or Christinas-Pies, so Nick-
nam'd by the Puritans, or Precisians, tho'they can Eat em.
a 1700 EVELYN Diary 25 Dec. 1657, An ordinance made that

none should any longer observe the superstitious time of the

Nativity (so esteem'd by them). 1774 PENNANT Tonr Scot.
in iffa 23 An . .arch, decorated with a variety of superstiti-
ous figures. 1879 S- C. BARTLETT Egypt to Pal. xx. 436 The
room..containedsome superstitious spots.

f b. Magical ; having or credited with super-
natural efficacy. Obs.

1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy \. 363 per was noon helpe. . fat
vaille my^t ageyn he cursed charmys ; pei wer so strong and
supersticious. 1:1450 Mankind 313 in Macro Plays 12 To
defende me from all superstycyus charmys. 1651 HOBBLS
Leviathan in. xxxvi. 225 All those Impostors, that pretend
by the helpe of familiar spirits, or by superstitious divination
of events past., to foretell the like events in time to come.
[17*8 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Afaeic, Superstitious Magic con-
sists in the Invocation of Devils.]

t 5. Extraordinary; excessive; superfluous. Obs.

-1407 LYDG. Reason fy Sens. 4301 Eke Phedra lovede hyr
sone yn lawe, Whos love was superstycious. 1484 CAXTON
Fables ofAlfonce viii, There is folke superstycious or capaxe
that they may not be contented with fewe wordes. 1598
HAKLOYT yoy. I. 150 Certain sinister reports and super,
stitious slanders. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 301
They, .have such a superstitious conceit of their owne merit
and temper [etc.]. 1640 FULLER Joseph's Coat v. 143 Let
us take heed wee bee not all condemned by God, for being
Fellons, de se; for wilfull murthering our owne lives, with
our knifes by our superstitious eating.

Supersti tiously, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.] In
a superstitious manner.
1. In the way of superstition ; with irrational

religious belief or observance.
155* ASP. HAMILTON Catech. 21 b, To defend thairself..

aganis fyre, watter,sweid, . . with certene takinnisor writingis
supersticiously. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. \. xi. (1634)
37 Because God will not be worshipped superstitiouslie,
therefore whatsoever is gjyen to idols is taken from him.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T, in. lii. 40 Dreames, are toyes, Yet for
this once, yea superstitiously, I will be squar'd by this. 1686
PLOT Staffordsh. 207 The common people superstitiously
beleive, that tis very dangerous to break a bough from it.

1767 S. PATERSON Another Trav. I. 375 Thesuperstitiously-
zealous in their own way, they would shew like a company
of saints. 1847 C. BRONTE Jane Eyre xi, But that neither
scene nor season favoured fear, I should have been super-
stitiously afraid. 1882-3 Schaff's Encycl. Relig. KnmuL
III. 2268 Friday is superstitiously held to be an unlucky day.
f2. Over-scrupulously ; punctiliously; with ex-

cessive care or exactness. Obs.
*535 JOYE Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 59 Here thou seist whether

Tindale is brought for so supersticyously steking to onely
one significacion of this worde Resurrectio. 1659 HAMMONDA nnoi. Ps. xxxi. 6 That heathen men . . are . . wont to apply

194

themselves.. to false gods, .observing their responses most

superstitiously. 1676 HOBDES Iliad Prcf. (1686) 8 A fault

proper to Translators, when they hold themselves too super-

stitiously to their Authors words. 1715 WATTS Logic iv. l,

Neither of these two Methods should be too scrupulously
and superstitiously pursued. 1791-1813 D'lsRAELl Cur.

Lit., Hist. New IVortts, But we have puritans or precisians

of English, superstitiously nice ! 1816 BENTHAM Ckrtstom.

292 For division, the dichotomous . . mode is most to be

commended, . . but it ought not to be every where hunted

out too superstitiously and anxiously.

Supersti'tiousness. [-NESS.] The quality

or character of being superstitions.

15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 233 b, The contempla.

cyon of suche turneth eyther to supersticyousnes, or else to

a fantasticall curiosite. 1548 CRANMER Catech. () iij b, Super,
stitiousnes of beades, and confidence in oure owne merttes.

1657 J. WATTS Scribe, Pharisee, etc. i. 232 As there is no

popishnesse, so, I do not see what superstitiousnesse there

can be in it. 1885 RAWLINSON Egypt <$ Babylon v. 83 He
showed an equal superstitiousness when . . he would not allow

himself to commence the work of restoration,., until he had

first waited for a * fortunate month *. 1908 Q, Rev. Apr. 483

One trait of the barbaric mind superstitiousness.

II Superstratum (rfflptifWtfci), PI.

-strata. [mod.L., neut. sing, of pa. pple. of L.

supcrsterntrc to spread over, f. super- SUPER- 2 +
stemfre to lay down, strew.] A stratum or layer

deposited over or upon something ; an overlying
or superficial stratum.
1806 Amer. State Papersl

Ind. Affairs (1832) I. 737 The

superstratum is of a blackish brown color, upon a yellow
basis. 1813 BYRON Juan ix. xxxvii, First out

of,
and then

back again to chaos, The superstratum which will overlay
us. 1840 LYELL Princ. Geol. n. vii. (ed. 6) II. 79 The super-
strata were precipitated into hollows prepared for them.

Superstruct (s'wpaastrtrkt), v. Now rare or

Obs. [f. L. superstruct-, pa. ppl. stem of super-

stru/re, f. super- SUPER- 2 + stru/re to build.] trans.

To build upon something else ; to construct upon
a foundation ; to erect as a superstructure.

a. Usually./? ". or in fig. context. (Very common
in the latter half of the I7th c.)
a 1643 LD. FALKLAND, etc. Infallibility (1646) 20 All that

Master Chillingworth's large Booke hath superstrucled on
this foundation. 1646 HAMMOND Tracts 87 What small

ground it hath.. as a foundation to superstruct any other

doctrines upon. i6ja H. L'ESTRANCK Amer. no Jeeves i

The Author first layes down six Conjectures, upon which
he superstructs the maine Fabrique of his Work and Argu-
ments, a 1687 PETTY Pol. Aritk. i. (1691) 21 The effects of

their Policy, superstructed upon these natural Advantages,
and not as some think upon the excess of, their Under-

standings, a 1734 NORTH Exam. i. i. 8 (1740) 18 This he

lays down for a Foundation whereon to superstruct a won-
derful Colossus of Reproach. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Pope
Wks. 1787 IV. 99 Those.. on whose approbation his esteem
of himself was superstructed. 1819 T. HOPE Anastasins

(1820) I. vi. 124 This artificial exterior, this refinement of

appearance, were the more remarkable from the simplicity
of mind, the singleness of heart, on which they seemed

superstructed.
absol. 1641 SIR S. D'Ewes Autobiog. (1845) II. 294 Lady
Win hath laid a foundation of hope for mee, upon which
I must beseech you to superstruct. 1661 POWER Exp. Philos.

Pref. (1664) C 4, Though he have erroneously superstructed

upon his Experiments. 1737 L. CLARKE Hist. Bible (1740)
II. 210 Daily improving ana increasing and superstructing

upon that foundation.

b. More rarely ///.
; occas. in reference to

natural structures. (Also absol.}

1664 EVELYN Sylva xviii. 39 Vitruvius tells us, that the

Morasses about Ravenna.. were pil'd with this Timber
[jr. alder], to superstruct upon, a 1687 PETTY Treat, Naval
Philos. i. ii, The Cabbins and what is usually superstructed
upon the upper Deck. 1831 T. HOPE Ess. Orig. Man II.

28 Former masses inorganic and lifeless superstruct in un-
broken cohesion with them other later parts having all the

essential attributes of organization, life and growth. 1843
MRS. ROMER Rhone, etc. I. 309 Upon which, in latter times,
the Moors had superstructed a fortress.

Hence Superstru'cted ///. a, ; Superstrircting
vbl. sb.

1654 HAMMOND Fundamentals it Wks. 1674 I. 278 Doc-

trines..apt to obstruct or intercept the superstructing of
Christian life. Ibid. xti. 300 It were unreasonable .. to ..

wonder at this constancy in particular superstructed errors

. ., whilst [etc.]. 1826 G. S. FABER Dijfic, Romanism (1853)

374 note. Their superstructed doctrinal decisions. 1831 T.
HOPE Ess. Orig. Matt I. 29, I have cleared away. .all later,

more partial and more superstructed attributes not only of
mind but even of matter.

t Superstru-ction. Obs. [ad. L. *super-
structio, -onem, n. of action f, superstrutre : see

prec. Cf. SUBSTRUCTION.]
1. = SUPERSTRUCTURE.
a. jig. or in fig. context.

16*4 USSHER Serm. 22 The unitie of the faith . . here spoken
of, hath reference .. to the foundation: as that which fol-

loweth of a perfect man., to the superstruction and
per-

fection. 1638 CHILLINGW. Relig. Prot. i. Hi. 57. 165 You
must.. believe the Church Infallible in all her proposalls,
be they foundations, or be they superstructions. 1650
HOBBES DC Corp. Pol. 125 For the Points of Faith necessary
to Salvation, I shall call them Fundamental!, and every
other Point a Superstruction. 1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Por-
dage's Mystic Div. 71 Rotten Foundations, superstitious
superstructions.

b. lit. or in physical sense, rare.
161* SELDEN Illustr. Drayton's Poly-olb. x. 165 A great

water, which could endure continuance of no heauy super-
struction. a 1687 PETTY Treat. Naval Philos. i. ii, The
superstructions upon the upper Deck.

StTPERSUBSTANTIAL.

2. The action of building upon something, rarer- .

1864 in WEBSTER; hence in later Diets.

Superstructive (s'wpaastry-ktiv), a. (s6.)
Now rare. [f. L. superstruct' : see SUPERSTHUCT
and -IVE.] Belonging to the superstructure; =
SUPERSTRUCTURAL : opposed tofundamental,
1642 Fuller Anstv. to Dr. Feme 8 If it bee written it is

superstructive and not fundamentall ; written Laws, that
were not Lawes before written, are repealeable and alterable.

1654 HAMMOND Fundamentals xvii. Wks. 1674 I. 319 No-
thing but the removing his Fundamental error can rescue
him from the superstructive. 1903 R. BRIDGES Poems Clas*
sical Prosody Ep. i. 228 Laying foundation of its knowledge
in physical law, .. erecting Superstructive of all. .a new
Science of Man.

)
B. sb. Something belonging to or constituting'

the superstructure. Obs.

1625 MOUNTAGU Apf>. Cxsar 120, I divided also the objects
of erring or not erring, two wayes: into Fundamentalls,
or superstructives. 1644 HUNTON Vind. Treat. Monarchy
v. 37 The Common Lawes, which are. .the basis and founda-
tion of this Government, the Statute Lawes being but after

superstructives.

So Superstnrctor, one who builds a super-
structure ; Superstru'ctory a., = next.

1650 R. HOLLINGWORTH Exerc. UsurfedPowers 16 You sub-
vert all setled Laws, whether fundamentall or superstructory.
1652 R. ROBINSON\Christ all xxii. (1656) 424 A house whose
corners are laid with precious stones, and whose Superstruc-
tory stones are all lively stones, a

1754
NORTH Exam. \. iu.

(1740) 193 Was Oates's Narrative a Foundation or a Super-
structure, or was he one of the Superstructors or not?

Superstructural,*/, [f. next + -AL.] Belong-
ing to or constituting a superstructure.
1884 TKAILL in Macm. Mag. Nov. 30/1 The argumentative

foundation which has been made to bear so vast a
super*

structural conclusion. 1803 Home Missionary (N.Y.) July
144 Foundational rather than superstructure).

Superstructure (s'w-psjstr^ktiuj, -tjai). [f.

SUPER- 3 + STRUCTURE, after superstruct, super-
struction. Cf. F. superstructure (from i8th c.).]

That which is built upon something else as a

foundation ; a structure raised upon something.
1. lit. A building considered in relation to its

foundation ; an upper part of a building, erected

upon a lower supporting part ; any material struc-

ture resting on something else as a foundation.

1645 HOWELL Lett. I. n. xv., (1892) 126 In som Places, as

in Amsterdam, the Foundation costs more than the Super-
structure. 1679 MOXON Mech. Exerc. viii. 137 Though the

Ground-plates, .be part of the Carcass, yet I thought fit.,

they should be laid, before I treated of the superstructure.

1738 Gentl. Mag. VIII. 378/2 The City Surveyor, .declared

..that it would be beneficial to the Superstructure to have
Che Foundation laid early. 1813 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon

89 It frequently happens, that the lower part of the building
is made of stone, and its superstructure of cob. 1868 LYELL
Princ. Geol. xli. (ed. 10) II. 404 The accumulation of the

subaerial superstructure of the great cone, 1876 Encycl,
Brit. IV. 284/1 The superstructure of a bridge consists of

the roadway and the beam, arch, or chain used to carry the

roadway from support to support.
b. Railway Engineering. (See quot.)

1864 WEBSTER, Superstructure, . . the sleepers, rails, and

fastenings, in distinction from the road-bed ; called also

fermanent-wety.
2. fig. or in fig. context: An immaterial structure,

as of thought, action, etc., figured as being built

upon something else as a foundation.

1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. lit. 224 Lay a good
foundation, and then the superstructure is like to stand.

1646 J. HALL Horx Vac. 20 Thrift, .is. .the Base whereon
the Superstructures of all other wisdome lyes. 1698 NORRIS

Pract. Disc. (1711) III. 2 In Geometry some plain Pro-

positions are laid down, . . in order to further Theory, which,
as a Superstructure, is to be rais'd upon those Foundations.

1791 COWPER Yardley Oak 122 So stands a kingdom, whose
foundation yet Fails not, in virtue and in wisdom laid,

Through all the superstructure. 1840 MACAULAY Ess.,

RankSs Hist. (1897) 549 Every fresh story is as solid a basis

for a new superstructure as the original foundation was.

1905 J- B. BURY Life St. Patrick App. 276 The visit to

Pope Celestine at Rome has no legendary superstructure.

Supersubstantial (s'w'pwsobstae-nfal), a.

[ad. late L. supersubstantialis (Vulgate), super-
SUPER- 49, + substantia SUBSTANCE : see -AL. Cf.

F. sursubstantiel (t -*/), It. soprassustanziaie,

Sp., Pg. siipersubstancial]
1. In allusion to, or as a rendering of, late L.

supersubstantialis in the Vulgate version of Matt.

vi. ii (translating Gr. Ivtovmof, which is now

generally held to mean *

pertaining to the coming

day') : Above or transcending material substance;

spiritual : esp. in reference to the eucharistic

bread.
Cf. Wycl. Bible Matt. vi. ii Oure breed ouer other sub-

staunce.

1534 MORE Treat. Passion Wks. 1342/2 That heauenlye
and supersubstancyall breadde and cuppe, beyng consecrate

with that solemne benediction, is profitable to the lyfe and

saluacyon ofthe whole man. 1550 VERON Godly Sayings (18^6)

78 In y Lords praier. .we say : give us the supersubstancial

bread, not this bread that gooeth intoo the body ; but that

bread of everlastyng life, which upholdeth the substance of

our soule. 1555 CRANMER in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III

xxx. 236, I have sinned.. against men, whom I have called

from this supersubstantial morsel. 1609 BibU (Douay)
Exod. xvi. cotnm. t

It is our way-faring special provision,
dailie and supersubstantial bread, til we shal possesse the

promised land. 1665 WITHER Lord's Prayer no By pre-



STTPERSUBSTANTIALITY
ferring the meat that perishcth before that super-substantial
Bread of Life which came from Heaven. 1852 J BROWN
Disc. <r.Say- Our Lord I. iv. 245 Give us the super,
substantial bread the bread of life. 1899 FR. DOLLING in
C. E. Osbornc Life x, The Body and Blood of Christ Him-
self, our daily supersubstantial bread.

2. Above or transcending all substance or being ;

= SUPERESSENTIAL : chiefly of God.
1534 MORE Treat. Passion Wks. 1339/2 Thys..woorde

Godde, sigmfyeth. .not onelye the vnitie of the Godheaddc,
but also the trinitie of the three persones, and not onely
theyr supersubstaunciall substance, but also euery gracious

propertie.
l6o WARNER Alb. Eng. xm. Ixxviii. (1612) 321

Locall vnlocally each wheare, super-substantiall, who Knows
all that was, is, and is not. a 1633 AUSTIN Altilil. (1635) 90
Tliey saw a Starre, with five lieames. ..i. Material!, the
Starre in the East : 2. Spiritual!, the Starre of Faith, in
their hearts. 3. Intellectual!, an Angel in a Dreame :

4. Rational! ; the Virgin Marie; 5. Supersubstantiall i Christ
himselfe. 1651 J. F[REAKK] Agrippa's Occ. Philos. n. vi.

181 Three persons in the Supersubstantiall Divinity. 1855
MILMAN Lat. Christ, xiv. ii. (1864) IX. 63 He is the The-
archic Intelligence, the Supersubstantial Being.
Hence Su persubstantia'lity (rare""}; fStrper-
snbsta'ntially ai/v., in a supersubstantial manner
(in quot. in sense 2). So Sn:persubsta'ntiate ,-'.

[after transubstantiate] trans., to make supersnb-
stantial.

1606 WHETENHALL Disc. Abuses Ch. Christ >8 To super-
substantial the blessed bread of the Lords Supper into the
cursed Idoll of the Popes masse. 1611 FLORIO, Sopraso-
stantialita, supersubstantiality. 1651 J. F[REAKE] Agrippa's
Occ, Philos. in. v. 356 Belief which is a true faith, is super.
substantially above all science and understanding conjoyn-
ing us immediately to God. 1825 COLERIDGE Aids Reft.
App. C. (1858) I. 382 Fluids and ethers, .to whatever quint*
essential thinness they may be treble distilled, and (as it

were) super.substantiated.

Supersn'btle, -su-btile, a. [SUPER- 9 a.]

Extremely or excessively subtle
; over-subtle.

1599 SANDYS Enropx Spec. (1632) 104 Admiring them in

the rest of their super-subtil! inventions. 1604 SHAKS. Oth.
I. iii. 363 A fraile vow, betwixt an erring Barbarian, and a
super.subtle Venetian. 1614 PURCHAS Pilgrimage n, xii.

(ed. a) 175 The Cabalist as a super subtile transcendent,
mounteth . . from this sensible world vnto that other Intel,

lectuall. l8a LAMB Ella Ser. ll. Child Angel, By reason
that Mature Humanity is too gross to breathe the air of
that super-subtile region. 1824 Miss MITFORO Village
Ser. i. (1863) 106-7 Over-informed, super-subtle, too clever
for her age. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) II. 75 The
super-subtile fancies of theosophy. 1879 MCCARTHY Otun
Times II. xxiv. 211 A tendency to over-refining and super-
subtle argument.
So Supergu'btilize v. trans., to make over-

subtle ; Supersu'btlety, excessive subtlety.
1858 MASSON Milton I.

yi. 443 In him \sc. Donne] there
were gathered up . .all the tips and clippings ofsuper-subtlety
among the Elizabethans. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 245
The filigree of wire-drawn sentiment and supersubtilized
conceit.

Su per-supe rlative, a. (s6.) [SUPER- 4 a.]
1 More than superlative

'

; of the very highest

quality or degree. Also sb., a degree beyond the

superlative.
1607 R. QAREW] tr. Estienne's World of Wonders 65

Supersuperlatiue knauery. 1642 VICARS God in Mount
(1644) n The Archbishops super-superlative power. 1658-9
in Burtons Diary (1828) IV. 198 Union is most desirable
with brethren Protestants ; nay, Protestants of the best pro-
fession in the world. This is super-superlative. 1767 S.

PATERSON^ nothtr Trav. I. 422 His highest taste That
super-superlative gout. 1801 SOUTHEY Let. to J. Rickman
20 Nov., We must create a super-superlative to reach the
idea of his magnitude.
Hence Su:per-snpe'rlatively adv.

1641
' SMECTYMNUUS '

Vind. Ansiu. Pref. A4b, Men so

transcendently perfidious, and so supersuperlatively unfaith-
ful!. 1648 E. SIMMONS in T. Wodenote Herm. Theol. Pref.
A ixb, The malitious Jews, .were notsosuper-superlatively
vile as to consult his [AV. Christ's] death because he was
content in their stead . . to be accounted as a sinner.

Superte mporal, a. 1
(sb.~) [SUPER- 4 a.] That

is above time; transcending time. Also sb., a

supertemporal thing.
1678 CUOWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 36. 625 Plotinus and

Numenius..declare him [Plato] to have asserted, Three
Super-Temporals or Eternals, Good, Mind or Intellect, and
the Soul of the Universe. 1891 N. SMYTH Chr. Ethics i. i.

5 4. 81 Our super-temporal and super-sensible being. 1905
I. C. JONES in T. Stephens Child * Relig. v. 187 They must
have sinned sinned.. in a super-temporal state according
to Julius Miiller.

Superte-mporal, a.2 (sb.) Anat. and Zool.

[SUPER- 3 c (b).] Situated in the upper part of the

temples or temporal region, b. sb. A supertem-
poral bone.

1854 OWEN in Orr's Circ. Set'., Org. Nat. I. 179 The bones
..that circumscribe the lower part of the orbit... In fishes

they are called '
suborbitals '. . . A similar series of bones

sometimes overarches the temporal fossx, and are called

subdivision.

t Su perterra-neal, a. Obs. rare-1
. [See

SUPER- i a arl |j cf, SUBTERRANEAL.] = next.
-686 PLOT Staffordsh. iii. i 42. 133 All which, whether

super or subterraneal, I take in general to proceed from

stagnations in the subterraneal Vaults of the Earth.

Superterranean (si;p3Jter'n/an), a. (sd.)

[f. modX. *superterrdneus, f. super- SUPEB- I a

195

+ terra eaith : see -AN.] That is or dwells above
or on the surface of, the' earth ; above-ground :

opposed to subterranean. Also sb., a dweller
above ground or on the tarth.

1691 R. KIRK Secret Commiu. i. (1815) 3 A Superterranean
and a subterranean Inhabitant, perfectly resembling one
another. Ibid. 6 If any Superterraneans be so subtile, as
to practice Slights for procureing a Privacy to any of their
Mistenes. 1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pagan Idol. III. 268
Wilh numerous chambers both Superterranean and subter-
ranean. 1817 lilackw. Mag. XXII. 386 The subterranean
in fictitious composition must always be subject either to
the laws of the superterranean, or of the supernatural. 1846
J. DUDLEY Naology-^s In what. .may be called their super-
terranean structures, their temples. 1875 LITTLEDAH in

Contemp. Rev. Mar. 577 This is all we know about super-
terranean churches before Conslantine.
Su perterra neons (-,?<-n/as), a.

[f. mod.L.
*sut>erterrdntus : see prec. and -EOUS.]

=
prec.

1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2232 The admirable Fabiic of the
Super-terraneous and Subterraneous complex Globe of
tarth, Air and Water. 1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 71 There are
many Lakes in the World of Salt water, that have no super-
terraneous Vents into the Sea. 1815 FOSBROOKE Encycl
Antiq,. (1843) I- "i The Mandra;, or early monasteries of
Ireland, are. .mere superterraneous caverns,

Superterrene (s'a.-psjterfn), a. [ad. late L.
supcrterrenus : see SUPER- i a and TERRENE.]
1. " SUPERTERRANEAN.
1709 T. ROBINSON Nat. Hist. Westmoreld. iv. 13 The

Division of the Waters, .was made into Waters subterrene,
superterrene, and nubiferous. a 1871 DE MORGAN Budget
farad'. (1872) 137 Gulta percha and Rowland Hill are the
great discoveries of our day ;. .gutta percha being to the sub-
marine post what Rowland Hill is to the super-terrene.
1881 G. MILNKR Country Pleas, xxi. 105 When your pro.
gemtors nested or herded in such a superterrene covert.
2. Existing or dwelling in a region above the

earth ; belonging to a higher world : = next, I.

1755 SMOLLETT Quix. i. in. xii. 178, I am positive it began
with 'subterrene and sublime princess !' It could not be
subterrene, said the barber, but superterrene or sovereign
1866 MILL in F.din. Rev. CXX1II. 328 The gods, .must live
in the perpetual contemplation of these glorious and super-
terrene existences.

Snperterrestrial (s':p3Jtere-strial), a. [See
SUPER- i a and TERRESTRIAL.]
1. Existing, or belonging to a region, above the

earth
; celestial : =

prec. 2. Alsojig.
1737 EARBERY tr. Burnefs St. Dead (1728) II. 47 Moses

..described the Formation of all super-terrestrial and ter-
restrial Bodies. 1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. VI. 554A confidence in super-terrestrial protection, and a belief In
supernatural powers. 184$ DE QUINCEY Antig. Sophocles
Wks. 1860 XIV. 203 Ever since the restoration of letters
there has been a cabal, , . for exalting as something super-
terrestrial, and quite unapproachable by moderns, the monu-
ments of Greek literature. 1865 tr. Strauss' New Life jfesits
i. xlix. I. 422 The change into the superterrestrial state.

2. = SUPEHTERRANEAN.
1875 LD. BLACHFORD in Life Ld. Coleridge (1904) II. ix.

252 Subterranean and superterrestrial operations.

Superto nic. Mus. [SUPER- 5 b.] The note
next above the tonic ;

the second of the scale.

Also attrib. applied to a chord having this note
for its root.

1806 CALLCOTT Mus. Grant, n. v. 135 The Supertonic, or
second above the Key.note. 1867 MACFARREN Harmony
(1802) 128 The chromatic raising of the 3rd in the super-
tonic chord. 1868 pusELEY Harmony xi. (1875) 128 The
dominant of a dominant, i. e. the Supertonic. 1889 PROUT
Harmony xiii. 135 The chord of the Supertonic seventh.
Il'id. 144 The dominant seventh resolves on the tonic, sub-

mediant, or subdominant chord, or on a Supertonic discord.

Supertu'nic. Antiq. Also in L. form. [ad.
med.L. supertunica : see SUPER- 3 and TUNIC st>.]

An outer tunic ; spec, the vestment worn above the

dalmatic (or tunicle) by a sovereign at his corona-
tion.

1615-6 Coronation Chas. / (180.2) 36 The Deane of West,
minster goeth on araying y King. i. With y* Supertunica,
or close Pall, a 1700 EVELYN Diary 23 Apr. 1661, Then [at
the Coronation] was.. put on.. the cobbium, syndon [i.e.

colobium sindonis], or dalmatic, and over this a supertunic
of cloth of gold. 1843 LYTTON Last Barons iv. iii, He
looks brave in his gay supertunic. 1860 FAIRHOLT Costume

Enf. (ed. 2) 83 King John [in his effigy].. wears a super,
tunic of crimson embroidered with gold. 1891 Proc. Soc,

Antiq. 15 Jan. 216 The rest of the costume consists of super-
tunic and kiitle.

I Supervaca-neal, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. L,

supervacaneus : see next and -AL.] = next.

'"555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 115

Though it be.. with long painted supervacaneall words
exorned and set forth.

Supervacaneous (s'^psjvak^-nfts), a. Now
rare or Obs. [f. L. supervacaneus, f. super- SUPER-
III + vacare to be empty or void : see -EOUS. Cf.

It., Sp., Pg. supervacaneo.] Vainly added over

and above what is essential ; superfluous, redundant.
c 1555 HARPSFIELD Dh'orce Hen. VIII (Camden) 146 For

the avoiding of supervacaneous tediousness we will cut off

all such endless matters. 1641 J. TRAPPE Theol. Theol.

viii. 313 Account not any part of this venerable Volume to

be superfluous or super-vacaneous. 1684 tr. Bonefs Merc.

Comfit, vi. 217 As much supervacaneous humour as they
had lost, so much new strength they had acquired. 1771
NUGENT Hist. Fr. Gerund \\. 85 Conjectural argument is

supervacaneous when the words of the oracle are clear.

1815 BENTHAM Offic. Apt. Maximized, Indications Postscr.

(1830) 23 Desire is sufficient : accomplishment, or anything

SUPERVENIENT.
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Superya CUOUS, a. oi>s.

[f. ].. suferva.uus:see SUPER- III and VACUOUS.] =
,)rec

'
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1615 CROOK. Body /./,, 5 if..,,,,, wombe should atcertame times open it self to expcll that that is suoe
CUOUS. 1633 AMIS fresh Suit af,t. Cer,,n,n. II 442

'

Ceremonies
are_superyacuous_ and[vaine. a ,706 EVELVH

own. 1799 E. Du Bois Piece Fam. Biog. I. p. iv, 1 sh
wave my supervacuous honours.

Supervene (s'apsjvf-n), v, [ad. L. supervemre,
f. super- SUPER- 13+ venire to come. Cf. OF.
so(u)rvenir (mod.F. survenir), Pr. sotrevenir It.

soprawenire, Sp. sobrevenir, Pg. sobrevir]
1. intr. To come on or occur as something addi-

tional or extraneous
; to come directly or shortly

after something else, either as a consequence of it

or in contrast with it
; to follow closely upon some

other occurrence or condition.
1647-8 COTTIRELL Davila's Hist. Fr. (1678) ji Upon a

sudden supervened the death of the king. 1664 EXTON
Maritime Dicaeologie l. iv. 16 New differences and con-
troversies arising and supervening, which they could not

judge or determine by the Rhodian Laws. 1804 Med. Jrnl.
XII. 386 Soon after, a vomiting of an offensive and greenish-
coloured fluid supervened. 1849 C. BKONTE Shirley ii, A
bad harvest supervened. Distress reached its climax. 1867
PEARSON Hist. Eng. I. 409 The king was bruised by the
pommel of his saddle; fever -supervened, and the injury
proved fatal. 1883 Daily Tel. 10 Nov. 5/2 The marked
change which has supervened in the habits and tastes of
the junior members of both Universities.

b. Const, on, upon, rarely to (the preceding
occurrence, condition, etc.).
1691 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. vii. (1693) 29 This power [tf.

mutual gravitation], .cannot be. .essentiafto Matter. And
..it could never supervene to it, unless. .infus'd into it by
an immaterial . . Power. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. ill. x, A
kind of.. Jew's-harping and scrannel-piping. .to which the
frightfullest species of Magnetic Sleep soon supervened.
1850 GLADSTONE Glean. V. cxx. 243 Upon this there super-
vened . . that idea of

royal power [etc.]. 1868 Juv. Mutidi
ii. (1869) 43 Upon this local name [Argeioi] theie had super-
vened, .the paramount and wider name ofAchaioi. 1870 /'//_>-
News i Dec., Typhus supervening on a gunshot wound.
f2. trans. To come directly or soon after, to

follow closely (
=

supervene upon, I b) ; occas. to

come after so as to take the place of, to supersede.
1715 Phil, Trans. XXXIII. 392 The Fever frequently

supervening a Surfeit. 1788 T. TAYLOR Proclus I. Diss. 17
It first perceives a thing destitute of ornament, and after*

wards the operations of the adorning artificer supervening
its nature. 1810 in Dk. Buckingham's Mem. Ceo. IU

(18^5)
IV. 430 This triumph, .although. .it affects the., situation

..is not so decisive. .as to supervene the necessity of a

change.
Hence Snperve-ner, something that supervenes ;

in quot. applied to a substance added to another.

1656 [7 J. SERGEANT] tr. T. White's Peripat. Inst. 63 When
the supervener has aggregated to it self the parts of that

humid body wherein the dissolution was made.

Supervenience (s'Spsavf-niens). rare. [f.

SUPERVENIENT : see -EUCE.] The fact of being

supervenient, or of supervening ; supervention.
1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xvii. 4. 148 The place, .is thus,

by the superuenience of a guest ofa contrary nature . . purged
from the superabundance of the former ones that annoyed
it. 1885 STEVENSON Prince Otto i. iv, I would look . . to the

natural Supervenience of a more able sovereign.

t Superve niency. Ob;, rare. [Formed as

prec. : see -ENCT.] = prec.
1647 M. HUDSON Div. Right Govt. Introd. p. viii, Through

whose superveniencie
the meanest gifts and blessings of na-

ture doe become sufficient to make a man Eternally happy.
1659 Gentl.Calling viii. 16 The more moderate pains be-

come insensible by the superventency of the more acute.

b. Sc. Law. The fact or condition of being

supervenient : said of a right.
1681 STAIR lust. Law Scot. n. xxvii. 136 If they should not

be entered before the superveniency. a 1711 FOUNTAINHALL
Decis. (i759)il. 361 Jusfuitfundatvm, and the superveni-

ency accresces.

Supervenient (s'apajvfni&t), a. [ad. L.

supervenient-, -ens, pr. pple. of supervemre to

SUPERVENE.] Supervening ; coming upon some-

thing as an extraneous addition ; coming on after

(and in connexion or contrast with) something
else ; occurring or appearing subsequently.

1594 ALEX. HUME Treat. Consc. Pref. 46 By reason of the

coldsupervenient winter, I was tyed to the bed. 1618

WOTTON in Reliq. (1672) 557 It shall teach me to reserve

myself. . for such supervenient temptations. 1644 DIGBY Nat.

Bodies xv. 135 If then pure water be putt vpon that cbalke,

the subtilest dry partes of it, do easily ioyne to the super-

uenient moysture. 1661 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. iii. I 7

The necessity of any supervenient act of grace. 1711 m
Nairne Peerage Evidence (1874) 137 According to the time

prescribed be the Act of Parliament or be any supervenient
law. 1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. viii. yi 429 Some other

supervenient, additional Insects, laid in after the Apple
was grown. 1758 JOHNSON Let. to Ltutgton 9 Jan. in

Boswell, Some supervenient cause of discord may over-
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SUPERVENING.

power this original amity. 1839 HALLAM Lit. Eur. m. iv.

$ 114 III. 412 It is. . reasonable .. to restrain the terms of a

promise, where they clearly appear to go beyond the design

of the promiser, or where supervenient circumstances indi-

cate an exception which he would infallibly have made.

1875 E. WHITE Life in Christ v. xxxi. (1878) 533 The whole

eternal life to follow will be a result not of primeval law but

of supervenient grace.

b. Const, to (that whicli precedes).
1654 HAMMOND Fundamentals ii.

9.
22 That branch of

belief was in him supervenient to Christian practise. 166*

PETTY Taxes 71 A tax supervenient to a mans other ex-

pences. 1:1690 Inform,for Sir T. Dalziel ofBinns i Albeit

the Debt now acclaimed was by a Law supervenient to the

Disposition.
O. Sf. Law. Of a right : That is acquired by

the disponer subsequently to the act of trans-

mission. Also allusively,

1644 MAXWELL Prerog. Chr. Kings$s What he had before

by hypostaticall union onely, now he had it by another

supervenient Right of merit. 1681 STAIR Inst. Law Scot.

n. xxiv. 2 A supervenient Right. .was found to accresce

to the Earl of Lauderdail.

Supervening (s'wpajvf-nirj), vol. so. [f. SUPER-

VENE + -ING 1.] The action of the verb SUPERVENE;

supervention.
1667 BOYLE Orig. Formes fy Qual. etc. (ed. 2) 345 The

supervening of a higher Form. 1685 Effects ofMotion

iv. 42 Bottles.. being full of the liquor were firmly stopped
before the supervening of the Cold. 1737 WATERLAND Eu-

charist x. Wks. 1823 VII. 287 It is not the water that

confers this benefit,, .but it is the appointment of God, and

the supervening of the Spirit. i86 BluCma*. Law Scot.

(ed. 5) II. 7 Although the supervening of an heritable se-

curity., makes a moveable debt heritable. 186* F. HALL
Hindu Philos. Syst. 241 In the theory of Berkeley, the

world, birth, death, [etc.], .are true, and not of such a na-

ture, that they vanish away on the supervening of right

apprehension.

Superve uing, ppl. a. [f.
as prec. + -ING 2

.J

That supervenes ; supervenient.

1633 JER. TAYLOR Serm. for Year i. xii. 153 The imper-
fection of nature where we stand by our creation, and super-

vening follies. 1681 STAIR Inst, Law Scot. n. xxiv. 2 The

superveening Right . . accresces without any new solemnities.

17 R. KEITH tr. T. a Kempis* Valley ofLiliics Pref. p. iv,

The supervening Changes that may . . befal the Soul, a 1768
ERSKINH Inst. Law Scot. in. iii. 71 Though he should

afterwards have obtained a decree in his favour on a super-

vening title. i8a6 BELL Comm. Law Scot. (ed. 5) I. 608

Every supervening right acquired by the disponer after the

transmission. 1835 SIR J. Ross Narr. and Ifoy. xxix. 408
A supervening haze. 1849 RUSKIN Seven Lamps iv. 26.

116 That west front is made up of. .many unfinished and

supervening designs, a 1871 GROTE Eth, Fragm. iv. (1876) 87
The feeling of a supervening liability to the disesteem of

others is interwoven with the idea of wrong doing.

Supervention (s
l

/7p3Jve*nj3n). [ad. late L.

snperventiO) -onem, n. of action f. supervenire to

SUPERVENE. Cf. Sp. supervention, Pg. -vencSff.']

The action or fact of supervening ; coming on in

addition ; subsequent occurrence.

1649 BP. HALL Cases Consc. iv. vi. (1654) 352 An espousal
contract,. may. .be broken off. .by the supervention of a

legall kindred, inexpected. 1721 BAILEY, A Supervention,
..a coming upon one suddenly. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 314,
I had reason to apprehend a supervention of delirium. 1851
H. MAYO Pop. Superst. (ed. 2) 38 The only security we.,
know of, that life has left the body, is the supervention of
chemical decomposition. 1858 GLADSTONE Homer III. 17
The mere supervention of one race upon another, the change
from a Pelasgian to an Hellenic character. \&j$ St. George's
Hosf>. Re{>, IX. 687 The interval between the accident and
the supervention of tetanus.

fSupervi'de, v. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. med.L.

supervidere, f. super- SUPER- 2 + videre to see.]
trans. To look upon, survey.
c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 78 As I me lenyd

unto a joyful place, Lusty Phebus to supervide [MS, super-
vive], How God Almyghti of his grete grace, Hath florisshed
the erthe on every side.

Supervisal (s'p3JV3i'zal), sb. Now rare. [f.

med.L. supervis-, pa. ppl. stem of supervidere : see

prec. and -AL 5.]

1. SUPERVISION i.

165* EVELYN State France Misc. Writ. (1805) 60 The High
Chamberlain of France, .hath the supervisall-.of all officers

of the King's bedchamber, a 1716 SOUTH Serm. (1717) IV.

380 The Regulation and Supervisal of the whole Course of
a. Man's Life, 1763 H. WALPOLE Let. to G. Montagu i July,
I do not love to trust a hammer or a brush without my own
supervisal. 1816 Examiner 488/1 The new buildings are
from the designs of different Architects, but subject, .to the

supervasal of.. Mr. Nash. 1839 CARLYLE Chartism iii. i?3
Supervisal by the central government.
2. = SUPERVISION 3.

1749 H. WALPOLE Let. to Mann 17 May, The supervisal
of it \sc. the Life of the first Duke of Marlborough]. 1751
WARBURTON in Pope's Wks. IV. 42 note, A paper wherein he
never had the least hand, direction or supervisal. 176* tr.

Hutching
1

* Syst. Geog. III. 590 [Congresses] annually held
for the supervisal of the accounts of the bailiages.

Supervi-sal, a. rare-1
, [f. med.L. supervis-

(see prec.) + -AL i
.] Supervisory.

1838 G, S. FABER Inquiry 559 Ignatius, . . like Timothy and
Titus and Clement and Polycarp, had received his supervisal
authority from the immediate hands ofan Apostle.
Supervi'sance. rare* 1

. [Formed as prec. +

-ANCE.] = SUPERVISION.
1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. i. 25 He had neglected the

opportunity which a supervisance of the wretched and ruined
finances afforded.

t Supervise, sb. Obs. rare-1
. Also 7 -vize.

196

[f. next.] The act of supervising; inspection,

perusal.
i6oa SHAKS. Ham. v. ii. 23 An exact command,..That on

the superuize no leasure bated.

Supervise (s'/ipaivarz), v. Also 9 -vize. [f.

med.L. supervis-, pa. ppl. stem of supervidere : see

SUPKHVIDE.]
1 1. trans. To look over, survey, inspect ;

to

read through, peruse. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. ii. 125 You finde not the apostra-

phas, and so misse the accent. Let me superuise the can-

genet [= canzonet]. 1596 NASHB Saffron Walden V~4, In

both my bookes I haue obiected some perticular vice more

against him than pumps and pantofles, which those that haue

not faith inough to beleeue, may toote & superuize. 16*9
WADSWORTH Pilgr. viii. 78, I superuised the letter of D'.

Hall and Mr
. Bedell, which I found in my Father's study.

1700 T. BROWN tr. fresny's Amusem. 10 If any Man.. has

an Inclination.. to supervise almost all the Conditions of

Humane Life, a 1711 KEN Preparatives Poet. Wks. 1721

IV. i AH my Omissions supervise, And to what Guilt they
all arise To my own self my Vileness shew.

f b. To overlook, command a view of. Obs.

1658 R. FRANCK North. Mem. (1821) 127 Those eminent

high Highlands, that supervise those shady valleys below

them.

f c. spec. To read through for correction ; to

revise. Obs.

i655 [see supervising below], 1715 POPE Shaks. Wks. I.

Pref. p. XT, If any were supervised by himself, \ should fancy
the two parts of Henry the 4th, and Midsummer-Nights
Dream might have been so. 1751 EARL ORRERY Rent. Sivi/t
xviu (1752) 131 Two additional .volumes, both which weie

supervised and corrected by the author.

2. To oversee, have the oversight of, superintend
the execution or performance of (a thing), the

movements or work of (a person).
c 1645 HOWELL Left. 1. 1. iii, The small time I supervis'd

the Glasse-house, I got amongst those Venetians some

smatterings of the Italian Toung. 1667 PRIMATT City <y C.

Build. 58 Adde one shilling for every square for the master-

Brick-layers super-vising them. 1678 CUDWORTH InttlL

Syst. i. v. 672 All is supervised by One Understanding and

Intending Cause. i^6 LEONI Albert?s Arckit. II. 97/1 You
undertake to supervise and compleat the work. 1836 KANE
Arctic Expl. II. xv. 166 My own energies just equal to the

duty of supervising our final departure. 1869 Latest JVtius

5 Sept. 7 The formation of local committees of vigilance to

supervise the police, 1014 Eng. Hist. Rev. Jan. 183 As

Papal Chancellor, /
" '

papal bulls.

Hence Supervising vbl. sb. and///, a.

1655 tr. Semedo's Hist. China vi. 35 Every one hath the

liberty to print what be pleaseth, without the Supervising,
Censure, or Licence, of any one. 1766 ENTICK London IV.
188 Who shall have the supervising, .of all the physicians,

1845 STOCQUELKR Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 45 The re-

sponsibility of the local administration to the two supervising
authorities, 1871 Figure Traininguo The foot.. requiring
almost as much supervising care as the figure.

Supervisee (s^paivaizr). [f. prec. + -EE.]
One who is supervised ; spec, a person under police

supervision.
\%&a Standard <2$ Apr. a/7 Charged, .with not reporting

himself to the police, under the Prevention of Crimes Act,
he being a '

supervisee
'

under that Act. 1891 Law Times
XCI. 204/2 The apprehension of licensees and supervisees.

Supervision (i**parvi-jw). [ad. med.L.

sitperutsiOj -onem, n. of action f. supervidere : see

SUPEKVIDE.
The earliest recorded instance of the word is in the ist Fo.

(1613) text of SHAKS. Othellom. iii. 395, where the true read-

ing is
*

supervisor
'

(ist Qo.).J

The action or function of supervising.
1. General management, direction, or control ;

oversight, superintendence.
1640 BP. HALL Episc. it. vii. 121 Having had the speciall

supervision of the whole Asian Church. 1768 BLACKSTONE
Comm. in. iv. 46 [The chancellor) seems to have had the

supervision of. .charters, letters, and such other public in-

struments of the crown, as were authenticated in the most
solemn manner. 1781 WARTON Hist. Kiddington (1783) 17
An old donation, for the sustenance of a

perpetual lamp to

burn before the high-altar in the royal chapel at Islip, under
the trust and supervision of the abbats of Westminster.

1846 McCuLLoCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 411 The central

office at Somerset House, .for. .the general supervision and
conduct of the business of registration. 1859 Musketry
Instr. 99 Officers charged with the Supervision of the

Musketry Training of the Troops. 1877 J. NORTHCOTE
Catacombs \, v. 90 The artists..worked under ecclesiastical

supervision. 1877 BLACK Green Past, vi, The police super-
vision is very strict.

2. The action of reading through for correction ;

revision by a superior authority. Hist. (Cf. SUPER-
VISOR 3, quot. 1881.)
1881 N. T. (Rev. Vcrs.) Pref. 8 A final supervision of the

whole Bible [of 1611], by selected members from Oxford,
Cambridge, and Westminster.

t Superyi'sit, f. Obs. rare.
[f.

SUPER- +
VISIT v.j after supervise.] trans. To supervise, look
after. Only in f Supervi'siting//'/- a '

1615 T. ADAMS Myst. Bedlam i. 15 Locke yp this vessell

with the Key of faith, . . guard it with supervisiting diligence.
1616 R. CARPENTER Past. Charge 51 This charge of super*
uisiting diligence.

Supervisor (s'wpejvai-zaj). Also 5-6 -vysour,
5-7 -visour, 7 -viser. [ad. med.L. supervisor, f.

supervts- (see SUPEBVISE). Cf. OF. superviseur
(i6th c.).] One who supervises.
1. A person who exercises general direction or

,
Albert of Mora supervized the drafting of

SUPERVISORY.

control over a business, a body of workmen, etc.;

one who inspects and directs the work of others.

Supervisor of the Excise : an officer who supervised and

inspected the books, etc. of the inferior officers of the de-

partment.
1454 in H. Anstey Kpist. Acad. Oxon. (O.H.S.) I. 326

William Churche, supervisor of be werks of be sayd scollis.

c 1520 SKELTON Magnyf. i8o3 And here I make the vpon
Lyberte To be superuysour. 1579 'LvLY l-'.uphues (Arb.) 132

: Him he sets not as a suruayour and ouerseer of his manors,
j

but a superuisour of hys childrens conditions and manners.

164* FULLER Holy <$ Prof. St. in. xxi. 212 Bishop Andrews
ever placed the picture of Mulcaster his Schoolmaster over

i

the doore of his study, .as to be his Tutour and Supervisour,

i 1667 in Pettus Fodinx Reg. (1670) 38 A Supervisor of the

|

Mills and Works. 1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 2428/4 Captain
i Robert Bathurst, Collector, and John Gilloway, Supervisor,

j

of Excise, 1771 BURKE Let. to R. Skackleton 31 July, Mr.

Vansittart, and Mr. Ford, and Scraften, were the only super -

i
visors for the company on board the unfortunate Aurora.

1845 FORD Handbk. Spain \. 123 The sole supervisor of all the
I edinces of the Peninsula. 1887 in A. J. Adderley Fisheries
EaJiamas 50 Mr. Gregor Buccich, a telegraph supervisor, in

the island of Lesina, in Dalmatia._ 1884 A/anch, Exam. 6

L)ec. 5/5 Mr. Constantine, supervisor of excise, seized the

plant [of an illicit still].

f b. A person appointed by a testator to super-
vise the executors of the will

;
= OVERSEER sb. i b.

1456 Paston Lett. I; 372 The said bille to be put up to the

Kyng, whiche is chief supervisor of my said Lordis testa-

ment. 1496 in Somerset lied. W*7/f (1901) 340, 1 make John
I

Fitziames the yonger supervysour and I bequethetohim for

his laboure 10 s. 1555 EDEN Decades (Arb.) 56 Other famous
and godly men (as superuisours of his testamente). 1583-93

'

GREKNE Mamiilia u. Wks. (Grosart) II. 240 For the per-
formance of my will, I leaue the whole Senate as superuisors.

1637 WOTTON in Reliq. (1672) 54, I do pray the foresaid D'.

Bargrave, and M*. Nicholas Pey
(
together with M r

. John
I Harrison . .to be Supervisors of this my last Will and Testa-

ment. 167* Cffiuctt's Interpr. s.v., It was anciently, and
I stilt is a Custom among some, especially of the better sort,
1 to make a Supervisor of a Will, but it is to little purpose.

1719 D'URFEV Pills V. 270 Time., do I make The Supervisor
i of my Will. 1767 BURN Eccl. Law (ed. 2) IV. 97 marg. t

Supervisors [text t Overseers of a will].

o. An inspector of highways; now only 7.5. a
road-master on a railway.
1555 Act 2 * 3 Ph. f M. c. 8 x Yf the Cariages.. shall

not be thought nedefull by the Supervisors to bee occupyed
upon any of the said days. 1755 Diet. Arts $ Set. IV. s.v.,

Supervisor formerly was used for surveyor of the highways.
1868 Road supervisor [see ROAD sb. 10 bj. 1898 Engineering
Mag. XVI. 65 He is often assisted by ..a master carpenter,
master mason, and track-supervisors, the latter having charge
of the track on a sub-division of the line.

t d. A keeper or curator. Obs. rare.

1691 WOOD At/i. Oxon. II. 431 Cosmo the great Duke of

Tuscany, .made him Supervisor of his Medals.

e. In some of the United States, An elected

officer, or one of a board of such officers, charged
with the administration of a township. (Cf.

SELECTMAN.)
i88a A. SHAW in Fortn. Rev. Oct. 491 The supervisor is

both a town and a county officer. He is general manager of

: town business, and is also a member of the County Board,
\ which is composed of the supervisors of the several towns,

f 2. An onlooker, spectator, observer. Obs.

1604 SHAKS. Otk. m. iii. 395 (Qo. i) Would you the super*
1

visor, grossly gape on? 1610 Histrio-m. \\. 234 These
i admirable wits of Italy.. Are curious supervisors over

strangers.

3. One who reads over, esp. for the purpose of

j

correction ;
a reviser. Now rare or Obs.

1624 BEDELL Lett. vi. 101 The Superuisors.. of the Canon
i Law,., acknowledge, that., this sentence is not found. 1687
DRYDEN Hind <f P. Pref. p. iii, I am now inform *d both of

the Author and Supervisers of his Pamphlet. 1733 BENTLEV
Milton's P. L. Pref. aiij, That Edition is without Faults;
because He [sc. Milton].. had chang'd his old Printer and

Supervisor. 1808 W.VfiLSQtiffist.Diss.Ch. 1.44 Archbishop
Bancroft, who was supervisor of the present translation,

altered it in fourteen places. 1881 N. T. (Rev. Vers.) Pref.

8 These supervisors (of the 1611 version] are said by one
1

authority to have been six in number, and by another twelve.

Supervi-sorship. [f. prec. + -SHIP.] The
office of a supervisor. Also, contextually, the

! function of a supervisor ;
a body of supervisors.

1485 Rolls o/Parlt. VI. 349/1 Th
1

office of Supervisorship
of oure Werkys. 1643 Three Lett. 18 Did we ever think it

possible both Houses should ever pretend to such a super-
'

visorship over that trust? 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent.

. cv, The abuses done to those Rivers, may well call for the

upervisorship of some particular Person or Persons. 1771
! BURKE Let. to W. Dowdeswell 7 Nov., He offered me the

first place in a Supervisorship of three. 1783 W. F, MARTYN

Geog. Mag. II. 107 The Supervisorship of fourteen grammar-
schools. \fy$Ckamb. 7rM/.XII. 817/1 That January which,
had the poet-exciseman lived, would have witnessed his pro-
motion to a Supervisorship.

Supervisory (s'wpajvai'zori), a. [f.
L. supervls-

j

SUPERVISE + -ORY2.] Having the function ot super-
'

vising ; of, pertaining to, or exercising supervision.

1847 m WEBSTER. 1848-9 CALHOUN Disc. Const. $ Govt.

\ U.S. Wks. 1863 I. 180 The Senate, in addition to its legis-

[
lative, is vested also with supervisory powers in respect to

i
treaties and appointments. 1854 W. R. WILLIAMS Relig.

Progr. iii. 63 A supervisory and sleepless Providence. 1879
D. J. HILL Bryant 147 His introductions to publications

upon which his work was mainly supervisory, rather than

constructive.

trans/. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 238/2 (Telephone)
Two auxiliary incandescent lamps (' supervisory lamps ') are

introduced in such a way that, so long as the receivers of

both subscribers are removed from the hooks, the lights do

not glow.



STJPEBVISUBE.

Supervi-sure. rare-1
, [f. L. supervis- SUPER-

VISE + -UKE.] Supervision.
1769 llHRKi; Let. to Afar,/. Kmkin^ham 13 Aug. The

naval force. .would not be sent, unless the court should o.n.
sent to name the commander of that force. .one in their
commission of supervisurc.

t Supervi ve, v. Obs. [ad. late L. supervivfre,
f. safer- SUPER- 7 + vivfre to live. Cf. F. survivre
to SURVIVE.] To live beyond or after another

l>erson, an event, etc. : = SUHVIVE. a. intr.
a 1551 LELAND Itin. (1768) II. 33 William was slayn, and

Alice supervivid. 1597 Keg. Mag. Sip. Scot. 304/1 The last
of the four persones foirsaidis

supei-vivand. 1648 HKKRICK
Hesfer. (title of poem) Great Spirits supervive. 1654 EARL
MONM. tr. Bentivoglio's Wars Flanders 10 Assuring them
that they shall always see my father supervive in me, in
favouring and protecting them. 1671 BARROW Stria. Ps.
fjcii. f Wks. 1687 I. 460 He [sc. the bountiful man] super-
vives in the heart of the afflicted, which still . . rejoyces in the
ease which he procured him.

b. trans. To outlive.

1586 SANDYS in J. J. Cartwright Chapt. Hist. Yorks. (1872)
137 Myne eldest sonne..hathe supervived him. 1634 T.
JOHNSON Party's Ckirurg. n. (1678) 46 Neither doth Death
give an end to that hatred, but it supervives their Funeral.
1706 CLARKE Let. to Mr. Dodwell (1718) 8, I beseech you,
if the Soul be such . . what Revolutions in Nature will it not
be able to resist and supervive?
So t Supervi-vant, a survivor ; f Supervi--
vency, survival.

c 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 281 The
strange bloody spectacle wherein the one brother was butcher
to the other.., and the supervivant . . beheaded not long
after. 1659 T. WHITE Middle State Souls 10 The Stoicks..
acknowledged the soul's supervivency.. after the decay of
the body.

tSuperviver.1
. Obs. rare. [f. prec. + -ER.1]

A survivor.

01614 DONNE BiaSai/arot (1644) 62 The charity of the

Supervivers imputed to them Baptisma fluminis, as they
hope, or at least, Sanguinis, for that they saw.

tSuperviver 2
. Ots. rare. In 6 -or. [app. f.

SUPERVIVE + -ER 4, as in trover, user. For the
variant in -or, cf. CESSER.] (app.) Survival.

1541 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 33 The holl lands ar cumme
unto me . . by force offsupervivor off the saide William Herry-
son.

Supervolute (s'w-paiviJt'at), a. Bot. [ad. L.

supervolutus, pa. pple. of supervolvHre, f. super-
SUPER- 2 + volvlre to roll.] Applied to convolute
leaves one of which envelops another in the bud,
or to vernation in which this occurs

; also to the
lobes of a gamopetalous corolla each of which

overlaps the next in the bud like convolute petals,
or to aestivation in which this occurs.

183* LINDLEY Introd. Bot. 4,0 Supervolute (supervolu.
tiva). 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. 146 When a convolute
leaf encloses another which is rolled up in a like manner, . .

the vernation is supervolute. 1880 A. GKAY Struct. Bot. iv.

2. (ed. 6) 139 In Convolvulus and Datura the narrow plaits
in the flower-bud overlap one another in a convolute way,
when they are said to be Supervolute.
So Sn-pervolutive a. [ad. mod.L. sitpervoluti-

vus, see above and -IVE],. applied to vernation or
estivation in which the leaves or corolla-lobes are

supervolute. 1866 Treas. Bot. im/i.
Superwee-ning, a. nonce-wd. [Formed by

substitution of prefix SUPER- for OVER-.] = OVER-
WEENING.
1861 LYTTON Sir. Story xli, The insane have . . no attribute

more in common than that of superweening self-esteem.

Superyse, variant of SUPPRISE Obs.

t Supet. Obs. rare~l
. [app. f. SUP v.1 + -ET.

Cf. sippet, soppet.~\
= SUPPING vlil. sb.l 2.

1381 WYCLIF a Sam. xiii. 8 The which takynge meele
mengide togidir, and meltynge in his eyen she sethide the

supettis [1388 soupyngis].
t Supeter. Obs. rare".
1611 COTGR., Sollerets, supeters; foot-peeces of Armour;

Armor for the feet. [1680 HAUFORD tr. Gaya's TraM.}
Supinate (si-pinit),z(. Physiol. [(.'L.suptndt-,

pa. ppl. stem of supinare, f. supinus SUPINE a.]
trans. To turn (the hand or fore limb) so that the
back of it is downward or backward

; also, to
turn (the leg) outwards. Opposed to PRONATE.
1831 R. KNOX Cloquets Anat. 322 When the hand is in

pronation, this muscle supinates it. 1836-9 Todd'i Cycl.
Anat. II. 73/2 The hand was supinated. 1849-51 Ibid. IV.
'SiT/i The patient is unwilling to attempt to pronate or
supinate his hand. 1855 HOLDEN Hum. Osteal. (1878) 152
The biceps can supinate, as well as bend the fore arm.

Supination (s!pini?i'j3n). [ad. L. supindlio,
-onem, n. of action f. supinare : see prec. and
-Allow. Cf. F. supination, It. supinazione, etc.
There is no evidence in support of Johnson's def.

' the act
of lying with the face upward '.]

Physiol. The action of turning the hand or fore

limb so that the back of it is downward or back-
ward

; the position of a limb so turned. Opposed
to PHONATION. Also attrib.
1666 J. SMITH Old Age (1676) 62 They [sc. the muscles]

can perform, .flexion, extension; pronation, supination, the
Tonick motion, circumgiration. 1745 Phil. Trans. XLI 1 1.

206 A gummatous Swelling. upon the upper Head of the
Radius on the right Arm, checking the Motion of this Bone
in Pronation and Supination. 1833-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I.

286/1 Bones . . soarticulated together .. as to admit ofscarcely

197

any degree of., supination. 1872 HUXLEY Phys.\\\ 171 When
the palm is turned upwards tin; :ut,tu<lr is r.'ill.-d supiuati. >n

1887 1). UACOTBI Art Hmttag iv. (ed. 4 ) 59 He IK . the
UUMOr] does not use pronation or &upinaiiun movements
till after he has DttHM the forearm and the articulations uf
the elbow.

b. Fencing. (See quots.)
1805 A. GORDON Treat. Set. Defence 17 Then project the

thrust, rolling your hand still more in qtmrtc, or Mipin;tti,ni,
1890 A. HUTTON Fixed Bayonets 152 Gloss., Su/>inatn>tt,
the position of the sword-hand with the nails upwards.
Supiiia to-exte'nsor, a. Anat.

[f. supinato-
(used as combining form of L. supinatus supinated,
in sense of SUPINATOR) + EXTENSOR.] Applied to
the mass of supinator and extensor muscles of the
fore or hind limb, or their action.

1873 HUMPHRY Myology 28 The muscles on the dorsal
aspect of the leg and foot form a supinato-extensor mass.
Ibid. 169 The fibres on the dorsal aspect, having a supinato-
extensor action, take a similar direction.

Supinator (tUZ-pin*ti). Anat. [mod.L., f.

snpinat-, supinare to SUPINATE : see -OR. Cf. K.

supinateur (i6th c.).] A muscle by which supina-
tion is effected or assisted

; spec, one oftwo muscles
of the fore-arm or fore limb, supinator radii brevis
and supinator radii longus.
1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 783 The second supinator which

is the shorter, .ariseth fleshy. 1770 PENNANT in Phil. Trans.
LX. 323 The tendinous muscles . . have much the same effect
on the tail as the supinator and pronators have in turning
the hand. 1808 BARCLAY Muscular Motions 389 In rolling
the arm, the rotators radiad co-operate with the muscles
called supinators. 187* HUMPHRY Myology 43 In the dorsal

aspect, the short or deep extensor is connected only with the
lower edge of the supinator.
attrib. i8a6 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xliii. IV. 172 Insects
..cannot have the Supinator and Pronator muscles. 1875
Encycl. Brit. I. 839/1 The supinator and pronator muscles
are all inserted into the radius.

Supine (s'w'pain), sb* Gram. Also 6 supyne,
-in. [ad. L. supinum^ neut. sing. (sc. verbum
word) of supinus (see next) : cf. F. supin. The
word was applied by Roman grammarians to
the gerund as well as the supine.] In Latin

grammar, applied to forms of a verbal noun,
the one an accusative singular ending in -turn or

-sum, used with verbs of motion and called the

first or fformer supine^ the other a locative

singular ending in -/ or -sit (varying in early times
with a dative singular in -tuit -sui), used with

adjectives and called the second or f latter supine.
_
The term is applied by some grammarians to the English

infinitive with to (OE. to" sceawienne, mod. Eng. to sJunu),
a xsaa LiLvCmw/. Rndim. in Colet's sEditio (1537) Div,

Ther cometh of a verbe deryuied a parte called a supine lyke
the

participle of the pretertens. These are .ii. The first end-
eth in M/,..and his signification is actiue.. .The seconde

supine endeth in ..& his significacion is passiue [Introd.
Gram. (1549) Biij, Called the fyrste supyne.. called the later

Supyne]. 1530 PALSGR. Introd. p. xxxvii, I set out all his rotes
and tenses.. as the latin grammariens have done the prefer*
ites and supines of suche verbes as. -be of any diffycultye.
1665 R. JOHNSON Scholars Guide i Observe the Radix of

words, and the Supines of Verbs, and they will direct to
write right, a 17*1 PRIOR Dial. Dead, Chas. fy Ci. (1907)
216 Grammarians,.. meer Traders in Gerunds and Retailers
of Supines. 1831 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859) ?' aao/i School-

boys believe that Gerunds and Supines will be abolished,
and that Currant Tarts must ultimately come down in price.
1854 ANDREWS & STODDARD Lat. Gram. 77 The supine in

urn is called the former supine ; that in u, the latter. 1894
W. M. LINDSAY Latin Lang. 88 The in Supine is also
found in Umbrian, e.g. aseriato etu 'observatum ito'. In
the Romance languages the Supiues have been lost. 1898
SWEET New Engl. Gram. 2314 Of the large number of
verbs which take the Infinitive in Old-English the greater
number are now followed by the supine.

Supine (sipai*n, occas. si'pain), #. In 6 Sc.

suppyne. [ad. L. supinus (whence OF. souvin, Pr.

sobi(n) t supi(n\ It., Sp., Pg. supino)^ f. Italic*j/>-,
root of super above, superus higher : see -INE *.]

1. Lying on one's back, lying with the face or

front upward. Also said of the position. Often

predicatively or quasi-advb.
Sometimes used loosely for

'

lying, recumbent '.

cisoo KENNEDY Passion of Christ, At Cumplin Tyme
1290 Apoun his bak he did ly on suppyne. 1615 CROOKE
Body ofMan 268 The position or manner of lying of the

sickeman, eyther prone that is downeward, or supine that is

vpward. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. vl 193 That
women drowned swim prone but men supine, or upon their

backs, are popular affirmations, whereto we cannot assent.

1658 Hydriot. iv. 21 They buried their dead on their

backs, or in a supine position. 1700 DRYDEN Ceyx and
A Icyohe 295 Where lay the God And slept supine, his Limbs

display'd abroad. 1713 POPE Iliadw. 603 Supine he tumbles
on the crimson sands. <z 1788 POTT Chirurg. Wks. II. 57

Having placed the patient in the supine position. x88i J.

PAYN Grape from Thorn xi, The ancient Romans, taking
their meals, as they did, supine, and resting on one elbow.

b. Of the hand or arm: With the palm upward ;

supinated.
1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anat. iv. viii. 165 The

Radius makes the whole Arm prone or supine. 1865 TYLOR
Early Hist. Man. iii. 48 The rustic Phidyle should hold out

her supine hands. 1868 LIVINGSTONE Last Jmls. 15 Nov.

(1873) I. 346 The Africans all beckon with the hand, to call

a person, in a different way from what Europeans do. The

SUPINITY.
li.in.l is

held, as surgeons say, prone, or palm down, whilewe beckon wilh ll,e l,.,,,,l hrl.l s,,,,!,,^ , ,!, U| ,

O. (a) Of a part ol the body : Situated so as to
be upward ; upper, superior.
166. Lovi , ,. Init . A,,,,,,. ,, .I/,,,. |, -, -i'),,.;,. fmns ar(. ,two in the ,,, .pine.&cicLlimvallate

roond. AW., i
, m ,

their heads ,836 kn , ,/. xiv. 1 1 I

have seen a fly turn it> head completely round, so thai themouth becam. supme and the vertex
; ,l vi . ]V.

268 Supine Surface.. .1 he upper s.u

(*) Bot. See quot., and cf. I'HOCUMBKNT a. 2
1853 MACDOMALD & ALLAN Bot. WorMk. 3j Stint. ..The

face of a leaf is called the supine disc.
d. transf. Sloping or inclining backwards, poet.
1697 Dma Vif- Grorg. n. ?73 If ihe Vine On nsi, l|C

(-.round be plac d, or Hills supine, Extend thy loose Bat-
talions. 1817 SHKLLEV Kn. Islam xil. xxi. 4 The prow and
stern did curl, Horned on high, like the young moon supine.
A. Jig. Morally or mentally inactive, inert, or in-

dolent.

1603 (implied in SUPINELY a). i6at BUHTON Anat. Mel.
11. l. IV. li. 3or Through their.. contempte, supine negli-
gence, extenuation, wretchednes & peeuishnes>e, they vn.
doe themselues. 1630 DONNE Serm. Eaiter-day (1640)
346 So also did they fall under the rebuke and increpation
of the Angell for another supine incon&ideration. 1650 Sin
E. NICHOLAS in N. t'aftrs (Camden) I. o8 The Pr. of
Orange . . died . . of the Small Pox thro* the supine negli-
gence or worse of some of his Physicians. iTja BERKELEY
Alciphr. iv. 13 The lazy supine airs of a fine gentle-
man. 1761 HUME Hist. Eitg. Iv. (1806) IV. 125 They lived
m the most supine security. 1779 BOSWKLI. Lit. to Joknton
17 July, A supine indolence of mind. 1807 JEFFEKSON Writ.
(1830) IV. 72 The first ground of complaint was the supine
inattention of the administration. 1819 SHELLEY Ccttci iv. iv.
181 The supine slaves Of blind authority. i8$a THACKERAY
Ksmond i. v, He wakened up from the listless and supine
life which he had been leading.
advb. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. i. 36 So supine negligent are

they.

t b. Supine of: indifferent to, negligent of. (Cf.
LISTLESS a.) Obs. rare.

i?a4 WELTON Chr. Faitk , Pract. 195 A profane.. mind
that is altogether supine of religion.

o. Not active ; passive.
1843 RUSKIN Mod. Paint, n. v. iii. { 21 The stream in their

hands looks active, not supine, as if it leaped, not as if it fell.

1878 H. S. WILSON Alpine Aicents i. 11 In which the body
is supine while the fancy remains active.

Supinely (s'Kpai-nli), adv. [f. SUPINK a.+
-LY 2J In a supine position or manner.
1. On one's back. Also transf. of inanimate

things. Chiefly poet.
1656 COWLEY Auacreont. ix. 2 Underneath this Myrtle

shade, On Howry beds supinely laid. 1703 KOWE F*ir
Penit. Epil. 15 Who Snores at Night supinely by her Side.
c 1706 PKIOK Cantata 3 Beneath a verdant Lawrel's ample
Shade, . . Horace, immortal Bard, supinely laid. 1759 Pkil.
Trans. LI. 305 The patient being supinely placed upon a
steady table, .. I caused his hands and feet to be tied to-

gether. 1833 MRS. BROWNING Prometh. Bound 429 Now,
he lies A helpless trunk supinely, at full length. 1871 K.
ELLIS tr. Catullus xvii. 4 Lest it [sc. the bridge] plunge to the

deep morass, there supinely to welter. Ibid, xxxii. n Here
I languish alone, supinely dreaming.
2. With lack of exertion or attention

; inertly,

indolently ; t passively.
1603 B. JONSON Sejanus n. iu 382 If hee, for whom it is so

strongly labour'd, Shall, out of greatnesse and free spirit, be
Supinely negligent. 1647 CLARENDON Hut. Ret. in. 54

Back. i69iRAvOr//0 ii. (1704) 296 Neither is the Aqueous
Humor, as some may supinely imagine, altogether useless.

1715 DE FOE Voy. rounti World (\%^o) 301 The Spaniards.,
who are the most supinely negligent people in the world.

1749 SMOLLETT Regie. \\. iv. Shall I, alas '

Supinely savage,
from my ears exclude The cries of youthful woe? 1781
COWPER Hope 198 If priest, supinely droning o'er his charge.
1830 HERSCHEL Study Nat. Pkil. \. iii. 65. 74 Supinely
and helplessly carried down the stream of events.

Supineness (s'wparnnes). Also 7 supiness.

[f. SUPINE a. + -NE88.J
1. Supine behaviour or state of mind ; inertness.

1616 J. EARLE On Mr. Beaumont 55 Thy Workes..Nor
with that dull supinenesse to be read, To passe a fire, or

laugh an houre in bed. 1678 Lively Oracles Pref. $ 2 That

irreligion, prepossession, and supiness which the pursuit of

sensual plesures certainly produces. 1758 JOHNSON Idler
No. 60 p 12 He. .wonders at the supineness with which their

works have been hitherto perused. 1860 MILL Rffr. Govt.
ii. (1865) ii All the negligences, indolences, and supmenesses
of mankind. 1868 PEARD Water-farm, viii. 87 If through
supineness, or over-confidence, the favorable opportunity is

wasted. 1898 R. B. O'BRIEN Lift C. S. Parneli u. I. 195
The agitators acted with vigour and ability; the Govern-
ment with supineness and stupidity.

2.
' Posture with the face upward

'

(J.). rare .

t Supi'nity. Obs. [ad. L. supinitast f. supinus
SUPINE : see -ITV.]
1. = SUPINENESS i.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Pref. a vj bf To Hue altogether in

a carelesse supinitee. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i.

viii. 34 Their relations falling generally upon credulous

Readers, they meet with prepared beliefes, whose supinities
had rather assent unto all, then adventure the triall of any.

1705 in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. X. i Coasts so ill guarded, by
the supinity of the governors and captains of the frigates.

17x8 MORGAN Algiers II. i. 218 Spanish Passiveness and

Supinity. 1750 BEAWES Lex Mercat. Pref. (1752) P- vii, To
remedy which, and to supply the Supinity of others.

b. Physical inactivity or sluggishness, rare-1
.



SUPIRE.

,7as Fam. Diet. s. v. Dropsy, When the Dropsy proceeds

from the real Indisposition. .of the Liver, its known by..

Lithtrness or Supinlty of the Belly.

2. = SUFINKNESS 2. rare.

1618 IUNIUS Paint. Ancients 295 That the breast and belly

be not so put forth as to bow the backe, seeing all suplnltie

"tSupire
7

,

5
!:"^"^.' [a. OF. *s.,pirer, sopirer,

var. souspirer to SUSPIRE.] intr. lo sigh.

c noo BUREL Pilgr. i. in Watson Coll. Sc. Poems (1709) ll.

ii Thin softlie did I suoufe and sleep,. .Svpyrmg, quhils

wyring, My tender bodie to. Hid. n. 48 My spreit supirs

and sichs maist sair.

Supje. variant of SOPIE.

,8 WARNER Caj,t. Locusts 19 Fortifying himself against

thelemperature by means of a cigar and occasional sufjes.

Suple, obs. form of SUPPLE, SUPPLY.

Supota, obs. form of SAPOTA.

Supowail, variant of SUPPOWELL Obs.

Suppable (s-pab'l), a. rare. Now Sc. [f. SUP

t,.l + -ABLE.] That may be supped.

,483 Cath. A,igl. 372/1 Suppabylle, sorbulis, sorlaoul.s.

1745 tr. Columella's Hush. vlll. xvii, Such victuals as are

next to such as are supable, as new cheese, or curds out o

the milk-pail. 1825 JAMIESON s.v., lhai kail ar sae saut

they're no suppable. - -

t Su-ppage. Obs. rare-1
, [f. SUP o.1 + -AGE.]

Used to represent Gr. 0^01- relish (Philo n^ ftov

SfupnrtKOv, ed. Mangey, p. 477).

1597 HOOKER Eal. Pol. v. Ixxii. 6 For foode they had

bread, for suppage salt, & for sawce herbes.

t Suppalpa tion. Obs. rare. [f.
L. suppalpal-,

suppalpdri, f. sup- = SUB- ai +palpdrc to stroke,

coax : see -ATION.] Coaxing, wheedling.
c 1615 BP HALL St. Paufs Combat ll. Wks. 1634 II. 450

Let neither buggs of feare, nor suppalpations of favour

weaken your hands from laying load upon the beast of

error, a 1656 Serm. Ps. evil. 34 Wks. 1662 III. 197 If

plausible suppalpations,
if restlesse importunities will hoyse

thee, thou wilt mount.

t Supparasitate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. sup-

farasitdt-, supparasitarT,{. sup- = SUB- ai +para-
sitdri to play the parasite: see PARASITE and

-ATE 3.] intr. To fawn, flatter. Hence t Sup-

"parasita-tlon, fawning, flattery.

i6j COCKERAM, Sufferasilate, to natter one for a meales

meat. 1613 Bp. HALL Best Bargaine Wks. (1624) 518 At the

last a galling Truth shall haue more thanks, than a smooth,

ing'supparasitation. 1634 Fall ofPridi Wks. II. 405 To
serve the humors of the great, by grosse supparasitation.

1647 TRAFP Marrow Gd. Authors in Comin. Ep. 620 Godly
men rather heed sound rebukes then smooth supparasitations.

f Suppart, v. Obs. rare. [f. sup- = SUB- 9 (a)

+ PART .] trans. To subdivide.

1610 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 307 Distribution, .deducteth

that whole state.. into his principall parts, supparting, or

diuiding them.

Suppawn, variant of SUPAWN.

t Suppeda-neOUS, a. Obs. rare. [f. late L.

suppedaneus : see next and -ECUS.] Placed under or

supporting the feet
;
of the nature of a footstool,

pedestal, or the like
;
also applied to a mountain

lying at the foot of another.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. xiii. 254 He had slender

legs, but encreased them by riding after meales ; that is, the

humours descending upon their pendulosity, they having no

support or suppedaneous stability. 1656 BLOUNT Glowgr ,

Siippedancous, belonging to a foot-stool, or any thing that is

set under the feet. 1659 H. L'EsTRANGE Alliance Div. Off.

263 Seeing it is suppedaneous, the Pedestal to support nobler

truths. rti7ix KEN Hymnotheo vm. Poet. Wks. 1721
III.

240 Hymnotheo. .Strait to a suppedaneous Mountain went.

II Suppedaneum (svpfdi^'ntSm). [late L. sup-

peddneum, neut. sing, used subst. of suppedaneus,
i. sup- = SDB- i a +peJ-, pes foot.] A support for

the feet of a crucified person, projecting from the

vertical shaft of the cross.

1863 LADY EASTLAKE in Mrs. Jameson Hist. Our Lord 1 1.

142 His feet always separate, and with two nails upon the

footboard, or suppedaneum (a Greek feature). 1887 J. R.

ALLEN Early Chr. Symbol. 155 In some cases the feet of the

Saviour are supported on a suppedaneum.

t Suppedit, v. Otis. rare. Also 6 Sc. supedeit.

[ad. med.L. suppeditdre: see SUPPEDITATE v.%]

trans. To overthrow, subdue.

1483 CAXTON Cato f ij b, He may not be surmounted ne

suppedyted or ouercomen of al the world. 1491 Vitas

Patrum (W. de W. 1495) i. li. io6b/a By the helpe of god,

the occasione ol it nes suppeait my rason. iota. xix. 100

The gude exempli of ther gude conuersatione vald extinct

and supedeit.. al peruerst opinions,

t Suppe-dital. Obs. noncc-wd. [Earlier Sun-

PEMTAL, f. SUB- i a + L. ped-, pes foot, after sup-

peditate] (See quot. and SUPPEDITARY.)
1596 HARINGTON Annt. Metam. Ajax Liij, At Oxford. .1

gat somt quaynt phrases., as namely in steed of praying the

Cobler to set two patches on my shoes, I could haue said,

set me two semicircles vpon my suppeditals.

t Suppe ditament. Obs. rare. [ad. L. *sup-

pedildmentum, f. L. suppeditdre SUPPEDITATE v. 1 :

see -MENT.] pi. Supplies.
1599 R. LINCHE Fount. Anc. Fiction M ij. Fed and main-

tained by the increases, fruits, and suppeditaments thereof.

1661 FELTHAM Resolves n. xxi. (ed. 8) 227 Those brave Sup-

peditaments, that a great Estate allows them to do good
withall.

198

+ Suppe-ditary. Obs. nonce-wd. = SUFPEMTAL. i

1596 LODGE Wits Miserie 23 To the cobler he saith, set

me two semicircles on my suppeditanes.

t Suppe-ditate, pa. pplt- Obs. [ad. med.L. 1

suppeditatus, pa. pple. of suppeditdre SUPI>EDITATE

zi.2] Subdued, overcome.
a .548 HA, L Chron., Hen. VII, rob, After that kyng Henry

had thus.. repressed & suppeditate the cyuile disjsencion.

Ibid. 41 b, After that tumult appeased & suppeditate, he

would w' all expedicion set vpon Scotland.

t Suppe-ditate, ^ Obs. Also 7 -at. [f.
L.

suppeditat-, pa. ppl. stem of suppeditare intr to be

supplied, abound, trans, to supply in abundance.]

trans. To furnish, supply.
1535 CRANMER Let. to Crumwell in Misc. Writ. (Parker

So?) 314 There is not one article of those which I have

drawn but would supptditate sufficient occasion for a whole

sermon. .63, A. B
P

tr. Les,ius[ De Pro*. JvM. vn. 74

Great hits do suppeditate and minister matter for building,

as stones, lyme, wood. 1657 W. MORICE Coena quasi Koi,;,

xi 123 [It] will suppeditate an Argument for proof of this

opinion, a 1693 Uroukarfs Kab:-lais ill. xxxl. 261 lo sup-

peditate,.. and supply him with slore of Spirits. 1754 *

G. PSalmanazar VK{. 20 The same Divine Providence will

snppeditate all the necessary helps.

t Suppeditate, .
2 Obs. rare. [f.

med.L.

suppeditat-, pa. ppl. stem of suppeditdre, app. f.

sup-
= SUB- i a + L, pea"-, pes foot, with assimila-

tion to prec.] trans. To overthrow, subdue.

[1538 : see SUBPEDITATE.) c 1545 H. PARKER Hyst. Mas-

suctio (Royal MS. 18 A. Ixii. If. 6) Ambicyouse .. by batell

to suppeditate and spoyle as well the as all thy famylye.

a 1548 HALL Chron., Edio. /K, 248 A malle to destroye, and

suppeditate high power and nobilitie. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.

Suppeditation (spedit^-J:>n).
Now rare or

Obs. fad. L. suppeditdiio, -onem, n. of action f.

suppeditdre SUPPEDITATE t.< Cf. OF. suppedita-

tion.~\ The action of supplying what is needful ;

supply. In first quot., service, usefulness.

1605 BACON Adv. Leant, n. xxii. ! 4, I cannot sufficiently

maruayle that this parte of knowledge .. should bee omitted

both in Morality and Policy, considering it is of so great

Ministery, and Suppeditation to them both. i6SJ SCLATER

Civ. Magistracy (1653) 19 The Suppeditation
of wholsom

pastures and provisions. 1659 H. MORE Immort. Soul in.

xiv. 9. 478 How nimble the Soule is to act upon the Sup-

peditation of due Matter. 1884 BLACKMORE Hist. Sir T.

Upmorc II. 268" Prolonging his unjust tenure, by the Sup-

peditation of heirs to his estate,

t b. A supplement. Obs. rare.

1639 SALTMARSHE Policy 219 A Suppeditation to the Former

Policies. The Second Book.

t Suppe 'ditator. Obs. rare. In 6 suped-.

[f.
L. suppeditat-, -are SUPPEDITATE i>.' : see -ATOR.]

One who supplies or furnishes.

1541 BECON Path-w. Prayer xxxvi. O viij, Y gyuer &
supeditatour of so great good thinges.

t Suppe ditor. Obs. rare. [f. sup- = SUB- I a

+ L. ped-, pes foot, with ending assimilated to

prec. words.] A support.
17*8 R. MORKIS Ess. Anc. Archil. 26 That single Spire,

erected on so seemingly feeble Suppeditors.

Suppen, suppende, variants of SHEPPEND Obs.

Supper (ss-po.0, sb. 1 Forms : see below, [a.

Of. soper, super, (also mod.F.) souper, subst. use

of vb. souper SUP v.'*}

1. The last meal of the day ; (contextually) the

hour at which this is taken, supper-time ; also,

such a meal made the occasion of a social or festive

gathering. Often without article, demonstrative,

possessive, or the like, esp. when governed by a

prep, (to have supper ; at, to,for, after supper).

Formerly, the last of the three meals of the day (breakfast,

dinner, and supper) ; now applied to the last substantial meal

of the day when dinner is taken in the middle of the day, or

to a late meal following an early evening dinner. Supper is

usually a less formal meal than late dinner.

a. Examples with final stressing. Forms : 3

super(e, 3-5 soper, 4-5 sopere, soupere, (4

sopeer, -iere, sopper, 5 suppere, soupier, Sc.

suppa(i)r, 8 local Irish seppear).
c ia?s Passion our Lord 90 inO. E. Misc. 40 po vre louerd

wes isethe to his supere (rime iherej. c 1190 Beket 1 195 \nS.wesisetne to nis supere irime uiercj. t y m*.* --*./ .--

Eng. Leg. 1. 140 A-non after soper, Wei mildeliche he bad is

oste for-tocomenhim ner. 1305 LandCohaygneto pe met

is trie, be drink is cleie, To none, russin, and sopper. 1338

R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 44 Alle was wele, tille euen after

be soupere He 5ede about, & plaied with bo bat were him

nere. c 1386 CHAUCER Franhl. T. 461 He shewed hym er he

wente to Sopeer, Forestes, Parkes, ful of wilde deer, c 1400

Antnrs o/Arth. xxvi, Dame Gaynour and alle, Went. . To ( e

suppere [rime were]. 1425 Ord. Whittington's A Ims-house

in Entick London (1766) IV. 354 Both at meet and soupier.

a 1430 Stans Puer 55 in Babees Book 31 At mete & at soper

kepe bee stille & softe. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 21 He
to prey for my soule at euery meel, mete or sopeer. c 1475

Rauf Coilyar 223 The Coiljear laid Mony smdrie taillis

efter Suppair [rime bair]. 1788 VALLANCEV Voc. Bargie m
Trans. R. Irish Acad. II. 33 Seppear, supper.

/3. Examples with initial stressing. (But early

prose instances are often ambiguous.) Forms :

3-6 soper, 4-6 souper, 5-6 soupper, sopper,

(3-4, 7 super, 4 sopere, 5 sopar, sowper, Sc.

souppar, 6 Sc. suppare), 5- supper.
c 1190 S. Eng. Leg. I. 225 pe monekes wende to bedde &

slepe, bo soper was ido. cijoo Havclok 1762 Hauelok he

gladlike under-stod . . And dide greybe a super riche. 13. .

E. E. Allit. P. B. 829 penne seten bay at be soper, wern

SUPPER.

serued by-lyue. 1381 WVCLIF Luke xiv. 24 Noone of tho

men that ben clepid, schal taaste my souper. c 1386 CHAUCER
Pro/. 799 Which of yow that bereth hym best of alle..Shal

haue a soper at oure aller cost. cHooRuleSt. Benet (verse)

1583 pat euer-ilkon wil of hir laue pe third part til hir sopper

saue. c 1440 Generydes 141 Anon vpon ther soper was redy.

CI470 HENKY Wallace vill. 1180 To souppar went, and

tymysly thai slepe. 1470-85 MALORV Arthur I. xi. 50 They
wente home and vnarmed them and so to euensonge and

souper. 1483 Cath. Angl. 372/1 A Supper, cena. 154"

BOORDE Dyetary viii. (1870) 249 After your supper, make
a pause or you go to bedde. 1561 WINJET Four Scoir

Thre Quest, xviii. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 84 O.uhy malt -,e Jour

communioun afoir dennar, sen our Saluiour institutit His

haly sacrament efter suppare? 1588 SHAKS, L. L. L. i.

i. 240 When beasts most grase, birds best pecke, and men
sit downe to that nourishment which is called supper. 1603

Macb. ill. i. 25 Is't farre you vide? Ban. As farre, my
Lord, as will fill vp the time Twixt this, and Supper. 1606

Sir Gyles Goosecappe i. i, Captaine Fowleweather, . .whose

valours within here at super with the Countes Eugenia,
1606 [see DINNER i*. i]. i6w> VKNNER Via Recta viii. 178

Our vsuall time.. for supper.. [is] about six. 1671 T. HUNT
Abeced. Scholnst. 13 After dinner sit a while, after

supper
walk a mile. 1707 HEAKNiiCW/Kr. 29 Sept. (O.H.S.) II. 54

He would not have Act Suppers any more. 1766 GOLDSM.

Vicar W. vi, He sat down to supper among us, and my
wife was not sparing of her gooseberry-wine. 1853 KINGSLEY

Hypatia xix, At last hunger sent him home to supper. 1889

Hatter's Mag. Jan. 294/2 The photographing of evening

parties, suppers, and weddings. 1905 R. BAGOT Passport x.

90 After a late dinner which was practically merely a supper.

to. fig. and allusively. Phr. f To go to supper

with the devil, to go to hell : cf. SUP v.1 a.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 107 pyse ilk renkez tat me renayed

habbe. .Schul neuer sitte in my sale my soper to fele. 1381

WYCLIF Rev. xix. 9 Blessid thei, that ben clepid to the soper

of weddingis of the lomb [1611 the marriage supper of the

Lambe). lt>id. 17 Come ?e, and be }e gederid to eydeie to

the greet soper of God. isoj Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W.)

v. vn, The dyner or the souper of paradyse. la 1533 FRITH

Antith. (1829) 307 Notwithstanding it is to be feared that

they go to supper w ith the devil. 1556 A urelio $ Isab,

(1608) Pv, The Quene & the ladies put them againe together

for to geve unto Affranio a verey bitler sopper. 159' A rden

of Fcvcrsham v. i. 188 But wherefore do you bring him

hether now ? You haue giuen me my supper with his sight.

1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, v. v. 85 To London all in post, and

as 1 guesse, To make a bloody Supper in the Tower. 1891

I. M. DIXON Diet. Idiom. Eng. Phrases, To let one his

supper, to perform a feat that cannot be imitated or surpassed.

C. U.S. Tea : see quots.

1859 GOSSE Lett. Alabama 68 The meal which we are

accustomed to call
' tea ', is by Americans, universally, I be.

lieve called
'

supper ', and it is the final meal ; there being

but three in the day. 1864 C. GEIKIE Li/e in Woods vm
(1874) 153, 1 chatted, .till tea, or as they called it, supper.

2. spec. a. The Last Supper (the Supper, t his

last supper, f the holy supper) : the last meal taken

by Jesus Christ with the apostles before his cruci-

fixion, at which he instituted the Eucharist (see b).

iOur Lord's Supper Day, Maundy Thursday

(Cena Domini}.
la 1300 Cursor M. 15281 Quen bis super was all don lesus

rasofhis sette.) 13.. Bonaventura's Medit. 23 heading,

Now of be soper of ouie lorde Ihesu. 1340 Ayeno. 133

Hueruore he zede to his apostles ] e ni?t of le soplere, [etc.].

c 1375 Sc. L.g. Saints iii. (Andreas) 362 At his laste super

sine sad he . .

' ane of }ou betrese me sail . c 1411 16 Pol.

Poems 104 Lyueliche quyk bred..Whyche in be table of be

holy sopere, Wib-outen doute was jouen cure fay. c 1450

Merlin iii. 59 The place of ludas, ther as he satte at the

soper. c 1450 Mirfl Feslial 125 Schere pursday. .in holy

chyrch hit is called our Lordys supperday. a 1536 Songs,

Carols, etc. (1907) 35 Most best belovid & beste be-triste,

Which at his last soper did lye on his breste. 1843 Penny

Cycl. XXVI. 339/2 In 1497 he [sc. Leonardo da Vinci] com-

menced his celebrated painting of the Last Supper, on a wall

of the refectory of the Dominican convent of the Madonna

delle Grazie. 1913 G. EDMUNDSON Ch. Rome First Cent.-n.

152 It was after the Supper on the last night of the Lord a

earthly life.

to. The Lord's Supper, the Supper of the Lord,

the Dominical Supper, the Supper : the Eucharist

or Holy Communion.
(The short form, the Supper, has been favoured by extreme

Protestants since the i6th century. Cf. supper-sabbath in 4.)

The source of this sense is i Cor. xi. 20, where the term is

by many taken to include the agape and the Euchanst.

1381 WYCLIF i Cor. xi. 20 Therfore jou comynge to gidere

into oon, now it is not for to ete the Lordis sopere [Domini-

cam caenain, KvptaKov Selin ov].

1533 TINDALE (title) The supper ofthe Lorde After the true

meanyng of the Sixte of lohn and the .xi. of the fyrst Epistle

to the Corhinthians,..incidently in the exposition of tbe

supper : is confuted the letter of master More against lohn

Fryth. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer (heading), The Svpper of the

Lorde, and the holy Communion, commonly called
tj

Masse. 1553 Articles agreed on by Bislioppts ISS* xxlx.

The Sacramento of the Lordes supper [L. Sacramenti

Eucharistiae). i&o'Dt.vslr.SIeidane'sCotnm. 335 D,Anopen

disputation . . concerning the Lordes supper, and the presence

of Christ his body. 1560 BACON New Cattch. Wks. 1504

, I. 452 b, S. Ihon Chrisostom..hath these wordes. to

asmuch as it is the dominical supper, y' is to say, the lords,

. it ought to be common. 1588 Art. agst. Cartumght in fuller

Ch. Hist. ix. viL 27 The Censures, and Keyes of the Church,

as publick admonition, suspension from the Supper, an

: from execution of offices ecclesiastical. 1764 MACLAINE tr.

Mosheim's Eccl. Hist. i. iv. I 7. (1833) 36/2 Of the biead an

wine presented in thee offerings, such a quantity was

separated from the rest as was required in the administrate

I oftheLord'ssupper. 1854 H. Miu.EK&i.f.ScAm.iixnr.liSsS]
! 533 The sacrament of the Supper is celebrated in most ol tl

parish churches of the north of Scotland only once a year.

!
1861 W. L. ALEXANDER tr. Darner's Person of Chnst I. i.

5 3. 167 We shall.. not say too much if we designate the



SUPPER.

Supper the climax of the ancient Christian worship 1878
T. L. CUVLER Pointed Papers r48 The Lord's Supper is the
monument of the Atonement. 1908 Kxpositor May 421 liap
tism and the Supper are perpetually present in the Church.

(
3. pi. Short for supper-plates. Obs. rare.

1787 in H. Owen Two Cent. Ceramic Art Bristol (1873)
348, 6 doz. lable Plates, . .4 doz. Soups,. .3 doz. Suppers.
4. attrib. and Comb., as supper-bell, -board, -box

(Box j*.2 9), -disk, -fruit, -hour, -litfit, -meal,
-money, -parlour, -room, -sherry, -table, -things
(THING sbl 12 d), -tray; objective, as supper-
eater, -lover; also supper-bar, a bar or counter at
which suppers are served in atavern,etc.; fsupper-
bed = supper-couch; f supper-couch, a couch
for reclining on at meals

; supper-house, an
establishment which supplies suppers after the

closing of the theatres; supper-party, a party
assembled at supper, a social gathering of this

kind; supper-quadrille, the quadrille danced just
before supper; supper-room, a room in which

supper is served ; also = supper-house ; f supper-
sabbath, a Communion Sunday; supper-tavern
= supper-house ; t supper-while = SUPPER-TIME.
1881 Instr. Census C/erts (1885) fir Oyster Room, *Supper

Bar, Restaurant Keeper, a 1661 HOLYDAY Juvenal (ifrj-$)

215 "Supper-beds, ..Whose Brass-Front shew'd an Asse's
vile head Crown d. [note p. 222 In the ancient and
innocent times, saies the Poet, they did not adorn their

"supper-couches with pearls and curious shells.] 1825 T.
HOOK Saying; Ser. n. Passion I, Princ. v. The bovs

1

* l._ll l_J..t-_t-_tl r. * . -r.
'

. _'

supper boxes,

xxit. 594 A *='"
DOUGHTY Trail. Arabia Deserta I.

A *supper-dish was set before me of mutton and
temmn. 1888 J. PAVN Myst. Mirbridge xxiii, 'Supper-
eaters do not live long. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 331 To thir

Supper Fruits they fell. ai84jSouTHEV Comm.-fl. Bk.
(1849) 557 Eight the "supper Tiour [temf. Charles II].
a 1880 ALB. SMITH Med. Student (1861) 17 Ruddy chops and
steaks are temptingly displayed in the windows of the
"supper-houses. 1537 N. Country Wills (Surtecs) 148 Three
candelstickes for "soper lightes wrethid. 1829 LYTTON Dis-
<mmed\v\, Miserable

"supper-lpvers that we are. 1823 SCOTT
Qitcntin D. xx, Durward. .assigned his former pretext of a
headach for not joining the household of the Bishop at the

"supper-meal. 1598 R. BERNARD tr. Terence, Heautantim.
IV. 11, I will conuey into my fingers againe that *supper
money that would so faine be gone. 1726 LEONI AlbertCs
ArcKit. 1. 103/2 Baths and *supper Parlours .. shou'd be to-
wards the West. 1822 T. MITCHELL Com. Aristoph. II. 75
The conviviality of the Athenians made the torch a very ne-
cessary appendage to their 'supper-parties. 1848 THACKERAV
Van. Fair liv, He had been at a fast supper-party given the
night before. 1835 MARRYAT cW<z /Wr. (1840) HI. 131 Just
before the "supper-quadrille, .. a loud noise below . . washeard.
ai66l HoLVpAY/x7Wirt/(i673)88/i Dempster, .takes agger
for some eminent place in the triclinium, or *supper-room.
1794 Ms. RADCLIFFE Jlfyst. Udolpho xliv, 1'hey now re-
turned to the supper-room. 1842 LOVER Handy Andy xxi,
The laughter of the supper-room, and the inviting clatter of
Us knives and forks were ringing in his ear. 1858 SIMMONDS
Diet. Trade, Supper-rooms, shell-fish shops and taverns in

London, where suppers and refreshments can be had, after

public amusements are terminated. 1902 VIOLET JACOB
Sheep-Stealers x, The brothers .. were watching a quadrille
from the door of the supper-room. 1690 C. NESSE Hist, .y

Myst. O. r If- Test. 1. 38 Upon the *supper-sabbaths whereon
we all eat the same spiritual meat. 1863 TREVELYAN Compel.
Wallak (1866) 233 A four hours' lounge in a back drawing-
room, sweetened by fine 'supper-sherry at twenty-eight and
six. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho Ivi, Round the
"supper-table appeared a group of faces smiling with felicity.
1862 ^Miss BRADDON Lady Aitdley xxxviii, In one of the
principal hotels..sitting at a neatly-ordered supper-table.
a 1860 ALB. SMITH Med. Student (1861) 41 The" Toms,
Charleses, and Henrys of the 'supper-taverns, c 1825 MRS.
SHERWOOD Penny Tract 10 She was putting away the

"supper-things. 1854 MRS. GASKELL North t, S. xvi, The
wardrobe shelf with handles, that served as a 'supper-tray
on grand occasions ! 1575 BriefDisc. Troiio. Franckford
(1846) 63 He had spoken, .in 'supperwhile, certeine wordes
tendinge to the slander off them and their ministery. 1609
W. M. Man in Moone (1849) 43 All supper while .. he peereth
. .into the platters to picke out dainty morsels.

Supper (so-pai), rf.2
[f. SUP z-.i + -EK i.]

a. One who sups or sips : chiefly with prefixed
sb., as ^blood-supper blood-sucker, kale-supper,
wine-supper. Also (north, dial.), a habitual
drinker, b. The sucker of a pump.
"5*4> a '563 [see BLOOD-SUPPER]. 1535 COVERDALE Joel \.

5 Wake vp ye dronckardes, & wepe : mourne all ye wyne
suppers. i6n FLORIO, Sorbitore, a sipper, a sooper, a
swallower. 1611

COTGR., Buvereau.., a bibber, supper, or
sipper ; one that drinks little, and often. Ibid., Soupape, . .

the Supper, or Sucker of a Pumpe. 1816 Scorr Antiq. iv,
Aiken was ane o' the kale-suppers o Fife.

Su pper, v.
[f. SUPPER rf.l]

1. trans, a. To give supper to, provide with

supper ;
to entertain at supper ;

= SUP z>.
2
3 c.

1622 MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman d"Alf. i. 108 Then did
I supper my selfe vpon my bread. 1715 W. SHKIGLEY in J.
Byrein's Jrnl.l, Lit. Rent. (Chetham Soc.) I. 29 We intend
to dinner him and supper him round, and by degrees make
him our own. 1814 SCOTT Wav. Ixiv, Winna ye be suppered
like princes ? 1839 HOOD Ode St. Switliin 74 They wish
you on your own mud porridge supper'd. 1888 Pall Mali
Caz. 23 Apr. n/i They were 'suppered' under the presi-
dency of Mr. Bailie Shearer on the Friday night.

b. To give (horses, cattle, etc.) their evening feed
and bed them down for the night ;

also with up :

cf. SOP v.2 3 a. Also Jig. to give (a person) as
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much as he cares to have of something. Chiefly
Sc. and north, dial.
1816 SCOTT Old Mori, xxxvii, I ken weel what belangs to

suppering a horse. Ibid, xxxviii, The horse was properly
suppered up. 1816 Bl. Dwarf xvii, A bonny breakfas
the loons gae me the ither morning, and him at the bottom
on t ; and trow ye I wasna ready to supper him up ? 1877
J. HATTON Bitter Sweets xx, Harkaway had been dub
suppered up '. 1888 G. MACDONALD Elect i<z<f> 133 Dawtie
found Andrew in the stable, suppering his horses.

c. Of food : To serve for the supper of : = SUP
v.t 3 b.

1818 SCOTT Rot Royxxx, Walter Cumingof Guiyock, wha
hadna as muckle o' him left thegither as would supper a
messan-dog.
2. intr. To take one's supper ;

to sup.
169! MEKKE Diary 27 Aug. (1874) 43 This night we cu

down all our corn, and many persons suppered here. 1840
HALIBURTON Letter Bag \. 14, [I] Tea'd, suppered, cham
pagned, tidied myself for bed, and I fear snored. 1891
;
ANNIE THOMAS ' That Affair I II. i. 19 She has been supper.
ing without intermission since Archie left her.

Suppering (sc-parirj), vol. sb. [f. SUPPER v.
+ -INOI.] The providing or eating of supper; the
entertainment of guests at supper.
1740 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 62 The Breakfasting-time

the Preparations for Dinner,..and the Supperings, will fill

up a great Part of the Day. 1784 R. BAGE Barliam Downs
1. 173 Such visiting and dressing, and dinnering, and supper,
ing. 1827 HOOD Lycus 25 Once, at my suppering, I pluck'd
in the dusk An apple.

b. The evening feeding of cattle, etc. ; also
with up. Also (oner, the food given.
c 1818 CLUB JsMBMWr Evening &6 Far and near, the mot-

ley group Anxious claim their suppering-up. 1819 LOT-DON
Kncycl. Plants (1836) 683 In Scotland.. before the intro-
duction of naked fallows and turnips, it [Cuicus arvensis]
formed the suffering of housed cattle, during five or six
weeks of every summer. 1899 CROCKETT Kit Kennedy 243
Kit must be back at Loch Spellanderie for the suppering of
the horses.

Supperless (srpailes), a. [f. SUPPER j*.l +

-LESS.] Without supper.
1515 BARCLAY Egloget'u. (1570) Biv/i, I had leuer Corni

go supperlesse to bed. 1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 45
Their Wiues and Children cry out for bread, and go to bedde
supperlesse ofte in the yeere. 1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in
Hum. in. iv,They'le keepe a man devoutly hungrie, all day,
and at night send him supperlesse to bed. 1623 BINGHAM
Xenophon 23 The most part of the Grecians were supper-
lesse, as also they wanted their dinner that day. 1728 Popi
Dune. i. irs Swearing and supperless the Hero sate. i82
T. L. PEACOCK Maid Marian iii, The baron had passed a
supperless and sleepless night. 1876 Miss BRADDON J. Hag-
gard's Dan. 1. 72 If he had not supped with the minister he
might have gone supperless to bed.

Su-pper-time. The time at which supper is

taken.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vn. 250 Keep sum til soper tyme.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3398 When yt seyit to Sopertyme he
seruyt hir well With all daintes on dese & drynkes ynow.
c 14*0 Sir Amadas (Weber) 208 Sir Amadas was com and
don lyght, And hit was soper tyme. 1518 H. WATSON Hist.
Oliver oj Castile (Roxb.) M 4, But bycause that the souper
tyme approched..he abode not longe there. 1594 SHAKS.
Rich. Ill, v. iii. 47 It's Supper time my Lord, it's nine a
clocke. 1677 EARL ESSEX in Essex Papers (Camden) II. 134
It being neer supper time we went to supper. 1766 ARL
MARCH in Jesse Selwyn $ Contemp. (1843) II. 17 The letters
come here generally about supper-time. 1848 THACKERAY
Van. Fair li, The greatest triumph

of all was at supper,
time. She was placed at the grand exclusive table with His
Royal Highness. 1902 VIOLET JACOB Sheep-Stcalers xiv,
She yawned, and wondered what she could do to amuse
herself until supper-time.
attrib.

_ 1580 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 178 marg., Supper time
huswiferie.

t Sn-pperward. Obs. [f. SUPPER sol: see

-WAKD.] To suppcrward: to supper; at or about

supper-time.
"5*3 7"tk 7gg!er 221 She vseth for hir bodylie helth,

and safegard To chyd daylie oone fite, top supperward.
1608 GOLDING Epit. Frossardl. 15 The English Captaine..
in an euening, when the French men were to supperward,
brake suddainelie out of a wood.
So Sn'pperwards adv. rare, to supper.
1887 Field 19 Feb. 251/3 Again resuming our way, we

proceeded supperwards. l8g;r Animal Wi?rA/(R.S.P.C.A.)
XXVIII. 75/1 The moon's silvery beams, dancing on the

SUPPLANT.

waters, warned me to be hastening supperwards.

Supping (so-pirj), vbl. sbl [f. SUP z.i + -ING i.j
1. The action of SUP z/.l

; drinking by spoonfuls
or mouthfuls ; f an instance of this, a sup. Also,

swallowing up, absorption.
c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsk. 81 At morwyn fastyng,

;o take a soupyng of vencgre. c 1440 Prontp. Parv. 466/2
Sowpynge, sorbicio. /bid.t Suppynge al vp, or al owte,
ai&orbicio. 1591 PKRCIVALL Sf>. Dict.

t Sorvo, supping vp,
sorbitio. z6n FLORIO. Sortitione^ a scoping or sipping vp.
1611 Bible Hab. i. 9 Their faces shall sup vp [marg. Heb.
:he supping vp of their faces] as the East winde.]

fb. attrib.^2S supping draught \ supping meat,
2 ; supping medicine, potable medicine. Obs.

1381 WYCLIF John xxi. 5 Therfore Ihesu seith to hem,
Children, wher }e han ony soupynge thing [Vulg. fuhnen-
tarium}1 1388 2 Sam. xiii. 8 Sche took mele, and med-
"ide, and made moist bifor hise i^en, and sethide soupyngis
_T.r. soupinge metis], c 1400 Lan/rauc's Cirurg. 225 Malce
lerof a souping medicyn, )>at it be as bicke as hony. c 1440

mp. Parv, 466/2 Sowpynge mete, or drynke. 1598
RIO, SorlntellO) a sip or supping draught. 1611 I6id.t

bettO). .any kind of thin supping broth. 1614 W. B.
hilos. Bang. (ed. 2) 26 Wee must abstame from those Sor*

bilia, supping meates. 1651 WITTIE tr. Primrose's Pop,

. f * f"iti ui LiiytKcn. or els a sut-
ping of yong beafe or veeie. ,60, HOLLAND /Y,, ,"
xxiv. II. 137 Wax taken inwardly in a supping or broth
i Si FRENCH Distill, v. ,42 You must give trie patient mmwarme suppings all the time this medicine is working 1668
CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Ana/. Man. iv. xii. 348 Such
as have lost their teeth are fain to content themselves with
uppings ,7c-^4

SMELLIE Midwif. III. , 1 directed
orne I hebaick drops, .with warm suppings. a 1815 FORBV. . .

Vac. t.. Anglm, Sonfing,, any sort of spoon-meat. 1879Miss JACKSON Shropsh. WordJik., Stiffing, spoon-meat of
any kind, but more especially milk and water boiled and
thickened with oatmeal. . .Calves' supping is food that theycan stick uf made with linseed, .in milk and water.

Supping (sirpirj), vbl. rf.2
[f. Su

The action of taking supper.

petent time.. before they goe to bed,.. for the meats.. to
oncoct, 01711 PRIOR Dial. Dead, Locke i, Moutairiit
1907) 244, I may find what will dress a Supper, but nothing

m suPP'n6 alfresco in his gardens. 1891 Daily News
6 Mar. 5/3 The public

'

suppings
'

still prevail at Christ's
Hospital.

b. altrib.
, assupping-day, -parlour, -place, -room.

^1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 372 On *suppynge dayes
they may take an egge or two, or any other thynge or-
deyned for them by the officers. 1551 HULOKT, 'Suppyng
parlour or place, ccenatio. 13.. Bonavmtura'i Medit.
160 lo >e "sopyng place ajen ban bey come. 1381 WvcLir
Mark xiv. 15 And he schal shewe to sou a greet souping
place strewid. 1483 Cath. Angl. 350/1 A Sowpynge place,
cenaculum, cenatorium. 1334 MORE Treat. Passion Wks.
1307/1 He shal shewe you a great supping place paued.a 1633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 148 A private 'Supping-roome.
Su pping, ppl. a.

[f. SUP v.2 + -ING 2.] Taking
supper.
c 1885 MASSON Mem. London in 'Forties \. (1908) 32 An

elderly gentleman . . seemed to take a benevolent interest in
all the supping groups.

Supplace (s^pl^-s), v. rare. [Formed by the
substitution of place for the second syllable of SOP-

PLANT, after r*plact.\ trans. To take the place of,

supersede.
1861 G. MUSGRAVE fiy~Roads 20 A little chapel, .was sup-

placed by a church of large dimensions. 1867 Nooks 9f

Corners OldFrance I. 352 Supplaced by a broad sheet of

plate glass.

t Suppla'nt, sb. Obs. rare. [f. next.] = SUP-
PLANTATION.
1390 GOWER C<w*/CI. 239 Supplant with his slyhe cast Ful-

ofte happneth forto mowe Thing which an other man hath
sowe. Ibid, 258 This Bonefas, which can noght hyde The
tricherie of his Supplant.

Supplant (stfplcrnt), v. Also 4-5 supplaunt(e,
4-7 -plante, 7 suplant. See also SUBPLANT. [a.
OF. supplanter (*= It. soppiantare, Sp. suplantart

Pg. supplantar], or ad. L. supplantare to trip up,
overthrow, f. sup- = SUB- 25 +planta sole of the

foot, PLANT sb2\
f 1. trans. To trip up, cause to stumble or fall

by tripping. Obs. rare.

1x1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxxvi. 33 [xxxvii. 31] His gang-
yngis sail not be supplantid [Vulg. non sttpplantabvntur
gressus eius]. Ibid, cxxxix. [cxl.J 5 pe whilke thoght forto

supplant my gatis. 1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph., Sup.
f>lant) to trip, or ouerthrowe with the feet. 1667 MILTON
P. L. x. 513 His Ami- s clung to his Ribs, his Leggs en-

twining Each other, till supplanted down he fell A monstrous

Serpent.
D. To throw down, overturn, rare*

1831 CARLVLE Sart. Res. i. v, He. .has to straddle out his

egs, lest the very wind supplant him.

1 2. fig. To cause to fall from a position of

power, superiority, or virtue ; to cause the down-
all of, bring low. Obs.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xvi. 14 [xvii. 13] Rise lord, bifor

cum him and supplant him. 1445 in Anglia XXVIII. 269
Lechery the dowsett syn..coude nat the supplant e. 1447
ioKKNHAM Stytitys (Roxb.) 46 Oure lord jhesu Supplanted

;he devyl oure ruggyd enmy. 15** MORE De yuat, Noviss.

Vks. 85/1 He set vpon our fyrst parentes in paradyse, and

by pride supplanted them, c 1610 Women Saints 81 The
J
mell enuying these her vertuous studies, thought to sup.

jlant her. 16*9 MASSINGER Picture n. ii, To suplant her He

mploy . .Two noted courtiers of approued cunning In all the

windings of lusts labirinthe. 1780 COWPER Progr. Err. 59
Nor these alone . . Seek to supplant his inexperienc'd youth.

f- b. To bring to nought, upset (a design, etc.).

1389 WYCLIF Job viii. 3 Whether God supplauntith dom,
ana the Alrnysii turneth vpso doun, that is n)twis? a 1677
URROW Strut. Rom. xi. 33 Wks. 1686 III. 257 Doth it not

upplant his own designs, and unravel all that he for so

many ages hath been doing?



SITPPLANTAL.

3. To dispossess and take the place of (another),

esp. by treacherous or dishonourable means. Also

absol. t Const, of'orfrom (a possession).
a 1300 [implied in SUPPLANTER i]. 1382 WYCLIF Jer. ix. 4

Eche brother supplauntende shal supplaunte, and eche

frend gilendely shal go. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 242 Agamenon

Supplantede the worth! knyht Achilles of that swete wiht,

Which named was Brexeida. Ibid. 243 Amphitnon him

hath supplanted Wilh sleyhte of love, c 1430 Freemasonry
203 Ther schal no mayster supplante other, a 1513 FABYAN

Citron. VII. (1811) 436 Lest he for his synguler auauntage

wolde supplant hym of that erledam. 1529 in A icary sA nat.

(1888) App. xiv. njSmarg., No man to supplant Another yn

taking from hym his Cure. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. in. in. 70

You three From Millaine did supplant good Prospero. 1656

iui ucu >_iui me ITUI HU v
t_ !_ r

souls. 1838 LYTTON Calderon i. 63 It became the object of

his life to supplant his father. 1858 LONGF. M. Standisli

iv. 76 You have betrayed me ! Me, Miles Standish, your

friend ! have supplanted, defrauded, betrayed me !

b. transf. (Cf. 6.)

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P.R. xvii. clxxvn[i]. (Bodl. MS.)

If. 234 b/i j>e lefe b' is wij> be grape schal not be remeued. .

but >e ober leues bat beb ferre, for bese leues scholde sup-

plante be grapes.

t c. To get or take by supplantation. Obs. rare.

1484 CAXTON Curiall 4 b, And after.. another newe one

cometh to the court anU shal supplante thy benediction.

f 4. To take up by the roots ;
to root out, uproot

(a plant or something likened thereto). Often in

fig. context in association with PLANT j*. 1 or

PLANT v. Obs.

1570-6 LAMBARDE Permit. Kent (1826) 238 The Normans

laboured by all means to supplant the English [language],

and to plant their owne language amongst us. 1582 STANY-

HURST jKneis in. (Arb.) 71 The tre supplanted, that first fro

the roote seat is haled. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. 1. 1. 447 Dls-

semble all your griefes and discontents, You are but newly

\

plant some of your teeth. 1624 DARCIE Birth ofHeresies

To Rdr., Weedes, the which if they be not carefully and

dayly supplanted, will soone ouergrow ihe good plants.

1631 R. BOLTON Comf. Affi, Consc. xv. (1635) 79 Like a

staffe stucke lightly in the ground, which every. .blast of

wind [may] supplant, and overthrow. i&M QUARLES Bar*

nabas $ B. 326 Foxes destroy it \sc. a vineyard], and the

wild boar supplants it.

5. To remove from its position, get nd of, oust;

occas. to replace or supersede by something else.

Now rare.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 67, I suppose that al your
sorrow cannot with such facilitie be

supplanted,
but that a few

sparkles wil remaine. 1603OWEN Petnorokeshireni.li&gz)^-?

The Conqueror haueinge purpose to Supplante theEnglishe
nation out of England. 1604 DRAYTON Oiule 614 Supplant
the Alpes, and lay them smooth and plaine, 1624 CAPT. J.

SMITH Virginia iv. 106 This in ten dates more, would haue

supplanted vs all with death. 1784 COWPER Task i. 609
War follow'd for revenge, or to supplant The envied tenants

of some happier spot. 1819 EARL LA.UDERDALE PubL Wealth

347 The habits of a man possessed of small fortune, .natu-

rally suggest the desire of supplanting the labour he per-

forms. i86a SPENCER First Princ. L v. 32. (1875) 117 To

supplant them by higher ones.. is to set up vague and unin-

fluential motives for definite and influential ones.

6. Chiefly of things : To take the place of, suc-

ceed to the position of, supersede.
1671 TRENCHFIELD Cap Gray Hairs (1688) 18 Tis no hard

matter for the talk of Religion, to supplant the practice of

it. 1789 MRS. PIOZZI Journ. France \, 34 These panto-
mimes will very soon supplant all poetry. 1828 D'!SRAELI

Chas. /, II. xii. 311 The genius of commerce was fast sup-

planting that nobler spirit which had made them a nation.

1857 TOULMIN SMITH Parish 100 Fresh Churchwardens can

sue those whom they have supplanted. 1871 FREEMAN
Norm. Cong. IV. xvii. 93 The minster, which has been

wholly supplanted by work of later date,

t7. (Seequots.) Obs.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvii. xxiii. I. 537 Yet is there one

manner besides of planting & maintaining Vines .. :

namely to supplant, that is, lay along upon the ground the

whole stocke or maine bodie of a Vine. 1656 BLOUNT

Glossogr., Supplant (sttpplanto, a sub et planto} t
to plant

underneath, to under-plant and set up a thing bending to

the ground.
Hence Suppla'nted ppl. a.

tions of existence have become less favourable for the sup<

planted.

t Suppla-ntal. [-AL 5.]
= SUPPLANTING vbl. sb.

In recent Diets.

t Suppla-ntarie. Obs. rare.
[f.

SUPPLANT +
-arie for -ERY.] Supplantation.
1390 GOWER Conf. I. 237 The fifte Which is conceived of

Envie, And cleped is Supplantarie. Ibid. 241 Yit hadde I

levere In my simplesce forto die, Than worche such Sup-
plantarie.

Supplantation (s^plcmt^-Jan). Also 5 sub-

plant-, [a. OF. (mod.F.) supplantation (=It.
supplantazione, Sp.suptantacionjPg. supplanta$ao),
ad. late L. supplantatio, -onem, n. of action f. sup-

plantdre to SUPPLANT.]
1. The dispossession or displacement of a person

in a position, .esp. by dishonourable means.

1390 GOWER Conf. 1. 258 The Mitre with the Diademe He
hath thurgh Supplantacion. 1430-40 LYDG. Rochas in. iv.
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(MS Bodl. 263) 155/2 Moordre doon for subplantacioun

[eii 1554 supplantacion] Requereth vengaunce. 1592 II.MMK

Ten f"gl. Lcfrs E j, Jacob by supplantation attained to a

blessing: 1600 W. WATSON Decncordon (1602) 266 No

jealousies nor suspitions, no enuie nor supplantations. a 1631

DONNE Serm., ,Cor.xii.3 ('640) 3'5 The sinister supplanta-

tions of pretenders to places in Court, a 1635 NAUNTON

Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 49 Those that he relyed on, began to

be sensible of their own supplantalion, and to project his.

1646 OWEN Country Ess. Wks. 1851 VIII. 66 Iried and

proved ineffectual for the supplantation of truth. 1654

WHrrLociC. 7r"l- Sivcd. Emb. (.772) II. 83 "> (

their trade in Muscovia, by supplantation of the Dutch.

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 103 F 13 No interest in view,

and therefore no design of supplantation.

2. The supersession or displacement of one thing

by another.
1608 HIERON Defence HI. 122 If the sayd ordinance, after

a supplantation or other decay therof, be agayne restored

& reestablished, c 1819 COLERIDGE Lit. Rent. (1836) II. 123

A complete suppression and habitual supplantation of imme-

diate selfishness. 1837 W. A. BUTLER Serm. Set. 11. xix.

(1856) 283 That Church of perfect holiness shall be not the

supplantation of the present, but its continuance.

f3. Overthrow, downfall. Obs.

1617 French Jubile 2 You display your greatnes, by the

supplantation of a Tyrannic established in your btate.

<[ 4. Illiterate or jocular for supplication.

1590 R. WILSON Three Lords S, Ladies Loud. H iij, Read

my supplantation and my suit yee shall know. 1593 LODGE

W. Longkeard (Hunter. Club) 13 After the councell of some

poore Cittizens, [the widow] put vppe a supplication or a

supplantation (as the sillier sort of people called it).

Supplanter (spla-ntai). [a. OF. supplanteor

(mod.F. supplanteur), ad. late L. supplantatorem,

agent-n. f. supplantdre to SUPPLANT : see -ER!.]

1 One who dispossesses or displaces another in

his position, esp. by unworthy practices.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3744 Right-wisli es iacob his nam, pat

es to sai . . Supplanter als of heritage. 1390 SOWER Conf. 1 .

241 If thou understode..ln loves cause what it doth, A
man to ben a Supplantour. c 1614 FLETCHER, etc. Wit at

Sev. Weapons, Persons refr. in Play, Cunningham, a dis-

creet gen. Sir Gregories comrade and supplanter. 1691 Br.

KEN Let. 7 June in Plumptre Life (1888) II. xx. 52 L>'

Kidder is now said to be my Successour or rather sup--

planter. 1703 W. HAMILTON Life Bonnell n. 167 He was

rarely known to speak an Angry word against his Sup-

planter. 1841 LYTTON Night q Morn. i. iii, Those children

are our disgrace and your supplantcrs. 1899 Daily News

25 July 6/1 When the prodigal has satisfied poetic justice,

and retaliated by nearly killing his supplanter.

f 2. One who causes the downfall or destruction

of a person or thing ; an overthrower. Obs.

.11340 HAMPOLE Psalter xiii. n [xiv. 7] Iacob is als mykill

at say as wrestlere or supplantere of syn. 1422 CAPCRAVE

Treat. Rule St. Aug. in Life (1910) 145 So may our blessid

fader Augustyn be cleped a supplanter of be Deuel. 1672

W. DE BRITAINE Dutch Usurp. 33 The Hollanders are the

great Supplanters of Trade, and obstructers of Commerce.

a 1716 SOUTH 4th Serm. Isa. v. 20 (1727) VI. 109 A treacher-

ous Supplanter and Underminer of the Peace of all Families

and Societies.

3. A thing that displaces or supersedes another.

1865 Sat. Rev. n Nov. 622/1 Natural Provencal and na-

tural Swabian, as distinguished from their high-Dolite sup-

planter. 1905 J. B. FIRTH Highw. Derbyshire xi. 172 The
old road, .is little more than half as long as its modern sup-

planter.

Supplanting (sopla-ntirj),
vbl. si. [f. SUP-

PLANT v. + -ING r] The action of the verb SOP-

PLANT in various senses ; supplantation.
a 1325 Prose Psalter xl. 10 [xli. 9] Hij bat eten min loues,

herieden vp me supplauntynge ober puttyng out. 1382

WVCLIF Prov. xi. 3 Supplaunting of pernertld men shal

waste them, c 1440 LYDG. Hors, Shepe $ Goos 604 in Pol.

Rel. ff L. Poems 40 Fals supplantyng, clymbyng vp of

foolis, Vnto chaires of wordly dygnytc. 1633 P. FLETCHER

Purple 1st. xii. Iv, For to this end th
1

Almighty did him

frame, And therefore from supplanting gave his ominous

name. 1642 FULLER Holy <r Prof. St. in. xvi. 194 Such a

511 We should be guilty of no Emulation, no Supplanting,
no Injury to any other. 1717-18 HOADLY Serm. l Cor. x.

ll. 20 Those Divisions and Supplantings that were among
the King's own Friends. 1891 HARDY Tcss xxiii, Such sup-

planting was to be.

Supplantment (scplcrntment). rare. [f.

SUPPLANT v. + -MENT.]
=

prec.
1912 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 653/1 The hussar and the lancer

have no reason to regard their supplantment by flying corps

as a dire calamity.

Supple (s'p'l), s6. Sf. and north, dial. Also

souple, suple, soople. [app. var. of swupple,

swouple, SWIPPLE, assimilated to supple."]

1. The part of a flail that strikes the grain in

thrashing.
1634 (8 Dec.) Rec. Baron Crt. Colstoim (MS.), Unlawes

Pak
. Nycolsone in eastmanis in 401. for cutting and trans-

porting tua soupellis furth of the lairds wode & geving tham
to Pa". Ormistoun, confest. 1701 LADY GRISELL BAILLIE

Househ. Bk. (ton) 9 For 2 sives and 2 ridles i li. IDS. suples

8s... i. 18. o. For expence of selling 20 bolls oats, i. 6. o.

1789 DAVIDSON Seasons 143 The scatter'd ears That frae the

swingin supple spread afar. 1807 STAGG Poems 14 A lang
flail souple full'd his neif. 1844 H. STEPHENS B*. Farm 111.

989 The flail consists of two parts, the hand-staff or helve

..and the supple or beater. 1893-4 Northumbld. Gloss.,

Soople, Souple, Swipple, the loose, swinging arm of a flail.

2. A cndgel.
1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxv, A gude oak souple in his hand.

SUPPLE.

1827 Two Drovers i,

'

They had their broadswords, and
1 have this bit supple', shewing a formidable cudgel.

Supple (s'p'l), a. Forms : 3-7, 8-9 Sc. and

north, dial, souple, (6 souble (?), soupil, Sc.

soupill, sowpil, 6-7 suple, 7 , 9 Sc. and north, dial.

soople), 5- supple, [a. OF. supple, soph, (mod.F.)

souple : L. supplicem, supplex lit.
'

bending
under ', hence, submissive, suppliant, f. sup- =
SUB- 2 +plic-, root of plicare to fold (cf. PLIANT).]

fl. Of soft or yielding consistency; not rigid;

soft, tender. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4577 poru hauberc & boru is coler

bat nere noting souple He smot of is heued. c 1395 Plow-
Man's Tale 58 Of sondry sedes that ben sewe ; It semeth
that som ben unsounde. For some be grete growen on

grounde, Som ben souple [ed. 1542 soublej, simple and
small, a 1400 Anc. Cookery in Hoitseh. Ord. (1790) 442
Take swynes lire, and sethe hit, and hewe hit smaile,. .ande

make hit right souple.

2. That is easily bent or folded without breaking
or cracking ; pliant, flexible.

(1386 CHAUCER Prol. 203 His bootes souple, his hors in

greet estaat. c 1430 Lvuc. Alin. Poems (Percy Soc.) 201

Hire pylcbe souple. 1513 DOUGLAS jEneis XI. xiii. 7 The

sowpifl schaftis baldly sche On athir sydis thik sparpellis

and leyt fle. 1583 Leg, Bf. St. Androis 749 This poysoned

preicheor of Godis word Is not vnlyk ane suple suord.

a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia II. xi. (1912) 220 Her bellie..Like

Alablaster faire and sleeke, But soft and supple satten like.

1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes 109 They will wash and not

shnnke in the wetting, and weare very long and soople.

1697 DRVDEN Virg. Georg. in. 266 For his soft Neck, a

supple Collar make Of bending Osiers. 1725 Fam. Diet.

s. v. Lentise, Their Ends and middle Veins are reddish,

supple, and gluey. 1785 BURNS Scotch Drink iv, On thee

aft Scotland chows her cood. In souple scones, the wale o'

food ! 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xiii, A fearful instrument

of flagellation, strong, supple, wax-ended, and new. 1871
NAPHEVS t'rev. ft Can Dis. 11. vi. 581 The material [of the

dress] should be soft and supple. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton
xxxi. 411 Persistently whipping the stream with his supple

fly-rod. 1899 Allbutes Syst. Sled. VIII. 670 The remedy
should be rubbed in with sufficient frequency and in sum-
cient quantity to keep the skin supple and unctuous.

(b. transf. of the internal organs of the body.
c 1400 tr. SecretaSecret., Gov. Loriish. 70 Vse a lytel trauaill

yn ridynge...It dryues out wyndys, comfortys be body and

makys hit souple. 1710 T. FULLER Pharm. Extemf. (1719)

i Middling Ale. .scoureth. .slimy Filth, from off the..

Glands; turns it over the Pylorus, and leaves a balmy,

benign Litus instead, to keep all supple and easy.

C. Souple 'Jam,
' a child's toy, which, being

pulled by a string, shakes and seems to dance
'

(Jamieson, 1825). Sc.

[1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxvii, It [a horse] 's a grand bargain.
. -The stringhalt will gae aff when it's gaen a mile ; it's a

weel-ken'd ganger ; they ca' it Souple Tarn.] 1870 R.

CHAMBERS Pop. Rhymes Scot!. 18 And ye'll get a coatie,

And a pair o breekies Ye'll get a whippie and a supple
Tarn t

d. fig. Adaptable ; elastic.

1781 COWPER Hope 602 Some wiser rule . . Supple and flexi-

ble as Indian cane, To take the bend his appetites ordain.

1879 FARRAR St. Paul (1883) 219 His supple address and

determination saved Rome from a revolution. 1890 GLAD-

STONK in Daily Nevis 4 June 6/1 To make the human mind
a supple, effective, strong, available instrument.

3. Of the body, limbs, etc. : Capable of bending

easily ; moving easily or nimbly.
1530 PAI.SCR. 325/1 Souple, lythe, souple. 1610 SHAKS.

Temp. in. iii. 107, I doe beseech you (That are of suppler

ioynts) follow them swiftly. 1625 BACON Ess., Custom

uppl
Soc. It. xlix. (1790) II. 52 We all bowed to the ground; the

supplest of the company had the happiness to touch the

sacred slipper. 1827 SCOTT Surf. Dau. iii, If he listed to

tak some [dancing-] lessons, I think I could make some hand

of his feet, for he is a souple chield. 1833 Regul. $ Instr.

Cavalry i. 40 The Horse.. will be rendered supple, active,

and obedient. 1873 DIXON Tina Queens xix. i. IV. 4 Henry
at thirty-five was still a young man in the flower of life :

tall, fair, and supple.

b. Supple knee : in reference to insincere or

obsequious obeisance. Cf. 4.

'593 SHAKS. Rich. II, i. iv. 33 A brace of Dray-men bid

God speed him well, And had the tribute of his supple knee.

1616 R. C. Times' Whistle vi. (1871) 89 It cost him nothing
but a supple knee, And oyly mouth & much observance.'

1667 MILTON P. L. v. 788 Will ye submit your necks, and

chuse to bend The supple knee ? 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. vf.

294 Religion, public order, both exact External homage,
and a supple knee. 1781 CowrER Table Talk 127 Servility

with supple knees, Whose trade it is to smile, to crouch, to

please.
c. transf. of movements, etc. : Characterized by

flexibility of body or limb.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. ft Jul. iv. i. 102 Each part depriu'd of

supple gouernment, Shall stifle and starke, and cold appeare
like death. 1778 EARL PEMBROKE Equitation 63, I define

the supple trot to be that in which the horse at every mo-

tion that he makes, bends and plays all his joints. 1809

ROLAND Fencing 66 Keep a firm, steady, and supple posi-

tion of the body. 1853 BRONTE Villette xxv, Her move-

ments had the supple softness, the velvet grace of a kitten.

t d. Of wind : Gentle, soft. Obs. rare.

i6$*CJiH\w Carmen Deo Nostre Wks. (1904) 194 Be they

such As sigh with supple wind Or answer Artfull Touch.

4. Jig. Yielding readily to persuasion or influ-

ence ; compliant. Const, to.

c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Treat. 20 Forto breke downe the

vnbuxomnes of the body.. that itt myght be souple and



SUPPLE.

rerly, and not moch contrarious to the spirite in gostely
wyrkynge. c 1400 Rout. AV rj 76 A feloim firste (hough
that he be, Amr thou shall hym souplc se. < 1440 Jacobs
Well 281 For al! I* herle, tunge, and dede, arn so harde as
grauell-stonys, . .but it am supple ynow to pe world, lo pe
flesch, & to pe deuylL 1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. i. 55 When we
haue stufft These Pipes.. With Wine and Feeding, we haue
suppler Soules Then in our Priest-like Fasts. 1633 G. HKC-
UKRT Temple, Holy Kapt. n. ii, Let me be soft and supple
to thy will. 1668-9 PKPYS Diary 12 Jan., It being about the
matter of paying a little money to Chatham Yard, wherein
I find the treasurers mighty supple, n 1674 CLARENDON
Hist, Rcb. xiv. i Cromwell did not rind the Parliament so

supple and so much to observe his Orders, as he expected
they would have been. 1735 H. WALPOI.K Let. to Ld. Har-
rington 2 Oct. in jotk Rep. Hist. .lAV.y. Comm. App. i. 261

His Lordship's supple and mild
temper. 1807 CRABBK /'<*-.

Baltimore nas oeen arrested, ana a suppler instrument tills

his place. 1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped 4 Be soople, Davje,
in things immaterial.

5. Compliant or accommodating from selfish

motives
; artfully or servilely complaisant or obse-

quious.
1607 SHAKS. Cor, \\. ii. 29 His assent is not by such easie

degrees as those, who hairing beene supple and courteous to
the People, Bonnetted, without any further deed, to haue
them at all into their estimation, and report, a 1700 EVELYN
Diary 27 Nov. 1666, By no means fit for a supple and flat-

tering courtier. 17*6 SWIFT Pa-raphr. Hor. i. Ode xiv. 55
Like supple Patriots of the modern Sort, Who turn with
ev'ry Gale that blows from Court. iSis CRABBE Tales v.

366 That servile, supple, shrewd, insidious throng. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 246 Cunning, supple, shameless,
free from all prejudices, and destitute of all principles. 1884
R. W. CHURCH Bacon iii. 61 The shrewd and supple lawyers
who hung on to the Tudor and Stuart Courts.

b. transf. Characterized by ingratiating or

fawning complaisance.
1633 FORD Tis Pity n. ii, Call me not deare, Nor thinke

with supple words to smooth the grosenesse Of my abuses.

1649 MILTON Eikon. iii. Wks. 1851 III. 354 By smooth and
supple words.. to make som beneficial use or other eev'n of
his worst miscarriages. 1690 LD. LANSDOWNE Brit. En-
chanters 689 We Britons slight Those supple arts which
foreigners delight. 1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xxi, The supple
arts by which he had risen in the world. 1841 EMERSON
Lect., Man the Reformer Wks. (Bohn) II. 236 The ways
of trade are grown selfish to the borders of theft, and supple
to the borders, .of fraud.

6. Sc. Clever; cunning.
1715 RAMSAY Christ's Kirk Gr. ir. tx, A souple taylor to

his trade. 1814 SCOTT Redgattntlet let. xii, It's Gil Hob-
son, the souple tailor frae Burgh.
1 7. Of oil : That renders pliant or flexible ;

suppling. Also in fig. context. Obs. rare.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch(\*fi$ 12 Bring.. sowple oyle, his
bodie for to baste, a 1593 MARLOWE Ignoto Wks. 1850 III.

263, I cannot dally, caper, dance, and sing, Oiling my saint
with supple sonnetting. 1600 HEYWOOD 2nd ft. Ed-w. /I7

,

Wks. 1874 I- 9*5 His defiance and his dare to warre, We
swallow with the supple oil of peace.

8. Comb. : parasynthetic, as supple-chapped,
-kneed, -limbed, -minded, -mouthed, -sinewed,
-visaged; advb., as supple-sliding, -working adjs.
1601 MARSTON Ant. ff MeL Induct., Wks. 1856 I. 3 A

"supple-chapt flatterer. 1888 J. PAYN Myst.Mirbridgg vii,
This crowd of *supp!e-kneed dependents. 1844 KINCLAKE
Eothen xvii, The grisly old man at the helm.. and the boy,
*supple-limbed, yet weather-worn already. 1882 ' OUIDA

'

Maremma. I. 205 A large, sinewy, supple-limbed man.
* 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 380 A verie gentle and *supple-
minded Zelmane. 1598 MARSTON See. Villanie 168 Some
*supple mouth'd slaue . . striuing to vilefie My dark reproofes.
184* TENNYSON Locksley Hall 169 Iron-jointed, *supple-
sinew'd, they shall dive. 1860 Sea Dreams 164 My eyes
..Read rascal in the motions of his back, And scoundrel in

the 'supple-sliding knee, 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias IK. iii. P2
The part of a *supple-visaged son-in-law sat upon me to

perfection. 1387-8 T.USK Test. Love in. vii.(Skeat)!. 103-4
The even draught of the wyr-drawer maketh the wyr to ben
even and *supple-werchinge.

Supple (stf'p'I), v. Forms : 4-7, 8-9 Sc. and
north, dial, souple, 7,8-9 Sc. soople, (4 souplen,
5 supplyn, -on, -un, 6 soupil, sopel, sowple, 6, 9
suple, Sc. sowpel, 7 suppel), 6- supple, [f.

SUPPLE a., after OF. asoplir (mod.F. assouplir).
See also SUPPLY v.x\
1. trans. To soften, mollify (the heart or mind);

to cause to yield or be submissive; to make com-

pliant or complaisant. Obs. or arch.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 256 Thus this tirannysshe kayht
Was soupled. c 1400 Rom. Rose 2244 And he, that pride
hath hym withynne, Ne may his herte, in no wise, Meken
ne souplen to servyse. 1531 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks.
437/1 Menne are so supled and made humble in hert, yl they
will willingly goe shew themselfe their own sinnes to the

priest. 1583 GOLDINC Calvin on Deut. xiv. 81 Hee meeken-
eth and suppleth them as if a wilde beaste were tamed. 16*5
DONNE Serm. 24 Feb. (1626) 45 Men soupled and entendred
with Matrimonial! loue. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. u. iii. 3
Suppled with Sicknesse, he confessed his Fault, a

1703BURKITT On N, T. Luke xxiii. 42 How powerful must that
grace be, which suppled that heart in a moment, which had
been hardening in sin for so many years. 1760 STFRNE
Serm. III. 212 To mollify th hearts and supple the temper
of your race. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. Iv, When I conclude my
examination of Dirk Hatteraick to-morrow Gad, I will so

supple him !

b. intr. and refl. To be submissive or compliant
to. Obs. or arch.
c 1440 Jacob's Well 280 Here hertys arn so harde. .b-^t it

mowe nou brestyn ne supplyn to goodnes. 174* RICHARM-

VOL. IX.

201

SON Ai/w/a III. 392 Having a
Spirit above suppling himself

to an unworthy Mind for sordid Interest sake. 1748
Clarissa (1810) IV. xxxvi. 241 Then her family, my bitter
enemies to supple to them, or if I do not, to make her as
unhappy as she can be from my attempts. 1877 1 .

Harold i. i. 80 And he hath learnt, despite the tiger in him.To sleek and supple himself to the king's hand.

2. To make (skin, leather, and the like) stipple,

pliant, or flexible.

153 PALSGR. 726/2, I shall sowple your gloves. 1541 Ace.
Ld. High Treat. Scot. VIII. 133 For twa barkit hors hidis,
..xv. s. Item for sowpelling and grathmg thairof, iiij. s.

1559 MORWVNG Evonytn, 366 Wull vnskoured suppled in
wine or vinegar. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxin. viii. II. 171
Touching the bitter Almond tree, the decoction of the roots
thereof, doth supple the skin and lay it even and smooth
without wrinkles. 1638 DAVKNANT Madagascar 19 Rude,
dull Mariners.. this Oyntment use Not to perfume, but
supple their parch'd Shooes. 1711 Phil. Trans. XXXI. 168
After they have soaked the Hide for some time, they stretch
and supple it. a ! LISLE Husb. (1757) 270 They may
stand in some muck-hill, or moist place, in order to supple
their claws. 1791 COWPER Odyss. xxi. 215 When we have
chafed and suppled the tough bow. 1839 URE Diet. Arts
767 When the skins have been sufficiently swellednnd suppled
by the branning, they may receive the first oil. 1863 Morn.
Star i Jan. 6 A Basle manufacturer, whouscs fine silk, which
is weighted or

'

supled/ as the trade term goes. 1876 in
Textile Colourist III. 102 [Patent, Ptfrinaud, for] Suppling
re-dyed silks. 1915 J. BUCHAN Hist. War iii. 90 Men lame

|

from hard new boots not yet suppled by use.

b. intr. for pass.
1844 BROWNING Garden Fancies n. viii, And clasps were

cracking and covers suppling !

f3. To reduce the hardness of, to soften. . Also
absol. Obs.

1545 RAYKALDK Byrth Mankynde 56 Hole and moyste
thinges, whiche haue the properte to lenifye and sople. 1567
MAPLET Gr. Forest 88 His onely bloud being kept warme
suppleth the Adamant stone. 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE 1's.

CXLVII. iii, The rayne.. Supples the clods of sommer-scorched
fields. XJpfCHATHAM 7/iWvi.[x.]469 She that supples earth
with blood. 1659 Gentl.Calling(ifyf>) 14 The Earth.. must
be mollified and suppled with their sweat, before it will be-
come penetrable. 1710 T. FULLER Pharm. Extentp. (1710)
2 The sweeter, softer and thicker Ale is, the more it suppleth,
filleth and nourisheth. 1725 Fam. Diet. s.v. IVainnt, The
Shells grow tender, especially, if you supple *em a little in
warm Cows Milk. 17*8 E. SMITH Cental, ffousew. (1750)
287 This medicine . . will . . soften the asperity of the humours
..relaxing and suppling the solids at the same time.

f4. To soften or mollify (a wound, swelling,

etc.) by applying an unguent, a fomentation, etc. ;

to anoint with oil. Also in fig. context. Obs.

1516 TINDALE Prologue to N. T., The Evangelion, . .whych
sowpleth, and swageth the wondes of the conscience. 1541
Saruttt Printer N iv (Di'rig'f), Thou haste soupled myne
heed in oyle ; and my cup beynge full is ryght goodly. 1545
RAYNALDE Byrth Mankynde 56 Anoyntmentes wherwitli ye
may sople y* priuy place. 1579 LANGHAM Card. Health

\ ( IO33) 315 Apply them to supple, mollifie, ripen, and dissolue
all kindes of tumours hot or cold. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in.

v. 33 She. .Into his wound the iuyce thereof did scruze, And
round about . . The flesh therewith she suppled and did steepe.
1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 77 All the faith and religion that
shall be there canoniz'd, is not sufficient , . to supple the least

bruise of conscience, a 1688 BUNYAN Accept. Sacrif. Wks.
(Offer) 1.711 Wash me, Lord, supple my wounds, pour Thy
wine and oil into my sore.

absoL 1578 LYTE Dodoens 201 With the floures of Lillies

there is made a good Oyle to supple, mollifie & digest. 161*
T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus \\. i. (1619)336 Heseekethto wound
and gall, but he healeih nor suppleth not. 1662 HIBBF.RT

Body Div. i. 156 Pouring in oyl to supple and heal.

fb. transf. To rub (oil, etc.) on or into some-

thing so as to soften it. Obs. rare.

1560 DAUS tr. Steidane's Comm. 334 b, He powreth out the

oyle and suppleth it in.

6. To make (the limbs, the body, the person)

supple or capable of bending easily ; spec, of the

training of saddle-horses (see qnot. 1753)*
1570 FOXE A. fy M. (ed. 2) I. 70/1 Contrary to thexpcctation

of men, his body was in the latter punishment and lormentts

soupled and restored. 1613 R. HARCOURT Voy.Guiaiia$$ He
. .went. , to the Bath, and washed, .his hand, .therein, which

soopled his fingers in such manner, that . . hee could stirre and
stretch them out. 1638 MAYNE Lucian (1664) 373, 1 must think

that the best and most proportionable exercise, which both

supples the body, and renders it flexible, and pliant. 1651 H.
L'EsTRANGEXww. nojewcs nQyte . .such as he carried with
him . . to supple his joints and tired Limbs. 1749 CHESTERF.
Lft.toSon 15 May,Apply yourselfdiligently to your exercises

of dancing, fencing, and riding, ..to fashion and supple you.

1753 Chambers* Cycl. Suppl. s.v., To supple a horse, in the

manege, is to make him bend his neck, shoulders, and sides,

and to render all the parts of his body more pliable. 1765
CHESTF.RI--. Let. to Son 25 Oct., The hot bath.. supples my
stiff rheumatic limbs. 1847 Infantry Man. (1854) 3 In order

to supple the recruit,, .he wilt be practised in the. .move-
ments. 1861 J. BROWN Horae Sit&s. II. 256 Old broken-down

thorough-breds that did wonders when soopled. 1881 T. A.

M'CARTHY Calistk. ft Drilling 17 This exercise is to

strengthen the leg and upper arm, supple the shoulders, and

expand the chest. 1897 KIPLING Cnpt. Conr. ii. 45 Manuel
I bowed back and forth to supple himself.

b. fig. and allnsively.

"555 PHII.POT in Coverdale Lett. Martyrs (1564) 240 Christ

annoynt vs, that we may be suppled in these euil dayes to

runne lyghtly, vnto the glory of the lord. 1638 A. CANT
Serm. in Kerr Covenants <y Covenanters (1895) 101 His

legs were soupled with consolation, which made him run.

1639 FULLER Holy War in. xviii. (1840) 147 His seven

thousand whose knees were not suppled with the Baalism of

that age. 1659 ARROWSMITH Chain Princ. 395 Cheerfulness

supples the joynts of our hearts, and so rcndereth them
nimble and active in holy performances. 1893 STEVENSON

SUPPLEMENT.
Cnlriatin vii, YVI1 have to woplc your luujc-lxme, and
think a won pid -.]{.

(Jrom 4 and 5) : To make pliant, flexible,
or smooth

; also, to tone down, modifyino-lTmoAU 7 Prol., To sowple thytouk will, In*
oyle of Iheyr sweie blcssyngts. 1611 DOKNI Utt. (,6si) 01
1 hat nothing halh soupled and allayed the L). of Urma in
h>* violent grcatnesse, so much as the often libel* made
upon

him 1611 1. 1 VLO. Comm. 'lit,,, i. ,. (,6,9)63Nor all the baulme in c.ilead can so supple their poMliona,
that we may ipyne

with them. ,614 W. ftOM-TuunS
75 Mint ^U|)pk^ the lharpnejw of the TonRiie. 1626
.S,-/. l:mltr-<iay (,640, 2,0 Some of them mollifie and
souple the impossibility into a difficulty. 1641 K. HABXIS
Strm.Ht. Commons m There a no temptation so strong,but faith will conquer it : no affliction o great lut faith
will

supple
it. 174. YOUNG fit. 7 h. IX. 3183 HU balmy

bath, Ihat supples. .The various movements of this nice
machine. 1867 M. ARNOLD Celtic Lit. 181 The hard unin-
telllgence, which is just now our bane., must be suppled and
reduced by culture, 1887 LOWELL Democrat?, etc. 240 To
set free, to supple and to train the faculties. 1901 MOLI.I.
SON Poems 180 Come. .souple thou my pen tae screed, A
rhymin' line or twa.

Supple, obs. and dial. f. SCPPLY. Suppleant,
Supplear, obs. ff. SUPPLIANT, SUPPLIEB.

Suppled (.so-p'ld), ///. a. [f. SUPPLE v . + -ED'.]
Made supple ; softened.

1594 O. B. Quest. Profit. Concern. 31* b, When I shall
finde that I tooke for suppled honie, to become stifle darts.

1J9 CHAPMAN lliati in. {vii.] 259 Let vs impart, Some en-

signes of our strife lo shew, each others suppled hart. 1657
REEVE Coifs /'tea Ep. Ded. Kelig. Cit. 5 Why should not

they prepare an Elixir for her out oftheir suppled eyes, rent

heart-strings, . . to preserve her at an exigent ';

Supplee, obs. form of SUPPLY.

Su-pple-jack. [f.
SUPPLE a. + JACK rf.i (cf.

sense 32).]
1. A name for various climbing and twining

shrubs with tough pliable stems found in tropical
and subtropical forests ; applied in the West
Indies to various sapindaceous plants, as species
of Paullinia and Scrjania, and Cardiospermum
grandiflorum ; in central America, to the rham-
naceous lierchemia volubilit, and to a species of

Zizyphus ; in Australasia, to Ventilago vimirtah's,

Kipogonum parvifloruin, Rubus australis, and
other plants of similar habit.

17*5 SLOANE J.winicii II. 185 Supple-Jacks. The stalk. .

is about the thickness of one's thumb.. . 1'hcy grow in woods
and are used for walking sticks. 1773 COOK Voy. S. Pole I.

v. (,777) I. 96 In many parts the woods are so over-run with

supple-jacks, that it is scarcely possible to force one's way
amongst them. 1814 PURSH Flora Amer. Seftentr. I. 188

Zizyphus volttvilis . .in the Dismal swamp, near Suffolk in

Virginia, . .is known there by the name of Supple-Jack. i8ao

T. GREEN Univ. Herbal 11. 260 Pavllinia PolyfhyUa;
Parsley-leaved Paullinia, or Supple Jack. 1864 GKISEBACH
Hora Brit. H'. Ind. fsl. 788/1 Supple-jack : Panl/inia. ex-

rassavica, oarbtttlensist znA Cardiospermitm graiidifloruiti.

1867 SAUTER tr. Hochstetters AVw Zealand vi. 135 The so-

called 'supple-jack 'of the colonists (Ripogonvm farrnfio-
i'urn). 1884 J. H. KERHV.NICHOLLS Kin^ Country xxii. 266
The supple-jacks, which we found growing everywhere [in

New Zealand] in a perfect network of snakelike coils.

b. The stems of these plants as a material.

1804 A. DUNCAN flfarintr's Chron. II. 251 Bits of blankets

..sewed together with split supple-jacks. 1865 Reader No.
Tig. 405/2 Lashed together with strips of supple-jack.

2. A walking-stick or cnne made oi the stem of

one of these plants ;
a tough pliant

stick.

1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Random xxiv, He bestowed_on me
several severe stripes, with a supple Jack he had in his hand.

1785 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Odes to R.A.'s i. iii. Wks. i8u
I. 73 Take, take my supple-jack, Play Saint Bartholomew
ith many a back ! 1818 SCOTT Roll Roy xxvii, You will

never rest till my supple-jack and your shoulders become

acquainted. 1891 MKKEDITH One ofour Couq.xxx\ t
\ good

knot to grasp;.. there's no break in it, whack as you may.
icquainted. 1891 MEKEDITH Oneo/otir C
<not to grasp;.. there's no break in it, wh;

They call it a Demerara supple-jack.

Hence Snpple.Ja-ckicallya<ft'. (humorous nonee-

wd.~), in a manner suggesting the use of a supple-

jack.
1844 J. T. HEWLETT Parsons < W. liv, My father looked

supple-jackically at me.

Supplely (sr'p'lli), adv. Also 9 supply, [f.

SUPPLE a. + -LY '<]
In a supple manner, with

suppleness.
1611 COTGR., /4/lYr/m/,..quic1<ely, promptly, supplely,

readily. 1689 HICKKRINCILL Ceremony Manger L Wks. 17,6
II. 388 Does his Ecclesiastical Don-ship bow and cringe so

supplely.. to something, or to nothing? i8w Examiner

721/2 Not of strength to bear any pressure without supplely

landing. 1890 Harper's Mag. Oct. 744/2 Freely and supplely

she straightened her back. 1898 G. ALLEN Incid. Biskof 54

She was tall, .and very supply knit.

Supplement (s-pl/ment), si.1 Also 5-7

supplyment, 6 suplement, 6-7 snppliment.

[acl.
L. suppKmcntum,

i. supplere SUPPLY v. 1

Cf. f.supplement (from ifith c., superseding OK.

sttpploiemcnt, siippleemenl, supplitmtnf). It. snp-

plemento, Sp. suplemenlo, Pg. supplements.
In sense 4 used as a noun of action to sttffle, SurfLV t>.' !

Cf. SuPPLVMENT.J
1. Something added to supply a deficiency ;

an

addition to anything by which its defects are sup-

plied ;
an auxiliary means, an aid ;

occas. of a

person. (Now rare in general sense.)

1381 WVCLIF Mark ii. 71 No man seweth a pacche [Vu'g.

afSMinentum} of rude [gloss or newe] clothe to an old clothe,

26



SUPPLEMENT.
ellis he taltith ^wcy the newe supplement (gloss or pacche ;

Vulg. sufflemeutnm], and a more brekynge "<aad. 139

TKEVMA Sar/A. ^ /'. /^. vm. xxi. (Bodl. MS.) If. 8 5 b/2

But beije sterres haue Hste of here owne. ?itte to perfec-

tioun of here lijt [>ei fongeth supplcmente [1495 supplyment ;

orig. coinflementum] and help of >e sonne. 1544 A < Wafers

Hen Vllf, I. 764 The Lord Chauncetour . . shall . . admit ana

swere Mr. Cox to be his Aulmoner, . .and Mr. Cheke as a

supplimsnt to Mr. Cox. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. m. vm.

10 Vnto the word of God.. we do not add reason as a

supplement of any maime or defect therin. 1638 FELTHAU

Resolves . [T.] xxxvii. 114 Minerva cur'd Vlysses of his

wrinkles and baldnesse ; not that she tooke them away by

supplements. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 94 God would

have afterwards raised other persons of Apostolical purity. .

to have made a Supplement to the former. 1698 FRVEB Ace.

E. India HP. 150 Fording the River without such a Suppli-

1861 PALEV Aischylus (ed. 2) Supfhcei 154 note

our present scanty information.

b. A part added to complete a literary work or

any written account or document ; spec, a part of

a periodical publication issued as an addition to

the regular numbers and containing some special

item or items.

1568 GRAFT-ON Ckron. I. 3 As lames Philip of Bergamo

sayth, in the suppliment of his Chronic 1" "' """--

tr. Cains' Dogs (1880) 44 The windin;

onicles. 1576 FLEMING

ig vp of this worke,

den) 202 To speed the finishing and fitting my Supplement
for the Presse. 1779 JOHNSON L. P., Cowley Wks. 1787 II.

22 His work, to which my narration can be considered only

as a slender supplement. 1863 Lvzi-LAntia. Man\. sin my
' Elements or Manual of Elementary Geology and in the

Supplement to the fifth edition of the same. 1868 FREEMAN

Norm. Cony. II. App. 577,
I accept his account .as a

supplement, to the account in the Chronicles. 1887 (Nov. 5)

Special Literary Supplement to The Spectator.

O. Math, (a) t Supplements of'a parallelogram
= complements of a parallelogram (COMPLEMENT
sb. 5 b). Obs. (/>} Supplement of an arc or angle,

the amount by which an arc is less than a semi-

circle, or an angle less than two right angles ;
also

attrib., as supplement-chord, (c) An additional

term introduced in certain cases in an equation or

expression (abbreviated Supp.).

1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid i. Theorem xxxii. 53 In euery

parallelograme, the supplementes of those parallelogrammes
which are about the diameter, are equall the one to the

other. Ibid. Prop, xliii. 53 b, Supplementes or Complementes
are those figures which with the two parallelogrammes ac-

complish the whole parallelogramme. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex.

Tecnn. I, Supplement of an Ark, in Geometry or Trigono-

metry. 1747 T. SIMPSON Elem. Plane Geom. 138 If the

Measure of the Supplement-chord of any Arch be increased

by the Number 2, the Square-root of the Sum will be the

Supplement-chord of half that Arch. 1801 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) Suppl. 1 1. 630/2 The supplement of 50 is 130 ; as the

complement of it is 40. 1841 GWII.T Archil. 1038 AUE
being a semicircle, BDE is the supplement of the arc AB,
which arc, reciprocally, is the supplement of BDE. 1861

FERRERS Trilinettr Co-ordinates vi. 112 The angle between
the asymptotes of the reciprocal hyperbola will be the

supplement of that between the tangents. 1868 CAVI.EY

every case be furnished by the theory. 1884 tr. Lotze's

Logic 278, A .f'l x . d h . . is the general term of this second

series, and is what we must add as supplement to the general
term of the first series.

) 2. The action of supplying what is wanting ;

the making good of a deficiency or shortcoming.
I483CAXTON Gold. Leg. 345/1 The feeste of all the sayntes

was establysshed..Fyrste for the dedycacion of the Temple
secondly for supplement of offences done. 1513 SKELTON
Garl. Laurel 415 Mayster Chaucer to Skelton. . . Your besy
delygence Of that we [sc. Chaucer, Gower, and Lydgate]
beganne in the supplement. 1575 in AV^-. Mag-. Sig. Scot.

1585. 261/1 Our said kirk . . haveand neid and mister of beit-

ment and supplement. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretorie II. (1625)

76 For better supplement of the learners knowledge. 1591
Reg. Privy Council Scot. IV. 611 Ane new gift of the saidis

landis grantit with all dew solempniteis and with supple-
ment of all faukis. 1610 DONNE Pseiido-martyr?i Councels
submitted their decrees to the Emperours for Authentic, and
supplement of defects. 1660 R. COKE Power <y Sitbj. 135
Equity is. .either a remission or moderation of the laws.. or

. .a supplement of the law in cases wherein things in con-
science ought to be done.

b. Sc. Law. Letters (or writ) of supplement, a
writ issuing from the Court of Session to compel
the appearance before an inferior court of a person
who resides out of its jurisdiction. Oath in sup-
plement, an oath of a party on his own behalf,
admitted to confirm imperfect evidence, such as the
oath of a single witness, so as to constitute suffi-

cient legal proof: cf. suppletory oath s.v. SUPPLE-
TORY a. b.

1671 in G. J. Bell Comm. Laws Scot. (ed. 5) I. 331 Hole,
The count-book, with the merchant's oath in supplement,
was sufficient to make it a full probation. 1693 STAIR fust.
Law Scot. (ed. 2) iv. xlv. 17. 710 Whosoever is cited by a
Messenger, to Compear and Depone by an Oath ofCalumny,
Verity or Supplement, if he do not Depone, he is holden as

202

Confest. 1765-8 EFSKINE Inst. Lam Scot. i. ii. 17 The

pursuer must apply to the court of session . . for letters ol

supplement.. containing a warrant to cite the defender to

appear before the judge of the territory where the contro-

verted subject lies. 1816 G. J. BELL Comm. LO.-MS Scot.

(ed. 5) II. 66 note, If the original creditor do not live within

the jurisdiction in which the arrestee resides,.. be must be

summoned by a writ of supplement from the Court of Session. .

1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 378 s.v. Evidence, The oath

in supplement is admitted to supply deficiences in legal

evidence, where the party
whose oath is allowed has brought

what is called a semiplenn frobath.

f 3. The reinforcement of troops ; chiefly concr.

(sing, and//.), reinforcement(s). Obs.

a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI, 137 Twoo M. archers, and

foure hundred speres, was sente into Gascoyne, as a suppli-

ment to the countrey. 1549 Acts Privy Council (1890) II

273, xvj Albanoys horsmen, to him allotted for the suplement
of his band. 1600 HOLLAND Livjr XLII. x. 1121 The Pretors

also, who required to have a supplement with them into

Spain. 1665 MANLEY Grotius
1 Lino C. ll'ars 421 Souldiers

both of Horse and Foot were, .drawn together, .as a Supple-
ment to the old exhausted Militia.

f4. The action of supplying or providing; that

which is supplied ; supply, provision. Obs.

1544 St. Papers Hen. VIII, I. 766 We see manifest occa-

sion of moche greatter charge, then was att the begynnyng
consideryd;..and..as We cannot use any other present

meanes, for the supplement hereof, ihenne [etc.], 1545 Ibid.

III. 519 Supposing that they have of His Majestic sufficient

supplyment for ther furnyture. Ibid. 543 We coulde have

no supplement of caske for their victualles, but suche as we
had from..Waterforde. 1588 PARKE tr. Meudoza's Hist.

China 77 Generall puruier and president of the counsell of

warre : whose office is., for the suppliment of garrisons.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. ix. 242 We had not spent Our ruddle

wine aship-boord : supplement Of large sort, each man to

his vessel! drew. 1658 OSBORN K. James Wks. (1673) 404 The

People, if they denied him supplement or inquired after the

disposure of it, were presumptuous peepers into the sacred

Ark of the State.

t Supplement, sb* Obs. rare-1
, [f.

SUPPLE

v. + -MENT.] Suppleness.
1583 STUBBES Anat. Atus. i. 54 It [sc. whoredom], .con-

sumeth the moysture and supplement of the bodie.

Supplement, var. SUPPLIMKXT.

Supplement (sfpUment,supl/me
<

nt),z>. (First

in Sc. writers.) [f. SUPPLEMENT i*. 1
] trans. To

furnish a supplement to, supply the deficiency in
;

also, to supply (a deficiency).
In recent story-writing, to add as a supplementary state-

ment or remark.

1819 JAS. MILL Hum. Mimi(it6p) II. 62 Clusters of sensa-

tions, supplemented by possibilities of sensation. 1833
CHALMERS Pmver of God i. vi. (1834) I. 224 The strong

appetite of hunger supplements the deficiency of the rational

principle of self-preservation. 1857 J. W. DONALDSON Chr.

Orthod. Introd. p. viii, This worlc is a continuous essay,

supplemented by a number of special disquisitions on certain

important subjects. 1863 GLADSTONE Financ. Statem. 442
The spiritual food is to be supplemented,

as Scotchmen say,

by something which finds a shorter way to their perceptions
and their appetites. 1868 G. DUFF Pol. Sum. 23 The two
sets ofdissimilar conditions supplement and throw light upon
each other. 1875 ROSSETTI Hood's Poet. Wks. Ser. n. Pref.

p. xv, It is now thought desirable to supplement that by a

second volume. 1878 Miss BRADDON Open Verdict i,
If I

am a poor creature as a parson, you supplement me so well,

Selina, that, between us, I think we do our duty to the

parish. 1888 'J. S. WINTER' Bootle's Cnildr. xi, 'Yes, a

disparity,' answered Maud. ..'It means age!' 'And not

less than twenty years,' supplemented Pearl.

Hence Supplemented ppl. a., Supplementing
vbl. sb. and///, a.

1865 W. KAY Crisis Hiip/eldiana 80 Their cancellings,

supplementings, and arbitrary assumptions. 1901 Westm.
Gaz. 30 Nov. 2/1

' You love the garden ?
' she hazarded. . .

f And everything in it,' was his supplemented answer. 1904
R. SMALL Hist. Congreg. U. P. Ch. I. 529 A winding-tip
was insisted on by the Supplementing Board.

Supplemental (spl/me
-

ntal), a. (s/>.) Also

7-8 Suppli-. [f.
SUPPLEMKNT SO. 1 + -AL.]

= SUP-

PLEMENTARY. Const, to, of.

Supplemental air, the air that remains in the lungs after an

ordinary expiration : cf, quot. 18^5 s. v. SUPPLEMENTARY a. b.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. II. ii. 7 Wee speake nowe of

parts of Learning supplemental!, and not of supererogation.

1629 GAULE Holy Afad'i. 134 Womens Supplimentall Art,
does but the rather bewray Natures Defects. 1668 HALE
Pref. to Rolle's AMdgm. c j b, An Appendix was intended
that might have been supplemental of some Titles. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comm. in. xxvii. 448 Ifnew matter arises, which
did not exist before, he [sc. the plaintiff] must set it forth by
a supplemental bill. 1795 MASON Ch. Mus. II. 153 All those

supplemental graces which really serve to assist musical

expression. 1866 LIDDON Bampton Led. v. (1875) 220
Viewed in its historical relation to the first three Gospels it

is supplemental to them. 1866 HUXLEY Physiot. iv. (1869)

104 About as much more in addition to this remains in the

chest after an ordinary expiration, and \sca.\\ec\Spplcmenl<il
air. 1871 T. BRYANT Pract. Surf. (1878) I. 563 Supplemental
teeth are occasionally developed in both temporary and per-
manent sets.

b. Math.

Supplemental^ angle, either (in relation to the other) of

two angles which are together equal to two right angles.

Supplemental arc, either of two arcs which are together

equal to a semicircle. Supplemental chord, the chord of
a supplemental arc. Supplemental triangle, either (in

relation to the other) of two spherical triangles in which the

angular points of the one are the poles of the sides of the

other, and each side of the one is the supplement of the

corresponding angle of the other.

1798 HUTTON Course Math. (1827) I. 315 Let C and D be
two angles .. standing on the supplemental arc AEB; then
will the angle C be equal to the angle D. 1817 AIRY Trigon. in

SUPPLEMENTER.

Encycl. Metrof. (1845) I. 683 Suppose great circles KF, Kl),

DE..to be described, of which A, B, C are respectively
the poles; they will intersect in the points D, K, K, and
form a spherical triangle, called the polar or supplemental
triangle. 1840 LARUNKR GL-OIII, vii.yB Ifa quadrilateral figure
be inscribed in a circle, its opposite angles will be supple-
mental. 184* fenny Cycl. XXIII. 300/1 Chords or arcs of

a circle or other curve which have a common extremity,
and together subtend an angle of two right angles at the

centre, are sometimes called supplemental chords or arcs.

C. sb. A supplementary fact, etc. rare.

1670 BLOUNT Law Diet. Pref. (1691) (a)ij. In the Supply-
mentals, Bracton, Britton,..and divers other Authors have
been my Guides. 1836 SOUTHKY Lett. (1856) IV. 454 There
are three works which I shall want for our supplemental.

1852 DE MORGAN in Graves Life Sir II''. K. Hamilton (1889)
III. 344 You do not see how I get my supplementals.

Hence Suppleme'ntally adv., by way of supple-
ment.

1768 Woman of Honor III. 254 Clara, in her turn, or

supplementally for her sister, would bless me with her com-

pany. 1853 G. S. FABER Downfall Turkey 77'The cities of

the Medes are only subjoined .supplementally.

Supplementary (spl/me-ntari), a. (sb.} [f.

SUPPLEMENT sbl -f -ARY l. Cf. F. supplementalre.]
Of the nature of, forming, or serving as, a supple-
ment. Const, to.

1667 Decay Ckr. Piety xviii. 399 Divinity would not then

pass the Yard and Loom,.. nor Preaching be taken in as an

easier supplementary Trade, by those that disliked the pains
of their own. 1770 PENNANT Brit. Zool* IV. Ded. p. iv, To
you therefore I address this little supplementary work. 1793
BEDOOES Lett. Darwin 9 These 1 shall from, time to time

submit.. as supplementary to the knowledge accumulated by
former experience. 18*3 LAMB Elia, Ser. u. Old China,

Competence to age is supplementary youth. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 287 To this Claim., was added a sup-

plementary paper containing a list of grievances, a 1862

BUCKLE Civiliz. (1864) II. vi. 437 Each is supplementary
to the other ; so that in order to understand either, it is

necessary to study both. 1908 Athenxum 15 Aug. 182/2
A supplementary volume of whose memoirs was published
a few years ago.

b. In various technical uses.

1796 Act 37 Geo. Ill, c. 3 2 If a sufficient Number of

Officers, .cannot be found to accept of Commissions in the

Supplementary Militia, .it shall be lawful for the said Lieu-

tenants. .to appoint for that Service, such a Number of the

Officers in the Army., as his Majesty shall approve. 1826

G. J. BELL Comm. Laws Scot. (ed. 5) II. 214 Of Supple-

mentary Deeds or Acts. These are certain acts and steps of

conveyancing necessary for supplying the links of a defective

conveyance. Ibid. 409 Of the method of affecting the

acquisitions of the bankrupt subsequent to sequestration. . .

The best method .. is, that the trustee, .shall apply to the

Court for a supplementary sequestration. 1838 \V. BELL
Diet. Law Scot. s.v., When all the parties interested have
not been called, or where the original summons requires

amendment, and the defender has not appeared, a supple-

mentary or auxiliary summons is necessary. 1841 Penny
Cycl. XXII. 343/2 The supplementary triangle. [Cf. SUP-

PLEMENTAL b.] 1848 CAYLEY Math. Papers I. 362 The sup-

plementary cone (i.e. the cone generated by lines through
the vertex at right angles to the tangent planes of the cone

in question). 1855 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. (1857) s. v. AV.

spiration. The supplementary or reserve air or that which

can be expelled by a forcible expiration, alter an ordinary

outbreathmg. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 2455/1 Supple-

mentary Enginei an auxiliary steam-engine, for feeding
the boiler when the main engine is at rest. 1891 F. TAYLOR
Man. Pract. Med. (ed. 2) 347 Increased vesicular murmur

happens . . over one lung or part of a lung, when another part
of the lung is not properly in use. It is then called com-

pensatory or supplementary breathing.

C. sb. A supplementary person or thing.
In recent parliamentary use, a question supplementary to

that put down on the question-paper.
1812 SOUTHEY in Edinb. Ann. Reg. III. I. 485/2 Supple-

mentary deputies were then to be chosen, who were to take

their seats in case of any vacancy by death ; the supple-
mentaries were, as nearly as could be, in the proportion of

one to three. 1879 Scrioner's Monthly Dec. 304 The prayers
. .are simply preliminaries and supplementaries to the ser-

mon. 190* ALICE TEUTON Lights ff Shadwvs in Hosp. \. 3,

I was called a '

supplementary ', which was a dignified title

for a charwoman. 1904 Westnt. Gaz. 16 May i/a Lord

Cranborne. .did not altogether ignore supplementaries, but

he came one or two bad croppers over them.

Hence Suppleme-ntarily adv.> by way of sup-

plement.
i86a F. HALL Hindu Pkilos. Syst. 205 To indicate, supple-

mentarily, the object denied. 1899 I'op.Sci. Monthly Sept.

677 Those we propose to tax supplementarily are mostly

wealthy.

Supplementation (wpUment^'fon). [f.
SUP-

PLEMENT v. + -ATIOX.] The action ol supplement-

ing ; also, an instance of this, a supplementary
addition.

1854 FERRIER Inst. Metaph. 450 To redeem from contra-

diction a centreless circle or^a stick with only one end, two

supplementations are required. 1873 A. W. WARD tr.

Curtitis' Hist. Greece I. n. i. 218 The war had made great

gaps in the military body itself, and it was in the interest of

the state to fill these up. . .This supplementation miscarried.

1903 G. E. UNDERHILL in Eng. Hist. Xev.Oct. 756The shortest

supplementation [of lines in a fragmentary papyrus] is always
the most probable.

Supplementer (see the vb.). Also -or. [f.

SUPPLEMENT v. + -EB i.] One who supplements.
1644 FEATLY Roma Ruens 12 The author and supplementer

of Catalogus testium veritatis. 1697 DRVDEN Vtrgu* Life

**jb, Franshemius, the Learn'd Supplementor of Livy,

has inserted this Relation into his History. 1869 BONAR

Life y. Milne xix. 409 Not one minister out of a thousand

would have borne such supplementing, however needful, or

would have so cordially thanked the supplementer. 1873



SUPPLENESS.
G. W. KITCHIN Hist. Fraiuc I. in. x.

203
G. W. KITCHIN Hist. Frame I. in. x. 380

' Which thing ',

says the Supplemeutor to William of Nangis,
' came not to

pass '. 1906 ORR Probl. O. T. x. 344 So long as the Jehovist

SUPPLICAT.

The quality or condilion of being supple.
1. Flexibility and elasticity : sometimes with im-

plication of nimbleness of movement (cf. 2).
1626 HACON Sylra 610 The Supplenesseand Gentlen<

of the luyce of that Plant, being that which maketh the
Boughes also so Flexible. ,707 Curios. Hust. 4 Card. 69
There is no part . . in which the Subtility and Suppleness of
the Sap more claim our Admiration, than in Trees that are
grafted. 1781 SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc. xi. (1876) 29 That
suppleness which is the characteristic of flesh. 179, HAMIL.
TON Berthollet's Dyeing I. i. ii. 134 By scouring, silk ac-

quires its suppleness and whiteness. ,858 O. W. HOLM ics

Aut. 8rea&/.-t.ix.iiS8}) i 86 Hair like the fibrous covering of
a cocoa-nut in. .suppleness as well as color. 1858 CARLVI E
Fredk. Gt. v. ii. (1872) II. 68 You have beaten Louis XIV.
to the suppleness of washleather.

2. Of the body or limbs : Capability of bending
easily.

,768 TUCKER Lt. Nat. I. n. xx. 47 Nature may have pre-
pared one man for a dancer by giving him strength and
suppleness in his joints. ,774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776)
VII. 165 Serpents.. have the length and the suppleness of
the eel. ,838 DICKKNS Nich. Nick, xiii. Giving his right
arm two or three flourishes to try its power and suppleness.
1893 ECCI.KS Sciatica 80 Elderly persons from whom feats of
suppleness could not be expected.
3. Flexibility or adaptabilityofmind, character,etc.

1594 CAREW Hiiarte's Exam. Wits v. (1596) 62 Children
. . through the great supplenesse of their braine, abound in

memory. ,638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) 160 He
hath both the substance and the suppleness which are
necessary in dealing with the brains of that country. ,665
BOYLE Occca. Refl. (1848) 35 Bringing those that use to
write their Thoughts to what may be call'd a certain Supple-
ness of Style. 1807 KNOX & ]f.KtiCorr. (1834) L 328 A cer-
tain suppleness in your mental powers, by virtue of which
they will bend to all occasions and subjects, with an ease and
readiness [etc.]. ,878 O. W. HOLMES Motley xxi. 187 As a
diplomatic his great want is suppleness.
4. Yielding disposition or character, compliant-

ness, complaisance. ? Obs. exc. as in b.

1629 DONNE Serm. Whitsunday (1640) 309 God findes a
better disposition, and souplencsse, and matunty.and mellow,
ing, to concurre with his motion in that man. 1671 \Vooi>
HEAD St. Teresa l. xxv. 172 There never remains any sweet,
ness, or softness, or suppleness in the Soul ; but she is, as it

were, frighted. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 189 r ii A
governess, whom misfortunes had reduced to suppleness and
humility.

b. Servile or obsequious compliance or com-
plaisance.

,717 HARTE Eulogiiis 398 He smooth'd his voice to the
Bizautine note, With courtly suppleness unfurl'd his face.

,838 LYTTOX Alice in. i, Naturally dictatorial and pre-
sumptuous, his early suppleness to superiors was now ex-
changed for a self-willed pertinacity. 1855 PUESCOTT Philip
II, I. ii, \. 13 He had none of the duplicity or of the supple-
ness which often marks the character of the courtier. 1879
FARRAR St. J'ttut (1883) 207 The ever-rising tide of Roman
sensuality and Graeco-Syrian suppleness.

Suppler (swpbj). rare. [f. SUPPLE v. + -ER 1
.

A person or thing that
supples.

i$ao SHELTON Quix. u. I. xiii. 78, I haue suppler [orig.
despcgador} hangs at the pummell of my horse, as good as
touch.

tSupplete, v. Obs. rare. In 7 suppleat.
[f. L. supplet-, pa. ppl. stem oisttpplere : see SUPPLY
.'] trans. To supplement.
1664 EXTON Maritime Dicaeol. I. iv. 20 Laws.. which

sprang from the Rhodes, suppleated out of several other
titles in the body of the Civil Law.
t Supple tion. Obs. rare. Also4suppleoioun,

5 -pleoion, supplexion. [a. OF. sup(p~)letion,
supplection, ad. L. *suppletio, -onem, f. supplere
SUPPLY

z/.l] Supplementation, supplement.
a 1325 MS. Rawl. B. 320 If. 47 b, Ware fore diuerse sup-

fl/St. Ptiul 359 The compyler here-of shuld translat veray
so holy a story, but with fauorable correccyon of my fauor-
ahle masters of J>er benygne supplexion.

Snppletive (sopirtiv), a. rare. [ad. med.L.
suppletnius, {. supplet- : see SUPPLETE and -IVE.
Cf. F. SHppUtif,] Having the attribute of supply-
ing deficiencies.

, ar ipphrti'...
tion. ,861 F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 53 Cognition is
here denoted by the suppletive expression after '

will '.

So f Supple-tively adv., so as to supply defici-
encies.

1644 MAXWELL Prerog. Chr. Kings x. 104 This tenet, that
King hath his Soveraigne power, communicative', not

prwativt, from the people, that he is so invested with it,
that the people have it habitually, stlppletively, and may
resume it in some exigent cases. [Cf. 1660 BoNDE.S<r/. Reg.
7" The people, .still retaining the same [government] in the
collective body, that is to say, in themselves suppletive.}

Suppletory (srvpl/tari), a. and sb. [ad. late
L. suppletorius (neut. sing, as sb. =

supplement),
f. supplet- : see SUPPLETE and -OBY 2

.]
A. adj. Supplying a deficiency ; supplementary.

Const, to, of. f In first quot., expletive. Now rare.
1618 DONNE Serm. Christmas Day (1640) 52 Many men

have..certaine suppletory phrases, which fall often upon

IX. 372 Let him that dare, .say that it is a suppletoric bacii-
fice, to supply the defects of the Sacrifice of the Cross. ,65,r-m.l.ER App fnj. Innoc. i. , 2 A Book, .which.. will be sup-
pletory of all such defects. 1673 Lady's Call. I. i. J 7 As

ltd' ",
'""
'"

esse obedienobedience has failed, then, as suppletory to it, repentance.180. PALEY Nat. I'heol. xiv. t i This double or suppletory
provision [of teeth). 1818 CRUISI Digest (ed. 2) IV. 305 By
suppletory or explanatory evidence. 1856 A. BUTLRR Hist.
Axe. Philos. I. 1,4 The genus 'pronoun' does not more
truly classify the words in a language that are suppleloryof nouns. ,874 STEPHEN New Com,,,. Laws Enf. v. viii.
(ed. 7) III. 446 Equity, .a. .portion of our juridical .system

distinct from and suppletory to the common law.
'

b. Law. Suppletory oath, an oath (given by a
party in his own favour) admitted to supply a
deficiency in legal evidence : cf. oath in supple-
ment s.v. SUPPLEMENT sb.\ 2 b.

,716 AYLIFFE Parergon [305] If I can only prove the
1 enor thereof by one Witness, 1 shall not be admitted to the
Suppletory Oath through a Defect of Evidence. 1768BLACKSTONE Com,,,, ill. xxiii. 369 Abroad.. a man's own
books of accounts .. with the suppletory oath ofthe merchant
amount at all times to full proof. i8oi-ia BENTHAM Kalian.
Judtc. hvid (1827) V. 563 The suppletory oath is admitted
in default of other sufficient evidence,

t B. sb. A supplement. Obs.
,649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Ej:emp. u. Disc. viii. 20. 70 The rite

of confirmation, .is an admirable suppletory of an early Bap-
tlsme. ,671-5 COMBER Comf. Temple (1702) 475 A Supple.
ii?

y
.
f

C,
any Particular omitted. 1698 NORRIS Pract. Disc.

IV. 86 Force must be made use of as a Suppletory to the
defects of Reason. ,707 Treat. Humility iv. 162, I look
upon grace as the suppletory of corrupt nature.
Hence t Sn-ppletorily adv., by way of, or as a,

supplement.
1611 DONNE Serm. Christmas Day (1640) 4 This personallname of the Father (// pleased the Father) is but added

suppletorily by our Translators, and is not in the Originall.
Supplexion, variant of SUPPLETION Obs.

t Suppliable, a. 1 Obs. rare. [f. SUPPLY z/.3 +
-ABLE.] .Supple.
,599 A- M. tr. Gaielhouer's Bk. Physicke 114/2 He causeth

the sayede Image to be overdeckede with an Oxehyde..&
..glueth on the sayede skinne a suppliable Dogges skinne.

Suppliable (scplai-ab'l), a. 2 rare. Also sup-
plyable. [f. SUPPLY .l + -ABLE.] Capable of

being supplied or supplemented.
1667 WATERHOUSE Narr. Fire in London 23 If suppliable

elsewhere, yet with more charge. 1681 Acts Part. Scot
,

chl"- 11 < I82 ) VIII. 243/1 That all such writes.. wherin
the Writer & witnesses are not designed, shall be null, And
are not supply-able by condescending upon the Writer
"754 ERSKINE Princ. Sc. Law (1809) M Where statutes

establish^ certain solemnities as
requisite to deeds, such

solemnities are not suppliable by equivalents.

Supplial (suplai-al). Now rare or Obs. [f.
SUPPLY z>.l + -AL.] The act of supplying.
,751 WARBURTON Princ. Nat. $ Rev. Relig. iv. Wks. 1788

V. 58 For the supplial of our imaginary, .wants, a ,779
Div. Legal, iv. v. Wks. 1788 II. 560 To form the principal
members of his demonstration with an unornamented brevity,and leave the supplial of the small connecting parts to his
reader's sagacity. 1801 MASON Suppl. Johnsotfs Diet. Pref.
p. iii, The supplial of omissions. 1819 G. S. FABEK Dis-
pensations (1823) 1. 276 The . . supplial of all the wants of life.

b. A thing that supplies the place of another.
1837 C RICHARDSON Diet. Pref. iii, It may be deemed a

supplial of many books.

Suppliance 1
(s^pbi-ans). Now rare. [f.

SUPPLY v.l + -ANCE
; cf. SUPPLIANT a. 2] = SUPPLY sb.

1598 CHAPMAN Iliad iv. [viii.] 321 When he. .lookt vp for

helpe to heauen, Which euer at command of loue, was by
my suppliance geucn. 1604 SHAKS. Ham. L iii. 9 (Qo.), A
Violet m the youth of Primy Nature;, .sweet not lastingThe perfume and suppliance of a minute. ,664 POWER
Exper. Philos. 118 In suppliance of that seeming Vacuity.
,786 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) I. 160 To leave something
to the suppliance of the heart and the fancy. 1845 TRENCH
Huls. Lect. Ser. I. v. 95 What a man wins by his labour,
be it inward truth, or only some outward suppliance of his
need. ,884 BROWNING Ferishtnh, The Sun 160 To lack is

not to gain Our lack's suppliance.

Suppliance 2
(szrplians). rare. poet. [f. SUP-

PLIANT rt.l : see -ANCE.] The action of a suppliant ;

supplication.
c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xvm. 402 Mightie suppliance, By

all their graue men hath bene made. 16,5 Odyss. VI. 211
If. . He should, .trie with words of grace, In humblest sup-
pliance, if he might.. gaine Her grace. 1773 J. Ross Fra-
tricide i. 4 (MS.) Smile on the suppliance of an humbler
Bard. 1873 W. S. MAYO NeverAgain xii, The Kaiser smiled,
then lifts his child From suppliance at his knee.

So Strppliancy, the condition of a suppliant.
,837 Fraser's Mag. XVI. 588 The living image of abject

suppliancy !

Suppliant (so-pliant), sb. and a.' In mod. use

poet, or r/iet. Also 5 -emit, 5-6 -inunt, 6-7 -yant.

[a. F. suppliant (superseding older so(u)pleiant,

-oianf), pr. pple. of supplier SUPPLY v.2

In early use sometimes stressed suppli'ant.]
A. sb. One who supplicates ;

a humble peti-
tioner.

1419 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 346/2 The seide Suppliaunlz
doubten hem of damage and prejudice. 1480 Cov. Leet Ble.

429 Albe-it your pore suppleant to his gret coste & charge
hath demaunded the contentacion therof, }it he in no wyse
can be satisfied. 1549-69 STERNHOLD & H. I's. xxviil. ii,

The voice of thy supplyant heare. 1555 EDEN Decades

. .

*. in. L 234 nnen sue lor Inv reoe
supphant. ,666 DRYDEN Ann. Mirab. ccl ne kTc.

suppliant, and the Poor grow proud. ,78, GnwDc*
f.

xxv,, (.787) 111,46 JC tribunal of ,hc masttrfte ,*,
besieged by a suppliant crowd. ,8,8 SCOTT /??*, xxziv.
I had. .seen the followers of this man commit a crutl
slaughter on an unarmed and suppliant individual ,8u
TENNYSON Guinrv. 656 She looky and jaw The novke
weeping, suppliant.

b. trans/. Expressing or involving supplication.
,667 MILTON /'. L. i. ,,2 To bow and cue for grace With

suppliant knee. 1697 DRYDIN Vi,,. Georg. iv. 775 With
Vows and suppliant Pray'rs. ,767 WiLKEsCWr. (,805) III
193 Was it possible for me after this to write a suppliant
letter to lord Chatham? 1800 WORDSW. Hart-ltafttell
22 With suppliant gestures. 1870 BUYANT Iliad I. VI. 197
Stretched forth their suppliant hands To Pallas.

Hence Sn-ppliantneu (Bailey, vol. II. 1727).
t Suppli ant, a.* Obs. rare-1

, [f. SUPPLY .l

+ -ANTJ Supplying deficiencies ; supplementary.16,1 SHAHS. Cj;<. in. viL 12 Those Legions.. whereunlo
your leuie Must be suppliant.

t Suppliant, a.3 Obs. rare 1
, [f. SUPPLT z/.s

+ -ANT.] Suppling, emollient
; SUPPLK a. J.

1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xiii. I 2. 204 To
thinke to heale a green wound with suppliant oyles, and
yet the poysoned bullet stick still in the flesh.

Suppliantly (so-pliantli), adv.
[f. SUPPLIAKT

a.|
+ -LY 2

.] In a suppliant manner, or as a sup-
pliant ;

in the way of supplication ; beseechingly.
1565 STAPLETON tr. Bede's Hist. Ch. Eng. 158 Entreating

as supphantly as I could to have licence to galloppe my horse
. . with the other younge men. 1605 CAM DEN Kem. (1637) 255
His brother John.. came in.. and suppliantly besought
Richard, brotherly to pardon his. .offences. 1750 Student
I. ,39 Can [he). .not prostrate himself.. before the throne
of grace, and suppliantly implore the divine mercy for his
..sins? 1841 G. S. FABER Prov. Lett. (1844) I. 230 Sup-
pliantly invocating the saints. 1895 Daily News 10 May
6/3 Two hundred members of the House ofCommons called
at his private house, .suppliantly to ascertain how they
stood with him.

|| Supplioa-mus. Obs. nonce wd. [L.,
= 'we

supplicate', 1st pers. pi. pres. indie, of supplicare
to SUPPLICATE : after legal terms such as manda-
mus, etc.] A petition, entreaty.
"574-5 G. HARVEY Mercy Honey Wks. (Grosart) III. 89

Swearing that she should haue any thing he had at com-
maundiment,and vse him as familiarly., as her owne brother ;

with a many sutch goodly supplicamussis.

t Su pplicancy. Obs. rare 1
,

[f.
next: see

-ANCY.] Suppliant quality, beseechingness.
1728 GORDON Tacitus, Ann. XV. 408 The first letter. .con*

tain'd nothing of supplicancy or abasement.

Supplicant (sirplikant), sb. and a. Now rare
exc. arch. Also 7 suplicant. [ad. L. suppli-

cantem, -ans, pr. pple. (A supplicare to SUPPLICATE.
Cf. It., Pg. supplicante, Sp. suplicante.]
A. sb. = SUPPLIANT sb.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xxiv. , The Prince and people
of Ntneueh assembling themselues as a maine army of sup*
plicants. 1650 Row Hist. Kirk Suppl. (Wodrow Soc.) 49,
The supplicants [in 1638] gave in a Supplication to his

Majestie's Commissioners for a free General! Assemblie and
Parliaments. 1693 tr. Dupin's Hist. Eccl. Writers\l. ,09
The .Third Rank of Catechumens was, that of those that

were present at the Prayers, who were called the Suppli-
cants or the Prostrati. ,834 K. H- DICBY Mores Catk. v.

vi. 184 The pious supplicants, who repair to the churches.

1873 BURTON Hist. Scot. VI. Ixix. ,6, The Supplicants
treated the king's person with great reverence.

b. spec. One who supplicates for a degree : see

SUPPLICATE v. 3.

1649 LAMONT Diary (Maitl. Club) 6 Ther was ,2 [scholars]
in euery colledge, and two supplicants laureat. ,901 RASH-
DALL & RAIT New College 220 When a Fellow of New
College takes any degree, his name is omitted from the list

of supplicants.

B. aJj.
- SUPPLIANT a.1

1597 SHAKS. Lover's Comfl. 276 All these hearts that doe
on mine depend, ..supplicant their sighes to you extend.

1605 CAMDEN Rent., Epigr. ,6 One did write this suplicant
Verse to the Emperour. ,705 BULL Corrupt. Ch. Rome iii.

268 [They] offer'd to this Council their Letters
supplicant,

confessing that they had sinn'd. 1787 /M<7. Trans. LXXVII.
259 Pricking up the ears when anxious, ..depressing them
when supplicant. 1807 J. BARLOW Colttmo.ii. 338 A sovereign

supplicant with lifted hands. 1834 K. H. DICBY Mores
Cattt. v. iii. 85 The supplicant people.

Hence Su'pplicantly adv. - SUPPLIANTLY.

,864 in WEBSTER.

II Supplicat (su-plikset). Also 7-9 -ate. [L.,
= he supplicates, 3rd pers. sing. pres. ind. of sup-

plicare to SUPPLICATE. Formerly often assimilated

in form to abstract nouns in -ATE 1
: L. -atus (tut

cf. med.L. supplicatus).
26-J



SUPPLICATE.

In university use arising from its occurrence as the first

word in the formula used by the proctor in presenting the

petition. In quots. 1660 and 18592, perh. an independent
formation in -ATE '.]

A supplication, petition ; spec, (now only) in

English universities, a formal petition for a degree

or for incorporation (cf. SUPPLICANT b, SUPPLICATE

v. 3, SUPPLICATION e\
1660 Z. CKOFTON Fastening ofSt. Peter s Fetten 153 T

.

lie

servants query., was not a supplicate for an Authoritative

Release; but a scrutiny into the Extent of the Oath. 1665

L BUCK in Peacock Stat. Cambr. [1841) App. B. p. xc,

There are no supplicats put up for Kind's College Fellows.

1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. I. Fasti 637 This year was a Sup-

plicate made in the venerable Congregation of Regents for

one Tho. Dalby to be admitted to a Degree in Decrees.

Ibid. 641 Supplicat. Ibid. 662 This year.. there was a kind

of a Supplicate made for one Magnus a Doctor beyond the

Sea, to be incorporated here. 1715 M. DAVIKS Athcn.

Brit. I. 23 This Supplicat being granted, he was. .crown d

..with a Wreath of Lawrel ; that is, doctorated in the Arts

of Grammar and Rhetorick. 1859 Cambr. Univ. Cal. 2 No
degree is ever conferred without a Grace for that purpose.
The Grace in this instance is termed a Supplicat. 1859

MASSON Milton L vii. 678 The king has hitherto shown his

displeasure by leaving the supplicates substantially un-

answered. 1906 WELLS Oxf. Degree Ceremony 8 One of

the Proctors reads out the supj>licat.

Supplicate (wpiikrt), v. (Also 7 pa.pplt.
-ate. ) [f.

L. supplicat-, pa. ppl. stem of supphcarc,
f. sup' = SUB- a +p/u'-, root of plicare to bend

(cf. supplex, sitpplic- SUPPLE). Cf. SUPPLY v.*]

1. intr. To beg, pray, or entreat humbly ;
to

present a humble petition. Const, to or unto a

person (obs.}, for a thing; also with dependent
clause introduced by tkat

t
or inf.

1417 in Ellis Orif. Lett. Ser. n. I. 55 Wee. .have suppli-

cated unto him. .to attend heare. 16*5 BACON Ess., Friend-

ship (Arb.) 181 A Man cannot sometimes brpoke to Suppli-
cate or Beg. i6js USSHER Ansiv. Jesuit 45^ Doe we

supplicate vuto these, because by these we supplicate vnto

God? 165* NEEDHAM tr. Setden's Mare Cl. 34 Giacomo
Croato.. was.. assailed by an armed Bark of Pirates, .and

supplicate's that som order might bee taken therein. 1654
In yerney Mem. (1907) I. 556, I supplicate to non for there

good word. 121700 EVELYN Diary 23 Feb. 1645, Suppli-

cating for a victory over the Turks. 1771 tr. fforstius*

Parad. Soul App. 7 O holy Mary . . supplicate for the devout
Female Sex. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest ix, I sup-

plicated to know what was designed me. 1805 WORDSW.
Ode to Duty v, I supplicate

for thy control. i86a R.

VAUGHAN Eng. Nonconform. 44 He urged, .that the rubric

should not supplicate that the bread and wine might become
the body and blood of Christ to the recipient. 1864 TENNY-
SON En. Ard. 163 Annie.. Besought him, supplicating, if he

cared For her or his dear children, not to go. 1876 Miss
BRADDON J, Haggard's Dan. II. 19, I have thought of you
often.. and have supplicated for you in my prayers.

2. trans. To petition humbly, a. with the person
addressed as obj. ; also with compl. clause or inf.

1642 Decl. Lords ff Comm. Gen. Assenib. Ch. Scot, n
The Assembly has humbly supplicate the Kings Majesty.
a 1696 in Aubrey Misc. 165 They have supplicated the

Presbyterie, who judicially appointed publick Prayers to

be made. 1835 LYTTON Rienzi \. iv, To supplicate Clement
VI to remove the Holy See from Avignon to Rome. 1864
TENNYSON Boadicea 9 Shall I brook to be supplicated ?

b. with the thing sought as obj.
1660 R. COKE Power <V Sut>j. 244 The Church.. did sup-

S'icate
protection from the temporall powers. 1779 Mirror

o. 35 P 3, The blessings which a fond father shoilld suppli-
cate from Heaven for his offspring. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE
Rom. Forest vi, I supplicate of you a few moments' private
discourse. 1838 JAS. GRANT Sk. Loud. 242 Supplicating a

crust of bread for her famishing children. 1854 Miss M. S.

CUMMINS Lamplighter xxiii, To supplicate Heaven's bless-

ing upon them.

3. spec. intr. In Oxford University, to present a

formal petition for a degree or for incorporation.

f Also tratts. t to present such a petition to (Con-

gregation).
1691 WOOD A tk. Oxon. I. Fasti 638 Thorn. Beaumont, .did

supplicate to be licensed to proceed in Divinity. Ibid. 639
John Newland.. supplicated for a Degree in Divinity. Ibid.

642 James Denton.. sometimes Fellow of Kings Coll. in

Cambridg, did. .supplicate to be incorporated. Ibid. 643
Richard Ede, .. Scholar in Musick, did supplicate the ven.

Congregation to be admitted Bachelaur of that Faculty.
Jbid. 644 Eight [men] supplicated to oppose. 1830 Oxf.
Univ. Cal. 16 In the sole instance of supplicating for Graces

..every Member of the House is invested, .with a suspend-
ing negative upon each Grace for three times. 1891 Ibid,

76 No Graduate in any Faculty can supplicate for incor-

poration without, .having obtained express permission from
the Hebdomadal Council.

Hence Strpplicated ppl. a.

1861 WARDLAW Lect. Romans (1869) I. ii. 26 Under the

supplicated guidance of the Holy Spirit.

Supplicating (s-plik<r
l

tirj), ppl. a. [f. SUP-
PLICATE v. +- -ING 'A] That supplicates, or expresses

supplication ; humbly petitioning or entreating.
1649 MILTON Eikon. iv. Wks. 1851 III. 362 As for that

supplicating People they did no hurt either to Law or Au-
thority. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver m. i, I then put myself into
the most supplicating postures, and spoke in the humblest
accent. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian xvi, 'Do not leave

me,' said she, in accents the most supplicating, a 1859
MACAULAY Hist, Eng. xxiv. (1861) V. 177 A request made
. .in earnest and almost supplicating terms. 1880 MEREDITH
Tragic Com. (1881) 72 She would not have listened.. to a
silly supplicating girl.

Hence 8u*pplicatingly adv.
1865 MKKKDITH Khoda Fleming xliv, Rhoda.. turned her

eyes supplicatinglj on Robert. 1884 GOLUSMIU llfrighfs

204

Pol. Songs n. 45 Song of Lewes, Those whose aid he will

ask supplicatingly.

Supplication (arpUk^'Jan),
sb. Also 5 supl-.

[a. OF. (mod.F. ) supplication (
= It. supplication^

Sp. suplicacion^ Pg. supplicacao}, ad. L. supplvdti0t

-ontm, n. of action f. supplicare to SUPPLICATE.]

The action, or an act, ol supplicating ;
humble or

earnest petition or entreaty.

1384 in Arnolde Chron. (1811)36 At the supplicacion of the

Mayre Sherefs and Communalyte of the ciie of London to vs

mekely Imade. c 1399 CHAUCER Purse 26 Ye that mowen alle

and his wife.. made a supplicacion to hymfor the savegarcle

of the cite, a 1513 FABYAH Chron. v. cxxxi. (i8nj 114 He

ordeyned such meanes as byllys of supplicacion, . . that the

causes and matiers of poore men myght come to his know-

lege. 1555 EUEN Decades (Arb.) 80 They made humble

supplication to the Admiral). 1671 MILTON Samson 1459,

I have attempted.. the Lords.. With supplication prone
and Fathers tears To accept of ransom fur my Son. 1781

GIKBON Decl. 4- F. xviii. (1787) II. 94 Peace was at length

granted to their humble supplications. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Ens- xiv. III. 475 Pathetic earnestness of supplica-

tion. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. II. viii. 301 In a moment
the noise and bravado.. was hushed into a supplication for

forgiveness.

b. A written or formal petition. Obs. exc. Hut.

i39oGowKR Con/. III. 352 Whanne I this Supplicacioun
..Hadde after min entente write Unto Cupule and to

Venus. ^1460 FOBTESCUE Abs. ft Lim. Man. xiv. (1885) 143

the said wreitting and supplicatioun of the kingis to the

erle of douglas. 1591 Kvp Sp. Trag. in. xiii. 78 Whats
heere? 'The humble supplication of Don Hazulto for his

murdred Sonne.' 1606 DKKKKR Newesfr. Hell Wks. (Gro-

sart) 11.91 Great wagers were layd..that when the Sup-

plication
was sent, it would not be receyued ; or if receyued,

it would not be read ouer. 1650 [see SUPPLICANT sb.}. 1816

SCOTT Old Mart, xxx, A paper, termed a Remonstrance and

Supplication. x8u Nigel iii, To have the Supplication

put into4iis Majesty's own hands.

C. (A) humble prayer addressed to God (or a

deity) ; chiefly//., esp. in phr. prayers and suppli-

cations
; spec, the petitions for special blessings in

litanies.

1490 CAXTON Encydos xiii. 46 Bifore the aulters thei offred

sacrifices with grete supplycacyons and prayers. 1516 TIN-

UALK Acts \. 14 These all continued with one acorde in prayer
and supplicacion. i Tim. ii. i That..prayeers, supphca-
cions, peticions, and gevynge of thankes be had for all men.

x$s6/Yfer. Pfr/.CW.de W. 1531) 3 The sayd Moyses. .made

supplicacyon to God. 1549 Bk. Coin. Prayer, Communion
ad fin., Assist us mercifully. O Lord, in these our supplica-
cions and praiers. fbid., Litany ad fin., With one accorde
to make our comune suppHcacions unto thee. 1643 SIR T.

BROWNR Kelig. Med. n. 6. 154, I cannot see one say his

Prayers, but in stead of imitating him, I fall into a supplica-
tion for him. 1657 SI-ARROW Bk. Com. Prayer ico These
Collects after the Letany, though the matter of them hath
been prayed for before particularly in the Supplications
foregoing [etc.]. 1663 PATRICK Parab. PUgr. xxv. (1687)

278 In devout supplications to Jesus. 1678 CuOWORTH
Intell. Syst. i. iv. 27. 455 We conclude, that this Kyrie
Eleeson> or Domine Miserere^ in Arrianus, was a Pagan
Litany or Supplication to the Supreme God. 1817 SHELLEY
Rev. Islam x. xxvi, Each among the train To his own Idol

lifts his supplications vain. 1837 CARLYLE />. Rev. \. \. i,

The churches resounded with supplications and groans.
1882 Encycl. Brit. XIV. 696/1 From an early period the

special written litanies of the various churches all showed
the common features which are now regarded as essential

to a litany, in as far as they consisted of ii) invocations,
(2) deprecations, (3) intercessions, (4) supplications.

d. Rom. Antiq. A religious solemnity decreed
on the occasion of some important public event,

esp. in thanksgiving for victory.
1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 10 By reason that his affaires sped

well..hee obtained in regard thereof solemne Supplications
both oftner, and to hold more daies than ever any man did
(before himsetfe). 1741 MIDULETON Cicero (1742) II. vn,

229 After the contemptible account which Cicero gives of
Bibulus's conduct in Syria, it must appear strange to see
him honored with a supplication, and aspiring even to a

Triumph. 1753 Chambers* Cycl. Suppl., App. s.v., On sub-

duing the Sabines, in the year of the city 304, a supplica-
tion of one day only was ordained.

6. spec* In Oxford University, a formal petition
for a degree or for incorporation : cf. SUPPLICAT.
1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. I. Fasti 640 This year was a Sup-

plication made in the ven. Congregation of Regents for one
Rich. Bere. .to be graduated in Divinity. //</. 670 Richard
Brynckley. .Dr. of Divinity of Cambridge. .. His supplica-
tion . . was granted . . and his incorporation . . set down . . under
this year (1524). 1810 Oxf. Univ. Cal. 3 In the Congrega-
tion degrees are conferred, graces or supplications for them
having been there previously proposed and passed. 1895
RASHDALL Univ. Europe 1 1. 508 This abstention on the part
of Wykehamists from the '

supplications ', which had come
to be regarded as essential to all other candidates.

Hence Supplica tiou v., trans, to make supplica-
tion to ; SuppHca'tioner, a petitioner.
1585 in Cath. Rec, Soc. Publ. V. 106 Against th'untruth of

such libellers and suppHcationers. 1589 [? NASHE] Almond
for Parrat N.'s Wks. 1905 III. 365 The Protestationer,
Demonstrationer, Supplicationer, Appellationer. 1593
Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 6r, I haue.. humbly suppli-
cationd you, to accept of my largesse.

t Supplicative, a. Obs. rare.
[f. L. sup-

plicat- : see SUPPLICATE and -IVE.] Supplicatory.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 120 A very formall

letter, petitionall or suppiicatiue.

SUPPLIER.

Supplicator (sirplik^tw). [ad. late L. sup-

pHcator^ agent-n. f. supplicare to Sui'i'Lic.m;.]

One who supplicates ;
a suppliant, petitioner.

'634-5 HKERETON Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 81 This is a pretty

supplicatur. 1687 [SHIELDS] Hind let loose 57 Our sneaking

Suppiicators, & Petitioners, & Pardon-mongers. 1794 T.

'J'AYLOR Pausanias' Descr. Greece II. 195 Other ambassadors
and supplicators were sent to the Romans. 1843 LYTTOX
Last Bar. iv. ii, The *upplicators then withdrew from the

royal presence.

Supplicatory (a*pUk/Wri), a. [ad. med.L.

supplicdtoriuS) f. suppliciitor : see prec. and -OHY '*.

Cf. K. siipplicatoire.\ Expressing, consisting of, or

containing supplication.
Letters supplicatory, supplicatory tetters = F. Icttres suf-

Pluatoires, mod.L. snppiices litterx, (Obs. exc. Hist.}
c 1450 Mankind 866 in Macro Plays 32 Wyth-owte deserte

& menys bupplicatorie, Je be compacient to my inexcusnbyll

veprowe. 1550 Reg. Privy Council Scot. \. 92 Heraldis
with leitres supplicatiouris. 1579 STUBBKS in 1/aringtori's

Nugae Ant. (1804) I. 151 To offer this suppllcatoiye submis-
sion and peticion into your Majesties handes. X^TKAVKRS
(title) An Answere to a Svpplicatorte KpUtle of G. T. for

the pretended Catholiqves. 1699 BUKNET J0 Art. xxv. 283
The Pardon that we give in the Name of God, is only

declaratory of his Pardon, or supplicatory in a prayer to

him for Pardon. 1731 N EAL Hist. Purii. I. 205 They
framed a supplicatory letter. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela
111. 389, I. .laid my Hand upon her Ladyship's in a sup-

plicatory Manner. 1840 SOUTHEV Wesicy- II. 553 A sup-

plicatory hymn for h& recovery was sung in the church.

1876 BANCROFT Hist. U* S. V. xxii. 578 The Vermont council

of safety despatched supplicatory letters for aid to the New
Hampshire committee.

b. Of persons : Suppliant, rare.

1880 MEREDITH Tragic Cotn. d88ij 287 After the manner
of supplicatory ladies appealing to lawyers.

Hence Supplicatorily anz 1

.,
in a supplicatory

manner.
1615 DONNE Serm. 26 Apr. (1649) H- z%9 Having the

dignity of a Parent upon her, she [ic. the Church! does not

proceed supplicatorily, . . but . . imperatively, authoritatively.

il Supplicavit (spplik^'vit). Law. [L ,
= he

has supplicated, 3rd pers. sing. perf. ind. of sup-

plicare to SUPPLICATE.] A writ formerly issuing out

of the King's Bench or the Court of Chancery for

taking surety of the peace against a person : so

called from the first word in the writ.

1507 in Leadam Sel. Cases Star Chamber (t\fan Soc.)

260 By virtue of the kynges writt of supplicauit to them
directed. 1518 Set. Cases Crt. Regitests (Selden Soc.) 14
Robert . . sued oute of the kynges chauncry a wrytte of sup-

plicauit ayenst your seid besechour. 1623 BACON Ordi-

nances 87 No Supplicauit for the good behaviour shall be

granted, but upon Articles grounded upon the Oath of two
at the least. 1682 LUTTRKLL BriefRel. (1857) 1. 162 Articles

were exhibited, in a special! supplicavit formerly granted
in the court of Kings bench . . by the court ofarches . . against
Edmund Hickeringill, minister, for several! indignities
offered to that court. 1769 BLACKSTONE Connn. iv. xviii.

250 If the justice is averse to act, it may be granted by a

mandatory writ, called a supplicavit.

Supplice. rare. [at!. L. supplicium t
f. supplic-,

supplex (see SUPPLE a.). In quot. 1911 ad. *".

suppltce.] Punishment
;
torture.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Supplice.. , punishment, coirec-

tion, pain, torment; it is also used for Prayer or Supplica-
tion, and sometimes for Sacrifice. Mr. Montagu. 1911
MKS. OUFHANT Salem Chapel I. 12 It is easier to play the

victim under the supplice inflicted by a pretty girl than by
two mature matrons.

Supplie, obs. form of SUPPLY.

Supplied (s#pUi-d), ppl. a. rare.
[f.

SIPPLY
w.l + -ED 1

.] In senses of the verb: usually with

prefixed adv., as well-supplied.
1609 CHAPMAN Tears of Peace, AtMr. Death 31 The river

needes the
helpfull fountaine ever, More then the fountaine

the supplyed river. 1900 Westm. Cox. 29 May 4/1 A well-

supplied advance depot.

Supplier (sflplarai). Forms : 5-6 Sc, sup-

plear, 7 -yer, 7- supplier, [f.
SUPPLY v.l + -ER l

],

f 1. One who takes the place of or acts as substi-

tute for another, Obs.

1491 Cartular. S. Nicholai Aberdon. (New Spalding Club)

I. 255 Ilkane chaplane wriiin to ye haly blude mess..fal-

3eande in \>t doinge of bame sal pay iiti d to ye supplear.

f2. A helper, supporter; an assistant. Obs.

1515 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials (1833) I. 232* Makand him
and his assignais Keparis ouersearis, correkaris, and sup-
learis of the Isle of Luill Comeray . .becaus Robert Huntare

. . Forrestar of heretage of \K said He, is nocht of power to

resist be persoms )>at waistis be saniyn, without suple and

help. 1515 St. Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 418 Togither with

yair part takaris, assistaris, supplearis. 1586 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. IV. 71 Ressavaris, supplearis and intercom-

monaris with the Kingis rebellis. 1654 tr. Scudery's Curia

Pol. 69 His neighbour Princes will censure his ami ition,

and rather be spectators of his successes, then be supplyers.

3. One who makes up a deficiency.

1607 CHAPMAN Bussy d'Ambois \\. i. 103 All vaunt them-

selves Law-menders and suppliers. 1737 STACKHOUSE Hist,

Bible v. v. (1752) I. 745/2 Saul might set up for. .a Supplier
of the Default of Joshua.
4. One who (or that which) furnishes something
needed ; a provider, purveyor.
c 1630 RISDON Surv. Devon 202 (1810) 211 Dartmore, our

daily supplier. 1796 MORSE Auter. Geog. II. 44 Brundu-

sium..was the great supplier of oysters for the Roman
tables. 18*7 Examiner 99/1 The suppliers of intellectual

gratification. 1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON^M/I^//. Ixxvi.ll.a8

To reduce Asia to be the supplier of the European slave-

market. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY JKsi/9**M 665 Van Huytemers



SUPPLIMENT.
and Peters ate the two great suppliers of the gin that

goes to West Africa. 1907 O'GOHMAN Motor rocket Bk.
(ed. 2) 463 You cannot have too many spares, though the

supplier will tell you the contrary.
b. An apparatus for supplying something ;

a
feeder.

1813 J. BAIJCOCK Dom. Amusetn. 147 A kind of funnel-
shaped supplier.

Sirppliment. dial. Also -ement. [Corruption
of SUBLIMATE.] Corrosive sublimate. Also silver

supplement.
1809 PARKINS Culpcpptr's Eng, Phys. Enlarged 385 How

to take away little red pimples from the face. Take two
ounces of lemon juice, two ounces of rose water, two drachms
of silver suppHment. 1886 Cheshire Gloss, s.v., A chemist,
if asked for supplement, would perfectly well understand
what was wanted.

Suppliment, obs. form of SUPPLEMENT sb.

Suppline, obs. Sc. form of SIPLING.

Suppling (sxrpliq),
vbl. sh. [f. SUPPLE v. +

-ING*.] The action of SUPPLE v.
; making supple.

a. in literal senses.

1577 B. GOOUK Hertsbach's Husb. n. (1586) 87 b, Of Oyle,
some part sertieth for meate, and other for the sowpling
of the bodie. 1655 MOUFKT & BKNNKT Health's linprw.
(1746) 221 The Butter, .is most tliin, liquid, moist and pene-
trating, whereby such a suppeling is procured, that their

Cheeses do rather ripen than dry with long lying. 1668
WII.KINS Real Char, 11. vi. e. 173 That Cavity or Glandule
. .containing an unctuous substance for the suppling of the
Feathers. 1676 MACE Mustek's Men. 56 That part.. will

ask good Suppleing with Water and Heat, before it will

yield. 17*0 W. GIBSON Diet, Horses x. (1731) 163 The sup-
pling of the Joints [of a horse], which is generally first

practised, 'is very reasonable. i8o> C. JAMES Milit. Diet,,
Sigutttet . .* sort of nose-band, .which is put on the nose
of a horse, to forward the suppling or breaking of him. 1889
BADEN-POWELL Pigsticking 124 A few hours of quiet sup.
pling and bending will amply repay the trouble.

b. in fig. senses.

1617 R. FENTON Treat. Ch. Rome 64 It cureth by way of

suppling, to teach them to he gracious Soveraignes, to
establish their royal thrones by mercy. 1625 DONNE Serm.
3 Apr. 26 For the suppling of boysterous, and for the be-

calming of tempestuous humours. 1853 RUSKIN Stones
Venice II. vi. 59 That quickening and suppling of the dull

spirit that cannot be gained for it but by bathing it in blood.

1865 LOWELL Scotch the Snake Prose Wks. 1890 V. 245 We
doubt if any substantial excellence is lost by this suppling
of the intellectual faculties.

Suppling (szrpliq), ppl. a.
[f. SUPPLE v. +

-ING 2.] That renders the skin or the joints of the

body supple ; also, softening, emollient.

1562 TURNER Herbal n. 101 The rosin.. of the popler is

menged oft tymes with softenyng and souplyng emplasters.
1561 Bwnynge of̂ Patties Ch. in L.ond. t Nothinge. .does
more ease the paines of the sicke bodye than these sup-
plingeoiks. 1638 RAWLEV tr. Bacon's Life ft Death (1650)64
Onely three Set Diets: The Opiate Diet, the Diet Malacis-
sant, or Suppling; and the Diet Emaciant,& Renewing. 1639
T. DE GRKY Comfl. Horsem. 272 Mollifie the heeles of the
horse with suppling things. 1648 HERRICK Hesfier., To the

King to cure Evill, All those suppling healing herbs and
flowers. 1650 VENNER Via Recta, Baths of Bathe 356 The
Crosse-bath is an excellent temperate souplmg bath. 1^10
T. FULLER Pharm, Extern^. 422 By means ofsuppleing Oils,
those Fibrillae are. .lubricated, and relaxed. 1871 Daily
A'civs ii Apr. 6 Good marching, .tells of weary but neces-

sary hours over the goose step, of laborious and oft-repeated
'

suppling
'

motions.

b. in fig. context or allusively.
1563 Form Medit. in IMitrg. Serv. Q. Eliz. (Parker Soc.)

505 Mollify.. O Lord, our flinty hearts with the suppling
moisture of thy Holy Spirit. 1595 SOUTHWELL St. Peter's

Cotnpl. Ixxx, Pour suppling showers upon my parched
ground. 163* G. HERBERT Priest to Temple xviii, Mollify.
ing and suppling words. 1659 W. CHAMBERLAYNE Pharon-
niiia 11. 154 If ere thy sober Reason did submit To sup-
pling Mirth. 1713 CTESS WINCHELSEA Misc. Poems 382
Employ my Hand, yet warm, to close the Wound, And with
my suppling Tears disperse the anguish. 1717 P. WALKER
Life R, Cameron in Biogr. Presbyt. (1827) I. 194 In the

1719, there was a softning, soupling, sweetning Oil, com-
posed and made up by the cunning Art of carnal Wit, and
State-policy.

f Supplo-de, v. Obs. rare- , [ad. L. supplodtre,
f. sup- = SUB- + plaudtre PLAUD z>.] inlr. To stamp
with the feet. So f Supplo-sion [L. supplosio\.
1599 Broughton's Lett. xii. 42 It deserueth a supplosion

or an hissing. 1613 COCKERAM, Sufplode, to statnpe with
the foot, 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Sttpplo^ion . . ,

a stamping
or noise with the feet.

tSupplusage. Obs. Variant of SURPLUSAGE.
c 1475 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 283 With the supplusage of

oone of thyse iij. thynges. 1507-8 Kec. St. Mary at Hill
262 We haue Resseyuyd of the Supploragiis [? Supplusagis]
of the last yere ix li viij s inj d.

Supply (s#plai'), sb. Forms : 5 supplye (6-7
//. supplyes), 5-6 Sc. supple, 6-8 supplie, 7-
supply. [f. SUPPLY v. 1

(In early use mainly .SV.)]
I. The action of supplying, or condition of being

supplied.

fL Assistance, succour, support, relief. Also

predicated of a person or thing that is the means of

assistance or support. Obs.
Phr. to make (a) supply, to give assistance.

*4*3 JAS. 1 Kingis Q. xv, Ryght as the schip that sailith

stereles Vpon the roltkis most to harmes hye, For lak of It

that suld bene hir supplye. iKd. cxii, In this case sche [sc,

Minerva] may be thy supplye. (1480 HENRYSON/^/W, Fox^
Wolfttf Cadger xiv, 5e man tak trauelj and mak vs sum
supple. 1513 DOUGLAS yT. in. x. 105, I leis. .all supple ofour
travalc and pane. 1549 Cwnfl. Scot. Ep. Queen i The lango*

205

rius desolal & affligil pepil, quhilkis ar *I mas. disparit (

rnennis
supple ,567 (;de ^ Gt,Me u (S .T..s.> 6 ^uhair

I culd nochl the Law fulfill, My warkis maid me na supplie
ItU.l6xl how art . . My hope, support, and haill supplie 1587
lukuExv. Trag. Talcs (1837) 32 When he law* Nutagiubent tor her supplie, whom he would reave of life. 1598 K
KERNARU Ir. Terence, Phormio i. iv, Heere will 1 llein a
bush to make a supply, if you shall faile in anything. 1601
SUM. Ham. u. ii. 24 To expend your time with vs a.while
tor the supply and profit of our Hope, c 1614 MURE DUo
r JSneas i. 566 See how Penthesilea leads Her Amazonian

: trowpes to Trove's supplie ! 1697 DRVUEN Virg . deorg. u.

597 Apple Trees. .Want no Supply, but stand secure afone.
2. The act of making up a deficiency, or ol ful-

filling a want or demand.
Phr. t To mate (a) supply, to fill up a deficiency.
1500-10 DUMA* Poems xxviii. 35 Supporland faltis with

;our supple. 1596 HACON Max. .$ Uic Cam. Law u. (1635)61 The maner of making supply when the part of the heire
is not a full third. 1638 QUARLKS Hieroglyph. \. Epigr. i. 3
Thy wants are far more safe then their supply. 1662 H.

;

MORE Philos. Writ. Pref. Gen. (1712) 17, 1 omitted to set
down the Succession of the Pythagorick School, .and there-
fore I will here make a supply out of Diogenes Laertius.
1768 TUCKER Li. Nat. I. xxvil. :86 Why are usefull things
good ? because they minister to the supply of our wants and
desires. 1814 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 317 The
supply of the ellipsis, .gives an uncouth appearance to these

;
sentences. 1835 T. MITCHELL Acharn. of A ristofh. App.
245 Asystem.. which drew.,upon thepursesof the tributary
states for a supply of those pecuniary demands, which the
native resources of Athens were unable to furnish.

1 3. The act of supplying something needed ; the

filling up of a place or position ; the provision of
I a person or thing in the place of another ; the
substitution of a thing for something else. Obs.
1585 '" Presbyt. Movtm. Eliz. (Camden) 53 Mr. Tay..

i desired the brethren tohelpe him. .for the supplie of his place.
1607 SHAKS. Tiiiion 11. i. 27 Myreleefe Must not be tost and
turn'd to me in words, But finde supply immediate. 1608

J. KING Strm. S. Mary's, Oxf. 5 Two paries, first the
cession or decease of the one, secondly the succession and
supply of the other. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 736 The South-
wind. .all the Clouds together drove.. ; the Hills to their

supplie Vapour. .Sent up amain. 1673 TEMPLE Utiitcd

Pray. Wks. 1731 I. 34 This Course seems to have been
instituted by way of Supply or Imitation of the Chamber of

Mechlyn.
b. Now only in reference to persons : The act,

or position, of supplying a vacancy, or officiating

temporarily instead of another, esp. as a minister or

preacher ; on supply = acting in such a capacity.
1580 CAMPION in Allen Martyrdom Campion (1908) 23

Such as . . are to be sent for supplie, . . let them De well trained
for the

pulpit. 1896
' IAN MACLAREN ' Kate Carnegie 248 A

'

probationer ', who on Saturdays can be seen at any country
junction, bag in hand, on his patient errand of 'supply .

1905 DattyChron. : Sept, 1/6 Wanted, an Assistant School-

master, on
'Supply.' 19x3 Universe 16 Aug. 12/1 South-

wark. . . Father Hallett [stationed] on supply at Melior Street.

4. The provision or furnishing of a person, etc.

with necessaries.

1781 COWPER Charity 251 These have an ear for his paternal
call, Who makes some rich for the supply of all. 1805
COLLINCWOOD 7 Oct. in Nicolas Disf. Nelson (1846) VII. 83
note, The active part he takes in everything that relates to

the supply of the Fleet. 1848 DICKENS Dombey xx, The
Native then handed him separately, and with a decent in-

terval between each supply, his wash-leather gloves, his thick

stick, and his hat. 1876 VOYLE & STEVENSON Milit. Diet.

(ed. 3) s.v., In time of peace the method of supply is by con-
tract for the principal articles of sustenance.

II. That which is supplied.
f5. coll.siiig.orpl. Au additional bodyof persons,

esp. reinforcements of troops. Obs.

11470 HENRY Wallace \. 87 Butleris men so stroyit war
that tide, In to the stour he wald na langar bide. To get
supple he socht on to the staill. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, i.

i. 159 The Earle of Salisbury craueth supply. 1597
~ 2

Hen. IV, IV. ii. 45 Though wee here fall downe, Wee haue

SUPPLY.

t b. gen. Something supplementary, additional
or auxiliary ; a supplement, adjunct. Obs.
16.0 [G. BKVOGES) 11or* i ubs. 21 To make himsclfc the

encreasmg figure, whilst the rest serue but for supplyes
IIUKGI-.S 1 trs. Jtlltes 49 All 1

in this Statute of Edw.tl,. ingMer'Se'.Mug Przdiall lubes) wee may (inde these supplies for

7
r

Ti",!-, a
',

6l
,

1! "- ANU-EWES 9o iVr,,!., Hoi,Ghost (1661) 488 To do that was to be done, Christ a-
enough ; needs no supply. ,75, HUME Kss. * Treat (1777)
I. ty; Municipal laws are a -

(1821) 335 The two thousand supplyes, that were now landed
out of England. 1685 STILLINCFL. Orig. Brit. v. 297 The
Romans. .sent them speedy Supplies. 17.. Outlaw Murray
xliii. in Child Ballads V. 196/1 Word is gane to Philiphaugli,
. . To meet him the morn wi some supply.

f 8. A substitute. Const, of. Obs. exc. as in b.

1567 FENTON Trag. Disc. xiii. (1898) II. 279 Usinge the

pointe of a sharppe bodkyn as a supplie of a steeled chezell.

b. One who supplies a vacancy or acts as sub-

stitute for another ; esp. a minister or preacher
who temporarily officiates in a vacant charge or

pulpit.
1584 in Presbyt. Mtntetn. Eliz. (Camden) 36 Mr. Newman

moued whether he might get a standing supply for his place.

1697 in W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. Amcr. Col. Ch. (i8;o) I. 10

To give notice what number of ministers was wanting, and

earnestly to solicit for a suitable Supply. 1718 Bp. ROBIN-
SON Ibid. 200, I should be glad to hear from you what vacant

Churches are in your parts, to the end I may.. procure you
a supply. 1888 HOWELLS Annie Kilburn xxx, bupply after

supply filled his pulpit. 189* Pall Mall G. 8 Oct. 7/2 Some
servants.. will only stay in situations for short periods...
These would make excellent supplies.

1 7. A supplement or appendix to a literary work.

1583 BANISTER Chyrurg. Title-p., Encreased and en-

lightened with certaine Annotations, Resolutions, and Sup*

plyes, not impertinent to this Treatise. 1506 DANETT tr.

Comities (1614) 225 (heading) A Supply to the Historic of

Philip de Commines from the death of King Lewis the XI.

1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. III.) i A Supply to the

Second part ; or The Third Part of the Letters of M. de

Balzac.

8. A quantity or amount of something supplied
or provided.
i>7 SHAKS. Timott it. ii. 201, I am proud, ay, that myoccasions haue found time to vsc 'era toward a supply of

'""">
, ''fsMASLKY (,>*//,' /.,C. Wan 241 TheOueeu

I r.ngland.. ordered a supply of mony to the King of
r ranee, together, with four thousand English Souldiers.

j

1703 DAHPIER Voy. III. 16 Till. .the greatest part of the
Salt-water is congcal'd. .or till a freih Supply of it comes in
again from the Sea. 1710-1 1 ATTIRBUDY Strm., I Cor. .r. ij
''751?-!-'

IM Wnat 's G'ace, but an Extraordinary Supplyof Ability and Strength to resist Temptations? 1831 Hr
MARTINEAU Li/e in Wilds ix. 117 The greatest possible
supply of human labour. 1837 DICKENS Pidne. ii, The wine
was passed, and a fresh supply ordered. 1846 j. BAXI PR
Lily. Pract. Afric. (ed. 4) I. 34 Certain crops, .require a
particular alkali; the vine, for example, ..and sorrel,, .must
needs have supplies of potash. 1849 MACAUI.AV Hist. Eng.
v. I. 592 The duke had brought . . but a scanty supply of pikes
and muskets. 1898 G. B. SHAW Plays II. Candida 95 Carry,
ing. .a handbag, and a supply of illustrated papers.

t b. spec, (absol.) A collection of materials to
form the basis of an argument or treatise. Obs.
i66 MORE Antid. Ath. II. xi. heading, A Supply from

ordinary and known Examples as convictive. .of a discern.

ing Providence. 1714 SWIFT Pres. St. Aff. Wks. 1755 II. i.

203 Systems, that, .are supplies for pamphlets in the present
age.

9. absol. (A) provision of funds or food ; (a

quantity of) money or provisions supplied or to be

supplied : now chiefly spec, the food and other stores

necessary for an armed force, a. sing. (Now rare,
exc. as attrib. of b : see 13.)
1611 Bible 2 Cor. viii. 14 That now at this time your

abundance may be a supply for their want, that their abund-
ance also may be a supply for your want. 1622 FLETCHER
Span. Cur. i. i, When this is spent, Seek for supply fiom
me. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780), Supply, a
fresh recruit of provisions or stores sent to a ship or fleet.

1815 P. BUCHAN Gleanings. Willie Wallace xi, If ye be a
captain as good as ye look Yell give a poor man some
supplie. 1831 SCOTT Ct. Rot. xx, Judging that it was
full time to carry some supply to Count Robert, who had
been left without food the whole day. 1836 W. IRVING
Astoria xlix. III. 107 The slaughter of so many buffaloes
had provided the party with beef for the winter, in case they
met with no further supply.

b. pi.

1c\6y> Hist. Tom Thumb Mi. in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 244
Finding all retir'd and gone, His hunger to suffice Incautious
sort he moves along ; Nature wants some Supplies, a 1687
PETTY Pot. Anat. (1691) 6 England. .sent Money and other

Supplies into Ireland. 1690 C. NESSE Hist. <f- Myst. O. y N.
Test. I. 26 After other losses, .there 'may be found some
supplys for repairing them. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Atner.
V. (1783) II. 267 Notwithstanding the supplies which they
received from the Tlascalans, they were often in want of

provisions. 1875 Encyd. Brit. II. 582/1 The Surveyor-
General of Ordnance, assisted by a director of supplies and
transport, and a director of artillery and stores, 1881 JOWETT
Thucyil. I. 169 The invaders remained until their supplies
were exhausted.

10. coll. sing. or//. A sum of money granted by
a national legislature for expenses of government
not provided for by the revenue.
x6a6 SIR J. ELIOT Sp. iti Ho. Comm. in Apol. Socrates

etc. (Grosart) I. 152 Y* extraordinary resort to his

sub[jec]
lt for supplies. 1670 Hatton Corr. (Camden) 57 Of

this I suppose they waite the parlimt'* results for sup-

plyes. 1689 Acts I'arlt. Scoll. (1875) XII. 56/2 pe collector

of the supply in the schyre of Edinburgh. 1735 BOLING-
BROKE On Parties 77 After these Invasions were over,

They voted a Supply. 1817 EARL GREY in Part. Deb. 28

The supplies of last year were 35 millions, and the ways and
means did not exceed 20 millions. 1817 HALLAM Const.

Hist. viii. (1876) II. 19 As the ordinary revenues might prove

quite unequal to great exigencies, the constitution has pro-

vided another means . . parliamentary supply. 1867 Cham-
bers' Encyd. IX. 218/1 All bills authorising the expenditure
of public money must originate in the House of Commons,
and be based on resolutions moved in a Committee of Supply.

1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. J 5. 517 The Commons declared

..that redress of grievances must precede the grant of

supplies.

b. Commissioners of'Supply : see quots. (Sc.)

a 1768 EKSKINE tint. Law Scot. I. iv. i 31 The com-

missioners of supply are the persons appointed by parliament

in their yearly acts of supply, to levy the land-tax within

the county to which they are named. 1838 W. BELL Diet.

Law Scot. 184 Under the militia acts the commissioners of

supply have also power to assess for failures to make up ihe

quota for allowances to the families of militiamen.

11. Pol. Econ. The amount of any- commodity

actually produced and available for purchase :

correlative to DEMAND sb. 4 b.

1776-1878 [sec DEMAND sb. 4 b]. 1878 JIVOKS Prim. Pol.

Econ. 103 The labour which is required to get more of a

commodity governs the supply of it. 1900 Lrx ALDENHAM

Colloquy on Currency 82 If the demand exceeds the supply

the price will rise. If the supply exceeds the demand the

price will fall.

III. 12. attrib. and Comb. : in sense 3 b supply

teacher; in sense 9, esp.
= having charge of or



SUPPLY.

carrying the supplies of an army, as supply column,

department^ officer, train (of wagons), wagon ;
in

sense u, supply price. Also (partly from SUPPLY
v. 1 ) supply-boat, -shop; = supplying water or other

substance to some mechanism, apparatus, etc., as

supply-cistern, -dam, -pipe, -pump, -roller (supply-

ing ink to other rollers in a printing-press).
1897 Oitting (U.S.) XXX. 327/1 The steamers upon this

route are *supply-boats. 1849 LOUDON Suburban Hort. 209
The "supply cistern, .must be so placed that its bottom is

not lower than the highest point of the pipes. 1899 \V'tsttn.

Gaz. 9 Nov. 2/1 Every day the regimental transport re-

plenishes its supplies from the Brigade *Stipply column,
which in its turn mis up from the Divisional Supply column.

1875 I'.ncycl. Brit. II. 582/1 The Army Service Corps con-
sists of 12 transport companies and n *.supply companies,
officered from the supply and transport sub-department.
1844 STKI-HENS Bk.Farm II. 266 When water is the power,
the sluice of the "supply-dam should be drawn up to the

proper height. 1876 VOYLE & STEVENSON Milit. Diet. (ed.

3), Supply Department, a branch of the control department
.., now. .replaced by the commissariat department. 1899
IVestm. Gaz. 15 Nov. 5/2 Our *supply officers. 1858 LARD.
NER Hanii-bk. Wat. Phil. 150 The *supply pipe E E, descend-

ing from the upper reservoir, communicates with the top and
bottom of the cylinder by the horizontal pipes F and G. 1890
A. MARSHALL Princ. Ecott. I. v. iii. 403 When the antount

produced . . is such that the demand price is greater than the

*supply price. 1840 Civil Engin, if Arch, Jrnl. III. 77/2
The force or *supply-pump. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2455/1
*Sn/>fly.roller (Printing), an intermediate working-roller.

1898 Daily News 4 May 7/4 Meat, .leaped up a halfpenny
a pound yesterday in the "supply shops just outside Smith*
field Market. 1902 Daily Chroii. 18 Apr. 3/2 It was agreed
that

'

'supply
'

teachers . . should be paid for the week's

holiday allowed on account of the Coronation. 1902 U'ords

of Eye-witness 228 A person unused to "supply-trains. 1894
H. GARDENER Unoff. Patriot 275 Their *supply-wagons had
not come up until long after the struggle.

b. I
J
1. supplies (sense 9 b) isoccas. used attrib.

1898 Engin. Mag. XVI. 44 Pay.roll total and supplies-cost
total. 1906 Daily Citron. 16 Oct. 5/5 The unbusinesslike
methods of the Supplies Office at Pretoria.

Supply (s^plsi-), z>.l Forms : 4-5 sowple,
suplia, 4-6 Sc. supple, suple, (5 Se. supplee),
4-7 supplye, 5-7 supplie, (6 supploy(e), 6-
supply. [a. OF. so(ii}pleer ,

earlier soup(p)leier,
-oier, later supplier, mod.F. supplier, ad. (with
change of conjugation) L. sitpplfre (whence also
Pr. supfir, It. supplire, Sp. suplir, Pg. supprir),
(. sup- = SUB- 25 + -pllre to fill (ple-nus FULL).]
1 1. trans. To help, aid, assist

;
to succour, j

relieve ; to support, maintain
; occas. to delivery>w.

1375 BAKBOUK Bruce XI. 627 rubric, How eud lames of
Douglass askit at king Robert the Bruce lelff to gang to

supple erll Thomas Randall. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms
(S.T.SJ 165 Lat man do tliat in him is, and syne traist in

father sair
yexte with rebellis. 1630 CAPT. J. SMITH Trav.

<$
Adv. 18 The very Eulwarke and Rampire of a great part

of Kurope, most fit by all Christians to have beene supplyed
and maintained. 17.. Duke ofAtholc's !fnrse\\\\. in Child
ISallaits IV. 154/2 O can you supply me? For she that was
to meet me m friendship. . Has sent nine men to slay me.
absnl. cisso HOLLAND Crt. Venus \. 637 O Cupid King..

Attend thir wordis that ar sa pungitiue...Bot }e supple, I

may not thame sustene.

f2. To furnish with (additional) troops; to
reinforce. Also absol. Obs.

<ri470 HENRY Wallaccvu. 1119 Agayne Wallace he prewit
in mony press, With Inglismen suppleit thaim at his mycht
1515 St. Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 412 To help fortefy and
suple our confederat ye King of France. 1579-80 NORTH
Plutarch (t89 5 ) III. 228 Supplying still with a few on
either side, at the length they came to a maine battell. 1615
G. SANDYS Tnm. 105 Where he left his most tired souldiers,and supplied his army with the people of that countrey.
i8s SCOTT Betrothed viii, These detachments supplied by
reinforcements which more than recruited their diminished
numbers.

3. f a. To make up (a whole) by adding some-
thing ; to fill tip, complete. Obs.
c '375 Sc.Leg. Saints xii. (Matluas) 356 Sa tuk bai hyme

lor
(>e

twelf to be, pe parfyt nowmyre for to suple Ibid
xxxni. (George) 539 His wikit wil jet to suple, he esrt
George til hyme be present. 1551 HULOET, Supploye or
make vp the full nombre of hundred] souldiers that lacked
of that nombre called centuria, snbccntiirio. 1579-80 NORTH
Plutarch, Publicola (1595) u, He supplyed vp the number
ot benatours that were greatly decayed.

t b. To add to (something) ; to make up a defi-

ciency in
;
to supplement. Obs.

c. Leg. Saints xv. (Baruaiat) 30 Dyscipilis..patCnste assignit for to be In helpe his warke to suple '159!SPENSER Team Muses 537 Shee wept and waild.. And all
the rest, her sorrow to supplie, Did throw forth shrieks and
cries. 1615 BnATHWAiTra//WD( I 8 7 8) 184 Nature is sup-

{.

*
!" !"'.

by ArL I*7I T- P*l*f>x'* Cong. China xv. 2851 hat by their valour they might supply the little intelligence

Tf*iSSi
m wa of fisling. 1730 A. GORDON Maffefs

Al*tta*.ns The Book.. was altered and supplied by thehand of a Stranger.

o. To add (something that is wanting).c 1430 CAPCRAVE Life St. Aug. (1910) 41 Augustin suppliedswech good wcrkis whech he coude not do him-selue ii
MoRE^/.xlii.Opjb,The knowledge tbe party iackefh
must be supplyed the more effectually by the nidges iu6
Reg. Prhy CetmeilSal. 1. 56 Quhat wantis of the hale soum

206

. . to be supleit be thalm for payment of the hale soum. 1567
SANDERS Kocke of Clwrche ii. 30 The Particle wi', is to be

supplied to these woordes, o ptifav. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.

Gcorg. Ded., Having said what he thought convenient, he

always left somewhat for the Imagination of his Readers to

.supply. 1824 L. MURRAY Kng. Gram, (ed. 5} I. 430 Supply
words that are wanting. 1861 PALEY sEsckyins (ed. 2) Sup-
flices 591 note, Mij is to be supplied from the preceding
negative clause. i86a SPENCEK Ifirst

Princ. i.iv. 24 (1875)

79 Another fundamental condition of thought, omitted by
Sir W. Hamilton, and not supplied by Mr. Mansel,

4. To make up for, make good, compensate for

(a defect, loss, or void) ; to compensate for (the
absence of something) by providing a substitute.

c\yj$Sc. Leg. Saints xxxii. (Justin) 207, I sal at his

fawt supple. 1398 TREVISA Bartk. De /'. K. vi. iv. (iiodl.

MS.) If. 36/1 So that be vertu of J>e norise be instede and

suplie [eii. 1495 sowple] and fulfille }><- defaute of (>e child.

1491 Cartular. S. Nicftolai Aberdott. (New Spaldtng Club}
I. 255 Alss oft as he [a chaplain] fal^es in execucion of his

office.. he sal pay id.. to him but suppleis yat fait. 1526
Piigr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 51 These. .vertuer..supplyeih
y* defautes that be lefte in y* powers of the soule by synne.
1563-7 BUCHANAN Reform. Si. Andros Wks. (S. T. S.) 12

Ane man of. .sufficient doctrine to supple the regentis ab-

sens. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 225 '1'hat which
most supplied their want of experience. 1653 HOLCROFT
Procopius Pref. A iv, The knowing Translator hath sup-
plyed the defect out of the Lntine copies. 1695 Lp. LOSS-
DALE in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1915) Jan. 91 That the intermis-

sion off my Storie for almost seven years should now.. be
supplied. 1709 SWIFT Adv. Relig. Wks. 1755 II. i. 119 He,
that would keep his house in repair, must attend every
little breach or flaw, and supply it immediately. 1764
GOLDSM. Trav. 145 Yet still the loss of wealth is here sup-
plied By arts. 1780 COWPER Progr. Error 172 Cards, ..and
the polish'd die, The yawning chasm of Indolence supply !

i834-47 J- S. MACAULAY FitId Fortif. (1851) 18 If defended
by three ranks, two of them stand on the banquette ; the
first rank Ares, the second loads, and the third rank .supplies
casualties. 1859 Once a Week 2 July 16 The tadpole needs
his tail to swim with ; and Nature kindly supplies any acci-
dent that may deprive him of it.

absol. 1673 Lady's Call. \. i. 12 There will not remain
many topics of discourse, unless this be called in to supply.

5. To fulfil, satisfy (a need or want) by furnishing
what is wanted.
1567 Gudt ft Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 18 Thy nychtbour lufe,

and als supplie His ncid. 1600 Chester /Y., Banes 35 See
these pagentes played to the beste of theire skill; wher to

supply all wantes, shalbe noe wantes of good will. 1613
MILTON Ps. cxxxvi. 86 All living creatures he doth feed,
And with full hand supplies their need. 1666 MARVEI.L
Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 189 Which is not from any want
of ardor in the Hou.se to supply the publick necessityes.
1784 COWPER Task in. 798 Some private purse Supplies his
need with an usurious loan. 1817 J.\s. MILL Brit. India
iv. v. II. 165 If [he] withheld the revenues and supplied not
the exigencies of the state. 1901 CORUINCLEY Diet. Slock
Exch. T. 56 When, .there are not sufficient shares issued to

supply the demands made.

6. To famish, provide, afford (something needed,
desired, or used) : orig. with personal subj. ; later

freq. and now usually with impersonal subj.
ciSaoSKELTON Magnyf. (1908) 1663 That he knowe not but

that 1 haue supplyed All that I can his matter for to spede.
1614 WOTTON Archit. 69 The reception of light.. we must
now supplie.. by some open Forme of the Fabrique. 1697
DRYDEN Virg, Georg. \. 221 Dodonian Oaks no more supply'd
Their Mast. 1700 Ovid^s Mef., Baucis ij- Philemon 148
What their tardy feet denied, The trusty staff (their better

leg) supplied. 1704 PKIOR Celia to Damon 79 Nearer Care

. ippli
Liquor. 1816 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. A> Art II. 387 All
the tin used in England is supplied by the mines of Corn-
wall, which furnish 3000 tons annually. 18*7 FARADAY
Chem. ManiJ>. xvi. (1842) 401 A sound cork, perforated so
as to form a ring. .. Half a dozen of these will supply handles
to most tubes. 1835 NEWMAN Lett. (1891) II. 109 By way
of showing the hopelessness of any of us supplying your
desideratum. 1857 MILLKR Elem. Chcm., Org. \. 46 In order
to supply the hydrochloric ether, a mixture of hydrochloric
acid and alcohol is placed in the retort. 1910 D. G. HOGARTH
in Encycl. ISrit. I. 248/2 The fresco-paintings., of Crete have
supplied the clearest proof of it.

t b. To put or appoint as a substitute. (Cf.

9, 10, u.) Obs. rare.
ai6i8 RALEIGH Maxims ofStale (1651) 72 [He] feared

that David would supplie Benagit in his place.

7. To furnish (a thing) with what is necessary or
desirable ; in early use, without constr., to provide
for the maintenance of, make provision for.

"5*9 Rtgitlr. Aterdon. (Maitland Cl.) I. 306 To sustene
supple menteneapperall mend and upha!d..]>e brig forsaid.

1588 KYD Hottsek. Philos. Ind. 103 Entertainment'of guests,
how to be supplyed. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. K, I. i. 17 A hundred
Almes-houses. right well supply'd. 1605 in Akstr. Proto-
cols Ttrwn Clerks of Clasgmu (1806) II. 116 Willing to set

fordwart, manteine and supply thair guid and yodlie pur-
po_is. 1607 SHAKS. Timon m. ii. 40 Requesting your Lord-

ship_to supply his instant vse with so many Talents. Ibid.
iv. ii. 47 Nor ha's he with him to supply his life. 1697
DRVDEN Virg. Ceorg. in. 320 Feed him full and high : In-
dulge his Growth, and his gaunt Sides supply. 1707 Curios,
in Htisb. ff Card. 264 The Salts.. contribute very much to
the abundantly supplying the Plants with what is requisite.
1784 COWPER Tine. 37 She.. With flow'r and fruit the wil-
derness supplies. 1799 HAN. MORE Fern. Eiiuc. (ed. 4) 1. 135To supply by individual kindness those cases of hardship
which laws cannot reach. 1884 H. GIBBKS in Thompson
Tumours of Bladder 59 The growth is well supplied with
blood-vessels.

b. transf. To furnish with an occupant, tenant,
or contents

;
to fill. poet.

SUPPLY.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. iii. 35 Keepe the Chaires of lustice
Supplied with worthy men. 1607 Timoii m. i. 18 An
empty box. . which.. I come to in treat your Honor to supply
1715 1'oi'K lliati HI. 64 Thy figure promised with a martial
air, But ill thy soul supplies a form so fair.

c. Anal, and Phys. Of a nerve or blood-vessel :

To furnish with energy or nourishment (the part or

or^an to which it is distributed).
1843 U. J. GRAVES Syst. din. Mea. xxx. 397 The branch

given off by the ulnar nerve to supply the little finger. 1800
L. HILL Man. Hum. I'hysiot. xx. 181 The right and left
subclavian arteries supply respectively the right and left
shoulder and arm.

8. To furnish or provide (a person) with some-

thing ;
in early use, without constr., to satisfy the

wants of, provide for; now usually, to furnish
with regular supplies of a commodity.
1567 Glide >r Codlit B. (S.T. S.) 8 Honour thy Elderis;

and thame supplie, Geue that thair neid of the requyre
1603 SHAKS. Meas. /ar M. v. i. 212 This is the ldy That
tooke away the march from Isabel!, And did supply thee at
thy garden-house In her Im.igin'd person. 1646 J. HAH.
Poems i. 10 Feathers. .Which.. might. .stitch't into a web,
supply anew With annuary cloakes the wandring Jew.
1686 tr. Cliardiris Trav. Persia 26 He couki not subsist if

they should refuse to supply him. 1718 SWIFT Cttllifcr I.

i, They supplied me as fast as they could, showing.. asto-

|

1817 LYTTON Pelham Ixxiii, Can Sir Reginald Glanville's

|

memory., supply him with no probable cause? l878JkvoNs
Prim. Pol. Econ. 30 China supplies us with vast quantitits
of tea. Mod. (e. g. on a baker's cart) Families supplied daily.
9. To fill (another's place) ; esp. (now only) to

occupy as a substitute.

"375 Sc. Leg. Saints xii. (Mathias) 318 pat we stablyste
ane in be place, pe quhyle to supple of ludas. 1548 F.i YOT
s.v. Fungor, Fungi vice alicnius, .. to be in an other mannes
steede, to supply an other mannes roume. 1596 SHAKS.
Tarn. Shr. in. ii. 249 Lucentio, yon shall supply the Bride-
groomes place. 1667 MILTON P. L. u. 834 A race of upstart
Creatures, to supply Perhaps our vacant room. 1750 GKAY
Elegy 82 Their name, their years, spelt by lh' unlctter'd

muse, The place of fame and elegy supply. 1801 C. JAMES
Milit. Diet, s.v., Covering Serjeants supply the places of
officers when they step out of the ranks, or are killed in
action. 1831 JAMES Phil. Augustus I. ii, The place of his

casque was supplied by a large brown hood, a 1859 MAC-
AULAV Hist. Eng. xxili. (1861) V. 103 She died; and her

place was supplied by a German princess,

t b. To serve (a turn). Obs. rare.
ifioa R. CAREW Cornwall 82 These poore instruments for

want of better did supplie a turne.

tlO. To fulfil, discharge, perform (an office or

function), esp. as a substitute for another. Obs.
1431-50 tr. Higdea (Rolls) VII. 133 This Benedict made

pope but symple in connynge, made an ober pope under
hym to supplye his office. 1533 GAU Richt Vay 104 Paul sais
notht yat it is sufficient to ane bischoip to haiff ane prechour
to supple his office. 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXVII.

iii, My hart in office lame, My tongue as lamely fares, No
part his part supplies. 1616 in toth Ref. Hist. MSS,
Comm. App. v. 328 They may be removeable..and others
chosen in his or their place.. to supply the residue of the
said yeere. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 1001 Let us seek Death,
or hee not found, supply With our own hands his Office on
our selves. 1680 MOXON Mech. Exerc. xii. 203 The Joyners
Mallet would supply the Office of this Tool. 1748 Anton's
I'oy. u. ii. 135 Mixed with wood-ashes, to supply the use of
tallow.

11. To take the place of; to serve as, or furnish,
a substitute for

; to make up for the want of; to

replace. Now rare or Obs.
<:i6o6 ROWLANDS Terrible Battle D 3, (They) fall sicke j

and die,..and others them supply. 1618 BOLTON Floras
To Rdr. (1636) A 7, The words which are here and there
inserted . . are . . explanatory of the Author's meaning, supply-
ing marginall notes. 164* D. ROGERS Xaaman To Rdr.,
Thou art worth ten thousand of us ; if we dye, wee may be

supplied. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 1078 A comfortable heat..
Which might supply the Sun. a 1700 EVELVN Diary 8 Mar.
1689, The Hearth Tax was remitted for ever, but what was
intended to supply it, ..is not nam'd. 1770 GOLDSM. Des.
Vill. 56 A bold peasantry,..When once destroyed, can
never be supplied. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 332 The
Court has no power to strike out the word such ; and if they
did, what are they to supply it with ? 1873 L. WALLACE
Fair God I. xii, Lamplight, .ill supplying the perfect sun-
shine.

12. Of a preacher or minister: To occupy (a

church, pulpit, etc. ) as a substitute, or temporarily;
to act as '

supply
'

for (another) ; also absol.

1719 SPOTSWOOU in W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col.
Ch. (1870) I. 202 When the Church he now supplies, became
void by the death of the former incumbent. 1788 M. CUTLER
in Lift, etc. (1888) I. 434 Mr. Dana preached here, who was
supplied by Mr. D. Story. 1895 Cornh. Mag. Aug. 155
To 'supply the pulpits

'

of ministers who left home. 1905
HARTlsG-SVinrY/i/aff Chapely* The Rev. Thomas Gabb..for
some years. .' supplied

'

at Mrs. Langdale's private chapel.

t Supply, v.* Obs. Forms : 4-6 supplie, 5-6
supplye, 6 supple, suply(e, supply, [a. OF.
(mod.F.) supplier, earlier souf(p)loier, sopleicr :

L. supplicare (whence also Pr. sopleiar, sopliar,

soplcgar, sop/tear, It. supplicare, Sp. suplicar, Pg.

supplicar) : see SUPPLICATE
z>.]

= SUPPLICATE v.

a. trans, with person as obj.
1:1374 CHAUCER Bocth. m. pr. viii. (1868) 80 Yif Jwu wilt

shynen wib dignites, bou most bysechen and supplien hem
bat ^iuen bo dignitees. 1474 CAXTON Chesse Ded., I requyre& supplye your good grace not to desdaygne to resseyue this

lityll sayd book, c 1510 SKELTON Magnyf. (1908) 797 Why
dost thou not supplye, And desyre me thy good mayster to



SUPPLY.

!>e? IS39 St. Papers lien. VIII, I. 604, I supplie Our
Ulessed Creatour tosende Your Highnesencrcace of honour.

b. intr. (const, to, unto}.

1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. i. i. 2, I supplye humbly to the

said right hie offyce. 1491 Vitas Pair. (W. dc W. 1495)
i We supplye ryght humbly to our worthy Sauyour Ihesu

Cryste that his prompt ^race maye be to vs presented. 1533
A7. Papers Hen. *-*///, I. 392 In your niostc humble wise,

ye supplye unto us, in your said letters, tograunte unto you
our lycence [etc.].

o. trans, with obj. of cognate meaning : To pre-

sent (a request), rare.

1546^. Papers Hen. K///, I. 884 To wryte to HU Ma-

jeste, to supplie my present sutc to his Person.

t Supply, z>.3 Obs. [? Alteration of SUPPLE v.

by assimilation to SUPPLY v. 1
, or after apply.]

=
SUPPLE z/. Hence Supplying ///. a.

'535 Goodly Primer, A Prayer for the mollifying & sup-

plyeng hard hearts. 1544 PHAER Rcgim. Lyje (1560) S vj,

To supply the gu mines and the sinewes. 1656 T. tie Grey's

Cotnf>l. llorsem. (ed. O 137 By applying supplying, or

mollifying Oyles or Unguents. 1660 GAUDEN Gad's Ct.

Deutoitstr. 33 Mercy.. oyls the wheels, and supplies the

joynts, that Justice goes on with less cry and complaint.

1709 Temple's Misc., Ess. Gout (ed. 5) 59 They drew down
the Humours, and supplied [earlier edd. suppled] the Parts,

thereby making the Passages wider.

Supplyable, -ant : seeSuppLiABLE,SuppLiANT.

Supplying (s^pbi'irj), vbl. sb.^
[f. SUPPLY v. 1

+ -iNoVf The action of SUPPLY z/.1 in various

senses ; tilling of a place or vacancy ; substitution ;

t supplementation ; t assistance, reinforcement

(Sc.} ; provision, supply.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 453 Hou cristis chirche is dis-

seyued hi suppltyng of vikeris, & t>es persouns ben absent

be while. 1470 HENRY Wallace \. 105 In that castell the

erle gert hald lhaim in, At to thar men with out thai mycht

Nowd's Catech. 73 That thys their confirmation should he

laVen for a certaine supplying [orig. snpplementum\ of

B;

A

parcells'. 1625 DONNB Serm., Christinas Day (1640) 22

glasse. 1626 in totk Rep. Hist. MSS. Connn. App. v. 474 The
suppHeing and refreshing of the needefull exigentes of the

poore. 1643 BAKER Ckron., Hen. K///f 38 The Emperour
gave to the Master of Saint lohns of Hierusalem the Island

of Maltas, in supplying of the Island of Rodes, which the

Turke,.had won from that Order. i68s in Scott. Antig.
(1901) July 3 In the..suppleing of vacant places within the

colledge. 1883 AtJtenxum 26 May 661/1 Mysteries.. partly
solved by the supplying of a date or a name.

So Supplying ///. a. 1
, that supplies,

1798 HUTTON Course Math. (1807)11.273 A., vessel., kept
constantly full of water, by a large supplying cock at the

top. 1895 Daily News 2 Jan. 5/7 The credit system on
which the fisheries . . are conducted is . . perilous to the

supplying merchants.

f Supplying, ppl. a.'2 Obs. : see SUPPLY sv.s

t Supplyment. Obs. rare. Also 6 suppli-
ment.

[f,
SUPPLY z>.

1 -f -MENT.] The act of supply-

ing, or what is supplied.
1589 WARNER Alb.Eng.vi. xxtx. 129 If wealth be said

my want, I say your Grace doth want no wealth : And my
suppliment shalbe loue, imployed to your health. i6xx

SHAKS. Cymb. in. iv. 182 You haue me rich, and I will neuer

faile Beginning, nor supplyment.

Supplyment, obs. form of SUPPLEMENT.

Suppoaille, -ayle, variants of SUPPOWELL Obs.

Suppois, -oise, -oiss, obs. Sc. ff. SUPPOSE.

Suppoist, Sc. form of SUPPOST.

t Suppone, v. Chiefly Sc. Obs. [ad. L. sup-

pontre : see SUPPOSE v. Cf. Pr. supporter, It.

sopporre, Sp. suponer, Pg. suppdr,]
1. trans. To substitute fraudulently : = SUPPOSE

v- 13. ^

1543 St. Papers Hen. VIII^ V. 231 Yat ye malefactouris

may be punist in yair awn personis, and na uyeris [
= others]

supponit in yair place.

2. To think or believe to be the case, be of

opinion :
= SUPPOSE v. i.

cigoo Lancelot 2230 Aduentur b non so gret to pref. As
I suppone, nor ;he sal It esschef. a 1578 LINDESAY (Pits-

cottie) Ckron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 26 It ia supponit he thocht

seing the cuntrie swa dewydit as said is to haue had sum
reull in the realme. ^1587 MoNTGOMKRiE.S'twm.lxiv. i, I am
sorie that 30 suld suppone Me to be one in lucre to delyte.

!597 SKENE De Verb. Sign. s.v. Bastardus, And (as I sup-

pone) na reasone can be given quhairfore it is so called.

b. With reference to future events : To look for,

expect, anticipate : = SUPPOSE v. 4.
c 1550 ROLLAND Crt. Venus I. 925 For I suppone he will

me hald partie. a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscotlie) Chron. Scot,

(S.T.S.) I. 21 To haue support aganis the gouernour..
quhome he supponit schortlie to cum to invaid him. c 1614
MURE Dido ff JEneas i. 976 She.. in love suppones A
sweeter issue.

3. To assume, take for granted : = SUPPOSE v.

6, 9. Also as conj. = SUPPOSE v. 7 e.

1536 BELLENDEH Cron. Scot. (1821) I. p. Iv, First, I sup-

pone, that the thing that 1 say.. be nocht takin in repreif of

every man. 1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerem. iv. i. 2 Be-

cause he could not prove this.. he choosed to suppone it.

1650 MURE Cry of Blood 157 The Taske in hand, suppone
the hazard great, Yet neither case, nor cure are desperate.
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a 1658 I)I;KI<*M Camnt. Kevelatim \. 5 . (1660)13 It sup-
pours iwo

objects of Worship, and two kind* of Divine
Worship: which is false.

4. To place under, rare- .

1611 COTGR., Sm&MtVUmt, a supponing, or putting of a
thin}; vnder another.

Support (sflp<VMt). sb. Also 5-6 aupporte,
6 suport. [f. SUPPORT v. Cf. F. support (from
1 5th c.).] I. The action of supporting.
1. The action, or an act, of preventing a person

from giving way, backing him up, or taking his

part ; assistance, countenance, backing.
1390 GOWBR Conf. III. 193 To do pite support and grace,

The Philosophre.. A tale of gret essamplc tulde. c 1430
LVDG. Min. Poems iPercy Soc.) 22 Lat no man host.. Of
tresoure, riches, nor of sapience, Of worldly support. 1490
CAXTON Eneydos xxi. 76 Neuer socours ne comforte by me,
nor of my supporte, was gyuen to theym. 1533 HKLLKNUEN
Livy ii. xiii. (S. T. S.) I. 179 Vetusius consul was send in

bare supporte. c 1549 Reg. Aberdon. (Maitland Cl.) II. 307
Vtheris gratitudis helpis supportts and guid tlcdis els done
to ws. a 1578 LINDKSAV (Pitscottie) Ckron. Scot. (S. T. S.)
II. 163 They.. send to Ingland for suport..; quhilk suport
was grantit to thame. 1777 BURKE Corr. (1844) II. 195
When you find men that you ought io trust, you must give
them support. 1801 NKI.SON io Nov. in Nicolas Disf.
(1845) V. 30 Your gallant support of me at the Battle of

Copenhagen. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. vii. II. 191 That
the great plan. .might obtain the approbation and support
of his father-in-law. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. ix. 3. 622
Clarendon was still strong in the support of the House of
Commons.

fb. Phr. (see SUPPOBTATION i b). Obs.
c 1430 LVDG. Lyke the Audience 117 in Pol. t Rel. <$ L.

Poems (1903) 55 Vndir support of his \sc. Christ's] magnifi.
cence. Min, Poems

(Percy Soc.) 48 Under support of

your pacyence. 1493 Petronilla 41 (Pynson), With humble
support of youre audience Peysed youre power and youre
holynesse What may this mene ? a 1500 Flower

(J- Leaf
590, I.. put al I had seen in wryting. Under support of
hem that lust it rede.

C. Spiritual help ;
also subjectively, mental

comfort.

1500-10 DUNBAR Poems ix. 37 To t^norantis nocht ga'if I

my teiching, . .Nor to my nychtbouns support of my pray-
ing. 1673 FLAVEL Fount. Life xxxi'u. Wks. 1701 I. 170
When one asked holy Mr. Baines how the Case stood with
his Soul, he answered ;

'

Supports I have, tho' Suavities I

want/ 1793 BURKK Corr. (1844) IV. 177, It would be a
matter of support and consolation to me. 1794 MRS. RAD-
CLIFPK fl/yst. Udolfiho ii, We must ask support from above.
1861 MRS. STOWE Pearl Orr*s Isi, iv. 26, I hope the Cap'n
and Mrs. Pennel 'II get some support at the prayer-meetin

1

this afternoon. 1891 FARRAR Darkn. 9f Dawn xviii, She
felt a sense of support in truths which., kindled her imagi-
nation and touched her heart.

d. Corroboration or substantiation (of a state-

ment, principle, etc.) ; advocacy (of a proposal,

motion, etc.): chiefly in phr. in support of.

1771 Junius Lett, xlvii. (1788) 260, I. .feel a considerable

pleasure in being able to communicate any thing., in sup-

port of his opinions. 1857 J- SCOTT Common Btnch Rep.
N. S. I. 658 Overend, Q.C. and Chandler, in support of the

rule. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 16 Nearly all of [these

words], .have the support of some poetical or other autho-

rity. 1891 Law Times XCU. 105/1 The evidence to be
called in support of their statement.

e. Mil. The action of supporting other troops.
In support\ acting as a second line. (Cf. 5 b.)

1805 JAMES Milit. Diet. (ed. 2) s. v... Line of support* the

second line in action. 1892 G. PHILIPS Text Bk. Fortif. t etc.

(ed. 5) 115 The whole of these troops, whether firing, or either

in support or in reserve, attrib. 1915 Times 29 Apr. 9/6
From a support trench, about 600 yards from the German
lines, he observed the gas.

f2. Bearing or defraying ^/"charge or expense.
1591 Exch. Rolls Scot. XXII. 102 Assign it to the comptar

in support of the chairgis and burding of his office, a 1700
EVELYN Diary 21 Feb. 1666, For support of the next yeares

charge.

3. The action of keeping from failing, exhaustion,

or perishing ; esp. the supplying of a living thing
with what is necessary for subsistence ;

the main-

tenance ^life.
1686 tr. Chardins Coronal. Solyman .98 A very great

scarcity. .of all things necessary for humane support. 1760
FOOTE Minor i. Wks. 1799 I. 239, I will cast him out,

as an alien to my blood
;
and trust for the support of my

name and family to a remoter branch. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 169 AH fish.. stand in need of air for

their support. 1781 COWI-ER Conv. 771 She boasts. .That
while in health, the ground of her support Is madly to

forget that life is short. 1802 MARIA EDGEWORTH Moral /".,

Forester xii, She had a large family, that depended upon
her labour, and her character, for support. 1829 T. CASTLE
Introd. Bot. 285 The wonderful provisions for the propaga-
tion and support of plants. 1856 FROUDE//M/. Eng. I. i.66

Toprovidesome other means for the support of
the impotent

poor. 1837 MILLER Elem. Ckcm.> Org. \\. 55 Alone, it is in-

sufficient for the support of life. 1915 K. HOLMES My Police

Crt. Friends v. 152 A youth . .being found about the streets

without visible means of support.

b. The action of contributing to the success or

maintaining the value of something.
191* Times 19 Dec. 18/3 Rio Tinto [shares] touched 71! at

one time on French support. Ibid. 20/3 Egyptian futures,

relapsed to 9 to n points below last night under Continental

selling and poor support.

4. The action or fact of holding up, keeping from

falling, or bearing the weight of something ; the

condition of being so supported.
1663 PATRICK Parab. Pilgr. L (1687) a His Leggs begin-

ning..to fail him, and to deny him so much as their sup*

SUPPORT.
port. 1*71 MILTON Xamim 1634 Those tw
I hat to the arched r<*>f yav- , ,, i^x,

UA M ^ N

ofFJ?** "hvO^.'
1

Phil Trans LXXXV I. 47 I Muid/by
hi< h the solid Is sup; |,waid, in thr ,

.if a vertical line (usually called rhe line .,1

b. .SV. Laiu. The resting O f the whole 01 ]>ait uf
a building or of a beam on the properly of the
scrvient tenement.
1681, 1754 [see SEKVIEXI a. ,}. ,838 W. I',n I. Diet. L*w

Scot. s. v. Slrvttudts, An urban servitude is in some way
connected with houses: to this tlass belong support, OHOIS
ftrtndi, tigui immitttniii, slillicide.., light, prospect. Ibid,
s. Vj Where a servitude of

support
is constituted by writing.

II. One who or that which supports.
6. A person or thing that upholds or sustains (in

fig. senses); a supporter, 'prop', 'stay'.
1594 KYD Cornelia iv. ii. aor High loue the heatiens

among (Their support that suffer wrong). 1649 JEB.
TAYLOR Ct. Exemplar in. 164 It is to us a comfort and
support, pleasant to our spirits. 1671 MILTON Samson 554O madness, to think use of. .strongest drinks our chief sup-
port of health. 1710 OztLL tr. t-'frtol's Kom. Kef. I. vi. 332
Wholesome Terror was the Support of the Sumptuary Laws.
1741 SHKNSTONE Jmlgem. Hercules 314 Nor swells the

grape. .Without the firm supports of industry. 1831 SCOTT
Ct. Rob. xxx, [Hereward] the most important support of
Comnenus during the whole of that eventful day. 1849
MACAULAY Htst. Eng. vi. II. 125 Institutions, which. .had
been considered as the strongest supports of monarchical

power.
b. Mil. (pi.) A supporting body of troops ; the

second line in a battle. (Cf. 1 e.)
1851 BURN Naval ff Milit. Diet. ll. s.v., Supports to a line

of skirmishers. 1875 BEDFORD Sailor's Pocket Bk. vii. (ed. 2)

263 The leading boats are to contain skirmishers and supports.
6. That which supports life

; supply of neces-

saries ; means of livelihood or subsistence ; t for-

merly sometimes simply food, provisions.
1599 DALLAM in Early l-'oy. Levant (Hakluyt Soc.) 88 We

carried our supportes and other Lugedge to the sea-sid.

1611 Bible, Transl. Pref.r i Liuelyhood and support fit for

their estates. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. I'll/, ll. iii. 64 To which

Title, A Thousand pound a yeare, Annual! support, ..he
addes. 1789 Massachusetts Spy 20 Aug. 3/2 We now doubt
his acceptance of that place, unless a decent support should
be annexed to it. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Portst III

xx. 210 La Luc. .tried to take some support; but the con*

vulsions of his throat would not suffer him to swallow. 1823
SCOTT Queiitin D. xxxv, I trust there is charity enough
among the noble friends of my house, to make up some

support for the orphan of Croye.
D. One who or that which furnishes means of

livelihood, or maintains a person or community.
1745 POCOCKE Dtscr. East II. n. ll. xxiii. 114 The support

of this place is a great export of white wine. 18*5 LAMB
Elia, Barbara S , Her slender earnings were the sole

support of the family. 1883 GILMOUR Mongols xxiii. 285 He
was. .the sole support of his father.

7. Anything that holds up, or sustains the weight

of, a body, or upon which it rests.

1570 LEVINS Mttnif>. 173/35 A Supporte, adminicvluvi.

1681 H. KEF.PE Man. \Vestm. 23 That curious Chaprjell..
built by Henry VII whose battlements, Windows, Supports
and adornments speak.. the magnificence of the Four der.

1817 FARADAY Chetn. Manip. xxiv. (1842) 648 A crucible,. .

with its cover and a support. 1854 J. L. PETIT Archil.

Stud. France p. viii, Mark the directions of the several

thrusts and supports. 1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs'

\
Bot. lit. v. 782 Curvatures caused. .by the pressure of sup-

j
ports on tendrils. 1879 R. K. DOUGLAS Confucianism iv.

95 A chair which.. stands unevenly on iis feet is useless as

a support.

t b. Metaph. = SUBSTRATUM i . (Cf. Si'proRT

v. 8 c.) Obs. rare.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. ll. xxiii. 4 Because we cannot

conceive, how they [sc. qualities] should subsist alone, nor

one in another, we suppose them to exist in, and supported

by some common subject i which Support we denote by the

name Substance.

c. Photogr. The substance (as glass, paper, etc.)

which supports the sensitive film on which the

image is produced.
1878 ABNEY Photogr. v. 36 In the collodion process, .. the

support may be of glass, if it be backed with some dark-

coloured substance.

Support (sp5ut), v. Also 4-5 supporte, 5

suppoorte, 6 Sc. suport (pa. pple. contracted

support), 7 subport. [ad. (O)K. supporter (
= Pr.

supporter, It. sopportare, Sp. su-, soporlar, Pg.

soportar, supporter}, ad. L, iupporldre to convey, f.

1

sup-
= SUB- 25 +portdre to carry (see PORT .').]

1. trans. To endure without opposition or resist-

ance ;
to bear with, put up with, tolerate. (In

mod. use often a gallicism.)

1381 WYCLIF 2 Cor. xi. i, I wolde ?e schulden susteyne a

litil thing of myn vnwysdom, but and supporte me [floss or

bere vp me). 1388
- Col. iii. 13 And support * echon other

MSS in Kef. Hist. MSS. Comn,., l>ar. Coll. IV. 203 All

charges and taxes.. ye shall supporle and bere to your

nower i<49 Comfl. Scot. xvii. 143 The vice of thy Jongest

brother suld be supportit be rason of his ignorance. 1654

tr Sctuicry's Curia Pol. 100 How can they support infamy

as a matter indifferent? .11700 EVELYN Diary 25 July

1673, These things his high spirit could not
support. 173'

FIELDING Mod. Husb. iv. iv, I know several women of

fashion 1 could not support for a tiring woman. 1773 MM.
CHAPONE Imfrov. IHinilbnV I. iii. 83,! cannot support even



SUPPORT.

the idea of your becoming one of those undone lost crea-

tures ! 1848 THACKEHAV /'a. Fair xxv, I respectfully de-

cline to receive Mrs. Rawdon I can't support that quite.

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Meti. II. 433 Occasionally it [sc. milk]
is not well supported by the patient in any form. 1901
Daily ^/rt#3o(Jct. 4/4 He prefers to support the poacher's
intrusion than to risk shooting at him.

t b. To endure, undergo, esf. with fortitude or

without giving way ; to bear up against. Obs.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. I. iii. 259, I a heauie interim shall sup-
port By his deere absence. 1603 Lear\. iii. 197 His
flaw'd heart.. too weake the conflict to support. 16150.
SANDYS Trav. 146 Wrongs and contumelies, which they
support with an invincible patience. 1671 MR_S. BERN
Fared Marr. i. ii, Prethee how does she support this news ?

a 1700 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. (1911) IX. 336 A greevious
infirmity.. wch she supported wth great patience, and Re-
signation. 1773 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Titrate 17 Aug., At
supper there was such a conflux of company that I could

scarcely support the tumult. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFK Myst.
Udolpho xxxviii, If she believed herself well enough to

support the interview. 1805 EMILY CLARK Banks of Doitro
II. 40 Neither of them could support being alone.

o. trans. To sustain (a contest), rare.
1801 S. TURNER Hist. Anglo-Sax, in. ix. II. 156 Within

two months afterwards, the princes of Wessex supported
another battle with the recruited confederates at Merton.

2. trans. To strengthen the position of (a person
or community) by one's assistance, countenance, or

adherence; to uphold the rights, claims, authority,
or status of

;
to stand by, back up.

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 157 And ek his kinges realte Mot
every liege man conforte, With good and bodi to supporte.
14x4 in Cal. Pat. Rolls, 8 Hfn. VI, 30 The xxiiij aldermen . ,

xal . . supporten the mair . . in . . counsell ghevyng, in walkyng
with hym on principal dayes and in procession. < 1450
LOVEI.ICH Grail xiv. 648 To him ward ful faste he gan to
Ride Porto supporten him at that Tyde. 1508 DL'NBAR
Poems vii. 28 Oure indeticient adiutorie,. . That neuer saw
Scot yit indigent nor sory, Bot thou did hym suport, with
thi gud deid. 1568 GRAFTON Citron. II. 70 Sending to the

King, to..desyre him, that he would not support nor main,
taine his enemie within his Realme. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. t. i. 84
[They] Make Edicts for Vsurie, to support Vsurers. 1651
HOBBF.S l.anatk. n. xxix. 168 So was Thomas Becket..

MM lavour 01 nis i rince. 1049 JVIACAULAY nisi. r.ng. 111. i.

354 A government, supported and trusted by London. 1884
A. R. PKNNINGTON lyiclifvu. 240 He had no party in the
country to support him.

b. To uphold or maintain the validity or autho-

rity of (a thing) ; also, to give support to (a course
of action).
1638 CHILLINGWORTH Relig. Prat. iv. 16. 198 The Divels

instrument to support errours, and superstitions. 1713
ADDISON Cato I. i, To form new battles, and support his
crimes. 1741 KAMES Dtcis. Crt. Sess. 1730-31 (1799) 45
It is the genius of law to support deeds, as far as they
can be supported. 1748 Li>. HARDWICKE in Collect. JuriJica
(1791) 383 The recovery suffered by him was before the
debts were paid,.. and consequently he could not make a
good tenant to the praecipe to support his recovery. 1800
Addison's Kef. n The report .. did not pursue the sub-
mission and so could not be supported. 1882 PEBODY Eng.
Journalism xx. 148 That he should bring out an evening
paper to support the cause of the Throne.

tc. To second, corroborate; also, to intensify,
as by contrast. Obs. rare.

1710 OZELL tr. Vcrtofs Rom. Rcf. II. vill. 28 These
Advantages in Tiberius, were supported by a noble Air, an
engaging Countenance [etc.). 1778 SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc.
vill. (1876)453 That light is to be supported by sufficient
shadow.

1 3. a. refl. To assert, maintain. Obs. rare~^.
1468 Paston Lett. II. 314, As I support me to alle the world,

I put nevyr maner ne lyfelode of my Maister Fastolf yn
trouble.

b. To back up in a statement or an opinion.l86 W. HOPKINS tr. Ratramnus Dissert, iv. (1688) 65
note, Bertram.. determining the Sacramental change to be
Figuratively wrought, not corporally, . .and supporting him.
self by the Testimony of St. Augustine. 1744 AKENSIDK
Pitas. Imag. Design F 7 The authority of Virgil .. will best
support him in this particular. 1771 Junitis Lett. xlvi.
(1788) 258 But Junius has a great authority to support him ;
which.. I accidentally met with this morning in the course
of my reading.

o. To furnish authority for or corroboration of
(a statement, etc.); to bear out, substantiate.
1761 FOOTE Liar ii. Wks. 1709 I. 298 Sir Ja.. . But, for the

S"
1

',/ ," ?|
V
^r ~^ #' Gr- Sat eyes UP" him - Sir Ja.

Really? M. Gr. Really. Sir Ja. Finely supported. 1781
PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Clir. I. n. 2I2 [This] is not at all sup-
ported by fact. iSl7SlLWYN.aniA'ia /"muted. 4) II. 963To support an averment in a declaration on a policy of insur-
ance on goods. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i. 14 The
advocates of both [theories] can support their argumentsW1

J/
ai.appeal to experience. 1885 Law Times Rrf. LIII.

478/1 The application was supported by an affidavit of the
applicant. 1895 Hid. LXX1II. 701/2 The statute. .does
not.seem . . to support the assertions for which it was cited.

a. I o second or to speak in favour of (a propo-
sition, or one who makes a proposition) ; to main-
tain, or contend for the truth of (an opinion, etc.).
I73 Gentl. Mag. VI. 7,8/1 This Proposition was sup.

ported andlnforced by the D-ke of A-le. 1842 BISCHOFP
Woollen Man,,/. II. ,05 Lord Wharncline.ipromised to
support Lord Harewood when he presented the petition to
the House of Lords. ,849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng^v. I. 445
t>odolphm..had supported the Exclusion Bill. 1860 TYN-

a*tirne

"' X '"' 2'6 M ' Agassiz s PPrted this theory for

4. To provide for the maintenance of, bear the
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expense of; t also, to provide funds to meet (ex-

penditure). Now only with immaterial obj.
c 1413 [see SUPPORTING vbL sf>. 2].

'

1439 E. E. Wills (1882)

115 She beryng, yeldyng, payng and supportyng J>erof pe
ferine yerely, and afar charges duryng her lyf. 1553 Ace.
Ld. High Treas. Scot. X. 175 To the..wardane of the

Myddlll Marchis, to support his expensis, xl Ii. 1585 [see
SUPPORTING vbL sb. 2]. 1662 GERBIKR Principles 15 Ten
Thousand Gilders per annum t

to support and alter what he
had Built amisse. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent, p. Ixvii,

No allowance of any Sallary to support their Office. 1705
tr. Bosnian's Guinea 342 These, .eat of the be>t thai is tol>e

gotten as long as they have anything to support it. 1817
Parl. Deb. 801 That they supported the expenses out of the
interest of the arrears which they withheld. 1818 SCOTT
Hrt. Midl.-\\i Allowances for the purpose of.. supporting
the hospitality of the representative of Majesty. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 336 This luxury was supported
by a thriving trade.

b. Law. Ot an estate: To be such as to provide
for (a remainder).
1694 in Salkeld Reports (1721) 576 The contingent Re-

mainder to him was not discharged by the vesting in the
Crown.. because of the Wife's Estate, which is sufficient to

support it. 1766 BLACKSTONE Conini. II.xi.i66 A lease at will

is not held to be such a particular estate, as will support a re-

mainder over. 1771 FEARNE Contingent Remainders
(1791)

424 It was agreed that such limitation was void as a contin-

gent remainder, because there was no freehold to support it.

5. To furnish food or sustenance for ; to supply
with the necessaries of life.

4:1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 212 No Corn up
growe nor greyn . . Man to suppoorte. c 1470 HENRY Wallace
ii. 413 Syluer thai had, all with him has he tayne. Him to

support. 156* Aberd. Kirk Sess. Rec. (Spalding Cl.) 7 Gif
that support nocht thair awin fader and moder. 1650 CROM-
WELL Let. 9 Sept. in Car/ylet The Ministers in England are

supported, and have liberty to preach the Gospel. 1762-71
H. WALPOLE Vertue's A need. Paint. (1786) V. 227 By which
community.. he had been supported, after he became in-

capable of business. 1791 J. LONG Voyt Indian Interpreter
106 We had very little food, but fortunately killed three
large bears in the middle of the portage, which supported
us several days. 1801 Farmer s Mag. Apr. 193 The burden
ofsupporting the poor ought to be sustained by all ranks.

1841 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Life (1870) III. ix. 137,
I must so far neglect my dear rather as to gain time for

writing what may support us. 1845 LINGARD Anglo-Saxon,
Clt. (1858) II. xii. 204 During the winter they were supported
at the expense of the inhabitants.

f b. gen. To supply. Sc. Obs. rare.
a 1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit Wemen 467, 1 have ane secrete
mind. .Thai me supportis of sic nedis. 1632 LITHGOW
Trm.ii. i. 25 This Proulnce is mainely watered . . with stately
Po...The Riuers Ladishe, Montanello, Delia Guarda, and
other forcible streames supporting the shoulders of it.

C. To sustain (the vital functions) ; also, to keep
up the strength of (a sick person).
1704 FULLER Med. Gyntn. (1711) 103 A Gentleman, .found

that Riding supported him as much as the Change of Air.

1706 E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 56 The poor
Souls, to support Nature, are oblig'd.,to spend their Pay
upon

the very Wine that was assign'd to them. 1786 J.
HUNTER Treat. Venereal Dis. vi. iii. (1810) 530 The patient
must be supported. 1849 [see NATURE so. 10 bj.

d. intr. for refl. To live on. U.S.
1870 W. M. BAKFR New Timothy 232 (Cent. Diet.) We

have plenty of property ; he'll have that to support on in his
preachin'.

1 6. To make good, repair (a deficiency), rare.
c 1449 [see SUPPORTING vbl. so. 3 J. 1500-10 DUNBAR Poems

xxvin. 35 5e..Supportand faltis with jour supple. 1563-7
BUCHANAN Reform. St. Andros Wks.(S.T.S-) ii The princi-
pal sal support the defectis of absens of the public reidar and
regentis.

7. To bear, hold, or prop up ; to keep from
falling or sinking; -\occas. to carry (the train of a
robe).
c 1420 ? LVDC. Assembly of Gods 1528 Next whom stood

Moyses,.. Aaron & Vrre, hys armes supportyng. 171548
HALL Chron.^ Hen. VIf, 53 b, Next after folowed the lady
Cicile suster to y quene supporting the treyne of the spouse.
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, u. v. 14 These Feet, whose strength-
lesse stay isnumme, (Vnable to support this Lumpeof Clay).
1600 A.Y. L. n. vii. 199 Support him by the arme. 1667
MILTON P. L. ix. 427 Stooping to support Each Flour of
slender stalk, whose head.. Hung drooping unsustained.
1786 ABERCROMBiK^rrf.^w/rf. i8o Rolling grass, trimming
and supporting plants. 1849 LOVER Handy Andy xxiv,
Andy, in his fall, endeavouring to support himself, caught at
the suspended articles above him. 1861 Miss BRADDON
Laefy Audley x\x\\

t
Her perfect chin supported by her hand.

1885
( Mns. ALEXANDER At Bay vi, As he supported his

friend's unsteady steps.

tb. refl. To bold oneself up, keep an erect

position. Obs.

>593 SHAKS. Rich. //, n. ii. 83 Here am I left to vnder-prop
his Land, Who weake with age, cannot support my selfe,

W?G\Y Begg. Op. i. viii, My head swims ! I'm distracted !

I can t support myself Oh ! (Faints in a chair*)

tc. To give one's arm to (a lady) ; to take (a
person) on one's arm. Obs.
i6as in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser i. III. 201 The Queen, .came

out. .supported by the Count deTilliers her Lord Chamber-
lain. 163* MASSINGER City Madam \. ii, May I have the
honour To support you, lady? 1768 STERNE Sent. Journ.^
Sword) The Marquis, .supported his lady; his eldest son
supported his sister. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. xliv, He offered
his arm, and supported her into the small ante-room.
t d. (Mil*} To support arms i

to carry the musket
vertically against the left shoulder, with the hammer
resting on the left arm held horizontally across the

body. Obs.

1833 Regnl. Tnstr. Cavalry i. 28 Sentries posted with ad-
vanced arms may afterwards '

support
'

them.

SUPPORT.

e. To sustain (a weight of so much).
1726 LEONI Albert?* Arthit. vui. vii. II. 69/2 The Wall

ought to be allowed a due Thickness for the supporting .such
a weight. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. <y Art II. 185 A
piece of iron, the weight ofwhich is rather more than a given
magnet will support. 1831 BREWSTER Optics x. 93 An arti-
ficial horse-shoe loadstone, which carried 13$ oz.,.. at last

supported 31 oz., by continuing it in the sun's light.

1. Her. in pass. To be flanked by supporters.
1562 LECH Armory^ b, Supported wiili a Mantiger Argent

. .and a wiuerne Or. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry vi. vii. 280 [A
shield] Supported by a Lion Rampand, gardant. .and an
Vnicorne. 1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist, fy i'of. xix. (ed. 3) 296
Each shield, .is supported by figures of angels.

8. To constitute the substratum of (a structure) ;

to sustain in position above, have on it or at the top!
1617 MoRYsoN///ff. i. 194 The second Bridge, .is supported

with pillars of wood. 1686 PLOT Stajfordsh. 372 The whole
[town-hall] being supported with a curious Portico of arch-
work. 1759 BROWN Compl. Farmer 98 Let the board be a
little supported by two ledges. 1796 WITHERING Brit.
Plants (ed. 3) II. 337 Spokes of the umbel from 3 to 7, each
supporting only i flower. 1842 Lot'DON Suburban Hort.
504 The floor of the pit may be supported on arches. 1863
LYELL Antiy. Man \\. 17 These [piles] have evidently once
supported villages. 1907 Verney Memoirs I. 3

*

Andirons'
in front to support the logs of wood.

t b. Her. in pass, (see quots.). Obs.

1562 LEGH Armory 109 If a Pale be vpon a Lion, or
any other beast,.. he is, dehrused with a Pale. But if the
beast be on the Pate, then that beast is supported of the
same Pale. 1728 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Supported^ in Heraldry, a

Termapply'd to the uppermost Quarters of a Shield, when
divided into several Quarters ; these seeming, as it were,

supported
or sustain 'd by those below... The Chief is also

said to be supported when it is of two Colours, and the

upper Colour takes up two Thirds of it: In this Case it is

supported by the Colour underneath.

fo. Metaph. To be the subject or substratum of.

(Cf. SUPPORT sb. 7 b.) Obs.

1656 JEANES Fuln. Christ 154 There is an ability in the

person of the word, to suppositate . . the manhood, and there
was a capacity in the manhood to be assumed, supported,
and terminated by the person of the word. 1690 [see SUPPORT
sb. 7 b]. 17x0 BERKELEY Princ. Hum. Knowl. i. 68 It must
be observed, that it [sc. matter] supports nothing at all.

9. To keep (a person, his mind, etc.) from failing
or giving way; to give courage, confidence, or

power of endurance to.

1602 MARSTON Antonio** Rev. Prol., Heere'sthe prop that
doth support our hopes. 1611 Bible i Esdras vtu. 52 That
the power of the Lord our God, should be with them that
seeke him, to support them in all wayes. c 1655 MILTON
2nd Sonn. to C. Skinner 9 What supports me, dost thou ask ?

The conscience, Friend, to have lost them overply'd In
libertyes defence. 1667 P. L. xn. 496 With inward con.
solations recompenc't, And oft supported so as shall amaze
Thir proudest persecuters. 1719 WATTS Ps. CXLVI. vi, The
Lord supports the sinking mind. 1779 Mirror No. 63 r 9 He
was supported by the conscious admiration of those country-
men whom he had left. 1818 Miss FERKIER Marriage n.

xxii, They are wonderfully supported and behave with

astonishing firmness. 1838 LYI ION Leila iv. iv, 'Support
me O Redeemer,' she murmured.

tb. refl. (occas. intr.) To bear up under an
infliction or against an untoward event. (Cf. i b.)
1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 193 Though a man bee

nev|e]r so shamefaced, yet may he support himselfe by the

helpe of a good conscience. 1756 AMORV Buncle (1770) IV.
88 As to myself. . I brought a consumption into the world with

me, and by art have supported under It. 1777 JOHNSON
Let. to Mrs. Thrale 22 Oct., Against a blow so sudden,..!
wonder that she supports herself.

10. a. To maintain unimpaired, preserve from

decay or depreciation.
15*5 BARCLAY Egloges iv. (1570) C vj b/i Supporting

lustice, concorde and equitie. 1526 Pilgr. Per/, n. v,
Some benefytes supporteth the same [lyfe of grace in

our soules]. 1605 SHAKS, Lear \. iv. 2(17 Men.. That..
in the most exact regard, support The worships of their

name. 1628 T. BALL Life Preston (1885) 163 The D'. used
all his friends for to support & keepe in power this

statute. 1710 PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes i. 5 His Worship be

provided for with such a part of our substance, as may be
sufficient to support it. 1802 JAMES Milit. Diet. s. v., To
support the ancient character of the corps. 1891 FARRAR
Darkn. 9f Dawn xlv, The brave and honest Corbulo, who
had supported the fame of Roman courage on so many a

hard-fought field.

b. To preserve from failure, contribute to the

success of (an undertaking) ; also, to maintain (a

price).
1779 SHERIDAN Critic i. i, On the first nightof a new piece

they always fill the house with orders to support it. 1855
Poultry Chron. III. '551 For wheat the quotations of Mon-
day were barely supported. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 24 Oct. 9/3
Indian gold shares have been supported.

c. To maintain in being or in action ; to keep

up, keep going ;
to provide the necessary matter

for. (Cf. 4, s ; see also n.)
1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. Introd. 12 The genuine Pro-

ductions of superior Wits, to embellish and support Conver-
sation. 1766 GOLDSM. Vicar W. xvii, She had been for some
time

supporting
a fictitious gaiety. 1778 Miss BURNEY

Evelina Ixiii, I supported no part in the conversation. Ibid.

Ixxvi, I . . wished Lord Orville had supported his own reserve,
and suffered me to support mine. 1785 SWINBURNE Trav.
1 1. xliv. 307 The conversation , . was well supported till mid-

night. 18x2 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 3 A species of air

that supports flame in a superior degree. 1826 Art of Brew-

ing(cd. 2) 31 Keeping a quantity of this fermentable matter

unattenuated, in order to support the natural consumption.
1838 LYTTON Alice vui. vii, Fear not. .support your courage

nothing shall harm you. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. II. viii.

252 The earth will not support human life uncultivated.



SUPPORTABLE.

1875 JEVONS Money (1878) 254 A town which is able to sup-

port two banks.

absol. x87 LYTTON Fclham\\\. iv, If it can create, can it

not also support?

d. Of specie : To guarantee the convertibility of

(a paper currency).
1868 ROGERS /W. Econ. iv. (1876) 38 Great part of this

[specie] is used to support the notes which circulate within

the country.

11. To sustain (a character) in a dramatic per-

formance; gen. to act or play (a part), bear (a

character), maintain (a certain behaviour or course

of conduct).

1709 STEELE Tatler No. 48 p 4 They supported a general
Behaviour in the World which could not hurt their Credit or

their Purses, a 1763 SHKNSTONE Ess. Wks. 1765 II. 40 The
higher character a person supports, the more he should re-

gard his minutest actions. 1775 SHERIDAN St. Patrick's

Day \. ii,
I hate militia officers,, .clowns in military masquer-

ade, wearing the dress without supporting the character.

179 1 Tkeatr. Guardian No. 6. 61 The characters were

admirably supported. 1801 STRUTT Spnrts fy Past. MI. vi.

224 Persons capable of well supporting assumed characters.

1888 BKYCE Amer. Coinmw. I. 195 In order to
support

the

rdle which they unconsciously fall into when talking to

Europeans.
12. To give assistance to in a battle, esp. by

a second line of troops; to act with, second (a

leading actor) ;
to assist as a subordinate in a con-

test, a musical performance, or the like. (Cf. 2.)

1848 ALISON Hist. Eur. Hv. 69 (ed. 7) XII. 115 As Junot
perceived that their attack did not at once prove successful,

they were supported in the end by the whole reserve of in-

fantry under Kellerman. 1876 VOYLE & STEVENSON Milit.

Diet. s. v. Skirmishers, To support them [sc. skirmishers]
when weakened, .is the duty of the supports. 1889 Harper's
Af'tg: Nov. 871/1 As Ophelia,, .she supported the elder

Uooth. 1901 Daily Chron. 23 Nov. 9/5 Whaley is grandly

supported by the two Milburns. 1910-11 A. W. WARD in

Encycl. Brit. VIII. 534/2 Metropolitan
'
stars' travelled. .

generally alone, sometimes with one or two subordinates in

their tram, and were '

supported'^
as the phrase went, by the

stock company of each theatre. 1913 Times 14 May 6/2
The battalion had established its firing line on the opposite
side of the canal with its machine guns and the Field Artillery
section supporting the attack.

b. To occupy a position by the side of, with the

object of giving assistance or encouragement;
hence, to assist by one's presence or attendance.

[Cf. quot. 1424 in sense 2, and the following :

1697 DRVDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 316 The servile Rout their

careful Caesar praise. .They crowd his Leveest and support
his Throne.)
i886A/ViA. Examiner 14 Jan. 5/6 Mr. Gladstone was sup-

ported right and left by Lord Hartington and Sir William
Harcourt. 1896 Pall mall Mag. Jan. 105 The Viceroy
and Vicereine stand before Tippoo's throne,, .supported on
either side by the leading officials. 1913 Times 7 Aug. 8/5
Sir W. Watson Cheyne, who presided, was supported by
many highly distinguished surgeons.

Supportable (s#p6-'Jtab'l), a. [ad. L. *sup-

portabilis, f. supportdre to SUPPORT : see -ABLE.

Cf. F. supportable.']
I. In active sense.

f L Affording support or assistance. Obs. rare.

1533 BELLENDEN Livy i. viii. (S.T.S.) I. 49 pe favoure of

goddis apperit to bame sa supportabill and helplie in all thare

besides.

II. In passive sense.

2. Bearable, tolerable, endurable.
a 1577 SIR T. SMITH Comimv. Eng. in. iv. (1584) 96 This

thing seemed not supportable to the noble prince King
Henrie the eight. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 145 Supportable
To make tbe deere losse, haue I meanesmuch weaker Then
you may call to comfort you. 1637 BASTWICK Litany ii. 18

It is a prodigious wickednes..and a thing not supportable
to compare the Creator of all things to the creature, a 1691
BOYLE Hist. Air (1692) 158 The steams of their carcases

would make the air so stinking and offensive, that it was
scarce supportable. 17*1 ADDISON Sped. No. 169 p 3 Good-
nature, .makes even Folly and Impertinence supportable.

1784 COWPER Task v. 604 The loss of all That can.. make
frail life, Short as it is, supportable. 18x0 VINCE Astroit.

xxi. 228 It^grew very faint, and was easily supportable to the

naked eye. 1894 STEVENSON & OSBOURNE Ebb Tide i. i,

The thought of death is always the least supportable when
it draws near to the merely sensual and selfish.

b. Capable of being successfully resisted.

1711 in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 157 Their. .

assault with such numbers not being supportable.
3. Capable of being maintained, confirmed, or

made good ;
defensible.

1631 J. SURGES Answ. Rejoined 54 Some reason support-
able by the word of God. 1793 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ.

1891 XII. 290 To take fair and supportable ground I con-
ceive to be our best policy. 1812 J. J. HENRY Camp. agst.

Quebec 173 These ideas are. .supportable by the authority of
some of the best physicians. 1885 Laiv Times Rep. I.I II.

481/1 Bills containing charges which might not be support.
able on taxation.

4. In physical sense : Capable of being held up
or sustained, rare.

1831-4 DE QUINCEY Cxsars Wks. 1859 X. 88 Obliged to

cover . . each space upon which they trode with parts of their

dress, in order to gain any supportable footing.

Hence Supportabi'lity, Suppo rtableness, the

quality or condition of being supportable ; Sup-
po-rtably o/z^ina supportable manner, endurably.
a 1660 HAMMOND Serm. Matt. xi. 30 Wks. 1684 IV. 477

The supportableness of the burthen. 1846 WORCESTER,
Supportably. 1867 CARLYLE Remin. (1881) II. ii. 239 My new
illustrious

'

study
' was definable as the least inhabitable . .
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bit of human workmanship in that kind. . . But, by many and
long-continued efforts..! did get it patched together into

something of supportnbility.
t Supportal. Obs. rare. Also 5 -ayle. [f.

SUPPORT v. + -AL 5 (f -aile}.]
= SUPPORT sb. i, 5.

14.. in Tnndale's I7is. (1843) 0,7 Thou art oure scheld and
cure supportayle. 1574 J. DKK in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden)

!

34 Uppon . . hope, that som nedeftill supporial wold be for me
..devysed. 11618 SYLVESTER Miracle of Peace iii, Thou
Nurse of Vertues, Muses chief supportall.

tSuppO'rtance. Obs. [f. SUPPORT z>. + -ANCE.]
1. Assistance, backing ;

= SUPPORT sb. i, i c.

c 1490 Plnmpton Corr. (Camden) 74, I.. desire.. that in

such things as my.. beloved Cosin, Mary Gascougne, hath
to doe with you,.. that ye will give unto hir ayde and sup-

portance. 1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 668/2 He
is like to make a fowle stirre there, though of himselfe of noe

power, yet through supportaunce of some others. 1601 SHAKS.
Twel. Jv. in. iv. 329 He will fight with you for s oath sake :

. . therefore draw for the supportance of his vowe, he protests
be will not hurt you. 1608 HEYWOOD f.ncrtce Wks. 1874 V.

204 We are of our selfe Without supportance, we all fate

dene, Aidlesse. 1615 BP. MOUNTAGU App. Cxsar ir Those
two Townes and States, next unto God, have stood by sup-

portance of the Crowne W England. 1631 GOUGE God's
Arnnvs iii. 44. 264 Christ.. returned to prayer againe and
againe, and found sufficient supportance. 1638 G. SANDYS
Paraplir. Div. Poems, Ps. cix^ That they may know.. how
I by Divine Supportance stand.

trans/. 1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 63 [Thou] that

earst while wert honoured in euery mans eye through the

supportance of thy beautie.

2. Maintenance, sustenance ;
= SUPPORT sb. 3.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 67 She was constrained (for

her Hues supportance).. to kill him and roast him. 1595
Wills % Inv. N, C. (Surtees 1860) 280 To the releaffe and
supportance of such as she shall fynd to be vertuusly dis-

posed. 1615 G. SANDVS Trav. 108 For the supportance of
his owne estate. 1631 HEYWOOD London*s Jus Hon. Wks.
1874 IV. 2^4 By these types and symboles of Honour, .all

other inferiour Magistracies, .receive both being and sup-
portancc. 1644 J ESSOP A ngel of^Epkesvs 31 As ifthe Church
did give supportance and stabilise to the truth. 1659 Lady
Alimony n. vi, Th' Court, .for supportance, Allots us Ah.
mony. 1830 W. TAYLOR Hist. Surv. Germ. Poetry III. 19
Orphan of father betimes, on her I was thrown for sup*
portance.
3. The action of supporting, propping, or holding

up ;
= SUPPORT sb. 4.

1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, in. iv. 32 Giue some supportance to

the bending twigges. 1604 TOOKER I'abrique Ch. vi. 116

Chap. 6. Of supportance and keeping the fabrique of the

church vpright. 1631 GOUGE Gotfs Arrows iii. 48. 273
This.. supportance of Moses hands in regard of his bodily
weaknesse. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 5 The other four

legs.. by which she [sc. the fly] layes hold on the rugosities
..of all bodies she walks over, even to the supportance of
her self, though with her back downwards. 1804 W. TAY-
LOR in Ann. Rev. II. 351 To estimate our well being by the

weight of our burdens and place, like caryatids, our per.
fection in our supportance.

fb.y?^. Applied to the relation of a subject to

an attribute: cf. SUPPORT sb. 7 b, v. 8 c. Obs.

1656 JEANES Mixt. Sckal. Div. 83 The supportance of the

flesh in, and union with the person of the word.

4. That which supports (in various senses).

1597 MIDDLETON Wtsd. Solomon ix, 4 My crowne doth
want supportance for to beare. 1610 HOLLAND Camdens
Brit. i. 427 A twofold supportance that it had on either

side to uphold.. the lofty top. 1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely
i. i. 17 As Peter of the Churche, so these words of Peter,
a semblable supportance. 1631 MASSINGER Believe as You
List n. ii, The tribute Rome receives from Asia, is Her chief

supportance. 1638 FORD Fancies^ i. iii, Name and honour :

What are they? a mere sound without supportance. 1830
W. TAYLOR Hist. Surv. Germ. Poetry I. 313 So Boreas,..
The blooming hop, and its supportance, flings.

f Supportasse. Obs. (or Hist.} [Obscure for-

mation on SUPPORT v. ; perh. an error.]
= SUP-

PORTER 3 b.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abuses i. (1879) 52 A certain deuice

made of wyers, . . whipped ouer either with gold, tbred,
siluer or silk, and tbis hee [sc. the Devil] calleth a support-

asse, or vnderpropper. This is to be applyed round about
their necks vnder the ruffe,, .to beare vp the whole frame
and bodyof the ruffe from falling and hanging down. 1902
Athenzum 2 Aug. 163/3 Plate xlvi. shows a vandyked ruff

with its supportasses.

t Supporta'tion. Obs. Also 5 subp-, 6

soportacion. [a. OF. supportation, ad. late L.

supportatiO) -onem, f. sttpportdre to SUPPORT.]
1. Assistance, countenance; = SUPPORT^, i.

1386 CHAUCER Melib. r 176 They wol yeue yow Audi-
ence and lookynge to supportacion in thy presence, and
scorne thee in thyn Absence. 1436 LYDC. De Guil. Pilrr.

9182 Deff, and also specheles, And off no
reputacioun,

Ne
wer thy supportacioun. 14*7 Rolls ofParlt. V. 408/2 That
no Lorde. .receyve. .PUours, Robbours..or eny other open
misdoer, so that the parties greved. .shal not. . pursue ayenst
hem lawefully, bycause of such supportation of Lordeship.

1433 LYDG. St. Edmund \. 1023 AI envyous supplantacioun
Hadde in his siht no supportacioun. 145* in Ellis Orig.
Lett. Ser. 1. 1. la With the helpand supportation ofAlmighty
God, and of our Lady. 1485 Rolls of ParIt. VI. 322/1 The
said Morgan.. hath greate supportacion, and is mighty in

the said Shyre. 1515 BARCLAY Egloges iii. (1570) C lij/i

Their theft and fraudes, and their extortion And of mis-

liuers their supportation. 1553 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n.

II. 213, I utterly denye to Smyth any supportacion at my
bandes in any of his misdemenors against my Lorde. 1603
KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 453 Purposing by the sup-

portation of his father, to make himselfe lord and Soveraign
. .of all Latitim. 1650 W. D. tr. Comenius' Gate Lat. Unl.

660 Let the atturnie. .not fail his client (as being one that

..relies upon his supportation). 1659 HAMMOND On Ps.

cxlvi. 9 Shut out from all sorts of humane supportation.

SUPPOBTATION.
b. Used in formulae of supplication or submis-

sion, esp. under or viith supportation of; = SUP-
PORT sb. i b.

1416 Pol. Pains (Rolls) II. 133 Undir favour* and sup-
portacioun, Thus I begyn on my translacioun. ua6 LYDG.De Gu,l. I'ilgr ,6866 And rlys, lady, wilh SupporUcionoff your grace [etc.]. <- 1460 MKTHAM IH,. (,916) 145, 1, the
cndygtcr in

Knglysch, haue folowyd the sentens off ther
wordys, vndyr the supportacionys off my mastcrys in thii
syens. 1519 Interl. l-aur Kl,m. (Percy Soc ) i By your
pacyens and supportacyon A

lyiyll interlude . here shall be
declaryd. c 1558 CAVHNWSH Walsty (1893) u6 Under yourcorreccion my lord, and supportacion of this noble audyencether is no thyng more ontrewc. ,116.0 HKAI.IV Tkto-
fhrtutui (1616) To Kdr., Be it spoken with the supporta-
tion of better Judgements.

O. = SUPPORT ik. I c.

1501 ATKVNSOK tr. lit Imitation \\. ix. (1893) 187 We be
gladde to haue consolacion and supportacion in all our lyfe
and labours. 1557 J. T. Serm. I'avtei C. 67 The supporta.
tion of vs, wherein God, when wee are weake, . . reiiiuelh vs.

ifaj BP. HALL Contempt., O. T. xvm. vi, The strongest
faith sometime staggereth, andneedeth new acts of heavenly
supportalion. 1617 DONNE Serm. Christmas Day (1640) 45
God shall raise thee with that supportation, Feare not thou

wprme of lacob. 1681 FLAVF.L Right. Man's Re/. 263, I am
with you by way of protection, direction, supportation, and
salvation.

2. Bearing of expense ;
= SUPPORT sb. t.

1437 Rolls o/Parlt. IV. 503/2 In relef, confutation and
supportation of the grete and importable charges, a 1548
HALL Chron., Hen. I/Ill, 229 b, The supportacion of partc
of the great and excessiue charges, whiche wee supporte
and beare. c 1598 BACON Off. Alienations Wks. 1831
XIII. 369 The benefited subject should render some small
portion of his gain . . for the supportation of the king's
expense. 1749 Hist. Windsor viii. 103 Equal portions,
towards their sustentation and maintenance, and the sup-
portation of the burthen of the Chape).
3. The relief or maintenance of a person, institu-

tion, office, etc. by a supply of funds ; the keeping
up of a building, etc. (Cf. SUPPORT sb. 3.)
1411 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 159/2 The whiche vilaille hath

be so high supportacion to the Soudeours. 1445 in Willis &
Clark Catnbr. (1886) I. Introd. p. Iviii, For to grawnt to

your sayd besecher sum supportacyon to relevyng of tho

sayd pouer College. 1544 i nfflic. Hen. VIII (E. E. T. S.)

44 The supportation and mayntenaunce of common scoles.

1S47 Act i Edw. VI, c. 14 2 All annual! Rents, .employed
..for the. .supportacion.. of anny Stipendary Preist. 1615
MARK HAM Weald of'AVw^Ep. Ded. An b, Your supportation
of the poore. 1628 COKE On Lift. 17 For the necessary sus-

tentation, maintenance and supportation of the lord and his

household. Ibid. 54 b, The law doth fauour the supporta-
tion & maintenance of houses of habitation for mankind.

1640 WALTON Life Donne in Serm. B v, A most dutifull son
to his Mother, carefull to provide for her supportation.
1656 HEYLIN Surv. France 281 The establishment and sup-
portation of the meanest Oratory dependent on the Church
of England. 1704 E. CHAMBERLAYNE Pres. St. Eng. it. xv.

(ed. 21) 195 Supportation, Aid, or Help ofyoung Tradesmen.

b. Means of support.
1576 FLEMING Panofl. Efist. 325 Myne owne Industrie..

is my only and alone supportation, the staffe and stay of

my children.

c. Relief of disease, need, etc.

15*7 ANDREW fjrunswyke's Distill. Waters Aj, To con-

forte and supportacyon of theyr infyrmytees. 1609 Bible

(Douay) Exod. xxviii. Comm., Supportation of the peoples
infirmltie.

4. The preservation of anything in being; -
SUPPORT sb. 3.
c 1480 HENRVSON Fables, Preach. Stvallow viii, All creature

he maid for the behufe Of man, and to his supportatioun.

l$i$LifeHenry ^(1911)23 In the defence and supportacion
of our Catholique faith. 1536 CROMWELL in Merriman Life

ff Lett. (1902) II. 14 The supportacion and mayntenaunce
of. . the frenche kinges warres against Themperour. 1547
BALE 2nd Exam. Anne Asteuie 45 It is no newe thynge
that Christes doctryne hath supportacyon amonge the

counsels of thys worlde. 1581 J. BELL Haddtm's Answ.
Osor. 478 b, What bolsteryng and supportation of lyes was
there? 1611 SPEED Hist. Ct. Brit, ix.vi. (1623) 518 In sup-

portation of young Henries quarrel]. 1618 BOLTON Florus

(1636) 25 The first armes which the people tooke were for

supportation of their freedpme. 1661 HIBBERT Body Div.

11. 108 There is a power derived from the man to the woman
..towards the supportation of life and well-being. 1691

I. MATHER in Andros Tracts II. 288 Powers necessary for

the Supportation of their Government.

5. Endurance. (Cf. SUPPORT v. i b.)

1501 ATKYNSON tr. De Imitatioue i. xxiii. (18^3) 173 The

calls
'

supportation ',
or bearing with one another.!

6. Physical or material holding or propping up :

= SUPPORT sb. 4. Also in fig. context.

1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie ofCod xnu xviii. (1620) 460

Why may not an earthly body be in heauen as well as II

whole earth hang alone without any supportation ? 1615

CROOKF. Body ofMan 454 As for supportation and strength

it needed no assistance from the other parts. lSS K. LONG
tr. Barclay's Argenis i. vi. 16 That Tree, by whose sup-

portation they came to that high growth. 1633 Bp. HALL
Occas. MeJit. cxxxiv.332 The elme yeelds a beneficial! sup-

portation to that weake. .plant, a 1768 ERSKINI Imt. Law
Scot. in. viii. I 96 If he go on foot, he must not be sup-

ported, or lean on any person by the way... if his going

thither appear to be done with a special view to give validity

to the deed, a more slender proof of supportation will be

received as evidence of it.

Supportayle, variant of SUPPOHTAL OPS.
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SUPPORTED.

Supported, ppl- a. [f. SUPPORT v. + -ED 1
.]

Upheld, sustained, maintained, etc. : see the verb.

1802 JAMES Milit. Diet. s. v., A well supported fire from

the batteries; a well supported fire of musciuetry. 1833

Regul. ($ instr. Cavalry i. 29 The men fall in with sup-

DOrted arms. 1876 HARDY Ethelberta xxxiii, To appear
. 1 ._..!__- -_ *Y Uf-~f.'-

tighten the wedge
supported wall.

Supporter (sypo-Jt3j). Also 5 -our. [f.
SUP-

PORT v. -h-ER '.] One who or that which supports.

1. One who sides with, backs up, assists, or coun-

tenances a person, cause, etc.

1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. r6s Marius and his sup-

porters. cil&aBrut II. 370 A Squier of Walis bat was a

rebell & a ryser, and supporter of Owen of Glyndore. 1516

Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 114 h, He was also called a

glutton,, .a deceyuer of the people, a supporter of synners.

1588 GREENE Pam/osto (1607) 50, I am accused that I haue

been a supporter of Fawuias pride. 1647 CLARENDON Hist.

Reb. II. 87 The Marquis of Hamilton ..was like to stand

in need of great Supporters. 1733 SWIFT Let. to D chess

aueensberry
20 Mar., You arc grown very tetchy since I lost

e dear friend who was my supporter. 1836 HOR. SMITH
Tin Trump. (r876) 255 Staunch supporters of the Church.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 209 Some French

brandy. .part of James's farewell gift to his Highland sup-

porters. 1868 E. EDWARDS Ralegh I. xxv. 586 He was the

supporter of an English alliance with France.

D. Mil. A force that supports another, as in a

second line. (Cf. SUPPORT sb. 5 b, v. 12.)

1796 tnstr. i; Reg. Cavalry (1813) 196 The last one or two

squadrons of such a column are always to be considered as

the supporters of those that attack. igoi.Words of Eye-
witness 144 Two companies of the East Surrey were ordered

forward.. to cover the retreat. Which suffered most, sup-

porters or supported, I do not know.

2. One who keeps a person or thing from failing,

giving way, or perishing ; a sustainer, maintainer.

a I47J G. ASHBY Dicta Philos. 1062 Yf he be iuste, of

right a supportour. 1589 NASHE in Greene Menaphon Pref.

(Arb.) 17 George Peele,..the chiefe supporter of pleasance
nowe liuing, the Atlas of Poetrie. 1641 J. JACKSON True
Evans. T. III. 2r3 Peace.. is the very supporter of Indi-

vid uatls, Families, Churches, Common-wealths, c 1650 SOUTH

Serm., John xv.zb (1744) VUI. 402 Under so many dis.

couragements from without, they must needs have sunk,
had they not had some supporter within. 1679 C. NESSE
Antichrist Ep. Ded., Nobility. .wants its true supporter,
and soon dwindles into nothing. 1682 DRYDEN To Duchess

of York 8 Love was no more when Loyalty was gone, The
great Supporter of his awful Throne.

b. Chem. A substance that maintains some

process, esp. combustion.
1806 G. ADAMS Nat. , Exp. Philos. I. App. Amer. Ed.

541 Acids may be divided into three classes,. .2, supporters
of combustion. The acid supporters are the oxymuriatic,
and the hyperoxymuriatic. c 1865 LETHEBY in Circ. Set.

1.88/2 When coal gas is burnt in atmospheric air.., we
call the gas the combustible, and the air. .the supporter.
8. A thing (or person) that sustains the weight of

something, or upon which something rests; a prop;
a basis or substratum ;

= SUPPORT sb. 7.

1595 SHAKS. John III. i. 72 My greefe's so great, That no
supporter but the huge tirme earth Can hold it vp. i6or

HOLLAND Plinyy.\\. xl. I. 489 The foure entire stones which
bare up the said Obeliske as supporters. 1650 W. Z>. tr.

Comeniiis' Gate Latin Unl. 439 Hee bear's up (under,
setteth) the leavie tendrels with props, or supporters. 1665
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) r36 That noted Aquaduct..
the pipes by supporters reaching from Mountain to Moun-
tain. 1703 T. N. City \ C. Purchaser 10 The Supporters,
or Hutments of this Arch. 1707 MORTIMER Hitsb. (i72r) I.

147 A Building set upon Supporters. 1774 J. BRYANT
Mythai. \\. 334 The priests, and supporters., carry the
sacred vehicle. 1809 A. HENRY Trav. 98 A pole which
might be called the supporter of the building.

t b. A wire frame for supporting a large ruff.

(Cf. SOPPOHTASSE.) Obs.

1592 WARNER Alb. Eng. ix. xlvii. (r6i2> 218 Busks, Perre-

wigs, Maskes, Plumes of feathers fram'd, Supporters. 1599
MINSHEU Span. Dial. 15/2 Head rolles, coifcs of gold, sup-
porters, gorgets of networke. 1601 DENT Patkw. Heaven
(1831)38 It was never good world, since starching and steel-

ing, . . supporters and rebatoes . . came to be in use.

c. A leg. (Now only humorous.)
1601 HOLLAND Pliny vn. 1. I. 183 The eye-sight decayeth

. .
,
the hearing followeth soon after, then faile the sup-

porters. 1625 SHIRLEY Maid's Rev. i. ii, These brawny
arms, this manly bulk, and these colossian supporters.
1681 DINELKY in Jrnl. Kilkenny Archxol. Soc. Ser. n. 1. 178
The supporters of the woemen are very large. 1863 SALA in

Temple Bar VIII. 73, I am feeble on the supporters.

t d. Each of the divisions of the calyx, regarded
as supporting the corolla or flower

;
a sepal. Obs.

1626 BACON Sylva 590 The Sockets, and Supporters of
Flowers, are Figured : As in the Five Brethren of the Rose.
1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 5r Each of the Flowers has
five or six Purple Supporters.

e. Naut. See quot. ; also = BIBB.
1815 BURNEY Falconer's Diet. Marine, Supporters, in

ship building, a name given to the knee-pieces of oak-timber
under the cat-heads.

t f. Melaph. = SUPPOET sb. 7 b. Obs. rare.
1697 LOCKE Let. to Bp. Wore. Wks. I 7 r 4 I. 352 A Relation

cannot be founded in nothing, or be the Relation of nothing,and the thing here related as a Supporter, or a Support, is
not represented to the Mind by any clear and distinct Idea.
4. Her. A figure of an animal mythical creature,
human being, etc., represented as holding up or

standing beside the shield ; each of two such figures,
one on each side of the shield.

210

1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie \\. 112 Of the supporters, the

one is a Beuer..The other assistant is an Harpie. 1599

THYHNK Animate. (1875) 42 The erle of Kent bear-

ethe a wiuer for his Creste and supporters ;. .the erle ot

Cumberlande, a wiuer geules for his supporters. 1610

GUILLIM Heraldry vi. vi. 271 If the things be liumg and

sense vpon the Shield, then shall they be called proper y

Supporters, a 1700 EVELYN Diary 17 Sept. 1662, A held

Argent, with a canton of the armes of England ; the sup-

porters two talbots Argent. 1778 PENNANT Taurm Wales

(r883) I. 41 The dragon and the grc-hound, the Supporters

of the arms of England during the reign of Henry VII.

1814 SCOTT Wav. viii, Two rampant bears, the supporters

of the family of Bradwardine. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng-

iii. I. 322 He knew the genealogies and coats of arms ot all

his neighbours, and could tell which of them had assumed

supporters without any right. i868CussANS Her. xv. (1882)

194 Double Supporters were not generally adopted until

the Fourteenth Century.
allusively. 1615 BRETON Char, vpon hssaies Wks, (Gro-

sart) II.o/i Her Supporters are Time and Patience, her

Mantle Truth.

5. One who attends another for the purpose of

giving physical or moral support ; hence, an atlen-

dant, as in a procession : sometimes with allusion

to prec. sense.

a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia MI. xxi. (1912) 477 The fayre Ladie

being come to the scaffold, and then made to kneele downe,
and so lefte by her unkinde supporters. 1603 SHAKS. Aleas.

for M. v. \. 18 Come Escalus, You must walke by vs, on

our other hand : And good supporters are you. a 1616

BEAUM. & FL. Wit without M. iv. i, Fie, how I sweat under

this Pile of Beef;.. give some supporters, or else I perish.

1631 MASSINGER & FIELD fatal Dowry v. i, You have done

me a disgrace - in giving cause To all the street to think I

cannot stand Without these two supporters for my arms.

1641 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 783 The Likeness

of the Standard was much of the fashion of the City-

Streamers used at the Lord-Mayor's Show, having about

twenty Supporters. 1675 SOUTH Strut., Judg. viii. 34-5

(1727) t. 449 Ingratitude, .sitting in its Throne, with Pride

at its Right.Hand, and Cruelty at its Left ; worthy Sup-

porters of. .such a reigning Impiety. 1784 COWPKR Task
i. 479 Others are dragg'd into the crowded room Between

supporters. 18*5 SCOTT Betrothed x, The most gallant

knights of the Constable's household . . walked as mourners
and supporters of the corpse, which was borne upon lances.

Supporter, obs. form of SAPOTA.

t Snppo'rtful, a. Obs. rare. [f. SUPPORT it.

+ -FUL.] Affording support.
1610 Mirr. Mag., Eng. Eliza cxciii, Vpon th* Eolian gods

supportfull wings. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xxnt. 182 A Cities

most supportfull Lords.

Suppo rting, vbl. sb. [f. SUPPORT v. + -ING i.]

1. t Assistance, succour (ol/s.)\ backing.
1431 Cov. Leet Bk. 36 To graunt hem a reward.. in sup-

portyng of hur honestye. 1436 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol.

Poems (Rolls) II. 163 To Fflaundres passe forth bye, They
schulde not be suffrede . . Ffor supportynge of cure cruelle

enmyes. 1530 PALSGR. 278/2 Supportyng, assistence, snf-
fort. 1565 ALLEN Defence Purg. (1886) 10 For which plain

supporting of undoubted wickedness S. J_erome calleth them
often Christian epicures, bolsterers of sin. 1869 FREEMAN
Norm. Conq. III. App. E. 623 The proposing and sup-

porting of opposing candidates.

2. Maintenance (of a person, an institution).
c 14x3 York Memorandum Bk. (Surtees) I. 63 The forfetes

|

. .shalbe employed.. to the craft to the supporting of their

pageant and othere chargez. c 1470 HARDING Chron.
i CLXXXIX. iii, To the pore supportyng. 1585 T. WASHINGTON

tr. Nicholas's Voy. III. vi. 79 All other tbinges necessary for

the supporting of his house & estate.

f3. The action of making good a defect; repair.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. in. x. 338 The endewine ^ouun to the

brigge of Londoun into the supporting of his contynuel
appeiring [

= impairing].

4. The action of holding or propping up.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. vii. 196 The lifting

or supporting of persons inebriated. 1709 T. ROBINSON
Nat. Hist. IVcstnwreld. 31 The Roof of the Colliery will

not stand without supporting. 1726 LEONI Albertis Archil.
I. 35/2 Very improper and unfaithful in supporting of great
Weights. 18*7 FARADAY Chem. Manip. ii. (1842) 42 The

1 tubes.. will often require supporting.

1 5. Taking away, removal. Obs. rare.
1608 WILLKT Hexapla Exod, x. 121 In those daies I will

j

cause the sunne to go downe at noone, and I will darken

|

the earth in the cleare day. .The supporting of the light of
the sunne, the primitive cause, and the bringing of dark-
nesse vpon the aire, the positiue cause.

Suppo rting, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]

1. That keeps from falling or sinking; that holds
!
or props something up. Now chiefly technical.
c 1610 NORDEN Cornwall (1728) 91 The force of the water,

which depriued them of the earth and other subportinge
meanes. 1789 COWPER Stanzas r4 Faith

f
s supporting rod.

i8s J. NICHOLSON Oper. Mech. 513 They are rivetted fast
into the supporting-piece OH. 1834-47 J- S. MACAULAY
Field Fortif. (1851) 156 The number of supporting bodies

I necessary to form a bridge. 1880 BESSEY-50/. vii. 89 Certain

|

inner cells.. become modified into sclerenchyma, or some
i other supporting tissue. 1883 Pall Mall G. 17 Mar. 10/2
'

The supporting arch underneath it having given way.
2. That preserves from failing or giving way ;

I sustaining.
Supporting point: a fortified point or pivot in a line of

defence.
1681 FLAVEL Meth. O<zc*xxii.282 These supporting hopes

the Lord sees necessary to encourage industry in the use of
means. 1705 STANHOPE Parctphr. I. 46 The supporting
Expectation of the like Rewards of our Sufferings. 1834
COLERIDGE Table-t. (1836) 320 The supporting assurance of
a reconciled God, who will not withdraw his spirit from me
in the conflict. 1871

' M. LEGRAND
'

Cambr. Freshm. 25 A
remark.. to the effect that 'there was something very sup-

SUPPOSABLE.

porting about a glass of sherry '. 1892 Fox IRWIN Notes
J'ortific. (ed. 2) 82 In preparing a position for defence, cer-

tain supporting points or pivots would be selected. 1893
Westm. Gaz. 18 Feb. 8/r A collapse in the entire market
was only prevented by some strong supporting orders in

such stocks as Milwaukees.

3. That gives assistance or relief ; also, confirma-

tory, corroborative.

1799 Instr. f; Reg. Cavalry (1813) 283 The supporting
detachments, from which the skirmishers are advanced.

1892 Pall Mall G. 26 Sept. 5/1 A supporting party was
taken as far as the Humboldt Glacier, where they turned
back, and Mr. Peary and Mr. Astrup alone went on. 1897
MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 525 This bore out the theory. .

[but] in the Bantu case I did not hear of such a supporting
incident happening.
4. That provides subsistence or maintenance.

1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 51 In Spanish possessions
alone is a supporting allowance made to missionai ies, 1900
B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms, Supporting Plant, a

plant upon or in which another grows ; a host plant.

Hence Suppo'rtinifly adv., so as to support ; in

quot. 1895, with an unshrinking spirit.

1895 MEREDITH Amazing Marr. xl, [They] must be either

voluble or supportingly proud to keep the skin from shrink,

ing. 1896 F. H. BURNETT LadycfQual. xiii. 196 He gave
her his arm and drew her. .supportingly away.

Supportive (s/"po--Jtiv), a. rare.
[f. SUPPORT

v. + -IVE.] Having the quality of supporting ;

affording support ; sustaining, (lit. and fg.)
1593 NASHE Christ's T. Ep. Ded., To the supportiue per-

petuating of your canonized reputation, wholie this booke
haue I destined. 1689 Thoughts Justice Gentl. Under-

taking at York i These Laws are not destructive but sup-

portive of one another, and all supportive of Man. 1887
Amer. Jrnl. Psychol. Nov. 07 Nor is the collapse of sup.

portive tissue beneath, which has been suggested as a cause

of abnormal dermal sensations [etc.]. 1908 Amer. Jrnl.
Sociol. XIV. 49 The architecture was harmonious, and

mutually attractive and supportive.

Suppo'rtless, a. [f. SUPPORT sb. + -LESS.]

1 1. That cannot be '

supported
'

; insupportable,
intolerable. Obs. rare.

1643 MILTON Divorce n. xx. Wks. 1851 IV. 118 As if they
had a designe by making wedlock a supportlesse yoke, to

violate it most.

2. Destitute of support, unsupported.
1681 J. SCOTT Chr. Life n. iii. Wks. 1718 I. 240 By giving

up the Belief of a God, I., leave my self utterly destitute

and
supportless. 1x1717 PARNELL Battle of Frogs ty Mice

III. 92 Full on the leg arrives the crushing wound : The

frog, supportless, writhes upon the ground. 1744 WARBUR-
TON Remarks Sev. Occas. Reft. ri8, I left it not [sc. my
argument], .naked and supportless f but. .standing strongly
on its Conclusion.

Hence Suppo'rtlessly adv., without support.

1893 F. THOMPSON Judgment in Heaven viii, A sinister

chasm,, .whose verges soon..Supportlessly congest with

fire, and suddenly spit forth the moon.

t Suppo'rtment. Obs. [f. SUPPORT v. t

-MENT.J The act or fact of supporting ; support.
i63 T. POWELL Attorn. Acad. A j, To trve Nobihtie and

tryde Learning, beholden To no Mountaine for Eminence,
nor Supportmenl for his Height, Francis, Lord Verulam.

1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature Ep. Ded., It could

not walke without such pilfers of .supportment. 1638 WOTTON
Let. to Sir E, Bacon 31 Dec., That not taking effect by the

supportment of Spain he fell to other Roman arts. 1641

MILTON Ch. Gcvt. n. iii, Prelaty both in her fleshly sup-

portments, in her carnal! doctrine of ceremonie and tradi-

tion. 1658 OWEN Tempt, vii. rsr It [sc. the Gospel] gives

supportment, relief, refreshment, . . in every condition. 1769

De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 7) IV. 257 Two steep Hills.,

joined by two dry Arches, and a Wall of Supportment.

Supportress (si>p6utres). [f. SUPPORTER +

-ESS ': see -TRESS.] A female supporter. (Ap-

plied to a person, or a thing personified.)
1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. Gonlart's Wise Vieillard 163

A gracious and stedfast hope, the good nursse and sup-

portresse of his old age. 1637 MASSINGER Guardian i. u,

You are my gracious patroness and supportress. 1680 Sea-

sonable Mem. Hist. Notes Liberties Presse ff P'llpit 36

The City of London. .the very Nurse and Support[r]esse ot

the Rebellion. 1819 KEATS Lamia II. 123 A haunting

music, sole perhaps and lone Supportress of the faery-roof,

made moan.

t Suppo'rture. Obs. [f.
SUPPORT v. + -URE.J

= SUPPORTATION.
1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy xiu. Ixxxv, Oh ! Thou the awe

of Kings, Death to thy Foes, supporture
to thy Friends.

1613 Braz. Age u. ii, Oh father loue thou laist vpon thy

sonne Torments aboue supporture. i624_
Gnnaik. I. 30

The globe of the earth hangs in the middle of the aire,

without supporture. 1661 K. W. Con/. Charac., Good Old

Cause (1860) 62 It..professeth a Herod's delight in the

John Baptists of our time, . . but intendeth nothing less then

their supporture.

Supposable (s2po
u
-zab'l), a. Also 7-8 sup-

poseable. [f. SUPPOSE v. + -ABLE. Cf. F. sup-

posable.'] Capable of being supposed; that may
be thought to exist or to be true, or assumed for

the sake of argument ; presumable, imaginable.
1681 Whole Duty Nations 26 The Regions not being so

united in Government,, .the distribution of Churches easily

follows the distinction easily supposable in their civil state.

1726 BUTLER Serm. Hum. Nat. iii. 47 "". Perfection,

though plainly intelligible and supposeable, was never at-

tained by any Man. 1748 Serm. i Pet. iv. 8, r i 1 hey are

highly to be blamed for not making some Provision against

Age and supposeable Disasters. 1781 COWPER Let. to Mew
ton 21 May, It. .is hardly a supposable case, but.. we will

endeavour to suppose it for a moment. 1867 BUSHNELL Mor.

Uses Dark Th. (1869) 273 What . . are the supposable ends and

uses of God in the appointment of a discipline so appalling Y



SUPPOSABLY.

188* HAMI.EV Traseatten Hall III. 53 There was no sup-

potable reason why he should.. put a complexion other

than the true one upon the duel.

b. Qualifying a clause anticipated by if.

1643 SVMMONS Loyal Subjects Belief 29 Laws. .are the

King's.. revealed, or written will, and therefore 'tis suppose-
able that his personall will may..l>e coordinate with them.

1696 WHISTON Tluoty Earth n, (1722) 91 *l'is very sup-

posable that 'tis our Ignorance., which occasions our lax and

general Interpretations. 1736 HUTI.EK Anal. Introd., 'Tis

supposeable, there ma,y be Frost in England any given day
in January next. 1849 G. M. COOPER in Sussex Archxol,

Coll, (1850) III. 22 These are sufficient [proofs].. to render

it supposable that this sequestered spot is the Dene once

dignified by the presence of the great Alfred. 1884 l*nw

Times Ke/>. L. 647/2 And if they can, is it supposable that

they may be turned out and afterwards re-enter ?

f c. That may be presumed to be or to do some-

thing. Obs.

1647 HAMMOND Power ofKeys iv. 76 They being suppose-

able to understand that unknown tongue. 1659 dentl. Call-

ing \v. 5 This.. is the least that is supposeable lobe re-

quired of them. /ii834 LAMB Misc. Wks. (1871) 498 The
amazing change which is supposable to take place.

d. That may be supposed or presumed to be

(what is denoted by the noun).
_

1891 J. WINSOR Columbusv.\\, 272 This supposable neophyte
does not again appear in history.

Hence Suppo'sably adv. (chiefly CS.S.) t
as may

be supposed ; presumably.
ifBiRusKiN Love's Meinie I. iit. 134 This aesthetic water-

hen . . lived at Cheadle, . . in the rectory moat, . .

'

always how-

ever leaving it in the spring,' (for Scotland, supposably ?).

wheelbarrow, .at work, supposably, whereas he was in fact

only.. taking an hour's rest.

Supposal (sz>p0i"'zal). Also 4-5 supposaile,

4-6 -ail, 5-7 -all, 6 -ell, 7 -eall. [a. OF. suppo-

sail(l]c, f. supposer to SUPPOSE : see -AL 5.]

1 1. The action of supposing, supposition : esp.

in phr. upon supposal {of or that . .) ; also by, upon

supposal,
as is (or was) supposed, supposedly.

c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 344 We mai seie bi supposal,

bat we gesse bat it is so. 1553 Act 1 Mary Sess. II. c. i. & a

Matters of no strengthe or eflecte, but onelye by supposall.

1577 SIR T. SMITH Comm-w. Eng. m. ii. (1609) 102 Com-

_ing (by
ties of them both. 159? in J. Morris Troubles Calli. Fore-

fathers (1877) 29 It pleased God. .that this journey turned

her to the restoring of her health, whereas by supposal

his \sc. the magistrate's] sending for her was only of pur-

pose that thereby she might have died, a 1619 FOTHKRBY
Athtom. I. vi. I 2 (1622) 41 Vpon supposal!, that There is a

God. 1647 JF.R. TAYLOR Lib. Proph.xx. 250 The supposall

and pretence of his personall Prerogatives. 1691 Woop^/A.
Oxon. II. 684, 1 have told you that the said Archb. Williams

was, upon supposal, buried at Aberconway. 1692 PATRICK

Anna. Touchstone 97 God absolves by his Ministers; who
cannot see into men s hearts; and therefore can only pro-

nounce, that he absolves them, .upon supposal of their un-

(1827) IV. no All such relevant articles, .as lie within his

own custody, power, knowledge, or supposal. 1839 SIR W.
HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) 202 There is no possible room for

the supposal of any change.

2. An act of supposing ; something that is sup-

posed ; a supposition, hypothesis; an assumption,

conjecture. Now rare.

1 By supposals : as may be supposed.
1387-8 T. USK Test. Love in. iii. (Skeat)

J.
129, I am com-

forted bee my supposaile in blisse, and in joy to determine
i f_ _ ._ it? r- -.. !/.._.._ I I>rtl!.-\ II

bene greate yariannce now of late.. and by supposails in

likwise to be in tyme commynge. 1593 BILSON Govt. Chr.

Ch. 239 From this supposall these three conclusions are

drawen. 1605 VERSTF.GAN Dec. Intell. i. (1628) 12 As touch-

162 Upon a false supposal, that between Indus and Ganges
there were thirty degrees, whereas there are scarce ten.

? 1710 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett., to Mrs. Ilemct (1887) I.

28, I am. .in hopes we shall return.. the latter end of the

year ; but all that is supposals, and I have no ground to be-

lieve it. 1730 FIELDING Rape upon Rape lit. xi, Mrs. Sfiief*
. . I cannot say but I have a generous Pity for any one whom
I imagine to be accused wrongfully. Ramble. I am obliged
to you indeed, Madam, for that Supposal. 1757 WARBURTON

Unpubl. Papers (1841) 315 The supposal of another neces-

sarily existent Being is adding to infinitude. 1885 Academy
25 July 61/3 A . . division of categorical judgments into those

which involve a supposal and those which do not. 1891 HAM.

CMK&Scafefoatxiv,The Kaid . . accordingly theirsupposals,
had called on him to correct what he had done amiss,

t 8. A notion, opinion. Obs.

1589 FLEMING Virg. Eel. x. Argt. 29 Ifwe may beleeve the

supposall of Servius. 1601 SHAKS. Ham. i. ii. 18 Holding a

di

Phy.
selves in the best sense, as onely in their ownc supposall

meriting the title of true art and method.

f4. A suggestion, proposal. Obs.

715 M. DAVIES Athm. Brit. I. Pref. 27 A Syncronical

If-sheet, stil'd, The Proposal, . . the primitive 1 itle is muchlu

plainer, thus, The Supposal : Or, A New Scheme of Govern-
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ment. 1747 RICHARDSON Clarissa I. xxii. 149, I
suppose it

is the way of this sex to endeavour to entangle the thought-
less of ours, by bold supposals and offers.

1 5. A statement, allegation (as in a writ or

indictment). Cf. SUPPOSE T. ii. Obs.

1419 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 346/1 That, .the panic that sew-
eth have judgement to recovere his dette ayeinst the seide

Cominaltes, after thesnpposell of here Written. 1531 l>utl.

on Laws Kng. F iv b, Whervpon foloweth a false suppose! in

the writte, and a false suppose!! in the declaratyon. 1602

FULBF.CKF Pandectes 14 An attainder.. shal haue relation to

the time of the felony done, according tothe supposall of the

inditement. 1651 tr. Kitclnn's Courts Leet (1653) 477 He
need not take traverse that it is not frank fee, for that,
that the Writ is but a Supposall.

Suppose (sypou'z), si. [f.
SUPPOSE v.]

1. An act of supposing ;
a supposition, hypo-

thesis, conjecture. Often (now always) referring
to a supposition expressed or expressible by means
of the verb '

suppose '.

1566 CASCOIGNE Supposes Pro!., I suppose you shoulde
have hearde almoste the laste of our Supposes, before you
coulde have supposed anye of them arighle. 1586 A. DAY
Engl. Secretflrie I. (1625) 65 How ill-beseeming it is. .that it

should so fall out, you may by supposes coniecture. 1591
Troub. Raigne K. John (1611) 67 If it be true, die for thy
tidings price; If false, for fearing me with vaine suppose.
1633 B. JONSON Tale Tub in. vii, Fatted with Supposes of fine

Hopes. 1672 Vn.uERS(Dk. Buckhin.)/?Mf/irja/v. (Arb.)i27

Suppos'dl Ay, you are ever at your suppose. 1753 RICHARD-
SON Grandison (1810) 1 1. v. 79, 1 began with my roundabouts,
and my sitppose's. 1791-3 in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1799) I.

200 Various other supposes have been offered. 1835 MARRYAT
Pacha ofMany Tales III. 103 ( Water^arrier)iThose con-
founded Moussul merchants- ! Their supposes always come
to

pass. 1875 HANNAH W. SMITH .Chr. Secret Happx Lift
viii, Nothing else will take all the risks and '

supposes
'

out
of a Christian's life. 1897 FLOR. MARRYAT Blood of Vam-
pire xii, Harriet's mind was full of

'

Supposes '.

fb. In generalized sense : Supposition. Obs.

1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. 16 Whether you will part with
so much probable friendly suppose or no, lie haue it in spite
of your hearts. i6iSKLDEN Illustr. Draytoii's Poly-olb. iv.

67 There was, by suppose, a correction of what was faulty
in forme or matter. 1719 D'URFEY Pills 11.330 He. .Must
know a Dun, with genuine suppose, As Spannels do their

Masters, by the Nose.

f2. A belief, notion, opinion. Obs.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1327/2 Alwaies ad-

dicted to a maruetlous suppose in himselfe of ripe Judgement.

1630 WIDDOWES Sckysmatical Puritan Prcf., He is pure,
not really, but in his owne suppose.

1 3. (An) expectation. Ol>s.

1602 MUNDAY tr. Palm. Eng. \\. ix, [She] will returne as

greatly'displeased, as she arrived here with suppose of plea-
sure. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. !, Cr. i. iii. ii We come short of our

suppose so farre, That after seuen yeares siege, yet Troy
walles stand.

f4. Purpose, intention. Obs.

1597 MIDDLETON Wisd.Solomontii. 13 Breathlessein wast-

ing of so vaine a breath, Dumb in performance of their

tongues suppose, c 1616 CHAPMAN Ifomers Hymn Appollo
394 Here I entertaine suppose To build a farr-fam'd Temple.

Suppose (sopou-z), v. Also 4 sopos, 4-5
sopose. (chiefly Sc.) suppos, -oss, 5 Sc. suppoiss,

5-6 supose, Sc. suppois, 6 supoose, Sc, sup-

poise, supos. [a. OF. sup(p)oser, (mod.F. sup-

poser), {. sup- = SUB- 2 +poser POSE v. 1
,
to repre-

sent L. supposit-, supponlre SUPPONE z.]

f 1. trans. To hold as a belief or opinion ; to

believe as a fact
;
to think, be of opinion. Usually

const, clause ;
also with obj. and compl., ace. and

inf., rarely with simple obj. Obs.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3776 We shuld trow, and^suppose
ay pat alle er save. . pat we se here gude werkes wirk, And
has be sacramentes of halikyrk. 1357 Lay Folks' Catcch,

(L.) 163 Aue Maria. Men grety)> comunly oure lady, .and we

suppose bat }>is gretynge sauys many a man. a 1400-50
Wars Alex. 577 Be many cause at I ken I kan nojt supose
It be consayued of my kynde ne come of my-selfe. (1400
Destr. Troy 2317 We might say this for certen, & suppose it

in hert. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiii. 57 Lamech slew Cayn
with ane arowe, supposing he had bene a wylde beste.

1:1450 LOVELICH Merlin 1084 (Kolbing), This ne may non

child be : It is the devel, ful sykirle;. .We supposen, it be a

devel of belle ! 1470-85 MAI.ORY Arthur yn. xviii. 241 It

semeth..said kynge Arthur that yeknowehis name, and fro

whens he is come.. I suppose I doo so said Launcelot or

els I wold not haue yeuen hym thordre of kny?thode. 1483

CAXTON Cato b ij b, That euery man may suppose and saye

good of the. cisoo Mclnsinc 3 Many thinges, which men

suposen not to be true. 1509 f ISHER Funeral Serin. C less

RichmondVite. (1876) 297 Suppose not ye.. she wolde..as

feruently haue mynystred vnto hym as cuer dyde Martha?

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, n. iv. 29 Let him that is a true-

borne Gentleman,.. If he suppose that I haue pleaded truth,

From off this Bryer pluck a white Rose with me. Ibid.v.

iii. 1 10 Would you not suppose Your bondage happy, to be

made a Queenc ? 1658 SIR T. BROWSE llydriot. HI. 48 While

we suppose common wormes in graves, 'tis not easie to nnde

any there.

f b. with as, ellipt.,
and in parenthetical phr.

Cf. dial. / suppose I understand, believe, or know: see

Kne. Dial. Did.
1390 GOWER Con/. III. 174 But for al that I schal noght

close Of trouthe als for as 1 suppose, c 1391 CHAUCER
Astral. Prol., Alle the conclusiouns that ban ben fownde,. .

ben vn-knowe perfidy to any mortal man in this regioun, as

I suppose, a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 842" Who am 1 bat am
here, as bou supposez? 1465 Paston Lett. II. 233 John

Pampyng knowyth hym well jnow I suppose. 1469 in

SUPPOSE.
Somtrnl Me,/. Wills (1901) 316 Two pair of hoi-
supposeBs. 1509 FIMIHR i-uurral Serin. C till Richmond
Wks. (1876) 290 In euery of these 1 suppose this counte***
was noble. 1556 in Keuillerat Kri'tls (>. Maty (1914) 215, I

have made a Comitdie. .mete : played
before the Quene. 1779-81 JOHNSON /.. /-., Mallei V.

383 Glover rejected, I suppu^, with diwlain the legacy.
tc. Const, inf. : To believe that oi.c d<.

(so-and-so). Oh.
'474 CAXTON Cliesse in. iii. (1883) ,05 They Hippo^d well

to haue knowen many other Iliyiigen. c ijco Mil
Thou hast slayn thy lord., how be it thai ai llvato. i.re thou
supposes! not to haue doon it. i5oi DOLMAH La I'limatui.
Fr. Acad, (1618) III. 706 Some suppose to liauc a very good
foundation for judicial! aslrologic. 1681 Ku *ui u. Grmjmmi
Critick 114 One had his eyes so dazled, that he supposed to
see that which he never beheld.

t d. intr. with inverted const. : Toseern. ra-'.
1390 COWER Conf. II. 138 Bot al to lytel him supposetli,

Thogh he mihte al the world pourchace.

t 2. To form an idea of, conceive, imagine ;
to

apprehend, guess. Also intr. with of. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCFR Wife's ProL 786 Who wolde leeue, or who

woloe suppose The wo that in mynherte was? ijooGowRR
Conf. I. 1 16 The king supposeth of this wo. And feignelh as
he noght ne wiste. Ibid. 199 Tho sche supposeth what it

mente. Ibid. III. 78 This yonge !ord..axelh if that he

supposeth What deth he schal himselve deie. c 1450 Merlin
ii. 25 When thei herde these words, supposed wele what he
merit. 1566 fsee SUPPOSE sli. i]. 1591 SHAKS. i lien. V t.

i. 186 More furious raging broyles, Then yet can be imagm'd
or suppos'd. c 1600 So/in. Ivii. 10 Nor dare 1 question. .

Where you may be, or your affaires suppose. 1781 MRS.
INCHBALD /'// tell you what v. i, If you cou'd suppose how
obstinate Sir George was.

1 3. To have in mind or as an object of thought or

speculation ; to think of, conceive, imagine ; con-

textual^, to suspect. Obs.
c 1375 (see SUPPOSING vbl. sb. st]. 138* WVCLIP 2 Mate. iii.

32 Lest. .the kyng supposide eny malice of Jtwis..done
a^einus Helyodore. 1390 GOWF.R Conf. 1. 71 Sche, which al

honour supposeth. Ibid. III. 73 The queene tolde him al

the cas As sche that guile non supposeth. a 1400 Pistill of
.Susan 216 pe semblnunt of Susan wolde non suppose. 1586
A. DAY Engl. Secretorie i. (1625) 78 You must suppose and

harpe vpon the end that must succeed vnto your trauaile.

'593 SHAKS. Lucr. 133 When great treasure is the meede

proposed, Though death be adiunct
t
ther's no death sup-

posed. 1599 Hen. V, in. Chor. 3, Suppose, that you haue
seene The..King at Douer Peer, Embarke his Koyaltie.

t b. To attribute (something) to a person, rare.

13 . . Coer de L. 1725 Thou art mys-tought, To have on me
swylk a thought, . . And swylke a treson to me sopos. 1614
SEI.DKN Titles Hon. 153 The ancientest Scepter among the

Graecians must forsooth be suppos'd to lupiter.

to. To suspect (a person). Obs.

a 1700 EVELYN Diary 12 Feb. 1684, Then were, .tried and. .

fin'd Mr. Hampden and others for being suppos'd of the late

Plot. 1763 JOHNSON Let. 29 Sept. in Misc. Pkilobib. Soc.-

(i86o-r) VI. 34 You suppose your housekeeper., of treachery.

f4. Const, inf., ace. and inf., or obj. clause refer-

ring to the future, rarely with simple obj. : To
expect. Obs.

1303 R. BRUSNE Handl. Synne 6970 Whan Seynt Ihon

herde pat seye, pat Troyle supposed for to deye. 1390
GOWER Conf. 1. 49 If thou wolt my schrifte oppose Fro point
to point, thanne I suppose, Ther schal nothing be left,

r 1400 Leg. Rood(i%Ti) 95 pe tre es funden whilk we suppose
Sail ger vs all oure pouwer lose. 14*6 Paston Lett. I. 26, I

suppose to see yow on Palm Sunday. 1447 BOKENHAM
Seyntys (Roxb.) Introd. 5 We dede dryve A cruel tyraunth
in to a fen .. Wher 1 supposed to have myschevyd. M5*
Paston Lett. I. 374 Yn the ende of thys termc y suppose to

be at London. 1474 CAXTON Chesse HI. iii. (1883) 100 He
was ryght seeke And.. men supposid hym to dye. _

1513
BRADSHAW St. Werburge i. 1260 Wofully he went to his Sea

. . Supposynge some delhe wilhouten any remedy. 15*5 Ln.

BURNERS Froiss. II. ccxlviii. 762 It were to suppose, that if

the cries of Huntyngton and of Salysbury were alyue..the
Frenchmen then wolde soone passe ouer the see. 1596
DANETT tr. Comines (1614) 61 The Lord of Hymbercourt
marched straight to the City, supposing to enter without

resistance. 1671 MII.TOS S,imson 1443 Wherefore comes

old Manoa in such hast .. supposing here to find his Son?

1760 Impostors Detected 11.
y.

I. 193, I never supposed. .to

have had this grant for nothing.

1 5. Const, inf. : To purpose, intend. Obs.

c 1450 [see SUPPOSING -M. sb. 3). 1474 CAXTON Chesse 11.

i. (1881) 23 Whan he sawe Alixandre he supposid
to haue

axid his requeste. c 1500 Melusine 224 It is the kmge of

Anssav (etc.) with theire puyssaunce that supposen to goo

reyse the siege of praghe.

6. To assume (without reference to truth or false-

hood) as a basis of argument, or for the purpose of

tracing the consequences ; to frame as a hypothesis;

to put as an imaginary case ; to posit. Chiefly

with clause as obj. ;
also with simple obj., obj. and

compl., ace. and inf.

c 1315 [see 7 a]. 1377 !.*"' /' Pl- R ""' "M- '
f
105*

Iv > sopose) I hadde synned so, and bhulde now deye.

1380 WYCUF Wks. (1880) 384 Here we schal suppose as

Crlsten mennes bileue, bat god is cheef lord, c 1410 it> Pal.

Poems 106, I suppose be prest haue but on osl, Br

.upposing the Species, you suppose also the Genus, ini

SWIFT Horace, Ode I. xiv. 7 Let me suppose thee for a ship

a-while, And thus address thee in the sailors style. 1718

LAW Serious C. x. (1739) 143 Now do but suppose a man

acting unreasonably; do but suppose him extinguishing u
reason. 1746 FRANCIS tr. Horace, Sat. n. iiL 231 Let us

suppose you heard An able doctor [etc.]. 1749 HARTLEY

Oeserv Man i. i. 5 2. 60 Let us suppose the first Object to
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SUPPOSE.

impress the Vibrations A, and then to be removed. 1815

SCOTT Gtty M. xvi, Which, .might.. do more harm than

food
in the case supposed. 1818 BYRON Jnan i. Ixxxv,

only say, suppose this supposition. 1823 H. J. BROOKE
Introd. Crystaliogr. 157 If we suppose the octahedron to

be placed with its axis horizontally. 1835 J. YOUNG
Lect. Intell. Philos. xxvii. 273 There is a great difference

..between supposing an absurdity and conceiving it. 1875

JEVONS Money (1878) 254 As a second case, let us sup-

pose that there is a town which is able to support two

banks. 1889 O. FISHER Phys. Earth's Crust xx. (ed. 2)

268 The closeness of the folds of a crumpled rock, formed

as supposed, would depend upon [etc.]. 1906 A. E. H. LOVE
Math. Tk. Elasticity i. (ed. 2) 33 We suppose that the axis

of x is the direction in which contraction takes place.

7. Often in imper. or pres. pple. absol., intro-

ducing a hypothetical statement or case. a. with

clause as obj.
c 1315 SHORKHAM vn. 445 Suppose here hijs [= is) o ius-

tyse, God and truwe. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. W, iv. i. 14 Sup-

pose they take offence without a cause. 1667 MILTON P. L.

ii. 237 Suppose he should relent, .with what eyes could we
Stand in his presence? 1709 J. WARD Introd. Math.

(1734) 435 Suppose the Length of a Brewer's. .Back, .be

217,5 Inches. 1711 in Cath. Kec.Soc. Publ.Vlll. 305 They
shall cause to be said thrice thirty Masses for Mother Ab-

besse, supposing she dyes. 1728 LAW Serious C. ix. (1729)
"
Sui

_.. .. right.. to plac ..._ ---

common sailor. 1871 BROWNING Prt Hohensticl-Sc/twangau

7 Suppose my CEdipus should lurk at last Under a pork-pie
hat and crinoline. 1904 W. E. NORRIS Nature's Comedian

xi, My objections supposing I have any wouldn't give

you a sleepless night, I imagine.
b colloq, introducing a suggestion or

* " * ' '

"'ies should

Hum. Li/e(ed. 3) n. xiv, Suppose we pass to some of the

less ignoble Miseries of the country. 1844 D. JERROLD
Story ofFeather xxviii. (1873) 191 Suppose you go to sleep,

that you may get up in time enough. 1908 R. BAGOT A.

Cuthbert iii. 24 By the way, supposing you were to drop
*

uncle-ing
' me ?

b. with acc. and inf.

a 1513 FABVAN Chron. i. ix. (1811) 13 It shulde seme y*

Troynouant, or London, was buylded before. .Yorke aboule
an hondreth and xl. yeres; supposynge the Cyiie of London
to be begonne in the seconde yere of Brutes reygne. 1590
LUCAR Lucarsolace in. xlii. 136 Supposing ABCD to be the

assigned square, diuide any one side therof into two equal

parts. 1678-9 STILLINGFL. Serm. 7 Mar. Wks. 1710 I. 257

Suppose a man to have riches and honours. 1734 J. WARD
Yng. Math. Guide 305 Suppose the A BCD to be an
Isosceles A- 1861 LUND J. Wood's Elem. Alg. 237 Sup-

i

posing O to be excluded as a value of either x ory.
C. with obj. and compl.

1698 FRYER Acc. E. India ff P. 391 Suppose Twenty Mules,

Thirty Asses,, .more or less committed to their Care. 1766
FORDYCE Strut. Yng. Women (1767) I. iii. 85 Suppose me
speaking to you as a brother. 1811 SCOTT Kenilw. vi, You
would have me believe that my noble lord is jealous? Sup-
pose it true, I know a cure for jealousy. 1855 BROWNING
In a Balcony 380 Suppose her some poor keeper of a
school. 1857 RUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art i. 32 Supposing
them sculptors, will not the same rule hold? 1867 Time
-S- Tide ii. 7 Even supposing a gradual rise in social rank

possible for all well-conducted persons.

d. In imper. parenthetically or ellipt. ; often =
1 as (for example) ',

*

say '. Now rare or Obs.

1577 tr. Bnliinger's Decades i. (1592) 8 Moses, .was borne . .

of those fathers whom God appointed to be witnesses of his

will,.. suppose Amram, Kahad, lacob, Sem, Methusalem
and Adam. 1631 CHAPMAN Csesar <J-

Pomfey Plays 1873 III.

ij$Cato. But is not euery iust man to him selfe The per-
fect'st law? Atk. Suppose. 1736 BuTLER/iwa/. i. i. 12 That
we are to exist hereafter in a State as different suppose
from our present [etc.], fbid. ". v. 106 A Person . .breaks his

Limbs, suppose. Ibid. n. vi. 216 If there be a strong Bias

within, suppose from indulged Passion. 1800 SCOTT Let. in

Lockhart x, To treat with the proprietors ofsome established

paper suppose the Caledonian Mercury. 1831 BREWSTER
Optics iv. 38 M N is a dense medium (suppose glass).

e. The imperative became equivalent to a

hypothetical conjunction = If; usually, even if,

albeit, though, although. Sc.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce i. 2 Storyss to rede ar delitabill,

Supposs that thai be nocht hot fabill. ^1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xviii. (Egiptiane) 249 Suppos at I mane synful be,

A-byde a lytil & spek with me. c 1470 HENRY Wallace i.

174 It dide him gud, suppos he sufferyt payne. Ibid* x. 823
Supposs we murn, ye suld haiff no merwaill. c 1500 Lancelot

1070 His hawbrek helpit, suppos he had no scheld. 1533
GAU Richt Vay 51 Thay cuir noth supos God haiff the
hewine alen, sua that thay mycht lewe heir sa lang as thay
vald. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) ix. 2 Considdir,
hairt, my trew intent, Suppois I am no* eloquent. Ibid. xi.

27 To Venus a!s suppois je wyle thame Ressoun ; Bot be
?e frawdfull and begyle thame Tressoun. 1585 JAS. I

Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 60 Thir indifferent wordis, composit of

dyuers syllabes, are rare, suppose in monosyllabes, com-
moun. 1618 A. SIMSON Serm. John v. jj in Wodrovu Soc.
Sel. Biog. (1845) I. 124 He giveth the name of the light to

John, suppose the light John had, he had it from Christ.

5 SHIRREFS Christinas Feast xiv. Poems (1790) 213 For
in o' pipe-skill wasna scant, Suppose I say 't. 1867 [MRS.
ALLARDVCE] Goodwifeat Home xiii, I wyte her squeelin's

nae been hain't, Suppose I say't mysel.
8. trans. To entertain as an idea or notion suffi-

ciently probable to be practically assumed as true,
or to be at least admitted as possibly true, on
account of consistency with the known facts of the
case ; to infer hypothetically ; to incline to think :

sometimes implying mistaken belief.

212

Idiomatically: Do you suppose. .1 is used to express an

indignant rejection of a suggestion or proposal ; you may
snppcse = you may be pretty sure.

a. with clause as obj.

[1516 TINDALE Luke vii. 22 Which of them tell me, will

love hym moost ? Simon answered, and sayde
: I suppose

that he to whom he forgave moost.] 1601 R. JOHNSON A.ngd.
f, Comimu (1603) 2 Neither let any man suppose that ti

wilines without force, nor force without iudgment, can pro-

ceed any proiect of worthy consideration. 1615 O. SANDYS

Traa 8 It being supposed that Cicero was there buried. 1710

SWIKT Jrnl. to Stella 29 Sept., I drink noaile (I suppose you
mean ale). 1766 LD. HOLLAND in Jesse Selwyn * (.onteitip.

(1841) II. ig, I suppose Lord March has a horse runs there,

as I see he had at Ipswich. 1811 SCOTT Kenilw. x, He.,

darted away from him with the swiftness of the wind, when

hispursuer supposed he had nearly run himdown. 1851 MKS.

STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xxii, Where do you suppose
New

Jerusalem is, Uncle Tom? 1861 MRS. H. WOOD Mrs. Hal-

lit, n. xxiii,
' Have any of you seen my microscope? ..Jane

looked round. 'My dear, I lent it to Patience to-day.

I suppose she forgot to return it.' 1865 LUBBOCK Preh.

Times 45 It has been supposed that tin was at one time

abundant in Spain. 1883 STEVENSON Treasure Isl. lit. xni,
'

Jim, Jim !

'
I heard him shouting. But you may suppose

I paid no heed. 1908 R. BAGOT A. Cuthbert v. 43, 1 was

not thinking of myself, but of you. Do you suppose that

I want you to remain unmarried in order to secure my own

position ?

b. with as, sa, or ellipt. in comparative clause.

1615 W. LAWSON Country Housew. Garden (1626) 7 The

sap is the life of the tree, . .neither doth the tree in winter

(as is supposed) want his sap, no more then mans body his

bloud. 1779 Mirror No. 8 r 4 That Mirror.. is of higher

. _jppose , .. ,

1901 VIOLET JACOB Sheep-Stealers xiv. The roads were no

better than the old Squire had supposed.
o. with obj. and compl. (sb., adj. or adj. phr.,

fadvb. phr.).
1634 MILTON Comus 576 Supposing him som neighbour vil-

lager. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxvi. 142 He that supposeth
himself injured. 1671 R. BOHUN Wind 302 These Miraculous

Emotions of the Atmosphere can hardly be supposed from the

agitation ofcommon vapours of Air. 1699 LOCKE Toleration

in. ix. Wks. 1727 1 1. 408 The Mass in France is as much sup.

pos'd the Truth, as the Liturgy here. 1779 Mirror No. 8 T 3,

I supposed his present of little intrinsic value, c 1780 Cow-
PER Jackdaw i, There is a bird who, by his coat, ..Might be

suppos'd a crow. x8*x SCOTT Kenilw. xxi, Those foibles

which are chiefly supposed proper to the female sex. 1837
WILKINSON Mann. I, Cust. Anc. Egypt, ii. (1841) I. 65 M.

Champollion supposes them the Scythians.

d. with acc. and inf. (The passive of this,.which

is very frequent, expresses the fact of the subject

being credited with some action or quality.)
[1611 Bible John xx. 15 Supposing him to be the gardiner.]

16x4 PURCHAS Pilgrimage IV. vi. (ed. 2) 368 Zoroaster..a

Chaldican, supposed to hue in the time of Abraham. 1687
A. LOVELL tr. Tkevenofs Trav. n. 170 He did not do as

the rest did, who are all supposed to understand their

Trade. 17*9 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 7) III. 331 Al-

derney, supposed by Camden to be the Arica of Antoninus.

1831 SCOTT Ct. Rot. xviii, He was supposed vigorously to

espouse the quarrel of the Varangians. 1856 FROUDE Hist.

Euf. I. iv. 278 They supposed themselves to have gained
a victory. 1864 BRYCE Holy Rout. Emp. xvi. (1875) 287
Relics supposed to be those of Bartholomew the Apostle.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 130 He may be supposed to

have thought more than he said. 1886 GUILLEMARD Cruise
Marcaesa II. 105, I am not aware that this genus [of spider)
is avivorous, but the huge Mygale is supposed to be.

t e. with simple obj, Obs. rare.

1596 DRAVTON Legends l. 153 Telling for truth, what thou
canst but suppose.

f. in parenthetical phr. / suppose, it is supposed.
1678 DRYDEN Kind Keeper n. i, You mean, I suppose,

the peaking creature, the married woman, with a sideling
look. 1707 FARQUHAR Beaux Strat. i. i, Bon\iface\ This

way, this way, Gentlemen.. .Ain^well}. You're my Land-
lord, I suppose? 1838 SCOTT F. A/./VrMxxvi, Tell us how
this tale ended with Conachar's escape to the Highlands,
I suppose? 1859 TENNYSON Idylls ofKing, Enid 475 If,

as I suppose, your nephew fights In next day's tourney.
1885

' MRS. ALEXANDER
' At Bay xi, He fell and it is sup-

posed was instantaneously killed.

g. absol.

1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. iii,
' Do you suppose there has

been much violence, .among these cases?'
'
I don't suppose

at all about it.. I ain't one of the supposing sort.'

b.. trans. To bring by supposing.
1647 WARD Simple Cooler 35, I am not without some con-

trivails in my patching brames ; but I had rather suppose
them to powder, than expose them to prerejgular. .judge-
ments. 1747 RICHARDSON Clarissa (xSxi) I.viii. 48 They ask
not for my approbation, intending, as it should seem, to sup-
pose me into their will.

9. To lay down or assume as true, take for granted.
1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. HI. 437 Sequestre we al mannes

lawe, supposynge Grists ordynaunce.
1688 in Sth Coll. Papers rel. Pres. Juncture Affairs 18

It supposes Mens Lands to be already butted and bounded,
when it forbids removing the Ancient Land-marks. 1799
Med. yrnl. I. 198 'The Italians will always object,' says
he, 'that you suppose what requires to be demonstrated.'
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 273 The law supposes that
a man may vary his intent, even while be is writing his will.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. a) V. 132 Plato seems to suppose
that life should be passed wholly in the enjoyment of divine

things.

b. To presume the existence or presence of.

1696 WHISTON Tk. Earth iv. (1722) 371 A Rain-Bow were
seldom or never to be suppos'd before the Deluge. 1860
RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. ix. vi. 25 An adoration of shepherds
with nothing to adore,. .the Christ being

'

supposed
'
at the

SUPPOSED.

side. 1869 GLADSTONE Juv. Mutidi iii. 89 We have no

reason to suppose, among the races actually named, any
radical difference of language.

10. Of actions, conditions, facts : To involve as

aground or basis; to require as a condition
; to

imply, presuppose.
1660 JER. TAYLOR Worthy Commun. Introd., Some take it

[sc. the Holy Communion) to strengthen their faith, others

to beget it, and yet many affirm that it does neither, but

supposes faith beforehand as a disposition. 1662 STILLINGFL.

Orig. Sacrx n. i. i Mans obligation to obedience unto

God, doth necessarily suppose his original! to be from him.
1681 DRVDEN Aos. Q Ackit. 385 Lavish Grants suppose a
Monarch tame. 1699 BKNTLEY Plial. 447 These plainly
refer to and suppose one another, as a half Crown English

supposes a Crown. 17*8 LAW .Serious C. ix. (1729) 122

Covetousness.. supposes a foolish and unreasonable state of

mind. 1759 JOHNSON Rasselas xxvii, Patience must suppose
pain. \&$$l\\\x Senses 4/i/.iii.iii.i8Heatsupposescold.

1 11. To state, allege : esp. formally in an indict-

ment. Obs.

1411 Rolls ofParlt. III. 650/1 Certein Commune of Pas-

ture . . whiche the said Lord . . claymes .. as it is supposed by
the same Bille. 1485 Ibid. VI. 295/1 The. .Duke affirmed

a Bill of Trespass.. supposeing by the same Bill, that the

said Thomas Thorpe should nave taken [= had taken].,
divers Goodes. 1544 tr. Littletons Tenures 102 He may
haue a wrytte . . supposynge by his wryt y' his aduersary
hath entred into the landes or tenementes. 1651 tr. Kitchin's

Courts Leet (1653) 477 The Demandant shall not answer to

the Barr, nor to the Voucher, but ought to maintain his

Writ, that they are Tenants, as the Writ supposes.

f 12. To feign, pretend ; occas. to forge. Obs.

1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas, l. v. 13 The maide..was the

doughter of his owne bondwoman, who afterwardes being
stolen awaye, was caried to the house of Virginius, and

supposed to be his childe. 1621-3 A^. Riding Rec. (1885)

III. n. i6r Ninian Etherington, supposing himself to be a
Sheriffes Baliffe, did distreigne and carrie awaie a cow.

1655 tr. SoreVs Com. Hist. Francion in. 62 A place where

they understood nothing better than supposing of false

titles. 1676 WYCHERLEY PI. Dealer i. i, Keep all that ask

for me from coming up ; suppose you were guarding the

Scuttle to the Powder room.

1 13. To substitute by artifice or fraud : cf. SUP-

POSITITIOUS. Obs.

16x4 SELDEN Titles Hon. n. i. 176 That they when the

Queen is in child-birth, ..warily obserue least the Ladies

should priuily counterfeit the enheritable sex, by supposing
som other Male when the true birth is female. 1631 MAS-
SINGKR Believe as You List n. ii, To suppose a bpdie ; and
..to inter it In a rich monument, and then proclaime 'This

is the bodye of Antiochus '. 1641 EARL MONM. tr. Biondfs
Civil Wars v. in Shee..did suppose the sonne of a lew.,

that he might personate the Duke of Yorke. 1767 Speeches,

qc. in Douglas Trial 48 Persons guilty of supposing
children.

1 14- To put or place under something ;
to

append. Obs. rare.

1608 [see SUPPOSED 4]. 1608 CHAPMAN Byron'sConsfir. iv.

Plays 1873 II. 234 Foolish Statuaries, That under little

[statues of] Saints, suppose great bases. 1649 JER. TAYLOR
Gt. Exemp. n. Ad Sect. xii. 101 The three coronets, which
themselves.. supposed as pendants to the great crown of

righteousnesse. 1797 [see SUPPOSED 5].

Supposed (sp<?o-zd), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED 1.]

1. Believed or thought to exist, or to be what the

sb. denotes, but uncertainly or erroneously.
1581 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda's Cong. E. Ind. I. i. 2 b,

This supposed Presbiter loan. 1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 455 The

sight which makes supposed terror trew. a 1653 GOUGE
Comm. Heb. vii. 15. (1655) 188 When a supposed able man . .

faileth in his estate. 1681 FLAVEL Mcth. Grace xxviii. 401

Hezekiah, upon his supposed death-bed. 1690 LOCKE Hum.
Und. n. xxiiL I 2 The supposed, but unknown, support of

those qualities we find existing. 1781 GIBBON Dec/. <$
F-

xxix. (1787)111. it r Arcadius was easily persuaded to resent

the supposed insult. x8l SCOTT Kenilw. xxxv, Say, that

in a moment of infatuation, moved by supposed beauty,..
I

gave my hand to this Amy Robsart. 1859 MILL Libertyi. 12

Those.. classes ..to whose real or supposed interests de-

mocracy is adverse. 1905 R. BAGOT Passport vii. 66 The
wines were execrable .. and the man who poured them out

told us their supposed dates.

absol. 1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. n. iv. 97 You must lay

downe the treasures of your body, To this suppos'd.

f b. Believed (with assurance), admitted. Obs.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med.l. f 21 Curiosities. .dis-

cussed by men of most supposed ability.

t 2. 'Put on ', feigned, pretended, counterfeit. Obs.

1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas, l. xxiii. 44 b, It is no pure and

natural! affection, but rather a suposed and Ciuile loue.

1592 GRF.ENE Conny Catch, in. 38 He cuts the ring from thi

purse, and by his supposed man (rounding him in the eare)

sends it to the plot-layer of this knauerie. 1598 SHAKS.

Merry W. iv. iv. 61 Let the supposed Fairies pinch him.

a 1641 MOUNTAGU Acts * Won.}. (1642) n The onely true

God, .. no supposed, false, subintioducted God or Gods.

1664 JER. TAYLOR Dissuas. Popery n. i. S 3 The traditions

. .were. .Apocryphal, forg'd, and suppos'd.

t b. Supposititious. Obs.

1651 J. WRIGHT tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox \. n Not well

To name a guardian for the supposed child.

1 3. Assumed as a premiss : in quot. absol.

1697 tr. Burgersdicins' Logic n. vi. 20 A Syllogism is

Speech in which something being suppos'd, something

different from that suppos'd, by Reason of the Suppos d,

does of Necessity follow.

f4- Placed beneath; underlying. Obs. rare-'
1
.

1608 TOPSELL Serpents 114 The Chamzlion . . doth not

change his owne colour into a supposed colour, but when it

is oppressed with feare or griefe.



SUPPOSEDLY.

f 5. Mus. Applied to a note added or introduced

below the notes of a chord, or to an upper note of

a chord when used as the lowest note (supposed
tass) instead of the fundamental bass or ' root ',

i.e. to the lowest note of an 'inversion' of the

chord ;
hence applied to the harmony of an ' inver-

sion'. Also applied to a 'discord' introduced as

a passing-note. (Cf. SUPPOSITION 5.) 06s.

1797 Kncycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 83/2 s. v. Supposition,
Concords by supposition are those where the continued bass
adds or supposes a new sound below the fundamental bass.

..Of these.. there are three sorts, ..the first, when the added
sound is a third below... The second. .when the supposed
sound is a fifth below. ..The third.. where the supposed
sound is below a concord of the diminished seventh. 1845
Kncycl. Metrop. V. 734 Every bass note which has a sixth

upon it is a supposed bass. Ibid. 735 The supposed harmony
of the third of the key is. .borrowed from the fundamental

harmony of the key note. Ibid. 755 The supposed discord
is on the second accented part of the bar.

Supposedly (s$po~> zedli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY V)
1. In the way of supposition ; by supposition ;

as

is (or was) supposed.
1611 YV. SCLATER Key (1629) 293, I. .would not easily bee

brought to diuulge my conceits supposedly true. 1629 Br.
HALL Reconciler 33 Little doe these men see the toyles, and
anxieties that attend this supposedly.pleasing eminence.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Baft. Apol. 5 So that the Rebaptized
husband would not pray with his (supposedly) unbaptized
wife. 1717 BERKELEY Tour Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 538 Bene-
ventum. .Cathedral. .built supposedly on the foundation of
an old temple. 1805 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 544 This

supposedly exemplary mother too was the educatress of

Caligula. 1865 J. GROTE Moral Ideals (1876) 202 'Love
your enemies

'

(it being supposedly your friends that you do
love). 1881 Athenxum 25 June 848/3 Nor is the supposedly
parallel passage at all to the purpose. 1916 Times 5 June
8/3 Our three battle cruisers had been blown up, supposedly
as the result of gun-fire.

f2. Feignedly, pretendedly. 06s.
1618 T. GAINSFORD Hist. P. Warbcck 33 By that time, .she

verily belieued he was the same she had supposedly con-
triued : & he quite forgot, that euer his first original! came
out of the Dunghill

Supposer (swpou-zsj). rare. [f. SUPPOSE v. +
-EB 1J One who supposes, in various senses ; f one
who makes a statement or allegation (ots.) ;

one
who frames a hypothesis or makes an assumption.
1593 MUNDY Def. Contraries 10 Some good supposer may

say, that riches serve for a pleasant and recreative life. 1678
R. RUSSELL tr. Geber it. I. it. iv. 50 Everyone of these Sup-
posers is adverse to the other according to his

Supposition.
1747 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) I. xxvi. 185 You never
knew so bold a supposer.

Supposing (sz>p<7"'zirj), vbl. si. [f. SUPPOSE v.

+ -INQ 1.] The action of the verb SUPPOSE.

1. ( Thinking, opinion (obs.) ; assumption, sup-

position. Now usually, the expression of opinion

by means of the verb 'suppose '.

t By supposing, as is (or was) supposed ; t to iy supposing,
as 1 think, in my opinion.
c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 985 To my supposynge She

koude nat aduersitee endure. 1390 GOWER Con/. II. 256
Thei spieke aloud for supposinges Of hem that stoden there

aboute. 1448-9 METIIAM Auwryits ff Cleopes 64 Alle the!

seyd that yt was, be supposyng, Grwe; but qwat yt ment,
thei nyst ryght noght at alle. c 1450 LOVELICH Grail Ivi. 530
More Cler to joure vndirsto_ndyng Thanne Owther Frensch

OJ>er latyn, to my sopposing. 1530 PALSGR. 278/2 Sup*

gOtyng,CfffjjtClure. cisfts[R. BROWNE] Ansiv. Carttvright
24 By his ins and supposings he will gather against vs what

proofes he list. 1613 WITHER Abuses Stript \. v, He nought
complaines Of Mens opinions ; but . . Doth both their censures
and supposings scorne, 1820 BYRON To Moore 25 Dec., We
should have some, .composing, correcting, supposing. 1857
MRS. GATTY Parab. Nature -Ser. 11. (1868) 97 if it comes to

supposing. .1 shall suppose it won't. 1880 AGNES GIBERNE
Sun, Moon, gf Stars x. 215 But supposings often have to give
in to facts.

1 2. Suspicion : to have supposing, to suspect. Obs.

c 1375 Cursor M. 1089 ( Fairf.), Supposinge [Cott., etc. mis-

trauing] had he sone pat he sum wikketnes had done. 1375
HARBOUR Bruce vt. 520 The kyng, that na supposing had
That thai war mair than he saw thair. c 1450 St. Cutkbert
(Surtees) 5049 pe Jauelers supposyng had nane pat he wald

away gane.

1 3. Purpose, intention. Obs. rare.
c 1450 St. Culhoert (Surtees) 7624 For supposyng full he

had, Monkys at cuthbert cors restore.

1 4. ? Substitution, replacement. Obs. rare.

1591 LODGE Catharos (Hunter. Club) 4 Diogenes wisheth
infinite good speede to your good proceedinges, and curseth
endleslie your ill demeanors : wishing the last to perish with-
out supposing, the first to flourish without supplanting.
t5. Feigning; forgery. Obs. rare.

1655 [see SUPPOSE v. 12].

So Suppo-glngr ///. a., that supposes ;
whence

Suppo singiiess.
1662 J. CHANDLER Van Helmont s Oriat. 311 The sensitive

soul liveth in us, . . yet because it wants a bruital and speci-
fical supposingness, therefore it rejoyceth only in an undis-
tinct life of light. 1865 [see SUPPOSE v. 8 g].

t Supposit. Sc. Obs. [ad. L. suppositus : see

SUPPOST!] = SUPPOST b.

153* >" Part. Papers Eng. (1837) XXXVII. 181 (Rep.
Commiss. Univ. Scotl., St. Andrew's) The rector, studentis,
and suppositis of the Universite of Sanctandris. 15-17 //,
235 (Glasgow) Immuniteis. .granted to the said Universite,

rectouris, and suppositis tharof.

Supposita, pi. of SUPPOSITUM.

213

t SuppO'Sital, a. Metaph. Obs. [ad. mod.L. >

suppositalis ,
(. supposition : see SupposiTUM and

-AL.] Belonging or relating to a '

supposite
'

: sec
SUPPOSITE sb. I. So t Supposita lity [mod.]..

sttppositalitds}, the condition of being
'

supposit.il ',

or of being a '

supposite
'

; f Suppo'sitat* v.

trans., to be in the relation of a '

supposite
'

to ; to

be the subject of.

1656 JEANES Mixt. Schol Div. 81 The second person [of
the Trinity], .alone terminates the "suppositall, or personal

dependance of the manhood. 1682 H. MOKE Antiot. Glan-
mill's Lux O. 238 Indiscerpibility maintains their suppositat
Unitie, as it does in all Spirits that have to do with Matter.

1545 BALE Myst. Iniq. 34 Substancialite, deificalite, . . modal,
ite, "supposytalite, ypostaticalite. 1656 JEANES b'uln. Christ

135 If the manhood of Christ subsist any manner of way,
then it is I? in] a person, or supposition : for what is subsist,

ence here, but suppositality, and therefore it, and supposi-
tnnt are reciprocated, a 1670 SOUTH Serin. Col. ii. 3 (1727)
IV. 318 No Wonder therefore, if these Men. .have by their

Modalities, Suppositalities, Circumincessions, and twenty
such .. Chimeras, so misrepresented this .. Article of the

Trinity to Mens Reason, as to bring them.. at length to

deny it. 1711 tr. Werenfels' Logotnachys 101 Then follow
.. your greater and lesser Realitys, modal Entitys,. .Then
the States, Ampliations, Principles of Individuation, Sup-

not *suppositate a fly. 1656 JEANES Fnln. Christ 154 There
is an ability in the person of the word, to suppositate, and
assume the manhood.

Suppositary, obs. f. SUPPOSITORY sb. and a.

t Supposite, sb. Obs. Also -it. [ad. L. SUPPO-

SITUM, q.v.]
1. Metaph. A being that subsists by itself, an

individual thing or person (
= SUBSTANCE a) ;

sometimes, a being in relation to its attributes

(
= SUBSTANCE 3, SUBJECT sb. 6) ;

= SUPPOSITUM i.

1612 SHELDON Serm. at St. Martin's 7 A Christ consisting
both ofGod and man ; a perfect supposit, a compleat Person.

167$ BURTHOGGE Causa Dei 55 Passions, as Actions are of
Persons or Supposites, 1678 Bp. NICHOLSON Expos. Catech.

192 That Christ is in the Sacrament corporally, Substantially,
and perhaps Consubstantially, may have a respect to the

subject or Supposite of the Relatum and Correlation.

2. Gram. = SUBJECT sb. 8
; also, the antecedent

of a relative.

c 1620 A. HUME Brit. Tongue (1865) 30 We inquyre of that

we wald knaw; as, made God man without synne ; and in

this the supposit of the verb followes the verb. We avoue
that quhilk we knaw ; as, God made man without sinne ; and
in this the supposit preceedes the verb. 1677 W. HUGHES
Man ofSin \. xii. 51 The Relative [whose] referred to the

former, not the latter Antecedent . . [the Lord] is the only
Supposite. .to whom it could relate.

t Supposite, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. suppositus,

pa. pple. of supponfre to SUPPONE.]
1. a. Placed or situated below.

1640 BROME Antipodes \. vi, The people through
the whole

world of Antipodes. .Resemble those to whom they are

supposite.

b. Occupying a lower position or rank
; subject.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. IV. 196 Not opposite to God
but supposite or subordinate.

2. Supposed, assumed.

1653 R. BAILLIE Dissuas. Vind. (1655)21 The supposite
and imaginary causes.

Suppositer, variant of SUPPOSITOB Obs.

Supposition (sp<ferjsn). [ad. L. suppositio,

onem, n. of action f. supposit-, supponfre to SUP-

PONE. Cf. F. supposition, It. supposizione, Sp.

suposidon, Pg. supposicao.
The current meanings arose from the equation of med.L.

suppositio to Gr. uir60<o- HYPOTHESIS, of which it is the

etymological equivalent In older L. suppositio is recorded

only in the senses of '

placing under ' and '
substitution '.1

The action of supposing, or what is supposed.

fl. Scholastic Logic. Something held to be true

and taken as the basis of an argument. Obs.

c 1449 PECOCK Repr. n. viii. 186 Wherfore, alle thingis seen,

this . . reule or supposicion is trewe. a 1529 SKELTON Replyc.
112 But ye were confuse tantum, Surrendring your sup-

posycions. 1551 ROBINSON tr. More's Utopia 11. (1895) 185

Those rules of restryctyons, amplyfycatyons, and supposy

tyons, very wittelye inuented in the small Logycalles. 1588

FRAUNCE Lawiers Logike n. iv. 92 b, Suppositions are built

rather upon idle supposals of schoolemen, then grounded

upon any sure foundation of natural! experience, c 1590
MARLOWE Faustus vi, \V*o knowes not the double motion

of the plannets ? The first is fmisht in a natural! day, The
second thus, as Saturne in 30. yeares, ..the Moone in 28.

dayes. Tush, these are fresh mens suppositions.

2. The action of assuming, or, usually, that which

is assumed (which may be either true or false), as

a basis of argument or a premiss from which a

conclusion is drawn.
a 1596 Sir T. More n. iv. 113 Let me sett vp before your

thoughts, good freindes, On [
-
one] supposytion. 16*9 OWEN

Expos. Ps. cxxx. 338 The due performance of all principal
mutual Gospel Duties, .depends on this supposition, that

[etc.]. i704NoRRis/rf*a/fT(^Wii. xi.4i4Thepositionofthis

chapter involves a supposition. It ishere supposed that there

are Divine Ideas. 1706 PRIOR Ode Queen Pref., Upon the

Supposition of these Facts, Virgil wrote the best Poem that

the World ever read. 1725 in loth Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comin. A pp. i. 175 Even putting the supposition that nothing

can be done from the north this summer. 1736 BUTLER
Anal. i. i. 24 Upon supposition that they are compounded.

1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will i. iii. (1762) 22 All opposition is

shut out and denied, in the very supposition of the case.

SUPPOSITION.
1765 Museum Ku,l. IV. 35!) Thi, calculation goes on the
supposition tliat ca. i,

179g"' ' ' " ' ' "' '/".*. (1806) 1. 45 Making the other num.
ber of supposition the 1st term. 1636 II. k.^.e^s J. Hmve
11. (1863) 32 On ih.r ^|,Kh ,hc
whole hlsloryof the period amply juMnirs [n, | 1(87 4/ttli
Ktp. llcfuty Kpr. I'uH. Ke<r. 6a-, ' ,, that the
defendant had broken the plaintiff's close.

t b. An assumption made to account for the
known facts : HvrnTiiKsis 3. Obs.
1603 HOLLAND I'lntarcli's Mar. 1187 One of those suppo-

sitions alone was sufficient to make good ihe reason. 1669STUHMY Mariner's ,Maf. vi. iii. 105 The Cupeniiuui sup-
position of the KHrllts Motion.
3. A notion or idea that the thing in question U

true, held without certainty or assurance, hot at

sufficiently probable to be assumed or admitted on
account of agreement with the facts of the cae; a

hypothetical inference, or the action of making
such inferences ; an uncertain (sometimes, by im-

plication, a false or mistaken) belief, f / suppo-
sition, in uncertainty, uncertain, doubtful (obs.).
1596 SIIAKS. Merck. V. i. iii. 18 My meaning in saying be

is a good man . is . . that he is sufficient, yet his meanes are in

supposition. 1599 Muck Ado iv. i. 240 The supposition
of the Ladies death, Will quench the wonder of her infamie.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage viii. ii. 611 A supposition, that
there might be some Hands or Parts of the Continent in

times past, which is now swallowed by the mercilesse Ocean.
1667 PKPYS Diary 12 July, It is only said to be his [hand,
writing] by supposition. 1747 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 III.

9 These are not mere suppositions, for 1 have heard some talk
in this strange manner. 1790 PALEY Horae Paul. xi. Wks.
1825 111.215 That supposition is inconsistent with the terms
and tenor of the epistle. 1832 BREWSTER Nat. Magic ii. 34.
1 . . was driven to the extreme supposition that a crystalliza-
tion was taking place in. .the aqueous humour of the eye.
1861 PALEY /Eschyliis (ed. 2) Cfioepk. 659 note, Klausen
thinks that Clytemnestra must have overheard the remarks
of Orestes .. but the supposition is hardly necessary.

f b. Used vaguely, with various shades of mean-

ing : Idea, notion
; imagination, fancy ; occas.

suspicion, expectation. Obs.

1586 A. DAY Engl. Secretorie I. (1625) 123 To torment your
self by a needlesse supposition. 1590 SHAKS. COM. Err. III.

ii. 50 Spread ore the sillier waues thy golden haires ; And as

a bud He take thee, and there lie : And in that glorious sup*
position thinke, He gaines by death, that hath such meanes
to die. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. 11. 69 Songs ofArcadian Sheep-
heards..did recreate my fatigated corps with many sugred
suppositions. 1635 PAGITT Christianogr. u. iv. (1636) 59
The Inquisition crusheth not only the beginnings, but the

smallest suppositions in being contrarily affected. 1719 DK
FOE Crusoe 1. (Globe) 18, I meditated nothing but my
Escape ;. .but found no Way that had the least Probability
in it: Nothing presented to make the Supposition of it

rational. 1784 SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc. xii. (1876) 39 They
proceed upon a false supposition of life.

1 4. Fraudulent substitution of another thing or

person in place of the genuine one ; cf. SUPPOSITI-

TIOUS i. Obs.

1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrippas Van. Artes 1 1 b. The deceits

of Rhea, and the supposition of the stone. 1641 EAKL MONK.
tr. ISionafs Civil It-ars v. in If she had a hand in the false

supposition of an Edward Plantagenet. 1707 Monthly
Mag. 111. 536 Nothing was so common among the Athenian
women as the supposition of children.

f b. Insertion of something not genuine in a

writing ;
that which is so inserted, an interpolation,

a spurious passage ;
a spurious writing, a forgery.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1028 In what verses he
useth so to doe, be sure they were of speciall marke, or els

suppositions and suspected to be none of his making. 1608

Bp. HALL Epist. iv. viii, All cary in them manifest brands

of falshood and supposition. 1662 OWEN Liturgies v. Wks.

1855 XV. 22 Those treatises are justly suspected to be sup-

positions.

1 5. Mus. a. The introduction of passing-notes

foreign to the harmony (called discords by supposi-

tion), b. The introduction of an extra note below

the notes of a chord, or the transference of an upper
note of a chord to the bass, as in an ' inversion

'

(cf. SUPPOSED 5). o. A bar common to two over-

lapping sections of rhythm, being the last bar of

one and also the first of the other. Obs.

1728 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., There are several Kinds of Sup-

pOMlion : The first is, when the Parts proceed gradually from

Concord to Discord, and Discord to Concord ; the intervening

Discord serving only as a Transition to the following Con-

cord. 1730 Treat. Harmony 29 There is a way in Division of

making use of Discords, upon the Second accented Part of

the Bar, which way is called Supposition. 1752 tr. Rameau s

Treat. Mustek 95 Minor Discords by Supposition may be

prepared by another common Discord. 1797 [see SUPPOSKD

5]. 1838 G. F. GRAHAM Mus. Camp. 19/2 (tr. Reicha) The
'

supposition is a measure which, .counls as two; i. as final

measure of the first rhythm i and, 2. as initial measure of the
'

following rhythm. 1845 Encjcl. Metrop.V. 752 Discords. .

may be. .used without.. regular preparation and resolution,

1 though they are then no longer considered in the light ol dis-

cords but passing., notes, margin, Discords by supposition,

t 6. Scholastic Logic. Any of the different mean-

ings of a term. Obs.

1697 tr. Burgenaicius Logic i. xxvi. 106 The diverse

Acceptions ofWords, which the Schoolmen call Suppositions,
Effect no Homonymy.. .When I say Man is an Animal, the

Word Animal is taken in the Concrete.. .This Concrete

Acception is by the Schoolmen termed Personal, who dispute

very largely of Acceptions, or, as they speak, Suppositions.

+ 7. 'Med. Application of a suppository. Obs.

i43 J. STEER tr. Exp. CHyrurg. vi. 23 The belly being

first emptied by a supposition.



SUPPOSITIONAL.

Suppositional (sp<*zi-Janal), a. [f. prec. +

-AL iTf Of the nature of, involving, or based on

supposition ; hypothetical, conjectural ; supposed.
1661 J. CHANDLER Van Helmont s Oriat. xxi. I 5. 130

Having gotten an example (erroneous and supposi[ti]onall)

forig fulaticia] they straightway slide to a generality. 1664

POWER Fxp Philos. II. 95 We have the sensible eviction of

our own eyes to confute this Suppositional Vacuity, a 1716

SOUTH Serm., i John iii. 30 (1744) IX. 327 Men and angels

have also a certain knowledge of them; but It is not abso-

lute but only suppositional ;
that is, upon supposal that such

and such things continue in their being. 1865 MOZLEY

Miracles vii. 152 To say that all this change would have

gone on without doctrine, is. .suppositional only._ 1901

H. W. HOLDEN Guidance for Men 140 The case is not

altogether a suppositional one ; it is found in fact.

Hence tSuppositiona'lity, suppositional quality

(but in qnots. app. used for SUPPOSITALITY) ; SUP-

CHANDLER Van Helmonfs Oriat. xxxv. 33. 268 The
amative or loving faculty, which proceeds from that sup-

posi[ti]onality [ong. suppositionalitate\ of the minde which

is substantial love.

Suppositionary (sppjCzi-Janari), a. rare. [f.

SUPPOSITION + -AUYI.] = SUPPOSITIONAL.
1808 J. WEBSTER Nat. Philos. 152 This..knowledge is

more vague and suppositionary. i8i SHELLEY Let. in

Dowden Life (1887) I. 282 The manner in which you have

reproved my suppositionary errors.

Suppositions (sp<fei-p>s), a. Now rare or

Obs. [Partly shortened or illiterate form of SUP-

POSITITIOUS, partly directly from SUPPOSITION.]

1. = SUPPOSITITIOUS i.

1614 MOUNTAGU Immed. Addr.trz The testimony pro-

duced is none of his : It is suppositious, and a counterfeit.

1656 BRAMHALL Replic. v. 206, I spake not this to the dis-

paragement of that venerable Saint, but to discredit that

suppositious treatise. 1671 MARVELL Kelt. Transp. I. 138

The only question.. was.. whether it [sc, the child] was not

spurious or suppositious. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. in. xxm.

362 When a widow feigns herself with child, in order to ex-

clude the next heir, and a suppositious birth is suspected to be

intended. 1815 MRS. PILKINGTON Celeliritylll. 130 With the

intention of ordering the suppositious Mrs Johnson to quit

her roof. 1863 REDDING Yesterday $ To-day III. 275 Sup-

positious letters between the Rev. James Hackman and
Miss Ray.
2. = SUPPOSITITIOUS 2.

1655 !see SUPPOSITITIOUS 2, quot. c 1645]. 1781 WARTON
Hist. Engl. Poetry III. p. vii, Who.. is often a monarch
that never existed, and who seldom, whether real or sup-

positious, has any concern with the 'circumstances of the

narrative. 1793 ANNA SEWARD Let. Parr 3 Feb., The sup-

positious treasons, forged and alleged.

3. Involving or based on supposition ;
= SUPPO-

SITIONAL, SUPPOSITIVE i.

1698 HEARNE Duct. Hist. (i7t4> I. 7 The Julian Period.,

is a suppositious Number. 1810 W. WILSON Hist. Diss.

Ch. III. 362 Their integrity, .appears to us as very suppo-
sitious. 1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. xii. 457 Although
suppositious alphabets of the aboriginal Britons have been

produced. 1847 R. W. HAMILTON Revjards 4- Punishm.
viii. (1853) 369 With such exception we have nothing to do:
it is purely suppositions.

b. ? Addicted to supposition orconjecture.rarc-'.
1798 R. P. Tour Wales 18 (MS.), The Castle [at Ludlow]

on whose early date the suppositious antiquary has many
doubts to determine.

Hence Supposi'tionsly adv., spuriously ; hypo-
tlietically.

1693 tr. Dupin's Hist. Eccl. Writers II. 30 Books.. that

were suppositiously obtruded upon the World by Hereticks.

1862 MASSON in Mactn. Mag. Aug. 324 The career supposi-

tiously assigned to men of his class in most Art and Culture
novels.

t Suppositist. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
L. S

T.] One
SUPPOSITUM
who dealsor sitppositio SUPPOSITION + -IST

in supposition or conjecture.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 206 The inhabitants are

numbred by some presuming Suppositist aboue sixtie mil-

lions.

Supposititious (scppziti-Jss), a. [f. L. sitp-

positltius, -icins, f. supposit-, pa. ppl. stem of sup-

pone're : see SUPPONE and -ITIOUS.]
1. Put by artifice in the place of another; fraudu-

lently substituted for the genuine thing or person ;

hence, pretended (to be what it is not), not genuine,

spurious, counterfeit, false, a. gen. (Now rare.)
1615 CROOKE Body of Man 244 Aristotles nice conceited

vse therefore is but supposititious and not the true vse of
Nature. 1646 EARL MONM. tr. Biondi's Civil Wars ix. 222
Lambert tooke upon him the person of the Earl of War-
wick, by the direction of a Priest ; and Ralph Wilford (for
so was this second supposititious Earl called) by the direc-
tion of an Augustine Frier. 1653 GATAKER Vinci. Annot.
Jer. 85 Who.. hath shrewdly shaken the main foundations
of their Supposititious Science. 1700 RVCAUT Hist. Turks
III. 513 He hastned away this supposititious Envoy all he
could. 1770 G. WHITE Selborne, To Barrington 12 Apr.,
You wonder, .that the hedge-sparrows, etc., can be induced
. .to sit on the egg of the cuckoo without being scandalised
at the vast disproportioned size of the supposititious egg.
1818 SCOTT F. M. Perth Introd., If any Seneschal.. had,
by means of paint, ..endeavoured to palm upon posterity
supposititious stigmata \ic.

stains of Rizzio's blood]. 1830
JAMES Darnley xxix, Being tall and thin, he had great need
of some supposititious contour, to make his height seem less

enormous.

b. spec, of a child, esp. one set up to displace

214

the real heir or successor ;
sometimes used for

'
ille-

ntrue, and of strange Blond ;
For that Selymus the Second

was thought to be Supposititious, a 1631 DONNE Semi.,

1 Cor. xv. SO (1649) II. 126 In abastardizing a race, by

supposititious children. 1651 A. Ross Hist. World \. I. 3

[The] King ofCappadocia. .had one son. .who died young,

but his two supposititious sons.. contended for the king-

dome. 1701 Lond.Caz. No. 3759/5 A Person. ., whose Sup-

posititious Birth, and the known Laws of the Land, for

ever debar from any Pretence thereto. 1711 ADDISON Spect.

No. 189 r o They conclude that the reputed Son must have

been Illegitimate, Supposititious, or begotten in Adultery.

1765 BI.ACKSTONE Comm. i. xvi. 456 A proceeding at common

law, where a widow is suspected to feign herself with child,

in order to produce a supposititious heir to the estate. 1849

MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ix. II. 411 Not one person in a thou-

sand doubted that the boy was supposititious. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) III. 97 A supposititious son, who has made

the discovery that his reputed parents are not his real ones.

fig. 1641 MILTON Prel. Episc. Wks. 1851 III. 79 Imposing

upon our belief a supposititious ofspring of some dozen

Epistles.
O. of a writing, or passage or word in a writing.

1611 T. JAMES Corrupt. Scripture I 36 The 97. Treatise. . .

Censured To be supposititious. i6iDoNNE.Sr>., Johnxn:
2 (1640) 743 A supposititious word, which is not in the Text.

1693 DRYDKN Juvenal Ded. (1697) p xlvii, When tis made

publick, it will easily be seen by any one Sentence, whether

it be supposititious, or genuine. 1690 BENTLEY Phal. fret.

p xi, Some Reasons, why I thought Phalariss Epistles

supposititious. 1751 SMOLLETT Ptr. Pickle (1779) I. xiv. 123

A supposititious letter of recommendation. 1778
WARTON

Hist. Eitgl. Poetry II. 166 That these distichs are .un-

doubtedly supposititious, and that they could not possibly

be written by the very venerable Roman whose name they
bear. 1868 MILMAN St. Paul's vii. 132 Attempted to be

proved by supposititious charters.

t 2. Pretended or imagined to exist ; feigned,

fictitious ;
fabulous ; fancied, imaginary. 06s.

1610 [G. BUYDCES] Horn Suts. 388 All going in the habit

of Schollers, and no sooner come thither, but they take

vpon them false and supposititious names. 1645 HOWELL
Lett. (1650) II. 94, I tearm the gold Mine he went to dis-

cover, an ayrie and supposititious [ed. 1655 suppositions]

Mine. 1651 GAULE Magastrom. xi. 10. 108 Seeing the

judgement depends upon them, and they upon suppositi-

tious circles, and angles. 1701 tr. I.e Clerc's Prim. Fathers

23 In the time of this Author, whether he be Genuine or

Supposititious. 1774 WARTON Hist. Engl. Poetry I. Diss.

i. i 4 b, The ideal histories of Turpin and Geoffrey of Mon-

mouth, which record the supposititious ^achievements of

Charlemagne.

3. = SUPFOSITIOUS 3.

1674 JF.AKE Arith. (1606) 334 As in Extraction of Root;

and Equations .. in working the Question is called the Sup-

posititious or Quesitious Root. i68 H. MORE Annul.

Glanvilts Lux O. 72 To fetch an Argument from the sup-

posititious Supremacy of the Will of God over his Wisdom
and Goodness. 1804 Edin. Rev. V. 114 The case is not

entirely a supposititious one. 1850 GROVE Corr. Phys.
Forces (ed. 2) 106 As the knowledge of any particular science

developes itself,.. hypotheses, or the introduction of supposi-
titious views, are more and more dispensed with. 1865
DICKENS Mut. Fr, i. iv, If you were in embarrassed circum.

stances this is merely supposititious. 1879 HARLAN Eye-

sight iii. 32 Rays of light.. are merely supposititious lines

used. .to bring the effects of an intangible force within the

range of mathematical calculations.

Hence Snpposlti'tionly adv. (in quots. ,
in sense

3) ; Snppositi'tionsnoss (in qtiots., in sense i).

1613 (title} A New and Merrie Prognostication : Being a

Metrical Satire, supposititiously assigned to Will Summers.

1654 OWEN Doctr. Saints Persev. Pref. Cj, The suppositi-
tiousness of these Epistles. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.

(1677) 31 Unable to penetrate so far Southward as.. River

Nilus springs : albeit, supposititiously he derives it from the

Laiue mantes. 1695 Whether Preteru. Protest. Relif. mas

Prophetarum, Father'd by the Papists upon Epiphanius.

1859 SALA Gas-light 4- D. ix. 108 Some terrible Dartford or

Hounslow explosion, by which his limbs were (suppositi

tiously) blown off. 1870 BARING-GOULD Orig. Relig. Belief

(1871) I. 343 Faculties actually or supposititiously inferior to

other faculties.

Suppositive (swpjrzTtiv), a. (s6.) [ad. late L.

supposttivus, {. suffosil-, pa. ppl. stem of supponcre
to SUPPONE. Cf. F. supposittf.']
1. Of the nature of, implying, or grounded on

supposition ; suppositional.
^Suppositive necessity - 'hypothetical necessity' (HYPO-

THETICAL 3).

1603 CAMDEN Rent. 39 Not out ot supposiuue conjectures,
but out of Alfricus Grammer. i6ai SANDERSON Serin. (1632)

368 Not an absolute and positive, but a conditional and sup-

positive necessity. 1650 FULLER Pisgah in. x. 434 Supposi-
tive was the offence of Saint Paul (onely on their bare sur-

mise) but positive must be bis punishment. x66a J. CHANDLER
Van Helmont's Oriat. 186 It is a

sup_positive Aphorisme.
1881 Scrioner's Monthly Feb. 634, 1 said we had about one
hundred dollars worth. This was a rough guess...We were,
however, forced to pay twenty-five per cent, on the supposi-
live one hundred dollars. 1892 J. TAIT Mind in Matter iv.

(ed. 3) 290 His verdict on a suppositive case of the kind was,
'
If they believe not Moses [etc.].

1

b. Gram. Expressing a supposition, conditional ;

as sb. a conditional conjunction, rare.

1751 HARRIS Hermes it. ii. (1786) 244 As to Continuatives,
they are either Suppositive, such as, If; or Positive, such as,
Because... The Suppositives denote Connection, but assert
not actual Existence.

2. = SUPPOSITITIOUS i c.

SUPPOSITUM.

1910 DYSON HAGUE in The Fundamentals I. vi. 101 They
conjecture that these four suppositive documents were not

compiled and written by Moses.

SnppO'Sitively, adv.
[f. prec. + -LV 2.] In

a suppositive manner ; in the way of supposition ;

upon some supposition ; hypothetical!)'.
1576 FLEMING P^anopl. Epist. 269 niarg.. Not as though

vertue could be in extremitie, . .but he meaneth supposi-
tiuely, if it were so that vertue coulde exceede. 1650 in

Athenaeum 13 Dec. (1879) 763/2 He accused Marsys to be an
unfaithfull Translator, in positiuely rendring what the King
suppositiuely speakes. 1678 R. BAHCLAY Apol. Quakers
vii. 7. 216 It.. signifies really, and not supfosittvcty, that

Excellent Quality.

t SnppO'Sitor. Obs. Also 6 -ar, -cure, 6-7
-er. [Alteration of next after agent-nouns in -EH,

-OB.]
= next.

1545 RAYNALDE Byrth Mankymie 55 A suppositar tempered
with sope, larde, or the yolke of egges. 1547 BOORDE Brev.
Health xlii. 21 b, A natural! egestion, other by course of

nature, or els by suppositors, or. .other easy purgacions.

1564-78 BULLEIN Dial.agst. Pest. (1888) 50 The bodie must
haue benefite by Purgation with Glister, or Suppositer.

1667 DuvriEN & DK. NEWCASTLE Sir M. Mar all iv. i,

Clysters, Suppositers, and a barbarous Pothecary's Bill. 1689
WALKER Siege Derry 30 A piece of a Bladder in the shape
of a Suppositor.
fig. 1607 MIDDLETON Fain. Love in. vi, A plague upon
him for a Glister ! he has given our loves n suppositor wiih

a recumbentibus. 1638 FORD Fancies ill. i, Evermore

fantastical, As being the suppositor to laughter; It hath

sav'd charge in physic.

If Used in the sense of 'supporter ',

'

support
'

:

cf. SUPPOSITUM, SCPPOST.
1628 FORD Lover's Mel. i. ii, Mountebanks, empirics,

quack-salvers, ..are all suppositors to ttie right worshipful
doctor. 165* GAULE Magastrom. xi. 10. 108 May not their

twelve Houses of the Zodiack be . . called so many Castles in

the ayr? what reedish, nay strawy, suppositors doe they
stand upon ?

Suppository (sfyyzitori), sb. Also 6-7 -ary,

-arie. [ad. late L. suppositorium, neut. sing., used

subst. , of sappositorius placed underneath or up,

f. supposit-, supponfre to SUPPONE. Cf. F. supposi-

toire.] A plug of conical or cylindrical shape to

be introduced into the rectum in order to stimulate

the bowels to action (or to reduce hemorrhoids),
or into the vagina or urethra for various

purposes.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 13 If he may not schite oones a

day, helpe him berto, or with clisterie, or wil> suppositorie.

? 1485 KNUTSSON Bk. Pest. 5 Prouoke a laxe by a supposi-

torye. IJM MORE De Qudt. Noviss. Wks. 100 Pilles,

potions, plasters, glisters, and suppositaries. 1533 ELYOT
Cast. Helthe ill. v. (1541) 56 Suppositories ar made som.

tyme with hony only, sodden, rolled on a bourde, and made

rounde, smaller at the one ende than at the other. .they
must be put vp in at the fundement, to the great end. 1580
HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Vn Pessairc, a kinde of sup-

positories to prouoke a womans flowers. 1597 GERARDE
Herbal i. xc. 145 Used in maner of a pessarie or mother

.suppositorie. 1610 MARKHAM Masterp. i. xci. 174 Nothing
can purge the guts with that gentlenesse which a suppositary
doth. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. 11. iv. it. iii, Suppositaries
of Castilian sope. c 17*0 W. GIBSON Farrier's Uisfens. x.

(1734) 249 The common and usual Suppository.. is made
with Honey and Salt. 1876 Trans. Clinical Sac. IX. 103

The extract of belladonna was ordered to be administered in

the shape of suppositories.

fit- '8*3 MELBANCKE Philotimus S iij b, It is not my
purginge pilles.

.but Cornelius his swete suppositorye, that

must minister you phisicke.

t b. Applied abusively to a person, nonce-use.

1610 B. JONSON Alcli.v.v, Madame Suppository'. 1675

COTTON Scoffer Scoft 96 This Jack, .this Glisterpipe. .this

vile Suppository.

Snppo'sitory, a. Also 6-7 -ary. [ad. late L.

snppositorius (see prec.).]
1 1- Used as, or pertaining to, a suppository. Obs.

1599 A. M. tr. Gatelhouer's Bk. Physicke l4.5/
Talte

Hernes greace, ..as bigge as a hasellnutte, administre the

same from vnder, like a suppositorye pille. 1607 TOPSELL

1-our-f. Beasts 256 Giue it the patient by svpposilory meanes

for the bloody Flix.

t 2. = SUPPOSITITIOUS i . Obs.

1641 EARL MONM. tr. Bioniii's Civil Wars v. 142 The rob-

beries, which with suppository beards were done upon the

liigh wayes by his Souldiers.

3. = SUPPOSITIONAL. Now rare.

1644 G. PLATTES in Hartlib Legacy (1655) 236 Unlesse I

should have set a suppository value, upon part of it. 1652

GAULE Magastrom. 107 Whether. .a bare hypothesis or sole

1 suppositary argument, may not . . with the same facility . . be

I denyed, as it is affirmed ? 1671 PENN Sfir. Truth Viud. 49,

!
I am at a stand what he intends with his suppository Intro-

! duction. 1780 M. MADAN Thelyphthora I. 85 The whole

passage is suppository or hypothetical. 1898 Westm. Gas.

15 June 10/1 These recent suppository interviews.

So t Snppo-sitorily adv., as a suppository.

1547 BOOKDE Brev. Health clxxii. 61 b, Confecte this to-

gytherwith the whyle of an egge. .and suppositaryly use it.

II Suppositnm (s%>-zitm). PI. supposita.

[Scholastic L., neut. sing., used snbst., of supposi-

iits, pa. pple. of supponlre to SUPPONE.]

1 1. Metaph. - SUPPOSITE sb. I. Obs.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xvii. 148 Some of the

Rabbines.. conceived the first man an Hermaphrodite i
am

Marcus Leo.. in some sense hath allowed it, affirming that

Adam in one suppositura without division, contained both

male and female. 1648 ESTWICK Treat. Holy Ghost 36 1 he

person is the very suppositum, in which the nature subsists.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 259 Can you know the suppositum,
even the subject and accident by that Accident alone ? 1719

WATERLAND Vind. Christ's Divinity xxv. 387 The Father
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js Creator, but the Son a Creature; and therefore they can-

not be One and the same Hypostasis, or Supposition.

2. Logic, a. Something supposed or assumed, an

assumption, b. pi. The things or objects denoted

by a given term.

i833 w- H. GILLKSPIE Argl. Being S, Altrib. God\. III. i.

(1871) 32 The. .fatal objection to such supposittt. sB&gCenf.

Diet. s. v. F.-rtensian, The extension [of a term] is also called

the supposita, the subjective /arte,. .the scope, ..AnA the

Suppost (sopJu'st). Oils. exc. Hist. Also 6

Sc. suppoist, 6-7 supposte. [a. OF. siippost

(mod.F. suppdl), ad. L. suppositus, pa. pple. of

supponlre to SUPPONE.] A subordinate
;

a sup-

porter, follower, adherent. (In first quot. app. a

subsidiary set of organs.)
1400 CAXTON Eneydos xxvii. 104 The Impression cogytyue

of the entendement, wherof she \sc. the eyeball] maketli

a present to the suppost indicatyf. 1547 Bk. Matchauntes

a viij, God knowcth by what supposts by what workmen by
what croseidiers, such a worke [sc. a crusade] was handled.

1559 in Knox Hist. Ref. it. Wks. 1846 I. 417 The craft of

Salhan and his suppoistis. 1593 in Spalding Chili Misc. I.

7 All the commound Ennemies of pur native cuntrie, Sick

as of Spain and all thair suppoistis, ieswittis, prestis, and all

utheris 1600 HOLLAND Liiy xxiv. xxxii. 531 The instru-

ments and supposts of the Tyrant. 1601 J. WHEELER Treat.

Comm. 25 Controuersies arising betweene . . the brethren,

members, and suppostes of the said Companie. 1646 R.

KMLI.IE Anabaptism Pref. (1647) A 2, Have the Supposts of

Rome (think we) lost all their wonted stomach towards Pro-

testant blood? 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xlviii. 188

Homenas.. attended by his Aposts (as they said) and his

Supposts or Officers.

b. Sc. A member (of a university).

For earlier examples see SUPPOSIT.

1561 First Bk. Discifl. Ch. Scot, in Knox's Wks. (1848)

II 217 Thehoill Principallis, Regentis, and Suppostis that

ar gradual. Hid. 219 The Beddellis stipend shajbeof everie

entrant and suppost of the Vniversitie, ii. schillingis. 1597

in Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. vi. (1655) 447 Any Suppost

having received the degree of a Master of Arts, might be

chosen Rector. [1819 MCniK Life Melville I. v. 212 The

University of St Andrews was formed on the model of those

of Paris and Bologna. All its members or supposts, as they

were called,, .were divided into nations.]

t Snppo'sure. Olis. rare. [f.
SUPPOSE v. +

-UBE : cf. composure.'} A supposition, hypothesis.

1613 CHAPMAN Rev. Bussy D'Amtois Plays 1873 II. 143

There hung a taile Of circumstance so blacke on that sup-

posure That [etc.]. 16*3 BUTLER Hud. i. iii. 1322 Thyother

Arguments are all Supposures, Hypothetical.

t Suppowell, sl>. Ohs. Forms : 4-5 Sc. sup-

powale, -Bill, -all, 5 suppowaile, -aylle, -elle,

supowaill, supowel, suppouel(l, suppowle,

sow(b)powaylle, -aille, suppoayle, -aille, Sc.

suppouaill, -ele, (sowpowayle, sowpewaille, 6

8uppoyle),5-6suppowell. AlsoSuBPOUELLE. [a.

AF. "suppotiail, *suppoial, suppuni!,vnr. souspoial,

f. sou(s)poier, -puier : pop. L. *
subcustodian, f.

sub(tus) nnder +podium prop, stay : cf. APPUI.

The word has been often misunderstood and altered in

early MSS. or prints, and some modern editors have misread

siippouail as supponail.\

Support, assistance, succour.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce xvi. 139 Weyn ?he jon rebaldis durst

assale Vs.. Hot gif thai had suppowale neir? a 1400-50

Wars Alex 4300 Na supowell vndire son seke we vs neuire.

1400 in Lett. Hen. IV (Rolls) 23, I, as ane of yhour poer

kyn requereyhowofholpandsuppowall. 71407 HOCCLEVE

Min. Poems (1892) 59 Ye wole vs helpe and been our sup-

poaille. 1416 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 243I 2 For mor suer

sowpewaille To the bordoun spiritual A staf is nedful. 1513

DOUGLAS jEntit-nn. iii. 176 Wyth succours and
suppowell,

blythiy I Sail y>w fra hyne hameto jour army send.

b. A prop, support.
c 1400 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. vi. (1908) 47 A kusshyne oure

lady 16 sitte on and a suppoayle [ W. de W. (1510) suppoyle]

to lene to.

Hence t Snppowell v. trans., to support, suc-

cour ; t Suppoweller, a supporter ; f Snppowell-

ing vbl. sb.; f Snppowelment = SUPPOWELL s6.

1391 imFraser Lennox (1874) II. 44 The said Erie. .and. .

his sone salbe lele helparis, conselleris, suppouallains, pro-

motouris and furtheraris to the said Erie of the Leuenax.

01400 Morte Arth. 2818 Walde bow suffire me.. With*

(1878) 182 The pryncys of our tynie haue thys offycc [sc. of

Constable] vtturly suppressyd. IgfSUoALL Er t \sm. far.
Ded. to Q. Katerine 17 A cockesure waie to make al obedient

people hate the ghospell, and to prouoke the rulers and
magistrates to suppresse it. 1575 GASCOIGNK Kenclivortk
Wks. 1910 II. 103 You waters wilde suppresse your waves.

1590 SIK 1. SMYIH Disc. Wtapvns 2 Our Long Howes. .no

more to tie vsed, but to be vtterly suppressed and ex-

tinguished. 1601 in Moryson Itin. tl. (1617) 189 To sup.

presse the present Rebellion in Mounsler, I ..haue designed
fouru thousand foot. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Ret. 1. 1 149 To
Discountenance, and Suppress all bold enquiries. 1679 88

Seer. Sent. Money Chas. II ft 7- // (Camden) 138 To
blow up the houses to suppress the fire. 1699 J. DUNTON .

Ace. Convers. Irel. in Dublin Scuffle etc. 337 A Noncon-
formist Meeting was supprest at Gallway. 1705 ADDISON

Italy \& Their Fleet., is now reduced to Six Gallics. When
they had made an Addition of but Four new ones, the King
of France sent his Orders to suppress them. 1841 D' ISRAELI

[

Amen. Lit. (1867) 63 The Saxons.. found that they could
j

not suppress, the language of the fugitive people. 1843
PRESCOTT Mexico (1850) I. 2or Military expeditions, .em-

ployed to suppress the insurrections of the natives. 1869
MOZLEY Univ. Serin, i. i By simple carnage she [sc. the

Church] suppressed the Reformation in Italy, Spain, and

France. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. a) 1 1 1. 30 That blasphem-
ous nonsense .. is got at secondhand from the poets and ought
to be suppressed.
trans/, a 1861 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1864) 1 1. v. 403 If a man

suppresses part of himself, he becomes maimed and shorn.

1879 HARLAN Eyesight vi. 87 Persons with squint learn to

use only one eye, and the image on the retina of the other is

said to be '

suppressed '.

fb. To put down or overwhelm by force; to

vanquish, subdue. Obs. (Cf. SUPPRISE v. 4.)

cn*i WYNTOUN Cron. n. 29 (MS. Cott.), Cam..kynge of

Baktranys..Fyrst he [sc. Nynus] supprcssit [MS. Wtmyss
supprisit] wibe his mycht. And slew hym syne wibe fors m
fycht. 1566 Q. ELIZ. in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. III. 361

Yet this we do not conceave of that rebell as of one whom
we cannot correct and suppresse. 1379-80 NORTH Plutarck

('595) 47 He caused thirtie of the chiefest men of the ctttie. .

to come into the market place wel appoynted & furnished,

to suppresse those that wouldattempt to hinder their purpose.

1506 SPENSER F. Q. VI. i. 41 In vame he seeketh others to

suppresse. Who hath not learnd him selfe first to subdew.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World w. iii. 18 With an Armie [he]

made great hast toward Cilicia, hoping to suppresse him

before hee should bee able to make head. 1647 CLARENDON
Hist. Ret. IV. $ 60 The Loss of Rochel, by first Suppressing
Their Fleet with His Own Royal Ships, c 1710 DE FOE

Mem. Cavalier n. 253 Messengers were sent to York for a

Party to suppress us. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Vennont 373 When
the war came on, the leaders of mobs, and the mobs which

they created, appeared in their true light : The former sunk

into contempt, and the latter were soon suppressed.

O. To reduce (a person, a community or cor-

porate body) to impotence or inactivity, as by

deprivation of office or dissolution; occas. fto

prohibit or restrain from doing something.
a 1475 [see SUPPRESSING vol. sb\ I539MO WRIOTHESLEY

Chron. (Camden) I. 109 The bowse of Sion was suppressed
into the Kinges handes. 1545 BRINKLOW Compl. XXH. (1874)

53 Soch abbeys as thei haue suppressyd. 1573 L. LLOYD

Marrow of Hist. (1653)23 Fortune, .never advanced any to

dignity, but she suppressed the same again unto misery.

1639 FULLER Holy IVarv. vi. (1840) 2 5 r Cardinal Wolsey,

by leave from the pope, suppressed certain small houses

of little value. 1693 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 380 Notwith-

standing thereof W Powell does ferric people over the

Skuillkfil to the petitioner's damage and yrfor 1= therefore]

requesting the said Wn> Powell may be supprest. 1697 Viem

PenalLams 159 Whosoever shall be lawfully discharged
and

helper and suppouellour. t46 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 3740

Yovr werkys alle I sowbpowaylle, And hem supporte. 1430-

40 Bochas iv. Prol. (MS. Bodl. 263) 207/2 Eek of memorye

upholdere and norice And Registrecr to suppowaile trouthe.

c440 York Myst. xxxiv. n, I comaunde you . .M noman

appere To suppowle HS traytoure. c 1470 HARDING Chron.

LXII. ii. (MS. Arch. Seld. B. 10) If. 41 Wher nede was he made

suppowialment {ed. 1543 suppowelment]. Ibid. CLXXVIII.

xviii. 141 b, And alle were slayne withoute supppwalment.
1513 DOUGLAS Mneis iv. x. 32, I hoip it sail promt, na mill

thing, My giet help.. and suppowelling.

Suppreme : see SUPPBIME.

Suppress (spre-s), v. Also 6 supress ; see

also SUBPRESS. [f.
L. suppress-, pa. ppl. stem of

supprimfre, f. sup- = SUB- 2 +prem/re to PRESS.

See note on SUPPRISE v.]

1. trans. To put down by force or authority.

a. To cause (a proceeding,
an activity) to cease,

e.g. to quell (a rebellion) ;
to put a stop to the

use or employment of.

c 1380 [see SUPPRESSING M. sl>.\ S38 STARKEY Englmul

the outlaws by rigorous commissions. 1887 Spectator 24

Sept. 1265 The Government, .issued proclamations suppress,

ing the National League.

trans/. 1858 C. W. GOODWIN in Cambr. Ess. 271
He ex.

terminated wild beasts and suppressed the crocodiles.

d. To withhold or withdraw from publication

(a book or writing) ;
to prevent or prohibit the

circulation of.

seeke to suppresse things published. 1644 MILTON Areff.

(Arb.) 47 Those books, .cannot be supprest without the fal

of learning. 1738 BIRCH Life Milton M.'s Wks. L
.46

After

the Work was ready for the Press, it was near being sup-

press'd by the Ignorance or Malice of the Licenser. 1759

Idler No. 67 r 3. I leave it to you to publish or suppr.

it. 1867 SMILES Huguenots Eng. i. (1880) 9 The government

tried to suppress the book [sc. Tindale's Bible], and many

copies were seized and burnt.

2. To subdue (a feeling, thought, desire, habit).

iSa6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 12 b, This gyfle sup-

oresseth and putteth downe all carnalytees. 1598 BARCKLEY

f'elic. MOM (1631) 487 Morall vertues are very necessary ;
for

bridled'or'suppressed. 1631 GOUGE God's A rrows lli. 47-

,7rWe ougtt .if any such [thoughts], .rise presently
to

/^o T
no^KPpre

t

rgthe'r?SKXSSSZ&
ISS^Ss^A^^SKS:
press'd 180. SPENCER First Princ. i. iii. -5 (i8?5) 49 Our

consciousness of Space and Time cannot be suppressed.

3 To keep secret ;
to refrain from disclosing or

divulging ;
to refrain from mentioning or stating

(either Something that ought to be revealed, or

that was formerly stated or included, or that may

be understood from the context).

1533 MOKB Deielt. Salem Wks. 1023/1 In the rehearsing

againe of hys owne wordcs . . he is faync to suppresse and
steale awai these his own generall wor urs. 1555 BRADFORD in

Strype Keel. Mem. (1721) 111. App.xlv. 137 Yt wyll not suffer
me to suppresse or kepe secret frum you sncbe matters. 1615
('.. SAsms I rav. 393 The rest 1 suppress*-, in iliut offensively
imniixlest. 1667 Mn.itis 7'. /.. \ D <A revcal'd
which th' invisible Kinu, Onely Omniscient hath supprrst in

Night. 1681 CONSET Pract. Spir. Lr/i. I. iii. I I (171.
Whether it were surreptitiously obtained, llie irulh beiny sup-
press 1697 tr. tturgersdicius' Logic n. xi. 48 If the Su 1

of the Consequent be put into the Antecedent, the Major is

suppress'd. 1711 [Me SurrmMUMO v& J&l 1713 ADDIION
Guardian No. 109 p 2, I shall suppress what has l-een written
tome by those who have reviled me. .and only Publish those
Letters which approve my Proceedings. 1718 CHAMBER*
Cycl. s. v. Suppression, Words that are ne rs-aiily imply'd,
may be suppress'd. 1796 11. HUNTER tr. St. Pierrt'x Study
Nat. (1799) 111. 269 She has pronounced his name but once,

I

..and he suppresses it altogether. 1818 MACAULAY Hilt.
Misc. Writ. it6o I. 241 What is told in the fullest, .annals

heatsan infinitely small proportion to what issuppressrd. 1871
PALGRAVE Lyr. Poems, Pro Morluii viii, Ah, 'tis but little

that the best. .Can leave of perfect fruit or flower ! Ah, let

all else be graciously supprest When man lies down to rest !

b. To leave (something) out in a system or

I design, rare.

1851 PUGIN Chancel Screens 39 The monstrous idea . .of sup-

pressing the return stalls, and throwing open the whole choir.

4. To restrain from utterance or manifestation ;

not to express.
S57 N. T- (Genev.) 2 Tim. li. 16 Suppresse prophane

and

vayne wordes. 1591 SHAKS. / Hen. VI, iv. i. 182 Well didst

thou Richard to suppresse thy voice. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i.

ii. 683 Talgol, who had long supprest Inflamed Wrath, in

glowing Breast. I7O9 STEELE Taller No. 114 F i The Hus-

band., suppressing and keeping down the Swellings of hu>

Grief, a 17 1 PRIOR Pastoral Dial. 66 Suppress thy Sighs.

1746 FRANCIS tr. Horace, Sat. n. viii. 83 While Varius with

a napkin scarce suppress'd His laughter. 1814 SCOTT St.

Rattan's xxxvi, Here Mowbray could not suppress a move-

ment of impatience. 1859 DICKENS 'I. Two Cities I. v, Nor

compressed lips, white with what they suppressed. 1888 F.

HUME Mme. Midas l.i, He suppressed his real tastes till he

became the husband of Miss Curtis.

refl. I7SJ WARBURTON in If. f, Hurd's Lett. (1809! aoi

How superior is it to any thing we have had or are like to

have in the polite way ! but I suppress myself.

1 5. To press down ; to depress ; to press or weigh

npon. Also absol. Obs.

1541 [see SUBPRESS). ij47 BOORDE Breo. Health cxix, It

may come also of a reumatyke humour supressyng the

brayne. 1590 SPENSER F.O.i. Hi. 19 That disdainful! beast

..Vnder his Lordly foot him proudly hath supprest, 1596

Ibid. vi. viii. 18 He staide his band. .Yet nathemore he him

suffred to arize ; But still suppressing [etc.], 159? A. M. tr.

Gnillcmcau's Fr. Chirurg. blij b/i The plate layede in the

mouth, to keepe downe and suppres the tonge. 6*> [see

SUPPRESSED // a.].

f b. To ravish, violate. Obs. (Cf. SUPPRISE v. 3.)

1590 SPENSER f. Q. i. vi. 40 He it was, that earst would

haue supprest Faire Vna.

1 6. Jig. To biing or keep low, into or in subjec-

tion ;
to bear heavily upon, weigh down. Obs.

I537 Lett. !, Papers Hen. Vlll, XII. I. 16 My being here

doth but with thought weaken the body and suppress the

heart. 1541-5 BRINKLOW Lament, job, The parcialyte of

iudges, suppressynge the pore, and aidynge the nche. 1588

GREENvPandosto (1843) 18 Her vital spirits being suppressed

with sorrow. 1594 MARLOWE & NASHE Didol. i, PooreTroy
so long supprest, From forth her ashes shall aduance her

head, a 1618 RALEIGH Prerog. Part. (1628) Ep. Ded., Those

that are supprest and helpelesse are commonly silent, a 1649

DRUMM. OF BAWTH. Oath Knigat Wks. (17111 138 Masterful

thieves and outlaws, that suppress the poor.

7. To hinder from passage or discharge ;
to stop

or arrest the flow of.

1611 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. v. n. 481 If blacke blood issue

foorth, bleedc on, if it be cleere and good, let it be instantly

suppressed. 1716 POPE Iliad v. 109 Fate suppress d his

Breath. 1841 LOUDON Suburban Hart. 357 Suppressing the

direct channel of the sap. 1854 SIR B. BRODIE Psychol. Inq.

1. iv. ,29 Hzmorrhage, which., it was impossible to suppress.

t Suppre-ssable, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. prec. +

-ABLE.] = SUPPBESSIBLE.

1609 W. M. Man in Moone (Percy Soc.) 5 When age be-

ganne to tame that never otherwise supptessable mdomital

J

liuppressal (spre-sal).
rare. [f.

as prec. +

-AL s.f = SUPPRESSION I b.

1651 HOWELL Venice ro7 Nothing could heap more honor

upon him then the suppressall of the enemy. 185)t W. K.

ALGER Orat. 4 July 33 It reflects infamy on our Govern-

ment, that an iron hand of suppressal was not promptly laid

on these marauding parties.

Suppressed (siJpre'st), ppl. a. [f.
as prec. +

-EDM In various senses of the verb SUPPRESS.

lfaT. GRANGER Div. Logike 155 Earth-creeping sprigge,

base bred, of head supprest. c 1790 COWPER Comm. Milton s

P<L Wks 1837 XV. 298 The author possesses more fii

than'heshows. There U suppressed
force

in_it.^
1791 _Bui

suppressed and shy. .843 BORROW Bikk

in Stain xv Recently removed from some oflhe suppressed

convents 1845 DARWIN foy. Nat. xiv. (1879) 307 The sup-

preyed action of the volcanos. ,863 GEO. ELIO,'Romola

A voice., altered by some suppressed feeling. 1863 HOTTEN

Ifand-ok Tofogr. 103/2 Sm. 8vo, with the rare Suppressed

leaf: 1897 Alltutf,Syst.Med. IV. 9 Symptoms.. known as

'

suppressed
' ' anomalous

'

or
'
latent gout .

b Bat. Said of parts normally or typically

present, but not found in the particular case m

question. (Usually as predicate
or pa. pple.)



SUPPRESSEDLY.

1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 647 In Tropaeolum pentaphyl-

lum.. there are three petals suppressed, as shown by the

position of the two remaining ones ; there are two rows of

stamens, in each ofwhich one is awanting, and there are two

carpels suppressed. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 410 Carex

Bcenninghauscniana. . . Bracts sometimes wholly suppressed.

Hence Suppressedly (-edli) adv., in a sup-

pressed tone ; with restrained utterance or the like.

1867 C. J. SMITH Syn. <J- Antonyms s.v. Aloud, Jnaudibly.

Suppressedly. 1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy \. 24, I have

..said 'good-night in a tone as Suppressedly hostile as his

own. 1880 Sec. T/i. n. iv, They both laugh low and sup-

pressedly. 1887 HARDY Woodlanders III. v. 87 His eyes
now suppressedly looked his pleasure.

Suppressor (sz>pre's3i). rare. [f. as prec. +
-EB 1

.]
SUPPRESSOR.

1882 in OGILVIE (Annandale). 1895 Columbus (Ohio)

Disp. 22 Oct. 4/4 The president is a great suppresser of

news and holds his cabinet severely in check.

Suppressible (s#pre*sib'l), a. [f. SUPPRESS

+ -IBLE.] Capable of being suppressed.

1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev. i. n. iv, A mere confusion of

tongues... Not manageable, suppressible, save by some

strongest and wisest man, 1871 R WILSON (title) Prostitu-

tion Suppressible.

Suppressing (s#pre-sirj), vbl. sb. [f. SUPPRESS

+ -iNcX] = SUPPRESSION (chiefly in sense i).

c 1380 WVCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 460 In suppressing of kynges
state and destroyynge ofobediens of prestis to lordis. a 1475
ASHBY Active Policy 417 Ye must subdewe with al sup-

pressyng Euery persoune.-Pretendyng right to your coro-

nacion. i54*~S BRINKLOW Lament. (1874) 120 Your euell

suppressynge of the pore. 1561 Re?. Privy Council Scot.

I. 186 For the suppressing of malefactouris. 1591 WEBBE
in Wilmot Tancred % Gismund *sb, The suppressing of

this Tragedie, so worthy for ye presse. 1635 (title) A Pro-

clamation for the Suppressing of profane Swearing and

Cursing, a 1699 TEMPLE Ess., Popular Discont. ii. Wks.

1720 I. 265 Some more effectual way.. for preventing or

suppressing of common Thefts and Robberies. 1711 AODI-

sG&Spect. No. 135 f 12 The suppressing of several Particles

which must be produced in other Tongues to make a Sen.

tence intelligible. 1753 Scots Mag. XV. 66/2 The suppress-

ing of this insurrection.

So Suppressing ppl. a., that suppresses (in

quot, ? oppressing : cf. SUPPRESS v. 6).

1652 LITHGOW Trav. x. 456 O foolish pride, O suppressing
ambition !

Suppression (sypre'Jan). [ad. L. sttppressio,

-onem, n. of action f. suppress-, supprimgre to

SUPPRESS. Cf. F. suppression (i5th c.).]

1. The action of putting down, as by power or

authority ; a. a practice or custom, a proceeding
or movement, etc. ; occas. fine quenching (of fire).

15*8 MORE Dyaloge iv. Wks. 250/2 He magnifyeth bap-
tisme but to the supression of penance of al good liu-

inS> "SS 1 T- WILSON Logic (1580) 48 b, The first suppression
of the Popes whole power. 1574 Homilies ii. Agst. Retell.

617 (heading) The suppression of the last rebellion. 1607
CHAPMAN Bussy d1Ambois iv. i. 168 My love (Like to a
fire disdaining his suppression) Rag'd being discourag'd.

1658 T. WALL Charact. Enemies Ch. 42 To read their own
shame in the suppression of mischief fruitlessly attempted.

216

1706 PutLLiPS (ed. Kersey), Suppression, the Act of Sup-

pressing, Smothering, &c. 1751 H. WALPOLE Let. to Maun
21 Mar., He (x. a thrush] had dangerous suppressions of

breath. 1827-35 WILLIS Slmnammite 37 His breast Heaving
with the suppression of a cry. 1861 GEO. ELIOT Silas M.
i. i, The self-complacent suppression of inward triumph that

lurked in the narrow slanting eyes and compressed lips.

1865 SWINBURNK Atnlaiita 2042 With tears and suppression

of sighs.

t 4. Depression, lowering ; pressure of a super-

incumbent weight. Obs. rare.

1709-19 V. MANDEY Syst. Math., Astron. 353 Refraction,

is the Elevation or Suppression of any Star by reason of. .

the Vapors Elevating themselves from the Earthly Globe.

I7S3 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Suppressions ignis, a fire of

suppression, a term used in chemistry to express such an

1737 jn
loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. i. 267 The Sup.

pression of Play-houses. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. II. ii. I.

392 The suppression of twenty shilling notes, would pro-
bably relieve it [sc. the scarcity of gold and silver]. 1825
JEFFERSON Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 71 The result was. .sup-

pression of coryees, reformation of the gabelles. 1828 SCOTT
F. M. Perth ix, The extension of the dominion and the
wealth of the church, and the suppression of heresy.
attrib. 1806 SURR Winter in Lond. III. 199 These sup-

pression chaps intend to enforce the penal statute, and
compel us to go to church ! ioo> Westm. Gaz, 2 July 2/1
In favour of a rigorous suppression policy.

b. persons or communities.
1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 225 A Monasterie

..which (in the late.. general! suppression) was found to be
of the yeerly value of an hundreth and twenty pounds. 1590
SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons 35 b, After that victorie and
suppression of the Rebels. 1615 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i.

III. 206 A farther suppression of all Popish Recusants and
disinheriting of them. 1784 \V. STRICKLAND in B. Ward
Dawn Cath. Revival (1909) I. 78 On the suppression of the

Society of Jesus, c 1868 G. PRYMF. Autobiog. Recoil, xv.
231 An Irish Act of Parliament for the suppression of
'

Rapparees, Tories, and other Robbers.' 1888 GASQUET
Hen. VIII fy Eng. Monast. \. 86 They turned out the

agents engaged on the suppression [sc. of monasteries], and
reinstated the canons.

o. Withholding or withdrawal from publication ;

prevention or prohibition of the circulation of a
book or writing.
0.1700 EVELYN Diary 10 Aug. 1674, The noise of this

book's suppression made it presently be bought up. 1736
POPE Let. to Mr. Allen 5 June, The only use to my own
character, as an Author of such a publication, would be the
suppression of many things.
2. The action of keeping secret ; refusal to dis-

close or reveal
; also, the leaving of something

unexpressed.
^1728 CHAMBERS CycL, Suppression, in Grammar, an Omis-
sion of certain Words in a Sentence, which yet are neces-
sary to a full.. Construction. 1749 Power $ Harmony
Prosaic Numbers 63 A seasonable Silence, or imperfect
Speech (a Figure which the Rhetoricians call a Suppression).
178* Miss BURNEY Cecilia vm. iv, The incident was too
extraordinary.. to have any chance of suppression. 1837MACAULAY Ess., Bacon (1843) II. 284 Unpardonable distor-
tions and suppressions of facts. 1878 GLADSTONE Prim.
Homer 142 Homer, like Shakespeare, is remarkable for the
suppression of himself.

3. Restraint or stifling (of utterance or expres-
sion).

5. Med. and Path. Stoppage or arrest (of a dis-

charge or secretion).
ioi HOLLAND Pliny xxn. xxv. II. M3 II amendeth the

suppression or difficultie of voiding urine. 1615 CROOKE

Body o/Man 336 Oftentimes vpon the suppression of their

courses their bellies swell and they thinke they are con-

ceiued. 1719 QUINCY Coittpl. Disp. 121 Simon Paule gave
it in Suppression of Urine. 1811-7 GOOD Study Mtd.

(1829) V. 41 Suppression of the menses. The secretion

obstructed in its regular periods of recurrence. 1845 BUDD
Dis. Liver 222 The disorder of digestion and the suppression
of bile. 1877 M. FOSTER Physiol. n. iv. (1870) 378 The cessa-

lion of renal activity, the so-called suppression of urine.

6. Bot. Absence or non-development of some

part or organ normally or typically present.

1845 ASA GRAY Bot. Text-bk. 191 The non-production

(suppression) of one whorl of organs. 1849 BALFOUR Max.
Bot. 647 Suppression is liable to occur in all the parts of

plants, and gives rise to various abnormalities. 1881 VINES

Sacks' Bot. 363 The protonema differs from the Moss-stem
. .in the suppression of those further divisions by which the

tissue of the stem is produced from its segments.

Hence Suppre-ssionlst, an advocate of sup-

pression.
1886 Daily Tel. i : Nov. (Cassell), Think of it, ye modern

suppression ists.

Suppressive (sSpre-siv), a.
[f.

L. suppress- :

see SUPPRESS and -IVE.] Having the quality or

effect of suppressing.
1778 JOHNSON 25 Apr. in Boswell, I consider it as a very

difficult question.. whether one should advise a man not

to publish a work, if profit be his object. . . I should scruple
much to give a Suppressive vote. 18x2-7 GOOD Study Med.
(1829) II. 232 The miasm it

[sc. typhus] generates, though
more suppressive or exhaustive of sensorial energy, is less

volatile, than that of marsh-lands. 1860 FROUDE Hist. Eng.
xxxv. VI. 529 The use of strong suppressive measures to keep
down the unruly tendencies of uncontrolled fanatics. 1885
W. H. WHITE Mark Rutherford's Deliv. ii. (1892) 25 Nor
was it even

possible
for any single family to emerge amidst

such altogether suppressive surroundings.

Hence Snppre-ssively adv.

1837 CARLYLE Misc. Ess., Mirabeait, The former set of

pangs he.. crushes down into his soul suppressively.

Suppressor (spre
-

saa). Also 6-7 -our
;
see

also SUPPRESSER. [f. SUPPRESS + -OR. Late L. had

suppressor^ One who or that which suppresses.
1560 in MailL Club Misc. III. 217 The Pape quhai is

the verray Antichriste and suppressour of Godis glorie. 1633
LITHGOW Trav. ix. 388 He was no suppressour of the sub-
jects. i68x SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. 13 Humility and
charity, the great suppressors of envy. 1711 E. WAMD
Vulgus Brit. vin. 91 And so from a Rude Mob became,
The fierce Suppressors of the same. 1868 FREEMAN Norm.
Conq. II. viii. 194 Rudolf of Ivry..the savage suppressor
of the great peasant revolt.

Suppriee, -icioun, var. SUPPRISE, -ISSION Obs.

t Supprime, v. Obs. rare. In 5 suppryme,
6 suppreme. [ad. L. supprimlre or F. supprimer
to SUPPRESS.] trans. SUPPRESS.

490 CAXTON Eneydos xiii. 48 The mone obscure . . sup-
prymeth the lyghte of the sonne. 1549 Coinpl. Scot. xix.

158 The prudens and autorite that the lord hes gyffin to

the, suld suppreme ther ignoiante error & obstination.

t Suppri'or. Obs. Also 4-5 -our(e, 5-6 -er.

[a. OF.supfriour (i4th c.), med.L. supprior: see

SUB- 6 and PRIOR. (Cf. Sp. suprior.)]
= SUBPRIOR.

1338 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 208 pe priour said,
'

pis day
be suppriour chese we '. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 171 Bothe
Prioure an supprioure and owre pater abbas, c 1430 LYDG.
Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 64 The suppriour beholdyng aboute
overalle, As is his office, that non of them were absent.

1485 CAXTON St. Wene,ryde 14 Randolf whiche was Sup-
pryour of the hows, c 1534 [see SUPPRIORESS]. 1535 in

Lett. Suppr.Monast. (Camden) 54, I have often commandidd
..the supprior.. that ther shulld no seculer bois be conver-
sant with ony of the inonkes. 1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop.
Cerem. in. v. 87 When the Supprior of the Abbey of Saint
Andrewes was disputing with John Knox.
So t Suppri-oress [OF. supprioresse (I4th c.),

med.L. suppriorissa], = SUBPKIOBESS.
a 1400 Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. (1914) 54 Blyssede

bat abbaye . . J>at base so haly ane abbas as Chary te, a

prioresse as Wysedome, a supprioresse as Mekenes. a 1455
Lett. Marf. Anjou q Rp. Beckington (Camden) 164 To the

Suppriouresse of None Eton, c 1534 in J. Bacon Lifter

Regis (1786) p. xi, The names of the supprior, supprioresse,
sexten, selerer.

t Supprise, sb- Chiefly Sc. Obs. Also 5 -ice,

-yce, 5-6 -is, -yse, 6 -yss. [a. AF., OF. suprise,
var. of surprise SURPRISE sb. Cf. med.L. subprisia,

suppris(i}a usurpation, extraordinary impost.]
1. Injury, wrong, outrage, oppression.
c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vn. 2132 (MS. Wemyss) pare he. .

SUPPBISSION.

lesit all his noble name. Thare fell ane of nis floure de lice,

To do his fallow sic suppris. Ibid. vin. 4902 With his ost,

quhare he ourraid, Gret suppris \MS> Cott. wastynge] in be
cuntre he maid. 1442 Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1844) I- 7 The
supprise that Master John of Caydow did in the outtakyn
of Adam of Hillis net. c 1470 HARDING Chron. CLXXXIX.
ill. (MS. Ashm. 34} If. 147 Wip oute suppryce [v.r. supprise]
or any extorcion Of be porayle. c 1500 Lancelot 691 For
to tell.. his gret distresse Of presone and of loues gret
suppris, It war to long. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxiv. 49
Substance with honour doing nane suppryss.

2. Surprise, unexpected attack.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace vin. 694 Yhe wyrk nocht as the

wys, Gyff that ye tak the awnter off supprice. c 1500
Lancelot 3479 Ws ned no more to dredlng of suppris ; We
se the strenth of al our ennemys.
3. Conquest, defeat.

c 14x5 WVNTOUN Cron. vi. 1749 (MS. Wemyss) He persauit
in bat fychi At he wes neire a supprice sone.

t Supprise, v. Chiefly Sc. Obs. Also 4 -ice,

4-5 -iss, 4-6 -yse, 5 -is, -yss, (-ese), 5-6 -ya,

-eis, 6 -ize, -yis(s; 5 supriae, superyse, 8 sup-
rize. [f. AF., OF. supris-e, var. of sur-, sourpri$-e,
or souspris-et pa. pple. of surprendre SURPRISE

z;.,

sousprendre SUSPRISK v.

Through variants like snfpriss, this vb. became confused
with SUPPRESS, of which it has some of the meanings.]
1. trans. To come upon or attack unexpectedly ;

to surprise.
1375 HARBOUR Br&ce in. n He assemblyt his men. .And

come for to suppris the king, That weill wes war of thar

cummyng. Ibid. vi. 37 Thai thoucht him for to suppris ;

And gif Tie fled on ony vis To follow him vith the hunde.
c 1375 SV. Leg. Saints xl. (Ninian) 876 A gret oste of Ing-
land, For to supprice hym, var cumand. 1471 CAXTON
Recuyell (Sommer) 676 Aboute the houre of none cam a

grete tempeste And supprysed them sodaynly.
b. To ensnare, betray.

ci4$o St. Citthbert (Surtees) 1848 pe deuel, with his

quayntys, Will be aboute 3ow to suppryse, And draw $ow
heyn. a 1600 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems xliv. 26 Wo to the

spyis first did suppryis My hairt within }our hald !

2. Of a feeling, etc. : To come upon suddenly
and forcibly, seize, overtake, affect violently :

usually in pa. pple. (const, with the feeling, etc.).
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 1 184 This Troilus, with blysse

of bat supprised, Put al in goddes bond. 1420-12 LYDG.
Thebes 2017 It scheweth wel that thow were not wis, But

supprised with a manere rage. 1426 De Guil. Pilgr.
6166 With gret desyr I was supprysed In my thouht & my
corage. 1430-40 Bochas vin. xxvii. (MS. Bodl. 263) 404
Take and supprised he was w l dronknesse. a 1513 FABYAN
Chron. vi. ccxvi. (1533) 139/1 -For thys vyctory Harolde was

suppreised [1559 suppressed] wyth pryde. 15*3 SKELTON
Gari. Laurel 537 So am 1 supprysyd with pleasure and

delyght To se this howre now. 159* BRETON Ctess Pem-
broke's Love (Grosart) 24/2 A secret ioie that did the soule

suprise. 1611 MURE Misc. Poems i. 60 Jouth then, with

courage and desyer .. assayed My Sencesto suppryse.

b. To affect with surprise.

1775 in Nairne Peerage Evidence (1874) 123 If departed
souls can be supriz'd sure hers would be so to meet in the

regines of bliss one she thought was still here in this world

of woe.

3. To do violence to, injure, outrage; to oppress;
to ravish, violate (a woman).
ciyjfSc. Leg. Saints xlix. (.Tecla) 157 Scho.,Cryit hye :

supprice me nocht Na haf nocht foly in to thpcht ! c 1400

Apol. Loll. 75 Austeyn . .seib |>us : Sum supprise wi|> seruil

chargis our religioun, bat our Lord Ihu Crist wold to be fre.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2390 (Ashmole MS.), He wald neuire

suprise [Dublin MS. sussprise] no sege yndir heuen. c 1415
WVNTOUN Cron. r. 310 (MS. Wemyss), Sindry spretis. .Slep-

and women wald suppris. .That gat biregyantisofgret mycht.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Anns (S.T.S.) 156 The citee sulde be

wele punyst that revengis nocht hir burgeis suppressor op-

prest wrangwisly.. .1 lefully defend me agayne othir that

wald suppris me wrangwisly. c 1470 HARDING Chron. cxiv.

xiii. (MS. Ashm. 34) if. 89 b, He. .his comons never his tyme

supprysed [v.r. supprissed j. 1500-30 DUNBAR Poems xliii.

47 Sic ladyis wyiss, Tbay ar to pryis,..Swa can devyiss,

And not suppryiss Thame;
nor thair honestie.

4. To overpower, overcome, subdue ; occas. to

put down, suppress.
c 14*0 Antnrs o/ Artk. 306 pel shullene dye one a day...

Suppriset with a surget ( Thornton MS. Supprysede with

a sugette]. f 1415 WYNTOUN Cron. vi. 1709 (MS. Cott.),

Schir Knowt . . Dowttyt to be suppryssit son, Or in be batel

al wndoyn. c 1450 St.Cuthbert (Surtees) 4468 All be strenth

of }our enmys I sail schende and sone supprys. a 1475

ASHBY Dicta Philos. 396 The kynge bathe the charge theim

to supprise. That wofde surmonte, or in vices arise. 1594

MARLOWE & NASHE Dido i. i, Ay me ! the Starres suppnsde
like Rhesus Steedes, Are drawne by darknes forth Astraeus

tents. 1601 CHESTER K. Arthur iv, Chaste to her husbands

cleare vnspotted bed, Whose honor-bearing Fame none

could supprize. 1 1614 MURE Dido tf &neas i. 157 His

kinde she hates, which should the same supprise.

5. a. To undertake, b. To uphold, rare.

c 1401 LYDG. Floure dtrtesye 232 Euer as I can supprise

in myn herte. ^1430 Syr Getter. (Roxb.) 1912 Demean

you al wey in such wise Min honour and worship I may

supprise.
Hence fSnpprised ppl a., (a) oppressed (in

quot. 1400 absol.\ (b} appearing suddenly;

f Suppriser, ? betrayer; f Supprisin* vbl. sb.,

surprise, unexpected attack ; f Supprission

(-icioun), oppression.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce VH. 551 The kyng, That had no

dreid of supprising, $eid vnarmyt, mery and blith. M*
Apol. Loll, 79 Goddis law biddib help be supprissed, jugi|>

to be fadirles, defendi|> be wydow. c 14*5 WYNTOUN Cron.

iv. 2026 (MS. Wemyss), And vnder gret exactioun Haldir

in to suppricioun [MS. Cott. 2020 suppression), a 1547



SUPPULLULATE.
SURREY SEneid iv. 37 She .. with stipprised teares [orig.
lacritnis oborti*} I'ained her Iji-cst. 1591 HRETOX J'i/rr.
Farad. (Grosartj 1 1/2 Thou wicked witcli, . .To bring a des-

perate spirit to defame, And by illusion, first the soulcs
supriser, That heares thy wordes, and wil belceue the same.

Suppryme: see SUPPRIME.

f Suppu-llulate, v. Otis. rare.
[f. L. sup- =

SUB- 26 + pulltildt- : see PULLULATE.] </;-. To
sprout fortli in place of another.
1601 Dr. W. BARLOW Df/ence 175 These HydiaheadcJ

expositions, one suppullulatinj; after another. 1609
Anm: Nameless Cat/i. 236 Such Hydra-headed Treasons
suppullulating one after the other.

t Su-ppurable, a. 06s. rare. [ad. mod.L. sup-
piirdbilis, f. L. suppfirdre to SUPPURATE : see

-ABLE.] Liable to suppurate ; suppurating.
1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Comfit, viu. 286 The Livir is of

little sense ;. .therefore crude ones [sc. tumours] cannot be

distinguished from suppurable ones, but in process of lime.

1758 J. S. I.e Dran's Obscrv. Surf. (1771) 88 A Reflux of

suppurable Matter.

Suppurant (urpiurant), a. and sl>. rare. [ad.
L. suppilranlein, pres. pple. of siippfirare to Sup-

rURATE.j
= SUPPURATIVE a. 2 and ;l>.

1767 GOOCH Treat. IVounds I. 218 Their secret applica-
tions, which they termed attrahents, but are to be looked

upon only as suppurants. 1889 Maine's Med. I'ocat'. (ed.
6 (

, Stiff'ttrattt. ..festering : suppurating.

t Su-ppurate, ppl. a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. sup-
puratus, pa. pple. ofsiippumre (see next).] Formed

by suppuration.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxtt. xxv. II. 138 In case it be need-

full., to cleanse them from suppurat matter therein gathered.

Suppurate (wpiureit), v. Also 7 supurate.

[f.
L. suppurat-, pa. ppl. stem of suppfirdrc, f.

sup-
= SUB- 2 +pur-, pus Pus. Cf. F. sitppurer.~\

tl. trans. To cause (a sore, tumour, etc.) to

form or secrete pus ; to bring to a head. Also
absol. to induce suppuration. Obs.

1563 T. GALE Antidot. l. vi. 4 When as all hope is paste
by other medicines, then we take those in vse whyche doe

suppurate.
1600 SURFLKT Country Farm in. Ixxxiv. 626

Tliis oile is singular good for to suppurate and ripen im-

postumes. 1694 SALMON Bate's Dispens. (1713) 696/2 It. .

dissolves or suppurates Venereal Buboes. 1779 Gentl. Mag.
Feb. 80/2 When these tumours are suppurated and broke,
or opened, they need only to be frequently cleansed.

2. inlr. To form or secrete pus, come to a head.
1656 RIDGLEY Pract. Pkysifk 131 A little swelling.. which

suppurating is like a Barly-corn. 173* ARBUTHNOT Rules
ofDiet in Aliments, etc. (1735) 348 This Disease, .is gene,
rally fatal if it suppurates, the Pus is evacuated into the
lower Belly. 1794-6 E. DARWIN Zoon. (1801) I. 441 If these
tjlands suppurate externally, they gradually heal. 1843
k. J. GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med. xxvi. 331 If the ulcer sup-
purated freely, the dressing was used oftener. 1854 H.
Al II.LEK Sch. ty Scktn. vi. (1858) i icj My injured foot . . suppu-
rated and discharged great quantities of blood and matter.

1876 Trans. Clinical Sec. IX. 136 Although the cyst., had
not suppurated,

t b. inlr. (trans/.) To exude like pus. Obs. rare.

1693 EVELYN De la Quint. Comfl. Card. 1 1. 38 By reason
that the wound cannot soon be clos'd, and that the Gum
Supurates through it.

Hence Su'ppurated ppl. a., Sirppurating vol.

sb. (also attrib.) ;
also f Strppurater = SUPPU-

RATIVE sb.

1611 WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) i The incision
Knife, .for the opening of any Apostume suppurated. 1684
tr. Sonet's Merc. Comfit, u. 45 Jf the Bubo give no hope
of Suppuration . . when you have used Suppuraters a long
time [etc.]. 1747 tr. Astruc's Fevers 123 Whilst they are

simply obstructed, they are called crude ; but if they begin
to suppurate, they are called suppurated. 1758 J. S. Le
Dran's Otserv. Surg. (1771) 88 Was it a Reflux of suppu-
rated Pus? 1813 J. THOMSON l.ect. Inflam. 304 These di-

versities in the appearance and duration of the suppurating
process. 1822-7 GOOD Study Med. (1825) I. 476 Where it

[sc. the pancreas] was found suppurated and gangrenous.
1849 ABDV Water Cure 13 They remained.. nearly two
weeks, without suppurating.

Suppurating (so-piuK'tirj), ppl. a.
[f. preo.

f -ING 2.] That suppurates.
1. Promoting suppuration.
1611 WOODALL >y. Mate Wks. (1653) 88 A contused

wound.. will desire also suppurating medicines. 1876 tr.

vonZiemssen'sCycl. Med. XI. 92 Mezereon, croton oil.,
and suppurating ointments of various kinds.

2. Forming or secreting pus; attended or marked
by suppuration.
1647 MAY Hist. Parl. i. vii. 77 Now we see what the sores

are. .let us be very careful! to draw out the cores of them,
not to skin them over with a slight suppurating festring
cure, least they breake out againe. 1803 Med. Jrnl. IX.
85 To convert every recent wound into a suppurating sore.

1843 R-
I- GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med. xxii. 266 Suppurating

pneumonia. Ibid. xxix. 37 r A suppurating tumour resem-
bling a whitlow. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VI. 574 Sup-
purating corns.

Suppuration (sopiur^-Jsn). Also 6 -aoyon.
[ad. L. suppilrdtio, -onein, n. of action f. suppurdre
to SUPPURATE.- Cf. F. suppuration.']
1. The process or condition of suppurating ; the

formation or secretion of pus ; the coming to a
head of a boil or other eruption.
1541 COPLAND Galycn's Teraf. 2 Fijb, Yf there be.. vehe-

ment pulsacyon, in such wyse that there is no more hope of
the curacyon of the sayd partyes without suppuracyon, all
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nature. 1676 WISEMAN Chirurg. Treat. ,

plied again the Mnlagma, whicii caused a Suppuration of
the remainder. 1731 ARBUTHNOT Kules t/Dili in A liments,
*'c- 11735) 34* The Inflammation ends in a Suppuration and
an Abscess in the Lungs. 1797 M. BAILLIE Morh. Anat.
(1807) 79 When Inflammation of the lungs terminates in
suppuration. 1868 DARWIN Anim. , I'l. xii. II. 12 A cow
lostahorn by suppuration. 1899 A/Mutt's .Syst. Med. VIII.
762 The suppuration of acne .spots

t2. A suppurating or suppurated boil, sore, etc.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 57 One that had a suppu-
ration in his chist. 1607 TOPSKLI. Four-/. Beasts 259 The
dung.. being anplyed to the suppurations. 1658 ROWLAND
tr. Mou/et's Total. Ins. 1105 They will concoct the Impos-
tumes and suppurations of the breasts.

Snppurative (so-piurAiv), a. and so. Also
6 -yfe. [ad. mod.L. suppurdliviis, (. suppurat- :

see SUPPURATE v. and -IVE. Cf. F. suppuralif
(from 1 6th c.), It., Pg. suppurativo, Sp. supura-
livo.'] A. adj.
1. Having the

property
of causing suppuration ;

inducing the formation of pus.
1541 (see SUPPURATION i]. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts

705 It is meet to vse a suppuratiue and not a gluttinatiue
maner ofcure, c 1710 W. GIBSON Farrier's Disfeni. i. (1734!
23 Rye.. .It's chief Service is in suppurative and discutient
Charges or Cataplasms. 1760-71 J. ADAMS tr. yuan ,y
UUoa't Voy. (ed. 3) I. 46 A small suppuntive plaister.
l8M-7 GOOD Study Med. (1820) IV. 404 Those irritant,
exulcerant, or suppurative applications, which have been
employed by many practitioners.

2. Attended or characterized by suppuration.
.17.94 J-.R- COXE Ess. Inflamm. 54 Mr. John Hunter has

divided inflammation into the adhesive, the suppurative,
and the ulcerative. 1835-6 Toad's Cycl. Anat. 1. 61/2 This
suppurative sloughing process had opened a passage.. into
the.. colon. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 621 Suppu.
rative catarrh of the middle ear.

B. sb. A medicine or preparation which pro-
motes suppuration.
1568 SKF.YNE Tlu Pest (1860) 40 Gif the humore be malig-

nant,.. suppuratiues most be expede [sic]. 1671 SALMON
Syn. Med. in. xvi. 368 Suppuratives. .bring blood, raw,
superfluous and undigested humours to matter and

ripeness.
1766 P/iit. Trans. LVI. 93 Strong suppuratives, m the
form of cataplasms, were now used. 1811-7 GOOD Study
Med. (1829) III. 508 Increasing the tone of the vessels, by
warm suppuratives and astringents. 1887 MOLONEY Forestry
iy. A/r. 232 Fagonia aratica,..Ms plant has a great
reputation in India as a suppurative in the cases of abscess.

t Su-ppuratory, a. and sb. Obs. rare. [ad. L.

siippuratorius, f. suppurat- : see SUPPURATE v. and
-ORY 2

.]
= SUPPURATIVE a. a and sb.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disf. I. xiv. 30 That [medica-
ment] is called ^tairmjTiKov, or a suppuratory, which is most
congruent and like to our nature. 1730 Phil. Trans.
XXXVI. 362 Purulent, suppuratory and scrophulous Dis-

tempers. 1747 tr. Aslrnc's Fevers 280 At the approach of
the suppuratory fever.

t Suppure, v. Obs. rare~. [a. F. suppurer,
ad. L. suppi'irdre to SUPPURATE.] To suppurate.
1611 COTGR., Maturer, .. to matter, to Suppure.

t Su-pputate, v. Ol/s. (Also pa. pple. in 6

-ate.) [t. L. supputat-, pa. ppl. stem of suppu-
tdre: see SUPPUTE v. and -ATE^.] trans. To cal-

culate, reckon, compute. Also absol. or inlr.

'559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 107 Adde the de.

grees, and mi. to the Longitude (for which th' Ephemerides
ar supputated, because thy place is East from it). 1571
DIGGES Pantom. iv. xxi. Cc iij b, Behold the table folowing,
where ye shal finde the number of all the sides, diameters
and Axes of these inscribed bodyes ready supputate. 1614
SELDEN Titles Hon. i. iii. 163 Their Hegira. .is supputated
from the flight of Mahumed, out of Mecha. 1680 AUBREY
in Lett. Eminent Persons (1813) III. 490 He supputated,
and found that everything considered 'twas much dearer.

1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. I. 158 Ephemerides. .supputated. .

for the elevation and meridian of London.

t Supputa tion. Obs. [ad. L. supputdtio,

-onem, n. of action f. supputare to SUPPUTE. Cf.

F. suppttla/ion (from i6th c.).]

1. The action (or an act) of calculating or com-

puting ; a method or system of reckoning ; calcu-

lation, computation, reckoning.
1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 27 Florentius, monke of

Wurcestre, whom y folowe specially with Marianus Scotte
in the supputacion of yeres. 1545 JOYE Kxp. Dan. B j b,
A brife supputation of the ages and yeres of the world.

1555 EDEN Decades (Arb.) 65 Euery leaque conteyneth
foure myles, after theyr supputations. 1560 litBLK (Geneva)
Esther Argt. 218 b, The supputation of yeres, wherein the

Ebrewes, and the Grecians do varie. 1650 TWYSDEN in

Rigaud Corr. Sci, Men (1841) I. 67 For the ready supputa-
tion of the places of the planets. 1651-61 HEYLIN Cosntogr.
Iritrod. fifJ74) 17/2 Chronologies, .are only bare supputa-
tions of times, with some brief touch upon the Actions
therein hapning. 1696 AUBREY Misc. 24 The skill of deal-

ing with difficult supputations of Numbers not then dis-

coverable. 1698 HEARNE Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 7 The Julian
Period . . is a supputation of 7980 years. Invented by_ Julius
Scaliger. 1751 Act 24 Ceo. //, c. 23 $ i That . . the said Sup-
putation, according to which the Year of our Lord beginneth
on the twenty-fifth Day of March, shall not be made use of
from and after the last Day of December, one thousand
seven hundred and fifty-one. 1815 A. CLARKE Comm. O. T.,
1's. Ixxxi. 3 They.. sent persons to the top of some hill.,

about the time which, according to their supputalions, the

new moon should appear.

b. transf. Estimation, reckoning.
1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. i. 18 In a wise suppu*

tation all things begin and end in the Almighty. 1654
TRAPP Comm. Job xxxviii. 18 They have their supputations

SUPRA-.

./.*. 234 He sodutuibed
Hnil ,on|, !,:,.,: -,:i ,..

2. (See quot.) rare .

1656 111 o._s- 1 (;/,,j, ,,4-,., \uffutalion. ,a pruyning or cut-
ling Irees.

t Suppu-te, '. Oh. [ad. I., lupputare to cut
ofl In-low, lop, prune, to count up, f. sup- = SUB-
J + puliire to tiim, prune, to clear up, settle, reckon.
Cf. F. s,,pp,,ter (from i6th

c.).]
= SUPPI'TATE

Hence t Suppu-ted
ppl. a. (Jig.)

M3-50 T.l/igd. pe Romanes. .asciibede
1

I

hc ' rV'rM from th<! '^gynnenge of tl.eire. cite y.madeBut..Cnslen men suppute theire yeres from the Incarnm-
cion of Criste. Ibid. V. 453 Men suppntcnge tyme of
kynges. 1611 DRAYTON Poly-ol/,. xxix. 363 Free from this
supputed shame, a 1717 NEWTON Chronol. A:e,,d,d\<
(1728) 4 Others supputmg the lim by the Succession of
the Kings of the Lacedaemonians, affirm that he was not
a few years older than the first Olympiad.

II Supra (sia-pia), adv., (a.), prep. [I., supra
adv. and prep, (see next).] A. adv.
1. ABOVE A. 4 ; previously, before (in a book

or writing). Also in L. phr. ut supra = as above.

(Abbreviated sup.}
[c 1440 Promf. Pan. 355/2 Nyggarde (or muglard. supra,

or nygun, or pynchar, iii/ra), tenajc.\ iu6 in Exck. Kellt
Scot. XV. 273 note, The paid pensioun of fourty pundis to the
said maister Walter, . .quhill he be promovit be l to bene-
fice ut supra. 1616 R. COCKS Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 100, jo
cams tobaco to hym selfe, cost as supra. 1668 in Kxtr. St.

Papers ret. Friends Ser. MI. (1912) 279 The boolc called The
sandy Foundation Shaken, cf the same date, ut supra. 1753
Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s. v. Leaf, Vitloie Leaf. See Pilose

Leaf, supra. 1861 PALEY /Eschylus (ed. 2) Svpplices 953
note. On the metre of this verse see supra 7.

t2. = ABOVE A. 7 ; in addition, further; more.
ij?" NASHE Strange JVewet H 2, Was sinne so vtterly

abolished with Tarltons play of the seuen deadly sins that
ther could be nothing said supra of that argument ? 1778
STILES Diary 24 Sept. (1901) II. 302 Mr. Beers aet. 60 &
supra.

fB. adj. Additional, extra. Obs.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warres iv. iv. 115 The which being
not aduertised that they be any supra Round, he is bound
to giue the word to none but only vnto the Sentinel). 1773
Ann. Reg., Chron. 89/1 To defray the supra charge of coinage.

C. prep, in phr. supra protest [ad. It. sopra
protesto

'

upon protest '] : see quots. and PROTEST
sb. 2.

1809 R. LANGFOFD Introd. Trade 22 After a bill has been
protested, it is sometimes accepted by a third party, for the

purpose of saving the reputation of a drawer or of an en-
dorser. Such an acceptance is called an acceptance

'

Supra
Protest'. 1847 B - F- FOSTER Connting-ao. Assist. 87 Pay-
ment supra protest. Ibid. 99 The acceptor supra protest is

bound to notify without delay his acceptance to the person
for whose honor it was made.

Supra- (siw'pra), //*;, repr. 'L. supra- supra
(related to super and ultimately to sub) adv. and

prep., above, beyond, in addition (to), before in

time, occurring in a few compounds in classical

and late Latin
;

in med. and mod.L. it is mainly
restricted to technical terms. Its meanings in

English are for the most part parallel to, but

in much less vogue than, those of SUPIR-
;
but it

is more prevalent than the latter in certain uses,

e.g. the scientific uses in I a and I b, in which it

is most commonly employed as a living prefix.
The stressing is as in compounds of SDPER-, q.v. p. 166/3.

I. Over, above, higher thnn
; (less commonly)

on, upon : in a physical sense.

1. In prepositional relation to the sb. implied in,

or constituting, the second element : = SUPER- I
;

as in late L. suprdcselestis SUPHACELESTIAL, mod.
L. stiprd-axilldris (axilla AXIL), suprafotidcens

(Jolium leaf).

a. Miscellaneous sdjs., chiefly scientific : =
SUPER- I a, c. Su pra-ae-rial, situated above the

air or atmosphere. Sn pra-a-iillary, Hot., arising
above an axil, as a branch or bu<). Snpraco'ral-
line, Ceo!., lying immediately above the Coralline

Oolite. Sivpracreta'ceoug, Geol., lying above the

Cretaceous series, as the Tertiary and more recent

formations. Su prafolia'ceons, Suprafo liar,

Bot., situated or arising above (or upon) a leaf.

Suprapla'cial, occurring upon the surface of ice,

esp. of a glacier. Snprali neal, written above

the line. Sn:pramari ne, situated or occurring

above the sea. Suprame'dial, lying above the

middle (e.g. of a series of rocks). Snpratro'pical,

next ' above ', i. e. higher in latitude than, the

tropical (see quot.).
1694 HALLEY in Pkil. Trans. XXXIII. 120 The Firma.

ment, supposed by Moses to sustain a *Supra-erial Sea.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. m. xxi. (1765) 218 'Supra-axillary.

1870 HOOKEH Stud. Flora 256 Solanum, . . flowers in the forki

of the stem, or supra-axillary. 1885 ETHERlDGE5/ra/. Geol.

xli. 453 The "Supra-Coralline Beds. 1831 DE LA limit:

Geol. t\fan. (ed. 3) 221 The marine 'supracretaceous rocks of

the South of France. 1851 LYKLL Man. Elem. Geol. ix. (ed. 4)

103 Groups of Fossiliferous Strata . . Tertiary, Supracreta-

ceous, or Cainozoic. 1777 S. ROBSON Brit. Flora n 'Supra-

foliaceous, coming out above the leaves, as in Asperifo!i.
1866 Treat. Bot. im/i 'Supra/oliar, growing upon a leaf.

1894 GEIKIE Gt. Ice Age (ed. 3) 207 The beds of these 'supra-

glacial rivers. 1874 T. H. KEY Language 6.1 The fact of

28



SUPRA-.

Its [sc. the aspirate's] having passed into a mere *supra-lineal

mark in classical Greek suggests the question whether it had

not even in those days become an unmeaning symbol. 1832

LYELL Princ. Geol. II. 195 The effects, .of subterranean

action on *supramarine land. 1863 Antig.^
Man xiih

218

group). 1826 KIRBY & Si>. Entomol. IV. xlix. 485 Beginning

at 84 N. L. he [sc. Latreille] has seven Arctic ones [sc.

climates], which he names rjolar, subpolar, superior, inter-

mediate, *supratropical, tropical, and equatorial.

b. Anat. and Zool. Extensively used to form

adjectives (some of which are also used ellipt. as

sbs.) in the sense
' Situated above, or on the dorsal

side of (sometimes, upon the upper surface of) the

part or organ denoted by the second element' : as

in mod.L. supracostalis (costa rib), suprarindlis

SUPRARENAL. - SUPER- I b.

part of the supramarginal convolution. 1853 H. MORRIS

Treat. Hum. Anat. 37 A ridge of bone, the 'supra-mastoid

crest, runs immediately above the external auditory meatus.

1865 Render No. 145. 409/1 The "supranasal notch. 1903

Pnc. Zool.Soc. Land. 11. 125 Nostril pierced in a single

nasal; no supranasal. 1888 "Supranervian [see sutnervian,

uc . .-~ .- . -.,-' Anat. I. 524/> The. ."supra-

sophageal ganglions are protected by a dense membrane.
'

> wti /_ 'i'i._ i._.n nv
j,upracesopha-

. TV cesoDtiaEeai eanEiions M.IC Liwit\,itij uj ....

Numerous compounds of this class appear in recent Diets., Iv
p f- cf XVI. 112/2 The brain, or supraoesopha-

eneral and technical ;
the following is a selection of the ? V IH AWmttl Syst. Mid. III. 723 The duode-

iore important. The meaning can usually be inferred from .

moreextensivelydilated [in infra-papillary carcinoma)
,at of the second element, where: nee.essary a brief ex " ^ ., carcinoma . .888.

ROLLKSTON &that of the second element ; where necessary, a brief ex-

planation or reference is added in parentheses. (Cf. SUB- i b.)

Supra-abdo'minal, supra -turo'mial, supra-anal,

supra-a-ngular (the angular bone of the lower jaw
in some vertebrates: cf. ANGULAR 2 a,quot. 1855),

supra-aryte'noid, supra-au-ditory, supra-auri'cu-

lar, suprabra-nchial, suprabu-ccal, supracx'cal,

supi-acatfJal, supraco-ndylar , -co'ndyloid (
= above

a condyle or condyles of the hvtmerus, femur, etc.),

supraco-stal, snpraco-xal, supracra-nial (
= on the

upper surface of the cranium), siiprado'rsal, supra-

du-ral (
= above the dura mater), supra-e'thmoid,

siipraglotlic (above the glottis), suprahepa-tic (on

the upper surface of the liver), suprahyoid, supra-

i-liac (
= on the upper surface of the ilium), supra-

ma-rginal (spec, above the upper edge of the

Sylvian fissure), suprama-stoid, suprana'sal, supra-

ne'rvian, supraneu'ral (= above a neural axis),

supranii-clear (NUCLEUS 6 b), supra-o'cular (
=

above the ocular region, spec, of the small scales

in reptiles above thesuperciliaries; also si>.) , supra-

asopha'geal (
= on the dorsal side of the oesophagus,

applied to a nervous ganglia in invertebrates),

suprapapi-llary (
= above the biliarypapilla^.rw/'ra-

pe-dal (" above the 'foot' of a mollusc), supra-

pharyngeal ( supra-cesophageat) , suprapu'bian,

-piflic (hence suprapu'bically adv., above the

pubis), suprapygal(pl plates of the carapace in tor-

toises ;
also st>.), siiprarimal (Ria\),suprase'ptal

(SEPTUM), suprastapcdial, suprasie'rnai, supra-
tro'chlear (TROCHLEA a, b), supratympa-nic, supra-
ventri-cular (VENTRICLE 2).

1835-6 Todays Cycl. Anat. I. 174/1 Two "supra-abdominal
nervous columns generally extend along the middle of the

back. 1840 G. V. ELLIS Anat. 130 The transi'ersalis

huintri artery. .ends by dividing into the "supra-acromial
and supra-scapular arteries. 1893 H. MORRIS Treat. Hum.
Anat. 831 The supra-acromial branches cross the clavicular

insertion of the trapezius and the acromion process. 1867
LANKFSTER in Ann. <y .'//if. Nat. Hist. Nov. 335 The "supra-
anal organ is very small. 1835-6 Toftd's Cycl. Anat. I.

277/1 The anterior extremities of the angular and "supra-

angular pieces are wedged into corresponding grooves of the

symphyseal element. 1896 NEWTON Diet. Birds 872 The
bones forming the right and left Mandibula:. .namely, the

Dentals, Splenials, Supra-angulars, Angularsand Articulars.

1872 COHEN Dis. Throat 48 The arytenoid and the "supra-

arytenoid cartilages, with their connecting muscle. 1866
HUXLEY Laing's Preli. Rent. Caitkn. 87 The mastoid pro*
cesses are large, the *supra-auditory ridges strong. 1890
BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., *Snpra-tntricttlar diameter,
parietal diameter, inferior. 1916 KEITH in Man XVI. 101

Skull of an aged man. Maximum length, 195 mm. ; width,
140 mm.;, .height (supra-auricular),

n6mm. 1889 DUNHAM
& WINGRAVE Gloss. Terms,

*
*>pra-l>ranchial, applied to the

dorsal division of the pallia! chamber in the Lamellibran.
chiala. .above the gills, which separate it from the infra-

branchial chamber. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 665/1 Large
special ganglia (optic, stellate, and "supra-buccal) are

developed in the higher forms (Siphonopoda). 1901 P. C.
MITCHELL in Trans. Linn. Soc., Zool. Oct. 188 In Sfilienis-
cus the portion between the supra-duodenal loop and the
rectum, .is expanded intoa minor fold, ..to which 1 give the
name '

"supra-Ceecal kink '. 1890 Proc. Zool. Soc. Loud. 180
The "supracaudal muscle is the direct continuation back-
wards of the spinalis dorsi. 1881 MIVART Cat 91 An
elongated opening . . called the*supracondy!ar foramen which
transmits the median nerve and brachial artery. 1899 All-
butt's Syst. Med. VI. 659 Supracondylar fracture may
readily implicate the nerve. 1866 Quains Elem. Nat. (ed. 7)
II. 385 The occasional prominence called the "supracondy-
loid process. 1884 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. (ed. 4) II. 634
Mr. W. Stokes, of Dublin, advocates . . the supra-condyloid
amputation of the thigh. 1855 OGILVIE Sttppl.y *Sn/>rti-
costal,. .the supra-costal muscles, which raise the ribs. 1890
BILLINGS Nat. Meii.Dict.,Supracostalgroove, light furrow
sometirnes found along upper edge of the body of a rib, at its

posterior extremity. 187* HUMPHRY Myology2\ The "supra-
coxa! part of the pelvis. 1848 OWEN Houiol. Vertebrate
Skel. 48 The frontals and parietals, being ossified in ''supra-
cranial fibrous membrane. 1889 Nature 20 June 172/1 The
..details of the mouth-plates, the "supradorsal membrane,.,
and other.. portions. 1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII.
232 '2 *Supradural branch or ramus fiarietalis. 1888 ROL-
LESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 96 In the Salmon this region
[sc. the mesethmoidal cartilage].. is covered by a "supra-
ethmoid bony plate. 1890 Retrospect Med. Cl I. 302 The
narrowing of the "supraglottic portion of the larynx. 1848

than in *supra-papillary carcinoma. 1888 ROLLESTON &
JACKSON Anim. Life no A "supra-pedal gland appears to

be present in all Pulmonata. 1878 BELL tr. GrgHibaurs

Comf. Anat. 351 There is but one buccal ganglion in I

The shortest route by which the bladder can be reached at

this early age is according to the method of the "suprapubic

operation. 1847-9 Ibid. IV. 280/1 In the turtles. .the supra-

pubic muscle divides into two fasciculi. 1887 Brit. tied.

Jrnl. I. 1098/2 A suprapubic abscess. Ibid. 1214/2 Supra-

pubic lithotomy in a boy. Ibid. 204/2, I . . proceeded to open
he bladder *suprapubicalty upon the point of an ordinary

"suprapygals are ot purely dermal origin. 1093 n;
muwKis

Treat. Hum. Anat. 948 The cavity is naturally divided into

two portions *supra- and infra-rimal divided by the

glottis. 1890 Q. Jrnl. Micros. Sci. XXX. 137 The smaller

division of the ccelom, the "supraseptal cavity, is continued

into the tentacles. 1875 W. K. PARKER in Encycl. Brit. III.

710/2 The short, notched *supra-stapedial . .the slender, com-

bined infra-stapedial and stylo-hyal . .are still cartilaginous.

1861 H. W. FULLER Dis. Lungs 4 The "supra-sternal is the

hollowed space which lies immediately above the notch of

the sternum. 1876 Quain's Elem. A nat.
_(ed. 8) I. 27 The

occurrence ofsuprasternal bones in some animals. l88j Ibid.

(ed. 9) I. 27 The upper end [of the sternum] is marked by the

deep suprasternal notch. 1836-9 Toad's Cycl. Anal. II.

280/1 It [sc. the frontal nerve], .ascends round the super-

ciliary arch, . . and is thenceforth called by some the external

frontal nerve in contradistinction to a branch from itself, the

ventricular masses of the hemispheres [of the brain].

c. With sb., denoting a part situated above that

denoted by the second element, as mod.L. supra-

clavicula, SUPRACLAVICLK.

2. In adverbial relation to the second element :

= SUPEB- 2. t Snprano'minated ppl. a., above-

named. 8n:prapoBi-tion, the action of placing or

state of being placed above or upon something ;

position above; in quot. 1788 = SUPERPOSITION 2.

Su prasori ferons a., Bat., bearing son on the

upper surface.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelkoner's Bk. Physicke 344/2 Take, .of

the "supra-nominatede poudre 3 qu. of an ownce. 1683 K.

HOOKER Pref. Pordage's Mystic Div. 105 The Architypous
Globe, or Original Heeing is the Basis, .of all other Essences,

..brought forth out of the Womb of pure Nature supra-
nominated. 1788 in E. H. Barker Parriana (1829) II. 64
Coincidence can only be proved by 'supraposition. 1855
T. R. JONES Aquarian Nat. 9 Their, .steady supraposition

upon each other should ensure.. stability. 1857 T. MOORE
HanJbk. Brit. Ferns (ed. 3) 46 Crenato-lobate above,

*suprasoriferous.

3. In adjectival relation to the sb. constituting or

implied in the second element : = SUPER- 3. a.

Anat. and Zool. = Superior, upper ; (a structure)
situated above some other, or forming or belonging
to the upper part of (that denoted by the second

element) : chiefly in mod.L. terms, as sttpramamma.
Also Svtpraco-mmissure, a commissure of nerve-

fibres above and in front of the pineal body.
1889 Buck's Hamtbk. Med. Sci. VIII. 132/1 The diatela. .

is. .continuous with the supracommissure. 1901 DORLAND
Med. Diet. (ed. 2), Supramaxilla..Supra-obliquus. .Supra-
turbinal. 1902 Amer. Anthropol. IV. 172/1 The significance
of the '

supramamma' (a sort of rudimentary mamma).
b. Anat. and Zool. Prefixed to adjs., or forming

derivative adjs. from sbs. in a (sometimes used

ellipt. as sbs.) : = Pertaining to or situated on the

upper ... or the upper part of (what is expressed

by the second element), as supralabial (the upper

lip), supramaxillary (the upper jaw).
1891 Cent. Diet., "Supralabial. 1904 Biol. Bulletin Nov.

293 A black spot, just above the sixth supralabial. Ibid.,
The supralabials are dusky yejlow. 1847-9 Todfs Cycl.
Anat. IV. 548/1 Its *supra-maxillary part is constituted by
one or two large branches. 187* HUMPHRY Myology 46 The
supra-maxillary, or second division of the fifth [nerve].

II. Above (in various figurative senses) ; higher
in quality, amount, or degree. (Cf. SUPER- 4, 5, 6.)

4. a. Prefixed to adjectives :
= SUPER- 4 a, as

supra- Christian, -conscious, -historical, -intellec-

SUPRA-.

tual, -legal, -local, -mechanical, -moral, -national,

-normal{= SUPERNOKMAI), -ordinary, -rational;

f Supravulgar, that is above the common or

ordinary. Also in derived sbs., as supra rational-

ism, and advs., as supra-locally.

1867 SWINBURNE Blake (1868) 266 Thus prophesies Blake,
in a fury of "supra-Christian dogmatism. 1891 JAS. OHR
Chr. ViewGod $ World ii. (1893) 70 Hartmann.. speaks., of

his Absolute.. as *jw/r.z-conscious. 1902 Contemp. Rev.

Mar. 385 Experimental psychical research is throwing great

light on. .the importance of the subconscious and supracon-

sttous, or the ' Subliminal
'

self. 1908 Hibbert Jrnl. Jan.

436 The intelligence . . tries to apprehend the "supra-corporeal
in terms of the corporeal. 1894 N. BUCHANAN tr. Harnack's

Hist. Dogma I. ii. 97 History and doctrine are surrounded

by a brignt cloud of the "suprahistorical. 1885 SETH Scot.

Philos. vi. 188 The hungering and thirsting of men's hearts

after.. some "supra-intellectual union.. with the source of

all. 1875 DIGBY Real Prop. vi. (1876) 289 He would. .be

restrained . . by the extra-legal, or, if the expression may be

allowed, "supra-legal power of Chancellor. 1852 Bp. FORBES
NiccneCreedv\\\. 146 Immensity, .and *supralocal existence,

are the qualities of the true God. Ibid. xiii. 227 The supra,
local Presence of His Body in the Sacrament of the Altar,

1866 Clerical Jrnl. 3 May 422/1 Jesus Christ. .offers,and..

is offered, on all earthly altars supernaturally and "supra,

locally. 1740 CHEYNE Regimen 3 Impossible .. that an

Animal Body could have been.. formed without a "Supra-
mechanical Organisation, a 1894 ROMANES Thoughts Relig.
I. ii. (1895) 81 Without being *supra-moral . . He may be un-

moral. 1908 Dunlin Rev. Oct. 381 One great "Supranational

body, in which there should be neither Jew nor Greek '.

1897 LANG in Contemp. Rev. Dec. 774 "Supranormal pheno-
mena, a 1613 SWINBURNE Treat. Sponsals (1686) 22 Yet doth

their "supraordinary Understanding.. supply that small de-

fect of Age. 1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. IT. xxx. (1739)

136 The Pope had now usurped a power supra-ordinary over

all Appeals. 1894 N. BUCHANAN tr. Harnacks Hist. Dogma
I. App. iii. 346 The Divine Original Essence is "supra-
rational. 1881-3 Schajf's Encycl. Relig. Knmul. III. 1995
Their.. views were designated as supranaturalism, and not

as "suprarationalism or irrationalism. 1697 COLLIER Ess.

Mor. Subj. I. (1703) 81 To furnish himself with "supravulgar
and noble qualities.

b. Prefixed to a sb., forming an adj., as supra-

stale (cf. SUPER- 4 b).

1914 Contemp. Rev. Aug. 200 If there is an inter-Slate life

there is also a supra-State life.

6. Prefixed to a sb. = SUPER- 5 ;
as supra-entily.

1647 HERKICK Noble Numb., Upon God, God is not onely
said to be An Ens, but Supraentitie.

6. = Higher, superior (cf. SUPER- 6 b), as supra-

consciousness, { supra-passion, supra-world.
1914 igth Cent. July 121 This "supra-consciousness..is

seen.. to be independent of the material senses. 1624 F.

WHITE Repl. Fisher 538 The merits and "supra-passions of

Saints. 1007 E. E. FOURNIF.R D'ALBE (title) Two New
Worlds. fThe Infra-World. II. The "Supra-World.

7. Above in degree or amount, beyond, more than

(what is expressed by the second element) : with

sbs., as supra-centena-rian (so su-pracentena'ri-

anisni), or adjs., as suprama'ximal,supra-o'ptimal

(also ellipt. as sbs., sc. temperature); Su'pra-

quanti'valent a., more than equivalent, higher in

ideal than real value ; so supraquanti'valencc.
1870 SCOFFERN Stray Leaves Sci. t Folk-lore 470, 1 do not

find that women figure as "supra-centenarians in any way

comparable to men. 1881 W. D. MACRAY Inilex Registers

Ducklinjttnn Pref., One case of "supra centenarianism is re-

corded ; the
* old widow Knapp

' was butied 10 March 1727,

at the age of 105. 1905 Science 23 June 948 Death at the

"supramaximal or subminimal may be due to changes of a

very definite nature. 1904 Ibid. 2 Dec. 751 This reaction is

repeated as long as an effective "supraoptimal or suboptimal

temperature continues. 1903 A lien, f, Neurol. Feb. 30 (Cent.

D., Suppl.) Occupation is very especially suited to produce

a *supraquantivalence of certain ideas. laid.. We had

previously considered as the basis of the "supraquantivalent

idea the frequent repetition . . of definite trains of thought.

8. Before in time
;
= SUPER- 8

;
as in SUPRA-

LAPSARIAN ; so t Su pra-creata-rian, one who

believes that in the divine decrees the purpose of

election and reprobation was antecedent to that of

creation ;
also as adj.

1660 HEYLIN Hist. Qninquart. nl. 61 According to the

Supra-lapsarian, or Supra-creatarian way. Ibid. 64 1

Supra-lapsarians
. . (or Supra-creatarians rather, as a lal

judicious Writer calls them).

III. In the highest or to a very high degree.

9. Very highly, extremely, = SUPER- 9 a, b: as

supra-censorious, supra-feminine, supra-fine (

. SUPERFINE), supra-sensitive (
= SUPERSENSITIVE),

j supra-sttbtle (
= SUPERSUBTLE), adjs. ; supragravi-

I
late, supra-parasile (with it, to play the parasite

to excess), supra-saturate (
= SUPERSATURATE), vbs.

loot Westm. Gaz. 31 Aug. 5/2 This "supra-censorious
I censorship of minor news. 1883 Fortn. Rev. July 117 A

"supra-feminine love of softness and splendour. 1819 SYD.

! SmTHGameLaws Wks. 18591.259/1 The'supra-finecountry

gentleman. 167* FLAMSTEi-oin Rigaud Or. S<r<. jl/i(i84i)

II. 139 The apogaeon part of the system may contain more

matter, .and consequently, .may "supragravitate and mcli

' the axis towards the synodical line. 1654 GAYTON r'eas.
'

Notes III. vi. 108 The slave Sancho doth "supra-parastte it.

1770 Pail. Trans. LXI . 341 Till the fluids are (if I may use

that expression) "supra-saturated with the acid. 1893 \v. H.

, HUDSON Idle Days Patagonia xii. (1899) 104 "Suprasensltl

retinae. 1894 Atnenxnm 13 Jan. 47/2 The same supra-

subtle unraveller of mysteries. .

IV. 10. Expressing addition ; involving adniti

or repetition (cf. SUPER- 13, 14, 15): as t supra
-

addition (= SUPERADDITIO.V 2), supra-compound



SUPRACARGO.

( =acompound ol a compound, a compound ofmore
than two elements). tSu:prabipa'rtient = super-

bipartient (set SUPER- 14). Su-pradeco-iupound,
Su pradeco'inposite adjs. Hot., additionally de-

compound ; triply or more than triply compound.
a 1706 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) II. 46 These. .were the

doctrines and 'supra-additions of the Scribes and Pharisees.

1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty xi. 136 The length of the foot

.., in respect to the breadth, makes a double "suprabi-

partient, a diapason, and a diatesseron. 1791 HAMILTON tr.

Berthoilet's Dyeing 1. 1, i. 22 At other times they unite with

the salts and form "supracompounds. 1816 J. SMITH Pano-
rama Set. $ Art II. 532 Acids, alkalies, [etc.].. may some-
times form supra-compounds with the cloth, and thereby
change its colour. 1753 Chambers* Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Ltty
^Supradecomposite Leaf, one which has the common petiole
divided more than twice. Ibid. s.v.

Lta/(Contfetuu()t The
*supradecompound [leaf]. *777 S. ROBSON Brit. Flora 204
Hemloc Dropwort. Leaves supradecom pound. 1874 GAR-
ROD & BAXTER Mat. Med. 225 The leaves are supra-decom-

pound, the leaflets oblong and ovate.

f SupracaTgO. Obs* Also 7 sopracargo.

[ad. Sp. sobrecargo (f. sobre over + cargo CARGO),
whence F. subrtcargue, also f stipercarge (Vol-

taire), Pg. sobrecarga.] =- SUPERCARGO.

1667 DENHAM Direct. Painter \, xiii. 12 Though Clifford

in the Character appear Of Supra-Cargo to our Fleet and
their. 1674 J. COLLINS Introd. Merchants-Ace. E 3, Journal
of the Sopracargos Accounts. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. (Globe)

198 What Business had I to. .turn Supra Cargo to Guinea, to

fetch Negroes? 1813 MILBUHN Oriental Commerce II. 533
The Company's instructions to the supracargoes of their

ships are very particular as to the mode of package and

stowage. 1824 Encycl. Metro}. (1845) XVI. 589/1 The black

[teas], ..or boheas, [are brought] from Fo-kyen, called the

Bohea country by the Supra-cargoes at Canton. 1844 H. H.
WILSON Brit. India I. 321 The supracargoes..at last coun-

selled acquiescence.

Su pracele'stial, a. rare. [f. late L. supra-
cxlestis: seeSuFKA- 1, 4 a, CELESTIAL.] = SUPEU-
CELESTMAL I, 2.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 291 Abraham, experte in

astronomy,.. folowede in erthe that he vnderstode by the

disposicion of bodies supracelestialle. i8iz K. HINDMARSH
tr. Swedenborg's Coronis no If I have told you earthly

things, and ye believe not, how shall ye believe if I shall tell

you supra-celestial things? [Cf. John iii. 12 ra tVoupaciu.]

Supraciliary (s'wprasi'liari), a. (s&.} Attat.

and Zool. [f. SUPRA- i b, after superciliary.']
=

SDPEBCILIABY ; as sb. applied spec, to the small

scales attached to the eyelids in reptiles, below the

supra-oculars.
1828-32 in WEBSTER (citing URE). 1863 HUXLEY Mau's

Place Nat. n. 76 In the Man... the supraciliary ridges or

brow-prominences usually project but little. 1874 CODES
irifs N, W. 450 A yellowish suffusion about the bead, and

cially along the supraciliary stripe. 1903 Proc. Zool. Sac.

//, II. 125 Five supraoculars, . . 10 or n supraciliaries.

Supraclavicle (-klse'vik'l). Anat. and ZooL
Also in L. form su:praclavrcula. [See SOPBA- i c

and CLAVICLE *.] A superior bone of the scapular
arch in some fishes, above the clavicle.

1873 MIVART KUm. Anat. 162 In bony Fishes, where the

clavicles.. may not only be provided with a distinct inter-

clavicle, but also each with a distinct portion above the

supra-clavicle. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes iii. 59 The scapular. .

arch is suspended from the skull by the (suprascaputa) post-

temporal. .Then follows the (scapula) supraclavicula. 1888
ROLLHSTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 416 The Ganoidei and
Teleostei have investing bones known as supra-clavicle,

clavicle, inter-clavicle, and post-clavicle.

Snpraclavicular (-klavi-kirflai), a. Anat.
and Zool. [In sense i, ad. mod.L. suprddavicu-
IdriSy f. supra SUPBA- i b + c/avtcuta CLAVICLE!
in sense 2, f. SUPBACLAVICLE : see -AH.]
1. Situated above the clavicle or collar-bone.

1847-9 Todifs Cycl. Anat. IV. 753/2 The supra-clavicular
and acromial nerves, form the termination of the cervical

plexus. 1876 Trans, ClinicalSac. IX. 193 Forced breathing
called into play the diaphragm far more than the supra-
clavicular muscles. 1886 FAGGE Princ. Mcd. I. 755 In one
of my cases, these supraclavicular swellings were much
larger than hen's eggs.
2. Pertaining to the supraclavicle.
In recent Diets.

Suprahu-nian,^. /^/v. [SUPRA- 40.]
= SUPER-

HUMAN.
1740 CHEVNE Regimen 40 Outward and inward Means may

be. .bestow'd, by external Providences, suprahumane . . Aid
arid Grace. 1809 J. FOSTER Coiitrib, Eclectic Rev, (1844) L
379 No believer in any supra-human means, in any immediate

interposition of the Almighty. 1840 DE QUINCEV Rhetoric
Wks. 1859 XI. 42 Any supra-human intelligence, divine or

angelic.

So Sirpraliuma'nity = SUPERHUMANITY.
c 1810 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rein. (1838) III. 253 An essential

supra-bumanity in Christ.

Supralapsarian (si/7:pralflepse--rian), sb. and
a. Theol. [f. mod.L. supralapsarius^ f. supra
SUPRA- 8 + L. lapsus fall, LAPSE: see -IAN. Cf.

F. supralapsaire^\
A. sb. A name applied to those Calvinists who

held the view that, in the divine decrees, the pre-
destination of some to eternal life and of others to

eternal death was antecedent to the creation and

the fall : opposed to INFKALAPSAKIAN.
1633 HOARD Gods Love to Mankind 13 The Maintainers of

the Absolute Decree do say..eyther that all actions, .and
all events, .are absolutely necessary; so the Supralapsarians:

espec
Land
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or that all mens ends (at kasO aie unutterable .-UK! i

terminable byiht- power of their wills] 10 "

1674 HICKHAM Qteittgvtrt. Hist, (ed. 2) 75, I believe, with
the

Supralap^anan, th:it < !ud hath decreed, not to bestow
converting Grace upon numy whom he could easily (had he
so pleased) have converted. 1674 BOYLK Excell. 1'heot. \. i.

50 Some few Thsologues . .have got the name of Supra-
lapsarians, for venturing to look back beyond tin- i,, 1 >.!

Adam fur God's decrees of election and reprobation. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XV11I. 84/1 According to the Supra-
lapsarians, the object of predestination is, homo creabilts et

labili$\ and, according to the sublapsarians and infralap-
sarians, homo crtatus et lapsus. 1849 M ACAULAY Hist. Etig.
iii. I. 400 The young candidate for academical honours . . was
strictly intet regaled by a synod of louring Supralapsarian*,
as to the day and hour when he experienced the new birth.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to the Supralapsarians
or their doctrine

; that is a Supralapsatian.
1635 HOARD Gods Love to Mankind 2 The rest of that side,

thinking to avoyd the great inconveniences, to which that

Supralapsarian way lyeth open,, .present man to God in ht>

decree of Reprobation, lying in the fall. 1733 NEAL Hist.
Purit. H. 79 A treatise of beza's upon the Supralapsarian
scheme of Predestination. 1764 MACLAINE tr. Mosheitrfs
Eccl. Hist. xvn. (1833) 639/1 The Supralapsarian and Sub-
lapsarian divines forgot their debates and differences. 1831
MACAULAY ss., Pilgr. Progr. (1897) 191 An absurd allegory
written by some raving Supralapsarian preacher who was
dissatisfied with the mild theology of the Pilgrim's Progress.
1839 HALLAM Lit. Enr. in. ii. 32 The ^upra-lapsarian
tenets of Calvin. 1885 Encycl. Brit. X I X. 670/2 The supra-
lapsarian view was. .adopted by Beza and other Calvimsts,
as it had been held by some of the Atigustinian schoolmen.
Hence Su pralapsa'rianism [cf. mod.L. snpra-

lapsdriismus'], the doctrine of the Supralapsarians.
So T~ Suprala psary sb. and a. = SUPRALAPSARIAN.
17*8 CHAMBERS Cycl., Stipralapsary^ in Theology, a Per-

son who holds, that God, without any Regard to the good
or evil Works of Men, has resolv'd, by an eternal Decree, to
save some, and damn others. 1755 JOHNSON, Suprulapsary,
antecedent to the fall of man. 1775 ASH, Supralapsarianism.

1841 y. Evans' Sk. Denom. Chr. World 80 Recent divines
who have gone to the height of Supralapsarianism. 1874
GREEN Short Hist. viii. i. 458 Whitgift strove to force on
the Church the supralapsarianism of his Lambeth Articles.

Supraliminal (s'wprali'ininal), a. Psych, [f.

SUPRA- i a + L. limin-, LIMEN threshold : after sub-

liminal.] Above the limen or threshold of sensa-

tion or consciousness
; belonging to the ordinary

or normal consciousness : opp. to SUBLIMINAL.

1892 MYERS in Proc. Soc. Psychical Kes. Feb. 306, I hold

..that this subliminal consciousness .. may embrace a far

wider range, .of. .activity than is open to our supraliminal
consciousness. Ibid, [see SUBLIMINAL).
Hence Suprali'minally adv.
a 1901 MYERS//'**///. Personality I. 87 We need not postu-

late any direct or supernormal knowledge, but merely a
subliminal calculation,.. expressing itself supraliminally.

Supralunar (s'wpral'/rnai), a. [See SUPRA-
i a and LUNAR, and cf. SUBLUNAR.] = next : cf.

SUPERLUNAR.
1719 STEELE Old Whig No. 2. 12 Comets, said he, are

Two-fold, Supra-lunar, and Sub-lunar. 1848 KINGSLEY
Yeast ii, I am. .utterly deficient in that sixth sense of the

angelic or supralunar beautiful, which fills your soul with

ecstasy. 1856 Misc. (1859) II. 114 The most supralunar
rosepink of piety, devotion, and purity.

Supralunary (sipral'/7'nari), a. [SeeSuPRA-
i a and LUNARY, and cf. SUBLUNARY.] = SUPER-
LUNARY.
1635 SWAN Sfec. Mnndi (1670) 84 The admittance of

terrene Exhalations to join their forces towards the effecting

of supralunary Comets. 111656 HALES Gold. Kent. (1673) 276
Certain strange supralunary arguments, which never fell

within the sphere of common action. 1691 tXcnaOA jPract.
Disc. 216 If it be once granted that there is a Providence,
'tis an absurd, .conceit, to confine it., to the Supralunary
Regions. 1903 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 628/1 His head full of

these supralunary matters.

Supramundane (s'wpramymldin), a, [ad.

mod.L. *suprdmundanus t
f. supra SUPRA- i a, 4 a

-f mundus world. Cf. K. $upramond'ai>i ) \l.sopram-

mondano.] SUPERMUNDANE.
1662 STANLEY Hist. Chaldaick Philos. (1701) 8/z The

Supramundane Light, an Incorporeal Infinite luminous

Space, in which the intellectual Beings reside. 1678 CUD-
WORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 14. 243 These Eternal Gods of

Plato, called by his Followers 6eo\ virepicoo^uot, the Supra-
mundane Gods. 1744 HARRIS Three Treat, n. (1765) 363

Beings divine, supramundane, and .. unchangeable. 1829
CARLYLE Misc. (1857) II. 52 The supramundane, divine

nature of Virtue. 1872 LIDDON Elan. Relig. iii. 83 Revela-

tion has familiarized Christians with the angels, as supra-
mundane beings. 1884 Manch. Exam. 10 Oct. 5/3 Free

trade is.. suitable rather for an ideal and supramundane ex-

istence than for the present state of society.

Supranatural (sipranartiural, -tjiiral),
a.

(sb.} rare. [See SUTRA- 4 a and NATURAL. Cf. F.

sitpranaturalisme, -iste]
= SUPERNATURAL.

1857 P. FREEMAN Princ.^Div. Serv. II. 32 To express..
their . . conceptions of the divine and supranatural element in

the subject. 1874 J. H. BLUNT Diet. Sects 125/1 A mechani-

cal Deity that is only so far supra-natural as that Infinite

Substance must always stand in antagonism with the finite.

1908 Hibbert Jrnl. July 808 We measure the change from

the standpoint of the supranatural.

So Suprana-turalism, Suprana'tnralist,

Su:prana:tnrali'stio a., Su'pra-na'ture (
=

SUPERNATPRALISM, etc.).

1828-32 WEBSTER (citing MURDOCH), Supranaturalism.

1842 BRANDE Diet. Set'., etc., Sttpranaturali&tS) a name

given of late years to the middle party among the divines of

Germany, to distinguish them from the Rationalists, ..and

SUPHASCAPULARY.
.

/,//< 7,,i Imi.Hi. S 1 1. 1. v 1 1; i!" ol ;>m,k
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'lendo. 1846 Supra-
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Su pra-OCCi'pital, a. and sb. Anat. and
Zool. [ad. inoil.l.. mfini-efcifitalis: sec SCPBA-
i 1) and

Occii-iTAi..]
- SUPEKOCCIPITAL.

1846 UWKN in Krf. lirit. Aax. I. 310 The flattening. .o(
the human suprauccipital, parietal and frontal bones. 1848
Homol. Vertebrate Slid. 5, 1 .. regard the su praoccipital as the
serial homologue of the parietal and the midfrontal. 1851
MANTELL Petrifactions iv. i 3. 390 The horns being placed
more anteriorly in relation to the supra-occipital ridge. 1880
Gi'iNTHER fishes 56 The supraoccipital separates the parie.
tals, and forms a suture with the frontals.

Supra-OTbital, a.
(s/>.) Anat. and Zool. [ad.

mod.L. supra-orbitdlis : see SUPRA- i b and OBBI-

TAL.] Situated or occurring above the orbit of the

eye. Also as sb. a supra-orbilal artery, vein, bone,
or nerve.
1818 QUAIN Elem. Anat. 648 The external, or supra-orbital

branch (of the frontal nerve]. 1846 OWEN in R(p. lint.
sissoc. i. 283 The bones of the dermo-skeleton are : The
Supratemporals ; The Supraorbitals ; The Suborbitals ; The
Lal>ials. 1868 DARWIN Anim. <y PI. 1. iv. 117 The supra-
orbital plates or processes of the frontal bones are mucb
broader than in the wild rabbit. 1876 TOMES Dental Anat.
39 Pain, .is often referred to the point of emergence of a

nerve, as. .in supra-orbitaf neuralgia.
Also Supra-o-rbitar, Supra-o rbitary [mod.L.

suprH'Orbitarius], adjs,
178* MONRO Anat. 287 The sight may be lost by an injury

done to the supra-orbitar branch. 1844 SIB C. BELL Anat.
Expression ii. (ed.

3_) 49 The prominences over the orbilh

(the supra-orbitary ridges), which are peculiar to a more ad-
vanced age. 1856 Toliu & BOWMAN Phys. Anat. II. 7 The
fissure which bounds the supra-orbitar convolution.

Suprarenal (siwprarrnal), a. (sd.) Anat. [ad.
modX. suprdrinalis : see SOPBA- i b and RENAL.]
Situated above the kidney ; applied to a pair of

ductless glands (suprarenal bodies, capsules, cor-

puscles, glands'], one immediately above each kid-

ney; also to other structures connected with these.

i8a8 QUAIN Elem. Anat. 500 The kidneys and supra-renal
capsules. 1840 W. J. E. WILSON Anat. Vadc M. (1842) 309
The Supra-renal are sometimes branches of the phrenic or of
the renal arteries. Ibid. 350 The Supra-renal veins terminate

partly in the renal veins, and partly in the inferior vena cava.

1876 tr. Wagners Gen. t'athot. 154 The connective tissue

corpuscles of the supra-renal glands. 1883 Eticycl. Brit.
XV. 365/1 The 'suprarenal bodies' or 'adrenals'. 1905
H. D. ROLLKSTON Dis. Liver 271 The various preparations
of suprarenal gland substance.

b. transf. Of, pertaining to, or affecting the

suprarenal capsules.
1876 UHISTOWK Theory t, f'ract. Med. (1878) 583 There are

no lesions, .which are constantly associated with the supra-
renal affection. Ilnd. 585 Supra-renal degeneration.

B. sb. A suprarenal capsule (in quot. 1841, a

suprarenal artery).
1841 U. K. GRANT Out!. Comp. Anat. 512 The aorta gives

off. .the two small phrenic arteries, .to the diaphragm ; two
or more minute supra-renals to the supra-renal capsules.

1895 Athenxutn 7 Dec. 795/2 The supra-renal bodies of
fishes... There was no relation .. between the supra-renals
and the lymphatic head-kidney. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
III. 313 Glands without ducts, such as the. . suprarenals.

Hence Suprare-nalin, Suprare'nin, a substance

extracted from suprarenal capsules, used as a

haemostatic.

1904 Krit. MeJ. Jrnl. 17 Sept. 681 The constitution of

suprarenin. iyacjChein.fr Druggist 20 Feb. 316/2 Novocain-

Suprarenin L'ental Tablets.. contain. .Suprarenin borate.

1909 Cent. Diet., Suppl., Suprarenalin.

i, Suprascapula (siwpiaskaj-pirfla). Anat.

and Zool. PI. -ffl. [mod.L. : see SUPBA- 3 a and

SCAPULA.] A bone (or cartilage) in the upper or

anterior part of the scapular arch or shoulder-

girdle, in fishes, and in some balrachians and

reptiles.
1854 OWEN in Orr's Circ. Sci., Org. Nat. 1. 175 The special

names of the above elements of the haemal arch of the

occipital vertebra are, from above downwards,
'

supra-

scapula',. . 'scapula ',. .'coracoid '. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACK-
SON A nim. LiJeSi (The dorsal scapular] consists of a broad

semicartilaginous supra-scapula and an ossified scapula.

Snprasca'pular, a. Anat. and Zool. [ad.

mod.L. suprascapularis : see SUPBA- I b, $b and

SCAPULAR a.'] Situated above or upon the scapula ;

belonging to or connected wilh the upper or ante-

rior part of the scapular arch, or the suprascapula.
1828QUAIN E/fin.Anat.i6oA foramen, for the transmission

. . of the supra-scapular
nerve. Ibid. 401 The supra-scapular

and posterior-scapular arteries. Ibid. 416 The nerve passes

through the supra-scaputar notch, or foramen. 1854 OWEN
in Orr's Circ. Set., Org. Nat. I. 190 The suprascapular plate

remains long cartilaginous, and always partly so. /^- 210

The upper or suprascapular piece . . retains . . its cartilaginous

state. 1*78 T. BHVANT Surf. I. 479 The suprascapular artery

and vein wilt always be seen behind the clavicle.

Also t Snpraaca-pnlary a.
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SUPRASCRIPT.

1693 tr. BlancanFs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Infra Sjtinatus

MnsciiluS) or Supra ScnpnlaHs Secitndus, proceeds under
the Spine, from the Basis of the Scapula, with the Second,

Supra Scapulary, Carnous and Thick, and runs into the

Ligament of the Shoulder. 1828-32 WEBSTER.

Suprascript (si/rprasUript), a. [ad. late L.

sitprascriplus t
f. supra above + scriptus written.]

Written above : = SUPEHSCBIPT a.

1896 W. M. LINDSAY Introd. Latin Textual Emend. 36
In the original the ft was expressed by this suprascript sign.

1902 Scotsman 5 Nov. 11/7 To have one's attention, at the

height of a tragic climax, hitched up by a suprascript cipher.

t Supra-sedeas, error for SUPERSEDEAS.
1613 BKETON Char. Ess. Wks. (Grosart) II. 10/1 It is a

su/tra sedeas for all diseases.

Suprase iisible, a. (s&.) [SUPRA- 4 a. So F.]
= SUPERSENSIBLE ;

also absol. with the.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 177/1 Kant applies the term of

nonmenon to the notion of God, and generally to all supra-
sensible objects, which may be conceived of. Ibid., The ac-

ceptance of this postulate [of the practical reason J as true and

legitimate does not constitute a scientific certainty, . . which
indeed does not exist for the supra-sensible. 1855 KINGSLEV
Westw. Ho! ii, Your Platonical 'eternal world of supra-
sensible forms '. 1902 A. M. FAIRBAIRN Philos. Chr. Relig.
1. vi. 200 Religion is, subjectively, man's consciousness of

relation to suprasensible Being.

Suprase'nsual, a. [SDPRA- 4 a.]
= SUPEU-

SENSUAL.
1857 KINGSLEY Two Y. Ago 1. 10 Of him, too, . . I presume,

an ideal exists eternally in the supra-sensual Platonic uni-

verse. 1868 LIGHTFOOT Philippians 198 The star is the

suprasensual counterpart, the heavenly .representative ; the

lamp, the earthly realisation. iSSgSKRiNic^/ir///. E. Thrittg

79 The touch of supra-sensual things, the breath of religious

mystery.
So Suprase-nsuous a. = SuPERSENSUOUS.
1866 WESTCOTT Ess. i. (1891) 2 An inherent communion

with a divine and suprasensuous world.

Supraspe-ctive, a. rare}-, [f.
L. supra

above, after introspective.] Surveying from above.

186$ SALA in Temple Bar Mar. 483 Tranquilly supra-

spective of the bustle and clamour.

Supraspiual (s'prasp3i'nal), a. Anat. [ad.
mod.L. suprdsplndlis : see SUPRA- i b and SPINAL.]
Situated above or upon a (or the) spine.

a. Situated above tjie spine of the scapula : opp.
to infraspinal (see INFRA.- B.).

1733 G. DOUGLAS tr. Winslow's Anat. in. iv. 7 (1756) I.

183 Sitpra-Spinatns. .is a thick narrow Muscle,, .filling all

the Supra-Spinal Cavity of the Scapula. 1835-6 Totid's

Cycl. Anat. I. 569/2 The spine is.. so placed as to divide
the dorsum of the scapula into a supra-spinal and infra-

spinal depression. 1847-9 Ibid. IV. 435/1 The supra-cpinal
branch [of the supra-scapular artery]., is distributed to the

supra-spinatus muscle.

b. = SUPRASPINOUS b.

1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 374/1 On the lips of the

spinous processes of the neck some fibres may be shown, to

which the name supra-spinal muscles has been given. 1855
DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Supra-spinal ligaments, are..i. The
Dorso-lumbo-supra-spinal ligament, ..extending above the

spinous processes of the dorsal and lumbar vertebra:...

2. Cervical-supra-spinal ligament, .. which extends above
all the cervical spinous processes.

C. (See quot.)
1836-9 Todtfs Cycl. Anat, II. 980/1 A distinct vascular

canal . . is extended along the upper surface of the abdominal

portion of the cerebro-spinal cord in perfect Lepidopterous
insects...We have designated this structure the supra-
spinal vessel.

II Supraspinatus (s#pr&spaina't#s). Anat.

[mod.L., f. L. supra SUPBA- i b + sptna SPINE : see

-ATE 2
.]
A mnscle arising from the supraspinal fossa

of the scapula, and inserted into thegreater tuberosity
of the humerns, serving to raise and adduct the arm.
[1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tec/in. I, Sitpra Spinatus^ or Supra,

Scapitlarist
is a Muscle.. placed above the Spine of the

Shoulder-blade.] 1733 G. DOUGLAS tr. IVinslow's Anat.
(1756) I. 291 The Supra-Spinatus is commonly supposed to

join with the Deltoides in lifting up the Arm. 1828 QUAIN
lem. Anat. 161 It [sc. the capsular ligament] receives

additions from the tendons of the supra and infra spinatus
muscles. 1875 SIR W. TURNER in Encycl. Brit. I. 838/2
The muscles which cause these movements are inserted
into the humerus; the supra-spinatus, infra-spinatus, and
teres minor into the great tuberosity j the sub-scapularis
into the small tuberosity.

Supraspinous (si/Zpraspai-nas), a. Anat. [ad.
mod.L. suprdspinosus, f. L. supra SUPRA- i b -t-

spTna SPINE.] Situated above or upon a spine.
a. = SUPRASPINAL a.

1828 QUAIN Elem. Anat. 374 The suj>ra-$p'matns is

placed at the superior part of the shoulder in the supra-
spinous fossa of the scapula. 1876 Trans. Clinical Soc.
IX. 151 On percussion there was absolute dulness in the
left sub-clavian and supra-spinous regions.

b. Situated above or upon the spinous processes
of the vertebrae.
1828 QUAIN Elem. Anat. 152 The supra-spinous ligament

consists of small, compressed bundles of longitudinal fibres,
which connect the summits of the spinous processes. 1875
SIR W. TURNER in Encycl. Brit. I. 835/1 Inter, and supra-
spinous ligaments connect adjacent spinous processes, and
in the neck the supra-spinous ligament forms a broad band.

Supratemporal (si;7prate*mp6ral), al (s&.)
Anat. and ZooL [See SUPRA- i b and TEMPORAL
a?~\

= SUPERTEMPOUAL a*
(sb.).

1846 [see SUPRA-ORBITAL]. 1854 OWEN mOrr'sCirc. Set'.,

Org. Nat. I. 187 The suborbita!, superorbital, and supra-
temporal scale-bones are removed. 1866 HUXLEY Laing's
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Preh. Rein. Caithn. 95 The. .supra.tempoial lidges are but

little marked. 1888 KOLLESTON & JACKSON Anita. Life 05

[In the perch) a forked bone, the supra-temporal scale,

connects the fore-limb to the skull.

Suprate mporal, <z.
2

[See SUPRA- 4 a and

TEMPORAL a.i]
= SDPEKTEMPORAL <z.

1

1882 FARRAR EnrlyChr. II. 404 That life is .. eternal, i. e.

spiritual, supratemporal, Divine. 1882 WESTCOTT Hist.

Faith, xi. (1883) 144 The 'eternal
' does not in essence ex-

press the infinite extension of time but the absence of time :

not the omni-temporal but the supra-temporal.

Su :praterra'HeoUS, a. rare. ff.
L. supra

SUPBA- I a + terra land, earth ;
after subterraneous..]

= SUPERTERRANEOUS.
l66 Phil. Trans. I. 186 The things, to be observ'd. -may

be.. divided.. into Supraterraneous, Terrestrial, and Sub-

terraneous, a 1900 SPRUCE in B. D. Jackson Gloss. Sot.

Terms s. v., Supraterraneous Perianth.

So Su:praterre'strial a. SUPEKTEBRESTRIAL i.

1887 Andover Rev. Jan. 42 She might find her first supra-

terrestrial experience in some dim subjacency of aromatic

spiritual forest, in which she might smoke a spiritual pipe

in peace. 1908 ORR Resurrect. Jesus vii. 198 That supra-

terrestrial sphere to which it [sc. Christ's resurrection body]
now more properly belonged.

Supravagi'nal, a. Anal. [See SUPBA- I b

and VAGINAL.] Situated above or outside a sheath

or sheathing membrane; situated, or performed,
above the vagina.
1891 in Cent. Diet. 1893 H. MORRIS Treat. Hum. Anal.

890 The supravaginal space around the optic nerve. Ibid.

1083 The cervix. .may be divided into. .an upper supra-

vaginal zone, a middle zone of vaginal attachment, and a
lower intravaginal zone, the os uteri. 1901 Lancet 5 Oct.

917 Arguments, .in favour of supra-vaginal amputation of

the uterus rather than tola! hysterectomy.

t Supravi'se, v. Ol'S. [f. med. or mod.L.

supravis-, pa. ppl. stem of supravidire (in med.L.

to reconnoitre), f. supra SOPRA- 2 + vidirc to see.]

trans. = SUPERVISE v. 2. Also absol.

1606 HOLLAND Sttcton. 231 Surveying and supravising the

Siblick
works. 1618 S. WARD Jet/ira's Justice (1627) 7 If

od supravise not, Samuel! the Seer shall take seuen wrong
before one right. 1640 in Carlyle Misc. Ess. (1872) VII. 65
No man did supravise all the clerkes.

t Supravi'Sion. 06s. [ad. med.L. supravisio,
-onem : cf. prec. and VISION.] = SUPERVISION i.

1642 JER. TAYLOR Episc. (1647) 107 There comes upon me
(saith S. Paul) daily the care or Supravision of all the

Churches. 1651 Clems Domini iii. 15 Taking supra-
vision or oversight of them willingly. 1667 Gt. Exemp.
Disc. xix. 12. (ed. 4) 477 The supravision of a Teacher over

him.

t Supravi'sor. 06s. Also 6 -our. [ad. med.L.

supravisor : cf. prec.]
= SUPERVISOR I, I b, c, 3.

1566 GASCOIGNE Supposes v. ii, I make thee supra visour

of this supper. 1609 W. M. Man in Moone (Percy Soc.) 2

What false orthographic escapeth in the print, impute to
the hast of the supravisor of the proofes. 1614 in Trans.
Cumbld. t, Westinld. Archaeol.Soc. III. 116 To take panes
as supravisors to see the performinge of all things accordinge
to this my will and testament. 1653 JER. TAYLOR Serm.for
Year I. xxiii. 297 They made Araeus titular [admiral] and
Lysander supravisor of him. a 1677 BARROW Serin. Heb.
xiii. 77 Wks. r686 III. 270 The Curators, or Supravisors of
the Church. 1694 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 320
The Supravis" of the Highway.

Supremacy (s'Kpre'masi). Also 6 supre-
masie, -isie, 0-7 -acie, -icie, 7 -aoye, suprea-
macie, 8 supreamacy. [f. SUPREME a. + -ACY 2.

Hence F. suprematie, It. supretnazia, Sp., Pg.
supremacia.]
1. The condition of being supreme in authority,

rank, or power ; position of supreme or highest

authority or power.
a. with reference to the position of the sovereign

(royal or regal supremacy} as supreme head in

earth of the Church of England (as declared in the
statute 26 Hen. VIII, c. I, an. 1534), or as supreme
governor of England in spiritual and temporal
matters (as in I Eliz. c. i,an. 1558-9). Also used

retrospectively of the more indefinite authority
claimed by earlier sovereigns.
Act ofSupremacy (or Supremacy Act), any of the acts of

parliament in which this is laid down. Oatk of(the King's)
Supremacy^ the oath in which this is acknowledged.
1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Ord. Deacons, The Othe of the

Kynges Supremacie. I from henceforth shal utterly re.

nounce..the Bysshop of Rome, and his aucthoritie, power,
and Jurisdiction.. . And I from hencefoorth wyll..take the

Kynges Maiestie, to be the onely Supreme head in earth,
of the Church of Englande. 1554 Act r 4. 2 Philip /> M.
c. 8. 42 Albeit the Title or Stile of Supremacye or Supreme
Hedd of the Churche of Englande and of Irelande.. never
was. .lawfully attributed, .to any King.. of this Realme.
1603 Const. <$ Canons Eccles. ii, Whosoeuer shall hereafter
. .impeach in any part his [the King's] regal Supremacy in
the said causes [ecclesiastical] restored to the Crowne.
1626 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. I. HI. 243 All three of them
have taken the Oath of Allegiance, some say of Supremacy
also. 1710 Managers' Profy Con 62 If the Party will allow
the Queen her Supreamacy. 1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. iv.

53 The statute i W. & M. St. 2. c. 18..which exempts all

dissenters, -from all penal laws relating to religion, provided
they take the oaths of allegiance and supremacy. 1839
KEIGHTLEV Hist. Eng. I. 103 [William the Conqueror] as-
serted his royal supremacy over the clergy of England. 1880
Encycl. Brit. XI. 664/2 Sir Thomas More and Fisher, .were
executed for refusing to accept the Supremacy Act (1535).
1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 701/1 Statutes of Charles II. and
George I. enacted that no member should vote or sit in

SUPREME.
either house of parliament without having taken the several
oaths of allegiance, supremacy, aud abjuration.

b. with reference to the supreme authority of
the see or bishop of Rome (papal supremacy}.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 222 Those places of

scripture, which the Bishop [of Rome] doeth vsurpe to

establyshe hys supremacie [orig. ad sui primatus con-

firmationem}. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin s Inst. \. Pref.
So that no man lift vp hys fynger agaynst the supremicie
of the Apostolike sea. 1624 GATAKER TransubsL 132 So
long as he acknowledged the Popes Supremacie. 1714
FOKTESCUE-ALAND Pref. Fortescues Abs.

<$ Lint. Mon t

69 Possibly Rome had not then resolved to derive her
Supremacy from St. Peter. 1757 in Cath. Rec, Soc, Publ.
VII. 189 The learned IJossuett makes it an article of faith,
the Supremacy of y pope, as does the Council! of Trent.

c. gen* in the relation of one person, sovereign,
state, etc. to another, or of God to the universe,

1547 TONSTALL in Burnet Hist, Ref. (1681) II. i. Collect.
Rec. 107, I fortuned to find many Writings for the Supre-
macy of the King to the Realm of Scotland. 1584 B. R. tr.

Herodotus i. 31 Determining to atchieue y supremisie.
1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Skr. \. ii. 109 Peace it boads, and loue,
and quiet life, An awfull rule, and right supremicie. 1614
RALEIGH Hist, World\\\. xii. 5. 150 They (who hadbeene
accustomed vnto such a supremacie, as they would in no
wise communicate with ..Athens. .). 1667 MILTONA L. in.

205 Man disobeying, .sinus Against the high Supremacie of
Heav'n. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt, Chr. I. 1. 150 The divine

being cannot give his own supremacy. 1835 THIRLWALL
Greece viii. I. 291 (The steps by which Sparta rose to a

supremacy above the rest of the Dorian states. 1847 PRES-

coTT/Vrw(i8so) II. 170 The Indian lords then tendered then
obeisance.. after which the royal notary read aloud the
instrument asserting the supremacy of the Castilian Crown.
1848 R. I. WILBERFORCE Doctr. Incarnation iv. (1852) 74
A supremacy over them \sc. the inferior creatures], had
been the result of Adam's likeness to their Creator. 1856
DOVE Logic Chr. Faith vi. 4. 354 Revelation exhibits. .

the Supremacy of God.
d. With possessive as a mock title.

1760-73 H. BROOKE Fool ofQnal. (1809) II. 14 Truth, so

please your supremacy, has been sunk in.. a well.

e. fig. Said of qualities, influences, etc.

1583 MKLBANCKE Philotimus Giij, I giue you the supre-
masie of my soule, vse it as you list. 1663 PATRICK Parab.

Pilgr. xxxii. (1687) 387 It suffers reason to reiain its throne,
or rather exalts . . its Supremacy . . to a greater height.

1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend \. vi. (1865) 25 The disbelief of

essential wisdom and goodness . . prepares the imagination for

thesupremacy of cunning with malignity. 1874 GREEN Short
Hist. lii. 4. 133 Abelard claimed for reason the supremacy
over faith.

2. Supreme position in achievement, character,
or estimation.

1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 35 luno for majestic, Pallas
for wisedome, and Venus for beautie had let my Satnela
haue the supremacie. 1693 DRYDF.N Juvenal Ded. (1607)

p. viii, That your Lordship is form'd by Nature for this

Supremacy, I cou'd easily prove, .from the distinguishing
Character of your Writing. 1836 HOB. SMITH Tin Trumpet
(1876) 335 The discovery that water would resist being
boiled above 212 degrees has conferred upon England its

manufacturing supremacy. 187* YEATS Tec/in. Hist. Comm.
250 To secure the naval supremacy of Athens over the rest

of the Greek states. 1879 Cassclfs Techn. Educ. in. 154
English gunpowder has long held almost undisputed su-

premacy as to excellence of quality and strength.

Supreme (s'prrm), a. and sb. Also 6 sup-
preme, 6-7 supreame, 7-8 supream. [ad. L.

supremus, superl. of superus that is above, f. super
above. Cf. F. supreme. It., Sp., Pg. supremo.
In poetry, esp. when attrib., freq. stressed supreme.}
A. adj.

1. Highest (in literal sense), loftiest, topmost.
Now only poef.
1523 SKELTON Carl. Law el 694 What thynge occasionyd

the showris of rayne, Of fyre elementar in his supreme
spere. 1653 R- SANDERS Physiogn. 115 The supream angle
not joyned. .predicts loss of the eyes. 1661 LOVELL Hist.

Anint. <$ Mitt. 299 The venters are the inferiour, or abdo-
men ; the middle, or thorax; or the supreame, which is the

head. 1695 WOODWARD Nat, Hist. Earth i. (1723) 89 The

supreme or outmost Stratum of the Globe. 1808 MACAULAY
in Trevelyan Lifefy Lett. (1876) I. i. 32 Day set on Cambria's
hills supreme. 1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 75 Blanc, su-

preme above his carth-brcod.

2. Highest in authority or rank ; holding the

highest place in authority, government, or power.
Chiefly in technical collocations, and first used in the

expressions supreme head and supreme governor in the

enactments of Henry VII I's and Elizabeth's reigns (respec-

tively) dealing with the position of the sovereign as the

paramount authority (as against the bishop of Rome). (Cf.

SUPREMACY i a.)

Supreme Court of Judicature*, (a) in India (see quot.

1773). (b) in Great Britain and Ireland (see JUDICATURE i).

1533-3 Act 24 Hen. flit, c. 12 Preamble, Where by dyvers
sundrie olde autentike histories and cronicles it is manifestly
declared and expressed that this Realme of Englond is an

Impire. .governed by oon Supreme heede and King. 1534
Act 26 Hen, F///,c. i, That the Kyng our Soveraign Lorde
. .shalbe. .reputed the onely supreme heed in tithe of the

Churche of England callyd Anglicana Ecclesia. 1558-9
Act i Eliz. c. i. 19 (Form of Oath), I., doo.. declare in my
Conscience, that the Quenes Highnes is thonelye supreme
Governour of this Realme. .aswell in all Spirituall or Eccle-

siasticall Thinges or Causes as Temporall. 1560 DAUS tr.

Sleidane's Comm. 66 b, Geuyng hym his faythe as to his

supreme Magistrate. 1597 SKENE De Verb, Sign, s, v.

Scaccarium, Some callis it [sc. the Exchequer] the soveraigne
and supreame court. x6xx Bible i Pet. ii. 13 Submit your
selues to euery ordinance of man. .whether it be to the

King, as supreme, Or vnto gouernours. 1656 J. HAMMOND
Leah % Rachel Postscr. (1844) 30, I.. will abide such cen-

sure.. as the supreame power of England shall find me to



have
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have merited. 1672-5 COMHKK Comp. Temple (1702) ng
Sucii Miscreants, .wlio sliould tlurst so vehemently for the

blood of its Supream Governor. 1765 BLACKSTONE Cantm.
i. H. 146 Of magistrate* also sonie are supreme, in whom the

sovereign power of the state resides ; others are subordinate,
deriving all their authority from the supreme magistrate.

1770 Jttuitts Lett. Ded., When we say that the legislature
U supreme, we mean, that it is the highest power known
to the constitution. 1773 Act 13 Gco. Ill, c. 63 13 That
it shall.. be lawful for his Majesty, . .to. .establish a Su-

preme Court of Judicature at Fort William [in Bengal],

1790 A. J. DALLAS (title), Reports of Cases adjudged in the

Courts of Pennsylvania, namely, the Common Pleas,

Supreme Court, and the High Court of Errors and Appeals.
1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India in. ix. III. 535 The Su-

preme Council.. was to consist of six members, of whom
four were to be officers of the four Presidencies. 1861

BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xvij. 255 The judicial power exer-

cised by the Lords as a supreme Court of Judicature in all

matters of law. 1873 Act 36 # 37 Viet. c. 66. 4 The said

Supreme Court shall consist of two permanent Divisions,
one of which, under the name of ' Her Majesty's High
Court of Justice', shall have and exercise original juris-

diction, .and the other of which, under the name of ' Her

Majesty's Court of Appeal ',
shall have and exercise appel-

late jurisdiction. 1881 Encycl. Brit, XIII. 780/2 In the

United States the supreme court consists of a chief justice

and eight associate justices.

t Const, to. 1641 JER. TAYLOR Episc. g 36 The king Is su-

preme to the bishop in impery.

b. Said of the authority, command, etc.

1539 TONSTALL Strut. Palm Sund. (1823) 61 Faustinas..

alleged.. that the byshop of Rome ought to haue the order-

yn.^e of all Great Matters., by his supreme auctoritie. 1594
SHAKS. Rich. ///, ui. vii. 118 It is your fault, lhat you re-

signe The Supreme Seat, the Throne Maiestical!. 1659
HAMMOND Dispatcher Disp. iv. 4 What the rights

are, which are peculiar to the Supreme Pastourship. 1667
MILTON P, L.in. 659 Uriel,, .thou. .here art likeliest by su-

pream decree Like honour to obtain. 1726 POPE Odyss. xix.

170 He, long honour'd in supreme command. 1754 KKSK INK

Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 13 jurisdiction is either supreme,
inferior, or mixed. 1840 THiRLWALL6Vlvi. VII, 185 When
they had joined their forces, Craterus resigned the supreme
command to his colleague. 1863 H. Cox Inst. i. i. 2 The
supreme power of making and abrogating laws.

C. transf. and./f?'. (chiefly predicative).
1656 LtRAMHALL Rtplic. iv. 159 In a great Family there are

several offices, as a Divine, a Physitian, a Schoolmaster,
and every one of these is supreme in his own way. 1667
MILTON P. L. iv. 91 The lower still I fall, onely Supream In

miserie. a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (*759) L 238 Man is supreme
Lord and Master Of his own Ruin and Disaster. 1726
BUTLER Strut* Rolls Cliap. ii. 26 Which Principle, .being
in Nature supream, ..ought to preside over and govern alt

the rest 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xxi, The temple of

fashion where Madame Mantalini reigned paramount and

supreme. 1878 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xviii. 158 During
the session parliament was supreme. 1884 F. TEMPLE RcLit.

Relig. <fr Set, ii. (1885) 59 To believe that the rule of duty
is supreme over all the universe, is the first stage of Faith,

1891 WESTCOTT Gospel of Life 89 Each science is supreme
within its own domain.

ellipt. 1718 PRIOR Solomon n. 36 The spreading Cedar,
that an Age had stood, Supreme of Trees, and Mistress of
the Wood. 1774 BRYANT Mythol. II. 125 He seems to have
been the supreme of those, .spirits described above.

3. Of the highest quality, degree, or amount.

1593 SHAKS. Liter. 780 Let their exhald vnholdsome
breaths make sicke The life of purltie, the supreme fairs,

Ere he arriue his wearie noone-tide pricke. 1609 DANIEL
Civ. Wars iv. xli, Hee could not meane t' haue peace with

those, Who did in that supreame degree offend, a 1631
DONNE Paradoxes (1652) 17 If these kil themselves, they do
it in their best and supream perfection. 1649 E. REYNOLDS
Hoseavi. 82 The supreame end and happinesseof the soule.

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. no F i That to please the Lord
and Father of the universe, is the supreme interest of created

..beings. 1847 HELPS Friends in C. I. vi. 96, I have a su-

preme disgust for the man who at the hustings has no

opinion beyond, .the clamour round him. 1849 MACAUI.AY
Hist. Kng. tit. I. 412 In no other mind have the demonstra-
tive faculty and the inductive faculty coexisted in such

supreme excellence. 1836 EMERSON En^. Traits, Race
Wks. (Bohn) II. 20 They have sound bodies, and supreme
endurance in war and in labour. i87 LIDDON Elem. Relig.
i. 5 The needs of the human mind, and among them. .its

supreme need of a religion. 1878 R. W. DALE Lect. Preach.
vii. 212 The death of Christ, which is the supreme revela-

tion of the Divine love.

b. Of persons : Highest or greatest in character

or achievement.
ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad v. i Then Pallas breath'd in Tydeus

' sonne: to render whom supreame To all the Greekes, - .she

cast a hottr beame, On his high mind. 1837 CARLYLE Fr.

Rtv. i. i. ii, The Supreme Quack. 1874 CREIGHTON Hist.

Ess. i.(ioo2) i In. .the reflective and analytic class, Lionardo
and Dante stand supreme. 1878 GLADSTONE Prim. Homer
138 Homer exhibits Odusseus as a supreme master of the

bow, 1891 FARRAR Darkn. fy Dawn, xvii, You are a su-

preme artist.

ellipt. 1814 WORDSW. Laodamia ix, Supreme of Heroes

bravest, noblest, best !

C. Of a point or period of time : Of highest or

critical importance.
1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 170 The Carthaginian go-

vernment managed, even in this supreme hour, to thwart

Hamilcar. 1883 Manch. Examiner 26 Nov. 5/1 The
generals have been at loggerheads at the supreme moment
of the battle.

d. spec, applied to highly excellent varieties of

fruits or vegetables.
1706 LONDON & WISE Retird Gardener I. xi. 48 Summer

Pears. The Little Muscat, The Supreme, The Cuisse-

Madame. [1860 HOGG Fruit Man. 221 Pears.. .Windsor

(Bell Tongue.. Summer Bell; Supreme}.] 1881 Garden
21 Jan. 38/1 Supreme [a variety of pea]. .gives large suc-

cessional pickings.
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4. spec, applied to God (or his attributes), as the

paramount ruler of the world, or the most exalted

being or intelligence ;
also to the most exalted of

heathen deities.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, n. \. 13 Tak<: heed you dally not
before your King, Lest he tliat is the supreme King of

Kings Confound your hidden fulshood. 1607 Car. v. iii.

71 With the consent of SMpreame loue. 1634 MILTON Conius

217 He, the Supreme good, t* whom all things ill Are but
as slavish officers of vengeance. 1667 P. L. x. 70 Mine
both in Heav'n and Earth to do thy will Supream. 1672-5
COMBER Cotnf. Temple (1702)93 lhat Supream Lord, the
Creator of Heaven and Earth. 1699 BURNBT 39 Art. i. 38
The Supream and Increated Being. 1711 SHAKTESB. Cha-
rat:. (1737) II. 274 Whether there be really that Supreme-
One we suppose. 1751 HARRIS Hermes Wks. (1841) 235
Original truth having the most intimate connexion with the

Supreme Intelligence. i8ao SHKLLKY ftf. Tyr. \. \. i Thou
supreme Goddess! i836TtllRLWALL(Pmr<Txiii. II. 165 When
the victim was to be offered to the supreme God, it was
taken up to the top of the highest hill. 1854 Orr's Circ.

Sci. t Org. Nat, I. 20 The proposition, .that human science
is.. adverse to the belief in a Supreme Intelligence. 1902
Etttycl. Brit. XXXII. 824/1 The Festival of the Supreme
Being, decreed by the National Convention, designed by
David and conducted by Robespierre.
5. Last, final, as belonging to the moment of

death. Now only a gallicism : cf. F. le moment

supreme.
1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 66 The supreme iudgments &

testimonies of his friends.. delivered at their deaths. 1648

[see 6 b]. 1894 SIR E. SULLIVAN Womati 57 When Queen
Elizabeth was dying she had her band summoned to her
ante-chamber . . when she felt the supreme moment approach-
ing she told the musicians to strike up her favourite air.

6. In comparative and superlative.
a. Comparative supremer. rare.

1683 KKNNETT tr. Erasnt. on Folly (1709) 125 After their

reign here they must appear before a supreamer judge.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (iSn) VIII. xxiv. 109 Having
given way to supremer fervours.

b. Superlative supremest, most supreme.
1631 MASSINGER Emperor East iv. i, Fate, .appointed you

To the supremest honour. 1648 HERRICK Hesper., Upon
a Maide 6 Virgins, come, and in a ring Her supreamest
requiem sing, a 1674 TRAHERNE Chr. Ethics (1675) n
There are many degrees of blessedness beneath the most

supream. 17*5 POPK Odyss. iv. 325 Throned in omnipo-
tence, supremest Jove Tempers the fates of human race.

1771-84 Cork's Voy. (1790) V. 1637 This man felt the most

supreme pleasure. l86a Miss BRADDON Lady Auiiley xxxiv,
In her supremest hour of misery.
B. sb. fl. A person having supreme authority,

rank, or power ; a supreme authority, ruler, or

magistrate ;
sometimes = superior. 06s.

1553 CKOMK in Strype Ecct. Mem. (1721) III. App. x. 24
That they that be prohybyte of the byshops,. .ouglit to

cease from preachyng. .till they haue purgyd them byfpre
the supreme of soche suspicion, a 1578 LINDESAY (Pits-

cottie) Ckion. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 98 He wald nocht enter his

sone into his landis the said Earle being supreme thairof.

1593 SHAKS. Ven. ft Ad. 996 She clepes him. .Imperious

supreme of all mortall things. 1631 CHAPMAN Cxsar q
Pompey\\.\. Plays 1873 III. 148 This day had prou'dhimthe
supreame of Caesar. 1654-66 EARL ORRERY ljarlhen. (1676)

349 There ought to be a Supreme above the Law. 1660

WATKRHOUSE Arms fy Arm. 177, I return to London which

I find of great consequence to her Supremes. 1671 MIL-

TON P. R. I. 99 Their King, their Leader, and Supream on

Earth. 1677 W. HUGHES Man a/ Sin I. vi. 27 Was it not

a fine cast of his office, that one of them {sc. popes] practised

upon one of these Supremes [sc. emperors]? 1735 POPE

Odyss. XIII. 144 Old Ocean's dread Supreme. 1807 E. S.

BARRETT Rising Sun III. 100 By the act of Reformation,

the lord was declared to be the supreme of the church.

2. The^highest degree or amount of something.
1760-73 H. BROOKE Pool d/Cjual. (1809) II. 20 The quali-

ties that intitle a man to this supreme of denominations.

1817 KEATS Sleep It Poetry 236 A drainless shower Of light

is poesy ; 'tis the supreme of power. 1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON
Audi Alt. Part. Ixv. I. 249 The Native Indian term for

the supreme of folly, is
'

monkey business '.

3. As a title of God (or an exalted deity). The

Supreme : the Supreme Being, God.

[1667 MILTON P. L. VI. 723 O Father, O Supream of

heav'uly Thrones. Ibid. Vlil. 414 To .-ittaine The highth

and depth of thy Eternal waves All human thoughts come

short, Supream of things ] 1703 Rows Tainerl. I. i, O thou

Supream ! 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 257 r 7 It is the

greatest Folly to seek the.. Approbation of any Being, be-

sides the Supreme, a 1766 MRS. F. SHERIDAN ffourjahati

(1767) 197 May the Supreme grant thy petition. 1830 bHEi.-

LEY Hymn Merc, i, Heaven's diead Supreme. 1884 Can.

temp. Rev. Feb. 256 That aboriginal law of self-sacrifice

which links the Supreme to His creatures.

1 4. The highest or topmost part. Obs. rare '.

1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. Ded. A 2 b. One,

who. .took not his information at the shore or Suburbs, but

..visited the intestines and supreme, whence he might the

better look below, and round about him.

Supremely (siprrmli), adv. [f. prec. adj.

+ -I/2.]
1. In a supreme degree, to a supreme extent.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xxiv. 24 The supremely strenuous

Of all the Greeke hoast. 1696 TATE & BKADY/-*. c. iv, For

He 's the Lord, supreamly good. 1718 PRIOR Solomon I. 53

The fair Cedar, on the craggy Brow Of Lebanon nodding

supremely tall. 1736 POPE Odyss. XXHI. 62 How blest this

happy hour, should he appear, Dear to us all, to me supremely

dear I 1781 COWPER Ep. Lady Austen 34 1 be hand of the

Supremely Wise. 1865 E.C. CLAYTON Cruel Fortune I. 123

Tha
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I'nltrit's t-.ttc \i, '1 bo*c [moments], .dwell forever in the
memory of both as supremely blissful.

t2. Hyor with supreme authority or power, rare.
1687 A. Loviai.tr. Tluveiuft Timr. L 6} All suits are

there silprearnly decided.
I7J4tr. . //(if. (1817)

I. II. III.
joi

Ihe senate decided supremely, and there lay
no appeal from it.

So 8npre-men, the ijuality of being supreme ;

supreme degree.
1843 POE I'lemature Bittial Wks. 1864 I. 331 The su-

prcinenes of bodily and of menial digress. 1896 A. WMYIE
lil-lc (/!..;. X. I. lu An ;ima/iiij; tkval .

,,

supremeness, and sweetness of soul.

i Supre mist. 0/n. ran.
[f. SI-I'UEMK a. +

-IST.] One who takes upon himself supreme
authority.
1649 llt.vi.iN Re.'a/. *r Oosei-.i. n. 200 The Junto of Tituler

Supremists at Westminster, are very unwilling to quit their

long-held Dominion. 1651 C. WALKER Hist. Independ. in.

18 Our Self-created Supremi.st>.

Supremity (sipre-miti). Now rare. [ad. late

L. supremilas, -tiitew, f. supremits SUPREME: see

-1TY. Cf. OF. siipremitt.]
1. = SUPREMACY i. 1 Obs.

1538 in Lett. Suppr. Monait. (Camden) 186 The Welsh
nidenes decreasynge, Christian cyvilitye mave be introduced
to the famous renowne of the kynges supremytye. 1540-1
ELYOT Image Gov. (1549) 146 Whether iheyr natures were
obstinate or proude, aspiryng vnto supremitee. a 1548 HALL
Ckroit., Rich. ///, 51 Victorie and supremilie ouer his

enemies, a i66t FULLER Worthies (1662) I, vi. 19 The Pope
(whose Supremity hefrc. Henry VIII]hadsuppressedin his

Dominions). 1716-30 Lett. Mist's yrnl. (1722) I. 292 You
here stand fair for the Supremity ; for Men in their Dotage
generally yield an implicite Obedience to their Wives.

2. * SUPREMACY 2.

1881 W. SHARP Rtattli\m. 408 Such sonnets. .and others

of like supremity.

1 3. SUPREME sb. 4. Obs.

1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus i. 57 In the top or supremity of

the highest turret is another Chappell.

Sup. versed : see SUVEKSEU Math.

Sur, obs. form of SIR s6.

Sur- (sr, siu), prefix, a. (0)F. sur-, earlier sour-,

sor-, soure- (repr. I,, super), used in various senses

of SUPER-, as in sure/larger to burden excessively,

overburden, SURCHARGE, surcot upper coat, SUB-

COAT, surnam additional name, SURNAME, surpasser
to pass beyond, SURPASS, surscoir (:-L. supersedlrt
to SUPERSEDE) to suspend, delay (cf. SURCKASE),
survivrc to live beyond, SURVIVE. As a living

suffix, sur- is or has been used in a few compounds,

chiefly (a) nonce-words formed after existing words,
as f surburdened [after SURCHARGED], t surgirdle

[after SuRCiNGLEj ; esp. after the legal terms

SURREBUTTER, SURREJOINDER, q. v., as sarrcbend,

surrebribe, t surruomfounded, t surrecounter-

mamivbs., t stirregaining ; (6} variants of techni-

cal terms compounded with Suptn- or SUPRA-, as

surci-liary = SUPERCILIARY, siirocd-pilal
= SUPER-

OCCIPITAL, surre-nal = SUPRARENAL ; also f Sur-

anna'tlon = SUPERANNUATION ; f Su:r-aiota-Uon

Chem. = sitperazo/ation in SUPER- i a a
; t Surolose,

?a final close
; tSnr-clou'ded pa . pple., shaded from

above ; f Surco-ntract, a contract following upon
a previous contract; Surowrrent a. Bot., 'the

opposite of decurrent ; when a leafy expansion runs

up the stem" (Treas. Bot. 1866) ; -^ Bnrteo-H v.

[after med.L. super(af}fendare\ trans., to invest

(a person) with an estate which one already holds

fiom another (cf. super(iti)feudation hi SUPER-

13) ; fSnrflnz, overflow, Hood ; Sur-inve-st v.

trans., to provide with outer clothing; f Sur-

ma ten v. trans., to excel, surpass ; t Surpay- v.

trans., to more than compensate for ; Surprecia'-

tion, enhancement of price or value ; t Surre-

bou nd v., to echo repeatedly ; t Sara-tnratd a.

Chem. = SUPERSATURATKLI ; f Snrmtre-tchlnff

ppl. a., exttnding far; Surttyle v. trans., =

SURNAME v.

1656 BI.OUNT Glossvgr., 'Stiraniiatieit. a frowine old,

stale or above a years date. 1803 Med. Jrnl. VIII. 534

Their different degree of virulence depends on the different

1577 HARRISON England l. UL 3/2
1 '

remooue the im.degree of *sur-azotation. 1577 HARRISON

in Holinslied, They were not now able t

Ml. xix. (Arb.) 225 The Epigrammatist will vse to con

his Epigram with a \crse or two, spoken in such sort, as

it' may seeme a manner of allowance to all the premisses,

and that with a ioyfull approbation. whKO tl.e Latmes

call Acclamotio, we therefore call this figure the "sur-

cloze or consenting close. 1633 Lm;ow Irm. x. 494 Tl;

lie of Arrane is. . "sur-clouded with Ooatfield Hill. 1584

Leyctsters Commm. (1641) 30 Hee will alwayes yet

keepe a voyd place for a new 'surcontract with any other.

7& in l-J. P,oc. Chanc. ft Eliz. ..tert 1. rW. 70
,83 in Cat. P'OC. Chanc. O. *\"1> ".

r T

errnyng that ihe same Piers Bank shuld have 'surft

1819 W. TINNANT
*sur-invest her372/1 A *Surgyrdylle,..l<r/K/a. 1819

Papistry Staru, 'd(iBij) 95 The plumes, that _.

skin 1636 Mmtgomerift Cherrie * Sloe j6 (Wreiltoun s

cd.), Poets.. Whose Muse snrmatches mine. 1848 Own*



SUBA.

Homol. I'ertebr. Skel. 146 His recognition of the '"surocci-

pital
'

in both mammals. 1603 FI.ORIO Montaigne ill. v.

529 One ill kisse doth *surpay [orig. surptiye} one good.
1884 Manch. Exam, i Nov. 5/2 The tendency to "surpre-
ciation in the value of gold as compared with other commo*
(lilies. 1893 H. M. I)OUGHTV Our Wherry 63 We.. un-
ravelled ihe bends and rebends and *surrebends of the
Geeste. cl6n CHAPMAN Iliad xxi. 361 Earlh resounded;
and great heauen, about did *surrebound. 1849 DE QUINCEY
Eng. MailCoaeh i. Wks. 1862 IV. 294 This whole corpora-
tion was constantly bribed, rebribed, and often *sur-rebribed.

683TRYON Way to Health 536 Al! their Regiments of Com.
pounded, Recompounded, Decompounded and *Surrecom-

pounded Medicines. 1570 FOXE^. ff M. (ed. 2) I. 121/2
Sabinus..had geuen forth his letters, rehearsing withal the

generall recountermaunde. . . Last of al now he sendeth
downe ageyne an other *Surrecountermaund. 1611 SPEED
Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. x. 28 The Castle of Dunbarre. .was

re-gained by the Scots : for recouery, or "sur-re-gaining
whereof, the King sent lohn Earle of Surrey. 1844 HOBLYN
Diet. Terms Med. (ed. 2), *Surrenal [misdefinedj. 1806
G. Attains' Nat. ,( Exp. Philos. (Philad.) I. App. 532 The
epithet *sur-saturaled, or the preposilion sub is prefixed
when

th_e
base of the salt is in excess, a 1560 PHAER sSrieiti

IX. Cciij, Their heads to heauen they lift.. and hie *sur-

stretchyng skies they check. 1631 LITHGOW Trav. x. 498
The delectable planure of Murray.. may be *surstyled, a
second Lombardy. a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Somersetshire
m. (1662) 27 Gildas, sirnamed the Wise.. was eight years
junior to another Gildas called Albanius. ..He was also
otherwise sur-stiled, Querulus.

II Sura x
(su'ra). Anglo-Indian. Also 7 sure,

sury, suri. [a. Skr. surd spirituous liquor, wine

(surdkara coco-nut tree). Cf. F. soure (i7th c.).]
The fermented sap of various species of palm, as

the wild date, the coco-nut, and the palmyra ;
=

TODDY sb. I. Also atlrib., as sura-house, -tree.

1598 W. PHILLIP tr. Linsc/wten i. Ivi. 101/2 The pot in

short space is full of water, which they call Sura, & is very
pleasant to drinke, like sweet whay. 1609-10 W. FINCH in

Purchas/Y/r/>s(i625) I. iv. iv. 6.436 Agoodly Countrey. .

abounding with wild Date Trees . . whence they draw a liquor
called Tarrie or Sure. 1623 in Foster Eng. Factories Ind.

(1908) II. 314 The elephantes hath destroyed many hundreds
of coques and sura trees. 1684 tr. Tavernier's Trav. 1 1. 86 (V.)
Nor could they drink either Wine, or Sury, or Strong Water.
1700 S. L. tr. Frykis Voy. E. Ind. iii. 47 This [juice from
the Coco-Nut Treejthey call Suri, which is to be sold at the
J;/r/-houses. 1874 Treas. Bot. Suppl.

II Sura 2
(s-ra). Also 7 surat, 9 surah, soura.

[a. Arab.
J^j

surd1
. Cf. F. sura, surate. (The

earliest examples represent the word with the def.

art. prefixed, assurce',)} A chapter or larger sec-
lion of the Koran.
[1615 W. BEDWELL Moham. Impost, it. 45 Teach me.,

out of the law of our Prophet, out of euery Assora of the
same, some certaine perfections. Ibid. Oiij, This booke is

deuided into sundry sections or Chapters, which they call

Assurats, or Azoara's. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. n.

89/2 In the third booke of thy Alcaron and in the seuen and
thirty Asaria.J 1681 BOYLE Style Script. (1675) "60 Mahomet
himself was so proud of it [sc. the Alkoran), that., be defy's
its opposers to equal one surat or section of it. 1850 W.
IRVING

tfmktmftnaer, (1853) 176 To promulgate before the
multitude of pilgrims . . an important sura, or chapter of the
Koran, just received from heaven. 1886 CONIIER Syrian.
Stone-Lore ix. (1896) 337 The earlier Suras are chiefly con.

cerned_ with the warnings as to the coining day of judgment,
and with descriptions of the end of the world.

II Sura 3
(su-ra). Also 9 soor. [a. Skr. sura

(Hindi sur) god, deity.] In Hindu demonology,
a good angel or genie.
i?9S T. MAURICE Hindustan (1820) I. i. xii. 417 The

superior, or northern hemisphere, is the region of delight,and in it Indra presides with an army of Soors, or good
genii. 1806 Ind. Antiq. I. 17 The Indian Soors and
Assoors, that is the good and evil Genii. 1834 GAUNTER
Orient. Ann. ix. 115 It was reported that they had been re-
ceived into the bosom of Siva, among the suras of the
supreme paradise.

t Surabou nd, v. Obs. rare. In 5 surhabunde.
[a. OF., f.sura/joiider: see SUPERABOUND.] intr.
To superabound. So t Surabundanoe, overflow-
ing ; f Snrabuudantly adv., superabundantly.
CI400 tr. Seer. Seer., Go:,. Loi-dsh. 76 Whenne superfluytezouer mekyll "surhabundys to be heued. Ibid. 81 Yn luyn,wnenne humours surhabunden. 1471 CAXTON Recnyell

(^Somrner) 275 A..pestelence. That toke his begynnyngofa
surhabondance of the see, wherofy stretes of troye were full
..of water, a 1400 Pauline Epistles Eph. iii. 20 To hym
)>at may alle )>yng make *surabundauntli.

t Suraddi tion. Obs. rare. [See SUB- and
ADDITION; cf. F.

suradJition.] An additional
name or title (see ADDITION 4).

'". U
HA

,

K
,

S
-

C
-?!"'f- ''.' 34 His Father Was call'd Sicillius,..But had his lilies by Tenantius, whom He seru'd with

Olory, and adm.r d Successe; So gain'd the Sur-addition
Leonatus.

Suragat, obs. illit. form of SURROGATE sb.
t Surage. Sc. Obs. Also sureis, surriohe

[? a. north-eastern OF. *souriche, "joar^ = central'
JF. satirise mouse, fern, of souris (:-pop. L
*soricem, sorex) mouse.
The original meaning was perhaps

'

mouse-grey cloth '.
Dialectal forms with ch, g, occur in derivatives, of souris inUK, e.g. ungur mousetrap, sourichon young mouse.)
Enrage gray : name of some textile fabric
IS30-I Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. V. 4,4 For ane eln

surage gray to be ane pare of hois to the King, price . . xxiiij. s
153" 'l"d. VI. 76 1 o be the King ane cloik, ij elnis and ane
quarter surage gray. 1533 Itid. ,83 To bVthe King ane
pair hois ane elne sureis gray. 1544 Ibid. VIII. 280, vi
quartens surnche gray.

222

1 Surab.(s'uVra). [?repr. apronunciationofSuBAT.]
A soft twilled silk fabric used for women's dresses.

1881 Truth 19 May 686/2 One [dress] of cream-coloured

surah, brocaded in a design of rosebuds. 1883 A. S. HARDY
But yet a Woman 65 Stephanie herself in Tier pale blue

surah robe de chambre. 1893 [see SLEAZY a. 2 ft].

Surah, variant of SUBA
'i

.

Surahee, -hi, surai, suraiee, vatiants of

SERAI 2
.

1859 LANG Wand. India 145 Hold hard, syce, and give
me the suraiee (water-boltle). 1874 H. H. COLK Catal. Ind.

Art S. Kens. Mns. 144 A surai. . with a long neck and flat

bulged base.

Surahwa : see SAOUARI.

Surai (siu'ral), a. Anat. [ad. mod.L. surdlis

(cf. F. surai, It. snrale, Sp. surai), f. sura calf of

the leg.] Of or pertaining to the calf of the leg;

esp. in surai artery, vein.

1615 CROOKE Body of Man 734 The Surall vaine is dis-
seminated into the muscles of the Sura or calfc. 167* WISK-
MAN Wounds iv. 40 Wounded by a puncture in the Inside of
the calf of his leg into the Surall Artery. 1840 G. V. ELLIS
Anat. 674 The lower or surai branches, .three or four in

number. 1878 A. HAMILTON Nervous Dis. 259 The case of
a ballet-dancer.. in which the surai muscles were affected.

1899 Allbittt's Syst. Med. VIII. 59 Spasm of the surai
muscles.

tSu~ran.ee. Obs. Also 4 surrawus, 5 sur-

aunce, -awnce, surans(e, seuerans, sewrawnce,
-aunce, 6 soranee. [a. OF. surance, f. sur SURE
a., after ASSURANCE, of which it may be sometimes

merely an aphetic form. Cf. SOVEBANCK.]
1. A pledge, guarantee; = ASSURANCE i.

c 1300 Beket 1910 Ich wole assoilli hem in thisse forme,
fawe, That hi do surance forto stonde to boli churche lawe.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 10238 He said &>at his suranse sothely was
fals, And done for dissart. 1412-20 LYDC. Chron. Troy iv.

4553 Suraunce & obe of old made to be toun. c 1450 LOVE-
I.ICH Merlin 2212 He mad hem to swere, vppon here Sew-
raunce, to-forn him there, that be ony weye they scholden
me sle. 153* TINDALE Expos. Matt. v-*vii. vi. 68 b. To geve
vs yet more sensible and surer sacramentes and suraunces of
his goodnes. a 1557 Diurn. Occurr. (Bannatyne Cl.) 40 The
laird of Langtoun tane in surancefor suffering of the Inglis-
men. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. V. ii. 46 Now giue some surance
that thou art Reuenge.
2. The insuring of property, etc. ;

= ASSURANCE
5, INSURANCE 4.
1547 Insurance Policy in R. G. Marsden Sel. Pleas Crt.

Admir. (1897) II. 48 In full payment of this soranee a bove
sayd. c 1550 Ibid., The besle made . . byll of surance.
3. Security, safety ;

= ASSURANCE 7.
1416 LYDG. De Guil. I'ilgr. 23359 And where the gate is

kept well, ..that vycis may ha none enlrie, that place slant
in suerte,. .and ther is suraunce & eke trust, c 1470 HARD.
ING Chron. xc. xv. (MS. Arch. Seld. B. 10) If. 70 Thus wcdde
he hir at yorke in al suraunce. a 1475 ASHBY Active Policy
549GentiImenshuldnat yeveclothyng Hut to their howshold
meyne, for surance That no man be iheir power excedyng.
1559 Mirr. Mag., K. James Murdered xv, He counsayled
me for surance of my state. 1603 J. DAVIES Microcasmos
155 Put into his hand the awfull Sword Of Justice

; so, the

good shall bee assur'd, . . Sith lusticegoodmens surance doth
in large.

4. Certitude, confidence; = ASSURANCES.
c 1450 LOVELICH Grail xv. 80 Of that Surawnce Am I.

Surangular (suroe-rjgirflii), a. Zool. [See SUR-
and ANGDLAR.] = Supra-angular (SUPRA- i b).
1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 456/1 The surangular portion.,

forms the upper border between the coronold apophysis and
the articulation. 1873 MIVART Eltm. Anat. 120 We may
find, as in the Sauropsida, an actual lower jaw consisting of
several distinct bones, dentary, angular, sur-angular, coro-
noid, splenial, and articular.

Surans, obs. form of SOHANCE.
C1440 Alphabet of Tales 64 per happend a suians for to

fall in hys lymbe bat his fute rotid off.

tSurantler. Obs. Also -antlier. [a. OF.
surantoillier (Gaston de Foix) : see Suit- and
ANTLER.] The second branch of a deer's horn,
next above the brow-antler

;
= BEZ-ANTLER.

The term was copied from Turbervile by many later com-
pilers, but appears to have had no real currency.
1576 TURBERV. Generic xxi. 53 Antoiller..the Surantlier

neare vnto the Antlier the which ought a little to enlarge it
selfe some what more from the beame than the firste [Antlier)
[1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Navy Land Ships Wks. I. 93/1The homes haue many dogmatical! Epithites, as a Hart
hath the Burs, the Pearlcs, the Antliers, the Surantlers, the
Royals, the Surroyals, and the Croches.]

Surat (siurse-t, siuVrset, su-rat). Also 7 -att, -et.
The name of a town and district in the presidency
of Bombay, India, used atlrib. to designate (a) a
kind of cotton produced in the neighbourhood,
(b} coarse cotton goods, usually uncoloured

;
also

ellipt. and as sb. (with//.) = Surat cotton, etc.

1643 in E B. Sainsbury Cal. Crt. Min. E. Ind. Co. (1909)
329 [Calicoes] Suratt narrowes. 1653 Lading Du. . Ind.

.

.',"
al descr'Pns of Surat. 1861 SIMMONDS lire

and short-stapled Egyptian cotton.

Suray, obs. form of SERAI 1.

Surbait, variant of SUHBATE v. 2

Surbase (sMbcis). Arch. Also 8 sirbaoe ff
SUR- + BASE ^.i]

SURBATED.
a. A border or moulding immediately above ihe

base or lower panelling of a wainscoted room
also, = chair-rail (CHAIR sA.l 15).
1678 MOXON Mech. Exerc. vi. 106 The Middle Rail hath

commonly two bredths of the Margent of the Stile, viz one
breadth above the Sur-base, and the other below 'the Sur-
bnse. 1744 LANGHOKNE Country Justice \. Poems (1700)
282 Where, round the hall, the oak's high surbase rears The
field-day triumphs of two hundred years. 1760 t'liil. Trans.

I

LI. 798 From the top of the surbase within to the pavement
1 of the cell is 7 feet. 1791 Oxf. Archd. Papers MS. Oxon

b. 26, If. 177 b (liodl. Libr.) Neat Chimney piece.. suitable
Hearthstone. .with a Sirbace and Skirling. 1834 M. SCOTT
Cruise Midge xviii, The whole of the surbases and wooden
work about the windows and doors were of well-polished and
solid mahogany. 1871 Miss BRADDON Levels of Ardia
xxxii, As her severe eyes surveyed wall and ceiling, floor
and surbase. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 474/1 Snrbase.., an
upper base is the term applied lo what, in the fittings of a
room, is familiarly called the chair-rail. 1880 Casselts Fain.
Mag. 112 The height of the surbase or chair-rail.
attrib. 1815 J. NICHOLSON Operative Mech. 605 Surbase.

moulding.
b. A cornice or series of mouldings above the

dado of a pedestal, podium, etc.

1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. * Art I. 171 Each upper
portion, as surbase of pedestal, capital of column, cornice of
entablature, divides into three parts. 1837 Civil Engin. q
Arch. Jrnl. I. 352/2 The cornice or surbase of the pedestal
on which the statue of the Duke is placed. 1887 Times
(weekly ed.) a Dec. !s/i The temple rests on a stylobale
having a finely moulded base and surbase.
attrib. 1845 PARKER Class. Archil, (ed. 4) s. v. Pedestal

The cornice, or surbase mouldings, at ihe top [of a pedestal)'
Surbased (s.ib-st), a. Arch. AlsoSsurbast.

[repr. K surbaissi,i. sur- exceedingly = SUPER- gb
+ baissf lowered.] Surbased arch, an arch whose
rise is less than half the span. So surbased dome.
1763 GRAY Let. to Mason 8 Feb., Roger's own tomb, .has

..a wide surbased arch wilh scalloped ornaments. 1793
Gentl. Mag, May 422/1 Under each chancel window, nearest
the East end, is a surbast arch. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Optr.
Meek. 540 The semicircular are called perfect arches, and
those less than a semicircle, imperfect, surbased, or dimin-
ished arches. Arches are also called surmounted, when they
are higher than a semicircle.

So Surba-sement [F. surbaissement'], the con-
dition of being surbased.

1833 CRADB Diet. Gen. Know!, (ed. 3), Surbasement, the
trait of any arch, .that describes a portion of an ellipsis.

Surbased, pa. pple. Arch. [f. SURBASE +
-ED 2

.] Provided with a surbase.

1791 Oxf. Archd. Papers MS. Oxon.b. 26, If. 177 b (Bodl.
Libr.), Two Chambers.. to be Skirted and Sirbaced. 1818

ToDD[errpneouslycitingquot. 1763 s.v. SURBASEOH.]; hence
in mod. diets.

tSurbate, sb. Obs. Also 6-7 surbat.
[f.

SUBBATE v
.] Soreness of the feet or hoofs caused

by walking; foot-soreness.

1587 MASCALL Cmit. Cattle, Horses (1627) 118 By that
meanes hee may saue his horse often-times from danger of
surbat. 1645

' MARTIN-MARPHIEST '

Martin's Eccho 16 You
remember how the Bishops poasted you furiously too and
fro like lehu .., untill with foundring and surbates they had
even wearied you of your lives. 1725 Fam. Diet. s.v. Horse
Feeder, If the Feeder finds his Horse subject to Lameness
or Stiffness, to Surbate or Tenderness of Feet. 1805 JAMES
Milit. Diet. (ed. 2).

t Surbate, v.l Olis. rare. [ad. OF. surbalre

(see SUBBATKD) to beat excessively.] intr. 1 To
bear down heavily on.
c 1450 Merlin 531 Agravain hadde so chaced and Gaheries

xx sauries that thci surbated on Pignoras ihat com with an
hundred saisnes.

t Surbate, v.- Obs. Also 6-8 -bait, 7 -beat(e.

[Back-formation from SUBBATED. Cf. next.]
1. trans. To bruise or make sore (the hoofs or

feet) with excessive walking ;
to make (an animal

or person) foot-sore.

1590 SI-ENSEK F. Q. in. iv. 34 Least they, .should. .Surbate
sore Their tender feet vpon the stony ground. 1607 MARK*
HAM Caval. in. (1617) 7 His own waight beating vpon the

hard earth, would both surbate and bring him to an incurable
lamenesse. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. IX. xx. 47 The
Rebels. .whom King Henry, .suffered. .to.. surbate them-
selves with a long inarch. 1660 BLOUNT Eoscobel 29 Which
contributed much towards the surbating and galling His

Majesties Feet. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) I. 232 Chalky
Land surbates. .Oxens Feet more than any other Soil.

absol. 1615 JACKSON Creed iv. n. i. 4 Softest waies in

moist winters surbeate the sorest in dry Summers.
2. intr. for pass. To become foot-sore.

1590 COCKAINE Treat. Hunting C 4, Who so hunteth vn-

breathed hounds at the Bucke first in hot weather, causeth
them to imbost and surbate greatly. 1610 MAKKHAM
Masterp. II. xci. 378 If your horse surbate in your trauell.

1614 Cheap Husb. n. i. (1668) 70 Horned Cattel in Lincoln-
shire are.. strong hoved, not apt to Surbait. 1725 Fam.
Diet. s. v. Hoof, That Horse., will not carfy a Shoe long,
nor travel far, but soon surbate.

t Barbate, pa. pple. and ///. a. Obs. rare.

Forms: 5 surbat, 6 surbet, -beate. [ad. OF. sur-

balu (see next).]
-- next.

1496 [see SURBATEU b, a 1450]. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. II. ii. 23

As when a Beare and Tygre..Espye a traueiler with feet

surbet. 1598 Bp. HALL Sat. v. ii. 20 Thy right eye gins to

leape for vain delight And surbeate toes to tickle at the sight.

t Surbated, pa. pple. and ppl. a. Obs. or dial.

Also 5 surebatod, 5-7 surbatted, 6-8 -baited,

7 erron. -boted. [f. OF. surbatu (pa. pple. ol

surbatre, sur- exceedingly = SUPER- 9 b + batre

to beat) + -ED. OF. surbalti is not recorded in



SUKBATER.

the sense of the Eng. word, the F. term being
solbatit (166410 Hatz.-Darm.), for which see SOLE-
BAITING ; but Cotgrave (1611) has surbatture

'surbating' (as well as sonbattue, sottbattitrc}\
cf. also obs. It. sobattcre, sobattttto

'
sin bated ', so-

hattititra
'

surbating '.] a. Of the hoofs or feet :

Bruised or sore with much walking.
c 1410 Master ofGame t MS. Digby 182) xii, If be soles of

hir feete be surebated. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Hush.
(1586) 132 If the bullockes feete be nearc worne, and sur-

bated, washe them in Oxe pysse warmed. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny xi. xxxvii, When they see their Oxe hoofes surbatted
and worne too neere the quick with overmuch travel!. 1607
TOPSKI.I. I'oitr-f, Beasts 689 Those members that are sur-
boted or riuen of their skin. 1617 R. FENTON Treat. Ch.
Rente 142 The feet of our blessed Saniour : those surbated
feet whicli tred vpon the earth naked and miserable, n 1700
EVELYN Diary 7 Sept. 1666, My haire was almost sing'd,
and my feete unsufferably surbated. 1766 Cotnpl. Farmer
s. v. Surbating, There is nothing better for surbated feet

than tar melted into the foot. 1816 Sporting Mag. XLVH.
61 We have seen the hoofs of a horse perfectly surbated,
from long standing upon the hard, .stones.

b. Of animals or persons: Foot-foundered,
foot-sore ; weary with excessive travelling on foot.
a 1450 Fysshynge iv. Angle (1883) -2 The hunter ..cummet

home, .reyn beton seyr prykud with thornesand hys clothes
tome..sum of hys howndes lost som surbatted \ed. 1406
surbat]. 1576 TURBERV. Venerie 123 When you are ouer-
taken with the night, or that your houndes are surbated and
wearie. 1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 10 The leaues
..are good to be put into the shooes of them that are sur-
bated and wearie, to mitigate the heat and paine. z6xa tr.

Kenvennto's Passenger Avij, A surbated and weary Pas-

senger. 1639 T. DE GREY Coinf>l, Horsem. 1 1 1 To be applyed
to the feet., when the horse is. .surbated. 1647 CLARENDON
Hist. Reb, viir. 12? They begun their march again ; which
they continued all that Night ;. .they could not but be ex-

tremely weary, and surbated. 1670 EVELYN Sylva xix.

(ed. 2) 84 The fresh Leaves [of the Alder] alone applied to
the naked soal of the Foot, infinitely refresh the surbated
Traveller. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1756) I. 348 He
will (if used upon bard Roads) become surbated or beaten of
his Feet in a very short Time. 1887 F. T. HAVERGAL/*Vr<r/T
Gloss, s.v., As a woman said of her daughter who had walked
30 miles to see her :

' When her came her was fine surbated.
l

C. transf. and _/?.

1591 in Lyly's Wks. (1902) 1.478 Vertue tying wings to the
thoughts of virgins, swiftnesbecommeth surbated. 1634 W.
TIRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. 291 Doe you not think my sighes
must needes be surbated, in going every day foure hundred
leagues? 1661 WEBSTER Curefor Cuckold n. iv, We are all

. .at a stand, . . the music ceas'd, and dancing surbated.

tSurbater. Obs. rare.
[f. SURBATE v. 2 +

-KB 1
.]

One who wearies another out by walking.
1633 B. JOSSON Tale Tub iv. iii, A lackey.. or a foot-man,
Whn is the Surbater of a Clarke currant.

1 Surbating, vbl sb. Obs. Forms : see SUR-
BATE v, ; also 6-7 erron. surbutting. [f. SUR-
BATED: see -ING'.] The action of making the
hoofs or feet sore by walking; foot-soreness.
The definition in quot. 1607

2
is repeated in later works of

reference.

1576 TURBERV. Venerie 15 That he [sc. a hound] is strong
..and able to endure long without surbaiting of himselfe.

1591 PERCIVALL S. Diet., Desfeadura^ surbating. 1600
SURFLET Country Farm i. xxiii. 136 For surbutting, boile
honie and hogs-grease in white wine. 1607 MARKHAM Caval.
m. (1617) 7 Not any of these horses but will en'lure the hard
earth without surbating or lamenesse. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f.
Beasts 413 Surbaiing..isa beating of the Hooue against the
ground. 1759 BROWN Coinpl. Farmer 11.

Surbeat(e, variant of SURBATE v.%

Surbeaten, error for SUUBATEO.
a 1667 SKINNER Etymol. (1671), Snrbeat t or to be Sur-

beaten.

t Surbed, v. Obs. [f. SUR- in the sense of
*

up
' + BED sb. 1 2 b (

* under side of a block of

stone).] trans. To set (a block of stone) edgeways
(see quots.) ; also, to set (coal) edgeways on a fire.

1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 76 They take care to surbed the
stone, i.e. set it edg-ways, contrary to the posture it had in
the bed. 41680 Enquiries 2/1 Quarries, .in what order do
the beds He? whether surbedded in work, or laid as they
grew in the bed? 1686 PLOT Staffordsh. iii. 126 If they
would have it [coal] burn quick and flame clear, ..they sur-
bed it, i.e. set it edgways, the cleaving way next the fire.

1700 KENNETT MS. Lansd. 1033 If. 377 To surbed coal,
to set it edgwaies on the fire that the heat and flame may
cleave it and make it burn with greater vehemence. 1712
J. MORTON Nat. Hist. Northampt. 116 Let the Stones that
are for Oven-Hearths, .be set Edge-ways, or Sur-bedded,as
the Masons speak, that is, the Position they had in the
Earth inverted, c 1767 G. WHITE Selborne iv. To Pennant^
It is a freestone, cutting in all directions ; yet has something
of a grain parallel with the horizon, and therefore should not
be surbedded. lbid. t note

t Surbedding does not succeed iu
our dry walls.

t Surbra' ve, v. Obs. [f. SUR- + BRAVE v.]
1. trans. To make very

' brave
'

or splendid. (Cf.
BRAVE v. 5.)
1584 HUDSON Dn Bartas' Judith in. 22 The Persians

proud. .With plates of gold, surbraved all their bands[orig.
Fait Us escailles d'or de ses armes relnire\.

2. To excel in splendour or beauty.
c 1600 W. FOWLER Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 377 He is to me the

wight Whose truthe surbraues the best.

Surbutting, erron. form of SURBAITING.

Surcar, rare obs. form of SIRCAR.

t Surca-rk. Obs. rare"*. In 4 surkarc" [a.

AF. surtarkc : see SUR- and CARK sb.~\ Excess.

13 . . Cursor M. 9843 (G6tt.>, If bu fonde . . A barn . . pat had

223

thre fete, or handis thre,. . And ..si|>en ano|*r..pat wantid
cyder fote or hand,, .surkarc \Cott. ouercark] of kinde had
pe tan, Ami kind was to &>at ojwr w:iu.

t SurcaTking, rbl. sb. Obs. rare-*, [f. Suu-
+ CARK v. + -INGT] Great trouble or distress.

1-1330 Arth. ft Mirl. 3945 (KOlbing), Ws ich seuen, saun-
fail Pe cark hadde of (>e batayl. . . Ac in al j>is surcarkinc
Merlin com to Ban, \te king.

Surceance, -aunoe, var. SCRSEANOE Obs.

t Surcea Bance. Obs. Forms : 6 suraeaance,
7 suroesance, surooasanco.

[f. SUBCEASK v.,
after SUHSEANCE.] = SURSEANC'E.
1583 HOLINSIIKII Citron. II. Hist. Scot. 323/2 Being at the

same time a sursesafice made on both sides, ..the Scots
ceassed not to make sundre inuasions into our realme. 1611
SrKKatfist. Gt. Brit. ix. vii. 39 He was . . perswaded . not
to refuse Saladines offers for a surceasance from hostilitit-
a 1637 SPOTTISWOOD Hist. Ch. Scot. v. (1677) 254 She began
to treat with both parties for a surceasance of Arms.
Surcease (s#is's), sb. arch. Also 7 -ceasae,

-cease,
[f. next.] The action, or an act, of briny-

ing or coming to an end
; (a) cessation, stop ; esf.

(a) temporary cessation, suspension, or intermis-
sion, a. Const, of or genitive.
In mod. use often with a reminiscence of quot. 1605.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretorie n. (1625) 25 My request is for

the surcease of all this iarre. 1590 .N ASH i ist Pt. Pasgnifs
Afol. A 4, Seeking with my hart a surcease of Armes. 1605
SHAKS. Macb. i. vii. 4 If th' Assassination Could trammel!
vp the Consequence, and catch With his surcease, Successe.
1653 H. COOAN tr. Plato's Trav. xlix. (1663! 193 By this
surcease of Trade the Custom-houses, .fell much in their
Revenue. 1709 MRS. MANLEV Secret Mem. (1720) IV. 237
Nothing but Ueaih can make that Man desist, who sustains
almost its Pangs without a Surcease of Diligence, a 17*8
ERSKINE lust. Law Scot. iv. iii. 24 Creditors sometimes
grant voluntarily a surcease of personal execution in behalf
of their debtor, which is commonly called a snferseaere.
1816 SCOTT

Atttiy. xv, The crafty pony availed himself of
this surcease of discipline to twitch the rein out of Davie's
hands. 1845 POE Raven 10 Vainly I had sought to borrow
From my books surcease of sorrow. 1855 MOTLEY Dtttck

SURCEASING.
O. const, inf.
53S CROMWEU. in M-nin^i. /,,/;, ,y

watch't, and wearied out. 1708 |. !>,, M . s Cyticr i. 364vent the Morning Star ASM, fi ibttf

&S^THT T 'v

I8 * Sl"" 'W "*'.'
'&TH vbath ix,

Jill
yonder orbs surcease t' admeasure night* and

days 1863 W K. KHLLVC. InHo-f-ur^Tradit.
l. 7 They could never surcease to feel the liveliest interest
in those wonderful meteoric changes.
t d. transf. To forbear, omit (to do something)

1^41 UDALL Erasm. Afrth. Pref., & so forth of the other
writers whiche I surcease by name to speake of. 1577 HAM.
RISON England ir. xiii. [xvh'.J (1877) i. 291, 1 might take
occasion to tell of the. , voiages made into strange countries
by Englishmen.. but.. I surcease to speake of them. 1610
HEALEY St. Aug. Citie o/Goii (1620) 246 Tertullian . wrote
much : which being recorded I surcease to recount.
2. To come to an end, be discontinued

; to cease.
1439 in Antig. Repertory (1780) III. 274 That all manere

of processe..m the mesne tyme surcese. a 1513 FABYAN
Ckron, vi. clxxi. (i8u) 167 He. .seased that Kyngdom, and
ioyned it to his owne of West Saxons, by whiche reason the
Kyngdome of Mercia sursea-^ed. 1533-4 Act 25 //. K///,
c. 21 2 All suche pensiones censes portions and peter'
pense,. .shall frame hense forthe clerely surcesse and never
more be levyed. 1600 HAKLUYT Voy. (1810) III. 36 It may
..bee thought that this course of the sea doth sometime
surcease .. because it is not discerned all along the Coast of
America, a 1633 T. TAYLOR Gtxfs Judgein. 1. 1. xv. (1643)
48 That the cause being taken away, the effect also might
.surcease. 1675 E, WILSON Spadacr. Duntlm. 15 These
(sc. Rain or Snow] surceasing the Springs also become dry.

no surcease of keenness.

b. Const.yhww.
_ iS97 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxi. 8 Surcease from labour
is necessarie. 1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 349 A
surcease from all state medics. 1643 BAKER Chron. (1679)
194/1 The Duke of York . .commands a surcease from further
hostility. 1879 SALA Paris HerselfAgain\\. xviii, Private
schools for boys give four days' surcease from lessons.

c. Without construction.
a 1593 MARLOWE Ovid's Elegies u. xiv, Fruites ripe will

fall, let springing things increase, Life is no light price of
a small surcease. 1601 in Farr S. P. Eliz. (1845) II. 430O endlesse ioy without surcease. 1711 in Maclaurin Argts.
$ Deds. (1774) 5 After a long surcease, he renewed the
cause. 1873 LONGF. Wayside fnn, Monk of Casal-Mag-
giore 137 AH the while he talked without surcease. 1881

Daily Tel. 25 Mar. 5/4 There is no surcease in the torrent
of Princes . . who continue to pour into the capital.

Surcease (syjsrs),^.^^//. Forms: a. 5sursese,
5-6 aursease, 6 surseace. 0. 5 surceese, (sour-
cease\ 5-6 surcese, -cease, 6 -ces, -ceas, -ceace,
6-7 -ceasse, 8 -cess, 5- surcease,

[f. OF. sursis,
fern, sitrsise (cf. AF. sursise sb., omission), pa.

pple. of surseoir to refrain, delay, suspend : L.

sttpersedere to SUPERSEDE. The spelling was at

an early date assimilated to CEASE (cesse, ceasse}.]
1. intr. To leave off, desist, stop, cease from

some action (finally or temporarily). (Cf. SUPER-
SEDE 2 b.) a. const. ^ of̂ from.
1428 Lett. Marg. Anjou $ ///. Beckington (Camden) 40

Men sayen hit hadde be muche better for me to have sur-
cesed of my service long or this. 1439 Rolls ofParIt. IV.

342/2 The Tresorer.., may have in conunnundement by
Writt, to sursese of any proces made. 1433 Ibid. 425/2
That the seide Colleciours. .sursea.se of eny levie to make.
c 1510 MORE Picus Wks. 14/1 Wherfore he counselled Picas
to surceace of study. 1538 CROMWELL in Merriman Life fy

Lett. (1902) II. 159 The kinges pleasure is that. .you do
Surcese and cause the partie to surces frome any further
sute. X549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Ord. Deacons, The Bisshoppe
shal surcease from ordering that person. 1597 HOOKER
Eccl. Pol. v. xlvii. 4 Vnder that pretense to surcease from

prayers as booties or fruitles offices. 1615 BRATHWAIT
Strappado (1878) 165 Silke-wormes. .Who do surcesse from
labour now and then. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 258 The great
Arch-Ansel from his warlike toile Surceas'd. i8ia GARY
Dante, Purg. xxv. 131 Nor from the task.. Surcease they.

'853-8 HAWTHORNE fingl. Note-bits. (1879) II. 104, I..

thereupon surceased from my labors.

b. without construction (spec, to discontinue

legal proceedings).
1456 Paston Lett. I. 390, I shal be his servaunt and

youres unto such tyme asyewoll comande me to sursese

and leve of. 1479 Ibid. III. 257 My Lord of Ely desyred
myn oncle as well as you to surcease. 1544 CRANMER Let.

in Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc.) 411 For the better expedition
of the matter, I have sent to the dean of the arches, com-

manding him to surcease therein. 1586 A. Di\Y Etigi. Sffrt-

torie i. (1625) 13 Wishing vnto you and yours as much happi-
nesse as myselfc am clogged with carefulnes, I surcease. 1596
SHENSKR F. Q. iv. ii. 19 In stead of praying them surcease,

They did much more their cruelty encrease. 1637-50 Row
Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc ) 440, I might relate many others,
..but I surceasse. a 1651 BHOME Covent Card. Weeded w.

i, Hector.. held up his brazen lance, In signal that both
armies should surcease. 1671 F. PHILLIPS Reg. Nfcess. n*
To stay and Surcease and no further prosecute or proceed
against the Complainant. 1859 SINGLETON Virgil x. 1260

Surcease. I now am coming, doomed to die.

ngnes i

cease. 1898 HARDY Wf'ssex Poems 146 When I surcease,
Through whom alone lives she, Ceases my Love.
3. trans. To desist from, discontinue; to give

up, abandon (a course of action, etc.); also, to
refrain from. (Cf. SUPERSEDE 2.)
1464-9 Pliimpton Corr. (Camden) 75 To cause the said

Thomas & Richard to surcease & leave theire said threat*

nings. 1493 Ibid. 105, I caused them to surcease ther pur.
posse unto the tyme I had wrytten to you, & known
your mynd. 1544 in Sel. Cases Crl. Requests (Selden Soc.)

97 Olyuer shall withdrawe & surseace all maner his
suettes and accions. 1577-87 HoUMCHKBdrvw, III. 813/2
That it might please him to surcease his cruell kind of

warre, in burning of townes and villages. 1590 SPENSEK
F. Q. in. iv. 31 The waues.. their rage surceast. 1607
DEKKER Hist. Sir T. Wyat Wks. 1873 III. 99 Surcease
your armes, discharge your Souldiers. 1611 BURTON Anat.
Mel. Democr, to Rdr. 49 [If he] prosecute his cause, he is

consumed, if he surcease his suite he looseth all. a 1648 I,i>.

HERRKRT Hen. VIII (1683) 4(f It was resolved to surcease
the War for this Year, Winter now beginning to enter. 1658
W. BURTON /tin. Anton. 140 For my part I surcease all

farther enquiry. 17*0 POPE Iliad xxni. 970 Greece.. Bade
share the honours and surcease the strife, a 1774 TUCKER
/./. Nat. (1834) II. 514 Did he surcease the common civili-

ties., would he have better leisure to perform more impor-
tant services? 18x0 SCOTT Abbot xiv, The hobby-horse sur-

ceased his capering. 1897 F. THOMPSON New Poems 219
[She] had surceased her tyranny,

f b. To give up, resign (a position or office).

[Cf. quot. c 1435 s.v. SURCEASING vbl. sb. i.]

1551 Lit. Rent. Ediv. K/ (Roxb.) II. 432 The chauncellour
of th* augmentation was willed to surceasse his commission,
geven him the third yeare of our raigne.

f4. To put a stop to, bring to an end, cause to

cease ; to stay (legal proceedings). Obs.
f 1435 in Kingsford Chron. Land. (1905) 48 For as much

as the Kyng was changid all plees in euery place weren
surcesed. 1490 Act 4 Hen. VI/ t c. 20, No relesse. .be.,

available or effectuell to lette or to surceace the seid accion.

1594 SPENSER Amorttti xi, All paine hath end, ..but mine
no price nor prayer may surcease. 1594 KVD Cornelia i.

220 If gentle Peace Discend not soone, oursorrowes to sur-

cease, Latium. .will be destroyd. 1699 tr. Sallnst 72 Tis
death not torment that surceases all our Miseries. 1695
TKMFLK/ftr'. Eng. (1699) 174 The abrogating or surceasing
the Judiciary Power, exercised by the Bishops.

f b. To cause to desistfrom some action. rare~ l
.

1791 COWFER Iliad xv. 311 Ajax me.. hath with a stone

Surceas'd from fight, smiting me on the breast.

f5. To put off, defer; to delay till the end of,

overpass (the time for doing something). Obs. rare.

1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. n. xxxvi. 74 When the ordinarie

hathe surcessed his tyme he bathe loste his power. 1560

[see SURCEASING vbl. sb. 3]. a 1693 Urgvliarfs Rabelais in.

xl. 332, I defer, protract,, .surcease,, .and shift off, the

Time of giving a Definitive Sentence.

t Surcea sement. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. SURCEASE

v. + -MENT.] SURCEASE sit.

a 1641 MOUNTAGU Acts <fr A/on. ii. (1642) 145 The surcease-

ment of Cyrus Edict, and the Temples building, during
most part of Cambyses reigne.

Surceasing (s&isrsirj), vbl. sb. arch.
[f.

SDK-

CEASE v. + -ING'.] The action of the verb SURCEASE.

1. The action of leaving off or desisting from

some proceeding.
f In quot. c 1435. ceasing to occupy a position, resignation.

^1435 in Kingsford Ckron. Land. (1905) 20 A copye to be

delyuered to hyin off his Resignyng ana Surcesyng. 1473

Roils of Parlt. VI. 65/2 So that.. there be a perpetual!

sursesyng for and of any ferther execution of any such

Sentence. 1579 NORTHBROOKE Dicing (&+$ 38 Sleep is a

surceasing of wl the sences from traueT. 1579 FitNtON



SURCEASING.

Guictiard. fi6r8) 357 That between the Pope and Alphonso
d'Este, there should be a surceassing of armes at the least

for sixe moneths. 1594 HOOKER Eccl- Pol. \. xiv. f 3 His

surceasing to speake to the world since the publishing of

the Gospell. 1600 SURFLET Country farm vll. Ixvi. 897
The birde .. growing melancholike, as by surceasing and

abstaining to sine. 1818 COI.EBROOKE Obligations 40 For-

bearance of a suit for a specific, .time, or surceasing of a
suit.

t 2. The action of putting a stop to something.
1553 BRENDE Q. Curtius x. 223 It was agreed, .that m-

bassadours shutd be sent.. for the surcessing of all strife.

1579 SPKSSER Let. Harvey Poet. Wks. (1912) 635/2 They
haue proclaimed . .a general! surceasing and silence of balde

Rymers.
t 3. The action of potting off or deferring. Obs.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane*s Comm. 389 They . . wil . . maruel
at this long delay and surceasing.
So Snrcea'iing ppl. a. (in qnot., gradually

ceasing, abating, diminishing).
1881 R. BUCHANAN God >, Man II. 250 The seas came

along with slowly surceasing force.

t Surcept, v. Obs. rarer-*,
[f. SUR- + -cept in

intercept, '< after surcease^ trans. To intercept.
579 FENTON Gtiicciard. vi. 306 He had iust occasion to

doubt of them . . by the testimonie of certeine letters . . newly
surcepted.

Surceyance, variant of SUKSEAXCK Obs.

Surch, rare obs. form of SEARCH.
1663 G. Fox in Jrnl. Friends' Hist. Soc. Oct. (1914) 149

Cornall Kerby sent solgers to surch in boxes, .for mee.

t Sn rcharge, s/>.1 Sc. Obs. Also sowrcharge.
[Variant (formed by substitution of prefix SUE-) of

SURCHARGE, sense i, or suchargt (see qnot. 1489
below, and Calk. Angl. 371/1

' A Sucharge, impo-
uientHin

').] An additional or second dish or coarse.

Alsoyff.
1489 Baroonr's Bruce xvi. 458 (Edinb. MS.) That sowr-

chargis \Camb. ftlS. sucharge, ed. Hart snbcharge) to

chargand wes. c 1500 KENNEDY Passion ofChrist 258 Till

all his sair he touch! na *aw hot ane, The quhilk wes ded,
as surcharge till his sorrow. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixvii.

19 Off quhais subchettis [v.r. quhois surcharge] sour is the
sals.

Surcharge (scut/aid.*,), rf.z
[f. next, or ad. F.

surcharge (from iGth c.) : see SUR- and CHARGE
sb.~]

1. A pecuniary charge in excess of the usual or

just amount ; an additional or excessive pecuniary
charge; = OVERCHARGE sb. 2.

1601 F. TATE liousek. Ord. Ed-.i: II, i 67. (1876) 48 So as
the cuntry. .may not wax deere by surcharge without reson.
1646 W. HIGHES Mirr. Justices i. | 5 Sherriflfs, who too
high charge the people, by a surcharge upon the people of
horses, or of doggs. 1686 tr. Chardut's Coronal. Sotyman
05 She besought him to remit the Surcharge which he had
laid upon the poor Armenians. ststSfartingMag. XXXIX.
roi A surcharge made on him for lol. 1838 ARNOLD ///*/.
Rome I. xvii. 351 It might happen. .that no property tax
was levied, and in that case the censor's surcharge, or over
valuation, would have been inoperative. 1896 Allbutt's

,

Syst. .Wed. I. 486 A history of fistula, .does not call for sur.

charge [in life assurance].

b. Equity. The act of showing an omission in
an account, or a statement showing this : cf. SUR- ;

CHARGE v. i b.

a 1700 EVELYN Diary 8 Apr. 1687, The accompt was at
last brought to one article of the surcharge, and leferr'd to
a Master. 1754 Lo. HAHDWICKE in Vezey Reports (w$ II.

566 The court lakes it as a stated account, and establishes
it : but if any of the parties can shew an omission, for which ,

credit ought to be, that is a surcharge : or if any thing is

inserted, that is a wrong charge, he is at lil>erty to shew it,
and that is falsification. 1884 La Kep. 27 Chanc. Div.
"i The Defendant carried in a complete account, and the
Plaintiffs carried in a surcharge.

C. A charge made by an auditor upon a public
official in respect of an amount improperly paid by
him : cf. SURCHARGE v. i c.

1879 Daily Nrtvs 25 Mar. 4/6 They charge interest on the
advances, and this interest the auditor has disallowed. It
would therefore fall on the members of the Board as a sur-
charge.
2. Law. (tr. law-L. sitperoneratio.} The over- i

stocking of a common or forest: see SURCHARGE
v. 2. 06s. exc. Hist.

1569 in S'hampton Crt. Leet AVr. (1505! I. 53 To y greate i

Surcltardge of y'saidcomon. 1598 MANWOOD Laiv'es Forest
xiv. 84 To inquire, .what number of Acres, the place of Com.
mon, wherein the surcharge is supposed to be made doth
contame. a 1634 COKE Inst. n. (t642) 370 A writ di sfcunda,
snperoneratime\ycVR . .onelyagainst them, against whom the
writ wasbrousht, and which were particularly charged with
surcharge in the writ. IMd. iv. Ixxiii. (t648) 293 Surchargeof
the Forest [see SURCHARGED 2). 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. m.
xvi. 239 If, after the admeasurement has thus ascertained the
right, the same defendant surcharges the common again, the
plaintiff may have a writ of second surcharge, de secunda
suptroncrationc, which is given by the statute Westm. 2.
13 fcdw. [. c. 8. 1797 JACOB Law Diet., Surcharge of
Common.
3. An additional or excessive 'charge', load,
burden, or supply (of something material or imma-
terial) ;

= OVERCHARGE sb. i.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne \. ii. (1632) 3 Being otherwise full I

d over.plunged in sorrow, the feast surcharge brake the
bounds and barren of patience. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's
Mor. 200 Adding as it were some olde suicharge to their \

toils and fooleries. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn..11. To the
King { 14 The great quantitie of Bookes maketh a shewe
. .of suoerfluitie.., which surcharge neuerthelesse is not to
tremedied by making no more bookes, but by making more

good books IS* - Sfh-a } 228 The Aire, after it hath
i
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receiued a Charge, doth not receiue a Surcharge, or greater

Charge, with like Appetite, as it doth the rirst Charge.

tr. Mart's Utopia 11. (1684) 125 When Nature is eased of any
surcharge that oppresses it. \-jtfiPhil. 'Iran*. XLIV. 712
After the Gun-barrel and Phial have been sufficiently ex-

cited, ..the Surcharge is dissipated; so that the continuing
the Motion, .ever so long after the Saturation is complete,
does not increase the electrical Force. 17*9 BLACKSTONE
Comm. iv. 323 Any surcharge of punishment on persons

adjudged to penance, so as to shorten their lives. 1803

JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) I V. 10 The surcharge of the learned,

j might in time be drawn off to recruit the laboring class of

, citizens. 1896 P. MASSON Trop. Diseases xxii. 339 A sur-

charge of aliment and alcohol.

4. The action of surcharging or condition of being

surcharged; overloading.
1635 BACON Ess., Plantations (Arb.) 534 Send Supplies. . so.

as the Number may liue well, in the Plantation, and not by
Surcharge be in Penury. 1793 BFDDOES Calculus 204 Pre-

venting the surcharge of oxygene in the blood. 1799 Mrd.
Jrtil. II. 385 Cases of surcharge, retention, or indigestion.

18*3-7 GOOD Study Med. (1829) IV. 645 Atonic apoplexy.,
is more a result of vascular debility than of vascular sur.

charge. 188* BAIN Jas. Mill vi. 304 Mill, whose mind was
..in a state of surcharge upon the question of free enquiry.

5. An additional mark printed on the face of a

postage-stamp, esp. for the purpose of changing
its face value.

1881 Stamp-collector's Ann. 15 In that of 10 cents the

surcharge is found sometimes with and sometimes without
the word cents. Ibid. 24 The V. R. surcharge was also

imitated. 1914 F. J. MELVILLE Postage Stamps 19 The
. .most important of the additions to a stamp is the

' over-

print
'

or *

surcharge '.

6. Ceramics. ' A painting in a lighter enamel
over a darker one which forms the ground

'

(Cent.
Diet. 1891).

Surcharge (siSjtfa-jdj), v. [a. OF.snrcAarger:
see SCR- ancfCHARCE v. Cf. Pr., Sp. sobrecargar,
It sopraccaricart, Pg. sobrccarregar.]
1. trans. To charge (a person) too much as a

price or payment ; to overburden with expense,
exactions, etc. ;

to subject to an additional or extra

charge or payment.
1419 Rolls /Pat It. IV. 353/1 Diverse Customers, .standen

surcharged, and in weie to be surcharged in hire accomptes.
1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 75 How that men usurpen . . in sur-

chargeyng them unduelie. 1587 HARRISON England ll. xiii.

(1877) L 260 To surcharge the rest of the parish, & laie more
burden vpon them. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. IX. vi. 8 John
Wbitgift succeeding in the Arch-Bishoprick. found it much
surcharged in the valuation, a 1700 EVELYN Diary 17 Sept.
1655, The taxes were so intollerable .. surcharged as that

county had been.. during our unnatural war. 1798 Anti-
Jacobin i Jan., And sorely to surcharge the Duke I trowe
he was ne slack. 1811 Examiner 7 Sept. 570/2 The Sur-

veyor, .for Assessed Taxes, .surcharges him. 1845 M cCuL-
LOCII Taxation I. iv. (1852) 127 On this principle, farmers
who are undertaxed should be surcharged.

b. Equity. To show an omission in (an account ;

absol. to show that the accounting party ought to
j

have charged himself with more than he has.

1754 LD. HARDWICKP. in Vezey Reports (1773) II. 566 A
liberty to surcharge and falsify these several stated accounts. 1

1816 WHEATON Kep. Cases Supreme Crt. U. S. XI. 256 If
'

..the defendant plead, .a settled account, the plaintiff may
surcharge, by alleging and proving omissions in the account,
or may falsify, by snowing errors in some of the items
stated in it.

o. To make a charge upon (a public official or

body) in respect of an amount improperly paid by
him

; hence, to disallow (an item of expenditure in

an account).
1885 Klancli. Exam. 13 Apr. 5/3 The Auditor had given

notice to the Guardians, .of his intention to surcharge them
with an amount of f, 157. 1885 M. STANHOPE Sp. Ho. Com-
mons 11 Aug., If any item of expenditure is illegal it is

liable to be surcharged by the auditor. 1901 /f>jr/. Gaz.
11 Jan. 3/2 The School Board was surcharged by the
auditor in 1885 in respect of illegal Science and Art classes.

2. Law. To overstock (a common, etc.) 6y
putting more cattle into it than the person has a

right to do or than the pasture will sustain. Also
absol. Obs. exc. Hist.

1480 Or/. Leet Bk. 456 That the lawe of the lande ys that
the lorde of the soyle may surcharge and put J>erin what
noumber hit lykes. a 1500 Brome Bk. 164 }e schall enquere
..}efony manesurchargeth yowre comune. 1598 MAN-WOOD
Lawes Forest xiv. 83 If he . . do surcharge the comon with so
many beasts, that the wild beasts of the kings Forrest can
not haue sufficient feed there, a 1634 COKE fust. iv. Ixxiii.

(1648) 293 Surcharge of the Forest. Snperoncraiio Forest*,
is when a Commoner in the Forest putteth on more (leasts
than he ought, and so surchargeth the Forest, a 1776 in
Burrow Reports IV". 2431 Where a Commoner was intitled
to Common for a certain Number of Cattle, .there if he sur-

charged, another Commoner might distrain.

3. To put an additional or excessive (physical)
burden or weight upon ; to overload, weigh down.
1581 STANVHURST SEneis 11. (Arb.) 60 When shee shaw

shields, and so weighing them downe. c 1600 DAVISON Ps .

xxiii. in Farr S. /'. Eli*. (1845) II. 320 Thou my board with
messes large Dost surcharge. 1603 KNOI.LES Hist. Turks
(1621) 33 As was the greatest servant of Christ, Peter, sur-
charged with two chaines. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 58 O fair
Plant,, .with fruit surcharg'd, Deigns none to ease thy load
nnd taste thy sweet t 1671 Samson 728 Like a fair flower

SURCHARGED.

jiarg'd
with dew. ,706 J. PHILIPS Cereaii., ,25 Whilstblack pots walk the round with laughing Ale Surcharz'd

"753 RICHARDSON Grandison u;gi VI. liii. ,47 Her eves
surcharged, as I may -ay with tears of joy. 1811 Glenlmi,
JVWj. (1910) 138 A round i.at surcharged with feathers. ifKo
SPURGEON Treat. Din: Ps. xxv. 17 A lake surcharged wit?
water by enormous floods.

b. With reference to surfeit of food or drink.

.603 KNOLI.FS II,st. Turk, (,638) ,82 The defendants of
the Castle.. surcharged themselues..with excesse both <
n eat and drink. i6za VEN'NER 1'ia Recta viii. (ed 2) 100
They . greatly erre . . that . . presse and surcharge their bodies
withi ouer-much meat, a 1644 QUARLES -W. R.cant. So

,ou mayst surcharge as well as sterve The soile But
I

W1? !?" k" w wha' '" serve- 7*4 COWPER Tiroc.
\

20 bull to be fed, and not to be surcharged.
C. To charge to excess with moisture, a suh-

! stance in solution, or the like.
1611 SPEED Tttmt. Ct. Brit. xix.(i6M) 37/1 The Fenny

[soil] surcharged with waters. 1771 SMOLLETT Humphry Ci.
4 July, A gross stagnated air, surcharged with damps trom

I

vaults. 1798 .y/7-. Prov..Moray m.ir, All the water seems
surcharged with iron. 1803 MALTHVS Popul. H. ii. (18061 I

i 339 The seeds with which every wind Ls surcharged sow the
ground thickly with firs. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. *
Art II. 261 The whole of the identical electriciiy that sur-

charges one side of a phial. 1816 WORDSW. Frutck Army
in Russia It. 7 Winter's breath surcharged with sleety
showers. 1849 CLARIDGE Cold Water Cure 109 When th<

body is surcharged, with heat. 18*7 LTEU. Princ. Geol.
(ed. to) I. ll. xv. 3j,o Winds blowing from the sea are
generally surcharged with moisture. 1897 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. III. 163 The blood. .was always found surcharged
with urates.

ft- '**4 Manch. Ejraiu. 17 May 4/7 Such words.. are
surcharged with a certain amount of invidiousoess.

4. In non-physical senses : To weigh down, over-
burden ; to bear heavily upon.
1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. \. ix. (1602) 41 The Commission of

the peace .. surcharged with vaine recitals. 159* KYD.J/.
Trag. 111. vii. Mine exclaimes, that haue surcharged the aire
With ceasles plaints. 1611 SPEED Theat. Gt. Brit, xxxii.

(1614) 78/2 Surcharged and over-worne with the troublesome
toyles . . of warre. 1635 JACKSON Creed via. ii. | 2 To sur.

charge our ordinary humane conditions with the extra-

ordinary estate of a servant.. this was that unexpressible
humiliation. 1643 MiLTOnDrtvrcfv. 11 When human frailty
surcharg'd, is at such a loose, a 1684 LEIGHTOM Comm. i
Pet. iii. 15 The greatest affairs surcharge him [sc. God] not
and the very smallest escape him not.

b. To oppress or overwhelm {with emotion,
sorrow, or suffering).
1566 DRANT Wail. Hieremle v. in Horace etc. L ij, Our

htarte with sadnesse is surcharged. 1588 GREENE fandotto

(1843) 23 Surcharged before with extreame joy and now
suppressed with heavie sorrowe. 1590 MARLOWE and Pt.
'J ambtiri. in. i, loue surchardg'd with

pity
of our wrongs,

1647 WARD Simple Cooler (i&4$ 54 My heart is surcharged,
I can no longer forbear, a 1649 DRUM*. OF HAWTH. Poems
Wks. (1711) 32 Sur-charg'd with grief, fraught with annoy.
1667 MILTON I'. L. xtl. 373 Discerning Adam with such joy
Surcharg'd. 1804 WORDSW. Vaudracour >f Julia 50 Till

his
spirit sank, Surcharged, within him. 1835 MARRTAT

Jacob Faithful VIVA, My heart was too much surcharged..
my grief found vent. 1904 M. HEWLETT Queen's Outur it.

x, Had she been less charged with them [sc. troubles] she
had been warier ; but she was indeed surcharged.

c. pass. To have an excess of inhabitants, in-

mates, or members.
157* Act 14 Eliz. c. 5 5 40 Yf it shall cbaunce anyCytie..

to nave in yt moore poore Folkes then the Inhabilauntes
thereof shalbe able to releve..uppon Certyfycate thereof

made, and of the number and names of the persones with
which they be so surchardged, [etc.]. 1637 EARL STIEUNG

Domes-day v. v, Else th' earth surcharg'd would starve her

nurslings soon. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 836 Least Heav'n

.surcharg'd with potent multitude M ight hap to more ner?

broiles. 1793 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life 4 Writ. (1832)
1 1. 370 Already the prisons are surcharged. 1837 P. KEITH
/'.'. Lex. 146 This analysis brings him down to the several

classes of the first grand group, which, from their number,
are prevented from being surcharged with too many tribes

or families. 1913 FRAZER Scapegoat v. 226 An atmosphere
surcharged with devils.

t 6. To make an overwhelming attack npon : see

CHARGE v. 22. Obs.

1588 Kvr> Househ. Philos. Wks. (1901) 230. I beheld a little

Kidde surchargd, pursued, and anon ouertaken by two
swift Grey-hounds. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. ix. 30 Foure

charged two, and two surcharged one.

6. To print an additional mark on the face of (a

postage-stamp), esp. for the purpose of changing
its value.

1870 J. E. GHAV Catal. Postage Stamps fed. 5) 169 Value

surcharged in coloured ink. 1870 Routleage's Er. Boy's

Ann. Feb., Suppl. 3/1 Current adhesives, surcharged with

service. 18*1 Stamp-Collector's Ann. 14 A new value of

cents has been created by surcharging the 12 cents with 8

cents in black. Ibid. 16 A 50 reis stamp, green,, .surcharged

(iuine in black.

Hence Surchar-ging vbl. sb. (also attrib.~).

1598 MANWOOD Lan-es Forest xiv. 82 The surcharging of

the Forrest with more beasts then they may Common withall.

1601 CAMtw Cornwall 1.23!), Let not the owners commend
able Industrie, turne to their surcharging prejudice- l6aa

[E. MISSELDEN] Free Trade 130 The Sur-charging of tb

Cloth Trade. 17*8 BLACKSTONE Comm. m. xvi. 238 1 his

injury by surcharging can properly speaking only happen,
where the common is appendant or appurtenent.

1881

Stamp-Collector's Ann. 16 By the last mail we are informed

that the surcharging has again ceased. 1889 Spectator

Apr. 568/1 Easements in that direction will only tend to th<

surcharging of rents.

Surcharged (spjtja-jdjd), ppl. a. [f. prec. +



StTRCHARGEMENT.

-ED'.] Overburdened, overloaded, charged to ex-
cess. Alsoyfy. (In quot. 1837 = SUPERHEATED i.)
1615 BRATHWAIT Straffado (1878) 100 Surcharged brcsts

must needs their greefes expresse. a 1658 SLINGSBV Diary
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Canterb. '/'._!
I. 283 The surcharged heart cannot rcs^t..

unmerited kindness. 1812-7 GOOD Study Mcd. (1829) I. 135
(Thirst] is. .intolerable on a surcharged stomach. 1837 CMl
Engin. ff Arch. Jrnl. I. 26/2 The steam being saturated
with heat . .this surcharged steam becomes a floating agent.
1849 ALISON Hist. vr. 11. viii. { 18. 247 Quarries, .em-
ployed as a place of deposit for the bones in the surcharged
cemeteries of the capital. 1860 M AUHY Phys. Geog. (Low) xx.

834 Vapour borne by those surcharged winds. 1867 BRANDK
& Cox Diet. Set., etc., Sure/urged or Overcharged Mine,
in Military Mining, a mine loaded with a very great charge
of powder. It is sometimes called a globe of compression.

b. Of a postage-stamp : see SURCHARGE v. 6.
i88t Stamf-Cotlecter's A nit. 16 The surcharged sixpennies,

doing duty for pennies, are discontinued.

t Snrcha rgement. Oh. ran. [f. as prec.
+ -MKNT: cf. F. surckargtmtnt (i6th c.).]

=
SDRCHARGE rf.2 i.

1613 DANIEL Hist. Eng. it. 76 [It] yeelded that continuall
surchargement of people, as they were forced to vnburthen
themselues on other Countries.

Surcharger (sftitja'jd*;aj). [f. SURCHARGE v.

+ -ER!.] One who surcharges.
1569 in W. H. Turner Select, Kec. Oxford (1880) 327

S r chargers Cattell to be impounded. 1598 MANWOOD Lawes
Forest xiv. 82 (.heading} Of surchargers of the Forest. 181.
Examiner 7 Sept. 570/2 The Surveyor (/. e. Surcharger) was
the only person who had the power to give any relief ! 1863
COWDEN CLARKE S/iais. Char. xiv. 363A distrainer for rent,
or a surcharger of taxes.

tSurchaTgure. Obs. rare. [f. SURCHARGE
v. + -URE.] SURCHARGE sb.% i.

1614 J. ROBINSON Relig. Communion vi. 7 Wks. 1851
III. 263 Outwardly.. disburdened of such sins, as clogged
their consciences, as is the dog by vomiting of his sur-

chargure.

Surcingle (sSMsirjg'l), sb. Forms : 4-7 sur-

sengle, 5 surcyngylle, sorseynggle, 6 aur-

syngle, -cyngle, 6-8 sursingle, ( 7 erron. sus-

single, 7, 9 ciroingle), 7- surcingle, [a. OF.
stir-, so(u}rcengle, -sangle: see SUR- and CIRCLE.]
1. A girth for a horse or other animal; tip. a

large girth passing over a sheet, pack, etc. and
keeping it in place on the animal's back.
1390 Earl Derby's Exped. (Camden) 13 Et pro viij bur-

rewez, j sursengle, et j pare raynes. 1470-85 MAI.OSY Arthur
vn. xvi. 238 And eyther smote other in myddes of their
sheldes that the paytrellys sursenglys and crowpers braste.

'553 >n Kempe LaselyMSS. (1836) 139, 7 great horses, with
horse cloths, sursyngles, bytts, hed stalls, &c. 1600 SURFLET
Country Fann I. xxviii. 177 To haue their cloathes put vpon
their backes, either the linnen one to keepe the flies away,
or else the woollen one to kecpe them warme, and that they
suffer him to make the same fast with a surcingle. 1668
WORLIDGE Sys!. Agric., Diet. Rust. 276 ASussingte, a large
Girt that Carriers use to binde or fasten their Packs withal
1695 Lond. Cm. No. 3:32/4 One brown Gelding.. some
sign of a Sursingle tied across his Back, also a Curb on his
near Hock, c 1710 W. GIBSON 1'arrier's Guide IL Ixv. (1738)
210A Strap may be fixed to the Breast-cloth, which may pass
between his Fore-legsand be fastened to his Sursingle. 1816
SCOTT Bl. Dwarf'x,

' Thou maun do without horse-sheet and
surcingle now, lad,' he said, addressing the animal. 188.
Manchester Weekly Times 25 Mar. 8/2 A surcingle was
drawn over Jumbo's back. 1890 'R. BOLDREWOOD* Col.
Reformer I. 151 Have you no cavesson, or breaking-bit, or
web surcingle?

b. (See qnot.)
1801 FF.LTON Carriages G_loss., Surcingle, a leather strap

and buckle, sewed to a chaise saddle, the same as a belly
band to a housing.
2. A girdle or belt which confines the cassock.
Now rare.

1671 MARVELL Keh. Transf. i. 68 This Gentleman.,
stragling by Temple-bar, in a massy Cassock and Surcingle.
a 1683 OODHAM Wks. (1686) 75 Cassock, Sursingle, and
shaven Crown. 1718 POPE Dune. n. 350 Each rev'rend Bard
arose; And Milbourn chief. .Gave him the cassock, sur.

cingle, and vest. 1837 BARHAM Ingot. Leg. Ser. i. Grey
Dolphin, He drew the buckle of his surcingle . . tighter.
Hence t Surcingled pa. pple., fastened or girded

with a surcingle ; f Surcingler (tioncc-wd. ), one
who wears a surcingle, a clergyman ; f Surcing-
ling (nonce-Tad.'), a flogging with a surcingle.
1598 Bp. HALL Sat. IV. vi, Some pannel . . Sursingled to a

galled hackney's hide. 1647 WARD Simple Copier (1843) 27
Comparing the., splenderwherewith our Gentle-women were
imbellished.., with the gut-foundred goosdom, wherewith
they are now surcingled. 1654 GAVTON Pleas. Notes lit. i.

67 Indeed dry-bastings, cudgelings, surcinglings were too
mean for a Knight. 1662 Tryal T. Touge 6 That there
should be never a Lawn-Sleeve, never a Sursingler should
have a hole to hide his head in.

Surciour, obs. form of SEARCHER.
1647 HAWARD Croum Revenue 20 Surciour : Fee, 40. o. &
t Sn rcle. Obs. (Also 7 sureul, 9 surcule.)

[ad. L. surculus. Cf. F. surcule.] A small or

young shoot of a plant ;
a sprout, sprig, twig ;

also, a small branch of a nerve, blood-vessel, etc.

157* BANISTER Hist. Man v. 71 The left Nerne.. enwrap-
peth the nether Orifice of the ventricle with some surcles.

646 SIR T. BROWNE Psevd. F.p. n. vi. 98 Misseltoe. .sprout-
eth not forth in boughs and surcles of the same shape and
similar}- unto the tree that beareth it. IHd. >v. lit. 183 The

VOL. IX.

i860 MAYNK K.t/vs. i.e.*., Surcnlui. .a twig': a ui.'-ul-.]"

ourcle, obs. form of CIRCLE.

tSurcloy, t: Obs.
[f. SUR- + Ctov v., after

surfeit.} trans. To cloy excessively, surfeit.
'594 K*D Cornelia i. 216 For faire Corne-ground are our

fields surcluid With worthies Corse. Ibid, v. 176 Streamer
of blood like Riuers fill the downcs ; That being infeclcd
wilh the stench thereof Surcloyes the ground. 1006 SVLVES-
TEK Du Kartas n. iv. Magnificence 490 With surfeit and
with sleep surcloyd. a 1618 Quadrains I'f Pil'rac Ixii, A
greedy Eater. .Who so surcloyes his stomach with his Cates,
That [etc.]. ri6io Z. BOVD Zion's Flowers (1855) 47 Hi
stomach he surcloyeth not with food.

Snrcoat (s-jkat\ Forms: 4 eurkot, (sor-
cot). 4-7 (9) uroote, 5 surkote, -cotte, (ser-,
yrcote, 5-6 circot e, 6 circotte. erron. sur-

court), 7 aurcoate, 8 -koat, 7- surcoat. [a. OF.
sur-, sar-, sour-, sircot (also -cote) : see SUH- and
COAT sb. Cf. Pr. sobrecot, It sopraccotta, sorcotto.
MLG., MSw. sorcot, MDu. sorcote, ONorw., MHG.

surkot, med.L. tor., surcotium are from Fr.]
1. An outer coat or garment, commonly of rich

material, worn by people of rank of both sexes;
often worn by armed men over their armour, and
having the heraldic arms depicted on it.

As part oftheinsignia oforders, etc., the surcoat is nowa short
sleeveless garment of crimson velvet worn with a mantle.
* '33 Syr Degarre 791 He haddc on a sorcot oucrt, I-forred
with blaundeuer apert. 13.. Gay. <f Gr. Knt. 62 His surkot
semed hym wel, bat softe was forrcd. c 1386 CHAVCKR f'rol.

617 A long surcote of pers vpon he hade. ?a 1400 Mortt
Arth. 3252 A duches dereworthily dyghte..In a surcott of
sylke fulie selkouthely hewede. I4S7 Cov. Leet Bk. 299,& there fotowed then mony moo ladyes yn her mantels, sur-
C
f
Otes & other appareyll to thejTe astates acustumed. 1494 in

countesse, haue armes on Taberts, but the countesse and so
vpwards shal haue their Armes in surcotes and mantels.
1603 DKAVTON Bar. /Krtrjii. xxiii, Upon hisSurcote, valiant
Nevil bore A Silver Saltoyre. 1654 H. L'EsTRANGE Ckas. 1
(1655) >io The hole Colledge of Heralds mounted on horse-
back, in their rich Surcoats. 1805 SOUTMEV Madoc l. xv.
Embroidered surcoats and emblazon'd shields. 1845 S.
AUSTIN Xante's Hist. Ref. v. ix. 1 1 1. 263 They were all in
light armour, with red surcoats, 1885 C. W. C. OMAN Art
of War 42 The colour of bannerole, crest, and surcoat was
that of the regimental standard. 1911 MAX BEERBOHM
ZuleiKa Dooson iii. 32 The heavy mantle of blue velvet,. .

the crimson surcoat (of the Garter).
attrib. a 1400 Octottian 1 180 Sche . . yn hys ryght bond left

. . Her surkot sleue.

2. An undershirt, vest, semmit. Sc.
Perb. associated with sarkit,

* a kind of short shirt, or
blouse

'

(Banffsh. Gloss. 1866).

1768 Song in Ross Helenore 133 A surkoat hough side

[i. e. reaching to the thigh).
Surcom- : see CIRCUH-.

t Surcrease, sb. Obs. [a. OF. surcres, -crcis,
f. pres. stem of surcreistre : see SCRCRKASE v. Cf.

increase sb.] A growth or addition over and above ;

an increment, accession ; a surplus, excess.
1600 HOLLAND Layvm xxix. 302 Overand above all these,

the Vestine people, as a surcrease to their troubles, joined
and banded with the Samnites. a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT
Confut. Rkem. N. T. (1618) 98 Not (as the lesuites make
it) to serue for a surcrease or ouerplus of righteousnesse and
merite. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne t. xxix. (1632) 98 If the. .

husbandlike affection be . . surcharged with that a man oweth
to alliance and kindred, there is no doubt, but that surcrease

may easily transport a husband beyond the bounds of reason.
1611 DRAYTON Poly-alb, i. 515 Their surcrease grew so great,
as forced them at last To seek another soyle.

So f Surcrue- [after ACCRUE sb. (OF. acreue\
CREW 1 (OF. crtue)], f Snrcroiat [OF. surcroist

(mod.F. surcrott), later form of surcrois, -creis,

-cres: see above], f Surcroitre? [OF. surcroistre

inf. used subst.].

1496-7 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 130 Send to me. .a byll
of such lands as ye are content to departe with to Kilborne
in exchange, & if ye wyll have the surcrortr [sic], .. 1601

HOLLAND t liny xxi. iv. II. 83 Caepio..was of opinion, That
the hundred-leafe Rose.. should not be put into Chaplets,
unlesse it were last in manner of a tuft, to make a sur-croist,
or about the edges as a border, c 1638 WOTTON Let. to

Walton in Reliq. ( 1672) 361 It \sc. the fever] had once left me,
as I thought ; out it was only to fetch more company, re-

turning with a surcrew of those splenetick vapours, c 18*5
SCOTT Let. to Laidlaw (in Athenzttm 6 Apr. (1895) 442/3),
I have, -great resources, and considerable securities, and am
confident, .to pay every man his own, with a large surcrue.

t Surcrea se, v. Obs. [f. OF. surcreiss-,

present stem of surcrristre, -froistre (mod. F. -crot-

tre), {. sur- SUR- + creistre (: L. cresclre) to grow.]
1. intr. To grow greater or more numerous

; to

increase to excess.

1566 DRANT Wail. Hieremie i. in Horace etc Kj, In
wealthe surcreasyng faste. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxxili. ii.

II. 460 The companie so snrcreased, that.. they could not

bee contained all within the chamber of Judges.

2. To grow over.

163* LITHCOW TraTr. ill. 94 If any. .digge deepe holes, the

earth of it selfe in a small time will surcrease without any
ayde of man.
3. trans. To grow greater than; to increase

beyond.

SURD.
1803 HOLLAND ri,.t,n/,-, Mn . , 75 | n case ihese elev

me,,iv.c.,ve, ,, b.M mwt ,han (hVir jaS^^oneekini! one ,
. ..., JKJfc

t Surcre-Bceut, a. Ot>s. rart.-' fi
-

" <i;KscKNT "-
]

urcroi.t Surorue : se,: umler SrBCREA8i si.
Surcudant, Surouidrie, var.

SrRvt'iDBi 06s. SurcuUe: sce^
,

SurcuUe: sce^
tSurculate v. Ob,, rare-,

[f. I.. sunulat-,
pa. ppl. stem of surculire, (. surculus Sui.
i6a3 C.jcKE.AM, Surculate, to prune tte<rs.

Surculation. rare, t Obs. [id. I..
*SUrcu.

laiu, -onem, n. ol action f. snrculdre (tee prec )U. F.
surculalion.] Pruning; the action of cot-

ting off shoots for propagation.
1668 WORLIDCE Sytt. Agric., Diet. Rtat. r;6 Suerulation

%&A PrftMLjftS ""** Sl" ''' K'OWN1! r""'
(1684) 48 The Olive being not successfully propagable bv
Seed, nor at all by Surculation. 1878 W. lOccAU, tr Le.
tourt,ea,fs Bwl. 276 Budding, germination, or surcubuion
Surouligerous (swkittli-d^cras), a. Hot.

[f.
mod.L. surculigerus, f. surculus SUBCLE : see

-GFROUS.] Producing suckers. In recent Diets.

Surculose (sjiukifilOTs), a. Bot. rare. [ad. L.
surculosus, f. surculus SCRCLI : sec -O8.f Pro-
ducing shoots or suckers.
1845 ASA GRAV Bot. Text.it. Index, Suratlose, bearin~

suckers. 1861 BENTLEVV*/O. Bot. 112.

t SuTCnlOUS, a. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. I- surcu-

losus: see pree. and -CDS. Cf. F. surculeux] Of
the nature of a ahoot. Also, =

prec.
'597 GIRARDI Hertal n. cxxxii. 405 This plant hath

rootes, couered ouer with a thicke Urke, plaited as 'it were
withmanysurculoussprigs. 1656 ULOUNT litossogr., Surcu.
lout. ., full ofshoots or sprigs.

Surouydry, variant of SCBQCIDKY Obs.
Surd (swd), a. and sb. Also 6-7 surde. [ad.

L. surdus (in active sense) deaf, (in pass, sense)
silent, mute, dumb, (of sound, etc.) dull, indistinct.
The mathematical sense '

irrational
'

arises from L. snrdns
being used to render Gr. lUoyoc (Euclid bk. x. Def.), app.
through the medium of Arab, afamm deaf, as in ,! ,j
jaor oftint/it surd root.] -/

A. adj. \. Math. Of a number or quantity (esp.
a root) : That cannot be expressed in finite terms
of ordinary numbers or quantities : IRRATIONAL
A. 3. (Cf. INCOMMENSURABLE

i.)

it beareth proportion to the side as i. to \/ 2 4- 16*3 Bp
ANDREWES XCi-'l Serm. xvi. (1629) 156 Such surd numbers,
such fractions we shall meet with, we shall not tell how or
when to gett through. 1659 LEVBOURN Arith. iv. iv. (1660)
339 There are many sorts of surd roots, some are simp'r ,

. .

others are compound. 1798 HUTTON Course Matli. (1806) I.

80 The cube root of 8 is rational, being equal to 2 ; but the
cube root of 9 is surd or irrational. 1861 T. LUND J. Wood's
Elem. Alg. 97 An equation may be cleared of a surd by
transposing the terms so that the surd shall form one side,
and the rational quantities the other, and then raising both
sides to that power which will rationalize the surd.

1 2. Deal. Cbs. rare.
i68 SIR T. BKOWNF. Ckr. Mor. in. ( 6 He.. may.. appre-

hend how all Words fall to the Ground, spent upon such a
surd and Earless Generation of Men. 1819 H. BUSK Vestriad
l. 763 Whistlings whizzes, strike thy senses surd.

3. Jig. t * Not endowed with sense or percep-
tion ; insensate, unintelligent. Obs.
In quot. 1668, deficient in perception, dull : cf. c.

1601 HOLLAND t'liny xxvn. xiii. 1 1. 292 Those medicinable
venues.. bestowed vpon those surd and senslesse hearbs.
1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. n. xxvi. (1713) 174 My palate is

something more surd and jacent. a 1676 HALE J*rtin. Orif.
Man. i. it. (1677) 44 Neither Chance nor surd or inanimate
Nature could be the Efficient of such a Being.

b. Irrational, senseless, stupid. (In recent use

only as a direct figure from I.)
1610 A. COOKE rope Jean 60 Rupertus, . .commonly called

Grosthead. A great Philosopher, .though it pleased your
Pope Innocemius the fourth, to call him old foole, surd, and
absurd companion. 1625 JACKSON Creed \. xlvii. f 6 Their
irrational and surd conceits of scripture's sense. 164. H.
MORE Song ofSoul 11. L I. vii, And foul blasphemous belch
from their surd mouth resounds.

1863 M. PATTISON Ess. xvii. (1889) II. 295 The surd and
irrational complexion of that party is due to the circumstance
that all its best minds went from it. 1891 H. JONES Brown-
ing as Teacher 24 The problems have a surd or irrational

element in them.

fc. Not clearly or keenly perceived, dull;

stingless. Obs.

1597 A. M. tr. Cuillemean's Fr. Ckirurg. 48/2 The dolour

not so pungent and sharp, but sotnwhat more surde and be.

numde. 1599 tr. Gabelhouer'i Bk. Phyiicke 202/2 Take
. .oyle of Hempeseede and surde nettles.

fd. Conveying no sense, meaningless. Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, it. xxv. f 4 The Ceremonies of

Idolatrie and Magicke that are full of Non-significants and
surde characters.

4. Phonetics. Uttered without vibration of the

vocal cords ; voiceless,
' breathed

'

: opposed to

SONANT. (Cf. F. sourj.)
1767 Ess. in Ann. Kef. 194/1 Mute, sard, and nasal sylla-

bles. 1773 KENVICK Diet., Gram. Kng. Lang. 27 All our
modes of articulation, whether surd or vocal. 1863 MAX

29



SURD.

MULI.F.K Sci. Lang. Sei. n. vii. (1868) 297 No longer mere

interjections.. uncertain between surd, sonant, or aspirated
enunciation. 1887 COOK tr. Signers* O. E. Gram. 99 P is a
surd labial stop.

5. Arabic Gram. (tr. Arab, afamm lit. deaf).
. Applied to verbs in which the second and third

letters of the root are the same.

1776 RICHARDSON Gram, Arab. Lang. \\\. v. 97 The Surd

verb, so called because the last radical Is not heard, coalescing
with the second by Teshdid. *777 Arab.-Pers. Diet. 138

"./i^l eC asaminit The surd or teshdid conjugation of Ara-

bick verbs. 18*3 W. PRICE Grain. 3 Oriental Langs. 112

Conjugation of the Surd Verb, Jj della. he ogled.

B. sb, 1. Math. A surd or irrational number or

quantity, esp. root : see A. I.

1557 RECORDE Wketst. L 1 nj, Those nombers are not Surde
nombers properly, but sette like Surdes. As the Square
roote of .4. 1571 DIGGES Pantom. iv.

yii.
X ij b, The Hexae-

drons comprehending Spheres Dimetiente beeing rationall,

bis Axis is a surde. 1674 JEAKE Aritk. (1696) 294 Surdes

are Simple or Compound, Integral or Fracted. 1743 EMER-
SON Fluxions 83 Any Power of.the Quantity under the

Vinculum (in any Binomial or Trinomial Surd). 1869
' LEWIS

CARROLL
'

Phantasmagoria 1 10 Yet what are all such gaieties
to me Whose thoughts are full of indices and surds?
attrib. 1869 J. H. SMITH Elem. Algebra 164 Surds of the

same order are those for which the root-symbol or surd-index
is the same.

fig
1

- *&5& FERRIER Inst. Metapk. iv. (ed. 2) 143 It becomes
the absolutely incogitable a surd. 1877 E. CAIRO Pkilos.

Kant\\. xv. 551 The old difficulty ..that reappears always as

the inexplicable surd of his philosophy.
2. Phonetics. A speech-sound uttered without

' voice
'

;
a * breath

'

consonant : see A. 4.

1789 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. II. 60 Weighs with nice ear

the vowel, liquid, surd, And breaks in syllables the volant

word. 1842 Proc. Philol. Soc. I. 7 The tenues (otherwise

surds, or whisper-letters). 1871 Public Sck. Lat. Gram. 7
The use of C as a surd made K superfluous.

tSurd, z'.1 Obs. [Repr. OE. *scordan; see

SARD #.] trans. To defile.

a 1400 Leg. Rood (1871) 143, I sauh my child ben surded
and soyled.

Surd, v. 2 [f.
L. surdus: see SURD #.] trans.

To deaden or dull the sound of, as by a ' sordine
'

or mute. Also Su-rding vbl. sb* used attrib.

1615 LISLE Du ftartas, Not Ded. FPJ b, To surd it, as

young trompeters are wont. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 70/2
A surding or muting effect produced by impeding the vibra-
tion of the strings [of a pianoforte] by contact of small pieces
of buff leather.

Surd, var. SODRD v. Obs., to arise, spring.
1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas, vin. i. (Percy Soc.) 29 Invencion,

Whichesurdeth of the most noble werkeOf v. inward wittes.

Surdar, variant of SIRDAR.

Surden, obs. form of SORDINE.
1616 A. MUNDAY Chrysan. B 3, The Trumpetssound their

seuerall Surden flourishes. Ibid. IJ 4 b. The first sound of
Surden Trumpets. Ibid.Ci t A full flourish without Surdens.

t Surdesolid, sb. (a.} Malh. Obs. Also surd-
solid, [ad. mod.L. surdesolidus. Cf. It. sttrde-

solidO) G. ^ surdesolidalisch.
The origin of mod.L. surdesolidus is obscure. In Zedler's

Universal Lexicon^ s.v. Dignitas, the term is given as the
name of the 5th power 'according to the Arabs ', correspond-
ing tQqnadratocubus, the name* according to Diophantus ';

the ?th power is surdesolidumsecundum, and the n\\\sttrde-
solinum tertium. If the term is of Arabic origin, it may= *surdl solidum, lit. deafly solid, Le. of a power not ' com-
municating with ', i. e. not derivable from, a or%3 or their

powers (cf. the origin of mathematical L. surdus, SURD a.

note).]
= SURSOLID.

IS57 RECORDE Wketst. H iij b, Thei appeare to bee ouer-
sene, that call those, .nombers Surdesolides, seing thej are
not any waies Surde nombers. 1579 DlGQM&Stttttet, n. i. 33
Squares, Cubes, Zenzizenzike, and Surd Solides. 1674 JEAKK
Arith. (1696) 177 A Squared Cube Number {-numerus
qnadrato.cubus\ . . is called a Surdesolide, or Sursolide. 1726
E. STONE New Math. Diet. s.v. Locus, The antient Geo-
metricians did call Plain Loci, such that are Right Lines or
Circles; and Solid Loci, those that are Parabola's, Ellipses,
or Hyperbola's; and Surd-Solid Loci, such that are Curves
of a superiour Gender than Conick Sections. 1728 CHAM-
BERS Cycl.) Sursolid^or Surdesolid,in Arithmetic, the Fifth
Power of a Number... 32, the fifth Power, or Sursolid, or
Surdesolid Number of 2.

Surdimu-tism. = SuRDOMunsM. (Cf.F. surdi-

mutitt.} In recent Diets.

Surdine, obs. form of SORDINE.
Surdiny, obs. form of SARDINE sb$
Snrdism (sp-idiz'm). Path.

[f. L. surdusAttfi
see SURD a. and -ISM.] (See quot.)
1898 D. WILLIAMS Med. Dis. Infancv xxxvii. 494 The term

snrdism is applied to those degrees of deafness which make
the acquisition of speech in the very young impossible by
ordinary means, or which involve the loss ofrecently acquired
speech '.

Surdity (szJuditi). [ad. L. surdtias, -atem, n.
of quality f. surdus deaf : see SURD a. and -ITT.
Cf. F. surditt] Deafness. (Now

ensueth. j Daily Tel. 23 Feb., Ears long since over-
taken by the surdity of death. x88a tr. Ribot's Dis
Memory 152 Sometimes he does not understand the meani
ing of words, written or spoken, although the senses of hear-
ng and sight are intact (cases of verbal surdity and cecity).
Surdomute (sid0mi*t), a. and sb. rarer- .

226

[f. surdo-, taken as comb, form of L. surdus SURD

a. + MUTES. Cf. mod.L. surttomutitds (Dnnglison).]
K DBAF-MUTE. So Surdozmrtism, deaf-mutism.

1880 Nature 1 1 Mar. 459/1 Surdo-mutism is, in the majority

of cases, the immediate resultof cerebral lesions. 1890 GOULD
New Med. Dict.

t
Surdomute..*. deaf and dumb person.

Surdon, obs. form of SORDINE.

1630 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gentleiii. (1641) 193 Here sounds the

Surdon of religious sorrow, the awaker of devotion.

Sure (Ju'-i),
<* and adv* Forms: 4- sure;

also 4-6 sur, seur, (5 sewr, suere, sewir,

scewre, suyre, swyr), 5-6 seure, sewre, sewer,

5-7 suer, Sc. suir, (6 suar, swer, syuer, shure,

sowr, Se. suire, suyr, swuer). [a. OF. sur-e,

seur-e (dial, segur ; cf. Pr., Cat. segur, It. stcuro,

Sp., P. seguro, Rum. sigur) : L. securu-s t
f. si

without + cura care, CUHE s/>. 1 The OF. var.

sour-c is represented by Sc. SOVEB.] A. adj.

I. Safe, secure.

fl. Free from or not exposed to danger or risk ;

not liable to be injured or destroyed ;
= SAFE a, 6,

SECURE a. 3. Const,from. Obs. (or merged in

other senses).
13.. CoerdeL. 5908 Kyng Richard dwellyd with honoure,

Tyl that Jaffe was made al sure. 1340-70 Alex. <V Dind. g No
syte nor no sur stede sobli bei ne hadde. 1399 LANGL, Rich.

Redeles\. 104 All bat bey moued..Was to be sure of hem-self
and siris to ben y-callid. 14*6 LVDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 949 He
shaL.Make the sur. .From al tempestys of the se. <: 1440

Generydes 4605 Owt of ther enmys handes they were sure.

c 1450 tr. De Imitation* i. xiii. 14 There is no man all sure

fro temptations whiles he lyueb. 1513 DOUGLAS &iuis vii.

xii. ii4Tordefens, tokepe thair hedisstiyr, A^allohatlthey]
woyr of a wolfis skyn. 1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxix. 165
Sa Grange beleuit the inadin Castell suir. 1591 SHAKS. Two
Gent. v. 1. 12 The Forrest is not three leagues off, If we re-

couer that, we are sure enough. 1607 Timon MI. iii. 40
Doores..must beimploy'd Now to guard sure their Master.

1615 tr. Gonsalvivs 6/. fnyuis.To Rdr. A iv, Ifwe.. thinks
our sefues sure and the storme passed. 1648 GAGE West
Ind. xi. 38 The Mexicans also thought the same [place] to
be sure with the trees which were crossed the way.

t b. Of a condition, procedure, etc. : Free from
risk. Obs.

1422 YONGE tr. Seer. Seer, xxxir. 183 Hit Is more Sure to

euery Pryncc to comaunde II is Pepill well willynge to hym,
than ewill willynge. a. 1548 HALL C/iron., Edw. IV^ 228 b,
[He] thought it more surer to heare the fayre wordes of the

Constable,, .then to geue credit to theyr vntrcw..doynges.
1599-1600 DALLAM in Early Voy. Levant (Hakluyt Soc.) 90,
I knew that in her [sc. the ship Hector] was a sur passidge,
1 608 CHAPMAN Iiyron

t

sConsf.\. ii. To leave asure paceon con-
tinuate earth, And force a gate m jumps from tower to tower.

} O. Const, of'. Free from (a bad quality).
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. xi. 294 Wherof..so maad is the

nature, Of bitternesse or salt that hit is sure.

f d. With >9wH orfor and vbl. sb. :
' Safe

'

from

doing something, certain not to
;

also with

passive sense, certain not to be ed. Obs.

1586 STAFFOKD in Etig. Hist. Rm. Jan. (1913) 57, I would
keep him there to undo himself, and sure enough from
coming home to undo others. 1592 GREENK Disput. 8 He
had some twen tie poundes about him, but hee had planted
it so cunningly in his doublet, that it was sure enough for

finding. 1633 HP. H M.I. Hard Texts, Ezek. xvi. 458, I..
will make thee sure enough from adding this leudnesse to
thine other abominations, a 1644 CHILLI NCW. tst Serin.
Ps. xiv. i 47 A thousand weights, to fasten him on the
earth, to make him sure for ever ascending to God.

t e. Phr. The sure or surer side : the safe side.

To be on the sure side (also to be sure) : to run no
risks. Obs.

1528 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks. 172/2 As though ye wer sure
by your confidence in god, that hys grace had enclined your
assent to the surer syde. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. ii. 126 He
is your brother by the surer side. 1633 T. ADAMS Ex6. 2
Peter i. 10. 218 Have you said your prayers?, .say them
againe. .you know it is good to be sure. 1667 DRVDF.N & DK.
NEWCASTLE Sir AT. Mar.<ill v. i, I'm resolv'd to be on the
sure side ; I will have certain proof of his wit, before I marry
him. 1677 HORNECK Gt. LawConstd. iii. (1704) 70 It would
become a wise man. .to endeavour to be on the sure side of
the hedge.

1 2. Of a place or receptacle : Affording security
or safety ;

= SAFE a. 7, SECURE a. 4. Obs.
c 1400 Dtstr. Troy 687 pen suet bai with solas into a sure

chamber. 1471 CAXTON Recnyell (Sommer) 108 Acrisyus
. . was well eased that his doughter was in so seur a place.
1506 Kal. Skepk. H ij, Our shyppe may not enter into no
sewer hauen. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. xliv. 172
The Chinese Necoda disembarqued all his commodities,..
and put them into sure rooms.

t b. transf., with keeping or other sb. of similar

meaning ;
= SAFE a. 8. Obs.

1431 Acts Privy Council IV. 95 Ordeint for be defense
seure and saufgarde of pe saide lande. c 1450 Brut ccxlii.

359 PC Diik broi^t King Richard, .to London, and put hym
yn the Tour, vndir sure kepyng as a prisoner. 1481 CAXTON
Godfrey xviii. 48 He delyuerd to them good conduyte and
sewr tyl they cam to constantynoble. 1539 in Abstr. Pro-
tocols Town Clerks Glasgow^1807) IV. 119 To put it (sc. 10*.

To put y prysoners or captiues in sure ward.
1 3. Safe in one's possession or keeping ; not

liable to be lost or to escape ; hence, unable or

unlikely to do harm or cause disturbance ;
= SAFE

a. 10, SECURE a. 5. To make (a person or thing)
sure : to get into one's possession or power, to

SURE.

secure : = make sure of, 13 a (b} ; to put beyond
the power of doing harm

; (contextually) to make
away with, kill. Obs.

1461 in Sharp Illustr. Trin. Ch. Coventry (1818) 41 To se
bat. .be boks be lokkyd sure in fce vestre. 147^-3 Kolls of
Parlt. VI. 36/2 When he was dede they kutte of oon of his

Icgges. .and hishede from his body, to make him sure. //>/</.

45/1 That the seid Sir Humfrey haue and hold, .the nianer
. .sure from the said Jobane and hir heires. c 1489 CAXTON
SonnesofAymon xiii. 311 See that he bekepte sure. 1588
SHAKS. Tit. A. \\. iii. 187 Farewell my Sonnes, see that you
make her sure. 1590 Cobler Canterb. 20 Seeing tlie olde bel-
dame was sure [i. e. soundly nsleep], he began to reueale vnio
hir how long hee had loued hir. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, v
iii. 48, I haue paid Percy, I haue made him sure. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny vin. vii. 1. 195 To cut his throat, so making
htm sure for telling tales. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib.\. viii!

(1821) 106 And his sonnes bound very safe and sure. 1713
AODISON Cato n. vi, Make Cato sure, and give up Utica.
a 1715 BURNKT 07i Time (1823) II. in, 77 an. 1675, He
reckoned he would make the next session sure. 1718 HICKF.S
& NELSON J. Kettlen>ell\\. 55. 172 Upon pretenceof making
all Sure, and saving the King's Honour.

II. Trustworthy, firm, steadfast.

4. That can be depended or relied on ; not liable

to fail or disappoint expectation; trustworthy,
reliable. Now arch, or dial.

1340-70 Alisaunder 266 pat citie wer sure men sett for too

keepe. 14. . Why I can't tea Nun 361 in E. K. P. (1862) 147
A fayre garlond of yve grene Whyche hangeth at a taverne

dore, Hyt ys a false token,. . But yf there be wyne gode and
sewer, c \4lpGeneryde* 4575,

'
I wold ', quod he,

'

this hors
were cherisshid wele, For he is sure and good '. 1506 Kal.
Sheph. H ij, We must haue .iii. suer maryners that may kepe
our shyp fro the daunger of these .iii, rockes. 1596 HARING-
TON Mttaat. Ajax 39 Thou hast a lury of sure free-holders,
that gaue a uerdite against them. 1614 CAPT. J. SMITH Vir.

ginia in. 73 The President.. resolved with Captaine Waldo
(whom he knew to be sure in time of need) to surprise
Powhatan. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 852 From out the Arke
a Raven flies, And after him, the surer messenger, A Dove.
iBw CARLYLE Fr. Rev. \\. in. iv, Bouille' is at Metz, and
could find forty-thousand sure Germans. 1846 Mns. A. MARSH
Father Darty II. i. 18 Did I not send this by a sure hand,.. I

would not venture to go thus far with you. 1883 STKVENSON
Trias. Isl. m. xiii, Loaded pistols were served out to all

the sure men.

b. Applied to agents or their actions, this sense

(by admixture of sense 8) tends to become sub-

jective: Steady, steadfast, unfaltering ; f constant,
faithful ; "\ (of conduct) steady, well-ordered.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 16 The yonggest doughter

..was most. .goodly in her behauing countenaunce, and
manere most seure and ferme. 1471 CAXTON ^w^//(Som-
mcr) 319 Their was none than so seure but he was aferde.
a 1475 ASHBV Active Policy 130 Vertuos dedys & condutes
seure. 1483 CAXTON Cato hj, Thou oughtest to..desyre
otieral to lede good tyf and sure in this worlde. 1483 G.

de la Tour g vj b, For the sure trouthe that euer she bare
vnto her lord, c 1485 Digby Myst. % Convert. St. Paul 100
Your felow was not suer of foote. 15*3 LD. UERNESS/><JW.
I. xviii. 24 The englisshe oste made good and sure watche.
ci6io IPemenSaitttf 145 Treasures, .which he hath promised
me. .if I will remayne sure to him. 1628 FELTHAM Resolves
II. [i.J 1 xxxix. 258 Sometimes a failing and returne, is a

prompter to a surer hold. 1638 JUNJUS Paint. Ancient'$324
Such archers . . as have the surest hand. 1696 TATE& BRADY
/'s. xciii. 5 Thy Promise, Lord, is ever sure. 1743 FRANCIS
tr. Horace^Odes 111.11.31 With sure steps,.. Vengeance o'er-

takes the trembling villain's speed. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. xix. IV. 276 His judgment was clearest and surest

when responsibility pressed heaviest on him. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. I. xi. 84 In order to get surer footing in the snow.
Ibid, xxiii. 162 Found myself byno means so sure a climber
as usual. 1908 Animal Managem. 271 The animal [$c. mule]
is a proverbially sure stepper.

5. Of material objects (in early use esp. of

weapons or armour) : Not liable to break or give

way, sound,
*

trusty'; not liable to be displaced,

firm, firmly fixed, immovable. -\Sure /ana
1

,
the

mninland, terra firma. (Cf. SECURE a. 3 e.) arch.

Surefoundation, sure ground^ and the like, are often used
in fig. context: cf. gb.
13. . Gavj,

<J- Gr. Knt. 588 Gurde wyth a bront ful sure.

c 1440 Generydes 2732 The helme was sure, or ellys he had

hym slayn. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 20 And the stoon

werk be made sewr. a 1470 Tirrorr Caesar xii. (1530) 15

Carpenters to be brought from the sure lande to repayrethe
navey. c

14^70
HENRY Wallace xi. 1060 A courch..apon his

handys thai laid, And wndyr syn with seuir cordys thai

braid. 1513 FITZHERB. Hust>.$ 135 Make a good and a sure

hedge. 1534 TINDALE 2 Tim. \\. 19 The sure grounde of

God remayneth. 1535 COVEBDALK Ps. xciifij. i He hath

made the rounde worlde so sure, that it can not be moued.
Isa. xxviii. 16, I wil laye a stone in Slon,..for a sure

foundacion. 1596 MASCALL Cattle 120 Thy . . cartbodie strong
and sure to beare a burthen, a 1634 CHAPMAN (Webster

1864), Which put in good sure leather sacks. 1648 MARK-
HAM Hoitsew. Card. in. x. (1668) 75 A sure dry wall. 1831
HT. MARTINEAU Homes Abroad ii. 32, I am anxious to go
on sure ground. 1865 SWINBURNE Poems fy Ball., Trinm/>n

7Yw4i We had stood as the sure stars stand. Ibid.^Pkxdra
38 Make thy sword sure inside thine hand and smite.

6. Firmly established or settled; steadfast,

stable
;
not liable to be destroyed or overthrown.

t a. Of states of mind, or of persons in respect

of these. (Cf. 8.)
13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 1089 For I dar say, with consciens

sure, Hade bodyly burne abiden fciat bone [etc.). 14*3
HOCCLEVE Min. Poems viii. 14 Seur confort haue I. a 1435

Cursor M. 18712 (Trin.), He bad his disciplis..Ouer al >e

world be gospel preche. .to vche creature For bei shulde in

troube be sure. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Burial, In sure and

certayne hope of resurreccion to eternall lyfe. 158* ALLEN

Martyrdom Campion (1908) 114 He had a sure confidence



SURE.

that all should goc well with him. 1596 DALHYMPLF tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 287 Throw a certane suspicioune and
suir opinioun.

b. Of immaterial things and states considered

objectively, arch,

ci$*o NISBF.T N. 7\(S.T.S.)1. 15 Tomakthairvocatiounn
suir be gud werkis. 1535 COVERDALK i Ckron, xviii. 12, I

wyl make his seatesure for euer. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's
Comm. 41 Y' eyther a suer peace, or els a long treuce may
he taken. 1697 URYDEN Virg, Gtorg. iv. 303 Th' immortal
Line in sure Succession reigns. 1746 HBRVEV Medit. (1767)
I. 81 A Decree, much surer than the I--iw of the Medes and
Persians, has irrevocably determined the Doom. 1787 JEF-
FERSON ll'rif. (1859) II. 206, I know of no mercantile house
in France of surer bottom. 1867 MORRIS Jason, i. 32 He
may wish to make quite sure his throne By slaying me and
mine.

f o. Of possessions, etc. : That may be counted

on to be received or held (cf. 9). To make sure :

to secure to or settle upon a
person. Obs.

C14SQ Godstow Reg. 276 He willed and graunted hit to

be sure for hym and his heires. 1467-8 Rolls of Parlt. V.

579/1 To be made sure ayenst us and oure Heires. 1481 Ibid.

VI. 204/1 Oure seid Soverayn Lord shuld cause the same Due,
to be made sure to hym and to his seid heires masles. 1515
BARCLAY F.gloges u. (1570) B iv/i Better.. a small handfull

with rest and sure pleasaunce. Then twenty dishes with
wrathfull countenaunce. 1533 GAU Richt Vay 65 His marcie
is maid swuer to wsz. 1628 [see chequer-fay^ CHEQUER sbl

16], 1669 R. MONTAGU in Bnccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) f. 436 If I thought this would be sure money. 1670
RAY Proverbs 207 As sure as Check, or Exchequer pay.

f7. a. Engaged to be married, betrothed, affi-

anced (to make sure, to betroth) ; also, joined in

wedlock, married. Obs.

1470 Paston Lett. II. 393 Mestresse Gryseacresse is sure
to Selenger. 1x536 Songs, Carols, etc. (1907) 154 Lady
Mary, be Kyngis dowghter, was mad sure . . to be yon^ Kyng
of Cast ile. 159* Arden ofFeverskam \. 151 The Painter..

Hath made reporte that he and Sue is sure. [1598 SHAKS.

Merry W. v. v. 237 She and I (long since contracted) Are
now so sure that nothing can dissolue vs.] 1608 MIDDLETON
Trick to Catch Old One in. i, I am but newly sure yet to

the widow. 163* BROMR North. Lass n. ii, I presum'd..
you had beene sure, as fast as faith could bind you, man and
wife. 1663 P. HENRY Diaries y Lett. (1882) 175 My man
william Griffith was marryd . . to one of Baschurch, to whom
bee had been sure since before hee came to mee.

f b. Engaged or bound by allegiance or devo-

tion (too. person or party). To make sure, to bind

by allegiance, or secure the allegiance of. 06s.

1567 Gude <$ Godlie Ball. (S.T.S.) 209 Sen we ar all to Sin
maid sure, Throw Adamis Inobedience. 1591 SAVILE Taci-

tnst Hist. I. Ixiv. 36 The next city, was that of the Lingones,
sure to their side. 1643 BAKER Chron. (1660) 77 Though
King John had entred upon Normandy, and made that Pro-

vince sure unto him, yet the Province of Anjou stood firm

for Arthur, a 1715 BUKNET Own Time (1724) I. it. 201 To
make all that party sure to himself.

III. Subjectively certain.

8. Certain in mind
; having no doubt ; assured,

confident; = CERTAIN a. 4, SECURE a. 2. Also,

convinced, persuaded, morally certain.

In the former sense / am sure is commonly used colloq. to

give asseverative force to a statement ; e.g. I'm sure I don't
kno~iv ; / don't know

t
Pm sure.

In the latter sense lam sure sometimes becomes equivalent
in force to SURELY adv. 4 b ; e. g. quot. 1818 in c (b).

a. Const, of; rarely, by ellipsis, without const.

c 1450 LOVELICH Merlin 9740 We wolden preyen the . . ofon

tliyng vs sewr forto make, a 1500 Chaucer's Dreme 855 For
of one thing ye may be sure He wil be yours, while he may
dure. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. v. ii. 40 He..guesd that it

was she, But being mask'd, he was not sure of it. 1686 tr.

Ciiardin's Trav. Persia. 158, I was sure of one thing, that

[etc]. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 567 Be silent always when you
doubt your sense ; And speak, tho' sure, with seeming diffi-

dence. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. iv. 3 Whatever we can

perceive by any sense we may be sure of. 1791 BOSWELL
"Johnson May an. 1776, We are surer of the odiousness of
the one, than of the errour of the other. 1818 I* W. CHOKER
in C. Papers 8 Dec. (1884) I. 124 He never could distinguish

Buonaparte, or his staff, to be sure of them. 1867 RUSKIN
Time % Tide xvi. 99 Never teach a child anything of

which you are not yourself sure. 1908 R. BAGOT A. Citth-

fart
xxyiii. 373 Anthony understands, and forgives I am

sure of it.

b. Const clause. Also with ellipsis of clause

(mod. colloq. Well) /V sure ! is used as an ex-

clamation of surprise : cf. e).
rt 1330 Syr Degarre 761 Par fal, (he saide,) Ich am al sure,
He that bette that fure Wil comen horn ?it to ni}!. c 1350
Will. Palerne 973 Be bou sur. .holliche al min help bou
schalt hatie sone. c 1386 CHAUCER Nelib. F 796, 1 knowe wel,
and am right seur, that he shal nothyng doon in this nede
with-outen my conseil. c 1410 ?LYDG. Assembly ofGods 524
So may ye be sewre he shall yow nat escape. 1474 CAXTON
Chesse in. viii. (1883) 152 He was sewr that he had wonne.

1535 COVERDALE Ps. cxxxix. [cxi.] 12 Sure I am that the

Lorde wil auenge the poore. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. in. i.

53, 1 am sure if he forfaite, thou wilt not take his flesh. x6oa

Merry W. (Qo.) 742 [in. i.oo], I am shure you know him.

1670 in nth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 22, I am suere

you would bee wtth us if wishes could bring you. 1709
BERKELEY Th. Vision 51 Sure I am, it is worth^some

isposi
one. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Demerara i. 19 You might have
been sure that I should remember you

when you told me

your name. 1840 THACKERAY Shabby-genteel Story ix,
1

Well, I'm sure !

'

said Becky; and that was all she said.

1885
' MRS. ALEXANDER ' At Bay i, Look in on us now and

again. I am sure my daughter will be delighted. 1885

Valerie's Fate iv,
' Are you going ?

' 'lam not sure.
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C. f (<*) With inversion of the two clauses, faye
sure, you may be sure (etc.) thus coming at the end
of the sentence.

1400 Octouian 1038 Hys fomen rnyghte of hym be agast,We mowe be sure. 1513 BKADSHAW ^t. ll'e>l>urge i. 707Thus was her maner in youthe, be ye sure. 1560 DAUS tr.

Sleidane's Comm. 292 b iarg. t
An holy box sent down from

hea'uen you may be sure.

(b} In parenthetical use, be surf, you may be

sure, I am sure, to which the main sentence is vir-

tually subordinate.

1340-70 Alex. $ Dind, 991 We ne s.iin noukt, king, be bou
sur, for sake of our pride, c 1350 Ii 'ill. Paleme 74 It wanted
noii^t . . J>at bei ne fond him as fail e as for here state longed, &
pc beter, be ye sure, for [etc.). 1565 MS. Cott. Col. B. ix. If.

218 Your lordship, I am sure, is partaken of such letters as I

write to Mr. Secretary, c 1680 BKVEIUDGE Strut. tCr, xv.
58 Wks. 1720 I. 423 You will be uncertain whether they . . be
lawfully called. .as be sure many of them are not. 1710
Def. Bk. Psalms 29 The Company had this Privilege granted
them from the King; who, be sure, would never grant them
the Privilege of printing any Book, but what he., had first

allowed of. 1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xxxiii, The Master of
Ravenswood cannot, I am sure, object to your presence.

(c] In colloq. asseverative use these phrases are
often placed at the end of the sentence : cf. (a\
1830 N. S. WHEATON Jrnl. 43 To all my inquiries who he

was? I only received for answer '

I don t know, I'm sure '.

1837 DICKENS Pick-M. ii, It will give me great pleasure, lam
sure. 1848 THACKERAY I'an. Fair xli, 'Don't know, I'm
shaw,* replied the Colonel.

d. Const, inf.: see 12.

e. In phr. to be sure as one may be sure,
for a certainty, certainly, undoubtedly, of course

;

now colloq. and often concessive = it must be ad-

mitted, indeed; also absol. Well, to be sure! as
an exclamation of surprise (cf. b).
1657 SPARROW Bk. Com. Prayer (1661) 4 Morning and

Evening, to be sure, God expects from us. .a publick wor-
ship. 1657 W. RAND tr. GassendCs Life Peiresc II. 3 He
proved at last so happy, as to recover the greatest part of
such things as he most respected. To be sure, he obtained
his precious stones. i68a BUNYAN Holy It-'ar 150 If he heard
his neighbour tell his tale, to be sure he would tell the quite
contrary. i7z8HicKES& NELSON J. Kettlewell\\. 23. 125
At Christmas, if he invited no Body else, to be sure he Enter-
tained the Poorer Sort of his Neighbours. 1731-8 SWIFT Pol.
Conversat. i. 47 Neverout. Miss, I'll tell you a Secret, if you'll
promise never to tell it again. Miss. No, to be sure. 1778
WARNER in Jesse SehuynfyContetnp. (1844) 111.354 Yes! war
we shall have to be sure. 1795 Hist. Ned Evans I. 183 The
wind is contrary, to be sure, but it is far from a storm. 1847
MRS. SHERWOOD Fairchild Family (1854) H'- 111.32 Well, to
be sure, this is a large room. 1853 MRS. GASKELL Ruth
xxxiii, Ruth . .told him she wanted to speak to him for a few
minutes, * To be sure, my dear ! Sit down I

'

said he. 1863
S. WILBERKORCE Sp. Missions (1874) 275

' You would have
been snugger if you had stayed at home.' Why to be sure

they would. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 18 There you are
in the right, Socrates, he replied. To be sure, I said. 1902
VIOLET JACOB Sheep-Sttalers viii,

' Well
( well, to be sure !

'

exclaimed the Pig-driver. 1913 C. READ in Eng, Hist. Ret'.

Jan. 55 They had, to be sure, patched up their differences, but
their sentiments towards each other, .were far from cordial.

IV. Objectively certain.

9. a. That one may count on as about to be
;

certain to come or happen ; also, certain to become
what is denoted by the noun; CERTAIN a. 2 b,

1565 ALLEN Defence Purg. xvii. 283 One. .frameth (as he

supposethe) his negatiue argument, to the more sure shake
of oure faithe herein. 1615 SIR W. MURE Misc. Poems xiii.

16 Bewar such schame becum thy suirest hap. 1692 PRIOR
Ode Horace xiii, Sure and sudden be their just Remorse.

1746 FRANCIS tr. Horace, Sat. \\. iii. 21 Unhappy bard ! to

sure contempt you run. 1781 COWPER Retirem. 263 To make
thee but a surer prey. 1838 SEA us Athan*\x. 78 Confusion
is the pretty sure result. 1896 HOUSMAN Shropshire Lati

Ixii, Luck's a chance, but trouble's sure.

b. That one may rely on as true; undoubted,

indisputable;
= CERTAIN a. 3. Now rare.

1470 Paston Lett. Suppl. (1901) J33i I pray yow send me
swyr tydyngis of the world. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Cam-
den) 32 A pele was comandyd to be ronge. .for sewer worde
and tydynges that Richard de la Pole was slayne. a. 1578
LINDESAY (Pitscottie)C//r<w. Scot. I. 31 He haid suireknaw-

ledg quhair the king was at his pastyme. a i6ao_ J.
DYKE

Sel. Serm. (1640) 2 It is a sure thing that a Christian so de-

meaning himselfe . . may live the most comfortable life of any
man in the world. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 154 How ne c311 Is

doubtful ; that he never will is sure. 1849 JAMES Woodman
iii, The news was too sure, the tale too sad to be false. 1867
RUSKIN Time fy Tide xvi. 93 And very sternly I say to you
and say from sure knowledge that [etc.].

C. For sure-, as or for a certainty, undoubtedly:
= for certain (CERTAIN a. ;\ Now colloq.

,71586 SIDNEY Ps. xxvi. i, I held for sure, that I should

never slide. 1671 MILTON /*. R. \\. 35 Now, now, for sure,

deliverance is at hand, a 1850 ROSSETTI Dante <fr Circle \.

(1874) 60 He makes oath; '

Forsure, This is a creature of

God till now unknown
1

. 1883 STEVENSON Treas. Isl. i. vi,

These fellows who attacked the inn to night bold, desperate

blades, for sure. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 305, I

have promised the Fans to pay off in whatever they choose,

and I know for sure they want powder.

10. a. Of methods or means: That may be relied

on to attain its end or to produce the desired or

stated result ; unfailing, unerring:
= CERTAIN a. 2 c.

Sure card: see CARD sb? 2b.

1530 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App.
x. 21 The

moost sewryst waye that Scripture doth teache to worshipe

sayntts withall, ys to lyve the lyfTe that they lyvid. 159*

Arden ofFeversham v. i. 90 It is vnpossible ; but here comes

he That will, I hope, inuent some surer rneanes. 1653 RAME-

SURE.
st:vXs/v>S. AVs/w/aig To. .impart unto them the trulh
and .surest rules for the judging I hereof, i&6<,

AY//, tit. vi. (1848) 158 I

saving of

that [etc.! i97DmrD i

JR.* *V'
e ^provement found. 1761 in loth AV/. /fiit.

MSS. Comm. App. i. 342 ,
I ho| that will U- :

of bringing about a General Peace so necessary to Europe.i8u CHABBK Tales xv. 17, Kvery i> .im enf,.^ By .quoting
much, the scholars sure resource. 1865 M AKM in f-tt

( "(:
" (l875> 74 A

perfectly &ound . . 1879R. K. DOUGLAS Confucianism iv. $ 4 | , v of ac-

rnng
a trace of the divine :.i . by studying..

tr careers.

b. Ofsignsortignals: Giving trustworthy indi-
cation ; producing or leading to certainty ;

in-

fallible.

1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glatte 75 Everye Climate
hatbe a proper name, for the surer difference of one from
an other. 1667 MILION /'. L. i. 378 In all assault* Their
surest signal. 1697 DHYUKN Virg. Georg. in. 119 The Colt
that for a Stallion is design'd, By sure Presages shows bis

generous Kind. 1780 Mirror N o. 93. p 3 The surest mark of
a weak mind. 1830 HERSCHEL Study Nat. Phil. \ 386 There
is no surer criterion of the state of science in any age. 1886

Tip Cat xxi. 289 He became more irritable and impatient
a sure sign, Dr. Lee declared, of approaching convalescence.

V. Senses combining III and IV.
11. With of: f Having (the thing mentioned)

secured to one (to make*, person sure of^a thing-
to make a thing sure to a person, in 6 c) ; t holding
securely in one's possession or power ; certain to

receive, get, attain, find, have, or keep. Alio
with gerund, as sure of getting = certain to get.

(See also 1 3.)
Here the certainty may be subjective or objective, or both

combined : e. g. he is sure of=
*

he is confident of getting ',

or '

it is certain that he will get '.

13. . Seuyn Sages (W.) 2033 The king hem made seur Of
warisoun and gret honour, c 1386 CHAUCF.R Melib. F 486
Whan thow trowest to be moost seur and siker of hire helpe
she wol faille thee. 14.. SirBeues (M,)499 Beues was sure
of no wepyn . . That he myght deffend hym with all. c 1413
HOCCLEVE De Rtg. Princ. 306 He schulde of his Hfseure ben
& certeyne. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 56 Who so lyueth a fowle

lyfe, he may be sure of a foule ende. 1518 Sel. Pleas Star
Chamber (Selden) II. 132 Yf he gave hym one strype he
shalbe suer of an other strype. i57-3 Keg. Prity Council
Scot. II. 177 Thay offerit to . . discharge the half of thair . .

wageis, being maid sure of the uther half, .to be pay it at
sum competent day. a 1580 J. HEYWOODZ>X/. Wit ty Folly
(Percy Soc.) 15 The wytiles ys sewer of salvashyon. 1587
in Cath. Rec. Soc. Pnbl. V. 140 The young king of Scotland
remaineth still amongst his. .ennemies, who suffer him (o

take his pastime.. under a shew of liberty, but they think

themselves sure vnough of him. 1653 MIDDLETON& ROWLEY
Sfl. Gipsy ii. i, KngHsh Gipsies, in whose companie a man's
not sure of the earesof his head they so pilfer, a 1718 PRICK
Solomon in. 290 Sure of the Toil, uncertain of the Prize.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe 11. (Globe) 571 We are sure of Sea
there. 1766 GOLDSM. Vicar W. xvi, They who had warm
fortunes were always sure of getting good husbands. 1815
COBBETT Rnr. Rides 458 This is a crop of which a man may
always be sure, if he take proper pains. 1847 MARRVAT
Childr. New Forest viii, 1 feel sure of his permission. 1893
Law Times XCV. 305/2 If she wished to be sure of her

income she should.. avoid dabbling in the shares of new
companies.

12. With inf. (act. or pass.): Certain to do or to

be something : = CERTAIN a. 6.

Properly a constructional use of 8, this sense was orig.

subjective, but came subsequently to express, and now

always expresses, objective certainty, and therefore transf.
became applicable to things. He is sure to return, now -
4
it is certain that he will return ', could formerly mean

* he is certain that he will return', now expressed by */"whh
the gerund (see ii).

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 15612 The! my?t ther-fore be sur &
boldTosclethekyng&brenne Ilyoun. i53oTiNDALE/3*JTc.
More ii. xii. Wks. (1573) 300/1 Tl.e Apostles, Patriarkes and

Prophetes were sure to be folowed. 1556 J. HEYwooD,5/fcr
$ F. Div, He makth him sewre to wyn, who ever leeses. 1563
Homilies n. Sacrament I. I iij b, Thus much he must be

sure to hold, that in the Supper of the Lorde, there is no

vayne ceremonie. 1616 SHELDON Jlfirr. Anticfir. Pref.

^ijb, Such Conuerts..are sure to bee beset with diuerse

sorts of Aduersaries. i66a J. DAVIES tr. Ulearius' 0?.

Ambass. 400 The Governour, who many times is not sure

to return again, takes his leave of the City. 1713 ADDISON
Guard. No. 101 f 9 Ifthey have any Wit or Sense, they an-

sure to show it. i8sz LAMB Elia Sen i. Mackcry /iW,What-
ever heat of opposition.. I set out with, I am sure always,

in the long-run, to be brought over to her way of thinking.

1841 HELPS Ess., Trans. Business (1842) 95 Y u may ve

time by not labouring much, beforehand, at parts O
t
f the

subject which are nearly sure to be worked out in discus-

sion. 1885 Manch. Exam. 13 July 5/2 The.. oration.. was

sure to be full of pungent criticism.

13. Phr. 7o make sure (intr. or with clause).

a. absol. t
or with of followed by a noun of

action : To make something ceitain as an end or

result (cf. a) ; to preclude risk of failure.

iS$5 ALLEN Def. Purg. To Rdr. 6 b, And therefore to

make sure, I humbly submit my selfe to the ludgement of

suche as. .are made the lawful pastors of our soules. 1698

FRYER'X^. E. India * P. 176 To make sure, he ma.U-

another Shot at her. 1890 Chamb. Jml. 3 May 287/2 Thw
allows the man.. to make sure of a good grip. 1891/^.1.
21 Feb. 119/2 It is difficult to make sure of hnding the bird*.

() with of followed by a sb. : To act so as to

be certain of getting or winning; to secure.

1673 TEMPLE To Dk. Ormond Conjunct. Affairs Mfe.

fi68u) 164 A Peace, .cannot fail us here, provided we make

sure of Spain, i?* ATTERBURY Strm /to. Ix. 32 I. i 1 1

hath everhad the warmest, and ablest.. Heads employ d in



SURE.

its defence ; and hath taken care to make sure of them, by
Bountiful Rewards. 1844 BUOWNING Colombe's Birthday
n. 9 Let me hasten to make sure Of one true thanker. 1878

Bosw. SMITH Carthage 293 After making sure of the country
to the north of the Kbio.

b. with clause or of: To make something certain

as a fact (cf. 9 b) ;
to preclude risk of error ;

to

ascertain.

1876 BRISTOWE Tkemy >r Pract. Me,l. (1878) 825 To make
sure that all the copper has heen precipitated. 1888 MKS.

MOTLEY Power ofHand I. iii. 36 That fellow rode up to

the house to make sure Tristram was away. 1889 F. C.

PHILIPS Ainslie's Courtsh. I. vii. 87 He just waited for a

few hours to make sure of his position.

(*) loosely. To feel certain, be convinced.

1886 STEVENSON KiiiaaffcJ xxi, He stormed at me all

through the lessons.. and would push me so close that I

made sure he must run me through the body. 1887 WESTAI.L
- " - - J -nade
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150, 1 made sure i snould get nner specimens jaier .

14. Phr. Be sure (to do something, or that . . .,

also mod. colloq. and', see AND B. 10) = take

care, don't fail (only in imper. or inf.) : sure thus

becoming contextually equivalent to
* careful \

*573 TUSSEH Husb. v. (1878) 14 Then dailie be suer to

looke. 1615 BACON Ess.
t
Discourse (Arb.) 19 Let him be

sure, to leaue other Men their Turnes to speak. 1674 N.
Cox Gentl. Recreat. (1677) 180 Be sure you Seel her not too

hard. 1680 MOXON Meek. Exerc. xii. 208 You must be sure

to screw it hard up. 1780 Mirror No.
9_8.J* 15 Be sure to

put on your great coat, and to take a chair in coming home.

1865 KUSKIM Sesame i. 13 At least be sure that you go to

the author to get at his meaning. 189* Phoiogr. Ann. II.

335 Be sure and button the lid.

B. adv.

1. Securely, safely: -SOHKLTflfliM. Obs.vtarck.

14.. Sir Beues (Pynson) 3573 They were armed sure nnd
wel. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems ix. 76 With the Foure Ver-

tewis Cardenall, Agams vycis seure enarmmg me. 1555
CRANMER Let. in Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc.) 446, I might
have sent them by the carrier sooner, but not surer. 1591
SHAKS. i Hen. VI, v. i. 16 The sooner to effect, And surer

binde this knot of amitie. 155(6 BACON MAX. ty Use Com.
Law n. (1635) 46 The land being so sure tyed upon the

heire as that his father could not put it from him. 1600

W. COKNWALLIS Ess. i. i. B iij I would not. .do any thing
more then stand the surer vpon mv guard to resist fortune.

1667 MILTON P. L. :v, 897 Let him surer barr His Iron

Gates.

2. Certainly, with certainty ;
without risk of

failure: = SoBELYa/z/.2,3. Now*/w/. = 'forcertain,

without fail
'

;
otherwise Obs. exc. as in b and c.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 277 Sum sayn full sure & for sothe

holdyn, Hit was be formast on rtete bat on flode past.

1479 in Eng Gilds (1870) 413 So that, .they may the better,

sewrer, and more di!igenter,..ministre their said Officez.

1556 LAUDER Tractate ofKyngis 298 Je suld not . . promoue
thame To that.. cure, Except 50 vnderstude, moste sure,
Thame apt. 1586 MARLOWE zst Pt. Tamburl. n. iii, These
are the wings shall make it file as swift, As dooth the

lightening :. .And kill as sure as it swiftlv flies. 1693 LOCKE
Educ, 13 Children would.. lay the Foundations of an

healthy . .Constitution much surer, ifthey . . were kept wholly
from Flesh. 1797 MRS. M. ROBINSON Walsingkam III. 257
The higher the objects of contempt are placed, the surer

they become marks for the observing multitude. 1820
LAMB Elia Ser. i. Christ's Hosp. t

Woe to the school, when
he made his morning appearance in his passy, or passionate
wig. No comet expounded surer. 1909 BANKS Newspaper
Girl 156, I'll pay you the five dollars a week then, sure.

3. Qualifying a statement : Assuredly, un-

doubtedly, for a certainty. Now poet., exc. dial.

(Irish) in asseverative expressions.
a 1425 Cursor M. 21887 (Trin.), Euery creatoure sure Aftir

be state of his nature Bettre her makere knowe ben mon.
c 1460 Wisdom 50 in Macro Plays 37 The prerogatyff of my
Ione ys so grett, pat wo tastyt berof be lest droppe, sure,
All lustis & lykyngis worldly xall lett. 1568 Sattr. Poems
Reform, xlviii. 31 Seure, be my witting, not brunt in the

lilting, a 1585 SIDNEY Ps. xxv. ii, Sure, sure, who hope in

ihee, Shall never suffer shame. 1599 George a Greene E j,

Were lie as good as G. a Green, I would strike him sure.

1653 MILTON Hirelings (1659) 27 He took not sure his whole
estate with him to that warr. 1681 DRYDEN Abs. <V Achit.

360 His Mercy ev'n th' Offending Croud will find, For sure
lie comes of a Forgiving Kind. 1715 DE FOE Fam. Instruct.
i. i. (1841) I. 6 Sure it is a fine place. 1791 COWPER Iliad
xxn. 86 Of all ills that wait On miserable man, that sure is

worst. 1843 LOVER Handy Andy v, Och sure, my heart's
broke with you. 1848 KINGSLEY Saint's Trag. ir. v, That
name speaks pardon, sure. 1896 HOUSMAN Shropdt. Lad
xxxiii, Sure, sure, . . If single thought could save,. .You
should not see the grave. 1897 Punch 3 Apr. 166/1 'That's
a drop of good Whiskey eh, Pat ?

'

Pat. '

Faith, ye may
well say that, Sorr. Shure, it wint down my T'roat loike
a Torchlight Procession !

'

b. With weakened emphasis, it (a)' becomes
concessive = One must admit, admittedly, of

course, () is used to guard against over-statement
At any rate, to say the least, or (r) SORELY

adv. 4 b. Now dial.

i5S~3 in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI (1914) 89, I know
not howe ye be provided to furnish me but suer methinkes
I sholde haue nolesse then five suetes of apparrell. 1583
GREENE Mamillia Wks. (Grosart) II. 14 Whether hee were
better lyked for his calling, or loued for his courtesie : but
sure whether it were, he had gayned the heartes of all the
people. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1981/1 The
spoile was not rich sure, but of white bread, oten cakes, and
Scotish ale. 1616 B. JONSON Devil an Ass n. v, Hell !

why is shee so braue? It cannot be to please Duke Dottrel,
sure. 1658 Whole Duty Man xv. 15 That all under his
charge be taught all necessary things of this kind, and then
sure more especially his wife. 1713 POPE Let. to Su-ift 8

Dec., Sure no clergyman ever offered so much out of his own

purse for the sake of any religion. 1712 DE OK Plague

(-754) 23, I shall Name but a few of these Things ; but sure

they were so many. 1766 GOLDSM. Vicar W. xxvm, Sure

it cannot be! 179? JANE AUSTIN Sense $ AViw.xv, Sure,

you an't well. 1851 THACKERAY Engl, Hum. vi. 1853) 3*4

He would have talked of his great friends of the Club, .sure

he knew them intimately.

c. Used to emphasize yes or no
;
also alone =

Certainly, dial.

1813 Sk. Char. (ed. 2) 1. 83
' What, was Mad Ross there ? . .

'Oh yes, sure'. 1861 WAUGH Birtle Carter's Tale 6 A

glass ov ale. Ay, sure; yo'st have it in a minute. i86a

Miss BRADDON Lady Awlley xtx, 'You say a blacksmith

has been here ?
' ' Sure and I did, sir.'

4. a. In similative phr. (as) sure as, followed by

a clause, or by various sbs., as death, fate, a gun :

see also these words, and EGG sb. 4 b.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns HI. 1633 Also seur as red is euery

fir, As gret a craft is kep wel as wynne. 1573 TUSSER

Husb. Ixxvii. (1878) 170 Take runagate Robin, to pitie

his neede, And looke to be filched, as sure as thy creede.

16x8 BOLTON Florus i. xviii. (1636) 58, I see, as sure as

can be, that I am borne under the constellation of Her-

cules. c 1650 Robin Hood ff Tanners Dau. viii. in Child

Ball. (1882) I. 109/2 As sure as they were borne. 1660

SHIRLEY Merck. Wife iv. viii, As sure as death, this is one

Of the rogues. 1676 HOBBES Iliad n. 32 [He] thought To
take Troy now as sure as any thing. 1701 FARQUHAR Sir H.
Wildair v. v, Stand. . . You'll be serious when I tell you that

her Ghost appears. Wild. Her Ghost! Ha, ha, ha. . . 5VaW.
As sure as Fate, it walks in my House. 1731-8 SWIFT Pol.

Conversat. i. 4 Lady Smart. Oh! Colonel, are you here?

Col. As sure as you 're there, Madam. 174* FIELDING J.

Andrews iv. xiv, That 's true, as sure as Sixpence, you have

hit on the very thing. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Loom ff Lugger
n. iii. 44 As sure as the year came round. 1859 MEREDITH
R. Feverel ix, I'll transpoort Tom Bakewell, sure as a gun.

b. In phr. sure enough.
a 1545 SIR E. HOWARD in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 150

Sewre iriough Sir therys moche vitall at Sandwich, and

they have no vessels to bryng it to us. 1641 J. SHUTE Sarah
$ Hagard^o) 178 The Sin of Oppression, sure enough,
will be payed home. 1773 C. DIBDIN Deserter \. ii. (1775)
12 Ah, indeed, the soldiers make sad work with young
women's hearts sure enough. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair

Ixiii, The number came up sure enough. 1891
'

J. S. WIN-
TER '

Lumley v, And you were so angry with me when you
went off I saw it, sure enough.

C. Comb, (chiefly adverbial or parasynthetic),
as sure-aimed, -founded, -grounded, -nosed, -pre*

saging, -seeing^ -set, -settled, -slow, -steeled adjs. ;

sure-enough a. U.S. colloq. [cf. B. 4 b], genuine,

real; } sure-hold, something affording a secure

hold.

1776 MICKLE tr. Camoen$' Lusiad 150 The *sure-aim'd

vengeance of the Lusian steel. 1884
' MARK TWAIN ' Huck.

Finn xxii, They all come riding in . . looking just like a

gang of real *sure-enough queens. 1897 FLANURAU Harvard
Episodes 172 It isn't given to many of us to have real, sure-

enough feelings around here in college. 17*5 POPE Odyss.
i. 278, I build my claim 'Sure-founded on a fair Maternal
fame. 1708 SEWEL n, Vastgegrondi 'sure-grounded. 1647
TRAPP Comnt, Rom. ix. 6 That word of promise .. which is

"sure-hold, Yea and Amen. 1650 Comm. Exod. xii. 41
His promises are good sure-hold. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/.
Beasts 151 The White Houndes are said to be the quickest-
sented and *surest nosed. 1651 DAVENANT Gondibtrt \. \\.

xlv. Sure nos'd as fasting Tygers. 16x0 HOLLAND Catnden^s
Brit. I. 109 Lucky "sure-presaging auguries. 1794 COLR-
RIUGE Relig. Mttsings iv, Fear, . ,*Sure-refuged hears his

hot pursuing fiends Yell at vain distance. 1866 WHIPPLC
Char, ff Charact. Men 309 Shakespeare, the "sure-seeing

poet of human nature. 1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche xx. lii,

Peace had trode all Perils under Her ^sure-set feet. 1896
HOUSMAN Shrofish. Lad xxxiii, This long and sure-set

liking. 1587 GOLIUNI, De Momay xxxiv. (1592) 551 Nature
. .is a steady and *suresettled Lawe. 1603 J. DAVIES (Heref.)
Microcosmos Pref., With a "sure-slow winge. a 1616 BEAUM.
& FL. Bonduca in. i, Thou *sure-steel'd sternness, Give us
this day good hearts, good enemies, Good blowes u' both
sides.

Sure* v. Obs. exc. dial, (see Eng. Dial, Diet.).
Forms : see prec. ;

also 5 suyr, sewyr ; bpa.pple.
(.SV.) suirit, sewerit, -at, sewarat, severit.

[Aphetic f. ASSURE v. Cf. SOVER 7;.]

1 1. trans. To make or keep safe, to secure
;
=

ASSURE i. Obs.
iF Wks. (1880) 14 Whanne bei..suren hem of

al perel. f 1470 HARDING Ckron. CLXXVII. vi. (MS. Arch.
Seld. B. 10) If. 1 39 b, J>ey myht nat passen oute But thorough
a mosse bat al men trowed was sured. 1535 STEWART Cron.
Scot. (Rolls) III. 412 That halie place wes suirit. .Fra fyre,
bot nocht fra spul^e and fra reif. 1567 Gude $ Godlie B.

(S. T. S.) 108 And with thair handis thay sail the sure, That
thow hurt nocht aganis ane craig Thy fute.

f2. To give an assurance or promise to (a

person) ; to secure (a thing) to a person by a pledge
or promise. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 547 Conscience and kynde witte
..deden me suren hym sikerly to serue hym for euere.

ci45o LOVELICH Merlin 12386 And also anothir thing sche
schold hym Sure: that harm to his body scholde sche
neuere do. c 1460 Play Sacram, 279, I wolle sure yow Le

thys lyght Neuer dystrie yow daye nor nyght.
t3. To bind by promise, plight, pledge (one's

faith or troth). 06s.
ci4oo Btryn 1486, I suyr ?ew my trowith. .That I shall

do my devoir. 1430 Merlin xxxi. 628 Than thei sured
theire feithes be-twene hem two to holde these covenauntes.
ci4so Godstow Reg. 170 Henry, than stywarde of Code-
stowe, suryd hys trowthe for the Abbas & couent bys couc-
nant to be kepyd.
f 4. pass. To be bound by a promise or pledge ;

SURELY,

spec, to be engaged to marry, to be betrothed
(cf.

SURE a. 7 a). Obs.

14x0-22 LYDG. Thebes 2234 He sured was and sworn To
Tydeus. c 1475 Partenay 5087 In noble Bretain gan he to

mary, Affyed and sured to A gret lady. 1484 CAXTON Fables
of Page xi, A wydower wowed a wydowe for to..Wedde
her to his wyf And at the last they were agreed and sured
to gyder. a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.)
II. 38 All the bordaris..quho war sewarat witht thame.
Ibid.^ Quho had bene constranit. .to be severit [r.r. suirit]
and tak on the reid crose and obey thame selfis to be trew
subiectis to king Harrie.

5 To make (a person) sure or certain; = ASSURE

9, 10. Now dial.

c 1400 Beryn 1886, I suyr be be my fey That bow art much
I-bound to me. c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 112

Fyrst I wyll be sewyred, That ower cownselle ye wylle
kepe. a 1536 Songs, Carols, etc. (E. E. T. S.) 9 He was
born of a virgyn pure,.. as I you sure. [1667 DRYDEN & DK.
NEWCASTLE Sir M. Mar-all iv. i, How shall I be 'sur'd

'tis so ?J

Sure : see SEWER s6. 1
,
SIR sb., SOUR a., SuHA1

.

Sureal, obs. form of SURROYAL.

Sureby : see SURESBY.

t Sured, ppl. a. Obs. rare. Aphetic f. ASSURED.

(Cf. SURE v.)
a 154* WYATT Penit. Ps. cxliii. Prol. iv, Then will I crave

with sured confidence. 1549 .A/.V.S'. Dk. Rutland (\\\s>\.t MSS.
Comm.) IV. 355 To a Ducheman, for that my Lord causyd
him to gyve a sur^d Scotyshman his nagge agayne, vs.

1567 PAINTER Pat. Pleas. II. ad fin., A plot founded on
sured ground, a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia iv. (1622) 443 For
euer lamed of our sured might.
Hence f Suredly adv., assuredly.
1630 LKNNARD tr. Charron's Wisd. 11. ii. 10. 263 He that

walks moderately.. dirccteth his businesse . . more suredly
and cheerefully.

t Surefast, a. Obs. rare*, [f. SURE a. after

steadfast.] Stable, fixed.

1583 MELBANCKE Philotimus Dd iij b, A perfect plat.. of

surges that embrace the earth with winding waues, & of the
surefast centric ground.

Sure-footed (stress variable), a. [SURE a.4b.]
1. Sure of foot ; treading securely or firmly ; not

liable to slip, stumble, or fall.

1707 [implied in sttrefootedness}. 1764 SMOLLETT Trav.
xx. (1766) I. 313 The mules of Piedmont, .are the only
carriage that can be used in crossing the mountains, being
very sure-footed. 1834 CAUNTER Orient. Ann. xv. 207 The
elephant is remarkably surefooted, seldom stumbling, and
much more rarely failing. 184$ S. AUSTIN Rankers Hut.
Kef. II. 425 A few sure-footed landsknechts.. guarded the

steps of their veteran leader; and thus.. he traversed the
terrific pass. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 12 Sept. 7/2 Hills. .

so steep that even the sure-footed hill cattle could not tread
them.

St. fig. Not liable to make a *

slip
*

or error
;

proceeding surely ; unerring.
1633 HERBERT Temple', Dotage ii, True earnest sorrows,

rooted miseries,.. Sure footed griefs, solid calamities. 1678
CUUWORTH Iniell. Syst. 170 Thus that safe and sure-footed

Interpreter, Alex. Aphrodisius, expounds his Masters Mean-
ing. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Ene. vii. 1 1. 257 The one human
being who was able to mislead that far^ighted and surefooted

judgment. 1864 LOWELL Lincoln Wks. 1890 V. 199 Worthy
of his cautious but sure-footed understanding.
Hence Sirrefoo-tedly adv. (in recent Diets.),

Sn:refoo'tedness
;
so I Sure-footing

1

.

1665 J. SERGEANT (title) Sure-footing in Christianity, or
Rational Discourses on The Rule of Faith. 1701 PENN
Maxims Wks. 1726 I. 847 The Wise Man.. has in every
Thing an Eye to Sure-Footing. 1707 MORTIMER Husb.

(1721) 1. 224 [Mules] are the best sort of Creatures.. for

Burden and Surefootedness. 1869 W. B. RANDS Chaucer's

Eng. I. i. 8 Logical sure-footedn ess. 1869 Pall Mall G.

14 July 7 It is said.. that the sturdy old mountaineer's

eyesight was failing, and that he had lost of late some of the
sure-footedness for which he has been famous.

t Surefully, adv. Obs. rarer-1
, [irreg. f. SURE

a. + -fully, adv. to -PUL i.] In security.
1495 Act ii Hen. K//,c. 2 Preamble, The Kyngis grace..

desireth . . bis subgettis . . to leve quietly and surefully to the

plesure of God and according to his lawes.

Suregene, obs. form of SURGEON.

t Sureguard. Obs. rarer-1
. In 7 -gard, [f.

SURE a. alter safeguard.] = SAFEGUARD sb. 4.

1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies v. xv. 367

They tooke them from thence,.. sending them to the Court
with suregards.
Sureis : see SURAGE Obs.

Surely (Ju>jli), adv. Forms : see SURE a.
;

also 4 Biirliche, aurlych, comp. Burlokere, 4-6

surly, -lie, 6 shorly, ahowrly, suuerlie. [f.

SURE a. + -LY 2
.] In a sure manner.

I. Expressing the manner of an action, etc.

1. Without danger, or risk of injury, loss, or dis-

placement ; securely, safely ; firmly, arch.

13. . Sir Beues (A.) 2559 Hii bou3ten..He wolde hem
surliche lede. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) ix. 34 He myght
seurly dwell in bat citee withouten..any harme takyng.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1236 The souerayn hym-seluon was

surly enarmyt. 1464 Paston Lett. Suppl. (1901) 85, I

charge you., ye sufler noon of thayme to passe oute of your

garde, but suerle to kepe thaym. 1513 FITZHERB. Husb.

32 The husband may set shepe . . vnder the same scaffold . .

if it be well and surely made, a 1533 Lp. BERNKRS Hiton
cxxiv. 449 Grauell to balayse his shyp withal that it myght
sayle the more suerlyer. 1615 W. LAWSON Country Housew.
Garden (1626) 22 Your stakes. .would be so surely put.,
that they breake not, if any thing happen to leane vpon
them. 1648 GAGE West hid. xix. 140 The Indian must be



STJHELY.

. .surely tied to a pjst by his lands. 1657 KRYDEN I'/rr
C.eorg. IV. 585 Thus surely bound, yet. .The blipp'ry God will

try to loose his hold. 1834 LYT Hymn, Praise, Lord for
Thee i" Zion waits ill, How blest Thy saints ! how wjtlr
led 1 How surely kept !

fb. With security or stability of obligation or

loyalty; steadfastly. Obs.
c 1380 Sir Ferumk. 1281 Ac arst bow schalt sykery me &

by treube surly plyjte, pat bou for me schalt don a j>yng bat

y schal the saye. 1:1450 Codstow Keg. 660 Wherfor he
willed and comaunded surely that the forsaid mynchons
shold haue and holde all ther almesse and possessions. 1465
Pastoit Lett. II. 209, I shall have the maner sewrlyer to me
..than the Dewk shall have Cossey. 1561 WIMWT Four
Scoir TkrtQutst.\a Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 78 Keipandsuirliethe
irUCUUI of our beleif. 1596 SIIAKS. Tain. Shr. iv. ii. 36
That I may surely keepe mine oath. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. v.
xii. 2 Whom all the bands. Which may a Knight assure, had
surely bound. 1611 T. TAYLOK Comm. Titus ii. 14. (1619)
513 Whose bonds are.. binding them euery day surelter then
other ouer to destruction.

2. With certainty, assurance, or confidence ; for

certain ; undoubtingly, confidently, arch.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 315 5et surely I hope, Efte to trede

on by temple, c 1380 Sir f'erumt. 520 Wanne by hert ys
hoi & fer be surlokere bou mi;! fijte. c 1410 Chron. Vilod.
1561 5 HS *e m w wyton & know seurly pat god [etc.).

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 255/2 The bisshop..wente outc
ageynst the enemyes surely and the peple folowed hym.
1519 MORE Dyalc-ge HI. v. 76/2 And than yt case onys
graunted, ye deduce your conclusyon very surely, a. 1530 in
Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. I. I. 304, I trowst showrly to come vp
to Londone. 1533 GAO Rieht Vay 8 To traist suuerlie al

lime guid of liime as of thair maist tender fader, a 1548
HALL Chron., l-.dw. IV, 232 b, Spekyng these wordes (think-
ing surely much to please the kyng). a 1578 LINDESAY (Pit-
scottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 115 He beletvit suirelie that
the king had beine thair. 1619 MILTOM Hymn Natai. iv.
As if they surely knew their sovran Lord was by. 1820
KEATS Lamia 11. 113 Knowing surely she could never win
His foolish heart from its mad pompousness.

3. So as to be certain to achieve or reach a result

or end ; without risk of failure ; infallibly.
Now chiefly in slowly but surely.
c 1400 Destr. Troy '2456 Serche it full suerly, and se to be

ende. 1460 FORTESCUE A tit. $ Lim, Man. ii. (1885) 113
The prince. .mey therby be more surely do justice than
bi is pwne arbitrment. 1495 Trevisa's Bartk. De P. K. v.

xxviii. (W. de W.) iij/2 Noo party of the body towchyth
and gropyth so surely as the honde. c 15*0 Everyman 147
Yf I sholde this pylgrymage take, And my rekenynge suerly
make, . . Sholde I not come agayne shortly ? 1612 BRINSLEY
Lud. Lit. xiii. (1627) 181 The most excellent patterns.. doe
most auaile, to teach the soonest and sureliest. 1653 BAXTER
Chr. Concord 13 That. .their duties. .may be the surelier

performed. 1754 SHERLOCK Disc. (1759) I. i. 3 The best

Religion is that which will most surely direct us to eternal
Life. 1873 SPON Workshop Rec. Ser. i. 3/2 If a drawing
could be.. surely made without mistake.. it miht be made
in ink. 1911 W. B. SKI.HIE Nonconformity xii. 228 These
things are slowly but surely coming about,

t b. Soundly, thoroughly. Obs. rare.

App. confused with SORELY.

(-1450 tr. Higilcii, 11art. Conlin. (Rolls) VIII. 479 The
Lollardes bytoke that Frere and trode hym under theire feete
and bete hym surely. 1513 Life Hen. V (1911) 17 At such
enterprises both he and his Companie weare surelie beaten.

II. Qualifying a statement.

4. Certainly, assuredly, undoubtedly. Often with
less emphasis, as a mere intensive : Truly, verily,
indeed.

229

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1643 Hit is surely soth, besouerayn
of heuen Fylsened euer by fader, c 1375 Cursor M. 23031
(Fairf.), paire penaunce sal be seurely To loke on ba deuels
witerli. c 1400 Beryn 2316 And jit suyrly I mervell nat
bouj bat it be so. c 1450 LOVELICH Grail Iv. 1 16

' How
May I this beleve ?

'

quod Aleyn,
*

}is sewrly ', quod the kyng,
'

In Certeyn'. 1530 PALSGR. 866/2 Ye suerly, myre certes.

1591 Ardett^ of^Fcvcrsham IV. iv. 26 As surely as I Hue, lie

banish pittie if thou vse me thus. 1596 DALRYHPLE tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 22 The principal amang the tounes is

halden (surlie) Edinburgh. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, HI. ii. 126
He pay't as valorously as I may, that sal I suerly do. 1641
J. JACKSOM True Evang. T. III. 171 Abimelech. .seeing
Isaac sporting with Rebecca, concluded thereupon that she
was surely his Wife. 1831 SCOTT Ct. Rob. xx, Alas ! they
seem But too surely to be here. 1845 FORD Handbk. S/>ain
I. 16 Money makes the mare and its driver to go as surely
in Spain as in all other countries. 1850 TENNYSON [n Mem.
xxx, Surely rest is meet. 1867 H. MACMILLAN BiUe Teach.
x. (1870) 208 As surely as the leaf fades, so surely shall we
fade. 1907 GRANDGENT Introd. Vulgar Latin 251 Initial
It was surely very feeble, .during the Republic.

(b) As an affirmative answer : cf. SURE adv. 3 c.

i8jx SCOTT Kenilw, xii,
' Know you Cumnor.place, near

Oxford ?
' '

Surely,' said the clergyman.
b. Used to express a strong belief in the state-

ment, on the basis of experience or probability, but
without absolute proof, or as implying a readiness
to maintain it against imaginary or possible denial :

= as may be confidently supposed ; as must be the
case ; may not one be sure that . . . ? (The chief
current sense.)
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. ii. 93 Greene indeed is the colour

of Louers : but to haue a Lone of that colour, methinkes
Sampson had small reason for it. He surely affected her for
her wit. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 923 Had'st thou alleg'd To
thy deserted host this cause of flight, Thou surely badst not
come sole fugitive. 1711 STEELE Sfect. No. 302 r 7 Surely
never did such a Philosophic Soul inhabit such a beauteous
Form ! 173* BERKELEY Alcifhr. i. 16 You wilj

not surely
deny the conclusion, when you admit the premises f 1794
MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho xxxiii, 'Surely, Annette,
said Emily, starting,

'
I heard a noise: listen.' 1832 Hi.

MARTINEAU Ella of Gar. ii. 21 Twelve ! it cannot be so

story 1891 FARRAR /J,*,,. /L l,awn xxxvi.SurelyVJou'ianot fail I ,908 R. touxnA.Cuthliert xxviii. 373 IfAntboiy
will forgive me, surely God will !

C. With the second syllable stressed and length-
ened (Jujbi-j, in prec. sense, or as a mere intensive.
dial, or vulgar colloq.
1837 DICKENS Pukw. vi, Reg'lar good land that,' inter-

posed another fat man. And so it is, sure-ly,' said a third
fat man. 1850 LANG Wand. India 253 He did love her
Mire/p, sir. 1864 TlMimoM Northern Farmer. O. S. xiv,
v\ hat a man a bea sewer-Ioy !

t Surement. Obs. Also seure-, surment.
[a. AF. *suremtnt, aphetic f. assurement ASSURE-
MENT. Sometimes confused with serement SERMEMT
oath

; cf. SOREMENT.] An assurance, pledge.
c 1386 CHAUCER Fraukt. T. 806, I yow relcsse madame in

to youre bond Quy t eucry surement [ Ellfsm. (or 'I sirement)
Cambr., Corp., P,tu:, Lansd. surement, Hart, scurement,
Htng. serement] That ye ban maad to me. ,1400 L,i,l
Troy 1;. 13022 Ther-to made he his surment To holde hem
stable, a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2748 Loke to bi.selfe, For
sekire & on my surement 1 seke 50* agayns. 1497-8 A'
Riding Rec. (1894) I. 194 The which, .seyth upon bur con.
ctence and surment that [etc.]. .

Soreness (|uunes). Forms : see SURE a. [f.SURE a. + -NESS.] The quality or condition of
being sure.

tl. Security, safety; steadfastness, stability. Obs.
c
**%S?Pct*v* DeK'- Princ. 5031, & hym sueth glad,nesse Which bat of pees conseilith be suernesse. 1411-10

LVDG. Chron. Troy in. 5526 Far-wel oure helpe, now Hector
is goon, In whom be surnes of vs euerychon Was wont to
reste. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode i. cxxvi. (1869) 67 The

With be surenesse [orig. sanctioned of b" present letters we
make sure [etc.], a 1500-34 Cov. Corpus Chr. PI. IL 238
1 hat in this lande here he schuld make surenes, And he to
be cawlid the King of Pes. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI
129 Admonishyng hym . . not to myngle . . his safetie and sure-
nesse, with the vnstahlenesse and vnsuretieof his newe alye.
1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xl. 30 Quhat surenes fand the
Bischopis halynes Into Dumbartane? 1650 T. B[AYLEY]
Worcester's Apoph. To Rdr., [Like] the man who went to
search after the surenesse of the foundation when his house
was all on fire. 1666 T. WATSON Godly mans Pict. 96 The
Promises are comfortable : i For their sureness...2 For their
suitableness.

t b. To the more or for (more) sureties! : to
make sure, to be on the safe side, so that there
shall be no doubt. Ois.

1450 Godstow Reg. 192 To the more surenesse, this
charter is made endented. 1611 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus
iii. 2. (1619) 575 How often for surenes hath the Lord
threatned [etc.). 1668 MARVELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II.

253, I write these few words in the Post-house, for surenesse
that my letter be not too late. 1679 Hist. Jetzcr 10 M.
Magdalene, who devoutly gather'd the Blood that dropt
from his wounds as he hung there, and for sureness took up
the Earth with it. a 1714 SHARP Serin. Exod. xx. 8 Wks.
J 754 IV. 22o They were in doubt which was the right day. .

and therefore, for sureness, they would keep both, a 17x8
WOODWARD Nat. Hist, fossils (1729) I. 118 He diverted
himself. . with the Speculation of the Seed of Coral ; and, as
for more sureness be repeats it, the Sperme of Coral.

2. a. Objective certainty. ) Phr. in 01forsure-
ness, for certain, surely, certainly.
c 1485 Digliy Myst., Convers. St. Paul 31, I schall aske of

them in suernes, To persue. a 1500 Rails Raving 3013 For
suernes thai wald neuer wyrk. c 1530 Judic. Urines u. ii.

13 b. Yet is ther no suernys of amendyng. 1674 N. FAIRFAX
Itulk ff Selv. Contents, A time beyond which the world
shall not hold out, may be fastned on, from the sureness of
the bodies rising again. 1849 M. ARNOLD Poems, To Gipsy
Child by Sea-shore 42 That sure pain Whose sureness grey-
haired scholars hardly learn 1 1871 HuRR^t/V'Vt/fwxii. 228
Does it follow that they [sc. miracles] have never occurred,
or even that they cannot be known with scientific sureness
to have occurred ?

b. Subjective certainty.
a iS7 KNOX Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 1. 26 Faith is a suirness.

1584; LODGE Hist. Forbonius ff Prisctria in Alarum etc.
G iij, I shall ouerpasse the sorrow by surenesse. 1641 SMEC-
TVUNUUS yind. Answ. 13. 129 You give us no ground of

your surenesse. 1890 Spectator 8 Mar., A strong affection
and sureness of faith. 1908 Edin. Rev. Apr. 345 Memoranda
collected..gave him the sureness needed for his gigantic
undertaking.
3. The quality of being unfailing or unerring;

trustworthiness or accuracy of aim, perception, etc.

1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville xii. III. 128 The detection
of this blunder in the two veterans, who prided themselves
on the sureness and quickness of their sight. 1860 TVNDALL
Glac. H. xvii. 316 The chamois, .with its., admirable sureness

of foot. 1883 Maitch. Guard. 3 Nov. 7/4 That network of

agencies which in England is, with characteristic slowness,
but we hope also with characteristic sureness, developing in-

to a real system of national education. 1912 J. L. MVRES
DaivnHist. viii. 181 An artistic style.. able to draw inspira-
tion from other styles . . without losing the sureness of its own
touch.

t Surepel. Obs. rare-'1 . [? a. AF. "surepel, f.

sure S0R- +pel PELL si\\ A cover for a book.
? 1400 Morte Arth. 3317 A sawtere semliche bowndene,

With a surepel of silke sewede fulle faire.

Surereall, obs. form of SURROYAU

t Snresby, snreby. Obs. Also suers-.
[f.

SURE a. + -BY 2.] An appellation for a person (and

SURETY.
hence for a

ihinj.) Hut i> .' O r maybe de-
pended ii|,,,n.

'giP
*

.he.r is oia suresby. ,643 Tim Com,,,. (,,. xxix . , jrather unto the Lord,, .he is the onely Surety, they sayand will never fail us.

altrib. 1611 T. JAKIS Corrupt. Scripture n. ,, All the
printed and written copies haue forsaken him taue onlvthe old suresby Cambron copie. ,675 }. Sum. Chr. R,lig .

A(pt,il\\. 83 Dealing with every man at his owu suresb>

Snrety (Ju-Jti), sb. Forms: 4-5 guretee,
aurte, eur(e)te, -tee, sewrte, 4-6 uerte, s

euerte, sewerte(e, (awer-, suyrte, -tee, -tie',

surtey), 5-6 surete, suertee, -ty, sewertie,
surtee, 5-7 sure-, suertie, (6 suer-, soertye.
seurtie, ew(e)rtye, surtie, -ty, Sc. rwir-,
suirtie), 6-7 suretye, surtye, 6- surety, [a.OK surte, -tey,seurte, later scureie (mo&X . sArcti}
:-L. securitatcm, -fas, (. slcfirus Sum a.: see -TY!.]

I. Condition of being (or something that is) sure.

1 1. Safety, securityfrom danger, an enemy, etc.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 58 Did not lonas in ludc snche lape

sum.whyle, i'o sette hym to sewrte, vnsounde he hyin
fcchesf ,71374 CHAUCKR Former Age 46 In surte they
slepte. ci4s Cast. I'ersev. 1546 in Macro Plays 123, I

prey jou putteme In-touni place of surete, bat tei may not
harmyn me. 1431 fasten Lett. I. 3 j For the goode reule,
demesnyng and seureteeof the Kynges per.-one. a 1450 Kntde la Tour (1868) 36 It is good that ye do so for the suerte of

. .
, a

by thy ayde..we may obtayne suertie from our enimies.
1585 1 . WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I'oy. i. i. i b, That for

, , -

tion of his workes. 1610 [G. I!RVDCES] Hoix Subs. 268 It
much concerned the surety of Augustus his gouernment, to
haue . . them content.

f b. Security of contract, right, or possession.
1 1400 Destr. Troy 641, I hoope bu will holdc bat bu here

said : More suerty.for sothe, yet I sue fore. 1411 YONGE tr.

Seer. Seer, xxxiii. 186 For more grettyr Surte thay bounde
ham in grete Somes by dyvers Instruments. 1441 Rolls of
1'arlt. V. 57/z Ye myght not have, .the seide possessions in
enhentaiince to youre availle and suerte. a 1475 ASHBV
Active Policy 183 How may any estate be in seuttee Of his
welthe..Ifcouetous folke be in Ins favour? 1545 Test. EPOI.
(Surtees) VI. 227 For the more sewrtie 1 have settomyseal.

fc. trans/. A means of safety, a safeguard. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Paid. T. 609 Locke which a seuretee is it

to yow alle That 1 am in youre felaweshipe yfalle. c 1400 tr.

Seer, Seer., Cov. Lordsh. viii. 53 And y trist bat |is techinge
shall be. .surtee and sumciante to by gouernaille. 1540 Act
32 Hen. yi//, c. 14 ( i The uauy. .is. .a greate defence and
suerty of this realme.

f 2. Trustworthiness, reliability. Obs. rare.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur xm. v. 617 For the suerte of this
swerd I brought none with me. c 1530 L. Cox Khet. (1899)
56 Cato was honored for his ernestnes and surete. 1591
Troub. Raigne K. John n. (1611) 90, I need not doubt the
suretie of your wills.

b. Accuracy ;
-= SURENESS 3. rare.

1421 YONCE tr. Seer. Seer. 132 Sotylte and Vndyrstond.
ynge, seurle of connynge. 1799 STUART in Owen Wellesley's
Dtsp. (1877) 114 The enemy pieiced thiough the jungles
with such surety and expedition. 189* Sat. Rev. 17 Dec.
705/1 He handled French. .with neatness of movement and
surety of touch.

3. ( a. Freedom from care or anxiety ; feeling of

safety ; confidence ;
= SECURITY 3. Obs.

c 1374 CHAUCER Ttoylus n. 833 Myn lif to lede In al loy^e
& seurte out of drede. c 1450 tr. De Imitaticne l. xx. 24 be
surete of holy men was neuere wiboute drede of god...The
surete of shrewes growib of pride & presumpcion. 1481
CAXTON Godfrey xxvi. 58 His vyctorye brought Solyman in

in grete pryde, and in grete sewrte be smote in to the lodgis
of the Crtsten men. 1593 I .n. BERNERS f-'roiss. I. cclvi. ;; o

Sir Perducas Dallretli ..turned .. Englisshe .. whereof the

duke of Aniou .. thought than the lasse surete in the sayd
Sir Perducas. c 1598 DELONKY Thomas of Reading Wks.
(1912) 222 Pouerty with surelie, is better than honour mixed
with feare.

b. Certain knowledge; = SECUBITY 2, SUKK-
NKSS 2 b. arch.

1509 FISHER Funeral Serm. Ctess Richmond Wks. (1876)

307 Veray suerte can not be had but only by the reuelacyort
of god almighty. 1577 St. Auf. Manual (Longman) 29 So
as T might reioice in suretie of the incorruptiblenesse of the

everlastyng immortalitie. 1870 RUSKIN Led. Art iii. (1875)
81 Doing what the band finds to do, in surety that. . whatso-
ever is right the Master will give.

4. f a. Certainty of an end or result aimed at ;

certainty of obtaining something. For surely (ff),
in order to make snre (of) or ensure. Obs.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love I. v. (Skeat) L 9 Acrisiul sbetle

Pane his dougbter in a tour, for suertee that no wight shul.ic



SURETY.

of lier have no maistry. 1454 Rotts of Parti. V. 263/2 If he
. . myght be putte in suerte of payment therpf. 1509-10 Act
i Hen. K///, c. 16 Preamble, Divers actis of Parliament
have been made for suerty of Payment of the expensez.
1526 Pilgr. l>erf. (W. de W. 1531) 26 Whiche putteth hym
in surely of as moche lawfull money lobe delyuered to hym
in an othercountre. 1607 MAKKHAM Caval. n. xiv. 139 You
must obserue that his head and necke stand streight.. for

suretie wherof you shal euer carry the outmost reine euer a
litle straiter then the inmoste.

f b. Certainty of a fact or event. Obs.

1412-20 LVDG. Chron. Troy n. 2253 It is wel bet by.tymes
to abstene pan put in doute hat slant in surete. c 1449
PECOCK Repr. \. xiv. 78 Probabilite a this side suerte Ji.e.

short of certainty). 1594 PLAT yeu-elt-ho. \\. 5 For the
most parte you shall have all the oiles of your hearbs. ,to

ascend with the first pottle of water, neverthelesse for the
more surety you may draw of a gallon, and prove what you
can gather out of the last pottle. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. iii. 396,
1 know not if 't be true, But I. .Will do, as if for Surety.

O. A certainty, fact : esp. in phi. for or of a

surety = for certain, arch.
c 1460 SIR R. "RosLa Helle Dame 675 But bis istheseurte,

I must suffre, which way bat euer hit go! ^1475 Hart.
Centin, Higden (Rolls) V 1 1 1. 446 A man wolde have thou^hte
as for a suerte that he scholde have spedde welle. 15*3 Ln.
HERNERS Frdtss, I. clvii. 190 The kyng. .rode to Charters to
have the better of surety what thenglysshmen dyd. 1535
COVERDALE Gen, xv. 13 Knowe this of a suertye, that thy
sede shal be a straunger, in a londe that is not theirs. 1598
R. BERNARD tr. Terence, Andria Argt. 2 As soone as liee

knewe for a suretie his loue. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. xxx,
He was of a surely lawfully redeemed from death. 1886
STEVENSON Kidnapped \, 'Nay,* said Mr, Campbell,

' who
can tell that for a surety ?

'

II. Means of being sure. (See also i c.)

5. A formal engagement entered into, a pledge,
bond, guarantee, or security given for the fulfilment

of an undertaking. Chiefly in phr. to do, make,
find', give\ put intake surety or sureties

\ in, to,

nuder^itpon surety. Now superseded by SECURITY 8.

13. . Sir Bcnes (A.) 73 Maseger, do me surte J>at bow nelt

nou^t discure me To no wi^t. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt?$ T.
746, 1 defye the seurete and the bond Which that thou sei-^t

J>at I haue maad to thee. Man ofLaw's T. 145 He shal
lian Custance in mariage, And certein gold, ..And heer to
fuunden sufficient suretee. Wife's T. 55 And suretee wol
I han er bat thou pace Thy body for to yelden in this place.

Frank I. T. 853 But wolde ye vouche sauf vp on seuretee

Twoyeeror thre for to re*piten me. ci4Oo Dcstr. Troy
11494 paidepely desyret.. To haue suertie full sad of a syker
pes. 1424 Cfftr. Lect Bk. 83 The Cost is that John Leeder
spendithe..ingetyngSuertieof C li. bat was lent vnto kyng
Henry the vj. -1440 Engl. Cong. Irtl. 75 Thay toke
Surtey, and othis Sware. 1447 Rolls of Parlt. V. 129/2
Money by hir receyved, and in suretees remaynyne In the
kepyng of the saide Katerine. 1470-85 MALORY Artfarxv,
ii. 657 Thenne was there pees betwyxe the Erie and this

Aguarus, & grete seurte that the erle shold neuer werre
ageynst hym. 1495 Cw. Leet Bk. 569 pat they be putte
vnder suertie..vnto such tyme hat be Maire..maybe suerly
ncerteyned of their good behauyng. 1530-1 Act 22 Hen,
/"///, c. 12 3 He shall be kepte in theStockes till hehathe
founde suertie to goo to servyce or ellse to labotire. 1536
CROMWELL in Merriman Life fy Lett. (1002) II. 7 Ye shall.,
put hym to Sewrtye to appere before the kinges Cownsayle.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. n. i. 135 There remaines vnpaid A
hundred thousand [crowns] more: in surety of the which,
One part of Aquitaine is bound to vs. a 1628 F. GRF.VIL
C&lica Ixxi, Find suerties, or at Honour's Sessions dye.
1631 LITHGOW Trav. vin. 358 Hauing obtayned my pasport
..and surety taken for my life and moneyes. 1752 HUME
Ess. r Treat. (1777) I. 338 A man may find surety nearly to
the amount of his substance. 176* Hist. Eng. I. viii. 282
He agreed to pay the sum ; and immediately gave sureties
for it. 1848 MRS. JAMESON Sacr. % Leg. Art (1850) 469 [He]
prevailed upon the jailer by large bribes, and by giving
sureties for his return, to permit him to visit his wife.

t b. A document embodying such an agreement
or pledge. Obs.

1415 RollsofParlt. IV. 289/1 For asmuche as the seurtees
of yis said somme . . may not have beene engrossed. 1430-40
LYDG. Bochax i. vi. (MS. Bodl. 263) 23/2 Atween the which
bi surete off bond In mariage there was maad a bond. c 1500
Three Kings' Sons 187 The trews was taken bytwene them
..and whan the surtees were made, sworne. and c-nsealed
[etc.].

c. Surety of (the] peace, a bond entered into for
the maintenance of peace between parties ; spec.
in Law, a security entered into to the king by the

offending party and taken by a justice for keeping
the peace. Now only in Sf. Law

; so suretyfor
(fhe} good behaviour: see quot. 1808.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxii. 145 He graunt bam suerteeM 1ess. X444 Rolls ofParlt. V. no/i Persons that be. .in

thair Wardes by condempnation, execution, . .suertee of pees
1479 in toth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. APP. v. 313 What RO
ever parson.. be bounde in suertie of the peace. 1507 in
Leadam Sel. Cases Star Chamber (Selden) 259 Suertie of

LIC 01 me rtatce, an acknowledging of a bond
to the Prince, taken by a competent ludgeof Record for
the keeping of the Peace. 1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. iv.

,2 Wherever any private man hath just cause to fear, that
another will burn his house, or do him a corporal injury,.

- jwn ui uvuiuuuui 01 any per-son threatened, or feanng to be wronged '. Ibid. ITOQ
fh"

r

l,n f
R?^

beh
f
aviou

j. f recognisance entered into to
the king for bmg of good behaviour. The good behaviour

230

6. gen. Ground of certainty or safety, guarantee :

= SECURITY 7. Now rare.

ci^oo Destr. Troy 9241 pou shall, .say hym vpon sewer tie

thy-seluyn with mouthe, . . I shall filsyn bis forward, in faith,

bat I can. c 1500 Lancelot 2388 What suerte schal I have
for to gone At libertee out of this danger free 1 a 1548 HALL
Chron., Ethv. /^, 6 On the surelie of his owne conscience he

determined to goo to them. 1556 Aurelio <$
Isah. (1608)

D viij, The Quene with suche suerties and with many other

t hinges,., withoute fearinge more daenger nor the deathe of

hir doughter she confortede hir. 1667 MILTON /'. L. v. 538

My self and all th' Angelic Host, .our happie state Hold, as

you yours, while our obedience holds; On other surety
none. 1838 LVTTON Leila \\. i, Thou didst ask me for a

surely of my faith. 1855 PRKSCOTT Philip //, II. x. I. 254
Their character and position.. were sufficient sureties that

they meditated no violence to the state.

7. A person who undertakes some specific re-

sponsibility on behalf of another who remains

primarily liable; one who makes himself liable for

the default or miscarriage of another, or for the

performance of some act on his part (e. g. payment
of a debt, appearance in court lor trial, etc.) ; a
bail : = SECURITY 9.
Formerly also applied collectively to a number of persons.
1428 in Surtees Misc. (1888) 3 Yt was awarded yat John

Lyllyng suld fynd seurte of v marke..and apon yis John
Gascojgne Aid William Bedale become pleges and seurte for

ye sayd John Lyllyng. 1451 Paston Lett. 1. 194 He proferyd
me suerte, men of the seid town of Routon. 1535 COVERDALK
fccclus. xxix. 14 A good honest man is suertye for his negh-
boure. 1538 in R. G. Marsden Sel. Pleas Crt. Adnt.
(Selden) II. 67 And for your more suertye I have geven
youe for my soertye in this case William Parkar mcrchaunt.

1596 SHAKS. Mcrch. V. v. i. 254 Then you shall be his

suretie. 1660 JKR. TAYLOR Duct. Dvbit. in. ii. rule 7. 2

Persons conjunct in Contract ; such as are Pledges in War,
Sureties for Debt, Undertakers for appearance, and the like.

1765 BLACKSTONK Comm. I. Introd. iv. no Ten freeholders
..were sureties or free pledges to the king for the good be.
haviour of each other. 1805 C. JAMES Milit. Diet. (ed. 2)

s.v., Every paymaster in the British service is obliged to
find two sureties, who bind themselves in given sums, for

the security of monies entrusted to him by government.
1847 TENNYSON Princess v. 24 King, you are free 1 We-did
but keep you surety for our son. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)

V. 525 When a man becomes surety, let him give the

security in a distinct form.
Comb, c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cxxxiv. 7 He learnd but suretie-

like to write for me, Vnder that bond that him as fast doth
binde.

b. A sponsor at baptism. Ql>s. or arch.

1548-9 (Mar.) fib. Com. Prayer^ Public Baptism % These
infantes muste.. promise by you, that be theyr suerties.
J575 Reg- St. Olave's Ch.* Hart St. 14 Apr., Baptism of

Henry Deaveraux third Sonne to the Earle of Essex. ..The
Enrle of Northumberland and the Lord Burrowes and the

Lady Rich weare Sewerties. 1704 NKLSON f'est, 4- Fasts ix.

("739' 585 Those who promised by their Sureties in Baptism
dorenew. .that Contract, iflog GlLHN &r/tt. III. xxiii.asg
You know.. how many come as sureties for children, who
are themselves ..ignorant of all the duties of religion.

c. Jig. Applied to Christ (after Heb. vii. 22).
[i53S COVERDALE Ps. cxviiifi] 122 lie ihou suertie for thy

seruaunt to do him good, that the proudedo me no wronge.]
J5S7 N; T. (Genev.) Heb. vii. 22 By so muche is lesus made
a suretie of a better Couenant. 1709 WATTS Hymns i. tl. 7
To this dear Surety's Hand Will I commit my Cause. 1781
COWFER Convers. 506 Soon after He that was our Surety
died. i869SPUKCEON Twos. David Ps. xv. 4 Our blessed

Surety swore to his own hurt, but how gloriously he stood
to his suretyship.
attrib. 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal Sf Tri. Faith (1845) 235

It is only the cautionary, the surety-righteousness of Christ-
God, that is made ours. 178* J. BROWN Nat. 4- Rev. Relig.
in. ii. (1796) 222 What. .reward of his surety-service, Christ
should have from God the Father. 1868 H. LAW Beacons
of Bible 77 The sin-bearer, and His surety-agony.
fd. phr. To call to surety.

1601 SHAKS. AlCs.Well v. iii. 108 She call'd the Saints to

suretie, That [etc.].

:h my
Hence t Surety v. trans., to be surety for.

1601 SHAKS. All's li'etl v. iii. 208 Good mother fete'.. ...,

bayle. Stay Royall sir, The leweller that owes the Ring is

sent
^for,

And he shall surety me. 1607 Cor. in. i. 178
Wee'l Surety him.

Suretyship (Juutijip). Forms : see prec. :

also 6 suertishipe, -shyp, surtishipp, sureti-

shippe, 7-9 suretiship. [f. prec. sb. + -SHiP.]
The position or function of a surety (see prec. 7) ;

responsibility or obligation undertaken by one

person on behalf of another, as for payment of a

debt, performance of some act, etc.

1535 COVERDALE Prov. xi. 15 He that is suertye for a
straunger, hurteth himself: but he that medleth not with
suerteshippe, is sure. 1562 Act 5 KHz. c. 21 5 To releas. .

the said suertieshippe of good Abearing. 16x2 W. PARKES
Cut taiae-Dr. To Rdr. (1876) 4 Beware of Suretiship. 1659
Gentl. Calling (1696) 103 To rook him at Play, entangle him
in Suretiship. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman. XL (1841) I.

86 Suretiship for the debt. 1762 STERNE Tr. Shandy V. i,A poor man undone by shipwreck, by suretyship, by fire.

1870 BURTON Hist. Scot. Hii. (1873) V. 6 The regent was not
satisfied with this suretiship. 1880 Encycl. Brit, XIII. 161/2
Private suretyship is attended by many evils.

b. Said of Christ.

164* T. GOODWIN Christ set forth 148 He is not quit of
this Suretyship and engagement. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr.
Life ii. vii. 6 Wks. 1718 I. 420 We have not only God's
Word, but also the Suretyship of our Saviour to depend on.

Su rexcita'tion (sr-). [ad. F. surexdtation :

see SUR- and EXCITATION.] Excessive excitation.
1873 MORLEY Rousseau I. vii. 279 The product of intellec-

tual sur-excitation, 1880 EARL OK Dui KEKIN in 7Ymtt(i88i)

SURF.

4 Jan. 4/5 Had the Government been supported bya united
public opinion in Great Britain, the present surexcitation in
Ireland could never have been generated. 1896 Pop.Sci.
Monthly Apr. 779 A surexcitation of the kidneys.
So Sureici ted a., over-excited.

1864 MEREDITH Emilia 1, Sur-excited Sentiment. 1885Diana xi, In a sharp-strung mood, bitterly surexcited.

Surf (siijf), s6. Also 8 surff. [Continues SUFF
s6. in chronology and meaning, but the relation
between the forms is not clear. (Not in <*eneral
Diets, before Todd, 1818.)
Both stiff and surf are used particularly in reference to

the
_coast

of India, a circumstance which makes a native
origin for the words probable.)
1. The swell ol the sea which breaks upon a

shore, esp. a shallow shore. (In recent use usually
with implication of sense 2.)

1685 W. HEDGES Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 182 (At Fort St.

George, Madras] This unhappy accident, together with y
greatness of y Sea and Surf ashore, caused us to come
aboard again. 1719 DE FOE Ci-moe i. (Globe) 50 My Raft
was now strong enough to bear any reasonable Weight ; mv
next Care was.. how to preserve what 1 laid upon it from
the Surf of the Sea. 1745 P. THOMAS Jnu. Alison's I'oy.
35 The Landing is bad by reason of pretty much Surf, anil

great Stones like Rocks. 1774 GOLDSM. An/. Hist. (1862) I.

xvii. 97 This rising of the waves against the shore, is called
by mariners the surf of the sea. 1783 W. MARSDEN Hist.
Sumatra (1811) 34 The surf.. is used in India, and by navi-
gators in general, to express a peculiar swell and breaking of
the sea upon the shore. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria II. ico
Low bellowing!.. like the hoarse murmurs of the surf on a
distant shore. 1840 E. E. NAPIER Scenes t, Sports For.
Lands I. p. xit, The progress of the neophyte, .in that far

land, from the moment when having crossed the '

surf '.

{Xote. An expression equivalent to entering or leaving India,
as a person is never supposed to venture across this tre-
mendous barrier of the Coromandel coast, unless on such

distant thunder of the sea surf upon an angry shore.

b. with a. Also transf. (in first quot.).
1698 FRYER Ace. K. India ffP.nk. notable Fish . . It might

be in length forty Feet .. bolting out 'of the Water with a
great Surf. 1748 Anton's K<y. it. ii. 134 The wind. .occa-
sioned such a surf, that it was impossible for the boat to
land. 1763 THOMPSON Titnple cf I'eiins i. 14 A dull pro-
miscuous sound a-far. .like, .southern surfts upon an iron
shore. 1803 WITTMAN Trav. Turkey 3 A military artificer
was unfortunately washed off the vessel by a surf. 1840
MACAULAV Ess.,Clivc r 8 Fort St. George had arisen on a
barren

spot
beaten by a raging surf. 1879 A.R. Wallace's

Australasia xvi. 303 The southern coast.. is exposed to a
heavy and dangerous surf, which rolls in upon the shore at
all seasons.

2. The mass or line of white foamy water caused

by the sea breaking upon a shore or a rock.

1757 tr. Keysler's Trav. IV. 141 note, Salt. .was not pro.
duced here as in other countries by a desiccation of the surf
of the sea [tr. Tacitus Aim. xill. \v\i.nonutaliasnputtgentis
eluz'ie mart's aresccnlc unda}. 1784 COWPER Task VI. 155
Light as the foamy surf That the wind severs from the
broken wave. 1833 TENNYSON Dream Fair Worn, viii,
White surf wind-scatter'd over sails and masts. 1882 ' OUIOA

'

Maremnia I. 78 She played with the sails, with the surf, and
with the crystals of the salt.

b. transf. oxA fg.
1847 LONGF. Ev. ii. iii. 24 Just where the woodlands met

the Howery surf of the prairie. 1873 LOWELL Above A> Be-
/mv II. i, To behold The first long surf of climbing light
Flood all the tliirsty east with gold.
3. allrib. and Comb.: Simple attrib., 'of or per-

taining to surf, as surf barrier, -billow, -rock,

-sound, -tlutnder; locative, as surf-bather, -bathing.

-fishing, -riding, -swimmer, -swimming; surf-sunk
adj. ; instrumental, as surf-battered, -beaten, -tounJ,

-showered, -tormented, -vexed, -washed, -wasted,
-worn adjs. ; similative, as surf-white adj. ;

also

surf-bird, a small plover-like bird, Aphrha vir-

gata, found on the Pacific coast of America ; surf-

board, a long narrow board on which one rides

over a heavy surf to shore
; surf-boat, a boat

specially constructed for passing through surf;
hence surf-boatman = surfman ; surf-clam, a

large clam, esp. Afactra (or Spisu/a) solidissiimt,

found on the Atlantic coast of the United States

( Funk's Standard Viet. 1895); surf-coot =
surf-

duck; surf-duck, a North American species of

sea-duck of the genus (Edemia, esp. O.perspiciUata,
found sometimes in Great Britain

; surf-fish, any
one of the numerous species of the family Embio-

tocidse, abundant on the coast of California ; surf-

man U.S., a member of the crew of a surf-boat ;

lience surfmanship ; surf-perch =
surf-fish ;

surf-scoter =
surf-duck; surf-shiner, a small

California fish, Cymatogaster aggregatus (Webster

1911) ; surf-smelt, a species of smelt, Hypomesus
olidus, found on the Pacific coast of the United

States ; surf-whiting, the silver whiting, Menti-
cirrus littoralis.

1893 KATE SANBORN 5
1

. California 163 *Surf bathers go in

every month of the year. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 461/1
Conveniences for *surf-bathing. loos Temple Bar May 579
Like *suri-battered swimmers. 1801 CAMPBELL LochieCs

Warning 82 Like ocean-weeds heaped on the *surf-beaten

shore. 1890
' R. BOLDREWOOD 'Cot. Reformer^(1891) 154 The

deep-toned ceaseless roll of the *surf-billows. 1871 COUES
N. Aitier. Birds 245 Aphriza, *Surf Bird, c 1826 RICHARK-J



SURF.
' >.-.v> \-l (1849) 285 Those who were standing on

the beach saw the "surf-board . . floating on the water. 185!
DICKENS Wreck Golden Mary (1898) 22, I gave.. the wor<
to lower the Long-boat and the "Surf-boat. 1883 J. D
CAMPBELL Fisheries China 5 (Kish. Exhib. Publ.) The c'ata
marans or surf-boats of South Formosa. 1886 Encycl. Brit
XXI. 804/2 The Madras surf boats. 1880 Scribtur's Maf
Jan. 323 It is an erroneous notion that the experience of the
sailor qualifies him for a 'surf-boatman. 1884 iglli Cent.
Feb. 239 The noisy tumult of a "surf-bound shore. 1885
SBEIWHM Krit. Birds 111. 610 To the hunters on Long
Island it [the Surf-scoterJ is known as the

'

Spectacled Coot
and ' "Surf-Coot '. 1808-13 A. WILSON & BONAPARTE A mer.
Omith. (1832) III. 70 Black, or 'SurfDuck, A >ias fersficil-
la/a... This duck is peculiar to America, and. .confined to
the shores and bays of the sea. 188* JORDAN & GILBERT
Fishes N. Ainer. 585 Embiotocida:. The "Surf-fishes. ..

Fishes of the Pacific coast of North America, inhabiting
hays and the surf on sandy beaches. 1880 Scribner's Mag.
Jan. 322/2 The keeper [of the surf-boat] commands the crew
of six "surfmen. Ibiil. 334 Until 1871 . . "surfmanship was
not a standard of qualification. 1889 Amcr. Naturalist
Oct. 923 Micramelrns aggregates, one of the viviparous
"surf-perches. 1898 JEAN A. OWEN Hawaii w. 81 "Surf-
riding on boards is still much practised. 1800 COLERIDGE
riccolom. i. xii, The "surf-rocks of the Baltic. 1835 JENVNS
Man. Brit. Vcrtcl'r. Anim. 240 Oddeinia] fersficillata,
Steph. (*Surf Scoter.) 1881 JORDAN & GILBERT Fislies N.
Amer. 294 Hypomesus, Gill. "Surf Smelts.. .H[ypomesusJ
pretiosus. . . Surf Smel t. . . Pacific coast, from California north,
ward ; abundant, spawning in the surf. 1828 CAMPBELL
Death-boat Heligoland 22 Now "surf-sunk for minutes,
again they uptossed. 1845 GOSSE Ocean vi. (1849) 283 'J'he

cry of
' A Shark !

'

among the "surf swimmers will instantly
set them in the utmost terror. 1890 'R. BOLDREWOOD* Col.

Reformer (1891) 150 The wind is.. from the south, we shall
have the "surf-thunder in perfection. 1829 POE Dream
within a Dream ii, I stand amid the roar Of a "surf-tor-
mented shore. 1851 MUNDV Antipodes(&s,i) 24 Green turfy
knolls sloping abruptly to the "surf-vexed beach. 1861 L. L.
NOBLE lubcrgt 180 The bleak, "surf-washed rocks. 1854
H. MILLER Sch. >t Schm. xxiv. (1858) 532 The picturesque
"surf-wasted stacks of the granitic wall of rock. 1897 MARV
KINGSLEV W. /f/r/c.39i The young women, .with their soft

dusky skins,.. pretty brown eyes, and 'surf-white teeth.
1881 JORDAN & GILBER_T Fishes N. Ainer. 933 Mfenticirrus]
littoralis... \Surf Whiting. ..South Atlantic and Gulf coast.

1878 GICIKIE Geal. Sketches ii. (1882) 34 Weather-beaten or
*surf-worn sheets of rock.

Hence Surf v. intr. rare, to form surf.

1831 J. WILSON in Black. Mng. XXIX. i 4 r The breakers
surfing on a lee-shore. 1832 Ibid. XXXII. 131.

Surf, var. su/, SOUGH sl>. 2 . SOUGH v. 2

1794 Trans. Sac.drtsXll. 237 Length of the drains, three
hundred and ten yards,, .the whole surfed with stone.

Surface (s-jfA), sb. [ad. F. surface (from
i6th c.), f. sur- SUR- +face FACE si., after L. super-
fides : cf. obs. Sp. sobrehaz, Sp. sobrefaz, Pg. sobre-

face, and SUPERFICE, SUPEHFICIE, SUPERFICIES.]
1. The outermost boundary (or one of the boun-

daries) of any material body, immediately adjacent
to the air or empty space, or to another body.
1611 COTGR., Surface, the surface ; the superficies or vpper

part. 1661 EVELYN Scnlptura n. (1906) 8 The Rollers doe
universally touch the imediate surfaces of the Table. 1715
tr. Gregory's A stron. (1726) I. 158 If the contiguous Sur.
faces were perfectly smooth, there would be no impression
of the Bodies upon one another. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Client.
II. 16 The matter must be calcined till it becomes of an
orange yellow colour at the surface. 1831 BREWSTER Oftics
iv. 27 An optical prism .. is a solid having two plane surfaces
..which are called its refracting surfaces. 1889 WELCH
Text Bk. Naval Archit. i. 5 The submerged part ofa vessel
at rest in still water is subjected to fluid pressure, which
acts, at each point, in a direction perpendicular to the sur-
face of the ship at that point.

b. Jig., usually denoting that part or aspect
of anything which presents itself to a slight or
casual mental view, or which is perceived with-
out examination ; outward appearance ; often in
such phrases as on the surface = superficially.
1715 WATTS Logic I. v, There are some Persons who never

arrive at any deep. . Knowledge., because they are per-
petually fluttering over the Surface of Things. 1781 COWPER
Ep. Lady^i usten. 8 Prose answers . . all the floating thoughts
we^find Upon the surface of the mind. 1847 TENNYSON
Princess IV. 234 These flashes on the surface are not he.

1855 PALEY jKschylus Pref. (1861) p. xiii, In such passages
;

. there is.. scarcely a word that does not involve, .a mean-
ins that lies below the surface. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Com/.
IV. xvii. 75 They may have seen through the real motives
ofthe invitation, but on the surface everything was., honour-
able. 1888 BURGON Lives 11 Gd. Men II. v. 2 No name
more readily rose to the surface of conversation than his.

2. Geom. A magnitude or continuous -extent

having only two dimensions (length and breadth,
without thickness), such as constitutes the boundary
of a material body (sense i) or that between two
adjacent portions of space ; a superficies.
1658 PHILLIPS, Surface, the same as Superficies. 1704

J. HARRIS Lex, Techn. I. sv., There are Plane Surfaces,
and there are Crooked or Curved ones. 1830 KATER &
LAKDNER Mech. i. 4 The external limits of the magnitude
of a body are lines and surfaces. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXIII.
303/2 Surfaces of the second degree. This name is given
to all those surfaces of which the equation is of the second
degree. 1869 RANKINE Machinery f, Mill-jiork 560 A
ruled surface is one in which every point is traversed by a
straight line lying wholly in the surface. 1887 CAYLEY in

Encycl. Brit. XXII. 668/1 A surface may be regarded as the
locus of a doubly infinite system of points.
3. The outermost part of a material body, con-

sidered with respect to its form, texture, or extent;

the uppermost layer ; /,. in a ri or manufacture,an "^nor
.

f a Particular form or '
finish '.

SUHFACE.

sphere. 1846 LLLIS Elgin Mart. II. 76 A thin surface hasbeen carried away from the whole bas-relief. 1873 E. SPON
Workshop Kcce.fts Her. I. 2/1 Take the surface offIhe paperwith fine glass-paper. itjgCasselfs 'Jec/in. Educ. II. 57^Such matt or dead surfaces. 1880 Academy 23 Oct.' 200We find in the work of this artist a finish and a perfectionof surface rare [etc.].

b. spec. The upper boundary or top of ground
or soil, exposed to the air (in Mining, as distinct
from underground workings arid shafts) ; the outer
(according to ancient ideas, the upper) boundai-y of
the earth.
1611 DRAVTON Poly.oK. ix. 140 With sterne Eolus blasts
-shee onely oiier-swells the surface of her bank. 1610MILTON Hynm Nativ. xvii, The aged Earth agast.. ShallIrom the surface to the center shake. 1697 DRYDEN Virt
f^' V-

'??
Cucura"s along the Surface creep. 17,9 i,

,oth Kef. H.st.MSS. Co,,,,,,. App. ,. ,97 The surfac? o
the quarry. ,7,6 W. H. MARSHALL Rural Econ. W. EngII. 4 The surface is exceedingly broken, into sharp ridges
1831 DE LA BECHE Gal. Man. (ed. 2) 9 If waters descend
from the surface into a mine. 1868 LOCKYER Elem. Astron
ix. 5 50. (1879) 3'3 On the Earth's surface, i.e. at 4000miles from its centre. 1878 Argosy XXV. 430 We parted at
surface he went down the shaft.

o. The upper boundary or top of a body of
water or other liquid.
1615 N. CARPENTER Ceogr. Delin. i. ii. (1635) 40 Euery

surface of the water is either only plaine, or only round.
1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. in. 209 Two pots floting
upon a pond, or surface of a water with this word,

'

If we
knock together, we sink together.' a 1700 EVELYN Diaryfeb. 1645, Ihe water of it is fresh and swete on the sur.

LEY Physiogr. 60 The vapour is derived only from the ex-
posed surface of the liquid.

d. The outside of an animal or plant body, or
of any part of it ; the outer boundary of the in-

tegument ; also, the inner boundary of a hollow or
tubular part.
1748 Anson's Voy. i. x. 101 Discoloured spots dispersed

over the whole surface of the body. 1796 WITHKRING Brit
Plants (ed. 3) III. 77 r Polypodium. Capsules disposed in
distinct circular dots on the under surface of the leaf 1811-7GOOD Study Med. (1829) V. 366 Diseases affecting internal
surfaces. 1851 CARPENTER Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 198 The
Teeth are formed .. upon the surface of the Mucous mem-
brane of the mouth. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Sot. 290 The
surface of the style may be either smooth, or covered in
"arious ways with glands and hairs.

e. Fortif. (See quot.)
i?oa Milit. Diet. (1704), Surface, is that part of the Ex-

tenor side, which is terminated by the Flank, prolong'd or
extended, and the Angle of the nearest Bastion.

4. An extent or area of material considered as a
subject for operations.
i66 EVELYN Sculptiira i. v. (1906) 125 A much larger dis.

course . . treating ofthe practise of Perspective upon irregular
Surfaces. 1718 Free-thinker No. 63. 52 The Canvass is no
longeralevel, lifeless Surface. 1761-7111. WALPOLE Vertne's
Anecd. Paint. (1786) III. 59 His exuberant pencil was
ready at pouring out gods, goddesses, [etc.] over those
public surfaces on which the eye never rests long enough
to criticize. 1867-71 BURGH Mod. Marine Engin. 360 To
calculate the area of the frictional surfaces. 1869 RANKINE
Machinery ff Millworh 571 When the highest, .degree of
accuracy is required in a plane surface, its form may.. be
given approximately by the planing machine.

5. Superficial area or extent, f Also in
fig. phr.

(quot. a 1640).
a 1640 JACKSON Creeds, iv. I5 . (1657) 3341 This Doctrine

', so necessarie for manifesting the just measure of their
unthankfulnesse which perish, that without This we cannot
ake so much as a true Surface of it ; not so much
as the least Dimension of Sin. 1798 HUTTON Course Math.
1807) II. 51 To find the Solidity of a Sphere. .Multiply the
surface by the diameter, and take J of the product for the
content. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Ofer. Mech. 706 Xo find the
Surface ofa Cylindrical Ring. 1871 C. DAVIES Metric Syst.

. 12 The unit of surface is a square whose side is ten metres.

909 Westm. Gaz, 18 Mar. 4/1 After the 'pitch
'

[of a pro-
peller] the most important detail of design is the 'surface,'
vhich is usually taken to be the combined area of all the
>lades when laid out flat.

6. attrib. and Comb, a. altrib. in lit. sense,

chiefly locative = pertaining to, existing or oc-

curring on, the surface of something, as surface-

action, ~crevice, -crust, -deposit, -dressing, friction,

'aycr, -light, ornament, -temperature, etc. ; spec.

'a} in reference to the surface of the ground (3 b),

esp. in Mining, occurring, carried on, etc. at or

near the surface, as surface break, cut, dirt, mine,

nining, movement, ore, working, works (see also

urface-daiuage in d) ;
of persons, employed in, or

n connexion with, work at the surface, as surface

-aptain, hand, labourer, people; also in various

:onnexions (Geol., dgric., etc.), as surface bed,

earth, licnl
, /,,._ ,/,/, p, at< ,,,,,%,

auction, sod, soil, spring, stone, trap, wind; (/) in
r' f' " ""

surface of water or other fluid 3 c
,

/"
""'

,

r
""PfcK. " iht.. '.850 ANSTED iv.

l., Mm. etc. 456 Ram, penetrating the minute -surface-
crevices of an exposed reck. .849 /. G.AY Earth; Ami.
guily n. 53 J he surface-cniM of the Earlh. ,860 MAU.Y
Fhys Geog. Sea (Low) ,,L S 3,, A "surface current flow
north from liehrmg's Strait into the Arctic Sea. 186'

. 867
Current. .Also, freS

nort rom liehrmg's Strait into th
SMYTH Sailor's We-rd-M., Surface .,water running over salt at the mouths of great rivers. 1877RAYMOND Statist. Mines * Mining 215 Little work. .his
been done except "surface-cuts and holes dug to trace the
lode. ,878 Encycl. Brit. VIII. ,7/2 Electrical 'Surface

of 'nciy on an element of

C-. ., r mf, i^* tmi. w/7 INAYMOND
Statist. M,nes , Mining 215 The "surface-dirt all contains
gold.. but no rich silver-ore is found on the surface 1811
biR J. SINCLAIR Sytt. Htisb. Scat. i. 163 When dung is
lodged near the surface, it promotes too rapid a vegetation
in the foliage.. a circumstance that, .circumscribes "surface-
dressing very much. 1880 A. R. WALLACI 1st. Life 279
Ocean-currents and "surface-drifts are.. efficient carriers of
plants. 1004 EVELYN AW. Hort. (1729) 304 Take off the
.Surfacc-earth about an Inch or two deep. 1878 Emycl.
,L'J ,,

'
'
"
Surface electrification on insulators. 1876

Ibid. V. 59/1 That part of the energy which depends on

earliest natural cravings in the fish for "surface food '1846
HOLTZAPFEEL Turning II. 658 The "surface.friction against

f thc scri:w - I& LOUDON Suburban Hort.

Dawn of Life iv. 85 To deposit the final "surface-layer of
us shell. 1879 ROOD Chromatics vii. 79 In velvet the
attempt is made to suppress all "surface-light, and to dis-
P'ay n|y 'hose rays which have penetrated deeply among
the fibres, and have become highly coloured. 1887 MOLONIY
Forestry W. Afr. 105 We find 'surface-manuring best for
the coffee-tree. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines , Mining 124
I he branches of Rock Creek . . have furnished paying "sur.
lace-mines. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. II. 596Ihe harrow.. renders the baked "surface-mould fine and
powdery. 1886 A. WINCHELL Walks Geol. field 103 The
surface-movement of earthquake-waves. 1877 RAYMOND

Stoatt. Mines , Mining 146 The "surface-ore was so favor-
able and the vein so perfect, a 1878 SIR G. SCOTT Led.
Archil. (1879) II. 86 Ornaments in very slight relief usuallyknown as "surface ornaments. 1854 RONALDS & RICHARD-
SON Chem. Technol. (ed. 2) I. 23 Light spongy "surface-peat.
1839 DE LA BECHE Rep. Ceol. Cornwall, etc. xv. 565 Two
captains or agents, with a few miners and "surface-people.
1897 GEIKIE Aitc. Volcanoes Gt. Brit. I. 27 The "surface-
products of volcanic action. 1709 T. ROBINSON Nat. Hist.
IVestmoreld. vii. 48 The "Surface-Productions..peculiar to

should be carefully pared off. 1700 T.lioBiNSON Nat, Hist.
IVestinoreld. xii. 70 The greatest Rains seldom moisten the.

Earth deeper than the 'Surface-Soil. 1856 MORTON Cycl.
dgric. II. 649 To unite the stirring of the subsoil with the
turning of the surface soil. 1831 DE LA BECHE Geol. Man.
(ed. 2) 13 The temperature of "surface-springs. 1851 MAN-

"

, .

1893 A. S. ECCLES Sciatica 19 The "surface-temperature of
the affected limb. 1885 Science 15 Mar. 213 A steam launch,
in which to make "surface towings. 1887 [see TOWING vet.
it. 1

]. 1886 Encycl. Krit. XXI. 715/2 A "surface-trap or
gully outside the house. 1850 W. R. BIRT Hurricane Guide
13 Which to the various countries over which they pass
appear as "surface- winds. 1901 Einycl. Brit. XXVII. 583/2
ror multipolar armatures with two or more layers of in-

ductors,
'

"surface
'

or
'

barrel
'

winding is now extensively
used. 1839 DK LA BECHE Rep. Geol. Lornuiall, etc. xv. 564
There are few regularly-planned "surface-works.

b. attrib. in fig. sense (see I b), olten equivalent
to an adj.

=
superficial.

1818 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I. 207 No vain surface-logic
detains him. 1859 W. COLLINS Q. of Hearts i, With
a quaint surface-sourness of address, and a tone of dry
sarcasm in his talk. 1860 O. W. HOLMES Prof. Brealtf.-t.
vi. (Paterson) 122 Good-breeding is Surface-Christianity.
1864 PUSEY Lt-ct. Daniel L 43 The slight variations between
he Aramaic of Daniel and Ezra are in conformity with
heir slight difference in age. But these are petty surface-

questions. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neigkb. via. (1878)
29, I had only a certain surface-knowledge. 1875 WHIT*
*EY Life Lang. vi. 102 Skimming a mere surface compre-
lension off that which has a profound meaning. 1905 F.
^OUNC Sands ofPleasure ii. iv, I always keep to mere ac-

[uaintance and surface friendships with such people.

o. Comb, with pples., adjs., vbs,, agent-nouns, and
nouns of action : (a) locative (

- ' on the surface
'),



SURFACE.

as surface-a'efosiled, -dressed, -dry, -dwelling, -feed-

ing, -scratched acljs. ; surface-feed, -grip (GRIP z.2),
-hoe vbs.

; surface-dweller, -feeder; (If) objective,
as surface-skimmer; surface-tapping,
1898 V. DAVIS Romano-Brit. City of Silchester 16 The

subsidence, .of the *surface-deposited material. 1892 J.
ANDERSON in J. R. Allen Early Chr. Monttin. Scot. (1903)
i. p. vi, The stone . . is not squared or *surface-dressed. 1878
ABNEV Pnologr. xxi. 151 This prevents the chance of any
of the prints getting "surface-dry. 1880 A. R. WALLACE
/si. Life 89 It was long thought that they were 'surface-
dwellers only. 1888 H. WOODWARD Guide Fossil pishes
Brit. Mus. (ed. 2) 43 The living *surface-dwelling genera
Myrijtristis and Hofoccntnitit. 1907 IVestin. Gaz. 5 Jan. 3/3
Widgeons are entirely surface-feeding ducks, and like most
'surface-feeders

they sleep out at sea hyday. 1902 MILI.AIS
(title) The Natural History of the British "Surface-Feeding
Ducks. 1851 Jrnl. K. Agric. Sac. XII. II. =93 The fields

are regularly 'surface-gripped as soon as the wheat is sown.
1885 Garden June 572 *Surface-hoed and heeled up latest

Potatoes. 1868 Rep. U.S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 17
Undrained, 'surface-scratched fields, so numerous in the
defective cultivation of the present day. 1841 MIALL i

Nonconf. I. 9 The summer day politicians . . , the ephemera
'surface skimmers. 1868 Eclectic Rev. Aug. 114 The mer
surface-skimmer of books. 1855 DICKENS Dorrit II. xx, A
knocker produced a dead flat "surface-tapping.

d. Special comb. : surface-car U.S., a tram
car running on a track level with the surface of the

ground, as distinct from an elevated or undergrounc
track

; surface caterpillar = surface-grub ; sur
face-chuck (see qnot.); surface-coated a., (o:

paper or cardboard) having a specially finishec

surface; surface-colour, colour exhibited, in

the case of certain substances, by the light
reflected from the surface; surface conden-
sation, condensation of steam by a surface-con-
denser; surface-condenser, in a steam-engine,
a condenser in which exhaust-steam is condensed

by contact with cold metallic surfaces
; surface-

contact, (a) contact of surfaces ; (b~) applied atlrib,

to a system of electric traction in which the current
is conveyed to the cars through conductors on the
surface of the roadway ; surface-crossing, a level

crossing on a railway ; surface-damage, damage
done to the surface of the ground by mining
operations ; //. compensation payable for this; see
also quot. 1886

; surface-drain Agric., a drain
cut in the surface of the ground ; so surface-
drainage, -draining; surface-gauge (see quot.);
surface-grinder, surface-grinding machine, a
machine for grinding something to a perfectly
plane surface; surface-grub, the larva of various

moths, which live just beneath the surface of the

soil; a CUTWORM; surface-integral Math., an
integral taken over the whole area of a surface

;

surface paper, (photographic or printing) paper
made with a special surface on one side

; surface-

plane, a form of machine for planing timber; also,
a carpenter's plane for planing a flat surface;
surface-planer =

prec. ; so surface planing
(also attrib.) ; surface-plate, (a) a plate or flat
bar of iron fixed on the upper surface of a rail on a

railway ; (6) an iron plate for testing the accuracy
of a flat surface ; surface-printing, printing from
a raised surface (as distinguished from an incised

plate),
as from ordinary type, or (in calico-print-

ing) from wooden rollers cut in relief; so surface-
printed a.

; surface process, a process of surface-

printing; surface-rib Arch., a rib applied to the
surface of vaulting merely for ornament

; surface-
road (/.S., a railroad on the surface of the ground,
as distinct from an elevated or underground rail-
road

; surface-roller (see quot., and cf. surface-
printing above) ; surface-tension Physics, the
tension of the surface-film of a liquid, due to the
cohesion of its particles ; surface-water, (a) water
that collects on the surface of the ground ; (6) the
surface layer of a body of water

; surface-worm
=

surface-grub. See also SURFACEMAN.
1890N. Y. Tribune 1 1 May(Cent. Diet.) The Americanisms

one hears upon the front platforms of New-York "surface
cars. 1909 ELIZ. L. BANKS Myst. F. Farringtim 103 She
took a surface car to help her on her way. 1851 'Surface
caterpillar [see surface-grub below). 1841 FRANCIS Diet.
Arts, i*/<zCY;Kr#,acriuckusedforthepurpo>u:ofhoIdint;
any flat material,while the surface of it is turned flatand even.

... i.jt ^aac vi me uoaies reierrea to.. as showing
colour, light of a particular colour seems unable to penetrate

UhlC I

s thel
jf

ore reflected, so that the transmitted lightwill be without this colour. 1867-7, BURGH Mod. Marine
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the Liverpool and Manchester line was projected, . .no dan-

ger was anticipated from such intersections, which are called

*surface-crossmgs. 1801 fanner's Mag. Apr. 202 Liberty
of working minerals., upon paying 'surface-damages. 1838

W. BELL Diet. Law Scot., Surface-damage, damage done

to the surface of the ground in consequence of mining opera-
tions. 1886 J. BARROWMAN Sc. Mining Terms 66 Surface

damages, ground occupied and damaged by colliery opera-

~~'t~ ij
e nuts ' - which are. .used, .for the regu-latmg screws of shdes and general machinery, are made

a'ndlu'Sty."'%?%^*t'%&%?*
Oct. 2/3 Surface-contact systems.. are much less costly^'hanthe underground conduit, and equally dispense with the un-
sightly overhead wires. 1841 Penny C>r/.XlX. Z5,/, When

age. 1799 yifw Agric. Lincoln. 72 A 'surface-draining

plough. 1805 R. W. DICKSON 1'ract. Affric. I. 13 In the

surface-draining of land, different sorts of ploughs are in use

in different places. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Aleck., *Snrfacc-

gage, an implement for testing the accuracy of plane sur-

faces. 1884 Ibid. Suppl. 875 Thomson's 'surface grinder.,
has.. driving arrangements, constructed to grind and buff

the surfaces of work too large or heavy to be taken to the

ordinary grinding machines. Ibid., Thomson, Sterne, &
Co.'s . . *Surface Grinding Machine. 1852 G. W. JOHNSON
Cottage Card. Diet.,

*
Surface Grubs, or caterpillars, are the

larva: of several species of. -Night Moths. 1875 CAYLKY
Math. Papers IX. 321 On the Prepotential 'Surface-in-

tegral. 1878 W. K. CLIFFORD Dynamic III. 201 The surface-

integral of the spin over any closed surface is zero. 1899

PJiotogr. Ann. 11. 60 Use a paper which is white on one
side... This paper can be bougnt at a stationer's under the

name of 'surface paper. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mich., *Sur-

face-flane (Wood-working), a form of planing-machine for

truing and smoothing the surface of an object run beneath
the rotary cutter on the bed of the planer. 1873 J. RICHARDS
Wood-working factories 131 'Surface planers, that cut away
a constant amount of wood, gauged from the surface that is

planed. Ibid., The under cylinder of a double surfacing
machine, or bottom cylinders generally, are examples of
'surface planing. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mecfi. 2457 A surface-

planing machine. 18*5 J. NICHOLSON Oper. Mecli. 652 At
every eighteen inches or two feet of the length of this 'sur-

face-plate, a tenon is firmly welded or riveted. 1846 HOLT-
ZAPFFEL fuming 1 1. 865 The operator must be provided
with the means of testing the progressive advance of the
work, he should therefore possess a true straight-edge, and
a true surface-plate. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 2457 Books,
newspapers, woodcuts, and lithographs are alt 'surface-

printed. 1838 Civil Eng. f, Arch. Jrnl. I. 266/1 The Pro-
duction of coloured Impressions on Paper,. .by 'Surface
Printing. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 219 Another modification
of cylinder printing, is that with wooden rollers cut in relief:
it is called surface printing. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2458
The rose.engine work around the portrait, if printed from by
the 'surface-process [etc.]. 1835 R. WILLIS Arc/lit. Mid.
Ages vii. 82 These three classes of ribs may be designated
as Groin Ribs, Ridge Ribs, and 'Surface Ribs. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Meek.,

*
Surface-roller, the engraved cylinder used in

calico-printing. 1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 57/1 In 1804 Thomas
Young founded the theory of capillary phenomena on the
principleof 'surface-tension. 1793 [ LAKL DUNDONALD] Descr.
Estate of Culross 21 Blue clay, forming a. . barrier against
'surface water. 1850 ANSTF.D Elan. Geol., Min. etc. 461
The surface-water, when in excess, penetrates into the sub.
soil. 1860 MAURY 1'hys. Geog. Sea (Low) ix. f 430 The
surface-water of Loch Lomond. 1894 BARING-GOULD >estrls
S. I- ranee I. 7 The wells are mere reservoirs of surface water,
Su rface, v.

[f. prec. sb.]
1. trails. To give a (particular kind of) surface,

csp. a smooth or even surface, to
; to smooth or

polish the surface of; also, to cover the surface of
(with something).
1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. 12 Apr. 1776, The

soil had two plowings, was harrowed, rolled, .and afterward
surfaced as level as a table. 1837 Blackw. Mag. XLI. 186
Soft-cushioned and aerated ground, surfaced and inlaid with
thinnest mother-of-pearl. 1869 RANKINE Machine ^ Hand-
tools PI. H8, This lathe is .. adapted .. for surfacing .. the
general class of work to be met with in engineering establish,
ments. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., MarMe-scourer, a rubber
for surfacing marble slabs. 1897 Outing (U. S.) XXX. 233/1The track is surfaced with cement.
2. inlr. To mine near the surface

;
to wash the

surface deposit or '
dirt' for gold or other valuable

mineral.
i8So MRS. MEREDITH Oner the Straits iv. 133 I've been

surfacing this good while; but quartz-reefin's the payinest
*;ame now.

3. trans. To bring or raise to the surface.
1883 Monty Market Review 29 Aug. (Cassell's Encycl.

Diet.) To surface the tinstuff now accumulated.
4. inlr. To rise to the surface of ihe water.
1898 I'all Mall Mag. Nov. 358 [The fish] surfaced within

a few feet of me.

Surfaced (sC-jf&t), a.
[f. prec. sb. or vb. +

ED.] Having a surface of a specified kind (with
adv., or in comb.).
i68 H. MORE Dr.t. Dial. \\. xxi. (1713) iS4 It is unnatural
or the Beams of the Sun to be reverberated to our eyes from

oTa* j !y
S various|y surfaced in the same form of Light.

804 Med. Jrnl. XII. 412 Somewhat knotty, or unequally
urfaced. 1831 T. L. PEACOCK Crotchet Castle i, A bold
ound-surfaced lawn. 1875 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. n.
87 lhat delicately surfaced nature of his [sf. Spenser's].
890 Photogr. Jrnl. 24 Jan. 60 Matt-surfaced Glass.

Surfacely (szril/sli), adv. rare.
[f. SURFACE

'j. 7 b + -LT 2.]
' On the surface

'

; superficially.
1885 L. OLIPHANT Sympnemnata 106 The change from the
rueness of man's dual nature, to the falseness of a nature
urfacely admixed with base ingredients. 1893 J. PULSFORD
Loyalty to Christ II. 420 Ordinary friends may know you
urfacely.

Surfaceman (sv-if/imxn). PI. -men. [f.
SURFACE sb. 3 b + MAN rf.i] A miner or other
abourer who works at the surface, or in the open
ir

; on a railway, a workman who keeps the per-
nanent way in repair.
1878 (title) Songs of the Rail. By Alexander Anderson,

SURFEIT.

Railway Surfaceman .Dumfriesshire. 1900 Yorkshire Post
8 Jan. 6/6 South Yorkshire Surfacemen's Wages.
Surfacer (sg-jf/sM). [f. SURFACE v. V -ER

i.]
1. A person or an instrument that produces a
smooth or even surface.

1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. 20 May 1775 QlienThese waves, which the Surfacer had left ah smooth as
gravel-walks, were then raised into flutes.

2. One who mines near the surface.
i88 in OGILVIE (AnnandaW.

Surfacing (suK;in), vbl. sb.
[f. SURFACE v.

+ -ING !.]

1. The action or process of giving a (smooth or

even) surface to something; concr. the coating
with which a body is surfaced.

1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862) 205 The surfacing
[of the copper rings in an Armstrong gvm) should be per
formed after every loo rounds. 188* Garden 18 Mar 186/1
Walks.. should.. have received surfacings of fresh eravel
1890 Science-GossitXXVl.tc; Mr. S.E. Peal. .sendslcjpy
of his paper,

' A Theory of Lunar Surfacing by Glaciation
'

1897 Catal. Mawlica Ashm. Jl/us. Oxf. 4 Certain of the
Greek, Etruscan, and Roman, .wares, on which a thin sur-
facing or semi-glazing seems to have been applied
attrib. 1846 HOLTZAPFFEL Turning II. 477 The ordinary

surfacing planes. 1869 RANKINE Machine q Hand-toals Pi
H7, A sliding and surfacing motion. 1873 J. RICHARDS'H ood-workine Factories 131 The under cylinder of a double
surfacing machine.

2. Mining for gold, etc. by washing the surface

deposit; concr. the deposit so treated.
1861 T. M'CoMBlE Australian Sk. 133 What is termed

'

surfacing
'

consists of simply washing the soil on the surface
of the ground, which is occasionally auriferous. 1800 ' R
BOLDREWOOD' Miner's Right xv, It seems they have been
mopping up some rich surfacing.

Surfeit (sS-jfet), sb. Forms: 4surfeyte,sor-
fait, 4-5 surfaite, -feet, sorfete, 4-6 surfait,
4-8 surfet, 5 -fayte, -fett, -ffete, -phette, 5-6
-fete, -fette, 6 -fayt, -ffet, -fyt, -fecte, Sc. -phat,
6-7 surflt, 7 -ffett, 6- surfeit, [a. OF. sor-, sur-

perate, immoderate), f. super- SUPER- 9 b+facfrt
to do, act.]
1. Excess, superfluity ; excessive amount or supply

(/something. (In later use only as/^. from 4.)
a 1300 CursorM. 22884 (Co(t.) Agh we (>er.on to seke resun
Hu he dos alkin thing to nait, Certes >at war bot surfait.

13. . IHd. 23566 (Gott.) For if |>ai a-nober heuen wroght, It
war sur-fait [Cott. vnnait] and all for noght. c 1400 tr. Srcr.
Seer., Girtt. Lords/I. 52 What kyng )>at wille continue giftys
yn surfaytes ouer bat his kyngdom wyl stiffyse to hym.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 224 Surfet of presuming ignor-
ance. 1663 COWLEY Ode His Majesties Restor. v, 'Tis

Happy, which no Bleeding does indure A Surfct of such
Blood to cure.

1844 GLADSTONE Clean. V. Ivii. 125 Nor is he.. to be re.

proached either with want of charity or with surfeit of pride.
1847 PRESCOTT Pern in. viii. (1850) 1 1. 168 The effect of such
a surfeit of the precious metals was instantly felt on prices.
1889 Spectator 26 Oct., An abundance, nay, a surfeit, of
works treating . . of Scotland . . have been printed.

t2. Action that exceeds the limits of law or

right ; (a) transgression, trespass, fault. 06s.
13.. Gmv. f, Gr. Knt. 2433 In syngne of my surfet I schal

se hit ofte. c 1430 LYDG. Min. Pornis (Percy Soc.) 145 He
took noon heed his surfetys to redresse. Ibid. 177 To do no
surfet in woord nor in language. ei45 Pol. Rel. <$ L.
Poems (1003) 142 O ihesu, grant. .That, .thy .v. wowndis..
May wach in vs all surfetis reproueable.
3. (An) excessive indulgence, (an) excess. (In

later use only asyfy. from 4, 4 b.)
1387-8 T. USK Test. Love n. xiv. (Skeat) I. 58 This is the

sormesse of fayned love ; nedes of these surfettes sicknesse
muste folowe. 1412 YONGE tr. Seer. Seer, xxxiv. 186 Put
away euery Surfete, and restrayne thy desyres. Ibid. Ixix.

246 Trauaill of body, and company ofwomen, a man may vse

wyth-out surfaite. 1611 Two Noble K. iv. iii, That intern,

prat surfeit of her eye hath distemperd the other sences.

1635 A. STAFFORD />/. Glory (1800) 20 [She] kept her
soule from the surfets to which carnall delights invite all

thing^humane. a 1680 BUTLER Rent. 11759) II. 73 Perpetual
Surlens of Pleasure have filled his Mind with bad and
vicious Humours.
1847 DISRAELI Tancrcd n. xvi, All ends in a crash of icono-

clastic surfi-it. a 1865 in TYLOR Early Hist. Man. iv. 74
She. .would, .shut herself up and '

indulge herself in a sur-
feit of sounds '.

4. Excessive taking ^/"food or drink; gluttonous in-

dulgence in eating or drinking. Also in fig. context.

1338 R. BRUNNK (:/iron. (1810) 311 Feyntise, libt duellyng,
on mornes long to lie, Surfey te in euenyng, & lufof Hcchorie.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 329 pese lyved lengest. .for

Lydgate's Hors1

, Shepe, 9f G. (Roxb.) 27 In mete and drynke
be thou mesurable, Beware of surfete and misgouernance.
1518 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks. 1147/2 The sykenes that foloweth

pur intemperate surfayt. 1530 H. RHODES Bk. Nurture
in Bailees Bk. (1868) 105 Eate wiihout surfet. 1671 MILTON
.Samson 1562 Feed on that first, there may in grief be surfet.

1684 foxes A. tr M. III. 404/1 Fasting is only to avoid

surfet,

b. In particularized sense : An excessive indul-

gence in food or drink that overloads the stomach
and disorders the system. Also in fig. context.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 210 After al bis surfet an Accesse
he hedde. 1377 Ibid. B. XIII. 405, [I] more mete etc and
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dronke ben kende mijt defie-And kau?te jeknesse sum-
tymc for my sorfetes ofte. c 1430 LYDC. Min. I'oems (Percy
Soc.) 68 Suffre no surfctis in thy house at nyght, Ware of
reresoupers. 1513 MORE Kick. Ill (1883) 34 Viih which
disease nature being . . wcaked, waxeth the lesse able to beare
out a new surfet 1580 LYI.Y Eufhues (Arb.) 252 Age scek-
eth rather a Modicum for sustenaunce, then feastes for sur-
fets. 1647 COWLKY Mistr., Agst. Fruition 29 Of very Hopesa surfeit hell sustain, Unless by Fears he cast them up
again. 1649 in < enuy Mem. (1907) I. 447 It's possible to
have a surfeit of water as well as wine. 1731 ARBUTHNOT
Kules o/Ditt in Aliments etc. 269 The best Remedy after
a Surfeit of fruit. 1747 WESLEY Prim. PA}-sici(i,6i)p xx
Strong Liquors do not prevent the Mischiefs of a Surfeit
,851 THACKERAY Kugl //,., Swift 1:853) 23 He was half-
killed with a surfeit ofShene pippins.

t c. The excessive amount eaten. Also in fip
context. Obs.

<ri4oo tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsk. 67 Many bat withdrew
hem froo etynges of surfaytz. 0550 LLOYD Treas. Health
a v, If it chance a drunken man sodcnly to fal spechlesse he
shall.. dye.. excepte eylhcr he fall to an agcw, or els he' re.
ceyuc his spech agayne at the houre when the surfyt is

digestyd. 1582 STANYHUBST jEneit n. (Arb.) 54 Theirc steed
hath vpvomited from gorge a surfet ofarmdrnen. ifei Bp.
W. BARI.OW Serm. Panics Crosse 62 Himselfe a surfet to the
realmc, to be spewed out iustly. 1640 G. SANDYS Christ's
Passion ill. 29 Let melting Stars their sulphrous surfet shed.
1700 BLACKMORE Job 87 His loathing stomach. .Shall cast
the precious surfeit up again.
5. The morbid condition caused by excessive

eating or drinking; sickness or derangement of the

system arising from intemperance ; f also applied
more widely to fevers or fits arising from other
causes. Also in fig. context.
a 1513 FABYAN Chron. vii. ccxxix. 260 Kynge Henry, .toke

asurfetbyetyngeofa lamprey, & therof dyed. 1589 NASHE
Anat. Absurd. Dijb, More perrish with the surfet then
with the sworde. 1589 [?LYLY] t'affe w. Hatchet in L.'s
Wks. IQ02 III. 308 Bastard Senior was with them at supper,
and I thinkc tookc a surfet of colde and raw quipps 1606
G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist. Ivsline xxxvi. 115 He caught a sur-
fet by the heat of the sun. 1631 R. BOLTON Com/. Affl.
Cause. (1635) 302 Hee drank not so indiscreetly.. of that
immeasurable sea as .. to fall into a surfeit of security. 1655
CULPEPPF.R, etc. Riverius i. ii. 10 A surfet going before, with
crude and sharp belchings. 1693 LOCKE Educ. r 7 More
Fevers and Surfeits are got by People's Drinking when they
are hot, than by any one Thing I know. 1760-* GOLDSM.
Cit. W. xv, He died of a surfeit caused by intemperance
1837 Brit. Husb. II. 53o(Libr. Usef. Knowl.) They [sc. pigs]
are.. not uncommonly seized with surfeit and indigestion
1871 NAPHEYS Prev. t, Cure Dis. i. i. 44 He died of a surfeit,

b. An eruptive disease in horses and other

animals, arising from immoderate feeding and other
causes.

c mo W. GIBSON Farrier's Guide 11. xii. (1738) 49 By a
Surfeit is principally understood all such Maladies as proceed
from immoderate feeding. 1753 J. BARTLET Gentl. Farriery
r73 The wet surfeit, .appears on different parts of the body
of a horse. 1841 DICK Man. yet. Set. (1862) 148 An erup-
tion which is called a Surfeit, or the Nettle-rash. 1846 J
BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 454 When the coat of
a horse stares, he is said to labour undera surfeit. The skin
is covered with scurf and scabs. . . Sometimes the surfeit

appears on the skin in small lumps. 1894 ARMATAGE Horse
in Health <J Disease xxiv.

6. Disgust arising from excess
; nausea, satiety.

To (a) surfeit : to satiety, ad nauseam.
1644 HOWELL Engl. Teares (1645) 175 God grant that

people do not take at last a surfet of that most divine Ordin-
ance of preaching. 167* MARVELL Reh. Transf. i. ir6 He
discourseth it at large, even to surfeit. 1683 BURNET tr
Mare's Utopia (1685) 99 They think the doing of it so often
should give onea Surfeit of it. 1796 BURKE Regie. Place i

Wks. r8o8 VIII. 148 Matter and argument have been sup-
plied abundantly, and even to surfeit. i8 HAZLITT Table-t.
Ser. n. xvi. (1869) 331 Do not make a surfeit of friendship,
through over-sanguine enthusiasm. 1855 R. A. WILSON
Mexico 51 He enjoys to a surfeit these bounties of nature.
1878 BROWNING Poets Croisicvu, Swords, scrolls, harps, that
fill I he vulgar eye to surfeit.

7. Mining. = CHOKE-DAMP.
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very su

Rame
by the colliers. 1883 GRESLEY Glass. Coal, mining.
8. attrib. and Comb., as surfeit suffocation ;

surfeit-gorged, -slain, -swelled, -swollen, -taking
adjs.; t surfeit-water, a 'water' or medicinal
drink for the cure of surfeit.

g'd,
erved

Reiiiviviu. A case of common "surfeit suffocation. 1597
SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, v. v. 54 Such a kinde of man, So -surfeit.

fell d, so old, and so prophane. 1591 NASHE P. Penilesse
Wks. (Grosart) II. 73 *Surnt-swolne Churles. i;

. . .

xvu. (1760) 173 There are two Kinds of Surfeit-water, one
made by Distillation and the other by Infusion. 1801 Sport-
ing Mag. XVIII. 22, I was obliged to take a little surfeit-
water before I went to bed.

Strrfeit, a. Obs. or arch. Also 6 surfeit,
-fat, sirfoot (?). [In sense I, a. OF. surfet, -fait :

pop. L. *
super/at:lu-s, pa. pple. of *superjiclre (see

prec.). In sense 2, app. contracted from surfeited,
1 after FORFEIT a.]
tl. Excessive; immoderate, intemperate. Sc. Obs.
l

spl [implied in SURFEITI.Y). 1533 BELLESDF.N Livy i. xxii.
(S.r.S.) I. 122 pe said pepill..war movit aganis him for be

VOL. IX.

>t. ap _
16,4- L. W. 'CDis^Age 'ff'ar'seC'jb, For a Scurfet Horse.lake a quart of Beere or Ale. .and give it him.
2. Satiated, surfeited.

Su rfeited , p'pl'.a. [f. SCHKEIT so. or v. + -ml
1. ted or filled to excess; oppressed or disc, dered

or disorder by overfeeding (for as unwholesome
food). Also alisol.

1393 LANCU P. Pi. C. xiv. 188 Ich see noone so ofte sor.n sot-liche so mankynde; In mete out of mesure and

to"
y
(S
y
T^sT ?

rynl
Th

" 'S7* LlNDES
.

AY (pitscottie) Chron.

gyring and surffettmg thame sellffis. 1645 H'OWKLL Le"t
v. 30 me fanman Law..allowes a chirping CUD to satiet
not tosurffet ,747-96 MRS. GLASSE fooSery lii. tjfStmust be well done, or it is apt to surfeit. ,748 A,.ion's Vay.
III. 11. 31 r The few [fish] we caught. .having surfeited thosewho eat of them.

t b. With away : To dissipate by excessive in-

dulgence, nonce-use.
1607 MIDDLETON Michaelm. Term n. ii. 13, I.. surfeited

away my name and state In swinish riots.

2. fig. or gen. To fill or supply to excess
; to

oppress or disgust with over-abundance of some-
thing.

SSL Stf^f"$?Jr*L< < Hauing_.. surfeited my

582 Vvnen sleeps so surfeted Their leaden ey-lids. "1668-0
FEPYS Dmry 6 Mar., He is weary and surfeited of business"
1683 Afol.Prat France Pref. p. ii, By over-stocking those
populous Manufactures,..and by surfeiting the Land with
people. 174, YOUNG Nt. Th. Y. 260 With mixt manure
she surfeits the rank soil. z8u LAMB Elia Ser. i. My Rcla-

"& \l,
ySU are not alrcady surfeited with cousins. 1881

B. D. W RAMSAY Recall. Mil. Sen,. II. xvi. 140, I had
been surfeited with office-work. 1881 Miss BRADDONJ^/.
ff .

' xl-
?^

Mv Wlfe surfeits herself with poetry.
3. intr. To eat or drink to excess of; to feast

gluttonously or over-abundantly upon. (In early
use more widely, including sensual indulgence in

general.)
1411 YONGE tr. Seer. Seer, xxxiv. 186 Temperance, by the

wiche a man kepyth and holdyth mesure in ettynge and
drynkynge, and surfetyth not, as in women. Itid. Ixi. 237Yf a man do surfete of mette and drynke, the kyndely hette
shal be enfebelit. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Owen Glendonr xxvii,buch..as fysh before the net Shal seldome surfyt of the
pray they take. 1575 LANEHAM Let. (iZi\) 59, I haue seen
him so..surfit, az he hath pluct of hiz napkin, wyept his
knife, & cat not a morsell more. 1631 SANDERSON Strm.
443 Surfeiting vpon the delicatesl fishes. 1665 BOYLE Occas.
Reft. v. x. (1848) 338 Ev'n Ihe wholesomest Meats may be
surfeited on. 1697 DRYDEN yirg. Georg. in. 789 He never
supt in solemn Slale,..Nor surfeited on rich CampanianWine. 1819 SHELLEY Masque ofAnarchy xliii, Such diet As
the_nch man in his riot Casts lo the fat dogs that lie Sur-
feiting beneath his eye. 1856 KANE Arctic Exfl. II. xxvi,A merrier set of gourmands, .never surfeited in genial diet.
" fiS- To indulge in something to excess

;
to

take one's fill,
'
feast ',

'
revel '. Now rare or 06s.

1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. iv. xx. (1612) 98 Sweetely sur-
feiting in loy. 1594 DRAYTON Ideas xxxiii, Whilst yet mine
eyes doe surfet with delight 1601 SHAKS. Tiuel. If. i. L 2
If Musicke be the food of Loue, . . Giue me excesse of it ;

that surfeiting, The appetite may sicken, and so dye. 1633
BP. HALL Hard Texts Eccles. xi. 8 He shall have no lust
to surfet of these things. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. n. ii. 26
Piety is most heallhful. .where il can least surfeit of Earthly
Pleasures. 1658 DEKKER, etc. Witch af Edmonton i. i.

Wks. 1873 IV. 35s We will surfeit in our embraces, Wench.
1707 PRIOR Satire Poets 153 Starving for Meat, not surfeit-

ing on Praise. 1831 Examiner 673/2 The laity have done
much wrong to the clergy in allowing it to cram, and sur-
feit, and pall, and hebetate, with forbidden wealth.
4. To suffer the effects of over-feeding; to fall

sick in consequence of excess (f or by eating un-
wholesome food). Now rare or Obs.
1585 SANDYS Sertn. x. 7. 156 Let vs returne no more to

the flesh pols of Egypt, let vs not lust after quailes : for if
wee feede vpon them, we shall surfet of them to our destruc-
tion. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. i. ii. 6 They are as sicke that
surfet with too much, as they that starue with nothing.
1614 CAPT. J. SMITH Virginia iv. 148 They spared no vn-
cleane. .beast, . .but eat them vpalso. .j and by this meanes
their whole Colony well-neere surfeted, sickned and died.

1700 LOCKE Hum. Und. (ed. 4) n. xxxiii. 8 7 A grown Person
surfeiting with Honey, no sooner hears the Name of it, but
his Phancy . . carries Sickness . . to his Stomach. 1760-9
GOLDSM. Cit. W. xv, If an epicure.. shall happen to surfeit
on his last night's feast.

b. fig. or fen. To suffer from over-abundance;
to become disgusted or nauseated by excess of

something ; to grow sick of. Now rare or Obs.

1605 A. WARREN Poors Mans Passion cxiii. E iij, Some
Vsurer.. Whose gorged chests surfet with cramming gold.

1607 CHAPMAN Hussy D'Ambois n. i. 15 The slenderest pit-
tance of commended vertue, She surlets of it. 1640 QUAKLES

And then divide the !

gluttons.
2. Of a horse : Affected with the '

surfeit'. 1 Obi.

ii, His folly's like a sore in a surfeited horse, cure it in"one place, and it breaks out in another. 17.3 J BAITLIT

S^fSS7 1? A h0rM ""> b. surfeited, when

Surfeiter (s-jfetaj). Forms: 5 surfetour
Osurfeter, surffetter,6-7 surfetter,7- surfeiter.
[f. SCBFEIT v. + -EB

1.] One who surfeits; a glutton
gormandizer ; f formerly also in wider sense : One
given to sensual excess, a profligate, libertine.

tftPlifr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) in. ix. 55 Boilers of wyn
Piv ^t?

r
, f , A

C sirfctours. iS47-4 BAULDWIH Mor.
.r"/" tra" r'' 45 A lecher, a rioter, a surfeiter, a brauler

1606 SHAKS. Ant. * Cl. II. i. 33 This amorous Surfetter.
1657 RuusEyOrf.Salulis iv. (1659) 17 That., there remains
part of the meat undigested . . is too well known to moderate
Surfeiters. 1756 W. DODD Fasting (ed. 2) n Religious

1*5$ nS fKf ^n tlie sIeePv "* ver perform J
1866 Pall Mall (,. 2 Oct. 3 T he royal surfeiter far eminence
..Henry I.

Surfeiting, vol. so. Now rare. Forms: see
SURFEIT v. ; also 6 Sc. surfeating. f f. SUBFEIT v.
+ -mo i.]

= SURFEIT sb. 4, 5.
i&6 TINDALE Lvke xxi. 34 Take hede to youre selves,

lest youre hertes be overcome, with surfetlynge and dronk.
ennes. im ELYOT Cast, lleltht (1539) 23 Some doo sup-
pose, if they be eaten rawe with vyneger, before meate, it
shall preserue the stomake from surfetty

much, without
Praxi

, without any feare of surfeiting. 1631 tr. Bruett
raxis Med. 79 Such as are much addicted to surfeiting:

are subiect to the apoplexy. 1650 W. D. tr. Comenitit' Gate
Lat. Unl. 8823 Hee that is drunk.. hath for his punish-
ment surfeiting (an heavie head). i8ai LAM

pu
B Elia Ser. I

Grace before Meat, Gluttony and surfeiting are no proper
occasions of thanksgiving.
Su rfeiting, ppl. a.

[f. SURFEIT v. + -INO 2.]
1. Given to excessive eating or drinking ; glut-

tonous.

1588 KYD Househ. Philos. Wks. (1901) 258 The most in-
continent and surfeiting companion. 16*1 BURTON Anat.
Mel. n. iv. i. i. 431 Surfeiting courtiers and staulfed Gentle-
men lubbers.

2. Producing a state of surfeit or satiety.
1715 NELSON .4 dtfr. Pers. Qual. 77 The surfeiting Draught

Solomon took of Pleasure. lyaa DE FOE Col. Jack (1840)
258 It is a subject too surfeiting to entertain people with
the beauty of a person they will never see. 1753 RICHARD-
SON Grandison IV. xxxvi. 246 A fond husband is a surfeit-

ing thing. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias vn. xv. p 9 Unbounded
prodigality in our. . table, even to a surfeiting degree.
t Su-rfeitly,

adv. Obs. In 6 -etly. [f. SUR-
FEIT a. + -LY 2

.J Immoderately, intemperately.
150* ARNOLDE Chron. (i8ri) 171 Theis thyngis make clene

blod so the! be not surfetly taken. 1536 BELLENDEN Crm.
Scot. (1821) II. 15 New tribute sa surfetly lane.

t Sirrfeitness. Sc. Obs. rare. In 5 sur-
fastnes (?), 6 sirffeitnes. [f. SURFEIT a. + -NESS.]= SURFEIT sb. 4.
a 1500 Ratis Raving etc. 270 Se surfastnes [sic} the nocht

assail;he Vitht slep. 1535 STEWART Cm. Scot. (Rolls) III.

545 Sic sirffeitnes alway to be rcfusit, And sumcience of
meit and drink be vsit.

Surfel, -fet, etc., obs. or var. ff. SURFLI, SURFEIT.

tSurfetouS, a. (adv.) Obs. Forms : 4-6 -ouse,
5 surf(f)etus, 6 surfettouse. [a. AF. surfetous,
f. surfet SURFEIT sb. : see -ous.] Immoderate,
intemperate ;

surfeited with food or drink.
a 1400 Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. xlix. 382 Large table

and plcntyuouse Make)? men of langlyng surfetouse. 141*
YONGE tr. Seer. Seer. Ixv. 242 To kepe covstoume is moche
wourth to mayntene bele, so that nit be not surfetouse,

1559 HULOET, Surfetouse, crafulosus.
b. adv. Excessively, superabundantly.

c 1400 Deslr. Troy 4219 Hyt semys not surfctus harde No
vnpossibill.

Ibid. 9352 Surffetus mony, Bothe of kynges,
6 knightes & kid men of artnes.

SotSn-rfetry(also5 serfetrie) [aftersurquidry],
(a) presumption, (b) surfeit

; t SuTfttnre [cf. OF.
surfeiture arrogance], f Sn-rftty, surfeiting.
c 1400 Land Troy Bk. 13133 Hit was open "surfetrie. And

on gret pride & folye. 1303 R. BIUNNE Hamil. Synxe
389 Sum men dremyn for "aurfeture (>at etyn or drynkyn
ouer mesure. a 1450 Pol. Rel. 4 L. Poems (1903) 286 So j>e
seek wol do wysely, And kepe aim-self fro 'surfety (r. r.
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SURFLE.

serfetrie], 1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apoth. 20 b, Then must

the harte nedes waxe faynte, as well as of excesse of fyll-

inge or surffetty.

t Surfle, sb. 06s. [f. next.]

1. An embroidered border or hem ; also, one of

the pleats made in hemming.
c 1531 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 906 The surfyls,

les ourletz. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan in. v. no That the

same Chylus might the better bee sucked vp by the Veynes,
these transuerse foulds make this coate longer, ..for this

cause also it was. .gathered into Plights; and these foulds

or surphles are moueable..as the surphles of a hemine

gathered vpon a thred. [1846 FAIRHOLT Costume Kng. (1860)

503 Surple, a border or embroidered edge to a garment.]

2. A face-wash, cosmetic. Also surfle water.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. V j b, At twenty their liuely colour

is lost, theyr faces are soddin & perboyld with French sur.

fets [? surfels]. 1611 RAVENSCROFT Melismata D ij b, Red

Leather and Surflet [sic] water, Scarlet colour or Staues-

aker, Willyee buy any fair complection ?

t Surfle, v. 06s. Forms 4-6 surful, 5 -fel,

-fyle, 6 -fyl, -fyll, -fflll, -ffyll, -full, -pheul, 6-7

-fle, -phul,7 -fell, -phle, -phal, ? erron. -plo. [a.

AF. *surfiler
= med.L. super/Hare, f. super-

SUPEB- a + ftldre, i.filttm thread, FiLErf.2 ; after

perflldre to PUKFLE.]
1. trans. To embroider. Hence Surfled ppl. a.

,

Surfling vbl. sb.

1399 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 133 Et in salario j muli-

eris surfuland przdictum baner 4<?. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-

Wulckcr 614/38 Superfilo, to surfyle. 1481-90 Howard
Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 516 Payd to John Peryman for the

surfelyng of nappre ware..vj.d. 1513 SKELTON Carl.

Laurel 803 With burris rowth and bottons surffillyng [. r.

surfullingej, In nedill wark raysyng byrdis in bowris. <JI59
Col. Cloull 220 Vnder her surfled [*'. r. surfuld] smocke.

2. traasf. To paint or wash (the face, etc.) with

a cosmetic. Hence Surfled ppl. a., Burfling

vbl. sb. (occas. concr. a face-wash or cosmetic);

also attrib. in surfling water.

1550 Dice-Play (Percy Sot) 35 This mother baud., hav-

ing at home a well painted mannerly harlot, . . went, in

the morning, to the apothecaries for half-a-pint of sweet

water that commonly is called surfulyng water. 1575 GAS-

COIGNE Ferd. leron. Wks. 228 Thy painted pale, and
wrinckles surfled vp. 1596 LODGE Wits Miserie (Hunter.

Cl.) 44 Shee had learnt al the subtilties of painting, dying,
and surfling, some three yeares in Venice. 1598 MARSTON
Sco. Villanie I. i. 57 Smugge Lesbia Hath_..A muddy
inside, though a surphul'd face. Pygmal., Sat. 11. 144
What hether do'st thou bring f But surpheulings, new

paints, and poysoning? 1604 Malcontent ll. iv, Doctor

Plaster-face.. the most exquisite in forging of veines, ..

dying of haire, sleeking of skinnes, . . surphleing of breastes,

blanching and bleaching of teeth, a 1644 QUARLES Virgin
Widow ii. i, For one ounce and a half of surfling water,

0.7.6. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 222 Our Court Ladies,
with whom Surpling and Court holy-water are a little too

frequent. 01651 BROME City Wit iv. i, Her Eye artificially

spirited, her Cheek surphuled, her Teeth blanch'd.

Surflewe, erron. form of SUFFLUE.

tSurfoil. Obs. In7-foyL [f. SUR- (= SUPER-

3) + FOIL rf.l] Used by Grew for a structure

serving to cover and protect the leaves, as a bud-

scale or a cotyledon.
1671 GREW Anal. Plants I. i. 46 The Plume, in Corn,

is trussed up within a membranous Sheath: and that^of
a Bean, cooped up betwixt a pair of Surfoyjs.

Ibid. I. iv.

17 Every Bud, besides its proper Leaves, is covered with

divers Leafy Pannicles or Surfoyls.

t Su'rfoot, a. Obs. rare. [Formed after SUR-

BATE by substitution offoot in the second syllable,

with reminiscence of sore-footed.] Footsore.

1631 BRATHWAIT Whimzies, Char. Corranto-coincr ^25
His inventing genius, wearied and surfoote with raunging
over so many unknowne regions. 1638 Barnabees Jriil.

II. (1818) 61 Thence at Meredin appeare 1, Where growne
surfoot and sore weary, I repos'd.

Surful, variant of SUHFLE Obs.

Surfuse (szufiw-z), v. Physics, [f. SCR- + FUSE

z>.]
= SUPERFUSE 3. Hence Surfused (-fia'zd)

ppl. a. So Burfusion (-fia-.^n)
= SUPERFUSION 2.

1883 Nature 4 Jan. 235/2 Researches on the duration of
solidification of surfused substances. 1898 Ibid. 27 Oct.

620/1 A very minute quantity of a solid will cause a mass
of the same substance to pass from the surfused to the solid

state. Ibid. 620/2 Surfusion . . is not confined to pure metals,
. .the eutectic alloy in the bismuth-copper series presents a
marked case of Surfusion.

Surfy (sc-ifi), a. [f. SURF sb. + -T.] Abounding
in surf

; consisting of or resembling surf.

a 1814 Apostate n. iv. in New Brit. Theatre III. 320 The
surfy shore. 1814 New Monthly Mag. X. 501 The surfy
billows broke across the bow. 1878 STEVENSON Edinburgh.
(1889) 164 When the gulls desert their surfy forelands. 1889
RUSKIN Prxterita III. iv. 156 The countless ranks of surfy
breakers.

Surfyl(e, -fyll, var. SURFLE Obs.

t Surgai'n, v. Obs. rare-1
, [f. SUR- + GAIN v.,

? after overwin.'] trans. To overcome.
i_586 BRIGHT Melanch. xxxv. 200 Your erased body sur-

gained with melancholy.

Surgant, erron. form of SURGENT.
t Surga-tion. Obs. rare~l

. [irreg. f. SURGE v.

+ -ATION, ? after purgation."} Erection.
1688 HOLME Armoury n. xvii. 388/2 The Surgation, or

rising of the instrument of Procreation.

Surge (swdj), sb. Forms : 5-7 sourge, (6
sowrge, shourge, pi. surgies, 7 surdge, syrge),
6- surge. [Of obscure origin. In the earliest

234

examples (sense I a, b) transl. OF. sourgeon (mod.

F. surgeon), f. sourge-, pres. stem of sourdre :-L.

surgere to rise. In senses 3, 4 f. SURGE v.']

fl. a. A fountain, stream. Obs.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos iv. 18 The whiche trees, soo cutte .

yssued oute . . a sourge [orig. vtie sourgon} of blackc bloode

droppynge doun to the erthe. Ibid. vi. 26 [Her eyes] seemed

two grete sourges [orig. sourions] wellynge vp grete affluence

of teerys. 1538 ELVOT. Scatebrz, the bollynge or rysynge

vpne of water out of a spryng or sourges of water. 1567

TURBEKV. Epit. etc., Louerto his carcfullBed 24 Thus with

a surge of teares bedewde (O bed) I thee forsake.

f b. The source of a river or other water. Also

fig. Obs.

1513 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. i. i All great ryuers are..

assemblede of diuers surges [orig. surgeons) and sprynges of

water. 1587 HARRISON Englandi. xi. in Holinshed 1. 48/1

Charwell. .issueth so fast at the verie surge,that it groweth
into a pretie streame, in maner out of hand. Ibid. II. xxl.

211/1 Yet is the surge of that water alwaies seuen foot from

the salt sea. 1588 ALLEN Admon. 4 The nexte immediate

surge of our sores.

2. A high rolling swell of water, esp. on the sea ;

a large, heavy, or violent wave ; a billow.

In this use and in b, c, and d chiefly poetic or rhetorical.

1530 PALSGR. 278/2 Surge of the see, uague. 1533 ELYOT

Cast. Hclthe n. xiv. (1539) 31 b, The beste fyshe.. is tossed

and lyfte vp with wyndes and sourges. 1555 t-DF.N Decades

(Arb.)277 Thesea was. .vnquieted withsurgiesand monsters.

1558 BP. WATSON Seven Sacrum, xiv. 87 To haue a mans

shyppe drowned at once wyth one greate sourge and waue

of the sea. 1613 N. CARPENTER Geogr. Delia. II. ll. (1635) 20

The Sea is euerywhere plaine and like it selfe, except jthe

rising of the waues and surges. 1673 DRVDEN Marr. a la

Mode II. i, As open to the gusts of passion, As the bare shore

to every beating surge. 17*6-46 THOMSON Winter 162 The
mountain-billows, .surge above surge, Burst into chaos with

tremendous roar. 1840 R. H. DANA Be/. Mast xxv, All this

time the sea was rolling in immense surges. 1861 TENNYSON
Sailor Boy 9 The sands and yeasty surges mix In caves

about the dreary bay. 1885 Athcmum 23 May 669/3 A
noble sea view. .where grand surges move in ranks. .till

they beat furiously on the shore.

b. Such waves or billows collectively ;
the

rising or driving swell of the sea.

1567 TURBERV. Epit., etc, To the rayling Rout of Syco.

phants 7 Such as earst in cutting of the Surge . . Bode bitter

blast and scornefull Neptunes scurge. 1614 CAPT. J. SMITH

Virginia \. 2 The very surge of the Sea sometimes over-

flowed them. 1701 Land. Caz. No. 3845/2 Some Boats were

overset by the Surge of the Sea, it blowing then very fresh.

1749 SMOLLETT Regicide iv. iii, Thy specious words Shall

sooner lull the sounding surge. 1771 FRANKLIN Autobiog.
Wks. 1840 I. 30 It was in a place where there could be no

landing, there being a great surge on the beach. 1855
KINGSLEV Westiu. Ho ! vi, Laced with white foam from the

eternal surge. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sci. (1879) I. vii. 238

As we were just clearing the rock, the bow came obliquely

to the surge.

o. fig. (or, more freq., in fig. context) in refer-

ence to feelings, influences, actions, events, etc. :

Impetuous onset or agitated movement.

15*0 WHITINTON Vulg. (1527) 21 He is moost moderate and

studyous to auoyde surges of his passyon. 1540 MORYSINE
fives' Introd. Wysd. Pref. A v, Men assauted with the surges
of sower fortune. 1601 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. iv. ii, They
have opened all his rotten parts Unto the vaunting surge of

base contempt. 1834 H. MILLER Scenes 4 Leg. v. (1857) 55
The observances of the old system were effaced . .jby

the

hasty surges of popular resentment. 1890 Spectator 29 Mar.,
No surge of public opinion would have saved them from the

gallows.
1534 MORE Com/, agst. Trib. i. Wks. 1140/1 To.. strength

the walles of our heartes agaynst the gret sourges of this

tempesteous sea. 1550 BALE Engl. Votaries\\. K viij, Peters

litle ship, .was very like, .to be ouer rowne & drouned, the

shourges of scismatikes & of heretikes wer so great.^ 1583
H. HOWARD Defensative R ij, Sometyme rioting in the

surges of mishap. l68a TATE Abs. ft Achit. II. 1132 This

year did Ziioah Rule Jerusalem, And boldly all Sedition's

Syrges stem. 1807 BYRON Hours Idleness, Medea o/
Euripides i, What mind can stem the stormy surge Which
rolls the tide of human woe ? 1841-4 EMERSON Ess., Over-

Soul Wks.(Bohn)1. 117 It is an ebb of the individual rivulet

before the flowing surges of the sea of4ife.

d. Iransf. in reference to various physical things,

ns fire, wind, sound; also to 'rolling' or undulating
hills or the like.

In Physics, a sudden or irregular change of pressure ; a
sudden or violent oscillation of electric current.

1667 MILTON P. L. i. 173 The fiery Surge, that from the

Precipice Of Heav'n receiv'd us falling. 1810 SOUTHEY
Kehama xxm. x, The smoke and vapours of all Padalon. .

were spread, With surge and swell, and everlasting motion.

1863 J. R. GREEN Lett. (1901) 117 On the low surge of hills

that close the horizon, is the house. 1865 BARING-GOULD
Wereiuolves xiii. 233 The surge of the old Gregorian tone.

1869 LOWELL Cathedral 69 The surges of the warm south-

west. 1887 ABERCROMBY Weather v. 167 When we look at

a series of these surges [of atmospheric pressure] we find

a decided tendency of the motion to travel from west to

east, or from south-west to north-east. 1908 Times 3 Oct.

12/6 The 'surge' of the high-tension current caused some
control switches to fuse.

3. Naut., etc. The slipping back of a rope or

chain wound round a capstan, etc. ;
more generally,

a sudden jerk or strain.

1748 Anson's Voy. n. i. 112 With our utmost efforts, and
with many surges and some purchases we made use of to

encrease our power. 1805 A. DUNCAN Mariner's Chron.
IV. 109 At eleven o'clock, a fatal swell gave the ship a sudden
shock : she gave a aurge, and sunk almost instantaneously.

1849 CUPPLES Cretn Hand\\\\. (1856) 76 Till the 'cleets'

brought him up with a '

surge
'

fit to have parted the line.

1860 Mm. Marine Mag. VII. 180 They might have seen

SURGE.

or heard a surge of the cable. 1869 RANKINE Machine fy

hand-tools PI. O2, Jerks or surges are entirely avoided.

4. Naut. The part of a capstan or windlass upon
which the rope surges.
1664 E. BUSHNELL Compl. Shipwright 67 A.. Windless,

with a Surdge in the middle, as is the Surdge of a Crab, or

Capstane. c 1850 Rndim. Navig. (Weale) 154 Surge, the

tapered part of the whelps, between the chocks of the cap.
stan, upon which. .the messenger may surge itself without

any incumbrance.

5. attrib. and Comb., as surge-crest, -voice
; surge-

beat(en adj.

1851 M. ARNOLD Tristram q Iseult 1. 104 The *surge-beat
Cornish strand, a 1810 SHELLKV M. Nicholson's f'ragm.,
Ravaillac 16 The *surge-beaten mould. 1839-52 BAILEY
Festus 91 In vain they urge their armies to the fight : Their

*surge.crests crumble 'neath our stroke of might. 1890
'

R.
BOLDREWOOD

'

Miner's Right (1899) IC"3/2 The whispering
"surge-voices.

Surge (scads), Also *>-7 sourge. [Partly
f. OF. sourge- (see prec.), or a. early mod.F. sorgir

(F. surgir),
= Pr. sorzer, sorgir, It. sorgere, Sp., Pg.

surgir, ad. L. surgere to rise
; partly f. SURGE sb.]

1. intr. To rise and fall or toss on the waves;
to ride (at anchor, or along over the waves), t In

earliest use, ?to come to anchor; cf. F. surgir, to

come to land.

1511 Guylforde's Pilgr. (Camden) 71 The same Tewsdaye
at nyghte late we surged in y Rode. 1585 T. WASHINGTON
tr. Nickolay's Voy. i. vii. 7 By force of oares we came surg-

ing along. .beyond the cape of Matafus. 1588 GREENE
Pandoslo (1607) 13 Since thou must goe to surge in the gast-
full waues. 1611 Admiralty Crt. Exam. 8 June 41 The.,

lighter, .made faste to the shippe surging at an anker in the

Thames. 1850 B. TAYLOR Elaorado 1. (1862) 2 The mass of

spars and rigging drifted at her side, surging drearily on the

heavy sea. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Wora-bk. s.v., A ship is

said to surge on a reef when she rises and falls with the

heave of the sea, so as to strike heavily,

t b. pass. '/ To be cast up by the surge. Obs.

1581 T. HOWELL Deuises F iiij b, Twixte death and doubt,
still surgde vpon the sande, Stayde vp by hope to light on

fyrmer lande.

t 2. To rise, spring, issue, as a stream from its

source, or from underground. Obs.

1549 THOMAS Hist, llalie 27 It [sc. the Fontana da Trevi]

sourgeth vnder the bille called Monte degli hortult. 1631
LITHGOW Trav. IX. 403 The Sulphatara.. after an excessiue

raine surgeth sixe foote high with blacke boyling water.

a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Surrey (1662) III. 79 A River. . which

at a place called the Swallow, sinketh unto the Earth and

surgeth again some two miles off nigh Letherhead. Ibid.,

Warwick. 125 The river Anas in Spain,.. having; run many
miles underground, surgeth a greater channel! then before,

t b. gen. To rise, ascend, mount. Obs. rare.

a 1591 H. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 480 Till lust, as lighter,

up doth surge. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 196 The
M ountains Imaus, which towards the North surge more and

more to an incomprehensible height.

3. To rise in great waves or billows, as the sea ;

to swell or heave with great force, as a large wave ;

to move tempestuously.
1566 [see SURGING/^/. a.\ 1570 LEVINS Manip. 224/25 To

i sourge, Jluctuare. 1586 FERNE Btaz. Centric 298 The

waues of the sea. .either surged tempestuouslye or calmed

quietlye according to his pleasure. 1851 'WRANGLER* (J. B.

HUME) Poems early Years, Diver vi, It [sc. the abyss]

seethes and it surges and hisses and raves, As when water

by fire is cross'd. 1861 M. HOPKINS Hawaii 12 Giddy pre-

cipices, .against whose walls the waves beat, and surge.

1865 KINGSI.EY Here, vi, The sea boiled past them, surged

into the waist, blinded them with
spray. 1869 PHILLIPS

Ycsuv. iv. 115 The lava surged, not flowed, over, as angry
waves do over a sandy bar.

b. transf. of a crowd of people, a wind, etc.

In Physics, to vary or oscillate suddenly or violently, as a

pressure or an electric current.

1845 HIRST Com. Mautmotkttc. 14 Their forms had gone

O'er the far forests, surging on. 1853 KINGSLEY Hypatia

xxvi, The mob pressed onward from behind, surged up al-

most to the barrier. 1859 DICKENS T. Tvio Cities II. l, He. .

began to roll and surge in bed. 1860 TYNDALL Glae.1. xyi.

115 The wind surging with the full deep boom of the dis-

tant sea against the precipice, a 1861 BUCKLE Civila.
(186^)

II v 409 To hear of such things is enough to make one s

blood surge again. 1887 ABERCROMBY Weatheri. 166 Some-

times filling up of a cyclone is tolerably local ; other times

surging is on an enormous scale. 1891 CONAN DOYLE.White

Company xxxv, From below there surged up the buzz of

voices 1894 LD. WOLSELEY Lift Marlborough I. 4 Ihe

civil wars, Which about 1642, began to surge westward into

Somerset and Devon.

old surged up to answer this appeal. 1883 C ,

Tune 768 What rival claims and pretensions have already

surged up. 1908 R. BAGOT A . Cuthbert xxm. 309 Her mm
was working rapidly, and, indeed, she was scarcely able

disentangle ideas which surged through it.

4. trans. To cause to move in, or as in, swelling

waves or billows ;
to drive with waves.

1607 WALKINGTON Optic Glass iv. (1664) 5 Wine.. calms

the roughest tempest of whatsoever more vehement Imagin

lion sourgeth in any man. 186. THORNBURY / urncr I. 3'3

The monster.. hurls rocks at the departing vessel that.,

surge it back again towards the shore. 1873 LOWELL Farnole,

'Said Christ Our Lord' iv, Great organs surged through

arches dim Their jubilant floods in praise of Him.

5. Naut., etc. a. intr. To slip back accidentally,

as a rope or chain round a capstan, windlass, etc. ;

to slip round without moving onwards, as a wheel



SURGED.

a 1635 Nainenctafor Naralis (Harl. MS. 3301) 139 When
they heave at the Capstaine and the Caboll slips back againe
they say the Cabell surges. 1627 CAPT.

J. SMITH SfaCrarn.
\x. 44 If it [sc. the cable] be..slimie with ose, it surges en-

slips backe vnlesse they keep it close to the whelps. 1840
R. H. DANA lief. Mast xxiv, The chain surged so as almost

to unship the barrel of the windlass. 1862 NARES Stitttian-

ship 87 Surging, the hawser slipping up the barret of a cap-

stan, or veering out the cable suddenly. 1882 HKDLEY hi-

vtntor Railtv. Locomotion 59 It had been always thought
that engine-wheels on a smooth surface would '

surge
'

or

slip round without advancing.

b. trans. To let go or slacken suddenly (a rope
wound round a capstan, etc.) ;

also with the capstan,
etc. as obj. Also absol.

1769 FALCONER Diet. AfariHe(i'j%o\,Cliaqucrtatournevire,
to surge the capstern. Ibid., Dfrnrerje cable, tosurge the

cable about the capstern or windlass, in order to prevent it

from riding, with one part over another. 1850 SCORESBY

Chttvtrs Wlialem. Adv. ix. (1858) 120 The line would be

'surged', or slacked out. 1853 in Kane Arctic Ejrfil. (1856)

1. vil. 70 It's blowing the devil himself, and I am afraid to

surge. 1862 NARES Seamanship 146 Secure the hawser for

surging the topmast to start the crosstrees off the mast-head.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word.bk^Surgc Hoi, the notice given
when a rope or cable is to be surged.

0. Mr. Of a ship : To sweep, pull, or jerk in

a certain direction. Also transf.

1839 DARWIN Voy. Nat. x. (1852) 212 Every now and then,

a puff from the mountains, which made the ship surge at her

anchors. 1849 CUITLES Green Hand xiv. (1856) 144 Jove I

how she [the ship] surged to it. 1856 KANE A relic Expl. I.

xxvi. 338 The bng surged and righted. 1895 Outing (U.S.)

XXVI. 358/1 The fish surges and the rod bends alarmingly.

Surge, obs. form of CIERGE, SEKGK.

Surgeand, -ant, obs. forms of SURGEON.

Surgeant, obs. form of SERGEANT.

1596 RALEIGH DiscffV. Guiana 17 A Surgeant or Alferez.

Surged, ppl- " rare. 1 Obs. [f. SURGE sb. or

v. + -EO.] a. Raised or moved as in swelling

waves, b. Her. = UND^, WATT.
1635 SwAN.S^r. Mutidi (1670) 314 The harmless choristers

of the ecchoing groves do then begin to tune again their

surged throats. 1688 HOLME Armoury I. 19/1 Wavee, or

Wavey, or Waved, or Unde, or Surged.

Snrgeful (sw-adgful), a. pott. rare. [f. SURGE

sb. + -KUL.] Full of surges or billows.

1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. i. 212 Her soveraigne when shee

sees t'approach the surgefull deepe. Ibid. xiv. 214 Upon
her spacious breast tossing the surgefull tides. 1877 IJLACKIK

Wise Men 192 Upon that surgeful sea where you are

launched.

Surgeless (soud^les), a. rare. [f. as prec. +

-LESS.] Free from surges.

1578 Mirr. Mag., Compl. Crassns xliv, In surgelesse

Seas of quiet rest. 1903 A. SMELLIE Men of Covt. iv. 67 The

surgeless calm.

Snrgent (sc-jdjent), a. (sb.} [ad.L. surgentem,

surgens, pr. pple. of surglre to rise : see SURGE z>.]

1. Rising or swelling in waves, or as a flood or

spring; surging, lit. and Jig.

a 1592 GsEEHzAtyAoHSUs I. Wks. (Rtldg.) 226/1 When the

surgent seas Have ebb'd their fill, then waves do rise again.

1854 SALA Dutch Pict. vii, Her voice is melancholy and

tristfully surgant [']. 1887 MEREDITH Ballads <fr
P. 151

The surgent springs Of recollections. 1896 G. A. SMITH

Twelve Proph. (1900) I. 105 A Deity who is not only mam.
fest Character, but surgent and importunate Feeling.

b. gen. Rising, ascending.
1885 G. MACDONALD Diary Old Saul Oct. 31 My surgent

thought shoots lark-like up to thee.

Z. Getl. Applied by H. D. Rogers to the Mlb. of

his fifteen divisions of the palaeozoic formations in

the Appalachian chain, synonymous with the

Clinton group of N. America, and partly corres-

ponding to the Middle Silurian of Europe.
1858 H. D. ROGERS Geol.Pennsylv. I. 106.

fB. sb. One who (or that which) rises in

rebellion or opposition ;
cf. insurgent. Obs. rare~ l

.

1657 F. COCKIN Div. Blossomes 107 If thou art spoused
unto Christ, O soul, each surgent I'll controule.

Surgeon (scudjan), sb. Forms : a. 4 sorgien,

surgeyn, 4-5 surgyen, -yne, 4-6 surgien,

surgen, 5 -one, 5-6 -yn, 5-7 -ian, -ean, 6 -in,

(7 shirgian). 0. 5 surgeoun, surion, -oune,

serion, aorg(e)on, 5-6 surgyon, 5-7 -ion, 6

-lone, sowrgeon, 7 aurgon, 5- surgeon. 7. 5

surgeand, 6 -ea(u)nt, -iant, -ynte. 5. 5 sure-

gene, 6 Sc. sur(r)igian(e, -ine, -sane, surrugin,

-yjen. [a. AF. surgien (ijth c.), also sirogen,

sur(r}igicn, contracted form of OF. serurgien,

cirurgien, mod.F. chirurgien : see CHIRURGEON.

Cf. OPg. surgiao (beside mod.Pg. cirurgiao).

MDu. surgien, -ijn, surisien were also from OF.]
1. One who practises the art of healing by manual

operation ;
a practitioner who treats wounds, frac-

tures,deformities,ordisorders by surgical means. In

early use often more widely, a medical man, doctor.

Now spec, one who holds a licence or diploma from

the Royal College of Surgeons or any other body,

legally qualifying him to practise in surgery ; hence

(now rare) = general practitioner.
For the relation between surgeon and physician see note

and quots. under PHYSICIAK sb. 2 b. See also barber
surgeon^

s. v. BARBER sb., house surgeon s. v. HOUSE sb. '

23. Surgeons

Hall: see HALL sb. 6.
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a. 13. . Guy Warw. (A.) 1659 J>ilke monk sorgien [Cains
A/S. a phisician] was, pe vertu he knewe of mani a gras ; pe
wounde he biheld stedefastliche. 1338 R. HKUNNK Chron.
(1810) 239 His surgien him tolde, if lie suld him saue, his

lif holde, reste behoued him haue. c 1350 H'iil. 1'aternc 964
Alle the surgens of salerne. c 1386 CHAUCF.R Melili, p 45 A
Surgien by licence and assent of swiche as wercn wise. 14x6
Lvrx:. DcGuil. Pilgr. 1535 Swych be no goode surKyens,

Lechys, nor physycyens. 1551 T. WILSON Lngic (1580) 43 b,

The burgean can not heale a wound, except the dead fleshe

bee cut out. 1567 HARMAN Caveat xii, The Surgien made
hym gape, and we could see but halfe a toung. c 1618

MORYSON /tin. iv. v. i. (1903) 424 The vniversilies. .h.iue

yealded famous Phisitians, who in Italy are also Shirgians.

ft. c 1400 Mtlayne 1343 Ifany Surgeoun myghte helpe thee.

14.. Chaucrr's Melib. P39(Camb. MS.), Surgeons Phisiciens

olde folk And 3ynge. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 485/1 Surion, or

surgen. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur vlil. ix. 285 She was a

noble surgeon. 1471 Paston Lett. III. 3, I have sent hym
a serjon, whyche hathe dressid hym. 1511-11 Act 3 Hen.

VIII, c. ii Schedule (1817) III. 31 note. Memorandum that

Sowrgeons be comprised in this Acte like as Phisicions.

1596 NASHF. Saffron Walden Fj b, No lecture at Surgeons
Hall vppon an Anatomic may compare with them in longi-

tude, c 1610 Women Saints 120 A Surgeons iron. 1653 in

yerney Mem. (1907) I. 576, I must.. have the opinnion of a

surgon and a doctor both. 1716 SWIFT Gulliver iv. iv, I was
bred a Surgeon, whose trade it is to cure wounds and hurts

in the body. 1843 BETHUNK Sc. Fireside Star. 27 To the

young surgeon these invitations were highly gratifying.

1858 Act 21 iy 22 yict. c. 90 40 Any person who shall . .

falsely. . use the. .Title of a Physician, Doctor of Medicine,

..Surgeon [etc.], .shall, .pay a Sum not exceeding Twenty
Pounds. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VII. 665/1 The museum and
lecture rooms of the Royal College of Surgeons. 1880-5
SIR J. PAGET Mem. 4 Lett. ii. (1901) 19 It was decided that

I should be a *

Surgeon
'

meaning a general practitioner.

y. 1537 in Vicary's Attat. (1888) App. ii. 112 [Thomas
Vicary] surgiant [to the King], c 1550 Knight Curtesy 274
in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 78 A surgeand by his arte Heled his

woundes. 1583 MELBANCKE Philotintus E j b, He . . may. .

wishe for a surgeaunt to sette his necke bone. 1591 Extracts
Munic. Ace. Newcastle (1848) 24 Paid to John Colson,

surgynte, for his accustomed fee for helping to cure the

tnamed poore folke, 40*.

S. c 1460 Promp. Paro. (Winch.) 449 Surion, or suregene.
c 1500 Lancelot 2724 He. .al the surryjenis socht, Wich for

to cum was reddy at his neid. 1514 Ace. Ld. High Treas.

Scot. V.238 Robert Kynnard, Surrigeanetothe King. 1553

Douglas' SEneis xii. vii. heading, N o mannis cure, nor craft

of surrigine Mycht heill Eneas, bot Venus medycyne.

b. A medical officer in the army or the navy

(on board ship = '

ship's doctor').
t Surgeon's mate : an assistant to a ship's doctor. Surgeon-

assistant = assistant surgeon (see ASSISTANT a. 3). Surgeon-

general : see GENERAL a. 10 ; hence surgeon-generalship.

Surgeon-major : see MAJOR a. 7.

1591 Carrara's Art Warre 51 Other meane offices, as

Drums, Fifes, Surgeans, and the Clarke of the Band. 1599
DALLAM in Early Voy. Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 13 Mr. Chancie

. . was our fysition and surgin for the seae. i6ia WOODALL

Surf. Mate Pref., Wks. (1653) 8 The. .trust for. .appointing
fit . . Surgeons, and Surgeons Mates for their ships and ser-

vices. Ibid. 19 A Surgeons Chest, or. .Surgery provisions

for Military uses. 1758 J. S. tr. Le Droll's Obscrv. Surf.

(1771) 67 Mr. Terrier,.. Surgeon-Major to his Majesty's

Regiment. i8o JAMES Milit. Diet., Surgeon,, .a. staff

officer, who is chief of the medical department in each regi-

ment or hospital, &c- Ibid., Surgton-Gcncrol, the first or

senior surgeon of the army. 1805 Ibid. (ed. 2) s. v., Navy
Surgeon, one who is obliged to act in the three capacities

of

physician, surgeon, and apothecary, on board a ship of war.

1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy xxxix, Will you send an

assistant-surgeon on board to look after two of my men who
are hurt ? 1837 DICKENS Pickvj. ii, Doctor Slammer, surgeon

to the 97th. 1837 LOCKHART Scott 1. x. 324 It was dis-

covered that the patronage of the season bad been exhausted,

with the exception of one surgeon-assistant's commission.

1867 BRAND* & Cox Diet. Sci., etc. HI. 666 In the Army,
the officers of the medical department are classed as follows :

Director-general, who ranks as a major general,, .surgeon,

as major; assistant-surgeon, as lieutenant. Ibid., In the

Royal Navy there are the following grades: inspector-

general of hospitals and fleets, deputy-inspector, staff-sur-

geon, surgeon, assistant-surgeon. 1876 VOYLE & STEVENSON

Milit. Diet. (ed. 3), Surgeon-Major, a medical officer who is

attached to and in medical charge of a regiment. 1886 New
York Tribune 16 Aug. (Cent. Diet.), Surgeon-generalshlp.

1887 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 12 Mar. 604/1 Whether an Admiralty

surgeon.. can wear uniform, or not. 1894 Outing (U.S.)

XXIV. 234/1 In addition to the brigade-surgeon.. there are

also one surgeon with rank of major and one assistant sur-

geon with rank of captain for each of the five regiments.

SURGERY.
MAYNR Expos. Lex. 36^/2 They [te. general practitioners]
are also called Surgeon-Apothecaries because .. they are
Members of a College of Surgeons, besides being Licentiates
of the Apothecaries Company. 1879 CEO. Kuor MiddUm.
xiv, Lydgate did_ not

dispense drugs. This was offensive
both to the physicians whose exclusive distinction seemed
infringed on, and to the surgeon-apothecaries with wliom h
r^DKcii himself. 1881 Instr. Census Clerki (188 ,, 27 Surgeon-
Aurist. Ibid., Surgeon-Oculist. 1885 < 'rt. Jt nt. 37 Mar.,
A surgeon-masseur of considerable repute. 1898 Lond. Gat.
26 Aug. 5142/1 Whereas We have deemed it expedient to
alter the-Ranks of the Officers of Our Indian Medical Ser-
vice : Our Will.. is that the following alterations shall be
made: Present Ranks. Surgeon-Colonel. ..Surgeon. Lieu-
tenant-Colonel. New Ranks. Colonel. Lieutenant-Colonel.
1901 Nature 5 Sept. 454/1 Surgeon-radiographer to the

Imperial Yeomanry Hospital, South Africa.

b. Comb., as surgeon-like adv.
; aurgeon-bird,

the jacana ; surgeon -flsh, a fish of the genus
Acanthurus (cf. DOCTOR sb. 8).
160* and I't. Returnfr. J'artiass. i.i. 5 Surgean-like thou

dost with cutting heale. 1870 GILLMORK tr. figuier's Rep-
tiles ff Birds 302 Called Surgeon Birds, from the resemblance
the claw on their back toe bears to a lancet.

Hence Sn-rgeon v. trans., to cure as by surgical
art

; Sn'rgeoncy , surgeonship ;
So. rgeonB, a

female surgeon ; Su'rgeoning, surgery ; Sn r-

geonleaa a., without a surgeon ; Sn'rgeonihip,
the office or position of a surgeon.
1850 HLACKIE jtEschyliis 1. 13, I chaunt some dolorous

ditty, making song, Sleep's substitute, 'surgeon my nightly
care. 1869 LD. LYTTON Urval 249 Who will surgeon me This

gash? 1804 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. (1843) I. 477

Having accepted a *surgeoncy arid an ensigncy in the

militia. 1893 Times 3 Oct. 7/3 A discussion at St. George's

Hospital about a contested election to a vacant surgeoncy.

1815 MRS. PILKINCTON Celebrity II. 213 He pronounced the

marchioness a very skilful surgeon or *surgeoness. 1869

apply'd in this case, by surgeons of another sort.

2. = surgeon-bird, -fish : see 3 b.

1855 Orr-s Circ. Sci., Org. Nat. III. 182 In the i

has been applied t

'

Surgeons
'

occur in all tropical seas.

3. attrib. : appositive,
as surgeon-apothecary,

-aurist, -dentist, -masseur, -oculist, -radiographer ;

surfeon-colonel,
-lieutenant.

*>_ . ,- .. n j _*: *

has given 1400 surgeonships to the Democrats in the Pen-

sion Bureau. 1887 Pall Mall G. 17 Sept. 10/1 The surgeon-

ship of some local clubs.

f Su'rgeoner. Chiefly Sc. Obs. Forms : 6

sor-, surugenar, surriginare, surigeoner, (sur-

inger). [f. SDBOEON sb. + -EB !.]
= SHBOBON.

1516 Sc. Acts Jas. V (1874) II. 320 The yerlie fee. .gevin
be oure souerane lorde to.. George Leithe his surriginare.

01578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chrott. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 235
Weill leirnit in the art of tnediecein and also ane cuning
sorugenar. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 142

tnarg., Medicineris Surigeoneris or Barbouris. 1599 Sir

Clyom. xvi. 86 Cham but vatber Corin the shepherd, cham
no suringer I.

t Surgeonrer. Obs. rare . In 5 anrionrer.

[f. SURGEON sb., after next.] A surgeon.
1483 Catli. Angl, 372/1 A Surgen (A. Surionrer), aliptes.

\ SnTgeonry. Obs. Forms : 4-5 surgenrie,

5 surgeonry, 6 Sc. surgenary, surigeonrle. [f.

SURGEON sb. + -BY, after OF. ser-, cirurgiennerie

(f. cirurgien CHIBURGEON + -erie, -ERY).] Surgery.

14.. Lanfland's P. PL B. xvi. 106 [He] did him assaye
his surgerye {v. r. surgenriel on hem bat syke were, a 1500

in Archxohgia L1X. 10 Vf she wolde goo to a surgeon

namyd Sabastian, he shuld releyff hir with his conyng of

surgeonry. 1505 Seal o/Cause, Edin. 59 (Jam.) We. .grant

the samen to the forsalds crafts of surgenary and Barbars.

1596 DALRYMTLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 140The mysterie

of medicine and surigeonric. 1730 in BAILEY tfol.) ; hence in

JOHNSON.
t Burger. Obs. [a. OF. surgier, rare by-form

of surgien SURGEON.] A surgeon.
01400-50 Wars Alex. 3132 (DubL), He gart seke bair

sarys & bairn salue with surgers \Ashm. surgens] noble.

Surgeraunt, variant of SOJODRANT Obs.

c 1475 Promp. Paro. 484/2 (MSS. K. & H.) Surgeraunt,
.S. sugyner, or a comyner, commcnsalis, cottviva.

Surgery (sv Jdjari). Also 4 sirgirie, 4-6

aurgerye, 4-7 aurgerie, 6 sowrgerie, aurre-

gerie. [ad. OF. surgerie, contracted f. sir-, cir-

urgerie CHIHURGERY. (For another form of con-

traction cf. OF. surgie, whence MDn. sttrgie, OPg.

surgia (beside mod.Pg. cirurgia), med.L. surgia.)]

1. The art or practice of treating injuries, defor-

mities, and other disorders by manual operation or

instrumental appliances ; surgical treatment.

lllls WW1IU lit .a ... - "J ---- - -I
.;. \171_ II

of Surgerye. c 1450 Mankind 850 in Macro Plays 32 Whyll
a wond ys fresch, yt ys prowyd curabyll

be surgery. 1505

in Marwick Edint. Guilds (1909) 59 That na.. person..vse

ony poyntis of saidis craftis of surregerie or barbour craft

within this burgh bolt glf [etc.J. 1600 SHAXS. A. Y. L. III.

ii. 64 And they (sc. our hands] are often tarr d ouer, with the

surgery of our sheepe. 1604 - Oth. n. m. 260 logo. What

are you hurt Lieutenant? Cos. I, past all Surgery. 1667

DAVENANT & DRYDEN Tempest v. i. 111670) 77 Hencefor-

ward let your Surgery alone, for I had Rather he should

dve than you should cure his wound. 1777 COOK Voy.

Pacific in. ix. (1784) II. -5" They perform cures in surgery,

which our extensive knowledge.. has not.. enabled us to

imitate. 1861 FLO. NIGHTINGALE Nursing (ed. 2) 94 sur-

gery removes the bullet out of the limb, which is an obstruc-

tion to cure, but nature heals the wound. 1887 Brit. Med.

Jrnl. 22 Jan. 166/2 Dental Surgery. 1897 W. ANDERSON

Surr Treatm. Lupus 2 A bold and skilful surgery is usu.

ally exercised in tne one case, and only half-hearted mea-

sures in the other.

fb. Phr. (To take, go) to surgery, for or to
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STJRGIANT.

surgical treatment ; (to lie, be} at surgery, under

surgical treatment, in the doctor's hands. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DC P. K. vn. Iv. (1495) r iv/i They
[that haue the stone] shall be take to surgery. 1535 COVER-
DALE Jer. xlvi. ir In vayne shalt thou go to surgery, for

thy wounde shall not be slopped. 1555 in Strype Eccl.

Mem. (1721) III. App. xlv. 137 How manye mens wyves
and doughters in Flaunders lye at surgerye. 1565 STAPLE-

TON tr. Bede's Hist. Ch. Enf. 146 While he was at surgerie

in curing he dyed. 1586 J. HOOKER Hist. Ire/, in Holin-

shed II. 93/1 Taking his waie to Downemore .. where he

laie at surgerie.

O. fig.
1618 WITHER Brit. Rememb. iv. 1428 God shend us from

the harm Of such like Surgery. 1643 MILTON Divorce n.

xvii. Wks. 1851 IV. 109 A.. creature,.. to whose ease you
cannot adde the tithe of one small atome, but by letting

alone your unhelpful! surgery. 184$ CARLYLE Crom-aieil v.

(1871) II. 143 Terrible Surgery this : but it it Surgery and

Judgment, or atrocious Murder merely? 1913 H. W.CLARK
Hist. Engl. Nonconf. in. i. 1 1. 69 Nonconformity had entered

far too deeply into the nation's life to be eradicated by the

severest surgery of law.

2. The room or office, often in a general prac-

titioner's house, where patients are seen and medi-

cine dispensed.
1846 Bentley's Misc. June 549 A small den [Dr. Faunce]

called 'the surgery'. i86j Hfiss BRADDON Lady A'idiey

xxxix, The door of the little surgery was ajar. . .The surgeon
was standing at the mahogany counter, mixing a draught
in a glass measure. 1871 L. P. MEREDITH Teeth (1878) 252
In some localities, the dentists .. crowd their surgeries to-

gether in the same building.

8. attrib.

1611 WooDALL-SKTy. Mate Pref., Wks. (1653)8 The fitting

and furnishing their Surgerie Chests with medicines. Ibid.

10 Severall proportions or explaining*- . of Surgery provi-

sions. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xxxviii, He would
abstract lozenges, .from the surgery-drawers. 1871 TENNY-
SON /* Childr. Hasp. \, Fresh from the surgery-schools of

France. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 31 Hospital and

Surgery Officer.

Surgiant (sSudjiantl, a. Her. [ineg. f. F.

surgir to rise + -ANT.]
= ROUSANT.

1688 HOLME Armoury n. xi. 230/2 An Eagle displaid,

Surgiaunt. Ibid. 478/2 A Stork surgiant, Argent.

Surgiant, obs. form of SURGEON.

Surgical (soudjikal), a. [Alteration of CHI-

BDBGICAL after surgeon, surgery. Cf. med.L. sur-

guus.~\ Pertaining to, dealing with, or employed
in surgery or the surgeon's art.

1770 Coon Voy. round World n. ix. (1773) 461 The vul-

nerary herbs and surgical art of the country. 1800 Med.

Jrnl. IV. 280 A Course of Lectures on Select Surgical
Cases in the Hospital. ? 4-1800 SYD. SMITH in Lady Hol-
land Mem. (1855) 1. 15 It requires ',

he used to say,
' a sur-

gical operation to get a joke well into a Scotch understand-

ing.' 1846 HOLTZAPFFEL Turning II. 911 Surgical scissors

are of many forms. 1884 THOMPSON Tumours ofBladder

39 The dusty pages of old surgical writers. 1899 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. VII. 585 The drainage.. of the tympano-antral
cavities by a surgical opening into the antrum.

b. Path. Resulting from surgical treatment.

1859 SIMPSON in Nat. Encycl. I. 150 Not unfrequently
followed by Surgical fever. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet.,

S\urgical\ kidney, diseased kidney, resulting from.. opera-
tions on the genito-urinary tract.

Hence Sn'rgically adv., by the application of,

or in relation to, surgical treatment.

1879 St. George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 96 The patient. .was
treated surgically for a left inguinal hernia. 1880 HARWELL
Aneurism 32 All these forms of disease are surgically some-
what peculiar.

Surginess (scMdjines). [f. SUBGY + -NESS.]
The quality or condition of being surgy.
1799 COLERIDGE in New Monthly Mag. (1835) XLV. 221

Rising in a frolic surginess.

Surging (sc-rdjirj), vol. sb. [f. SUBGE v. +
-ING !.J The action of the verb SUBGE.
1. Rising, swelling, or rolling of great waves ;

impetuous movement of the sea or any body of

water ; also transf. scad fig. (see SURGE v. 3 b, c).

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. \. iv. 3 b, Thinges
cast vp by the sourging_ of the Sea. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc.
VII. xxxi. (1636) 702 Driven by force of contrary Winds, by
surging of the Sea, or by overtbwart Tides. 1853 KANE
Grinnell Exp. xxii. (1856) 172 The masses .. by the surging
of the sea have been rubbed as round as pebbles. 1853 SIR
H. DOUGLAS Milit. Bridges 257 Surgings of the water, by
which waves are thrown over the sides of the vessel. 1883
Law Times 20 Oct. 410/2 The surging up of those Teutonic
instincts of freedom.

2. Naut. The action of suddenly slackening a

rope or chain wound round a capstan, etc. Also

attrib., as surging-drum.
1839 Civil Engin. 4- Arch. Jrnl. II. 158/1 An Improved

Capstan and Winch for Purchasing.. Ship's Anchors, with-
out the application of a Messenger, in which there is no
Fleeting or Surging. 1886 J. M. CAULFEILD Seamanship
Notes 4 Seeing enough cable up for surging to the cat. 1902
A. ALCOCK Nat. Indian Seas 52 The dredge was slowly
hauled in, the rope being reeled over a surging-drum at-
tached to the ship s steam.winch.

Surging, ppl. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING

.] Rising,
swelling, rolling, or tossing heavily, as waves.
1566 STUDLEY tr. Seiuca's Agam. [i.] 624 The surging

seas. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. v. 38 From surging gulf two
Monsters streight were brought. 1610 HOLLAND Cam-
den's Brit. (1637) 634 With surging billowes it came rollingand in.rushmg amaine. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 10
[One] surging waue aboue the rest, hit our broad-side. 1671MILTON P. R. iv. 18 Surging waves against a solid rock.
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17 BURNS Behold the Hour i, I'll often greet the surging

swell. 1869 TOZER Highl. Turkey I. 381 [The boats] are

borne down through the surging current.

b. fis; or in fig. context, of feeling, action, etc.

1576 FLEMING Panofl. Epist. 78 Swallowed vppe in surge-

inge seas of sorrowe. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Glance u,

c. trans/. Moving in or as in large waves, undu-

lating heavily or forcibly, heaving (as sound, wind,

a crowd, etc.) ; also, of broadly undulating form,
'

rolling
'

(as hills).

1603 H. PETOWE Eliza's Funeral B j b, My heauie lookes

and all my surdging mones. 1(67 MILTON P. L. 11. 928 The

surging smoak. Ibid. ix. 409 Rising foulds, that tourd

FouW above fould a surging Maze. 1718-46 THOMSON
Strine 745 The surging air receives The plumy burden.

1831 SCOTT Ct. Rot. xxix, Hid from view in the surging

volumes of darkness. 1847 EMERSON Poems, Monadnoc,
Where the airy citadel Overlooks the surging landscape s

swell 1868 Daily News 22 July, The surging, shouting,

yelling crowd. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. iii, The gradual

rise of surging woods. 1891 FARRAR Darkn. f Dawn 1,

Two days afterwards Rome was in a sea of surging flame.

Surgion(e, obs. form of SURGEON.

Surgy (si>Md3i), a. [f. SDBGE sb. + -T.] Full of

or abounding in surges ; pertaining to or charac-

teristic of surges; billowy, tempestuous. AlsoJig.
1581 STANYHURST jEneis n. (Arb.) 69 Throgh surgye

waters with mee too seek ther auenturs. 1601 MARS-

TON Ant. <j-
Mel. iv. Wks. 1856 I. 46 Was ever prince

..With louder shouts of tryumph launched out Into the

surgy maine of government t 1658 E. PHILLIPS Myst. Lave

Gen. Lud. 37 Streames rumbling, surgy, chiding. 1773
BEATTIE Triumph Melancholy xlvii, We roll With headlong
haste along life's surgy stream. xBiS KEATS Endym. I.

121 The surgy murmurs of the lonely sea. 18x0 WAINE-
WRIGHT Ess. $ Crit. (1880) 45 By them eight white soft-

sliding hours, .ride with surgy velocity on a trail of volley-

ing clouds.

Surgyen, -yn, -yon, obs. forms of SURGEON.

Surgyon, error for SOJOURNKB. (C(.surgeraunt.}
14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 602/4 Ptrendinator, a surgyon.

Surhound, obs. form of SUBBOUND v.

Surian, obs. form of SYBIAK.

Surio, obs. form of SARK.

Suricate (siu'rik<rit). Also -kate, -oat. [a. F.

Surikate, 1 of native African origin.
Schreber, Die Satigtthiere, 1778, p. 435, points out (a) that

Buffon's statement (see quot. 1781-5) as to the native home
of this animal is wrong, and (6) that Du. surikat or surikatje
is applied not to it, but to the tailed makis, esp. the macaco
(as Pallas remarks, Misc. Zool., 1778, p. Don.).]

An animal of the genus Suricata, esp. S. zenik or

.. tetradactyla, a viverrine burrowing carnivore of

Cape Colony ; the meerkat or zenick.

1781-5 SMELLIE tr. Buffon's Nat. Hist. (1791) VII. 166
The Surikate, or Four-toed Weasel . . is a native of Surinam,
and other provinces of South America. 1800 SHAW Gen.
Zoot. I. u. 384 The Surikate is distinguished by a long
sharp-pointed nose. 1875 Zoologist X. 4511 The suricate is

nearly allied to the civet.

Surigian, obs. Sc. form of SURGEON.

Surinam (siurinae'm), name of the country in

S. America also called Dutch Guiana ; used attrib.

in specific names of animals, plants, and products,
as Surinam bunting, darter, falcon, grass, medlar,

quassia, rat, shrew, sprat, tern ; Surinam bark,
the bark of species of Andira, or that of Cin-
chona magnifolia, used in medicine ; Surinam
cherry, (a) a South American tree, Malpighia
glabra, or its edible aromatic fruit

; (i>) a Brazilian

tree, Eugenia uniflora, or its red cherry-like fruit ;

Surinam poison, a tropical leguminous plant,

Tephrosia toxicaria, or the poison derived from
the leaves ; Surinam toad (also S. water toad}, a

large flat toad, the PIPA.
1844 HOBLVH Diet. Terms Med., "Surinam Bark, worm

bark. The bark of the Andira inermis, or Cabbage-bark
tree. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Surinam-bark, a cin-

chona bark of indifferent quality, the produce of Cinchona
magnifolia. 1783 LATHAM Gen. Synopsis Birds III. 212
'Surinam Blunting]. . . Bigger than a Lark, but like it in

colour... Inhabits Surinam. 1785 Ibid. VI. 626 'Surinam
D[arter). . . It U often domesticated by the inhabitants, and
known to them by the name of the Sun Bird. 1781 Ibid.
I. 84 'Surinam F[alconJ. Fatco sttfllator, Lin. 1756 P.
BROWNE Jamaica 300 'Surinam Grass. This plant was
lately introduced to Jamaica. 1857 HENFKEV Bot. % 506
The 'Surinam Medlar (Mimusops Eiengi). 1756 P. BROWNE
Jamaica 296 'Surinam Poison. This plant has been intro-
duced into Jamaica . . on account of its intoxicating qualities.
1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 675 'Surinam Quassia Tree
b the representative of a genus very closely allied to Pi*
crsna. 1774 GOLDS*. Nat. Hist. (1824) III. 447 'Surinam
rat, the phalanger, a small monkey. 1800 SHAW Gen. Zool.
I. IL 536 'Surinam Shrew. Sorex SvrinameHsis. 1854
Orr's Circ. Sci. t Org. Nat. I. 101 The most singular situa-
tion of t he eyeball .. is that of the 'Surinam sprat. 1776 P.
BROWN Illustr. Zool. 98 PI. 39, The 'Surinam Tern.. .Size
of a black bird. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1824) III. 145
The Pipal, or the 'Surinam Toad. 1896 Proc. Zool. Soc.

5 May 595 One of the females of the Surinam Water-Toad
..with her back covered with eggs.
b. Epithet of a variety of potato. ? Obs.

1796 NEMNICH Polygl.-Lex., Red and white Surinam,
a sort of potatoes, 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. 4 Art
II. 635 The ox-noble, Surinam, Irish purple, Howard or
clustered, and red potatoes, are for fodder.

SURLY.

Hence Surinamine (also -ina), Chem. an alka-

loid supposed to be contained in Surinam bark.

1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 290 Of Surinamina.
Tbis alkali was discovered in 1824, by M. Overduin, in the
bark of the Geoffroya Surinamensis. 1851 W. GREGORY
Handbk. Org, Chem. 366 Surinamine and Jamaicine are
two alkaloids, found in Gepjfra>a Surinamensis and G.
incrmis.

t Suring, vbl. sl>. Otis. [f. SUBE v. + -ING
i.]

Betrothal.

1530 PALSGR. 278/2 Suryng in maryage,./?aa///.
Suringer : see SUKGEONER.

t Surintendent, sb. and a. Obs. Also 8 -ant.

[ad. F. surintendant : see SUK- and INTENDANT.]= SUPEBINTENDEXT sb. and a.

1663 GERBIER Counsel a 4, Your Surintendents of Build,

ings, 1690 TEMPLE Ess., Heroic Virtue ii. Wks. 1720 I.

203 A Surintendant, sent more immediately from Court to

inspect the Course of Affairs. 1709 MRS. MANLEY Secret
Mem. (1720) III. 165 Another Sur-Intendant of the royal
Revenue, a 17*1 PRIOR Dial, bet-lit. Charles y Clenard
Wks. 1907 II. 216 The Surintendants and Customers that

keep the Register.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. I. xxxv. (1650) 57 There is a Surin-

tendent Counsel! often.

So f Surinte ndenoa (only in Fr. form -ance),
I Snrinte ndency = SuPEBINTENDENCE, -ENCY.

1650 COWLEY Let. 28 May, Wks. (Grosart) II. 347 In this

distress of the Finances Monsieur Demery is dead, and
Monsieur D'avaux, who was joined with him in the Surin*

tendency has quitted the Charge. 169* C. O'K[ELLY] Ma-
cariaf Excidium in Narratives Contests Irtl. (Camden) 77
The surintendency of all affairs, both civil and military.

1744 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to W^. Montagu 12 June,
Ihe surintendance of all public diversions.

Surion, -oune, obs. forms of SURGEON.

Surkney : see SCCKBNY, smock.

Surkot, -kots, obs. forms of SOBCOAT.

Surlepes, variant of SEBELEPES Obs.

Surlily (sSulili), adv. [f. SUBLT + -LY 2.] In

a surly manner, t * Imperiously, haughtily. Obs.

b. With gloomy ill-humour or churlish morose-

ness.

1611 COTGK., Orgueilleitsement, proudly, surlily, scorne-

fully, arrogantly. 1651 H. MORE andLash in Enthus. Tri.,
etc. (1656) To Kdr. 8 Quando ego non euro ttiutH, ne cura

meum, is but surlily said of the old man in the Comedy.
1659 GAUDEN Slight Healers (1660) 67 It is superciliously

yea very surlily spoken, to persons much better every way
then themselves, Stand by, we are holier than you. a 1700
EVELYN Diary 29 June 1688, (The Seven Bishops] denied
to pay the Lieutenant of the Tower (Hales, who us'd them

very surlily) any fees. 1711 Vind. Sacheverell 81 The good
Man.. sat very surlily pious, a 1774 GOLDSM. tr. Scarron's

Com. Romance(l^^5) II. 77, 1 immediately demanded of the

slave where he was : he surlily answered, that wherever he

was, it was not for me. 1837 LYTTON E. Maltrav. I. i,
' You

can't miss your way well,' said the man, surlily :

'
the lights

will direct you.' 1875 HAYWARD Lan>e ngst. World 16
'

Come,
Florence

'

said Tollemache, surlily,
'
let us get home.'

Surliness (stiulines). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

Surly character, condition, or manner, f a. Im-

periousness, haughtiness, arrogance. Obs. b.

Gloomy ill-humour, churlish moroseness.

1587 T. NORTON Caevin's Inst. iv. L i 16 margin, The
surlinesse of some by reason of pride, and a vaine opinion of

their owne holines. 1593 BILSON Govt. Car. Ch. 389 To
ouer-rule Christian princes and Churches with greater surli-

nes than ever did Patriarke or Pope. 1603 HOLLAND
Plutarch's Mor. 128 A kinde of froward surlinesse hardly to

be pleased. 1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 36 To. .mollifie the

Spartan surlinesse with his smooth songs and odes. 1691

HARTCLIFKE Virtues 164 That we fall not upon either of the

extremes, base Submission, or Surliness. 1700 DRYDEN Pal.

*t Arc. IL 192 None greets; for none the Greeting will re-

turn ; But in dumb Surliness, each arm'd with Care His Foe

profest, as Brother of the War. 1747 RICHARDSON Clarissa

(1810) I. xliii. 328 How shall I stand the questions of some,

the set surliness of others? 1831 SCOTT Cast. Dang, xix,

The surliness which has replaced their wonted courtesy of

manners. 1879 SEGUIN Black For. ii. 38 This independence
of character does not produce any surliness of manner in the

Black Forest peasantry.

t Surling. Obs. nonce-wd. [app. f. SuBLY, on

the (false) analogy of lordly, lordling.] A surly

fellow.

1605 CAMDEN Rem., Anagr. 157 As for these sowre surl-

ings, they are to be commended to Sieur Gaulard.

Surloin : see SIRLOIN.

Surly (st>uli),. Also 6 -li, 7 -lie, -ley. [Altered

spelling of SIBLT a.]

1 1. ? Lordly, majestic. Obs. rare.

1566 DRANT tr. Horace, Sal. i. ii. B j b, How he doth decke,

and dighte His surlye corps in rytche aray.

t 2. Masterful, imperious ; haughty, arrogant,

supercilious. Obs.

CIST* I. B. in Gascoigne Posies (is7S\ The sauerie sappes

in Gascoignes Flowers that are,.. Could not content the

surly for their share, Ne cause them once to yeeld him

thankes therefore. 1573 G. HARVEY Letter.bk. (Camden) 4,

I have not shoun mi self so surli towards mi inferiors. 1579

Sp

pack up ye Rascals, and be gone. 17*6 POPE Odyss. xxlii.

50 Stern as the surly lion o'er his prey.



SURMA.

f b. as adv. Obs.
1601 SHAKS. Jut. C. i. iii. 21 Against the Capitoll I met a

Lyon, Who glaz'd vpon me, and went surly by, Without
annoying me. 1693 R. LvuK/Kr. Retaking

1 Friend"x Adv.*
10 Those that earned themselves moit surly towards me.
3. Churlishly ill-humoured; rude and cross;

'gloomily morose* (J.). Said of persons (or
animals), or their actions or attributes.

1670 KAY Prov. 208 As surly as a butchers dog. 1677
OTWAV Cheats of Scapin i. i, Thou art as surly as if thou
really couldst do me no good. 17** UK FOE Col. Jack^i&^i)
7 Captain Jack.. a surly, ill-looked rough boy, had not a
word in his mouth that savoured either of good manners,
or good humour. 1757 SMOLLETT Reprisal i. i, Commend
me to the blunt sincerity of the true surly British mastiff.

1770 GOI.USM. Des. Vill. 105 Nor surly porter stands in

guilty state. 1807 CKAHHK Par. Reg. m. 245 And surly
beggars cursed the ever-bolted door. 1840 DICKENS Old C.

Shop xvi, A surly, grumbling manner. 1865 KINGSLEY
Herew. xix, A surly voice asked who was there. 1884 F. M.
CKAWFORD Rom. Singer ix. I. 187 Dry throats make surly
answers, as the proverb says.

b. as sb. {quasi proper name), nonce-use.

1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Random v, Well, well, old surly,.,
thou art an honest fellow.

4. Jig. from 2 and 3 : f
'

Imperious*, stern and

rough (pbs.}\ (of soil, etc.) obstinate, refractory,
intractable ; (of weather, etc.) rough and gloomy,
threatening and dismal.
c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. Ixxi, You shall heare the surly sullen

bell Giue warning to the world that I am fled From this vile

world. 1646 G, DANIEL Poems Wks. (Grosart) I. 69 The
Lawes Of Surly fate. 1654 TUCKNEY Death Disarmed 24
Seneca according to his surly stoical principle would per*
suade himself. . that it is ill to desire death. 1661 R. MATHEW
Unl, Alch, 86. 120 Surly griefs, as Sciatica and Gout in the
feet, a 1668 LASSELS Voy. Italy (1698) I, 46 Our horses
eased us, the ascent not being so surly as we expected. 1693
EVELYN De la Quint, Compl. Card. II. 195 In a surly Season.

1696 PRIOR To the King after Discov. Conspiracy 70 By
sounding Trumpets, mark, and surly Drums, When William
to the open Vengeance comes. 1697 DRVDEN Virg. Georg. L

154 Before the surly Clod resists the Rake. 1733 W. ELLIS
Chiltern fy Vale Farm, u Their

surly Clay Grounds. 1784
BURNS Man made to Mourn i, Chill November's surly blast.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiii. 16 The surly salt seas. 1881
C. WHITEHEAD Hops 19 Where the marls on the chalk are
somewhat less surly and intractable. 1901 Munsey*s Mag.
(U. S.) XXIV. 796/1 The straight, flat, surly clouds.

5. Comb., as surly-browed, -sounding adjs. ;

surly-boota [cf. lazy-boots, sly-boots]) an appella-
tion for a surly person ; f surly-borne a. t haughty
in bearing or demeanour.
1710 Fanatick Feast 12 Old *Surly- Boots., threw off his

Cloak. x8ia COMBE Syntax, Picturesque xxiL When Surljr-
boots yawn'd wide, and spoke. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. u. iii.

240 Vliss. If he were proud. Diom. Or couetous of praise.
Vliss. I, or *surley borne, a 1618 SYLVESTER Panaretus
1373 So swelling-proud; so *surly-brow'd the while. 1833 T.
HOOK Parson's Dare. in. i, The *surly-sounding mandate.

Surly, obs. form of SURELY.

11 Surma, soorma (sovjma). E. Ind. Also [7

surmee,] 9 -men, -me, soorma, -ee. [a. Urdu =
Pers. 5^-1 $urma(K)J\ A black powder consisting
of sulphide of antimony or of lead, used by Indian

women for staining the eyebrows and eyelids.

m [1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot's Trav. i. 56 They [sc. Turk-
ish women] paint their Eye-brows and Eye-lids with a
blackish colour, which they call Surmee.] 1819 T. HOPE
Anastasius (1820) II. iii. 59 A pair of eyes. . were not deemed
to possess all their requisite powers, until framed in two
black cases of surineh. x8ao T. S. HUGHES Trav. Sicily I.

ix. 255 Their eyebrows, .tinged with surme. 1837 ROYLE
Antiq, Hindoo Med. 100 With it [sc. sulphuret of antimonyj,
I believe, is frequently confounded the sulphuret of lead,

which, in Northern India, is called soormee. .and used as a
substitute for the former. 1896 Month May 33 Henna for

her nails, kohl and soorma for her eyes. 1913 loth Cent.

May 996 Shams-ud-Din blackened the edges of my eyelids
with surma (antimony).

Surmaia, Surmark, var. SYKM^A, SIBMABK.
Surmaster (suma:stai). [f. SUB- = SUPEB-

6 a + RASTER sb.*] The title of the second master
at St. Paul's School, London.
ci5 COLET in Archaeologia LXII. 230 Twoo techers

perpetual! oon callid the Maister, and that other callid the
Ussher or surmaister. 1744 Gen. Even. Post No. 1658, Mr.
Thickness, Chaplain of S 1

. Pauls School was chosen Sur-
Master of the said School. 1886 Athenxum 17 Apr. 521/2
The Rev. J. H. Lupton, sur-master of St. Paul's School.

1889 Pauline VIII. 8 The Surmaster, on behalf of his col-

leagues and the school, accepted the gift.

Surmatch : see SUR-.

Surme, -mee, -meh : see SURMA.

Surment, Surmet, var. SUBEMENT, SUMMIT.

Surmia, var. SYBM.EA.

Surmisable (stumoi-zab'l), a. Also surmise-
able, [f. SURMISE v. + -ABLE.] That may be sur-

mised ; conjecturable, supposable.
1817 KEATINGE Trav. I. 186 The namea^a//, besides the

importance of its surrmseable radical, gives much scope for

important deductions in its affinity, .with the arayal. 1862
CARLVLE Fredk. Gt. xiv. viii, Should Prince Karl, as is sur-

misable, make new attempts there. 1875 POSTE Gaius i.

Introd. 21 All systems of law. .contain many provisions
which are hardly surmisable by any but professional lawyers.

Surmisal (swmai'zal). Now rare, [f,
as prec.

+ -AL5.] = SURMISE sb.

1641 MILTON Ch. Gavt. it. Introd., From this needlesse
surmisall I shall hope to disswade the intelligent.. auditor.

1657 North's Plutarch (1676) Add. Lives 40 All the aforesaid
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cavils .are.. founded on bare surmisals and forged stories.
.676 GLANVILL E,,. Philos. * Kclig. ,v. , Those *,kin,M^

.ncernmg natural Wisdom. 1894 Ifcsti,
Dec. 7/2 If this surmisal be erroneous.

Surmisant (siumarzim . nun,, ;<>,/.
[f. as prec.

+ -ANT 1, afler informant.} A surmiscr.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa VI. xlv. 62 He meant no rcflec-

tion upon her Ladyship's informants, or rather surmimnts
(as he might call them).

Surmise (sujmai-z, sS-jmsiz), sb. Also 5-6
myse, (6 -mies, 7 Anglo-Ir. -mishe),6-8 -mize.
[a. AF.,OF. surmise, vb\. sb. f. surmetire : see next.]
1 1. Law, A formal allegation or information

;

spec, in Eccl. Law, the allegation in the libel. Obs.
1451 Rails o/ Parlt. V. 318/3 That averment .. may be

hadde.Jor every partie..to have or enjoye any of the
premisses, by theire surmyse that the seid Londes. .were
yevcn or graunted for other Londes (etc.). 1455 Hid. 334/1
That al suche persones..uppon whom any suche surmyse is

made, so that it be thought by the Justicez. .afore whome
suche surmyses is hadde, that suche surmyse is trewe and
not doon ol malice, remayne and abyde yn youre prisone
1481 Cov. Lett Bk. 473 A surmyse made to my lorde prynce
ofdiuerse Iniuryesdon byhym &o}>er persones 1485 AW/s
ofParlt. VI. 337/1 The said John Calcote the Fader, by an
untrue surmyse made unto King Edward the fourth . . w.-is

appcched of high Treason. 1534 Star Chamber Cases
(Selden) II. 317 That the seid henry, .exhybyt one other
byll of surmyse for thepremyssez in to thekynges Courte of
Cbauncery. 1505 Expos. Terms Law s. v. Ley, In cases of
secrecie where the plaintife cannot proue the surmise of his
suit by any deed or open acte. 1713 GIBSON Codex 1071/3
Prohibition may be granted upon a Collateral Surmise :

That is, upon a Surmise ofsome Fact or Matter not appear-
ing in the Libel.

f2. An allegation, charge, imputation; esp. a
false, unfounded, or unproved charge or allegation.
Obs. (in later use merged in 4).
1531 ELVOT Gay. u. xi, In them that be constante is neuer

mistrust or suspition, nor any surmise or iuell reporte can
withdrawe them from their affection, c 1540 tr. Pol. I'erg.
Eng. Hist. (Camden No. 39) 38 After being reserved ix.
monthes for that cause, and her surmise founde false, she
was burned. 1563 Homilies ii. Almsdeeds in. (1640) 166 It
is the crafty surmize of the divell to perswade us it 1577
HARRISON England \\. xi. [xviii.] (1877) i. 296 They wage
one poore man or other, to become a bodger, and thereto get
him a licence vpon some forged surmise. 1582 T. CART-
WRIGHT in Nicolas Mem. Sir C. Hatton (1847) 34 The
slanderous surmise of my disloyalty to her Majesty's estate.
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxviu. xl. 699, I shall tncurre the
sinister opinion and surmise of two things, a 1660 Contemp.
Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archaeol. Soc.) II. 180 The subdellegation of
the

proyinciall
councell of Vlster by the surmishes of My

Lord Primal.

3. (A) suspicion. Obs. or merged in 4.
1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xx. (Percy Soc.) 94 Demeane you

so that in no wyse No man perceyve of your love surmyse.
1567 MAPLETC/% Forest 105 \Vithout any surmise or suspect
had of his part of any such kind of deceipt. 1643 MILTON
Divorce^ Let him not put her away for the nicer surmise
of Judaicall uncleannes. 1719 YOUNG Busiris IV. i, Was
ever man thus left to dreadful thought, And all the horrors
of a black surmise 1 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Mysl. Udolpko
xxx, There was something so extraordinary in her being at
this castle,, .that a very painful surmise arose concerning
her character. [iSozLo. BROUGHAM Brit. Const.\v.fn, I never
even have heard a surmise against the purity of members.]

fb. A 'suspicion', slight trace (of something).
1586 A. DAY Engl. Secretorie i. (1635) 141 So much as any

surmize of that whereof I haue beene thereby aduertised.

1595 DANIEL Civ. Wars til. 1 viii, Glad to fmde the least sur-

mise of rest. 1736 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. IV. 141 Avoid every
Surmise of acting otherwise than the most dutiful Subjects.
1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev. m. u. vii, Some faintest ineffectual

surmise of mercy.
4. All idea formed in the mind (and, often, ex-

pressed) that something may be true, but without

certainty and on very slight evidence, or with no
evidence ; a conjecture.
1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pal. i. viii. 3 Surmises and sleight

probabilities will not serue. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. i. 5

The rest, as his giving name to the He or ever landing
heer, depends altogether upon late surmises. 1748 Ansons
Voy. u. xiii. 370 This appeared, by the event, to be an ill-

grounded surmise. 1817 KEATS Sottn., Cltapinan's Homer
13 All his men Look'd at each other with a wild surmise.

1860 TVNDALL Giac. u. xiii. 396 Another early surmise was
. . that the glacier slid along its bed. 1878 EARLE PkiloL

Engl. Tongue v. Postscr. (1870) 353 Home Tooke was, I be-

lieve, the first to throw out this surmise.

b. in generalized use.

1590 H. R. Defiance to Fortune 64, He was not assured

whether he spake vpon surmise, or that he had some secret

knowledge of his loue to Susania. 1507 SHAKS. -2 Hen. IV,
i. iii. 23 Coniecture, Expectation, and Surmise Of Aydes in-

certaine, should not be admitted. 1700 DKVDEN /"a/. >t Arc.

u. 486 Suspicions, and Fantastical Surmise. 1817 JAS. MILL
Brit. India

y.
iv. II. 453 Allegations which, if they had

general surmise . . in their favour, were unsupported by
parti-

cular facts. 1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 263 The knowledge
that I am, and, since I am, can recognize What to me is pain
and pleasure : this is sure, the rest surmise. 1911 Eng.

Hist. Rev. Oct. 821 Surmise has often to supply the lack of

1 5. The formation of an idea in the mind ; con-

ception, imagination. Obs.

1591 WARNER Alt. Eng. vn. xxxvii. (1613) 180 That Ver-

men that hath reason, and bis owne defects espies, Doth

seeme to haue a soule, at least doth thriue by such surmies.

1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 1579 Being from the feeling of her own

Siefe
brought, By deep surmise of others detriment. 1597

OOKER Eccl. Pol. V. Ixv. $ 15 Pretending that thecrosse. .is

not by them apprehended alone, but hath in their secret sur-

mise or conceipt a reference to the person of our Lord lesus

SURMISE.
Christ. 1637 MILTON I.ycUat 153 For so to interpote a
little

eise.^Let
our ftai: y w jtri f,^ ,urmUe.

Surmise
--urmyse,

>rmye, ormye, 6 aormise ,'<>-. urmye,6-S aurmize.
[(. AK, OK ,ui-nm-c

, pa. pple.OlntmuUn to accuse: see SUBMIT and cf. prec.
and Suiii'itisE v.]
t L trans. To put upon some one as a charge or

accusation ; to charge on or upon, allege against a
peison ; spec, in Law, to submit as a charge or
information, allege formally. Obs.
c 1400 Beryn 3665 His owne fawte, & hi, owne wrong, On

beryn he hath surrnys.d ,473 WAKKW. Ckron. (C.mden) 5Humfrey Haward and other aldermen were areted and
treaioune surmyscd uppon them. 1516 Pilfr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) 98 Care not what ony persone myth, tukpecletn, sur-
miseth,why!.per<:lhorrownethofyherein<:rlh. a 154! HALL
Chron., Hen. yill, 59 b, The straungier..*urmysracom.
playnt againste the poore carpenter, a 1557 MRS. M. UAUXT
tr. More l Trial. Passion M.' Wks. 1354/1 That he should
. .haue heynous crimes surmysed against him.

t b. const, clause or ace. and inf.

1467-* in Ox/. Stud. Sec. 4 Legal Hist. (1914) IV. 317
Where it is surmyscd by the seid bill that the seid William
[etc.). 1480 Cm. Lett Bk. 439 These be |>e names of the
fleldes bat be seid Laurens surmysed shuld be Comien )>at
were kept seuerell. 1495 P. WAKBECK Declar. in Bacon
Hen. VII (1633) 151 My mortall Enemie hath, .falsely sur-
mised mee to bee a fayned Person, giuing mee Nick-names.
1509-10 Act i Hen. Vlll, c. 4 Preamble, Endilementes for
offenses surmysed to be doone contrarye to the same Statutes.

1:1589 in Horsey's Trav. (Hakl. Soc) App. 318 Hierom
Horssey and one Anthony Marshe surmised to toe Counsaill
that the agent had written treason against the State.

t o. after as.

1464 Cm. Leet Si. 323 We. .maruayllyng gretely . . of your
sun*rance..yf it be as is surmysid. 15*8 MORE Dyalogt I.

Wks. no/i Thinkinge..that.. Luther saied not so euyll as
is surmised vpon him. 1565 JEWEL lieft. Harding i. 4
Neyther dooe wee refuse your fantasies bicause they be
Catholike, as you surmise. 1693 in N. Skaks. Soc. Trans.
(1885) 507 As in the said Bill is

falsely surmised.

t d. at>sol. To make allegations.
15*8 Rov Rede me (Arb.) 32 Wherfor agaynst vs they will

nowe surmyse Seynge that gone is the masse.

t e. pregnantly. To allege falsely or gronnd-
lessly. Obs.

1477 HEN. VII in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. 1. 20 The grete
malice .. as she shewed lately in sending bider of a fayned
boye, surmising him to have been the son of the Due of
Clarence. 1530 in W. H. Turner iV/. Rec. ar/W(i88o) 88
M. Burton saithe the article is surmysed and nothyn? trew.

t f. To accuse, charge (a person) "with. rare~~*.
a 1485 FORTKSCUE Wks. (1869) 499 Sir James of Aiideley . .

which was surmised with the gettinge of the said Phillipe.

fg. ? To impugn. Obs. rare ^.

1609 ALEX. HUME Admon. Wks. (S.T.S.) 180 Persuading
them that it wes the. .defence of treu religioun (then sur-

mysed by the Earles of Huntlie, Errol, and Angous) that he
intended.

1 2. To devise, plan, contrive, esp. falsely or

maliciously. Chiefly const, inf. Obs.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. (Percy Soc) 3 As was the guyse
. . Of the poetes plde, a tale to surmyse, To cloke the tnithe
of their infirmitie. 1549-6* STERNHOLD & H. Ps. xxvii. 14
They surmise against me still false witnesse to depose.
1567 Gude ff Godlie B, (S.T.S.) 152 The Jewis did..euer
niair surmyse, With vnkyndoes to keill me. 1631 LITHCOW
Trav. v. 198 All I surmise Is shrewdly stopL

1 3. To suppose, imagine (that a thing is so) ; to

expect. Obs.

1500 BARCLAY Shyp ofFolys (iyi<>} 104 Alexander.. all the
worlde subdued as I surmise. 1573 Act 14 KHz. c. 12 S 2

The said Acte hathe not.. brought the good Effecte that

then was hoped and surmysed. 1578 H. WOTTON CourtKe
Conlrov.

135^ L.thinke it meere folly for a man to breake

bys necke wilfullye, surmising happily to please his mais-

tresse therby. 1624 QUARLES Job Poems (1717) 187, I'm
scorned ofmy Friends, whose prosp'rous state Surmises me
..to be cast away From Heavens regard. 1667 MILTON
P. L. xi. 340 Surmise not then His presence to these narrow
bounds confin'd Of Paradise or Eden. 1715 Pore Odyss.
IV. 995 'Tis impious to surmize, the pow'rs divine To ruin

doom the Jove-descended line.

fb. To form an idea of, conceive, imagine.
Also absol. Obs.

1586 A. DAV Engl. Secretorie I. (1625) 43 It is incredible

to thinke, and vnpossihle to bee surmised . . how detestable

hath beene the original! progression.. of his most wicked.,

life. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hex. VI, IIL ii. 347 So get thee gone,
that I may know my greefe, "Tis but snrmiz'd, whiles thou

art standing by. i6oa Ham. u. ii. 108, I haue a daughter
. . Who in her Dutie and Obedience, marke, Hath giuen me
this : now gather, and surmise.

f4. To suspect. Obs.

1571 CAMPION Hist. Irel. n. ix. (1633) 108 Him they lur-

mized to keepe a Kalender of all their doings. 1*17 MORV-
SON /tin. L 236 If this discourse makes any surmise that we
did some things against our conscience while wee liued in

this Monastery.
b. To give an inkling of, hint. rare 1

.

i8ao RANKEN Hist, franc* VIII. l. vi. 250 There were

state secrets which he never surmised to them.

5. To form a notion that the thing in question

may be so, on slight grounds or without proof ; to

infer conjectural ly. Const, obj. cl. or simple obj.

1700 DRVDEN Sigismonda t, Guise. 171 What Thoughts
he had beseems not me to say, Though some surmise he

went to fast and pray. 1768 H. WALPOLE Hist. Doubts 59
Such omissions cannot but induce us to surmise that Henry
had never been certain of the deaths of the princes. 1817

JAS. MILL Brit. India v. viii. 1 1 . 629 The Governor-General

surmised a circumstance, which always seems to have



SURMISED.

animated him to peculiar severity. 1835 I. TAYLOR Spir.

Despot, iii. 94 Whatever the Jewish nation might surmise

or know concerning a future life. 1871 FREEMAN Norm.
Conq. IV. xvii. 83 Is it going too far to surmise that during. . .

William's Lenten pilgrimage to Caen, it was fully arranged
ho should be the next to fill

b. absol. or intr.

,

who should be the next to fill the throne of Augustine ?

1820 KEATS Cap fy Bells vii, Show him a garden, and with

speed no less, He'll surmise sagely of a dwelling house.

1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 160 Can I know, who out sur-

mise? 1906 BEATRICE HARRADZttSc/io/ar's Dau.xi. 220 We
were only surmising. It was stupid of me to begin it

f 6. ? To take up into itself. Obs. rart~\

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man
y. 70 This coate [of the ven-

tricle]
first receiueth and surmiseth, all the Veynes, Arteries,

and smewes that are reached to the ventricle.

Surmised (swmarzd), ppl.a. [f. prec. + -ED 1
.]

fl. Submitted as a charge or information to a

court of law ; charged upon or alleged against
someone ; more generally, alleged, supposed. Obs.

1530 Set. Cases Star Chamber (Selden) II. 49 Thanswere
of Elys abbott of Croxston to the surmysed byll of com-

pleynt of John Molshoo. 1531 in W. H. Turner Select.

Rec. Oxford (1880) 102 Under the pretence of that sur-

mysyd new graunt. 1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. vi. i He
was charged with the slaunder of a surmysed crime, 1633
HEYWOOD Eng. Trav. iv. Wks. 1874 IV. 73, I shall doubt-
lesse acquit my selfe Of this surmised murder. 1649 in Def.
Rights .y Priviledges Univ. Oxf. (1600) 17 Before the time
of the grant ofthose surmised charters to the City of Oxford.

t 2. Devised falsely, feigned. Obs.

1514 BARCLAY Cytt $ Uplomiyshm. (Percy Soc.) 16 This is

trewe hystory, & no surmysed fable.

*t"3. Imagined, supposed, fancied. Obs.

1578 H. WOTTON Courtlie Controv. 237 Some surmised
contentation receyued in dreaming. 1597 HOOKER EccL
Pol. v. Ixvii. i That his Flesh is meate, and 'his Bloud

drinke, not by surmised imagination, but truely. 160* J.
MANNINGHAM Diary (Camden) 63 He. .entreated the sur-

mised assured gent, to hold his cardes till he returned.

4. Inferred conjectnrally.
1860 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. cii. III. 5 We are not

to sit down under surmised dishonour. 1879 TODHUNTER
Alcestis 109 Beckoning me From the bare known to a sur-

mised beyond. 1899 GARVIE Ritschlian Tkeol. viii. 6. 257
Love is directed for the furtherance of the recognised or

surmised purpose which another sets himself.

Surmiser (sojmai'zsj). Also 6 surmowser,
-mysar, 7 Anglo-Ir. -misher. [f. as prec. + -ER *.]

One who surmises.

f 1. One who makes allegations or charges (esp.
ill-founded or malicious) against some one; a (false)

accuser. Obs.

cxsis Cock LorclFs B. (Percy Soc.) n Surmowsers, yll

thynkers, and make brasers. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph.
248 He made & autorised suche surmisers & pickers of

quereles to bee his deputies. 1588-9 Reg. Privy Council '

Scot. IV. 358 Surmysaris and forgearis of ley is. 1619 m '

Fortescue Papers (Camden) 78 The burden would lye upon ,

them as upon partial! surmisers and promoters, a 1660 !

Contemp, Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archaeol. Soc.) I. 142 Not well

understand! nge the fetch and groundes of the surmishers.

2. One who makes a surmise or conjecture (esp.

ill-founded); spec, (with qualifying word, as evil)
one who suspects evil of another.

1591 GREENE Maiden's Dr. Wks. (Grosart) XIV. 313 The
brainsicke and illiterate surmisers, That like to Saints
would holy be in lookes. 1639 LITHGOW Trav. viii. 339
Let not surmisers thinke, ambition led My second toyles,
more rlash-flowne praise to wed. 1678 Lively Oracles ii.

39, I should first desire these surmisers to point out the
time when, and the persons who began this design. 1710
PALMER Proverbs 39 Evil surmisers. 1843 NEWMAN Lett.

(1891) II. 423 Tom may suspect it and Copeland, so may
Church and Marriott. Indeed, I cannot name the limit of
surmisers. 1883 G. MACDONALD Castle Warlock III. iii. 49
There is something here that wants looking into if not by
an old surmiser, yet by the young women themselves !

Surmisiae, etc., obs. Anglo-Ir. f. SURMISE, etc.

Surmising (soim^i'zirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec.
+ -ING 1.] The action of the verb SURMISE ; the

framing of conjectures ; suspicion, esp. of evil.

1526 TINDALE i Tim. vi. 4 Envie, stryfe, realinges, evyll
surmysinges, sup?rfluus disputynges. a 1586 SIDNEY Ar.

\

cadia in. (1629) 340 By surmizmgs of his owne minding to
marre their fortunes, a 1653 BINNING Useful Case Consc. i.

(1633) 9 Surmisings, whisperings and reports ofothers. 1828 -

43TYTLER Hist.Xcot. (1864) II. 184 James's late unjustifiable
proceedings . . had occasioned some unquiet surmismgs in the
minds of his nobility.

So Surmi-sinff ppl. a., that surmises; suspecting,

suspicions ; f accusing ; aiming at (obs.\
1535 TINDALE Tracy's Tut. Wks. (1573) 435/1 A blynd

monster and a surmisyn? beast, fearyng at the fall of euery
leafe. 1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. Diij, My life-surmising |

Bishops swolne in rage, . . Went to the king.

t Surmi t, v. Obs. Also 5 -met(te, 5-6 -myt(te.
[a. AF., OF. surmetre : late L. sitpermitttre (also

supra-}, in med.L. to accuse, f. super- SUPER- a +
mitttre to put.]
1. trans. To charge, impute ;

to allege, suggest
(often falsely) ; SURMISE v . i.

W* Rolls of Parlt.\l\.6sQ/i The .. Lord the Roos .. com-
|

pleyneth hym by a Bille, surmettyng on the same Robert,
that he..dyd assemble greet noumbre of men. Ibid. 650/2
The matier on hym surmetted by the sayd Bille. 1447
Ibid. V. 137/2 Certein trespass and offens, or dettes sur-

'

mitted to be don or due to theira. 1447 Shillingford Lett. \

(Camden) 96 Such Mayer Bailliffs and Comminalte as thet i

surmytten where yn the saide Citee. c 1450-5 in O*f. Stud^. \

Soc. Ltfal Hist. (1914) IV. 202 As the seid suppliaunt i

hath surmitted by his bill. 1490 Plnmpton Corr. (Camden)

238

joi The same Margrett sayth, that. .John Scargill. .made
such wyll of the same. .tenements, & other premyses,. .as

is surmytted by the same byll. 1503 Act ig Hen, K/7, c. 17

Divers persones. .surmytted a By!l in the parlement holden

at Westminster. 1533-4 Act 25 Hen. K///, c. 12 Sondry
bokes..Surmyttyng and puttyng fourthe the same false

and feyned practyses . . to be.. true myracles. 1537 CROM-

WELL in Merriman Life $ Lett. (1902) II. 104 You may..
declare vnto him, howe thinformacion..was vntruly sur-

mytted vnto him, as they haue themselfes confessed.

b. = SURMISE z>. i f (const, of}, rare-1
.

c 1470 HARDING Chron. CLII. ii. (MS. Arch. Seld. B. 10)

If. 127 Kyng Philip. . Somonde Edward afore him to appere

Surmittyng him of Robry.
2. = SURMISE v. 3 b. rarf~l

.

nontant) pr. pple. of sttrmonter to SURMOUNT.]
Dominant, superior.
c 1400 tr. Seer. Secr.t Gov. Lordsh. 112 Whenne [the soul]

ys surmontant, and holdys lordschipe vpon be body.

t SunnOTLttCy. Obs. rarer^. In 4 sourmoun-

cye. [irreg. f. SURMODNT + -CY.] Dominance,

superiority.
13. . K. Alls. 595 (Line. Inn MS.) peay is round and signe-

fiep He schal haut be sourmouncye [Laud MS. seignorye]

pat is round be myddallerd.

S -

armount(sz'Jnian
t

nt),7;. Also 4-6 sour-.sor-,

5 airmount(e, 5-6 surmont(e, 6 -mownt, Sc.

-raunt. [a. AF., OF. surmttnter, so(ii)rmontert

mod.F. surmonter (= Pr. sobremontar. It. sor-

montare), ad. med.L. supcrmontare : see SUR-,
SUPER- 2 and MOUNT z>.]

fl. trans. To rise above, go beyond, surpass.
a. in quality, attainment, etc, : To excel, be

superior to. Obs.
c 1369 CHAUCER Detke BlauncJie 826 So had she Sur-

mountede hem al of beaute. c 1385 L. G. W. Prol. 123

Comparison may noon y-maked bee For yt surmounteth

pleynly alle odoures. 1411-20 LYDG. Ckron. Troy \. 3344 A
stoon..)?e whiche..of colour surmounteth euery grene.
c 1430 Min, Poems (Percy Soc.) 232 Holsom and glad is

the memorye Of Crist Jhesu I surmountyng al swetnesse.

1508 DUNBAR Gold. Targe 260 O reuerend Chaucere,. .Sur-

mounting ewiry tong terrestrial), Alls fer as Mayes morow
dois mydnycht. 1531 ELYOT Gov. Proheme, Whome, I be-

seche god, ye may surmount in longe life and perfect felicitie.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. x. i The famous auncestryes Of my
most dreaded Soueraigne. . By which all earthly Princes she
doth farre surmount. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage viu. ii. 735
In Siluer, Potozi seemes to haue surmounted any one Mine
of the World, beside.i those of new Spaine. 1624 QUARLES
Stffti's Sontt. Poems (1717) 347 See how Kings Courts sur-

mount poor Shepherds Cells, So this, the pride of Solomon
excels. 1667 DAVENANT & DRYDEN Tempest PreC, We may
satisfie our selves with surmounting them in the Scene, and
safely leave them those Trappings of Writing,, .with which

they adorn the Borders of their Plays.

t b. in amount or magnitude : To exceed, amount
to more than, be greater than. Also, to pass

beyond (a specified point or amount) ;
e. g. to live

beyond (a certain age) ;
to spend more than (one's

income). Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus m. 1038 Som so ful of furye is

and despit, That it sourmounteth his repressyoun. c 1374
Boeth. in. pr. viii. (1868) 80 Mayst bou sourmounten bise

olifuntz in gretnesseor weyjtofbody? c 1489 CAXTOH Sonnes
ofAyman i. 37 How hath y* euyl thys daye surmounted y*
goode. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 228 b. Aged per.
sones that hath surmounted and passed that age. 1546 in

Dugdale Monast. Anglic. (1821) III. 283/2 The kinges
maiesties landes doe surmount the lands of the said John
Norris by the yearly value of xlj s. xj d. ob. 1570 Act 13
Eiiz. c. 4 8 Vf the Landes. .solde..do surmount, after the
Kate and Value aforesaid, the Debt and Arrearages. 1570
BUCHANAN Admonition* Wks. (S.T.S.) 21 To incur the

cryme of surmonting my priuat estait, 1581 LAMBARDK
Eire*, n. vii. (1588) 276 If two or moe persons, do ioyne in

the stealing of goods that do surmount xii d. 1591
Archeion (1635) 50 Where the Mischiefe doth surmount the

common growth. 1600 HOLLAND Lity xxi. Iviii. 426 There
arose so terrible a. .tempest, .that it surmounted well near

the foule trouble .. endured in the Alpes. a
1674^

TRAHERNE
Chr. Ethics (1675) 471 Many charitable and pious works,

perhaps surmounting his estate. 01676 HALE Prim, Orig.
Man. n. i. (1677) iji

The Inhabitants of the World do daily

increase, and their increment surmounts daily their decrease.

1776 Conn. Col. Rec. (1890) XV. 357 That the debts..due
from the estate . . surmount the inventoried part of said estate

the sum of 46. 3. i$.

to. To be above the reach or capacity of, to

transcend : = SURPASS 4. Obs.

150* Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) I. vii. 69 Thynges
y* whiche surmounteth the puyssaunce and capacyte of
natural understandynge. 1553 Respublica IIL ii. 626 Theye
ferre sormounte all praise that my tong can expresse. 1671
MILTON Samson 1380 How thou wilt here come off sur-

mounts my reach. 1686 Oldhanis Wks. Pref. 5 Nothing
can be said so choice and curious which his Deserts do not
surmount 1738 WESLEY Ps. cxxxix. xiii, Thy Thoughts of

Love to me surmount The Power of Number to recount.

f 2. absol. or intr. a. (from i a). To be supe-

rior, to excel. Obs.

1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 156 Not oonly this Marye
..surmountyd in dygnyte But also.. She of naturys yiftys
had the sovereynte. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. I. (Percy
Soc.) ii O ye estates surmountynge in noblenesse. 1517
TORKINGTON Pilgr. (1884) 12 The Richesse, the sumptuous
buyldyng,. .with all other thynges that makyth a Cite

glorius Surmownteth in Venys a hove all places that ever I

Sawe. 1577 HARRISON England n, xv. (1877) i. 271 The
noble men and gentlemen doo surmount in this behalfe.

SURMOUNT.
a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts 4 Man. iv. (1642) 256 She was a
woman, as in birth royal), so in all natural! graces surmount-
ing. 1687 tr.6W/K.r/85 There were two Great Men of different
. . Manners of Living, yet in Vertue both surmounting.
t b. (from i b.) To exceed, be greater or more

numerous
;
to be in excess, predominate, prepon-

derate ; also, to remain over as a surplus. Obs.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) B in" b.

This our age. .is not called of yron, for faute of sages, but
bycause the malycious people snrmounte. 1534 WHITINTON
Tnllyes Offices \. (1540; 27 That we maye..se bothe in

addycion and subtraction what somme may surmounte of
the remaynes. i$4 x COPLAND Galyen's Terap, a G iv,

Somtyme ye shal vse detraction of blode, y 1 is when the
blode surmounteth. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 393
The cleargy, which in the consistory of the Empire sur-
mounte in nombre. 1621 ELSING Debates Ho. Lords (Cam-

i den) 83 My mysery doth more surmount that his Majesty is
i drawen in to be a party.

3. trans. To prevail over, get the better of, over-

come, a. a person ; f also said of an emotion or

desire. Now rare.

1390 GOWEH Conf. I. 217 He his fader in desdeign Hath
..set of non acompte, As he which thoghte him to surmonte.
cnfx>Laud Troy Bk, 6161 His hert gretangur surmounted.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2361 (Ashm.), Sexes [= Xerxes] in

sum time surmountid all kyngis. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 117
Seint Katerine, that by her witte. .surmounted, .thegrettest
philosophers in Grece. 1509 HAWES Past, fleas. XVL (Percy
Soc.) 73 Thus covetyse shaf notbyng surmount Your yonge
ladyes herte. 1525 LD. CERNERS J'nnss. II. xcv. 284 He
feared leste they wolde surmounte hym, and take awaye his
realme from hym. a 1530 WOLSEY in Cavendish Life (1893)
153 The sodden joy surmounted my memory. 1849 MACAU-
LAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 275 The attempts of the rival ministers
to surmount and supplant each other.

b. temptation, hostility, (now usually) a diffi-

culty or obstacle ; by association with sense 7
to rise superior to, get over.

1483 CAXTON G. de la. Tour f iij, They surmounted many
grete temptacions. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxvin. 1. 1015 The
very indignation and shame of this example surmounted the
malice of his adversaries. 1683 TEMPLE Mem. Wks. 1720 I.

403 About which, the Swedes could not surmount the Diffi-

culties during the Course of their Mediation. 1706 E. WARD
Wooden World Diss. (1708) 19 His Aversion is not so in.

vincible, but it may be surmounted by a weighty Present.

1748 Anson
1

! I'cy. HI. ix. 398 He saw it would be impossible
for him to surmount the embarastnent be was under. 1780
JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Thrale ii Apr., We have had

very
cold weather ; bad riding weather for my master, but he will

surmount it all. 1828 D 1 ISKAELI Chas. I, I. ii. 23 Thus early
Charles surmounted the obstacles which nature had cast in
his way. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India III. 118 After

surmounting the embarrassment and delays inseparable from
a deficient supply ofconveyance.

fc. absol. or intr. To overcome, prevail. Obs.

1400 tr. Seer. Secr.t Gov. Lordsh. cxi. 1 1 1 Sweche er of
be nombre of hem bat surmounten and ouercomen. '477
CAXTON Jason 78 b, The whiche assembled in thys maner by
grete pryde that surmounted on them.

4. trans. To mount, rise, or ascend above (also

jig.} ; also, to reach or extend above, surpass in

height, be higher than, overtop. Now rare.
f 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. met. L (1868) no, I haue. .swifte

feberes bat surmounten be hey;t of be heuene. 1413 JAS. I

Kingis Q. Ixxxvii, Sum for desyre, surmounting thaire de-

gree. 1489 CAXTON Fayteso/A.n. xxxv, 147 There ben so

Eighe [engyns] that not onely they surmonten the walles but
also the highest towres. 1578 LYTE Dodoens i The great
Sothrenwood doth, .surmount the heigth or stature of a tal

man. 1633 P. FLETCHER Pise. EcL in. Hi, She the highest

height in worth surmounts. 1664 POWER Exp. Pkilos, n. 91

Any time of the year it [sc. the quicksilver] wilt not much.,
surmount the. .height.. of 29 inches. 1688 HOLME Armoury
HI. xiii. 479/2 Mounts gradually surmounting each other.

1794 R. J. SULIVAN yiew Nat. I. 57 It is clear that the

waters never surmounted those high summits, or at least

remained but a short time upon them.

f b. To go back in date beyond. Obs. rare.

a 1647 HABINGTON Surv. Wore. (Wore. Hist. Soc.) I. 77
A family whose ancestors surmounted for tyme of continew-

ance theare the Conquest.

f5. intr. To mount, rise, ascend (above some-

thing) ; to extend in height ; Jig. to exalt oneself;
to arise, spring up. Obs.

1430-40 LYDG. Bochas \. ii. (MS. Bodl. 263) 15/2 So hih a
tour. .Which that sholde surmounte aboue the skie. a 1475
ASHBY Dicta Pkilos. 397 Theim to supprise That wolde sur-

monte, or in vices arise, c 1475 Partenay 2610 Ful gret ioy
of hert in hym gan surmount. 1483 CAXTON G. de la. Tour
d

viij,
The waters. . surmounted by heyght of ten cubites upon

the hyghest montayn. 1539 TONSTALL Serrn. Palm Sund.

(1823) 27 Disobedience oftne deuyll, not kepynge the order

of his creation, but surmountynge farre aboue it. 1563 SHUTE
Archit. Fij, If thepiller surmount from 25 10.30. the height
of the pillor must be deuided into .12 paries.

fb. To amount to (so much). Obs.

In quot. 1551 a loose translation.

1551 ROBINSON tr. Mare's //<*. n.(1895) 116 Betwene thys
two corners the sea runneth in, , . and there surmounteth into

a large and wyde sea [orig. per tngens inane dijffvsum\.

1576 FOXE A. $ M. (ed. 3) 102/1 The whole summe was
founde to surmount to .294. yeares. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II.

i. 293 Presents to the Viceroy and Bassas, which are said to

surmount to twentie thousand dollers. a i6jj6UssHER Ann.
vi. (1658) 439 The custom which in former times was farmed

for ten hundred thousand drachma's, scarce now surmounts

to a hundred and fifty thousand.

f O. To result from addition ; to arise or be

producedfrom something. Obs.

1571 DIGGES Pantom. jr.
y.
M ij b, Adde all the sides of

that Triangle together, taking halfe of the number which
surmounteth, 157* Will of W. Lyly (P. Prob. Reg., Bod-

felde 4) All my goodes I will be solde, and the money that



SURMOUNT.
shal surmount of the same [etc.). 1654 VILVAIN Enchir
Kfigr. I. xxvi, From which, they say, all mixtils doc sur-
mount [orig. exislunt\.

6. trans. To mount upon, get on the top of;
usually, to mount and cross to the other side of,'

climb across, get over ; occas. to round or weather
(a cape) ; also, to extend over and across.
"1533 !' BERNERS Cold. Bk. M. Aurel. Prol. (15-5) Ai

[They) surmounted the hyghe mounle of Olympius, there to
contemplate.. the influences of the pianettes in the heuen
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy. 1.1.1 Hairing.,
surmounted the heightandsharpnesse of the mount Rhodope
ltid.il. i. 31 b.The sea which . . casteth against [Cape] Malee,
is such that without great labour., she is not to he recouered
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times leap over the wall at a spring, in preference to taking
the trouble to open the gate or surmount a stile just at hand.
18*5 SCOTT Talistn. xii, The surmounting one crag only
lifts the climber to points yet more dangerous. 18*9 Chap-
ters Pkys. Set. 357 Telescopes enable the eye to surmount
immense distances. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xii. 89 Simond
surmounted the next ridge.
absol. 1843 WORDSW. Grace Darling 53 Each grasps an

oar, and struggling on they go . .alike intent Here to elude
and there surmount.

7. To stand, lie, or be situated above; to rest

on the top of
;
to top, crown. Orig. in Heraldry,

said of a crest above a shield, also of a charge
represented as laid upon another so as to extend
across and beyond it. Chiefly in pa. pple. : sur~
mounted by = having above or on the top.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry vi. vii. 280 A rich Mantle of cloth

of Gold, doubled Ermine, . .surmounted by a Lion passant,
gardant. 1634 PKACHAM Compl. Genii, xv. 192 A fesse en-

grailed Argent surmounted by another not engraild Gules.
1688 HOLME Armoury n, vii. 148/1 Two Reynards or Foxes
counter saliant, the dexter surmounted of the sinister Gules.
Ihid, 198/1 A Serpent Imbowed, the head debrused (or sur-

mounted) of the tail. Ibid. xix. 479/1 Thre Swans Necks . .

surmounting (or debrusing) each other. 1820 W. IRVING
Sketch Bk. 1 1. 58 (Christmas Eve) The huge square columns
that supported the gate were surmounted by the family crest.

1856 STANLEY Sinai <$ Pal, iii. 167 The two domes, .which
surmount the Holy Sepulchre and the Basilica of Constan-
tine. 1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist. <$ Pop. vii. (ed. 3) 33 When
a Canton and a Bordtire are blazoned upon the same shield,
the Canton surmounts the Bordure. 1869 TOZER Highl.
Turkey I. 36 An artificial mound, .with some indications of
a wall having surmounted it. i88a CUSSANS Her. vi. (ed. 3)
86 In the case of one Ordinary lying on another, Surmounted
fy>, or Over all is always used, and never Debrnised by,
Hence Surmount sb. (rare-

1
), something that

surmounts, something placed on the top ; Snr-
mou-utal (rare'1 } [-AL 5], the act of surmounting
or getting over.

1879 P. R. DRUMMOND Perth, Bygone Days v. 24 Leaping
a gate where there was a surmount of spikes, 1886 J. W.
GRAHAM Nexra (1887) II. xvi. 292 It was too lofty to afford

any hope of surmountal.

Surmountable (szJimau'ntaVl), a.
[f. prec.

+ -ABLE. CL F. surmontable.] That may be
surmounted ; conquerable, superable.
1611 COTGR., Snrmontable* surmountable, surpassable.

1669 TEMPLE Let. to Ld. Arlington Wks. 1720 II. 191 He
saw there would be another Difficulty less surmountable
than all the rest. 1743 YOUKG in Richardson's Corr, (1804)
II. 12 Evils they are, but surmountable ones. <zi8o6 HORS-
LEY Sertn., Luke iv, rS-ip (1816) I. 218 The temptations of
all situations are equally surmountable. 1904 W. M. RAM-
SAY Lett, Seven Churches iv. 40 The difficulties of cultiva-
tion are no longer surmountable by a passive and uninyen-
tive population.
Hence Snrmovrntableness.
1847 in WEBSTER.

Surmou nted, ppl. a.
[f.

SURMOUNT #. +
-ED

1.]

1. Arch, Applied to an arch or vault whose rise

is greater than half the span : opp. to SUBBASED.
1728 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Vault) All above Hemispheres

are call'd .. surmounted Vaults. 1825 [see SURBASED a.}.

1836 PARKER Gloss, Archit. (1850) 40 Surmounted arches.

2. Overcome, vanquished.
1824 WIFFEN Tasso ix. xxviii, Honour.. itself is base,

Which no surmounted toils of jeopardy aggrace 1

Surmoirnter. Also 6 -our. [f,
as prec. +

-ER!.] One who or that which surmounts; f one
who or that which excels (obs.) ;

an overcomer,

vanquisher.
0500 Three Kings' Sons 177 A man that hight Le Sur-

nome, whiche was the floure and surmountour of alle othir.

1589 PUTTENHAM /. /VwrV m. xxy. (Arb.) 300 Arteisnot
only^an aide,, to nature in all her actions, but., in some sort
a surmounter of her skill, a 1610 HEALEY Epictetus (1636)
a Surmounters of all lets and impediments.

Surmou'nting,^/.^. [-ING*.] The action of

theverbSuRMOUNT; also,something thatsurmonnts.
14.. Voc, in Wr.-Wulcker 581/24 Excessns^ excesse, pass-

ynge oute, or surmountynge. i8ia Examiner 5 Oct. 635/1
On the entablature is an unadorned parapet, or surmounting
of the front. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. viii. 60 The steady sur-

mounting of difficulties.

Surniou'nting, ///. a. [-ING
2
.]

That sur-

mounts.

T 1. Surpassing, excelling, exceeding. 06s.

1407 LYDG. Reson fy Sens. 5102 So excellent and so

notable, Surmountyng and delytable. 1412-20 Chron.
Troy i. 4352 Be-cause sche was surmountyng of bewte.
c 1500 Proverb in Antiq. Rep. (1809) IV. 393 The sermount-

ynge pleasure, who can expresse, Whiche is in armony of

songe? I583STUBBES Anat. Abns. i. (1879) 76 Takine
singular felicity & surmounting pleasure in seeing them t

... , ~ -'
/;. "a .

- '"- Jul ni-juiniiij; i uwer
Waited Great Charles in each emergent hour. 1751 K
SHIRK* in Rem. (1850) 188 The absolute freedom and sur-
mounting sovereignty of his grace.
f2. Arising or resulting from addition. 06s.
1571 DIGGES I'antom. u. xvii. O ij, Square the sides and

the productes seuerally multiplie in the number of perches
to bee taken away, the surmountyng summes diuide by the
Area of the whole triangle.
3. Situated above or on the top of something.
1661 MORGAN Sph. Gentry i. iv. 52 A Surmounting Star, is

a bearing, denoting Sons of such a father who was advanced
b
?c*,er!

u
t- ,

l688 HOLME Armoury n. xix. 472/1 Schepsen
)I bihsia hath for his Crest seven such \viz. blades of grass),
eachsurmountingandimbowedtothesinister. lynAcadcmv
12 Apr. 379/1 His bookcases with their surmounting busts.

Surmullet (swm-let). Also 7 sir-, [ad. F.

surmulet.'] The red mullet ; a name comprising
species of Mullus, esp. M. surmulelus, the Striped
Surmullet, red with three longitudinal yellowstripes,
highly prized from ancient times as a food-fish, and
M. barbatus, the Plain Surmullet, of a plain red.
11671 WILLUGHBV Ichthyogr. (1686) Tab. S. 7 Mullus

major Salziiani], a Sirmullet. 1674 RAY Coll. Words, Sea.
fishes 103 Sur-Mullet, Mullus Antiquorum. 1738 MSS
Dk. Portland (Hist. MSS. Comm.) VI. 175 We had a very
good dinner, and a fish which is much prized and valued
called a surmullet. 1769 PENNANT Brit. Zool. III. 227 TheRed Surmullet..Mullus taroatus. Ibid. 229 The Striped
Surmullet, Mullus major. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. \. xi.
1. 273 Asinius Celer purchased a surmullet at the price of
eight thousand sestertii. 1899 Contemp. Rev. Aug. 202, I

have seen surmullets, when going from the brown sand to
the dark rocks, quickly change from one colour to the other.

STj.ru. (sm). [ad. mod.L. Surnia.'] An owl of
tlie genus Surnia ; a hawk-owl.
1840 Cu-uier's Anim. Kingd. 175 The Rayed Sum. .is

about the size of the Sparrow-hawk.
II Surnai (suTnai). Also surnfi, surnay. [a.

Urdu
lij sums, (jj/" surnae

= Pers. U^i surnd,
also Ujj-. surnd.] An Oriental variety of oboe.

[1661 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 208 There were
also common Hawboyes, which they [sc. Persians] call

Siirnatzi,] 1905 Daily Chron. 24 Feb. 8/5 An instrument
called surna, that bears a resemblance .. to a Scotch bag.
pipe. 1907 Blactao. Mag. June 819/1 Moving to the thunder
of tom-toms and to the squeal of the surnais (native pipes).
Surname (spun^m), s6. Forms : a. 4-6 sop-

name, (4 surnome, Sc. awrname, suorname,
-nome^ 5 surnam, surename, 6 sur(r)e name,
Sc. sonrname, surnawm, 7-8 sur-name), 4- sur-
name. 0. 4-5 sire name, sirename, (6 sirnome,
syrname, syr name), 6-8 sir-name, 6-9 sirname
(8 sir name), [f. SOB- + NAME s6., after AF., OF.
surnum, sornom : see SURNOUN.
The spellings sirname, sirename are due to etymologizing

alteration on SIR sb., SIRE sb., quasi
'
father's name '.]

L A name, title, or epithet added to a person's
name or names, esp. one derived from his birthplace
or from some quality or achievement. Obs. or arch.
^1330 Arth. $ Merl. 5488 (Kolbing), pe .xxxix. Osoman,

cert, His surname was: hard! of hert. 1375 Sc. Ltg.
Saints\\\.(Jacobus Minor) ispishaly manne[r. James the

Less], bat foure swrnamys had. c 1375 Cursor M. 15218
(Fairf.) Ivdas of pa xij. was an his surnome scariot nijt.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) 104 Fro thens gon men to Nazarethe,
of the whiche oure lord berethe the surname. 1516
TINDALE Acts i. 23 Barsabas (whose syrname was lustus).

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. I. 58/2 Which sitting still in
Rome had triumphs and surnames appointed them of
such nations as their capteins did vanquish. 1589 R.
HARVEY PI. Perc. (1860) 13 My sirnome is Peace-Maker
one that is but poorely regarded in England. 1607 SHAKS.
Cor. v. iii. 170 To his sur-name Coriolanus longs more pride
Then pitty to our

Prayers. 1683 KENNETT tr. Erastn. on
Folly 1 18 If they did but practice their Sirname of Most
Holy. 1702 C MATHER Magn. Chr. in. n. i. (1852) 355
They gave Janus the sir-name of Pater. 1837 CARLYLE Fr.
Rev. i. i. i, President Henault, remarking on royal Sur-
names of Honour [etc.]. 1843 TENNYSON St. Sim. Styl. 159,

I, Simeon of the pillar, by surname Stylites.

fb. A second, or an alternative, name or title

given to a person, place, edifice, etc. Obs.

1388 WYCLIF Gen. xxxv. 6 Therfor Jacob cam to Lusa, ..

bi sire name Bethel. 1388 Ecclus. xlvii. 19 In the name
of the Lord, to whom the surname [1382 toname] is God of

Israel. ? a 1500 Chester PI. (1906) 16 The church is called

St. Mary The surname Ara Cceli. 1513 DOUGLAS &neis viii.

x. 12 The Grekis ancyane, Quhilk clepit bene to surname Pe-

lasgane. 1531
ELYOT Gov. 11. iv, Nobilitie, whiche is the

commendation, and as it were, the surname of vertue. 1367
FENTON Trag. Disc. ii. (1898) I. 88 With what title or sor-

name of constancy the fond philosophers of olde time do

baptyse those accions of meare fury. 1631 LITHGOW Trav.
iv. 150 They will not be content with the bare name of

Images, but they impose a surname or epithite of sanctity,

tearming them holy Images. 1638-56 COWLEY Davideis iv.

Note i, I have before declared that Baal was the Sun, and
Baal Peor, a sirname, from a particular place of his worship.
1646 LLUELYN Men-Miracles fte. 66 Peter is Sirname to his

Salt [sc. saltpetre).

2. The name which a person bears in common
with the other members of his family, as distin-

guished from his Christian name; a family name.

SURNAMED.

_ Twa brethir..Thar surname
at is aUo mekill to say her As the

. . .7
"* *""= i iiuc r* .iKtr. Iso< C fit fit-Marn.0, 65 b,r Edmound (what his syrn.mc was, ,

deponent knoweth not), a priest ,|,at sy,4,i al lialdekto,,

SSET'L S^.NSEU- L
*".':l -I'heymake ,heir Al-

lame. 1876 HIEEMAN Norm. Cong. V. xxv. 563 The
Norman Conquest, .brought with it the novelty of family
nomenclature, that is to say, the use of hereditary surname!.

b. trans/., esp.
= COGNOMEN i (a), t. g. Publins

Cornelius Scipio.
C137S Se. Ltg. Saints xxxvi. (Baflista) 928 |>c thred

herrod had alsua til his suornome agrippa. 1481 CAXTON
Godfrey xxxiv. 71 In this tyme was Emperour a greke,..and was named alexes, and to his surname Conius [i.e.
Alexius Comnenus I). 1598 GBENEWEV Tacitus, Ann. II.
vii. (1633) 47 That none of the Scribonian familie should
take vpon him the surname of Dntsus. 1654 tr. Martini's
Coxy. China 106 Adding to his name (as usually they do)
the Sirname of Pingsi. 1657 North's Plutarch Note 01
Altus was the sirname of the Posthumians.
t 3. A family, clan. Sc. 06s.
I45S in Charters ,c. Edinl. (1871) 79 The surnam and

nerrest of blude to the said Williame.' 1508 KENKEDIK
Ftytingw. Dwibar 416 Hang Dunbar, Quarter and draw,

bellis and surname of Clangregour.

Surname (sc-jn^im, scjn^-m), v. Also 6 syr-,
6-9 sir-, [f. prec. Cf. OF. sournommcr (mod.F.
surnommer}.'] To give a surname to : chiefly pass.
1. trans. To give an additional name, title, or

epithet to (a person).
a. with descriptive adj., sb., or phr.

n 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI 100 b, He gathered so mnche
treasure, that no man in maner had money but he, and so
was he surnamed the riche Cardinal! of Winchester. 1560
DAUS tr. Sleiciane's Connn. 59 b, That seing we professe the
name of Christ, we may rightly cbalenge that to our selues,
that we may be surnamed Christians. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L.
V. ii. 553. I Pompey am, Pompey surnam'd the big. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny v. xxix. 1. 108 The renowmed cittic Mag-
nesia, surnamed, Vpon Mxander. 1607 R. JOHNSON (title)
The Most Pleasant History of Tom a Lincolne,.. the Red
Rose Knight, who for his valour, .was surnamed the Boast
of England. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 30 Tamberlaine
(sirnamed the Scourge of God). 1671 MILTON P. R. n. 199How hee sirnam'd of Africa dismiss'd..the fair Iberian
maid. 1769 ROBERTSON Chas. V, xii. III. 454 His successor

1871 SMILES Charac. \. (1876) 20 William of Orange, sur-
named the Silent 1908 [Miss FOWLER] Betw. Trent $ An-
cholme 73 We surnamed our young friend

'

Orpheus with
his Flute .

b. with a recognized proper name.
"539 Bible (Great) Acts x. 18 Symon which was syrnamed

Peter. 1576 GASCOIGNK Steele Gl. 490 Paulus he, (^Emilius
surnamed). 1611 Bible Isa. xliv. 5 Another shall subscribe
with his hand vnto the Lord, and surname himselfe by the
name of Israel. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage i. xvi. 73 Amio-
chus his sonne, surnamed Epiphanes. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's
Trav, (1760) I. 64 The famous Switzer, Theophrastus Bom-
past, sirnamed Paracelsus. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V.
69 Roger, sirnamed Vacarius,. .read public lectures at
Oxford on the Roman law. 1868 FRKKMAN Norm. Conq.
II. viii. 205 The commander of the district was Thurstan
surnamed Goz.

2. To give such-and-such a surname to
;
to call

(a person) by his surname or family name.
151* Act 4 Hen. VIll^ c. 9. i By what soever name or

names surname or surnames the same William be named
or surnamed in the said acte. 1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intell. '

vi. (1628) 181 [They] began to surname themselues after

such places as they properly possessed, c 1630 RISDON
Surv. Devon 60 Rock beare . . had . . lords sirnamed thereof.

1682 PIERS Descr. IV. Meath (1770) 108 Thus you have
Mac Gowne surname himself Smith [tnarg. Irish now
change their names into English}.

f3. To call by another or additional name; to

attach another appellation or designation to ; more

widely, to designate, entitle. 06s.

1561 in Heath Grocers' Com*. (1869) 96 Evil pepper syr-
named gynger. 1599 NASHE L,enten Stuffe 35 The Scotish

lockies or Red-shanks (so surnamed of their immoderate

raunching vp the red shanks or red herrings). 1601 HOL-
LAND Pliny v. xxvii. I. 105 Seleucia upon the river Cali-

cadmus, surnamed also Trachiotis. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKK]
Hist. Ivstine xx. 76 Al that part of Italy (sur-named the

greater Greece). 1632 LITHGOW Trav. vii. 311 The great

Pyramides, surnamed the Worlds wonders. 1671 MlLTON
P. R. iv. 279 All the schools Of Academics old and new,
with those Sirnam'd Peripatetics. 1697 POTTER Anty.
Greece fc viii. (1715) 31 The other Part of the Temple. .Str-

nam'd IIoAtac.

Hence t Surnamed ppl. a. t having such-and-

such a designation.
1699 MILTON Civil /Va*r Wlcs. 1851 V. 317 The pmpUt..



SURNAMES,

by the church, . .understands the pope, the general councels

prelatical only and the surnam'd fathers.

Surnamer. nonce-wd. [f. SURNAME v. + -ER 1
.]

Puttenham's englishing of ANTONOMASIA.
1589 FUTTKNHAM Engl. Poesie in. xvii. (Arb.) 192 Not

tttetonimia, but antonomasia, or the Surnamer, (not the

mtsnamer, which might extend to any other thing aswell as

to a person) as he that would say: not king Philip of Spaine,
but tne Westerne king.

Surnap. Obs. exc. hist. Also -nape. [a. AF.,
OF. sur-, sonrnap(p}e, f. sur- SUK- + ^ table-

cloth, NAPE j. 2
] A towel or napkin provided at

table for use when washing the hands.

1381-2 Durham Ace. Rolls (Sur(ees) 592 Pro surnape

pro tabul. d'ni Prioris. 1478 in Illustr. Anc. State $
Chivalry (Roxb.) 31 After the surnapp made. 1554 Ibid. 54

The surnape w' drawen, then thefy] whashed. 01548 HALL

Chron., Hen. YIII, 4b, After the Surnap laied, and that the

kynges grace, & the Quene had wasshed.

[1802 MRS. RADCLIFFE Gaston de Blondcville Posth. Wks.
1826 II. 31 The King's sewer having laid the end of the

sur-nap and a towel on the board. 1859 PARKER Dom.
Arckit. III. iii. 75 note, The surnape appears to have an-

swered the purpose of the modern table napkin.]

Surnominal (s.in>'minal), a. [f. SURNAME

s&., after name, nominal.] Of or pertaining to

surnames.

1875 LOWER Eng, Surnames (ed. 4) II. viiL 83 The sur-

nominal characteristics of that province. 1014 E. WEEKLEY
Romance ofNames (ed. 2) 186 The first element_is Anglo-
Sax, hengest, stallion, and its most usual surnominal forms

are Hensman and Hinxman.

t Surnoun. Obs. Forms : 4 sournoun, 4-5

surnoun(e, 5 sewrnown, surnon. [a. AF. sur-

noun = OF. sornom^ f. sur- SUB- + nom name,
after med.L. supentomen, supranomen (cf. late L.

supernominare to surname) : cf. Pr. sobrenom^ It,

soprannome, Sp. sobrenombre, Pg. sobrenome.] =

SURNAME sb. j, i b, a.

c 13*5 Ckron. Eng. 982 in Ritson Metr. Rom. II. 311
Richard queor de lyoun, That was his sournoun. 1375 BAR-
BOUR Bruce xvii. 152 Of Keth, and of Gawlistoune He
hecht, throu differens of sur-noune. ^1450 LOVELICH Mer-
lin 10208 Whanne thus amended was )?at town, thanne
wolde he seven hit a Sewrnown, and after Logryvs Logres
cald hit he. 1457 HARDING Ckron. \. in Eng. Hist. Rev,
Oct. (1912) 741 Of kynge Edward with longshankes by
surnoun. 1472-3 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 37/2 As if they were
named by name of Baptisme, surnon and addition.

Suroccipital: see SUR-.

f Surot. Obs, [a. OF. surot, var. of surosi see

SEREW.] A swelling on a horse's shank.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxvm. xv. II. 332 The surots or

rugged werts [orig. F. surotz\ in horse legs.

Suround, Surow, Surpage, -paich, -paish :

see SURROUND, SEROW, SURPEACH.

Surpass (s&ipo/s), v. [ad. F. surpasser (
=

obs. It. sorpa$sare} t f. sur- SUPER- 2 +passer to

PASS.]
1. trans. To pass over, go beyond, overstep (a

limit) : often in fig. context ; also, to go beyond
(a certain period of time). Obs. or arch.

1588 KYD Househ. Philos. Wks. (1001) 240 The Ryuer..
was swoln so high as it farre surpast the wonted limmits.

1652 C. B. STAPYLTON Herodian i. 3 Infamous was the Life
of Ptolomy, Surpassing bounds of Civill Modesty. 1667
MILTON P. L. XL 894 Nor let the Sea Surpass his bounds.

1706 E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 82 He cooks by
the Hour-Glass..; and will no more surpass one Puncto of

Time, than a scrupulous Virtuoso in the Concoction of his

Stomach. 1788 V. KNOX Winter E-ven. II. v. viii. 173 In

poetical excellence.. he cannot be said to have often sur-

passed the line of mediocrity. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric,
Perth 237 If they are left to surpass the ordinary period,
the succeeding growth suffers. 1839 THACKERAY L,(g. St.

Sopkia, of Kioff"xix, Nor cared they to surpass the river's

bank.

f 12. To pass or mount above ; to surmount. Obs,

1639 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Com>. iv. B. Jonson Wks. (1711)
226 The one flying swift, but low; the other, like the eagle,
surpassing the clouds. 1769 PENNANT Brit. Zpol. III. 241
Salmon. .gain the sources of the Lapland rivers.., and
surpass the perpendicular falls of Leixslip [etc.].

b. To extend above or beyond. Now rare.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxvu. i. II. 269 High mountains also

and the cliffes surpassing the verie clouds. 1687 A. LOVELL
tr. Tkevenofs Trait, n, 80 This frontispiece hath a Minaret
on each side which surpass it above three fathom in height.
1852 MACGILLIVRAY Brit. Birds V. 474 Tarsus two inches

long ; wings surpassing the tail by two inches. 1880 Nature
i Jan. 212 Where mountain masses .. surpassed the level of

perpetual snow.

3. To go beyond (another) in degree, amount, or

quality ;
to be or do more or better than

; to be

greater than, to exceed ; to be superior to, to excel.

1555 BRADFORD in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App.
xlv. 127 The natural love that I beare to my natyve coun-
trye, surpassing all daungers that maye chaunce to my
bodye and goods, a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia i. xiii, Philoclea

irpas. 1625 MEADE in Ellis Orig, ^~*.
Ser. i. III. 209 You may see.. how much this Plague, for
the time and number, surpasses that of 1603. 1667 MILTON
P. L. i. 778 They . . who seemd In bigness to surpass Earths
Giant Sons. Ibid. n. 370 This would surpass Common
revenge, a 1700 EVELYN Diary 5 May 1645, A villa.. sur-
passing., the most delicious places I ever beheld. 1802)
PALEY Nat. Theol. xxvi. (1819) 449 The gifts of nature al-

ways surpass the gifts of fortune. 1819 KEATS Fall Hyfc-
rioni. 337 The Goddess,.. Surpassing wan Moneta by the
head. 18*7 FARADAY Chem. Manip. v. (1842) 165 The silica

240

will be in a state of division far surpassing any which can be

obtained merely by mechanical means. 1860 TYNDALL Glac.

l. xviii, 133 The heat surpassed anything of the kind I had
ever felt. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. iii. 2. 118 In the

rapidity and breadth of his political combinations he far

surpassed the statesmen of his time.

b. To exceed (a specified measure, as weight,

speed, etc.). rare. ,

1591 in Picton L'tool Mimic. Rec. (1883) I. 83 That anie

one townes man.. shall. .buie anie rendred tallowe not sur-

passing one cwt of roughe tallowe. 1898 Daily News 21

Sept. 3/1 The Boa was not put to her highest speed, but. .

she surpassed 24 knots an hour.

c. To go beyond (something done or existing)
in action or achievement ;

to do something that is

more or better than.

1591 SHAKS. Yen. ff Ad. 289 When a Painter would sur-

pas.se the life, In limming out a well proportioned steed.

17*8 YOUNG Love Fame III. 120 The plenteous harvest calls

me forward still, Till I surpass in length my lawyer's bill.

1841 D'lsRAEU Amen. Lit. xv. (1867) 176 Johnson surpassed
all his preceding labours in his last work. 1841 LOUDON
Suburban Hort. 249 These seeds not only germinated well,
but in rapidity surpassed my expectations.
4. To be beyond the range, reach, or capacity

of ; to be more than can be attained, achieved, or

apprehended by ; to be too much or too great for
;

to transcend.

1591 Sol. ff Pers. in. i. 101 The least of these surpasse my
best desart. 1611 SHAKS. IVvit. T. in. i. 2 The Temple
much surpassing The common prayse it beares. 1649 H.
MORE Sons: of Sovlu. iii. it. viii, Not multiplying beings to

surpasse Their use. 1671 MILTON Samson 1313 Thy strength
they know surpassing human rate. 1784 COWPER Task iv.

710 His Paradise surpass'd The struggling efforts of my
boyish tongue To speak its excellence. Ibid. vi. 759 Oh
scenes surpassing fable, and yet true. 1850 McCosH Div.
Govt. IV. il. (1874)488 This surpasses the utmost exertions of
human ingenuity. 1861 BUCKLK Civiliz. (1873) II. viii. 504
The poverty and wretchedness of the people surpass all

description. 1897 GLADSTONE E. Crisis 2 The Armenian
massacres have surpassed in their wickedness all modern
experience.

Stirpassable (szuprrsab'l), a. rare, [f. prec.
+ -ABLE.] Capable of being surpassed, exceeded,
or excelled ; f surmountable (ads,).
1611 [see SURMOUNTABLE], 1698 NORRIS Pratt. Disc. IV.

28 A very Vincible and Surpassable Discouragement.

t Snrpa'SSant, a. 06s. rare. [ad. F. sur-

passant, pr. pple. of surpasscr to SURPASS.] Sur-

passing.
1654 tr. Scudery

1

! Cttria Pol. 70 Other Kings will behold
us far more eminent for our fortune or more surpassant for

our vertue and valour.

f Surpa'SSed, ppl. a. Obs.noncc-wd. [f. Strn-

+ passed, PAST///, a., after overpassed] Bygone.
16*0-55 I. JONES Stone-Hcng (1725) 21 The Customs of

surpassed Ages.

Surpasser (spjpa'ssj). [f. SURPASS z>. + -ER i.]

One who surpasses or excels.

1805 \V. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 240 Rowe, often the
model, and oftener the surpasser of Voltaire. 1838 New
Monthly Mag. LI II. 554 The surpassers of Columbus, who,
by means of the telescope, have revealed to us new worlds
in the heavens. 1897 in Advance (Chicago) 22 Apr. 507/1
To surpass his surpasser.

Surpassing', vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING 1.]
The action of the verb SURPASS.
1736 AINSWORTH, A surpassing, prxstantia, entinentia,

frxcellentia. a 1774 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 139 The
frequency of them transfers satisfaction from the advantage
gained by surpassing to the surpassing itself.

Surpassing, ///. a. (adv.) [f. as prec. +
-ING

^.j
That surpasses what is ordinary ; greatly

exceeding or excelling others
;
of very high degree.

c 1580 JEFFERIE Bugbears IV. ii. 24 A surpassinge longing
on the sodayne is bred. 1581 T. WATSON Centurie ofLove
xxix. (Arb.)6s The Authourin this Sonnet., setteth forth the

surpassinge worthines of his Ladie. c 1595 CAPT. WYATT R.
Dudley's Voy. IV. Ind. (Hakl. Soc.) 14 Such a laborynth of

surpassing troubles. 1610 HOLLAND Caitiden's Brit. (1637)
203 An Emperour surpassing in all. .Christian piety. 1667
MiLTON-P.i. IV. 32 Othou..with surpassing Glory crownd.
1815 SHELLEY Alastor&Z Wasting these surpassing powers
In the deaf air, to the blind earth, a 1859 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. xxiii. V. 112 The surpassing beauty of his horses, and
the multitude of his running footmen. 1884 Manch. Exam.
14 May 5/1 To the transcendent meanness and surpassing
untruthfulness which lie at the basis of such an insinuation.

b. adv. =next. (Cf. PASSING adv.) Obs. exc. poet.
1598 MARSTON Pygtual. 136 Ends not my Poem then sur-

passing ill ? 1653 URQUHART Rabelais \\. ix. 59 A young
man. .surpassing handsome in all the lineaments of his body.
a 1808 FOSTER in Life # Corr. (1846) I. 266 A large and sur-

passing ugly town. 1839-51 BAILEY Festiis 381 Surely sin
Must be surpassing lovely when for her Men forfeit God's
reward.

Surpassingly, adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2.] In a

surpassing degree ; exceedingly, supereminently.
1658 ROWLAND tr. Monfet's Tkeat. Ins. 908 Johan.

Bauhinus a very learned Physician, and surpassingly well
seen in the knowledge of simples. 1698 W. CHILCOT Evil
Thoughts \-'\\. (1851) 84 His radiant likeness is stamped upon
every glorified soul, which makes it surpassingly fair and
beautiful. 1834 L. RITCHIE Wand. Seine 105 Surpassingly
fair and good. 1847 HELPS Friends in C. I. vl. 88 How sur-

passingly interesting is real life, when we get an insight into
it. 1891 MEREDITH One ofour Cong. III. xii. 245 His Idea
had been surpassingly luminous.

So Surpa'ssing-ness. rare.

1879 MEREDITH Egoist xxii, The effect of the luckless com-
parison was to produce an image of surpassingness in the
features of Clara that gave him the final, or mace-blow.

SURPLICE.

Surpay : see SUR-.

t Strrpcloth. north. Obs. Also 6-7 sirpe-,

syrpe-, 6-8 sirp- (6 serp-, syrpt(e)-, 7 sirpt-,

sirpluth) ; see also CLOTH, CLOTHES. [Alteration
of SURPLICE by substitution of cloth for the second
half of the word.] A surplice.
1515 Churchw. Ace. St. Michael, Spiirritrgatc, York,

Payd for a syrpc clothe mendyng ij d. ob. 1557 Richmond
Wills (Surtees) 97 Item I gyffe unto Sir John Dyxson my
surpclothe. 1557-75 Dirn. Occur. (Bannatyne CI.) 104 And
als assistit with rockattis and huidis, the bischope of Ross
the pryour of Quhitherne, and sindrie vthers with sert>
claithe.s and huidis. 1596 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 271 To
Roberte Waytsones wyfe for washyng the syrpte cloys.
1615 BRATHWAIT Strappado (1878) no A Church-man. .his

Syrpe-cloth.. discarded quite Resoluing fully now to be a
Knight. 1665 Vestry Bks. iSurtees) 219 For weshing the
MI

j, hubs, 8 s. 1698 Ibid. 261 For altering the clerk's surp-
cloth.is. 1778 Finghall Churchiv. Ace. (MS.) For mend-
ing Sirpcloth, 9d.

t Surpeach. Obs. Forms : 8 sirpeach, sur-

page, -peach, 9 -paich, -poych, -paish, sirpesh.

[a. Urdu yet*j-> sarfich,
= Pers. (j~^r<

strfesK.]

An ornament ofgold, silver, or jewels, on the turban.

1753 HANWAY Trav. IV. 191 note, A sirpeach, which is wore
round the turbant. 1759 in Long Select. Unfubl. Rec. Fort
William (1869) I. 193, i Culgah. .1200. 0.0.1 Surpage..
600. o. o. 1776 Francis Lett.(iqoi) 1.321 Betsey is charmed
with the surpeach and flatters herself it is diamond. 1811

KIRKPATRICK tr. Lett. Tifpoo Sultan 263 Three Kulgies,
three Surpaishes, and three Puduks. [Note.} Surpaich, or

Snrpaish, that is the Aigrette.

Surpegue, anglicized form of SKRPIGO. (Cf.

suppcago in Shaks. Tr. & Cr. H. iii. 82, 1st Folio.)
a 1631 T. TAYLOR Cod's Judgem. n. iv. (1642) 57 Aches.,

surpegues. .rheumes.

Surphal, -ph(e)ul, -phle, -pie : see SURFLE.

Surplice (souplis). Forms : 3-7 surplis, 4-6

surples, -plys, 4-7 -plesse, -plise, (4 surpleeg,

5 sarplys, serples, sorplise, sourples, supliee ;

sorplers, solepers, sullipers), 5-6 surplyse,

-pleae, (6 sorplys, syrplyn, -plis, -plasse,

-pleys, surplyce, -plasse, -plusse, -plois, sur-

pelis, sirplis, -pleys, cirples, scherples ; serp-

pely, shorpells, surpells, -peles, syrpeles),

6-7 surpless, -plisse, 6-8 -plus, (7 syrplesse,

surplisa, sirplus, cirploise, serpils), 4- sur-

plice, [a. AF. surpliz, OF. sourpeliz, sor-, sur-,

also supelis, souplis (mod.F. surplis}, Pr. sobre-

pelitz, It. superpellicio , Sp., Pg. sobrepelliz, ad.

med.L. supcrpcllicium, -cum (sc. vistimentum gar-

ment), neut. of adj. f. super- SUPER- i &+pcllicia
fur garment (f. pellit skin : see PELISSE).]
A loose vestment of white linen having wide

sleeves and, in its amplest form, reaching to the feet,

worn (usually over a cassock) by clerics, choristers,

and others taking part in church services.
' Its name is derived, .from the fact that it was formerly

put on over the fur garments which used to be worn in

church..as a protection against the cold' (Encycl. Brit.,

1911, XXVI. 137/1).
c 1190 All Souls' Day 345 in S. Eng. Leg. 430 His cope

obur is surplis be preost he seith it isse. c 13*5 Metr. Horn.

161 Tua clerkes..In surplices wit serges berande. 13..

Adultery 89 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 369 There come
one in a whyte surples \v.r. surplyse]. 1386 CHAUCER
Miller's T. 137 A gay surplys As whit as is the blosme vp
on the rys. 1419-30 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 74 For

wassbyng..of aubes & sarplys. . ij s. 1491-* Ibid. 173 A
sourples for the clarke..ijs. 1506-7 Ibid. 260 j surplus for

boll the sexton xij d. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1570) 9
With your shirtes brodered and displayed In fourmeof sur-

plois. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, C<'v"n> (Ruhr,

at end), The Priest shall put upon him a playn Albe or sur-

plesse, with a cope, and say al thinges at the Altar, .untill

after the offertory. 1553 in Dzmcl.Tyssen Surrey CA.-GooJi

(1869) 102 For newe collering of a scherples. 1553 MACHYN

Diary 8 Aug. (Camden) 39 A grett company of chylderyn in

ther surples. a 1591 GREENE AUhonsus III. Wks. (Grosart)

XIII. 368 Rise Calchas vp, in a white Cirples and a

Cardinals Myter, and say [etc.]. 1601 SHAKS. Alts Well I.

iii. 99 Though honestie be no Puritan, yet it will doe no

hurt, it will weare the Surplis of humilitie ouer the blacke-

Gowne of a bigge heart. 1617 ASSHETON Jrnl- (Chetham

Soc.) 88 Some argument ab Mr. Leighs ministring y Sacra-

ment with the Cirploise. 1633 ROWLEY Match Midn. I. B 4,

Has turn'd his stomacke, for all the World like a Puritanes,

at the sight of a surplesse. 1641 Impeachm. Bp. Wren in

Rushw. H,st. Coll. in. (1692) I. 35* Het*c. Bp. Wren].. in

the said Year 1636. commanded .. all Ministers to Preach

constantly in their Hood and Surplice, a thing not used be-

fore in that Diocess. 1678 WANLEY Wond. Lit. World v.

iii. 8. 474/1 Sixtus [I] ..ordered.. that Priests should

minister in Linnen Surplices. 1753 CHALLONER Cath. CM

Instr. 153 The Bishop. . invests them with a Surplice, and so

receives them into the Clergy. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. ill.

816 He fill'd the sevenfold surplice fairly out. iSJO W.

IRVING Sketch Bk. II. 14 (Westm. Abb) The choristers, in

tne

1440-1 Norwich Sacrist's Roll (MS.), In "factura alb.

amict. sulliperes. 1491-3 Ibid., Pro xxij ulnis panni linci cum
factura de le Solepers, xj s. 1478 Croscombe Churchw. Ace.

(Som. Rec. Soc.) 8 Wasscheng of vestments and Sorplers.

1500 Ibid. 30 Of Alys Vaysse a rynge of sylver and a serp-

pelys. 1511 Pilton Chvrchw. Ace. (ibid.) 60 For mendyne
of the shorpells .. iiij rf. 1566 Engl. Ch. Furniture ( Peacock

1866) 85 A alb wherof ys mayd a surpells for the preste.



SURPLICED.

1606 Biirford Reg:, in Far. Cell. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 78
Mr. Segwick hath not wornc the serpils sence the tyme he
hath ben vicar of Ockborne Saint Andrew.

b. transf. Applied to various ample or enve-

loping garments.
138* WVCLIF / Stint, ii. 18 Samuel serucrle before the face

of the Lord, a child gird with a surplcsse [1388 lynnun
clooth ; Vulg. ephod l:net>}. 1381 2 Chron. v. 12 Sonis

andbretheren of hem, clothed withsurples [ 1388 white lynun
clothis ; Vulg. byssinis]. 1488-99 Ace. Lit. High Treas.

Scat. I. 85 The surples of the robe rial!. 1558 PHAER jKneid
vul. (1562) Cciij, Some trayling mantels loose, or syrpleys

wyndie wyde of
skyrts. 1635 R. N. tr. Camden's Hut,

Eliz. i. 48 Shan O'Neal came out of Ire-land with a Guard
of Ax-bearing Galloglasses with.. yellow surplises. 1756
MRS. CALDERWoooin Coltness Collect. (Maitl. C!. 1184 Above
this, fine muslin surpluses with point, which makes a very

genteel dress. 1898 Miss YONGE ?. Kel'le's Parishes xv.

175 Surplice, smock-frock.
' Ah ! sir, the white surplice

covers a great deal of dirt* said by a tidy woman of her

old father.

c. attrib. and Comb ., as surplice brabble, closet,

coat, fashion ; surplice-backed a., wearing a sur-

plice; surplice day, a holy day or its eve, When
members of a college wear surplices in chapel ; sur-

plice duty, that part ofan incumbent's duties which

consists in the recital of public prayer; surplice

fees, the dues received by an incumbent for the

performance
of marriages, burials, and other minis-

terial offices; surpliceman nonce-wd., a clergy-

man ; surplice pin, properly, a peg to hang a

surplice
on ; hence, a hat-peg; surplice-wise adv.,

like a surplice.
1 1845 HOOD Dean ft Chapter i, Hail to each *surpltce-

back'd'adapter. 1641 MILTON Reform, n. Wks. 1851 III.

ake a Nationall Warre of a "Surplice Brabble, a

Tippet-scuffle. 1874 MICKLETHWAITK Mod. Par. Churches
54 To mak

161 Besides the 'surplice-closets, and a cupboard .. there

need be no other furniture in the choir-vestry. 1901 Daily
Chron. 24 May 8/3 Supposing a bottle-green length were

chosen for a costume, it might have a short *surplice coat.

1663 WOOD Lift(O. H.S.) 1. 51 1 To come on "surplice dayes to

Merlon College prayers. 1824 HITCHINS & DREW Cornwall

11.633 The *surplice duty of this parish is now performed |

by the rector of Blisland. 1845 HOOD Surflice Question 3 A !

very pretty public stir Is making down at Exeter, About the I

surplice fashion, xyas T. THOMAS in MSS. Dk. Portland \

(Hist. MSS. Comm.) VI. 129 The allowance of the Curate
',

offices of the church. 1818 BENTHAM Ch. F.ng. 49 Surplice i

fees are unknown in Scotland. 1814 BYRON in Lett. <fr Jrnls. \

(1898) 1 1. 395 There be some strange phrases in the prologue

(the exhortation), which made me turn away.jiot to laugh in

golde, with side slevis, "sirples wise. 1565 SPARKE Hawkins'

2nd I'oy. ( Hakl. Soc. ) 54 Gownes of mosse. . which they sowe

together artificially, and make the same surpleswise.

Surpliced (supUst),o._ [f. prec. + -ED 2.]

Wearing or vested in a surplice.
a 1765 MALLET Funeral Hymn ii, As the surplic'd train

draw near To this last mansion of mankind. 1835 I. TAYLOR

Spir. Despot. vi. 262 The hundreds of surpliced idlers that

swelled the episcopal pageant. 1851 ROCK Ch. Fathers III.

I. 371 Headed by coped and surpliced choristers. 1871 Echo

6 Jan., In 180 (churches] the surplice is used in the pulpit,

in 151 there are surpliced choirs.

b. fig. Clothed in white.

1845 KINGSLEY in Macm. Mag. No. 246. 520 Frozen fields

that surpliced lie.

Surpling : see SCKFLE.

Surplus (szjuplps), si. and a. PI. -uses

(t-usses). Also 4-6 -pluis, 5 -pies, -plice, 5-6

-pluse. [a. AF., Of.surplus, so(a)rplus (whence
med.L. surplus) = Pr. sobreplus, ad. med.L. super-

flits, i. super SDPER- IV splits more.] A. st>.

I. What remains over and above what has been

taken or used; an amount remaining in excess,

t Also.^a) superfluity, superabundance.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 60 pey gonncn trete Here

prisoneres to chaungen most and leste, And for the surplus,

yeue sommes grete. c 1407 LYDG. Reson <$ Sens. 5859 Oonly
for to han victoire With-oute surplus of wynnyng. 1511-11
Act 3 Hen. VIII, c. 65 r. The Wever.. shall. .restore to the

same Clothier the surpluis of the same yerne, 1607 SHAKS.

Cor. I. i. 46 He haih faults (with surplus) to tyre in repeti-

tion. 1611 Wint. T. v. iii. 7 It isasurplus ofyour Grace,
which neuer My life may last to answere. 1663 BUTLER
Hud. i. i. 391 In th' Holsters..Two aged Pistols he did stow,

Among the surplus of such meat As in his Hose he could

not get. 1736 Gentl. Mag. VI. 585/1 In Case the future

Produce of those Duties should amount to more than

8oo,ooo/. a Year, those Surplusses were by them.. appropri-
ated to the Civil List. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 236 In every

prosperous community something more is produced than

goes to the immediate support of the producer. This sur-

plus forms the income of the landed capitalist. iSai CRAIG
Led. Drawing etc. vii. 400 Pour the surplus of this liquid

immediately away. 1817 JARMAN Powelfs Devises (ed. 3)

II. 85 That where there was a direction to sell land for a

particular purpose, the surplus did not form '

part of the

personal estate, so as to pass by the residuary bequest.

1835 LYTTON Rienzi VI. i, A brief, sheeted stream bore its

surplus into the lake. 1878 J EVONS Prim. Pol. Econ. 95 The
rent of better land will consist of the surplus of its produce
over that of the poorest cultivated land. 1879 LUBBOCK
Addr. Pol. I, Etiuc. vi. 125 We are slightly diminishing our

Debt in two ways, by accidental surpluses and by terminable

annuities. 1891 Photogr. Ann. II. 194 Fold the paper over

the edge of frame and double down the surplus on the side.

VOL. IX.

241

1905 Act 5 Kdlu. VII) c. 17 S 5 Any surpluses, .which may
be effected by the saving of expenditure upon votes within
the same department.

"\ 2. What remains to make up a whole
; the

remainder, the rest. Ons.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 3675 Who thcrto majr wynnen, ywisse,
He of the surplus of the praye May lyfe in noope to gctle
some daye. 1430-40 LYDG. Bochas ll. ii. (MS. Bodl. 263)

97/2 Touchyng the surplus off his gouernaunce. .In losephus
fiis story ye may reede. c 1489 CAXTON bonnes of Aymon
x. 372 There are com agayn but thre hundred, and the sur-

plus is all slayn or taken, a 1500 Ratis Raving 1812 And al

the surplice of the schamc Scho wyll
bere bauldly with the

blain. 150* Ord. Crysten Men (W. de \V. 1506) iv. xxvii.

323 To knowe the tokens of deth to the ende that he m;iy
denounce as well vnto the pacyente as vnto his frendes that

they puruaye of the surplus. 1518 H. WATSON Hist. Oliver

ofCastile (Roxb.) C 3 b, Yf that thou haue not compassyon
vpon me the surplus of my dayes shal be in anguyssh. 1597
BEARD Theatre God's Judgem. (1612) 539 Whatsoeuer

punishments the wicked suffer before they die, they. .must
descend into the appointed place to receiue the surplus of

their paiments which is due vnto them. 1759 MILLS tr.

Difhamers Husb. II. ii. 166, I left for the luserne, nine beds,
. .and destined the surplus to be sowed with wheat.

B. altrib. passing into adj. That is in excess of

what is taken, used, or needed.

1641 Jrnls. Ho. Comm. 1 1 . 177 What is fit to be done with
the surplus Money. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. i. xu I. 203
They now exchange their surplus peltry, for blankets fire-

arms, and brandy. 1795 VANCOUVER Agric. Essex 181 To
relieve the wet heavy woodlands of their surplus water.

i8ia G. CHALMERS Dom. Econ. Gt. Brit. 66 The annual value
of the surplus produce of the kind, and labour of England,
which was then exported to foreign countries, amounted only
to 4,086,087 1. 1879 H. GEORGE Progr. * Pov. n. i. (1881) 88

The natural law gets rid of surplus population. 1887 Encycl.
Brit. XXII. 2II/I The fundamental principle of the Marx
school . . is the theory of *

surplus value,' the doctrine. . that,

after the labourer has been paid the wage necessary for the

subsistence of himself and family, the surplus produce of his

labour is appropriated by the capitalist who exploits it.

1893 J. A. HODGES Elem. Photogr. (1907) 109 Until all the

surplus gelatine is expelled.

Surplusage (sp-jplosedj). Also 5 -plausage, 6

-plesage, (-plushaoh), 6-9 -plussage, 7 -plus(s)-

adge. Also SUPPLUSAGE. [ad. med.L. surplusa-

gium, {. surplus : see prec. and -AGE. Cf. AF. sup-

perplusage, med.L. superplusagium^\
1. = SURPLUS i.

1407 LYDG. Reson tf Sens. 6341 To refuse and voyde
clene Of excesse all surplusage. 1430-40 Bochas V. xvi.

(MS. Bodl. 263) 279/1 He took non need of al the surplus-

age Of ther tresours. 1470 HARDING Chron. Proem xl.

(MS. Arch.Seld. B. 10) If. 8b, How of this Reame be noble

gouernours Haue kepte it.. In victorie triumphe and sur-

plausage. 1527 Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc.) I. 28 The sur-

plushach of the said money to dispose for my soule. <: 1330

Songs, Carols, etc. (K.E.T.S.)77 Of this pore secte it is the

vsage, Only to take pat nature maysusteyn; Banysshyng
clen all ober surplusage. 1531 ELVOT Coy. m. viii, For-

titude.. is a..meane betwene two extremities, the one in

surplusage, the other in lacke. 1553 Act ^ Edw. VI, c. i

ii Delyvering to the partie distreigned ^the surplusage
and overplus of the valew of every such distres. 1579-80
NORTH Plutarch (1595) 497 (Sylla) Catulus campe being

plentifully victualed, they sent their store & surplusage vnto

Marius souldiers. 1607 WALKINGTON Optic Glass 115 Any
..cause that generates a surplussage of blood. 1637 HEY-
WOOD Royall King I. Wks. 1874 VI. 6 You load me with

a surplussadge Of comptlesse debt to this thrice valiant

Lord. 1670-1 Act 22 $ 23 Chas. II, c. 10. 5 To make dis-

tribution of the Surplusage of the Estate of any person

essential point, and leaves all the rest aside as surplusage.

i88> J. H. BLUNT Re/. Ch. En?. II. 36 The documents were

mere surplusage, the bishops exercising jurisdiction without

them. 1888 Times (weekly ed.) 30 Mar. 5/3 Any other

question might seem merely surplusage.

b. An excess or superabundance (of words) ;

spec, in Law, a word, clause, or statement in an

indictment or a plea which is not necessary to its

adequacy.
a 1530 T. HEYWOOD Lave (Brandl) 137 To abreueate the

tyme and to exclude Surplusage of wordes. 1589 PUTTEN-

HAM Engl. Poesie ill. xxli. (Arb.) 264 The Poet or makers

speech becomes vicious.. by nothing more than hy vsmg
too much surplusage. 1649 C. WALKER Hist. Independ. n.

245 The word, .was a surplusage, for which no Indictment

could He. 1651 tr. Kitchin's Courts Leet (1657) 420

Formedon of a house, and in the perclose of the Writ there

is a house and meadow ; and after view the Tenant cannot

shew that in abatement, for that it is but a Surplusage.

1798 Term Rep. VIII. 497 The word
^feloniously'

in this

io~ MUIRHSAD Gaius Introd. p. xll, Omissions and sur.

plusages in the MS. 1884 Law Kef. 25 Chanc. Div. 685

The reference to widowhood could not.. be treated as sur-

plusage, but was the principal part of the condition.
lopS

Pitman's 'How to take Minutes
'

33 Many minute books

contain a surplusage of words.

2. = SURPLUS 2.

<TI407 LYDG. Reson t, Sens.47(& Thou gest of me no more

langTge, I put al the surplusage In thynovne eleccion After

thy dfscrec'ion. M3-4 ~ Bochas. xxiy. (JCkBodL

SURPRISE.
a 1513 FABYAN Chrm. n. clviii. (1811) 147 Of the

hulynes of this martyr.. the legende of Sayntes reportith
1

t Surpoo se. Obs. Also aurposh. [a. Urdu

U-'Ji/-' sarpSih ^ Pers. serpush veil, f. ser head +

pfish covering.] A cover of a (silver) vessel.
1698 KRVP.K Ace. K. Inr/ia t, />. ,30 A Service in Plate

covered with Embroidered Velvet over Noble Surpooses or
Covers. 1818 Asiatic Costumes 59 The tobacco.. is put
into the chlllum.. coveted with a massive and richly-chased
silver surposh, or cover. 1819 Sinpp Hem. Mini. Carter
II. vi. 159 Tugging away at your hookah, find no smoke;
a thief having purloined your silver chelam and surpoose.
t Surprend, v. 0/>s.rare-\ [acl. F. suiprendre

to Si iii'KisK. ] trans. To surprise.
1549 EDW. VI Lit. Rem. (Roxb.) 227 The French King..

sent, .certain shippes to surprend our shippes.

t Suppress, v._
Obs. [Altered form of Sor-

PKESS, after surprise (beside supprise}.~\ trans. *
SUPPRESS v. 6.

1566 GASCOIGNK Jocasta. EpiL 22 ThamUtious sonne doth
oft surpresse his sire. 1577-81 BRETON Toyei Idle Head
Wks. (Grosart) I. 51/1 Some sayd, that Children should

surpressed be by feare. 1607 WALKINGTON Optic Glass 31
Not molested by this terrestrial masse, which otherwise
will bee a burthen ready to surpress the soul.

Surprisable (s&iprai-zab'l), a. [f. SURPRISE
V. -t- -ABLE.]
1. That may be surprised ;

liable to surprise or

unexpected attack.

a 1639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist, Ch. Scot. vi. (1677) 415 Upon
intelligence that the Castle of Cartile..was surprisaule.

1654-66 EARL ORRERY Partlten. (1676) 52 Rendring us. .the

more secure, and consequently the more surpri/able. 1865
SWINBURNE Chastelnrd iv. i. 150 Is not your spirit surpris-
able in sleep ? Have you no evil dreams ?

H 2. Causing surprise, surprising, (illiterate^
1781 Miss BURNEY Cecilia y. xii, A little mean-looking

man . . whispered, . .

'
It's surprizeable to me . .you can behave

so out of the way I

'

Surprisal (s&iprsi'zal). Now rare or Obt.

Also 6 -ysall, 6-7 -isall, 7 -izall, 7-8 -izal. [f.

SURPRISE v. + -AL.] The act of surprising or state

of being surprised ; something that surprises.
1. = SURPRISE si. i.

1591 SPENSER Virg. Gnat 536 Laertes sonne.. boasts bis

good euent In working of Strymonian Rhaesus fall, And
efte in Dolpns subtile surprysall. 1611 SFEED Hist. Gt.
Brit. vii. xvii. 4. 289 The surprizal of these three Cities,

Glocester, Bathe, and Cirencester. 16x0 in Foster Eng.
Factories Ind. (1906) 222 Their to land our masters monies
and goods, for whose surprizall the Portingalls fought. 1617
W. SCLATER Exp. a Thess. (1629) in The siege and sur-

prisall of lerusalem by Titus and Vespatian. 1634 MILTON
Coitius 618 How to secure the Lady from surpnsal. 1648
Eikon Bos. xxvi. 223 (.heading) The Armies Surprisal] of the

King at Holmeby. 1757 HUME Hist. Gt. Brit. II. ii. 192 (an.

1668) An insurrection was projected, together with a surprizal
of the castle of Dublin. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. (1859)

213 Surrounded by hostile tribes, whose mode of warfare

is by ambush and Surprisal. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvni.

iii. (1872) VII. 144 The Prussians .. had nearly got into the

place by surprisal.

2. = SURPRISE si. 2
; occas. sudden lapse (into).

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage ix. xiv. 74^ One.. who by the

Sunnes surprisal!, was turned into a Nightingale, a 1631
DOSNE Serin., Gen. iii. 34 (1649) II. 442 Though the belly,

the bowels of sin, in sudden surprisals, and ebullitions, .of

our concupiscencies, be subject to him \sc. the devil]. 4x1639

[see SUDDEN si. 2]. 1647 SPRIGGED aglia Rediv. n. ii. (1854)

76 A sudden surprisal of the tide called the Eager, where he

very narrowly escaped drowning. 1667 MILTON P. L. V.

245 Least wilfully transgressing he pretend Surprisal, un-

admonisht, unforewarnd. 1675 OWEN Indwelling Sin iii.

(1732) 27 His [sc. David's] great surprizal into Sin was after

. . manifold Experiences of God. 1683 KENNETT tr. Erasm.
on Folly (1709) 125 They will divert them with sport and

mirth, lest they should.. be damped with the surprizal of

sober thoughts.
3. = SURPRISE sb. 3.

1660 Trial Rtgic. 18, I do desire some time to consider

of it : for it is a great Surprisal. 1679 J. GOODMAN Paul.
1'ard. in. vi. (1713) 388 It can be no surpnsal to Al-

mighty God who foreknows all things from the beginning.

1799 MRS. J. WEST Tale of Times I. 89 My lady stopped
his exordium..by one of those sweet surprisals in which..

she abounded. 1843 Taift Mag. X. 168 It is usually a

rather melancholy surprisal.

f 4. = SURPRISE sb. 4. Obs.

of our Embassador was, when they receiv'd this Answer.

a 1814 Witness n. iii. in Nciu Brit. Theatre I. 22 In the

sad surprisal to behold, A thing so miserable human still.

Surprise (sfcipr3i-z), sb. Forms: see the verb;

also 6 Sc. surpryis, 9 St. seerpreese. [a. AF.,

OF. surprise (- It., Sp. sorprcsa, Pg. surpresa),

pa. pple. fern., used subst., of surprendre : see next.

Cf. the earlier SUPPRISE j*.j

1. Mil. The (or an) act of assailing or attacking

unexpectedly or without warning, or of taking by

this means ;
sudden attack or capture of a fort, a

body of troops, etc. that is unprepared ; f formerly

also in more general sense, seizure (of a person,

a place, or spoil).

!7 HARDING Chron. m^Eng.
Hist. Rev.

Sig.

i Itin. it 159 Carefull watches against sallies
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or surprises of the Enemy. 1635 HEYWOOD Hierarchy \\

81 jEneas caried his. .houshold gods into Italy, after th'

surprise and combustion of Troy. 1645 PAGITT Heresiogr
\. ii The surprise of Munster [which had been besiegec
18 months]. 1648 Eikon Bos. xxi, 193 Nor doe
think, that by the surprize of my Letters, I have lost an;

Ann, Reg. 129/1 Those taken prisoners in the surprize o
the baggage. 1802 JAMES Mitit, Diet. s.v., When it i:

found expedient to attempt a surprize in the field, a suffi

cient number of men must be collected for the purpose
1879 FROUDE Cxseir xiv. 203 A fortified camp.. capable o

resisting surprises. Ibid, 220 The surprise was complete
the Roman army was in confusion.

2. gen. The (or an) act of coming upon one un-

expectedly, or of taking unawares ; a sudden

attack. Now rare or 06s. exc. as in b.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. v. v. 131 The guiltinesse of my
minde, the sodaine surprize of my powers. 1609 TOURNEUR
Funeral Poem 439 Where sodaine dangers with a fierce

access Have made surprise upon him. i6u R. HAWKINS
Voy. S. Sea (1847) 135 Neither packe nor chest is free from
their [sc. insects'] surprises. 1796 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV.

394 This is no casual error, no lapse, no sudden surprise.

1894 H. DRUMMOND Ascent of Man 198 What deer have to

arm themselves most against is surprise.

b. To take by surprise (f at a surprise} : to

come upon unexpectedly, take unawares ; hence, to

astonish by unexpectedness : = SURPRISE v. 3, 5.

[1687 T. BROWN Saints in Ufroar Wks. 1730 I. 78 To
hinder the wicked from attacking you by surprize.] 1691
tr. Emtliannc's Observ. Journ. Naples 305 He might al-

ways he sure of his Blow, and could never be taken at a

Surprize. 1806 J. BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (ed. 3)

ii. vii, A rushy pool, which takes you by surprise. 1849
MACAULAV Hist. Eng. viu. II. 365 That he was taken by
surprise is true. But he had twelve hours to make his

arrangements. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. n. xx. 338 This state-

ment, I confess, took me by surprise. 1875 STUBBS Const.
Hist. II. xvi. 482 Richard took the kingdom by surprise.

T" c. An attack of illness ; a sudden access of
emotion. Obs.

1670 W. MONTAGU in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.Comm.)
I. 480 She. .was at the time of her surprise actually intend-

ing the proposal. 1697 COLLIER Ess. Mor. Subj. i. (1709) 120
In the Heat and Surprize of Passion. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe
ii. (Globe) 330 An Excess of Joy, a Surprize of Joy.
3. Something that takes one by surprise ; an un

expected occurrence or event ; anything unexpected
or astonishing.
I59 Arden ofFeversham in. iii. 30 Such great impression

tooke this fond surprise. God graunt this vision bedeeme
me any good. 1670 COTTON Espernon \\\. xn. 639 He was
in Bed, . .when this news came to him ; and doubtless it was
convenient for him, that it should find him in that posture,
the better to resist so strange a surprize. 1770 FOOTE Lmite
Lover m. 69 My being here was as much a surprize upon
Miss Chariot as . 177* PRIESTLEY Inst. Relig, (1782) I. 278
They are never any surprize to us. 1870 MOZLEY Univ.
Serm.lv. (1876) 91 Surprises of this kind here.. look like

auguries of a greater surprise in the next world. 1879 S. C.
BARTLETT Egypt to Pal. iv. 97 Egypt, it has been well
said, is the land of surprises.

b. spec. A fancy dish, or an ingredient of a
dish, a present, or the like, designed to take one
by surprise.
1708 W. KING Cookery v, A Surprize is. .a dish., which

promising little from its first appearance, when open abounds
with all sorts of variety. 1883 Harper's Mag. Jan. 240/1One lady.. worked day and night.. to achieve her various
'surprises'. 1888 '

J. S. WINTER' Booth's Childr. xi, We
want you to make us a surprise to put Father's Christmas
present in. 1893 EARL DUNMORE Pamirs II. 233 Plates
of hot dough, with all sorts of juicy surprises inside them.
4. The feeling or emotion excited by something

unexpected, or for which one is unprepared. fa-
Alarm, terror, or perplexity, caused by a sudden
attack, calamity, or the like. Obs.
1608 SHAKS Per, m. ii. 17 Our lodgings. .Shooke as the

earth did quake:.. Pure surprize and feare, made me to
quite the house. 172* DE FOE Plague (1754) 221, I have
seen them in strange Agitations and Surprises on this Ac-
count. 1738 S. HAYWARD Serm. xvi. 406 Every thing.,
conspires to fill the soul with gloom and melancholy, nay
with the greatest surprize and consternation. 1816 SCOTT
Antiq. xxvii, My lord has been in sic a distress, and sic
seerpreese, as I ne'er saw man in my life.

b. The feeling or mental state, akin to astonish-
ment and wonder, caused by an unexpected occur-
rence or circumstance.
1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 20 The Vizier, faignme a

kind of surprise, And what, said he, Are those Gentlemen
still here? 1743 POCOCKE Dcscr, East I. n. v. 122 We went
on to the north, the Nile running through the rocks... I
ask d them when we should come to the cataract, and to
my great surprize they told me, that was the cataracta 1763 SHENSTONE Ess. Wks. 1765 II. 214 Surprise quickens'
enjoyment, and expectation banishes surprise. xSaa SCOTT
Ntgelx, Lord Dalgarno expressed much surprise at under-
standing that Nigel proposed an instant return to Scotland.
1908 G. K. CHESTERTON Orthodoxy iii. (1909) 53 By askingfor pleasure, he lost the chief pleasure ; for the chief pleasure"
is surprise.
with a. ,7 ADDISON Sftct. No. 357 *8 Circumstances

which give a delightful Surprize to the Reader, 1794 MRSRADCLIFFE Afyst. Udolphe xxvii, She looked with a sur.
prise on Annette. 1898

< H. S. MERRIMAN '

Roden's Corner
xm. 138 Cornish.. looked at the printed words with a vague

6, attrib. and Comb., as surprise attack target
turn, -visit\ surprise packet, a sealed packet with
contents designed to surprise, &01d at a trivial price ;

also fig. ; surprise-party, (a] a body of troops
for an unexpected attack

; (b} U.S. and Colonial^
a party who meet by agreement at a friend's house

without invitation, bringing provisions with them ;

surprise-piece, a part of the mechanism of a

repeating watch (see qnot.).
1900 Daily Weivs 4 Aug. 6/1 Our "surprise attacks only

surprised ourselves by the thoroughness of the enemy's pre-

paration for them. 1900 tf^estnt. Gaz. 15 Sept. 3/2 There is

a dash of the '

"surprise packet 'if the expression may pass
about this bulky volume. 1841 LEVER C. O'Malley xlv.

235 Three cavalry regiments . . intended for a 'surprise party.
1860 O. W. HOLMES Prof. Breakf.-t. iv, Now, then, for a

surprise-party! 1871 SCHELE DE VERB Americanisms 236
On such an occasion friends and parishioners appear sud-

denlyfor it is generally a surprise-party at the same time
at the parsonage. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch <$ Clockm.

254
*
Surprise Piece, ., a loose plate under the quarter snail

of a repeating watch which prevents the quarter rack reach-

ing the snail if the mechanism is set going at the hour. 1894
United Service Mag. Oct. 30 Practice at *sui prise targets
appearing suddenly at unknown ranges. 1891 CONST.
MAcEwEN Three Worn, in One Boat 72 "Surprise-turns and
crooked bends make you, if you know your river, as crafty
as any old fox. 1891 BP. W. How in F. D. How Mem.
xxiii. (1898) 323, I. .paid them a *surprise visit.

b. Bell-ringing, Applied to certain complicated
methods of change-ringing.
1874 BANISTER Change Ringing 16 New Doubles, .maybe

rung by a system generally adopted by experienced ringers
in surprise methods. //. 58 London Surprise Major. 1902
Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 521/2 A variety of '

plain methods '

and ' Treble Bob methods ', among the latter being the so-

called 'Surprise
'

methods, the most complicated and diffi-

cult of all.

Surprise (sfcpwi'z), v. Also 5-6 surpryse,
6-9 surprize, (7 -pryze, -price), [f. AF., OF.
surpris-e, pa. pple. of surprendre ( Pr. sobre-,

sorprendre, It. sorprendere^ Sp. sorprender, Pg. sur-

SUR- andPBEHEND, and cf. the composition otover-

take. See also the earlier SUPPBISE and SDSPBISE.]
1. trans. To ' take hold of J or affect suddenly or

unexpectedly.
fa. Chiefly pass. To be seized with (or of} a

desire, emotion, etc., a disease or illness. Obs.
1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 231 Thenne ganellon was sur.

prysed wyth thys fals auaryce. 1490 Eneydos vi. 28 He
shall be soo surprysed wyth angre and furyouse woodnes.
c 1500 Melnsine i. 10 He was so surprysed of her loue that
he coude nat holde contenaunce. 1570 FOXE A. fy AT. (ed. 2)
II. 995/2 The ruler, .who surprised with lyke prideand dis-

daine. .caused hys cappe to be hanged vp vpon a pole,
chargyng. .all. .to do obeysance to the cappe. 1576 FLEM-
... D A.1 T?l!~* .. I_ 1_ __ ' ' _ J __ -.1

. . .

The sinners in Zion are afraid, fearefulnesse hath surprised
the hypocrites. 1617 MORYSON /tin. ii. 296 He was sur-

prised with a burning Feuer. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 753 All
on a sudden miserable pain Surpris'd thee. Ibid. vi. 774
Them unexpected joy surpriz'd. a 1700 EVELYN Diary 10

Apr. 1666, Visited Sir William D'Oylie, surprized with a fit

of apoplexie. c 1720 DE FOR Mem. Cavalier (1840) 39 Sur-
prised with joy at the motion.

fb. To overcome, overpower (the mind, will,

heart) ; to captivate. Obs.

1474 CAXTON Chesse HI. vi. (1883) 132 So that ye wyn or
drynice surpryse hym and ouercome his brayn. 1481
Myrrour i. v. 26 The moneye hath so surprysed them that
they mayextende to none other thinge. 1611 SHAKS. Wint.
T. lit. i. 10 The eare-deafTning Voyceo th* Oracle,, .so sur-

priz'd my Sence, That I was nothing. 1621 KLSING Z?ia/n
Ho. Lords (Camden) 84, 1 may be surprised with errour, but
not corrupted. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 3 Peter ii. 14 A fair
skin surprlseth a fleshly heart. 1676 DRYDEN Anrengz. iv.

i f Pow'r, like new Wine, does your weak Brain surprize.
a 1700 EVELYN />/<zry (Chandos Classics) 17 So. .temperate,
that I have heard he had never been surprised by excesse,

O. absol. or intr.

11700 EVELYN Diary 8 Feb. 1645, The vapours nscend so
hot that entring with the body erect you will even faint with
excessive perspiration, but stooping lowerassuddaine a cold
surprizes.

2. Mil. t etc. To assail or attack suddenly and
without warning ; to make an unexpected assault

upon (a place, body of troops, person, etc. that is

unprepared) ; + to take or capture in this way.
a 1548 HALL Chron.^ Edw. 11^, 222 b, By some gyle

or engyne sodaynly to trap and surprise the eric. 1611
Bible Jer. xlviii. 41 Kerioth is taken, and the strong
lolds are surprised. 1687 A. LOVBLL tr. Thevenofs Trav.
n. 29 His march was secret enough, though he hastened it

to surprise Surrat. 1688 HOLME Armoury in. xv. (Roxb.)
27/1 Lowe built boates. .which, .will strike to the sides of
great shippes, and with their guns, .either suddenlysurprice
he same or sinke it. 1709 STEELE Taller No. i F 8 The
Enemy had formed a Design to surprize two Battalions of
he Allies. 1803 JANE PORTER Thaddeus\\.(\^} 16 A plan
vas laid for surprising and taking the royal person. 1808
SCOTT Life Dryden D.'s Wks. 1882 I. 173 A man, surprised
n the dark and beaten by ruffians, loses no honour by such
^misfortune. 1867

FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (1877) I. vi. 459
ivery effort to take or surprise the Norman outpost was
endered hopeless. 1888 J. F. MAURICE Aft/if. Hist. Camp.
1882 xii. 73 An army suddenlyattacked within the lines which
t had reckoned upon to ward off its enemy is in a military-se surprised.

t b. gen. To capture, seize ; to take possession
of by force

;
to take prisoner, Obs.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. i, 1. 284 Treason my Lord, Lauinia is

urprisd. 15932 ffftf. VI, iv. ix. Js the Traitor Cade
urpns d? 1606 G.W[ 9pcocKE] Hist* Ivjtine ix. 41 Soroche

beheaded, others banisht, and all their goods were surprised.
/^/W.xv. 65 Surprizing the kingdome to himself. 163* LITHCOW
Trav. in. 94 When Nigropont, and diuerse other lies were
surprised from the Venetians. 1661 Act 13 Chas. lie. 9 6
Ships which shall be surprised or seized as pri?e. 1667 MILTON
P. L. xn. 453 He [sc. MessiahJ. .there shall surprise The Ser-

pent, Prince of aire, and drag in Chaines Through all his
realme. 1799 SHERIDAN Pizarro n. i, A servant of mine,
I hear is missing, whether surprised or treacherous I
know not.

fifr '59 KVD Sp. Trag. in. x. 90 Thy tresses, Ariadnes
twines, Wherewith my libertie thou hast surprisde.

f C. To hold in one's power, occupy. Obs.

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII^ c. 24 Consideryng. .that the Isle
of Rhoodes..is surprised by the Turke. 1607 DEKKER &
WEBSTER Sir T. Wyat A 2 b, With me, that in my handes,
Surprise the Soueraigntie.

f d. To rescue or deliver as by force,
'

snatch
'

(from something). Obs. rare-*.

1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2258/2 As also in your unparalell'd
Clemency, by which you have surprized your distressed Sub-
jects from the jaws of Ruine.

3. To come upon unexpectedly; to take unawares;
to take or catch in the act ; hence Jig. to find or
discover (something) suddenly, to detect.

met
/'"rancton xn. 22 ine Italian seeing nimselt surpri
intreat him to give htm leave to be gone. 1662 J. DAVIES
tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 244 We were surprized by a calm,
which kept us in the same place all that day. 1665 P. HKNKY
Diaries 4- Lett. (1882) 168 A meeting at Wrexham surprisd,
..some payd 5

lb some went to prison for 3 months accord,
to the Act. a. 1700 EVELYN Diary 2 Feb. 1665, 1 saw a masq
perform'd at Court by 6 gentlemen and 6 ladys, surprizing his

Majesty, it being Candlemas-day. 1726 POPE Odyss. xix. 686
Ulysses wilt surprize the unfinish'dgame. 1803-6 WORDSW.
Ode Intint. Immort. 148 High instincts before which our
mortal Nature Did tremble like a guilty Thing surprised.
1879 J. GRANT in Casselfs Techn. Edttc. IV. 96/1 In order
to surprise Nature in her wonders, he was wont to perambu-
late the garden.. lantern in hand. 1880 GROVE Diet. A/us.
I. 202/1 note^ In the Finale.. we almost surprise the change
of style in the act of being made. 1886 RUSK IN Prztcrita
II. vi. 193, I never travelled in bad weather unless surprised
by it. 1890 MAARTENS Sir J. Avelingk xv, He had sur-

prised an ugly secret about a Government tender.

fb. ?To 'overtake', anticipate. Obs.rare-*.
1591 NASHE Prognost. A 4, The effects cannot surprise the

cause.

f c. causativefy. To introduce unexpectedly,
*

spring
'

upon some one. Obs. rare 1
.

1769 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 75/1 To support the re-election,
lest any candidate in the opposite interest should have been
. . attempted to b surprized upon the county,

f 4. To implicate or ensnare (a person) as by a
sudden proposal or disclosure. Obs.

1642 SLINCSBV Diary (1836) 91 Not willing to use his old

friendship.. in a way to surprize his judgments. 1667 MIL-
TON P. /,. ix. 354 Least by some faire appeerine good sur-

pris'd She [sc. Reason] dictate false, and niissmforme the
Will. 1702 VANBRTGH False friend v. i, If I did not know
he was in love with Leonora, I could be easily surprized with
what he has told me.

b. To lead unawares, betray into doing some-

thing not intended.

1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), To Surprise,, .to lead a Man into
an Error, by causing him to do a thing over hastily. 1711
ADDISON Sfiect. No. 112 f ? If by chance he has been sur-

prized into a short Nap at Sermon. 1749 Act 15 Gco. 7/c.

30 Persons who have the Misfortune to become Lunaticks,
may.. be liable to be surprised inio unsuitable Marriages.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, ii. Many., whose feelings surprised
them into a very natural interest in his behalf. 1873 BLACK
Pr. Thule xvii, He had never yet met any woman who had
so surprised him into admiration.

5. To affect with the characteristic emotion caused

by something unexpected ; to excite to wonder by

being unlooked-for, f Formerly also in stronger
sense (cf. SURPRISE sb. 4 a), to astonish or alarm ;

also, to excite to admiration. Often pass., const.

at ft with) or inf. ; colloq. to be surprised at = to

be scandalized or shocked at.

1655' Theophania 103 Alexandro acquainted him with the

occasion of their coming thither, with which he was exceed-

ingly surprised at first 1687 A. LOVF.LL tr. Thwenofs
Trav. i. 248 They .. have Secrets which surprize the

most knowing, many thinking them to be knacks of

Magick. 1691 L'EsTRANGE Fables Ixxi, People were not

so much Frighted, as they were Surpriz'd at the Bigness,
and Uncouth Deformity of the Camel. 1719 Dii FOE Crusoe
i. (Globe) 156, I was exceedingly surpriz d with the Print of

a Man's naked Foot on the Shore. 1768 GOLDSM. Good.n.

Man in. i, You'll be surpriz'd, Sir, with this visit. 1794 MRS.
RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho xlvii, The apparition of the dead
comes not. .to terrify or to surprise the timid. 1816 SCOTT
Old Mort. xxx, Macbriar..was surprised at the degree of

agitation which Balfour displayed. 1833!'. HOOK Parson's

Dau. in. vi,
' You surprise me.'

'
I tell you truth,' said

George. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xii. 88, I was surprised, .to

find some veins of white ice. 1908 R. BAGOT A. Cntkbcrt
xxi. 256 And yet you talk pur language wellreally very
well. I am agreeably surprised.
alsol. 1684 EARL ROSCOM. Ess. Transl. Verse 146 On

sure Foundations let your Fabrick Rise, And with inviting

Majesty surprise. 1781 COWPER Charity 544 The turns are

quick, the polish d points surprise, 1845 R. W. HAMILTON

Pep. Educ. ii. (1846) 30 It is. .to be doubted, whether any
class of Society be so strictly moral [as the poorj. The
"tatement may at first surprise.

f 6. Cookery. To dress or serve in the manner of

.

*

surprise '. Obs.

1769 MRS. RAFPALD Eng. Hoits.ek$r, (1778) 103 A Shoulder
of Mutton surprized.



STJRPBISED.

Surprised (s&iprai'zd) ,/>/>/. . [f. prec. + -ED!.]
1. Attacked or come upon unexpectedly ; captured

by sudden attack
;
taken by surprise or unawares.

Also absol.

1620 in Foster Kne;. Factories Intl. (1906) 210 Through the
Decans campe and lately surprized cuntries. 1668 WILKINS
Real Char. in. ii. 6. ;,oS The result, .of a surprized Judg-
ment. 1697 DRYDKN .-Knfitt n. 514 So, from our arms, sur.

S-is'd

Androgeos flits. 1779 Collins' Peerage II. 74 The
art.. recovered the town, and revenged the death of the

surprised. 1819 SCOTT /van/toe xlv, A dignity which. .in-

spired courage into his surprised and dismayed followers.

1901 'LINESMAN* Words hye-tvitness (1902) 311 The con-

fusion, terror, and indignation of the surprised gives little

scope or will to take prisoners those of the beaten surprisers
whom it is impossible to shoot.

2. Excited to wonder by something unexpected ;

affected or characterized by surprise.
1882 Little Folks 3/1 She had a bright colour, and large

surprised blue eyes. 1885
' MBS. ALEXANDER' At Bay iv,

The surprised admiration which Elsie and her home had
excited on his first visit. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa

48 San Thome. .was discovered by its surprised neighbours
to be amassing great wealth by growing coffee.

Hence Surpri'sedly (-zedli) OOP., f (a) by sur-

prise or sudden attack; () in a manner expressing

surprise, with surprise ; Surpri -sadness (-zednes),

state of being surprised (in quot. transf. quality of

being caused by surprise).

167* H. MORE Brief Reply 65 The invincibleness of the

mistake, the sudden surprisedness . . of the mistake may be a

ground . . of excusing the person as to the severity of punish-
ment. 1680 Apocal. Apoc. 188

* For in one hour is she

made desolate '; that is, surprizedly and unexpectedly. 1867
Miss BROUGHTON Cometh upas^ Flmverx^ Nothing could be

more surprisedly pitifully penitent than the expression of

his. .eyes.

t Surprrsement. Obs. rarer*, [f.
SURPRISE

Z. + -MENT.] ra SURPRISK sb. I.

1613-18 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 47 Manyskirmishes
mterpassed, with surprizements of Castles.

Surpriser (s&prai'zar). [f. SURPRISE v. + -ER*.]
One who or that which surprises ; f a capturer.
1584 Reg

1

. Privy Council Scot. III. 659 Taikeris and sur-

prisers of the said burgh and castell. 1643 BAKER C&rou.,
Eliz. 56 The Surprizers of the King. 1648 E, SYMMONS
Vind. Chas. 1 15 These Papers might have been Evidences
of Truth and of Loyalty too had the Surprizers of them been

guilty of these Vertues. 1665 EARL OF SANDWICH in Pepys*
Diary, etc, (1870) 596 Prizes taken on the 3* and 4** of Sep-
tember : Surprizers, ..Assurance, Anthelope, Adventure,
Mary, a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. xi. 120 The sur-

prisers were to be ready upon such a
part of the Wall. 1712

ADDISON Sped. No. ^38 F 3 The Subject of Antipathies was
a proper Field wherein such false Surprizers might expatiate.

1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvm. xiv. (1872) VIII. 73 Our
Cavalry, cutting-in upon the disordered surprisers. 1901
[see SURPRISED i).

Surprising (sojprsrzirj), vbl. sbJ- [f. SUR-
PRISE v. + -ING l.] The action of the verb SURPRISE.

1589 (title) The Protestatyon of Martin Marprelat. Wherin
not with standing the surprizing of the printer, he maketh it

known vnto the world that he feareth, neither proud priest,
, .nor godlesse catercap. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638)

89 To take occasion for the surprising of the Christians. 1615
in Bucclcuch RISS, (Hist. MbS. Comm.) I. 168 Surprising
and taking efforts. 1688 HOLME Armoury \\\. xvi. (Roxb.)

07/1 To hinder an enimyes surprizeing ofa gate, or stop him
in his passage. 1889 Athenxum 20 Apr. 498/3 Abductions
and forced marriages, ..stratagems and surprisings.

t Surprising, vbl. sb? Obs. rare-1
, [f. SUR-

+prising, PRIZING vbl. sby\ The action of setting
an excessive price on something.
1583 STUBBES Anat. Alms. n. (1882) 36 In the surprising of

their hides, they are worthy of reprehension. For that which

they buy for ten shillings, they will hardly sell for twentie

shillings.

Surprising, ppL a.
[f.

SURPRISE v. + -ING 2
.]

1. Coming upon one unexpectedly ; taking un-

awares
; capturing by sudden attack

; also, f over-

powering.
1645 V^ALLER Aj>ol. for having Loved before 2 They that

never had the use Of the Grapes surprizing juyce. 1655
VAUCHAN Silex Scint.

t Day a/Judgcm. ii, When all shall

streame and lighten round, And with surprizing flames Both
Stars and Elements Confound. 1665 BOYLE Occas. ReJJ.
v. x. (1848) 335 The unwary Bird, while she is gazing upon
that glittering Light., heedlessly gives into the Reach of the

surprizing Nets.

2. Causing surprise or wonder by its unexpected-
ness

; astonishingly wonderful.

1663 PATRICK Parab. Pilgr. xiii. (1687) 91 They can pre-
sent you with a thousand Abrahams, and as many Josephs,
whose adventures were so strange, that fiction is not able to
invent any tbing_

so surprising. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Theve~
not's Trav. \. b ij. It is a surprizing thing, that at the same
time he could pursue his other Observations of the Countrey,
and study the Languages, a 1700 EVELYN Diary 25 Oct.

1644, One of the lions leaped to a surprising height. 1726
BUTLER Sernt. Rolls vii. 125 There is a more surprizing
Piece of Iniquity yet behind. 1850 SCORESBY Cheever's
Whalem. Adv. Pief. (1858) 6 Certain surprising incidents

herein recorded. 1908 R. BACOT A. Cuthbert vi. 49 It was
not. .surprising if she had, comparatively early in life, deve-

loped a certain love of authority.

fb. Exciting admiration, admirable ; occas.

actob. Obs.

1580 G. HARVEY Let. to Spenser in Spenser's Poet. Wks.
(1912) 627/1 The renowned, and surprizing, Archpoet Homer,
1648 BOYLE Seraph. Love (1660) 125 The neat and surprizing
Characters and Flourishes of a Greek and Hebrew Bible

curiously Printed. 1687 MRS. BEHN Lucky Chance \. i, Rise

243

Clorls, charming Maid arise ! And baffle breaking Day,Show the adoring World thy Eyes Are more surprizing Gay.a 1700 EVELYN Diary 3 Aug. 1654, The river running MJ de-

lightfully under it, that it nuiy IJU.SM: for one ut" th<- ;

prising scales one should meete with. 1831 D. K. WILLIAMS
Life Mr T. Lawrence I. 343 It is really a surprUing portrait.

Surpri singly, cuiv,
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.J In a

surprising manner or degree.
1 1. By, or in the way of, surprise ; unexpectedly.
1667 WATKRHOUSE Nnrr. Fire Lend. 167 Generosity

abhors to take an advantage poorly and surprisingly against
any man. 1730 Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 444 There broke such
a violent Clap of Thunder, .. that she and three of her
Children were very surprisingly struck down. 1741 H.
BAKKR Mitrosc. n. vii. 108 Changes are produced in Fluids

suiprizingly and suddenly,
2. So as to cause surprise ; astonishingly, wonder-

fully ; f admirably.
1661 BOYLE Style ofScript. (1675) 169 Maimed and abrupt

sentences, words
surprisingly misplaced. 1681 FLAVEL Metk.

Grace xix, 343 How surprizingly glorious the sight of Jesus
Christ will be to them. 1743 LMERSON Fluxions 285 The
Forces exerted on these small Bodies must be surprizingly
great. 1756 NUGENT Gr. Tonr

t Italy III. 52 The church
of St. Mark is .. surprizingly enriched with marble and
mosaic work. 18*5 COBBETT Rur. Rides 62 That wood
breeds maggots surprisingly. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt ii,

Surprisingly little altered by the fifteen years.
So Surpri'singneas, surprising character, unex-

pectedness.
1686 J.SCOTT Chr. Life I. n. Hi. 100 The life of Wit con-

sists in the Surprisingness of its Conceits and Expressions.
'737 1" CLARKE Hist. Bible vin. (1740) 509 The surprizing-
ness of this discovery.

Surquayne. pseudo-arch, [a. OF. surquaniet

var. $ou(s}tanic : see SUCKENY.] Used vaguely or

typically for an upper garment.
1887 ASHBY STERRY Lazy Minstrel (1892) 21 What sur-

quayne or partlet could look better than My saint's curly
jacket of black Astracan?

t Surquidaiice. Obs. rare*1
. In 5 -cuy-

daunce. [a. OF. surcuidance^ f. surcuidant\ see

next and -ANCE.] = SURQUIDRY.
1481 Cov. Leet Bk. 476 The seid Scottes, of their Custum-

able pryde and surcuydaunce ramaynyng obstinatly in
their first purpose.

t Surq.uid.aiit, a. Obs. rarer-1 . In 6 surcu-
dant. [a. OP", suratidant, pr. pple. of surcuidier:

pop. L. *supercogitare, f. super- SUPER- + cogitdre
to think, COGITATE.]

- SURQUIDOUS.
a 1589 SKELTON Replyc. Wks. 1843 I. 209 Puffed.. full of

vaynglorious pompe and surcudant elacyon.

f Surquidour. Obs. rarr~l
. In 4 sour-, [a.

OF. *surcuidour, f. surcuidier (see prec.), if sour-

quidours be not an error for sourquidous (see next) :

cf. first quot. s.v. SURQUIDROUS.] A haughty or

arrogant person.
J393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xxn. 341 Pruyde seixe for^ sour-

quidours [B. xix. 335 surquydous] hus seriauns of armes.

1 Surquidous, surquedous, . Obs. Also

4-5 -quydous, 6 -quidus. [a. AF. *surcuidous}

f. surcuidier (see SURQUIDANT).] Overweening,
arrogant, presumptuous, overbearing.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xix. 335 Pruyde.. sente forth sur-

quydous [C. xxn. 341 sourquidoursj his seriaunt of armes.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 118 With low herte humblesce suie,

So that thou be noght surquidous. c 1407 LYDG. Reason fy

Sens. 6694 An vnycourne. .Whech is a beste Surquedous.
1420-22 T/ie6esii.voi& Itscheweth weltliat thow were not
wis . . To take on the this surquedous massage. 1483CAXI ON
G. de la Tour f v b, Crete folye is to a man come from
lowe degree, .to become, .prowde and surquydous. ^1500

ent, &. surquidus.

i Surquidrous, surqnedrons, << Obs.

Also 5 -quy-. See also SUCCUDKODS. [f.
next +

-ous, after prec.] = prec.
The first quot. is doubtful : cf. SURQUIDOUB.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhtxif i. xxvi. (1869) 17 Michel is he

of foolhardiment and surquidoures [ F. defotil 4- oultrtcuide

hardiement\. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. m. xvi. 172 They be of

the nature of proud foles that ben surquydrous. a 1550

linage Hypocr. 11. 459 in Skelton's Wks. (1843) II. 428 Thou
arte so monstrous. . Froude and surquedrous. 1593 G. HAR-
VEY Pierces Super. 52 More surquidrous then Anaxius.

t Su-rquidry, sn-rquedry. Obs. Forms:

3-4 surquiderie, 4-7 surquidrie, -quedrie, (8-9

arch.} surquedry, 5-6 svirquidry, (4 so(u)rquy-

drye, -yje, surquidre, 4-5 -drye ; 4 -quydrie,

-dery, 5 -dry(e, 5-6 -quedrye, 7 -dree) ; 4

-quy-, 5 -qui-, 7 -quetry (5 -quitery) ; 4-oudry,
6 -cuydry(e, 6-7 -cuidrie ; 4 oirquytrie, 5

-cudrie. SeealsoSucccuKY. [a. OF. s(o)urcuiJerie,

f. s(o)nrcuidicr : see SUBQUIDANT and -EBY.]

1. Arrogance, haughty pride, presumption. (In

first quot. app. personified.)
01225 A JUT. R. 56 Me surq'derie \v.rr. Me surq'de sire,

Me sire], ne iherest tu bet Dauid [etc.). c 1315 SHOREHAM iv.

282 Ho yst bat neuer nas yblent Wyf> non surquydery f 13 . .

E. E. A Hit. P. A. 309 pat is a poynt o sorquydryje, |>at vche

god mon may euel byscme. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvni.

{Margaret) 46 Scho had symply hyre fud & clath, to cleth

hyre honestly, for-out pryd and surcudiy. f a 1400 Morte

Arth. 3399 Thow has schedde myche blode, and schalkes

distroyede, Sakeles, in cirquytrie. 1411-10 Lvuc. Ckron. Troy
i. 452 (MS. Digby 230) If. 3ib/2 Alle fo . . That . . wolde . .

rebelle in any maner weye Of surquidrie or pride to wen eye.

SURRECT.
I57 GASCOIGNK Stetle <.,{. (Ark) 54 Su. h Surcuydry, such
weening ouer well. 159, SFKHRRK U 'orId; Vanit,* 105 He ..

IfJLCftiZ ?
lt1 ' ^ si "B *>r.,ulrie, And AorJy jre, n sory ganall Mte btuu to 'c.,rne. i6o> CKW Cornwall 58btld Aristotle uperu>ur to Moses and Clmst, aiul yet but

'? '<.,
llul

'!"-
"" Surquedrj- f,,,f,yl.d

quedry, Like some great Queen thus richly gan.i-hed.
793 I. WII.UAMS Me,,,. Warren lla,,i,:g, 47 $* cannol
become illuitrious by fury or surquedry. itos SCOTT Hi-
trothed xvin, A judgment specially calculated to abate and
bend that spirit of surquedry.

^f.
l6**

.

H ' Mo"
*>*(<>/Sml l. u. Ixi, To an inward

sucking whirlpools close They change this swelling torrentl
surquedry.

b. with a and pi. A piece of arrogance.
1601 MARSTON Ant. <V Mel. in. Wks. 1856 I. 34 O, had it

eyes, and eares, and tongues, it might See sport, hearc
speach of most strange surquedries. i6o9(Hp. w. BAHLOW]
Antw. Nameless Cath. 341 Citing it for a proofe, and not
confuting it for a surquedrie. 1647 WARD Simple Cobler
(1843) 31 Fashions, .are the surquedryes of pride.

o. transf. : cf. PRIDE sb.l 5.
1607 WALKINOTOM Optic Glass 32 That heavenly worke

of works, natures surquedry and pride.

U 2. Misused for : Excess (esp. of indulgence),
surfeit.

1594 Sclimus in Greene's Wks. (Grosart) XIV. 220, I haue
. .surfeted with pleasures surquidiie. 1598 Pilgr. Pamass.
iv. 486 Theile . . make you melte in Venus' surque(d]rie.
IJ9* MARSTON Sat. iv. 49 Poems (1879) 49 l strength of
lust and Venus surquedry. i6ia PasquiTs t?ight.cap{i%n)
2147 Diseases hidden, Which doe proceed from lust and
surquedrie. i6>3CocXERAM n, The Ouerpltisse, Surquedrie,
Surplusage. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Eph. i. 18 This is called

by Luther, Crapula sacra, a spiritual) surquedry or surfet.

1656 HEVLIN Extranetis I'apulans 315 Their stomacks not
well cleared from the Surquedries of that Mighty Feast,

tSu-rqtiidy, su rqnedy. Obs. Also 5

-quidie, -quydy, -quedye, 5-6 -quedie, (6 yr-

ouyte). [a. OF. surquidu, "sourcuidee, f. s(o)ur-
aiiiiier : see SUBQUIDANT and -T.]

-

prec.
c 1407 LYDG. Reason <V Sens. 2581 Pompe, pride, and sur-

quedye. 14.. Chaucer's Pars. T. r 903 (Harl. MS.) pe
Surquidie pat he ha)> in cristes mercy. 1430-40 LYDG.
Bochas Prol. (MS. Bodl. 263) 3/1 Thei..Supposyng in ther

surquedie Ther estatis shotde be durable. 1540 .$'/. Papers
Hen. Vflf, III. 187 Ther grete pryde and surquedy ys
partely swaged. 1560 T. H. tr. Ovid's Fatle Narcissus
D ij, Syrcuyte and pride. 1595 T. EDWARDS Cephalus ff

Procris (Roxb.) 29 Pale death Lay with his surquedie to
draw her breath. 1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe xxviii, Are ye yet
aware what your surquedy and outrecuidance merit, for scoff-

ing at the entertainment of a prince of the House of Anjou?
II Surra (su-ra,sTa). [Marathijra air breathed

through the nostrils.] A disease of horses and
other domestic animals in India, China, and other

countries, supposed to be caused by a microbe,

Trypanosoma Evansi.

1890 BILLINGS Nat. flfetf. Diet. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl.
20 Aug. 368 Tabanus can carry the trypanosome of Surra.

Surrah, obs. variant of SIRBAH.
i&ba [see VAY(E|.

tSurrea'ch, v. Obs. rare *. [f. SOB- + REACH

z>.'] trans. To extend beyond.
1606 \'>. BARNES OJJ'ic<s i. i If. .1 should presume to talke

of things surreaching the scope of my apprehension.

Surrebend, -rebound, -rebnbe : see SDB-.

Surrebutter (scribe tai). Law. [f. SUB- +
KEBUTTEB, after surrejoinder^ In old common-
law pleading, a plaintiff's reply to a defendant's

rebutter. Also transf., a further rejoinder.
a 1601 SIR T. FANSHAWE Pract. Exck. (1658) 146 They

must proceed with Rebutter, and sur-rebutter. untill every

point material! be put in perfect issue. 1770 FOOTE Lame
Lover II. Wks. 1782 III. 34 Rejoinders, sur-rejoinders, re-

butters, sur-rebutters, replications. 1866 LOWELL Bigloiu P.

Introd., Poems (1912) 279/2 Mr. Bank-it (in his dictionary
above cited)addsa surrebutter in a verse from Ford's

' Broken
Heart '. 1888 MORLEY in Daily News 17 Oct. 6/1 Con-

troversy is seldom profitable after it gets down to the stage
of sur-rebuttcr and sur-rejoinder. 1893 LELAND Mem. I.

295 Then came the attack on the impropriety of the whole

thing, and finally Mr. Barnum's triumphant surrebutter.

So t Burrebut si,., shortening of or error for

SUBBEBUTTEK ;
Snrrebu't v. [cf. REBDT] intr. to

reply to a rebutter (also transf.) ; trans, to repel

as by a surrebutter
;
Snrrebirttal [cf. REBUTTAL],

surrebutter.

1587 HARRISON England n. ix. (1877) l. 202 The parties

plaintifie& defendant.. proceed.. hy plaint or declaration,

barre or answer, replication, reioinder, and so by rebut,

surrebut to issue and trtalL I76 T. MADOX Firnta

Burgi x. { 21. 198 To this William Cokenage Surrcbulteth.

BLACKMORE Craaock Nowell iv, To revive their efficacy,

and so surrebut all let and hindrance. 1889 Times 25 Nov.

5/4 The State's rebuttal and surrebuttal of the defence.

1895 Q. Rev. July 264 The members of the majority, .not

unnaturally sur.rebut on this interpretation. 1909 ELIZ.

BANKS Myst. Fr. Farrington 311 There were witnesses to

come in rebuttal, but he. .could call witnesses in surrebuttal.

Surrecompounded, -countermand : seeSUB-.

t Surrect, a. Obs. rarer*, [ad. L. surrcetus,

pa. pple. of surgire to rise, stand up.] Upright.

1691 PLUKF.NKTT Let. Mr. Rty 17 July (1718) 249 The

Paronyckia Hisfaxica Clns.. .is a more surrect Plant.

31 3
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STTBRECTION.

Surrection (sare-kjan). rare. Also 5 sur-

reocioun, -eoion, fi -eooyou, -eooion, -exyon.

[ad. late L. sumctio, -onem, n. of action f. surrect-,

surgere to rise. Cf. OF. surrection.'}

fl. A rising in rebellion, insurrection. Obs.

<ri4l8 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 247 To shape sodeyn surrec-

cioun Agaynst oure liege lord kynge. 1516 in Arnolde
Chron. (1811) p. 1, Jf" surrexyon of vacabondis, and pren-

tysys..agaynst straungers. 1528 LD. SANDYS Let. Wolsey
Mar. (Publ. Rec. Off.), If there be eny such surreccion..

shall doo the best may lye in me to pacifie theym.
2. Rising (in general). Obs. exc. as nonce-wd.

after resurrection.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. (Percy Soc.) 191 The mornyng
was past, But Afrycus Auster made surreccion, Blowyng
his bellowes. 1599 A. M. tr. Gatelhouer's Rk. Physicke

55/2 Sepulte the same . . agaynste the surrection of the

Sunne. 1845 BROWNSON Wks. V. 342 It would not be a

resurrection, but a simple snrrection.

Surreine (so-re'n). Also 7-ein,-ine. [?f. SUH-

+ F. reine queen. (Cf. f sur-belheur, a variety of

apple.)] A variety of pear.
1629 PARKINSON Farad. (1904) 593 The Surrine is no very

good peare. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1679) 36 Pears..

Squib, Surrein, Dagobert. 1873 jf. Scott's Orchardist 409
(Pears) Rameatt (Sur Reine, Surpasse Reine). . .It was
raised by Van Mons about 1825.

t Surreined, ppl. a. Obs. rare. [Of uncertain

formation : generally taken to be f. SUB- + REINED

ppl. <z.l] Of a horse : Over-ridden, overworked.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, in. v. 19 A Drench for sur-reyn'd
lades. 1601 [1 MARSTON] Pasquil $ Kath. IV. 44 A sur-

reinde laded wit, but a rubbes on.

Surrejoin (soiid^orti), v. Law. [Back-forma-
tion f. next, after rejoin.'] intr. (or with obj. cl.} To

reply, as a plaintiff, to the defendant's rejoinder;
to make a surrejoinder. Also transf.

1594 WEST 2nd Pt. Symtol., Chancerie 75 Then may
the plaintife surrejoine to the second rejoinder, c 1640 J.

SMYTH Lives Berkeley* (1883) I. 108 Salisbury surreioynes
and saitb, That bee never tooke the Earle Marischall for

his dettor. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xi. III. 64 Instead
of acquiescing in his first thoughts, he replied on himself,

rejoined on himself, and surrejoined on himself. 1883 Law
Rep. ii Q. B. Div. 583 The plaintiff surrejoined that the

35/. was not a reasonable fine. 1890 Pall Mall G. 2. July
3/t Mr. Arthur Palmer surrejoins about ' What I saw at
Tel-el-Kebir ', . . generally returning the compliment of men-

dacity all round.

Surrejoinder (sr/'d5oi
l

nd3j). Law. [f. SUR-
H- REJOINDER.] In old common-law pleading, a

plaintiffs reply to the defendant's rejoinder. Also

transf. an answer to a rejoinder or reply (in general).
The order of the pleadings is : plaintiff's declaration,

defendant's plea, plaintiff's replication, defendant's re-

joinder, plaintiff's surrejoinder, defendant's rebutter,

plaintiff's surrebutter.

1542-3 Act 34 5- 35 Hen. VIII, c. 27 50 The Prenotarye to
have for the .

.rephcacion, rejoyndre, surrejoyndre, for everye
of them if they be enrolled . . xijd. 1644 PRYNNE & WALKER
Fiennefs Trial 47 The whole three dayes first de_fence
being made intirely together, and then the Reply, Rejoinder,
and Surrejoinder thereunto. 1682 LUTTRELL Brief Rel.

(1857) 1. 236 The atturney generall hath pleaded in surre-

joinder to the citty of Londons rejoinder to the quo war-
ranto against their charter. 1770 [see SURREBUTTER]. 1886
W. E. NOSBIS My Friend Jim I. 70 To make such a re.

joinder as that would only have been to expose myself to
a surrejoinder which it would have been . . futile to attempt
to rebut. 1903 MORLEY Gladstone II. v. iii. 4q Mr. Glad-
stone., was too much in earnest to forego rejoinder and
even surrejoinder.

f Surrend, v. Obs. rare. [ad. OF. surrendre
to SURRENDER.] trans. = SURRENDER v. ;

in quot.
c 1475 used = give back, restore (cf. RENDER v. 3).

1450 Rolls of Parlt. V. 184/2 If ony persone. .hadde
estate.. of the yifte or graunte by Letters Patentes of ony
of youre Progenitours, and hafe surrendid (terror for
surrendsridj the said Letters Patentes in to youre Chaun-
cery..to be cancelled, c 1475 Partenay 4986, I can noght
. . werke ne labour soo As tho mortall ded ther lif to surrend.

Surrender (sre-ndaj), sb. Also 5 sure ren-

der, 6 surrendre. [a. AF. surrender, = OF. sur-

rendre, inf. used as sb. : see next.] The action or
an act of surrendering.
1. Law. a. The giving up of an estate to the

person who has it in reversion or remainder, so as

to merge it in the larger estate ; e.g. the giving up
of a lease before its expiration ; spec, the yielding
up of a tenancy in a copyhold estate to the lord of
the manor for a specified purpose ; transf. a deed

by which snch surrender is made.
1487 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 394/1 Determination of the

or otherwais. 1523 FITZHERB. Sum. 14 Surrenders of landes
holden by the yerde. 1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 27 7The said Chauncellour shall have power, .to take surrendre
of any leases. 1383 MELBANCKE Phttotimta X iv b, I haue
wastfully spente . . the surrender of my fathers landes. 1590WEST Symbol I. n. 311 An Instrument of Surrender is
an instrument testifiyng . . that the particuler tenant of
landes.. doth.. agree, that he which hath the next imme-
diate remainder or reuersion thereof shall also haue the par-
ticuler estate of the same in possession. 1628 COKE On
Litt. 338 If a man make a Lease for yeares to begin at
Michaelmasse

next,_this future interest cannot bee surren-
dred, because there is no Reuersion wherein it may drowne,
but by a Surrender in Law it may be drowned. As if the
Lessee before Michaelmasse take a new Lease for yeares. .
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this is a Surrender in Law of the former Lease. 1679-88

Moneys Seer. Serv. Cluis. I! * 7<"- H (Camden) 69 For

the charge of a surrender made by Lord Arundell ol 1

rice, and inrolling the same, 300. 1766 BLACKSTONE

Coiniii. n. 365 Surrender,. .the yielding up of the estate by

tiie tenant into the hands of the lord, for such purposes as

in the surrender are expressed. 1818 CRUISE Digfsi (ed. 2)

I. 277 A term cannot be merged by surrender till the tenant

has entered. 1825 Act 6 (,eo. IV, c. 16 3 If any such

Trader shall. .make. .any fraudulent Surrender ot any ot

his Copyhold Lands.

b. The giving up of letters patent granting an

estate or office ;
Hist, the yielding up of tithes in

Scotland to the Crown.

1557 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 261 Upon dewe surrender

mayde to my handes of the other sayde several! patentes.

1628 Sc. Acts C/ias. 7(1870) V. 189/1 Such of his Majesties

Subjects as had right to whatsoever erection of. .Temdsand
others forsaids who should make surrender thereof in his

Majesties hands. 1654 H. L'EsTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 126

His.. Commission of Surrenders of Superiorities and llthes,

by which the Ministers and Land-owners were bought out . .

from the Clientele and Vassallage ofthe Nobility and Laique
Patrons. 1662 HUGHES Abridgm. Lawlll. 1004/2 OfSurren-
der of the King's Letters Patents, what shall be said a good
Surrender ofthem, and what not. 1729 JACOB<KO Dict.s, v.,

A Surrender may be made of Letters Patent to the King, to

the End he may grant the Estate to whom he pleases,

o. The action of surrendering to bail.

1710 PALMER Proverbs 10 The Bail has a sort of Custody
andCommand of the Prisoner. A Surrender is our Discharge.

d. The giving up by a bankrupt of his property
to his creditors or their assignees ; also, his due

appearance in the bankruptcy court for examina-

tion, as formarly required by the bankruptcy acts.

1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman vii. (1841) I. 48 Upon his

honest and faithful surrender of his affairs, he shall be set at

liberty. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. n. 481 In case
the^

bank-

rupt absconds.. between the time of the commission issued,

and the last day of surrender, he may by warrant, .be com-
mitted to the county goal. 1815 Act 6 Geo. IV, c. 16 112

Ifany Person . . declared Bankrupt, shall not . . surrender him-

self to them [sc. Commissioners], and sign or subscribe such

Surrender, and submit to be examined before them.. [he]
shall be deemed guilty of Felony.

e. f O) See quot. 1 755. (6) The abandonment
of an insurance policy by the party assured on

receiving part of the premiums.
Surrender value, the amount payable to an insured person

on his surrendering his policy.

1755 MACENS Insurances 11. 92 When any Goods or Ships
that are insured, happen to be lost,.. then the Assured is

obliged to abandon such Goods or Ship to the Benefit of the

Assurers, before he can demand any Satisfaction from them.
The Surrender must be made by Notice in writing, by the

Messenger of the maritime Court. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII.

179/1 The surrender value to be allowed for a policy which
is to be given up should be less than the reserve value. 1887

J. HENRY Handbk. Life Assurers (ed. 2) 51 The value to be
offered by the office for a surrender of the policy.

2. The giving up of something (or of oneself)
into the possession or power of another who has

or is held to have a claim to it ; esp. (Mil., etc.)

of combatants, a town, territory, etc. to an enemy
or a superior. In wider sense : Giving up, resigna-

tion, abandonment.
c 1485 Digby Myst., Christ's Burial 301 To his fadere, for

vs lie made a sure render. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Ccittm.

354 The Senate refused to make surrender or to receiue a
power into the citie. Ibid. 400 Albeit they were layde at

with many weapons, yet toke they it by surrender. 1588
SHAKS. L. L. L. I. i. 138 Tospeake. .About surrender vp of

Aquitaine. 1633 T- STAFFORD Pac. Hib. n. xxv. (1821) 452
Which they dicfnot deliver unto him as a Surrender, but to

shew and manifest their Dutys. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 494
With eyes Of conjugal attraction unreprov'd, And meek sur-

render. 1689 Sc. Acts Will. 4- M. (1875) XII. 54/2 That at
the surrender of the castle be avenewsbe gaurded be the town
gaurds. 1790 BURKE Rev. France 88 That he may secure
some liberty, he makes a surrender in trust of the whole of
it. 1792 ALMON/?WC</. W.Pitt ll.xxx. 145 That a repeal of
the Stamp Act would be a surrender of the authority of the
British Legislature over the Colonies. 1856 KANE Arctic

Expl. I. xxvii. 353 Nothing depresses .. so much as a sur-
render of the approved and habitual forms of life. 1862
STANLEY Jew. C/t. (1877) I. xx. 386 Sacrifice .. consists

.. in the perfect surrender of a perfect Will and Life.

1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xviii. 206 [The terms
of peace] did not involve the surrender or driving out of the

English exiles. 1911 E. BEVERIDGE North Uist iv. 58
Although offering surrender, all were slain.

b. Cards. In the game of ombre, the act of

throwing up one's hand and paying one's forfeit to

the pool instead of to an adversary.
1874 H. H. GIBBS Ombre (1878) 32 Surrender was formerly

not allowed in English play.

f 3. An act of rendering (thanks). Obs. rare 1
.

1594 in CatA. Rec. Soc. Publ. V. 283 To give to his temporal
benefactors a sweet surrender of thanks.

Surrender (s#re-ndai), v. Also 5 sorendre,
6 surrendre, Sc. surrander. [a. AF. surrender
= OF. surrendre (i3th c.), f. sur- SUR- + rendre
to RENDER. The Anglo-L. equivalents were super-
reddere (c 1400) and sursum reddere (isth c.).
In the retention of the inflexion of the AF. inf. this word

follows RENDER v. ; cf. TENDER v. 1
]

1. Law. a. trans. To give up (an estate) to one
who has it in reversion or remainder

; spec, to give
up (a copyhold estate) to the lord of the manor,
either by way of relinquishing it or of conveying it

to another.

1466 Mann. $ Househ. Exf. (Roxb.) 348 Thomas Edmunde

SUBRBNDEB.
of Douercorte sorendryd into lohn Sparre . . alle the londe. .

that he hathe. 1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures i. ix. i6b, Yf he

wyll alyen hys lande to another, him behoueth after some
custome to surrendre the tenementes in some court &c into

the lordes handes. 1606 Munim. tie A/elros (Hann.) 658 To
. .surrander vpgeif and ouergeif All and hatll be maner place
of Melrosse. . . In the handis of oure said souerane lord. 1766
BLACKSTONE Comm. n. 144 If I grant a lease to A for the

term of three years, and after the expiration of the said term
to B for six years, and A surrenders or forfeits his lease at
the end of one year, B's interest shall immediately take
effect. iSooAddison's Rep. 12 The award was., that a lease

should be surrendered. 1875 DIGBY Real Prop. (1876) 378
He may at common law surrender his estate to the remain-
derman or reversioner by simple deed.
absol. 1628 COKE On Litt. \. 59 Euerie Copiholder may

surrender in Court and need not alleadge any custome there-

fore. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 54 If a person devises

a copyhold for the benefit of persons of this kind, without

surrendering to the use of his will. 1845 STKPHEN Comm.
Laws Eng. (1874) I. 524 The under-lessees (by refusing to

surrender,in their turn, notwithstanding they had covenanted
to do so).

b. To give up (letters patent, tithes) into the

hands of the sovereign. (Cf. SURRENDER sb. i b.)

1473 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 82/1 He to surrender uppe unto
us his seid Letters Patentes. 1628 Sc. Acts Chas. / (1870)

V. 189/2 That all superiorities of Erections should be freely

resigned and surrendered in his Majesties hands without any
composition. 1662 HUGHES Abridgm. Law III. 1906/1 It

was found..That C* did Surrender and Restore the said

Letters Patents, in Chancery, to be cancelled.

c. refl. or intr. of a bankrupt : To appear in

the bankruptcy court for examination.

1707 Lond.Gaz. No. 4318/4 He being declared a Bankrupt,
is required to surrender himself. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comm.
n. 481 At the third meeting, at farthest,, .the bankrupt.,
must surrender himself personally to the commissioners.

i8s Act 6 Geo. IV> c. 16 117 The Bankrupt shall be free

from Arrest or Imprisonment by any Creditor in coming to

surrender. 184$ POI.SON in Encycl. Metrop. 11,835/1 If he

fails.. to surrender himself, and submit to be examined be-

fore the court, or upon examination does not discover all

his . . estate.

d. trans. Of a bail : To produce (the principal)
in court at the appointed time. Also intr. or

refl.

of the principal, usually in phr. to surrender to

ones bail.

1747 VINER JtMttgm. Law $ Equity III. 459 An Action
*. v7*. . i .... __t_ . __ .L_ T ._: . ii-- i):t

his Bail. 1835 Penny Cycl. III. 288/1 Unless they, the bail,

pay the costs and money recovered for him, or surrender him
to custody. 1848 Act n <J- 12 Viet. c. 42 23 Such Justice
of the Peace may.. admit such Person to Bail. .and.. shall

take the Recognizance of the said accused Person and his

Surety . . that he will then surrender and take his Trial. 1883
Law Times 29 Sept. 363/1 Magistrates should in all cases

grant bail unless they have good reason to suppose that the

prisoner will not surrender.

2. To give up (something) out of one's own

possession or power into that of another who has

or asserts a claim to it
;
to yield on demand or

compulsion ; esp. (Mil.) to give up the possession
of (a fortress, town, territory, etc.) to an enemy
or assailant. Also^f. Const, to.

Formerly also with up (now rare or obs.\

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. XLII. (Percy Soc.) 207 The body
..wyll not remember Howe erth to erth must his strength
surrender. 1561 T. HOBV tr. Castiglionc's Courtyer\\. (1577)

L iij b, What offices has thou to surrender inlo my handes ?

quoth the Pope. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy.
i. xix. 23 b, If they, .did surrender the place he would exempt
out of them two hundreth. 1590 SFF.NSER F. Q. II. x. 45 Till

he surrendred Realme and life to fate. 1613 SHAKS. Hen.

yi/f, i. iv. 81 One . . More worthy this place then my selfe,

to whom . . I would surrender it. 1651 HOBBES Lcuiatk. 11.

xxvii. 160 Though he have surrendred his Power to the Civill

Law. a 1700 EVELYN Diary 2(5 May 1684, Luxembergh was

surrendered to the French. 178* COWPEK Friendship 117

Plebeians must surrender And yield so much to noble folk.

1784 Task vi. 102 Some to the fascination of a name Sur-

render judgment. 1832 BREWSTER Nat. Magic xii. 299 The
diamond and the gems have surrendered to science their

adamantine strength. 1850 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. in. iii.

(1872)41 There are others, who. .would surrender the con-

science of each man to the conscience of the Church._ 1874

A. B. DAVIDSON Introtl. Hebr. Grain. 29 In words with the

Artficle] the weak he usually surrenders its vowel to the

prep[osition]
and disappears.

with vj>. c 1590 MARLOWE Faustits iii, Say, he surrenders

vp to him his soule. 159* K.YD Sf. frag. HI. xii. 76 He
make a pick-axe of my poniard, And heere surrender vp my
Marshalship. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. (1637) 394

They surrendred up this Manour unto King Henry the

Eight. 1673 RAY Journ. Low C. 3 Ostend was surrendred

up to Arch-Duke Albert, a 1715 BUFNET Own Time (1823)

1 1. 310 To surrender up some of those great jurisdictions

over the Highlands that were in his family, a 1774 HARTE
Vision Death. 256 Surrender up to me thy captive-breath.

b. More widely : To give up, resign, abandon,

relinquish possession of, esp. in favour of or for

the sake of another.

1509 HAWES fast. Pitas, xx. (Percy Soc.) 96 Ryght so let

wysdome your sorowe surrendre. 1565 HARDING Confuta-

tion iv. vii. 187 b, His sonne tooke vpon him forthwith the

administration of the Empire,, .would not surrender the state

which he liked well. 1594 KYD Cornelia v. 463 Afterward

. . I will surrender my surcharged life. 1779 Mirror No. 35,

He must surrender his own character, and assume the hue

of every company he enters. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU rr.

Wines i, Pol. iv. 62 Sounds reached her which gave her

back a little of the hope which she had wholly surrendered.

1871 R. W. DALE Commandm. x. 253 For those whom we

love we gladly surrender our personal comfort and ease.



SURRENDERED.
3. reft.

To give oneself up into the power of

another, esp. as a prisoner.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. \. xix. 23 Fainte

heartedlie to surrender themselues to the mcrcie of those, at
whose hands was nothing to he looked for, but miserable
seruitude. 1693 Mtm^ Cnt. Teckely i. 82 That [sc. garrison]
of Licowa surrendred it self the next day. 1760 Cautions fy

Affv. Officers Army 30 The French fired all their Arms into
the Air ; then threw them down, and surrendered themselves
Prisoners of War. 1823 SCOTT Qnentin D. xxiii, It is the
hanner of the Count of Crcvecoeur,. . to him I will surrender

myself. i8z8 LYTTON/W/I; 1 1 1. xix, His. .desire to appease
his mind, by surrendering himself to justice. 1891 FARRAR
Darkn. <y Dawn lv, They were.. informed that the Apostle
..had thought it right to., surrender himself as a prisoner,

\>.fig. To give oneself up to some influence,
course of action, etc. ; to abandon oneself or devote
oneself entirely to.

1713 ATTERBURY Serm. (1734) II. 48 Those. .who do not
surrencK-r themselves up to the Methods it prescribes. 1833
HT. MARTINF.AU Maneft. Strike viii. 88 We must surrender
ourselves . . to our duties.

4. intr. for reft,
= 3 ; chiefly Mil. (said of a

body of men, a town or fortress, etc.) ; alsoyff.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidant's Comm. 286 b, Whan they had

surrendred [orig. facia dtditione\ 1593 SMAKS. Rich. II, iv.

L 156 Fetch hither Richard, that in common view He may
surrender. 1676 EARL ORRERY in Essex Papers (Camden) 58,
I lay before it [sc. Limerick]. . untill the Plague and Famfne
made it surrender, we could not take it. 1691 (see DISCRE-
TION 5 b]. <i 1721 PRIOR Songs vi. 25 Nothing's proof against
those eyes, Best resolves and strictest ties To their force must
soon surrender. 1790 BEATSON Nav. <$ Mil, Mem. II. 239
The Commodore was determined that the place should sur-

render at discretion. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil vi. xii, 'Sur-

render/ said the commander of the yeomanry.
'

Resistance
is useless.' 1890 Spectator i Nov. 595/1 They only sent
fifteen hundred men, who accomplished nothing, and were
finally compelled to surrender at discretion.

f 5. To render, return (thanks, etc.). Obs,

1541 BOORDE Dyetary viii. Ej, Surrendrynge thankes to

hym for his manyfolde goodnes. 1578 H. WOTTON Courtlie
Controv, 125 To surrender their accustomed honor vsed

yearely vnto the . . mistresse. 1588 PARKE tr. Mendoza's Hist.
China 180 They had surrendred vnto him thankes. Ibid.

195 ilee tooke his leaue of vs with great friendship and
curtesie : who did surrender the same after our custome.

Hence Surre-ndered (-aid)///. a. } Surre'nder-

ing vbL sb. and ///. a.

1648 (title), The Demands. .of The Earle of Norwich.. to

Gcnerall Fairfax, concerning the surrendering of the said

City. 1711 in totk Rep. Hist. JlfSS, Comm. App. v. 174
Articles of agreement for the surrendering of Lymcrick.
1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev. i. v. vi, The Hotel de Ville

*

invites
'

him to admit National Soldiers, which is a soft name for

surrendering. 1876 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. n. xio
Dante, .believed that, .his [sc. the Lord's] kingdom would
be established in the surrendered will. 1901 Westm. Gaz.
20 May 7/1 Parties of the latter returned into the town and
searched the place for surrendering burghers. 1911 SIR H.
CRAIK Life Clarendon I. xii. 323 Fairfax.. had.. accepted
the others as surrendered prisoners.

Surrenderee (surendarr). Law. [f. prec. vb.

+ -EE.] The person to whom an estate, etc. is

surrendered : correlative to surrenderor.
i66a HUGHES Abridgm. Law III. 1907/1 A Copyholder

doth Surrender unto the use of a Stranger, for ever, and the
Lord admits the Surrenderee to hold to him and his heirs.

1741 T. ROBINSON Gavelkind i. vi. 98 The Surrenderee died
before Admittance. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. n. 326 The
surrenderor must be in possession ; and the surrenderee must
have a higher estate, in which the estate surrendered may
merge. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVU. 390/1 A devisee or sur-

renderee of copyholds, 1875 POSTE Gaius \. 169 The sur-

renderee of a guardianship is called a cessionary guardian.

Surrenderer (sz're'ndaraj). [f. as prec. +
-ER l.] One who surrenders, in any sense.

1628 Sc, Acts Chas. I (1870) V. 10,1/2 The Teinds of what-
soever Lands and Barronies perteining to the saids Persons
Surrenderors in property.

Surrenderor (spre'ndarpi). Law. [f. as prec.
+ -OR a d.] One who surrenders an estate, etc. to

another : correlative to surrenderee.

^
a 1683 SCROGGS Courts-leet (1714) 148 When a Surrender

j

is made to the Use of a Will, the Fee-Simple remains in the '

Surrenderor. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. \\. 368 Till admit,
j

tance of cestuy qne itse^ the lord taketh notice of the sur-

renderor as his tenant. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 45 A
surrender to the useofa will must be presented : but by special
custom such presentment may be made at the next court,
after the death of the surrenderor. 1875 POSTE Gains i. 170
On his death.. the guardianship reverts to the surrenderor.

Burrendry (svre'ndri). Now rare. Also 6 sur-

endrie, 6-7 surrendrie, 6-8 surrendery. [f.

SURRENDER : see -BY,]
= SURRENDER sb.

1547 A cts Privy Council ( N. S. ) 1 1 . 504 The Commissioners
appoynted for the surrendery of the College of Kyrkeswold. .

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidant*s Comm. 274 He wynneth partly by
force, partly by surendrie, he fireth the castell, and spareth
the people. 1597 J. PAYNE Royal Exch. 38 Let vs be ready
to say . . at the surrendrie of our last gaspe : I have fought a

r

good fyght. 1610 HOLLAND Camden 1

s Brit. i. 37 Cassivel-
j

launus..sent Embassadour to Csesar by Conius of Arras,

tendring unto him a Surrendry. 1657 FARINDOH Serm.
Pref, (1672) c i b, When they have made a snrrendry of them-
selves to such a Church. i68sCRowNE5Yr C. Nice\. Dram.
Wks. 1874 III. 345 Did not I stipulate upon the surrend'ry
of myself to this house, to be kept from women? 1695 KEN-
NETT Par. Antiq. viii. 39 He frighted the City, .into a sur-

rendry to him. 1781 Connecticut Gaz. 7 Sept., Immediately
on the surrendry, the valiant Col. Ledyard..and 70 other

officers and men were murdered. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog.
1, 465 Upon the forced surrendry of the Plymouth Company s

patent to the crown, in 1735. 1877 SPARROW Sertn. vi. 82

That entire surrendry of the whole soul.
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Surrentine (sre-ntDin), a. [ad. L. Surren-
tinus, !. Surrentum, a maritime town of Campania,
now Sorrento.] BelongingtoSurrentumorthe neigh-
bouring hills, anciently famous for an excellent wine.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xlv. vi. I. 414 That the Physicians

hadJaid their heads togithcr, and agreed to give the Sur-
rentine wine so great a name. 1833 REDDING Mad. H'ines

plains and cities below.

t Surrepent, a. Obs. [ad. L. surrcpentem ,

-ens, pr. pple. of surripZrc : see SUKBEPTION *.]

Creeping beneath or stealthily. So f Surrepency ,

Inequalityofcreepingsteatthilyorstealingnpon one.
1608

J. KINO Sinn, s Nov. 27 This serpent surrepent
generation, with their mental! reseruations, their amphibo-
lous, amphibious propositions, a 1678 WGODHEAD Holy
Living (1688) 160 Taking heed, .of the Surrepency of some
degree of unbelief.

t Surreply, sb. Obs. rare. [f. SUB- + REPLY,
after surrejoinder^ An answer to a reply. So
t Snrreply v., to answer to a reply.
1605 Z. JONKS tr. Layer's Specters 46 marg., A surreply to

the former answered. 1650 WELDON Crt. Chas. I (1651 1 187
Buckingham sur-replyed, Us false. 1683 E. HOOKER Prtf.
Pordage'l Mystic Div. 84 So haply you mai repli. But then,
I fear, you may com with a surrephe, as hee did.

t Surre-pt, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. surrept-, pn.
ppl. stem ol surripSrc : see SUBREPTION i.J trans.
To snatch or take away stealthily ; to steal, filch.

Hence f Surre'pted/>//. a.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII, 20 b, [He) onely studyed

and watched how to surrept and steale thys turtle out of her
mewe and lodRynge. 1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602)
34 Cardinal! Caietans surrepted letter of authoritie. 1603OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892; 229 Without archedignitie, we*
longe since hath ben surrepted. 1643 QUARLES Loyall Con.
rtrt Wks. (Grosart) L 142/1 It is no offensive War for a
King to endeavour the Recovery of his surrepted right.
1657 BILLINCSLY Brachy-Martyrol. xxi. 73 Yet was my life

by strangers Surrepted not.

Surreption 1
(sore-pjsn). Also 5 -tyon, 5-7

-oion, etc. [ad. L. surreptio, -onem, n. of action
f. surriplre to seize or take away secretly, purloin,

(in the Vulgate) to make false suggestions, f. sur-
= Sus- n + rap?re to seize. Cf. OF. surreption,
and SUBREPTION.]
1 1. Suppression of truth or fact for the purpose

of obtaining something, or the action of obtaining
something in this way (cf. SUBREPTION i); more

generally, fraudulent misrepresentation, or other

underhand or stealthy proceeding. Obs.
c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) I. xxxvi. (1859) 40 This lady

Misericord.. hath caused in this Courte grete annoye..by
cause of purchacyngof this letter.. .But, me semyth..that
somme poyntes conteyned therynne ben not to be receyued,
for they semyn geten and purchacyd by surreptyon. c 1450
Godstow Reg. 676 He charged that none shold be made
abbesse there by violence or wylynesse of surrepcion. c 1555
HARFSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 148 Marvel it is

. . the Pope should be abused . . by any surreption. 1600 W.
WATSON Decacordon (1602) 252 The excommunication of
Pius 5. (against Q. Elizabeth was) procured vpon false sug-

festions,

and so by surreption. 1609 Bible (Douay) Dan. vi.

Then the princes, and governors by surreption suggested
to the king [Vulg. surripttcritnt regi\t and spake unto him.
<zi6i6 B. JONSON Pr. Henry's Barriers log Fame by surrep-
tion got May stead us for the time, but fasteth not. 16x4
BEDELL Lett. iii. 71 It occasioned the Arch-Priest here..
to thinke those letters forged, or gotten by surreption. 1649
Bp. HALL Cases Consc. (1650) 369 The surreption of secretly.

mis-gotten dispensations. 1662 jfcsuits' Reasons (1675) 121

You, by Grace or Surreption, have purloyn'd a Command
from that Court. 1720 J. JOHNSON Coll. Eccl. Laws Ch. Etig.
I. Pvj, We do.. forbid the Charter.. to be of any Validity,
because gotten by Surreption, and unsincere Suggestions.
2. The action of seizing or taking away by

stealth; stealing, theft. By surreption : by stealth,

stealthily (cf. next). Now rare or Obs.

1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892) 274 Leaste by snrrepcion
the Knappan should be snatched by a borderer of the game.
1610 CARLETON Jurisd. 47 Which power in Bishops the Pope
hath by surrepuon drawen to himselfe. 1641 H. L'EsTRANGE
God's Saoiath 28 To distinguish truth from fables, which had

bysurreption intruded. 1631 HOUSES Leviath. n. xxx. 179
Fraudulent surreption of one anothers goods, a 1656 HALES
Gold. Rent. (1673) i. 82 He which otherwise dies, comes by
surreption and stealth, and not warrantably unto his end.

1661 GODOLPHIN View Adm. Jurisd. Introd., Rendring
Ship or Lading liable.. to a seizure or surreption. a 1680

BUTLER Rent. (1759) I. 407 The Dr. was so impatient to try
the Experiment solitary, that, .he adventured, .to invade it

by Surreption and Involation. 1860 G. GROVE in W. Smith

Diet. Bible I. 370 Four soldiers,.. whose express office was

to prevent the surreption of the body.

f 3. Something introduced by stealth, an inter-

polation. Obs. rare~l
.

SUBREPTITIOUS.

rv"r "I','!'' *>"' of 'h'* "K apuean to be Unit. xv. 9K
'/! 5"^

n<! fortc sub"P' libl iropia cogitatio '.

1502 Ord. CryiUn Men (W. ,le W. ,506) IV xxii. VfLy ore-

cypytacyon
or

surrepcyon in word* without con^nlyntVof

t Surreption
2
(sore-pjan). Obs. Also 6 -oion,

-cyon, etc. [ad. patristic L. *surreptio, -dntm, n.

of action f. surreplrc, i. sur- - SUB- 2, 24 + repZrc

to creep.] An unperceived creeping or stealing

upon one or into one's mind (of evil thoughts or

suggestions) ; hence, a sudden or surprise attack

(of temptation, sin) :
frecj.

used to describe either

the kind of sin or the subjective state of the sinner.

-- ,j --.. ....,..,, .minct * o;uan . . asxa
me..on the suddame, when I have not lime, to use lho
mcanes which I might otherwise use, which we call huddaine
surreption. c 1690 JIM. TAYLOR Devotion, Occat. Sacram
ill, All surreptions and sudden incursion* of temptation
1680 EL DC-DWELL Two Lett. (,691) Bo Hypocmy by
Surreption .. is both less dangerous, and less imputable than
Hypocrisy by design. 01711 KEN Man. frarer, Wki.
( 1 838) 427 Even the just man falls seven times a day, through
sins of ignorance, or sudden surreption, or inadvertency.

b. A lapse due to such an attack.
1536 St. i'afers Hen. VIII, I. 509 A lightnes gyven in a

maner by a naughlye nature to a commonahie, and a
wonderous sodayne surreption ofgenlilmen. 1641 M. FRANK
Serm. (1672) 82 That it was but a slip, or weakness or sur.

reption. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemf. \. Disc. ii. 68 Some-
times such surreptions and smaller undecencies are pardoned.

t Surre'ptious, a. Obs. [Shortened form of
SURREPTITIOUS a. 1

, or directly f. SUBREPTION l
: cf.

suppositions.] Surreptitious. So -f Sane ptloaily
adv., surreptitiously.

'.573 R'g- 1'rivy Council Scot. II. 318 The said signature

.._is. .impetrat surreptiouslie. 1587 Ibid. IV. 173 (The said

Bishop] DCS of lait.. surreptiouslie purchast letters of dis-

charge. 1630 USSHEX Lett. (1686) 430 Whether it carrieth
not with it a powerful Non obstattte to that surreptious Grant.
1642 CHAS. I. Answ. Proposals Ho. Part. 19 Any surrep-
tiously gotten Command of the King.

t Surrepti'tial, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. surrep-
titius : see next and -IAL.]

= next.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 264 The lesuiticall

plots for restoring religion in this land by surreptitial ex-

communications, depositions, inuasions. Ibid. 327 Surrep*
titiall suggestions of some euill and factious persons.

Surreptitious (?t>repti-jW), a. 1 Also 5-6
-cious.

[f.
L. surreptitius, -idus M> subrepticius

(see SURREPTITIOUS) + -ous. Cf. OF. surreptiet,
It. surrettizio, OPg. sorr-, surre(p}licio]
1. Obtained by

'

surreption ', suppression of the

truth, or fraudulent misrepresentation : = SCB-
KEPTITIOUS a.

1443 Proc. Privy Council V. 297 ^ |>ei see J>* patentes J>*

i>
e Kyng hath graunted and see which be surrepticious.

a 1712 FOUNTAINHALL Decis. (1759) II. 419 That it was sur.

reptitious and obreptitious, containing a plain falsity. 1719
Ld. Herbert's Hen. VIII 108/1 If itshall.. appear, that any
such Apostolical Dispensations shall be. .invalid, ineffectual,

unsufficient, surreptitious or arreptitious. 1728 CHAMBERS
Cycl., Subreptitioits or Surreptitious, & Term applied to a

Letter, Licence, Patent or other Act, fraudulently obtain'd

of a Superior, by concealing some Truth, which had it been

known, would have prevented the Concession or Grant. 1855
MILMAN Lat. Chr. xiy. i. note (, The Parliament declared
the ordinance surreptitious, and contraty to the rights of

the Bishops.
2. Taken, obtained, used, done, etc. by stealth,

secretly, or ' on the sly
'

;
secret and unauthorized ;

clandestine.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. I. in. xxx, The Hollander hath done

him [sc. the King of Spain] more mischief by counterfeiting
his Copper Coyns,.. bringing it in by strange surreptitious

wayes, as in. .hollow Masts. 1661 Sir H. Vane', Politic, ^
The Pagentry of his [sc. Oliver Cromwell's] surreptitious
state. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. in. 130 In order to prevent
the surreptitious discharge of prisoners. 1817^

COLERIDGE

Bicg. Lit. I. 265 A surreptitious act of the imagination,
which., likewise supplies by a sort of sitbintelligitur the one

central power, which renders the movement harmonious and

cyclical. 1848 THACKERAV Van. Fair xlviii, O ladies ! how

many of you have surreptitious milliners' bills? 1866 Mus.

H. WOOD St. Martin's Eve xvi, Stealing surreptitious

glances at him through her veil. 1885 RUSKIN Pntteritt, I.

lv. 13 The surreptitious enjoyments they devised.

b. Of a passage or writing : Spurious, forged.

Of an edition or copy of a book : Issued without

authority,
'

pirated '.

1615 CROOKE Body o/Man 316 Wee conclude that the place

abniie vrged is surreptitious. 1648 BOYLE Seraph. Love Ep.
Ded (1700) 3 To run the risk of a surreptitious

Edition of a

Discourse. 1728 POPE Dune. Let. Publisher, A correct copy
of the Dunciad, which the many surreptitious ones have

rendered so necessary. 1858 Times 29 Nov. 6/4 When they

give their word that a publication is surreptitious. 1870

LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. i. (1873) 167 Plays which they

reprinted from stolen and surreptitious copies.

O. trans/. Acting by stealth or secretly ; t taking

by stealth, appropriating secretly (e6t.~) ; stealthy,

crafty, sly.

1615 CHAPMAN O<fyi*. XXL 296 To take, or touch with sur.

reptitious Or violent hand, what there was left for vse. 1635

BHATHWAIT Arcadian Princ. 19 Only some surreptitious

proctours were there fishing, who knew no. .Law-Interga-

tory, but the demand of their undeserved fees. 1683 BARNARD

Heylin 12, I have not been surreptitious of whole pages to-

gether out of the Doctors printed volumnes, and appropriated

them to my self without any Marie or Asterism. 1856 Miss

MULOCK John Hali/ajc xxx, The old man's look, . . betraying

his surreptitious curiosity. 1868 E. EDWARDS Ralegh 1. 11.

31 He organized a new expedition., with the same surrepti.

tious countenance which had been shown to him. 1898
' H. S. MERRIMAN ' Roden's Cornerxn. 223 Glancing at the

clock with a MI ri cut itious eye.



SURREPTITIOUS.

t Surrepti-tious, a.2 Obs. rare. [f. SURREP-

TION 2
,

after prec.] Characterized by or of the

nature of ' surreption
'

: stealthily suggested to or
TION 2

,

nature of
'

surreption
'

introduced into the mind.

1534 MOKE Treat. Passion Wks. 1276/2 A soden surrepti-

cious delyte, cast by the diuel into the sensual parte, is no

sinne at all,. .except the will.. consent.

Surreptitiously, adv. [f. SURREPTITIOUS

(j.l + -LY *] In a surreptitious manner.

a. By
'

sumption
'

: see SURREPTITIOUS a.1 i.

1587-8 Reg. Privy Council Scot. IV. 260 [Having been)

previlie and surreptitiouslie [obtained]. 1655 FULLER Ch.

Hist. IX. ii. 25 The reasons . . were falsely, and surrepti-

tiously suggested to his Holiness. 1689 Col. Rec. Pennsyhi.

I. 258 Certain decrees and Orders surreptitiously obtained by
Thomas Wollaston. 1833 LINCARD Hist. Eng. VI. 179 The

dispensation was said.. to have been surreptitiously ob-

tained. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. I. x. 323 All charters

and patents which had been surreptitiously obtained.

b. In an underhand way ; secretly and without

fore vnder the name of Religio Medici. 1648 D. JENKINS
Wtt 45 VVhich confutes their saying that the King got the

Scale away surreptitiously. 1656 COWLEY Misc. Pref., Either

surreptitiously before, or avowedly after my death. 1710
STEELE & ADDISON Tatler No. 259 P i Surreptitiously taking

away the Hassock from under Lady Grave-Airs. 1865
Alhenxum 28 June 124/2 James Duke begins the world

as an anonymous infant, laid surreptitiously in a basket

of clean linen. 1871 SMILES Charac. x. (1876) 272 She

carried it to church.. in the guise of a missal, and read it

surreptitiously during the service. 1870 FROUDE Ciesar viii.

87 The proscription was over, and the list had been closed ;

but Roscius's name was surreptitiously entered upon it.

1898
' H. S. MERRIMAN ' Koden's Corner xvi. 174 She sur-

reptitiously touched the animal with her heel,

t o. Spuriously. Obs.

1680 Land. Gaz. No. 1556/4 That the Book, .is falsly, and

surreptitiously Ascrib'd to that worthy Person.

So Surrepti'tionsness.
1902

' H. S. MERRIMAN ' Vultures xxix. 258 The quietness
of the streets had a suggestion of surreptitiousness.

t Snrre'ptive, a. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. late L. sur-

repltvus
= subreptivus : see SOBREPTIVE.] = SUR-

REPTITIOUS a. 1 i.

1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. in. i. 286 How may it then bee,
that those [ Apostolicall] Letters were surreptiue ?

t Surre'vercnce. Obs. Also 7 sur-reverenoe,
surroverance. [Variant of SlB-REVERENCE.]
1. = SIR-REVERENCE i, i b.

1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. n. x. 27 All for loue (surreuerence
Loue). 1600 NASHE Summers Last \Vill E iij b, Surreuer-
ence of their worships, they feed at my stable, table, euery
day. i65 tr. Gonsalvius"" Sp. Inquis. To Rdr. Bj b, Whose
very name should not be spoken of without Surreuerence
and great contempt.

b. By association with SUH- prefix, used for :

Great reverence.

1592 NASHE Strange Neives Cj b, Wherein mee thinks

(the surreuerence of his works not impaired) he hath verie

highly ouershotte himselfe. 1622 FLETCHER Prophetess i.

iii, Dio. . .So great a reverence, and so stai'd a knowledge
Max. Sur-reverence, you would say.
2. = SlR-REVEKENCE 2, 2 b.

JIS99
NASHE Lenten^ Stufle 75, I might as well haue writte

a dogges turde (in his teeth surreuerence).] 1655 tr.

SoreFs Com. Hist. Francion in. 73 Flinging Squibs,
Crakkers, Dirt, and sometimes stinking Surreverences. 1663
HEATH Flagellum (1672) 18 Having besmeared his own
Cloths and hands with Surreverence. 17x0 HEARNE Collect.

(O.H.S.I III. 20 Some Persons abus'd the Statue of the late

K. William, .leaving a Surreverence upon the Back of his

Horse.

tSurre'verently, adv. Obs. nonce-wd. [f.

SUR- + REVERENTLY, after prec.] Very reverently :

ironically with reference to SURREVERENCE 2.

1631 B. JONSON Magn. Latly I. i, A reverend youth, You
use him most surreverently me thinkes !

Surrexyon, obs. form of SURRECTION.

Surrey (s'ri). An American four-wheeled
two-seated pleasure carriage, the seats being of

similar design and facing forwards
; also, a motor-

carriage of similar structure.

Originally applied to an adaptation of the Surrey cart (an
English pleasure cart with an open spindle seat first built in
the county of Surrey) introduced into the U. S. A. by J. B.
Brewster & Co. of New York in 1872. (The Hub Alarch
1882.)

1896 HOWELLS Idyls in Drab 34 Hacks and barouches,
andlight, wood-coloured surreys and phaetons. 1896 Cosmo-
politan XX. 420/1 The Hill locomotor.. .In design the
vehicle is a canopy-top surrey with two seats.

Surriall, obs. form of SURROYAL.

Surrigeane, -ian, -ine, obs. Sc. ff. SURGEON.
Surripe, obs. form of SYRUP.

Surrogacy (s-r^asi). rare.
[f. next: see

-ACY.] The office of a surrogate ; surrogateship.
1811 J. CP.CIL Mem. R. Cecil in Wks. (1827) I. 19 He had

before recommended him .. for the Surrogacy annexed to . .

his Living. 1829 iSth Rep. Comm. Crts. Justice Irel. 77

Copy
Commission of Surrogacy to Sir Henry Meredyth.

Surrogate (s-r%/t), sb. (a.) Also 7 Sc, sur-

ragat, 8 illit. suragat. [ad. L. surrogdtus, assimi-
lated f. sub'rogdtus SUBROGATE pa. pple. Cf. It.

surrogato, OF. surrogue]
1. A person appointed by authority to act in

place of another
;
a deputy, a. gen.

246

1604 R. CAWDREV Table Alfh., Surrogate, a deputie in

anothers place, c 1616 CHAPMAN Homer's Hymn to Mars 6

loint surrogate of lustice [orig. (rurapco-ye %c^at<K\.
1618

in T. font's Topogr. Ace. Cunningham (Maul. Club) 202

Patrik Huntar, ..executour-dative surragat, in place of the

Procuratour-fischall. 1641 JEK. TAYLOR Episc. (1647)57 A
helper, or a Surrogate in Government. 1657 HAWKE hilling

is M. 24 Princes make others Surrogates, and Executioners

of their Judicial Acts.
.

b. 1'he deputy of an ecclesiastical judge, ot a

bishop or bishop's chancellor, esp. one who

grants licences to marry without banns.

1603 Const. >! Canons Eccl. xciii, Any ludge of the Prero-

gatiue Court, or any his Surrogate or his Register or

Apparitor.i 1631 Stnr Chamber Cases (Camden) 76 The said

Dunsterfeild.. persuaded the said Skinner to goe with him

to the Court to gett a licence for the marriage of the said

parties. They came before the Surrogate. 1694 E. CHAM-
EERI.AVNE Pres. SI. Eng. ill. (ed. 18) 359 If he be found duly

qualified, the Bishop or his Surrogate, institutes him. 1753

Act 26 Ceo. //,c. 33 7 That, .no Surrogate deputed by any
Ecclesiastical judge, who hath Power to grai.t Licences of

Marriage, shall [etc.]. 1885 Times 12 Dec. 6/1 The presi-

dent of the court [sc. the York Chancery Court] was repre-

sented by a surrogate. 1890 W. CLARK RUSSELL Marriage
at Sea xv. Postscr., The Rev. Thomas Moore, Rector of All-

hallows-the-Great, late Surrogate in the Diocese of Canter-

bury. 1912 G. W. E. RUSSELL Edui. King iv. 140 The
Sentence of Consecration was read by the Surrogate.

C. In the colonies, one appointed to act as judge
in the vice-admiralty court in place of a regular

judge ; in New York and some other States, a judge

having jurisdiction over the probate of wills and

settlement of estates of deceased persons.
1816 Act 56 Ceo. Ill, c. 82 The judicial Acts of Surrogates

who have executed the Offices of Judges in the Courts of

Vice Admiralty established in His Majesty's Plantations and

Colonies. 1858 KENT Comm. Amcr.Law(e&. 9) II. v. xxxvii.

530 The first judge of the county acts in cases in which the

surrogate is disqualified to act. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word,

bk., Surrogates,, .naval captains formerly acting for judges
in Newfoundland. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXI I. 695/2 In New
Jersey the surrogate is an official of the orphans' court, grants

unopposed probates, &c.

2. fig. and gen. A person or (usually) a thing
that acts for or takes the place of another ; a sub-

stitute. Const, for, of.

1644 BULWER Chirol. 15 The Hand was instituted Surro-

gate and Vicar of the Heart. 1650 FULLER Pisgah lit. xii.

343 Hereupon a substitute or surrogate was provided for

him to bear his Cross. 1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVIII. 267
What corresponding force can be devised..? Certainly no
absolute one ; but, as the best surrogate, Kant proposes a

Federal Union of States. 184$ Foreign Q. Rev. XXXIV.
274 Fixedness of purpose and of principle was to him a sur-

rogate for alacrity. 1869 CARLYLE in Mrs. CarlyU's Lett.

III. 26 Getting up at six, and riding to Clapham Common
. . by way of surrogate for sleep.

b. spec.
= SUBSTITUTE sb. 6 b.

1887 Pall Mall G. 25 Nov. 5/1 That the word ' butter
'

shall be expunged from the trade name of all surrogates for

butter. 1891 F. L. OSWALD in Voice (N. Y.) 5 Feb., Ground

pepper, ground coflee, mustard and tea, are mixed with sur-

rogates too numerous to mention. -Ay] Allbutt'sSyst. Med.
II. 896 Many other drugs are recommended, .as surrogates
for morphine.
B. attrib. or adj. That is a surrogate ; taking

the place of or standing for something else ; repre-
sentative.

111638 MEDB Wks. (1672) 604 The Virgin-Christians of the

Gentiles, (who are the Surrogate Israel). 1819 iSth Rep.
Comm. Crts. Justice Irel. 77 margin. Commission appoint-

ing Sir H. Meredyth Surrogate Judge. 1840 J. WILSON
Led. Anc. /sraelvi.ncj These Christian nations, .being the

spiritual, or surrogate Israel. 1910 F. C. CONVBEAKE in

Encycl. Brit. (ed. 11) IX. 873/1 An immnv or surrogate

body.

Surrogate (s-r<%^t), v. Now rare or Obs.

Also 7 (Sf.) -at; 6 (Sc.)pa.l. -ate, pa. pple. -at,

-aitt, suregat, 6-7 pa. pple. -ate. [f.
L. surrogat-,

pa. ppl. stem of surrogare, assimilated f. subrogare
tO SUBHOOATE.]
1. trans. To appoint as a successor, substitute,

or deputy : = SUBROGATE v. i.

'533 BELLENDEN Livy n. iv. (S.T.S ) I. 140 fai belevit

I>at he wald vsurpe be crovn, becaus he surrogate nocht
haistelie ane new consul in be place of brutus. Ibid. 142
He sett ane counsell to surrogate ane colleig in be place
of brutus. Ibid. in. vii. I. 270 The consul! denyit to do

ony thing cpncernyng be said law, quhil he had surrogate
ane colleig in be place of Valerius bat was deceissit. 1611

SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. 10 The Oath of Suprem-
acie . . was offered vnto them, the refusers whereof were . . de-

priued, and others surrogated that were more loyally affected.

1637 GILLESPIE Engl. Pop. Cerem. n. i. 7 Those conforming
Ministers, who are surrogate in their stead. 1663 H. MORE
Philos. Writ. Pref. Gen. (1712) 25 This earthly Adam failing
in his office, the Heavenly was surrogated in his room. 1679
C. NESSE Antichrist 162 The Pope of Rome, .did surrogate
the kings of France. 1705 HICKERINCILL Priest^r. i. (1721)
62 Solomon is surrogated by God, in his stead, to the holy
Work. 1853 Lp. CAMPBELL in Ellis & Blackburn Rep. 1.614
Chancellor, .with power of surrogating a fit person for his

substitute with the Bishop's approbation.
b. To substitute in respect of a right or claim :

= SUBROGATE v. 3.

1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 451 William, Erie
of Douglas, ..clamit the croun, be richt of Edward Ballioll

and the Cumin ; saying he wes surrogat to baith thair richtis.

1651 Z. BOYD in Zion's Flowers (1855) App. 24/2 Quhome I

. . surrogat substitute and imputte in my full richt tytill and
place of the samyne. 1710 in Nairne Peerage Evid. (1874)

153 We .. surrogate & substitute the said master James
Nairne.. in our full right and place therof pro tamo.

SURROUND.

2. To put instead of another ;
to substitute : =

SURROGATE v. 2.

1586 KERNE Blaz. Gentries? Least that strange and base

stocks should presume to be surrogated in the place, .of the

noble and free borne. 1596 BACON Max. Com. Laiu xix.

(16301 69 This act. .was repealed, and a new law surrogate
in place thereof. 1609 SKENE Reg. Mtij., Stat. R0bt. /, 34
And the tyme of the birth, three lichts or candels salbe in the

house, hecause darknesse is meet and convenient to surrogat
ane false birth, as gif it were the trew birth, a 1638 MKDE
Wks. (1672) 750 That the Jews should be rejected, and the

Gentiles surrogated in their stead. 1654 VILVAIN Theorem.
Thfol. viii. 209 The Earth., shal be renewed or a new surro-

gated. 1664 H. MORE Mytt.lnlq.yii How punctually they
have surrogated the Blessed Virgin into the place of Venus.
1681 HICKERINGILL Vind. Naked Truth 11. 14 How do they
wrest the holy Scriptures to surrogate their preposterous

Hierarchy, a 1768 EHSKINE lust. Law Scot. in. vi. 7 That

subject which is surrogated in the place of the fii st. 1817
SCOTT Napoleon Ixxxiii, They had . .a title to the price which
had been surrogated in place of the property.

f 3. intr. To act lor another as a surrogate or

substitute ; fig. to minister to. Obs. rare.

1681 HICKERINGILL Black Non-Con/, iii. Wks. 1716 II. 44
When decrepit old Age cannot surrogate to their Lust. 1681

yind. Naked Truth n. I Whose Pens were glad to Surro-

gate to their Pencels, and write This is a Cock, and This

a Bull.

Hence Surrogated ppl. a., Sirrrogating vbl. sb.

a 1679 T. GOODWIN flection in. iii. Wks. 1683 II. 138 Deut.

9. 14. I will make of thee a Nation greater and mightier
than they : And to be in their room a Surrogated People to

him, as they by Election had been. 1679 C. NFSSE Anti-

christ 163 In usurping his authority of surrogating and de-

puting of Caesars.

Surrogateship (sjrr#g/t|Jip). [f. SURBOGATE

sb. + -SHIP.] The office of a surrogate.
1846 WORCESTER cites Ed. Rev.

Surrogation (scrtfg^'Jan). Nowrarc. fad.med.
L. surrogatio, -onem, assimilated f. subrogdtio SOB-

BOGATION. Cf. OF. surrogation, It. surrogazione]
1. Appointment of a person to some office in place

of another.

1533 BELLENDKN Livyv.xlv. (S.T.S.) II. 195 Becaus sa

grete myscheif fell to romanis eftir be surrogatioun of the

said censore. 1600 HOLLAND Livy XLI. xvi. 1 105 The surro-

gation of a colleague unto him. 1608 Bp. HALL Epist. w. x,

Ye magistrates . . whom God hath on purpose, in a wise sur.

o. 1*1aim las. 1717 JVILLI.NOUI^CK &frni. vi. izu n ouiiugituuu
and new Choice of an Apostle to succeed into the Room of

Judas.
2. gen. Substitution : = SUBROGATION I.

01638 MEDE Wks. (1672) 736 The calling of the Gentiles,
. . by way of surrojation to the Jews, a 1653 GOUGE Comm.
Hep. x. 10 This surrogation had been in vain, if Christs

Sacrifice had not made perfect, a 1711 KEN Hymns E-uang.
Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 40 Thou a full Freedom to Thyself hast

kept, A Surrogation for us to accept. 1911 W. W. FOWLER

Rtlif. Exper. Raman People xiv. 322 Even if we were to

grant the human sacrifice, the sunogation of [straw] puppets
is a most unlikely thing to have happened.

II Surrogatum (smKgf^ivm). Sc. Law. [L.,

neut. sing, of surrogates, pa. pple. of surrogiire to

SURROGATE.] A thing put in the place ^another;
a substitute.

snrrogatum, in place of a tenth of the increase.

Surroie, obs. form of SEKAI 1.

Siirrcwrnd, s/>. [f.
the vb.]

1. An act of surrounding ; spec. (orig. and chiefly

(/.S.) the process of hunting certain wild animals

by surrounding them and driving them into a place

from which they cannot escape.
'837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville xlvi. III. 320 It was at

length proclaimed, that all who were able to lilt a club.,

should muster for the 'surround'. 1851 MAYNE REID Scalp
Hunters xxxii. 247 The hunters were getting forward with

the
' surround '. I9O3SIRM.G. GwtMtu Leaves /r. Diaries

viii. 250 Allowing time for the surround to be accomplished,
he then strolled off with the remaining., sepoys.

2. A border or edging of a particular material,

nearly or quite surrounding the central piece, as of

linoleum or felt round a carpet.

1893 Lin/gate Monthly Mag. Jan. 328/2 Central bordered

carpets are now most in vogue, with a surround of linoleum.

1896 MRS. J. E. PANTON Suburban Resid. 29, 1 have covered

the gaping stained 'surround' with felt. 191* Sphere 28

Dec. p. ii, A large cameo brooch set in a surround of finely-

chased gold.

Surround (surau'nd), v. Forms : 5 sourround,

5-6suround, 5-7surund,6surrownd,8urrunde,
7 sorround, sur-round, surhound, (pa.pple.wa-

round), 6- surround, [a. AF. sur(o)under, OF.

sorondcr, s(p)uronder to overflow (trans,
and intr.),

fig. to abound, to surpass, also, to dominate, over-

look = Pr. sobrondar :-late L. superiinddre to over-

flow (fig.), f. super SUPER- 2 + undare to rise in

waves, f. unda wave.
The modern spelling was established before 1600; asso-

ciation of the word with round (quasi sur- + round) no

doubt helped to fix the spelling with rr.\

I. fl. tram. To overflow, inundate, flood, sub-

merge. Obs.

1444 Rolls of Parlt. V. 109/2 By grete creteyns of water,

many Townesand Londes to grete quantite beth sourrounded.



SURROUND.

1587 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 1537/2 The said pent being
surrounded at euerie high water. 1609-10 Act 7 Jos. I, c.

20 i The Sea hath broken in..and hath decayed sur-

rounded and drowned vp much hard Grounde. z6sa CALLIS

Stat. Sewers (1647) 57 For suffering a Sewer.. to be unre.

paired, by reason whereof his grounds. .were surrounded.

1631 Mar Chamber Cases (Camden) 48 One complaining

against another for letting downe a sea wall soe that not

onely his but diverse other men's grounds were surrounded.

fig. 1624 SIR J. DAVIES Psalm xviii, Wks. (1869) I. 382

When.. floods of wickednes did mee surhound. l6a8 P. M.
Life Sejunus 51 Seianus saw himselfe surrounded with a

storme, in one of the fairest dales of his fortune. 1633 P.

FLETCHER F.lisa n. xxii, My heart, surround with grief, is

swoln so high. 1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett, a 3 b,

So surunded with the torrent of his Witt.

f b. Mr. To overflow. Obs. rare.

157* HUI.OET s. v., Nilus dothsurrunde, ouerfloweorrunne

ouer. 159* WARNER Alt. Eng. vui. xli. (1612) 197 Streams,

if stopt, surrownd. ? 1598 MARLOWE Ovid's Elegies in. v. 86

The waters more abounded : And from the channel! all

abroad surrounded. 1599 T- M[OUFET] Silkiuormes 64 Lest

outward moisture innly being got Surrounding, drownes the

little infant. flye.

II. 2. To enclose, encompass, or beset on all

sides ;
to stand, lie, or be situated around ; also, to

form the entourage of ;
often pass, const, with or

by = to have on all sides or all round.

1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos., Surround, tocompasse round

about. i69 MILTON Hymn Nativ. xi, At last surrounds

their sight A Globs of circular light. 1653 Ps. nil. 26 Th'

assemblies of each Nation Will surround thee, seeking right.

1700 R. PEARSON Nnaman Vind. 87 Thou wilt.. when thou

awakest, find thyself sur-rounded with Devils and everlast-

ing burnings. 1715 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 391

Stupendous precipices which surrounded us. I76 SWIFT

Gulliver in. ii,
At my alighting, I was surrounded by a croud

of people. 1771 jfunius Lett. xlix. (1788) 267 He saw the

throne already surrounded by men of virtue and abilities.

1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho xxi, The thick woods

which surrounded them excluding all view of the country be-

yond. 1817 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1842) I. iii. 159 This neither

suited the inclination of Elizabeth, nor of some among those

who surrounded her. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. II. iii. 246 If the

planet Neptune.. be surrounded by an atmosphere. 1868

LOCKYER Elem. Astrou. Introd. (1870) i The earth on whicn

we live is. -surrounded by stars on all sides.

b. Said of immaterial things, as conditions.

1639 G. DANIEL Ecclus. ix. 47 Thinke, without defence,

Thou art Surround in danger. 1681 TATE Ats. r Achit.

II 188 A monarch's crown with fate surrounded lies. 31771

GRAY Amatory Lines i With beauty, with pleasure
sur-

rounded. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Ram. Forest, Recollect

the dangers that surround you. 1891 FARRAR Darkn. fir

Dawn x The dignities which surrounded her exalted rank.

1000 Jrnl. Sch. Giog. (U.S.) Apr. 126 The social conditions

surrounding the individual.

C. Mil. To enclose (a place, or a body of troops)

on all sides so as to cut off communication or

retreat ; to invest.

a 1649 WINTHROP New Eng. (1853) I. 279 Our men sur-

rounded the swamp, being a mile about, and shot at the

Indians. 1799 SHERIDAN Pizarra v. iv, Well ! if surrounded,

we must perish in the centre of them. 1801 JAMES Mutt.

Diet. S.Y., A town is said to be surrounded when its princi-

pal outlets are blocked up.

3. To go or extend round (an object or body, a

room, or the like) ; to encircle ,
as a frame, border, etc.

HOLME Armoury II. iii. 57/1 He beareth Gules, a

uitful Isle. 1700 Pygmalion 48 An embroider'd Zone

surrounds her slender Waste. 1774 GOI.DSM. Nat. Hist.

(1776) III 81 A white list . . at the bottom of the neck, which

it entirely surrounds. 1811 Scorr Kenilw. iv, Large oaken

base.

f4. To go or travel around ;
to make the circuit

of, esp. to circumnavigate. Obs.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 16 Pharao Necho. .in-

couraged the Phoenicians (then, proud of their Art in Navi-

gation) to surround Afrique. 1655 FULLER Ck.Htst. XI. vil.

Bed., Theshipcalled the Desire, wherein Captain Cavendish

surrounded the world. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe II. (Globe) 375

When I was driven out to Sea. .in my Attempt to surround

the Island. .7.7
- Syst. Magic i. iv. (1840) 107 He sur-

rounds the tree fifteen times. 1751 R. PALTOCK P. Wilkins

(1884) I. 130 Though I had surrounded the whole lake, yet

I had not traced the out-bounds of the wood next the rock.

1815 SCOTT Talism. iv, As a second time, in surrounding the

chapel, they passed the spot on which he kneeled.

6. To cause to be encircled or enclosed with

something.
1635 VALENTINE Fonre Sea-Serin. 8 We that inhabite the

Islands, which God hath moated about, and surrounded

with a girdle of waters. 1653 MILTON Ps. v. 39 As with

shield thou wilt surround Him with thy lasting favour. 1847

C. BRONTE 7. Eyre xxxv, He surrounded me with his arm,

almost as if he loved me. 1848 W. K. KELLY tr. /-. Blanc s

Hist. Ten K II. 344 Was it possible that true republicans

should ask of their party.. to surround itself with all the

appearances of fear ? 1908 R. BAGOT A . CutUert 11.0 Those

mental and moral barriers with which the average English-

man surrounds himself.

Surrounded (sorau-nded), ppl. a. [f.
SUR-

ROUND V. + -ED 1
.]

fl. Overflowed, flooded. Obs.

c ,586 CTESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXV.II. xvii, Those surrounded

lands, Saw watry clearnes chang'd to bloudy gore. 1610

FOLKINCHAM Fevdigr. i. ix. 20 Surrounded grounds may oe

247

won by Sewing them with competent Draines. c 168* J.
COLLINS Salt <V Fishery 23 The surrounded Level at Erith
hath been, .commended for its fertility.

2. Encompassed, encircled : chiefly in tomb.

1891 HAKDY Tess xxv, His father's hill.surrounded little

town.

t Surrounder *. Obs. rare~ l
. [a. AF. sur-

ounder, inf. used subst. ; see SURROUND v. and

-KB*.] Overflow, inundation:
i6aa CAI.LIS Slat. Sewers (1647) 83 What grounds lye

within the., danger of waters, either within the surrounder

by the sea, or the inundation of the fresh waters.

Surrounder 2
(stfrau-ndaj). [f.

SUBROI-ND v.

+ -EK '.] One who or that which surrounds.

1683 KKNNETT tr, Erasnt. on Folly 92 They fence them-

selves in with so many surrounders [orig. tanto agmine] of

Magisterial Definitions. 1789 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary 18

Jan., I had no plan but to save appearances to the sur-

rounders. 1819 NAPIER Penins. War vn. iii. (Rtldg.) I. 345
The troops to be surrounded were more . . numerous than the

surrounders. 1830 W. TAYLOR Hist. Surv. Germ. Poetry 1 1 .

i Some poets may learn of their ordinary surrounders. 1890
GUNTER Miss Nobodyu. (1891) 23 'Not play in it !' cry several

of his surrounders.

Surrounding (svran'ndirj), vbl. sb. [-1NO 1.]

I. The action of the verb SURROUND.

f 1. Overflowing, inundation. Obs.

1449 in Fulman Rerum Anglic. Script. V'ett. (1684) I. 524
Because of surundyng of waters. 1571 HULOET, Surrund.

ing, or ouerflowing of water.

2. The fact of being around or encompassing.
rare~. 1775 in ASH.

II. That which surrounds

3. //. Those things which surround a person or

thing, or in the midst of which he or it (habitually)

is ; things around (collectively) ; environment
1861 Q. Rev. Oct. 471 We know more about Plutarch's

personal history and surroundings [etc.]. 1861 SMILES

Engineers VI. i. II. 6 The place: remained comparatively rural

in point of size and surroundings. 1873 HAMERTON intell.

Life xii. i. (1876) 431 That which we are, is due to the

accidents of our surroundings. 1884 F. TEMPLE Relat. Relig.

t, Sci. iii. (1885) 81 My character, .has not come out of the

antecedents and surroundings according to any fixed law.

1891 FARRAR Darkn. ff Dawn Ixii, We cannot blame him

too severely if, in such an age and such surroundings, he had

been stained by the vices in the midst of which he lived.

4. A number of persons standing around ;
a body

of attendants ; entourage.
1877 FROUDE Snort Stud. (1883) IV. I. ii. 22 The wealthiest

peer in England did not.. appear in public with a more

princely surrounding. 1891 Daily Neivs 22 Jan. 3/4 Their

games were watched with much interest by a surrounding

of Southerns.

b. //. Persons surrounding or attending upon a

person.
1894 Daily News 31 Dec., I have now received particulars

of the death from the immediate surroundings of the King.

1907 Verney Mem. 1. 118 They lived on their estates and did

their duty by their surroundings.

Surrou'nding, ppl. a. [-ING 2.] That sur-

rounds.

1. That is (or are) around; encompassing, cir-

cumjacent.
1634 MILTON COIKUS 403 And let a single helpless maiden

pass Uninjnr'd in this wilde surrounding wast. 1667
PL I. 346 'Twixt upper, nether, and surrounding Fires.

1704 POPE Windsor For. 262 The bow'ry mazes, and sur-

rounding greens. 1781 COWPER Hope 305 Lord paramount
of the surrounding plains. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst.

Udolpho i, The beauty of the surrounding scene. 1806 A.

H UNTER Culina (ed. 3) 197 Serve up in a deep dish, with the

surrounding sauce. 18*8-43 TYTLER Hist. Scot. (1864) I.

138 They ravaged the surrounding country with merciless

execution. 1845 STOCQUF.LER Handbk. Brit. India
.(1854)13

Venice .raised herself.. to an eminence that excited the

jealousy ..of surrounding nations. 1890 Science-Gossip

XXVI. 209 The ammonia is rapidly oxidised in the soil into

nitric acid, which at once combines with the surrounding

bases to form nitrates.

+ 2. Moving round, circling. Obs. rare- .

1657 S. PURCHAS Pol. Flying-Ins. 16 They will expatiate

and dance the Hay in circling motions, and surrounding

V

t
g

Surrou-ndry. Obs. rare. [f.
SURROUND .

+ -BY.] Surrounding boundary, circuit, compass.
1621 HP. MOUNTACU Dialribx 128 Doe wee not know he

cannot trauell ouer all this Hand, within the surroundry of

the foure Seas? a 1641 Acts * Mon. i. (1642) 71 Shut up

within surroundry of no one Country.

t Surrey. Obs. [Assimilated f. *suthroy (see

SOUTH and ROY j*. 1 ), after norroy.] The second

King-of-Arms in England, having jurisdiction
south

of the Trent ;
also (now only) called CLAHENCEUX.

1671 E. CHAMBERI.AYNF. Pra. St. Eng. 11. (ed. 5) 268

Clafencieux.. His Office is to marshal and dispose the

Funerals of all the lower Nobility, as Baronets. Knights,

Esquires, and Gentlemen on the South-slde of Trent, and

therefore sometimes called Surroy or Southroy.

Surrey, obs. form of SERAI '.

1611 COVWT True Rep. 32 The City of Gorra, where arc

Indies 8 Huge lodgings (like hamlets) called Carai

or Surroyes, for the benefit of Caravanes.

QTI vimral (sp'roial). Yenery. r orms : 4 surry a-i,

5 surereall, sureale, surriall, 7 u/ 11 ' 8"*'-

?oial, 7- surroyal, sur-royal. [f.
SUR- + ROYAL

sb. (REAL rf.l).]
An upper or terminal branch

a stag's antler, above that called
'

royal' (ROYAL

B. 3).
Also attrib.

SUKSOLID.
a 1400 Parlt. 3 Arts 30 The ryalln full richely raughten

frome the myddes With smryaK full semely appon sydes
twayne. 1-1410 Matttr </ Ganit |MS. Digby 18;) xxiv,
Auntclerc and ryall and surereall. Ibid, xxxiii, liitwene )>e
sureale and be fourche or troche. 1576 '1 1'mimvn f i tnery
xxi. 54 The Burre.. Anllier..Suranmer... All the rest which
growe afterwardes, vntill you come to the trownc, palni'
croche, are called Royals & Surroyals. 1630 J. TAVLO
(Water P.) Navy LandSnif, Wks. i. 93/r. 1638 GL-ILLIH
lltraldry in. xiv. (cd. 3) 179 Skilfull Wood-men describing
the head of a Hart, doe call the.. Vpper part of all The..
Surroyall Toppe. 1883 Science I. 181/2 The '

royal' and
'

sur-royal
'

of the Wapiti. 1893 I.VDKKKI k llorm A> Hoofs
971 The portion above the trez-tine . . carrying the surroyaU.
Surrugin, -y^en, obs. Sc. ff. SL-KGBON.

Surrunde, obs. form of .SURROUND.

Surryph, variant of SERIF.

Burs, obs. form of SOURCE.

tSnrsanure. Obs. rare. [a. AF., OF. sur-

samirc cicatrice, f. sur- (
= SUPER- 3) + 'sanure,

seneure, or OF. soursani pa. pple. healed over :

see SUR-, SANE v., -URK, and ct. Pr. sobnsanar to

form a scar.] The healing over of a wound ; a

wound healed outwardly or superficially.
c 1386 CHAUCER Fraiikl. T. 385 Wei ye knowe tht of a

Sursanure In Surgerye is perilous the cure But men myghte
louche the Arwe or come thereby, c 1400 LYDG. Flower of
Curtesye 75 My wounde abydeth lyk a sursanure.

Sursarara, obs. corruption of CEKTIORAHI : see

SISERARY.
1617 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Trav. Hamburgh Wks. 1630

III. 84/1 Sursararaes, Procedendots.

t Sursault, sb. Obs. rare. Also 4 sursaute,

5 soursaut. [a. AF. sursaut, OF. soursaul, -satilt,

{. sur- = SUPER- 2 + saut leap (:
L. saltu-s').]

a. A sursaut : of a sudden.

1338 R. BnUNME Cnron. (1810) 337 Sursante [tread A sur-

saute ; LANCTOFT A sursaut] he f>am mette, als ^ei fro kirke

cam. c 1430 Pi/gr. Lyf Manliode iv. Ixii. (1869) 205 Whan
. . j . .hadde leyn ^ere a while, sodeynliche and a soursaut j

sigh an old oon }>at was clumben anhy vp on my bed.

b. A start.

1598 YONC Diana 71 With a sudden Sursault she awaked.

Hence f Surmn'lt v. trans., to attack suddenly.

1598 YONG Diana 81 An enamoured hart mdy be as well

sursaulted with a sudden ioy, as with an vnexpected sorrow.

1600 in Eng. Helicon Tj b, My hart, sursaulted with the

fill Of thousand great vnrests, and thousand feares.

Surseaoe, -sease, obs. forms of SURCEASE.

tSurseance. Obs. Also6-seaunce,-ceaunce,

-oeyance, 6-7 -ceance. [a. OF. surseatuc, -ceatuc,

-coyance (mod.F. stirsJance), f. surseoir: see SUR-

CEASE and -ANCE.] (A) cessation or suspension (of

hostilities).

1513 St. Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 72 If he woll not accept
the surseaunce of warre. a 1548 HALL Citron., Hen. I'lll,

249 Beyng at the same tyme a surceaunce made on bothe

sides. 1579 FENTON Guicciard. xvui. 1037 A surseance of

armes to thend to giue sufferance and tyme to treate a peace.

a 1648 LD. HERBERT Hen. VIII (1683) 601 A Surseance of

War for five or six days was concluded.

Sursengle, Surserare, Sursese, obs. ff.

SURCINGLE, SISERAHY, SURCEASE.

t Sur-sharp. Mus. Obs. [f. SCR- + SHARP,

rendering med.L. superacfita : see SUPEHACUTE.]
The highest note of the gamut.
1801 BUSBY Did. Mus. s.v. System, A fifth tetrachord

above, or tetrachord of the sur-sharp.

Sursingle, obs. form of SUBCINOLE.

t Sursise. Obs. Also 9 (Hist.) sursize. [a.

AF. sursise (cf.
med.L. sursisa, supersisd) negli-

gence, delay, ? hence, penalty for this, vbl. sb. fem.

f. surseoir: i,. supersede to SUPERSEDE.] A
penalty formerly exacted at Dover for failure to

pay the castle-guard rent

1540 Act 32 Hen. VI'If, c. 48 f i Create penalities and

forfaictures comonlye callid in the said Castell of Dovorr

Sursises. 1570-6 LAMBARDE/Vrn/tf. -AVf(i8a6) 141. 1876

Encycl. Brit. V. 198/2.

tSursolid, sb. and a. Math. Obs. [app.

etymologizing alteration of SUBDESOLID, by refer-

ence to SUR- prefix ; surd-solid was app. an inter-

mediate form. Cf. F. sursolide, It. sofraseiit/o.^

A. sb. The fifth power of a number or quantity ;

also, an equation of the fifth degree.
Also extended to higher uneven powers, not being multi-

ples of 2 or 3 : see quot. 1700.

I5S7 RF.CORDE Whttst. G iij b, .4. multiplications doe yelde

"rsolide. .6.3 TAPP Pathu: Knowledge,^
If the

lions, anwiici iui ^.M- ______
._._.

,695 I. WALUS in Phil. Trans. XIX. 3 If we would Extract

thi Root of an imperfect Sursolid. 1700 MOXON Math.

Diet. (1701) s.v., 32 is the 5th power of 2, and is called th

SursolidI . . 1*8 the 7th power, or the second Sursolid. 1806

ROBERTSON in Phil. Trans. XCVI. 310 A sursohd, or an

equation of five dimensions. 1817 H. T. CoLtBROOKE

Alzetra, etc. 140 First the highest power, for example

iuEotU ; then the next, the biquadrate ; after it the cube, &c.

B. adj. Of the fifth degree ;
that is a fifth power

or root; involving the fifth power of a quantity.

Also applied to a problem, etc. involving expressions or

magnitudes of higher degree than that called solid (cf.

auot 1704 s.v. SOLID a. c), and to loci of a higher degree

tnan those termed
'
solid

'

(see quot. ,726 s. v. SURDESOLID..

ij57 RECOUPS Whetst. Giv, That roote is a Suraolide



SUETAX.

which cannot be resolved, but by Curves of a higher nature

than Conkk-Sections. Ibid., Place Siirsolid, is when the

Point is in the Circumference of a-Curve of an higher Gender

than the Conick Sections. [Cf. PLACED. 8 b.] 1706 J. WARD
Introd. Math. I. xi. (1713) 135 'I'd Extract the Sursolld

Root.

Sursurrara, obs. corruption of CERTIOKARI :

see SISEKARY.

Sursyngle, obs. form of SURCINGLE.

Surtax (so-Jtrcks), sb. [ad. F. suiiaxe : see

SDR- and TAX s/>.]
An additional or extra tax on

something already taxed.

1881 Leeds Mercury 6 Apr., TBe reduction of the surtax

on foreign spirits. 1888 Pall Mall G. 24 Apr. 12/1 Cham-

pagne wine in the ordinary magnums, bottles, pints, and half

pints will pay with duty and surtax 3$. dd. per gallon. 190*

Spectator 2 Aug. 137/1 The local Treasuries are to receive

a surtax upon the Customs.

So Snrta-x v. trans., to tax additionally, charge

with a surtax.

1906 C. BIGG Wayside Sk. Eccl. Hist. v. 126 note, What
we call Socialism now appears to be merely the right of the

poor to surtax the rich.

Surte, -tee, -tey, -tie, obs. forms of SURETY.

Surtont (szuttt-t, soitfr). Also 7 sur-toute,

7-8 sur-tout, (8 surtoot, -toit (?), aourtoot, sut-

tout (?), 9 surtoo). [a. F. surtout, f. sur above +

tout everything.] A man's great-coat or overcoat.

Applied c 1870 to a kind of single-breasted frock-coat with

pockets cut diagonally in front.

1686 Land. Gaz. No. 2108/4 A white Surtout hn d with

black. 1693 DRYDEN Juvenal iii. 250 The torn Surtout

and the tatter'd Vest, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crrw, Sur.

tout, a loose, great, or riding Coat. 1711 ARBUTHNOT John
Bull ii. iv, He was forced constantly to wear a surtout of

oiled cloth, by which means he came home pretty clean.

. 1731 SWIFT Answ. Simile 140 And since we find you
walk a-foot, We'll soundly souce your frize surtout. 1788

BURNS Extempore on W. Smellie 2 The old cock'd hat, the

grey surtout. 1800 WEEMS Washington x. (1877) 113 With
a surtout over his regimentals. 1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg.
Ser. I. Tragedy, He put on his surtout. And went to a

man with a beard like a Jew. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop

xi, He wore a long black surtout reaching nearly to his

ancles. 1843 LYTTON Last Bar. iv. v, A green surtout of

broad cloth over a tight vest of the same colour. 1858 MKS.

OLIPHANT Laird of Norlaiu II. 39 The new coat which his

mother called a surtoo. 1870 DICK ENS E.Drood xviii, Being
buttoned up in a lightish blue surtout, with a buff waistcoat

and gray trousers. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders (ed. 3) 160 He
was wont to take off his loose surtout and travel in his sleeved

waistcoat.

attrib. 1686 Land. Gaz. No. 2106/4 A new Red Coat hn d

with a Buff-colour'd lining, surtout Sleeves. 1687 Ibid. No.

2236/4 A light-colour'd .. Sur-toute Coat. 1703 Ibid. No.

3957/4 A Cynnamon-colour Surtoit Coat with black Buttons.

1710 Ibid. No. 4739/4 A dark Suttout Coat. 1759 Phil.

Trans. LI. 289 The velvet cape of a surtout coat.

fb. A hood (with a mantle), worn by women.

1690 EVELYN Mundus Muliebris 130 Pins.. By which the

curls are fastened, In radiant firmament set-out, And over

all the hood sur-tout. 1694 N. H. Ladies Diet. 11/2 A. Stir-

tout, is a Night-Hood, which goes over, or covers the rest of

the head geer. 1721 RAMSAY Tartana 124 The Hood and
Mantle make the tender faint; I'mpain'd to see them moving
like a tent. . But know each fair who shall this Sur-tout use,

You're no more Scots. 1783 G. A. BELLAMY Apol. (ed. 3) I.

109 My mother had prudently provided herself with a good
surtout.

f c. fig. An outer covering or integument. Obs.

1732 Hist. Litteraria I V. 167 The different sorts of Fruit,

. . some having a Surtout of a harder Texture, and some
softer. 1771 BARRINGTON in Phil. Trans. LXV. 13 This

upper, .coat is composed also of hairs which are white from
the top to the root, and form the winter surtout for the

animal.

Cookery, as Pigeons dress'd in Surtout. 1743 Lady's Com-

panion (ed. 4) I. 183 A Surtout of Soals.

t Surtray i
v. Obs. rare 1

, [a. AF. *surtraire,

(cf. OF. sourtraire to seduce), used for s(o)ustrain,
ad. L. substrahlre to SUBSTRACT.] trans. To draw

off, take away, subtract. So f Surtrete v.

c 1440 Pallad. on Huso. in. 1097 A skep of palm thenne
after to surtray is This wyn. Ibid. iv. 460 Heer & ther the

drie awey surtrete. Ibid. x. 208 Surtrete hem first and after

multiplie.

II Surturbrand (sfjtojbrsend). Also 8 errm.

sutur-, sortebrand. [a. G. surturbrand, ad. Icel.

surtarbrandr, f. Surtar, gen. of Surtr (related to

svarlr SWART .) name of a fire-giant -f brandr
BRAND

sit.']
A name for lignite as occurring in

Iceland.

1760 MILLES in Phil. Trans. LI. 545 An extraordinary
sort of wood, which they call sortebrand, or black brand.

1780 VON TROIL Iceland 42, 1 have seen tea-cups, plates, &c.
in Copenhagen made of suturbrand, which takes a fine

polish. 1804 Phil. Trans. XCIV. 397 The Bovey coal is

found in strata, corresponding in almost every particular
with those of the surturbrand in Iceland. 1863 BARING-
GOULD Iceland p. xxiv, The alternation of basalt and surtur-
brand.

Surty, obs. form of SURETY.

t Surundacion. Obs. rarer", [f. surund,
SUKROUND + -ATION, after inundation^ Flooding.
1552 HULOET, Surundacion, alluuies,. .inundatio.

Survear, -veior, etc., obs. ff. SURVEYOR.
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Surveigh, obs. form of SURVEY.

Surveillance (swjwi-lans, -lyans, F. srvyans).

[ad. F. surveillance, n. of action f. surveiller : see

next and -ANCE.] Watch or guard kept over a

person, etc., esp. over a suspected person, a

prisoner, or the like
; often, spying, supervision ;

less commonly, supervision for the purpose of

direction or control, superintendence.
[1799 Monthly Rev. XXX. 578 Vast depots of. . property. .

in the rooms belonging to the office of the committee of Sur-

veillance.} 1801 LEMAISTRE Rough Sk. Mod. Paris xxix.

216 They are kept under the constant 'surveillance of the

police.' (Note, Surveillance, Watch, or special care.] 1815

f W. CROKER in Croker Papers 19 July (1884) I. 67 General

Keeker the officer who was charged with the surveillance

of Buonaparte. 1825 T. HOOK Sayings Ser. II. Man Many
Fr. (Colburn) 84 A tour under the surveillance of a tutor.

1834 MARRYAT P. Simple xx, Not to allow parole or per-

mission to leave the fortress, even under surveillance. 1853

HUMPHREYS Coin-coll. Man. xxii. (1876) 301 The copper

[coinage] remained under the surveillance of the Senate.

1881 J. C. MORISON Macaulay i. 6 No Puritanic surveillance

directed his choice of books. 1884 Manch. Exam. 2 May
4/7 He says that Portugal will carry out the provisions of

the Treaty under the surveillance of England.

Surveillant (szuv^-lant, -lyant, F. srvfyan),
sb. [ad. F. surveillant, pr. pple. (used subst.) of

surveiller, f. sur- above, over+wz7/.w (: L. vigi-

Idre) to watch.] One who exercises surveillance ; a

person who keeps watch over another or others ;

a superintendent, e. g. of a prison.

1819 B. E. O'MEARA Exp. Trans. St. Helena 76 Lieutenant

Jackson of the Staff corps, who had been previously em-

ployed as the surveillant of General Gourgand. 1837 DE
QUINCEY Rev. Tartars Wks. 1854 IV. 134 His mixed char-

acter of ambassador and of political surveillant . . gave him a

real weight in the Tartar councils. 1901 Daily Express 18

Mar. 7/1, I got through the day. .yarning with the surveil-

lants and the convicts. 1905 MRS. C. N. WILLIAMSON Castle

of Shadows vii. 161 White-clad surveillants with revolvers

on their hips.

Survei'Uant, rare. [ad. F. surveillant (see

prec.).] Exercising surveillance.

1841 Eraser's Mag. XXIV. 29 At Whiggei y's kibes sneaks

the surveillant tail-er. 1882 in OGILVIE.

t Survenant. Obs. rare-1
. [a..O.surve/tatit,

pr. pple. of survenir : see next.] One who comes

up, or to a place ;
a comer.

1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 103 pat his court be

opyn to all suruenantz.

t Survene, v. Obs. [f.
after SUPERVENE by

substitution of prefix SUB-. Cf. F. survenir.']

1. intr. = SUPERVENE i.

i66G. HARVEY Morb.Angl.x\x.(i6j2~l 87 Such asputation

survening upon it proves more perilous than otherwise. 1678

(title) Casus Medico-Chirurgicus : Or, A most Memor-
able Case of a Noble-Man, Deceased. Wherein is shewed,
His Lordship's Wound, the various Diseases survening, &c.

b. To come upon some one, arrive suddenly or

unexpectedly, nonce-use.

1716 M. DAVIES Alhcn.Brit. III. 77 Their Master Blondel

survening, and subunderstanding it.

2. trans. = SUPEUVENE 2.

1665 G. HARVEY Advice agst. Plague i Plagues do ordin-

arily survene great Inundations. 1666 Morb. Angl. iv. 42
Those evil accidents, that survene an Hypochondriack
Melancholy.
So f Surve-nient a. = SUPERVENIENT.
1677 CARY Palzol. Chron. Pref. p. iv, The which Design

. .came in process of time to be quickned by a sur-venient

occasion from some Learned Gentlemen ofmy Acquaintance.

t Survenue. Obs. rare~l
. [ad. F. survenue,

n. of action f. survenir: see SUPERVENE and cf.

VENUE.] A later or subsequent arrival.

1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eug. n. xlii. no Nor did the

fundamentals alter.. by the. .mixture of people of severall

Nations in the first entrance, nor from the Danes or Normans
in their survenue.

Survew, -vewe, obs. forms of SURVIEW.

Survey (sc'-iw
1

, sojv?'), sb. Also 6-7 "Vay,

-veigh, 7 servey. [f. next.] The action, or an

act, of surveying ;
the object or result of this.

1. The act of viewing, examining, or inspecting
in detail, esp. for some specific purpose ; usually

spec, a formal or official inspection of the particu-
lars of something, e.g. of an estate, of a ship or its

stores, of the administration of an office, etc.

1548 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 203 The Certyfycath of the Sur-

uey of alle the late Collagys, Chauntryes, [etc.], a 1570 in

Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 407 Vpon which survey it

will appere where and in whome the abuse is. 1596 BACON
Max. $ Use Coin. Law H. (1630) 7 A Court, whereunto the

people of euery Hundred should be assembled twice a yeare
for surueigh of Pledges. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe I. (Globe) 83
Having perceiv'd my Bread had been low a great while, now
I took a Survey of it, and reduc'd myself to one Bisket-cake
a Day. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 175 Compounders neglecting
to. .pay their composition-money, shall be charged with the

duty, and become liable to a survey. 1769 FALCONER Diet.

Marine (1780), Survey, an examination made by several

naval officers into the state or condition of the provisions, or

stores belonging to a ship, or fleet of men of war. 1772
Jacob's Law Diet. (ed. 9) s.v., On the falling of an estate to
a new lord, . . a court of survey is generally held. 1800 COL-
QUHOUN Comm. Thames vi. 237 The Regular Perambula-
tions of the Police Boats in their daily and nightly surveys
of the River. 1802 in East Rep. Cases Crt. K. B. (1808) IV.

590 He had had a survey on her [sc. the ship] on account of

her bad character. 1855 LEIFCHILD Cornwall 145 Each
gang of men accustomed to work together, selects one of

SURVEY.
their number to represent and act for them on the day ap-

pointed for the 'setting* or 'survey'. 1868 E. EDWARDS
Ralegh I. xxv. 597 James now directed a minute survey of

that portion of Ralegh's fleet.

b. transf. A written statement or description

embodying the result of such examination.

1613 in Scott. Hist. Rev. Oct. (1910) 12 One ancient survey
..which. .Denton restored againe, but the same is since em-
bezelled. 1645 HOWELL Lett. II. 18, I had spare hours to

couch in writing a survay of these Coun treys. 1652 NEDHAM
tr. Selden's Mare Cl. 82 In the servey or Breviarie of the

dignities of the East onely three Provinces are reckoned -

under the Proconsul of Asia. 1801 Fanner's Mag. Apr. 192
Not above thirty lines of the Survey are occupied upon this

subject. 1808 EAST Rep. Cases Crt. K. B. IV. 590 margin,
The survey which accompanied the letter gave the ship a

good character. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. V. xxii. 6 As
an historical monument, the value of the Domesday Survey
cannot be overrated.

c. A kind of auction for the sale of farms : see

qnot. 1796. local, (s.iv.)

1725 Farley s Exeter Jrnl. 28 May 4 On Thursday. .will

beheld a Survey at the House of William Haydon. .for sale

of the Inheritance of divers Messuages. 1796 W. H. MAR-
SHALL Rural Econ. W. Eng. I. 71 The disposal of farms for

three lives is generally by what are provincially termed snr.

veys', a species of auction ; at which candidates bid for the

priority of refusal, rather than for the thing itself.

d. ' A district for the collection of the customs,

under the inspection and authority of a particular

officer. U.S: (Cent. Diet. 1891).

) 2. Oversight, supervision, superintendence.

'53S dct 27 Hen. VIII, c. 27 5 All hereditamentes ap-

perteynyng..to any the said Monasteries. .shalbe in the

order survey and gouernaunce of the said Couite. 1647 N.
BACON Disc. Goyt. Eng. I. xxiii. (1739) 41 He regulated the

Courts of Justice under his Survey. 1654 G. GODDARD
Introd. Burton's Diary (1828) I. p. Ixv, They had the sur-

vey, and, perhaps, advice in all.

3. The, or an, act of looking at something as a

whole, or from a commanding position ;
a general

or comprehensive view or look.

1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 46 Taking her eye from

one particular obiect, she sent it abroad to make general!

suruey of their countrey demeanours. 1601 SHAKS. All's

Well v. iii. 16 He lost a wife, Whose beauty did astonish the

suruey Of richest eies. 1666 DRYDEN Ann. Mirab. ccxxii,

He..O'relooks the Neighbours with a wide survey. 1718
POPE Iliad xv. 492 Great Hector view'd him with a sad sur-

vey, As stretch'd in dust before the stern he lay. 1840 HOOD
Up Rhine 44, 1 had time now to look round, and, on taking
a survey of the company, was not sorry to recognise our old

acquaintance. 1848 DICKENS Dontbey liii, After a moment's
survey of her face. 1871 CAI.VERLEY Charades r. xi. in

Verses A> Transl. 74 Then to my whole [sc. pier-glass] he

made his way ; Took one long lingering survey ; And softly,

as he stole away, Remarked,
'

I'y Jove, a bird !

'

b. concr. That which is thus viewed ;
a view,

prospect, scene
; f a delineation of this, a ' view

',

picture (obs.).
a 1700 EVELYN Diary 13 Sept. 1666, I presented his

Majesty with a survey of the ruines. 1821 JOANNA BAILLIE

Jlletr. Leg., Lady G. B. 8 Delighted with the fair survey.

1844 MRS. BROWNING Lost Bower x, In childhood, little

prized 1 That fair walk and far survey. 1853 PHILLIPS

Kilters Yorks. ii. 17 Overlooking with a magnificent survey
the vale of Eden.

4. fig. A comprehensive mental view, or (usually)

literary examination, discussion, or description, of

something.
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. it. (Arb.) 131 Sturmius is he, out

of whom, the trew suruey and whole wprkemanship is. .to

be learned. 1593 BANCROFT (title) A Svrvay of the Pre-

tended Holy Discipline. 1598 STOW (title) A Svrvay of

London. Contayning the Original!, Antiquity, Increase,

Moderne estate, and description of that Citie. 1599 HAKLUYT

Voy. I. Pref. *5 b, Let vs take a sleight suruey of our traf-

fiques and negotiations in former ages. 1635 PERSON (title)

Varieties : or, A Svrveigh of rare and excellent matters,

necessary and delectable for all sorts of persons. 1719 BUT-

LER Sena. Wks. 1874 II. 123 It may set us upon a more

frequent and strict survey and review of our own character.

1780 BENTHAM Princ. Legist, xvii. 26 Upon taking a sur-

vey of the various possible modes of punishment. 1836

THIRLWALL Greece II. xi. i We have already taken a survey

of the legends relating to the origin of the people of Attica.

1871 BLACKIE FourPkaseil. 125 The most critical questions,

which require comprehensive survey, cool decision, and im-

partial judgment.
5. The process (t or art) of surveying a tract of

ground, coast-line, or any part of the earth's sur-

face ; the determination of its form, extent, and

other particulars, so as to be able to delineate or

describe it accurately and in detail ; also, a plan

or description thus obtained; a body of persons or

a department engaged in such work.

Ordnance survey : see ORDNANCE 5.

1610 FOLKINGHAM Fcudigr. i. i. i Suruey in general! is an

Art wherby the view and trutinate intimation of a su lect,

from Center to Circumference is rectified. The Suruey of

Possessions.. is the Arts by which their Graphical! Des-

cription is particularized. 1634 WHITLOCK Zootomta zoi

Geometry, it may be, teacheth me Wisdome, not to lose a

Pearch of my many Acres, through imperfect Survey. 1765

Museum Rust. V. 101 To any person.. who shall make an

accurate survey of any county, upon the scale of one inch ti

a mile. 1774 M. MACKENZIE Marit. Sun. p. xxii, Thence

it is, that so few Surveys have been continued beyond the

Extent of a large Bay, or River. 1841 Civil Eng. t. Arch.

Jrnl. IV. 402/1 The accurate survey of the river lhames.

ment. i876VoYLE & STEVENSON Milit. Diet. s.v., Such



SUBVEY.

surveys or military sketches are furnished by the topographi-
cal branch of the intelligence department. 1879 C. 0. KING
in Cassell's Techn, Ednc. IV. 92/1 How, with very portable
instruments, the survey of a small area is conducted.

trans/. 1849 MRS. SOMERVILI.E Count*. Phys.Sci. xxxvii.

434 Before he went to the Cape of Good Hope, in order to

complete the survey of the heavens.

6. attrib. (chiefly in sense 5).

1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. 205 We find in the said

survey-booke of his \sc. Domesday], the King had in this

Citie three hundred houses. 1771 Regal. II. M. Service

at Sea 19 He [sc. a Captain or Commander] is to demand
from the Clerk of the Survey, a Survey-Hook, with an In-

ventory of the Stores. 1800 Proc. Part, in Asiat. Ann. Keg.

16/2 A reduction of survey charges. 1845 STOCQUELER
tlamibk. Brit. India. (1854) 59 Great .. service has been

rendered in the survey department by officers of the Indian

navy. 1890 L. C. D'OvLK Notches 52, I saw that it was a

survey party by their instruments.

Survey ^vw?-}, v. Also 6 servey, survaye,

6-7 survay, surveigh, 7 survei, pa. t. survaid.

[a.
AK. siirveier, -veir, = OF. so(u)rv(e)eir (pres.

stem sorvey-) : med.L. supervidere SUPERVIDE.]
1. trans. To examine and ascertain the condition,

situation, or value of, formally or officially, e.g. the

boundaries, tenure, value, etc. of an estate, a

building or structure, accounts, or the like ;
more

widely, to have the oversight of, supervise.

1467-8 [see SURVEYING vbl. sl>. ij. I47-S Rolls of
P,irlt. VI. 159/1 To survey and kepe the Waters and

grete Ryvers there, . .and to doo due execution by the said

Statutes, . . aswell by their survew, . . as by enquestes therofto

be taken. 151* A ct 4 Hen. VIII, c. 1 3 3 Accomptes . . to be

taken veyed surveyede& comtrolled by [etc.]. 1513 FITZHERB.

Sun'. Prol., Howe all these maners..& tenementes shulde

be extended, surueyed, butted, bounded, and valued, a 1570

in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 407 Suche. .surveiours..

is . will survey the office and the whole charge therof. 1591

SHAKS. i Hen. VI, i. iii. i, I am come to suruey the Tower

his day Since Henries death, I feare there is Conueyance.

1601 F. TATE Househ. Ord. Ed. II, 14. (1876) 13 The fruit

which the purveiour..shal provide, .shalbe surveied bi the

same clarke before any be spent. i6ij Impeachm. Dk.

BacUin. (Camden) 31 To survey al the bils of lading and to

compare al the merchants marks. 1709 Act 8 Anne c. 5 18

All Makers of Candles shall.. keep all the Candles, .which

shall not have been surveyed . . separate . . from all other their

Candles which shall have been surveyed. 1880 Times 17

Dec. 56 The Persian Monarch, St., is reported .. to be leak-

ing (lightly. . . She will be surveyed.

2. To determine the form, extent, and situation

of the parts of (a tract of ground, or any portion

of the earth's surface) by linear and angular

measurements, so as to construct a map, plan, or

detailed description of it. Also absol.

1550 CROWLEY Epigr. 1371 A manne that had landes. .sur-

ueyed the same, and lette it out deare. 1587 LADY STAFFORD

in Collect. (O.H.S.) I. 208 The woods were seen and sur-

veiehed by him.., so that he knew the number of acres.

1796 MORSE Amer. Gcog. I. 22 The Romans measured or

surveyed all these places with the greatest care. 1846

Blackw. Mag. Apr. 506'!, I was out surveying the whole

morning. 1879 C. C. KING in CassMs Tedm. Educ. IV.

93/2 Let us assume, .that the surveyor having walked over

the area he intends to survey, .has. .selected, .a somewhat

central position, on which to measure his base.

3. To look carefully into or through ;
to view in

detail
;
to examine, inspect, scrutinize ;

to explore

(a country). Now rare or Obs.

1591 NASHF. P. Penniless Supplic I 2 b, When he comes in

to seruey his wares. 1613 CAM PION.E/. Pr. Henry$\ His care

had beenc Suruaying India, and implanting there The know-

ledge of that God which hee did feare. a 1631 DONNE Poems,

Dampe i, When I am dead . . my friends curiositie Will have

me cut up tosurvay each part. 1658 in Verney Mem. (1007)

1 1 . 82 To survey all my letters and actions . . with a most rigid

and censorious eye. a 1700 EVELYN Diary 17 Aug. 1669, I o

London, spending almost the intire day in surveying what

progresse was made in rebuilding the ruinous Citty. I7"5

DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 241 The whole of this

time my landlord and I spent in surveying the country, and

viewing his plantation. 1798 S. & HT. LEE Canttrb. r. II.

134 He took the piece he was drawing, and, holding it be-

hind the light, to survey it, [etc.]. 1871 JOWETT Plato IV.

279 At al^easons of the year . .let them [sc. wardens] survey

minutely the whole country, . . acquiring a perfect knowledge

of every locality.

4. To look at from, or as from, a height or com-

manding position; to take a broad, general, or

comprehensive view of; to view or examine in its

whole extent.

1:1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXII. iii, From sea to sea

He shall survey All kingdoms as his own. 1615 CHAPMAN

Odyss. x. 128, I.. thence suruaid From out a loftie watch

towre. .The Countrie round about. 1667 MILTON P. L. vm.

268 My self I then perus'd, and Limb by Limb Survey d.

I survey, My right there is none todispute.
. Wks. (1871) 374 Two persons. .are intently sur-

Name vi. 48 He surveyed the whole figure of the rider.

absol. 1667 MILTON P. L. HI. 555 Round he surveys, an.

well might, where he stood So high above the circlm

Canopie Of Nights extended shade.
.

b. fig. To take a comprehensive mental view ol ;

to consider or contemplate as a whole.

a. 1596 Sir T. More IV. v. 65 Lets now suruaye our state

1630 PXVNNE Anti-Artnin. 126 Suruay we all the internall

all the external! meanes of grace, a 1656 HALEsGVrf. Kern

i. (1673) 253 If we surveigh and sum up all the forces which

VOL. IX.

the Divi), Flesh, World, are able to raise. 171* AUIJISON

Hymn in Spectator No. 453 p 7 When all thy Mercies, O my
God, My rising Soul surveys. 1749 JOHNSON Van. Hiiiiiitn

Wishes 2 Let observation with extensive view, Survey man-
kind from China to Peru. 1875 JOWKTT /Varied. 2) IV. 259
He surveyed the elements of mythology, .. which lay !

him. 1888 F. HUMK Mute. Midas I. Prol., In a short time

they were able to rise to their feet and survey the situatiun.

absol. 1859 COKNWALLIS Panorama New World I. 121

Here was a scene that spoke a history. Let me survey.

to. To observe, perceive, see. Obs. rarer-'1 .

1605 SHAKS. Macb. \. ii. 31 The Norweyan Lord, surueyinR
vantage, With, .new supplyes of men, Began a fresh assault.

1615 BKATHWAlT5/ra//arfa(i878) 178 liid them haue re.

course vnto their glasse, And there surueigh how swiftly
time doth passe.
Hence Surveyed (-v<

lU
d), ///. a.

1890
' R. BOLDREWOOD '

Col. Reformer (1891) 251 A sur-

veyed township. 1895 Daily Ne^vs 4 Oct. 7/3 The only

surveyed block now obtainable in that mine.

Surveyable (s&iw'-ab'l), a. rare. [f.
SURVEY

v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being surveyed.
1658 OSBORN Q. Eliz. Ep,, More of London being survey-

able in a minute from Pauls Steeple, than can be seen in an

age out of Cheap-side. 1837 in Eraser's Mag. XV. 654 Now
the explosion becomes a thing visible, Surveyable. 1858
CARLYLE Fredk. Ct. vn. iii. (1872) II. 265 From which the

whole ground. .is Surveyable to spectators of rank. 1882

FrascrsMag. XXVI.434 The [Philological] Society is going
to deal . . with the recoverable, the Surveyable English of the

printing-press.

Surveyal (suv/ral). rare. [f. as prec. + -AL.]

The act of surveying ; survey.
a 1677 BARROW 1st Serin. I Tim. hi. 10 Wks. 1686 III. 451

The truth of this doctrine will farther appear by the declara-

tion and surveyal of tbbse respects according to which Christ

is represented the Saviour ofmen. 1891 MEREDITH Oneofcntr
Conij. I. xiv. 262 Taken by the brain to shoot up to terrific

heights of surveyal.

Surveyaiice (syav^'ans). rare. Also 5 sur-

ve(i)aunee, 6 surveyaunce. [a. OF. *surve(i)-

ance, f. surveeir to SURVEY. In mod. use directly

f. SURVEY v. + -AUCE.] Survey ; superintendence,

oversight ; inspection.
(Sometimes app. confused with SURVEILLANCE.)

1386 CHAUCER Doctor's T. 95 (Ellesm.) Youre is the

charge of al hir surueiaunce [Hengw. surueaunce ; other

MSS. sufferaunce, suffra(u)nce) Whil |>at they been vnder

youre gouernaunce. c 15*0 SKELTON Magnyf. (1906) 1787 In

Pleasure and Surueyaunce.,1 haue set my hole Felycyte.

1531 Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 18 i Within .xl dales after suche

surveiaunce made and monycion to the said owners gyven.

1597 MIDDLETON Wisd. Solomon To Gentl. Rdrs. Bj, 1 glue

you the surueyaunce of my new.bought grounde.
1880 Times 19 Aug. 4 We must expect to find such objecls

in the excavations if proper surveyance of the workmen be

exercised. 1883 A merican VI. 118 The price of lands reduced

to a sum which would pay the expenses of surveyance and

sale.

Surveying (su.iv?-irj), vbl. sl>. [f.
SURVEY v.

+ -ING l.] The action of the verb SURVEY.

1. The action of viewing or examining in detail

(esp. officially) ; t the exploration (of a country).

1467-8 Rolls of Partt. V. 598/2 The surveying aswell of

the Veerte as of the Venyson of oure Forest. 1577 V. LEIGH

(title) The science of Surueying of Landes, lenementes,

and Hereditamentes. 1596 BACON Max.*, Use Com. Lawn.

(1630) 10 Besides surueying of the Pledges of Freemen, and

ciuing the oath of Allegeance, and making Constables. 1607

in Hist. Wakefield Gram. Sell. (1892) 74 If great occasion

shall be for the surveyinge of the whole.. of the bowses or

landes to the schole belonginge. i6a CALLIS Slat. Sewers

(1647) 5 Commissions for the surveying and repairing of

Walls, Banks and Rivers. 1631 LITHGOW (title) The lotall

Discourse, Of the Rare Aduentures .. of long nmeteene

YearesTrauayles. .inSurueighingof Forty eight Kingdomes.

2. The process or art of making surveys of land i

see SURVEY sb. 5, v. 2, and LAND-SURVEYING.

iSSi RECORDE Pathw. Knmol. Ep. King, In suruaiyng &

measuring of landes. 1639 Boston Rec. (1877) II.
4.1

;

A great

lott. twelve acrs. paying for the same.. three shillings an

acr upon the entrance of the platform or bounders thereof,

after the Surveying of it. 1682 WHELKR Jour,,. Greece Pref.

aii I reduced their Positions into Triangles;., an ordinary

rule in surveighing. a .7.7 NEWTON Chronol. *<<"&*
(1728) 248 This King wrote a book of surveying, which gave

a beginning to Geometry. 1867 BRANDS & Cox Diet. .S<v,

etc. s.v., Naral Surveying, the science of determining the

lines on which seas may be safely navigated.

+ 3. Oversight, superintendence. Obs.

1538 El YOT, LiUtinarius, he that hath the suruayeng and

charge aboute burienges.

4 attrib. : t a- surveying-board, -place, a

sideboard or hatch on which the dishes were placed

ready for serving at a meal under the direction ol

the
'

surveyor
'

(SURVEYOR i d). Obs.

a ,483 Liber Niger in Hmseh. Ord. (.790) 45, xx squires

attendant uppon the King's person .. to help serve his table

from the surveying bourde, and from
<?$

assewer woll,
assigne. ,xM3 Parker Do*

the kitchin dore. 1800 in irnuv -

II 494 Y kitchen, butry, surveying place.

'b Applied to instruments or appliances used

for and to ships employed in, surveying.'

,6x1 MILTON Ch. Gffvt. i. i. Wks. 1851 III. 9 Discipline

SURVEYOR.
Instr. 1 7 Reducingscab, . . Sometimes 'tis called a Surveying
Scale. !7.8CiiAMhKKs l.y.1. vv.lTt.c) Surveying Cro>s. .

in trance., serves in lieu of a Theodolite. Ibia. s.v. Quad-
rant.The Common, or Surveying Quadtant Ibt,1.,Perambu-

Irutrument for the n Mttanut, call'd
also Pedomelcr, Way.u Wheel. 1840
Civil Eng. >, Arch. Jritl. 111. 103 -j A very useful, .addition
to the ordinary Surveying 1'oVv 1846 Huxm in L. Hux-
ley Lift fr Lett. (1900) I. ii. 26 Surv. : totally
different from the ordinary run of men-of-war. 1883 SlM-
MONDS Diet. Tratie Suppj., Surveying Chain, a m>
hain 66 feet long, with iron rings and links. 1905 A. K.
rVALLAce Life I. vi. 86 My strong surveying bcou cot 141.
i pair.

Surveying, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -IMG *.] That

mrveys : see the verb.

1591 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 21 Hir [tc. an Eagle's) sur.

lalghing spreding traine. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. v.

x, Whose courtly habile is the grace of the presence, and
delight of the surueying eye. a 1644 QUAKLKS Sol. Recant.
ch. vi. 5 The worlds surveighing Lamp. 1697 DRYOCN
&neid xi. 796 A steepy Mountain. .Whence the surveying
Sight the neather Ground commands.

Surveyor (s&rv?'sj). Forms : o. 5-6 ur-

veyoure, 5-7 surveyour, surveior, 6-7 ur-

veiour, (6 survayour, -ore, -er, survoier, ser-

veiour, -veyar, surveighor, -our, 7 surveigher,

surveier, surveyor), 5- surveyor, ft. 5 ur-

veour(e, surviour(e, aurvyour, -owre, 5-6
survear, 6 surveor. [a. AF., OF. surve(i]our, i.

surveeir to SUKVEY : see -OR.] One who surveys.
1. One who has the oversight or superintendence

of a person or thing ; an overseer, supervisor.
a. gen. (also/^.)

c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life St. Kath. 1. 263 He was suruyour to

all jiat \KT wer, And.. he payed her hyer. (1440 frump.
Farv. 485/1 Survyowre, supervisor, c 15*0 SKELTON Mag.

Fox surueyor of the Fold ? 1616 BRF.TON Good * Badde,

Worthy Judge Wks. (Grosart) II. 7/2 Hee is a surueier of

rights and reuenger of wrongs, a 1631 DONNE Serm., Matt.
v. ^(1640) 112 Men who are so severe. .may. .become Sur-

veyors, and Controllers upon Christ himself.

b. As a title of officials in various departments,

offices, or works ; e.g. one who superintends the

construction of a building, the administration of

an office or department, the collection of taxes,

the keeping of a structure in good order or repair.

forest, road, timber surveyor.

Surveyor of the navy : formerly, an official whose duty
was '

to know the State of all Stores, and see the Wants

supplied ;
to survey the Hulls, Masts, and Yards, and esti-

mate the Value of Repairs by Indenture; to charge all

St. Gt. Brit.).

1441 Rolls ofParlt. V. 54/2 Sercheours, Countrollours, and

Surveyours of Serchis. 147*-J Ibid. V I. 58/1 Countroller and

Surveyour of the Kynges werkes there. 1518 in Lupton Life

Colet (1887) App. A. 278 The Maisters and surveyors of tne

scole. 1540-1 ELVOT Image Gov. xix. 35 b, Surueyours and

other that.. gathered the reuenues of his crowne. 1543

tr. Act 9 Hen. V, Stat. ll. c. 4 Wardeyns and surueyours

and minysters of the eschaunges out of the tower. 1553

in Archaeologia XII. 382 Surveiors of the Stable. 1555

Act 2 t, 3 Ph. t, Mary, c. 8 i The Constables & Churche-

wardens ofevery parishe . . shall . .electe . . twoohonest persons

. . to bee Surveyours & orderers . . of the worckes for Amende-

nient of the Highewais. 1553 EUEN Decades (Arb.) 185 Then
is appointed to euery man by the suruoiers of the mynes, a

square plotteof grounde. 1631 WEEVER/4c. FuneralMan.

582 This man..as the master Mason or Surueior of the

kings stone.works. 1660 in Pepys Diary (1870) 43 His

Royal Highness James, Duke of York, Lord High Admiral

Sir William Batten, Surveyor. 1666 Ibid. ^ Oct., He

dreads the reports he is to receive from the Surveyors of its

[sc the fleet's] defects. 1670 PETTUS Fadinae Reg. 41 In*

Surveyor of the Melting, who is to see the Silver cast out.

1698 T. SAVERY Navig. Imfrov. 8 The Commissioners of

the Navy. .told me, that the Model must be surveyd by

Mr. Dummer the Surveyor of the Navy. 1708 J. CHAMBM

LAVNE Pres. St. Gt. Br.t. ll. I.I. 6,8
Surveyor^

of the
_Hlgh-

ays. 1709 Brit. Afollo II. No. 67. 4/' 1'n the Customs]

Surveyor and 16 Tidewaiters. 1793-4 Matthews s BnsM
irectory 37 Surveyor of the Distifleries, .. Surveyor of the

Salt duties. 1871 DE VERE Americanisms^ Surveyor,

an official who surveys all the inspectors, weighers, gangers,

in a United States Customs-House.

to. (of n will)
= OVERSEER ib, SUPERVISOR i b.

I4io .C E Wills (1882) 54 The survciors ofmy testament.

c 1450 Lvnc Miit. Poems (Percy Soc.) 240 lo make Jhesu

to K cheef surveyour, Of my laste wyl set in my 1 esta

1463 in Bury Wills (Camden) 43 Be y> avys and support*-

cion of y" surviour and my executours.

t d. An officer of the royal or other great house-

hold who superintended
the preparation and serving

of the food. Obs.

c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 545 in Babees Bk. (1868) 317 Suruepur
and sTuarde also, a ,483 LUer Kiffr \ Househ. Ord.

(170) 37 A Surveyour for the Kyng, to oversee, with

maXter cooke for the mowthe, all maner of sluffe of vytmyle

which is best and moste holsom, and the
conveyance

at

sauf guarde of it. a 1513 FABVAN Chnn. vn. 586 Ye shall

vnderstande y' this feest was all of fysshe. And for y order-

yng of y seruyce therof, were dyuers lordes appoynted . . as

stewarde, controller, surueyour. ifcl F. TATE Houslh.

Ord. Earn. II. I 36. (1876) 22 A serjant surveiour of tr

dressor for the hall.

VI



SURVEYOR.

f e. One who had the oversight of the lands and
boundaries of an estate and its appurtenances. Obs.

1485 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 349/1 That this Acte of Resump-
tion, .be (not) prejudicial.. to John Huse. .for any Graunte
made to hym, of the Office of Survearship of all the Lands
and Tenements of Richemonde fee. .or to be Survear of the

same m any maner founne. 15*3 FITZHERB. Snrv. Pro!., It

is necessary that euery great estate, .shulde haue a Suruey-
' MIT that can extende, but, and bounde, and value them. 1574
in toth Rep, Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 335 Fowre Alder-

men shalbe elected surveighours ye.irely..to determyne all

mischaunces and variaunces of mearing betwixt thinhabi-

taunts. 1577 HOLINSHHD Chron, I. Hist. Scot, 10/1 Men
. . were apomted to be Surueyours of the whole countreyj and
to deuide the same, .into a set number of equal portions.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus, n. (1882) 29 When a gentleman
..hath a farme..to let . . he causeth a surueior to make
strict inquirie what may be made of it. 1647 CLARENDON
Hist. Reb. I. 208 He employed his own Surveyor. . to treat

with the Owners, many whereof were his own Tenants. 1782
Miss BURNEY Cecilia ix. i, She sent for the surveyor who had
the superintendance of her estates.

Jig. 1621 QUARLES Argalus ty P. i. (1629) 24 Thrice had
the bright surueyour of the heauen Diuided out the dayes
and nights by euen And equall houres. 1624 FORD Sun's

Darling in. in". (1656) 25 What land soe're, the worlds sur-

veyor, the Sun, Can measure in a day.

T" f. The or a principal magistrate of a town or

district. Obs.

1548 Acts Privy Council II. 555 The Survayore of Bol-

loyne. 1679 Providence A'ec. (1895) VIII. 44 Ye.Surveyor
of ye Towne . . shall see to ye retainelng . . a suitable . . prievel-

ledge. .not with standing.

t g. A censor or licenser of books for the press.
1663 Cat. St. Papers 240 Order for a warrant for. .appoint-

iiie Roger L'Estrange surveyor of all books.

2. One who designs, and superintends the con-

struction of, a building ;
a

practical
architect.

The duties are now usually divided between the architect,
who prepares the design, and the quantity surveyor^ who
estimates the amounts of materials necessary for carrying
out the design.
1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 219 The kyng began the

newe edifiyng of Wyndesore, and mad Maystir William
Wikham survioure of the same werk. 1593 FALE Horologio-
graphia Title-p. , Ofspeciall vse . . for diuers Artificers, Archi-

tects, Surueyours of buildings, free-Masons. 1603 DEKKER
Wonderfitll Yeare Wks. (Grosart) I. 120, [I] bespake one
[sc. a coffin], and (like the Surueyours of deaths buildings)
gaue direction how this little Tenement should be framed.

1663 GERBIER Counsel 4 A skilful Surveyor, from whose
Directions the several Master- work-men may receive In-

structions by way of Draughts, Models, Frames, &c. a 1700
EVELYN Diary 23 Sept. 1683, The surveior has already Re-

gun the foundation for a palace. 1703 MOXON Meek. Exerc.
253 The drawing of Draughts is most commonly the work of
a Surveyor. 1843 Civil Eng. .y Arch. Jrnl. VI. 19/2 Several

surveyors were called for the defendant, who stated it was
the custom of the profession to charge 2^ per cent for re-

jected plans.

Jig. 1662 GERBIER Priitc. 2 The great Architect and Sur-

veyor of Heaven and Earth.

3. One whose business it is to survey land, etc. ;

one who makes surveys, or practises surveying :

see SURVEY sb. 5, v. 2, SURVEYING vbl. sb. 2.

See also LAND-SURVEYOR 2. Surveyor's chain = Gunter's
chain : see GUNTER i.

1551 RECORDS Pathw. Knowl. Pref., Suruayers haue cause
to make muche of me [sc. geometry]. 1608 A. NORTON tr.

Stwin's Disnie B4, The Surueyor or Land-meater. 1652
NEDHAM tr. Selden's Mare Cl. 135 Things used by Sur-
veyors in the bounding of Lands. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Ver-
mont 378 The magnetic needle can never give to the sur-

veyor a straight and accurate line. 1840 Surfs Fanner's

Companion 285 A surveyor's chain is 4 poles, or 66 feet,
divided into 100 links of 7-92 inches. 1879 C. C. KING in
Cassell's Techn. Edue. IV, 92/2 In many cases the pace of
the surveyor is used for determining distances.

b. A name for certain caterpillars : = GEOMETER
4, LOOPER* i.

1682 LISTER Geedart Of Insects 24 Our Country-people
call these kinds of

Catterpillars, Surveyours (Geometrse)
because of their Gate, which is like a Pole turned over and
over, when one measures Land. 1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol.
xxii. (1818) II. 289 The true geometers or surveyors.

c. One whose business it is to inspect and
examine land, houses, or other property and to
calculate and report upon its actual or prospective
value or productiveness for certain purposes.
1795 VANCOUVER Agric. Esstx 186 The Surveyor cannot

close this report without expressing.. his warmest acknow-
ledgements to the following gentlemen. 1812 in Civil Ene
$ A rch. Jrnl. (1842) V. 253/2 Towards the support . . of some
worthy character bred a surveyor and architect. 1847SMEATON Builder's Man. 168 The business of the surveyor
is to measure and value the work executed by the builder
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Surveyor, . . an inspector of
shipping, tonnage, &c. for Lloyds ; an examiner of buildings
for a fire-insurance office. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.,
Lloyd's Surveyors, practical persons specially appointed in
London . . to investigate the state and condition of merchant-

ships
for the underwriters. z88x/*ulr. Census Clerks (1%%$

28 Insurance Surveyor.
4. One who views or looks at something; a

beholder, rare.

1558 PHAER Mneid vn. S iv b, On euery syde they seeke,and send burveiours through the coast. 1590 GREENK
Mourn. Garm. (1616) 30 The eye beeing the surueyour of all
exteriour obiects. 18*9 LANDOR I,ng. Com,. Ser. n. Diogenes* Plato I. 496 The brightest of stars appear the most..
tremulous in their light, .from the vapours that float below,and from the imperfection of vision in the surveyor.

b- fig- One who takes a mental view of some-
thing ; an examiner, contemplator.
x6o6 FORD Honor Tri. (1843) 29 If a curious surveior will

250

upon this approve that louers have beene witty. 1640 lip.

HALL Episc. in. v. 245 These which 1 have abstracted from
our judicious surveyer. 1905 J. \'>. BURY Life St. Patrick
iii. 45 To the surveyor of the history of humanity this is the

interest which Pelagius possesses.

5. Surveyor-general, ^general surveyor (see
GENERAL a. IOJ: a principal or head surveyor;
one who has the control of a body of surveyors, or

the general oversight of some business. Hence

surveyor-genera!ship.
Applied esp. to the chief supervisor of crown or public

lands, of the customs and other administrative departments.
Surveyor-general rf the ordnance: see ORDNANCE 3.

In U. S. a government officer who supervises the surveys
of public lands.

1515 Act 7 Hen. V/II,c. 7 37 Surveyour generall of all

and singler our CastellJs Lordeship*pes Manours londes called

Richemond [etc.] in the shire of Yorke. 1541-2 Act 33
Hen. y///, c. 39 i A certeyne Court commonly to be called

the Court of the generall Surveyors of the Kingis landis.

1575 Nottingham Rec. IV. 157 The Quen's Maiesty's
Generall Serveyar. 1665 PEPVS Diary 31 Oct., Surveyor-
Generall of the Victualling. 1693 LUTTKELL Brief Rel.

(1857} III. 8 Sir Joseph Tredenham has kist the Kings hand
for the place of surveyor generall of England. 1708 J.
CHAMRERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. n. in. 560 Surveyor-General of
the Riding Officers appointed for the Guard of Kent and
Sussex. 17*8, CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The Surveyor General
of the King's Manors ;..Surveyor General of the Works.

1754 (title) An east prospect of the city of Philadelphia :

taken by George Heap.. under the Direction of Nicholas

Skull, Surveyor General of the Province of Pennsylvania.
1780 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 217/1 A surveyor-general of the
excise. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias vn. xv. PS, I was proclaimed

principal manager and surveyor-general of the family. 1831
in R. Ellis Customs (1840) iv. 273 The Board cannot admit
the absence of an officer on leave, to be a sufficient ground
for delaying an investigation before the Surveyors-general.
1882 Standard 9 Dec. 5/4 The Surveyor G'eneralship of

the Ordnance.

Surveyorship (szuv?i-3.ijip). [f. prec. +

-SHIP.] The office of surveyor.
1485 Isee SURVEYOR i e]. 1539 POLLARD in Lett. Suppr.

Monast. (Camden) 261 That he myght have the surveorshype
of Glastonbery. 1591 PERCIVALL Sf. Diet., Alarijudgo,
surueiorship of buildings. 1774 FOOTE Cozeners i. Wks.
1799 II. 150 The surveyorship of the woods there is vacant.

1850 HAWTHORNE Scarlet L. Introd. (1852) 37 It was my
chief trouble.. that I was likely to grow gray and decrepit
in the Surveyorship.

Surview (s&iviw-), sb. Forms: 5 surveu, 5-6
-vewe, 5-7 -vew, 6 -viewe, 6- surview. [a.

AF., OF. surveu(et
f. surveerto SURVEY; cf. view.]

t 1. Inspection : = SURVEY sl>. i . Obs.

1432 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 406/1 Yat no Vessel! of wyn pas
fro the place of thair makyng, . .on lesse yat it be . . marked . .

be a knowe signe. .of the saide persones yat are assigned to

ye survewe and ye assay therof. 1472-5 [see SURVEY v. i],

f 2. Supervision ;
-= SURVEY sb. 2. Obs.

c 1421 Proc. Privy Council II. 366 It be ordeinede whenne
yat anysouldeoursdeye..yat he yat shall be taken in his
stede be receyved be ye survewe of ye tresourer. 1431 E. E.
/frV/.r (1882)90,! woll that sir Nicholl Dix*on. .have the sur-
uewe of my. . Executours.

3. A view (esp. mental) of something as a whole,
or in its details

; the action of taking such a view
;

consideration, contemplation ;
= SURVEY sb. 3, 4.

Now rare or arch.

1576 FLEMING tr. Catus* Dogs (1880) 42 Leauing the ser-
uiewe of hunting and hauking dogs. 1579 G. HARVEY/,*/.
to Spenser S.'s Wks. (1912) 640/2 Vppon the suruiewe of

them, and fart her conference. 1611 J.CARTWRiGHT(//V/*)The
Preachers Travels.. .Containing a full suruew of the King-
domof Persia. 1619 SANDERSON Strut. (1657) 1. 14 If you will

please to take a second surview ofthe four several! particulars,
wherein the Casts seemed to agree. 1633 HEVWOOD Eng.
Trav. iv. Wks. 1874 IV. 63 Your seruant tels me, you haue
great desire To take suruiew of this my house within. 1710
Noivor Never 13, 1 shall take a short Surview, and then put
an End to your Lordship's trouble. 1817 COLKHIDGE Biog.
Lit. xviii. ( 1 882) 1 72 That prospectiveness of mind, that sur-

view, which enables a man to foresee the whole of what he
is to convey. 1889 BROWNING Asolando, Reverie x, Mind,
in surview of things, Now soared, anon alit, To treasure its

gatherings. 1903 Records ofElgin (New Spalding Cl.) I. 7To lake a calm surview of the whole case.

f4. concr. = SURVEY sb. i b. Obs.

1570-6 LAMBARDE/Vr<xw. Kent (1826) 191 In theauncient
rentals and surviewes of the possessions of Christes Church
in Canterburie.

Surview (s#ivi'),z/. Forms: seeprec. [f.prec.]
1. trans. To take a general view of, to view as a

whole (with the eyes or mind) ;
= SURVEY v. 4,

4 b
; also, to command a view of, overlook

; in
weakened sense, to look upon, behold (cf. SURVEY i

v. 40). Obs. or arch.

1567 DRANT Horace, Ep. Arte Poet. B ij, If that the
matter in the mynde thou wilte before surview. Ibid. xvi.
E vij, The declining sonne that doth the fieldes surview.
1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Feb. 145 Yt chaunced. .The Hus-
bandman selfe to come that way, Of custome for to seruewe
his grownd. 1590 F. Q. \\. ix. 45 That Turrets frame.,

j

lifted high aboue this earthly masse,Which it survew'd. 1592 i

GPRENE/J/J/K/. 21, I spared no glaunces to suruiew all with i

a curious eye-fauour. 1621 G. SANDYS Ovid's Met. xi.(i6a6)
238 All done in Heauen, Earth, Ocean, Fame suruiews.
1628 World Encotnp. by Sir F. Drake 9 The people, .gaue
vs leaue . . to take our pleasure in suruewing the Hand. 1855
BAILEY Mystic 21 The dragon king, wdrld-lifed, who saw
i he first, and will the last of gods surview.

1 2. To examine, inspect ;
= SURVEY v. i, 3.

1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. ff Comnnv. (1603) 53 When these
yong lads are brought to Constantinople, they are surviewed

SUKVIVALIST.

by the captaine of the lanizars. 1625 in Cositfs Corr. (Su -

tees) i. 51 The College of Enquisitors. .that must be for sur-

viewing books.

Hence f Snrvie'wer, a surveyor, supervisor.
1783 WALDRON Contn. B. Jonson''s Sad Sheph. v. 106 The

maid I'll wed; make Lorel o'er my flocks.. Surviewer.

Survioure, obs. torm of SURVEYOR.
t Survise, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [Formed by

substitution of prefix Sun- in SUPERVISE.] trans,
To look upon, behold.

'599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out o/ffunt. m. iv. fiooo
1

) H iii b
It is the most vile, foolish, absurd, palpable, and ridiculous
Escutcheon that euer this eye surui>dc.

tSurvisor. Obs. rare-1
. By-form (see SUR-)

of SUPERVISOR (i b).

1449 in Wars Eng. in f ranee (Rolls) I. 405 Youre said uncle
..desired you.. to be in his said testament principal sur-

visfojure therof.

Survivable (sz/ivarvab'l), a. rare.
[f. SUR-

VIVE + -ABLE.] Capable of surviving. Hence
SurvlvaWlity, capability of surviving.
1879 /yf/i Cent. Oct. 597 Conditions upon which.. [we] can

continue to live and to leave a survivable posterity 18
A*, y. Reports XCIX. 260 (Cent. Diet.) It must beheld that
these rules still determine the survivability ofactions for tort.

Survival (a&ivai-val). Also 6-7 -all.
[f. SUB-

VIVE + -AL 5.]
1, The continuing to live after some event (spec.

of the soul after death) ; remaining alive, living on.

1598 CHAPMAN Iliad HI. [vn.] 42, I promise thee that yet
thy .soule shall not descend to fates, So hearde I thysuruiuall
cast, by the celestiall states. 1615 Odyss. i. 638 Thereturne
of my lou'd Sire, Is past all hope ; and should rude Fame
inspire. .a flattring messenger, With newes of his suruiuall

(etc.]. 174^ FRANCIS tr. Hor^Odes iv. xiii. 27 Ah ! tragical
survival f She glorious died in beauty's bloom, While cruel
Fate defers thy doom To be the raven's rival. 1812 COLE-
KIDCE Lett., to Wordsu'orth (1895) 601 More cheerful illus-

trations of our survival, I have never received, than from the
recent study of the instincts of animals. 1818 COLEBROOKK
Qbligaiions 88 An assurance of a ship lost or unlost; or
benefit of survival of an absent person. 187* DARWIN Orig.
Spec. iv. (ed. 6) 71 If a single individual were born, which
varied in some manner, (jiving it twice as good a chance of
life as that of the other individuals, yet the chances would
be strongly against its survival. 1908 J. ORR Resurrect.
Jesus vin. 229 The survival of the soul is not resurrection.

b. Survival of ikefittest (Biol.): a phrase used
to describe the process of natural selection (q. v.,

s. v. SELECTION 3 b), expressing the fact that those

organisms which are best adapted to their environ-

ment continue to live and produce offspring, while

those of the same or related species which are less

adapted perish.

1864 SPENCF.R Princ. Biol. 164 This survival of the fittest,

implies multiplication of the fittest. Ibid. 165 This sur-

vival of the latest.. is that which Mr. Darwin has called
'

natural selection, or the preservation of favoured races in

the struggle for life '. 1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs
Bot. 843 The theory of descent explains intelligibly how
plants have obtained their extraordinarily perfect adapta-
tions for resisting the struggle for existence ; this struggle
has itself been the means ot their obtaining them by the
'

Survival of the Fittest *. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim.
40 '1 he result of the struggle for existence would be the sur-

vival of the fittest among an indefinite number of varieties.

2. transf. Continuance alter the end or cessation

of something else, or after some event; spec, con-

tinuance of a custom, observance, etc. after the

circumstances or conditions in which it originated
or which gave significance to it have passed away.
1820 COLERIDGE in Lit. Retn. (18^9) IV. 79 The evidence

of a future state and the survival of individual consciousness.
1860 A. L. WINDSOR Ethica vii. 359 Though oratory at

Rome was naturally more prolific and its chances of survival

greater (than in Greece]. 1870 LUBBOCK Orig. Civiljz. i.

(1875) a The use of stone knives in certain ceremonies is

evidently a case of survival. 1871 TYLOR Prim. Cult. I. 60
We do not hear of it [sc. the spear-thrower] as in

practical
use at the Conquest, when it had apparently fallen into sur-

vival. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. ix. 156 Cases of survival

from former good usage.
attrib. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 487 This custom

is now getting into the survival form in Libreville and Glass.

1906 Fortn. Rev. Apr. 746 It is the true belief that has the

greatest survival-value.

3. (with a and //.) Something that continues to

exist after the cessation of something else, or of

other things of the kind ; a surviving remnant ;

spec, applied to a surviving custom, observance,

belief, etc. (see 2).

1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. II. 164 The. .survivals of

such old Manuscript-Publications. 1874 L. MoRKU&rm.
in Stones iii. What are they But names for that which has

no name, Survivals of a vanished day? 1874 CARPENTER
Mental Phys. i. H. (1879) 98 Instincts. .which may be pre-
sumed to be survivals of those which characterized some
lower grade. 1875 MAINE Hist. Instit. \. 14 This ancient

written verse is what is now called a survival, descending to

the first ages of written composition from the ages when
measured rhythm wasabsolutely essential. 1883 J. HATTON
& M. HARVEYNewfoundland 202 The Esquimaux are looked

upon by some recent ethnologists as the 'survivals' of (lie

Cave Men of Europe. 1908 R. BAGOT A. Cnthbert vi. 49

Jane Cuthbert was.. a late survival of a type by no means
uncommon., in the earlier half of her century.

Hence Survi valist (nonce-wd?}, one who holds

a theory of survival.

1881 GOLDW. SMITH in Pof>. Set. Monthly XX. 776 When
you give a man a lower seat at table, the survivahst sees m
the act a desire to have the force of gravity on your side.



SURVIVANCE.

Survivance (syjvai-vans). [ad. early mod.F.
survivance, f. survivant : see next and -ANCE.]L = SURVIVAL I. Now rare,
a 1613 BUCK Rich.. ///, in. (.646) 87 Our best Chroniclers

>make

it doubtful! whether those two Princes were so li^t.,
or no, and infer that one of them was thought to be living
many years after Ins death ; . . which opinion I like the better,
because it mentioneth the survjvance but of one of them
1644 DIGBV Nat. .Soul Concl. 448, I see, that all this huge
product ofAlgebraical! multiplication, appeareth as nothing,
in respect of thy remayning, and neuer ending suruiuance
a 1706 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 192 So fixed was this

good man in the belief of the soul's survivance. 1773 JOHN-
SON Let. to H/rn, Thrale 27 Apr,, I am reasoning upon a
principle very far from certain, a confidence of survivance.
1819 SCOTT in Lockhart Life xlvi, That two of them should
die without any rational possibility of the survivance of the
third. 1836 I. TAYLOR Phys. Theory (1857) n That which
Christianity requires us to believe is the actual survivance of
our personal consciousness embodied. 1874 Act 37 <V 38 Viet.
c. 94 9 A personal right.. shall.. vest.. in the tieir..by his
survivance of the person to whom he is entitled to succeed.

b. fig.
= SURVIVAL 2.

1838 Block. Mag. XLIII. 34 The chances are much
against the survivance.. of any work.. which has early at-
tained to a very great celebrity. 1867 DK. ARGYLL Reispt
ofLaiv vii. 382 The survivance of the ancient domestic in-

dustries of so many centuries was no longer possible.

2. The succession to an estate, office, etc. of a
survivor nominated before the death of the existing

occupier or holder ; the right of such succession in

case of survival.

c 1674 Ace. Scot. Grievances tinder Lauderdale 22 The
abuse of gifts of the reversions or survivances of places to
children and boys. 1714 BURNET Hist. Ref. in. i. 3 Gratias
ExpectativaS) or the Survivances of Bishopricks. a 1715
Own Time (1766) I. 443 His son had the survivance of the

Stadtholdership. 1791 LD. AUCKLAND Corr. 12 Dec. (i860
II. 396 Ewart., is discontented with his pension, which,
however, is very high, I believe 1500^. a year, paying nett

'

above loco/., with the survivance of half to Mrs. Ewart.
1820 Ann. Reg. n. 1189 The Emperor, .created him. .a baron
of the Roman empire, with survivance to his heirs male. 1884
Edin. Rev. Oct. 427 William II., who had already been
elected to the survivance of his offices.

So f Survi'vancy.
1659 TORRIANO, A surviving, or survivancie, sopravivi*

mentOt sorvivimento. 1661 J. DAVIES tr. Otearius* Voy.
Ambuss. 96 The best Politicians, .are so far from allowing
a survivancy in Governments, that they would have a
Sovereign to change the Governours from three years to

I Scots
" " ' -"

;r Mug. May 252/2 That survivancy
es be in the longest liver of the two.

three years.
of all the said

t Survi'vant, a. Obs. [ad. F. surviyant, pr.

pple. of survivre to SURVIVE.] Surviving.
c 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. K/// (Camden) 236 To

marry the brother's wife if he died without children, the
brother survivant. 1635 J. HAYWAHD tr. Biondfs Banisk'd
yirg. To Rdr., In respect many of them, .are to this day
survivant. 1654 tr. Scitdery's Curia Pol. xi6The remainder
and survivant party.
absol. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles in. 190 To animate the

survivant, and to encourage them to the like exploits.

Survive (s&varv), v. Also 6 survyve, 7

Anglo-Irish surveywe. [a. AF. survivre, OF.

so(ii}rvivre (mod.F. survivre}, Pr. sobreviure,
It. sorvivere, Sp. sobrevivir, Pg. -viver\ late L.

supervivtrti f. super- SUPER- 2 +vivere to live.]

1. intr. To continue to live after the death of

another, or after the end or cessation of some thing
or condition or the occurrence of some event (ex-

pressed or implied) ; to remain alive, live on.

1473 Rolls ofParlt. VI. qs/2 To have and perceyve the
said cs yerely, to the said Mary and Robert, for the terme
of their lyfes, and either of [them) survivyng. 1503-4 Act
19 Hen. VII, c. 25 Preamble, Lyfe [is] as uncertayne lo suche
as survyve as was to them now departed, a 1513 FABYAN
Ckron. i. xxv. 18 They testyfye that Porrex was slayne and
Ferrex suruyuyd. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. iv. ii. no, I did
loue a Lady, But she is dead. ..Sil. Say that she be: yet
Valentine thy friend Suruiues. 1615 CROOKK Body ofMan
335 Many children borne the seuenth month suruiue and do
well, a 1660 Content}. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archseol. Soc.) II. 26
Wee. .will in open fielde fight with as many of those our dis-

paragers as longe as any ofus will surveywe. 1697 DRYDEN
&neid n. 814 Look if your helpless Father yet survive ; Or
if Ascanius, or Creusa live. 1771 Junius Lett. Ixi. (1788)

330 The son of that unfortunate prince survives. 1808 SCOTT
in Lockhart Life i. (1839) I. 33 He survived a few days, but

becoming delirious before his dissolution, [etc.]. 1894 H.
DRUMMOND Ascent of Man 278 There are vastly more
creatures born than can ever survive. 1911 MARETT Anthro-

pology iii. 70 To survive is to survive to breed. If you live

to eighty, and have no children, you do' not survive in the

biological sense.

b. transf. To continue to exist after some person,

thing, or event ; to last on.

1593 SHAKS. Liter. 204 Yea though I die the scandale will

suruiue. 1654 tr. Studery*s Curia Pol. Ded., They survive
to future Ages by their Actions. 1671 MILTON Samson 1706

Though her body die, her fame survives, a 1711 PRIOR To
Ctess Dowager of Devonshire 53 Thro* circling Years thy
Labours would survive. 1830 SCOTT Hrt. Midi. Introd., A
late amiable and ingenious lady, whose wit and power of re-

marking and judging of character still survive in the memory
of her friends. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xxxviii, If any care

for what is here Survive in spirits render'd free. 1685 Law
Times 9 May 22/2 The mortgagor can inspect the title deeds
while his right to redeem survives. 1907 BP. ROBERTSON in

Trans. Devon Assoc. 50 A Norman family whose name sur-

vives in place-names all over Devon.
c. Law. Of an estate, etc. : To pass to the sur-

vivor or survivors of two or more joint-tenants or

persons who have a joint interest.

251

1648 I!,,r), Will, (Camden) so 5 Whereas by the death of
the sayd Isabell my daughter the estate- and interest in the
said mortgaged premises, .is survived and come to the saydCatherine and Anne my daughters. 1818 CKUISE Digest
(ed. 2) VI. 425 If one died under age, his or her part would
not descend, but survive to the others.

2. trans. To continue to live after, outlive, a. To
remain alive alter the death of (another).
>57 HULOETS. v., To the entent that he may suruiue thee.

1596 SHAKS. Tain. .V/-. 11. i. 125 And, for that dowric, lie
assure her of Her widdow.hood, be it that she suruiue me
In all my Lands and Leases whatsoeuer. a 1680 GLANVILL

I

Sadiluciimus II. (i68r) 166 Thinking they had Souls sur-

viving their bodies. 1771 Gtntl. Mag. XLII. 245/1 The
Lord Chancellor made an order for two issues at law to be
tried, whether General Stanwix survived his Lady, or whether
Mrs. Stanwix survived the General. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

I K"g. v. I. 568 Argyle, who survived Kumbold a few hours,
j

left a dying testimony to the virtues of the gallant English-
man. 1880 MUIKHEAO Gains 111. 16 If he. .is survived by

,

children of brothers predeceased, the inheritance belongs to
all of them.

b. To continue to live after (an event, point of
time, etc.), or after the end or cessation of (a con-
dition, etc.).

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. v. iii. 41 Because the Girle, should not
suruiue her shame. 1591 i Hen. Yt, in. ii. 37 France, thou
shall rue this Treason with thy teares, If Taibot but suruiue
thy Trechcrie. a 1610 PARSONS Leicester's Ghost (1641) 34What others wrot before I doe survive. 1717 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let. to C'tess Mar 16 Jan., If I survive my jour-
ney, you shall hear from me again. 1777 PRIFSTLEY Matter
r Sf. (1782) I. xxii. 286 Whether brutes will survive the
grave we cannot tell. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. v. I. 631When Swift had survived his faculties manyyears, the Irish

populace still continued to light bonfires on his birthday.
i8sa H. ROGERS Eel. Faith (1853) 193, I see few of my
youthful contemporaries who have not survived their infi-

delity. 1883 E. P. ROE in Harfer's Mag. Dec. 52/2 I've
known peach buds to survive fifteen below zero.

o. transf. To continue to exist after the death or
cessation of (a person, condition, etc.), or after the
occurrence of (an event) ; to outlast.

1633 P. FLETCHER Poet. Misc., Ps. i. ii, The soul. .Still

springs, buds, grows, and dying time survives. 1694 ADDISON
St. Cecilia's Day iv, Musick shall then exert its pow'r, And
sound survive the ruins of the world. 1788 GIBBON Dtcl. 4-
f. xlix. V. 139 In his [sc. Charlemagne's] institutions I can
seldom discover the general views and the immortal spirit of
a legislator, who survives himself for the benefit of posterity.
1847 EMKRSON Refr. Men, ftapoleon Wks. (Bohn) 1. 374 The
principal works that have survived him are his magnificent
roads. 1885 'MRS. ALEXANDER' At Bay iii, It is pleasant
to find that so much faith in your fellow-creatures survives
the experience.
Hence Surviving vbl. sb., survival.
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 173 Her surviving was a

continutngact. 1900 MARY KINGSLEY^W/W 203 Noamount
of experience in her husband's habit of surviving ever made
her feel he was safe.

Snrvi'Ver 1
. Now rare or Obs. [f.prec. + -ER'.]

= SURVIVOR.
i6oa SHAKS. Ham. i. ii. 90 The Suruiuer bound In filiall

Obligation . .To do obsequious Sorrow. 1634 T. JOHNSON
Parey's Wks. n, 62 There is the like mutual! bond of love
betweene Turtles, for if one of them die, the surviver never
solicites Hymen more. 1716 in Nairne Peerage Evidence
(1874) 35 Nor shall any part of the deceasers patrimonies
accress to the survivers. 18*5 J. NEAL-Sn?. Jonathan xxxii.
III. 201 The surviver is George.
Hence t Snrvi-vership = SURVIVORSHIP; fSur-

vi'very, survivors collectively.
1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 271 Seleuchus Callyni-

cus sonne to Antiochus Theos by survivership (after long
stormes) seeming to steare in that unruly Ocean. 1680 RICH
Ep. Seven Ck. 90 When the Irish had murdered two hundred
thousand, they little thought that they had but excited the

Survivery to a terrible Revenge.

t Survi'ver 2
. Obs. In 6 -cure, 6-7 -or. [f.

SURVIVE 4- -EB 4
. Cf. SUPERVIVER -.]

= SURVI-
VORSHIP.

1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures m. iii. 63 b, They shall haue
this by discent & nat by the suruyuour as ioyntenauntes
haue. 1583 in East Anglian Apr. (1910) 249 By survivor
sole

seysed
of and in the said Mannor. 1602 WARNER Alt'.

Eng. Epit. (1612) 381 lohn of Gaunt, by birth the fourth,

by suruiuor the second Sonne of Edward the third.

Surviving (s&vai'virj),///. a. [f.
as prec. +

-ING 2
.] That survives, a. Still living after another's

death.

1593 SHAKS. LUCY. 519 Thy summing husband. 1660 R.
COKE Pmver <y 6'/. 144 We find the sentence of the Pope
and Wilfrids restitution still opposed by the surviving

Bishops in Alfreds sons reign. ijtioMirrorNo. 81 FS After

the first transports of my mother's grief were subsided, she

began to apply herself to the care of her surviving child.

1855 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. xv. III. 576 The surviving mem-
bers of the High Courtof Justice which had sate on Charles

the First. 1861 PALEY /Eschylui (ed. 2) Choeph. 817 note,
The dead Agamemnon and the surviving Electra.

b. Still remaining after the cessation of some-

thing else.

1593 SHAKS. Lticr. 223 This dying virtue, Ibis suruiuing
shame. 18Jo SHELLEY \VitchAtl. xxiv, If I must weep when
the surviving Sun Shall smile on your decay. 1837 CAHLYLE
t'r. Rtv. i. u. viii, The surviving Literature of the Period.

Survivor (sojvsi'vai). Also 6-7 -our. [f.

SURVIVE + -OR.] One who (or that which) survives.

1. A person, animal, or plant that outlives another

or others ;
one remaining alive after another's

death, or after some disaster in which others perish.

1624 DONNE Devot. (ed. 2) 27 As though that one were the

suruiuour of all the sonns of men, to wnom God had giuen

SURVIVORSHIP.
the world 1683 D.VDKN Life rivtarch 50 That he was atRome either m .he j,,y,,, .^n Of the lwo i/,^,,,, or .lt
least in that of the burvivour Titus. 1765 Mu ,tu,,, A'.r.

h CHI! '"i' """,'
''"" y '''" ' ^"'""d "' 'he plants,. I

boold the,, have known what propoMiu ,i the deceased boretotlM M,mvors, ,7,, Cow,. f l-.,,,/,^ ,),,* , Survivor
v,le, and hardly such, of all Thai unie liv'd here .8<6KAMI/ Jrft;,- I: ~j.r t

.">-^ HTM title. toy*

,/'f
"^ *#"'.'*..

Maf- D - 393 In the last half-hour
there were only six [huntm B men] up, over a very severe bit

v[v
CO

r

Un" S
'

i J -a'Z ('he humman]..oi,e of ihe jur-

b. attrit. or apfos. Surviving, rare'.
1601 WAKNKK AW. Hue. Epit. (,612) 371 Edward yonrestbut burumor Sonne of the aloresaid Egelred.
2. spec, in Law. One of two or more designated

persons, esp. joint-tenants or other persons having
a joint interest, who outlives the other or others

;

a longer or the longest liver.

heyre of all. 1759 Ir. Act 33 Geo. If, c. 4 17 Any two of
them, or the survivors or survivor of them, or the heirs of
such survivor, may sell . . any part of the estate. 1766 BLACK-
STONE Comm. n. xii. 183 The entire tenancy upon the de-
cease of any of them remains to the survivors, and at length
to the last survivor. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2! II. 434 A.
devised lands to B. and C., and the survivor of them. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xix. I V. 326 As the annuitants dropped
off, their annuities were to be divided among the survivors,
till the number of survivors was reduced to seven.
Hence Snrvi'voress (-vress).a female survivor.
aiyn KEN Sio* Poet. Wks. 1721 IV.4i4TheSurvivress in

soft mournful Tones The Death of Sister Philomel bemoans.

Survivor, -oure, var. SURVIVER 8.

Survivorship (swvarvwjip). [f. SURVIVOR +
-SHIP,]
1. Law, etc. a. The condition of a survivor, or

the fact of one person surviving another or others,
considered in relation to some right or privilege
depending on such survival or the period of it.

Presumption of survivorship^ the presumption of the
momentary or brief survival of one of a number of persons
who have perished by the same calamity, as affecting rights
of inheritance.

1697 Land. Gaz. No. 3315/4 An Order, N 3 i7O, Sir lohn
Burgoyne..for lool. on Survivorships, on the Life of Lucy
Burgoyne. 1771 R. PRICE Observ. Reversionary Payments
(ed. 2) 75 Since the duration of survivorship is in the present
case.. equal to the duration of marriage. 1815 J. MILNE
{title) A treatise on the valuation of annuities and assur-
ances on lives and survivorships. 1815 Beck's Elem. Mtd.
Jurisfr. 209 Of the presumption of survivorship of mother
or child, when both die during delivery. Ibid. 211 Of the

presumption of survivorship of persons of different ages,
destroyed by a common accident. 1834 Hi. MAKTINEAU
I-'arrers vii. 114 Jane ought to have given the largest pro-

portion,
not only because she had no claims upon her, but

because ner survivorship enriched her by means of this very
death. 1842 Penny Cycl. XXIII. 330/2 The chance of sur-

vivorship is that of one individual, now of a given age,
surviving another, also now of a given age. 187* Hist.

Broughton. Place Church 56 The Rev. Andrew Thomson
was inducted as colleague and, in case of survivorship, sue*
cessor to the Rev. Dr. Brown.

b. A right depending on survival ; e.g. the right
of the survivor or survivors of a number of joint-
tenants or other persons having a joint interest, to

take the whole on the death of the other or others;

the right of future succession, in case of survival,
to some office not vacant at the time of the grant.
a 1625 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) 60 Two Abbots cannot

bee loyntenants.. for they cannot haue the effect of it, which
is suruiuorship. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. xiii.

(1739)24 The Clergy..turned both King and Lords out,
and shut the doors after them, and so possessed themselves
of the whole by Survivorship. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. Neju
Invent, p. Ivii, The Conservatorship. .may by survivorship
accrue to a Colour-man in the Strand. 17*6AYLIFKE /*>#(?
163 Where the Grant has been by Survivorship. 1817 JAR-
MAN Powells Devises II. 317 That each annuitant should
receive a proportionable share of his fortune, with benefit

of survivorship and right of accruer. 1860 Commercial
Handbk, 70 Survivorship in Life Assurance^ a reversionary

benefit, contingent upon certain lives being survivors. 1860

FREER Hen. !Vt
II. n. iv. 89 He offered the government of

Burgundy, with the survivorship for his son. 1867 BRANDE
& Cox Diet. Sci. etc. s.v., The values of annuities and as-

surances in every order of survivorship, where there are

only three lives. 1888 EncycL Brit. XXIII. 598/1 On the

death of one trustee there is survivorship.

f c. cotter. That which comes to a person by
survivorship. Obs. rare.

1633 SIR J. BOROUGHS Sov. Brit. Seas (1(351) 23 Canutus
the Dane, coming not long after to be King first of halfe

the Realme. .and after the death of Edmood of the whole

Survivorsbippe.

d. attrib. : survivorship annuity (see quoL).
1838 DE MORGAN Ess. Probab. 206 To find..the value of

an annuity on the life of B, aged , the first payment of

which is to be made at the end of the year in which the

life of A, aged m, fails. This is called a survivorship an*

nutty, since it can never be paid unless B survive A.

2. gen. The state or condition of being a sur-

vivor; survival.

1700 STEELE Toiler No. 53 P a We are now going into

the Country together, with only one Hope for making this

Life agreeable, Survivorship. 1711 Spect, No. 192 ?a
32 -a



straw A.N.

The Survivorship ofa worthy Man in his Son. 1748 RICHARD-

SON Clarissa VI. 334 In case of survivorship, I most cheer-

fully accept of the sacred office you are pleased to offtr me.

1837 Dr. QUINCEY Kea. Tartars Wks. 1854 IV. 132 As old

men, we reap nothing from our sufferings, nor benefit by
our survivorship. 1865 GROTE Plato II. xxiii. 203 The

Epikureans denied altogether the survivorship of soul over

body. 1877 J. MARTINEAU in Drummond & Upton Life ff

Lett. (1902) viii. II. 38 It is better to have, than to give,
the grief of survivorship.
3. A body of survivors.

1867 WOOI.RYCH Bar ff Serjeant-at-Laiu 7 The Bar will

survive, and the survivorship will consist of the Queen's
Counsel and the Barristers-at-Law.

Survyour, -owre, obs. ff. SURVEVOR.

Surwan (s iwan). India. Also -aun, ser-,

sirwan. [a. Urdu = Pers. (jW"" sdrbdn, (. sir

camel + -ban keeper.] A camel-driver.

i8ai [M. SHERF.R] Xk. India 242 To. .hire good camels, and
to engage surwans for them. i8a8 MUNDY Pen ff Pencil

Sfatcnes(i832tll. i. t Camels, .resisting every effort, .of their

serwans to induce them to embark. 1884 F. BOYLE Border-
land 289 The sirwans were mustering at earliest dawn.

Sury, variant of SrJBAl.

Snsannite (siuzse-nait). Min. Also suzannite.

[ad. Ger. suzannit (Haidinger, 1845), f. proper
name Susanna (see below) : see -ITE ! 2 b.] A
mineral found in the Susanna mine at Leadhills in

Scotland, chemically identical with LEADHILLITE,
but crystallizing in the rhombohedral system.
1845 Encycl. Mttrop. VI. 501/1 Suzannite, sulphato-tri-

carbonate of Lead. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 626 Susannite
..Lustre resinous adamantine. Color white, green, yellow,
brownish-black. Streak uncolored.

Susceptibility (szfeeptibi-llti). [f. next : see

-ITY. Cf. med.L. susceptibilitas (Abelard), F.sus-

ceptibiliti (from i8th c.).] The quality or con-
dition of being susceptible ; capability of receiving,

being affected by, or undergoing something.
1. Const, of (now rare) or to.

a. Capability of undergoing a specified action

or process.
The action is mostly, now always, denoted by a noun (occas.

by a passive infinitive), which is usually equivalent to a

passive gerund : e. g. susceptibility of application = capa-
bility of being applied j s. to reflection = capability of being
reflected.

1644 Bp. MAXWELL Prerog.Chr. Kings vm. 91 Potestaspas-
shia regiminis, a capacity or .susceptibility to be governed.
1794 G. ADAMS Nat. ft Exp. Philos. I. x. 399 In proportion
to its susceptibility of liquifaction in a low degree of tem-
perature. 1813 COLEKIDGB Table-t. 3 Jan., A visible sub-
stance without susceptibility of impact, I maintain to be an
absurdity. 1850 ROBERTSON Strm. Ser. m. iii. (1872) 35 Its

susceptibility of application to the purpose. 1891 MEREDITH
One ofour Couq. xxyiii,

A certain face close on handsome,
had a fatal susceptibility to caricaturS.

b. Capability of being, or disposition to be,
affected by something ; sensibility or sensitiveness
to something specified : (a) external influences,
impressions, etc.

a 1676 HALE Prim. Orig. Mnn. i. i. (1677) 35 The sus.
ceptibility of those influences, and the effects thereof. 1833
I. TAYLOR Fanat. j. 20 The

susceptibility to the opinions
of those around us. 1855 J. H. NEWMAN Callista (1890) 328A sense of relations and aims, and a susceptibility of argu-
ments, to which before she was an utter stranger, a 1862
BUCKLE Civiliz. (1864) II. vi. 570 Sympathy, being a sus.
ceptibility to impression, is also a principle of action.

(V) feelings or emotions.
1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 112 P2 The same laxity of

regimen is equally necessary to intellectual health, and to
a perpetual susceptibility of occasional pleasure 1755YOUNG Centanr iv. Wks. 1757 IV. 209 A tenderness of heari,and a susceptibility of awe, with regard to God. 1846 GROTE
Greece \. i, Susceptibility of pleasure and pain.

(c) physical agents or agencies, disease, etc.
1803 BEDDOES Hyglia ix. 171 When young persons, .begin

to have too great susceptibility of colj. 1810 FARADAY
Exp. Res. xvi. (1859) 66 The difference between these two
alloys as to susceptibility to oxygen. 1881 Med. Temf.
Jrnl. L. 67 My studies, .have pointed to childhood as a
period of extreme susceptibility to this disorder. 1800
Science.Gossif XXVI. 218/2 The period of maximum sus-
ceptibility of the larva to the colour.
2. Without const
a. Capacity for feeling or emotion ; disposition

or tendency to be emotionally affected ; sensibility.
1753 RICHARDSON Grandison V. xxi. 123 Yet was her sus.

ceptibility her only inducement
; for the man was neither

handsome.. nor genteel. 1805 JAMES Milit. Diet. (ed. 2)
s.

y.
Susceptible, Men of extreme susceptibility are not cal-

culated for command. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Ear. i I 66
Ihe susceptibility, the vivacity, the natural turn for actingand rhetoric, which are indigenous on the shores of the
Mediterranean Sea. 1879 MCCARTHY Own Times II. xx.

1 here was something about the time and manner of the
papal bull calculated to offend the susceptibility of a greatand independent nation.

() pl. Capacities of emotion, esp. such as maybe hurt or offended
; sensitive feelings ; sensibilities.

1846 GROTE Greece ,. i. I. 39 The women, whose religious
susceptibilities were often found extremely unmanageable.
1871 MACDUFF Mem. Patiius i. 6, It was the another King,
k
e

-
i

US ch had roused the susceptibilities kindled
the jealous fury-of the minions of Caesar. 1884 GLADSTONEm Daily News 23 Oct 5/7, 1 have not knowingly woundedthe suscepl.bilmes or assailed the opinions of anyone who
may read thenr 1896 Daily Graphic 10 Feb. 7/1 Nobodywants to offend French susceptibilities by the' suggestionthat our neighbours have jockeyed us in Slam.
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b. Capacity for receiving mental or moral im-

pressions.
1782 V. KNOX Ess. Moral * Lit. ii. I. 7 Furnished with

a natural susceptibility, and free from any acquired impedi-

____ ,_____
are in each human mind.

c. Capability of being, or disposition to be,

physically affected (as a living body, or an inani-

mate thing) ; spec, the capacity of a substance (e.g.

ironj for being magnetized, measured by the ratio

of the magnetization to the magnetizing force.

1816 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. $ Art II. 283 Different

animals are susceptible of galvanism in very different de-

who has constitutional susceptibilities that are unpleasantly
affected by a humid.. atmosphere. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV.
267/1 The earlier experimenters arrived for the most part
at the conclusion that the susceptibility * of weakly mag-
netic bodies is constant. 1903 Lancet 4 Apr. 945/2 Sus.

ceptibility is very nearly allied to predisposition ; it may
perhaps be defined as acquired predisposition.

Susceptible (sse
-

ptib 1), a. [ad. med.L. siis-

ceptiliilis (Boethius, Thomas Aqninas), f. suscept- :

see SUSCEPTION and -IBLE. Cf. F. susceptible.]
1. Const, of or to: Capable of taking, receiving,

being affected by, or undergoing something.
a. with of: Capable of undergoing, admitting

of (some action or process).
The following noun of action may usually be paraphrased

by a passive gerund, as_ susceptible ofproof'= capable of

being proved. A passive gerund sometimes occurs, as

susceptible ( = capable) ofbeing exercised.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. x. i This subject of man's

body is of all other things in nature most susceptible of

remedy. 1657 PURCHAS Pol. Flying-tns. I. iii. 5 Their [sc.

bees'] leggs are not susceptible of a sting. 1663 J. H. tr.

Selden's Mare CY. (title-p.), The Sea is proved by the Law
Of Nature and Nations, not to be Common to all men, but
to be Susceptible of Private Dominion and Propriety. 1665
EVELYN Let. to C. Wren 4 Apr., My little boy. .is now
susceptible of instruction. 1796 MORSE Amer.Geog. II. 47
The provinces most susceptible of those improvements.,
which are essential to the subsistance of man. 1817 JAS.
MILL Brit. India v. ix. II. 710 ^The following propositions
are susceptible of strict and invincible proof. i8ai SHELLEY
Hellns 815 note, A sort of natural magic, susceptible of

being exercised, .by any one who [etc.]. 1824 L. MURRAY
Engl. Grant. (ed. 5) 1. lll.xix. 314 The word. .was often sus-

ceptible of both uses. 1867 F. HARRISON Quest. Ref. Parlt.

236 Scarcely susceptible of any criticism but contempt. 1871
B. STEWART Heat (ed. 2) 86 The diamond.. is not sus-

ceptible of fusion even at a very high temperature.

b. with of: Capable of taking or admitting (a
form or other attribute).
a 1639 WOTTON Parallel Essex <y Biickhm. (1641) 2 He. .

moulded him. .to his owne Idea, delighting, .in the choyse
of the Materialls; because he found him susceptible of good
forme. 1715 POPE Pref. to Sliaks. T 8 It is hard to imagine
that.. so enlightened u mind could ever have been sus-

ceptible of them [sc. defects]. 1760-* GOLDSM. Cit. W. xci,

Perhaps no qualities in the world are more susceptible of
a finer polish than these. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2)
I. 20 This operation is susceptible of various stages and
degrees of

perfection. 1879 Cassetfs Techn, Ediic. 1. 160/2
Nor does it admit of that beauty of decoration of which
they are susceptible.

c. with of, now more commonly to : Capable of

receiving and being affected by (external impres-
sions, influences, etc., esp. something injurious) ;

sensitive to; liable or open to (attack, injury, etc.).
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Red. n. 52 All which.. made him

susceptible of some Impressions. .which otherwise would
not have found such easy admission, a 1734 NORTH Exam.
' ii- 45- (174) 52 Being very susceptible of Offence. 1791
MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest (1820) III. 132 He was pecu-
liaily susceptible of the beautiful and sublime in nature.
1814 D'ISRAELI Quarrels Auth. I. 172 Hill.. was infinitely
too susceptible of criticism. 1830 Chas.l, III. x. 223Men of their ardent temper were susceptible of the conta-
gion of his genius, n 1867 J. BRYCE in Brodrick Ess Reform
(18671 245 Susceptible from their very excess of acuteness to
every transient impression. 1869 F. W. NEWMAN Misc. 128
Early poets are not susceptible to the ridiculous as we are.

1876 Q. Rev. CXLI. 78 Swift, like Goethe, was exceedingly
susceptible of female influences. 1883 Manch. Guard. 12
Oct. 4/5 In a period of uncertainty stocks which are quoted
far above their face value are more susceptible to attack.
1915 Eng. Hist. Rev. Jan. 168 It is curious to find him sus-
ceptible to the beginning of the Gothic Revival.

d. with of (rarely to) : Capable of receiving into
the mind, conceiving,' or being inwardly affected

by (a thought, feeling or emotion) ; capable of
;

disposed to; t disposed to take up or adopt ; fable
to take in or comprehend.
1646 J. HALL Hone Vac. 10 The multitude is susceptible

of any opinions. 1699 LOCKE Educ. (ed. 4) 167 Childrens
Minds are narrow, and weak, and usually susceptible but of
one Thought at once. 1744 HARRIS Three Treat. Wks.
(1841) 99 As the rational only are susceptible of a happiness
truly excellent. 1760-71 H. BROOKE Fool of Qual. (1809)
II. 33 That capital secret, of which you are not yet sus-
ceptible. 1776 GIBBON Decl. I, F. xvi. (1782) I. 676 His
temper was not very susceptible of real or enthusiasm. 1784
^OWHER Task iii. 323 A heart Susceptible of pity. 1838LYTTON Alice I. iv, Her young heart was susceptible only of
pleasure and cutiosity. 1871 R. W. DALE Commandm. x.
257 It was God who made us susceptible to hope and to fear.

e. with cf or to : Capable of being physically

SUSCEPTIVE.

affected by ; esp. liable to take, subject to (a disease
or other affection).

1793 BEDDOES Catarrh 1^5 Children are so susceptible of
inflammation* 1802 Hygeia vn. 50 The young of the dog
kind are less susceptible of this particular.. disease. 1816
(see SUSCEPTIBILITY 2 c]. 1887 Encycl. lirit. XXII. 162/2An increasing number of individuals who have become sus-

ceptible to smallpox.

ff. with of (rarely to) and gerund or noun of
! action : Capable of, or in fit condition for (doing
something). Obs.

1829 Chapters Phys. Sci. 350 Transparent carbonate of
lime susceptible of doubling the images of objects. 1838

i
BUCKSTONE Shocking Events (French's ed.) 9 Spa. (To

j

Dorothy). Are you susceptible of a promenade? Dor. \

i
shall be delighted. ?ci8so THACKERAY (in W. Brown's

' Catal. No. 159, Aug. (1905) 71), I am getting better and
I am susceptible to seeing ladies.

2. Without const, a. Capable of being affected

by, or easily moved to, feeling; subject to emo-
tional (or mental) impression ; impressionable.
1709 PRIOR Henry fy Emma 519 With Him, who next

should tempt her ea>ie Fame ; And blow with empty Words
the susceptible Flame, a iSai V. KNOX Lilt. Ednc. xlvi.
Wks. 1824 IV. 179 In the most susceptible periods of their
lives. a&1.1Attcmi.\.Cloudso/Aristop/i. 188 The moral
influences which particular, .mudes of music were apt to
exert over the minds of their susceptible countrymen. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ix. II. 455 The tidings were eagerly
welcomed by the sanguine and susceptible people of France.
1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 70 We must remember also the

susceptible nature of the Greek.

b. Subject to some physical affection, as infec-

tion, etc.

1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 149 Tartar emetic is an
irritant, acting upon some, .susceptible skins in a very shuit
time. 1899 Atlbiitt's Syst. Med. VII. 549 By cultures and
by inoculations into susceptible animals.

t 3. Capable of being taken in by the mind
;

comprehensible, intelligible. Const, to. Obs. rare 1
..

1694 SALMON Bate's Disfens. (1713)439/1 To make it sus-

ceptible to every mean Understanding, we will give you it

. . in the following Words.
Hence Slisce ptibleness = SUSCEPTIBILITY

;

Susce-ptibly adv., in a susceptible manner.
41631 DONNE Serm., Ps. xxxii. 8 (1640) 611 Grace finds

out mans naturall faculties, and exalts them to. .a suscepli.
blenesse of the working thereof. 17856. A. BELLAMY Apol.
II. 111, 1 heard a voice uttering somewhat aloud; but what
it was I could not distinguish, from being so susceptibly
interested in my part.

Snsception (sse-pjan). [ad. L. susceplio,
-onem, n. of action f. suscept-, pa. ppl. stem of

suscipfre, f. sus- (see SUB- ad init. and 25) + capfrt
to take. Cf. F. susceplion.]
fl. The action of taking up, or taking upon

oneself (in vaiious senses) : taking, assumption,
reception, acceptance, undertaking.
1610 MARCELLINE Triumphs Jas. /, 60 The susception of

Christianity, and profession of the Catholique Faith. 1614
UP. HALL Contempl., N. T. \\. Christ Tempted, I see the

susception of our humane nature, laies thee open to this con-
dition. 1641 H. MORE Song of Soul u. it. m. xxiv, Nor ii

Key Wks. 1867 V. 256 Christ's susception of the sinner's

guilt, a 1677 BARROW Serin. Phil. ii. S Wks. 1687 I. 486
The willing susception and the chearfull sustenance of the
Cross, a 1714 M. HENRY Treat. Baptism ii. Wks. 1853 I.

510/1 The children's right to baptism [hath] been built so
much upon their susception by sponsors, that tetc]. 1716
AYUFFE Parergon 140 Before he is of a Lawful Age for the

Susception of Orders. 1738 E. ERSKINE Serin. Wks. 1871
II. 497 It comes about by his own voluntary susception and
undei taking.

f2. Susceptibility^/"; also transf. an attribute of

which something is susceptible. Olis. rare.

1656 HOBBES Six Lessons Wks. 1845 VII. 239, I may as
well conclude from the not susception of greater and less,

that a right angle is not quantity, a 1687 PETTY Pol. A nat.

(1691) 48 By the Coelum-.I understand the. .Weight and
Susceptions of Air, and the' Impressions made upon it

3. The action or capacity of taking something
1 into the mind, or what is so taken

; passive mental

i reception (distinguished from perception), rare.

1756 TOLDERVV Hist. 2 Orphans IV. 189 None can exhibit
nature in her most striking attitudes, but those whose sus-

ceptions are adequate to their task ! 1877 CONDER Basis
Faith iv. 164 not?,

'

Susception
'

would be a better tenn for
'

all states of consciousness which are simply presi
not repiesentative

'

(Mansel).
nply presentative,

Susceptive (swse-ptiv), a. [ad. med.L. suscep-
tivus (Thomas Aquinas), f. sitscept-j $nsdftrc\ see

prec. and -IVE. Cf. It. suscettivo^ Sp. susceptive.]
L Having the quality of taking or receiving,

receptive ; in later use esp. disposed to receive and

be affected by impressions (= SUSCEPTIBLE 2 a).

1548-77 VICARY Anat. ix. (1888) 77 The Matrix in woman
..is an instrument susceptiue, that is to say, a thing re-

cey[u]ing or taking. 1641 SIR E. DERING Sp. on Reiig. 22

Oct. xii. 41 We neither had a decisive voyce, .nor a delibera-

tive voyce..nor lastly. .a susceptive voice, in a body of our
own to receive their resolutions. 1674 PETTY Disc. Dupl.
Proportion 130, 1 might suppose . . that Atoms are also Male
and Female, and the Active and Susceptive Principles of all

things. 1788 D. GILSON Serin, viii. 223 All the tender work-

ings of the susceptive breast of Mary. 1802 Cosnv Mem.
A. Berkeley 47 This accidental interview made a still deeper
impression on the susceptive heart of Lucy. 1863 J. G.
MURPHY Comm. Gen, xi. 21-2 1'he susceptive and concep-
live powers of the understanding. 1874 MOTLEY Jo/in of



SUSCEPTIVENESS.
Rttrnevtld II. xxii, -104 Impressible, emotional, and sus-

ceptive. 1887 SIR A. DE VERE Ess. Poetry I. 105 He will

listen, with the susceptive faith of youth.
2. With of: Having the quality of receiving,

disposed or ready to receive (something specified) ;

receptive of; admitting of; affected by, sensitive

to :
= SUSCEPTIBLE i.

1637 GILLESPIE Engl, Pop. Cerent, m. Iv. 68 They belong
to the substance of the worship, and withall are susceptive
of coadoration. (11676 HALE /'rim. Orig, Man. w. viii.

(1677) 367 He becomes a Creature properly susceptive of a

Law, and capable of Rewards and Punishments, a 1677
BARROW Serin, R out. .r/V. 18 Wks. 1687 I. 399 It incenses
the people (hugely susceptive of provocation) with a sense of

notable injury done. Serin. Kfh. i. 13 ibid. II. 201 As
mankind is naturally susceptiveof religious impressions. 1722
WOI.LASTON Relig. Nat. v. (1724) 78 [Matter] is passive, .to

the impressions of motion, and susceptiveof it. 1822-7 CJo, .

Stwty Med. (1829) II. 588 Rendering the body mure sus-

am not susceptive of sustained impetus.

fb. Taking or including within its scope; rela-

tive to. Obs. rare 1
.

1681 J. PWF.N Enq. Evang. Ck. xi. 221 The Object of it

[sc. discipline], as it is Susceptive of Member.-, is professed
lielievers ; and as it is corrective, it is those who stubbornly*
deviate from the Rule of Christ.

Hence Susce'ptiveness = next.

1873 M. ARNOLD /,*'/. # Dogvia (1876) 157 Men raised by a
truer moral susceptiveness above their countrymen. 1907
Edtn, Rev. Jan. 204 Our insular susceptiveness.

Susceptivity (srseptrviti). [f. prec. + -ITY.]
The quality of being susceptive ; susceptibility.
171* WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. v. (1724) 74 A natural dis-

cerpibiHty and susceptivity of various shapes and modifica-

tions. 1851 CARLYLE Sterling in. vii, A man of infinite sus-

ceptivity ;
who caught everywhere . . the colour of the element

he lived in. 1871 FORSTER Dickens I. iii. 52 A stern, .isola-

tion of self-reliance side by side with a susceptivity almost
feminine.

t SusCC'ptor. Ods. [a. late L. susceptor, f. sus-

cept-\ seeSuscEFTiONand-OR. Cf. OF . suscepfettr.']

I* A godfather or sponsor at baptism.
1655 FULLER Ck. Hist. u. ii. 103 Such Susceptors were

thought to put an Obligation on the Credits (and by reflec-

tion on the Consciences) ofnew Christians (whereof too many
in those dnye* were baptized out of civile Designes) to walk

worthy of their Profession. 1680 H. DODWELL Two Lett.

(1691) To Rdr. ii Even adults were not admitted without
the Testimony of Suscepiors or God-fathers, a 1700 EVELYN
Diary (1850) I. 4, I had given me the name of my grand-
father,, .who, together with a sister of Sir Thomas Evelyn
..and Mr. Comber,. .were my susceptors. 1743 STUKELFY
Atntry II. 76 They had susceptors, sponsors, or what we
call godfathers.

2. A supporter, maintainer. rare.

1652 N. CULVERWEL Lt. Nature Ep. Ded. (1661) 2 You,
who . . were sometimes ear-witnesses of it, will now become its

Susceptours. 1680 V. ALSOP MischiefImpositions Ep. Ded.,
The height of my ambition was to provide my self of a Right
Worshipful Susceptor.

Suscipiency (szJsi'piensi). rare-'*-. [Formed
as next + -ENCV.] Receptiveness ; capacity of

receiving impressions.
1885 Jrnl. Spec. Philos. Jan. 88 The assumed chasm.. be-

tween power to conceive and mere suscipiency to perceive.

Suscipient (spsi'pient), a. and sb. Now rare

or Obs. [ad. L. suscipient- , -ens, pr. pple. of susci-

pfre : see SUSCEPTION.]
A. adj. 1. Receiving, recipient.

164^ JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemfi. n. Disc. x. 139 Nothing is

required in the person suscipient, and capable of alms, out
that he be in., want. (11677 BARROW Serin. Acts iv, 34. Wks.
1686 II. 178 [God] effecting miracles.. without any prepara-
tory dispositions induced into the suscipient matter. 1684 tr.

Bonefs Merc. Compit. xv. 528 Care must be taken, .of the

Lungs, as suscipient, and sometimes constantly productive
of the Matter.

b. Disposed to receive, receptive. rarf~*.

1815 Zelnctt 1. 13 She instructed her daughter's suscipient

youth in the prevalent system [etc.).

2. Witbgf: That takes into its scope.
1653 STANLEY Hist. Philos. i. (1687) 7/1 These which are

the first motions, and suscipient of the second corporal, bring
all things into augmentation, and decrease.

B. sb. One who receives, a recipient (esp. of a

sacrament).
1611 W. SCLATER Key (1629) 236 To confer grace by force

of the very Sacramentall action . .
,
not by the merit . . of the

suscipient. Ibid, 258 ludas ministred baptisme sufficient in

it selfe, I doubt not also but effectual to the belceuing sus-

cipient. i6si-3jE . TAYLOR -SVrw.yOr JVar( 1678) 359 Men
cannot be worthy suscipients [of the sacraments] unless they
do many excellent acts of Vertue. 1660 Duct. Duhit. \.

iv. rule 5 3 The stronger efficient upon the same suscipient
should produce the more certain.. effect.

t SUBCltabi'lity. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
L. susci-

tare + -ability (see -ABLE and -ITY).] Excitability.
1610 B. JONSON Alch. n. v, Svb. How know you him [sc.

mercury]? Fac. By his viscositie, His oleositie, and his

suscitabilitie.

Suscitate (strsite't), v. Now rare. Also 6

sussitate, 6-7 auscitat ;
6 pa. pple. suscitat(e.

[f. L. suscitat-, pa. ppl. stem oi suscitdre, f. sus- =
SUB- 25 + citdre to excite (see CITE z>.).] trans. To
stir up, excite (rebellion, dispute, a feeling, etc.).

1528 Impeachm. Wolsey 140 in Furniv. Ballads fr. MSS.
\. 356 pou haste suscitate suche A wonderfull dyssencion.
1531 ELYOT Gov. n. iii. (1883) II. 26 That they which do
eate or drinke.. may sussitate some disputation or reason-
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ynge. Ibid. in. xxvl. ,[., \\- \\-.\\\ ..susi -ii

courage of all men inclined to venue. 1536 i/. facers Hen.
y/tf, 1 1. 298 Thedistur - ^llton visciiate by the
said persons. 1557 EIXIKWORTH bertn. 73 When the Ger-
mayues suscitated and raysed vp all riianer of heresies by
Luther and that rable. 1507 A. M. tr. Guillemcan's f-r.

Lhirurtf. i2b/i We apply the boxes to suscitate the men-
strtialles of woemen. a 1631 DONNK AVrw., / 'J'Jiess. T. id

(1649) II. 471 Such a joy a man must suscitate and awaken
in himselfe. a 1693 b rgnhart" s Rabelais in. xlv. 368 By the

approved Doctrine of the ancient Philosophers,, .such a

braiigling Agitation, .should, .be judged to.. be quickned
and BUKltftttd by the.. Inspiration ol the Prophetizing. .

Spirit. 1876 World V. No. 108. 18, I am not. .wantonly
suscitating one more unsatisfied curiosity by proclaiming
one more unfathomable mystery. 1893 Scribncrs Mag.
X 1 1 1. 343 i Suggestions that the soul ot inanimate things
can .. suscitate in the realms of psychological revery.

b. To raise ;a person) out of inactivity; to exalt

the condition of.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillsmcait's ft: Chirurg. *vj, As one
erectede and suscitatede out of a swound. 1650 HOWELL
Giraffi's Riv. Naples i. 24 MasanleUo. .began more then
ever by sound of Drum to suscitat the peeple. 1675 BAXTKK
Cnth. Theol. n. v. 90 It is Action that God doth suscitate
the Soul to. 1876 J. ELLIS Caesar in Egypt 158 Thou that
dost . . Subdue the stern, and suscitate the meek.

"t* c. To call into being or activity,
'

raise up '.

1532 MORE Con/ti i. Tindale Wks. 824/1 A prophet.. shal
your Lord god suscitate and reyse vp for you. 1657 North's
Plutarch^ Constantine Gt. 3 The enemy of mankinde . .did
suscitate and stir up the Heretkk Arius. 1885 M, E. MAR-
TIN tr. Lasserre's Mirac. Episodes Lourdes 356 The obstacles
suscitated by the Evil One.

t d. To promote (an action at law). Only in

pa. pple. Sc. Obs.

1560 in Maitl. Club Misc. I II. 223 The caus being suscitate
at the actes in presence of parties to preif as said is in the
aciioun be Williame. 1562 Ibid. 304 The . . caus of diuorce
. . being suscitat at desyr of Archebald in presens of Anne.

e. To impart life or activity to; to quicken,
vivify, animate. 1 Obs.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. vit. 308 The Sunne [in
Ireland] onely suscitates those formes, whose determinations

Hence Svrscitated, Su'soitating///. adjs.
1811 SHELLEY St. Irvyne Prose Wks. 1888 I. 218 Wildered

by the suscitated energies of his soul almost to madness.
1840 New Monthly^ Mag. LIX. 202 The suscitating juices
with which the occidental luxury is presented to us.

Suscitation (sosit^-fbn). Now rare. [ad. late

L. susctlaiio, -onem, n. of action f. suscitat-, -are :

see prec. and -ATION. Cf. F. suscitalion, in OF.
=

resurrection.] The action of suscitating or
condition of being suscitated ; stirring up, rous-

ing, excitement ; quickening; incitement.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. E/>. vii. xvii. 379 Such [seminals]
as in other earths by suscitation of the Sunne may arise unto
animation. 1653 H. COGAN tr. rinto's Trav. xliv. 259 To
quit their beliefe, . .to imbrace another new one by the susci-

tation of the Farazes. 1659 PEARSON Creed v. (1816) I. 387
The temple is supposed here to be dissolved, and being so
to be raised again ; therefore the suscitation must answer to
the dissolution. 1742 FIELDING jf. Andreu's I. xiii, If the

malign concoction of his humours should cause a suscitation
of his fever. 1771 FLETCHER Checks iii. Wks 1795 II. 33 A
spiritual seed of light sown in the soul of every son of man,
whose kindly suscitations whoever follows, [etc.]. 1806 R.
CUMBERLAND Mem. 386 His spirit was alive in every fea.

ture; it did not need the aid of suscitation. 1870 Daily
Tel. 5 Oct., One of the journals which contribute to the
suscitation of our spirits and the elevation of our courage.

t Suscite, v. Obs. rare. Also 5 sussite. [a.

(O)F. susciter, ad. L. siiscilare to SUSCITATE.]
trans. To raise up (from or as from death) ; to

resuscitate.

c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhoile t. xcv. (1869) 52 In the sixte

[article of the Creed] descended doun in to helte;..In the
seventhe sussited. Ibid. 11. cxxxiv. 128 Seint nicolas that

suscited the thre dede. 1483 CAXTON G, de let Tour e vij b,

Alle this is very trouth as wytnesseth many that ben suscited

ageyne. c 1500 Melusine 151 Of whom we. .are all suscited

of the cruel, .boundage of thenemyes of our lord Jhu Cryst.

Susi, variant of Soosv.

Suskln, -kyn : see SESKYN.
i43[see SESKYN]. 1543 ir. Act 3 Hen. V, Aj, Galyhalpens,

& the money called Suskyne & Uotkyne fcf. quot. 1413 s.v.

SESKYN]. Ibid., Any galyhalfpens, suskyns, or dotkyns.
[There are numerous later references to this Act, e.g., 1544
Fitzkerbert's Bk. Justice ofPeace 9 Galyhalfpens, soskyns,

dodkyns. 1581 LAMBARDE Eiren, n. vii. (1588) 233 Those
Felonies of Gallyhalfpence, Suskins, and Dodkins.]

II Suslik (so-slik). Also souslik, -Ho, suslic.

[a. Russ. cywiHKl. Cf. F. souslic, /'.] A species

of ground-squirrel, Spermophiltis citillus (or other

related species), found in Europe and Asia.

1774 tr. Stxhlin'sAcc. North. A rchifelago 32 The speckled
field-mouse (Mas Citellns). which they call Jnvnucliki or

Suslik. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 441/2 The zizel or souslic mar-

mot. 1841 Ibid. XXII. 270/1 The sousliks are very quarrel-
some among themselves. 1896 LYDEKKE . Brit. Mammals
300 Voles, . . Picas, . . and Susliks.

Suspeocion, -oun, var. SUSPECTION Obs.

Suspecion, -oun, -cms, obs. ff. SUSPICION,

SUSPICIOUS.

Suspect (scspe-kt), si'.1 Obs. or arch. Also

4 Sc. -eo, 5-6 -eote, 6 -eokte, Sc. -ek. [ad. L.

susfectus, in class.L. looking up, a height, esteem,

respect, in med.L. suspicion (after snsfcclus pa.

SUSPECT.

pple., and mspiclre), f. suspect-, sinpiefre: see
SOUVCl a. and z/. Cf. It. sospetio.]
1. 1 he or an act of suspecting, or the condition

of being suspected ;
= SUSPICION l.

In earliest use diitfly in phraseological expressions: see
esp. b, and cf. KI:SI F.CT so
C 1386 CHAUCER Doctor's T. 363 The peple anon 1,

pcct of this thyn K,..That it was by the assent of Apius.c 1440 Alphabet ,>J Inlet 49 pat no suspecte rise betwix vi
tat mysht hurtc |.i gude name, a 1541 WVATT PMOU,And if an lye 22 My suspect is without blame, Kor..
othr moo have denyd the same; Then it is not Jelowsve
^1560 A. SI.OTI I'M,,,S (S.T.S.) xxxiv. 1,1 Thairfor He fra

suspek. 1577 HOLINSIIED Chron. 11. 1777/2 If any of yoube in suspect, that . .my meaning is to do.. any thing where-
with the realme may haue iust cause to be discontented.
1590 SIIAKS. Cam. Krr. tit. i. 87 You.. draw within the
compasse of suspect Th' vnuiolated honor of your wife.

IJ9S UANIEL Civ. Wars in.
xxxiii, They might hold sure

intelligence Among themselues without suspect t' offend.
c 1600 CiiALKHiLL Tkcalma I, Cl. (1683) 121 Without sus-

pect they fell into the Trap Anaxocles had laid. i6x>

QUAILU Feast for Wormes iv. i When a Thiefe's ap-
pr'ended on suspect. 1618 FELTHAM Resolves 11. [L] xciti.

271 By this meanes, they often bring goodnesse, into sus*

pect. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exenip. i. Ad Sect. ii. f 9
If the Holy Jesus did suffer his Mother to fall into mis-

interpretation and suspect. iSBi SWINBURNE Mary Stuart
n. i. 71 She. .avows By silence and suspect of jealous heart
Her manifest foul conscience.

fb. To have (or hold') in suspect: to be sus-

picious of, suspect : cf. SUSPICION a {. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. p 230 Thou shalt also haue in u.

pect the conseillyng of wikked folk. 1493 1'estivall (W. de
W. 1515) 30 b, By counseyle of the people he had the lyon
in suspecte. 15*3 !.[>. BERNERS Froiss. I. cclxii. 388 The
vycount of Rochechourt. .was had in suspect to haue
tourned frenche. 1533 J. HEYWOOD Joftatt A iij, Well hus-

bande, nowe 1 do coniect That thou hast me somwhat in

suspect. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, iv. i. 142 Giue me assur-
ance with some friendly vow, That I may neuer haue you in

suspect. 1615 DANIEL Hymen's Tri. n. i, Held ever in

Restraint, and in Suspect.

t o. Const, in, of, to (the person or thing about
whom or which something is suspected). Cbs.
c 1386 CHAUCER CUrk's T. 905 This olde ponre man Was

euere in suspect of hir manage. 1513 LD. BERNERS Froiss.
I. xlvii. 68 Wherof all the Countrey. .bad great suspect of
treason to the Captayne. 41533 Gold. Bk. M. Aurel.

(1546) R v, '1 her fel on him an other malady .. which put.,
his frendes in great suspect of his helthe. 1535 in Lttt.

Sttppr. Alonast. (Camden) 74 Not for any defaut or suspect
that I have in doctour Lee. 1638 NABBES Bride i. iii. (1640)
B iv, Thou art base In thy suspect of her. 1660 F. BROOKE
tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 264 That you may have no suspect of
these my words.

d. Const, of (the evil suspected).
lja3 [see c]. 1555 PHILPOT in Foxe A. t, M. (1563) 1388/2,

I haue bene in prison thus long.. upon suspecte of setting
foorth the reporte therepf. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 105 She
. .slinketh into his companie without any surmise or suspect
had of his part of any such kind of deceipt. 1596 SPENSER
F. Q. vi. iii. 23 The faire Serena.. Wandred about the fields

. .Without suspect of ill or daungers hidden dred. a 1639
WEBSTKR Appiiis ft Virginia l. i, Arraign'd before the

Senate For some suspect of treason.

e. with a and pi.
- SUSPICION I b.

1541 WVATT De/. Poet. Wks. (1831) p. Iviii, Neither God's

law, nor man's law. .condemneth a man for suspects: but
for such a suspect, .that maybe so apparent, .that it may
be a grievous matter. 1594 SHAKS. Kick. Ill, i. iii. 89 You
do me shamefull iniurie, Falsely to draw me in these vile

suspects. 1598 YONG Diana 145 Behold then.. how much
he was giuen to false suspects and wrongful! iealuusie. 1657

J. SERGEANT Sckism Dispach't 457 The former manner of

proceeding . . makes . . the Writer . . fall under a just suspect.

1768 GOLDSM. Goodn. Man v. i, Have 1 had my hand to

addresses, and my head in the print-shops ; and talk to me
of suspects ?

ff. Ground of suspicion;
= SUSPICION i c.

1586 A. DAV Engl. Secrelorie it. (1625) 17 Seeing. .you
also doe grant, that in all his bebautour you neuer saw so

much as one suspect.

t2. Expectation; esp. apprehensive expectation;
= SUSPICION 4. Otis.

c 1375 Sr. Leg. Saints xxxvi. (Baptista) 1013 Suspec had
he pat bai for his iniquite Suld sla hyme. c 1400 Rule St.

Benet (Prose) 126 Hauynge euer suspect for to be brought
to the ferefull lugcment of god. 1620 QUARLES feast for
Worntei xi. 11 Was there, O was there not a iust suspect,

My preaching would procuer this effect?

Suspect (sfspekt, sospe'kt), a. and sb.z Also

4 suspette, 4-7 suspecte, 6 Sc. suspek. [ad. L.

suspectus, pa. pple. ol suspicfrc (see next) : partly

after OK sospet, later (and mod.F.) suspect = Pr.

sospech, It. sospetto, OSp. suspecto, Pg. suspeito.
The present currency of this word is chiefly due to its

revived use in connexion with the events of the French

Revolution (cf. la lot ties suspects of i793)-l

A. adj. Suspected ; regarded with suspicion or

distrust ;
that is an object of suspicion ;

in early

use also, exciting or deserving suspicion, suspicions.

diffame of this man, Suspect his face, suspect his word also.

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 87 Who is oonis suspect, he is

half honged. 1433 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 447/1 Duellyng in

a suspect and wycked place. 1545 tr. Bruiisvyke s Handy-
tvork Surg. xv. Dj, Yf y woundyd persone haue any of

these chaunches..it is a suspecte tokyn or sygne. 1515

Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. "3 Quhat sumeuer personis

that beis suspekit to have ony suspek person within tbaim.

1576 GASCOIGNE Steeli Gl. 242 An age suspect, bycause

of youthes misdeedes. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \\. xxv. 1 13



SUSPECT.

As for. .compleatnes in diuinitie it is not to be sought,
which makes this course of artificiall diuinitie the more

.suspecte. 1671 MILTON P. R. n. 399, I see What I can do
or offer is suspect. 170* Guide for Constables in If a
scholar in the university^., begin to be suspect.
1817 BYRON Beppo xvii, Shakspeare described the sex in

Desdemona As very fair, but yet suspect in fame. 1837
CARLYLE Fr. Rev. \\\. n. v. (1872) 77 We have him.. lying
safe in the Prison of Grenoble, since September last, for he
had long been suspect ! 1880 Fortn. Rev. May 677 Every
doctrine , . which claimed an a priori or intuitive character,
was therefore suspect. 1897 Alibutt's Syst. Med, II. 431 In

tropical regions,, .all water should be looked upon as sus-

pect and treated accordingly.

t b. To have or hold (a person or thing) suspect :

to be suspicious of, suspect. Obs.

ci^So WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 291 $!f (>ou seie bat popis lawe

spekij? ober wise of jugement, haue be popis lawe more

suspette. c 1380 Sel. Wks. II. 388 If bei fallen in bis

point, have hem suspect as fendis children, c 1412 HOCCLEVE
De Reg. Princ. 1517 Hard is be holden suspect with be

grete : His tale schal be leeued but nat ourys. c 1430 LYDG.
Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 185 Have me not suspecte, I mene
no tresone. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xx. 34 Be thow not ane
roundar in the nwke, For, gif thow be, men will hald the

suspect, c 1530 L. Cox Rhet. (1890) 71 We haue one sus-

pecte that of very lykelyhode it snulde be he that hathe

commytted the cryme. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M.
Aurel. (1546) G iij, Wise men haue hym as suspecte that

the commons desyre.

t O. Const, to (north, dial, till} the person sus-

pecting. (Cf. SUSPECT v. i b.) Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M, 27325 Pat sco hir saul be sauuand, And

noght suspect til hir husband. 1580-1 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. III. 347 Quhairthrow he may be suspect judge to

thame. 1635 R. N. tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. i. 127 This
sounded not very pleasingly in the Spaniard's eares, to

whom the power of the French was suspect. 1663 HEATH
Flagellttm (1672)6 Stealing the young Pidgeons, . . and that
so publiquely, that he became dreadfully suspect to all the

adjacent Country.
d. Const, ofihe evil, etc. suspected.
1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 2 Al bis nouelrie of ordris is

suspect of ypocrisie. 1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. cxxxvii, The
remanant. . For otheris gilt ar suspect of vntreuth. 1432
Paston Lett, I. 32 Eny persone, .suspect of mysgovernance.
iSSfi J. HEYWOOD Spider ,y F. x. 54 Ye may detaine A flie :

suspect of crime, not proued plaine. 1591 SYLVESTER /'/.-

Bartas i. iii. 317, I fear, of Envie I should be suspect.
1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. in. iv. vi, If Suspect of nothing else,

you may grow, as came to be a saying,
'

Suspect of being Sus-

pect !

'

1912 W. WARD Life Newman I. ii. 73 The members
of the party were suspect of Romanism,

"f e. Const, inf. Obs. rare*

1513 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. viii. 6 He held them suspect
to be ageynst hym. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 102 Many
often tymes are suspecte to speake thynges of malice, or
for hope of gaine.

B. sb. I. A suspected person ;
one suspected of

some offence, evil intention, or the like; a suspi-
cious character, esp. one under surveillance as such.

1591 LAMBARDE Eiren. \. iii. 16 A Constable might at the
common lawe, haue bailed a suspect of felonie by Obliga-
tion. 1591 WARNER Alb. Eng, ix. xlix. (1612) 226 Recu-
sants and Suspects of note, 1601 LAMBARDE Eiren, ii. vii.

196 If such Suspect shall refuse to be so bound, then may
such lustice send such Suspect to the next Gaole.
i8oa C. JAMES Milit. Diet,, Suspect, a term adopted by

the modern French to signify any person suspected of being
an enemy, or indifferent to the cause of the Revolution.

1838 SIR J. STEPHEN Eccl. Biogr. (1849) II. 210 'Relations
of peace and amity

'

were established between the Inten-
dant and the suspects. 1852 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) IV.

97 If they are in search of a political suspect, and conceive
he has absconded. x88z Daily Tel. 18 June, Arrested as a
suspect under the Coercion Act. 1899 R. P. WATSON Mem.
131 Landing here I was treated as a suspect.

1 2. A thing regarded with suspicion. Obs. rare.

1625 BACON ss.,Jttnovate0ns(Arb.) 527 That the Nouelty,
though it be not reiected, yet be held for a Suspect.

Suspect (s^spe-kt), v. Also 6 Sc. -ek, -eck,
6-7 contr. pa. pple. suspect, [f. L. suspect-^ pa.

ppl. stem of suspicc're to look up, look up to,

admire, esteem, (chiefly in pa. pple.) to suspect,
f. su(b}- (see SUB- ad init. and 24, 25) + spectre to

look, cognate with Skr. spag to see, OHG. spehdn
(see ESPY).]
1. trans. To imagine something evil, wrong, or

undesirable in (a person or thing) on slight or no
evidence ; to believe or fancy to be guilty or

faulty, with insufficient proof or knowledge ; to

have suspicions or doubts about, be suspicious of.

c 1500 Lancelot 1632 But he the lug, that no man may
susspek, Euery thing ful lustly sal correk. 1515 SAMPSON
in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) I. i. 16 As they heard the tenor
of the breve, one of them with a quick mind suspected the
breve in three places. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 71
Zwynglius dred bad measure Suspecting bothe the men and
the place. Ibid

1

. 239 Bothe Fraunce & Englande leuie

great force of men, whiche is greatly to be suspected. 1596
SHAKS. Merck, y. i. iii. 162 Whose owne hard dealings i

teaches them suspect The thoughts of others. 1615 G. I

SANDYS Trav. 53 The disunilie of the professors made

254

writer Girl vi. 60 The meat and bread were wholesome;
but I suspected their cleanliness.

t b. Suspected to (a person) : mistrusted by ;
=

suspect to, SUSPECT a. c. Obs.
After L. s-uspectus with the dative.

1570 KUCHANAN Adtnon. Wks. (S.T.S.) 25 Not suspectit to

ane king and assurit of his awin estait. 1579 FENTON Guic-
ciat'ti. (1618) 268 The licentious behauiour of the Commons
was suspected to him. 1667 MILTON P. L. xn. 165 He.,
leaves his Race Growing into a Nation, and now grown
Suspected to a sequent King. 1692 DRYDEN St. Eitre-

rnont's Ess. 212 A Science which was already suspected to

me appeared too vain to enslave my self to it any longer.

1769 junius Lett. \. (1788) 38 Behold.. the administration
ofjustice become, .suspected to the whole body of the people.

1807 ROBINSON Arclizol. Grxca in. ix. 240 To the more

sagacious . . the answers of the oracle were suspected,

t o. Const, clause : To doubt whether . . . rare.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India <y P. 337, I shrewdly suspect
whether ever this were the Hecatompylos of Ortellius.

2. To imagine or fancy something, esp. some-

thing wrong, about (a person or thing) with slight
or no proof: with various const, expressing that

which is so imagined, a. const, of, ^with, -\for.
1483-4 Act r Rich. ///, c. 3 (.heading) An Act for bayl.

yng of persons suspected of Felony. 150* Ace. Ld. HJgli
Treas. Scot. II. 348 Certane personis that wer suspeckit of
murthur. 1598 SHAKS. Merry IV. iv. iv. 7, 1 rather will suspect
the Sun ne with cold Then thee with wantonnes. a 1623 BUCK
Rich. ///, i. (1646) 4 Philippe le Grosse. .suspected him for

too familiar commerce with his bed. 1641 PRYNNK Anti-

pathic i. i. 29 Many suspected for doing it, were committed
to prison. 17*7 SWIFT Circumcis. E. C-urll Wks. 1755 III.
I. 165 Most of the children of Israel are suspected for hold-

ing the same doctrine. 1801 MARIA EDGEWORTH Moral T.

(1816) I. iii. 17 At least tell me, that you do not really sus-

pect me of any hand in her death. 1863 LYELL Antiq. Man
iii. 36 Those who are too well acquainted with the sagacity
. .of Hekekyan Bey to suspect him of having been deceived.

1897 WATTS.DUNTON Aylwin I. i, I half began to suspect
myself of secret impulses of a savage kind.

b. with obj. and compl. (sometimes introduced

by as or for), and in corresp. passive use. Now
rare or Obs.

1515 BARCLAY Egloges 11. (1570) Biijb/2 Thou mayst suspect
and trowe Him more in fauour..then thou. 1593 SHAKS. 2

Hen. V{, iii. ii. 186 Than you, belike, suspect these Noble-

growingatthebottomof the Sea. 1776 Trialo/Nundocomar
07/2 Did you see upon the face of the bond any thing to
make you suspect it? 1781 COWPER Table-T. 141 To be
suspected, thwarted, and withstood, E'en when he labours
for his country's good. 1858 FKOUDK Hist. Eng. III. xiii.

170 The people suspected the gentlemen, the gentlemen
feared the people. 1879

' E. GARRETT' House by Works I.
82 Jacob gave Paul no reason to suspect the effect of a
wider scope of life and happiness. 1897

' G. ALLEN Typc-

Children, not her Husbands. 1667 MILTON P.L. ix. 337 Let
us not then suspect our happie State Left so imperfet by
the Maker wise. 1689 in Acts Parlt. Scot!. (1875) XII.
58/2 A warrant to cite such as are suspect guilty to compeir.
1706 E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 72 One would
not suspect him by his Phiz, for a Politician. 174* YOUNG
Nt. Th. i. 418 At thirtyman suspects himself a fool; Knows
it at forty, and reforms his plan.

O. with obj. and inf., and in corresp. passive use.

1515 [see SUSPECT a, ij. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI 176
The citezens of the citie . . they sore suspected, rather to fauour
then to hate, the erles of Marche, & Warwycke. 1604 SHAKS.
Oth. v.i. 85, Ido suspect this Trash To be a party in this I in-

jury. 1647 FULLER Good Th. in Worse T. (1841) 120 His
gracious majesty hath been suspected to be popishly inclined.

1691 RAY Creation Pref. (1692) A v, By Virtue of my Func-
lion, I suspect my self to be obliged to Write something in

Divinity. 1798 FEKRIAR Illustr. Sterne. etc.68 Who would
suspect this heroic strain to be a plagiarism? 1871 GEO.
ELIOT Middleni. Ixxi, He believed that Lydgate suspected
his orders to have been intentionally disobeyed. 1899 All-
butt's Syst.Mcd. VIII. 486 [They] have recorded cases of
hxmatemesis suspected to own a similar cause.

t d. with obj. and clause introduced by that

(cf. 3 b). Obs. rare.

1551 T. WILSON Logic (1580) 47 We suspect suche a one
that he is not altogether cleare. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill,
in. vii. 89 Sorry I am, my Noble Cousin should Suspect me,
that I meane no good to him.

3. To imagine or fancy (something) to be poss-
ible or likely ; to have a faint notion or inkling
of; to surmise, a. with simple object.
c 1550 LLOYD Treas. Healthf], Geue the same vnto the

pacient todrinke in the houre suspecttd of the feuers approch-
ing. 1563 FOXE A. f, M. 1714/2 Much suspected by mee,
Nothing proued can be. Quod Elizabeth the prisoner. 1:1590
GREENE Fr. Bacon ii. 13 We hear, that long we haue sus-

pect, That thou art read in Magicks mysterie. 1615 BACON
Ess., Suspicion (Arb.) 528 There is Nothing makes a Man
Suspect much, more then to Know little. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Pseud. Ef. i. iii. n If all be true that b suspected,
or halfe what is related, there have not wanted, many
strange deceptions. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. 23
They had thought of an expedient.. and that it should be
Executed before it should be Suspected. 1777 BURKE Corr.
(1844) 1 1. 147 You do not . . suspect half enough the villany of
others. 1817 SCOTT Chron. Canongate iv, Whether the .. old
woman did, or did not, suspect the identity of her guest with
[etc.]. 1861 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xn. iii. (1872) IV. 145 Who
dared suspect our King's indifference to Protestantism?
1879 HARLAN Eyesight ii. i^ This is the first symptom looked
for when opium poisoning is suspected.

b. with obj. clause; also parenthetically, with
as or so, or ellipt.

1549 Comfl. Scot. xii. ico Pontius his sone suspekit that
his father dottit in folie throcht his grit aige. 1638 JUNIUS
Paint. Ancients 182 Suspecting that there was some un-
knowne vcrtue in that picture, he called it backe. 1654-66
EARL ORRERY farthen. (1676) 495 He read something in
my Face which made him.. suspect who I was. 1687 A.
LOVELL tr. Thcvcnofs Trav. i. 77 They have strangled
..Sultan Osman, because (as they suspected) he had a
mind to rid himself of them. 1788 M. CUTLER in Life,
etc. (1888) I. 415, I. .suspected it was too late for any kind
of medicine to produce any valuable effect. 1813 SCOTT

SUSPECTEDNESS.

Guy M. 1, I believe I may have some wrongs to repair to-
wards you I have often suspected so. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng, viii. 11.348 note

t The late Alexander Knox..
learned, I suspect, much of his theological system from
Fowler's writings. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb.
xxxiii. (1878) 558, I did not even su>pect how ill she would
be. 1871 BLACKIE Four Phases Morals i. 82 The young
Examinee is pleasantly surprised at finding that he knows
more than he suspected.
4. absol, (from i or 3) or intr. To imagine some-

thing, esp. some evil, as possible or likely ; to have
or feel suspicion.
159* SHAKS. Ven. fy Ad. 1153 It shall suspect where is no

cause of feare, It shall not feare where it should most mis-
trust. 1604 Oth, in. iii. 170 Oh, what damned minutes
tels he ore, Who dotes, yet doubts: Suspects, yet soundly
loues? 1691 NoRRis/Vac/. Disc. 55 It will then be as lawful
for me to Suspect as to Judge more absolutely. 1819 SHELLEY
Ceficiv.il. 43 Some, .slave.., bade to answer, not as he be-

lieves, But as those may suspect or do desire Whose questions
thence suggest their own reply. 1849 JAMKS Woodman ix,
lola was too young and simple to suspect or to doubt.

1 5. trans. With reference to a future possibility :

To expect ; esp. to expect with dread or apprehen-
sion. (With simple obj. or obj. cl.

; rarely with

inf.) Obs. or merged in 3.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxni. (Percy Soc.) 162, I dyde
suspecte That the great gyaunte unto me wolde hast. 1650
FULLER Pisgali in. vi. 330 When the siege of Jerusalem
was suspected frori Kezm king of Syria and Pekah king of
Israel. 1660 Mixt Contempt. (1841) 257 The innocent
child whose precipice they suspected. 1787 William of
Normandy I. 131 He rather suspected to receive a reward
for bis pretended fidelity. 1794 PALEY Evid. in. iv. (1817)
300 One might have suspected, that at least all those who
stood by the sepulchre when Lazarus was raised, would have
believed in Jesus.

1 6. To regard, take note of, care for
; to respect.

1590 GREENE Never too late (1600) 70 Tush the Lord re-

gardeth not the way of sinners, nor suspecteth the misdeeds
of men. 1605 TIMME Qnersit. \. ii. 8 They were., continued

jn theyr being by that diuine power, perpetually maintain-

ing and suspecting them. 1649 DAVKNANT Love tf Hon. v.

iii. 22 It shall be openly perform'd, to shew I not suspect
men's censure or dislike. 1636 North's Plntarch 927 (t.pa.

tninondas) Not suspecting \edd. 1612, 1631 respecting] the

dignity of an Ambassador, nor of his Country.

1 7. With inf. To think in the least, have any
idea of (doing something). Obs. rare"1

.

i6a8 GAULE Pract, The. (1629) 179 Farre be it from vs,
wee should once suspect to chide him.

Hence Suspending vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1691 NORRIS Pract, Disc, 34 Not that we think Suspect-
ing to be in itself unlawful. 173* SWIFT Advant. by Repeal-
ing Test P 24 If I had not known it already to have gotten
ground in many suspecting heads.

Suspectable (s&pe'ktab'l), a. Also 8 erron.

-ible. [f. prec. + -ABLE.] That may or should be

suspected ; open to suspicion.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa V. Iviii. 363 Evermore is parade

and obsequiousness suspectable. a 1761 Jbid. (1768) III.

Ixii. 318 As poverty is generally suspectible, the Widow
must be got handsomely aforehand. 1802-11 BE NTHAM
Ration, Judic. E-vid. (1827) V. 730 Infirm and suspectable
evidence. 1859 W. ANDERSON Disc. Ser. ii. (1860) 198 You
..might show yourself. .of suspectable profession, if you
were complaisant. 1887 Yorksh. Post 23 Feb. 5/7 It is only
in this direction that Europe is suspectable.

Suspe'Ctant, . /fen [ad. L. suspectantew %

-ansj pr. pple. of suspcctare, f. suspect'', see Siis

PECT v. and -ANT.] (See quot.)
1688 HOLME Armoury 11. vii. 144/1 Suspectatit, Spectantt

looking upwards, the Nose Bendwise.

Suspe'cted, ///- a. [f. SUSPECT v. + -ED 1
.]

1. That one suspects of something evil or wrong ;

regarded with suspicion ; imagined guilty or faulty ;

suspect.
1559 in Strype Ann. Kef. (1709) I. App. xi. 35 If any.,

disagreed from his forefathers, he is.. to be judged sus-

pected. 1560 DA us tr. Sleidane's Comm. 150 That all

thynges myght be decided by mete and no suspected per.
sones. 1562 TURNER Herbal ii. 51 Noble men. .that are

bydden to dynner of theyr enemies or suspected frendes.

1363 HYLL Art Garden. (1593) 138 By eating of Garlike, a

man may the safelier goe into a suspected aire, and by

stinking places. 1610 HEYWOOD Gold. Age 11. i, The Iron

bar'd dores and the suspected vaults, The Barricadoed gates.

1615 MANWOOD La-wes forest xxiv. 5. 241 AH others found

in the Forest searching and going after a suspected maner.

x66a STILLINCFL. Orig. Sacrx i. iv. i Their eldest Histo-

rians are of suspected credit even among themselves, a 1700
EVELYN Diary 16 July 1649, To. .walke. .with our guns

ready in all suspected places. 1794 VANCOUVER Agric,
Cambr. 125, I became here a suspected person, and could

obtain no information whatever. 1826 G. J. BELL Cotnm.

Laws Scot. (ed. 5) I. 553 She must have. .a bill of health

when she sails from a suspected port. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. xviii. IV. 234 Whether the danger of trusting the sus-

pected persons or the danger of removing them were the

greater. 1861 Chambers Encycl. II. 95/1 A suspected bill

(of health], commonly called a touched patent or bill, im-

ports that *here were rumours of an infectious disorder.

1914 Times 30 Dec. 10/1 The search and detention of sus-

pected ships.

2. That one suspects to exist, or to be such;

imagined possible or likely.
1706 STANHOPE Parapkr. III. 495 Defamation does not

use to stop at manifest, no, nor at suspected Vice. 1831

SCOTT Ct. Rob. xxvii, In the character of a more than sus-

pected traitor. 1904 Vtrtuy Mem. II. n Sir Ralph was

suddenly arrested,.. by the Lord Protector's soldiers, as a

suspected Royalist.
Hence Suape'ctedly adv.) so as to be suspected;

Suspe-ctedness, state of being suspected.



SUSPECTER.

1609 |si-i- SI-SIT* rt.Y, quot. 11577]. 1656 Attif. Hand-
stint. 93 Those, who. .have. .either undiscernibly. .or sus-

pectedly-.or declaredly, .used such additaments. 1658 I

ROBINSON Stone 96 Some of Hipocrates Aphorisms. .by
losing their lustre, contract a suspectednesse. 1664 11

MORE Myst. /nig. 311 A many Pseudo-Cabbalists have
brought the very name of Cabbala into a suspectednes-,,

Suspecter (s&spe-ktaj). [f. SUSPECT v. + -KK*.]
One who siisjrects;

= SUSPECTOK.
a i6a$ FLETCHER Hum. Lieut, iv. viii, A base suspecter of

a virgins honour. i66a H. MORK /'//<. Writ. I'ref. (ii-n.

10 i'he jealous Suspecters or Opposers of new Truths.

1895 K. T. ELWORTHY Evil Eye 436 The countcrchann i>

worked by tlir nupecter's turning the largest coal upside
io\vn.

Suspectful (sspe-ktfAil), a. Now rare or Obs.

[1.
SlSl'ECT J//.1 + -FUL-]

fl. Having regard or respect for something;
mindful of.

Obs. rare-1
.

1570 FOXE A. $ M. (ed. 2) I. 159/2 He willeth him.. to

be sollicitous for his soule, and suspectfull of the houre of
his death.

2. Full of suspicion ; inclined to suspect ; mis-

trustful ;
= SUSPICIOUS 2.

a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia n. (1912) 317 In whom the innate
incnnes will bring forth ravenous covetousnes, and the new-
ties of his estate, suspectfull cruelty. -Qti Second Maiden's

Trag. i. i,
Thei'd lyu'de suspectfull still, warnde by their

feares. 1640 How ELL DodoneCs Gr. 21 Alwaies emulous
and suspectfull of her. 2644 MILTON Areof. (Arb.) 59 To
include the whole Nation, .under such a diffident and sus-

pectfull prohibition. 1682 OTWAV Venice Preserved in. ii,

Our good Fortune Has. . Strengthen 'd the fearful'st, charm'd
the most suspect ful. 1856 LEVER Martins o/Cro

1 M. xiv,

The most suspectful, unimpulsive, and ungenerously-dis.

posed of all natures.

f 3. Exciting or deserving suspicion ;
= SUSPI-

CIOUS i. Obs. rare.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne \. xxiii. (1632) 59 Spare no powder,
which would serve as a gratification toward these suspect-

Aqua. 14* OWELL or. reat. r. 47 otng cou
make France more suspectfull to England than the addition

of those Countreyes.

Hence Snspe ctfnlness, proneness to suspicion.
1871 LEVER Ld. Kilgobbin v. (1875) 37 The half-suspect-

fulness of one not fully assured of what he was listening to.

Suspeotible : see SUSPECTABLE.

t Suspe'Ction. Obs. Also 4 suspectioun,
-eocioun, 4-5 -ecoyon, 5-6 -eccion, -ectyon,
6 St. -ectione. [a. OF. s(o)uspcctiont ad. L. sus-

pectio, -onem, in med.L. suspicion, f. suspect-, sus-

picfff to SUSPECT : see -TION.]
= SUSPICION.

13.. Coer de L. 965, I took hem, thorwe suspeccyon,. .to

my prisoun. 11340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxx. 9 To..haf ill

susspeccioun of a trew frend. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. I. pr.
iv. (1868) 20 My wijf and be compaignie of myn hpneste
frendis,..defenden me of al suspeccioun [v.r. suspecion] of

syche blame. ^1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode \, Ivi. (1869) 34
Ther mihte be gret suspeccion that in sum . .cornere the filthe

were heled or heped. 1487 Act 3 Hen. VII, c. 3 Prisoners
and persones arrested for light suspeccion of felony, c 1489
CAXTON Sonnes ofAywon vi. 148 Yf ye have ony suspectyon
vpon me. 1509 HAWES fast. Pleas, xxxv. (Percy Soc.) 180
To cause a lady to have suspection Unto her true lover. 1553
T. WILSON Rhet, 50 They make wise men ever after to

have them in suspection. 1555 EDEN Decades (Arb.) 117
That yowe maye..bee owte of all suspection that yowe
shal not bee deceaued. 1588 PARKE tr. Mendoza's Hist.

China 219 Although they are without suspection of enimies.

1631 CHAPMAN Caesar tfj- Pompey n. i. D iv, Suspected ? what

suspection should feare a friend? 17*8 EARL OF AILESBURY
Metti. (1890) 648 Prosecutions and suspections in relation to

great malversations he was charged with.

t Suspe ctious, a. Obs. [a. OF. suspedieux,
f. suspection : see prec. and -ious.]

= SUSPICIOUS.

14.. Chaucer's Clerk's T. 540 (Corpus MS.), Suspeccious
[other MSS. Suspecious] was be defame of bis man. 1422
YONCE tr. Seer. Seer. lix. 235 Who-so hath the Paas litili

and Swyfte, he is suspeccious, of euyl will. 1477 EARL
RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 57 He that trusteth in this worlde
is receiued, & he that is suspectious is in grete sorowe.

1521 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. I. 284 Ye shall shew unto
her Grace, the keping that the King her son is in is right
susspectious. a 1558 in J. R. Boyle Hedon (1875) App. 95
That no man harbor within his house anye wavering or

suspeccyous persone.
Hence f Suspe-ctiousness. rare 1

.

1525 LD. BRRNERS Froiss. II. clxvii. 187 Se you any sus-

pectiousnes in this mater?

t Suspe ctless, a. Obs. [f. SUSPECT J&I

-LESS.]

1. Having no suspicion ; unsuspecting.
1591 SYLVESTER Du Barlas i. ii. 1255 The Wolf and Lamb,

Lions and Hucks do row Vpon the Waters, side by side,

suspectlesse. 1615 T. ADAMS Wltite Devil 6 Judas' traine
soone tooke tire in the suspectless disciples. 1638 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 71 Such time poore Abdul Fazel

(suspectlesse of any villany) passes by, Radgee falls upon
him. a 1756 G. WEST Abuse Trav. vii, The youthful heart,

Exposed suspectless to the traytor's wile.

2. Not liable to suspicion ; unsuspected.
1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \\. iv. Trophies 505 His son

the Prince . . warns the Jessean by suspect-lcsse signes. 1608

MIDDLETON Five Gallants i. ii, It keeps my state suspect-
less and unknown. 1637 HEYWOOD Pleas. Dial. Wks. 1874
VI. 272 This shape may prove suspectlesse, and the fittest

To cloud a godhead in.

Hence f Suape'ctiessly adv., unsuspectingly.
'599 LINCHE Fount. Anc. Fiction Oj, The suspectlesly

inchaunted sea-trauellers are infinitely beguiled.

t Snspe'Ctly, adv. Obs. rare.
[f. SuapECT a.

+ -M 1

*. Ci. OK. suspectement.] In a way >

suspicion; suspiciously. So Snspe ctnesa (rare
1

),
the state of being suspected.
i4 HOCCLKVR Cfl///. 292 Neythar still nor lowde knew

they me do suspectly. 1477 Cm'. Lcet /ik. 420 Yf eny per-
sone hereaflur resorle vnlo this Cite suspectly. a 1577 ^ IK
T. SMITH <Vw;/ w. Kng. \\. xxii. (1584) 74 Any thai liucth
idle and suspectly [so ed. 1589 ; ed. 1609 suspected ly]. 1898
A. F. LEACH BeVerUyAct JH: (Surtees) I. p. Ixxv, |. Hinder
had been in the usual state of suspectnevs with thr

Suspector (ftpe'ktuX [a^ent-n. in L. form
f. SUSPECT v. : see -OR.] One who suspects.
1804 \V. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. II. 26<j 'I'he spy and *us-

pector of his conduct. 1845-6 DE QUINCEY Giifillan's Lit.

c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 460 A bisshopp ^at suspent a cer-
tan preste in his dioces..bis is |>e bisshopp f>at t"ke fro vs
our preste & suspend hym. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 236 He
suspendyt horn of hor pouer bat bay haddyn in Cristys
creatures. 1534 tr. Constit. Otho in Lyndewode Constit. 1 14
That they be suspended both from offyce and also benefyce.
158^-7 Reg. Privy Council Scot. IV. 1^3 His Hienes and
thesaidis Lordishessuspendit. .thesaidisMaisteris Balcan-
quell and Williame Watsoun of all . . preiching of the
Worde. a 1628 PRESTON Saints Daily Exert:. (1629) 128

They are suspended from receiving the benefit by it. 1687
WOOD Life 31 May (O.H.S.) III. 221 The vice-chancellor
of Cambridge suspended this month for not admitting
father Francis M.A. 1693 Ibid. 12 Oct. 432 The society
suspended him of his vote. 1699 \JOTTtXLLMrfffReL (1857}
'V. 535 Captain Kirk.. is suspended his commission in the
earl of Oxfords regiment. 1743-4 in *oth Rep. Hist. MSS.
Counn. App. i. 212, 1 do hereby suspend you from all further

Authority in His Maj*7'* Fleet, till His Majty'* Pleasure
shall be known. 1877 FROUDE Short Stud. (1883) IV. i. ix.

96 The king had been obliged to suspend the sheriffs in
several counties. 1881 GLADSTONE Sp. in Ho. Comm. 3
Feb., It becomes my duty to make a Motion for the suspen-
sion of the following Members. ..I have to move that they
be severally suspended from the service of the House during
the remainder of the day's Sitting.

reft, c 1380 WVCLIF Set. Wks. III. 362 5if bei wolden sus-

pende hemsilf fro alle bingis but Goddis lawe.

t b. To debar temporarily from participation in

something, presence in a place, etc. Obs.
c 1400 Rule St. Benet (verse) 1258 Sche salbe suspend fro

be kirk, Fro mete, & fro al company, c 1450 LYDG. & BURGH
Secrees 2240 Yif he thus offende, Oute of thy presence hym
vttirly suspende.
2. To put a stop to, usually for a time; esp. to

bring to a (temporary) stop ;
to intermit the nse

or exercise of, pnt in abeyance. Chiefly in passive
without implication of a definite agent.
To suspend payment : to cease paying debts or claims on

account of financial inability; to become insolvent.

c 1*90 Beket 856 in S. Eng. Leg. 131 po seide b bischop of

wynchestre :
*
sire gilbert, beo siille 1 We sospendiez swuch

conseil, for it nis nou^t wurth a ftHe. c 1380 WYCLIF Sel.

Wks. III. 356 Prove he his power bi bis lesse, and suspende
assoiling of moneie. 15*9 MORE Sttppt. ofSoulys Wks. 326/1

Though he suffer his mercy to be commonly suspended and

tempered with the balaunce of his iustice. 1540 Act 32 Hen.

yitl, c. 48 $ i The same rentjs by longe tymes shalbe sus-

pendid and not due to be paid. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's

Comm. 165 The Emperour doeth suspende all suites and
actions in the lawe commenced againste the Prptestauntes.
1564 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 287 The Lordis of Secreit

Counsall suspendis the said Robert Lord Sempillis com-
missioun abonewrittin. i6oa WARNER Alb.Eng. Epit. (1612)

355 The Gouernment of the naturall Britttsh Kings.. was
lor many yeeres suspended. 1654 BRAMHALL Just Vind. ii.

(1661) 16 External actual communion may sometimes be

suspended . . by the just censures of (he Church. 1707 Curios.

Husb. ff Card. 259 The Course of the nourishing juice being

suspended and turn'd aside. 1751 JOHNSON Hambler No.

187 p 5 By dividing his time between the chace and fishery,

[he] suspended the miseries of absence and suspicion. 1761
HUME Hist. Eng. I. viii. 178 The king . .suspended the pay-
ment of Peter's pence. 1777 PRIESTLEY Matter tf 6>. (1782)

I. v. 56 All power of thinking is suspended during a swoon.

1856 SIR B. BRODIE Psyckei. Ing. I. iv. 138 We may by a

powerful effort suspend the action of the respiratory muscles

during a limited time. 1860 TVNDALL Gtac, i. xxvii. 217 A
motion which seems not to be suspended even in the depth
of winter. 1863 H. Cox fnsttt. n. xi. 575 The end of a Prize

Court is, to suspend the property which is the subject of

prize, till condemnation. 1883 Manch. Exam. 29 Oct. 5/4

The firm had to suspend payment, not from any fau It oftheir

own, but from their connection with another firm. 1885 Law

t Suspextuous, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. sus-

pectits (w-stem) SUSPECT sbj- + -ous. Ci. rare OK.
suspectneitx^ SUSPICIOUS 3.

\byjGoodlie Hist. Lucres 4 Eur, F vj, I thynke as our
Cyte/ens l>e su*pectuous and full of conjectoures.
Suspence, obs. form of SUSPENSE.

Suspend (stfspe-nd), v. Also 3 sos- ; 5 pa. f.

and ppte. suspend(e, pa. f. suspent, 5-6 (9 in
sense 10 a) pa. pple. suspent. [a. OF. sus-

y sos-

pendre or ad. its source L. suspendere (whence also
Pr. suspendre, It. sospendere, Sp., Pg. suspender),
i. sus-

t SUB- ad init. and 35 +pend- to hang.]
I. 1. trans. To debar, usually for a time, from

the exercise of a function or enjoyment of a privi-
lege; Sp. to deprive (temporarily) of one's office.

Const,from, ^of.
c iago Beket 1713 in S. Eng. Leg. 155 pe pope him sende

lettres..pat he scholde..suspendi |>e bischopes J>at swuch
on-rist duden ^ere. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 79 pei wolen
suspenden pore prestis fro masse & prechyngc & aile goddis

SUSPEND.
\ XX. 1 1 i/i | hr ji^ht uf the rail*.
lb ordinary -

190* \V. U
5 My lma&ier\l certificate has been Mi*pende!r

D. 1 o stop or check the action or movement of

(something) temporarily ; to hold in suspense ; fto
hold back /TVM.
t 1450 Gotistow Reg. 94 All other every dayes hit *hold be

lawful t.i syng j masse with a lowc v,,ycc. and (hr belk
w*fwndL 1565 AVjf. /v/ry G><-// .\ cot. \

lift fra all cev.mK . 1569 UNDKRDOWN Or'ia-t /wet. ll-u r n,,, Ax sotie as
h.- s. lW i- his rhylde lye before him, he tiraue on the one yde,

uspended hjn plough, and so pasted without hap
(he chylde. 1643 MM. ION Divot^c vii. Wit*. 1851 IV. 36Mug more then disturbance of mind suspends us from

I approaching God. 1710 SHAUKSB. t'harac. (1737) I. ti, ii.

257 The Sublime can no way.. bear to b suspended in it*

impetuous Course. ^1750 COLLINS On Distant Virtu Rich*
mondCh. iv, Remembrance oft shall haunt the shore.. And
oft suspend the dashing oar To bid his gentle spirit rest '

*753 A. MURPHY Gray's Inn Jml. No. 33 lloth their Sensa.
I lions being too big for Utterance, their Tongues were sus-

pended. 1836 LANDOR Pericles ff Aspasia Wks. 1846 II.

373 There is a gloom in deep love as in deep water. There
is a silence in it which suspends the foot.

t c. spec. To put a stop to or interdict the use
of (a place of worship), esp. temporarily ; hence,
to profane. Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 60 l>ei wolen suffre.. a chirche

or a chirche jerde suspend id & no masse &eyd ^er-innc.
a 1500 Iiale"s Chron. in Six Town Chron. (1911) 120 The
first day of July powles chirch was suspent and the v day
folowyng halowed ageyn. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Kings xxiii.

8 He. .suspended y hye places, where the prestes brent in-

cense. Acts xxiv. 6 We haue founde this man. .a sterer

vp of sedicion. .& hath taken in hande also to suspende the
I temple. 1548 UUALL Erasm. Par. Acts x. 38 b, Hytherto
i

neuer cate 1 anye meate that was suspended, or vncleane

lorig. gvicqnid pro/itnvm aut impumm\ 1560 DAUS tr.

Sleidane's Comm. 294 Hischaplaines before they wold saye
any seruice in their churches,.. hallowed them againe..as
.suspended and polluted with Lutheranisme. 2561 \\\Maitl.
Club Misc. III. 270 Ye Lady College Kyrk . . is decernit and
suspendit ane prophane hows.

f d. gen. To put a stop to the use of, interdict ;

to abrogate. Obs.

1488 in Archaeologia XLV. 115, viij Pillowes of dyvers
coloures, besides other that beth suspent & dampned for

, bad, as appereth in the parcellis of the suspent wares, c 1550
i HOLLAND Crt. Venus in. 369 The law poshiue, It did sus-

pend, and haldis as detestme.

e. To cause (a law or the like) to be for the
time no longer in force ; to abrogate or make in-

operative temporarily.
XS3S-6 Act 27 Hen. VII'/, c. 10 5 8 Provided also that this

present acte.. be. .{not] taken to extincte release discharge or

,
suspende any Statute [etc.]. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm.

'

183 The decree of Auspurge. .he suspendeth. 1766 BLACK-
STONE Comm. n. xviii. 273 The statutes of mortmain were

i suspended for twenty years by the statute i & a P. & M. c. 8.

1787 Constit. U. S. i. S 9 'I'he privilege of the writ of habeas
corpus shall not be suspended, unless when . . the public safety
may require it. 1842 MACAULAY Ess.Fredk. Gt. (1877) 7^0
I'he authority of laws and magistrates had been suspended.
1879 FROUDE Caesar v. 43 In great danger it was the Senate's
business to suspend the constitution.

f. Of an event, condition, etc. : To bring about
or entail the temporary cessation of.

1419 26 Pol. Poems 71 Encresyng of temperalte Suspende
spiritualte. 1684 Contempt. St. Man \\. iv. (1699) 159 There
is no Joy.. which can suspend the Grief we suffer from a
Finger that is sawing off. 169$ BLACKMORE Pr. Arth. lit.

587 Wonder almost suspends their Happiness. 1793 BEDDOES
Math. Evid. p. xiii, Pregnancy suspends consumption. 1805
Med. Jrnl. XIV. 142 When the small-pox appeared first, it

did not suspend the measles. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii.

I. 247 The agitation, which had been suspended by the late

changes, speedily became more violent than ever. 1901
Electr. Rev. 27 Sept. 523/2 A breakdown of a trolley wire . .

temporarily suspended the service [of trams].

g. To cease (for a time) from the execution or

performance of; to desist or refrain from, esp.

temporarily, t Also absol. Now unusual.

1605 SHAKS. Lear i. it. 86 If it shall please you to suspend
your indignation against my Brother, til you can deriue from
him better testimony of his intent. 1619 H. BURTON Babel

\

no Bethel 69 All saving t rut he-., .must vaile bonnet, and
suspend, while Homes '1 raduions bee serued and obserued.

1715 DE FOE Pant. Instruct. (1841) I. i. vii. 125 Suspend
,

your foolish passion about the fellow. 1769 BURKE Obs.
Late St. Nation WJcs. 1842 1. 103 They suspended violence.

! 1780 COWPER Nightingale tf Gloiv-uwrm 3 A nightingale. .

!
Had cheer'd the village with his song, Nor yet at eve bis

j

note suspended. 18*1 SCOTT Kenilw. xvi, Men suspended
' every, even the slightest, external motion. 1863 GEO. ELIOT

,

Romola i, An old woman, .for the moment bad suspended
i her wail to listen. 1876 Dan. Der. Iviii, These thought-,
I which he wanted to master and suspend.

h. intr. for pass. To come to a stop for the

time, cease temporarily, intermit, rare.

1650 FULLER Pisgah n. 61 Then Jordan, whose streams
hitherto suspended, returned into his channel). 1808 Med.
yrnl. XIX. 499 The apoplectic respiration now nearly sus-

pended. 1879 S, C. BARTLETT Egypt to Pal. 459 The rain

suspended long enough for us to. .get fairly under way.

3. To put off to a later time or occasion
;
to

defer, postpone. Obs. or merged in other senses.

1577 tr. BuUinger*s Decades (1592) 504 It is.. not known
what is true, and so the sentence definitiue is suspended.
1581 in Digges Complete Atnbass. (1655) 388 Her M. sns-

pendeth all resolute answers, till she hear from you. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud, Ep. \. \. 4 So hath he reserved many
things unto his owne resolution, whose determinations, .we
..must with reverence suspend unto that great day. 1648



SUSPEND.

GAGE West Ind. 202 The old Fryer.. thought every day a

year that I stayed there, and suspended my Voyage for

England. aijoo EVELYN Diary 18 June 1683, He would

certainly enter judgment against them, which hitherto he

had suspended. 1743 WEST Let. mGray's Poems (1775) 142
Till that first act is over, every body suspends his vote. 1793
Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life $ Writ. (1832) II. 277 Britain

will suspend her blow till she can strike very bard.

Const, inf. (or gerund). 1566 ABP. PARKER Corr. (Parker
Soc.) 262 Being informed, .that, .you suspended to give your
furtherance until you had heard our advice. 1581 T. HOWELL
Denises (1879) 238 Suspend to deeme the worst,. .And poyse
eche poynte before you verdit giue. 1672 EARL ESSEX in

Essex Papers (Camden) 22 If I shall see that, .they doe

meritt, I will put it in execution, but if not, 1 will suspend
doeing any thing in it. 1754 EDWARDS freed. Will 11. vii.

(1762) 71 There is no Medium between suspending to act,
and immediately acting.

f- b. To defer dealing with
;

to put off con-

sideration of; to pass over for the time
;
hence

gen. to disregard. 06s.

1581 PETTIE tr. Gnazzo's Civ. Con-v. i. (1586) 6, I would. .

a little suspend these seuerall points, and first intreate of
this matter in general!. 1631 LITHGOW 7'rav. x. 493 A
Regall Commission (which partly beeing some-where obeyed,
and other-where suspended). 1660 R. ELLSWORTH in Extr.
St. Papers rel. Friends Ser. u. (1911) 121 Their said re-

fusealt, if suspended or conniued att, will cause a general
discontent. 1765 T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. I. ii. 293 The
reason of which., it is better to suspend tban too critically
to inquire into.

jC. Of an event, etc. : To defer or delay the

accomplishment of. Qbs.

1781 GIBBON Decl. $ F. xxi. (1787) II. 309 The divisions of

Christianity suspended the ruin of paganism. i784CowpER
Task n. 197 Will thy discovery of the cause Suspend th'

effect, or heal it? 1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia I. n. iii. 253
The bravest efforts of their gallant chiefs could not suspend
their destiny.

f d. intr. To be delayed. Obs.

1690 CHILD Disc. 7VW<f (1698) 81 Before the use of money
falls, which I conclude cannot long suspend.
4. trans. To keep (one's judgement) undeter-

mined; to refrain from forming (an opinion) or

giving (assent) decisively.
foccas. to withhold (assent)from.
1SS3 LATIMER Serin. Lord's Prayer \. (1562) 6 b, We should

not be to hastye in beleuynge the tale, but rather suspende
oure iudgementes till we know the truth. x6ao T. GRANGER
Div. Logike n. iv, In, doubtfull things we suspend our

assent.and iudgement. 1667 TEMPLE Let. Wks. 1731 11.27,
I suspend my Confidence till the Arrival of my English
Letters, which are my Gospel in these Cases. 1741 Col. Rec.

Pennsylv. IV. 551 He must excuse us if we suspend our
belief until we are better satisfied of the Truth of the Facts.

1775 JOHNSON Tax. no Tyr, 16 The publick voice suspends
its decision. 1^91 HAMILTON tr. Bert/toilet's Dyeing I. i.

in. ii. 256 On this subject I suspend my opinion. 1885 *Ms.
ALEXANDER' At Bay i, He felt strongly disposed to believe
that his new acquaintance was thoroughly a lady, though
a knowledge of life in most European capitals disposed him
to suspend his judgment.
f D. absol. To suspend one's judgement, to be

indonbt; hence occas. (with simple obj. or obj.

cl.) to doubt ; also, to apprehend, suspect. Obs.
1585 Q. ELIZ. in Four C. En*. Lett. (1880) 29, I wer out

of [myj sences if I shuld not suspend of any hiresay til the
answer of your owne action. 1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out
ofHum. iv. iv, Pardon me, that's to be suspended, you are
too quicke, too apprehensive. 1599 Cynthia's Rev. iv. ii,

These ladies are not of that close, and open behauiour, as

happily you may suspend. 163* LTTHGOW Tray. vi. 248
[They] sayd, heere Diues the rich Glutton dwelt. . ; this I

suspend. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. ii. vi. 102 Many
things are . . believed of other plants, wherin at least we can-
not but suspend. 1656 Burtons Diary (1828) I. 141 Moses
did not suspend that it was to be punished with death. His
consultation with God was only about the manner. 1676
MABVELL Mr. Smirke Wks. (Grosart) IV. 74 Some divines
teach us to believe (though I suspend) that God Himself
cannot..compel men to believing. 1749 HARTLEY Observ.
Man i. Pref., That voluntary Power over our Affections and
Actions, by which we deliberate, suspend, and choose.

fc. To hold oneself back or refrainfrom doing
something. Obs. rare.

1598 in Ellis Ortf. Lett. Ser. i. III. 50 Wisshing us to sus-

pend from embracing any other course in that kinde. 1675
M. CLIFFORD Hum. Reason 17 Reason will not presently
advise us to a change,. .but suspend a while and attempt
again. Ibid. 89, I must. .stand still, that is suspend abso-
lutely from the belief of any Religion.
to. a. To keep in a state of mental fixity,

attention, or contemplation ; to rivet the attention of.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's lust. i. 9 To geue ourselues unto
such a searching out of God, as may so holde our witt sus-
pended with admiration [etc.]. 1639 S. Du VERGER tr. Camus'
Admir. Events a 2, Things which delight and wonderfully
suspend the minde. 1667 MILTON/*. Z. 11. 555 The harmony
. . Suspended Hell, and took with ravishment The thronging
audience. 1671 WOODHEAD St. Teresa u. xi. 91 A Prayer
of Quiet in the manner of a Spiritual sleep, which suspends
the Soul so, that, .we may lose much time. 1744 AKBNSIDE
Pleas. Imag. i. 257 The village-matron, round the blazing
hearth, Suspends the infant-audience with her tales. 1804EUGENIA DE ACTON Tale without Title I. 224 She sat sus-
pended, till recollecting the box., she started. 1812 CARV
Dante, Parad. xxxii. 81 Whatsoever I had yet beheld, Had
not so much suspended me with wonder [orig. Di tanta
ammirazion non mi sos^ese],

t b. To keep in suspense, uncertainty, or inde-
cision. Obs. (or dial.)
160* B. JONSON Sejanus iv. v, Thus he leaues the Senate

Dmided, and suspended, all vncertaine. 1653 H. COGAN tr.
Pinto s Trav. xiii. 39 We were all suspended into divers
opinions. 1668 DRYDEN Even. Love Ded., She [.re. Victory]
seem'd to suspend her self, and to doubt, before she took her
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Flight. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. (Globe) 247 My Thoughts
were a little suspended, when I had a serious Discourse with

the Spaniard. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 158 p 13 The
intent of the introduction is to raise expectation, and sus-

pend it. 1798 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) 1 v - 2o8
>
I am entirely

suspended as to what is to be expected, c 1880 Kirkby
( Yorks.} Dial., They were very curious to know the secret

but I would not tell them. I suspended them for a whole

year.
6. Sc. Law. a. trans. To defer or stay (execu-

tion of a sentence) pending its discussion in the

Supreme Court, b. intr. To present a bill of

suspension : see SUSPENSION 4, and cf. SUSPENDER 3.

1650 Acts of Sederunt 16 Jan. (179,0) 63 The decreittis,

registrate bandis, and uther groundis of the letters and

charges craved to be suspendit. 1698 in Sir H. Dalrymplc
Decisions (1792) i Sir John C. having charged the Earl. .

upon a bond of borrowed money, to pay loool. Sterling, he

suspended, and alleged res jndicata. 1743 KAMES Decis.

Crt. Sess. 1730-52(1^0) 65 Begbie occasionally hearing that

his decree was suspended, put up his protestation in common
form. Ibid. 70 W. H., being charged tor recourse, suspended
upon want of due negociation. 1838 W. BELL Diet. Law
Scot. s. v. Suspension^ The party complaining commences

proceedings by presenting a bill of suspension, .his bill con-

cludes, that the. .execution in question ought to be sus-

pended, and therefore he prays for letters of suspension.

7. Mus. To prolong (a note of a chord) into the

following chord, thus deferring the progression of

the part in which it occurs, usually so as to pro-
duce a temporary discord.

1853 J. SMITH Treat. Mus. 35 In Example (97) the dimin-
ished and minor seventh are suspended. 1867 MACFARREN
Harmony (1892) 69 Let us suspend every bass note as the
inverted 4th of the chord that follows it.

II. 8. trans. To hang, hang up, by attachment
to a support above ;

= HANG v. i. (Often a tech-

nical or affected substitute for hang.)
c 1440 Pallad. on Hush. in. 8-52 And after monethes iij do
hem suspende. 1593 ^*' cf Durham (Surtees 1842) 34
The iiij

lh bell remaynes ther still and was never rounge
synce yt was suspent. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. t Suspend. .,

to hang up or upon. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Suspended,
a Philosophical Word for hanged up. 1719 QUINCV Lex.

Physico-Med. (1722), Suspended, or Appended^ is said of
external Remedies, which are wore about the Neck, Wrists,
or the like. 1784 COWPER Task iv. 774 The most unfurnish'd
with the means of life . . overhead Suspend tHeir crazy boxes,

planted thick, And watered duly. 1796 J. JORDAN Specif.
Patent Bridges (1797) 4 My invention consists in suspend,
inff to an arch or arches,, .bridges. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch
I*k. II. 52 (Stage Coach) Hams, tongues, and flitches of

bacon, were suspended from the ceiling. 1836 Penny Cycl,
VI. 778/2 A collection of pictures.. for the present suspended
in an apartment at the Pitt press. 1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist.

Eng. II. 87 Others [sc. rebels] were suspended from the

boughs of the oak. 1848 BUCKLEY IHad\\. 293 He suspended
from his'shoulders his silver-studded sword. 1867 \.t.C*tess

tfahn-Hahns Lives Fathers of Desert 20 The chandeliers

suspended from the roof were of silver.

fig* '836 J- GILBERT Chr. Atonem. ii, Punishments actu-

ally denounced, and those punishments suspended over us.

f b. intr. *= HANG v. 8. Obs.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillenieaus Fr. Chirurg. 16/2 Because
that the wounded parte^ may suspend & hange in the bellye.

1599 tr. Gabelhouer"s Bk. Physickebi 2 Let not this little

cloth suspend above thre howers therin. a 1687 VILLIEKS
(Dk. Buckhm.) Epitaph upon Feiton i Here umnter'd sus-

pends.. Felton's dead Earth.

c. trans. To support (something hanging), rare.
1816 TUCKEY JVarr, Exped. R. Zaire iii. (18181 99 And a

silk sash, .suspending a ship's cutlass, finished his costume.
d. To attach so as to allow of movement about

the point of attachment ;
= HANG v. 2.

18*7 FARADAY Chetn. Manip. xxui. (1842) 595 It will, if

freely suspended, pass beyond its position ofrest to a distance
on the left side. 1871 A. MEADOWS Man, Midwifery (ed. 2)
200 An index suspended from a cross-bar.

8. fig. To cause to depend ; pass, to 'depend.
Const, on, upon (rarely^ww). Now rare.
1608 WILLET Hexapla Exod. xxxiv. 820 It seemeth by the

Hebrew distinction ouer Iehouah,that this word is suspended
from the rest which follow, so that eel is one of the epithetes
rather.. then a proper name of God. 1629 PRYNNE Anti-
Armin. 83 If our conuersion, saluation, grace, and glorie,
are thus suspended on our most impotent, .wills, what man
can once be saued ? 1653 MILTON Hirelings Wks. 1851 V.
373 That the Magistrate.. should take into his own Power
the stipendiary maintenance of Church-ministers, ..would
suspend the Church wholly upon the State. 1758 JOHNSON
Idler No. n P 5 The present state of the skies and of the
earth, on which plenty and famine are suspended. 1759
Rasselas xxviii, It is dangerous for a man and woman to sus-

pend their fate upon each other, at a time when opinions
are fixed [etc.]. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthus. x. 278 That the
universal prevalence of Christianity. . is suspended upon the
continuance of missionary zeal. 1844 R. CHOATE Addresses
(1878) 334 The peculiarity of this election is that while it

involves all the questions of mere policy which are ever sus-

pended on the choice of a president [etc.].

t b. To regard as dependent,
' make *

(a thing)
depend, upon. Obs.

1638 CHILLINGW. Relig. Prot. \. ii. 69. 79 Your suspending
the same [sc. salvation of a baptized infant] on the Baptizer's
intention. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 260/1 'Iriey differed
from the above-mentioned theotogists and philosophers in

this, that the latter suspended every thing from Deity.
10. a. To hold, or cause to be held up, without

attachment; = HANG v. i d.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \i. iii. 72 That in the
Temple of Serapis there was an iron chariot suspended by
Loadstones in the ayre. 1685 BOYLE Enq. Notion Nat. ii.

29 That water kept suspended in a sucking Pump, is not in
its natural place. 1846 BROWNING Luria in. 198 The un-
seen sun above, Which draws and holds suspended all of

SUSPENDEE.

us, Binds transient mists and vapours into one. 1870 R. R.
COVERDALK Poetns 16 A cloud in western skies Suspent, or
floating on its way. 1909 C. KEYSEK in Hibbert Jrnl. Jan.
386 The world of things that are finite is strictly an island-
world suspent in a sea,

b. To hold, or cause to be held, in suspension ;

to contain in the form of particles diffused through
its substance, as a fluid medium

; to cause to be so
diffused (in the medium).
1737 BRACKEN farriery Impr. (1757) II. 277 Spirit of Wine

singly is not near so efficacious . . as when it contains or Sus-

j
pends some resinous Substance. 1805 W. SAUNDERS Win.

! Waters 162 There is no more carbonic acid, or scarcely more,
than is necessary to keep the lime suspended. 1862 MILLER
Elem. Chew,, Org. iii. (ed. 2) 244 By suspending the com-
pound of acetylene with subchloride of copper in a solution
of ammonia. 1874 GARKOD & BAXTER Mat. Med. 115 Fluid
Magnesia... Prepare as above, suspend in water and pass
pure carbonic acid gas through St. 1880 Encycl. Brit, XIII.
81/1 Gold and silver inks are writing fluids in which gold and
silver,, .are suspended in a state of fine division.

Suspe nded, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED
l.]

I. I. Temporarily deprived of office, position,
or privilege.
1535 in Burnet Hist. Kef. (1679) I- Records 132 Whether

any .Persons Excommunicate, Suspended, or Interdicted, did

give Voices in the same Election? 1659 Clarke Papers
iCamden) IV. 300 The cashiered and suspended officers.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. n. vi. viii, Louis and his sad sus-

pended Household. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. \\. II. 408
Compton, the suspendea Bishop of London. 1901 Scotsman
9 Mar. 8/4 One of the suspended members had the first

place for an amendment.
2. Undecided, undetermined.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 194 His suspended and
doubtful) mynde. 1779-^1 JOHNSON L. /*., J/zYtonWks. II.

88 One of his friends who had reproved his suspended and
dilatory life. 2881 W. H. WHITE A/. Rutherford** AtttoHog.
ii. 20 It is the most difficult thing for us to be satisfied with

suspended judgment.
3. Temporarily stopped, intermitted : chiefly in

phr. suspended animation, a state of temporary
insensibility, esp. that due to asphyxia.
1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam xi. xi, Why watched those

myriads with suspended breath Sleepless a second night ?

1820 GOOD Nosology. 368 Total suspension of all the mental
and corporeal functions.. Asphyxy. Suspended animation.

1815 SCOTT Betrothed xiv. In suggesting and applying the
usual modes for recalling the suspended sense. 1827
Snrg. Dan. viii, An old servant waited with the means of

restoring suspended animation. 1836 I. TAYLOR Phys. The.
Another Life xvii. 257 A condition of suspended powers.
4. Deferred, or of which the fulfilment or execu-

tion is deferred.

1848 LYTTON Harold viii. vi, Harold parted from his be-

trothed, without hint of his suspended designs. 1856 DOVE
Logic Chr. Faith v. ii. 326 Inasmuch as perfect justice is

not executed in this world, man is in a state of suspended
condemnation.

5. Mus. Of a note of a chord : Prolonged into

the following chord, usually so as to constitute a

temporary discord.

1853 J- SMITH Treat. Mus. 33 By carrying on some one
tone (technically termed a 'suspended note

1

), from the

harmony preceding a dissonant chord. 1867 MACFARREN
HeirMany (1892) 66 The suspended discords are the 9th, and
the ^th, and also the 5th, from the mediant and leading-note.

1889 PROUT Harmony xix. 228 The first inversion of the

suspended fourth.

II. 6. Supported by attachment above
; hung ;

hanging, f Suspended'bridge = SUSPENSION-BRIDGE.
1796 Monthly Mag. II. 883 Jordan's Suspended Bridges.

1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. 9f Art II. 223 The clappers
now fly to deposit the electricity they have received upon
the central bell. They are then again in a condition to be
attracted by the suspended bells. 1861 STEPHENS & BURN
Bk. P'arm-buildings 368 Suspended or hanging gate for

courtyards. 1889 G. FINDLAY Eng. Railway 44 In 1847 Mr.

Bridges Adams introduced the suspended joint with fish-

plates. 1901 Black's llhtstr. Carp, ft Build., Scaffolding
18 We recognise, by the tell-tale cavities left in the existing

stonework, that the scaffolds were suspended ones.

b. Entotn. (See quots.)
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. 300 Suspended* . . when one

part is joined to another by a ligature, without being inserted

in it. 1841 WESTWOOD Brit. Butterflies 54 The mode in

which these caterpillars [of the Peacock Butterfly] change
to suspended chrysalides. 1871 E. NEWMAN Brit. Butter-

flies 19 KetaMn/.,tbOM in which the chrysalids are at-

tached by the tail only, and hang with the head downwards.

c. Bot. Of an ovule (or seed) : Attached at or

near the summit of the ovary (or fruit) and hanging

vertically.
1831 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. 159 When an ovulum.. hangs

from the summit of the cavity, it is Pendulous ;
and when

from a little below the summit, it is suspended. 1861 BENT-
LEY Man. Bot. 336 A seed may be erect, inverse or pendu-
lous, suspended, ascending, &c.

7. Held up without attachment ; held aloft.

1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam i. xi, A vapour like the sea's

suspended spray Hung gathered.

8. Held in suspension ; diffused in a fluid medium,
as solid particles.

1831 BABBACE Econ. Mamif. vii. (ed. 3) 51 The coarsest

portion of the suspended matter first subsides. 1851-3 Tom*
limotfs Cycl. Arts (1867) II. 684/1 It. .contains suspended
impurities coated with albumen. 1877 HUXLEY Physiogr.

141 A part of the suspended sediment falls to the bottom.

Suspendee (suspend/"), nonce-iad. [f.
SUSPEND

v. + -EE.] One who is suspended.
a 1856 in Olmsted Slave States 115, I have heard that the

great ordeal, in their [sc. negroes'] estimation, a ' seeker
'

had

to pass, was being held over the infernal flames by a thread



SUSPENDER.
or a hair. If the thread does not break, the suspendee is

'
in

the Lord.'

Suspe'nder. [f. SUSPEND v. + -EK
1.]

I. One who or that which suspends.
1. One who or that which puts a stop to some-

thing, esp. temporarily.
15*4 Extr. Aterd. Reg. (1844) I- i8 The suspcndaris of

the said kirk being charply persewit for the said exju-n^is.
1867 Contemp. Rev, V. 455 Time itself is the great suspender
of controversy.

f 2. One who suspends his judgement ;
a doubter,

hesitator. 06s. rare~1
.

1615 MOUNTAGU App. Caesar 11. v. 146 The cautelousnes
of suspenders, and not forward concluders.

3. Sc. Law. One who presents a bill of suspen-
sion : see SUSPENSION 4, and cf. SUSPEND v. 6 b.

1650 Act! t>/Sedcruuli6Jzn.(i7go) 63 The Lords declairis,
That whair the groundis of the chairges are decreittis before
inferior judges,

the suspender, in that case, is onlie heirby
haldin either to produce the decreitt, or ane instrument of
refusall theirof. 1698 in Sir H. Dalrymple Decisions (1792)
7 The suspender having neglected the legal remedy of sus-

pension. 1774 in A. McKay Hist. Kilmarnock (1864) 303
The suspenders have given a very erroneous state of the
..manner in which this green was acquired. 1838 W. BELL
Diet. Law Scot. s. v. Suspension, The ordinary course.. is

for the suspender to ask the Lord Ordinary to pronounce an
order for revising the reasons of suspension and answers.
1868 Act 31 <V 32 Viet. c. 100 2 The word '

pursuer
'

shall
include complamer, suspender, petitioner, or appellant.

II. That by which something is suspended.
4. One of a pair of straps passing over the

shoulders to hold up the trousers : = BRACE sl>2

9 b : usually in pi. Chiefly U.S.
1810 Massachusetts Spy 23 May 3/2 Part of the buckle of

his suspenders and several pieces of his coat . . were extracted
from the wound. 1830 MARRYAT King's Own ii, Loose
trousers, tightened at the hips, to preclude the necessity of
suspenders. 1841 SYD. SMITH in Lady Holland Mem. (1855)
II. 442 Correspondences are like small-clothes before the in-

vention of suspenders ; it is impossible to keep them up.
1883 'MARK TWAIN' Life Mississippi iv. 45 Me wore a
leather belt and used no suspenders.
altrib. 1833 [S. SHIITH] Lett. J. Downing xxii. (1833) 130
And jest then the Gineral got in a way he has of twitchtn
with his suspender buttons behind.

b. A device attached to the top of a stocking or

sock to hold it up in place.
1895 Army <$ Navy Co-op. Sac. Price List 1082 Ladies'

Stocking Suspenders. Ibid. 1134 Half Hose Suspenders.
5. An apparatus or a natural structure which

supports something suspended.
1839 URE Diet. Arts 642 The second improvement described

by the patentee, is the construction of '

suspenders
'

f to be
substituted instead of the ordinary blocks. 1874 COOKB
Fungi 168 The suspender of the larger copulative cell. 1895
Arnold fy Sons' Catal. Surg. Instrnrrt. 704 Suspender
(Keetley's), with woollen bag [for scrotal hernia].

b. A tanning-pit in which the hides are sus-

pended.
1881 Eacycl. Brit. XIV. 384/2 In these pits (also called

suspenders) the hides are suspended over poles laid across
the pit, and they are moved daily from one to another of a
series of four or six.

IH. Something that is suspended.
6. A hanging basket, vase, etc., as for flowers.

1878 JEWITT Ceramic Art I. 425 Vases, tazzas, brackets,

pedestals, suspenders, terminals, flower-vases.

Suspendible (sspe-ndib'l), a. rare~l
. [f.

SUSPEND v. + -IBLE.] Capable of being, or liable

to be, suspended. So Suspendibrlity.
1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 407 The solubility or suspendi-

bility, (as some may choose to call it,) in mere water.

1892 Pall Mall G. 25 June i^z Somebody then would be

responsible, and '

Suspendible if legal blunders were found
in new laws.

Suspending (szfepe'ndirj), vbl. sb. [f. SUSPEND
v. + -ING !.] The action of the verb SUSPEND.
1. = SUSPENSION i.

c 1380WYCLIF Wks. (1880) So Sumtyme men weren forboden
of trewe prestis to vse & do sacramentis in open cursed lif,

& &>at is trewe suspendynge. 1440 Jacob's Well 30 Sentence
of cursyng, of suspendyng, of enterdyjtyng a^ens kyng, lord,
baroun. 1585 [R. BROWNE] Answ. Cartwriglit 15 He
seemeth to allowe also their suspendings of preachers.
2. = SUSPENSION a, 4.
1514 Extr. Aterd. Reg. (1844) I. 108 The cause of the said

kirkis suspending. 1532 MORE Confut. Tindaie Wks. 595/2
A suspendinge of the vse of ye

wyttes. 1673 Essex Papers
(Camden) I. 49, I long very much for an answer concerning

y
e Rules. I must needs say that y Letter for y suspend-

ing of them, .has bin of great disadvantage to me. 1696 Sc.

Acts Will. Ill (1823) X. 66/i His Majestic.. Ordains that
in case of calumnious suspending the Lords of Session De-
cern a third part more then is Decerned for Expences.

1 3. = SUSPENSION 7. 06s.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 269/1 By the fyrst thre suspend-
ynges that he had ought to be noted he was suspended or
taken vp fro the loue of the world and he was suspendyd
that is to say ententyf in heuenly loue And he was suspended
that is to saye wrappyd in the grace.. of God.

Suspe nding, ppl. a. [i. as prec. + -ING 2.]
That suspends, in various senses.

1. In non-physical sense: see SUSPEND v. I, 2.

1656 G. COLLIER Answ. l Quest. Ded. A 2, Mr. Fisher . .

hath sent abroad, .bitter insinuations against suspending
ministers (as he calls them). 1689 TUTCHIN Heroick Poem
8 No Poetry must pass, but serv'd the Cause, Or some Sus-

pending Ballad of the Laws. 1814 L. MURRAY Engl. Gram.
iv. i. 4 (ed. 5) I. 366 It is a general rule, that the suspend,
ing pause should be used when the sense is incomplete.
i86a BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xvi. 247 James..assumed the

VOL. IX.
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full dispensing and suspending Dowers. 1910 Edin Rev
Jan. 132 In

spite
of the Lords' claim to act as a revising and

suspending chamber.
2. In physical sense (see SUSPENDS. 8), usually

applied to the support by which something is sus-

pended (8 c).

1613 in A. F. Steuart Scots in /WoW(S.H.S.)69, '6 pairs
of suspending eye-glasses. 1796 Monthly Ma/;. II. 883 The
patentee, .proposes toattach the bridge to these (two parallel
elliptic] curves, by means of wrought iron suspending bars.

'797 J- CURR CoalViewcr 22 The suspending lug of the corf.

1817 FARADAY Chem.Manip. ii. (1842)51 When the substance
is small, the balance delicate, and the suspending line thick.

1846 OWEN in Rep. Brit. Assoc. l. 205 The large suspending
mastoid to which Muller gives the name of 'temporale .

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2462/1 Suspen,iing^li,tch, a
grapple to be fixed to a beam in a barn or warehouse, for
the purpose of suspending hoisting-tackle.

t Suspensation. 06s. rare. [ad. med.L.
suspensatio, -onem, a. of action f. suspensare : see
SUSPENSE z.] = SUSPENSION.
1571 CAMPION Hist. Irel. n. i. (1633) 58 That Mac Mur-

rough.. should quietly repossesse the parts of Leinster,
which Rodericke with-held by suspensation. a 1657 K.
LOVEDAY Lett. (1663) 267 The malice of the times extends
beyond the suspensation of estates, to the separation of
friends. ? a 1800 MANSFIELD (Wore.), A suspensation of the
laws.

Suspense (sspe-ns), sb. Also 5-9 suspence,
6-7 -ens. [a. AF., OF. suspens m., in phr. en
suspens (Rolls Parlt, an. 1306) in abeyance, or
OF. suspense f. deferring, delay, repr. med.L. stts-

pensum (in phr. in suspenso), *suspensa (
= sus-

pensio), neut. and fern, of suspensus, pa. pple. of

suspend/re to SUSPEND. (The neut. form is repre-
sented also in It. sospeso, Sp., Pg. suspenso.) Cf.
the history of DEFENCE and OFFENCE.]
1 1. (Chiefly Law.) In suspense, not being exe-

cuted, fulfilled, rendered, paid, or the like ; esp. to

put in suspense, to defer or intermit the execution,
payment, etc. of. 06s.

i4ax HOCCLEVE Learn to Die 138 Whethir not changed may
be this sentence ; O lord, may it nat put been in suspense ?

1491 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 445 That by this same Act., the
same Rentes and Services, .be not extincted nor put in sus-

pence. 1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 9, The same estatutes. .

shalbe in suspence and not to put in execucion duryng the
saide tyme. 1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures III. x. 1246, The
tenaunt for terme of lyfe hath fe in the seruyces, but seruyces
be put in suspence durynge his lyfe. 1576 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. II. 522 That the saidis landis-.remane in the

menetyme in suspens un-mellit or intromettit with be ayther
of the saidis partiis. 1628 COKE On Litt. 313 Albeit during
the couerture the seruices shal be put in suspence. 1818
CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 186 It was a springing use, resting
in suspence during his life.

) b. Hence gen. (a) Temporary cessation, inter-

mission, abeyance ;
= SUSPENSION 2. 06s.

1584 S. Cox in Nicolas Life Sir C. HaltondZw) 396 The
long suspense ofyour favor, hath bred an opinion . . that [etc.].

1588 Holy Bull ff Cntsade Rome 36 Though it were so, that
all the same or any of them, did containe any clause contrary
to this suspence. 1710 NORRIS Chr. Prud. v. 251 In natural

Sleep the senses of the Body are bound up, so that theie is

a suspense of Sensation. 1717 POPE Eloiset to Abelard 250
For thee the fates, .ordain A cool suspense from pleasure
and from pain. 1783 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Thrale 26 Aug.,
I hope this little journey will afford me at least some sus-

pense of melancholy. 18x8 CRUISE Digest (ed. 3} VI. 552
That though, where a number of years directly constituted
the term of suspense, property could not be prevented from

vesting absolutely during 25 years, [etc.],

t (6) Deferment, delay. 06s.

^1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon ix. 204 Edward, I accept thee

here, Without suspence, as my adopted sonne. tfioa in

Moryson Itin. (1617) n. 252 These vnreasonable Billes haue
been looked into (and so some suspence of paiment made).

1711 STEELE Sped. No. 284 p 2 Their whole Time is spent in

suspense of the present Moment to the next, a 1718 PENN
Innocency Wks. 1726 I. 266 This short Apology,, .which had
not been thus long retarded, if an Expectation . . had not re-

quired a Suspense.
2. The state of being suspended or kept undeter-

mined (chiefly to hold, keep in suspense) ; hence,
the action of suspending one's judgement ;

= SUS-

PENSION 5.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Connit. 99 b, To geue no credit

vnto sclaunders, . .but tokeepetheyr ludgement in suspence,

tyll [etc.]. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. IV. xiv. 6 Suspence of

Judgement and exercise of charitie. 17^36
BUTLER Anal. II.

vi. 223 This will afford Matter of Exercise, for religious Sus-

pense and Deliberation. 1794 PALEY Evid. m. iv. (1800) II.

314 The miracles did not. .so compel assent, as to leave no
room for suspense. 189* WESTCOTT Gospel of Life 216

Cases may arise in which it is our duty to hold our judgment
in suspense. 1908 Westw. Gaz. 16 Jan. 2/2 The plea for a

suspense ofjudgment until the facts are known.

3. A state of mental uncertainty, with expectation
of or desire for decision, and usually some appre-

hension or anxiety ; the condition of waiting, esp.

of being kept waiting, for an expected decision,

assurance, or issue ; less commonly, a state of un-

certainty what to do, indecision : esp. in to keep

(or hold) in (t great or t great} suspense.
c 1440 CAPGRAVK i>4 5r\ Kath. iv. 1 838 This putte be puple

in conceytesful suspens. \y6Pilgr. />/(W.deW.i53i) 127

Without drede or feare,.. suspence & doutfulnes of mynde.

SS7 N. T. (Genev.) Luke xxiv. 28 note, Christe wolde kepe
them in suspens til histymecame to manifest him selfvnto him.

1573 G. Hwii.iLetter.ok. (Camden) 15, I praid him. .that

he wuld not suffer me to go in as great suspens as I cam. l6ai

SUSPENSE.
BURTON Anal. M,l. . ji. Vl . ;, ,, hc (^ in su

Q r. ;v .
" ":<". itnu IOM in sus-

pense. 1813 SCOTT Quenlin D. xxii, All stood in a kind of
suspense waiting the event of the orders which the tyranhad issued. ,849 MACAUI.AY Hi,,. Kng. ii. I. ,70 HU
opinions oscillated in a state of contented Suspense betwren
"fidelity and popery. ,87, SPURCTON TreS. Da,,,J Ps.
xxxyiii 18 The ear remains in suspense j until the majesticlxxxix> [psalm] shall burst upon il.

fb- In suspense (const, clause, also of) : unde-
cided, doubtful, uncertain. O6s.
1581 STUBBES Anal. Aous. n. (1882) 8, I stand in suspencewhether hir like were euer borne. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr.

Conestaggio 92 He stoode in suspence where he should
passe. 1619 H. BUHTON Truth's Tri. 390 To hold their
merchants in suspense of making any sauing trade 1691

pRYDEN^t. Euremonfs Ess. 141 'Tiscertain too that Caesar
had his Hazards, but . . I 'm in suspence whether he was ever
muc

t.
Wounded '" a" his w?rs - 174 Anson's Voy. n. ix.

230 They were lying upon their oars in suspence what to do.
O. Objectively, as an attribute of affairs, etc. :

Doubtfulness, uncertainty, undecidedncss. f In
suspense : (of a question, etc.) undecided, doubtful.
a 1513 FABYAN Cliron. v. ciii. (1811) 78 Which innaturall

batayll hangynge in suspence to whether of theym the
victory shulde turne. 01548 HALL Chron., Ed-ui. /K, 246
Meanynge thereby, .in the meane season to let that matter
be in suspence. 1593 NORDEN Spec. Brit., M'sex n. 23
There is a free Schole for the towne, the stipend yet in sus.
pence, the Fishmongers of London contribute twentie pound.
1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxii. 8 Leauing this in suspence
as a thing not..certainely knowne. 1693 MASSINGER Dk.
Milan 1. 1, It being in suspense on whose fair tent Winged
Victory will make her glorious stand. 1741 MIDDLETON
Cicero I. v. 375 In this suspense of his affairs at Rome. 1815
JANE AUSTEN Emma xxxix, Such events are very interesting ;

but the suspense of them cannot last long. 1874 GREKN
Short Hist. viii.2. 461 The first twentyyearsof Elizabeth's
reign were a period of suspense.

t d. Doubt as to a person's character or con-
duct. 06s.

'593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, in. i. 140 Tis my speciall hope,
That you will cleare your selfe from all suspence. 1594
NASHE Unfort. Trav. 77 Bring you mee a princoks beard-
lesse boy. .to call my name in suspense?

e. attrit. in suspense account (Book-keeping),
an account in which items are temporarily entered
until their proper place is determined.
1881 BITHELL Cmnting.ho. Diet. (1893) 291. 190$ Westm.

Gaz. 27 Nov. n/i There is the profit of ^20,178 transferred
to reduction of a suspense account.

4. = SUSPENSION 8. rare.

175* tr. Rameau's Treat. Mns. 98 The sounds A keep in

Suspence those of B, which naturally ought to have been
heard. 1885-94 R. BRIDGES Eros /t Psyche May xv, Res-

ponsive rivalries, that, while they strove, Combined in full

harmonious suspense, Entrancing wild desire, then fell at
last Lull'd in soft closes,

t 5. = SUSPENSION 9. 06s. rare.

[1641 FULLER Holy f, Prof. St. it. xix.* 120* In a defensive

warre, when his countrey is hostilely invaded, 'tis pity but
his neck should hang in suspence with his conscience that
doubts to fight.] 1711 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. v. 99 Must
clouds be so precipitated, or kept in suspence, as the case of
a particular man or two requires? 1717 SWIFT Baucis ft

Philemon 63 Doom'd ever in suspence to dwell, 'Tis now no
kettle, but a bell.

Suspense, Now rare or 06s. Also 5-7 aus-

pens, suspence. [a. OF. suspens-e, or ad. its source

L. suspensus, pa. pple. of suspendlre to SUSPEND.]
1 1. Held in contemplation, attentive. (Cf. SUS-
PEND v. 5 a, SUSPENSION 7.) 06s.
c 1450 CAPGRAVE Life St. Gilbert vii, In contemplacion [he

was] mor suspense an obir men. 1556 in W. H. Turner
Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 245 In which talk he held men
very suspense. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Luke xix. 48 All the

people was suspense [Vulg. suspensus erat; eftxpc/iaro]

hearing him.

2. In a state of mental suspense ; waiting for the

issue ; doubtful, uncertain ; undecided.
c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life St. Kath. v. 881 Thus haue this

folkis at Kataryn taken her leue, Walkyng to chaunbre with
hertes ful suspens ; Keepyng this mat;r al clos in sylens.
<: 1450 Life St. Aug. viii, Thus lyued he with suspense
mynde, in grete

doute. 1546 COVERDALE Treat. Lord's

Supper Avij, W 1 indifferent and suspense mynde. 1596
SPENSER F. Q. IV. vi. 34 Whose hart twixt doubtful! feare

And feeble hope hung all this while suspence. 1660 MILTON
Free Contnnv. Wks. 1851 V. 434 While all Minds are sus-

pense with Expectation of a new Assembly. 1667 P. L.
ii. 418 Expectation held His look suspence, awaiting who
appeer'd To second, or oppose, or undertake The perilous

attempt. 1811 CARY Dante, Parad. xxvul. 37 The guide
beloved Saw me in anxious thought suspense [orig. in ctira

Forte sospeso]. 1851 C. L. SMITH tr. Tasso
yi, xlix, This

people and that other stay suspense At [orig. incerto pende
Da} spectacle so horrible and new.

fb. Objectively doubtful or uncertain ; unde-

termined. Oos.

1614 BP. MOUNTAGU Gagf 64 That leave it so suspence,
without distinction. 1657 HAWKE Killing is M. Pref., With
his Suspence and involved Questions.

1 3. Refraining from hasty decision or action ;

cautious, deliberate. Ots.

c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Git Manners (1570) B v, To callers

importune, of wordes be suspence. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pot.

33



SUSPENSE.

Pref. ii. 2 The selfe same orders allowed, but yet established

in more warie and suspense maner. 1619 HALES Gold. Rent.

n. (1673) 97 Private meetings in my Lord Bishops Lodging ;

where upon Wednesday Morning were drawn certain Theses

in very suspense and wary terms. 1684 tr. Bone', s Merc.

Comfit, vi. 155 To proceed, to the great Remedies especially,

with a suspense pace and slowly.

4. Hung, hung up, hanging ;
SUSPENDED 6.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. i. 500 The pament vnderthirled

& suspense. Ibid. ill. 675) ^Thal
they suspence apa_,

s<

may
Shi,

ofSo

258

liable to be punished by Suspension, Rustication, Expulsion,

or otherwise. 1881 [see SUSPEND v. il

t b. The state of being temporarily kept from

doing, or deprived of, something. Obs.

SUSPENSION.

the grosser spirits of this body. IWxS\uoxDsAniiifigura
138 Man, The climax of earth's miracle, suspense On the

last wave of being.

f b. Of a nose : Turned up. Obs. rare.

1697 EVELYN Numism. ix. 297.

f 5. Held back, restrained. Obs. rare.

1667 MILTON P. L, vu. 99 The great Light of Day., suspens
in Heav'n Held by thy voice.

t Suspeuse, Obs. Also 6-7 -ence. [f. L.

suspens-, pa. ppl. stem of suspenderc to SUSPEND,
or ad. med.L. suspensare (cf. rare OF. suspenscr).]

1. trans. To keep in abeyance ; to defer.

1556 J. HEVWOOD Spider I, F. xi. 2 This reason dryueth
vs now . . Streight to your reason, before suspensed. t6*S L.

OWEN Spec. Jesuit. (1629) 40, I would aduertlse the gentle

Reader to suspence his beleefe hereof, till nee haue some
more credible witnesse.

2. = dispense with : DISPENSE v. III.

1583 STUBBES Anal. Abuses i. (1879) 98 As light and as
j

easie as this punishment is, it may be, and is daiely dis-
|

pensed {so id. 1595; ed. 1585 suspensed] with-all for mome.

1596 R. UINCHE] Diella (1877) 68 With sweete mouth'd

Pytho I may not suspence. a 1600 DELONEY Canaans
Calam. Wits. (1912) 450 Perhaps I may take pitty on your
case : And graciously tvithall your faults suspence, And glue

you pardon.
So t Suspe nsed ppl. a. = SUSPENSE a. 1-3 ;

t Snspe-nsing vbl. sb., suspension.
1502 ATKVNSON tr. De Imitation* ill. xxxvi. (1893) 226

About the which [spiritual things] scarsly at any tyme we
labourer thynke inwardly with suspensynge of our outwarde

sensys. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 293 Thus they
be in herte and wyll eleuate and suspensed from all thynges
in heuen and erth. 1591 SAVILE Tacitus, Hist. n. iv. 55

Bringing great comfort to the minds of the armies, and pro.
vinces that were suspensed and doubtful. 1594 CAREW Tasso

il. xxii, Suspenst a while and not so sodaine led To wrath.

Suspenseful (srspe-nsful), a. [f. SUSPENSE
sb. + -FUL.] Full of suspense ; doubtful and appre-
hensive ; uncertain and expectant of the issue.

1637 SANDERSON Serm. (1681) II. 72 He that hath a con-

tented mind doth not afflict himself . . with suspenceful

thoughts, in forecasting both his hopes and fears what he

may be. <z 1731 DK. WHARTOU To Pallas Poet. Wks. 1735
II. 53, I much rather chose to be at once acquainted with i

my ill Fortune, than to continue longer in a suspenceful Un-
certainty. 1880 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 251/2 No other sound
is audible but his voice, so suspenseful is the silence.

t Suspe'nsely, adv. Obs. rare. [f.
SUSPENSE

a. + -LY *.] Cautiously, deliberately.
1619 HALES Golti. Rent. (1673) u. 95 Judges walk suspensly,

and are indifferent for either party. 1615 MOUNTAGU App.
Csesarl. vii. 59 Our Church, in these deepe and high points,
hath in great Wisedome and Prudence, gon on warily and

suspensely.

Suspensible (sfepe'nsib'l), a. rare. [f. L.

suspens-, suspendfre : see SUSPENSE v. and -IBLE. Cf.

OF suspensible.'] Capable of being suspended. So
Suspensibi'lity, capability of being suspended.
1794 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 199 Potter's Clay is

distinguished, From.. Fuller's earth, by..suspensibility in

water. 18*7 COLKRIDGE Lit. Rein. (1836) I. 216 The panicles
themselves must have an interior and gravitative being, and
the multeity must be a removable or at least suspensible
accident,

Suspension (stfspe-njan). Also 6 -oion,

-sioun, -syon, Sc. -tione, 6-7 -tion. [ad. late

L. suspensio, -drum, n. of action f. suspens-, sus-

pendfre : see SUSPENSE v. Cf. AF. suspensiun,
mod.F. suspension, Pr. suspensio, etc.] The action

of suspending or condition of being suspended.
I. L The action of debarring or state of being

debarred, esp. for a time, from a function or privi-

lege; temporary deprivation of one's office or

position.
15x8 TINDALE Obed. Chr. Man 74 Make-them to feare the

sentence of the chyrch, suspencions, excomunicacions and
curses. 1531 Pol. ReL ff Love Poems (1903) 62 Of no
maner of man to be vsed,..nor to be red, vnder payne of

suspencioun. 1581 MARBECK Bk. Notes 1065 Suspention is

the censure of the Eldershippe, whereby one is for a time
depriued of the Communion of the Sacraments. 1643 Ord.
Lords 4 Com., Westm. Confess. (1658) 203 Authoritative

suspension from the Lords Table, of a person not yet cast
out of the Church, is agreeable to the Scripture. 1682
BUINET Rights Princes viii. 267 He..required his Chapter
not to receive or instal them, under the pains of suspension.
1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 501 Suspension taken in a proper
Sense is an Ecclesiastical Censure, whereby a Spiritual
Person is either interdicted the Exercise of Ecclesiastical
Function, or hindred from receiving the Profits of his Bene-
fice. 1760 Cautions i Adv. Officers Army 86 During your
Suspension you are a Sort of Prisoner at large and do no
Duty. 1870 in J. W. Clark Ordin. Univ. Camb. (1904) 306
Members of the University in stutu pupillari, who are

guilty of any of the foregoing practices, render themselves

home
suspens

ay Chr. Piety Pi

seeing light. . . , , .

2. The action of stopping or condition of being

stopped, esp. for a time; temporary cessation,

intermission ; temporary abrogation (of a law, rule).

Sustention ofarms or hostilities, an armistice.

1603 in Rymer Foedera (1715) XVI. 494/1 That . .you make

a Kecesse and Suspention of your Negotiation untill you

shall have further Warrant.. from our said Soveralgne Lord.

1619 in Eng. >, Germ. (Camden) 51 Their suspension of

armes will separate their troupes. 1673 Essex Papers

(Camden) I. 62 Y' suspencion ofy Rules was mencioned &
let fall. 17.9 BUTI.EH Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 68 We see men

in the tortures of pain.. excepting the short suspensions of

sleep, for months together. 1748 Anson's Voy. n. xi. 253

Occasioned by a casual delay of the galeon . . and not by a

total suspension of her departure for the whole season. 1835

Tomlin's Law Diet. S.V. Habeas -Corpus, A suspension of

the Habeas Corpus Act. 1844 THIRLWALL Greece IXL VIII.

91 He granted a suspension of hostilities. 1874 GREEN Short

Hist. viii. 2. 477 The suspension of arms lasted through

the summer.
b. Law. The abeyance of a right, title, etc.

1694 in Cruise Digest (ed. a) III. 221 The suspension in

case ol coheirs doth not arise from any incapacity either in

the blood, or in the persons, of the coheirs. 178 CHAMBERS

Cycl., Suspension, .is a Temporal Stop of a Man's Righl.

o. Stoppage of payment of debts or claims on

account of financial inability or failnre.

1889 Standard 20 Mar. 6/1 It was reported that the

creditors of some of the unfortunate brokers who have been

caught in the French collapse had offered a composition, . .

but no suspension was formally announced. 1893 Times 26

April 5/1 The suspension of the London Chartered Bank of

Australia was announced to-day.

d. Paleography. A form of abbreviation con-

sisting in representing a word by its first letter or

letters accompanied by the contraction-mark; also,

a word abbreviated in this way.
1896 W. M. LINDSAY Latin Text. Emend. Index, Sus-

pension, contractions by. 1912 W. H. STEVENSON in Eng.
Hist. Rev. Jan. 12 The copyist .. appends his mark of sus-

pension to words that he could not fully read. 1915 W. M.
LINDSAY Notat Latinae 10 By the addition of the final letter

the suspension up was turned into the contraction apd.

3. The action of putting off to a later time;

deferring, postponement ; f respite.

1645 WALLER Upon Death Lady Rich 12 With thousand

vows and tears we should have sought That sad decree's

capable of Want. 1660 R. ELLSWORTH in Extr. St. Papers
rel-Friendslxi. IL (1911) 120 What reason hath his Maiestie

..to giue any the least suspention vnto those.. who haue

been. .the Enimiesof His Royall person? 1816 Dow Appeals
Ho. Lords III. 224 This bill was not paid by the acceptors:
and a protest was taken, and charge given, to the acceptors
and indorsers, for each of whom suspensions were offered.

1912 Times 19 Dec 2/6 In considering what suspension he

[sc. the judge] ought to impose [as to a bankrupt's dis-

charge].
4. Sf. Law. The staying or postponing of the

execution of a sentence pending its discussion in

the Supreme Court ; a judicial order or warrant

for such postponement and discussion (in full,

letters of suspension). Bill of suspension, a peti-

tion for suspension formally presented by the party

complaining.
1581 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 435 The suspensioun or

supercedere grantit of executioun of letters. 1583 Leg. lip.

St. Androis 234 Howliglass. .New falsat forged out for to

defend him : Ane fair suspentione he hes send him. 1585

Keg. Privy Council Scot. III. 748 That all suspensions
aganis letters rasit..salbe deliveru be his Hieneschanccllar.

1671 Justiciary Proceedings (S.H.S. 190=;) II. 76 He had

produced a suspension suspending the Warrand. 1765-8
ERSKINE Inst. Law Scot. iv. iii. 8 Suspension and reduc-

tion are.. remedies against the iniquitous, .decrees of in-

ferior judges. 1810 Bill of suspension (see I NTERDICT sb. 2 b].

i8a6 G. J. BELL Conim. Laws Scot. (ed. 5) I. 385 The bond
in a suspension is, that the suspender shall make payment
to the charger. 1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 965 A prayer
for letters of suspension and interdict in the premises.

5. The action of keeping any mental action in

suspense or abeyance : usually in phr., e. g. sus-

pension ofjudgement, opinion ; f also absol. hesita-

tion or caution in decision, refraining from decisive

action.

1568 in H. Campbell Lovc-lett. Mary <?. Scots (1824)

App. 44 They, .promised to observe hir Majesty's direction,

both in thesecresy, and in the suspension of their judgments.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. v. i 8 An impatience of doubt,

and hast to assertion without due and mature suspention of

Judgement, 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i.
yiii. 30 In

his Indiary relations, wherein are contained
;
.incredible

accounts, he is surely to be read with suspension, a 1676
HALE Prim. Orif. Man. i. ii. (1677) 58 The Acts of this

Faculty [sc. the Will) are generally divided into Volition,

Nolition, and Suspension. 1680 in Somers Tracts (ijj&) I.

82 Reasons for justifying themselves in the Suspension of

their Assent to this. 1694 LOCKK Hum. Und. (ed. 2) II. xxi.

47 During this suspension of any desire, before the will be
! determined to action. 1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will n. vii.

Slon OI opinion, . .anu . .01 avcihiuii LU cvci y Opinion. 1901 j.
Amer. Rev. Feb. 296 That stale of suspension of judgment
which is somewhat inadequately designated agnosticism.

0. The action of keeping or state of being kept
in suspense {spec, in Rhet.') ; doubt, uncertainty

(with expectation of decision or issue) ;
= SUS-

PENSE sb. 3. Now rare or Obs.

1635 J. HAVWARD tr. Biondfs UaniMd Virg. 196 That

suspension tormented her not long. 1659 PEARSON Creed
iv. (1662) 207 The Article immediately preceding leaves us in

the same suspension. 17*8 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., In Rheto-

rick, Suspension is a keeping the Hearer attentive and
doubtful. 1798 EDGEWORTH Pract. Educ. (1811) I. 123
You may exercise his attention by your manner of telling

this story : you may employ with advantage the beautiful

figure of speech called suspension. 1804 EUGENIA DE ACTON
Tale -without Title I. 79 The face of the father exhibited

the appearance of a gathering storm, and after an awful

suspension, lightning issued from his eyes.

1 7. An ecstasy of contemplation. Obs. rare.

1671 WOODHEAD St. Teresa u. xxvi. 159 Our Lord holding
her in a rapt, or suspension.

8. Mus. The action of deferring the progression

of a part in harmony by prolonging a note of a

chord into the following chord, usually producing
a temporary discord -

f an instance of this, a discord

so produced.
Sometimes restricted to the case in which the part descends:

cf. RETARDATION 3 a.

1801 BUSBY Diet. Mus. 1838 G. F. GRAHAM Mus. Comp.

28/2 A variety of dissonances termed suspensions, or synco-

pations. 1853 J. SMITH Treat. Mus. 34 A suspension of the

leading note, the suspension resolving upwards. 1891 PROUT

Counterpoint (ed. 2) 17 The suspensions 98 and 43, with

their inversions, are available.

IL 9. The action of hanging something up ;

the condition of being hung, or of hanging from a

support ; Offas. hanging as a form of capital punish-

ment ; spec, in Med. the treatment of disease by

suspending the patient ; see also quot. 1901.
t Bridge ofsuspension = SUSPENSION-BRIDGE.

[1546 BALE Engl. Votaries i. ( 1 550) 56 b, Threttenynge the

woman suspensyon, ye may call yt hangynge yf ye wyn.)

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Suspension . ., a hanging up. 1657

THORNLEY tr. Longus' Daphnis t, Chloe 41 They vowed an

Anniversary suspension to him of some of the first fruits of

the year. 1659 PEARSON Creed iv. (1662)231 True and formal

crucifixion is often named by the general word suspension.

1713 STEELE Guard. No. 131 P 2 He hangs 'em over a little

Stick, which Suspension inclines them immediately to War

upon each other. 1718 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Points of Sus-

pension in a Ballance, are those Points in the Axis or Beam

wherein the Weights are apply'd ; or from which they are

suspended. 1819 Phitos. Mag. L1V. 15 A bridge, upon the

principle of suspension. i8l Edin. Philos. Jrttl. V. 237

Description of Bridges of Suspension. 1891 F. TAYLOR

Man. Pract. Med. (ed. 2) 207 The Method of Suspension

[in locomotor ataxy), .was introduced by Professor Charcot.

1901 DORLAND Med. Diet. (fA. 2), Suspension ofthe uterus,

the operation of suturing the uterus to the abdominal wall

1909 Q. Rev. July 174 A gallows about to be used for the

suspension of apprehended robbers.

b. concr. Something hanging from a support.

1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 143 A strong hawser.. being

passed under one of the arms of the anchor, ..the whole

suspension was in that manner purchased.

C. concr. A support on which something is hung.

1833 CRABB Diet. Gen. Knowl. (ed. 3), Suspension, or

Points ofSuspension, those points in the axis ..of a balance

wherein the weights are applied, or from which they are

suspended. 1906 Daily Citron. 15 Nov. 3/6 The gear-box

will be easily adjustable on its three.point suspension.

d. Attachment such as to allow of movement

about the point of attachment ;

'

hanging ', as of a

vehicle on springs, straps, etc.

1891 in Cent. Diet. I9i Sphere 28 Dec. p. vi/z Lan-

Chester cars by reason of. .their luxurious suspension are

well suited for colonial requirements.

10. The action of holding up or state of being

held up without attachment.

1646 Sm T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. iii. 7? If we conceive.,

that bodies suspended in the aire have this suspension fro

one or many Loadstones placed both above and below it.

1714 R. FIDDES Pract. Disc. II. 338 The suspension of the

clouds in a medium less gross than themselves.

11. The condition of being suspended, as particles,

in a medium. Also concr. a collection of suspended

particles.
1707 Curios. Husb.bGard. 140 Its Salts, .rise upwards, and

circulate . . around the Glass Vessel. These Salts, being in

this suspension, . .dispose themselves into Order. 1794 f>"<-

WAN Elem. .l/m.(ed. 2) I. 19 To ascertain the nature of that

fluid which was capable of holding in solution or suspension

that immense mass of solid substances of which the glot

of the earth consists. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chem., Org. vu.

505 The gum becoming dissolved, and retaining the resi

and oil in suspension. 1863 LYELL Antiq. Man ill. 53

Some silt carried down in suspension by the waters ol

the Forth. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 10 Sept. 564 An arbi-

trarily chosen bacterial suspension in a test-tube.

12. attrib. and Comb., chiefly in sense 9 :

'

ol,

pertaining to, or involving suspension ', as suspen-

sion principle ;

'

by which something is or may be

suspended', as suspension apparatus, bolt, joint,

-line,-link,-rod;
'

adapted for being suspended ,as

suspension-drill, -scale; also suspension-chain,

each of the chains which support a suspension-

bridge or similar structure ; suspension-pier,



SUSPENSION-BRIDGE.

a pier supported in the manner of a suspension-

bridge, a chain-pier ; suspension-railway, a

railway in which the wheels run on an elevated

rail or pair of rails, the bodies of the carriages

being suspended below them ; suspension-tower,
each of the towers to which the chains are attached

in a suspension-bridge or the like.

1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mich.
Suppl. 875 "Suspension Appa-

ratus.. A splint with means of suspension from a frame.

183? W. B. ADAMS Carriages 121 The ends arc.. curled

round a mandril of the size of the "suspension bolt. 1813
SEAWARD in 1'fiilos. Mag. 31 Dec. 425 Observations on *Sus-

pension Chain Bridges. 1823 in Daily News 5 Dec. (1896)

5/7 Over the top of each tower pass the main suspen-
sion chains which issue from the body of the cliff.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2464
*
Suspension-drill, . . a

vertical drilling-machine having a frame which may
be bolted to the ceiling, so as to be out of the way.
1867 J. HOGG Microsc. i. ii. 70 Even after the *suspension

joint has become supple by long use. 1884 W. H. GREEN-
WOOD Steel ft Iron (ed. 2) Index, *Suspension links. 1822

in Pictan L pool Munic. Rec. (1886) II. 352 The erection of

suspension piers. 1825 Gentl. Mag. XCV. I. 628/1 A line

of railway..on the "suspension principle having been con-

structed at Cheshunt. 1835 Parlington's Brit. Cycl. Arts

ft Sci. II. 801/2 The bridge over the South Esk at Montrose

furnishes a good example of the suspension principle. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2464

*
Suspension-railway, a railway

in which the carriage is suspended from an elevated track.

1842 fenny Cycl. XXIII. 335/1 The 'suspension-rods are

an inch square, and they support transverse cross-bearers.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 2464 *Suspcnsion-scale, one

swung by pendent rods from levers above. 1842 Penny
Cycl. XXIII. 334/2 The roadway, which rises about two
feet in the centre between the "suspension-towers.

Suspension-bridge.
A bridge in which the roadway is suspended from

spans of ropes, chains, or wire cables attached to

and extending between supports (in the case of a

large bridge, towers of masonry or steel).

Also formerly called suspended bridge, bridge of suspen-

sion, suspension chain bridge (see SUSPENDED 6, SUSPENSION

9, 12', and CHAIN- BRIDGE.
1821 Itdin. Philos. Ji-nl. V. Index 419 Stevenson, Mr. R.

..on the history and construction of suspension bridges.

1823 SEAWARD in Philos. Mag. 31 Dec. 426 The first suspen-
sion bridges that were ever formed, were probably nothing
more than two or three ropes or flexible chains stretched

across a river from two eminences, upon which boards were
a Maic ix 226 The susension

r. yc. rs . .

which a suspension bridge can be exposed is that of a body
of iroops marching over it in regular step. 1876 Encycl.
Brit. IV. 301/2 A very simple form of suspension bridge
has long been used in Peru and Thibet.

Suspensive (spspe'nsiv), a. [ad. med.L. sus-

pensivus (whence F. suspensif, Pr. suspenses, It.

sospensivo, Sp., Pg. suspensive), f. suspens-, pa.

ppl. stem of suspend? to SUSPEND : see -ivjs.]

fl. Liable to be suspended or temporarily

stopped ;
intermittent. Obs.

c 1550 ROLLAND Crt. Venus in. 365 (Quod Venus) tjuha

maid that caus suspensiue : Quha had power sic Actis to

decline? 1791 W. ROBERTS Looker-on No. 23 (1794) I. 332
The action of bribery being thus suspensive and temporary.

t 2. Kept undetermined or undecided ; subject to

doubt. Obs.

c 1550 HOLLAND Crt. Venus in. 315 This dittay is geuin in

sinisterlie : And in the self that point is suspensiue. Ibid.

798, 1 suppone thir wemen ar Include.. For to fulfill the

number suspensiue.

t 3. Liable to be suspended (from office). Obs.

,575 Brieff Disc. Troub. Franct/irrd (1846) 102 What then

shulde haue become off oure church with thies their sus-

pensyve ministers and withe the discipline and all other

thinges? 1606 J. CARPENTER Solomon's Solace vi. 23 b,

Whether his..Maiestie hath holden either of vs or our

dealings suspensiue.
4. Having the power or effect of suspending,

deferring, or temporarily stopping the operation of

something ; involving such suspension ; spec, inLaw ,

applied to a condition or obligation of which the

operation is suspended until some event takes

place.
a 1623 SWINBURNE Spousals (1686) 59 That the Verb ( Volo)

doth of its own nature always import a Will, but sometimes

a Will suspensive of that which Is to come, a 1680 BUTLER

Kent. (1759)!. 346 The LawofNature (which you say is Legis-

lative, and hath a suspensive Power over all human Laws).

1791 State Papers in Ann. Reg. 167* The suspensive refusal

of the king is thus expressed The king will examine. 1818

COLEBROOKE Obligations i. iii. 10 If the agreement bear,

that the obligation shall not presently have effect but re-

main inoperative until the event be certain, the condition

is precedent and suspensive ; and the conditional obligation

is termed a suspensive one. 1821 JEFFERSON Autobiog.
Writ. 1892 I. 144 Shall the king have a negative on the

laws? shall that negative be absolute, or suspensive only?
1822 RANKEN Hist. France x. iv. IX. 312 The king.. volun-

tarily declared his preference of the suspensive veto. 1826

G. J. BELL Comnt. Laws Scot. (ed. 5) I. 237 Suspensive Con-

ditions are such as suspend the sale and stay the transfer till

something be done. 1884 Spectator 9 Aug., A suspensive

veto in the Lords means the power to compel the House ot

Commons to pass every great measure twice over, im
A. T. CARTER Law Contract 70 This is sometimes called

a '

suspensive
'

condition, for it hangs the contract up.

6. Inclined to suspend one's judgement ;
unde-

cided in mind
; of, pertaining to, characterized by,

or in a state of suspense, (t rarely predicative.)

1614 JACKSON Creed'in. xvii 8 " The Lord expels not his
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suspensive rather than diffident admiration with signs and
wonders. i6ao RAWLINSON Con/. St. Aug. 226 She knew
that I was then brought to that suspensive state of mind by
his meanes. 1656 Burton's Diary (1828) I. 35 You will not

longer, .be so suspensive what you shall do with him. i66a
HIBBERT Body Div. \. 174 In an unconstant man there is..

a doubtful and suspensive life. 1796 MME. D'ARRLAV Ca-
\

milla ii. xv, A suspensive discomfort inquieted his mind.

1847 GROTK Greece ii. xxxvii. IV. 514 That conspicuous cha- 1

racteristic of Grecian philosophy the antagonist force of

suspensive scepticism. 1876 GEO, ELIOT Dan. Der. Ixvi,
The passion for watching chances the habitual suspensive i

poise of the mind.

b. Of a word, phrase, etc. : Expressing or indi-

cating suspense ; keeping the reader or hearer in

suspense.
1711 J. GREENWOOD Eng. Grain. \. xxii. 162, 1 shall there-

fore divide the Conjunctions into Conjunctions Copulative;
into Disjunctive..; into Suspensive, or of doubting; (etc.).

1836 GLADSTONE in Morley Life (1903) I. n. iii. 133 The
Duke of Wellington, .receives remarks made to him very
frequently with no more than * Ha ', a convenient, suspen-
sive expression, which acknowledges the arrival of the ob-

servation and no more. 1842 Blackw. Mag. LII. 342 We
have no long sentences, no careless sentences,, .no suspen-
sive sentences.

6. Characterized by physical suspension, rare.

18*7 FARADAY Chem. Manip. xvii. (1842) 477 If a body is

to have a suspensive insulation, then silk thread or cord

may be advantageously resorted to. 187* Daily News
i Aug., Any position, .perpendicular, horizontal, suspensive,
or otherwise.

Suspe nsively (-ivli), adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2.]

In a suspensive manner, fa. = SUSPENSELY. Obs.

b. Suspensively conditional, involving a suspensive
j

condition : see prec. 4. c. In the way of suspen-
sion or hanging ; jig. in dependence on.

1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely ii. x. 413 The profoundnesse
of this mysterie leads vs to wade thus softly and suspen-
siuely. 1818 COLEBROOKE Obligations 213 If either the

original or substituted engagement be suspensively con-

ditional. 187* BUSHNELL Sertft. Living Subj. 56 We be-

come aerial creatures, resting suspensively on things above
the world. Ibid. 58 He begins to live suspensively on God.

So Snspe nsiveness.
1816 T. L. PEACOCK Headlong Hall xii, An illustrious

robber who. .was suddenly checked in his career by means
of a certain quality inherent in preparations of hemp, which,
for the sake of perspicuity, I shall call suspensiveness. 1898
SWEET New Eng. Grant. \\. 37 The level tone is plaintive. .

and suggests the idea of suspensiveness.

Suspensor (s^spe-nspi). [a. med.L. suspensor,

agent-n. f. L. suspens-, suspendfrc : see SUSPENSE
and -OB. Cf. F. suspenseur,]

fl. Surg. a. A kind of catheter: see quot Obs.

1746 tr. Le Cat in PhiL Trans. XLIV. 178, I slipt over

it the strait Suspensor (a Catheter that opens with a Bow)
and dilated the Bladder with the Incision Knife, towards

the Pubis, and introduced the lateral Suspensors.

b. A suspensory bandage.
(1803 J. Fox Med. Diet., Suspenses, a bandage to suspend

the scrotum.) 1896 Daily News 14 Dec. 8/2 Electric Belt

and Suspensor for Men.

2. Bot. The filament by which the embryo is

suspended in the seed of phanerogams ; also applied
to a similar structure in some cryptogams.
1832 LINDLEV Introd. Bot. 159 A very delicate thread, the

suspensor, descends from the summit of the ovulum into

the quintine. 1879 A. W. BENNETT in Jrnl. Bot. Mar. 67

The pro-embryo or suspensor (Vorkeim) of Phanerogams.

3. gen. That by which something is suspended.

1874 H. H. COLE Catal. Ind. Art S. Kens. Mus. 192 Neck
Ornament. ..Silver-gilt, circular, flower-shaped, ..the sus-

pensor formed of twisted, .gold thread.

Suspensorial (s#spens5'rial), a. Anat. [f.

next + -AL.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a

suspensorinm ; suspensory.
1871 HUXLEY Anat. Vert. iii. 136 In the Holocephali the

palato-quadrate and Suspensorial cartilages are united with

one another and with the skull into a continuous cartila-

inous plate. 1873 MIVART Elem. Anat. iii. 143 A com-

^aratively minute pair of jaws are suspended at the end of

a disproportionately large Suspensorial structure.

il Suspensorinm (sospensoTipm). [mod.L.,
neut. sing, of med.L. *suspensdrius SUSPENSORY.]
1. Surg. A suspensory bag, bandage, etc.

175* J- S. Le Draifs Observ. Surg. (1771) 239, I advised

him to wear a Suspensorium.., to favour the spermatick

Vessels. 1859 MAVNE Expos. Lex.

2. The bone, or series of bones, cartilages, etc.,

by which the lower jaw is suspended from the skull

in vertebrates below mammals.
1869 Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc. XI. 577 The suspensonum

is slender. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 43 Skeleton of

Common Perch...The suspensorium is articulated move-

ably to the outer and back part f the cranium. 1881

MIVART Cat 460 Its mandible directly articulates with the

skull, and there is no suspensorium.

Suspensory (sfepe-nsori),
a. and so. (ad.

med.L, "suspensorius (whence F. suspensoire

(i 6th c.), Pr. suspensori, It. sospensorio, Sp., Pg.

suspensorio], f. L. suspens-, suspend/re:
see SUSPENSE

and -CRT. As a sb., after F. suspensotr(e.] A. adj.

I. 1. Having the function of suspending, i. e.

I supporting something suspended, a. Anat. Ap-

I plied to a ligament, muscle, or other structure, by

SUSPICABLE.
to hold their Eyes long in a hanging posture, . . the seventh
or suspensory Muscle is very useful 1831 VOUATT Horse
252 The suspensory ligament is sometimes ruptured by
extraordinary exertion. 1(30-47 Toad's Cycl. Anat. III.

924/1 The true suspensory ligament is calculated I

position and strength to prevent the surgeon from depress-
ing the penis sufficiently t :r,e urethra. 1872
HUXI.KY Pkysiol. ix. 227 The crj is kept in

place by a .. membranous frame or suspensory ligament.
b. Surg. Applied to a

bandage, bag, si.

tne like, in which a diseased or injured part is sus-

pended lor support.
1848 DUNGLISON Mcd. Lex. (ed. 7), Su,frnsi>ry Banaafe

. . is a bandage intended to support the scrotum, in cases of
diseases of the testicle or of scrotal hernia. 1884 T. HHVAST
Pract. Surg. II. ai6 If the patient .. is unable to keep at rest,
the parts must be well supported by a suspensory bandage.

C. In general sense.

1838 Frasers Mag. XVII. 680 A tray hanging forward
from a body under the suspensory action of two arms. 1883
Harper's Mag. July 930/2 A multitude of suspensory stays
of steel wire ropes.

1 2. Adapted to be hung up. Obs. rare~^.
a i68a SIR T. BROWNE Tracts ii. (1683) 90 The Crowns and

Garlands of the Ancients were. .Pensile or Suspensory.
II. f 3. Marked by or indicating mental sus-

pense ; doubtful, lacking certainty
or assurance.

1611 COTGR., Suspensoire, . .suspensorie, in suspence. 1682

Si T. BROWNE Car. Mor. IL iii. (1716) 50 This moves sober

Pens unto suspensory and timorous assertions.

4. = SUSPENSIVE 4.

1884 Truth 4 Sept. 363/2 The Upper bouse might be given
a suspensory veto on the legislation of the Lower House.

1885 Law Times' Rep. LII. 684/2 The Act.. gave a short

suspensory period during which actions could be brought
that would not fall within the limitations of time enacted.

1893 Times 17 May 9/4 The Welsh Disestablishment party
have themselves recognised the futility of endeavouring to

proceed . . with the Suspensory BUI.

B. sb.

(The following entry in Blount's Glossogr. 1656,
*
Sits-

fensories,.. certain cords or strings (hanging from_the Bed-

stead) for a sick man to take hold of, and bear himself up
with, when he would remove or alter his lying

'

is a copy of

Cotgrave's definition s. v. Suspensoires.]

Surg. and Anat. A suspensory bandage, liga-

ment, etc. (see A. I a, b) ;
a suspensorium.

1699 tr. De La Vauguion's Chirurg. Oper. Expl. Figures,

Fig. 44. The Suspensory of the Napkin which goes round
the Breast. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey). 1901 DORLAND
Mid Diet. (ed. 2).

t Suspensnre. Obs. rare*, [ad. L. suspen-

sura, f. suspens-, suspend/re: see SUSPENSE and

-UKE.] A hollow floor
'

suspended
'
or built over

a furnace for heating a bath.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 1085 The cellis suspensuris thus

thou dight.

t Suspent, ppl. a. [pa. pple. of SUSPEND z>.]

Interdicted. 1488 [see SUSPEND v. 2 d).

t Susper. Obs. App. local abbrev. of SDSPIRAL.

1531-3 Durham Househ. Bk. (Surtees) 267 Operantibns
ad le susper, juxta novum pontem, id. 1588-9 Durham
Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 732 Forwork beyond the Suspers Banke,
in Holidays courten. 1594 Ibid. 739 At the Susper.

Sus. per coll., abbreviation of L. suspendatur

per collum 'let him be hanged by the neck', in

the entry of a capital sentence in the jailer's books ;

an entry of this against a person's name ;
hence as

adj.
= hanged.

1560 STAUNFORD Les Pices del Coron in. xix. 182 b, Pour

chescun felonie le iugement est quod suspendatur per col-

lum. Quel in le rolle est enter briefement, s. sus. per col.

1817 SOUTHEV Lett. (1856) IV. 74 It seems he regards with

great pride the sus-per-coll in his family tree. 1850

THACKERAY Pendennis Ixiii, Her pedigree with that lament-

able note of sus. per coll. at the name of the last male of her

line. i*7S REVNARDSON Down the Road 1 18 He grew more

and more downcast, .and one day. .he was found '
sus. per

col.' in his barn.

Hence Susperoollate (srspsakp'I^it), f. (humorous

nonce-wd.), to hang.
1864 THACKERAY D. Duval i. (1869) i None of us Duvals

have been suspercollated to my knowledge. 1905 Blackw.

Mag. Aug. 283/2 Suspercollated placards describe the histori-

cal development of the pendent machines.

Suspescioun, -esayon, -etion, obs. ft. SUS-

PICION.

Snspicable (sfspikab'l), a. Now rare or Obs.

[ad. late L. suspicdbilis, f. suspic&rt to suspect, f.

su- SUB- 24 + spic-, as in suspicire to SUSPECT.]

1. That may be suspected or mistrusted ; open to

suspicion.
1614 BP. HALL Contempl., O. T. VL Nadab * Abiku, Sud-

ennesse as it is ever justly suspicable, so then certainly

r b, The synew

uspensory and sensyfe that descended to the genytalles.

AY Creation 11. (1692) 3 5 To such Beasts as. .are forced

I P COLLIER Skaks. Wks. (ed. a) I. p. vii, The suspicable (if

I may use the word) letter of Jonson to Secretary Cecil.

2. That may be suspected to be so ; appearing

probable or likely.

1651 H. MORE Enthus. Tri. (17") 3' It isa very suspicable

matter that Saturn before the fall was where Mercury, and

Mercury where Saturn is
. 1653

- C*^CeMe*ton$

A ICHllJ A^-J& . _ , ,

Hence t Su:pioaWlity, the condition of being

open to suspicion.
S3 a



SUSPICIENCY.

1660 H. MORE Myst. Cadi. v. vii. 151 The uncertainty and

suspicability of the Story.

t Suspiciency. 06f. rarer-*. \i.\~suspicttnt-,

-ens, pr. pple. of suspicfre to SUSPECT : see -ENCY.]
= SUSPICION.
a 1690 HOPKINS Nat. t, Necess. Regeneration (1694) 150

The want of it [ic. perfect obedience] should not deject us

with a suspiciency of the want of Grace.

Suspicion (sospi-Jan), sb. Forms: o. 3-0

suspecion, 4-5 -ioun, 4-6 -yon, (4-5 susspe-

cyun, -ion, sus(s)pescioun, suspessyon, 6 St.

suspetion, -ione, -ioun). 0. 4-5 suspicioun,

(5 -yeon, 5-6 -icyon, -yoyon, -ycion,6 -ioiounn,

sus(s)pissioun), 6-7 suspition, (6 -ioun, -ione,

susspitioun), 5- suspicion, [a. AF. suspecioun

(earlier suspeziun), var. OF. so(u)specon (mod.F.

soupcon)
= Pr. sospeisso, Pg. suspeicao :-med.L.

suspectidnem SUSPECTION. The orig. form sus-

pecio(u)n finally gave way to suspicion, which arose

in the I4th cent, through the influence of ' learned'

OF. suspicion or of L. suspicio, -onem, n. of action

to suspicere to SUSPECT.]
1. The action of suspecting; the feeling or state

of mind of one who suspects ; imagination or con-

jecture of the existence of something evil or wrong
without proof; apprehension of guilt or fault on

slight grounds or without clear evidence.

In early use often qualified by evil, wicked, false.

a. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 3971 Enuyus man ys so

ful of susspecyun pat euyl hym benketh al, as a felun. 1340

HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 3487 When bou supposes any wykked-

nes, Thurgh suspecion, bar na es. ^1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880

40 ?if . . here wyues ben of sich age bat noon euyl suspecion

may be reysed of hem. 1489 CAXTON Faytlt ofA . II. xxxvn.

155 Som signe wherby enysuspecion may be had.

ft c 1400 Colo's Morals in Cursor M. App. iv. 311 Qua
has.. suspicioun in hojt bai haue lefte ese. 1450 Mirks
Festial 286 Fals defamacyon, fals suspicyon. a 1548 HALL

Chron., Edw. IV, 216 That the duke & all that came with

hym should be taken as hys trew frendes, without fraudeor

yll suspicion. 1560 Vt.vsU.Sleidanc'sContm.ys\>, Many
times woulde they come into the Citie, neither wanted that

thinge great suspicion. 1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks.

(Globe) 631/2 He may under his mantell goe pnvilye armed,
without suspicion of any. 1611 Bible Transl. PreC r i It is

welcommed with suspicion in stead of loue. i66 STIL-

LINGFL. Orig. Sacrx i.
y.

6. 84 There seems to be very

strong ground of suspition that some such thing was de-

signed by Manetho. 01700 EVELYN Diary 18 July 1679,

[Dates and Bedlow] swearing positively to some particulars,

which drew suspicion upon their truth. 1750 JOHNSON Ram-
bler No. 79 P i Suspicion.. has always been considered,

when it exceeds the common measures, as a token of de-

pravity. 1818 SCOTT F. M. Perth xix, No one may be dis-

covered to whom suspicion attaches. 1889 MARKHAM Life

J. Davis xiii. (1891) 229 The story is continued by_Habakkuk
Piickett, whose narrative is open to some suspicion.

personified. 1608 MACHIN Dumb Kni. iv. i, Thou curse of

greatness, waking-ey'd suspicion. 1609 B. TONSON Masque
Queenes 56 Wks. (1616) 948 Wild Suspition, Whose eyes doe

neuer sleepe. 1613 MARSTON Insatiate C'tess. m. Wks.

1856 III. 143 Suspition is a dogge that still doth bite With,

out a cause. 1719 D'URFEY Pills IV. 47 Suspicion hath

double Eyes. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. i. v. iii, There sharpest

gazes Suspicion into the pale dim World-Whirlpool.

b. All instance of this.

1382 WYCLIF i Tim. vl 5 Enuves, stryues, blasfemyes,

yuele suspiciouns. 1398 TREVISA Bartii. De P. R. xvi. liii.

(1495) Liv/2 lacinctus-.dooth away eleyngenes & sorowe,
& also vayn'suspecyons \Bodl. MS. suspessiouns]. 1549

Compl. Scot. xiv. 117 He beleuand to keip hym fra ane

gritar suspetione. 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592)^131

They of old time did cleere themseTues of heinous suspitions

by taking of an othe. 16*5 BACON Ess., Suspicion (Arb.)

528 Svspicions amongst Thoughts, are like Bats amongst
Birds, they euer fly by Twilight. 1678 R. L'ESTRANGE
Seneca's Mar. (1702) 342 Nor is it only by Tales, and Stories,

that we are inflam'd, but Suspitions, Countenances [etc.],

1791 BURKE Corr. (1844)1!!. 370 To lie under those criminal

suspicions would be slill more grievous to them than the

penalties themselves. 1818 SCOTT F. M. Perth xii, If you
leave me without any better reason but your own nonsensical

suspicions. 1873 Nairne Peerage Evidence (1874) 129, I

have a suspicion that Mrs. Sandeman is suffering from

organic disease of the heart.

)- o. transf. A ground of suspicion ; a suspicious
circumstance. Obs.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. f, Jul. v. iii. 187 3. Wai. Here is a Frier.

. .We tooke tbis Mattocke and this Spade from him, As he
was cpmming from this Church-yard side. Con. A great

suspition. 1687 T. BROWN Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 I.

81, I find you go by different names, a shrewd suspicion of

your being cheats.

2. Constructions and phrases.
a. Const, of (t in, f to, f upon) the person of

whom some evil is suspected.
a. c 1290 St. Sebaftian 29 in S. Eng. Leg. 179 Ich habbe to

be suspecion. .pat bov a}en me. .Itorned hast pi bou}t. c 1374
CHAUCER Troylus v. 1647 Stod on a day in his malencolye
This Troylus and yn suspecion Of here for whom he wende
for to dye. c 1386 Man of Law's T. 583 Hem that hadden
wronge suspecion Vpon this sely Innocent distance, c 1430
SyrGener. (Roxb.) 89 The king.. had no maner suspecion
To hem of their fals treason. 1474 CAXTON Chesse in. iii.

(1883) 102 He vnderstode that the parents and frendes of
them had suspecion in hym. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I.

xxxii. 46 Desyring hym to haue no suspecyons to hym. a 1533
[see d).

0. 1590 SPENSER Muiop. 377 Suspition of friend, nor feare
of foe. .had he at all. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, i. iii. 2:0 Let
Somerset be Regent o're the French, Because in Yorke this
breedes suspition. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth x, You do
wrong even to intimate a suspicion of my Lord of March.
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t b. Const, of the thing of which some evil is

suspected. Ola.

c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 1290 Dido, This dido hath sus-

pescioun of this And thoughts wcl that it was al a-mys.

,,86_ Pan. T. r 380 Whan he hath any wikked suspecion

of thyng thcr he ne wool of it no soothfastnesse. c 1400

Beryn 2474 POUJC I suspecioune Have of yeur wordis. 1651

CULPEPPER Eng. Phys. (i656j 397 [This] may seem to give

some suspition of honesty. 1796 MORSE Amer. Gag. I. 3"
In order to increase the suspicions already entertained of his

generalship.

c. Const. of the evil suspected.

uolme and Donalbaine. . Are stolne away and fled, which

puts vpon them Suspition of the deed. 1631 JORDAN i

xxvii. III. 37 The council of Milan obstinately rejected the

suspicion of danger, with a blind confidence. 1806 SURR

Winter in Loud. III. 53, I.,was about to relate my sus-

picions of the fate of his wife and child. 1866 G. MACDONALD
Ann. Q. Neighb. i. 5 A minute description of my own per-

son such as would at once clear me from any suspicion of

vanity.

d. f To have, take, occas. bear suspicion : to

entertain a suspicion. (Now only to have a, any,

no, etc. suspicion, or suspicions.) t To give one

suspicion : to cause one to suspect.

13. . K. Alis. 453 (>eo barouns haddyn suspecioun. c 1374

CHAUCER Troylus n. 561 As I was comynge Al sodeynly he

lefte his compleynynge. Of which I toke somwbat sus-

pecion. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 10 Nay, syr, not so, lest men
wold haue suspessyon of euell. 1471 CAXTON Recuyell

(Sommer) 90 She . . had suspecion that he wold do harme to

lupiter. c 1531 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1027 Whiche

might be occasyon to gyve you suspicion. 01533 L D.

BKRNERS Ham Ixv. 222 To thentent that he take in you no

suspecyon. 1588 PARKE tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 257

More for that none should doo to them any harme, then for

any euill suspition they had of them. 1593 SHAKS. Lucr.

1321 To clcare her From that suspicion which the world

might bear her. 1611 Wint. T. \. ii. 460 His ill-ta'ne

suspition. 01700 EVELYN Diary 7 May 1685, Under pre-

tence to serve the Church of England, he gave suspicion of

gratifying another party.

e. fty suspicion: that is (to be) suspected,

suspicious, f Without (or but) suspicion : without

being suspected, unsuspected, f Out of all suspi-

cion : beyond all doubt. Upon or on suspicion

(t by suspicion) : on the basis of mere supposition

(of evil or wrongdoing). Above suspicion : too

good or worthy to be suspected of evil.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 1652 Or it es a signe ofsuspecyon
pat he es in way of dampnacyon. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce x.

555 For I but suspicioun Micht repair till hir preuely. 1514
in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. I. 101 Uppon suspicion he was
taken by the Popis commandment and sett in Castill Angill.

1538 STARKEY England (\ty$) 122 Not wythout cause, apon
suspycyon only, euery man may frely accuse other of treson.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanfs Comm. 118 Many were appre-

hended, some by information, and some by suspicion. 1586
A. DAY Engl. Secretorie n. (1625) 10 L. thy kinsman, .being
. .brought before a lustice vpon suspition of his wretchea

liuing. 1591 SHAKS. Rom. 4 Jul. v. iii. 222 Bring forth the

parties of suspition. 1599 Muck A4fO.Bi.jti Shee's an
excellent sweet Lady, and (out of all suspition,) she is vertu-

ous. 1660 BLOUNT Boscobel n. (1680) 8 She procured Him
the better Chamber and Accommodation without any sus-

pition. 1683 Col. Rec. Peiinsylv. I. 84 To aprehend some

persons upon suspition of putting away of bad money. 1771

Jacob's Law Diet, s-v., A person may be taken up on sus-

picion,
where a felony is done. 1850 MERIVALE Rom. Emp.

iv. (1865) 1. 152 The wife of Caesar must be above suspicion.

1867 Philatelist i Jan. 18/1 The rare red-brown sixpenny
Barbados, unperforated, . . is not altogether above suspicion,

t f. In suspicion : (a) suspecting ; (t) suspected.
To have in suspicion : to suspect. To bring in or

into suspicion : to cause to be suspected. To enter

into suspicion with : to become suspicious of. Obs.

Cf. quot. a 1340 in sense 4.

c 1450 Merlin xxvii. 539 Thei wolde not slepe, but were
euer in susspecion of the saisnes. 1471 Arriv. Edw. IY
(Camden) 10 Hymselfe was had in great suspicion. 1484
CAXTON Fables of JEsop n. xviii. They, .shall euer lyue

ry^te heuyly and in suspycon. 01548 HALLCAw*.,//*. VI,
181 b, This kyng lames from his firste rule, began to entre

into suspicion with William Erie Douglas. 1555 BRADFORD
in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. zlv. 131, I declare

nothinge to bringe these noblemen into suspition. 1561 T.

HOBY tr. Castiglione's Courtyeny. (1577) Y vij b, To commit
no vice, nor yet to be had in suspition ofany vice. 1568 GRAF-
TON Chron. II. 121 They were had in suspicion to be great

Brybers. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. v. ii. 31 This Newes. .is so

like an old Tale, that the veritie of it is in strong suspition.

1635 A. STAFFORD Ftm. Glory (1869) 80 Hee that, .bringes

my Faith to God in suspition. 1665 MANLEY Grotius' Low
C. Wars 338 He hoped they would not blame the well-

known Reputation of the House of Austria, or have him in

suspition, now desiring to be the Author of Peace. 1755
MAGENS Insurances I. 269 It is not to be presumed that the

meadows could be had in Suspicion, for it was never yet to

be discovered, that the cause of the Distemper proceeded
from the Ground.

3. gen. Imagination of something (not necessarily

evil) as possible or likely ; a slight belief or idea

of something, or that something is the case; a

SUSPICIOUS.

surmise ;
a faint notion, an inkling. (Chiefly in

negative context.)
t- 1400 Beryn 3831 And }it had I nevir suspecioun...Who

did ^at cursid dede. 1481 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 59, I

neuyr herde before nether hadde any suspycyon bethirto

that the kynde of wemen hadde be deprauyd . . by suche a

foule synne. a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

(S.T.S.) I. 86 The Earle of Douglas..was remaining thair

..witht out ony suspetionnis of Schir William Creichlounis

gaddering. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. 78 There being
..not the least Suspicion or Imagination that the Marriage
would not Succeed. 1650 BULWER Anthrapomet. vii. (1653)

132 A round white..Chin, the Candor whereof seems to in-

troduce into the beholders mind, a certaine suspition of a

Rosie colour. 01699 LADY HALKETT Autobiog. (Camden)
6 Nott so much as either his sister or mine had the least sus-

pittion of it. 1718 PRIOR Poems Ded., The natural Endow,
inents of Your Mind, (which, without suspicion of Flattery)
I may tell You, are very Great. 175* HUME Ess. <V Treat.

C 1 ???) I- 55 This may beget a little suspicion, that even
animals depend not on the .climate. 1817 JAS. MiLL^r/V.
India v. v. II. 524 Tippoo..and M. Lally .. surrounded

Colonel Braithwaite before he had received even a suspicion
of their march. 1867 AUG. I. E. WILSON Vashti xiii,

' Can

you conjecture the cause of the present trouble?' *I have

a suspicion.' 1908 Expositor July 20 There was no previous

suspicion of her future destiny in the Virgin's mind.

1 4. Surmise of something future ; expectation ;

esp. expectation or apprehension of evil. Obs. or

merged in other senses.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxviii[ij. 39 Smyte awaymy reprofe
bat i had in suspecion [Vulg. quod suspicatus sum}. 1393
LANGL. P. PI. C. xvni. 315 [1'heyJ haueb suspecion to be sat;

bobe sarrasyns and lewes, Thorwe Moyses and makamede.

iS EDEN Decades (Arb.) 228, I entered into a great sus-

pition of my lyfe. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. .>/. 275 The
successe of al things . .was answerable to our suspicion. 1658
Tradit. Mem. K. James 44 So high a suspicion of the im-

mense Treasure, a 1700 EVELYN Diary 7 oept. 1666, There
was in truth some days before greate suspicion of those two
nations joyning. Ibid. 18 June 1690, On suspicion that he

might., come into the Confederacy of the German Princes,

f 5. A slight appearance or indication (of some-

thing). Obs. rare 1
. (So L. suspicio.)

1565 JEWEL Repl. Harding (1611) 346 M. Harding, not

shewing vs any suspition, or token of inordinate heat in that

Reuerend Master of the Church of God.

6. A slight or faint trace, very small amount,
' hint ',

'

suggestion
'

(of something).
Tbis use app. arose as an englishing of SOUPCON.

1809 MALKIN Gil Bias viii. iii. r 3 As for polite literature . .

there was not even a suspicion of it in all their talk. 1860

O. W. HOLMES Elsie V. v. (1891) 66 Flip, . .made with beer

and sugar, and a certain suspicion of strong waters. 1871

M. COLLINS Mr*}. I, Merck. III. iv. 107 He was a wall-eyed

horse, with a suspicion of spavin.

Hence Suspi'cional .. pertaining to suspicion ;

f Snspi'cionating- vbl. ii., the entertaining of

suspicion; Suspi-cionfnl a.,
= SUSPICIOUS a;

Suspl'cionless a., devoid of suspicion, unsus-

pecting.
1890 Alien, t, Neural. XI. 347 The same emotional

mobility and *suspicional tendencies which characterized

her gifted son. a 1637 N. FERRAR no Consid. (1638) 311

The "suspicionating, which is as it were a fearing even when
it is of the holy spirit. 1911 H. S. HARRISON Queed xxiii.

(1914) 305 That *suspicionful scrutiny so galling to_men of

spirit, c 1650 Don Bellianis 106 Altogether "suspicionlesse
of any such treason. 1804 Blackw. Mag. XV. 168, I, poor

dupe, suspicionless. 1840 GALT Demon of Destiny 7 As

mourning mortals tell, Suspicionless, to old confiding friends,

Disastrous tidings.

Suspi cion, v. Now dial, (chiefly north.),

U.S., or rare arch. [f. prec.] trans. To suspect.

(With simple obj. or obj. cl.)
a 1637 N. FERRAR no Consid. (1638) 310 Suspicioning of

himselfe, that if he should grow negligent, he might come to

loose his magnanimity.
1834 Kentuckian in New York I. 64 (Thornton), They

began to suspicion, maybe, that they had got the wrong sow

by the ear. 1839 MARRYAT Diary Amer. Ser. I. II. 212, 1

suspicion as much. 1853 Louisville (Kentucky) Democrat,
It was considered

' treason
'

almost to suspicion him of a

mean transaction. 1863 ATKINSON Stanton Grange (1864)

219 They suspicioned all wasn't reel. 1876 |
MARK TWAIN

Tom Saityer xxvii, Anybody would suspicion us that saw

us. 1901 Academy 5 Apr. 359 We suspicion a whiff of

democracy in this.

t Suspi'cionable, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f.

SUS-

PICION sb. + -ABLE.] Open to suspicion.

1691 BEVERLEY Disc. Dr. Crisp 14 It is very suspition-

able, the Letting it down lower may have had its 111, as well

as its Good Effects.

t Suspicionous, a. Obs. In 5 suspec-. [a.

AF., OF. suspec-, suspicionous, f. suspicion SUS-

PICION : see -ous.] = next.

1474 CAXTON Chesse in. ii. (1883) 90 We rede thadionyse
of zecyll.-Was so suspecionous that [etc.]. 147? EARL

RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 119 Of alle other maners &
dicions the worst is a man to be suspecionous of his frende.

1481 CAXTON Godfrey xli. 80 Themperour. .doubted moche,

And had his comyng moche suspecyonous.

Suspicions (s#spi
-

Jas), a. Forms : a. 4-0

suspecious, (5 -ieuse, 5-6 -yous, 6 -ius), 5

susspeoious. 0. 4- suspicious, (5 -ioyows,

-yoyowse, 6 -ycyous, -ioiouse, -yciouse, 7

-yoious) ; 6-7 suspitious, (6 -ius). [a. AF.,

OF. suspecious, suspicious, -eus, ad. L. suspicidsus,

f. suspicio SUSPICION : see -ous.

For the change of spelling cf. SUSPICION si.)

1. Open to, deserving of, or exciting suspicion ;

that is or should be an object of suspicion ;



SUSPICIOUSLY.

suspected, or to be suspected ;
of questionable

character.

1340 Ayenb. 226 pe uerste [ting] is him-zelue kepe and

priueliche bi ine his house, na^t uor to uol}y be uela;rede

suspiciouses. c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T, 540 Suspicious
was the diffame of this man. Suspect his face, suspect his

word also. 1435 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 490/1 In crikes, and

oyer suspecious places. 1477 Cov. Ltet Hk. 421 If eny sus-

pect persone . . may be founde within this Cite hauyng sus-

pecious langage. igoa ARNOLDE Chron, (1811) 05 Good and
honest persones and trewe and not suspecious. 15*6 TINDALE
i Thess. v. 22 Abstayne from all suspicious thynge. 1594
NASHK Terrors JVt. G iv b

t
The abrupt falling into his sick-

nesse was suspitious, proceeding from no apparant surfet or

misdiet. 1634 PEACHAM Compl. Gentl. xii. 114 AH Hebrew

Coynes that Antiquaries shew us are suspicious. 1646 SIK

T. BROWNE Pseud, Kf>. I. viii. 34 Authors are also suspicious,

nor greedily to be swallowed, who pretend to write ofsecrets.

,771 Junius Lett. xliv. (1788) 247 This sudden alteration of

their sentiments, .carries with it a suspicious appearance.

1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst.Clin. Med. xii. 130 His respiration

was interrupted, suspicious, and irregular. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xxi. IV. 551 Some most suspicious entries had

been discovered, under the head of special service. 1889 J.

GAIRDNKR Hen. VII, yii. (1899) in This Ludovico had be-

come Duke of Milan himself by the very suspicious death of

his nephew.

fb. with dependent clause, inf., or of. Obs.

c 1400 Rent. Rose 6110 He wole hym silf suspecious make
That he his lyf let couertly..in Ipocrisie. 1527 Star

Chanter Cases (Selden Soc.) II. 166 All the Barnes..and

other suspecyous places . . to have hydde corne. 1591 GREENE

Conny Catck. 18 Citizens... that they finde. .suspitious of the

like fault. x6a3MEADEin E\\\sOrig. Lett. Set. I. III. 149 The
news of the Prince.. was suspicious not to be good. 164*

FULLER Holy fr Prof. St. v. v. 376 'Tis suspicious . . that these

things might be done by confederacie. 1765 T. HUTCHINSON

Hist. Mass. \. v. 456 The wife of Richard Cornish was

found suspicious of mcontinency. 1788 JEFFERSON Writ.

(1859) II. 552 Symptoms which render it suspicious that the

two empires may make their peace with the Turks.

2. Full of, inclined to, or feeling suspicion ; dis-

posed to suspect; suspecting; esp. disposed to

suspect evil, mistrustful.

c 1400 Cato's Morals in Cursor M. App. iv. 307 Fie to be

susspecious, atte bou be no}t doutous. c 1430 LYDG. Min.

Poems (Percy Soc.) 162 No man of kynde is moore sus-

pecious, Than he that is moost vicious and coupable. 159*

KYD Sf. Trag. in. xiv. 160 The world is suspitious. And
men may think what we imagine not. 1647 CLARENDON
Hist. Reb. v. 140 Such Circumstances, as should administer

no occasion of Jealousy to the most Suspicious. _ 1735
POPE

Prol. Sat. 206 A tim'rous foe, and a suspicious friend. 1842

W. MACGILUVRAY Man. Brit. Ornitli. n. 244 This species

[of gull).. is vigilant, shy, and suspicious. 1856 K/^xeArctic

Expl. II. xv.
164^,

I had earned character with these people,

at first so suspicious and distrustful.

b. with dependent clause, or of.

ii7i CAXTON Chesse iv.vii. (1883) 180 The aduersaries ben~" ., . ^, . l_ , l_ _ .. ... 1>UU

be suspitious I more incline to Somerset, than Yorke. 1651

HOBBES Lcviath. iv. xlvi. 379 The best men are the least

suspicious of fraudulent purposes, a. 17*1 PRIOR Dial.

Cromwell <j-
Porter Wks. (1907) 264 You were a Slave to

your own Apprehensions, suspicious of every body that came

near you. 1783 JOHNSON Let. to Taylor 24 July, I was sus-

picious that you were ill 1834 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serm.

(1837) I. v. 70, I am suspicious of any religion that is a

people's religion. 1861 THACKERAY Four Georges iii. 134

Like other dull men, the king [sc. George III] was all his

life suspicious of superior people.

o. transf. Expressing, indicating, or charac-

terized by suspicion.
1478 EARL RIVERS Crystyne'sMor. Prov. (1859) 3 Woman &

man to guider muche Rownyng May often cause suspecieuse

slandryng. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 63 Whose
bertes be full of ypocrisy . . and suspycyous iudgementes.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Vcy. iv. xxxv. 158 b,

[They] condemned the wise Socrates, for the suspitious

opinion they had in him. 1635 QUARLES Embl. v. xii. 22

How often hath Thy Hope-reviving Grace Wood my sus.

pitious eyes to seek Thy face ! 1745 T. RANDALL in Transl.

* Paraphr. Sc. Ck. XLIX. vi, Love harbours no suspicious

thought. 1797 S. & HT. LKE Canterb. T. (1709) I. iv. 358

[His conduct] tinctured the inind of his companion with

suspicious and black ideas.

t d. Showing a suspicion or inkling of. Oos.

1655 MARQ. WORCESTER Cent. Inv. 75 A. . Ribbon weaver

may set down a whole discourse . . without knowing a letter

or interweaving anything suspicious of other secret than a

new-fashioned Ribbon.

3. Comb., as (in sense i) suspicious-looking adj. ;

(in sense 2) suspicious-mindedness.
1843 Chambers'* Edin. Jrnl. 46/1 A wiry, crop-eared

terrier.. ; one of those suspicious-looking brutes whom an

honest man would shrink from claiming. 1869 TOZF.R /

261

sentence above quoted, .which looks suspiciously like the -

Delphic utterance of some South KeiiMngtonian oiaclc.

1902 VIOLET JACOB Shcff> Stealcrs xiv,
'

Oi. was the reply, ,

which came from suspiciously near the keyhole,
2. In a way showing suspicion ;

with suspicion ;

suspectingly.
1549 i" Burnet Hist. Kef. (1681) II. Records 176, I talked

in the Matter so suspiciously, as though such an Invasion

had been made. 1599 Life Sir T. More in Wordsw. heel.

Btog, (1853) 11.70 He would never simsterlie or suspiciouslie |

take anie thing written, done, or spoken against him. 1615

.

Turkey- I. 101 A suspicious-looking mess of fish a

vegetables. 1888 DOUGHTY Arabia Deserta I. 603 T
.nd

vegetables. 1888 DOUGHTY Araeia Lieserat i. 003 The

suspicious-mindedness of the Arabians.

Suspi ciously, adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2.] In a

suspicious manner.

1. In a way deserving of suspicion ;
so as to

arouse suspicion.
1471 in Surtees Misc. (1890) 24 Lawrence of Lawe. .lyffe:

suspeciouslye agayns lawe of this land. 1513 LD. BERNERS

Froiss. I. xxi. 30 They both dyed suspeciously. 1587

TURBERV. Epit. f, Sonn., To Parker 192 Their dice are very

small,.. Not shaking them awhit, they cast suspiciously.

1611 Sm R. NAUNTON in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. Mbb.

Comm.) I. 1 18 As if I were too suspiciously inward with Sir

F. Gr 1687 A LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trail, n. 64 Ihere

were Arabs at Mendeli who looked suspiciously. 1823

COOPER Pioneers vi, He returned, .bringing with him a sus-

piciously-looking box. i86z Morn. Standard 24 Mar., ine

Harold, suspiciously. 1868 Miss BBADDON Run to Earth

xxv, This man looked very suspiciously at the visitor. 189*
F. ANSTKV

'

Voces Pop. Ser. 11. 24 They watch one another

.uspiciously.

Suspi ciousness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
condition or quality of being suspicious.
1. Liability to suspicion ; questionable character.

1486 Year-bk. 2 Henry Vll (1567) 3 b, Le felony ou le

suspiciousnes. 31716 SOUTH Serm.
(1717.)

V. 347 The
Reasons, why this inward Voice of the

Spirit
cannot be the

Rule, which Men are to be guided by. . . Because of its Sus-

Jiciousness.

1881 WESTCOTT & HORT Grit. ff.T. II. 67 Its

nal conclusions must rest on the intrinsic verisimilitude or

suspiciousness of the text itself.

2. Proneness to suspicion ; disposition to sus-

pect ;
mistrustfulness. (In quot. 1525, Suspicion.)

15*5 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. xxii. 51 They.. went in and
out on their maisters busynesse, without any suspeciousness
of them. 15x6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 66 Our lorde. .

preserue all those that entendeth this holy iourney .. from

suspycyousnes and wronge iudgementes. 1639 FULLER Holy

IVar^ v. xii. (1647) 251 Suspiciousnesse is as great an enemy
to wisdome, as too much credulitie. a 1768 SECKER Serm.,

Ephes. v. il (1770) II. 351 An immoderate Suspiciousness of

innocent Compliances. 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. IV. xviii.

34 The nation settled back into its old suspiciousness, which
it disguised under the name of independence. 1884 R. W.
CHURCH Bacon ii. 56 Bacon, .using every effort and device

to appease the Queen's anger and suspiciousness.

t Suspiracle. 06s. rare. [ad. med.L. suspl-

rdculum : see next.]
= next.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. sob/i The sus-

piracies through the which nature disburseth her selfe of all

superfluity's.

t Snspiral. Obs. Also 5-6 suspyral, -all(e,

-irall(e, suspire!, 6 sesperal, susprall, oes-

peralle. [a. OF. s(o)uspirail (mod.F. soupirail)
=

Pr. sospiralh, ad. med.L. siisptraculuni, f. suspi-

rdre to SUSPIRE + -culitm, denoting instrument.]

L A breathing-passage.
c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxi. 80 This neck

shalle be the suspyralle wherby the brethe shalle be drawen
bothe to comforte of the hede and eke of al the body.

2. A vent, esp. for a conduit.

c 1430 in Lond. <y Middlesex Arckzol. Trans. (1870) III.

321 This suspirall seruith for thes ij pipes. 1:1440 Promf.
Parv. 485 Suspyral, of a cundyte, spiraculum. 1562 in

Strype Stoui's Sura. (1755) II. V. xxi. 411 No man shall.,

destroy any pipes Sesperals or Wind-vents pertaining to the

Conduits.

3. A pipe or passage for water leading to a con-

duit.

1410 Cov. Leet Bk. 21 Ordinatum fuit quod les Suspirales

..deleantur et obstupantur. 1416 Ibid. 105 That no welles

nor suspiralles, other then ben ordeyned, shuld be had to let

the comen Cours of the seid Cundyte. IS43-4 Act 35 Hen.

VI11, c. 10 To vewe.. the said Heddes pipes suspiralles and

vaultes, and them to amend repaire translate. [1656 BLOUNT

Glossogr., Snspiral, . . In the Statute of 35 Hen. 8. Cap. 10.

it seems to be taken for a Spring of water, passing under the

ground, towards a Conduit or Cestern.)

4. A settling tank ;
a cesspool.

cijuin Archaeologia(igoz) LVIII. 301 In be same diche

bob b suspirel & be waste pipe awoyde ther water in a

gotir of breke. Ibid. 302 In the botomeof this well undir a

stone is a susprall w l a tampioun to dense the home pype.

1583 in N. Bacon Ann. IpsTvichc (1884) 337 Cesperalle to be

made for stopping of filthe by the brooke.

Suspiration (sospir/i-Jan).
Now rare. [ad.

L. susplrdtio, -onem, n. of action f. suspjrdre to

SUSPIRE.]
1. Sighing; a sigh.
c 1485 Dirty Mtsi., Christ's Burial 64 O day off suspira-

tione! Which lewes shall repent ! 1503 HAWES Examp.
Virt vii. 115 Peas bytwcne the faders hyghenes Of heuen

and vs in suspyracyon. (11639 WOTTON Panegyr. to K.

Charles in Reliq. (1651) 136 To have solicited her sister with

SUSQUE DEQUE.
1834 GALT Rothelan II. v. ix. 254 A suspiralious Aowing

of briny tears. 1871 HKOWNISU fijiiu Ixi, Not feebly, like
our phrase, against the barrier go In suspirative swell the
HUlncntic note!, I know.

t Suspi -re, s/>. Obs. [a. Ol . i ;< /;/ (mod.
F. soupir; = Pr. sospir, It. iospiro, Sp., Pg. suspiro,
or ail. 1.. suipirium, \. suspirart : see next.] A sigh.
c 1450 Envoy to Alison 25 Suspiris which 1 cflunde in

silence ! 1549 Compl. &ot. vii. 7o The quhilk reproche iche
proiniin.it vitht mony dolorus suspiri*. 1595 Locriite v. iv.

2 The circuit of the azure sky Tlirowe!. forth sad ihrobs and
grieuous suspiis. 1610 Htvwoou Gold. Agt i. L Win. 1874
III. 12 Gods are neuer touch't with my suspires Pa&sions
and throbs. 1637 I'leas. DM. ii. Wks. 1874 VI. 130 Wbencs
came that deep suspire?

Suspire (s*pai-i), v. Now chiefly poet. [ad.
L. suspirdrt (whence OF.sosfirer, mod.t . soupirer,
Pr. sospirar. It. -art, Sp., Pg. suspirar), 1. lu- SUB-

25 + spirdre to breathe.]
I. inlr. To sigh ;

rare in lit. sense ; chieflyyf^-.
to sigh or longer, yearn after.
c 1450 tr. De Imilatione in. xxxvii. 107 To be prouoked to

byer binges, ft. .10 suspire berto by desire. 1531 MORE
Confut. Tindale Wks. 532/2 Suspyring and sighing alte:

'nit. xii. 40 The devout whispers or suspirations of her

.ffectionate Supplicants. 1786 Francis the Ph,la,,thropist

III. oi Her hp trembled with suspiration. i8ao SCOTT

Monast xvi, I may well heave such a suspiration. 1867

SJWINBURNE Ess. * Stud. (.875) .28 We have had evidences

of religion, aspirations and suspirations of all kinds.

2 (Deep) breathing; breath ;
a (deep) breath.

i6oiSHAKS. Ham. I. ii. 79 Nor Customary suites of solemne

Blacke, Nor windy suspiration of forc'd breath. 1607 Uf.K-

K Whore ,/^Wwks. -873 II. 193 The
nation^^Vho

suspiration draw out of this aire. 1634 S. R. Noble Sold,er

in. i. in Bullen O. PI. (.882) I. 289 We from one climate

Drew suspiration. 189. LD. LVTTON K,ng *"**
meadowy dales A thousand fragrant suspirations fill d With

incense. 1905 Westm. Gaz. ,6 Feb. 2/1 The ocean.,smooth

IS glass, wURout even a suspiration to break the deadly

monotony of its surface.

Hence Suspiratious, Su-spirative adjs., sigh-

ing.

18 Thy happinesse giues vs leaue to respire, thy absence

iustly compels vs to suspire, and the place where we make no
doubt thou art, makes vs thither to aspire. 1671 WOOUHEAD
St. Teresa i. Pref. 12 Prayer .. consists more in sighing and

suspiring after that object, that it is already convinced most

to deserve its love. 1855 BROWNING Serenade at Villa. 12

Earth turned in her sleep with
pain, Sultrily suspired for

proof. 1887
' Q '

Deait Man's ROCK 294 Every note breathing

pathos or suspiring in tremulous anguish.
2. trans. To utter with a sigh, to sigh forth.

Also, to breathe out.

1549 Compl. Scot. vii. 70 Sche began to suspire lamentabil

regrettis. 1865 J. THOMSON Art in. ii, Did he ever
suspire

a tender lay. 1868 BROWNING Ring 4 k. x. 997 A bolt

from heaven.. suspiring flame. 1904 Btaclrw. Mag. Nov.

677 How lustily the bellows did suspire Breath for the

flames !

3. inlr. To breathe.

595 SHAKS. John in. iv. 80 Since the birth of Caine, the

first male-childe To him that did but yesterday suspire. 1597
a Hen. IV, iv. v. 33 Did bee suspire, that light and weight,

lesse dowlne Perforce must moue. 1856 MRS. BROWNING
A ur. Leigh vn. 1061 Fire-flies, that suspire In short soft

lapses of transported flame. 1866 SWINBURNE Poems fr Ball.,

Herniaphroditus 10 Their breath is fire upon the amorous

air, Fire in thine eyes and where thy lips suspire.

Hence t Suspi-red ppl. a., longed for; t Sua-

pi'ring vbl. so., sighing, a sigh.

1549 Compl. Scot. i. 23 The lamentabil suspiring that pro-

cedit fra my dolorus hart, a 1639 WOTTON Met/it. Ckristmat

Day in Reliq. (1651) 351 The long Suspired Redeemer of the

World. 1671 WOODHEAD St. Teresa I. Pref. 9 Prayer. .by
interior frequent suspirings and ejaculations interposed.

Suspicions (spsprriss), a. [ad. L. suspiriosus,

i. suspirium deep breathing, sigh, shortness of

breath, SUSPIRE so. Cf. F. suspirieux^
\. Breathing with difficulty or painfully ; chiefly

Path, (see quot. 1896).
1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. I. iv. Ix. 329 Their IK.

BRISTOWE Theory I, Pract. Med. (1878) 203 Resipiranon . . is

followed by a quick expiration and a long pause.

2. Full of sighs, sighing.
1751 Hist. Pompey the Little 96 When the company had

enjoyed enough of this spiritual and suspirious conversation,

they proceeded in the last place to singing of psalms. 1809

SVD. SMITH Methodism Wks. (1850) 138/1 To estimate what

the exertions of the lachrymal and suspirious clergy would

be. i8*> H. MATTHEWS Diary Invalid (ed. 2) 223 A sus.

pirious, lacrymose, white-handkerchief business.

t Suspiry. Obs. rare. Also 5 -yry. [ad. L.

suspirium : see prec.] A breathing, respiration.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. Iviii. (BodL MS.) If. 29 b/i

By preuey suspiries \fd. 1495 suspyries ; orig. respiracula]

and ventinges it {sc. the marrow] feleb be vertue . .of be mone.

Suspition, -ious, obs. ff. SUSPICION, -lous.

tSuapose.i'. and sl>. Obs. Also 5 -owse. Variant

of SUPPOSE, influenced by suspicion.
a 1315 Prose Psalter xlix. 22 [1. 21] pou wendest wicked-

leche, bat y shal be lich to be ; y shal reproue be of by sus-

poseing [
= supposition), c 1460 Tovintlty Myst. XIIL 514 If

ye haue suspowse (
= suspicion) to gill or to me.

Susprall, var. of SUSPIKAL.

t Susprise, v. Obs. rare. Also suss-, [f. A*.

suspris-e
= OF. souspris-e, pa. pple. of sou(s)-

prendre, by-form of sourprendre to SUBPBISI.]
<=

400-50 tTars Alex. 2300 (Dubl. MS.), He wald neuer

sussprise [A shm. MS. supnse) no sege: vnder heven. c 1400

Anturs o/Arth. (Ireland MS.) xxiv, Thay schallc dee that

dav Sussprisut with a subiecte. 1471 CAXTON Recuyel

(Sommer) 227 lupiter felte hym self sore susprised and sur-

mounted of the couetyse of loue.

|| Susque deque, rare. [L.,
- lit. both up and

down ; hence, indifferently.] //. People who are

indifferent.

1647 WARD Simple Cooler (1843) 50 He hath sounded n

alarm to all the susque deattes, pell-raels, one and alls, now

harrasing sundry parts of Chrisleudome.



STTSBEAL.

Susreal, vnr. surreal: see SURROTAL.
c 1410 Master of Game (MS. Uigby 183) ii, pe first tynde

that is next be heed is ycleped aunteleer, and J?e secund

reiall, ond be .in. above susreall.

Suss (ss). dial. Also 6 sose. [Variant of

Soss i*.1 (sense 3) ; cf. Soss-.] A slattern, slut.

15.. Smyth <$ his Dame 251 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 210

He hath amended well thy ble ; For yester day, . .Thov were

a fovle sose [rimes thus, Jesus, vs). 1865 R. HUNT Pof.
Rom. IV. Eng. Ser. l. 97 A great, nasty Suss of a woman.

f Su'Ssapine. Obs. 1 mispr. for GOSSAMPINE.

1594 GREENE & LODGE Looking Gl. (1598) D 4, He deck my
Aluida, In Sendall and in costly Sussapme.

Sussarara, var. SISEBARY (senses 2, 4%
1770 GOLDSM. Vicar W. (ed. 4) xxi, Gentle or simple, out

she shall pack with a sussarara \edd. 1766, 1767 sass.j. 1884
Athenaeum 3 May 578/1, I., at last gave such a sussarara on

the bell that I thought the deafest person must hear.

fSussemy, a. Obs. [a. AF. *sussemc, OK. sons-

seine, var. sourseau, = med.L. superseminatus lit.

' sown over
'

(see SUPEBSEMINATE), applied to

measly swine because of their tongues being covered

with spots.] Of swine's flesh : Measly.
1431 Ctrv. Leel Bk. 25 pat no bocher sell.-no roten Schep,

ne Sussemy flesche, ne non swyn of bryin.

Sussex (szvseks). The name (OE. Sfyseaxc
' South Saxons ')

ofa maritime county in the south-

east of England ;
used attrib. in designations of

things produced in or peculiar to the county, as

breeds of cattle, agricultural implements, etc.

1704 Diet Rust (1726) s.v. Plough, The Sussex single

Wheel-Plough. 1818 Compl. Grazier (ed. 3)Introd. 3 The
Sussex and Hereford breeds [of cows). 1834 YOUATT Cattle

41 The loins of the Sussex ox are wide. 1837 Brit. Husli.

(Libr. Usef. Knowl.) II. Index, Sussex waggon [described
I. 155]. 1846 YOU/ITT Pig (1847) Index, Sussex pigs. 1855

Poultry Citron. III. 534/2 My declining to adopt the name
of Hamburg for the Bolton Greys and Bays, or that of

Dorking for the Sussex fowls. 1856
' STONEHKNCE

'

Brit.

Rural Sports 59 A good, useful team of the Sussex spaniels.

1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 392/2 These sheep are now usually
classed as Sussex Downs and Hampshire Downs. 1885 Ibia.

XIX. 645/2 The Surrey and Sussex fowls are four-toed.

t b. Sussex crest, a name for the cuckold's

'horn'. Obs.

1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Ritiens No. 8. (1713) I. 49 A
Cuckold is always to be the last Man that knows he has got
a Sussex Crest.

c. Sussex marble, a marble occurring in thin

beds in the Wealden clay of Sussex and Kent, for-

merly much used for pillars in churches.

1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. 1850 ANSTED Eltm. GeoL,
Min., etc. 379 Weald clay, with subordinate limestone (called
Sussex marble) and sand.

Hence f Sassezan, -\ Snssezlan adjs. rare, be-

longing to Sussex.
1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xvii. 423 Clear Lavant, that doth

keep the Southamptonian side (Dividing it well-near from
the Sussexian lands). 1614 Disc. Strange <$

Monstrous
Serpent B 2 b, 1 will conclude this general! discovrse of Ser.

pents, and come to the particular description of our Sussexan

Serpent.

t Sussing, vbl. sb. Obs. rare. [Echoic.] The
'

spitting
'

ot a cat.

a 1693 Urquhart's Ralelais in. xiit. 107 Barkingof Currs,
bawling of Mastiffs, .sussing of Kitnings.

Sussingle, ol>s. form of SrscmcLB.

Sussite, var. Si'SCiTE v. Obs., to resuscitate.

Susspecion, -pitioun, etc., obs. ff. SUSPICION.

t Sussy, sb. Sf. Oi>s. Also 6 sussie, sowcy.
[a. OK. soussy (mod.F. souci), vbl. sb. f. soussicr:

see next.] Care, trouble.

1513 DOUGLAS SEnns iv. Prol. 236 Quhat sussy, cuir, and
strang ymagyning? 11578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron.
Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 307 My lord of Angus tuik lyuill sussie of
thesamin. 1587 W. FOWLER Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 120 He.. who
hes of his state ones sowcy, cair, and feare. 1591 R. BRUCE
Serm. iii. G 6, Ane King that hath na kind of cair, nor sussie

[ed. 1843 soucie] of his subjectis.

t Su'SSjr, v. Sc. Obs. Also 6 sussie. [a. OF.
soussier : L. sollicitdre to rouse, excite, SOLICIT.]
1. intr. To care, trouble.
c 1550 HOLLAND Crt. Venus \\. 428 Sussie not, forthow will

get reskew. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xvi. 76 He susseis
not thre strais Quha suld be rewlar. a 1609 ALEX. HUME
E. G. Moncriejf 318, I sussie not how viuely they be
tuitched.

b. With negative and const, inf. : Not to refuse

to do something.
1567 Gude ,5- Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 171 Thou susseit nocht to

suffer deid. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xiii. 38 Cain aganis
his brother did Rebell, And susseit not to sched his saikles
bhide. 1580-90 J. STEWART Poems (S.T.S.) II. 113 The
feng5eit freind . . susseis not to leif his freind in smart.
2. trans. To care for, regard.
c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.) xxx. 22 Thay sussy not

thair God abufe.

Sussy, obs. f. SOOST, E. Indian fabric.

t Sustain, sb. Obs. rare.
[f. next.] That

which sustains
; means of sustenance.

1653 MILTON Pi. iii, 14, I lay and slept, I wak'd again, For
my sustain Was the Lord.

Sustain (sfctf'-n), v. Forms : 3 susteni, -eini,

-einy, -eyni, -eyny, sosteine, souste(i)ne, 3-6
susteyne, 3-7 susteine, sustene, 4-5 sustyne,
-teene, 4-6 sust(e)igne, susteyn, -tayn, (4
sostene, suste(e)n, -tyene, 5 souateyne, 6

awstene), 4-7 sustaine, sustayne, 6-7 sustein,

262

4- sustain, [n. AF., OF. sustenir. s0(it}stenir...ijj
corresp. to Pr., Sp. softener, It. sostenere^ Pg. soster,

ad. L. snstinere, f. sits- SUB- i^ + tenere to hold,

keep.]
fl. trans. To support the efforts, conduct, or

cause of; to succour, support, back up. Obs.

c 1290 Beket 1507 in S. Eng. Leg. 149 And bote heo wolden
him bi-leue and ne susteyni him non-more. 13.. Cursor
M. 22102 (Gtitt.) Bethaida and core/aim, pir tua cites sal

susten \Cott. foster] him [sc. |pe anticristj. a 1450 Knt..dela
Tour Ixv, The wift" of the said Amon was not wise . . to sus-

teyne hym in his foly. c 1500 Melnsine in That. .ye. .wor-

ship with all your power holy chirch,beyng her champyons,

,

Peter of Craon. 01578 LINDESAY (Pilscottie) Chron. Scot.

(S. T. S.) I. 333 No man sould foster, succour or sustene no

Douglasses withtin thair boundis. 1614 RALEIGH Htst.

World v. i. 6. 349 The Romans resolue to sustaine htm,
and put themselues in order. 1697 DHYDtN^Ew^/^ vi. 1122

His Sons, who seek the Tyrant to sustain. 1711 in totk

Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm, App. i. 143 They brought all the

Grenadiers of their army, well sustam'd by a good body of
other foot. 1757 W. WILKIE Epigoniad 1. 16 While Thebes
secure our vain attempts withstands. By daily aids sustain 'd

from distant lands. 1802 JAMES Milit. Diet. s.v., To sus-

tain is to aid, succour, or support, any body of men in

action, or defence.

f b. To uphold, back up, give support to (a

person's conduct, a cause, a course of action).

Also, to stand by (one's own action or conduct).

1*97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7354 po willam hurde (>at he wolde
sustemi is tricherie. (11300 Cursor M. 29275 pam..bat
sustens..Fals trout gain cristen state. (1368 CHAUCER
Cornel. Pite in And netheles yit my troth I shall susteen
vnto my deth. c 1374 Troylus n. 1686, 1 wole right fayn
with al my myght ben oon. Haue god my troube here
cause to susteyne. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 154/2 He began
to susteyn the feyth to whiche he had ben contrarye. a 1575
Diurn. Occurr. (Bannatyne Cl.) 281 Tonne Knox minister

requyrit the lordis to sustene ane book, quhairinto wes con-
tenit that thaj suld ordane..xij superintendentis. 1671
FI.AVEL Fount. Life vii. Wks. 1701 I. 44/1 His [sc. Christ sj

Death and Sufferings , . must respect others, whose Persons
and Cause he sustained in that suffering Capacity. 1752
YOUNG Brothers in. i, I'll go; Sustain my part, and echo
loud my wrongs.

C. Const, clause or (rarely) ace. and inf. : To
support the contention or argument, maintain (that
. . .). Now rare.
c 1366 CHAUCER A. B. C. 22 As bi riht bei mihten wel sus-

teene. pat j were wurbi my dampnacioun. ^1380 WYCLIF^/.
Wks. III. 175 pes freres. .seyde. .bat it is an erroure to sus-

teyne }>at dymes ben pure alines, a 1450 Knt. de la 7our xii,

Ther was moche speche whiche he shulde take, mani folke

susteninge to take the elder [daughter]. 1456 SIR G. HAVE
Law Arms (S.T.S.) 209 How it maybe suste'nyt that the

king of Fraunce has na soverane. c 1550 R. KIESTON Bayte
Fortune B ij, With wordes thou wouldest susteine that no

good dede is doen without thee. 1609 HUME Admonit. in

Wodro^v Soc. Misc. (1844) 570 On the other part, otheris

of you.. sustene, that, among pastoris, thair sould be im-

paritie. 1678 G. MACKENZIE Crint. Laws Scot. i. xi. 3.

(1609)59 The Justices would not sustain, minxper se, to be
a sufficient qualification of self-defence. 1899 Westin. Gaz.
8 Sept. 3/1 What patriotic Englishman can for a moment
sustain that [etc.]?

2. To uphold the validity or rightfulness of; to

support as valid, sound, correct, true, or just.

1415 HOCCLEVE To Sir J. Oldcastle 183 Fro Cryst bat

right first greew, & if bat we Nat shuln susteene it, we been
ful vnwyse. 14*5 Rolls of Par It. IV. 271/2 Such possession
..ought not to be sustened ne affermed. 1689 Sc. Acts
Will, ff Mary (1875) XII. 47/2 The objectione berafter putt
to the vote and sustained to reject the Comtmssione be 24
votes. 1754 in Nairne Peerage Ei>id. (1874) 60 [They] sus-

tained and hereby sustain the claim and fand and hereby
find that she is a just and lawful creditor. 1756 C. LUCAS
Ess. Waters II. 67 In the Thesis which I sustained for the

degrees in physic at Leyden. 1793 LD. ESKGROVE in Lock-
hart Scott (1837) I. vii. 215 Sustain the Sheriff's judgment,
and decern. 1807 LD. ELDON in Vesey Ret>orts(\&ii) XIII.
601 The trustee, having.. proved, that he had removed him-
self from the character of trustee, his purchase may be sus-

tained. 1855 Poultry Chron. III. 412 If an objection be
made to any entry as being a false one, and such objection
be sustained within ten days.

3. To keep (a person or community, the mind,

spirit, etc.) from failing or giving way.
13.. Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. xxxii. 984 pat sacra*

ment reconsile^ him ay, Susteynejjhim, bat he ne falle may.
c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaw's T. 62, I prey to god in honour
hire susteene. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1749 AH be gracious
godis & gudnes . . pat . . sustaynes be erth. 1535 COVERDALE
JV. iii. 6, I layed me downe and slepte, but I rose vp agayne,
for the Lorde susteyned me. 1662 ROWLEY Birth Merlin
i. ii. 10 That hope alone sustains me. 1741 YOUNG Nt. Th,
iv. 401 He tunes My voice (if tun'd); the nerve, that

writes, sustains. 1837 LOCKHART Scott III. x. 334 [He]
who, more perhaps than any other master of the

pen,
had

contributed to sustain the spirit of England throughout the

struggle. 1843 WORDSW. Grace Darling 49 Inwardly MIS-
tained by silent prayer.

4. To keep in being ; to cause to continue in a
certain state ; to keep or maintain at the proper
level or standard

; to preserve the status of.

cixgo St. Kath. 68 in 5". Eng. Leg. 94 pis Aumperour sende
. . is sonde pat be gretteste maistres of clergie to him comen
..for to susteinen op heore lawe bora strencj^e of clergie.
c 1390 Beket 1605 ibid. 152 He bat sosteinez vuele lawes.

97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6507 He..muchelouedeholichirche
& susteinede al so. Ibid. 7697 No time nas pet pes bet
isusteined ban hi his time was. 1340 Ayenb. 57 po bet

SUSTAIN.

be tauernes su^tyene^ byej> uela^es of nlle be ?ennen bat

bye^ y-do ine hare tauernes. 1377 LANGL. /'. PL B. ix. 108
Trewe wedded libbing folk.. mote worche & wynne & Jje

worlde susteyne. c 1386 CHAUCER Man of Law's T. 294
The honour of his regne to susteene. c 1430 LYDG. Min.
Poems {Percy Soc.) 210 Trewe juges and sergeauntis of the

lawe,. . Holde trouthe and sustene rightwisnesse. 1483 CAX-
TON Cato d j, He deyed for to holde and susteyne the lawe

j

and trowthe. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. it. ii. 40 That great
1 Queene. .That with her soueralgne powre, . .All Faery lond

does peaceably sustene, 1666 DRYDEN Ann. Mirab. xlvii,

Two Chiefs. .Each able to sustain a Nations fate. 1697
I sEneid i. 400 Remus with Quirinus shall sustain The
'

righteous Laws. 1700 PRIOR Carni, Sec. 10 Happy Pow'r
sustain 'd by wholesom Laws. 1836 J. GILBERT Chr.Atonem.

\

vi. (1852) 154 The rule of good, no longer enforced by its

l proper penalties, requires to be sustained by some equiva-
! lent expedient. 1841 MYERS Catk. Th. iv. 45. 406 If it

[sc. Protestantism] has destroyed much it has also created

much, and is now sustaining much. 187$ blMtmxG Miss/on

Holy Ghost viii. 211 We are creatures who have come forth

from His omnipotence, and are sustained by His almighty
power.
5. To keep going, keep up (an action or process,

f offas. a material object) ; to keep np without

intermission
; (with mixture of sense 8 or 9), to

carry on (a conflict, contest).
c 1330 Arth. ff Merl. (Kolbing) 9926 Four geauntes,..pat

sustend bat bataile. 1405 Lay Folks Mass Bk. (1879) 65
Any other anourment whare-wit godes seruys es sustend.

c 1407 LYDG. Reason fy Sens. 771 Vertu sensityf. .hir quarel
doth sustene Ageyns hfr ful Rigorously, c 1420 ?LYDG.
A ssembly o/Gotis 1093 Whyle these pety-capteynessusteynyd
thus the feelde. c\4$oGodstmvRtg.fo? t ij lampes to be sus-

teyned with oyle. 1500-30 DUNBAR Poems xlvii. 22 To turne

to trew luve his intent, And still the quarrell to sustene.

1544 BETHAM Precepts War i. Ixxvii. E ij, Men refreshed

wyth hole meates, bene hable to susteyne battayie an whole

daye. 1553 PAYNELL tr. Dares' Phryg. Destr. Troy F ij,

Aiax Thelamonius valiantly sustained ye
thinge vntill the

night departed y" battel. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. in. 86
Menalcas shall sustain his under Song. 1760-2 GOLDSM,
Cit. W. xci, Their perseverance is beyond what any other

nation is capable of sustaining, a 1774 Hist. Greece J.

292 At last, the Athenian fleet, after sustaining a long battle,

..was put to flight. 18x6 SCOTT Old Mort. xxxvi, He felt

no sort of desire.. to sustain a correspondence which must
be perilous. 1817 JAS MILL Brit. India iv. v. II. 205 It

was the severest conflict which the English had yet sus-

tained with an Indian army. 1887 FARADAY Chew. Mnnip.
iv. (1842) 96 The fire is lighted by a piece of brown paper
and a little small coal, and is sustained, .with coke and
small coal. 1848 DICKENS Dotnbey xxx, The conversation

was almost entirely sustained by Mrs. Skewton. 1850 HAW-
THORNE Scarlet L. iii. (1879) 71 By the Indian's side, and

evidently sustaining a companionship with him. 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. a) III. 46 The arts by which he sustains

the reader's interest. 1883 GROVE Diet. Mus. III. 638/1
Comical .. effects might be got by sustaining such sounds
as 'z.z'..'r-r'..or'u'. Ibid. 639/1 By giving the piano-
forte this power of sustaining sound, the special character

of the instrument is transformed.

t b. To maintain the use, exercise, or occupa-
tion of. Obs.
1601 B. JONSON Poetaster iv. vi t

If you thinke gods but

fain'd, and vertue paimed, Know, we sustaine an actual!

residence. i6ia CHAPMAN Rev. Bussy d*Ambois HI. iv. 5

Since I see You still sustain a jealous eye on me. 1613
Shaksperc*s Wks. Ep. Ded., When we valew the places

your H. H, sustaine.

1 6. To support life in
;
to provide for the life or

bodily needs of; to furnish with the necessaries of

life
;
to keep. Obs.

c\*y> St. Edmund 552 in S. Eng. Leg. 447 Swibe faire

under-fongue, And isusteyned in his anuy. 1297 R. GLOUC.

(Rolls) 2354Henaddenojtinouiskni3testosoustene. Ibid.

7755 Horn bo^te in engelond so muche folc neuere nas pat it

was wonder ware boru isousteined it was. 1340-70 Alex,

4- Dind. 797 Alle be godus bat ?e geten. -Seruen for to sus-

taine sour vnsely wombe. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xv. 275

porw jie mylke of t>at mylde best be man was susteyned.

1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)xv. 68 Ofconcubines ilke man takes

als many as he may sustene of his gudes. Ibid, xxxii. 145
Meet and drink wharwith be feble body myght be susteynd.

1483 CAXTON Cato A iij b, Thou oughtest to loue thy fader

and moder nexte after god, and to.. susteyne them in theyr

necessytees. 1653 HAMMOND On Matth. iv. 4. 21 Bread or

ordinary means of susteining men. 1667 MILTON P. L. v.

415 Whatever was created, needs To be sustaind and fed.

a 1700 EVELYN Diary -26 Oct. 1685,
The daughter of a poore

labouring man, who had sustam'd her parents.. by her

labour.

t b. Said of the means of support. Obs.

1538 STARKEY England (1878) 75 Other cuntreys in lyke

space or les, dothe susteyn much more pepul then dothe

thysourys. a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chroit. Scot. (S.T.S.)

I. 3 Ane hes that micht ane hundreith weil! susteine. 1615
G. SANDYS Trav. 7 Their territories though large and fruit,

full, too narrow to sustaine so populous a State. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. \\. 743 Enough remains.. His Wife
and tender Children to sustain.

fc. refl* To keep oneself ;
occas. to take food,

feed. Obs.
a 1300 in E. E. P. (1862) 20 Sum ber bej? bat swinkib sore

winne catel to nab more ham silf fair to susteni. 1380 in

Eng. Gilds (1870) 40 He may nought ne haue nou?the to

susteyne him self. ? a 1550 Freiris Benvik 226 in Dwibar's

Poems (1893) 293 That na apperancc of feist be heir sene,

Bot sobiriy our selffis dois sustene. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr.

War-Comm. Min. Bk. (1855) 157 Thair. .families are re-

ducit to extreme miserie..not haveing quhairupon to sus-

tein thame. 1650 W. D. tr. Comenius 1 Gate Lat. Unl. 8385
A husbandman that, .mainteineth (susteineth) himself with

the crop (incom) of his yearly corn.

fd. To support (life, nature) with necessaries.

1402 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 17 Neither they tillen ne

sowen,.. neither nothing that man should helpe, but onely



SUSTAIN.

themselves, their lives to susteine. 1483 CAXTONCa/* h j b,

Thou oughtest not to requyre..of god but that whyche U
vtyle and prouffytuble for to susteyn nature humayn. 1591
SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. iii. 694 Q sacred simples that our

life sustain. 1697 DRYDKN Virg. Georg. iv.82 They.. labour

Honey to sustain their Lives.

fe. To supply (a person's need), Obs. rare.

1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. iv ii. 135 He be with you againe :

In a trice, like to the old vice, Your neede to sustaine.

t 7. To provide for the upkeep of (an institution,

establishment, estate, etc.). O&s.

1338 R. BRUNSK Chron. (1810) 20 pre bousand marke he

gaf. .To Petir & Paule of Rome, to susteyn ber light. 1431

Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1905) 15 That the same Wardeyns
& their Successours fynde & susteyn v tapers of wexe. .to

brenne vpon my candylstyk. c 1450 Godstow Reg. 491 And

they shold susteyne the seid mese, with ther owne costis, in

al so good state or better than they resceived hit. 1544 tr.

Littleton's Tenures i. viii. 16 Yf a house be let, to holde at

wyl, the lessee is nat holden to susteyne or repayre the

house, 159* WEST 1st Pt. Symbol. 103 C, The saide J.

shall well, .sustaine & maintaine the houses & buildings

which be..builded.

8. To endure without failing or giving way ; to

bear up against, withstand.

c 1330 Arth. <( Merl. (KOlbing) 7152, & he blhinde to

ben bi cas, To susten be paiems ras. 1381 WYCLIF / Cor.

xiil. 7 Charite .. hopith alle thingis, it susteyneth alle

thingis. a 1400 CHAUCER Merciles BeautezYour yen two

wol slee me sodenly, I may the beaute of hem not sustene.

1474 CAXTON Chesse i. ii. (1883) 12 The euyll lyf. .of the

kynge is the lyf of a cruell beste and ought not longe to be

susteyned. 1577 GOOGK tr. Hercs&ach's Husb. 125 Asses

..able to susteyn blowes, labour, hunger, and thyrst.

1667 MILTON P. L. 11. 209 This is now Our doom; which

if we can sustain and bear, Our Supream Foe in time may
much remit His anger. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India iv.

viii. II.28i He sustained the attack, which, for the space
of an hour was vigorously maintained. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. iii. I. 290 Scarce one [of the cities] was now

capable of sustaining a siege, 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)

V. 263 There is no soul of man . .who will be able to sustain

the temptation of arbitrary power. 1889 A. R. WALLACE
Darwinism (1890) 17 Each species [of plant] can sustain a
certain amount of heat and cold.

b. f intr. (also with it} To bear up, hold out

(obs.}.
Also occas. reft.

138* WYCLIF Ps. cxxix. [cxxx. J 3 If wickidnessis thou shalt

al aboute kepe, Lord; Lord, who shal sustene? 138*
Isaiah. Ixiv. 3 Whan thou shalt do merueiles, wee shulti

not sustene. i4ia-ao LYDG. Chron. Troy tv. 2020 head,

ing, The Troyans and be Grekes resumede the felde, in

be which the Grekis might not susteyne against be swerde

of Troylus. 1546 LANGLKY tr. Pol. Verg. De Invent. \. iii.

5 Other that suppose thisworlde had both an original! cause

of being, and shall also sustein and ende by putrifaccion.

"573 Vrt//r. Poems Reform, xli. 139 In deid that ?e suld not

susteind [= sustain it] He thunderit threitnings to the air.

1598 CHAPMAN Iliad it. 287 Sustaine a little then my friendes,

that we the trueth may trie : Of reuerend Chalchas prophesy.

1864 TENNYSON Ayttncr's F. 544 Tho' Averill wrote And
bad him with good heart sustain himself.

c. trans. To bear, stand the force of (criticism,

etc.).

1790 GIBBON Misc. Whs. (1814) 111.502 Their opinion will

not sustain the rigour of critical enquiry. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xij.

III. 142 The Cathedral.. ill qualified to sus-

tain a comparison with the awful temples of the middle ages.

9. To undergo, experience, have to submit to

(evil, hardship, or damage ; now chiefly with injuryt

toss as obj., f formerly also sorrow, death*} ;
to

have inflicted upon one, suffer the infliction of.

In mod. journalistic use (orig. U.S.\ to suffer the injury
of (a broken limb, or the like).

1400 Destr. Tray 7179 Why Sustayn ye bat sorow, bat

Sewesforeuer..? Why proffer ye notpes, or yepayne thole?

c 1407 LYDG. Reason fy Sens. 3570 lason . . Fprtunyd was for

to sustene Al the pereils oon by oon. 14*6 in Surtees Misc.

(1890) 10 After be grete losses fat I have had and sustened.

1531 ELYOTtV<w. I. xxvi, The most noble emperour Octauius

Augustus,.. only for playing at dise and that but seldome,
susiaineth a note of reproche. x$4*~3 Act 34 <$ 35
Hen. VIi7, c. 3, The Offendoures. .to susteyne suche further

punisshement as shall seme expedient. 1553 EDEN Decades

(Arb.) 122 The princes are detennyned noo longer to sus-

teyne theyr oppressions. 1581 N. LCCHEFIELD tr. Ctistan-

heda's Cong. E. Ind. \. ii. 6 In which time they susteined

many and great tempests. 1583 STUBBRS Anat. Abus. ii.

(1882) 62 The host of Pharao . . who all sustained one kinde

of death. 1601 SHAKS. Ttuel. M i. v. 186 Good Beauties,
let mee sustaine no scorne. 1628 DIGBY oy, Medit. (Cam-
den) 3 If either should chance to breake or spring mast or

yarde or sustayne any leake or other damage. 1653 R- SAN-

DERS Physiogn.^ Moles 13 She shall sustain thefts, and suffer

by fugitive servants. a-ijoo EVELYN Diary 21
Sept. 1674,

I went to see the greats losse that Lord Arlington had sus-

tain'd by fire at Goring house. 1771 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng.
IV. 163 He died of a gangrene, occasioned by the bruises

which he had sustained. 17^93
SM EATON Edystone L. 322

The storms which the building had now sustained, without

material damage. 1833 SCOTT Quentin D. xvii, He was

relating the story of the bastinading which he had sus-

tained. 1825 Betrothed xiii, Recollecting the loss she

had so lately sustained on that luckless spot. 1833 Hr.

MARTINEAU Three Ages ii. 46 His Majesty had sustained

a signal defeat abroad. 1865 MORLEY Mod. Characteristics
62 A provincial hostess, whose entertainment has gone off

flatly, sustains about as much mortification as if her first-

born had been attacked by the small-pox. 1880 Troy (U.S.)

Daily Times 28 Aug., [He] fell from a pile of lumber

yesterday afternoon and sustained a broken arm.

^const. inf. 1559 AYLMBR Harborowe N iij b, Was it no

wronge..that she susteyned . . to be first a prysoner. .and

garded with a sorte of cutthrotes?

fb. With neutral obj. Obs.

1575 GASCOIGNE Glasse Govt. Wks. 1910 II. 9 Having sus-

teyned like adventures. 1577 HARRISON England ll. \\. (1877)

263

I. 47 Shireburne also susteined the sub-diuision. 1663 Rec,
Meeting of Exercise, Alford (1897)9 Mr. John Mair sus-
tained his questionarie iryall, and his tryall in the Languages,
and is approven. 1697 DRVDEN Virg. Georg. i. 73 That Crop
..Which twice the Sun, and twice the Cold sustains. Ibia.
III. 99 The Bull's Insult at Four she [sc. the cow] m;ty

o. To bear (a burden, charge) ; t to bear (ex-

pense).
1433 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 425/1 Ye charges yat he most berc

and susteigne. 1530 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford
(1880) 89 The Towne susteyneth nptt one

peny
of the sayd

charges. 1533 BELLENDKN Livy II. iv. (S.T.b.) I. 142 He was
sa fer rvn in age, |>at he mycht nocht sustene ]K charge of
be consulate. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. <y Cotntiitv. (1603)

196 Neither coulde the King of Spaine sustaine the burden
of so many warres. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. II. xxiv. 129 That
such portion [in the distribution of land] be made sufficient,
to susteine the whole expence to the common Peace. 1738
WESLEY Hymns LXXIII. iv, The Burthen for me to sustain

Too great, on Thee, my Lord, was laid. 1833 HT. MARTINKAU
Miinc/i. Strike ix. 106 It has enabled us to sustain burdens
which would bave crushed any other people.

fd. To support (a part or character); to play the

part of. Also occas, to bear (a title). Obs.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comtit. 107 Where as they sus.

teyne the persones of intercessours. 1588 KYD Househ.
Philos. Wks. (1901) 252 [He] ought principally to haue care
in choosing of his wife, with whom hee must sustaine the

persouneof a Husbande. 1596 DALRYMPLE lr. Leslie'_s^Hist.

Scot. I. 116 Thay susteine the persone of honest sitizenis.

1643 PRVNNE Sov. Power Par/. App. 198 Christ our Saviour,
who although he were the King of Kings, yet because he
then sustained a private person, he payed tribute willingly.

1700 WALLIS in Collect. (O.H.S.) I. 325 From him that., sus.

tains that title. 1731 A. HILL (in Soiheran's Catai. No. 13.

(1899) 26), I am at a loss, how those characters will be sus-

tain A wc* they were to have represented. 178* COWPER
Parrot 35 Each character in ev'ry part Sustam'd with so

much grace and art.

flO. Const, inf., or ace. and inf., chiefly in nega-
tive, conditional, or interrog. use: To reconcile

oneself to doing, to bear to do, something; to

tolerate or bear that something should be done.

14.. in Tundale's Vis. (1843) 113 O who is alas that may
sustene To be prowd, consider her mekenes. 1426 LYDG. De
Guil. PHgr. 4432, I swepe, I make y t clene, For fylthe noon
I may sustene Ther tabyde. 1540-1 ELYOT Image Gffv. xxvi.

58 b, She coulde not susteyne hyr sonnes wyfe to be called

Augusta. 1567 Glide ,5- Codlie B. (S.T.S.) no We may not

sustene To heir thame say, [etc.]. 1700 DRYDEN Ceyx $ A Ic.

19 Can Ceyx then sustain to leave his Wife ? a I76 SEWELL
Rich. I ir, He who leads Armies in the Cause of Heaven . .

Yet can sustain to wrong a King a Friend.

11. To hold up, bear the weight of
;
to keep from

falling by support from below ; often simply, to

carry, bear, f Also with up. Now rare.

a 1330 Roland <y y. 338 Mahoun..dede mani fendes ber

in . . For to susten be ymage, & sett him on heije stage. 1390

GowERCofi/. 1 1 1.ioS Whos condicion Is set to bethefounda-

mentTosustieneup the firmament. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur
xvl. ii. 667 Gawayne . . lepte vp behynde hym for to sustene

hym. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. I. xvi. 50 That one [of the four

elements] susteyned that other in suche manere, as therthe

holdeth hym in the myddle. 1590 SHENSER F. Q. It. x. 43
Next whom Morindus did the crowne sustaine. 1591 KYD
Sp. Trag. II. i. 3 In time the sauuage liull sustaines the

yoake. 1594 Cornelia II. 339 What e're the massie Earth

hath fraight, Or on her nurse-like backs sustaines. 1606

SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. \n. xi. 45 Well then, sustaine me: Oh.

1697 DKYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 256 To harrow Furrows, and

sustain the Plough. 1756 E. MOORE Trial Selim 27 Her
left hand clench'd, her cheek sustain'd. 1759 TOPLADY
Points (1860) 96 Each a Palm sustain'd In his victorious

Hand. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolfho xxvi, Here

again she looked round for a seat to sustain her. 1831 SCOTT

Cast. Dang, viii, He found the minstrel seated at a small

table, sustaining before him a manuscript. 1832 BREWSTER
Nat. Magic x.^z The difficulty., really consists in sustain,

ing the anvil. 1850 MBS. JAMESON Leg. Monast. Ord. (1863)

394 Sustained in the arms of two sisters of her Order.

f'g- 139 GOWER Con/. 111. 136 PCS untuned up alofte

With esy wordes and with softe Wher strengthe schplde lete

it falle. i6o T. GRANGER Div. Logike 66 The Adiunct re-

ceiued of the Subiect by inherence is infixed, infused, in-

grafted, sustained of the subiecU

b. To be the support of, as in a structure or

building ;
to have resting upon it.

c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1 135 For to make it strong Euery

pyler the temple to sustene. ^1489 CAXTON Sonars of

Aymon xxiv. 503 A forke that susteyned vp their lodges,

that was grete and stronge. 1611 CORYAT Crudilits 325 1 wo

exceeding great Lyons in red marble, that sustaine two

goodly pillars. 1697 DRYDEN jF.neid x. 1189 A Bough his

Brazen Helmet die! sustain, a. 1700 EVELYN Diary 12 July

1654, The ample Hall and columne that spreads its capital

to sustaine the roofe. 1717 PRIOR Alma II. 277 Theswelhng

Hoop sustains The rich Brocard. 1784 COWPER Task iv. 544

Her head.. Indebted to some smart wig-weavers hand For

more than half the tresses it sustains. 1818 SCOTT F. M.

Perth xxiii, The bier was so placed, as to leave the view of

the body it sustained open [etc.). 1856 STANLEY Sinai e,

Pal. x. (1858) 365 The Galilean hills, .contain or sustain green

basins of table-land just below their topmost ridges.

o. To bear, support, withstand (a weight or pres-

sure
1

). Also in fig. context.

c 1386 CHAUCER Prioress' T. 31 My konnyng is so wayk . .

That I nc may the weighte nat susteene. 1697 DRYDEH

Virg. Georg. i. 164 Lest the Stem .. Shou'd scarce sustain the

Head's unweildy weight, 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1770)

VI. 91 Though they have but a small weight of body to sus-

tain. 1781 COWPER Flatting Mill9 This process achiev d, it is

doom'd to sustain The thump after thump of a gold-beater s

mallet. 1800 VINCE Hydrost. ii. (1806) 23 The same pressure

must sustain the same weight. 1836 J. GILBERT

Atomm. ix. (1852) 268.
This external pressure has nothing

substantial to sustain it from within. 1860 TYHDAU. Glac.

SUSTAINER.
II, xxx. 404 When the pressure applied becomes too great for
the glass to sustain, it Bit

f d. To hold in position, hold erect, etc. ; also, to
be sufficient to bear the weight of. Obs.
1308 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. xxv. (Bodl. MS.!, |v

nekke .. bere(i "<! susleyne(> )>e heed. 1481 CAXIOS Myrr.
il. xvii. 104 The quyck syluer is of suthe nature.. that it

susteyneth a stone vpon it. 1538 STAIO England (1878)
49 Bycause they [K. the feet) by theyr labour susteyne and
support the rest of the body. 1599 AL*X. HUME Hymns \\.

81 The fcit ar swift and members meit, for to su-teine the
rest. 1668 CULPEPPEK & COLE Bartkol. Auat. iv. vii. 165
If all eight [muscles] act, they hold the Back straight, and
do as it were sustain a man.

f e. refl. and inlr. To hold oneself upright ; abo,
to be in or maintain a fixed position. Obs.
c 374 CHAUCER Anel. t, Arc. 177 She ne hath foot on which

she may .sustene. c 1450 Merlin 354 He myght no tenger
sustene on his feet for the traueile. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. v. ii.

260 Behold, 1 haue a weapon : A better neuer did it selfe

sustaine Vpon a Soldiers Thigh. 1718 K. MORRIS Ess. Anc.
Archil. 35 The Solidity

becomes of less Power to sustain in

Proportion to its Height.

f f. Const, inf. To have sufficient strength to do,
be equal to doing, something. Obs,

1430-40 LYDG. Bochas tx. ii. (MS. Bodl. 263) 408/1 To
stonde upriht he myhte nat susteene. 1481 CAXTON Myrr,
I. xv. 50 No bodyly man may not susteyne for to see hym
[JT. an angel] in no manere.

12. To be adequate as a ground or basis for.

(Cf. SUPPORT v. 3 c.)

1818-33 WEBSTER s.v., The testimony or the evidence is

not sufficient to sustain the action, the accusation, the

charges, or the impeachment. 1866 SEELEV Ecce Homo v

(ed. 8) 40 We go beyond what the evidence is able to sus-

tain. 1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. 361 This passage un-

doubtedly sustains Mr. Grote's assertion.

H 13. To wait for. (A literalism of translation.)

1382 WYCLIF Ecclus. xxxvi. 18 5if meede. Lord, to men
suslenende thee. 1383 Mark viii. 2 Now the tbridde day
thei susteynen [gloss or abyden] me.

Sustainable (ssti
-

nab'l),a. [f. prec. + -ABLE.

Cf. SUSTENABLE.]
) 1. Capable of being borne or endured ; support-

able, bearable. Obs. rare.

1611 COTGR., Soitstenable, sustainable,, .abideable.

2. Capable of being upheld or defended ; main-

tainable.

1845-4 DE QUINCEY Gilfillan's Lit. Portr. Wks. 1859 XII.

304 From the verdict of a jury, ..no candid and temperate
man will allow himself to believe any appeal sustainable.

1857 TOULMIN SMITH Parish 130 It is the duty of the con-

stable to apprehend offenders taken in the fact, or on sus-

tainable piesumption. 1875 N. Amer. Rev. CXX. 463

Religion may be morally useful without being intellectually

sustainable. 1884 Law Ref. 27 Chanc. Div. 69 The De-
fendant has taken several technical objections to the order,

none of which, .are sustainable.

Sustained (sfet^nd), ppl. a. [f.
SDSTAIN v.

+ -ED '.]

1. Kept up without intermission or flagging ;

maintained through successive stages or over a long

period; kept up or maintained at a uniform (esp.

a high) pitch or level.

1796 BURKE Regie. Peace i. Wks. 1907 VI. 144 A vehement

and sustained spirit of fortitude. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart.

xxxii, His marksmen, commencing upon the pass a fire as

well aimed as it was sustained and regular. 1837 CARLYLE
fr. Rev. \. iv. iv, Next day, with sustained pomp, they are

..installed in their Salle des Menus. 1853 LYTTON My
Novel xii. xxxiii, Harley's compassion vanished before this

sustained hypocrisy. 1860 All Year Round No. 67. 396
Mr. Hyde Clarke is the only man who has attempted a sus-

tained biography of him. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets v. 126

The Dorian poets, inspired by a graver and more sustained

imagination, composed long and complex odes.

2. Of a note or tone: a. Maintained at the same

pitch, rare.

1775 T. SHERIDAN Art Readings 197 That interruption

ought to make no change in the proper manner of delivering

it, which should be in a sustained note.

b. Mus. Maintained (in its full force) through its

whole length ; see also quot. 1876.
1801 BUSBY Diet. Mus. s.v., Notes are said to be no-

tained when their sound is continued through their whole

power, or length. 1845 G. DODD Biil. Manuf. IV. 156

Unless it were possible to obtain the sustained tones of the

organ. 1876 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mas. T., Sus/atnt<i

note, a name given to prolonged notes which partake of the

character of a pedal-point by their immunity from ordinary

harmonic rules, but which cannot with propriety be called

pedal-points owing to their occurrence in the middle or

upper part.

3. Endured, borne.

1819 BYRON iMa:effa ii, This [horse] too sinks aftermny a

league Of well sustain'd but vain fatigue.

4. Her. (See quot.)
i88CussANS Her. 130 Sustained: Usually applied to a

Chief or Fess, when a narrow fillet or fimbriation
occupies

the base of the Charge. This term is seldom used in modern

Armory, nor.. is it necessary.

Hence Sustai'nedly aiiv., in a sustained manner.

1841 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 219, 1 think Beethoven

is rather spasmodically, than sustainedly, grand. 1857

SPENCER Ess. (1858) I. 376 More consistently, more unitedly,

and more sustainedly

Sustainer (ssti'nai). Forms: .fsosteynere,

5 8uste(y)nour, -tener, 6- svustainer. [Partly

a. AF. *sustenaur, OF. sosteneor, sousteneur, i.

sostenir to SUSTAIN ; partly directly f. SUSTAW +

-BB !.] One who or that which sustains.



SUSTAINING-.

1. One who or that which upholds, supports, or

keeps in being ;
an upholder, supporter.

a 1400 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 349 Principal sosteynere of be

fraunchyse. c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 2856 Honour,

long lyfe,..Mot haue oure sustenour, our prince & kyng !

14*9 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 360/1 Ye seid Inhabitauntz ben

susieners and supportours. 1547-64 BAULDWIN Mcr. Philos.

(Palfr.) 126 The sustainers of wrong, a 1680 CHARNOCK

tainer of their Being, that they exist in him. 1845 Encycl.

Metrop. II. 861/1 Almighty Creator and Sustainer of all

things. 1909 Q. Rev. Apr. 657 The aim of our politics can
be no other than that the Bohemian people should again
become the sustainers of the idea of the State.

fb. //. Military supports. Obs. rare.

1708 Land. Caz. No. 4468/2 [They] had for the Attack on
the Right 800 Grenadiers,, .and for the Left 1600 Grenadiers,
with the like number of Sustainers.

C. A thing or circumstance that sustains a con-

dition.

1818 SHELLEY Rosal. <V Helen 337 The very hope of death s

dear rest ; Which, since the heart within my breast Of
natural life was dispossessed, Its strange sustainer there had
been. 1831 LYTTON Godolphin ix, It is not always a sus-

tainer of the stage delusion to be enamoured of an actress.

2. t a. One who supports or holds a thing, rare.

c 1616 CHAPMAN Homers Hymn to Vesta fy Merc. 17 Of
Heauens golden Rodd The sole Sustainer.

b. A supporting structure or device.

1893 Wtstm. Gaz. 25 Apr. 7/3 The weight of the carriage
was 6olb , of the engine 2oolb., and of ihe grating of sus-

tainers 7olb. 1909 Cent. Diet., Suppl.^ Sustainer. .
,
a little

disk,.. which serves to support in an upright position the

wick of a night-light.

f3. A sufferer. Obs. rare.

c i6ti CHAPMAN Iliad'xxni. 524 Thy selfe, hast a sustainer

bene Of much affliction in my cause.

4. One who provides another with the necessaries

of life. rare.

1678 SIR G. MACKENZIE Crim. Laws Scot. i. xix. 16.

(1699) 106 By sustainers, are meant such as entertain the

Thiefat bed and board. 1866 J. G. MURPHYO/WW. Exod.
xxii. 22 The decease of the father leaves both the widow
and the child without their natural protector and sustainer.

Sustaining, 7V'/. sb. [f. SUSTAIN V.+-IKQ 1
.]

The action of the verb SUSTAIN, in various senses
;

sustenance, maintenance, support, etc.

1383 in Eng. Hist. .

of felowis bi forme of (>e gospel bat ben able to performe be

office of be gospel in good lyuynge. 1398 TREVISA Barth.
De P. R. xvn. ii. (Bodl. MS.) If. 188 b/i For sadnes of be..

grounde be herbe hathe grenenes in rote and susteynynge
of be stalke in ^ee reringe bereof. 1400 Rom. Rose^ 2765
Though he lye in strawe or dust, In Hoope is alle his sus-

teynyng. r 1450 Godstow Reg. 393 They graunted to hym
and to his wyf..a corrodye of one seruant to ther susteyn-
ynge. Ibid. 438 To the susteynyng of the masse of oure

lady seynt maiye. 1495 Naval Ace. Hen. VI[ (1896) 159
The Susteynyng & fortyfying of the seid dokke & gates of
the same. 1541 COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Cyrurg. Dij,
Demaunde. Wherfore are the bones made? Answere. By.
cause they shulde be the foundacyon of all the body and
susteynynge therof. 1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 1573 Short time
seems long, in sorrowes sharp sustayning. 1607 HIERON
Wks. I. 170 Without Whose gracious sustaining he should
soone returne vnto his first nothing. ij*6 LKONI Albertis
Archit. I 76/1 Provisions necessary for the sustaining of a

Siege. 1850 M cCosH Div. Govt. \\. i. (1874) 89 Everyone
knows how needful the atmosphere is for the sustaining of

animal and vegetable life. 1893 Athenxiun 2 Dec. 767/3
The sustaining of her strong personality, .is no easy task.

Snstai ning, ppl. a. [f. SUSTAIN v. + -ING*.]
That sustains, in various senses

; supporting.
1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. iv. 6 Darnell, and all the idle weedes

that grow In our sustaining Corne. 1610 Temp. \. ii. 218
On their sustaining garments not a blemish, But fresher then
before. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam v. Ivi. 6 Melons, and
dates, and figs, and many a root Sweet and sustaining. 1820

Prometh. Unb. \\\. iii. 91 The many children fair Folded
In my sustaining arms. 1828 D'!SRAELI Chas. /, I. vi. 163
Mary of Scotland was long the sustaining hope of France,
of Spain, and of Rome. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xv. III.

594 The sustaining power of high religious principle.

b. In technical use.

1839 NOAD Electricity iii. 105 The introduction of the
'

sustaining
* or ' constant *

batteries of Messrs. Daniell and
Mullins, has .. entirely superseded the employment of these

simple circles in electro-magnetic investigations. 1842 Civil

Eng. 9f Arch. Jrnl. V. 95/1 The meaning of the technical
terms of ''

retaining
*and '

sustain ing
* walls was when a wal 1

was used either To support water or earth artificially put
together, a 1878 SIR G. SCOTT Lect. Archit. (1879) I. 281
A narrow vault . . which is not necessarily of the same curva-
ture as the sustaining arches.

Hence Sustai'ningly adv.

1640 G, ABBOT Job Parafihr. Argt., A little chinke of light
whereby he was

i

able to see, and sustainingly to remind
himselfe of God s former favours. 1875 Toxie \. vi. 101

Holding my soft gloved hand sustainingly to his side.

Sustainment (s#st<n-nment). Also 5 sus-
tene-. [In earliest quot. a. OF. sus-, sostenement, f.

sostenir to SUSTAIN
; later f. SUSTAIN v. + -MENT.]

1. Means of support ; chiefly
= SUSTENANCE 1,2.

c 1450 Merlin xxix. 591 Whan Arthur hadde slatn Magloras
the kinge that was the sustenement of the saisnes. 1588
PARKE tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 351 They haue no other
sustainment, but onely that which this tree yeeldeth. 1670
MILTON Hist. Eng.m. Wks. 1851 V. 104 They betook them
to the Woods, and liv'd by hunting, which was thir only
sustainment.

2. The action of sustaining ; esp. maintenance in
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being or activity, in a certain condition or at a cer-

tain level
;
sustentation. (Cf. SUSTENANCE 3.)

1568 HACKET tr. Thevefs Newfound World Ixxxii. 135 b,

I They began to . . till the earth, for to receiue the fruits therof

for the sustainment of their liues. a 1680 CHARNOCK Attrtb.

<;0t/(i834) 1-459 God.. not.. receiving from anyplace any

thing for his preservation or sustainment. 1816 Q. Rev.

XV. 70 An unnatural and artificial sustainment of the lan-

guage and imagery. 1833 J. MARTINEAU Misc. (1852) 45 In

Priestley's case there was not merely a sustainment but a

B>sitive

advancement of character in later years. 1857

ICKF.NS Lett. (1880) II. 16 In an impossible attitude for the

sustainment of its weight. 1876 LOWELL Among my Bks.

Ser. n. 50 The Hebrew forerunners, in whose society his soul

sought consolation and sustainment.

t Sustantive, a. Obs. rare. In 5 -yf. [? irreg.

formed as adj. to SUSTAIN; cf. SUSTENABLE.] Hav-

ing the function of sustaining physical life.

ci4<x> tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 96 Strengthe nutrityf,

and mfirinatyf, and sustantyf (orig. mttritiua informatiua

ff vegetatiua}. pe wirkynge of bis last, bat be Auctour

clepys vegetatyf, & I here strenght sustantyf, [etc.j.

t Sustenable, a. Obs. Also 5 -tin-, [a. OF.

sus-, sostenable, f. sostenir to SUSTAIN.]
1. Capable of being or that is maintained in phy-

sical life and growth : in quots. used as synonym
for VEGETABLE a. i.

c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lortisk. 90 Some binges

vegetables or sustenables er. .by sedys, & with-outen plant-

yng. Ibid. 95 pe composisioun vegetable bat is sustinable is

mor noble ban be originate.

2. Capable of being endured; = SUSTAINABLE 0.1 .

1471 CAXTON Recuyell (Sommer) 320 Hys strookes were
not sustenabte.

t Susteiial. Obs. rare. [a. OF. soustenal, f.

soztstenir to SUSTAIN : see -AL.] A support.
c 1400 Pilgr. S<nvle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxi. 80 The necke

next vnder the hede is set aboue al the body ryght as the

sustenal and the piler.

Sustenance (sirst/hans). Forms: 3-4 SUB-

tynance, 3-6 -tinaunce, 4 sust-, sostnaunce,
sostinonce, -tenaunse, sustenauns, 4-5 -tien-

a(u)nce, 4-6 -ten-, -tynaunce, 5 -tinens, -ten-

ence, -tenaunse, 5-6 -tinance, 6 -tynans, -ten-

ans, -teynaunce, -tainance, 7-8 sustinence, 3-
sustenance. [a. AF. susttnauncc, OF. sos- t

soustenance, mod.F. souttnance (= Pr. sosttncnsa,

It. sostenenza, OPg. sustinencia ;
cf. late L. sus-

iinentia], f. sostenir to SUSTAIN : see -ANCE.]
1. Means of living or subsistence; livelihood; fphr.

to find, win (a) sustenance.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 975 Hii..swonke & tylede hor
liflode . . Hii founde hom sustenance inou & liuede bus vorb.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 1326 Jyf bou burgh wykked
ordynaunce Fordost pore mannys sustynaunce pat aftyr-
ward he may nat lyue. 13. . Coer de L. 3757 Kyng Richard

gaff castels and touns, To hys eerlys and to barouns. To
have therinne her sustynaunce. 13.. Sir Bcues (A.) 3916
losian eueriche a day 3ede aboute be cite wifc> mne. Here
sostenaunse for to wmne. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 2041

(Ariadne), And for myu sustenaunce, yet wil I swynk.
< 1400 MAUNDBV. (Roxb) vii. 24 In bis deserte I dwell and

gase to gete my sustinaunce. c 1460 FORFESCUE Abs. .y

Lim. Mon. xviii. (1885) 154 pe clarkes oflf is chapell . .[shall]

be rewarded with pencions. .ffor ber rewardes or sustenance.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 350 To haue sufficient for their

necessarie sustenance. 1687 A. LovELLtr. Thevenot's Trav.
i. 243 There is. .all that is necessary for the Service of the

Church, and the sorry sustenance of the Religious. 1710
PRIDEAUX Ong. Tithes \. 30 They reap from them a sus-

tenance in Earthly things. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria I 2 It

was the fur trade., which gave early sustenance and vitality
to the great Canadian provinces. 1864 TENNYSON En. A rd.

258 She. .Gain'd for her own a scanty sustenance.

2. Means of sustaining life ; food, victuals.

1390 St. Francis 229 in S. Eng, Leg. 60 Miseyse huy
hadden bare i-nov}..For defaute of heore sustinaunce and
for defaute of bokes. 13.. Caw % Gr Knt. 1095 Nauber
of sostnaunce ne of slepe, sobly I knowe. '377 LANGL. P.
PI. B. xx. 7 To clothes and to sustenance. 1390 GOWKR
Con/. II, 83 The cornes and the wynes Ben sustenance to

mankinde. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur vii. xxvi. 253 Many.,
merueilled that he desyred his sustenaunce for a twelf
monethe. 1:1491 Chast. Goddes Chytd. 13 It is nedeful to

take bodily sustenaunce . . in resonable manere. 1549 LATI-
MER Plonghers (Arb.) 25 If the ploughemen. .were, .negli-

gente..we shoulde not longe lyue for lacke of sustinaunce.
i6a6 BACON Sylva. 360 [The Chameleon] feedeth not onely
vpon Aire, (though that be his principal! Sustenance ;) For
sometimes hee taketh Flies. 1691 RAY Creation i. (1692) 71

I Water is one part, and that not the least of our Sustenance.
! 1760-7* H. BROOKE Fool oj Qual. (1809) II. 144 Havingsold

all our moveables. .for sustenance. 1808 SCOTT in Lockhart

Life I. i. 47, 1 had all the appetite of a growing boy, but
was prohibited any sustenance beyond what was abso-

lutely necessary for the support of nature. 1864 TENNYSON
En, Ard, 550 No want was thereof human sustenance, Soft

fruitage, mighty nuts, and nourishing roots.
1873]

BROWNING
Red Cott. Nt.'Cap 11. 1103 Now dying and m want of

sustenance !

t b. A kind or a quantity of food
; pi. eatables.

ci45o Mirk's Festial 254 J>ay..toke no hede what bat

bay haden but a synipull sustenaunce. 15*8 PAYNEL Sa-
lerne's Regim. D iij, Nothynge more dangerous than to

myngle diuers sustinances to gethcr. 16x5 G. SANDYS Trav.

89 Fortie saile of ships . . by the trading whereof they bring
in that sustenance which the soile affordeth not. 1677 in

Ray's Corr. (1848) 128, I am apt to believe that water can-
not be a competent sustenance for them.

c. gen. andyf. Nourishment.
^1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xix. 437 They etc all a

lityll therof, whiche gauf theim grete sustenaunse. 1577
GOOGE tr. Heresbach's Hnsb. \. (1586) i8b( Those [thinges]

SUSTENT.

that require more sustenaunce, are sowen in richer ground.
1671 MILTON P. R. \. 429 Lying is thy sustenance, thy food.
1686 W. HOPKINS tr. Ratrantnns Dissert, v. (1688) 93 This
Spiritual virtue [of the SacramentJ. .ministering to it the
sustenance of Eternal Life. 1741 YOUNG Nt. Th. \. 466
Some reject this sustenance divine. 1830 HERSCHEL Study
Nat. Phil. 65 That dry bones couid be a magazine of
nutriment,.. ready to yield up their sustenance in the form
best adapted to the support of life, a 1831 A. KNOX Kern.

(1844) I. 66 The taste once revived, its due sustenance
would not be difficult to find. 1849 HELPS Friends in C.
n. iv. 95 The plants draw most of their sustenance from
the air.

3. The action of sustaining life by lood
; the

action of supporting with the means of subsistence
;

the fact or state of being so sustained.
Tends to merge in sense 2.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. f 298 Euery tyme that a man
eteth or drynketh moore than suffiseth to the sustenaunce
of his body. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 46 like brober and
sistir shal jeuen . .j.d to his sustenauns and releuyinge. c 1400
Brut i. ii Brut, .done mow medes for sustinaunce of hym &
of his peple. a 1513 FABYAN Ckron, vi.

(1535) 101/2 Other
viii. houres he spent in his natural reste, sustinaunce of his

body, & the nedes of the realme. 1538 STARKEY England
(1878) 74 When ther ys of vytayl ouerlytyl for the necessary
sustenans and maynteynyng of the same. 1586 B. YOUNG
Guazzo's Civ. Conv. iv. 224 They take but small refection,
a thing most natural for sustainance of life. 1719 DE FOB
Crusoe \. (Globe) 78 That it was so directed purely for my
Sustenance on that wild miserable Place. 1842 COMBE
Digestion 249 Only two-fnirds of the quantity now ascer-
tained to be requisite for human sustenance. 1870 YEATS
Nat. Hist. Comtn. 117 In Europe large spaces are covered
with food-grasses and other plants, tor the sustenance of
the inhabitants. 1913 Act 3 $ 4 Geo. V, c. 20 74 Payment
..to the bankrupt.. of such sum out of the estate as they
shall think proper for sustenance.

f4. Endurance. Obs.

1390 GOWER Con/. II. 131 It is to kinde no plesance That
man above his sustienance Unto the gold schal serve and
bowe. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. iv. 208

Vnsyttynge suffraunce

[?'. r. sustienance]. a 1677 BARROW Serm. Wks. 1716 I. 350
The willing susception and the cheerful sustenance of the

cross.

f 5. The action of sustaining, supporting, or up-

holding. Obs.
c 1400 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. xliii. (1908) 238 So hongeth

cure lorde onely by thoo two nayles.. with outen sustenaunce
of the body, c 1460 FORTESCUXX^J. <$ Lim. Mon. xiv. (1885)

144 Savynge to hym selff sufficiant ffor the sustenance off

his estate. 1836 J. GILBERT Chr. Atonem. iv. (1852) 99

Upheld not merely by unreasoning instinct, but by a sus-

tenance of their understandings.
6. Something that sustains, supports, or upholds;

a means or source of support.
1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 53 pe maners and be

poodis sustinancez of vertues er to guerdon otde trauailles,

to reles wrongys, (etc.], 15*6 Pilgr, Per/. (W. de W. 1531)

137 b, Whiche two that is grace & the Sacrament. .be all

our sustenaunce and supportacyon. 1571 GOLDING Calvin
on Ps. 1. 13 Meate and drinke, which are but sustenances

of mans infirmitie. a 1613 OVKRBURY A Wife^ etc. (1638)

70 The sustenance of his discourse is Newes. 1871 SMILES

Charac. \. (1876) 6 Simple honesty of purpose.. gives him

strength and sustenance.

b. Applied to a person.
(1400 Beryn 1176 He toke hir in his armys..And seyd,

'myne ertly Ioy..mylyvis sustenaunce 1' a\\*pKnt.de
la Tonrxcvt The childe that God gaue me.. whiche was
alle my loye and sustenaunce.

7. attrib. : sustenance diet = subsistence diet

(SUBSISTENCE n); sustenance money = SUBSIS-

TENCE MONEY 2. {rare.}
1886 C. SCOTT Sheep./arming 59 The system of carrying

on animals to a certain age on merely sustenance diet, be-

fore commencing to fatten them. 1905 Edin. Rev. Oct. 468
The sustenance-money which was allowed to many tmigrfs.

Hence Sn'stenancelesa a., devoid of sustenance

or food.

1630 tf . Johnson"s Kingd. $ Comimv. 87 You have sauce

and no sustenance: and so tnich God dick you with your
sustenancelesse sauce.

Sustenant (sz7-sUnant),/r. pph. and a. rare.

[In A,, a. OF. sustenant, pr. pple. of sustenir to

SUSTAIN ;
in B., f. SUSTENANCE : see -ANT.]

t A. pr. pple. Supporting, encouraging. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. f 366 (MS. Egerton 2726) Sus-

tenaunt [Ellesm. sustenyngej the theft of her Ostillers.

B. adj. Sustaining. Const, to, of.

1874 M. COLLINS Transmigr. II. vi. 106 The flowers are

subtenant and medicinal. 1897 F. THOMPSON Poems, An-
them of Earth 147 Mother, I at last Shall sustenant be

to thee. 1908 Edin. Rev. Oct. 486 So as to make them

congruous with it and sustenant of it.

t Sustenate, v. Obs. rare-1
. ? Error for Sus-

TENTATE
;
but cf. next.

1711 in G. Fox Hist. Ponte/ract (1827) 343 The said lands

j

be granted.. for the sustenating an afternoon lecturer.

I Sustena tion. Obs. rare. [f. sustene, SUS-

TAIN v. + -ATION, alter sustenance.] Sustentation ;

sustenance.
1606 in Davidson Inverurie v. (1878) 171 For the upholdin

and sustenation of the said scole. a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm.
Reg. (Arb.) 58, 1000 Marks per annum, wherewith he lived

plentifully in a fine way and garb, and without any great

sustenation. 1675 BAXTER Cath. Tkeol. i. i. 25 As he was

to dye by Gods withdrawing his Vital influx or sustenation.

Sustension, erron. spelling of SUSTENTION.

t Sustent, ' Obs. rare. [? Shortening of Sus-

TENTACLK, after OF. sottstien.] That which sus-

tains or supports.



SUSTENT.

1664 EVELYN tr. Frcarfs Archit. 125 The Base. .imports
the sustent, prop or foot of a thing.

tSustent, v. Obs. rare, [f. L. sustent- or ad.

L. sitstentdre \ see SUSTENTATE.] trans. To sustain.

1512 Helyas in Thorns Prose Rom. (1828) III. 68 The
which, .myraclusly there had be nomrisshed and sustented

by the divine providence of God. 1591 SYLVESTER Du
Bartas i. vii. 518 No firmer base her burthen to sustent

Then slippery props of softest Element.

tSustentable,. Obs, rare.
[f. L. siistentdre

(see SUSTENTATE) + -ABLE.] Capable of being
sustained or maintained ; maintainable.

1x1623 SWINBUKNE Sfousals (1686) 81 Howsoever the

singular Opinion doth seem more probable or more sus-

temable in the very point of Law.

Susteiitacle (s&te'ntik'l). [ad. L. sustentd-

culum (whence OF. su(f}stentacle^ It. sostentacolo,

etc.) : see SUSTENTACULUM.]
fl. That which sustains or upholds; a support.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 219 Bestes and other crea-

tures, whiche were create to the solace of man, to the sus-

tentacle of recreacion. f 1450 CAPGRAVE Life St. Gilbert

vi, Whan lie slept his hed hing down with-outen sustentacle

and touchid sumtyme his brest. 1545 BALE Image Both
Ch. i. x. (1550) K vij, Strong sustentacles and sure stayes
hath God made the vpholders of his true churche. 1642
H. MORE Song- ofSoul n. i. HI. xxv, That God's the sus-

tentacle of all Natures. 1653 Conjcct.Cabbal. (1713) 189
It will be e'fioa and virofiddpa, , .and, being thus a Sustentacle

or Foundation, be fitly represented by the term Earth.

2. = SUSTENTACULUM.
In recent Diets.

Sustentacular (sffstentse-kiriflai),*!. [f. next

+ -AR.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a susten-

taculum ; supporting.
1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med, Diet., Sustentacular fibres,

Muller's fibres. 1897 AllbutfsSyst. Med. III. 676 The sus-

tentacular ligaments of the peritoneum.

|| Sustentaculum (sstentae-ki/?l#m). PI. -a.

[L., f. sustentdre : see SUSTENTATE and -CULE.]
a. Anat, A sustaining or supporting part or organ

(only in L. phr., as s. lienis, s. tali}, b. Zool. : see

quot. 1838.
1838 BLACKWALL in Trans. Linnean Soc. (1841) XVIII.

224 note, A strong, moveable spine inserted near the termi-

nation of the tarsus of each posterior leg, on the under side,

in spiders belonging to the genus JSfeira, which I propose
to denominate sustentaculum. i88a CnsselCs Nat. Hist.

VI. 178 In this operation many species are aided by peculiar

spines (called sustentacula} attached to the last joints of

the posterior legs.

Su'Stentate, v. Obs. or arch. rare. [f. L.

susttntat-, pa. ppl. stem of sustentdre, f. sustent-,

pa. ppl. stem visustinere to SUSTAIN : see -ATE 3
.]

trans. To sustain.

a 1564 BECON Policy War Pref., Wks. 1. 124 Our countrey
doeth not onely receaue and ioyfullye sustentate it \sc. the

body], but also opulently adourne. .both that and the minde
with most goodly, .verities. 1631 A. B. tr. Lessius* De
Prav. Num. i. ix. 143 All things being first created by di-

uyne power, need to be sustentated by the said power. 1861

READE Cloister $ H. n, Who have by this divine restora-

tive been sustentated, fortified,.. and consoled.

Sustentation
'

(systems j^n). Also 4-5
-acioun, 5-6 -acyon, etc. [a. AF., OF. susten-

tacion = Pr. sustentacio, It. sostentazione, Sp. sus-

tentacion, Pg.sustentofSo, ad. L. sustentatio, -onem,
n. of action f. $u$tentdre\ see prec.]

fl. The action of bearing or enduring; endurance.
In first quot. transl. Vulg. sustentatio ( Gr. avoxn).

1382
WYCLIF Rom. iii. 26 In the sustentacioun [gloss or

bennge vp] of God. 1607 Jf. CARPENTER Platne Mans
Plough 134 Patience,., a voluntarie and daily sustentation

and tolleration. 1653 BAXTER Meth. Peace Consc. 244 Their

[sc. martyrs'] sufferings and strange sustentations.

fb. The bearing e/a. pecuniary charge. Obs.

1553 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. ii. 4 For sus-

tentation of your charges in this behalf.

2. The action of keeping up or maintaining an

institution, establishment, building, or the like ; up-

keep, maintenance.

1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 67 He schal payen, to the sus-

tentaclon of this gylde v. s. c 1450 Godstow Reg. 190 Which
rent he assigned vnto the sustentacion of the kechyn of
the forsaid mynchons. 1486 A' tv. St. Mary at Hill (1905)

7 The said xx s for the sustentacion of the said v tapers.
Ibid. 16 Than I bequethe all.. to the vse and sustentacion
of london Brigge. 1557 in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Coinin.

App. v. 386 The maynteyninge and sustentacion of the

same housse and Colladge. 1627 SIR R. COTTON Hen. III.

46 Counsellors, .are but as accessaries, not principals, in

sustentation of the State. 1635 SWAN Spec. Mundi (1670)
280 The Stars.. stand in need of daily sustentation, like a

lamp. 1837 J. D. LANG New S. Wales II. 165 The susten.

tation and maintenance of agriculture and commerce. 1860

HOOK LivesAbps. II. ii. 139 The Peter-pence had. .been, .a

charge laid upon the private estates of the king.. for the

sustentation of the English College at Rome. 1869 RAW-
LINSON Anc. Hist. 49 The taxes, which he imposed on the

provinces for the sustentation of his enormous court.

b. The keeping up or preservation of a. condition

or state, esp. human life ; also, maintenance of

something at a certain level.

1425 Rolls ofParIt. IV. 174/1 For ye better sustentation
of ye said stile, title, name and worship, c 1460 FORTESCUE
Abs. <$ Lint. Man. xiv. (1885) 142 Howe the kyng mey best

haue sufficient.. livelod (for the sustentacion off his estate.

T533 CROMWELL in Merriman Life 4- Lett. (1902) I.
356^

A
certeyn Annuytie of xxvi s.

yiii
d. toward the Sustentacion

of his lyvyng for terme of his Naturall life. 1538 STARKEV
England d%j%} 56 Al thyngys necessary and plesaunt for

VOL. IX.
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the sustentatyon and quyetnes of mannys lyfe. 1607 J.
CARPENTER Plaint Mans Plough 68 To till.. their fieldes
for the better sustentation of mans life. 1785 PALKV Mor.
Philos. (1818) I. 99 Applied to the sustentation of human
life. 1850 W. R. WILLIAMS Relig. Progr. iv. (1854) 89 A
nation, .eager ..for the sustentation and diffusion of free-

dom. 1856 OLMSTED Slave States 279 The improvement,
or even the sustentation of the value of las lands became a
matter of minor importance. 1878 STUBBS Const. Hist, III.

xviij. 244 Royal progresses for the sustentation of peace and
justice.

3. The action of maintaining a person or con-

crete thing in being or activity, or of keeping it

from failing or perishing ; esp. in the I7th cent, of

divine support. Now rare.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes lib, Slepe no more
than shall suffyse onely for the Sustentacion of thy body.
1555 WATREMAN Fardle Facions App. 325 If menne shal
not onely haue regard to their owne priuate profecte, but
also to the sustentacion of other, a 1617 [see SUAVITY 2 b].

1624 DARCIE Birth of Heresies xxli. 105 The Sunne..by his
force and calidity giues sustentation to whatsoeuer Hues
vpon the earth. 1645 USSHKR Body Div. (1647) 578 That
he would not take his holy Spirit from us in our trialls, but

give us sustentation in our temptations. 1675 BROOKS Gold.

Key Wks. 1867 V. 164
' The preservation and sustentation of

all things': Col. i. 17. 1847 GROTE Greece ii. xxxi. IV. 235
The fruit of the fresh-planted democracy as well as the seed
for its sustentation and aggrandisement,

f b. fig. A prop, stay, support. Obs.

1585 T.WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. in.xiii.9sb,They
haue some small peeces of money giuen vnto them which is

their onely aduantage and sustentation [orig. sousticn] of
their pouerty. 1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul i. in, xlviii, God
..Who is our lifes strong sustentation. a 1734 NORTH Lives
(1826) I. 18 His family was not in a posture to sustain any
of the brothers, by estates to be carved out of the main
sustentation of the honour.

4. The provision of a. person with a livelihood or

means of living ;
maintenance or support with the

means of subsistence ; livelihood.

Very common in the i6th century.
1428 E. E. Wills (1882) 79, I be-quethe to the sustentacion

of that..preest..xx.li. 1530 Proper Dyaloge in Roy Rede
/,etc, (Arb.) 138 Artificers and men of occupacion Quietly
wanne their sustentacion. 1547 Act i Edw. VI, c. 14 7
Moneye. .payed..abowte the fynding, mayntenaunce, or
sustentacion of any preistes. 1558 T. WATSON Seven Sacr.
xxvi. 168 The payment of tythes. .for so much as perteineth
to.. the sustentacion of Gods ministers. 1563 FOXE A. <$

M. us The patronages and almoise bestowed by them, .for

the sustentation of the poore of the realme. 1601 R. JOHN-
SON Kingdt <$ ComtHio. (1603) 35 So much [land] was al-

lotted to euery man, as was thought sufficient for the sus-

tentation of his familie. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 2 They
prdeined to the Justitiar for his sustentation, ilk day of his

justice air, fiue pounds. 1677 SCOUGAL Praise $ Thanks-

giving (1770) 14 He that brought it into the World, hath

already provided for its Sustentation in it. 1845 STEPHEN
Connn. Laws Eng. (1874) II. 695 For the proper sustenta-

tion and payment of licensed curates, the law has made a

variety of provisions. 1852 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) IV.

176 As there is no poor-law under which nations can be
rated in proportion to their means, for the sustentation of
the impotent.

t b. With a and pi. A provision or allowance for

maintenance ; also, one who provides maintenance

for others. Obs.

1461 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 473/2 Eny Graunte of a Corrodye
or Sustentacion made.. by th 1 abbot and Convent. 1568
GRAFTON Chron. II. 174 The reuenues.. shall be well kept

by th.e handes of the treasurer of Scotlande..sauyng a rea-

sonable sustentation of the lande, Castelles, and ministers

of the kingdome. 1622 DONNE Serin., John xi. 35 (1640)

156 Lazarus, the staffe and sustentation of that family was
dead. 1671 J. WEBSTER Metallogr. i. 23 To seek for a
sustentation by such slavish and drudgery Work.

5. The action of sustaining the life of an animate

being ; the provision of the means of sustenance ;

feeding, nourishment. Also applied to spiritual

nourishment.

^1440 Gesta Rom. xlviii. 218 The water shalle seye..I

brynge forbe diuerse kynde of Fishis for thi sustentacioune.

a 1483 EDW. IV. in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. I. 141 Yeving
unto nir for the sustentacion of hir houshold half a beefand

ii motons. 1543 Necessary Doctr. I iij b, A perpetual fode

..for our spiritual sustentation. 1549 LATIMER Ploughers
(Arb.) 25 It is necessarie for to haue thys ploughinge for

the sustentacion of the bodye. 1605 CAMDEN Rem. (1637)

190 AH manner of prices of things in this Realme, necessary

for sustentation of the people, grew daily excessive. 1658

ROWLAND tr. Moufet's Thcat. Ins. 903 Unlesse you see that

there is not so much Honey left as may serve for the susten-

tation of the Parents or elder Bees. 1741 WARBURTON Div.

Legat. iv. v. II. 266 The Country.. was rocky and moun-
tainous : which, therefore, . . was unfit for the Breed and Sus-

tentation of Horse. 1825 COLERIDGE A ids Ke/Z. (1848) 1. 193

The part of the plant.. suited., to the deposition of its eggs,

and the sustentation of the future larva. 1861 HOLLAND
Less. Life iv. 62 That peculiar element on which the germ
must rely for quickening and sustentation.

b. Phys. The action of those vital functions or

processes (as digestion, etc.) which sustain the life

and normal activity of an organism.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. fnv. Anim. Introd. 24 The appara-

tuses by which certain operations, subsidiary to sustentation

and generation, are carried on. 1881 MIVART Cat 10 IJie

study of the actions of the system of organs which nourish

and support the body: i.e., the study of the function of sus-

tentation.

6. concr. That which sustains life; sustenance,

food, nourishment. Also applied to spiritual food.

(Cf. 5.) Now rare.

1537 Inst. Chr. Man I v, The sacrament of the Altar**.U
the very spirituall fode, and the very necessarye sustentation

SUSTJ.

..of all christen men. 1549 Conifl. Scot. vi. 3^ Hcybtis..
quhilk past bcbyde burnis &L boggis on grcnc bankis to seik
tbw MUtentatfaMM. 1551 Am-. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 21
We may lebumhe de^yreof God our necewaric sustcntalioun.
1630 LnaiABO tr. Ciuirrorfs Wisd. i. Pref. 2 To meditate. .

therein . . is the food, subtciuatiun, life, of the spirit. 1646 SIK
I. BROWNK/V^.A>. JM. xxi. 163 It is. .a very ahstemiou*
animall, and such as., will lung subsist without a viable ->uv
tcntaticin. 1668 WILKINS K eat Char. n. x. 3. 259 by buiten-
tation Ordinary, .is intended such kind of Food as is usual
for ordinary persons, and ordinary times. 1774 T. WEST
Antiq. furness (1805) 195 Sustenution and cummtKlilies
(or themselves and their children. 1866 Reader 26 May 51 3The soil from which they derive their supplies and susten-
tation.

7. The action of holding up or keeping from

falling; the condition of being so supported, f Also
concr.

,
a support. Now rare.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 23 It is nessessarie summc lymes
to han a sustentacioun. 1482 Monk ofhveskam (Arb.) 27
And so [he] came to chirche..and without sustentacion or

helpe of any thing entrid into the quire. 1555 EDEN Decades
(Arb.) 349 The most notable pyllers or sustentacions that the
earth nath in lieauen. i6ia WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks.
('^53)93 A convenient Fascia.. for the sustentation of the
arm. 1650 BULWER Anthropoinet. 189 Since the Tonique
motion of the Muscules is not sufficient for sustentation of
the Body. 1660 BOYLE Contn, New Exfer. i. xxvi. 91 An
ordinary School-philosopher would confidently have attri-

buted this sustentation of so heavy a Body to Nature's fear
of admitting a Vacuum. 1893 BENT in Geogr. Jrnl. II. 140
In difficult places the rocks have been cut [for the old road-

ways]; walls of sustentation are visible at many points.

8. attrib.: sustentation fund, a fund in the

Free Church of Scotland and other bodies for pro-

viding adequate support for ministers.

1843 CHALMERS Consid. Free Ch. Scot, in Hanna Mem.
(1852) IV. 564 That the General Fund shall be separated
into two parts a Building and a Sustentation Fund. 1869
Daily News 21 Oct., The Free Church of Scotland m 26

years had . . raised a sustentation fund of 1 32,0001. per annum,
so that every minister should have not less than 150^. a year.

Susten.tati.ve (szrstenU'tiv, suste'ntativ), a.

[f.
L. sustentdt- : see SUSTENTATE and -IVE.]

1. Having the quality of sustaining.
a 1640 JACKSON Creed xi. vi. 4 Unless our Being be sup-

ported and strengthned by his power sustentative. 1654
URQUHART Jewel 278 Dialogismes, displaying their Inter-

rogatory part with communicatively.Pysmatick and Susten-
tative flourishes.

2. Phys. Pertaining to sustentation.

1877 HUXLEY A nat. Inv. Anim. Introd. 24 Each cell.,

must needs retain its sustentative functions so long as it

grows. 1880 J. COOK Boston Monday Lect. 203 Sustentative,

generative and correlative functions in the lower forms of
life are exerted indifferently.

Sustentif, v.r. in some MSS. of Langl. P. PI. C.

iv. 338, 345, 355 for su(b}stantif, SUBSTANTIVE.

Sustention (sste'nJ3n). Also erron. -sion.

[A modern formation coined, after the analogy of
retain, retention, detain, detention, to express
senses derived immediately from certain spec, senses

of SUSTAIN v., and with the purpose of avoiding
the general implications of sustentation.

Sustencyon in ed. 1542 of Boorde's Dyetary vi. (1870) 241
is app. a misprint ; edd. 1557 (?) and 1562 read sustentacion,

tion.\

1. The action of sustaining or keeping up a con-

dition, feeling, etc. ; the holding-on of a musical

note.

1868 Pall Mall Budget 10 Oct. 66 In the very highest
orator, an unlaboured sustention of passion or emotion

naturally expresses itself in long and sustained form. 1870
LOWELL Study Wind. 277 Pity, a feeling capable of pro-

longed sustention. 1883 igth Cent. May 863 The emission

and sustension of sound are subjects of extreme difficulty to

singers.

2. The quality of being sustained in argument or

style.

1871 MORLEY Condorcet in Crit. Misc. Ser. i. 98 Condorcet
becomes rapturous as he tells in a paragraph of fine susten-

tion [etc-J. 1876 Afacttt. Mag. XXXIV. 94 'Sustained,' in

this fashion, Macaulay certainly is not. But in another and
a better form of sustension Macaulay is a master.

Sustentive(s&ste'ntiv),rt. rare. [f.L.JWJ/tf///-,

pa. ppl. stem of sustinere to SUSTAIN + -IVE.]

Having the quality or property of sustaining.
i66a STANLEY Hist. Chaldaick Philos. (1701) 18/2 These

Powers the Oracle calls atro,x7J*rv, Sustainers, as sustaining
the whole World. The Oracle saith, they are immoveable,

implying their setled Power ; sustentive, denoting their

Guardianship. 1863 DE MORGAN Pref. in Fr. Matter to

Spirit p. xliv, Experiences . . of a character not sustentive of

the gravity and dignity of the spiritual world.

t Suste'ntment. Obs. rare. [a. OF. sustente-

ment, ad. med.L. sustentawentum, f. sustentare \

see SUSTENTATE.] Sustentation, support.
c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 50 Sustentement of

kynges. It most nede be of force )>at ilk a kyng haue two

helpes to susteyn his kyngdome.

Suster, obs. form of SISTER.

Su'Stinent, a. and sb. rare. [ad. L. sustinen*

tern, -ens, pr. pple. of sustinere to SUSTAIN.]
A. adj. Sustaining. fB. sb. Support.

1603 T. DAVIES Microcosmos (1878) 70/1 And our right

Arme the Weedowe's Sustinent. 1876 DOWDEN Poems 13

Gather me close in tender, sustinent arms.

Sustren, -yn, Suatyr : see SISTER.

H SUSU (s'su). Alsosoosoo,8ousou. [Bengali.]
The Gangetic dolphin, Platanista gangctica.
1801 ROXBURGH in Asiatic Res. VII. 171 Delphinus
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SUSUBR.

Gangeticus...Soosoo is the name it is known by amongst
the Bengalese about Calcutta. They are found in great
numbers in the Ganges. 1878 J. ANDERSON Anat. ff Zool.

Res. Yunnan 1.422 I'latanista gangetica. . . This genus is

known by different names along the Ganges, Indus, and
Brahmaputra. Along the first-mentioned river, the term

enerally applied to it is sus, susu, or sutisar ; along the
ndus it is called, as a rule, bullian. 1885 Riverside Nat.

Hist. (1888) V. igr The Susu (Platanista gangetica) in-

habits the Brahmapootra as well as the Ganges.
t Susurr, v. Obs. rare.

[.n.
OF. sttsurrcr, or

its source L. susurrare, f. susurrus : see below.]
intr. To whisper.
1529 W. KNIGHTE Let. to Wolsey (MS. Cott. Vit. B. xi. 13)

The Cesarians that susurred dayli in the popes ear sum-
tyme avising, sumtyme thretenyng the pope. 1616 J. LANK
Contn. Sqr?s T. x. 400 Tho, to thetherial welkin, he susurrd.

So Susurrant (stsTant) a., whispering, softly

murmuring ;
also irreg. Sustrrrent a., whence

Susu-rrence = SOSURROS
; f Susnrrate v. Obs.

rarer-*, to whisper (Cockeram, 1623) ; Snsn'rring
1

vbl. sb., whispering; Sustrrringly adv., in a

whisper.
1791 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. i. 162 With soft *susurrant

voice. 1827 MONTGOMERY Pelican Isl. l. 99 Sweet accord-
ance of Susurrant sounds. 1891 Temple Bar Mag: July 363
A soft Susurrant echo. 1909 Athenseum 24 Apr. 491/3 The
dim *susurrence of cicalas in the trees. 1857 A, DE VERE in

Fraser's Mag. LVI. 548 The respirations of a southern sea
Beat with 'susurrent cadence. 1826 Blackw. Mag. XX. 9
The silence of the twilight is cheered by a soft *susurring,
that whispers innocence and joy. 1830 Ibid. XXVII. 267
We answer "susurringly.

Susurration (si7<srl-pn). Also 5-6 -acy-

o(u)n, 6 erron. sussur- . [ad. L. susurrdtio, -onem,
f. susurrare : see prec. and -ATION.] Whispering ;

occas. a whisper ;
in early use, malicious whisper-

ing, tattle.

a 1400 Pauline Epistles 2 Cor. xii. 20 Discencyouns, bac-

bytyngys, susurracyouns. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de
W. 1506) 11. ix. no Susurration is for to speke cursed langage
by malice for to put noyses in some persones. 1503 Kaleuder
ofShepli. c vij, The branchysof enwydetraccyon, adulacyon,
sussuracyon. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. dc W. 1531) gob,
Susurracyon or preuy sclaundre. 1630 I. CRAVEN Serm.
(1631) 28 The secret susurrations and buzzings of false

tongues. 1657 TOMLINSON Rfnou's Disp. 22 Apuleius..
asserts that by a magical susurration . . rivers are turned
back. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 33. 2/1 To Inlighten their
Offuscated Intellects, upon the least Petitionary Susurra-
tion. 1825 LAMB Let. to Manning in Final Mem. vii. 256
Not a susurration of this to anybody ! 1855 DE QUINCEY in
'H. A. Page' Life (1877) II. xviii. 99 Every syllable and
fragment of susurration that might, .betray the tendency of
our colloquy. 1892 Harpers Mag. Aug. 331/1 The crossing
of the hands is accompanied by a muttering and susurration
of the lips.

b. transf. A rustling murmur.
1640 HOWELL Dodona's Gr. 2 Those soft susurrations of

the Trees. 1867 Macm. Mag. Jan. 234/1 There is no sound
but the susurration of the taller trees. 1888 Harper's Mag.
Apr. 736 There is a constant susurration, a blattering and
swarming of Crustacea.

Susu rrous, a. rare. [f. L. susurrus adj. or sb.

(see next) + -oos.] Of the nature of a whisper.
1859 W. H. RUSSEI.L Diary in India (1860) II. xiii. 247

There were eyes peering through, and a gentle, susurrous
whispering.

II Susurrus (SISOTS). [L.,
= humming, mut-

tering, whispering.] A low soft sound as of

whispering or mutteiing ; a whisper ;
a rustling.

1831 SCOTT Ct. Rob. Introd. Addr. p 15 The first thing
which alarmed me was a rumour in the village. ..I was..
rather alarmed at thissusrtrrus. 1832-4 DE QUINCEY Cysars
Wks. 1862 IX. 6 A brief uproar, .too feeble, .to ascend by so
much as an infantine susurrus to the ears of the British
Neptune. 1847 LONGF. Ev. n. iv. 105 The chant of their
vespers, Mingling its notes with the soft susurrus and sihs
of the branches. 1866 HOWELLS Venet. Life xvi. 242 The
procession makes a soft susurrus. i887BESANTA"aM. Regina
27 In most assemblies of girls there will be heard a susurrus
of universal chatter.

Susy, variant of SOOSY.

Sutaille, obs. Sc. form of SUBTLE.
Sutohong, obs. form of SOOCHONG.
1771 J. R. FOHSTER tr. Osteck's Voy. I. 248 Sutchong, or

bootchuen . .is the dearest of all the brown teas.

Sute, obs. form of SOOT, Son.
t Sutel, a. Obs. Forms : I swutol, -el, sutol
2-3 sutel, 3-4 sotel. [OE. (late WS.) swutol =
Anglian sweotol, of obscure origin.] Clear, mani-
fest, evident.

j?l'7r,^
LFR

u- ^rwy's rasl- C. xiv. dS?!) 83 (Hatton
MS.) Donne bi6 hit swutul [Cott. sweotol] bat he MS sui5e
Sensenhce besuapen [etc.]. 971 Blickl. Horn. 203 pa fotlastas
waron swutole and jesyne on bsem stane. c 1000 Beowulf

FiuM
sutel]

i & full sene. c 1205 LAY. 1519 Ne cume 5e neauer
19 vte scipes bord a=r ich ou sende sutel [c 1275 sotel] worda 1225 Leg. fCath. 1033 In euch bing of be world beo3 sutel

. . ^e weolen of godes wisdom, a 1310 in Wright Lyric P
iv. 23 Sone is sotel. .this sake al thah hit seme suete
Hence f Suteliche adv. (i swutol(l)iee, swnte-

lioe, 3 sutel(l)iohe : see -LT
a), clearly, plainly,

evidently.
<rooo tr. Bxda's Hist. in. viii. (1890) 174 Moniie barabroSra . sa^don ba;t heo swutolice {v.rr. swutollice, sweoto

lice] engla song gehyrdon. c 1000 ^LFRIC Gen. xv 13 Himwas ba jesajd swutelice burh god, Wite bu [etc.], cilamb. Horn. 41 We eow wqlteS suteliche seggen of f

266

fredome be limpeS to J>an deie be is iclepe3 su sunedei. c 1200

'J'rin, Coll. Ham. 145 \>e holi gost, be him dide suterliche

[sic] to understonden bat ure drihten wolde man bicumen.

a 1225 Ancr. K. 112 pe reisuns hwui beo3 her efter suteliche

[.r. opinlike] ischeawede. 1:1230 Halt Meid. 23 Feole

priuileges scheaweS ful sutelliche hwucche beon be meidenes.

t Sutele, . Obs. [OE. swutelian, f. swutol :

see prec.]

1. trans. To make clear or manifest.

c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt. xvi. 21 He ongan swutelian hys
leorning-cnihtum bat he wolde faran to hierusalem. <tizz$
Ancr. R. 154 Hu god hit is forte beon one is boOe i5en olde

lawe, & ec ioe neowe isuteleS [sic} & ischeawed. a 1225 Leg.
Kath. 1036 He schawde, & sutelede inoh, bet he wes spS
godd. Ibid. 1854 Ure lauerd .. schawde him & sutelede him
seolf to hire seoluen.

2. intr. To become clear or manifest.
a looo Gloria. (Gr.) 32 pine sooan weorc & Sin mycele miht

manesum swytelad [v.r. swutelaS]. a 1225 Juliana 57 Hit
schal sone sutelin hu bi ,wichecreft schal wite be. a 1225
Leg. Katk. 1091 purh bis suteled soS al bet ich segge.

Sutel(e, -ell, obs. forms of SCBTLE.

Su'ter. Obs. 01 dial. [Var. of SUITER, SHOOTER.]
1. = SUITER a.

a 1648 DIGBY Closet Opened (1677) 219 Set some new whey
on the fire, put in your cheese-fat and suter and cloth.

2. A plug used in plug-draining.
1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm I. 601 The next implement

used is the sitter or plug, which consists of three or more

pieces of wood, 8J inches in height, 6 inches in length, 4
inches at the top.. .A single suter of 18 or 24 inches long
would answer the same, .purpose.

Suter, obs. form of SUITOR.

Suterkin, variant of SOOTERKIN.

SuJ> : see SEE z>., SITH, SOOTH, SOOTH.

Supdeakne, obs. form of SOBDEACON.

Su)>e, suthe : see SITH, SOOTH, SOOTH, SWITHE.

Suthen, variant of SITHEN Obs.

Suther (sn'Sai), v. dial. [Imitative.] intr.

To sigh, sough. Hence Su'ther s/>.

1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. II. 105 No noise is heard, save
sutherings through the trees, Of brisk wind gushes, or a
trembling breeze. 1881 Leicestershire Words, Suther. .the

sighing of the wind.

Sutherly, Suthern, Suthron, obs. or var. ff.

SODTHERLY, -EHN, -BON.

Suthselerere = soiithcellarer (see SOOTH-
2
), sub-

cellarer.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManlwde iv. xliv. (1869) 196 Pitaunceere

of heere inne, and suthselerere.

Suf>J>e(n, obs. var. SITH, SITHEN.

Sutil(e, -ill, obs. forms of SOBTLE.

Sutile (si-til, -ail), a. rare. [ad. L. suiilis, f.

sf/t-, pa. ppl. stem of sufre SEW
zi.l] Made or

done by stitching or sewing.
it 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts it (1683) 90 These [crowns

and garlands] were made up after all ways of Art, Com.
pactile, Sutile, Plectile. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 13 p 8
Half the rooms are adorned with a kind of sutile pictures,
which imitate tapestry. 1776 Let. to Mrs. Thrale 16
May, There was M" Knowles, the Quaker, that works the
sutile pictures.

Sutle, obs. form of SOBTLE
;
var. SUTTLB v.

Sutler (s'tbj). Also (7 subtler, stickler,

shuttler, sutteler), 7-9 suttler. [a. early modi
Du. soeteler (raod.Dn. zoetclaar) small vendor, petty
tradesman, victualler, soldier's servant, drudge,
sutler in an army (

= MLG. sut(t)eler, sudeler), f.

soelelcn to befoul, to perform mean duties, follow
a mean or low occupation or trade (cf. LG. suiide/n,

early mod.G. sudeln to sully: see SODDLE).]
One who follows an army or lives in a garrison

town and sells provisions to the soldiers.

1590 (Dec. 31) Ordonances ff Instr. Musters, The Provost
Mareschal and Sergeant Maior of euery garrison shal keepe
a perfect rolle of all such English victuallers (called in dutch
Sutlers) petimarchants,.. and other loose persons of the
English nation. 1599 NASHE Lenten StiiffeC)\>, Sutlers
booths and tabernacles. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, n. i. 116, I
shal Sutler be vnto the Campe, and profits will accrue. 1611

,

BEAUM. & FL. King f, No K. iv, A dry sonnet of my
Corporals To an old Suttlers wife. 1627 DRAYTON Agincourt
ccxc, A few poore Sutlers with the Campe that went. 1645
HARWOOD Loyal Siibj. Retiring-room 14 Sucklers to your
Army. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. V, cclxviii, Hee. .

Knocks off the Subtler's tally with a Crowne. 1701 Lond.
fiaz. No. 3714/4 Mr.

Wollastpn, Suttler, at the Horse-
Guards. 1714 PRIOR Viceroy xiii, The suttlers too he did
ordain For licences should pay. 1773 R. MONTGOMERY in
Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) J. 498 If they can send
down to the army such articles as soldiers choose to lay out
their money upon, employing sutlers for that purpose. 1844
Regut. ft Ord. A rmy 267 No huts are to be allowed in front

. .who owed so much money to a camp sutler, that [etc.].
1877 F.ncycl. Brit. VI. 517/2 Even the licensed sutlers, who
lollow the autumn manoeuvres, are under the Mutiny Act.
1889 Times (weekly ed.) 7 June 5/4 Elshe van Aggelin. .a
sutler with the Dutch at the battle of Waterloo.
fg. 1827 HARE Guesses Ser. n. (1873) 302 The sutlers and
pioneers, .who attend the march of intellect.

tb. gen. One who furnishes provisions. Obs.
1710 Brit. ApoUo III. No. 43. 3/1 He came to a Sutlers to

Dine. ci7 io CELIA FIEHKES Diary (1888) 304 Houses for
outliers for to provide for the servants. 1703 [EARL DUN.
DONALDJ Descr. Estate of Cuirass 55 Many of the Scots
Owners of Collieries acting as Sutlers, and supplying their
workmen.. with Oatmeal.

SUTTEE.

f o. slang. (See quot.) Obs.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Sutler, he that Pockets up

Gloves, Knives, Handkerchiefs, Snuff and Tobacco-boxes'
and all the lesser Moveables.

Hence (all rare) Sn'tlerage = SUTLERY
; Su't-

leress, a female sutler
; Sivtlership, the office or

occupation of a sutler.

1854 Bentley's Misc. Oct. 323 The slaughterage, the *sutler-

age, and tbe sewerage. 1747 Gentl. Mag. Dec. 571/1 To
these must be added the 'sutleresses. 1871 B. TAYLOR
Faust II. iv. ii. 308 Speedbooty (sutleress fawning upon
him). 1864 WEBSTER, *Sutlership. 1889 Hatter's frlng.
July 178/2 Improper conduct in the disposal of a sutlershfp
orpost-tradership in the army.

Sutlery (swtbri). Also 8 Sc. sutlarie, -y,
suttolory. [f. SOTLER + -T. Cf. early mod.Du.
soetelrije 'vile opus, sordidum artificium", etc

(Kilian).]
1. The occupation of a sutler

; victualling.
1606 MARSTON Fa-wne IV. i. Fiij, Has my sutlery, tapstry

laundrie, made mee be tane vpp at the Court?
2. A sutler's establishment ; a victualling estab-

lishment or department, esp. for the supplying of
soldiers with food and drink.

1636 DAVENANT Wits iv. i, A new Plantation . . Is made in

li'id. 286 Thesutlaryaccompt. 1:1730 \lwiLett.N.Scot.\n\.
(i8i8)I.252The town [ofMaryburgh].,was originally designed
as a sutlery to tbe garrison. 1751 Scott. Forfeited Estates
Papers (S. H.S.) 223 A Brew Seat and Suttolory to be erected
at the bead quarters of the military. 1777 Citron, in A tin.

Reg. 206/2 A
channel,

a keeper's house, taphouse, sutlery,
yards [in Newgate jail].

Sutor, var. SOUTEK, shoemaker
; obs. erron. f.

StlTORE.

Sutorial (sito3-rial), a. rare.
[f.

I,, sftlorius,
i. siil-, pa. ppl. stem oisuire SEWZ>.! : see -ORY 2 and

-AL.] Pertaining to sewing, or to the shoemaker's
art. So Suto'rian, Suto-rious atf/s., pertaining
or relating to sewing or shoemaking.
1835 KIRBY Hob. ft fust. Aniin. II. xxiii. 470 In the Indian

tailor-birds the object of their *sutorial art is stated above.

1896 Contemp. Rev. Apr. 460 The *sutorian art criticism.,
silenced by his. .advice, ne sitter ultra crepidam. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr., *Sutorious, of or belonging to a Shoo-

maker, or Sewer.

II Sutra (sM-tra). [Skr. siltra thread, string,

(hence) rule, f. siv SEW v. 1 Cf. F. soAtra.] In

Sanskrit literature, a short mnemonic rule in gram-
mar, law, or philosophy, requiring expansion by
means of a commentary. Also applied to Bud-
dhistic text-books.
1801 COLEBROOKE Ess., Sanscrit ff Preterit Lang. (1837)

II. 5 Whatever may be the true history of Panini, to him
the Sutras, or succinct aphorisms of grammar, are attributed

by universal consent. i&fiEncycl.Brit, .664/1 TheTaouist
literature, which has its foundation in The Sutra ofReason
and of Virtue by Laoutsze, the founder of the sect. 1886

CONDER Syrian Stone-Lore ix. (1896) 372 Some of its episodes
[i.<*. of Sindbad the Sailor] at least are recognised in the

Buddhist Sutra*.

attrib. 1867 Chambers' Jtncycl. IX. 230 That a habit

deeply rooted outlives necessity, is probably also shewn by
these Sutra works. 1881 KruycL Brit. XII. 782/2 Their
earliest, .legal writings belong to the Sutra period, or

scholastic development, of the Veda.

Suttale, obs. form of SUBTLE.

Suttan, variant of SOUTANE, cassock.

1755 Mem. Capt. P. Drake II. iii. 145 A Clergyman in his

Suttan, or long black Coat.

Suttee (sz>U-) Also 8-9 sati, 9 satti, shuttee.

[a. Skr. (Hindi, Urdu) satl faithful or virtuous

wife, fern, of sat good, wise, honest, lit. being, pr.

pple. of as to be (see BE .).]

1. A Hindu widow who immolates herself on the

funeral pile with her husband's body.
1786 in Par!. Papers E. India Aff., Hindoo Widows

;(i82l)
3 We were informed the suttee (for that is the name given to

the person who so devotes herself) had passed, and her track

was marked by the goolol and betel leaf, which she bad
scattered as she went along. Ibid. 4 As the suttee ascends
the pile, she is furnished with a lighted taper. 1787 SIR W.
JONES Let. in Ld. Teignmouth Mem. (1804) 295 My mother

. . became a sati, and burned herself to expiate sins. 1881

TYLOR_ Anthropology xiv. (1904) 347 There are 'native
'

dis-

tricts in India where the suttee or '

goodwife
'

is still burnt

on her husband's funeral pile. 1895 MRS. CROKER Village
Tales (1896) 127 Her relations drove her to the faggots, for

the family of a suttee are held in much esteem. 1995
Westm. Gaz. 14 Mar. 10/1 The accused Juggernath Missir,

beyond saying that his mother died as '

sati
'

on the same

Zthat

his father died, refused to make any statement.

. 1849 THACKERAY in Scribner's Ma%. 1. 687/1 You dear

tees, you get ready and glorify in being martyrized.

2. The immolation of a Hindu widow in this way.
Phr. to do, perform suttee.

The custom was abolished by authority in British India in

1829.

1813 in Part. Papers E. India Aff., Hindoo Widows (1821)

33 To require that any express leave . . be required, previously
to the performance of the act of '

suttee '. 1877 Encycl. Brit.

VI. 778/2 Suttee in native states. .he [sc. Lord Dalhousie]

kept down with an iron hand. 1885 Times (weektyed.)^
Oct. 12/2 A ceremony called a ' cold suttee

'

is described in

books on Hindoo customs. When the relatives had a very
nice sense of honour, and a widow's proclivities outraged W,

they made a feast at which she was the principal guest. She
was sumptuously regaled and at the end drugged to death.

fit- i*33 T. HOOK Love 4- Pridt, Widow vii, Pratt. .gav<;



SUTTEEISM.

wower o a n oug o perorm suttee.
attrib. 1813 in 1'arl. J'aff,s E. Inttia Aff., HindoWU1M (1835) 13 Any general proposition for abolishin

the suttee immolation.

Hence Suttee-ism, the practice of suttee

8uttel(l, Sutteler, obs. ff. SUBTLE, SUTLER.
Sutten, dial. pa. pple. of SIT v.

Sutthfe, -en, variants of SITH conj. Obs.

t Suttle (s't'l), a. Comm. Obs. [Old variant

spelling of SUBTLE a. retained in a technical use.

Cf. AF. pois siilil.] Of weight, after tare, or tret,
has been deducted.
In quot. 1695 quasi-sb. by ellipsis.

[1501-1660 : see SUBTILE a. 12, SUBTLE a. 12.) 1596 MELLIS

diuision of the pound weight for wares, and the correspond-
ence of the hundreth pound, compared to the ico// Suttle
of Antuerp [cf. p. 22 Subtle). 1695 E. HATTON Klerch. Mag.
100 In such Commodities wherein Trett is allowed, the Re-
mainer, after the Tare is deducted is called Suttle, out of
which Suttle the allowance for Trett is made. 1764 C.
HUTTON Sfit. Pratt. Ari/A.(i 766) 72 What remains after
the tare is taken from the gross, may be called tare-suttle, if
there he more deductions. ..What remains after tret is de-
ducted, may be called tret-suttle, if there be any following
deduction. 1812 J. SMYTH Pract. Customs (1821) 13 Suppose
20 casks of Gentian weigh 120 cwt. 2 qrs. 18 Ibs. gross, how
many suttle pounds will they contain ?

Suttle (so-t'l), v. Obs. or arch. Also 7-9
sutle. [ad. early mod.Du. soetelen, or back-forma-
tion f. SUTLER, q.v.] intr. To carry on the business
of a sutler. Chiefly in vbl. sb. suilling.
1648 HEXHAM it, Zoetelen, to Snttle {ed. 1678 sutle), or to

Victuall. 1706 E. WARD U'oodea World Diss. (1708) 69
He [sc. a gunner] can no more abstain from suttling on
board, and running Goods a-shore, than he can refrain from
talking Bawdy in modest Company. 1757 WASHINGTON
Writ. (1889) I. 467 To prevent irregular suttling. 1787
NELSON 29 Dec. in Nicolas Disf. (1845) I. 263, I have been
obliged to punish him for sutthng to the Ship's Company
and making numbers of them drunk. 1904 Atheiixum 10

Sept. 339/3 Dismissed for dishonest greed for suttling,
false musters, or turning their ships into merchantmen.

b. in vbl. sb. sutlling used attrib., esp. in sut-

thng-house, a house where food and drink are

supplied, esp. to soldiers
; also suttling booth, de-

partment, place, shop.
1691 Land. Gaz. No. 2653/4 Mr. Creggs at the Suttling.

House in the Savoy. _ 1710 STKELE & ADDISON Tatlcr No.
260 p 3 She came to him in the Disguise of a Suttling Wench,

be kept in this house of correction. 1809 GENERAL J.
WILKINSON Speech in Congress 19 June (1853) 2459, I shall
make such arrangements in the sutling department as en-

tirely to exclude the use of ardent spirits which have been
the bane of the service. 1837 HONE Every-iiay Bk. II. m
Suttling-booths. .appeared now on the Thames. 1829 J. T.
SMITH Bk.for Rainy Day (1905) 282 We entered the parlour
of the

' Canteen
', that being the sign of the suttling-house

ofthe Palace [Hampion Court]. 1832 SIR J. CAMPBELL Mem.
I. ii. 35 He.. set up a suttling-shop with the money.

Suttler, variant of SUTLER.

Suttolory, rare obs. form of SUTLERY.

II SuttOO, suttu (st-) [Urdu, Hindi siit-

/().] (See quots.)
1886 A. H. CHURCH Food Grains Ind. too The grain \sc.

barley] . . is parched and ground into coarse flour called suttu.

ijjoS Animal Managem. 104^
'Suttoo' is a gruel made by

stirring finely.ground gram in water.

Sutty, obs. form of SOOTY a.

Suttyle
1

, -yll, obs. ff. SUBTLE.

Sutural (si-tiural), a. [a. F. </?-/, or mod.L.
saturate : see SUTURE and -AL.] Of, pertaining or

relating to, or situated in a suture, a. Bot. esp. of
dehiscence taking place at the suture of a pericarp.
1819 LINDLEY tr. Richard's Obseru. Fruits fy St'eds 21 A

seed attached to an axile, parietal, or sutural trophosperm.
18311 Introii. Bot. 164 If [the dehiscence takes place] along
the inner edge of a simple fruit it is called sutural. 1847
W. E. STEEI.E Field Bot. 206 Placentae sutural, with i or 2
seeds. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora p. x, Ovules sutural or
basal. 1872 OLIVER Eletn. Bot. i. vii. 92 The sutural

ptacentatiou of apocarpous pistils.

b. Entom., etc. Also Anal, pertaining to the
sutures of the skull.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. xxxv. 600 The sutural

and anal angles exist only where the elytra are truncated at
the apex. 1836-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. 1 1. 883/2 Thecommon
sutural connexion of some of the bones in man. 1854 OWEN
in Orr's Circ. Sci., Org. Nat. I. 165 They are united to-

gether at their thick margins by rough or '

sutural
'

surfaces.

1876 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Sutural Ligament.
O. Pertaining to, resulting from, a surgical suture.

'89? Allbutt''* Syst. Med. III. 595 The sutures were passed
through the fibrous structures of the parietes. ..A little su-
tural abscess formed about one parietal stitch.

Hence Su'turally adv., by means of, or in the
manner of, a suture or sutures.

1854 OWEN in Orr's Circ. Sci. Org. Nat. I. 178 The

267

hzmapophysis is subdivided into two, three, or more pieces
sumraiiy

interred together. ,875 HUXLEY in
"'

,i'
7
11, r

5 " Pre >ll*. .are united suturallyin the middle line.

t Suturate, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

L. siilura SUTUKE
+ -ATE 3.] trans. To join by a suture.
1666 J. SMITH Old Age (1676) 93 Six several bones, which

being most conveniently suturated among themselves, domake up those curious arched chambers.

Saturation, rare.
[f. SUTURE sb. + -ATION.]

Stitching, sewing.
1891 Cent. Diet. 1901 DORLAND Af,;l. Diet. (ed. a).

Suture (si'tiuj, -tjsj), sb. Also 7 en on. sutor.

[ad. K. suture or its source i,.sutura, n. of action
i. sut-, pa. ppl. stem of sulre SEW v.i : see -URE.]
1. Surg. The joining of the lips of a wound, or

of the ends of a severed nerve or tendon, by
stitches ; also, an instance of this

; a stitch used for
this purpose.

SUZERAINE.

is done with a waxed threde. 1617 MIDDI.ETON & ROWLEY
Fair Quarrel v. i, I closed the lips on't [. the wound] with
bandages and sutures. iSji-WtTTlE tr. Primrose's Pop.Err. i. viii. 30 Simple wounds, for which union alone is
sufficient without a suture. i754-4 S.MELLIE Midwif. \.

379 The cutis and muscles only should be taken up in the
Suture. 1803 Med. Jrnl, IX. 165 Two successful operations
of the royal suture. 1804 ABF.RNETHY Surf. Ots. i. 36 The
edges of the wound were brought together by one suture.
1879 St. George"s Hasp. Rep. IX. 447 The abdominal wound
was closed by silver sutures. 1887 L. OLIPHANT Episodes
(1888) 204 My right arm was bandaged to my side, so as not
to open the sutures.
attrib. 1870 Daily News 9 Sept. 6 Plenty of suture needles.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2465 Suture-instruments. . are. .

useful in .. operations requiring accurate suture adjustments.
b. gen. Sewing, stitching ; also, a stitch or seam ;

t trans/, adhesion; jig. union, now chiefly the
union of the parts or sections of a literary com-
position, or a point at which it is made.
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxvni. 1001 Three leather thongs

hardened and made stiffe with many sutures and seames.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne i. xx. (1632) 44 The narrow suture
of the spirit and the body. 1656 J. SMITH Pract. Physick
358 Suture with glew is convenient. 1791 COWPER Odyss.

how seldom ! 1887 DOWDEN Shelley I. ix. 434 We are whole
at that age, and have not experienced the remarkable effects
of stitches and sutures. 1891 Nation (N. Y.) 5 Nov. 360
Page after page, and paragraph after paragraph are ex-
tracted from the '

History
'

to be reset in these '

Sketches ', . .

sometimes with slight modifications of phrase which hardly
serve to hide the seams of the literary suture.

2. Anat. The junction of two bones forming
an immovable articulation

; the line of such junc-
tion

; esp. any of the serrated articulations of the
skull.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man IV. 45 b, The extreme Suture of
the iugall bone. 1615 CROOKE Body of Man 498 The
Sagittall suture or seame. a 1631 DONNE Crosse ^6 As the
braine through bony walls doth vent By sutures, which a
Crosses forme present. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. Pref.,
Thy Front towards the Coronal Suture rose. 1696 AUBREY
Misc. (1857) Introd. p. xi, At eight years old I had an issue
(natural) in the coronall sutor of my head, c 1720 W. GIBSON
Farrier's Guide I. vL (1738) 78 The true Sutures are three
in Number, and proper to the Skull only. 1817 COLERIDGE
Zapolya Prelude i, The unclosed sutures of an infant's skull

1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. vi. (1873) 158 Sutures occur in the
skulls of young birds and reptiles. 1871 Desc. Man I. iv.

124 In man the frontal bone consists of a single piece, but in
the embryo and in children,.. it consists of two pieces
cparated by a distinct suture.

tb. (See quots.) Obs.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Suture,, .the line under the yard
of a man. 1688 HOLME Armoury n. xvii. 381/2 The Suture
of the Pallate, is the Seam in the bone in the Roofe of the

Mouth. 1725 Fain. Diet. s. v. Lithotomy, The Suture of
the Perinaeum.

3. Zool. and Bot. The junction, or (more freq.)
the line of junction, of contiguous parts, e. g. the

line of closure of the valves of a shell, the seam
where the carpels of a pericarp join, the conflux of

the inner margins of elytra, the outline of the septa
of the shell of a tetrabranchiate cephalopod.
1677 PLOT Oxfordsk. 108 The whole body of the stone

{i.e. fossil shell].. divided by Sutures, .. resembling the
leaves of Oak. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth (1723) 24
The same Sutures, . .whether within or without the Shell.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. I. vi. (1765) 13 The Seeds are

fastened along both the Sutures or Joinings of the Valves.

1769 PENNANT Brit. Zool. III. i Body covered either with
a shell or strong hide, divided by sutures. 1785 MARTYN Lett.

Bot. iii. (1794) 40 The silique opens from the bottom upwards
by both sutures. 1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. xlvii. 368
The straight suture by which the elytra are united. 1851
WOODWARD Mollitsca i. 101 The line or channel formed by
the junction of the whirls is termed the suture. 1880 A.

GRAY Struct. Bot. vi. 6. (ed. 6) 252 For the discharge of the

pollen, the cells.. open.. by a line or chink,.. the suture or

line of dehiscence.
attrio. 1894 Geol. Mag. Oct. 435 The shell is somewhat

distorted. . . Its suture-line cannot be made out.

Hence Sn-ture v. trans., to secure with a suture,

to sew or stitch up ; Su'tnred ///. a., sewn to-

gether ; Suturing vbl. sh.

1777 PENNANT Brit. Zool. IV. 57 Echinus. Body covered

with a sutured crust. 1878 Masque Poets 215 Fromthe first i

pol
lin

Suuel, obs. var. SOWL sb., relish.

Suuen, oLs. inf. and pa. pole, of SHOVE v.
citSftGeii. * Ex. 107 Watres ben her oer-under suuen

c 1275 LAY. 17396 SuueJ> and hebbe)> mid al joure strengKSuum. Imitative of the moaning sound of the
wind. (Cf. G. summ.)
1605 SHAKS. Lear m. iv. 103 Still through the Hauthorne

blowes the cold wmde : Sayes suum, mun, nonny.
Snversed (siv3Mst), a. Trig. Also 8 up.

versed
; 9 erron. (in Diets.) subvened. [Orig.

sup.versed, f. sup., abbrev. ofsupplement + VEUSED ;
cf. CO-VERSED ] Suvcrsed sine : the versed sine of
the supplement.
1782 HUTTON in Phil. Trans. LXXI V. 32 The sum of the

radius and cosine will be the sup. versed sine. 1827 AIRY in
Encycl. Metrop. (1845) I. 674 'Ihe versed sine of one is the
suversed sine of the other.

Suwar, Suwarree, var. SOWAR, SOWAKEY.
Suwarrow, variant of SAGUABO, SAOUAHI.
Suwe, obs. pa. t. of SAW v.

; obs. f. Sow ji.l

Suwelsilver, variant of SOWL silver.
' '3

,' "Afart"'1"'- s- Edmundi If. 322 (Cowell's Inlerpr.
1701) Ad quemhbet metecorn datur singulis unus denarius
ad Suwelsilver.

Suwie, var. SUGU v. Obs.

Suwynge, obs. form of SEWIN.
Sux(s)t, obs. 2nd sing. ind. pres. of SEB v.

Suycener : see SWISSENEH Obs., Swiss.

Suylle, Suymme, Suyng, 8uyn(ne, obs. ff.

SELL, SWILL, SWIM, SEWING, SUING, SWINE.
Suyr(e, Suyrte, etc., obs. ff. SUBE, SDBKTY.
Suythe, variant of SWITH(E.
Suyjen, obs. form of SEE v.

Suz, BUZZ (soz), int. U.S. = Sirs ! : see SIR sb.

Jb. Also my suz!
1844

'

JON. SLICK '

High Life in ff. Y. Gloss, p. xi, Dread-
ful suz. 1872 S. DE VERE Americanisms 639 Law, suzz,
what do you mean 1

Suzerain (si*-zer/u), it. (a.) (Also -elgn.)
[ad. K. suzerain, older s(o]uscrain, app. f. sus
above, up (: L. susum, sursum, (. sub from below,
up + vorsum, vcrsum, pa. pple. of vertfre to turn),
after souverain SOVEREIGN.] A feudal overlord.
In recent use, with reference to international rela-

tions, a sovereign or a state having supremacy over
another state which possesses its own ruler or

government but cannot act as an independent power.
1807 C. BUTLER Rcvol. Germany in. (1812) 53 The king was

called the Sovereign lord; his immediate vassal was called
the Sv&reign ; and the tenants holding of him were called
the arriere vassals. 1820 BYRON Mar. J-'al. iv. ii, A chief in
armour is their Suzerain. 1825 SCOTT Talism. xi, He answers
me ever with cold respects of their relations together as suze-
rain and vassal. 1853 HALLAM Mid. Ages (ed. 10) I. 125 He
was constituted, .a sort of suzerain, without whose consent
the younger brothers could do nothing important. 1855 MIL-
MAN Lat. Christ. IX. v. IV. 06 That vague. -soveieignty
which gave the right of interfering in all the affairs of the
realm, as Suzerain as well as Spiritual Father. 1860 GEN. P.
THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. cxxvi. 81 Two semi-barbarous
tribes,. .to the great discomfort of the power which professes
to be their suzerain, quarrel. 1870 LIDDON Elem. Kelig. ii.

(1881) 56 Egypt was governed by a practically independent
Viceroy ; the Suzerain's name was mentioned rarely, or only.
in a formal way.
Jig. 1857 LAWRENCE Guy Liv. ii, The fact of his father

. .having always been suzerain among his women at home.

b. attrib. or adj., as suzerain lord, power, state.

1853 M. KELLY tr. Gosselin's Power Pope Mid. Ages II.

99 They may hold it in peace, and maintain therein the pure
Catholic faith, saving the rights of the suzerain lord. 1868

KIRK Chas. Bold III. iv. vii. 120 Sharing the possessions of

the house of Burgundy between the two suzerain crowns

from which they had been originally derived. 1808 Daily
News 14 May6/4 Mr. Kotze had frequently said that there

was no Suzerain Power, but the first thing he did after

issuing his manifesto was to appeal to England.
Hence Sn'serainship, suzerainty.

1827 G. S. FABER Sacr. Calend. Prophecy (1844) II. 48 The

imperial superiority of suzerainship of Charlemagne.

II Suzeraine (si-zeKin, Fr. sjiznm). [F., fern,

of suzerain SUZERAIN.] A woman who is in the

position of a suzerain.

1880 DISRAELI F.ndyni. I. v. 45 The wife of the minister

was careful always to acknowledge the Queen of Fashion as

her suzeraine. 1881 EARL OF LVTTON in iqth Cent. Nov. 769
The Donna or Domina of the Troubadour was the suzeraine
of a vassalage which really existed in the social system of

his time.
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SUZERAINTY.

Suzerainty (s''zer/nti). Also 5 suserente.

[In sense i,n.OF.sustretiftf, in sense 2, f. SUZERAIN
+ -TY, after mod.F. suzeraineM.]

fl. ? Supremacy. Obs.

c 1470 in Bagford Ballads (1880) I. 520* Whyche cause

gyueth cause to me & myne To serue y* hart of suserente.

2. The position, rank, or power of a suzerain.

Appears first in Fr. or semi-Fr. form.

1823 SCOTT Peverilxxm, The family of Peveril, who there-

by chose to intimate their ancient suzerainte over the whole

country. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI 1 1. 318/1 Albert's successors

continued to recognise the suzerainete" of Poland till the

treaty of Velau (1657). 1870 Spectator^ Nov. 137 It would
be far cheaper to buy from the Sultan the only right which
forces us to his side the suzerainty of Egypt.
1845 S. AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Re/. II. 381 He promised

to renounce all his claims.. on the suzerainty of Flanders.

i86a HOOK Lives Abfls. II. ii. 124 He. .sought to advance
the Pope's claim to a spiritual suzerainty. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. iv. 3-182 The Scotch lords.. formally admitted
Edward's direct suzerainty. 1874^

STUBBS Const, Hist. I. i.

4 Its character of nominal suzerainty is exchanged for that

of absolute sovereignty. 1881 Convention of Pretoria (in

Times 5 Aug. 3/4) Complete self-government, subject to the

suzerainty of Her Majesty,., will be accorded to the inhabi-

tants of the Transvaal territory. 1884 EARL DERBY S/. Ho.
Lords 17 Mar., A certain controlling power is retained when
the State which exercises this Suzerainty has a right to veto

any negotiations into which the dependent Slate may enter

with Foreign Powers.

Svastika, variant of SWASTIKA.

(I Svelte (svelt). Also (rare) svelt. [F. (
= It.

)) : pop.L. *exvellitu~^ pa. pple. of *cxvel~

, f. ex out + velttre to pluck.] Slim, slender,

willowy.
^1817 FUSELI in Led. Paint, x. (1848) 594 The Medicean

Venus, however *
svelt ', . .has in length no more than seven

heads and a half. 1838 GRANVILLR Sfios Germ. 246 The
tall, svelte, pale, and interesting Countess P k n. 1887
Miss BRADDON Like $ Unlike Hi, The Matron led the way,
lovely, smiling,, .svelte, and graceful.

8wa, obs. form of So.

Swab(swgb),^.l (a.) AlsoSswabb.
[f.
SWAB

v. 1 With sense i cf. Norw., Sw. svabb mop ; with

sense a, svabb , svabba dirty person.]
1. A mop made of rope-yarn, etc. used for clean-

ing and drying the deck, etc. on board ship.

1659 TORRIANO, Strofinaccio..) a swab in a ship, a clout-

mop in a boat. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780*. 1797
S. JAMES Narr. Voy. Arabia 230 We. .choaked the pumps
up with wringing swabs. 1810 W. SCORESBY Ace. Arctic

Kfg: II. 233 A small broom and a ' swab '

1893 M. PKMBER-
TON Iron Pirate 182 Others of the crew brought buckets
and swabs unbidden, and cleansed the place.

b. Anything used for mopping up ; an absorbent
i

mass of rag, cotton-wool, or the like, used for

cleansing; any mass or bundle of stnff that takes

up moisture, or that, being soaked, is applied to a

surface.
Also Med. a

specimen
of a morbid secretion, etc., taken

with a swab for bacteriological examination.

1787 M. CUTLER in Z.z/5r,etc. (1888) I. 243 The hostler is at
the door, ready to take your horse, ..rubs him down, then
washes him with a swab and wipes him dry. 1828 Sporting
Mag. XXII. 354 The swab, which, when well saturated
with water, is tied round the outside of the coronets. 184*
MOTLEY Corr. (1889) I. iv. 117 The archbishop with a little

mop or swab twirling water on all the dignitaries. 1854
Poultry Chron. I. 369/1 If they rattle badly in the throat,
make a swab by tying a little tow on a small stick, and swab
their throats out with the same mixture. 1888 HASLUCK
Model Engin. Handybk. (1900) 139 The mixture can be

applied with a small brush, or a swab tied to the end of a
stick. 1903 [see SWAB f. 1

3). 1907 M. H. GORDON Abel's
Labor. Handbk. Bacteriol. 165 A plug of sterile wool fixed

to a wooden rod or wire (i.e. a 'swab'). 1908 Animal
Managem. 339 Keep cold swabs over the hoofs.

c. A cylindrical brush or cleaner for cleaning out

the bore of a firearm ; a soft brush for wetting the

mould in founding.
1874 tr. y. Hugo's Ninety-Three HI. i. iii. II. 174 He took

the swab and rammer himself, loaded the piece, sighted it,

and fired. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2465/2 Swa6..is used
. .to wet the parting edge before drawing the pattern, and
also to moisten parts of the mold requiring repairs.

d. A naval officer's epaulette, slang.
1798 Sporting Mag. XII. 35 He makes use of no swabs

(gold shoulder knots). 1833 M.SCOTT Tom Cringle -xv,\i half
a dozen skippers., were to evaporate during the approaching
hot months he may have some small chance of tother Swab.
1834 MARRYAT P. Simple xli, I had shipped the swab.. .I'm
lieutenant of the Rattlesnake. 1849 CUPPLES Green Hand
i, A fat fellow with red breeches and yaller swabs on his

shoulders, like a captain of marines.

e. A piece of stuff that hangs loose, trails, etc.

1862 THORNBURY Turner II. 322 The swab of a handker-
chief hanging from the side-pocket of his tail-coat. 1862
TROLLOPS JV. America I. 300 At every hundred yards some
unhappy man treads upon the silken swab which she trails
behind her.

2. f a. = SWABBER 1 i. b. A term of abuse or

(now often mild) contempt : cf. SWABBER l 3.

1687 TAUBMAN London's Tri. ^ Green-men, Swabs, Satyrs,
and Attendants innumerable. 1706 E. WARD Wooden
World Diss. (1708) 64 Provided always, that the Swab con-
sign him over his Wages for his Labour. 1710 C. SHADWKLL
Fair Quaker Deal \. \, 6 If the Government did but know
what a Swabb thou art. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Random (1812)
I. ii None of your jaw, you swab. 1798 LADY HAMILTON
Let. to Nelson 8 Sept., I would have been rather an English
powder-monkey or a swab in that great victory than an
emperor out of it. 1816 SCOTT Let, in Lockhart (1837) IV.
i. 15, I have seen the great swab, who is supple as a glove.
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iSjs MARRYAT 'Jacob Faithful xx, He said t'other day I was

a drunlten old swab. 1860 All Year Round No. 66. 384

Look there, you swabs ! Don't you see that second jib tow-

ing overboard ? 1887 BESANT The World Wtnt xxix, Luke

was a grass comber and a land swab. 1899 SOMERVIU.E fc

Ross 7mA R. M. 240 The men 're rather a lot of swabs,

but they know the coast. 1907 QuiLLER-CoucH Poison

Island vii. 60 The Mayor of Falmouth was a well-meaning

old swab.

3. attrib. : swab-hitch sb., Naut. (see qupt.) ;

hence swab-hitch v., to secure with a swab-hitch ;

swab-man, a naval officer wearing epaulettes ;

swab-pot Founding,
' an iron vessel containing

water and the founder's swab
'

(Knight Diet.

Mech. 1875) ; swab-rope Naut., swab-stick (see

qnots.) ; swab-washer, -wringer Naut., one who
washes or wrings out swabs.

1883 Man, Seamanship for Boys 88 A "swab-hitch., is. .

used for bending a rope s end to swabs when washing them

overboard. Ibid. 190 Swab-hitch it over the ring and seize

the end back. 1836 E. HOWARD A'. Reefer xl, A little 'swab-

man.,jumped on the.. deck. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Wora-bk,,

''Swab-rope, a line bent to the eye of a swab for dipping it

overboard in washing it. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 836 If the

ground be very wet, and the hole gets full of mud, it is

cleaned out by a stick bent at the end into a fibrous brush,

called a *swab-stick. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet.. Swal>-

stick, a rod of wood wrapped at one end with cotton, used

in making applications to the uterus or vagina. 1836 E.

HOWABD K. Ket/erxKvu, Present that piece of paper, .to

the head *swabwasher. 18*7 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk, s. v.,

The principal swab-washer, or captain of the head, in large

ships. 1831 Black. Mag. X. 426 A waister, a term which
is equally applicable to sweepers, *swab-wringers, . . and

drudges of all descriptions.

4. as adj. Lubberly.
1914 Blackw Mag. Nov. 648/2 About the swabbest lot

that ever left port.

Swab (swjb), rf. 2 Now s. iv. dial. [perh. the

same word as prec.] = SWABBER 2
.

1681 T. FLATBAN Heraclitus Ridem No. 40 (1713) II. s

He has all the Game in his Hand, all the Trumps and
Swabbes. a 1840 in C. E. Byles Life t, Lett. R. S. Hawker
vi. (1905) 73 Us was settin' playin' swabs (' all fours ') up to
' The Bush '. 1880 W. Cornwall Gloss, s. v. Swabbers,

'
I

never cared for whisk since swabs went out of fashion '.

Said by an old lady at Penzance about ten years since. . .

Kach player before beginning to play puts in the pool a
fixed sum for swabs. 1890 Glouc. Gloss., Swat's or Swab-
bers, honours at whist.

Swab, sb.z dial. [Origin obscure. Cf. SWAD
sb.Z] A bean- or pea-shell.

1659 TOBBIANO, The swab (or cod, of beanes pease, &c.),

scaffa, guscio [cf. Gvscio. .swad]. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Ker-

sey), Sivab, a Cod of Beans. 1825-80 JAMIESON, Swab, the
husk of the pea ; pease swabs.

Swab(sw9b),j<M AlsoSuab. [ad. G. Schwab,

Schwabt.] = SWABIAN.
1663 GERBIER Counsel 106 A high German (especially a

Swab). l8 Poultry Chron. III. 10/1 The Germans have
also what they call a Red Suab, or ' Roth Schwaben '.

Swab (swob), z>.l Also 9 swob. [In branch I,

cogn. w. or a. MLG. rwabbcn to splash in water
or mire, LG. swabben to splash, (of soft bodies) to

sway, also, to slap, flap. In branch II, back-for-

mation from SWABBER 1.

The root swab- denoting backwarcl-and-forward

motion, esp. splashing or dabbling in liquid, is repr.
in Du. vwabbcn to swab, do dirty work, be tossed

about, Norw. svabba to spill water, wade, splash,

befoul, WFris. s-vabje to swim (of waterfowl), to

roam about. See also SWABBLE.]
I. 1. intr. To sway about, dial.

14.. [see SWABBLE]. 31854 CLARE MS. Poems, The bil.

lows swab behind. 1854 Miss BAKER Northampt. Gloss.,

Swob, to sway and vibrate with the wind, to wave. 1881
Leicestersh. Gloss., Swab, to sway, like boughs in the wind.

1887 -S\ Ckesh. Gloss., Swob, to sway beneath the feet ; said
of marshy ground..

II. f2. ? To act like a swab or swabber
;
to be-

have in an unmannerly fashion. 06s. rare.

1638 FORD Fancies n. i, Rudeness ! Keep off, or I shall

Sawcy groom, learn manners ! Go swab amongst your goblins.
3. To apply a swab to ; to cleanse or wipe with

or as with a swab ; to mop up. Also with down.
1719 D'URFEY/V/& (1872) III. 304 All hands up aloft,

Swab the Coach fore and aft. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine
(1780), Fauberter, to swab a ship's decks, &c. 1834 MARRYAT
P. Simple vi, The main-deck, which they were swabbing
dry. 1836 E. HOWARD R. Reefer xliv,

'
It melts me,' re-

sponded the doctor, swabbing his face with the napkin.
1840 R. H. DANA Btf. Mastu, After we had finished, swabbed
down decks, and coiled up the rigging. 1852 DICKENS
Bleak Ho. xvii, If you only have to swab a plank, you
should swab it as if Davy Jones were after you. 1854 [see
SWAB sfi. 1 i bj. 1882 BARNETT in Macm. Mag. XLV1. 174
The prisoners were '

swabbing
'

their filthy dens ! 1883
F. M. CRAWFORD Dr. Claudius ix. 147 A party of red-capped
tars were . . swabbing the forward deck. 1903 Lancet 4 Apr.
946/1 After swabbing out the throat with a swab from the
throat of a case of scarlet fever an exudative tonsillitis

resulted.

4. To mop up (liquid) with or as with a swab.
1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl.Anson's Voy. 285 It seems they had

ten Men quartered on Purpose to swab up the Blood. 1819
G. BEATTIE Bark 128, I swabbed from my cheeks the tears
and the spray. 1837 MARRYAT Snarleyyovi xxxvi, The
corporal . . swabbed up the blood.

5. To souse as with a mop.
1761 MILLS Syst. Fract. Husb. 1. 155 Thus we see a smith

swab and wet his coals.

SWABBLE.

6. To draw like a swab over a surface.

1891 Photogr. Ann. II. 47 The plate is sloped, and the
brush.. is swabbed across the required portion,

t Swab, J'. 2 Obs. Rare variant of SWAP v.
1611 COTGK., Troquer, to trucke, chop, swab.

Swabber 1
(swg-baj). Also 6 swaber, 7-8

swobber. [a. early mod.Dn. swabber, f. z-vabben :

see SWAB v.1 and -ER!. Cf. LG. swabber (G.
schwabber} mop, WFris. swabber mop, also roving
fellow, vagabond, beggar.]
1. One of a ship's crew whose business it was to

swab the decks, etc. ; a petty officer who had charge
of the cleaning of the decks.

1591 WVRI.EY Armorie, Capitalize Buz 144 Scarce litlle

chip shall lievpon the hatch, But for the swabber [he] haslely
doth call, Cleane and fine ech buisnes to dispatch. 1598
W. PHILLIP tr. Linschotcn \. xciii. 165/1 The Guardian or

quartermaster . . hath charge to see the swabers pumpe to
make the ship cleane. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. ii. 48 The
Master, the Swabber, the lioate-swaine & I. 1617 CAPT.
J. SMITH Seaman's Gram. viii. 36 The Swabber is to wash
and keepe cleane the ship and maps. I653GAUDEN llierasp.
114 By driving the skilful Pilots .. from the Helm, and put-
ting in their places every bold Boatswain, and simple
Swobber. 1755 Connoisseur No. 84. 507 It is beneath the

dignity of the British Flag to have an Admiral behave as

rudely as a Swabber, or a Commodore as foul-mouthed as
a Boatswain. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780), Swabber,
ship's sweeper, usuajly called captain's swabber. 1803
Royal Prodant. 7 July, Gunsmiths, Coopers, Swabbers.

1834 W. Ind. Sk. Bk. 1. 34 A staunch crew too, none of

your swabbers and afterguard, able seamen every man on
'em. 1864 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene 582 The swabbers,
who clean the between-decks, thoroughly ventilate, &c.

b. trans/. One who uses a mop or cleans up.
i7o-i Lett./r. Mist's Jrnl. (1722) II. 309 Prince Cer-

berus his Groom of the Stool wants a Swobber.

2. One who behaves like a sailor of low rank
; a

low or unmannerly fellow : a term of contempt.

(Cf. SWAB j*.l t b.)
1609 B. JONSON Sil. Warn. IV. iv, How these swabbers

talke ! 1610 Alch. iv. vii, Doe not beleeue him, sir : He
is the lying'st Swabber ! 1769 R. CUMBERLAND Brothers
in Brit. Tkeat. (1808) XVIII. 27 Ridiculous ! a poor, beg.
garly, swabber truly. [1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Sea-

swabber, a reproachful term for an idle sailor.]

3. A mop or swab ; spec, a kind of mop for clean-

ing ovens.

1607 DEKKER Knt.'sConjur.v\\\. I iij, (Charon loq.J Their

ragges serued to make me Swabbers, a 16*5 FLETCHER
Woman's Prize III. i, Nothing but brayded haire, and penny
riband, Glove, garter, ring, rose, or at best a swabber. 1857
"WsUGHtDict.Ubs. ft Prov. Engl.,Swabber,. .akindofbroom.

4. attrib. : f swabber-slops, ? a sailor's wide

breeches or garments resembling them.
a 1658 CLEVELAND Cl. Vind. Poems (1677) lot List him a

Writer, and you smother Geoffry in Swabber-slops. 1661

K. W. Con/. Charac., Old Hording Hogg (1860) 90 Her
swetty toes, . . the things contained in these swabberslops.

Swabber 2
(swg-baa). Obs. exc. Hist, or dial.

Also 8-9 swobber.
[peril,

the same word as

prec. Cf. SWAB rf.2] Chiefly pi. Certain cards

at the game of whist (see first quot.), which en-

titled the holder to part of the stakes. Whist and
swabbers : a form of the game in which these cards

were so used.

niToo Ii. E. Diet. Cant. Crtw, Swabbers, the Ace of

Hearts, Knave of Clubs, Ace and Duce of Trumps. 1704
T. BAKER Act at Oxf. in. ii. 33 We'll sit down to Ombre,
Picqutt, Wisk, and Swabbers. 1718 SWIFT Intelligencer
No. 5 p 7 His Grace said, he had heard that the Clergy-Man
used to play at Whisk and Swobbers; that as to playing
now and then a sober Game at Whisk for Pastime, it might
be pardoned, but he could not digest those wicked Swob-
bers. I77 Tfit Filial Duty I. 64 Her thirty thousand

pounds would more than discharge all the Knight's play

debts, though he should never have a swabber in his hand

again. 1812 Francis Lett. (1901) II. 670 Last night I had
(he honour to play at french crowns and swobbers with the

following Ladies of quality. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xiv, The

society of half a dozen of clowns to play at whisk and swab-

bers. 1880, 1890 [see SWAB sb?].

t Swa-bberly, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. SWABBER!

+ -LY'.] Like a swabber or sailor ofthe lowest rank.

1596 NASHE Saffron Walden To Rdr. (ad ink.), A base

swabberly lowsie sailer.

Swa-bbing, vbl. sb.
[f.

SWAB vl + -INO'.]

The action ot SWAB #.' ; cleaning with (or as

with) a swab or mop ;
the use of a swab or swabs.

Also concr. (see qnot. 1891).
1840 R. H. DANA Be/. Mast xiv, The washing, swabbing,

squilgeeing, etc., etc. 1871 O. W. HOLMES Poet BreakJ.-t.

xi, Sparrows, .keep up such a swashing and swabbing.,
round . . the water basins. 1876 BRISTOWE Theory <V Pract.

Med. (1878) 215 The larynx must be treated. .by 'swab-

bing*. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss., Swabbing, that

which is swept up by the swab, a mop used for cleaning the

floors in woollen mills.

attrib. 1880 BARING-GOULD Mehalah vii. (1884) 93 She

caught up a swabbing-mop.
Swabble (swg-b'l), v. dial. Also 5 swable.

[f. SWAB v.l + -LE.

Cf. LG. swabbeln to be agitated, to sway about, reel,

make the sound of splashing water, WFlem. swabbelen,
swobbelen to draw backwards and forwards in water, to

make the noise characteristic of this action ; so G. sckwap-

peln in similar senses ; also Sw. svabelmop, svabla to mop.]
intr. a. To swaj about, b. To make a noise

like that of water moved about.

14.. Promp. Parv. 48r/2 Swablynge, or swaggynge
(A.

swabbyng). 1848 EVANS Leicester. Words, Swabble v., to



SWABBY.
vibrate with a noise, like liquids in a bottle :

'
I heard the

water swabble in her chest '. 1876 Whitby Gloss.) Swabblc,
to reel about.

Swa'bby, <?. rare .
[f, SWAB s&. 2 -f- -Y. Cf.

SWADDT a.] Having pods or husks.

1659 TORRIANO, Swabbie, scaffoso.

Swabian (sw*'-bian), a. and $l>. Also Suabian.

[f. Suabia, latinized f. G. Schwabcn + -AN.]
1. a. adj. Belonging or pertaining to, or native of

Swabia (Schwaben), a former German duchy, now
a province including \Viirtemberg and part of Ba-

varia, b. sb. A native of Swabia.

1785 LATHAM Gen. Synopsis Birds V. 60 Swabian B[ittern]
..Inhabits the hanks of the Danube. 1831 For* Q. Rev,
VI II. 348 The Swabian Era [of German literature]. 1845
S. AUSTIN Ranke's Hisf. Kef. I. 195 The Swabian league.

1845 Encycl. Mftrop, XI 1 1. 1 84/1 The Alemanni or Suabians
subdued the portion of Helvetia east of the Reuss. 1905
Athenaeum 5 Aug. 173/3 A do/en cheery Austrian or Swa-
bian tourists.

J2. Name of a variety of pigeon.
1855 Poultry Chron. II. 417/1 The beautiful spangled

feathering; of the Suabian Pigeon. Ibid. 516/1 Pens con-

taining Jacobins,. .Saxons, Magpies, Owls, .Swabians. 1881

LYELL/'tfw*J99 The Around colour of the Suabian should
be of a good metallic black.

Swa'bie. Sc. (Shetland}. [Shortening of

SWARTBACK.] The greater black-backed gull.
1821 SCOTT Pirate x, A thousand varying screams, from

the deep note of the swabie, or swart back, to the querulous
cry of the tirracke

; 1837 DUNN Ornitk. Orkney $ Skttl. 1 10.

Swabifica'tion. humorous nonce-ivd. [f. SWAB
sfr\ + -IKICATION,] Mopping.
1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle xvi, Here a large puff and

blow, and a swabification of the white handkerchief, while
the, congregation blow a flourish of trumpets.

tSwac, a. Obs. [Cognate with or a. MLG.
$ivac(LG.swak\ whence app. early mod.Dn. swack,
Du. zwak weak, pliant, MHG., G. schwach : cf.

SWACK (7.] Weak, feeble.

c 1150 Gen. fy Ex. 1528 And helde ^ede on ysaac, WurSede
sighteles and elde swac. \lAlso read on elde swac in

I. 1197; cf. ibid. 1212 Wintres forowexen on ysaac And
ysmael was htm vnswac.]

Swaoh(e, obs. var. SWASH j/;.
2

, SWATCH s&.i

f Swaohele. Obs. Origin and sense unknown.
1600 FORMAN Diary (1849) 31, I bought my swachele

sword this yer, and did the hangers with silver.

Swack (swsek), sb. Chiefly Sc. Also 4-6, 9
awsk, 5 swake, 9 swauk. [Echoic. Cf. thwack,

whack!\ A hard blow
;
a whack, bang. Also, a

violent dash or impetus.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce v. 643 The king sic swak him gaiff,

That he the hede till harnys claif. c 1375 6V. Leg. Saints
j. (Petrtts) 586 He tuk sic a swak, bat harnise, and sched,
& body, all fruschit in peciss. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. ix.

xii. 1506 Withe a swak t>ar of his suerde, .abuf be fut He
straik J>e Lyndissay to be bane. 1:1480 HKNRYSON Mor.
fab., Fox, Wolftf Cadger xx, He hint him be the heillis,

And with ane swak he swang him on the creillis. 1513
DOUGLAS /Euefs i, iii. 22 The jaw of the waiter brak. And
in ane heip come on thatne with ane swak. Ibid. v. viii. 10

Now, hand to hand, the dint Hchtis with a swak. 1536
RRLLEN'DEN Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 511 Sum time rasand this

traitour. .hie in the aife, and leit him fall doun, with ane
swak. 1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xxiv, The fell auld lord took
the whig such a swauk wi

1

his broadsword that he made
twa pieces o' his head. 1819 W. TtEXWMXT Papistry Stormed
(1827) 205 There were sic gouffs, and youffs, and swaks.
1886 C. SCOTT Sheep-Farming 202 A small dog has less

command over the sheep than a large one, which comes
round with a heavy swack.

Swack (sweek), a. Sc. Also 8 swak. [app. a.

Flem. zwak nimble, smart = Du. zwak weak,

pliant (see SWAC).] Supple; lithe and nimble;
smart.

1768 Ross Helenore i. 10 She was swAk an' souple like a
rae : Swack like an eel an' calour like a trout, a 1774 FER-
GUSON Poems, Caller Water viii, Twill mak ye suple, swack
and young. 1828 in Buchan Ball. N. Scotl. II. 260 The
lassie being swack, ran to the door fu* snack. 1868 G. MAC-
DONALD R^Falconer I. 272 A good slice of swack cheese.

1871 C. GIBBON Lack ofGold xxxix, A swack youth ofabout

eighteen years of age. 1893 F. MACKENZIE CruisieSk. xviii.

(1894) 230 Her tongue was as swack as ever. 1894 J. INCUS
Oor Ain Folk vi. 74 He wis a swack man the minister 1

Hence Swa'cken v. intr,, to become supple.
a 1820 G. BEATTIE John o' A rnhcC 23 Wi' that her joints

began to swacken.

Swack (swsek), v.1 Sc. Also 4-6, 9 swak, 5

swayk, 6 suak, swake. [Echoic ;
cf. SWACK sb.

and obs. Du. swacken ( vibrare
'

(Kilian).]
1. trans. To fling, dash ; to brandish (a sword).
'375 BARBOUR Bruce x.623 And nocht-for-thi ;eit ves thar

ane Of thame that swakkea doun a stane. Ibid. xvn. 691
The gynour than gert bend in hy The gyne, and swakked
out the stane. [So ed. Hart 1616; v.r. swappit.)

c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxix. (Placittas) 381 To swak sir eustace

in be se. c 1423 WYNTOUN Cron. iv. iv. 380 That Cyrus
suld him tak in yre, And swak him in a blrnand fyre.

1480 HENBVSON Mor. Fab., Fex t Wolf $ Cadger xxi,

The hering ane and ane Out of the creillis he swakkit

doun gude wane. 1513 DOUGLAS &neis HI. ix. 114 The
swelland swirl wphesit ws to hevin, Syne wald the wall

swak ws doun full evin. Ibid. x. x. 78 Bald Lucagus swakkis
a burnyst brand. 1560 HOLLAND Seven Safes 74 In hir

annes culd scho tak Ane mekill stane, and in the well did

swak. 18. . BattleofOtterhourne in Matdment Scot. Ballads

(1868) I. 65 They swakked [v. r. swapped] their swords, till

ir they sweat. 1892 J. LUMSDBN Sheep-Head $ Trotters

34 Syne swacked they swords in deidly wroth.

269

al'sol. c 1590 ). STEWART Poems (S. T. S.) II. 69/1,8 Thay
suak and poulsls to and fro full fast.

2. inlr. To strike or dash heavily.
CI470 HENRY Wallaces. 195 At Wallace in the hed he

swaket thar. 1819 W. TEMNANT Papistry Morm'd (1827)
147 Haith totterin knichls were like to swak Upon the yird
thegither.

Swack (swzk), int. Imitative of the sound of
a smart heavy blow.
1673 HICKEXINCII.L Greg. F. Greyt. 141 All stands [sic]

aloft ; swack, swack. 1884 G. H. BOUGHTON in Harper's
Mag. Dec. 73/1 The swack ! swack I of the fagot-cutter's
1

bill-hook '.

Swad, s/>. 1 dial, (eastern). Also awod. [Local
variant of SWARD sb. Cf. SwATH(E 2

.]
= SWABD

sb. i, .

c 1460 Promp. Pant. (Winch.) 445 Swad, or sward of flesh,
coriana. 1877 /V. W. Line. Class., Swad, Swod..(?) The
swarth or skm of bacon.. .Swarth, Swath. Sward, Swatt,
grass-land. 1895 Gibss. E. Anglia s.v., Pork swad = brawn.

Swad (swgd), s/>.2 Now dial. Also 6 swadde,
6-7 swadd. [? Of Scand. origin : cf. Norw. dial.

svadde big stout fellow.]
1. A country bumpkin ; a clodhopper ;

a loutish

or clownish fellow : a common term of abuse.
c 1570 Misofonus ii. ii. 6 Dost thou drinke all thy thrift

thou swilbold swadd ? 1572 GASCOIGNE Hearbts, Voy.
Holland 70 A Dutche, a Devil], a swadde. 1580 H. GIFFORD
Gillojltnvers (1875) 109 When that this swad long trauailde

had, Some seruice to require. 1584 R. WILSON Three Ladits
I.ond. II. A iij b, Thou horson rascall swad auaunt. 1593
G. HARVEY Fitrce's Super. 151 A hare.braind foole in thy
head ; a vile swad in thy hart ; a fowle Iyer in thy throate.
i6u J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Motto Wks. it. 46/1 When I see
a stagg'ring drunken swad. 1628 R. S. Counter Scuffle Ixix,
Wert not for vs, thou Swad, quoth hee, Where would'st thou
fog to get a fee? 1673 S. PARKKR Reproof, Reh. Transp.
268 Thou dastard craven, thou swad, thou mushroom.
b. afpos. or as adj.
1581 STANYHUIST jKneis iv. (Arb.) 101 Sister to swad

Encelad.

2. A squat fat person. (Cf. SQUAD a., SQUADDY<J.)
[1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 175 A certeine corpulent and fat

swad. 1633 B. JONSON Tote Tub II. ii, A blunt squat swad.]

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Swad,.. a gross fat Woman.

Swad (swgd), rf.3 dial. [Origin obscure
; per-

haps related to SWATHE sd.z, as if = covering, in-

tegument.] The pod or husk of peas, beans, etc.

1600 SURFLHT Country Farm v. xviii. 695 They must bee

gathered . . presently vpon their being ripe, for else they drie

vp and fall out of their swads. 1658 EVELVN fr. Gard.

(1675) 197 Gather them when you first perceive their swads
below to open and shead. ft 1693 Urqvhart's Rabelais in.

xviii. 145 The Bean is not seen till.. its swad or hull be

that is wanted, more than the swad or grain. 1902 Speaker
26 Apr. joo/r The pods hang down, and only the swad is

used for feeding cattle.

Swad(swgd),.rM local. Also 7 swadd. [Origin

obscure.] A fish-basket.

1601 in R. G. Marsden Set. Pitas Crt. Aiimir. (Selden
Soc.) II. Introd. 32, vij oyster swadds. 1847 HALLIWELL,
Swad. . (4) A fish-Dasket. Sussex.

Swad (swjd), sb.5 dial. [Perhaps the same
word as SWAD s6.%] A soldier. Also Swad-glll

[GlLL j*.7 = fellow], Swadkin.
1708 Mem. yio/tn] H(all] 10 Swad or Swadkin, a Soldier.

1757 W. VERNON Bardolpk fy Trulia \. in Loud. Chron.

1-3 Dec. 5^3/3 Trulla, while I thy love enjoy'd, Nor any of

the swads beside, With you might toy and kiss. 1787 W.
TAYLOR Scots Poems 170 They may.. for a swad or sailor

sell you In time o' weir. 1796 GROSE Diet. Vulgar T.

(ed. 3), Swad, or Swaiikin, a soldier. Cant. i8ia Swod-gill

[see SWADDY si.). 1853 Whistle-Binkie (Sc. Songs) Ser. i. 88

Ilk struttin swad, ilk reelin' sailor. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

Word-bk., Swad, or Swadkin, a newly raised soldier.

Swad (swgd), s/>.6 Mining, north. [Possibly
a variant of SQUAD sb.z

,
loose tin or other ore

mixed with earth (Cornwall).] A layer of stone or

worthless coal at the bottom of a seam.
1860 Eng. $ For. Mining Gloss., Nnvcastle Terms (ed. 2)

65. 1863 Our Coal If Coal-pits 51 A black subslance, called

swad, resembling soot caked together.

Swad (swgd), rf.T U.S. Also swod. [:-]
A thick

mass, clump, or bunch; hence, a great quantity

(also //.).

1828-31 WEBSTER, Swaii. . . In New England, a lump, mass

or bunch; also, a crowd. (Pulfar.) 1833 [SEBA SMITH) Lett.

fine folks. 1840 HALIBURTON Clockm. Ser. in. vi. 83 How is

colonist able to pay for all this almighty swad of manu-

factured plunder ? 1844
'

JON. SLICK
'

High Life New York

II. 196 The thick swad of hair that hung.. all round that

harnsome head of her'n. 1855 HAI.IBUHTON Nat. t, Hum.
Nat II 124 It ain't good to use such a swad of words.

Swa'd, Sc. pa. t. of SWELL v.

t Swa-dder. Cant. 06s. (See quot.)

1567 HARMAN Caveat (1869) 60 A Swadder, or Pedler.

These Swadders and Pedlers bee not all evyll. [Cf. a 1700

B E Diet Cant. Crew, Swadlers, the tenth Order of the

Canting Tribe (I75 New Cant. Diet, adds who, not content

to rob and plunder, beat and barbarously abuse, and often

murder the Passengers).)

tSwa-ddish, a. Oh. rare. [f. SWAD rf.* +

-ISH !.] Clownish, loutish.

1593 G. HARVEY Pierces Suftr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 273

Bibbing Nash, baggage Nash, swaddish Nash.

SWADDLE.
Swaddle (swo-d'l), i//. AK.> 6 swftthel(l,

swathle, awadel, 7 swadle. [I. next. Cf. MDu.
s-.vade! and SWKDULE sb.]
1. Swaddling-clothes: also/?. Now C/.5".

1538 KI.YOT, Or/wml/rt..!!,.' ,
| of chyldren,

as swathels, wastcotes, and such lyke, /<W., Aarro, a
mibttll or RW*thynf hande. 1605 SYLVESIKB /> /.'arC,/*
ii. m. iv. CaMaiw 19 O sacred Placr, w hi, .h *rrt the Cradle
nth only Man-God, and liis happy Sw.vilc. 1659 TORRIAMO,A swadle, or swadling hand, or . |.>ut, /attr.t, ftnda 1881
A<A At/. Monthly XIX. 146 And under no circumstances
any swaddles or baby rOght-fOWU. 1897 ?>*. /i""'.
Ptdfatrtc Soc. IX. 14 The one reformation of delivering
the child from the incarceration of the swaddle.
2. A bandage. Obs. or arch,
a 1569 KINCESMYLL Conflict w. .Va/oji (1578) 22 AH full of

plasters and bandes and swadels. 1611 COK.K., Braye..*
trusse, aswathell,. .worne by such as are burst [= ruptured).
1688 Mm \i K Armoury \\. xi. (Koxb.) 444/1 Silk to wipe the

I

Armes of the King after bis annoyming and a swadle to
i bind it on the Armes. 1711 ADUISON Spect. No. oo f 7 They

. .ordered me to be. .put to Hed in all my Swaddles. 1857
I HF.AWSKGK.Vflw/ (1869) 267 Who will withdraw the swaddles

from thine eyes.

Swaddle (swo'd'l), v. Forms: a. 5 swa^ele,
6-7 swathel, swathle. 0. 4 auadil, 6swadel(l,
-il, swaddell, 6-7 swadle, 7 swoddle, 6- swad-
dle, [f. swath- (see SWATHB sb?} -t -LE, and related

to swethU) SWEDDLE, as SWATHE to SWETHE ; for the

phonology (-dl- : -)>!-) cf. fiddle. The earliest form
in the group to which this verb belongs is swafttl-

botld, SWADDLEBAND.]
1. trans. To bind (an infant) in swaddling-

clothes.
a. 14*5 [see SWAD DUNG-BAND], 1577, 1587 [see SWADDLED].
ft. 13. . [see SWADDLING.BAND). 1491 CAXTON Vitas fair.

(W. de W. 1495) 94 A lytyll bende to swadle a lytyll chylde
beynge in his cradle. 1535 COVKRDALK Luke ii. 12 Ye shal

fynde the babe swadled, and layed in a maunger. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny xi. Ii. I. 353 King Croesus had a sonne, who

lying swaddled [ed. 1634 swoddled] in his cradle, spake by
that time he was sixe months old. 16330. HERBERT Temple,
Mortification i, Clothes are taken from a chest of sweets To
swaddle infants. 1701 C. WOLLEY Jrnl. Nrtu York (1860)

27 The Children they Swaddle upon a Board. 1769 W.
BUCHAN Dom. Med, i. (1790) 13, I have known a child seized
with convulsion-fits soon after the midwife had done swad-

dling it. 1873 RICH Diet. Rom. $ Grk. Antiq. (1884) s.v.

Fascia, Resembling . . the manner in which an Italian peasant
woman swaddles her offspring at the present day. 1879
FROUDE Short Studies (1883) IV. v. 355 A bambino swaddled
round with wrappings.

b. jft^. t
now esp. with reference to the restriction

of action of any kind.

1539 Bible (Great) Job xxxviii. 9 When I made the cloudes

;
to be a couering for it, and swadled it wyth the darcke.

j

1613 W. LEIGH Drumme Devot. 15 When it pleased him
to swaddle us in his mercy, a 1631 DONNF. .-In/if. World i.

\ 348 When Nature was most busy, the first week Swadling
the new-born earth. 1670 EACHARD Cont. Cltrgy 28 The
English is the language with which we are swadled and
rock'd asleep. 1770 CUMBERLAND West Indian in. i. The
sun, that . . would not wink upon my nakedness, but swaddled
me in the broadest, hottest glare of his meridian beams.

i 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 137 In that state [tc.

\ of aurelia] they are not entirely motionless, nor intirely
' swaddled up without form. 1810 HAZLITT Led. Dram, Lit.

|
267 [His thoughts] have been cramped and twisted and
swaddled into iifelessncss and deformity. 1831 LADY ( JHAN-

VILLE Lett. 16 Aug. (1894) II. 107 She looked infinitely
handsomer than when in a satin frock, swaddled in jewels.
1881 Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal III. iii. 56 You were born
and swaddled in the purple of respectability. 1893 Sketck
i Mar. 260/1 The usages and traditions which govern, not

to say swaddle, the ordinary theatrical manager.
c. Said of the swaddling-clothes, rare.

a 1618 SYLVESTER Epigr* Wks. (Grosari) II. 341/2 Clouts
swaddle him, whom no Clouds circle can.

2. To wrap round with bandages ;
to envelop

with wrappings; to swathe, bandage. Also with up.
a. 1597 MORLEY Canzonets to Foure Voyces x, Swathele
me so that I may runne a gasping. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav.
in. 133 The corses He.. shrouded in a number of folds of

linnen, swathled with bands of the same. [Cf. 1631 WEEVKK
Ane. Funeral Man. 29.]

p. x$ai MORE De quat. Nffviss. Wks. 80/1 Twtse a day to

swaddle and plaster
his legge. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.)

121 To swadle a bowe much about wyth bandes. 1581 A.
HALL Iliad ix. 161 To swaddle vp the festred wound. 1589
NASHE in Greenes Menaphon Ded. (Arb.) 12 The Scythians,
. .if they be at any time distressed with famin, take in their

girdles shorter, and swaddle themsetues streighter. a 1640
DAY Parl. Bees v. (1881) 38 To have their temples girt and
swadled up With night-caps. 1693 EVELYN De la Quint.

Contpl, Ganf. II. no Cleft Graffs must be swadled with fine

! Earth, and Hay newly prepar'd. 1700 S. L. tr. Ftykf* Voy.
E. Ind. 141 As for our Ship, we were forced to Swaddle it

with a four double Cable Rope. 1711 ADDISON Spcct. No.

90 P 7 They immediately began to swaddle me up in my
Night-Gown with long Pieces of Linnen. 1774 PENNANT
Tour Scotl. in iff* 284 His ears had never been swaddled

down, and they stood out. 1856 KANE Arctic ExpL I. xxix.

402 We swaddle our feel in old cloth, and guard our hands

with fur mits. 1876 MORRIS bigurdw. 385 With the golden

gear was he swaddled, and he held the red-gold rod. 1897
Allbutfs Syst. Mtd. III. 763 The patient may be kept thus

swaddled for six, eight or ten hours.

f 3. To beat soundly, tolloq, Obs.

c 1570 Misogonns it, i. 62 Thou disardly dronkerd..ile

swaddle your skinn. Ibid. iv. 32 Gett me dice or I shall

yow blesse Yf I haue them not quickly He swaddle yow w*
a corde. a 1575 Wife Lapped in Morrellt* *\kin 846 in

Hail. E. P. P. IV. 214 Thy bones will I swaddle. 1607

HARINCTON Nugx Ant. (ed. Park 1804) II. 98 Hercules..

swadeled htm thriftily with a good cudgel). 1611 BEAUM. &



SWADDLESAND.
FL. Knt. Burn. Pestle n. iv, I know the place where he my
loins did swaddle, 1649 DAVKNANT Lave fy Hon. i. i. 360

We swadled your duke home; he and the rest Of your
bruis'd countrymen have woundrous need Of capons grease.

1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xxvii. 131 A huge Sandal, with

a Pitch fork in his hand, who us'd to. .rib-roast, swaddle,

and swindge them. 1822 SCOTT Kigtl xxviii, If I, with this

piece of oak, did not make you such an example, .that it

should be a proverb to the end of time how John Christie

swaddled his wife's fine leman !

fSwa'ddleband. Obs. Forms : a. 2 swa'oel-,

6 swathell-, swathle-, 6-7 swathel-. j8. 5-6

swadel-,6 -yl-, swaddell-, swadle-, 7 swaddle-,

[f. SWADDLE + BAND sb.^\
= SWADDLING-BAND.

a. c laoo Vices <$ Virtues 49 He lat bewunden on fiteres

and mid swaoelbonde ibunden. 1552 HULOET, Swathell, or

swaihle band for a chy\d, fascia. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas.

Fr. Tongt Vnc Bands ou Bandelette^.,^ swathel band.

p. 1530 PAI.SGR. 277/2 Swadylbande, bande, fasse. 1530
in Ancestor xi. (1904) 179 An egle..flyeng gryping a child

swadeled geules lined ermyns the swadelbond gold. 1578
BANISTKR Hist. Man iv. 58 The first of these Muscles, .goeth
forward fleshy, broad, and thinne like a swadle band. 1639
MASSINGER Uttnat. Combat iv. ii, Would you have me
Transforme .. My corselet to a cradle? or my belt Td
swaddlebands?

So f Swa-ddle-belt, f-bind, f -binding.
1467 MnMon, Essext Crt. Rolls (Bundle 43, No. 14), vi.

paria caligarum, ii swadel byndes. 1592 Wills ff Inv. N.C.
(Surtees) II. 211 One fine swaddell belt i4

d
. 1653 URQUHART

Rabelais ii. xiv. 99, I swadled him in a scurvie swathel-

binding.

f Swaddle-bill. Obs. local American. The
shoveller duck.

1709 LAWSON Voy, Carolina 151 Swaddle-Bills are a sort of
an ash-colour'd Duck, which have an extraordinary broad

bill, and are good Meat. 1785 PlNNANTXnf/Z^ II. 557-

Swaddled (swo-d'ld), ppl. a.
[f.

SWADDLE v.

+ -ED*.] Wrapped in swaddling-clothes.
"

1577 tr. Bullinger^s Decades (1592) 140 The mothcrsdugge
doth strue the childe, and still attendeth vppon the swathled
habe. 1587 A. DAY Daphnis <V Chloe (1890) ii The sheepe
that whilome sucked the swatheled impe. 171* W. ROGERS
Voy. 352 They look like a swadled Child, with its Arms at

liberty. 1821 COMBE Syntax, Wife v, So careful did the

Dame appear To guard from cold her swaddled dear. 1873
Miss BKOUGHTON Nancy III. 59 The year is no longer a
swaddled baby, it is shooting up into a tall stripling. 1911
PETRIK Rev. Cwilts, iii. 73 The brass of Anne Astley. .with
the swaddled twins in her arms.

Swaddler (swg-dlai). [f.
SWADDLE v. + -ER 1

.

For the commonly accepted explanation of this

term see quot, 1747- The plausibility of this ac-

count is challenged, and another origin is sug-

gested, in N. & Q. Ser. iv. I. (1868) 377/1.]

orig. A nickname for a Methodist, esp. a Methodist

preacher, in Ireland; now, for Protestants in

general,
1747 (10 Sept.) C. WESLEY Jrnlt (1849) I. 457 We dined

with a gentleman, who explained our name to us. It seems
we arebtrholden to Mr. Cennickfor it, who abounds In such-
like expressions as,

'
I curse and blaspheme all the gods in

heaven, but the babe that lay in the manger, the babe that

lay in Mary's lap, the babe that lay in swaddling clouts *,&c.
Hence they nicknamed him, 'Svvaddler, or Swaddling John' ;

and the word sticks to us all, not excepting the Clergy. 1771-*
Ess.fr. Batchelor(\T]-) II. 198 Those glorious days, when. .

regulators shall disarm troops, and swaddlers superseded \sic\
the clergy. 1810 J. LAMBERT Trav. Canada $ U. S. (1816)
I. 346 Quakers, Shakers, Swadlers, and Jumpers. 1815 COB.
BETT Prot. Ref.( 1847) 105 How the swaddlers would cry out
for another ' Reformation

'

1 a 1834 in W. J. Fitz-Patrick

Life Doyle (iSSo) I. 370 Arrah ! hould yer tongue, ye cant-

ing Swaddler. 1869 CARD. CULI.EN in Timts 3 Sept. 8/3
Members may be of a; y religion Catholics, Presbyterians,
Anglicans, Socinians, Arians, Swaddlers. 1894 HALL CAINE
Manxman 232 To cast ridicule on the ' swaddler

'

and the
1

publican preacher '. 1907 Catholic Weekly 29 Nov. 3/3 No
priest could enter, and the soupers and swaddlers had all the

guidance. -of children and teachers.

Swaddling (swg'dlirj), vbl. sb. [f. SWADDLE
V. + -ING *.]

1. The action of the vb. SWADDLE; wrapping in

svvaddling-clothos; swathing, bandaging.
13. ., a 1415 [see SWADDLING-BAND]. 1522 MOKE De gnat.

Noviss. Wks. 80/2 Al our swadlynge and tending with
warme clothes. 1611 STAFFORD Niobe 161, I would onelic

wish, to haue that one ceremonie at my buriall, which I had
at my birth; I mean, swadling. a, 1616 BEAUM. & FL. Wtt
without Money v. i, Hourly troubled, with making broths,
and dawbmg your decayes with swadling, and with stitching
up your mines. 1826 W. P. DKWEES Pkys. Treatm. Chil-
d-'-en 64 The cruel practise of swaddling should be for ever
laid aside.

2. pi. (rarely sing.) Swaddling-clothes ; also, a

bandage. Also/5^;
1623 DRUMM- OF HAWTH. Flowres o/Sion viii, There is hee

pooielie swadl'd, in Manger lai'd, To whom too narrow
SwadHngs are our Spheares. c 1645 HOWELL Lett* \\. Ixix.

(1892) 4jp5
If you continue to wrap up pur young acquaint-

ance.. in such warm choice swadlings, it will quickly grow
up to maturity. 1658 A. Fox Wiirtz' Surg. n. xxv. 155 In
case the Fracture be next to the Knee from below, then use
no swadlings over the Knee. 1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogni.
141 Our knowledge, though its Age write thousands, is still
in its swadlings. 1882 Lanes. Gloss,, S^uaddlins, Swathe-
lms

t wrappers for children. S. Lanes. 1899 CROCKETT Black
Z?<?//-/zj(i9ooi3 3oThehead ofGillesdeSilfe'wasstill swathed

270

stood to heare, For in he durst not come for feare Of swad-

ling. 1659 TORRIANO, A swadling, bastonnmento.

t 4. [after SWADDLER] Methodism : hence, con-

duct supposed to be characteristic of Methodists.

759 Compl. Lett. Writer iv. xxx. (1768) 217, I thought if

her Sidling and Swaddling, and foolish unalterable Simper,
did not provoke the Country Dances to begin, nothing
could. 1771-1 Ess.fr. Batchelor (1773) I. 49 Swaddling and

zeal the female troop enflame.

5. atlrib. mswaJdling-robe, a baby's long-clothes.

See also SWADDLING-BAND, -CLOTHES, -CLOUTS.

1845 G. MURRAY Islaford 42 To make the swaddling-robe
a winding-sheet.

Swa-ddlmg,//>/. a.
[f.

SWADDLEE: see -ING 2.]

Of a Methodist character or practice ;
Protestant ;

t canting.
1747 [see SWADDLER]. 1758 WESLEY Wks. (1872) II. 449

swaddling of scaffold 1

f3. Beating, cudgelling. Obs.
1628 R. S. Coiintcr.Scxfflc cxxx, Behinde the doore he

of devotion. 1787 Minor 30 The other now resembled a

swadling female. 1838 Btactw. Mag. May 610/2 You're

nothing but a swaddling ould sent ov a saint. 1885 W. J.

FITZPATRICK T. N. Burke I. 33 No swaddling minister could

hold his ground five minutes before them.

Swa ddling-band, usually pi. -bands. [See
SWADDLING vbl. sb. and BAND ibl, BOND si.1]

=
next.
a. a 1415 [see 0, quot. 13..]. 1609 HOLLANDAmm. Marcell.

300 Their king (as yet an infant in his swathling hands).

/3. 13 .. Cursor M. 1 343 (GOtt.) A new-born child . . bunden
wid a suadiling band \a 1425 (7'rin. MS.) swabeling bonde].

1560 Bible (Genev.) Job xxxviii. 9 When I made the cloudi-s

as a couering thereof, and darkenes as the swadeling handes
thereof. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. x. 65 As thou slepst in tender

swadling band. 1629 MILTON Christ's Nativ. 228 Our Babe to

shew his Godhead true, Can in his swadling bands controul

the damned crew. 1717 PRIOR Alma. 11. 389 One People
from their swadling Bands Releas'd their Infants Feet and
Hands. 1789 W. BUCHAN Dem. Med. i. (1790) ii Though
many of them [sc. brute animals] are extremely delicate

when theycome into the world, yet we never find them grow
crooked for want of swaddling bands.

b. jig. and allusively.
1601 2nd Pt, Return/r. Parnass.~\. i. (Arb.) 7 Then foule

faced Vice was in his swadling bands. 1663 PATRICK
Parab. Pitgr. xxix. (1687) 347 The Spirit of Man only should

. .continue a Child, and never be unloosed from its swadling.
bands. 1815 KIRBY & SP. Entpniol. iii. (1818) I. 69 Haying
laid aside its mask, and cast off its swaddling bands, . .it is

now become a true representative or image of its species.

1837 J- CHANDLKR Hymns 2 When from the swaddling bands
of shade Sprang forth the world so fair. 1845 R. W. HAMIL-
TON Pop. Edvc. i. (1846) 14 The swaddling-bands of a mis-

taken kindness. .only cramp its energies. 1875 E. WHITE
Life in Christ II. ix. (1878) 87 Darkness is necessarily the

swaddling-band of mind awakening from nothingness.

Swa-ddling-clotL.es, sb. pi. [SWADDLING
vbl. sb.] Clothes consisting of narrow lengths of

bandage wrapped round a new-born infant's limbs

to prevent free movement. Also transf. an infant's

long-clothes. Now chiefly fig. or allusively in

reference to the earliest period of the existence of a

person or thing, when movement or action is re-

stricted.

a. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Le Berceait dvn
enfant, les lattges fy petits tirapeaujc, a childes cradle, and

swatheling clothes. I596SHAKS. i Hen. /y, in. ii. 112 (Qo.
1

,

This Hotspur Mars in swathling deaths, This infant war-
rier. 161* R. CARPENTER SoulSs Sent. 84 Some lie in their
sinnesas children in their swathling cloathes.

0- 153S COVERDALE Luke ii. 7 She brought forth hir first

begotten spnne, & wrapped him in swadlinge clolhes, and
layed him in a maunger. 1579 W WILKINSON Confut. Fain.
Love 48 b, Miracles serued the Church in her swadlyng
clothes. 1588 GREENE iMetamorfh. Wks. (Grosart) IX. 52
How did fortune frowne that thou wert not stifled in thy
swadling cloathes? 1599 NASHE Letitun Stujfe Ep. Ded.,
This Encomion of the king of fishes was predestinate to
thee from thy swadling clothes. 1687 A. LOVEI.L tr. 'J hevc-
not's Trav. I. 47 They take care that even their Sucking
Children in Swadling Cloaths do not defile themselves.

1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull n. iii, A child in swaddling
clothes. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St. -Pierre's Study Nat. (1799) j

III. 442 He was for many ages in swaddling clothes, begirt
by the Druids with the bands of superstition. 1849 JAMI-S

Wpodinan ii, I have never seen him since I was in swad-
dling-clothes. 1861 MAINE Anc. Law (1874) 26 To under-
stand how society would ever have escaped from its swad-
dling-clothes. 1886 HALL CAINE Son of Hagar \. viii, A
great child just out of swaddling-clothes. 1897 Allbutt's

Sj'st. Hied. II. 834 The efficacy of this treatment of snake-

poisoning., seems then undoubted; but it is not yet in a
position to put off the swaddling-clothes of the laboratory.

Swa ddling-clouts, sb. pi. [See SWADDLING
vbl. sb. and CLOUT sb] =

prec.
1530 PALSGR. 819/2 En maillot, in their swadlyng cloutes.

1550 HARINGTON tr. Cicero's Bk. Friendship (1562) 6jb,
That euen as wee came together with them in our swadling
cloutes, so we might kepe them compaignie to the windyng
sheete. 1591 GREENE Repentance Wks. (Grosart) XII. 169,
I . . was euen brought yp from my swadling clouts in wicked-
nes, my infancy was sin. 1602 CAREW Cornwall 72 b, When
mine adverse party was yet scarcely borne, or lay in her
swathling clouts. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. n. ii. 103 A God-
father, which (with Swadling-clouts) they conceive belong
to Infants alone. 1658 OSBORN Q. Eliz. Ep., Otherwise the
most part of New Books..had still been buried in their

Swadlmg-clouts for want of Transcription. 1678 BUNYAN
Pilgr. \. Author's Apol. 147 Truth, although in Swadling-
clouts. . Informs the Judgment.

Swaddy (swg-di), sb. slang. Also swaddle,
swoddy; cf. SWATTV. [f. SWAD rf.5 + -T.] A
soldier.

SWAG.
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Dut., .Swaddy or SivoJ.-ilt ^

soldier. .8*8 Sporting M'ag XXI II. ,76 In one 'of his
jourmes from Lewes, Tom picked up some swaddles. 1867SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., SmaiMie, a discharged soldier
1908 A. N. LYONS Arthur's n. vii. 165 Up comes a swaddy
in a red cap.. .'That's a pohceman military policeman
Don't you 'ave no larks with 'im.

'

Swa'ddy, a. rare-", [f. SWAD sl>.3 + -T li

Bearing
' swads '

or pods.
1611 COTGR., C70Kww..coddie, hullie, huskie, swaddie.
Swade, obs. or dial. f. SUADE v., SWATH(E.
Swadeband, obs. form of SWATHE-BAND.
I! Swadeshi (swad1-|i). Indian. [Bengali,

lit. = own-country things, i. e. home
industries.]The name of a movement in India, originating in

Bengal, advocating the boycott of foreign goods.
Hence Swadeshism.
1905 Tillies 26 Oct. 3/6 They prevent the students from

participating in political questions, .. and furthering the
Swadeshi movement. 1907 Missionary Herald Sept. 261/1The

i
'uhuc.,1 aspect of Swadeshism.

Swadge, obs. torm of SWAGE z/.l

Swad-gill, Swadkin : see SWAD sbf
Swadler : see SWADDEB.
Swae, obs. Sc. form of So.

Sweat, var. SWOTE Obs., sweat.

tSwafe. Obs. Also 4-5 swayf(e, sweyf,
swaffe, 8 swave. [f. ON. sveif. in *sveifa

SWAYVE, sveif tiller (cf. OHG. swtib swinging),
related to svif- in svifa

= OE. swifan to SWIVE; the

general notion being that of sweeping or swinging.]
1. A swinging stroke or blow ; momentum.
13. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1268 Wyth be swayf of

( e sworde
lat swotted hem alle. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 806 (Ashmole
MS.) Alexander, .swyngis outhisswerde & hisswayfe[Z>W.
MS. swaffe] feches. 14.. Chaucer's Troyltts II. 1383 (Harl.
MS. 3943) pe grete sweyf \v.rr. sweyght, sweigh, swey,
swough] dop it ban fal at ones.

2. A kind of sling or ballista
;
= SWEEP sb. 24.

1688 HOLME Armoury in. xviii. (Roxb.) 127/2 He beareth

Argent a Swafe, or swing stone, sable.. .These kinds may
fitly be termed swafe slings. Ibid. 128/2 Some terme this

a Slinge tree, but the best name is, a double swafe, or back
swafe, to distinguish it from the swafe, or single swafe.

3. A pump-handle ; SWAFE 3, SWEEP sb. 23.
1688 HOLME Armoury 111.297/1 The Bucket of the Pump, is

the like Sucker fastned to an Iron rod, which is moved up and
down by the help of the Sweep, or Swafe [1726 Diet. Rust.
s. v. Pitmp Swave], or Handle.

t Swaff '. Obs. Variant of SWATH 1.

1688 HOLME Armoury in. 72/2 A Swaffe, or Sithe Swaffe,
as much as the Sithe cuts at one stroak of the Mower. [Also]
the Sithe stroaks or marks, which are left in the Grass that

the Sithe leaves growing.
Swaff 2

. Local variant of SWARF j*. 2 ; cf. SOIFE.

1846 GREENER Sci. Gunnery 141
' Swaff iron forging

'

is a

profitable branch of forging carried on in Birmingham...
It is a metal which is composed of iron and steel filings,.,

and all other small scraps found in gun-makers' and other

work-shops. These are. .sold to the '

swaff-forger '.

Swafre, obs. form of SWAVEB.

Swag (swaeg), sb. Also 4, 6 swagge, 7-9
swagg. [In senses i and 2 perh. of Scandinavian

origin ; cf. with sense 2 Norw. dial, svagg big

strong well-grown person. The other senses are

mainly direct from SWAG v.]

1 1. A bulgy bag. Obs.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Srtme 502 pere was a wycche,
and made a bagge, A bely of lebyr, a grete swagge.

1 2. A big blustering fellow. Obs.

1588 Marpiel. Epist. (Aib.) 5 Will you not sweare as

commonly you do, like a lewd swag ? 1589 NASHE Martins
Months Miiide 42 Kaitiues, lewd swagges, ambicious

wretches. 1589 COOPER Admon. 62 Hee termeth him a

Swag. What hee meaneth by that, I will not diuine: but

as all the rest is lewde, so surely herein hee hath a lewde

meaning. 1764 Low Life led. 3) 44 Munster-Cracks, Con-

nanght-Peers, Ulster-Swags, Lemster-Fortune-Hunters,
Welch-Gentle Men.
3. A swaying or lurching movement ;

for spec,

dial, uses see quots. 1825-80, 1876.
1660 INGELO Bentiv. ff Ur. i. (1682) 10 In goes he to the

Boat.. and the suddenness of the swag, overturn 'd the

vessel upon the passengers. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Oper.
Mech. 44 Couplings should be placed near the bearings, as

there is there the least swag. 1815 COBBETT Kur. Rides

(1830) 75 'Oh, yes, Sir,' said he, and with an emphasis and

a swag of the head. 1825-80 JAMIESON, Sivar,.. 2. Inclina-

tion from the perpendicular. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE Shaks.

Char. x. 251 One would think a 'strong-minded* woman
must necessarily have the figure of a horse-guard, the swag
of a drayman, and the sensibility of a carcase-butcher. 1876

\Vhitby Gloss., Side-swag or Side-sway,,
a declivity close to

the road side, threatening a carriage with an overbalance.

1894 BLACKMORE Perlycross 270 The canvas curtain had

failed to resist the swag and the bellying of the blast. 1903

KIPLINGs Nations 46, I looked at the swaying shoulders,

at the paunch's swag and swing.

1 4. A pendulum. Obs.
So dial, swagment (Whitby Gloss. 1876).
1686 MOLVNEUX Sciothericnm Telcscop. x. 45 The Pend-

ulum or swagg is to be lengthned or shortned as is requisite.

5. A heavy fall or drop. heal.
c 1700 KENNETT MS. Lansd. 1033*. v., One that falls down
wh some violence and noise is said to come down wh a swag.

1887 5. Chesk. Gloss, s. v.. One comes down with a swag

upon the spring of a bicycle, or upon a hay-stack, or boggy

ground, &c. 1912 Blackw. Mag. Dec. 805/2 They heard the

sound they most desired, the heavy swag as, reassured, he

dropped himself down again.



SWAG.

6. A wreath or festoon of flowers, foliage, or frnit

fastened up at both ends and hanging down in the

middle, used as an ornament
;

also of a natural

festoon.

*79* W. FELTON Carriages (1801) II. 48 A pair of hand-

some swags of flowers, painted on the pannels. 1813 Gentl.

flfa#. Mar. 228/2 Swaggs of fruit and flowers. 1846 Art
Union Jrnl. Jan. 36 A. .scroll of foliage., flanked by living
birds of a peculiar character (often used by Gibbons in

his swags and trophies). 1886 Law Times LXXX. 310/1
A deep frieze and cornice, from which depend a series of

festoons and swags. 1906 QuiLLER-Coucn Sir J, Constan-
tine xiv, The creepers which festooned the rock here and
there in swags as thick as the Gauntlet's haw*cr.

7. A sinking, subsidence
;
concr. a depression in

the ground which collects water, esp. one caused by
mining excavations, local.

1856 Jrnt. R. Agric. Sac. XVII. n. 518 The wet 'swag*
must be relieved by an additional, .channel into the exit-

drain. 1883 GRESI.KY Gloss. Coal.mining, Swag, subsidence

or weighting of the roof. 1887 Pall Mall G. 12 July 8/2
Two brothers., were drowned while bathing in an old colliery

swag at Bradley, nearWolverhampton. 1891 B'ham Weekly
Post 28 July 8/3 The evidence showed that the deceased was

bathing in a swag on Saturday.

8. Cant. A shop. Cf. swag-shop (in I2b).
1676 COLES Diet. i Swag, a shop, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.

Crew. 1785 GROSE Diet. Vulgar T.

b. One who keeps a '

swag-shop *. slang.

1851 MAVHEW Lond. Labour I. 349 One in Holborn, and
the other at Black Tom's (himself formerly a street-seller,

now ' a small swag ').

9. A thiefs plunder or booty ; gen. a quantity of

money or goods unlawfully acquired, gains dis-

honestly made* slang.
i8u J. H. VAUX Flask Diet, s.v., The Swag is a term

used in speaking of any booty you have lately obtained..

..except money. 18*7 SCOTT Let. toCrokerm. Lockhart,
I have been stealing from you, and . . I send you a sample of

the swag. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist x\x,
'
It's all arranged

about bringing off the swag, is it?' asked the Jew. 1862

CALVERLEV Charades vi. v. in Verses 4- Trnnsl. (ed. 2) 93
While one hope lingers, the cracksman's fingers Drop not
his hard-earned 'swag'. 1891 Newcastle Daily Jml. 18

Mar. 5/3 This genial gentleman went off to America with
the swag.
10. Austral. The bundle of personal belongings

carried by a traveller in the bush, a tramp, or a miner.

1864 J. ROGERS New Rush, i. i Their ample swags upon
a cart are tied. 1881 GRANT Busk Life Queensl. I. v.

43 The quart-pots were now put on to boil, swags were

opened and food produced. 1889 H. H. ROMILLY Verandah
N. Guinea 5 Every digger in former days carried in ima-

gination a gigantic nugget in his swag.
11. A great quantity ; a large draught (of liquor).

dial. (Cf. Sc. swack.}
i8ia J. H. VAUX Flaih Did. s.v., A sivag-of anything

signifies emphatically a great deal 1825-80 JAMIESON,
Swag, a large draught of any liquid. 1851 MAYHEW Land,
Labour I. 373/1 The term Swag, or Swack, or Sweg, is,. .

a Scotch word, meaning a large collection, a (
lot *. 1863

Tyneside Songs 93 An
1

wishin' . . For a swag o* good New.
cassel yell.

12. attrib. and Comb. : swag-like adv., after the

fashion of a bushman's *

swag
*

; swagman, (a) a
man engaged in the *

swag-trade
1
or who keeps

a '

swag-shop
'

(see b) ; (<) Austral, a man who
travels with a *

swag
*

;
also swagsman (see also

quot. 1890).
1890 Melbourne Argus 2 Aug. 4/2 He strapped the whole

lot together *swag-hke. 1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour I.

447/2 The **swag-men' are often confounded with the
Mot -sellers'. 1883 KEIGHLEY Who are you? 36 (Morris)
Then took a drink of tea... Such as the swagmen in our

goodly land Have with some humour named the post-and-
rail. 1890 Melbourne Argus 7 June 4/2 The regular swag-
man, carrying his ration bags, which will sometimes contain

nearly 20 days' provender in flour and sugar and tea. 1879
J. B. STEPHENS Drought $ Doctrine Wks. 309 (Farmer)
A "swagsman . .with our bottle at his lips. 1880 G. SUTHER-
LAND Tales ofGohifields 89 One of these prospecting swags-
men was journeying towards Maryborough. 1890 BARRERE
& LELAND Slane Diet., Swagstnan t ,.an accomplice who
takes charge of the plunder.

b. slang. Denoting the trade in certain classes

of small, trifling, or trashy articles, those engaged
in such trade, etc.

1851 MAYHEW <></. Lalwurl. 333/2 The slaughterer sells

by retail ; the swag-shop keeper only by wholesale. Idid.

355/1 Of these swag-barrowmen, there are not less than 150,

Ibid.^ The tinwaresof the swag-barrows are nutmeg-graters,
bread-graters, beer-warmers, fish-slices, goblets, mugs, save-

alls, extinguishers, candle-shades, money-boxes, children's

plates, and rattles. Ibid. 373/1 The Haberdashery Swag-
Shops. By this name the street-sellers have long distin-

guished the warehouses, or rather shops, where they purchase
their goods. Ibid. 447/2 The "penny apiece' or 'swag*
trade. 1904 Daily Chron. 25 July 6/5 Another showman
described himself as * the cheapest man for all kinds of swag
watches, all goers '.

tSwag,. Obs. rare, [attrib. use ofSWAG sb. 3.]
? Big and blustering.
ci6ao Trag. Barnaveltn. vii. in Bullen O.Pl. (1883) II. 242
Hansom swag fellowes And fitt for fowle play.

Swag (swgeg), v. Now chiefly dial. Also 6

ewagge, 8-9 swagg. [The existence of this verb
is perh. attested for the I5th cent, in swaggyng
(s.v. SWAGGING vbl. sb. note), and in SWAGE v.*

Its immediate source is uncertain, but it is prob.
Scandinavian : cf. Norw. dial, svagga and svaga to

sway (sec SWAY v. etym,).

The English word might correspond to a Scandinavian
form of either type (with -gg. or -g), according to dialect ;

cf., on the one hand, NA<; T. (Norw., Sw. uaffa), SAG v.

{Norw. dial, sagga), WAG v, (MSw. wagga); on the other,
DRAG v. (ON. draga), FLAG sb.

7
(Iccl. Jlag, ON. flaga},

SNAG (Norw. dial. snag,snage); also Sc. swaiu = undulating
or swinging motion, and FLAW *A.' (ON.yfcifa).]
1. intr. To move unsteadily or heavily from side

to side or up and down
;
to sway without control.

a. of a pendulous part of the body, or of the
whole person.
spec, in Horsemanship-, see quot. 1850.
1530 P.U.SGK. 744/1, I swagge, as a fatie

persons belly
swaggeth as he goth, je assonage. 1598 R. HA^DOCKK tr.

Lontazzo n. 13 Mooning their limmes moderatly, and not

permitting them to swag, hang, turne aside and be dilated.

1641 W. HOOKK New Eng. Teares n Here ride some dead
men swagging in their deep saddles, a 1711 W. KING Ace.
Horace's Behaviour Wks. 1776 III. 36 Bless me, Sir, how
many craggs You've drunk of potent ale ! No wonder if the

belly swagg*. 1838 Eraser's Mag. XVII. 683 He. .swags
forward with the gait neither of Christian, Pagan, nor man.
1850' H. HIEOVKK* (C. Brindley) Pract. Horsemanship n
The idea that tali men are apt to, what is technically termed,
'swag' on the horse. 1859 THACKERAY Virgin, ix, The
stout chief. .sat swagging from one side to the other of the

carriage.
b. of a structure or something erected or set in

position, a boat, or the like. (Also oceas. of a rigid

body, to get out of line.)
1611 COTGR., Baccoler, . . to tottar, swag,swing, lift, or heaue

often vp and downe. 1633!'. JAMES Voy. 79 Which made her
[sc. a

ship] swag and wallow in her Docke. 1641 BROME
JoviallCrew u. Wks. 1873 III. 393 These pounds are (as I

feel them swag) Light at my heart, tho* heavy in the bag.
1664 EVELYN Sylva 51 Establish their weak stalks, bysieft-
ing some more earth about them; especially the Pines, which
being more top-heavy are more apt to swag, a IJM LISLE
Husb. (1757) 193 Hay will often swag and pitch in the reek
after making. 1784 tr. Beck/ord's Vathek 77 These vigilant
guards, having remarked certain cages of the ladies swagging
somewhat awry. 1793 WASHINGTON Let. Writ. 1891 XII.
379 The advantage of this latch is, that let the gate swag as
it may, it always catches. 1801 Encycl. Brit. Suppl. II.

519/2 The thread, being.. unable to bear close packing on
the bobin, would swag out by the whirling of the fly. 181*

J. J. HENRY Camp. agst. Quebec 58 Though we attempted to

steady it, the boat swagged. 1833 LOUDON Encycl, Archit.

839 If hurried, the walls will surely be crippled ; that is,

they will swag, or swerve from the perpendicular. 1867
D. G. MITCHELL Rural Stud. 85 The posts are firm and
cannot swag.

c. transf. and fig. To sway ; ( to vacillate.

1608 MIDDLETON Mad World lit. i, I'll poise her words i*

th
1

balance of suspect : If she but swag, she's gone. 1649
OWEN Stedfastness of Promises (1650) 14 The Promise,
that draws the Soul upward, and the weight of its unbelief,
that sinks it downward :. .the poor Creatures swaggs between
both. 1703 J. DUNTON Life <V Errors 430 If Prerogative
swages too far on the one side, to step over to Property.
1862 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xin.

xiij. (1872) V. 130 The Austrian
left wing, stormed-in upon in this manner, swags and sways.
1887 G. HOOPER Camp. Sedan 128 The front of battle swagged
to and fro.

2. To sink down
;
to hang loosely or heavily ;

to sag. Also with down.
1621 tr. Drexelius"

1

Angel-Guardian's Clock 270 His iawes

begantodrie,. .hisarmestoswagg. <zx66x FULLER Worthies,
London (1662) n. 199 A Swaggerer, so called, because en-

devouring to make that Side to swag or weigh down, whereon
he in^ageth. 1713 WARDER True Amazons in Or else such
a Weight will make it swag. 1731 Phil. 'I rans. XXXVII.
31 As the Line swagged down much below the Silk Lines
that supported It. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.

t Swagg,
to sink down by its own weight ; to move heavily or bend,

1876 BLACKMORE Cripps xxvi, A timber-dray., with a great
trunk swinging and swagging on the road. 1876 Whitby
Gloss. s.v.,

*
It swagg'd wi wet

', was depressed with mois-

ture ; said of a plant. 1883 M. P. BALE Saw-Mills 337 Swag,
a term applied to driving belts when they are too long or

run too loosely.

trans/. 1769 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 154/1 Many dreadful

clouds. .had been swagging about. 1790 BLAKE Marr.
Heaven fy Hell Argt., Hungry clouds swag on the deep.

3. trans. To cause to sway uncertainly ;
to rock

about ; nlso, to cause to sink or sag.
c 1530 Judic. Urines i. iit. 5 b, Nother that It be not

swagged nor borne fro place to place. For shakyng and

boystyous ordryng may cause vryne to be trubbled. 1603
EVELYN De la Quint. Conifl. Gard. Diet. s.v. Truss, "to

Truss up.. a Branch of a Wall-Tree., that the Fruit may not

..disfigure the Tree by Swagging it down with its weight.

1708 SEWEL Eng.*Dv. Diet. s.v., This weight will swag it

down. 1777 Chron. in Ann. Reg, 215/2 He swagged the

boat, and in a few minutes filled it and sunk it. 1802 MARIA
EDGEWORTH Rosanna i, The couplings and purlins of the

roof, .swagged down by the weight of the thatch.

4. [&SWA0J&IO.] a. intr. To swag it\ to carry

one's *

swag' or bundle of effects, b. trans. To

pack up (one's effects) in a *

swag '.

1861 T. M'COMBIE AustralianSk. 5 The solitary pedestrian,
with the whole of his supplies, consisting of a blanket and
other necessary articles, strapped across his shoulders this

load is called the 'swag', and the mode of travelling,

'swagging it '. 1887 W. W. GRAHAM Climbing the Hima*
layas iii. in From. Equator to Pole 101 We accordingly

swagged up our things.

Swagait, -gat(is, Sc. var. SOGATE, -GATES.

Swag belly, swag-belly, [f.
SWAG v. +

BELLY sb.']

1. (as two words) A pendulous abdomen.

[1604: implied in SWAG-BELLIED.) 1632 SHERWOOD, A
swag bellie, ventrea poulaine. a 1656 USSHER A nn. vi. (1658)

485 He was of an horrid look, short stature, swag belly.

1771 SMOLLETTHumphry Cl. 17 May, Great overgrown dig-

SWAGE.
nitaries.. dragon .

tr. Lueian \. 469 A multitude ,,( wealthy usuicrs. all pale
withswag.bellic-. 1909
rather a decent Christian, with a swag belly and a jolly face.

D. rath. ~ rHYtOOHT.
1857 DCNGLISON Mgif. Lex.
2. (with hyphen or as one word) A person

having a pendulous abdomen.
1611 COTGK , Li/retire, a huffcsnuffc, swag-belli*. pu flTe.

bttf. 1694 MOITKUX HaAtlais v. /'anJagr. t'regn. v. aw So
many Swag-be)Hcs and Puff-bogl. 1711 jn,i t'

xliii. (1749) IV. 64 Confound thee..for an etcinal piuverU
voiding iwag-belly. 1881 Leic. GYou., Swag-bcth; i.q.
Slndge-guts.
Hence 8waff-bUied ., having a '

swag belly
*

or pendulous paunch.
1604 SIIAKS. OfA. u. iii. go Your Dane, your Germaine, and

your swag-belly/d Hollander. 1748 SMOLMTT AW. Rand.
ix. (1804) 46 This swag-bellied doctor. 1858 CARLYLE hr<dk.
Gt. x. i. (1873) III. 208 Swag.bellied, short of wind. 1899
F. T. liuLLiN Way Navy 49 A grimy, swag-bellied drudge
of a steam colHei*.

trans/. i8aa W. IRVING Braceb. Hall (1845) 334 He saw
a swag-bellied cloud rolling over the mountains.

So t Bwag--buttocked <?., having large swaying
buttocks; t Swag-paunch = SWAG BELLY.
a i6$a RROMB Damoiselle v. i, pat is de gross English

douck, fer de *swag*buttock'd wife of de Pesant. 1611

COTGR., Venire a la foulaine, a gulch, big-bellte, gorbellie,

*swag-paunch, bundle of guts.

t Swage, sb. 1
[f. SWAGE z>.i Cf. ASSUAGE j.]

1. Alleviation, relief.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24350 (EdiiT.) pat suim was of mi soruing
swage \Cott. suage].

2. concr. The excrement of the otter, local. (Cf.
SWAGING vbl. sb* 3.)
1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales II. 217 Curiosity led me to

look ifany fresh swages of the dourghie [Welsh dwrfgio\\tt\
were visible. 1893-4 Nortknmbld, Gloss., Swage, Sfra-ints,
excrement of the otter.

Swage (sw/ids), st>.2 [a. OF. seuqge, -aige,
later and mod.F. suage. See also SWEDGE.]
1. An ornamental grooving, moulding, border,

or mount on a candlestick, basin, or other vessel.

1374 Ace. John de Sleford (Ace. Exch. K. R. 397/10) m. a

(Publ. Rec. Off.) Pro duobus paribus legherneys plauntez
cum swages de laton' deauratis. 1399 (May 29) Chancery
Warrants Ser. i. File 601. No. 1891, (Six white >llver salt-

cellars, gill on the] swages. 1513 in Archaeologia LVI. 333
A bason of syluer all playn tbe swages gilt. Ibid. 335 A
title candelsticke of silucr, swages gilt w l a nose. 1517 Ikid.

LXI. 86, ij newe chalices with vernacles in the patene the

swages of the patens ovtrgilt. 1539 in W. Herbert Hist. 13
Gt. Livery Contp. Lond. 11836) II. 196 The said Rob't dis-

ceytfully dyd sette swags for feyt to the same pecys (of

silver]. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xiv. (Roxbj 4/1 The
fillet or swage, is that ring or edge which is on the outside

ye brime [of a dish]. 1739 Act i?Geo. II c. 26} 6 Any Sorts

of Tippings or Swages on Stone or Ivory Cases.

b. A circular or semicircular depression or

groove, as on an anvil (cf. swage-anvil in 2 b attrib.}
1680 MOXON Mech. Exerc. \\. 196 The Point cuts a fine

Hollow Circle or Swage in the Flat of the Board. 1688 R.
HOLME Armoury in. 308/2 Inthe face of this kinde of Anvil
are smal halfe round nicks, which are termed Swages.
2. fa- - GAUGE sb. n. Obs.

1688 HOLME Armoury 111.366/2 A.. Joyners Gage (of some
termed a Swage).

b. A tool for bending cold metal (or moulding

potter's clay) to the required shape ; also, a die or

stamp for shaping metal on nn anvil, in a press, etc.

i8ia P. NICHOLSON Mech. Exerc., Smithing 353 Swages,
all instruments used to give the form or contour of any
moulding, &c. used in the same manner as the rounding tool.

1831 J. HOLLAND Mtwttf. Metal I. ix. 147 The sides of the

metal are then bent up with swages in the usual way, so as

to bring the two edges as close together as possible. 183*
BABBAGE Econ. Manuf. xi. 69 The smith, .has small blocks

of steel into which are sunk cavities of various shapes; these

are called swages, and are generally in pairs. Thus if he

wants a round bolt, terminating in a cylindrical head of larger

diameter,. .he uses a corresponding swaging-tool. 1834-6

Encycl. Metrop, VIII. 454/1 {Pottery) With.. finger and

thumb,., or with his fingers only, he gives the first rude form

to the vessel, and by a swage, rib, or other utensil,. .smooths

the inside. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 379 In order to make the

bolster of a given size,, .it is introduced into a die, and a

swage placed upon it. 1883 CRANE Smithy $ J'orge 30

Swages.. consist of tools having certain definite shapes, so

that the hot iron, being placed in or below them, takes their

shape when struck.

attrib. 1843 HOLTZAPFFEL Turning 1. 225 A swage-toot five
' ' ' Li -

., Swage, to work iron in a groove, or into any particu-

lar form. The anvil employed for this purpose is called a

swage-anvil. 1869 RANKINE Machine $ Hand-tools PI. ?$,
The swage-hammer.

Swage (swfids), V.I Obs. exc. arch, or dial.

Also 3-6 suage, (4 squage, 6 Bwadge, Sc.

suaige). [a. AF. suag(i)cr, wag(i}er, OF. *soua-

gier^
= Pr. suaujar, suauzar: pop.L. *sudvidre,

parallel form to *assttdvidret
whence OF. asouagier

to ASSDAGE, of which swage is partly an aphetic

derivative.]
* ASSUAGE, a. trans. To appease,

mitigate, pacify, relieve, reduce, abate.

(a) emotion, violent action, troubled thoughts,

cares, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13868 He suaged him wit wordes hemd.

C 1339 R. BRUNNI Ckron. Wact (Rolls) 457 Whan wre



SWAGE.
Cesar . . Had pesed & swaged al ber ire. a 1450 Knt. tit la
Tour ix, Fastinge is an abstinence of vertu, right couenable
to swage the yre of God. c 1450 Guy Warw. (Cambr. MS.)
5266 Tyll bey be swaged .. And chastysed tborow ber owt-
rage. 1508 FISHEH 7 Penit. Ps. vi. Wks. (1876)4 The wood.
nesse of the foresayd wycked spyryte sholde be mytygate
and swaged. 1562 PILKINCTON Expos. Abdyas Pref. 13 To
abate their pride, & swage their malice. 1638-56 COWLEY
Davidtis in. 353 Thus chear'd he Saul, thus did his fury
swage. 1667 MILTON P, L. I. 556 Nor wanting power to

mitigate and swage With solemn touches, troubl'd thoughts.
1671 Samson 184 Apt words have power to swage The
tumors of a troubl'd mind.

(/>) bodily injury or pain, swelling, etc.

C13PS Pilate 175 in E. E. P. (,862) 116 His hurte was al

swaged. 1398 TKEVISA Earth. De P. R. v. xxxiii. (Bodl.
MS.), A marie of fatnes,. to swage be coldnes of bones of be
breeste plaate. 1:1400 Laiifranc's Cirurg. 165 Jeue him
metis & drynkis bat mowe swage be cow;e. c 1480 HENRY-
SON Sum Practysis of Medecyne 33 With be snowt of ane
selch, ane swelling to swage. 1547-64 BAULDWIN Mor.
Philos. (Palfr.) 163 AH doubtful! diseases to swage and to
cure. 1581 STANYHURST Mneis in. (Arb.) 91 With roots of
eeche herb I swadgde my great hunger. 16x2 WOODALL
Surf. Male Wks. ( 1653) 32 1 1 swageth the pains and stitches
of the breast. 1881 Lanes. Gloss., Suage, swage . . to remove
a swelling by fomentation.

(f) storm, wind, heat, or other physical force.

Also in fig. context (of. a).
a 1340 HAMPOLF. Psalter Ixxxviii. 10 [Ixxxix. 9] pou ert

lord til be myght of be see : be stirynge . . of be stremys of it

bou swagis. 1408 tr. Vegetius' De Ke Milit. (MS. Digby
233 If. 225/1) }>e hete of be sonne smotheth and swageth be
scharpe blastes of be wyndes. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in.
xxxix. no pou..swagist be mevinges of his flodes. 1513
DOUGLAS sfcntis i. iii. 84 Thus said he, and with that word
hastely The swelland seis hes swagit. 1549-63 STERNHOLD
& H. Ps. li.8 And that my strength may now amend, which
thou hast swagde for my trespace. 1581 STANYHURST SEneis
n. (Arb.) 47 Thee wynds with bloodshed were swagd. a 1600
MONTGOMERIB Misc. P. xxxi. 43 (Laing MS.) Thy angell
withe bame abod be fyre to suaige. 1635 QUARLES Embk
in. iii. 18 Quench, quench my flames, and swage these

scorching fires. 1849 FABER Hymn ' Sweetness in Prayer '

i. What shall I do for thee, poor heart ! Thy throbbing heat
to swage?
t (<0 To digest. Oh.

1768 Ross Helenore 1. 52 Her stammack had nae maughts
sick meat to swage.

b. intr. To be appeased, relieved, or reduced
;

to decrease, abate.

ci33o R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 9676 Til he were
warysched of his syknesse, Or his penaunce y-swaged lesse.

CI375 Cursor M. 24350 (Fairf.) Quen bat squyme be-gan
to soilage, c 1411 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 4203 (Roxb.)
151 They felt his expenses swage, And were to hym vnkynde.
a 14*5 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 100 J>e pacient was
delyuered of akyng and be arme biganne for to swage. 1535
LD. BERNERS f'roiss. II. i. 3 Than swaged the loue bitwene
him and Sir Barnabo. 1545 RAYNALDE Byrth Mankynde H.

MALL LHroit., Kich. Ill, 36 Lest the dukes courage should
swage, or hys mynd should agayne alter. 1602 R. CAREW
Cornwall io6b, Where salt and fresh the poole renues As
Spring and drowth encrease or swage. 1609 Ev. Woman in
Hum. i. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, That mooving marish element
that swels and swages as it please the Moone. 1702 C
MATHER Magn. Chr. vi. ii. (1852) 356 The brains left in the
child's head would swell and swage, according to the tides,

t (f>) To swage of: to mitigate, abate. Obs.
c 1440 York Myst. xxx. 371 Bidde them swage of ber

sweying.

t Swage, v.z Obs.
'

[Of obscure origin ; if the

root-meaning is
'

swing ', it is perh. an early form i

of SWAG z\]
1. intr. To direct a blow, swing.
CI400 Destr. Troy 7430 pe sun of Theseus, .choppit to

Ector : With a swyng of his sword swagit on be prinse.
2. trans. To discharge (a gun or ballista).
<rl420? LYDG. Assembly ofGods 1038 He gan swage gonnes

as he had be woode. f 1440 Promp. Parv. 219 Gunnare, or
he bat swagythe a gunne, pitrarius, mangonalias.
Swage (swid3),.3 [f. SWAGE**.-' Cf. SWEDGE

z.] trans. To shape or bend by means of a swage.
1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Melal I. ix. I4 r The article being

thus hammered, is next pared with shears to the shape re-

quired, after which it is swaged or turned up at the edges
-83, i?S4 (see SWAGE sb? 2 b]. 1838 F. W. SIMMS Pub.

\Wks. Gt. Brit. 48 Ihe bolt to be swaged and made truly
cylindrical. 1877 W. JONES finger.riiig 166 A ring . .found
at Fransham, has the hoop swaged or twisted. 1904 Times
20 Aug. 7/6 The sectional poles shall be.. swaged togetherwhen hot so as to make a perfect joint.

t Swaged, pfl.
a.i 06s. [f. SWAGE v.^ + -ED

l.]
Reduced, restrained.

<xi6o3 T. CAKTWRIGHT Confut. Rhem. N. T. Pref (1618)
13 They can put no difference betweene a swelling and
swaged speech, betweene an honest homely stile, and that
which is pricked and pranked vp.

Swaged (swe'djd), ///. a.2
[f. SWAGE s6.2 and

fl. Having a swage or ornamental groove
moulding, etc. Obi.

1487'in Surrey Archxol. Coll. III. ,64, 1 bequeathe to said
Elizabeth my daughter. . ii gobletts of silver swaged. 1490in Somerset Mea Wills (.90,) 292, 3 bollyd peels swaged.
1535 in btrype Mem. Cranmer (1694) App. xvi. 27 Three
standing Cups; one plain, and other two swaged with their
Covers of silver and gilt, a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIIt,
'57. At the nether ende were two broade arches vpon thre
antike pi 1m all of gold, burnished swaged and grauen full
of Gargills and Serpentes.
2. Shaped with a swage.
1841 Civii Eng. t, Arch. Jrnl. V. 286/2 If we only take
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the trouble to anneal such a swaged axle after it has re-

ceived the most severe compression. 1859 F. S. COOPER Iron-

mongers" Catal. 169 Candlesticks, Plain Round. .Swaged. .

Plain Oblong. 1894 Timet 16 Aug. 6/3 Hammered moulds
or swaged steel.

t Swa'gement. Obs. rare. [f. SWAGE sb2 +

-MENT.] The fluting of a column.
1519 HORMAN Vulg. 241 A playted pyller gathereth dust in

the swagementis (in strigiiis).

t Swa'ger. Ots. rare. [f. SWAGE .l + -ER l.]
= ASSUAGER.
1612 WOODALL Surf. Mate Wks. (1653) 29 This . . plaster is

a. .good swager of pains.

Swagged (swsegd), ///. a. [f. SWAG v. +
-ED 1.] Sagged, sunken.

1825 C. M. WKSTMACOTT Eng. Spy II. 83 Cracked walls,

swagged floors, bulged fronts, sinking roofs, leaking gutters.

1878 Cumbld. Gloss., Svjag't, bent downwards in the centre.

Swagger (swae-gaj), so. 1
[(.

SWAGGER z>.]

1. The action of swaggering ; external conduct or

personal behaviour marked by an air of superiority
or defiant or insolent disregard of others.

1725 SWIFT New Song on Wood's Halfpence viii, The
butcher is stout, and he values no swagger. 1809 MAI KIN

Gil Bias iv. v. F 3 She could put on as brazen-faced a
swagger as the most impudent dog in town. 1811 Sporting
Mag. XXXVII. 86 After much swagger, he asked the con-
stable if he knew who he was? 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr.
Ejir. (1894) v. 117 Tall, spare,.. with a jovial laugh and a
not ungraceful swagger. 1877 MRS. FORRESTER Mignon I.

21 A man who has outgrown the swagger and affectations
ofboyhood, and settled down into a., respectable member of

society.^ 1885 RIDER HAGGARD K. Solomon's Mines v, He
was an impudent fellow, and. .his swagger was outrageous.

b. transf. Applied to a mental or intellectual

attitude marked by the same characteristics.

1819 KEATS Otho I. i, No military swagger of my mind,
Can smother from myself the wrong I've done him. 1840
DE QUINCEY Rhet. Wks. 1859 XI. 33 As to Chrysostom and
Basil, with less of pomp and swagger than Gregory, they
have not at all more of rhetorical burnish and compression.
1869 LD. COLERIDGE in E. H. Coleridge Life n Corr. (1904)
II. vi. 165 The mingled swagger and cowardice of the whole
transaction. 1908 Athenxtttn 5 Dec. 727/1 He respects the
public, contempt for whom is at the root of most artistic dis-

play and swagger.
2. Short for swagger-cane : see SWAGGER-, moil,

colloq.

Swagger (swae-gaj), sb.'*
[f. SWAG v. or sb. +

-EK 1.1

I. I. One who causes a thing to '

swag
'
or sway.

1653 URQUHART tr. Rabelais i. ii. 17 The swagger who th'
alarum bell holds out [orig. Le brimbaleur qui tie/it le

cocqnemart}.

II. 2. Austral. One who carries a swag ; a

swagman.
1855 Melbourne Argus 19 Jan. 6/1 We have observed a

great influx of swaggers lately all seemingly bound for
Smith's Creek. 1904 LADY BKOOME Colonial Mem. 33, I
wonder if

'

swaggers
'

have been improved off the face of
the country districts of New Zealand 7 Tramps one would
perhaps have called them in England, and yet they were
hardly tramps so much as men of a roving disposition, who
wandered about asking for work, and they really could and
did work if wanted.

Swagger (swae-gaj), a. colloq. or slang, [f.

next.] Showily or ostentatiously equipped, etc.
;

smart or fashionable in style, manner, appearance,'
or behaviour ;

* swell *.

1879 Cambridge Rev. 26 Nov. 103/2 Is it because the
college can't afford to have them \sc. railings] painted ? Or
are they having some swagger new ones made ? 1884 All
Yr. Round 18 Oct. 34/2 She becomes, according to the ideas
of her class, quite a '

swagger
'

personage. 1888 Echoesfr.
Oxford Mag. (1890) in Though Bishops and Dons boss the
show, And you think that it's awfully swagger. 1890 F W
ROBINSON Very Strange Family 1 72 Keeping you company
in your swagger chambers. 1896 MARIE CORELLI MightyAtom ii, Sir Charles was a notable figure in 'swaeeer*
society.

Swagger (swoe'gsj), v. [app. f. SWAG v. +
-ER 5. Ct. the following :

1598 CHAPMAN Achilles Shield To the Vnderstander B 2
.Swaggering is a new worde amongst them, and rounde
headed custome giues it priuiledge with much imitation
being created as it were by a natural! Prosofopeia without
etimologie or denuation.]
1. intr. To behave with an air of superiority, in

a blustering, insolent, or defiant manner ; now esp.
to walk or carry oneself as if among inferiors, with
an obtrusively superior or insolent air.

1590 SHAKS. Midi. N. in. i. 79 What hempen home-spuns
haue we swaggering here, So neere the Cradle of the Faierie
Queene ? 1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus L 6 The cause that
now they Swagger, and are masterlesse abroad, is because
they were never well mastered at home, a 1641 Bp. MOUN.
TAGU Acts r Man. (1642) 323 Antonius. .sent away P. Ven-
tidius thither to command in chiefe, whilest himselfe swag,
gered and revelled (drunken beast as hee was) at Athens.
1726 SWIFT Gulliver n. iii, [He] became so insolent. . that he
would always affect to swagger and look big as he passed
by me. 1765 GOLDSM. Ess. x, The hunters who^wagger in
the streets of London. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 66 He
took complete possession of the house, swaggering all over

:. 1853 R- S. SURTEES Sponge's Sp. Tour xxii. 113 [He]
swaggered about like an aide-de-camp at a review. 1891E. GOSSE Gossip in Library xii. 150 We may think of hira
^swaggering in scarlet regimentals.
With it. 1612 ROWLANDS Knave ofHarts (Hunter. Cl ) 5lo take a purse, or make a Fray, Tis we that swagger it

away, a 1656 CAPEL Rem. (i6s8)To Rdr., Alcibiades could
swagger it at Athens, a 1661 HOLYDAY Juvenal (1673) 281

SWAGGERING.
They should, .swagger it out bravely in their trappings and
chains of gold.

transf. 1613 JACKSON Creed n. xvi. 7 To see a grandedemure Schoole Diuine,. .swaggering it in the metaphoricall
cut. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 61 It was Atheism openly
Swaggering, under the glorious Appearance of Wisdom and
Philosophy. 1827 SCOTT Chron. Canongate v, A sort of
pageant, where trite and obvious maxim:, are made to
swagger in lofty and mystic language.

b. spec. To talk blusteringly; to hector; fhence,
to quarrel or squabble with

; also, to grumble!
Now only (directly trans/, from prec. sense 1

to
talk boastfully or braggingly.
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, u. iv. 107 Hee will not swagger

with a Barbane Henne, if her feathers turne backe in anv
shew of resistance. 1599 Hen. y,n. vii. , 3 , A Rascal!
that swagger d with me last

night. 1599 NASHK Lenten
Stitjre 31 Wise men in Greece in the meane while [were
trivial] to swagger so aboute a whore [sc. Helen] 1601
? MARSTON Pasquil f, Kath. (1878) in. 4 Hee dings the pots
about, cracks the glasses, swaggers with his owne shaddow
161 1 COKYAT Crudities 236 Some of them beganne very inso-
lently to swagger with me, because I durst reprehend their
religion. 1644 TREVOR in T. Carte Ormmid (1735) III. 267
Sir George Radcliffe and Bathe are very violent, which
makes the Irish swagger very severely. 1650 H. MOHE
Observ. in Enthus. Tri., etc. (1656) 127 You swagger and
take on. .as if.. you were of the same fraternity with the
highest Theomagicians in the World. 1664 [J. SCUUAMORE]Homer a la Mode i One Captaine at another swaggers
1665 GLANVILL Scepsis Sci. Address p. iv, The disputes of
Men that love to swagger for Opinions. 1670 G. H. Hist
Cardinals ill. In. 3i3lhe Captains swagger d [oiig. inn/a'.
lavano grumbled], that they were not obey'd by their
Souldiers. 1736 SHERIDAN Let. to Swift 31 July, You may
think I swagger, but as I hope to be saved it is true 1854
J. HANNAY Sat. i, Satirists i. 28 The feljow swaggers and
chuckles over every item of his own feast to the men he is

entertaining. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Ear. (1894) xiii. 309
I will not say that no mountaineer ever swaggers. 1889 Tfte
County viii. I. 114 It pays him to have pretty girls about the
house and to swagger about his goodness to them.

o. trans. To influence, force, or constrain by
blustering or hectoring language ; to bring into or
out of a state by blustering talk.

1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. vi. 240 And 'chud ha' bin zwaggcred
out of my life. 1606 Tr. I, Cr. v. ii. 136 Will he swagger
himseife out on's owne eyes 1 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
yni. ix. 655 The Indian iagges himselfe out of humane
lineaments the other swaggers himselfe further out of all-

ciuill and Christian ornaments. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Red.
v. $ 30 These quick Answers from the King . . made it evident
to them that he would be no more Swaggered into conces-
sions. 1728 SWIFT Ace. Crt. f, Emp. Japan T 12 He would
wagger the boldest men into a dread of his power.
2. intr. To sway, lurch ; Sc. to stagger.

, ^7*4 RAMSAY Vision xix, Staggirrand, and swaggirrand,
They stoyter name to sleip. 1825-80 JAMIESON, To Swagger,
to stagger, to feel as if intoxicated, Moray. 1845 BAILEY
Festus (cd. 2) 239 The large o'erloaded wealthy-looking
wains Quietly swaggering home through leafy lanes.

b. causatively.
1851 MAYHEW Loud. Labour I. 60, 1 asked a girl .. whether

her tray was heavy to carry.
' After eight hours at it,' she

answered,
'

it swaggers me, like drink.'

Swagger-, the verb SWAGGER used in comb. ;

swagger-cane, -stick, an officer's cane or stick ;

the short cane or stick carried by soldiers when

walking out ; so swagger-dress, colloq.
1887 Times n Apr. 11/5 Their clothes fit them well; they

generally carry themselves well ; many have swagger-sticks.
1889 Junior Army >, Navy Stores Price List 669 H,
Swagger or Parade Canes. 1890 KIPLING Soldiers Three
(1891) 24 An' then I meks him [sc. a dog] joomp ovver my
swagger-cane. 1901 IVestm. Gaz. 4 Mar. 4/1 The

'

swagger ,

or walking.out, dress of the soldier.

Swaggerer (swx-gsrsj). [f. SWAGGER z>.+

-ER 1.] One who swaggers ; f a quarreller.
1592 Nobody t, Someb. in Simpson Sch. Shaks. (1878) I. 292

Your Cavaliersand swaggerers bout the townc That dominere
in Taverns, sweare ancf stare. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, n.

iv. 8r Shut the doore, there comes no Swaggerers heere.

1649 MILTON Eikoit. iii. Wks. 1851 III. 355 All the passages
. . be besett with Swords and Pistols cockt and menac'd in

the hands of about three hundred Swaggerers and Ruffians.

1779 JOHNSON L. P., Butter Wks. II. 186 Hudibras..the
hero . . compounded of swaggerer and pedant. 1841 DICKENS
Barn. Rulige x, None of your audacious young swaggerers,
who would even penetrate into the bar. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xvi. III. 641 Some swaggerers, who had.. run
from the breastwork at Oldbridge without drawing a trigger,
now swore that they would lay the town in ashes.

Swaggering (swse-garin), vii. sb.
[f.
SWAGGER

v. + -INGX] The action of the verb SWAGGER ;
the

behaviour of a swaggerer ; ) quarrelling.
(11596 Sir T. More (Malone Soc.) 865 You think. .with

your swaggering, you can bear 't away. 1611 MIDDLETON&
DEKKER Roaring Girle D.'s Wks. 1873 III. 170 They keepe
a vilde swaggering in coaches now a daies. 1624 CAPT. J.
SMITH Virginia vi. 223 Much swaggering wee had with
them. 1687 T. BKOWN Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 I. 72
There is. .such swaggering and bouncing., that.. I expected
every minute it would come to downright kick and cuff

between 'em. a 1715 BURNET Own Time in. (1724) I. jor
(an. 1681) In their cups the old valour and the swaggerings
of the Cavaliers seemed to be revived. 1837 W. IRVING

Capt. Bonneville II. 177 Such is the kind of swaggering and
rodomontade in which the

'

red men ' are apt to indulge in

their vainglorious moments.

Swa-ggering,/>/>/- [f- SWAGGEBI>. + -ING 2
.]

That swaggers.
1. Having a blustering or insolent air of superior-

ity ; characteristic of a swaggerer.
1596 HkStn.Saffrmt.WaUn Wks. (Grosart) III. 145 They



SWAGGERINGLY.
were two well bumbasted swaggering fat bellies. 1597 SllAKS.

2 Hen. fl^, il- iv. 76 Hang him, swaggering Rascall, let him
not come hither. 1600 BRETON Pasouil's Fooles Cap Ixxxiv,

Hee that puts fifteene elles into a Ruffe And seauenteenc

yards into a swagg'ring slappe. 1611 BEAUM. & FL. Cupid's

Revenge n. i,
He.. looks the swaggeringst, and has such

glorious cloaths. 1670 EACHARD Cont. Clergy 38 The high

tossing and swaggering preaching j either mountingly elo-

quent or profoundly learned. 1717 SWIFT To Yng. La<iy

Wks. 1841 II. 303/1 A tribe of bold, swaggering, rattling

ladies. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 426 They made a

sort of swaggering declaration, something, 1 rather think,

above legislative competence. 1836 COBBETT Kur. Rides

(1885) II- 105 Great swaggering inns. i8a8 LvTTON/WAa"/
III. xx, Thornton entered with his usual easy and swagger-

ing air of effrontery. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xxxii, The

individual whom he presumed to have been the speaker was

coarse and swaggering. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 171

Our questioner will rejoin with a laugh, if he be one of the

swaggering sort, That is too ridiculous [etc.].

2. Lurching, swaying.
1865 A. SMITH Summer in Skye I. 301 Through a yellow

September moonlight, roll the swaggering wanes.

Hence Swa'g-geringly adv., in a swaggering

manner, with a swagger.
1611 COTGR., Guiiiguois, de gitinguois, hufnngly, swagger-

ingly, aswash. 1685 BUNYAN Pharisee ff Publican \i\ The

poor Pharisee .. when so swaggeringly he, with his God I

thank thee, came into the Temple to pray. 1855 Chamb.

Jrnl. III. 413 He .. swaggeringly announced that one

Gabriel Derjarvin was below. 1886 Miss BKOUGHTON Dr.

Cupid xi,
'
I do not care what she says !

'

replies Lily

swaggeringly.

Swaggie (swse-gi). Also -y. Austral, colloq.

[f. swagman (see SWAG sb. J 2) + dim. suffix -IE,

-Y.] A swagman.
1891 E. W. HORNUNG Under Two Skies 109 Here's a

swaygie stopped to camp, with flour for a damper. 1900 H.

LAWSON Over Sliprails 88 Thefts and annoyances of the

above description were credited to the
'

swaggies
' who in-

fested the roads.

Swagging (swae-girj), vbl. sb. [f. SWAG v. +

ING l.]

Swaggynz in the following quot. may attest the existence

of this word for the isth century, but the true reading is no

doubt swagynge (i. e. SWAGI NO, alleviation), as in MS. Rawl.

Poet. 32 (cf. v.r. sivagenyng).
la 1411 LYDG. Fab. Dnorum Merc. (1897) 511 O weepyng

Mirre, now lat thy teerys reyne In to myn ynke so clubbyd
in my penne, That rowthe in swaggyng abroode make it

renne.

1. The action of swaying or rocking to and fro ;

motion up and down or backwards and forwards ;

occas. wagging (of the head).

1566 STUDLEY tr. Seneca's Again, in, She (sc. a ship] with

her swaggyng full of sea to bottom lowe doth sinke. 1776 G.

SEMPLE Building in Water 128 To prevent their wrecking,

swagging or dislocating. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias xi. vii. r 5

A wise swagging to and fro of my head. 1833 LOUDON En-

. ges 317

venting the bridge from swagging.

fig. 1861 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xii. xii. (1872) IV. 272 In

this manner, Walpole . . had balanced the Parliamentary

swaggings and clashings.

t b. Jig. Vacillation. Obs.

1636 FEATLY Clams Myst. Ivii. 778 The people, .after much

swagging on both sides,, .came to fix upon this middle way.

2. Sagging dtnvn.

1614 WOTTON Archit. in Reliq. (1651) 224 Because so laid,

they [sc. brick or squared stones] are more apt in swagging
down, to pierce with their points, then in the jacent Posture.

1791 BELKNAP Hist. tfeiv-Hampsh. III. 75 It is usual for

the surveyor to make large measure. . . Some allow one in

thirty, for theswagging of the chain. 1800 Trans. Sec. Arts

XVIII. 273 A hollow cast-iron roller, .in order to bear up the

rope, and to prevent it from swagging.

Swagging (swae-gin), ppl. a.
[f.

SWAO v. +

-INQ2.J
1. Swaying heavily to and fro ; pendulous with

weight ; hanging loosely.

1593 CHURCHYARD Challenge 180 With bellies big, and

swagging dugges. 1600 SUKFLET Countrie Farme n. Hv.

369 The bVests that are too great & swagging. a 1693

Urquhart's Rabelais in. xxviii. 230 Swagging cod [orig.

couillon avalU\. a 1712 LISLK Hnsb. (1757) 310 His [sc. a

ram's] figure should be stately and tall, his belly big, swag-

ging, and woolly. 1737- GAY Fables I. xxxvii, Beneath her

swagging pannier's load, a 1793 G. WHITE Stlbornc etc.

(1853) 306 Vast swagging rock-like clouds. i8s D. JERROLD
H'ks. (1864) II. 497 A purple bloated face and swagging

paunch.
b. Of a vehicle : Swaying, lurching, lumbering.

1754 H. WALPOLE Let. to y. Chute 21 May, You will dine

at Farley in a swagging coach with fat mares of your own.

1817 HONK Everyday Bk. II. 1154 The swagging cart..

Reels careless on.

t 2. ? Big,
'

whopping '. Obs.

1731 MEDLEY Kolben's Cape Gd. Hope I. 203 When the

Hottentots louse themselves, they generally pick up the

large swagging lice, ..and devour them.

Swaggy (swae'gi), a. rare~l
. [f. SWAG v. +

-Y.] =1>WAOGING///. a. I.

1646 SreT BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in.iv. in Hisswaggyand
prominent belly.

t Swa'ging, vbl. sbl Obs. [f. SWAGE v. 1 +

INQ i.]

1. Assuagement, alleviation, relief.

1340-70 Alex. $ Dind. 921 Aftur swaginge of swine swibe

comeb loie. 1381 WYCLIF Eccl. xxxvi. 25 If ther is lunge of

curing, ther is and of swaging, and of mercy, c 14*5 WTO-
TOUN Cron. w. iii. 230 Qwbil be ost be huflfynge made, And
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swagyn [v.r. swageing] of be wattyr bayde. 1483 Catli.

Angl. 373/1 A Swagynge, tnitigacio. 1531 TINUALI-. /->/>.'i.
/ John ii. (1537) 19 The .swagynge of woundes. 1543
TRAHERON Vigo's Ckirurg. v. vi. 170 Yf medicine preuayle
not for the swagynge of the toothe ache.

2. Subsidence into a state of quiescence, or the

like.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 481/2 Swagynge of blood, stagnacio.
1530 PALSGR. 277/2 Swagyng, refrigeration.

3. concr. An otter's excrement. (Cf.SwAGEii.l 2.)

1590 COCKAINE Treat. Hunting D ij, Your huntsman . .

must goe to the water ; and seeke for the new swaging of an
Otter.

So f Swa'ging ppl. a., alleviating.
1483 Cath. Angl. 372/2 Swagynge, mulcens.

Swaging (sweHljirj), vbl. sb.% [f.
SWAGE sb.-,

.3 + -ING l.J fa. The making of swages or mould-

ings, b. The use of the swage in shaping metal.

Also attrib.

1688 HOLME Armoury ill. 259/2 Swaging, is to put edges
or Threads to the skirts or any part of a Plate. 1832 |

see

SWAGE sb.l zb). 1841 Civil Eng. If Arch. Jrnl. V. 285/2
This very cold hammering and swaging, as it is termed.
1880 R. GRIMSHAW (title) The History, .of Saws of all kinds,
with appendices, concerning. .Setting, Swaging, Gumming,
Filing;,

etc. 1884 B'ham Daily Post 23 Feb. 2/4 Wircing,
Swaging and Wheeling Machines.

Swanili (swahrli). Also Sowauli, Suhaili,

Suaheli, -ele, Swaheli. [lit. pertaining to the

coasts, f. Arab.
Ja-'j"" sawdfyil, pi. of J^^x sahil

coast. In Fr. souayeli.] A Bantn people (or one

of them) inhabiting Zanzibar and the adjacent
coast ; also, their language, Kiswahili. b. attrib.

or as adj. Hence Swahile'se (Sowhylese),
Swahi'lian adjs., of or pertaining to (the) Swa-
hili

;
Swahilized />/>/. a., assimilated to the Swnhili.

1814 H. SALT Voy. Abyssinia etc. App. i. p. iii, Some
sailors attached to an Arab boat, who called themselves

Sowauli. Ibid. p. iv. The Sowauli are sometimes called

Sowaiel by their northern neighlxjurs the Somauli. 1833
W. F. W. Owen's Narr. Voy. Africa, etc. I. xix. 358 The

language of these people differs from that of the Sowhylese.

Ibid., Every Arab and Sowhyly carries a sword. Ibid. 360
The most wealthy of these Sowhyly states was the Sultany
of Patta. 1850 LATHAM Nat. Hist. Man 400 The tribes

speaking the Suaheli language. 1893 D. J. RANKIN Zam.
best Basin xvL 268 The Swahili and Swahilised natives.

1907 J. H. PATTERSON Man-Eaters of Tsavo xviii. 194,

I had a long talk with him in broken Swahili.

Swaide, Swaie : see SWAY v.

Swaif, obs. Sc. form of SUAVE.

Swail, var. SWALE ;
obs. f. SWEAL.

Swaimish, -ous, dial. ff. SQUEAMISH, -ous.

Swain (swin), sb. Forms : 2-5 swein, 3-5

sweyn, 4-5 swayn, 4-6 swayne, squayne, Sc.

swane, 4-7 swaine, (3 swsein, suein, 4 sueyn,

suayn, suain, 5 sweyne, 6 auane), 3, 7- swain,

[a. ON. sveinn boy, servant, attendant, = OE.
swdn SWON. Occurs as the second element ofa com-

pound in boatswain (\a.\eOE.balswegen\coxswain.']

f 1. A young man attending on a knight ; hence,

a man of low degree. (Often coupled with

knight.} Obs.
a 1 150 O. E. Chron. (Laud) an. 1128 Se eorl wearS je.

wunded at an sefiht fram ailne swein. <rl>5 LAY. 19156

Na:s her nan swa wracche swein fat he nes a wel god bem.

Ibid. 28563 jElc sloh adun riht Weore he swein weore he

cniht. a 1300 Cursor M. 6279 (Cott.) King ne knight, suier

ne suain [Go'tt. suayn, Fair/, squayne, Trin. sweyn]. 13 . .

A mychty man, as may a swayne. c 1430 Syr Tryain. 546

Knyghtys, squyers, and swayne. c 1571 GASCOIGNE Posies,

Frvites Warre ex, In regiment.. Where officers, .bhali be

abusde by euery page and swayne.

f 2. A male servant, serving- man ;
an attendant,

follower. Obs.

c 1105 LAY. 3505 ForS wende be king Leir, Nauede he bute

enne swein. c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. 107 Hym boes

serue hym seine that has na swayn. c 143 Hymns Virg.

(1867) 44 Worschipe me here, & bicome my swayn, And y
schal ?eue bee al this. 1368 Hist. Jacob <$ F.san v. ii. F nj,

The elder must nowe serue the yonger as his swayne.

1570 LEVINS Manif. 200 A squayne, assecla. 1579 SPENSER

Sheph. Col. Sept. 42 The shepheards swayne you cannot

well ken, But it be by his pryde, from other men. 1613

COCKKRAM, Swaine, a seruant.

1 3. A man ; a youth ;
a boy. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 18987 (Gott.) Of mi gast i sal a streme To

suayn [ Trin. mon] and womman giue alsua. [Cf. Joel 11. 29.]

l> E E XMV./'.B.i509Swyfteswaynesfulswy|>eswepen
bertylle. c 1386 CHAUCER Sir Thopas 13 Sire Thopas wax

a doghty swayn. 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 15265 How sche

myght venge hir on that swayn That hadde hir two sones

sclayn. <ri44o York Myst. xvii. 207 Nowe shall bei..tell

me of bat litill swayne [. the child Jesus], a 1508 DUNBAR

Tua MaHit Wemen 226 Thus beswik I that swane, with

mysueit wordis. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Mar. 79 Wiih

that sprong forth a naked swayne (sc. Cupid]. 1633

FLETCHER Purple Isl. xn. Ixv, By a mighty swain he

the Dragon] soon was led Unto a thousand thousand

turings. , , ,

4. A country or farm labourer, freq. a shepherd

a countryman, rustic, arch.

1579 GOSSON Apol. Sck. Abuse (Arb.) 66 Giue them

whippes in their handes, and sende them like swaynes

to plough and carte. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. vi. 15 The

gentle Shepheard swaynes, which sat Keeping their

SWALE.
fleecie flockej. 1594 K\u Cornelia in. ii. 39 Lykc
norall hsous mysled Country swaine. 1611 SMAKS. ll'inl.
r. iv. iv. 9 Your high selfe..you haue obscui'd With a
Swaines wearing. 16*3 "AIIICK Parab. 1'iler. xxix. (1687)
341 Those Swains with their Shcei.hovks in their hands.
1746 SHOLUTT Tears S^otl. 13 Thy M b'd on
he ruLks, Where once they fed their waulon flocks. 1770
'JoLDsM. Des. Vill. 2 Where health and plenty cheered the
ibouring swain. 1809 CAMIMH

, The
lappy Shepherd Swains bad nought to do liut feed their
flocks. 1840 THACKERAY P.iris Sk.-t>k. (i8 7 a) in The rural
swains. 1891 TENNYSON in Ld. Tennyson Mem. (1897) II.
xxii. 402, I asked my way. .of a Yorkshire 'swain'.
5. A country gallant or lover ; hence gen. a

[over, wooer, sweetheart, esp. in pastoral poetry.
c '585 Fair Em IL i. 78 In deede my Munuile hath some

cause to doubt, When such a Swaine is riuall in his lour !

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. iv. ii. 40 Who is Siluia? what is

she ? That all our Swaines commend her ? 1663 PLAYFORD
Skill Mus. I. (1674) 67 Will Cloris cast her Sun.bright Eye
Upon so mean a Swain as 1? 1697 DRYDFN Yi>g. fast.
HI. 104 To the dear Mistress of my Love-sick Mind, Her
Swain a pretty

Piesent has design'd. 1706 ADDISON Rosa-
mond n. ii. To be slain By a barbarous swain That laughs
at your pain. 1775 SHERIUAN Duenna i. v, So! my swain,

yonder, has done admiring himself. i8aa W. IRVING Braceb.
Hall iv. 38 Should any faithless swain persist in his incon-

stancy. 1804 F. LOCKER Housemaid viii, If her Sunday-
swain is one who's fond of strolling. 1881

' RITA
' My Lady

Coanette iii, She gives such smiles, and looks, and attentions

to her devoted swains.

6. A freeholder within the forest. (A sense

invented by Manwood to account for SWANIMOTE.)
1615 MANWOOD Laws Forest xxiii. 217 This word Swaine,

in the Saxons speech is a Bookeland man, which at this day
is taken for a Charterar or a freeholder : and so the Swam*
mote is in English, a Court within the Forest, whereunto
all the freeholders doe owe suit and seruice. 1768 BLACK-
STONE Comm. in. VL 72 The court of sweinmote is to be
holden before the verderors, as judges, . . the sweins or free-

holders within the forest composing the jury. 1880 WHIT-
WORTH in Antiouary Feb. 94/1 Swanimote, Swaynmote,
Swynmote, &c., or meeting of the Forest Swains.

7. attrib. and Comb, (in sense 4) ; f swainloaf

(see 2), bread to be eaten by servants, as opposed to

PAIN-UEMAINE,
'

panis dominicus" (lord's bread).

1358 Catal. Anc. Deeds A. 9847 (1902) IV. 469 [Black
loaves called] swaynloves. a i6$a BROME Love sick Court IV.

ii, The chief Swain heads of Thessaly. 1841 Dumfries
Herald Oct., More swain-like than king-like.

Hence Swain v. inlr. (with if), to play the lover

or wooer
; f Swai ness, a female lover ; Swai-n-

ing, love-making,
'

spooning
'.

a 1651 BROME Love sift Court v. iii, That swain-ess was

myself. 1840 LADY C. BURY Hist, of Flirt xi, He is im-

patient to swain it with some new face. 1840 MRS. TROL-

LOPE M. Armstrongl, His general manner to ladies had

a good deal of what in female slang is called nvaining.

Swaing, obs. form of SWAYING.

Swainish. (swemif), a.
[f.

SWAIN + -ISB 1.]

Resembling or characteristic of a swain or rustic ;

rustic, boorish. Also, of the nature of a rustic

lover or rustic love-making. Hence Swaiiiisli-

ness, boorishness.

1642 MILTON Apol. Smect. Wks. 1851 III. 270 [It] argues

both a grosse and shallow judgement, and withall an un-

gentle, and swainish breast, 1645 Colast. ibid. IV. 362

Ignorant and swainish mindes. 1819 T. CAMPBELL Spec.

Brit Poets VI. 09 Some part of the love-story of Palemon

is rather swainish. 1840 Tail's Mag. VII. 54 Edwin is a

sentimental and swainish chap. 1854 EMERSON SocialAims
Wks. (Bohn) III. 181 Swainish, morose people, who must be

kept down and quieted as you would those who are a little

tipsy ; others, who are not only swainish, but are prompt
to take oath that swainishness is the only culture.

t Swai-nling. Obs. Also -lin. [f.
SWAIN sb.

+ -LINO.] A poor or young swain or rustic. Also,

a rustic female sweetheart.

Barnabees Jrnl. "lielij, Sonny With Swainlif \Vir vere

foetus] intend thy Lamkin. 1651 S. SHEPMRD Pastorals

462 They passe us Swainlings all as farr, As doth the Moon

th. smallest Star. 167. S. S. Hist. Dorastus t, Fawn:*

18 The swainlings who live neer.

Swainmote : see SWANIMOTE.

t Swaip, sb. Obs. Also 4 suaip, 5 sweype.

fCorresp. in form to ON. sveipa. (- OE. A*#aM
to SWEEP, q.v.) and sveipr, but in sense to ON.

ivipa to whip, svipa whip. Cf. SWAPE, SWEPE.]

A whip, scourge ; also, a stroke, blow.

,3 . . Cursor ^. OJ5J (Edin.) pan wib
suaipUJCVrr.

suepes,

Trin swappes] bai>aim suang. c 1440 fnmf. Pan- f*/i
Iweype o^swwe' (S. or strok,

sufra ^
swype), alafa.

/rf., !5weype, for a top, or xoar&c,Jfagellum.

So t Bwalp v. trans., to scourge.

Cursor M. 24007 (Edin.) pair swaipmg was sa smert.

/!&' Vp reufulli bai gan him ra.p, Ful snubnerhk

him for to swaip.

Swaipe, obs. form of SWAPE.

Swair, Swaird, Swairm, Swait, obs. ff.

SWIRE, SWAIID, SWABM, SWOTE.

8waith(e, obs. or dial, forms of SWATH, SWATHE.

Swaits, variant of SWATS Sc.

Swak, obs. form of SWACK.

Swal, obs. pa. t. of SWELL v.

Swale (swell), sb.l dial. Forms: 4 swayl, 6

gwaill, swaile, swaule, swawle, 6-7 swall(e,

8-9 swale, 9 swaul. [Of obscure origin.



SWALE.

If the orig. meaning was a pliant
'

swaying 'piece of wood,

the two types swail, swall, may represent an OE. *swzg(e)l,

*swazol l. swat; cogn. with Scand. svag- in Norw. svaga

(see SWAG .) ; cf. ME. hail, haul (OE. hzgel, Aagof),

HAILS*.']
Timber in laths, boards, or planks; planking;

also, a lath, plank.
For specialized local uses see quots. r84i and 1903.

1325 Rolls ofParlt. I. 434/2 Qu'ele peusse pur swayl &
autres busoignes necessaries de la meson, abatre en la dit

boys cent rores. 1505-6 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 103

Pro sarracione le swailles pro eisdem [domibus porcorum].

1531-2 Durham Househ. Bk. (Surtees) 80 Pro sarracione

i rod in swalles rod. Ibid. 130, i lytyll swall and 12 bords.

"557 Ludlow Churchw. Ace. (Camden) So For swaile for a

saunce belle.. ijd. 1574 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 249
Foure swawles and foure trists, v. 1582 Wills <$ Inv.

N. C. (Surtees 1860) 47, iij swalles for a horse baye.

"597 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 740 For sawinge

Sarkyn boordes and Swalles for the churche and the

new bridge. 1600 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) I. 222 A
swaile of timber lyinge at Beckwithe. 1640 Gateshead

Church Bks. in Northumbld. Gloss. s.v. Swale, For 12

swalls for formes for the church. 1648 in Archaeologia
JfLliana. (1892) XV. 252 For 20 Swalls to be scaffolds. 1799
Naval Chron. I. 176 Stepping down the side of the Yar-

mouth hulk at Plymouth, he fell against the swale of the

vessel. 1841 HARTSHORNE Salopia Ant. Gloss. 582 Swale.

a piece of wood going from an upright shaft in an oatmeal

mill to one of the wheels. 1903 Eng. Dial. Diet., Swauls,
the outside bars in the frame of the bottom of a cart. w. Yks.

Swale (swell), s6.z dial., chiefly E. Anglian.
Also 7 swill, 9 swail. [prob. of Scandinavian origin,

and related to ON. svalar f. pi. (MSw. svali, Sw.

svale, Norw. sval) balcony or gallery along the side

of a house, ON. svalr cool (see SWALE a.), ON.

(MSw., Sw., Norw.) svala to cool.] Shade; a

shady place. Also, the cool, the cold.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 481/2 Swale (P. or shadowe), umbra,
umbraculum, estiva. 1567 GOLDING Ovid's Met. v. (1593)

116 Downe she sate among the trees which gaue a plesant

swale. 1571 Calvin on Ps. xxiii. 4 David alludeth to y
dark swales or the dens of wyld beastes. 1669 WORLIDGE

Syst. Agric., Diet. Rust., Swill, used in the Northern parts
for shade, or shadow, c 1700 KENNETT MS. Lansd.iosi,
Swale, cold or dank air ; as, he lies in the swale, i.e. in the

open cold air. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 139 Granny
there was on the bench, Coolly sitting in the swail. 1857
BORROW Romany Rye xxv. Turn your horse out to grass.,
in the swale of the morn and the evening.

Swale (swU), so.3 local. Also 6 Sc. swaill,

swayll, 9 swail, Sc. swyle. [Origin unknown.

Prob. conveyed to America from the eastern coun-

ties, where it is still in use.] A hollow, low place ;

esp. C7.S., a moist or marshy depression in a tract

of land, esp. in the midst of rolling prairie.

1584 (Dec. 23) Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. (1888) 239/2 Keipand
the stripe quhill it enter in Belldeis swaill, and keipand and
ascendand upwith the said swaill quhill it cum to the littill

stane calsay. 1615 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1848) II. 324
Hauldand vp the said burne to the roche swaill of Kyn-
mvndie. Ibid., Quhair thair is ane great mother swayll on
the south syde of the said Blackburne. Ibid. 326 Thairfra

doun the said northsyd of the great swayll. 1667 Dedham
Rec. IV. 135 (Thornton) He may cult in a place called the

Swale, adjoyning to the Ceader Swampe. 1805 T. BIGELOW
Jrnl. Tour Niagra Falls (1876) 37 (Thornton) A swale or

valley affords . . copious springs of water. 1809 KENDALL
Trav. III. Ixxvii. 193 The swales, or rich hollows, lying
behind the uplands, by which latter they are separated from
the meadows. 1827 J. F. COOPER Prairie v, Fire low, boys

level into the swales, for the red skins are settling to the

very earth ! 1830 GALT Lawrie T. in. ii. (1849) 86 Stumps
and cradle heaps, mud-holes and miry swails, succeeded one
another. 1866 GREGOR Banffsh. Gloss., Swyle, a bog. 1874
TRIPPE in Coues Birds^ N. W. 223 An open park-like tract

of rolling, grassy prairie, interspersed with groves of pines,
low hills, and wet, marshy swales.

attrib. 1830 GALT Lawrie T. vm. v. (1849) 371 These
swale-runnels are often deceptive. 1905 Blackw. Mag. Dec.

771/1 That course led him through the swale bottoms. 1911
Canadian Newspaper, Their crop is swale hay ; in other
words swamp grass.

Swale, a. north, dial. [a. ON. svalr (MSw.,
Sw., Norw. sval) cool : cf. SWALE s62] Cool, chill.

1674 RAY N. C. Words 47 Swale, windy, coid, bleak.

Swale, v. 1
: see SWEAL v.

Swale (swell), v. 2
[app. of dial, origin (see

swail in Eng. Dial. Diet.) ; prob. frequent, f. SWAY.
v. + -LE, but parallels are wanting. Cf. Shrop-
shire dial, swayl-pole = sway-pole] intr. To move
or sway up and down or from side to side. Hence
Swa'ling vbl. sb. and ///. a. ; also Swa'lingljr
adv., with a swaying motion.
1820 Bladnu. Mag. VII. 676 Here 's a jerked feather that

swales in a bonnet. 1822 Ibid. XII. 781 With his eternal

sidling and sliding about, . . and swaling with his coat-tails.
Ibid. 782 Treading the street with his corn-troubled toes,.,

swalingly goes the kind Cockney King. 1824 Ibid. XV. 86
He drops a wing, .with a swaling and graceful amorousness.
1817 PRAED Red Fisherm. 221 As the swaling wherry
settles down. 1863 SALA Captain Dangerous I. iv. 123 The
great plumed hat . .napped and swaled over my eyes. 1895
A. DOBSON Poems, Sundial xi, A soldier gallant.., Swing,
ing a beaver with a swaling plume.
Swale, obs. pa. t. of SWELL v.

Swaler (swi-bi). north-midl. dial. Also 6
swaller. 8-9 swailer, 9 sweeler. [f.sivalt, SWEAL
v. + -ER !.] A dealer in corn : see quots.
1597 Manch. Crt. Leet #r.(i88s) II. 130 No swaller that

ys a fforrener.. shall sell or measure any corne vpon any
other daye then vppon the Saturdayc and mundaye. 1743-4
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Chesh., Sweeler, a dealer in corn.

Swalewe, obs. form of SWALLOW so. 1

f Swa-ling, vbl. sb. Obs. rare. [? f. Scandina-

vian stem skval- denoting loud noise.] ?Loud

singing (of birds).

cuooDestr. TroyiOfa. Swoghyngof swete ayre, Swalyng

of briddes.

t Swall. Obs. Also 4 sual. [a. or corresp. to

MLG., LG. swal(l whirlpool, swollen mass of

water (whence Sw. svall surge, swell of the sea),

= MHG. swal (G. schwall) ;
f. swat- : rwel- (see

SWELL .).] An agitated mass of water.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xlv[i). 4 Fluminis imfeiut..fe
swalfof Bode. Ibid. Ixviii. 3 [Ixix. 2] The storme, that is,

the sual of malicious men . . sloghe me.

Swall, var. SWALE sbl ;
obs. or dial. f. SWELL.

Swallet (sw9'let). local, (s.w.) [Obscure for-

mation on SWALLOW v., 1 after gullet.'}
An under-

ground stream of water such as breaks in upon
miners at work. Also (in full, swallet hole), the

opening through which a stream disappears under-

ground. Cf. SWALLOW sb.* i b.

1668 Phil. Trans. 111.769 If they find a Swallet, they drive

an Adit upon Levell, till 'tis dry. 17*1 A. CATCOTT Treat.

Deluge in. (1768) 356 The collateral conduits of the swallet-

holes, leading down into one great unfathomable cavity in

the bowels ofthe earth. 1778 PRVCE Min. Cornub. 84 The

larger submarine gulphs or swallets. 1856 S. HUGHES
Waterworks 133 Swallet holes and subterranean rivers . . in

the district of Gower and in the Mendip hills. 1865 Reader

Jan. 7 This stream is known to commence its subterranean

journey about two miles off, where it enters a *
swallet.

1

1910

Spectator 8 Ian. 47/1 Mendip (has), .underground springs
and rivers.. faintly indicated by the countless swallets that

pit the surface of the hills.

II Swallo (swg-10). Also swala, swalloe, -ow.

[a. Malay J|y suiaala, j\y* situ/aid.]
= SEA-SLUO

i, TKEPANG.
1779 FORREST Voy. N. Guinea 373 They see the swallo in

clear water, and strike it as it lies on the ground, with an

instrument, consisting of four bearded iron prongs. 1792

Voy. MerguiA rchip. 83 They sail in their Paduakans to the

northern parts of New Holland, .to gather Swallow (lliche

de Mer}. 1802 (see SEA-SWALLOW 3]. 1836 Penny Cycl. V.

188/2 The tripang swala, or sea-slug (holothurion 1

,
is a

valuable article of exportation [from Borneo] to China. 1904
A. H. S. LAKUOR Gems o/East I. 271 The exports consisting

chiefly of Black and White Swallo or Seaslug.

SwallowCswg-bii),^.
1 Forms: I s(u)ualu(u)ae,

swealwe, swalowe, -uwe, -awe, i, 4 swalewe,
swalwe, swolwe, 4 swalugh, swalu, 4-6
swalow(e, 5 swalue, sualowe, 5-7 swal-

lowe, 6- swallow. [Com. Teut. (not recorded

for Gothic) : OE. swealwe wk. fern. = OS. suala,

MLG. swalewe, swalue, MDu. swdluwe, -ewe

(Du. zwalmv), OHG. swalawa, swalwa (MHG.
swal(e]we, G. schwalbe), ON. svala for *svolva

(MSw., Sw. svala, Da. svale) : OTeut. *swalwoti-,
the etymological meaning of which is disputed.
Continental Germanic dialects have also forms of other

types: without w in the final syllable, e.g. MHG. swal,
swale, MLG. swale, WFris. sweal, swel; with >-suffix,

e.g. HG. (local) schwalm, schwalme, Flem. swaelem;
forms with dim. suffix are widespread in LG. and Fris., e. c;.

MLG. swalike, swal(e}ke, LG. swaalke, Flem. swalcke
(Kilian), EFris., NFris. sw&lk, WFris. swealtsje, sweltsje.)

1. A bird of the genus Hirundo, esp. H. rustica,
a well-known migratory bird with long pointed
wings and forked tail, having a swift curving flight
and a twittering cry, building mud-nests on build-

ings, etc., and popularly regarded as a harbinger of

summer (cf. c).
a 700 EpinalGloss. 498 Hirundo, sualuuae. c 950 Guthlac

x. (1909) 143 pa comon bsr sxmninga in twa swalewan
fleogan, and hi . . heora sang upahofon. c icoo Sax. Leechit.
II. 156 enim swealwan, sebjern..to ahsan. Ibid. III. 44
^enirn swolwan nest, c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1366 A swalu ich
herd sing, c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 64 The swalwe
Proigne, with a sorwful lay, ..gan make hir weymentinge.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P.R. XII. xxii. (Bodl. MS.) If. 122 b/i
In making of nestes be swalowe is moste sli^e. a 1450 Knt.
de la Tour Ixxx. 102 The dunge of swalues fell into the eyen
of this good man Tobie. a 1529 SKELTON P. Spa-rowe 404
The chattrynge swallow. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Mar.
ii The Swallow peepes out of her nest. x6xi SHAKS. Wint.
T. iv. iv. 1 19 Daffadils, That come before the Swallow dares.

1750 GRAY Elegy 18 The swallow twitt'ring from the straw,
built shed. 1820 KEATS To Autumn 33 The red-breast
whistles from a garden-croft; And gathering swallows twitter
in the skies. 1876-82 NEWTON Yarrelts Hist. Brit. Birds
II- 345 The migrations of the Swallow are in a direction

nearly due north and south.

b. In allusions to the swift flight of the bird.

,13. . K. Alls. 3775 (Laud MS.), He takes Bulcyphal by be
side, So a swalewe he gynneb for glide, c 1380 Sir Ferumb.
4232 ("at noble stede, bat al so swyftlyche banne }ede So
swolwe dob on fly^t, c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon x.

258 Bayarde went not the lityll pase, but went lyke a
sualowe. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, v. ii. 23 True Hope is

swift, and flyes with Swallowes wings.

SWALLOW.
c. Prov. One swallow does not make a summer

(and allusions to it).

Cf. Gr. fJiio. xcAi5b>p cap oil irotei.

"539 TAVERNER Erasm. Prov. (1552! 25 It is not one
swalowe that bryngeth in somer. It is not one good qualitie
that maketh a man good. 1546 J. HEVWOOD Prov, (1867) 57One swalowe maketh not sonuner (said I) men sale, a 1548
HALL Chron., Hen. IV, 30 He well remembred that one faire

day assureth not a good Sommer, nor one fliyng Swalow
prognosticateth not a good yere. 1589 NASHE Pref. to
Greene's Menaphon Wks. 1905 III. 323, I would preferre
diuine Master Spencer. , Neither is he the onely swallow of
our Summer. 1617 MORVSON Itin. in. 43 Lest I should
seeme by one Swallow to make Summer,, .the men of Here,
fordshire can witnes, that such examples are not rare in

England. 1636 PRVNNE Rent. agst. Shipuwney 18 Since in
such Taxes commonly, one Sw_anow makes a kinde of Som-
mer. 1821 SCOTT Kenilvj. xvii, Raleigh. -disowning. .that
one day's fair reception made a favourite, any more than one
swallow a summer.

2. In extended sense, any bird of the swallow

kind, or of the family Hirundinidg, e.g. a martin
;

often misapplied to (and in earlier scientific use

including) the swifts, now reckoned as a distinct

and unrelated family (Cypselidss).
In OE., stzfswealwe, lit. shore-swallow, meant '

sand-
martin '. Also, hccrritswealwe, lit. sword-swallow, occurs in

poetry for
* hawk '.

1758 Phil. Trans. LI. 464 There are four distinct species
of birds, that go und,er the general name swallow

; viz. the
swift or black martin ; 2. the swallow, that builds in chim-

neys ; 3. the martin, that builds against houses ; 4. the sand

martin, that builds in sand-banks. 1792-5 J. AIKIN & MRS.
BARBAULU Evenings at Home II. 20 The Nlartins and other
swallows. 1867 T. R. JONES Nat. Hist. Birds (1872) 51 The
extensive race of Swallows and Swifts. 1885 NEWTON in

Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 47/2 The Hirundinidz or Swallows.

b. With qualifying words, applied to various

species of HirundinidK or Cypselidx ;
also to

birds of other families resembling swallows : as

B\XK-sivall<rw, BARN-J., CAKK-.T., CHIMNEY-*.,
HOOSE-J., SEA-SWALLOW.
Cliff Swallow, one of several species of the genus Petro.

chelidon, nesting in cliffs. Esculent Swallow, a name
for the swifts of the genus Collocalia, which construct the
' edible bird's nests

'

of which soup is made in China. Tree
Swallow, (a) an Australian swallow of the genus Hyloche-
lidon, which lays in holes in trees ; (b) the N. American
white-bellied or white-breasted swallow, Tachycineta (Iritto~

procne) bicolor, which nests in trees. tWater Swallow,
?a water-wagtail. Window Swallow, the house-martin,
Chelidon urbica. Wood Swallow, (a) = swallow.shrike

(see 4) J {b) = tree swallow (b). (Several other species are

named in Latham's Gen. Synopsis Birds, 1783, and other

ornithological works, Morris's Austral English, 1898, etc.)

1870 LOWELL Study Winil. (1886) 18 The "cuff-swallow.,

has come and gone. 1783 LATHAM Gen. Synopsis Birds IV.

578 *sculent SwfallowJ. .the nest.. is composed of such
materials as not only to be edible, but accounted as one of

the greatest dainties of the Asiatic epicures. 1813 [see

ESCULENT A. i F]. 1873 BULLER Birds flew Zealand 141

Hylochelidon nigricans. (Australian *Tree-swallow.) 1552
COOPER Elyot's Diet., Cincfos . .luc byrde called a * water

swallow, not muche bigger than a larke. Eras. saith..tbat

it is a certaine byrd, so weake and feeble, that she can not

make bir owne nest, and so lateth hir egges in other byrdes
nestes. 1668 CHAHLETON Onomast. 108 Cinclus. .the long-
bill'd wagtail, and Half Snipe, aliis Water-Swallow. 1802

MONTAGU Ornith. Diet. I, Swallow, ..a genus of perchers
. .of which we have three species natives : the Bank, the

Chimney, and the *Window, Swallow. 1817 T. FORSTER
Observ. Nat. Hist. Swallomtrite (ed. 6) 6 House Martin,
or Window Swallow. 1869 A. R. WALLACE Malay A rchip.

I. 338 The curious *wood-swallows (Ariami), which closely

resemble swallows in their habits and flight. .twitter from

the tree-tops. 1887 [see swallow-shrike in 4! 1889 LUM-
noi.n. Among Cannibals 28, I shot a young cuckoo., which

was fed by four wood-swallows, (Artanius sordittusl 1893
Scribner's Mag. June 774/1 The white-breasted or wood-

swallow., is called! tree-swallow in some regions, because it

nests in hollow trees.

3. f a. = SEA-SWALLOW i. b. Collector's name

for a species of moth : see quot. 1832. C. A
variety of domestic pigeon : see quot. 1854.
1668 CHARLETON Onomast. 138 Hirundo.. the Swallow, or

Great headed Flying Fish. 1832 J. RENNIE Butterfl. , M.

air, when flying '. 1879 L. WRIGHT Pigeon Keeper 205

Swallows are very pretty and striking birds.

4. attrib. and Comb., as swallowfamily, -flight

(also /.), kind, people, tribe; swallow-throated

adj. ; swallow-like adj. and adv. ;
also f swallow-

bird (-bridde), a young swallow; swallow-

chatterer, the waxwing ; swallow-day, the

day on which the swallows arrive, or are reputed

'to arrive; swallow-fish, f (o) the flying-fish

(= SEA-SWALLOW i) ; (b) the sapphirine gurnard,

Trigit hirundo (Cent. Diet.) ; swallow-fly, t (?)

some unidentified swift-flying insect ; (V) a parasitic

fly which infests swallows ; swallow-flycatcher
= swallow-shrike ; f swallow-footed a., swift-

footed, running swiftlyas a swallow flies; swallow-

hawk, (a) the black-winged kite, Elanus melano-

pterus; (b) the swallow-tailed kite, Elanoides

forjicatui; tswallow('s) herb = SWALLOWWOET
i

; swallow-kite, the swallow-tailed kite ;
swal-

low pigeon- 3 c ; swallow-shrike, a bird of the

genus Artamus or family Artamidx, found in India

andAustralia ;
swallow-smolt, a variety ofspeckled



SWALLOW.
trout (see SMOLT rf. 1

2) ;
swallow's nest, the nest of

a swallow ; iransf. applied to a thing lodged at a

height ; spec, a battery of guns or company of shot

placed on a height (cf. CROW'S NEST i) ;
swallow's-

nestfly, a fly that infests swallows' nests; swallow-
stone (tr. L. chelidonius lapillus, Pliny), a stone

fabled to be brought from the sea-shore by swallows

to give sight to their young ; f swallow-swifter

camp, adj. (ttonce-wd.}, swifter than a swallow ;

swallow-tick, a species of tick which infests

swallows; swallow-warbler, an Australian

species of warbler (Sylvia hirundinacea \ with

plumage resembling that of a swallow; swallow-

winged a., (a) swift as the swallow ; (b) shaped
like a swallow's wings ; also (of a ship), having
sails of such a shape; swallow-woodpecker, a

woodpecker of the genus Melanerpes. See also

SWALLOW-TAIL, etc.

a 13*5 Prose Psalter 180, Y shal alway crye mercy as a
"swolwe-bridde. 1688 HOLME Armoury in. 291/2 A kind

of low footed Stool, or Cricket.. with a ledge or border

of Board nailed . about the top of it, after the manner
of a "Swallow Box. 1857 SWAINSON Nat. Hist. Birds
II. in. vi. 71 Bombycilhna-, or "swallow chatterers.

1808 T. KORSTER Circle of Seasons 15 Apr., "Swallow

Day. 1858 BAIRD Cycl. Nat. Set., Hirundinidx, the

"Swallow family. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxxu. xi. II.

452 The sea "Swallow fish. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. ft

Min.234 Swallow-fish, .hath hard flesh and therefore hardly
concocted. 1681 GREW Musaeuw i. v. iii. 116 The Swallow-

Fish. So called from the length of his Gill- Fins, which

reach to the end of his Tail, like a pair of very long Wings.

1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xlviii, She. .loosens from the Tip

Short "swallow-flights of song, that dip Their wings in tears,

and skim away. 1883 J. PAVN Thicker tluin Water xxii,

After several swallow-flights of talk. 1668 CHARLETON
Onomast. 43 Clididon (quia volatu posl se omnes relinquit)

the "Swallow.fly. 1815 KIRBV & Sp. Entomol. iv. (1818) I.

112 The swallow-fly (Ornithotttyia Himndinis. .L.). .has

been known to make its repast on the human species. 1885

Encycl. Brit. XV1 1 1 . 38/1 *S wallow- Flycatchers (A rtamta).

1636 W. DENNvin A fin. Dubrensia(&n} 14 The "Swallow,

footed Grey.hound. 1858 BAIRD Cycl. Nat. Sci. s.v. Milvinz,
The black winged ^swallow-hawk, .lives principally upon
insects which it catches upon the wing. 1578 LYTE Dodoens

32 The great Celandyne is named in Greeke xeAiSofioc, that

is to say, "Swallow-herbe. 1647 HEXHAM i. (Herbs), Swal-

lowes hearbe, sivalmu-kruydt. 1687 DRYDEN Hind <$ /'.

ill. 547 Some Swifts, the Gyants of the "Swallow kind. 1773
G. WHITE Seloarne, To Pennant g Nov., All the swallow

kind sip their water as they sweep over the face of pools or

rivers. 1840 MACGILLIVRAY Brit. Birds I. 47 Nauclerus.
Swallow.kite. 1581 STANYHURST &neis iv. (Arb.) 101 Furth

she quicklye galops, with wingflight "swallolyke hastning.
1606 SYLVESTER Dtt Bartas n. iv. n. Magnificence 747
Arm'd with Arrows, . . Swift Swallow-like. 1843 Penny
Cycl. XXV. 272/1 The Swallow-like Campylopterians
(humming-birds). 1896 MAN MACLAREN' Kate Carnegie

209 Old Sandie Ferguson . . whose arrival, swallowlike,
heralded the approach of the great occasion. 1730-46 THOM-
SON Autumn 836 Warn'd of approaching Winter, gather'd,

play The "swallow-people. 1881 LYELL Pigeons 85 The
'swallow pigeon . . has its name from its resemblance in

marking to the tern or sea swallow. 1887 NEWTON in

Encycl. Brit. XXII. 730/2 The Indian and Australian

Artatnus (the species ot which genus are often known as

Wood-Swallows, or "Swallow-Shrikes). 1847 STODDART

Angler's Comf. 36 The *Swallow-Smolt of Tweed. 1604 E.
GRIMSTONE Hist. Siege Ostend 166 The besieged shot three

peeces at the *swalloes nest, and dismounted three of the

enemies Canons. i796NEMNicH/V&'.f-Z.<r.r.,SwalIow's-nest
fly, Hippobosca avicularia. l83 SCOTT Quentin D. iii, Cer-

tain cradles of iron, called
' swallows' nests ', from which the

sentinels . . could . . take deliberate aim. 1849 BALFOUR Man.
Bat. 1130 The edible swallows'-nests of the East. 1878 MRS.
F. D. BRIDGES Jrnl. Lady's Trav. round World i. 19 Sept.

(1883) 13 We are living with 200 monks in a sort of swallows'-

nest monastery, perched half-way up the face of a cliff. 1586
BRIGHT Melanch. xxxix. 257 The chalydony, or *swallowe

stone, found in the mawes of young swallowes. 1668

CHARLETON Onomast. 258 Chelidonius, Swallow-stone. 1598
SYLVESTER Du Bartas II. ii. ill. Colonies 429 'Swallow-
swifter surges. 1879 L. WRIGHT Pigeon Keeper 148 If there

be white in it or above it under the throat at all, the bird

has the fault\of being
'

"swallow-throated '. i86 SAMOUELLK
Direct. Collect. Insects ft Crust. 55 The Forest Fly, Sheep
and "Swallow-tick. 1768 PENNANT Brit. Zoal. II. 248 Con-

cerning the manner the "swallow tribes dispose of themselves

after their disappearance from the countries in which they
make their summer residence. 1867 T. R. JONES Nat. Hist.

Birds (1872) 58 The swallow tribes manifest a decided pre-
dilection for the neighbourhood of water. 1801 LATHAM
Gen. Synopsis Birds Suppl. II. 250 "Swallow Warbler. .This
is a small species; all above the plumage is black. 1597

Pilgr. Parnass. II. 268 Shall not wee. .To Parnass hast with

"swallow-winged speede? 1619 MASSINGER Picture n. i, 111

news, madam, Are swallow-winged. 1865 J. H. INGRAHAM
I'illar of Fire (1872) 154 A long swallow-winged sail. 1901

Munsey's Mag. XXV. 486/1 Theswallow.winged Levantine

barques. 1837 SWAINSON Nat. Hist. Birds II. III. ix. 135
The fifth and last genus (Metanerfis) may not unaptly be

called "swallow woodpeckers, for they resemble those birds

in their migratory habits, their long wings, and their black

glossy plumage.

Swallow (swg-lou), sb.l Forms : a. j seswelz,

swelh, 4 swelw(3), Kent, zuelj, 4 suelhu, 4-5

swelowe, 5 swelw(h)e, swelgh, sweloghe,

sweluh, 6 Sc. swellie. 0. 4 swolj, swolw(3),

swolou}, -owhe, -ewe, 4-5 swolwe, swolow(e,

5 swolwh, 6 pi. swolues, 7 swollow. y. 4-6

swalowe, 5 swalgh, swalo, (pi. swaloes, sua-

lowe, sqwalowe), 5-6 swalow, (6//. swalous,
Sc. swallie, 9<vM. rfa/.swaU(e)y), 6- swallow.
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[late OH.CSwch, *swtlg, swtlh gulf, abyss, corresp.
to MLG. swelch (also swalcK] throat, whirlpool,
gluttony, glutton, OUCi. swelgo glutton (MlKl.
iwelhe, swelch, also swalfh abyss, flood), ON.
svelgr whirlpool, swallower, devourer ; f. swelg- :

swalg- (see SWALLOW v.}. The phonetic develop-
ment has followed that of the verb.]
1. A deep hole or opening in the earth ; a pit,

gulf, abyss. Obs. exc. as in b.

a. /i i ioo in Napier OF.. C,losses 215/5 Hiatum,opertionem
vet fovtam terre, swelh. 1383 WYCLIK / Kmgi xi. 27
Salomon beeldide Mello, and euenede the swelw} [1388

swplowe] of the citee of Dauid. c 1400 MAUNUKV. (Roxb.)
viii. 29 pare er swelghes in te erthe allway brynnand.
p. 1382 WVCLIF Prov. xiii. 15 In the weye of dispiseris a

swolw} [1388 a swalowe; Vulg. in itinere contentptorum
voraga\ c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1 104 (Dido) This Eneas
is come to Paradys Out of theswolow of helle. 1481 CAXTON
Myrr. u. xviii. 106 Ther in the myddle of therthe a place
whiche is called Abisme or swolowe.
Y. 1388 Swalowe [see 1382 in ft], c 1530 LD. BKRNERS

Artfi. Lyt. Rryt. (1814) 43 The abysme and swalowe of the
earth. 1636 R. JAMKS tr. Minncius 1'clix' Octavius 32 Into
the swallow of a prodigious deepe gulfe. 1665 MANLEY
Grotius' Lfnv C. Wars 515 They were Ignorant, what Swal-
lows and Quagmires lay hid in the deceitful Nature of the
Soil. 1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 6 The Ground..U sunk
from the level,, .and ends in a very deep Circular Gulf or
Swallow. 1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 284 This mountain con-
tains beds of pyrites and vast swallows.

b. spec. An opening or cavity, such as are

common in limestone formations, through which a

stream disappears underground : also called swal-

low-pit, SWALLOW-HOLE, and locally SWALLET.
1610 HOLLAND Camdetis Brit. 297 The [river] Mole [in

Surrey), .is swallowed up, and thereof the place is called the

Swallow. 1681 BEAUMONT in Philos. Collect. No. 2. 3 Cer-
tain waters which.. were conveyed into the ground by a
swallow, c 1700 KENNETT MS. Lansd. TOJ3, SivalloTv-pit,
where hollow caverns remain in the earth upon mine-
works. 1789 E. DARWIK Bot. Card. \\. (1791) 96 note. The
Swallows, .or basons on some of the mountains, like Volcanic

Craters, where the rain-water sinks into the earth. 1855 J-

PHILLIPS Man. Geol. 412 Every limestone hill.. shows in its

swallows and moor pits the erosive power of the atmospheric
water. 1805 Naturalist 258 A streamlet, .runs.. eastward,
for about fifty yards, and then disappears in a ' swallow ', to

reappear in another fifty yards and resume its course.

2. A depth or abyss of water
;
a yawning gulf ;

a whirlpool. Obs. or arch.
a. tinooG/oss. AldlielmDeLaud. J<Y>y. (Napier) 119/4620

Carybdibus .i. itoraginibtts, sesweljum. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron, Wace (Rolls) 1453 So ar )>o Nykeres faste aboule..

schipmen . . To som swelw [v. r. suelhu} to turne or steke,

Ober a-geyn roches to breke. 1381 WYCLIF Jonah ii. 4 Alle

thi swelowis and wawis passiden on me. 1387 TREVISA Hig.
den (Rolls) 11.41 Bytwene bis ilond Mon and Norb Wales, is

a swelowe \MS. a. swolw3 ; 1431-50 swalo ; CAXTON swolow].
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) v. 16 Sum saise bat it es a swelgh

[v. r. sweloghejof |>e Grauelly See. c n^oPromf. Parv. 482/2

Swelwhe, of a water or of a grownde (K. swelwe, X swelth,

P. swelowe), vorago.
ft. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880! 97 pei may be wel licned to

swolwis of be see. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 65 pilke

tweie swolwes beeb i-cleped Scylla and Charybdis. c 1430
LYDG. Min. Poems (1911) 69 Future swolwys of fortunys

ffloodys. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. in. ii. 205 An abysme or

swolowe of water. 1566 STUDLEY tr. Seneca's Medea 2649

Amyd the iustlyng swolues of seas that whot with furye frye.

y. 1:1400 Destr. Troy 13299 Full swift to the swalgh me
swinget the flode. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 65 There

be other swaloes of the see in the occean. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur xvn. ii. 691 There they myght not londe for there

was a swalowe of the see. c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Gd.

Manners (1570) Cj, Swalous, quicsandes, and fordes penll-

ous. a 1533 Ln. BERNF.RS Gold. Bk.M. Aurel. (1546) Rviij,

Wyll ye. -entre agayne into the swalowe of the see, for to

engloutte you ? 1604 Meeting of Gallants 10 And fall into

the large swallow ofScylla. 1615 T. ADAMS Spir. Navig. Ep.

Ded. 2 What Rocks, Gulphs, Swallowes. .and other perils

that may endanger you are marked out. 1639 HORN & ROB.

Gate Lang. Unl. vii. 70 A swallow, gulfe or quag.mire.

1887 MORRIS Odyss. xn. 350 Better to perish gasping in the

swallow of the sea.

t 3. fig. A gulf, abyss, sink (of evil). Obs.

c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 300 Also freris ben ressett,

and a swolowhe of symonye, . . and of thefftis. c 1411 Hoc.

CLEVE De Reg. Princ. 4479 He is be swolwe bat is neuere

ful At Auerice now haue here a pul. I4 LYDG. De Guil.

Pilgr. 16293 The wofull swolwh off Dysespeyr and Desper-

acioun. 1563 WINJET tr. Vincent. Lirin. xxx. Wks. (S.T.S.)

lat anld swellie of filthines. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr.

LIAMSUN If. LTf*#*'* " < ' ~ ~

of the swallowes and gulfes of intemperance .. and all.

excesse. a 1614 Bp. M. SMITH Serin. (1632) 146 Carried

head-long by a maine current of disorder, into a bottomlesse

swallow of confusion. .

4. The passage through which food and drink

are swallowed ;
the throat, pharynx, or gullet, or

these collectively ; the gorge.
13.. E. E. A/lit. P. C. 250 A..whal..swyftely swenged

hym to swepe & his swolj opened, a 1400-50 Wars Alex.

4507 Bary {read Bacy = Bacchus] he was brayne-wode for

bibbing of wynes, Forbi b "wire & t swalow bat swiere

he
i6o8

P
'TopsELL Serpents 16 Heereby thev..make wider

their passage or swallow, for then they suddenly goble in

the .meate before them. .658 A..Fox
W*rt*' Surg. x.

86 [in there is fear that a bloud vein hath been hurt, or that

the swallow and throat be cut. 1745 'r. Egedes Descr.

Greenland^ All Sorts of Fishes, .run into the wide opened

Swallow of this hideous Monster. 1873 MlVART Elem.

Anat. xi. 433 The mouth.. which opens behind into the

SWALLOW.
swallow or pharynx. 1884 M. MACKENZIE Dis. Throat +
t/tu II. 157 In most.. -

I lhat the patient
had a small swallow 1

ince childhood. 1(84 SYMX-.
SMmto. Prtarc. rk'i opa tviBow, 1901
Brit. Med. Jrnl. 5 A,,r , K,,it. Lit. 55 those |.a
have stenosis of ihe sw.

traasf. 1698 FHVEK Acc. /:. India 4 f. 57 We passed to
11 through a narrow Bile, hi.l, ,, o a wide
Swallow.

b. Considered in relation to its capacity for

swallowing ; hence Iran if. capacity of swallowing ;

appetite for food or drink
; voracity ; also Jig.

appetite, relish, inclination.

1591 NASHK P. Penilesse 23 Thou hast a foule swallow, if

It come once to carousing of humane bloud. 1596 HARING-
TON Metam. Ajax Prol. B v, Whose throates haue a belter

swallow, then their beds haue capacity. 1614 MAMIKGU
Part. Love iv. v, 'Twill not down, sir I I have no swallow
for 'I. a 1754 FIELDING Conversation Wks. 1771 VIII. 196 Me-
thus. . measures the honesty and understanding of mankind
by a capaciousness of their swallow. 1831 T. L. PEACOCK
Crotchet Castle i, The Reverend Doctor Folliott, a gentle-
man endowed with a tolerable stock of learning, an inter-

minable swallow, and an indefatigable pair of lungs. 1871
M. COLLINS Mrq. 4- Merch. 111. iii. 78 He. .with most
voracious swallow Walks into my mutton chops.
5. fig. a. in reference to consuming or ' devour-

ing
'

(cf. SWALLOW v. 4 a).
1607 Puritan in. iv. 58 If I fall into the hungrie swallow

of the prison, I am like vtterly to perish. 1618 FELTHAM
Resolves it. [i.] xlvii. 139 With what a general! swallow,
Death still gapes vpon the general! world ! 1688 SOUTH
Serm. t Prov. xii. 33 (1697) I. 551 His Ungodly swallow, in

gorging down the Estates of helpless Widows.
b. in reference to acceptance or belief (cf.

SWALLOW v. 5).
1624 MIDDLETON Game at Chess iv. ii, The swallow of my

conscience Hath but a narrow passage. i66a GURNALL
Chr. in Arm. verse 17. l|.

xxvi. $ i. (1679) 323/2 One sin

will widen thy swallow a little, that thou wilt not so much
stiein at the next. 1677 W. HUGHES Man of Sin u. i. 9
That the Apostles should leave the Care of all the Churches,
to take up that of one Particular Church.. can never go
down with any but a Roman Swallow. 1697 LOCKE Let. to

Molyneux 10 Apr., Even the largest minds have but
narrow swallows. Z757 J. H. GROSE Voy. E. Indies 389
Mahomet, .knowing as he did the reach and temper of his

countrymen, he most probably adapted his religion to their

swallow. 1859 THACKERAY Esmond n. iii, Of these tales, . .

Mr. Esmond believed as much as he chose. His kins-

woman's greater faith had swallow for them all. 1867
LOWELL Percivalft. Wks. 1800 II. 155 There was no praise
too ample for the easy elasticity of his swallow.

f 6. The function of swallowing ; the sense of

taste ; transf. a taste, a small quantity tasted (in

quot. Jig.). Obs.

1340 Ayent. 50 pe moub heb tuo offices huerof be on be-

longeb to be ?.uel; ase to be mete an to be drinke. [bid. 82

Hare wyt is al myswent and corupt ase be zuelj of be zykc.
Ibid. 247 pe ilke greate zuetnesse pet be herte contemplatif

uelb- .ne is bote a litel zuel3 huerby me smackeb hou god
is zuele.

1816 Blackw. Mag. XIX. 659 Patients with callous appe-
tiles and hebetated tongues, who have lost the delighted
sense of swallow.

7. A single act of swallowing ;
a gulp.

1811 T. G. WAINEWRIGHT Ess. t, Crit. (1880) 257, I must
drink this glass of sherry exactly at three swallows. 1835

J. WILSON Ifoctes Ambr. Jan., Wks. 1856 IV. 225 The differ-

ence between a civilised swallow and a barbarous bolt. 1851
MAYHF.W Land. Labour I. 207/2 When she'd had a clean

swallow she says [etc.]. 1881 SALA Amer. Reals. (1885)

60 He. .drank it at one swallow.

b. A quantity (esp. of liquid) swallowed at

once; a mouthful swallowed.
i86t Du CHAILLU Equal. Afr. vi. 63, I took a swallow of

brandy. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 277/1 To live like an

Arab, content with a few dates and a swallow from the

gourd. 1904 F. LYNDE Grafters ii. 24 The Honorable

J asper . . took a swallow of water from the glass on the desk.

8. a. The space between the sheave and the

shell in a pulley-block, through which the rope

runs. b. In a millstone : see quot. 1880.

c 1860 H. STUART Seaman's Catech. 37 Name the parts of

a block. The shell, sheave, . .swallow, head. 1880 J. LOUAS
Alkali Trade 217 [In a mill] the 'swallow ',

or recess cut

in the centre of the running stone, must be of ample size.

9. A fish that inflates itself by swallowing air ;

also called puffer, puff-fsh, or swell-fish.

1876 GOODE Fishes ofBermudas 22 Chilichthys Spenglcri,

. . Swallow, Puff-fish.

Swallow (swo-l),z>. Forms: 4. i swelsan,

(-sweolsan, -swylsan), jri/ ',?. swilhp, swilsp,

swylsp, -swylep, swelh)>, swels}>, swelp,

swelsep, 3 swel3e(n, yd sing, swele*, 4

swelghe, swelugh, -igh, swelwe, Kent, -cuelje,

yd sing, zuel,; p, -luylp, 4-5 swelewe, -owe, 5

-awe, swelle, swelwyn, swellyn ; Sc. 4 swely,

5-6 suelly, 5-6 (9 dial. ) swelly ,
6 swellie, 9 dial.

swill(e)y. /9. 2-3 swolejen, 3 -uwen, w(e)olhen,
sw e,ol;e, Orm. swolljhenn, 3-5 swolewe(n,

swolwe, 4-5 swolow(e, wolo(n, 5 swoolow,

sqwolwe,6 Sc.,9 dial, swolly, 6-7 swollow. 7. 3

-swal^e, 4-6 swalow(e, 6 Sc. swallie, 6-7 swal-

lowe, 9 dial, swalley, 6- swallow. Pa. t. sir. i

sweals, i-Jswealh, 3swalu},-sul3, 4walewe,
AVw/.-zualJ ;

wk. 4swelwed, swelowede, suelid,

-ud, -yt, 5 rwelwyd, swellyd, swelud ; 4

swoljed, swolewede. swolowyd, sQUOlowde, 5

swolewed,-owed,swolut,BOWoluyd;4Swalud,
35 -a



SWALLOW.

swalled, 5 swalod. 6- swallowed. Pa. pple.

str. i -swolsen, (-swelsen), 3 iswolwe, isuol;e,

swol;e(n,3-5swolwe, 4a-swolwe,AV^.-zuol5e;
wk. (i)swelewed, -owed, sweli^hid, swelwid ;

Sc. and north. 5 sweljed, sueljit, suelled, 6

suellyit ; 4 swoljed, (i)swolwed, swole^ed,

-owid, 5 -owet, swolwyd, swolyt, 6 Sc. swolit ;

4 swalughid, 5 sualoghed, swaloyd, 6 swa-

lowed, 6- swallowed. [Com. Teut. orig. str.

vb. (not recorded for Gothic) : OE. swel^an,

swealh, swttl^on, swollen
= OLFrank. (far)saelgnn,

MDu. swclgen, swalch, geswolgen (Du. zwelgen)^,
MLG. swelgen, swelligen, (LG. swelgen), OHG.
swel(a)han, sivelgan, swalh, giswolgin (MHG.
swelhen, swelgen, G. schwelgen wk.), ON. svelga,

svalg, sulgu, solginn, also wk. (MSw. svalgha,

svalgh, svolgh, sulghen, solghin, also swolghet, Sw.

svalja, Da. svxlge) ;
f. base swelg- : swalg-, repre-

sented also in the forms given s. v. SWALLOW si.'* ;

ulterior relations are undetermined.

As in German and the Scandinavian languages, this verb
in English has become weak.
The encroachment of the o of the pa. pple. and the a. of

the pa. t. upon the pres. stem is evidenced from the I2th

and ijth centuries respectively; it was perhaps furthered

by association with SWALLOW so.
1

]

1. trans. To take into the stomach through the

throat and gullet, as food or drink. In early use

and still poet, also more generally = to eat or drink

up, devour : cf. FOBSWALIXW. Also with down,
in, up (see 10 a).
a. ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 230 Laures leaf ceowe and

paet seaw swelge. c xaoo Trin. Coil. Horn. 43 Ne baue bu
bat storm me duue, ne bat be deuel me swelje. c 1220

Bestiary 315 He dragefl Se neddre of de ston. .and sweleS
it. 0375 Sc. Leg. Saints xlvii. (Effante) 179 Bestis. .|>at

var of sa gret cruelte, pat bai wald ryf & swely sone Mane
or best, c 1380 WVCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 70 pe more
fishes swelewen be lasse. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 482/2 Swel-

wyn (A", swellyn, P. swolowyn), gliicio. 1480 HENRYSON
Orpheus ff Eurydice 351 Thus Cerberus to swelly sparis
nane. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Iviii. 6 Sum swelleis swan,
sum swelleis duke. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron, Scot. (1821) I.

p. xliv, Eftir the . . quantite of the dew that thay swellie, thay
consave and bredis the perle.

ft. [cii75 Lamb. Horn. 123 He. .forswolejeo" J>ene hoc

for_5
mid )>an ese.] c 1*00 Tritt. Coll. Horn. 181 Te5 hine

grindeS. 'lunge nine swoleje5. Drote turne3 hine. 13..
Sir Beues (A.) 2764 2enande & gapande on him so, Ase he
wolde him swolwe po. 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 117
pat bou swolow no more ban ys nede. c 1386 CHAUCER
Manciple's Prol. 36 See how he ganeth lo this dronken
wight, As though he wolde swolwe vs anon right. 14. .

Tundale's yis, 485 This hogy best. . His set te to swolotz'. rr.

swelowe, swolewe] couetows men. Ibid. 491 In tho profecy
hit is wryton thus That a best schall swolewo \y.r. swelowe]
the covetows. 1448-0 METHAM Amoryusff Cleopes 1352 pe
serpent a-sundyr j>e bak dotht byte, And afftyr sqwolwyth
yt in.

y. \c iaos LAV. 28453^vm wuroest |>uWinchaestre, bx eoroe
be seal forswaUe (<: 1275 for-swolwe).] 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems
xi. 27 Syne sail the swallow [v.r. swellie] with his mouth
The dragone Death. 1534 Lyndwode's Const. Provinc. 2 b,
Pure wyneonelygyuen to theymtodrynke that they mayethe
more easely & soner swalowe downe the sacramente whyche
they haue receyued. 1617 MORYSOS /tin. I. 245 The laniz-
aries..did so swallow our wine, as when it was spent, we
were forced to drinke water. 1677 JOHNSON in Ray's Corr.
(1848) 128 [Salmons] swallow the bait with the hook down
into the stomach, a 1700 EVELYN Diary 2 Jan. 1684, A
fellow who eate live charcoal.. champing and swallowing
them down. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1824) III. 6 There
is a power of animal assimilation lodged in the stomach of
all creatures, .converting substances they swallow into a
fluid fitted for their own peculiar support. 1835'!'. MITCHELL
Achftrn. of Aristoph. 910 note, A prize for the person who
. .should at a given signal first swallow a certain quantity
of wine,

pa. t. str. c 1000 Ecclcs. Instit. in Thorpe Anc. Laws
(1840) II. 398 He big swealh, & hi^ eft aspaw on ba hat-
testan li^as. ciigo S. Eng. Leg. I. 19/605 Heo me nam
and swaluj me in. 1400 St. Alexius (Laud 622) 611 A
whal hym swalewe at oo word ffor oo morsel in hast.

pa. t. wk. a 1300 Cursor M. 15383 Son it was bat morsel
bun,. .And ludas suelid [Gat. suelud, Fairf. squolowde,
Trin. swolewed] it onan. 13 . . St. Mergrete in Leg. Cath.
(1840) 97 He toke hir in his foule mouthe And swalled hir
flesche & bon. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. Wacc (Rolls) 3785Man & best he swelwed & et. 1:1440 Alphabet of Tales
242 pe devull in liknes of a dragon swalod hym hand &
fute. 1481 CAXTON Reynard XXVK. (Arb.) 61 The roeke may
wel complayne, for I swolowed in dame sharpbeck his wyf.
1821 SCOTT Kenilw. xiv, Sussex . . swallowed the medicine
without farther hesitation.

pa. pple str. a 1250 Owl t, Night. 146 peos vie. .sat to-
swolle and tobolewe So heo hedde one frogge iswolwe [v.r.
isuolje]. cusoGtn. t, Ex. 1976 Wilde der Hauen min sune
swoljen her. 13.. Sir Series (A.) 786 A. .starede on Beues
wi(> eien holwe, Also a wolde him haue a-swolwe.
pa. pple. wk. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 44! Som

of hem bat dye, . .delyuered hem of ieweles of gold fiat bey
hadde i-swolwed to fore bat bey flyj. c 1450 St. CulUert
(Surtees) 734 pe seele calfe..batcuthbert buke had swelyed.
CI450 Mirk's Festial 200 A gret horryble dragon.. wold
haue swolyt her. 1560 ROLLAND Seven Sages 61 My self
this mater saw. .That ane Infant was swellyrtwith anesow.
1651 HOUSES Lcviath. HI. xxxii. 195 Pills . . swallowed whole,have the vertue to cure. 1779 Mirror No. 50 f n Having
swallowed a short breakfast. 1871 TENNVSON Gareth *
Lynette 1308 Some hold that he hath swallow'd infant flesh
Monster 1 1910 Encycl. Brit. II. 28/2 The bait had to be
swallowed by the pike before the hook would take hold.

ta In
fig. or allusive phr. To swallow one's

276

spittle : (a) in renderings of Job vii. 19, where the

reference is to the difficulty of swallowing when in

distress
; t (l>)

to restrain anger or other strong

feeling, to repress the rising gorge. To swallow

a camel, a gudgeon, a spider, a tavern-token : see

CAMEL i c, GUDGEON si>. 1 ^ b, SPIDEB sb. i d,

TAVERN sb. 4 d.

c\lfx>Pety Job w. in 26 Pol. Poems 122 Thow woldest

suffer neuer more Me to swolowe my salyue? 1421 16 Pol.

Poems 108 How longe sparest bou me no}t, To swolwe my
spotel, hot it me gryue ? 1535 COVERDALE Job vii. 19 \Vhy

goest thou not fro me, ner lettest me alone, so longe till I

sivalow downe my spetle? [Similarly 1611.] 1555 EIIF.N

Decades (Arb.) 118 Owre men moued with greate hope and

hunger of golde, beganne ageine to swalowe downe theyr

spettle. 1580 LODGE Reply Gossan's Sch. Abnse (Hunter.

Cl.) 15 MitMnks while you heare thys I see you swallowe

down your owne spittle for reuenge. a 1591 GREENE Jos. IV.

v. iv. None of you both, I -see, but are in fault; Thus

simple men, as I, do swallow flies. 1631 MASSINGER lle-

lieve as You List i. ii, Hee durst not stav mee. Yf hee

had, had founde I woulde not swallowe my spettle. a 1714
G. LOCKHART in L. Papers (1817) I. 221 [They] were resolved

not to swallow a cow and stick at the tail ; and as they
had begun, carried on, and finished their projects. 1733
SWIFT On Poetry 122 And if you find the general vogue
Pronounces you a stupid rogue,.. Sit still, and swallow
down your spittle.

C. absol. or intr. To take food, drink, etc. into

the stomach through the gullet ;
to perform the act

of deglutition, as in an effort to suppress emotion.
a. 1700 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Put/. IX. 345 She not being

able to swallow so as to communicate. 1803 Med. Jml.
X. 493 Every time be attempted to speak or swallow, he
became more convulsed. 1883 STEVENSON Treas. /si. i. ii,

He kept swallowing as if he felt what we used to call a

lump in the throat. 1906 CHARL. MANSFIELD Girl % Gods
xvii,

'
I wonder if we hamper Psyche 7

' ' Don't ! cried

Phynides and swallowed quickly.

f2. trans. To taste (alsoyf^.). Obs. rare.

a 1340 HAMPOLF Psalter xxxiii. [xxxiv.] 8 Gustate et vi<

dete quoniam suauis est dominus, swelighis and sees for

soft is lord. 1340 Ayenb. 106 Huanne be man onderuangb
bise yefbe he zuel^[b] and smackeb and uelb be zuetnesse of
God. Ibid. 123 Loue of charite nimb and zikb and zuel^p
and halt, a 1400 Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. ii. (1914)
48 pou sese with thyn eghne, beris with tbyne eres, Swei-
awes with tht mouthe, Smelles with bi nese.

3. trans/. To take into itself (physically) ; to

cause to disappear in its interior or depths ;
to

engulf. Also with down, in, up (see 10 b).
c 1200 ORMIN 10224 Na mar bann helle ma^ bepn full To

swoll^henn menness sawless. c 1290 Kcket 2168 in S. Eng.
Leg. I. 168 pe eorbe openede onder heom for-to swolewen
hem a-liue. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter x\\\. 5 A grafe oppyn*
and, bat slas..aud swalows bairn in. 13.. E, E.Allit. P. C.

363 To he swol^ed swyftly wyth be swart erbe. c 1384
CHAUCER H. Fame H. 528 Whan tempest doth the shippes
swalowe. <- 1400 -SV. Trojan War II. 2274 That swelt[h]
half of my schippis has Suelled. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 4
Helle ^eonyng, and galpyng..forto swolon hym ynto be
payne bat neuer schall haue ende. 1552 LVNDESAV Man-
arche 5999 The erth sail ryue, And swolly thame, boith man
and wyue. 1667 MILTON P. L. xn. 196 The Sea Swallows
him with his Host. 1:1690 tr. Marana's Lett. Turkish
Spy (1694) I. ii. xi. 125 After this Isle was suddenly swal-
lowed down into the Sea. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. VI. i.

(1866) 771/2 The lower part of the face was swallowed in a
bushy beard. 1905 E. CLOUD Animism 9. 45 The earth-

quake that swallowed man and beast.

(b. refl. of a river losing itself in another.

1623 tr. Favine's Theat. Hon. n. i. 67 Where the Riuer of

Lipp.. runneth to swallow it selfe [orig. vient se perdre]
in the Rhine.

4. fig. a. To make away with, destroy, consume,
cause to vanish (as if by devouring or absorption
into itself). See also 10 c.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxxiii. 2 [cxxiv. 3] Perauntire bai
had swelighid vs lifand. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1268 Wyth
be swayfof be sworde bat swol;ed hem alle. 1400 Dtstr.
Troy Prol. 12 Sothe stories ben..swolowet into swym by
swiftenes of yeres. c 1450 Can. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 83 But
God in us have hahytacion, Peraventure oure enemyes shulde
swelle us. 1533 GAU Rickt Vay 45 As S. Paul sais. .Deid
is swolit throw wictore. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit.

(1637) 689 Three Schooles.. which the greedy iniquity of
these our times hath already swallowed. 1643 in Verney
Mem. (1907) I. 301, I see my mine at the very dore ready
to swallow mee. 1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, x, The apartment
was suddenly illuminated by a flash of lightning, which
seemed absolutely to swallow the darkness of the hall. 1837
CARLYLE Fr. Rev. n. i. iv. Tc~day swallowing Yesterday,
and then being in its turn swallowed of To-morrow. 1847
TENNYSON Princess v. 432 Sloughs That swallow common
sense. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. HI. 400 All strife was
swallowed of festivity.

b. To cause to be '
lost

'

in something ; to
' drown ',

' absorb ', engross, occupy wholly. (Now
only with up : see 10 d.)
c 1330 Spec. Gy de Warw. 642 pe pine of helle hem gan

to swolewe. 1434 MISVN Mending of Life xi. 125 All my
hert..is turnyd in-to heet of lufe, & it is swaloyd In-to
a-nober loy and a-nodir form. 1645 G. DANIEL Wks. (Gro-
sart) II. To Rdr. 2 In Some I have bene lost and Swallowed
from my first intentions, by newer Thoughts, c 1698 LOCKE
Cond. Undent. 36 The necessary Provision for Life
swallows the greatest part of their Time.

c. To take in eagerly, 'devour' (with one's
ears or mind).
1387-8 T. USK Test. Love Prol. (Skeat) 1. 2 Men.. that

with eeres openly sprad, so moche swalowen the delicious-
nesse of jestes and of ryme..that of the goodnesse . . of the
sentence take they litel hede. 1513 DOUGLAS Mneis iv. xii.

35 Now lat 3one cruell Troiane swelly and see [orig. /lauriat

SWALLOW,
ecalft] This our fyrefunerall. 1595 SHAKS. John iv. ii igt:
I saw a Smith.. With open mouth swallowing a Taylors
newes. c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 419 A man who weds
himself to study, and swallows many books 18*1 MAI-MN
in Blackw. Mag. XXXV. 747 Dosy, who sate in open
mouthed wonderj swallowing them [sc. his stories] down as
a common-councilman swallows turtle.

d. To take for oneself, or into itself, as a terri-

tory or other possession ; to absorb, appropriate.
(See also 10 e.)

1637 in Foster Crt. Min. E. Ind. Comp. (1907) 267 [With-
out allowing for forfeiture of the bond for private trade
misapplication of the Company's money, or for] swallowe'
ing [Hurt's estate], a 1700 EVELYN Diary 18 Nov. 1670The Duke of Buckingham, much of whose estate he had
swallowed. //< 23 Sept. 1683, That the French King might
the more easily swallow Flanders, .whilst we sat uncon.
cern'd. 1888 BRYCE^WW. Comnnv. xci. III. 263 One finds
in the United States., many people who declare that Mexico
will be swallowed.

e. Theatr. slang. To get up (a part) hastily.
1890 UAKKKKK & LF.LAND Slang Diet., Swallow the

cackle^ (theatrical), to learn a part. 1898 Tit Bits 30 July
338/1 The remaining acts [of the

play] were in turn '

swal-
lowed '

during the successive intervals.

5. To accept without opposition or protest ; to
take (an oath, etc.) without demur or lightly.
a 1591 H. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 13 It is very like that

these men swallow many sins, for God is never so forgotten
as in feasting, and sporting, and bargaining. 1632 MAS-
SINGER City Madomn i. i, Here 's no gross flattery ! Will
she swallow this? 1646 BP. MAXWELL Burd. Issack. in
Phenix (1708) II. 303, I cannot sufficiently wonder, how
the High Court of Parliament of England hath swallow'd
and sworn their Covenant. 1762-71 H. WALPOLB Vtrim's
Anted. Faint. (1786) III. 107 The former laid a wager that
there was no flattery so gross but his friend would swallow.

1789 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life $ Writ. (1832) I. 325
The Representatives of this nation. .are ready to swallow
this proposition by acclamation. 1810 BENTHAM Packing
(1821) 191 Give them an oath to swallow. 1822 J. FLINT
Lett. Amer. 171 In England, affidavits are often managed
in a simpler way. Swallowing a customhouse oath is there
a well known expression. 1853 LYTTON My Novel iv. xiv,

People take you with all your faults, if you are rich ; but

they won't swallow your family into the bargain.
b. esp. To accept mentally without question or

suspicion ;
to believe unquestioningly. f Also

with down.
1594 NASHK Unfort. Trav. 60 Beleeue nothing,. .yet

seeme tbou as thou swallowedst al, suspectedst none. 1643
Ortt. Lords Com., Westm, Conf* Pref. (1658) C 3, So
many, especially of the younger sort, do swallow down al-

most any error that is offered them. 1690 LOCKE HUM.
Und. i. iv. 24 To make a Man swallow that for an
innate Principle, which may serve to his purpose, who
teacbeth them. 1691 RAY Creation \\. (1692) 83 He that
can swallow the raining of Frogs. 1786 JEFFERSON Writ.

(1859) ' 5 ID̂ * find (hat I could swallow the last opinion,
sooner than either of the others. 1791 MME. D'ARBLAY
Diary 20 Aug., [She] will believe no good of them, and swal-
lows all that is said of evil. 1870 FREEMAN Norm. Conq.
(ed. 2) II. A pp. 66 1 The legend is still swallowed by novelists.

1880 LITTLKDALB Plain Rfas. Ixii. 135 Over-readiness to
swallow marvels.. is credulity.
0. To put up with, submit to, take patiently or

submissively (something injurious or irksome).

(Cf. F. water.}
1611 MIDDLETON & DF.KKER Roaring C/r/D.'s Wks. 1873

III. 185 If I swallow this wrong, let her thanke you. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage i. xvii. 80 The mother (not able to
swallow her shame and grief) cast her selfe into the lake.

16*3 J. CHAMBERLAIN in Crt. $ Times Jas. 7(1848) 11.442
And how many disgraces and indignities he swallowed, to

bring his own ends about. 1710 SWIFT Let. to Abp. King
10 Oct., They cannot give themselves the little troubles of

attendance that other men are content to swallow. 1710

Jrnl. Stella 2 Nov., I took my four pills last night, and

they lay an hour in my throat. . . I suppose I could swallow
four affronts as easily. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xvii,

He was pompous, but with such a cook what would one not

swallow?

7. To refrain from expressing or uttering ;
to

keep down, repress. Also with down.
a 1642 S. GODOLPHIN Poems, Pt. cxxxvii, Deny us freedom

of our groans And bid us swallow all our moans. 1719
YOUNG Busiris iv. i, They . . swallow down their tears to hide

them from me. a 1771 GRAY Dante 6, I swallow'd down My
struggling Sorrow. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias i. v. p i Swallow-

ing my grievances [orig. devorant ma donleur], [I] set myself
to wait on my noble masters. 1820 BYRON yuan v. xxiv, Swal-

lowing a heart-burning sigh. 1851 D. JERROLD St. Giles

iv. 31 [She] swallowed her mirth, and. .busied herself at the

cupboard. 1868 MORRIS Earthly Par. (1870) 1. 1. 325 Then
in his throat a swelling passion rose, Which yet he swal-

lowed down. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 29^ Hannibal
swallowed his resentment.

8. To take back, retract, recant. (Cf. EAT v. a c.)

1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, i. i. 132 As low as to thy heart,

Through the false passage of thy throat : thou lyest.. .Now
swallow downe that Lye. 1603 Meas. for M. HI. i. 235

[He] swallowed his vowes whole, pretending in her, dis-

coueries of dishonor. 1703 FARQUHAR Inconstant in. i, I

have swallow'd my Words already; I have eaten them up.

1848 LOWELL Biglow P. Ser. I. iv. 16 A marciful Providence

fashioned us holler O' purpose thet we might our principles
swaller. 1889 HARRIS Window in Thrums xx. 195 If Jamie
be living now he has still those words to swallow.

9. To pronounce indistinctly or fail to pronounce;
to slur over. (Cf. F. manger?)
a 1791 WESLEY Wks. (1830) XIII. 479 Some persons

mumble, or swallow some words or syllables.

10. Swallow up. a. lit. To swallow com-

pletely or voraciously ; to eat up, devour. Also

abwl.



SWALLOWABLE.
IS35 COVERDALE Oltad. \. 16 Yee dryncke shall they, and

swalowe vp, so that ye shall he, as though ye had neuer
bene. 1600 J. POKY tr. Leo's Africa ix. 346 The crocodile
..SWaHoweth vp both the^bnite and the hooke. 1711 AD-
DISON S/>cct. No. 10 F 3 Like Moses's Serpent, that irnme-

ing] himself, so [etc.J.

b. trans/. To engulf completely ; to cause to

disappear utterly in its depths. Cf. 3.

1526 TINDALE Rev. xii. 16 The erth opened her mought,
and swalowed vppe the rever. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. cvi. 17
So the earth opened tS; svvalowed vp Dathan. 1560 DAUS tr.

SifM.int's Cotnm, 453 The shippes being, .swallowed vp of
the hillowes did perishe. 1596 UALRYMPLF. tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. I. 09 Certane difficile myres, quhilkes. .sal gaip wyd,
and swallie him vp in a maner to the deipth. 1610 HOLLAND
Cansdens Brit. (1637) 587 The first {riverj is Hans, which
being swallowed up under the ground, breaketh up againe
three miles off. 1731 BERKELEY AUiphr, iv. 24 Because
London was not swallowed up or consumed by fire from
heaven. 1803 SCOTT Let, in Lockkart (1837) I. xi. 392'This
district, .was swallowed up by the sea. 18*3 LAMB Elia
Ser. H. Old Margate Hoy^ Sunken ships, and sumless trea-

sures swallowed up in the unrestoring depths. 1832 R. & J.
LANDER Exped, Niger I. vi. 245 The little legs of the child
were swallowed up in his clumsy yellow boots. 1853 J AMI-IS

Agnes Sorcl (1860) II. 103 The Castle gates swallowed them
up, and nothing more was seen of them.

C. fig. To make away with or destroy com-

pletely; to cause to disappear utterly (as if by
absorption). Cf. 4 a.

1530 TINDALE Answ. More i. xviii. Wks. (1572) 286/2 In y
world to come loue shall swalow vp the other twoo \$c. faith

and hope]. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. !vi[i]. 3 He shal. .saue me
from the reprofe of him that wolde swalowe me vp. 16*6
GOUGE Semi. Dignity Chivalry 18 Delight in the things
which men do, swalloweth up the pains that is taken about
them. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 149 Those thoughts, .swallowd
up and lost In the wide womb of uncreated night, c 1720
DE FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 121 All people looked
upon themselves as ruined and swallowed up. 1758 J.
DALRVMPLE Ess. Feudal Property (ed. 2) 122 The feudal
law carries with it . . a system of private rights, which
swallow up all others, wherever it comes. 1847 HELPS
Friends in C. r. vii. 105 Another rule is, not to let familiarity
swallow up all courtesy. 1862 STANLEY Jew. Ch. (1877) 1.

y. 96 The man is swallowed up in the cause, the messenger
in the message. 1864 BRYCE Holy Rom. Emp. v. (1875) 68
Since the powers it gave were autocratic and unlimited, it

must swallow up all minor claims and dignities. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) 1. 446 Must not all things at last be swallowed
up in death ? 1885 Manch, Exam. 12 May 5/3 Nearly a
month will be swallowed up in the verification of the returns.

1901 Scotsman 28 Feb. 7/1 The Irish names in the box
swallowed up all the rest.

d. To occupy entirely, engross,
' absorb *,

* drown*
;
= 4 b.

1581 J. BELL Haddon*s Answ. Osor. 499 b, BIynded with
selfe love, drowned in malice, swallowed upp with his owne
conceipt. 1738 WESLEY Ps. vm. iii, Wonder dims my aching
Eyes, And swallows up my Soul. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama.
Sci. ff Art II. 194 The original intention of the experiment
was lost sight of, by an unexpected result which swallowed

up all their attention. 1857 KEBLE Let, to Dcnison 14 Oct.
(in Maggs*s Catal. Mar. (1897) 54/1) Since I came home [I]
have been swallowed up with my little book on Eucharisti-
cal Adoration. 1891 KIPLING Light that Failed x. 205
He fell to work, whistling softly, and was swallowed up in

the clean, clear joy of creation.

e. To take completely into itself, or for one-

self; to appropriate, absorb (= 4 d) ; t "* quot.

1544, to take fully upon oneself.

1544 BETHAM Precepts War \. Ixiii. D iv, A faythfull armye
wyll swallowe vp all parylles, before that so lyberall a

capytayne shuld haue any shame or reproche. 1654 BRAM-
HALL Just Vind. ii. (1661) 21 The oppressions of the Court
of Rome, which would swallow up. .all original Jurisdiction.
a 1700 EVELYN Diary 15 July 1683, The French King.. having
swallow'd up almost all Flanders. 1743 POCOCKE Descr.
East I. tv. i. 162 In upper Egypt there were formerly
twenty-four provinces, but many of them are now swallow'd

up by Arab Sheiks. 1884 Sat. Rev. 7 June 737/1 Morocco
. .has escaped being swallowed by France because Spain has

guarded it. 1889 GRETTON Memory's Harkb. 157 With
Exton is joined the hamlet of Horn, now swallowed up in

the Park.

t f. To take in eagerly : = 4 c. Obs. rare.

*593 SHAKS. Lucr. 1409 About him were a presse of gaping
faces, Which seem'd to swallow vp his sound aduice.

g. To pass over (a distance) rapidly.
(Cf. DEVOUR 8 b.)

1890
' R. BOLDREWOOD '

Col. Reformer (1891) 188 Three
miles had been swallowed up ere the team steadied. [Cf.

quot. 1899 s. v. SWALLOWED//*/, a.]

Swallowable (swo'biab'l), a, [f.
SWALLOW

v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being or fit to be swal-

lowed (lit. and _/?.).
1818 BENTHAM Ch. Eng. Introd. 42 This altogether indi-

gestible and scarcely swallowable morsel. 1846-9 S. R.
MAITLAND Ess., etc. 315 The reader, who for the first time
meets with an anecdote in its hundredth edition, and its

most mitigated and swallowable form. 1887 STEVENSON Let.
22 Aug., The berths are excellent, the pasture swallowable,

Swallowed (swo l^d), />/>/.
a, [f. as prec. +

-ED*.] In senses corresponding to those of the

verb (lit. and _/%.).
c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cxxix, Past reason hated as a swollowed

bayt. 1667 Phil. Trans II. 535 The dexterity of disen-

gaging himself from the swallowed hook. 1829-7 GOOD
Study Med. (1829) I. 120 The swallowed morsel is carried

forward into the stomach. 1887 Pall Mall G. 23 Nov. 4/2

Why should one more dose of swallowed principles disagree
with him? 1899 MEREDITH Poems, Night-Walk 42 The
posts that named the swallowed mile.
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Swallower (swj-buaj). Also i sweUoro, f>

Sc. swelliar. [f. as prec. + -ER i. In ( >K. swelgere= OHG. mtlgAri (MHG. swelhcr, G. tclnoclgtr)
glutton, tippler.] One who or that which swallows.
1. lit. : see SWALLOW v. I ; esfi. a voracious eater

or drinker. Also in Comb., as acorn-swallower ,

sword-swallower.
n 1000 <Ei.FBlc Colloq. 16 in Wr.-Wulcker 102 Ic ne com

swa micel swel^ere \iset ic calle cynn mctta on anre sereord-
inge etan mx^e. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis xin. vi. MZ Thir
altcorne swclliaris, the fat swyne. 1605 tst ft. Jeronimo
in. i. 42 Dcuourer of apparell, them huge swallower. 1694
MOTTEUX Ratelais iv. xxix. 118 A huge Greedy-Guts, a
tall woundy swallower of hot Wardens and Muscles. 1710
FUU.KK Taller No. 205 T 2, I..always speak of them with
the Distinction of the Eaters, and the Swallowers. 1841
DICKENS Amir. Notes vi. (1868) 51 Of all kinds of eaters of
fish, or flesh, or fowl, in these latitudes, the swallowers of

oysters alone are not gregarious. 1891 HARDY Tta xlviii,
Ihe enormous numbers that had been gulped down by the
insatiable swallower [viz. a threshing machine].

b. spec. A deep-sea fish, Chiasmodon niger,
widely distributed in the Atlantic, having an im-

mensely distensible stomach which enables it to
swallow fishes larger than itself.

2. transf. : see SWALLOW v. 3. (In quots. atlrti.)
1891 MEREDITH Poems, Eng. bef. Storm iii, Yon swallower

wave with shroud of foam. 1898 Forest History iv The
forest's heart of fog on mossed morass, On purple pool and
silky cotton-grass, Revealed where lured the swallower by.
way.
8- fig. (t als with up) : see SWALLOW v. 4, 5,
10 c.

a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI, 157 Affirming him to be. .

the moste swallower vp and consumer of the kynges treasure.
1810 BENTHAM Packing (1821) 191 Give them an oath to

swallow, every impure property is, by this consecrated
vehicle, carried off. Note that the oath by which the
swallower is rendered thus unlikely

'
to do wrong,' is the

very oath, which. .is regularly productive of'perjury. 1837
CARLYLE Fr. Rev. in. i. vi, Here too is a Swallower of
Formulas.

Swallow-hole. [f- SWALLOW v. or rf. 2 +
HOLE sl>.]

= SWALLOW rf.2 i b.

1661 J. CHILDRKV Brit. Batonica 74 About Badminton also
are several holes (called Swallow-holes) where the Waters. .

fall into the bowels of the earth, and are seen no more. 1829
Glover's Hist. Derby I. n The channel of the Manifold
river is here dry in dry seasons, owing to the vast swallow,
holes at Darfa cliff. 1839 Civil Eng. t, Arch. Jrnl. II.

151/2 These rivulets pour down the hill upon the surface of
the tertiary clay, until they arrive at the chalk, where they
are entirely absorbed in swallow-holes. 1891 Leeds Mercury
5 Nov. 3/6 Shafts being made into it, by which the water
absorbed by conites, fissures and ' swallow holes ', would be
rendered available.

Swallowing (swg-l<rai n ), vbl. sf>. Also 4
zuel^ing, swolwyng, 5 swelluing, swelwyng(e,
swellyng(e. [('.

SWALLOW v. + -ING
'.]

I. The action of the verb SWALLOW.
1. Deglutition; f devouring : see SWALLOW v. J.

ciqaoApol. Loll. 55 J>edeuowring or swelluing ofalle bestis

of be feld. c 1440 f'rotnf. Pan'. 482/2 Swelwyynge of mete
(tC.i P. swellyngeof mete and drynke), degluticio. ("1532 Du
WES Introd. J*'r. in Palsgr. 003 The swalowyng, laiiailer.

1725 Land. Gaz. No. 6349/3 rf's Swallowing is easier. 1780
Mirror No. 73 The swallowing of much strong liquor pro-
duces a temporary madness. 1803 Meii. Jrnl. IX. 293 The
difficulty of swallowing, known by the name of Dysphagia.
1899 Allbiitfs Syst. Med. VII. 736 There is rarely any
affection of swallowing.
atlrib. 1881 CABLK Mtne. Delphine vi. 27 She.. began a

faltering speech, with a swallowing motion in the throat,

f b. Tasting, sense of taste : see SWALLOW v. 2.

1340 Ayenb. 91 Be zy5Jje, be hyerl>e, be smellinge, be

zuel^ynge, and be takynge. c 1440 Jacob's Well 218 pe iij.

gate of ]?i pytt is tastyng or swelwyng.

2. Jig. (also with up) : see SWALLOW v. 4, 10 c.

1816 COLERIDGE Lay Serrn. (Bobn) 318 The oblivion and
swallowing-up of self in an object dearer than self. 1830
COBBETT Riir. Rides (1853) 604 Which exactions here are
swallowed up by the aristocracy and their dependents; but
which swallowings are imputed to every one bearing the
name of parson.

II. 1 3. A whirlpool :
= SWALLOW rf.

2
2. 06s.

Used like OE. pr. pple. swelgend to render L. vorago,
1387 TRKVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 65 pere beeb many swol-

wynges and whirlynges of wateres by f>e see brynkes. Ibid.

II.Si Woodnesse of swolwynge and of whirlynge water.

Swallowing, ///. a. Also 4 swelwyng. [f.

as prec. + -INQ 2
.] That swallows ; usually transf.

orjff. : see the verb.

a 1400 Prymer (1891) 24 (Benedicite'] Fier and swelwyng-
hete blesse to the lord. 1548 ELVOT, Voraginosus. ., full of

ilfes or swalowyng pittes. 1555 EDEN Decades (Arb.) 103
hese blind and swalowyng sandes. 01586 SIDNEY Ps. v. iv,

Their throate it is an open swallowing grave. 1594 SHAKS.

Kick. III. III. vii. 128 Almost shouldred in the swallowing

gulph, Of blind forgetfulnesse. 163* LITHGOW Trav. u. 53

Euery swallowing waue threatned our death. 1806 J.

BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life i. i. (ed. 3) 13 What is the

Country, but a sandy desart at one season or a swallowing

quagmire at another ? 185* M. ARNOLD The Future 16

Whether he first sees light Where the river., winds through
the plain : Whether in sound of the swallowing sea.

Swallowling (swo-l<lirj). rare 1
, [f. SWAL-

LOW j*. 1 + -LING i; cf. duckling.] A young swallow.

1839 WILLIS A fatri ii. (1840) 9 Her swallowlings. .have

been hatched a week.

Swa-llow-pipe. rare 1
, [f. SWALLOW v. or

si'.- + PIPE *M] The gullet.

SWALLOW-TAIL.
) lx,io,i, :., , \Vki. i

1786 Woi.o, (
. .. .

1 ^ tiotS* lj" '

vwallow-pipe.
Swallow-tail, swallowtail [iwo-1
Abo m S,,,,K- Musa swallow's tail. [f. SWAM.OW!.'+ TAIL sf>. ; corresp. to and in certain uses
modelled on K.

,jueut tfaronde, ^darondtlle
senses 5 and 6), G. schwalbenscHwanz (a b, 8,

etc.), Du. zwaluwstaarl, MLG. swalekensttrt, LG.
swalkensturt

', etc.]
1. A tail like that of a swallow

; a forked tail
1703 tr. l'erralf, Al'ridg,,,. l'i/ruvius ,. i. ]

hers joined together by lenons, it, the form ofa Swallow.
lail. 1775 DALRVMPLE in /'*;/. t ran,. I.XVIII. 402 Two
birds .. with sw.illow-tails flyinij ubove the ship 1841 <;
DARLING in Prx. /tern,. Nat. Club II. No. 10. VSmelu of
the Salmon with their silvery sides, dark purply fins and
swallow-tail. 1860 MAYNF. kmi) Hunters' /-etui iv '1 he

passenger
1

[pigeon), .looks not unlike the kite, wanting
the forked or '.swallow

'

tail.

2. Applied to various animals having a forked
tail, f a. Some kind ol fish : see quot. Obs.
1683 POYNTZ Pres. Prosf. Tobago 21 The green Swallow-

Tail, .a Fish not much bigger than a Herring.
b. A swallow-tailed butterfly.

1819 SAMOUELLE Entomol.
Coniptiid. tidPafilio Machaon.The Swallow-tail. 1868 Rtf. U.S. ConimiuioHtr Afrit.

(1869) 314 The swallow-tails, belonging to the family Pttfi.
lionidx. 1880 C. R. MAIKHAM Peruv. Bark 173 One bright
swallow-tail, with blue wings, fringed with crimson.

O. A humming-bird ol the genus Eupelomena.

-ily c

1899 EVANS in Cambr. Nat. Hist. IX. 435 Etiffioniina
macr*r<i of Brazil and Guiana, termed the 'Swallow-tail

'

from its forking rectrices.

d. A swallow-tailed kite.

3. A name for the white willow (Sbfijc alba} :

also swallow-tail willow, swallow-tailed willow

(see next, 2 b).
i6a6 BACON SyJva 475 The Shining Willow, which they

call Swallow-Taile. 1766 Museum Rust. VI, 81 The bright
swallow-tail willow;.. next to the Norfolk kind, it is the
largest growing sort.

4. A broad or barbed arrow-hear] ; an arrow
with such a head.

1545 ASCHAM Toxofk. (Arb.) 135 The one..hauyng two
..barbes, lookyng backewarde to the stele and the feihers,
which.,we call., a brode arrowe head or a swalowe taylc.
i8a8 SCOTT F. J\f. Perth xxix, The English.. sent off their

volleys of swallow-tails before we could call on St Andrew.
f5. - DOVETAIL i b, 2. Obs.

1548 ELVOT, Securicfa.,1 a swalowes tayte [1565 COOPED,
swallowe tayle], or a doue layle in carpenters woorke, whiche
is fastnyng of two pieces of timbre, .togyther. 1616 BULLO-
KAR Eng. Exfos. t Siuallowts tayte, . . a fastening of two
peeces of timber so strongly together, that they cannot fall

asunder. 1813 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Builder 594.
6. Fortif. An outwork characterized by two

projections with a re-entrant angle between them,
suggesting a swallow's tail.

i688CApT.J. S.^w/^/fca^/EW^SHornworks. .are much more
in use than the Tenailes, Swallow Tails, or Priests Bonnets.

1690 D'URFEV Cottin's Walk \, it He.. all your Out-work-.
would Assail, With his Eternal Swallows Tail. 170* Milit.

ff Sea Diet. (1711), Queue tfyrondf, or Sivailow's-TAit, a
Uetach'd or Out-work, whose Sides open towards the Head,
or Campaign, and draw closer or narrower towards the Gorge.
1908 MRS. E. WHARTON Hermit <y Wild Woman i A little

walled town with Ghibelline swallow-tails.

7. The cleft two-pointed end of a flag or pennon ;

also, a swallow-tailed flag.
1697 Lend. Gaz. No. 3317/3 One with a White Flag,

Swallow Tail at Main-top-mast. 1743 BULKELEY& CUMMINS
yoy. 6". Seas 5 The Commander in Chief being distinguish'd
by a red broad Pendant with a Swallow's Tail at his Main-
top-mast Head. ^753 Scots Afag.Aug. 386/2 A yellow jack
with a swallow-tail. 1825 SCOTT Betrothed xxvii, Methmks,
instead of this old swallow's tail, we should muster rarely
under a broidered petticoat. 1844 Kegul. <y Ord. Army to
The Flag of the Guidon of Dragoons to be three feet five

inches to the end of the slit of the swallow-tail. 1894 C. N.
ROBINSON Brit. Fleet 89 The flag.. is sometimes square,
sometimes a swallow-tail.

b. The cleft tail-end of a vane.

1843 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces (1846) 32 A wind. .wilt

instantly arrange these vanes in a definite direction, the
arrow-heads or narrow parts pointing one way, the swallow*
tails or broad parts another.

8. A swallow-tailed coat, colloq
1833 FRITH Let. 2 May. in Autobiog. (1888) III. 38, 1 don't

want a dress-coat ; besides, I should look a regular guy in

a swallow-tail. 1837 DICKENS Pickiv. ii, The green coat had
been a smart dress garment in the days of swallow-tails.

1871
' M. LEGRANO Catnor. Freshnt. 115 Mr. Golightly

rose, divested himself of the loose coat he wore in the study,

put on his black swallow-tail, and went down to the draw-

ing-room. 1894 WILKINS & VIVIAN Green Say Tree I. 33
The boys, .exchanged their tweed coats for the regulation
Swallow-tails.

b. The tail or skirt of such a coat. rare.

1894 LATTO Taut. Botikin vi, I banged roon' my hand, an'

lo, there was but ae
solitary

swallowtail to the (ore ! 1913
Play Pictorial No. 130 The [ladies'] coat.. slopes sharply
away from the hips, and forms swallow-tails at the back.

9. attrib. ** SWALLOW-TAILED: as in swallow-

tail butterfly, coat y moth, pennon ; also formerly

applied to a cut of the beard with two points. See

also swallow-tail willow in 3.

1506 NASHE Saffron Waldcn Ep. Ded, Aiv, Astrological)
Richard .. most studiously compyled a profound Abridge*
ment vpon LeanJs, & therein, .fruitlessly determined betwixt



SWALLOW-TAILED.
the swallowed taile cut & the round beard like a rubbing
brush. 1602 ROWLANDS Greene's Ghost (1872) 9 The vse of

the terrible cut, and the Swallow-taile slash. 1745 Gleditsch's

Teittsch-Engl. Lex., Schuialbenschwanlz . .a swallow-tail-

carving. 1749 WILKES Engl. Maths ff Butterflies 38 The
Swallow-tail Moth, .is bred in May and June. Ibid. 47 The
Swallow-tail Butterfly is produced twice a Year. 1786 Pogo-
nologia 27 Those different fashions of wearing the beard

called, sharp-pointed, square, round, fan, swallow's-tail, arti-

choke-leaf, &c. 1816 KIRBY & Sr. Entomol.x*\. (1818) II. 245
The swallow-tail butterfly (Papilio Machaon, L.). 1819
SAMOUKLLE Entotnol. Compend. 253 Onr\apteryx] sambu.
curia (swallow-tail moth). 1848 LOWELL Biglow P. Ser. 1.

What Mr. Robinson Thinks, Parson Wilbur sez he never
heerd in his life Thet th* Apostles rigged out in their swaller-

tail coats. 1851 BURN Naval $ Milit. Diet. II. (i863),Swallow
tail scarf, assemblage a queue d'hironde. 1853

' C. BEDE '

Verdant Green I. i, The toga vitilis of stick-up collars and
swallow-tail coats. 1884 E. YATES Recoil. I. 45 [The Police,

1836-47] wore swallow-tail blue coats. 1891 DOYLE White
Co. xiii, The heavy ash spear with swallow-tail pennon.

SwallOW-tailed (swg-lout*ild), a. [f. prec. +
-ED 2

.] Having a tail like that of a swallow, or an

end or part like a swallow's tail ; also, of the form
of a swallow's tail.

I. Of natural objects.
1. In names of species or varieties of birds cha-

racterized by a long deeply forked tail, as swallow-
tailed duck, the long-tailed duck, Harelda gla-
cialis

;
swallow-tailed falcon, hawk = s. kite ;

swallow-tailed flycatcher, the scissor-tail, Mil-
vulusforfcatus or M. tyrannus ; swallow-tailed

gull, a rare American gull, Creagrus furcatus ;

swallow-tailed kingfisher, a Surinam species of

jacamar, Galbulaparadisea; swallow-tailed kite,
a widely distributed American kite, Elanoidesfor-

fieatus ; swallow-tailed sheldrake = s. duck.

1831 SWAINSON & RICHARDSON Fauna Boreali-Amer. 460
Swallow-tailed *Ducks. 1781 LATHAM Gen. Synopsis Kirds
I. i. 60 Swallow-tailed *Falcon..is a most elegant species.

1783 Ibid, II. i. 356 Swallow-Tailed *Fly catcher, .inhabits
Mexico. 1872 COUES Key N. Amer. Birds 317 Swallow-
tailed *Gull..tail white, very much forked. 1771 Encycl,
Brit. II. 540/2 The [Falco] furcatus, or swallow-tailed
*hawk. 1743 EDWARDS Nat. Hist. Birds I. 10 The Swallow-
tail'd *King-fisher. 187* COUES Key N. Amer. Birds 211

Naitcltrus, Swallow-tailed "Kite. 1764 EDWARDS Glean.
Nat. Hist. nr. 249 The Swallow-tailed Indian *Roller.
a 1671 WILLUGHBY Ornilh. (1678) 364 The Swallow-tail'd
Sheldrake of Mr. Johnson.
2. a. Having a pair of projecting parts suggest-

ing a swallow's tail, as a seed. b. Swallow-
tailed willow :

= SWALLOW-TAII- 3.

1711 tr. Pamefs Hist. Drugs I. 39 The Seed is Swallow,
tail'dand flat. 1764 Museum Rust. II. xi. 43, I set twenty
willow-sets (the swallow. tail'd willow, or white willow)
trunchions. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Sali.r alba, Common
White, Huntingdon, or Swallow-tailed Willow.
3. Having each of the hind wings prolonged into

a '
tail ', the two together suggesting the forked

tail of a swallow, as the swallow-tailed butter-

fly (Papilio machaon and other species of Papi-
Honidx) and the swallow-tailed moth (Ura-
pteryx sambucarid).
1743 G. EDWARDS Nat, Hist, fiirds I. 34 The dusky and

yellow Swallow-tail'd Butter-Fly. 1816 KIRBY & SP.
Entomol. III. xxx. 148 The beautiful caterpillar of the
swallow-tailed butterfly (Papilio Machaon L.). 1880 C. R.
MARKHAM Pernv. Bark 141 Large swallow-tailed butterflies,
purple with light-blue spots on the upper wings.

II. Of artificial objects.
4. Of a flag or pennon : Having a cleft end with
two tapering points.
1697 ''i MSS. Ho. Lords N. S. III. (Hist. MSS. Comm.

i95).3" Two swallow tailed flags. 1808 SCOTT MartH. iv.

xxviii, A thousand streamers. . Broad, narrow, swallow-tail'd,
and square. 1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist, fy Pop. xvii. (ed. 3)

274 A swallow-tailed pennon.
b. A'aut. Applied to a kind of topsail.

1794 Rigging ty Seamanship I. 83 A topsail, called a
swallow-tailed topsail.

6. Dovetailed, as a piece of timber or stone
;

also, having a cleft end, as a part of mechanism, etc.

1726 LKONI Allierli's Archil. I. sob, Cramps of Brass and
Iron are fasten'd in with Lead: But those of Wood are

sufficiently secured by their shape, which is made in such
manner, that for resemblance, they are call'd Swallow, or
Dove- tail'd. 1730 A. GORDON Afaffefs Amphith. 307 The
Key-Stone in the middle is wedged, and, as we say, Swallow,
tail'd. 1798 Hull Advertiser it Aug. 3/1 Mr. Herschell dis-
covered . . a new star . . it resembles those stars in embroidery
called swallow tailed. i86> Catal. Internal. Exhib., Brit.
II. No. 4563, The bristles of brushes.. are laid upon a
principle which prevents their working hollow or wearing
swallow-tailed. 1871 tr. Schellen's Spectr. Anal, xxvii. 94
The prisms are arranged around this pin, which again is

fastened to a swallow-tailed movable bar.

6. Of a coat : Having a pair of pointed or taper-
ing skirts.

1835 WILLIS Pencillings I. xxxiv. 235 He was dressed in
an exceedingly well cut swallow-tailed coat. 1881 Miss
BRADDON Mt. Royal II. x. 212 The atmosphere to-night was
as conventional as the men's swallow-tailed coats and white
ties. 1889 GUNTFR That Frenchman viii. 99 A moment after
the crowd is swelled by the swallow-tailed gentry, the news
having got to the clubs and cafes.

Swallowwort (swg-loawwt). [f. SWALLOW
sbl + WOHT

; in sense I rendering early mod.G.
schwalbenwurtz (cf. obs. Du. swaelemworlef) =
med.L. hirundai ia in sense 2 rendering Du.
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zwalii'wkruid=mo&,\s. chelidonium,

(see CELANDINE).]
1. The herb Vinceloxiciim offtcinale, formerly

called Asclepias (or Cyncmchuni) Vincetoxicum ;

from the form of the pods, suggesting a swallow

with outspread wings. Hence extended to the

genns Asclepias generally.
1548 TURNER Names Her/its 17 Asclepias .. may be called

in englishe Swallowurt. 1651 FRENCH Distill, li. 52 Take
Swallow-wort. 1785 MARTYN Lett. Bot. xvi. (1794) 216

Common Swallow wort, or Tame poison. l8 GOOD Study
Med. III. 405 One or two species of asclepias or swallow-

wort.

b. An umbelliferous plant, Efaoselinum (or

Thapsia) Asclepium. 1866 Trcas. Bot.

2. The Greater Celandine, Chelidonium majus.
1578 LYTE Dodoens \. xx. 31 The great Celandyne is called

..in English Celandyne, Swallowurte, and of some Tetter,

wurte. 1635 SWAN Spec. Mundi (1670) 220 Celandine or

Swallow-wort. 1858 IRVINE Hand-ok. Brit. Plants Index.

Swally, obs. and dial. f. SWALLOW.

t Swalm, sl>. 06s. Forms : 3 swalm, 4 sualm,
6 swalme, Sf. swame, 7 swawme. [ME. swalm,
i. swal- : swel- (see SWELL v.) ; cf. QUALM.]
1. Swelling.
a IMS Attcr. R. 274 Drinc beonne atterloSe, & drif bene

swel [MS. C. swalm] a^eanward urommard be heorte. 1508
DUNBAR Tita Mariit Wemen 167, I sail, .me assuage of the

swalme, that suellit wesgret. 11583 MoNTGOMERlE./'Y>'//w-
336 (Tullibardine MS.), The stane worme, be ringworme,
not slaiking of swame.
2. (An attack of) faintness or sickness. (Cf.

SWEAM.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 30758 (Cott.),

' Ga to baa men bat lijs in

sualm,' He said, 'and rine on bam wit it.' 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny xxni. Proeme II. 146 Women who being newly con-
ceived and breeding child, have many swawms come over
their heart. 1609 Amm. Marcell. xxiv. vi. 255 A cold
swawme of feare that quickly came over his heart.

So f Swalm v. intr. and trans., to faint or cause

to faint
;
also in vbl. sb., swooning.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce xvn. 648 Sum ded, sum hurt, sum
swavnand [sic ; ? read swavmand ; v. r. swonand). c 1440
Bone Flor. 770 Hur fadur nere hande can talme, Soche a
sweme hys harte can swalme. a 1583 MONTCOMERIE Flytittg

311 (Tullibardine MS.) With swaming to swell.

T Swalper, v. 06s. rarf~l
. [Related to early

mod.Du.JK/<7//>'fluctns,unda, flnctuatio',Du.2zwz/^,
WFlem. zwalf, zwolp sudden rush of water or
other liquid, early inod.Du. sivalpen 'fluctuare,

affluere, iactari fluctibus, undare ', Du. zwalpen,
WFris. swolpje to break forth (of water), G. dial.

schwalpen to flow, sway backwards and forwards,

schwalpig swaying ; prob. of onomatopoeic origin.
Similar synonymous roots skolp-, skulp-, and skwolp-,

skwnlp-, are represented by M I,G., LG. schulpen, schulpen,
schiilpern, early mod. Du. schvlfrcn (all = Du. zwalpen). Da.

slfi'ulfie, skulpc to shake fluid in a vessel, intr. to splash,
Icel. skolt> dish-water.]

intr. To splash or toss about in water.
f 1400 Destr. Troy 12526 Hym-seluyn in the sea sonkyn

belyue, Swalprit & swam with swyngyng of armys.
Swalt(e, pa. t. of SWELT v.

t Swalter, v. Obs. [Cf. SWATTER v.] intr. To
wade, splash.
7^1400 Mortc^Arth. 3925 He..Slippes in in the sloppes

o-slante to be girdylle, Swatters upe swyftly with his swerde
drawene, a 1500 Colkdbie Sow I. 228 Than Rany of be
Reidhewcb... Licht lap at a lyn j He felyeit and he fell in J

And Hoge was sa haisty That he sualterit him by.
Swalter, obs. variant of SWELTER.

t Swaltish, a. Obs. rare-", [f. swalt, var. of
SWELT + -ISH 1.] Sweltering.
1530 PALSCR. 326/2 Swaltysshe hoO.e,/aJe.
Swalu, -ugh, swalwe, obs. ff. SWALLOW s6.i

Swalud, obs. pa. t. and pple. of SWALLOW v.

Swaly (swel'li), a. dial.
[f. SWALE sb* + -\

.]

Shady.
1810 CLARE Rural Life (ed. 3) 70 Shepherds, with their

panting sheep, In the swaliest corner creep.

Swam, pa. t. and obs. or dial. pa. pple. of
SWIM v. Swamas, dial. f. SQUEAMOOS. Swame,
variant of SWALM, SQUAME Obs., scale.

II Swami (swa-mz). Also 8 swamme, swammy,
sawrny, 9 swamee, swamy, sammy. [a. Hindi
swami master, lord, prince, used by Hindus as a
term of respectful address, a. Skr. svamin in same
senses, nlso the idol or temple of a god.]
1. A Hindu idol.

.
X773 E. IVES Voy. India 70 Towards the upper end, there

is a dark repository, where they keep their Swamme, that is

their chief god. 1794 Indian Observer 167 (Y.) The gold
might for us as well have been worshipped in the shape of
a Sawmy at Juggernaut. 1799 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp.
(1837) I. 56 Some brass Swammies which were in the toshe-
kanah were given to the brahmins ofdifferent pagodas. 1837
Lett.fr. Madras viii. (1843) 64 They admire our dolls so
much, that they are almost ready to make Swamies of them.
1884 Sunday at Home June 397/1 A fourth [hut), the most
pretentious and the best built, was consecrated to the
swamie, or god.
2. A title for a Hindu religious teacher.
1901 Daily News 2 Dec. 5/1 She was informed that the

word Swami meant teacher. 1905 United Free Ch. Mag.
Feb. 9/2 A distinguished Swami or religious teacher visited
Poona lately.

SWAMP.
3. atlrib. swamy-house, an idol temple or

shrine; swamy-pagoda,
'

a coin formerly current
at Madras

; probably so-called from the figure of
an idol on it

'

(Y.).

1778 R. ORME Hist. Milit. Trans. Indostan x. II. 441
Until they came in a line with the flank fire of the field,

pieces at the swamy house. 1837 Lett, ft; Madras (1847)
134 In the middle of the court, round which these galleries
of pillars ran, was the Swamy-house, or place in which the
idol is enshrined. 1857 H. GREATHED Lett. Siege of Delhi
(1858) H2 We met Wilby at the advanced post, the ' Sammv
House '. 1813 MILBURN Oriental Comm. xix. (1823) 233 The
old 3 Swamy pagoda, which is about 2o| carats fine.

b. Applied to jewellery ornamented with figures
of Hindu deities.

1880 BIRDWOOD Industr. Arts India I. 152 In the charac-
teristic RMXn'work ofthe Madras Presidency the ornamenta-
tion consists of figures of the Puranic gods in high relief
1882 MRS. B. M. CHOKER Proper Pride I. iv. 69 My goldswami earrings. 1903 YULE & BURNELL Hobson-Jobson
Swamy Jewelry, a kind of gold and silver jewelry, made
chiefly at Trichinopoly, in European shapes covered with
grotesque mythological figures.

Swamish, Swamous, dial. ff. SQUEAMISH,
SQUEAMOUS.

Swamp (swgmp), st. Also 8 swomp. [First
recorded as a term peculiar to the N. American
colony of Virginia, but prob. in local use before in

England ; cf. quot. 1691 in I b, and the app.
related SOMP sb.

Possibly taken in from LG., where, however, the sense of
' marsh '

is not recorded (but cf. LG. swamfen, used of the
quaking of boggy land). The instance of the meaning' mushroom '

(sense 2), which was that of OE. smamm, may
be due to an occasional borrowing from a foreign source.
Usually referred to the root which is the base of the

several Germanic formations *swamp; *sTvamb-, and
*sittamM-, with the meaning

'

sponge
'

or 'fungus
'

renre.,J t *!/- /T r. \ 1 y-TlT/-. ,.TT>? ,

schluamm), early mod.Du. swamme (Du. zwam), Goth.'
swamm ace. sing. The radical notion is perhaps preserved
in Gr. <rofi0os (? : *s'wombh6's) spongy, porous.
For other possible relations see SWAMP a. and SWANC.]
1. A tract of low-lying ground in which water

collects ; a piece of wet spongy ground ; a marsh
or bog. Orig. and in early use only in the N.
American colonies, where it denoted a tract of
rich soil having a growth of trees and other vege-
tation, but too moist for cultivation (seequots. 1741,

1766, 1875).
1614 CAPT. J. SMITH Virginia iv. 163 Some small Marshes

and Swamps there are, but more profitable than hurtful).

1685 PENN Further Ace. Penusylv. ^ Our Swamps or
Marshes yeeld us course Hay for the Winter. 1688 CLAYTON
Virginia in Phil. Trans. XVIII. 124 [Musk.rats] build
Houses as Beavers do, in the Marshes, and Swamps (as they
there call them) by the Water-sides. 1741 TAILFER, etc.
Narr. Georgia 96 A Swamp is any low watery Place, which
is covered with Trees or Canes : They are here of three

Sorts, Cypress, River, and Cane Swamps. 1766 STORK Ace.
E. Florida 26 note, The word swamp is peculiar to America ;

it there signifies a tract of land that is sound and good, but

by lying low is covered with water. All the forest trees (pine
excepted) thrive best in the swamps, where the soil is always
rich. 1875 TEMPLE & SHELDON Hist. Northfie/d, Mass. 21

Swjunps. As used by our fathers in the earliest times, this
term did not necessarily denote marshy ground ; but flat

land which from its peculiar location had escaped the ravages
of the annual fires set by the Indians, and was covered with
an old growth of wood.
1715 DE FOE Voy. round WorlddZip) 145 Out men.. shot

a brace ofdeer, as they were feeding by the side of a swamp
or moist ground. 1840 THIRLWALL Greece liii. VII. 20 Ground
which the rain had turned intoa swamp. 1853 J. H. NEWMAN
Hist. Sk. (1873) II. i. iii. 125 The Pontine Marshes, formerly
the abode of thirty nations, are now a pestilential swamp.
1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Geog. v. 235 The river Desaguadero
. .falls into the salt lake and swamps of Aullagas.
fig. 1815 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Convalescent, In this flat

swamp of convalescence, left by the. ebb of sickness. 1871
MOKLKY Carlyle in Crit. Misc. Ser. l. (1878) 173 It bis

stagnated in the sunless swamps of a theosophy.
b. local. See quots. ,

andcf. SUMP sb. I, t. Also,
in Australia, a shallow lake or pond.
1691 RAY S. !, E. C. Words 115 A Swamp, a low hollow

place in any part of a field. 1881 RAYMOND Alining Gloss.,

Swamp, a depression in a nearly horizontal bed, in which
water may collect. 1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal-mining,
Swatnp, a depression or natural hollow in a seam.

fS. A mushroom. Obs. rarer 1
.

1631 WIDDOWES Nat. Phi/os. 39 In the body of the [larch]
tree groweth Fungus Agaricus, a swamp or mush rome.

3. attrib. and Comb., as swamp-dweller, earth,

land, -lover (see c), muck, mud, peat, region, shell,

-side, soil, water; swamp-loving adj. ; swamp-
angel (see b) ; swamp-chain, -hook (7..S.),
a long chain, a large hook used in swamping logs ;

swamp-fever, malarial fever prevalent in swampy
regions ; swamp-ore [G. sumpferz], bog iron ore.

1908 RIDER HAGGARD Ghost Kings xiv. 193 The 'Swamp-
dwellers, who had their homes upon the banks of the Tugela.

1840 J. BUEL Farmers Contp. 47 To blend with it [sc.

calcareous soil] quantities of peat or *swamp earth. 1870
KINGSLEY At Last xiii, A strong touch of his old *swamp-
fever. 1877 Lumberman's Gaz. 22 Dec., *Swamp Hooks,
Pevys, Skidding Tongs always on hand. 1791 W. BARTRAM
Carolina 95 A vast body of rich 'swamp land, fit for the

growth of Rice. 1856 OLMSTED Slave Stales ii. 151 The
value of the swamp land varies with the wood upon it i8j6

Miss MITFORD Village Ser. n. 173 (Visit to Lucy} That



SWAMP.

swamp-loving, cold-braving, -shade-seeking plant. 1840 J.
BUEL farmers Comp. 73 Peat earth, or "swamp muck, is

vegetable food, in an insoluble state. 1831 Mass. Spy 21

Feb. 4/5, 1 agree that *swamp mud or, as the Scotch and

English farmers call it, peat moss . . is not manure. 1897
GUNTER Dan Balasco of Key West xiii. 160 His costume. .

is covered with swamp mud and coral dust. 1839 URE /'/,.'.

Arts 834 Bog-ore, "swamp-ore, and meadow-ore. 1863 LYELL

Antiq. M'in ii. 9 The lowest stratum.. consists of "swamp-
peat composed chiefly of moss or sphagnum. 1871 NAPHKYS
Prev. <V Cure Dis. I. l. 51 Exposed to "swamp-poison. 1875

tr. von Ziemsseii's Cycl. Med. 1 1. 564 The warm "swamp-
regions of the Australian coast. 1855 J. PHILLIPS Man. Geol.

409 One "swamp shell, viz., Succlnea amphibia. 1677 W.
HUBBARD Narrative (1865) I. in They were set upon by
many hundreds of the Indians out of the Bushes by the

Swamp-side. 1883 Science II. 39/1 Their projection above

the level of the roots depending on the depth of the "swamp-
waters.

b. In names of animals (mostly birds) inhabiting

swamps, as swamp adJer, 6ee,6ird,elc. ; swamp-
angel (L'.S.), a name for the hermit thrash and

the wood thrush ;
also transf. or allusively ;

swamp blackbird = marsh blackbird (see MARSH

4 b) ; swamp crake, Ortygometra tabuensis, of

Australia ; swamp deer, Rncervus duvaucelli, of

India ; swamp hare, Lepus aquaticus, of the

southern U.S., also called water-rabbit ; swamp
hen, a name for various rails, esp. of the genus

Porphyrio (cf. marsh hen, MARSH 4 b) ; swamp
partridge, the spruce partridge or Canada grouse ;

swamp pheasant, Centropus phasianus, of

Australia; swamp quail, any species of the

genus Syncectts, of Australia ; swamp robin, the

cheewink or ground-robin, Pipilo erythrophthalmus,
of N. America ; swamp sparrow, (a) a species of

song-sparrow, Melospizapalustris,commouia U.S.

and Canada ; (/>) Sphenaacus punctatus of New
Zealand, also calledfern-bird ; swamp warbler,
one of several N. American warblers, as Protono-

taria citrea and Helmintherus vermivorus.

1801 CONAN DOYLK Sherlock Holmes, Speckled Band 207
,, . .L _ j _..,,: ike in India.

--
It is a "swamp adder !..the deadliest snak^ m mui. *u3

H. C. KIMBALL in 7rnl. Discourses V. 31/2 Angels who would
thus visit you are "swamp angels, they are filthy. 1872
SCHELE DE VERB Americanisms 117 The Swamp Angel of

General Gillmore, as his monster-gun in the swamps was

ironically called. 1884 BURROUGHS Wake-Robin
3_8

The
wood-thrush, .is quite a rare bird, ..being found in the

the 'Swamp Angel'. 1885 M. C. MCCOOK lenants uia.

Farm 171, 1 have heard countrymen call the species of

which you speak the *swamp-bee ; its scientific name is

probably Bomkus separatus. 1796 NEMNICH Pplygl.-Lex.,
Qufimn KirH th vpllnw.noll warbler. Motncilla aestiva.

..Jip-DiacKuiru. 1095 wttng \.\j.^.i ji.-n.Tn. /a/i

A huge flock of swamp blackbirds covered the ground.

1891 Cent. Diet, cites W. L. BULLER for "Swamp-crake.

1891 Cent. Diet., "Swamp-deer. 1901 T. W. WEBBER
Forests Upper India xxi. 312 A very fine specimen of the

big swamp deer or barasingha, with i2-tined horns. 1801

LATHAM Gen. Synopsis Birds Suppl. II. 206 "Swamp finch.

Fringilla iliaca. 1891 Cent. Diet., "Swamp-hare. 1897
Field 6 Feb. 167/3 The swamp, or northern hare, is a big

strong animal. 1898 MORRIS A ustral English, 'Swamp-
Hawk, another name for the New Zealand Harrier. 1848

J. GOULD Birds Australia VI. pi. 70 Porphyrio Bellas,..

Swamp-Hen, Colonists of Western Australia. 1888 W. L.

BULLER Birds N. Zealand II. 81 The Swamp-hen is widely
distributed over Tasmania, the greater part of the continent

of Australia [etc.]. 1874 COUES Birds N. W. 394 "Swamp
Partridge. 1847 "Swamp-pheasant [see PHEASANT 2]. 1890

LUMHOLTZ Cannikals 94 Although it is really a cuckoo, the

colonists call it the '

swamp-pheasant ',
because it has a tail

like a pheasant. 1895 W. R. OGILVIE.GRANT Game-Birds
I. 191 The Australian "Swamp-Quail. 1810 WILSON Amer.
Omith. II. 36 In Virginia, he (sc. the Towhe Bunting) is

called the Bulfinch ;..in Pennsylvania, the Chewink, and

by others the "Swamp Robin. 1811 Ibid. III. 50 The

"Swamp Sparrow is five inches and a half long and seven

inches and a half in extent. 1888 W. L. BULLER Birds ff.

Zealand (ed. 2) 1 1. 255 The melancholy cry of the Fern-blrd

is so general and persistent that its nickname of
'

Swamp-
Sparrow

'

is not undeserved. 1884 COUES N. Amer. Birds

291 Protonotaria, Golden "Swamp Warblers.

c. Denoting plants or vegetable products (chiefly

of North America) growing in swamps, as swamp
grass, plant, etc. ; swamp dock, hellebore, hickory,

locust-tree, mahogany, pine, privet, silk-weed (see

these words) ; swamp-apple = honeysuckle-apple

(HONEYSUCKLES) ; swamp-ash, Fraxinus sambu-

cifolia, also called black, ground, hoop, or waterash ;

swamp azalea = swamp honeysuckle ; swamp-
broom = SWAMP-OAK 2 a (Morris Austral Engl.*) ;

swamp-cabbage = SKUNK - CABBAGE ; swamp-
cheese = swamp-apple ; swamp-cypress, the

genus Chamxcyparis ; also, the deciduous cypress,

Taxodium distichum ; swamp dogwood, Cornus

alba and C. sericea; also, = swamp sumach-,

swamp elm, Ulmus racemosa, also called rock

elm swamp gooseberry, Ribes lacustre (Miller

Plant-n. 1884); swamp gum, various species of

Eucalyptus, of Australia and Tasmania ; swamp
honeysuckle, Rhododendron viscosum (Azalea

viscosa) ; swamp laurel, the swamp sassafras,

279

Magnolia glauca ; also Kalmia glauca ; swamp-
lily, () the American Turk's-cap lily, Lilium

snperbum; (b*) the genus '/.ephyranthes, of Mexico,
S.America, and the W. Indies; (c') the lizard's-

tail, Saururns cernuus; swamp loosestrife,
Decodon verticillatus or Nes&a verticillata (Treas.
Bot. 1866) ; swamp-lover, the stud-flower,
Ilelonias bullata ; swamp magnolia, Magnolia
glauca (also called swamp laurel or swamp sassa-

fras') ; also M. grandijlora ; swamp maple, the

red maple, Acer rubrum (Miller) ; also several

other species, as the silver maple, A. dasycarpum,
the mountain maple, A. spicatum, and the allied

Negundo califomicum ; swamp-moss bog-moss

(Boa sb^ 3) ; swamp pea-tree, sensitive joint-

vetch, JEschynontenc hispida ; swamp-pink =

swamp honeysuckle; swamp rice = CANADA rice ;

swamp rose, Rosa Carolina (Treas. Bot. 1866) ;

swamp sassafras = swamp laurel; swamp su-

mach, the poison sumach, Rhtts venenala ; swamp
tea-tree, species of Melaleuca, of Australia and

Tasmania; swamp-weed, Sellicra raa'icans (Mil-

ler); swamp willow, the pussy-willow, Salix

discolor; swamp-wood, the N. American leather-

wood, Dirca palustris. See also SWAMP-OAK.
1846 Zoologist IV. 1281 The galls called "swamp-apples.

1847 DARLINGTON Amer. Weeds, etc. (1860) 214;
The Azalea

nuilijiora, or wild Honeysuckle, has often a singular trans.

formation of its flowers, the parts of the flower becoming en-

larged and fleshy,. .These succulent excrescences are much
sought after by boys who call them ' swamp apples

' and
*

swamp cheeses '. 184* Z. THOMPSON Hist. yertttont i. 21 1

Black Ash. Fraxinus sambucifolia . . is sometimes called

"Swamp Ash, 1796 NEMNICH Polygl.-Lex., *Swamp azalea,
Azalea, viscosa. 1793 in M. Cutlers Life, etc. (1888) II.

292 Our ".Swamp Cabbage (or Dracontium foetidum). 1847

"Swamp cheeses [see swamp-apple above]. 1876 tr. Heer s

Primaeval World Switzerland I. viii. 325 Taxodiittn^ dis-

tichum miocenum, the "swamp-cypress. ..This species_ is

completely analogous to the swamp-cypress of America

(Taxodium distichum. Rich., sp.). 1817 W. DARBY Geogr.
Descr. Louisiana ^^Cornus alba. *Swamp dogwood. 1847
DARLINGTON Amer. Weeds, etc. (1860) 79 Poisonous Rhus.
Poison Sumach. Poison Elder. Swamp Dogwood. 1817
W. DARBY Geogr. Descr. Louisiana 356 Ulntus aquatica.

"Swamp elm. 1868 Kef. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869)
82 Many specimens of Bryaxis were beaten off of "swamp
grass. 1907 C. HlLL-TouT Brit. N. Amer., Far West vi.

119 Various swamp grasses, of which the bulrush is the

commonest specimen (used). 1851 J. MITCHELL in Pap. ff

Proc. Roy. Sac. YanDicmcn's Land (1855)
" '32 (Morris)

The "Swamp Gum grows to the largest size of any of this

family in Van Diemen's Land. 1889 MAIDEN Use/. PI.

A uslralia 27 EucalyptusGunnii. . in South-Eastern Austra-

lia .. it is known as ' White Gum ',

'

Swamp Gum ', or
' White

Swamp Gum '. Eucalyptus viminalis, . -The* White Gum',
or ' Swamp Gum ' of Tasmania. 1762 ELIOT in Mills System
Pract. Husb. I. 156 Take the roots of "swamp hellebore

(known in different places by the several names of skunk

cabbage, tickle weed, bear root). 1817 W. DAKBY Geogr. Descr.

Louisiana 354 Juglans aquatica. "Swamp hickory. 1856 A.

GAY Man. Hot. 257/1 zalea viscosa. Clammy Azalea. White

"Swamp-Honeysuckle. 1787 T. JEFFERSON Notes State

yirguiia(ij6j)6o "Swamp laurel. Magnolia glauca. 1845-50
MRS. LINCOLN Lect. Bot. App. 116 Kalmiaglauca (swamp,
laurel). 1814 ROXBURGH llort. Bengal. 23 Crinum ameri.

canum. "Swamp lily. N.S.Wales. 1901 CORNISH Natural-

ist Thames 180 On the green bank of our flower-bordered

brook, the American swamp-lily finds its natural place. 1819

LOUDON Encjicl. Plants 868 Gleditscltia . . monosperma Ph.

"Swamp Locust Tree. 1878 MEEHAN Native Fl. , Ferns

U. S. 1. 36 "Swamp-lover. 1871 SCHELE DE \f.sx.American.

isms 422 The Sweet Bay is.. not to be compared to the

Swamp Magnolia (Magnolia grandiflora). 1886 T. HKNKV
Fortunate Days 50 "Swamp-mahogany's floss-flowered arms.

1796 NEMNICH Polygl.-Lcx., "Swamp pea-tree, Aeschyno-
mene aquatica. 1731 MILLER Card. Dict.s.\. Abies, Pinus;

Americana, palustris. The "Swamp Pine. 1840 BICELOW

Plants of Boston 52 Azalea viscosa. Wild honeysuckle,

"Swamp pink. 1775 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 942 Being a

"swamp plant, a north-east aspect will be the properest

situation at first to plant it in. 1896 MARY KINGSLEY W.

Africa 326 From out its dark waters no swamp plant or tree

grew. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. 697 A serviceable grain

known as Canada Rice or "Swamp Rice. 1796 NEMNICH

Polygl.-Lex., "Swamp sassafras, Magnolia glauca. 1819

LOUDON Encycl. Plants 479 Magnolia glauca is deciduous.

In \merica it is known by the names of white laurel, swamp
sassafras, and beaver tree. 1887 BENTLEY Man. Bot. (ed. 5)

Whiting Products Tasmania 29 "Swamp Tea-tree (Mela-

leuca ericafolia). 1865 MRS. M. HARRIS St. Philip s 23 The

pond lay in a sort of basin, with.. "swamp-willows dipping

down into its brink.

Swamp (swamp), a. Sc. and north, dial.

[Perhaps related to SWAMP sb., the notion of ' de-

pression, subsidence
'

being the connecting link ;

there is a remarkable parallel in dial, swank sb. =

depression in the ground, deep hollow, bog, and

swank adj.
= thin in the belly.] Ofa body that may

be or is normally distended : That has sunk and

become flat ;
thin from emptiness, as the breasts,

the belly, etc.

sanoie. come ira (-anuic, wnu &ii..^ K------ T" j

Body ofMan 254 If in a woman with chllde the breasts do

SWAMPER.
suddenly fall swampe as we lay, then will shee abort or mis-
carry. 1631 R. H. Arratjnm. Whole Creature iv. j8 A
kind of light PeUie .

\ in certaine ejie, which
are lung and swampe. 1684 MI.KIIUN >W-,A. 1'ial. 30
(K..D.S.J, Her Kwr' but swampe, Suec':, nut fur Milk, I

trow. ,11708 T. WAXU K,g . K,/. 11. (17101 105 A useful
Somngh It was,. .Which a, I,U launch was Full or Swamp,Hed wider make, ur strailer cramp. 1885 A. MUNHU .V|V<
Casket 90 Their body CUD. -.wainp a* an eel.

1887 Senna Life Dr. DuguM i. xxiv. 159 The moncUiih.
like goons she puts on gie her a swamp, cauldrife, full-
in unled appearance.

Swamp (swpmp), v.
[f. SWAMP ,/-.]

1. pass. I'o be entangled or lost in a swamp.
N. Amer. 1 Obs.
1688 CLAYTON Virginia in Phil. Trans. XV 1 1. 986 So that

she might turn thereon her weak Cattle, and such as should
at any time be swamp'd. 1814 BRACKKNRIDGK Jml. in Vieuis
Louisiana 210 In spending an hour to relieve a poor ox,
which was swamped near the bank.

2. orig. pass. To be submerged or inundated
with water (or other liquid), as a boat, a piece of

ground ; hence actively, to submerge, inundate, or

soak with water, etc.

1773-84 Cook's Voy. (1790) IV. 1381 In the morning, the

long-boat was found swamped. 1835 LYTTON Kienzi v. iii,

The ground was swamped with bloooT 1835 MARRYAT Jacob
Faithful xxxvii, The wherry.. pitched so heavily, that we
were afraid of being swamped. 1865 KIN(,SI.F.Y Herew. vi.

At night a sea broke over them, and would have swamped
the Otter, had she not been the best of tea-boats. 1879
ATCHERLEY Trip Boirland 172 The claims were continually

being swamped out by the river. 1881 F. WITTI Diary 10

June in J. Hatton New Ceylon vi. (1881) 166 Towards mid-

night we awoke in our leaf hut swamped.
transf. 1858 B. TAYLOR North. Trav. xvii. 174 Meat, .is

rarely properly cooked, and game.. is injured by being
swamped in sauces. 1883 Century Mag. Sept. 643 Sand has
beaten in and swamped the vegetation. 1888 Portfolio Apr.
68 (Cent. Diet.) Swamped with full washes and blots of

colour or strong strokes with the red pen.

3. inir. a. in passive sense : To be swamped or

submerged ; to fill with water and sink, as a boat.

Also//.
"795 i" Nicolas Disp. AV/JK(i845) VII. p. xxvii, At 11 the

yawl astern swamped and was lost with all her furniture.

1811 SCOTT Pirate viii, The boats swamped in the current-
all were lost. 1858 SEARS Athan. iv. 40 A higher step that

would have cleared him at once of materialism, and not

suffered him to sink back and swamp in it again. 1873 Forest

t, Stream 18 Dec. 290/3, I found him sitting on a log, wet,

dirty, and swamping up to his waist.

D. To overflow, cause inundation, rare.

1005 Coutemp. Rev. July 95 Sand, mud, grass and thrift

being mingled together, which a spring-tide .. was silently

swamping over.

4. Jig. (trans.) To plunge or sink as if in a swamp
or in water ; to overwhelm with difficulties, or

esp. by superior numbers, so as to render inefficient.

1818 TODD, To Swamp, to whelm or sink as in a swamp.
A modern word. 1833 GREVILLE Mem. (1874) II. 380 He
said the Tories were indignant at the idea of being compelled
to keep quiet, and that if they were to be swamped the

sooner it was done the better. 1836 DISRAELI Lett. Runiiy-
mede 171 The Whigs in 1718 sought to govern the country

by 'swamping
'

the House of Commons ; in 1836 It is the

House of Lords that is to be '

swamped '. 1846 W ELLINGTON

in Croker Papers (1884) 31 Oct., He.. endeavoured to swamp
[the erection of] the statue in Parliament. 1861 HUGHES Tom
Brown at Oxf. i. (1889) 2 The fast set.. swamped, and gave
the tone to, the college. 1893 SELOUS Trav. S. E. Africa v,

1 feel convinced that in South Africa the Dutch element will

never become swamped as it has been in America.

b. To ruin financially.

1864 MRS. J. H. RIDDELL Ceo. Geith I. xv. 281 Mortgages

enough to have swamped any man. 1879 TOURGEE roofs

Err. xviii. or. If I gave in to them, 1.. would be swamped

by my fertilizer account in the fall

5. U.S. To make (a logging-road) in a forest or

'swamp' by felling trees, clearing away under-

growth, etc. Also, to haul (logs) to the skidways.

1857 THOREAU Maine W., Allegash f E. Branch (1912)

289 Making a logging-road in the Maine woods is called

'swamping it '...This was the most perfectly swamped of

all the roads I ever saw. 1908 H. DAY KingSpruce XI. 129

The boys who were swampin' the twitch-roads.

Hence Swamped (swompt) ppl. a., Swamping
vbl. sb. and *//. a.

i8o> SCOTT Let. in Lockhart (1837) I. xi. 357 Besides the

risks of swamping and breaking our necks. 1818-43 l

Hist Scot. (1864) 1. 130 Many., weredrowned by the swamp-

ing of one of the vessels. 1871 WHITTIKR Sisters xiii. In

peril from swamping sea Or lee shore rocks. 1891 Law
Times XCII. 74/a The swamping of the ecclesiastical

element in the House of Lords. 1899 Edi*. Rev. Oct. 302

The swamped area and the rotting vegetation are sufficien

cause for the unhcalthiness of the tract. 190* S. t. WHITK

Biased Trail vi. 45 Old man Heath was a veteran woods-

man who had come to swamping in his old age.

Swamper (swg-mpaa). [f.
SWAMP sb. or v. +

-EE 1.1

1. U.S. A workman who clears a road for lum-

berers in a ' swamp
'
or forest.

,857 THOREAU Maine W. i. (1912) 57 The company consists

of choppers, swampers, who make roads, barker and

loader, tVanUter. and cook. 1880 Lumberman sGa*. 28

Jan., A Wisconsin lumber-camp is divided into choppers ,

'sawyers
'

and swampers.

b. A man-of-all-work in a liquor saloon. /..!.

rin
Thornton American Glossary,

tin inhabitant of a swampy distnct u.S.

1891 Boston (Mass.) Jml. 9 Apr. 2/3 It has a high reputa-

tion among the swampers as a remedy for rheumatum.



SWAMPINE.

3. One who swamps or overwhelms, as by supe-

rior numbers, nonce-use.

1884 Sat. Rev. 12 July 37/2 Mr. Gladstone asks them to

swamp themselves without inquiring how they arc to be

swamped, and to admit their swampers without inquiring

how the swampers are to be treated in the way of assigning

seats to them.

Swampily, Swampiness : see after SWAMPY.

Swampine (swp-mpin). U.S. [ad. mod.L.

swamfina (former specific name), f. SWAMP sb. : see

-INE 1.] The green killifish, Fundulus heterodilus.

1835 KlRBY Hab. * Inst. Anim.l. ii. 122 Another migrating

fish was found by thousands in the ponds.. of Carolina, by
Bosc. . . They belong to a genus of abdominal fishes [note,

Hydrargyra] and are called swampines.

Swainpish. (swg-mpif), a. [f.
SWAMP si. +

-ISH i.]
= SWAMPY.

1715 MSS. Dk. Portland (Hist. MSS. Comm.) VI. 121

The ground is very swampish and damp. 1880 Miss BIRD

Japan I. 123 Passing over a swampish level.

Hence Swa'rapishness.
1879 Miss BIRD Rocky Mountains 20 The road at first lay

through a valley without a river, but some swampishness
nourished some rank swamp-grass.

Swamp-oak.
1. In N. America, a name for several species of

oak growing in swamps : for distinguishing names

of the species see quots. 1817, 1845-50, 1874.

1683 PENN Let. to Committee 4 Oak of divers sorts, as Red,
White and Black, Spanish Chestnut and Swamp, the most

durable of all 1766 J. BARTRAM jfrnl. 4 Jan. in Stork Ace.

E. J-'loriila 22 The east banks being sandy 8 or 10 foot per-

pendicular, full of live and swamp-oaks. 1817 W. DARBY

Glogr. Descr. Louisiana 355 Quercns lyrnia. Swamp white

oak. 1811 T. NUTTALL Jrnl. Trav. Arkansa Terr. 71

Quercns palustris (the swamp oak). 1845-50 MKS. LINCOLN

Led. Bat. App. 152 Qiittr-us priniis (swamp chestnut-oak). .

bicolor (swamp white oak). 1854 LOWELL Indian Summer
Reverie viii, The swamp-oak with his royal purple on, Glares

red as blood across the sinking sun. 1874 Asa Gray's Less.

Bat. 454 Q. palustris (Swamp Spanish, or Pin Oak).

2. In Australia : a. A leguminous shrub, Vimi-

naria denudata, also called swamp-broom.
1833 STURT 5. Australia I. i. 53 Light brushes of swamp-

oak, cypress, box, and acacia pendula.

b. Name for various species of Casuarina : cf.

SHE-OAK.

1837 J. D. LANG New S. Wales II. 118 The river Mac-

qnane, . .having its banks occasionally ornamented with a

280

named specifically the Domestic, Mute, or Tame

Swan.
Other important species are Bewick's Swan, Cygnus

(Olor) bewicki; Black Swan, CktMftU "tratus of

SWAN.

Britain from the South Sea islands by Admiral Byron in

1766.

Swampy (swj-mpi), a. [f.
SWAMP sb. + -T.]

Of the nature of a swamp ; abounding in swamps ;

marshy, boggy.
1697 DAMPIER Coy. I. ii. 20 We crossed a deep River, .and

marched 7 mile in a low swampy ground. 1716 B. CHURCH
Hist. Philip"! War (1865) I. 102 He. .took into the Woods
and Swampy thickets. 1791 R. MYLNE and Rep. Thames
12 The Towing Path is interrupted by a low, swampy Eyot.

1839 DARWIN Voy. Nat. x. (1852) 209 The ground is covered

by a thick bed of swampy peat. 1874 GREEN Short Hist.

iii. 4. 128 The town was guarded by the swampy meadows

along Cherwell. 1877 Hi'XLCT 1'hysiogr. 145 In many
deltas, the alluvial land is swampy.
fig- *?75 MCLAREN Serm. Ser. II. vii. 126 The swampy
corruption that fills your life.

b. Of or pertaining to a swamp ;
found in

swamps, as swampy iron ore = bog iron ore (Boo
rf.1 4) ; proceeding from a swamp.
1796 KIRWAN Elem.Min. (ed. 2) II. 183 Swampy Iron ore.

Sumffcrz of Werner. 1798 MAI.THUS Poful. (1817) I. 214
Swampy exhalations.

Hence Swa rnpily adv., Swa-mpiness.
1753 RICHARDSON Grnndison (1766) V. 55 A little swampi-

ness of soil. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm I. 501 The
swampiness of the ground was completely removed. 1890
Klackw. Mag. July 57/2 A short cut.. has to be circuitously
and swampily repented of.

Swan (swon), sb. Forms: I- swan; also I

swann, swou, suon, I, 4 suan, 4-5 swane, 4-7
swanne, 6 swonne. [Com. Tetit. (not recorded

for Gothic) : OE. swan, swon str. m. = OFris.

"swan (EFris. swon, NFris., WFris. swaan), OS.

suan, MLG. swan, swdne str. and wk. m.,
swSn str. m., (LG. swaan), MDu. swane (Du.

zwaan), OHG. *swan, swon str. m., swana wk. f.

(MHG. swane, swan wk. m., G. schwan str. m.,
dial, schwane, schwonc (.), ON. svanr (poet.) str.

m. (Norw. svon m., svana f., Da. svane m. f.,

MSw., Sw. svan m.) : OTeut. *swanaz str. m.,
"swanon- wk. m., or *swanon- wk. f.

The name was app. applied orig. to the
' musical

'

swan,
having the form of an agent-noun f. JTeut. swan- : Idg.
swon. : swett., represented by Skr. svdnati (it) sounds, L,
sonit (it) sounds, (sonire, later sonare'), Ir. sennaim I make
music, OE. reswin melody,song, swinsian to make melody.]

L A large web-footed swimming bird of the

genus Cygnus or subfamily Cygnime of the family
Anatidie, characterized by a long and gracefully
curved neck and a majestic motion when swim-

ming; esp. C. olor, gibbus, or mansuetus, with

pure white plumage in the adult, black legs and
feet, and a red bill surmounted by a black knob,

Cf. L. cycnus (Horace has Dtrcxns cycnus = Pindar) Gr
KuKfos (Amhol. Pal. vii. 19, uf Alcman).

KE Elegy Pr. Henry ix, Yee Isis swannes
lhe's fowles Prophane his name

; but maymay

Whistling Swan, (a) of Europe, C. (O.) "">""

ferns, also called Wild Swan, ttlk, or Whoopcr; (Wof N.

America, C (O.) americanns or coliimiianus.

Swans' quills were used for feathering arrows; hence

farrows ofswan.
ciao Epinal Gloss. (O.E.T.) 700 Olor, suan. a tooo

Phoenix 137 (Gr.) Ne hornas..ne organan, swejleobies

Seswin ne swanes feSre. <: 1050 Voc. in Wr..Wulcker 450/22

Olor, swon, ilfetu, swan, c 1300 Havelok 1726 Biforn hem
com he beste mete pat king or cayser wolde ete ; Kranes,

swannes, ueneysun. 1340 Nominate (Skeat) 838 Cynt

recifle, swan tissith. c 1386 CHAUCER Pro!. 206 A fat swan

loued he best of any roost. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R.

xil. xi(i). (Tollem. MS.) Schipmen troweb, ba: it bode(> good,

yf bey metej) swannes in peryl of schipbreche. Ibid. (HodL

MS.), pe swanne putteb doune his heed into be water and

secheb his mete. 1451 Lincoln Diocese Documents yj, I Wll

my nevew Robert constabull haf Al my qwhite Swannes.

1459 Paston Lett. I. 482, viij. schefe arrowys of swanne.

IS5 HULOET, Swanne, Cygnus. .some take this to be the

elke, or wilde swanne. i55*-3 in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI

(1914) 138 Pennes of swannes quylles. 1564 Proclam. Q. ,

Eliz. Conserv. Swam, It is ordeyned, that no man shal take

no gray swannes nor white swannes flying. 1593 in Kempe i

Lately MSS. (1836) 308 All straie swans, all swans un-

marked, all wild swans, all tame swans that fly, all swans of

felons.. are the master of the swans right. 1667 MILTON
P. L. vn. 438 The Swan with Arched neck Between her

white wings mantling proudly, Rowes Her state with Oarie

Black Swans, Parrots and many Sea-Cows were found there

[sc.
in Hollandia Nova]. 17x7 PRIOR Alma i. 379 "You

Dine with my Lord MayV, Roast-Beef, and Yen'son is your
Fare; Thence You proceed to Swan and Bustard. 1785
PENNANT Arctic Zool. II. 542 The Whistling Swan carries

its neck quite erect. Ibid. 544 The Mute Swan, or that

which we call Tame, is found in a wild state in some parts

of Russia. 1785 LATHAM Gen. Synopsis Birds VI. 438 Black-

necked Swan. . . The plumage the same with the other Swan,

except that the neck is of a velvet black. 1789 Gov. PHILLIP

/ 'ay. Botany Bay xi. 98 A black swan . . is here hy no means

uncommon, being fourld on most of the lakes. 1814 SCOTT
Ld. of Isles iv. x, So shoots through the morning sky the

lark, Or the swan through the summer sea. 1830 YARRELL
in Trans. Linnean Sac. XVI. 453 Side view of the sternum
and trachea of Bewick's Swan. 1860 TENNYSON Tithonus 4
And after many a summer dies the swan.

b. In classical mythology, the swan was sacred

to Apollo (hence Apollo's swan is used allusively)

and to Venus (occas., as by Shakspere, wrongly
ascribed to Juno).
1591 Soliman ff Pers. iv. i. 70 But what two Christian

Virgins haue we here?.. I should haue deemd them lunoes

goodly Swannes, Or Venus milke white Doues. 1593 G.
HARVKV New /,^/^rWks.XGrosart) I. 277 The brauest man
is.. A Lion in the field, a Lamme in the towne: A loues

Eagle in feude, an Apollos Swanne in society. 1600 SHAKS.

A. y. /.. i. iii. 77 Like lunos Swans, Still we went coupled
and inseperable.

2. Jig. or allusively, a. Applied to persons or

things, in reference to the pure white plumage of

the swan taken as a type of faultlessness or excel-

lence ; often in contrast to crow or
goose.

a iy>o Cursor M. 17371 (Cott.) His cjethmgals be suan his

suire. c 1386 CHAUCER Sompn, T. 222 Me thynketh they
been lyk lovinyan Fat as a whale, and walkynge as a swan.

Manciple's T. 29 Whit was this Crowe, as a snow whit

swan. 14 . . Sir Beues (Pynson) 2308 The bysshop crystened
losian, That was as whyte as any swan. 1457 HARDING
Chron. in Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct. (1912) 745 lustyse of pese

thay bene, as I deme can, As now on days men call the

blacke oxe swan. 1589, 1621 [see GOOSK sb. i d]. 159*
SHAKS. Rom. Sf Jnl. \. \\. 92 Compare her face with some
that I shall show, And I will make thee thinke thy Swan a
Crow, a 1617 HIEKON Doctrines Triail Wks. 1620 II. 16

Though multitudes of good points of Doctrine, .fall from vs,

as water from a Swannes backe. 1679 PRANCE Addit. A'arr.

Pop. Plot 15 Thus the Accused are all Swans, and the black-

ness of Guilt is thrown upon the Witnesses for the King.
1858 Eclectic Rev. Ser. vi. III. 426 Now it is East, one of the

author's white swans., who is guilty of the act of malice we
denounce. 1876 LONGF. I'enice i White swan of cities,

slumbering in thy nest. 1884 [see GOOSE sb. i d]. 1911
FRANCES BALFOUR Life $ Lett, ofjas. MacGregor xvi. 509
The assistants were to him all 'swans' as soon as they were
connected with him or his church.

b. In allusions to the fabulous belief that the

swan sings immediately or shortly before its death.
c 1374 CHAUCER Anel. <fr Arc. 346 |?e swane.. Ageynist his

dethe shall synge his penavnse. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of
Aymon xxiv. 511 What eileth now that vnhappy folke that

make soo grete feest, I byleve that they ben as the swanne is

when he shall deye. 1601 SHAKS. Phtxnix fy Turtle 15 Let
the priest in surples white, That defunctive musicke can, Be
the death-devining swan. 1604 Oth. v. ii. 247, 1 will play
the Swan, And dye in Musicke. 1621 MIDDLETON Sun in

Aries Wks. (Bullen) VII. 348 Illustrated by proper emblems
. .as. . Harmony by a swan, a 1718 PRIOR 2nd Hymn Calli-

machus 8 And hov'ring Swans, their Throats releas'd From
native Silence, Carol Sounds harmonious. 1841 TENNYSON
Morte D*Arthur 266 Like some full-breasted swan, .fluting
a wild carol ere her death.

c. Hence used for: A '

singer \ bard, poet.
Chiefly in specific designations derived from river-names,

cf. the Swan of Avon (Avon's Swan) Shakspere. Also,
the Mantnan Siva>t Virgil.

i6u C. UKOOKE Ele

then, let not Lelhe's
this piince's glory.. Me sung of you in a Mineruall stury
1613 H. JONSON in Shaks. H'ks. (ist Fol.), Sweet Swan of
Auon ! what a sight it were To see thee in our waters yet
appeare, And make those flights vpon the bankes of Thames
1691 WOOD Ath. Ojcon. (1692) II. 292 William D'Avenant..
whom we. .may justly stile the sweet Swan vj Isis. 1728
POPE Dune. III. 20 Taylor, . . (Once swan of Thames, iho' now
he sings no more). [Cf. ibid. in. 155 Each Cygnet sweet, of
Bath and Tunbridge race, Whose tuneful whistling makes
the waters pass.J 1767 MICKLE Concnb. xvi, Avons Swan of

peerlesse Memorie. 1781 COWPER Table-T. 557 Ages elaps'd
ere Homer's lamp appear'd, And ages ere the Mamuan swan
was heard.

d. Black swan : a proverbial phrase {after

Juvenal Sat. vi. 164) for something extremely rare

(or non-existent) ;
a rarity, rara avis.

[1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xn. xii. (Bodl. MS.) If.

120/1 The swanne halte signus in latine and Olor in grewe,
for he is al white in febeies. for no man fir.dej> a Macke
swanne. 1576 BEDINCFIELD tr. Cardanus Com/. 4 What
man is so mad as wil say the swan is black?] 1579 OOSSON
Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 30 The abuse of -such places [sc. theatres]
was so great, that for any chaste liuer to haunt them was a
black swan, and a white Crowe. 1606 DAY lie of Guts (1881)

54 The rare . . Mopsa, the black swan of beauty & madg-
howlet of admiration. 1694 N. H I.atlies Diet. 192/1 (bis)

Hu>bands without faults (if such black Swans there be)

1764 WESLEY Jrnlt* Oct., I breakfasted, .with Mr. B
, a

black swan, an honest lawyer ! 1890 W. E. NORMS Mis-
adventure ix, He may not be such a black >wan as Aunt
Susan makes him out.

3. a. A figure of a swan, as in heraldry.
13.. E. E. Allil. P. B. 58 Wyth scheldez of wylde swyn,

swanez & cronez. 0x400 Oitouinn 1481 Har armes wer

gowles and swan, Trappure and scheld. a 1490 HOTONER
Itin. (Nasmith, 1778) 217 Venella apud signum le swan.

1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. II. ( 1 586) 108 b, Whereas
that hath a flying swan,.. this hath besides the shadow of

the same swan. 16*7 PEACHAM Compl. Gentl. xiii. 184 Three
Roses Argent betweene as many Swans proper.

b. Astron. The northern constellation Cygnus.
1551 RECORDE Cast. Knowl. (1556) 364 P.y it [sc. Lyra] is

the Swanne, named Cygnus. 1606 N. B[AXTEK] Sydney's
Ourania D 4, The siluered Swan that dying sweetly sings,

Adorn's with twelue starres her beautiful! wings. 1670
Phil. Trans. V. 2023 The New Star near the Beak of the

Swan. 1868 LOCKYER Guillemin*s Heavens 328.

\ C. Plumed swan : a colour in alchemy. Obs.

1610 B. Jossos Alch. li. ii, Your seucrall colours .. Of.. the

crow, The peacocks taile, the plumed swan.

4. attrib. and Comb.: simple attrib., as swan-

bevy,feast, -feather, -Jlesh, -fie; swan-fashion adv.;

objective, as swan-feeder (attrib.), -hunting, -shoot-

ing ; swan-eating adj. ; instrumental, etc. as swan-

d-d, -drawn, -poor, -proud adjs. ;
similative and

paiasynthetic, as swan-bosomed, -plumed, -sweet,

-tuned, -winged adjs.

1897 H. N. HOWARD Footsteps Proserpine in A wench..

Swan-bosomed. 1646 G. DANIEL Poenis Wks. (Giosart) 1.

27 Swift Arne, the Thuscan Soile, noe more shall beat, Nor
Swan-clad Po run Sweet. 1811 W. TENNANT Anster f.

i. 3 The 'swan-drawn car. 1641 MILTON Rtforni. i. Wks.

1851 III. 18 His canary-sucking and 'swan-eating palat.

1849 D. J. BROWNE Amer. Poultry Yd. (1855) 242 They
would probably please most palates better, if cooked and

served *swan fashion. Ibid. 250 The
' *swan feasts ',

which

sometimes have occurred in England,, -have been solemnised

in the course of the month of September. cn6$Chtvy Chase

96 pe "swane fethars j?at his an owe bar with his hart blood he

wearwete. i557GpiMALDin 'Jottel's J/Mf.(Arb.)ii7*Swan-
feeder Temms no furder course can passe. 1557 EDGEWOKTH
Serm. 01 They were forbidden . ,*swanne flesh. 1708 Loud.

Gaz. No. 4463/2 The King left Yagersburg on Wednesday
last, in order to take the Diversion of *Swan-Hunting. 1870

GII.LMORE tr. Figuier's Reptiles f, Birds 254 Swan-hunting
takes place during the season of moulting. 1640 J. D.

Knave in Graint III. i. H j b, Wast not an excellent "Swan-

pie? 1679 R. MONTAGU in Bucdench MSS. (Hist. MSS.

Comm.) I. 331 My wife gives your Lordship her humble

thanks for the swan pie. 1600 TOURNEUR Trans/. Kletam.

Epil. 9 "Swan-plumed Phcebe |
= the moon] gards the star.

faire night. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. iv. 364 While

tow'rd the Sea, our (then 'Swan-poorer)_Tbames
Bare down

m
S'

ing.. is an old white shirt drawn over a bunch of brush.

1596 FITZ-GEFFREY Sir F. Drake (1881) 7 Then let thy

*swan-sweet voice sing to a Drake. 1604 SCOLOKEB Daiphan-
tut (1880) 23 Daiphantus hearing such a *Swan-tun'd voyce,

Was rauisht. 1798 SOTHEBY tr. Wieleautl Qttm (1826) II.

215 Through the air the *swan wing'd chariot flew.

b. Special Combs. : swan-animalcule, an in-

fusorian of either of the families Trachelocercidx

and Tracheliidx, esp. Trachelocerca olor, having a

long flexible and extensible anterior prolongation

like a swan's neck ;
swan-down (see SWAN'S-

DOWN) ; swan-drop, (a) the knob on a swan's

bill; in qnot. 1821 transf.; (6)
= swan-shot ;

swan-egg = swanks-egg; swan-flower = swan-

plant (a} ; swan-goose, a large long-necked

species of goose from Eastern Asia, Cygnopsis

cygnoides, also called Chinese or Guinea goose;

swan-mussel, a common species of freshwater

mussel, Anodonta cygnea ; t swan-pen [cf.
MDu.

swan(en)penne swan's quill, swanenpipe swan's

quill, esp. one used as a drain-pipe]
= swan-

quill; also, a pipe of the width of a swan-quill



SWAN.

(cf.
PEN sl>.

2
3 a) for draining ; swan-plant,

(a) an orchid of the S. American genus Cycnoches,

having flowers with a long curved column like a

swan's neck ; (/>) a W. Indian species of birthwort,

Aristolochia ^nindijlora, also called Pelican-flower;

swan-post [nil. F. paste; cf. Colgr.,
*

Tastes, big

hailc-shot for Herons, Geese, and other sucli great

fowlc ']
-swan shot

; swan-quill, a swan's feather,

or a pen made of one ; swan's bath (pseudo-arch.},

the water, the sea ; t swan's beak, bill, a kind of

surgical forceps (cf. CRANE'S-BILL 2) ;
swan's egg

(also swan-egg), name of a variety of pear ;
swan's

feather, collectors' name for a species of moth,
rorrcctariti cy^nipennella, with pure white win 45

(Keiinie, 1832) ; swan-shot, a large size of shot,

used for shouting swans
; swan-song [after G.

schwanen ge}sang, schtvanenlied], a song like that

tabled to lie sung by a dying swan
;
the last work

of a poet or musician, composed shortly before his

death ; t swan's-tongue, an old name for hemp-
nettle ( Galfofsis Tetrahit). See also SwANHEHI), etc.

1865 T. K. ION'KS in Intell. Observ. Mar. 121 A *Swan
animalcule (Traclii'lwerca olor). 1821 Bluckw. Mag. IX.

62 Hazlitt I own is not pale, because of his rubicund 'swan-

drops. 1865 Pall Hall G. No. 187. 9/2 Fire-anus, .loaded

with heavy swan-drops. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., *Swan.

flower, of Surinam, Cycnoches Loddigesii. 1678 RAY \Vil-

litgliby's Ornith. 360 The *Swan-Goose : Anser cygnoides

HirfanicHS seu Guitueasff...lt is a stately Bird, walking
with the Head and Neck decently

erected. 1804 BEWICK
lirit. Birds II. 281 Swan Goose. Chinese, Spanish, Guinea,
or Cape Goose. 1777 PENNANT Brit. Zool. IV. 96 Mytilus

Cygneits. *Swan Mlussel] with a thin brittle shell, very broad

and convex, marked with concentric striae. 1864 Intell.

Observ. Sept. 67 The swan-mussel (AnO'tonta) ,.'K one of the

largest of our bivalve molluscs. 1416 Cov. Lect Bit. 108 Pat

ther be no pype [to a conduit] more then a *swan penne. c 1480

HENRVSON Mar. Fab., Lion n Mouse Prol. vi, Ane roll of

paper in his hand he hair ; Ane swannis pen \ed. x6zi Swane-
, .ii i i L: . _:_ _o. _ i;i ...: ~t' ~ ..../ i ,Q .f.\l 1 . -,*

Jamaica, Trinidad. The Swan Plant. 1846 C. ST. JOHN Wild

Sports HigU. 252 With the double-barrel loaded with swan-

post. 1839 URE Diet. Artsw Crow quills for draughtsmen,
as well as *swan quills, are prepared in the same way. 1900
WEYMAN Saphia xxv, She unearthed a pewter ink-pot and

an old swan-quill. 1865 KINGSLKY Hercvj, iv, Take to the

se;i like your forefather, and corns over the *swan's bath

with me ! 1631 H. C[KOOKE] Expl. Instrum. Chirnrg. 43

Another Instrument called the *Swans beake, the sides

whereof are opened l>y a screw when it is insinuated into the

wound. Ibid. 41 Those instruments framed to draw out

bullets . . out of wounds . . ai e almost all called by one general!

name, Bills or Beakes, as the Crowes Bill, the Cranes Bill,

the Drakes Bill, the Parrots Bill, and the "Swans Bill. 1741

Marquis, Swan Egg, Virgoleuse, [etc.]. 1843 I. SMITH

Forest Trees 163 Swan's egg is a small beautifully shaped

She will put a hundred swan-shot through a Dutchman's

cap at eighty paces. i83a Miss BRADOON Aft. Royal III.

iv. 57 He is found with an empty bag, and a charge of swan-

shot through his heart. 1831 CARLYLE Sort. Res. in. vii,

The Phoenix soars aloft,.. or, as now, she sinks, and with

spheral *swan-song immolates herself in flame. 1837 1'r.

Rev. i. n. viii, We will call his Book [Saint-Pierre's
' Paul et

Alfkita (Anecd. Oxon.) 80/2 Herba hircina, i. tetrahit..

anglice *swanestonge.
o. with reference to the keeping of swans and

swan-upping, as swan-book, -hook, -house, -keeper,

laws, -master, -pit, -rig/its, -warden, -yard.

1514 in Archrtcologia (1812) XVI. 156 That there shall no

Swannerd keep, or carry any swan book, but the King's

Swannerd. 1:1560 in Proc. Archxol. Inst., Lincoln (1850)

305 It is lawful for every owner, swanmaister, or swan-

heard, to pull up, or cut downe ye birdnet. Ibid. 306 If

any person.. be found carrijng any swanhopke, and the

same person being no swanheard [etc.]. Ibid., They shall pay
a land bird to the king, and be obedient to all swan lavves.

1600-1 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 59 Pro

mending the Swanhouse walles iiij
11

. 1793 ln Blackw. flag.

Dec. (1888) 862/1 [A minute in the books of the Hospital

Trust (of St. Helen's, Norwich] says that a new] swan,

yard [was constructed in 1793] '8ia R. SURTEES in 1.

Raine Mem. J. Hodgson (1857) I. 85 Swan-oats are regular y

paid by the adjacent properties to the lessee of the old

swan-house on the borders of the morass. 1843 YARRELL

the Swan Warden. 1848 BROMEHEAD in Proc. Archxol.

lust., Lincoln (1850) 301 note. The swanhook, attached to

a long pole, by means of which the bird might readily be

captured by the neck, is frequently introduced as a symbp
amongst the varied devices composing the swanmarlcs m
the MS. 1883 G. C. DAVIES Norfolk Broads xxix. 202 The

swan.pit, at the back of the Old Man's Hospital, St. Helen s,

Norwich. This pit is an oblong pool or tank,.. with per-

pendicular sides. . . Here they [sc. cygnets) are fattened for th<

table, or reared for transmission to their future homes. lBH

Blackw. Mag. Dec. 861/2 There are several swan-pits be-

longing to the various owners of swan-rights on the Nor-

wich rivers. Ibid. 862/1 From 80 to 100 cygnets may tx

seen.. undergoing the process of fattening in the swan-pit.

1891 fall Mall Gaz. 2 Aug. 2/1 Fourteen years ago the

R.S.P.C.A. prosecuted the swan-masters.

VOL. IX.

281

d. with reference to the stories in Aryan
mythology of supernatural maidens having the

power of transforming themselves into swans by
means of a robe of swan's feathers or of a magic
ring or chain, as swan-bride, -hero, -maid, -maiden

(after G. schwanenjinig/'rau), -wife, -woman ;

swan-coat, -ring, -shift (after G. schwanenhemd,
-ring) ; also applied to a personage in mediaeval

story, like Lohengrin, accompanied by a swan, as

swan-knight (
= bnghi of the swan, G. schwanen-

ritter, F. chevalier au cygne).
i86a H. MARRVAT Year in Sivedcn Ixiv. H. 380 note. The

smith, .fancied his swan-bride had returned. 1865 TYLOR
Early Hist. Man. xii. 346 itote, Three women sit on the
shore with their swan-coats beside them, ready to turn
into swans and fly away. 1868 BAKING GOUI.U Myths Mid.
Agts Ser. II. ix. 298 These Mv.-m.niuidciis are the liouiis of

the Vedic heaven ; receiving to their arms the souls of the
heroes. Ibid. 302 At one lime there is but a single swan-

woman, at another the sky is dark with their numerous
wings. 1880 STALLYBRASS tr. Grimm's Teut. Mythot. I.

xvi. 427 The swan-hero forsakes liis wife the moment she
asks the forbidden question. Ibid., Many tales of swan-
wives still live among the Norse people. Ibid. 428 When
they [sc. swan-maidens] bathe in the cooling flood, they lay
down on the bank the swan-rin^, the swan-shift. 1889 R. Ii.

ANDERSON Ir. Ityiiberg's Tent. Mytlwl. 60 Among these
swan-maids was Sif. 1911 Encyil. Brit. XXI. 133/1 A con-

clusion, in which the Swan-Knight, Lohengrin, is made
Parzival's son.

Swan, v.1 nonce-iod. [f. prec. sb.] intr. with

it : To swim like a swan.

1893 MERKDITH Ld. Ormont *r Aniiuta i. I. 9 The
forest Goddess of the Crescent, swanning it through a
]ake.

Swan, v. z U.S. slang, [prob. north. Eng. dial.

Js' wan lit.
'
I shall warrant = I'll be bound ; later

taken as a mincing substitute for SWEAR v. Cf.

SWANNYZ;.] / swan, I declare : often in exclama-

tory asseveration.
/ swan to man, a mitigated form of / swear to God.
l8 Missouri Intell. 20 May (Thornton), I swan it is.

1836 HALIUUKTON Clocfem. (1862) 65 If you hante obsarved

it, I have, and a queer one it is, I swan. 1843 MRS. KIRT-
LAND 1-orest Life 1. ii. 20

' Well ! I swan !' exclaimed the

mamma. 1844 'JoN. SLICK
'

High Life N. Vork I. 3, I

swan if it warn't enough to make a feller dry to see the

hogsheads of ruin and molasses. 1861 LOWELL Bigloiu P.
Ser. II. i. Poems 1890 II. 239 They du preach, I swan to

man, it 's puf'kly indescrib'le ! 1873 CARLETON Farm Ball.,
'

Bttsey \ I are aut'li,' What is the matter ?
'

say you. I

swan it 's bard to tell !

Swan, variant of SWON Ol>s., swineherd.

Swandown : see SWAN'S-DOWN.

Swane, obs. Sc. f. SWAIN ; obs. f. SWAN.

Swang (swasrj), sb. Chiefly north, dial. [Cf.
dial, swank of the same meaning ;

both may be

derived (with guttural suffix) from the root swam-,
and so ultimately related to swamp (with labial

suffix).] A low-lying piece of ground liable to be

flooded ; a boggy depression, swamp. See also

first quot. and cf. SWAMP sb. I b, quot. 1691.

1691 RAY If. C. Words 72 A Swan/;, a fresh piece of green
Swarth lying in a bottom among arable or barren Land.

A Dool. Ifid. 137 A Swaiif, locus paludosus, or part of

a Pasture overflow'd with water. 1811 WILLAN W. Riding
Words in Arcliaealagia XVI I. 160 Swang, a part of a pas-

ture covered.wilh water. 1891 ATKINSON Moorland far.

70 The swampy, undrained '

swang '.

Swang, v. Obs. cxc. dial. [f. root swang- : see

SWING v. ] intr. To sway or swing to and fro.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. in Swangeande swete be water

con swepe. 1340-70 Alex. r Dind. 493 Fihches, (>at bere

swimmen ful swibe & swaugen aboute.

Swang, obs. pa. t. of SWING v.

t Swange. Obs. [a. ON. svangi (Sw. dial.

svange, Norw. svange) groin (cf. ON. svangr thin,

SWONG).] The flank or groin.

13 Gain, t! Gr. Knt. 138 Kro be swyre to be swange so

sware & so bik. la 1400 Morti Arth. 1129 The kynge..

Swappez in with the swerdc bat it be swange brystedde.

1:1400 Anturs of Arth. xlviii. (Douce MS.), pe swerd

swapped one his .swange, and one be mayle slikes.

Swangulstoke, obs. variant of SWINGLESTOCK.

Swanherd (swg-nh5id). Also 6 swannerd,

corruptly swanyeard, swannyard. [f.
SWAN sb.

+ HERD sb?] One who tends swans ;
an official

having charge of swans.

1481 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 224/1 Divers Swanherdes, and

Kepers of Swannes. ISS4 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec.

Oxford (1880) 220 For ale for the swanyeardys, ij". Ibid.

226 Wyne that was geven to swannerds. 1564 Prxlain.

Q. KHz. Consent. Smans, Euery swanherde intending to

keepe any swannes or signettes. 1601-3 in Willis & Clark

Cambridge (1888) III. 595 'tem y swanherd for vpping

swans ij'. a 1634 COKE Inst. iv. (1648) 280 What authority

the Kings Swanheard hath, being of ancient time by his

Office Magister deductus Cygnorum, you may reade Rot.

Patentium Anno n H. 4. part. i. m. 14. 1883 in Staiulard

4 Aug. 3/6 The Queen's Swanherd, and the officials ot the

..Companies, have just concluded their.. swan-upping ex-

cursion on the Thames.

Swanhood (swo/nhud). noncc-wd. [f.
SWAN

sb. + -HOOD.] The condition of being a (full-

grown) swan ;
in quot. 1 857, of being a ' swan

'
as

opposed to a '

goose
'

(see SWAN sb. t a).

1857 TROLLOPE Barcluster T. xx. Clearly showing that Mr.

Arabin had not yet proved his qualifications in swanhood to

SWANK.
Art Jan. 97 The cygnet it

growing up to

Swan-hopper, corruption of SWAN-TIT
"4i " ' onbiidft (1686) 111. 595 Ri-

cardo Ruby le Swanhopper pro le
<j Swans I

1
. */. |87

HONK Eivryday /:ls. 11. ,,14 'I I.e.. unsuspecting swn-
.894 AMI.KVJO }',,. l.,/e 1. 13 They[.thehuie>]

did not half tumble about ; neither did the swan.hoppeik
Swan-hopping, corruption of SWAN-LTI'ING.
1598 in W. M. Williams An,,. J-,u,,,,ie>s' Co. (1867) 75

M.. 1 .1 IVIT presented a deblc uf iij *. iiijd. which was laid
out for bakcing of Pyes when they went Swan Hopping.
1657 HOWKLL loudinof. jv5 How stately is he attended
when he goes to take a view of the River, or a Sw
ping'; 1746 H. WALI-OLE Lett. (1846) II. 145 T<> illy
companies in their great barges, who had been a swan-

houping. 1833 T. HOOK fanon* IJau. 111. XI, (Like)
my Lord Mayor's barge on the river Thames when his

lordship is graciously pleased to go swan hopping. 1854
MtALi. Moubruy's Poultry 29 The Royal Swan Happing
(or ufping, as ii was called by the Cockneys). 1884 ALICE
CARR in Harpers Mag. July 255/2 The City Companies..
had been up the river

'

swan-hoppmg '.

Swanimote (swp-nimtmi), swainmote
(sw^i'nmout). Obs. exc. hist. Forms: 2-48wanimot,
3 Buaniraot, swaynimot, -emot, 3-4 swane-

inot, 4 swanymot, nwanmot, pi. swanes-

motes, 5 swanemoode, 6 swanymote, swyne-
mote, 6-7 swannimote, 7 swanimoote, awanna

mott, Bwaynemote, swainemote ; fjist. 6-9
swanimote, 7 swalnmot, 7-9 swainmote, 8

swainimote, sweinmote, 9 swaynmote, swyn-
mote. [repr. OE. "swanieniot (whence Anglo-L.

suanitiiotum), lit. meeting of swineherds, f. swan

swineherd, SwoN +jnA Moor si.1 : the first syl-

lable has been assimilated to SWAIN si'.]

A forest assembly held three times a year in ac-

cordance with the Forest Charter of iiij, prob-

ably orig.
' to enable the forest officers to super-

intend the depasturing of pigs in the king's woods

in the autumn and the clearance of the forest of

cattle and sheep while the deer were fawning in

the summer
'

; later, applied vaguely or generically

to courts of attachment, inquisitions, etc. (See G.

J. Turner, Select fleas of the forest, 1901.)
The commonly received account of the swanimote is de-

rived from Manwood, who asserted that it was a dlstinit

court of the forest, to which the freeholders (see SWAIN sb. 6)

were summoned, and having jurisdiction with power to en-

quire of vert and venison and other trespasses done within

the forest.

1189 (Sept. 15) Carta Abbatis de Bnrgo (Cartz Antiquz
Roll KE 21, P.R.O.) Liberietquieti ab.omni..consuetudme
foreste et a swanimot. 1117 Carta tie Foresta (2 Hen. 3, c. 8)

agistandum Dominicos boscos nostros & circa fe>tum

Sancti Martini, quando agistatores nostri debent recipere

Pannagium nostrum ;. .Et tercium Suanimolum teneatur in

inicio quindecim dierum ante festum Saucti Johannis Bap-

tistae, pro feonacionc Bestiarum nostrarum. la. . Liberhigher
Scaccarii 374 Ipse concessit quod ego, & heredes mel v
quieti sumus de Secta Swanemoti, et de omnibus alns Sectis

illius bosco. 1294 Yearbks. 22 Edw. I (Rolls) 627 Nus
avum treis swaynemotes par an pur encercher e enquere sy

uuly mette jjlusurs avers ke mettre ne deit. 1311 f-ovtles

Ordotames (5 Edw. 1 1), Qe les foresters en qe lallhes tieux

trespas seront (aitz, pre.sentent mesmes les trespas as pro-

chefns Swanimotz. 1415-16 in Dugdale Mmast. (1655) '

976 Quod omnia bona..sint. ,quieta..dc. . Wapentake, &
Shewyne & Miskcnnyng, Swanemoode, et dc thesauio du.

cendo. cisoo in Essex Rev. XV. 145 H><= Clerke of the

Swanymote to make relacion to the Kyngs hyghnes of the

certente of the deer kyllyd. 1558 Nottingham A ec. IV. 1 18

At the Swynemote at Blj'dwortbe. 1617 ASSIIETON Jmt.

(Chetham Soc.) 2 Mr. Steward keipping the swainemote.

a 1634 COKE Inst. iv. (1648) 298 There be certain incidents

inseparable to every Forest,.. Courts of Record, asCourts

of Attachments, Swanimote, and lustice Seals. 1035 -I.

thorp MS. in Simpkinson Washington* (1860) App. p. Uxiv,

To John Chapman for his chardges at the swannamott held

wi">in the fforrest of Whitlewood by bill, oo 17 o. 1768

BLACKSTONK Comm. m. vi. 72 The court of sweinmote is

be holdeu before the verderors, as judges, by the steward

of the sweinmote thrice in every year. 1837 HOWITT Kur.

Life v. i. (1840) 355 The Court of Swammole.

atlrib. 1614 SPELMAN Ong. tour Terms Lng. Wks. 11.

(1727) 85 Forasmuch as the Swainmote-Courts arc by the

ancient Forest-Laws appointed
to be kept fifteen Days

before Michaelmas, c i45 HOWKLL Lett. (1655) IV. xvi.

39 A Forest hath her Court of attachments, or bwainmote

Court, where matters are as pleadable, and deteriiiinable, as

at Westminster- Hall. 1670 EVELYN S>Aa xxxiil. (ed. 2)

200 The great neglect of bwainmoie-Courts [should be) re-

fo?me<L
g
lfc, G. ROSE Diari.s (.860) II. 368 The business

of the Swanimote Court at Lyndhurst.

Swank,,*,' dial. [
?
]

Ostentatious or pretentious behaviour or talk ;

swaceer ; pretence.

,854 Miss BAKER Iforthawft. Gloss..
Sudani,,

an oslen*

tiouTair, an affectation of slalelmess in the walk. wb
36



SWANK.
a swank he cuts !

'

1891 Hartland Class., Swank, s. and

v., swagger. 1905 Daily Chron. 17 Apr. 6/2 Wliat he said

is quite true, barring the whisky that is all swank. 1909
Westtn. C,az. 26 Jan. 4/1 'Swank,' they realised, was the

essential qualification for success in the new industry, be-

Sieving that firms just awaking to its possibilities and the

public would take them at their own valuation.

Swank, a. Sc. [app. a. MLG. swank, MDu.
swanc flexible, supple, slender, = MHG. swanc

(G. schwank) ;
{. swank-, appearing also, wilh

suffix, in OE. swancor pliant, supple, agile, MHG.
swankel supple, and parallel to swang-, appearing
in ON. svangr thin, lean, SWONG, svangi SWANGE,
early mod.G. schwang (= schwank}.
For other derivatives of the widespread swink- : swank-

and swing- : swaaf-, see SWINK, SWENCH, SWING, SWINGE,
SWENGE.)

Agile, active, nimble.

1786 BURNS To Aulii Mare iii, A filly buirdly, sleeve, an'

swank. 1901
' IAN MACLAREN' Yng. Barbarians iv. (ed. 3)

68 Ye 're to tak
1

thirty swank fellows that can run. 1913
Blackw. Mag. Apr. 487/2 To ride among the swank, well-

fed lads in the Bewcastle chase.

Swank (swaenkj, v. slang. [A midl. and s.w.

dial, word taken into general slang use at the

beginning of the 2Oth cent.

The etymological meaning is uncertain, but perh. the ori.
notion is that of swinging the body, and the word is ulti-

mately related to OHG., MHG. suiattc swinging motion,
MHG. swanken (G. schivaiiken) to sway, totter, etc. (cf.

SWANK a.).

The immediate source of sense 2 (= SWINK v.) is prob,

different, but ultimate identity of origin may be presumed.]
1. intr. To behave ostentatiously, to swagger ;

also, to pretend by one's behaviour to be something

superior to what one is
; gen. to make pretence.

1809 BATCHELOR Anal. Eng. Lang. 144 (Bedfordshire
dialect) Sivangk, to strut. 1848 EVANS Leic. Words *f

Phrases s.v., I met him swanking along the road, ever_so
genteel. 1900 Manch. Guardian 5 Dec. 3/8 (E.D.D.) Smith

picked up a piece of paper, and attempted to light it, but
did not do so. The deceased said,

' None of your swanking,
Smith, you can light it well enough'. 19/03 A. McNEiLL
Egregious Engtisliin. x, To see your wife in the Peeresses'

Gallery on great occasions, and your sons swanking about
town with Hon. before their names.

2. To work hard, to
' swot '.

1890 BARRERE & LKLAND Slang Diet., Swank (public and
military schools), to work hard. 1911 A. G. C. Through
College Keykole (Cambr.) n E'en have I dreamed of a
minute Swanking to claim a degree.

Swa'nker l
. dial, [f. SWANK a. or SWANKING

a.]
= SWANKY s6.

1

1811 WIU.AN in Archaeologia XVII. 160 (W. Riding
Words) Swanker, or Siuankie, s. a strapping young man.

Swanker -
(swarnksj). dial, or slang, [f. SWANK

a. or SWANK v. + -EK 1.] One who swanks.
a 1846 M. H. BARKER JVifAls at Sea (1858) 35 There used

to be a lot of outrageous tarnation swankers meet there for
a night's spree. 1890 BARRERE & LELAND Stan? Diet.,
Swanker (public and military schools), one who works hard.

1909 WistHt. Can. 31 Aug. 8/3 When Smith cried out that
he was stabbed, she replied,

' Go on, you are a good old
swanker.' She thought he was joking until she saw he was
bleeding.

t Swanking, .rf. &. Ots.rare-i. [Cf. SWANK
a., SWANKY jvUJ A fine strapping fellow.
1500-20 DUNUAR Poems Ixxv. 26 My sweit swanking [1568

Bannatyne MS. swanky], saif sow allane, Na leid I luiflit
all this owk.

Swa 'liking, a. Sc. [Cf. next.] Strong and
active, stout, strapping.
a 1704 T. DROWN Lett./r. Dead n. (1707) 84 There goes a

tall Ensign, there's a swanking Fellow for you. 1818 SCOTT
Br. Lamm, xxiv, I lived on his land when I was a swank-
ing young chield. 1877 BLACK Green Past, xliv, Tall, swank-
ing fellows with big riding-hoots and loose jackets.

Swanky, swankie, J*. 1
(a.

1
). Sc. and north.

uial. [Related to SWANK a., SWANKING sb. and a.]A smart, active, strapping young fellow.
1508 DUNBAR Flyting 130 Sueir swappit swanky, swyne.

flowers a/ Forest 9 In Har'st at the shearing, nae swankies
are jeering. 1820 SCOTT Monast. xvi, There is a youngswankie here who shoots venison well,

b. a,/j.
= SWANK a., SWANKING a.

1838 JAS. STRUTHERS Poetic Tales 78 Aye Iry to please Myswankie joker. 1898 N. MUNRO John Splendid xix. 188
Airlie s Iroopers, swanky blaspheming persons.

Swa-uky, swankey, sb? dial. [Perhaps a
use of swanky adj. (see prec.) with the connotation
'

thin, poor'.] Small beer, or other poor or weak
liquor. Also attrib.

1841 HARTSHORNE Salofia Antiqua Gloss. 583. 1863
Tyneside i>ongs 25 We 've Tom-an'-Jerry an' swanky shopsAn places where yor claes Ihey pops, a 1872 NewfoundlandF>*her,es ,,o (Schele de Vere) Each man. .look his lurn al

iTiT- i?
cut

' as one explained. Whal's Ihe good of sich
rubb.shm swankey? ,908 W. M. J. W.LUAMS Ki, t R*
.jenue XL So The Swankey shops '.which were houses where
beer al ijrf. ihe quart was sold wilhout a licence.

_._. n*futaamfia,tfitu, 1912 World f> Auz ii-Some g,rls have such awfully swanky ideas, haven'tthey ?
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Swa-n-like, a. (adv.} [f.
SWAN sb. + -LIKE.]

Like a swan, or like that of a swan.

1591 SYLVESTER Dn Bar/as i. v. 727 While (Swan-like)

wings. 1607 Barley-Breake (1877) 12 Her Swan-like hrest,

her Alabaster hands. 1697 DRVDKN Virg. Past. ix. 48, 1

gabble like a Goose, amidsl the Swan-like yuire. 1710

POHE Oiiyss. xix. 649 Fasl by Ihe limpid lake my swan-like

irain I found. 1812 CARV Dante, Purg. xix. 45 With swan-

like wings dispred. 1838 LVTTON Alice n. l, Love swelled

the swanlike neck, and moulded ihe rounded limb.

b. esf. in reference to the fabled singing of the

swan just before its death : cf. SWAN sb. 2 b.

1592 GRKENE Croat's W. Wit To Genii. Rdrs., Greene.,

sends you his Swanne.like song, for lhat he feares he sha!

neuer againe Carroll lo you woonted loue layes. 1596

SHAKS. Merck. Y. in. ii. 44 If he loose he makes a Swan-

like end, Fading in musique. 1600 BRETON Melaucholike

Hum. Wks. (Grosart) I. 9 My poore swanlike soule, (alas)

hath no such power lo sing. 1619 PRYNNE Anti-Armin.

(1630) 261 His last Swan like Sermon. 1678 Yng. Man's

Call 10 The swan-like song of the dying martyr,
' None

but Christ ! None bul Christ !

'

1837 HALLAM Lit. E'ir.

(1847) I. i. 2. 2 The swanlike tones of dying eloquence.

c. adv. Like or in the manner of a swan.

1635 A. STAFFORD Fein. Glory 166 This holy man.. in a

divine Rapture Swanne-like (his death being then at hand)

sung this his sweetesl Ditty. 1844 A - B. WF.LBV Poems

(1867) 49 Who would not, Swan-like, wasle his sweetest

breath 1 o . . die so sweet a death ?

Swa'n-mark. [MABK si.*] An official mark
of ownership cut on the beak of a swan, on the

occasion of SWAN-UPPING.
c 1560 in Proc. Archatol. Inst., Lincoln (1850) 309 If any

person.. by sale, or exchaunge have obteined any swan-

marke, and halh any game of the same. 1586 Will ofBuck-
ivortfi (Somersel Ho.), I geue to my son my swannemarke
of the hokys in fee symple. 1602-3 *n Willis & Clark

Cambr. (1886) III. 595 Bond for going to S 1 lues about our
swanmarke xij

d
. 1662-3 Ibid., For the Alienacion of the

Swanne marke, oo. 07. 08. 1842 [see below]. 188^ G. C.

DAVIES Norfolk Broads xxix. (1884) 225 This privilege of

swan-mark was a heritable property. 1886 WILLIS & CLARK
Cambridge I. 438 One of the doors.. has the College swan-
mark engraved upon it.

So Swa n-ma:rker, an official who marks swans,
a swan-upper; Swa'n-ma:rking, the operation of

marking swans.

1842 Penny Cycl. XXIII. 372/1 In creating this privilege
the crown grants a swan-mark (cygninota), for a game of

Swans. . . The swan-markers of the crown and Ihe Iwo Com.
panics [sc. Dyers and Vintners] of the city of London go up
the river (Thames] for the purpose of. . marking the young
birds. 1900 Daily Neivs 27 Sept. 5/1 This year's swan-

marking.

tSwa'nnage. 06s. Also 4 swanadge. [f.

SWAN sb, + -AGE.] Payment for the right to keep
swans.

1398 Cockersand Chartul. (Chetham) 1083 Quite of amer-
ciament. .of the helpes of worke of any Castells, houses, ..

dyches, swanadge, warpenye, lethingepeny. 1610 FOI.KIXG-
HAM Art of Survey in. iv. 70 Wrecks, Swannage, Warren-
age, Commonage, Piscage.

Swa'n-neck. Also swan's neck. [Cf. G.

schwancnhals, Sw. svanhals ; in MHG. sivanhals
= narrow sickle.]
1. A neck like that of a swan ; a long slender

(white) neck.

Quols. 1823 and 1867 refer to the cognomen Swauneshals
(see HALSE so.) = * swan's neck' of a certain Eadgylh
(Edilh), a mislress of Harold, king of ihe English (De Ittv.

Sanctz Cruets Walthatnensis xxi, I2lh c.).

[1823 LINGARD Hist. Eng. (1855) I. vi. zoo note 3 They
sent for Harold's mistress, Edilha, surnamed 'The Fair',
and the 'Swan's Neck.'] 1837 CARLYLE />. Rev, in. I. i,

The fair swan-bevies of Citoyennes thai have alighled in

Churches, and sil ihere wilh swan-neck. 1867 FREEMAN
Norm. Cong. III. v. 5. 514 Eadgylh of ihe Swan's Neck.
2. Name for various structural parts or contri-

vances having a curved cylindrical form like a
swan's neck.
1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 376 The Head.. that makes the

two parts, ihe lower being concave and the upper convex.

3. = swan-plant (a) : see SWAN sb. 4 b.
1866 Treas. Bot., Swan-neck, or Swanwort, Cycnoches.
4. attrib. Of a curved form like a swan's neck.
1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 208 The steam-pipe..

takes a swan-neck bend downwards to within 12 inches of
the floor. Ibid. 680 The tines are always in this machine
made of ihe swan-neck or self-cleaning form. 1884 KNIGHT
Diet. Meek. Suppl., Swan-neck Needle Forceps (Surgical),
an instrument for use through curved passages difficult to
reach. 1891 KILLING Light that Failed xiv. 305 A pair of
swan-neck spurs.

Swa ii-iiecked (-nekt), a. [Cf. prec ]
1. Having a long slender neck.
1703 Land. Gaz. No. 3938/4 A black Geldinjr..Swan

Neck'd. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. III. App. NN. 764
The swan-necked lady [sc. Eadgyth") of the Waltham story.
1908 Animal Management (Vet. Departm., War Office) 24A 'Cock-throttled or 'swan-necked' horse is one which
has a neck like a fowl.

2. Having (or having some part of) a curved

cylindrical form like a swan's neck.
1825 J. NICHOLSON Ofer. Meek. 604 Hand-railing, whether

ramped, swan-necked, level, circular, or wreathed. 1901
Scotsman 5 Nov. 8/1 The swan-necked putter [at golf],

Swanner (swg-nsj). Also 6 swaner. [Partly
reduced form of swanncrd, SWANHERD, partly a.

SWAN'S-DOWN.
MDn. swanier swan-warden, with assimilation to
sbs. in-EK 1

.]
= SWANHERD.

1524 in AreAafolaeia(iSi2) XVI. 155 The King's Swan-
nerd, or his Deputy, shall give warning unto the rest of ihe
Swanners, when that he. .will go a rowing,. .for to 20 a
merkinge.. of any other swan-. 1555-6 in W H Turner
Stit-ci. Ktc. O.rf. (1880) 260 Payed to swanners for il.ere
fee iji. vj,/. 1594-5 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (,886l III
596 [Five shillings] to a Swaner for bringing a swane mark'
1842 Gen'.l. Mag. Jan. 45/2 The swan with two nicks the
way in which the swanner still marks his birds.

Swannerd, obs. form ot SWANHURD.
Swannery (swo-nari). Also 8 swanery. [fas
SWANNKR: see -ERV. Cf. MDu. awaenei -

right^o
keep swans.] f a. The keeping of swans

(?). b. A
place where swans are kept and reared.

1570 in AnkatotogiaWn) XVI. I59 Thelrue Copy of an
old Paper, touching Ihe Swannery found among my Falhcr's
Books, and intituled a Copy of the Ordinances for Swans
&c. i754PpcocKE Trav. (Camdenlgs Al Ihe swanery.. ihe
walls are built of a stone full of shells. 1774 HUTCHINS Hist
Dorset \. 538/1 A little \V. of the town (sc. Abbotsbury] is
a noble swannery, much visited by strangers. 1888 Blackur.
Mag. Dec. 857/2 How many years previous to that time tlie
abbots . . had '

enjoyed 'the privilege of maintaining a swan-
nery is nol recorded.

t Swa'nnet. Obs. rare.
[f. SWAN sb. + -ET.] A

young swan, cygnet ; chielly applied Jig. to a poet
(cf. SWAN sb. 2 c).
The reading in ihe firsl quol. is doublful.

1560 in Proc. Archxol. Inst., Lincoln (1850) 308 It is

ordeined, that no person shall take any gray swannet or
cignettes. 1605 DANIK.L PUlotas Epistle 53 Though you
haue a Swannet of your owne, Within the bankes of Douen
meditates Sweet noles to you. 1612 C. BROOKE Eligy Pr.
Henry viii, In Tagvs then some swannet dip his pen, And
of this eaglet-issue, sing the fame.

Swannish. (swp-nij), a. rare. [I. SWAN j*. +
-18H '.] Swan-like.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia n. (1622) 216 Long since, alas, my

deadly swannish musick Hath made itself a cryer of the
morning. 1591 W. R. Murtker John Ld. Boiirgh B, A
swannish tune becomes my morning song. 1630 DRAYTON
Musts' Elysium Nymphal i. 77 My swannish Breast branch!
all with blew. 1631 [MABBE] Celestina xvm. 187 This
hoarse swannish voyce of mine.

Swanny (swg-ni), a.
[f. SWAN sb. + -Y.]

1. Full of or abounding in swans.

1859 in Campbell Tales W. Highlands xvii c. (1860) I. 291
From the loved swanny glen.

2. Of or pertaining to, or resembling that of, a
swan.

1598 F. Rous Thulc T 3 b. But O my pen transforme thy
swanny face, And in eternall streames myinck shall weepe.
1602 tr. Guarinfs Pastor Fiao i. i. Ii i b, More purely white
then swanny downe. 1604 PRICKET Honors Fame (1881) 29
A Swanny whitenes. 1748 RICHARDSON C/arissa (iBn) IV.
v. 22 The swanny glossiness of a neck late so stately. 1819
W. TAYLOR Hist, Sttrv. Germ. Poetry II. 114 Girt in the

swanny arms of fair Glycera.

Swanny, v. U.S. slang, [prob. north. Eng. dial.

Is wan ye lit.
*
I shall warrant yon *.]

= SWAN v.%

1839 Sulem Advertiser 18 Sept. 3/2 (Thornton) 'Capt.
Center, didn't I tell you Van Buren was not the man? '

'Yes

you ilid, 1 swanney.' 1844
'

JON. SLICK '

High Life N. York
II. 132, I swanny, it eenamost made me boo-hoo right out.

II Swan-pan (swwn pue'n). Also Bouan-,
shwan-, swam-, suau-. [Chinese, lit. reckoning

board.] The Chinese abacus.

1736 tr. Du Haiders Hist. China III. 70 In casting up
Accounts they [sc. the Chinese) make use of an Instrument
called Sauan pan. 1748 Gentt. Mag.}v\y 295/2, I desire to

give the public a Swan Pan that in my opinion is much
preferable to that of the Chinese. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 7/1
This instrument, called in Chinese Shwanpan. 1875 Encycl.
Brit. II. 526/1 The swan-pan, still in constant use among
the Chinese.

Swan's-down, swansdown (sw$ nzdann).
Also -swandown. [Cf. G. schwancndaunt

',
Sw.

svandun, Da. svanedun^\
1. The down or soft under-plumage of the swan,

used for dress-trimmings, powder-puffs, etc,

1606 SHAKS. Ant, <y Cl. in. ii. 48 The Swannes downe
feather That stands vpon the Swell at the full of Tide : And
neither way inclines. 1807-26 S. COOPER First Lines Surg.
(ed. 5) 208 To keep the swelling covered with a piece of

swan's-down, or rabbit's-skin. 1835 Court Mag. VI, p. xiv/2

Others have, in addition to the knots, a row of swansdown
on each side of the front. 1855 LONGF. Htaw, xvi. 193 With
his plumes and tufts of swan's-down. 1891 DOYI.E White

Company xxiii, Swathed in swan's-down and in ermine.

2. a. A soft thick close woollen cloth, b. A
thick cotton cloth with a nap on one side, also

called Canton or cottonflannel.
1801 Sporting Mag. XVII. 177 The blankets of the finest

swansdown. 18*4 SCOTT St. Rattans xv, If a gold-laced
waistcoat has an empty pouch, the plain swan's down will

be the brawer of the twa. 1877 J. W. HAVES Draper if

Haberdasher (ed. 4) 97 Swansdown is a loose thick make of

white and unbleached calico, with a raised surface, like

blankets. 1883 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade Suppl., Swandown,
a kind of twilled fustian, like moleskin.

3. attrib, (in sense i or a).

1798 Hull Advertiser 13 Oct. 2/2 Swansdown stocks. 1803

Censor i Apr. 46 A common swandown waistcoat. 1858

SIMMONDS Diet. Tratie s.v. Swan, Their skins enter into

commerce for swans'-down trimmings. 1867 UKK Diet. Arts

etc. III. 858, 500,000 puffs, made annually from about 7000



SWAN'S FEATHER.
swans' down skins, imported into Britain. 1877 MAR. M.
(IwANi Siin-iiuinf vii, He wrapped her in her swansdown
mantle. 1885 Kncycl. Brit. XVIII. 829/2 It is filtered

through chamois leather or swansdown calico,

//y. 1880 MRS. LYNN LINTON Kebelof l''ainily ii. (iqoi) 21

Her soft swan's-down kind of nature soothed him.

Swan's feather : (a) see SWAN sb. 4 b ; (A) a

corruption of swine's feather (see SWINK sb.).

Swanskin (swg-nskin). Also swan's skin.

[Cf. Sw. svaus&inn.]
1. The skin of a swan (with the feathers on) ;

transf. a soft or delicate skin.

1610 [see 3]. 1842 I'enny Cycl. XXIII. 375/2 Cygnus
('in : ittatnr, . . to which the bulk uf the swan-skins imported
by the Hudson's Bay Company belong. 1846 J. K. TAYLOR

Fairy King, .V/.r Swans 66 The swans flew to her, . . their

swans' skins fell off, and her brothers stood before her in

their natural form.

2. A fine thick kind of flannel
; also, a woollen

blanketing used by printers and engravers as an

elastic impression-surface.
1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. Pantagr. Prognost. x. 246

Kuir'd Clowns, Swans-Skins, and other warm Cloths, 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), SwMU'S&i*, a sort of line Flannel,

so calPd on account of its extraordinary Whiteness. 1844
Ladies' lland.l'k. Httbtrdtuh*ry$\ Swanskin is. .especially

employed by the laundress, as a covering for her tables.

1863 Alpine Jrnl. Mar. 27 Very stout and dense scarlet

blanketing (of the description known to the trade as swan-

skin).

3. altrib. Made or consisting of swanskin. Swan-
skin flannel

= sense 2.

1610 11. JONSON Alch. in. iii, I' the swan-skin couerlid, and
cambrick sheets. 1740 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. xx. 32,

I bought two flannel undercoats j not so good as my swan-

skin and fine linen ones. 1790 I.MISOM Sch. Arts II. 49
Directions for laying the Mezzotinto Ground.. .Laying your

plate with a piece of swanskin-flannel under it, upon your
table. 1903 W. CHURCHILL Crossing), vi, He wore jauntily

a swanskin three-ornered hat.

Swa n-vuppiiig. Also corruptly SWAN-HOP-

PING, q.v. [See tjppiNG vbl. rf.] The action or

practice of '

upping
'

or taking up swans and

marking them with nicks on the beak in token of

being owned by the crown or some corporation.
[1570 in Archaeologia (1847) XXXII. 428 The Maister of

the Swannes is to haue for euery white Swanne and gray

vpping a penny.] 1810 J. T. SMITH Bk. Rainy Day (1861)

194 Swan-upping. .has been changed, .into Swan-hopping.

1885 i'all Mall G. 2 Feb. 1/2 The '

swan-uppings
' on the

Thames of the Vintners and Dyers.

So 8wa'n-u:pper, an official who takes up and

marks swans.

1557-8 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 272 The

charges goynge w* the swane uppers iij dayes vj s. iiij if.

1913 Standard 25 July 13 The little company of swan.uppers
which annually leaves Southwark.

Swa'n-white, poet. [Cf. MLG. swanewit,

G. sckwanenweiss ,
ON. svanhvilr (as a proper

name).] As white as a swan ; snow-white.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. XXI. 215 Yf alle |>e worlde were whit

o(>er swan-whit alle pynges. 1508 DUNBAR Tim Mariit

Wemen 243 Swan-quhit of hewis. a 1618 SYLVESTKR Mem.
Morialitie II. xlix, To note An old Sir Tame-ass.. swan-

white to dote On Venus' Dovelings. 1794 BURNS O Matty's
Meek iii,Her yellow hair ..Comes trinklmg down her swan-

white neck. 1813 JOANNA li ui.i.n. Poems, Ship's Return i,

Thy swan-white sails exulting spread, a 1900 T. W. Rol.LF.s-

TON The Demi at Clonmacnois v, Many a blue eye of Clan

Column the turf covers, Many a swan-white breast.

Swanwort (sw9 nwwt). [f. SWAN sb. + WORT

sb.] f a. (Only OE.) Some unidentified (? aquatic)

plant, b. A book-name for the genus Cycnochcs :

= swan-flower, swan-plant (a) : see SWAN sb. 4 b,

SWAN-NECK 3.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 74 Wib deadum swile, jenim swane

wyrt. 1866 [see SWAN-NECK 3).

Swanyeard, obs. form of SWANHERD.

Swap, swop (swpp), sb. Also 4-7 swappe,

5 swaps, (sqwappe, squappe), 8 s.w. dial, zwap,

zwop, 9 swapp. [f. next.]

I. 1. An act of
'

swapping
'

or striking ;
a stroke,

blow; ^occas. a kiss. Obs. exc. dial.

a. 13. . E. E.Allit. P. B. 222 Fendez ful blake Weued at |>e

fyrst swap as be snaw pikke. c 1384 CHAUCEK H. fame 11.

35 (Fairf.) With hys grym pawes stronge, ..Me fleynge in a

swappe (Bodl. MS. yn a swape, CAXTON at a swap! he hente.

c 1400 AntursofArth. xlii. (Douce MS.) Withe a swap[v.r.

sqwappe) of a swerde )>at swabel him swykes. c 1440 CAP-

GRAVE Life St. Kath. in. 313 The gate shal open lightly at

a swap. CI440 York Myst. xxxiii. 362 Swete may bis

swayne for sweght of our swappes ! 1530 PAI.SGR. 842/2

Swappe for Swappe, coupfour coup. 1548 ASCHAM Toxoth.

lArb.) 48 Halfe oure tyme..is at one swappe quite taken

awaye. a 1553 UDALL Royster D. iv. iv. (Arb.) 66, I with

my newe broome will sweepe hym one swappe. a 1566 R.

EDWARDS Damon >t Pithias (1571) Fiij b, If ich could not

steale one swap at their lippes. a 1615 FLETCHER Nice

Valour in. i, There's no new-fashioned swappe that ere

came up yet But I've the first on 'em. 1654 GAYTON Pleas.

Notes I. viii. 30 The Usher gives him a shrewd swap on the

very end of the elbow. 1818 HOGG Brownie of Bodsbeck

I. viii. 135 Whan a thing comes on ye that gate, that s a

dadd.. .Then a paik, that's a swapp or a skelp like. i8a

Perils ofMan*.. II. 243 Pell-mell, swap for swap, was

a' that they countit on.

0. 1746 Exmoor Scolding (E.D.S.) 100 Gi me a Zwop V-
Ad I chell gi

1

tha a Wherret, or a Zlat in the Chups. 1863

BARNES Dorset Gloss., Swop, a strong whop.

H. 2. An act, or the action, of '

swapping or

exchanging ; (an) exchange, slang or colloq.
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o. iSasPuRCHAs Pilgrimes I. iv. iv. 82. 418 They., will either

beg them, or make a swap with you in p.iual.-. 1711 N.
BLUNDELL Diary (1805) go, 1 proper.! .. .Swap with Samw.
Edw. between my l'.i]tl..ii anil hi. C.i.iv ( iall.iwuy. 1785
liURNS 1st l:f>. j. Lapraik xviii. \\V-,.-. h:.r ;t sw..p .,'

rhymin-ware Wi' alle unither. 1798 T. MMKIKS Speed the

Plough I. L (1800) 7 Drabbit it, only to think of thr /u..|,,
and changes of this world ! 1805 JAMI s .Mi lit. /'/V/. (ed. 2)

s. v., A writership or a military appointment
in parliament may be called a swap. 1822 OnuiKrr Rur.
l\ides(t%yi) n?* Lord Castlereagh . . w:is accu-.ed of m.tkin^
a swap, as the horse-jockeys call it, of a writer-ship a^.unst
a seat. 1888 ' K. HOLDKEWOOD' Robbery under Arms viii,

A big, brown, resolute, well-bred horse he had got in a

swap because the man that had him was afraid of him.
. 1682 T. KI.ATMAN Heraclitus Kidens No. 72. (1713) II.

191 They'd almost threaten to flee the I ...n I, and put them-
selves under the Protection of the French King.. . And afair

swop, cry I. 1709 BAYNARU Cold Baths 11. (1706) 172 It cur'd
her Ague, but made a worse swop ; for she was. .seiz'd with

Kpileptick Fits. 1714 ADOISON Spect. No. 559 f 6 These
[two gentlemen) had made a foolish Swop between a Couple
of thick bandy Legs, and two long Trapsticks that had no
Calfs to them. 1851 MAVHKW Lond. Labour I. 370/1 The
glass wares are so very rarely sold. .' Swop, sir,' 1 was told

repeatedly, 'they all goes in swop.' 1882 SALA Amer.
Revis. (1885) 365 [Railway] tickets are.. the object of.,

barter,
'

swop
' and ' trade

'

generally. 1884 Mancli. Kxant.
6 Dec. 5/5 It is probable that Mr. Master will find little to

complain of in the swop he has effected.

f b. ? An allowance made in exchanging. Obs.

1595 Cimipt Bit. D. Wedderburne (S.H.S.) 31 Item xs. for

the swap to be allowit in the Witsonday termes meill nixt.

0. slang. To get (or have) the swap : to be dis-

missed from employment. (Cf. SWAP v. 9 a.)

1890 BARRRKE & LELAND Slang Diet, s. v. Swop. 1905
WF.LLS K^ipps I. v. 3 Every time I've had the swap I've

never believed I should get another Crib.

Swap, SWOP (swgp), v. Forms : a. 4- swap,
4-7 swappe, (5 squappe, swape), 6-7 swapp :

pa. t. 3-6 swapte, 4 swappede, (5 sqwapputte);

pa. t. an&pple. 4- swapped, swapt ; Sc. and north.

4-5 swappyt, 4-6 swappit, 6 swapit, (suapit).
0. 5-6 swope, 7- swop ; pa. t. and pple. 7-

swopped, swopt. [prob. of echoic origin, signi-

fying a smart resounding blow (cf. SWAP adv.).

So G. dial, schwappe resounding box on the ear,

sckwappen to make a clapping or splashing noise,

to strike with a resounding blow.
The development of the sense of concluding a bargain

from that of striking is paralleled in various uses of strike ;

cf. also \j.fadusferireH
1. fl. trans. To strike, hit, smite (pccas. used of

kissing). Also fig. Obs.

a 1400 Leg. A'<W(i87i) 142 A swerd swapped hire borw be
brest. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1271 With a swinge of his sworde

[he] swappit hym in be fase. c 1400 Anttirs of Arth. xl.

(Douce MS.) He swapped [v.r. sqwapputte] him yne at )>e

swyre, with a swerde kene. c 1440 York Myst. xxx. 286 A
sweuene bat swiftely hir swapped, Of one Jesu pe juste man.

1534 MORE Com/, agst. Trio. in. xxiv. Wks. 1256/2 They
that lye in a plewrosy, thinke that enery time they cough,

they tele a sharp sweorde swap them to the heart. 1557
PHAER SEneidll. Rjb, Anon the giltie soules..Tisiphonee
doth take, and scourging them she swappes with whippes.

1577 82 BRF.TON Flourish upon Fancie (Grosart) 6/2 To.,

swap ech slut vpon the lippes, that in the darke he meetes.

b. To strike or smite off,
in two, etc. ; to cut or

chop off or asunder at one blow ;
to drive out, etc.

by striking. Obs. exc. arch. Also t To swap to

(the) death, of live, to kill at a blow.
c 1350 Will. Paterae 3609 To haue with his swerd swapped

of his bed. 1375 BAKBOUR Bruce xvn. 691 The gynour
than gert bend in hy The gyne, and swappit out the stane.

c 1386 CHAUCER Sec. Nun's T. 247 Who so wol nat sacrtnse

Swape [v. rr. swap, swappe] of his heed, a 1400-50 Wan
Alex. 957 (Ashm. MS.) He swyngis out with a swerd &
swappis him to dethe. 1:1400 Destr. Troy 6699 With a

swyng of his sword [he] swappit hym of lyue. c 1400 A nturs

ofArth. xl. (Ireland MS.) Syxti maylis and moe, The squrd

squappes (Douce MS. swapt] in toe. 1 a 1500 Chester PI.

xiv. 389 The Devill Swapp [MS. W. 1591 swope] of my
Swyre, if I do it without byre. 1581 A. HALL Iliad x. 186

The king for thirtenth Diomede out life to death doth swap.

1581 STANYHURST &neis III. (Arb.) 92 Keare thear vs en-

forced. .Too swap of our cables. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xx.

xxxiii, And then Alarcos head she swapt offcleene.

1888 DOUGHTY Trav. Arabia Deserta II. 17 Drawing his

sword, he . . swapt off at once the miserable man's head.

O. To cut or reap (com or other crops) close to

the ground with a '

swap-hook
'

(see 6). dial.

1853 W. D. COOPER Sussex Gloss, (ed. 2) Smaf,..to cut

wheat in a peculiar way, more like chopping than reaping. S.

1861 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. XXII. li. 378 Both crops were
'

swapped ',
or cut close to the ground. 1903 Sal. Kev. 8

Aug. 168/2 It is time . . to go swapping the laid piece down

by Kixes Wood.

2. intr. To strike, smite, deal a blow or blows.

Now rare or Obs.

1 a 1400 MorteA rth. 1 1 29 He . . Swappez in with the swerde

pat it pe swange brysWdde. Ibid. 1795 He spede hym
fulle jerne, Swappede owtte with a swerde c 1400 Destr.

Troy 5936 He swappit at hym swithe with a swerd lelle.

c 1400 Song Roland 747 He drawithe out his swerd, and

swappithe hym about. <ri4S Chevy Chau xxxi in C
Ballads (1889) III. 309/1 The swapte togethar tyllethebolh

swat, With swordes that wear of fyn myllan. 1535 STEWART

Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 206 Tha swapit ouir qulull all the

swyir did swydder. 1819 W. TENNANT Pap'slry Storm

(1827) 63 Wi' angry bill, and will theretill, 1 hey wapp t and

swapp't, and flapp t and slapp't.

3. trans. To move (something) quickly or briskly,

esp. so as to impinge upon something else ;
to

SWAP.

flinp, cast, throw (Jnvn, etc.) forcibly ; to bang (n

door) to; re/I, to sit </,> with force, plump one-
self Joitm. Obs. exc. dial.

/Iruei (A.I 1899 Beues is swcid an.ui vu swaplr.
< 1374 CHALXIKK Troylu, iv. 3,5 His bed to |,e wal, his body
Id

(^ KloniKlr Kul Of IJ7J HAI,,. O , A',,,,, .

623 5eH vrs t i

, tnet
< 1425 WvNl.il N CV,.. mi. <i i^.) H r

sw.ip|.u rK irly |rc blu4< ky<hi in till William Wallace face.
C 1440bM Kom. 1.3 (Had. MS ) Me swap!,- his lied vndii
lie watir. ,1590 (inKkmt l-r. liacon \. in Sbeele wap
Ihee into hir plackerd. 1591 HABINI.IOS ( // \,,le, <.
xviii. 71 b, We swap vs downe in our places most viiteur-

rently. 1596 NASHC SaJ/ion WaU.n I' iv, Hr runs and
swaps the doore too. 1641 Life Ilin 11 MI llatl. ,1/m.
(Malh.) V. 235 Because the legate was not to remove, and
the archbishop would not remove, therefore he most un.

mannerly swopped him down on the Archbishop of Canter-

bury's lap. 1794 WOLCOT (H. Pindar) hrogttf Jupiter Wki,
1812 111.259 Down heswopp'd A monstrous Piece of Wood.
1815 MACKENZIE Hist. Northumbld. I. 149 >iote.'\o nvap
the door . . is as much as to say, shut it violently. 1846 W. K .

KORSTP.R in Reid /-//i (1888) I. vi. 186 Only think of poor self

swapped down in the midst of forty Quakeresses.

4. intr. To move with haste or violence, esp. so

as to strike or impinge upon something ; to fall

down suddenly or with a '

flop
'

;
to sink into a

swoon
;
to come hastily or forcibly, fling oneselt

into a place, etc. Now rare or Obs.
The instance of swapte in the later text of Layamoti 2677 5

(Heofs to him swapte \earlier text him biarnde] and mid
harmes hine bictupte) is prob. an error for nvifte (see Swip),
a frequent form in Layamon.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvn. 683 The stane smeitly swappit

out. . 1386 CHAUCER Clerk's '1 . 1099X1 sodeynly she swapte
[v.r. swapped] adoun to grounde. a 1400 Minor Poems
V'ernon /l/.V. (1901) 621 Heo swapte on swownyng. c 1470
HENRY Wallace vu. 349 As bestfy folk fthai] luk off thann
selff no keip. .Through full gluttre in swarfT swappyt lik

swyn. 1530 LYNDESAY Test. Pafyngo 184 Scho. .flatlyngis

fell, and swappit in to swoun. 159* WYRLEY Armorie, Ctf-

pitali de Buz 113 With chilling fear, the Ladies swapped
downe, In deadly sownd. 1600 SURFLET Country f-'arttt i.

xv. 93 The kite, . . which sometimes will not let to swap into

the very broode-house to.. Carrie away the chickens, c 1700
KENNETT MS. Latisd. JOJJ, To swapp or eivoop at, catch

hastily as a kite is said to swapp at chickens. 1718
VANBR. & CIB. Prov. Husb. v. iii, So in swops me, with my
Hoop stuff'd up to my Forehead ! 1770 FOOTE Lame Lover
n. Wks. 1799 II. 79 There he swops with both his knees on
the ground.

b. To flap or beat up and down : also with it.

c 1510 SK ELTON Magnyf. 775 Thy slyppers they swap it,

yet thou fotys it lyke a swanne. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scat.

(Rolls) III. 561 Vpoun ane suey ay swappand vp and doun.

1884
' MAEK TWAIN' Huck. l-'inn viii, There was freckled

places on the ground where the light sifted down through
the leaves, and the freckled places swapped about a lime,

showing there was a little breeze up there.

c. trans. To pounce upon, seize.

a 171* W. KING Eagle fr Kooin 137 They'll swop our

chicken from the door. 1821 [see SWAPPING ppl. a. i],

f 6. trans. To drink off quickly, toss off; to eat

vp, devour. Obs.

1508 DUNBAR Tun Mariit Wemen 243 Thai swapit of the

sueit wync. l$8a STANYHURST JKneis \. (Arb.) 41 At a blow

hee lustelye swapping, Thee wyne.-swild vp to the bottom.

1591 NASHE Four Lett. Confut. Ep. Dei., Wks. 1904 I.

258 That thou mightst swappe off a harlie draught to the

success of this voiage. 1593 G. HARVEY Pierce's Super.
Wks. (Grosart) II. 231 Thou hast swapped-downe a pounde
of Butter at a peece of a Breakefast. 1609 HEALEY Discov.

New World i. i Where that huge..Birde called Rvc,
snatcheth vp..a whole Elephant at a stoope, and swappes
him vp at a bit.

6. Comb. : swap-hook dial., a kind of reaping-

hook for cutting crops close to the ground (see I c) ;

t swap-tail a., that strikes with its tail.

1863 Standard 10 Sept. (Sussex provincialism). "Swap-
hook. 1875 PARISH Diet. Sussex Dial., Swap, to reap corn

and beans. Swap-hook, the implement used for swapping.

1883 JEFPERIES Life of fields (1884) 84 (In Sussex] They
call their reaphooks swaphooks or swophooks. 1681 GRBW
Mus&uui i. II. iii. 46 The "Swaptail Lizard. Uromattix

vel Caudiverbera.

II. 1 7- al>!t>1- or intr- aPP- To
'
strike hancls

in token of an agreement or bargain. Obs. rare 1
.

13 .. Caw, 4 Cr. Knl. 1 108 Swete, swap we so, sware with

fb. trans. To strike (a bargain). Also with up.

1590 LODGE Rosalimi(.\y)i) F ij, Aliena. .swapt a bargaine

with his Landslord. 1591 GREENE Black Bookes Messenger

Wks. (Grosart) XI. 17 Wee like two good Horse-corsers,

made a choppe and change, and swapt vp a Rogish bargaine,

and so he married my wife and I his. 1650 J. REYNOLDS
flavor of Fidelity 147 They forth with swapt a bargain.

1691 [A. PITCAIRN] Assembly iv. i. (1766) 46, I must know

what you can do, ere I swap a Bargain.

8. To give or dispose of in exchangefor some

thing else; to exchange (a thing) with another

person. Chiefly, now only, slang- ot colloq.

Probably orig. a horsedealer's term : cf. 1592 in 70.

1594 LY i Y MotherBombie v. iii, I le not swapmy fat her f.

all'thiT 1600 Love's Metain. i. ii. Inconstancy
is a vie

which I will not swap for all the venues. 1646 J. HAI

Poems, ToMr.HalloHkis..Detractorf.-\\>y>KxV*yv*>*
thee moieThen theycan swapp. there Heritages for. .6;

... 1594 LY. -

all thlT 1600 Love's Milan. \. n, Inconstancie is

advice,

:base

<ao.' ;'423/7 He swapt a sorrel Stonehorse near

Ripon about 14 or 15 hands high. 1708 N. BLUNDELI. Diary

(1895) 61 He was about swaping his Running Hors with my
Lord Mountglarret). 1798 ROOT A n,er. Law Kef. I. 66 One

Rose and Charles Knot, .proposed to swap shoe buckles.

,8.3 MOORE Mem. (1853) IV. 149 ?">.< <>>?'
the m n

"'.

I whom I wished to swap pomes requires five pounds with
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SWAP.

mine. 1815 J. NEAL Bro. Jonathan I. 154 He will 'swap'

anything with you. 1830-2 CAKLKTON Traits (18431 I. 263,

I offer up a pater and are for you, and you again for me.

This is called swapping or exchanging prayers. 1861

"iLtUtOtatia FmrCfmtll: (1876) 7 [He] swapped a battalion

against a dancing-girl's diamond necklace. 1864 ABRAHAM
LINCOLN in E. R. Jones Lincoln, etc. (1876) 59, I am
rt-minded . . of a story of an old Dutch farmer, who remarked

..'that it was not best to swap horses when crossing a

stream.' 1888 EGCI.ESTON Graysons x. 109 Farmers fre-

quented the town, to meet old friends and get the better of

them in swapping horses. 1891 Boston (Alass.) Jrnl. 12

Sept. 5/1 As they sat in the tavern, swapping stories.

/3. 1614 QUARI.ES Jali i, There dwelt a man brought from

his linniage That for his belly swopt his heritage. 31658
CLEVELAND Poems, To T. C. 45 For to make Mumime of

her Grease, Or swop her to the Paper Mill. 1660 Okie s

Lament. 38 My Horses swopt for light Nags. 1764 H.

WALPOLE Let. to Mann 27 July, I believe my Lady lemple
would, .be heartily glad to swop situations with you. 1800

MAR. EDGBWORTH Castle Kackrent Gloss, p. xxxviii. He
makes me an offer to swop his maie that he couldn't sell at

the fair of Gurtishannon. 1814 SCOTT St. Ronans xvui. The
new-fashioned finery which she swopt her character for.

i86oO. W. HOLMES Elsie V. vii. (1891) 96, I wish our little

man and him would swop pulpits. 1883 Miss URADDON Mt.

Royal II. iv. 66 He bought and sold and swopped horses.

1890 YouNnHUSBAND Polo in India iii. 42 Jones's Rs. 500

pony had been swopped for a worthless mare.

b. with advs. away, off.

1589 R. HARVEY PI. Ptrc. i He..swapt away his siluer for

Copper retaile. 1683 TRVOS Way to Health 500 They swap
us away for a little Money to the Butcher. 1708 Land. Gaz.

No. 4404/3 He rode a stout black Mare the Day before

taken, which he swop'd away. 1841 J. T. H EWLETT Parish
Clerk I. 204 Two cover-hacks, .were exchanged, or rather,

in stable pltrase, swapped away. 1862 LOWELL Bigltrtv P.

Ser. n. iii. MoSwappin' silver off for lead ain't the sure way
to win. 1866 WHITTIER Summer with Dr. Singletary vi,

I've noticed that your college chaps swop away their common
sense for their laming. 1007 KATE D. iViGGlN New Chron.

Rebecca viii. 230 He breaks all the young colts and trains

them, and swaps off the poor ones.

c. absol. To exchange, make an exchange.
1778 Miss BURNEV Evelina Ixxxiii, Doff your coat and

waistcoat, and swop with Monsieur Grinagain here. 1809
KENDALL Tra-v. III. Ixix. 87 To buy, to sell, to exchange,

or, as they term it, to swap, are the pursuits in which they
wish to be constantly engaged. 1857 HUGHES Tom Srmux
I. ix, I know something of him at home, and should like to

excuse him will you swop ? 1885 J.
K. JEROME On the Stage

153 If any gentleman has more friends of that kind than he

wants, and would care to have a few oT the opposite stamp,
I am quite ready to swop with him.

9. transf. in various slang uses. a. To dismiss

or be dismissed from employment, b. To cheat,
take in. o. To change one's clothes.

1861 Mncui. Mag. Nov. 34 The assistant [in a linen-

draper's). . 'swops' or is 'swopped', or gets or gives 'the

sack '. 1880 J. C. HARRIS Uncle Remus iv, Den Brer Fox
know dat he bin swop off mighty bad. 1904 SLADEN rlaying
the Game n. xiv, My man can bring my dress tilings later,

if you'll give me a room to swop in. 1905 WELLS Kipps I.

v. heading, 'Swapped 1 '[= dismissed].

Swap, SWOp, adv. (int.) Now dial, (see Eng.
Dial. Diet.) [The stem of SWAP v. Cf. G.

schwapp(s), LG. swaps int.] At a blow; with
sudden violence ; suddenly and forcibly.
1672 VILLIERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal H. iii. (Arb.) 57

His spirits exhale with the heat of his passion, and all that,
and swop falls asleep. 1687 MONTAGUE & PRIOR 1/indAf /'.

Transr. 20 She's in the right on't ; but mind now, she comes

upon her swop ! 1702 Mouse gro~.vn a. Rat 4, I came upon
him swop with Abundance of Confidence. 1728 VANBR. &
CIB. Pnrv. Husb. I. ii, And straight upo

1

that, swap comes
somewhat across my forehead, a 1818 M. G. LEWIS jfml.
W. Ind. (1834) 297 The waves, .hovering for a while over
the ship, and then coming down upon us swop.

SWclpe (swi'ip). dial. Also 5 swaype, 6 swaipe,
7 swap (?). [orig. f. ON. sveip-, denoting sweeping
or circle-wise motion, repr. by sveipa to sweep,
wrap, swaddle, swoop (see SWOPE v.), sveipr fold

of garment, in comb, olditsveipr
'

wave-sweeper ',

oar. In later usage influenced by, or varying

locally with, SWEEP
sl>.]

I. t ! Applied to various contrivances of the

form of a lever : see quots. Obs.

1492-3 Kec. St. Mary at Hill 186 The swaype of be cherch
dore. 1666 in Archzol. sF.liana XVII. 133 For swapes for

ye bells is. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 333 note, A Swape
(a north country term for a Lever, when fixed upon a centre,
and acted upon by the hand).

2. A large oar, esp. one used for steering a barge :

= SWEEP sb. 27.

1592 Wills t_Inv. N. C. (Snrtees 1860) 252 Haifa kurvell

lighter, with hir furnytter, that is, j ore and a swaipe [etc.].

1789 BRAND Hist. Newcastle II. 261 note, [The keelmen]
call the great oar, used as a kind of rudder at the stern of
this vessel, the swape. 1864 SMILES (7. % R. Stephenson n. i.

(1868) 67 The vessel being guided by the aid of the '

swape,'
or great oar.

3. A long pole supported on a fulcrum and
carrying a bucket for raising water ; also, a pump-
handle : = SWEEP sb. 23. Also in comb., as swape-
well (for other combs, see Eng. Dial. Diet.).
*mPMl. Trans. LXIII. 179 A pump., whose handle (or

swape, as it U called hereabout [sc. Ripley, Yorks.]) is all of
iron, very thick and long. 1890 .V. 4 Q. 7th Ser. X. 240/1.
Dwellers in the Eastern Counties may be credited with
knowing what a swapc-well is. . . A swape-well is a well from
which the water is raised by a loaded lever. 1908 [Miss
FOWLER] Betw. Trent >, Ancholme 369, I remember the two
Roxby

'

Swape-wells '. .the woman pulling down the swape
by the chain.

284

4. A sconce for a light.

1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-bk. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Midi.

5. (See qnot.)
1881 RAYMOND Mixing films., Swafe, an implement Ic

shaping the edge of a boring-bit.

II. t 6. The crop of hay taken up from a

meadow :
= SWEEP sb. 17.

1613 MARKHAM Eng. Hustamlmaii n. 11. vn. (1635 85 1

swap? and first crop is all the maine profit you can challenge

your owne. l6w tr. Indenture an. 1436 in i.entl Mag.

May (1863)629 It is agreed the Prior of malton and Couent

. .shall hane swape of Certen medowes.

Swapper, swopper (swypM). [f.
SWAP v.

+ -EK !.]

1. Something very big; a 'whopper ; spec, a

'

thumping
'
lie. slang or dial.

CI700 KENXKTT MS. Lansd. 1033, Smuffer, a great he is

called a swapper. 1715 M. DAVIES A IAm. lint. \. Pref. 36

After they have confess'd their swappers to the Jesuits or

some of the Regulars. 1818 MAGINN in Black. Mag. IV.

321 I'm a swapper, as every one knows, In my pumps six

feet three inches high.

2. One who '

swaps ', exchanges, or barters, slang

or colloq.
1680 Reflect, on Late Libel 28 The Author had.. been

Lecturer there at this day, (for he is no Starter, nor Shifter,

nor Swapper of Livings), la 1700 in S. de Vere American-

isms ( 1 872) 308 The headlong fool who wants to be a swopper
Of gold and silver coin for English copper. 1893 Columbus

(Ohio) Dispatch 14 Nov., In this case a man casting other

than a straight ticket may be called a ' trader
' or '

swapper.

t Swappes. 06s. rarer-1
. [Cf. SWAB rf.l a b.J

A term of reproach or contempt.
1626 BRETON Pasquits Madcaffe nix, This swappes, that

neuer bloodied sword.

Swapping, swopping (swg-pirj), vbl. sb. [f.

SWAP v. + -INQ >.] The action of the verb SWAP.

1 1. Striking, smiting ; smiting or cutting off. 06s.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 1889 With swappyng of swerdys. Ibid.

5785 Swordis, with swapping, swaruyt on helmes. 1515

Scottish Fieldt,^ in Chethaiit Sac. Misc. (1856) II, There

were swinging out of swordes, and swapping of heddes.

2. Exchanging of one thing for another; ex-

change, barter, slang or colloq.

1695 J. EDWARDS Author. O. t N. Test. Ill, 231 Swap-

pin? or bartering of one thing for another. 1695 Whether
I'arlt. be not dissolved ty Death of 1'rinccss of Orange 21

The Blessings.. which we had gotten.. by swopping of

Kings, a 1739 JARVIS Quix. III. vii. (1742) I. no The laws

of chivalry., do not extend to the swapping of one ass_for
another. 1815 J. NcAL^ro. Jonathan I. 23 After having

grown old in the waysof the world, .hypocrisy, 'swapping',

trading, and evil speaking. 1861 GEO. ELIOT Silas M. lii,

Dunsey Cass, whose taste for swopping and betting might
turn out to be a sowing of something worse than wild oats.

1900 W. R. MOODV Life D. L. Moody ii. 31 'Swapping
'

is

a Yankee weakness.

Swa-pping, swopping, ppl a. Also 5

schwoppinge, [f. as prec. + -ING 2.J

1. fStriking; fflapping; dial, swooping, pouncing.
c 1450 Cor. Myst., Innoc. (Shaks. Soc.) 182 With swappynge

swerde now is he shorn The heed ryght fro the nekke !

1575 CHURCHYARD CVi#/<*( 1578) Ciij, With swapping Hesome
in her hand. 164* H. MORE Song ofSoul n. i. i. xi, Fowls
flie by, and with their swapping wings Beat the inconstant

aire. iSai CLARK Vill. Minstr, I. 18 Chick, and duck, and

gosling gone astray; All falling prizes to the swopping kite.

2. Very big,
*

thumping ',

'

whopping*, slang or

colloq.
c 1440 WALSINGHAM in Hone Year Bk. (1832) 90 In del-

vinge he myghte. .find a schwoppinge mallarde imprisoned
in the sinke or sewere. 1589 NASHE Countercuffe Wks.

1904 I. 61 Pasquill met him. .with.. a swapping Ale-dagger
at his back. 1624 MIDDLETON Game at Chess iv. ii, Ay,
marry, sir, here's swapping sins indeed ! trx66a in Wood
Life(O. H.S.) 111.513 Hee was a swapping swapping mal-

lard. a 1843 SOUTHEY Comm.-pl. Bk. IV. 425/1 A swopping
mallard found which used to come and feed there. 1886

Pall Mall G. 28 Oct. 6/1 We have seven professors of
the jargon called law, and all with swopping salaries.

f Swappit, a. Sc. Obs. [Cf. SWAPPER i, SWAP-
PING ppl. adj. 2.] ? Very big.
1508 DUNBAR Flyting 130 Sueir swappit swanky.

t Swap thak. Sc. Obs. [f. SWAP v. in the Sc.

sense of ' to gird
'

+ THACK sb.~\
* Thin boards of

wood firmly fastened over a thatched roof, as a

girding for the thatch
'

(Jam.).
1496 Ace. Ld. High Trens. Scot. I. 310 Item, to the saw-

aris, for swap thak sawing to the samyn hous,. . xxx s.

f Swar. Sc. Obs. [Origin unknown. Cf. SWARL.]
A snare.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace n. 169 He caucht is in the swar
[ed. 1570 snairj. Ibid. vii. 211 Be he entrit, hys bed was
in the swar [ed. 1570 snairj.

Swar, variant of SWARE sb. Obs.

Swarbout : see SWORBOTE.
Sward (swpid), sb. Forms: i, 7-8 sweard,

4 suerd, 5 swerde, swarde, 5-6sworde, 5-9 (now
dial.} swerd, 6 guard, swart, 6-7 swarde, 6-8
Sc. swaird, 7 swort, 7-9 sword, 5- sward. See
also SWAD j.l . 6 soord, 6-7 soard, 7 sourd,

7-9 (now dial.} sord. [OE. sweard ?m., corresp.
to OFris. swarde f., skin of the head (NFris. swdrd,
s&rdj EFris. swdcd, swode t WFris. swatrd rind of

ork, surface of fenland), MLG. swarde f., thick

airy skin, esp. scalp of man, skin of pig, (LG.
swaarde, also gronswaarde greensward), MDu.
swarde f. (Du. ^swaerd, ^zwaard^ mod.

por
hair

SWARD.
infl. by Fris. forms), MHG. swarte i., hairy skin

scalp, bacon rind, (G. Schwartz}, ON. svorbr, gen!
svar&ar, skin, esp. of the head, walrus hide, svarft-
in comb., greensward, walrus hide, (Icel. grass-
vordr greensward, MSw. gronsvardher greensward
Sw. dial, sv'drd, Norw. svord, svor skin, green-
sward, also grassvord) -svoor, Da.

svasr, also

Jleskesvxr bacon rind, gr&ttsv&r} ; f. Teut. stem
sward-, sward- : swarp- (see SWAKTH J^. 1

), the
ultimate origin of which is unknown. The OE.
word, if indeed it survived, was reinforced in ME
by the Scandinavian forms, and possibly from LG.l
1. The skin of the body ; esp. (now dial.} the rind

of pork or bacon, t Head sward : the scalp.
c-j*$ Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) V 222 I'istu/a, su^esweard.

r 1050 l-'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 265/9 Cntis, sweard. 13."
K. A/is. 5950 Calu} was his heuede swerd. c 1375 Sc,

Leg. Saints xlv. (Christina) 227 pat Iuge..gert tak hyr
in teyne, & schawe hir held to \>e suerd. r 1430 Two
Cookery-bks. 6 Sethe..porke ber-ynne,an pulle of be swerde
an pyke owt be bonys. c 1440 Promp. Part'. 482/1 Swarde'
or sworde of flesche, coriana. 1607 Lingua \\. \. Civ, If

they would, .brandish no swords but sweards of Bacon.
1610 MARKHAM Masterf. it. cii. 385 Annoynt the cronet of
the hoofe with the fat swarde of bacon. 1663 COWLF.Y Ess.
Verse fy I'r. t Country Mouse 19 And for a Haut goust
there was mixt with these The swerd of HScon, and the
coal of Cheese. 1747-96 MHR. GLASSE Cookery v. 85 To
dress a ham a la braise, . .take off the swerd. 1819 Glwer

%

s
Hist. Derby I. 133 note, She [sc. a sow] proved when fat,

good, bacon, juicy and tender; the rind or sword was re-

markably thin.

0. 1598 UP. HALL Sat. iv. ii. 36 Reez'd bacon soords shall
feast his familie. 1598 FLOUIO, C0tenxa.,the soard {ed.
1611 sord] of bakon.

2. t a. Usually with defining phr. of the earth,
etc. : The surface or upper layer of ground usually
covered with herbage. Obs.
c 1440 Faliad. on Husb. i. 58 Se not the swerd al nakid,

white, vnclene. c 1440 Promt. Part'. 506 Turfe of flagge,
swarde of be erbe (i'. lurfe, flag, or sward of erb), ce$pcs,
terricidium. 1473 Rental Bk. Cupar-Angits (1879) 1. 171

They sal neuer cast [= dig] bot onder a fourhed, leuand a

pain of the mos in the ground and fylland behynd tham
with the sward of the mos. a 155* LRLAND /(in. (1712)
VIII. 119 Ovar growen in the Swart with fine Grase. 1577
HARRISON England \\. xvi. in J/oZinshed I. 91 b/2 Great

plentye of water, .betweene the new loose swart and the
olde hard earth,.. being drawneawaie. 1601 HOLLAND /Yin?
xvi. xxxi. I. 477 Th roots of the Apple-tree, Olive, and
Cypresse, lie very ebbe, and creepe hard under the sourd of
the ground. i6a6 A. SPEED Adam out cf E. xvi. (1659) 138
Some will burn to Ashes, Hoots, and Stubble, the sword
and swarth of the Ground.

b. Qualified by green, grassy, grass, of grass,
etc. : The surface of soil covered with grass or

other herbage ; turf, GREENSWARD.
1513 DOUGLAS sEfttis vi. iii. 65 A pair of dowis..on the

greyn sward thair place tuke law. 1610 HOLLAND Cmndcrfs
Brit. (1637) 336 A prety hillocke to be scene apparelled in

a fresh suit of green sord. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 433 Ith*

midst an Altar as the Land-mark stood Rustic, of grassie
sord. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. iv. i!. Prol., The green
swaird grows damp with falling dew. 1741 Cotitfl. I'am.-

Piece in. 417 If the Turf hath a good Sward of Grass upon
it. 1846 M'CULLOCH Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) 1. 9 The
western mountains.. are mostly covered with a fine green
sward. 1866 LIVINGSTONE Last Jrnls. (1873) L xii. 326
The grassy sward. 1881

' RITA ' My Lady Coquette iv, The

grass sward.. slopes invitingly before her.

c. Without qualification :
= b.

1508 DUNDAR Tua Mariit Wemcn 520The sueit sawour of

the sward, and singing of foulis. 1512 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot.

797/2 Una cum acra dele suard vel medow propasturaanima*
num. 1530 PALSGR. 284/1 Turfe flagge sworde, tourbe. 1649
iii. n UK Eng, hnfrov. 34 So cut the Turfe, that the Soard may
have all the Winters frost to wroxe. and moulder it. 1660

SHARROCK Vegetables go Plant them thereupon with the Soard

downward. 1747 E. POSTON Pratler I 85 The Sord which

I pared off the Earth, commonly called Turf. 1785 BURNS
Addr. Deil xv, The fragrant, flow 'ry swaird. 1794 VAN-

COUVER Agric. Cambridge 177 The toughness of the fen

swerd. 1831 TENNYSON iEnone 3 There is a dale in Ida,.,

beautiful With emerald slopes of sunny sward. 1834 Brit.

Husb. I. 80 The grass of lawns, mown solely to keep the

sward in order. 1837 LYTTON E. Maltrav. \. ix, The moon-

light slept soft upon the sward. 1879 JEFFERIKS Wild Life

inS.Co. 36 It has become the fashion.. to break up the

sward of the downs.

(b} A growth of grass ; a stretch of greensward.
1733 TULL Horse-hoeing Hitsb. xx. 280 The Grass from

the Edges will spread and form a new Turf (or Swerd) on

the other Side. 1816
J. SMITH Panorama Sfi. # Art II.

619 To make a close thick sward. 1843 LYTTON Last Bar.

i. i, A considerable plot toward the centre presented a level

sward. 1881 DARWIN Vee. Mould 10 Wherever a path
crosses a heath itr surface Becomes covered with a fine short

sward.

f3. transf. The surface (of water), nonce-use.

1606 S. GARDINER Bk. Angling 22 Such as plodde wholy
in the mudde and myre of the worlde, will neuer rise vp to

the sword of the water.

4. attrib. and Comb., (in sense 2), as sward

ground, land ; sward-crested, -like adjs. ;
sward-

cut v.j trans, to cut (land) with a sward-cotter;

sward-cutter, an implement for cutting a tough

sward in preparation for ploughing ;
sward-

earth, f (a} Sc. grass-land ; (b} turf.

1854 H. MILLER Sch. 4- Sckttt. xxv. (1858) 558 The "sward-

crested trap-rock. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) I. 276/1 11

land may he several months in winter after being 'sward-

cut. J&ut.
t
One *sward-cutter will cut as much in one day



SWARD.

a* six ploughs will plough. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Traiif,
.i-cuftfrt

a. machine for bringing old grasslands into

tillage. i?p9 Vinv Agric. Lincoln. 71 A Vsward-dresser
trt-n found very useful upon the meadows and pastures

of I'.rolhertoft. 1541 Keg. .Mag. Sig. Scot. 565/1 Man- M.HH
de Fanieis et lie "swarde-yinl ejusdem. 1634 Ibid. 19/2
Cum eorum terris lam arabilibus quam non arabilibus lie

swaid-eardis. 185* WK;(;INS Kmbanking 237 A tile drain

on a sole fdled part of the way, say i foot, over, wiih any
loose material, and the sward earth over that. 1608 WII.I.KI

{/r.\-aft<i Kxtt. 241 '1'he greene grasse and "sword ground.
1805 R. W. DICKSOS I'ract. Agric, II. 604 That potatoes

may be grown in a very beneficial manner on 'sward lands.

1905 Westnt. Gaz. 31 July 4/1 Old sward land.

Sward (sw.id), v. Also 7 sword, soard(e. [f.

SWARD sb.]

1. intr. To form a sward ; to become covered

with grassy turf.

1610 FoLKiN(;iiAM Feudigr. \. XL 35 A loose and light
Sand swords slow. 1644 G. PLATTES in Hartlib s Legacy
(1655)236 [Ground) that. .will not sward again, or gather
a good head of grass, for the first, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7 years, when
laid down after Ploughing. 1649 HLIIHK !'.$. Jtirflror. xv.

84 It hath one halfe yeare more to Soard in. a 1735 KARL
HAimiNGTON Forest Trees (1765)45 The ground, immediately
after corn, is many years before it swards.

2. trans. To cover with a sward; chiefly pass.
to be covered with grass or herbage.
1610 FOLKINGHAM Fcudigr. iv. Concl. 87 The Soile is a

sandy Clay of 18 Inches Crust close sworded. 1649 HI.ITHK

Kn$. Improv. 32 How to level Land, and the suddainest

way to boarde it. 1760 WASHINGTON Diary 7 Mar., Writ.

1834 II. 513 The ground being well swarded over, and very

heavy ploughing. 1786 tr. Beckford's V'atkek 23 A high
mountain, whose sides were swarded with wild thyme and
basil. 1841 fenny Cycl. XX. 33/1 Hedge-banks may be

Improved. .by being swarded. 1888 STEVENSON Black /tr-

row 75 It was a pillared grove, .open and smoothly swarded.

n 1904 A. ADAMS Log Cowboy v. 56 The prairies were
swarded with grass and flowers.

Swarded (swS-jded), ppl. a. [f. SWAHD $l>. or

v. + -[>.] Covered with a sward or grassy turf ;

turfed.

1513 DOUGLAS /Kneis xn. Prol. 65 The swardit soyll en-

brovd wyth selcouth hewis. 1669 WORLIDGK Syst. Agric.

(1681) 231 To pare off the Turf of soarded-Lnnd. 1788
HURDIS Village Curate (1797) 48 A green swarded wain-

way. 1800 Fast. Village 131 The mellow ground Along
the swarded vale. 1868 Rep. U.S. Commissioner Agric.

(1669) 351 The.. escape of rain-fall from the surface of

cleared and swarded land. 1879 STEVENSON Trow. Donkey
173 Many..chestnuts stood together, making an aisle upon
a swarded terrace.

Swarding (swgudiq), vbl. sb. Also 6 swayr-
dynge, 7 swoording, soarding, 8 awarding,
swording. [f. SWARD sb. or v. +-ING 1

.]

f 1. ? The squaring of timber preparatory to

sawing. Obs.

Cf. LG. swaarde, the first and last piece of a tree trunk

sawn lengthwise (Brent. Wbch.).

(71480 Durham Ace. Rolls (Snrtees) 157 Carpentariis

operantibus per iiij dies in lez Swardyng meremii apud
Shynkley bankez. I53*~3 Durham Honsth. Kk. (Snrtees)

231 For fellyng of 19 treys, 6s. 4d. For toppynge and

swayrdynge off te sayme, IDS.

2. The action ot forming a sward ; the process of

covering, or becoming covered, with grassy turf.

1610 FOLKINGHAM Feudigr. n. i. 48 The soile is so apte to

fast-matting and swoording. 1649 BLITHE Eng, lm/>rov.
vi. 35 The thinner is thy Corne, . . the more Grasse will grow
among, which will help thee more in the Soarding of it.

1707 MORTIMKR Hnsb. (1721) I. 33 The Clays that are long

inswerding. a 1712 LISLE Hn&b. (1757) 247 The broad-

clover would, when it decayed, prevent the ground from

swording to natural grass.

Swardy (iwgudi), a. [f.
SWAHD sb. + -Y.]

Covered with sward, swarded, turfy.

1639 T. DE GREY Cowpl. Horsem. 244 Soft moyst swardy
ground. 1733 TULL Horse-hoeing Hnsb. xx. 292 Must we
have Recourse to the Spade for breaking up our rich,

strong, swerdy Land ? 1857 G. H. KINGSLEV Sport -V Trav.

(1000) 448 Her swardy, heathery, broom-birch-and-eorse-

frfnged banks. 1899 J. MACTAGGART Mackimwn <V Bards
i. vi. 7 Late primroses and bright bluebells Bloom'd by
them in the swardy dells.

t Sware, sb. Obs. Also 4 suar, suare, swar.

[Partly OE. *swaru r '\nandswaru ANSWER *., mdn-
swaru perjury (cf. MANSWEAK) ; partly a. ON. svar

answer : f, root swar- (see SWEAR v.). Cf. next.]

1. Swearing; an oath.
citoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 163 Curs, and leasinges, and

sware, and alle swikele speches. c 1250 Hymn to God 35 in

Trin. Coll. Ham. App. 259 Mid wicke speche & false sware.

cii75 LAV. 10893 po was wo Coel..Jat he sahtnesse mid

sware [ci205 treoSe] hadde ifastned. a iw Pol. Songs
(Camden) 247 Y charge ou by oure sware, That }e

to Enge-
londe be trewe. a 1400 Pauline Epistles Gal. lii. 17 pis.,

testament confermyd of god bu rgh sware. ci43O Free-

masonry 257 Ny no fals sware sofre hem to make.

2. Answer, reply.
c IKX> ORMIN 2422 Whi ^aff ;ho swillc anndswere onn^aen?
..Nu wile I shaewenn }uw forrwhi ?ho ^aff swillc sware

onnjseness. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1184 pe bischop . . Gase
him doun. .Swiftly to ^e swiars & bam his sware }eldis.

3. Saying, speech, word.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17819 (Cott.) pai ballsed bairn wit sueth

suar. c 1315 Metr. Horn. 17 Scho wiped his feet wit her

hare, And kissed thaim wit suetli suare. cuoo Destr. Troy
1200 Sum swalt in a swym with-outen sware more.

t Sware, v. Obs. [a. ON. svara, f root swar-

(see SWEAR v.). Cf. prec.] intr. and trans. To
answer.
c ioo ORMIN 8938 Off batt he wass full ;zp & wis To

285

swarenn & to fraj?nenn. 13.. K. F.. Allil. /'. 1!. 1415 Sym-
b:ilcs it sonetez sware be noysc. 13.. f,~au'. ^ (r. A /.

sol i tie called to his chaiiiberKiyn, (..n . oUy li> in swared.
rt 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2069 And Jai swiftly him swanl &
swyth \>\\^ him tellis.

Sware, arch. pa. t. of SWBAR.
Sware, obs. f. Syi.'AitK, SWKKU ; var. SWIRE Obs.

Swared: see SWAKVK .'

Swarf (swarf), iA.1 Sc. Forms : 5, 8 swarff,
6 swerfe, suerf, 6-9 swerf, 7 swarfe, 7- swarf.

[Related to SWARF
v.~\

A swoon, a iaintinjj-tit ;

a stale of faintness or insensibility.
c 1470 HKNRY Wallace vn. 349 The Sotheron . . Throuch

full gltittre in swarff swappyt lik swyn. 1508 DUNBAR Tua
Mai lit Wenien 225 With that 1 seme for toswoune, thoghht
I na swerf laic, c 1590 J. STKWART I'otms (S. T. S.) II.

43/14 The scorching sychs,. .Quhilk vith stierfs oursels his

hardie hart. 1606 UIHSIK Khfe-BurialK^^ 13 As if such
superciliosity could sweeten the bitter swarfesof their sowre
death. 1676 Row Contn. Hlair's Aulobiogr. ix. (1848) 143
.Mr. Khiir did fall into a fit of fainting or a kind of swarf,

1741 |. MILL Diary (S. H. S.) 3, 1 . .fell down suddenly by
a swerf or stoppage of blood. 1871 \V. ALEXANDER Johnny
<->ibb xlix, Aw heard that he was feeriotis far gane in a
swarf the tither day. 1804 CKOCKRTT Raiders 208 Slie wad
M.HI^ aff again in a swarf.

Swarf (swgaf, swajf), rf.2 Also 6 swarfe, 9
swarff; see also SWAPF", SWABTII sb.*, SOIFE.

[repr. OE. geswearf, gesiworf, geswyrf filings, or

a. ON. svarf file-dust, related to sver/a to file : see

SWKIIVK.] The wet or greasy grit abraded from
a grindstone or axle ;

the filings or shavings of

iron or steel.

1566 Act 8 Eliz. c. it. 3 No person, .shall die. .black, any
Cappe wth Barke or Swarfe, but only

w tt Copperas and Gall
or wt" Wood {v.r. Woade] and Madder. 1583 MASCALL tr.

Profitable lik. D i j, Put .. halfe so muche of swarfe of the

grindstone. 1640 in Entick London (1766) II. 174 Fileings
of iron, called swarf. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey). Axungia,
the Grease or Swarf in the Axle-tree of a Wheel. 1858
SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Swarf, iron filings. 1884 H. J.
PALMER in ng. Illitstr. Mag. Aug. 666/t The knife-grinder
. .is saturated with the wet ' swarff

'

(powdered stone) whicli

dyes him 'a deep saffron colour from head to toe.

Comb. 1900 Spectator 25 Dec. 1094/2 A swarf-stained son
of the wheel

1

.

t Swarf, sb? Obs. Also 7 swarfe, swarff.

[Variant of SWARTH sbj- : see Til (6).]
1. = SWARD sb. i.

1599 Keg. Mag. Sig: Siv.'. 284/1 Lie Elie-law et totum
lie swarf ei adjacentem. 1603 Ibiii. 524/2 Lie swarff, wrak
et wair eisdem adjacentibus. 1664 O. HRVWOOIJ Dinries
etc. (1883) III. 84 The whole field hath a tittle swarfe with

grasse at the top.

2. fg. Surface, nonce-use.
a 1599 ROLLOCK Lect, Passion etc. xli. (1616) 408 His joye

is light, and proceedes onely from the swarfe of the soule.

tSwarf, a. Ol'S. Variant of SWARTH a. (Cf.prec.)
1619 HEATH House ofCorrection B 2 b, Because I 'me black

and swarfe. 1611 (JUARLES Argalus ft f- (1678) 96 Her
face did shrowd A swarff Complexion. 1622 MABBE tr. Ale.

man's Guzman d'Alf. II. 200 A dainty fine shee-slaue, not

swarfe and tawney . . but faire and well-favour'd.

So f Swarflsh a. = SWABTHISH; f Swarfy (-fle,

-ffle, -vy) a. SWAHTHT a.1

1602 Salmasis q Hcrmapkreditiu D 2 b, While the black

night with her pitchie hand Tooke just possession of the

swarfie land. 1643 HAKER Chran., Rich. III. 137 His face

little and round, his complexion swariie. 1671 BLACRAVE
Astral. Physic 77 Complexion muddy or swarfish. 1688

HOLME Armoury I. 13/2 Swart, Swarvy or Tawny-moor
colour.

Swarf (swarf), v. Sc. and north, dial. Also 6

swarth, 7 swerf, 7, 9 swarve, 9 swerve, swalrf,

swaif, etc. (see Eng. Dial. Diet.}. [?a. ON.

svarfa. to upset (Norw. svarva to agitate or be

agitated, lit. and fiff.), with specialized develop-
ment of meaning. See SWERVE .]

1. intr. To faint, swoon.

1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis xi. xv. 116 All paill and bludles

swarthis [v.r. swarfis] scho rycht thair. < 1614 MURK Dido

q sEncas II. 760 He. .stood vnmov'd, whill I for greiff did

swarve. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 324 No
sooner did he heare a ham spoken of hut he swarfed. 1660

A. HAY Diary (S.H.S.) 234 After sermons my wifle swerfed

in the kirk. 1790 BURNS Rattle of Slierijffmnir iv, Mony
a buntit, poor red-coat, For fear amaist did swarf. 1816

SCOTT Antig. xxvii, He was like a man awa frae himsell..

and I thought he wad hae swarv't a' thegither. a 1837 R.

NICOLL /*>vu(i843) 143 The baimies crowd round him his

stories to hear Whill maistly the wee things are swarfin' in

fear. 1891 LUMSDF.N Slieef-heati * Trptters 32 Old Magge
. . drew near And swarfd outright wi' gladsome fright.

2. trans. To cause to faint ; to stupefy.

1813 PICKEN foetus 1. 120 A sieht had nearhaun swarfd the

callan. 18x4 MACTAGGART Gallmtid. Kncycl. s. v. Tuscan,
The scene.. swarf'd him so, that he could not utter a word.

Swarf : see SWERVE.

Swarfish, Swarfy- : sec SWARF a.

t Swarf-money, -penny. Ol>s. local, [perh.

a corruption of * worth-money, -penny = "ward-

money, WARD-PENNY ;
cf. WROTH SILVER.] A due

paid in commutation of the service of CASTLE-

GUARD, -WARD.
? 16 .in Manley Cmvelts Interfr. (1672) s.v., The Swarff.

money is one peny half-peny, it must be paid before the

rising of the Sun [etc.]. 1730 THOMAS Dugaale s Wanvtfk-

shire 1. 4/2 A certain rent due unto the I-ord of this hundred

Isc. Knightlow), called Wroth money, or Warth money1

or .Swar^-penY, probably the same with Ward penny.

SWARM.
t Swarl, v. Obs. rare*. [Origin unknown. Cf.
SNABL z/.l and SWAII

] trans. T ensnare.
11460 I'romf. I'an:. (W, , I, swailyn, ilia-

iju.-o. ll>i,l., Kuffelone, ur sw;nlyn, it

Swarm ' swyjm , i//. l-uiins: I luearm,
awearm, iwerm, 4-7 iwarme, 6 awerm, 4
swarm. [OK. swecirm, ITIS, Ml (,. warm,
OIK;. itmr(a)m (MUG. swartui, sivami, (i.

scAwamt) swarm of bees or insects, ON. ivarmr
tumult (Norw. dial, svarm -( iTi ut. *swar>na:.
The root is usually identified with that ol Skr.

svdrati sounds, resounds, rvarii, iviira sound,
voice, and connected further with -.iir- u, I

susun-us hum, ML(;. surrenio hum, Mlllj. iurm
humming, l.iih. siirmii pipe, etc. Hut ihe etymologi-
cal meaning may U- that <if agitated, confused, or

deflected movement, in which case SWARM ami
SWERVE might arise from parallel formations on the

same base ; cf. the parallelism of SWARM v.'* and
SWAHVE z>.2 ; Norw. dial, svarma to be giddy,
stagger, dream, and svarva to turn, go in a circle,

stagger, be agitated (sre SWARF v.) ; Icel. svarfa
and svarmla 'praecipitanter contrectare, hue illuc

raptare"; also the meanings of G. schwarmen to

swarm, rove, riot, fall into revtrie, rave.

The existence of a mutated form in OE. (early
WS. *mn'erm) cannot be inferred with ceitainty
from the late instance of swerm (Napier OE.
Glosses 156/21), but such a form is found on the

Continent in WKris. swerm, MLG., MDu. swerm

(Dn. swerm), Da. svxrut, Sw. svarm ; cf. the vb.]
1. A body of bees which at a particular season

leave the hive or main stock, gather in a compact
mass or cluster, and fly off together in search of a

new dwelling-place, under the guidance of a queen
(or are transferred at once to a new hive).

7*5 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) E 506 Hxamen, sue*rm.
a 1100 Aldkfltn Gloss. 1.3821 (Napier 101/2) Exanien,.i.
niMltitntio apiiittt, swearm ad aliiearium, to hyfen. 13..
Cursor M. 7113 (Gfltt.) A swarm [Cott. bike) of bes )-ar-in
war bred. 13.. E. . Altit. P. B. 223 pikke towsandcz..
rVlli'ii fro |'i; fyrmament,. . Hurled in-to helte-hole as f>e

hyue swarmez. t 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 193 tor neuere

yet so t>ikke a swarm of ben Ne fleygh as Grekes gonne fro

hym flen. c 141* HOCCLKVK De Kef. Ptitic. 3380 Do no
cruelte vnto )>e swarm, But mekely hem gouerne. c 1440
I'ailad. on Ihiso. I. 1039 His bynys hauyngc redy forlo

take His swarmys yonge. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. f 122 If

a swanne be caste late in the yere. 1603 DEKKFR Ir'oHifer-

full i'eaie Wks. (Grosart) I. 143 He slrucke so sweetely on
the Ixjttome of his Copper instrument, that he would emplie
whole Hiues, and leade the swarmes after liim only by the

sound. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsk. 182 They can take swarms
out of any stock that is able, and negUcts to swarm, with-

out any prejudice to the stock. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.

(1824) 111. 281 When a hive sends out several swarms in

the year, the first is always the best and the most numerous.

1817 KIRHV & Si-. Entinnol. xix. (1818) II. 166 A swarm
seldom, .takes place except when the sun shines and Ihe air

is calm. 1864 in N. t Q 3rd Ser. VI. 493/2 A swarm of bees

in May Is wonh a load of hay. A swarm of bees in June Is

worth a silver spoon. A swarm of bees in July Is not woith
a butterrly. 1870 YKATS AW. Hist. Connn. 341 Each
swarm contains not only the recently-hatched young bees,

but also a portion of the old inhabitants.

To. allusively of personswho leavetheorigin.il body
and go forth to found a new colony or community.
1659 in Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 359 They are rather

inferior than superior: but a swarm from you. You are

the mother-hive. They are but a rib from your side. 1761 .

HUMS Hist. Eng. to Hen. r'//(tj6i)\. ii. 55 A new swarm
of Danes came over this year (875]. 1817 G. HICCINS Celtic

Dritids 78 It is veiy probable that a great swaim from the

hive bearing the name of Scythians may have arrived iu

Germany. 1900 G. C. BRODRICK Mem. v Itrtfr. 213 The
learned theory of Mr. H. Kashdall. that as Oxford was (or

must have been) a swarm from Paris, so Cambridge was (or

must have been) a swarm from Oxford.

2. A very large or dense body or collection ; a

crowd, throng, multitude. (Often contemptuous!)

(a) of persons.
14*3 JAS. I Kindts Q. clxv, And euer I sawe a newfe]

swarm [of folk) abound. 1541 UDALL Erasrn. Apopk. 291

There shall., come leapyng foorth whole swarmes, of bothe

horsemen and footemen. 1549 HOOPER fnnerall Oratyon
B vij, As black is conlrarye vnto whyte : and the catholycke

churche of Christ, to the smerm \reftd swerm] nd mully-
tnde of Antichri-te. 1553 BECON Relic/ties of Rome (1563)

87 b, A swarme of Bishops to the number.. of CCCL. 1605

1st Pt. ytrotiimo I. iii. 22 Farmeis that crack barns With

stuffing corne, yet starue the needy swarmes. a 1661 FULLER

Worthies (1662) II. Wore. 183/1 England in swarms did into

Holland throng. 1685 BAXTER Parafhr. A'. 7. 2 Cor. XL 13

It 's no wonder then if there be swarms of false Ministers,

pretending to be the true Ministers of Christ, a 1715

BURNET Oiim Time ill. (1724) I- 357 We Mw what JWMHM
of sects did rise up on our revolt irom Rome. 1851 It NNV-

SON Ode Wellington no Beating from the wasted vines

Back to France her banded swarms. 1878 Bosw. SMITH

Carlhage 310 The onset of a second son of the same dreaded

chieftain, who would sweep down with new swarms of

Gauls and Spaniards from the north.

(/) of insects or other small creatures, esp. flying

or moving about ; t rarely of large animals.

1560 Bitlt (Genev.) Exod. viii. 21, 1 wil send swarmes of

flies bothe vpon thee, & vpon thy seruants. a 1569

KINCESMVLL Man's Kst. xi. (1580) 73 There was fleshc

enough to satisfie that swarme of adders, the Pharisees.

1600 J. POKY tr. Leo's Africa I. 39 Great swarmes of ligres,



SWARM.
which are very hurtfull hoth to man and beast. Ibid. 51
Swarmes of a kinde of fowles of the hignes of duckes. 1684

Conttntf>l. -St. Alan \. x. (1699) 116 Locusts. .in great
swarms shall disperse themselves over the Face of the

whole Karth. 1780 COVVPER 1'rogr, Err. 481 Tbowrigffling
fry soon fill the creeks around, Pois'ning the waters where
their swarms ahound. 1842 TENNYSON Lpcksley Hall 10

Many a night 1 saw the Pleiads. .Glitter like a swarm of

fire-flies tangled in a silver braid. 1914 Brit. A/rts. Return

197 A swarm of cockroaches. .in a house at Chislehurst.

(c) of inanimate objects or abstract things.
1582 HENTI.EY Man. Matrones I. I My sinnes..are so

manie, that the infinit swarme of them [etc.]. 1596 SHAKS.
i Hen. /I', V. i. 55 This swarme of faire aduantages. 1684
BUNYAN Pili>r. 11. 6 Upon this, came into her mind by
swarms, all her unkind, unnatural, and ungodly Carriages
to her dear Friend. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India ff f. i Such
a swarm of Vessels of greater bulk. 1785 BURKE Sp. Nabob

o/Atcot's Debts Wks. 1842 1. 340 He is overpowered with

a swarm of their demands. 1866 WHITTIER Snow-bound 33
A night made hoary with the swarm And whirl-dance of

the blinding storm. 1890 Nature 20 Mar. 473/2 There are

swarms of dust travelling thro' space.

(d) Biol. A cluster of free-swimming cells or

unicellular organisms moving in company.
1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Hot, Terms,
3. attrib. and Comb, : swarm-cell Biol.

swarm-spore (a) ; swarm-movement Biol., the

movement of swarm-spores in
'

swarming
'

(SwAKM
z/.l i c) ; swarm-spore Biol. (cf. SWARM z.i i c),

(a) a motile spore in certain Algae, Fungi, and

Protozoa, a zoospore; (6) the free-swimrning
embryo or gemmule of freshwater sponges.
i88a VINES Ir. Sachs's Bot. 38 Much quicker movements

..occur in cells either before their growth, as in *swarm-
cells, or when it is nearly completed. 1898 PORTER tr.

Strasburget's Got. I. i. 50 The swarm-spores of the Myx-
omycetes soon lose this characteristic 'swarm-movement.

1859 J. R. GREKNF. Man. Anim. Kingd., Protozoa 42 Cili-

ated *swarm spores, similar to those which are found in

Spongilla. 1874 A. W. BENNETT in Pop. Sci. Rev. XIII.
29 The production of spontaneously motile zoospores, or
'

swarm-spores '. 1880 BESSEY Botany 36 The swarm-spores
. .are naked masses of freely moving protoplasm.

Swarm (swgim), z;.i Also 4-7 swarme, (5

swerme), 6 St. suarm, 7 Sc. swairme. [f. SWAHH
st.: cf. MLG.,MHG.sivnrv!en; also, with mutation,
OE. *swierman, auirnian, MLG., MDu. swermen
(Du. zwermen), MHG. swiirmen (G.schwarmen),
Sw. svdrma, Da. svterwe.]
1. itttr. Of bees : To gather in a compact cluster

and leave the hive in a body to found a new
colony : see SWARM sb. i. Also with off.

4:1386 CHAUCER Soinpn. Prol. 29 Right so as bees out
swarmen [Corfus $ Camb. MSS. swermen] from an hyue.
"573 TUSSER Huso. (1878) 114 Take heede to thy bees, that
arereadieto swarme. 1609 C. BUTLER Fein. Man. v. (1623)
1 3, Those that swarme before the blowing of knap-weed
come in very good time. 1697 DRVDEN Virg. Gtorg. IV. 28
The youthful Prince, with loud allarm, Calls out the
vent'rous Colony to swarm. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xvii, Ye
see this is the second swarm, and whiles they will swarm off
in the afternoon. The first swarm set off sune in the morning.
1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 502/1 It often happens that bees give
every indication of an intention to swarm, and cluster idly
outside the hive. .for. .weeks before they really emigrate.

b. allusively : cf. SWARM sb. I b.

1609 Bible (Douay) 2 Mace. i. 12 He made them swarme
out of Persis. 1745 Season. Adv. Protest. 17 Protestants,
who from a common Ancestor, .have swarmed into many
Stocks. 1811-30 LD. COCKBURN Hem. vii. (1874) 401 Jeal-
ousies and dissensions.. induced the artists to swarm off,
and begin the Academy. 1909 J. T. FOWLER in Yorki.
Archxol. Jrnl. XX. i The number of monks increased so
rapidly that they were soon obliged to swarm off, like bees,
into new monasteries of the same Order.

C. Biol. Of certain spores or reproductive bodies:
To escape from the parent organism in a swarm,
with characteristic movement ; to move or swim
about in a swarm, as zoospores ('swarm-spores')
do in the cell just before escaping, and in the
water after escaping.
1864, 1867, 1875, 1881 [see SWARMING ffl. a. 4, vbl. sb. 2].

1875 BENNETT & DYEH tr. Sachs's Hot. 674 In Alga; of
simple structure.. the swarmspores are also formed in the
night, but swarm only with access of daylight.

d. trans, in causative sense.

1817 J. F. COOPER Prairie iv, 'Swarm your own hive
1

,

returned the discontented bee-hunter.

2. tntr. To come together in a swarm or dense
crowd

;
to collect, assemble, or congregate thickly

and confusedly ; to crowd, throng ; also, to go or
move along in a crowd.
ci386 CHAUCER Sfr.'s T. 181 Greet -was the prees bat

swarmelh to and fro To gauren on this hors that stondeth
so. 1513 DOUGLAS &ntis vi. v. 23 Thiddir to the brayswarmit all the rout Of deid gaistis. 1515 BARCLAY Kgloges
it. (.570) B iv/2 If thedishe be pleasaunt,. .Ten handes at
once swarme in the dishe. 1516 TINDALE Acts xxi. 30 All
the cite was moved, and all the people swarmed togedder.
1551 ROBINSON tr. Mart's Utofin n. (1895) 179 All the
people were swarmed furth into the stretes. I^DEKKERHonest Wh. Wks. ,873 II. 96 They swarme like Crickets tothe creuice of a Brew-house. 1764 BURN Poor Laws 205I he religious houses sent abroad their friers mendicantwho swarmed about the kingdom. 1847 TENNYSON Princes,
ma. 37 I he crowd were swarming now. To take their

leave, about the garden rails. ,867 LADY HERBERT Cradle

I

'

cl
' English were swarming Out of this inn. 1875JowETT Plato IV. 233 The ideas swarming in men's mincis.

d. 1 o occur or exist in swarms or multitudes ;

286

j

to be densely crowded or congregated ; to be very

I numerous, abound excessively. (Often in reproach

I
or contempt, esp. when said of persons.)

1399 LANGL. Rich. Rcdeles \\. 21 Signes (>at swarmed so

thilke oru-outehislond..pat[etc.]. a 1548 HALL C/irou.,

Hen. /', 54 Their bodies whiclie swarmed euery day about

thenglishe shippes. 57<> GOOGE Pop. Kingd. iv. (1880) 47 b,

Puddings every wheare Do swarme. 1594 GREENE & LODGE

LookingGl. IN. ii, When falshood swarmeth bolh in old and

youth. 1634 BRERETON Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 13 Arminians,

Krownists, and Anabaptists, and Manists, do lurk here and

also swarm, a 1700 EVELYN Diary 19 Aug. 1641, The Sec-

i taries that swarm 'd in this Citty. 1711 BAILEY, To .Smarm
I

.. to abound, spoken of Vermin. 1741 YOUNG Nt. Th.\\.

765 Bright legions swarm unseen, and sing.. the glorious
Architect. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. II. 239 Roman
Catholics already swarmed in every department of the public

\ service. 1883 GILMOUR Mongols xv. 167 Native doctors

swarm in Mongolia.
4. To swarm with : to be crowded or thronged

with
;

to contain swarms or great numbers oi
;
to

abound greatly in. Now only in material sense.
' a 1548 HttLLCAroit., Hen. V, 46 The countree swarmed with
' men of warre. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasin. Par. Matt. vii. 49

j

They that swarme with much greater vices, a 1591 GREENE
Jos. IV, v. ii, Ol), what are subtile meanes to clime on high,

i When euery fall swarmes with exceeding shame? 1593
1

SHAKS. Rich. //, in. iv.47 Her wholesome Herbes, Swarming
with Caterpillers. 1667 MILTON /'. L. Vll. 400 Each Creek
& Bay With Frie innumerable swarme. 173* BERKELEY
Alcipkr. n. 13 All kinds of animals, with which the crea-

tion swarms. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng, ix. II. 484 A
market-place swarming with buyers and sellers. 189)
FORBES-M ITCHELL Kciiiin. Gt. Mutiny 269 The riverswarmed
with alligators.

t b- Similarly, to swarm full of, to swarm in.

1483 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 40 The lenthe of that valey
. . was so full of fowyls, as hyues swarmyn ful of bees. 1560
DAUS tr. Sliidancs Cointit. 36 They shall not onely not
take awaye theyr sectes, but increase and swarme in the

; same. 1361 T. NORTON Calvin's lust. n. iii. (1634) 127 The
soule .. while it swarmeth full of such diseases of vices. 1694
ATTERBURY Strut., Prov. xiv. 6 (1726) I. 198 The Great
Lords of the Earth, who swarm in all the Delights of Sense.
5. trans. To fill or beset as, or with, a swarm

;

to crowd densely, throng. Chiefly pass.
ISSS EDEN Decades in. (Arb.) 188 The barbarians.. came

swarmyng the bankes on bothe sydes the ryuer. to the num-
ber of syxe thousande men. 1559 MiiT. flag. ,

Induct. Ixxv,
The rout Gan all in heapes to swarme vs round about.
a 1586 SIDNEY Ps. xxxn. vii, Who on God his trust invokes
With mercies shall be swarmed. 1647 FANSHAWE A-.neid
IV. Poems 287 How did thy sences Ciuayle Seeing the shoares
so swarm'd. 1810 Spurting Mag. XXXV. 8 Your house is

so swarmed with rats. 1823 MOORE Mem. (1853) IV. 121
Poor wretches, who marry upon the strength of this pied-a-
terre, and swarm the little snot they occupy with children.

1847 Zoologist V. 1899 Brighton was swarmed with lady-
birds on Saturday and Sunday. 1886 R. L. UE BEAUFORT
Lett. Ceo. Sand I. 130 You will also see the towers of Notre
Dame ; they are swarmed with swallows.

6. To breed or produce a swarm of. rare~l
.

1841 TENNYSON H'ill Waterproof'xxv ,
Ere days, that deal

in ana, swarm'd His [sc. the Poet s] literary leeches.

Swarm (swgtm), v.z [Of unascertained origin.
Perh. orig. a sailor's word borrowed from the Continent,

but no trace of the meaning has been discovered for phoneti-
cally corresponding words. Cf. the synonymous SWARVEZ/.'
and etymol. remarks s. v. SWARM sb.

Connexion with squirm is out of the question, on historical
and phonological grounds.]
1. intr. To climb up () upon) a pole, tree, or the

like, by clasping it with the arms and legs alter-

nately.
15.. Sir A. Barton in Surtees Misc. (1890) 72 Then he

swarmd up the maine mast tree [cf. SWARVE v.', quoL a 1650).
c 1550 [see SWARVF.Z/.'J, 1607 DEKKER Knt.'s Conjur. Bjb,
The waues . . boylde vp to such heigth, as if they meant that

airmen should swarm in heauen, and shippes to sayle in the
Skie.

1653 H. tAoitAutiH. Ath. in. iv. 3 Swarming upon
Trees as nimbly as Cats. 1701 C. WOLLEY Jrnl. Neil' York
(1860) 41 We follow'd a Bear from Tree to Tree, upon which
he could swarm like a Cat. 1804 NavalChroti. XI. 103 He
swarms up to his seat. 1871 CALVERLEY Fly Leaves, Changed
v, They fright me, when the beech is green, By swarming
up its stem for eggs. 1893 SELOUS Trav. S. E. Africa 433,
I . .could have swarmed up the branchless stem of the sapling.

b. transf. To climb a steep ascent or the like

by clinging with the hands and knees, or in some
way compared to this.
1681 COTTON Wond. Peak (ed. 4) 17 Having swarm'd

sevenscore paces up, . . you find a kind of Floor. 1848
DICKENS Doinbey ii, The smallest boy but one divining her
intent, immediately began swarming upstairs after her if
that word of doubtful etymology be admissible on his arms
and legs. 1851 HELPS Comp. Solit. vi. (18741 98 People who
are swarming up a difficult ascent. 1890 W. CLARK RUSSELL
Ocean Trag. II. xviii. 107 Onward she held her course,
swarming steadily forward in long gliding curtseying! over
each frothing surge.
2. trans, with the pole, etc. as obj.
1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. i. n. vi. 207 Endowing them with

such . . Nimbleness in swarming of trees, as Apes . . have now.
a 1769 JOHNSON in Boswell Life (1831) IV. 451 Why, I can
swarm it now, [replied D' Johnson,..on which he ran to the
tree, clung round the trunk, and ascended to the branches).
1787 G. GAMBADO '

Acad. Horsemen (1809) 23 Like swarm,
ing the bannisters of a stair-case. 1859 F. E. PAGET Curate
of Cnmberworth 72 She rushed towards a dean-stemmed
beech, apparently with the intention of swarming it.

Swarmer '

(swgumai). [f. SWARM Z/.I + -ER!.]L One of a number that swarm ; one of a swarm
(as of insects) ; in Biol. a swarm-spore.
1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz. Iii,

'

Oh, vermin !

'

said Mr.
Pecksniff. 'Oh, bloodsuckers t .. vermin and swarmers.'

SWART.
1871 J. G. MURPHY Com,,,. Lei', xi. 20 Winged creepers n,
swarmers are so called from their minuteness and th
multitude. 1898 H. M. WAKI, in Ann. Hot XII
obvious suspicion arose that an intruding swarmer had eot
into my hanging-drop. 1900 Nature 21 June 19,7, The
beetles are late swarmers, appearing chiefly in July
2. A bee-hive adapted for swarming, or fiom
which a swarm is sent forth.

I*
5! ^"l"y CAnm.ni. 300/1, I have found hives inwhich the combs ranged in the way most common, from front

to back, indifferently swarmers or non-swarmers 1887 i

Standardly Feb. 5/2
'

Artificial swarmers '..have displacedthe old-fashioned 'skep .

t SwaTmer *. Pyrotcchny. Olis. [ad. G
schwanntr or Du. zwermer, (. schwarmen, zwermen
to rove, stray.] A cracker or serpent.
1765 R. JONES Fireworks iv. 149 Rockets which go under

the denomination of swarmers, are those from two ouncesdownwards. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratoty I. 7 Cases for
Swarmers, or Rockets.

Swarming (swgumirj), /;/. sb.
[f. SWARM z/.l

+ -ING 1.] The action of SWARM ZJ.l

1. The action of assembling in a swarm or dense
crowd

; spec, the gathering and departure from the
hive of a swarm of bees; also transf. of persons
(usually with off).
1550 BALE Engl. yolaries n. 77 b, A myddle swarmynge of

Antichristes sectes in England. 1573 TUSSER H,isl>. (1878)no Watch bees in May, for swarming away. 1661 CHILDBEY
Brit. Baconica 26 The chief time of the swarming (as one
would say) of Pilchards about the shores of Cornwall, is from
July to November. 1675 GEDDF. New Discov. Jiet-koiius
16 When Bees are at the Swarming. 1707 MORTIMER Husb
(1721) I. 271 Observe what you can of the usual Signs lhat
precede their Swarming. 1817 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xix
(1818) II. 167 Sometimes, when every thing seems to prog-
nosticate swarming, a cloud passing over the sun calms the
agitation. 1911 J. H. ROSE IV. Pitt vii. 168 The divisions,
by the

process of swarming-off, rapidly extended the
organisation.
2 Biol. The movement characteristic of swarm-

spores; reproduction by swarm-spores.
1867 Chambers's Encycl. IX. 234/2. 1875 BENNETT &

DYER tr. Sachs s Sot. 673 The swarming of zoospores. 1882
VINES tr. Sachs's Hot. 4 note. The term '

swarming
'

is

applied to any apparently spontaneous motion imparted to
a naked protoplasmic body by vibratile cilia.

3. attrib., as swarming-place, season', time.
Used spec, in names of apparatus for transferring a swarm

of bees to a new hive, as swarminf-iaf, -basket, -box, -hook
(in recent Diets.).

1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) I. 270 In Swarming time the
Hives that you are minded to use, rub with sweet Herbs.
1855 Poultry Chroii. III. 206/2 Watching and hiving for
several weeks in the swarming season. 1891 ZANCWIU.
Childr. Ghetto \. 3 At last it \sc. the Ghetto] becomes only
a swarming.place for the poor and the ignorant.

Swa-rmiug, ///. a.
[f. SWARM zi.i + -ING

2.]
1. Assembling or moving in a swarm ; forming a
swarm or dense crowd

; thronging ; very numerous.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. x. 63 Those spoilefull Picts, and

swarming Easterlings. 1715 POPE Odyss. xm. 179 The

from her general womb Pour forth her swarming sons lo a
fraternal doom. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. 1. i. 40 liarges
pursuing their now difficult way among the swarming
steamers.

2. spec, of bees
; also transf. of persons : see

SWARM v. 1
i, i b.

1553 < IKIM.M.DE Cicero's Offices \. (1558) 69 Being swarming
(ong. congrtgabilia} by kinde they work their combes. 1697
DRVDEN Virg. Past, vn. 18 See.. How black the Clouds of

swarming Bees arise. 17x3 YOUNG Last )ay\\. 51 Swarm*
ing Lees, .. Charm 'd with the brazen sound. 1869 FREEMAN
Norm.Cong. III. xii. 147 Whence Ambigatus had sent forth
his swarming colonists.

3. Killed with a swarm or multitude
; densely

crowded
; thronged ; very populous.

1810 MONTGOMERY West Indies n. 117 That stock he found
on Afric's swarming plains. 184* TENNYSON Talking Oak
213 The swarming sound of life. 1858 HAWTHORNE FT. fy

It. Note-hks. (1872) I. 16 A swarming city.

4. Biol. Emerging as swarm-spores, or moving
in the way characteristic of them : see SWARM z/.1 1 c.

1864 Rfot/frjo Apr. 548/3 The swarmtng-spores of certain

Algae. z88a VINES tr. Sachs's Bat. 232 In many of the more
highly developed Thallophytes this power of mutility is

however limited to the male '

swarming
'

fertilising elements.

Swarmy (sw^Mmi), a. rare- 1
,

[f.
SWARM sb,

+ -Y.] Swarming, thronged.
1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. $ It. Note-Irks. (1872) II. 192

This
market is the noisiest and swarmiest centre of noisy and

swaiming Florence.

Swarne, obs. pa. pple. of SWEAR v.

Swarry (swo-ri). Also -ee, -ey. Humorous

spelling of SOIREE (repr. a vulgar or careless Eng.

pronunciation).
1837 DICKENS Pickw. xxxvii, A friendly swarry, consisting

of a boiled leg of mutton with the usual trimmings. 1848
THACKERAY K. Fair xlii, At one of her swttrreys I saw
one of 'em speak to a dam fiddler. 1884 lllustr. Lond. News
15 Nov. 467/2 The complaint of the '

English Hostess* that

ladies and gentlemen invited to dinner have become so

. unpunctual that, as the lady calls it :
' There will be no

dinners in London and we shall be reduced to cold swarries.

Swart (sw^Jt), a. (sb t } Now only rhet. or

poet, (or dial.) Forms : i aweart, 2 sward, 3

swaert, sweort, swerd, suart, 5 swertt, 5-6

swarte, 5, 7 swart, i- swart. [Com. Teut. :



SWART.

OE. sweart, - OS., OFris. swarf (NFris. sfiart,

EFiis. snurtj WFris. swarf], MLG., LG. swart',

MDu. swart (Du. zwart\ OHG., MHG. swarz

(G. schwarz\ ON. svartr (Sw. svart, Da. sort),

Goth. swarts't f. root swart- 'dark 1

,
of which

another grade is found in ON. sorta black dye,

sorti black cloud, sortna to grow black, Surtr (see

SDRTUBBBAND).
While surviving as the regular colour-word in the

Continental languages, it has been superseded in

ordinary use in English by black.]

1. Dark in colour; black or blackish; dusky,

swarthy, a. geti.

Beowulf 167 (Gr.) Heorot eardode, sincfa^e sel sweartum
nihtum. Ibid. 3145 Wudurec astah sweart. c iooo Sax.
Leeckd. I, 310 Deos wyrt. .ys byrnihton stelan. .& bradran

leafon t>onne leac & swearlran. mmO. E, Chron. (Laud), pa
weard swiSe mycel wind fram ba undern deeies to

1
a swarte

nihte. a, 1200 Moral Ode 278 in O. E. Horn, I. 177 Nis (?er

neure o^cr liht Ratine be swarte leie. c laog LAV. 11974
Swurken vnder sunnen sweorte weolcnen. 1*97 K.. GLOUC.

(Rolls) ioo4gVorhe velofis palefrey& brec isfpt. .Sosuartso

enicrowe amorwe is fot was. 13.. E. E. Allit, P. C. 363X0
be swelled swyftlv wyth be swart erl>e. c 1430 Hymns irg.

etc. (1895) 119 Hitt hhalle be swarte as any pyche. 1578
LYTK Dodnens 38 It is smaller, smother, and of a swarter

colour. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxm. i. II. 149 Foule and un-

seemly swert skars, it reduceth to the fresh and natural!

colour. 1601 MARSTOJ* Antonio's Rev. I. i. Wks. 1856 I. 73
You horrid scouts That centineH swart night. i68a SIR T.

BROWNE Chr. Mor. in. 6 Nor deepen those swart Tinc-

tures, which Temper, Infirmity, or ill habits have set upon
thee. 1794 COLERIDGE Koskiusko 4 Through the swart air..

on the chill and midnight gale Rises . . The dirge of murder'd

Hope ! 1811 SCOTT Don Roderick i. liii, Swart as the smoke
from raging furnace. 1890

l

R. BOLDREWOOD '

Col. Reformer
(1891) 283 The trees upon the swart hillsides were visible,,

as at midday.

b. spec* Of the skin or complexion, or of persons
in respect of these.

a 1395 HVLTON Scala Per/. (W. de W, 1494) n. xii, Beholde

me not that I am swart [ett. 1533 blacke] for the sonne hath

defaded me. a 1400-50Wars Alex. 1970 pa swart men of ynde.
c 1407 LYDG. Reason $ Sens. 3791 Vulcanua . . For his smotry,
swarte face He stood clene out of hir grace. 1568 GRAFTON
Chron. II. 192 This king was of stature talle, somewhat
swarte or black of colour. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. in. ii.

104 Anti. What complexion is she of? Dro. Swart like my
shoo, but her face nothing like so cleane kept. 1614 SYL-

VESTER Bethulia?s Rescue in. 36 The swelling coasts of

swartest Abyssine. 1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. i. iv,

The swart ploughman for his breakfast staid. 1634 MILTON
Coinus 436 No goblin, or swart faery of the mine. 1810

SHELLEY Solitary ii, The swart Pariah in some I ndian grove.

1825 SCOTT Talism. xxvii, Their countenance swart with the

sunbeams. 1901 E. L. ARNOLD Lepidus 154 This swart ad-

venturer made love to the girl that was all in all to me.

fo. Livid through suffering or emotion. Obs.

a 1400 Sir Bettes (S.) igi2For teene he wexeal swert. 1485

Digty Myst., Mary Magdalene 780, I wax alle swertt !

1567 GOLDING Ovid's Met. xn. (1593) 288 Al his body waxt
starke cold and died swart. 1581 in Farr 5. P. Eliz, (1845)

II. 395 Who alwaies thinkes of death Shall neuer looke with

cheereful face, But swarte, and wan. 1590 BARROUGH Meth.
Pkisic i. iii. (1639) 5 Their face is. .full and pale, and their

eyes are swolne and swart.

d. quasi-fl</z>. qualifying an adj. of colour.

In first quot. swarte is a disyllabic, as if repr. OE. swearte
adv.

c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame in. 557 Blak bio grenyssh swarte

Red. ciS3o Jndic. Urines it. xiv. 45 b, Lyke as we see

whan a thyng that is swart grene. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 82

Small round beries of a swarte redde colour. 1841 BROWN-
ING Pippa Passes 11.51 An Almaign Kaiser,.. Swart-green
and gold, with truncheon based on hip.

2. transf* Producing swarthiness of complexion.
Applied by Milton to some heavenly body, perhaps the

dog-star fcf. Hor. Od. in. xxiii. 9), in reference to the heat

of summer ; hence in echoes of Milton, sometimes in sense
'

malignant
'

(cf. 3 b).

1637 MILTON Lycidas 138 Ye valleys low. .On whose fresh

lap the swart Star sparely looks. 1759 MASON Caractacits,

Ode n. iii, From the sultry south alone The swart star flings

his pestilential fire. 1818 KKATS Endym. it. 15 Swart planet
in the universe of deeds ! 1862 TRENCH Poems 254 (Sonnet)
The swart sun's blaze Down beating with unmitigated rays.

1892 HENLEY Sour of Sword etc. 15 From swart August to

the green lap of May.
b. Dressed in black.

Cf. MLG. swartbroder, ON. xvarttnunkr, etc., a Domini-

can, black friar.

1688 MRS. BEHN Fair Jilt Plays etc. 1871 V. 206 Canon-

e^ses, Begines, Quests, Swart-Sisters, and Jesuitesses. 1856

AYTOUN BothvueU n. ix, There he stood, . .Swart in the Con-

gregation's garb.

3. fig, a. * Black ', wicked, iniquitous, b. Bale-

ful, malignant.
<Z9ooCYNEwuLF Juliana 313 (Gr.) Wrabra fela. .bealwa . .

sweartra synna. c iooo >LKRIC Horn. (Th.) I. 54 Swa lange
swahe hylt 8one sweartan nid on hisheortan. a\x*$Ancr.
R. 304 A domesdet schulen ure swarte sunnen bicleopen us

stroncliche of ure soule murSre. 1594 CAREW Tasso iv. xx.

(1881) 78 Whereto booted this, if they ne mote Of these yn-
certame broyles the issue cleere?. .Nor hels swart cunning
could to truth direct? 185* ROCK Ch. Fathers III. ix. 222

Whenever any swart evil had betided this land. 1867 EMER.
SON Poems, The Past 8 Nor haughty hope, nor swart chagrin,

Nor murdering hate.

4. Comb. ^swart-coloured, -complexioned^ -faced ,

-featured, -visaged *&}*. (Cf. OE. swearths&wen^
i6ao T. GRANGER Div. Logike 67 Vnder the North pole

they are browne, and *swart coloured, c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn.

xxviii, The 'swart complexiond night. 1821 SCOTT Kentlw.

xi, A . . *swart-faced knave of that noble mystery. 1905 TUCK-
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WELL Remin. Radical Parson xii. 181 A great gathering of
swart-faced enthusiast* in the Black Country. 1837 CAKLYLE
Fr. l\ev. n. iv. iv, So many "swurl-fcatured haggard fai.<-s.

1858 O. W. HOLMES ' This is it* 57 in Aut. Brenkf.-t. ii,

Hare-armed, *swart-visaged, gaunt, and shaggy.browed.

f" B. sb, A person of swarthy complexion ;
in

quot. C 1425^?^' as a term f reproach. Obs. rare.
c 1415 Cast, Persev. 2211 in Macro Plays 143 Charyte, (>.u

sowre swart, with fayre rosys myn bed gan breke. 1867
SMYTH Sailor's IVunt-bk,, Swarts, a name formerly applied
by voyagers to Indians and negroes.

t Swart, v, Obs. [f. SWART a. In OK. sweartian,

corresp. to MLG. swarten, also swerten, OHG.
suarzt'tij MHG. swarzen, also OHG. suarz(i}tjn,

suerzeti) MHG. swerzen (G. schivdrzen)\ cf. ON.
svai tabr dyed black.]
1. intr. To become swart, dark, or dusky.
(iooo ,/ELFHIC Saints* Lives xviii. 151 Efne Sa aras se

wind and 3a wolcnu sweartodon. c iooo Sax. Leechd. III.

104 panne swearti^e5 by \sc. the teeth) & fealleA.

1581 A. HALL Iliad v. 86 Hir colour gay So bright that

was, begin lies to swarte.

2. trans. To make swart ;
to darken (esp. the

skin or complexion).
1577 GRANGE Golden Apkrod. N j, Vulcane beyng. .swarted

with the..smoke of his forge. 1614 GORGES Lucan vi. 217
Trie skinne it scorching swarts. 1628 Brittatn's Ida in

Spenser's Wks. (1862) 502/2 Jove upon him downe his thun-
der darted, Blasting his splendent face, and all his beauty
swarted. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. x. 326 The
heate of the Sun, whose fervor may swarte a living part, and
even black a dead or dissolving flesh.

Swart, obs. form of SWARD.

Swartback, swarthback. local. Also 5

suerthbak, 7 swarth bag. [ad. Icel. svartbaknr

(whence Norw. svartbak, Da. svartbagmaage} ; see

SwART #., SWARTH a. + BACK j.i Cf. SWABIE.]
The great black-backed gull, Larus marinus.
c 1450 HOLLAND //(rzc/atf iSoTheGoule wasagryntar, The

Suerthbak a sellerar. 1676 STERPIN Descr. Faroe 141 The
Swarth bag is a great Bird like a Kite, it is white all over,
but the back. 1678 RAY Willnghby's Ornith. 344 In the

Feroe Islands it is called, The Swarth-back. 1805 BARRY
Orkney in. i. 304 1'he Great Black and White Gull.. our
black-backed maw, or as it is sometimes called swartback,
is the largest of the gull kind in our seas. 1811 SCOTT firate

x, Thy foot had been on the Maiden-skerrie of Northmaven,
known before but to the webbed sole of the swartback. Ibid.

[see SWABIE}.

Swarth. (swgjb), sb.\ Now only dial* Also 7

sworth, 8 swarthe. [OE. swearp: see SWARD sb.

and cf. SWARF sb$\
1. Skin, rind ; fig. the surface, outside.

c 715 Corpus Gloss. C 198 Cater , suearth. cio$/oAgs. Voc.

in Wr.-Wiilcker 363/9 Catrnm^ swearS. c 1450 St. Citthbert

(Surtees) 2280 For oft knelyng his knees boun, A grete
swarth was on bairn groune. 1807 STAGG Poems 49 Le.-a for

the swarth I past retrievan, The substance torfeit. 1869
Lonsdale Glass,, Swarth, . .any outward covering, as the

rind of bacon. 1878 Citmbtd. Gloss., Swnrth
t
the skin of

hams and bacon.

2. Green turf, grass land, greensward.
V a 1400 Morte Arth. 1126 One the erthe [he] hittez A

swerde lenghe with-in be swarthe. Ibid. 1466 Swyftly with

swerdes, they swappene there-aftyre, . . That alle swellttez one

swarthe. a 155* LELAND /tin. (1906) VL 79 In Cairarvon-

shire . . is Llin edwarchen,wher {is] the Swymming Island, and
ther of it hath the name as of a suimming swarih of yerth.

1594 PLAT Jewell-to. i. 19 Cloddes of earth.. such as are

full of swarth. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farm v. vi.

533 New broken swarthes. 1664 EVELYN Sylva 18 The
swarth par'd first away, and the eaith stirred a foot deep or

more. 1770-4 A. HUNTER Georg. Ess. (1803) I. 141 Two
acres of rich sand land, which the year before had been

ploughed out of swarth. 1794 VANCOUVER Agric. Cambridge
93 The old swarthe produces a very indifferent herbage, but

may be much improved, by breaking up, [etc.]. 1798 Trans.

Soc. Arts XVI. 242 He has it in contemplation to leave the

rest to swarth without sowing seeds on it.

b. qualified by green (or grassy).
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farm in. i. 335 As soone

as you see these bankes firme, and beginning to grow to

haue a greene swarth vpon them. 1637 B. JONSON Sait

Shepherd i. v, On every greene sworth, and in every path.

1751 R. PALTOCK P. Wilkins xi. (1883) 34/1, I walked over

the green swarih to the wood. 1784 COWPER Task i. no
Through lanes, Of grassy swarth close cropt by nibbling

sheep.

fc. transf. Applied to the top layers of soil. Obs.

1649 BLITHK Eng. Iinfirm, vii-38 This., cold hungry water

is found, beneath the first and second swarth of thy Lands.

d. attrih.

1598 Fitzherbcrt's Husb. viii. (1882) 132 If you sowe

Winter-corne. .vpon swarth ground. 1607 MARKHAM Caval.

vi. ii. 5 Some plaine leuell Meddowe or such like greene
swarth ground. 1794 Act for inclosing South Kelsey 26

Any old Green Swarth Ground. 1876 Mid-Yorks. Gfoss.

s.v,,
' Swarth-balks ', the end portions of a field, left un-

ploughed, for a cart-way.

Swarth (1*94)1 ^-a Now dial. [Obscure al-

tered form of SWATH 1.]

1. - SWATH i
3.

155* HOLOKT, Swarth of grasse newe mowen. 1688 HOLME

Armoury in. 72/2 The Swarth.. are the rows of the cut

Grass as the Sithe leaves it. 1706 Phil. Trans. XXV. 2237

The Waves came rolling down, like long Swarths of Grass,

one upon another. 1713 Ibid. XXVIII. 91 When it is cut,

it must in most Years lie 5 or 6 Days in swarth. a 1733

LISLE Husb. (1757) 277, I could have no prospect of mowing
a good swarth in the French-grass. 1763 Museum Knst.

(ed. 2} I. 236 In Buckinghamshire they cannot use a cradle,

their crops being in general so heavy, that the workmen

could not carry over the swartb. 1817-18 COBBETT Restd.

SWARTHY.
U.S. (iSaa) 181 They mow four acres of oats, wheat, rye, or
barley in a day, and, with a cradle, Uy it so *mooih in the
sw:irllis, that it i-. iic<i up in ^Kiiihs with the greatest
neatness and ease. 1861 Hi <,HKS 'J ,>nt Jfrwm at Ox/.
XMM. fi88<j) 221 'Ihrre were groups of children in many
part-, of the field, and w>nifii iu look iifter them, mostly
sitting on the fre^h -.warth.
attrib. 1813 VANCOUVER Apric. Devon 171 The barley is

KfttlMnd frotn the *wa?tli imu sheaves,., atid, alter the
swarlh-corn is sei.urcd, the fields are carefully raked.

b. To mow in swarth
1763 Museum Rust, (ed. 2) I. 235 Horse-beans, .they usu-

ally mow with a bare scythe, in swarth. a* they term it
;

that is, they mow the beans towards the hcanv 1764 Ibid.
III. Ixxvi. 336 As to mowing wheat in swarih, 1 think it

will litter about very much, for beans do w>.

C. Applied to growin^ yrain : cf. SWATH 1
3 b.

1880 SIR J. B. PHEAR Aryan Village i. 4 These open
spaces, .are.. covered, .by green waving swarths of rice.

2. transf. and fig.
= SWATH 1 4 a, b.

t At full swarth: (app.)
'

in full swing
'

(Davies), like a
scythe making swaths.
1601 SHAKS. '1 '-wel. N. u. iii. 162 An affection 'd Asse t that

cons State without booke, and vtters it by great swarth-..

1713 Gftttl. Instructed in. iii. (ed. 5} 403 1 ho' his Design
miscarried, his Malice was at full swarth. 1847 Le FAKU
T. O'Brien 267 Old time sweeps in his swarth. 1854 J. S. C.
ABBOTT Napoleon (1855) II. ix. 139 He sees the course of

his heroes by the black swarth of dead men.

Swarth (swjj>), sb.'t Variant of SWARF sb. 2

With quot. 1596 cf. quot. 1566 s.v. SWARF sb?

1596 Wills iV J"v- N. C. (Surtees 1860) 259 In dieng stufTe

..In brasell, half a hundreth and xj poundes, 46$. 8d. In

galles, viij poundes, 6s. In swarthe, iiij poundes, 8d. 1763-4
London Sessions Papers 472 He told me that there was
some swarth, that is iron file dust. 1891 RIGBV in Mm.
Proc. fust. Civ. Engin. CXI. 140 A capillary brass tube [in

a drilling-machine], supplying soap-and oil emulsion at a

pressure of 80 Ibs. on the inch. This washes out the ' swarth
'

and cools the cutting-edge.

Swarth, $b.* dial. [perh. subst. use of SWARTH
a. But cf. Sc. "warth, var. wraith^\ The appari-
tion of a dying person; a wraith.

1674 RAY N. C. Words 47 A Swarth, Cumb., the Ghost
of a dying man. 1790 GROSE Provinc. Gfoss., Pop. Super-
stitions 1 3 These apparitions are called Fetches, or Wraiths,
and in Cumberland, Swarths.

Swarth, a. (sfi.&} [Obscure variant of SWABT
a.; cf. SWARTHY a. 1

, and SWARF a. t SWARFISH,

SWAKFY.] Dusky, swarthy, black.

c 1530 [implied in fivartkness}. 1569 C, T[YE] Nastagio

t'l'raversari
A vj b, A knight, of colour swarthe. 1600

URFLET Country Fttrm vi. xxii. 787 Such women as.. are

subiect to pale and swarth colours. 1600 . BOLTON Pa-
linode in Eng. Helicon B iv b, Swarth clowdes. 1613

FLETCHER, etc. Captain n. ii, He looks Of a more rusty
swarth Complexion Than an old arming Doublet. 1784
COWPKR Task iv. 749 A swarth Indian with his belt of beads.

1814 SCOTT Ld. rf Isles i. vii, Where thwarting tides, with

mingled roar, Part thy swarth hills from Morven's shore.

1851 MAYNE RKioi'ca//* Hunters vii. 55 The complexion,
from tan and exposure, was brown and swarth.

fig. 1611 FLETCHER Isl. Princess v. i, Foule swarthe in-

giatitude.
b. sb. Swarthiness ; dusky complexion or colour.

rare.
a 1661 HOLYDAY 7wtvf/o/(i673) 258 The skies Face and

black swarth of cloud threaten no ill ; Tis summer-thunder.

187* BROWNING Fifine xv, First Let me. .pourtray you.. The
gypsy's foreign self, no swarth our sun could bake.

Hence Swa'rthish <z., somewhat swarthy ;

Swa'rthness, swarthiness, duskiness.

c 1530 Judic. Urines \\.\\. nb, A swarthnes, a derknes

& dynines in the vryne, most to blaknesse warde. 1653
"RAMKSEY Astro/. Restored %6 A. .long visage, and a swarth-

ish complexion.

Swarth, vl Now dial.
[f.

SWARTH sb.i]

trans, and intr. = SWARD v. I, 2.

1610 FOLKINGHAM Ftudigr. i. vi. 13 With what Herbage
the Crust or Sword is matted, mantled and swarthed. 1765
Museum Rmt. IV. xxi. 95 If, through, .some mischance in

the hay-seeds, it should not swarth well. 1858 Jrttl. R.

Agric. Soc. XIX. i. 256 Where land is of a rich loamy cha-

racter, there is no difficulty in getting it lo swarih over

with grass of good quality.

Swarth, v.'* rare.
[f.

SWARTH a.] trans. To
make swarthy, to darken.

1846 G. WARBUKTON Hoc/ielaga II. iGrComplexion fresh

and ruddy but swarthed over by sun and wind.

Swarth, obs. var. SWARF v., to faint.

Swarthback : see SWARTBACK.

Swarthily (swpujiili), adv. rare~~. p.
SWARTHY a. 1 + -LY 2

.J
\Vith a swarthy colour.

"755 JOHNSON, Stvartkily^ blackly; duskily; tawnily.

[Hence in later Diets.]

Swarthiness (sw^Mbines). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being swarthy; duskiness;

darkness of colour or complexion. ^
'577 B. GOOGE Heresbacfcs Husb. n. (1586) 67 b, The

ripenesse whereof is deemed by the swarthtnesse and the

softnesse of the berrie. i68 FELTHAM Resolves n. [l.]

xxxvi. (ii It thickens the complexion, and dyes it into an

vnpleasing swarthinesse. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. 11. viii.

224 Yellowness and Swarthiness of colour, accompanied
with faintness. 1758 Descr. Thames 170 The Fat is thought
excellent against Redness, or Swarthiness. 1813 SCOTT

Quentin D. v, The complexion of the face. .in its ordinary

state of weather-beaten and sunburnt swarthiness. 1884

iKFFKRiEsin Pa/t Matt Gas. 8 Aug. 4/2 A clear swarthiness

a translucent swarthiness clear as the most delicate

Swarthish, Swarthness: see after SWARTHY.

Swarthy (swgutSi, sw'j)i), a.* [Obscure



SWARTHY.

variant of SWABTY : cf. SWARTH a., SWARF a.,

SWARFISH, SWAKFY.] Of a dark hue; black or

blackish; dusky.
a. gen. = SWART a. i a.

1577 [implied in SWARTHINESS], 1596 GOSSON Quippes
Upstart Gentleman. 99 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 254 The
swarthie-blacke, the grassie-greene, The pudding-red, the

dapple graie. 1602 MARsroN^wr'. fy Mel. I. Wks. 1856 I. 16

Swarthy darknesse popt out Phoebus eye. 1697 DKYUKN
Wig. Georg. m. 596 Search his Mouth

;
and if a swarthy

Tongue Is underneath his humid Palate hung [etc.]. 1786
tr. BeckfortCs Vathek (1868) 35 From a swarthy crimson to a

bright rose colour. 1827 HKBKR Europe 270 The swarthy
vintage. 1842 TENNVSON Morte d'Arthur 269 Like some
full-breasted swan That, .takes the Hood With swarthy webs.

b. of or in reference to the complexion : =
SWART a. i b.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. it. vi. 26 Siluia-.Shewes lulia but
a swarthy Ethiope. 1601 B. JONSON Poetaster v. i. Let our
Roman eagles flie On swarthy ^gypt. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. 14 The people are of a swarthy darke colour. 1638-
56 COWLEY Davideis in. 178 Your Name. .That to rich

Ophirs rising Morn is knowne, And stretcht out far to the
burnt swarthy Zone. 1744 MITCHELL in Phil. Trans.
XLIII. 122 If we proceed from the swarthiest white Person
to the palest Egyptian, from thence to the fairest Mustee,
Molatto, Moor, &c. to the darkest Indian. 1833 TENNYSON
Dream Fair Worn, xxxti, A queen, with swarthy cheeks
and bold black eyes. 1879 S. C. BARI LETT Egypt to Pal.
xxv. 493 Six swarthy Arabs pulled our oars as we headed
north.

c. fig.
' Black ',

'dark
', malignant, dismal : cf.

SWART a. 3.

1651 J. S. Prince ofPriggs Revt-ls in. 9 You (Parson)..
Black best becomes your swarthy function Whose Doctrine
..damns more souls Then Lucifer by all his stratagems.
1756 AMORY Bittu-le (1825) I. 2 My lot has been a swarthy
one in this first state.

d. Comb.
1587 TURBERV. Trag. Tales (1837) 31 A bydeous knight,

to seeming swarthie hewde. 1689 Loud. Caz. No. 2433/4
A swat thy Complexioned Boy. 1891 DOYLE White Coin,

pany xxiv, A raw-honed, swarthy-cheeked man.
Hence f Swarthy v. trans., to make swarthy.
1663 COWLEY Cutter Caiman St. IV. vi. Now will I and

my Man John swarthy our Faces over ai if that Country's
Heat had made 'em so.

t Swarthy, a. * Obs. rare- 1
, [f. SWARTH j<M

+ -T.] = SWAUDY.
1613 [STANUISII] New Direct. Planting 8 The best way to

inclose, is (if it be in swarthy grounds) to set [etc.].

Swartish (swgutij), a. AUo 6 swerttysshe.
[f. SWART a. + -ISH 1.] Somewhat swart, dusky,
or dark-coloured. Also advb.
1483 Chaucer's H. fame in. 557 Black, bio, grenyssh,

swartysh [MSS. swart(e] rede, c 1530 Judic. Urines \. iii.

8 The wonians vryne is more swartyshe. -than is mannes
vryne. Ibid. in. v. 50 A vapourus superfluyte, swerttysshe

great thick lip. 1647 LILLY Chr. Astral, viii. 58 His com-
plexion pale, swarti.sh or muddy.

Swa-rtly, adv. rare. [f. as prec. + -LY 2.] So
j

as to be or become swart ; swartliily.
1582 STANYHURST .Ends iv. (Arb.) in When she the gift

sacrifice with the incense burned on altars, .thee moyslnre
swnrtlye was altred. 1607 I'uritan iv. ii. 16 How do's hee
looke..? very swartlie, I warrant, with black beard, scorcht
cheekes, and smokie eyebrowes.

Swartness (swj-jtnes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
Tile quality of being swart ; swarthincss, duskiness.
a noo Aldhelm Gloss. 1.4681 (Napier 121/1) Nigrediiic,

sweartnysse. 01395 HVLTON Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494)
II. xii, The swartnesse [1533 blackenes] that I haue is all

wylhoute. 1530 PALSGK. 278/1 Sw.irtnesse, eslalU'ure. 1584
B. R. tr. Herodotus n. 75 The blacknesse and swartnesse
of the people. 1590 UARROUGH Metlt. Phisick in. xix. (1639)
133 It chanceth omctirne the face to be made very red., but
this colour

_turneth againe into swartnesse. 1823 SCOTT
Pei'eril xxvi, She. .denounced the plague of swartness to
the linen, of leanness to the poultry, of dearth and dis-
honour to the housekeeping.

Swa'rtrU'tter. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 6 swart-
roter, swart(e) rutter, swartrytter, swarth-
rutter. [a. early mod. Du. swartrutter (in Kilian
swerte ruyters pi.) : see SWART a. and RUTTEH.]
One of a class of irregular troopers, with black
dress and armour and blackened faces, who infested
the Netherlands in the i6th and lyth centuries.

5S7 in Cecil Papers (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 144 A number
of our Swartroters took Scheney. 1558 in Feuillerat Knvb
Q. bttz. (1908) 94 The performaunce of A Maske of swart-
rutters. 1572 BUCHANAN Detection Maiy Q. Scots D iij b,
Put on ane lose cloke, sic as the Swartrytters weare icoS
L. GUILPIN Skial. (1878) 36 Like a Swartrutters hose his
puffe thoughts swell, With yeastie ambition 1634 W TlR-
WHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. I. 128 The noveltv of these bar-
barous faces, and of those great lubberly Swa[r]t.rutters,
might easily have affrighted us. 1657 REEVE Coifs Plea.
8 1 Fitter for Swartrutters and Ruffians, then for true Peni-

Hence t Swartruttmff a. nonce-iud., behaving
like a swartrutter.

1592 GREENE Ufst. Courtier D 4, Making no brawles to
haue wounds, as swartrutting veluet breeches dooth

Swarty (sw-ati), a. Now rare or Obs. ff
SWABT a. -r -I*,]

= SWAETHT a.l
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"572 J- JONES Bathes Buckstone i b, It should not onely

bee of another collour marly yellow, or swarty greene. 1582

STANYHURST Jiucis n:. (Arb.) 72 With black weede the

altar is hanged, With nee swartye Cipers. 1600 SHAKS.

Tit.A.u. iii. 72 (Qo.) Your swartie[/-W/<tf swarth] Cymenon.

1609 HEALEY/toi-ov. Mew World i. xii. 55 A stonie, swartie,

barren, Urass-les-e, sandie soyle. 1613-16 W. BROWNE
Brit. Past. i. v, The swarty Smith spits in his liuckhorne

fisl. 1656 HKVLwSurv. France 205 A beard.. black and

swarty. 1888 DOU<.HTY Trav. Arabia Deserta II. 69 lie-

fore us appeared that great craggy blackness the Harra,

and thereupon certain sw.irty hills and crests.

Comb. 1635 R. N. to.Canuleu's Hist. Eliz. H. 189 Fro-

bisher.. under the Latitude of 63 degrees .. found men.,

swarty coloured.

Swarve (swgjv), v. 1 local (Kent and Sussex).

Also 5-6 pa. pple. swared. [Cf. the synonymous

QUAR vy\ Chiefly pass., to be choked up with

sediment, to be silted tip. Hence Swa'rving vbl. sb.

1485 Rnllt i>J f'arlt. VI. 331/1 The said Ryver, ai the said

place called Sarre. .is so swared, growen, and hyghed with

wose,. -that nowe no Fery. .may be there. 1548 Act 2 <y 3

Edvi. VI, c. 30 The Channell there is so choked swared and

fylled uppe, that there cannot lye in the same Harborowe

[of Camber, near Rye] above thirtie or fowrtie saylle of

Shippes. 1562 in W. Hollomay's Hist. Komney Marsk
(1849) 141 A creek or waterway swawed [tic] or dried up.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshcd III. 1545/2 The hauens
mouth would.. haue soone beene swartied vp. i6o3KNOLLKS
Hist. Turks (1621) 544 A narrow way almost swarved up
with rubbidge. 1665 in If. llolloway's Hist. Komney
Marsh (1849) 165 When the ditches and bounds be swarved

up. 1701 WALLIS in Phil. Trans. XXII. 978 At Hythe in

Kent (which is one of the Cinq-Ports) there was.. a Con-
venient Harbour for small Vessels; which is now swarved

up. 1904 MAUD S. RAWSON Apprentice 17 The swarving
of river channels with sand and shingle.

t Swarve, v2 Obs. [Of duubtful origin; see

the synonymous SWARM v? (North, dialects have
swarble beside swarinle in the same sense.)]

=
SWARM v. z (intr. and Irons.).
15.. Isiintbras 351 (Douce MS. 261, If. 7) He swarued

[ed. Copland (c 1550) swarmed] vp in to a tree Whyle ether
of them myght other see. a 1613 OVERBURY A Wife, etc.

(1638) 107 He swarves up to his seat as to a saile-yard.
a 1650 Sir A. Barton liii. in Child o//*fr(l88g) III. 341/2
With that hee swarued the tnaine-mast tree {another version,
ibid. 34S/I Then up the mast-tree swarved he]. 1844
M. A. Richardson's Historian's Table-bk., Leg. Div. H.
393 Now leaping, now swarving the slipp'ry steep.

Swarve : see SWARF v., SWERVE.
Swash (swgj), int. or adv. and sb. 1 Also

swosh. [Imilative of the sound of (plashing or

agitated water, or of a resounding blow. Cf. swish]
A., int. or adv. Expressive of the fall of a heavy

body or blow : With a crash.

1538 BALE Thre Lnwes 393 Haue in tlian at a dash, With
swash myry a'niet swash. 1582 STANYHURST sEiteis u. 1 Arb.)
58 Pat fals thee turret, thee Greeks with crash swash yt
heapelh. 1863 MRS. GASKELL Sylvia xv. II. 7 If a hadn't
been too quick for her, it would have a' gone swash down
i' t' litter.

B. sb.

1. 1. Pig-wash ; also, wet refuse or filth.

1528 TINDAI.E rarabte Wicked Mammon Wks. (1573) 65/1
His stomacke abhorreth longyng after slibbersause and
swashe, at which a whole stomacke is readye to ca.st hys
gorge. 1634 MKRES IVits Comniomu. 11.50 Swine, .refuse

partriges and delicats, and doe greedily hunt after Acornes
and other swash. 1847 HALLIWELL, .V;uruA . . (4) Refuse)
hog-wash. 1878 Cumbl'l. Gloss., Swash, wet stuff. 1893
Times (weekly ed.) 10 Feb. 114 The well-filled troughs of
swash and potatoes round which I have seen pigs crowd.
2. A body of water moving forcibly or dashing

against something.
An alleged sense 'stream, puddle of water', entered in

Phillips 's World of Words, ed. Kersey, 1706, is not other,
wise authenticated.

1671 SKINNER Etyntol., Swash, a great Swash of water,
magnrts \ cum uragno impetu ruens aquitrum Torrens.
1844 W. H. MAXWELL Wanderings in Highlantis xviii. II.

5 Some 'swash' in the Goodwins. 1852 HAWTHORNE
Blilhcdale Rom. xxvii, Up came a while swash to the sur-
face of the river. It was the flow of a woman's garments,
1860 Wilts. Archxol. Mag. VI. 380 note, A man in answer
to my question of how the rain seemed to fall, said '

It
came down in swashes '.

3. Chiefly U.S. = SWATCH rf.3

1670-1 NAKBOHOUGH Jrnl. in Ace. Scv. Late Voy. i. (1694)
46 It drains into salt Water-swashes. Ibid. 52, I sent the
Boat for Water to a Swash on the East-side. 1775 ROMANS
Florida App. 78 As the bank is bound with a reef here, you
must pick your way through that, which you may, as there
are several swashes, which though they are narrow, have
no less than n or 12 feet thro'. 1788 JEFFERSON Writ.
(18591 IL 453 Having got themselves near the swash, at the
mouth of the Boristhenes. 1869 JVevt Orleans Bee in Schele
de Vere Americanisms (1872) 556 It is said they took refuge
in the swash behind the house.

4. A heavy blow, esp. of, or upon, some yielding
substance ; the sound of this.

1789 DAVIDSON Seasons, Spring 32 Forthwith amain he
\sc. the salmon] plunges on his prey, Wi' eager swash.
1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxvi. (1856) 211 The voices of the
ice and the heavy swash of the overturned hummock-tables.
1865 G. MACDONALD Alec Forbes 29 The cruel serpent of
leather went at him, coiling round his legs with a sudden,
hissing swash. 1866 GREGOR Banffsh. Gloss., Swash, d)
a severe blow. (2) A severe dash. 1898 J. PATON Castle,
/roes n. 49, I laid ma Heezel Rung, a second swash,
athwart the safter pairts.

5. The action of water dashing or washing against
the side of a cliff, ship, etc or of waves against
each other

;
the sound accompanying this.

SWASH.

s a^i of the w;iler against the sides of a snip 1863 H*u
THOKNE Our Old Home (1879) 279 The swash and swell o
the passing steamers. ^3 G. H. ItoucmoN in Ha,6Cr'\
Mag. r-eb. 393/1 We we.e steaming along splendidly now
sending up a fine wash and swash along the banks IgoJH ' HUT

,?KINSON Fairway Island 25 The swash of t'hc s
at the cliff foot.

0. A watery condition of land
; ground under

water.

1864 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvl. xiv. IV. 478 Waters all out
grourd in a swash with December rains. 1891 TheAuk\m
65 Here [sc. Andros in the Bahamas] the ground is soft and
in wet weather almost entirely under water ; hence the pecu-
liar appropriateness of the local term sviash.

II. 7. A swaggerer ; a swashbuckler
; now Sc. an

ostentatious
person(cf.SWA8Ha.l,SwASBlHGii/.fl.iy

1549 CHALONKR Erasm. on Folly D iijb, Commenly ttiei
that bringe any valiant feate to passe, are good bloudtits
venturers, compaignions, swasshes. 1579 GOSSON Sch Abuse
(Arb.) 46 Every Duns will be a Carper, every Dick Swash
a common Cutter. 1584 R. WILSON 'J /tree Ladies I.ond
(1592) A 3, 1 will flaunt it and brave it after the lusty swash
1593 G. HARVEY Pierce's Super..117 The noddy Nash, whom

beene her breeding still. 1659 T. PECKE 1'arnassi Puerf.
16 Two Swashes did the fair Camilla court. 1693 SOUTH!
ERNK Maid's last Prayer n. ii, I remember your Damrnee-
boys, your Swashes, your TuquoiJues. 1824 Miss FEBRIER
Inker, xviii, A great gormandizing swash. 1866 GREGOR
Banjfsh. Gloss., onuA..(4) A vapouring dandy.
8. Swagger; swashbuckling.
1593 G - HARVEY Pierce's Super. *j, If nothing can the

booted Souldiour tame.. But Swash will still his trompery
aduaunce. 1605 A. WARREN Poor Man's Pass. 3, 1 would
elect, Flaunt, Cut, and Swash for mates, For choise Com-
panions, pleasure, mirth, delight. 1822 MAGINN in lilacltn'.

Mag. XL 370* The stamping, ramping, swaggering, stagger-
ing, leathering swash of an Irishman. 1854 Miss BAKER
Korthamft. Gloss, s. v., What a swash he cuts ! 1866 GRE.
GOR Banffsh. Gloss., Swash . . (3) The act of walking with a
haughty, silly air.

III. 9. attrib.: swash bank (see quot.); swash
channel, swash-way,

' a channel across a bank,
or among shoals, as the noted instance between the
Goodwin Sands' (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., 1867).
1852 WIGGINS Embanking 25 The "swash bank, which,

having only to sustain the Broken tops of the waves, is but
2* feet high and 2$ feet wide at top. 1885 Century Mag.XXIX. 742 The Minnesota, taking the middle or 'swash
channel. T&y)Civil Engin.t, Arch. Jrnl. 1 1. 221/1 Forming
track-paths across 'swash-ways in Loch Dochfour. 1883
Chambers s Jrnl. 18 Aug. 525/2 Certain narrow fareways
which seam the sands at low tide,.. are called on the south
side of the Roach '

swatch '-ways, but beyond the Crouch
' swash '-ways.

Swash, st.v, swesh. St. Obs. exc. Hist.

Forms : 6 swasche, (suasche, squasche, swaeh(e,
swass, so(h)osohe ?), 6, 9 swash

;
6 swesoh(e,

sweoh(e, (suech, suis, suishe. swisehe), 6, 9
swesoh, swesh, 7 swy(s)ehe. [Perh. orig. in full

swasche, swesche, or swisehe la(l}burne (see TABORN
sb.), but the orig. meaning and source of swasche,
etc. are unknown.] A kind of drum. Also altrib.

swash-head, a chum-head; swash-man
SWASHER 1.

'533 Ace. Ld. High Trcas. Scot. VI. 150 For ane swasche
talburne to the futmen xxs. 1541 Ibid. VII. 478 The twa
Toddeis that playis upoun the Swisehe taburn. 1543 4
Ihid. VIII. 250 Thre play-arris upon the swesche. 1560
HOLLAND Seven Sages 20 With trumpet, schalme, drum,
squasche & clarioun. 15621 Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1844) I.

343 Passing throw the toun with ane swech. 1571 Extr.

Burgh Rcc. Lanark (Burgh Rec. Soc ) 55 That thei nychtly
wache with the balleis fra the strak of the secund strak of
the snishe. 1574-5 Burgh Rec. Glasgow (1876) I. 455 Item,
to Thomas Downy for inputting of the schoschelieid vs.

Item, for ane perchement skyn to Robert Muir to cover the

scosche iij s. vj d. 1576 in Maitl. Club Misc. (1840) II. 343
For ane swasche to our moustiris iiij". 1593 Extr. AberJ.

'

Stryke be swasch ' and '

Ryng be commoun bell
'

! 1625-
Chtirterselc. Peebles (1872) 414 Item, gewine John Robein
for striking of the

swyche, xij s. 1672 Bnrgh Rec. Peebles

(1872) 336 At the stryking of the swysche.

*\ Misused for : A trumpet. Also swash-trump.
This is the only meaning given by Jamieson, 1808, on the

authority of quot. 1609; cf. also the following, where the

Latin original would seem to warrant such a meaning :

1533 BELLENDEN Livy il. Ixiv. (S. T. S.) 238 Horsnfen

with swasche and taberne lorig. cornicines tubtcinesgue in

eauis impositos\.

1609 SKENF Reg. Maj., Stat. Gild 143 After they heare

the strtak of the swesch (or the sound of the trumpet). 1819
TKNNANT Papistry Storm'd (1827) 47 Wi' swescb-trump in

his hand. 1871 WADDELL Ps. in Scottis xlvii. 5 God has

gane up wi' a sugh ; the Lord wi' the tout o' a swesch.

t Swash (swoj), sb.z Obs. [Derived from or

forming the radical of ASWASH ado. = aslant. Cf.

SWASH fl.2] a. Turning, etc., A figure or orna-

ment the lines or mouldings of which lie obliquely

to the axis of the work. b. Printing. The

flourished extension characteristic of swash letters

(see SWASH a.2 3).
1680 MOXON Mich. Exerc.-iw.'ni You set it to that Slope

you intend the Swash on your Work shall have. UU,
Explan. Terms LL 2 b, S-wat/i. A SaiasA is a Figure whose



SWASH.

Circumference is not Round, but Oval; and whose Mold-

ings lye not at Right Angles, but Oblique to the Axis of the

Work. 1683 Ibiii., Printing xiii. F 4 >, whose Swashes
come below the Foot- Line.., ought to have the. .Sholder of

tha 1 Swash Sculped down straight.

Swash, a. 1
[f.

SWASH jJ]
f 1. ^ SWASHING ///. a. 2. Obs.

*599 MINSHEU^*. Diet., Dial. (1623) 30 This wound hurts

me not much, for it is giuen with the hand vpward, but be-

ware of the swash blow [Spanish el r?6/s], for I will draw
it with the hand downwards.

2. t a - ? Swashbuckling, swaggering: = SWASH-

ING///, a. i. 06s. b.
' Swell '/ swagger ', showy.

dial
<:i6oo DAY Rcgg. Bednall Gr. it. ii. (1881) 39 Old Simsons

son. .that wears his great gall paskins o
1

the Swash-fashion,
with 8 or 10 gold laces of a side. 1635 J. GOWKR Pyrgo-
machia Ash, Some others. . Are of the rash-swash-fellowes

band. 1713 S. SEWALL Diary 5 Nov., I first see Col. Tho.

Noyes in a swash Flaxen Wigg. 1866 GRKGOR Banffsh.
Gloss., Swash, (i) gaudy; showy.. .(2) Of ostentatious man-
ners. 1877 Holderness Gloss.) Swash, showy ; gaudy.

Swash (sw9J), #. 2 [app. SWASH $b& used

attrib.]

1. Turning, etc. Inclined obliquely to the axis

of the work.
Sivash-ivork, work m which the cuttings or mouldings

traced round a cylinder are inclined to the axis; also called

pumped work. Swash-engine, an apparatus for turning
swash-work. Swash-board^ swash-plate^ 'a rotating, cir-

cular plate, inclined to the plane of its revolution so as to

give a vertical reciprocation lo the rod, whose foot rests

thereupon, and which moves between lateral guides
'

(Knight
Diet. Mech., 1875); also called pnntping'-flate.
1680 MOXON Mech. Exerc. xiv. 241 To the Turning of

Swash-Work you must have two such Puppets as the Fore,

puppet described in 22. Ibid., Upon both the Flat sides

of this Swash Board in a Diametrical Line is fastned up-

right an Arch of a Quadrant made of a Steel Plate... The
convex edges of these Quadrants are cut into Notches,..
that according as you may have occasion to set the Swash-
Board more or less a-slope, you may be accommodated with
a Notch or Tooth to set k at. Ibid. 242 These Oval-En-

gines, Swash-Engines, and all other Engines. 1688 HOLME
Armoury 111.360/1 The Turning Engine [is] for the turning
of Oval Work, Rose Work, and Swash Work. 1703 Land.
Gaz. No. 3887/4 A Gold Watch in a Grav'd Case..; with
a Moco Stone Swash. 1812 P. NICHOLSON Mech. Exerc. 356
Turning is also of different kinds, as Circular Turning, El-

liptic Turning, and Swash Turning.
2. Printing. Applied to old-style capital letters

having flourished strokes designed to fill up un-

sightly gaps between adjacent letters.

1683 MOXOK Mech. Exerc., Printing xiii. F 4 Swash-
Letters, especially <^. 1867 BRANDF. & Cox Diet. Set'., etc.,

Swash Letters, .have been revived of late years with the

reintroduced old-fashioned types. 1899 DE VINNE Pract.

Typogr. (1902) 271 note. An excellent form of old-style italic

of bold face, with the swash letters and other features of

quaintness.

Swash, a.3 dial. [Cf. SWASHY.] Soft
; also,

fuddled.

1711 RAMSAY On Maggy Johnstoun vj,
We did baith..

pish and spew, and yesk and maunt, Right swash I true.

1718 Ramsay's Poems II. Gloss., Swash^ squat, fuddled.

a 1800 PECGE Svppl. Grose, Swash, and Swashy, soft, like

fruit too ripe. Derb. 1888 Sheffield Gloss.

Swash, (swoj), v. [Echoic. Cf. SWASH j.i]
1. trans. To dash or cast violently.

1577 HOLINSHED Chron. II. 444/2 The Archbyshop of

Yorke..swasht him down, meaning to thrust himselte in

betwixt the Legate, and the Archb. of Canterbury. 1582
STANVHURST Oner's i. (Arb.) 19 This Queene wyld light-

ninges from clowds of luppiter hurling Downe swasht

theyre nauy. 1710 RUDDIMAN Douglas* ALneis Gloss, s. v.

Squat, Scot, fivash, Ang. squat is to cast against the

ground. 1866 GREGOR Banffsh. Gloss.

2. intr. To dash or move violently about
;
also

occas. refl.

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent, cxxxi. 807/1 As a swyne
when he hath once winded his meat, runnes on to swash
himself in it [orig. se fourrer la}. 1609 HOLLAND Anim.
Marcell. xxxi. vii. 413 On all sides swords swashed and
darts flew as thicke as haile.

1831 CARLVLE Sart. Res. n. ii, If. .your House fell, have
I not seen five neighbourly Helpers appear next day ; and

swashing to and fro, ..complete it again before nightfall?

1837 />. Rcr. ii, iv. vi, Your dusty Mill of Valmy..may
furl its canva^, and cease swashing and circling. 1879
STEVKNSON Trav. Donkey 139 A jolting trot that set the

oats swashing in the pocket of my coat. 1889
' MARK

TWAIN
' Yankee at Crt. K. Arthur vii, The gusts of wind

were flaring the torches and making the shadows swash about.

3. To make a noise as of swords clashing or of a

sword beating on a shield (cf. SWASHBUCKLER) ;

to fence with swords ;
to bluster with or as with

weapons ; to lash out hence, to swagger.
1556 [see SWASHING vbl. sb. i and ///. a. i]. 1563 COOPER

Thesaurus s.v. ConcrepO) Concrepare gJadiis ad scuta,
to swashe, or make a noyse with swoordes agavnst ter-

gattes, 1593 LODGK Will. Longbeard Cab, He over-

maistered [them] by his attendants, swashing out in the

open streets uppon everie light occasion. 1593 Bacchus
Bonntie in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 265, I giue them right
to sweare it out with worries, I giue them might to swash
it out with swordes. 1600 BRETON Pasqnil's Fooles Cap
xl, Shee that . . Ruffin-like, will sweare, and swash it out.

1611 FLORIO, Corteltare, to fence, to swash with swords, to

swagger. 1629 7. BOVD Last Battellf>T$ [They], in hight of

stomacke, ruffling & swashing, did tread vpon God's turtles.

a 1825 FORBV Voc. E. Attglia, Swash, to affect valour ; to

vapour or swagger. 1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev, i. vii. ii, Cap-
tains of horse and foot go swashing with 'enormous white

cockades '. 1850 Two-hundred q Fifty Y* Ago Ess. 1857

VOL. IX.
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IV. 321 Bucklers went out. .'about the twentieth of Queen i

Elizabeth'; men do not now swain with them, or fight in

that way. 1890 Pull Mail G. i July 2/2 When Mr. Caine
joined Lord Randolph in ^washing at the Government. 1893
BAKING-GOULD Cheap Jack Zita xxxv. III. m He will

swash about with his toasting-fork as if 'twere a cui!:^s.

4. trans. To dash or splash (water) about
; to

dash water upon, souse with water or liquid; (of

water) to beat with a splash against.
1589 FLHMING I 'irg. Georg. iv. 64 note, Gargarise, or

swash in and about the mouth. 1656 [? J. SI-RCKANT]
tr. T. White's Peripat. Inst. 67 As it happens in liquids
when they are swa^h'd up and down. 1721 BAILEY, To
Swas/t, to make fly about, as Water. 1828 MOIR Manste
It'aucA xix. 281 Having a bucket.. I swashed down such
showers on the top of the flames. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria
v. (1849) 61 For three hours and a half did they lug. .at the

oar, swashed occavionally by the surging waves of the open
sea. 1862 G. H. KIN<;SLRY Sfori >y Trav. (1900) 375 Men
swishing and swashing and brooming about. 1863 W. W.
STORY Roba tii R. II. i. i The boards on which the meats
are laid are swashed constantly with water. 1876 R. BRIDGES
Growth ofLove K\\\\, What grisly beast of scaly chine That
champ'd the ocean-wrack and swashed the brine. 1887 fall
Mall G. 28 Sept. 8/1 He added that the excursion boats
also swashed the Thistle, damaging her to a certain extent.

6. intr. Of water or of an object in water : To
dash with a splashing sound ; to splash about.

1836 W. IRVING Astoria Iviii. (1849) 477 The next wave
threw their bodies back upon the deck, where they remained

swashing backward and forward. 1843 CARLYLE Misc.,
Dr. Francia (1857) IV. 269 You have all got linen bathing-
garments, and can swash about with some decency. 1847
H. MELVILLE Otnoo x, The water fairly poured down in

sheets, .swashing about. 1876 HOLLAND Sev. Oaks v. 65
Flocks of ducks, .swashed down with a fluttering ricochet

into the water. 1891 H. HUTCHINSON Fairway Island 25
The sea at the cliff toot swashing ever louder and louder.

f Swasha'do. nonce-ivd.
[f.

SWASH v. + -ADO.]
A swashbuckler.

1663 Proposal to use No Conscience 4 A company of
Swasiiado's beat the Watch.

Swashbuckler (swo-Jb^klai). [f. SWASH v.

+ BUCKLER sb* ; hence lit. one who makes a noise

by striking his own or his opponent's shield with
his sword.] A swaggering bravo or ruffian; a

noisy braggadocio.
1560 PILKINGTON Exf>os. Aggeus ii. 8-0 (1562) 266 Too be

a dronkarde, ..a gamner, a swashe-buckeler. he hath not
alowed thee one mite. 1593 NASHE Christ's T. Wks. 1904
1 1. 148 No Smith-field ruffianly Swashbuckler will comeofwith
such harshe hell-raking othes as they. 1648 JENKYN Blind
Guide i. 14 He speaking.. more like a swash-buckler than
a Bishop, a 1680 BUTLER Charact.^ Hermetic Philns.^ Make
those spiritual Swash-Bucklers deliver up their Weapons,
and keep the Peace, a ini PRIOR Dial. Deat/

t
Charles *

Clenard Wks. 1907 1 1. 218 when ever You have Thought and
Conquered with your Ruyters & Swashbucklers. 1809 W.
IRVING Kttickerb. vi. i. (1861) 184 He had a garrison after his

own heart.. guzzling, deep-drinking swashbucklers. 1828
SCOTT F. M. Perth iv, Neither did his frank and manly de-

portment . . bear the least resemblance to that of the bravoes
or swash-bucklers of the day. 1899 E. GOSSE Life J. Donne
I. 32 He shows himself, .a daring, .young swash-buckler of

poetry.
attrib. 1620 MELTON Astralog. 13 What a quarrelling

Swash buckler Mars. 1672 MARVELL Reh. Transp. I. 260

Men. .do., cut and slash about vestments, .rather in a swash-
buckler and Hectoring way, than. .like. .Christians. 1816

SINGER Hist. Cards 258 notet The swash-buckler manners
of the youth of fashion in the reign of Elizabeth. 1896 GEN.
H. POUTER in Century Mag. Nov. 25 The most approved
swashbuckler style of melodrama.

Hence (nonce-wds.} Swa'shbu cklerdom, -ism,

-tnvcklery, the conduct of a swashbuckler; also

Swa-shbu cklering- =* SWASHBUCKLING a.

1862 MRS. SPEID Last Years fnd. 91 A sort of paralytic

attempt at *swashbucklerdom and swagger. 1884 iqth
Cent. Dec. 1023 The "swash-bucklering and speculative
fashion which the Republican supporters, .extolled. 1914
G. K. CHESTERTON Flying Inn 180 Such swashbucklering

comedy. 1892 Review of Rev. 14 Apr. 360/1 Mr. Gladstone

has.. been so sedulous an opponent of *swashbuckletism.

1889 D. HANNAY Life F. Marryat 21 He would have con-

demned, .such a piece of frantic *swashbucklery as the last

fight of the Revenge.

Swa'sh.bu :

ckling, a. [f.
SWASHBUCKLER

(apprehended as an agent-n. in -EB 1
) + -ING 2.]

Acting like, or characteristic of the conduct of, a

swashbuckler; noisily swaggering, blustering. So
Swa-slibu cklin^ sb.

a 1693 Urqnhart's Rabelais ill. xliL 349 The huff, snuff,

..swash-buckling High Germans. 1863 SALA in Tetnf-le

Bar IX. 6s The Hungarian are stout wines, of a swash-

buckling flavour. 1865 KINGSLEY Herew. xxxii, A swash-

buckling ruffian. 1888 Boston (Mass.) Transcript 7 July
4/4 Swashbucklers are generally satisfied with swashbuck-

ling. 1889 T. B. REED in Boys Own Paper 3 Aug. 696/1
A score or more of swashbuckling 'prentices were on board

the ship. 1894 Athenaeum 27 Oct. 565/3 The one occasion-

ally degenerates into artifice, and the other into literary

swashbuckling.

Hence (back-formation) Swa shbu ckle v., to

swagger noisily, act like a blustering bravo.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 6 Jan. 3/1 He strikes one as a bravo,
he swashbuckles and swaggers.

Swasher 1
, swesher. & Obs. exc. Hist.

In 6 ewasche(a)r, swacher, suescher, swescher,
-eour. [f.

SWASH sb?t SWESH + -ER 1
.]
A drummer.

15. . Aberd. Reg. (Jam.)Commoun tabernar and swescher.

1576 in Maitl. Club Misc. (1840) H. 340 Gevin Carsane the

swaschcnr that day we moustirit xxx s. 1600 in Pitcairn

Crim. Trials IL 245 To the townes twa swascheris.

SWASHY.
Swasher 2

(swj-Jat). [f. SWASH . + -EB>.] A
swashbuckler

; a blustering braggart or ruffian ;

Sc. a swaggerer, showy fellow. Set also quot. 1866.
1589 1? NASMK! Almond far I'arrat Bed. 3 Neill.er

you Ihinke his worship is to pure to be such aswa.lier 1599
SHAKS. Urn. I', nc.ii. .

I ni. I haue .

these three Swasher.. 1619 A. NJUMAN I'teas. I'ii. 30, t
no blaspheming ko;trrr w:t-, No Sw;,.hrt ,, Kepent-too-
l.,l.- 1611 HIIKION Ana!. Mtl. i. ii. m. xv. i 70 I hey cannot
. . m.ikr <iM)^t>-s, which cuery common sw.r 1811
SCOTT Kenilvj. iii, Known for a sw. . -.Derate
Dick. 1866 Onooi HanJI- .tiller. d)a person
of tall stature, and somewhat ostentatious manners, (a) Any.
thing whatever large and attracting attention. 1889 T.
STOUDART A Hgltng Sottgs 300 Sic a swasher 1 ween Is rare
to be seen.

Swashing (swg-Jirj), vkl. s/>.
[f. SWASH v. +

-ISO l.j

1. Ostentatious behaviour ; swaggering.
(Cf. SWASH j^.l 7, 8, SWASH a. 1

2, SWASH v. 3, SWASHER ',

SWASHING///, a. i.)

'$56 OLOK Antichrist 138 b, The ruffling and ioyly swa*h*
ing of a princes courte. 1587 GREENE Cnrdeof Fancie Wki.
(Grosart) IV. 14 To see my sonne,.. consume his time. .in

swearing and swashing.
2. Violent or noisy striking.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies, London it. (1664) 199 Swash-

Buckler [so called] from swashing, or making a noise on
Bucklers.

3. Dashing or splashing of water.

18x9 C'TESS SPENCER Let. 3 Nov. in Corr. Latly Lyttelton
viii. (1912) 215 Only that we still keep up that rare and use-
less custom of washing and swashing, we should pig it as

comfortably as they wallow in Italy. 1864 CARLYLE l-retlk.

Gt. xvu. v. IV. 558 The primordial diluviums and world-old

torrents, . . with such storming, gurgling, and swashing. 1870

J.SHARPE in Etig. AfftA.4 Mar. 608/3
'

Kushtng'and swasn-

ing
'

in millstones is caused by not driving the stone from its

centre. l87a O. W. HOLMES Poet Break/.-!, xi. (1885) 287

Sparrows .. keep up such a swashing and swabbing and

spattering round.. the water basins.

Swashing (sw^-Jin), ppl. a. Also 7 iwasaing.

[f.
SWASH v. + -ING *.]

1. Characterized by ostentation, or by showy or

blustering behaviour ; swaggering; swashbuckling;

clashing. (Cf. prec. I.)

1556 OLDE Antichrist 147, I speake not now of mytred
bishoppes, and swashing abbottes. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. i.

iii. 122 Weete haue a swashing and a marshal! outside.

c 1600 DAY Begg. Bednall Gr. iv. i. (1881) 77 The name and
habit of some swashing Italian or French Noble-man. 1665
O. HAVERS/', delta Valle's Trav.E. India 181 By profession

Souldiers, sufficiently swashing and brave. 1684 OTWAY
Atheist IV. i, A blustering, roaring, swashing Shark. 1809
M AI KIN Gil Bias iv. iii. p 4 With the swashing outside of a

gay spark. s8il SCOTT Kenihv. iv, Lay aside your swash-

ing look. 1885 STEVENSON Prince Otto \. iv, The song went
to a rough, swashing, popular air.

2. Applied to a particular stroke in fencing, perh.
the ' stramazon

'

;
also of a weapon : Slashing with

great force. In mod. use only in reminiscences of

Sh.ikspere. (Cf. SWASH o.1 i, WASHING.)
1611 BEAUM. & Fi- Philaster v. iv, With this swashing

blow,. . I could hulk your Grace, and hang you upcross-leg'd.
c 1615 Shaks.'s Kom. ^ Jut. i. i. 70 (Qo. 4) Gregorie, re-

member thy swashing \Oo. a & 3, Fa. washing! blowe. 1670
MILTON Hist. Eng. n. Wks. 1851 V. 70 The Britans had a

certain skill with their broad swashing Swords and short

Bucklers. i86a G. A. LAWRENCE Barren Honour I. x. 210

Even '

Lanky Jem
'

recovered after a while from Somers'

swashing blow. 1876 TRF.VELVAN Life ff Lett. Macaiilay
II. xii. 253 note, He soon showed that he had not forgotten

his swashing blow. 1905 Times 17 June 4/6 [He] is a

swashing foe of all accepted or debated theories but nis own.

3. Of water, etc. : Dashing and splashing.
i6ao J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Praise Hemp-seed (1623) 31

Drencht with the swassing waues, and stewd in sweat. 1853
KANE Griniielt Kxf. xiv. (1856) 101 Rendered dangerous.,

by the swashing ice and a growing fog.

Hence Swa'Bhingly adv., swaggeringly ;
in a

swashbuckling style.

1664 COTTON Scarron. iv. (1741) 79 He wore a Hat Instead

of Satlin lac'd with Fat, Which being limber grown we find

Most swashingly pinned up behind. 1891 Sat.
R^ev. 15 Aug.

179/2 Mr. Balfour spoke. .swashingly about Sir William

Harcourt.

t Swa'shly, adv. Oit. [i.
SWASH int. or a. 1

+ -LY 2
.]

With a sound of dashing or splashing.

1581 STANYHURST JEneis it. (Arb.) 50 Their tayls with

croompled knot twisting swashlye they wrigled.

Swash-man : see SWASH si.2

Swash-pen, [f.
SWASH v. + PEN **.', after

swashbuckler.] A literary braggadocio.

1593 G. HARVEY Pierce's Sttfer. 155 Meridarpax..neuer
made such a hauocke of the miserable frogges : as this Swash-

pen would make of all English writers.

fSwashruter. Obs. If not a misprint, ?a

combination of SWASHBUCKLEK and SWARTRUTTIB.

1581 STANYHURST &ncts i. 15 Then sootherne swashruler

[orlg. precocious A tistris] . . Flundge vs on high shelueflats.

Swash-work : see SWASH a.*

Swashy (swo'Ji), a.
[f.

SWASH rf.l or v. + -T.]

Sloppy, watery. Also fig.
'

watery ',

'

washy '.

1796 j. OWEN Trav. Eriroft I. 70 Some part of the track

wTs piled into heaps of swashy clay. 1803 I. BUNTING

Let. 23 Sept., in Life (1859) 1. x. 182 When 1 hear such

preaching as Mr Jay's, I.. wonder that the people should

ever like to listen to my poor swashy sermons. 1876 II hiloy

Gloss., Siuashy, wet ground.
'

Swashy .stuff', poor beverage.

1890 Temple Bar Sept. 127 The pavement was swashy with

three inches of half-melted snow.

Swasion, -ive, obs. ff. SUASION, SDASIVK.
87



SWASIVIOUS.

t Swasi-vious, a. Obs. rare~l
. [f. It. suasiva

SUASIVE + -lous.] Agreeably persuasive.

1592 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 39 b, With pleasurable

actions, maydenly iestures, swasiuious behauiours.

Swass, Swassing, var. SWASH sb2, SWASHING

ppl. a.

II Swastika (swoe'stikal. Also svast-, -ica.

[Skr. svastika, f. svasll well-being, fortune, luck,

f. sii good + astl being (f. as to be).] A primitive

symbol or ornament of the form of a cross with

equal arms with a limb of the same length project-

ing at right angles from the end of each arm, all in

the same direction and (usually) clockwise ; also

called GAMMAUION and FYLFOT. Also atlrib.

1871 ALABASTER Wheel ofLaw 249 On the great toe is the

Trisul. On each side of the others a Swastika. 188* E. C.

ROBERTSON in f'rac. Btrw. Nat. Club IX. No.
j. 516 In

Japan . . the cross-like symbol of the sun, the Swastica, is put
on coffins. 1895 Reliquary Oct. 252 The use of the Swastica

cross in mediaeval times. 1904 Times 27 Aug. 10/3 [In

Tibet) a few white, straitened hovels in tiers. . .On the door

of each is a kicking swastika in white, and over it a rude

daub of ball and crescent.

Swat (swot), s/>. 1 north, dial, and U.S. Also

swot.
[f.

SWAT z/.l Cf. SQUAT jiM] A smart or

violent blow. Also, a heavy fall.

a 1800 PEGGE Stiff1. Grose (MS.), Srnat, a Blow. 1847

HALLIWEIX, Suiat..(*) A knock, or blow; a fall. North.

1894 Outing (U.S.) XXIV. 417/2 One
' swat

'

from his [ic. a

bear's] mighty fore-paw. 1909 JACK LONDON in Contemp.
Rev. June 704, I. .ducked a swat from a club.

Swat, si.*, a hard worker : see SWOT si.

Swat, a., obs. and dial. var. SyuAT a.

1656 S. HOLLAND Za.rn 11. v. (1719) 79 Thy breeding no

better then that the Boars of Belgia afford their swat,

bodied Bantlings.

Swat (swgt), .l Also 7 swatt, 9 swot, [north,

dial, and U.S. variant of SQUAT v.]

1. inir. To sit down, squat, north.

1615 BRATHWAIT Strappado (1878) 129 Swatt on thy tayle

man, heeres a blythy place. And lie ensure thee how I gat
this grace. 1804 R. ANDERSON Cwttbld. Ball, (c 1850) 49

They swaltet tern down. Ibid. 83 Come swat thy ways down
on the sattle.

2. trans. To hit with a smart slap or a violent

blow
; also, to dash. Chiefly U.S.

(11796 PEGGE Derbicisms (E.D.S.), Swat a thing on the

pround ; to swat a person's brains out. <i 1800 PEGGE Suppl.
Grose (1814), Swat, to throw down forcibly. North. 1848
in Bartlett Diet. Amer. s.v., Tell me that again, and I'll

swot you over the mug. 1905 D. WALLACE Lure ofLabra-
dor Wild\\. 83 George effectually disposed of the wounded
goose by swatting him over the head with the paddle. 1911

Daily Record <$ Mail 15 July 3 A big army for the destruc-

tion of the house fly with
' Swat the Fly

'

as its batlle-cry.

Swat, v.2
,
to study hard : see SWOT v.

Swat : see SWEAT v., SWOTE 06s., sweat.

Swatch, (swgtj), ji. 1 St. and north. Also 6-7
swache, 7 suache, swatche. [Origin unknown.]
1. "f The

*
foil

'

or ' countcrstock
'

of a tally (obs.'] ;

in Yorkshire, a tally
' affixed to a piece of cloth

before it is put with others into the dye-kettle
'

(Robinson Whitby Gloss. 1876).
1511 Northumtld. Househ. Bk. (1770) 60 That the said

Clerkis of the Brevements entre all the Tallin of the Furni-
unturs in the Jornall Booke in the Countynghous every day
furthwith after the Brede be delyveret to the Pantre and
then the Stoke of the Taill to be delyveret to the Baker and
the Swache to the Pantler. 1691 RAY N. C Words, A
Swacfte, a Tally : that which is fixt to Cloth sent to Dye, of
which the Owner keeps the other part, a 1800 PKGGE Suppl.
Grose (1814), Swatch, a pattern, or tally, a term among dyers
in Yorkshire, &c.

2. A sample piece of cloth.

1647 in Sc. Jrnl. Topog. (1847) I. 95/1, 1 . .tryid for ye neir.
est swachis of clothe I could find conforme to ye orders re-

seuid. 1690 Records New Mills Cloth Manuf. (S.H.S.) 219
That swatches of the most fashionable collours be sent to
David Maxwell that he may dye them. 1830 GAI.T Lawrie
T. vll. xi. (1849) 352, He had come with his swatches, in

consequence of hearing I was likely to require a coloured
coat. 1874 CROOKES Dyeing^ <$ Calico-Printing 658 Few
colours.. do not show a distinction if a swatch be cut in
halves and preserved, the one in darkness and the other in
the light.

trans/, a 1708 T. WAKD Eng. Ref.\. (1710) 14 Those little

swatches, Us'd by the Fair sex, called Patches.

3. fig. A sample, specimen.
1697 J. SAGE Fundamental Charter of Presbytery Pref.

(ed. 2) C vj b. Such a sample of him ; such a swatch (pardon
the word, if it is not English) of both his Historical and his

Argumentative Skill. 1708 Caldwell Papers (Maitl. Cl.) I.

316 My Lord Macclesfield and his retinue they took for a
swatch of the nation. 1719 RAMSAY To Arbucklc 95 Ye's get
a short swatch of my creed. 1785 BURNS Holy fair x, On
this hand sits a chosen swatch, Wi 1

screw'd up grace-proud
faces. 1823 GALT R. Gilhaize xiv, Truly. .thou's no an ill

swatch o' the Reformers, a 1841 R. W. HAMILTON NugxL> ! - 355 [On Yorks. Dial.] A Swatch, or smatch, is an
attack, not very serious, ofany evil. 'A swatch of the fever.'

Swatch., sd.x Obs. exc. dial. [app. an irreg.
variant of SWATH l. Cf. dial, swatch = SWATHE
z>.]

A row (of corn or grass) cut.
1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 131 One spreadeth those bands,

so in order to ly, As barlie (in swatches) may fill it thereby.
1901 (Lancashire) in Eng. Dial. Diet.

Swatch (swotf), sb.3 local. [In local English
use chiefly in eastern counties. Its relation to
SWASH sb.l 3 is not

clear.] A passage or channel

290

of water lying between sandbanks or between a

sandbank and the shore.

,626 in Foster Eng. Factories India dw) HI.

[Anchored] without the swatch of Swally. 1726 G. ROBERTS

Four Yrs.Voy. 336 From a Mile distance off, to the Shore,

re several Swatches and Channels to go through, having

f Tint,, \revtt < M w en n ou
of no ground

'

[in the middle of the iiav of Bengal]. 1889

A T PASK Eyes Thames 66 The famous Swatch caused

by the meeting of the Thames and Medway t.des. 19"
HANNAY in Blachu. Mag. Mar.

^69/1
The access to the

roadstead was through
' swatches .

b. Comb. Swa-tchway = swash-way (SWASH

ilV. l' -! !.* 1 -r.fr *, *-,-,. -_, j =,

swatchways in tidal rivers. 1890 Nature 10 Apr. 539/2 The

Duke of Edinburgh Channel, the deepest swatchway of the

estuary. 1003 CHILDERS Riddle of Sands xu. 154 We
traversed the Steil Sand again, but by a different swatchway.

f Swatche, v. Obs, rare. Variant of SQUATCH v.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cv. 29 [cvL 30] The scatthinge [v. rr.

sqwattinge, swacching ; L. qitassatio} lefte ilkadele. Ibid.

cix. 7 [ex. 6] Sqwat \v, rr. swatche, squatche; L. conquassa*

bit} sal he heuedes, blode and bane.

Swatching (swo'tjin),
vbl. sb. [Origin un-

known.] A method of taking seals : see quot. 1901.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 175 Swatching and

Trolling Old Hoods. 1901 W. T. GRENFELL in Blackiv.

sits and waits till a seal puts up his head.

Swath 1
(swgfc swoj>), swathe (*f**0-

Forms : I sweep, swa)>u, 3 swaSe, (4 awethe ?,

6 swade, suath, 7 swaithe, aweath, 7-9 swaith),

4- swath, swathe. [OE. swx} str. n., swaj>u str.

fem. trace, track, corresp. to MLG. $wat> swade

furrow, swath, measure of land (LG. swad^ swatt\
MDu. swat (-d-}> *sw&de (Du. vwad, vwade) swath,

MG. swade wk. m. swath, piece of flesh torn off

longways (G. schwad str. m. and n., schwade wk.

m. and f. swath, space covered by the scythe in a

swing); Fris., (M)LG., early mod.Du. swade

have also the meaning
*

scythe '. The ulterior

relations and original meaning of the underlying
Teut. root swafi- are uncertain.

Evidence is not available for determining the date of the

appearance of the form with a long vowel typically repre-
sented by the spelling swathe, since in the early periods

swathe, swathes, are phonetically ambiguous ; in modern
local use, swathe is characteristic of the northern counties;
its use in literature has prob. been furthered by association

with SWATHE sb.*\

fl. Track, trace, lit. and/^. Obs.

Chiefly or V only OE. ; quot. c 1250 is dubious.

Beou'ii/fvatfi (Gr.), H wjebre him sio swiSre swa3e weardade
hand on Hiorte. c888 ALFRED Bocth. xxxix. i He..ne
forlaet nan swaeS aer he ^efehS |>aet t>aet he zfterspyreS. a 900
O. E. Martyrol. 5 May 74 On OHuetesdune syndon nu yt

j>a swae5e dryhtnes fotlasta..ne mihte seo his swaftu. .beon

J>aem oSrum florum jeonlicod. cgoo tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. Hi.

(1899) 350 pa swaSe awuniaS re^ollices lifes [orig. regnlaris
vitx vestigia fermanent\. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 3786 Gret fier

. .for-brende nem..Oc aaron al hoi and fer, Cam him no
fieres swa5e ner.

2. The space covered by a sweep of the mower's

scythe; the width of grass or corn so cut.

CI475 CatA. Angl. 373/2 (Addit. MS.), Swathe, crbita

falcatoris est. 15*3 FITZHERB. Hitsb. 23 Take hede that

thy mower, .mowe his swathe cleane thorowe to that that

was laste mowen before. 1664 SPKLMAN Gloss, s. v. Dolx>
Illud terrse spacium quod uno falcis ictu messor radit. Angl.
swath, c 1830 Clone. Farm Rep. 27 in Libr. Use/. Knmvl. t

Husb. Ill, The mowing should be so performed, that neither

the strokes of the scythe nor the junction of the swaths can
be discerned. 1849 THOREAU Week Concord Ritt. Sat. 41
The great mower Time, who cuts so broad a swathe. 1879
J. D. LONG &netd ix. 415 While I cut right and left, And
mow thee in advance a good wide swath.

b. As a measure of grass land : A longitudinal
division of a field, ? orig. reckoned by the breadth

of one sweep of the scythe, local.

ciyts in Kennett />7r. Ant. (1818) I. 573 Duae Swathes
dicti prati jacentut sequitur. It-id., Dimidia rodaet dimidia
Swathe apud Shortedolemede. 15*6 Lincoln Wills (Line.
Rec. Soc.) V. 166, I bequeth vj swades off medow grounde
lyeng att byllesby croffte end for to kepe an obbyt for my
soule. 1625 Deed in Sheffield Gloss. (1888) s.v., All those
foure swathes of land lying and being in Crigleston. 1664
N* Riding Rec. Soc. (1886) IV. 162 All

jthose
sixteene

swaithes of meadowe-ground lyeing etc. within the lord-

shippe of Cropton. 1787 Survey in A^. W. Line. Gloss.

(1877) s. v., All the grass lands in the Ings are laid out in

Gads or swaths. 1839 STONKHOUSE Axholme 158 Two
swathes [of land] in the Ings Meadow.

+ c. The extent of sweep of a scythe. Obs. rare.
Misunderstood by R. Holme Armoury HI. 332/2 as 'the

long crooked Staff or Pole
'

of a scythe.
1577 B. GOOGE Hcresbach's Husb. i. (1586) 4t"b, In other

places they vse a greater Sythe with a long Suath.

d. A stroke of the scythe in reaping, rare.
a 1643 W. CARTWRICHT Poems, On Birth Dk. of York 38
A strangled .snake, Kill'd before known, perhaps 'mongst
Heathen hath Been thought the deed and valour of the
Swath. 1874 HARDY Farfr. Madding Crtnvd II. iii. 30 The
hiss of tressy oat-ears rubbing together as their perpendicu-
lar stalks of amber-yellow fell heavily to each swath.

3. A row or line of grass, corn, or other crop, as

SWATH-BAND.

it falls or lies when mown or reaped ;
also collect-

ively, a crop mown and lying on the ground ; phr.
in (the} swath (cf. LG. aV swatt), lying in Ibis

condition.
Sometimes, 'the quantity falling at one sweep of the scythe'

(Robinson Whitby Gloss. 1876 s.v. Siuetathc).

ciy&Gloss. W.de Bibbfsw.'m\Vr\$\\. Vac. 154 Uneandeyne
deArfe,*. swathe [v.r. a swethe of mede}. < 1340 h'ominale
(Skeat) 112 M[an] mawith of mede a swath. ? a 1400 I\Iorte

Arth. 2508 A mede..Mawene and vne-made, ..In swathes
sweppene downe, fulle of swete floures. 1573 TUSSKK llusb.

(1878) 122 Grasse latelie in swathes is hay for an ox. 1606
SHAKS, Tr. 4- Cr. v. v. 25 The straying Greekes ripe for his

edge, Fall downe before him, like the mowers swatli. 1614
SVLVESTER Bethulias Rescue \. 499 Long Swathes of their

degraded Grasse, Well show the way their sweeping Scithes
did pass. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farm iv. vi. 400
If there be plentie of grasse, and that you see it lye thicfee

in the swathes. 1622 DRAYTON Foly-otb. xxii. 678 Swaths
of new-shorn grass. 1766 GOLDSM. Vicar W. vi, We turned
the swath to the wind. 1766 Compl. farmer, Grips, the

swa!ths,or small heaps of corn, lying in the field, as it is cut
down with the scythe. 1813 T. DAVIS Agric. Wilts Gloss,

S.V., Hay [is] in swath when ju^t mowed. 1831 Sutherland
Farm Rep. 74 in Libr. Usef,Knowl.,Husb,\\\, That it may
come early to the swaith, it is never permitted to eat it down
in autumn. 1834 Brit. Husb. I. 73 As clover.. is rarely
tedded, it should be sufficient to leave every tenth swathe
for the tithe, 1840 Florist's Jrnl. (1846) I. 70 Though the
swathe from some grounds is not heavy, the quality will

everywhere be very superior. 1857 G. MUSGRAVK filer.

Dauphint I. xi. 243 The grass had been cut, and left in swaths.

i883SvMONDs//a/..5j'waj'$i. i Men. .were mowing the frozen

grassland as the swathes fell, they gave a crisp, .sound.

b. transf. Applied to growing grass or corn

ready for mowing or reaping.
1577 IJ. GOOGE Heresbacfi's Hmb. i. (1586) 450, To the

ende the after swath may be mowed in Autume. 1611
DRAYTON Poly-alb, xiv. 100 Whose burden'd pasture bears
The most abundant swathe. 1819 KEATS To Autumn 18

While thy hook Spares the next swath and all its twined
flowers. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) 1. 366
] n June there was a heavy swath, which was mown for seed.
1868 MORRIS Earthly Par. (1870) I. n. 592 Within the flowery
swathe he heard The sweeping of the scythe.

c. To cut a swath (U.S. slang) : to make a

pompous display, swagger, *cut a dash*.

1848 BARTLETT Diet. A mer. s. v. Cut. 1855 Knickcrb. Mag.
Dec. 617 [He] might better have cut just as big a swath
somewhere else,

4. transf. andyfj*. a. A broad track, belt, strip,

or longitudinal extent of something.
? 1605 DRAYTON Poems Lyr. <$ Past. Ode vii. B 8 b, Yet

many riuers cleere Here glide in siluer swathes, And what
of all most deare Buckstons delicious bathes. 1681 GKEW
Musacutn iv. ii. 367 The Notch fortify 'd with a Swath of

split Quill. 1715 tr. Gregory s Astron. (1726) I. 256 The
..Ecliptic, or rather Zodiac, (for like a Belt or Swath, it is

2odeg. broad). 1818 HOGG Brownie ofBodsbeck I. iii, 41, I

began to look o'er my shouther, but thare was naething there

but the swatheso* mist. iS^gCvfFLKsGrefuHandxlii, Where

you saw the water winding about the horizon in long swathes,
as it were. 185$ MAURY Phys. Geog. vi. 339. 105 A breadth

or swath of winds in the north-east trades. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's Word-bkn Sivathe^ the entire length of a sea-wave.

1909 R. K. ANDERSON Logic too Years Ago 9 An auld wifie

laying out a swath of unbleached cotton.

b. Something compared to grass or corn falling

before the scythe or sickle ; esp. used of troops
* mown down '

in battle.

1852 M. ARNOLD Human Life 19 As the foaming swath

Of torn-up water, on the main, Falls heavily away wuh long-
drawn roar. 1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. IV. v. vi. 9. 89
The sound of every drooping swathe of rain. 1873 LONGF.

Wayside Inn m. Scanderbeg 19 The rearguard as it fled,

Mown down in the bloody swath Of the battle's aftermath.

1895 A. I. SHAND Life Gen. Sir E. B. Hamley I. iv. 92 We
see the dead lying in swathes as they had fallen.

5. attrib. and Comb. t as swath-width ; swath(e)-
balk, a ridge of grass left vmmown between the

swaths, or between the sweeps of the scythe ;
hence

swath(e)-balked a. ; swath(e)-rake,
' a wooden

rake the breadth of the swath, used to collect the

scattered hay or corn
'

(E.D.D.) ; swath-turner,
a machine used for turning over swaths of hay.

1691 RAY N. C. Words, A *Swathe battk, a Swarth of

new mowen Grass or Corn. 1811 WILLAN in Archaeologia
XVII. 160 (W. Riding Woi-ds\ Swath-Bauks, the edges

of grass between the semicircular cuttings of the scytne.

a 1800 PEGGE Sitppl. Grose, ^Swath-ba-wk'd. grass that has

escaped the scythe. Lane. 1652 Inv. in N. W. Line. Gloss.

(1877) s.v., Two yron *swath rakes. 1*58 R. HUBBERTHORN
Rec. Sufferingsfor Tythes (MS.)Sweath-rake. \-faMusenm
Rust.\\. 31 The swathe-rake; a rake about two yards long,

with iron teeth, and a beam in the middle, to which a man

fixes himself with a belt. 1766 Compl. Farmer^ Swath-

rrtAf,..much used in Essex for gathering barley after mow-

ing. 1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric., Observ. 24 In

the middles of some of the *swath- widths.

Swath 2
, swathe, local variant of SWARTH sir.

1

(Cf. SWAI>J.I)
1776 in Trans. Soc. Arts (1784) II. 68 Holes, which will

hold water, and quite spoil the Turf or new Swath. 1826

SCOTT Woodst. xxxiii, 1 have made him plough in my fur-

row, when he thought he was turning up his own swathe.

1873 Swaledale Gloss., Swath, the skin of bacon. 1877 N. W.
Line. Gloss., Sivttrth, Swath, Sward, Swad, grass-land.

Swath, obs. form of SWATHE.

tSwath-band, swathe-band. Obs. Forms:

4 suapebend, 6 swadeband, sweathband, 6-7

awathe-band, (9 Hist.} swath-band ; 7 swathe-

bond. [f. stem of SWATHE V. + BAND sb. 1 (BEND

sb.l, BOND j*. 1
). Cf. SWATHING-BANDS.]



SWATH-CLOUTS.

1. pi. Swaddling-bands, swaddling-clothes.
4:1315 SIIOKEHAM 111. 127 In suaj>ebendes hy hyne dy^te,

Asc liyi hys K' chyldea ry^te. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Mattings
xcii, Euen in thy Swatlieliands out commKsion n.n:th To

thy breath, that yet tnt yongly bluweth. 1596 SHKNSHK
F. Q. vi. iv. 21 Kuery pan, thai vmler sweat hbands lay.

1631 I*. JONSON flfa?n. Lady in. iv, Could they teach each
other howto win I* their swath bands. 1641 J.TRAFPK Tktol.
Theol, i. 6 The Kibe of liethlehein ihipt up in the swath-
hands of the holy History). 165* SHAHKK /'rim. Dcvot.
(1663) 534 Did not princes Christ in swath-bands greet?
1656 J. SMI in I'rtict. Physick 208 After four Months the
Hands and Anns may be let IQO-.C from swath-bands.
2. A bandage, binder.

i55<S J' HKVWOOD Spider $ I'', Ixxx. 32 One leg, and his

wa-ue, in swadcband rold to be, And crutches by his side.

1615 SYLVESTER Job Triumph, iv. 408 Whenas 1 made the
Cloud a clowt for it, And blackest Darkness as a swath-band
fit. 1671 Ovidde Arte Atnandi-jb About a faint and slender

body wear A flannel wathbtttd or warm stomacher. 1688
HOLMK Armoury in, 434/2 A Swathe Hand. .Of some called
a Rowller, or a Linnen Kowller.

3. transf. An enveloping membrane, rare.
i668Cuu-KH>ER& COLE Barthol. Anat.l. xvii. 45 Another

external [membrane] from the Peritonaeum, which, adheres
but loosely, whence they term it the Swath-band of the

Kidneys [\.e. fiist'i'ti renitm}.

t Swath-clouts, sb. pi 06s. Also 4 clut ;
6

swathe, [f.
stem of SWATHE v. + pi. of CLOUT sb.

Cf. SwATHiNG-cr.oUTS.l Swaddling-clothes.
-1315 Gloss. W. de Biboesw. in Wright Voc. 143 (Camb.

MS.) Lor* deyt estre maylolez {gloss swath-clutj. 1570 LYI.V

Knf>lnics (Arb.) 60 When children are in their swathe cfoules.

1580 Ibid. Ep. Ded. 214 The other (right Honourable) being
but yet in his swathe cloutes, I commit . .to your Lordships
protection. 1583 MBLBANCKB Phitotimus Hivb, Was it

not better for the two twinnes Romulus and Remus, to be
caste oute in their swath clowtes ? 159* LVLV Gallathea in.

i, Beeing yet
scarce out of his swath-clowtes.

Swathe, sb.* - see SWATH 1.

Swathe (sw^tf), sb* Also 7-8 swaith, awath.

[OK. *sv?*f(?) t swaf-, only in dat pi. swafum\
for related forms see SWATHE z/., SWETHE, SWADDLE,
SWXDDCJt.]
1. A band of linen, woollen, or other material in

which something is enveloped ;
a wrapping ;

some-

times, a single fold or winding of such ; also collect,

sing. fl-. gen.
c 1050 Voc, in Wr.-Wiilcker 484/17 Institis, in swabum.

[Gloss on John xi. 44.] 1598 FLORIO, Handa. .a skarfe or a
swathe. 1666 WOOD Life (O. H. S.) II. 88, 3 crevetts, 4
swaitbs, 2 handkerchiefs. 1681 GKKW Musymit iv. in. 373
The Handle, adorned with fine Straws laid along the .sides,
and lap'd round about it, in several distinct Swaths. 1711
ADDISOM Sped. No. 90 p 7 Long Pieces of Linen, which
they folded about me till they had wrapt me in above an
hundred Yards of Swathe. 1737 WHISTON Josephus^ Antig.
HI. vii. 3 A cap, ..made of thick swaths. 1818 KKATS
Prophecy 21 Though the linen that will be Its swathe, is on
the cotton tree. 1911 *GRO. A. BIRMINGHAM' Lighter Hide
Irish Life vii. 159 Young men masked and disguised with
swathes of straw tied over their clothes.

fb. sing.&pl. An infant's swaddling-bands.. Obs.

1565 COOPER ThesauritS)Crtpnndia...\hz first apparayle
of children, as, swathes, ..and such lyke. \*$o Ferm&r Ace.
in Archxol. Jrnl. (1851) VIII. 186 Y other daughter to be

pictured [on the side of the Tomb] as dieinge in y* cradle or
swathes. 1607 SHAKS. Tinion iv. iii. 252 Had'st thou like

vs from our first swath proceeded. 1646 LLUELYN M?n-
Miracles^ etc. 98 Thou that in Conquests didst thy Non-
age bathe, And like Alcides combate in thy Swathe. 1741
BLAIR Grave 138 Like new-born Infant wound up in his

Swathes. 1786 Misc. Ess. in Ann. Rfg. 125/1 [The infant]
is not there swaddled and filleted up in a swathe.

O. A surgical bandage.
1615 CROOKE Body of Man Pref. i Engines, Swathes,

Ties, Bands and Ligatures, described by Hippocrates. 1656

;.

SMITH Pract. Physick 162 Swaths, which are either of
lather. .or of wollen. 1712 DOUGLAS in Phil. Trans.
XXXII. 85, I turn'd a swath a little broader than the

Patient's Hand once round him. 1806 J. BERESFORD Mise-
ries Hum. Life in. (ed. 3) 43 My limping gait, and this be-

witching swathe about my head. 1897 AUbutt'sSyst. Med.
II. 376 Strips of lint., may be laid along the. .swelling..and
covered w^th the flannel swathe as before.

2. a. transf. A natural formation constituting a

wrapping ; f a covering membrane, integument ;

an object that enwraps something, as a cloud.

1615 CROOK R Body ofMan 191 The outward coate inuest.

ing the kidneyes which is commonly called fascia or the
swath. 1733 CHEYNE Engl. Malady i. x. 4. 98 These
Swaiths and Membranes burst and break naturally. 1871
Daily News 19 Aug., Grey swathes of cloud still bung about
the hills. 1880 BROWNING Pan fy Luna 49 The downy
swathes [of cloud about the moon] combine. 1891 MEHEDITH
Poems, Eng. hef. Storm iv, When . . high in swathe of smoke
the mast Its fighting rag outrolted.

t b. = LIST sb* 6 b, LISTEL. Obs.

1673 MOXON tr. Barozzio's Vignola 22 The nether Band or

Swathe of the Column. Ibid. 58 The upper Torus, or Swathe.

c. fig. Something that restricts or confines like

a swaddling-band.
1864 Spectator 31 Dec. 1500 Tied up helplessly in tight

swathes of ignorance. 1906 Ibid. 3 Feb. 176/1 Within the

swathes and fetters of civilisation.

3. Comb. : fswathe-fish, the ribbon-fish.

1668 CHARLETON Onomast. 126 7>/..the Swath-fish.

1901 CLIVK HOLLAND Mousmtla With a graceful bending
of her knees beneath her swathefike kimono.

Swathe (sw#3), v. Also 6-7 swath, [late

OE. swafiian, f. swap : see SWATHE sb*\
1. trans. To envelop in a swathe or swathes ; to

wrap up, swaddle, bandage.
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ii.. MS. Celt. Vesp D. 14 in Kluge Angehachs. Liu.
ouch 73 Heo hme ba3ede..and frefrcdc and swaoede and
roccode. 13.. lloiiavtnturat Me./it. 974 Marye, wilh a
swote cloute, Sw*bd here sones hecle alle abuute. c 1415Cursor At. ii236(Laud) Sin he clothis as sli,- In,!
With suche she swathid [Colt, suedekl, (,'t>//. swelheled]
hyin & bond, c 1440 Pallad. ox limit, iv. 78 Swathe [v.r.

swethe] a tender vyne in bondes suftr. 1538 KI.YOI, /-nx ii>r

.., to swathe a chylde. 1611 COTGR., tianttrr ..*.-, liin.i,

swaddle, swath, tye with kinds. 1697 DAMHIKK I'oy. I. xv.
408 From their Infancy their Keel are kept swathed up with
MBd*. 174* KICHAKDSUN Pamela IV. 319, I have seen
in.ur l;;i!>k's roll'd and swath'd, ten or a dozen thiH-s itjiind,
then 1'lanlcet upon Blanket, Mantle upon that. 1819 Si .,i i

Ivtinhvc xlii, 1 found my aims swathed down, my feet lied.

i84 Rcitgauntlet let. xi, His legs stretched out before
him, and swathed up with flannel. 1863 TVNDALL /teat \.

6 Two glasses are swathed thickly round with listing, to

prevent the warmth of the hands from reaching the mer-
cury. 1891 K. TYNAN in Speaker 3 Sept. 390/1 In the
winter [the rosesj were swathed in cocoanul fibre and sack-
ing.

b. Said of the swathe or wrapping.
1856 Miss MULOCK Joku Halifax xxii, The showiest of

cambric kerchiefs swathing him up to the very chin. 1909
Daily Graphic 4 Oct. 13/2 This scarf-like trimming also
swathes the high toques of pleated velvet.

O. To wrap round something, as or like a swathe
or bandage.
1656 J. SMITH Pract. Physick 163 The second band laid

on they swathe with fewer rollings. 18*4 W. IRVING T.
Trail. IV. 279 He.. had a red belt or sash swathed round
his body. 1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle xv. (1859) 369, I can
swathe a bandage too, although no surgeon. 1909 Daily
Graphic 4 Oct. 13/1 (To) wear their hair swathed round
their heads a la Re'camier.

2. transf. and fig. To envelop or surround as

with a wrapping ; to enwrap, enfold ; f to encircle

so as to confine or restrain.

1624 QUARLES Jot Sect xviii. N4b, Who is't that tames
the raging of the Seas, And swathes them vp in mists,
when-e're he please? 1699 HP. HOPKINS Disc. Proi'idtnce
in Exfios. Lords Prayer, etc. 276 Who hath swathed in the

great and proud Ocean, with a Girdle of Sand. 1781 Cow.
PER Retirem. 527 [God] swathes about the swelling of the

deep, That shines and rests, as infants smile and sleep. 1809
DE QUINCEY in 'H. A. Page' Life (1877) I. vii. 145 My
cottage.. being swathed about by a little orchard. 1860
FROUDE Hist. Eng. xxxv. VI. 528 In that brief time she had
swathed her name in the horrid epithet which will clint; to
it for ever. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xxi. 145 The Riflelberg
was swathed in a dense fog. 1860 FARRAR Orig. Lang. vi.

141 The mists that swathed the primeval chaos. 1866 G.
MACDONAUD Ann. Q. Niight. xv. (1878) 308 The water
swathed their stems with coolness and freshness. 1884 W. C.
SMITH Kildrostan 43 Dim-lettered lexts from the Holy
Word ; But all in the damp moss swathed and bound.

H 3. To make into sheaves. Obs. rarer-".

1611 COTGR., laveU, swathed, or made into sheaues. fbiif.,

laveler, to swathe, or gauel corn ; to make it into sheaues,
or gauelK
Swathe-band : see SWATH-BAND.

Swathed (swtfSd, poet. sw^-Sed), ppl. a. [f.

SWATHE v. + -ED 1
.]

fl. Wrapped in swaddling-clothes, swaddled. Obs.
ifioS HEYWOOD Lucrece Wks. 1874 V. 167 He . . first deposd
My father in my swathed infancy. 1627 DRAVTON Agin-
owrllxxi, An eagle. .Aswathedlnfant holding in her foote.

2. Enveloped in a wrapping or bandage or in

clothes draped round the figure ; in recent dress-

making, arranged in or characterized by folds

resembling those of a bandage.
1815 KIRBV & Sr. Entonwl. iii. (1818) I. 66 The swathed

appearance of most insects in this state (sc. the pupa state].

iSax JOANNA BAILLIE Metr. Leg., Malcolm's Heir Hi, The
Swathed Knight walks his rounds. 1852 THACKERAY Es-
mond I. xiii, With a laugh and a look at his swathed

[gouty] limb. 1896 Daily News i Dec. 5/6 The swathed
bodice was ornamented with straps of embroidery. 1899
MARG. BKNSON & GOURLAY Temple of M*t i. n An Arab
girl with solemn eyes and swathed form.

Swathel, obs. form of SWADDLE.
Swather l

(swl-Sai). rare. [f. SWATHE v. +
-Ell 1.]

Hi. (See quot. and SWATHE v. 3.) Obs. rare~.
1611 COTGR., lavcleur, a swather, or binder vp of corne

into gavells.

2. One who swathes.

1833 I. DAVIDSON Embalnting6 It [sc. the body]
was then

washed, and by the xoAyiroi, or swathers, closely wrapped
in cloth.

Swather 2 (sw-Jj, swg-Joi). [f. SWATH l +
-ER I.] (See quot.)
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Afech., Swather. a device attached to

the front of a mowing-machine for the purpose of raising
the uncut fallen grain and marking the line of separation
between the cut and the uncut grain.

Swathing (swtf-Sirj), vbl. sb. [f.
SWATHE v. +

-INQ '.]

L The action of the verb SWATHK ; wrapping or

binding np ; swaddling.
"375, tc. [implied in SWATHINC-BAND, -CLOTHES -CLOUTS).

c 1440 Promp. Pan. 482/1 Swathynge of
chyldyr. 1650

BULWER Anthropomet. 185 The Pergamites..haa a great

affectation . . in streight swathing of their children. 1684 tr.

Bonet's Merc. Comfit, viu. 372 Swathing egregiously stops

Bleeding. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India * P. 198 They use

no swathing to their Babes. 1796
MORSE Amer. Geog. 11.

489 The smal Iness of their feet is reckoned a principal part

of their beauty, and no swathing is omitted., to give them
that accomplishment.
2. concr. That with which something is swathed ;

SWATTER.

i i i V ' . \oj'ii ii .talningaround the body >8fe TYNIMI , Cfa, . . ,,i. ,, Were the
earth unfurnished will,

, i( _. ,WM hi,,K ,1*4 J
' 58 Th. women , a Eiu.iJico

sw.,thin,! I0BUI)0^# ., /.,. ,,/,.
^
Ihe linen swathmgs of mummilied bodi

ling seas. 1890 K. lUiimts .Shorter
I veins v. xv. 15 No bud had burst its swathing hood.

Swa thing-band.
1. - SWADULING-BAND. Usually pi.
c 1435 Terr. 1'ortngal 2017 Vp they toke the child ying,..And vndid the swathing band. 1631 J. HAYWARD tr.

BimtU j hromena 192 They scorned to serve a babe in his
swathing bands, a 1668 LASSELS Vcy. Italy (1698) II. 211
An angel of silver., presenting to our Lady a child of gold
in swathing-bands. 1701 N. TATK Hytmt,

' While shep-
hcras iv, The heavenly Babe.. All meanly wrapt in swath-
ing bands. 1875 Encjrcl. Brit. III. 189/1 Among neither

people, however, did art altogether escape from the swath,
ing-bands of its nursery.

1 2. A bandage, a band of stuff for winding round
a body. Also transf. Obs.

1615 CROOKE Bony oj Man 143 fascia renum, that is, the
Kidneyes swathing land. 1615 K. LONG tr. Barclay'* Ar-
genis v. i. 328 Hee lakes off the swathing-band fiom the
most dangerous wound. 1683 LORRAIN Muret's Kiln
funeral 3 Afterwards they anointed it [sc. the corpse) out-
wardly all over with a certain gum ; wrapt it in swathing-
bands of very fine linnen. 1684 T. BURNET Th. Karth l.

268 As so many girdles or swathing-bands about the body
of the earth.

t Swa-thing-clothes, sb. pi. Obs. = SWAIV
DLING-CLOTHES.
1381 WYCLIF Witel. vii. 4, I was nurshid in swathing

clothis. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mare's Utopia \\. (1895) 162

They maye laye downe the yong infauntes..take them out
of their Swathynge clothes and holde them to the fyere, and
refreshe them with playe. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /*-", in. ii.

112 Thrice hath the Hotspur Mars, in swathing Clothes,
This Infant Warrior .. Discomfited great Dowglas. 1611
COTGR. s.v. Aulv, En met aubes, in myinfancie, orswalhing
clothes ; when 1 was in my cradle.

t Swa thing-clouts, sb. pi. Obs. = SWAD-
DLING-CLOUT8.
"375 Creation 763 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (18781 133 A

^ong child. .In be swa^yng cloutis wounde. 1585 GREENK
Planetom. Wks. (Grosart) V. 69 A disease rooted in women
from their swathing cloutes. 1594 GREENE & LODGE Loot-
ing Gl. (1598) I 4 b. Wrapt in the foldes and swathing cloutes
of shame. i6oa SHAKS. Ham. 11. ii. 401 That great Baby
you see there, is not yet out of his swathing clouts [1st Qo.
swadling clowts). 1675 COTTON Scnffer Scoft 68 What a
Fitou in swathing Clowts ?

Swathy (swg-J>i, swl'8i), a. rare. Also 8

swathey. [f. SWATH 1 + -Y.] Of, pertaining to, or

consisting of swaths.
a 1617 MIDDLETON Witch I. ii, I'll mar their syllabubs and

swathy feastings Under cows' bellies with the parish youths.
a 1790 JOANNA BAILLIE Summer's Day 75 rorth hies the
mower. . And lays the grass in many a swathey line.

Swats (swQts), sb. pi. Sc. Also 6 awaits,
swaittis, 9 swatts. [repr. OE. swatan '

cervisia ',

beer.] New small beer or ale; also see quot. 1888.
1508 DUNBAR Flyting 130 Sueir swappit swanky, swyne-

keper ay for swaittis. I57 Salir. Poems Reform, xxxiii.
261 Now drink thay Mylk and Swaits in steid of Ail!.

a i(&*^r.Mi'iu.llfyt/isome Wedding 69 There will be. .swats,
and scraped paunches. 1717 RAMSAY Elegy on Lucky
Woodvi) She ne' er..kept uow'd tip within her waws, But
reaming swats. 1791 BURNS Tarn o' Shanter 40 Reaming
swats, that drank divinely. 1871 C. GIBBON Lack oj Gold
xxx, However, he took a draught of swats (small ale). 1888
EDMONSTON & SAXUY Home Naturalist 209 Swatts is the
water that covers sowens, and is used to thin the sowens,
or as a drink.

Swatt, Swatte : see SWEAT v., SWOTE Obs.

Swatter (sw^-taj), v. Sc. and north, aial.

[Echoic. Cf. SCJUATTER; also early mod.Du.
swadderen to slaver (of serpents), to splash in water

(Kilian), dial, zioaddetcn in the latter sense,

WFlem. vwadderen to speak slaveringly, G. dial.

schwaJern to disturb (water), splash, be agitated

(of liquids), to tipple, also to prattle, babble; f.

root swat/- (: swat-) + frequent, suffix -ER *.]

1. tHtr. To flutter and splash in water like ducks

or geese ; to splash water about or splash about in

water ; fA^- to wallow.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. i. xxv, In that desert. .Quhajr
dragouns, lessertis, askis, edders swatterit. With mouthis

gapand. 01599 ROLLOCK Led. Passion etc. xxxviii. (1616)

37 1 Hee swatters and swimmes, . . bee drownes not altogether.

1606 BIRNIE Kirk-Buriall (1833) 20 Tymes wherein the

world lay..swattering in all sorte of superstition. 1637
RUTHERFORD Let. to Lady Cutross 15 June, Oh to 1* swat-

teting, & swimming over head & ears in Christ's love \

''.a 1800 Tina Sisters xi. in Child Ballads (1882) I. 135 Aye
she swattered {other vers. swittert) and aye she swam,
Until she came to the mouth of the dam. 1816 SCOTT HI.

/->'<7>/.\vii, Before he lap the window into the castle moat,
and swattered through it like a wild duck. iSai rirate

xxx, 1 swattered hard for my life, wi' the help of ane of the
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SWATTLE.
oars. 1871 G. LAWRENCE Anteros xx. (1872) 177

'

Pray,
gently, on the right 'cries the mild Master, in the act of
swattering through a miry pool.

t b. trans/. To '
flutter '. Obs. rare.

1676 Row Contn. Blairs Autobiog. iii. (1848) 122 Out of
the dreary vale of tears My soul hath swattered out. 1843
Whistle-iinkie (1890) II. 43 The blude a swatert through
my hert.

2. To fritter away (as time, money).
1690 C. NESSE Hist. !, Myst. O. * N. Test. I. 78 Such as

swatter away all their youth-time.. in ways of both vanity
and villany. 1790 GROSE Pro-nine. Gloss, (ed. 2), Swatter,
to scatter or waste. He swattered away all his money.
North. 1905 /9//j CVC Sept. 404 Proof that., it [jr. the poor
rate] does not go to the poor, but is just

' swattered away '.

Swattle (.swas-t'l), v. north, dial.
[f.

the same
root as prec. + frequent, suffix -LE. Cf. G. dial.

schwatteln to splash, etc.]

1. intr. To make a splashing or spluttering noise

in or with water. (Cf. prec. I.)
1671 Dtpos. Cast. York (Surtees) 186 That she carryed

him downe and threw him in the becke, and that he
swattled after he came in the becke. 1700 KENNETT
Lansd. 1033, Swattle, to drink as ducks doe water.

b. intr. and
reft. To tipple or guzzle drink.

1785 Bran New It^nri (E. D. S.) 460 He can be naa neb-
bour .-it dow, that tipples and swat ties, and idles fra morn-
ing to neet. < 1826 HOGG in J. Wilson's Wks. (1855) I. 224
Some wouldna gie misery a dram Though they Swattle
themselves till they spew.
2. =

prec. 2.

1681 H. MORE Expos. Dan. Pref. 93 By making them
Swattle away their love and zeal upon false objects. 1691
RAY N. C. Words, To Swattle away, to waste. 1876 Mid-
Yorks. Glass, s. v., Till thou'd swattled it clean away, bit

by bit.

Swatty (swo-ti). U.S. slang. = SWADDY st.

1901 H. W. PHILLIPS Red Saunders 4 A flat-faced swatty
at Fort Johnson halted me. 1901 Muiisty's Mag. XXIV.
481/2 A stray 'swatty 'or two going back and forth between
the post and Stringtown.

Swauk, Sc. form of SWACK sb.

Swaule, obs. variant of SWALE s6.1

Swave, obs. form of SUAVE
; variant of SWAYVE.

Swaver (swel-vsj), v. north, dial. Also 4
swafre. [? f. Scand. stem sveif- : see SWAYVE
and -ER 5. Cf. ON. sveifla to swing (Norw. dial.

sveivla to fan, waft), and Eng. dial, swavel to reel,

stagger, sway about.] intr. To stagger, toiler.

Also fig. to decline awayjrom.
la 1400 Morte Arth. 3970 Than swetes the swete kyng<
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of a weapon. 1815 SHELLEY Alastor 387 Seized by the sway
of the ascending stream. 1825 SCOTT Talism. xxvn, Xhe

glittering broadsword, .descended with the sway of some
I terrific engine.

Helenore I. 20 She wins to foot, an' swavering makes to

gang. 1866 GREGOR Banfsh. Gloss, s. v., He swavert o'
the edge o* the rock, an' syne fell our. 1866 BUCHANAN
Land. Poems 230 His heart fail'd, he swaver'd forth again.
1874 Scnith a' Bartle Poet. Wks. I. 199 Swavering down
the path, he took my arm,

Swaviloquent, obs. form of SUAVILOQUENT.
Swawle, obs. variant of SWALE sb.\

Sway (sw#), sb. Forms : 4-5 sweighe, 4-5,
8 sweigh, 4-6 (9 dial.) swey, 5 swegh, sweyh,
sweyj, 8wy;e, 5-6 sweygh, 6 swaie, swaye,
swaigh(e, swea, suey, suai, 8-9 dial, swee,
swye, 6- sway. [In branch I f. SWAY v.

; with
sense i cf. EFris. swei movement in a curve. In
branch II partly of different origin ; for sense 1 2 cf.

ON. sveigr (Sw. sveg, Norw. sveig) switch, twig.]
I. The action of the verb SWAT.
(1. The motion of a rotating or revolving body.
1374 CHAUCER Baeth. I. met. v. 13 (Camb. MS.) O Thow

. .which . .tornest the heuene with a Rauessyng sweyh [v.r.
sweighe]. Itid. n. pr. i. 22 The swyftnesse and the swey}
[v.r. sweyes) of hir [K. Fortune's] turnynge wheel, c 1386Man <>/ Law's T. 198 O firste moeuyng crueel firmament,With tliy diurnal sweigh that crowdest ay And hurlest al
from Est til Occident. 1411-10 LYDG. Chron. Tray n. 2024As Fortune.. List on hir whele make a man ascende, ..And
with a swy}e brow hym to meschaunce. 14x6 De Guil.
Pilgr. 12234, iiij spookys..Set vp.on an Extre large, Of the
sweygh to here the charge. 1598 SYLVESTER Dit Bartas it.
l. iv. Handie-crafts 578 To know Heav'n's course, and how
their constant swaies Divide the year in months, the months
in dayes. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. i. iii. 3 Are not you mou'd
when all the sway of Karth Shakes, like a thing vnfirme ?
1610 Histrio-tii. 1.227 Turne a huge wheele : contrary to the
sway Place me a flye uppon'L
2. The sweeping or swinging motion of a heavy

body, a storm, etc. ; the impetus or momentum of
a body, etc. in motion. Obs. or dial.
o 1374 CHAUCER Trcyltu n. 1383 Whan bat be sturdy ok . .

Receyued hath be happy fallyng strok The grete sweigh
doth it to come al at onys. c 1540 tr. Pol. fcrg. Eng Hist
(Camden No. 29) 16 The bridge. . being broken with the sweyof people that thronged over the same. 1568 V. SKINNER tr
Montana* Inquisition 24 b, That he may fall downe with a
sway. 1577 B. GOOGK HeresoacVs Hnsb. iv (1586) 188
Great Maules and Beetels, which the more angerly the Beare
shoueth aside, with the greater sway they come vppon his
head agame. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n.x. 15 Untill a nation
straunge,..with their importune sway, This land invaded
with like violence. 1645 USSHER Body Div. (1647) 74 Ina field there are many battels, . . yet all turn head with one
sway at once. 1667 MILTON P. L. v.. 251 With huge two-
handed sway Brandisht aloft the horrid edge came down
1700 DRYDEN Ceyx $ Ale. 167 The hero tenth advanc'd
before the rest Sweeps all before him with impetuous sway
I7S7 GRAY Bard 75 Regardless of the sweeping whirlwind's
sway. 1801 JAMES Mint. Diet., Sway, the swing or sweep

So that the whole swaigh or burden of the Warre lay upon
the Swizzers.

f b. A swinging stroke or blow. Sc. Obs.

1535 STEWART Crou. Scot. (Rolls) II. 383 This schiphird
I carle he gaif him sic ane swey [etc.].

C. A turn, veer. Sc.

1818 HOGG Broiunie of Bodsbtck viii. I. 139 Ye ken the

wind very often taks a swee away round to the east i' the

night time. 1875 W. M C!LWRAITH Guide Wigtoums/i. 126

The [flat.bottomedj boats were liable to give a sudden swee.

f 3. Force or pressure bearing or inclining its

object in one direction or another. Obs.

1565 PEESD H
'

ermapkroditns B v b, Such be the . . fits which
in the blinded brayne Of wanton women often times with

swinging swey doth reigne. 1597 HOOKER Zed. Pol. v. xlix.

6 As long as the sway of euill custome ouerbeareth them.

1601 DENT Pathw. Heaven 305 The sway of the world doth

weigh downe all things that can be spoken out of the word
ofGod. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 234 Expert When to advance,
or stand, or turn the sway Of Battel. 1757 W. WILKIK

Epigon. III. 52 Push'd and yielding to superior sway, ..the

Spartan ranks gave way. 1791 J. LEARMONT Poems 32 Sic

is Britain's present state. A sweigh will coup her ony gate,

t 4. Inclination or bias in a certain direction ;

Offas. deviation from a course of action. Obs. (in

later use Sc.).
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia III. xxiii. (1012) 490 [He] surTred. .

his imaginations to be raised even by the sway, which hearing
or sein?, might give unto them. 1595 SHAKS. John II. i. 578
This aduantage, this vile drawing byas, This sway of motion.

1596 BACON MOJC. Coin. Law iii. (1636) 10 This rule doth

give them a sway to take the law more certainly one way.
01601? MARSTON Pasynil tf Kalk. (1878) l. 188 Their verie
wish .. had some sway from dutie. 1645 MILTON Tetrnch.

29 Such a peculiar sway of liking, or disliking in the affairs

of matrimony. 1730 T. BOSTON in Morrison Mem.*. (1899)
316 A plain sway to the other side appearing in that com-
mittee. iSao HOGG Winter Even. T. I. 253 (Jam.) Its your
mind that I'm sad for ; they'll gie't a wrang swee.

5. Prevailing, overpowering, or controlling influ-

ence.
a 1510 DOUGLAS King Hart n. 216 No dar I nocht be no

way mak travale, Bot quhair I se my maister get a swey.
1575 GASCOIGNE Kenelworth Wks. 1910 II. 103 You fishes

all, and each thing else, that here have any sway. 1586 A.
DAY Engl. Secretary i. (1625) 26 My Lord the Duke is here
of great sway. 1671 MILTON Samson 791 The jealuusie of

Love, powerful of sway In human hearts. 1705 AUUISON
Italy 31 This renders it very suspicious, that the Interests
of Particular.. Religious Orders, .have loo great a Sway in
their Canonizations. 1763-71 H. WALPOLE Yertue's Anecd.
Paint. (1786) II. 57 His Countess, who had great sway with
him, being notoriously corrupt. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
vii. II. 188 The sovereign of this country, acting in harmony
with the legislature, must always have a great sway in the
affairs of Christendom. 1879 DIXON Windsor II. ii, 16 The
girl had fallen under the sway of nuns and priests.

0. Power of rule or command
; sovereign power

or authority ; dominion, rule.

1586 A. DAY Engl. Secretary \. (1625)33 In causes of sway
and government. 1616 B. JONSON Epigr. xxxv. 2 A prince
that rules by example, more than sway. 1681 DKYDEN Al>s.

of Amsterdam.. who had the whole Sway of that Town.
1706 PRIOR Ode to Queen xxv, France on universal Sway
intent. 1836 THIRLWALL Greece xvi. II. 372 Her sway was
exclusively acknowledged by her Peloponnesian allies. 1871
YEATS Growth Coiiim. 181 Western India from Ormuz to
Ceylon owned the sway of Portugal. 1875 FORTNUM Maiolica
1L 14 There were two periods of Mahommedan sway in Spain.

b. trans/, and fig.
'597 SHAKS. Lover's Comfil. ip8 That horse his mettell

rrom his rider takes Proud of subiection, noble by the swaie.
1644 MILTON Educ. t Either by the definite will of God so
ruling, or the peculiar sway of nature. 1693 PRIOR Ode Imit.
Hor. iv, The Sun absent, with full sway the Moon Governs
the Isles. 1714 R. FIDDES Pract. Disc. II. 220 The soul. .

originally govern 'd the body with an absolute sway. 1805-6
GARY Dante, Inf. vm. 16 A small bark . . under the sole swayOf one that ferried it. 1871 PALGKAVE Lyr. Poems 136 In
the hearts of men is thy sway.

c. contexlually. (a) Means of government, (t)
Position of authority or power.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1655) IV. xlvii. nr The Sword is the

surest sway over all people who ought to be cudgel'd rather
then cajoll'd to obedience. 1765 GOLDSM. Doable Trans-
form. 101 No more presuming on her sway, She learns good-
nature every day. 1805-6 GARY Dante, Inf. vil. 84 One
nation rises into sway, Another languishes. 18x5 SCOTT
Talism. xi, He had been raised to the ducal sway in the
German empire.

7. Phr. To bear (fa or the) sway, etc, (also t to

carry sway) : to rule, govern ; to hold the (highest)
position in authority or power ; to exercise influ-

ence, carry weight. Also, f to carry the sway of.
1550 CROWLKY Last Trumpet 1309 Let them two [sc.

knowledge and fear of the Lord] bear all the swea In thy
domges. 1555 WATHEMAN Fardle Potions n. vi. 151 Nexte
vnlo the kinges maiestie, the communaltie bare the swaye.
15*7 FENTON Trag, Disc. 8 Suche as in many ages before
had borne the grettest swaighe in that publike weale. 1570WALSINGHAM in D. Digges Complete Ambass. (1655) 8
Montmorencie. .now carrieth the whole sway of the Court
'573 G- HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) j Wilfulnes wil beare
a suai, if it be not bridelid. 1581 MULCASTEK Positions
jutxvu. (1887) 150 One prince beareth the sway. 1636 MAS-

SWAY.
SINGER Gt. Dk. Florence u. ii. This is the man that carriesThe sway, and swinge of the Court. 1651 HOUSES Lniath
i. v. 19 As it comes to bear sway in them. 1715 popi;

Iliad i. 285 Let revenge no longer bear the sway i7 o
ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. vi. Wks. 1813 I. 459 Hunily and
liothwell, who bore the chief sway in the kingdom I77O
Mirror No. 66. T 5 He knows, .that, in Lady Anne 'vanity
bears absolute sway. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 9 The
ages when the Church bore sway over every action of life

8. Manner of carrying oneself ; carriage, deport-
ment. ? Obs.

'753 HOGARTH Anal. Beanty iii. 20 The Antinous's easv
sway must submit to the Miff and straight figure of the
dancing master. 1796 W. H. MARSHALL Planting II. 41The Evergreen Bignonia. .will form at a distance a grand
figure from the sway they bear. 1845 J. KEKGAN Lit; *
Poems (1907) 203 From time out of mind, tliis parish has
been famous for its dances, and our boys and ^irls always
brought the sway, both for step and figure, and carriage, too'
9. The action of moving backward and forward

or from side to side.

1846 HOL i ZAPKFEL Turning II. 9I7 The sway of the blades
of jointed shears is prevented, by allowing the moving arm
to pass through a loop or guide which may retain it in posi.
tion. 18*5 A. L. GORDON Vit. Smoke viii. Poems (1912) 85A sway in the crowd a murmuring hum ! 1912 J. MASE-
FIEI.D in Eng. Rev. Oct. 338 The poise [of a ship] At the
roll s end, the checking in the sway.

II. Concrete senses.

1 1O. ? The pole of a cart. Sc. Obs.

'535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 561 Fast festnit on
ane tre, Out throw the toun tha gart him drawin be, Vpoun
ane suey ay swappand vp and doun.
11. A lever, crowbar, dial.

'545 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VIII. 423 Sweyis, oxin
boms, and other necessaries pertening to the said monitioun.
'547 /*'' IX. 88 Thair ten cairttis laidint wilh..extreis]
sweyes, sowmes, Jokes, oxin bowes and other necessarres for
the said

artaljere. 1566 Inventories R. Wardr. 11815) 170
Item fyve sweis of tymmer Item certane hand spnkkis. 1793
Young's Ann. Agric. XXI. 621 A gentlewoman in the
vicinity of Edinburgh.. has always been used to Churn
in a plunge Churn, with a swee (a lever applied to the end
of the Churn-staff). 1808 JAMIKSON, Swey, a long crow for

raising stones. 1813 Moon Snjfolk Words. 1876 AIKINSON
Clci'elami Gloss., Sway, a wooden lever.

12. A small pliable twig or rod
; a switch, dial.

(E. Anglia).
1630 Chnrclaa. Ace. St. Peter Mancro/t, Norwich in Nor/.

Antig. Misc. (1883) II. 341 Item paid Thomas Seamer for
swaies or wandes..iij. d. 1787 W. H. MARSHALL Rural
Econ. Nor/oik Gloss. (E.D.S.). 1847 HALLIWELL, Sway..
a switch used by thatchers to bind their work.. .East.
13. A flat iron rod suspended in the chimney, on
which pots and kettles are hung. Sc. and north.
18*5 JAMIESON. 1870 J. K. HUNTER Life Stud. Ckarac.

xli. 257 Willie's lum was one of an old-fashioned wideness,
with a rungiltree instead of a swee.

Sway (sw^i), v. Forms : 4 swe^e, 4-5 swye,
4-6 sweye, 4-7(8-9 <#/.) swey, (6 sweie, swaye,
7-9 a weigh, 8-9 Sc. swee), 6- sway; yd sing, 6
swayth, swaieth, sweath

; pr. pple. 6 Sc. sweand
;

fa. t. (sir.) 4 swe;e, swey, swe ; pa. t. and pple.

4 swesed, sweyed, 4-5 swyed, 5 sweyd, sweyt,
6-7 swaid(e, swayd, swuied, 7 swai'd, sued (?),

7- swayed. [Properly two distinct words, (i)
ME. sweje (i4th c.), conjugated strong and weak,
also swye, to go, move (cf. ME. fersueie to go
astray), may have been a native word orig. of the

OE. type "swefpn, (3 pres. ind. *swi%ep), pa. t.

"swsei, parallel to OE. we^an to move, carry,

WEIGH, (wi^c}), wseg, ME. weje, occas. wye, pa. t.

weje, wei(j), wei(e)de. (Cf. also the parallelism
oiswag anA wag, sweight and weight.") Formally,
swcic might also be ad. ON. sveigja to bend (a

bow), swing (a distaff), etc., give way, yield (cf.

sveigr switch, twig), causative vb. f. svig-, in svig
bend, curve, svigi switch, svigna to give way ;

but

the ME. and ON. verbs do not agree in sense, (a)
The modern sway dates only from c 1 500, and agrees
in form and sense with, and appears to be ad., LG.

swajcn to be moved hither and thither by the wind

(whence Sw. svaja to swing, Da. svaie to move to

and fro, G. schwaien, schweien), Du. zwaaien to

swing, wave, walk totteringly, slant, bevel.]

I. t L intr. To go, move. Obs.

13. . E. K. Allit. P. B. 87 Swyerez bat swyftly Rwyed on
blonkez. Ibid. C. 72 Now swe^e me bider swyftly & say me
bis arende. Ibid. 151 J-esayl sweyed on be see. t$..Gaw.
<$ Gr. Knt. 1429 Al in a semblc sweyed to-geder. 'la 1400
Morte Arth. 57 [He] Sweys in-to Swaldye wib his snelle

houndes.

t b. Often with down : To go down, fall (lit.

and^f.); spec, to fall or sink into a swoon. Ols.

13.. Gaw. 'V Gr. Knt. 1796 Sykande ho swe^e doun, &
semly hym kyssed. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 956 pe rayn
rueled adoun. .Of felle flaunkes of fyr. .Swe aboute sodamas.
Ibid. C. 429 pe soun of oure souerayn ben swey in his ere.

?<zi4OO Morte Arth. 1467 So many sweys in swoghe
swounande att ones ! Ibid. 3676 With be swynge of be

swerde sweys be mastys. 1400 Destr. Trey 9454 Parys..
Sweyt into swym, as he swelt wold, a 1400-50 Wars Alex.

2057 (Dublin), pe power owt of perse. .Sweyd sleghtly downe

slayn of bair blonkes. c 1415 Crowned King 29 Swythe y

swyed in a sweem bat y swet after. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis
n. x. 86 Quhar thir towris thou seis doun fall and sweye, And
stane fra stane doun bet. 1533 BELLENDKN Li-vy iv. xv.

iS.T.S.i II. 103 pe bewmoodis of romanis seinyt as bai war

sweyand doun.



SWAY.

f o. causative. To cause to go or move
;

to

drive. Obs. rare.

13.. A'. A". Allit. P. C. 236 Styffe stremes. . pat drof hem
dry)lych adoun ^e depe to serue, Tyl a .swetter ful swy^e
hem swejed to bonlc.

II. 2. intr. To move or swing first to one side

and then to the other, as a flexible or pivoted

object: often amplified by phr., e.g. backwards
andforwards, to anilfro,from side to side,

Not common before the igth century.
c 1500 Bk. Mayd Enilyn 334 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 94 An

halfepeny halter made hyin fast, And therin he swayes. 1555
EDKN Hecades (Arb.) 120 Yet are they {ir. the branches of

the irees] tossed therewith, and swaye sumwhat from syde
to syde. 1797 S. & HT. LEE Canterb. T, (1799) I. 375 The
lamp swayed with the blast. 1850 TKNNYSON Marr. Gfraint

171 A purple scarf, at either end whereof There swung an

apple of the purest gold, Sway'd round about him as he

gallop'd up. 1863 MRS. OLIPHANT Salem Chanel x, That
stick over which his tall person swayed with fashionable

languor. 1874 L. SiernKN Hours in Libr. (1892) I!, ii. 51
The dreary estuary, where the slow tide sways backwards
and forwards.

b. fig. To vacillate, rare.

'5*3 "WINJET tr. Vincent. Lirin. xv. Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 35

Thai, sweand and swounand betulx thame twa, determinates

nocht quhat wes specialie erast to be chosin be thame. 1825

JAMIESON, Swee, ..to be irresolute. 1871 B. TAYLO'. Faust

(1875) II. i. i. 5 When the crowd sways, unbelieving.

3. trans. To cause to move backward and for-

ward or from side to side (of. 2). (See also 13.)
Not common before the igth century.
1555 EDEN Decades (Arb.) 152 Swayinge her bod ye twyse

or thryse too and fro. 1667 MILTON P. L. w. 983 As when
a field Of Ceres ripe for harvest waving bends Her bearded
Grove of ears, which way the wind Swayes them. 1717
PKIOR Alma it. 215 Have you not seen a Baker's Maid
Between two equal Panniers sway'd? 1784 COWPER Task
PKIOR Alma \\. 215 Have you not seen a Baker's Mai
Between two equal Panniers sway'd? 1784 COWPER 7',t ,

vi. 73 The roof,..moveable through all its length As the

wind sways it. 1819 SHELLEY Julian 376 The ooze and
wind Rushed through an open casement, and did sway His
hair. 1865 TROLLOPS Bdton Est. xii. 137 He swayed him-
self backwards and forwards in his chair, bewailing his own
condition. 1902 R. BAGOT Donna Diana xv, 178 When the

cool breeze sweeps up from the sea, gently swaying the tops
of the cypress-trees.

b. fg.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia 11. xxix.figis) 330 He was swayed

withall . . as everie winde of passions puffed him. 159* WYR-
LEY A rmorie, Ld. Ckandos-2^ Some turning fate, Which like

wild whirlwind all pur dooings swcath. isgtf.Sn \K^. Merck.
V. iv. i. 51 Affection, Maisters [? = Mistress] of passion,

swayes it to the moode Of what it likes or loaths. a 1650
MAY Old Couple it. i. (1658) 2, He has got A great hand
over her, and swayes her conscience Which way he list.

1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb._ xv. {1878; 307, I was

swayed to and fro by the motions of a spiritual power. 1870
Edin. Kev. Oct. 388 Dr. Newman., tells us., with the utmost

frankness, the persons who..swayed his beliefs hither and
thither.

4. intr. To bend or move to one side, or down-

wards, as by excess of weight or pressure ; to in-

cline, lean, swerve.
In mod. quots. only a contextual use of 2.

1577 HOLINSHED Citron. II. 1624/1 The left side of the

enimtes. .was. .compelled to sway a good way back e, and

giue grounde largely. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. Vlt
n. v. 5.

1610 BOYS Wks, (1622) 223 The tree falleth as it groweth..
Learne then in growing to sway right. 1624 BACON Consid.

Warw.Spain Wks. 1879 I. 542/1 In these personal respects,
the balance sways on our part. 1631 GOUGE Gad's Arrows
in. 848.273 Aaron and Hur..kept his hands that they could

not sway aside one way or other. 1670-1 NARBOROUGH JrnL
in Ace. Scv. Late Voy. i. (1694) 166 Could not get the Ship
off, for the Water did Ebb, and the Ship Sued above 3 Foot.

1860 TYNDALL Giac. i. xxvii. 196 The carriage swayed to-

wards the precipitous road side. 1881
' RITA

* My Lcuiy

Coquette xv, She sways towards him like a reed.

fb. transf. To have a certain direction in move-
ment ; to move. Obs.

1597 SHAKS, 2 Hen. IV^ iv. i. 34 Let vs sway-on, and face

them in the field. 1601 Twel. N. n. iv. 32 So swayes
she leuell in her husbands heart. 1605 Macb, v. iii. 9
The minde I sway by, and the heart I beare, Shall neuer

sagge with doubt, nor shake with feare. 1650 W. D. tr. Co~

mtnius' Gate Lat. Unl. 233 Man's estate swaieth (is going
downwards; [L. vergit\ towards a declining age.

c. To move against in a hostile manner, rare.

1590 SPENSER F, Q. u. viii. 46 How euer may Thy cursed

hand so cruelly haue swayd Against that knight. Ibid. x.

49 Yet oft the Briton kings against them [sc. the Romans]
strongly swayd. 1603 KNOLLES Hist, Turks (1621) 195 A
man would have thought two rough seas had met together

swaying one against the other. 1871 DIXON Tower III.

xxvi 284 The Duke had grown too great to live. All pas-
sions swayed against him.

5. trans. To cause to incline or hang down on

one side, as from excess of weight ; dial, to weigh
or press down ; also, to cause to swerve.

1570 BUCHANAN Chamacleon Wks. (S.T.S.) 45 The said

Chamseleon . .changeing hew as the quene sweyit ye ballance

of hir mynd. 1625 BACON ss. t Simulation (Arb.) 509 To
keepe an indifferent carriage, betweene both, and to be

Secret, without Swaying the Ballance, on either side.^ 1663
CHARLETON Cltor. Gigant. 27 As that no force of wind or

tempest, .by diminishing the gravity on one side, might in-

cline or sway them to sink down on the other. 1664 POWER

Exp. Philos. n. 145 The greater weight of water in the

pendent Leg [of the Syphon].. sways down that in the

shorter, as fi a pair of Skales. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in. IL

1368 As Bowls run true, by being made Of purpose false, and

to be sway'd. 1797 HOLCROFT tr. Stolberg's Trav. (ed. 2)

II. xliii. 81 The. .tower of Pisa, .is swayed fifteen feet from

the centre. 1846 HOLTZAPFFKL Turning II. 848 1 hey have

learned to avoid swaying down the file at either extreme.

293

1856 KANE Arctic Exfl. II. xiv. 143 These swayed the dogs
from their course. 1857 WHITM** Poems, Funeral Tree
Sokokis Argt., The surviving Indians '

swayed 'or bent down
a young tree until its root-, were upturned.
absol. 1624 HKUKI.L Lett. v. 84 A little weight is able to

sway much, \vheic the hc:tme it self is false.

t b. To strain ^the back of a horse) : see

SWAY-UACKKD, SWAYED I. 06s. r<irc.

1611 COK;M., E&Jtanqutt\ to sway in the h.itkc. 1639 T.
UK GKEY Conift. Horsem, 42 He might wrinJi any member,
or sway his back.

6. a. To turn aside, divert (thoughts, feelings,

etc.) ; to cause to &wti\efront a course of action.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /V, in. iu 130 Heaucn forglue them,
that so much haue sway'd Your Majesties good thoughts
away from me. 1616 Marlowe's Famtus iv. ii. (1631) Fj,
Let vs sway \ed. 1624 slayj thy thoughts, From this attempt.
1673 CAVK Print. C/rr. n. vi. 135 No dangers could then
sway good men from doing of their duty. 1679 J. GOODMAN
fruit. I'ard. i. iii. (1713) 69 An huge advantage may sway
him a little aside. iSaa B, W. PKOCTKK Lvdovico S/orza ii,

Nu iii li;is happened, .to sway Your promise from me? 1874
GKKEN Short Hist. \\. 6. 335 No touch either of love ur
hate swayed him from his course.

t b. To influence in a specified direction; to

induce to do something. Obs.

x6s hnf>eackm. Dk. ttitckhm. (Camden) 292 To sweigh the

people to accept the King's offers. 1634 SIR T. HKRBEHT
Trav, 63 He answered, his businesse swayed him to another
end. 1667 MII.TON /*. L. vin. 635 Least Passion sway Thy
Judgement to do aught, which else free Will Would not
admit. 1711 AUDISOM Sf>ect. No. 357 p 14 The Part of Eve
. . is no less . . apt to sway the Reader in her Favour, a 17*0
SEWEI, Hist. Quakers (1795) II. vu. 83 He so swayed the
master that at last he agreed. 1807 WORDSw. White Doe vi.

48 Even that thought, Exciting self-suspicion strong, Swayed
the brave man to nis wrong.

\ C. To give a bias to. Obs.

1593 BACON Let. to Bitrgkley Apr., I spake simply and
only to satisfy my conscience, and not with any advantage,
or policy to sway the cause.

f7. intr. To incline or be diverted in judgement
or opinion; to swervefrom a path or line of con-

duct ; to lean (towards a side or party). Obs.

1556 J. HEYWOOD Spider 9( F, xxv, 94 We sweie From the

streight lyne of iustice. 1581 LAMBAHDE Ehen, 11. iv. (1588)
166 The common opinion swayeth to the other side. 1594
R, CAREW Huartes Exam. Wits iii. (1596) 24 With which
of these opinions the truth swaieth, time serueth not now to

discusse. 1599 SHAKS. Hun. yt i. i. 73 H*e seemes indifferent:

Or rather swaying more vpon our part, Then cherishing th*

exhibiters against vs. 1659 W. GUTHKIK
CJir, Gt. Interest

(1724) 80 This imports a Sort of Impropriation: For the

Heart, pleasing that Device, in so far swayeth towards it.

Ibid., hxplic. Sc. Words> To sway or swey towards* a Thing,
is to bend towards it.

8. trans. To wield as an emblem of sovereignty
or authority ; esp. in phr. to sway the sceptre, -\the

sword (also, by extension, f the diadem
t f the rule),

to bear rule.

Cf. Du. den schtfiter zivaaicn.

*575 GASCOIGNK Weedcst In Praise of Gentlewoman 5
Golden Marcus he, that swaide the Romaine sword. 1576

Steele Gl. (Arb.) 61 You should not trust, lieftenaunts in

your rome, And let them sway, the scepter of your charge.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. u. x. 20 Madan was young, vnmeet the

/'. A', in. 405 If I mean to raign David's true heir, and his

full Scepter sway. 1750 GRAv^,'//^ 47 Hands, that the rod of

empire might have sway'd. axSaSH. NKELE/./'/. j*?*>. (1829)

26 Had Charles I. continued to sway the English sceptre.

b. transf. To wield (an implement or instru-

ment), poet.
c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cxxyiii, When thou gently sway'st,

The wiry concord that mine care confounds. 1810 SCOTT

LadyofL. n. vii. This harp, which erst Saint Mod an swayed.

1867 MORRIS Jason yi. 239 Erginous now, Great Neptune's
so the brass-bound tiller swayed.
9. To rule, govern, as a sovereign. Chiefly poet.

1595 SHAKS. John i. i. 13 To lay aside the sword Which
swates vsurpingly these seuerall titles. Ibid, \\. i. 344 By
this hand I sweare That swayes the earth this Climate ouer-

lookes. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vi. viii. 502 The Great

Turke swayeth with his Ottoman Scepter .. this Kingdome
of Tunis, and all Africa, from Beltis de Gomera to the Redde
Sea. 1634 MILTON Comus 825 A gentle Nymph. .That with

moist curb sways the smooth Severn stream. 1709 WATTS
Hymn,

* The Lord t liowfearful is his Name* vi, Now let

the Lord for ever reign. And sway us as he will. 1811 BYRON
Ch. Har. n. xlvii, With a bloody hand He sways a nation,

turbulent and bold. 1896 A. AUSTIN Eng. Darling i. i,

Buhred hath fled the land By him for two-and-twenty winters

swayed.

b. transf. To have the command or control of;

to control, direct.

1587 GOI.DING De Mornay xxiv. (1592) 366 There must be

some pretie j-peech of Fortune, which swayth the battels.

As for God. .not one word. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. I. L 193

Teach me. .with what art You sway the motion of Demetrius

hart. Ibid. \\. ii. 115 The will of man is by hi* reason

sway'd. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Reft. vi. iii. (1848) 352 Custom
has much a larger Empire than men seem to be aware of,

since whole Nations are wholly swai'd by it. 1791 BURKS
Corr. (1844) III. 268, 1 have been long persuaded, that those

in power here, instead of governing their ministers at foreign

courts, are entirely swayed by them. 1874 GRO. ELIOT Coll.

Break/.-P.^i A sword . . With edge so constant-threatening

as to sway All greed and lust by terror.

10. intr. (occas. to sway it.) To rule ; to hold

sway. Also_/^.
1565 J. PHILLIP Patient Grissell Pref. (Malone Soc.) 17 Let

Grissills Pacience swaye in you. 1586 A. DAY Engl. Secrt-

tary i. (1625) 16 Yours while life swaieth within me. 1591

SWAY.
SHAKS. i Hen, *'/, in. ii. i i5 A gmtler Heart did neuer
sway in Court. 1615 ROWLANDS Meiam k. Knight aj For

"-iiilewuman (though 1 vay it) lli.it do(b de*enie
to OOOUDMn and sw ..y u. i6jj Hi. HAM ll*9tt Itxti
i Cor.vi. 3 Thoxccvill ., nuW

odd. 1667 Mn ION /'. L. x. 376
There let him still Vi,,ti.r -*ay, As i;..ttrl l.alh adjudg'd.

'h AV/. Hist. .V.Y.S. C.ww. App. v. 114 A lyi-nt
is he. .who swuyei for Ms own i.ncly pleasure. 1715 t',,n

Odytt. in. 401 1 in thy palace &way. 1853
I. HUNT Sffr.SoitgiSLftmUtJumtrLirijffic*'^ H rule*

by sea and land, per boundless realm-, he =>w;tys. 1886
A. T. PIEKSON Crisis <-f Muttons 117 Turkey. Mill *way
over one million square miles.

f 11. To have a preponderating weight or influ-

ence, prevail. Obs.
This use combines senses 4 and 10.

1586 A. DAV Kngt. Sttretary I. (1625) i6 Hi* counsel!..
swaicth not. .in our mindes, so much us it might haue Join-

with many others. 1610 HOLLAND i. annten's Brit.(\fyyj)
586 Wee may understand.. that gold swaied muih yea m
Church matters, and among Church-men. 1647 N. BACON
Disc, (iffi't. Eng. i. Ixx. (1739) '^7 Nor did the King's Pro-
clamation sway much this or that way. 1710 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let. to Mr. W. Montagu 14 Nov., K my opinion
could sway, nothing should displease you. 1768 I LCKKH Lt.
Nat. I. i. v. f 7. 96 To distinguish what motive actually
swayed with him upon every particular occasion.

12. trans. To cause (a person, his actions, con-

duct, or thoughts) to be directed one way or

another ;
to have weight or influence with (a

person) in his decisions, etc.

1593 G. HAKVKY Pierct's Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 46 Had
not affection otherwhiles swinged their reason, where reason
should haue swayed their affection. 1605 B. JONSON Vvlpvne
iv. vi, Lady P. You shall sway me. a 1674 CLARENDON Surr.
Leviath. (1676) 108 Inclinations which sway them as much
as other men. 1681 DRYDKN Abs. 4- Atkit. 1.939 Thus long
have I by Native Mercy sway'd, My Wrongs dUsembl'd.

1743 BULKKLEY & CUMMINS Voy, S, Seat 31 Believing we
can sway most of the Seamen on Shore. 1760-* GOLUSM.
( //. W. Ivii, Swayed in their opinions by men who. .are in-

competent judges. 1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xxxiii, The
honour of an ancient family, the urgent advice of my best

friends, have been in vain used to sway my resolution. 1851
Miss VONGE Cameos I. xii. 76 Bribery and every atrocious

influence swayed the elections. 1870 MAX MULLER .W.

Relig. (1873) 292 The authority of their names continues to

sway the public at large. 189* Sfitaktr $ Sept. 279/1 The
jury, .was swayed by the customary ethical code m these

matters.

13. To swing (a weapon or implement) about
;

dial, to swing (something) to and fro, or from one

place to another. Also intr. to swing.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. xi. 42 When heauie hammers on the

wedge are swaid. Ibid, lit. i. 66 She.. Here, there, and every
where, about her swayd Her wrathful! sieele. 1815 SCOTT

Gwy M. xlvi, Meg.. lifted him into the vault 'as easily,'

said he, 'as I could sway a Kitchen's Atlas'. 1818 Miss
FERRIER Marriage xxxii. (1881) I. 320 Do I look like as if

1 was capable of hindering boys from sweein' gates ? i8>a

HOGG Perils ifMan iv. 1. 60 Bairns swee that boukinK <'

claes aff the fire. 18*3 SCOTT Quentin D. xxi, He. .caught
hold of one of the chains. .and. .swayed himself out of the

water. 1894 P. H. HUNTER James Itiwick xiv. 170 Ye've

been sweein on the yett for a gey while.

14. Naut. (usually with up). To hoist, raise

(esp. a yard or topmast).
1743 BULKLLEY & CUMMINS Voy, S. Seas 15 He immediately

gave Orders to sway the Fore-yard up. 1768 J. BYRON Narr.

Patagonia (ed. a) 15 He was going forward to gel the fore-

yard swayed up. 1835 MAKBYAT Jacob Faithful xi, For-

ward there, Jacob, and sway up the mast. 1883 Man. Sea-

tnanship Jor Boys 61 A spanker U fitted with an outhaul

and brails, the gaff being kept always swayed up in plate.

b. absol.

1836 MARRYAT Midsh, Easy xii, How long will it be, sir,

before you are ready to sway away? 1840 R. H. DANA Bef.
Mast xvii, We got a whip on the main-yard, and, hooking
it to a strap round her body, swayed away. 1867 SMYTH
Sailors Word-bk.i Sway, or Sway an ay, to hoist simul-

taneously t particularly applied to the lower yards and top-

masts, and topgallant-masts and yards. To sway away on

all top-ropes, to go great lengths (colloquially),

t O. To weigh (anchor). Obs.

1771-84 Cook's Voy. (1790) IV. 1405 The gale having sub-

sided they swayed the anchor.

Sway, obs Sc. form of So.

Sway-, the vb.-stem or sb. used in comb. :

sway- bar, a circular piece of timber on the hinder

end of the fore-hounds of a carriage, resting on the

coupling-poles and sliding on them when the car-

riage turns; sway-beam, an early name for the

side-lever in a steam-engine; = BEAM sbl u ;

sway-bracing, diagonal bracing of a bridge,
1

designed to prevent swaying ; so sway-brace so. ;

sway-brace z., to strengthen with a sway-brace;

sway plate, the plate covering the sway -bar ;

f sway tree, ? a crane.

1801 W. FKLTON Carriages II. Suppl. 18 For the purpose
of putting in new futchels a 'sway bar, [etc.]. i8ia Ckron.

in Ann. Keg. 148/1 The shock . .broke a sway-bar, and threw

the state coachman off the box. 1890 Lincoln Gat. 6 Sept.

6/5 To. .unship pole and sway-bars. 1839 R. S. ROBINSON

Naut. Steam Eng. 6g The 'sway beams or side levers, two

of which are attached to each engine. 1909 Century Diet.,

Supply 'Sway-oraff, a diagonal bracing used to re^t

side- or swayme -strains. 1903 Set. Amer. 10 Sept. aoV3
The two legs o? the tower will be heavily 'sway-braced.

1864 WEBSTER, *Sway-bracing (Kngin.), the horizontal

bracing of a bridge, which prevents its swaying. 185* BURM

Naval t Milit. Diet. (1863), "Sway plate, coiffe de grand*
sassoirt. ^1631 in Brand Newcastle (ijty) I. 37 **" One



SWAYABLB.
swea free with two rolles for taking and laying down lair-

S

SwayaUe, a. rare, [f-
SWAY v. + -ABUS.]

Capable of being swayed or influenced.

1642 I-'ulltr Anrui. to Dr. ferae 16 The Members.. are

lesse swayable, as not easily reducible to one head of private

interest. . .

Sway-backed, a. [Of Scandinavian origin :

cf. obs. Da. sveibaget, also Da. sveirygget, t svtg-

rygget, Sw. dial, svegryggad, in the same sense.]

Of an animal, esp. a horse : Having a downward

curvature of the spinal column ;
strained in the

back, as by overwork. Also trans/.
1680 Land. Gaz. No. 1561/4 An old White Nag.., sway

liack'd. 1876 LANIF.K Poems, Clover 25 Dick, .upbraids

The sway-back 'd roan. 1880 'MARK TWAIN' Tramp Aoraatl

I. 257 These rambling, swaybacked tunnels. 1884 Batli

Chron. 12 June 6/6 In Kent there is a large proportion of

sway-backed lambs among the flocks.

So Sway-back a. ; also as s/>. = sway-backed
condition (Dorland Med, Diet.).

1887 T. N. PAGE Ole Virginia (1893) 118 A man riding a

sway- back sorrel horse.

Swayed (sw^d), ppl. a. [pa. pple. of SWAY v.]

T 1. Of a horse : Having a depression in the

spinal column, caused by strain. Also back-swayed,

SWAY-BACKED. Obs.
In Shaks. Tarn. Shr. in. ii. 56 swayed is a conjecture of

Hanmer's for the reading Waid of the folios and quarto.

1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Huso, in. (1586) 134 b, Which
will make him draw his legges after him, and goe as if he

were swaide in the chine. 1600 SURFLF.T Country Farm I.

xxviii. 189 For a horse swaide in the backe, . .apply vuto the

reines of his backe an emplaster. 1685 Loud. Cat. No.

2089/4 A Great Spread black Cart-Gelding, . . having a rowl-

ing gate, formerly Sway'd in the back. a. 1711 LISLE Hnsb.

(1757) 225 A strait flat back, or a little swayed. 1851 BURN
Naval tsMilit. Diet. (1863), Back swayed, ilatict, efflanque.

2. gen. Bent.
1688 HOLME Armoury HI. xv. (Roxb.) 25/2 An old Leger

booke, with turned vp leaues and a swayed or bent back.

Swayer (sw^i-oj). [f.
SWAY v. + -EB 1

.] One
who or that which sways, wields, or rules.

1598 FLORIO, Dominatore, a ruler, a gouernor, a lord, a

swayer. 1679 I. BROWN Li/e of Faith (1824) II. xvii. 325
He is the happiest swayer of a sceptre that ever was. 1691
WOOD Ath. Oxon. II. 178 Pym, Hamden.and Strode were

esteemed Parliament-drivers, or Swayers of all the Parlia-

ments wherein they sat. 1832 Examiner -j-j^/2 Eloquence
and truth united are greater swayers of opinion than either

wealth, wiys, or woolsacks. 1853 KINGSLEY Misc. (1860) I.

300 To talk loud about the poet's divine mission, as the

prophet of mankind, the swayer of the universe, and so forth.

Swayf(e, variants of SWAFE.

Swayfttl, a. rare. [f.
SWAY rf. + -PUL.] Able

to exercise sway, powerful.
1767 FAWKES Theocritus Idyll, xxviii. 7 Cytherea's sway,

ful power.

Swaying (sw/Hn), vbl. sl>
[f.

SWAY v. +
-ING i.J
1. The action of the verb SWAY ; movement to

and fro ; vacillation ; influencing, controlling, etc.

a 1665 J. GOODWIN Beingfilled -with the Spirit (1867) 340
For the swaying and ordering of our judgments in the ques-
tion in hnnd. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. in. n. ii, Bread not

to be had except by Ticket from the Mayor, . . after long

294

476 -

direction of rotation.

KINGSLEY Misc. (1860) 1 1. 275 The swaying of the fir boughs
in the gale. 1850 HT. MARTINEAU Hist. Peace iv. xiv. II.

200 His life had been a swaying between contemplation and
action. 1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L. iv. 132 The low
murmur and swaying to and fro of the dense crowd.

2. Swaying of or in the back : the condition of

being swayed in the back (SwAY v. 5 b) or SWAY-
BACKED. Also back-swaying.
1598 FLORIO, Feruto, a disease in a horse called the sway-

ing of the neck [sic]. 1704 Diet. Rust. (1726) s. v. Sway d.

Swaying in the Back, a Distemper in Horses that conies

many ways, c 1720 W. GIBSON Farrier's Guide 11. Ixviii.

(1738) 225 By a Swaying of the Back is properly to be under-
stood a stretching and relaxation of the Muscles and Liga-
ments. 1851 BCRN Naval $ Klilit. Diet. (1863) s.v., Back
swaying, ejfort des reins.

Swaying (sw^-irj), ppl. a. [f. SWAY v. + -ING 2
.]

I. f 1. Moving. Obs. rare.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 420 [The ark] Drof vpon be depe
dam. . With-outen. .any sweande sayl to seche after hauen.

II. 2. Exercising power, influence, or control ;

influential, controlling. Obs. exc. as the second
element of compounds, e. g. all-swaying.
1625 in Foster Eng. Factories India (1909) III. 106 [All

matters of moment are to be determined by the three cap-
tains. . ; Weddell to have) a double or swaying voyce. 1647
CLARENDON Hist. Reb. Vll. 319 A Member of the House
of Commons, and of a swaying Interest there. 1684 O.
HKYWOOD Diaries, etc. (1885) IV. in A sweying man.. to
moderate the bench. 1711 in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Coinnt.

App. v. 171 A directing and swayeing head.

3. Vacillating.
1688 HOLME Armoury HI. 74/2 The Laws of Coursing.,

often alter according to some Mens swaying Fancies.

4. In horses,
' a hollow sinking down of the

Back-bone' (Bailey, 1726).
6. Moving to and fro.

1847 THACKERAY Lords tf Liv. iii, The mad swaying rush
of the horses was reduced to a. .steady gallop. 1875 MCLAREN
Serin. Ser. II. vii. 121 The swaying branches creak and
groan. 1899 E. J. CHAPMAN Drama o/Tu>o Lives, SnaJte-
Witck 53 The flood-swept land and the swaying sea.

Heiice Swayingly adv., with a swaying motion.

.

Swayme, Swaymish, -ous, var.

SQUEAMISH, SOJUEAMOUS.

Swayn(e, Swayth(e, obs. ff. SWAIN, SWATHE.

Swayve, v. dial. Also 4 sweyue, 9 swave.

Fad. ON. *sveifa (cf. Norw. dial, sveiva to swing,

svciv whirl, vortex), related to svifa to rove, drill

slombred in a slepyng it sweyu._ .

sownede, v.rr. swi?ede, swyed] so merye. 1847 H A

Swave, to pass backward and forward. Liii/ic. 1078

Gloss., Swayve.

Swch(e, Swdan, obs. ff. SUCH, SUDDEN.

Swe, obs. form of SUE.

t Sweak, . Ob;. rare~\ [Cf. SWEEK.] trans.

app. To swing.
1567 GOLDING Oviifs Met. vni. 108 As he sweakt his axe

asyde to fetch his blow.

8weak(e, obs. and dial, form of SQUEAK ; var.

SWEEK.

Sweal, swale (swil, sw^il), sb. dial. Also

swaile, sweel. [f. next.] A blaze, flame; the

puttering of a candle.

1781 J HUTTON Tour to Carts (ed. 2) Gloss. (E.D.S.)

Swaile, Sweal, a flame. 1878 CiimMd. Glass., Sweel.. tiM

melting ofa lighted candle in a draught. i88a l.aiic. Gloss.,

Sweel, a great blaze.

Sweal, swale (swrt, sw^'l), v. Now dial.

Forms : I sweelan, 3 sweeten, fa. t. swelde, 3-4

swale, 4 swayle, (also 9) swele, 4, 7-9 swaile,

5 sweile, sweyle, 6-7 sweale, 7-9 swail, 8-9

sweel, (9 squall, zwele, zweel, etc.), 6- sweal,

7- swale. [OE. swxlan wk. trans, to burn,

related to OE. swelan str. intr. to burn (which

may be in part also the source of this word) =

(M)LG. swelen to singe, wither (of grass), make

hay, etc. (whence G. schwelen, schwdlen to burn

slowly without flame, NFris. sivfal to singe, EFris.

swll to glow), ON. svsela to smoke out, sviela thick

mist or smoke, f. Teut. root swel- to be subjected

to heat or slow burning (cf. OIIG. suilitdn to burn

slowly).
Other grades of the root are represented by OE. iwol,

fivolig (cf. SOOLV), sivolofi burning, heat, LG. siufl, swill,

swolig, STV&lig oppressively hot, sultry (whence G. schwiil,

earlier t schwtl), Du. ziuoel sultry.

Cognates outside Teut. are recognized in Lith. svilti to

scorch, svilits glowing, svilniis smell of burning, Lett, swelt

to scorch.]

1. trans. To consume with fire, burn ;
to set fire

to (e. g. gorse, etc., soot in a chimney) ; to singe,

scorch ; locally, lo singe (a hog), (in Ireland) to

roast (a sheep) whole in its skin.

[Bt'oiurrtf 3041 (Gr.) Gledum beswjeled.) c iooo Lambeth
Ps. xxv[i]. 2 OnxL.vet swael vel baern lendenu ..mine.

c 1105 LAV. 61 47 Berneo heore halles . . & swaleS heore bures.

c 1175 Ibid. 25594 t>o com bar. .a bernen[d]e drake, borwes

he swelde. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) 111. 325 He..
sweled of his bcrd heer with a firy cole. /titi.VIH. 143 He.,
schewed hym his heed bat was i-sweled and i-scalded. c 1400

Beryn 2349 For to swele his vlyes He stert in-to the bern

6 aftir stre he hies, c 1410 l.anteme ofLitf ix. 78 pat lust

of be fleische mai be sweilid from coueiting of yuel [orig. ut

conbusta citro nan concufiscat malnni}. 1573 TWVNE
JEneid xn. LI 4, His huge beard brent a light, And swealed

caused a stinke. 1591 SYLVESTER Du tSartas i. iv. 253

Summers-guide, the Crab comes .. To bring us yearly in his

starry shell, Many long dayes the sha<zgie Earth to swele.

1609 C. BUTLF.R Pent. Alan. (1634) 36 If you must use many
(hives] ; then, having wet the skirts with a cloth, singe or

sweal the inside. 1669 WORI.IDCB Syst. Agric. (1681) 322
To Sweal a Hog, to singe a Hog. 1795 Trans. Sac. Arts
XIII. 183 The gorse. .is used for sweeling ships (/. e. apply-

ing a torch to the greased and tarred bottom that the fat,

etc. may penetrate]. 1800 HURDIS Fnv. Village 52 To see

the thunder-bolt with fiery arm Arrest the mountain top and
sweal his brow. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4)

II. 310 In order to have good bacon the hair should be

sweeled off not scalded. 1883 A Imondbnry ff Hnddersfield
Gloss., Sweal, to burn the soot out of the chimney. 1883
Standard 12 Sept. 2/2 'Sweel' is an odd Sussex word,

meaning to singe linen,
ipil Daily Nelvs 22 Dec. 12/1

Strong overgrown heather which ..would have lobe torched

or 'swaled
'

before young plants.. could take possession of

that area.

b. To cause (grass, etc.) to dry or wither.

1796 PEGGE Derbicisms (E.D.S.) s. v., The wind sweals the

grass; not only checks its growth, but cuts off and consumes
its blade. 1881 Leicester. Gloss,

^s-v.,
'It' the hay

'

is

swaled enow, an' way'll hack it in '.

2. intr. To bum with fire, or as a fire ; to be

consumed with fire
;
to be scorched ;

to be burning
hot.

[Reoluitlfz-fij (Gr.) Sio wund ongon. .swelan and swellan.

a 900 CVNEWOLF Crist 987 (Gr.) On fyrbaSe swelao sxfiscas.l

c laofi LAY. 16219 pe castel gon to bernen, bures ber swselden

[MS. sUelden]. 1383 WYCLIF Matt. xiii. 6 Sothely the sunne

sprung vp, thei swaliden [gloss or brenden for hete]. Rev.
xvi. 9 Men swayleden [1388 swaliden; Vulg. afstuavernnt}
with greet heete. 1388 Jer. xx. 9 The word of the Lord
was maad, as tier swalynge [1382 gretly hetende] in myn
herte. 1811 WILLAN inArthneoti'gia XVII. i6o(/^. Riding
Words), Sweal, to blaze, to burn away rapidly. 1861 E.

SWEAM.
BROWN Seaman's Narr. xxii. 251 The flesh swealed with
the heat of the irons, and a blue steamy smoke arose. 1882
Lane. Gloss, s.v., A fire or anything else is said to swecl
when it burns fiercely.

3. Of a candle : To melt away ; to gutter. Also
said of the tallow or wax. Hencej^f. to waste away.
1653 H. MOKE Conject, Cabbal. (1713) 80 That they can

bum thus with their heads downwards, and not presently
sweal out and be extinguished, as our ordinary Candles are.

1671 SKINNER EtyntoL^ To Sweal away, eliquescere inslar

candelx, vox agro Line, usitatissima. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort*
v. Mind ye dinna let the candle swe.il as ye gang alang the
wainscot parlour. 1827 T. WILSON Pitman's Pay \\. iii, The
uriMiuff'd lights are now burnt low, And dimly in their sockets

sweeling. 1858 FABEK Kartell $ Majffei"s Life Xnvitr 396
The wax which had swealed from it \sc, a candle). 1870
KINCSLEV At Last viii, The soil is half pitch, half brown
earth, among which the pitch sweals in and out, as tallow

sweaU from a candle. 1881 Pall Mall G. 9 Mar. 10 The
candles they have to light them to their rooms are sw.ilin^.

1893 Wiltshire Gloss., Sgitait, . (4) Of a candle, to gutter.

4. trans. To cause to waste away like a guttering
candle. Chiefly fig.

1655 GUKNALL Chr. in Arm. i. 298 I.est this sin of pride
(as a thief in the candle) should swail out thy joy. 1662

HIUBERT Body Div. \. 144 An intemperate man is one that,
like some candles, sweals away his lile. 1673 True Worship
cf God 65 The wasting and swealing out the Lights of the

Church, a 1679 T. GOODWIN Uiiregenerate Man xin. ix,

Immoderate sorrows swale our life. 1697 CONGRKVE Mourn-

ing Bride in. vi, Oir Hymeneal Torch, .dashed with Rain
from Eyes, and swail'd with Sighs. 1702 C. M A i unit Magn.
Chr. in. I. i. (1852) 275 Reckoning.. (lie time not spent in

study, for the most part sweeled away. 1862 [C. C. ROBIN-

SON) Dial. Leeds s. v., Mind an' doan't sweal t'cannel.

Sweal, dial, form of SQUEAL.

Swealed (sw/ld), ///. a. Also 8 swilled. See

also SWOLEIX [f.
SWEAL v. + -KD 1

.] Scorched,

singed ; (of a sheep) roasted whole in the skin.

(iooo jtLFRic I'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 149/30 Femes, fce-

swa:lud spoon, uel^ tynder.

1674 RAY S. $ . C. Words s.v. Sweafe, A sweal'd pig, a

singed pig. 173* MRS. DF.LANY Life & Corr. (1861) I. 365
A ' swilled mouton,' that is a sheep roasted whole in its skin,

scorched like a hog. 1863 W. BAKNKS Dorset Gloss, s.v.

Zweal, He is lik' a swealed cat ; better than he do look vor.

Swea ler. dial. Also sweeler; see also SWALEH.

[f.
SWEAL v. + -ER 1.] (See quot. 1877.)

1877 N, W. Line. Gloss. , Sweater, a speck of foreign matter

in the grease of a candle which causes it to sweal. 1896 N.

MUNRO Lost Pibroch^ etc. 121 Had it been shrouds instead

of sweelers.

Swea-ling, swaling, vH. si>. [f.
SWEAL v.

+ -ING *.] Burning ; singeing: for special uses see

quots. and SWEAL v.

c 1410 Lanteme of Liyt iii.6 Eueryproud soule..schal be

in to swcyling [orig. trit in coittbn$tionem\ 1549 Compl.
Scot. ii. 24, 1 sal visee aou vitht dreddour, vitht fyir, ande vitht

II. 1201 When cured as bacon, it is the practice in Kent to

singe off the hairs, by making a straw fire round the hog, an

operation which is termed swaling. 1891 fall Mall G. 16

Apr. 7/2 The wanton practice of 'swaling
'

[sc. 'firing the

heather' on Dartmoor]. 1899 J. M. FALKNER Moonfltltm,
There is a swealing of the parchment under the not wax.

1901 E. PHILLPOTTS Ktrerxsi These spring fires, or Swale-

ings ',
had been deliberately lighted that furze and heather

might perish, and the grasses, thus relieved, prosper for flocks

and herds.

Swea ling, swaling, ///. a. [f.
SWEAL v.

+ -ING -.] burning, blazing ; (of a candle) gutter-

a 1013 WULFSTAN Ham. xliii. (1883) 213 He Sa sende of

heofontim beornend ren and swselende leg. c 1420 Prywer

(1895) 10 (Benedicite) Fier &swellynge heete \igii et*ltt\

1807 J. STAGG Poems 24 Swift thesweelin hether flies. 1812

COI.MAN Br. Grins, Lady of Wreck n. xxviii, A swaling

candle.

Swealtie, obs. form of SWELTY.

| Sweam, sb. Ol>s. Forms: 3swem, 5swayme,
sweme, sweem, sqweme, 6 kweame, 7 swaim,

sweam. [f. SWEAM v. (Cf. SWIME.)
Sense 2 may have been borrowed from ON. svimi, svimr

giddiness, swooning, or the ON. word itself may have been

actually taken over, I becoming e as in native words.]

1. Grief, affliction. To think sweam (impers.

with dat.) : to be grievous to. To be sweam : to

be a pity. So for sweam!
c 1150 Gen. f, Ex. 391 Of paradis hem Sinkeo swera, Of

iwel and dead hem stondeS greim. Ibid. 1961 He nu-tt

loseph and Shogte swem. c 1430 LYDC. Min, Poems (Percy

Soc.) 38 His hert began to melt, For veray sweme of this

swemeful tale, c 1440 Promf. Parv. 482/2 Sweem, of

mornynge, tristicia, molestia, merer, c 1450 tor. Myst. XI.

127 That mannys sowle it xulde perysche it wofe >weme.

ri46o MF.THAM H'kt. (1916) 43 F"l gre" sqweme for yowre

absens I schal haue. Ibid. 62 Alas, for sqwtme ! c\lm

Chast. Coddes Chyld. 92 The olde enmye the deuyl hath

fered me by swemes. la 1500 Chester PI. (E.E. 1 .S.) xl. 8

And nowe that fitt may I not flee, tbinke me never so swem.

2. A sudden fit of sickness or fainting ;
a swoon.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 3895 He swat neuer for |>at swynke, ne

in swayme felle. c 1415 Crowned King 29 Swythe y swyed

inasweem, batyswet after. 01440 Sir Degrev. i2ii(Camb.

MS.) Loke at b" come at b' tyme Ober swowne shal I sweme

Pe lady shall I se [Thornton US. And ane of us salle ly in

swyme). 1587 Mirr. Mag., King Jago I.enuoy i, A warning

this may be, Against the slothfull sweames of sluggardye,

Ibid., Vitcllms ii, By blindnesse blunt, a soltishe sweame

hee feeles : With ioyes bereft, when death is hard at heeles.

1677 HOLYOKE Diet., A sweam or swaim, subita zgrotatio.



SWEAM.
Hence t Swea-mfnl (5 swem-, sqwem-, swym-

ful) a., grievous, distressing ; f Swea mfully adv.
;

f Swea'mly (swemly) a., distressful.

a 1400 Leg. Knoddfys) 135 [He| swelteb heerin a swemly
swimh. c 1420 ? I.YDG. Assembly of Gods 1223 Then seyde
Frewyll & swemfully spake. 1:1430 (sue SWKAM si', i|.

c 1460 MKTHAM Wks. (1916) 43 At her sqwemfful dcpiirtyiij;.

c 1460 /'/(J^' Sacrani. 807 Now allc my pepulle wt me ye
dresse ffor to goe see that swymfulle syeht. 1469 1'aston

Lett. Suppl. 128 It is gret pety to here the swtmefull and

petowse compleyntis of the pore tenauntis.

t Sweam, v. Obs. forms : 3 sweamcn, 3-6
sweme. [OE. "iwxnian, found only in the com-

pound dsw&man to be grieved or afflicted. Cf. prec.]
1. trans. To afflict, grieve. Hence Swe'mand

ppl. a., afflicting, grievous.
c 1205 LAY. 16099 HC sca' a"e b* swikcn swemen [printed

swenien] mid ei}e. a 1225 Ancr. R. 312 Beo we sorie bet we
euer schulden wieooen swuch feder, & swcamen [v.r. sweme]
swuchne wardein. Ibid. 398 Non vuel ne schal hermien be,

no bing ne schal sweamen be. c 1130 Halt Meid. 17 Hwa
bat sehe benne hu he engles beo isweamed bat seort hare

suster swa fohrfulliche afallet. 13. . E. E. Allit. I'. K. 563

pe swemande sor^e so?t to his hert. c 1450 Mankind 868 in

Macro Plays 33 Yt swemyth my hert, to thynk how on-

wysely I hawe wroght.

2. intr. To grieve, mourn. Also in vol. sb.

c 1450 Cffv. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 81 Your swemynge smytyht
to myn her-te depe. 14.. Proinp. Parv. 482/2 Swemyn,
molestor, tnereo.. Swemynge, or mornynge.
3. pass, and intr. To be overcome with faintness.

c 1440 York Myst. xl. 40 pane on his bakke bare he bame

by, A crosse vnto Catuery, pat swettyng was swemyed for

swetyng. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. in. xr, I . . langit sair for

to haue swemit agane.

Swearuish, dial, form of SQUEAMISH.

Sweande, obs. pr. pple. of SWAY v.

8weap, variant of SWAPE ; obs. f. SWKEP.

Sweaple, variant of SWIPPLE.

Swear (swe*j), sb. Now colloq. [f.
SWEAB

v.~\

An act of swearing ; an oath.

1. A formal or solemn oath.

a 1643 W. CARTWRICHT Ordinary iv. iv, Gull'd by my
swear, by my swear gull'd. 1691 Pol. Ballads (1860) II. 31

You must either take the swear, or starve, a 1704 T. BROWN
Dial. Dead, Keas. Oaths Wks. 1711 IV. 79 [He has] faced

about to the Right, and taken the Swear. 1899 E. PHILL-

POTTS Human Boy ii. 38 We swore by a tremendous swear,
to obey Trelawny. Ibid. iv. 108 She kept her swear all right.

2. A profane oath, a swear-word ; also, a fit or

bout of swearing.
1871 C. GIBBON Lack ofGold v, A good swear is a cure for

the bite, so swear awav. 1873 CAKLETON Gone with a
Handsomer Man i. in Farm Ball. 27 I've choked a dozen

swears. 1894 BESANT Equal IVotnan 127 He swore a swear.

1915 D. L. K. LORIMER Pashttt I. 194 Khlukah. Damn me.

(An Afridi swear, said to be properly Khuddke'.')

b. A harsh noise made by an angry cat, bird, etc.

1895 J. G. MILLAIS Breath fr. Veldt (1890) 98 Its cry of

alarm (a jarring swear) is almost exactly like that of the

common starling.

Swear (swej), v. Pa. t. swore (swoj) ; pa.

pple. sworn (swfJin). Forms: i-a swerian, (i

swer\i)san, suerian, 2 sweri^en), 2-4swerie(n,
aweroii, (3 sweerie, suerie, 4 swery(e, Aycnb.

zuerie), 3-5 swer, 4-5 suer, 4-6 suere, 4-7

swere, (4 square, 5 sqwere, sweire, sweyre,

auerne, 6 shwere), 5-9 Sc. sweir, (6 Sc. sueir),

6-7 sweare, 6-8 sware, 6- swear. Pa. t. a. 1-5

swor, 2-4 suor, 3 sweor, 4 suore, Aycnb. zuor,

4-5 Sc. swour, swoir, 4-5 (8-9 Sc.) swoor, 6 Sc.

swoyr, 7 swoare, 3- swore. /3. 3-4 swar, 4

suar(e, square, 4-7, 9 arch, sware. 7. 4 swer,

suer, 4-5 swere, squere. 5. I swerede, 6

swered, 7 (<)dial.) sweared; 5 swarid, sward.

Pa. pple. o. 1-6, 8 sworen, 3 sweoren, 4 suorn,

4-5 squorn(e, 5 suoren, 5-7 sworne, suorne,

(6 swarne, soren, some, shorne, Sc. suoryne),

4- sworrj ;
2 jesworen, 3-4 i-, ysworen, 4-5

ysworn(e. $. 3-5 suore, 3-5, 7-9 (now dial, or

vulgar) swore ; 3 ysuore, 3-5 iswore, 4-5

yswore, 5 iswoor, (i-swere). 7. 4 yswered.

[Com. Teut. str. vb. (sporadically wk.) with

/-present stem : OE. swfrian, sw6r, rarely swerede,

-swaren, usually -sworen, = OFris. swaria, swera,

also swara, swora, OS. swerian, -swSr, -sworen,

(M)LG. sweren, swdr, swaren, sworen, MDu.
sweren, (Du. zweren), OHG. suuerian, situerran,

suor, gisworan (for *giswaraii), MHG. swern,

sw&r, swuor, dial, swerete, gesworn, geswarn (G.

sehwdren, sckwur, f schwor, geschvwren), ON.

sverja, s6r, sv6r, svarinn, also wk. svarii, svarir

(Sw. svtirja, Da. svserge) : OTeut. *swarjan (not

in Goth., which has a new formation swaran), f.

swar-, whence also ON. svar answer, svara to

answer, SWABE, and OE. and-swaru ANSWEK.

The ulterior relations of the root are uncertain.

The conjugation of this verb has been influenced from

early times by that of BEAR -a. (OE. beraril. Ine regular

pa. t. swore (OE. swor) has never ceased to be extensively

current, but from the isth to the I7th cent, mare, formed

on the analogy of tare (OE. bar, bxron), was widespread ;

swar occurs as early as the first text of Layamon ; suat\cK
the prevailing form in the Cotton MS. of Cursor Mundt ;

sware and swart are both used in Malory's Morte Darthur ;

295

siuare is the only form in the Bible of 1611 (exc. in the Apo-
crypha), but is rare in the ist Folio of Shakspere. In the
Hth and 151(1 a by-form swere occurs, after bere.)

I. 1. inlr. To make a solemn declaration or
statement with an appeal to God or a superhuman
being, or to some sacred object, in confirmation of

what is said
; to take an oath.

Const, by, on, or upon that lo which appeal is made (see

13, 16), in OE. on, burh, under.
rtooo Laws o/ A. sKl/rctt Introd. c. 48 Ne swergen i,e

nxfre under ha:3ne godas. 950 Linda./. Gosf. Mait, v.

:>4 /-V" aittetn duo ttol'ts non tutare ontnino, ic uutetlice
cueSo iuh to ne sueri^e a:fre {Kushw. \txl je nc sella^
ha ?',/ swerge allm^a, Ags. Gasp, bzt f,c eallunga ne
swerion, Hatton swen^an]. <t IMS Ancr. R. 70 5C ne
schulen uor none I'in^e ne warien, ne swerien, bute ^if 56
higgen witterliche, oSer sikeiliche. 1340 Ayenb. 6 Ine non
obre manyere ne is no ri}t to zuerie. c 1410 Litnterne
of Li$t xli. 89 5it enemyes purswen a^en \n* comaunde-
ment, & seyn bat Crist him silf swore, and hise seintis
bobe. a 1425 Cursor M. 6848 (Trin.) Trowc on no goddes
fals, Swereb not I bidde }ou als. 1660 in A'.r/r. .V/. Papers
ret. Frientts Ser. II. (1911) 122 Wee dare not sware least
we sin against our God. 1716 HKARNE Collect. (O.H.S.)
V. 382 Charlett himself told me I should be forced to quit,
if 1 did not swear (as I was resolved not to do). 1796
COLERIDGE Fears in Solitude 73 The Book of Life is made
A superstitious instrument, on which We gabble o'er the
oaths we mean to break ; For all must swear. 1815 SCOTT
Guy M. xxxil, 'As a magistrate,, .if you refuse to answer
my questions, I must put you upon your oath.'

'

Troth,
sir, I am no free to swear.'

2. To promise or undertake something by an
oath

; to take an oath by way of a solemn pro-
mise or undertaking. (Const, as in I

;
also const,

dat. or to the person to whom the promise is made.)
a. intr. (See also 1 7 a.)

c85 Vesp. Psalter xiv.
[xv.J 4 Quijurat proximo sno et

non decepit (ttiit, se swereS oaem nestan his & ne beswac
hine. c 1205 LAV. 22865-7 -&rst sweor Ar3ur..seo3den
sworen eorles. c 1*50 Gen. ff Ex. 2433 losep swor him al-so

he bad. a 1300 Cursor M. 18362 (Colt.) pou has bam drund
and don forfare, Als bou til ur for-eildres suare. 1 1385
CHAUCER L. G. W. 1321 Dido, And so ?e wele me now to
wiue take As a,e han sworne. 1400 Deslr. Troy 11837
Priam on his part, & his prise knightes, Sweryn all swiftly,
& no swyke thoghtyn. 156* A. SCOTT Poems vS.T.S.) i. 134
Credence is past off promeis, tho1 thai sweir. 1634 MILTON
Coinus ion From her fair unspotted side Two blissful twins
are to be born, Youth and Joy ; so Jove hath sworn. 1662

STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacra? n. vi. 6 God is said to swear
when he binds himself absolutely to performance. 1837
DICKENS Picicw. ii,

' Can I rely upon your secrecy?'. .' You
can '. .' Hear me swear '.

'

No, no. .don't swear,it's quite

unnecessary.' 1901 VIOLET JACOB Sheep-Stealcrs viii, 'Swear,
1 tell ye.'

'
I swear it, so help me God.'

Jig. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. i. 62 Hee'l be hang'd yet.

Though euery drop of water sweare against it, And gape at

widst to glut him.

b. with inf.

1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1140 Alle diden him

manred, & suoren be pais to halden. c 1190 Btict 1007 in

5". Eng. Leg. 135 He suor to holde be eorbelich honur and
hath i-broke is oth. 1:1330 Artli. , Merl. 3405, xi kinges
& doukes on Han ysworn, Arthour to slon. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 13643 Fayne were bo freikes.. And swiftly bai swere..

To be lell to be lord all his lyf tyme. 144' Extr. Aberd.

Reg. (1844) I. 7 He sail swere to keep this statute, a 1548
HALL Chron., Hen. y, 71 All maner persones of holy
Churche.. that shal swere to kepethis presente accord. 1667
MILTON P. L. I. 322 Or in this abject posture have ye sworn
To adore the Conquerour ? 1797 MKS. RADCLIFFE Italian

xvii, I have sworn to speak the truth only. 1831 W. IRVING

Alkainbra II. 274 [He] swore not to raise his camp until he
had gained possession of the place. 1867 HOWELLS Ital.

Journ. 105 At last we leave the pates, and swear each other

to come again many times while in Naples.
ellipt. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L.v. iv. 107 They shooke hands,

and swore brothers.

c. with clause (occas. with quoted words),
ciooo jELFRic Josh. ii. 12 Sweriao me nu burh drihten,

bajt se don eft wid meswilce mildheortnisse, swa ic macode
wiS eow. ciaoo Trin, Coll. Horn. 213 fe sullere..swere3

bat he hit nele lasse selle, be beggere. .swereS bat he nele

moregeuen. < 1205 I,AY. 29078 Heo. .sworen bat heo wolden

Heore forward halden. cl75 Ibid. 5866 We }ou wolleb

swerie Vppen houre swerdes pat we wolleb }ou bi-fore

Libbe ober Hgge. a 1300 Cursor M. 3225 (Cott.) Apon his

kne he did him suere [Fairf. squere] pat he suld be lei

errand berer. 1387 TRKVISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 445 He
hadde byhote and i-swore bat he schulde ielde Normandye
to Richard, c 1410 Sir Ainadace (Caniden) xxii, Thenne
he squere,

' Be Ihesu, Mare sun, That body schalle neuyr
in the erthe come, My siluyr tille that I haue.' ^1470
HENRY Wallacev.^ He., swour he suld be wcngit on that

deid. .11519 SKEI.TON E. Kummyur 164 Elynour swered.

Nay, Ye shall not beare away My ale for nought, By hyra
that me bought ! 1591 Soliman f, Pert. V. iu 63 He lept

for ioy, swearing; and promising That our reward should be

redoubled. 1689 in Acts Part. Scot. (1875) XII. 51/1, I

faithfully promitt in presence of the almighty god and swear

bat I shall demean my self faithfully. 1813 Scorr Rokcby
iv. xiv, Rokeby sware, No rebel's son should wed his heir.

d. trans. With pron. as obj.

[a 1000 Elene 686 (Gr.) Ic baet geswerise burh sunu meo-

todes..bxt ou hungre scealt..cwylmed weoroan.J flaps
LAV. 22507 vElchc jerc Jiuen [ich] be wulle xhte..pis

ich wullen be swerien. a i5 Ancr. R. 06 Ich heuede

isworen hit, luuien ich mot te. c 1300 Harelek 398 Godard

stirt up, an swor al bat be king him bad. c 1369 CHADCM
Dethe Blannche 1231 As I best koudc I swore hir this.

c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 2331 He rathir chees be

disobedient.. Than be forsworn of >at he swoor so depe.

SWEAB.
Ctmcj. III. xii. 246 Harold then swore, I ut wbjii he swore
1 as uncertain as it is when and where he sv,

3. trans. With certain sbs. : To piomi-e "i under-
take on oath to observe or peiform (something).

a. fidelity, allegiance, etc.
a 1154 O. /:. Ch-on. an. 1125 lUud) Se zrceb|ivcop) swor

him underbeodnysse of ealle Sa |.. 1190 Hrktt
1017 in .V. AV. l.ef. i-,5 pou MIUIC |: kynge e.nbelich
honour anil licit dim him nun. 13.. A'. All,. 71-7 1 1 jud
MS.), Ilij duiien hym alle feute And .wur. i, I., li>m alio
leute. 1387 TKKVISA ll,g,ie* (Rollsl V. ,31 Arthur.. l*T
hym Hampschire and Someisele..and |. , to
hym. ,1440 1'artonoft (1862) 2723 The king .

tolde homage And ther-to suer homage, That they shulde
him here faylh and troulh. 1591 SIIAKS. i Urn. VI, v. iv.

169 Then sweare Allegeance lo his Maiesly. 1595 John
V. iv. 19 That Altar, where we swore to )ou Deeie Amiiy,
and euerlasting loue. 1600 K. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 76
Th:ii the Noblemen and Commons shoulde presently sweare
obedience vnto them. 1675 CKOWNK Andromache iv, Go,
swear lo her, the faith thou swor'st lo me. 1848 THAI KKRAV
Van. Fair xviii, While ihe French nation and army were
swearing fidelity round Ihe eagles in the Champ de Mars.

itbii'l, a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2104 par sere citis of |>a sidift

to him-selfe sweren. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. ii. 47 .\on. What
is a Traitor? Wife. Why one that sweares, and lyes.

b. an action that is to be accomplished.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3994 (Cott.) Lauerd, bou send me now

bi rede, Gains esau has suorn [Fair/, squorne) mi dede.

15.. Christ's Kirk 25 in Bonn. MS. (Hunter. Cl.) 283
1 hocht all hir kin had sworn hir deid. a 1533 I .t>. BF.RNERS
Httctn Ixxxvii. 277 Thus duke Raoull swaie the deth of
Huon. a 1575 Diurn. Occurr. (Bannatyne Cl.) 308 Be the
tennour heirof sueris and promeissis ane cessatioun and ab-

stinence from bostilitie. 159* Arden of Pevershaitt ir. ii.

131 The villaine hath sworne the slaughter of his maister.

a 1774 GOLDSM. Hist. Greece II. 150 Whose destruction they
had more than once swore. 1859 FlTzGEXAl-U Otnar Ixx,

Repeniance oft before I swore.

o. conditions, an agreement.
a 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1094 (Laud) paer seo forewarde

aer wses sewrohl and eac jesworen. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) VIII. 51 pe articules bat he hadde i-swore in his

crownynge. 1601 SHAKS. Jnl. C. II. L 113 Cas. And let vs

sweare our Resolution. Brut. No, not an Oath, a 1649
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 49 Thou ne're swore
our covenant, a 1715 BURNKT Own Time an. 1675 (1724) I.

381 When the long Parliament engaged into the league with

Scotland, he would not swear the Covenant. 1757 W. WILKIK

Efigott. VI. 167 A truce we swore ; Jove witnessed the deed.

4. To affirm, assert, or declare something by an

oath ; to make oath to the truth of a statement.

(Const, as in i.) a. intr. : spec, to give evidence

on oath (against a
person).

Now rare.

c85 Vesp. Psalter ci. 9 (cii. 8J Adversuin me jurabant,
(hi) wi3 me sworun. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. \V. Prol. 58 Al
swere I nat, of this I wo! nat lye. 1420 Sir Ainadace
(Camden) xxiii, Quen Sir Amadace herd that he hade

squorne. c 1450 CAPGRAVK Life St. Gilbert xxi, He was

reqwyred to come be-fore be iuges & make ber a bodely
oth whejthir he was gilty in bis maler or nowt. But bis

refused he, for he saide he had leuer be exiled ban swere.

1580 Lvi.v Eufhnes (Arb.) 442 That which followeth 1 saw,
wl.ere-of who so doubleth, I will sweare. 1596 SHAKS.
Merch. y. III. ii. 206 Swearing till my very rough (= roof]
was dry With oathes of loue. 1613 Hen. VllI, v. i. 133
At what ease Might corrupt mindes procure, Knaues as

corrupt To sweare against you. 1681 DHYDEN Abs. ff Achit.

I. 1012 Against themselves their Witnesses will Swear. 1810

CKABBE Borough xxii. 274 Why ask my father ? that old

man will swear Against my life ; besides, he wasn't there,

(6) With home or hyperbolical expressions, as

through a two-inch board; also, to swear one's way
through . . . : denoting hard swearing.
1678 RAV Prov. (ed. 2) 271 He'll swear through an inch

board, dagger out of sheath, the devil out of hell, 'till he's

black in the face. 1680 in 11ickeringilts Wks. (1716) II. 202

He swore home, or (as we say, through an Inch-board)

against Records. 1711 [see HOME aiia. 5]. I78 EARL or
AILESBURY flletn. (1890) 372 Then he went through thick and

thin, and, according to an old English phrase, swore through
a two-inch board. 1865 DICKENS Mvt. Fr. I. xvi, That
severe exertion which is known in legal circles as swearing

your way through a stone wall.

b. with clause (or equivalent obj. and compl. or

ace. and inf.) : often also, to affirm emphatically
or confidently (without an oath).

688-95 (c 950! Limn of Ine ( Liebermann) c. 56 O86e swerie

baet he him nan facn on nyste. c 1000 Ags. Gosf. Matt,

xxvi. 74 Da aetsoc he & swerede ba:t he naefre bone man ne

cube. 1038 Charter pf Harold Haranfot in Kemble Cod.

Dipt. IV. 57 Se king. .swor. .under god arlmihline & under

ealle hal^an barto bart hit naefre naes na bis taxi na his dacd.

c 1150 Gen. iy Ex. 1964 Til him he sweren flat he liued.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17493 Der yee suer, for godds blis, pat yee
herd and sagh al bis? c 1374 CHAUCER Aittt. * Arc. 122

He wolde preyen her to swere What was that worde. 1377

LANGL. P. PI. B. xiv. 34 Haukyn . . lijtly nan swerye,
' Who

so leueth sow, by owre lorde 1 leue nouve he be blUsed.'

c 1385 CHAUCKK L. fi. W. 1378 Hyfsi/ylt, O oflyn sworist

thow that thow woldist deye. c 1386 Prol. 454, I dorste

swere they weyeden ten pound. 1484 CAXTON Fables of

Alfonce iil, [He] swore vpon the holy euangely that he toke

none of the ryche mans oylle. ai$48HAi.LC"Ar<7., Ed-ui.lV,

232 b, Sweryng by sainct George that the kyng of Englande
was not extracted of no noble house, c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn.

cxlvii, I haue sworne thee faire, and thought thee bright.

lilt LADY M. WROTH Urania 468 She swore I loued her not,

began lo lament her selfe, wept, and cryd ; O vnconstanl men.

1674 C. F. Wit at a yeatiirt 60 Our Town . . Can't shew Ihe

like I 'le sware. 171 1 in loth Rep.- Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v.

116 To refuse sweareing the said Queen to be head, .of the

English church, was a premunire. 1717 LADY M. W. MON-
TAGU Let, to Cttss ofBristol i Apr,, I dare swear. .lhal..

'tis a very comfortable reflection to you. _
i?6 SWIFT

Gulliver n. viii, His men came back in a fright, swearing



SWEAR.

iv. 39 He swore to himself that he did love her.

O. trans, with pron. as obj.
c 1200 Vices ff Virtues 9 Al bat we more sweri^eS, swo it

is euel and semie. c 1175 Sinners Beware ig in O. E. Misc.

72 Ah ich hit segge and swerie. c 1300 Hnvelok 647 Soth

it is, f>at men seyt and suereth. c 1400 Rom, Rose 7638
But tru-lith wel, 1 swere it yow, That it is clene out of his

thought. 1638 in Verney Mem. (1907) I. 124 By my soule

I dare swear itt. 1649 C. WALKER Hist. Independ. it. 105

Should they Vote, .Oliver's Nose a Ruby, they would ex-

pect we should sweare it, and fight for it. 1818 SCOTT Hrt.

Midi, xxi, Her father.. tormented himself with imagining
what the- one sister might say or swear.

5. trans. With certain sbs. : a. To take an oath

as to the fact or truth of; to confirm (a statement)

by oath. Also f/0 swear sooth, truth.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. 160 Her syre was a sysour >at

neure swore treuthe. 1382 WYCUF Eccl. ix. a As a for-

sworn, so and he that soth swerlh [orig. -ut ferjurus, ita

et Hie giti -vernm dejerat}. 1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot.

I. 404 Havand diverse of thair servandis fylit in the billis

of Elname Newtoun..quhilkis billis ar swprnc. 01715
BURNET Own Time in. (1823) II. 300 Depositions were pre-

pared for them : and they promised to swear them. 1755

JOHNSON s. v., He swore treason against his friend. 1818

CRUISR Digest (tA. 2) V. 387 Every such affidavit.. shall be

sworn before a person duly authorized to take affidavits in

thtscourt. 1847 LADY BLESSINGTON Marmadttke Herbert

Ixii, Two men.. against whom Mr. Herbert had sworn in-

formation for a conspiracy to extort money from him.

b. To proclaim or declare with an oath or

solemn affirmation.

To swear thePeace against : see PEACE sb. 9 b.

13.. &MP. 4- Gr. AW. 1825 He. .swere swyftely his sothe ;

bat he hit sese nolde. 1390 GOWER Con/. II. 300 Whan he
hath his trouthe suore.

1595)
SHAKS. Muck Ado n. i. 175,

I heard him sweare his affection. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 814
The just Decree of God, pronounc't and sworn. 1709 STRVPE
Ann. Re/. I. li. 513 That they should swear his supremacy,
and obedience to him before some priest. 1871 MORLEV
Ctirlyle in Crit. Misc. Ser. i. (1878) 168 A man of genius is

at liberty to. .swear all his conclusions.

O, To value on oalh at so much.
1854 SURTERS Handley Cr. Ixv. (1901) II. 199 She died.

Her wealth was great. .and the Captain ..soon discovered
he might swear the property under twelve thousand pounds,
without defrauding himself. rty^Chambcrs's Jrnl. 10 May
304/2 James Wood, of Gloucester, who died in 1836, possessed
of property sworn under_ 900,000. 1896 Law Times C. 508/1
The gross personal estate is sworn at ,37.405- 16. 10.

0. To take or utter (an oath), either solemnly
or profanely (cf. 8). Also const, as in i, 2, 4.

Beowulf 47? (Or.) He me afcas swor. c 1050 O. E. C/tron.
an. 1049 (MS. C) [He] cwse8 \>xl he him abas sweri^an
wolde & him hold beon. a 1123 Ibid. an. 1109 Dier wurdon
. . IM adas ^esworene bis dohter bam Casere to ^ifene. c iiofi
LAY. 653 pe king wes swi5e wra3 Si swar muchelne oao.
rt i5 Ancr. R. 198 pisses hweolpes \sc. Blasphemy) nurice
is be bet swereft greate o3es. a 1300 Cnrsor M. 4650 Al
Jat barunage,. .To bis Joseph an atli bai suare. c 1380 Sir
Ferumb. 82 By Mahomet ys oj> banne a swer. lind. 1045
Y til him am trewe ypli^t & haue myn oj> yswered. a 1450
Knt. de la Tour Prol. 2 Grete fals othes that the fals men
ysen to swere to the women. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur vin.
ii. 375 He. .sware a grete othe that he shold slee her but yf
she told hym trouthe. a 1548 HALL Chron. t Hen. VIL, 170,
Thys othe he sware in the great Church of Bruges, c 1643
LD. HEKBRRT Antobiog. (1824) 74 [Queen Elizabeth] swear-
ing her usual oath demanded, who is this? 1784 COWPER
Task iv, 629 He. .mumbling, swears A bible-oath to be
whate'er they please. i8 SCOTT Qitfntm D. xxxiii, Never
was false oath sworn on this most sacred relique but it was
avenged within the year. 1852 THACKERAY Esmond i. ix,
My lord swore one of his large oaths that he did not know
in the least what she meant.

trans/. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ JuL i. iv. 87 Being thus
frighted, [he] sweares a prayer or two & sleepes againe. 1823
BYRON Juan xiv.

xxxjv, Sires, The Nestors of the sporting
generation, Swore praises, and recall'd their former fires.

t/. To use (a sacred name) in an oath; to in-

voke or appeal to (a deity, etc.) by an oath : ==133.
c 1250 Gen. % Ex. 3498 Tac 5u nogt in idel min nanien,Ne swer it les to fele in gamen. 1303 R. BRUNNK Handl.

Synne 608 Swere nat hys name yn ydulnys. c 1380 WYCLIF
Wks. (:88o) 60 Many, .men swerynge herte & bonys& nailis
& obere inembris of crist. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5965 Yit wolde
I swere, for sikirnesse, The pole of helle to my witnesse.
1430-40 LYDG. liochas vin. xiv. (MS. Bodl. 263) 384/1 Nat
afferd to suere goddis bonys With horrible oihes of bodi
flessh & blood. 1509 BARCLAY Shypo/Folys (1570) 174 But
nowe eche sweareth the Eucharist commonly. 1605 SHAKS
Lear i. i. 163 Lear. Now by Apollo. Kent. Now by
Apollo, King, Thou swear'st thy Gods in vaine.
8. tntr. To utter a form of oath lightly or irre-

verently, as a mere intensive, or an expression of
anger, vexation, or other strong feeling; to use
the Divine or other sacred name, or some phrase
implying it, profanely in affirmation or imprecation ;
to utter a profane oath, or use profane language
habitually ; more widely, to use bad language. (Seealso 12.) f To swear and stare: see STARE v * a.

, J? "& Cood Wi% **"&* Da"- 6* Babees Bk.
WJjp 1o swere be *>ou not leefe. 1531 ELYOT Gm>. i.

*y wyll say he that swereth depe, swereth like a
lorde. ,577 B. GOOGF. Hercsbach's Hulb. i. (1586) , 5 b,Let him m no wyse suffer them (sc. servants] to sweare orto b aspheme. 1583 STUBBES Amat. Abns. I. (^877) 72 Then

II shee to sweare and teare. ., to cursse and banne. 1593SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, , ,. )88 Oft haue I seene the haughty"Cardinal!.. Sweare like a Ruffian. 1706 F WARD Hud
Jtaftv. HI. 17 Your Folly makes me stare; Such talk wouldmake a Parson swear. 1706- Wooden WorldDiss. (1708)4.;He never swears but in his Cups. 1841 THACKERAY Gt Hog,
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gariy Diam. ix. O, sir, it would have frightened you to hear

a Christian babe like him swear as he did. 1902 O. K.

MENZIES Prov. Sk. 17 Where a golfer, club in hand, freely

swears As he hacks with all his might.

b. To utter a harsh guttural sound, as an angry

cat or other animal, colloq.

c 1700 KENNETT MS. Lansd. 1033 s.v., The dog swears

when he grumbles and snarles. 1753 Miss COLUKR Art

Torment. Concl. 232 [The cat] swears, she growls, and

shews all the salvage motions of her heart. 1896 F. GALTON

\\-\Spectator\ikys. 515 When Phyllis was a kitten she had

wild tits, tearing round the room and '

swearing horribly.

1902 Strand Mag. Jan. 72/2 Away to the east an angry

[locomotive] engine was swearing.

9. trans, a. To bring or get into some specified

condition or position by swearing. (See also IV.)

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 275 Berowne did sweare htm-

selfe out of all suite. 1616 S. b. Honest Lawyer IV. G 4 b ,

I would sweare them to the Gallous, as well as they swore

out of my money. 17*8 [DE FOE] Street-Robberies 6

night that he stopt them at twelve o'clock. 1846 D. JERROLO
Mrs. Caudle x, Because once in your lifetime your shirt

wanted a button, you must almost swear the roof off the

house.

b. To put upon or ascribe /0a person m a sworn

statement.

"754 GOODALL Exam. Lett. Mary Q, Scots I. Introd. 12

To the end that they might convict Murray and his party,
both of murdering the King, and of forging papers, and
then swearing them upon her. 1785 TRUSLER Mod. Times
II. 142 To.. lay them [sc. their bastards] at the doors of

some gentlemen's houses, or swear them to persons thatjiad
been their common disturbers. 1900 WEVMAN Sophia Hi, A
silver tankard and twenty-seven guineas she took with her,

and I'll swear them to you.

II. 10. Orig. pass. To be bound by oath (see

also sworn brother
,
etc. s. v. SWORN) ; hence actively',

to cause to take an oath ;
to bind by an oath

;
to

put (a person) upon his oath ; to administer an

oath to. Also const, on as in i.

1:1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 375/21 Cons/>iratit onan fce.

sworene. a 1400 Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS.y\\x., 148 Good
schame, holynesse, & curtesye As bre^uren ben sworen. 1431
E. E. Wills 88 [1 bequeath] To Maude Wilbe, xx li, so am y
sworne. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour xvii, Thereof y am suore.

1483-7 Star Chamber Proc. (Som. Rec. Soc. 1911) 43 The
same abbot wold not be sworne vppon eny answer. 1514
Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. oo To be suorn the gret bodelie

aitht. 1545 in Leadam Sel. Cases Crt. Requests (Selden
Soc.) So William Warwyck.. sworen vpon his othe sayth.

1596 SHAKS. Merck. K v. i. 301 The first intergatory That
my Nerrissa shall be sworne on. 1681 Trial S. Colledge 35
Mr. Attorney} Gen\cral\. Swear Stevens. (Which was
done.) 1776 Trial oj Nitndocomar 527 1 You have sworn me
upon the waters of the Ganges: how can I tell more than I

remember? z8o>-i> BENTHAM Kation. Jttdic. Evid. (1827)
I. 418 Tender the oath : if he accepts it, swear him. 1827
HALLAM Const. Hist. \. (1854) 1- '9 Commissioners were

appointed throughout the Kingdom to swear every man to
the value of his possessions. 1912 Times 19 Dec. 12/6 A
member of a French Roman Catholic SistertMbd objected
to be sworn on the Testament.
with comf>l. '11548 \\M.i*CJir0n.

t
Hen. VI, 137 He. .hanged

the Frenchmen, because thei wer once sworne English, and
after, brake their othe. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. \\. n. 156 He
sweare my selfe thy Subiect. 1682 DKYDEN Mnc-Fl. 113
Hannibal did to the Altars come, Swore by his Syre a
mortal Foe to Rome.

f b. To have, make
t
take (a person) sworn : to

administer an oath to. Obs.
c 1400 Antnrs of Arth. liv, pay made hyme sworne to Sir

Gawane. 15. . Sir A, Karlon \\\Surtees Misc. (1890) 6q And
ther he tooke me sworne. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars (Cam-
den) 46 The erle of Angwyche. .whome the kynge..had i

hym with the other lordes of Scoitonde shorne and resevyd
the sacrament that [etc.]. ?rt 1600 Lord o/Learne 289 in
Furniv. Percy Folio I. 192, I am tane sworne vpon a booke,& forsworne I will not bee.

C. Const to a person (i. e. in allegiance or ser-

vice), a rule, a course of action, a declaration, etc.

Similarly const, against.
Now chiefly in to swear to secrecy.
1*97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5520 Sire.. ich was ysuore to him

ar to be. a 1315 MS. Rawt. fi. 520 If. ?2 b, Eche man. .i

suuore ant assised to armes. . [j.it is to wite to viftene pond
worth of londe. 1338 R. EKUNNE Ckron. (1725) 168 Now is

Cipres lorn fro Isaac & hise, & to R. suorn for his valiantise.
c 1386 CHAUCER Syr.'s T. 10 As of the secteof which |>at he
was born He kepte his lay, to which \>zt he was sworn.
a 1400 Sf. Matthew 270 in Horstm, Altengl. Leg. (1881) 135To chastite ban was scho sworn. ^1430 Freemasonry (1840)
436 And alle these poyntes hyr before, To hem thou most
nede be y-swore. 1509 in Leadam Set. Cases Star Chamber
(Selden Soc.) 277 Eche of them had offendid the sayd statute
of the Cyte whervmo they ware swarne. 1549 LATIMER -jlhSerm. bef. E,iw. VI (Arb.) 185, I woulde not haue men to be
sworne to them, and so adicte as to take hand ouer bed
whatsoeuer they say. 1684 Pennsylv. Archives I. 87 That
the Lord Balltemoare had sworne all the Inhabitants, .with
faith and Alleigense to him. 1690 DRYDEN Don Sebastian
v. (1692) 108 Let me swear you all to secrcsy. 1700 TYRRELL
Htst. Eng. II. 779 The King had sent Commissioners to
Swear Men to the Observation of the Charters. 1745R - LEVESON GOWER in Jesse Sehvyn <y Contemp. (1843) T.
75 We have all been swore to our depositions. 1814 SCOTT i

Let. of fstts in. xxiv, Sworn to vigil and to fast. 18591 HACKERAY Esmond i. vii, He swore Harry to secrecy tob i

which vow the lad religiously kept. 1859 [Miss PIDDINGTON]Last ofCavaliers xlii. III. 138 Oh, was that Heaven itself
sworn against me, that this was always hidden from me to
crush me so at last !

d. with inf.

cx3i5 Poem Times Ed-w. II (Percy) x, The erchedeknes

SWEAB.
that beth sworn To visite holy cherche. 1374 CHAUCER
Troylus in. 312, I am sworn to holden it secree. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur Table Contents 9 He was sworne vpon a
book to telle the trouthe of his queste. n 1530 DK. NORFOLK
in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 378, I have soren all the Com-
missioners not to disclose any parte thereof to any other
creature. 1531 in J. Bulloch Pynoitris (1887) 62 Five of the
best pynouris. .some the grit aytht to be lei 1 1 ;md trew to the
merchandis. a 1548 HALL Ckron., Hen. VIII

^ 50 b, [The]
crowntr. .assembled a quest . .and haih sworne theim truely
to enquire of the death of one Rychard Hun. 1594 SHAKS.
Rich. ///,i. iv. 2 13 Thy Sou'raignesSonne, Whom thou was't
sworne to cherish and defend. 1686 GOAD Cetest. Hodies \.

ix. 29 They do not swear us to believe All they deliver. 1773
BLACKSTONE Comm. \. ii. (ed. 5) 180 A select committee of
fifteen members, who are sworn well and truly to try the
same. 1805 COLEBROOKE Vfdas Misc. Ess. 1837 1. 43 The

priest
swears the soldier by a most solemn oath, not to injure

him. 1817 HALLAM Const. Hist. ix. (1854) II. 96 The..
keeper of the gre.it seal was to be sworn to issue writs for a
new parliament.

e. with clause. ? Obs.
a 1450 Knt. dt- la Tour xix, They were suoren that none

sliulde late his wiff haue weting of her wager. 1570 in

Archaeologia XL. 392 'I his examynate dyd swere hym upon
a booke that he shuld not practys the same. 11593 MARLOWE
Edw. //, i. i. 83 (We] were sworne to your lather at his

death, That he should nere returne into the realme. 1679
hstabl. Test 21 His Father swore him before the Altars..
that he should be per/>etnus Romani itominis Osor.

f. Fhr. / dare be sworn, Vll be sworn, expressing
strong affirmation, properly implying readiness to

take an oath upon the fact. arch.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. v. i. 172, 1 dare be sworne for him,
he would not leaue it. 1598 Merry W. \. iv. 156 He be
sworne on a booke shee loues you. 1610 Temp, in. iii. 26
lie be sworne 'tis true. 1693 Humours Town 4 I'll be

sworn, it has seem'd an Age to me. 1835 LYTTON Ktemi \.

ix, I dare be sworn the good man spent the whole night in

painting it himself.

11. spec. To admit to an office or function by
administering a formal oath. (See also 20.)
a 1049(7. F.. C/tron. an. 1041 (MS.C)He..waes to cinge ge-

sworen. a i^ooOld Usages Winchester in Eng.Giids 350 per
sholde be twey baylyues y-swore in J>e Citec. 1560 DAUS tr.

Sleidane's Comm. 86 b, He appointeth and sweareth others
in theyr steade. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 130 Men em*

paneled and sworne for to enquire of the aforesayd articles.

1623-4 Act 21 Jas. /, c. 31 S i To. .choose and sweare one
Master two Wardens sixe Searchers and foure and twentte
Assistantes. 1681 Trial S. Colledge 21 Mr. Sheriff, there
are a great many of the Jury that are not Sworn, they are

discharged. 1713 PRIDEAUX Direct. Ch,-wardens (ed. 4) 46
If ;my Arch-Deacon, .shall refuse to Swear a Church-warden
into his Office. 1837 CARLYLE . A'e7>. i. vn. xi, Lafayette
..swears the remaining Bodyguards, down in the Marble*
Court. 1857 TOULMIN SMITH t'arish 91 A Churchwarden
may execute his office before he is sworn. 1880 Miss BRAD*
DON Just as I am viii, The jury were sworn.

b. with compl., usually expressing the office or

function to which the person is appointed.
1 1205 LAY. 30128 Kinges heo weoren ihouene & kinges

isworene. 1556 Citron. Grey Friars (Camden) 73 The xx* 1

dny of December [1551] wassorneihebyshoppeof Ely lorde

[chancellor of Kngla]nd. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. H. iii. 55,
1 am come to fetch you home: I am sworn of the peace.
1608 in Capt. J. Smith's Wks. (Arb.) p. xc, Master Archers

q u.m rll to me was. .because I would not sware him of the
Councell for Virginia. i6a6 EARL OF WINTOUN in soth Rep.
Hist. MSS, Comm. App. i. 45 Sum ladys ar suorne of the

Quenis bed chalmer. i6a8 Ibid.* Var. Coll. IV. 238 A
certificate. . lhat he. . be fill to be sworne a free cittizen. 1665
in Verney Mem. (1907) II. 244, 1 am told Sir John Dynham's
Lady and fine Mrs. Middleton are sworne the Queen's
Dressers. 1717 Ppr-K, etc. Art of Sinking 125 This may be
obviated by swearing those six persons of his majesty's privy
council. 1855 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. xii. III. 151 Richard
..had been sworn of the Irish Privy Council.

III. 12. Swear at, a. To imprecate evil

upon by an oath; to address with profane impreca-
tion ; gen. to utter maledictions against ; to curse.

1680 H. MORE Apocal. Apoc. 357 The Wits of this age
that are ready to swear and flear at any such profession.

1779 WARNER in Jesse Stlwyn <y C.ontemp. (1844) IV. 13 In
a fury, swearing like an Emperor at all the world. 1845
DISKAKLI Sybil in. iii, Master Joseph Diggs did nothing but

blaspheme and swear at his customers. 1863 SUSAN WARNER
Old Helmet xxiii, He swore at them [sc. drives in the park]
for the stupidest entertainment man ever pleased himself

with. 1891 'J.S. WINTER' /.w/w/^j-iv, This important man,
who was probably swearing at fate that he must pass the

next two hours [etc.].

b. fig. Of colours, etc. : To be violently incon-

gi nous or inharmonious with, colloq. (Cf.Y.jurer.}
1884 Daily Neivs 10 Nov. 3/1 T'wo lints that swear at each

other. 1889 Harper's Mag. Jan. 258/2 What is new in it

in the way of art, furniture, or bric-a-brac.. may 'swear' at

the old furniture and the delightful old portraits.

13. Swear by . a. To appeal to, or use a

formula of appeal to (a divine being or sacred

object, or something affectedly or trivially substi-

tuted therefor) in swearing ;
to say

'

by . . / as a

form of oath : cf. Tfct prep. 2.

To swear by no beggars^ by no bugs : see BEGGAR sb. i c,

BUG sl>.
1

i.

c 1220 Bestiary 597 He sweren bi 5e rode, bi fle sunne &
bi 8e mone. a 1300 Cursor M. 6847 (Cott.) Bi fals godds
sueryee nan. a 1300 /W. Songs (Camden) 7oSireSimondde
Mountfort hath swore bi ys chyn [etc. J. Jbid. t Sire Simond de

Montfort hath suore biys cop [etc.]. 1340 Ayenb. 45 A kny^t
wes bet zuor be godes e^en. c 1386 CHAUCER Miller s i'rol.

17 In Pilates voys he gan to crie And swoor by Armes, and

by blood, and bones. 14.. R. Gloucester*s Ckron, (Rolls)

App. K. 3 (MS. 0) per of we schul awreke beo, I swere be

my heued. c 1470 Gol. q- Gaw. 1045, I swere be suthfast

God, lhat settis all on sevin 1 1599 SHAKS. Muck Ado iv. i.



SWEAR.

278 Bene, By my sword Keatrice thou lou'st me. Beat.
Doe not sweare by it and tat it. a 1631 DONNK Stit. i.

13 First sweare by thy best love in earned. .Thou wilt
not leave mec in the middle street, Though sum.- nmrr
spruce companion thou dost meet. 1721 U'ODKOW Hist.

Snff.Ck. Scot, d83 8j I. r. iv. 333/2 That to swear by laith,
coriscieme, and the like, were innocent ways of speaking.
1781 GumoN Decl. \- /'. xxxi. III. 279 They'had sum, by
the sacred head of the emperor himself. 1842 TKNNVSUN
Gotiii'tt -j+ Ht:

Lilian 'd, and swore by I'cter and by I'.ud.

1877 Harold v. i. 67 The strange Saint-, l)y wb-nn ih.m
swarest.

b. To swear to or be sure of the existence of

(cf. 17 b) : in phr. enough to swear by, expressing
a very slight amount, colloq. or slang,
1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters III. 138 They prescribe them

..in Mime quantity, though it be but enough IP swwr by.
1884

' H. COLLINGWOOD* Under iMcteor i'lag 40 The two
ships touched witli a shock which was barely perceptible,

just enough in fact to ' swear by,' as the gunner remarked.

O. To accept as an infallible authority ;
to have

absolute confidence in. colloq.
c 1815 JANE AUSTEN Persuas. vi, I have no very good

opinion of Mrs. Charles's nursery-maid. . . Mrs. Charles quite
swears by her. 1864 YATES Broken to Harness x. 1. 173
He is always, .changing his medical system ; now vaunting
the virtues of blue-pill, now .swearing by homoeopathy. 1890
HKNTY With l.ee in Virginia 91 We have a first-rate fellow
in command of the cavalry. . His fellows swear by him.

14. Swear for . To answer for under oath, or
with assurance. f Obs,

1579 GOSSON Sen. Abuse (Arb.) 60 It is hard to say that all

offend, vet I promise you, I wil sweare for none. 1611
SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iv. 155 lie sweare for 'em.

15. Swear off . To abjure, forswear, renounce.

(Cf. 21 c.) colloq. or slang.
1898 A. F, LEACH Severity Act Bk. (Surtees) 1.315 Ingel-

ram keeps a concubine.. .Confesses and swears off her.

16. Swear on (or upon) . To take an oath,

symbolically touching or placing the hand on (a
sacred object) ; f formerly also, to swear by (a
deity, etc.) = 13 a: cf. ON prep. \ f.

1:950 l.indisf.Gosp. Matt.xxiii. rtQuicumqueiuraueritin
altari, se5c suerias on wi^-bed. c 1105 LAY. 22860 Bring e<5

f>ene halidom, And ich wulle swerien }>er on. c 1300 Have-
lok 1077 The king a^elwald me dide swere Vpon al j?e messe'
gere pat [etc.] Ibid. 1082 pat gart he me sweren on J>e bok.

1361 LANGL. P. PL A. i. 97 Dauid. .Dubbede knihtes, Dude
hem swere on hear swerd to serue treu^e euere. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 11381 All sweire bai, full swiftly, ypon swete haloues.

1553 Re$p\tblica 1131 For my parte, I will sware the gosspell
booke vppon. 1610 SHAKS. Temf. n. ii. 130 I 'le sweare vpon
that Bottle, to be thy true subiect. 18x1 JOANNA BAILLIE
Metr. Leg.) Lord John xiv, Were I on my father's sword
to swear.

17. Swear to . a. To promise or undertake
with a solemn oath (an act or course of action) :

cf. 2. Now rare.

{1028-60 Laws Northumbrian Priests 57 (Liebermann
384/1) pxt hi hitjegaderianandeftasifan.swahidurran to
swerian.] 1588 SHAKS. L. L, L. i. i. 53 Longa. You swore
to that Berowne, and to the rest. 1671 H. M. tr. Erastti.

Colloq. 401 Even when he had deeply sworn to it. 1710
PKIDEAUX Orig. Tithes v. 275 The English, .made all, that

reigned over them, to sware to the
keeping

of them. 1818
SCOTT Br. Lamm, xx, I have sacrificed to you projects of
vengeance long nursed, and sworn to with ceremonies little

better than heathen.

b. To affirm with an oath; to express assurance
of the truth of (a statement), or the identity of (a

person or thing), by swearing.
1601 SHAKS. Atts Well v. iii. 291 He knowes I am no

Maid, and hee'l sweare too 't. a 1718 PRIOR BetterAnswer
to Ckloe Jealous iii, Od's Life ! must One swear to the Truth
of a Song? 1757 HUME Hist. Gt. Brit. II. iii. 120 The
greatest interest could not engage him [sc. a quaker], in any
court of judicature, to swear even to the truth. i8o> MARIA
EDCKWORTH Moral T., Forester x'\x, Mr. W held the book
to him, and demanded whether he would swear to the person
from whom he received the note. 1841 THACKEKAY Gt,

Hoggarty Diam. xii, Mr. Abcdnego and the two gentlemen
from H oundsditeh were present to swear to their debts. 1848
G. WYATT Revclat. an Orderly (1849) 8a They came and
swore to haying served the dustucks. 1859 H - KINGSLEY
G. Hamlynv. 1. 42 There was something about his touts
MMMMf..that would have made an Australian policeman
swear to him as a convict without the least hesitation. 1908
R. BAGOT A. Cnthhert xxiv. 315 You could swear to its

authenticity, or the reverse, if necessary?
IV. 18. Swear away. To take away by

swearing ;
to give evidence on oath so as to destroy

or cause the loss of.

a 1763 W. KING Lit. $ Polit. Anecd, (1819) 191 Who for a
small bribe would swear away any man's life. 1873 EDITH
THOMPSON Hist. Eng, xxxv. 172 By him and by others who
made a profit of perjury, the lives of many innocent Roman-
ists were sworn away. 1879 TOURGEE Foots Err. xi. 50
What ! allow a nigger to testify ! allow him to swear away
your rights and mine !

19. Swear down. a. To put down or put to
silence by swearing, b. To bring or call down by
swearing.
[1386 CHAUCER Millers T. 659 With othes grete he was

so sworn adoun That he was holde wood.] 1500 SHAKS.
Com, Err. v. i. 227 There did this periur'd Goldsmith sweare
me downe. 1603 Meas, for M. v. i. 243 Though they
would swear downe each particular Saint.

20. Swear in. To admit or induct into an
office by administering a prescribed oath.

i7OO EVELYN Diary 15 Oct. 1673, To Council, and swore
in Mr. Locke, secretary. 1768 GRAY in Corr. iv. Nicholls

(1843) 80 As soon as I have been sworn in, and subscribed.
i8a8 EI.LENBOROUGH Diary (1881) I. 8 Went to the Cottage

VOL. IX.

SWEAT.
to be sworn in as a Privy Councillor and Lmd 1

1857 <; A, LAWkCMCE^rib'Xm.iv, The municipal anthoritia
..swore in no end of .s

t
:< i.,K a- ; t reserve. 1891 'Units

(weekly ed.) 16 Aug. 641/3 The process of swearing.in the
members of the Lower. House began.
21. Swear off. fa. To

lesion one's office.

Qbt, b. To get rid of or pass off on somebody
with an oath or asseveration, c. To abjure some-
thing, csp. intoxicating drink (cf. 15).
1698 LUMKELL ttriej Ret. (1857) IV. 4*14 This day Mr.

Howard, wine cowper, was chose sherif of !*ondon, in room
of Mr. Moot thttlWOftoft 1737 HKA< KKN l-atrttry Itnpr.
("757* II. 4 They.. make nothing of turning any common
Cart-HoTM to the Koad,..and swear him off to their best
friend for an excellent Hunter. 1896 Spectator 15 Feb. 235
Just as a man who has 'sworn off,' for a long time, loses the
desire for drink.

22. Swear out. fa. To utter a solemn charge
or challenge in regard to. Also ahsol. Obs.

a. 1440 Sir Eglam. 1249 Harowdes of armes swore owt
than, Yf tusr be ony gentylman, To make hys body gode.'
1575 GASCOIGNK Glasse Gffvt. \. v, Ifany gentleman offer you
the least parte of injury, Dicke must be sent for to sweare
out the matter.

t b. To forswear, abjure. Obs.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. H. i. 104, I heare your grace hath

sworne out Housekeeping.
C. To turn out or expel by an oath.

c 1665 MRS. HUTCHINSON Mem. Col. Hutch. (1846) 393 The
colonel, thinking it a ridiculous thing to swear out a man
. . when they had no power to defend themselves against him.

d. To obtain the issue of (a warrant for arrest)
by making a charge upon oath. U.S.
1898 HAMBLKN Gen. Manager's Story *\. 236 The president

[of the railroad]., swore out warrants for the arrest of all the
members of the committee. 191* Times 19 Oct. 5/6 The
warrant was Sworn out

'

by the girl's mother at Minneapolis.

Swear, Sweard : see SWEER a.t SWARD sb.

Swearer (sweVrw). Forms : 4 sweryar,
sueryar, swerier ; 4 suerere, 4-5 swerere, 4-6
swerer, 5 swerare, 5-6 swerar, 6 Sc. sweirar, 6-
swearer.

[f. SWEAR v. + -KR 1.] One who swears.
1. One who takes an oath ; spec, one who takes

or has taken an oath of allegiance ;
= JUROR 4 ;

false, a juryman ;
= JUROR i. False swearer^ one

who swears falsely, or who breaks his oath ; a

perjurer. See also NON-SWEARER.
<:i38oWYCLiF Wks. (1880) 242 A meyntenour of wrongis

at louedaies, a fals suerere, a manquellere. c 1390-1400 A'.

Gloucester's Chron. (Rolls) 8833 (MS. B.) He hem out drou,
And false sueryars [v.r. sweryars, sweriersj of assyses, &
dude hem ssame ynou. f 1440 Promfi. Parv. 482/2 Swer-
are, jnratort juratrix. Ibid. 483/1 Swerare, hat ofte ys
forswore, labro. 1441 in loth Rep. Hist. AfSS. Comm.
App. v, 297 The swerere, if he be pleyntif, shal losse his
action. 15. . Adam Bel 275 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 149 The
justice with a quest of swerers That had juged Cloudesle
there hanged to be. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. n. ii. 41 Fal.
Good maid, then. Out. He be sworne, as my mother was
the first houre I was borne. Fal. I doe beleeue the swearer.
1635 JACKSON Creed \\\\. xviii. 5 It must consist of swear-
ing men, or of swearers ; a new title given by some Roman
regular Catholiques, . . unto such Seculars of their owne pro-
fession, as will take the oath of allegiance. 1720 SWIFT
(title) The Swearer's-Bank : or, Parliamentary Security for

Establishing a New Bank in Ireland. 1837 CARLYLE Fr.
Rev. \\. i. vi, Consider.. how Bailly, the great Tennis-Court
swearer, again swears. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiv. III.

447 The swearers.. avoided coming to close quarters with
the nonjurors on this point. 1859 DICKENS T. Two Cities
n. iii, The watchful eyes of those forgers and false swearers.

2. One who uses profane oaths ; a person addicted

to profane language. Also with objective of.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. p 518 Euery greet swerere, nat

compelled lawefully to swere. c 1450 Mirk*s Festial 229
Scho..ys a ciaterer, a ianguler, a flyter, a curser, a swerer,

countciuunce he maknh in biv swerync. 15*6 PUgr. Per/.
(W.de W. i 5 -ii)'>4 SrtVMi;r wh^n it is with drlil^racyon

Anent the sweraris of abhominabill aithis. 1597 in Maiil.
Club Misc. I. 89 The sweiraris and bannens. 1633 G.
HKRBERT Temple, Ch. Porch, x, Take not his name, who
made thy mouth, in vain;.. the cheap swearer through his

open sluce Lets his soul runne for nought. 1659 D. PELL
Impr. Sea 103 Hee was a most damnable Swearer, and in-

venter of new Oaths. 1711 STKELE Spect. No. 8. p 3, I

know the Lanes and Allies that are inhabited by common
Swearers. 1800 GILPIN Sertn. II. xxvii. (R.) The swearer
continues to swear : tell him of his wickedness be allows it

is great, but he continues to swear on.

3. One who administers an oath to another

(const, of}. Also swearer-in (see SWEAR v. 20).

1597 E. S. Discov. Knts. Poste^
B 2 b, I graunt he is a

broker, ..but he was first a bailer and a swearer. 1676
MARVKI.L Mr. Smirks K 2 b, Provided they could lie the
Swearers of the Prince to do all due Allegiance to the
Church. 1678 SIR G. MACKENZIE Crim. Laws Scot. H.

.\xiii. I 2. (1699) 246 An Act i* to be extracted upon their

said absence, and is to be delivered to the Swearer, or his

Clerk. 1817 in Hone Every-day Bk. II. 86, I was obliged
to hire a man as a 'swearer-in *. 1865 DICKENS Muf. Fr.
i. xii, I am not a swearer in of people, man.

Swearing (swe*rin), vbl. sb.
[f.

SWEAR v. +
-ING 1

.] The action of the verb SWEAR.
1. The action of taking an oath. False swear'

ingt perjury. Hard swearing', see HARD a. i8b.
c iaoo Vices V Virtues 9 Of octets) sueriingge. 1303 R.
BRUNNE Handl. Synne 2724 By bis tale, }e mowe se alle

J>at fals sweryng wyl euyl befalle. c 1415 j. HILL in lllustr,

Anc. State y Chivalry (Roxb.) 9 Whanne he is called to

his first ooth, thanne sitteth it to alle his forsaide Counsaille

to goo with hym..for to here. .how he swereth, and what

\Vks. 171. IV. 8, I
,t ihrakin

of the Oaths to be only an indifferent ihing..!
It had been hll Duty t., di^uade all IV, sons, .horn Swear.
in. 1837 CAKIYIK /. A'.. . n. i.\ni, I hi- r biuary kweai-
ing has set them all agog. 1887 [see HAKI. a. 18 b],
Z. Ihc uttering ol a profane oath; the use of

prolane language.
*34 Ayenb, 63 Hi ne conne noting ryege w)>oute

zueriynge. ^1380 WYCLIP Whs. <i88o izoYdel swerynge
of herte & bonys of crUt. 1500-80 DUNIIAK Poems ix. 106.
1 knaw me vicious, Lord,.. In ait his sweiring, leiting, and
blaspheming. 1541 BOOR UK Dyetary vii. (1870) 243 In all
the worlde there is not suche odyble swearyng as is vsed in

Knglande. 16*3-4 Act 21 James /, c. 20 For as much as all

prophane Swearing and Cursing is forbidden by the Word
of God, Be it therefore enacted .. That no person or person*
shall from henceforth prophanely sweare or curse. 1657 ii

Trans. Cumbld. $ Westmoreld. Antig. Soc. (N. S.) XIV.
1 89 Convict . . for the swearings of 5 profane oaths upon the
same day (viz.) 3 of them by god, one by his troth and one
by his soule. 1663 DRYDEN WildGallnnt i.ii, He has been
a great fanatic formerly, and now has got a habit of swear*
ing, that he may be thought a cavalier. 1764 GRAY Jemmy
TwiUner 16 AH the town rings of his swearing and roaring.
1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk. s.v., Habitual swearing was
usually typical of a bad officer.

3. The action of administering an oath, spec, of

admitting a person into office with an oath. Also

swearing-in', see SWEAR v. 20.
a 1400 Old Usages Winchester in Eng. Gilds (1870) 362

So b*, byfore answere, ne legge non ober delay, but $if hit
be for swerynge of mo parteneres of play of londe by ry#.
I7ii PKIDEAUX Direct. Ck. wardens (ed. 4) 47 There is a
Writ at Common-Law issuahle out of the King's- Bench to
command the Swearing of him. 1863 H. Cox lustit. i. vi.

42 As there is no election of a Speaker, and no general
swearing of members. 1900 Westm. Gas, 4 Jan. 7/3 The
swearing-in of the Volunteers at the Guildhall.

4. attrib.

'5^9 J* SANFORD tr. Agrifpa's Van. Aries liv. 72 b, Who
is that whiche seethe a man goo with a cocke pase, with a
swearinge gesture, with a fierce countenaunce,. .with an vn-

pleasaunt speache, with wild manners,. .that doth not iudge
him to be a Germane? 1705 tr. Bosnian's Guinea 149
Every Person en tring into any Obligation is obliged to
drink this Swearing Liquor, a 1708 1'. WARD hug. Ref.
iv. (1710) 102 Cowper, who kept the Swearing Office, In-

structed wisely ev'ry Novice, In what concern 'a the Swear-
ing Art. 1711 AM H ERST Terrae Fit. No. 41. (1754) 218 [I]

swore, engag'd my soul, And paid the swearing-broker
whole Ten shilling.

SweaTing, />/>/. a. [-ING 2.] That swears.

1. That takes or has taken an oath, esp. an oath

of allegiance.
1717 P. WALKER Vind. Cameron*s Name in Biog. Presort.

(1827} I. 248 We have the Parallel Case in Scotland this

Day, putting the Swearing Ministers in Place of the Actu-

ally-indulged. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. it. i. vi. Saw the
Pun ever such a swearing people? 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. xiv. III. 447 The swearing clergy, as they were called,
were not a little perplexed by this reasoning.
2. That utters a profane oath ; given to profane

language.
i86a BORROW Wales Ixviii, Night came quickly upon me

after I had passed the swearing lad. 1887 r . FRANCIS Jun.
Saddle <V Mocassin 5, 1 guess they [sc. the Mormons] smokes

more, and stands 4ft the swcaringest people as there is any-
where.

Hence Swea-ringly adv.

01617 HIRRON Wks. (1620) II. 340 Now it curseth man,
talkes viciously, speaks swearingly; suddenly it is framing
some words of honnesse and deuotipn.
Swear-word, colloq. (orig. U.S.} P.SWKAE

v. + WORD sb. Cf. cuss-word s.v. CDSS s7>. 3.] A
word used in profane swearing, a profane word.

1883 A. M. Gow Printer Politeness 58 A youth who
mixed his conversation with many swear-words. 1893 DUN-
MORK Pamirs I. 344 A string of naughty swear words.

1904 H. JENNER Cornish Lang. xiii. 154 Cornish is a disap-

pointing language in respect of swear-words.

Sweat (swet), sb. Forms: 4 suet, 4, (8 Sc.)

sweet, 4-6 swete, suete, swett(e, 4-7 swet, (5

suett, squete), 5-7 Sf. sweit, (6 swetth, Sf.

sueit), 6-7 sweate,6- sweat. [ME. swttt swetc,

alteration of swo(c (see Swore) after swete
t
SWEAT

v. First exemplified from northern texts, in which

close and open f rimed together as early as the

fourteenth century ; hence, on the one hand, swet :

feit (OE. ft?) and bete (OE. Man}, on the other,

swet : gret (OE. grtaf).]
I. fl. The life-blood: in phr. to tine, leave,

lose the sweat : to lose one's life-blood, die. Obs.

The existence of this use is difficult to account for, since

the sense of
' blood

' which belonged to OE. swdt (e. g. swdt

forlsetan) did not survive in ME. SWOTE.
c ijao Sir Tristr. 2904 His frende schip wil y fle ; Our on

serial line swete [rime To bete). 13. . . F. Allit. P. C, 364
And alle bat lyuyes here-mne [to] lose be swete. 1375 BAK-

Boi'R Bruce xiii. 33 Sum held on loft, sum tynt the suet

[r;w*feitj. ? a 1400 Morte Arik. 2145 By that swyftely one

swarthe e swett es by-leuede.
Ibid. 3360 Many swayne

wit> ^ swynge has the swette leuede. 1470 HEHRT
38



SWEAT.

Wallace in. 104 The Scottis on fute gert mon> loiss the

sueie [r/// fcit] 1513 DOUGLAS Mneis i. in. 10 Quhar that

the vailjcand Hector lowslt the swell [nine spreil] On

Achillis sucir. Ibid. vn. ix. 130 About hym fell down deld,

anil lost the sueit [rime spreil] Mony of the hyrd men.

II. 2. Moisture excreted in the form oi drops

through the pores of the skin, usually as a result

of excessive heat or exertion, also of certain emo-

tions, or of the operation of sudorific medicines ;

sensible perspiration.
c 1375 Se. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egifciane) 305 For rednes

Ink hyme sic abaysinge, pat >>e swet til his fete ran. a.
1400^

50 Wan Alex. 3790 All ware bai swollen of be swete &
swellid on be son.' 1483 CAXTON St. Wene/r. 4 Wypyng her

visage and clensynge it fro the duste and swetle. 1508 DUN-

BAR Flyting 202 Ane caprowsy barkit all with swell. 1533

BELLENDEN Lay in. ix. (S.T.S.) 1. 282 Als sone as his govne

was dicht fra sucte and duste of pow[d]er. 1667 M ILTON P. L.

VIM. 255 Soft on the flourie herb I found me laid In Balmie

Sweat, which with his Beames the Sun Soon drl d. 1693

DRYDEN Juvenal \. 253 A cold Sweat stands in drops on

ev'ry part. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. iv. vm, The cold

sweat melted from their limbs. 1811-7 GOOD Study Med.

(1829) V. 549 The matter of sweat and that of insensible

perspiration are nearly the same. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brcnvn

I. vii, His face, all spattered with dirt and lined with sweat.

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Meil. VIII. 7*5 The sweat does not

appear on the foot of which the nerve is cut

b. In phr. the sweat of (one's) brma (f brows),

face, etc., expressing toil (cf. 9) : after Gen. iii. 19.

c 1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 51 pei ben taujt to lyue in swet

of here body bi comaundement of god. 1535 COVEKDALE
Gin. iii. 19 In the sweate of thy face shall thou eate thy
bred. 1533 T. WILSON Rhtt. Pref. (1580) A vij b, Who would

trauaile and toile wilh Ihe sweate of his browes? 1611

BRATHWAIT Nat. Embassie (1877) 136 Liue on the sweal of

olhers browes. 1643 TRAPP Caium. Gen. ii. 15 It was after

his fall laid upon him as a punishment, Gen. iii. 19. lo eat

his bread in the sweal of his nose. [1718 PRIOR Salman in.

362 E'er yet He earns his Bread, a-down his Brow, Inclin'd

to Earth, his lab'ring Sweat must flow.] 1779 EARL CARLISLK

in Jesse Selwyn tf Contemp. (1844) IV. 257 You are entitled

to some happiness, for you have earned it with the sweal of

your brow. 1816 SOUTHEV Eu. (1832) I. 179 When he re-

ceives his daily wages for the sweat of his brow. 1886
' SARAH TYTLER

' Buried Diamonds xxvi, A day laborer,

who could, .earn enough by the sweat of his brow to keep
his wife and sick daughter from starving.

o. Bloody sweat : (a) that of Jesus in the Garden

of Gethsemane : sec Luke xxii. 44.
1516 Pitgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 249 b, That moost payn-

full agony of his blody swel. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Coin.

Prayer, Litany, By lliyne agony and bloudy sweate.. Good
lorde deliuer us. [1701 STANHOPE Pious Breathings VIE. vii.

(1704) 329 The Sweats of blood, which streamed from Ihy
holy body.] 1819 SHF.LLKY Cend\. i. 113 Tears biltererlhan
ihe bloody sweat of Christ.

tt-ansf. 1594 KYD Cornelia I. 183 Warre.. Which yel, to
sack vs, toyles in bloody sweat T'enlarge the bounds of

conquering Thebsalie.

(6) Path. : see H.EMATIDROSIS.
1848 DUNGLISON Mcd. Lex. 1876 [see H*:MATIDROSIS].
3. A condition or fit of sweating ns a result of

heat, exertion, or emotion ; diaphoresis.
t Breathing sweat: see BREATHING///, a. d. Coldsweat,

sweating accompanied by a feeling of cold, esp. as induced
by fear or the like.

c 1400 f'ilgr. Sowlc (Caxlon) i. xxii. (1859) 25 Yf thou
myghtesl dayes two or thre Haue such a swele, il wold
auayle the. c. 1420 Avoiv. Artk. xlii, That heuy horse on
him lay, He squonet initial squele. ,1420 ?LYDG. Assembly
ofGods 2044 My body all in swel began for lo shake, a 1548
HALLC/OW*., Hen. VII, sb, Sodenly a deadly and burnyng
sweale inuaded Iheir bodyes. 1581 MULCASTKR Positions
xxxv. (1887) 132 The rule is, change apparel] after sweal.
1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 84 In Summer lime this kind of
lodging is vnpleasanl, keeping a man in a conlimiall sweat
from head to foole. 1706 E. WARD Wooden World Diss.

(1708) 25 They hear him cuff about the lied and Bedpolls,
and crying out in a cold Sweat. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i.

(Globe) 87 An Ague very violent ; ihe Fil held me seven
Hours, cold Fil, and hot, wilh faint Sweats after it. 1791
MRS. RADCLIFFK Rom. Forest iv. I turned all of a cold sweat
in a minute. 1853 KINGSLEY llypalia xiii. 164 His knees
knocked together ; a fainl sweat seemed lo mell every limb.
1864 MRS. CARLYLE Leit.(iSB}) III. 211 A heap of blankets
that kept me in a sweat. 1903 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 25 Feb.
406 He had a shaking chill followed by a sweat.

t b. = SWEATING-SICKNESS. Obs.
a 1517 in G. P. Scrope Castle Combe (1852) 294 The wyche

freer dyyd of the swet in my howse. 1551 EDW. VI Lit.
Rein. (Koxb.) II. 329 At this lime cam ihe sweat inlo

in ui wine i disease is sowning and grievous pame
at the heart, joyned with a byting at Ihe Stomack" 1596DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 5 That sair sciknYs,

298

,.,, -D - - j ._.... -i, i
.

i jjfit,. UU4.UltlLO: 123
1 here was a fourth sweat between the years 1517 and 1551?
1. A lit of sweating caused for a specific purpose.
a. as a form of medicinal treatment or to reduce

JTu t"jn. v. 410/2 lo nunl I hree davsand shoot the other three, by way of a moderate Sveatb. A run given to a horse (often in a coat) as
part of his training for a race.

of 'moisture exuded from or deposited on the

surface ofa.body; an exudation.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 269 The snowe bat hej.

vppon Alpes bal brekeb oul on sweeu 1555 I-DEN Decades

(Arb ) 294 The swelte of heauen, or as It were a certeyne

speltyl of the starres. 16.6 W. BROWNE Brzt. Past. n. 1,2

The Mvses friend (gray-eyde Aurora) yet Held all the

ILarin. I7I* ii.A^ixrov*i*c, v> i

rw*F

Owe all their Spices to the Summer s Heat, Their gummy
Tears, and odoriferous Sweat. 1788 M. CUTLER in Life, etc.

(1888) I. 428 A serious sweat over the mouiuain. 1847 j*
HUNT jarHoneyix. (1848) 116 The pleasant meadows sadly

lay In chill and cooling sweats.

6. A process of sweating or being sweated;

exudation, evaporation, or deposit of moisture,

fermentation, partial fusion, etc., as practised in

various industries.

'573 TUSSER Huso. (1878) 125 Let shock take sweate, least

gofe take heale. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. 115 Those [beans]

that are to be kept are not to be thrashed till March, that

they have had a thorough sweat in the Mow. 1765 Museum
Rust. III. 225 The same barley.. will not malt alike well at

all times:.. lake it as soon as it is housed, it comes well, but

whilst it is in its sweat, by no means. 1813 VANCOUVER

Agric. Devon 240 After undergoing the first sweat, [they]
should be ground, pressed, fermented, and casked a.part

from each other. 1843 Florist's Jrnl. (1846) IV. 220 There
will be found to have commenced a process of fermentation,

technically called a 'sweat '. 1876 SCHULTZ Leather Manuf.
23 The American process is called cold sweat.

1 7. A medicine for inducing sweat ; a sudorific,

diaphoretic. Obs.

1655 CULPEITER, etc. R^iverius i. i. 3 The custom of taking

Purges, Sweats, Diureticks, or provokers of Urine. 1681

ASHMOLE Diary 6 Apr. in Merit. (1717) 64, I took my usual

Sweat, which made me well. Ibid. 2 Oct. 65, I took my
Sweat for Prevention of the Gout, a 1776 R. JAMES Diss.
Fevers (1778) 75 Thus much cannot be said with respect to

any other vomit, any other purge, or any olher sweal.

8. U.S. Name for a gambling game played with

three dice. (Cf. sweat-cloth in II.)
1894 MASKELYNE Sharps <y Flats 253.

III. 8. fig. Hard work; violent or strenuous

exerlion; labour, toil ; pains, trouble, arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 921 (Cott.) Of erth bou sal, wit sueteand

suinc, Win bat bou sal etc and di inc. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xxvii. (Mat'hor) 1241 With swink Scswet Hiddir pai conic
& Irawall giel. -1380 WYCI.IF Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 259 J'er
ben sum men bal lyvcn here in swele and bisynesse. I533
GAU RichtVay^T, Lai wsznothl liff of ihe sweyt and blwiil

of the pwir. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. n. i. 94 The Oxc hath
therefore stretch'd his yoake in vaine, The Ploughman losl

his sweal. 1610 Temp. \\. i. 160 All Ihings in common
Nature should produce Without sweat or endeuour. 1642
KOGERS Naainan loo All well affected Christians would be
loth to lose their labour and sweal, lill Ihey haue enjoyed
the promise. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Approach, The
curve of equable Approach., has caused some sweal among
analysts. 1821 BYKON Cain l. i, Who bids The Earth yield
nothing to us without sweat. 1879 J. D. LONG SEneid ix.

598 They recognize the spoils the Volscians bring,, .and,
regained At such a sweat, their own insignia.

10. A state of impatience, irritation, anxiety, or
the like, such as induces sweat

;
a flurry, hurry,

fume. Chiefly Sc. and U.S.

1715 PENNKCL-IK Descr. Tiuecddale, etc. 139 This put our
Conjurer in a deep Sweet, who now had only one Shifl left

him, which was ihis, [elc.j. 1753 Miss COLLIER Art Tor-
ment., Gen. Rules 216 You may talk in such a manner of
the pleasure you enjoyed in their absence, as will pul your
husband in a sweal for you. 1884

' MAKK TWAIN '

/luck.
Finn xx. 200 He was in a sweal lo get to the Indian Ocean
right off. 1895 H. WATSON in Clmf Koak III. 502, 1 passed
the half-hour thai ensued in a sweal of conjcclurc, as lo whal
was lo fall out.

IV. 11. atlrib. and Comb., as sweat-drop, labour,
-scraper, -secretion

; spec.
= '

exciting or relating
to the secretion of sweat ', as sweat apparatus,
canal, centre, coil,fibre, nerve; sweat-dried, -stained

adjs. ; also sweat-band, a band of leather or
other substance forming a lining of a hat or cap
for protection against the sweat of the head

;

sweat-bee, a name for the small bees of the

family Andreniciai ; sweat-box, (a) a narrow
cell in which a prisoner is confined (slang) ; (b) a
box in which hides are sweated ; (c) a large box in
which figs are placed to undergo a 'sweat';
sweat-cloth, a cloth or handkerchief used for

wiping off sweat ; a sudary ; see also quot. 1872 ;

sweat-cyst Path., a cyst resulting from some
disorder of the sweat-glands; sweat-duct Anat.,
the duct of a sweat-gland, by which the sweat
is conveyed to the surface of the skin ; sweat
flap, a leather flap in harness, for protecting the
rider's leg from the sweat of the horse ; sweat-
gland Anat., each of the numerous minute coiled
tubular glands just beneath the skin which secrete
sweat

; sweat heat Gardening, the heat at which
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fermentation takes place; fsweat-hole, = sweat-

pore ; sweat-leather, (a) a leather sweat-band in

a hat or cap ;
also sweat lining ; (i) = sweat-flap ;

sweat-lodge, = SWKAT-HOOSE i ; sweat-oriBoe

sweat-pore ; sweat-pit, t () the arm-pit
exuding sweat (obs. nonce-use) ; (b) in Tanning, a

pit in which hides are sweated, a sweating-pit ;

sweat-pore Anal., each of the pores of the skin

formed by the openings of the sweat-ducts; sweat-

rag (Australian slang), a pocket-handkerchief;
sweat-rash fat/i.,an eruption caused by obstruc-

tion of the sweat-pores ; sweat-room, a room in

which tobacco is sweated ; sweat root, Pole-

monium reptans (Dunglison Med. Lex. 1857);
sweat-shop, U.S. a workshop in a dwelling-house,
in which work is done under the sweating system

(or, by extension, under any system of sub-con-

tract) ;
also atlrib. ; sweat-stock Tanning, a

collective term for hides which are being or have
been sweated (see SWEATS. 13); t sweat-sweet
a. nonce-wd., having a sweet exudation

; sweat
vesicle Path., = sweat-cyst ;

sweat-vessel Anal.,
= sweat-duct ; sweat-weed, marsh mallow,
Althtea. officinalis (billings Med. Diet. 1890). See

also SWEAT-HOUSE;
1883 F. T. ROBERTS Handbk. Med. (ed. 5) 960 Affections

of the "sweat-apparatus. 1891 Pall Mall G. 28 Sept. 2/3 An
American chemist .. threatens us with lead-poisoning from the
' *sweat-band '. 1894 U. S. Deft. Aerie., Div. Veg. P/iyiiol. fy

Path. Bulletin v. 79 (Cent. Diet., Suppl.) The 'sweat bees of

the genus Halictus and Andrena. 1888 CHURCHWARD Black-

birding in S. Pacific 28 This *sweat-box is a sort of cell in

the lowest part of the ship, pilch dark, and hoi as hell.

1890 BARREKE & LELANU t>lang Diet., Sweat-box, the cell

where prisoners are confined on arrest previous to being
brought up for examination before the magistrale. 1895

Pop. Sci. Monthly XLVI. 345 When sympalhettc visitors

crowded around his swealbox. 1900 Yearbk. V. S. Deft.
Agric. 94 After the figs were dried they were placed in

sweat boxes holding about 200 pounds each, where they
were allowed to remain for two weeks, to pass through
a sweat. 1890 BILLINGS Med. Diet., *Sweat canal, excre-

tory duct of a sweat'glantl. Ibid., *Sweat cenlre. 1898
Atlbutt's Syst. Mat. V. 200 The effect of this [accumulation
of carbonic acid in the blood] being to stimulate the sweat
centres. 1872 SCHELE DE VERE Americanisms 329 The
*swcat-cloth, a clolh marked wilh figures, and used by
gamblers wilh dice. 1894 Athenxvin 24 Feb. 239/3 The
appearance of ihe sweal-cloth Is a very characteristic mark.

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 741 An uninterrupted series

of changes in ihe *sweal-coils was observed from ihe begin-

ning up lo the end of the disease. 1898 HUTCHINSON Ar.
chives Surgery IX. 160 My palient had been liable to uni-

lateral sweating of ihe face. .. The vesicles or litlte cysts. .

varied in size from pins' heads to peas. ..There could be
little doubt thai these were 'sweat-cysts. 1885 B. HAKTE
Alaruja. iii, As he groomed the 'sweat-dried skin of the

mustang. 1776 MICKLE tr. Cainoens' Lvsiad 304 Fell the

hot 'sweat-drops as he chanipt the rein. 1817 BYRON Ala-

Tf'i xi, And my cold sweat-drops fell like rain Upon the

courser's bristling inane. 1881 HUXLEY Elem. Physitil. v.

(new ed.) 114 Cells lining the 'sweat duct. 1908 Animal
Managem. 182 The 'sweat flap of the girth. 1845 Toon
& BOWMAN Phys. Anat. I. 423 The 'sweat-glands exist

tinder almost every part of the cutaneous surface. 1843
Florist's yrnl. (1846) IV. 225 A ' 'sweat heat

'

of from 85
to 95 temperalure. 14.. Notit. in Wr.-Wiilcker 679/16
Hie forus, a 'swelholle. 1527 ANDREW Brvnsivyke's Dis-

tvll. Waters K j b, [Veronica waler] is good to be dronke
for the flyenge sore, for it openelh the swete holes. 1611

WOODALL Surf. Mate Wks. (1653) 368 Nature striveth lo

thrusl oul her venemous enemy.. by the sweatholes. a 1674
TKAHERNE C/tr. Ethics (1675) 261 All the 'sweal labour of

Ihe marlyrs, all the persecutions and endeavours of the

apostles. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl. s.v. Sweat

Rolling Machine, The 'swtat-leather lining of hats. Ibid.,

Sweat Sewing Machine, a machine for sewing the "sweat

lining in hats. 1887 Ainer. Soc. Psych. Research Dec.

141 When persons are taking a balh in the *sweat-lodgc.

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Mcd. III. 308 The 'sweat-nerves

leave the spinal cord by the anterior roots. 1708 T. WARD
Terrx-felins v. 27 The Kffluvia that arises from her

'Sweat-Pits. 1853 MORUT Tanning y Currying (1853)

323 Eight stone sweat-pits, with pointed arches and
flues. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 742 Theobslruction
at the orifice of the *sweal-pore. 190* H. LAWSON
Children of Bush 9 He wiped his face, neck, and forehead

with a big speckled "sweal-rag". 1899 Altoutt's Syst.
Med. VIII. 586 'Red gum', 'teething rash', usually re-

garded as a 'sweat-rash. 1908 Animal Manneem. 60

*Sweat scrapers are long flexible blades of .smooth metal.

1899 Allbntfs Syst. Med. VIII. 666 Over markedly ichthy-
olic parts, 'sweat-secretion is usually diminished. 1895
Watm. Cz. 2 Nov. 2/3 All but fifteen of Ihe 385 whole-

sale clplhing manufaclurers in New York have their goods
made in

' 'sweat shops '. 1900 F. H. STODDARD Evol. Eng.
Novel 172 The contract system Ihe familiar sweal-shop

syslem of more modern days. 1906 OLIVE C. MALVHRY
Soul Market xi. 185 Under the '

Sweal-shop
' Law of Ihe

Slate of New York, the manufacture of articles of wearing

apparel is now specifically forbidden in any tenement house

without a license. i88z PATON in Emycl. Brit. XIV. 384/1

Among non-acid tanners the plumping of 'sweat slock in

which there is no lime is secured in the weak acid liquors

of the colouring and handling pits. 1591 SYLVESTER Du
Bartas i. vt. 148 The 'sweat-sweet Civil. 1901 OSLEB

Princ. , Pract. Med. L (ed. 4) 17 Cases that have not been

carefully sponged may shew 'sweat vesicles. i68a 1 . GIBSON

Anat. (1697) 12 These "Sweat-vessels arise from the glands
that the skin is every where beset with.

Sweat (swet), v. Forms : I swsetan, 3 sweeten,

sweten, 3 sing.pres. ind. swet, 3-6 swete, (4

sciuete), 4-5 suoto, sweete, (5 sweet, swett),
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5-6 St. sweit, (6 swhoate), 6-7 sweate, swet,
6- sweat ;

8 Sc., 9 dial. swat. Pa. t. i swu-tto,

3-5 swatte, 3, 7 swate, (4 squat), 4-6, 8 Sf. t

9 Sf. and dial* swat, 5 suatte
; 3-7 swetto, 4

Huot(t, (squette), 4-7 swet, 6 swett, 6-9 sweat,
7 sweatt, sweate

; 4 swoted, 7- sweated. J'a.

ppk. 3 -swaet (sec I'.KSWKAT), 3-6 swat, 4-7 swet,
5 swotte, 5-7 swett, 6-8 sweat; 5 swoted, 7-
sweatod ; (7 / ///;#, 9 pseudo-arch, sweaten).
[OK. sitw'tan, f. .rrwV SWOTK. Cf. Kris, swt-f, sivelte^

swittc, MLCi. swC'ten fl-G. also swetten). MI Hi.

sit'M'tt (Du. zwecten)) OIIG. swei^an. (MHO.
sweijpn, G. schweissen in technical use), ON. sveita

(S\v. svetla
t
Da. sveite).

Avoided in refined speech in the ordinary physical senses;
cf. quot. 1791 s.v. I'KKSHKK z, 3.)

I. 1. intr. To emit or excrete sweat through
the pores of the skin ; to perspire (sensibly).
^900 tr. Bxda's Hist. in. xiv. [xix.] (1800) 216 He swa

swiiV: xwaUte sw.i in swole middes sumeres. c 1000 Sa r.

Leecltd. II. 290 a him J>onne to his neste & bewreo hinc
wearme & liege swa ob he wel sw:cte. 1205 LAV. 19797
Of ban watere he drone & sone he gon sweten. a izag
Xwrr. tf. 360 Hwon J>et heaued swet wel, bet lim bet ne
swet nout, nls hit vuel tokne? -1290 St. Mary 174 in S.
KM*. Leg. 266 pe Monek swatte for drcde. c 1386 CHAUCER
Can, Yeoni. Prol. Sf T. 7 His hakeney which J>at was al

pomely grys So swatte [v.rr. swette, swete], that it wonder
was to see. a 1400 Minor Poems fr. Vernott MS. xxiii.

903 Whon he sweted In his gret Agonye. c 1400 Beryn 2007
Beryn . . for angir swet. a 1450 Knt. tie la Tour xciv, They
vniile vnto hym that he shulde be all hole in .hasti tyme
after that he had slepte and swette. 1533 MORE Af>ol.
204 Kryth labored so sore that he .swette agayne, in. , wryt-
yng a^aynst the blessed sacrament, a 1547 SURREY in
i'ott,-r* Misc. (Arl>.) 217 Such was my heate, When others
frese then did I swete. a 158^ MONTGOMKRIE Cherrie $
Siae 577 Wald thoti nocht sweit for schame? 1590 Tarl-
tott's News Furgat. (1844) 54 At this sodaine sight [I] fell

into a great feare, in somuch that I sweat in my sleep.
1657 REEVK God's Pica 192 Andreas Maro Hrixianus made
verses, till his brows sweatt, 1667 N. FAIRFAX in Phil.
Trans, II, 547 She affinn'd, she never swet in her life. 1681
Lond. Gaz. No. 1 599/4 Saturday was allotted them to sweat
and wash in the Royal Bagnio. 1705 ADDISON ftalyt Pesaro
165 We were sometimes Shivering on the Top of a bleak

Mountain, and a little while after Sweating in a warm
Valley. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Slu'ph, 11. iii, Mungo's mare
stood still and swat wi' fright. 1737 BRACKRN Farriery
Impr. (1757) II. 148 If he sweat out well, .it betokens him
in good Wind. 1741-2 GRAY Agrip/ina 97 Have his limbs
Sweat under iron harness? 1821 BYRON Cain in. i. 109,
1 have toil'tl, and til I'd, and sweaten in the sun. 1829 K.
EVERETT Orat. <f .S/*. (1850) II. 34 He sweat plentifully
during the night, and the fever left him.

2. trans. To emit or exude through the pores of

the skin, as or like sweat. Also with out.

Freq. to sweat blood in reference to the bloody sweat of

Jesus (see SWEAT sb. 2 c).

[In OEM what is exuded is expressed by a dative or in-

strumental (cf. 10), repr. occas. in ME. by of% e.g. :

a 1000 in Cockayne Narratiuncnlx (1861) 35 Hi..fleo3
and blode hi swsetaS. c 1275 Passion onr Lord 378 in O. E.
Misc. 48 Pilates . . hyne heyghte bete, pat al his swete tikame
of blode gon to swete.]
a 1225 Ancr. R. 110 He.,decode $eond al his bodi, ase

he ear jeond al his bodi dcades swot swette. a 1310 in

Wright Lyric P. xxv. 70 Love the made blod to sueten.
CI786 CHAUCER Sec. Nnns T. 522 She sat al coold and
feeled no wo, It made hire nat a drope for to sweete. c 1400
Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) i. xxii. (1859) 25 Thou hast not swette
out of thyn eye a tere. 12x536 TINUALE Brief Declar.
Sacratn. B j, He sweat water and blond of a very agonye
conceyued of his passyon so nye at hande. 1590 LODGE
Rosalind (1592) M ij, What the Oxe sweates out at the

plough, he fatneth at the cribbe. 1602 MARSTON Ant. <y

Mel. in. Wks. 1856 I. 42 He sweate my blood out, till I have
him safe. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Therenofs Trav. i. 245
It is sweated out as fast as one drinks it. 1700 DRYDEX
Cock ff Fox 27 With Exercise she sweat ill Humors out.

1713 YOUNG Last Day \. 184 Thou, who. .hast.. sweat
blood. 1854 S. DOBRLL Balder xix. 80 These, .or crouched
in dark and foul Discovery, or swat a cancerous pool Of
poison, and lay hid. 1860 EMERSON Cond.Lifet Fate Wks.
(Bonn) II. 325 The slug sweats out its slimy house on the

pear- leaf.

k- fig* To give forth, or get rid of as by sweat-

ing; slang^ to spend, lay out (money). Also with

away, out.

1592 GKEENE Disput. i Hath your smooth lookes linckt
in some Nouice to sweate for a fauour all the byte in his

Bounge? c 1610 Women Saints 140, I could not swente
out from my hart that bitternes ofsorrow. [1667 DRYDEN&
DK. NEWCASTLE Sir M. Mar-all v. ii, If my shoulders had
not paid for thi fault, my purse must have sweat blood

for't.] 172^ DE FOE Hist. Aj>j>ar. iv. (1840) 28 A set of
human bodies.. that could live always in a hot bath, and
neither sweat out their souls, or melt their bodies. 1791
BECKFORD Pop. Tales Germans II. 80 His intractable pupil
had entirely sweated away his Creed during the night ! 1890
BARRERE & LELAND Slang Dict.^ Sweat one's gnts ont^ a
vulgar expression, meaning to work very hard.

fc. intr. (fig.) To suffer waste or loss. Obs.
1533 MORE DebelL Salem Wks. 1002/1 Hys soule is safe

ynoughe, though hys purse may happe to sweate, if he
bounde himself to prouide the timber at his own perill.

1 3. To sweat upon ; to wet, soak, or stain with
sweat. Also with out. Obs.
1599 B - JONSON Cynthia's Rev, n. i, He dares tell 'hem,

now many shirts he has sweat at tennis that weeke. 1607
DEKKER& WBBSTER Norths. Hoe iv. iii, I.. lend Gentle,
men holland shirts, and they sweat 'em out at tennis. 1807

. BARLOW Colnmb. i. 42 Who now .. indungeon'd lies,
Sweats the chill sod and breathes inclement skies.
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4. To cause to sweat ; to put into a sweat.
With quots. 1748, 1764 cf. SWEATING vbl. sb. 5.
1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. i'.oulart's Wise I'icill.trd 26 We

commonly see the most part of men sweated to death with
hole burning feauers. 1712 ARBUTIINOT 7</i Hull iv. i,He should be pur-cd, sweated, vomited, and starved till In-

came to a si/eablc bulk. 1726 LRONI Albertfs A rchit, I.

6/2 They will sweat themselves for MMH- Day,, and so re-
cover iheir Health. 1748 SMOLLETT AW. Kandom xlvi,We should scour the hundreds, sweat tli-r constable, .and
then reel soberly to bed. 1764 CHUKCHILL Duellist in. ^ 78To knock a tott'ring watchman down, To sweat a \\. IM.UI
of the Town, a 1776 K. JAMKS Diss. Fevers (1778) 56 Sir
Thomas continued the use of the Powder in smaller doses,
which had the good effect of sweating him gently. 1808
Cojnpl. Grazier {<t<\, 3) 69 The tendency of animals to br.
come fat is materially promoted by sweating them. 1841
CATLIN N. Ainer. Ind. Iviii, II. 225 The labouring man,
who is using his limbs the greater part of his life in lifiiiiK

heavy weights . . sweats them with the weight of clothes
which he has on him.

b. To give (a horse) a run for exercise.

1589 [see SWKATING T^/. si: i]. 1737 UKACKKN Farriery
Impr. (1757) II. 148 Those Horses which are sweat without
Covering, or with a very thin one, should run a long Sweat.

II. 5. intr. To exert oneself strongly, make
great efforts ; to work hard, toil, labour, drudge.
Often with inf.

In
early use freq. m collocation with Ktrink.

1:897 ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xxxix. 285 Dxm Se nu
on godum weorcum ne swa* and suioe ne suinceo. a 1300
Cursor M. 1047 (Cott.) Adam..suanc and suet. 13.. K.
E. Allit. P. A. 585 Ober..pat swange&swat for long 3ore.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vii. 121 We mowe noubur swynke ne
swete, such seknes vs eileb. 1382 WVCLIP Keel. ii. n The
trauailes in whiche in veyn I hadde swat, a 1415 tr. Ar-
dernSs Treat. Fistula^ etc. 3, I haue swette and trauailed
ful

bully
and pertinacely. 1535 COVERDALE Keel. ii. 20 To

leaue his labours vnto another, yi neuer swett for them.
1632 MILTON L'ABtm 105 He.. Tells how the drudging
Goblin swet, To ern his Cream.bowle duly set. 1684 Con-
tempi. St. Man ii. iii. (1699) 154 Sweating and toiling for
a small part of the Goods of this World. 1786 BURNS To
Jos. Smith xvii, Some, lucky, find a flow'ry spot, For which
they never toil'd nor swat 1821 HVHON Sanlanap. i. i. 24He sweats in palling pleasures. 1861 READE Cloister $ H.
xlvi, Lovers of money must sweat or steal.

b. To toil after, along, etc. in pursuit or the
like ; transf. (with up) to rise steeply.
18x5 SCOTT Guy M. xxxix, Some of them are always

changing their ale-houses, so that they have twenty cadies
sweating after them. 1856 K.AUK Arctic Expl. I. xvt 187
In about ten minutes, we were sweating along at eight miles
an^hour. 1904 R. J. FARRER Garden Asia 139 The track
sweats up through the woodland on to the open ground of
the mountain.

C. spec. Formerly, in the tailoring trade, To
work at home overtime.

1851 MAVHEW Lond. Labour T. 62/1 One couple.. who
were 'sweating' for a gorgeous clothes' emporium. 1889
in Pall Mall G. 7 May 1/2 The school-boy working out
of school hours, the tailor working out of shop hours was
said to be 'sweating .

d. Cards. (U.S.)
' To win a game by careful and

watchful play, avoiding risks' (Standard Diet.).
1907 Hoyle's Games 411 Sweating out. Refusing to bid

when nearly out, so as to get out by picking up a few points
at a time.

6. trans, a. To exact hard work from..
1821 HvRpN Sardanaj*. i. ii. 231, I have not.. sweated

them to build up pyramids.

b. spec. To employ in hard or excessive work
at very low wages, esp. under a system of sub-

contract. See also SWEATED ppl. a. 2, SWEATING
vbl. sb. 2 b, 6 (sweating system).
1879 SIMS Social Kaleidoscope Ser. i. ix. 58 One master

man employs a number of men and women at a weekly
wage, and 'sweats' them to show his profit. 1887 iqth
Cent, Oct. 489 They declared that they were being

' sweated
'

that the hunger for work induced men to accept starva-

tion rates.

7. trans. To work out
; to work hard at ; to get,

make, or produce by severe labour, rare.

1389 [? LYLY] Pap/>c iv. Hatchet D ij, Let them but chafe

my penne, & it shal sweat out a whole realme of paper.
1643 TRAPP Comm. Gen. iii. 19 This is a law laid upon all

sorts to sweat out a poor living. 1649 MILTON Tenure of
Kings 3 Then comes the task to those Worthies which are
the soule of that Enterprize, to bee swett and labour'd out
amidst the throng and noises of vulgar and irrationall men.

1760 H. WALPOLK Let. to Karl Strafford 7 June, Dodding-
ton stood before her \sc, the Spanish ambassadress].. sweat-

ing Spanish at her. 1817 BYRON Bep^o Ixxiv, Translating

tongues he knows not even by letter, And sweating plays
so middling, bad were better. 1822 Let. to Moore 27

Aug., Leigh Hunt is sweating articles for his new Journal.

b. Naut. To set or hoist (a sail, etc.) taut, so

as to increase speed (also intr.); also with the

ship as obj.
1890 W. CLARK RUSSELL Ocean Trag, I.

iy. 73 You will

still go on sweating pray pardon this word in its sea sense

. . your craft as though the one business of the expedition
was to make the swiftest possible passage. 1895 Outing
(U.S.) XXVI. 46/2 Hoist up on the halyards and sweat up
with the purchase. 1899 W.CLARK RUSSELL Ship'sAdventure
iv, Smedley. .never sweated his yards fore and aft.

8. intr. To undergo severe affliction or punish-
ment ; to suffer severely. Often to sweatfor it, to

suffer the penalty,
'

get it hot '. Now rare or Obs.

(c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 516 Wel litel thynken ye vp
on my wo That for youre loue I swete ther I go No wonder
is thogh that I swelteand swete. 1605 SHAK& Macb. n. iii. 7

HaueNapktnsenow about you, here you *le sweat for't.] 1612

BEAUM. & FL. Coxcomb v. i, Thou badst wrongs, & if I live

SWEAT.
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9. To suffer |>erturbation of mind
;
to be vexed ;

to fume, rage. Now rare or (>/>.\.

a 1400-50 Wars Alr.r. 5325 -\ SWeie', quod ke we|p
kynj; lot I M mrd lian, '. ,662 l)KV,.,.r. II :UC,,,Ilanl
I.I, 1 sw.:.t to think oi thai <.;,n.-i. 1735 I', ,11 /,,,'
2*1, I neerwiti w iis , witlings pa^y niy ,i..

Kchcarsals sweat, and nioulh'cl, and ccVd. 1741 WAI
TON l>iv. Legal. 11. I'ref. lo'II,

Irovcrsy. 1846 I.ANIXJ Imag. Cam'. Wks. II. 54 /,mans had no objection lo the Mil of fare, but stamixrd and
sweated to sec the price of the dishes.

III. 10. intr. To exude, or to gather, moisture
so that it appears in

drops on the surface.
In OE. the matter exuded is expressed by a dative or in-

strumental : cf. a.

c8oj ALFRED Oros. IV. viii. 188 Mon jeseah twe^en seel-
das blode swaMan. c looo jULFmc Horn. (Th.) 11. 163 Da
Xebroora oa eodon . . to ftam mercelse, and ^emetton Bone
clud 8a iu swajtende. [c 1190 Michael 506 in S. itf. Leg.
316 pe sonne . . makez be wateres brebi uprijt as |>ei scholden
swete.) ,1400 MAUHDEV. (Roxb.) xvii. 80 If venym or
puyson be bro^t in place wliare be dyamaund es, alsone it

waxez moyst and begynnez to swete [orig. Fr. titfr\. 1483
CAXTON (ioM. Leg. 147/2 They wente and fonde the inon.
taygne all swetyng. 1508 fifulario L j b, Put them [sc.

eggs] into the white embers, .and when they sweat, they are
rested. 1657 R. Linos liarbadots (1673) 42 The air being
moist, the stones often sweat. 1731 MILLF.K Card. l)i<t.
s. v. Winter, If Stone or Wainscot that has been used lo
sweat, (as it is call'd) be more dry in the beginning of
Winter. 1847 SMKATON KuiUer's Max. 39 Plaster or mortar
made with salt water, will always sweat with a moist atmo-
sphere. 1870 Eng. Mech. it Feb. 525/2 His object glass
may have had a deposit formed between its component
lenses, or in vulgar parlance

' sweated '.

b. Said spec, of products to be stored, or sub-
stances in preparation, which are first set aside to
exude their moisture.
c 1440 Pallad. OH Husli. i. 486 The coriannder lenis, lest hit

[*:. the wheat] swete, Is put theryn. llrid. II. 424 So lettehem
\sc. laurel berries) settling* longe tyme swete. 15*3 FITZ-
HF.HB. Itust. 25 Make it in greatter hey-cockes, and to
stande so one nyghte or more, that it maye vngiue and
sweate. 1577 B. GOOGF. tr. Heresbach'i Hvsb. i. (1586) 45 b,
Good husbandes doo not lay it \sc. grass] yp in their Ix>ftes,
till suche time as it hath sweat in the Feelde. 1615 W.
LAWSONCountry Houseiv. Garden (1626) 5 1 Lay . . the longest
keeping Apples . . on dry straw, . . that they may sweat. 1795
I''am. Diet. s.v. Oats, Oats newly housed and thrashed,
before they have sweat in the Mow. 1766 Comfl. farmer
S.V. Threshing, Beans and peas always thresh best after

they have sweated in the mow. 1838 7 rans. Prervitic. Med.
ft Surg. Assoc. n. VI. 200 The apples [for Devonshire cider]
are collected into heaps and allowed to sweat or pass into
a state of fermentation. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 16/2 [The
cut tobacco plants] are left to sweat for three or four days.
1851 MOHHT Tanning % dirtying (1853) 327 Salted hides

..require.. rather longer to sweat,

to. To undergo fusion, as metal : cf. 17. Obs.

1709 T. ROBINSON Nat. Hist. WcstmoreU. xi. 65 We put
it [sc. the ore] into the great Furnace, where we let it lie

sweating in a soft and slow Fire, .until the taste and smell
of Sulphur be quite gone off.

d. To exude nitroglycerine, as dynamite.
1900 Westm. Can. 16 July 8/2 Sometimes the cordite

'sweats,'.. we put it in n warm place for a time, when the
sweated substance is absorbed.

11. irons. To emit (moisture, etc.) in drops or

small particles like sweat ; to exude, distil. Also
with out.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvii. clx[i]v. (Bodi. MS.)
i

If. 231 b/t Terebintus. .is a tre bat swttcb rosine. 1440
CAPGRAVE Life St. Kath. v. 1959 It longeth to flowres

swhiche lycoure for to swete. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 166

Hard ston and borne summe tyme swetybe watyr. 1577
B. GOOCE Herestach's Hut6. II. (1586) in The Cedar
sweateth out Rozen and Pitche. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. i.

6<; Greaze, that's sweaten [rime eaten] From the Murderers

Gibbet, throw Into the Flame. 1607 Cor. v. iii. 196 It

is no little thing to make Mine eyes to sweat compassion.

1638-56 COWLEV Davideis I. 236 The silver Moon with

terrour paler grew, And netghb'nng Hermon sweated Howry
dew. I7ADLMSON .S/Vtf. No. 415P3 'Ihe Earth, .sweated
out a Bitumen or natural kind or Mortar. 1884 ROE Aat.
Str. Story viii, The clover was piled up. ., to sweat out its

moisture. 1891 W. A. JAMIESON Dis. Skin ii. (ed. 3) 19 Alka-

line soaps, which improve when kept, because they sweat-

out the excess of soda.

12. intr. To ooze out like sweat ; to exude.

(11415 tr. Ardcme's Treat. Fistula, etc. 39 Superfine
watrenes swette out fro be place bat was wonte for to file

many lynnen clobes putte atwix. 1555 EDKN Decaties (Arb.)

174 They gather pytche whiche sweateth owte of the rockes.

1668 CULPEPPKK & COI.E llarthol. Anat. It. vi. 99 But some

particles thereof sweat through the Parenchyma into the

Ventricles. 1744 BKKKKI.KY Airii 38 'I his lalsam, weep-

ing or sweating through the bark. 1839 URE Diet. Arts

30 This alloy is next exposed to a heat just sufficient to

melt the lead, which then sweats out.. from the pores ol

the copper. 1884 C. G. W. LOCK Workshop Kiceiftt Ser.

III. 3/1 By applying heat too suddenly, the metals which

fuse at lower degrees of heat, sweat out. 1884 Marshall
Tennis Cuts 63 Blue stone dust being again spread over it

to absorb the surplus tar, which is sure to
' sweat out from

time to time.

13. trans. To cause to exude moisture, force the

moisture out of; spec, to subject to a process of

sweating (see lo b).
38 3
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1686 W. HARRIS tr. Lattery's Chem. ll. ix. (ed. 3) 404 Make

a strong decoction of other Balm, and pour of it into the

pot enough to swet it sufficiently. 1733 W. Ems Chilttrn

A Vale Farm. 98 Extracting the bap out of Planks for

Ship-building, by sweating them in hot Sand. 1754 / //.

Trans. XLVII1. 827 Some white marble lime; which was

what they call sweated, that is wrapp'd in dung. 1816 Art

llrevring (ed. 2) 93 Taking the barley from the kiln, for the

purpose of sweating it. 1836 in Chambers Eavt, Jrnt.

31 Dec. 389 After the fish has been dried to that degree,

or rather more, which we shall call thoroughly dried, ..it is

put up into one large pile, and left to stand for ten or twelve

days, which is called sweating it. 1881 GREENER Gun 314

The stoving sweats the powder, and drives off any remain-

ing moisture. 1881 PATON in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 383/2

[Hides] are still sometimes, especially on the Continent,

sweated, that is, they are laid in heaps and kept wet and

warm.
14. slang. To deprive of or cause to give up

something ;
to rob,

'
fleece ',

' bleed '. Also trans}.

to rob (a vessel) of some of its contents.

300

to squander riches. Bulwcr. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-

bk., Sweating the Parser, wasting his stores: Burning his

candles, &c. 1869 CONINGTON tr. Horace's Sat., etc. (1874)

167 Kind to his wife, indulgent to his slave, He'd find a

bottle sweated [Ep. II. ii. 134 signo Ixso . . lagam] and not

rave.

15. To lighten (a gold coin) by wearing away
its substance by friction or attrition.

1785 [see SWEATING vM. so. 4). I79 WOLCOT (P. Pindar)

Bozzy It Piozzi n. 204 Wks. 1816 I. 278 His each vile six-

pence that the world hath cheated, And his, the art that ev'ry

guinea sweated. 1865 DICKENS Mat. Fr. in. i, I suppose. .

you haven't been lightening any of these.. . You understand

what sweating a pound means ; don't you ?

16. slang. To pawn.
c 1800 Irish Song, Nt. lief. Larry was Stretched ^ They

sweated their duds till they riz it.

17. To subject (metal) to partial fusion ; to

fasten or join by applying heat so as to produce

partial fusion ; in Metallurgy, to heat so as to melt

and extract an easily fusible constituent. (After
G. schweissen.)
The pth c. form gisuetit, glossing

' ferruminatus
'

(in

Goetz Glossal Latinogr. (1888) 579/58), is not certainly OE. t

and the instance 1575-6 s.v. SWEATING i>bl. sb. 3 may be

only a casual borrowing from the Continent.

188^ W. H. \ikH\.GalvanoflasticManip.ii? (Cent. Diet )

The junction of the coil wires with the segments of the
commutator is made through large copper plugs, which are

sweated in to secure perfect contact. 1890 Titties 6 Dec,

12/4 It is admitted that 'a few' screws did work loose...

It \sc. the defect] was remedied by sweating in the screws.

Sweated (swe-ted), ///. a. [f. prec. vb. + -ED 1.]
In senses corresp. to various trans, senses of the verb.

1. a. Saturated or covered with sweat, ta. Exuded
as or like sweat.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes in. iii. 81 Sancho -should have
rode him about the grounds, . .and then tied him (well
cloath'd) to the Racks, and some three or foure houres after,
refreshed his sweated body with a mesh, a 1711 KKN Psyche
Poet. Wks. 1721 1 V. 181 liath'd in a Purple Flood Of sweated
Blood. 1900 [see SWEAT v. 10 d].

2. Employed in very hard or excessive work at

very low wages ; oppressively overworked and

underpaid ; also said of the labour so imposed or

exacted.

1883 Nonconf. f, Indef. 28 Dec. 1177/1 [In the outfitting
trade] the sweaters themselves are only just one remove
above the sweated. 1889 S. WEBB in Cotitt'inf. Rev. Dec.
880 A low type of ' sweated ' and overworked labour is em-
ployed at starvation wages. 1894 Westtn. GHZ. 2 May 2/3
The stnte of things described by Kingsley still remains in
the lower strata of these sweated industries.

3. Of gold coins : Lightened by friction or attri-

tion.

1869 Latest Nans 29 Aug. 8 To get rid of more than
2,000

'

sweated
'

sovereigns per week without exciting an
inconvenient amount of attention,

Sweatee (swetr). [f. as prec. + -EE.] A sweated
worker or employee : see prec. 2.

1889 Charity Orgatiis. Rev. Jan. 12 The subordinale
workers the

'

sweatees
'

who are employed by the sub.
contractors. 1890 Times 8 Apr. 10/1 A competent

'

sweatee
'

can earn about 26^. in a busy week.

Sweater (swe-tai). [f.
as prec. + -ER 1. ]

1. lit. One who sweats or perspires ; spec, one
who takes a '

sweating bath '.

1561 BULLEYN Bulwark, Bk. Sick Men (1570) 21 b, Take
heede to sutch sweaters, and idle eaters. 1579 TWYNE
Phisickc agst. Fort. i. xviii. 23 Compare with these, those
sweaters, and belchers. 1611 COTGK., Raclctorets, such as
rub sweaters in hot bathes.

b. with out: One who gives forth or exudes
something in the manner of sweat in quot fir.

vaMn*^"
A

-

P

,

M*N
'*: Bu"y <CA'is I. i. 35 Every inno-

vatmg Puritan, And ignorant sweater-out of zealous envy
t C. Name for a variety of pear. 06s.

tiuhaTiii, v. \v j
*" (1904) 593 Ihe Sweater is some-what like the Windsor [pear] for colour and bignesseA. One who works hard, a toiler

; spec a tailorwho worked for an employer overtime at home

conmifss

I

io,^'as
:
to'"prevent other brokers getting

whilst hardly being profitable to himself, 'm
9.
m
.^-."--"r

'

7 May 1/2 Originally the tailoring was carried on in work.

r

7
ooms

y
belonging uT.he tailors' shops, and the name of

'sweater
1 was first given as a term of reproach to the tailor

who worked at home. 1895 MEREDITH Amazing Marriage

ix, The dirty sweaters are nearer the angels for cleanlin.

than my Lord and Lady Sybarite out of a bath, in chemical

scents. , /.

3. A medicine that induces sweat ;
a sudorinc,

diaphoretic.
1684 W. RUSSELL Phys. Treatise IT, Seeing it is evident, that

Vomiting and Purging Medicines never become Sweaters or

Binders. 1856
' STONEHENGE' Brit. Sports n. vil. n. 2.

451/2 This is no doubt a strong sweater, but it upsets the

stomach.

4. One of a set of street ruffians in the iSth cen-

tury, who threatened or attacked people so as to

make them sweat. Obs. exc. Hist.

1711 STKELE Sfect. No. 332 p 2 These Sweaters, .seem to

have at present but a rude Kind of Discipline amongst them.

1878 LECKY Eng. in iSth Cent. 1. iii. 482 The 'sweaters

who formed a circle round their prisoner and pricked him

with their swords till he sank exhausted to the ground.

5. One who exacts hard work at very low wages ;

an employer or middleman who overworks and

underpays those working under him : see SWEAT
v. 6 b, and cf. 2 above.

1850 KINGSLEV Alton Locke x, Were not the army clothes,

the post-office clothes, the policemen's clothes, furnished by
contractors and sweaters, who hired the work at low prices,

and let it out again to journeymen at still lower ones?

1869-70 LATHAM Diet., Sweater .. Middlemen between

slopsellers and working tailors. Colloquial. 1879 SIMS

Social Kaleidoscope Ser. I. ix. 58 The half-starved women
and men, who put the things together in top garrets
in back slums, or are nigger-driven by a ' sweater

'

in an
East-end workroom. 1890 EARL DUNRAVEN Draft Kef.
Sweating Sysl. 7 The sweater may employ only two or

three persons, or he may have two or three score in his ser-

vice ; but the great bulk of the sweated class work for small

masters and in rooms or shops where from two or three to a
dozen or twenty are employed.
6. One who 'sweats' gold coins: see SWEAT v. 15.
1868 SEYD Bullion (1880) 550 To the sweater it really

can make no difference whether the mint takes his lightened
sovereigns. 1875 JEVONS Money x. 115 No one now actually
refuses any gold money in retail business ; so that the sweater
. .has all the opportunities he can desire.

7. t a. pi. Clothes in which a horse or a man in

training is exercised, to produce profuse sweating.
1828 Sporting Mag. XXIII. 104 A craving, strong horse,

going along in his sweat, loaded with sweaters. 1856
' STONE-

HENCE '

Brit. Sports n. v. 420/1 Let him put on his sweaters,
including a flannel pair of drawers, two pair of trowsers,
a flannel jersey [etc.].

b. A woollen vest or jersey worn in rowing or

other athletic exercise, orig. (cf. a) in order to

reduce one's weight ; now commonly put on also

before or after exercise to prevent taking cold.
1882 FLOYER Unexpl. Baluchistan 74 Barja is resplendent in

my rowing
' sweater

', covered by a scarlet blanket, worn as a
coat. 1886 Referees Dec.(Cassell's)Want offood . .and exer-
cise in sweaters. 1890 R. C. LEHMANN Harry Flndyercjj As
for Pilling [the cox], the little ruffian actually weighs over 8
stone ; but we're going to make him run a mile every day,
with four sweaters, and three pairs of flannel trousers on.

8. An occupation, etc. that makes one sweat or
exert oneself, colloq.
1851 MAYHEW I.onii. Labour I. 126/2 The business is a

sweater, sir; it's heavy work. 1856 MRS. STOWE Dredy\\\,
You ought to read Fletcher's book; that book, sir, is a
sweater, I can tell you. I sweat over it, I know.
Sweatful (swe-tful),a. Chiefly poet. [f. SWEAT

sb. + -FUL.] Full of or abounding in sweat ; in-

ducing or accompanied by sweat ; toilsome, labo-
rious

; distressing, oppressive.
1615 SYLVESTER Job Triumph, i. 361 Man, for Sin, must

toile him servily, In Sweatfull Labour. 1623 B. HONE in
Cockeram Eng. Diet. Avijb, If things farre fetch'd are
dearest, most esteem'd, which by times sweatful houres hauc
been redeem 'd. 1876 BLACKIE Songs Relig. f, Life 53 Lift
up thy head, O Man, ..To sway with sweatful plan The
stubborn-breasted earth. 1885 LOWE Bismarck xiv. II. 403ihe bloated armaments under which all Europe is bending
to the earth with sweatful groans.
Sweath, obs. form of SWATH

1, SWEDE.
Swea-t-h.OTi.se.
1. A hut or other structure in which hot-air or

vapour baths are taken, among the N. American
Indians and other primitive tribes.

1750 C. GIST ?r/i.(i893) 33, 1. .sweated myself according
~ .,

In <i'"n Custom in a Sweat-house. 1877 G. GIBBS
Tribes Washington 208 Their sweat-houses are partiallyexcavated in the ground, just large enough to contain the
body of one person. 1898 J. HERON Celtic Church /re/, i

11.

jo Perhaps the most singular of primitive Irish structures
is the Teach-an-alais, or '

sweal.house '.

2. Tanning. A building in which hides are
sweated : see SWEAT v. I ^.

Sweatily, Sweatiness : see after SWEATY.
Sweating (swe-tirj), -vbl. sb.

[f. SWEAT v. +
-ING i.] The action of the verb SWEAT.
1. Emission of sweat from the pores of the skin

the process of inducing this, esp. in preparing a
man for athletic contests or a horse for a race
c 1203 LAV. 17763 Wreoc- nu wel (wne king pan he ligge a

SWEATING.
sweeting, c 1400 tr. Seer. Si-cr.

t Cart. Lordsh, 73 Vse of
bathynge and swetynge. ^1440 York Myst. xl. 40 pat
swettyng was swemyed for swetyng. 1563 T. GALzAntirfot.
il. 23 The patyente maye not goe abroade after hys swet-

tynge. 1589 K. HARVEY /V. Perc. (1590) 21, 1 would we had
an Ostlei

1 to glue them a turne or two till their sweating were
done. 1617 MORYSON Itin. \\\. 60 If he. .can find, .by the

swelling of the horse, that hee hath ridden an extraordinary
pace. 1639 MAYNF.OYy Match v. iii, You were better match
a ruind Bawd; One ten times cured by sweating, and the
Tub. 173* ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet in Aliments, etc. 272
Sweating often thickens the Blood. 1848 DUNGLISON Med.
Lex. (ed. 7), Sweating of blood. 1856 'STONEHKNGE' Brit.

Sports \\. i. ix. 3. 351/1 Sweating will seldom be necessary
until the spring, a 1883 FAGGE Princ. Med. (1886) II. 531
One of the most striking symptoms of acute rheumatism. .

is sweating.

j-
b. = SWEATING-SICKNESS. Obs.

ft 1585 MONTGOMERIE Flyting 317 The powlings, the palsay,
with pockes like pees, The swerfe and the sweiting.
2. Toiling, labouring, severe exertion.

c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Mankode in. xix. (1869) 145, j gripe. .

that that oothere hauen laboured and conquered with here
swetinge. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mare's Utopia n. (1895) 281

Hollye set vpon the dessire of the lyffe to come
; by watch-

ynge and sweatynge hoping shortely to obtaine it. 1596
DALRYMPI.E tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 146 Sik heit, in sueit-

ing, trauel, and fechteng. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Is!, i.

xxxvlii, You search farre distant worlds with needlesse sweat-

ing. 1764 FOOTE Mayor o/G. n. Wks. 1709 I. 186 After all

his. .sweatings, his swimmings ; must his dear blood be spilt

by a broker \

b. spec, (a) The practice of doing piece-work
overtime ; () the practice of exacting hard work
from employees for low wages, esp. under a middle-
man by sub-contract. (See SWEAT v. 5 c, 6 b.)
1843 Meek. Mag. XXXIX. 443 All owing to their buying

ready-made large shoes, and not having patience to let a

good working tradesman make them (leaving out the Moses
and Son principle of sweating). 1850 KINGSLEY Alton Locke
x, When this piece-work and sweating first came in. 1888
Times 20 Sept. 7/3 Mr. Booth calls sweating the advantage
that may be taken of unskilled and unorganised labour under
the contract system.

3. The action or process of exuding moisture, or
of condensing it in drops on the surface (also

concr.} ; also, any one of various processes likened

to emission of sweat, as of evaporation, fermenta-

tion, partial fusion, etc., or the action of exposing
something to such process. (See SWEAT v, lob, c,

3 ] 7-)

1545 ELYOT, Aspergines parietum, sweatynge of stone
walles. 1575-6 Reg. Pri-vy Council Scot. II. 512 Gold and
silver that salbe recoverit be sweting, melting, affynning or

utherwayis. 1699 L. MEAGER Art of Gardening 74 Well
line the Bottom or Sides of the [Fruit-] Sieves with Fern.,
to keep them from brusing, and likewise to prevent their

sweating. 1707 MORTIMER Hush. x. 205 The Bees will hover
about the Doors in cold Evenings, and Mornings, there will be
a moisture or sweating upon the Stool. 1764 Museum A' use.

III. li. 225 Yet after it [sc. barley] has done sweating, it comes
well again. 1808 HOLLAND Agric. Cheshire xiii. 283 If the

fermentation, or sweating, has been imperfect.. the cheese
will be liable to become hove. 1826 Art Brewing(f&. 2) 78
After it (jr. malt] is getting out of its first sweating, they lake
it from the kiln. 1834 Brit. Husb. 1.497 A moderate degree of

fermentation, or sweating of hay in the stack. 1834 Penny
Cycl. II. 191/2 The best mode [of preserving apples] is to
allow the fruits.. to lie lill their superfluous moisture has

evaporated, which is what is technically called sweating. 1845
DODD Brit. Manuf. Ser. v. 133 (Tobacco} Sweating.. is in its

nature a slight degree of fermentation. 1876 BRISTOWK The.

fyPract. Med. (1878) 835 The sweating of this fluid through
the walls of the smaller arteries. 1882 PATON in Encycl.
Brit. XIV. 383/2 In America the sweating is performed cold;
the hides are hung up wet in a damp underground cellar.

b. (See quot.)
1909 Hawkins

1 Meek. Diet., Siveating OH, the soldering of
metallic surfaces without the aid of a copper bit... Sweating
on is often employed for the temporary holding together of

work which has to be turned or shaped, and which could
not be so conveniently held by other methods.

4. The practice of lightening gold coins by friction.

1785 GROSK Diet. Vulgar T., Sweating, a mode of diminish-

ing the gold coin, practised chiefly by the Jews, who corrode
it with aqua regia. 1878 F. A. WALKER Money x. 195
Whether the loss of the precious metal in the coin results

from an external abrasion . . or through the clipping or sweat-

ing of the coin.

5. The practices of the ruffians called * sweaters
'

in the iSth century.
1785 GROSE Diet. Vulgar T., Sweating^ . . a diversion

practised by the bloods of the last century who stiled them-
selves Mohocks.

6. a^n'd.,3.5 sweatingprocess \
in sense i,

= used

to induce sweating or profuse perspiration, as

sweating-bath, -bench, -closet, -coop, -draught, oil,

-tub (cf. TUB sb. i h); = characterized by sweat-

ing, as sweating stage (in ague or other febrile

disease) ;
in sense 2 b, as sweating den, shop,

system ; in sense 3 b, as sweating socket
;
sweat-

ing-bag, a bag used by thieves for sweating
gold coins

; sweating-band = sweat-band (see
SWEAT sb. u); f sweating-cloth = sweat-cloth

(see SWEAT sb. u) ; sweating club, a club of the

ruffians called 'sweaters' in the iSth century;
sweating-fever = SWEATING-SICKNESS ; sweat-

ing-furnace (see quot.); sweating-iron = sweat-

scraper (see SWEAT sb. Ji); sweating-pit, in

Tanning, a pit in which hides are sweated ;
sweat-

ing-place, (a) a building or chamber in which



SWEATING.

sweating-baths are taken
; (6) an establishment in

which work-people are sweated (see sense 2 b) ;

sweating plant, Eupatorium perfoliatum (l)un-

glison Mcd. Lex. 1848); sweating-room, (<i) a

room in which persons are sweated, as in a Turkish

bath ; (If) a room in which cheeses are ' sweated
'

or deprived of superfluous moisture ; sweating-

stock, in Tanning = sweat-stock (see SWEAT sb.

n). See also SWKATING-HOUSE, -SICKNESS.

1617 MORVSON //;'. i. 117 Leamler thinkes this place to

haue been a *sweating balh. 1799 TOOKE View Russian
1- tnp. nt. iii. 11.262 The russian Daths are. .sweating-baths.

Ibirt. 261 After remaining awhile they come down from the

sweating-bench, and wash their body with warm or coU
water. 1648 HKKKICK Hester., Panegerik 121 To build A
Sweating-Closset, or to anoint the silke-soft-skin, or bath

in Asses' milke. 1585 HIGINS Jamas' Nomencl. 172/2

Sudarium. .a "sweating cloth : a towel). iBisR. CHAMIIKMS

Trndit. Edinb. II. 260 The "Sweating Club flourished [in

Kdinburgh] about the middle of the last century. 1751 J.

BARTKAM Observ. Trav. Pennsylv., etc. 33, 1 have seen many
of these places in my travels. They differ from their *sweat-

ing coops, in that they are often far from water, and have a

stake by the cage. 1894 DOLLING in C. E. Osbprne Fattier

Dotting (1903) xiii, The *sweating dens of financiers. 1821-7
GOOD Study Mid. (1829) II. 116 Ephemer.i Sudatoria.

"Sweating Fever. 1873 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., 'Sweating,

/nrtiace (Metallurgy), a liquation furnace of peculiar con-

struction, in which a matte of copper and argentiferous lead

horse is very hot, and the grooms have a mind to lessen the

sweat, ..they take this knife or iron, .and gently run the

cutting edge along the horse's skin.. with intent to scrape
off the sweat. 1831 YOUATT Horse xxii. 387 An infusion of

two ounces of flies., when sufficiently lowered with common
oil,. .is called a "sweating oil. 1591 PEKCIVALL Sp. Diet.,

Svdadero,y. "sweating place. 1850 KiNGS
,

II In some sweating places,
there is an old coat kept called

a '
reliever,

1 and this is borrowed by such men as have none

of their own to go out in. 1840 CLARIDGE Cold WatcrCure

7 The wet sheet.. has gradually superseded the *sweating

process. 185* MORFIT Tanning .y Currying (1853) 171 All

methods of fermentation [for the depilation of hides] are

termed sweating processes. 1741 Phil. Trans. XLI. II. 855
A Roman Hypocaustum or *Sweating-Room. 1808 HOL-

LAND Agric. Clushire xiii.284 Every dairy should be furnished

with a regular sweating-room. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,
Laconicutn,. .old term for a sweating-room or stove; a va-

pour-bath. 1880 SIMS Social Kaleidoscope Ser. it. xii. 83

The women and children from.. the
'

'sweating
'

shops in

the neighbourhood. 1908 Installation News II. 70/1 The

grips are provided with a "sweating socket to receive the

earth conductor. 1803 Mid. Jrnt. X. 86 The "sweating

stage . . does not appear with any regularity at the second or

third return of the paroxysm, a 1851 in Mayhew Lond.
Labour II. 328/2 The "sweating system increases the

number of hands to an almost incredible extent. 1879 SIMS

Social Kaleidoscope Ser. I. ix. 58 The bulk of the work., is

done on the '

sweating
'

system. 1883 Nonconf. ft Indep.
28 Dec. 1176/3 The sweating system of the outfitting trade.

1660 MILTON Free Commai. Wks. 1851 V. 445 These Tigers

of Bacchus, these new Fanatics of not the preaching but

the "sweating-tub, inspir'd with nothing holier than the

Venereal Pox.

Swea-ting, ppl. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING 2
.] That

sweats, in various senses.

1. Exuding sweat, perspiring.
1393 LANGU /'. PI. C. ix. 241 With swynke and with swot,

ana swetynge face. 1592 SHAKS. Ven. <y Ad. 25 With this

she ceazeth on his sweating palme. i6ia WOODALL Sttrg.

Hate Wks. (1653) 349 Gently provoke him to be in a sweat-

s"

Itled. VIII. 728 Warm sweating hands are'oest treated with

weak alkaline baths.

2. Exuding or condensing moisture, etc. : see

SWEAT v. 10.

1578 LYTK Dodoens 411 It. .sticketh fast.. upon moyst or

sweating rockes. 1593 G. HARVEY Pierce 's Safer. 15 A
sweating Impeof the euer-greene Laurell. 1718 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let. toC'tess ofBristol (1887) I. 236 [He) gravely

asserts, Nthat he saw in Sancta Sophia a sweating pillar.

3. Toiling; toilsome, laborious.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary it. (1625) 58 The long sweating

paines, wherein your good selfe.. haue lately trauelled. 1633

P. FLETCHER Purple hi. I. xlix, None felt hard labour, or

the sweating plough. 1674 BUNYAN Light in Darkness n.

Wks. (ed. Offor) I. 435 Believing is now sweating work ; for

Satan will hold as long as possible, and only steadfast faith

can make him fly.

4. spec. a. Working overtime, b. Exacting hard

work for very low wages. (See SWEAT v. 5 c, 6 b.)

1850 CARLYLE Latter-d. Pamph. v. (1872) 133 Poor sweat-

ing tailors. 1886 Echo I Dec. (Cassell's) Recently a trade

journal published a list of sweating firms in the clothing

trade.

Hence Swea-tingrly adv., in or as in a sweat,

1578 HANISTER Hist. Man v. 65 The intercourse of Veynes
and Arteries, .in those paries sweatyngly poure forth bloud.

Sweating-house.
1. A house or building in which persons are

sweated, esp. by way of curative treatment ; spec.

among the N. American Indians = SWEAT-HOUSE I.

1664 PEFYS Diary 16 Sept, The general cure for all diseases

there [te. Russia] is their sweating houses. 1791 J. LONG

Voy. Indian Interpr. 47 When the pipe has gone round, a

sweating-house is prepared with six long poles fixed in the

ground [etc.]. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonnruille I. 276

Making a rude sweating-house on the banks of the river.

2. In Spain, a hut into which sheep are crowded
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together so as to sweat, in order to soften the wool
for shearing.
1831 l-'.ncycl. Atner, XI. 353 A narrow, long, low hut.called

the sweating-house, where tile sheep, being much crowded,
perspire freely.

Sweating-sickness. [Cf. early Du. sweet-

emit sieckte (Kilian), after Jing. ;
also mod.Du.

zweetziekte, G. sc/iweisssucht, Sw. svctlsjuka."\ A
febrile disease characterized by profuse sweating,
of which highly and rapidly fatal epidemics oc-

curred in England in the I5th and i6th centuries.

Now chiefly Hist, in reference to these.

1502 ARNOLDK Citron. A vij, This yere \sc. 1485] was a

grete deth and hasty callyd th swetynge sykues. 154*
BOORDE Dyetaty xxvii. (1870) 289 Whan the Plages of the

Pestylence or the swetynge syckenes is in a towne,..the

people doth fle. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Connn. 83 This

eare \sf. 1529] also was Germany sore afflicted with a newe

-:ynde of disease called the Sweathing sicknes. 1661 |.

CHILDREY Brit. Baconica 122 The first time of this sweating
sickness was in the year 1485. 1758 JOKTIN Erasm. I. 36
The sweating sickness, .began at first in 1483, in Henry the

Seventh's army, upon his landing at Milford haven. 1839
KEIGHTLHY Hist. Kng. I. 423 The sweating sickness was a

rapid tever, carrying people off in 24 hours.

fig. or allusively. 1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. Wks. 1904
II. 228 Let mee. .tell a little of the sweating sicknes, that

made me in a cold sweate take my heeles and tunne out of

England. 1639 MASSINGER Unnat. Cotttpativ.ii, (We will]

ease you Of your golden burthen : the heavy carriage may
Bring you to a sweating sickness.

Sweatless (swe-tlcs), a. rare. [f. SWEAT sb.

+ -I.E8S.] Without sweat; fig. without toil or

labour, indolent, idle.

1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. m. Law 839 Thou..
That sweat-lesse eat'st, and without sowing rcap'sl. 1642
VICARS God in Mount 45 A sweatlesse swarm of droanish

Deans. 1893 igtk Cent. Dec. 900 Whose example keeps
alive among the masses a craving for something not entirely
tame and sweatless.

Swea tree : see SWAY-.

Sweaty (swe-ti), a. Forms: 4-5 swety, 6

swettie, 6-7 sweatie, 7 sweatty, swetty, 7-

sweaty. [f.
SWEAT sb. + -T.]

1. Causing sweat : a. Heating, excessively hot.

b. Toilsome, laborious.
c 1374 CHAUCER former Age 28 The tyme. .pat men fyrst

dede hir swety bysynesse To grobbe vp metal. 1599 Ii.

JONSON Ev. Man out of Hum. v. iv, Spare no sulphurous

jest that may come out of that sweatie forge of thine. 1600

COKNWALI.IS Ess. I. ii. C iij, The life of Industries first fruite

is somewhat sweatie, and painful. l6oa SHAKS. Ham. I. u

77 What might be toward, that this sweaty hast Doth make
the Night ioyn-Labourer with the day. 1641 Protestation

Protested 10 Witnesse Dr. Hals sweatty discourses. 1673

[R. LEIGH] Traiisp. Reh. 21 Captain Zuinglius, and John
Calvin, converted more with Swords and Guns, then with

their sweaty Preaching. 1709 PRIOR first Hymn o/Calli-
machus 85 Those who labor The sweaty Forge. 1776
MICKLE Camoens' Lusiad ix. 370 And measured ecchomg
shouts their sweaty toils attend. 1821 Blackvj. Mag. IX. 60

The sugar . . which the hands of the sooterkin negro Reared
..in the island of sweaty Jamaica. 1813 BYRON Juan xill.

xlviii, 'Tis. .a pity. .To lose those best months in a sweaty

city. 1908 Blackiv. Mag. Dec. 770/1 Thank Heaven he's

let us alone this sweaty afternoon.

2. Covered with sweat ; wet, moist, or stained

with sweat.

1590 Si'ENSER F. Q. I. vii. 3 Hee. .bayes His sweatie fore-

head in the breathing wind. 1591 Dafhn. iv, When the

wearie Sun After his dayes long labour drew to
res_t,

And
sweatie steeds now hauing ouer run The compast skie, gan
water in the west. 1601 SHAKS. Jut. C. I. ii. 247 The rab-

blement .. threw vppe their sweatie Nightcappes. 1664

COTTON Scarron. Wks. (1725) 126 His sweaty Pumps are in

my Nose still. 1759 B. STILLINGFLEKT tr. Hasselgrans
Swedish Pan in Misc. Tracts (1762) 345 The plants ought
not to be handled by sweaty hands. 1831 TRELAWNY Adv.

Younger Son lix, The groans of the slaves,., their sweaty

brows, wan eyes, and galled backs.

b. Of persons : Laborious, toiling.

1603 DEKKER Wonderfull Yeare Wks. (Grosart) I. 108 The

swetty hinde (that digs the rent he paies thee out of the

entrailes of the earth) he is sent for. 1659 W. CHAMDKRLAYNE
Pharonnida n. 150 These glittering Jems had been By
sweaty Labourers dig'd. 1667 MILTON P.L. xi. 434 I hither

. .A swealie Reaper from his Tillage brought First Fruits.

c. transf. Full of or exuding moisture like sweat.

1600 SUIIFLET Country Farm ill. xxviii. 484 Theapole tree

. loueth to haue the inward part of his wood moist and

swettie. 1623 LISLE /F.lfric on O. * N. Test. Ded. xx, Then

selfe-sown Wheat shall grow and ripen afield, And sweatie

vent of oke pure honie yeild.

3. Consisting of sweat.

1731 SWIFT Poems, Strephon tf Chloe 12 No noisome whiffs,

or sweaty streams.

Hence Swea-tily adv. ;
Swea'tiness.

1688 HOLME Armoury ill. 128/1 Terms of Art used in

Barbing. .. Rub the Hair with a Napkin, is to dry it from Its

swettiness. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Siueatiness. 1818 IODD,

Siveatily, so as to be moist with sweat ; in a sweaty state.

Sweaven, variant of SWEVEN, dream.

Sweb (sweb), v. Now north, dial. [repr. OE.

swebban to put to sleep (see SWEVE).] intr. To faint,

swoon. Hence Swe'bbing vbl. sb.

ICQO Warn. Faire Worn. \\. 567 Looke in my purse for a

peec?of ginger ; I shall sweb, 1 shall swound. 1667 DRYDEN

& DK. NEWCASTLE Sir M. Mar-all m. ii, Pray your Lord-

ship keep her from swebbing. 1674 RAY N. C. Words 47 To

S'weo, to swoon. 1888 Sheffield Gloss.

Sweche, obs. form of SUCH.

Sweoht, Sc. form of SWEIGHT.

mar,
Sweddle (twe-d'l), sb. Obs. exc. dial. Forms :

a. I suaefiil, suoeVel, swnpil, el, 4-5 nwethel,
suopol, (4 squebel) ; H. 5 swedyll, y dial, swad-
dle. [OE. 'swefiel :*swajtil- ,

f. swat- in swotian
to SWATIIK + instrumental suffix (-LK). Cf. SWAIIDUE
and SWKTIIE.] =. SWADDLE sb. i.

<T75 Corpus Gloss. (Hesselsl K 26 fuiciiumm, suneSiU.
^950 l.indisf. t',osp. John xi. 44 l.iKatui fedti el nianui
insfttis, XtbuDMOQ fuel houd suuoedlrs. c 1050 V0C. ill

Wr -\V ukker 400/41 J'titciarlim, swe]>clum, wiittU. tt't.l.

403/4 Fascia, nwchil, wra:u. L I45oj//jtj ; j//,,/ .. ,1 Wliirn
he was bowndyn hondys anil lute wylh his swc^les. 1*77
Holdcmeit Gloss., Sivedtilc, a swathing-band for infants.

1887 South Chtih. Gloss., Sneddtes, a child's swaddling-
band.

b. atlrili., as f sweddle- (swethel-) band
SWAIMU.E-UAND

; -j-aweddle- clout = SWADDLIKO-
CLOUTS.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1343 (Cott.) A new Imin barn. . . Bondon

wit a sue|>elband [v.rr. sque]wl bande, suadiling band,

swabeling bonde], c 13*5 Metr. llotn. 91 A womman . .T hat
bar a child in hir arm, In swethel cloules liand warm, c 1460

Tovjneley Myst. xvi. 310 On lyfe lyefe none of tho that lygys
in swedyll clowte.

Swe'ddle, '' Obs. exc. dial. Forms: a. 4
swethel, -il

; ft. 4 suedel, 5 swedyll, 6-7 nred-

dell, swedle. See also SWEEL v. [f. prec.]
SWADDLE v. i, a.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11236 iCott.) Sli clathes als sco bad to

hand Wit suilk sco suedeld \Gott. swetheled] him and band.

Ibid. 11271 pe child (>at suedeld [Cat. swethild) was, Lai in

crib tuix ox and ass. 13.. Gaw. 4- Gr. Knt. 2034 J>enn
dressed he his diurye double hym aboule ; Swy(>e swelled
vmbe his swange swetely. c 1460 Towntley Myst. xiii. 433,
1 shall swedyll hym right In my credyll. 1535 COVMDALI
Job xxxviii. 9 When 1 made the cloudes to be a coueringe
for it, and swedled it with y darcke. Ejuk. xvi. 4 Thou
wast nether rubbed with salt, ner swedled in cloutes. 1615
BKATUWAIT Strappado (1878) 129 Thou hardly had a lapp to

swedle thee.

Hence Swe-ddling- ///. a. (in quot., ? wrapped
in swaddling-clothes).
la 1500 Chester PI. (E.E.T.S.) viii. 392 That ilke swedling

swayne 1 shall swap of his head.

Swede (swl). Also 7 Bweath, Swead, Suede,
Sweed. [a. MLG., MUu. Sweiie (mod. Zwetd), =
HG. Schwede native of SWEDEN, q.v.
The OE. name was Swfon (pi.), in ON. Svfar (Sw. Svear),

whence L. Suiones (see SUIOGOTHIC), med.L. Sitxi; also

OE. Swfoftod (Siudte'od in the Peterborough Chron. an.

1025), ON. SvlfjoS (= lit. Swede-people), whence, it has

been conjectured, arose the forms from which Swede and
Sweden are derived.

The med.L. forms for the name of the country are Stiecia

(whence It. Svtzia. Sp., Pg. Svecia), Suedia, and Sueonia ;

for the adj. of nationality Suecxs (whence Sp., Pg. Sueco),

Snecicus. and Snedus.\

1. A native of Sweden.
In quot. 1614 incorrectly tr. L. Suevi Swabians; May's

version (1627) has Sueuians.

1614 GORGES Lucan n. 45 Let red-haird Sweaths powre
showrs of darts. 1644 (title) Good news for England ; or a

relation of more victories obtained by the Sweads against the

king of Denmarke. c 1655 MILTON ist Soun. to C. Skinner 8

And what the Swede intend, and what the French. 1661

WOOD Life (O.H.S.) I. 486 Mr. Thomas Baltzar, the Sweed,
and great violinest. 1698 G. THOMAS Pensilvania 51 The

way of Worship the Sweeds use in this Countrey, is the

Lutheran, a 1700 EVELYN Diary i Oct. 1661, At the re-

ception of the Sweeds Ambassador. 1734 POPE Ess. Man
iv. 220 H eroes are much the same, . . From Macedonia's mad-

man to the Swede. 1831 SIR J. SINCLAIR Corr. 1 1. 209 Both

the Danes and Swedes endeavour to follow the example ol

their wealthier neighbours, in keeping up a splendid court.

1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. II. xxiv. 124 The Swedes and

Finns and Dutch were invested with the liberties of English-

men.
2. A Swedish ship. rare'.

1799 R. SMELT in B. Ward DavmCatk. Kevivald^oa) II.

219 Mr. Wyndham with other ministers chartered a large

Swede of 600 tons.

3. (= earlier Swedish turnip^ A large variety

of turnip with yellow flesh, Brassica camptstris,

var. Rutabaga, first introduced into Scotland from

Sweden in 1781-2.
iSiz SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst. Hast. Scot. l. 112 With turnips,

particularly the Swedes, there is no occasion to give any
corn to oxen. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 17 If weight

of crop, nutritious property, and durability of texture are

valuable properties in a turnip, none can exceed the Swedes.

1882 HAKDY in Proc. Berw. Nat. Clnb IX. No. 3. 550 Wood-

pigeons, .stripped the leaves off most of the Swedes.

4. attrib. and Comb, in sense 3, as swede-field,

-hatkint;, -trimming, turnip ;
swede greens,

swede 'tops, the tops of swedes eaten as greens.

1851
' CECIL

' Stud Farm vi. 98 Swede turnips or parsnips

are far superior [to carrots). 1887 JEFFERIES Amaryllis in.

If you can get fresh swede tops you don t want a doctor

within twenty miles, loid^ Swede greens be the top of all

physic. 189. HARDY Tess xlih, The swede.field ,n which

she and her companion were set hacking. Ihd., When it

was not swede-hacking it was swede-trimming.

Sweden (swfd'n). Also 6 Sc.

Suadene, 7 Bwethen, Sc. Bwaden. [a.

MDu. Sweden (Du. Zweden}, in HG. Schweden,

prob. dat. pi. of the national name Swede SWBDE,

q.v. In F. Suede.

In OE. the country was named Swfolaud and Sviio-.

Siulortce (= ON. Svfarfti, Sw. Sveriee); these names did

"IVAF^of the i2th and 1310 c. (e.g. Gaimar) the form is



SWEDENBORGIAN.
Suanr, Sma'ie (with adj. Suaneis). In Sc. Swane. Swamf,

occurs in the ,6th c. (e.g. ,559 Burgh Rec. Peebles, ,872,

262): cf. Gaelic Sitain.

KCIMIK with th appear in English in the ,4th c., e.g.

S"7t'-yV'/c^C'for SwJelowQia Trevisa s Higden, .\ivetner.

\mke\n Morle Arthure, an error for Swetheryk, which, with

iwttkrik occurs in Wyntoun's Chron. ; Swadrik of tl

Bannatyne MS. belongs to the same series. Ihe simple

Stw/A/i. used in MirrourofOur Ladye (, 5th c.). From

Ihe ,6th to the i8th c. typical forms are Swithlami,

Swed(e)land, Sweedland. .

Forms approximating to the present form appear in Sc.

in the ,6th c., as Setkm, SJe f
, S,,,ad,:e,

Ihesc forms

seem to have been felt appropriate for adjectival uses, and

in early i?th c. English usage Sweden appears as the name

of the people, S-.vedelaud being the name of the country.)

1. The name of one of the Scandinavian coun-

tries f used attrib.. spec, in Sweden boards (Sc.).

,503 Ace. La. High Treas. Scot. II. 273 For ij-&*"
viij Suethin burdis, ilk pece xij d. 1543 Aberd.h eg. XV 11 1.

(Jam.) Tymmer skowis, Snadene buirdis, guird stringis and

boddumis. 16,2 at. Kates in Halyburton's Ledger (,867)

200 Swaden boordes of the great sort the hundreth. .xxiiu h.

liid 3,6 Spanish Spruce and Swadens Irne the stane weght

thairof. .xiiU. iiiirf. i(S5 BHATHWAIT Comm.Two rales ,64

This Mother-Midnight, shap'd like a Sweden Hag.

1 2. = SWEDE j.

1600 W WATSON Decacordon (1602) 276 The Spaniard, the

Polonian the Sweden. 1612 in Eng. Hist. Rev. Apr. (19,4)

249 Another part [of their country is] usurped . . by the

Swedens. Ibid. 255 The Swethen hath likewise abused them.

Swedenborgian CswfifnW-jajlin), a. and sf.

[f.
the name of TCmanuel Swedenborg or Svedberg

^see below) + -IAN.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to

Emanuel Swedenborg, a Swedish scientific and

religious writer (1688-1772), or the body of

followers of his religious teachings, organized in

1 788 and styled by themselves ' The New Church'.

b. sb. A follower of Swedenborg. Hence Swe-

denljo rtfianisni, also rarely Swe'denborffism.
1802 M. CUTLER in Life etc. (,888) II. 114 In the evening

the Swedenborgian preached in the Hall. 1810 CRABBE

Borough iv. ,68 Some Swedenborgians in our streets are

found, Those wandering walkers on enchanted ground. 1825

Svi). SMITH Sf. Wks. ,859 II. ,99/i They never can mean

that our government is essentially Presbyterian, essentially

Swedenborgian, essentially Ranting, or essentially Method-

ist. 1854 EMERSON Lett, ty Soc. Aims, Immortalitv (,883)

242 Some neat and plausible system, as Calvinism, Roman-

ism, or Swedenborgism, for household use. 1863 E. H.

PLUMPTRE in Smith's Diet. Bible III. s.v. Science, A
spurious theosophy ofwhich Swedenborgianism is, perhaps,
the nearest modern analogue.

Swedge (swedz,), sb. [Variant of SWAGE sb?\
- SWAGE sb^ 2 b. Also attrib. So Swedge v.

= SWAGE z/.3 (also transf. to double back or round

an object).
1825-80 JAMIESON, Swedge, an iron chisel with a bevelled

edge, used for making the groove round the shoe of a horse,

Roxb. To Swedge, to make a groove in a horse-shoe for

receiving the nails, Roxb. This is done by such a chisel as

that above described. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm III.

1079 A blade of rolled cast-steel swedged into a form. Ibid.,

The swedged or moulded back. ,881 GREENER Gtm 181

This shell is found to be rather uncertain in exploding, there-

fore Forsyth brought out the swedge shell as an improve-
ment. Ibid., The base of the bullet is. .passed through a
screw swedge, which .. makes the bullet appear as one piece.

Ibid., Two pairs of moulds and one swedging machine. 1884

J. H. WALSH Sportsman's Gun .y Rifle II. 3,4 Conical

[bullets], .may be 'swedged
'

or driven into a suitably con.

structed die by blows upon a punch applied to the base of
the bullet. 1901 KIPLING Kim xiv,

He bound them into a
neat packet, swedging down the stiff, sticky oil-cloth at the

corners. 1908 AnimalManagem. 234 The 'swedge, "crease/
or

' concave tool,' . . is a mould through which the hot bar is

pulled by the smith, whilst it is hammered by the striker.

t Swe'dian. Obs. rare.
[f.

SWEDEN + -IAN.]
A Swede.

1573 L. LLO_YD Marrow of Hist. (1653) 139 The Swedian
a light talkative person.

Swedish (swrdij"), a. and sb. Also 7 Swethish,
8 Sweedish.

[f.
SWEDEN or SWEDE + -ISH l, after

G. schwedisch, MDu. sweitesch, sweets(c!i), Du.

zweedsch.]
A. adj. Of or belonging to Sweden or the

Swedes.
Swedish clmcr :

= ALSIKE. Swedish coffee : see COFFEE
4 b. Swedish drill, gymnastics, movements, a system of
muscular exercises as a form of hygienic or curative treat-
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see quot. 1882. Also in reference to iron obtained, or pro.
cesses of iron manufacture introduced, from Sweden.
1631 (title) The Swedish Discipline, Religiovs, Civile, and

Military. 1651 [see FEATHER si. 14]. 1656 A ct Commta. c. 20
Rates (1658) 469 Iron Amys, Spanish, Spruce, and Swethish,
the 1 un .6 oo oo 1738 Gentl. Mag. Nov. 594/1 Lord and
Master of the Swedish Nation. 1756 F. HOME Kxfer.
bleackini; 164 Ihere would appear.. a greater difference
than this, betwixt the Swedish ashes, if that is the true pro-cess 1786 GROSE Milit. Antiq. I. ,65 Rests thus armed
[with spikes, etc.], were called swines or Sweedish feathers,and were contrivances preceding the use of the bayonet.c 1791 E,,cycl Knt. VIII. 761/1 The ruta baga, or Swedish
turnip is a plant from which great expectations have been
formed. 1819 SCOTT Leg. Montrose ii, I was often obligedto run my head against my old acquaintances, the' Swedish
feathers, whilk your honour must conceive to be double-
pointed slakes shod with iron at each end, and plantedbefore the squad of pikes to prevent an onfall of the cavalry.
lota, xi, Ihe Captain.. whistled a Swedish retreat. 1853

i, A many-buuoncu, iwwuj ^. n---

Med. Diet., Swedish bitters, compound ?""<
Swedish gymnastics, a system of exercises, .inwfcfch acme

SWEEP.

VIII. 64 In Connecticut alone a general sweep seems to be
called for. 1848 CLOUGH Amours de Voy. I. 24 Would ti,

Heaven the old Goths bad made a cleaner sweep of it ! 1868

MII.MAN St. 1'nul's 229 To make the last remorseless sweep
of these riches. 1869 TOZKR High!. Turkey II. 144 A clean

sweep had been made of all the beasts of burden in the

neighbouring districts. 1889 JKSSOPP Coming nf Friars v.

236 There had been a clean sweep of the old incumbents
from all the parishes for miles round.

b. An act of passing over an area in order to

capture or destroy the occupants of it.

"837 W. IRVING Capt. Bttnneville I. 186 [They] had taken

the lead, and hoped to have the first sweep of the hunting

ground. 1889 iqth Cent. Nov. 758 The hopes that the few

varieties. 1916 J. LEWIS Swedish Drill Illustr. 3 A Swedish

Drill lesson.

B. sb. The language of Sweden.

1605 VEESTEGAN Dec. Intel!. Ep. to Nation, High, Low,

and Eastlandish Teutonic, together with respect vnto the

dependant Danish and Swedish. 1605, i?97. '4i I*=e NOR-

WEGIAN B. 2].

Swedle, obs. variant of SWF.DDLE v.

f Swedyr, v. Obs. rare 1
. (Meaning uncertain.)

c 1400 Kongo/Roland 337 Hou wondirly on they set with

dentis felle; speris to-brast and in pecis flowen,..swerdis

swedyrd out and laid hern doun.

Swee (sw<). [Echoic.] A South African species

of waxbill (Kstriltla ditfresnii), so called from its

note. So Swee-swee v. intr. to utter a note like

the syllable
' swee' repeated ;

to chirp shrilly.

1839 MOIR Mansie Wanch xxii, The grand carved roofs,

where the swallows swee-sweed, as they darted through the

open windows. 1908 HAACNER& IvvSt.S. Afr. Bird-Life

ivV68 The Swee Waxbill (S(ftrllda\ dufresnii) is the best

known species in the South-eastern Province ofCape Colony.

1913 PETTMAN Africanilerisms, Swee, . . Estrilda dufresmi.

It owes its popular name to its cry of ' swee-swee .

Swee, dial, form of SWAY.

Sweeal, dial, form of SQUEAL.

Sweed, obs. form of SWEDE.

t Sweek. Obs. Also 6 sweake, 7 sweeke. [If

the primary sense be '

swing ', this word is related

to SWEAK v. and to the dial, sweak swing-bar in a

fireplace for kettles, etc., s-wake pump-handle.]
Part of a trap for catching birds.

1594 BARNFIEI.D Affect. Sheph. (Arb.) 13 If thou wilt Make

pit.falls for the Larke and Pheldifare, Thyprop and sweake

shall he both ouer-guilt. 1623 C. BUTLER lfem. Man. VH.

(1634) 120 The three sides or parts of the Prop (the Poste, the

Sweeke, and the Brace,) are three Stiks : all, almost half an

inch broad, and half a quarter of an inch thik. Ibid. 121

First bait the Sweek with a thin piece of good Cheese, or

Bacon, or Suet.

Sweel (swfl), v. Sf. Forms : 6 sweil, 7 swill,

7-8 swyle,8 swayl, gsweal, sweel. [Contracted
f. SWEDDLE .] trans. To swaddle, swathe. Hence
8wee -ling vbl. sb., attrib. in

) sweilling dais,

swaddling-clothes.
1567 Gude f, Godlie Ball. (S.T.S.) 50 The Sylk and Sandell

the to eis, Ar hay, and sempill sweilling clais. a 1583 MONT-
GOMERIE I'lyting w. Polwart 286 [292] (Tullib. MS.) Swir
sweillit \Harl. MS. sweddelled ; ed. 1629 swyld ; ed. 1688

swill'd] in ane swyneskin. 1768 Ross Helenore in. no, I

hae a ribbon twa ell lang,. .bin it hae monie marrows I'm

beguil'd, 'Twas never out o' fauld syn she was swyl'd. 1858
M. PORTEOUS Souter Johnny, To Shade of Burns, In

blanket sweel'd. 1890 SF.RVICE Notandums xiv. 101 Them
that were hurt they sweeled in a barrie o* dirty linen.

Sweel, dial. f. SyuEAL ;
obs. f. SWEAL ; dial. f.

SWILL, SWIVEL. Sweem, Sc. f. SWIM. Sweem-
ish, north, dial. f. SQUEAMISH. Sween, obs.

var. SWEVEN, dream. Sweenge, Sc. f. SWINGE.

Sweens, var. SOWENS.

Sweeny (swfni). U.S. Also swinn(e)y.
[prob. f. G. dial, schweine emaciation, atrophy,
schweinen to become emaciated.] Atrophy of the

shoulder-muscles in the horse. Also fig. of the
'
stiffness

'
of pride or self-conceit.

1855 H. C. KIMBALL in Jrnl. Discourses II. 158/1 Too
many have got the sweeny, and the skins are growing tight
on their flesh. 1887 Sci.Amer. 30 July 72/3 The shrinkage of
the muscles of the shoulder, and which is commonly called
'

sweeny ', is due to some lameness of the foot or limb.

Sweep (swfp), sb. Forms : 6 swiepe, 6-7
sweepe, sweape, 7 swepe, 7-8 sweap, 7- sweep.
[Mainly f. SWEEP v. In senses 35,27, app. a local

variant of SWAPE, q. v.]
I. The action of sweeping.

1. An act of sweeping or clearing up or (usually)
away ; a clearance : freq. a general, (now) a clean

sweep.
1551 in Vicary''s Anal. (1888) App. xvi. 293 Thynkyng..

this Hospital should haue made a general! swiepe of all

poore and afflicted. 1712 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella I July, Here
has been a great sweep of employments, and we expect still
mo

.removals. 1720 - Run on Bankers Wks. 1755 IV. I.

: I he bold encroachers on the deep Gain by degrees huge
tracts of land, Till Neptune with one gen'ral sweep Turns
all again to barren s trand. 1801 J F.FFEKSON Writ. (ed. Ford

of the North Sea on which it has been employed for months

in order to find the enemy.
o. At one: or a sweep : with a single blow or

stroke.

1834 L. RITCHIE IVnnd. Seine 96 Seventeen persons were

drowned by the bar at one sweep. 1870 HURTON Hilt. Scot.

(1873) VI. Ixxii. 256 The Tables resolved to take them at one

sweep out of the hands of the Government. 1877 Daily
News 25 Oct. 5/4 If the best mines are liable to explosion,

killing hundreds of men at a sweep.

2. The action ot a person or animal moving along
with a continuous motion, esp. with a magnificent

or impressive air. Also with advs. , as sweep-by,

sweep-fast.
1607 SHAKS. Timon i. ii. 137 What a sweepe of vanitie

conies this way. 1775 MME. D'ARBLAV Let. in Early Diary
Nov., Nothing could be more noble than her entrance. She

took a sweep from the full length of the stage, 1827 HONE
Every-day Bk. II. 57 Private carriages, .draw up to the box

door with a vigorous sweep. 1856 MHS. MARSH Ev. Marston
xviii. II. 93 The stillness being only broken by. .the noiseless

sweep by of the large white owl. 1895 SNAITH Mistr. D.
Marvin vi, She cantered him [sc. a horse] gently to the far

end of the yard to give him a good sweep for the spring.

3. The rapid or forcible and continuous move-

ment of a body of water, wind, etc.

1708 J. PHILIPS Cyrlerll. 83 A Torrent swell'd With wintry

Tempests, that disdains all Mounds,. .and involves Wilhin

its Sweep, Trees, Houses, Men. 1754 GRAY Pleasure 59
With resistless sweep They perish in the boundless deep.
l8oz SOUTHEV Thalaba VIII. viii, The wind Swept through
the moonless sky,. .And in the pauses of its sweep They
heard the heavy rain Beat on the monument above. 1821

CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 76 The river pours Its guggling
sounds in whirling sweep. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. I. VI,

Brawny Danton is in the breach., amid the sweep of Tenth-

of-August cannon. 1898 Jrnl. Sell. Geog. (U. S.) Oct. 298

To anchor at some distance off-shore, exposed to the full

sweep of the long rollers.

b. semi-ftmcr. of a forcibly moving body of

water.

1815 SHELLF.Y Alastor 362 Suspended on the sweepof the

smooth wave, The little boat was driven. 1864 TENNVSON
En. Ard. 55 He thrice had pluck'd a life From the dread

sweep of the down-streaming seas. 1867 AUGUSTA WILSON
I'ashti xxvii, He might as well have attempted to catch., in

the hollow of his hand the steady sweep of Niagara.

4. An action, or a process in expression, thought,

etc., figured as movement of this kind.

1662 GRAUNT Bills ofMortality ii. 16 In Countries subject

to great Epidemical sweeps men may live very long. 1817

COLF.RIDGE Biag. Lit. ( Bohn) 272 It was easy to excuse some

inaccuracy in the final sounds if the general sweep of the

verse was superior. 1840 Dr. QUINCEY Style \. Wks. (1860)

164 Whatever sweep is impressed by chance upon the motion

of a period. 1842 TENNVSON Epic 14, I heard The parson

taking wide and wider sweeps. 1858 CARLVLH Frettk. Gt.

vn. ix. (1872) II. 340 The first sweep of royal fury being past.

1872 MORLEY Voltaire i. (1886) i As if the work had been

wholly done., by the sweep of deep-lying, collective forces.

5. The action of driving or wielding a tool or

weapon, swinging an arm, etc., so as to describe

a circle or an arc.

1725 POPE Odyss. vn. 419 Justly tim'd with equal sweep

they row. 1831 SCOTT Cast. Dane:, iii, The sweep of a brown

bill. 1849 JAMES Woodman iii, The woodman had pulled
his axe from his belt, and with a full sweep of his arm struck

a blow. 1850 TF.NNYSON In Mem. Ixxxix, The sweep of

scythe in morning dew. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at Off.
vi. The long steady sweep of the so-called paddle tried hint.

1890 R. HIIIDGRS Windmill ii, Its hurtling sails a mighty

sweep Cut thro' the air.

6. The action of moving in a continuous curve

or a more or less circular path or track : said, e.g.,

of the movements of an army or a fleet, the turn of

a river's course
; f formerly also of the rotation or

revolution of a body ;
occas. a single revolution.

1679 MOXON Mech. Exerc. ix. 166 A Door is said to Drag
when . .the bottom edge of the Door rides (in its sweep) upon
the Floor. 1680 Ibid. xiii. 220 (Turning Hard Wood) They

lay their Tool flat and steddy upon the Rest ; which being

hard held in this position, does by the coming about of the

Work, cut or tear off all the Extuberances the Tool touches

in the sweep of the Work. . . For should it in one sweep of

the Work be thrust nearer the Axis in any place, It would

there lake off more than it should. 1780 J. ADAMS in Fam.
Lett. (1876) 386 The French and Spanish fleets have made

a sweep of sixty upon the English East India and West

India fleets. 1798 S. & HT. LEE Canteri. T. II. 441 Taking

suddenly a bold sweep, the stream smoothed, .ere It dis-

charged itself into the sea. 1821 CRAIG Lect. Drawing-, etc.

v. 284 The species of sweep, curve, or twisl, which thi

branches take in diverging from the trunk. 1869 RANKINE

Machine 4 H'anil-tools PI. D 5, The top of the jib, and con-

sequently the forked hanger suspended from it.. make a

sweep from side to side in front of the furnace, a 1900 S.

CRANE Gt. Unities (1901) 15 The sweep of the Allies under

Graham around the Frenchright. 1914 Times 12 Sept. 8/3
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When the enemy's sweep to the south-east of Paris was
checked on the Grand Morin.

f b. The course (of a river). Obs. rare.
1596 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (ed. 2) 259 Neither of them

standeth m the full sweepe, or right course, of those Kiut-r-,
but in a dluerticlc, or by way.

c. Gunnery. The lateral movement of a yun in

distributing fire over a given front.

1907 BRTHKI.L M<><{. Guns $ Gunnery 172 If we multiply
the front of the target in degrees by 10, this will give the
outward deflection and&weep required in minutes.

7. Astr. A term used by Sir William Herschel
to denote a method of surveying the heavens in

sections (see quots. and cf. SWEEP v. 2 1) ; also, one
of such sections of observation. Rarely gen. the

survey of an extensive region.
1784 SIR \V. HERSCHEL Sci. Papers (1912) 1. 165 It occurred

to me that the intermediate spaces between the sweeps mi^ht
also contain nebula;. 1786 Ibid. 261 The instrument was. .

cither lowered or raised about 8 or 10 minutes, and another
oscillation was then performed like the iirst. Thus I con-
tinued generally for about 10, 20, or 30 oscillations, . .and the
whole of it was then called a Sweep. 1841 MYERS Cath.
Th. in. $ 45. 172 A rich apparatus fitted alike for the wide
sweep of celestial scenery, and the strictest scrutiny of
a terrestrial atom. 1867 G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. (1876) 920
Sweep, sweeping* terms introduced by Sir W. Herschel to
describe his practice

of surveying the heavens by clamping
his telescope in successive parallels of declination, and allow-

ing during a series of equal intervals of time, portions of the

sky to pais under view by diurnal motion.

8. An act of sweeping with a broom,
Also with advs. : e. g. to give a, room a, good swecpt sweep*

ont
t
or sweff-itp.

1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xv, When his [sc. a spider's] whole
web.. is destroyed by the chance sweep of a broom. 1908
Conttmp. Rev. Feb. 155, I have known outdoor paupers who
..would let their rooms go for the month without ever a
single

'

sweep-up .

9. The action of a garment, etc. brushing, or of

the hand or an instrument passing in continuous

movement, along or over a surface.

1820 SHELLEY Sensit. PI. n. 27 Wherever her aery footstep
trod. Her trailing hair from the grassy sod Erased its light
vestige, with shadowy sweep. 1853 BROWNING Arw Lippo
52 A sweep of lute-strings. 1856 Miss WARNER Hill*
Shatsmitc xl, The old man's brush made long sweeps back
and forward over the shining gunwale. 1863 GEO. ELIOT
Kontolti xliii, The tramp of footsteps, and the faint sweep of
woollen garments. 1893 J. A. HODGES Elem. Pkotogr. (1907)
59 The developer is now poured, with a gentle sweep, over
the plate.

10. Cards, a. In the game of casino, a pairing
or combining all the cards on the board, resulting
iu the removal of all of them. b. In whist, the

winning of all the tricks in a hand; a slam.
1814 lloylcs Games Improved 161 (Cassino) Do not neglect

sweeping the board when opportunity offers ; always prefer
taking itp the card laid down by the opponent, also as many
as possible with one ; endeavouring likewise to win the last

cards or final sweep. 1879 in WEBSTER Suppl.
11. Physics. A process of settling, or tending to

settle, into thermal equilibrium.
1903 W. S. FRANKLIN in Science 20 Nov. 647/2 The settling

of a closed system to thermal equilibrium is called a simple
sweep.

II. Range, extent.

12. Compass, reach, or range of movement, csp.
in a circular or curving course.

1679 MOXON Meek. Exerc. ix. 159 If the Boards of the
Floor chance to swell within the sweep of the Door. 1680
Ibid, x. 184 The Sweep of the '1 reddle being so small. 1748
Anson's \7oy. n. xi. 251 The whole sweep of our squadron,
within which nothing could pass undiscovered, was at least

twenty-four leagues in extent. 1779 J. MOORE View Sac.
Fr. (1789) I. xix. 154 All within one sweep of the eye. 1853
KANE Grinnetl Exp. v. (1856) 38 In our wake, and just out-
side the sweep of our oars. 1861 CRAIK Hist. Eng. Lit. II.

158 From the minutest disclosures of the microscope to be-

yond the farthest sweep of the telescope. 1878 CONUER
Tetitwork /W. I. viii. 242 Huge camels, loaded with 6re-

wood, come rolling by, and oblige you to crouch against the
wall to avoid the sweep of the load. 1886 Field 20 Mar.
353 /* The fishermen waiting till they see a salmon show
within the sweep of the net.

13. Extent of ground, water, etc. ; an extent,

stretch, or expanse, such as can be taken in at one

survey or is included in a wide-spreading curve.
X7*7 JAGO Edge-hill n. 92 The Lawns, With spacious

Sweep, and wild Declivity. 1791 W. GILPIN Forest Scenery
II. 49 It's woody scenes, it's extended lawns, and vast sweeps
of wild country. 1842 TENNYSON Audley Crt. 12 By many
a sweep Of meadow smooth from aftermath. 1856 STANLEY
Sinai ty Pal. ii. 128 The whole sweep of mountains which
enclose the western plains of Asia. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr.

ur. (1894) v. 131 So noble and varied a sweep of glacier is
visible nowhere else in the Alps. 1885 RIDER HAGGARD K.
Solomon's Mines (1889) 35 A lovely coast . . with its red sand-
hills and wide sweeps of vivid green. 1906 SIR F. TREVES
/1ig/nvnys Dorset xii. 192 A long sickle-shaped sweep of
fawn-coloured sand.

b. A series (of buildings) ; fa suite (of rooms).
175* SMOLLETT Per. Pickle cv, The rooms were every way

suitable, . .and our hero imagined they had made a tour
through the whole sweep, [etc.]. 1778 T. NUGENT tr. Gros-
ley s Tour Land. I. 348 The apartment of the first story,
consisting of a sweep of seven chambers. 1858 HAWTHORNE
Fr. fy It. Note-bks. (1872) I. 42 A sweep of shops.. and all

manner of open-air dealers.

14. Extent or range of thought, observation, ex-

perience, influence, power, etc.

1781 COWPER Table-T. 474 Tyranny sends the chain, that
must abridge The noble sweep of all their privilege. 1839

303

HAI.LAM Lit. Eur. in. vi. $ 87 He wanted that large sweep
of reflection and experience which is required for the greater
diversity of the other sex. 1855 Edin. Rev. July ;/. The
extensive sweep of these four great principles did not escape
the penetration of Russia. m^QmmSkoHHits, viii. ft 5.
501 London, .was brought within the sweep of Kuyal extor-
tion. 1877 C. GKIKIK Christ i, I. 5 [Ctiristjthrew down the
wall of separation, and consecrated the whole sweep of
existence.

III. A curve or curved object, etc.

16. A curved line or form
; a curve

; also, curva-
ture.

1715 DKSAGULIEKS Fir**
Inipr. 85 The Model, by means

of which the Workman may give Chimneys that Sweep or
Curvature which they ought to have. 1731 W. HAI.MKSNY
Perspective 37 Take OC, strike a sweep towards B; from
H, draw a Line to I. 1739 S. SHARP Treat. Surgery x. 51
Having made one Incision . .a little circularly, begin a second
in the same Point as the (irt, bringing it with an opposite
Sweep to meet the other. 1804 C. B. BROWN tr. Volnty**
View Sail U. S. 91 An extensive meadow, through whicb
the St. Laurence flows, in three sweeps or bends. 1825 J.
NICHOLSON Oper. Aleck, 637 Glass can be bent to circular

sweeps. 1855 Orr's Circ. Set'., Inorg. Nat. 150 A soft rock
..has been scooped out into sweeps and rounded surfaces.
1881 YOUNG Ev. Man his own Mechanic 38 It admits of
being bent almost double without snapping and on that
account it is well adapted to be used for curved work if the
sweep be not too small.

b. The continuously curved part of an arch.
1685 DRYUEN Albion $ Albanus Frontispiece cj, On the

Abbey 36 A pointed window of three lights, with perpendi-
cular tracery in the sweep.
t - Shipbuilding. An arc or curved line used

in a plan to indicate the shape of the timbers; the
curve of a ship's timbers. Obs,
x67 CAPT. J. SMITH Sea. Gram. ii. 3 Those ground timbers

doe gme the floore of the ship, being straight, sailing at. the
ends they begin to compasse, and there they arc called the
Rungheads, and doth direct the Sweepe or Mould of the
Foot-hookes and Nauell timbers, a 1647 PETTE in Arckaeo-
fagia XII. 248 The great platform,, .where all the lines of
the

midship
bend were drawn., with their centres, perpendi-

culars, and sweeps. 1664 BUSHNELL Compl. Ship-Wright
14 Here in this Draught I draw a Sweepe, or a piece of a
Circle from the point G. Ibid. 15 Then make the Moulds
by their Sweepes. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I. s. v., The
Seamen call the Mold of a Ship when she begins to compass
in at the Rungheads, the Sweep of her ; or the Sweep of the
Futtocks. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 378/2 (Ship-
building) A frame of timbers is commonly formed by arches
of circles called sweeps. There are generally five sweeps,. .

the floor sweep.. the lower breadth sweep, .the reconciling
sweep . . the upper breadth sweep . . the top timber sweep.

d. A flowing line (of drapery, hair, the contour
of a limb, etc.) ;

also semi-iwiir.

1784 COWPER Task i. 352 Wcll-roll'd walks, With curvaiure
of slow and easy sweep. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, x, That
sraceful and easy sweep of outline which at once indicates
health and beautiful proportion of parts. 1823 Quentin
D. xiii, The dark and downward sweep of his long-descend-
ing beard. 1858 KINGSLEY Misc., My Winter.Giirden(it><yj)
I. 153 See the depth of chest, the sweep of loin. 1868 HELPS
Rcalmak viii. (1876) 214 She trails after her in the muddy
streets an ample sweep of flowing drapery. 1890 Atlantic
Monthly Mar. 353/2 Deep, wistful Rray eyes, under a sweep
of brown hair that fell across his forehead. 1894 CROCKETT
Raiders v, Narrow tongues of fire and great sweeps ofsmoke
drove to leeward.

e. A projecting contour or face of a wall, column,
etc.

1716 LEONI Albert?* Arckit. II. 20 The Sweeps are two,
one at the top and the other at the bottom of the Column, and
are called Sweeps upon account of their running out a little

beyond the rest of the Shaft. 1731 Gentl. Mag. Nov. 488/1
The Descent formerly craggy . . is now firm, . . by 1 7 Traverses,
the Sweeps and Angles wall'd with Stones. 1816 J. SMITH
Panorama, Sci. ff Art I. 146 The shafts do not in this style
generally stand free, but arc parts of the sweep of mouldings.
16. Concrete uses.

a. A curved mass of building or masonry.
1766 KNTICK LondonlV. 414 The pillars are terminated to

the east by a sweep,.. in a kind of semicircle. 1825 J.
NICHOLSON Oper. Mech. 87 A curved wall or sweep of

masonry, which is made concentric with the wheel. 1859
DICKENS Tale Two Cities n. ix, Two stone sweeps of stair-

case meeting in a stone terrace before the principal door.

b. ' A semicircular plank fixed up under the

beams near the fore-end of the tiller, which it

supports' (Rudim. Navig. c 1850) ; a similar sup-

port on which a gun travels.

1756 Gentl. Mag. Jan. 15/1 The tiller, .having born so
hard upon the sweep as almost to have worn it through.

1837 Civil Engin. ff Arch. Jrnl. I. 28/1 Her armament..
consists of 14 long 32-pounders, and two 84-pounders on
circular sweeps.

C. A curved carriage drive leading to a house.

1797 JANE AUSTEN Sense $ Seas. in. xiv. (1811) 326 They
could superintend the progress of the parsonage.. could
choose papers, project shrubberies, and invent a sweep.
1838 LYTTON Alice i. ix, The narrow sweep that conducted
from the lodge to the house. 1897 STEVENSON St. Ires xii,

The lane twisted, .and showed me a gate and the beginning
of a gravel sweep.

d. In pattern-making, a short segment of a

circle used in making a ring, being shifted round
on its centre several times in succession until the

rim? is completed.
1885 [HoRNhR] Pattern Making 82 The sweep, with its

bosses and prints, is rammed up in sand level with its top
face, and withdrawn. It is then carried round exactly one-

the

SWEEP.
sixth .>f iis cm_unifer.icc, and i .md boU dropping mtu the in, :.(t-hand
rim "p" i up, i.,

ring, with UsU00*ei and MX prints i-, completed.
IV. That which is swept up.

1 17. The crop of hay raised from a meadow.
Obs. local.

1 he sweepings of go WV4
silver dust from the workshops of gold
silversmiths, etc.
a 1771 H. PEMBEKTON Course Cktm, 282 Our refiners have

an operation something similar to thi>, *tmh t

melting their sweep. 1778 PRYCE Mm. Cornub. z 46 The
inhabitants of Africa., dress their Gold-dual in >ma)l bowk
after the manner that Gold-smiths wash their sweep-. iSu
House/i. Wants V. 275/2 A lot of 'good handy mmM
1884 in Mantiard 4 Jan. 2/5 They were Mockers, and had
to remove the gold waste from the books, .that were being
gilt. That was called

'

sweep',
19. = SWEEPSTAKE 3.

1849 Bentlef's Misc. XXVI. 573 The public-bouse wherein
- *

sweep
'

is got up so
philanthropically. 1888 KIM ING

. rtm. Ditties, Maxims cf Hafiz xii, The gold that we
spend On a Derby Sweep.
20. That which is swept up, in, along, etc.

1838 JAMES Robber vi, He thought it would be a good
sweep for us all. if we could get the bags. 1873 TRISIBAM
Moab xi. 196 The sweep of sediment which comes down
with the floods. 1893 Daily News 25 Dec. 2/1 This gather'
ing is not a mere sweep in from the streets.

21. = ALMOND-FURNACE.
After G. gekrats^fen^ lit. sweepings-furnace.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey). 17*8 CHAMBERS Cycl. t The

Almond-Furnace^ called also the Sweep, is usually six Foot
high, four wide, and two thick.

V. Apparatus that sweeps or has a sweeping
motion.

f22. A broom or mop: in oven-swepe. Obs.
ci475 Prontp. Parv. (Phillipps MS.) 323/3 Ouen swepe,

dossoriuin, tersorinm.

23. An apparatus for drawing water from a well,
consisting of a long pole attached to an upright
whicb serves as a fulcrum

; hence, a pump-handle.
1548 LYOT, Telo, . . a great poste and high is set faste, then

ouer it cometh a longe bcame, whiche renneth on a pynne,
so that the one endc hauymr more poyse then the other,
causelh the lighter ende to rise; with suche beere brewers
in London dooe drawe vp water, the! call it a sweepe.
1598 KLOKIO, Toleone, Toll^one, an engine to draw vp water,
called a sweepe. 1660 R. D'ACRKS Water-drawing n. i. 11

Those that are moved to and fro, men cannot so well com-
mand with that free and full strength, as they may the

perpendicular sweaps which move up and down. '747
HOOSON Miner's Diet. Q ij, Those common Pumps used in

the Mines, such as Kaggs, Churns, Sweaps, Forces. 1895
J. NICHOLSON Oper. Aleck. 105 Mr. Smeaton always u*ed
such sweeps,.. it is certainly preferable to any intricate
work in the form of the buckets. 1896 HOWELI.S Impres-
sions ff Exp. 257 The boatmen smoked on the gunwales or

indolently plied the long sweeps of their pumps. 1913
Blink. Mag. Sept. 324/1 Wells with the old-fashioned

1 24. A balHsta. Obs. (exc. Her.).
1598 KLORIO, Ttl<ntc% an instrument of warrc like that

which brewers vse with a crosse beaine to drawe water, it

is called a sweepe. 1661 MORGAN Sph. Gentry \\. viii. 104 Ar-

gent a Sweep azure, charged with a Stone Or, [borne] by the
name of Magnall. [1891 WOODWAKO & BURNETT Her. 365.)

25. Applied to various kinds of levers, or to a

long bar which is swept round so as to turn a shaft.

1657 R. \-,iGQnBarbadot's(i(>7-$)%q The Horses and Cattle

being put to their tackle, they go about, and by their force

(
turne (by the sweeps) the middle roller. 1688 HOLME Ar-
moury HI. xxi. (Roxb.) 267/1 The Sweep and String, is the

rnovemg beanie, .which hanging by the middle. .so that

drawing the end down, by the tr.ulli
; the other end rUeth,

and with it string draws vp the Leaded Hammer. 1763
Museum A'usf. 1. Ixi. 259 K, is the sweep, whereby the
cutter plays up and down when in use. 1799 A. YOUNG

A$ric. Line. 152 Two sweeps annexed to the wheels, and
going the circle with them. 1875 KNIGHT /'/./. Meck. t

Jmw/. .the lever of a horse-power or pug-mill. 1884 C. T.

DAVIS Afante/. I'-ricks, etc. v. (1889) 144 liroad, curved pieces
of iron, called sweeps, pressers, or pushers, .. their use is to

force the tempered clay through an opening near the bottom,
in the side of the cylinder or box inclosing the pug-mill.

26. A sail of a windmill. Also oeeas. a paddle
of a water-wheel.

170* W. J. Bruyn's I'oy. Levant xxxii. 124 Several Wind-
Mills.. The Sweeps whereof are more Numerous than purs
are. 1731 Gentl. Afag. I. 221/2 As Mr. Richards., was view.

iiu a Windmill by How, the Sweeps turning of a sudden
da -liM out his Brains. 1741 J. TAYLOR Patent Specif. No.

576 Every one of these sweeps is a thin board or plate of

such wedth and depth as fit the wedth and depth of the

box exactly. 1836 Boston etc. Herald 12 Apr. 2/5 Miss
P. incautiously ventured out on the platform or gallery, and
received two violent blows from the sweeps of the null

27. A long oar used to propel a ship, barge, etc.

when becalmed, or to assist the work of steering.
1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg.+ Misc. Tr. 223/1 These vessels

should . . be so constructed as to be rowed by sweeps (or

large oars) in calm weather. 1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle
xv. (1842) 377 The wind died away altogether and *out

sweeps
' was the word. 1890 HOSIE Three Yrs. W. China

68 Our craft, guided by stern and bow sweeps, dashed four

and five feet at a bound. 189* W. PIKE North. Canada 6

The boats are steered with a huge sweep passed ihruugh
a ring in the steyi post. 1894 C N. ROBINSON Brit. Fleet

204 Sweeps, or long pulling oars.. were also furnished to

every vessel.
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28. A plate, frame, or the like for sweeping off,

up (etc.), grain, soil, etc.

1815 J. NICHOLSON Oper. Mick. 449 The sweep, making

part of the inner rake, occasionally let down for sweeping
off all the seed.

29. A length of cable used for sweeping the

bottom of the sea, in mine-laying, etc.

1775 FALCK Day's Diving Vessel 49 When a cable . . is used

in us full length, without making it into any particular form,

it is generally called in this operation a sweep. 1904 Daily
Chron. 30 Nov. 8/1 The 'sweep,' which consists of a surface

line 20 fathoms, or 120 feet lung, carrying under-water

charges of guncotton.
30. An instrument used for drawing curves at

a large radius, a beam-compass. Also, a profile

tool for cutting mouldings in wood or metal in a

lathe.

1680 MOXON Mech. Exerc. xiii. 226, 1 placed the Center,

point of the Sweep in a Center-hole made in a square Stud

of Mnt.iL. . 1 provided a strong Iron Bar for the Beam of

a Sweep. 1711 W. SUTHERLAND Shipbuild. Assist. 77 The
instruments which we term Sweeps, to mark out the Curves

that compose the Body. 1847 HALLIWELL, Sweep. ..($ An
instrument used by turners for making mouldings in wood
or metal.

31. Founding. A movable templet used in loam-

moulding, a striking-board. 1864 in WEBSTER.

VI. One who sweeps (and derived senses).

32. A chimney-sweeper.
Prob. taken from the chimney-sweeper's street cry

'

Sweep !

'

as CHIMNEY-SWKEP (1614 Chapman in Chris. Brooke's
Poems^

ed. Grosart, 50) was from the earlier cry
'

Chimney sweep 1

See also sweep-chimney (s.v. SWEEP- 2) and SWEF.PV 36.

1812 H. & J. SMITH Rej. Addr., Archil. Atoms, A mingled
noise of dustmen, milk, and sweeps. 1827 HOOD Bianca's

Dream 108 In skin as sooty as a sweep. 1861 E. T. HOL-
LAND in Peaks, Passes, t Glaciers Ser. II. I. 91 The small

black particles filled our eyes,, .and our faces soon became
almost as black as sweeps.
Pkr. 184* LOVER Handy Andy i. 8 That peculiar pace

which is elegantly called a sweep's trot. 1878 WALSHAM
Surf. Pathot. xiii. 369 From the great frequency with which
it occurs in chimney-sweepers, cancer of the scrotum is gene-
rally designated the soot- or sweep's-cancer.

b. The Sweeps: a nickname lor the Rifle Brigade.
1879 All Year Round Apr. 371/2 The Sweeps and the

Jollies the active and intrepid lads of the Rifle Brigade
and the Marine Light Infantry. 1888 Nicknames in Army
112 Rifle Brigade. 'The Sweeps,

1

from its dark coloured
uniform and facings.

o. A disreputable person ; a scamp, blackguard.
slang and dial.

1853 Househ. Words VIII. 75/2 A low person is a snob,
a sweep, and a scurf. 1888 W. E. NORRIS Chris vi, Fancy
making up to a drunken sweep like that just because he has
a few thousands a year ! 1903 FARMER & HENLEY Slang,
Sweep .. A term of contempt : e. g.

' What a sweep the man
is

'

;

' You dirty sweep '.

d. Name for two Australasian marine fishes,

Scorpis sfquipennis and Incisidens simplex.
1840 F. D. BENNETT Whaling Yoy. I. 23 They were chiefly'

the kinds known as '

rock-cod
',

'

snappers ', o-
"'* k* "'

'

sweeps ', and
'
rudder-fish

',
or scad. 1883 E.

of the kinds known as '

rock-cod
',

'

snappers ',
or gilt.heads,

'sweeps', and 'rudder-fish
',
or scad. 1883 E. P. RAMSAY

Food Fishes N.S. WWi2 (Kish. Exhib. Publ.l The 'sweep,'
Scorpas xquipinnis, is the only fish of this family that is

used with us as an article of food.

33. a. A crossing-sweeper, b. U.S. A servant
who looks after university students' rooms.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Sweep, a crossing-sweeper.
VII. 34. attrib. and Comb., as (in sense 16 c)

sweep-gate; (in sense 18) sweep-smelter, -washer,
-washings; (in sense 32) sweep-boy ; sweep-head,
the upper end or handle of a large oar (sense 27).
(.See also SWEEP-.}
1818 MAGINN in Blackiv. Mag. III. 53 I'd rather see a

"sweep-boy suck a penny roll, Than listen to a criticising
woman. 1798 JANE AUSTEN Northang.Abb. xjix, Tohave it

[sc. a post-chaise] stop at the 'sweep-gate was a si-ht to
brighten every eye. 1847 MRS. GOHK Castles in Air xxv.
'I- 305 On approaching the sweep.gates of the villa. 1881
KIPLING Departm. Ditties, Galley-Slave ii, We gripped the
kicking "sweep-head and we made that galley go. 1815 J. T.
SMITH Anc. Tapof. Land. 20 The "Sweepwasher is a person
who buys the sweepings of the floors of the working gold and
silver smith and also the water in which the workmen wash
their hands. 1833 in R. Ellis dufou(i84o) IV. 154 Sweep-washers dirt may be landed and delivered without entry
on due examination. 1839 URK Diet. Arts 1225 Sweep,
washer, is the person who extracts from the sweepings
potsherds, etc., of refineries of silver and gold, the small
residuum of precious metal. 1875 KNIGHT Diet Mcch
Swtep-washings, the refuse of shops in which gold and

silver are worked.

Sweep (sw/p), v. Forms : 4-6 swepe, A--J

sweepe, 5 swep, 6 sweppe, swyp(e, Sc. sweip
6-7, 9 dial. swip(e, 6- sweep. Pa. t. 4 swepid,
moped, swepte, 5 sweppit, 7 sweeped, 6-
swept. Pa.pple. 4 sweped, sueped,-et, iswepid
sciuepid, 5 swyped, 6-8 sweeped, 7 sweept
7-8 sweep d; 5 yswepped, 5-6 swepte, 6- swept
(9 dial, swep Sc. sweepit) ; str. 5 yswepe,
sweppene. [ME. swepe (taking the place of the
original SWOPE, OE. swdpan, sweep, swdpen), first
recorded from northern texts; of uncertain origin.1 wo suggestions of source have been made, both
of which involve phonological difficulties. ( t ) Themutated stem sw&p. (cf. gesw&pa beside -tfiwdp
.weepings, ymbswxpe 'ambages'). This would
normally have produced a mod.Eng. "sweap but
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in its transference from the northern to the southern

area swepe may have been assimilated to words

like slept (OE. Anglian sllpaif) to SLEEP, or crepe

(OE. cr(opan) to CKEEP, the process being perhaps

assisted by the pa. t. swep-e (OE. swtop) of t

original strong verb. (2) ON. svipa to move swiftly

and suddenly. This etymology involves the assump-

tion that ON. / became ME. e, which is not other-

wise clearly authenticated, and that the intransitive

sense (32) is the original.
The shortening of the stem-vowel in pa. t. and pa. pple. is

shown in spellings c 1400. .

The order of sense-development presents difficulties, it

being uncertain whether the transitive or intransitive mean-

ings are the primary ones. The present arrangement of the

word is adopted as convenient from the modern point ot

view, since the whole word is now coloured by the meaning
'
cleanse or remove with a broom '.]

I. Senses with that which is removed or moved

along as the object, and derived uses.

1. trans. To remove, clear away, off (etc. ) with

a broom or brush, or in a similar way by friction

upon a surface ;
to brush away or off.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26672 (Colt.), I haue mi hert soght ilk a

delle, And sueped [Fair/, squepid out) wel |>at was (>ar-in.

[After Psalm Ixxvii. 6 ; cf. quot. a 1300 in sense 13.) 1381

WVCLIF tsa. xiv. 23, 1 shal destroje Babyloynes name.. I

shai sweepen it in a besme. 1551 HULOET, Swepe away,
euerro. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's^ Comm. 158 Certen

Cardinalles standing about him, whiche with foxes tayles

tied to staues lyke besomes, sweepe all thinges vpsyde downe.

1579 in Archaeote-gia LXIV. 357 For swipping and bearing
rubbitch out of the hous. 1590 SHAKS. Alids. N. v. i. 397, I

am sent with broome before, To sweep the dust behinde the

doore. 1650 W. D. tr. Comenius" Gate I.at. Unl. 582

Sweepings and scraps are swept away with besoms. 1746
FRANCIS tr. Her., Sat. II. viii. 15 Another sweeps the frag-
ments of the feast. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt i, The old

lodge-keeper, .was wanted at the Court to sweep away the

leaves. 1901 R. BAGOT Donna Diana xiii. 139 Leaving his

housekeeper to clear away the empty plates and dishes and

sweep the breadcrumbs off the wine-stained table cloth.

b. Curling. = Soop v$ Also alisol.

1811 Ace. Game Curling 44 A player may sweep his own
stone the whole length of the rink ; his party not to sweep
until it has passed the hog-score at the farther end. 1910
Eticycl. Brit. VII. 647 (Curling}, No party except when
sweeping according to rule, shall go upon the middle of the

rink, or cross it.

2. To cut down or off with a vigorous swinging
stroke. Now rare or Obs.
t a 1400 Morte Arth. 2508 Now ferkes to ^e fyrthe thees

fresche mene of armes. .In the myste mornynge one a mede
falles, ..In swathes sweppene downe, fulle of swete floures.

c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life St. Kath. v. 1572 Thi owen wyues
heed of pou dede sweepe. 1823 SCOTT Qvcntin D. vi, I

would rather you swept my head off with your long sword ;

it would better become my birth, than to die by the hands
of such a foul churl. 1840 THACKERAY Catherine viii, The
reapers sweeping down the brown corn.

3. To remove with a forcible continuous action
;

to brush off, away, aside.

"577 B-.
GOOGE fieresbach's /lust. iv. (1586) i88b, The

mothes, if they appeare, must bee sweeped away. 1590
SHAKS. Mids. N. iv. i. 126 My hounds, .their heads are
hung With eares that sweepe away ihe morning dew. 1633
LlTHGOW Trav. x. 469 The Gouernour caused Areta..to
gather and swipe the Vermine vpon me. 1819 Chapters
P/tys. Sci. 449 The same diluvial agency.. appears also to
have swept off the superior strata from extensive tracts.

1857 MILLER Elcm.Chem., Orr.tiSttl 17 The gases are to be
swept out of the apparatus in the manner already described.
1865 KINGSLEY Herew. xxvii, Sweep the chessmen off the
board. 1867 W. W. SMYTH Coal A> Coal-mining 64 The
upper part of the series . . has been swept away by denudation.

1867 AUGUSTA WILSON Vash/i xxviii. Leaning against the
railing, she impatiently swept off the snowy lemon leaves
1908 S. E. WHITE Rivcrman ix. Miss Bishop turned to the
piano, sweeping aside her white draperies as she sat. Ibid.
xvii, She swept aside the portieres.

4. transf. chiefly with adv. or advb. phr. : To
clear out, drive away, or carry off/row a place or
region, (as if) forcibly or by violence. Also fg.
1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, v. vii. 13 Thus haue we swept

buspition from our Seate, And made our Footstoole of
>ecurity. 1605 tlacb. m. i. II9 Though I could With
bare-tac d power sweepe him from my sight. 1613 Hen.
Vlll, v. iv. 13 Vnlesse we sweepe 'em from the dore with
Cannons. 1645 GATAKER God's Eye on Israel 20 Who draw
up whatsoever cometh to hand, wiih the hooke, and sweep
all away hand over head, with their net. 1700 S. L tr
Fryhe s Foy. E. Ind. 67 Those that were still coming upwe swept down like a swarm of Hees, with our .. Fire-arms'
1771 SMOLLETT llmnphry Cl. 29 May, The tide of luxury h'
M?V

"
t

lnh?bltants from the open country. 177VlenXxessaw
fore him, he burst into tears at the thought, that'

T)

C

F
WW swe?Pl from the face of the earth. ,831D. E. WILLIAMS LM >, Corr. Sir T. Lawrence II 2,7 A

rtTl vlr
"S

*-
ry " ha

"? j
,"

St SWCpt awav the Pier "^Mt1835 LYTTON R,enzi n. i, Let us sweep, then, our past con-erence trom our recollection. 1842 LOVER Handy Andy i

%& STI" y U
C I8ss PRE :OTT Philip II, ,. vi *857 i.06 The Moslems . butchered the inhabitants, m swept them

Sr^TlT rwyh "f ^UCE WERNE* ^""v *?v^Vh ^ J
4

- t
en the lnvad=rs retired, they, .culti.

sweftoff by
8a
f raids

he P'amS
' *"" """^ ' b ^" ?*

5. Chiefly with away : To remove forcibly or as
t one blow from its position or status, or out of

"SIT*; f?
aw

,
ay with

- ciestro
>' utterly-

flfrsfcttStes

SWEEP.

thy valiant men swept away ? 1632 SANDERSON Serm. 316When He . .sweepeth away religious Princes, wise Senatours,

God will leave to be trodden down and swept away by the
Gentiles. 17*6 POI-E Odyss. xxiv. 134 Did the rage of stormy
Neptune sweep Your lives at once, and whelm beneath the
deep? 1833 LANDOR Itnag. Conv., P. Scipio smitianns

t

etc. Wks, 1846 II. 246/2 In one Olympiad the three greatest
men that ever appeared together were swept off, 1847 L
HUNT Men, Women, $ Bks. II. viii. 158 The heart of man
is constantly sweeping away the errors he gets into his brain.

1878 Hosw. SMITH Carthage 31 Long after Carthage and the
Carihaginians had been swept away. 1878 DALE Led.
Preach, iii. 83 In the early part of the third chapter the last

hopes of the Jews are swept away.
O. To carry or drive along with force

;
to carry

away or off by driving before it, as a wind, tide,

stream, etc.

"743 KRANCIS tr. Her., Odes i. vii. 24 The south wind often

..Sweeps off the clouds. 1783 CHABBK Village \. 128 Till
some fierce tide.. Sweeps the low hut and all it holds away.
1813 BYRON Giaottrift Ifal times a transient breeze. .sweep
one blossom from the trees. 1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack tx

The tide was sweeping us past, 1853 KINGSLEY Hypatia \\
He was swept, along with the mob in which he had been fast

wedged, through a dark low passage. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul
v. xx. I. 360 They might find the bridges shattered and
swept away by the sudden spates of rushing streams.

fig. 1867 PABKMAN Jesuits N. Amer. xx. (1875) 303 The
fury of the minority swept all before it.

D. 7o sweep off: to drink off, swallow down
quickly. Obs. or dial.

1706 E. WAHD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 83 He sweeps
off the lusheous Stuff [sc. lobscouse] as cleverly as a Dairy.
Maid does her Butter. 1863 MBS. TOOCOOD Yorksh. Dial.
(MS.) Take the pint and sweep it off.

7. To drive together or into a place by or as by
sweeping; to gather or take up, esp. so as to allo-

cate or consign to a place, object, or purpose.
1340 HAM POLE Pr. Consc. 4947 pan sal alle be fire be sweped

doune In-til helle. ^1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prol. $ T.
385 The M ullok on an heepe sweped [v.rr. yswoped, iswepid,
ysweppedj was. 1538 ELYOT Addit., Conuerro,.. to swepe to

gether into one place. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm.
394 b, Oure aduersaries. .destroyinge the wealthe of the

Kmpire, swepe all into theyr owne coffers. 1570 FOXE^.^-
M. led. 2) II. 926/3 The Dominicke Friers. .so had sweapt
all the fatte to their own beardes, from the order of the

Franciscanes, that all the atmes came to theyr boxe. 1652
EARL MONM. tr. Bentivoglio 's Hist. Relat. 63 The fire

thereof was rather sweep"dup then quench'd by the twelve
years Truce, a 1700 EVELYN Diary an. 1646 (1879) I.

279 As if Nature had here swept up the rubbish of the
earth in the Alpes to forme and cleere the plaines of Lorn-

barely. 1706 E. WAKD Wooden World Diss, (1708) 68 He
is sure to sweep fifty Pounds at least into his Pocket. 1861
RKAMK Cloister $ //. Ixv, Her glorious eyes fringed with
long thick silken eyelashes, that seemed made to sweep up
sensitive hearts by the half dozen. 1871 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong. IV. xvii. 2. 38 The heritage of many such being
swept in a mass into the hands of some insatiable stranger.
1885 'MRS. ALEXANDER* Valerie's Fate Hi, Sybil swept her

much-enduring instructress up to her room. 2900 Tiiiits 25
July 4/5 Any mass of weed or debris that comes down with
the stream will be swept into the angle of one of these sudd
traps. 1911 E. RUTHERFORD in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 794/1
If a sufficiently strony field is used, the ions are all swept to
the electrodes before appreciable loss of their number can
occur by recombination.

k- fig> To include in its scope ; to extend to.

1692 R. L'EsTRANGE Fables Ixxiii. 73 The Letter of the
Law Sweeps All in such a Case, without Distinction of
Persons. 1886 SIR

J. PEARSON in Law Rep. 32 Chanc. Div,

47 The words of this clause sweep in, as far as I can see,

every possible liability of the company.
8. To gather in or up, collect wholesale or at one

stroke ; csp. in phr. to sweep the stakes (cf. SWEEP-
STAKE).
1635 SHIRLEY Traitor v. i, Death's a devouring gamester,

And sweepes up all. 167* DRYDEN Cong. Granada* Heroique
Plays ad fin., I have already swept the stakes; and with
the common good fortune of prosperous Gamesters, can be
content to sit quietly. 1693 Persins in. 94 My Study
was . . To shun Ames-Ace, that swept my Stakes away. 1705
tr. Bosnian's Guinea 90 A Portuguese or Interloper.. by
sdline cheap, sweeps a great part, if not all their Gold.

1732 POI>K Ep, Bathurst 71 If the stakes he sweep. 1907
Daily Citron. 7 June 6/6 Sweepstakes are always swept by
the man who does not want the money.
9. To carry or trail along in a stately manner, as

a flowing garment.
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI

;
in. iii. 6 Let frantike Talbot

triumph fora while, And like a Peacock sweepe along his

tayle. 17988. & HT. LEE Canterb. T. II. 90 The self-named
heiress.. swept her long mourning robes through the whole
train of sycophants, to an upper seat in the room.
10. To move or draw (something) over and in

contact with a surface.

1825 SCOTT Talism. xxvi, Again sweeping his fingers over
the strings. 1894 BAKING-GOULD Kitty Alone II. 141 He
swept the brush vigorously about, so as to disperse over the
floor any particles.

11. To move (something) routut with force and

rapidity, or over a wide extent ; to take off (one's

hat) with a sweep of the arm.
l845 J- COULTER Adv. in Pacific xiv. 217 He. .ended the

matter by sweeping round quickly our canoe, and capsized
the other. 1867 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 106 It

is the case of a common spinning-top.. sweeping its axis
round in a cone whose axis is vertical. 1868 WHITMAN Amer.
Feuillage Poems 92 The scout, .ascends a knoll and sweeps
his eye around. 1885

' M RS. ALEXANDER ' A t Bay i, He swept
off his hat in continental style.



SWEEP.

12. intr. and trans,
[f. SWEEP sb. 27,] To row,

or to propel (a vessel), with sweeps or large oars.

Also intr. of the vessel. ? 06s.

1799 H. DICBV in Naval Chron. II. 342 The enemy, .pre-
served his distance by towing and sweeping to the West,
want. 1804 \V. CAKK ibid. XII. 71 Obliged.. to tow and
sweep her out in a dead calm. 1839 MAKKVAT ritant. Ship
\\iii, They discovered a proa, ..sweeping after them.

II. Senses with that over which something
moves or is moved as the object.
13. trans. To pass a broom or brush over the

surface of (something) so as to clear it of any
small loose or adhering particles; to cleanse with
a broom or brush (as a floor, room, or house of
dust and small refuse, a path or street crossing of

dirt, etc., or a chimney of soot). Also with down,
ottf, up\ and with clean as compl. Also (rarely,
but cf. b) said of the broom.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxvi. 7 [Ixxvii. 6], I swepid mi gaste

[orig. scofiebam spiritual meiini}. c 1325 Gloss. W. de
Kil'l'csw. in Wright Voc. 157 Si le festes nette baler [gloss
suepet klene]. c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prol. <fr T. 383
As viwige is, lat sweepe [v. rr. swepe, swops, swoope] the
floor as swithe. c 1440 R. Gloucester's Chron. (Rolfs) 6945
(MS, 5) On t>e bar ert>e yswepe [v.rr. yswope, iswope, dene
swopej. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour viii. n To suepe and to

kepe clene the chirche. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour cxxi.

169 Theyr chambres were, .dayly made swyped clene. 1405
Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. xvn. clix. (W. de W.) T vnj b/i
Therwyth houses ben swepte (Botll.MS. iswope] & clensyd.
1534-5 JAV. Raw?. D. 777 If. 78 Sweppyng and makyng
Clene the said walk. 1535 COVERDALK Luke xv, 8 She..

swepeth the house, and seketh diligently, tyl! she fynde it.

1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 123 Where chamber is sweeped,
and wormwood is strowne. 1592 in Essex Rei>. (1907) XVI.
162 He hadd scene a broome in his house swype the house
without any hands. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. F/, iv. vii. 34, I

am the Beesome that must sweepe the Court cleane of such
filth as thou art. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Elixerv, Who
sweeps a room, as for thy laws, Makes that and th' action

fine. 1683 WILDING in Collect. (O.H.S.) 1. 258 For sweeping
my Chimney . . oo oo 04. a 1756 ELIZA HAYWOOD New Present

(1771) 255 The steps ought to be swept down everyday.
1775 Lett. John Murray (1901) 225 Be careful to have the
used Chimneys sweep'd once a month. 1841 THACKERAY
Gt. Hoggarty Diant. xiii, The black man who swept the

crossing. 1853 KINGSLEY Hypatia x, The attendants. .came
in to sweep out the lecture-rooms, a 1859 MACAULAY Hist.

Kng. xxiii. (1861) V. 45 Charles Duncombe. who was born
to carry parcels and to sweep down a countinghouse. 1883
4 MRS. ALEXANDER* Valerie's Fate it, She., noticed, .that

her fire was bright, her hearth swept up, her tamp lighted.

b. absol. or intr. ; also often said of the broom,
csp. in prov. New brooms sweep dean.
c 1340 A'iv/Haa/^tSkeat) 186 W[oman] with besomesweputh.

c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 922 She gan the hous to dighte. .

Preyynge the chambreres . . To hasten hem, and faste swepe
and shake. 1495 Coventry Leet Bk. 565 That all persones
bat haue shopes.. shall swep make clene wekely before

theire shopes. 1563 [see SWEEPER i]. 1579 W. WILKINSON
Con/iit. Fain. Love i6b, The besome. .wherewith the woman
swept. 1656 in Nicholas /*/* (Camden) III. 261 There is

reason to sweepe cleane where the venom sticks soe close.

1789 MRS. Piozzi Journ. France II. 376 Nasty, ill-looked

fellows come in one's room to sweep. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias
xi. Si. (Rtldg.)395 New brooms, they say, sweep clean ! 1865
H. KINGSLEY Hillyars fy Burtons xxix, There was another

forge established at the bottom of Church Street, and our
business grew a little slack (for new brooms sweep clean).

1886 W.J. TUCKER E. Erfrope 353, I never allow my maid to

go to that part of the room, but sweep and dust myself there.

C. trans. To do the chimney-sweeping for.

colloq. or vulgar.
1848 THACKERAY Van.Fatr\x

t Mr. Chummy, the chimney-
purifier, who had swep' the last three families.

14. To pass over the surface of (something) in

the manner of a broom or brush ;
to move over

and in contact with
;

to brush, rub like (or as with)
a brush.

1500-10 DUNBAR Poems xiv, 73 Sic fowilt tailis, to sweip
the calsay clene. 1538 ELYOT Addit., Atta, is he that gothe
so on the soles of his fete, that he swepeth the grounde, rather

than walketh. 1582 STANYHURST JEneis \. (Arb.) 33 His
neck and locks fal a sweeping Thee ground. 1638 Justus
Paint. Ancients 285 That garment is decently put on, Which
doth not sweep the dust. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. HI. 98
With her length of Tail she \sc. a cow] sweeps the Ground.

1770 GOLDSM. Des. I'ill. 152 The long-remember 'd beggar
was his guest, Whose beard descending swept his aged
breast. 1823 SCOTT Quentin D. xxxiii, The plume of feathers

which he wore was so high, as if intended to sweep the

roof of the hall.

f!5. To wipe; spec, in Falconry of a hawk, to

wipe (the beak), = SEW z>.3 Qbs.
c 1531 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 950 To swepe the

nose, tnoucer. Ibid. 956 To swepe, torcher. 1625 B. JON*
SON Staple ofN. \\, iii. 19 stage direct.^ He sweepes his face.

1658 PHILLIPS s.v., A Hawk after she hath fed, is said to

sweep, not wipe her beake.

16. transf. and fig. To clear of something by
vigorous action compared to that of a broom

;

spec, to clear (a place) of enemies or a mob by
firing amongst them.
To sweep the board (or \ table}: see BOARD sb. 5C. To

sweep the deck or (usu.) decks', to clear the deck of a ship
(as by artillery, or as a wave breaking over) ; alsoyf^-.

1617 DRAYTON Agincourt xlvi, First seauen Ships from
Rochester are sent, The narrow Seas, of all the French to

sweepe. 1678 MARVELL Growth Popery 54 The false Dice
must at the long run Carry it, unless discovered ; and when
it comes once to a great Stake, will Infallibly Sweep the

Table. 1748 Ansotfs Voy. in. viii. 379 The Commodore's

grape-shot swept their decks so effectually, . . that they began
VOL. IX.
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to fill into tfi'T.t <li, .nler. 1817 SCOTT Harold iv. i, To
sweep out And cleans our . Ian...-! h-ru tli.- i.-i K s (.f Rome.
183* GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1843) II. 63 A s..h

,<1 so swept of everything like manly wi -:

tiiis. 1836 Tiui<i.WAU.(,ytrrf xx vi. 1 1 1. 4.- j Th-- . ounti y u:is

completely swept of every thing valuable. 1856 Mi
/>/-(</ II. \iii. 91 In .me <l;iy Rou*M :ue swept of u wh-i!e

family. 1878 Jr:n KKIKS Gam t -ke*-ptr at //. vii, These fellows
. .will completely sweep a lane of all the birds wh
makes them valuable. 1880 That's 17 Dec. 5/6 Ti

..is reported. .to have arrived at Philadelphia with deck*
swept, boats carried away., and with loss ol sails.

17. To draw something, as a net or the bight of
a rope, over the bottom of (a body of water) in

search of something submerged ; to dr.ig. Also
intr. to search for in this way. Also trans, to

catch (something submerged) in this way.
1637 I!. JOXSON Sad Shef>h. i. ii, Earine was drown 'd!..

Have you swept the river, say you, and not found her ? 1748
Anson's I'oy. 11. ii. 133 We were much concerned for the luss
of our anchor, and swept frequently for it. 1769 De Foe

1

s
TourGt. Brit. (eil. 7) IV. 297 Divers went to Work, and
swept for her. 1805 Xaval Chron. XVI. 328 The Pilots.,

swept for and weighed the. .anchors. 1820 SCOBESBV Ace.
Arctic Keg.\\. 293 When they[rc. whales] hang perpendicu-
lar, or when they cannot be seen, they are discovered by a
process called

'

sweeping a fish '. 1836 Uncle Philip's Convert.
Whale Fishery fa While they are. .sweeping for these lines,
some of the men. .jump upon the whale and lash the fins

together. 1882 NARES Seamanship (ed. 6) 167 Sweep the
upper fluke with the bight of a hawser. 1901 Daily Chron.
12 Oct. 3/5 He then swept an area of half a mile from the
wreck buoy to the north-westward.
18. To move swiftly and evenly or with con-

tinuous force over or along the surface of; in

weakened sense, to pass over or across.

1590 SHAKS. Afids. N. in. ii. 23 As. . russed-pated choughes,
. .(Rising and cawing at the guns report) Seuer themselues,
and madly sweepe the skye. 1697 URYDEN I 'ire, Georg. i.

432 All the warring Winds that sweep the Skies. 1725
POPE Odyss. xnr. 186 Swift as a swallow sweeps the liquid
way. 1749 SMOLLETT Regie. \\. iv, More swift than gales
that sweep the plain. 1808 SCOTT Marnt. \. Introd. u An
angry brook, it sweeps the glade. 1813 BYRON Giaour 73
Before Decay's effacing fingers Have swept the lines where
beauty lingers. 1879 S. C, BARTLETT Egypt to Pal. xi. 238
'I he bed of the valley was swept along some parts of its

width by winter torrents. 1913 Daily Graphic 26 Mar. 8/4
The storm which swept the Central States on Sunday.
19. To range over (a region of sea or land), esp.

to destroy, ravage, or capture ;
to scour.

1788 GIBBON Decl. $ F. Ixviii. VI. 489 Their
artillery

swept the waters. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias v. i. F 68 To fit

out a vessel, for the purpose of sweeping the sea and com-
mitting acts of piracy. 1825 SCOTT Betrotfad xxix, The
Welsh, .sweep the villages, and leave nothing behind them
but blood and ashes. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. iii. 115 The
Earls.. swept the country as far as Edinburgh with more
than the usual ferocity ofa Border raid. 1884 Times (weekly
ed.) 7 Mar. 3/1 The force advanced the scouts sweeping
a large area on both flanks. 1897 J. F. INGRAM Natalia i.

ii With his magnificently organised armies he pitilessly

swept the country.
b. Of artillery : To have within range, to com-

mand (an extent of territory").

1748 Anson's Voy. ii. xiv. 287 The cannon of the meli of
war would have swept all the coast to above a mile's dis*

tance from the water's edge. 1829 SCOTT Anne 0fG.xxx.vi,
The cannon, judiciously placed to sweep the pass. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xii. III. 244 Macarthy placed his

cannon in such a manner as to sweep this causeway.
20. To pass the fingers over the strings of a

musical instrument so as to cause it to sound.

(With the strings, or the instrument, as obj.)

Chiefly /<*/.
1637 MILTON Lyctdas 17 Begin, and somwhat loudly sweep

the string. 1708 POPE Ode St. Cecilia 4 Wake into voice

each silent string, And sweep the sounding lyre ! 1805
SCOTT Last JMinstr. i. Introd. 92 He swept the sounding
chords along. 1831 JAMES Phil. Augustus I. vii, He took
his harp from a page, and sweeping it with a careless but
a confident hand [etc.].

b. transf. To produce or elicit (music) by such

action, poet.

1815 SHELLEY Alastor 166 Her fair hands, .sweeping from
some strange harp Strange symphony. 1850 TENNYSON /

Mem. ciii, The wind began to sweep A music out of sheet

and shroud.

21. To direct the eyes, or an optical instrument,
to every part of (a region) in succession ;

to take

a wide survey of, to survey or view in its whole

extent, esp. with a glass or telescope. Also absol.

or intr. ;
in Astron. to make systematic observa-

tions of a region of the heavens (cf. SWEEP so. 7).

17*7-46 THOMSON Summer 435 O'er heaven and earth,
far as the ranging eye Can sweep. Ibid. 1408 Here let us

sweep The boundless landscape. 1786 SIR W. HERSCHEL
in Phil. Trans. LXXVI, 460, I.. began now to sweep with a

vertical motion. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 322, I swept
with my telescope.. the line of the horizon. 1830 Edin.

Rev. LI. 94 The heavens were.. swept for double stars.

1883 PEARD Contrad. xviii, Before they reach the door,

Dorothy has swept the garden with her eye. 1890 W. J. GOR-
DON Foundry 26 The gun would remain in sight only long

enough to fire. The enemy at sea would sweep the chalk

hill in vain for a sign of its presence other than the smoke.

III. Intransitive senses denoting movement

(esp. in a curve), and derived uses.

22. intr. To move with a strong or swift even

motion ; to move along over a snrface or region,

wsu. rapidly, or with violence or destructive effect ;

sometimes, to come with a sudden attack, to swoop.

SWEEP.
a. of a person, an animal, a slip (or the like).

13-. I'-- K. A Hit. 1' :

- c *wayn I

wcpcn l-er-tylle. a 1S4
the seas ar spred, Cutting the fume, by the blew
swepe . I599SM-

<mr ].an.l With l'cn.,n< Dinted in ihc '

1602 /

I". 94 I'-' .is stoop* U,.-

p .mice hii Prey. 1810 >COIT Latty tf i
. t j lc

deer sweeps by, and the hounds arc in ry 1864 < . \
LAWRENCE Maurice Dering Il.vi 5 As -'-.

1 he
Row at a Mmgfng canter. 1888 MLVKKSOX Mack Arrmu
76 A whole company of men-at-arm* came driving round
the corner, . .swept before the lads, and ueie gone again
upi.n tlie instant.

b. of water, wind, flame, etc.

13.. /-'. I'., Allit. P. A. in Swangeande swcte ^e water
con swepe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 341 There was wellit lo
wale water full nobill,.. With a swoughe and a swetnet
sweppit on te grounde. 1617 MOBVSON /tin. in. 107 When
the South East wind blowes, and sweepes vpon the plaine.

1794 MRS. RADCLim Afjftt. Udolpho xxxi, 'I heir deep
silence, except when the wind swept among their branches
1835 MARRVAT Jacob Faithful xxxix, The breeze swept
along the water and caught the sails of the privateer. 1845
J. COULTER Adv. in Pacific xiv. 219 There were light
breezes sweeping up. 1865 KINGSLEY Htrew. xxxi, On came
the flame.. .The archers.. fell, scorched corpses, as it swept
on. 1877 HUXLEY Physiogr. 73 South and south-west winds
sweeping across that ocean.

C. of non-physical things.
1832 LONGF. Coplas de A/aiirique xxx, Our theme shall

be of yesterday, Which to oblivion sweeps away, Like day*
of old. 1876 TKEVELYAN Macaulay viL II. 16 All its asso-
ciations and traditions swept at once across his memory.
1889 JESSOPP Coming ofFriars iv. 170 The plague swept
over Europe.

d. To move a limb forcibly from side to side ;

spec, of a wounded whale swinging the flukes from
side to side.

1839 CAPT. WILSON in Mag. Nat. Hist. Oct 519 On en-

deavouring to raise the [saw-]fi<h it became most desperate,
sweeping with its saw from side to side.

23. To move or walk in a stately manner, as

with trailing garments ; to move along majesti-
cally ; 'to pass with pomp* (J.). Also with it.

1590 GREENE Never too late (1600) 35 Her pace was like
to lunoes pompous straines, When as she sweeps through
heaviens brasse-paued way. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. F/, i. iii.

80 She sweepes it through the Court with troups of Ladies.
1600 A. Y. L. ii. i. 55 Sweepe on you fat and greazie
Citizens. 163* MILTON I'enserosotfi Som time let Gorgeous
Tragedy In Scepter'd Pall com sweeping by. 1814 SCOTT
Ld. of Isles i. xvi, Let them sweep on with heedless

eyes ! 1847 C. HRONTE Jane Eyre ii, 1 heard her sweeping
away. 1854 STANLEY Mctn. Cantero. ii. (1857) 74 The in-

dignant silence with which Becket had swept by. 1869
THOI.I.OPE He knewt etc. vi, Having so spoken, she swept
out of the room. 1913 Standard ?a June 7 7 As the long
line of carriages swept along the broad, green pathway.
Jig. 1822 LAMB Eltana, J. Kcntbleff Godwin's* Antonio*

>

The first act swept by, solemn and silent.

24. To move along a surface or in the track of

something like a trailing robe; to trail after \ to

brush along. Alsoy?^.
164* MILTON Afol. Sweet. Wks. 1851 III. 317 Those

things which are yours take them all with you, and they
shall sweepe after you. 1670 EACIIARU Cont. Clergy 117
The Land, that goes sweeping away with the Eldest Son.

1839 l.ONGK. Hymn to Night i, I heard the trailing gar-
rnents of the Night Sweep through her marble halls !

25. To move continuously in a long stretch or

over a wide extent, esp. reitnd or in a curve ; t to

take a curve.

1725 W. HALFPENNY Sound Building 35 How to form the
Arch or Mold of the Hand-Rail of a Pair of Stairs that

sweeps two Steps quicker than in the foregoing Examples.
1826 SCOTT Jrnl. 6 Oct., The first flight of the hawks,
when they sweep so beautifully round the company. 1830
HERSCHEL Study Nat, Phil. 280 Magnificent bodies united

in pairs,.. sweeping over their enormous orbits, in periods

comprehending many centuries. 1831 JAMES Phil, Augustus
I. iii. Her eyes were long, ..and the black lashes that

fringed them.. swept downward and lay upon her cheek.

1867 AUGUSTA WILSON ^as/itixv, As she passed him, ..her

muslin dress swept within reach of his spur. 1875 DARWIN
Insectiv. PL i. 10 The tentacles in the act of inflection

sweep through a wide space. 1907 BETHELL Mod. Guns 9f

Gunnery 171 The line of fire of the left gun should sweep
from point 7$ to point 42$,

26. To extend continnously through a long

stretch, or widely around ;
to present a surface of

wide extent.

1789 W. GILPIN Rirer Wye 52 Grand woody hills sweep-

ing, and intersecting each other. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFF

Myt-t. Udotyho 1,
The forests of pine and chestnut that

swept down the lower region of the mountains. 1798
Sou i HEY Engl. Eel., Old Mansion-House 36 A carriage road

That sweeps conveniently from gate to gate. 1808 SCOTT

Mtirni. i. i, The flanking walls that round it sweep. 1821

GLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 72 A road swept gently round the

hill. 1871 L. STEMIKN riaygr. Eur. (1894) iii. 71 The.,

glacier, sweeping in one majestic curve from the crest of

the tidge. 1879 S. C. BARTLETT Egypt to Pal. ii. 93 The
Plain El Murka sweeps north, unbroken and entirely level.

b. trans, with cognate obj. To perform or

execute (such a movement) ;
to make (a curtsey),

deal (a blow), with a sweeping motion.

[a 1553 UDAM. Royster D. iv. iv. (Arb.) 66, I with my
newe broome will sweepe hym one swappe.1 1848 THAI KEKAv
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Van. Fair !i, Becky . .swept the prettiest little curtsey ever

seen 1806
' H. S. MEHRIMAS

' So:ven iv, She. .swept him

a deep curtsey. '900 H. SUTCLIFFE Skmmlat Wayne xii.

(1905) 158 Hc sweeps two blows [of his sword) in for every

one of ours. ..

27. trans. To describe, trace, mark out (a line, esp.

a wide curve, or an area) ; spec, in Shipbuilding:

see qtiots., and cf. SWEEP sl>. i-, c.

1664 E. BUSHNBLL Compt. Shipwright iv. 9 Shewing, how

to swcepe out the Bend of Moulds upon a Flat. Ihd. VH.

53 To finde the Sweepe..that will round any Beame, or

other piece of Timber that is to be Sweept. iMgSnJMir
Mariners Mag. II. ii. 53 You mml have, .a pair of Beam-

Compasses, for to sweep the Arches. 1725 W. HALFPENNY

Sound Biiil-iinfl Open your Compasses. ., and setting one

Foot in the Point A, with the other sweep the Archer.

1805 S'tiirairiekt's Vade-U. 171 The centre for sweeping

the stem .must be set off thu. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. In.

duel. Sci. (1857) I. 324 The areas described or swept, by
lines drawn from the sun to the planet. 1843 KUSKIN Mod.

Paint. I. ll. III. iii. 8 They., found it much easier to sweep

circles than to design beauties. 1850 StuBm. Narif.

(Weale) 124 In thjse lines are found the centres for sweep-

ing the lower and upper bre.idth sweeps. 1909 Westm.

Ca*. 9 Sept. 4/2 The erection of the main framing from the

platform and bottom sides, which is, in coachmakers par.

lance, also swept to shape.

28. Founding. To form (a mould) with a sweep

(SWEEP sb. 30).

1885 [HonXER] Pattern-mating Ii. 13 Lay one edge ol

each sweeped piece on its respective pitch-line. 1909 lla-tv.

kins' ilech. Diet.. Sweef..ln founding, to work a loam

mould up to the proper outline, by means of profile boards

moved over it under mechanical guidance, igioj. G. HOBNER
in Encyd. Brit. X. 744/1 That group of work in which

the sand or loam is 'swept' to the form required for the

moulds and cores by means of striking boards, loam boards,

core boards or strickles. 1MJ., These joints also are swept

by the boards. Ibid., Its mould also is swept on bricks.

Sweep, adv. and int. [The stem of the vb.

SwEtP; cf. bang, crash, dash, etc.] With a sweep-

ing movement or a swoop.
1670 EACHARDOX/. Clergy 86 Sweep comes the Kite, and

carries away the fattest and hopefullest of all the Brood.

1694 ECHARD Plaut'is,Efidicns\\. iii, Sweep says my Wor-

ship with as much Monya-: he pleases. 1756 MRS. CALDER-
wooo in Caltness Collect. (Maitf. Cl.) 325 Whenever a street

makes a turn, sweep go about the houses built upon it, as if

it had been turned after they were all set. 1849 CUPPLF.S

Green Hand v, You felt her shoving the long seas aside. .

then sweep they came after her.

Sweep-, the verb-stem in combination.

1. In attrib. relation to the second element. (In
some of these the first element may be SWEEP sb.)

Sweep-bar = sway-bar (see SWAY-) ; sweep-
board (see quot.) ; sweep-brush, a brush used

by paperhangers for smoothing paper as it is laid

on
; sweep-head a., applied to a miner's pick

with a curved head; sweep-panelled a., ? having
curved panels; sweep-piece Shipbuilding, sweep-
plate (see quots.) ; sweep-rake, (a) see quot.

1884; (K) a wheeled frame with long teeth for

sweeping up crops lying in swath
; sweep-rod, a

long rod operating as a lever
; sweep-rope =

SWEEP sb. 29 ; sweep-saw, a saw adapted for

cutting sweeps or curves
;
a bow-saw, turning-saw ;

sweep-seine = SWEEP-XET I ; hence sweep-
seining, the use of a sweep-seine ; sweep-slide
=

sweep-piece ; sweep-table [
= F. table a balais],

=
sweeping-table (SWEEPING vbl. sb. 3) ; f sweep

tail, a long sweeping tail
; sweep wire, a wire

used in sweeping for something under water
;

sweep-work, curved work. See also SWEEP-NET.
1802 JAMF.S Milit. Diet.,*Sweep.bar, of a waggon, is that

which is fixed on the hind part of the fore guide, and passes
under the hind pole, which slides upon it. 1876 VOVLE &
STEVENSON Milit. Diet., Sweep liar, the rear bar of a siege
howitzer limber (O. P.), which connects the futchels. 1911
WEBSTER s. v. Strickle, The strickle is drawn laterally along
a guideway, or rotated with a vertical spindle. In the latter
case it is more commonly called *sweepboard or striking
board. 1901 y. Black's Carp, f, Build., Home Handier. 77
The 'sweep brush or smoothing roller is taken from the apron
pocket and smooths the paper on to the ceiling progressively.
1883 GRKSLEY Gloss. Coal-mining, *Sweef-head Pick, a pick
the form of the head of which is made curved instead of
elbowed or anchored, as other kinds are termed. 1843
C. J. C. DAVIDSON- Trav. Upper Imiia ix. II. 203 Buggies,
full, half, or "sweep-panelled. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's It'ord-
I'k., 'S-Mep-piece, a block at the bottom of the port-sill for

receiving the chock ofthe gun-carriage, and to aid in training
the gun 1851 GKF.ENWELL Coal-trade Terms Nortkumb.
ft Dur/i. 54 "Sweep-flutes, curved plates for laying barrow-
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known as the sweep rake was introduced. .into England in
1894. 1867 W. W. SMYTH Coal ff Coal.vnning 184 When
pumps are to be worked, it is usually by 'sweep-rods passingIrom the crank on the main shaft to quadrants or bell-cranks
at the shaft mouth. 1848 JAL Gloss. Kant., *Sivee/>-rope,corde employe'e a draguer les objets reste's au fond de la
mer. 1846 HOLTZAPFFEL TurninffU. 728 The turning-saw
or 'sweep-saw, also called the frame-saw, or bow-saw!
1856 OLMSTED ^la-i'e States 351 The shad and herrine
sheries upon the sounds and inlets of the North Carolina

iSs r'.v /!

arge
l
t

j
sw

fep-y
5eines '" lhe world are USd -

c-ng. -V Arcn. Jrnl. I. 353/1 She mounts two

^pounders
bow and stern, on 'sweep slides. 1839 UKDiet. Arts 816 At the upper part of these five 'sweep table*

the materials which are to undergo washing are a-ntited ii
two boxes, .by small paddle-wheels. 1686 Lond^Gaz No

ieiiuiii>; rtuu g>n--n'& "f . -,.

2 With the second element m obje

sweep-all nonce-wd., one who '

sweeps up or ap-

propriates all,
= SWEEPSTAKE I

; sweep-chimney

Obi. or dial., a chimney-sweeper; t sweep-gallery,

-house, a person employed
to sweep a gallery or :

hou, a menial servant ; t sweep-street, (a) 'one

whose long garments sweep the street; (t)
a. stre

sweeper.

SWEEPING.

mains plant, which as it is prescribed of Hazell, Elme, or

\Vitchen.soinihUcaseitmay be of Willow. 1681 WOHLIDCE
Syst. Agric. 245 The main Plant, or Sweeper must be also

proportionable to the strength of the Fowl.

4. A telescope used for
'

sweeping
'

the sky ; cf.

^"oiAmonust 'em a sweep "chimley and a millurd. 1705 i

L'shaw iMag.dw) Dec. 299 Bernard ye sweepgallery. i6at

SIR S. D'EwKs in College Life t. Jos. /, iii. (1851) 50 Two
base *sweep-hon se-i belonging to him, who were recusants.

1553 BALE Vocacyo* 43 They are but pilde peltmge prestes,

. .though they be sir *Swepestretes, maistre doctours^ and

lorde bishoppes. i6ia tr. Benvenuto's Passenger \\. \. 423

Shoomakers, Woodmongers, Sweepe-streetes [orig. Spaza.

catnint\ Faulkners.

Sweepage (sw^peds). Also 7 swepage. [t.

SWEEPS. + -AGE.]
1. = SWEEPING vbl. sb. 2, 2 b.

1606 S. GARDINER Bk. Angling 149 The veriest mennow

among men, the salt and sweepage of the court, dare, .con*

triue the death of the Prince of the court.

2. a. spec.
t The Crop of Hay got in a Meadow

(Cowell Inlerpr., 1672, s. v. Swepage} : cf. SWEKP

sb* 17; Sen * w^at *s mown - k d**1?' (^ee quot.

1895.)
x68 COKE On Litt. i. i. i. 4b, He shall haue the vesture

of the land, (that is) the corne, gra*se, vnderwood, swepage,
and the like. 1857 WRIGHT Diet. Obs. $ Prov. Engl.,

Sivepagt, the rough grass in a meadow which cattle will not

eat, and which has to be mown or swept off. 1895 E. Anglian
Gloss., S-.ueepage, the right of cutting faggots, gra=s,&c., on
a several or common allotment. 1910 Encycl.Brit. VI. 782/1

Sweepage (i.e. everything which falls to the sweep of the

scythe).

Sweepdom (swf'pdam). nonce-ivd. [f.
SWEEP

sb. 32 +-DOM.] Sweeps collectively.

1855 A. C. COXE Impress. Eng. (i 856) 70 [ack-in-the-Green,
on a May-day in London.. this beneficial anniversary <jf

S'.veepdom.

Sweeper (swFpai), Also 5 swepare, 6 -er, -ar,

7 sweaper. [f. SWEEP v. +-ER 1

.]

1. gen. One who or that which sweeps ^some-

thing) : usually with objective of,

1530 PALSGR. 278/1 Swepar of chymneys. 155* HULOET,
Sweper of houses, j^.rr/w.r.. Sweper of the ground wyth
hvs fete, atta. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. ff Epigr. 1,1867) 137
New broome swepeth cleane, in the cleane swepers hande.

1706 E. WARD Hud. Redir. I. i. 18 The Sweeper of a
Chimney. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine 1780), Sweeper of
the sky. .a name given by sailors to the N. W. winds of
America. 1812 COBBETT in Examiner 19 Oct. 671/1 Noble
Ladies, who. .condescended to become housekeepers and
sweepers of malls.

j* b. A broom for sweeping out aa oven. Obs.
c 1440 /Viw//J. Parv. 323/2 Malkyne, mappyl, or ouen

i swepare, dossoriunt^ tersorinm. 1580 [see wen-su'ceper^
OvtNj/'. 4].

c. One who or a vessel which sweeps for some-

thing under water. Also in mine-sweeper,
1775 FALCK Day's Diving Vessel 46 The boat should ad-

j
yance but very slowly, and the sweepers should hold the line

' in their hands all the while.

2. A person employed in sweeping a room,

chimney, house, ship, etc.
; spec, in India, a per>on

of the lowest caste. Also in comb., as CHIMNKY-

!

S\\EEPER, CROSSING-.rattgter,
1657 J. WATTS Sirifo, Pharisee, etc. i. 267 Those chimney

houses, so foul, and black, and sooty, that they need the
sweeper to come to them quickly. 1670 G. H.ffist. Cardinals
\. in. 76 The four piivate Sweepers [in the papal household].
1675 J. SMITH Ckr. Relig. Appeal in. i. 6. 12 Hybreas the

, Oratour, in lineaments of Face and whole Body was so
peer'd by thesweeperof his School, as [etc.]. 1714 PARKVNS

i Inn-Play 13 A Sweeper and Pump- Dresser to a Fencing
School. 1715 HEARSE Collect. (O.H.S.) V. 47 A Woman
imd a Girl, .not sworn or admitted to be Sweepers, 1769
FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780), Swatfar., ship a sweeper,
usually called captain's swabber. 1790 Laws of Harvard
Coll. 58 The Steward shall also engage proper sweepers for

j

the Colleges. 1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleowania 82
Whose rhymes are so bad, he was never yet able To serve as
last sweeper in Pegasus' stable. 1859 LANG Wand, India
259 Two sweeper* men of the lowest caste of Hindoos.
1861 .Vac/rt. Mag. Feb. 268/2 The rooms [in an American
College] were supposed to be taken care of by three or four
men called 'sweepers', whose duty extended only to making
the beds daily, and sweeping the rooms occasionally.
attrib. 1837 Lett. fr. Madras x. (1843) 89 He kept no

sweeper-woman, and, as may be supposed, the dirt crunched
under our feet as we walked, a 1851 MRS. SHERWOOD Poor
Burrvtjf\i Marten, who sent the sweeper-man immediately
to the poor dog, to remove the arrow.

b. One who sweeps the ice at curling.
1789 DAVIDSON Seasons 165 Allan of Ajrds, a sweeper good.
1 3. A pliant rod forming part of a snare for

catching birds. Obs.
1621 MARKHAM Hunger's Prevent, vi. 42 The sweaper or

SWEEP sb. 7, v. 21.

1786 SIR W. HERSCHEL Sci. Papers (1912) I. 294 This

nebula was discovered.. with an excellent j-m.ill Newtonian

Sweeper of 27 inches focal length, and a power of 30. 1752
in Phil. Trans. LXXXIl. 24.

5. A mechanical apparatus for sweeping a floor,

road, etc. ; a sweeping-machine.
1862 Catal. Intfrnat. Exhib., Bnt. II No. 6139, The dust,

lint, and even hairs, pins, needles, &c. are taken up directly
into the box and there retained as the sweeper moves along.

1892 A. E. LEE Hist. Columbus (Ohioi II. 528 [In i86]
N. B. Abbott began running a fourhorse sweeper on High
Street six nights per week.

6- A tree growing close to the margin of a stream

and overhanging it. In recent Diets.

Hence Swee peress noncf-wd., a female (cross-

ing-) sweeper.
1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xlii, The sweeperess at the

crossing.

Sweeping (swfpin), M. sb.
[f. SWEEPS. +

-ING l

,]
1. Tne action of the verb SWEEP.

a. Cleansing, or removing, with or as with a

broom or brush : also _/?".

c 1480 HF.NRVSON Mo?. Fad., Cok ff Jasf. i, Scraipand
amang the ass. .He fand ane loly lasp,..\Vas castin furth

be sweping of the houss. 1519 in Archaeologia XXV. 423
P 1 to John y* Scott of Ryngsiede, for swepyng ofy Kechyn
Chymnye. ij

d. 1558 Nottingham Kec, IV. 1 19 The sweppyng
and dress>ng of the Counsel!* Housse. 1591 Skuttlemrtkf
Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 70 Dres^inge of privies and swypinge
of chiiimes for onne holl yere xvj". 1639 Crabtree Lect. 25

Thou biddest them everie night looke to the sweeping of thy

shop. 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch II. 460 Fine gardens
and walks that require much watering and sweeping. 18*5
COBBETT Rnr. Riiies (1853) 337 It is impossible for any just
man to regret the sweeping away of this base race ofSquires.

1863 KiNGM-EY Water-Bab, i, The chimneys wanted sweep,

ing. 1867 W. W. SMYTH Coal fy Coal-mining 205 We must

provide for the sweeping away of the products of breathing
and combustion. 1884 H. P. SPOFFORD in Harper's Mag.
Nov. 889 2 She tied up her mouth when sweeping was m
progress. 1900 Daily Tel. a Oct. (Ware) Though the time

has come when Volunteers, Yeomen, and Guards should be

sent home, there is still a good deal of sweeping up to be

done in the Transvaal.

b. Dragging for something under water: see

SWEEP v. 17. Also in mine-sweeping.
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Sweeping, at Sea, signifies

dredging along the Ground.. with a Three-fluked Grapnel,
to find some Hawsar or Cable, which is slipped from an
Anchor. 1775 FALCK Day's Diving Vessel 50 Out of the

\ arious methods of sweeping, . , I pursued . . the most eligible.

1896 Daily News 14 Nov. 6/7 Her whereabouts were dis-

covered by 'sweeping '.

O. Asfron. : see SWEEP v. 31.

1786 SIR W. HERSCHEL Sci. Papers (1912) I. 260 My
apparatus, .being from time to time adapted to the different

view*. I had in sweeping. 1881 J. W. WEBB in Nature 10

Nov. 36/2 It [sc. a star-cluster] may be found without

circles, by patient sweeping.
d. Movement over a surface, or in an extended

curve: see SWEEP v. 22, 26.

1830 TENNYSON A Character 16 He spake of virtue.. And
witii a sweeping of the arm, ..Devolved his rounded periods.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. n. i. xii, There is wheeling and

sweeping, to slow, to quick and double-quick time. 1853
M. ARNOLD Church of Brou iii. 43 In the sweeping of the

wind your ear The passage of the AngeU' wings will hear.

e. Rowing with sweeps : see SWEEP v. 12.

1831 TREI.AWNY Adv. Younger Son xxxii, The sweeps were

got out under the hot sun. . .With what little air there was,
and with sweeping, we continued to drop the frigate.

f. Gunnery. (See quot.)
1907 BETHEI.L Mod. Gnus 9f Gunnery 172 In a wider sense

sweeping means distributing (ire laterally over a given front.

g. The formation of a mould with a sweep.
1902 LocktvoocCs Diit. Terms.

2. That which is swept up ; matter, esp. dust or

refuse, that is swept together or away.
^ sing. 1480 Coif. Leet Bk. 461 J>at be people of the Citie

car ion their Donge, Ramell, & swepyng of their houses.

1541 in W. H. Turner Select. Ree. Oxford (1880) 162 To cary
all Nweppyng of mens bowses, and the dyrte that commythe
of the sweppyng of the strettes. 1665 in De Foe Plagiie

(Rtldg.) 63 That the Sweeping and Filth of Houses be daily

carry'd away by the Rakers.

//. 1489 CAXTOS Faytes ofA. u. xiii. 114 The fylthes and

swepynges of the lious. 1555 EDF.N Decades (Arb.) 157 As a

bensome gathereth the swepynges of a house. c^6o^Acc.
Bk. W. H'ray'm Antiquary XXXII. 180 The markyt come
and markitte swepings was fuste geven to this wakeman,
^33- 1630 H. JOSSON New Inn, Ode iii, There, sweepings
do as well As the best order'd meale. 1665 BOYLK Occas.

ReJJ. i. xxxii. (1848) 92 Gold-smiihs and Refiners are wont
. .carefully to save the very .sweepings of their Shops. i742

Land. $ Country Brew. in. (ed. 4) 230 At every Brewing
after he had strained the Sweepings of his Coolers through
a Flannel-bag. 1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869)

286 Sweepings of thieads, formerly thrown away because

the workmen could not unravel them. 1884 Stamiard^ Jan.

2/5 Gold leaf, known in the trade as sweepings.
k* fig- (pf*} of persons or things, in deprecia-

tive sense : Rubbish, riff-raff.

1641 MILTON Prel. Efisc. Wks. 1851 III. 92 Confronting..
the sacred verity of Saint Paul with the offalls, and sweep-
ings of antiquity. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 59 The
deformed spawn and jail sweepings of great towns. 1831
MARRYAT N. Forster xi, I wish I had fifty more of the same

sort, instead of the sweepings of the gaols. 1878 STUBBS



SWEEPING.
Stud) MeJ. , .I/*/. ///. viii. (.900) , Sa The population [of
Armenia] was composed largely of the .sweepings of Asia
Minor. Christian tribes wblch had taken rVuFe in ,he
mountain*.

3. uttrili., as sweeping-Jay, -scar, -Machine;
sweepiug-bar - sweep-bar ^.SWEI-.I'- i

j ; sweep-
ing-net = SWLET-.NEI'; sweeping-table (<J. sweep-
table, SWBEP- i), a

sloping table on which ore is
washed by a current ol water.
1859 F. A. GHIH..IIIS .-(/-/,/. .!/. ( lE6 2 , 63 Limbers have

the Fulchelb, Splinter, or Sweeping.b.r, of ash. ,889 MAI.V
H. FOOTS Lust Assembly Ball ur. iv, Friday was Eoneml
^Wcrpuig-day

at Mrs. Dansken's. 1909 Daifyctm* a8

tt.** s ' ave ' sw piK for dummy mines in
[he nuunea estuary. 1 lie boats operate in couples, dra"-in"
their "sweeping ijear between them. [,8S8 SIMMOSUS jO/i/
Trodt, Stnit-sweefinfMocltii,e,a.aui Ikied !, In evolving
brooms, or a rotatoi y brush and

scraper, for cleansing public
thoroughfares.] Off Daily Wavs$DK. 9,2 It is a 'sweep-
ing-machine, and not a cart. 1809 SCOTT I'oadur 77 The
lish-spear barb'd, the "sweeping net are there. 1913 I'nv.
Asluualeau Xat. //is/. Sac. (1914) 39 Insects were somewhat
disappointingly scarce, the sweeping-net only pieducing the
large brown DateiUta cfrviH.;s, M.intnra. matt/lews, and
Miliget/tes saliJus. 1896 NICHOLS & I'KANKLIN Elem.
Physics I. Mi. 200 A homogeneous substance not in a state
of thermal equilibrium undergoes a 'sweeping process as
the substance settles down to aslate of thermal equilibrium.
Such a process is absolutely irreversible. 1839 UKE Diet.
Arts 819 In certain mines of the llaitz, tables called a
ealais, or "sweeping tables, are employed.

Swee-ping, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING

2.]
1. That sweeps with a broom : also said of the

broom, ran.
1611 Co-run., Ealayeiise, a drudge, or sweeping wench.

1671 M. linucii Git. AVaw in Evil fillies (ijo&\ 14 When his
Angel conies with ihe sweeping Besom of Destruction.

.2. a. Moving forcibly over a surface, etc. so as
to clear it

; rushing violently; carrying all before it.
1611 Bible Prov. xxviii. 3 A poore man that oppressed the

poore, ts like a sweeping raine which leaueth no food. 1641H. MORE Song ofSoul I. II. cxxix, A sweeping torrent ihkl
beats down llie corn. 1757 GRAY Hard 75 Regardless of the
sweeping Whirlwind's sway. 1787 BURNS Death Sir J. H.
litair\\, She said and vanish d with the sweeping blast.
1811 BYKON Heaven tr Earth ii, The stillness of The un-
trodden forest, only broken by Thesweepinj tempe^tlhrough
its groaning boughs. 1830 COOBETT Hist. George IV lii.

142 The French were carrying on a sweeping and success-
ful war upon the continent.

b. Moving continuously over a surface or

through a wide extent; trailing; passing with

stately movement.
1610 FOLKINGHAM Feiutigr. i. v. 10 All sweeping or floating

Waters, which flit and fleete to and fro with wind-catches.

descends her sweeping Gown. Ibut. in. 375 The Seamen
ply 1 heir sweeping Oars : the smokeing Liillows fly. 1711-14
POPE Raft La:k\. 84 1'eeis, and Dukes, and all their sweep-
ing train, i3 CLARE Vill. M,ns:r. (1823) I. 85 As Ihe
sweeping swallows slop Their flights along the green. 1859
HfUttefGd. Society vt. (new ed.) 179 For state dinners it

[sc. the dress] should be long, and fresh, and sweeping.
C. tivnsf. of movement or action.

1760-71 H. BROOKE foal o/Qual. (1809) I. 63 Away the
coach drove at a sweeping gallop. i8ia Sporting Mag.XXXIX. 26 Richardson w-as thrown by a half jirk of the
hip, followed by a sweeping cross-buttock. 1814 SOUIHEY
Roderick In. 419 Looking lound with sweeping eyes. 1818
StBTT Br. Lamm. xi, With a sweeping blow, he threw down
from a shelf some articles of pewter and earlhenwaie. 1825HONE Everyday Ilk. I. 880 The mower begins to make his
sweeping cuts. 1864 Even. Standard 26 May, The sweep.
ing ac:ion of the Derby horse exciting general admiration.
1879 MOKLEY Burke i. 14 The very boldness and sweeping
rapidity of Bolin^broke's prose. 1883;. I'AYM Thicker than

lyterxxxuc. Mary made him a sweeping curtsey.
o. Extending through a long stretch or wide

space, csp. in a curve ; having a long curving out-
line or contour.

177 MASON Eng. Garden i. n Where'er she [sc. Nature]
takes Her horizontal maich, pursue hers:ep With sweeping
train of forest. 1794 MRS. RADCLII-FE Myst. Udolp/io xxxii,
Emily, .winding round the rocksaw, within the sweeping bay
beyond, . . two groups ofpeasants. 1821 Sco i r Keniliu. xxv.

to snow by winds. 1888 MomTis Dream' J.~Ball i,The I

narrow stretch of bright green water-meadows that wind
between the sweeping VVillshire Downs.
4. Jig. Having a wide scope ; extensive, compre-
hensive, all-inclusive; wholesale, indiscriminate.
1771 BUKKE Corr. (1844) I. 276 A general sweeping censure

of my whole conduct, 1802 JAMES Milit. Diet., Swetfiug,
a word which is peculiarly attached to one of the sections
or clauses in the Articles of War, namely, the 24th. Hence
Sweeping Clause. 1811 HAZLITT Table t.^r. u. iii. (1869)
56 A sweeping, unqualified assertion ends all controversy.
1833 1 . HOOK /'arson's Dan. I v, A sweeping suspicion of
emale virtue, and a splendid contempt for female intellect.

1858 KmiisLEY Mist. (1859) 1. ii. 125 A sweeping measure
of sanitary reform. 1910 Encycl. lirit. III. 38/2 The
eneral election . . resulted in a sweeping victory for the
^cial Democrats.

Sweepingly (sw;"pirjli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY *.]
In a sweeping manner (lit. or Jig.").
1. With a sweeping movement ; so as to sweep

over a surface.

1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVII. 509 Those tragedies which
go sweepingly over the bloody stage. 1854 Cliamli, Jrnl.

307

2. So as to have a wide scope ; compieliensivclv
indiscriminately.
,822 /..,,,,; So../, Is il to 1,,, tole.ate-l ih.ct nun

.noukl be thus swei-pmgiy branded with , .^.mn.y of
guilt ( 188, .M.s.s |;,<AM,UN .-,v/,. II. , 37 All wild ind

hie umMnrtT
dc "oul";Kl oweepingly, as dangerous to

S > Swee-pingnesa.
1831 Examiner 306,' r The. . 'lories have themselves alone

lo Wame for the mtphuiM which they ascribe lo Ihe
Refoim Bill. 1881 W. CLAKK RUSSELL Ocean f-ree-Lanee
II. ii. 1 1 1 A sublime curtsey, the overwhelming sweepingncssol which was no doubt ineanl lo cover me with confusion.
Bweeple, variant of SWIITI.I :.

Sweep-net. [SWEEI-- i.]
1. A large net used in lUhing, enclosing a wide

space ;
a kind of seine. Also/j'.

1605 CAMDEN Ktm., Anagrams 154 She [sc. (J L'liz 1 was
:is a Swcepnct for the Spanish ships, which, happily fell
into her net. 1611 Co, ,.R., Esfanitr',. .a great Sweepe-net

IV!
1
?'. '?*' '" ""y- '834 JAKDINE in Proc. liertuA at. Club I. Ko. i. 51 In the rivers they [u-. herling] are

"-aught wilh ihe common sweep-nets. 1866 Daily Tel. 5 Jan
5/1 J. he sweep-net and circle and shrimp nels which cer-
tainly do entrap immense quanlilies of immature fry. 1804
A. ROBERTSON AW^v.,-, etc. 130 She guessed her guess, andmade a cast with her sweep.net of questions and caught him
in the meshes.
2. A net used for catching insects by sweeping it

over herbage, etc.

1872 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. Sept. 634/1 The larva of

nei
S

he'

S

used
raay plentilul, especially if the sweep-

Sweepstake (swfplst.k), sweepstakes
(-stdks). Also 5-6 swepe-, 6 sweepestake, 6
swepstacke. [f. SWEEP v. 8 (SwEur- 2) + STAKE
SO.* Cf. SWOGTSTAKE.]
1 1. One who '

sweeps ', or takes the whole of,
the stakes in a game, etc. ; usually fig. one who
takes or appropriates everything ; from the Ijth
to the 17th cent, commonly used as a ship's name.

- M95 Naval Ace. Hen. K//(i8o6) 159 The Kinges Bark
called tlie Swepesiake. 1520 in Lftt. <"> Papers Hen. I////,
III. 11.1541 To John Hopton, wages of Ihe Swepestake row-

- -, 1 all is lysshe that
coiiiinetn lo Ihe netle wilh hym. 1545 in nth Kef. Hist.
MSS. Coiiint. App. vn. 8 The second rancke of ihe vaunl-
ward: 'Ihe gieale gallye. The Swepslacke. 1593 G
HAKVEV t'ients Safer. Wks. (Grosart) II. in He liiat
will exploit wondeimeiits, and kairie all befoie him like
a sweepe-stake. 1503 in J. Morris Troubles Cut/,. Fore-
fathers (1877) 163 The gleaners, as sweepstakes, who raked
up without scruple all that whereof the other made some

[

conscience. 1595 Roxli. Ball. ( 1 889 > VI. 409 The George-Aloeand ihe Sweep.stake loo. 1632 BUOMB \ov,-/la u. ii, bhee
Will runne on the laster. . . She will prove ihe only Sweep-slake
Inalhhecily. 1687 MIEGIS tit. J-'r. Diet., Sweep-slake, He
that gets all the Slakes, Cclid (on Cell*) aui tire I'Enjen |

/3. 1650 (title of ballad) Ihe Seaman s only Delight:
Shewing the brave Fight between Ihe George-Aloe, ihe
Sweepstakes and ceitain French Men at Sea. 1669 NAK-

I

BOROUGH Jml. 15 May in Ace. Sev. Late I'oy. (1711) i,
I received..my Commission to Command his Majesty's
Ship the Sweepstakes. 1673 R. HEAD Canting Acad. 18
Thy Sweep.slakes still shall bare Ihe Bell, No (ire-ship yet
aboard it fell.

f2. The act of sweeping everything away; a
clean sweep ; total removal or clearance. Only in

form sweepstake : usually in phr. to make sweep-
slake, to play (at) sweepstake. 06s.

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 323 Verres wheresoeucr he
came plaied Swepesiake [orig. quod omnia tierrcrct}. c 1555
[CovEKDALE] Exhort, carieiigi; of Clirystes crusse xii. 133
If Ihe pope and his prelales were charitable, ihey woulde, !

I Irowe, make swepe slake at once wylh purgatorye. 1557
R. EUCEWORTH Serm. 314 And this boke made swepestake
of ihe blessed saciamenl, declaring ihere to be nothing els
but bare bread and wine. 1581 J. BELL Haitian's Ansui.
Osor. in. 403b, Leo the 10,. .devising. .to make sweepe-

jstake for money long, de emungenda peennia}. 1589
'

NASHE Martins Months Min,l To Rdr., For Ihe mosle
|

pane, .they male in the end with a tripsie Tray, carrie all i

awaie smoolhe; and come once lo the sweepestake. 1613
J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Hear. Blessing Wks. 1630 HI. 123,. 2 :

Death ..whose auaritions greedy mood, Dolh play at

sweepe-stake with all liuing things. 1648 in Rushw. Hist.
Coll.\\-. (1659; II. 1227 The Scots play Sweep-stake, lake

nolhing but all Moveables. a 1650 Aup. WILLIAMS in
Hackel Life u. (1693) 172, I cannot conceive from what
ground this general Sweepstake of Archbishops, Bishops, I

Parsons, Vicars,.. should proceed. 1653 Vind. Christinas
'

Titie-p., The lamentable game called Sweepstake, acted by
Gen. Plunder and Maj. Gen. Tax.
3. oiig. A prize won in a race or contest in which

the whole of the stakes contributed by the com-
petitors are taken by the winner or by a certain

limited number of them ; hence (now usually), the

race or contest itself. (Cf. STAKE s6.% 3.)

1773 MME. D'ARBLAY Early Diarydtify) I. 234 The great
'

Sweep Stakes of the asses were half-a-guinea"; the second
prize a crown, and the third half-a-crown. 1785 W. PICK
(title) Authentic Historical Racing Calendar of all the

Plates, Sweep-slakes, Matches, &c., run for al York, 1709-
1785. 1835 H. H ARBWOOD Diet. Sports s. v. Woodpecker,

j

At Newmarket Spring Meeting, 1777, Woodpecker won a
sweepstakes of isoo gs. 1854 t'oiiltry Chron. I. 616/1 A '

Sweepstake for Dahlias, of 2S. 6d. each (open to the Counly).
b. A betting or gambling transaction in which

j

SWEEK.
each

L^TSOI,
contribute .1 si.,kc. and the whole ol

c stakes are taken by one or divided ainum;several undcjr ct-iiain c.mditicm,.JK -- -

4:"'',;;;;,;':"

i

1599 MISM.I
:,f. t),ct., 1'lt.u. Dial.

We l.u.l ,,oll,

lhc day''

modern or up

Hence Swee psta king, gambling in" the way ol
sw.'cpstakes.
i88a b. G. '1 HOMAS in Iturnie Man. * Lett. xv. (180,) ,,g

1 here is :, Kood [deal] of caid-playiiig on board, ami some
weeptttakioi .

Sweepy (swf-pi), sb. dial. Also 8 s.w. dial.
zweepy. [y I. sweep-chimney (SwEKr- 2) + -v dim.
suffix. (Slightly earlier than SwuEf sb. 32 ; cf.
ii w KETIE.

,]
A chimney-sweep or his boy.

1798 T. MORION Speed He Plough I. ii. (,8oo) 10 Liltle
zweepy do tell I he can zee a bit out from the lop of ihe

nbley. 1825-80 JAMIISON, Sneefie, a chimney sweepei

Sweepy (swrpi), a. Chiefly poet. [f. SWIEJ-
s6. or v. + -v.] Characterized by sweeping move-
ment or form

; sweeping.

* Galatea 127 The sweepy weight Of Ews that sink be-
i.ealh Ihe Milky fraighl. 17*. W. HAMILTON Wallace 116
liars, Bolls, and brazen Hinges.. lumbl'd down before ihe
sweepy Stroke. 1725 Por-E Odyss. IV. 644 The Nile, who
lrum the secret souice Of Jove's high seat descends wilh
-weepy force. 1790 A. WILSON TkiMdmlom Poet. Wks.
(1046) 33 Hail furious fiVw and sweepy light'ning shone.
1821 JOANNA BAILEE Mttr. Leg., Columbus xvi. Groves,w here each dome of sweepy leaves In air of morning gently
heaves. 1821 T. G. WAINEWRIGIIT Ess. A Crit. (1880) 184His hues aie flowing and sweepy. 1850 BROWNING Christ-
tn,is Eve vui. 9. I saw Ihe back of Him no more :. No face
only ihe sight Ol a sweepy garment, vast and white.

Sweer (swi-j, swu), a. t>c. and north, dial.
Formi : i sweer (suuer, swer), sweere, 3 Ormin
sware, 3-7 bwere, 4 suer, 4-5 buere, 4-6 swer.
6 sweyr, 6-7 sueir, 6-9 sweir, 7 sweare, -, 9
bwear, 8- sweer. [Com. Teut. adj. (

= heavy,
grievous, giave) :-Ot. swser, swxre, also twdr, =
OFris. swere (\\Fris. sinter, Ii. and N'Fiis. swar,
only fig.), OS. swar, MLG. swer and swar, MDu.
swxrund swore (l)\i. zwaar,, OHG. suari&\\<\ sudr
(MUG. swstre, swxr, and swdr, G. schwer), ON.
svarr (Sw. svar; Da. svxr from LG. ), Golh. svfrs

only in sense '

honoured, woi thy ': Ql'mt.'sii'ierja-
and *sweera- (cf. Lith. sveriii lo lift, weigh, svariis

ln-avy).
Ormin s form sware is from ON. The physical ineauii.g'

heavy
'

did not survive the Oli. peiiod.]

tl- Grievous, oppiessive. Obs.
0900 CYNEWULF Crist 1412 (Gr )Jzr bu Hades si(>ban..

sar <S: swar gewin & swearlne deaS. a looo Cxdinon's Gin,
472 (Gr.) Swa him afler by yldo ne derede lie suht sware.
CiaaoOuUM 16280 Forr hefi3 cS: forr sware unngribb J^ill
liaehenn follc bzr wrohhle. a 1225 Juliana 46 Ne set nie
neuer nabing swa lucere lie swa swere.

t 2. Oppressed in mind, giieved, sad. Obs.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) ci. 4 Icii- S] Forc%,on me is swatre

slefne, hefif, gnorniende. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vi.

(Thtnnas) 480 )
at lichlis }>e harl & makis It clere, pal

Ignorance be-fore mad swete.

3. Disinclined lor effort, inactive; indolent,
blotbful.

4725 Cotfus Gloss. (Hessels) D 26 1'esis, suuer.
C9j5o

Liiidisf.Gosp. Mall. xxv. 26 Seme male et piger, c^egn oe
3 fle & swer. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vii. (Jacobus Min.) \t,
1 tak na tym to lei It here, For I ame aid & sumdele swere.
n 1500 Wisd. Solomon 549 in Ratis Having, etc. 17 He sais,

pal ihe full sueie man plellis his handis one his brest

1500-20 DUN&AR Poems xxvi. 70 Mony sweir bumbard belly
liuddroun. 1513 DOLCI.AS .-hnii.-. in. viii. 15 Nochl sweir,
bot in his deidis diligent. 1596 DALRVMH.E tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. 1 . 286 Vdle, sueir, and sleuthfull. 1600 SKENK
Re%, Maj., Stat. Atc.r. II, 14 '1 he swere and slowfull man
will not plowe. 1668 k. B. Adagia Scot. 3 An oleit

1= active] Molber makes a sweir Daughter. 1665 G.
MACUONALD A. Faroes iv, It's asweer (lot)) Ihochlless way
to gan< to the Almichly wi' ilka fash.

4. Loth, reluctant, unwilling, disinclined (lo do

something).
a 1300 Cursor M. 28284 Ic ha ben bath reckeles and suere

To helpe nedy in bair mislere. e 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vi.

(Thomas) 6$j pochl
goddis wordis here.
{TkaMUU] 68s pochl lo treu he wes swere, Ouhen he can

goddis wordis here. a 1510 DOUGLAS A'. Hail u. 24 In

fayth 3e cum nocht heir ; Rin on thy way, or thow sail beir

ane route: And say, the portar he is wonder sweir. 1560
in Maitl. Cluo Misc. III. 217 We haif our lang absliactit

ourselfls and beyne sweir in adjwninR ws to Chiistes Con

fregatioun.
1724 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733) 1. 26 But O

'm wae And unko sweer to die. 1816 SCOTT Antia. xv,

'Very ri^ht, my little man,' said Ochiltree, turning the

reluctant pony's bead towards Monkbarns,
' but well guidet pony's

him atwten us, if he's no a' the sweeter.' 1896 HAHKIE

Marg. Ogill'y vi. (1897) 107 I'm sweer to waken him I

doubt he was working late.
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SWEEBDOM.

t Sweerdom. .SV. Ohs. /-arc- 1
. In 4 suer-.

rC. nrCC. + -DOM.]
- SWKEBNESS I.

, 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (Ninian) 233 SuordomB it IdUnes

forto He.

Sweere, obs. form of SWIRE.

fSweering. OAs.rare- 1
. In4sueryng. [irreg.

t. SWEEB a. + -ING '.] Sloth, negligence.
a 1300 Cursor HI. 28329 Ic ha bere ben in present Par man

,vh'
3
ten testament, Wit-vten scrift and preist rede, Ihoru

mi sueryng mai fall was dede. .,

Swee-rness. Sc. and north. dial. [O

siukrnes = MLG. swer-, swdrtnsse : see is\vtEB

a. and -NESS.]
1. Indolence, laziness, sloth.

c 888 ALFRED Boetk. xxxv. 5 i feah sio swaernes tea licno-

man & ba unbeawas oftabisesien baM mod mid ofettiolul-

nesse. a 1300 (?. Vl/. 28370 My suernes me has dun for-

c I4M ,W- 0tf. (Camden) 107 Superfluite, glotany,

fnd Ius',a
4
n?swernes. I45 Si* G..HAV Bk. ***"*

Wks. (S. T. S.) II. 59 Suerenes is a vice qnhllk makis a ma

to hate all gudelynes and to lufe all viciousnes. 1533
Jw

Rlcht Vay 20 Sweirnes is aganis the thrld command. I59?

DUNCAN App. Etym. (E. D. S.), .*///,.. sweirnes ; dia-

dia. i67kow Co/. /<<>* Autobiogr . (1848) i

Checking himself for swearness, laziness, and loving ot

bed too well. . .

2. Unwillingness, disinclination (to do s

308

, ,8SI M.WHKW L.*t. *''
=&/'* ^.

d
;.t'The

I the bridesmaids to the assembled guests.

2. Sweetness of taste ;
sweet taste, rait.

BELLENDEN Lhy v. xxiv. (S.T.S.) II. 23. For swernes

ba haue to big, 5e ar reddy to suffer all bir schamefull . .

dammaigis. 1639 Mtlntt Regality Records: (h. H. S.
MIJ)

I. 218 [He] burstit [a mare] . .putmg and binding three bar-

rowes togither for hes sueirnes to lift the ane at the

"Sweert (swfrt), a. Sc. Also sweered, sweerd,

sweired, sweirt, swear't. [?f. SWEER -

wat te ocor sens . .

tak them whiles, tho' I'm sure muckle money they cost.

1870 RAMSAY Ktmin. (ed. 18) p. xv, A man sae sure o

Heaven and sae sweert to be gaing laet. 1885 BLACK White

Ilenther xx, I was sweirt to trouble his lordship with my
small affairs.

Sweesh, Sc. form of SWISH.

Sweet (swft), sl>. Forms : see next. [SWEET
a. used stibst.]

1. That which is sweet to the taste; something

having a sweet taste. Chiefly poet.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7126 Of be etand be mete vt sprang, And

. I Q. i. iii. 30 A di

1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. i. 157 Let them not licke The sweet

which is their poyson. 1611 Bible i Esdras ix. 51 (!oe then

and eate the fat, and drinke the sweet. 1781 Cowr-ER

Convtrsat. 440 The mind. .Visiting ev'ry flow'r witll labour

meet, And gathering all her treasures sweet by sweet.

b. A sweet food or drink.

1400 Destr. Troy 13683 Fortune. .Lurkis in lightly with

lustis in hert, Gers hym swolow a swete, bat swellis hym
after. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 22 The Nobility
of the Country affect much to eat Ambar, Musk, and other

sweets. 1697 DRYOKN Virg. Georg. iv. 300 Sucli Rage of

Honey in their Bosom beats : And such a Zeal they have for

flow'ry Sweets. 1743 FRANCIS tr. Hor., Odes iv. xii. 22

Brins the glad merchandise, with sweets replete. 1802

Eng. Encycl. V. 610/2 Tlie purer sweets, as sugar.. .The
unctuous and mucilaginous sweets, as the impure sugars,

liquorice, &c. 1861 FLQR. NIGHTINGALE Nursing (ed. 2)

51, 1 have never known a person take to sweets when he was
ill who disliked them when he was well. 1887 JF.FFEKIES
A maryllis iii, If there were two courses, then bread between
to prepare the palate, and to prevent the sweets from

quarrelling with the acids.

c. //. Syrup added to wine or other liquor to

sweeten and improve its flavour
; hence, wine or

other liquor thus sweetened
; applied spec, to

British wines and cordials.

a 1679 SIR J. MOORE Ertg. Interest (1703) 33 The best way
to Order your Sugar before you put it into your Cyder, is to

make it into a kind of Syrup or Sweets. 1696 Act 7^-8
Will. Ill, c. 30 6 Mixed Liquors commonly called and
known by the Name of Sweets, made from foreign or

English Materials, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Cre*.u
t S-weets,

the Dreggs of Sugar used by Vintners, to allay the undue
fermenting or fretting of their Wine. 1765 BLACKSTONE
Comm.i.vm. 320 All artificial wines, commonly called sweets.

1842 Penny Mag. 29 Oct. 431/1 Mark Beaufoy. .entered his
name at the Excise as a 'maker of sweets

'

about a century
ago. 1845 DODD Brit. Manuf. 98 At first the name of
'sweets' was confined principally to the varieties of raisin-
wine. 1889 Act 52 ,$ 53 Viet. c. 42 28 The expression
'

sweets or made wines
'

shall mean any liquor which is made
from fruit and sugar, .and which has undergone a process of
fermentation.

d. spec. A sweet dish (a pudding, tart, cooked
fruit, etc.), or one of several such, forming a

separate course at a 'meal. Usually pi.
1834 DICKENS Sk. Boz, Steam Excurs., The sweets [on the

table] shook and trembled till it was quite impossible to help
them. 1852 THACKERAY Esmond n. xv, By the time t^g
soup came he fancied they must have been hours at table ;

and as for the sweets and jellies, he thought they never
would be done, a 1864 HAWTHORNE Crimshawe xix. (1891)
246 And entremets, and '

sweets ', as the English call them.
1890 R. C. LF.HMANN H. Fludycr 41 There was a delicious
sweet for luncheon.. .It was like a sort of bird's-nest in spun
barley-sugar with whipped cream eggs inside.

e. A sweetmeat, esp. in lozenge or '

drop
'

form.
SWEETIE is earlier in this sense.

- D '' 3
re

Tl^WcMsV^^to'^mind or feelings;

something that affords enjoyment or gratifies

desire ; (a) pleasure, (a) delight ;
the pleasant part

of something. In later use chiefly in />/.,
the

Treasures or delights of something.P
0ften m contrasAvithW, sour, and in express,

regaining literal phraseology, e.g. to taste or sulk the

"s"f\m LANC-L. P. PI. B. xi. 250 Al though it be soure

to suffre here comelh swete 1C. Jtill. M3 aswete] after. I43

// 1583 MELBANCKE Philotimus C\\), Alwayes shun such

bitter sweets. 1590 LODGE Rosalind (1592) OiiJ, Ol all

soft sweets, I like my mistris brest. 1596 SHAKS. ram. Shr.

i i. 28 To sucke the sweets of sweete Philosophic. 1607

TOUHNEUR '. Trag. iv. i. G j, An incredible Act . . 1 wixt

7S Your Lordships. .wno.. enjoy ui' cia ^. * ^ "~

t home and abroad. 1697 DRYDKN /Eneid xl. 41? 1 he

Gods have envy'd me the sweets of Life. 1749 1- IELDING

Tom Jones m. vi, Surfeited with the sweets of marriage, or

disgusted by its bitters. 1826 F'. REYNOLDS Life / Junes

11.436 Being now compelled daily, to taste more and more

of the sweets of management. 1858 R. S. SURTEES Ask

Mamma xlv. 203 Mr. Bulkhead, knowing Ihe steels of

office, again aspired to high places. 1861 HUGHES Tom
Bimon at O-\f. x, The run..up to town to. .taste some ol

the sweets of the sjason.

b. Contrasted with sweat.

1588 Kvo llouseh. Philos. Index, Wks. (1901) 236 Gaine

purchased with sweat or sweele. 1607 HIERON Wks. I. 397

We haue heard hitherto of the sweat, now let vs heare the

sweet of religion. 1610 MASON Turkl v. i, Ere we had

relisht the sweete of her sweete \sic\, that is the fruit of her

labors. 1607 FLAVEL Saint Indeed (1754) 129 He that will

not have the sweat, must not expect
the sweet of religion.

1670 RAY Prov. 146 No sweet without some sweat.

4. A beloved person, darling, sweetheart. (Cf.

SWEET a. 8 c.)
In ME. verse that swete isfreq. used conventionally.

13.. Guy Warw. (A.) 4578 No y no loued non bot )>at

swete. 1:1369 CHAUCER Detlu Blaunchc 832 Hyt was my
swete rygiit al hir selve. 1400 Dcstr. Troy 10567 Myche
sorow hade his Syre the sun to behold, And oft swonyt that

swete, & in swyme felle. c 1480 HENRYSON .I/or. Fat.,Cxll
H- Fox vii, At his end 1 did my besie curis To hald hisheid..

Syne at the last, the sweit sweit in my arme. 1592 SHAKS.

Rom. f, Jill. in. iii. 162 Bid my Sweete prepare to chide. 1640

tr. Vmlcrfs Kom.ofKom. 111. 66 Amone the which [gentle-

women] perceiving my Claristea (so is this inexorable sweet

named) to be one. 1664 BUTI.EH Hud. it. I. 394 This made
the beauteous Queen of Crete To take a Town-Bull for her

Sweet. 1703 Kules of Civility 25 As, for a Governor, speak.

i)ig of his Wife, to say, ..My Sweet is the most prudent.

1855 TENNYSON Maud i. xxn. xi, She is coming, my own,

my sweet. 1868 MORRIS Earthly Par. (1870) 1. 1. 289 What
feat do ye This eve in honour uf my sweet and me?

5. A sweet sound, poet. rare~~ l

.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. I. xii. 39 Yet wist no creature, whence
that heauenly sweet Proceeded.

6. Sweetness of smell, fragrance ; //. sweet

odours, scents, or perfumes, poet.

1594 DKAYTON Sonn., Amour xxv, Some muz'd to see the

earth enuy the ayre, Which from her lyps exhald refined

sweet. ci6oo SHAKS. Sonn. xcix, More flowers I noted, yet
I none could see, But .sweet, or culler it had stolne from
thee. 1612 WEBSTER White Devil 11. i. 165 The naturall

sweetes Of the Spring-violet, a 1718 PRIOR 2nd Hymn
Callimachus 50 Perfumes distill their Sweets. 1784 COWPKK
Task I. 444 He.. riots in the sweets of ev'ry breeze. 1820

SHELLEY Skylark 55 The scent it gives Makes faint with too

much sweet those heavy-winged thieves. 1821 CLARE Vill.

Minstr. II. 81 Perfuming evening with a luscious sweet.

7. pi. Substances having a sweet smell ; frngrant
flowers or herbs ; t scents, perfumes. Now rare.

i6oa SHAKS. Ham. v. i. 266 Sweets, to the sweet. 1639-40
in Swayne Churchw. Ace. Saruin (1896) 320 Sweetes to

burne in the Church at Chrismass. 1667 MILTON P. L. v.

294 Through Groves of Myrrhe, And flowring Odours. . . A
Wilderness of Sweets. 1691 Land. Gaz. No. 2641/4 The
Bottle of Sweets {viz. perfume]. 1784 COWPER Task n. 257
Strew the deck With lavender, and sprinkle liquid sweets.

1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Amer. II. 63 The rich carnations
and other sweets that bloomed in the garden.
8. attrib. and Comb, (chiefly in sense I e), as

sweet- box, -maker, -mating, -shop, -stall, -standing.

SWEET.

1731-3 I
1

. SIIA\V Chan. Lt;t.\\. (1755) 20? The An of

Sweet- Making might receive ;i liigli hegrec of Improvement,
by using pure Sugar as one general wholesome bwctl,
instead of those infinite Mixtures of Honey, Raisins, Syrups,
Treacle, Stum, Cyder, &c. wherewith the Sweet-Maker*

supply the Wine-Coopers. 1879 Miss li. K. BATES Egypt.
Bonds II. u. 166 The sweet-shops, with their sugary wart;^.

1882 East. Daily Press 17 July 3 All day long the sweet
stalls., were besieged by battalions of the common honey
bee. 1896 ll'estm. Gaz. 18 Mar. 8 2 A Hoxton sugar-boiler

and sweet-maker. 1902
'

<^>

'

White IVolf i He had bought
a packet ofTone of the sweet-standings.

Sweet (sw;~t), a. and adv. Konns : i swoete,
Northumli. suoet, suet, 1-6 swete, 2-6 swet,

3-6 suete, 4-5 suet, He. sweyt, 4-8 Sc. sweit,

5-7 sweete, (2 sweote, 3 swiete, 4 suette.

swett, squete, sweyte, Kent, zuete, 5 swette,

sqwete, swyte, 6 Sc. sweitt, sueit, 7 suiet, S

Sc, suit), 6- sweet. Conip. i swet(t)ra, 3-5
swettere, (i swoetra, 3 swettre, swetture, 4

-ore, -our, 5 -ir, -we
; 4 squetter, suetter), 4-5

swetter ; 4 swetere, Sc. -are, 6 Sc. -ar, suetar,

5- sweeter. Stif. 1-5 swetest, 2-5 -este, 5

-lot, 5- sweetest; also 3-5 swetteste, 4-5

-est, 5 -ist. [Com. Tent. : OE. swiite, = OKris.

swlt, OS. swSti, MLG. sole, su/e, (LG. sole, sot),

Ml)u. soete, suete (Da. zoel), OUG. suoy, sivao^

(MHG. suete, G. siiss), ON. s&lr (Sw. sot, Da. jjW)
: OTeut. *swotja-, *su>o(i-, f. swat- (whence OE.

swiSle SOOT adv.) : Indo-eur. swad- (with variant

sivftd-), in Skr. svadits sweet, svddati to be sweet,

Gr. iJ5t sweet, ijOKrOai to rejoice, ijoouj pleasure,
nrRavtiv (taSov, Joio) to please, i,.suavis (:*swaJ-
wis) sweet, suadere to advise (properly, to make

something pleasant to). Gothic shows another

grade of the root in suts^
A. adj.

1. Pleasing to the sense of taste; having a pleasant

taste or flavour; spec, having the chaiacteristic

flavour (ordinarily pleasant when not in excess) of

sugar, honey, and many ripe fruits, which corre-

sponds to one of the primary sensations of taste.

Also said of the taste or flavour. Often opposed
to bitter or sour (so also mjig. senses).
See also special collocations in C. i.

c888 ^LI-RED Boelh. xxxix. 9 |>et is forhwi se gooda
liece selle bam halurn men seftne drenc & swetne. a 1000

Phtxnix 103 (Gr.) Pa swetestan somnad & gaedrad wyrta

wynsume & wudubleda. c 1150 Death 106 in O. E. Misc.,

Hwer beoo bine dihsches Midd bine swete sonde? 1303 R.

BRUNNE llantil. Synne 1398 Delytable, & swete of sauoure.

1377 LANI;L. P. PI. B. xn. 264 pe larke. .is.. swifter ban be

pecok, And of fiesch,. .fatter and swetter. 1393 Itiit. C.

xix. 60 Somme [apples] ar swettere ban some and sonnere

\\ollen rotye. c 1449 PKCOCK Refir. i. xiii. 67 Hony is

swettist to him of alle othere metis. 1583 FITZHEHB. Hush.

betfer to digest then other. 1594 MAKLOWE & NASHE Dido

11.
i,
He giue thee Sugar-almonds, sweete Conserues. 1596

lid-ward 111, ii. i. 406 A sugred, .sweet and most delitious

last. 1667 MILTON P. L. \. 68 O Fruit Divine, Sweet of

thy self, but much more sweet thus cropt. 1765 Museum
JCust. IV. 398 Fine-flavoured, mellow, sweet beef from beasts

fed with oil-cakes. 1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xi, A tart a

flam and some nonsense sweet things, and comfits. 1827

FARADAY Chcm. Manip. xxiv. (1842) 629 The liquid will

communicate a very aromatic sweet taste to it. 1883 Cassells

Diet. Cookery 772/1 Rose Sauce for Sweet Puddings. 1887

BENTLEY Man. Hot. (ed. 5) 824 Secondary products of me-

tastasis, .some of which, as .sweet secretions, &C., are neces-

sary for the perpetuation of the species.

b. In similative and other proverbial phr.

c85 Vesf. Ps. xviii. n [xix. 10] Dulcioi-a super me! <V

fai'um, swoetran ofer huni? & biobrajd. 1386 CHAUCKK

Miller's T. 20 He hym self as sweete as is the roote Of

lycorys. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3855 Was nenir na hony in

na hyue vndire heuen swettir. c 1403 LYDG. Temple ofGins

1251 Swete is swettir eftir bitternes. 14.. Lat. ff Eng.
Prov, (MS. Douce 52) If. 16 b, Hungur makyth harde bonjs

swete. 1546 J. HEVWOOD Prov. (1867) 16 Sweete meate wi

haue sowre sawce. a 1553 UUALL Royster D. i. iii. (Arb.)

20 Soft fire maketh sweete malte, good Madge. 1600

SHAKS. A. Y. L.m. ii. 115 Sweetest nut, hath sowrest nnde.

1607 [see SAUCE si. i b]. 1671 T. HUNT Aheccd. Scholast.

79 The sweetest flesh is next the bone. 1697 DRYDEN Vttt,

Past. vii. 53 Fair Galathea, with thy silver Feet, O, whiter

than the Swan, and more than Hybla sweet. I7i BAIL"V

.s.v., After sweet Meat comes sowr Sauce. 1898 W. W.

JACOBS Sea Urchins, Choice Spirits (1906) 90 'Ihe meats

awful.'
'

It's as sweet as nuts,' said the skipper.

2. Pleasing to the sense of smell; having a

pleasant smell or odour ; fragrant. Also said of

the smell or odour.

900 tr. Bxtla's Hist. in. viii. (1890) 174 Hordzrn. .balsaml

& fara deorwyrjestena wyrta & bara swetestena bara |>e

middanf,earde wsron. 971 lilitkt. Horn. 59 pa swetan

stencas seslincaS bara wuduwyrta. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 53

pe sweote smel of be chese. ciazo Bestiary 508 Vt o

his Srote it smit an onde, Be swetteste oing Oat is londe.

a 1272 Lime Kan 151 in O. E. Misc. 97 fu art swcttu

bane eny flur. a 1300 Cursor it. 1381 Cipres, be be suet,

sauur, Bitakens ur suete \l-airf. squete] sauueur. c ij

CHAUCER Prol. 5 Zephirus . . with his swete breeth. "4S
Cast. Perm. 801 in Matro Plays 101 Parkys, poundys, S

many pens, pei semyn to ?ou swetter banne sens. 154

BOORDE Dietary xx. (1870) 281 Parsley..doth cause a man

to haue a swete breth. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. n. i. 252. '

know a banke.. Quite ouer-cannoped..With sweet muske



SWEET.
roses, and wilh I-..;!. inline. 1596 ._ Taw. Slir. Induct, i. 40
I'.in !'<- sweet Wood to make the L'Klj;ili swede. 1650 Ft'l -

I I:R Pisgak III. ii. 5 Pillasters. .of. . Almujjgin trees.. which,
if odoriferous, .. made that passage as sweet to the smell,
.is specious to the sight. 1781 COWPER Hope 290 Sweet
scent, or lovely form, or both combined. 1850 TENNVSOX In
Merit. Ixxxvi, Sweet after showers, ambrosial air.

tb. spec. Perfumed, scented. Sec also sweet-

bag, -ball, -powder (in C. i a), SWEET-WATKK. Obs.
1573-4 in iFeuillerat Kntls Q. Elh. (1908) 208 Sweete

H^lilcs
of white

wex^for^he same vii'. 1592 Ace. -Hi:. //'.

'ie 407 A he Monopoly ol making
sweet Gloves to that Nation whose hand did stink in-

sufferably.

3. Free from offensive or disagreeable taste or

smell; not corrupt, putrid, sour, or stale; free from
taint or noxious matter

;
in a sound and wholesome

condition.

6-1250 Gen. f, Ex. 3302 A funden trew oor-inne dede
Moyses, and it wurS swet on oe stede. a 1300 Cursor i\I.

6j52-4 PC
w="cr was al suete alson, pe water bat sua full

slanc, Suetter neuer bai siben drank. 1501 Keg. Privy
.Seal Scotl. I. 100/1 [3} | lastis of salmond, ful, rede, and
swele. 1596 HARISUTON Metam. Ajax Eivb, Because hec
had not scene better to the keeping sweet of the streets.

1607 DKKKER ll'cstw. Hoe i. Wks. 1873 II. 291 He hath an
excellent trick to keepe Lobsters and Crabs sweet in summer.
1655 MARQ. WORCESTER Cent. Inv. 100 [T'liey] furnish
Cilies with Water.. as well as keep them Sweet, tunning
through several Streets. 1681 LANGFORD Plain Instr. Fruit,
trees 139 Cyder Fruit.. laid upon a sweet and dry floor, in
a heap. 1685 Compl. Servant Maid 1 44 You must wash your
own Linen, keeping your self sweet and clean. 1754 Crtmpl.
Cydcr.man 1 14 A sufficient Number of sweet Casks to put it

into. 1791 Trans. Sac. Arts IX. p. xvii, Preserving Fresh
Water sweet, for the use of Seamen during long voyages.
1859 JEPHSON Brittany v. 53, I question whether the beds
would be so clean and sweet. 1861 MRS. BKF.TON Jit.
/louseli. Managem. (r88o) 385 In choosing a ham, ascertain
that it is perfectly sweet. 1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal-mining,
Sweet, free from fire-damp or other gases, or from fire-stink.

t b. spec. Of water : Fresh, not salt. Also of
butter : Fresh, not salted. (Cf. G. silsswasser, F.
eau douce, etc.) Obs.
ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 134 Drince wejbrajdan seaw on

swetuni wajtre. cma Bestiary 320 He lepeS Sanne wiS
inikel list, Of swet water he haued orist. a 1425 Cursor I\T.

6 H9 (Trin.) pei fond . . Watir bittur as any bryne. As bryne hit
was & no swettur. 1480 CAXTON Myrr. xx. 109 Alle watres
come of the see ; as wel the swete as the salt. 1553 EDEN
Treat. Nfiue Inti. (Arb.) 26 In this dcserte are..founde
bytter waters : but more often fresshe and sweete waters. 1591
A. W. Bk. Cookrye 8 b, In the seething pot put in a peece of
sweet Butter. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. $ Min. Introd.,
Living in rivers and other sweet waters. 1709 T. ROBINSON
Hat. Hist. Westmoreld. iv. 23 The subterrene Waters are
those sweet Mineral Feeders, which do implcte the Body of
the Earth. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 84 Animals which
. . live alternately on land or in sweet water.

to. Of bread (in i6th c. versions of and allu-

sions to Scripture): Unleavened. (Opposed to
sour as in SOUR-DOUGH.) Obs.

1526 TIN-DALE Mark xiv. 12 The first dayc of swete
breed. 1535 COVERDALE Exod. xxxiv. 18 The feast of swete
bred shall tliou kepe. 1593 NASHE Christ's T. Wks. 1904
II. 48 The feast of Tabernacles, the feast of sweet Bread,
and the feast of Weekes.

d. Of milk : Fresh, not sonr : see sweet milk in

C. i a.

1812 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst. Hnsb. Scot. 1. 105 The milk can
be sold sweet, as taken from the cow.

e. Old Chem. and Metallurgy. Free from corro-
sive salt, sulphur, acid, etc.
1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes t, Qual. n. rv. 315 Chymists..

tcrme the Calces of Metals and other Bodies dulcifi'd, if

they be freed from all corrosive salts and sharpness of Tast,
sweet, though they have nothing at all of positive sweetness.
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.) Sweet-roasting.
4. Pleasing to the ear

; having or giving a

pleasant sound
; musical, melodious, harmonious :

said of abound, a voice, an instrument, a singer or

performer on an instrument.

900 tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. iii. (1800) 264 pa jeherde he . . ba
swetestan stefne & ba forestall singendra. a 1300 Cursor
M. 1030 Par sune es soft and suet sang, la 1366 CHAUCER
Rom. Rose 768 In loreyn her notes bee Fulle swetter than
in this contre. 1460 Tirmneley Myst. xv. 13 A! myghtfull
god, what euer this ment, so swete of toyn. c 1500 Me/nsine
-. 7 He stood styl . . to here her swette & playsaunt voyce.

.
.

Dauid . . the swete singer of Israel. 1599 SHAKS., etc. Pass.
Pilgr. 282 Cleare wels spring not, sweete birds sing not. 1602
Ham. in. i. 166 Like sweet Bels iangled, out of tune, and

harsh. 1604 E. G[Ri.MSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist, tmlies vn. iii.

500 Their tongue and pronountiation is very sweete and
pleasant. 1617 MORYSON Itin. \. 152 A paire of Organs doth
make sweet musicke. 1697 DRYDEN Virg, Gearg. iv. 680

[h Infernal Troops, .list'ning, crowd the sweet Musician's
side. 1780 COWPER Doves 37 Thus sang the sweet se-

qucster'd bird, Soft as the passing wind. 1836 DUBOURO
Violin t (1878) ii The viol instruments were decidedly
sweet, but comparatively dull. 1859 TENNYSON Marr.
Geraint 329 The sweet voice of a bird.

5. Pleasing (in general) ; yielding pleasure or

enjoyment ; agreeable, delightful, charming. (Only
literary in unemotional use : cf. e.)

a. to the mind or feelings.
c888 /ELFRED Booth, xx.xv. 84 Hi. .meahton eaSe seggan

soospell, r ii him ba leasunga iucmi swetran. 1.900 tr.

809

AVer
1

.. '.. ///.,/. v. .xxiii. (.890)482 Me symblc swele ,* wyn-sum WKS, ,.a:t ic obbe leornode obbe ker.li- .Vc wn't. .
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\K h.vile be he lesut, swo bincS wele be swettere ban hitcumc5 barafier. a 1225 .l,ur. K. ..^ Ilranli. use he dude,
t>et swete hkunge into smeortunge. c 1250 Gen. * Ex. 210
Paradis, An , :,d .,1 tul ,,f sweic bfis. e 1320 .V/> TViWr 611

V /V/
S V" :

u
f'" r "' se> ^ 5 ' ft was wel bwc <c. I3 LANUL.

/ . / t. A. Piul. 83 Persones and parisch prcstes. .askeb leue
..10 singe )>er lur Slmonye, for seluer is swete. 1377 Ibid
I., xv 179 pough he here hem no bred, he berelh hem swellcr
lynoO*. 1393 IHit. C. XXI. 219 He h;,.l,l.- n.n wist wyterlywheber deb wer soure ober sweyte. c 1449 I'ECUCK Ret-r. i.

xiii. 66 In the Imtonal parties of the Oold Testament and of
the Newe, is miche delectable and swecle. 1560 DAUS Ir
Sleidanes Com,,,. 337 b, How swete is y name of peace, andhow comfortable a thing it is. 1567 MAI-U.I Gr. Forest 4 b,
lltl is otherwise efi'ectuous to bring a man in sweelc slecpe.
1575 GASCOKJNE Glasse Govt. iv. vi, Although it seemc unto
s mc "'en a sweete thing to commaunde. 1600 SHAKS.
A. Y. L. n. i. 12 Sweet are the vses of aduersitie. 1604Ham. HI. iv. 20t)(y .2) O tis most sweete When in one line
two crafts directly meete. 1609 [see KKVKNGK s/i. i] 1638
JUNIUS faint. Ancients 119 Art, abounding with manysweet vices, drew still the eyes.. of unadvised spectators.
1643 I RAPI- (.;/. (,V. xl. 3 A sweet providence; that these
obnoxious officers should be sent to Joseph's prison. 1718
\\ KSII..V Hymn, ' Let us go/orth' ii, When He vouchsafes
our Hands to Use, It makes the Labour sweet. 1784 COWPER

''r?.
4 Sweet S 'Mp enJys the curate in his desk. Ibid.

n. 482 Oh, popular applause, what heart of man Is proof
against thysweet seducing charms? 1801WORDSW. Sparrow'sNest 19 A heart, the fountain of sweet tears. 187* Miss
LRADDON J. Haggard's Dan. x, It was sweeter to you to
help others than to be happy yourself. 1882 SEHJT. BALLAN-
TINE hxper. iv. 41, 1 received half a guinea, the sweetest
that ever found its way into my pocket.

b. to the senses
; esp. to the sight =

Lovely, of

charming appearance.
la 1366 CHAUCER Ram. Rose 622 And thus he walkelh to

solace Hym and his folk for swetter place To plcyn j nnehe may not fynde. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvi. 66 Quhen
byrdis syngis on the spray, . . For softnes of that sweit
sesoune. c 1430 Cliev. Assigne 44 A seluer cheyne Eche on
of hem hadde, a-bowte his swete swyre. 1590 SPENSER F.
Q. 11. x. 47 Warlike Caisar, tempted with the name Of this
sweet Island. 1617 MORYSON llin. i. 99 The place where
the Marchants meete, called la Loggia, lying vpon the sea,
is as sweete an open roome, as euer I saw. 1632 LITHGOW
Trav. iv. 137 The sweetest face, the youngest age, and
whitest skin was in greatest value and request. 1645SYMONUS

J)iary (Camden) 175 His Majestic lay at Mr.
Crompton's howse, a sweet place in a fyne parke. a 1700
EVELYN Diary 23 Apr. an. 1646, This sweete Towne [sc. Vin-
cenza] has more well-built Palaces than any of ils dimen-
sions in all Italy. 1812 BYRON CA. Har. i. Ixxix, On high
The corse [of the bull killed in the bull-light] is piled sweet
sight for vulgar eyes. 1837 CAMPBELL Cora Linn ii, It was
as sweet an Autumn day As ever shone on Clyde. 1842
BORROW Bible in Spain xxvi. 282 It is a sweet spot, and the
prospect which opens from it is extensive.

H The phr. sweet in (the, one's} ted has been
used with various implications.
a 1300 Havelok 2927 [He] dide him bere sone wedde Hire

bat was ful swete in bedde. 1721 KELLY Sc. Prov. 290 Sweet
in the Bed, and sweir up in the Morning, was never a good
Housewife, a 1800 in Lain;: Sel. Anc. Pi<t. P, Scotl. (1822)
xxiii. Introd., A Clown is a Clown both at home and abroad ;

When a Rake he is comely, and sweet in his bed.
C. Of song or discourse, and hence trattsf. of a

poet, orator, etc., with mixture of sense 4 : Pleasing
to the ear and mind ; pleasant to hear or listen to ;

sometimes implying
'

persuasive, winning ', ) or in

bad sense,
'

alluring, enticing'.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 265 Spmwhat he lipsed for his wan-

townesse To make his englissh sweete vp on his tonge.
1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. iv, His metir suete. .full of morali-
tee. 1:1480 HENRYSON Mar. Fat. Prol. i, Thair polite
termes of sweit Rhetoric. 1526 TINUALE Rom. xvi. 18 By
swete preachyngcs and flatterynge wordes [they] deceave
the hertes of the innocentes. a 1533 LD. BEHNEKS Gold.
Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Ej, He was so swete in his wordes,
that many tymes he was harde more than thre houres
togyther. 1612 BKINSLEY Lud. Lit. xiii. (1627) 175 Such
a one [sc. book] as is most easie, both for the sweetest
Latine and choisest matter. 1632 MILTON L'Alleg-ro 133
Sweetest Shakespear fancies childe. 1746 FRANCIS tr.

Horace, Art of Poetry 113 Whose rapid Numbers, suited to
the Stage,. .With sweet Variety were found to please.

d. ironically: cf. FINK a. 120.

1656 G. COLLIER Ansvj. 15 Quest. 18 Here's another sweet
inference. 1677 MIEGE bng-Fr. Diet, s.v., I should have
made a sweet business on't for my self. 1725 T. THOMAS in
MSS. Dk. Portland (Hist. MSS. Comm.) VI. 133 We had
a specimen of the sweet road we were to clamber through,.,
a pretty sharp ascent.. full of loose, ragged stones. 1850
SMEDLEY F. FnirlegA xl, Oh ! they made a sweet row, I can
tell you.

e. In colloq. use, an emotional epithet expres-
sive of the speaker's personal feelings as to the

attractiveness of the object.
1779 Mirror No. 41 P 7 Miss Betsy had taken down some

sweet copies ofverses, as she called them, in her memorandum
book. 1782 Miss KUKNEY Cecilia I. iv,

'
1 assure you ',

she

continued, 'she has all Paris in her disposal ; the sweetest

caps ! the most beautiful trimmings ! and her ribbons are

quite divine !' 1840 THACKERAY Barber Cox June, Honour-
able Tom Fitz-Warter, cousin of Lord Byron's; smokes all

n love witn some sweet thing in hats or handkerchiefs.

6. In extended use : Having an agreeable or

benign quality, influence, operation, or effect.

Chiefly technical : see quots.
a. Favourable, genial.

SWEET.

ilyffe llremes & M

T '< 'S
94 '"

helps for her barren groundes. 1(24 Locrxj

closest ni'ht
hi" """" ' * """' h""' doW "

b. Of land, products. 01 the like : Free from
hitter or similar deleteriotu mialitiei.

dothjnawMM groundes. ,649 BLITIIK Kg. lu,prm . ;.
140 Which sorts of Land if Rich, and Sweet, will lose Advnce
by Ploughing. ,765 Museum Kusl. 1 1 1. jj. The l.nd mo>t
suitable for this plant (sc. tea*el| is thai ol a thin sweet ur-
face, and marly bottom. 1839 MUICHISON Silur. S?st. i x.

135 From its .sulphureous properties, it is also preferred to
coal of the sweetest and best quality. 1840 Civil l.itf. f,

Arch. Jrnl. III. 296/2 Iron of an excellent quality, which
they term sweet-iron.

O. Easily managed, handled, or dealt with
;

working or moving easily or smoothly.
1673 R. HEAD Canting Acad. 192 The fourteenth a Game,

ster, if he sees the Hie sweet, He presently drops down
a Cog in the street. 1725 Ntw Cant. Du t.. Sweet, easy to
be taken in : Also experl, dexterous, clever : As, .Stf/'s
yaur Hand, said of one who has the Knack of stealing by
bleight of Hand. 1801 STRUTT Sports <y Past. \. i. 16
Beasts of sweet flight,. .the buck, the doe, the bear, the
rein deer, the elk, and the spytard. 1883 STEVENSON Treat,
lit. ii. vii, You never imagined a sweeter schooner a child
might sail her. 1915 Blackui, Mag. Sept. 316/1 She was a
sweet ship in a seaway if one knew her idiosyncrasies.

td. Art. Delicate, soft. Obs. (Cl. SWEETEN 8 b.)
1662 EVELYN Chalcogr. 66 So sweet, even and bold was his

work. 1662 FAITHORNE Graving t Etching xvii. 21 It is

at the first operation, that you are to cover all the faintest
and sweetest places.
7. trans/, (chiefly in phr.) Fond of or inclined

for sweet things, esp. in sweet tooth (see C. I a).
1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. ill. i. 330 She hath a sweet mouth.
8. Dearly loved or prized, precious; beloved,

dear.

0900 CYNEWULF jfnliana 94 (Gr.) Du eart dohtor min seo
dyreste & seo swetcste. c 1275 Passion our Lord 64 in
0. E. Misc. 39 Vor vuele he dude god, per-vore hi at ben
ende schedden his swete blod. a 1300 C ursor M. 14401 God
luued be luus lang beforn pat his suet {/'air/, squete, Gftt.
suete, Trin. swete] sun was born, c 1375 Lay hits Mass
&#. (MS. B.) 449 Swete ihesu make me saue. c 1385
CHAUCER L. G. If. 1042 Dido, Whom schuldc he louyn but
this lady swete ? c 1386 Prol. Melit>eus P 18 By goddes
sweete pyne. c 1400 Destr. Troy 11381 All sweire t>ai, full

swiftly, vpon swete haloues. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 2080
Thou wylt by schent, by swy te Jhesus. a 1533 LD. Bi USERS
Huon ii. 3, I.. render grace.. to god myswet creatore. 1579
LYLv'^K(Arb.)74 He will be..readie to offer himselfe
a Sacrifice for your sweete sake. 1583 KAXL NORTHAMPTON
Def. agst. Prophecies Pp iv b, Poiicarpus, the sweete Mar-
tir ofour Lorde. 1591 SHAKS. Ttvo Gent. II. vi. 30 Ayining at
Siluia as a sweeter friend. 1591 i Hen. VI, iv. vi. 55 Thy
Life to me is sweet. 1780 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary (1842) I.

359 Ah, how different and how superior our sweet father.

b. In forms of address, Ireq. affectionate, but

formerly also (now arch.} respectful or compli-
mentary.
11225 Leg. Kath. 1536 Mi swete lif, se swoteliche he

smecheft me., bet al me buncheo. .bet he sent me. c 1330
Spec. Gy de Wanv. 555 Swete loid, foiliue bu me. 1350
IVitf. Palerne 4579 Swete sire,. . Wharfore was al bis fare

formest bi-gunne? 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, It. v. 137 Nay
take me with thee, good sweet Exeter. 1605 Lear \.

v. 50 O let me not be mad, not mad, sweet Heauen. 1617
R. FENTON Treat. Ck. Rome 145 Sweet Jesus, had it not
beene for these and these, we had neuer Deene enabled to

preach thy Gospel!. 1693 Humours Tovjn 31 Ah sweet
Mr. Jovial, you mistake me quite. 1782 COWPER Pan-ot

iii, 'Sweet Poll!' his doting mistress cries, 'Sweet Poll!'
the mimic bird replies. 1807-8 SYD. SMITH Plytttleys Lett.
1. (ed. Cassell) 10 In the first place, my sweet Abraham, the

Pope is not yet landed. 1833 TENNYSON Miller's Dan. iii,

Give me one kiss: My own sweet Alice, we must die. 1849
FABER Hymn, Sweet Saviour, bless us ere we go. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 25 Be cheerful, sweet sir, and give
your opinion.

c. absol. in affectionate address : Beloved, dear

one
;
also in superlative. (Cf. SWEET so. 4.)

c 1300 A". Horn 465 (Harl. MS.) Help me bat ych were
Ydobbed to be knyhte, Suete, bi al bi my me. 13 . . Sir Beues

(A.) 279
' Haue

',
a seide, 'ber bis sonde Me leue swet 1

'

'1386 CHAUCER Frantcl. T. 250 Haue mercy sweete or ye
wul do me deye. a 1400-50 It at s Ale.v. 2826 Here send I

lie, my swete, salutis & ioy. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 373
Gentle sweete, Your wits makes wise things foolish. 1590

Mitis. A'. III. ii. 247 Sweete, do not scorne her so. a 1658
LOVELACE To l.ucasta, going to the Wars\, Tell me not,

sweet, I am unkind. 1814 SHELLEY To M. W. Gothvin v. We
are not happy, sweet ! 1818 Kosal. I, Helen 73 Thou lead,

my sweet, And I will follow. 1885 'Mas. ALEXANDER* j4/

Bay x, I would give my life to buy peace for you, sweetest.

d. Dear to the person himself; usually sarcasti-

cally, 'pet',
'

precious' : chiefly qualifying self or

will. At one's own sweet will: just as one likes.

1621 Chas. f's Ansvj. to Petit. Comm. in Rushw. Hist.

Coll. (1659) I. 49 Let us not so far wrong the Jesuites, as to

rob them of their sweet Positions and practice in that very

point 1746 FRANCIS tr. Hor., Sat. u. v. 61 Bid him go
home, of his sweet self take care, a 1774 TUCKER /./. .\'at.

(1834) II. 401 Nor yet need he be too secure against all

damage to his own sweet person. 1802 WORDSW. Sonn.,
IVestm. Bridge 12 The river glidelh at his own sweet will.

1846 TENNYSON Lit. Squabbles iii, The petty fools of rhyme
. .Who. .strain to malce an inch of room For their sweet

selves. i86 WHITTIER Amy ll'tntnvrtk 151 Love hm
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never known a law Beyond its own sweel will. 1873

SVMO.IDS Grk, Pacts xi.344 The monk Planudes. .remodelled

llie Greek Anthology of Ceplialas at his own sweet will.

9. Having pleasant disposition and manners;

amiable, kindly ; gracious, benignant, a. Ol per-

sons, etc.

c 825 I'esp. Ps. xxiv. B Vulfis e! rictus Dommnl,^swoete
& rent dryten c 1200 OKMIS 1258 Cullfre iss milde, & meoc,

,* swet. c IJ73 Moral Ode 381 in O.E. Misc. 71 God is so

swete & so muchel in his godnesse. 1297 K. GLOUC. (Kolb)

4088 On iesu pat (mike day worb me suete & god. 1375

HARBOUR Brace I. 390 Quhen he wes blyth, he wes lully,

And meyk and sweyt in company. 1382 WYCLIF Is. xclx.

(c.) 5 Preise ?<:e his name, for swete is the Lord. 1553

Kisfuolica n i. 108, 1 double not a shewete Ladye I shall

fynde hir. Cltio Women Saints 176 She was a verie

courteous and sweete woman. 1693 J. EDWARDS Author. O.

H N. Test. 350 Very good-natur'd, sweet, and benign

persons. 1799 WORUSW. Lucy Gray ii,
The sweetest Ihing

that ever grew Beside a human door! 1859 "lEXNVSON

Marr. Geraint 393 Seeing her (sc . Enid] so sweet and service-

able. 1905 ELINOK GLVN I'iciss. Eiiangeline 157 At luncbeon

she was sweet to me at once,

ironical. 1608 ARMIN Nest Kin*. Bij, His report., making
no bones of the sweet youth gaue his doin-s thus. 1644
PRYNNE & WALKER Ficanes's Trial 26 note. Was not this

a sweet Governour, that professelh he had no more charge
of his chiefest Fort, then of any home in the Towne?

b. Of personal actions or attributes.

a 1300 Cursor M. 20086 He bat namof hir his flexs,AU his

suet will al wess. c 1330 Spec. Guy de Warw. 958 po seide

anon |>e profete To be widewe wordes swete. c 1400 Land
Troy Bk. 18657 God. .graunte vs of his swete grace Ther-In

to haue a swete place ! 1473 Rental 13k. Cupar-Angus
(1879) I. 177 The ourman quhilk the Abbot assigns for kepyn
of gud and suet nichtburhed. 154* J- HEYWOOD Prov.

(1867) 44 To see his sweete lookes, and here hir sweete

wurdes. 1590 SHAHS. Cam. Err. 11. ii. 112, I, I, Antipholus,
looke strange and frowne, Some other Mistresse hath thy
sweet aspects. 1647 HERRICK Noble Numb., Alines i, Give,
if thou canst, an Almes; if not, afford, Instead of that,

a sweet and gentle word. ai66l FULLER Worthies, ll-'est-

inoreld.\i()b2) Ii. 140 One of a sweet nature, comely presence,
courteous carriage. 1705 STANHOPE Puraphr. \\. 265 HIS

Temper and Conversation is sweet and obliging. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. viii. II. 321 His person was pleading,
his temper singularly sweet. 1836

' OUIDA
' House Party-'.

(1887)92 How are your children? Do they still care for me?
That is very sweet of them.

f O. Gentle, easy. 06s.

1607 MARKHAM Caval. (1617) n. iv. 50 A smooth Cannon., is

of all bytts the sweetest. 16. d, iv. viii. 3) You shall., carrie

an euen and sweet hand vpon him. 1622 T. Scorr Belg.
Pismire 37 To know the n.itures of all people, and to be able

to carry a sweel hand, wherewith to manage them easily.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. u. vii. 24 That he was made a

Car .linall of purpose lo be sent then into England for the

sweet managing of those Affairs.

10. 7i be swtet on (upon) : fa. To behave affec-

tionately or gallantly towards, treat caressingly.
1694 ECHARD 1'lautits Pref. a 7 This Stripling began to be

sweet upon her, and wa^ish upon ms too. 111700 B. E.

Diit. Cant. Crew, To l>e Sivect upon, to coakse, whe-'dle,
entice or allure. 1716 ArmisoN Freeholder No. 4 1 P 5 What
still gave him greater ofTence, was a drunken bishop, who
reeled from one si.le of the court to the other, and was very
sweet upon an Indian queen. 1754 Connoisseur No. 7 rn,
I would recommend it to all married people, but especially
to the ladies, not to be so sweet upon their dears before

company.
b. To have a particular fondness or affection

for (one of the opposite s:x) ;
to be enamoured of

or smitten with. Also transf.
1740 tr. De Monhy's Fort. Cmmtrr-MaiJ. 11741) I. 42 He

..is very sweet upon her ; but I shall watch him so narrowly,
that lie 11 not find an Opporu'iity ofspeaking to her, but when
I am by. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Cliuz. xi, I thi'ik he is sweet

upon your daughter, 1853
'

C. liEDE
'

/ 'cnliint Green i. xii,
The bar was presided over by a young lady,

4 on whom ' he
said 'he was desperately sweet . 1862 WHYTE MELVILLE
Inside Ear iii. (ed. 12) 256 If he should see any gentleman
rather s.veel

upo:i
the nag.

B, adv. Sweetly; so as to be sweet (fit. or ./%.).
1. = SWEETLY adv. I. (Chiefly with vb. smell.')
CI25O Gen. fy Ex. 2443 Ios?p dede hise lich. .riclie-like

smeien, And spice-like swete sm.iken. I3JZ LANGL. P. PI.
A. vn. 206 nei schule so ipe be swel:ore whon bei han hit
deseruet. a 1425 Cursor Jf. 7014 (Trin.) Floures bat ful
swele smelles. 1592 SIMKS. Rom. <y jful. n. ii. 44 (Qo. i)
Whats in a name? That wliich we call a Rose, By any
oilier name would smell as sweet. 1640 SHIRLEY Cont.
Ajax tf Uiyss's (1659) 128 Onely the actions of the just
Smell sweet, and blossom in their dust. 1667 FLAVKL Saint
Indeed

(1754) 21 When the salt of lieavenly-mindedness is

again cast into the spring, the streams will run clearer and
sweeter. 1746 FRANCIS ir. 11or., Ep. i. xix. 6 Soon th : tuneful
Nine At Morning breath'd, and nol t jo sweet, of Wine.
2. = SWEETLY adv. 2.

IS... Christ's Kirk 39 in Bann. MS. (Hunter. Cl.) 283 He
playit so schill and sang so sweit. 1592 SHAKS. Rom, *
Jut. i[. n. 166 Howsilucr sweet, sound Loueis tongues bv
night ,11708 T..WARD Eng. Ktf. i. <i 7IO ) 95 She Psalms
woud often sing in Meeter Like Hopkins, but a great deal
Sweeter. 1851 TKXNYSON E. Harris ir 3 Then low and
sweet 1 whistled thrice. 189! FARRAR Darkn. i, Dawn xxii,

beo'' ' ^' '""" si"g Sweetest

310

b - SWEKTLV iutr. 4 d.

,840 HOLIZAPLFUL T,,rHigU. 689 The ge.>a ity of other

sables are single or float-cut, that kind
<*?''"*%**

considered to 'cut sweeter . 1862 PYCKOH C
"{*''_*'{"?

26 There is one way. .to make the ball fly awa> like
_a

shot,

going so clean off the bat that you scarce ly feel it , and this

fs Ihe test of clean hitting -of the ball going off sweet .

4. - SWEETLY aJv. 3.

S92SHAKS. AV,. f, 7"l. ii- '88 Sleepe dwell vpo.uhmc
eves oeace in thy brest. Would I were sleepe and peace,

so sweeftc re",..59* - *!"*'> " J ' "ow S/
C

rf i.'I

n,oone.lightsleepes

S
vpon this banke '757 C.

fa.rf
8

Her lyon-port, her awe.commandmg face Attemper d sweet

to virgin-grace. 1813 SHELLEY f>. Ate* VI. 73 The stars.

Which on thy cradle beamed so brightly sweet.

C. Combinations and special colloontions.

1. of the adj. a. With sbs. : f sweat-bag, a

small bag or sachet filled with a scented or aro-

matic substance, used for perfuming the air, clothes,

etc. ;
occas. transf. of the honey-bag of a bee

;

t sweet-ball, a ball of scented or aromatic sub-

stance ; f sweet-blanch, a dish made with the

fl-sh of chickens and almond milk ; sweet-bone.s

<///.,
' a griskin of pork' (Miss Baker Norlhampt,

Gloss. 1854); sweat-cake, a kind of cake made

with a specially large proportion of sugar; tsweet-

cheese (seequot.) ; t sweet -love, a term of affec-

tion for a beloved persoi; sweet-mart, a name

for the pine-marten, as distinguished from the

foulmart, FOUMART, or polecat (see MAHT rf. 1
) ;

sweet milk, fresh milk having its natural sweet

flavour, as distinct from skimmed milk, or from
' sour milk ', i. e. buttermilk ; also attrib., as

sweet-milk cheese, cheese made from unskimmed

milk; sweet oil, any oil of pleasant or mild

taste, spec, olive oil; fsweet-powder, perfumed

powder used as a cosmetic ; sweet-spittle Path.,

an increased secretion of saliva having a sweetish

taste
; sweet-stuff, sweetmeats, sweets, confec-

tionery; also atti-ib. and Comb.; sweet tooth

(TooiH si. 2 a), a taste or liking for sweet things ;

sweet wine, wine having a sweet taste (as dis-

tinguished from dry wine) ;
wine in the manu-

facture of which 'sweets' or syrup is added. See

also SWKETMEAT, SWEEP SlNGEtt, SWEET WA1TK.

.613 ill Foster Lett. E. India Co. (1899) III 16 Some

pillow 'sweetbag or other like thing of the iockwo:k used

lately in England. 1626 BACOX Sylva 3 3 5 When Hollies arc

Moved or Stirred, though not Broken, they Smell more; As

a Sweet. Uagge waved. 1643 HKRRICK J/esf.'>., The Bag o/
tlit Bee i About the sweet bag of a Bee, Two Cupids fell at

odds. 1707 CIBBICR Double Callant I, Her Sweet-bags,
instead uf..Mu-k a;id Amber, bre.itlie nothing but. .Hails-
h rn, Rue a id Assafcetida 1821 Scorr Kctiihv. xx, Hast
thou no perfum.-s and sweet bags, or any handsomj casting

bottles, of lh-- newest moJe? 1617 Jama Ling. 76 The

(Jueene with her courtiers that weare featheis, smell of

'sweete-balls. 1637 HKYVVOOD ric<ts. Dial. ii. Wks. 1874
VI. 13^ This sweet-Ball, Take it to cheare your heart. 1650
W. D. tr. Comenius Gate La!. Uul. 587 Sweet-powders,
sweet halls, and bespiinklin.^s out of sweet i^lass boltles.

(1430 TwdCookery*oks, 112 'Sweteblanche Nym chikons
or liennes, skald hem.. 8: seth hem with gojd beofe. 1826

y J'i'. tL.oiDurnj 112 me irmts, su^ais, wnes, creauis,
nnd sweet cakes [after dinner ]. a i83i M. CLAKKI; in Mem.
1 1884' 143 He . .got a big piece of sweet cake, and put it in

the pjcket of hi^ little jmnper, 1688 HOLME Arntou>y \\.

173/1
*
Swdft-L/tt't'St', I' leeiing strained through a fine Cloth

and Sugared, a 1560 PHAER /Enei\i via. V iv, O husbande
*s\veetloue most disietd. 1788 W. MARSHALL Rural l-.con.

\~i>rks. (K.D.S.), *Swt't't-wayt t the marten. 1847 HAI.LI-

SWEET.

Intetin., 1 haue a sweet tooth yet. 1710 Aum&o.N Tatter
No. 255 r 2 A liquorish Palate, or a sweet Tooth (as they
call it) 1904 P. FOUNTAIN Gt. North-West x. 96 Americans.

have the sweet-tooth highly developed, c 1386 CHAU
ll'i/e of Bath's Prol. 459 When I had dronke a draug

!CEK

ghte

I

[inc. 1707 uuKr'.s inuy rair vn, \> i sweel-milK cneese,
in nionyawhang. 1820 HOGG Tales\Sk. (18.56) II. Welhiean
Hall 224 That whining sweel-niilk boy. 1844 H- SrErHENS
Bk. Farm II. 713 Hard-boiled picks of poiiidge, with a l;tlle

sweet-milk
ill.

the dish. 1877 Eiicycl. Btit. VII. 64) 2

(Rolls) I. 5,7 Beselkand thame lichfswek to cun him to
.59, SH.KS. *.+>/. ,,. iii 32 Good morrow, WS&.e, Bencdicite. What eaily loiyuc so sweet s.duteth me?

dam. .give> its name to a well known description of' sweet-

of 'swete wyn. 1430-1 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 369/1 Every
Tonne of swete Wyn.. coininyng in to this saide Ruialme, be
weye of Merchandise. 1542 HOOKDE Dyetary .\xiv. (1870)
296 Swete wynes be good for them the whiche be in con-
siiinpcion. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 202/1 The white
of an egg, milk, and sweet-wine. 1857 MILLER Elem.Chcm,,
Org. ii. 118 The liquid.. acquires a ropy consistence as is

sometimes observed when sweet wines are kepi for a time.

b. spec, in distinctive names of sweet-scented or
sweet-flavoured species or varieties of plants, fruits,

etc., as sweet almond, f ballocks, basil, bent, birch,

|
calabash, calamus, cane, cassava, cicely, clover,

I coltsfoot, gum (-tree}, horse-mint, locust, marjoram,
maudlin, navew, 0/eanJe/-, orange, pepper-bush,

pine-sap, pishamin, potato, sorghtitn, ^stones,
sultan, tea, trejoil, violet, virgin's bower, woodruff
(see also these words) ; sweet-apple, a name for

' the SWEET-SOP, also called sugar-apple; sweet

bay, (a) the bay laurel, Laurus nobilis
; (/>) in N.

America applied to Magnolia glattca, also called

white bay ;
also attrib. and in comb., as sweet

bay laurel (a) ; sweet-bay (-leaved) willow,
Salixpentandra; sweet broom, (a) ? some species
of broom (Cylisas or Genista) ; (i) a name for Sco-

paria ditlcis (N.O. Scrophulariaceii), also called

sweet broom-weed ; sweet chestnut, the com-
mon or Spanish chestnut, Castanca vesca, as dis-

tinguished from the bitter inedible HOUSE-CHEST-
NUT; sweet-corn U.S., a sweet-flavoured variety
of maize ; sweet fern, a name for two plants with
fern-like leaves and aromatic scent : (a) locally in

'England, the sweet cicely, Myrrhis odoiata (N.O.
Utnb'Miferx) ; (b) in N. America, the shrub

Comptonia asplenifolia (N.O. A/yricacex) ; sweet
flag, a rush-like plant, Acorus Calamus (N.O.
Araceae or Oi'ontiaces], widely distributed in the

North Temperate zone, growing in water and wet

places, with an-aromatic odour, and having a thick

creeping rootstock of a pungent aiomatic flavour;
sweat milk-vetch. Astragalus glycyphyllus, with
sweet-flavoured leaves ; sweet plum, (a) see quot.
1 796 ; (6) the Queensland plum, Owenia cerasi-

fera ; (c) a species of hog-plum, Spondiaspleigyna ;

sweet scabious, Scuoiosa atroputputca.; also

applied to the N. American l'-iigeron annum
(N.O. Compositx); sweet sedge = sweet Jlag ;

sweet vernal grass, Anthoxanthum odoratum

(see VERNAL 3 c) ; sweet willow (a) sweet-bay
willcnv (see WILLOW) ; (b~) SWEET-GALE. See

also SWEET BKIEK, SWEET-GALE, SWEET-PEA, SWEET-

WILLIAM, etc.

1719 QUINCY Coinpl. Disp. 114 "Sweet Almonds. These
are of a soft, sweet, grateful Taste. 1760 J. LEE Introd.

Bot. App. 305 'Apple, Sweet, Aiitiona, 1597 GERARDE
Herbal l. cil. i6y Testiculus odoratus. .. Ladies ti aces:., of

Sweet Basil, which her tears kept tver wet. 1716 Pen-
-.eriana i. 246 Baibadoes 'Sweet-Bay. 1766 J. BARTRAM
Jrnl. 9 Jan. in Stork Ace. h. l-'lotida 29 On it grew great

magnolia, sweet-bay, live-oak, palms. 1858 BAIRD Cycl.
Nat. Set. s.v. Lauraccx, The common, or sweelbay laurel,

Laurus tiol'ili*. 1857 Miss PRATT J-tcwer. PI. V. 78

.S(<2//jr) fentandra ('Sweet Bay-leaved Willow). 1796
NEMNICH Pciygl.-Le*., 'Sweet birch, ISctula nigra, 1861

BENTLEY Man. Hot. 652 The bark of B[ctnla\ lenta, known
i i the United States as Sweet Birch or Cheiry Bircb. 1736
BUI.EY lloiiseli. Diet. 554 'Sweet-Broom. 1884 MILLER

Plant-n., Scoparia dulcis, Sweet Broom. 1890 Lent. Mid.
sv. $\flparia, S\(.oparia\dnlcis is used as a stomachic in

the West Indies, and is called "sweet broomwecd and

licorice- weed. 1796 NLMNICH Polygl.-LeA., *Sweet cala-

bash, Passijlora lanrifolia. 1818 SCOTT llrt. Midi, xxxii,

Large 'sweet-chesnut trees and beeches. 1874 A. GRAY
Man. Bot. (ed. 5) 128 AW//i'/j,..Melilot. 'Sweet Clover.

Ibid. 227 Nardosjiiia, 'Sweet Coltsfoot, a 1817 T. DWIGHT
Trav. New. Eng., etc. (1821) I. 49 At New-Haven the

'sweet corn may be had in full perfection for the tabje by
succe>sive plantings from the middle of July to the middle

of November. 1787-9 WITHEKIKG Krit. Plants (1796) II

306 Scandix odarata.. Sweet Cicely . .'Sweet Fern. 1849

BALPOUR Stun. Hot. 1037 The leaves of Comftomii astleni-

folia, Sweet Fern, aie found.. to contain peculiar glands.

1796 WITHERING Krit, Plants (ed. 3) III. 917 "Sweet Flag.

185! SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Swfct-_fla?.. is. .employed to

scent aromatic baths, peifumery, and hair.powder. 1717

Pctiveriana 111. 195 'Sweet-gum. Because in the Spring it

yeilds a fragrant Gum, upon cutting its Bark or Wood, of

great use in Tellers, Scurfs. Inflammations, etc. 1867

AUGUSTA WILSON Vashti iii, The tiunk of a decayed and

fallen sweet-gum. 1856 A. GRAY Man. Bot. (1860) 148

Liqiiii/ambat, Sweet-Gum Tree. 1863 Chamltri s Eacftl.

Honey Locust 7V..also known as the "Sweet Loiust and

Black Locust. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus,Am,iracus.. sweete

[1545-52 ELYOT, sootel maioiam. 1601 SHAKS. Alts >' ell

iv. v. 17 Indeed sii she was the sweete Maigerom of the

sallet, or rather the heaibe of giace. l85o Chamfers s

Encyil. I. 504/1 The 'Sweet Mllk-velch, 01 Wild Liquorice.

i8M YULE & BURNELL liobson Jobson, "Su-ett Olcamter,..

the common oleandei, Nertum odoruin. 1796 NEMNICH

Poligl.-Lex., "Sweet oiange, Citrus aumtitium sminse.

1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. 495 The lind ol the Sweet Oiange
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SWEET.

U an aromatic stimulant and tonic. 1846-50 A. WOOD Class

Bk. Bot. 373 Clctliru alnifolia. *Sweet-pepper Bush. 1874
A. GRAY iMan. Bot. (ed. 5) 304 Schweiniizia, "Sweet Fine-

sap. 1819 LOUDON Eacycl. 1'tants 1286 Carfadinus, "Sweet
I'ishainin . .produces green flowers. 1796 NKMNICII /V/:

/.e-.v., "Sweet plumb. Primus americana. 1874 Tx-<i\. i:.'f.

iiilipl, 1324/2 Ovjenia cerasifera is called the Sweet Plum
ir Rancooran. 1889 MAIDKN Use/. 1't. Australia 590

'

tpondi'is fileii'gyna,. .' Sweet Plum
,
or ' Burdckin IMnin '.

706 Ni'MNicH r< :

lvgl.-l.ex., "Sweet scabious, Scabiflsa

atrofurpurea. 1858' A. GRAY Man. Hot. (1860) 108 /-

ft'tvn annuutn. .(Daisy Fleabane. Sweet Scabious). 1857
Miss PIIATT I'lower. PI. V. 323 Acorus ("Sweet Setlije).

1697 R\v in Wiil. Tr,ins. XIX. 635 They tasted somewhat
tike the Root of Stleri, or Sweet Smallage. 1597 GKHAHDK
fletb.il I. cii. 167 The fir>t kind of "Sweete stones is a small,

b:ise, and lowe plant. 1706 J. G \RnisERtr. Kapin's Gardens
i. 34 'Sweet-Sultans nam'd fiom the Byzantine King. 1859
MAYN'E K.vpos. Lex., *Sweet Trefoil, common name for the

Trifoliiim c,vrnlenm. 1845 LINIJI.KY -9t/f. Bot. 143 Antho-
xanthitm odoratitm ("Sweet Vernal Grass*. 1597 GF.RARDR

Her/>,il in. Ixviii. i228.J/V'Yws llrabantha, sine F.lxagnns
Cordi, Gaule, "sweete Willow, or Dutch Myrtle tree. 1800

J. E. SMITH En*. Bot. XI. i^Asperula odoratft. *Sweet

Woodruff or Woodroof.

c. Parnsynthetic, as sweel-beaincil, -blooded,

breathed (-brebt), \ -conditioned, -dispositioned,

-eyed, -faced, -flavoured, -flowered, -leafed, -minded,

-nalured, ^-numbered (NUMBER^. 18 b), -savoured

(cf.
ME. swote sauonred), -shaped, \-sinelled

(= SWEET-SMELLING), -souled, \--soun/ed(= sweet-

sounding), -tasted, -tempered, -toned, -tuned, -voiced

adjs. ;
see also sweet-breasted, etc. in 3 below.

Also SWEKT-SCENTED.

1730-46 THOMSON Autumn 29 Attempered suns arise,

"Sweet-beamed. 1859 GKO. ELIOT Adam Bede I. v, Those

large-hearted, *sweet-blooded natures that never know a

narrow or a grudging thought. 1617 DRUMM. OF HAWTII.

Forth Feasting 34 "Swcet-breathM Zephyi es. 1623 WEBSTF.II

Devil's Law-Case I. ii, O sweet-breath'd monkeys, how they

grow together ! 1814 WOHDSW. Excurs.vii. 731 The sweet-

breathed violet of the shade. 1624 MASSIKT.ER Renegado v.

ii, Our "sweet-conditioned princess, fair Donusa. 1646 W.
liulDCE Saints Hiding-Place (1647) 30 We have a meek and

"sweet disposition'd Saviour. 18 ia W. TENNANT A nster !'.

I. xxxi, "Sweet-eyed lass. 1590 SIIAKS. .Mids. N. I. ii. 88

Piramus is a *sweet-fac'd man. i6iz BEAUM. & FL. Coxcomb
III. i, Good sweet fact serving-man ! 1885

* H. CONWAY*

Slings ff A rrows 168 A pale, sweet-faced woman, . . who was

clres,cd as a Sister of Charity. 1611 COTGR., Sequinant, the

"sweet-flowred Rush tearmed Squinant. a 1586 SIDNEY

Arcadia- n. (1912) 225 Whom yet with a "sweete-graced
bitternes they blamed. 1749 SHENSTONE O.le after Sickness

30 The *sweet-leaft eglantine, a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia ll.

(1912) 16.9 The *sweete minded Philoclea. 1650 STAPYLTON

Strada's LmuC. Ir'arsvi. 23 A platne and *sweete-naturetl

man. 1876 GKO. ELIOT Dan. Der. Iviii, The sweet-natured,

strong Rex. 1598 SYLVESTER D Bartas n. ii. ii. Babylon

590 "Sweet-numbred Homer. 1530 PALSGR. 326/2 *Swete

savoured, aromaticq. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. n. ii. 119 That

neuer words were musicke to thine eare, . .That neuer meat

sweet-sattour'd in thy taste. 163* RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862)

I. 82 The "sweetest-smelted flowers. 1747 SHENSTONE Lett.

25 Words, smooth and "sweeter-sounded, .are to be used.

1807 T. THOMSON Chew. (ed. 3) II. 74 A "sweet-tasted salt,

called muriate of glucina. 1632 MASSINGER & FIELD Fatal
j

Dowry III. i, "Sweet-tempered lord, adieu ! 1749 FIELDING
j

Tom Jones xi. ii, She's a sweet-tempered, good-humoured
lady. 1845 DICKENS d/owi iv. 145 The sweetest-looking,

sweetest-tempered girl, eyes ever saw. 1870 BRYANT Iliad.

I. ix. 274 A "sweet-toned harp. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas

II. i. i. Eden 129 The Nightingal's "sweet-tuned voice. 1760
-

71 H. BROOKE FoolofQual. (1809) IV. tig A well-known and

sweet-tuned voice. ? 1807-8 WORDSW. Somnambulist 17 A
Bird of plumage bright, 'Sweet-voiced.

d. with sbs., forming adjs. having the sense

of parasynthetic combinations, as sweet-brtath

(= sweet-breathed) ; sweet-throat, sweet-voiced;

also fsweet-lips, a delicate eater, epicure.

1648 HERRICK Hes/ier., Meddoiu Verse 8 While "sweet-

breath Nimphs, attend on you this Day. 1580 HOI.I.YBAND

Treas. Fr. Tong, Vn friand, friolet, a licorous felow, a

"sweete lips> 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. iv. 74 The bright-

billed "sweet-throat bird.

2. Combinations of the adv. (or in which sweet

is in adverbial relation to the second element).

a. with pples. and ppl. adjs., as sweet-bleeding,

-breathing, -complaining, -flowering, -flowing, -lopk-

ing, -murmuring, t savouring, -set, -singing,

-smiling, -sounding, -spun, -suggesting, -touched,

-whispered: see also sweet-recording, sweet-

spoken in 3 below, and SwEET-SMKLUNO. b.

with adjs. (chiefly poetic, denoting a combination

of sweetness with some other quality), as sweet-

bitter, -bright, -chaste, -sad, -sour.

Combs, of this class were much favoured by Sylvester, who
has mat-charming, piercing, -ra/iting, -sacred, -sweating,

warbling.
1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \. vi. 133 He doth discharge

On others' shoulders his 'sweet-bitter charge. 1690 DRYDEN

Amphitryon HI. i. The stern goddess of sweet-bitter cares.

1590 SPKNSER F. Q. I. i. 9 The Mirrhe "sweete bleeding in

the bitter wound. 01586 SIDNEY Arcadia ll. (1912) 176 It

might seeme that Love.. was there to refreshe himselfe bc-

tweene their "sweete.breathing lippes. 1819 SHELLEY Cycles
524 Pied flowers, sweet-breathing. 1856 VAUGHAN Mystics

(1860) I. 23 The sweet-breathing air. 1598 BARNFIELI.

Remembr. Eng. Poets ii, Darnell, praised for thy "sweet-

chast Verse. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. in. n. 86 The nights

dead silence Will well become such "sweet complaining

grimance. 1596 Edw. Ill, in. ii. 47 "Sweete flowrmg

311

peace. 1711 RAMSAY 1'etition ta II Iii,, (',,/, ,:/,', i, 'Sweet-
(lowing Clyde. 1784 COWPER l'of>lar Field 12 The auene
where his melody charm d me before, Resounds wiih his

sweet-flowing ditty no more. 1845 DICKKNS Chimes iv. 145
The 'sweetest-looking, sweetest-tempered girl, eyes ever
saw. 1742 HIAIR Grave 100 In grateful Kirors tlno' the
Uii<k-i.w.iod *.Sweel-murmuriiiH'. 1381 Wvci.n /.^/-. \xvii.

19 "Swete sauerynge spice. 1596 UALRYMI-LK tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. 1. 44 Sueit s.iiriny flouris. 1593 Arden of
Fevei-sliatn in. v. 146 How you women can insinuate, Ami
cleare a tresp.isse with your 'sweete set tongue ! 1593
MAKI.CIWE Hei'o .y Leandcr it. 162 'Sweet sinking Merc-

maids, sported with iheir loues. 1740 MRS. iJELASvin Life
<V Corr. (1861) II. 131 Do you ever hear fiom sweet siu^ni.^
Birch Y 1615 Mil. ION Death Fair lujeutt $$ Wert thou that

"sweet smiling Youth? 1595 Locrine I. i. 239 Plaidst thou
as sweet, on the "sweet sounding lute. 1743 FRANCIS tr.

Hot:, Odes iv. iii. 17 Goddess of the sweet-sounding lute.

1594 UANIKI. Cleopiitra iv Wks. (1717) 286 To have eat the

"sweet-sower Bread of Poverty. 1707 MORTIMER Husf1
.

(1721) II. 352 It will taste a little Sweet-sour, from the Sugar
and from the Currant. 16490. DAMI-L trinarch.,Hen. i',

ccclxxx, Nor lov'd Court-Sweets, nor "Sweet Spun Dialects.

1591 SHAKS. Two Cent. ll. vi. 7 O "swtet-suggesting Loue.

a 1593 MARLOWE Ovid's Elegies in. xi. 40 "Sweet toucht

harpe that to moue stones was able. 1843 JAMLS Forest

Days (1847; 209 Many a "sweet-whispered word.

3. Miscellaneous Special Combinations : sweet-

and-twenty, a Shaksperian phrase (see TWENTY
A. 2), misunderstood by later writers to mean ' a

sweet girl of twenty years old'; fsweet-breistecl
a. [see HBEAST sb. 6], sweet-voiced

; sweet-lipped,
-lipt a., having sweet lips; usually, speaking
sweetly; sweet-mouthed (-mouSd) a., t(<*)
fond of sweet-flavoured things, dainty; (6) speak-

ing sweetly (usually ironically) ; t sweet-record-

ing a. [RECORD v. 3], sinking sweetly, tuneful;
sweet-seasoned a., 'seasoned' or imbued with

sweetness ; sweat-spoken a., speaking sweetly,

using pleasant language (c.f. plain-spoken}', sweet-

tongued (-trjd) a., having a sweet tongue or

utterance, sweet-voiced, sweet-spoken; sweet-

toothed (-t)t) a., having a 'sweet tooth', forul

of sweet things or delicacies.

1601 SIIAKS. Ttvel. N. 11. iii. 52 Then come kisse me "sweet
and twentie. 1887 J. ASHBY STKRRY I.azy J///:j/r<7 t i8g2l

76, I love the eyes of peerless blue, And nameless grace of

Sweet-and-Twenty ! 1901 G. K. MENZIES Prev. Sm. (1002)

48 When one's special swect-and-twenty Is enshrined in

one's Canader on the Cher. -11623 FLKTCH|':R Love's Lure
III. i, A proper man,. ."Sweet breasted, as the Nightingale,
or Thrush, a (644 QUARI.ES .SW. Recant. SoJ.

viii. 8t And
Candle-light devotion, trim'd and straw'd With "sweet-lipt
Roses. 1783 \V. GORDON Liry ill. Ixviii, The embellish-

ments of a sweet-lipped tribune, a 1845 HOOD Lamia v. t

Nay, sweet-lipped Silence, 'Tis now your turn lo talk. 1541
UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 45 For that he was so "svvettc

mouthed, and drouned in the voluptuonsnesse of high fare.

1611 COTGR., Leschard, a lickorous, 01- sweet-mouthed

slapsawce. 1633 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY Sf. Ciipsy ll. (1653)
D t, This cherry.lip'd, sweet-mouth'd villaine. a 1721 LISLE

Husb. (1757) 409 Nuts, being so sweet, would make them

sosweet-mouthed, that [etc.]. 1886 J. F. MAURICE in Lett,

fr. Donegal Pref. p. vi, The class which Mr. Parnell never

'speaks of except as the felon
*

landlords, just as his sweet-

mouthed friends speak of The Times. 1598-9 E. FORDF.

Parismus i. (1661) 10 They heard the sound of most "sweet

recording musick which made Dionysius wonder. l6ot

CHESTER Love's Mart., etc. (1878) 123 The sweete recordins
Svvanne Apolloes ioy. cxooo SHAKS. Sonn. Ixxv, So are

you to my thoughts as food to life, Or as "sweet season d

shewers are to the ground. ^632 LITHGOW Trav. I. 9 A
bitter pleasant last, of a swecte-seasoned sowre. 1716
ADDISON Drummer iv. i, You are such a "sweet-spoken

man, it docs one's heart good to receive your orders.

1598 MARSTON Pygmal., Sat. v, 'Sweet tongu'd Orpheus.

(11758 RAMSAY in Evergreen Contents vii, Sweit tungd

Scot, qtlha sings the welcuin hame. 1837 CARLYLE Fr.

Rev. ll. v. viii, Beautiful sweet-tongued Female Citizens.

1615 MARKHAM Eng. Houscm. n. ii. (1668) 51 She must not

be butter-fingred, "sweet.toothed, nor faint-hearted. l68j

WHELER Jmirn. Greece n. 203 The Turks are very sweet-

tooth'd and love all Kind of sweet Meats. i8o8J.\MlESON
S.V. Staik, Our use of the word seems indeed to have been

borrowed from the nasty habits of sweet-toothed cooks.

Sweet, v. 1 Now rare. [f.
SWEET a. ;

in OE.

SK'tHan = OHG. stios.cn (MHG. sue^en).'}

1. trans. To make sweet, sweeten, a. ///. (to

the taste, smell, etc.).

c 1000 Sax. Lecchd. III. 58 Nim bonne hunis be daele &
I

swet bone draenc. c 1200 ORMIN 1649 pe sallt patt ure mete

sweteb. c 1440 CAPORAVE Life St. Katli. v. 1959 It longeth
;

to flowres swhiche lycoure for to swete. 154" UDALL Erasm.

Apoph. 30, Hounger is the best sauce. .Because the same

bothe sweeteth all thynges, and also is a thyng of no coste

necharge. 1545 RAYNOI.D Byrth Mankrmie 131 With fayra

water fyrste soden and sweted with sugre. 1580 NEWTON

Afitrored Med. 24 The Nutmegge. .stayeth vomtttes, &
sweeteth the Breathe. 1604 DRAYTON Ovile 69 Sweeting

her Nest, and purging it of Dpnng. 1611 WITHER Phi-

larete Dvb, The mornings dewie roses: That.. Cast per-

fumes that sweet the Aire. 1765 Proc. Gfn. Court Martial

on Lieut. Cm,. I'. Thicknesse, etc. 49 It is the Lieutenant.

Governor's Orders that the soldiers in Garrison sweet and

clean the parade, .twice a week. 1896 Godty's Mag. Feb.

173 When, .pine-woods sweet the air.

b. fig. (to the mind, feelings, etc.).

'

a 900 CYNF.WULF Juliana 525 (Gr.) He [sc. the devil] mec

feran het..paet ic Jie sceolde synne swetan. 1541 UDALL

SWEETEN
puvsic A^ sweeteth eu^ry <owre. n 1601 ! MAHSTON Pcuqvil
I, Kath. (11178)11. 37, 1 haue a lhankefull bean, '1

glorious upwcb to sweet my tli.mke-. 1609 1-ille (!>. unyj
%vii. 26 In the sight of th>ne eyei he will seete

liis month.

2. 1 '<> affect in a sweet or pknsain way ;
to give

pleasure to. delight, j;rntily.
1:1555 HARI-SHBID Divorce I/en I'llI iCamdrn) 292 To

sweet the pcu, lc\ cats wiih ;,lc.t^nt words (he] told them
[etc.], a 1600 in Ashmule 'J ii- /; ,1652)196 In
thyne owne howse thow ma st well Bni A K>K\ MotMll of

il thy mouth lo iwcct. 1601 MAHSTOS Antonio's Kni.
in. iii. Heavens tones Strike m,t such mu i. k t . imin.it.iU
soules As your accordance swcel<s my brta^t witl ( ;,ll. 1879
Blackw. Mag. Jan. =8 [\\esl Indian Negro) You will hear
of something that will sweet you gieatly.

t Sweet, v.- ( bs. rare. [1'xhoic : cf. SWKHT-
SWKET 1 inti: To pipe, chirp, or twitter, as a biid.

1677 N. Cox Gentl. Ktcteat- in. 57 When you have 10
tamed tliem [jr. captured nightingales) that they begin to
Cur and Sweet with chearfuiness. lb:d., Those Birds that
are long a feeding, and make no Curring nor Sweeting.

Sweet, oU. lorm ot SWEAT.

Sweetbread (swrtbred). (Also foimerly nt

two words.
1

! [app. f. SWEET a. + BREAD sb., but

the teason for the name is not obvious.]
1. The pancreas, or the thjmus glnml, of nn

animal, esp. as used for food (distinguished respec-

tively as hectit, stomach, or belly sweetbread and

throat, gti/let, or neck sweetbread} : esteemed a

delicacy.
1565 COOPER Thesaurus, Animellx, the sweete breade in

a hogge, 1578 BANISTER Hist. Man yn. co A certaine

Glandulous part, called Thimus, which in Calues..is most

pleasaunt tobeeaten. I suppose we call it the seete br- ad.

1598 CHAPMAN Iliad 1.458 (They] Cut off their thiehes dubd
with the falte, ..And piicke the sweetebreads inereupon.
a 1613 OVERBURV A H'r/e, etc. (1630' Lij b, For an inward

bruise, I ambstones and sweet-breads are his onely Sptrnia
C eti. 1653 H. COCAN tr. finto'f Trar. xxx. (1663' 121 Some
sell their pigs, and some again sell nothing but the chitter-

lings, the sweet-treads, tl.e blood, and. the haslets. 1791
Bi swii.l. Johnson 9 May an. 1778, He gave her her choice

of a chkken, lor] a sweetbread. 1797-8 LAMB A'os. Gray xi.

Wks. 11,03 I. -.6, 1 ordered my dinner grten peas ai.d a

sweetbread. 1814 in Sfirit Put. Jrnls. (1825) 281 We've

gullet-sweetbreads, veined with red. 1846 Sovm Gaamn.
l\egen. 6fci If 1 cannot meet with heart sweetbreads, X in

fiirr.il
satisfy niyself with the throats. 1884 G. AI.LEN

'hi/istia III. 156 Oysters, game, sweetbreads, red mullet,

any little delicacy of that sort.

1 2. A bribe, douceur. Obs. slang or colloq.

a 1670 HACKET Atf. Williams n.(i693) 163, 1 obtained that

of the fellow,, .with a few Sweetbreads that I gave him out

of my Purse.

Sweet-bri :er, -bri:ar. (Also ns two words.)
Forms : see SWEET a. and BRIEB sb.^ A species

of rose, the Eglantine, Rosa rubiginosa (and some

other species, as A', micracantha], having strong

hooked prickles, pink single flowers, and small

aromatic leaves ; Ireq. cultivated in gardens.

1538 TURNER Libel/us, Cjnorihcdos .. swete brere aut

Eglentj ne. 1548 Names Hertes 33 Cynorrhodus named
of the latines Rosa canina, is called in englishe a swete

brere or an EgUmyne. 1615 BACON Eu., Gardens (Arb.)

562 Some Thickets, made onely of Sweet-Briar, and Honny-
suckle, and some Wilde Vine amongst. (11631 DONNE

Epicatcs, Elrgie on the i. C. 9 If a seet biiar, climbe up

by a tree. 1774 G. WHITE Sclborne, To Pennant 2 Sept.,

The fly-catcher.. builds in a vine, or a sweet-brier. 1796

WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 467 In the Garden

Sweet-briar the leaves [are] beset above with very short

hairs, oval-eggshaped. 1801 HICOMFIELD Rur. Tales,

Dolly 45 The sweet-brier op'd its pink-ey'd rose, And gave
its fragrance to the gale.

al/usire/y. 1599 MASSINGER, etc. Old Lawn. \L>Cnrt.
O sweet precious l.ud of beauty ! Troth, she smells over all

the house, methinks. t Court. 'Ihe sweetbiiar's but a

counterfeit to her It does exceed you only in the prickle ,

lady. 1638 FOKD Fancies n. ii, Bill, pigeon, do ; thou st be

mv cat-a-mounlain, and I thy sweet-briar, honey.

attnl,. 1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 467 Rosa .

eglatiteri.i... Sweet-briar Rose. 1857 G. Bird's Ur,H. De-

posits (ed. 5) 236 'Ihe sweet-briar odour was frequently

present. 1884 MILIEU I'lant-n., Bedegtiar, or Sweet Knar

SJaiee, a gall found on the Sweet Briar and other Roses.

1900 H. SLICLIFFE SAnnuiets Wayne xiu. (1905) 179 The

sweetbriar hedges.

Hence Sweet-briery a., full of sweet-brier.

1818 MOORE ' We may roam through this world n, Ihe

wild sweet-biiety fence.

Swaetoh (swftj), inf. or adv. nonce-wd. An

imitative word expressing the sound of a whip.

1859 MEREDITH K. Fermi u, Sweetch went the mighty

whip, well swayed.

Sweeten (swft'n), v. [f.
SWEET a. + -KN .]

1. trans, a. To make sweet to the taste ; esp.

to add sugar or other sweet substance to (food or

drink) so as to impart a sweet flavour ;
also absol.

1551 HUI.OF.T, Sweten or make swete, d<ilco. 1597 SHAKS.

Liftr'i Comfl. 272 Loues armes are peace,. And sweetens

in the suffting pangues it beares, The AMoes of all forces.

,665 BOYLE Occas. Reft. ,. IV.
v,

, ,848) 6_8Th
Frui, beme

sinne"~andsweere'd in my soule. by the"oile of Thy grace.

1600 Daffodils f, Primroses ibid. I. 14/2 Queene of suchc

something to sweeten my ROH
Cassetts Diet. Civkery 771/2 Rose

loddy with.



SWEETEN.

Custard. Boil a pint of good milk, . . sweeten to taste,

adding some essence of rose. .

b. To make sweet to the smell ;
to fill or imbue

with fragrance.
a ,586 SIIINKV Arcadia it. (1912) 229 The world the

garden
is sluT is the flower That sweetens all the place. 1611 SIIAKS.

'
ower .

iv ii. 220 With fayrest Flowers. . I'le sweeten thy sad

craue! ^1645 HOWEI.L Lett. (1655) II. 34 Tins perfume..

hath ascended to my brain, and sweetned all the cells
'

at ascene ,

thereof. 1867 O. W. HOLMES Pagutr.OU \'ol. Life v.

(1891) 153 The azalea, wild honeysuckle, is sweetening the

roadsides. . .

2. To free from offensive taste or smell; to

render fresh
;
to free from taint, purify, bring into

a wholesome condition.

1599 1'- ioNSON Cynthia's Rev. Induct., I would thou

hadst some sugar candied to sweeten thy mouth ifcS

SHAKS. Macl: v. i. 57 Heere's the smell of the blood still :

all the perfumes of Arabia will not sweeten this little hand.

1611 - // 'int. T. 11. i. 156 There's not a graine of it, the

face to sweeten Of the whole dungy-earth. 1673 SOUTH

Sen,,., Ju.lg. mii.34-5 <^97) ' 5M Thc Sea
.
faw l 'lem

[. rivers of fresh water] all, but is not at all changed or

sweetned, by them. 17" AnoisoN Sfict. No 16 r , ihe

one might be employ 'd in healing those Blotches and

Tumours which break out in the Body, while the other is

sweetning the Blood and rectifying the Constitution. I7a
DK FOE Plague (Rtldg.l 37 Measures for airing and

sweetning their Houses. 1794 J- SOLIVAN: /-lew Nat.

I. 287 Fixed air most assuredly has the power of sweetening

the putrid effluvium.

3. To make sweet to the ear ;
to impart a pleasant

sound to.

sweetned with the lenity of the French toung. 1794 MRS.

RAUCLIIFE Myst. Udolpho xxxvi, The horns, placed in a

distant part of the woods where an echo sweetened and

prolonged their melancholy tones, broke softly on the still-

ness of the scene.

4. To make pleasant or agreeable ; sometimes,

to make more pleasant, add to the sweetness of.

alsBiSiDXEV Arcai/iail. (1912) 214 One was the Prince

Plangus(whose name was sweetened by your breath, peerlesse

Ladie, when the last dale it pleased you to mention him

unto me) 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. V. Ixxxi. 2 That com.

fort which sweetneth life to them that spend it in these

5 The whole sentence is sweetned with a continued allegory.
i 7ia ADDISON Spect. No. 471*11 The Influence of Hope in

general sweetens Life. 1741 GRAY Eton 34 Graver hours

that bring constraint To sweeten liberty. 1857 RUSKIN

/'ol. F.con. Art \, xiv. 21 All acts and services were, , to be

sweetem-d by brotherly concord. 1888 Miss BRADDON
Fatal Three i. iv, The home ties and tender associations

which sweeten other lives were unknown to her.

with advs. 1594 MARLOWE NASHE Dido i. i, Venus
Swannes shall .shed their siluer downe, To sweeten out the

sfumbers of thy bed. 1611 B. JOSSON Catiline \\. i, I would

have my love Angry sometimes, to sweeten off the rest Of
her behaviour, a 1644 QUARI.ES Sol. Recant. Sol. ix. 75

Goe, sweeten up thy labours and thy life With fresh delights,

Ibid. x. 26 She will. .direct thy ways In sacred Ethicks,

sweetning out thy days With season'd Knowledge.

5. To make less unpleasant or painful ;
to alle-

viate, lighten, mitigate.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia n. (1912) 155 She the sweetnesse

of my harte, even sweetning the death, which her sweetnesse

drew upon me. 1598 SVIATSTER Du Bartas \\. ii. i. Ark
338 Thus Noah sweetens his Captivity, Beguiles the time,

and charms his misery. 1622 PEACHAM Compl, Centl. x. 78
To sweeten your seuerer studies, by this time vouchsafe

Poetry your icspect. 1682 MRS, BEHN Round-heads iv. ii,

This mighty pleasure conies A propos To sweaten all the

heavy toyls of empire. 1706 Art of Tainting (1744) 75 He
us'd to sing to himselfto sweetenhis labour. 1844 HJNGLAKB
Eothen xviii, The [burial] ground, .has nothing to sweeten

melancholy. 1870 J. H. NEWMAN Gram. Assent n. x. 396
Hope of future good, as we know, sweetens all suffering.

b. To make less harsh, offensive, or objection-
able ;

to soften, palliate, extenuate. Now rare

or Oh.
1635 in Foster Crt. Min. E. Ind. Comp.(igs-[} rr5 Wherein

liee shall find any harsh or bitter l.inguage, to sweeten the

same in a more mild and gentle phrase. 1665 J. WEBB
Stonc-Hcng(\-]i^} 10 Learned Men iiave usually extenuated
and sweetned the Failures and Mistakes of others. 1700
RVCAUT Hist. Turks III. 333 He endeavoured to sweeten
the matter, and render the case as plausible as inii;ht be.

6. With personal object (a person, or his mind,
temper, etc.) :

a. To produce a pleasant disposition in
;

to

make gracious, mild, or kind ; to refine.

1561 T. HOBY tr. Casliglione's Courtycr IT. (1577) H iij,

Those sightes sweeten the mindes of the hearers, a 1628
PRESTON Saints Daily Exerc. (1629) 138 It sweetens his

spirit, it makes him more gracious. 1662 STILLINGFI.. O>'ig.
Sacrzu. iv. 7 Rather to transport men beyond the power
of (heir reason, then to compose and sweeten it. 1706
STANHOPE Paraphr. III. 31 Though it be the very End of
this Keligion to correct and sweeten the Tempers of Men.
1867 TiiOLLorF. Chrau. Barset II. Ivi. 123 (Her] temper.,
was not sweetened by her husband's very uncivil reference
to her sex. 1883 H. DRUMMOSD Nat. Law in Spir. IT.

(1884) 192 He whose spirit is purified and sweetened becomes
proof against these germs of sin.

b. To make things pleasant for, relieve, com-
fort, soothe, gratify. Now rare or Otis.

1647 MAY Hist. Parl.i.m. 76 [They] would still take all

harsh, distasteful! things, upon themselves, to cleare, to
sweeten their Master. 1652 HEYI.IN Cosmogr. tv. 112 A I

312

Crown being sent l,im by King lames with, ninny olher

rich presents, the better to sweeten and oblige him

L-NVAN Grace //'</. 202 SoMKlhmgr. .which, . h >

Text, did sweeten my heart. ,833 lE
^Ts^eetens he

Worn, lix, The kiss he gave me, ere I fell, bweel

SP
c
t5

To free from bitter or angry feeling; to

hi'mnr>
S

1607 llem. Cut. Teckely II. 124 The Emperor

o sweeten th7kople, restor'dthe Confiscated Goods. 1714

BSlttt! ncoplrast,:s\. 6 He redouble, his Professions

of Friendship, and sweetens him out of his Resentments.

7. To persuade by flattery or gifts; to cajole;

to decoyi take in; to bribe. (Cf. SWEETENEII 3.)

Now only sfaitf or dial.

iW4 R CARI--W Hnarte's Exam. Wits xiii. (^596)
202 With

his lips he sweetneth, and in his heart he betraieth thee. 1623

in Imteachm. Dk. ISuckhm. (Camden) 72 What somme wilbe

fitt to sweeten him for their future occasions. 1664 Purvs

Diary 16 June, The talke ..is. .that the Holland Enibassador

in lerms 01 men 1^1. u tu- 1* .
--

and Pinch, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, To Sweeten, to

decoy, draw in. 1821 Life D. Haggart (ed. 2) 61 We went

to jail to see the boy, and sweetened the toping cove

[= hangman) with plenty of budge [= drink). 1872 J.

HARTLEY Yorks. Ditties Ser. II. 96 All seekm for orders

an' jobs An' sweetenin th
1

sarvents wi' tips.

8. In various technical uses: To bring to the

desired quality or condition, a. To make pliable ;

to cause to work smoothly or easily.

1607 MARKHAM Caval. n. iv. (1617) 51 This [smooth] Cannon

ordreth and sweetneth the Horses mouth. 1898 KIPLING

Day's WorkTi Every inch of her [sc. a ship].. has to be

livened up and made to work wi' its neighbour sweetenin

her, we call it, technically.

b. fainting and Drawing. To free from

harshness, soften (a tint, line, etc.).

1688 HOLME Armoury in. 152/2 Sweeten your Shaddow, is

to breath on the Glass, and strike it lightly over with the

Washer Brush. 1695 DRYDKN tr. Dufresnoy's Art Paint.

Ixx. 530 Correggio has made his Memory immortal._.by
sweetning his Lights and Shadows, and melting them into

each other so happily, that they are even imperceptible.
c 1790 IMISON Sell. Arts 11.62 Sweeten that part with the

fmer as little as possible. 1873 E. SroN Workshop Re.

cri/>!s Ser. i. 100 '2 The chief use of the badger toof is to

soften or sweeten broad tints.

o. To render (soil) mellow and fertile.

'733 W'. ELLIS Chillern ff Vale Farm. 36 This sort of

Ploughing sweetens the Ground better than bouting. 1842

Penny Cycl. XXIII. 313/2 The system of fallowing to clean

the land, and to
' sweeten

'

it, as old farmers say. 1851
B'ham ff Midi. Gardi'ners' Mag. Apr. 30 Many of the little

growers in the North .. were compelled to cleanse and
sweeten their soils for Carnations by baking them in small

ovens.

d. To neutralize (an acid) by means of an

alkali.

[1681, etc., implied in SWEETENER i b]. 1885 HUMMEL Dye-
ing 1 extile Fabrics v. 83 Another plan to avoid tendering,
is to let the goods steep in a weak soda-ash solution for a
short time.. .This is termed 'sweetening the goods.

9. slang, a. Cards. To increase the stakes
; esp.

at poker, to increase the stakes in a pot that has

not been opened. b. To bid at an auction

merely in order to raise the price. C. Finance.

To increase the collateral of a loan by adding
further securities.

1896 [see SWEETENING vl'l. so. i d). 1903 FARMF.R& HENI.F.Y

Slang, Sweeten, .. To contribute to the pool. Hence
Sweetening = money paid into the pool or kitty. 1904
[see SWEEIENEK 36]. 1910 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 901/1
Sweeten, chipping to a jack-pot after a failure to open.
10. intr. To become sweet (in various senses).
1626 BACON Sylra 325 Where a waspe..hath bitten, in a

Grape, or any Fruit, it will sweeten hastily. 1765 Museum
Rust. IV. 178 Those lands which have that bitterness are
several years a sweetening. 1794 MCPHAH. Treat. Cncitin-
l-er 73 When frames are new painted, they should be suffered
to lie and sweeten for some time. 1840 P. Parley's Ann.
I. 173 The various articles of wearing apparel, hung out
to dry and sweeten. 1851 T. T. LVNCH Unaddr. Lett. iv. in
Lett, to Scattered (1872) 184 Papa .. laughed, and said,

George was coming on ; he would sweeten by and by. 1858
GLI-:NNY Card. Evcry.day Bk. 163/1 The soil laid in a heap
to sweeten.

Sweetened (swrt'nd),///.. [f. prec. + -ED'.]
Made sweet, in any sense : see prec. and SWEET a.

1567 DRANT Horace, Ep. Arte Poet. B j, Plautus rymes and

tpthesume sweetned vayne. 1616 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. n.
ii. 475 Where Philomela and such sweetned throates, Are
for the mastry tuning various notes. 1682 N. O. Boileaji's
Lutrin i. 174 The Sweetned Prelate rises from the Table.

(11708 REVERIDGE Thes. Tlieol. (1711) 111. 250 If he casts
darts infected with pleasure, faith shews they are sweetened
poisons. 1797 MRS. BERKELEY in G. M. Berkeley's Poems
Pref. p. cccx, Sweetened sand, called sugar. 1890 Retro-
spect Med.Cll. 39 Bromoform is conveniently administered
suspended in sweetened water.

Sweetener (swf-t'naa). [f. as prec. + -KB '.]
1. a. That which makes something sweet to the

taste or other sense ; something that imparts a
sweet flavour.

l7l9QuiNCYC0w>/. Disp.t)b/i All those which usually pass
for Sweetners. 1884 DOWELL Taxation v. ii. I. 132 Sugar
. .began to displace honey as a sweetener for food.

SWEETENING.
b. An alkali or similar substance used to neu-

tralize acidity; something which renders soil rich

and mellow.
1681 tr. Belan's Myst. Physick Introd. 34 Alcalies and

other Sweetners should be employed, a 1699 TEMPLE Jltisc

111. Health ft Long Life Wks. 1720 I. 286 Powder of Ciahsi

Eyes and Claws, and burnt Egg.Shells are often prescribed
as Sweetners of any sharp Humours. 1712 STF.KI K Sped
No. 547 P 10, I. .having a Constitution which naturally
abounds with Acids.. have found it a must excellent Sweet-
ner of the Blood. 1763 Museum liiist. IV. xl. 178 During
that year, one may sow either oats, corn, peas or beans, or

any sweetener. 1794 VANCOUVER Agric. Cambridge 201 The
plough is. .used with great propiiety, as a sweetener of the
soil.

c. Panning. A brush used for 'sweetening':
see SWEETEN 8 b.

1859 GL'LI.ICK & TIMBS Painting 198 Most artists also use
a brush made of badger's hair. It bears the significant
names of

' softener
' and '

sweetener', and is used to blend
the colours and remove '

edginess ', by being swept to and
fro over them while freshly laid.

2. A person or (more usually) a tiling that

renders something pleasant or agreeable (or miti-

gates its unpleasantness).
a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Madrigals, A Kiss, This

Sweetner of Annoyes, This Nectare of the Gods. 1670
BROOKS ll-'ks. (1867) VI. 368 The communion with God,
that is the life of your graces, the sweetener of all ordinances.

1710 NOHRIS Chr. Prud. viii. 350 Wisdom.. the great Up-
holder and Sweetner 'of all Society. 1742 BLAIR drare 8q

Friendship !. .Sweetner of Life! and Solder of Society!
1865 MRS. GASKELL Wives ff Dau. 1, Molly stood by,, .and

only kept where she was by the hope of coming in as
sweetener or peacemaker. 1871 SMILES C/iarac. ix, (1876)
260 Grace is a sweetener and embellisher of life.

fb. One who softens, palliates, or extenuates;
a flatterer, cajoler. Obs.

1714 SWIFT Drapier's Lett. vii. Wks. 1755 V. n. 150 Those
softners, Sweetners, compounders, and expedient.mongers,

1728 Capt. G. Carletons Mem. 202 When any Officers had
asserted the Falsity of those Inventions (as they all did,

except a military Sweetner or two). 1729 SWIFT Poems,
Libelon Dclany 154 You, who till your fortune's made Must
be a sweetener by your trade, Should swear he never meant
us ill.

C. Something that produces (or restores) pleasant

feeling ; something pleasing, gratifying, or com-

forting ; f also, a means of persuasion, an induce-

ment (cf. next sense).

1741 MIDDLETON Cicero (1742) II. viii. 235 A sweetner for

my Cato. 1754 E. FARNEWORTH tr. Life Sextus V, iv.

(1766) 190 This was what the gamesters call a Sweetner, to

draw them on, and made them labour more earnestly. 1782
S. CKISP Let. to Mine. D'Arolay 5 Apr., And now, Fanny,
after this severe lecturing, I shall give you a sweetener to

make it up with you. 1903 G. H. LOKIMEK Lett. Self-made
Merch. xiii. 1 86, I met him coming in from his route look ing

glum ; so I handed him fifty dollars as a little sweetener.

3. slang. A decoy, cheat, sharper. lOiis.

(11700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Cog, ..the Money. .the

.Sweetners drop to draw in the Bubbles. Ibid,, Sweetners,

Guinea-Droppers, Cheats, Sharpers. 1707 LUTTRELL r>ricj

Kel. (1857) VI. 223 Being one of the gang, and a sweetner, he

goeing to the innocent persons to perswadethem to makeup
the same by giving money. 1714 Land. Gaz. No. 5272/9
Whereas divers Persons, commonly called Sweetners, have

cheated many People of considerable Sums of Mony, by
plausible Pretences.

b. One who bids at an auction merely in order

to raise the price.
1865 Slang Diet. 1904 Daily Chron. 23 Sept. 6/4

'
Safe

bidding
'

or *

sweetening
'

at an auction sale was a fraud un

the public. Most men bidding at an auction trusted the

other bidders. A 'sweetener* was a man who was not
'

playing the game .

Sweetening (swr-t'nirj), vbl.ib. [f.
as prec.

+ -moV)
1. The action of the verb SWEETEN, a. The

imparting of a sweet taste or smell
; f perfuming;

the freeing from taint, staleness, or impurity.
1591 WOTTON Lett. (1907) I. 270 There is a certain English

northern man in this town.. lives now by sweetening of

gloves. 1599 B. JONSON Er. Man out ofHum. in. i, Which
sute (for the more sweetning) now lies in lavender. 1617 J.

TAYLOR (Water P.) Trav. to Hamburgh B j, As if her selfe

. . had layen seauen yeares in Lauender on sweetning in

long Lane, a 1774 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 380 Some to

be hung in the winds for sweetening, some plunged into

rapid waters to wash away their filth. 1876 B. MARTIN

Messiah's Kiiigd. l. iii. 31 The sweetening of the waters at

Marah.

fig . 1740 CHEYNF. Regimen 339 To. .pass over every Im-

pulse, Sweetning, or Glance of Light. 1883 H. DRUMMOND
Nat. Lam in Spir. W. (1884) 192 The acrid humours lhat

are breaking out all over the surface of his life are only to be

subdued by a gradual sweetening of the inward spirit.

b. Fainting xu& Drawing. (See SWEETEN 8 b. )

1688 HOLME Armoury in. 149/2 Sweetning, is the working

one colour into another with a soft Pencil : that they will

look as one colour, though they be diverse, c 1790 IMISOS

Sch. Arts II. 63 To use his crayon in sweetening as much,

and his ringer as little, as possible.

c. The action of rendering pleasant, alleviating,

palliating, making gracious, etc.

159* NASHE P. Penilesse Fj b, If I were to paint Sloth (as

I am not scene in the sweetening). .1 would draw it Ilk

Stationer that I know, with his thumb vnder his girdle. 1597

HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xxxviii. S 2 For the raysing vp ol

mens hearts, and the sweetning of their affections .towards

God. 1829 NEWMAN in Liddon, etc. Life Ptisry (1893) I.

viii. 167 You will be doing as much to the sweetening of

your book, .as by your humanities towards Mr. R.



SWEETENING.
d. stattj. (See SWEETEN- 9.)

1896 LILLARD Poker Stories viii. 191 Then along came a
big jack pot that had been enlarged by repeated sweetenings.
1903 [see SWEETEN 9]. 1904 [see SWEETENER 3 b].

2. That which sweetens
; something that impaits

a sweet flavour,

Long sweetening^ short sweetening : see LONG a. 18.

1819 MOORE Rhymes on Road xv. 18 Him Whose bitter

death-cup from above Had yet this sweetening [later altered
to cprdialj

round the rim. 1871 SCHI-LE UK VERB Ameri-
canisms 206 The backwoodsman finds at home, besides

honey, the long and short sweetening, peculiar to the West.
1884 ROE .\'at. Scr. Story ix, Berries, to which the sun had
been adding sweetening. 1890 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 20 May
2/a, I . .made a year's sweetening from maple sirup.

Sweetening, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -lNQ2.]
That sweetens.

1. Imparting a sweet taste, smell, etc. ; freeing
from taint, purifying.
1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) I. 351 Sweetning Vapours of

the Air. 1804 BEWICK Brit, Birds (1847) II. 204 When they
have undergone a certain sweetening process before cooking.
1830 M. DONOVAN Z?0w. Econ, I. 269 The sugar of the grape
..differs from common BUgar..in having less sweetening
power. 1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-bk. t Sweetening cock, a
wholesome conti ivance for preventing fetid effluvia in ships'
holds.

2. Rendering something pleasant or delightful ;

producing pleasant feeling or gracious disposition;
t sooth ing.

1644 BUI.WER Chirol. 78 Drawing our Hand with a sweet.

nmg- motion over the head. 1648 OWEN Right. Zeal
Encouraged Wks. 1851 VIII. 152 A close labouring in all

his ways without the least sweetening endearments. 1810
SOUTHEV Kt'haina viii. xi, No sweetening vengeance roused
a brave despair. 1886 DICKIE Words Faith, etc. (1892) 135
He adds His sweetening blessing to it.

Sweet-field, -veld. Also -feldt. [ad. Cape
Du. zoetvehi, lit. sweet field.] In South Africa,
land of good quality for food-plants.
1785 G. FORSTER tr. Sparrmarfs Voy. Cape G, Hope (1786)

I. 250 By the Sweet-fields (Zoele-vtlJen) are meant such

places as do not correspond to the descriptions given above
of the Zunre and Carrow veld. 1850 R. G. GUMMING Hun-
ters Life S. Afr. (1902) 10/2 Those from about the frontiers

of the colony, or anywhere beyond the Orange River, are
termed ' Sweet-feldt

'

oxen. [1876 : see VELDT i.J 1905 Set.

S. Afr. 383-4 (Pet tman) Wherever it {sc. lime] does occur
marked fertility and sweet-veld results.

Swee-tful, a. Now dial. [f. SWEET a. + -PUL i ;

cf. grateful^ sadful, strangc/nt.] Full of sweetness,

1580 LODGE Sci/laes Met. (1819) 4 And from a brier a sweet,
full branch did plucke. 41825 FORBY Vac. E. Angliat

Sweetful, delightful; charming; full of sweets,

Swee't-gale. Also 7 -gaule. [See SWEET a.

and GALE sby\ The bog myrtle, Myrica Gale.

1640 PARKINSON Theat. Bot.i^i RhussylvestrissiveMyrtus
Brabatiticaant Anglica, Sweete Gaule. 1838 MARY HOWITT
Birds <$ //., Pheasant iii, The spicy sweet-gale. 1845 LIND-
OtY&JI, Bot. (1862) 128 The Sweet Gale.. has amentaceous
achlamydeous flowers. 1851 TENNYSON E, Morris no, I

. .heard. .The Sweet-Gale rustle round the shelving keel.

Swee't-grass. [See SWEET a. and GRASS j^.]

Any kind of grass (or herb called *

grass') of a

sweet taste serving as fodder; spec, a book-name
for the genus Glyceria ; also locally, the woodruff,

Aspentla odorata, and the grass-wrack, Zostera

marina (liritten & Holland). Also applied to a

species of Heracleum : see quot. 1784.
1577 GOOGE Heresbach's Hush, i. 45 The best hearbe for

Pasture or Meddowe, is the Trefoyle or Clauer : the next is

sweete Grasse. 1709 T. ROBINSON Nat. Hist. WeslmoreJd.
Hi. 20 Bituminous Peat Karth..when burnt, limed, and
manured . . will produce a new Set of sweet Grass, as Clover,
both white and red. 1784 KING Cook's Voy. Pacific III. 336
The other plant alluded to is called the sweet grass; the
botanical description is Heracleum Sibericum Joins pin*
natis [etc.].. In May. .it was., covered with awhile down,
or dust, ..it tasted as sweet as sugar; but was hot and
pungent. 1908 Animal Managem. 109 The * Reed Sweet
grass,

1

'Floating sweet grass'. 1913 PETTMAN African-
derisms, Sweet grass, the food plants growing on rich

alluvial soil.

Sweetheart (swfthaa), sb. Forms : see

SWEET a. and HEART sb.

1. (Properly two words: see HEART sb. 14.) A
term of endearment = darling : used chiefly in the
vocative.

c 1*90 St. Kenelm 140 in S. Eng. Leg. 349 Alas, .bat ich

scholde. .a-bide pat mi child, mi swete heorte, swych cas
schal bi-tide. c 1315 Orfeo 100 Swete hert, he sayde, how
may this be ? c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 1183 For-yeue it

me myn owene swete herte. [Cf. 1820 Troylus..Is with

Criseyde his owne herte swete.] 1509 HAV<%S Past. Pleas.
xvi. (Percy Soc.) 65 Alas ! fayre lady, and myne owne swete
herte. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 221 Curtsie sweet hearts,
and so the Measure ends. 1596 NASHE Saffron Watden
Wks. 1905 III. 108 So hath he his Barnabe and Anthony for

his minions and sweet-harts. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well\\. in.

285 Res. Vndone, and forfeited to cares for euer. Par.
What's the mattersweet-heart? i6i3MiDDLETON Triumphs
Truth Wks. (Bullen) VII. 241 O welcome, my triumphant
lord, My glory's sweetheart ! 1648-9 in Eikon as. (1640)

App. 274 The King taking the Duke of Glocesterupon His
Knee, said, Sweet-heart now they will cut off thy Fathers
Head. 1679 Tryals Robt. Green, etc. 65 My Husband..
called to me, prithee, sweetheart, what hast thougot for my
Supper? 1727 MRS. DELANY in Life $ Corr. (1861) 1. 136
What interest I have, I shall be very willing to make use of
for my sweetheart's service, but nothing can be done till he
is sent to school to Westminster. 1845 JAMES Arrah Neil
*i A gay cavalier . . pulled up . . and seeing the girl he
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exclaimed,.. 'Which is the way to Hishop's Merton, sweet.
heart?

1

1859 TENNYSON Grandmother xiii, Sweetheart, I

love you so well that your good name is mine. 1890 HALL
CAINE Bondntan in. \i, 'Ot's the name of your 'ickle boy?'
'

Ah, I've got none, sweetheart.'

t 2. One who is loved illicitly ; a paramour. Obs.
1589 I?LYLY] Pappe w. Hatchet Wks. 1002 III. 399 Ye

like not a Bishops rochet, when all your fathers hankerthers
were made of his sweete harts smocke. 1610 HOLLAND
Camden's Brit. (1637) 379 Edith his wife, who. .had been
one of King Henrie the First his sweet hearts and lig-bies.

1696 AUBREY Misc., Appar. (1784) 107 A gentlewoman, a
handsome woman, but common, who was Mr. Mohun's sweet
heart. 1796 Grose's Diet. I 'ulgar T. (ed. 3), Sweet Heart,
-.a girl's lover, or a man's mistress.

3. A peison with whom one is in love.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 309 One hanges himselfe
under his sweetehartes windowe with a twyned haulter.
c 1597 BRETON Figure ofFoure n. 89 Foure creatures goe
willingly to their businesse : a Bride to Church, a boy to

breckfast, an heire to his land, and a sweet-heart to his lone.
1600 HOLLAND Lky xxvi. 623 Your sweet-heart and best
beloved [ori^. spansa} I have entertained, as well,.. as she
should have EMM with your father and mother in law, 1711
BUDOBLt Spect. No. 161 P 3 Her Sweet-heart, a Person of
small Stature. 1781 Jrnl. Yng. Lady ofVirginia (1871)38
Miss Nancy's sweetheart came to-day. 1803 in Nairne
Peerage Evidence (1874) 165, I shall be well pleased to hear
from M. Sene the sweet heart of Sussanne all that concerns
them. 1855 DICKENS Dorrit n. xxiii, Your old sweetheart
an't far off, and she's a blabber. 1863 READS Hard Cash
H, The prejudiced statements of friends and sweethearts,
who always swear from the heart rather than from the head
and the conscience.

4. colhq. and dial, in various transf. senses.
a. A sugar cake in the shape of a heait; a jam tart. b.

Applied to the burs or thorny seeds or sprays which attach
themselves to a person's clothes ; also, a plant bearing these,
as species of Desmodium. c. A tame rabbit.

173* SWIFT Exam. Abuses Dublin Wks. 1735 IV. 321
There is another Cry.., and it is that of Sweet-hearts
[Note, A Sort of Sugar-Cakes in the Shape of Hearts]. 1750
G. HUGHES Barbados 213 Sweet-Heart. The pod is intirely
incrusted with small setae or hooked bristles, by which means
they tenaciously stick to the cloaths ofthose who walk among
them. 1840 BLAINK Encycl. Kur. Sports 2683 Four kinds
of rabbits are acknowledged among dealers and fanciers,
waneners, parkers, hedgehogs, and sweethearts... Sweet-
hearts are the tame varieties. 1877 N. W. Line, Gloss.*
Siveetheart* a piece of thorn or briar which becomes attached
to a woman's dress and drags along after her. 1888 Sheffield
Gloss., Sweetheart, a thin tart made by spreading a layer of

jam between thin slices of paste. 1913 PETTMAN African-
derisms, Siveethearts, the hooked seeds of Bidens pilosa.

Hence Swee'theartdom, Swee'theartBhip
(nonce-wds.} : see -DOM, -SHIP.

1887 AucrsTA WILSON At Mercy of Tiberius xiv, In the

magical days of .sweetheartdom, a silvery glorifying gla-
mour wraps the world. 1898 Tit'Bits 30 Apr. 85/1 The
piematuie sweetheartship that existed between them.

Swee'theart, v.
[f. prec.]

1. trans. To make a sweetheart of; to court,
make love to.

1804 R. ANDERSON Cumbli. Ball. 79, I yence sweethearted
Madge o' th' Mill. 1861 MAVHEW Lond. Labour III. 390
One of his mates sweethearted the servant. 1893 BARING-
GouLn Cheap Jack Z, II. 87 Mark Runham running after
two girls, sweethearting both.

2. intr. To be, or act the part of, a sweetheart
;

to court a sweetheart, make love.

I798T. MORTON Speed the Plough v. i,(i8oo)7o Remember
how I used to let thee zit up all night a sweethearting.
1824 MACTAGCART Gallovid. Encycl. 444 Teevo,. .one who
learns the rules of affectation, who sweethearts with warm-
ness seemingly. 1873 G. C. DAVIES Mount. $ Mere xvi.

135 He had gone in the country for his Sunday outing,
sweethearting. 1883 Harper's Mag. July 165/1 The lanes
in which he has sweethearted. 1898 R. KEARTON Wild Life
at Horn* 53, 1 watched a pair of red-backed shrikes or

butcher-birds, sweethearting.

Hence Swee'thearting vbh sb. and///, a. ;
also

Swee'thearter.
1812 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rein. (1839) IV. 68 Then her

Spanish sweet-hearting, doubtless in the true Oroondates

style. 1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour I. 379/2 It's that I go
for, love and sweet-hearting. 1854 R. S. SURTEES Handley
Cross Ixxix. (1901) II. 276 Venting her spleen on Doleful
and all dilatory sweet hearters. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown
at Qxf. xxiii, There was this sweethearting after old
Simon s daughter. 1866 Morn. Star i3 Apr. 4/5 The sweet-

hearting portion of the audience. 1874 LISLE CARR Jud.
GwyttHtl. iv. 104 She remembered.. how she and William
had carried on in those happy sweethearting days. 1886

HALL CAIXE Son ofHagar \. vii, You Colebank chaps are

famous sweethearters, I hear.

Sweet-hearted, a. [f, SWEET a. + HEART sd. +
-ED 2.] Of sweet disposition. Hence Sweet-
heartednesa.
1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xcvi, You say, but with no touch

of scorn, Sweet-hearted, you,. .You tell me, doubt is Devil-

born. 1865 SWINBURNE Chastclard iv. i. 163 Soft hearts

would weep and weep and let men die For very mercy and
swee t-heartedness.

Sweetie (swfti) ; usually in pi. sweeties,

orig. and chiefly Sc. Also sweety, [f. SWEET a.

+ -IE. Earlier than SWEET sb. i e (cf. SWEEP? sb.

and SWEEP ^.32).] A sweetmeat, lollipop. Also,
sweet cake or the like.

1711 RAMSAY Conclusion 22 To wrapUp snuff, or sweeties,
in a snap. 18*4 W. HAVERCAL Let. in Life (1882) 55 Baby
..was satisfied with a bit of sweetie. 1860 THACKERAY
Round, Papers, Christmas Treet Instead of finding bonbons
or sweeties in the packets which we pluck off the boughs.

1874 CHRISTINA ROSSETTI Speaking Likenesses 73 Burnt

SWEETKIN.

I

almonds, chocolate, and *

sweeties
'

of every flavour. >&99
CKOCKETT Kit Kennedy 35 bhe gitd me a' the sweeiics
she had.

b. attrih.

1790 L). MOHISON Poewt 18 Rob tak' them to A sweety
bench \\heir a' tiling's fit for eaiin*. 1808 JAMIESOM
s. v. Xutf, What the vulgar call a swectie-skon, or a loaf
enriched with raisins, currants, and spkcttes. 1813 G.
ROBKKTSON Agric. Surv. Kinc.trd. 406 The sweety-men, or
confectioners. 1821 Bl*dm. Mag. VI11. 423 The Sweety-
wile. .Spreads out tier sweeties, and adjusts her scale 1837
LOCKHART Scott I. vii. 224 A 4

.sweetie wife* (that is, an
itinerant vender of gingerbread, &c.). 1893 BAKISG.GOLLU
Cheap Jack Z. I. 51 Money. .for sweetie stuff. 1805
CROCKETT Bog-Myrtle $ Peat tv. ii. (1899) 332 The row ol

! sweetie-bottles.

fSwee-tlkin. Obs. rare-*. Hy-formof SWEET -

KIS.

1596 NASHE Sajfi-on Walden Wks. 1905 III. 129 She is

such a bony sweetikitt.

Sweeting 1
(swrtiq). Also 4-6 sweting, (4

auetyng, 5 swettyng). [f. SWEET a. + -INO 3.]

1. A ' sweet
'

or beloved person ; dear one,

darling, sweetheart. Chiefly as an endearing term
of address, arch.
a 1300 A'. Horn 230 (Laud MS.) Horn rod him aylmer

1

king, And wit horn pe sweting. 13.. K. Alis. 914 (Laud

I

MS.), Cler & fair is day springyng And make)} many de-

partyng Bituene kni^th & his suetyng. c 1440 York Myst.
I xl. 40 Pat swettyng was swemyed for swetyng. <i 1530 J.
HEYWOOD Wether Plays (1905) 97 A special good lover and
she his own sweeting. 1600 BRETON Daffodils fy Primroses

|

Wks. (Grosart) 1. 19/1 Litle birdes wowld cary tales Twixte
Susen and her Sweetinge. 1740 RICHARDSON Pamela (1741)
I. xxii. 57 A Blessing attend my little Sweeting, . . wher-ever

you go 1 iSia COLMAN Br. Grins, Vagaries Yind. xxxvii,
A curate who. .can boast. .a sweeting, soured by care, to

patch his gown. 857_
THORNBURV Sonfs Cavaliers tf

Roundh. 272 How her tittle heart was beating, As I clasped
her round the sweeting. 1895 A. AUSTIN \i\filackw. Mag.
Apr. 519 The swain and his sweeting met and kissed.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 916
' Nat series, sweting ', he seide,

1

['at schal I neuer.' c 1400 Beryn 327 Nowe mercy, dere

sweting 1 I wol do so no more, c 1460 Townfley Myst. xii.

476 Haylle, maker of man, haylle, swetyng 1 1596 SHAKS.
Tant. Shr. i\\ iii. 36 How fares my Kate, what sweeting all

a-mort? 1638 FOKD Fancies u. ii. Attend within, sweeting.
iMi CIBBER Rival Fools n, Why, how now, Sweeting
What, a whole half.hour from me? 1863 Hoi-Mr. LEE A.
Warleigk III. 117, 1 will be patient as Job, pretty sweeting!
go on. 1890 CONAN DOYLE White Company vii, 1 am a
lonely man, my sweeting.
2. Name for a sweet-flavoured variety of apple.
1530 PALSGR. 278/1 Swetyng an

apple, pomme doulce.
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. \, (Arb.) 36 A child e will chose a
sweeting, because it is presentlie faire and pleasant, and
refuse a Runnet, because it is than grene, hard, and sowre.

1591 SHAKS. Rom. ty Jul. \\, iv. 83 Thy wit is a very Bitter-

sweeting, It is a most sharpe sawce. 1656 BEALE Uertj.
Orchards (1657) 18 The Ger.net moyle, the Kydoddin, the

Sweeting.andtheFrench Cornell. i878T. L.CUVLER/VM/*/
Papers 130 In God's orchards there are.. rich, juicy 'sweet-

ings' like Rutherford and Baxter. 1908 [Miss FOWLER]
Betw, Trent fy Ancholme 379 Some remaining Pear and
'

Sweeting* trees.

t Swee'ting 2
. Obs. [f. SWEET O.+-IVQ 1.]

Sweet flavouring ; sweetness.
1600 BRETON Daffodils tf Primroses Wks. (Grosart) I. 17/1

I

Reasons sence and learninges sweetinge. a 1672 BAXTER in

I
Lauderdale Papers (Camden) HI. App. ii. 238 That all

i

this glory will quickly set in the shaddows of death, & that

all this sweeting will turn sou re !

Sweetish (swr-tij), a.
[f.

SWEET S. + -MH 1
.]

!

Somewhat or slightly sweet.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treas, Fr. Tong, Dovceastre, sweetish.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny xiv. vi. I. 414 Sweetish they be, and

yet otherwhiles they have an unripe and hai>h relhsh of the

wood. 1681 GREW Musaeum iv. i.
354^

It becomes sweetish,
and makes no Effervescence upon the injection of the Chalk.

1778 PRYCE Min. Cornub. 56 If the acid becomes a little

sweetish, Lead is certainly mixed with the Mercury. 1803
SOUTHEY in Ann. Rev. I. 69 A lake of sweetish water, much
frequented by water fowl. 1871 NAPHEYS Prev. <fr Cure
Dis. in. ii. 626 When the odor [of the breath] is sickly

sweetish, we may conclude the lungs are out of order. 1880
' VERNON LEE '

Italy iii. 151 A grandiloquent poem, stately
and sweetish, full of gods, goddesses, and little chubby
Cupids.
advb. 1864 GARROD Mat. Med. (ed. 2) 256 Of a sweetish.

bitter taste. 1895 KIPLING 2nd Jungle Bk. 186 A sweetish'

sourish smell.

Hence Swee'tishness.
1751 BERKELEY Th. Tar-water Wks. 1784 II. 645 A fade

sweetishness, offensive to the palate. 1831 J. WILSON in

Blackw. Mag. XXIX. 8 A peculiar sort or wersh fuzionless

i nonsense that's gotten a sweaty sweetishness aboot it.

Sweet John. ? Obs. A name for the narrower-

leaved varieties of a speciea of pink, Dianthits

barbatus,, as distinguished from those called SWEET-

i WILLIAM.

'573 TUSSER Hnsb. (1878) 06 Herbes. .for windowes and

pots.. .Sweete Johns. 1597 GERARDE Herbal u. clxxiv. 478
Sweete lohns hath round iointed stalkes, as haue the Gillo-

flowers. 1619 PARKINSON Parad. 319 The sweete lohn hath
1 his leaues broader, shorter and greener then any

of the

i

former Gilloilowers, but narrower than sweete Williams.

1711 MORTIMER Husb. (ed. 5) II. 238 Sweet Williams, or
i Sweet Johns, are of several sorts, but the double and the

Velvet are chiefly worth your propagating.

fSweetkln. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. SWEET + -KIN;

! cf. Du. soetken (Kilian).] A term of endearment :

in quot. attrib. = darling.
1599 NASHE Lenten Stuff* Wks. 1905 III. 18? Flocking to

hansell him and strike him good luck as the Sweetkin
1 Madams did about valiant S. Walter Manny.
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SWEETLEAF.

Sweetleaf (swrtl;f;. A tree or shrub, Sj'm-

plocos lincloria, of the southern U. S., having
sweet-flavoured leaves eaten by horses and cattle.

1829 LOUDON Kncycl. Plants 1076 The leaves.. of Symplo-
cos linctoria are used in America under the name of Sweet,

leaf, for dying yellow.

Sweetling (swrtliq). rare. [f. SWEET a. +

-LINO i.]

1. A term of endearment for a beloved person :

= SWEETING 1
I.

1648 HERRICK Hesper.^Connubii Flares 40 And (Sweetling)
marke you, what a Web will come Into your Chests. 1789
CONWAY False Appearances Epil. 74 Wedded sweetlings,

mutually sincere, Who mean,
' My devil 1

' when they lisp,
' My dear '. 1872 MORRIS Love is Enougk (1873) 23 Mother
and sister, and the sweetling that scorned me.. AH are

departed. 1903 Speaker 25 Apr. 76/2
'

Sweetling, show me
thy face,

1

cried lie.

2. A small sweet thing.
1840 BROWNING Sordello ii. 693 John's cloud-girt angel

. . with, open in his hand, A bitter-sweetlinff of a book. [See
Rev. x. 9, 10.] 1874 R. BUCHANAN London Lyrics iv. 12

Little barefoot maiden, Selling violets blue, Hast thou ever

pictured Where the sweetlings grew?

t Swee'tly, a. Obs. Also 4 suatli, -ly, 6

swe(e)tely. [f. SWEET a. + -LY 1. Cf. MDu.
soetelijc (Du. zoetclifk), MUG. suntic/i (G.siisslich);
also OE. swiltlic.] Sweet.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17819 pai hailsed bairn with suetli suar.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xvi. 52 A suetly suyre hco hath
to holde. ?n:soo Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) II. 2 Fayne
maye thy frendes be in fere, To see thy sweetlye \v.r. frely]
face. 1530 PALSGR. 842/2 Swetely of savoure, souef. 1592
WYRLEY Arinorie, Cafitall de Buz 156 By sweetely Lord,
that straied sinners sought. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxxvi.
v. II. 565 Agoracritus of Paros, whome hee loved also for his

sweetly youth.

Sweetly (sw;"tli), adv. Forms : see SWEET a.

and -LY 2. [Cf. MLG. sol(e)liken, MDu. soetelike,
MHG. sne^lic/ie ;

also ME. swoteliche, SOOTLY.]
In a sweet manner

; with sweetness.

L With a sweet taste or smell.
[cooo : see 3.) 1530 PALSGR. 842/2 Swetely of taste, douce-

eggs] did eat very sweetly. 1611 Bible Song Sol. vii. 9
Like the best wine .. that goeth downe sweetely. 1850 NEAI.F.
Med.Hymns (1867) 121 Now the myrrh of Cyprus groweth,
Widelier spreadeth, sweetlier bloweth.
2. With a sweet sound or voice.

1340 Ayent. 61 Nykeren bet..zuo zuetelich zingeb bet hi
makeb slepe |>e ssipman. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v.
xxm. (Bodl. MS.) If. 13/2 fe pipe singeb swetelich while be
fouler disseyueb Jie bridde. 1500-20 DUSBAR Poems Ixxvii.
45 Madinis Jmg. . Playand on timberallis, and syngand rycht

sweetly in poetic chime, a 1839 PRAED Lidian's Lore XX,bhe . .sang as sweetly as a caged canary.
3. So as to be pleasing to the mind or the

feelings ; pleasurably ; comfortably.
900 tr. Bxda's Hist. v. xxiii. Concl. (1890) 486 Swetlice

drincan ba word bines wisdomes. c 1330 Will. Palerne 1329Nobul leches., bat seide he schuld te sauf & sweteliche
heled 1435 MISVN Fin of Love u. xii. 103 pis meruellus
heet, be qwhilk be mynd swetelyest gladyns. 1513 FRITHAnsw.Mon (1548) H viij, Vf a man be faythfull, the Spiryteof God worketh in hys harle very swetelye at hys com-
munion. 1535 COVERDALE Prn: iii. 24 Thou shall not be

8te**.S S
,

h
3
U <*> 'h

.y ?< & slepe swetely. ,50,

_ - o ** aiuauroui ^amoens, bonn. v i.

1810) 93 The sweetly sad remembrances of yore ! 1847 C.BRONTE Jane
Lyre^n, Nor was that problem solved tomy satisfaction ere I fell sweetly asleep

I* : _ 1 1 , .
*^'

supposed, paid sweetly for them, and havh gutted uo
house, nests and roosts, with the greatest rare igsSSTEVF.NSnv A^.T J~.t. KTJ. /-on . B'^"[ Care. IBH2

4. So as to be pleasing to the sight rTthe'aesthetic
sense

; delightfully, charmingly.

Eghts and sh'a'dow?'^
*

bilS&gS j
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b. as a technical term of Art.

1662 EVELYN Chakogr. 69 Had he perform'd his height-

nings witli more tclidernesse, and come sweetly off with the

extremities of his hatchings. 1709 POPE Ess. Cnt. 489

When the ripe colours soften and unite, And sweetly melt

into just shade and light.

O. with emotional or sentimental colouring.

1840 THACKERAY Barter Cox Aug.,
' How sweetly the dear

Baron rides,' said my wife, who was ogling at him. 1907

PHYLLIS DARE fr'roiu School to Stage ii. 21 That sweetly

pretty play,
( Ib and Little Christina.

d. In vaguer sense : In a desirable or satisfactory

way ; favourably ; fdelicately; now csp. in reference

to the working of machinery : Smoothly, easily.

1594 PLAT Jnacll-ho. I. 6 A Christall stone, .hauing agood
foylesweetlieconueyed within the concaue superficies thereof.

1651 FRENCH Distill. vi. 178 In these colder countreys they
..never yeeld any fruit, ..but if at any time nature be

wittily and sweetly helped, then Art can perfect what
nature could not. 1823 Edin. Rev. XLIII. 14 Like..ihe

jerks of a machine not working sweetly. 1876 W. CUDWORTH
Round abt. Bradford 120 The engines, .although thirty

years old. .do their work 'sweetly '.

5. With gracionsness of action or treatment
;

with kindly disposition or intent ; graciously.
a 1225 Ancr, R. 430 Lihtliche & swetetiche uor^iued ham

hore gultes. a 1300 Cursor M. 14884 (Cott.) Suetli he wald
bam drau him to. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 221 Fill swetely
herde he confession, And plesaunt was his absolucion. 1471
CAXTON Recuyell iSommer) 51 Whan he had herd her
answers and had seen how swetly she had taken hit. 1501
Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W.) i. iii, That it wolde please y
swetely to beholde hym or her thy seruaunt. 1589 R. HAR-
VEY PI. Perc. (title-p.), Sweetly indevvring with his blunt

persuasions to botch vp a Reconciliation. 1621 ELSING
Debates Ho.

Lortls^ (Camden) 48 The sentence in the Star

Chamber, the which he confesseth justly imposed and
swetely. 1673 S. C. Art of Complaisance 15 We must
represent things which appear difficult and greivous by
insinuating them sweetly into the spirit of those to whom
we speak. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFB Myst. Udolpho xli, She
used to try so sweetly to oblige him.

6. With pleasantness of manner or address
; in

sweet terms
; hence, affectionately, lovingly.

11225 Ancr. R. 264 In eueriche time hwon 56 neode
habbeA, scheaweo so sweteliche to his swete earen. a 1300
K. Horn 404 (Camb.) On knes he him sette, And sweteliche
hure grette. 13.. Cursor M. 15651 (Gott.) Ful suetli to
bairn he spack,

'

brewer, quat nudo}e?' c 1440 Jacob's Well
267 Be fayr of speche, answere swetely 1 a 1533 LD. BERNEKS
lluon Ixxxv. 267 He. .toke leue of hym, & swetely kyssyd
hym. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. , Jut. i. v. 1 1 1 O trespass* sweetly
vrg'd. 1602 tr. Guarinis Pastor I'ido n. i. E j b, Let's
kisse and striue Who can kisse sweetliest among our selues.

1743 FRANCIS tr. /for., Odes i. x.vii. 24 The nymph, who
sweetly speaks, and sweetly smiles. 1852 MRS. STOWE
Uncle Tom's C. xx, The child looked perplexed and sorrow-
ful, but said sweetly' Poor Topsy, why need you steal ?'

1887 TROLLOPE Chron. Barsct II. xlv. 14 He was dis-

appointed, .although she had spoken to him so sweetly.
7. Qualifying pples.

used adj., often hyphened (in
'

any of the preceding senses), as sweetly-breathing,
-budding, -fenced, -smelling, -swelling, -written;
occas. with adjs., as sweetly-pensive, -wise; also
less correctly used for 'sweet' in parasynthetic
combination, as sweetly-scented, -tasted, -toned.
ai586 SlDHVeAreaiiia n. (igr 2 ) 219 Of pretious pearle the i

double rowe.The second sweetly-fenced warde, Her heav'nly- :

dewed tongue to garde. Ibid. m. 447 Her ronncly sweetly
swelling Hopes. 1641 in Vtriuy 'Mem. (1907) I. 229 A most
noble and sweetly disposed lady. 1743 FRANCIS tr. Hor.,
,f^'n

oellt roo Sweetly-shining queen of night. 1760-72H. BKOOKE Fool o/Qual. (,809) IV. 37 In a sweetly-breathing
accent, .scarcely audible, a 1774 TUCKER Lt. A'at. (1834) 1 1 !

475 Hymns, meditations, and sweetly.written books. 1844 '

KINGLAKE Eothen xviii, Spices or sweetly-burning woods. '

1846 H. G. ROBINSON Odts of Horace n. xii, Thy mistress
Lycimmas sweetly.ton'd voice. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust
(1875) II. n. m. I20 She thanked wilh sweetly-wise and con-
scious tongue. 1875 W. MCILWRAITH Guide Wietnvushire
18 i he sweetl/.scented birch.

Sweetmeat (swrtm/l), si. [See SWEET a
mid MEAT sb. Cf. OE. swetmcttas, sw6tmettas
delicacies.]
1. collect, pi. (and t '/) t Sweet food, as

sugared cakes or pastry, confectionery (olis ) pre-
served or candied fruits, sugared nuts, etc.

; also
globules, lozenges, 'drops,' or 'sticks' made of su<rar
with fruit or other flavouring or filling; sing one
of these.

SWEETNESS.
feclionery articles made of sugar. 1880 'OuiOA '

Moths \

You eat heaps of sweetmeats. You take too much tea too'
much ice, too much soup, too much wine !

1

him sweetmeats of compliments.
2. A varnish, consisting principally of linseed

oil, used in the preparation of patent leather.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mecli. s.v. Patent Leather.
3. at/rib, and Comb., as sweetmeat pan, pot

shop, spoon ; sweetmeat-seller.

1669 R. MONTAGU in Bucclexch MSS. (Hist. MSS Comm 1

I. 448 One sweetmeat pan, with a .skimmer. 1705 / ,/
Gal. No. 4104/4, 2 Sweet-meat Spoons forked. 1769 MRS'
RAFFAI.D ting. Housekpr. (1778) 225 Put it into flat sweet'
meat pots, and tie it down with brandy paper. 1895 KIPLING
3mt Jungle Dk. 92 It was the wife of the sweetmeat-seller
Hence Sweetmeat v. (tionce-wd.) trans., to

furnish with sweetmeats.

1764 H. WALPOLE Let. to Earl Hertford 24 Feb The
fairies had so improved upon it, had so be.garlanded so
sweetmeated, and so desserted it \sc. a supper-ioomj that it
looked like a vision.

Sweet Nancy, local. The pheasant-eyed nar-
cissus, Narcissus poeticits, esp. the double variety
1848 MRS. GASKELL M. Barton viii, In his bntton-hole he

stuck a narcissus (a sweet Nancy is its pretty Lancashire
name). 1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy I. 94 The hyacinth
bells, and the sweet Qiancies. .blowing all together.
Sweetness (swf-tnes). Forms: see SWEET a.

[OE. swilnes (suoct-) : see -NESS. Cf. MDu.
soetenisse; also SOOTNESS (OE. swtiMs).] The
quality of being sweet, concr. something sweet.
1. Of taste or flavour.

897 ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xvii. u5) & eac sceal

. . " be rednes and swetnez is called
sanguis venens. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dicta 68 The
bmrenesse of the aloe tre distroyeth the swetlenesse of the
hony. isss EDES Decades (Arb.) no These apples haue
a certeyne sweetnes myxle with a gentell sliarpnes ic88
KYD House/i. Philos. Wks. (1901) 247 The Malmes'ey a
Ureeke and Romam Wines.. haue some kind of sweetnes
1704 SWIFT Bait. Bks. Wks. 1841 I. 128 2 Instead of dirt
and poison, we have rather chosen to fill our hives with
honey and wax, thus furnishing mankind with the two
noblest of things, which are sweetness and light 1781COWPER Clwrity 190 Has God then giv'n its sweetness to
the cane.. in vain? 1855 BAIN Senses S, Int. u. ii. 9 The
sweetness of every kind of fruit (etc.] is knon to arise
from sugar.

fl Phr. Sweetness and light, taken from Swift (see
quot. 1 704 above) and used with aesthetic or moral
reference (cf. 6, 7).
1869 M. ARNOLD Cult. !, An. >8 Their ideal of beauty and

sweetness and light, and a human nature complete on all its
sides. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul (1883) 410 Gallio. was ore-
eminently endowed with that light and sweetness which are
signs of the utmost refinement.

b. concr. Something sweet to the taste; a sweet
substance.
C 7'S Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) A 524 Ambrosea, suoetnis.

1382 U'YCLIF Joel ii. 18 And it shal be, in that day moun-
teyns shuln droppe swetnes. 1398 TREVISA Barth De P K
xix. xliu. (W. de W.), Swetnesse layed to the tonge openyth
moderatly and hetyth moderatly. 1553 EDEN Treat. Newe
fuel. (Arb.) 42 Who hath not of sowrenes fclte the bitter
last. Is not worthy of swetenes to take his repast. 1655G. S. in Hartlib Kef. Cominw. Bees 27 There is worthily a
great difference to be acknowledged between Honey and
other inspissated sweetnesses. 1890 Ofelousas (Louisiana)
Democrat 20 Dec. 2/1 Sweetness by the barrel, bon-bons,
sugar plums [etc.].

2. Of smell or odour : Fragrance.
900 \t.Bzda's Hist. iv. x. (1890) 292 Mice! swetnes wun

dorhces stences. Clljt Lamb. Horn. 145 per seal beon..
smellinge mid swetnesse. c 1220 Bestiary 750 Ut of his orote
cumea a smeL.oat ouer-cume5 haliweie wi3 swetnesse
C '3?f ^YYCL1F Wlts- < I88 ) 216 Whanne men schullen
sinelle..be swettenesse & good odour of herhis. c 1385CHAUCER L. G. W. Prol. 120 Floures..Of swich suetnesse
and swich odour ouer al. 1626 BACON Sylva 489, 1 thinke

jsemai y will leese in Sweetnesse, if it be set with Lauender.
1750 GRAY Elegy 56 Full many a flower is born to blush un-
seen, And waste its sweetness on the desert air 1870
SPURGEOM Treas. Dav. Ps. xlv. 8 All his dress is fragrant
with all sweetness.

3. Of sound : Melodiousness, musical quality.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De /'./f.v.xxiii.(Bodl. MS.), Orpheus

. .plesid treen wodes hulles and stones with swetnes of his

F. Q. in. xii. 6 The rare sweetnesse of the melody. 1681
DRYDEN At,. $ Achit. To Rdr., There's a sweetness in
good Verse, which Tickles even while it Hurts. 1797 MBS.
KADCLIFFE Italian

i, The sweetness and fine expression
if her voice. 1836 DUBOURG Violin ix. (1878) 273 His
violoncellos.. are.. not so slrong..as old Forster's, but, in
sweetness and purity, excelling them. 1849 MACAULAY
ant.

bng;. i. I. 30 Rude societies have versification, and
olten versification of great power and sweetness.

b. A sweet sound or tone. rare.
c '400 Destr. Troy 34 a There was wellit to wale water full

nobill,..with plentius stremes, With a swoughe and a swet-

"=? sweppit on (>e grounde. 1631 MILTON L'Allegro 140
With many a winding bout Of lincked swettnes long drawn
out. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Strm.for Year, Summer xix. 238 It is
not the eye that sees the beauties of the heaven, nor the ear
that "ears the sweetnesses of musick. 1895 R THOMPSON
Neia Poems 107 The wailful sweetness of the violin Floats
down the hushed waters of the wind.



SWEETNESS.

4. In specific uses, denoting various desirable

physical qualities, e.g. freshness (as opp. to salt-

ness, putridity, etc.), mellowness (of soil), etc.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) i. 7 The Watre of the See is fressclie

and holdethe his swelnesse 20 Myle within the See. 1607
MARKHAM Cavtil. n. (16171 52 1* giueth libertie \<> the tongue,

..and keepeth the mouth in tendernesse and sweetnrsse.

rt 1700 EVELYN Diary 25 Jan. 1645, These (beds] are in a

very long rome having an inner passage, .with as much care,

sweetenesse, and conveniency as can he imagiu'd. 1733 W.
KLLIS Ckiltem ff Vale I-'arni. 46 The Remedy of this is, to

give it constantly it* due Course of Fallowin--., \vhereby it

may enjoy a thorough Sweetness. 1815 J, SMITH Panorama
Sci. ff Art \\. 355 This powder will also restore the sweet-

ness of flesh-meat but slightly tainted with putridity. 1844

H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 1046 Oil-cake. .is an excellent

medicine for live-stock, ..giving to the hide a sweetness of

coat unattainable by other means. 1894 WALROND Archery
xvii. 297 No bow can come up to a good self for sweetness,

softness, and steadiness in the hand when it is loosed.

6. Pleasantness to the senses generally, esp. the

sight; pleasantness of aspect, artistic effect, etc.

01568 ASCHAM Schnlem. n. (Arb.) 138 The right forme.,

fit and dew, to the dignitie of a man, to the bewtie of a

woman, to the sweetnes of a yong babe. 1617 MORYSON
/tin. I. 118 Baie, an ancient Citie, and for the sweetnesse

preferred to Ro'ue by Horace, a 1661 FULLER Worthies

(1840) I. 224 It is confessed that Oxford far exceeds it [sc.

Cambridge! for sweetness of situation.
17^07

MORTIMER
Hnsb. (1721) I. 285 The use that is made of it [sc. wax] for

Lights, the clearness and sweetness of which makes it pre-

ferr'd before all other Sorts. axSaa SHELLEY Pr. wks.

(1888) I. 407 The curved lines of her fine limbs flow into each

other with a never-ending sinuosity of sweetness. 1888

Miss BRADDON Fatal Three \. v, The house and gardens
had all the sweetness and freshness of a scene to which one

is restored after absence.

b. as a technical term of Art.

1695 DRYDEN tr. Dufresnoy's Aft Paint., etc. 220 He
painted with great Strength, great Heightning. great Sweet-

ness, and liveliness of Colours. 1706 Art offainting (1744)

68 His colouring had not the vigour and sweetness of

Giacomo Bassano's. 1816 SIR J. REYNOLDS Life Raffaello,

etc. 156 The gliding motion of his [sc. Corrcggio's] outline,

and the sweetness with which it melts into the ground. 1816

T. SMITH Panorama. Sci. tr A^rt II. 770 The pen should

have a diamond point, which, .imparts an admirable degree
of regularity and sweetness to the work,

6. Pleasantness to the mind or feelings; delight-

fulness.

cocotr. Bxda'sHist. iv. xxiv. (1890) 346 Bi swetnesse I'fes

heofonlecan rices he monig Ieo3 jeworhte. 971 Blickl.

Hem. 37 Swa we sceolon eac ure heortan gefyllan mid baere

swetnesse godcundra beboda. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P.

xxv. 68 lesu, suete is the love of the, . . Al that may with e}en

se, Havelh no suetnesse a?eynes the. 1340 Aycnb. 92 pe

more bet lyke |> be zuetnesse of be wordle be lesse me wylncb ,

be zuetnesse of god. 1390 GOWER Cmf.ll. 57Thei..resten
j

as hem liketh best In all the swetnesse of delices. c 1440 I

York Myst. xlvii. 137 All kynnys swetnesse isber-in. 1518

TINDALE Obed.Chr. Mart 15 b, To translate it welfaveredly,

so that it have the same grace and swetnesse . . in the latyne,

as it hath in the hebrue. 1585-7 T. ROGERS S9 Art- *'

(1625) 55 Neither shall they bee partakers of the sweetnesse

of this truth which say, that [etc.]. 1699 T. BAKER Kefl.

Learn, iv. 38 He. .to whom he gives the Force of Demos-

thenes, the Sweetness of Isocrates, and the Cofia of Plato.

1748 J. GEDDES Coinp. Antients 7 The two things then,

which every good writer either in prose or verse istoaimat,

are sweetness and dignity. 1840 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serin.

(1842) V. xxii. 365 Even sorrow must have a sweetness, if

love be in it

b. Pleasant feeling, delight, pleasure; also, a

source of delight or pleasure. Now rare or merged
in other senses.

a iu5 Ancr. R. 102 pes cos. .is a swetnesse & a delit of

heorte, so unimete swote & swete. 1130 Hali Meid. ^

Swuch swettnesse bu schalt ifinden in his luue & in his seruise

. .bet[etc.]. a 1140 Ureisun in O. E. Horn, 1. 183 Ihesu min

hali loue min sikere swetnesse [printed spetnessc]. c 1386

CHAUCER Melib. T 192 Salomon seith That ..' the conseil of

trewe freendes yeueth swetenesse to the soule.' a 1400

Prymer (1891) 51 Heyl queene mooder of mercy, oure lyf

and oure swetnesse. c 1440 Jacob's Well 280 Whan bin herte

is harde as a stone, & hath no deuocyoun to god, ne loue, ne

dreed, ne swetnesse. c 1485 Digby Myst., Mary Magdalene
794 O lord lesu, ower melleflueus swettnesse. 1526 Pffgr,

Perf.(W. deW. 1531) 159 b, To. .use y maner of prayer. .

in ye whiche he fyndeth moost swetnes. Ibid. 287 Swetenesses

of grace. 1612 BRIXSLEY I.url. Lit. 9 They feele such a

sweetnesse in play and idlenesse, as they can hardly bee

framed to leaue it. 1863 PUSEY Serin. Matt. v. 4. 6 Rather

it is an abiding sorrow, sweeter than all life's sweetnesses.

1870 BRYANT Iliad I. in. 102 Such glow of love Possesses me
and sweetness of desire. 1886 PM Malt G. 14 Sept. 5/2

She was one of those brave souls who have fought the good
fight with little help of spiritual sweetnesses.

7. Of disposition, manner, or conduct: Graciotts-

ness, gentleness, kindliness, mildness.

c looo Ags. Ps. (Th.) xxx. 21 [xxxi. 19] Hu micel..is seo

mycelnes ?inre swetnesse. a IMSA tier. R . 254 Jesu Cristes

deorewuroe wordes & werkes, bet weren alle me lune & me
swetnesse. a 1300 Cursor M. 9803 Mikel it was his suetnes

ban, Mikel reuth he had bat sith o man. 1340 Aycnb. 145

Mansuetudo ober bcningnitas bet is zuyetnesse of hertc.

1366 CHAUCER A. B.C. 51 Glorious mayde and moder ful

of swetnesse and mercy euer. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 220

Aieynes passyon he schowyd louyng swetenes. 1598 B.

JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. II. i, So full of man, and sweet-

nesse in bis carriage. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evattf.T.n. 102

Grace of Regeneration.. introduceth gracious habits of

sweetnesse, peace and love. 1680 OTWAY Orphan I. i,

They're both of Nature mild, and full of sweetness. 1784

COWPER Task n. 708 In his speech was heard Paternal sweet-

ness, dignity, and love. 1848 THACKKKAY I'an. -Fairxx.xiv,

She repaid Miss Crawley's infoulltent by artless sweetness

and friendship. 1891 FARRAR Darkness >, Damn x, In his

315

eyes and mouth tliere was an expression of honesty
and

sweetness which endeared him to the heart of the lonely

prince.

f8. Addiction to sweet things; self-indulgence.
C/'s. rare.
c 1440 Gc*ta Rom. x.xx. iio(IIarl. MS.), He yaf him so

muclie to this swetlnes, that he wolde not then*, but yele

hony, and made him murye. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. u.

iv. 45 To remit Their sawcie sweetnes, that do coyneheauens
Image In stamps that are forbid.

Swee't pea'. The common name of Lathyrus

cdoratns, a climbing annual leguminous plant,

indigenous to Sicily, cultivated in numerous varie-

ties for its showy variously-coloured sweet-scented

flowers; formerly called sweet-scentedpea (see

SWEET-SCENTED b).

1731 R. FuiiBF.R Fltmitr Card. Displ. 57 Purple
Sweet

Pea. This is what we call the Swet-t-scented Pea. 1816

KEATS ' I stood tif-toe upon a little hi'.l' 57 Here are sweet

peas, on tip-toe for a flight,

Swee't rush.
1. The lemon-grass or camel's hay, Andropogon

Schrenanthus ; also the allied species A. laniger.

1598, 1601 (see SQUINANT). 1874 Treat. Bot. Suppl.

2. The sweet flag, Acorns Calamus.
1607 TOPSELL FourS. Beasts 116 Roes, .loue the lakes and

strong streames, breaking the floods to come by fresh pasture,
as sweet rushes and Bui-rushes. 1760 J.

LEE Introd. Bot.

App. 325. 1785 MARTYN Lett. Bot. xviii. (1794) 251 Calamus
Aromaticus or Sweet Rush.

Sweet-scented (stress variable), a. Having
a sweet scent ; sweet-smelling, fragrant.
1591 COKAINK Treat. Hunting B jb, Sweet sented Roe.

1606 N. BAXTER Sydney's Ourania L iv b, The fragrant smell,

Of sweetest sented flowers. 1730 BAILEY (folj, Aromatical,

having a Spicey Smell, sweet scented. 1837 CARLYLE Fr.

Rev. n. iv. vii, Thus go they plunging ;. .champ the sweet-

scented forest-herb. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico(\%y>) I. 62 He
was arrayed in a splendid dress, regaled with incense, and
with a profusion of sweet-scented flowers.

b. spec, in names of species or varieties of

plants having sweet-smelling flowers, leaves, etc.

Sweet-scentedpea, an early name for the SWEET PEA.

1666 R. PRESTON Let. in Essex Rev. (1908) XVII. 133 One
hogshead of Sweet-sented tobacco. 1688 CLAYTON in Phil.

Trans. XVII. 943 There is not only the twodistinct sorts of

a Sweet-scented, and Aranoko Tobacco, but of each of these

be several sorts much different. 1718 BRADLEY Diet. Hot.

1 1, Lathyrus, in English Cicheling, is a kind of Pulse, which

has many varieties, .of these is our fine sweet scented Pea.

1753 Chambers" Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Rubus, The sweet scented

rubus. 1796 WITHERING Krit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 59 Sweet-

scented Vernal-grass. 1846-50 A. WOOD Class-bk. Bot. 258

Calycanthus floridus, Carolina Allspice. Sweet-scented

Shrub.

Sweet singer. Hist. The phr. sweet singer

(see SWEET a. 4), more fully sweet singer of Israel

(app. with reminiscence of 2 Sam. xxiii. I, where

David is called 'the sweet psalmist of Israel'),

designating a sect or sects which flourished in the

latter years of the I7th cent. : see qnots.
1680 H. MORE Let. in R. Ward Life (1710) 356, I partly

have some Knowledge of the Sweet Singers of Israel. But

to say or sing sweetly is little to the Purpose, while there

is a False Principle at the Heart. . . What a Discord in Vour

Sweet Singer was the Admiration of that roaring Wretch

you described, that lately banged himself ! 1681 Act of

Prisoners, _______

Gib, .and some Women, give --

liberate them. 1687 MIEGF. Gl. Ft: Diet., Eng.-Fr. s. v.,

hemous Sect, which call themselves theTis a late blasph
Sweet Singers of Israel.

,

Whereof one John Taylor was
ation of them at Guildford inHead, who had a Congregation of tem at uor in

Surrey. 1692 Life of John Runyan 22 A Sect of loose

prophane Wretches, afterward called Ranters and sweet

Singers. 1704 SWIFT Mech. Operat. Sfir. in T. TVrf, etc.

319. 1711 i>/t"!. Visct. Dundee p. ix, At this Time, about

thirty of these deluded People left their Families and Busi-

ness, and went to the Hills, where ihey lived in Rocks and

Caves for some Weeks. . . They called themselves The Sweet

Singers of Israel, eat nothing that there was Salt in, or paid

Tax to the King, blotted the Name of King out of their

Bibles, and cohabited all together. 1731 P. WALKER Life

ofCargill in Biogr. Presbyt. (1827) II. 16 These People .

were commonly called Sweet-singers, from their frequently

meeting together, and singing these tearful Psalms over the

mournful Case of the Church, Psal. 74, 79, So, 83, 137-

Sweet-smelling (stress variable) ,
a. Smelling

sweet ;
sweet-scented.

u88 WYCI IF Ezek. xxvii. 22 Alle the beste swete smellynge

spices, c 1400 26 Pol. Poems xxvi. 4 A place. .Y-s aboute

SWEET-WILLIAM.

SOP, extensively cultivated in tropical countries.

Also the tree or shrnb itself. (Cf. sugar-apple in

Si I.AK sb. sc.)
1696 SI.OANK Catal. Plantarnin in Jantaicit 205 Anona,

fuliis odoralis minoribiu, fructu conoide quantoao Pfrvo
dulci. ..Stvett-sop. In gratis agris campevin
spontanea reperitur. 1756 P. BROWNS Jamaica 256 'I he

Sweet-sop or Sugar Apple Tree. 1834 Penny Cycl. II.

The sweet sop .. is often only a Mnall Lush,., it bear* a

greenish fruit covered with scales, and having the appear-
ance of a young pine cone. 1871 KINGM KY At l.ait ii, 'I he
sweet sop a passable fruit, or rather congeries of fiuils,

looking like a green and purple strawberry, of the bigness of

an orange.
Sweet-sweet. An imitation of the musical chirp

of a bird (with suggestion of SWEET a.): cf.

SWEET z>.
2 Often addressed to pet cage-birds.

1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartat n. iii. I. l'ec<itit>n 1019 A
Sparrow's head he shall (even flying) split : And in the ayre
shall make the Swallow cease His sweet-sweet note, and

slicing nimbleness.

Sweet water, sweet-water.
1. (as two words) Fresh water (see SwEKTa. 3 b

;

attrib. (usually with hyphen or as one word), living

in or consisting of fresh water.
z6o8 TOPSELL Serpents 287 There was a magical! .. vse of

these Sweete-water-Tortoyces agaynst Hayle. 1861 Cham-
bers' Encycl. II. 668/2 (Catabrosa] is sometimes called

Whorl Grass, and sometimes Sweet Water Grass. 1871
RAYMOND Statist. Mines $ Mining is Sweet-water springs.

1895 P. HEMINGWAY Out ofEgypt u. 149 A party of women

washing linen in some sweetwater canal.

f2. (as two words, or with hyphen) A sweet-

smelling liquid preparation ; a liquid perfume or

scent. 06s.

iS44PHAp.R#cj7m. Lyfe (1560) M viij b, As concemynge
sweete waters to sprinkle upon your clothes. 1588 SHAKS.

Tit. A. ii. iv. 6Call for sweet water, wash thyhands. 1688

HOLME Armoury in. 398/1 A small Chafer (which they [sc.

barbers] use to carry about with them ..) to carry their sweet

water, .in. 1569 LADY MARY COKE Jrnl. 27 Nov., All sorts

of sweet waters & fine pomatums. 1859 Habits of Gd.

Society ii. (new ed.) 125 Banish .. every essence, cosmetic, or

sweet- water from your toilet.

b. Technically applied to sweet liquids obtained

as by-products in certain manufactures.

1885 W. L. CARPENTER Soap, Candles, etc. xiii. 295

(Glycerin) The whole is then blown out into a tank, and th

'sweet-water' is run off. 1910 Encycl. Brit. V. 178 '-.

(Candles} On standing the product separates into two layers
I

' sweet water
'

containing glycerin below, and the fatly

! acids with a certain amount of lime soap above.

3. (with hyphen, or as one word) A variety of

I

white grape, of specially sweet flavour.

1786 ABERCROMBIE Arrangem. in Card. Assist. 15 Grapes.

..White sweet-water. Black sweet-water. 1848 LOWELL

Bigl/mt P. Ser. i. Introd., He affirmed that.. he had never

seen a sweet-water on a trellis growing so fairly. .asa fox-

grape over a scrub-oak in a swamp. 1865 SALA Diary tit

Amer. II. v. 159 The black Hambros, or the juicy sweet-

waters, or the fragrant muscatels.

Sweetweed (sw;-t,w/d). Name for two scro-

phulariaceons plants of the West Indies and tropical

America, Capraria biftora, also called goatweed
or West Indian tea, and Scoparia dulcis, also

called sweet broomweed or liquorice-weed.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 329. 177' J- R- FORSTER

Flora Amer. Septentr. 28.

Sweet-william (swn wi-lyam). (Also as

two words, with or without capitals, or rarely as

one word without hyphen.)
1. A species of pink, Dianthus barbatus, culti-

vated in numerous varieties, bearing closely-

clustered flowers of various shades of white and

red, usually variegated or parti-coloured.

>lay s \- oy.\\\. xxu. 112 A vyoii iu

sweet smelling water. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv 709 Flowers,

Garlands, and sweet-smellmg Herbs. 1731. Mn.LER Card.

TENNYSON Brook 122 Me lea rr nro inc MI-.M. =-"-

smelling lanes. 1890 Seience-Gossif XXVI. ,,,6/r I he

innocent-looking, sweet-smellmg mint (Melissa officinal,s).

Sweetsome (swftsum), a. dial. [f. SWEET a.

+ -SOME 1.1 Sweet, pleasant. Also advb.

,799 S. J. PRATT Clean. Enf. IV. 377 The yard is a kind

of grove. I remember it sweetsome to behold. 18. . K. H.

GROOME Aftermath, Only Darter (Cent. Diet. Suppl.), I

nivver h'ard her sing so sweetsome as she did then.

Swee't-sop. [Sop^.l] The sweet frutt of a

tree or shrub, Anona squamosa, allied to the boi

cal in Englishe Sweete Williams and colmeniers. 1616

,i. BROWNE Brit. Past. n. iii. 62 They did. .intwine The

white, the blewe, the flesh-like Columbine With Pmckes,

Sweet-williams. 1786 J. ABERCROMBIE Arrangem. in Card.

Assist. 6S!i Double mule, or sweet-william pink. 1796 C.

MARSHALL Garden, xix. (1813) 355 Sweet William (c

bearded pink) is distinguished into broad and narrow leaved

sorts 1866 M. ARNOLD Thyrsis vii, Sweet-William with

his homely cottage-smell. 1879 I>OWDEN Southey 4 A house

rich in old English comfort, with its diamond-tiled garden-

way its sweet-williams and stocks and synngas.

b. Applied to other species of pink, also tc

plants of other genera :

Sirmeria prnijcm, j^w. ^.........B - ---
w..4.i

J. LEE lntr,d.Bot. App. 329 Sweet William of Barbadoes,

IPomsa. 1856 A. GRAY Man. Bot. (1860) 330 nit*
ntacnlata.. (Wild Sweet-William).

2. t a. Applied to the tope or dog-fish. D. A

local name for the goldfinch.

I730 DALE Hist. Harwich 420 Cartilagineous \ ishes. i.

The Do-kind, or such are as long... The Sweet-William.

1848 Zoologist VI. 2258 The goldfinch is called a red-cap ,

a ' sweet-william ',
a 'proud tailor '.
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SweetWOOd (swrtwud). A name for various

trees and shrubs, chiefly lauraceous, of the West
Indies and tropical America, some of which furnish

valuable timber; also the timber itself.

Black Sweetwood, Strychnodaphne (Ocotea) flori-
bunda. Loblolly S., OnoatifJuu (Ocotea) Leuco.tylon ;

;ilso Sciadophylluui yaeomtU (N.O. Araliacex}. Low-
land, Pepper, or Yellow S., h'ectandra sanguines.
Mountain S., Acrodiclidium jamaicense. Rio Grande
S., Oreodaphne Leucoxylon. Shrubby S., the genus
Amyris (N.O. Rntacex or Amyridacen). Timber S.,

Oreodaphne (Nectamtra) extiltata, N. leucantha, and
Acrodiclidium jantaicense. White S., Nectandra leu-

cantlia and N, sanguinca. The name is also given to

Croton eleuteria of the W. Indies and Bahamas, which yields
cascarilla bark. (See Treas. Bot. and Miller Plant-n.)

1607 in 3rd Kef. Hist. MSS. Comia. 53/2 The soil..

covered with good oak, ash, walnut tree, poplar, pine, sweet
woods. 1624 CAPT. J. SMITH Virginia 197 Many huge
bone.fires of sweet -wood. 1711 PETIVER Gazophyl. viii.

71 Mexican sweet Wood. ..This is a pale coloured Wood
with brownish Clouds, it has a very fragrant Smell especi-

ally if chewed. 1721 Act SGeo. I, c. 12 2. i8n TITFOED
Sk. Hortus Bat. Amer. Expl. Plate vii, p. ii, White Sweet-
wood (laurjts lencoxylon). 1858 HOGG Veg. Kingd. 623 The
wood of O[reodaphne] exaltata is yellow, very hard and

durable, and is called Sweetwoon, in Jamaica. 1866

Chambers' Encycl. VIII. 491/1 The compound decoction,

formerly known as the Decoction of Sweet Woods.

b. altrib., as swutwood tree ; sweetwood bark,
a name for cascarilla bark.

1750 G. HUGHES Barbados 157 The Sweet Wood-tree.

1846 JUDGE LEES in Lindley Ver. Kingd. 279 The plant is

scarcely known here [Bahamas] oy the name of Cascarilla,
but is commonly called Sweet Wood Bark.

Sweet-wort (swrtwwt). [\VOKT sb.'*] A
sweet-flavoured wort

; esp. the infusion of malt,
before the hops are added in the manufacture of

beer. Also attrib.

1567 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 203 In the bachousse and
brewhouse. .a swete worte toube. 1567 Wills ty Inv. N. C.
(Surtees 1835) 267 A lead, a maskfatt and a swett wort fatt,

1707 MORTIMER Husli. (1721) I. 279 Of all Food [for bees],

Honey is the best, .if it is mixed well with a moderate Pro-

gortion
of good Sweet-wort. 1793 BEDDOES Sea Scurvy 91

weet wort, or the extract of malt. 1851-4 TOMLINSON Cycl.
Arts (1867) II. 667/1 This vitreous mass was formerly
obtained by rapidly boiling down a concentrated solution of

sugar in barley-water or sweet-wort, and hence the name of

barley.sugar applied to sticks of it. 1876 HARLEY Mat.
Med. (ed. 6) 322 Alcohol is obtained by the distillation of

a_ny saccharine fluid which has been subjected to fermenta-
tion. Sweet worts are formed for this purpose by the action
of diastase on the starch of the cereals or the potato.
F Webster's (1847-54) definition 'Any plant of a sweet

'

taste
', copied by later Diets., cannot be authenticated.

Sweety: see SWEETIE. Sweevil, Sc. f. SWIVEL.
Swefel, Sweft, Swefne, obs. ff. SWIVEL, SWIFT,
SWEVEN. Swegh, sweigh : see SWAY.

tSweight. north, dial, and Sc. Obs. In 5
sweght, sweyght, 6 (9) Sc. swecht. [app. f.

swtj- (repr. by the early forms of SWAY z/.) + -r :

suffix
3

a.]
' The force of a body in motion '

(Jam.) ; impetus.
14.. Chaucer's Troylus 11. 1383 (MS. St. John's Camb.)Whan that the sturdy ook .. Receyued hath the happy fall-

ynge strooke The grete sweyght [also Harl. j'jcj; v.rr.
sweigh, swey, sweyf, swough] makith it come al at ones.
c 1440 York Myst. xxxiii. 362 Swele may bis swayne for
sweght of our swappes ! 1513 DOUGLAS ^Sneisix. ix. 36 Tho
wyth thar swechtis, as thai reyll and leipe, The byrnand
towyr doun rollis with a rusche. Ibid. xil. xi. 159 Like as
the gret roch crag. . Is maid to fall and tumble with all his
swecht. [iSio W. TENNANT Papistry Storm'd ^827) 173Round him they rush't, and push't, and pecht To overturn
him wr their swecht.]

b- fig- (See quot.)
aiSao PEGGE Sppl. Grose (1814), Swcight, the greatest

part of any thing. North.

Swells, Sweill, obs.ff.SwEAL,SwEL. Swein,
Sweingeor, Sweinmote, obs. ff. SWAIN-
SWINGER l, SWANIMOTE. Sweir, Sc. f. SWE.UI'
v

, SWEER. Sweit, obs. Sc. f. SWEAT, SWEET.
Swelawe, obs. f. SWALLOW v.

Swelchie (swe-lxi). Sc. 1 0bs. Also 7 swel-
ohee. [ad. ON. svelgr: see SWALLOW

sb.'t] A
whirlpool ; also, the local name for the race in
Pentland Firth.
a 1688 J. WALLACE Descr. Orkney \. (t69 3 ) 5 On the North

side of this Isle, ,s a part of the Firth called the Swelchee

pulphs
and whirlpools, are constantly surrounding this

island [. Swanay], like so many gaping monsters. 1821
SCOTT-Pirate xxix, ThrouRh all the waws, wells and
swelchies of the Pentland Firth.

Swele, obs. f. SQUEAL, SWBAL, SWELL sb., SWILL
Swelewe, swel(i)gh, obs. ff. SWALLOW.
Swelk, such : see SWILK.
Swell (swel), sb. Also 3 swel, A swele flu

corrL
1

t

P
o

r

Mrc
Pr - E

'//^ (->-/>-),
resp. to MLG. geswellje, swel, swele, MDu.

) ; in the other

1 1- A morbid
swelling. Obs.
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I usede sinne sodomighte. So long he pleiede with yong man,

I A swele in his membres cam than.

2. The condition of being swollen, distended, or

i

increased in bulk ; swelling or protuberant form,

bulge ;
cotter, a protuberant part, protuberance.

In technical use spec., e.g. the enlargement near the

muzzle of a gun, the enlarged and thickened part of a gun-

stock, the entasisofa column.

1683 J. REID Scots Gardner (1907) 39 Grass, or brick-

walkes may have, for thirty foot broad, six inches ot

swell. 1726 LEONI Atbertts Archil. II. 20 The swell

or belly of the shaft. 1733 W. ELLIS Clutter*
_
* Vale

Farm. 45 Not being able to make their growing Pro-

gress for want of Room in the Earth, for the Swell and

Multiplicity of their several Stalks. 1741 Compl. *>-
Piece ni. -in The [pigeons called] Crappers are valuable for

their Swell. 1758 Rxip tr. Macqutr's Chyin. I. 374 During
the calcination of the Tin, .. you perceive in several places a

small swell of a certain matter which bursts. 1768 Woman
ofHonor II. 201, I think I see the hardly suppressed swell

of face of one of those immortal geniuses. 1802 C. JAMES
Milit. Diet. s.v. Secure arms'., Quit the butt with the left

hand, and seize the firelock with, it at the swell. 1812-7
GOOD Study Med. (1829) V. 94 When pregnancy takes place,

and the uterus enlarges, the breasts exhibit a correspondent
increase of swell. 1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metal I. 73
The irregular swells and hollows on the surface of a casting.

Ibid. 105 This bore is a piece of strong iron, ten or twelve

inches in length : near to each end there is a knob or swell

of steel. 1833 Ibid. II. 204 The shanks consist of tubes of

brass covering iron rods, and screwed together at the swells.

1846 MRS. A. MARSH Father Darcy II. xix. 327 There was
a slight swell in his chest the hysterica passio of poor
Lear rose.. in his throat. 1848 THACKERAY van. Fair xlv,

Pitt looked down.. at his legs, which had not. .much more

symmetry or swell than the lean Courtsword which dangled
by his side. 1849 FREEMAN Archit.v, 88 Ornamental balus-

ters with a single swell are found. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV.

49p/r If a column be intended to have a swell in the

middle.

b. fig. Increase in amount, rare. ? Obs.

1768 \Vonuin ofHonor III. 227 His plan of concealing the

enormous swell of his fortune. 1842 ALISON Hist. Europe
Ixxviii. X. 1009 The augmentation of wealth, the swell of

pauperism.

3. a. The rising or heaving ofthe sea or other body
of water in a succession of long rolling waves, as

after a storm ; concr. such a wave, or, more

usually, such waves collectively. (See alsoGROUND-

SWELL.)
1606 SHAHS. Ant. t, Cl. in. ii. 49 The Swannes downe

feather That stands vpon the Swell at the full of Tide, And
neither way inclines. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World
(1840) 326 Fenced nowhere from the least surge or swell of
the water. 1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace. F.. hid. II. xlii.

114 There being nothing to keep the great Swell of rolling
Seas off them. 1748 Anson's Voy. n. iii. 139 A most
excellent harbour.. for its security against all winds and
swells. 1805 H. K. WHITE Lett. Poems (1837) 266 Some
tremendous swells which we weathered admirably. 1808
PttUtSatrcM Mississ. (1810) 21 My boat ploughed the swells,
sometimes almost bow under. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Cinna-
mon <$ I'carls i. 13 Old Gomgode's flat-bottomed fishing-
boat . . was pitching in the rising swell. 1865 PARKMAN
Huguenots in. Florida ii, Their water-casks, .rocking on the

long swells of subsiding gales.

./%- '79* LANDcmOfcV iv. 33 Such ebbs ofdtmbt, and swells
of jealousy. 1871 MORLEY Carlyle in Crit. Misc. Scr. i.

(1878) 175 The full swell and tide and energy of genius.
b. The rising of a river above its ordinary I

level. lObs.
1758 Aim. Reg., Hist. War 46/2 The swell of the river

'

had rendered all relief
impossible. 1760 Ibid. 38/2 Notwith-

standing, .the great swell of the waters .. he passed the
Rhine. 1769 Ibid. 25/2 A sudden and extraordinary swell i

of the .. Niester .. totally destroyed the bridge. 1796MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 176 Rapids; which., with a swell of
two or three feet, become very passable for boats. 1812 I

BRACKENRIDGE Views Louisiana (1814) 48 The annual
swell, which is early in the spring of the year, raises the
water fifty or sixty feet.

4. A piece of land rising gradually and evenly
above the general level

; a hill, eminence, or upland
with a smooth rounded outline and broad in pro-
portion to its height; a rising ground.
Orig. with qualifying phr., e.g. swell ofground, which is

still usually felt to be necessary by English writers i the
absol. use is specially American.

margined with wood. 1808 PIKE Sources Mississ. n. (1810)
135 ine prairie rising and falling in regular swells, as far as
the sight can extend. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxvii, An
uninterrupted swell of moorland. 1825 LONGF. BurialMinmsmk i On sunny slope and beechen swell. 1860
PARKMAN Disc. Gt West xxv. 337 The grassy swells were
spangled with the bright flowers for which Texas is
renowned. 1908 RIDER HAGGARD Ghost Kings v. 55
Fallowing a game-path through the dew-drenched grasswhich grew upon the swells and valleys of the veld.

b. Coal-Mining. (See quots. )
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5. Of sound, esp. musical sound : Gradual in-

SWELL.

crease in loudness or force
; hence, a sound or suc-

cession of sounds gradually increasing in volume
or coming upon the ear more and more

clearly.
1803 SCOTT Gray Brother xxiii, The heavy knell, the choir's

faint swell, Came slowly down the wind. 1822 Q. Mns. Mae
IV. 35 The swell, or gradual increase of sound, is produced
by opening the door of the box in which this part of the
organ is inclosed. 1833 TENNYSON May Queen in.

viii, And
up the valley came a swell of music on the wind. 1830
MOORE Alciphron iii. 121 There came A swell of harmony
as grand As e'er was born of voice and hand. 1848-9 [see
FLAM si. 2

]. 1894 HALL CAINK Manxman vi. xii, As Philip
lay alone the soar and swell of the psalm filled the room.

b. spec^in Mus. A gradual increase of force

(crescendo} followed by a gradual decrease (diminu-
endo), in singing or playing ; hence, a character

composed of the crescendo and diminuendo marks
together, denoting this : < >.
1737 FOOTE Author Epil., Divine Mingotti ! what a idl

has she ! 1833 1. RUSH Philos. Hum. Voice (ed. 2) 259 A
gradual strengthening and subsequent reduction of the
voice, similar to what is called a swell in the language of
musical expression. 1848 RIMBAULT First bk. Piano. 65.

0. A contrivance for gradually varying the force
of the tone in an organ or harmonium (also in the

harpsichord and some early pianos), consisting of
a shutter, a lid, or (now usually) a series of slats

like those of a Venetian blind, which can be opened
or shut at pleasure by means of a pedal or (in the

harmonium) a knee-lever. Also short for swell-

box, swell keyboard, or swell organ (see below).
Used attrib. in names of apparatus connected with or

actuating the swell, as swell-coupler, keyboard, manual,
pedal', yiuell.box, the box or chamber, containing a set of
pipes or reeds, which is opened and closed by the swell in an
organ or harmonium ; swell organ, the set of pipes enclosed
in this, forming one of the partial organs which make up a
large organ.
1773 HARRINGTON in Phil. Trans. LXIII. 271 Ihe insipi-

dity of the upper part of the flute stop of an organ, which
hath not the modern improvement of aswell. I774GILLESPY
in Atriiigm. Sped/. Patents, Mus. (1871) 10 My new con-
structed principle of putting on the quills to strike the
strings of a harpsichord with a . peddle and swell. 1801
BUSBY Diet. Mus. s.v., A certain quantity of pipes inclosed
in a large wooden case called the Swell Box. 1822 Q. Mm.
Mag. IV. 35 Three, .distinct sound-boards ; the great organ,
the choir organ, and the swell. 1865 Chambers' Encycl.
VII. in/i Above the choir-organ is the swell-organ, whose
pipes are enclosed in a wooden box with a front of louvre-
boards like Venetian blinds. 1869 Etig. Meek. 31 Dec. 386/1

;

The swell box . . covers the top of the reed chest or '

pan '.

1875 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terms s.v. Organ
Construction 17 In 1712, Abraham Jordan invented the
1

Nag's-head swell
', as it was afterwards termed. It con.

sisted of an echo organ, having, instead of a fixed front,
a moveable shutter working up and down in a window sash.
1881 W. E. DICKSON Organ-Build, xii. 151 To give prompt-
ness to the return of the swell-pedal . . by attaching a strong
spiral spring to the pedal. Ibid. 155 The simplest form of

swell-coupler. 1883 A. J. HIPKINS in Grove Diet. Mus. III.

489 The Potsdam harpsichords were made with Shudi's
Venetian Swell. 1889 STAINER ibid. IV. 8 The early swell-

organs were of very limited compass. ..For many years the

compass did not extend below tenor C..; but in all instru-
ments with any pretension to completeness the Swell manual
is made to CC, coextensive with the Great and Choir.

7. A lever in a loom (see quot.).
1894 T. W. Fox Mech. Weaving xiii. 318 All looms are

provided with curved levers called swells, which.. serve the
twofold purpose of protecting warp from being broken when
a shuttle is in the shed, and also of stopping a shuttle from
rebounding after entering a box.

8. The action or condition of swelling, in fig.
senses, a. Of a feeling, emotion, etc. (cf. SWELL
v. 7). Now rare or Obs.

1702 STEELK Funeral iv. i. 51 It Moderates the Swell of
Joy that I am in, to think of your Difficulties. 1781 COWPER
Charity 246 The swell of pity, not to be confin'd Within the

scanty limits of the mind. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Old
Actors, Of all the actors who flourished in my time. .Bcnsley
had most of the swell of soul, was greatest in the delivery of
heroic conceptions, the emotions consequent upon the pre-
sentment of a great idea to the fancy.

b. Proud or arrogant, or (in later use) pompons
or pretentious air or behaviour

; (a piece of)

swagger. To cut a swell, to 'cnt a dash ', swagger.
(Cf. SWELL v. 9, 10.) ? Obs.

1724 Briton No. 28. 123 There
is;

such a Swell and
Insolence in most of those who can maintain any Degree of

Mastery. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 179 r 4 The softness
of foppery, the swell of insolence, the liveliness of levity.
1800 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. IV. 61 To see our young lords
and our young gentlemen

'

cutting a swell
',
as the fashion-

able phrase is. 1823 Ibid. 232 The trio, having been to the

P.'ay, agreed to call in at Smith's, by way of a swell, to get
sixpennyworth of oysters each. 1847 BUSHNEI.L Chr. Nurt,
11. i. (1861) 235 They practice it [sc. the child] in shows and
swells and all the petty airs of foppery and brave
assumption.

fo. Turgid or inflated style of language. Obi.
1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. vii. 595 Pride, like the Delphic

priestess, with a swell, Rav'd nonsense, destin'd to be future
sense. 1783 BLAIR Rhet, xiii. I. 264 Sentences constructed
with the Ciceronian fulness and swell. 1843 Blackw. Mag.
LIV. 62 The air of pretence, the craving after effect, the
swell.

9. colloq., orig. slang. A fashionably or stylishly
dressed person; hence, a person of good social

position, a highly distinguished person.
[1804 Times 25 Feb., A number of young gentlemen, on the
King s establishment, have lately been dismissed on account
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of their having formed an expensive club, under the title of
J

the Swell !] 8n Lexicon Balatronicum, Cadge the swells, \

beg of the gentlemen. 1812 J. H. VAUX l''lasli Diet., Swell,
a gentleman ; but any well-dressed person is emphatically
termed a swell, or a rank swell. 1819 Blackw. Mag. IV. '

566 The third was one than whom no heavier swell Thy
groaning pavement, Street of Princes, vext. 1836 MARRYAT
Midsh. Easy xviii, I never was a gentleman only a swell.

1838 J. BLACKWOOU in Mrs. G. Porter Ann. Publishing //<'.

(1898) III. II The Baron is a most capital fellow, and a very

big swell J he is chamberlain to the King of Prussia. 1861

HUGHES Tom BrolunatOxf.\, Pictures of oldswells, bishops
and lords chiefly. 1885

' MRS. AI.EXANDKK
'

I'aleries Fate
\ The girls were no end of swells, such lovely sable trimmin;::,

to their jatkets! 1892 Law Times XCIII. 459/2 The

plaintiff stated that the defendant was one of the greatest

swells in the City, .and had often readily paid j2o or 30. i

b. transf. One who is distinguished or eminent

in achievement ; one who is very clever or good at

something.
1816 MOORE Ef-ist. fr, Tom Crib to Big Ben 23 Having I

floor 'd, by good luck, the first swell of the age, Having i

conquer'd the prime one, that mill'd us all round^ 1846 DE
QuiNct.Y Syst. Heavens Wks. 1862 III. 171 To insinuate ;

the possibility of an error against so great a swell as
j

Immanuel Kant. 1879 E. K. BATES Egypt. Bonds I. viii. :

180, I know you are a swell at that sort of thing. 1886
' OUIDA

' House Party v. (1887) 82 Russians are tremendous '

swells at palaver, . .gammon you no end.

Swell] a- colloq. [attrib. use of SWELL sb. in

sense 9.] That is, or has the character or style of,

a ' swell
'

; befitting a '
swell '.

a. Of persons : Stylishly or handsomely dressed

or equipped ; of good (social) position ;
of dis-

tinguished appearance or status.

1810 in Spirit Put. frnls. XV. 29 My great swell pris'ner

and his pal are flown ! 1823 BYRON Juan xl. xix, So prime,

so swell [note gentlemanly), so nutty, and so knowing. 1826

Sporting Mag. XVIII. 279 The two very swell coachmen
who drove them out of London. 1845 DISRAELI Sycil vi.

viii Why are we not to interfere with politics as much as

the'swell ladies in London 1 a 1876 M. COLLINS Pen Sk. by

Vanished Hand (1879) I. 113 How 'swell
'

they are 1 how

carefully-gloved and glossily-hatted. 1890
' R. BOLDRE-

WOOD
'

Col. Ke/ornicrx\v. (1891) 147 A decent sort of fellow

belonging to swell people.

b. Of things : Distinguished in style ; stylish ;

first-rate, tip-top.
1812 J. H. VAUX Flask Diet. s.v., Any thing remarkable

for its beauty or elegance, is called a swell article ; so, a

swell crib, is a genteel house. 1831 Lincoln Herald 21 Oct.

p. iv/5 We had some slap-up and swell lingo against the

church. i849T'HACKERAY Pcndtnnis iii, A youth . .appeared

Wtibyinflationwithairorgas,etc.); tobecomedistended ' Tyber swell'd the Mai

or filled out ; esp. to undergo abnormal or morbid

increase of size, be affected with tumour as the

result of infection or injury. Also witli out, up.

Beoivulf 2713 (Gr.) Da sio wund ongon . . swelan ond
swellan. c 1000 -S'o-f. Leichd. III. 86 WiS wunda 5e

swellab. c 1203 LAY. 19800 His wombe gon to swellen.

1709 ROBINSON Nat. Hut.
'tnortld. i. 10 These sluw luutmiK Rivets do gradually

swell up the Sea into such a nibbosily, ;is contributes to
that annual Flux, or overflowing of Silus. 1813 ScolT
Tritrm. MI. v, The upland showers had swoln the rills.

y. In |>a. pple. swollen, less usually jJW///,witriout
implication of subject (,in some cases possibly be-

lonying to the intr. sense) : Increased in bulk,a imtAmcr. K. 274 So fouh wunde ne dred tu nout to sore,

buteiif hit to swuS swelle. ^1275 sinners 8ew,,re jg 7 in
,

dilated, distended; nffected with morbid enlarge-
O. E. Misc. 82 For hunger ich swal bar-vie. 1377 LANGI.. ' ment or tumour.
P. PI. B. xix. 278 Shulde neuere mete ne mochel drynkc
Make hym to swelle. 1386 CHAUCER Pard. /'rot. 26 If

Cow or Calf or Sheepe or Oxe swelle That any worm halh

ete or worm ystonge. c 1400 Laud Troy Bit. 4534 For tene

his herte began to bollen, And bothe his chekcs gret swollen.

1470-83 MALORY Arthur iv. xviii. 729 Whanne he had eten

hit, he swalle soo tyl he krast. 1526 TINDALE Acts xxvin.

They wayted when he shulde have swolne or fallen doune

deed sodently. a 1378 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

(S. T.S.) II. 246 This serwand persaving the eird evir to

ryve and to swoll quhair he stuid. 1614 PURCIIAS I'll,

grimagt i. ii. (ed. 2) n Thus doth this Globe [K. the earth]

swell out to our vs?, for which it enlargelh it selfe. 1799

KIRWAN Ccol. Ess. 284 Most probably then the pyrites swoll,

uplifted the whole [etc.]. 1833 N. ARNOTT Physics (ed. 5)

II. 86 When the liquid swells out into an air or gas. 1837

P. KEITH Bot. Le.-c. 37 The vessels become convoluted and

swell up into a bunch. 1853 SOYER Pantrofh. 304 1 liey

placed barley in water, and left it there until it swelled. 1860

TYNDALL <!<:. i. xxii. 159 His knee swelled, and he walked

with great difficulty. 1877 BLACKIE Wise Men 121 The solid

ground did rock, and swoll and sobbed. 1898 R. BRIDGES

Hymn Nat. iii, Every flower-bud swelleth.

b. Of a body of water: To rise above the

ordinary level, as a river, or the tide; to rise in

waves, as the sea in or after a storm ; to rise to the

brim, well up, as a spring (also said of tears).

1382 WYCLlF/i<i. Ii. 15, I..am the Lord thi God, that dis-

turbe the se, and swellen his flodis. c. 1433 Torr. Portugal

147 He swellyd ase dothe the see. a 1313 FABYAN Chron, vi.

ccvi. (1811) 219 He went vnto yThamys syde, and behelde

howe the water swelled or flowed. 1555 EDEN Decades (Arb.)

140 That south sea doth spo in maner boyle and swelle, that

when it is at the hyghest it doth couer many greate rockes,

which at the faule therof, are seene farre aboue the water.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 37 Do but behold the teares

that swell in me. 1610 HOLLAND Camdcn's Brit. (1637) 286

Thus farre swelleth the Tamis with the accesse of the

flowing tide. 1634 MILTON Comus 732 The Sea o'refraught

vould swell. 1743 SHENSTONE Scluolmistress 170 Her sad

'rief that swells in either eye. 1738 A na. Reg., Hist. War

44 You don't look as if you had such a swell time.

C. Swell mob, a class of pickpockets who
assume the dress and manners of respectable people

in order to escape detection. Hence Swell-mobs-

man, a man belonging to the swell mob. slang.

1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy xii, A man who has belonged

to the swell mob is not easilyrepulsed. 1831 MAYHEWOT/<<.

Labour (1861) II. 369/1 Swell mobsmen, and thieves, and

housebreakers. 1886 I. K. JEROME Idle Thoughts i. 7 He
enters giving himself really the air of a member of the

swell mob. 1886 D. C. MURRAY Cynic fort, x, When he

had worn something of the air of a dandy or, at the worst,

of a successful swell-mobsman.

Swell (swel), v. Pa. t. swelled (sweld) ;

pa. pple. swollen (swou-l'n), swelled. Forms :

i swellan, (2 jni sing, swells), 3-6 swelle, 6-7

swel, (5 suell, 6 Sc. swoll, 9 Sc. swall, swaul),

5- swell. Pa.t. a. i sweall, //. swullon, 3-5

swal, 5 swalla, //. swollen, 6-7, 9 dial, swole,

7-9 (arch.) swoll. 0. 5 swelde, (Sc. 6 swellit,

swoliit, swa'd), 6- swelled. Pa. pple. a.

I -swollen, (suollaen), 4-7 swolne, (4 Sc.

swolline, 5 swollyn, 6 swolen, swollne, solne,

swone), 6-9 swoln, 4- swollen ; 4 (i-)swolle, 5

y-swolle, suoll(e, swalle, 9 dial, swole. ft. 5

i-sweld, 6 swelde,6-7sweld,swel'd, 5-swelled.

[Com. Teut. str. vb. : OE. swellan, pa. t. sweall,

swullon, pa. pple. -swollen = OFris. "siuella (in 3rd

sing, swilith), OS. *swellan (in 3rd pi. suellaif)^,

MLG., MDn. (also wk.) swellen, swillen (LG.

swillen, pa.t. swull, pa. pple. swulte>i,T>\\.zwelleii),

OHG. swellan, pa. t. swall, s(w~}ullum, pa. pple.

gis(w}ollan (MHG. swellen, G. schwellen, pa. t.

schwoll, earlier schwall, pa. pyle.geschwollcti),
ON.

svclla, pa.t. sval, sullu, pa. pple. sollinit (Sw.

svalla, Norw. svelle) :-OTeut. *swellan. A cansa-

tive (wk.) vb. *swalljan is represented by MLG.,
MDu. swellen, swillen, OHG. -swellan, (MHG.
swellen, G. sc/iwelleii], ON. svella; cf. Goth, uf-

swalleins state of being puffed tip, tpvaltuats.

The following forms belong to various grades of the same

root: (M)LG. swal (G. schwall) swollen mass of water,

SWALL, OE.rcwtll, SWELL si., MLU.le)swel,Oa.fczwet,
MLG. jw/f swuls(l\ OHG. giswulst (MHG. """{<'.

G. mckmtltt.schwulsfi, swelling.ON. fatfrboil, OE. nmlf,
iwyle, (M)I.G., Fris. swil, Du. dial, sxvil, OHO. rwito,

(gatsuil (MHG. null, geswil, G. sclnmtle) callosity.]

1. intr. To become larger in bulk, increase in

size (by pressure from within, as by absorption of

moisture, or of material in the process of growth,

the river swa'd a living stream. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit,

268 My eyes felt as if a tear were swelling into them. 1830

W. TAYLOR Hist. Sum. Germ. Poetry III. 337 The waters

rush'd, the waters swoll. 1849 CUPPLES Green Hami vi.

(1856) 62 Now and then a bigger wave than ordinary would

go swelling up. 1883 TYLOR in Encycl. Brit. XV.. 199/2

They can bring rain and make the rivers swell.

C. Expressing form (not movement or action) :

To be distended or protuberant; to be larger,

higher, or thicker at a certain part; to rise gradu-

Trav. New Eng., etc. (1821) 1 1. 253 The surface here began

to swell, and to ne covered with oak, walnut, and chestnut.

1849 KINCSLEY Misc. (1860) II. 240 One long grey hill after

another swelled up browner and browner before them. 1859

MURCHISON Siluria v. (ed. 3) lor This zone of. .rock varies

much in dimensions, .it so swells out in the parishes of

Church Preen and Kenley, that [etc.]. 1869 BOUTELL/IW/W

>, A rmour iii. (1874) 44 Swelling with graceful curves in the

middle of the blade.

2. trans, (see also 3) : To make larger in bulk,

increase the size of, cause to expand; to enlarge

morbidly, affect with tumour. Also with out, up.

1400 Destr. Troy 13683 Fortune. .Gers hym swolow a

swete, bat swellis hym after, a 1400-50 H'ars Alex. 4276

Haue we no cures of courte ne na cointe sewcs Swanes ne

te thing to swell oure wames. 1484 CAXTON Fables

, ^sop n. xx, Men sayn comynly Swelle not thy self to

thende that thow breste
not, ,538 COVERDALE Isa xIw. ,4

na swel

o/JEsop
thende that mow uicai*. nu.. -33* ~ -- -

The Fyrre trees which he planted himself, and soch as the

rayne hath swelled. 159" KYD Midas ill. n, I am one of

those whose tongues are swelde with silence. 1397 DONNE

Poems, The Stormen Sweet, As to a stomack sterv d, whose

insides meete, Meate comes, it came; and swole our sailcs.

. 16 The water swelles a man :

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. 111. v. 16 The water swelles a man

and what a thing should I haue beene, when I had beene

1:700 Efinal Gloss. 1018 Tutir, tumor, tuollacn. t 1375
Sc. Ltg. Saints xxvii. (Machor) 1596 Sume (men] throu

ydropesy sa gret Swolne bat bai ma ete no mele. 1387
I'RF.VISA flilden (Rolls) I. 299 Men lithl bocche* vnder be

chyn i-swolle and i-bolled as bey lie were double chynned.
1422 YONGE tr. Secnta Secrtt. Iviii. 227 Tho that haue
ribbis bocchynge owtwardes like as they weryn y.swollc,
bene yanglours. 1530 PALSCR. 582 i Me thynke you have
the tothe ake, for your cheke is swollen. 1538 STAHKEY

England (1878) 79 In a dropcy the body.. some wytb yl
humorys, lyth iduf. 1603 SHAKS. Macb. iv. iii. 151 Strangely
visited people All swolne and Vlcerous. 1637 MILTON
Lycidas 126 The hungry Sheep., swoln with wind. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. i. 425 While yet the Head is green, or

lightly swell'd With Milky-moisture. 1713 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let. to Lady Rich 17 June, The next morning.,
my face was swelled to a very extraordinary Size. 1791
Mus. RADCLIFFE KOHI. Forest vii. With eyes swollen with

weeping. 18*9 Chapters Phys. Sd. 173 The stomach.. by
being swoln out or contracted[etc.J. 18^1 SCOTT Cast. Dang.
ii, His features were still swollen with displeasure. 1837
MILLER Elem. Chem., Org. 98 It furnishes a coke which is

much swollen, caked together, and possessed of a high
lustre.

b. Of a body of water, esp. a river : see I b, 2 b.

1588 KYD Housch. Philos. Wks. (1901) 140 The Ryuer..
was swoln so high as it farre surpast the wonted limmits.

1636 E. DACRKS tr. MachiareCs Disc. Livy I. 72 The Alban-

lake being miraculously sweld. 1770 LANGIIORNE Plutarch

(1879) " 73/' A torrent swelled with sudden rains. 1810

WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desf.dBtf) VII. 2 The rivulets were

so much swelled yesterday that we could see nothing on

their right 1889 PHILLIPS Venn, ii. 30 A mere brook

occasionally swollen to a torrent.

o. Of a distended form, protuberant, bulging :

see i c.

1708 J. CHAMBERLAYNE SI. Gt. Brit. n. I. ii. (1710) 327 The

Countrey is generally swell'd with Hills. 179* WITHERING
Brit. Plants (ed. 3) IV. 48 Plant pendent, cracked and
swollen. 1873 Encycl. Brit. II. 441/2 Friezes, instead of

being sculptured, are swollen. 1877 F. E. HULME Wild
Fl. p. vi, Stems forking, swollen at the nodes, about three

feet high.
4. intr. To become greater in amount, volume,

degree, intensity, or force : now only in immaterial

sense (see also 6).

1450 St.Cuthtert (Surtees) 4176 His sekenes began to

suell. 1398 BASTARD Chrestol. v. iv. 107 Gzta from wooll

and weaning first beganne, Swelling and swelling to a

gentleman.. .At last. . He swole to be a Lord : and then he

burst. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. in. i. 50 Casars Ambition,Which
swell'd so much, that it did almost stretch The sides o th

World. ci64S HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. xxxix. 50 Divers

reports for peace have swoln high for the time, but they

suddenly fell low, and flat again. 1662 Bk. Com. Prayer
Pref., To make the number swell. 1776 GIBBON Decl. I, F.

vi. (1782) I. 173 The murmurs of the army swelled with

impunity into seditious clamours. 1834 R. S. SURTEES

Hundley Cross iv, The names which had first amounted to

fifty had swelled into a hundred and thirteen. 1862 LATHAM
Channel /si. in. xvi. (ed. 2) 379 The number, however, soon

swoll. 1893 Times 10 Jan. 5/1 The ranks of the unemployed
are.. daily swelling.

b. Of a receptacle : To be filled to overflowing.

poet. rare.

1616 R C. Times' Whistle (1871) 94 The husbandman,

if that his crops proove well. Hath his heart fild with joy

'cause his barnes swell. 1908 [sec SWELLING ///. a, 4 b].

5. trans. To make greater in amount, degree, or

intensity ; to increase, add to. Also with out, up.

(See also 6 b.)

1599 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. m. iii, And now swarle

night, to swell thy hower out, Behold I spurt warme bloodc

in thy blacke eyes. 1653 W. RAMESKY Astrol. Restored 173

It is not for me to insist on every particular in every house,

for that would swell this Volume to a bulk as large again as

it is. I7S4 GRAY Pleasure 50 The simplest note that swells

the gale. 1781 GIBBON Decl. >, F. x.ti. (1787) II. 261 The

presence of the monarch swelled the importance of the

debate. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. x. II. 358 The prince s

parly was now swollen by many adherents who had pre-

viously stood aloof from it. 1867 AUGUSTA WILSON * ashti

xxvii, The property left me by Mr. Evelyn swelled my
estate to very unusual

proportions. ^
1868 FREEMAN A arm.

IUIW TCIIIM1*. . *-"
. . .

.

b. To cause (the sea, a river, etc.) to rise m

waves, as the wind, or (more usually) above I

ordinary level, as rain.

1603 SHAKS. Lear in. i.

Earth into the Sea, Or s<

Maine. 1662 STILLINCFL. Ung. zacrx in. iv. s u *=
;

water .doth., swell the Rivers which thereby run with

greater force. .697 DRYDEN Mneid a. 607
What heaps of

Trojans by this Hand were slain, And how the bloody

amount or extent.

1641 J. JACKSON True Evaag. T. in. 230 A..great Com.

mentatour upon holy Scripture ; whose volumes are swelled

to that proportion that they take up halfe a Classis in our

publique Libraries. i7S G. HARVEY Dis. Lmd. 296 This

Treatise being swelled beyond my Intention. 1725 11'fdrmi

Corr. (1843) III. 160, I have formed my first draught of

Mr Robert Bruce's Life, which is swelled very much -

d. To magnify ;
to exalt. Now rare or 06s.



SWELL.

honour.] 1796 MOUSE Ainer. Ceog. II. 474 The emperors

titles are swelled wiih all the pomp of eastern magnifi-

cence 1817 LYTTON Pelluou Ixvii, Those which we receive

as trifles, swell themselves into a consequence we liltle

dreamt of.

6. intr. Of sound, esp. music: To increase in

volume, become gradually louder or fuller ; to come

upon the ear with increasing clearness, or with

alternate increase and diminution of force. Also

of .1 musical instrument : To give forth a swelling

sound or note.

1749 SMOLLETT Regie, ill. ii, The trumpet swells I 1769

GRAY Installation Dk. Crafton 24 Choral warUings round

him swell. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolfho xv, A
chorus of voices and instruments now swelled on the air.

1841 TENNYSON Sir Galahad vii, Thro' the mountain-walls

A rolling organ-harmony Swells up. 1891 FARRAR Darkn.

>, Dawn xxiv, Then the strain swelled louder.

b. trans. To utter with increase of force, or

with increasing volume of sound, rare.

"775 J. STEELK Ess. Melody Speech 47 That speech . . which

I. .have noted in the stile of a ranting actor, swelled with

forte t.n& softened with/iVute. 1814 VV. IRVING T. Trav. I.

326 The choir swelling an anthem in that solemn building.

1833 .]. RUSH Philos. Hum. Voice (ed. 2) 203 But if the

voice is swelled to a greater stress as it descends, the grave

severity and dignified conviction of the speaker becomes at

once conspicuous.
7. fig. intr. a. Of a feeling or emotion : To arise

and grow in the mind with a sense as of distension

or expansion.
CI38S CHAUCF.R Wife's T. ill Hir thoughte it swal so

soore aboute hir herte, That nedely som word hire moste

asterte, 1431-3 HOCCLEVE Min. Poems 96/29 The grefe
abowte my harte so sore swal. .That nedes otite I music

there-with-.il], 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, IV. i. 298 The vnseene

Griefe That swells with silence in the tortur'd Soule. 1770
GOLDSM. DCS. Vill. 82 Remembrance. .Swells at my breast,

and turns the past to pain. 1848 DICKENS Donibcy liv, Her

purpose swelling in her breast. 1849 MACAULAY/frV/. Eng.
viii. II. 30$ The spirit of Englishmen . .swelled up high and

strong against injustice. 1902 VIOLET JACOB Sheep-Stealers

ix, Something swelled up in his heart.

b. Of a person, the heart, etc. : To be affected

with such an emotion ;
to have a mental sensation

as of enlargement or expansion ; to be puffed up,
become elated or arrogant. Const, with (esp.

pride, indignation, etc.).

CI38S CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1883 Swelleth the brest of

arcite and the soore Encreesseth athis herte. 14. . Gtrwcr's

Conf. \. 54 Sche for anger berof swal. 1576 GASCOIGNE
Philontenf xcv, Malice made Hir venging hart to swell.

1637 MAY Lucan vm. (1631) 335 He swell'd to see Varus a

suppliant growne. 1711 ADDISON Sptct. No. 93 F 5 His Heart
burns with Devotion, swells with Hope. 1797 MRS, RAD-
CLIFFE Italian i, Vivaldi's heart swelled at the mention of
a rival. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair Ii, Little Becky's soul
swelled with pride and delight at these honours. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 323 His stout English heart
swelled with indignation at the thought. 1868 FREEMAN
Norm.

Cotitf. (1877) II. ix. 331 Events which may well make
every English heart swell with pride.

8. trans. To affect with such an emotion; to

cause a sense of enlargement in
;
to puff up, inflate.

Often in pa. pple. (which may sometimes belong to
the intr. sense, 7 b) ; const, with. (Also said of the

emotion.)
c laoo Vices ft Virtues 65 Scienlia iitflat, karitas edifi-

cat. He seiii bat Sis scarpe iwitt sweld flane mann, "oe

hes haue^ wiSuten charite. 14.. Langland's P. PI. C.
vii. 154 (MS. F.) }it I spak no speche it swal so my breste,
pat I chewed it as a cowe. a 1450 Kut. de la Tour ex,
There be mani women that haue tliayre hertys suolle
fulle of pride. 1594 K.\aCorntlia in. iii. 211 Caesar, swolne
with honors heate, Sits signiorizing in her seate. 1597 SHAKS.
2 Hm. IV, iv. v. 171 If it did. .swell my Thoughts, to any
straine of Pride. 1599 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. v. i, The
States of Venice are so swolne in hate Against the Duke.
1649 HlLTON Eikon. xi. 112 What other notions . . could swell
up Caligula to think himself a God? 1685 POMFRI.T '

Cruelty !, Lust 129 Swell'd with success, and blubber 'd up
with pride. 1741 WATTS Impi-ov, Mind I. iii. 4 You value,
exalt, and swell yourself as though you were a man of learn-
ing already. 1751 HUME Ess. t Treat. (1777) I. 231 Their
heart, swoln with the tendercst sympathy and compassion.
1830 GRF.VILLE Mem. (1874) II. 65 Intoxicated with his
Yorkshire honours, swollen with his own importance. 1891 '

HARDY Tess xl, Inwardly swollen with a renewal ofsenti- I

ments that he had not quite reckoned with.
8. intr. To show proud or angry feeling in one's

action or speech ;
to behave proudly, arrogantly, |

or overbearingly ; to be '

puffed up
'

; to look or
talk big. Obs. or arch, (partly merged in sense io\
a 1350 Owl ff Night. 7 Ey)>er ayeyn o>er swal [v.r. svai], |And let bat vuele mod vt al. 1536 TINDALE i Cor. iv. 6 That

one swell nott agaynst another, [bid. 18 Some swell as

318

to discard imaginary Merit, would seek the r,

swell no more on the borrow d Greatness ot

,$ E W ?Wood n World Hiss. (1708) 79 Vex him then,

and he shall swell and sputter like a roasted Apple.

b. Used in reference to turgid or inflated style

la

,'7rz A^msON Sfecl. No. 285 T 6 He must not swell intc, a

false Sublime, by endeavouring to avoid the other Kxtreani.

10 To behave pompously or pretentiously,

swell. 1004 nvw*u<Mi j - x--,-. .

have father swelling on so, without saying something. .

R. BOI.DREWOOD
'

Robbery nniier Arms xn, While he w.

swelling it in the town among the big bugs.

Swell-, the verb-stem in combination (in some

cases also referable to the sb.) : swell-fish, a fish

that inflates itself by swallowing air, also called

puffer <n tuff-fish (see PUFF sb. 9 b) ;
swell-front

U.S., a bow-front of a house, i. e. one segmentally

curved on plan (see Bow rf.l 1 2 a) ; transf. a house

liaving such a front ; swell-head colloq.
= swelled

head (see SWELLED b) ; also, a person affected with

' swelled head
'

; swell-headed a. colloq., affected

with ' swelled head
'

; swell-rule Printing (RULE
sb. 32), a ' rule' or dash of swelling (usually dia-

mond) form in the middle (Jacobi Printers' Voc.

1888); swell-shark, (a) a small shark, ScyIlium

ventricosum, of the Pacific coast of America ; (If)

a California!! shark, Catulus liter, which when

caught inflates itself by swallowing air; swell-

work, work characterized by enlargement or pro-

tuberance in certain parts designed for ornament.

1839 STORER in Boston Jrnl. Nat. Hist. II. 513 Tctraoifon

tnrgidus, Mitchell. The 'Swell Fish. Puffer. iMoO.W.
HOLMES Elsie V. xxxii. (1891) 484, I was walking with a

young friend along by the "swell-fronts and sonth-exposures.

1873 HOWELLS IVedd. Joiirn, (1802)67 A humble three.story
swell-front up at the South End. 1884 St. James's Got.

ro May 5/1
'

Mugwump*. -is 'synonymous with the New
York term "big bug, or the Washington expression
" *swellhead ".' 1901 G. DOUGLAS House w. Green

headed farmer can bluster and bully . . about Sinecures. 1906

Daily Chron. IT May 7/3 Gangs of swell-headed agents in

plain clothes.. persecuting inoffensive citizens. 1891 Cent.

Viet. s.v. Scylfiian, S. ventricosnm is the 'swell-shark, a
small voracious species found on the Pacific coast from
California to Chili. 1833;. HOLLAND Manu/. Mttalll. 198
The various descriptions of reeded and other 'swell-work,
exhibited by some superb brass fenders.

Swelldom (swe'lcUm). colkq. [f.
SWELL sb. 9

+ -DOM.] The realm or world of ' swells
'

; people
of rank and fashion, or of distinction of any kind.

1855 THACKERAY Nrwcomes xliii, When all Swelldom is at
her feet 1864 J. R. GIIEEN Lett. n. (1901) 152, I . .discover
what a false pretence antiquarian swelldom is. 1885 Graphic
21 Feb. 174/2 In the railway train, we sit either in exclusive
'swelldom

'

in the first, or herd with *the vulgar' in the
third class.

Swelle, obs. form of SWALLOW v., SWELL.
Swelled (sweld), ///. a. [Weak pa. pple. of

SWELL v. : see -ED l. Less frequent as an adj. in

most senses than the strong pa. pple. SWOLLEN.]
In senses of SWELL v.,lit. nn&fig. ; esp. in sense
'

morbidly enlarged, affected with tumour '.

1611 SHAKS. Cymb. v. v. 162 Hearing vs praise our Loues
of Italy For Beauty, that made barren the swell'd boast Of
him that best could speake. 1670 DRVDEN 1st Ft. Conq.
Granada n. i, The swell'd Ambition of his Mind. 1726
Diet. Rust., Swelledfizzlc, a kind of hardness that proceeds
from a Horse's being bruised by Riding. 1733 in loth Rep.
Hist. KISS. Coinm. App. i. 251 He has so bad a cold, and
swelled face. 1753 J. HARTLET Cent!. Farriery 296 mnrgin,How swelled heels should be treated. 1843 Civil Eng. f,
Arch. Jrnl. V. 81/2 Swelled Friezes. This invention bears
a close resemblance to an article of dress said to have been
used by our great grandmothers, called a bustle. 1869
TANNEB din. Mcd. (ed. 2) 312 The symptoms.. are. .fcetid

b. Swelled head (fig.): inordinate self-conceit,
excessive pride or vanity (humorously regarded as
a morbid affection), colloq. Hence swelled-headed-
ness.

Cf. the earlier swcll-luad(td s. v. SWELL-.
189! KlPLINO Light that Failed iv. 69 Dick, it is of

common report that you arc suffering from swelled head
1907 E. REICH

(title} Germany's Swelled Head. Ibi,l i
1 he Germans are afflicted with the severest attack ofswelled-
headedness known to modern history.
Sweller (swe-lai). rare. [f. SWELL v. + -ER 1

.]One who or that which swells.
c 1374 CHAUCKR Boeth. m. pr. vi. (,868) 77 O glorie glorie,

. .|>ou nart no )>ing ellys to bousandes of folkes but a cret
swellerof eres [ong. auritm inflatio magna}.
Swellie, obs. Sc. form of SWALLOW sb.* and v.

Swelling (swe-liij), vl>l. sb.
[f. SWELL v. +

"ING
\ rrl"

swellinS (once) ; cf. MLG. swill-
mge, MDu., MHG. tmUiagt.}
1. The process of becoming, or condition of

having become, larger in bulk, as by internal pre=-
snre

; distension, dilatation, expansion.

SWELLING.

1577 B. GOOGE Hcresbach's f/usb. i. (1586) 30 The waxine
yellowe, and swelling of the knoppes that holde theseede
1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 145 They shew the swellings
ot their mind, in the swellings and plumpings out of their

apparrayle. 1688 HOLME Armoury m. 253/2 Swelling, is to

give it [sc. the metal] its shape, and make it proportionable
1780 SIK J. REYNOLDS Disc. x. (1876) 10 There is given to
Hercules an extraordinary swelling and strength of muscles.
1842 LOUDON Suburban Hort. 32 The swelling of the buds
and the expansion of the leaves, 1875 BENNETT & OVER tr'

Sacks' Bot, in. iv. 697 These organised bodies are.. all

capable of swelling; i.e. they have the power of absorbing
water or aqueous solutions between their solid particles with
such force that the particles are forced apart.

b. concr. A swollen, distended, or protubeiant

part of something; a protuberance, prominence;
f a swell of ground.
In OE. applied to a bellying sail.

^900 CYNEWULF Elttu 245 (Gr.) pasr mearite e&ion, &>
done si5 beheold, brecan ofer LaeSwej, brimwudu snyrxan
under swellingum, 1615 CKOOKE Body of A/an 732 The
fleshy swellings which the Chyromanticks call hyllockes
or Monticles do make the brawne or pulpe of the hand.
1630 /?. Johnsons Kingd. ff Cotntniv. 43 Mountaine* be
naturall swellings of the earth, above the usuall levell or
surface of it. a 1634 CHAPMAN & SHIRLEY Ckt.bot n. iii.

139 He. .cannot, .stand at all parts So truly circular, so

sound, and solid, But have his swellings-out, his cracks
and crannies. 1679 [see SWELL v. i c]. a 1700 EVELYN
Diary 10 Sept. 1677, Euslon . . is seated in a bottome between
twogracefull swellings. 1789 J. WILLIAMS til in, Kingd. II.

368 Some of the bellies, pipes, or swellings of the veins.

1834-5 I. PHILLIPS Gcol. in Eiuycl. Metro*. VI. 702/2 The
little pillars [sc. of the bridge over the Wear] are worked
with various swellings and mouldings. 18^7 \V.C. L. MAR-
TIN Ox 15/1 The convexity and bold swellings of the fore-

head. 1883 M. P. BALE Saw-Mills 337 Swelling, an
excrescence upon the exterior of a tree. 1885 C. G. W.
LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. iv. 232/2 Too thick a thread
will make the 'swelling

'

(the rising caused in the back by
the thread) too much.

2. spec. Abnormal or morbid distension or

enlargement of some bodily part or member.
Also in Path, with defining words, as cloudy welling, a

form ofalbuminous degeneration of various tissues (Billings);

glassy swelling, amyloid degeneration (Dorland); white
swelling a form of swelling without redness, spec, (a) a
tuberculous arthritis; strumoussynovuisofa joint ; (b}phleg-
masia alba dolens (see PHLEGMASIA), milk-leg, white-leg.
1377 LANGL. P. I'l. B. v. 122 May no sugre ne swetc bynge

nsswage my swellynge. 1381 WYCLIF Acts xxviii, 6 Thei
gessiden him to be turned into swellinge, and sudenly to

fallinge, and for to deie, 1398 TREVISA Bartk. DC P. R. v,

xxviii. (Bodl. MS.), Fulnes blaynes and bladdres swellinges.
14. . Langlands P. PI. A. vn. 204 (MS. U.) For swellynge
of hepre wombes. 1573'1'ussER ffus6.(i8?8) 52 If

ratling or-

swelling get once to the throte, Thou loosest thy porklmg.
159* KYD Murther I. Bremen Wks. (1901) 289 A strong
deadly poyson whose working was to make speedy haste
to the heart, without any swelling of the body, or other

signe of outward confection, a 1604 HANMER Cnron. trel.

(1809) 156 Her shinne, her knee, and her thigh, ..and some
parts above, tooke swelling. 1701 J. PURCELL CA0/;cA(i7i4)
15 There is no Swelling, neither does any Pain follow from
thence. 1704 Diet. Rust. (1726), Swelling^ a disease which
Goats are apt to be troubled with, after they have brought
forth their Young. 1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 374 The remedies
for white swelling. 1871 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. (1884) I.

69 When a visible part is inflamed, there are four notable

phenomena to be observed, namely : redness, heat, pain,
and swelling.

b. concr. An abnormal or morbid enlargement
in or upon any part or member ; a tumour.

>54*-3 sict
f 34 & 35 Hen. F///, c. 8 3 Any..outwarde

swelling or disease. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Husb. m.
(1586) 143 The swelling betwixt the two Clowes must be cut.

1650 W. D. tr. Cotnenius' Gate Lat. Unl. $ 307 A swelling
riseth (swelleth up) and falleth again. 1^04 Diet. Rust.
(1726) s.v. Swelled, Swellings or Tumours in Horses, come
by Heats, by hard Riding or by sore Labour, e 1710 De
FOE Met. Cavalier i. 28 The Swelling broke. 1789 W.
BUCHAN Dom. Med. (1790)399 The white swellings of the

joints. 1808 SCOTT in Lockhart Life (1839) I. \. 13 The
slightest cold occasioned swellings in her face. 1835 Cycl.
Pract. Med, II, 738/1 The swelling may be fixed or

moveable.

3. The rising of water above its ordinary level (as
of a river in flood); the swell (of the sea); the

rise (of the tide); the welling up (of a spring).
Obs. or arch.

J5S7 Totter s Misc. (Arb.) 190 Hie springes may cease from

swellyng styll, but neuer dry away. 1560 Bible (Genev.)
Jer. xii. 5 What wilt thou do in the swelling of lorden ?

1601 HOLLAND Pliny in. v. I. 58 He [sc. the Tiber] hath

many and those suddaine swellings. 1754 FIELDING Voy,
Lisbon Wks. 1882 VII. na My whole comfort was to find,

by the captain's relation, that the swelling was sometimes
much worse. 1764 J. FERGUSON Lect. ii. 27 The swelling of
the tide, .occasioned by the influence of the moon.

b. concr. A swelling wave, tide, or Mood. Obs.

or arch.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VIII. 231 J>e swellynge of be
see as mylk we schal souke. 1560 Bible (Genev.) Jer. xhx.

19 He shal come vp like a lyon from the swelling of lorden.

1676 OTWAY Don Carlos m. i, Rock'd on the Swellings of
the floating Tide. 1697 DRYDEN sEntid\iu. 120 He rowld
his River back ; and pois'd he stood ; A gentle Swelling, and
a peaceful Flood. 1781 COWPER Retirem. 527 He swathes
about the swelling of the deep. 1905 J. B. BURY Life St.

Patrick vii. 134 He first crossed over a river-swelling, and
then found a second swelling in front of him.
4. Of sound : see SWELL v. 6; cf. SWELL sb. 5.
1818 KEATS Enfym. 1. 117 A faint breath of music. . Within

a little space again it gave Its airy swellings, with a gentle
wave.

5. fg\ Inflation by pride, vanity, etc.
; proud ;
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haughty, or indignant feeling; also, proud or arro-

gant behaviour or talk, swagger. Obs. or arch.

^1386 CHAUCER 1'ars. T. F324 Swellynge of herte is whan
a mar. reioyseth hym of harm that he hath doon. 1410
Lantern? of Li^t iii. 6 Euery proud soule bat risi&> in swel.

ling ;i3ens his Clod, c 1425 Cursor HI. 12083 (Trin.) poiir^c

swellyng of his herte To Joseph spake he wordis tmeite.

'535 COVERUALE 2 Cor. xii. 20, 1 feare. .lest there be ainon^

you, debates, envyenges, wralhes, stryuynges, bacbytin^es,
whyspeiinges, swellinges, vproures. 1593 NASHE Christ's

T. Wks. 1904 II. 83 I'Yom the rich to Hie poore (in euery
street in London) there is ambition, or swelling abouc theyr
states. 1615 HACON ss., Truth (Aib.) 501 So alwaies, that

this prospect, be with Pitty, and not with Swelling, or Pride.

a 1639 \VoTTON forlraict. C/ias. I in Reli<i. (1685) 156 In

your aspect no swelling, nothing boysterous. 1711 ADUISON

Spi'ct. No. 40 P 5 Their Swelling and Blustring upon the

Stage very much recommends them to the fair Part of their

Audience. 1756 I'.CKKE Stibl. $ Beaut, i. xvii, A sort of

swelling and triumph, that is extremely grateful to the

human mind. 1825 SCOTT Talism. xxv, Thus the proud
swelling of his heart further suggested.

6. The rising of emotion.

1709 Taller No. 114 f i My heart was torn in pieces to

see the Husband.. suppressing and keeping down the swell-

ings of his grief. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 29 p 9 To
repress the swellings of vain hope.

Swelling, /// a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING 2.] That

swells, in various senses.

1. Increasing in bulk, as by absorption or infla-

tion ; becoming distended or filled otit; bellying,

as a sail ; undergoing morbid enlargement, breaking
out as a tumour.
ciooo ^LFRIC Exod. ix. 9 Swellende blaeddran. ciooo

Sax. Leechd. II. 6 Wib aelcre yfclre swellendre wzetan.

1381 WYCLIF Exod. ix. 10 Woundes of ihe Swellynge bleynes.

(i 1591 H. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 397 Botches and swelling
sores, c 1591 ROYDON Elegy for Astrofhel i, Nd swelling

clouds accloyed the air. 1697 DRYDEN Virf. Fast. III. 129

The Show 'rs are grateful to the swelling Grain. Gcorg.
I. 269 The hissing Serpent, and the swelling Toad. JEneid

ill. 692 Breath on our swelling Sails a prosp'rous Wind.
a 1721 PRIOR Past. Dial. 5 Young tender Plants and swelling

buds appear. 1859 Habits Gd. Society ii. (new ed.) 121 Swel-

ling glands are prevented. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines

$ Mining 156 The swelling ground crushes in the timbers.

b. causatively. Producing distension, rare.

1398 TREVISA Barth, De P. R. vii. viii. (Bodl. MS.) If. 50/2

He schalle spare swelling meles and greete[orig. at injlatiuis

ciois],

2. Having the form of something distended ; pro-

tuberant, bulging; rising evenly and smoothly
above the general surface, as a hill or piece of

ground.
1544 .A/. Country Wills (Surtees 1908) 194 An olde gowne

with a swelling welte faced with blacke budge, a 1586

SIDKEY A rcadia m. xvi.(ig) 447 Her roundy sweetly swell-

ing lippes a little trembling. 1667 MILTON /'. L. iv. 495 Half

her swelling Breast Naked met his. 1697 DRYDEN JEneid

'. 15 A swelling Cloud hung hov'ring ore their Head.

ng. 1794 .

save that swelling slope. 1839 MURCHISON Silur. Syst. i.

xxvi. 331 The hard volcanic grit wraps round the swelling

concretionary masses of this trap. 1872 JENKINSON Etigl.

Lake Distr. (1879) 287 The great swelling masses of White-

side and Grasmoor are directly opposite.

3. Rising in waves, or as a wave ; rising in level,

becoming fuller, as a river or the tide. Chiefly poet.

1549 Comfl. Scot. vi. 39 Throcht virkyng of the suelland

vallis of the brym seye. 1581 STANYHURST jEneis i. (Arb.)

10 This Queene. . Doune swasht theyre nauy, thee swelling

surges vp-haling. 1585 JAS, I Ess. fuesie (Arb.) 72 Ilk sailey

Of dyuers ships vpon the swelling wawes. 1610 HOLLAND
Camden's Brit. (1637) 241 Rivers, swelling Brookes, and nls

of ever-living fountaines. 1633 P. FLETCHER Pise. Eel. vii.

xix, The earth her robe, the sea her swelling tide. 1745 P.

THOMAS Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 53 We had a great swelling Sea.

1746 COLLINS Ode to Evening^ ix, Be mine the hut That from

the mountain' side Views wilds and swelling floods.

b. trails/. Becoming full to overflowing, as the

eyes with tears ; said also of the tears.

1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 1228 The maid with swelling drops gan
wet Her circled eien. 1596 i Hen. IV, lit. i. 202 That

pretty Welsh Which thou powr'st down from these swelling

Heauens. 1760-72 H. BROOKE FoolofQnal. (1809) III. 103

Taking out her handkerchief, she wiped away a swelling

tear. Ibid. 141 With . . trembling lips, and swelling eyes.

4. Becoming greater in amount, increasing, grow-

ing ; loosely, great in amount, full, abundant, rare.

1628 FELTHAM Resolves 11. [i.] i. i Hee carelesly wauei

himselfe in the swelling plenty. 1829 SCOTT Anne of G.

xxvii, To supply the public wants from their own swelling

hoards ! 1854 Poultry Citron. I. 61/2 Witness our weekly

swelling list of promised exhibitions.

b. Of a receptacle: see SWET.I v. 4b. poet.

1908 Black. Mag. Oct. 538 There easier toil Brings to

the swelling bin a more abundant spoil.

5. Of sound: Gradually increasing in force or

volume ; becoming louder and fuller.

1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty xii. 97 As the gradating
shade pleases the eye, so the increasing, or swelling note,

6, Jig. Of a feeling or emotion (usually pleasur- I

able): Arising and growing in the mind with expan-
sive force; causing the henit to 'swell 'with emotion.

1593 SHAKS. 3 //V, VI, iv, viii. 42 My tniMnesse hath

allay'tl their swclHnsRriefes. i697CoLLiEB Kts. -'/". ^/y.
II. (1703) 64 A swelling discontent is apt to suffocate ;unl

Ktrancb, without passage. 1700 PRIOR Carmen Stcuhire

iii, They scarce Their swelling Thirst of Fame could hide.

1749 Fir.LiHNG Tom Jones MI. x, The warm, solid content,
the swelling satisfaction, the thrilling transports. 1760-7*
H. BKOOKR /<<>/ cf Qual. (1809) IV. 8a ile..hid the teais

of his swelling deliglit.

7. Inflated, or showing inflation, wilh pride or

the like; proud, haughty; arrogant, puffed up.
a. Of the heart, mind, etc. ; f rarely of the person.
^1586 SinshV /V. xvii. viii, Cruell worries their swelling

tongues do chatt. 1604 SHAKS. Oth, \\. iii. 57 Three else of

Cyprus, Noble swelling Spirites. . . Haue I to night tluster'tl

with flowing cups. 1630 tr. Canteen's Hist. A/I'J. I. 91 She, i

to restmine tlie young Kings swelling minde,. .had begun to

set her husbands name after her oune in the puhlicke Acts. >

iToa ROWE Tamer/, I. ii. 684 While th* avenging hand of

Heav'n is on thee And presses to the Dust thy swelling
'

Sou!. 1735 JOHNSON Loin's Abyssinia, Descr, x. 106 The
ridiculous Speculations of those swelling Philosophers,
whose Arrogance would prescribe Laws to Nature. 1846
MRS. A. MARSH Father Darcy II. xi. 201

'

Insulting 1* said
|

the proudly swelling heart.

b. Of the feeling or mental state; false of

speech (<?/>,r.).

1579 \V. WILKINSON Confnt. Fam. Love 6b, His swellyng
wordes of vanitie. 1590 NASHE Pasquil's Apol. I. Wks.

1904 I. 114 Thys swelling and sawcie humour, .against her

Majesties right honourable priuie Counsel). 1610 HOLLAND
Canuicris Brit.. (1637) 108 Possessed they were with swell-

ing pride. 1680 ROSCOMMON Horace's Art ofPoetry Poet.

Wks. (1749) 155 Peleus and Telephus, exil'd and poor, For-

get their swelling and gigantic words. 1817 CHALMEKS
Astron. Disc. iv. (1852) 92 What an impressive rebuke does

it bring on the swelling vanity of science. 1843 BORROW
Bible hi Spain xxxvi, Insignificant are the results of man's
labours compared with the swelling ideas of his presumption. |

8. Of style or language : Grand, magnificent,

stately, majestic; usually in bad sense, Inflated,

bombastic, turgid, pretentiously pompous.
1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. l. i. 124 A more swelling port Then

my faint meanes would grant continuance. 1597 MORLEY
Introd. Mns. 183 To decke a lowlie matter with loftie and

swelling speech. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. ^, i. Prol. 4 O for. .A

the swelling bugle-note.

fb. Swelling organ, an earlier name for the

swell organ (see SWELL so. 6). Obs.

choir organ, 12 to the swelling organ.

.

<ii66i FULLER Worthies (1662! 11. 127 His stile, conceived

by some to be swelling, is allowed for lofty and full by
others. 1680 MORDEN G><y. Reel., Sfain (1685) 171 The

Vulgar Spanish or Castilian. .is said to be a brave lofty

swelling Speech. 1711 ADDISON Sfect. No. 279 PS Those

swelling Sentiments which are so frequent in Statius. 1812

H. & J. SMITH Rij. Addr. x. (1873) 92 A swelling opening
is too often succeeded by an insignificant Conclusion. 1846

KEIGHTLEY Nota Virg., Bucol. v. 36 Perhaps this [sc. man-

daviiuus] is too swelling a term for bucolic simplicity.

<ii8S9 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxiii. (1861) V. 6 Those

swelling sentiments of liberty which abound in the Latin

poets and orators. 1895 M. R. JAMES Abbey St. Rdiamud
at Bury 125, I will render Leland's swelling Latin into

literal English,

Swellingly (swe-lirjli),
adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2

.]

In a swelling manner ;
with swelling form or out-

line; also, with swelling sound; fig, grandilo-

quently, -(-bombastically.

,11652 BROME City Wit iv. !, As for Corantoes, &c. I

speak it not swellingly, but I subscribe to no man. 1833
L. RITCHIE Wand. Loire 180 Meadows and cultivated

fields sweep swellingly away from the water's edge. 1839

Fraser's Mag. XIX. 215 No longer Pyrrhias, Dromio,

Tibias, But Megabyzus, Megacles, Protarchus Swellingly

styled. 1879 MEREDITH Egoist vii, He was of a sensitive-

ness terribly tender. A single stroke on it reverberated

swellingly within the man. 1894 Cornk. Mag. Jan. 91 As

burly a billow of cloud as ever sailed swellingly over Ihe

broad Atlantic.

Swellish. (swe-lij), a. colloq. [f.
SWELL sb. 9

+ -)SH !.] Characteristic of or befitting a '
swell' ;

stylish, dandified. Hence Swe-llishness.
1810 Sporting Mag. VII. 144 The look of Williams was

swellish in the extreme. 1856 in Brasenosc Ale 133 Which
ornament [sc. the moustache] (swellish, yet somewhat mtrfl,

Can be only assumed wilh the ho<>d of B.A. 1890 JEAN
MIDDLEMASS Two False Moves II. xiii. 198 The bigger the

swell, the more money he expects to get for his swelhshness

and his title.

1040 i ait i ft tig. * /y-v i r
which the Lord Advocate usually lacks, is white kid?. 1870

Miss BRIDGMAN R. Lynne II. ix. 188 Selwyn would be.,

contemptuous of Blake's swellism.

Swell mob, -mobsman : see SWELL a. c.

Swellness (swe-lnes). rare. In 6 swellenes.

[f.
SWELL sb. or v. + -NESS.]

fl. Protuberance. Obs.

a 1583 in Halliwell Kara Matlum. (1841) 38 You shall see

youre owne face.. to bee in swellenes accordmge to the

forme of the hylling or bossing outwardes.

2. The condition of a ' swell
'

or person of dis-

tinction, colloq.

1894 HUXLEY in Life (1900) II. xxii. 373 My swellness is

an awful burden.

Swelluing, obs. f. SWALLOWING.

Swelly (swe-li), sb. Coal-mining, (north, dial.}

Also swally, swolly. [?Local variant of SWALLOW

sb.z Cf. SWTLLY s!< ] A ilepression in coal strata;
a local thickening in a seam of coal.

1849 GwniswELL Cflat.trade Terms NortliuHtb. A/ Durk.
(1851) 54 Smelly, or \ltliilly, a ^r.tduiil depretMon or diih
in the slrala. 1863 WAKHINCTON SMITH Ad.ir Bi it. .-luce.,

Swellies, or narrow del <_oy|. 1883
,il.mining, .S.. ."itllr, allO

Stilly.

Swe'lly, a. rare-'.
[f.

HWI.LI. sb. + -Y.]
Characterized by swt 1U.

172* W. HAMILTON Wallace 123 So Triton when at

Neptun's high Command He heave:, the s* tlly Surge above
the Land.

Swelly, obs. Sc. form of SWALLOW v,

Swellynge, obs. f. SWAI.LUWIXC, SWELLING.

t Swelme. Obs. [f. swel-, root olSwEAI. f. +
-; suffix. Cf. early mod.G. schivelm 'femes'.] The
heat (of anger or the like).

j.. E. It. Allit. /'. C. 3 When heuy herttes ben hurt

wytli hebyng ober elles, Sunraunce may aswagen hem & be

swelme lebe. a 1400-50 U'ars Alex. 750 Alexander.. Lete

a-suage or he sware be swelme of his angirx.

Sweloghe, -owe, obs. ff. SWALLOW j*.2 and v.

Swelp, perversion of so help, in the oath ' to

help me God* : see So 19, and cf. S'ELP, S'HKLP.

1890 WHITEINC No. S "John St.
yi. 54 Swelp me lucky 1

ain't lellin' yer no lie ! 1901 H. FURNISS Confess. Carica.

lurist I. vii. 283 Your hasting steed pull up, 1 say ! S'welp
me, draw your rein !

Swelt (swelt), v. 'Now dial. Forms: i sweltan,

2-4 swollen, (Ormin swelltenn), 4-6 swelte,

(4 suelt, squall, swellle, 5,8 swall), 4- swelt.

Pa. t. I sweall, //. swullon, Ktrthumb. wk.

-suelte, 3 Ormin swallt, //. swullterju, 4-5
swalt, swelle, 4-6 suelt, swelt, 4- swelled, (9

sweltit, swilted). Pa.pple. I geswolten, 4, 7

swelt, 5 swellid, 6 swolt, 6- swelled. [Com.
Teut. str. vb. : OE. sweltan, pa. t. swealt, swullon,

pa. pple. erwollen = OS. swellan, pa. t. swalt to

die, MDu. swellen to faint, die, OHO. swelzan

(MHG. swelzen) to burn away, languish, ON.

svtlta, pa. t. svalt, sultu, pa. pple. soltinn to die,

starve, (Sw. svalta, svalt, sullin to die of hunger,
Da. suite to hunger, starve, back-formation f. pa.

pple. sullen hungry, dial, svella, pa. I. svalt, svolt,

pa. pple. svolten, svullen, svoltet), Goth, swiltan,

pa. t. swalt, swttllum, pa. pple. swnltans lo die.

The Teut. root smelt- : m'alt. : miilt- appears also in ON.
svclta (causative) to put to death, starve, Crini-Gothic

nraltA death, Goth, swtiltaivatrfy'a near to death, ON.
sullr hunger (MSw. suiter, Da. suit, dial, svolt, swift,

i
OE. swylt (: *swil!iz) death, suyltaii to die, and prob.

SULTER. It is perhaps a secondary formation on the root

sivel- to burn slowly (see SWEAL T'.). As in other Germanic

languages, the word has in ME. the sense of 'faint, languish',

which is not, however, recorded for OE. )

I. intr. 1. To die, perish.

Beowulf 892 (Gr.) Draca morore swealt. c 888 ^LFED
I Boeth. x. i Mznesum men is leofre l>set he xi self swelte

scr he jesio his wif & his beam sweltende. c 1000 JLFIC
Saint? Lines iii. 592 f

u sceall sweltan synna and criste

lybban. ciooo Exod. xxi. 12 Se he mann be wundaa and

wylc hint ofslean swelte he deace. c ioo Trim. Call.

Ham. 181 Gief bu etest of be forbodene trewe, bu shall

; adeSe swelte. c ioo OKMIN 5321 |e Laferrd Cristess

posstles, patt..forr to iej?senn Crisstenndom, Full bhbelike

' swulltenn. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 816 For vus he swalt in

lerusalem. c 1375 Sc. t.er. Saixls xvii. (Martha) 107 Vith

bat scho swelt, & gawe >e gest. aitpn Minor I'oemsfr.

Vtrnon MS. 615/111 For to winne al Vis werld pat swelte

vndur be deueles swerd. c 1400 Destr. Troy 10905 W ith

swappis of hor swordes swelt mony knightes. ^1460

Tmunelry Myst. xxi. j8o My hart is fulle cold nerehand

tliat 1 swelt. 1513 DOUGLAS jf.ntis vill. Prol. 5 Swownand
as he suelt wald. 153! STF.WAHT Cron. Scot (Rolls) I. 144

Mony ane swolt and mony fell in swoun. Itiia. 1

slew him self thair suddantlic and suelt. 1794". HUTCHIN-

SON Hist. CumUii. I. 220 note, Provincial words : swelling

for expiring. 1897 in Eng. Dial. Diet.

2. To be ready to perish with the force of strong

emotion, or a fit of sickness ; to be overcome, faint,

swoon.
In the i6th c. the notion of fainting from the heat of emo-

tion prevailed : cf. 3.

c ilo Sir Tristr. 242 Sorwe it was to se, pat leuedl swell*

sibe. CI350 Will, falerne 4268 Sche swelt for sorwe &
swoned rit t>ere. c 1374 CHAUCER Trtfhu ill. 347 His olde

wo bat made his herte to swelte. c 1400 Dtltr. Troy 8319

With Swym vnder swerd swalton full mony. c 143 LYI>C.

Miit. Poems (Vercy Soc.) 38 Aboute his hen lie llioughte he

gan to swelt. a 1450 Knt. de la Tmr xxxiv, God . .sent the

fadi suche a sodein sikenesse that she swalt there she stode,

and that no man wost whedir she shulde leue or deve.

f 1480 HENRVSON Jtfor. J-no., Fox, Wolff, Cadger xxxin,

He!^hit him wilh sic will vpoun the held, Quhill nelr he

swonit and swail [v.r. swell). 1565 GOLDINO Ovift M't-

in (1503) 70, I do both set on fire. And am the same that

sw'elteth too through impotent desire. 1575 GASCO IGNF

Dan Bartholomew, Wks. 1907 I. 109 When absent Troylus

I)^en^l^^ in mcui * ^.*nw"' .....-.. -

N. C. Words 149 To Swell, deficere, to Sownd. 1703 tun.

WEST in Hem. (1865)216, I was in such an exlreme trouble

that. .vent it must have, or then I must swell. 1836 M.

MACKINTOSH Cottager's Daughter gg When she heard ll)

she sweltit at their feet. 1850 Tales KMteck Ser. 11. 197.

I fell sae sick and unsattled, an' then a at ance I clean

swilted awa.



SWELTBD.

3. To be overpowered or faint with heat; to

suffer oppressive heat, swelter,
' melt '. t Also reft.

CI386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 516 Wei litel thynken ye..

That for yourc loue I swete ther I go, No wonder is tliogh

that I swelte and swete. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 9278 J*
8"?

on swalt In his owne gres. aiyx> Flower $ /.(/ (bkeat)

,60 The ladies eek to-lirent..The Knightes swell, for lak of

shade ny shcnt. 1583 MELBANCKE PMIatiiiHHKti, Here

did Philotimus that swet and swelled almost, sette himselle

to refreshe his weakned limmes. 159! SYLVESTER Du Bartns

i. v. 271 In a cold sweat, shaking, and swell almost. 1600

MORI.EV Madrigals to fmre Voices xvii. Soft a while, not

away so fasl, Ihey melt them. Piper! Piper 1 Piper 1 1

hang'd a while knaue, looke, the dauncers swell Ihem. 1614

GORGES Lncan I. 39 The Fire would ihen the Earth haue

melt, And with thy flames the hean'ns haue swell. 1768

Ross Hdenare n. 82 Wi' faut an' heat I just was like to

swell, An' in a very blob o' sweat lo melt. 1820 KEATS

Isabella xiv, And for them many a weary hand did swell In

torched mines and noisy factories.

(
b. To burn or rage as with fever. Oos.

_

320

bod;
swelt.

t4. To exude with heat. Obs.

c 1530 Jmiic. Urines i. ii. 2 All the luce and all the humy-

dyte sweteth and swelteth oute of hym to the lyuer. Ryght
as mylke swelteth & sweteth oute of the koowes body in to

the vdder. 1614 GORGES Lucan x. 445 Each where the

pitch and tarre that melts Amongst the timbers burning

swelts.

fb. To be oppressive with heat, swelter. Obs.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Anagrams ff Sonn. Wks. 11.

256 The dogged dog dales now wilh heat doe swelt.

+ 5. ? To welter, wallow (/.). Obs.

'575 GASCOIGNE Dan Bartholomew Wks. 1907 I. 105

When he thought his hap to he most hye,..And that he

swelt in all prosperitie.

II. trans. 1 6- To callse to Pe"SQ - Obs.

Perhaps partly ad. ON. srclta, causative of si'clta; but

cf. FORSWELT 2.

13.. A'. Alt's. 7559 (Line. Inn MS.) To brenne brout and

tot>eo swelt. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 332 piagpeyny of ajte

I schal satie of monnez saulez, and swelt bosfober.

7. To overheat, broil, scorch ;
to oppress or over-

whelm with heat ; also in fig. phr. to swelt one's

heart, to exert oneself to the utmost. Now dial.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3790 Alle ware bai swollen of be

swete & sweltid on be son. 1555 WATREMAN Fardle Facions

i. vi. gS When thei see the Locustes come.. thei set_al
on

fire, and so swelte theim in thepassyng ouer, that thei.. fall

to the giounde. 1584 R. WILSON Three Ladies Land. I. Cj,
He shall neuer haue better eating fellowes if hee woulde
swelte his hart. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stitjfe Wks. 1905 111.

221 Let the cunningesl lickespiggot swelt his heart out, the

beere shal neuer foame or froath in the cnpp. 1608 SYL-

VESTER Du Bartas n, iv. in. Schism 413 Not a breath is

felt, But hectick Auster's, which doth all things swelt. 1651
UP. HALL Soliloouies Ixxiv, Is the Sun to be blamed that the

Travellers cloak swells him with heat? 1684 MERITON
Yorks. Dial. 525 (E.D.S.) If we sud swelt our hearts, it will

nut deau. 1811 WILI.AN in Archaeologia XVII. 160 (W.
Hiding Words), Swelled, overcome with heat and perspira-
tion. 1886 ,9. IV. Line. Gloss, s.v., It's so hot it's fit to

swelt you.

Swelted,///. a. dial.
[f. prec. + -ED'.] Over-

powered with heat ; scorched ;

' broiled
',

' melted '.

a 1640 DAY Pcregr. Schol. (1881) 54 The beauteous flowers
. . were nothing else but swelled weeds and fruitless mosse.
<ii8oo PEGGE Supfl. Grose (1814), Swelled and Swelter'd,
overpowered with heat. Derb. 1848 A. 1J. EVANS Leicestersh.
Words s.v., It's so warm [ and Maria's very swelled.

Swe'lter, sb. [f. next.] A sweltering condition.

Also in phr. (slang) to do a swelter, to perspire.
1851 Illustr. Land. News 23 Aug. 234/3 Perspiring multi-

tudes who stand tlie swelter with a pluck which would do
honour to niggers. 1884 Punch it Oct. 180/1 So I let them
as liked do a swelter.

U Kquivalent to sweltered venom (see SWELTERED
l), or confused with WELTEU =

slough.
1894 CKOCKETT Mad Sir Uchtred 156 He skimmed Ihe

green swelter of the bottomless shaking bogs. 1914 J. K.
GRAHAM Anno Domini 138 Knowledge of falsehood dug out
of the swelter of the pit,

Swelter (swe-ltai), v. Also 5 sweltre,
6squelter; 5swalt(e)ryn,sqwalt-,squalt(e)ryn.
[f. root of SWELT v. + -ER o. Cf. SULTER.
Promp. Parv. has a variant derived from the grade swalt- ;

cf. swallyng-s.v. SWEI.TING vbl.sb., and SWAL'IISH.]
1. intr. To be oppressed with heat; to sweat

profusely, languish, or faint with excessive heat.
^1403 LYDG. Temple of Glas 358 |'uru} myn axcesse.,1

sweltre and swete. c 1440 Promf>. Parv. 471/1 Sqwalteryn,
for hete or ober cawsys (P. squaltryn or swallryn), sincopo,
exalo. Ibid. 481/2 Swalteryn for hete, or febylnesse, or
other cawsys (/'. or swownyn), exalo, siiicopizo. 1575 GAS-
COIGNE Dan Bartholomew Wks. 1907 L 123 My seale is
sorrowes sythe, wilhin a fielde of flame, Which culs in
twame a careful! heart, y< swellrelh in the same. 1624
QUARLES Sim I Elegies viii. 9 Oh, let me swelter in those
sacred beams. 1624 Sim's fionn, i. 5, I was enforc'd to
swelter m the Sunne. 1662 TRENCHFIELD Chr. Chym. 3

n,
P

t|y.
sl"ans who willing to appeare richly clad, swelter

in P'usni in hot summer. 1714 MANDEVILI.E Fab. Bees (1729)
II. 24 Ihe venerable Counsellor,, .that at his great Age cop.
Unues sweltering at the Bar to plead Ihe doubtful Cause.
1825 SCOTT Let. to Morritt 3 Aug., in Lockhart, Your kind
letter, .finds me sweltering under the hotlesl weather I ever
experienced. 1880 L. OLIPHANT Land of Cilead xi. 313 A
fat official sweltering in his uniform under the burning sun

&.
'S8 STANYHURST Aineis i. (Arb.) 37. Thee labor boat

mltnth [L. Femt ofus]. 1716 M. DAV.ES Atlien. Brit.
III. 10 Were they treated by Church-Zealots with a more

Charitable Indifferency or Pity, .. they would soon swelter

away.. to the Church Communion.

. ,.

PARHMAN Cliamflain .. in 1'ioneers '"""
, It was late in August, and the leafy land

Mr. Selden's Authority.

d. To move slowly or painfully (as if) oppressed

with heat.

i8 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (1863) 162 The labouring ship

sweltered about on the boiling sea. 1884 Manch. Exam.

15 Nov. 5/1 In the height of summer English troops were to

swelter through the desert.

2. trans. To oppress with heat; to cause to

sweat, languish, or faint with oppressive heat.

Chiefly pass.
1601 W. CORNWALLIS Ess. it. xlvi. (1631) 263 As pamfull,

as a body sweltred in a crowde. 1609 HOLLAND Amm.
Marcell. 262 Sweltered with the flaming heat of the Sun.

1650 FULLER Pisgah iv. iv. 70 Say not that the High.pnest
was sweltred, being built so many stories high in his gar-

ments. 1763 Brit. Hag. IV. 405 We were sweltered in the

sun, or blown through with a north-east wind. 1825 J.

NEAL Bra. Jonathan I. 368, I was half sweltered to death,

under a great pile o' blankets. 1890 J. PULSFORD Loyalty to

Christ I. 140 The heat that swelters a bear is the delight of

a lark.

b. fig. with reference to the heat of strong

emotion or desire.

1582 STANVHURST JEncis iv. (Arb.) 115 Shee stormeth

sweltred in anger. 1765 FALCONER Demagogue 279 He..,
swelter'd with revenge. 1835 BECKFORD Recoil. 158 The.,

stranger, who felt, .sufficiently annoyed and sweltered.

f3. intr. and pass. To be bathed in liquid ;

hence, to welter, wallow (lit. zut\fig.). Obs.

1595 Locrine ill. iv, I long to see The trecherous Scithians

squeitering in their gore. 1596 LODGE Marg. Anter. 136
A soule sweltered in sinnes. 1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's

Tri. II. xx, Acquieting the soules, that newe before Their

way to heav'n through their owne blood did skore, But now
..Swelter in quiet waves of immortalitie. a 1640 DAV Pat I.

Bees (1881) 75 The mossie weeds, halfe swelter d, serv'd As
beds for vermin hunger-sterv'd. 1647 C. HARVEY Schola
Cortiis xxxviii. (1778) 119 Swelter'd and swill'd in sweat.

1654-66 EARL ORREKY Parthcn. (1676) 324 He fell on the

ground, sweltering in a Sea of Blond. 1865 BL'SHNELL
\
r
icar. Sacr. III. v. (1866) 271 The transgressor could as

easily re.gather his money sown upon the Gulf Stream, as

gather himself back out of the penal causations in which he
is sweltering.
4. trans, with allusion, more or less precise, to

Shakspere's sweltered venom (see next, I ) : To
exude (venom) ;

also absol., and intr. torfass.

1834 LYTTON Pompeii in. x, Burn flame simmer herb
swelter toad. 1837 DICKENS Pick, li, A reptile contem-

porary has recently sweltered forth his black venom in the

..attempt [etc.]. 1842 F. E. PAGET Milford Malvoisin 165
The concentrated venom which was sweltering in her coun-
tenance. 1847 L. HUNT Mfff, H'ouien, q Bks. I. xiv. 234
The fat seemed sweltering and full of poison.

Sweltered (swe-ltaid), ///. a.
[f. prec. +

-ED!.]
1. Exuded like sweat (as if) by heat. Only in

sweltered venom in and after Shaks.
;

cf. prec. 4.
1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. i. 8 Toad, that vnder cold stone. .

ha's.. Sweltred Venom sleeping got. 1814 MOORE Ana-
creontic, To rlninassier 33 Books, that, far from every eye,
I n '

swelter'd venom sleeping
'

lie ! 1856 F. E. FACET Owlet
ofOivlst. 57 They produce their most sweltered venom.
2. Bathed in, or oppressed with, great heat.

1798 COLERIDGE Fire, Famine, fy Slaughter 53 It was so
rare a piece of fun To see the sweltered cattle run. 1821
CLARE Pill. Minstr. J. 108 The rose reviving blows Upon
the swelter'd bower.

Sweltering (swe'ltsrirj), vU. sb.
[f. SWELTER

v. + -ING 1.] a. Fainting, swooning, b. A con-
dition of suffering from oppressive heat.
c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 481/3 Swalterynge, or swownynge,

sii:copa. loid, 482/2 Sweltrynge, or Swalterynge . . , sincopa.
11586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1598) 341 To asswage the
svveltring of my hellish longing. 1657 K - LIGON Karbadoes
102 Neither themselves, nor any other, can remaine in them
[sc. their houses) without sweltring. 1846 JAS. HAMILTON
Mount

^
of Olives viii. 191 When the fret and worry and

sweltering of their jaded day is done.

Sweltering, ppl. a. [f. SWELTER v. + -ING 2.]
fl. Exuding witli heat. Ol>s. rare.
1575 GASCOIGNE Dan Bartholome-M Wks. 1907 I. 112 The

droppes of sweltring sweate, Which trickle downe my face.
2. Of heat, weather, a season, etc. : Oppressive or

overpowering with great heat
; causing or accom-

panied by profuse sweating or suffocation through
extreme heat.

'591 SYLVESTER D,, Bartas I. iii. 182 The sweltring heat.

?
nd shiv ring cold, c 1620 Z. BOYD Zion's Flowers (1855) 40,

I here doe lye, Without a shed scorch 'd with a swelt'rinc
skye. 1650 W. D. tr. Ctmienius' Gate Lai. Unl. 275 The
sweltring heat of the heart is cooled by the lungs (lights)

SWELTEY.

lyingnext to it. 1661 HICKERINGII.I. Jamaica 7 Theswelter.

ing and sultry Climes within the Tropicks. 1706 BAYNAHD
in Sir J. Floyer Hot <?

Cold Bath. n. 384 He was wrapt., in

Flannels, . . but. .threw off all his Sweltering Harness. 1798
SOUTHEY Cross Roads vii, In such a sweltering day as this

A knapsack is the devil. 1863 DICEY Federal St. II. 49
That dull still closeness which foretels a day of sweltering
heat. 1899 SOMERVILLE & Ross Kxpfr. Irish R. M. xii,

The dances lasted a sweltering half-hour.

b. fig. of the heat of feeling. Now rare or Obs.
In quot. 1820 with reminiscence of Shakspere's sweltered

venom : see SWELTERED i.

1586 A. DAY Enel. Stcrttoru \. (1625) 112 Shunning to be
tainted with the least touch of swellring gtiefe. 1587

Daflinis f, Chlae IV. (1890) 14 With a maner of sweltring
kind of disdaine. 1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. i. i, 1

burnt in inward sweltring hate. 1820 BYRON Mar. Fal. n.

L 427 The blighting venom of his sweltering heart.

3. a. Of persons : Suffering from or overpowered
by oppressive heal.

1652 BENLOWES Theoph. iv. xlvi, How in Love's torrid

zone thy swelt'ring martyr stews. 1825 HONE Every~day
Bk. I. 1199, I forced myself through the sweltering press.

1883 Harper'sMag. Oct. 804/2, 1 was starved and sweltering.

D. Of localities, etc. : Excessively hot or sultry.

1845 HIRST Com. Mammoth, etc. 93 As he strode Along
the sweltering glade. 1886 Athenxitm 20 Feb. 259/2
Whether in the sweltering cities of the south or in dirt.

begrimed Peking. 1888 G. ALLEN in Longm. Mag. July
306 All the parts of the camel's body w-hich touch the

sweltering sand in his ordinary patient kneeling position are

provided with callositie's of^thickened hide. 1890 k. BRIDGES
Shorter Poems n. v. 9 Swift from the sweltering pasturage
he flows.

Hence Swe'lteringly adv.

c 1890 A. MURDOCH Yoshiwara Efisodeis It was August,
and consequently swelteringly hot,

Sweltery, variant of SWELTKY.

t Swelth 1. Chiefly Sc. Obs. Also 4 suelth,

swelt, 6 sweltht, swelf, 7 suald. [Repiesenting
or related to OE. geswelg, swelh or ON. svelgr
SWALLOW sb.'*\

1. A whirlpool.
c 1375 .SV. Leg. Saints xxxiv. (Pelagia) 181 Men but

nombre als haf I Gert synk in-to be suelth of syne, c 1400
Sc. Trojan War (Horstm.) n. 2273 That swelt half of my
schippis has Suellede ande all bat in baime was. c 1460

Promp. Parv. (Winch.) 445 Swelth of a water or grownd,
Torago. c 1500 Lancelot 1317 Thi schip, that goth apone
the stormy vail, Neypf thicareldis in the swelf it fall. 1513
DOUGLAS A^ncis i. iii. 42 Thryise thair the fluide quhirlit
about round, The sowcand sweltht. llnd. iv. 73 The ragis
of Silla that huge swelth in the.se 5e haue eschapit. z6oi

Reg . Mag. Sif. Xcot. 391/2 Passand . . be the cist syid of ane
arne or aller bus in the lin or suald of Schirestoun.

2. Foul or troubled water.
Prob. due to misapprehension of a passage in G. Douglas.
1563 Mirr. Alag., Induct, xxxi, A deadly gulfe where

nought but rubbishe growes, With fowle blacke swelth in

thickned lumpes y 1
lyes. Ibid. Ixix, Rude Acheron, .. That

boyles and bubs vp swelth as blacke as hell.

Swelth 2
(swel]>). Now dial, (see Eng. Dial.

Diet.), [f. SWELL v. + -TH.] (A) swelling (/;'/.

1631 BYFIKLD Doctr. Sabb. 101 His wound and bruise

could be scene no where but on bis head, necke and face in

swelth and blacknesse. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Matt. xix. 23
i The greatest wealth is ordinarily tumoured up with the
! greatest swelth of rebellion against God. 1671 GiiKwArtat.
1 Plants vi. 2 The continuance and ampliation or, (as I may
j

call it) the swelth and superbience of the Inner Part thereof.

1681 Mnsaeum n. i. i. 183 Neither is it only the swelth of

,
the Barque, but the Wood it self is augmented.

t Swe'lting, vbl. sb. Obs.
[f.

SWELT v. +
-ING i.] a. A fainting or being overcome with

heat. b. Sweltering heat.
c 1460 Promp. Parv. (Winch.l, Swaltyng, or swownyng,

Sincvpa nel Extasis. 1571 GOLDING Calvin on Vs. Iviii. 5

Some kyndes of poyson kill with theire coldenesse and other.

some consume tne partes of lyfe with sweltinge .and burn-

inge. 1607 MARKHAM Caval. l. iv. (1617) 30 Either for casting
their Foales, swelling or other violent euill proceeding from
wildncsse.

t Swe'lting, ///. a. Obs. [f.
as prec. -r -INC 2

.]

1. Dying.
7^1400 Morte Arth. 1465 They . . Swappez doune ffulle

swepeilye swelltande knyghtez. ibid. 2146 Swerdez swan-

gene in two, sweltand knyghtez Lyes wyde opyne.
2. = SWELTERING ppl. a.
a 1542 WYATT in Toilet's Misc. (Arb.) 59 Regard at length
..The sweltyng paynes of my desire. 1568 T. HOWELL
Arb. Amitie (1879) 49 Nor swelling heat, whose flames y*

pastures fry. 1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. in. Law
963 The first drops [of rain] to cool their swelling heat.

Sweltry (swe-ltri), a. Now arch, and dial.

Also 6-7 sweltrie, 7-8 swealtry, sweltery. [f.

SWELTER v. + -T. Cf. SULTBY.]
1. Of heat, weather, etc. ; Oppressively hot,

sweltering, sultry.

1576 TURBERV. Vaierie 118 The vehement sweltrie heat*

thereof \sc. the sun], 1661 EVELYN Futtti/ugiwii Misc. Writ.

(1805) i. 216 The drier aer is generally the more salutary
and healthy, so it be not too sweltery. 1775 ADAIR Amer.
Ind, 7 When they are waddling, whooping, and

prancing
it

away, in their sweltery town-houses,, .around the reputed
holy fire. 1843 Blaclna. Mag. LI 1 1. 499 The fierce heat of

the sun had rendered the atmosphere sweltry and oppressive.

b. trans/, of feeling or action.

1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol. i. xi, The wretched thrall Of
bitter dropping sweat, of swealtry pain. 1819 [H. BUSK]
Vestriad iv. 801 Labouring thro' the sweltry dance.

2. Oppressed or languishing with heat.



SWELTY.

1635 J. HAYWARD tr. BfondSt BmxttKA Virg. 121 Phebus
now listened to bathe his swealiry Steeds in the foaming
Ocean. 1796 COI.KRIDCK Destiny ofNations 150 Alon^ the

rough-hewn bench The sweltry man had stretched him.

Swe'lty, <* Now dial. Also 6 swealtie, 7

sweltie. [f.
SWELT v. +-v.] Sweltering, sultry.

1586 WAKNKR Alb. Rng. i. lv. (1592) n The swealtie Sun
,.So vehementlie did shine vpon the <>osie plashes myerd.
1613 tr. Famine's Theat. lion, in. i'li. 355 The Kaynie
sweltie heates. 1886 S. II'. Line. Class.) .V?iW/y, close, hot

and smothering.

Swelugh, swelw(e, swely, obs. ff. SWALLOW
sb.- and v. Swem(me, Swemyle, Swen : see

SWIM, SWIMBMS v., SUE v.

t Swench. Obs. Forms : i suoeuc, suenc,

. In OE. , affliction, trial ; in Mli., labour, toil.

( 950 Lindisf. Go$p, Ltike xxit. 28 In tetntationibits ineis
t

in suoeiiccuni [A'i-/m-. swencum] minum. Ibid. xxiv. 20

In tfaniftatiofieni mortis^ in nidrung vel in suoenc dea3es

[JfMw.inwenditv/costungdeooeJ. cioooin Cockayne
Warrat. A >tg/.(i&6i) 40 Hu se eade?;a margareta ^ebrowade
..& (nirh baet seswenc to ece reste becom. c XBOO Trin.

Coll' How. 179 On sore eche we hider cumen. On swunche
we here wunien. In wowe we henne witeV c 1190 St.

Brendan 623 in .$'. Eng. Lff. 237 A Monek liuez muche
bi swunche [v.rr. swench, swinche] of inannes honde, 1297
R. Clt-OL'c. (Rolls) 962 To itue horn to libbe by bi suencn

[v.rr. swJnch, swynke] of hor honde. Ibid, 4810 Alle leuede

bi hor suench.

t Swenche, v. Obs. Forms : i (se)swencan,
swencean, (suoenca), 2-3 (i)swenche(n, Qrmin
swennchenn; pa.t. 1-2 swencte; pa.pple. \

jeswenced, -swenot, 2 -swenchcd, i-swenced;
see also SWEYNT. [OE. swencan (also *-) :

*swaykwjan t causative of *swiykivan\.o SWIN K, q.v.]

trans. To trouble, harass, afflict.

Beowulf 1510 (Gr.) Ac hine wundra )>a:s fela swencte on

suiulc. "888 ^ELFRBD Boeth. xxiv. i ^Elc deaSllc man
swencS hine selfne mid mistlicum 8c. macni^fcaldum ymbho-
jum. c 1000 Ags. Gosf. Luke iv. 38 Da wses simones swe^er

^eswenced [//a//<MXCftwenched ] on mycelum feferuni. 1154
O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1090 Se cyng waes smaejende
hu he mthte wrecon hisbroSer Rodbeard,swi&ostswencean,
Si Normandije of him sewinnan. <:II75 l-atnb. Horn. 13

Euwer feond eou ne seal derien ne swenchen. Ibid. 101

Sume men festen swa bet hi swencten swi5e heom seolfe.

c isoo OKMIN 12216 To swennchenn Cristess beowwess.

c 1105 LAV. 1 5787 Monine mon on sweuene ofte heo swenche<5.

ci30 HaliMeid. 35 Hwil bu swenchest te ter wiS i>i deades

dute.

b. To mortify.

To betcnn ure sin ness, a 1325 Ancr, R. 134 So wisliche heo

schal J>auh swenchen J>et flesch.

Swene, obs. variant of SWEVBN.

t Sweng. Obs. [OE. sw^ng (cf. OFris. sweng)

;*swfiygwizt f. swaygw- (see SWING v.1).] A
stroke, blow ;

also applied widely to various kinds

of violent action, e. g. a fall at wrestling, a swing,
a military assault.

Beowulf 1530 (Gr.) Mjegenries forzeaf hlldebille, hond

swenge ne oueah. a 1000 Elene 239 (Gr.) Bord oft onfeng . .

y3a swengas. a 1215 Ancr. R. 80, & ine uondunges to

wrastlen stalewardliche a^ein les deofles swenges. a 1115
St. Marker. (1866) 14 5e ' na et stonden wulled mine un-

wreste wrenches ant mine swikele swenges, wrestlin ha
moten ant wifierin wi<5 ham seoluen. a 1350 Otvl $ Night.

797~9 3'f tveie men gob to wraslinge, . . An )>e on can

swenges sube fele, . . An be ober ne can sweng but anne.

Ibid. 1286 Go so hit go at eche fenge, pu fallest mid bir.e

ahene swenge. c 1290 S. Michael 173 in S. Eng. Leg. 304
Fram be hexte stude bat is with one swenge he cam To be

loweste stude. Ibid. 179 A wonder sweng, me binchez, he

made 1 c 1400 Stgc Jems. (E.E.T.S.) 317 Many swykel nt

be sweng to be swerd jede. Ibid. 1172 Eleuen hundred
bousand Jcwes in be mene whyle Swalten, while be sweng
last by swerd & by hunger.

b. Toil, labour; = SWING sb^
iv . E. E.Allit. P. A. 575 pa} bay com late & lyttel wore,

& pa} her sweng wyth lyttel at-slykez.

t Sweuge, v. Obs. (Also pa. t. 3 sweinde,
3-5 swende.) [OE. swptgan \*$waygwjan (as
in Goth, afswaggwjan} : cf. prec. and see SWING.

This vb. reappears later as SWINGE vJ 9 q. v.]

1. trans. To shake, shatter.

a 1000 K0c. in Wr.-Wfilcker 224/14 Discuticnst
i. imficaiist

qverenS) uel swengende. c 1050 Ibid. 396/10 Excn$sit%
fram

swengde. c 1440 t'romp. Pare. 482/2 Swengyn, or schakyn,
as menne done clolhys, liid.^ Swengynge, excnssio.

2. To smite ; to dash, fling ;
= SWING v^ 2.

naoj LAY. 6424 pat Morpidus-.Seouen hundred of-sloh

and swenden mi3 wepnen. Ibid. 22839 [He] nimeS al his

nexte cun ..and swengeS of ba hafden midhreoden eouwer
sweorden. a 1*15 .91. Marker. iope drake

rahteut^histunge
and swende hire in ant forswalh. a 1235 Ancr. K. 280 He
..sweinde ham buruh prude adun into helle grunde. xi..

E. E. Allit. P. C. 108 He swenges me bys swete schip
sweftefro be hauen. 14.. Sir Beuts 24%^ hondred heuedes
of a slende [v.rr. swengde, swende] Wib is brond.

b. To beat up (eggs) ;
SWING z/.

1 i c.

c 1430 Two CookerySks. 25 5olkys of eyroun y-swengyd,
& a-lyid. Ibid. 40 Take Eyroun with alle be whyte, &
swenge hem.
3. intr. To make a dash, move violently ; to

dash, fling (at} ;
- SWING v.1 3.
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c 1000 Ags. Horn. (Assmann) xviii. 207 pa swengde sio lio '

sona foi <1 and for*wealh uncerne hlaford biforan unc. c 1105
LAY. 8183 KSl he him to sweinde. a 1115 Antr. A'. 290,
& breid up bene rode sicf, &: sweng [.JAV. /'. swcnch] luiu

a^ean a uour halue. f 1175 LAY. 27787 Sweord a^cin !iw.

swuyllde wel iloiue. 13.. /:. E. A Hit. /'. C. 353 lenne he

swenge/& swa> uesto be .se bubcni. c 1350 (/'///. l'alernt^\.
Pe swerd swtftili swcnged butth be bodeeuen. a 1375 Jostfk
Arint. 529 pei come swiftly vppon and sweugcden lo-gedere.

t Sweruc, v. Obs. Occasional variant in Oimin
of SWENCHE, prob. due to pa. t. swende, pa. pple.

jerwciifl, or 2 and 3 pres. ind. siaencst,swenc}>: cf.

cwennkenn, (JUENCH.
c uoo OKHIS 8942 Whididesst tu, lef sune, buss Wibb uss,

forr uss to swennlienn?

t Swenkfe-ldian. Obs. Also 6 Swinke-, 7

Sueno(k)-, Swenckfeldian, Swinkfleldian, 8

Swinfeildian. - SCHWENKFEI.DIAN.
[33 Be they
jians. 1579

132 The bwinketcldiaus, Anabap-
tistes, Libertines, Henrinicolaites. 1637 GILU-:SPIE l-'.ngl.

1'pf. Cerent, in. viii. 143 Anabaptisticafl or Swenckfeldian.
like enthysiasmes. 1677 (iiLPiN Damonol. (1867) 166 The
Swinkfieldtans assumed the title of ' the Confessors of the

Glory of Christ '. 1796 MORSE Ai'ier. Geog. I. 289 A few of
the German inhabitants. .styled Swinscildians [sic\.

Swenkt,///.a. Error for swinkt : see SWINKED.
1837 CARI.VLE Fr. Rev. \\. iv. vi, The swenkt grinders in

this Treadmill of an Earth have ground out another Day.

Sweoke, Sweor : see SWIKE, SWIRE.

Sweot, variant of SWOTE Obs., sweat.

t Swepe, sb.l Obs. Forms : I swipu, swipe
(suib-,swiop-,suiop-, sweop-, suyppu, swypu),
3-4 swepe, (3 swupe, 4 suepe, 5 swip). [OE.
swipu str. fern., swipe wk. fern., corresp. to ON.

svipa str. fern., whip, f. weak grade of Teut. swaip- :

sweip- : swip- : see SWOPE v.1 and cf. SWAIP,

SWAPE.] A scourge, whip.
a 700 Kpinal Gloss. 641 Mastigia^ suipan [A'ryW/suibae].
975 Rihw. tiotf. John ii. 15 Cum fectsset giiasiflagellum

de funicitlis, inidSy giworhte sweice swiopa [Ags. Gosf.

swipe] of rapun. a sooo Sul. ^ Sat. 121 (Gr.) Swiflmode

sweopan. 11175 Coif. Horn. 231 Mid gode repples
and

stiarne swepen. Ibid. 239 pe wereRede gastes be nine uni-

rcdlicc uno!erfange5 min stiarne swupen. <:ioo CUMIN

15565 Crist bimm wrohhte an swepe ftair .. & draf hemm
alle samenn ut. a 1300 Cursor Kt. 19355 For ban wit suepes
bai bam suang, And scurged sare, bat let bam gang, c 1460

Towneley Myst. x.\iii. 470 Bio and blody thus am I bett,

Swongen with swepys and alle to.swett.

t Swepe, *&'* Obs. [Obscure ; possibly an

early instance of SWEEP sb. in fig. sense.] ? Scope,

significance (of a dream).
c 1150 Gen. >t Ex. 2086 ' Me wore leuere ', quad Joseph,

' Of eddi dremes recheil swep.' Ibid. 2112. a 1400-50 ly'ars

Alex. 248 For pai can swyth of a sweuyn all be swepe telle.

t Swepe, v. Obs. Also 8 Sc. sweap. [?f. SWEPE
.t/).

1 or adT ON. svipa to whip. Cf. SWIP v.'] trans.

To scourge. Also f Swepinit vif. si.

a
13

swep:
am I _- - ,

S-mipper, Sweaf, Scot.,..A&\\!\mg to scourge.

Sweper, -ir.etc., obs. ff. SWIPPEB.

Swept (swept), ppl- a. [pa. pple. of SWEEP v.}

In senses of the verb. Also with advs., as swepl-

out, -up. Freq. as the second element of com-

pounds, as air-, breeze-, bullet-, wind-swept.
1551 HULOET, Swept howse, tersa domtts. 1707 MORTIMER

Husk. (1721) I. 346 Then he fills up the said swept place

with Malt cast into a round from the sides. 1851 DICKENS
Itleak Ho. v, Groping among the swept-out rubbish for pins

' and other refuse. 1893 G. D. LESLIE Lett. Marco i. 6 Piles

j

ofswept-up leaves. 1895 M. HEWLETT Earth-work Tuscany
12 Gas-lamps in swept streets flickered dirty yellow in the

garish light. 1903 Daily Chron. 8 May 7/3 A sword with

a '

swept
'

hilt of large proportions.

Swepyll, Swepyr : see SWIPPLE, SWIPPEB.

Swer, obs. form of SUKE, SWEAB.

Swerd, obs. form of SWARD, SWAKT, SWORD.

Swer(e : see SWEAR, SWEER, SWIRE.

i Swerel, obs. form of SQUIRREL.
a 1430 Sev, Sages (Cott. Galba) 3104 He gert it dub . .

With swerel tailes ful blak also.

Swerf, -fe, -ff, obs. forms of SWARF sb.\ and v.

Swerill, north, dial, form of SQUIRREL.

I Swerk, v. Obs. In I sweorcan (see etym.),

3 swairken, pa. 1. pi. swurken. [OE. sweorcan,

pa.t. swearc, 'swurcon, pa.pple. -sworcca = OS.

swerkan to becomesad, pa.pple. gisworkan clouded,

darkened (lit. and fig.), LG. in pa. pple. sworken

and besworken, -ed clouded, OHG. swercan to

become dark or gloomy (lit. and fig.), f. Teut.

root swerk- (: swark-, swurk-}, whence also OE.

gesweorc cloud, swearcian to be darkened, OS.

giswerk darkness, (M)LG. swerk, swark dark

clouds, sorrow, grief, MDu. gheswerc, swerc (Du.

zwerk) clouds, cloudy sky, OHG. giswerc, kisworc

dark clouds, and OE. dswarcan, 'tabcscere',

dsweorcan 'elanguere', dswarcod 'reveritus'; ul-

terior connexions undetermined.] intr. To be or

become dark; in OE. often, to become gloomy,

troubled, or sad.

Beonmlf'1737 (Gr.) Ne him inwitsorh on sefan sweorceS.

a looo Andreas 372 (Gr.) Wcdereandel swearc, windas

SWERVE.
weoxon. a tooo fioelk. Hfetr. iii 2, & hu grundleasiim
scaAc swinced bat &weorcende niod. i 1*05 LAY. n
Swurken vmi.i suiillcn hwcoile wcolcnen. /<*/./. 2*030
Penne swelled b*; niicic, pentic i>wa:rkeu ba \oen.

Swerle, ol>-. iunn ui >wnti..

tSwe-rmer. Mi. [ad. emly inud.G. uhwermer
(mod. schwarmer), a favourile word of l.iithcr's,

csp. for the Anabaptists, f. schwermtn, ulnvarmcn
lo swarm, rove, not, rave (see SWARM s6.\] A
sectarian, fanatic. Hence f Swerme-rian in the
same sense.

1585-7 T. ROGERS jf> Art. xxiii. (1625) 137 The Ana.
baplisticall Sweriners. Ibid, xxvii. 169 Some vtterly deny
that Infants, .are to be baptized ; so. .doe the Swermcrians
(a sect among the said Anabaptists).

Swert, obs. form of SWAUT.

Swerte, obs. form of SUREIT.

Swerve (swajv),^. AlsoSswarve.
[f. next.]

An act of swerving, turning aside, or deviating
fiuin a course; in Cricket and Jjasthall : tee

SWERVE v. 7 b.

1741 Comf>l. Fatn.-Piece n. i. 310 If there be no such

Swarve, ..then that Dog that U nearest the Deer when he
swarves. .wins the Match. 1840 E. E. NAPIER Scenes <V

Sports Far. Lands 1. i. 13, I missed him with my first

barrel, but from the swerve he gave after my second

attempt..! was aware he was hit. 1857 DICKF.NS Dorrit
n. xix, Every swerve of the carriage and every cry of the

postilion. 1865 A. L. GOUDON foetus, Yit. intake iv, On !

on ! to the cannon's mouth they siride, With never a swerve

nor a shy. 1901 ll'es.'m. Caz. 16 Aug. 8/2 Hirst.. has a

peculiar 'knack'. .of making the ball swerve in the air...

Yesterday the
' swerve

' showed itself.

Jig. 1871 DORA GREENWELL Colloqvia Crucis iii. 63 A
warp and swerve in nature that seems to demand a mighty
work of restoration.

Swerve (SWMV), v. Forms: o. 3-4 pa. /.

swarf, 4- swerve, (6 St. suirve, suerwe,/n.///<t.

swarven) ; ft. 5- (now dial.} swarve (6 swarfe,

Se. suarve, 7 swanr). [Com. Tent, (orig.) str. vb.

with a variety of meanings: ME. swerve, pa. t.

swarf to turn aside, repr. OE. sweorfan, pa. t.

swear/, pa. pple. sworfen to file, scour, = OFris.

swerva to creep, (WFris. swtrv (j]e, pa. t. svrurf,

pa. pple. swtirven to wander, hurry away, NFris.

swarwi},OS. "swertan to wipe, only inpa.t.jiwor/;
MDn. swerven (Du. ywerveit} to rove, stray, LG.
swarven to swerve, stray, riot, OHG. swerkan

(MHG. swerben) to wipe, to move quickly back-

wards and forwards, whirl or twirl round (mod.G.
has a derivative form schwirbeln}, ON. sverfa,

pa. t. svarf, sviirfum, pa. pple. sorfinn to file,

(Norw. swerva to whirl, swiil), Goih. -swalrban

in afsiualrban, biswalrban to wipe (away).
The original sense of the radical may be that of agitated,

irregular, or deflected movement; cf. SWARM sb., etym. The
sense of filing did not survive the OE. period, but is pre-

served in the derivative sb. SWARF st.'
1

'i he si;dden emer-

gence of the sense of ' turn aside
'

in ME. is remarkable ;

the presumption is that it existed in OE., since there is no

known foreign source to account for it.]

1 1. intr. To depart ; to make off. Obs. rare.

a 1115 Leg. Kath. 2181 Heo swarf to Criste upon
be bieo

& twentuoe dei of Nouembres monec\ c 1400 Drstr. 'J ray

2358, I ..swaruyt out swiftly, might no swayne folo.

2. To turn aside, deviate in movement from the

straight or direct course.

In early use, of a glancing blow or weapon.
a. 1330 Arth. If Merl. 9359 (Kolbing) pe dint swarf &

flei fort.!, c 1380 Sir Ftrunil. 743 fat swerd oil ys 55 de

swarf. 1390 GOWF.R Con/. HI. 7 Asadrunkeman I swerve.

,.... ..I. 92 Kiht so was This erthe set. .That it may
swerve to no side. 1541 CorLAND Gvydon's Quest. Cyturg.

L iii, Ye ought to haue a quyll w 1 a hole in the syde wher

with the other >yde of the lyppe shal be sieved, Lycause it

shall nat swerue. 1641 FULLER Holy f, Prcf. St. v. xix. 436

As if Nature on set purpose mistook her mark, and made

her hand to swerve. 1784 COWPER Task i. 161 His lab ring

team, that swerv'd not from the track. 1816 SCOTT Old

Mart, iii, The animal swerved at the moment his master

fired. 1854 R. S. SURI EES 1/aadley Cr. xxxii.Nothing looks

so pusillanimous as to see a chap ride bang at a fence as

though he would eat it, and then swerve off for a gate or

a gap. 1864 G. A. LAWRENCE Maurice Dering II..19 The

bullet did not swerve from its mark one hair s-breadth. 1901

[see SWERVE so.].

/3. c 1400 Destr. Troy 57^5 Swordis, with swapping,

swaruyt on helmes. c 1450 Merlin xx. 34' Vef the swerde

hadde not swarued, maymed hadde he ben for euo'- '5o

1'ilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 166 Yf it I. the tall] be cast

vp crokedly, it swaructh & falleth on that one syde or on >'

other 1553 BRENDE Q. Curtiu* Bv, With hys sword

drawen |he] ran at hys sonne,who byswaryingwithhysbody,
avoyded the stroke. 1557 EDGIWORTH Serm Rtpert. A HJ,

In Croked thinges the midle swarueth from the
extremity

1590 SPENSER E Q. I. x. , Vp to heauen.
Jier

stedfast

eyes were bent, ne swarued other way. '59 BARCKLK^

Felic. Af,m 173 The beasts that drew Danus wagon haumg
no man togouerne them, were swarued out of the highway.

1607 MARKHAM Carol, n. xxiii. (1617)248 The very center of

the ring, from which your eye in running must not swarue.

1615 N. CARPENTER Gtogr. Deli*, i. x. (1635) ?

Sunne neuer swaruing from his Eclipticke, hath his cour*

equally diuidcd by the Horizon. 1741 (see SWEVI so.).

1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xxiv. The horse swarved round.

b. To turn in a specified direction ;
to be de-

flected (statically).
ciooo SHAKS. Sonn. Ixxxvii, And so my patient bck

againe is sweruing. 1607 MARKHAM Caval. vil. xlii. 6

Waights of such sufficient poise as may either ilrawe tl
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cause of the destruction of many giitlesse pers

/\Ug. 390 I 1 lie FUM) swcues lu me icn.

t c. trans. To deviate from (a path). Obs. rare.

a 1513 FABVAN Chron. vil. 627\Vhen the duke had wyttyngc
of the Kynges great power, he swaruyd the way from the

Kynges hoost and toke the way towarde London. 1587

TURBERV. Trag. Tales (1837) 140 It [sc. sin] makes him

passe beyond the boundes of kynde, And swerve the trade

where truth and vertues lay.

3. iatr. To turn away or be deflected from a

(right) course of action, a line of conduct, an

opinion, etc. ; f waver, vacillate.

a 1400 ? CHAUCER Comtl. to Mortal Foe 29, I preye, as he

that wol nat swerve, That I may fare the better for my
trouthe. <i 1547 SURREY yfinwrfn. 714 Neoptolem is swarved

out of kinde. 1557 Toilets Misc. (Arb.) 176 Since so vn-

tne patn ana win not swerve. 1047 r-MEKsorc ncpr. ineit,

Sweilentorg Wks. (Bohn) I. 334 With a tenacity that never

swerved.. he adheres to this brave choice. 1873 DIXON
Two Queens xn. ii. II. 293 She argued with him, but he

would not swerve a jot. 1884 L. J. JENNINGS Crater Papers
I. x. 278 Mr. Croker. .never swerved in his support of every
well-directed measure for Catholic relief.

b. Const, from.
a.. 1390 GOWKR Con/. I. 240 So that I mihte . . Fro suche

that mi ladi serve Hire herte make forto swerve. Ibid. II.

42 And yit therfro mai noman swerve, That he ne mot his

lawe obeie. 1535 JOVK Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 30 He wold .,

neuer haue had so farre swaruen from his principal, as [etc.].

Apostolike. 1000 3HAIO. I r. q Lr. in. n. 1^1 it l De talse,
or swerue a haire from truth. 1626 MIDDI.ETON Women
Beware Women v. i. 163 This swerves a little from the

argument. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. n. i. i. 3. 206 The . .

converting of Christendom to that ancient and Apostolick
purity.. from which ihey have so long time swerved. 1756
C. LUCAS Ess. Waters \. Pref., It will to some appear most..

inipudenttoattempt toswervefromthespelliiig receivedand
established. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Con/. Drunkard, What
hinders in your instance that you do not return to those
habits from which you would induce others never to swerve ?

1868 E. EDWARDS Ralegh I. xxvii. 683 From the resolute
vindication of the Guiana enterprise itself Sir Walter never
really swerved. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. \x. 10. 710 The
wealth around him never made Walpole swerve from a rigid
economy.
B. a 1513 FABVAN Ckron. vn. 510 If he or y kynge of

Nauerne wolde swaiue from any poynt or artycle of the
sayd former agrement. 1511 in Bradskina's St. Werburgc
(1887) 202 Thys soule..from vertue neuer swarued [rime
preseruedj. 1535 COVEKDALE Ps. cxviii[i]. \ 10 Yet swarue not
1 from thy commaundementes. 1581 STANYHURST JEneis
To Rdr. (Arb.) 1 1 As what shal seeme too swarue from theyre
maximes, they wyl not stick too skore vp for errours. 1611
Bible i Tim. i. 6 From which [sc. charity] some hauint;
swarued, haue turned aside ynto vaine iangling. a 1631 T.
TAYLOR Gad's Juttgem. I. n. vii.(i642) 177 Astyages . .so much
swarved from humanity, that he gave in strict charge that
liis own daughter's sonne. .should be made away. 1642
CHAS. I Answ. Dtclar. Lds. ,y Comm. 19 May 6 We have
not at all swarved or departed from Our Resolution. 1684
BUMYAN Pilgr. n. 20 Let him never suffer me To swarve or
turn aside From his free grace.

t (/>'). To forsake, desert, be disloyal to (a
person) ; also, to differ from, be discrepant from.
a 1400 ? CHAUCER Compl. to Lode-sterrt 40 My herte an-1

body, shal I never swerve From you. ? 1366 R. W[ITC) Ta
tlie vncanstant E. T. xxvi, Frequent not Womens company ]but see them from them swarue. 1579 LVLV Euplmes (Arb I i

191 That thynature should not swerue from thy name 1584
B. R. tr. Herodotus i. 55 b, From whom the Caryans the.n-
selues doe greatly dissent and swa.ue in opinion. .500SPENSER /?. Q.,,. x. 55 The Captaines on her side, Corrupted
by Pauhnus, from her sweru'd. 1607 TorSEU. l-ou,:f.
Btat/s Ep . DeJ. A vj, In the names of the Beasts and liie
Physicke I have not swarued from him at all. a 1656USSHER Power Princes I. (,683) 3 Neither doth St Peter
any whit swerve from his beloved brother Pa,,].

C. Const, to, towards, t occas. on.
c 1550 R. BIESTON Buyte Fortune B ij b, By arrogance

OUltiageous thy lounge on vaunting swerueth io TNORTON NoweFs Catech.^ Oursoules are sayd to be defiledwith adultene, when they swarue [or,.,. diflectunf.|
fromGod to idolatrie and superstition, a MSiSlDNEY /'i Jvxxvin Who be swarved To ill, both they and theirs ,la iwrack. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. l.vxxv, My pa"sion hat

iVST*Lnwot &Tkness- "" J SfcSS
Kef. C/i. Eng. II. 485 Charles. .was never in daneer of
swemng toward either Romanism on the one hand r

td. Without constr. : To deviate from the right :

5 Vog ast "ay' esP' m rally; to transgress.

'

-
l
e
\7;,g?

back " what one has said. Obs.

<Xlti^LH
'^Hfd v7i & JKfiT^folkis first sayd, but nowe'swa'fe

^ thEmperouns

. 1540
BALE Myst. Iiiif. 29 Bynde vp her head for swcruynge
lappe vp her bodye warme for surfetynge. 1561 NORTON
& SACKV. Gorboduc ,. u. 20 Their vnworthy life,, .their law-

\
K-sse swaruynge out of kinde. 1561 DAUS tr. Bitlliiigcr an

\
Afoc. (1573) 125 b, Corrupt doctrine and swaruyng from the
fayth. 1594 HOOKKR Eat. Pol. i. iii. g , That which
Angels doe cleerly behold, and without any swaruine
obserue, is a Law celesliall and heauenly. 1607 llni, nv
ll-'it. I. 151 The swaruing and straying from the will of

t4. To give way; to sway, totter; fg. toshri .k

front action. Obs.

1573 Stitir. Poems Reform, xxxix. 158 The Sudaartis

swar", and said thay wald not sa, . a ,586 SIDNEY Arcadia

in xvv (.9,2) 502 My Muse hath swarved, 1- rom such deepe

plaint as should such woes descrie. 1590 SPENSER f. Q.

tt. iii. 42 With that she swaruing backe, Her lauel.n bright

Against him bent. 1596 UKAYTON Ltfauli iv. 276 With

faintness slice began to reele, Shewing her selfe a little as

sheeswarv'd. 1611 SCEED ///V/. G/. iV;V. ix.xx.6i I IS so I Gocl l6c,7 MARKHAM Caval. n. (1617') 199" Making a"nor"e
round and quicke dealing with the tarles complices..,

j

doe them iust and strongly without either reeling or swaru
startled his shallow., inuentions, and made their whole

infr l6sj H ALES Cold. Rem. (1673) 53 Our Sermon*
hn ke to swarue and splinter. 1649 MILTON 1 f/tttfc' oj \ .,,k;^u >Via ^ ,!. n>i . r. nt >k^ i

%

v, .,_....

A7 4 Another sort.. begin to swerve and almost shiver

at the majesty.. of som noble deed, as if they were newly

enter'd into a great sin. 1650 W. D. tr. Coiiunms Gate l.at.

Unl 538 Beginning to totter and reel (swerve and lean to

a side) it [sc. a house] must needs be shored up with some

arch. 1667 MILTON P. L. VI. 386 The battel swerv d.With

many an inrode gor'd. 1818 SHELLEY Etigantan Hills 41

Every little living nerve That from bitter words did swerve

Round the tortured lips and brow.

6. To rove, stray. Also/^. to digress.

1543 BECON New Year's Gift Wks. 1564 I. 175 b,. .. Al

an^swarued and clene gone out'of the way. 1648 HEHRICK

Hester., Client of Cufid 10, I [sc. Cupid] a Boy am, who By
Moonlesse nights have swerved. 1655 in Hartllb Kef. Com-

monw. Bees 9 In case that upon the neglect any l.e swarved

forth, and settled unto some tree. 1658 A. Fox Wiirtz'

Surg. II. vi. 61 Now it is time to come to the Wound itself,

..hitherto I swarved round about. 1698 A. BRAND Emb.

Musccny to China in He had swarved about the Desart

for three days. 1745 Gleditsch's Tcutsch- Engl. Lex. s.v.

Sc/twarmen, He swerves about by night.

1 6. = SWARM v.%, SWARVK v.2 Obs.

1606 DRAYTON Odes (1619) Skeltoniad 29 Parnassus is not

dome By euery such Mome; Vp whose steep side who
swerues, It behoues t' haue strong Nerues. 169* DRYDEN

Amaryllis 24 Nimbly up, from bough to bough I swerv'd.

1607 jQLiteid n. 606 Some mount the scaling Ladders ;

some more bold, Swerve upwards, and by Posts and Pillars

hold.

7. trans. To cause to turn aside or deviate (lit.

and^/z^.).

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 54 Bot he his yhe awey ne swerveth
Fro hire. laid. III. 25. l5gl LBLAND /tin. (1769) V. 73
He hath suarvid his Course a good But Shotte of. 1:1590

J. STEWART Poems (S.T.S.) II. 204/6 That schrink of sorrow
nether suerwe nor smart The Interpryse of thy magnanime
hart. 1615 BRATHWAIT Strappado (1878) 10 How manie
haue wee in this error swerud Who in themselues haue

iustly wel deserud. 1617 SWETNAM Sch. Set. Defence 142
The defence of this guard., is to swerue his vper-nand, this

way, or that way. 1629 SIR W. MURE Sonn. ix. 2 A con-
stant course, .each creature keeps, Not swarving from thine

ordinance their ends. 1659 GAUDEN Tears Cn. iv. xi. 460
Those Scotish motions and pretentions .. swerved them.,
from the former good constitution of the Church of England.
1713 DK. WHARTON Tnie Briton No. 9. I. 77 To swerve
them from that Allegiance. 1801 ELIZ. HEI.ME St. Marg.
Cave 1 1. 263 Your son has received my decided opinion, and
from which nothing shall swerve me. 1816 SCOTT A ntiq.

viii, Swerve the yard a bit Now there ! there she sits safe
on dry land. 1878 PROCTOR Pleas, ll'ays Sci. iii. (1879) D9
We determine Jupiter's mass.. by noting how he swerves
his moons at their respective (estimated) distances. 1897
FLORA A. STEEL On Face of Waters i. vi. 74 Swerving his

bullock to give them room.

b. Cricket and Baseball. To cause a ball to

deflect by imparting a spinning motion to it as it

leaves the bowler or pitcher.
1906 N. ft Q. loth Ser. V. 426/1 The word '

swerve
'

has
been used in cricket for the last two seasons, as applied to
the bowling of B. J. T. Bosanquet. .. He intentionally im-
parts a direction to the ball in its flight through the air
before it touches ground. 1911 P. F. WARNER Cricket 29
Such a [bowler] as Hirst, \vlio swerves from the off at a
fast pace. [Cf. SWKRVE so., quot. 1901.]

Swerve, variant of S\v.\IIVE z>.l

1764 Museum Rust. II. xxxi. 103 (Sussex) The tides brought
up the mud with them, and swerved to the depth, at some
places, of MX or eight feet. 1790 E. HASTED Hist. Kent
III. 442 The river Limene's cuurse hither by that means
swerved up, and directed wholly into another channel.

Swerve, dial. var. SWARF v., to swoon.
Swerveless (swSMvli-s), a.

[f. SWERVE v. +

-LESS.] Unswerving; also, that may not be
swerved from.

1863 P.S. \VOHSLKY Poems 4- Transl. 5 He. .spake, appeal,
ing to that swervele-s oath. 1869 MRS. WHITNEY Hitherto
xxxiv, His. .spirit looked forth at me from pure, Swerveless
?.y

e
; L

l88" El -'-* w- WILCOJC Poems,
' Let me le,m hard'

111, That swervcless force Which speeds the solar systems
on their course.

Swerver (swauvai). Also 6-7 swarver. [f.SWEUVE v. -f -ER!.] ta. One who swerves from
the right path, a transgressor, b. A person or
animal that swerves; in Cricket and Baseball, a
player or a ball that swerves.
1598 FLORIO, freuaricalore, . . a swaruer from Iruth Ibid

Irasgressore, an offender.. a trespasser, a swaruer. 1611'SHAKS Wmt. f. n. i. 93 Shee's A Bed-s aruer. 1891 Field
20 Feb. 244/1 A well-known mare swerved at a fence The
rider of the swerver got a shaking fall. ,901 Sat. 'Re;'.
$ July 12/2 One good ball, a 'suervtr

'

that comes in a lotrom the off. ,91, P. F. WARNKR Crick* 55 It is impossibleto go in first and not meet with a 'swerver'- for every
county team possesses one.

Swerving (sws-Jvin), vtl. sb. [f. SWERVE v
+ -ING l] The action of the vb. SWERVE

; devia-
tion

; departurefrom a norm, a prescribed or right
course, etc.

; t error, transgression.

thing bee misconstured) may bee the

n
which the swarvings of that Church are necessarily to be
taxt by us. a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1662) n. 120 The
Swervings and Aberrations of men. 1842 MANNING Serm

\ (1848) 1. 55 The holiest will . . is clogged and checked by the
swerving and burden of the flesh. 1859 TKNNVSON Geraint
4- Enid 1355 At a sudden swerving of the road. 1883 S.if
Km. 27 Oct. 537/2 It seems that Bendigo, after swerving
had dashed up close to the roils and won by a neck.

SweTving, ppl.a. [f. SWERVE v. + -ING
2.]

That swerves ; deviating ; making a swerve
;

di-

verted from the straight or right path ; terraneous
'534 WHITINTON Tttl/yes Offices n. (1540) 86 The more

swaruyng [orig. versutior} and craftycr that a man is.

a 1547 SURREY JEneid n. 283 The swarving axe when he
[sc. a bull] shakes from his neck. 1549 LATI.MF.R Ploughers
(Arb.) 19 Not to a swaruinge fayeth, but to a foyeth that
embraceth Christe. a 1638 MEDIC ^$.(1672)581, I dare
not be confident that this Order and Series., is in no part
thereof faulty and swe/ving. 1665 UUNYAN Holy Citie (1669)
50 All swerving and unsound opinions. 1697 DRYUKN /'/;;

Ceorg. n. 453 The swerving Vines on the tall Elms prevail!
1815 SCOTT Dante of Death iii, Where held the cloak 'd

patrol their course, And spnrr'd 'gainst storm the swerving
horse. 1867 W. W. SMYTH Coal 4 Coal.miniiig 77 In con-
sequence of the swerving direction of a great east and west
dislocation. 1808 U'estm. Cat. 21 Oct. 4/3 The swerving
gallop cf the polo-ponies. 1903 Ibid. 18 Aug. 3/1 Hirst pro-
ceeded to bowl us out, or, rather, get us caught, .from that

swerving ball of bis. 1911 P. F. WARNER Cnctttti, I have
selected. .Hirst as the fast 'swerving 'left-hander.

Swesli, Swesher : see SWASH si.?, SWASHER.
Swet^e, obs. IT. Suhi, SUIT, SWEAT, SWEET.
t Sweth. Obs. Misprint for siueth, var. of
CIVET rf.2, chive.

1561 TURNER Herbal\\. Q b, Syues or sweth . . hath the same
propertie that vnyons hath. 1597 GERARDE Herbnh. Ixxxvii.

$ 2. 140. 1611 COTCH. s.v. Brelles.

! Swethe, v. Ols. Also 5 sweethe. [OE.
*swej>tan (in beswcfrian^, related to stuajiian to

SWATHE (q. v.).] trans. To swathe.
c 1440 Pallad. on Htisb. iv. 78" And .swethe a tender vyne

in bondes softe. Ibid. vi. 19 And swethed [v. r. sweethed)
hem to geder se, Lest wyndes rude hem breke & ouerthrowe.

Swethe, obs. form of SWATH.
Swethel, var. SWEDDLE.

Swett(e, obs. ff. SUET, SWEAT, SWEET.
t Swetter, v. Se. Ois. [Variant of SWATTER.]

inlr. To wallow.
1536 LYNDESAY Ausw. ta Kingis f'ljting 58 Wald Cod

the I.ady..Had sene jow thair ly swetterand lyke twa
swyne.

t Swetterly, a<tv. Obs. [f. sweeter, comp. of
SWEET . + -LY 2. Cf. siviflerly.~] More sweetly.
a 1340 HAMPOI F. Psalter xi. 7 Imange all metalles nan is

f>at swetterly chymes pan syluere.

t Sweve, v. Obs. (Also 3 pa.pple. iswauod.)
[Three OE. verbs coalesced under this form: (i)

swefan (pa. t. fvisef, swsefon} str. intr. to sleep ;

(2) (ge}swebban (pa. t. -swefede, pa.pple. swefef)
wk. trans, to put to sleep or to death (cf. SWEB),
corresponding to OS. an-swetian, OHG. int-

swebben (MHO. ent-sweben}, ON. svejja: *sviaf-

jan ! (3) f,esitiefian (pa. t. geswefode, pa. pple.

eswe/od) to put to sleep ; f. swef- : swaf- nvuf-
(cf. ON. sofa, svaf, svofinn to sleep and if/a to put
to death): see SWEVEN.]

I. 1. intr. To sleep, sink to rest, become quiet.
Bemmilf 119 (Gr.) Fand ba 8zr inne a:belinga jedribt

swefan aefter symble. a 1000 Cxdmon's Exod. 36 (Gr.)
Swaefon seledreamas. c 1*05 LAY. 25548 Wederen alre selest,
and ba sse sweuede.

II. 2. trans. To put to sleep (or to death), lull

to rest ; also, to stupefy.
_BccnuulJ'679 (Gr.) Ic hine sweorde swebban nelle. "7*5

474 Se aposlc.
ba dracan xeswefode. 01175 Cott. Horn. 233 He Uisseo
bus mid d^eies [j/V]licht, he sweued hus mid ^iestre nicbl.

c 1205.LAY. 3073 Mid |>a;re wrzofe he wes isweued [later
text igremid] pat he feol iswowen. Ibid. 15706 penne ich

w^s on bedde iswaued.

tSwevel(l. Obs. [For *swtrvel, ad. WJris.

(? Flem.) swervel, f. swervje to rove (see SWERVE\
Cf. SWARMERZ.] (See quots.)
1634 J. B[ATE] Myst. Nat. 76 Swevels are nothing else but

Rockets, having instead of a rod (to ballast them) a liltle

cane bound fast unto them. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury ill.

xvi. (Roxb.) 91/3 A Swevell or Rockett.

Swevell, obs. form of SWIVEL.
Swevea (sweVn), si. Ois. exc. arch. Forms :

i swefen (suoefn, soefn. aweefn), I, 3 swel'n,

(3 suefen, eweoven), 4-5 gwefene, sueven;e,
swevene, (4 squeven, -yn, -in, 4-5 swevon,
5 swevn, swyven, swene, sween, sweine,



SWEVEN.

sweyne), 5-6 swevin, (5 swevyn, 6 Sf. swewyn,
sweving, -yng), 6-8 sweaven, (7 sweeven), 3-
sweven. [OK. swef(e}n str. neut., sleep, dream
- OS. swe&an str. m., ON. svefn str. in. ; OTeut.
*siuefno- : Indo-eur. *sivepno-, f. swep->
The par;ille! fonn.ition.-. 'sit't^tw-, s^wfino-, suftt>- aie

represented outside Teutonic by Skr. srj.i^tms, Gr. iin-t-ov,

L. sontnus t
Ann. k/iutt, Olr. fa//, \V. //, OSI. JK,

Lith. saunas; and, with secondary suffix, Skr. svdpn(i)yain t

Gr. fi-un-ctoi', L. somniuiii, OSI. snntje. From Indo-eur.
j7w<y*- :s;vo/>- -.swiip- are derived also Skr. wapiti to --lecp,
L. jc/crsleep, OE..vrt't;/a 7 IseeSwEVE), OSI. sufati to sleep.]

1. A dream, vision.

^897 jELFxeu Gregory's Pas!. C. xvi. 101 For ftajrc

^csihoe Se he on 'da; in swefne vseah. ^950 I.iitdisf, Gosfl.
Matt. i. 20 In soinnis, in suoefnum zW in olepe. a xooo
Csednton's Dan. 496 (Gr.J Him wear3 on sl;cpe swcfcn
Kiywed. ciaoS I-AV. 25552 Alse J>e king slepte, A sweuen
him imetle, Feorlic wes h^t sweouen. a 12*5 Ancr. A*. 268
Hit brings

1

) to nout alle pes deortes wieles . . as lease

swefnes, false scheauwinges. c 1150 Gen. .V Ex. 224 God
dede Sat he on sweuene cam, And in Sat sweuene he let

him sen Mikd Sat after sulde ben. < 1305 St. Keuelm 1.47

in E. E. P. (1862) 51 Pi* sueuene bicom sob ynouv 1:1386
CHAUCKK Nun's Pr. T, 101 Alias and konne ye been agast
of sweuenys No thyng god woot, but vanitee in sweuene is.

c 14*0 Chron. Vilwi. 1668 A merueylle swene he dude bo
mete. 1421 YONGE tr. Secrtta Secret. 199 Manages . .

bcleuyd swenys and sorsrie. 11450 Le Morte Arth. 3226
In strong sweyneys I haue bene stad. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur \. xiii. 53 Alle that herd of the sweuen said it was
a token of grete batayll. 'i a 1500 Chester /'/., Balaam 383
Then shold our childre prophetic, ould men meet swevens
[v.r. sweens] wytterly. 1513 DOUGLAS sEntis n. xii. 64 The
figour fled as lycht wynd, or son beyme, Or mast liklie a
waverand sweving [v.r. sweuin] or dreyme. 1570 Pride
fy Loivl. (1841) 65, I looked all my chamber roundabout,
And called to remembraunce all my sweven, 1594
Zepheria iii, I as out of sweauen, My selfe gan rowse, like

one from sleepe awaked, a 1643 \V. CARTWKIGHT Ordinary
n. ii. (1651' 26 Dan Cupido Sure snnt thylke sweven to mine
head, a 1650 St. A Idringa 77 in Hales & Furniv. Percy J-'olw

1. 169, I had thought sweuens had neuer been true, a 1650
Robin l/ooitff Guy o/Gisborne iv.Sweauens are swift, master
,.As the wind that blowes ore a hill, a 1832 MOTHKKWELL
Poemst

Sabbath Sum/tiff Noon xx, Fast fade the cares of
life's dul! sweven. 1840 KINGSLEY Weird Lady Poems
(1892) 211 Mary Mother she stooped from heaven; She
wakened Earl Harold out of his sweven.

f2. Sleep. Obs. rare.

aiooo Cxdmoiis Gen. 720 (Gr.) Hit waes dea5es swefn..
menniscra rnorS.

c 1645 Enquiry ^
&c. in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) V. 503 If they

[sc. swallows] should have no occasion for breath, while they
lie in their sweeven, or winter-sleep. [Cf. SWEVET, quot. 1623.]

t Sweven, v. Obs. [OE. swefnian trans, to

appear to in a dream, intr. to dream, f. swefn : see

prec.] intr. To dream.
c 1000 Sax. Leeckd. III. 212 if Su swefnast 3e tweje

monan geseon. i38a WYCLIP /set, xxix. 8 As sweueneth tlie

hungrende, and eteth, whan forsothe he were wakid, voide
is hissoule. 14.. LangL P. PI. Prol. 10 (MS. Univ. Coll.
e. 45), I slombride on a slepynge & sweuenyd so myrie,
pan gan y to mete a merueylous sweuene. 1531 Chaucer's
Wks.) Tnylits in. 1190 If ye be wyse Sweueneth [AfSS.
swoimeth, etc.] not nowe, leste more folke aryse.

Hence f Swe'vener (also 6 Sc, suengour, gwe-
vyngeour), a dreamer.

1382 WYCLIF Jer. xxvii. 9 ^oure profetus, and deuynoures,
and sweueneres. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vui. Prol. 171
Suen^ouris [v.r. swevyngeouris] that slummeris nocht weil.

tSwevening, vbl. st>. Obs. Forms: 3-4
swevening, (4 suev-, 4-5 -yng), 4-5 swefnyng(e.
[f.

SWEVEN v. + -ING 1
.] Dreaming; a dream.

c 1*75 LAY. 19701 He.. com to ban kinge bar he lay a
sweuekinge {read sweveninge]. a 1300 Cursor M, 4513
(Cott.) Pharaon be king Sagh in slepe suilk a sueuening.
a 1300 St. Kenelm 116 in E. E. P. (1862) 50 A sweueninge
bat be child mette. 1aiy66 CHAUCER Rout. Rose i Many
men sayn bat in sweueninges Ther nys but fables & lesynges.
? a 1400 Morte Arth. 759 With be swoghe of be see in

swefnynge he felle. c 1400 ^^AUNDEV. (Roxb.) vii. 27 J>e
seuen deed qwhete eres, whilk kyng Pharao sawe in

swefnyng. 1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. clxxiv, Though that my
spirit \exit was tofore In sueuenyng, alssone as euer I woke,
By twentyHold It was In trouble more.

So fSwe'vening (6 Sc. sweyning) ppl. a.,

dreaming.
1570 Satir. Poems Reform, x. 12 Dame Dreming, all clad

in blak Sabill, With Sweyning Nymphis in cullouris

variabjlL

t Swevet. Obs. Forms : i swefet, sweofot,
3 swevet, sweovet, 7 swivet. [OE. swefet

nveofotj f. swcf- (see SWEVEN).] Sleep, slumber.

Be0witlfi$Bi (Gr.) He HroSgares heord^eneatas sloh on
sweofote. ciioo Trin. Coll. Horn. 77 (>at we don alse ^iug
dob be haueS lein on swe[ue]te, forquichieth ban here time
cumed. c 1*05 LAY. 17773 pe king hui on sweuete. a 1225

Leg. Katk. 1427 Ha slepten swoteliche a sweouete.

1623 C. BUTLER Fein. Man. iii. (ed. 2) Giij, If there

happen a milde and warme houre, they [sc. bees] presently
perteiuing it, awake out of their swiuet. [Cf. SWEVEN sb. 2,

quot. c 1645.}

fSwevian, a. and sb. Obs. [f. med.L. Suevus,
used erron. for Suecus or Suedus SWEDE + -IAN.] a.

adj. Swedish, b. sb. A Swede.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. <V Cotnmonw. (1603) 129 The

Sweuian horsemen are deuided into thirteene companies:
Sweueland and Gothland mainetaine eleuen, and Finland
two. Ibid. 130 In warring with the Muscouite the Sweuian
hath the most aduantage.

fSwe-vical, a. Obs, [f. mod.L. Sittvitus, f.

323

Suivia Swabia or Survus Swabian : sec -1C and -AL.]= SwABIAN a.

1560 DAUS ir. SttMiii,-'* Comin. 312!), The Emucroure
Maximilian, by the aid of the Swcuical league,, .made warre
with the Swisses.

8wevil(l, -vyl(l, -wyl, obs. or dial. ff. SWIVLL.
Swewyt, obs. Sc. pa. t. of SWIVE.
t Swey, v. Obs. [OE. sweym to make a noise,

sound, move with a noise : *nuogjan (cf. Goth.

gaswogian, nfswogjan to siyh), cogn. w. iwh,
earlier swoe& sound, noise - ON. strgr : 'swigiz,
f. swog-, root of OE. sivifgan : see SOUGH v. 1

The form swey in quot. 13 .. is either an abnormal
str. pa. t. or repr. OE. stvJof, pa. t. of swtlfaii.]
inlr. To sound, make a sound, resound. Hence
tSweying vbl.sb., noise; ppl. a., resounding.
ciooo jtLFKic in Ags. Horn. (Annum) 56 Swa (>a;t heora

bodu.ige swes swegde seond call, c icxw llom. (Tli.) 1.

104 pa;3 FiEder stemn of baofenua hlude swejde, jus
cweflende. 01140 Ureitun in O. E. Horn. \. 193 Murie
dreameo engles biuoren \>ln onsene, Pleieft, & sweie8, &
smgeo bitvveonen. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 429 pe soun of
oure souerayn ben swey in his ere. 14.. Lnitrl. 1'. PI.
Prol. (ed. Wright) 10 As I lay and lenede, And loked on the
watres, I slombred into a slepyng, It sweyed \v. rr. swi^ede,
swyed, sownede, sn-eyued) so merrily, a 1400-50 Wars Alex.
SOigWithaswejand swoje bisswareschohim)eldi<i. 1440
York Mj'st. xxx. 371 Crye pece in this prcse, . . Bidde them
swage of ber sweying.

Swey : see SWAY si. and v.

Sweymows, obs. form of SIJUEAMOUS.
Sweyn, sweyne, obi. ff. SWAIN, SWINE.
t Sweynt,///.a. Obs. [pa. pple. ofSwENCHuz/.]

Wearied, tired, inactive.

1584 CHAUCER //. fame m. 693 Ve be like the sweynte
|

{Fair/, swytu, late versions slepy) Catte That wolde haue
fyssh ; but, woste what ? He wolde no thinge wete his clowys.
Sweype, Sweyr, Sweyre, Sweytf e, Swey-

thyli, Swferane, Swhyve: see SWAIP Obs.,
SWEEB a., SWEAK, SWKET, SwiTHLV, SOVEREIGN,
SWIVE.
t Swibber-swill. Obs. rare. (The fust element

is a var. of or error for slibber in SUBBEH-SAUCE.)
1546 BALE ist Exam, Anne Askewe 37 God was not wyse

ynough in settynge the order therof [. of the Scriptures],
but they must adde therunto their swybber swylle.

Swlble, obs. form of SWIVEL.
1647-60 HEXHAM, A Swible of yron which turneth round

about. 1714 Land. GO.Z. No. 5218/3 A Gold Chain.., with
4 Steel Swibles. [Cf. sweaple, SWIPI-LE 2.]

Swio, obs. var. SWIKK. Swioe, obs. f. Swiss.

Swieh, var. SWASH sb.- drum; obs. f. SDCH,
SWITCH. Swick, mod. dial. f. SWIKK v.

t Swiokle, sb. Obs. [f. SWIKE sb.* + -LE.] A
loop or noose in a trap. Hence t Swickle v.,

trans, to noose.
i6zx MAKKKAM Hunger's Prevent, vi. 39 At the top you

shall fasten a very strong loope or swickell of aboue an
hundred Horse haires. Ibiti. 41 Theyshall no sooner touch
the Springe.. but they shall presently be taken, and that
member swickled which first toucheth the Springe.

Swidder, var. SWITHEB.

t SwiCi v. Obs. Also 3 swiae, swine. [OE.
swi^an and sivigian, corresp. to OFris. swtgia, OS.

swigSn, MLG., MDu. swlgen (Du. zwijgeit), OIIG.,
MtlG. swigen (G. schweigen) ; ultimately related

to Gr. 01717 silence, aTydv to be silent.] intr. To be
silent. Also in ppl. a. (swiheude), silent.

Beowulf 1699 (Gr.) Da se wisa sprsec sunu Healfdenes
(swisedon ealle). cgoo Bxda's Hist. \\. ix. (1890) 124 He.,
oft longe ana sa;t swi^ende tnude. criaos LAY. 16820 Alle

heo weoren stille & swrjeden mid stjeuen. c izoo Trin.
Colt. Httin. 101 Bitwenen his browenge & his ariste he lai

on his sepulcre & swiede. a 1135 Swihende wike [see

below].

Hence fSwidaj, any of the last three days of

Holy Week; tSwimesse [MASS sliV\, the canon
of the mass, which is said in a low voice (cf. early
mod.G. stillmesse, now low mass) ; t Swiwike

[WEEK sb.}, Holy Week (cf. G. stillwoche).
c 1000 ^LFRIC ffoin. (Th.) I. 218 Circlice beawas forbeodab

to secgenne xnij spel on bam brym swi^.dagum. c 1000 in

Napier Contrib. OE. Lejcicogr. (1906) 60 Se prest stod on

J>a:re swimaesse. Ibid., He waes on bere swfcmesse & georn-
lice baed for bon cincge. c 1300 Trin. Coll. Horn. 101 pe
bre da^e biforen estre cleped swida^es. Ibiti. 97 pe holi

word
be_

ure helende. .seide. .and efter him
p_rest

hem seid

atte swimesse. ai2z$ Ancr. R. 70 Al be swidwike [?swi3-
wike ; v.rr. swihende wike, swiwike] uort non of Ester
etien.

Swier, obs. f. SQUIHE = ESQUIRE.
(11400-50 [see SWIMBLE :.]. 1450 in Catal. Anc. Deeds

IV. 327 Comeng..to excuse hym opon a boke be for John
Hudelston swier.

Swier, Swiete, Swife, swiff: see SWEEB,
SWEET, SWIVE.

t Swift, sb.\ Obs. Nattt. App. = SWIFTER.

Knight Diet. Meek, gives this form with the definitions of

SWIFTER a, b, but they seem to be wrongly inferred from
the entry swift in Smyth's Sailor's Word-bk.

3S-7 Ace. Exch. K. R. 19/31 m. 5 (P. R. O.) In D.
Swiftes emptis in Grosso apud tenne de lohanne dc JCynge-
stone. Ibid,, In ij. petris

cord, de canabo..pro swifftes et

robond inde faciendis.

Swift (swift), sb* [subst. use of SWIFT .]

I. 1. The common newt or eft. Now only dial.

SWIFT.
. A name for several swift-running small lizards
s the N. Amciican fence-lizard, Sctloporus un-

b.

a:

illilalu i .

'53 I
1

'.HAM
Win
B[A

---.
~j .....w u me waer -et. ia [b

fence-lizard s.v. FtscE sb. 1 1 J.

2. A bird of the family Cypstlidx, comprisingnumerous and widely distributed species, out-
wardly resembling swallows (cf. SWALLOW si.l j),
and noted for their swiftness of flight; tip. the
common swift, Cypselus apus, a summer visitant
to the British Isles and Europe generally.
1668 CHAKLETOS Onoinast. 90 Hiruxtlo Afos Major, .the

Hors.e. Marten, or Swift, a 1671 WILLUCHIV Omitn. (1078)
214 Ihe black Martin or Swift, lliriittdo apus 1687 DiY-
UEN Hind ,y P. ill. 547 Some Swifts, the Gyants of the
Swallow kind. 1760 (J. WHITE Htlborni, To t'tnnant
8 Dec., The invariable early relreat of the Hirundo afus,
or swift, so many weeks before its congeners. 1866 DAKWIN
Orig, Spec. vii. (ed. 4) 281 One of Ihe swifts of North
America makes its nest, .of sticks agglutinated with saliva.

1870 NICHOLSON Man. Zool. (1875) 508 In the Swifts. .all
four toes are present, but they are all turned forwards.

b. Name for a breed of domestic pigeons having
some resemblance to swifts. Also swift pigeon.
1879 L. WRIGHT Pigeon Ket/ier 197 Swifts are named

from the great resemblance of their long flights and tails to
the Martin and Swallow tribe of birds. 1881 LVELL Pigtoiit
113 The Swift pigeon, .is of Eastern origin.

t3. A proper name for a swift-running hound.
I6o 2rf Pt. Return fr. Parnass. ll. v. 904 The Buck

broke gallantly : my great Swift being disaduantaged in his
slip was at the first behinde. 1677 COLES, Argus . . swift, a
dogs name, Ulysses's dogs name.
f. Collectors' name for moths of the genus

Hcpialiis or family Hepialiiix, distinguished by
their rapid flight. Also swift moth.
1819 SAMOUELLE Entomol. Comfend. 245 Hepialus Hu-

muliighost.swift). Hep. Mappa (map-winged swift). Hep.
Hectus (golden swift). 1870 Eng. Mech. 21 Jan. 449/3. The
subterranean Caterpillars of the Swift Moths.

II. 5. A light kind of reel, usually of adjustable
diameter, upon which a skein of silk, yarn, etc. is

placed in order to be wound off. See also quot.
1878.
1564 lint, in Noake Worcestershire Relics (1877) 13 In

the weaving shoppe . . ij pare of shuttels a swUte [sit.] and a
knave to the quiltourne. 1795 W. HUTTON Hist. Derly 208
The machine continually turns a round bobbin, or small
block of wood, which draws the thread from the slip, while

expanded upon a swift, suspended on a centre. The
moment the thread breaks, the swift stops. 1805 GODWIN
Fleetwootl xi. The reels, or, as the English manufacturers
call them, swifts, which received the silk, as it was devolved
from certain bobbins [sic]. 1815 J. NICHOLSON Oper.
Mech, 395 Eacli of the skeins is extended upon a slight
reel called a swift . . composed of four small rods, fixed
into an axis, and small bands of string are stretched be-
tween the arms to receive the .skein, ..the bands admit of

sliding to a greater or less distance from the centre, so as to
increase the effective diameter of the reel, according to the
size of the skein. 1876 PKEECE SIVEWRIGHT Telegraphy
176 The galvanized iron wire is placed on a Mmple loose

wheel, or 'swift'. 1878 Cuinbltl. Gloss., Garn winnels,
Swi/ls, a wooden cross from which yarn is wound off. 1884
W. S. B. MCLAREN Spinning (ed. 2) 182 The only objection
to this machine is the danger to the workers, for the swift is

not stopped with each change of wool,

b. A cylinder in a carding-machine.
1853 URE Diet. Arts I. 765 The cards employed for tow

are machines of considerable weight and importance, the
main cylinder, or, as it is sometimes called,

'

swift ', being
fiom 4 to 5 feet diameter. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 659/1
The angle stripper passes the wool from the doffer to the

next cylinder, which is called a '
swift '.

t 6. A rapid current ;
a rapid. Obs. rare,

1661 WALTON Angler xiv. 198 He [se. the Barbel] is able

to live in the strongest swifts of the Water. 171* Land.
<iaz. No. 5026/6 Another we sunk, who in the swift of the

Sea turn'd bottom up.

7. The sail of a windmill, dial.

1763 MILLS Pract. Husb. III. 125 By working the bellows

with swifts like those of a mill. 1796 Lond. Citron. 21 Jan.

72 As a boy was at play near the windmill belonging to

Rye, . . the swifts struck him on the head.

8. Printers' slang. A quick or expeditious type-

setter.

1841 SAVAGE Diet. Print. 229 Compositors who are expe-
ditious workmen are styled Fire Eaters, and also Swifts. 1896

Indianapolis Typogr. Jrnl. 16 Nov. 405 Owing to the linotype

machines, several 'swifts' were thrown out of employment.
III. 9. attrib. and Caib.,ass^i/t-iitenAj.ot adv. ;

swift moth, = 4 ; swift pigeon, = a b ; swift reel,
= 5 ; swift-shrike, a bird of the genus Ocypterus.

1839 BAILEY Feitut 144, I was at home in Heaven : 'Swift-

like I lived above. 1868 Rep. U. S. Commiss. Agric. (1869)

288 The skeins are slipped upon octagonal, wicker
'
'swift

'

reels. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 416/1 The "swift shrikes

{Ocypterus, Cuv.), so named from their very long wings.

Swift, a. (aifv.) Also I, 4-6 BWjrft, I, 3-4

(6 St.) auift, 4-6 swifte, 5-6 swyfte, (4 sweft,

sweyft, squift, Aytnb. Buift, zuyft, 4-5 squyft{,
41- i



SWIFT.

5 suyfte, sqwyft(e, swyfht, 6 swiyft), Sc.

swuft, swofte, suofte, (7 suifte, Anglo-Ir.
shwift. [OK. swift : prehistoric *swtf/- t

repr. Indo-eur. root {swaH)-} sweih-
t
swt/t- : (sw0i/> -),

sweip'j swip- to move in a sweeping manner (see

SWOPK z>. and SWIVE f.) with ppl. suffix -/#-. The
relations of the following phonologically equi-

valent forms to each other and to this word are

not determinable : WFris. swift adj. restless, dis-

turbed, stormy, swift sb. worthless fellow, swindler,

LG. swift small lean person, Sw. dial, svift speedy,
swift (cf. sviftande instantaneous movement).]
1. 'Moving far in a short time* (J.) ; moving,

or capable of moving, with great speed or velocity;

going quickly or at a great rate; rapid, fleet.

t0wut/9s64 (Gr.) Se swifta mearb. c 888 ALFRED Botth.

xxxvi, 3 Ic liaebbe swi&e swifte fe^era, ^act ic maeg fliogan
ofer Jioiie hean hrof |es heofones. c 1*05 LAY. 5902 pa
oSere weoren swifte [c 1275 swihte], heore wepnen weorcn
lihte. Ibid. 26068 Ardur wes swiftre and of-toc >ene
eotend. a 1300 Cursor M. 17288 + 186 (Cott.) Peter & lohne

to-gederran..But lohne was }>e swifter, ta 1366 CHAUCER
Rom, Rose 949 The swiftest of these Arowis fyue. c 1375
Cursor M. 3710 (Fairf.) Goddote Am I uojt so squyft on
fote. 1390 GOWER Con/. I. 119 The grete hert. . Whiche
swifte feet sette upon grounds. Ibid. II. 328 A Swahve
swift of winge. c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 138 The Swallowe
so swyft. 1533 GAU Richt I'ayfo Our bodis sal be na mair

hewy or sweirbot swuft. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist.

Scot. I. pi Swift nes of fute, in quhilke thay walde ouirrin

the swofte.-jt horse. 1618 MILTON Vac. Exerc. 96 Severn

swift, guilty of Maidens death. 1667 /'. L. I. 326 His
swift pursuers. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5) s.v., A Planet is said

to be swift in Motion, when by its own proper Diurnal

Motion, he moves farther than his mean Diurnal Motion.
ft 1700 EVELYN Diary 7 Mar. 1690, A vessell.. built with low
decks, ..and. .so light and swift of sailing, that [etc.]. 1784
COWPEK Task i\\. 325 Delights which who would leave..

For all the savage din of the swift pack, And clamours
of the field ? 1843 JAMES Forest Days iii, They watched
the swift fish darting along the stream. 1859 MRS. STOWK
Uttelt Tom's C. xvii. i6i,I will, .engage him to come behind
on bis swift nag.
in similative andproverbial phrases.
a 1125 Ancr. R. 196 Vre widerwines beoo

1

swifture ben be
emrnes. (.-1386 CHAUCER Prol. 190 Grehoundes he hadde,
as swift as fowel in flight, c 1400 Rom. Rose 5024 Present
tyme abidith nought It is more swift than any thought.
1560 Bible (Geneva) Eccl. ix n The race is not to the swift,
nor the battel to the strong, a 1593 MARLOWE tr. Lncan i.

231 Swifter then bullets throwne from Spanish slinges. 1599
FORTES Angry Worn. Alnngt. (Percy Soc.) 41 A swift horse
will tier, but he that trottes easilie will indure. 1691 PRIOR
Ode Ttitit. Hor. vij Kate has swifte*- Wings than Fear.

b. Of movement, or action regarded as move-
ment : Taking place or executed at high speed ;

rapid, quick.
(11050 WarfertlCs Gregorys Dial. n. vii. 115 He.. mid
swmum [earlier vcnioii_ faerlicum] ryne eft gecyrde. 1398

324 SWIFT-FOOT.

knitting-needles.
2. Coming on, happening, or performed without

delay ; prompt, speedy.
c looo ^LFRIC Horn. I. 618 Se miccla Codes tez is swioe

jehende
and oVarle swyft. 1377 LASCL. /'. PI. B. xi. 370

SuffrauDCl is a souereyne vertue, And a swyfte veniaunce.
1603 SHAKS. Meas.forM. ,v. iii. ,07 Make a swift returne,ror I would commone with you of such things, That want
no care but yours. 1667 MILTON !J L v nw PI ^
Towrs to swift destruction doom'd'. 1697 URYDEN J;"i<i
Hr'ti

=
3.,

A"d ' "he" 'o Morrow's Sun reveals the LichtW,th -
Supplies you shal, be sent away. ,755 W.S?EY

regarded as peculiarly his own.
D. Acting, or disposed to act, without delay

prompt, ready. Usually const, to with inf or sb

lie,,, I
" Let us not bc >w'f' to imagineare never of any service. ,855 KINCSLEY Iftstw

*S
' I

V
ft^nsel

',

M
!

i ift of execution.
"*"

o executon.3. Done or finished within a short time ; passine
'y 1^""

thither? jKui. In all swift hast. 1634 MILTON Counts 114The Starry Quire, Who. . Lead in swift round the Months
'

and Years.
" ~

is Lee. Kath. 2156 pis swifte pine, bet aswikeo se

1590 SHAKS. Midi. N. I. i. M4 Swift, as a shadowe ;

- - "
-----[ Lucma,. .make

fow chiefly /<W.)
1. = SWIFTLY i.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 108 He swenges me h's swete

schipswefte fro be hauen. 1400 Destr. Troy 13299 Full

swift to the swalgh me swinget the flode. <ri43O Chev.

Assigns 113 Thenne an hyndc koine fro be woode rennynge
fulle swyftc. 1596 in Spa/ding Club Misc. I. 85 Thow
rann . .alss swoft, as apperit to him, as ane arrow culd be

schot furth of ane bow. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. ,fr Cr. n. iii. 277

Light Botes may saile swift, though greater bulkes draw

deepe. 1667 MILTON P. I., in. 714 Swift to thir several

Quarters hasted then The cumbrous Elements. 1719 SwlFT

Lett. Irish Coal 23 Oct., The latter [sc. Irish coal] con-

sumed away very swift in a blaze. "1774 GOLDSM. Sura.

Exp. I'hilos. (1776) II. 224 Wood rubbed very swift with a

circular motion takes fire. 1781 CowrER Rttireiil. 435 Then
swift descending with a seaman's haste. x8sa THACKKRAY
Ksitiond i. xiii, A light chaise.. running as swift.. as a Lap-
lander's sledge.

2. = SWIFTLY 2, 3.

t Soft swift :

'

not so fast '; 'don't be too
hasty

'.

tri37S Cursor M. 341 (Fairf.) Al his comandement was
done Squyfter [Cott. suiftlikerj pan any eye may wynke.
1596 SHAKS. Merck. I', in. ii. 199 My eyes my Lord can
looke as swift as yours. 1597 MORLEY Introd. Mtis. 123
Soft swift, you who are so ready to find faultes, I pray you
let vs see howe you can mend them. 1667 MILTON P. L. VI.

190 A noble stroke. .Which hung not, but so swift with

tempest fell On the proud Crest of Satan, that [etc.]. 1808
SCOTT Mann. vi. xxii, Himself he swift on horseback threw.

U Hyphened to pres. pple. and occas. to a finite

part of a verb, on the analogy of combs, in C. 3.

i77 THOMSON Summer 490 [588] Swift-shrinking back, I

stanuaghast. 1739 SAVAGE Wanderer\\. 371 TheRoofswift-

kindles from the beaming Ground. 1735 SOMERVILI.E Chase
i. 109 To rein the Steed Swift-stretching o'er the Plaui.
1810 KEATS Lamia i. 116 She. .Blush 'd a live damask, and
swift-lisping said [etc.]. 1887 MORRIS Odyssey xi. 5 Pouring
the tear-drops swift.following each on each.

C. Combinations, etc.

1. Special collocations of the adj. : swift out

speedy cut (SPEEDY 7) ; also in names of species
of animals distinguished by swift running or flight,
as swift lizard, snake, swallow, lent.

1715 tiraiiley's Fam. Did. 1 1. 5 Y 4 b/2 If Scabs be under
his Knee on the inside, it is the *Swift-Cut, and he will illy
endure galloping. i8o> SHAW Ceu. Zool. III. i. 251 Swift
Lizard. Lacerla Velox. Hid. it. 510 'Swift Snake. Coin-
bir Cursor. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny XI. xlvii. I. 351 That
Martinets have feet : like as aUo the *swift Swallow called
Oce. 1817 STEPHENS in SAaw's Cen. Zool. X. i. 97 Swift
Swallow (Hirundo Velox). 1889 H. SAUSDERS Man. Brit.
Birds 640 The Swift Tern. S[ttraa] bergii of Lichtenstein
(S. relax of Riippell).
2. Combs, of the adj. : parasynthetic, as swift-

fated, -handed, -heeled (= SWIFT-FOOTED), -hoofed

(\_-hove,l),-paced,-slreamed,-tongned; also tswift-
flight a., flying swiftly ; wilh other adjs., expressing
a combination of two qualities, as swift-frightful,
-slow. Also fs'wift horse running, horse-racing.
1713 BLACKMORE Alfred in. 559 The *swift.fmn'd Racers

ot the
b,

- 17 -"- M uwn-j uutUrf. t V7T .SWIIl-IlOU U
Hart. igoo-M DUKBAR Poems x.v.xix. 9 Halking, huntingand 'swift horss rynnmg 1598 Bp. HALL Sat.n. iiL 52
Sayst thou this Colt shall proue a *swift.pac'd stctd Only
because a Iennet did him breed '! 1716 Loyal Mourner
69 from swift

^aced
Time's destructive Power free. 1870tiRYANT //mrf II. xiv 59 For much he feared to offend

ihe swift.paced Night. 1598 SYLVESTER Du ISartas n. i i

KatH 226 PlUnfuU griefes, whose swift.slow posting pase..our dying life doth chase. ,5,4 Selim,,, ,.407 Jivinghe banks of 'swift-streani'd Thermodon. 1746 FlAHCU
I'.tfor., Sat. i. vii. ,o Ihe 'swift-tongued Barrus.

GEO. ELIOT A. Sede xxxv, Not knowing where
r refuge from

*swift-advancing shame i8M-<
turn foi

buining thick coals. 1590 GREENE o25to-.'t?To
'

whose 'swift declining flouds [etc.]. 1848 BUCKLEY ;A
'swift.flpwing

river. 1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartai~it'm

state^M
A *sw 'ft-flyi''Fame, Which (lately but) from

stately Memphis came. 1871 LOKOF. Div. Trar i ix -o

PopVy/'-' ;?
>"ng va

Pfc
urs

.
hM themselves In caverns. %

invad/ *'"'n7 Swi(Hlldlng mists the dusky field!mvade. i6IO DRAYTON Leg. Rol,t. Normandie xliii

&:;3Xt.U%;?j^;S;;i; :;';-'

silver Brooks,. .Who smooth *swift.sliding pase Still Mill
roules down apace. v&Edw. ///,iv. vii. 2 'Swift

starting

Swift, v.l Aaut. [Owing to tlie scantiness
and the chronological discrepancy of the early
evidence, the mutual relation and immediate source
of this word, SWIFT sbl, and SWIFTEB, cannot be
clearly ascertained. They are presumably of
Scand. orLG. origin: cf.ON. svipta (svi-fta) toreef

sviptingar, -ingr, -itngr reefing-ropes, Du.twic&tai
to take in (sails), roll up (ropes), zwichlings,
saichtlijnm cat-harpings, WFris. stviclit partly or

completely furled sail, G. scliwigten to snake two
ropes together, schwigting, schwigtleine snake-line,
Da. svigtt to take in (sail) : prob. allied

ultimately
to SWIFT a.] trans. To tighten or make fast by
means of a rope or ropes drawn taut

; e. g. the

rigging or masts, the capstan-bars, or a boat or

sliip by passing a rope round the gunwale, or
round the bottom mid upperworks, to prevent
strain. Cf. SWIFTER sb.

. -
, , ,

' i j. *-->'ng takles..xj.
1487 Ibid. 62 Swiftyng takles..viy. 1495 Ibid. 275 The
pollankers and Swifting takles of the foremasle. a 1615
Nomemlator Navalis (Harl. MS. 2301) Smifleinf. When
wee bring Shipps agrounde, or Careene them, wee vse to
Swift the Masts, to ease them and strengthen [them], wc&

is done in this manner: they Lash fast all the Pendants
of theSwifters, and Tackles, wth aRoape, close to the Mast
as neare their Blocks as they cann. 1704 J. HAKRIS Lex
TecliH. I, Swifting the Capstan-Bars, is straining a Rope
all round the outer ends of the Capstan. Bars, in order to

strengthen them, and make them bear all alike, and together
when the Men heave or work there. 1799 Hull Advertiser
19 Oct. 2/1 One ship's main-mast, one fore-mast, and one
iiiizen-mast, all swifted together, which were towing at the
stern of the brig. 1840 R. H. DANA Be/. Mast xxxv, We
were obliged to go aloft upon the ropes and shearpolei
with which the rigging was swifted in. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's
lYord'bk. s.v., The rigging is. .swifted down preparatory to

replacing the ratlines truly horizontal after setting up. 1883Mail. Seamanship for Boys aoo Q. What do you mean by
rigging the capstan ? A. The bars being shipped, pinned,
and swifted in place.

Swift, v.2 rare. [f. SWIFT a.] intr. To move
swiftly ; to hasten.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Mem. Klortalitie n. iv, Time flits as

Winde, and as a Torrent swifteth. 1711 RAMSAY Thrie
Bonnets iv. 169 Between your houghs gae clap your gelding,
Swift haine and feast upon a speldtng.
Swiften (swi-ftn), v. rare. [f. SWIFT a. +

i

-EN 5.]

1. trans. To make swift or swifter, hasten.

1638 SIR T. HERUERT Trav. (ed. 2) 202 Our Ambassador to
swiften Ins dispatch, visited.. ihe grand Favorite Mahomet
Ally-beg. 1647 BOYLE in Birch Life B.'s Wks. 1772 I.

p. xxxix, The dictionary, whose edition, had my wishes Ihe
power to swiften it, should be very sudden.
2. intr. To become swift or swifter ; loosely, to
move swiftly, hasten, hurry. Hence Swiftening
///. a.

swiftening steed. 1889 Scritmer's Mag. May 603 High
places where on quiet afternoon A shadow swiftens by.

Swifter (swi-ftai), sb. A'aul. [See SWIFT u.l]A rope used for swifting (see SWIFT v.1 ), a. One
c>f a pair of shrouds, fixed above the other shrouds,
for swifting or stiffening a mast. b. A rope
passed through holes or notches in the outer ends
of the capstan-bars and drawn taut. O. A rope
passed around a boat or ship as a protection
ngainst strain or collision.
a 1615 Nomtnclnlor Kavalis (Harl. MS. 2301) Swiften . .

1 ice belong to the Maine and foie.mast, and are to succor
the Shrowdes, and keepe stiff the Mast, they haue Pendants,
v, are made faste vnder the Shrowdes, at the head of the
Mast, with a double Block, through w^ is leeued the
Swifter, w'li a , , ne Standing pane hath a single Block with a
l.ooke, which is hitched in a Ring by the Chaine Wale, and
MM Ihe fall being hal'd doth helpe to strengthen the Mast.
>6j7 CAPT. J. SMITH Sea. Gram. v. 19 Ouer the heads of
Hose Masts are pendants, for Tackels and Swifleis vnder
them. 17*9 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789) L2D. 1836
MARRYAT Midsh. Easy xl, 'Down, mv lads, in a moment
by the swiflers,' cried Jack. 1847 A. C. KEY Narr. Keen.
II. M.S. Gorgon 18 A swifter consisting of three turns of
twelve-inch hemp cable, was passed round the ship. 1883
Max. Seamanship Jor Boys 200 In each end of the bars [of
the capstan] there is a notch; a piece of rope called the
swifter is passed round in each notch, and swab-hitched to
the end of each bar.

Hence Swi-fter v. trans, to fasten a swifter to,
or tighten with a swifter : = SWIFT v.l
1794 Rigging r Seamanship I. 198 The shrouds ate then

swiftered together. 1881 W. CLARK RUSSELL Ocean Free.
L *nce II. iv. 170, I had the lower rigging swiftered.

t Swi-fterly, adv. Obs.
[f. compar. of SWIFT

a. + -LY n. Cf. SWETTBRLV.] More swiftly.
c 1415 Found. St. Bartholomew't (E.E.T.S.) 45 That his

way begonne, ihe swyfterly he royght parfonne.

Swrfl-foot, a. and sb.

A. adj. = SWIFT-FOOTID.



SWIFT-FOOTED.
1594 KVD Cornelia in. ii. 4 The Scithian swift. foote feare-

les Porters. 1598 SYLVESTER !>u r.artas n. ii. in. ( W /,-,

792 The swift-foot Tiger or fierce Lionesse. c 1611 CHAPMAN
Iliad xxiv. 151 Go, swift foot Iris. 1635 yi.-Aui.ts AW'/.
IV. iii. 25 The streames of swift.foot Rhenc. 1875 MORRIS
jEneid iv. 180 Swift are her wings to cleave the air, swift-
foot she treads the earth.

B. sb. A swift-footed person or animal, a fast

runner ; spec.
= COUHSER 3.

i85 SELBY Illiislr. Brit. Ornilh. I. 334 Cream-coloured
Swiflfoot. Ciirsorins Isabellinus. 1869 RUSICIN Q. ofAir
L 20 The two Harpies,

'
Stoi mswift ' and '

Swiftfoot ', are
the sisters of the rainbow. 1887 MoKRistWvjj. xti. 539 The
spirit of the Swiftfoot, the glorious jtacus* seed.

Swift-footed (stress variable), a. Having
swift feet; running or going swiftly.
c 1600 SnAKS._.Vt;. xix, Do what ere thou wilt swift.footed

time To the wide world. 1617 ]>m:MM. OF HAWTH. l''ortk

Feasting 47 Some swiftest-footted get her hence. 1631
MASSINGEK Emperor East iv. ii, Swift-footed At.-d.mta.
c 1714 ARBUTHNOT, etc. Mem. At. Scrip/, xiii, Man-tiger.,
made a circle round the Chamber, and . . the swift-footed
Martin pursued him. 1870 BRYANT Iliad I. 1.5 Achilles the
swift.footed, answered thus.

tSwifthede. Obs. rare- 1
. In 4 (Ayenb.)

zuyft-. [f. SWIFT a. + -hedc, -HEAD.] Swiftness.

1340 Ayenb. 78 Uayrhedc of bodye, prouesse, strengpe,
zuyflhede.

Swiftian (swi-ftian), a. [f. the name of the
satirist Jonathan Swift (1667-1745) -t- -IAN.] Per-

taining to or characteristic of Swift or his works.
Hence Swi'ftianism, a piece of writing or an

expression characteristic of Swift.

1761 BP. FORBES Jrnl. (1886) 181 Struan was greatly of
the Swiftian Taste. 1826 SCOTT Jml. at March, Joseph
Hume, indeed ! I say Joseph Hum and could add a

1440 York Myst. xxix. 144 Swiftelv; he swapped of my
nere. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. /stain vi. XL 4 Those slaves were
swiftly overthrown. 1837 CAHLYLE Fr. Rev. in. vtl. v, A
swiftly-appointed, swift Military Tribunal.
3. Without delay; after a very short, or no,

interval of time; = QUICKLY 2 c.

ciooo ^ELFRIC Ham. I. 452 pa ferde his gast swyftlice.
a IMS Leg. Kath. 690 Wittie wordes, pe schulen pe flit of
bine fan swiftliche afellen. 1340 Ayenb. 140 pe ournemens
of bo^amnesse byeb zeuen. pet ys, pet me bouae prestliche,
gledliche, simpleliche, klenliche, generalliche, zuyftliche,
and wiluolliche. a 1400-50 Wars AtfX.ioto) (Dubl. MS.),
pai swyflly hym sware & sothly hym laid, c 1475 Kauf
Coil^ear 949 'f'hay swoir on thair swordis swyftlie all thre.
" J593 MARLOWE Hero ff Leander I. 292 Hale me not, nor
from me flic To follow swiftly blasting infamie. 1596 SHAKS.
Tarn. Shr. v. i. i Softly and swiftly sir, for the Priest is

ready, a 1719 CONGREVE Ovid's Art of Love 672 Swiftly
seize the Joy that swiftly flies. 1907 Verney Mem. II. 450
Her life came gently but swiftly to a close.

fellows, and regarded them with tacit or even Swiftian dis-

approbation.

Swifting tackle : see SWIFT z/.i

Swiftlet (swi-ftlet). [f. SWIFT *5.2 + -LET.]
A little or young swift ; a small species of swift,
as those of the genus Collocalia, which construct
the edible birds' nests of China.
1891 Cornh. Mag. May 535 Would the swift have to go

nestlesSj
to the inconvenience, if not fatal prejudice, of

generations ofswiftlets unborn ? 1898 Stuu Hedin's Through
Asia xix. 245 The edible nests of the swallow, or, more
correctly Swiftlet.

Swiftly (swi-ftli), adv. Forms : see SWIFT a.

and -LY *
; also 4 swiflioh, sup. swifliest, 5 swyf-

liohe. [f. SWIFT a. + -LY
'-2.]

In a swift manner;
with swift movement or action.

1. With great speed or velocity ; at a great rate ;

= QUICKLY 23.
ciooo ^LFRIC Horn. I. 580 Zacheus 3a swyftlice of 3am

treowe alihte. c 1000 Lambeth Ps. vi. ti Uelociter, hredlice
Tel swiftlice. a. 10*3 WULFSTAN Horn. xlii. (1883) 200 Heora
fyoera swe^aS swa swa waeteres dyne. .hi fleo3 swiftlice.
* '35 Prose Psalter xliv. ? [xlv. i] My tunge is peune of
pe scriuayn swiflich wrytand. c 1350 Will. Palerne 3454 i

Wei was him in be world pat swifliest mi?t hi}e. 1383
CHAUCER L. G. II'. Prol. 200 Home to myn house fill swiftly j

I me sped. 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 20 They rent
hyr flesh . . So dispetously that than a ryver Hyr blood to
grounde swyftlyere dede glyde. 1593 SHAKS. J Hen. ('"/, 11.

i. 109 Tydings, as swiftly as the Postes could runne, Were
brought me of your Losse. 1647 H. MORE Poems Notes 399
Ethereall matter floweth swiftlier in those places. 1735
BERKELEY Querist S 22 Whether, .less money, swiftly circu-

lating, he not, in effect, equivalent to more money slowly
circulating? 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. vi. xiii, Swiftly,
swiftly flew the ship. 1877 LAUY BRASSF.Y Voy. Sunbeam
xv. (1878) 255 'ITle currents run very swiftly between these
islands. 1007 J. H. PATTERSON Man-Eaters ofTsavo i. 17A swiftly-flowing stream.

b. trans/. Steeply.
1893 STEVEN-SON Catriona i. 4 The narrow paved way da-

scended swiftly.

to. Swiftly honed, mounted, mounted on a
j

swift horSe. Obs. rare.
c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad iv. 246 His swiftly mounted Greekes.

1654-66 EARL ORRERY Part/ten. (1676) 37, I should commit
you to the charge of some Gentleman, swiftly Hors'd.

2. Withinashortsp.iceoftime; = QUICKLY 2 b.

Olis. or merged in sense i.
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Swiftness (swi-ftnes). [f. SWIFT a. + -NESS.]
1. The quality of being swift

; rapidity.
a. of something moving, or of movement or

physical action ; in early use sometimes nearly _
'

rapid movement '.

<r888 /ELFRED Boeth, xxxix. {13 Hwa unlmredra ne wun-
drao haes rodcres fa:reldes & his swiftnesse ? < 1000 Ags.
1's. (Th.) xxxii. 15 [xxxiii. 17] pi byS dysis, sc pe aetruwaj
on his horses swiftnesse. a 1300 Cursor /It. 23381 (Colt.) In
stiiftenes bou sal be sa suift, pat als suith som pou mai lift

pine eie up pe lift to se, Als suiih par pan sal pou lie. 1340
HAMPOUK Pr. Cause, 7933 pe secunde blys after f.s swyftnes,
pat ilk body salle have pat ryghtwise es. 1484 I'AXTON
Fables of sEsof v. x, For the swyftnesse of the water he
must nedes passe vnder the whele of the mylle. 1559 W.
CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Classe 12 To cary the heauens of the
Planetes, by his swiftnes about th' earth with him. 1596
DAI.RVMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 20 The secunil kynde
of hunting dog is.. a bcist of a merueltous audacitie and
suiftnes. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. yflt, i. i. 142 We may out.
runne By violent swiftnesse that which we run at; And lose
by ouer-running. a 1700 EVF.LYN Diary 2 June 1662, The
rich gondola, .was not comparable for s*lflnesse to our
common wherries. 1781 COWPKR Aiiti-Thelyphth. 194 The
barb sprang forward, and his lord, whose force Was equal to
the swiftness of his horse, Rushed with a whirlwind's fury
on the foe. xSiz Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange LifedZ-jo) I.
v. 1 20 The creature (sc. a snake] got away with incredible
swiftness. 1816 J. SMITH Panorania Sci. q Art I. 560 The
swiftness of Saturn's motion on his axis produces an oblate
figure. 1841 BORROW Zinca/i I. iv. n. 301 With the swift-
ness of lightning.

b. of something figured as moving or as move-
ment (e. g. thought, time, etc.).
(11340 HAMPOLE Psalter ciii. 4 [civ. 3] pou passis all

swyftnes of our thoustis. c 1400 Destr. Troy 12 Sothe
stories ben. .swolowet into swym by swiftenes of yeres.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, t. To the King 2, 1 have been. .

possessed with an extreme woonder at..the swiftnesse of
your Apprehension. i66a DRYDEN To Ld. Chancellor 109
Such is the mighty Swiftnesi of your Mind That, like the
Earth's, it leaves our Sense behind. 1891 MEREDITH One
of our Cotif. x, If you would like a further definition of
Genius, think of it as a form of swiftness.

2. The fact of happening, or acting, without

delay ; promptitude ; t haste, rashness.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1017 My couatyng is elder pe sad-

nes of slike men, pan swyftnes of childir. 1535 COVEROALF.
2 Esdras viii. 18, 1 haue herde the swiftnes of the iudge,
which is to come. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. f,i. ii. 306 Let.. all

things [lie] thought vpon, That may with reasonable swift-
nesse adde More Feathers to our Wings. 1607 Car. in.
i. 313 This Tiger-footcd-race, when it shall find The hanne
of vnskan'd swiftnesse, will (too late) Tyc Leaden pounds
too's heeles. 1706 PRIOR Ode to Queen xx, He wept the
Swiftness of the Champion's Fall. 1820 SHELLEY Prmnetli.
Unb. iv. 379 With earthquake shock and swiftness making
shiver Thought's stagnant chaos.

tSwiftship. Obs. rare- 1
. In 3 -schipe.

[f. SWIFTS. + -SHIP i.] Swiftness.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 398 Asaeles swiftschipe, bet strof wi8

heortes ouervrn.

Swi'ft-winged, a. Having swift wings, flying

swiftly, rapid in flight (/ii. and /.).
1591 SHAKS. / //*. VI, it. v. 15 Vet are these Feete..

Swift-winged with desire to get a Graue. 159" Solinum $
Pers. n. ii. 33 Thou great commander of the swift wingd
winds. 1619 A. NEWMAN Pleas. Vis. B ij, When youthful]
Spleene Had ne're the wiles . . of Pleasure scene, Nor
dreampt, how pretious is swift-winged Time. 17*5 POPE
Odyss. xv. 566 The hawk, Apollo's swift-wing'd messenger.
1785 BURNS Cotter's Sat. Nt. v, The social hours, swift.

wing'd, unnotic'd fleet. 1874 WOOD Nat. Hist. 696 The
first family of the Moths b the Sphingicte, a group which
contains a great number of swift-winged insects.

Swifty (swi-fti), a. rare (chiefly poet.}, [f.

SWIFT a. + -T.] Swift. Hence t Swi-fUneas.
t 1380 WYCLIF Se/. Wks, II. 407 Crist is swiftier in hise

werkes ban oure tungis ben in her speche. 1460 CAPGRAVE
Chron. (Rolls) 36 Al manere games that longyn to power or
switnesse [v.r. swiftinesse]. 1563 B. GOOGE Eglogs, etc.

(Arb.) 71 His Spurres with heeles he strykes, And forewarde
ronnes with swiftye race. 1567 DRANT Horace, Ep. \\. ii.

H vj, As gliding waues in swiftye streames are quickly
cumd, and gone. 1596 COLSE Penelope (1880) 170 To swifty
Dolon take good heede. a 1890 R. F. BURTON tr. Catullus'
Carmiiia Iv. 26 Rhesus borne in swifty car snow-white.

SWIG.
mouth and took a swig. 1849 THA< KI.AY I'endennu xxviii,And now for another swig at the l*er. 1899 R. WHMUKU
No. s John \t. x,, 1 buy a ha'porth of bread, take a iwig ata fountain, and tramp the Kast End pi>k> W kill time.

D. Drinking; to play at swig, to indulge in

drinking, 't Obs.

(swig), sb. 1

slangot colloq. Also6 swyg,
7 swigge. [Origin unknown.]
1. Drink, liquor. ? Obs.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke vi. 74 Hauing been long I

accustomed to the olde soure swyg of Moses lawe they
could not awaie with the muste of euangelical charitie.

*3S J- TAYLOR (Water P.) Old Parr C 2 b, And for his i

daily swig, Milk, Butter-milk, and Water, Whay, and Whig.
b. Applied locally to special drinks : see quots.

1817 R. COOK Oxford Night Caps 30 The Wassail Bowl,
'

or Swig, as it is termed at Jesus College in this University.
Ibid, note, Swig was formerly almost exclusively confined to

Jesus College ; it is now, however, a great favourite through-
out the University. 1841 HAKTSHORNE Satopia Ant. 584

'

Swig, i. Toast and ale.

2. An act of 'swigging'; a deep or copious

draught of a beverage, esp. of intoxicating liquor ;

a '

pull '.

i6ai-3 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY Changeling iv. ii, But one

swig mote, sweet madam. x6si MABBE tr. Aleman's Gn~~
man cC Alf.u. 208 He takes the flagon of wine in his hands,
and giues it a good swigge. 1687 Renffiuned Hist. Sir J.
Hawkviood ix. 17 After they had taken several lusty swigs,
so that their spirits came (as it were) again. 1716-31 WAL-
DRON Deter. Isle ofMax (1865) 70 After a good hearty swig
out of one of the bottles of ale. 184* LOVER Handy Andy

|

xxxvi,
' Hand us that whisky he put the bottle to his ,

-in which swig is served.

t Swig, s/i.- (ards. Obs. [Cf. Swio v.l It is

not certain that the quots. refer to (he same yarne.
Quot. 1:1700 suggests derivation from a form
related to OK. swifjan, SWIE, to be silent.] (See
quots.)
1598 FLORID, Trinea, a game at cards called swig or new

cut. ci7oo bntCTT in MS. Lama. 1033 If. 398 (Hall iA sort of play at cards in the North, in which all the game,
sters are to be silent, is calld swig.

Swig, /A.s Nant. Alsoswigg. [Cf. Swu;
r.:i]

1. A tackle the falls of which are not parallel.
1807 T. YOUNG l.ect. Nat. Philos. II. 197/2 A pulley with

ropes not parallel is called by seamen a SWJKE. l8u BURN
Naval * Milit. Diet. (863), Swig, falan.
2. The act of '

swigging
'

at a rope : sec SWIG v.3 3.
1904 Westm. Gat. 9 July !2/2 Take a swig on those

halliards.

t Swig, z/.l Cards. Obs. [Cf. Swio so.t]
1591 FLORID ind Friiitcs 69 S. Will you put it to me?

A. You bid me to losse. S. Will you swigg? A. Tis the
least part of my thought. 1598 FLOHIO, Amoute, to swig or
deale againe at cards. Ibid., Metier a tiioiite, to beape vp,
to swigge the cardes. 1605 VF.RSTECAN Dec. Intell. (1634)
232 Sivyca. A beguiler, wee aske at Cards if one will swig,
that is, whether hee will beguile or bee beguiled.

Swig, v. 2 slang or colloq. Also 8 swigg.
[app. f Swio i*.l] To drink (esp. intoxicating
liquor) in deep draughts ;

to drink eagerly or

copiously, a. trans, (with the vessel, or the drink,
as obj.).
i68> Wit f, Drollery, Tom-a-Bedlam iv. 151 When short

I have shorn my Sows face, And swigg'd my Horned
Barrel, c j688 Roxb. Ball., Jolly Welsh Woman v. (1893)
VI I. 724 Now while hur had gotten the jugg at her snout,. .

Hur gave it a tug, 'till hur swigg'd it half out 1761 BRIDGES
Burlesque Trans. Homer (1772) 246 (Farmer) When my
landlord . . fairly fills it full, I just can swigg it at one pull.

1837 MARRYAT Sttarleyyow ix, You sailors will ever be
swigging your can.

1780 R. TOMLINSON Slanr Pastoral 3 With such a com-
panion, ..To swig porter all day. 1819 MOORE Tom Crib
App. i. 39 The Hero, that sits there, Swigging Blue Ruin,
in that chair. 1838 JAS. GRANT Sk. Land. 62 The oceans
of ' Entire ' which they are everlastingly swigging. 1841
DICKENS Barn. Rudge xxxi, Beer ; of which he swigged such
copious draughts that most of his faculties were utterly
drowned and washed away. 1854 THACKERAY Neaxomts
xxxvi, He swigged off a great bumper as he was making
the remark. 1871 RUSKIN in Collingwood Life (1893) II.
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'
I am . . drinking as much tea,' taking his second cup

'as I can swig.'

b. atsol. or intr.

1:1654 L. PRICE Deattf, Alive n. v. in Roxb. Ball. (1801)
VII. 389 The second time that he set [up) the bottle to bis

snout, He never left off swigging, till he had suckt all out.
a 1734 NORTH AHtobiog. xi. 184 in Lives 11800) III. 143,
I went to a dairy-house and swigged of the milk and water.

1792 J. BUDWORTH Fortn. Raiiible \. 4 He pulled a bottle
of chamomile tea out of his pocket, and swigged heartily.

1837 DICKENS Ficlnv. xli, Them down-hearted fellers as
can't svig avay at the beer. 1838 BARHAM Ittgol. Leg.
Ser. i. St. Nicholas lix, Swigging as though he would
empty the Rhine.

Hence Swi'gging vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1702 YALOEN sEsop at Court, I'ox *r Flies iv, I'll brush
those Swigging Dogs away, That on thy Blood remorseless

Prey. 1713 VANBRur.H Let. in Athenxum 6 Sept. (1800)

322/3, I have been drinking waters at Scarborough three or
four day?, and am to return thither .for a weeks swigging
more. 1826 W. E. ANDREWS Cril. Kev. Fox's Bk. Mart.
III. 288 They had a swigging bout in prison. 1865 E.
BURRITT Walk to Land's tend 268 This would be called in

America pretty large swigging for one family.

Swig
1

,
.
3 [The general sense may be 'to

cause to sway about, pull about, pull ', and rela-

tion to SWAG is probable ;
but it is not clear that

all the senses below belong to the same word.]
1. trans. To castrate (a ram) by tying the

scrotum tightly with a string.

1663 BOYLE Use/. Ex/>. Nat. Philos. u. v. xii. 234 A
Servant of mine that deals much in Cattle, and had lately

divers Sheep swigg'd (as they call it) after this manner.

<ii7 LISLE Huso. (1757) 315 Swigging, which is girding
them hard round the cods, and cutting the cod away close to

the string.

2. ? To pull about.

1684 CREECH Virg. Eel. iii, The Lambkins swigg the Teat,
But find no moisture. 1697 DRVDEN Alneid ix. 73 The

bleating Lambs Securely swig the Dug, beneath the Dams.

3. A'aut. To pull at the bight of a rope which is

fast at one end to a fixed object and at the other to

a movable one ;
to pnll (a sail, etc.) up in this

manner.
1794 Rigging <V Seamanship I. 176 Swigging off, pulling

upon the middle of a tight rope that is made fast at botn

ends. 18*7 Examiner 154/1 Taking about R calendar

month to swig up her mainsail. 1881 NARM Seamantliif



SWIGGLE.

ted. 6) 57 Swaging erswiKi'iS ff> lat is . PullinS at r'8ht

angles to a taut rupe.

4. intr. To sway about, waver ;
to move with

a swaying motion.

up the tiarDour noise, ftnu

chattering through the buoys.

Swiggle (swi-g'l), v. rare. Also 7 swigle.

[app. frequent, of SWIG zi.'i ;
cf. SQUIGGLE v.\

fl. <nx/M. To sprinkle. Obs. rare~\

1683 PETTUS ./%/* JI//. I. (i?86) 73 Pu' ground Bone.

Ashes in it, and swigle or strew it over the test.

2. intr. (or /ra/w. with cogn. obj.) lo wriggle.

? 7.5.

1837 HALIBURTON Clockm. Ser. i. xxii. 23c When he was in

full rig a swigglin away at the top of his gait. 1840 ItM.

Ser. in. xi. (1848) 86 With that he swiggled his way thro

the crowd, to the counter.

3. trans. To shake about (liquid in a vessel, or

something in a liquid), dial.

t Swigman. Ots. Cant. Also 6 swygman.

[?1 (Seequots.)
1561 AWDELAV Frat. Vacab. (1869) 5 A Swygman goelh

with a Pcdlers pack. 1673 R. HEAD Canting Acad. 82

These Irish Toyls, or Swig-men, being much alike, I joyn. .

together, who carry pins, points and laces, and such like

wares about, a 1700 13. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, SttttfOOa,

the J3th Rank of the Canting Crew.

Swike, s/>.
1 Oiis. (exc. ,/inl.).

Forms: 1-2

swioa, 2 swice, 2-4 swike, suike, 3 sweoke,

swoke, (swiohe), 3-4 sayke, ,5
sweke. [OK.

swica : see SWIKE v. In Sc. and north, dial. JIWOJ,*,

jay/fc, V/J = deceitful person, worthless fellow.]

A deceiver ; a traitor.

c 1000 Ags. Ctaf. Matt, xxvii. 63 We S'n""">n W se

swica szde )>a he on life wzs after prym ""SgJ fc arise.

azioo t>. . CAnn. an. 1055 Utlajodc mann Alfgar eorl

X/icr. /?. 98 Ueond pet buncheo freond is swike ouer alle

swike. c 1230 11all Meid. 45 Ne geine3 be nawt, sweoke.

c 1300 Havclok 1158 pat wicke bral, bat foule swike. 1400

R. Gloucester's Chron. 6399 (MS. (3) Alle traitours & lubcr

swikes [v.rr. suiken, sweken, swykes] god late horn so spede.

Swike, sb.* Obs. (exc. dial.). Forms : I swic,

1. swica, swioe, 3-4 swike, 3-5 swik, (swiche),

4 suike, sulk, (suiche), squike, squyke, 4-5

swyke, 5 swyk, swyck. [OE. swic 1 n., chiefly

in compounds, swice sir. in., escape, outcome,

issue, deceit, treachery, stumbling-block, swice

wk. f., or swica wk. m., trap : cf. MHG. swtch,

siviche deceit, and see SWIKE v.]

1. Deceit, deception, treachery ;
an act of de-

ception, a trick.

In ME., ivithoiiten or but sunke was used as a metrical

tag.
In mod. Sc. and north, dial, in the forms swike, fVty^tt

swick, with the sense '

cheat, deception
'

; also in Sc. phr.
t/u' swick of, the responsibility for (something blamewort hy).

c893^LKUED Oros. in. vii. 114 He-.enlie j>a cyningas mid
biswice [Cott. J1/.S'. mid bis swice] ofslo^. CI22O Bjtstiary
445 De deuel is tus <3e fox ilik mi3 iuele breidesS: wiS swik.

1:1250 Hymn to God 19 in Trin. Coll. Horn. App. 258 He
vs buuchte wi6 his blod of be feondes swiche. a 1300 Cursor
M. 818 (Cott.) pe find . . pat wit his suik bi-suak adam. Ibid.

2097 Asie es, wit-outen suike, Sua mikel als europ and affrike.

Ibid. 6514
'

pi folk,
1

he said,
' has don a suik.' c 1425 WVN-

TOUN CroH. vii. viii. 1616 (Wemyss MS.) He gat nocht bat

bischoprik Noclit wib lawte, bot with swik. (11500 Rails

Raving I. 1031 Hot always serf hyme elyk, Quhill bow haf
tan thi leif but swik.

1 2. A snare, trap. Obs.

This use is perh. continued under the form SwBKK, q. v.

(where, however, another explanation lias been suggested].
Cf. SWICKLE.
a noo Gloss Aldhcllll I. 4982 (Napier 127/2) Dccipiilani,

swican. 13.. Coer tie L. 4081 Under the brygge ther is a

swyke, Corven clos, joynand queyntlike. c 1400 Yivainefy
Gaw.bn Under that than was a swyke, That made Syr
Ywain to myslike; His horse fote toched thareon, Than
fcl the port-culis onone. 14.. Guv ll^ai-jv. (Camb. MS.)

7580 He ys black as any p_yck,
And also felle as a lyon in

his swyck. c 1475 Notn. in Wr.Wulcker 703/7 Hcc disci.

f)ula [
= dedpulit\ a swyke.

t Swike, a. Obs. [OE. swict (Genesis 19136,
where the meaning is doubtful) : see next.] De-
ceitful

;
treacherous ; traitorous.

CH75 Lamb. I[ out. 53 penne be mon wule tilden his

musestoch he bindeS uppon ba swike cliese. c 1205 LAV.
14865 He..minne fader biswak burh swike hiscraftes [later
version mid his tuber crafies]. c 1250 Gen. <V Ex. 2845 He
ledden feren swike, De sulden him deren wiuerlike.

Swike, v. Obs. exc. Sc. dial. Forms : a. i

swican, 2-5 swike, 4 suike, squike, squyke,
Ayinb. zuyke, 4-5 (9 dial.} swyke; /3. i swician,
2 swikian, 3 swic, 4 suick, squeke, 6 swik,
swyk, 9 dial, swiok. Pa.t. a.. 1-3 swac, (//.
i swicon, 2 suyken), 2-3 -swak, 3-5 -swok^e,
4 suak(e, squake ; ^. i swioode, (-ade, -ede),
4-5 swykede, swykkede, 6 Sc. swikit. Pa.pple.
a. 1-3 -swioen, 2-5 swiken, 4 squikin, 5 suiken ;

3. 9 Sc. swicket. [OE. swican str. vb., pa. t.

swac, swicon, pa. pple. swiceii, and swician wk. vb.,
to wander, depart, cease, fail in loyalty, deceive,

with a variety of meanings, corresponds to Obr..

swika to keep far from, OS. wO** ^.*"?
o leive in the lurch, to languish, be dilloyfl,

MLG w/L t a^e way, MDu. zwiken to escape,S dq'an, (alto Swiken to faint, to leave in

the lu ch Du b^wijkw to give way, sink), OHO.

wthhu swichan, MHG. swichen to faint, desert,

a lot to Krish, also OHG. swiMn to wander,

strav (G dial, schveichen to wander round to

decJiveXON. svttoa, n-ttja, pa. t

,^,
smku

pa. pple.tviki**
to betray (MSw. swtka, bw. *&*,

Da. svige). The wk. vb. is from the weak grade of

the root, whence also OE. swica swice swic

SWIKE rf.i and ,
swice SWIKE a MLG swik,

OHG. biswih deceit, treachery, ON. ffitt (MSw.

nvik, swek, Sw. svek Da. svig] treachery, -JB

traitor, and OE. swicol SWICKLE.]

I + 1. intr. To leave off, cease. Obs.

In OE const, gen. orfrom ;
in ME. the gen. sing, can be

apprel.endd as pi., which then appears to be a direct object.

SStaM&^SW' ''' C~ xxviii ' '5 *- l
.
mi
i"

hna^aS; 8if he ftonne
caye

hnapounge "g*
hnappao he oo hewierS on

fptum slzpe. ^<-"*
L"

bat lie bjr.

ginge. a wa's Le'g. A^/A937 Swa~t"k~arine. .swike

hire sotschipes, & ure wil wurche. ^1240 Cuckoo Song,

Cuccul cuccui Wei singes bu cuccu; ne swik bu nauer

nu a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xv. 48 Nou y swyke, y mei

nout so, Hit \se. gout] siweth me so faste. 1340 Aytnb., 57

Vor hy ne zuykcb neure nijt lie day ac alneway bieb in

waytinge uor ous. . ,

t2. intr. To act deceitfully, practise deceit. Obs.

ciooo .rELFRic Horn. I. 316 Hwi woldest 3u swician on

dinum aienum? ciooo in Agt. Horn. (Assmann) I. 121

Ure wioerwinna is wilodlice se deofol, be embe us swica.3

mid his searacreftum. c 1205 LAV. 2349 Ah ne dude he

nawiht swo for swiken [c 1275 swike] he bohte. a 1300 Cur-

sor M. 19093 (Cott.) Yee suak and nut be-for pilate, Ana
denied als ye-seluen vvate. c 1300 K. Horn 711 (Laud) Ke
shal ich neuere swike, Ne do bat be mislike.

II. 3. trans. To deceive, cheat, ensnare.

In OK. const, dative.

^950 Lindisf.Cosf. Matt. xxiv. ii Multi fseudo-profhetai

e ,
_

wice. a 1023 WULFSTAN Iloin. xxxiii. (1883) 160 Msest aelc

wicode and uorum derede wordes and da:de. c 1050 O. K.

Chron. an. 1049 (Cott. MS.) Da wende Beorn for bajre sibbe

\ixt he him s\vican nolde. ^1205 LAV. 3948 1'oreus hauede

be heorte swa luber..bat swiken he him wolde a sumes

kinnes wisen. c 1220 Bestiary 601 He oe swiken oer imong,
nin aye wioswiking, oisoulewiJ losing. (11300 Cursor M.

819 (Cott.) God wist wel be find him suak. Ibid. 1484
'

POLE Psalter xxxvi. 54 For be rightwismannys life is vnlike

til his, he thynkis him to swyke. c 1375 Cursor M. 26456

(Fairf.) Qua wrabbis his lorde he dos him squeke, Quen he

of merci has funden him meke. 1513 DOUGLAS sKiteis IV. ii.

Sum tyme wald scho Ascanius, the page, .in hir bosum

bruthir.

1 1>. Of a thing : To prove false to, disappoint
the expectation of, fail (a person). Obs.
In OE. also,

' to be a traitor, desert '.

Ueo-Mitlf 1460 (Gr.) Nzefre hit [sc. the sword] a:t hilde ne
swac manna sngum. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 1795 Whene his

spere was sprongene, he spede hym fulle 5erne, Swappede
owtte wib a swerde, that swykede hym neuer. Ibid. 3.361
For whilles thow swanke with the swerde, it swykkede be
neuer. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 4999 And bou may swythc
haue a sware, at swike sail be neuire.

to. To surprise, take unawares. Obs. rare~ J
.

c 1400 Antitrs ofA rth. xlii. (Douce MS.) Withe a swap of
a swerde bat swabel him swykes.

d. To get dishonestly,
' sneak '. Sc. dial.

1889 KowAKDI Strathearn Lyrics 33 My heaviest care
was the loss o' a bool, When 'twas stown or ' swicket

'

at
Auld Jenny's Schule.

Hence t Swiking1

(OE. swioung) vbl. sb., deceit,
fraud ; t Swiking ppl. a., whence t Swikingly
(swicandliche) atfv., treacherously.
c 1000 Saj:. Ltechd. III. 198 Swicunge ceapes. ciooo in

Anglia (1889) XI. 117/29 [illusions diabolica, midswicunge
deoflicre. c 1175 Lntiib. Horn. 25 penne cumeo

7

her under
be deofel swicandliche. c 1220 Bestiary 602 [see 3 above].

t Swlkebert. Obs. rare-1
. An alleged name

for the hare.

<:i30o Names ofHare in Rel. Ant. I. 133.

t Swikedom. Obs. Forms : see SWIKE sb? and
-UOM. [OE. swicd6ni, f. swik- : see SWIKE v. and
-DOM.] Deceit, fraud

; treachery, treason.
c893/ELFRED Oros. n. iv. 76Seiiongacyningswioormicl<:

wenende WEBS bset hie potion fleonde waeren bonne hie ami^ne
swicdom cyban dorstan. Ibid. iv. v. 168 pa tuson hie hiene

J>aere
burge wilan pa=t he heora swicdomes wiS Alexander

fremmende wa;re. c noo O. E. Chron. an. 1087 Da be cyng
underjeat . . hwilcne swicdom hi dydon to wcard his. c 1175
Pater Nosier 10 in Lamb. Horn. 55 purh beelzebubes swike-
dom. c 1205 LAV. 5520 Belin & his brooer beien weoren

SWILK.

warre of bon swikedome be beom com of Rome, a 1250
Owl tr Night. 167 Svikedom haueb scheme and hete If

hit is ope and vnderycte. 1297 R. GuHJC. (Rolls) 2294 Vor
to do a suikedpm no conseil ne Ssolde faile. c 1325 Citron.

Eng 838 in Ritson Meti: Rout. II. 305 Knout.. made hem
telle here suykedom Ant for that iresouu that hy dude Hy
were to-drawen. c, 1400 A'. Gloucester's Chron. (Rolls) App.
X. 3 Vor after bat seint kenelin boru swikedom ded lay Fourti

;er after.

Swi'keful, a. Obs. exc. Sc. dial. Forms : see

SWIKE sb.- arid -FUL. [OE. swicfnll - ON. svii-

fullr (Sw. svekfull, Da. svigefuldt), f. swik- : see

SWIKE sb:- and -FUL.] Deceitful, treacherous.

c noo Aldhelm Gloss \. 73* (Napier 21/1) Strofosf, swic.

fulles. c205 LAY. 10535 pis iharde Cyrian spektm | ene
swikeful mon. a 1300 ( ursor M. 4412 (Cott.) Ioseph..pat
suikeful fals, bat fole lichour. 1425 WVNTOUN Cron. vn.

vii. 1373 (Wetnyss MS.) His ministeris. .Prevely put in

be chalice Wenamouss poisoun..Be sic swikfull seruice ban

Hastely deit bis haly man.

Hence t Swikeftilly adv.

c 1415 WVNTOUN Cron. M. xv. 1581 (Wemyss MS.) A fals

tratour callit Gudwyne. .murlherist him swikfully. Ibid.

Vlll. iii. 384 (Cott. MS.) Fals was his relacion, And informyt
richt falsly, And set the case all swykfully.

t Swikehede. Obs. [f. SWIKE j<U or a. +

-hede, -HEAD.]
= SWIKEDOM.

n 1250 [see SWIKF.LHEDF.].

t Swikel, a. Obs. Forms . 1 swicol, 2-4

swikel, 3 suykel, '3-4 suikel, 4 swikil(l, -yll,

swykile, (sikil), 4-5 swykel. [OE. swicol,

corresp. to OHG. pi-sviichal
' subdolus ', ON.

svikall (MSw. swikul), l.swik- : see SWIKE v. and

-LE.] Deceitful, treacherous, crafty.
c loco .rELFR 1C //<. I- 82 Se swicola Herodes. citxoSa.i.

Letchii. III. 428 Nses heo swicol nanum fscra be byre to

oolite, c 1175 Lamb. [lorn. 43 Heo wes. .li^ere & swikel,

<r 1225 . !/.v> . R. iSo Inre vondunges..swikele bouhtes, bet

bunclieS ^auh gode. a 1250 Fro?'. jtLlfrcd 356 in O.E.

Jt/isc. 124 Mony mon haueb swikelne mup. c 1300 Havelok

I
1108 loie he made hire swibe mikel, But nebeles he was
ful swikel. a 1340 HAMI-OLE Psalter xlii. i Wickid is he

bat dues ill apertly, sikil, bat priuely synnes. a \^oPryiner
(1801)34 A swykel tunge. a n<*a Siege Jerusalem (E.E.T.S.)

18/317 Many swykel at be sweng to be swerd ;ede.

Hence tSwi'keldom, t Swi-kelhede, tSwi'kel-

iiess, deceitfulness, treachery ; t Swl'keUy adv.,

deceitfully, treacherously.
a 1250 Owl *[ Nisht. 162 (Cott.) Schamie pe for J>in nn.

rede, Vnwrojen is pi "svikel-hede; Schild bine 'swikeldom

vram )><= Hjte \Jesus MS. swikehede.. swikedom]. 1297 R.

GI.OUC. (Rolls) 7332 po willam bastard hurde telle of haraldes

suikelhede. aio3 WuLFSTAN//ff<.vii.(i883)s5Hy..la:u3

J let to warrscype, ^pxt hy ocre ma^an swa *swicollice taccan.

a 1340 HAMLOLE Psalter v. 11 [9] With bair tonges swikilly

bai wroght. a 1023 WULFSTAN t/oiu. vii. (1883) 55 Antecriit

la:rA unsoSfae^tnysse and 'swicolnesse. c 1*75 in O. E. Misc.

\ 143, 88 per wurbioye & mury song, Wib-vte swikelnesse.

t Swilk, Jfiii. adj. and pron. (and adv.}. Obs.

Forms: a. 3-4 swilo, (3 Ornt. swille, swillk-
;

swiulo, suwilk, squilk, 4 squylk), 3-5 swilk,

suilk, 4-5 swilke, swylk(e, suylk; 5 swelk,

suelc. /3. 3 selk(e, 3-4 sulk(e, 4-5 silk(e,
1

sylk ve, (4 schilke). 7. 4-5 swyk. [Northern

unpalatalized form corresp. to swift, swilch, swell,

stilch, swich : see SUCH and cf. Sic.]
1. As Jem. adj. in ordinary attributive, predica-

tive, or complemenlal use : SUCH 1.

. c i20oOnMis 201 Witt sinndcim offswillc eldc nu Pattwitt

ne mU3henn tzmenn. Ibid. 15811 Whatt ten bcj? sholldcim

unnderrfon Alt Godd forr swillke dedess. c t2p Bestiary

440, & deucl geld swilk billing wi3 same & wi9 sending.

c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 3726 Leateft ben swilc wurdes ref. a 1300

Cursor J\f. 4133 (Cott.) If yee do suilk an outrake. Hid.

6258 And yee sal cum al haf to land, Swilk es be vertu of bis

wand. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce vii. 364 He suld noutbir haff

hert no will Swilk iuperdy till vndirta. c 1400 tr. Seer.

Seer., C,ov. Lordsk. 89 Two precious stoones . . bat men fynden

yn rynnand waters, of whom be wyrkynges er swylk. 11440
York flyst. iii. 53 To swilke a lorde in alle degree Be euer-

more lasland louynge.
ft. a 1300 67r/3 101 That 1 shal don selk falsete. Ibtd. 264,

I shal kenne hire iulke a lore, c 1330 R. BBUNNE ChrC*.

Wace (Rolls) 1513 How dar }e do sylk a byng ? 13. . Cursor

flf. 23153 (Edinb.) Al bat are schilke. ttid. 24548 Of bale

and U)t sulk was mi soru. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 7 pat . .silk in-

dulgencis rennun not forb a^en be ordinaunce of God.

T. a 1500 Ratis Ravine Prol. 11 And gyf swyk causs sail

fal in the, Trow weill at pow sal punyst be.

2. 'With correlative or dependent clause: =;

SUCH II.

a. c noo ORMIN 5413 pa shall Gedess kinedom All all swille

beon onn eorbe, Alls itt issupp inn heoffnessaerd. 12.. Will

fifJElfgar (anno 958) in Birch Cartul. HI. 215 In tosquilke.

hale^en stowe squilk hire red likes, c 1250 Gen. *r Ex. 1937

Swilc ni3 & hate ros hem on, He redden alle him for to slon.

a 1300 Body .( Soul in Slap's Poems (Camden) 339 Tr

fcndes kasten suwilk a ;el, the erthe it openede anon, tt 1300

Cursor M. 2848 (Cott.) Suilk als bai brued now ha baidron-

it gi owes. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce n. 337 Wyrk yhe then apon

swylk wyss, That ;our honour be sawyt ay. 1444 '"'

Eoor. (Surtees) II. 105 Swilk composicion and avise as sal

be made betwen ye said Maire . . and Hugh Cllderhowe.

I 1451 Lincoln Dioccst Documents 52 With suylke stufe ol

vctell as was purwad for my howsald.

3. c 1400 Afol. Loll. 59 Ober sacramentis are ;euen to ilk

man for himsilf, and silk bey are to ilk man as bei are lane

, wib hart and concience. US7 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) II. =07

!
Silke as thr custom of the kirk of the cite of York requires.



SWILK.

y. c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gin 1
. Lordsh. 101 Yn pryue con-

seils er swyk Binges shewed to oon, bat byfore many or mo
sh<ild noght be shewyd.

3. Sieilk atul swilk : see SUCH a. 16 b. (Cf. 4.)
c uoo ORMIN 1006 All be^re lac "ass .swillcX swillc. a 1300

Cursor M. 4413 (Cott.) Al .suilk and snilk, sir, was be seam

|at he can seke on mi licam.

4. alisol. or as fron. = Seen IV.

[, 888 /El-FRKU Boetlt. xxxviii. i lie swilcum be swylcura
bti miht onjilan baet se craift bzsliclioman bio on ba mode.)
t- oo ORMIN 9381 All swillc & swillc coinm S.innt Johan
To shaewenn & to kibenn. Ibid. 13935 Wel l'e wisste himm
scllf forr whatt He nolMe swillke chesenn. c 1300 Ilavelok

644 Al with suilk Sholc we sone be wel fede. "1340 HAM-
i-oi-K I'S'iltcr xxxix. 21 Swilk ere (ikil louersand fals. c 1400
tr. Seer, Seer., Gov. I.oi'dsh, 50 To swilk . . bat souereyn god
iuyys vnworthi & enetnys. c 1460 Tottnieley Myst. xxviii. 333
Whils 1 am werere of swylke. tbe longere mercy may I call.

6. Witli one, none, another: = SUCH 26-28.
a. c iaoo ORMIN 11595 I>alt swillc an shollde mu^henn beon

Shippennd off alle sbaffte. 01300 Cursor M. 77 (Cott.)

Suilk in berth es fundun nan. Ibid. 1942 For nakin scbaunce

Sal i ta suilk a noiber wengance. Ibid. 18142 For bar mai
be nanober suilk. c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 107 If

)>ou fynde noil swylke. 1483 Catli. Atigl. 374/2 Swilkone, ..

. a 1300 Sirh 245 For none setke werkes. (-1400 Laud
Troy Ek. 15508 In al this world is non .silke \riine mylkej.

6. With numeral, expressing multiplication :

= SUCH 32.

13. . Evaug, Nicod. 386 in Herris Archiv LIII. 398 [It] es

more syn ban swilk seuen. c 1400 Ywaine % Gaw. 1886 Sum
he losed of hys men, Bot the evil lost swilk ten. 1:1435

Seven Sag. (P.) 1196 Swylke seven clerkys badde hee Undir

hym as have $e.

B. adv. So, likewise ; as. Cf. SUCH adv.

12.. [see 2 above). ci*s Gen. S, Ex. 143 De mone us

more bi mannes tale, Dan al Sis er3e in werlues dale ; And

egest swilc 3e suunes brigt, Is more danne oe mones ligt.

C. Comb. : swilk-like = SUOH-LIKE.

c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 97 Chaterynge of

biyddes, and swylk lyk souns. Ibid., A rappyngge togedre
of stones, hewynge of wodc, and swylklyk. \*y)Chartersf,c.

of Edinb. (1871) 64 Payand yerly.. swylk like annuales as

thai dede to..Schir Robert.

Swilk, v. dial. [Echoic.] intr. To splash or

dash about, as liquid. So SwMker v. dial.

1674 RAY N. C. Words, To Siuilker ore : to dash over.

1853 ANNA M. Howlrr Art Studfnt in Munich 198 The
water dashed over the little raft, swilkering between the

mighty stems. 1865 WAUGH Lane. Soiifs 46 Th' owd lad

he's fairly made 'em swilk. 1867 SMYTII Sailer's Word-bk. ,

To Siuilkfr, a provincialism for splashing about.

t Swilkin^s, a. Obs. [f.
SWILK + KIN sl>. 1 6 b.

Ci". Sicc.uv.]
=- SUCHKIN.

a 1300 Cursor it!. 857 (Cott.) Leue we now o suilkin spell

Of our stori forth to tell. Ibid. 18064 He bat suilktns

mighies inoght.

Swill (swil), sb. l north, and E. Anglian. Also

4 sqwill ve, 4-7 swille. [Origin unknown.]
1. A large shallow basket, made roughly with

strips of oak, unpeeled willows, or the like.

'395 Cartular. Abb. de Whiteby (Surtees) II. 604 Pro

ij
cannis et j sqwill, subulco, vj. d. 1569 Richmond Wills

(Surtees) 218, vj sand pokes with iij great swilles. 1650 in

Trims. Cnnib. f,-
Wrslni. Antiij. fine. (N. S.) IX. 291 The

Miller, .shall not lette any moulter stay in swilles. .above

half a peck. 1701 in W. O. Blunt CH. C/uster-le-Street

(1884) 103 Paid for a swill for y cuishon 000003. l8tl

WILLAN in Archaeologin XVII. 160 (W. Riding Words)

Swill, a wicker basket, used by washer-women. 1829

BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Swill, a round basket of wicker

work ; generally carried on the head. 1894 H. D. RAWNSLEY
Lit. Aisoc. Enrl. Lakes I. 123 Here he worked at his

baskets and swills for five and a half years.

b. spec. A basket in which fish, esp. herrings,

are landed or carried to market ; hence as a

measure, containing from 500 to 660 herrings,

t Formerly also for oysters.

1351 Exchcg. Ace. Q. R. Bundle 20. No. 27 (P. R. O.) De
id. ob. solutis pro uno sqwille empto. 1398 York Memo.
Bh. (Surtees) I. 164 Ceaux qe vendount oistres dcsormes

facent vendre par swilles. 1657 in Sir C. Sharp Chron.

Mirab (1841) 33 (Wolsingliaiu) George Greemewell, the

swill maker. 1853 Hoiath. Words VI. 425/2 At Yarmouth

..the fish are landed in certain convenient and quaintly,

shaped baskets, called
'

swills '. 1856 fllustr. Land. News
12 Apr. 374/1 (Yarmouth) A number of baskets called
'
swells ', somewhat [similar] in shape to a baker's basket,

but considerably longer, with a broad flat handle in the

centre, at top. 1894 R. LEIGHTON Wreck Golden Fleece it

Many'sthe time I've risked my life for a swill o mackerel

or a line of haddocks.

1 2. A washing-tub. Obs.

1614 in Archaeologia XLVIII. 147 (Yorks.) In the Wash-
house Tubbs 3. Swills 3. Soaes 3. 2 cloth baskettes. 1674

RAY ff. C. Words, A Swill, a keeler to wash in, standing on

three feet.

Swill (swil), rf.2 Also 6 swyl, swyll, 6-7
swil.

[f.
SWILL v.']

1. Liquid, or partly liquid, food, chiefly kitchen

refuse, given to swine ; hog-wash, pig-wash.
01570 Black-Letter Bull. * llroadsides(i%6i) 131, I serue

your swyne with draffe and swyl. 1570 FOXE A.^ M. (ed. 2)

I. 138/1 Swyl and draffe, wont to be giuen to their hogs.

i6i5 BRETON Fantastic/us Wks. (Grosart) II. 13/2 The

Hogges cry till they haue their swill. 1666 J. ALLKINE Let.

x.vvi. in Lift (1672) 93 Every Swine will have his swill. 1707
MORTIMER llusb. (1721) I. 249 Tis good to give IhemUc. pigs]

such swill as you have every Morning and Evening to make

them come home to their Coats. 1817-18 CODBETT Resid.

U. S. (1822) 174 The milk and fat pot-liquor and meal are,

when put together, called, in Long Island, null. 1864 H.

JONKS Holiday I'aptrs 45 Many a time have I watched the

yardman baling out swill fur the pic;s with n latllc. 1913
(1. G. COULTON in A'/. ?M Ann. Met;ting Hist. .lssc. 13
The pig br<jd for pork, to which everything i-- j;i\en h

criminately and MniuUaneou>ly, in the form ul -,\\ill ut itup.

b. Jig.

"553 M. Woon tr. C.aidimr's True Ol-cd. To Rdr. I! iv

He..geueth vs leaue, accoidiiiK lo our demeriles, to be fed

with the swil and draffe, uf iiiasinv; mas.rs. 1554-5 llnori-H

in Foxe .'I. c$- .J/. (1563) 1061 i, I am swill and sincke of sin.

1613 I'URCHAS Pilgrimage vn. ii. 555 And yet our country,
man Harding, leaning tiie ckare waters of truth, hath swal-

lowed the saint- .swill, as the iewell of our Church bath

taughthim. a 1653 (i. DANIEL Idyll, v. 107 Throw y' Course

liranne, with the Swill of Humors, a Mash made tor Sickly
Tirants. 1901 WINSTON CHUHCHILLCV/>K i. x, You will not

think of us as foreign swill, but as patriots.

C. transf. A liquid or partly liquid mess, a slop.

1665 NEDHAM Med. Medicinal 47 It contemns all those large
Pectoral Swils, long Syrups, and Electuaries. 1897 All.

butt's Syst. Med. III. 499 If the state of the ingesla is

usually rather that of a sour fermented *
swill '. 1903 CUT-

CUFI--K HYNE Mf Tottd iv. 87 The place was full of steam,
too, from tbe swill slopping against the boiler fires.

2. Copious or heavy drinking ; liquor, esp. when
drunk to excess ; f a draught or swig (of liquor).
1601 HRETON Mother's Blessing xlv, Weare not a feather

in a showre of raine, Nor swagger with a Swiser for his

swill. 1641 H. L'EsTRANGE Goffs Sabbath 132 To spend
the hole day in swinish swill, lascivious wantonnesse, . .and

in the true service of Satan. 1654 R. CODRINGTON tr. lustin t
-

xxiv. 339 The Gauls falling to their swill of Wine as to their

prey. 1716-31 WALDSON Dtscr. Isle of Man (1865) 56 As
soon as he had recruited himself with a hearty swill of

brandy. 1730-46 THOMSON A utumii 538 As they swim in

mutual swill. 1846 LD. STANLEY in Croker Papers (1884)

III. 87 A pail of ale, with a bottle of gin in it, from which

every man takes a swill. 1864 CARLYLG Fredk. Gt. xv. i. IV.

7 Eminent swill of drinking, with the loud coarse talk sup-

posable, on the part of Mentzel and consorts did go on.

8. Comb., as swill-cistern, -house, -pail; swill-

engrossiitg adj.
(See also SWILL v. 5: also SWILL-TUB.)

1631 FULLER Daviifs Heinous Six (1867) 212 Swill-en-

grossing swine, with greedy throats. 1833 LOUDON Encycl.
Archil. 866 Swill cisterns and tanks lor holding liquid
food. Ibid. Gloss., Swill House, place for preparing pigs'

food. 1889 FERNALD in Voice (N. Y.) 3 Oct., Buy green

apples at the highest market price, and throw them into the

swill-pail.

Swill (swil), v. Forms : I swillan (suillan),
swilian (swylian), 3-4 swyle, 4 swile, 6 swyll,

swil, Sc. sweill, 7 swille, 6- swill. [OE. swillan,

swilian, of which no certain cognates are known.]
1. trans. To wash or rinse out (a vessel or cavity),

or, i>ow usually, to cause water to flow freely npon
(a surface, floor, etc.) in order to cleanse it

;

t formerly also in wider use, to wash, bathe,

drench, soak.
c 7s Corfus Gloss. ( Hessels) G 3 Gargarizet, gagul suille.

c icoo Lambeth Ps. vi. 7 [6] Lauabo..ltctuiii meiim liicri-

jttis ineis, ic Swea vel ic swilige . . min bed mid minum
tearum. ciooo Sax. Leechl. II. 24 Seoh burh linenne clart

& swile mia baet geagl. a 1300 Body H Soul in BOddeker

Altengl. Dichtungea (1878) 239 fe bridde day shal flowe a

flod bat al bis world shal hyle ; bobe heye & lowe, be flume

shal hit swyle. c 1300 Havelok 919 Ful wel kan ich dishes

swilen. 1303 R. HRUNNE Handl. Sjnne 5826 He meked

hym self ouer skyle, Pottes and dysshes for to swele [l'.r.

swyle]. 1530 PALSGR. 745/2, I swyll, I rynce or dense any
maner vessell, je raince. 158* STANVHURST SEneis I. (Arb.)

24 With wyne theire venison was swyld. 1599 SHAKS.

Hen. Y, ill I. 14 A galled Rocke .. Swill'd with the wild and

wastfull Ocean. 1619 DRAYTON Bar. Wars u. xiv, The
Siluer Trent.. Which, with the store of liberal! Brookes

supplyde, Th' insatiate Meads continually doth swill. 1638

RIDER Horace, Odes iii. 12 He in Tiber's streams hath

swill'd His oyly shoulders. 1647 C. HARVEY Schola Coidis

(1778) 119 Swelter'd and swill'd in sweat. zSoi tr. Gabrielli's

Myst. Hush. III. 77 There, slip these on,.. and I will swill

out your other stockings in the morning. 1802 BEDDOES

llygeia vm. 19 The patient had carefully swilled out her

stomach with water. 1841 T. MARTIN in Fraser's Mag.
Dec. 652/2 Ducking and diving into the basin.stand, and

swilling his face and neck with oceans of water. 1879

IEFFERIES Wild Life in S. Co. 69 The dairy, which has to

be constantly
' swilled

'

out and mopped clean.

absol. 1860 GEO. ELIOT Mill on Floss in. vi, Kezia, the

good-hearted, bad-tempered housemaid, . . had begun to

scrub and swill.

b. To stir (something) about in a vessel of

liquid ;
to shake or stir (liquid) in a vessel by

moving the vessel about.

1580 FRAMPTON Jarful News, T-.vo Med. agst. Vcnome.

138 It is good to have a peece of a right Unicornes home m
a smal cheyne of golde, that it may bee swilled continually

1

in the water that shall bee dronke. 1600 SURFLKT Country
Farm i xii. 59 They swill the vrine round about the basen.

c \6<f> K. Arthur f, A'. Cornwall 278 in Hales & Furntv.

Percy Folio I. 73 Then Sir Tristeram tooke powder forth

of that box, & blent it with warme sweet milke; & there

put it vnto that home, & swilled it about in that like.

o. To carry by a current of water, to wash down,

against something, etc. Also, to pour or carry

(liquid) freely down,

SWILL-BOWL.
i:i a vessel

; to flow fiecly or forcibly ;
to flow or

spread over a .siulaec'.

1641 11. Mof .w<- ..j s-iil, \,<tn PiicliaH. Wk. i'

)
( j/i The acceleration ar letaiiiaii . m uf
ab will make the sea fluctuate or swill, like water in

-.'II vessel. 1659 lintnoit. Soul III. xiii. f f..

Ti.c Spirit ,,{ .Nature in M .: . ,,ves the molion of
Matter la the pure laws of Mecbanicks. but within other
bounds dietks u, wbeii^e it is tliat ihe Waler does nut

put of the Moon. 1884 K. I'AION Scott. Clinnli xii. 63 Thau
if their beads were channels f(J r any riibb:sli to swill through
that happened to be in the way. 1895 G I'AKKEI
rfiituirr i-f N.-rlli 183 The liver went swishing, swilling
past. 1896 KIPLING Seven Setts, Rhyme o/j Sealeri 119
i ) tainbow-gay the red pools lay that swilled and spilled and

spread.
3. To drink freely, gteedily, or lo excess, like

hogs devouring
' swill ' or ' wash '. a. trans.

(Occas. with down, formerly also in.}

1561 AWDELAY Frat. I acal' (1869) 13 A licoryce knaue
that will swill his Maisters drink. 1563 Homilies H. Agst.
Gluttony Eee ij b, He left not his banqueting, but in one

night swilled in so much wyne, that he fell into a feuer.

1617 MORVSON /tin. m. 91 Their women swill Wire and
Heere daily, and in great excesse. 1674 tr. Martiuiere's

Voy. North. Countties 32 They drank of our beer.., but

not with the gust and delight they swill down their own.

171* STEi'LE Sped. No. 474 r6, I would be brisk in swilling
I Bumpers. 173* ARBUTHNOT Kales of Dirt in Aliments, etc.

I 391 Swilling down great (Quantities
of cold watery Liquors.

1

1808 Scoir Mann. i. xxil, Let Friar John. .Roast hissing

crabs, or flagons swill. i8ai Kenilw. ii, These empty
stoups, .. which my nephew and his drunken comrades have
swilled off. 1850 DICKENS Dav. Coff. xxvi, I sat swilling
tea. 1853 HAWTHORNE TangUvood T., Circe's Palace

(1879) 138 How they swilled down the liquor.

iraiisf.i\n&fig. 1566 STUULEY tr. Seneca s Agamemnon 2273
Tbe sacred tombes and alter stones our blood haue dronke
and swyld. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. i. 438 Those that

the Sea hath swill'd. 1690 C. NFSM Hilt. * Myst. O. f

Test. I. 97 That bitter cup which.. they should have been

swilling and swallowing down for ever. 1744 ARMSTRONG
Prtsen. Health iv. 168 In the tempting bowl Of poison'd
nectar sweet oblivion swill. 1818 SHELLEY Lines f.itfMtean
Hills 223 That the brutal Celt may swill Drunken sleep
with savage \\ill.

b. intr. (esp. to tipple, booze).
1:1530 [see SWILLING rot. if: 2]. 01583 MONTGOMEKIF.

Flyting 494 (Tullibard. MS.) Vnto be cocatrice in ane creill

they send it [sc. the crocodile] ; quhair, sevin 3eiri>,tl towkit,

sweillit, singit and sarie. c 1590 MARLOWE Aoj/ixiii, He
would not banquet, and carowse, and swill Amongst the

Students. 016x5 FLETCHER Bloody Brctheril. ii, Tnen let

us swill boyes for our health, Who drinks well, loves the

commonwealth. 1678 R. L'ESTKANGE Seneca's Mor. 1702)

252 When he had Swill'd . . to a Beastly Excess he was carry'd

away, .to bed. 1775 SHERIDAN Duenna III. v, Ye eat, and

swill, and sleep, anu gourmand ise. 1780 CQ-KVV.VL Progr. Err.

266 To swill and swallow at a trough. 1845 DICKENS Chimes
ii. 60 Not that you should swill, and guzzle, and associate

your enjoyments, brutally, with food. 1887 JKFFERIES

Amaryllis vii, They went along .. en route lo swill and
smoke and puff and guffaw somewhere else.

4. trans. To cause to diink freely; to supply
with abundance or excess of liquor ;

to fill with

drink ; refl. to drink one's fill. Const, with, t in.

1548 ELYOT, Afpotus, well wetle with drynke, welle

wasshed or swilled with drynke, almost drunke. 1583

!
STUBBES Anat. Abus. l. (1879) 104 Wee must not swill and

ingurgitate our stomacks so ful. 1648 CRASHAW Delights
liluses. Muses Duel 76 Sweet-lipp'd Angell-lmps, that swill

their throats In creame of Morning Helicon. 1710 ADnisoN

7orYrNo.i54P 13 Several Souls, who.. flcckabout the Banks

of the River Lethe, and swill themselves with the Waters of

Oblivion. 1718 VANBR. & CIB. Prov, Husb. \. ii, 1 wonder
: ..you will encourage that lad to swill his guts thus with

snch beastly lubberly liquor. 1771 NUGENT tr. Groslet's

1 Tour Land. I. 81 Tied in a file to posts at the extremity of

the grass-plat, they [sc. cows] swill passengers with their milk,

which.. is served.. in little mugs. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F.Holt

xi, Till they can show there's something they love better

than swilling themselves with ale.

b. To supply or feed (a hog) with swill.

a 1711 LISLE Husk. (1757) 41: Hogs should be well swilled

with wash before they are put up for fatting.

5. Comb. a. with adv., as f swill-down a., that

swills down liquor, addicted to excessive drinking.
1

b. with sb. in objective relation, as t swill-belly,

i a great drinker ; so swill-bellied a.
;

Swn.L-

]
BOWL, swill-flagon, swill-pot, one who swills n

bowl (.flagon, pot), an excessive drinker, a toper.

1699 R. L'ESTRANGE Erastu. Collof., (17^5)^124
Their

brawny, "swill-bellied monks. 01700 B. E. Diet. Cant.

pot Grangousier.
Hence Swilled (s\\ild) ffl. a., filltd with liquor,

inebriated, drunken.
i6 MILTON Comas 178, I should be loath To meet thr

mdenesse, and swill'd insolence Of such late Wassailers.

Swill (also 6 swyll), dial. var. SWKAI. v.

iwSt. Papers Hen. VI11, III. 444 To stotke lscorke]

or swyll the cares of wheate, and eate the same. 1841 J. 1 .

HEWLETT Parish Clerk II. 88 The smell and the crackling
I IIUUIU 1ICCI V UUWJ1* I \t.\\ i.r. I 1 I **' i . ,

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas u. i. HI. Furies 3 7 Bloud, noise .. occasioned by 'swilling ', or scorching it (sc. a pig),

teare bowrs, towrs; she spils, swils, burns, and razes. 1633 I 'Swill, euphemistic shortening <ll LOG S Wtll,

P. FLKTCHKR Purfle /si. in. xx, The worst ..distilling To
nsed as an asseveration.. . . ,

..

divers pipes, the pale cold humour swilling, Runs down to

th' Urine-lake. 1850 Jnit. K. Agric. Soc. XI. i. 155.The

first rains, .swill the soil into the rock beneath. iooa Daily

Chron. 15 Sept. 6/4 He clutched nt everything he cciUld

feH. He was ' swilled
'

against a post.

2. intr. To move or dash about, as liquid shaken

used as an asseveration.

ioi MARSTON Ant. * Mel. v. i. 45 X/A..How shall

I purchase love of Rossaline? ftli. Swill, flatter her

soundly.

Swill-bowl (swi-Hxwl). Oiis. or arch. Forms :

see SWILL v. and BOWL j*.l ;
also 6 iwielbolle,



^ Af
'fl.'''

e plates are removed from the swilling 'tanks
Kid. 1 he wet plates from the swilling.troughs of the white
pickling machine.

Swrlling, ppl. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING

'^.] That
swillsordrinks greedily; addicted toexcessivedrink-

SWILLER.

swylbowle, 6-7 swilbol. [f. SWILL v. + HOWL

so.'] One who habitually 'swills the bowl' or

drinks to excess ;
a toper, drunkard.

.1541 UUAI.L Krasm. Apoph, 330 b, The greatest swielbolle

of wyne in the world. 1583 SIUUBES Anat. Aim. I. (1879)

86 The Drunkards & swilbowles, vpuon their ale benches.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxm. viii. 11. 171 Lustie losse pots

and swill.bolls. 1616 DEACON Tobacco Tortured 57 Alas

poore Tobacco, my pretie Tobacco; thou that hast bene

hitherto accompted the Ale-knights armes, the Beere

brewers bad^e, ..the Swil bols swine.troffe, the linkers

trull. 1655 R. YOUNGE Agst. Drunkards (i86j) 5 1 hough

these swinish swill-bouls make their gullet their god. a 1845

MRS. BRAY Warleigh xviii. (1884) 149, I will allow nothing

to make you the companions of swillbowls and ranters.

Swiller (swi-loj). [f.
SWILL v. + -EH i.J One

who swills.

1 1. One who swills dishes ;
a scullion. Obs.

c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr..\Viilcker 769/24 Hie li.ra, a swyl-

lere.

2. One who drinks greedily or to excess.

1598 FLORIO, Sorbibrnodo, a greasie, slouenly feeder, a

sipper of broth, a swiller. c 1618 MORVSON Itin. iv. (1903)

224 These Judges were. .great swillers of Spanish sacke.

1694 MOTTKUX Rabelais v. Pro!. Aob, What Swillers,

what Twisters will there be ! 1845 FOKD llaudl'k. Spain
l. 71 The genuine Goths, as happens everywhere tothis day,
were great swillers of ale and beer.

Swilley: see SWILLY so.

Swilling (swi-lirj), vbl. sb. Forms : see SWILL
v. ; also i swiling, 5 swelyng, 6 swellyng ;

6

svrildyng, swyldyng; 7 Sc. (pi.} swillons. [f.

as prec. + -INO !.] The action of the verb SWILL ;

also concr.

1. Washing, etc. (see SWILL v. i).

c 1000 Sa.v. Lecchd. II. 2 Claesnunga & sxviling wio hrum
& gillistrum to heafdes hailo. "1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.)

2375 With swilling thries and oones wrong, Therabout
stoode she not long, She gate awey the spottes in hast.

1888 Times 31 Dec. 7/4 The recent swilling of the floor of

Barrett's stable,

2. Heavy or excessive drinking, tippling.

"53 7yl ofBrentford's Test. (187.) 7 Come you nere, &
take parte of our swyllyng. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist.

382 Who is giuen to excessiue swilling so much as hee?

1638
' R. JUNIUS

' Drunkard's Char. 45 What so much as

swilling blowes up the cheekes with wind, fills the nose and
eyes with fier, loads the hands and legs with water ? 1714
MANDEVILLE Fab. Bees (1725) I. 117 The cramming and
swilling of ordinary Tradesmen at a City Feast. 1843 R- J-
GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med. v. 68 The continued swilling of
even the most innocent fluids will bring on heaviness of
stomach. 1858 LYTTON What -will He do 9

, iv, iv, All is

noise and bustle, and eating and swilling.

3. concr. (usually//.) = SWILL sb.- I. ? Obs.
a. 1519 [implied in svyllynge tiibbt : see 5]. 1537 COVER-

DALE Expos. Ps. xxii. B vij b, These worldlye goodes are

hys draff and swellynges, wherwith he
fylleth

the hogges
belyes. 1583 MELBANCKE Philatiiiixs D lij, A swete swill,

ings, I would the swine had her. 1614 MARKHAM Chcup
Husk. (1623) 123 Filling their troujhes with Draffe and
Swilling, let them fill their bellies. 1707 MORTIMER Husb.
(1721) I. 337 The Chaff and tlieDust. .are very good Swine's-

ineat, mixt either with Whey or Swillings.
b. The feeding (of a hog) with swill.

aija LISLE Husb. (1757) 413, I bought a hog, and when
it was swilled, the farmer commended very much the swil.

ling of it.

4. Dirty liquid such as that produced by the

washing out of casks or other vessels
; also, poor

liquor.
'545 BALE Myst. Iniq. 40 And nothynge do ye at all but

vomete fylthye swyllynges. a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Confut.
Rhem. N. '/. (1618) 587 The same stroake .. should much
more wipe away your traditions as swaddes and swillinijs of
m-ns brewing. 1637 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Drinke *, Wei-
come A 4, A heartlesse liquor much of the nature of Swil.
Ions in Scotland, or small Beere in England. 1891 Daily
News 26 Dec. 3/5 The swillings from these barrels. 1899 H.
COBBE Lnlait CA. 495 The coarse swillings of bad fermented
liquor.

5. attrib. and Comb., as \swilling-pan, \-pot,
f-tni (= SWILL-TUB).
1459-60 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 89, j patella vocata

btokton vel le Swelyngpan. 1485-6 Ibid. 98 Swyllyngpan.a lUa SKILKM hi. Rummyng 173 Stryke the ho-ges with
a clubbe, ihey haue dronke

328

Swill-tub (swi-ltob). [f.
SWILL sb* i + TUB

si,}
A tub for swill or hog-wash. Occ.is. attnb.

Also /if. with allusion to heavy drinking.

,5,5 <?,, Gurton iv. ii, Art thou sure diccon, the swil

.obmMd.. not hereabout.:? .633
{? S?*S2ft2*

v,,. Ixxvii, Soure swil.tub siime of all the re . th , sint

PaorRobTn June"B j b, Who makes a'swill tub of his womb,

Is but a speaking, prattling tomb. .899 OLMDA ,,,-/

Jfm Novfsis Hogs do not rend the man who carries the

Swilly (swi-li), st. dial. Also swilley. [app.

var. of SWELLY si.]

1. A detached portion of a coal-seam ; also, a

local thickening of a coal-seam : = SWELLY sb.

1816 T. THOMSON Min. Gal., etc. ii. 162 These little

basins are provincially called swilleys. They seldom exceed

a mile or a mile and a half in length, and none of them has

been worked. .

2. An eddy or whirlpool ;
also in comb, swilly-

hole (see quot.).
1890 W. A. WALLACE Only a Sister 95 I'd sooner lig like

an eel in a swilly hole all my days. Note, A swilly hole =

a pool at the bend of a stream.

3. A hollow place ; . . a gutter washed out of

the soil' (E.D.D.).
1899 Evesham Jrnl. Mar. 25 (E.D.D.) The drainage was

what was locally known as discharging into
'

swilleys .

Swi'lly, a. rare-', [f.
SWILL si." 2 or v. 3 +

-Y.J Addicted to swilling or heavy drinking.

1814 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1825) 199 Father Cracken-

thorpe jovial, and stuffy, and swilly.

Swim (s\viirO,rf. Also 6 swym(me, 7 swimme,
8 Sc. soom. [f. SWIM v.]

t 1. The clear part of a liquid which floats above

the sediment: = SUBLATION i, SUBLIMATION 3.

1547 RECORDS Judic. Ur. iCb, The sedymentor grounde,
the sublacion or swymme, and the cloude. 16*5 HART
Anat. Ur. l. iii. 34 The urine in this disease was. .variable

and inconstant in the swimme and sublimation. 1676 J AS.

COOKE Marrow Cliirurg., Ins!, in, iii. 39 The Sediment

possesses the bottom ; the Swim the middle, the Cloud at

top.
2. A smooth gliding movement of the body.

1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. II. iv, Mer. A happy com-

mendation, to dance out of measure. Mor. Save only you
wanted the swim i' the turne. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootoinia 505
An even unruffled swimme of Affaires, and Fortunes. 1661

OTWAY Soldier's Fort. n. i, The modish swim of your body.
1703 STEELK Tender Husb. in. i, Your Arms do but hang on.

and you move perfectly upon Joints. Not with a Swim of
the whole Person . 1760-7* H. BROOKE FpolofQual. (1809)
IV. 27 That easy swim of movement ..which, .distinguishes
the ladies of this country.

f- 3. The swimming-bladder or sound of a fish.

a 1649 WINTHROP New Eng. (1825) I. 272 Distinct bodies
i i the form of a globe, not much unlike the swims of some
fish. 1684 R. WALLER Nat. Exper. 67 The greater part
cf the Air in the bladder, by forcing, or taring the Swim,
gets put through some invisible Passages. 1787 BEST
Angling (ed. 2) i An air bladder, or swim, to enable them
lo rise or sink to any height or depth of water, at pleasure,
1833 Penny Cycl. \. 242/1 The. .functions of the air-bladder,
or, as they [sc. fishermen] most commonly call it, the swim.
4. A swimming motion

; colloq. or dial, a

swimming or dizzy sensation. (Cf. SWIME.)
1817 KEATS '/ stood tip-toe* 114 The moon lifting her

silver rim Above a cloud, and with a gradual swim Coming
into the blue with all her light. 1818 Endym. i. 571
\ isions. .The which became more strange, and strange, and
dim, And then were gulph'd in a tumultuous swim. And
then I fell asleep. 1819 E. ELLIOTT Village Patriarch
in. iv. The laws allow His [sc. the coach-horse's] ever-
batter d hoof, and anguish'd limb, Till death-strnck, flash
his brain with dizzy swim. 1886 ELWORTHY IV. Somerset
U'ord-lik., Swim.. si. State of giddiness or raininess.

My 'ead's all of a swim.

5. An act of swimming.
1805 HAYLEY Ballads i. xv, Twas Edward's pleasure,

after toil, fo take a fearless swim. 1828 WHEWELL in Life
(1881) 126 A piece of water. .where, I believe,..! should
find water.fowlof various kinds, tame and wild, taking their
morning swim. 1890

' R. BOLDREWOOD '

Col. Re/ormtrxv'ii.
(1891) 199 Parklands..had..a swim with Brandon and Mr.
Neuchamp in the river. 1895 MEREDITH Amazing tlarr.
i, -the tale of hir swim across the Shannon river and back.

b. A piece of water to be crossed by swimmin".
local.

1880 Miss BIRD Japan II. 130 The Aino guide took to the
water without giving us any notice that its broad eddying
flood was a swim, and not a ford. 1895 Quttnslandcr
7 JJec. 1061 Ihc Diamantina River is a swim at Elderslie.
6. A part of a river or other piece of water much

frequented by fish, or in which an angler fishes.
1818 Sporting Mag. XXII. 25 It is an excellent part of

the stream, and has many good swims and deep holes. 1840
BLA.NE: Encycl. Rur. Sports vm. ix. 3427 It is a method
[of catching barbel] principally applied to the more quietswims. 1861 HIBBERD in Intell. Observer V. ij Angling
for grayling beside a

poor swim on the banks of the Wye,rSaW 't
e R

!
bbl& l86

7 F - FRANCIS Bk. Angling i.

(1880) 38 Roach and dace for the most part bite in the same

b. fig. phr. In the swim with: in the same
company with, in league with.
1885 Graphic 3 Tan. 11/2 A combination of leading jockeysand others 'in the swim' with them. 1889 R. BRIDGES

SWIM.

Growth of Lmc Ixiii, And since I see Myself in swim with
such good company.
7. Jig. The current of affairs or events, esp. the

popular current in business, fashion, or opinion'
chiefly in plir.

in (out of) the swim.
1869 Alactti. Mng. Nov. 70/2 A man is said to be '

in the
swim

'

when any piece of good fortune has happened or
seems likely to happen, to him . . The metaphor is piscatorial
1874 Siliad M. 30

' He's in the swim
', another swifl replies-

4 Hot wather, thin, he loiks ', Obroian cries. 1879 MCCARTHY'
Own Titties xxvi. II. 264 Palmerston is to all appearance what
would be vulgarly called ' out of the swim ', 1884 Graphic
29 Nov. 562/3 The second category of companies is usually
so managed that the originators do pretiy well out of it

whether those of the shareholders who are not '

in the swim
gain a profit or lose their Capital.

b. with qualifying words.
1884 H. P. SPOFFOKD in Harper's Hag. Nov. 891/1 She is

in the swim of the world, turning night into day. 1888
GUNTKR Mr. Potter xiv. 167 Who knows neatly everybody
in the swim of European society. 1891 MRS. L. B. WAL-
FORD Mischief of Monica xxix, They have got into the
Schofield swim, and in the Schofield swim they must remain.

8. An enterprise, scheme, 'game', colloq. or slang.
1860 SALA BatUington Peerage I. vii. 138 Perhaps, though

I'd better work with Jack ; 1 don't like being alone in a
swim. 1869 'WAT BRADWOOD' The O.V.H. 11870) 211, 1

suppose your master aint the sort to stand in for a swim is

he? 1876 'ANNIK THOMAS' Blotted Out xvi. 147 You
should have taken Claire into your confidence lesuecting
this swim we're in about getting the money from your
father.

9. (See quot. 1867.)
1867 SMYTH Sailor's WordJik.

, Swims, the flat extremities
of east-country barges. 1883 fall Mall G. 8 Dec. 4/1
When., the steersman has taken his place in the front swim
and the horse has been attached by a long rope, the vessel
is ready to start.

Swim (swim), v. Pa. t. swam (swsem) ; p,i.

pple. SWUm (swtttn). Forms : I swimman
(swymman), 2-7 swimme, 3-7 swymme, 4-5
sweme, 4-6 swime, 5-6 swym(e, 7-9 Sc. sweem,
(3 swemme,4 suernme, suim, suiymme, squim',

5 swymb, 6 swymrn), 6- swim
; Sc. 4-6 swome,

6 sourae, sowrne, swoume, 8 sume, 8-9 soum,
sowm, s(w)oom. Pa. t. sir. l swamm, 3-4 suam,
(4 squam), 4-6 swame, 5-7 swamme, I- swam

;

pi. i swummon, 2 swuramen, 3 svommen, 3-5
swomme, 4 swumme ; I, 4-7 (9 dial.'} swdm,
4-7 swomme, 6-7 swumme, swome, (6 swoome,
swume, swomm), 6-9 swum

; wk. 3 swymde,
5 swymyd, 6 swymmed, Sc. swoumit, 6-8

(9 dial.) swimmed, 7 swimed, 9 Sc. scorned.

Pa.pple. str. \ (se)swummen, 4, 7 swommen, 6-7
swom(m)e, (7 swoome, swumme, sworn,
swimme), 6- swum ; 7- (now incorrect} swam ;

wk. 6 swymmed, Sc. swymmit, 6-7 (9 dial.)

swimmed, 9 Sc. scorned, sweemed. [Corn.
Teut. str. vb. (not recorded for Gothic) : OE.
swimman, pa. t. nvauint, also swam, sworn, pi.

swummon, pa. pple. swummtn, = OFris. swirnma

(WFris. swimme, sworn or switmte, swommen),
MLG. swemuien, MDu. swimnien, swimnien,
swam, swommen (Du. zwemmen, zwom, geiwom-
nien), OHG. swimman, swam, swummtm, (MHG.
swimnien, G. schwimmcn, schtvamm, geschwom-
men}, ON. svimma, svamm, summit, sommtt,
(MSw. symma, *svamm, summo, summilh, Sw.
siHUHa, sam, summit, Oi)z.svemme, svemme, svani,

sremje, svemmet, setnmet, Norw., Da. sveninic}.
The Scand. langs. show the following secondary foinis, in

mod. dial, often with wk. conjugation: ON. sviiua and
sjtttja, svani, svdiim, svivtit, MSw. si'tna, sam, satno,

snn:it, Norw. svemjn, svviija , and syrnja, svani, front,
and svaittdf, suiniie, svometj s(t')oorntt

switmt.
Related forms in Germanic containing other vowel-grades

are: NFris. wiitti, sivomjiie, EFris. siconi (: *svomitttt),
M LG. swotinnen, swummen wk. to swim, OHG. ges^v1tlltft,
siuitiiitiidth swimming, Golh. swmnfsl pool, OE. suna
SOUND sb.l ; MHG. swat/ten to swim, ON. svamla to swim
with much noise (cf. Norw. dial, sutiila). A causative form

*stvatn(jn]jan is represented by OE. oeswfinman, MHG.
s-t'etniiifn (G. schivetntnen).
The Indo-eur. root sJt'ern- with the wider meaning of 'to

be in motion '

is found in W. chtvvfmotion, Olr. do-sennaim
1 hum, Lith. siindyti to chase.]

'

I. Intransitive senses.

1. To move along in or on water by movements
of the limbs or other natural means of progiession.
Beowulf 1624 (Gr.) Com ka to lamlc lidmanna helm swio-

mod swymman. a 1000 Kiddles LXXIII. 4 (Gr.) Ic ..fleah mid

fujlum & on flode sworn, t 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. II.
_5i6

Da
geseah he swymman scealfran on flode. c 1050 Voc. in Wr..

Wulcker 454/30 Nat, swam, swimfl. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.

51 Heo bi-gon to swimnien forSward mid pe streme and
swam hire ber ajen. Hid. 129 Alle be fiscas be swummen
in bere se. c 1305 LAY. 1342 pa mereminnen heom to svom-
men. cia ftid. 28078 Com bar a fisc swemme. ^1290
St. Patrick's Pitrgat. 350 in S. Eng. Leg. 210 In bat water, . .

pis gostes swymden op and doun. a 1330 Otucl 1617 Summe
swumme & summe sunke. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xvii.

(Afiirtha) 108 Heenterit in riuere faste, & swemand ay, til

and mycht leste, 1375 HARBOUR Bruce ill. 43' Sum off

thaim couth swome full weill. 1382 WVCLIF Acts xxvii. 42
Lest ony schulde scape, whanne ne hadde swymmed (15*6

TINDALE, 1535 COVRRDALK, 1560 Geneva swome] out.

1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 389 Thanne shal I swymme
\v.r. sweme] as myrie, ..As dooth the while doke after hire



SWIM.

J5 , i ,,,', *3J3 ^rvv r-KMALK
f.zck. xlvii. j 1 he water was so depe, that it was nedefull to
haue swymmed. 01593 MARLOWE Hero <t Ltamier n 250
Vouchsafe these armes some little roome, Who hoping to
i ml) ace thee, chcrely swome. 1597 BEARD Theatre God's
Judgtm. (1612) 273 'Ihey swum through the waters amaine
1606 SYLVESTER Du Sai-tai n. iv. in. Sclrisui 431 The
Cryslall Wave, Over the which so ofien sworn they have
1635 R. M. tr. Camden's /fist. Eliz. i. 66 Being shipwrack'i
. . he had swumme till his strength and his armes failed
him. 1638 MAYNE Lucian (1664) 174 In (he sight of all he
swumme over to the enemies. 1653 WALTON Angler vi. 135
Some.. young Salmons, which have heen taken in Weirds
as they swimm'd towards the salt water. 1670 Mil TON Hist
I'.ng. n. Wks. 1851 V. 57 His Foot so pass'd over, his Horse
waded or sworn, n 1676 HALE Print. Orig. .)/.(. n vii

(1677) 202 Though it hath been observed that Bears have
swimmed into Islands many Leagues from the Continent
1676 SHAIIWKI.I. I'irtuoso n, Admirably well struck ! raiely
sworn ! 1701 J. BRAND New Descr. Orkney, etc. (1703) no
Betaking themselves to Sea, they endeavour to sweem to
the next Isle. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 24 F 9 Who
being shipwrecked, had swam naked to land. 1776 MICKLE
tr. Camaens' Lusiad Introd. 112 His poems, which he held
in one hand, while be swimmed with the other [etc.], 1817
CAHLYLE Germ. Rm. I. i6t The messengers, .had swam
across the Elbe and the Moldau. 1853 KINGSI.EY Hyfatia
iii, Luckily Philammon. .was a bather, and swam like a
water-fowl. 1890

' R. BOLDREWOOD '

Col. Reformer xiv.

(1801) 156 Maones and Kanakas can swim, repeated the old
man. . . White men like you and me can only paddle.

b. fig. or in fig. context or phrase.
Ta swim between two waters (occas. erron. streams), tr.

F. prov. nagtr eutre deux eaux : to steer between two ex-
Iremes.

c 1400 Ram. Rase 7007 Al amydde I bilde and mak My
hous and swimme [MS. swmme] and pley therynne Bet than
a fish doth with his fynne. -1400 Ptly Jot 83 in 26 Pol
Poems 123 For Mary loue, that mayde so fre, In whos blode
thy son swamme. 1:1489 HKNRYSON Mor. Fab., Paddock
ff Mouse xxiii, Mannis bjdie, swymand air and lait In to
this warld,..quhilis plungit vp, quhilis doun. 1561 tr.Cn/.
vin's 4 Semi. Idol. i. A vj b, The! that swim (as the common
saying) betwixt two waters allege (etc.). 1567 Satir. Poems
Reform, iii. 53 He swoumit in the fluidis of Poetrie. 1595
SPENSER Col. Clout 782 Vnlesse he swim in loue vp to the eares
1598 CHAPMAN Marlowe's Hero % Leandcr in. 100 When on
his b: easts warme sea she sideling swims. 1641 H. MORE Song
ofSoul, Oracle Wks. (Grosart) 134 Well hast thou swommen
out, and left that stage Of wicked Actours. 1649 HOWELL
Pre-em. Part. 17 My whole life (since I was left to my self to

Times (weekly ed.) 3 Feb. 9/2 These documents went swim.
ing to and fro in the Admiralty. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN Clia.

Ltcl. Dis. Worn, xxviii. (cd. 4) 229 A woman who for a lonj
tim: swam for her life, having had an attack of pyaemia in
the course of her recovery from a perimetric abscess. 1890
UARRERE & LELAND Slang Diet. s. v., To make a man swim
fjr it, is to cheat him out of his share. 1893 STEVENSON
Catriant xi. 120, 1 could lay all these troubles by.. ; swim
clear of the Appin murder, [etc.].

o. phr. To swim wil/i or down the stream or
the tide, to act in conformity with prevailing
opinion or tendency (see STREAM s6. 2f); so, in

opposite sense, to swim against Ike stream.
a 1591 T. WATSON Tears of Fancy xliii, Long haue I

swome against the wished waue. 1591 [see STREAM si 2 f)

1507 SHAKS. 2 Hen. fis,v. ii. 34 Vou must now speake Sir
lohn FalstafFe faire, Which swimmes against your streame
ofQuality. i6oa FULBECKE and Ft. Parall. Introd. 3 Be-
came I would not swim against the streame, nor be vnlike
vnto my neighbours. 1631 R. BOLTON Coin/. AJfft. Consc.
227 A notorious wretch which hath swumme downe the
current of the times, and wallowed in worldly pleasures
1697 COLLIER Ess. Mar. Sutj. n. (1703) 74 A popular man
always swims down the stream. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 492
F 4 There is no help for it, we must swim with the Tide.
1760-71 H. BROOKE Fool ofQnal. (1809) IV. 21 Our young
Englishman swam willingly down the stream of pleasure
1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. in.vi. (1866) 452/1 The President
stoutly told him that he was endeavouring to swim against
the stream, that the tax was offensive to the people. Ibid.
v. iv. 727/1 They., had sought to swim on the popular tide
when it was rising.

2. To float on the surface of any liquid ; to be
supported on water or other fluid

; not to sink ; to
form the upper part of a mass of liquid. Some-
times, To rise and float on the surface.
ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 88 Wib circul adle senim doccan

ha )>e swimman wille. 1381 WVCLIP 3 Kings vi. 6 Felle the
yren of the axe in to the watir./l'hanne he hewede of a
tree, and putte thider; and the yren swam. 1558 WAKDH-
tr. Alexis Seer. 44 b, Take vp with a. .spone,..all the oyle
that shall swim aboue. 1560 ROLLAND Seven Sages 23 Thay
garsweit licour swym aboue, and gall is at the ground. 1607
Goifs Warning in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) III. 66 Sheepe
swimming upon the waters dead. 1650 W. D. tr. Comenius'
(.ate Lat. Unl. % 71 If one plunge or drown anie thing under
it [sc. water], it will swim out again. 1665 HOOKE Microgr.
vi. 12 Several distinct Liquors, which swimming one upon
another, will not presently mix. 1775 JOHNSON Diary 23, Oct.
in Boswell, The cannon ball swam in the quicksilver. 1708
in Nicolas Disf. A></n> (1845) III. 51 A boat, the only one
that could swim. 1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) 1 1. 407 On
standing, the mixture separated into two portions j the alco-
hol holding the salt in solution sunk to the bottom j the ether
swam on the surface. 1884 Chi: Coinmonw. 23 Oct. 20/3Men are skimming the milk before much of the cream has
had time to swim.

b. To lie supported in a fluid medium.
154? KECORDK Jttdic. Ur. 17 If it \K. the sediment in

urine] be so lyght, that it swym in the myddle region of the
urine, then it is called the sublalion or swym. a 1661 BOYLE
Ctrl. I'hysiol. Ess. iv. (1669) 131 Amongst whose little
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giants 1817 SHKLI.FY Ret'. Islam v. iv, Methoughl liisvoice did swim As if it drowned in remembrance were Of
thought*, 1895CROCKETT Men of Mass-l/ag, xli. 2l>6 Whenmy imnme gaed to him with the guid kail broo and the
hraxy sooming amang it.

O. fig. and in fig. context.
547-4 BAULDWIN Mor. Pkilos. (Palfr.) ,44 A veiy fruitIM and dead faith, . . which swimmelh like a fumein Ihcout.

ward parts of mens thoughts. 1563 |!ECON Demands Script
lief. (1577) A iij, This holy woord of God among yonswimmeth not in your lippes only, but it also shincth in you

'

lyfe and conuersation. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Halin\l,,d
III. 1353/1 Why we let them [sc. God's laws] swim in our
lips, and slip from our Hues, as the vaine Icwes did. 1788
blRj. REYNOLDS Disc. vi. 219 The principles on which the
work is wrought .. do not swim on ihe superficies, ,-,nd

consequently are not open to superficial observers. i8<o
rtNNYSON In Mem. cviii, On the depths of dealh the?e
swims Ihe reflex of a human face.

d. Phi . iii which swim is opposed to sink
; esp.

siilk or swim (occas. swim or drown}, used spec.
in reference to the ordeal of suspected witches (cf.

Mb), hence fig.
= 'whatever may happen'.

CI4IO I.anterne of f.ijt 106 pei charge not whebir I.ei
[sc. souls] synk or swyme, so bei moun regne as lordis. 1538s>8, . is>
STAHKEY England (1878) 85 For the rest they care not (-is

hyt ys commynly sayd) whether they synke or swyme
"'553 UDALL Royster D. i. iii. (Arb.) 22, 1 care not to let all
alone, choose It swimme or sinke. 1611 COTGK. s. v. Nager

f

. . . . agerA fauourite of the time, or of authorilie, may boldly swimmewhere another would sinke. 1786 BURNS Earnest Crv *
Prayer v, Let posts an 1

pensions sink or swoom. i8i'|see
SINK . i Phr,]. 1860 WHYTE MELVILLE Holmby House
xviii. I. 274 Well, it's 'over shoes over boots now

', and sink
or swim, I won't give in for the fear of a ducking ! 1887
STEVENSON TArawit Janet in Merry Men, etc. (1905) 132Ihe guidwives..pu'd her doun the clachan to the water o'
Uule, to see if she were a witch or no, soum or drown.
3. To move or float along on the surface of the

water, as a ship. Now poet.
ciooo Wanderer 53 (Gr.) Secga geseldan swimmaS eft
Jn^'S- a 1300 K. Horn 203 (Camb. MS.) Wijmte sail &

i4 1 he carkasse of a broken ship
swimming by vs. 1614 BACON Consid. Wnrre w. Spain!
Misc. (1629) 41 The greatest Nauy that euerswam vpon the
Sea. 1664 PEPYS Diary 22 Dec., To Redriffe..and saw
the new vessel . . launched. . . It swims and looks finely 1669STURMY Mariner's Mag. v. xii. 81 The Ship was free, and
swimmed. 1765 R. ROGERS Ace. N. Amer. 18 Having
good anchoring ground, and water sufficient for any ship
that swims. 1817 SHELLEY To one Singing i My spirit like
a charmed bark doth swim Upon the liquid waves of thy
sweet singing.

b. To be conveyed by a body floating on the
water. Also fig. as in phr. 'to be in the same
boat with

'

(BOAT sb. i d).
c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 364 A knedyng trogh or ellis

a kymelyn,..In whiche we mowe swymme \v. r. sweme] as
in a barge. 1571 Sntir. Poems Reform, xxxi. 100 Yai walj
baif wist hir swoumand Intil a bait vpon Lochlowmond.
1600 SHAKS. A.Y.f.. iv. i. 38, I will scarce ihinke you haue
swam in a Gundello. 1650 FULLER Pisga/t 410 Thcgold of
Ophir swimming unto him in the ships of Tarshish 2869'WAT BRADWOOD' The O.l'.H. (1870) 215 Half the world
will think we have scratched to swim in the same boat with
r isherman.

4. To move as water or other liquid, esp. over a
surface

;
to flow.

c 1400 Song Roland 70 It {sc. the wine] swymyd in ther
hedis and mad hem to nap. c 157* GASCOIGNE Posies, Fruites
Warre ccii, As long as any Sunne May shine on earth, or
water swimme in Seas. 1582 STANYHURST jKneis in. (Arb.)
90 Thee goare blood spouteth.. And swyms in thethrashold.
1683 J. REID Scots Card'ner (1907) 82 Husbandmen's
watering is, by running plough-furrowes and trenches where
needful, . .so as the water may gently sweem over the whole.
1725 1'am. Diet. s. v. Pears, Comfit your Fruit as readily
as you can, to the end, that the liquid Part may continually
swim over the Fruit. 1831 Society I. 2 The. .occasional
tears which swam in the light blue eyes of her Hebe-looking
companion.
5. To glide with a smooth or waving motion.
a 1553 UDALL Royster D. n. iii. (Arb.) 36 Ye shall see hir

glide and swimme. Not lumperdee clnmperdee like our
spaniell Rig. 1563 Jack Juggler Bj, She minceth, she \

brideleth, she swimmeth to and fro. a 1591 H. SunuSerui.
(1637) 175 Noblemen, when they. .look upon their train

swimming after them. 1613 Due MM. OF HAWTH. Flowres r*f
\

Sion viii, Thus singing through the Aire the Angels swame.
1738-46 THOMSON Spring 784 The peacock spreads His

!

every-coloured glory to the sun, And swims in radiant ma-
jesty along. 1760-71 H. BROOKE Fool ofQual. (1792) II.

'

71 Turning away, she swam and disappeared in an instant.

1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to Cona. Epil. 28 [She] Doats upon
dancing, and in all her pride, Swims round the room, the

j

Heinel of Cheapside. 1830 MACAULAY in Trevelyan Life ff

Lett. (1876)!. iv. 164 Showy women swimming smoothlyover
the uneasy stones. 1888 STEVENSON Black Arrow 209 She
. .swam across the floor as though she scorned the drudgery
of walking.

b. Of a plough (in full, fa sivim fair) : To go |

steadily (see quots.).
1797 F.ncycl, Brit. (ed. 3) XV. 75/1 When the plough goes

on steadily, without any effort of the ploughman, it is said '

to be in trim, and to swim fair. 1849 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac.
III. n. 357 The action of the plough was in no way deranged i

by that of the slicers ; it
' swam fair

'

on the furrow bottom.

1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm I. 435 This plough, with its

sole upon the surface of two years' old lea, and the coulter
alone in the soil, the bridle having been adjusted to make
it swim without any undue tendency.
6. To move, or appear to move, as if gliding or

SWIM.

floating on water; ttf. to move, glide, or b.- .ii-
Id in the air or ether, occas. l.y mechanical

i66t BOYLE Ctrt.iin I'kyual. his. (1669) 191 Tho litlle
.that from , shauy pbie we sec Iwimmine up |

buo-baama. 1669 SILKMV Manner', Atai

, ,

r - - -* - s vj * *"'* v. 11909) 953 Thedome of the Pantheon swam agluw above Ihe northern ter-
race, a fiery Valhalla in the sky.

b. Said of the apparent motion of objects before
the eyes of a person whose sight is troubled or
blurred.

1678 DRYDEN All for Lovt in. a,l fin., M

i/tppolytus l. 7 Priests, Altars, Victims .warn before my
Sight ! 1818 SHELLIY Rosalind 194 Then all the icene was
wont to swim Through the mist of a burning tear. 1818
BYRON Ch. Har. iv. cxi, The arena swims around him he
is gone. 1857 DUFFERIN Lett. High Lat. (1867) (a The loom
swam round before me. 1888 R. BOLDREWOOD '

Robteryunder Arms xviii, There was a sound like rushing waters
in my ears, and the courthouse and the people all swam
before my eyes.

to. To '

float
'

in the mind. 06s.
i67 Lisander t, Cat. x. 215 The admirable attractions of

her surmounting beauty swome in her minde. 1639 S Du
VERCER Ir.C'amus' Admir. Events 87 Seeking to feed his

eyeswuh the sight of this faire image, which swimmed in
his fantasie.

7. Of the head or brain : To be affected with
dizziness

;
to have a giddy sensation. Also, of the

head, to swim round = to be in a whirl.
170. STEELE funeral i. (1734) 19 My Head swims, as it

did when I fell into my Fit, at the Thought of it. 1782COWPEH Jackdaw 10 Look up your brains begin to swim.
iBag LUTON Dnereux i. iii, My head swam round. 1851
D. JKRROLD St. Giles xi. 108 His brain sam with the
thought, and he almost fell to the earth. 1871 C. GIBBON
Latk oj Gold xx, My head's bizzing, and sooming, and
burning. 1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped xvii. My own sides
so ached, my head so swam,, .that 1 lay beside him like one
dead.

b. Of the eyes : To be troubled or blurred :

with mixture of sense 10.

1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam vi. xxxvi, When the faint eyes
swim Through teais ofa wide mist boundless and dim. 1820
W. IRVING Sketch Bit., Rip I'an Winkle (1821) 1. 63 At
length his senses were overpowered, his eyes swam in his
head. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. vi. 193 Who turn'd half.
round to Psyche as she sprang To meet it, with an eye that
swum in thanks. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xxii. 155 On sud.
denly raising it [sc. my head] my eyes swam as they rested
on the unbroken slope of snow.

1 8. trans/. To abound with swimming animals.
c 1381 CHAUCER Part. Foules 188 (Hail. MS.) Colde welle

stiemes, ..pat swommyn ful of sinale fysshes lyht. a 1578
LINDESAY (Pitscottie) I /iron. Scat. (S.T.S.) I 337 The
stankis..was sowmond full of all deliecat fisches. 1596
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 23 A pleasand Loch
swomeng full of fyne perchis.
9. To float, be immersed or steeped, in a fluid

;

also in fig. context (cf. b).
c 1450 Mirk's Festial 14 pay vndedyn hit [sc. a tomb], and

fonden his bones swymmyng yn oyle. a 1586 SIDNEY Ps,
xvn. viii, Their eies doe swimme, their face doth shine in

fatt. 1605 B. JONSON Volpone I. i, When you do come to
swim in golden lard, Up to the arms in honey. 1655 Ci i

-

PEPPER, etc. Riverms ll. vi. 337 The Water corrupted in the

Abdomen, doth also corrupt the Bowels that su im therein.

1663 Unfort. Usurper I. 11. 5, I expected to see him almost
drown'd with sorrow, But find him swiming, and almost
drown'd in's Liquor. 1698 FKYER Ace. E. India ff P. 188
Rice thrives best in Wateiy Places, it swimming always
therein till Harvest. 17x9 OZELI. tr. Misson's Mem. Trav.

F.ng. 314 Five or six Heaps of Cabbage.. or some other
H erbs . . ,

well pepper 'd and salted, and swimming in Butter.

1710 RAMSAY To Hamilton (Heirings) i, Your herrings..
In nealsome brine a' soumin. 1775 R. CHANDLER Trn<.
Asia M, viii. (1825) I. 29 A cotton-wick swimming in oil.

b. fig. To be immersed or stink in pleasure,

grief, etc. ; f to abound in.

c 1411 HOCCLEVE De Keg. Princ. 1254 They bat swymmen
in richesse Continue!))-, and han prosperitee. 15*6 TIN.
DALE 2 Tkess. i. 3 Every one of you swymmelh in love to.

warde another betwene youre selves. 1575 GASCOIGNE
Flowers Wks. 1907 I. 94, I seeme to swime in such a sugted

joye, As did (parcase) entise them to delight. 1590 SPENSEI
/'. Q. n. iii. 39 There thou maist loue, and dearely loued bee,

And swim in pleasure. 1637 GILLESPIK Eng 1. Pop. Ctrem.
iv. vi. 30 They slept upon beds of yvorie, and swimmed in

excessive pleasures upon their couches.
^
a 1644 QUARLES

Sot. Recant. Sol. in. 38 At noon we swim in wine ; at night,

in tears. 165* CRASHAW Carmen Deo Nastro, Sancta
Maria iv, She sees her son. .swimme In woes that were not

made for Him. 1667 MILTON /". /-. IX. 1009 As with new
Wine intoxicaied both \tc. Adam and Eve) They wim in

mirth. 1760-71 H. BROOKE Fool ofQual. (1809) IV. 17 My
soul swims in delight.
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SWIM.

10. To be covered or filled with fluid ;
to be

drenched, overflowed, or flooded. Const, wit/i, in.

a 1541 WYATT OfMean $ Sure Estate 7 When the fur-

rowes swimmed with the rayne. 1560 Bible (GencV.) Ps.

vi. 6, I cause my bed every night to swimme. 1560 DALS
tr. Sleidanfs Comm. 251 While they seke howe to make

slaughter in Germanye, and that all thyuge maye swymme
full of theyr blud, that professe Chryst. 1595 Locrine n. v.

66 The currents swift swimme violently with blood, a 1658

CLEVKI.AHD Innnd. Trent 86 Some say the Meadows swim,
some say they'r drown'd. 1697 DKYDISN /Eneid in. 822

With spouting Blood the Purple Pavement swims. 1709
STKELE Taller No. 104 p i To see her Eyes swimming
in Tears of Affection. 1711 ADUISON Sped. No. 83 P i

When the Heavens are filled with Clouds, when the E;.rth

swims in Rain. 1733 JOHNSON Lobo*s Abyssinia, Descr.

iii. S4 Every thing they eat smells strong and swims with

Butter. 1827 LVTTON relham liv, Ellen, whose eyes swam
in tears, as they gazed upon her brother. 1884 GII.MOUK

Mongols 169 Great parts of the causeway swim with deep
black mud. 1891 FARRAII Darkn. $ Dawn Ixvi, The marble

ROOTS of the Temple of Jerusalem swam in blood.

b. jig. To be full to overflowing with.

1548 UDAU., etc. Erasm. Par. Luke v. 67 Whereas them-
selfes swimmed as full as theyr sklnnes might holde of many
great vices, a 1614 D. DYKK Myst. Selfe-Deceiving (1630)

56 The wickeds Table, though swimming neuer so much
with dainties. 1676 BUNYAM .SYrwfV Gate Wks. (1692) 636/2
Beware.. of the Man whose Head swims with Notions,
but his Life is among the unclean. 1761-71 H. WALPOLE
Vertufs Anccd. Paint. (1786) IV. 207 The eyes swimming
with youth and tenderness. 18,45 G. OLIVER Coll. Biog.
Sac. jcsits 76 He tells Dorothy in a letter, that his heart is

now swimming with joy. 1895 MEREDITH Amazing Marr.
iv, The upper sky swam with violet. 1902 R. W. CHAMBERS
Maids ofParadise vi. 93 The room in the turret was now
\sc, after the battle] swimming in smoke and lime dust.

11. Transitive senses.

11. To traverse or cover (a certain distance) by
swimming. Also, to perform (a stroke or evolu-

tion) by swimming.
c 1000 Efist. Alex, ad Arist. in Cockayne Narrat.Angl.

(1861) 10 pa hie da hsefdon feorSan dxl J>aereea seswummen.
c 1290 St. Brendan 169 in S. Eng, Leg. 224 He suam more
ban tuei myle. 0:1586 SIDNEY Arcadia n. xxiv. (1912) 306, 1

had swomme a very little way. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. JV. n. i.

174 Be thou heere againe, Ere the Leuiathan can swim a
league. 1610 Temp, ut. ii. 16, I swam, ere I could re-

couer the shore, fine and thirtie Leagues. 1848 Blackiv.

Mng. Dec. 723/1 Gazing at the gold-fish that swam their
monotonous circle in the basin. 1893 F. M. CRAWFORD
Children ofKing I. iv. 114 He could not swim a stroke.

b. To glide smoothly through, rare.

1725 POPE Odyss. \\. 188 Stately in the dance you swim
th' harmonious maze.

12. To pass or cross by swimming; to move in,

on, or over by swimming ;
to swim across.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. i. i. 26 You are ouer-bootes in

loue, And yet you neuer sworn the Hellespont. 1667 MIL-
TON /'. L. i. 202 That Sea-beast Leviathan, which God of
ail his works Created hugest that swim th' Ocean stream.
1697 DRVDEN sEneitt iv. 764 Parti-colour'd Fowl, Which
haunt the Woods, or swim the weedy Pool. 1746 HERVEY
Medit.(ij(y)) 1. 203 All that wing the Firmament, or tread the
Soil, or swim theWave. 1813 ScQ-rrRoktly vi. ii. The otter

prowling by the moon-beam cool, Watches the stream or
swims the pool. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. India 1. 617 Theyswam the river to the spot where the king's tent was pitched,

b. To float on the surface of (water), rare.
1855 SINGLETON Virgil I. 137 Nor less, too, swims the

seething surge The buoyant alder, wafted on ihe Po.
13. To cause (an animal) to swim, esp, across a

river, etc.

1639 T. DE GREY Comj>l. Horsem. 306 After swim him
and apply bathes. 1714 tr. JouteFs Jrnl. Voy. Mexico
(1719) 133 Handing over our Goods from one to another
and swimming over our Horses. 172, Acts Assembly
Penmylv. (1762) I

p6 For every Cow or other neat Cattle,
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t b. To convey by swimming. Obs. rare

1613 HEVWOOD Brazen Age I. B 4 b, Tie vnderlake toswimme her Vnto the furthest strond, vpon my shoulders
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ol water; to float.
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i b. To put (a person suspected of witchcraft) to

the ordeal of being immersed in water, the proof

of innocence being that the person did not sink.

1718 F. HUTCIUNSON Hist. Ess. Witchcraft 65 Hopkins

[the Witch-finder] went on searching and swimming the

poor Creatures. 1748 in Gentl. Mag. Mar. (1867) 320 Alice,

the wife of Thomas Green, labourer, was swam, malicious

. .people having raised an ill report of her for being a witch.

1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xl, The folk are speaking o' swimming
her i' the Eden. 1825 Ann. Reg., Chron. 98/1 A man was

swam fora wizard at Wickham.Keith. .in the presence of

some hundreds of people 1

o. To furnish sufficient depth of water for

I (something) to swim or float in.

1815 SCOTT Guy M. ix, We'll drink the young Laird's

health in a bowl that would swim the collector's yawL 1817

j

M. lilRKBECK Notes yourn. Atner. (1818) 82, I guess it [.
the creek] will swim your horse. 1887 I. R. Lady's Ranche

Life Montana 25 Wide rivers, very rapid and almost deep
i enough to swim a horse.

d. (See quot.)
1864 WEUSTER, Swim, v.t... 2. To immerse in water that

!

the lighter parts may swim ; as, to swim wheat for seed.

Swim-bladder, [f.
SWIM^. Ci.(j.schwimiH-

blase.} A fish's swimming-bladder (see SWIM-
' MING vbl. sb. 6).

1837 P. KEITH Bot. Lex. 375 Ascending or descending
chiefly by means of the compression or dilatation of the swim-

i bladder, an organ with which most fishes are furnished.

1883 Knowledge 30 Mar. IQI/I Isinglass .. is . . the swim-

j

bladder of the sturgeon and similar fishes cut into shreds.

1896 tr. Boas' Text Bk. Zool. 344 In most Fish . . the lung . .

simply possesses the power of diminishing the specific gia-

vity of the animal, and is termed the swim-bladder.

t Swimble, sb. Obs. rare. In 5 swymbul.
[Related to next.] A swaying motion.

^1386 CHAUCKK Knt.'s T. 1121 (Harl. MS.) A foreste,..
With knotty knarry bareyn trees olde Of stubbes sharpe

, and hidous..to biholde; In which liter ran a swymbul and
a swough, As though a storm sholde bresten every bough,

t Swimble, v. Obs. rare. In 5 swemyle. [a.
west Scand. svimla (Norw. dial, svimla, Da.

svimle) lo be giddy, stagger, f. swim- (see next)
+ frequent, suffix. Cf. (M)LG. swtnielstaggering,

:

swooning, swimel(e)n to swoon, MHG. swimmel,
swim(m]eln, early mod.Du. swijmel, swijmelen,
G. dial, schwcimel, swtmel."] inlr. To feel dizzy.
1x1400-50 ly.irs Alex. 156 Swiers swemyle, swonned

ladys.

tSwime, sb. Obs. Forms: I swima, 3-4
suim(e,suijm,4 suuime,4 squyme, 4-5 swym(e.
[OE. swima - MLG. swtm, swlitie, Du. swijm,
G. dial, sckweim giddiness, swooning, related

immed. to (M)LG., MDu. swimen to become faint

(Du. zwijmen), MHG. swimen, pa. t. swcem (G.
dial, schwcimeii), and, with variety of vowel-

grade, to OE. -swseman (: *swaimjati) SWEAM,
OF'ris. swima swoon, swima to swoon, (M)LG.
swciwcii, swimen, swimen to stagger, faint, swoon,
ON. svimi giddiness; f. Teut. root swaim- : swim-,
whence also the forms s. v. SWIMBLE.] Dizziness,
giddiness, or a fit of this; swooning, a swoon.
a 900 CYNKWULF Crist 1300 (Gr.) par hi ascamode, scondum

jedrcahte, SwiciaS on swiman. n 1000 yudith io6(Gr.) He
on swiman law, druncen & dolhwund. c 1000 Sax. Leechd.
111. 48 Wia oone swiman nim rudan [etc.], a 1300 Cursor
M- 5072 (Cott.) pai fell in suijm and cried 'merci !' Ibid.
24350 pat suime was o mi soruing suage. ? 111400 Hlortt
Arth. 4246 He swounnes one be swarthe, and one swym
falhs. 1:1460 Townelty Myst. ii. 27 Ye stand as ye were
fallen in swyme.
fig. 1:1400 Destr. Troy Prol. 12 Sothe stories ben stoken

vp, Jc Btraught out of mynd, And swolowet into swym bv
swiftenes of yeres.

tSwime, a. Obs. In 4 swym. [f. preo.]Used vaguely (like the sb.) in Destr. Troy -= giddy,
dazed, and (actively) stunning.
c 1400 Destr Troy 3604 With bi swerde is to swinke & not

with swym thoghtes. Ibid. 9561 Alto swappon v s with
swerdes & with swym strokes.

Swimmable (swi-mab'l), a.
[f. SWIM v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being swum.
1851 M. W. SAVAGE R.Medlicott iv. iv, I rode everything

rideable, . . swam everything swimmable. 1866 Reader
10 Feb. 145/1 Within swimmable distance of the shore
Swimmer (swi-maj). [f. SWIM v. + -ER l Cf
MLG. swemmer, also swommer, MHG. swimmer
(G. schwimmer), Du. iwemmcr.]
1. A person (or animal) that swims in the water.-

LANGI.. P. PI. B. xii. ,67 pe swymmere bat is sauf bi
Barth. De P. R. xin. xvii.
-

yperissched in swalowes.
135 V swimmer Le-

SWIMMING.

h r'Mm sw.mmer phed each active limb. 158 Animal
Manage,,,. ,40 1 he horse ,s a powerful natural^wimmer.

. An animal that
(habitually) swims, or whose

structure ,s adapted for swimming , spec. . bird ofthe order Nalatores, a swimming bird.

Korragers doc howle and roare, The humid Swimmers dye
along the shoare. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE I'setiti. Ep. v. i. 234
In latirostrous or fiat bild birdes, which being generally
swimmers, the organ is wisely contriv'd unto the action and
they are framed with fins or oares upon their feet. '1718ROWE tr. Lucan ix. 1214 The Swimmer there the crystal
stream pollutes. 1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anal. I. 269/2 J he
Swimmers \sc. Natatore.s] .. r.re .. recognizable by the
structure and position of their oar-like feet. 1871 COUES
N. Atner. Hints 14 Among swimnu-rs, the body is always
more or less depressed, or flattened horizontally.

b. Entoi.(a) One of a tribe of spiders (Araneidse
nalantcs) whicli live in water ; n swimming spider
water-spider. >J>. A swimming beetle of the group
Hydradephaga or Hydrocanthari.
1815 KIKBY & Sp. Entonwl. xiii. (1818) I. 427 Walckenaei's

Swimmers, the last of his grand tribes of spiders.
3. The swimming-bladder of a fUh. Now dial.
1579 T. STEVENS in Hakluyt Voy. (1599', II. n. 99 Which

combe standeth vpon a thing almost like the swimmer of a
fish in colour and bignesse. 1886 ELWORTHV W. Somerset
Word-Ik., Swimmer, the air-bladder of a fish. (Always.) In
bloaters this silvery-looking purse is very conspicuous.
t b. l-'arritry. A protuberance on the leg of a

i horse. Obs.

_
? I7a6 Farrier's DM. (Johnson 1

,
The swimmer is situated

in the fore legs of a horse, above the knees, and upon the
inside.. ; this part is without hair, and resembles a piece ol
hard dry horn.

o. A swimming organ of an animal ; esp. an
anal appendage irf certain aquatic insect larvse.

(Cf. SWIMMKUKT.)
1816 KIKBY & Sr. Eutmiol. xxii. (1818) II. 295 There are

two descriptions of larvae of Hydropliili, one furnished with
swimmers or anal appendages, by means of which they are
enabled to swim. 1828 J. FLEMING Hist. Brit. Animals 29
In this animal [sc. the sea-cow], the fore swimmers (fins or
paws) are furnished with the rudiments of nails.

d. An appliance for buojing up or supporting
something in the water.

1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 21 How to make Water-
rockets, Water brands, Water-cats, Waier-ducks, &c., that
turn themselves in the Water... Having fixed a wooden
swimmer below the neck, it [sc. the water.brand] is dipped
in wax and pitch, and is ready for use.

4. A thing which floats upon the surface of a liquid;
spec, an angler's float

; see also quot. 1854.
11609 DENNIS Secrets Angling i. xiii. (idij/B iij, Then

lake good Corke, as much as shall suffice, For every Line
to make his swimmer fit. 1664 EVELYN Sylva vii. 24 Let
the Nuts be first spread to sweat;.. a Moneth being past,
plunge them in Water, reject the Swimmers. 1837 CARLYLB
J-'r. Rev. n. i. iii, Shall we say, the Revolution-element
\vorks itself rarer and rarer ; so that only lighter and lighter
bodies will float in it; till at last the mere blown.bladder is

your only swimmer? 1854 Miss BAKER Korthampt. Gloss,,
Su'jt/riHfr, a wooden trencher, or two short pieces of flat

wood^ nailed across floating upon a bucket of water to pre-
vent its washing over as it is carried along.

b. brewing. A vessel containing ice or iced
water floating on Ihe woit in a fermenting-tun.
,Cf. G. schwimmer.)
1881 WEHSIIOVKN Ticliu. Voc. Eng.-fr. 263 The ferment-

ing tun, the gyle-tun, la cine guilloire, the swimmer, U
Jlattenr.

f5. A cup or goblet 'swimming' or brimming
over

;
a '

bumper '. 06s.
1682 N. O. Boilcau's Lutrin i. 180 [He) takes himself a

lusty Beer-bow] brimmer Of Racy Claret, and Commends
a Swimmer To the good Company. 1706 BARNES in Hearne
Collect. 18 July (O. H. S.) I. 273 Some Brimmer And Swim,
mer, W' Nectar shall flow.

t 6. slang. (See quots.) Obs.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Switrtttur, a Counterfeit

(old) Coyn. 1811 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Swimmer, a
guard-ship, or tender ; a thief who escapes prosecution, when
before a magistrate, on condition of being sent on board the

receiving-ship, to serve His Majesty, is said by his palls to
be swimmered.
Hence f Swimmer *. (see qnot. 18:2 above).
Swimmeret (swi-maret). [f. SWIMMER + -ET.]An abdominal limb or appendage of a crustacean,

adapted for swimming ;
a swimming-foot, pleopod.

1840 Curiers Anim. Kingd. 416 The second family of
iJccapoda, Decapoda Macrura .., is distinguished by
having at the extremity of the tail, on each side, appendages,
ordinarily forming a swimmeret [orig. F. xageoire]. 1874
A. WILSON Stnit. Guide Zool. 96 All the varied segments
and appendages ol the lobster eyes, feelers, jaws, legs, and
swimmerets are merely modifications of a common struc-
tural plan. 1880 HUXLEY Crayfish i. 20 Attached to the
sternal side of every ring of the abdomen of the female there
is a pair of limbs, called swimmerets.

t Swimmering, VU. sb. Obs. rare. [Cf. ON.
svimra lo be giddy.] Giddiness; = SWIMMING
vbl. sb. 4. Also ///. a., giddy = SWIMMING ppl.a. 5.

1650 W. D. tr. Cmneniiis' Gate Lot. Ulil. 297 Head ache
and the megrim causseth either giddiness (dizziness, swim-
meringl, or dotage. 1650 H. MORE Otserv. in EutliHS. Tri.,
etc. (1656) 118 This is but idle treading of the air, and onely
a
symp^tome of a light swimmering fancy.

Swimming (swi-mirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

SWIM v. +
-ING

'.] The action of the verb SWIM.
1. The action of moving along in the water by

natural means of progression.
'377 LANCL. P. PI. B. in. 166 He )>at neuere ne dyued ne

noujt can of swymmynge. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R,
XYIII. xxix. [xxx.] (BodL MS.) If. 263 b/i In swymmynge
be strenger (harts] swymmeb bifore. a 1513 FABYAN Chron.
vii. ccxxxviii. (1811) 277 Swymynge of fysshes, & fleynge of

fowlys. 1533 BELLENDEN l.ivy iv. xiv. (S.T.S.) II. 99
Vthiris )>at war crafty in swomyng war sa sare woundit..



SWIMMING.
J?at b-"U drownit in fie streme. 1638 KAWI.EV tr Bacon's

Life ft De.ith (\byti 40 Exercise within cold water, as swim-
ming, is very good. 1683 J. Run Scots llartfner (1907) go
The larger your pondes or rivers be,.. and the more moved
by horse, geese and ducks, in their sweeming, the swetter
it will be. 1771 SMOLLETT Humphry Cl.

t Let. to Sir It-'

Phillies i July, I love swimming as an exercise, and can
enjoy it at all times of the tide. 1835 rartingtons Brit,
Cycl. Arts % Sci. II. 803/2 In ordinary easy swimming,
the hands are not used lo propel, but merely to assist in

keeping on the surface.

2. The action of moving or floating on the sur-

face of the water, as a ship.
1719 DE FOE Crusoe i\. iGlobe) 405 The Fire so burn'd the

upper Part, that it soon made them unfit for swimming in
the Sea as Hoats. 1827 FARADAY Cheat. .Wanip. ii. (1842) 62
When surrounded by the fluid, its density was in some
degree judged of by the sinking or swimming of the in-

cluded bulb.

b. concr. A thing which floats upon the surface.

1833 I.OUDON Encycl. Arc/tit. 1262 The swimmings, or

light grains that are skimmed off in the cistern.

f 3, A watered pattern in a fabric. 06s. rare.
1611 FI.ORIO, AW/, a waue, a swimming as in damaskc

or chamblet.

4. A state of dizziness or giddiness ; vertigo.
Usually swimming ofthe head or brain.

1530 FAI.SGR. 278/2 Swymyng in the hed, bestournement.
1556 WITHALS Diet. (1568) 72 b/i Swimming in the heade,
vertigo. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xx\. (1887)90 It is com-
mended for a remedie against the swiming of the head.
1601 HOLLAND l\liny xxi. xxx. II. in It is good for the

swimming and dizzinesse of the braine. 1684 \V. RUSSELL
Phys. Treatise 135 A Man of middle Age having, .a Swim-
ming in his Head. 1770 FOOTE Lame Lover 11, A faintness,
a kind of swimming. 1871 L. STEPHEN Player. Eur. (1894)
xiii. 305, I could not look over a precipice without a swim-
ming in the head.

fig. 1649 MILTON Eikon. xxviii. 240 Upon a sudden qualm
and swimming of thir conscience.

5. An appearance as of something floating or

wavering before the eyes.

1760-7* H. BROOKE FootofQnal. (1809) II. 95 My knees
trembled . . ; a swimming came before my eyes. 1771 SMOL-
LETT Humphry Cl. t Let. to Leivis 8 May, The continual
swimming of those phantoms before my eyes, gave me a
swimming of the head. 1833 L. RITCHIK Wand. Loire 234
He was affected by a reeling of the brain and a swimming
of the eyes.

6. attnb. and Comb., as swimming-apparatus;

~btlt, -fin, -foot, -girdle, -leg, -organ, -paddle, -paw,
-plate,

-web \ swimming-bath, -place, -pond, -school',

swimming-bell, a bell-shaped part or organ, as a

nectocalyx, by which an animal propels itself

through the water
; swimming-bladder, (a) the

air-bladder of a fish, which enables it to keep its

balance in swimming; (f>) an inflated bladder to

assist a person in swimming; swimming-tub
Calico-printing etc., a tub of colours, with a

floating layer of fabric, on which a block is laid to

colour its surface.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek.,
*
Swimming-apparatus . . , a

float or dress to sustain a person in the water. 1900 B. D.
JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms, Swimming-apparatus, in

Azolla, three apical episporic spongy masses of tissue, sur-,

rounding a central conical body with an array of fine fila-

ments (Campbell). 1743 Daily Advertiser 28 May {N. <$ Q.
loth Ser. X, 89), The Pleasure or *Swimming Bath, which
is more than forty-three Feet in length. 1892 H. LANE
Differ. Rheum. Dis. (ed. 2) 103 The ladies' swimming bath
at the New Royal Baths. 1861 J. R. GREEN*: Man. Anim.
Kingd., Calent. 27 The

'

nectocafyces ', or "swimming bells ',

with which the hydrosoma may be
provided. 1856

' STONE-
HENCE '

Brit. Sports 512/1 Various kinds of Apparatus have
been recommended for sustaining the body, as cork-jackets,
*swimming-belts, bladders, &c. 1713 DERHAM Phys. TJteol.
10 note. If the *Swimming-Bladder of any Fish be pricked
or broken, such a Fish sinks presently to the bottom. 1843
HOLTZAPFFEL Turning I. 155 Isinglass, .is prepared from
the sound or swimming-bladder of the sturgeon. 1858 O. W.
HOLMES Aut. Break/.~t. ii. (1883) 32 Don't puncture their

swimming-bladders; don't break the endsof their brittle and
unstable reputations. 1861 P. P. CARPENTER in Rep. Smith-
sonian Inst. 1860, 240 The animal has a broad "swimming
fin, armea with an operculum. Ibid. 234 Aclesia is like

Aplysia* without shell or *swimming flaps. 1816 KIRBY &
SP. Entotnol. xxii. (1818) II. 303 The envelope of the inter-

mediate tarsi.. is fringed on one side with hairs, to enable
the insects to use them as *swimrning feet. 1626 BACON
New Atl. 42 Wee haue Shipps and Boates for Going under
Water, and Brooking of Seas; Also *3wimming-Girdles
and Supporters. 1700 T. BROWN Amnsem. Ser. fy Com.
in Under that Bulk was a Projector clicking off his

Swimming Girdles, to keep up Merchants Credits from
sinking. 1835 Partington s Brit. Cycl. Arts $ Set. II.

803/2 The swimming girdle, about five inches wide, is

placed round the pupil's breast. 1871 DARWIN Desc,
Man ir. ix. I. 328 The males.. alone are furnished with

perfect "swimming-legs. 1861 J. R. GRRKNB Man. Anim.
Kingd,, Calient. 115 The endodermal lining of the polypite
passes into the central cavity of the *swimming.organ. 1895
Oracle Encycl, I. 567/2 The forelimbs, represented by
"swimming-paddles, are of small size. 1808 J. FLEMING in

Mem. Wjgrnerian Nat. Hist. Soc. (1811) I. 134 There were
two "swimming-paws (if I may be allowed the expression),

corresponding to the pectoral fins in fishes, situated in the

forepart of the body [of the narwalj towards the under-side.

1840 Clatter's Anim. Kingd. 41^ The lateral "swimming-
pieces at the extremity of the tail . .are thrown back at its

sides... The six or four following legs terminate in a "swim-

ming-plate. 1591 PERCIVALL^*. Dict.,Nadadero,a.*svt\m-
ming place. 1833 LOUIJON Encycl. Archit. \ 1443 A garden
containing a bowling-green, quoit-ground, cricket-ground,

*swimming-pond, and baths. 1835 Partingtons Brit. Cycl.
Arts tf Sci. II. 8o3'a Every "swimming school ought to
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have a leaping tower. 174* Daily AJrtrtistr 18 May (M
*r Q. ioih Ser. X. 89), "Swimming-Stays are made by the
above Exchange. Keeper to the utmost Perfection. 1839VMM Diet. Artt^oTtl* "swimming or colour-tub is usually
double, and serves for two tables. 1871 UAKWIN Desc. A/art
ii. xii. II. 24 The hind-feet are provided with a "swimming
web.

Swimming ^swrmirj), ppl. a.
[f. SWIM v. +

-ING 1

*.] Thai swims, in various senses.

1. Moving along in the water by natural means
of progression ; that habitually swims, as some
birds and insects.
c looo ^ELFRIC Gen. i. 20 Teon nu ba waeteru forS swim,

mende cynn cucu on life, c 1050 ByrhtferM* Hamiboc in

Angtitt^iZ&S) VIII. 310 He jescop call wyrmcynn & creo-

pende & fleo?;ende & swymmende. c 1460 Towneley Ulyst.
i. 55 The water to norLsh the fysh swymand. 1605 SIIAKS.
Lftir in. iv. 134 Poor Tom, that eates the swimming Frog.
1804 SHAW C,en. Zoof. V. 463 Swimming Pegasus.. .Native
of the Indian seas. 1859 Todii's Cycl. Antit. Index, Swim-
ming' birds (Natatores). i86a ANSTEO Channel Isi. ii. ix.

(ed. 2) 232 The spider crab, and swimming or velvet crab,
are also eaten.

b. Jig. Characterized by easy smooth motion or

progress, as of a person swimming ;
free from

obstruction or difficulty.

1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool of Qual. (1809) II. 88 During a
swimming period of six years, I scarce remember to have

experienced the smallest discontent. 1830 in Cobbett Rur.
Rides (1885) II. 320 Emigration is going on at a swimming
rate. 1854 H. MILLER Sin. fy ScAm. xxii. (1857) 496, I

. .carried my election by a swimming majority.
c. Stock Exchange. (See quot.)

1870 MEOBKRY Men $ Myst. Wall Str. 138 Swimming
market the opposite of a sick market. Everything is

buoyant.
2. Floating in the water

; spec, in Bot. (see quot.
1859)-
ciooo ALFIIC Horn. IT. 60 Se swymmenda arc [-Noah's

ark]. 1548 TURNER Names Herbes 65 Potamogeton . . maye
be named in englishe Pond plan tayne, or swymmynge plan-
tayne. tflfeGlKAftOB Herbal \\. cclxxxvii. 680 (heading) Of
Duckes meate, and other swimming herbes. 1706 E. WARD
Wooden World Diss, (1708) i A Ship of War... It's the most
admirable swimming Contrivance, that ever mortal Thought
brought forth. 1793 MARTYN Lang. Bat.* Swimming or
Floating leaf. 1839 HENSLOW Diet. Bot. Tcrms% Swimming,
used vaguely for aquatics, which either float on the surface,
or have their leaves floating. More restnctedly applied to

aquatics which are wholly immersed, and also free from
attachment to the bottom. 1870 tr. PoucheCs Universe
(1871) 42 The swimming fucus or sea-weed. 1879 TYSDAI.L
Fragm. Sci. (ed. 6) I. xui. 374 When the pole of an ordinary
magnet is brought to act upon the swimming needle [i.e.

floating upon a liquid |.

b. Swimming stone : a kind of stone so light as
to float upon water; = FLOAT-STONE 2.

1758 BORLASK Nat. Hist. Cormv. in In a copper-mine.,
near Redruth, they have a stone which they call the Swim-
ming-stone. 1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 199/2 Cavernous
quartz is termed Spongiform quartz or Swimming stone.

to. Jig. Wavering, unsteady. 06s. rare.

1596 NASHE Saffron Waldeuii Certaine strange dreames
..which wel she hoped were but idle swimming fancies of
no consequence. 1603 BACON Valerius Terminus \. Wks.
1857 IH. 239 As far as a swimming anticipation could take
hold.

f d. Jig. Superficial, on the surface. Obs. rare.
(i 1679 T. GOODWIN Work ofHoly Spirit v. vi, Wks. 1703

V, i. 205 An abundance ..of swimming knowledg, common
enlightning.

t 3. Oi the carriage of the body : Characterized

by a smooth waving motion. Obs.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. u. i. 130 Which she with pretty and
with swimming gate Following.. Would imitate, and saile

vpon the Land. 1604 N. H. Ladies Diet. 169/2 A Swim-
ming Gate, or an affected Pace, as if you were, .measuring
the ground by the Foot as you pass along. Ibid. 495/2 He . .

admires her swiming Carriage. 1709 STEELE Tatter No.
52 P 2 That swimming Air of your Body. 1731 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Poems, Fatew. to Bath vi, Somerville, of cour-
teous mien, ..With swimming Haws, and Urownlow blithe.

4. Overflowing (in quot. trans/.}.
c 1586 CTESS PEMBROKE Ps. xcvni. iii, You streamy rivers

clapp your swymming hands.

b. Of the eyes : Suffused with tears ; watery.
a vjW) CONCREVE Tears of Amaryllis 126 From her

swimming eyes began to pour Of softly falling rain a silver

show'r. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard, 322 She rose, and fixt

her swimming eyes upon him.

C. advb.

1887 Suffl. Jamieson's Sc. Diet., Addenda, Swimming
. .also used as an adv., as in the phrase swimmingfnllt i. e.

abundantly, copiously full or filled, well stocked.

5. Affected with, or characterized by, dizziness

or giddiness.
1607 TOPSELL Fonr.ft Beasts 555 For the.. curing of the

swimming dizzines or giddines in the head. 1688 King's
Declar. ar/2 Yet you. .are in no Danger at all of Falling
Down, from any other Cause, but the Swimming Conceipt
of your Own Head. 1760-72 H. BROOKR Fool of Qual.
(1809) II. 59 A swimming kind of stupor would fall.. upon
my sou!. 1818 BYRON Mazeppa xviii, The cold, dull, swim-

ming, dense Sensation ofrecurring sense. 1841 MRS.CARLYLE

mountain side

b. Of the eyes or sight (cf. L. oculi natantes^
htmina natantia},
1697 DHYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 717 An Iron Slumber shuts

my swimming Eyes. 1697 AZneid v. 1113 The Pilot..

Soon clos'd his swimming Eyes, and lay supine. 1819
KEATS Eve of St. Mark 55 With aching neck and swim-

SWINDLE.
imi. fycs, And d.iztil with saintly imag'ii.-,. 1819 l)yoN7a uc.il, And sl.mly l,y hi, ,wimminK n;-, i s ^n

ur y
,
m? [ facc- I8'7 I," 'N filkam Ixxv

ItembUng of ihc hand.no cr.or of Ihc swimming sighl

Swimmingly MM-nmjlt), adv. [I. ^rec. +
iv '.J In a swimming manner.
1. With easy smooth progress; smoothly and
without impediment; with uninteriupt.
or

prosperity,
fin early use, csp. with bear,

carry: With conspicuous success, with feint
i6 KI.ETCHEB& M ASS J',,.f/:,t,,, , iii, ,.,. Can uch

.1 Kascal as thou an, hop* lui b ,,. Yes, and
bear .t too, And bear II swimmingly. 1654 Nicholas I'afrr,
(Camden) II. 51 Lord Pcrcey carried h.mstlfe swimminglyand said more for tlicn against the Chancelor. 1668 Emu-
EDGE Slic Would iJSht Could i. i, Prithee let u dine lo-
Kether to-day, and be swimmingly merry. 1678 OTWAV
Frauaklftn f. i.

i, He never dreanis how swimmingly bis
own Affairs are rnanag'd at home. 1696 VANBKUUH Kelffu
IV. i, So, matters go swimmingly. 1754 WAKBUHTON in W.
fr llarrfs Lrtt. (1809) 186 Only this last year or two I wa
going swimmingly on. I have now struck upon a rock.
1814 LADV GKANVILLI l.tll. 14 M". 11894) I. *66 The inter-
view went off very swimmingly. 1844 M ACAULAV in Tre-
velyan Lije t, Lett. (1876) 1 1 . x. 1 52 The article on Chatham
goes on swimmingly. 1893 FORBES-.MITCHELL Kemiit. Gt.
Mutiny 135 Ever>thing went swimmingly with the prose-
cution.

2. With a smooth gliding movement.
1745 Gtntl. Mag. July 384/2 Like fluttering angels they

swimmingly move. iSifl J. SCOT T / 'is. Paris (ed. O 37 Per.

haps the reality did not appear quite so swimmingly elegant
. .as the fancy of the thingfic. H rustic dance] had been. 184*
BFOWNIKG Waring I. iv, E'en so, swimmingly appears.
Through one's after-supper musings, Some lost Lady of old

years.

Swimmingness (swi-mirjnrs). rare. [t.

SWIMMING ppl. a. + -NESS.] a. A misty or moist

appearance (of the eyes), b. Smooth gliding
movement.
1700 COKGBEVE Way of World in. v, You see that picture

has a sort of a Ha, Foible ! a Swimmingness in the eyes.
1746 H. WALPOLE Let. to Comvtty 24 Oct., His eyes. .had
..a certain melancholy swimmingr.ess, that described hope-
less love rather than a natural amorous languish. 1835 T.
HOOK G. Gvrnty I. vii. 283 'I here was a swan-like swim-
mingness about her air and gait.

Swimmist (swi-mist). [f. SWIM v. ^ -IST.]
A habitual or professional swimmer.
1881 Cuckoo 22 June, Champion swimmists like Webb

and Beckwith. 1885 Graphic 3 Jan. 11, 3 The Serpentine
Christinas Day Morning Handicap, to the decision of which
so many swimmists look forward.

Swinimy (swi-mi), a.
[f.

SWIM v. + -v.] In-

clined to dizziness or giddiness. Also in Comb.
1836 F. S[YKES] Scrapsfr. Jml. 123 To look down was

quite enough to cause one's head to be unpleasantly swimmy.
1881 C. WHITEHEAD Hops 42 The operators must not he

suimmy-headed. 1891 STEVENSON Vailima Lett. xvii.

(1895) 153 My head rather swimmy.
Hence Swi'xnminess, dizziness.

1894 CONAN DOYLE Parasite 96, I had a dizziness and
swimminess which rapidly passed away.

1 Swinch. Obs. Forms: 3 swinche, suinch. 4

swinch, swynehe, Aycnb. zuynoh. [Aphetic f.

I-SWINCH. Cf. SWENCH-] Toil, labour.

12.. Moral Ode 369 in O. E. Hotn. 1. 181 per is weleabute

grame and reste abuten swinche. 1297 [see SWKNCH], 1340
Ayeno. 83 Alle Ji?e binges make}? zuete zuynch zeroes

tyeares and wepinges.

\ Swilid, v. 0/>s. Also 4 swynde. [OE.
swindan, pa.t. sviand, swundon, pa.pj le. -swunden
= OHG. suuintan, suindan, pa.t. ittaiit, (MHG.
swinden, occas. swinltn, G. schwinden, schwaiid,

geschivunden, whence Da. svitide), a formation

with -nd- on the Teut. root swi- (cf. Icel. siita to

abate), parallel to a formation with --, iepr. by
OHG. swlnan (MHG. swtnen, G. sc/iu'ttnen) of

the same meaning, MLG. swtnen to be slow, ON.
svina to subside, and to a formation with -m-,

repr. by SWIME and the related forms.] inlr. To
waste away, languish ; to dwindle, decrease ;

to

vanish, disappear. Hence t Swinden ppl. a., en-

feebled, enervated (cf. AswiND 2, FOKSWOUNDEN).
cooo tr. Bxda'$ Hist. Iv. xxv. (1899) 500 Ealle..i3ibe

hefise slaepe swundon, oore to synnum wacecion. c 1000

Ags. Ps. (Spelman) xxxviii 15 (xxxix. 11) Swindan f.u

dydest . .sawle his. a loo Moral Orle 57 in O. E. Horn. I.

163 Vie swine and ure tilpe is ofte iwoned to swinden.

c 1175 LAV. 23670 panne mai me singe Of one swindene

kinge pat his beot haucb imaked And his cniht-sipe for-

sake. 13.. St. Erkcnwolrll 342 in Horstm. Alttng I. Leg.

(1881) 274 Sodenly his swete chere swyndid & faylide.

01337 Pol. Songs (Camden) 150 Thus me pileth the pore

that is of lute pris : Nede in swot and in swynk swynde mot

swo. a 1380 Minor I'oems/r. foment MS. xxvm. 56 Hell

lenere and louere of largenesse, Swete and sweltest bat

neuer may swynde.

Swindge, Swindgel, var. SWINGE, SWIKGLE.

Swindle, s6. 1 Local variant of SWINGLE rf.

Also in Comb, swyndilland = SWINGLE-HAND.

14.. Nam. in Wr..VViilcker 696/7-8 Hoc ejiciiliaiiim, a

swyndylstoc. Hocexcdiitni, a swyndilland. 1857 UORROW
Rom. l\ve xxx, I drank with the harvesters, who sang me

songs about rural life, such as' Sitting in the swale ; nd

listening to the swindle of the flail, as it sounds dub-a-dub

on the corn, from the neighbouring barn.'

t Swindle, ^. 2 Obs. [ad. early mod.Du.

swindel (Du. zweitttel}
= MHG. swindet, sicinfe!



SWINDLE.

(G. sehwinJeli, f. Teut. swind- : see SWIND v. nncl

-I.E. Cf. SWINDLING vbl. sbl} Giddiness, vertigo.LING vbl. sbl} Giddiness, vertigo.

USO MOHWYNG Evoaym. 137 This lyquor is good for the

l.cadache, fallinge sicknesse, fi ensye, swindle or turnsicknes.

Swindle swi-nd'l), s&.'-i [f.
SWINDLE v.'-}

1. An act of swindling ;
a fraudulent transaction

or scheme; a cheat, fraud, imposition.

1881 yrnl. Inst. Bankers Nov. 573 The trustees under

liquidation never have their bills laxed; tliey charge wh.it

they like and do wliat they like j it is a perfect swindle with

them.

b. spec, (slang or local) : see quots.

1870 Law Reports, Davey v. Walmslcy (Farmer), Lot-

teries are announced and commonly known as swindles.

1871 SCHELE DE VERE Americanisms 576 When he \sc. a

Western man) wishes to know what he has to pay, he asks,

What's the damage? or, not so charitably, Whats the

swindle? 1890 IJARKKRK & LfUKoSlaitfJJict. s. v., When
a proposition is made to toss for a drink by spinning

a coin,

the phrase is generally
'

let's have a swindle .

2. Something that is not what it appears or is

pretended to be ;
a ' fraud '. colloq.

1866 HOWELLS Venet. Life i. 4 Let us take, for example,

that pathetic swindle, the Bridge of Sighs. 188* T. O.

BOWLES Flotsam t; Jetsam 395 As a sea the Mediterranean

is a mere swindle. It is, indeed, not a sea at all, but a

miserable puddle.
t Swindle, .' Ots. : see SWINDLING vbl. s6*

Swi'ndle, v2 [Back-formation f. SWINDLES.]
1. intr. To act the swindler ;

to practise fraud,

imposition, or mean artifice, esp. for the purpose
of obtaining money.
1781 BAILEY, Swindle, to get Money on false Pretences.

iSoa JAMES Milit. Diet., Swindle,.. & cant word signifying

to cheat. 1810 SHELLEY Hymn Merc, xlix, Those Who
swindle, house-break, sheep-steal, and shop-lift. 1848

THACKERAY Van. Fairxxxvi, Hardy English adventurers

who have, .swindled in all the capitals of Europe.

2. irons. To cheat, defraud (a person) out of

money or property.

Christ. 243 Having been intrusted with the manage
a bank in the Piscina pullica, he swindled and ruined the

depositors. 1908 R. BAGOT A. Ciithbert xiv. 162 It appears
that del Monte has swindled his wife his widow out of

every sixpence she possessed.
b. To bring into some specified condition by

swindling.
1810 in Life Adam Clarke\'n\. (1834) 192, 1 mightswindle

away this poor Sarah Boswell from your chapels to ours.

1839 THACKERAY Fatal Boots Oct., When I had paid the

debt into which I had been swindled by her.

3. To get or gain by swindling. ? Obs.

1804 Rfvol. Plutarch II. 306 The convention of Alexan-

dria, which Buonaparte swindled from the trembling Melas.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. in. I. v, Lamotte..had. .swindled a
sum of three-hundred livres from one of them.

Swindleable (swi-ndlab'l), a. nonct-wd. [f.

SWINDLE v.
2 + -ABLE.] Capable of being or liable

to be swindled.

1874 M. COLLINS TIi. in Gartien(icX,o) I. vii. 283. I have,
had to pay many of their bills, chiefly I think because I look

easily swindleable (to coin a word).
Swindledom (swi-nd'ldsm). nonce-wd.

[f.

SWINDLE ji.3 + -DOM.] The realm or domain of
swindles.

1893 Scott. Leader io June io (lieatling) The latest from
Swindledom.

Swindler (swi-ndbj). [ad. G. schwiiidler

giddy-minded person, extravagant projector, esp. i

in money matters, cheat, f. schivindeln to be giddy, !

act thoughtlessly or extravagantly, swindle, going
'

back to MHG. swindeln, OHG. suintilSn (cf.
MHG. swiiitlel, s-uintel, OHG. suuinlilod dizzi-

ness), frequent, f. sttintan to waste away, languish,
lose consciousness, etc. : see SWIND v. and -LE. .

Cf. Du. zwendelai i:

Otig. a cant word, s:iid to have been introduced into
London by German Jews about 1762, and to have been first

used in literature by Lord Mansfield. See Bailey's Diet,
ed. 1782, and Slang Diet. (1873) 317.)
One who practises fraud, imposition, or mean

artifice for purposes of gain ;
one who systematic-

ally defrauds or cheats others
;
a cheat.

1775 Ann. Reg.. Chron. 175/2 Dupes to the designing arts
ofihe wretches distinguished by the name of Swindlers. 1797
(title) Adventures of the Extravagant Wit ; or the English
Swindler, shewing the various frauds and Tricks he com-

,

muted in London and the most distant parts of the Globe, i

1819 SHELLEY Peter Bell3rd n. ii, A swindler, living as he :

can. 1889 jKtoMCaxtiilfoffriarl iii. 159 The swindler i

always thinks his victim a fool.

Hence (all nonce-wds.} Swi-nrUerdom, the realm '

of swindlers, swindlers collectively ; Swi-ndler-
sMp, the condition of a swindler; Swi'ndlery,
the practice of a swindler, swindling.

ifUif J3f,tt \f~tl / -f * .
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swyndelynge. [ad.
G. sc/nuiiidelims (^;

ZSSt?*B. winding*}, f. ^hunndc

SWINDLE ^.2, schwiudelu vb., formations on I cut.

swind- (see SWIND .).] Swimming in the head,

<iizziness, giddiness. . ,. ,

AN RKW Brnnswykc's Distyll. Waters K iv b, [It

good'aga'ynste the swyndelynge in the heck.

practice of a swindler; fraud or imposition for

mil iiii
1

.'. iowy .T" -
. j . -i

(

not~e. Free trade In banking, it has been wisely and witlll,

said, is free trade in swindling.

Swindling, ppl. a. U- SWINDLE v.- + -ING z.

Cf. prec.] j i .1

1. That swindles ; acting or dealing fraudulently.

1795 KIHIVAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. Pref. p. xv, Ignorant

or swindling dealers at Naples. 1809 J. ADAMS Wks. (1854)

IX. 610 Our medium is depreciated by the multitude of

swindling banks. 1877 BLACK Green Past, xiv, The swind.

ling old heathen.

2. Of acts, etc. : Involving a swindle, fraudulent.

1809 MALKIN Gil Bias vii. xii. f n He declared his.. ab-

horrence of becoming a party.. in a mere swindling trick.

1879 GEO. ELIOT Theo. Such xvi. 283 Since his name for

virtue served as an effective part of a swindling apparatus.

Hence Swi'ndlingly adv.

1887 MRS. DALY Digging >, Squatting xvi. 171 The break-

up of many of the more swindlingly formed enterprises

naturally ensued.

Swine (swain). PI. swine. Forms : Singular
and Plural. 1-4 swin, 1-6 swyn, 4-5 suyn,

4-7 swyne, (4 suine, swiyn, squine, Ayenb.

zuyn, 4-5 squyne, 5 swyyn, swyyne, sweyne,
sqwyne, 6 suyne, swyin, swyen, 7 sweyn,

shwine), 5- swine. Plural in -s. 5 swynes, 6,

8-9 swines. [Common Teutonic : OE. swin

str. n. - OFris., OS., MLG. swtn, MDu. swijn,

(NFris. swiaa, EFris. swin, WFris. swyn, LG.

swien, Du. swijn), OHG., MHG. swtn, (G.

schwein), ON. svln, (Sw., Da. tviu), Goth.

swein : OTeut. *swinom, neut. of adj. formation

with suffix -ino- (cf. L. suinus, OS1. svhn swinish,

and see -INE suffix^) on the root of L. sus, Gr. Is,

and Sow s/>. 1

The orig. use may liave been either generic or

restricted to the young of the swine
;

for the latter

cf. Goth, gaitein, OHG. gciiffn young goat, kid,

cogn. w. OE. geeten of goats, L. hsedinus of kids

: Indo-eur. *ghaidino-, f. ghaid- GOAT.]
1. An animal of the genus Sus or family Suitlx,

comprising bristle-bearing non-ruminant hooied

mammals, of which the full-grown male is called

a boar, the full-grown female a sow; esp. the

common species Sus scrofa, domesticated from

early times by Gentile nations for its flesh, and

regarded as a type of greediness and uncleanness.

(Now only literary, dialectal, or as a generic term
in zoology, etc., being superseded in common use

\>ypigm hog: see these words.)
(rt) sing. cj*s Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) S 700 Suis, swin.

iiooo Kiddles xli. [xl.J 105 (Gr.) Mara ic eom & fztlra,
bonne amsested swin. AIIM O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an.

1085, Ne an cu ne an swin iixs belyfon. a laoo Moral Ode
143 in O. E. How. I. 169 Swines brede is swi^e swete, swa
is of wilde dore. c 1205 LAY. 468 Al swa bat wilde swin

)>
wrote? 3eond ban grouen. a 1x25 Ancr. R. 128 Ase swin

ipund ine sti none uelten. a 1300 Cursor M. 26751 (Cott.)

pai sal yow vp on balkes lift Als suine [f''airf. squine] bat ar
to salting lift, c 1330 R. IJRL-NNK Chron. Wacc (Rolls) 12342
Uy a mykel fir he sat, Rostyn^ a swyn gret & fat. a 1440
Sir Degrev. 1398 Sche brou^t fiam the kychene A scheld
of a wylde swynne. 1535 CovriRnALE / Mace. i. 47 To offic

yp swynes flesh and other vnclene beastes. 1596 SHAKS.
Tarn. Shr. Induct, i. 34 Oh monstrous beast, how like a
swine he lyes. 1634 MILTON Counts 53 Circe .. Whose
charmed Cup Whoever tasted, lost his upright shape, And
downward fell into a groveling Swine. 1682 SHADWELL
Lane. Witches n, Coursing had gotten me a woundy stomach,
and I eat like a Swine. 1780 COWPBR Love of World Re-
proved 3 There is a part in ev'ry swine No friend or follower
of mine May taste. 1799 S. FREEMAN Ttntin Off. 58 Me
found a swine going at larise in the town.

(61 pi. f 888 /ELFHED Boeth. xxxvii. 84 He bi3 anlicost
fettum swinnn be syle willa5 licgan on fulum solum. ciaoo
Trin. Coil. Horn. 37 Del oref be bis dear waneS be5 shep& reoeren & get & swin. a 1300 Cursor M. 4711 [pal]
soght bam rotes, als be suine. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxix.
(I'lacidas) 319 He..al his bestiale sleu in hy, ..assis, mulis,
schepe & swyne. 14*1 Cm. Leet Bk. 27 We commaund
pat no man haue no Swyne goyng in the hy3e streit. 1452
Termes of Gentry in J. Hodgkin Proper Terms 56/2
Sundyr of wylde Swyne, Dryfte of Tame Swyne. 1528ROY Rede me (Arb.) 113 There is grountynge of pigges and
swyne With lowynge of oxen and kye. 1562 LEIGH Sum.
('577) Fivb, Neither maie Geese or Swine haue common,
but by the lordes sufferaunce. 1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 630Ihee and thy Legions, yelling they shall flye, And beg to
hide them in a herd of Swine. 1796 W. H. MARSHALL
Rural Econ. W. Eng. II. 222 Of Swine, Somersetshire

ij ji T
-* nv ouiupLUrtry or aauiieiv or

swimllery Law-acts. 1837 _ Fr. Rev. i. n. vi, Swindley
and fafme! ,'
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scveri: m lhc old white breed. 1846 a whole quire of paper in praise of Lady "Swin-snout, his

YOUATT Pig 24 Swine are the most prolific of all domesti- ycolow-fac'd MistrVs. 1900 W. ARCHER tr. linens WhtniK

SWINE.

J
cated animals. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Pur. \\, 296 The'

rooting swine Beneath the hedge-row oak-trees grunt and
whine.

ft. 1483 CAXTON G. fie In Tour Gj, His Swyneherd, he
that kept his swynes. 1551 in Strype Edl. Mem. (1721) II,

n. v. 285 Beeves, muttons, veals, swines. 1738 [G. SMITH]
Cur. Relat, II. 421 When Swines continue longer than
ordinary in the Mire. 1759 BROWN Compl. Fanner 41

: Young shoots, which are swines of about three quarters of
a year old. 1850 H. MKI.VII.LK White Jacktt I. xv. 93
Sonie of you chaps haven't no more manners than so many
swines 1

b. In proverbial and allusive expressions, and
in fig. context.

,1000 Ags. Ciosp. Matt. vii. 6 Ne x ne wurpen eowre
meregrotu toforan eowrum swynon. 1175 Lamb. Han. 135

1 Ne sculen }e nawiht jimstones leggen swinen to mete. 13. .

Guy H'arw. (A.) 3680 pou sest Mahoun ne Apolin Be nou^t
wor^ J>e brestel of a swin. c 1386 CHALCEH Mun of Law's
T. 647 And stolen were hise lettres pryuely Out of his box
whil he sleep as a swyn. 1350 GOWKK t'ottf. II. 360 The
servants lich to drunke Swyn Begun ne foito route faste.

154* UDALL Erasni. Apoph. 342 b, A swyne to teaclie

Minerua, was a prouerhe leic.J. 1560 in Maitl. Club Misc.
III. 210 That lecherous Swyne the Byschop of Rome

1

(quhai hais rutet wp the Lordis wyneyard sa far as in him
i wes). 1588 SHAKS. L. L. f.. iv. ii. 91 Fire enough for a
'

Flint, Pearle enough for a Swine. 1590 GRKENWOOD Col-

lect. Sllannd. Art. G j, We sayd you sliall finde it.. a pyg
of that Swyne. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. iv. ii, 109 'Tis old,
but true, Still Swine eats all the draugh. a 1600 MONT-
COMERIF. Misc. P. xxjf. 4* (Laing MS) Lat me nocht sleip

'. in sleuth, In stinkand sty with sathanis sinfult suyne. 1608

WILLKT Hexapla E.vod. 683 A certaine Sorboniht, then a

popish bishop.. a swine out of the same stie. 1761 Brit.

Mag. II. 440 'I'he tricks of old Circe deter us from Wine,
Tho' we honour a Boar, we won't make ourselves Swine.
1821 SCOTT Kenilw. xix, He that does me not reason is a

swine of Sussex, and I'll make him kneel to the pledge, if I

should cut his hams, and smoke them for bacon.

2. fig. Applied opprobriously to a sensual, de-

graded, or coarse person ;
also (in mod. use) as a

mere term of contempt or abuse.

(1380 WVCUF Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 263 Mannis lawis hav

dUtemperid kynde of men, and turned hem into swyn.
c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame in, 687 Ye maisty Swyne ye j-del

wrechhes. 1430-40 LVDC. Bochas i.xi.(MS. Bodl. 263) 51/2
How that this swyn. .This Thiestes, afftir Europa Lay bi his

doubter callid Pellopia. 1531 TINDALE .>/<../ John. 11.13-17

(1537} 42 Lechery .rnakein a man altogether a swyne. 1594
SHAKS. Rich. ///, v. ii. 10 This foule Swine Is now euen in

the Gentry of this Isle. 1842 BROWNING Soliloquy Span.
Cloister Jx, Gr-r-r you swine ! 1891 FAKRAR Darkness -y

Dawn xxxviii, I shall be butchered to amuse these swine.

1907 H. WYNDHAM Flare of Footlights xxxv, The swine

might have had the decency to have made up his alleged
mind a bit sooner.

3. swine-fish : see 5.

1844 W. H. MAXWELL SfortsfyAdv. 6V<?*.xv.(i855}i43The
*
wolf- fish ', here 'swine , (anetrhichas litmus of Linnaeus).

4. Obvious Combinations : attrib., as swine-

bristlc, -fash, ^-grcun [GROIN sb.%, snout], -leather

[cf. G. schivein(s]letter], -market, -\~pork, -trough,

etc.; adj. = SWINISH, as in swine enjoyment,

security, objective, etc., as swine-buyert -catcher,

-dealer, -eater, -keeper, -keeping; swine-eating adj. ;

swine-Itkea.d]. and adv. ; parasynthetic(similative),
as swine-faced, -headed, -mouthed, -snouted adjs. ;

occas. with swine"s, as t swine's-fuced.
c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 356 pe harys on his browis war

lyke *swyne-brustyls. 1831 CAHLYI.E Sart. Res. in. i,

M'orking^ on tanned hides, amid pincers, paste-horns, rosin,

swine-bristles, and a rameles.s flood of rubbish. 1707 Lend.
Caz. No. 4318/4 Richard Wells, of Ingoldsby in Lincoln-

shire, *Swinebuyer. 1835 Af>$. Aluin'c, Corpor. Kef. iv.

2652 (Congjeton) The *sw ine-catcher, levying is. upon each

I vagrant pig. (1592 MARLOWE Je^v of Malta \\. i, These
*>wine-eat ing Christians. 174* YOUNG Nt. 'I h. v. 14 Wit.,

lifts our *swine-enjoyments from the mire. 1595 Eng.
Tripe-wife (1881) 150 The pudding house, Where *swine

facde beautie onely sate in pride. 1556 NASHE Sujjron
W'aldcn Wks. 1905 III. 134 Two or three sturdie Plow-men

(such as his swines fac't bluecoate was). 1597 ist Pt. Re-
turn fr. /'amass, i. i. 281 What an unmanerhe microcosme
was this swine-faced clowne. 1398 TREVIBA IJartA. De J\ R.

xvin. i. (Bodl. MS.), *Swyne flesclie and schepe flesche is

better rested ban sode. c 1400 MAUNDKV. (Roxb.) ix. 36 pe
Sarzenes aNo biinges furtli na grysez, ne bal etc swyne
flessch. 1884 J. TAIT Mind in Matter 189 The Jews, .pro-

hibited from using swine-flesh. 1691 RAY N. C. Words 138

*Su>ine-grettn, a Swines snout. 1710 SIBBALD Hist. Fife 53

"Swine-headed and mouth'd and backed. 1508 DUNBAR

Flyting 130 Sueir swappit swanky, 'swynekepw ay for

swaittis. 1596 SHAKS. / Hen. IV, iv. ii. 38 A hundred and

fiftie totter'd Prodigalls, lately come from *Swine-keeping.

1409 in Bevcrley MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm. 1000) 100 Calf-

lethyr, *swyn-!ether. 1575-85 ABP. SANDYS Serm. 156 Let

vs not "swinelike returne to wallowe in that slime agame.

1604 JAS. I Counterbl. to Tobacco (Arb.) 106 Olde drunkaids

thinke they prolong their dayes, by their swinelike diet.

1624 QUAHLKS Job xix, In Pleasure's sincke, he takes a

swinelike Pleasure. 1888 Pall MallG. 26 May 11/1 Crea-

tures more swine-like than human. 1467-8 Rolls of Parlt.

, V. 603/2 A Strete called *Swynemarket. 1610 HOLLAND

\

Camden's Brit. (1637) 441 Rumford, the glory whereof
; dependeth on a swine mercat. 1456 SIR G. HAY Gov.

\

Princes Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 157 Sum man luxurious as a

*swyne pork, and sum chaste as a turtur dowe. 1633 &ORD
Broken H. in. ii, To one that franks his lust In *swme-

security of bestial incest. 1887 MORRIS Odyssey x. 239 And

*swine-shape they had, and the voice.. of the boar. 1840

LONGF. Sp. Student i. iv, I tell you this is nothing but

Vino Tinto of La Mancha, with a tang of the *swine.skm.

NASHE P. PenilesseWte. 1904 I. 169 Hee will. .sonnet



SWINE.

dead A-'Vaktn r. 14 Lop-e.'tied, tow.browed dog-skulls, and
failed swine-snouts. 1602 BRETON Wonders worth Hent-ing
Wks. (Grosart) II. 8/1 Squinte eyed, 'Swine snouted, wry
bodyed, and splay footed. 1579 FULKE Heskins' Parl. 134
Let him resoitcto M- Hcskins* 'swyne-trough. 1616 DEACON
Tobacco Tortured 57 The Swil bols swine-lroffe. 1619 in

Ferguson & Nanson Mimic, Kic. Carlisle (1887) 278 Keping
of swine troughes in the hye streyt. 1827 SCOTT Chiou.
Canoiigate ii, They come, with the prodigal son, to the husks
anM the swine- trough. 1559 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 135
One "swyne tubbe.

5. Special Combinations (also with swine's] :

swine-back, (a) a convex or arched back like

that of a swine (
= HOGBACK i) ; (/<) in Coal-

mining HOGIIACK 2 b, HORSE-BACK 4 ; swine-
backed (-Iwekt) a., having a back like that of a

swine ; spec, in Archery, having a convexly curved

outline (opp. to saiUle-backed') swine-badger =

hog-badger (Hoo si. 1 I3c); swine-crew (crue),
-cruive dial. [CliEW

2
, CRUIVE], a pigsty ;

t swine-drunk a. [cf. ON. svindrttkkinn}, exces-

sively drunk, beastly drunk ; so f swine drunken-
ness ; swine-eyes, eyes like those of a swine,
which cannot be directed upwards; swine fever,
a name for two infectious diseases of swine (pro-
duced by different bacteria), distinctively called

hog-cholera, chiefly affecting the intestines, and

twine-plague, chiefly affecting the lungs (see

below) ; swine-flsh, the woll-fish, Anarrhichas

lupus, so called from the movement of its snout
;

f swine-garth, an enclosure for swine, a pigsty ;

swine-girl, a girl who tends swine ; swine-grease

(see swine's grease below) ; swine('s)-head, a

swinish or sell-indulgent person ; f swine-hog =
HOG sb.1 i

; t swine-house [cf. ON. svlnakils],
a building in which swine are kept ; hence fswine-
housegarth, an enclosed niece of ground contain-

ing such a building ; swine-hulk, -hull dial.

[HULK J*.', HULL s/>.
1

40], a pigsty; fs'wine-

louse,awoodlouse, hog-louse, or sow-bug ;
swine-

moat dial., food for swine, hog-wash ;
swine-

oat local (see quot.) ; swine('s)-penny local (see

qnots.); swine-plague, an infectious disease of

swine, resembling but distinct from hog-cholera

(see swinefever above) ;
swine's back, local name

for a narrow hill-ridge (cf. HOGBACK i a); fswine-
seam, = swine

1

s-grease ; f swine's evil, =
SCROFULA ;

swine's grease (occas. swine-grease),
now dial.

,
the fat of a swine, lard; swine-shott,

t -shoute dial. [SHOAT 2], a young pig ; swine-
skeel dial., a tub for hog-wash ; f swine-sought,
= SWINE-POX 2; fswine's-pike Mil., = SWINE'S

FEATHEU; ) swine's pudding = HOG'S PUDDING ;

t swine's-stead, a building in which swine ate

kept; f swine-wroting, a place in which swine

root. (See also SWINE'S FEATHER.)
1675 Land. Gaz. No. 076/4 A.. bay Nag, with a Blaze

down his Face, a *3wine-back. 1883 GKESI.EY Gloss. Coal-

mining, Swine-back (S.W.). See Horses. Ilnd., Horses or

Horsebacks, natural channels cut, or washed a'.vay by water,
in a coal seam, and filled up with shale and sandstone.

Sometimes a bank or ridge of foreign matter in a coal seam.

1545 ASCHAM Toxopk. (Arb.) 133 The *swyne backed fashion,
maketh the shaft deader. 1710 [see swine-headed in 4].

1890 DOYLE White Company xxxiv, It has been my wont
to choose a saddle-hacked feather for a dead shaft, and a
swine-backed for a smooth flier. 1768 PENNANT Brit. Zool.

I, 66 Naturalists once distinguished the badger, by the

names of the *swine-badger, and the dog-badger; from the

supposed resemblance of their heads to those animals.

1669-81 *Swine-crue [see CnEw2 i]. 1501 Extr. Abcrd,

Kef. (1844) I. 70 That al the tovn be devoyen of *swn
croffis. c 1575 [see CRUIVE 2], 1616 AV^. Privy Council
Scotl.'X.. 559 Hiddin in swyne Grooves and middingis. 1593
NASHE P. Penilesse Wks. 1904 I. 207 The third [stage) is

'Swine drunke, heauy, lumpish, and sleepie, and
cries_

for a
little mere drinke. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well IV. iii. 286

Drunkennesse is his best vertue, for he will be swine-

drunke. 1547-64 BAULDWIN Mcr. Pkilos. (Palfr.) 124 Of all

other most odious is "swine drunkennesse, wherewith both
the body & soule is deformed. 1872 JEFFERIKS Toilers of
the Field (1892) 323 Curses on onr insular "swine-eyes that

could not see it. 1898 Daily News 15 Sept. 3/2 Provided
..that the swine are not in a *swine-fever infected place.

1863 WOOD llltistr. Nat. Hist. III. 289 The Sea Wolf, Sea

Cat, or *Swine-fish. 1459-60 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees)

88 Pro mundacione de le "Swynegarth. 1886 C'TESS E.

MARTINKNCO-CESARESCO Ess. Study Folk-Songs 199 The
"swine girl went up to the mountain top and sang and

sang. 1386 CHAUCER Kerne's T. 341 He seyde, thou lohn,
thou *swynesheed awak. 1819 KEATS On C. A. Brown ii,

He 'sdeigned the swine-head at the wassail-bowl. 1548
Durham Wills (Surtees) I. 12, ij *swyn houggs xs. 1601

in W. Jackson CumbU. * Wtstmoreld. /'afers (1892) I.

155 Item a swyne hogge xiis. 1576 E. WORSELY_St<rv.
Mannar Felsted, Essex isolMS.) To repaire and maintaine
. .the lord's hoggs-cote or "swinehonse. 1675 HosBKsOaj'ssey
(1677) 168 As many swine-houses replete with swine. 1466-7
Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 91 Pro operacione et emenda-
cione pavimenti. .in le *swynhousgarth. 14. . Metr. Voc. in

Wr..Wulcker 626/1 Ara, stye, or a *swyne holke. 1566 in

Leader Rec. Burger? Sheffield ( 1 897) 15 Hughe Storey for a

smythye and a "swyne hoowle iij s. 1674 RAY N. C. Words

47 A Swinhull or Svrini-crae, a Hogs-stye. 1807 R. ANDER.
SON Cuniberld. Kail. 145 To the sweyne-hull hie an' swat

thee. 1585 LUPTON Thmt. Notable Th. (1675) s Little

worms with many feet (of some called *Swine-iice). 1583

Durham Wills (Surtees) II. 78, j other tubbe for 'swine
meat 120". 1819 REES (.yd. XXXIV, 'Swine-Oat,, .a par-
iicular kind of oat, which is cultivated for the use of pigs. .

in >ome parts of Cornwall .. the naked oat, or arena nutict.
1610 Hoi,LAND Canidens ttrit. 550 The Roman Kmpen-urs
come: which because swine many times tooting into the
ground turne up with llieir snouts, the country people [at
Liuleboiough] call 'Swines-pcnies. 17*3 W. STUKKi.ty in
Mem. (Suttees) III. 149 Many coyns found in one field
towards that bridg [at Liltlcboroughj. They call 'em Swim'.
penny*. 1891 BILLINGS Me<t. Diet.

*Swine plague . ., an acute,
epidemic, contagious, and usually fatal disease of swine,
witli . . rapid and labored lespirai ion, and some times diarrhoea.
1816 W. A. MILES Dewrel Barrow 15 On its ridge [sc. a
range of chalk], or to use a more common term, on the
*swings back, is a cluster of tumuli. 1563-3 Ace. Ld. High
Trt-as. Scot. XI. 248 Item, for "swyne same . . iij Ii, iiij s. 1528
PAYNKLL Salt-ruts Regim. Rj, liy *swynes yuell is vnder
stande inflasion vnder the chynne about the throte. 1584
COGAN Haven Health ex. (1636) in A plaster made of

figges..are good for the swines evill. a 1415 tr. ArdertiSs
Treat. Fistula, etc. n Ane emplastre of maluez & 'swynes
grese. 1463-4 Cwnpota Domtst. (Abbolsf. 1836) 45, xij p.
tiarum de Swynegrecc. 1530 PALSGR. 278/3 Swynes grease,
sayn de fourceau ; gresse tie pore, 1600 SURFLET Country
Farm \\. xlviii. 307 This roote roasted and stamped with
oliie swines grease, and applyed to the comes of the feet.

1581 Durham Wills {Surtees) II. 35, v "swyne shoates.

1901 TROTTKK Galloway Gossip 332 (E.D.D.) Slot*, an
hoggs, an swine-shutts. 1559 Richmond // 'ills (Surtees) 135
One *swyneskele. 1483 Cath.Angt. 375/1 pe "Swynsoghte,
Porrieo. 1638 WAHD Animadv. War i. cclxxxt. 393 (heatl-

ing) The Description of an Instrument, invented by King
Henry the fifth, at the Battell of Agincourt, and since used
by the King of Sweden, and by him called a *Swines-Pike.

1639 Ibid. n. 90 These Shot ought to have each man his
Swines- Pike at his girdle, to stick down against the Horse.

1647 TRAIT Comm.Mark\\\. 3 Sometimes they wear a sausage
or a *swines-pudding in place of a silver or gold chain. 1596
SPKNSER State Irrl. Wks. (Globe) 645/1 A delighte tokeepe
his sayde howse neate and cleanlye, which nowe being.,
rather *swynes-steades then howses, is the cheifest cause of
his soe beastly manner of life, c 1475 Net. Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 798/30 Hie scrobs, a "swynwrotyng.

b. In names of plants, usually with nvz'#*V(cfi
HOG sbl ijd, PIG s/>.1 13 b, Sow sb,\ 8 b) :

swine arnot St,t
the marsh betony, Stac/iys

P<tlustri$\ swine-arnuts Sc. t
tnll oat-grass, Avenct

claiior ; swine('s) fennel, Ankle, Peitcedanum

offidnale, also called HOG'S FENNEL and sow-fen-
nel (Sow j.l 8 b) ;

swine's saout (see qnot. 1863);
swine's succory (see SUCCORY 2) ; swine('s)
thistle dial. = SOW-THISTLE i. (See also SWINE'S

CRESS, SWINE'S GRASS.)
i8u SOUTKR Agric. Snru. Banffs. App. 38 If it [sc. the

land] be pestered with quicken, "swiue-aniot or other such

spreading roots. 1777 LIGHTFOOT f''lora Scot. (1789) I. 105
Avtfua elatior. .Tall Oat-Grass. Attglis. *Swines Ar-Nuts,
or Earth-Nuts. Scotis. c 1400 MS. Land 333 \f. n Feni-
culus porcinus is an herbe b 1 me tlepitth *swynesfenel or

wormeseed. 1529 Crete Herball cccxxx. S v b/i Peucedane
is an herbe or wode called dogfenell or swynefenel. 184^
BROWNING Selil. Sp. Cloister ii, What's the Latin name for

'parsley'? What's the Greek name for
* Swine's Snout?

1863 PRIOR Pop. Names Krit. Plants 222 Swine's snout, L.

rostrum porcinitnt, from the form of the receptacle, the

dandelion, a 1500 Gl. Harl. jjSSin Sax. Leechd. III. 346/2
*Swines tliistell, sonchus oleracens. 1796 NEMNICH PolygL-
Le.v., Swine thistle^ the sow-thistle. 1824 MACTAGGART
Gallovid. Encycl. 104 s,v. Bnrr-thri$tle$t

There are five

kinds of thistles common in Scotland the burr or horse

thristle; the corn thristle; the moss thristle; the swine

thristle; and the Scotch thristle.

Swine-bread (swariiibred). Also 6-7 swines-

bread. [Cf. G. schwein(f)brot y
mod.L. pants

po)'dnus.~\

f 1. The plant Cyclamen ;
= SOWBREAD. Obs.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartfts t. iii. 704 Sw'mes-bread, so

used, doth not onely speed A tardy Labour ; but (without

great heed) If over it a Child-great Woman stride, Instant

abortion often doth betide. 1648 HKXHAM i. Herbs t Sow
bread, or Swyne bread.

f 2. Truffles. Obs.

1677 MIEGE Fr. Diet., Tru/e^ Sow-bread, or swine bread

(a most dainty kind of round and russet toot). 1696 tr. Du
Mont's Voy. Levant vi. 68 Tis not so hard a Task to know
the delicious Earth-Apples or Swine-bread [orig. Trit/es].

'755 JOHNSON, Swi'wfifvarf, a kind of plant ; truffles.

3. Locally applied to the earth-nut or pig-nut,
Rttnhtm flcxiiositm.
1888 Sheffield Gloss., Pig-nut, sb. the earth nut. /Jvaiitut

Jlexuosum, Called Swine-bread \n Inverness-shire.

Swine-COte. Now OOlyZftt*. or dial. Forms :

see SWINE and COTE sb.^ ; also 6 swynne-coote,

7 swincoate, -coote ; 5 swynce cote, 6 swynse-
cote ; 5 swynnen cote. [f. SWINE + COTE j^.1 ]

A pigsty.
1380 WVCL1P&/. Ir-'&s. III. 277 Now bei [sc. abbeys] ben

fallen doun, or maad swyn-kotis, stablis, or bark-houses.

ci440 Prontp. Parv. 449/2 Schudde, hovel, or swyne kote.

Ibid, 475/1 Sty, swynce cote (A', swynys howus, .V. swyn

cote, A. styy, swynnen cote). 1447 HOKENHAM Seyntys

(Roxb.) 291 In a taverners hous in a swyncote lay she lyl

mydnyht. 1546 Suppltc. Poors Commons (E.E.T.S.) 78

Would ye commyt them to the kepyng & fedyng of such

swynherdes as did not know theyr swynsecotes when thei

sawe theym? 1557 Scatter Manor Rec. in N. W. Line.

Gloss., That euery man shall haue a sufficient
swynne-coote.

1604 AfattcJk. Court Leet Rec. (1885) II. 199 Io"n Chester

hath a swinecoate at the backsyde of his house verie pesti-

ferous. 1659 in Picton L'pool Mttnic. Rec. (1883) I. 192

The swynecoate joyneing unto the Church wall be
puled

downe. 1730 P. WALKDEM ZVrHt866) ii7Spentthedayat
home in repairing our swine cote side, and painting it. 1830

SWINERY.
tr. ArhtepH., Waifi 1,7 rhih.Ufii. \Vhl i- this? Bdlly
clton. A iwinc-cotcol Vena. 1869 !.,ms,lai< Gloss.,Swinf

"Iiull, Sn'i,if-i:y, ;i
;

Swineherd sw.nnlujdj. Not in coiloq. us*.
Forms: sec .SWINE .ind Hr.w>st.-; alo j-6wyn-
nard e, 5-6 swynard, 6-7 swinheard, - .win-
herd, HWiiiiard. ': win(e yard ; 5
swynshyrd. [lale OK. iw^nhynle: *e SWINK
:nnl IlKKiuA.-J Cl. MI.G. sw(n/ier,/e,(>ll(j. iiuln-
liii-li MIK;. -Hirte, G. s(hwcin(c hirt

i,
ON.

svliiahirSir (Sw. svin/tenle, Da. niiukrn
The nunnal form i,f the wurd would be represented by th-

l.roiiurii.iatiun (^^^il 1 ^Jd) ; t f. the old spellings mynnanl,
sviinktrd, and UCZZAKD, BHtmtn (Je'paidi. '1 he uofd has
been refashioned in modern times on its etymological ele-
nicnts. For the variants wind ,yai,t. elc., if. maiiyeani,
etc., SWANHKRU. See also SWISWARD.]
1. A man who tcmls swine, tsp. for hire.
a 1 100 in Zeilsi./ir./iir dnilscltts Alltflum XXXIII. 239

Sxtu/aa, swynhyrde 1738 R. BUUNNK Cluon. (1810) I. 9A suynhird smote he to dede vnder a thorn husk, c 1440
I'rouif. farv. 481/3 Swyyne herd CAT. swynshyrd). a 1450
Kiit.dela Tour Ixxii, Yeshall sittedowne and etc here with
the swyne-herthe. 1451 Lincoln Diottie Drcuinlnti 51,
1 will my scheperd hale vj. wedyr hogges ; & my Svyooud
iiij. Swynne. i^j6 TINDALF. Mark v. 14 The swyne heerdes

j

fleed and tolde . 1547 64 I:AI i DWIN Mcr. Phihi. (Palfr.)

19 '1 his man [sc. Justinus) in his ) outh was but a swin.hfard.
! 1590 T. WAI SON fglog ve Dtalh Waliingham Poems (Arb.)

157 When eurie swynard shall excetde his Lome, r i6

KOWLEV, etc. Birth q/Mtrltn III. iv. 5 A swinherds wife,

keeping ho$s by the Korestside. 1640 J. Dyke's Sel. Strm.
Kp. Ded. A iij b,The cooke, and the swineyard, the weaver,
andkember. 1687 BISHOPMat rovtoj Astro!. 1.36 Herds men,
or swinyards. 1691 WOOD Atlt. Oxen. II. 504 Mr. Corbet
. .had his head cut off by iwo Swiniards in the time of ihe
Rebellion in Ireland, an. 1641. 1716 POIE O>ijss. xvn. 354
Where goes the swine-h'rd, with that ill-look d guest?
1819 SCOTT Ivanlioc xxv, I, Guith, the son of Beowulph,
the swineherd. 1846 VOUATT Pig ii. 14 The swineherds [in

Egypt] formed an isolated race, outcasts from society. 1871
TENNYSON Last Totim. 6a6 When had Lancelot utterd
aught so gross Ev'n to the swineherd's malkin in the mast ?

1 2. 'A term for a boor, he being the head or

master of the herd' (Narcs). Obs.

1607 Christmas Princt (1816) 24 Then sett downe y"
Swineyard, The foe to y* Vineyard. . . Lett this Boares-head
and mustard Stand for Pigg, Goose and Custard.

Hence Swi uehe^rding, the tending of swine
;

Bwi nehe rdghip, the position of swineherd.

1586 WAHNER Alb. Eng. w. xi. (1589) 88 An Vi-der.
Swineheard ship did serue, he sought not to be chiefe. 1871
YEATS Nat. hist. Coitint. 113 Cattle.breeding and swine-

herding. 1899 Q. Rev. Apr. 443 (tr. Heine), I have returned
to God like the prodigal son after my long swineherdship
among the Hegelians.

Swinehpod (swsi-nhml). [f. SWINE 4 -HOOD.]
The condition of a swine

; alsoy^f.
1822 LAMB Llia Sen t. Diss. upon Kcast Pig, The gross.

ness and indocility which too often accompany n>aluier

swinehood. 1886 MAKG. BURT Browning's Women (1887)

164 Elvire. .sees cnly the swinehood that hath no remedy.

Swinely (swsi'nlij, a. rare, [f.aspiec. + -LY'.]

Pertaining to or characteristic of swine ; swinish.

Also adv., swinishly.
1434 MISYN Mending Life 116 Is not glotony & lii.hery

swynely filth ? 1880 W. S. BI.UNT LwcSontt. Proteus cviii,

Than their ain swine begotten swinelier.

Swinepipe (swsrnpaip). [A book-name, slill

retained ;
of undetermined

origin.]
The redwing.

1668 VViLKlNS Real Char. 11. \iii. 4. 149 Redwing,
Swinepipe. Tiirdtis Hiatus. 1676 WILLUGHBV Ortiith. 139
Tiirdtts Iliactts sive Illas ant Tylas, the Redwing, Swine-

pipe, or Wind-Thrush.

Swin6-pOX. ? Obs. Also ~
swine's-pox.

1. A name for chicken-pox.
Retained as a synonym in rgth cent, medical w orks.

1530 PALSCR. 278/2 Swyne pockes.y^cm. c 1550 LLOVD
Treas. Health Rj, The great swyne pokes. 1624 MASSIK-
GER Kenegado I. iii. The Swine's-pox

overtake you ! There's

a curse For a Turk, that eats no nog's fiVh. 1659-60 PEPYS

Diary 13 Jan., Thence I went to Mrs. Jem, and found her

up and merry, and that it did not prove the small-pox, but

only the swine-pox. 1676 JAS. COOKE Marrmv Lhirvrg.
IV. II. ix. 739 These they call Cristals, but Country-people
call them Swine-Pox, Hen-Pox, &c.

2. An eruptive disease in swine.

1704 Diet. Ritst. (1726), Swine-fox, an ill sore in Hogs
which spreads abroad, and is a very grievous Scab. 1898

Syti. Sec. Lex., Swine-pox, a disease in which tubercles

come out on the legs and thighs of swine. Around and

under each tubercle is highly inflamed tissue.

Swinery (swsi-nsri). [f.
SWINE sb. + EBV

;

cf. piggery.)
1. A place where swine are kept; a piggery.

.

1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric., Digest 23 The Swi.

nery . . is very commodious. 1792 WOLCOT I P. Pindar) More

Money Ode ii. 12 Thus are parterres of Richmond and of

Kew Dug up for bull and cow, and ram and ewe, And
Windsor Park so glorious, made a swinery. 1895 MKREDITH

Amming Marr. I. viii. 89 There is to be an extra bedroom

secured at her hotel. That swinery of a place she insists on

visiting is usually crammed. 189$ Arena (Boston) Aug. 434

His neighbor keeps a swinery in his garden.

2. A swinish condition ; swine collectiTely.

1849 CARLVLE Irish Journey 28 July (1882) 201 Human
swinery has here reached its acme, happily. 1888 LEKS &
CLUTTERBUCK B.C. iSSj xxxiv. (1892) 376 A squealing,

grunting, parti-coloured streak of swinery went scultenng

past.



SWINE'S CRESS.

Swine's cress. Also 5 swynescara, 6

swineskeree, swine oarse. [Cf. G. schwein(s}-

kresse. Through the phonetic similarity of such

forms as swinescres, -kers, -/tars, and swinesgres,

Sers>
- ars > tms word an(J SWINE'S GRASS were

formerly synonymous.] t a. = SWINE'S GRASS,

knotgrass, b. The cruciferous plant Senebicra

Coronofus ;
called also buckshorn and wart-cress.

c. Fool's watercress, Helosciadium nodiflorum.
local, d. Ragwort, Senecio Jacobxa. local, e.

Nipplewort, Lapsana cominunis.
c 1400 MS. Laudj53 If- 8 b, Centinodium is an hcrbe bat

me cleputh centinodie or
sparitonge

or swynescars.that
herbe groweth welney ouer aile & hath mony knottes in on

stalk. 1541 Bk. Properties Herbs D viij, Lingua hi[r)cina.

'I his is called Buckeshorne or Swineskeree. 1578 LYTE
Dodoeits i. Ixiv. 95 Insome places of England they call it[sc.

Coronopus Ruellii] Swynescressis. 1597 GERARDE Herbal

App., Swine Carse is knotgrasse. 1700 WALLACE Acct.

Orkney ii. 17 Ambrosia camfestris refens, Swines cresses.

1803 SIR J. E. SMITH Souieroy's Eng. Bat. XVI. 1130 Sene-
cio Jacobxa. Common Ragwort.. .In Yorkshire this plant
is sometimes called Swine's Cresses. 1850 Miss PRATT
Comm. Things Sea-sitic i. 87 The common swine-cress, or

wart-cress of our inland waste places. 1857 Flower. PI.

III. 218 L\apsana\ cointtinnis (common Nipplewort) .. is

sometimes called Swine's-cress.

Swine's feather. Mil. (now only Hist.}
Also swine-feather

; sweynes-feather, swan's-
feather. [ad. G. schwcinsfeder (i) boar-spear
(
-
early mod.Du. swijnspriet, -spicsse, -slaf, -stock),

(2) rifleman's lance used as a rest for the rifle and,
in numbers, as chevaux-de-frise.] A pointed stake

or pike, used as a weapon of defence against cavalry ,

being either fixed in the ground as a palisade
(PALISADE sb. 3) or carried in a musket-rest like a

bayonet. Also called Swedish feather (FEATHER
sk. 14) and swine"s-pike (SwiNE 5).

1635 BARKIFFE Milit. Disdpl. xcv. (1643) 307 Those parts
which lye most open to the fury of the enemies Horse, ought
to bee impaled with pallisadose (or swines-feathers). 16^9
SIB A. JOHNSTON (Ld. Wariston) Diary (S.H.S.) 50 We
have receaved no spades, nor howes, no swyne feathers

wherby we may intrinch ourselves. 1646 DK. ALBEMARLE
Obs. Milit. ff Polit. Aff. viii. (1671) 26 So many Musqueteers
as you have more than Pikemen in your Army ought to
have Swine.feathers with heads ofrests fastned to them. 1786
GROSE Milit. Antit], 1. 165. 1824 MEYRICK Ant. Armour
III.78. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 376/1 The sweynes-feather
was invented in the reign ofJames I. During the civil wars,
its name was sometimes corrupted into swan's-feather.

Swine's grass. Also 3 swines gres, 5
swyuegrece, swynesgarce, 6 swyne gyrs ; 7
swine-grasse. [Cf. local G. schweingras.} Knot- I

grass, Polygonum aviculare ; also, locally, rag-
wort, Senecio Jacobxa. (Cf. SWINE'S CHESS.)
ia. . Herbarium in MS. Bodl. /jo If. 42 b, Swines gres :

tin another /!</ blod[w]ert.i. suines gres]. CT^yi Alpkita

: swynesties |>eron be done
'

483/2 Swyyne kote, howseft

Swineyard, obs. var. SWINEHERD.
.Swing, rf.l 06s. [OE. teswing, in form and

ongm identical w,th giving Sw^-ok' (sense i)Teut. swygu,. See SWING t,l) used in the same
sense as the parallel form swiytw .

(see SWINK ..to
toil).] Labour, toil.

ma, proserpinata, centinodium idem. angl. swynesgarce.
1538 TURNER Libellus, Poligonon. . . Hanc uul -us appellat
swyne gyrs, & knotgyrs. 1597 GERARDE Herb.il it. clxi. 452
Knot grasse . . is giuen vnto swine, .when they are sicke..
whereupon the countrie people do call it Swines grasse, and
Swines skir [? swineskirs = swine's cress], a 1697 Aubrey'sMS. (Royal Soc.) 12 (Britten & Holl.) Raggewort (Jacobsa)
vulgu Swine-grasse growes . . plentifully in good ground from
Notts to the Bishopricke of Durham, a 1721 LISLE Hush.
('757) 33' Poligona, knot-grass, swine's-grass, or blood-wort '

. . is very pernicious to sheep.

Swhiestone (swornstcim). [ad. G. schwein-
stein (see SWINE and STONE sb.\

- mod.L. lapis
'

sttillus.'] An early name for ANTHRACONITE, a
|

variety of limestone containing bituminous matter,
jwhich emits a fetid odour when struck or rubbed

;

also called stinkstone.

1794 W. HUTCHINSON Hist. Cumbld I. App. 44/1 Swine
Stone. Lap,s SuMus.-A\most black, of fine scaly tex-
ture. 1819 BRANDE Chtm. 210. 1876 PAGE Adv. Text-bk.
Geol. xiv. 244.

Swine-sty (swai-nstai.
1

. Now chiefly dial
orms: see SWINE and STY; also ; swinysty,

rT
ri^Sty '

6 swines -stia - [
f. SWINE + STY sb.

U. MDu. swijnslie, ON. svinstl.] A pigsty

JSmSSSSZ&C'y* 9.??
Als

-"yK'.l'e difference..itftrk. D-. L y * >yiwi umerence..
kJ"e B' "eneheven and swilk a "= Als es bitwene a
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I ciooo Ags. Ps. (Spelman) Ixxxix. ii [xc. 10) F.orum labor

et dolor, heora jeswing & sar. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 145 per
seal beon..hele wid-uten unhele, reste wifl-uten swinge.
c USD Gen. Sf Ex. 566 Dor buten noe long swing he drej.

Swing (swirj), sb. 2 Also 4-5 swyng(e, 6-7

swinge. [In sense i app. representing QM.geswing
(see also prec. sb.) in comp. hand-, sweordgeswing
stroke with a weapon in fight (otherwise only in

phr. ySa gfswing impetus of waves ;
cf. sense 6),

I. Teut. swirfgw- (see SWING v. 1
}, whence also OE.

swinge wk. f., stroke with a rod or scourge, corresp.

to OFris. swing (also swang, sweng} blow, sprink-

ling, swinge swingletree, OHG. swingd swingle-

staff, wing, MUG. swinge, G. schwinge winnowing-
fan, pi. wings. (Cf. SWENG.) For sense 2, see note

there. The other senses are directly from SWING Z*.
1
]

I. Abstract senses.

1 1. A stroke with a weapon. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xv. 188 The Mawndwell by his

'. armyng He knew, and roucht him sic a swyng That he till

erd ;eid hastely. t a 1400 Mortt Artlt. 3360 Many swayne
|

with be swynge has the
s.wette

leuede. c 1400 Destr. Troy
\ 1271 With a swinge of his sworde (he] swappit hym in be

fase. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 9018 Odemoun . . Toke Mene-
laus In that swyng And him bare ouer his hors tayl. a 1400-
50 Wars Alex. 1232 With a swyng of a swerd [he] swappis
of hes hede.

fb. In a swing: suddenly. (Cf. F. tout dun
coup.} Obs.

1375 BARBOUK Bruce xvn. 574 Sic abasing Tuk thame, but

mavin-to a swyng, Thai gaf the bak all, and to*ga.

t 2. To bear the swing : to have full sway or

control. Also (to have) swing and sway. Obs.
In this use swing app. arose as a substitute or variant of

s't'ingf: see SWINGE sl>,
'

i.

1552 LATIHBsC/f*. Godly Serm. (1562) 132 b, At the tyme
when the Cardinal! was aloft, and beare the swynge [ed.

1584 swyng]. 1565 Keg. Privy Council Scot. I. 370 Sa
lang as sum of thame buir the haill swynge with us thame
selffis. a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. (1570) 15 b, Whan honest
Parmenos shall not be hard, but beare small swing \ed. 1571
swinge] with their masters. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xi.

49 Throw the all Tratoures blythlie sing. . . Throw the mur-
ther wald beir the swing. 1622 MASSINGER DEKKER I'ir.

gin Martyr ii. i. D ij b, Shee tooke vs, tis true, from the gal-
lowes, yet I hope she will not barre yeomen sprats to haue
their swinge. 1631 MASSINGER Emperor East iv. i. (1632)H 2, That shee might still continue Her absolute sway, and
swing ore the whole state. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple, The
Glance ii, Had the malicious and ill.meaning barm His
swing and sway.
3. The course of a career, practice, period of

time, etc., esp. ns marked by vigorous action of
some kind. Now chiefly in phr. infull swing, in
thefull swing of . .

1570 FoxE/f.,y/l/. 1. 1/2 The time of Antichrist, or desola-
tion of the Churche, whose full swinge conteineth the space
of 400 yeares. a 1618 W. BRADSHAW Medit. Mans Mortal.
(1621) 19 Sleepe is but short. ..And as it is but short of it

selfe, though it should last the full swinge of nature : so the
soundest

sleepe. is easily broken. 1680 C. NESSE Church-
Hist. 220 Thinking to take a long swing in sin. 1689 T. R.
Pirn Govt. Europe 31 Puft up and wanton with their new
acquisitions and swing of fortune. I7oa FARQ.UHAR Twin
Rivals iv. i, To disturb me thus, ju^t in the swing and
stretch of my full Fortune! 1850 GROTE Greece n. Ivii. i

(1862) V. 119 She [sc. Athens] was in the full swing of hope.
1861 MEREDITH Evan Harrington xiv, A barrister in full

swing of practice. 1861 HUGHES Tain Brown at Oxf. iv,He had had his full swing of success for two years. 1864HUXLEY in Lift (1900) I. xviii. 253 My lectures tire me,
from want of practice... I shall soon get into swing. 1894HALL CAINE Manxman v. iii, It was still early in the herring
season, but the fishing was in full swing.
1 4. Impulse ; inclination, tendency :

= SWINGE
rf.l 3. Obs.

iS&St.PapersHtn. VIII, III. 39 The saide Lorde Depu-te refused to accepte the same, whiche afterwarde, of hi
awne swynge.. he

receyved. 1549 LATIMER Jt/, Serm. btf.kaiu. VI (Arb.) 150 'they would haue a Kynge of theyrowne swinge and of theyr owne .election, a 1568 ASCHAM

-- u .. ..ig End sway Ot wui
owne proud, and vaineglorious affections, a 1704 LOCKE
in Ld King Life (1830) II. 220 From their cradles some
have been.. given up to the conduct and swing of their in-
considerate desires, a 1716 SOUTH Serm., I Kings xiii.

j

3.1-4 (1727) I. 137 Were It not for these. Civil Government
were not able to stand before the prevailing Swing of cor-
tupt Nature.
5. Freedom of action, free scope : = SWINGE

s6.l 2
; esp. in phr. to take, have one's (full) swing,

to allow oneself every freedom, indulge oneself to
the full, have one's fling. (See note under sense 8.)

,,

1584
I.LVLY Camfasfe III. ii. 34 Psyllus. How canst thou

thus diuine, delude, define, dispute, and all on the suddaine ?

5^'L^^L1* his sw
!"f .'5<i7 HARRISON England

SWING.
Trust me that things will adjust themselves all the better
for letting them have their swing. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. ,

Dogma (1876) 16 The giving free swing to one's temper and
instincts. 1908 S. E. WHITE Rivtrman ix, She was a
kindly girl, whose parents gave her free swing.
6. Forcible motion of a body swung or flung.

arch.

t B,?l ., ,. - ARQUHAR .OVCBMle . ,, The fellow will have hislwing, tho he hangor t. ,7,, STEKLE Sfect. No. 503 p 2 This Creature cameamon

1595 Locrine v. iv. 189 That . .she might haue died a death
Worse then the swing of old Ixions wheele. 1600 SHAKS
Tr. St Cr. I. iii. 207 The Kamme that batters downe the wall,
For the great swing and rudenesse of his poize [etc.]. 1697DRYDEN dincid xi. 933 Swelling Surges. .Bound o're the
Rocks, incroach upon the Land ;. .Then backward with a
Swing, they take their Way. IHd. xn. 1335 And rising as
he threw, With Its full swing the fatal Weapon flew. 1895MORRIS Beowulf xiv. 30 '1 he dread swine of the waves
[orig. atol yoa seswing] was washing all mingled With hot
blood.

b. Continuous vigorous movement or progress
1856 H. H. DIXON Post I, I'aMock i. 24 He [sc. a horse]

would insist on walking through the brook instead of taking
it in his swing. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brmvn at Ox/, xi, The
. casual voyager .. might have beheld the . . eight-oar coming
with a steady swing up the last reach. 1865 Morn. Star
5 July, When the train was getting on the '

swing
'

(attain-
ing a high speed).

O. Full swing (advb. phr.) : at full speed ; with
the utmost vigour or energy.
1848 H. MILIEU First Impr. Eng. vii. (1857) no He re-

turned full swing to the gratification of the grosser propen.
sities of his nature.

1854;
R - S. SURTEES Handily Cr. Ii,

Round they go, full swing, every hound throwing his
tongue. 1887 JESSOPP Arcady viii. 236 While the northern
mail was coming along full swing through the parish.

7. The act of swinging or waving about a weapon
or other body; a movement describing a curve,
such as that made in flourishing a weapon, raising
the arm or hand to give a blow, etc.

1635 QUARLES EtnU. in. xii. 30 The farther off we go, The
swing of lustice

d.eales
the mightier blow. 1771 LONNER.

CAN Fencer's Guide 87 By the swing you give, you may
find way still for a thrust to enter upon me, if you do not
disarm me ; but if your wrist is swung too far from the Line,
you must spring back to avoid a thrust that may come at you.
1839 URE Diet. Arts 582 He now heals the bulb in the
fire, ..and by a dexterous swing or two he lengthens it.

1853 R. S. SURTEES Sponge's Sf. Tour iii. 10 [He] brought
his right arm round with a sort of military swing to his fore-
head. 1876 TENNYSON Harold v. i, Swaying his two-
handed sword about him, Two deaths at every swing. 1887
Field 19 Feb. 242/2 By 'swing' I understand keeping the
gnu moving with the object for a short time before firing.
1891 H. HERMAN His Angel ii. 31 The woodwork of the
car was flying in splinters under the rapid swing of an axe.
1891 GREENER Breech Lander 205 Those who shoot with the
gun on the swing. 1890 HUTCHINSON, etc. Bk. Col/it. 42
1 nstantaneous photographs of first-class players taken when
at the top of the swing. 1908 T. BURNS Scientific Boxing
ii. 33 The quickest punches are necessarily the straight arm
ones. They will always get there quicker than any round
arm swing.

8. The act of swinging or oscillating, as a sus-

pended Lody, or a body turning (to and fro, or in
either direction) upon a fixed centre or axis, e.g.
upon a hinge ; an oscillating or swaying move-
ment, oscillation ; also, the amount of oscillation,
the arc or curve traced or moved through in this

way. Also with adv., as swing-ta, the act of

swinging to.

In quot. 1589 with reference to hanging and play on sense
5, where cf. quots. 1587, 1698.
1589 NASHE Martins Months Klinde To Rdr., Wks.

(Grosart) I. 160 If these men may haue their swaie (but wee
hope first they shall haue their swing). 1630 J. TAYLOR
(Water P.) Kecessilie ofHanging Wks. II. 133/1 One hang-
ing is a necessary thing, Which is a pretty gamball, cald a
Swing, [note] A swing or stretch for exercise and health.

1677 MIEGE f'r. Diet., To give one a great swing, tionner
A oufcun line grantle secousse. 1719 HOVER Royal Diet.
s.v., He may have a Swing, (or be hang'd) for't. 1775 J.
SIEELE Kss. Melody Speech 68 The rhythmical pulsation is

regularly periodical and constant as the swings of a pendu-
lum. 1777 COOK Voy. Pacific III. ix. (1784) II. 167 They
say, that a goddess, having a lump or mass of earth sus-

pended in a cord, gave it a swing, and scattered about
pieces of land. 1817 FARADAY Cheat. Manip. ii. (1842) 56A swing of a foot or two in extent should then be given to
it, so as to produce centrifugal force. 1853 DALE tr. Bal.
ileschis Ceremonial 35 He.. incenses the Celebrant with
three double swings. 1854 R. S. SURIEES Handley Cr.
xxvn, Charley was speedily at a white gate, whose sound
and easy swing denoted an entrance of some pretension.
1867 MORRIS Jason ix. 288 Argo, leaping forward to the
swing Of measured oars. 1869 Koutledge's Kv. Boy's Ann.
443 At first the time is

ba.d,
there is not sufficient 'swing' or

'catching at the beginning'. 1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal,
mining. Swing, the arc or curve described by the point of
a pick or maundril when being used by a holer or in cutting
coal ; called the swing of the pick. 1901 G. DOUGLAS House
w. Green Shutters 289 The sharp swing-to of the door.
" I0 3

' H. S. MERRIMAN '

Last Hope ii, The swing of her
tapering masts spoke of the heaving seas she had left behind.
fis- "877 R. GIFFEN Stock F.xch. Securities 153 There is

an upward and downward swing, as of a pendulum, in the
prices of securities. 1891 SIR R. BALL Ice Age 167 At the
other end of the swing the summer in the Northern hemi-
sphere will be seven days shorter than the winter in the
same hemisphere. 1899 Palt Mall Mag. Jan. 42 Affairs
took a swing under me and look me off my balance. 1911
Contemp. Rev. Dec. 835 It is evident that a swing of public
opinion has occurred.

b. On the swing: swinging from side to side,

oscillating.
8S4 R. S. SURTEES Handley Cr. xxxviii. His dressing-

table was covered with blacks his looking-glass was on the



SWING.

swing his soap was reduced to a wafer. 1881 SALA Amir.
Rtvis. (1885) 166 The.. doors were, .on the swing. 1890
' R. BOLDREWOOD' Col. Reformer xiii. (1891) 128 The pace
was frightful by this time, the coach on the swing.

C. A form of penance performed by Hindu.*:

see SWING vl 6 (A).

1851 [Mns. F. L. MOKIIMER] Far Off, Hiniiostan 103
There is another way of torture quite as painful it is the

swing. Those [Hindoos! who determine to swing, allow the

blacksmith to drive hooks into the flesh upon their backs, and

hanging by these hooks they swing in the air.

d. The distance which determines the diameter

of the work that can be admitted by a lathe.

1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

e. A sweeping movement.

1897 Baiiminton Mag. IV, 386 Presently the hounds took

a swing to the left and over the edge of the hill again.

f. The leaning outward from the vehicle of the

upper part of a wheel. 1873 in K.XIGHT Diet. Meek.

9. Movement of the body or limbs in a manner

suggesting the action of swinging.

1730 SWIFT Tom tt Dick Wks. 1755 IV. i. 261 Tom had the

geiiteeler swing, His hat could nicely put on. 111739 JAXVIS
2nd Pi. Qtiix. u. xiii. (1742) U. 157 Don Quixote, who was

not used to alight without having his stirrop held, ..threw

his body off with a swing. 1752 JOHNSON /laintlerNo. 194

p 6 One was detected by his gait, and another by the swing of

disarms. 1807-8 W. InvmaSaluiaf. (1824) 388 An easy swing
in my walk. 1901 Daily News l Apr. 5/7 [In rowing]

Their recovery was lively, their swing.forward remarkably

steady and well-balanced.

10. A steady vigorous rhythm or movement

characterizing a verse or musical composition.
1829 CUNNINGHAM Brit. Paint. I. 171 Distinguished by

a vigorous swing of versification. 1879 CHURCH Spenser 46
In the Shepherd's Calendar we have for the first time in

the century, the swing, the command, the varied resources

of the true poet. 1884 Congregationafist Feb. loo. The

'swing
' and '

go
'

. . of these popular religious ballads.

II. Concrete senses.

11. A contrivance used for recreation, consisting

of a seat which is suspended from above on ropes

or rods and on which a person may sit and swing
to and fro; also - swing-boat (SwiNG- 2).

1687 A. LOVEI.L tr. Thnenot's Trav. l. 45 In the Morning
the Streets are full of Swings, adorned with Festoons. 1799

S. & Hr. LES Canterb. T. III. 325 There once hung my
infantine swing between two limes. 1813 Smarting Mag.
XLII. 20 There were the usual swings, ups-and-downs, and

roundabouts. 1886 RUSKIN Prattrita xii. 258. I. 428 A
post to tie a swing to.

12. t a. A pendulum. Obs.

1696 DERHAM A rtif. Clock-in, ii. 14.

t b. A noose for hanging, halter. Obs.

1697 ABELL in Potter Antia. Greece i. xxv. I. 126 That he

might there make swings above the floor For nil his nasty

Queans, who'd play'd the Whore.

c. A hawser for making fast a boat.

1834 H. MILLER Scenes: I, Leg. xii. (1850) 177 The small

hawser attached to the stem.known technically as the rning,
which he wound securely round a jutting crag.

d. The rope or chain attached to the tongue

of a wagon, along which the horses between the

leaders and the wheelers are attached, they being

said to be in the swing; hence, the horses occupy-

ing that position (more fully, swing-pair, -leant).

1891 in Cent. Diet. 1907 Morn. Post 21 May 9/3 The

splendid sextet, Jim a"nd Henry in the wheel, Billy and

Phil in the swing, and Mace and Dude in the lead. 1909

Wtstm. Gaz. 28 May 9/3 The two wheelers of the team. .

The swing pair,. .and the two leaders. 1909 Cent. Did.,

Suppl., Swing-team, in a logging-team of six, the pair

between the leaders and the butt team.

e. The outriders who keep a moving herd of

cattle in order. Also swing-men, -riders. U.S.

1903 A. ADAMS Lag Cowboy iii. 28. Ibid. x. 137 He rode

up from his position of third man in the swing.

f.
' A kind of suspensory cradle or sling for a

broken leg' (Dorland Med. Diet. 1901).

g. Photogr. = swing-back (SwiNO- 2).

1878 ABNEV Photozr. (1881) 244 On one side of the picture

a near object may have to be represented : by using the

horizontal swing, it may often be brought into focus.

Swing, st>- s Now Hist. Used, chietlya//n*.,

to designate a system of intimidation practised in

agricultural districts of the South of England in

1830-1, consisting in sending to farmers and land-

owners threatening letters over the signature of a

fictitious Captain Swing, followed by the incendiary

destruction of their ricks and other property.
Three pretended lives of Swing appeared : The Life and

History ofSwing, ike Kent Rick-burner, written by him-

self, 1830, A Short Account of the Life and Death of

Swing, the Rick-burner, written by one well acquainted
with him, by H. N. Coleridge, and Tlu Genuine Life of
Mr. Francis Swing, 1831. A review of the first of these,

by Gen. P. Thompson, entitled
' On Machine-breaking ,

in the Westminster Review, Jan. 1831,^5 republished in

pamphlet form,
' In answer to

"
Swing ".'

1830 Poor Man's Guardian 31 Dec. 8/1 There is no doubt

that the fire was caused by an incendiary, as Mr. Ley had

previously received a '

Swing
'

letter, threatening that his

place should be fired before the loth of January. [t83

Let. to y. Keate (Headmaster of Eton) in IT. if Q. 7<h Ser.

VII. 268/1 If you do not lay aside your ThrUhmg machine

you will hear further from.. SWING.] 1836-7 DICKENS Sk.

Hot, Tales viii, But this letter . . is anonymous.
'
I see-

bit o' Sving, eh 1
'

[1843 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. n. Babes

in \Vood-s.v\\, And Captain Swing came in the night. And
burnt all his beans and his barley.] 1845 W. WING Ant,q.
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Steeple Aston 58 The riots in tiie agricultural di>ti;. r . [n

1830-1, called the 'Swiny-iiots '. 1859 Times 21 Nov.,
Excesses of the Ludditrs ami Swin^. [1861 Hui.n:
llrown at Oxf. xxxix, And while Swin;; and his niyrmidotii
were abroad in ihe counties,] 1888 World 2 May 5 He
quoted the example of the Swing Fires as an example of an
evil which may have averted greater evils.

Swing (.swirj),
v. 1 i'a. t. swung sww; ,

runYyswang (,swaeij); pa. pple. swung. Forms:
i swingan, vsuinga', 2 swingeu, (4 suing. n.

squynge), 4-5 swynge, 4-6 swinge, swyng, 5

swing. J'a. t. str. i
, 3, 5- swang (

i //. swungon,
$pl. swong9(u), 4 suang, squang e, 4-5 swange,
swonge, 4-7 swoug, 8- swung; wk. 4 swyngede,
;; swynget, swinget, 6 swynged, 7 swinged.
fa. pfle. str. i swungen, (i, 4 suungen), 3

iswonga, 4 yswonnge, yswongan, iswungen,
suongen, swngan, squougin, 4-5 swongen,
swonge, (5 swongyn, -on), 8- swung; wk. 6

swynged, 6-8 swinged. [OF., swingan, pa. t.

swang, swiingt'n, pa. pple. gesivungen to scourge,

chastise, beat tip, intr. to move violently or im-

petuously, related to Ol'ris. swinga (also swenga,

swanga)to fling, besprinkle, MLG. swingenstt., to

fling, hurl, swingle (lax, intr. to fling oneself, fly,

swengen wk., intr. and refl. to throw oneself in any
direction, rotate, wheel round, LG. swingen to

swingle, OHG. swingan to hurl, (ling, beat, intr.

to move rapidly, fly, (MHG. swingen, G. schwingm
to brandish, flourish, shake, winnow, swingle,
intr. or refl. to swing, oscillate, swing oneself up,

etc., bound, soar, rise, whence Sw. svinga, Da.

svingt\ Goth, afswaggwjan in pass, rendering

((anoprjffTJi'at to be in doubt or anxiety ;
f. Teut.

swiygw-, older swetjgw- : swatjgiu- (sivangw/-), to

be or to put in violent (circular or rotatory) motion
;

whence also the forms recorded s. v. SWANG v.,

SWING rf.l and 8, SWING v. 2
, SWENG, SWENGE,

SWINGE, and prob. SWANGE, Swoxo.]
1 1. trans. To scourge, whip, flog, beat (a per-

son) ; also, to strike with a weapon or the hand.

735 CorpnsGloss. (Hessels) F-477 Exalaparctiir,:suungen.

971 Blickl. Horn. if, Hie hine bindao & swingap & spztlia'o
on his onsyne. Ibid. 23 Hie hine swungon, & bundon.

Ilrid. 243 Swingap hine on his mu<5. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Saints'

/.! xxxvii. 158 And hine man pa swang & mid saglum
beot. 1175 Lamb. Ham. 149 (He) ofte for his sunne

swinge3 him miS smele twige. a 1300 Cursor M. 26019
Efter he was wit skurges suungen [Fair/, squongin]. ^1330

Assump. Ifirf. (B. M. MS.) 443 With oute gvdt _bei
me

SWOI

SWING.
movement (ads.} ; to flourish, brandish, wave about

;

in later use with mixture ot sense 7 or 12: to
wield (a weapon or implement', or move (a body
held or grasped) with an oscillating or rotatory
movement.
a 1400-50 Wart Alex. Eo6 Alexander. .Swythe iwyngisout his swerde. CM*, Dtttr. Tr.y ji75 Hv.'swvMM out

a sword, swappit at bat other. Ibid. 10390 pen he swingeout a sword swicly with |*t. 1513 DOUGLAS sEnti* ix. viL
161 He..lhame stoutly aualit,. And euer his schynandswerd about hlmiwug. isBiA.GiLBV itst. a i'atriarcht
27 b, I tooke hym by the Homes, and swingrd hym hboute,
and finally killed hym. 1591 SIMKS. ROM. * Jul. \. i. 118
The

fiery
1 ibalt, with his sword prepar'd, Which . . He swong

about his head, c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad in. 393 An ctnpiie
hehne. That then he swong about his htad, and cx*.t among
his friends. i6a6 BACON Syfaa f 310 Take Bottles, and
Swing them. 1646 CRASHAW Sospetto (ft/erode xl, Swinging
a huge >cythe, stands impartial Death. i66 DRYDEN Ann.Miyal>. xcvii, If some one approach to dare Ms Forte, He
swings his Tail. 1671 MILTON Samson 1240 Go baffl'd

coward, lest I.. swing thee in the Air. 1715 lam. Diet,
s.v. Satlet) Lettice, Cresses, Radish, &c. mu.st ..be. .swing'd
and shaken gently. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xx, He,.swung his
arms like the sails of a wind. mill. 1860 TENNYSON Sett

Drtanis 24 I-'or sideways up he swung his arms. 1673 H,
HARTIC Fi<idletown^ etc. 107 Each swung a lasso. 1909
STACPOOLE reals of Silence xxx, Adams had swung the
man aloft and dashed him against the wall.

t 6. To whirl (a wheel) round. Obs.
a 11*5 Juliana 58 [He] dude. .fore of his cnihtes forte

turnen Ji-at hweol..ant het swingen hit swifiiiche aliuten

ant tidliche turnen.

6. intr. To move freely backwards and forwards,
as a body suspended from a support above ; to oscil-

late below a point of support, as a pendulum or the

like. For spec, use in Hindu asceticism, see ().
Occas. the intr. sense

corresp.
to 7 d.

'545 ASCHAM Toxofh. \. (Arb.) 47 Moche lyke the pastyme
that boyes vse in the churche when their roaster is awaje,
to swinge and totter in a belrope. 1660 BOYLE Kew Ex}.
Phys. Mech. xxvi. 202 We thought it not amiss to

try_
if

a Pendulum would swing faster, or continue swinging
longer in our Receiver. 1710 STEILE Tatler No. 96
PS His Arms naturally swang at an unreasonable Dis-

tance from his Sides. 178* COWPER Cilpin 107 A bottle

swinging at each side. 1816 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. $
Art II. 133 A great beam, suspended on gudgeons at the

middle, and swinging like the beam of a balance. 1839
FR. A. KEMBI.F. Resia. Georgia (1863) 19 The mocking birds

Efter he was wit skurges suungen [Fair/, squongin]. ^1330

'.sump. Virg. (B. M. MS.) 443 With oute gult bei me
ongen, And to a piler pei me bounden. c 1330 R. BRUNNK

Chran. il'ace (Rolls) 13054 Ilk ober wrok, ilk oper swong.
a 1400 Octavian (Sarrazin) 2 Jesu, pat was . . for vs hard and

sore yswonnge. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun (Roxb.) 5 How
xrist was with scourgis swongyn. c 1460 Tomteby Myst.
xxiii. 470 Bio and blody thus am I belt, Swongen with

swepys.

t b. To beat (the flesh)//w, (the blood) out of.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9102 (Cott.) Vie of his l>ak be blode bai

suang. 01400 Leg. Rmi{(ifyi) 142 pe "ch was from pe
bones swotige.

fo. Cookery. To beat up, 'whip (milk, eggs,

etc.). Obs.
ciooo Sax, Leech,!. III. 14 Jif poc sy on eajan nim

arsapan & hinde meoluc mxng to sonme & swyng. 7^1390
Form a/Cnry in Warner Antiq. Cu/in. (1791) to Breke

ayrenn and do thereto ; and swyng it wel togydr. c 1420

Liber Cocorum (1862) u Swyng eyryn, and do per to.

a 1500 Recipes in Babees Bk. (1868) 53 Recipe brede gratyd,
& eggis ; & swyng bam to-gydere.

f d. intr. To strike a blow with a sword ;
to

come together with blows ;
to deliver a blow at.

1350 mil. t'altrne 3856 Swiftli sepbe with swerdes

swonge pei to-gider. 01375 Joseph Arim. 576 |>e white

kniht wip his swerd swyngede to hem sone. a 1400-50
Wars Alex. 957 He swyngis out with a swerd & swappis
him to dethe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1359 P'rrus swappit out

his sword, swange at pe kyng. c 1470 HENRY ll-allaa iv.

314 Wallace thar with swyth with a suerd out swang.

1 2. trans. To throw with force, fling, hurl.

01300 Cursor M. 7527 (Cott.) His arms fra him did he

suing [Fair/, squynge]. 1480 HENRYSOS Mar. Fab., Fox,

Wolff, Cadger xvili, He hint him be the heilhs, And with

ane swak he swang him on the creillis. 1495 Trcvisas

Earth. De P. R. xv. cii. (W. de W.}, He swange [Bciil.

MS. swenged] the adder in to the fire.

f 3. intr. To move or go impetuously ;
to rush ;

to fling oneself. Obs.

Betnvulf 2264 (Gr.) Nis hearpan wyn,
. . ne god hafoc

jeond szl swingeS, ne se swifta mearh burhstede beateB.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7582 Wit pat Stan he laid in sling, Sua

stalworthli he lete it suing pat in his frunt pat stan he fest.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 1059 pat foysoun Bode. .Swype hit

swange pur} vch a strete. 13.. Caw. , Gr. Knt. 1502 pe

lorde..Swez his vncely swyn. pat swyngez bi he bonkkez.

14.. SirBtutsvfl (Pynson) Al at onys on hym they swonge

And eaue hvm woundes wyde and longe. a 1553 UDLL
RoysffrD. n. iii. (Arb.) 35 Tib. Talk Well Trupenie neuer

but flinging. An. Air/ace. And frisking? Trupenie. Well

Tibet and Annot, still swingyng and whiskyng? 158"

STANYHURST &neis n. (Arb.) 50 Two serpents. .Plasht the

water sulcking to the shoare moste hastelye swinging,

f b. trans. To carry or drive forcibly. Obs.

aux Destr. Troy 13299 Full swift to the swalgh me

swinget the node. .58. STANYHURST SEncis \. (Arb.) 3:

With steeds he is swinged, downe picht in his hudge wagon

e

4
P
'/rf. fTo draw out (a sword) with a vigorous

are swinging and singing even now. 1849 TENNYSON Sir
Galahad iii, The shrill bell rings, the c

A. B. WELBY Poems (1867) 44 Her cottage
rings, the censer swings. 1844

... 44 Her cottage bonnet filled

wilh flowers, Hung swinging from her arm. 1864 TENNYSON

Aylmer's F. 19 Sir Aylmer Aylmer,. .Whose blazing wyvern
weathercock'd the spire,.. And swang besides on many a

windy sign, a 1900 KirLiNG A Dedication vi. One stone

the more swings to her place In that dread Temple of Thy
worth. 1919 H. BELLOC Fntr Men 25 His arms dangled
rather than swang.
(b) 1773 ED. IVES l''oy. to India \. ii. 37 On the 91)1 of

April, annually, at Bengal the natives nni'ergo a very un-

common kind of penance : . .In a large plain
about a mile

from Calcutta, there are erected about thirty Bamboos, at

least twenty feet high ; on the top of these they contrive to

fix a swivel, and another bamboo of thirty feet or more
crosses it, at both ends of which hangs a rope. One end of

this rope, the people pull down, and the devotee placing
himself under it, ihe Brahmin pinches up a large piece of

skin under both the shoulder blades, ..and thrusts a strong
iron-hook through each. ..When this is done, the people
haul down the other end of the bamboo, by \\hich means
the devotee is immediately lifted up.. from the ground, and
then run round as fast as their legs will carry them. This

throws the devotee out to the full length of the rope, where

as he swings, he plays a thousand antic tricks. 1793
Medical Spectator II. No. 39. 246 All the information that

I could get from our Banyan relative to this strange custom

was, that they swing for a good conscience.

b. Of a person : To move backwards and for-

wards through the air upon a suspended rope or a

swing (SwiNG ji. 2 11), as a sport; to ride in a

swing.

to tree in several gardens, Boys and Girls.. swinging upon
them. 1714 GAY Sheph. Week Monday 104 On two near

elms the slacken'd cord I hung, Now high, now low my
Blouzelinda swung.

o. Of a (suspended) bell: To give forth a

sound by swinging; to sound, ring out.

\ sound swung down the glen . . From Bunamargy Friary

bell 1874 GREKN Short Hist. ii. S 6. 90 The burgesses

gathered in town-mote when the bell swung out from St.

<L/r. To waver, vacillate ; to change from one

>ndition or position to the opposite (esp. in fig.condition

were between two assumptions, i = "^
1877 R. GIFPUN Slock Exch. Securities 152 He should en.

deavour..not to invest when the pendulum has swung up-

wards 1800 Retrospect Med. CII. 378, I am by no means

sure that the pendulum may not have swung too far in thi

opposite direction. . .

e. trans. To mark or indicate by swinging; to

swing seconds, to oscillate once in every second.

,736 DEKHAM in Phil. Trans. XXXIX. 20. The next

Experiments I shall mention, I made. .by
_>he

Help of *

good Mouth-Piece that swings Seconds. I74 MAIKILYNP



SWING.

il'itt. LIV. 373 A little clock, .having n. pendulum swinging
seconds.

7. trans. To cause to oscillate, as a body sus-

pended from a support above
;
to move or sway

(something) to and fro in this or a similar manner,
Phr. To swing a cat (i.e. holding it by the tail); in tio

room to swing a cat in and similar expressions, said of

a confined or narrow space.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 295 They Imnge out the

dead body by a chaine ouer the walle, and after they had

swynged it a wliyle to and fro, they let it fall into the

ditche. 1665 Medtla Pestil. 57 They had not space enough
(according to the vulgar saying) to swing a Cat in. 1706
E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 5 When they walk,
they swing their Corps like a Pendulum. 1771 SMOLLETT
Humphry Cl. 8 June, I run pent up in frowzy lodgings,
where there is not room enough to swing a cat. 1827 FARA-
DAY Ckfiit. Munip. xx. (1842) 543 The flasks should be well

rinsed, and. .swung in the hand to shake out adhering
drops. 1844 DICKKNS Mart. Chuz. xvi, The colonel, .took
his seat upon the table, and swung his legs. 1849 CLOUGH
J'oe!>ts

t
Natura Natitrans viii, Big bees their burly bodies

swung. 1850 DICKENS Dav. Copp. xxxv, Mrs. Crupp had
indignantly assured him that there wasn't room to swing
a cat there; hut, as Mr. Dick just observed tome, ..'You
know, 1'rotwood, I don't want to swing a cat I never do
awing a cat.' 1906 RAVEN Bells 41 Arrangements for hang,
ing bells in turrets and swinging them.

b. To cause (a person) to oscillate as in a swing ;

to give (one) a ride in a swing.
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 56 By two ioyning ropes that are

fast tied aboue, they will swing themselues as high as the
transome. 1712 STEELE Sped. No. 492 f 3 They get on

Kopes, as you must have seen the Children, and are swung
by their Men Visitants. 1783 JUSTAMOND tr. RaynaFs
Hist. Indies V. 40 Their slaves had no other employment
but to swing them in their hammocks. 1838 LYTTON Alice
in. vii, Come to-morrow, and swing Sophy no nice swing-
ing since you've been gone.

o. Of a bell : To sender/// a peal of sound.
x8i8ScoTT7?oi Roy xxi, The hour of twelve o'clock swung

its summons over the city from the belfry. 1852 ROCK Ch.
of Fathers III. i. ix. 294 The bells in every church steeple
swung forth their peals of gladsome ness.

d. To lift and transport (something suspended),
as with a crane; transf, to convey or transport
from point to point.
1856 EMERSON En*. Traits, Stonehenge Wks. (Bohn) II.

126 Men. .swinging a block of granite, .with an ordinary
derrick. i86a H. KINGSLEY Ravenshoe li, Who could tire,
. .at the strange dim vista of swinging horses between decks?
18.. JrnL Mil, Service Inst. U.S. X. 588 (Cent. Diet.) By
means of the railroad, troops can be swung across from bay
to bay as the exigencies of the war may require.

e. refl. To hoist oneself up or transport oneself
from point to point by grasping a support above.
Also intr.

1899 CROCKETT Black Douglas i, The young man..
wung lightly off his charger. Ibid, ii, The Douglas !

swung himself into the saddle. 1902 VIOLET JACOB Sheep.
Stealers xi, Putting his foot on the axle and swinging him-
self up. 1907 J. H. PATTERSON Man-Eaters of Tsavo xii.

133 All kinds of monkeys chatter.. overhead as they swing
themselves from branch to branch.
8. intr. To be suspended from a support above

(without necessarily implying oscillation).
a. spec. To be hanged; to suffer death by

hanging, slang or colfoq.
154* UL-ALL Erasm. Apoph. 122 Diogenes. .had a great

zele..to see theim euery one swyngyng & tottreyng in hal-
ters. 1591 NASHE P. Penilesse (ed. 2) 10 What pennance
can b: greater for Pride, than to let it swinge in hys owne
halter? 1715 New Cant. Diet., To Swing, to hang. 1728
IDs FOE] Street. Robberies 8 They all lovingly swung to-
gether at Execution- Dock. 1841 DICKENS Barn. Rndge
Ixn, It is.. a choice between his life and death If you re-
fuse, he swings. 1884

' EDNA LYALL' We Two xl, I don't
wish any man to swing for me I have always disapproved
of the

death-penalty.
b. gen. To be suspended, to hang ; transf. to

appear as if suspended (= HANG v. 12). Also

336

1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 1258 If she [sc a mare]
..has met with an accident, such as having swung her back.

10. intr. To oscillate (without suspension) ;
to

move to and fro, or from side to side; to sway ;

to hover; spec, to sway the body backward and

forward in rowing.
1607 CHAPMAN Bussy tFAinbots \. I j, Not so the surges

of the euxine Sea., Swell being enrag'd,.. As Fortune swings
about the restlesse state Of vertue. 1712 ARBUTIINOT John
Bull ii. iv. 17 If the Coach swung but the least to one side,

she used to shriek so loud, that all the Street concluded she

was overturn 'd. 1828 WORDSW. Power ofSound x, While
Fauns and Satyrs beat the ground In cadence, and
Silenus swang This way and that, with wild-flowers

crowned. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. i. xv. 101 A single hawk
swung in the atmosphere above us. 1879 Oxf. <y Camb.

, Undergrad. Jrnl. 13 Mar. 292/2 Prest is getting more and
more used to the bow side, but lie still swings shoi land stiffly.

1L To turn in alternate directions, or in either
'

direction (usually horizontally), around a fixed

axis or point of support; spec. Naut. said of a

i
vessel riding at a single anchor or moored by the

head, and turning with the wind or tide. Also

;
with to, open, wide, etc.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780), To Swing^ to turn

|

round the anchors, or moorings, at the change of the wind,
or tide. 1812 J. WILSON Isle ofTaims in. 929 While safely
she at anchor swings. 1819 SHELLEY Cenci iv. ii. 41 It is

the iron gate, Which ye left
open, swinging to the wind.

1860 A. GUMMING in Merc, Marine Mag. VII. 102 Let
them., swing to one anchor. 1863 READK Hard Cash xx,
But in the middle of the joyous whirl, Julia's quick ear on

< the watch all the time, heard the gate swing to. 1892
!
GREENER Breech Loader 215 The shot will.. fly in that
direction in which the gun was swinging when the charge
of shot left the muzzle. 1892 GUNTER Miss Dividends (1893)
33 He swings around suddenly and quickly to see who
interrupts him.

b. To go along or round in a curve or with a

sweeping motion ; to wheel, sweep.
1810 SCOTT Lady of /,. i. xx, So forth the startled swan

would swing. 1853 KINGSLEY Hypatia xxii, A choir of
nymphs swung round him hand in hand. 1856 Miss WAR-
NER Hills Shatemuc xxxv, With wind and headway the

sloop -gently swang upto herappointed place. 1865 KINGS.
LEY Herew. xv, In marched Hereward and all his men, and
swung round through the gateway into the court. 1914
Tinies 8 Sept. 9/1 The battle line proceeds due east to
Sezanne and Vitry-le-Francois, and then swings north-east
round the plain of Chalons to the fortress of Verdun.

12. trans. To cause to turn in alternate directions,
or in either direction, on or as on an axis or pivot ;

to turn or cause to face in another direction.
1768 TUCK KR Lt. Nat. I. xxii. 114 The boy who wished to

be a king that he mi^ht have an officer appointed to swing

its hinge. 1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, x, Ae leaf of the muckle

,, .
- , j

- O---B J" his life. 1781 COWPER
partly 615 His Budget, often filled, yet always poor
Might swing at ease behind his study door. i8a9 SCOTT

n scan at eittier end whereof There
swung an apple of the purest gold. 1867 AUGUSTA WILSON
/ as/iti xix, In the west, where a waning moon swung on the
edge of the distant misty hills. 188/0. A. SMir^JalS fitfj l

t
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.
obscure in its Eng-

another imaginary course. 1891 E. GossE .Seer. Narcisse
in. 80 As he was about to turn towards the window, Rosalie
swang herself violently back.

b. Naut. To turn (a ship) to all points in

succession, in order to ascertain the deviation of
her magnetic compass.
1859 in Merc. Marine Mag. (1860) VII. 49 The necessity

pi
having all iron steamships, .swung, in order to ascertain

the deviation of their compasses. 1877 SPRV Cruise H.M.S.
Uial/mgerx. (1878) 176 Some hours were spent iwingine
for magnetical purposes.

o. To drive or cause to move in a curve; also,
to make or execute by moving in a curve (in phr.
to swing a cast, in hunting : see CAST sb. 41).
1854 R. S. SURTEES Handley Cr. li, The hounds dash to-

wards the fence beyond, and swing their cast without a
whimper. 1889 GUNTKR That frenchman v. 46 He swings

msfvYV the
.
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he do s hav<! Changed direction bythe left flank... We swing ihem, make a short cut througha bit of brush.

13. intr. To go along with undulating or sway-
ing movement, or in a vigorous manner ; to walk
with swinging step. (See also SWINGING ppl a. -t )

o
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ES

""""'? Cr' lxii
' Pu"ingup at the

9. trans. To hang, suspend ; rarely, to hang (anprsnnl i-iitt trt /l.,~tK U.. I _ / , ..* S

nff ^ L 1r Poves Hote1
' he 'hrew himself carelesslyoff the half cover-hack.. and.. swung into the hall with a

noisy flourish.. 1884 W. BLACK in Harftr's Mag. Dec. 30/2
n*,,

C
fr S''"

8 " ".S Pleasantly. 1894 J. A. STEUART /
Uay of battle xvm, 1 he camels, swinging at a steady trot.
14. trans. Jig. I'o direct or control the move-

ment or action of; to sway; to wield. U.S.
1889 Voice (N.Y.) 2 May. The rum

b- uu.u.j 3tt IU (jttupaiit.

.^To
strain (the back of a horse) : = SWAY

16. a, To fix (the work) on the centre or centres
in a lathe b. Of a lathe : To have a 'swing' orcacl much ) : see SWIN<S rf- 2 8d.

SWING-.

22 Three inch centres that is, a lathe which swings six
inches.

t Swing, v.'i Obs. Pa. t. 3 swang, 4 swauge,
swong. [OE. swingan, corresp. in form and mean-
ing to SWING j*.i, and so ultimately identical with
SWING K.I] intr. To labour, toil

;
= SVUNK v. i.

riooo ^LFRIC Excd. xviii. 14 Hwjet dest bu on Hs folce?
hwi swingst ))U ana? ciooo Ags. Ps. iSpelman) cxxvi[i). i

IJutou drihten timbriende bus on ydel swingao 3a oe tim-
briad hi. <ri75 LAV. 7488 He swang [c 1205 swonc] in |<an
fihte, (>at be lejjerede a swote. 13.. E. E. A/lit. I'. A.
586 pat swange & swat for long jore. 13.. Guy H'aiiv.
(A.) 3589 Herhaud bat day so sore swong, pat Imrch his
moufe be fom it sprong. 1480 HENUVSON Mor. Fall., U'olf
ft Lamb xx, His seruand nor his self may not be spaird To
swing and sweit, withouttin Meit or wage.
t Swing, adv. Otis. rare- 1

. Jn 5 swingge.
[Stem of SWING i'.

1
] With a sudden blow or

impact ;

'

slap '.

ci4oo St. Alexius (Laud 108) 443 As man bat hadde
debes wounde He fel swingge doun to grounde.

Swing- in combination.

1. In general attrib. or adj. use (mostly without
hyphen, as a separate word), a. Applied to a

piece of mechanism, apparatus, orutensil suspended,
hinged, or pivoted so as to be capable of oscillat-

ing or turning to and fro : = SWINGING ppl. a.\,i.
(See also 2.)

1791 Ret. Coiir.u. Tliames-fsis A'nvig. 15 At the lower
End of this Channel theie is a Pen formed by a Swing
Stride and Flood Gates. 1818 P. CUNNINGHAM A'. S. II ales
(ed. 3) II. 213 Swing stoves and charcoal put on board, lo

carry about into the damp coiners. 1833 I.OUDON llncycl.
Arc-hit. 8 1112 Centre point, or swing hinges, appear to be
of two kinds. 1843 HOLTZAPFFEL Turning I. 257 The whole
load is ouickly immersed by a swing ciane into a tank of
water about five feet deep. 1855 LtircHii.u Cornwall 257

ported by fixed bearings, K, and the swing or movable bear.
ings. 1885 LADY BRASSEV The Trades 379 The perpetual
rolling and tossing of tlie vessel had warned us that in all

piobability the maximum clinometrical angle of the swing.
table would eie long be reached. 1888 Lockwoofs Did.
Tcnns Sleek. Etigin. 363 Swing 't'al'le, the table of a dril-

ling machine which is made to swing or swivel around the
central pillar. .in order to bring any desired portion of the
work underneath the drill. 1900 'Q' True Tilda xix, A
swing-lamp shone down upon a white.covered table.

b. = SWINGING ppl. a. j. rare.

1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. in. ix. (1861) 112 He proceeded
on a long swing trot through the muddy lanes of the metro.
polis. i863TRVELYANCVw;/W. U'allah (1866)95 Going the
v hole way at a swing trot.

2. Special Combinations : swing-back, the back

|

of a photographic camera, carrying tlie sensitized

I plate, arranged so as to be 'swung' or turned on
n hinge or pivot into any required position; swing-

'

bar, a bar arranged to turn on a pivot; spec, a

suingletiee ; swing-beam, a beam arranged to

turn, or to enable something to turn, on a pivot or
the like (see quots.) ; swing-bed, a movable stool-
bed in a gun-carriage ; also attrib., as swing-bed-
plate ; swing-boat, a boat-shaped swing used for
amusement at fairs, etc.; swing- bridge, a form
of drawbridge which turns horizontally on a pivot
(either at one end or in the centre) ; swing-cart,
a cart '

swung
'

or suspended on springs, a spring-
cart

; swing-chair, a rocking-chair ; swing-door,
a door constructed to swing to or shut of itself;

//. a door made in two leaves, which are hung
separately and fuinished with springs that bring
them back to meet in the middle when pushed
open in any direction

; swing-front, in a photo-
graphic camera (cf. swing-back} ; swing-gate, a
gate constructed to swing to or shut of itself

; spec.
a form of this used in Australia for drafting sheep;
swing-glass, a looking-glass suspended on pivots ;

swing-handle, a handle turning on pivots, esp.
such an arched handle of a basket, pail, etc. ;

swing-jack (JACK sbl 10), see quot. ; swing-
jointed a., jointed so as to turn to and fro on a
pivot ; swing-plough (cf. G. schivingpfliig), a

plough without wheels; f swing-tail, a long tail

that swings about
; also attrib. having a sweeping

tail or train
; swing-tailed a., having a long

swinging tail
; swing-tap, a tap constructed to

turn horizontally on the supply-pipe and thus open
or close the valve as required ; swing-tool (see
quot. 1875); swing-wheel, the escape-wheel of
a clock, which drives the pendulum ; also, the
balance-wheel of a watch

; also atlrib. See also

SWING-ROPE, etc.

1862 Catal, Internal. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 3064, Por-

ot"
Camera- and lens with 'swing back. 1878 ABNEY

f/wtagr. xxxili. 269 A fair general focus can . . be ob-
tamed by using with the cam

,

bring the intermediate wheels into proper pitch with the

principals. 1851 BURN Naval$ Milit. Diet. (1863), Swing



SWINGE.

aong te [oc-gates, y wnc tey a

open. 1875 KNIGHT Diet, J/<r//., Swing-beam, i. (Rail-

way Engineering.) A cross-piece suspended from the

truck, and sustaining the car-body, so that it may have

independent lateral motion. 2 (.Carpentry.) A cioss-beam

supporting an over-head mow in a barn. 1852 BtnUfJVam/

!f Milit. Diet. (1863), *Sw'mg bed of a field sun. 1861

1808 W. \V. JACOBS Sen Urchins, Cirty Parrot^ (1906) 213

The gangway was shipped, and. . the Curfew drifted slowly

away from tiie quay and headed for the swing bridge slowly

opening in front of her. 1796 II. HUNTER London (181 1) H.

107 Raspberries, which aie raised chiefly for the use of the

distillers, and conveyed to Ixjndon in *swing carts. 1833
LOUUON F.ncycl. A j chit. 697 A "swing chair, formed out

of ten pieces of elder tree. 1900 Ei INOK GLYN Visits Eli-

zabeth (1006) 18 She was lying in a swing chair, showing
lots of petticoat and ankle. 1833 LpunoN Encyel. Archit.

765 Tlie use of the *swing door.. is to prevent the door

from ever being left open in severe weather. 1863 Miss

liBADDON J. Marehmont \. i. 23 He was gone, and the

swing-door slammed in Edward Arundel's face. 1895 P.

Hi MINCWAY0U/ ?//'{''/''' 3 As the waiters pushed aside

the swing-doors of the buffet. 1891 Photo^r. Ann. II. 884

The wide angle lens is attached to the 'swing front ready

for work. 1774 dorian Inelos. Act 5 No 'swing-gates or

other gates shall at any time be suffered. 1805 R. W.
DICKSON I'ract. Afric. I. 143 In the construction of the

swing-gale, the bars are so long, that too much weight is

often thrown upon the hinges. 1890
' R. BOLDREWOOD

Squatter's Dream \x. 91 Mr. Stangrove. .has no more idea

of a swing-gate than a sheai ing-machine. 1809 R. LANG-

FORB Introd. Trade Si A Dressing Table, and a "Swing
Glass. .2 los. 1847 DISRAELI Tancrcdn. vii, She threw

a glance at her swing-glass. 1891 Cent. Diet., "Swing-
handle. 1896 Jrnl. R. Horticult. Soc. Nov. 202 All fruit

should be carefully placed in the basket (which is preferable

lined or padded, and if with a swing-handle all the better).

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., 'Swing-jack, a jack for replac-

in cars on the track; the bottom of the standard is a cylin-

drical segment, and has a toe working in a slot in the base

of the jack. A pair are used, and the car being lifted while

the standards are vertical, the lalter are canted to or swung
over bringing the wheels of the car in line with the rails.

1844 H. STEPHENS Hk. Farm 1 1. 595 The marker nut is

another appendage to the [drill sowing-]machine... It con-

sists of the liar mm, and the marking-rod mn. The latter is

swing-jointed on a stud fixed in the ends of the marker-

bar HIM. 1733 W. ELLIS Chi/tern f, Vale Farm. 309 The

Foot Plough, the Kentish Broad-board Plough, theCrceper,

and the "Swing Plough. 1807 A. YOUNG Agric. Essex

(1813) I. 127 In favour of the swing-plough it is contended

that it is better calculated for fallowing, as the soil can be

broken up to a greaterdepth. 1846 M cCul.l.ocil Ace. Ilrlt.

Empire (1854) I. 147 The Scotch, or swing-plough, drawn

by 2 horses driven by the ploughman. 1683 Land. Gaz.

No 1861/8 One Bay Gelding .. Aged about four years,

with a "Swi[n]g Tail lately cut off. 1865 HUNT Pap. Rom.
W. Enf. I. 374 The squire. .saw the old woman beating

her step-daughter.. about the head with the skirt of her

swing-tail gown. 1609 HLUNDEVIL Art of Riding \. xin.

Div, Ouermuch spurringe wil make him "swing tailed,

and speciallye if he be a Gennct, or Turkye horse, whose

tayles be alwayes lose and at libertye. 1893 Photogr.

Ann. II. 466 A galvanised iron cistern . . fitted with nickel-

plated "swing tap. 1846 HOLTZAPFFEL Turning II. 849

Various kinds of "swing tools, used by watchmakers in

filing and polishing small flat works. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Mick., Swing-tool, a holder which swings on horizontal

centers, so as to yield to unequal pressure and keep the plate

flat against the face ofthe file. 1696 DEHHAM Aril/. Cloekm.

i. 4 The Crown-Wheel in Small pieces, and 'Swing-Wheel

in Royal Pendulums, is that Wheel which drives the Bal-

lance, or Pendulum. 1816 T. REID Clock fs Watch Making
xii. 275 A spring, acting on the pin, brought the nib in

a contrary direction, to act on the third wheel teeth, by
which it gave motion to the swing-wheel during the time

of winding. 1846 HOLTZAPFFEI. Turning II. 826 Balance-

wheel or swing-wheel files, the convex side cut, the angular

sides safe.

b. In designations of the swingle and swingle-

tree used in dressing flax.

(Cf. MHG. smiuft-Mat, swingletree, G. schviingstock,

scfavingbrelt, sehwingmesser.)
1815 JAMIESON, Cogster, the person who, in the act of swing-

ling flax, first breaks it with a swing-bat, and then throws

it to another. 1839 UEE Diet. Arts 486 Two distinct pieces

of apparatus belong to it [K. winnowing of flax], namely,

the swing-stock and the swing-knife.

0. Dynamics. In terms used by Clifford for

various geometrical figures or lines having relation

to the oscillation of a body, as swing-conic, -ellipse,

-ellipsoid, -quadric, -radius.

1887 W. K. CLIFFORD Ellin. Dynamic I. iv. 17 The second

moment of an area in regard to any line,
divided by the area

itself, is the square of a length which is called the swing-

radius of the area in regard to the line, or of the line in re-

gard to the area. Ibid. 24, 34.

Swinge (swindjl, sb.1 Obs. exc. dial. Also 6

swynge, 6-7 swindge. [Related to SWINGE v.l]

fl. Sway, power, rule, authority, influence: esp.

to ham or bear swinge, the (full, whole, chief) or

all the swinge, etc. Obs.

1531 TISDALK Expos, i John v. 21(1538)83 Yf in .x.paryshes

rounde ther be not one learned and discrete to heipe the

other, then the deuell hath a greate swynge amonge vs, that

the byshops officers that dwel so farre of, must abuse vs as

they do. 1516 Rum. Sedition 16 The euyl be mo in nombre,

they bere the swynge. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI, 151

She baie the whole swynge, as the strong oxe doth, when he

is yoked in the plough with a pore silly asse. 1581 MUL-

CASTKR Positions xxxvii. (1887) 150 An oligarchic: where
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some few beare all the swinge. 1585 FETHERSTONE tr. Cah'in
on Acts iv. 33 The Sadduces..did then beare the chiefe

swindge. 1601 J. WIIKI.LER Tr,-at. Ctnniit. 37 The Ant-
wer plans, .in all the Mai K, iV 1' air*--- in Dnlchlaiul, bare the

chiefest swindle. 1612 CHATMAN Ri-'. limsy ti'A inl'oil 1. i,

When Glory, Flatteiie, and smooth applauses of things ill

Vphold th
1

inordinate swindge of dowrwrighl power. 1629
M ASSINGRR

' Picture n. ii. (1630) E 2 b, What wise man..
I'.ut must confesse that fortunes swinge is more Ore that

profession, then all kinds else Of life pursu'd by man? 1636
fit. Ok. Florence n. ii, This is the man that carries The

sway, and swinge of the Court.

f2. Freedom of action, free scope, licence;

liberty to follow one's inclinations : = SWING sb.- 5.

Plir. to have or lake one's swinge, to give (a person
or thing, oneself) swingt. Obs.

1541 HOOKDI-: Dyetary xvi. (1870) 273 Sensuall appetyde
muste haue a swynge, all these ihinges nolwilhstandynge.

1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. I. (Arb.) 52 Shooting hath two
Tutours . . the one called Daye light, ye other Open place,

whyche .ii. keepe shooting from euyl companye, and suffers

it not to haue to much swinge. 1575-85 SANDYS Serin, viii.

10 Youth they say must haue his swinge. 1597 Ki AIIII

TheatreGod's Jutigcin. (16121272 They giue the full swindge
to their bold and violent affections. 1508 CHAPMAN Itiadv.

[ix.] 617 For whose sake I will lose the raynes, and gine
mine anger swindge. 1615 Odyss. xxn. 597 That then-

streight bed Is sowre to that swindge, in which she was
bred. 1611 FLETCHER Span. Cur. v. ii, I'le have my swindge

upon thee. 1631 CHAPMAN Cltsar f I'omfry n. i. 12, I had

able means, And spent all in the swinge of lewd affections.

1668 H. MORE Dir. Dial. in. xxiii. (1713) 233 By preferring

tent of his travel ; except since his Parents death he has

given himself a swinge to some race or fair. 1687 tr. Sallust

(1602) 8 A savage sort of People, living at their full swinge
of Liberty and Licence.

t b. Of, at one's awn swinge : said of a person

being entirely his own master. Obs.

1536 St. Papers Hen. VIII, II. 322 That he shulde rule

of his owne swynge, so as iioon of us durste advise him to

the contrary. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 290 In his

lustie ycares, he is at his own swinge. [1663 HEATH Flo-

gelluin 4 His Father dying soon after and leaving him to

his swinge.]

1 3. Impetus, impulse, driving power (of some-

thing non-physical, as passion, will, etc.) ; inclina-

tion; drift, tendency. Of one's own swinge: of

one's own free choice, of one's own accord, sponta-

neously. Obs.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII, 36 They of their awne

swynge pacefied them selfcs, and beganne to turne to their. .

naturallliegelorde. iS4B\]DM.i.,etc.rasinus/'ar.Matt. iii.

28 He rushed not fui th of his owne swinge to preache. 1552

R. HUTCHINSON Declar. Christes Supper iii. (1560) Kjb,
As long as they folowe the wyld swynge of their youth.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Christian's Conflict 87 The swinge of

custome (whirl-wind-like) Rapting my Passion. 1611 HAKE-

WILL David's Vmu 105 He goes on with an high hand and

a stiffe neck, and is carried with a swinge, as a ship under

full saile. 1651 CULFEPPER Astral. Judgem.Dis. (1658) 80

He follows the swinge of the times, a 1677 BARROW Serm.

(1687) I. xi. 144 Ascribing them to the mere conduct and

agency of visible causes, hurried by a necessary swindge.

1686 tr. Chardin's Coronat. Solyman 86 The great ones

following his example give themselves the liberty to follow

the swinge of their own Arbitrary Wills. 1804 JEBB in

Knox ff Jebb's Corr. (1834) I. 95 What greater punishment

..can there be, than to be given up, by God, to the swinge

of a man's own lusts?

f4. Impetus (of motion); impetuous or forcible

sweeping or whirling movement. Obs.

1583 H. HOWARD Def<?nsatk<e L iij b, As we see that

barges which are forced by the strength of oares, hane a

kinde of gate or swinge when the stroke dooth cease. 1599

NASHE Lenten Stujffe Wks. 1905 III. 164 In the swindge of

his trident he constituted two Loid admirals ouer the whole

nauy of England, a 1600 DELONEY Canaans Calamilie

015 The Romaines full of hot reucnge .. Troopt to the

Temple, with a mighty swinge, c 1600 Distracted Einp.

iv. i. in Bullen O. I'l. (1884) III. 235 A thynks me falhnge

& avoyds my Swindge. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.

To Rdr a iij b, Whirled on by the swindge and rapt of the

one [wheel], a 1661 HOLVDAY Juvenal (1673:1 247 I he

swind"e or circling motion of the arm in shaking thesislrum.

1606 Ai SOP Cod in Mount 9 They have been heaving with

all their strength to roll it away, and when they have hoped

they were just turning it over,, .it has come upon them with

the greater swinge.

(5. The lashing (of a tail). Obs. rare.

i67 MAY Luca-n i. 225 When his Tailes swindge has made

him hot,.. He [sc. a lion] roares from his wide throat.

1640 WALLER Battle of Summer hi. I". 22 The shallow

water doth her force infringe, And renders vain her tail s im-

petuous swinge.

b. gen. A stroke, blow. dial.

1823 MOOR Suffolk Words.

6. A leash for hounds. Obs. exc. dial.

ai6St Fui LER Wort/lies, Yorks. in. (1662) 221 A Gent!

man of this County, being to let slip a brace of Grey-hounds
to run for a great wager, so held them in the Swinge, that

they were more likely to strangle themselves then kil the

Hare .895 E. Atigl. Gloss., Swinfe, a leash or couple by

!
which hounds are led. .

Swlno-e, J*.2 [f.
SWINGE v.z\ A singe.

App. inferred in Diets, erron. from the foil, passage, where

: be a

ora is swim. -"
Corjntk , -^ ,f to t _

here
6l
after'1he

H
ha
R

|'ter

C

Has done his 'part, or if then

Hell, To take a swinge or two there [etc.].

Swinge (swind.*,),
v.'1 Also 6 swynge, 6

swindge ; pres.pple.
and gtr. 6-8 swindging, 7

SWINGEBKEECH.

swindgeing, (>- swinging,
-

swingeing. [I.nter
form ol Ml-!. SWKNCE.]
1. 1 1 arts. To beat, flog, whip, thrash. fAlso

with off. arch, or dial.

a 1553 LTAI.L Koyster I), ii. iv. (Arb.) 38, I will rather
haue my cote twenlie times twinged, Than on the naughtie
wag not to br auenged. 1595 SMAKS. "John n. i. 288 Saint
George that BwindRd tlif I'KI^. .11. 1596 Taut. Si-.r. v. ii.

104 If
they

denic to come, Swinge me them soundly forth
vnto their husbands. 1606 HOI.I AND Sutton. .ti ILrwa-
roiptous,

wild iinil \\;iniuii: in so much as his father

swindled him well and soundly for it. 1660 H. MoKr
Myst. Codl. in. xiii. 85 'I hese sad Ceremonies they
used in Peru, where they swinged themselves with slinging
Nettles, and vlrm k themselves over the shoulders with hard
stones, a 1700 B. E. Diet. < ant. Crew, I Swing'd him of,
1 lay'd on and beat him well-favoredly. 1764 FOOTK Mayor
ofCi. I, I would so swinge and leather my Iambi in. 1786
BURNS The Ordination xi, See, see auld Orthodoxy's faes

She's swingein thro' the city. i8a8 SCUTT 1-. M . t'ertlt xi,

We have swinged them as far as the Abbey-date. 1888

DOUGHTY Trav. Arabia Deserta II. 232, 1 swinged him

soundly in a moment and made all his back smart.

tb. Jig. To chastise, castigate; to pay out.

serve out. Obs.

1560 T. WILSON Rhet. Pro!., Hauyng been thus swinged,
and restrained of lihertie. 1636 WENIWOKTH in Carte O>
monde (1735) III. 5 The proof was once clear,. .and he a

spirit that will deserve veil to be swinged into (he know,

ledge ol himself and the duty he owes the state. 1690
DRYDRN Amphitryon i. ii, Jupiter can swinge you off, if

you swear by him, and are forsworn. 1693 J. DRYDEN in

Dryden's Juvenal XIV. (1697) 349 This very Rev'rend

Leacher.. swinges his own Vices in his Son. 1710 Dublin
Examiner 26 Dec., T he Printer, .brought along with him
a Bundle of those Papers, which in the Phrase of Whig
Coffee-houses have Swinged off the Examiner. 1711 SWIFT

Jrnl. to Stella 16 Oct., One Boyer, a French dog, has

abused me.. : the Secretary promises me to swinge him.

to. ?To pillory (fig.}. Obs. rare 1
.

1546 Stifflie. Poore Commons (E.E.T.S.) 69 When the!

leatcn any thyng that soundeth to the contrary, it shall not

escape so, we warrant
you.

It shalbe swynged in euery

pulpyt wyth, this is the Kynges gratious wyll.

t d. To bear heavily upon. Obs. rare.

1681 PRIDEAUX Lett. (Camden) 96 The innkeeper, .swinged
them in their reckoneing most abominably, makeing them

pay five times the price for every thing they had.

fe. slang.
= SWIVE. See also quot. a 1 700.

1622 FLETCHER Beggar's Bush in. i. Give her cold jelly To
take up her belly, And once a day swinge her again. 1688

MIEGE Gt. Fr. Diet., To Swinge oS,..ilse ait atissi dans
Hit Sens Venerien. a 1700 B. E. DM. Cant. Crew, He is

I Swing'd off, damnably Clapt.

1 2. To drink up or off,
' toss off'. Obs. slang.

01529 SKELTON E. Rumnyng 568 She swynged vp a

quarte At ones. 1570 B. GOOCE Pop. Kined. iv. 48 And
cleane they swinge of euery cup. 1649 J. TAYLOR (Water

P.) Wand. West 7 Mine Host swing'd off halfe a pot to me.

3. To cut down with a scythe, dial.

'573 TUSSER Hast. (1878) 117 Swinge brembles & brakes.

1854 Miss BAKER Northampt. Class., Swinge, a. To cut

the nettles, &c. from hedges to make them neat.

f4. To brandish, flourish; to lash (the tail, or

something with the tail). Also transf. Obs.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas I. vi. 410 The Lion.. often

swindging, with his sinnewy train, Somlimes his sides, som-

times the dusty plain. Ibid. vii. 507 Th' Air corrupteth

soon, except With sundry winds it oft be swing'd and swept.

1607 [B. BARNES] Dcvits Charter v. iv. L j b, When I was

a Scholler in Padua, faith then I could haue swingda sword

and a buckler. 1619 M ILTON Nativity xviii, Th old Dragon
under ground . . Swindges the scaly Horrour of his foulded

"T 6. To bear sway over. (After SWINGE rf.l i.)

1593 G. HARVEY rierce's Super. 12 Had not affection

otherwhiles swinged their reason, where reason should haue

swayed their affection.

1 6. To whirl round (e. g. a wheel). Obs.

1548 ELYOT, Kolo,..lo tourne a thyng lyke a whiele, to

swynge about. 1561 T. HOBY tr. CasligHone's Cotirtyfr

in. Ff iij, Like a whiele that longe swynged about with vio-

lence [etc.]. i6u SHELTON Quix. i. viii. 50 Their Sayles

\sc. of windmills), that are swinged about by the Winde.

1677 MIEGE Diet. Eng. Fr., Swinged, or turned about,

rottf, tournf en rout.

t7. intr. To have free scope or course, to in-

dulge one's inclination. (After SWINGE rf. 1
a.)

1613 CHAPMAN Rev. Bussy d~A mooisi. Bj, To what will

this declining Kingdome turne, Swindging in euery license

[etc.]?

t 8. In combination with a noun in obj. relation,

as swinge-bow (see i e) ; swinge-buckler =

SWASHBUCKLER. Obs.

1579 NORTHBROOKE Dicing *&, If these and such likelawes

were executed iustlie .. there would not be so mame.. Blas-

phemers, & Swinge Buckelers. 159? SHAKS. 2 Htn. IV, 111.

ii. 24 You had not foure such Swmdge-bucklers in all the

Innes of Court againe. 1675 COTTON Burlesoue upon K. 83

Is the old Letcher A Swinge-bow of so high renown, A
Wench can't sooner take him down I

Swinge (swindz,), .* Now dial, and U.S.

[? Alteration of SINGE, perh. influenced by SWEAL.]

trans. To singe, scorch.

KM SPENSER F. Q. i. xi. 26 The scorching flame sore

swinged all his face. 1600 SURFLET Country Farm i. xxiv.

150 To haue his haire swinged off with straw. 1790 GROSI

Prminc. Gloss, (ed. 2), S-niinge, to singe. North. 1844

Mai. Jones's Courtship 185 (Bartlett), I don't think I ever

did see things jest sprawled out and swinged up so with the

sun before. [In various dial, glossaries, northern, west-

midland, and south-western.)

f Swingebreeeh. Obs.noncc-wd. [?f. swinge,
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SWINGEING.

SWING v. 1 + BREECH sb. 4.] ? One who struts or

flaunts about.

1581 [A. GILDV] Pleas. Dial. Soldier $ Chapt. M 3. Their

[sc. the bishops'] pompous trayne of proud idle swinge-
breeches, in the .stceile of Preachers & Schollers.

Swingeing, swinging ;s\vi'iHl/(hj\ vbl. sb.

[f.
SVVIXCE vT-f-JKolj The action of SWINGK

#.1 ; scourging, flogging, beating, dealing of blows.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch*s J\for. 10 This course of swing-

ing and beating seemeth meete for bondslaves. 1664 I>UTI.ER

Hud. n. ii. 56 Whether it be direct infringing An Oath, if I

should wave this swinging. 1844 Mai. Jones's Courtship
180 (Bartlett) Go it, old fellow; give the goats a swinging
every time you come across them. 1869 BI.ACKMORK Lorna
D. ii, To these we paid no heed.., being in the thick of

swinging.

Swingeing (swrnd/jirj), ppl. a. (adv.} Also

6-9 swinging, 7-9 swindging. [f.
SWINGE w 1

]

1. Tli.at swinges ; scourging, flogging, rare.

1614 D. DYKE Myst. Selfe-Deceiuing xvii. 229 He tels

him of the seuere schoole-master, of the swtndging roddes,
of the hard feruler. 1618 Two Treat^ School <if Afflic*
tion 339 Tlie first Schoolemaster is Affliction. A sharp, and
seuere and swinging Schoolemaster indeed.

2. Very forcible, great, or large ; huge, immense.

Chiefly, now only, colloq. or slang \ mostly arch.

or dial. (Cf. thumping whopping?)
1590 GREENE ^V. Bacon xv. 34 May not a man haue a

lustie fier there, a pot ofgood ale, a palre of cardes, a swing-
ing peece of chalke, and a browne toast? 1597 TOFTE
Laura xiii, Thicke swinging^ showers, a 1600 Gladden F.
viiL (1664) 80 And swindging swaps made many swelt.

1677 W. HUGHES Man of Sin \\. vii. 111 Many other of
those foolish and childish Penances may be seen in the
Author quoted.. .There is one swinging one, I can't pass
over. 1678 DRVDEN Limberham v. i, I dream'd.. that a

great swinging Thief came in, and whipt *em out. 1691
MRS. D'ANVERS Academia 30, 1 had a swinging mind to go,
And hear the Organs. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xii, My
Gentleman must pay him such swindging damages, that his

acres may bleed for 't. 1706 HEARNE Collect. 17 Feb.(O.H.S.)
I. 187 That Swinging Orthodox G. Burnett Bp. of Sarum.
1711 SWIFT Jml. to Stella 13 Nov., I..now have got a

swingeing cold. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa VII. 19 Lady
Sarah Sadleir and Lady Betty Lawrance, will also die, and
leave me swindging legacies. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones
viii. iii, He hath devoured two swinging butter.toasts this

morning for breakfast. 1771 GOLDSM. Haunch of Venison
82 At the top a fried liver and bacon were seen ; At the bot-
tom was

tripe,
in a swinging tureen. 1844 DICKENS Mart,

Chvz. xxviii, To make a swingeing profit. 1857 BORROW
Rom. Rye xliii, The horse fetched a good swinging price.
1876 R. BRIDGES Growth of Love xxvii, Old Leviathan..
Had never rib nor bray nor swindging fan Like his iron
swimmer of the Clyde or Tyne. 1904 Times (Lit. Supp.)
15 July 218/3 The jury gave swinging damages.

b. as adv. Hugely, immensely.
1690 DKVDEtiAtttfhitryoni. i, He has sent me to will and

require you to make a swinging long night for him. 1706
HEARNE Collect. 16 Sept. (O.H.S.) I. 288 A swinging fat
Wife. 1711 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella. 7 June, At dinner there
fell the swingingest long shower. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL.
vi. v, Our vicar still preaches that Peter and Poule Laid
a swinging long curse on the bonny brown bowl. 1836
HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862) 20 A swingeing big Pig. 187*
C. D. WARNER Backlog Studies 246 Christmas Eve was. .a

placid, calm, swingeing cold night.

f3. (After SWINGE sbl i.) Powerful, authorita-
tive. Obs.

1567 TURBERV. tr. Mantuan's Eel. iii. 18, I wote not who
doth rule the winds and beares the swinging swaye.
Hen<x- Swi-nsr(e)ingrly adv. (colloq. or sfattg-\

very greatly or forcibly, hugely, immensely.
1671 DRVDEN Assignation in. ni,"l have sin'd swingingly. \

against my Vow. 1691 SHADWELL Scowrcrs i. i, We drunk f

swingingly last night. 1703 Dr. FOE Misc., Freeholder's
\

flea 172 Only we find we are swingingly tax'd; and they
tell us tis done by the Parliament. 1720 SWIFT Poems, \

Excellent New Song 31 This wicked ro^ue Waters if

swearing can do't, shall be swingingly mawl'd. 1778 FOO'TE
j

Frip Calais i. Wks. 1799 II. 34', I reckon, your lordshipswere swingingly sous'd on the road. 1903 KIPLING Five
Nations, Ihe Lesson 6 This was not bestowed us under the
trees, nor yet in the shade of a tent, But swingingly. over !

eleven degrees of a bare brown continent.

Swingel (swi-ndgel), var. SWINGLE.
Swinger 1

(swrndgw). Sc.Wbs. Also6flwen2-
our, sweyngeour, awingeour, -or, swyngeour, i

-or, swenger, sweingeor, 7 St. swyngour, !

awynger, swounger. [Of uncertain origin ;
nrob

'

a cant term and
perh.

a derivative of early Klem.
'
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attrib. 1542 Records ofElgin (New Spald. Cl. 1903) I. 68

lohne Innes wrangit in the calling of Nicoll .Moressone

swenger carle and birsyn carle, a 1550 LYNDESAY Descr.

Peder Coffeis 17 Ane swyngeour coife, amangis ihe wyvis.

Swinger- (swi-ndaw). [f. SWINGE v. 1 + -EK '.]

fl. One who acts vigorously or forcibly; a

vigorous performer ; a powerful fellow, Obs.

1583 MKI.BANCKR Philotimns L iij, The three Sisters Litae

..were left a loofe behind her far out of sight, not able to

keepe pace with such a swinger. 1679 DRYDEK Limberham
i i,

Before George, a proper fellow ! and a Swinger he

shou'd be, by his make ! 1679 Trail. <V Cress, i. 11, Is t

not a brave Man that ? he's a Swinger, many a Grecian he

has laid with his Face upward. 1684 SOUTHERNE Dis~

appointm. u. i, I' gad I was a Swinger in those days; let

me See, I cou'd have done I don't know what 1 could

have done.

2. Something forcible or effective ; esp. some-

thing very big ;
a *

whopper '. colloq. or slang ;

now rare or local. Cf. SWINGEING ppl. a. 2.

1599 Warn. Faire Worn. n. 1524, I am sure there is a

gallowes big enough to hold them both,. 'tis a swinger

yfayth. 1648 HERRICK Hesper.^ Twelfe Nt. 24 And thus

ye must doe To make the wassaile a swinger [rime ginger J.

1677 2nd Pacqnet Ad-vices 42 They are likely to give us

nothing New but a New Parliament, and that shall be a

Swinger, as the Dissolver hath promised us. 1712-13 SWIFT

Jrnl. to Stella 25 Jan., I saw a hundred tiles fallen down ;

and one swinger fall about forty yards before me, that would
have killed a horse, a 1734 NORTH /./VwttSafi) II. 70 This
motion at that time was indeed a swinger; for, in conse-

quence, the execution of it by such a pardon of all convic-
tions had lost the King irrecoverably, a 1734 Exaw. n.

iv. 10 (1740) 236 We had . . diverse [plots] of most desperate
Reach; witness that of Fitzharris, which was a Swinger.
1853 C. B. MANSFIELD Paraguay, etc. (1856) 425, I started

off.. with a tremendous toothache, one of my old swingers.
187* SCHELE DE VERB Americanisms 557 In Virginia.. boys
have for more than two centuries called a large snake or
other formidable creature a swindger.

f b. spec. A great or bold lie, a '

bang *. Obs.

1671 EACHARD Observ. An$w. Cont. Clergy 153 How will

his puling Conscience be put to it, to rap out presently half
a dozen swingers to get off cleaverly? 17*7 SWIFT Art
Polit. Lying Wks. 1755 III. i. 122 The Whig-party do
wisely to try the credulity of the people sometimes by
swingers. 1781 M. MADAM Thtlyphthora III. 148 Is it

possible that, when St. Bernard told this swinger, he could
believe it, himself?

c. A forcible blow or stroke.

1836 E. HOWARD R. Reefer xxv, He applied across my
shoulders one of the most hearty, .swingers that ever left a
wale behind it. 1841 J. 'J'. HEWLETT P. Priggins II. xi.

169 Another pleasant occupation was having to jump two
or three feet from the ground, and then to be knocked down
by his master, who stood on a form for the purpose. This
was called 'tipping a neat swinger'. 1890 BARKERS &
LELAND Slang Diet., Swinger (Charterhouse), a box on the
ears.

3. A tool with a raised point, used for levering
timbers, etc.

Swinger 3
(swi-nai).

I. [f. SWING Z/.I + -ER! 2.] One who or that
which swings.
1. One who flourishes something about, or causes

I

it to oscillate.

1543 BALE Yet a Course 88 Holy water swyngers, and '

euen songe clatterers. 1897 Daily News 27 May 2/5 Club
|

Swinging... The well-known swinger of Indian clubs, brought '

his attempt to swing a pair of two pound clubs for thirty
consecutive hours to a successful conclusion.

2. a. A person who swings.
1712 STEKLE Spect. No. 492 p 3 These [familiar romps],

Mr. Spectator, are the Swingers... They get on Ropes, as
you must have seen the children, and are swung by their
Men Visitants. 1877 G. H. KINCSLEV Sport $ Trai: (1900)

;

331 The strong man becomes a swinger in hammocks, a i

sucker of oranges, a smoker of pipes.

() A Hindu who performs the penance of

swinging : see SWING z>.l 6 (^).
*yn Medical Spectator II. No. 39. 242 Every thing being j

ready for the swinger, he kneels upon the ground, when a '

very dexterous operator fixes two strong iron hooks into the
common integuments betwixt his shoulders. 1893 Titties \

ii July 3/6 The writer afterwards interviewed a bwinger jHe was rather the worse for opium, but none the worse for
his swing.

. y mo. . scwanzer
otiosus, ambulator', schwanzen to go about aim-

lessly in thieves' cant, to ride, travel.] A rocue
rascal, scoundrel.

sone, Deny beevill

?f me non heid -

saikles

!urinS the Willeame

^-ey'd queans', he

b. A thing that swings to and fro; fa swing for
recreation

; a kind of lever; a coat with swinging
I - " ""-. HI* n,- v* l_.lll\ J.' 1CIII.

]

*

swentun '

vagari (Kilian), orig. with the sense i

Tl>r?e !>S* "''dnswinetr: said of an animal which has

fczsKLfni m d - G - ?**" i s&s^&Msa^ta1**111

u-Vi .
KS u

\f>learha' \'oy. Ambass. 93 , I have seen

LnH Swmgmg.places They.. giving two or three penceto little Bo.es who keep Swingers ready. 1825 I. N.CHOI..M Ofer. Midi. 426, 19 and 20 act as swingers or leversfrom the joints 21 and 22. 1863 B. BRIERLEV Chron. Wavfr.aw 147 1 he latter people did not care for misfits at all, andwould don a broad.lapped
'

swinger 'or a swallow-tailed coat
with equal indifference. ,893 Watm. Caz. ,2 May ,/3Koyal Hampton had no pretensions to winning although hetook the City and Snburtan on 'three legs and a swinger'in the following spring. ,9,6 C'TESS BARCYNSKA Honey-Pot i.. Be careful of the chair 1 It's a real antique, onlythree legs and a swinger !

1 3. ? A large sword. (Cf. early Flem. swinghe ) i

1673 HICKEBINCILL Greg. F. Grcyt. 42 The old Bishops. .that ner..so much as knew how to set the Periwig and

R^nnt
hoes

'.
m

,
uch

..
less

.'t>
'me timing and accenting of a

Kapper, and double swinger.
II.

[f. SWING rf.2 i2d + -KRi
i.] 4. Each of

the middle pair of horses in a team of six.

SWINGING.
i a 1878 Trip to the West 137 CS. de Vere) Each wason is

usually drawn by three span of mules, of which the lighter
and forward, are leaders, the next pair swingers, and the
rear, or heaviest pair, wheelers.

Swingfelter, aberrant f. SCUWENKFELDEK.
1792 MORSI-: Anier. Geog, 313.

Swinging ^wi-rjin), vbl. sb.
[f. SWING Z/.1 +

-ISG 1.] The action of SWIMU z.l

f 1. Beating, scourging. Obs.
c iioo Trin. Coll. Horn. 57 We shulen leden al t>is leinten

on festing..on smerte swinginge & on oSre swiche gode
dedes. 111340 HAVPOLE 1'saiter xxxi. 13 Eftere be bridel
comes be swyngynge for to teme him bat is wilde.

2. Flourishing, waving about.

CI400 Destr. Troy 12526 Hym-seluyn in the sea sonkyn
belyue, Swalprit & swam with swyngyng of armjs. igoj
[see SWINGER

'

i].

3. Movement to and fro, as of a suspended body ;

I oscillation, swaying, etc. : see the verb.

1669 STUKMY Mariner's Mag. vil. xxxiii. 48 It will strike
what Hour of the Day or Night it is, and then leave off
striking, and swinging also. 1771 SMOLLETT tiuinfhry Cl.
26 June, 1 have sufiered more from jolting and swinging
than ever I felt in the whole course oi my life, although the
carriage is remarkably.. well hung. 1771 LICKOMBE Hist
Print. 331 A low man cannot pull the handle of the Bar at
so great a force, .as a tall man ; but will require the swing-
ing of his whole body backwards to add force to the Pull.
1816 SHELLF.V Alottt Blanc ii, 'I hy giant brood of pines in
whose devotion 'I lie chaiuless winds still come, .their mighty
swinging To hear. 1849 JAMIS H oodman ix, No sound
was heard, except the swinging of the great bell. 1867
AUGUSTA WILSOH I'ashti xxxiii, The peculiar, free, childish
swinging of the left arm.

(*) See SWING z/.l 6 (t).
1793 Medical Spectator II. No. 39. 242 A few days after

this, came on the annual custom of swinging. Ibid. 246Some who have got marks of the wounds made on their
backs by the swinging-hooks. 1857 LADY CANNING in
Hare -Story J wo Aotle LivesdSqi) II. 284 Dr. Duff says
the swinging festival went off very mildly this year.

b. The sport of riding in a swing. Ahoattrili.
_
1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie of Cod 698 These swine-

ing-games had origin all from hence [sr. Italy]. 1661
J. DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy. Amoass. 93 Their husbands
are very glad to give them this kind of sport, and sometimes
help them in their swinging. 1838 [see SWING .i 7 b).

4.. slang or colloq. Hanging. Also nttrib.
1591 PERCIVALL Sf. Diet., Cotutiipio, swinging in a halter

1879 BROWNING Ntii Bratts 95, 1 think he pulled a fate
next Sessions' swinging-time 1 1883 STKVEKSON Trias. Isi.
n. xi, They (sc. gentlemen of fortune] risk swinging.

Swi'nging, ///. <7.
[f. as prec. + -ING *.] That

swings.
1. Moving to and fro as or like a suspended
body ; oscillating ; swaying.
aiS6o PHAER sEneid x. (1562) Ddivb, He swam with

swinging sides. 1716 GAY Trivia \. 157 But when the
swinging signs your ears offend With creaking noise, then
rainy floods impend. 1803 SCOTT CndjttwCxst/ex\,'lhednv.
bridgefalls . . Clatters each plank and swinging chain. 1815SHELLEY A lastor 563 A pine . . stretched athwart the vacancy
Its swinging boughs. 1833 LOUDON Encycl. An/tit. 662
Swinging cribs and cradles are now justly exploded. 1848
LVTTON A". Arthur \. xcix, With lifted cross and swinging
censer. 1900 CONAN DOYLE Green Hag, etc. 127 He
punched the swinging ball and worked with the dumb-bells.
Jig 9'5 J.KELMAN Haltedwith Fire xii. 180 The devious
and swinging balance of power with which diplomacy has
hitherto concerned itself.

b. Of a blow : Characterized or accompanied
by a swing of the arm, etc.

1850 HOLTZAPFFEL Turning HI. iioo The toothed saws
for stone are used with a swinging stroke. 1898 'H. S.
MERRIMAN' Koden's Corner xxx. 320 Von Holzen ran at
him with his arm outstretched for a swinging stab, tooa
S. E. WHITE Blazed Trail i. vi, He saw his opening and
let out with a swinging pivot blow.

2. Turning or adapted to turn freely in either
direction upon a fixed axis or centre, as a gate or

door, a hinged piece of mechanism, etc.; in

technical use = SWING- (see also 4).
1730 Inv. D. BmicTt Goods (1732) 34 A square Walnut-

tree Table and Swinging Glass. 1868 Rep. to Govt. U.S.
Munitions War 51 Mr. Joslyn's rifle, calibre 0-500, has a

swinging derrick is made fast to the upright spar. 1904
Windier Mag. Jan. 300/2 The girl turned about on the

swinging stool where she sat.

3. Applied to a steady vigorous rhythmical on-

ward movement (pace, step, etc.) accompanied, or

such as is commonly accompanied, by a swaying
from side to side ; hence used of a rhythm in

verse or music suggesting such a movement.
1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xxii, Onward they came at a long

swinging trot. 1881 FENN Off'to Wilds viii, The boy pressed
his horse's sides, and went off at a swinging canter. 1884

J. G. ROGERS in Coiigregationalist Feb. 104 Ihese swing-
ing congregational melodies. 1887 Wtsttti. Rev. June 380
A long swinging dactylic measure in rhyming couplets.
looa

J. BUCHAN Watcher ly Threshold 76, 1 heard a long
swinging step outside.

4. Special collocations or com binations : swing-
ing-bar = swing-bar (SwiNG- a); swinging-
boom Naut., a boom swung or suspended over
the ship's side, used to stretch the foot of a lower

studding-sail, and (when at anchor) for a boat to

ride by; swinging-bridge, (a) see quot. 1892;



SWINGINGrLY.

(6)
= swing-bridge (SWING- 2) ; swinging-tree

dial. SWINGLKTIIKE.

1859 JEPHSON Brittany xi. 188 To the end of the pole is

attached a 'swinging-bar and a pair of traces for a leader.

1840 K. H. DANA Bcf. Mast xi, Bracing the yards forward
so that the *swingins-boom nearly touched the sprit- ail

Srd.
1892 PHILIPS Fortification 244 Flying or "Swinging

ridges. A flying bridge is one in which the action of the
current is made to move a boat, or raft of two piers, across
a stream, by acting obliquely against its side. 1908 Wcstm.
Gaz. 23 Nov. 5/3 The city of Cleveland, Ohio, . .desired to
convert the viaduct-bridge over the Cuyahoga River into a
swinging-bridge.

Hence Swl-nglngly adv., with swinging move-
ment.
1882

' ANNIE THOMAS '

Allerton Towers II. vi. 105 A long,
lithe, lean-headed mare, ..with action so swingingly e.isy
..that her rider never swerves by a hair's-breadth in the
saddle. 1891 Murray's Mag. X. 662 To strut swingingly
up the Cathedral to the Dean's pew.

Swinging, -ly, var. SWINGEING, -LT.

Swingism (swi-rjiz'm). rare. See SWING s6.">

and -ISM.

1841 LvrTON Nt. t Mont. in. viii, At one time we have
burking at another, swingism now, suicide is in vogue.

Swingle (swi-rjg'l), sb. Also 5 swengyl,
swyngel, -11, -yl(l, swangul-, sungylle-, 5-6
swyngell,6 swyngle, 7 swingow, 6-9 swingell,
y local swindgel(l, swingel, -jel (swi-ndj'l). [a.
MDu. swinghel swingle for flax, corresp. in

form to OE. swingell, -el(l}e, swingle stroke or

stripe with a rod, etc., whipping, scourging,
chastisement, affliction, scourge, whip, also once,

swingle or distaff (transl. coins'], f. SWING z/.l +-LEI;
or partly a. (M)LG. swengel bell-clapper, pump-
handle, swipe, MDu. swenghel swipe, Dn. zwengel
swingle, MHG. swengel (G. schwengel swipe, bell-

clapper, swingletree, etc. ) : *swarjgwil-, f. swaijgw-

(see SWING p.1 ). Some forms (swengyl, swangull,
jKj'//<:)showdivergent stem-vowels the immediate
source of which is not clear.]

1. A wooden instrument resembling a sword, used

for beating and scraping flax or hemp so as to

cleanse it of woody or coarse particles ; also

called swingle-hand, -staff, or -wand, swingling-
bat, -knife, or -staff.
c 1325 Gloss. W. de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 156 Lepesse-

lin, the swingle, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 482/2 Swengyl, for

flax or hempe, cxcudiuni. c 1462 Wright's Chaste Wife
216, I haue both httnpe and lyne. . And a swyngyll good and

grete. Ibid. 387 Sche brought a swyngyll alt pe last. 1847
Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VIII. n. 446 The swingle or scutching
tool. 1850 J.

WARNES Flax v. Cotton 13 The first blow of
the swingle is the commencement of wages.
2. The striking part or swipple of a flail, local.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 482/2 Swengyl, of a fleyle or ober

\1\.t,f<:ritoriwn, 1547 SALESBURY Welsh Diet., Fnstvjial,
a swyngell. 1570 FOXE A. $ M. (ed. 2) III. 2233/2 A blow
with the swingell of a flayle. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr.

(182";) 1. 90 While distant thresher's swingle drops With sharp
and hollow-twanking raps, a 1825 FORBY Voc.' E. Anglia.
1889 F. LUCAS Sk. Rural Life, The Tasker xvi, Then let

our floors send up the sound Of the swinjel's measured
stroke.

b. A weapon resembling a flail; a kind of

cudgel.
1818 W. CHAFIN Cranbourn Chase 35 They [$r. deer-

stealers] came in the night.. armed with deadly offensive

weapons called swindgels, resembling flails to thresh corn.

1904 Daily Nnvs 7 Nov. 9 The keeper drew a '

swingle
'

round his legs, bringing hinvto the ground. 1905 J. C. Cox
Royal 1'orests Eng. 84 Helmets and swindgel of the deer
hunters of Cran bourn Chase.

1 3. Tlie clapper of a bell. Obs. rare-".

14. . Voc. in Wr.. Wulcker 567/39 Batillns, a belle clapere
vel a swyngell.

4. a. A spoke or lever for turning the barrel in

wire-drawing or the roller of a plate-press, b. A
crank. ,

1674 RAV Coll. Words, Wire working 133 Underneath is

fastened to the barrel a spoke of wood, which they call a

Swindle which is drawn back a good way by the calms or

sb. a crank. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech,

Swi ngle, v.! Forms : see prec. sb. ; also 5

swyngill, (squyugyl), 8 dial, sungle. [a. MDu.
swinghelen, f. swingliel SWINGLE so.]

1. trans. To beat and scrape (flax or heinp)
with a swingle, in order to cleanse it of the coarser

particles ; to scutch. Also absol.
c 1325 Gloss. W. de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 156 Estanger

-jostre leyit, to swingle the flax. 14.. Lat.-Kng. Voc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 581 Excudio, to squyngyL c 1462 Wright's
Chaste Wife 389

' Good syres ', sche seyd,
'

swyngylle on
fast ; For no |>ing that ye blynne '. Ibid. 401 ]>e stuard bat
was so stowde, Was fayne to swyngelle be scales owte. c 1480
HENKVSON Mor. Fab., Swallow, etc. xxx, The carle pullit
the Iyne,..swyn2:illit it weill, and hekkillit in be flet. 1590
Shuttlrworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 61 Fonre womene wl>
did brake hempe and swyn^lye. 1615 [see SWINGI.ETREE i].

1711 S. SEWALL Diary 15 Jan., It came by a man's blowing

put his pipe, who was swingling Flax. 1776 Pennsylvania
'Even. Post 24 Sept. 478/2 Choice swingled Flax. 1794
Piper of Peebles 6 (E.D.D.) Lint was beaten wi'a mell An* ilk

ane sungled to themsell. 1844 G. DODD Textile Manuf. v.

150 Weeding, sleeping, grassing, and swingling or cleaning

339

the flax. 1883 Hxrfcr's Mag. Aug. 390/1, I found a group
of bare.armed women under the trees swingling flax.

2. To cut off the tops of (weeds; without up-
rooting, local. (Cf. SWINGE z/.

1
3.)

a 1825 FORBV Voc. E. Anglia.

Swi ugle, V.- [frequent, of SWING
z/.l]

fl. trans. To swing or flourish about. Obs.
c 1450 [see SWINGLING vbl. so.-].

2. intr. To swing ;
to hang, be suspended, dial.

1755 JOHNSON, To SwingU, v.n. i. To dangle ; to wave
hanging. 2. To swing in pleasure. 1830 HOGG Greek
t\i*t:>ral 15 Where clouds and mountains seetn'd to swingle,
And Ossa with Olympus mingle.

Swingle- in comb: : swingle-bar - SWINGLK-
TIIKK j

; f swingle-foot, - SWINGLE sb. i
; also

a//;/i.tswingle foot hards(seequot. ) ; fswingle-
head^), -staff = SWINGLE sb. i ; swingle-stick,
stock =

swing-stock (SwiNG- ab); swingle-tail,
nnme for a species of shark THR.VSHEB 1 2

;

swingle-wand = SWINGI.I: so. i.

1849 Dn QUINCEV Kng. Mail-Coac/i n. Wks. 1854 IV. 343
Either with the "swingle-bar, or with the haunch of our near
leader, we had struck the off-wheel of the little gig. 1007' Q '

(Quiller-Couch) Poison 1st. i. 8 The Royal Mail pulled
up before Mindcn Cottage with a merry clash of bits and
swingle-bars. 1500 Ortus Vocab., Excussorium, a *swyn-
Selfote. 1611 COTGK., Farasse . .the courses! of Hempe,
Swingle foot herds, course towe. 1688 R. HOLMK Armoury
in. iii. 106/1 A Swingle Foot. A Swingle Hand, corruptly
a Swingow HoHd : a thing like a Wooden Kauchion with a
square hole or handle. 1677 COLES, Excudia and .iittti,
a "swingel-head. 1664 GOULHMAN Lat. Eng. Diet., A
*swingle-staff or bat to beat flax, saituta. 1883 Harper's
Jfag. Aug. 390/1 The women stood about the fire, each beside
her swingle-staff. This instrument is like a wooden pocket-
knife, about two feet long, with legs supporting it at the
height of a table, c 1325 Gloss. W. de Bibtesw. in Wright
Voc. 156 Vostre plssel, a "swinglestyk. c 1340 Nominate
(Skeat) 545 "Swangulstoke riplingcombe swyngilwande.
14.. Voc. in Wr..Wulcker 581/29 Excudia, a swyngylstok.
CI47S Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 795/11 Htc excudia, a
sungyllestok. 1483 Cat/:. Angl. 374/2 A Swyngilstoke,
excudia, excudium. 1839 STORER in Boston jrttl. Nat.

Swingle-hand. Also 5 swyngilland, 7 Sc.

svinglent, 9 Sc. swinglind. [See prec. and
HAND si. 24 (?).]

= SWINGLE so. i.

c '475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wutcker 795/12 ffec excudia.
torium, a sungyllehand. 1483 Cath. Angl. 375/1 A
Swyngylhande (A. Swyngilland). 1500 Ortus Vocab., Ex-
ciiiiia die, a swyngelhand vel excussorium. 1689 A. HAIG
in Russell Haigs (1881) 479 Half ane stane of heckis, rokis,

spindillis, svinglinstokis, svinglentis, vinddillis. 1806 J.
HOGG Poems 72 (Jam.) They laid sae fast upo' the boards,
The swinglinds gaed like horsemen's swords. 1825 J. NICHOL-
SON Oper. Mech. 420 A long flat straight piece of wood,
usually termed a swingle-hand or scotcher.

Swingletree (swi-rjg'Itrf). Forms : see

SWINGLE and TREE.
[f. SWINGLE sb. + TREK so.]

1. A board used in dressing flax or hemp:
=

swing-stock, swingle-slock (see SWING- 2 b,

SWINGLE-). Also called swingletne block. Swingle-
tree dagger = swing-knife (SWING- 2 b), SWINGLE
sb. i. Obs. or dial,

c 1462 Wright's Chaste Wife 528 One of hem knockyd
lyne, A-notliyr swyngelyd good and fyne By-fore the swyn-
gyll tre. 1615 MARICHAM Eiig. Hoitsew. n. v. (1668) 133
After your Hemp and flax is brak't, you shall then swingle
it, which is upon a swingle tree blocke made of an half inch
boord about four foot aboue ground, and set upon a strong
foot or stock, [bid. 134 A piece of Wood called the Swingle-
tree dagger. 1825 JAMIESON, Swingle-tree, the stock over
which flax is scutched, Duinfr. ; synon. Swingling-stock.
2. In a plough, harrow, carriage, etc., a cross-

bar, pivoted at the middle, to which the traces are

fastened, giving freedom of movement to the

shoulders of the horse or other draught-animal.
An altered form SINGLE-TREE, due to association with

double-tree ( the crosspiece to which the swingletree is

attached), is common in U.S.

1483 Cath. Angl. 375/1 A Swyngilstre (A. Swyngyltre)
of a harowe, protectorium. 1523 FITZHERB. Huso. 15
The horses.. must haue.. a swynglctre to holde the tresses

abrode, and a togewith to be bytwene the swyngletre and
the harowe. 1620 MARKHAM Farew. ffusb. n. xiii. (1668) 61

To the big end of this harrow, you shall fix a strong rope
with a swingle-tree. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury HI. viii.

336/1 The Swingle Tree of a Coach Pole, .fastned by. .pinns
to the Coach Pole, to the which Horses are fastned by their

Harnish when there is more then two to draw the Coach.

1765 A. DICKSON Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) n. v. 200 It (sc. the

bridle or muzzle of the plough) has notches by which the

cleek of the swingle-tree may be fixed, a 1817 W. Mum
Poems(iSiS) 8 The very pettle, riest an'seath, . . The swingle,
trees an' a' the graith. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm 1.417

To the shackle is appended the swiyel-hook,
to which is

attached the main draught-bar, or swingle-tree of the yoke.

1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862) 104 One swingle-

tree between the footboard and the splinter bar. 1889

GRETTON Memory's Harkt. 115 His leaders, .wrenched the

swingletrees off the pole, and the uncoupled reins out of the

coachman's hands.
altrii. 1819 T. RADCLIFF Aerie. E. t, W. Flanders x.

2. 115 The extremity of the handle., strikes against, and

rests upon the swingle-tree bar. 185* BURN Naval IT

Milit. Diet. (1863), Swingle-tree clasp, cramp, clip or socket.

3. = SWINGLE sb. i. dial.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Swingle-tree,.. in Scotland

the striking end of a flil. 1907 T. M. ALLISON in Country.

SWINISH.
.Vi./ 16 Nov. 27/1 The handle (of lire .). . was held in the
hands and the beater, or swmgle-lree

' wu swung round
behind the head.

Swinglian, obs. I. /WI.NCI.IAN.

Swinglind, Sc. f. SWINOLL-HANU.
tSwingliag v^wi iJK li

IJ; ,
vbl. ,6.1 Obs. In

I swinglung, (swindling), 5 swyugyllyng.
[CM, Iccl. rningla to rove, Da. svingla to reel,
stagger, sviglinx reeling, giddiness. The form in
the noi tlicni Alph. Tales may be fiom Scandi-
navian.] Giddiness, dizziness, vertigo.

1000 /Ei.FRic Glou. in Wr.-Wulcker 112/18 Scottmia
swinglung. c 1000 Sax. LetcM. I. M4 Uam mannum be
swinclunge (. r. swingluuge] browiao'. c 1440 Alpkatttot
Tales 19 And ber fell a swyngyllyng in hh, hede hat he wex
fonde with.

t Swingling, -M. sb* See Sw INGLE v.'t i .

ci4jo iii Aungicr Sron (1840) 300 Goynge .. withe oute
swynglyn^e of armcs or of handcs.

Swingling (swi-ijglirj), vbl.sb*
[I. SiMiuK

v.! + -ING l.] The process of dressing (lax or hemp
with a swingle ; scutching.
c 1462, etc. [see b]. 1688 R. HOLME Armmry m. iii. 106/2

.\ii>iugowing, is the beating off the brused inward Stalk of
the Hemp or Flax, from the outward pill. 1765 Jfnieum
Rust. IV. cvi. 456 When the flax grows crooked, it is more
liable to be hurt in the rippling and swingling. 1847
NICHOLLS in Jrnl. Kay. Agric. Sac. VIII. II. 457 Scutching
or Swingling.. is the act of clearing the fibre [of flax] from
the woody part of the stalk after it has been bruised and
loosened by the break.

b. attrib., as swingling machine, operation ;

swingling-bat, -knife, -staff = SWINGLE sb. i

swingling-board, -post, -stock =
swingle-stock,

swing-stock (see SWING- 2) ; swingling-hand
SWINGLE-HAND; ttwingling-tow, the coarse part
of llax, separated by swingling.
c 1462 Wright's Chaste Wife 386 The wyfe )>rew hym a

swyngelyng stocke. 1552 HULOET, Swynglyngballe, or
stafTe to beatc flaxe, scutula. 1383 Wilts A> Inv. N. C.
(Surtees 1860) 78 Two swinglinge stockes withe theire swyng.
linges. 1689 [see SWINGLE.HAND]. 1819 Mass. Spy 3 Nov.
2/2 My wife threw a swingling board at the man who had
me by the hand. 1825 JAMIESON, Swingling-haiid,* wooden
lath or sword for dressing flax, 1827 CARLVLE Germ. Rout.
1. 39 Spinning-wheel and reel,'swingling-stake [tic] and
hatchel. 1828-32 WEBSTER. Swingling-tow, the coarse pan
of flax, separated from the finer by swingling and hatchet-

ing. 1839 URK Diet. Arts 493 The scutching or swingling
machine. 1851 A. MARSHALL in Schroeder Ann. Yorks.
I. 419 Making less dust in the swingling operation. 1902
A. THOMSON Lander \ Lauderd. xxiL 259 A swingling post,

sloping slightly, was firmly fixed in the floor of the barn.

Swi'ng-rope. [f.
SWING- + ROPE sb.]

1. Naut. fa. ? = SHEET rf. 2 i. Obs. b. A small

rope by which a boat '

swings' (SWING z/. 1 n).
\$&RoU' W.N.'sn in Nicolas Hist. Royal Navy (1847)

II. 471 [For skin C pelle ') bought of divers persons to make
two] swengeropes [therewith, 25.]. 1844 in W. H. Maxwell
Sports <$ Adv. Scot. (1855) 323 The tie of the last net is.,

fixed to the swing-rope, a small hawser attached to the stern,
and the boat rides to her drift as if at anchor. lBj$iKycl.
Brit. IX. 252/2 If there is a great deal of wind more swing-
rope is allowed, so that the nets may not be dragged through
the water.

2. A rope for a swing (SWING so.'* 11).

1815 Snorting Mag. XLV. 153 Good swing ropes and

jump cords.

Swing-swang (swi-nswae-q). Also swing
swong. [Reduplicated f. SWING v. 1 with change
of vowel.]- A swinging to and fro

;
a (double or

complete) oscillation ;
a reciprocating movement ,

occas. sec-saw. Alsoyff. and attrib.

c 1683 HOOKE Poslh. Wks. (1705) 472 Not that I pretend
to discover any new Thing, . .'tis, .as trivial as the pendu-
lous vibrating Motion, which, in Contempt, hath been call'd

Swing Swangs. 1773 C. DlliDiN Destrier I. ii. (1775) 10

The parish.bell may toll, Gra'mercy on my soul ! Ding
dong ! Swing swong ! 1829 R. L. SHEII. in New Monthly
Mag, Aug. 98 In a beautiful walk of trees, which ran down
from the rear of the building through the play-ground, I

saw several French boys playing at swing-swang. i8o(H.
BEST] Pers. 4> Lit. Mem. 174 A friend of mine at Oxford

called it the swing-swang style. 1887 MAX MUu.EK in

fortn. Rev. May 704 Is, then, our knowledge nothing but

a perpetual swing.swang? 1910 G. CHHVSIAL Seiches, etc.

Lake Surfaces i. 29 The swing-swang of a clock-pendulum.

Swing-tree (swi-qtri).
= SWINGLKTBEE i.

1306-7 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 214, iiii harpicecum
iii Swyngtreys ferrets. 1801 JAMES Milit. Diet., Sui'ug.

tree of a waggon. 1812 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst. Hush. Seal.

u. App. 46 The . . swing-trees, to which the horses arc

attached when ploughing. 1883 JEFFHIKS Mature near

Land. 86 The traces are taut, the swmg-tree like a yard

braced square.

Swiniard, obs. var. SWINEHERD.

Swinish (swsi nif),
. [f. SWINE so. + -isu '.]

1. Having the character or disposition of a swine ;

hoggish, piggish; sensual, gluttonous; coarse,

gross, or degraded in nature.

c 1200 Trim. Colt. Horn. 37 [They] ben icleped
swinisse men &

on hem wuneS be deuel. ijW Merfrel. f.pist. (Ai b.) ,4 The

Lorde B. and your Antichristian swinish rable. 1502 NASHE
P. Penilesse Wks. (Grosart) II. 43, I loue the quicke-wmed
Italians.. because they mortally detest this surley swinish

Generation. 1606 S. GARDINER Bk. Angling 22 Drunkards,

swinish Epicures, heretiques. l6Bg BAXTER Pmrapitr. N. f.

Luke viii. 32 Swinish smneis. 1790 BORKI Fr. Rn. 117

Learning will be cast into the mire, and trodden down under

the hoofs of a swinish multitude. 1829 LVTTON Disowned
43-1



SWINISHLY.

Ixvxxiii, The reeking, gaping, swinish crowd. 1829 Sco i T

Anne of G. xxiii, 'Theswmish mutineers!' said Schrecken-
wald. 1857 H. S. BROWN Manliness 2 Far be it from me
to say that the multitude is swinish, but certainly there is a

swinish multitude.

b. Of actions, etc. : Characteristic of or befitting

a swine ; coarse, degraded, beastly.
1426 LYDC. De Gnil. Pilgr. 3718 He, in hys swynys lawe,

Offhys rudnesse bestyal, Ne kan no ferther se at al Toward
the hcvene. ? 1563 VEHON (title) A Frvtefvl treatise of pre-

destination, .. with an apology of the same, against the

swynyshe gruntinge of the Epicures and Atheystes of oure
time. 1604 SHAKS. Hani. l. iv. 19 (Qo. 2} They clip vs

drunkards, and with Swinish phrase Soyle our addition.

1605 Maclt. 1. vii. 67 When in Swinish sleepe, Their
drenched Natures lyes. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage ix. viii.

717 In this swinish education he had not so much as learned
to reade. 1694 F. BRAGGE Disc. Parables xi. 381 Drunken-
ness, that swinish vice. 1817 BENTHAM Parl. Reform
Wks. 1843 III. 469 Swinish the character, of the vast ma-

jority of that vast multitude. 1865 DICKENS Mnt. Fr. III.

x, In his worse than swinish state. .he was a pretty object
for any eyes.

2. Pertaining to or fit for swine.

1592 BRETON Ctess Pembroke's Love Wks. (Grosart) I.

22/2 The sweetest wine, is but as swinish wash, Vnto the

water, of the well of life.

3. Having the nature of a swine ; that is a swine
;

consisting of swine.
1612 ROWLANDS Knane ofHarts (Hunter. CI.) 27 Directly

like the swinish Hogge he Hues, That feeds on fruit which
from the tree doth fall.- 1799 S. TURNER Attgfa-Sax. n. vii.

316 Ina.. was amazed to find.. a swinish litter on the couch
of his repose. 1830 CAKLYLE in /''or. Rev.

<$ Cont. Misc.
V. 10 All sorts of bovine, swinish, and feathered cattle.

1891 FARRAR Darkn. 4 Dawn Ixvi, To have its site defiled
with swinish offerings and Pagan shrines.

b. Resembling a swine or that of a swine, in

aspect or other physical quality.
1805 [S. WESTON) ^criteria 13 The swinish smell Most

fetid [of swine-stone]. 1815 Ann. Rtg., Chron. 17/2 There is

hardly a company in which this swinish female [having fea-
tures like a pig] is not talked of. 1889 W. CLARK RUSSELL
Marooned xiv, The swinish outline of the porpoise.
Hence Swi-nishly adv. Swi'nishness.
'545 BALE Image Both. Ch. i. 30 b, For so muche as thou

haste not..bene thankful! vnto God for such an heauenly
gift, but rather swynishly troden it vnder thy feete. 1591
PERCIVALL Sf. Diet., Porqneria, swinishnes. 1653 Gun-
NALL Chr. in Arm. I. iii. (1669) 26/2 The Diunkard has
nothing to say for himself, when you ask him why he lives so
swinishly, a 1775 I. RUTTY in Boswell Johnson (1848) 551/2
[Johnson laughed heartily..at his mentioning, with such a
serious regret, occasional instances of] swinishness in eating.a 1868 in Farrar Seekers (1875) 333 It stands out in noble
contrast to the swinishness of the Campaniaii villas.

Swink (swirjk), sb. arch. Forms: i, 3-4
swine, 3-3 swink-, 3 swiuek-, swunk, Orm.
swinue, 3-5 swynk, swynke, 3, 6-7 swinke,
4 sulnk(e, suino(k, suynk, (squink, squynk(e,
5 suenk), 6 swinck(e, 3-7 (9 arch.) swink. [OE.
swine str. n. (i) trouble, chastisement, (2) labour,
toil (cf. swincfull SWINKFUL, switicle'asSvilxKLKSS,
swinclfc laborious), alsogeswiitc I-SWINCH, I-SWINK,
nouns of action to swincan to SWINK, q. v. ; cf
SWINCH and SWING ji.i]
1 1. Trouble, affliction. Obs. rare.
ciooo Sax. Leechd. III. 198 Krian se be hine ^esihS

?f
V 'n

j" ?,??
te h 'm on*ean cumad. 1154 O. E. Chrtm.

(Laud MS.) an. 1137 On al >,s yuele lime heold Martin
abbot h,s abbotrice..mid mice! suinc. c 1430 Ertlie ufon
f-rthex 35 Whanne bat erbe upon erbe is biou-,t with-mne be brink, pan schal erbe of be erbe haue a rewful swynk.
2. Labour, toil. .^.

,

c
."l* La'"b-H>"- 155 Ach hwider wenden heo? fram

nele in vnhele, from reste in to swinke [Trin. Coll. Hom
147 swmche]. ^1200 ORMIN 6103 Swa batt tin swinnc be
clene swinnc & att rihht time swunnkenn. c 1205- LAY 228,Mom swmc moni swzt Moiiine seorhfulne plerje. a 1223

^.t^"!..\^
U
": Z? is

, '.
leos

?" w swinkes 'an.

M e
He most trauayl his body vn rood

werkes, and gete his lyfe wyth swynke. ^ Gam"crGurton . ,. Bij, Chad a goodly dynner for all my swe"teand swyncke. 1379 SPENSER Shef/i. Cal. May 36 How
great sport they gaynen with little swinck IM SANnFi,

1819 W. ^mKatPufiHrfSttrm'dMm\ ,?2 The Dl.w

46 'ElElSfmSSSS
L
Ay T""'

on the""BE"090 A. AUSTIN England's Darling 11. i Who rrrU ,,rsummer sweat and swink, Or winter? icy pang?

1 3. Heavy drinking ; cf. next, 3. Ots. rare- 1

.

sleepe Kf^/'l^" *",'*?*'
Prov ' After swinkC- t ?

'

*1\After Ilc)uor lazinesse.]Bwuik (swirjk), V . arch, and dial. Forms-
i swmcan, 3 swinken, (Or,,,, swinnkenn, 3-4sumk(e, 4 sumo, suynk, squink, squynke
%?* "Jf*), 3-6 swynke, 4-6 swynk, 4-7swinke, (6 swinoke), 4- swink fa. t a jl*swano (, pi. swuncon), 3-4 swonkefswank,swunke, swonc, (4 suano, squank 5A 4 "winkid, Sswinked. Pa'ppU.
.wrannkenn, 4 (l.>wonk.7 6* .

340

swonk, 9 swunk. 0. 6, 9 swinked, 7-8 swinkt.

[OE. swincan, pa. t. swanc, su/uncon, pa. pple.

*swuncen, parallel formation to swingan, SWING z/.l]

1. intr. To labour, toil, work hard
;
to exert one-

self, take trouble.

Often alliterating with sweat.

Beawul/si-j (Gr.)$it on wseteres a:l,t seofonniht swuncon.
c icoo ^LFRIC How. (Til.) 11. 441 Martha swanc, and
Maria sat 0:111115. a 1200 Moral Ode 254 in O. E. Horn. 1.

175 [Hie] luueden. .hordom & drunken & a doules werche
tjlibelicheswunken. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hani. 179 De under-

linges benchen ode dai hu hie mujen mest swinken and

spcnen here flesh & here blod. c 1205 LAY. 7488 He swonc
i bon fehte bat al he lauede asweote. Ibid. 17408 Heo
swunken [c 1273 swonke] ful swi3i. a 1225 Alter. R. 404
Ase bauh a mon bet heuede longe i-swunken and failede

efter his sore swinke. 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 2877 Ic..swanc
and michil sorwe dre^. a 1300 Cursor /I/.

1047^ Adam..
suanc and suet and cue his wif, Of be erth to win bar lijf.

c 1300 Havclok 798 Swinken ich wolde for mi mete. It is

noshamefortoswinken. 13.. 6Vr/>Vw(A.)3tO7pow hauest
so swonke on hire to nijt [etc.], c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame
in. 85 Hit..maketh alle my wyt to swynke On this castel to

be-thynke. ? a 1400 Morte A rth. 2961 He . . Sweltes ewynne
swiftly, and swanke he no more ! 1426 AUDELAY Poems 57
Let me never in slouth stynke, Bot grawnt me grace for to

swynke. 1560 BECON NeutCatech. Pref., Wks. 1564 I. 289
Their pclfe, for the which they haue so swincked and sweate.

1591 SPF.NSEH M. Hubberd 163 For they doo swinke and
sweate to feed the other. 1622 FLETCHER Span. Cur. in.

ii, We'll labour and swinck. 1642 H. MORE Sang ofSoul
n. i. n. xii, Long have I swonk with anxious assay To
finden out what this hid soul may be. 1714 CROXALL Anoth.
Canto Sfwiser xxxiv, Many to up-climb it vainly strove,
Swinking and sweating with their utmost Might. 1748
THOMSON Cast. Indol. n. ii, And they arc sure of bread who
swink and moil. 1820 SHELLEY Let. to Mar. Gisborne 59
That dew which the gnomes drink When at their subtei.
ranean toil they swink. 1872 O. W. HOLMES Poet Break/.-t.

i. 10 We poor wives must swink for our masters. 1885
STEVENSON Pr. Otto II. i. 68 The fellow swinking in a byre,
whom fools point out for the exception.

t b. To journey toilsomely, travel. Obs. rare -'.
c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 1656 Laban fapede him in frendes

wune, Feren swunken ysaaces sunen. lacob tolde him for

quat he swanc So fer.

2. trans, f a. with cognate obj. ; also, to gain
by labour. Obs.
c 1200 [see SWISK sb. 2]. c 1200 MoralOde 321 in Trin.

Coll. Hunt. i2<)Swunkc[Egtrl<>nllfS. sswunche] we forgodes
luue half bat we do5 for eihte Nare we naht swo ofte
bicherd ne swo euele bikeihte. a 1225 Ancr. R. no Al his
swine forloren bet he swonc on eorSe. 1340-70 Alex.

,$

Dintl. 855 Whan ?e mow take.. Noswiche werkus to swinke
as obur swainus vsen. c 1386 CHAUCER Sec. Nun's Prol. 21
And to deuouren al that othere swynke.

t b. To cause to toil ; to set to hard work, to

overwork; reft.
= sense I. Obs.

4:1250 Gen. ^ AV. 4018 He..wende wenden godes flo^t.Oc al he swinked him for no^t. a 1300 CursorM. 23051 pa,
. . suonken bam bath dai and night, For to beserue vr lauerd
dnght. c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame i. 16 Ne neuer thinke To
besely my Wytte to swinke To knowe of hir signifiaunce.

t3. trans, and intr. To drink deeply, tipple.
(Cf. SWINGE z/.' 2, SWINK sb. 3.) Obs.
c 1550 BALE K. Johan (Camden) 78, I am sure then thu

wylt geve ,t hym in a drynke. Marry that I wyll & the one
half with hym swynke, To encourage hym to drynke the
hotpme off. 1581 J. BELL Haddon's Anno. Osor. 310
bwill and swmcke soundly, make meery mightely 1500GREENE Monrn. Garni. (1616) 15 That one Darius, a great
king being dry was glad to swink his fill of a Shepheards
bottle. 1590 Cooler Canlerb. 68 Yet to drinke he would
neare lin : But swincked with all his might.

Swinked, Swinkt (swirjkt, also swi-nked)
ppl. a. arch, (after .Milton), [f. SWINK . + -ED 1J
Wearied with toil

; overworked.
1634 MILTON Camus 293 What time the laboured Oxe In

his loose traces from the furrow came, And the swink't
hedger at his

Supper sate. 1788 HURDIS Village Curate
(1797) 77 I he swinkt mower

sleeps. 1845 AIRD Old Bachelor
xv. 115 The swmkt labourers of the sweltering day. 1881E. ARNOLD Indt.tn Poetry ,z7 The sacristan, Leading hiswinked ringers down ihe slairs. 1886 Ch. Q. Rev XXII
296 ihe care-worn mothers, the swinked toilers.

Swink(e)f(i)eldian : see SWENKFELDIAN.Swmker (swi'gkw), arch.
[f. SWINK v +

-ER i.] One who swinks
;
a toiler, labourer.

05 She maketh therof port sale""To

, . 4- . *u.w*cu 111 nurry ana lear.
t Swinkful, a. Obs. [OE. zesivincfull, later

swincfull: see SWINK sb. and -FUL.]
1. Full of toil or trouble; disastrous; trouble-

SWIP.
heorte-scheld ajean be ueondc ; bet beo Hue swincfule
plnen.

2. Hard-working, industrious, diligent.
ti20o ORMIN 2621 Jho wass swinncfull. .Inn allc code

dedess.

Hence f Swi'nkfulness, diligence,
c. 1200 ORMIN 2526 ?ho wass. . Alt full . . uff rihhtwis swinnc.

lullnesse.

tSwinkhede. Obs. r<,n->. In 4 swinched
[I. SWINK + -hedf, -HEAD. 1- or the formation cf
OE. (ffiswincnis

'

IribiUatio
'.] A state of labour

or toil.

c 1315 SHOKEHAM vii, 737
leadc, And ete ine swote.

] A state of labour

swindled lou schalt [>y |y|

Swi'nking, vblsb. arch.
[i. SWINK v. +

-ING
'.]

1. The action of the verb SWINK; toiling toil
labour.

) 2. Deep drinking. Obs.
1590 Collier Canterb. 60 But with winking at hir ill

Slice look! led about Jhe gill.

Swi'nking,/>//. a. arch.
[f. SWINK v. 4

-ING*.]
a. That swinks

; labouring, toiling, b. Involv-
I ing toil, laborious, toilsome.

a 1225 Attcr. K. 260 Two maner men habbeo neode uorte
I cten wel,..swinkinde men, & blod-letene. ^1693 Uran-

hart's Rabelais in. xv, Desist from all your swinking pain.
ful Labours. ,i 1849 J. C. MAN-CAN I'oems, Message to Iron
foundry (1859) 51 Here, late and early, swinking hands
fed volumed flames and blazing brands. 1860 SIR!'. MAK-
TiN Horace 10 While swinking Vulcan strikes the spaikles
liercc and ,ed. 1865 S. FERGUSON Poems, 1-orgine of
Anchor 11, And thick and loud the swinking crowd at e?erv
stroke pant

' ho !
'

Swi'nkless, a. Obs. In i swincleas. 4
suineless, 4-5 8wynk(e)les. [f. SWINK sb. +
-LESS.] Free from toil or trouble ; painless.em* AUXIC /taw. (Th.) II. 364 We sceolon on andwer-
dum Hie nine nerian, Qxt we moton becuman to ofere
swincleasan herunge. a 1300 Cursor M. 9421 Sa suineless
l^.'-r. swynkles, suynkles, swynkeles] and sua fair and
bright, Als bat time was the sun o light.

Swinney, swinny, var. SWEENY.
t Swi-nward. Obs. rare- 1

. Alteration of
swmnard, obs. var. of SWINEHERD, by assimilation
to WARD sb., keeper, guardian.
1613 W. BROWNE Shrtk. Pipe ii. (1614) Dj, Neere to the

May-pole on the way This sluggish Swinward met me.
Swmyard, obs. var. of SWINEHEBD.
t Swip, s/i. 1 Obs. Also swipe, //. swippes.

[f. Swir v.]
1. A stroke, blow; = SWAP sb. \.
c 1205 LAY. 7648 Nas nasuere be ilke bern be auere iboren

weoren pat of
| en ilke sweorde enne swipe [c 1275 swip]

hefde . . pat he lies sone dzd. IHd. 16498 pa swipen weoien
gnmme. 1275 Ibid. 26551 Drowen sweorde longe and
sniiten on be healmcs.4e swippes were biterc.

2. Forcible movement; a rush.
c 1205 LAY. 31925 pa fusden touward SSE fifti busende

baldere beornen. .Mid ban fonneste swipen (c 1275 swipe)
her comen bieo hundred scipen.

tSwip, rf.2 Ofis. [App. shoitened f. SWEEP
si.}

= SWAPK 3, SWEEP sb. 23, SWIPE .s/U

1639 HORN & ROB. Gate Lajtg. Vxl. liii. 583 A man
may draw with a swip, and a scoop or a bucket. 1657 C.
IJECK Una, Char. L 5, A swip to draw water.

tSwip, v. 06s. Foims: 3-4 swippe, 4-5
swyppe, (5 squyppe), 7 swip; pa. I. 3 swipte,
suipte, 4 swypped, swypte, 7 swipt ; pa.pple.
3 i-swipt. [ME. iwipfcn, pa. t. suiple, pointing
to OE. *swippan, by the side of *swipian (recorded
only in 3rd pres.'ind. sweofafi, and doubtfully in

pa. t. swipode) {. swip-, represented also by OE.
swipu, sivipe scourge, ON. svipa whip (see
SWEPE), svipr sudden sweeping movement, glimpse,
fleeting appearance, svipa to swoop, flash, refl. to

glance after or at, OHG. swipfen to move quickly
in a curve, MG. -iwif(gen. -swifts} quick turning,
in nidcr-, utiimeswif ; related to swaip- (see
SWOPE

Z).').]
1. trans. To sti ike, hit, smite. (Cf. SWAPZU,,1 b.)
c 1205 LAV. 878 Ich wulle mid swerde his heued of swippen.

Ibid. 16518 [He) mid muchelere strengSe hine adun swipte.
11225 Leg. Kath. 2452 He..hef bet hatele sweord up, &
swipte hire of bet heaued.

b. To wield (a weapon) forcibly, esp. in a
downward direction.

cuos LAY. 23078 Ar3ur..his sweord Caliburne siptcmid inaine. c 1275 Ibid. 16510 [HeJ he?e hefde his sweorde
and hit adun swipte.

c. intr. To deal a blow at. rare.
1:1380 WVCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 201 Cristis disciplis..

Irjten on be corner stoon..and banne fendis of belle dreden
nem to swippen at hem.
2. inlr. To move with haste or violence ; to make

a dash
; to slip away, escape. (Cf. SWAP v. 4.)

'

c 1205 LAY. 28056 per weoren twenti and aehte of corlene
streone buipien from londe seouen hundred scipene. a 1225



SWIPE.

Alter, ft. 252 Ine swifte watercs..be bet is isundrcd, he is

sone iswipt forS. 1175 LAV. 27627 Ridwalban his sweord
droh and swipte to ban kinge. 13.. . E. Lee. (MS. Bodl
779) in Herrig's^nr/S/o LXXX1I.779)

. .

309/148 Moyscs hadde

2106 When be Saul fra be body swippes.
fig. a 1500 Brrnanins tie cura rei/am., etc. (E.E.'l'.S.) iii.

214 POW swerys wonder Swyftly, & Swyppe may it euer.
Hence fSwi-pping vbl.sb., striking ; ppl.a., mov-

ing quickly.
cMio Antnrs ofArth. 55 (Ireland MS.) The squyppand

watur, that squytherly [read squyperly] squoes. a 1450
[see SWIPPLE aj.

Swipe (swsip), sl>l Also 7 swype. [app.
local variant of SWAPE sb. or SWEEP s6.] A con-
trivance of the form of a lever for raising a weight,
esp. for raising water; = SWEEP sb. 23, 24, 25.

(Cf. SWAFE sb. 3, SWAPE sb. 3, SWIP sb$)
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxiv. xxxiv. 533 He devised a crane

or swipe to be planted aloft upon the wals, having at the one
end, which hung over the sea, a drag or grappling hooke of
yron like an hand,.. which tooke hold upon the proo of a
gallic, [etc.]. 1611 COTGR., Bascule, a swipe, scoope, or
put-gaily to draw vp water withall. 1661 BLOUNT Glossogr.
(ed. 2), Swept or Swipe [eii. 1656 Sweep], was an instrument
of war; like that which Brewers use with cross beams to
draw water. 1699 POTTER Antiq. Grefceui.x\\, 143'AirAi'oc,
ai/rAoi*, in Latin, hattstrum, tolleno, or tollena, &c. a Swipe,
or Engine to draw up Water. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),
Swipe, an Engine to draw up Water ; also another sort to
throw Granadoes. a 1815 FORBY l-'oc. E. Anglia, Swipe,
the lever or handle of a pump. 185* BURN Naval fyMHit.
Diet. (1863) s. v., Swipe or bar of a sluice-gate with a
counter-poise. 1903 Sat. Rev. 15 July 82/2 The

'

swipe
'

of
British brickfields.

b. attrib. : swipe-beam, the counterpoise lever

of a drawbridge.

Swipe (swaip), j*.2 Also 9 swype. [? local

variant of SWEEP sb, and therefore partly identical

with prec.]

fl. An instrument used in cutting peas: see

quot. dial. Obs.

1750 W. ELLIS Mod. Husb, IV. v. 41 (They cut pease]
with their two instruments, called, in the hither part of this

country, next London, swipe and pix : with the pix, or picks,
a man hawls a parcel to him with his left hand, and cuts
them with the swipe in the other hand.

2. A heavy blow; spec, a driving stroke made
with the full swing of the arms, in cricket or golf;
transf. one who makes snch a stroke, colloq.
a 1807 J. SKINNER Amusem. Lets. Hours (1809) 42 Francie

Winsy steppit in, . . Ran forrat wi' a furious din, And drew
a swinging swype. 1815 C. M. WESTMACOTT Eng. Spy I.

32 With the cricketers he was accounted a hard swipe, an
active field, and a stout bowler. 1862 PVCROFT Cricket
Tutor 44 The favourite swipe is sure to be risked. z886
Field it Sept. 377/1 In driving for Tel-el-Kebir[a golf-hole],
Kirk had a long swipe off the tee. 1893 FURNIVALL Three
Kings Sons i. Forewords

p. v, In all the battles, no one is

split in two; no one has his head clean cut off at one swipe.
b. (a) A row or line of cora as it falls when

mown; = SWATH 1
3. (K) A streak or stripe pro-

duced as if by swiping.
1869 BLACKMOKE Lorna. D. xxix, Three good swipes he

cut of corn, and laid them right end onwards, 1890 Advance
(Chicago) 24 Apr., A long swipe of dirt across her dimpled
check.

3. A copious draught, dial.
1866 GREGOR Banff*. Gloss. Addit.

Swipe (swaip), v. [? partly local variant of
SWEEP v., partly f. SWIPE sb*]
1. trans, and intr. To drink hastily and copiously;

to drink at one gulp. (Cf. sweep off, SWEEP v. 6 b.)

slang or colloq.
*8ag BROCKETT N. C. Words (ed. 2), Swipe, to drink off

j

to the very bottom. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Swipe, v. to.drink
the whole at one draught.

*

Swipe it off.
1

1890
' R. BOLDRE-

WOOD' Col. Reformer;(i89i) 134 At the public, he talks a
deal more than he swipes.
2. intr. a. (See quot. 1825.) Sc. b. To strike

at with the full swing of the arms ; chiefly in

cricket (see SWIPE rf.2 2).
t8s JAMIESON, To Swipe, vji. i. To move circularly,

Lanarks. 2. To give a stroke in a semicircular or elliptical

form, as when one uses a scythe in cutting down grass, S.

1857 Chambers* Inform. II. 690/2 Always treat them [sc.

.

'

shooting-balls '] entirely on tfte defensive in preference to
'

swipeing away
'

at them blindly. 1857 HUGHES Tom
Brawn it. viii, The first ball of the over Jack steps out and
meets, swiping with all his force. 1869 Routlldge's Ev.
Boy's Ann. 638 Wilson was now as bold as a lion, swiping
at every ball.

e. trans. To deal a swinging blow or hit at

(esp. in cricket).
1881 Leicestershire. Gloss., Swipe, v.a., to hit anything a

heavy blow, as a cricket-ball, &C. 1886 Trans. Amer. Philol.
Assoc. XVII. 45 A vulgar but strong expression in the
South for a severe beating is,

* He swiped up the very
earth with him', or

' He swiped the whole thing out' in

these cases meaning about the same as sweep. 1888 She/*

ficld^Gloss. s.v.f The bat is swung round horizontally, and
not in the usual way. A cricketer would say

' be fairly

swiped it off his wicket '.

3. intr. and trans. SWEEP v. 17.
1881 Times 22 Dec 3/6 The men went out for the purpose

of swiping for anchors. 18836. C. DAVIES Norfolk Broads
xl. (1884) 314 Rusty anchors which have been 'swiped' up
out_of the deep. 1893 COZENS-HARDY Broad Norfolk 77
Swiping, raising old anchors for an Admiralty reward.
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4. trans. To steal,
'

appropriate
'

; to loot. U.S.
1890 BARRERE & LKLANU Slang Diet., Stvipe (American",

to appropriate, frequently said of actors or exhibitors who
take the stage jokes of otheis, and pass them off for their
own. 1896 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 5 Nov. 10/1 There must
have been something of interest in the newspaper, . .for I

notice that somebody has swiped ours. 1900 KmiNG in

Daily Mail : 3 Apr. 4/5 He was in luck. Had helped
'swipe* a Boer wagon overturned by our shell fire.

Hence Swi-piug vlil. sb.

1860 JAS. THOMSON in H. S. Sa\t-Li/e (1889) ii. 39 O it's
then we're on the loose, and the swiping grows profuse, And
we drink rivers, lakes, and seas. >86a PYCROFT Cricket
Tutors As to the Drive, (i) avoid 'Swiping', or hitting
the ball in the air. 1883 G. C. DAVIES Norfolk Broads
clxi. (1884) 314 The process of raising the anchors is called
'swiping '.

Swiper (swai-pai). [f. prec. vb. + -EB 1.]
1. A copious drinker, slang or

colloq.
1836 F. MAHONY Rel. Father I'rout (1859) 179 'Consule

scholas Jesuitarum ', exclaims the Lord Chancellor Bacon,
who was neither a quack nor a swiper, but '

spoke the words
of sobriety and truth '. 1878 Citmocrld. Gloss., Swiper, a
hard drinker.

2. One who deals a swipe or driving stroke;
also, a swipe.
1857 HUGHES Tom Brown 11, viii. Jack Raggles the long-

SWIRL.

t 3. app. A swivel. Obs.
1691 Land. G*. No. 2632/4 A Gold Japanned Wauh,with a Gold Chain, and 3 Sweaples.
Swipy (swai-pi), a.

[I. SHII-K si* T -T.]
Characterized by swipes or swinging strokes.

minster) might, .smash the pane ofa travelling.carriage.
Swiper, obs. form of SWIPPER a.

Swipes (swaips). Also swypes. slangmcolloq.
[? f. SWIPE v. (sense i).] Poor weak beer ; small

beer; hence, beer in general.
1796 Grose'

1

! Diet. Vulgar T. (ed. 3), Sluifes, purser's
swipes; small beer; so termed on board the king^ ships,
where it is furnished by the purser. l8za Murphy Delany's
Feast 8 The Rattle-belly vengeance flew about, Swipes, 'tis

call'd in common. 1821 SCOTT Fam. Lett. 6 Apr., I am
bringing down with me a tankard for swipes. 1838 DICKENS
O. Twist xxxix. It's been as dull as swipes, a 1845 HOOD
Sniffing a Birthday x, To me it seems this is a day For
bread and cheese and swipes. 1895 MEREDITH Amazing
Marriage xv, You may get as royally intoxicated on swipes
as on choice wine.

Swipey (swsi-pi), a. rare. [f. prec. + -ey, -T.]
Somewhat intoxicated ; tipsy.
1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz. xxviii, 'He ain't ill. He's

only a little swipey you know.' Mr. Bailey reeled in his

boots, to express intoxication. 1863 Mut. Fr. in. x, A
muddling and a swipey old child.

Swiple, variant of SWIPPLE.

Swipper (swi-psi), a. Now dial. Forms : 4-5
swiper(e, swyper, 4-6 Sc. swepyr, 5 swypir,
-yr, swepir, -er,6swip(p)ir, swypper, shwyper,
6- swipper. [repr. (with change of meaning)
OE. swipor, geswipor crafty, cunning, corresp. to

OHG. swephar, sweffar, swepfar, also swt/(f)ari,
sweffri, in the same sense; f. swip- to move
quickly, root of Swrp v. Cf. LG. swipp(e clever,
ON. svipM fickle.

In ME. texts the/ has been sometimes misread as./, and
this again changed to th. The Sc. variant swippert is found
from the i8th c. ; for the form cf. SWEERT = SWEER.)
Quick, nimble, active.

CI37S Sc. Leg. Saints vii. (Jacobus Minor) 514 pane
losaphus, as a wicht man & swepyr alswa, a swerd gat.

Z387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 361 Aristotle .. was sweper
[some MSS. sweber, swyber; ed. 1527 shwyper] and swift,
and cleer of witte. 1398 Earth. De P. R. xit. xxi.

(Tollem. MS.), J>e swalowe is.. swiper and most swyfte of

flyjte. c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. ljri'tc. 5221 Swypir [v.r.

swepir] feendly hand with strook vengeable. c 1440 I'romp.
Parv. 484/1 Swypyr, or delyvyr, agilis. 1513 DOUGLAS
&neis VI. v. 20 Als fery and als swipper as a page. 1674
RAY N. C. Words 47 Swipper, nimble, quick. 1867 WAUGH
Old Cronies viii, They were a lot o' th swipper'st, stark'est,
lads in Christendom, wur th' Lancashire Volunteers.

Hence tSwi'pperly adv.
t quickly, nimbly.

ta 1400 Morte Arth. 1128 Bot git the kynge sweperly fulle

swythe he by-swenkez. Ibid. 1465 They..Swappez doune
ffulle sweperlye swelltande knyghtez. c 1420 Anturs of
Arth. 55 (IreL MS.) The squyppand watur, that squyperly
[printedsquytherly ; cf. squetui ly 1. 540 infra] squoes. 1513
DOUGLAS jfetteis ix. ii. 34 Furth fleand swepyrly.

Swipple (swi-p'l). Also 5 swepelles, swepyl,

swipylle, 7 sweaple, 7-9 swiple, 9 Sc. swoople,
swupple. See also SUPPLE sb.1 [prob. orig. f.

swip-, SWEEP p. or swip-, SWIP v. + instrumental

suffix -ELS. Cf. LG. swepelbessen broom with

which chaff is swept up.]
1 1. A besom, mop. Obs.

14.. r'oc.'m Wr.-Wulcker 616/12 Tersoritim, a swepelies

(a malkyn).

2. The part of a flail that strikes the grain in

thrashing.
21430 Tourn. Tottenham 167 Of sum were the hedys

brokyn . . Wyth swyppyng of swepyls [v.r. swipylles]. 1609
Sliuttleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 184 For hollyn swip.

pies, vij
d
. 1619 Ibid. 230 Twelve swipples. 1688 HOLME

Armoury III. 333/1 The Swiple [of a Flail or Threshal is]

that part as striketh out the Corn. 1824 MACTAGGART
Gallovid. Encycl. s.v. Barnmatfs-jig, The swoople on the

end of the hand-staff. 1901 A. THOMSON LauJer $
Lauderdale xxiii. 261 An early working model of the thresh-

ing mill consisted of a series of flails or swiples .. dangerous
to approach. 1907 M. C. F. MORRIS Nunburnholmc 249
The sound of the swipple on the barn floor was heard every

working day all through the winter.

ipe
1851 in Bettesworth Walkers / StaUfmtt (1900) a5j

When, m the course of a S wi,,y lucky innings straight balls
are pnlled to the leg.

Swire (swai-j). Korms : a. i uweora, 2 sweor,
2-.? swore, 2-4 swoore

; 3-4 suere, 3-5 swere,
(4 zuere), 4-6 sweere. S. i swiora, swyra,
swira, suira, swura, 3 swicre, 3-4 swure, (4
suire, suyre, swyer), 4-6 gwyri (5 squyre, 6
Bwyir, 7 suir), 4-9 swyre, 3- swire. 7. Chiefly
Sc. 5-6 swar, 5-6, 9 aware, 6, 8-9 swair, (9
squair). [OE. swfora, swiora, Norlhumb. and
late WS. swira, late WS. swjra, swiira wk. m.
: OTeut. "swerltan-, related to ON. svlri neck,
beak of a ship, local name of a neck-shaped ridge in

Iceland : "swerhjan- ; ulterior relations uncertain.
It is not certain whether the forms sivarie, swair, which

are chiefly Sc., have arisen from false analogy (cf., e. g.,

qnair, qttere, QUIRE, and su-are, swere, swire), or through
exigency ol rime.]

fi. The neck. Obs.
o, and (3. c 888 /EI.FKED Baeth. xix. { i fast ?e underlulan

mid eowrum swiran bet deaSlice ^eoc. a 900 Lorica Gloss. 21
in O. E. Texts 172 Cladain, Mviian [altered tfl swioran
later\ 971 Blickl. Horn. 223 pa he ) a Sanctus Martinus
pa:t seseari, ba dyde he sona ba?t lira;?! of his sweoran.
Ibid. 241 $if eow swa lici^e uton sendon rap on his swyran.
c jooo ^LFRIC Glass, in Wr..Wulcker 157/38 Collum, sweora
uel swura. c 1175 Lamb. Iloin. 49 penne milled he per inne
bet him breked [>e sweore. c ioo Moral Ode 146 in Trin.
Coll. Horn. 224 Swines brade is wel swete swo is of wilde
diere Ac al to diere he hit abuid } e ^ief! bar-fore his swiere
[earlier version dore, sworej. c 1205 LAY. 4012 Heo carf
him bene swure [c 1175 swere] atwa. a 1115 Leg. Kath.
2233 Streche forS Hne swire scharp sweord to underfonne.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 5028 Ely..fyl bakward of

hys chayre, And brak on two hys swyer. 13.. K. Alis.

1938 (Laud MS.) Vp he dresseb heued & swire And gynneb
speke on bis maner. c 1380 Sir Ferutnb. 3643 Ys sclield
ban heng he aboute ys swyre, And forb he prykede with

gret yre. 1390 GOWER Con/. II. 30 Sche aboute hire whyte
swere It dede, and hyng hirselven there, a 1400 Leg.
A'<W(i87i) 134 Mi mout> I pulte, my sweore I street To
cusse his feet, c 1400 Melayne 36 Ladyes swete of Swyre.
c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 1175 She leid hir arme about his

swere, She kyssed him with hertie chere. c 1470 HENRY
Wallace IV. 316 Vpon the hede he stiaik with so gret ire,
Throu bayne and brayn in sondyr schar the swyr. 1501
DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. I. xvii, Vp be the swire Myself'I hangit.
?<zi6oo Mat-r. SirGau'ain Ii. 58 in Percy''sRcliques (1857) 388
Sir Kay beheld that lady's face And looked upon her sweere.

y. c 1440 Bone Floi: 441 But yf he to hym hys doghtur
geve, That ys so swete of sware [rimes fare, thare, mare].
c 1450 HOLLAND lloiulat 171 Swannis suowchand full swyth,
swetest of swar [rimes bly thar, war, ar|. c 1470 Gol. ft Gatv.

1053 Mony sweit thing of sware swo.wnit full oft. 1501
DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. i. x

(
A Quene, as lyllie sweit of swair.

1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis i. ii. 37 That lillic quhite of [ed. 1553
erron. as] swair.

2. A hollow near the summit of a mountain or

hill
; a gentle depression between two hills, local

(occurs in several place-names in Scotland and
the north of England).
OE. zesweorit translates Latin colles in Ags. Ps. (ed,

Thorpe). OE. sweortt is used also = neck of water or strait,
L. fretum.
cioyt Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 427/13 luga, duna swioran.

c 1116 Ntivminsttr Cartul. (1878) 77 Ad crucem positam
super le Swire de Fastside. 1375 HARBOUR Bnue xvn. 13
Fra Redis swyr till Orkynnay. a 1508 DUNBAK 'j ua Muriit
Wemen 519 The soft souch of the *wyr, and sovne of the

stremys. 1513 DOUGLAS s&tifis IV. iv. 50X0 ! ther the rais,

rynning swyft OS fyre, Drevin from the hychtis brekkis out
at the swyre. 1573 Salir. PoiMS Reform, xxxix. 350 He
raid throw montanes mony, nicsc, and myre. .'J hen wes he
worsland our ane wondie swyre. a 1598 D. r ERGUKON Piov.

(1641) 608 Little kens the wife that sits by the tire, how the
wind blaws on hurly-burly swire. 1790 A, TAIT in Cintetnp.
Burns (1844) 144 Then from Dewar's Swair 1 tripped on my
shanks. 1820 W. CHAMBERS Life Bl. Dwarf (1885) i A
gentle rising hill to the south-west, called Manor Swire.

1893 Northumbld. Gloss.

o. attrib. and Comb, fswire-bone = NtCK-

ZONE; t swireforth oak., neck forward, headlong.
trSas Vcsp. Hymns vi. 28 in O. E. T. 408 Usque ad cer-

vices, o5 swirban. f 1130 //a// bleid. 23 Leste hwase leope
..& driue adun swireuoro, wiSuten ikepunge, deope into

helle. 721400 Mortf Arth. 2959 The swyers swyre-bane
he swappes m sond>TC !

Swire, dial, form of SWUIBE sb.

t Swirk, v. Sc. Obs. [? f. root of next + -*.

Cf. twirk and twirl.] intr. To spring forth.

1503 DUNBAR Thistle ff Rose 8 Full craflely conjurit

scho the Yarrow, Quhilk did furth swirk als swift as ony
arrow.

Swirl (sw.il), sli. Also 5 swyrl(I)e, 6 swirle,

Sc. sworle, sworll. [orig. Sc. ; of uncertain

source ; if not of independent onomatopoeic forma-

tion, prob. related to the similar Norw. dial, svirla,

Du. zwirrelcn to whirl, G. dial, schwirrlen to

totter, which have the form of frequentatives of the

stem contained in Da. svirre, Norw. dial, svtrra,

svirra, Sw. dial, svirra to whirl, G. schwirren to

whiz, whir, chirp.]
1. An eddy, a whirlpool; an eddying or whirling

body of water, in later use also of cloud, dust, etc.



SWIRL.

new prey. 1894 CROCKETT Lilac Stinbonnct \

acrid swirls of wood-smoke blew into his eyes.

2. A whirling or eddying motion; a whirl,

gyration.
1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xxxiv, The leaves are withering

fast on the trees, but she'll never see the Martinmas wind

gar them dance in swirls like the fairy rings. 1818 KIIATS

Endym. in. 630 Headlong I darted; at one eager swirl

Gain'd its bright portal. 1871 H. MACMILLAN Trite Vine

v. (1872) 201 The slender, fragile, branched corals, yield to

the swirl of the surging sea. 1902 S. E. WHITE Bla.ztd

I lu^iu apcii^. loou J.. n, orAi.uin

The very rush and swirl of town life.

3. A twist or convolution
;
a curl of hair; a knot

in the grain of wood.

H. STEPHENS BK. Farm II. 217 Ihe hair. .which, notwith-

standing its different swirls, all tends from the upper to the
lower part of the body.

b. A tress of hair or strip of material round the

head or hat. (Cf. SWIRL v. I b.) Also attrili.

igopDttffy Mail^ Aug., A swirl of tulle., draped tosuggest
the irregular surface of fur. 1909 Daity Graphic 4 Oct.

13/1, The adjustment of the new hats, .demands the new
swirl coiffure. 1909 Punch 10 Nov. 326/1 Put off, put off

your alien
'

swirls
', Resume. .Those little inexpensive curls.

Swirl (sw5.il), v. Also 6 Sc. sworl. [orig. Sc. :

see prec.]
1. trans. To give a whirling or eddying motion

to
; to bring into some position by a whirling

motion ; to whirl, brandish.

iS'3 DOUGLAS /Eneis vm. ii. 64 The lang stremis and
wallis [

= waves) round sworling.
1790 A. WILSON Poems, The Pack 61 Fearfu' winds loud

gurl'd. An' mony a him dang down, an' stack. Heigh i
1

the air up swirl d. 1818 Miss FURRIER Marriage xxvi,
Some withered leaves were swirled round and round, as if

me imra< ise mass 01 noating timber, swirled and carried
along by the raging waters. 1898 WATTS-DUNTON Aylwiv
in. iv, Great isles and continents of cloud were rolled and
swirled from peak to peak.

b. To give a twisted or convolute form to ; to
wind round (hair, trimming) in a '

swirl '

; also, to

wrap round with something.
ioo Wtstm. Caz. 31 July 3/2 The trimming,, .just a nice

ribbon swirled round the crown. 1908 Ibid, 6 June 13/2 A
black or dark straw hat swirled with tulle. 1909 DailyMail 30 Sept. 5/3 Women, .with their tresses dressed in the
new manner swirled compactly about the head.
2. intr. a. Of water or of objects borne on water:
To move in or upon eddies or little whirlpools.
1755 R- FORBES Ajiufs Sf. in Poems in Buchan Dial.

(1785) 3Wha..in a tight Thessalian bark To Colchos
1

har-
hour swirl'd. 1785 BURNS Winter Night ii, While burns
wi snawy wreeths up-choked, Wild-eddying swirl. 1816
L. HUNT Slaty Rimini I. 24 The far ships.. chase the
whistling brine, and swirl into the bay. 1858 KINGSLEY

IJLJ?
Chalt.stnam Stud. (1859) I. 167 The low bar over

which the stream comes swirling and dimpling 1902 S E
WHITE Blazed Trail xlvii, The drivers were enabled to
prevent the timbers from swirling in the eddies.

b. Of other objects : To move rapidly in eddies
or in a whirling or circular course.
1858 KtNCSLnv Afise., Chalk-stream S/uJ. (ilstf I 175Oreat tails and back-fins are showing above the surface, and

swirling suddenly among the tufts of grass. 1863 - Water
ffiii. ill, While the fish are swirling at your fly as an oar-
blade swirls in a boatrace. 1877 KINC-LAKE Crimea VI xii
247 Pouring through its two embrasures, or swirling round
by its flanks, the bulk of the Grenadier Guards [etc ] 1882

f fi

T M &'
1

A
sta

S?-coach swirled past the branches
of a fir. 1885 M. ARNOLD PoorMattUas144 Swallows troop-
ing in the sedge, Starlings swirling from the hedge. 1896CHOCKETT Cleg Kelly (ed. 2) 2, The wind swirled about the
old many gabled closes of Edinburgh.
3. Of the head, etc. : To swim, to be giddy or

dizzy.
1818 HOGG- Brownie of Bodsbeck I. xiii. 288 We'll nevermair sw.rl at the gelloch o' the ern. 189, DOVLE White

Company xvi, Even as he spoke,, .his head swirled round.
ience Swirled ppl a., Swi-rling vbl. sb

yi??/^"?
80
?

1 S
.
w'

r
rli
."f' giddiness, vertigo. i88a Daily

r% 2 A
P TnS funol

!
s sw'r'mg of foam. 1899 Westa,.

n. 9 3(*
Tl
yv* swlrl">?s of tulle. 1909 Daily Mail

'n^ 1

'/
4 *he

,

soft'y sw''li folds of velvet
Swirl, north, dial. f. SQUIRREL.
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1807 TANNAHILL Poet. Wks. (1846) 21 Auld, swirlon, slae-

,.ioru, cainsheugh, crooked Wight, ity Sutherland I-anu

Kef. 83 in Libr. Use/. KiuKvl., Hvsli. Ill, Covered with

short, white, flat-growing, swirling hair. 1883 G. H.

BOUGHTON in Harper's Mag. Apr. 685/1 The rapid increase

of swirling ornament as a feature of domestic.. architecture.

2. Moving iii eddies or whirlpools, or with a

circular motion or course ; whirling.

1849 KINGSLEY Misc., N. Devon (1859) II. 246 A deep
dark pool of swirling orange.brown. 185? RUSKIN Stout
I'm. II. iv. 10. 63 The great mouldering wall.. worn by
ihe rain and swirling winds imo yet unseernlier shape. 1887

T. A. TROLLOI-E What I remember II. ii. 32 The white

gulls .. started from their roosting-places . . or returned to

them from their swirling flights. 1898 H. DAY K. Spruce
xx. 242 Blinking the big flakes out of his eyes as he

breasled the swirling storm.

Swirly (swsuli), a. [f. SWIHLJ*. + -Y.] Twisted
;

knotty, gnarled (cf. SWIBL sl>. 3).

1783 BUKNS Halloween xxiii, A swirlie, auld moss-oak,

1825 JAMIESON, Swirlie. ., entangled ; applied to grass that

lies in various positions, so that it cannot be ea; lly cut by
the scythe. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (cd. 3) II.

165 The swirly bark always denoting a swirly fibre in the

wood.

Swirrel, north, dial. f. SQUIRREL.

Swirt, north, dial. f. SQUIRT.

Swirtie, obs. Sc. form of SURETY.

Swis, obs. 3 sing. pres. ind. of SUE v .

1435 MISYN J''ire ofLove li. vi. 84 Alle binge he suld caste

downe bat emnyly fufars swis.

Swish (swij), int. or adv. and sb.^ [Imitative.]
A. int. or adv. Expressive of the sound made

by the kind of movement defined in B. I
;
with

a swish. Also reduplicated swish, swish.

1837 HOOD Agric. Distress 35 When swish I in bolts our

bacon-hog Atwixt the legs o' Master Blogg. 1890 Scribners

Mag. Nov. 565/2 Swish went the whip. 1899 CKOCKETT
Kit Kennedy 181 Swish-swish went Kit's feet through the

dew-drenched grass, a 1911 in
'

G. A. Birmingham
'

Lighter
Side Irish Life (1912) iv. 72 So the executioner swung his

sword and swish went poor John's [the Baptist's] head.

B. sb.

1. A hissing sound like that produced by a switch

or similar slender object moved rapidly through
the air or an object moving swiftly in contact with

water ; movement accompanied by such sound.
1820 CLARE Rural Life (ed. 3) 60 I'd just streak'd down,

and with a swish Whang'd off my hat soak'd like a fish.

1862 KINGSLF.Y in Macm. Mag. Oct. 445 The salmon.. went
on . . with a swish or two of his tail which made the stream
boil again. 1862 TYNDALI. Mountaineer, vi. 45 The swish
of many a minor streamlet mingled with the muffled roar of
the large one. 1878 STEVENSON Inland Vcy. 200 The
rhythmical swish of boat and paddle in the water. 1886

J. R. REES Divers. Bookworm iii. 95 The swish of the

angler's rod. 1887 KNOX LITTLE liroken Vtw vi. 86, I drew
the curtains away with a good swish behind the dressing-
table. 1895 MEREDITH Amazing Marriage ix, The willowy
swish of silken dresses. 1896 '!AN MACLAREN '

Kate Car'
negie 289 In my study I hear the swish of the scythe.

b. Reduplicated swish, swish or swish-swish.

1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle viii, I heard the frequent
swisn-swish of the water, as they threw bucketsful on the
sails to thicken them. 1894 A. ROBERTSON Nnggels, etc. 6r
The swish-swish of wild cats and the cries of opossums were
heard. 1900 M. H. GRANT Words by Eyewitness viL (1902)
145 The incessant swisli, swish of bullets.

2. A ' dash
'

of water upon a surface.

1851 G., H. KINGSLEY Sport fy Trav. (1900) 524 So up we
went.. getting a shivering

'

swish
'

of ice-cold water in our
faces. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word.bk., Swish, an old term
for the light driving spray of the sea. 1879 BLACK White
Wings xvit, The brave While Dtn'e goes driving through
those heavy seas, . . followed by a swish of water that rushes
along the lee scuppers.
3. Short for swish-broom, -tail (see SWISH-).
1844 H. STEPHENS lik. Farm II. 697 A neat swish is all

that is requisite [for a draught-horse] at any time. 1873 E.
SPON Workslwp Receipts Ser. 1.62/1 A small broom, termed
a swish, made from the waste cuttings of cane. xooi
ALLDRIDGE Sherbro xxiii. 246 A Madeira mosquito swish,
which was simply a horse's tail fastened to the end of a
short stick.

4. A cane or birch for flogging ; also, a stroke
with this.

1860 Sat. Rev. 12 May 600/2 If he flogs, it is according..
to a fixed tariff of

'

swishes '. 1885 MEREDITH Diana xxvi,A man who has not blessedly become acquainted with the
swish in boyhood..

Swish :swij), sb.* [? Native name.] A native
mortar of West Africa. Also atlrib.

1863 R. F. BURTON W. Africa II. 240 The town is filled
with deep holes, from which the sand mixed with swish for
walls has been dug. 1879 - El.Medinah xiii. (ed. 3) 174 He
sees a plain like swish-work \ed. 1855 lamp-work), where
knobs of granite act daisies. 1881 Standard 12 Nov. j/t

, ppl.a. [f. SWIBL v. +
. That swirls.

1. Characterized by twists or convolutions ; curl-
ing; twisted.

ui iciirti,uy. 1097
huts of the Effiks.

Swish (swij), v. [Imitative. Cf. prec.]
1. intr. To move with a swish (see prec. B. i) ;

to make the sound expressed by
'
swish'.

1756 [E. PFRRONET] Mitre i. liii, Next see two huge
*,
C
.*.!

m
.
e
?V'

"h
'I

1
?*., conjoin * thousand more. Of

r ; . . Where swish the rods or

IT , E> . Yr , l""B j>>.*n nit naiia. louu \_t. v ,

thmu^.f
K

"-.(I
1?9.0 '39 ""><= rustic who was. .swishingthrough the grass with

his.scythe. .877 BLACK Green Past.
The wheels swished through the pools 1883

xviHvm.

SWISH-SWASH.
Chamb. Jrnl, 15 Aug. 515/2 The water swishing amongst
the pebbles at the far end of the cove. 1808 G. W. STEKVENS
With Kitchener to Khartum 146 The bullets were swishing
mid lashing now like rain on a pond.
2. trans. To cause to move with a swish

; esp. to

whisk (the tail) about.

1799 COLHRIDGF DeviFs Thoughts H, And backward and
forward he swishM his long tail As a Gentleman swishes his
cane. 1862 \VHVTE-MKLVILLE Inside Karl 347, I confess
I have no great confidence in a thorough-bred mare, that
swishes her tail a good deal in harness. 1880 JEFFERIES
Greene Feme Farm 263 Swishing the briar, which bent
easily.

b. intr, (const, with).
1854 P. B. ST. JOHN Amy Moss 106 As he advanced swish-

ing before him with a stick he had picked up. 1866
liLACKMORii Cradock Novxll xix, He swished away very
hard with the broom the moment he saw such a visitor.

o. trans. To move or remove with (or as with)
a swishing movement.
1894 Daily News 25 Sept. 5/6, 80,000 men equipped as a

modern army cannot be swished about in the surt of way
that is assumed in these discussions. 1904 A. ST. H. GIB-
BONS Africa I. v. 59 We were again swished downstream at
the rate of some ten miles an hour.

3. intr. To jump a higli hedye, brushing through
the twigs at the top and making them bend. Also
to swish a rasper (see Eng. Dial. Diet.).
1815 ALKEN JVat. Sftrts Gt. Brit. (1903! Plate 15 Swish-

ing at a Rasper. 1864 (i. A. LAWREKCF M. Dering II. 22

Breaking through the irregular line [of the enemy]., as

they would have 'swished' through a bulfinch in the Shires.

4. trans. To tfog, esp. at school.

1856 THACKERAY J/w., Fashionable Authoress II. 470
Doctor Wordsworth and assistants would swish that error
out of him in a way that need not here be mentioned. 1872
RoutUdge 's Ev, Boj 's Ann, 614/2 As he wouldn't tell he
must be swished, 1875 REVNARDSON Down the Koad 18
H ow he [sc. Dr. Keate] used to

'

swish
'

a fellow if he caught
him up at barracks ! 2896 E. A. KING It&l, Highways 330
One small boy is being horsed on the back of another and
soundly swished.

6. To. brush with a swishing sound.
1889 The County xxx, The long grass moistly swishes my

petticoats.

Hence Swished, Swrshing ppl. adjs. ;
also

Swrsher, a Mogger.
1860 THACKERAY Round. Pafers t Hundred Y. Hence

(1861) 137 Here are the scourges. Choose me a nice long,
swishing, buddy one. 1869 GIBBON R.Gray vii, The bng
was cutting through the water with a swishing sound. 1884
E. YATES Recoil. I. ii, A desperate swisher the doctor.

1891 ZANCWILL Bachelor's Club 181 Large banks of clouds
..melted into swishing showers. 1898 WOLLOCOMBE Mom
till Eve vii. 83 The leading crew, with a long swishing
stroke, pass the barges.

Swish*, the vb.-stem used attrib. or advb. :

swish-broom, a short-handled broom, usually
made of twigs, for swishing water, etc.; swish-

cane, a light slender cane such as can be swished

so swish-whip; swish cut sb. (see quot. 1725);
a. (see quot. 1831); swish-tail, f (a} dang, a

pheasant; (b] a loug flowing tail which can be

swished about (earlier SWITCH tail] ;
also atlrib.

1891 N. GOULU Double Event 151 A light *swish cane he
twirled about. 1725 Fain. Diet. II. sY^/a [A horse] that

..neither cuts under his Knee, which is call'd the *Sivuk
Cutt nor crosses, nor claps one Foot on another. 2831
Lincoln Herald n Feb. i The tail of the ccat swish cut

(cut off towards a point). 1796 Grose's Diet. Vulgar T.
ted. 3), "SwisA Tail, a pheasant ; so called by the persons
who sell game for the poachers. i8a6 bportinr Mag.
XVIII. 431 [He] had four swtshtail greys, but not of toe right
cut. 1844 J- ^ - HEWLETT Parsons <v W. iii, His swish tail

ain't long enough. 1845 J. T. SMITH Bk.for Rainy Day
93 He. .carried a *swish-whip when he walked.

Swishing, vbl. sb. [f. SWISH v. + -ING i.]

1. The action of moving with a swishing souncU;
a swishing movement or sound.
1860' THACKERAY Round. Paters^ On being found out

(1861) 126 What a butchery,, .what an endless swishing of
the rod ! 1891 in Mrs. A. P. Martin Cooet 377 The swish-

ing of the ducks' wings. 1897 S. CRANE Third, Violet y.xv\.

1 77 Hawker heard a step and the soft swishing of a woman's
dress.

2. A flogging; esp. so called at Eton. Also
attrib.

"859 J. PAYN Foster Brothers ix. 134 The Times contro-

versy upon the great 'swishing' case at Winton. 1863
KINGSLEY Water-Bab, i, The birches birched him as soundly
as if he had been a nobleman at Eton, and over the face too

(which is not fair swishing, as all brave boys will agree).

1890 R, C. LEHMANN H. Tludyer 47 Don't let the Mater
know about this ; but nobody . . thinks anything ofa swishing.

1901 Athenaeum 27 July 121/1 Had not our young friend

enjoyed better luck than he deserved, his visits to the
'

swishing-room
'

would have been even more frequent.

Swish-swash (swij sw^J), sb. (adv.). Also

6 swyshe swashe. [Reduplicated f. SWISH with

alternating vowel.]
1. An inferior or wishy-washy drink. Also attnb,

'547 BOOKDE Introd. Knawl. ii. (1870) 136 Swyshe swashe

metheglyn I take for my fees. 1577 HARBISON England m.
i 96/2 in Halinsheti, There is a kind of swish swash made
also in Esssx, . . wyth Hony and water, which the courrtry
wiues putting some pepper & a little other spyce among,
call meade. 1881 J . SA'KGISSON Joe Scoaf's jtirneh 49 It

was sad swish-swash stuff, an nut lioaf boilt. 1884 DOWELL
Taxation England IV. 55 The small sour swish-swash of

the poorer vintages of France.

1 2. A violent or swaggering person. Also attrib.

Cf. SWASHBUCKLER. Obs.



SWISHY.

1582 STANVHUBST .T.ncis in. (Arb.) 92 Vp to the sky
ramteaing, tliee breetherne swish swash of .tltna 1503
G. HABVKV fitnil Safer. Ff ivb, Quiet thy rage, Inipcrioii
Swish-swash,

B. adv. expressing alternation or repetition of
a swishing movement.
1865 G. MACDONALD Alec Faroes 29 And still the instru-

ment of torture went swish-swasii round his little thin lets
1913 M. ROBERTS Hallo/Sea xix. 46i The sea had a motion
in it, up and down, swish-swash.

Swishy (swi-p.i, a. [f. SWISH sb. or v. +-Y.]
Characterized by swishing.
1818 C. J. MA-THEWS in Dickens Life (1879) L * 308 A

young foal ambling after her aged mother, and now and
then seizing her by her swishy tail. 1875 Miss COBBE l''a/se
/leasts 71 Two little fishy, swishy arms. 1890 JKSSOIT Trials
Country I'arson ii. 68 Our brooms are so new, so swishy.
Swiss (swis), sb. and a. Forms : 6 Swyee,

//. Swices, Swesses, 6-7 Swisse, 7 Swizz, 78
Suisse, 7- Swiss, [ad. F. Suisse, ad. MHG.
Swiz (cf. MDa. Svids, Suits).']
A. s/>. 1. (PI. the Swiss ; f formerly the Swisses.)A native or an inhabitant of Switzerland.

>/. (0 S'S PACE in St. P,,fers Hen. Yt!I, VI. 39, I be
this day butt forti nulls fromme the Swisses. 1511 J Cl KRK
in Ellis Ong. Lett. Ser. in. (,84 6) I. 312 He shewed me
also that the Bastard of Savoy was with the Swices. 1535
Lincoln Diocese Documents 251 After them came the
swesses euery man with his Javelinge in his hande. 1577-8
\V. DAVISON in Nicolas .Mem. SirC. Hatton (1847) 45 He
..solicited the succourand assistance of .the Swisses 1608
CHAPMAN Byron's Trag. \. i. 8 At fourteene yeares 'of ace
he was made Colonell To all the Suisses seruing then in
Flanders. 1687 DRYDEN Himt $ P. in. 177 Those Swisses
fight on any side for pay. 1735 BERKELEY Querist 4
Wh.it sea-ports or foreign trade have the Swisses? 1706
[see BASTARD a. 4). iBai tr. Gabrielli's Myst. Hitsb. IV.
265 The Swisses excepted.
/>/.( 1678 BUTLKR Hud. m. iii. 458 Lawyers.. make their

best Advantages, Of other quarrels, like the Swiss a 1700
EVELYN Diary Apr. 16 (6, I ..pass'd the guard of Swisse.
1799 Med. Jrnl. II. 494 The Swiss are indebted, it is

thought, to the vigorous tone of their digestive organs, for
the long preservation of their lives. 1831 Sin J SINCLAIR
Corr. II. 404 The Scots and the Swiss have always felt a
strong predilection for each other.

sing. 1631 MASSINGER & FIELD fatal Dmury i. ii, And thou
thyself slave to some needy Swiss. 1770 La HUNTINGDON in
yd itep, II,st. A-teS. Comm. 430/2 The imputation . .of being
an accommodating man, that voted like a Swiss with every
administration. 1771 FLETCHER Checks Wks. 1795 II 357
Like a true Suisse I love blunt honesty. 1819 SCOTT Anne
ofG. xxviii,

'
I set at all ', said the daring young Swiss.

2. The Swiss dialect of German or other lan-

guage spoken by the Swiss. rare~.
1846 WORCESTER. Swiss, a native, or the language, of

Switzerland.

B. adj.
1. Of, belonging to, or characteristic of the Swiss

or Switzerland ; native to, or coming from, Switzer-
land.

1530 PALSCB. 278/1 Swyce or swycers pype, _/?euste dale-
mant. 1613 CHAPMAN Maske Inns Court, A strange per-
son. .half French, halfe Swizz. 1706-7 FARQUIIAR Be.iur
Strat. v. v, My Valour is downright Swiss ; I 'm a Soldier of
fortune, and must be paid. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 32, i

A dialect of the Swiss-German is the language of the coun-
try. 1846 LINDLEY l'cg. King,/. 707 Arnica montana, a
Swiss herb, called in our gardens Mountain Tobacco 1897
Ch.Timcs 20 Aug. 186/r, I never yet saw a Swis! breakfast
without a bowl of honey on the table.

2. In names of things, animals, etc. actually
or reputedly coming from Switzerland: e.g.
Swiss cambric, cheese, copper, darning, deal, em-
broidery, flule, lace, milk, muslin, patchwork,
pigeon, pine, shell (see quots.). Swiss drill, a

cylindrical drill with the cutting point shaped into
two pyramidal planes. Swiss guards, mercenary
soldiers from Switzerland used as a special body-
guard by former sovereigns of Fiance and other
monarchs : still employed at the Vatican. Swiss
melitot, a plant, Trigonella ccemlea. Swiss
plover or sandpiper, a large plover (Sijttaiarola
helvetica] having four toes like a sandpiper. Swiss
roll, a '

sweet
'

consisting of sponge cake rolled up
j

with a layer of jam. Swiss stone-pine : see
j

STONE-PINE. Swiss sword, a basket-hilled sword
used in the i6th c. by Swiss foot-soldiers. Swiss
tapeworm, the broad tapeworm, Bothriocephalus '.

ia/us. Swiss tea, an infusion of several herbs of
the genus Achillea, common in the Swiss Alps.a 1700 EVELYN Diary 22 Oct. 1644, In this Palace theUuke ordinarily resides, living with his Swiss guards I7
CHAMBERS Cycl Sup/,, s. v. Tnaifet-Shelt, The roughbiicc,m,m called the Swiss-shell. iSaa LAMB Let. to Cole.
litfeq Mar., Your potted char, S.viss cheeses, French pies.
18.3 SCOTT Quentin D. Introd., With his usual attendants
of wo files of Swiss guards preceding, and the same number
Jllowmg him. 1843 HOLTZAPFFEL Turning I. IO7 The

sounding boards of. .most.. instruments, are made of the
'!
ss aeal. 1846 Ibid. II. 547 It is sometimes called the

mat drill, and was employed .. for making the numerous
ill holes, in the delicate punching machinery for manu-

icturmg perforated sheets of metal and pasteboard. 185*SSIDEL Organ 105 Swiss (lute is an open flue-register. iSss

?'.'{
!P Chron. III. 140/1 (Pige,Hi) Gulls or Swallows,

shields, Swiss. 1860 HEWITT AIIC Armour III. 617 The
asket-hilted sword does not appear till the middle of

the [sixteenth] centuiy. It is often called by old writers
the 'Swiss sword'. 1860 Chambers' Encycl. 1.29'! The

.'343

inhabitants of the Alps., use them [.,< leave, ,,f Achil.
IM] for making what is tailed Swiss Tea. 874 ,

i.nets \. II. 44 ,, Black-hdli-d, Gray .! Sw,
1879 .Met;. Artitl. Exerc. 7 t Swiss pile drivers. 1881 DAI .

IAYKAT LiHUfls Enamels 8 Of the kmd called
or bwiss Copper. 1881 LYKI.I. J'/geoxs 101 '1 he .Swi.-.
,.*UO ai.es l.y tM n.une of moon, cre-cenl, .

honour pigeon. 1881 (JAL-I.HCII.I, & S.UVAKI, DU:. :.

mark s. v. P*toknoork, Kaistit [I'atcliwar/H. I his i

known as Swiss i'atthwork. and is made by stuffing the
patches out with wadding so that they are ucll puffed up
tl'ta Swiss Cam/,, ic, this is a cotton mateiial, manufac-
tured at Zurich and St. Gall for a Ion.; period before mus-
lins, .were produced in England. ll<i,l., Swiss Dar,,,nf
the method of reproducing Stocking-web by means of a
darning needle and a thread of yarn worked double. IbidSma KmtroMcry, this Enihruidery is the same as is known
as lirodene Anglaisc, Irish Work, and Madeira Work. //./,/

SwtuLaet, Lace was manufactured in Switzerland during
ihe sixteenth century. lH,t., Swiss Muslin, muslin w-is
manufactured at St. Gall and Zurich long prior to the pro-

ductipn
of the textile in England. It is a coarse descriptionof buke or book muslin, much used for curtains, made with

"
i u" W0rk '" various PMterns, and also plain. 1896A. J. HIPKINS l'ian,</a,le us Swiss Pine, a name applied

by pianoforte makers to the finer qualities in growth and
ram oSAHts

SWITCH.
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f "'- '*>' J. THOMSON /Sc. Dial. 1,3 A . .

<i

v .tuni- made of twii-s

.5i^5
S. Name- lor various mechanit.il device, lor alter-

ing the direction ot someUiing. maki,,,, :l connexion
or disconnexion, or other purposes a On
mlway: A movable rail or pair of rail, 'pivotedat one end, forming part of the Hack at a junctionwuh a branch line, siding, etc., and used to deflect

r shunt a train, ear, etc. from one line to another
often made tapering, and in that case distinctively
called split switches, point- switches, mpoints (Voisv
rf.1 3 f ). Also, by extension, the whole am ar.itus
of winch Iliis is tin- essential part.
1797 CUKR Coal Viewer*! The part (A] being a stop to

prevent the switch (,) from fljiny out too far. ,837 Civil
E,,g. ,, Arch. Jrnl. 1. ,,/, The switches so arranged Thatca

* e
"* ""- "* vinuum in jjrowiii ana "K * it/ num njin^; out 100 iar 1037 ( ftrtl

irain ot^UaSMfJm, the Spruce Fir. 1897 Econ. Con/eft.
E"-

*.
Arc!>- 7rn '- ' ?/" The switches so arranged that

J*. 13 Swiss Roll. Ingredients, i Ib. of Flour. 1 Ib. of
* eg">e can never inn off Ihe line. 1845 /./ AVj? 80 A

,astor Sugar. 9 eggs. A pinch of Volatile Salts. 6 drops
s^"ch wllich

i
w1 ' '"rued in one direction' allows theessence of Lemon. 1898 Jrnl. Sch. Geog. (U.S.) Oct. 296

t." '. Pass
,

<!"* "- '* HAMBLEN Gen. Ma,,leer'sie had brought up a familv of thirteen r:hilrlrn ,., fitoryw. 40, 1 ran ahead... oi,encr! on,l rln j .,:.!. ....

Essence of Lemon."" 1898 Ji~. ~Scii~Geog.\\is) Octl 200He had brought up a family of thirteen children entirely
on Swiss milk and American flour.

tSwi'SSener. Obs. rare. In 6 Suycener.
[f. MHG. Swicen(/ant) or MDti. Switseni

'

lant\
, Switzerland + -ER!. (Cf. next.)] A Swiss.

1541 UDALL Eream. Afofh. 276 The Suyceners are yewhole nacion of Suycerlande.

tSwi'SSer. Obs. Forms : 6 Swyeer, Swycher,
Suisser, Swizer, 6-7 Swizzer, 6-8 Swisser, 7
Swizar, S wiser. See also SWITZER. [ad. MHG.
Swyeer, Schwyczer, var. Siaeilzer SWITZEB, or f.

i F. Suisse Swiss + -ER 1.] A Swiss.
1530 PALSGR. 278/1 Swyce or swycers pype, fleuste dale-

\ mant. 1549 THOMAS Hist. Italie 38 Out of the bisshops
i palaice came his garde of Suizzers all in white harneis ISQI
I

NASHE Christ's T. Wks. 1904 II. 99 Law, Logique, and "e
bwizers, may be bird to figlit for any body 1506
Saffron Walden Wks. 1905 III. 33 A payre of SfVsers
omnipotent galeaze breeches. 1600 MARSTON, etc Jack
Drum's Enter!. I. (1601) l!j, Nor do I enuy Poliphemian
puffes, Swizars slopt grealnes. i6oz SHAKS. Ham. iv. v. 97Where are my Switzers [Quartos Swissers]? tfelBuTOIl
Mother s Blessing xlv, Nor swagger with a Swiser for his
swill. 1611 COTCR. s.v.Pafier, fin ffier, white wine;
(called so by some Swizzers). 1671 tr. i'ala/o.t's Cong.
Cliin*. xxix. 524 Two handed like the Swissers Swords
1734 OZELL tr. Brctntome's Sf. Rlwdom. (1744) 210 They
left only some Swissers in the Rear.

Swi-ssess. rare. [f. Swiss + -ESS.] A female
Swiss

; a Swiss woman or girl.
1793 A. C. BOWER Diaries e, Corr. (1903) 144 She is a

bwissess and speaks pretty broken English. 1818 SHELLFY
Let.fr. Wks. 1888 II. 241 A Mr. and Mrs. Hoppner, the
gentleman an Englishman, and the lady a Swissesse.

Swissing (swi-sirj), vbl. sb. Also swizzing.
[Origin unascertained.] The calendering of bleached
cloth by passing it between pairs of rollers after

damping.
1888 SANSONE Dyeing 223 Three bowl swizzing calender.

1910 Excycl. Brit. X. 379/1 The pieces are simply passed
through for '

swissing ',
i. e. for the production of an ordinary

plain finish.

Swit, obs. Sc. form of SOOT s6.l
a 1583 POLWART Flyting m. Afontgomcrie 685 (Tullibar-

dine MS.) Thy sentences ofswit richt sweitlie smellis, Thow.
sat neir the chymlay nuik bat maid bame.

Switch, (switj), sb. Also 7 swits, swytche,
swieh. [In branch I.: early forms swils, switz

(see next) ; prob. ad. Flem. or LG. word represented
by Hanoverian swutsche, variant of LG. zwu/tse

long thin stick, switch (cf. zwuksen to bend up and
down, also, to make a swishing noise like a lash).
In branch II., f. SWITCH z.]

I. 1. A slender tapering riding whip.
Phr. Switch and spurs, nfon the switch and spur

^ = at full

speed, in hot haste : see SPUK sb.\ 2a, quots. 1592-1708.
iS9 SHAKS. Rom. % Jitl, n. iv. 73 Swits and spurs, Swits

and spurs, or lie crie a match. ?<ri6oo' Distracted Emp.
ill. ii. in BuIIen O. PI. (1884) III. 220, I must tyre, Theres
not a swytche or prycke to quycken me. 1609 B. JONSON
Masque nf Queens Wks. (1616) 956 A ClouoT of pitch, a
spurre, and a switch, To haste him away, and a whirlewind
play. 1655 BP. HALL Serm. Higham i July, Rem. Wks.
(1660) 209 The dog fears the whip, & the horse the switch.
1791 BOSWKLI. Johnson 16 Oct. 1773, He prefetred riding
with a switch. 1-1815 JANE AUSTEN Persuas. x, To cut off
the heads of some nettles., with his switch. 1894 WEYMAN
Under Red Robe ii. (1897) 31 Thundering on the door with
my riding switch.

tb. fig. Stimulus, incentive. Obs. rare.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Gt. Eater Kent 12 Any sawcy
spurre or switch of sowre veriuce or acute vineger.

2. A thin flexible shoot cut from a tree.
1610 BEAUM. & FL. Scorn/. Lady v. iii, One that vpon

the next anger of your brother, must raise a sconce by the

,
high way, and sel switches. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. fill, v. iv.

9 Fetch me a dozen Crab-tree staues, and strong ones:
these are but switches to 'em. 1693 EVELYN De la Quint.
Compl. Card. II. 114 Some fix Spikes from space to space
into the Wall.sticking out about two Inches, to fasten

Laths, Poles, Perches, or Switches upon them. 1711 ADDI-
SON Spect. No. 117. f 5 There was not a Switch about her
House which her Neighbours did not believe had carried

. ABEN en. anager's
Stfry

tr. 40, 1 ran ahead . . , opened and closed switches cut
off and coupled on the engine (etc.).

b. In an electric telegraph, telephone, signalling-,
lighting-, or other apparatus: A lever, ping, or
other device for making or breaking contact, or
altering the connexions of a circuit, e.g. for con-
necting a trunk line with one or other of various
other lines. Also loosely

= SWITCHBOARD.
1866 R. M. FERGUSON Electr. 240 The clerk .. thereuponturns the switch and sets the clock-wotk in motion. 1880

GREECE & MAIKR Telephone xxx. 461 This switch consisted
ot a ooard provided with as many spring plates as there weic
transmitters, and which allowed the switching on or off the
batteries working the microphones. 1899 J. I.. WILLIAMS
Stolen 5/ry,etc.42 Mr. Stone pulled down the switch and
shut off the circuit of the Day's outer office. 1909 I.E QutuxHouse r./U'liistersmu.iw, ,28 She toucheTlhe sti.ch,and the place became flooded by a soft, mellow light from
lamps, .concealed behind the bookcases against the wall.

c. 'A key on a gas-burner to reflate the amount
of gas passing, nnd, consequently, the light

'

(Knight Diet. Alech. 1875).
4. A long bunch or coil of hair, esp. of false

hair worn by women to supplement the natural
growth of hair.

1878 B. HAUTE Man on Beach 87
' If I couldn't afford anyother clothes, I might wear a switch, too !' hissed the Ama-

zoman queen. i88aj. E. SANDEMAN in 1'roc. K. Geog. Sx.
<'?' Xj3 OneKacl nf<J*a..had two switches of hair

01 the thickness of one's thumb, and four cubits long 1888
Pall Mall G. 4 Aug. s/i The list of switches, such as the
Jeuncsse, the Krou Frou, the Basket Plait, and Ihe Oueen
Anne.
5. A stag having switch-horns.
W*B/ackw. Mag. Dec. 805/2

' He's nobbut a "switch",'he whispered into Lord Donald's ear.
II. 6. An act of switching ; a blow with a

switch ; also in Angling (cf. next, 3).
1809 T. DONALDSON I'oems 199 I'll gi'e ye still anither
Witch, Or a be done. ^39 MBS. KIKKI.AND New Horn*
xxvi. 166 Henry gave Job such a switch across the knuckles
as effectually cleared the bridle. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling
v. 130 Ihe running line goes before the casting line, and it

requires a sharp switch or cut to get the casting line fairly
forward. 1883 MBS. E. KESNABD Right Sort xxi, (She)
raised her whip-hand and gave the mare a smart switch.
7. Gunnery. Angle of switch = snitching annlc
(SWITCHING vbl. sb. 5).

III. 8. attrib. and Comb., as, switch-cord, -gear,
handle, -lever, -plug, -stick, -whip; switch-bar,
a bar connected with a switch (on a railway or
electrical apparatus) ; switch-blade, the ' blade

'

or hinged strip of metal of a '

knife-switch
'

in an
electrical apparatus, which is inserted between the

jaws to complete the circuit
; switch-clerk, a

telephone clerk or operator; switch-engine =
switching-engine (SWITCHING vbl. sb.^]; so switch-
engineer, the driver of a switch-engine; switch-
grass, the couch-grass or squitch, 1'rititum repens;
switch-horn, a stag's horn without branches;
also, a stag having such horns

; switch-lamp,
-lantern, a lamp or lantern fixed on a railway
switch to indicate which track is open ; switch-
plant Bot., a plant having green switch-like

branches, nearly or quite leafless, which perform
the function of leaves

; switch-rail = sense 3 a ;

switch-room, a room containing the switches of
an electrical system (telegraph, telephone, etc.) ;

switch-signal, a signal indicating the position of
a railway switch

; switch-snake ^ WHIP-SXAKK;
switch-sorrel, name in Jamaica for the shrnb
Dodonsa viscosa, from the sour taste of its leaves ;

switch-stand, a stand or support for the levers

and other apparatus connected with a set of railway
switches; switch-table, a form of switchboard

shaped like an ordinary table ; switch tail -
swish-tail (see SWISH-) ; also attrib. having such
a tail ; switch-tender, a man who attends to a
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SWITCH.

set of switches on a railway, a switchman, points-

man; switch-tower &.S., a building containing
the levers or other appliances for working a set of

switches on a railway, etc. ;
a signal-box, -cabin,

or -tower. See also SWITCHBOARD, SWITCHMAN.
1837 Civil Eng. ff Arch. Jinl. \. 52/2 The "switch bars

corresponding with the straight line. 1909 Installation

News III. 1 19/2 The *switch blades are fitted with sparking
contacts. 1889 PREKCE & MAIER Telephone xiv. 230 No
"switch-clerk is permitted to have charge of more than fifty

renters, [bid., The testing of the "switch-cords is a matter

that must not be overlooked. 1896 Nebraska St. Jrnl.

15 Feb. 8/4 He was struck by the footboard of an approach.
ing "switch engine. 1906 H'esliit, Gaz. 24 Dec. 8/1 To regu-
late the seniority list of the "switch engineers. 1901 Ibid,

31 Oct. 8/1, 6,000 horse-power in boilers, engines, dynamos,
and "switch gear. 1840 J. BUEL Farmer's Comp."zy2 The
uack, "switch, or witch grass, a variety of the riorin. 1876
RF.ECE & SIVEWRIGHT TeUgraJky 107 The switch-handle

itself is in connection with the back contact of the key K.

1880 H. C. ST. JOHN WiU Coasts Nifon 276
A stag with

"switch horns. 1007 Sprctator 5 Jan. u/i The 'hummel'
sta^ that ungainly beast with no horns at all is a better

fighter than the
'

switch-horn '. 1898 HAMBLEN Gen. Mana-

gers Story \\. 12 An old man.. who was trimming "switch

Tamps, 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Me:h., *Switch-lantern, a
lantern on the lever of a railway-switch, to indicate the

condition of the switch either by its position or by the

display
of a colored light. Ibid., *Switc/t-lii>(r, the handle

and bar by which the switch is moved. 1894 OLIVER tr.

Kerner's Nat. Hist. Plants (1902) I. 330 Another group of

plants known by the name of ' "switch
'

plants . . are char-

acterized by their rod-shaped stems and branches. . . The
Spartium belongs to those switch-plants which are not

entirely leafless. 1901 Brit. Aled. Jrnl. c- Mar. 573/2 A
workman had fixed a brass socket (to hold the "switch plug).

1797 CURR Coitl Viewer 26 The mode of turning out to the

ri.sht hand, and passing, which is done, .without a "switch

rail, as is required in common waggon ways. 1901 M'~cstiit.

Gaz. 7 Dec. 7/3 The "switch-room system is making its

debut in London. This is known as the central battery
system. 1838 Civil Eng. $ Arch. Jrnl, I. 358 Railway
"Switch Signal. 1791 W. BAKTRAM Carolina 196 [The tail]

not small and slender as in the "switch snake. 1864 "Switch
Sorrel [see SORREL sb.l 4]. 1875 KNIGHT Diet, Mech.,
"Switch-stand ( Railway) a fulcrum and locking-device for

the levers whereby switch rails are moved. 1858 LYTTON

[telephone] Exchaage. 1689 Lond. Gas. No. 2473/4 A sand
grey Mare, ..with a "switch Tail. 1776 Pennsylv, Even.
Post 4 June 280/2 A bright bay horse,, .three white feet, a
switch tail, shod all round. 1853 SURTEES Sponge's S{>. Tour
iii. it He had a famous switch tail, reaching nearly to his

lost his arm in the great siiiash-up. 1901 Munsey's Mag,XXV. 699/1 The locomotive, .stopping only once to allow
McCann to drop another set of running orders at a "switch
tower on the next division. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxxviii,
Slapping his boots with his "switch.whip.

Switch, . Also 7 switz, swioh. [f. prec.]
1. trans. To strike, hit, beat, flog, or whip with

or as with a switch.

switz't from seven a clock till nine. 1656 EARI, MOXM. tr.
BoccalM's Advts.fr. 1'arnnss. I. xxxi. (1674) 36 [He] did
so seasonably switch and put on his Horses. 1688 HOLME
Armoury in. xix. (Roxb.) 179/2 Any gentleman of noble
extraction.. that had married for couelousnesse or with a
woman of meane condition, was to be switched with wands.
1832 HT. MARTINEAU Demerara \. n She switched her
brother with the cane she snatched from his hand. 1845
S. JUDD Margaret II. viii, You must truss-up a Cow's tail if

you don t want to be switched when you're milking i865
R. M. BAI.LANTYNK Shifting Winds ix. (rS3i) 88 We heard
him switching his boots as he passed along the street.

b. inlr. or absol. To stiike, deal a blow or
blows, with or as with a switch.
i6ia DRAYTON Poly-olb. xviii. 390 With his revengefulsword [he] swich'd after them that fled. 1676 HOBBES//W (1677) 149 Ulysses with his bow still switching on.

1678 R. L ESTRANGE Seneca's Mai: in. 130 To be per-
petually switching, and spurring, makes him [sc. a horse]
Vinous, and Jadish. 1691 SHAUWICLL Scowrcrs i ii Youwomen are for the young stripling, that switch, and spura short race.

2. trans. With adverbial extension: To drive
will) or as with a switch.
a 1616 BEAUM. & FL. Wit without M. n. iv, Go switch me

up a Covey of young Scholars. 1625 MASSINGF.R Kew Way
,

I shall swuch your brains out ! 1834 SCOTT St. Konan's::.'-" "I"'-" J".
u "":> uui : 1034 SCOTT .>. A onans

HI, Honest Nelly switched her little fish-cart downwards toM. Konan s Well. 1890
'

R. BOI.UREWOOD' Col. Reformer
xviii. (1891! 218 He. .observed his master switch beast after
beast into the. .receptacles for cattle.

tb. fig. To urge on, impel, incite. Obs.

3. To flourish like a switch, to whisk, lush- to
move (something) with a sudden jerk ; spec, in

**- '867X

344

Raising the point of the rod high in the air, ..he must make

a sharp forward and downward cut. 1870 ROCK FexMe

fair. I. 51 The.. animal has switched its tail into the last

link of the chain.

b. intr. To bend as a switch or flexible twig.

1854 RUSKIN Led. Archit. ii. 37 A branch of wild rose,

which switches round at the angle, embracing the minute

figure of the bishop.

4. trans. To cut off the switches or projecting

twigs from; to trim (a tree, hedge, etc.).

1811 W. NICOL Planter's Kal. (1812) 460 Switch and clip

thorn and other deciduous hedges. 1812 [see SWITCHING

vtl.sb. 3]. i8z6 SCOTT Jrnl. 29 Oct., Elms cruelly cropped,

pollarded and switched. 1843 A. HEPBURN in Zoologist

I. 297 [Hedges]arecommonlyprunedor *o/M?rfeveryyear.

5. To switch a rasper : see SWISH v. 3.

1836 T. HOOK G. Carney I. 225 He was killed, switching

a rasper.

6. To turn (a railway train, car, etc.) on to

another line by means of a switch ;
to shunt ; also

intr. lot pass. b. intr. Of a railway line: To
: branch or turn offs.1 a switch. (f.S.

1875 L. F. TASISTRO tr. Comte de Paris'* Civ. War
Aitier. I. 230 Two branches of the Alexandria and Lynch-
burg line switch off to enter the Valley of Virginia. 1891

C. ROBERTS Adrift Amer. 60 The car that I was in was

switched out of the train and left in the yard there. 1901

Mwisty's Mag. XXV. 698/2, I knew they changed engines

here, but they switched the train, and I lost it. 1904 Daily
News 15 July 7/1 The freight train was switching, and thus

occupied both tracks.

1. fig. To turn off, divert. Chiefly U.S.
1860 O. W. HOLMES Elsie V. xvii. (1861) 209 That curious

State which is so common in good ministers, . .in which they
contrive to switch off their logical faculties on the narrow
side-track of their technical dogmas. 1897 Globe 18 Feb. 1/4
Mr. Julian Hawthorne has explained to an interviewer that

his recent infertility as a novelist is due to the fact that he
has ' somehow been switched off into journalism '. 1897
CONAN DOYLE Trag. Korosko vi, The Colonel.. switched the

conversation off to the chances of the morrow.
b. intr. or absol.

;
in Cards, to lead from a

different suit.

1006 Westm, Gaz. 20 Oct. 14/1 It is possible that the king
will be held up, in which case, after making the ten, knave
in dummy, he will switch to diamonds.
8. trans. In electrical apparatus : To direct (a

current) by means of a switch ; to put on or off,

i. e. connect or disconnect with a battery, or with
a particular line or circuit, e. g. on a telephone ;

to turn (an electric light) on or
off.

1881 Daily Ne^us 14 Nov. 5/3 Subscribers have become
accustomed tobe 'switched on* to each other. i884C.G.W.
LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. in. 72/1 The cuirent will be
'switched' into the signalling apparatus. 1891 Times
28 Sept. 13/5 By automatically switching in or out of circuit
a larger or smaller number of accumulator cells. 1907 H.
WYNDIIAM Flare ofFootlights ii, She. .switched on a single
electric light.

Switchback (switfbsek), a. and sd.
[f. SWITCH

v. 6 + BACK adv.]
A. adj. a. Applied to a form of railway used

on steep slopes, consisting of a zigzag series of
lines connected by switches, at each of which the
train or car is 'switched back' or reversed in

direction, b. Applied to a railway consisting of
a series of steep alternate ascents and descents, on
which the train or car runs partly or wholly by
the force of gravity, the momentum of each descent

carrying it up the succeeding ascent; esp. to such
a railway constructed for amusement at a pleasure-
resort. Hence traits/, of a road having steep
alternate ascents and descents.

SWITCHING.
to enter into communication with it, and which further
enables the operator at the exchange to effect the connection
of any two subsciibers in the shortest and safest manner.
Switched (switjt), a. and ppl.a. [f. SWITCH

sl>. and v. + -Kl).]

fl. adj. Of a horse: Having a switch tail (see
SWITCH sb. Si. Obs.

1769 Stratford yuHlee I. L 8 The full tailed blacks, and
the switched roans.

2. ///. a. Of cream : Whipped.
1909 Brown ff Poison's Corn-F^lour Recipe Bh. 26 When

cold, turn out and serve with switched cream.

Switchel (swi-tjel). U.S. Also -ell. [Origin
unknown. Cf. SwiZ7,LE.] A drink made of mo-
lasses and water, sometimes with vinegar, ginger,
or rum added

;
also applied to various strong

drinks sweetened and flavoured.
1800 WEE.MS Washington ix. (1877) 81 The dauntless

Yankees still drank their Switchel. 1840 HALIBURTON
Clocktn, Ser. in. xi. (1848) 85 What will you have? cocktail,
sling, julip, sherry cobbler, puil talabogus, clear sheer or
switchell 1 a. 1848 in Bartlett Diit. Amir. s.v. Liquor
Switchel.flip.

Switcher (swi-tjaj). [f. SWITCH v. + -ER!.]
One who or that which switches, in any sense :

spec. a. A switch or slender rod used as a whip ;

also, a person who wields a switch, b. A switching-
engine. C. An angler who 'switches' : see SWITCH

3-

1847 HALLIWELL, Switcher, a small switch. Korth. 1851
BURN- Naval $ Mi/it. Diet. (1863), Switcher, aiguillmr.
1881 Sun 14 May 6/6 The switcher [sc. engine] came with a
rush. 1893 I. GRANT in Wtttm. Cm. 25 Feb. 8/1 One of
the best old Spey fishers was my father, . . who had the repu-
tation of being a crack switcher.

Switching (swi-tjirj), vbl. sb.
[f. SWITCH v. +

-ING '.]

1. A beating with a switch; a flogging; the

striking of an object with a switch.
a 1625 FLETCHER Fair Maid Inn i. iii, The switching him

duld him [sc. a horse). 1658 OSBOKN Jos. I, Index, Wks.
(1673) 23 A Character of Philip Earl of Mongomery; How
patiently he took his Switching by Ramsey at Croydon.
1866 Morn. Star 20 Aug. 5/2 If he chooses to piofit by the
switching which he has received he will make for himself a
deservedly great reputation. 1888 BURGON Lives 12 Cd.
Men 1 1. xii. 377 The signal . . being the switching of his bed-
room window-pane with a long wand. 1904 S. E. WHITE
Forest xiv, You stumble, you break through the bush, you
shut your eyes to avoid sharp switchings.
2. Angling. (See SWITCH v. 3.)
1867 F. FRANCIS Angling ix. 285 Switching, .is a species

of cast that is made when there are high banks or rocks at
the angler's back, so that he cannot send bis line behind
him. 1893 J. GRANT in Westm. Cat. 25 Feb. 8/1, 1 can cast
a long line overhead, yet by .switching I can cast farther.

3. The trimming of a hedge, etc. by cutting off

projecting branches or twigs.

aav.. 1Caui iig^iigs, aiiu nas no similarity to the. .sport lately
introduced into England under the same name. 1896 Centi.
illaff. CCLXXX. 126 The effect on the infamous road we
travelled was a combination of the switchback railway and
razzle-dazzle '. 1899 Daily News 8 May 5/5 The switch,
back road of Earlswood-common.
B. sb. A switchback railway (in either sense)

also transf. andyff.
1887 A. A HAYES Jesuit's Ring 162 A temporary ex. !

pedient in the way- of a switch-back. 1888 Pall Mall G.
8
Sept.

4/1 The popularity of the switchback is due to the
exhilaration and excitement of a jerky rush through the air

I r-
ep"''a

.
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lc of
*

igs us oack ag; __

, ,.. .- , ..-,,,. 1897 MRS. A. TWEEDIE
rough l-inland vu. ,39 The Finlanders put up a KSlk.
Ml or MtriKntncke, in imitation of their Russian friends...I hey are really switchbacks made of ice and snow
Hence Switchback v. intr., to take a zip-zap;

course like a switchback railway (A. a\
1903 Blackw. King. Apr. 499/2 The vailwav cork-screwedand1 switch-backed up a rise of a couple of thousand feet in

'

seventeen miles.

Switchboard (swi-trbo.jd). [f. SWITCH sb.
3 b -r BOAUD

si.] A board or frame bearing a set
al switches for connecting and disconnecting the
various circuits of an electrical system, as oi a tele-

'

graph, telephone, etc.

,",;;s',r'?'/:,b""H."-1

by yearly switching. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 563
Switching consists of lopping ofl straggling branches that
grow more prominently from a hedge than the rest.

4. Shunting of railway trains, etc. ; connexion or
disconnexion (switching on or off] of electric cir-

cuits; also/fj-. : see SWITCH v. 6-8.
1889 [see SWITCH it. 3 b]. 1897 Allbutfs Sytl. Mtd, IV.

146 'I his switching off of the skin fiom its connection with
the respiratory and placing it in relation with the porlal
system. 1898 HAMBLEN Gen. Manager's ftmy xii. 175When I got there, I found four hours' switching, .to get my
train together.
5. attrib. and Comb. : spec, (a) used in switching

hedges, etc., as switching-bill, -knife ; (K) used in
or for shunting on a railway, as switching-engine
or -locomotive, -eye (see quot. 1884), -ground'; (c)
used for connecting electric circuits, as switching-
flag. Also switching angle Gunnery, the angle
between the lines of fire of the directing gun when
the latter is brought to bear on the left of the new
target.
1844 H. STEPHENS St. Farm I. 224 He handles the small

cutting-axe and switching-knife with the force and neatness
with which a dragoon wields his sabie. Hid. II. 563 This
operation is performed with the switching-bill. 1871 DAB-
WIN Desc. Man II. xiii. 64 The Scolopax Wilsomi of the
United States makes a switching noise whilst descending
rapidly to the earth. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Switching.
engine, a yard-engine, or donkey-engine, used about a
station or depot for making up trains or moving engines
which have not steam up. l88j Sun 14 May 6 6 A large

freight-engine with tender.. had been at switching work.

1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl., Switching Eye (V.sA-xn.'j),
a cast-iron socket on the corner of a freight-car, to which a
chain or push-bar may be applied by an engine on an

adjoining track. Switching-m Plug (Electricity), a plug
having its two brass sides insulated from each other by
a strip of hard rubber [etc.]. 1897 KIPLING Ctift.Caiir. viii.

179 The familiar noise of a switching-engine coughing to

herself In a freight-yard. 1907 BETHEI.I. Mod. Guns *t

Gunnery 173 For large angles, .the switching angle must be
calculated or measured .. with the field plotter.

Switching, ppl.fi. [f. as prec. + -ING *.]
That

switches ; striking as or as with a switch.
Switching neck (U. S.) : a name for the Louisiana heron.
18.. MEDWIN Suggestions during Hot Weather i. (in

Sotheran's Catal. Apr. (1507) 58) Armed with a switching,
cutting Rod. l8oi/!K*Ian. 77 (Cassell's Suppl.) Ardia tri-

d>lorrri/,coais(Gofsc). Louisiana Heron. '

Switching Neck.'



SWITCHMAN.
Switchman ^whjmii-n;. [f. SWITCH s/>. ;,n +
MAN st>. 1] A man who works a switch or set of
switches on a railway ; a pointsman.
1843 Civil Kng. f, An/i. Jrnl. VI. 23/1 General regula.

lions for police, superintendent, inspectors, constablt-s,
switchmen and gatekeepers. 1898 HAMULEN(,VH. Manager's
Story x. 137 Wlien an accident occurs, conductors, biake-
men, and switchmen all unite to swear the blame on the
unfortunate engineer.

Switchy swi-tfi), it. rare. ff. SWITCH s/>. +
-Y.] Of the natuic nf or resembling a switch or
slender rod

; moving or bending like a switch.
1813 COMEIF. riLliircsijue XX. 227 And now, perhaps, her

switchy tail Hangs on a barn*door from a nail I 1856
Ruskis Moil. I'aint. IV. v. i. 10 They have the exau
switchy sway of the sail that is always straining against the
wind. 1879 Ei.iz. S. PHKI.PS S&UttfOrd*r*(l&e) 157 It's a
slender, switcliy stock, Mr. Graven ; may bend, may break.

Swith (swi)>), aiiv. nrcfi. or dial, (in later use

chiefly St.) Forms : a. 1-3 swrtSe, 1-4 swytSe,
1-5 swipe, 2-3 swutSe, 2-4 suithe, suythe, (2

swupe, 3 swKe\ 3-4 suype, 4 (Ayenb.} zuype,
4-5 swype, suipe, (swyde'O, (4 squipe, squype,
4-5 squythe, 5 squithe, sqwithe!, 4-6 swythe,
3-5, 9 arch, and rare swlthe. 0. 3 swufl ?, 4 suip,
(suit, squyp, camp, swypper), 4, 6 Sc. suith,
suyth, 4-5, 6 Sc. swyth, 5 swip, (Sc. swycht),
5-6 Sc. swyith, (6 Sc. switht), 4-6, 8 Sc. ,9 arch.

and Sc. swith. [OK. sivige = OS. swfda (MLG.
nvide, swlt), OFris. noithe, swtde, OHG., MHG.
swinde (later sniint,schwind(t),m<x\.G. geschwind,
dial. sch/9>ind-t}, adv. of Com. Tent. adj. repre-
sented by OE. swip strong (surviving in ME. only
in the compar. SWITHEB) = OS. swtSi, sivlS strong,

powerful, sudden (MLG. swtde, swif), OHG.,
MHG. swinde strong, rapid (as the second element
in many personal names, as Wolfswind, Amal-

s'vind), early mod.G. schviind-t, ON. suinnr

swift, quick, wise, Goth, swinps strong; of doubt-
ful origin.
The normal modern representative of OE. svjt8e would

have been (swai6). The reduction of ME. swithg to one
syllable (sw/3) took place first in the north (Cursor Hfundi".
Evidence of normal shortening of the stem-vowel in the

compar. swypfer appears late in the i4th cent t there is no
clear evidence of shortening in the positive till late in the
i6th cent.]

tl. Qualifying a finite verb or a participle:

Strongly, forcibly ; very greatly, very much, ex-

tremely, excessively; in sup. most, most especially.
wioe.r.) WECS bast beorhte bold tobrocen swi

071 Blickl. ilont. 223 pas he vtses oonne ealles swibost to

hersenne. a 1122 O. E. Citron. (Laud MS.) an. 959 He
wearS wide, jeond beodtand, swiSe Seweor5ad. c 1175
Lit'itb. HOIII. 119 We sciilen hine efre mid alle ure heorte. .

heiian and swibest on bissere halie tide, a 1225 Ancr. It.

178 }if eni ancre is bet ne veleo none uondunges, swuo
drede hire ioet point, pet heo beo ouer inuchel & ouer swuoe
ivorided. ^1230 Halt Meiti. 39 Hit ah meiden to eggi be
swiftre ber framward. c 13*0 Cast. Lore 1039 pe fend won-
drede swibe, and seide 'What artott?' 13.. E. E. Allit.

P. B. 987 Wyth ly^t louez vplyfte bay lotted hym xwybe.
1387 TREVISA Hidden (Rolls) III. 479, I wit not greve be to

swibe (CAXTOS swyth]. 1398 Earth. De P. R.
ty.

xi.

(Tollein. MS.) Hete worchef ful swybe [orig. niinis] in be
substaunce of flewme and brenneb it.

1 2. Qualifying an adj. or adv. : Excessively,

extremely, very. Obs.

971 Blickl. Horn. 27 He hine liedde upon swibe hea dune.
c 1000 Ars. Gosp. Matt. vii. r3 Se we^ is swybe rum be to

forspillednesse jel.ct. 1154 O. E. Citron. (Laud MS.) an.

1140 Hit ward sone suythe god pais. c 1250 Hymn Virgin
2 in "/>/. Coll. Horn. App. 257 Moder milde flur of alle pu
ert leuedi swube treowe. 1297 R. GI.OUC. (Rolls) 5616 pe
king..auised hym suibe wel, wat man it were, c 1375
Cursor M. 14335 (Fairf.) Vn-til his fader he made a bone &
he hit herde squibe sone. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I.

293 pe water of bat welle is swibe good for men and nou,l
for wommen. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 2 In Rome was an

'

emperciur, A man of swyth mikil honur. c 1450 Hymns
Virgin, etc. (1867) 119 The iiij" day ys swythe longe, With

wepynge & wyth sorow amonge.

3. At a rapid rate, very quickly, swiftly, rapidly.
Now arch, or dial.

a. c 1205 LAV. 28469 Ut of Eouerwike . . heo iwende, &
touward Karliun tulite, Swa swithe swa heo mahte. 13. .

K. Alls. 5540 (Laud MS.) To his folk he com ful swibe. And
of his comyng hij weren blibe. 13 . . Gaui. fy Gr. Knt. 1424

pe hpwndez..hastid bider swybe. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)
xxxiii. 150 It es ane of be swythest rynnand waters of Je
werld. c 1412 HOCCLEVK De Reg. Print:. 744 pe day passib
swibe. c 1430 Ttva Cookery-bks. 39 Late hem nowt set lie to

swythe, & ban lat hem kele.

0. 01352 MINOT Poems v. 67 pe schipmen of Ingland
sailed ful swith pat none of |>e Normandes fro bam might
skrith. 1380 Sir Ftrttmk. 816 Olyuer sone y-se} bat cas,
& swybber bi-gan to haste, c 1400 Ocstr. Troy 13156 Whntt
I hade lengit qwile me list, I launchit on swith. c 1400
Beryn 583 The Pardoner ran so swith, be panne fit hym fro.

f 1450 HOLLAND llowlat xyi Swannis suowchand full swyth,
swetest of swar. 1892 J. LUMSDF.N Sheep-Heatt St Trotters

40 But damn jigs, an' sangs, an' tales, Sped far too swith
the hours on.

4. Quickly, without delay, forthwith, instantly,

immediately, directly, at once. Also as int. =

Quick I hence ! away ! Now arch, or dial.

a. c 1x75 Lamt.Hom. 13 Stala and sleorfa swiSe eow seal

hene. c 1205 LAV. 25794 We be scullen fusen to, swa we hit

JwiSest ma^en don [c 1275 so swibe so we mawe do), a 1225
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Ancr. K. 2)6 Go * lep swi.'.c. i 1250 (,,

Dis angeles..l!id him, ur day, redi Len And swiSe ut Sis
buries (len. c 1300 lia~-clt>k 140 He sende writes sone on*on
..That he shuldcn coinen swil-c Til him, ttiat was ful vn-
blibc. 1340-70 .1 /<.!-. v lliml. 921 Aflur swajjiinje of swim:

ineb ioie. 1388 WycLlb- John xiii. jj 1 hat thing
th.a limn

dpisl,
do thou swithe. c 1420 Avon: Arth. xxv,

Hestiokebim sadde and soie, Sunithe sqounut he thorc.
t: I435

(

Terr. ri>rtn^al m6 Swith ', l,e seitli,
'
that this be

done.' X575 Gatttntcr tiHr.'on l. iv, '] hac chal gammer
swythe and tyte, and sone be here agayn. 1907 ]. DAVID-
SON Triumph Mauniuin \. ii, Wherefore upon rebellion
switln- 1 loosed With my own hand the reservoir of death.

. a 1300 Cursor M. 1902 Sco went forth and com ful

suith \rinif eft^itlij. 1375 MAKUOUK Biuctu. 316 Till armys
swyih, and makys ^ow i-tr ! 1:1420 /It'W. Artlt. xxx.
Sathon thay linsket horn ;are, St|witb witb ouinn any maie.

(-1475 RititfCoilyar 625 Let him swyith in. 1513 DOUGLAS
.'Kniis I. il. 61 Switht the cluddis, hevin, sone, and days
licht Hid. 1528 I.VNDI SAV Drtme 971 Swyith,^larlote, hy
the hence. 1570 Prltlt * Lavil. (1841) 58 Then called I

the Shoemaker and Smyth, The Tanner, Graisier, and the
Vintener ; Who ready were at hand and came full swith.

1615 BRATHWAIT Strappado (1878) 129 Pray thee (good
Kilty) tell me swith and soone, lockie may doe wh.it Billy
late has done. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. iv. i, Swith tak
him tleel, lie's our lanij out of hell 1 1788 BUKNS '

Louis,
ivliat reck I by thee

'

ii, Kings and nations swith, awa i

xSoJ SCOTT Last Minstr. IV. xxii, My Ladye reads you
swith return. 1838 J. STRUTHERS Poetic Tales 20 Swith he
left his nipe and plaid. 1900 C. MURRAY Hawrwitli,
Winter viii, Swith to the (leer ilk eager chiel Bangs wi'his
lass to start the reel.

|-b. As (als, also] nvi/Ae as (als swither), as

soon as. Obs.

111300 OwrjV.8i67(Cou.)Alsuith sum [Gilt, also suith

as] he bat king had knaun, He said, 'sir welcum to bin aim.'
c 1400 Gamilya 541 (Harl. MS.) As swithe as thei haddyn
wroken hem on her foon. 1*1420 Avow. Artlt. xliv, Als

squithur thay ar jare, To masse ar thay wente.

to. ellipt.: see ALSWITHE 2, AswiTHE = as soon
as possible, at once, immediately. Obs.

Swithe, v. Obs. exc. dial. (swid). Forms : 3
swrSe, -swefon, 4 swipe, pa. t. swath, 4 swype,
5 pa. pple. -swythyn, 6 pa. pple. swithen. [a.
ON. svlSa, pa. t. sveii, pa. pple. svidinn to singe,
to smart (MSw. swidha, swe(e'}i/h, sividhin to

singe 'trans, and intr.), to smatt, S\v. svida to

smart, Norw. svida, Da. svide, svie), related to

ON. svii singed sheep's heads, sviia roasting,

burning, singeing, n>i)z'(MSw. swidhi) smart from

burning : see also SWITHEN, SWITHEU z>.
2 The

verb occurs compounded in pr. pple. forswidande
(Ancr. R., Titus MS.) and inf. forsweljtn (Gen. &
Ex.) : see FOR- ///.' 5.]
1. trans. To burn, scorch, singe.
c 1220 Bestiary 70 De sunne swi5e3 \MS. swideS] al his

[sc. the eagle's] fliy. a 1300 E. E. Psalter cv[i). 18 pe lowe
it swath sinful dounright. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 478 pe
warme wynde of be weste wertes he swybez. [c 1440 A Ipha-
bet of Tales 497 A dynt of be throndre smate bairn bathe

down, so at be clerk lay vnder.nethe be preste, . . and all be

preste membrys war all to-swythyn.] 1590 R. BERNARD tr.

Terence, Adtlphos v. iii, I will make her as swithen and
blacke as a coale.

2. intr. To smart, north, dial.

1876 Whitby Gloss., Swid, Swidge, or Swither. .'My hand
swidded '.

Swithen, v. Obs. exc. dial, (swidden,
swizzen). [a. ON. sviSna to be singed (cf. ON.
svidningr clearing of land made by burning, Da.

svidning burning, singeing) : see prec.] trans. =

prec. i. Also intr. to be singed.
1600 SURFLET Country Farm ill. xx. 471 The northeast

winde. .is sharpe and swithning, verie hurtfull for all sortes

of plants. 1690 O. HEYWOOD Diaries, etc. (1885) IV. 138 The
ground being very chapt and grasse exceedingly swithened.

1691 RAY N. C. Wonls 72 To Swizzen, to Singe. 1788 W. H.
MARSHALL Rural Econ. F.. Yorksh. Gloss. (E.D.S.),S-u'idden,
to singe, or burn off, as heath, &c. 1811 WILLAN W. Riding
Words (E.D.S.). 1876 WhMy Gloss., Swidtlen, Smitten,
or Sizzen, to singe, as flannel too near the fire. Sividden-

ing, scorching. 1892 M. C. F. MORRIS Yorkshire Folk-
Talk 112 And a shirt that is scorched at the fire ; [they say,]
' Diz tha see? Lawks a massy 1 it swizzens !'

Swither (swi'S.u), sb. Sc. and dial. Also 8-9
swidder (see Eng. Dial. Diet.}, [f. SWITHEB v\\
1. A state of agitation or excitement; a flurry,

fluster.

a 1768 Guile Wallace xvii. in Child Ballads vi. 268 The

gude wife ran but, the gude man ran ben, They pat the

house all in a swither. 1785 BURNS Death * Dr. Horn-
bock vi, I there wi' Something does forgather, That pat

me

Catriona xix. 226 She told me . . in what a swither she was in

about her papa.
2. A state of perplexity, indecision, or hesita-

tion; doubt, uncertainty.

1719 RAMSAY F.fist. to Arbuckle 3 [He] stands some time

in jumbled swither, To ride in this road, or that ither. 1788

E. PICKEN Poems 93 Doun in the yird thou e'en maun he,

Without a swither. 1838 J. STRUTHERS Poetic Tales 47

Nae swither checked his onward step. 1895 CROCKETT

Men ofMoss.Hags xxxv. 253
' Mean ! said he,

' mean

speakme vaguely as one in a swither.

t Swither, ". Obs. [OE. tvOra, comp. of

rutty strong: see SWJTH adv.] The right (hand,

side, etc.).

^950 r.inaltf. Gasp. Matt. v. 29 Ocultu tuns dexter, ego

SWITZER.
'" < '000 .>

r,n, ofer-
weorpmid bime iwibia., i bnium swibian fet.
a 1175 Loll. Horn. -j-j:t I

lS; ,;, ai ,

I'iir IWlioM lialle his la.'.r. c 1205 LAV. 1-4.-. T.icid he
mid >wiOeren hood a iweord muctwj i swi,
strung.

Swither (swi-Soj), v .l .sy. a tul dial. Also 6
swider, oueidder, swydder, 6 9 gwidder. [Of
uncertain origin.
Continuity or connexion with the foil. OK. word, cannot be

assumed with crUimy,(.,).mJrtM| .,.,.,),.iim , ;ibll.

subside, dwindle, \M\remtHf rial,, rtnui!ria,,\o cause to
fall or disappear, weaken, destroy; i;,atii.ui i-.m
to<nMdtl fetnxlrune failure (of mind).]
intr. To be or become uncertain

; to falter
;

to
be perplexed or undecided

; to hesitate.
1501 DOUGLAS I'al. Hon. ill. Iv, Than on the wall ane

garitour 1 considder, Proclaniand loud that did thair hartii
swidder. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 56 Ouhilk
causit mony for to sueit and swidder. 1570 Satir. roentt

I Ke/orm. xx. 56 Lat na mans fcid . . 5our hartis mak to swid-
! der. 1730 RAMSAY /// xx. viii, Our passions gods.that gar
I

us swither. 17.. Johnnie l',ia 56 in Child Ballads (1857!
IV. 285 But the virtue o' a leal woman I trow wad never
swither O. 1768 Ross HtltHere n. b8 There's nae time to
swidder 'bout the thing. 1830 GAI.T Lntvne T. vm. v.

(1849) 371 A child would not have swithered to step over it.

1881 1 rater's Mag. Jan. 136 Sir William Haicourt a>

supposed to be swilhering under the dictation of certain
federated societies which are poweiful at Derby. 1889
STEVKNSON Master of B. iv. 101, I might ha\e stood there

swithering all night, had not the stranger turned.

Hence Swi'thering vbl. sb. and ppl. a. 1

a 1585 MONTGOMERY Cherrie H Slae 1007 Considering the

swidering {:. r. sueiddring) e fand me first into. 1834
Tnit't Mag. I. 429/1 1 have a swithering, and a leaning,
and a hankering and relenting. 1002 N. MUNRO Children
pf Tempest iii, Without a moments swilhering he gave it

Isc. the money] all to the Jesuits. 1917 KIFLING 'Holy
War 1

in Land <r 1Vater Christmas No., The Pope, the

swithering Neutrals, The Kaiser and his Gott .. He knew
and drew the lot.

Swi'ther, v. 2 dial. [a. ON. svitra to burn,

singe : see SWITHE v. and -EB 6. Cf. SWITHEN.]
1. trans. = SWITHE v. i

; also intr. to bum.
Hence Swi-thering ppl. a.2 , scorching, parching.
1865 B. BRIERLEY Irktlale xv. I. 239 Let it s wither away

like matchwood. 1886 S. W. Line. Gloss., Svit/ter, to parch,
wither up. It's such a swithering day. The plants are

quite swithered up. 1886 Rcchdale Glost., Siuuthtr, to bunt
into a flame, as fire which has been smouldering. 1895
CROCKETT Men o/ Moss-Hugs xxvi. 196 On that day 01'

swithering heat.

2. intr. = SWITHE v. 3.

1876 Whitby Gloss., Stvither, to tingle...' A sair swither-

ing an warking ', a sore tingling and aching.

tSwi'thly, adv. Obs. Forms: i swip-,
swiff-, suittlice, 2-3 swipe-, swiUelio(o;he, 4
swypely, 4-5 swythly, 6 sweythyli, Sc.

swy(i)thlie. [OE. sivipllce, f. swif strong, etc. :

see SWITH and -LY 2.]
1. = SWITH adv. r, t.

c 888 ALFRED Boeth.\\\\\. 4 Me r incSnu baet bin gecynd
& din z,ewuna fiite swifie swinice wid 2cm dysixe. c 1000

Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxvii. 14 Se dema wundrcde swiblice.

cxi7S Lamb. Horn. 45 We a^en bene sunne dei swibelictie

wel to wurbien. c 1205 LAY. 4421 And be king him an.

swerede swioeliche fa:ire.

2. = SWITH adv. 3, 4.
il.. Caw. f Gr. Knt. 1479 Sir Wawen Settez hir sof(t]ly

byliis syde, & swybely ho laiez. ? 1370 Root. Cicyll ( Haru
MS. 525) in Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry (1840) I. 185 The

sexteyne of the cherche att last Swythly
to hym he ganne

goo fast, a 1400-50 \Va>s Alex. (Dublin MS.) 1184 pe
Bishop .. Case hym downe . . Swythly to be swyers & baim )>e

sware ^eldez. 1560 HOLLAND Sei'tn Sages 99 And the trexv

treuth swyithlie I sail him schaw. 15. . King * Barker 104
in Hazl. E. P. /'. (1864) I. 9 The hors sped him sweythyli,
he sped him wonderley fast.

tSwi-thness. Sc. Obs. rare-*. = SWIFTNESS.

1536 HEI.LENOEN Cron. Scot. xii. viii. (1541) 178/1 Herald
nainit for his gret swithnes, hairfut.

SwiSwike : see under SWIE.

Swi-tter, v. dial. [Imitative.] intr. SWATTER
v. i. So Switter-swatter adv. (imitative of the

sound made by ducks splashing in water).

1694 Urattharfs Rabelais i. xxi. 78 The total Welfare ol

our humidity doth not depend upon drinking, switter,

swatter [e<i. 1653 in a rible rabies orig. a las, a tas\ like

Ducks, la 1800 Bonnie MilMams o/Binnorie xi. in Child

Ballads (1882) i. 129/2 Aye she swittert, and aye she swam,
Till she cam to yon honnie mill-dam. [Cf. quot. ?a 1800 s.v.

SWATTER v. i.J

Switzer (swi'tssa). arch. Also 6 Switser,

Zuitzer, 7 Swytzer, Switzard, Zwitzer, -ar. See

also SWISSES, [ad. MHG. Switur, Schwytar, etc.

(early mod.G. Schwcytzer, now Schwciur}, or

MDti. Switser, Swylser (Du. Zwitstr}; cf. MDa.

Svidser, Suitier, Kris. Sweitser, etc.
;

f. Swits(cti],

etc., Switzerland: see Swiss.]

1. ** Swiss si. i.

1577 tr. Giillinger's Decades II. viii. 193/1 Wee Switiers

saye : Vrteilln oder erteilen Oder richten. 1597 SKENI De

Verb.Sign. s. v. Mexttnm, I haue seene the like in the

Cunlrieof Helvetia. .amangst the Zuitzers. 1624 CAPT. J

SMITH Virginia ill. xi. 88 One William Volday,
a Zwitzar

by birth. 1664 BUTLER ffna. it. iii. 1134 A Monster with

! huge Whiskers, More formidable than a Swiuers. 1754

FIELDING Voy. Lisbon Wks. 1882 VII. 92 The honesty and
1

freedom of the Switzer. 1810 SCOTT Lady o/L. vi. iii, The
44



SWITZEHESS.

mountain-loving Switzer. 1883 American VII. 186 Born,

reared and educated a Swuzer.

2. pi.
= Swiss guards (Swiss a. 2) : rarely sing.

Also^f.

346

G'uards, as tl.ey are called here [. Windsor.Castle],
do

Duly. 1891 I.OUXSBURY Stud. Chaucer \\\. vii. 193 [ht
literary proletariat of the last century whose members . .

threatened at one time to develop into an organized band of

scribbling Switzers.

3. attrib. or adj.
= Swiss a.

1598 BAHHET T/iear. Warns v. ii. 172 A seruant. .(who

spake the Switzer tone perfectly well). 1818 SCOTT Battle

Stmpach vii, The Switzer priest has ta en the field. 1819

Anne ofG. x. Now thou hast seen us more closely, what

thinkest thouof the Switzer youth? .

Hence Swi'tzeress, a female Switzer, a Swiss

woman or girl. (The allusion in quot. 1719 is

doubtful.)
1719 Freethinker No. 132 P 7 It was impossible he should

ever love such a Switzeress as the Queen. 1895 Punch

28 Sept. 147/3 Simple Switzeresses outside toybooths. .all in

national costume.

Swive (swaiv), z/. Obs. or arch. Also 4-5

swyve, 5-6 swyfe, 6 swiff, swhyve; 5 {Sc.} fa.

pple. swyfflt.swywit, 6 (Sc.)pa.t. swifflt.swewyt.

[app. representing,with change of conjugation, and

a specialized meaning not found in the cognate

words, the OE. sir. vb. swlfan, pa. t. swAf, pa. pple.

swifen to move in a course, sweep.
OE swl/un corresponds toOFris. tnfaa to be uncertain,

ON. am to rove, ramble, drift : *swil>an, (. Teut. mgfl
swaib : s-Mili-(d. OHG. sweit swinging, mtiMll, MHO.
schweiben to sway, hover, OFris. JIK//(?) sudden movement,

vibration, OX. svjf turn, veering of a ship, OHG. swtlen,

MHG. sweben, G. schwetcn to hover j see also SWAFE,

SWAYVE).]
1. trans. To have sexual connexion with, copulate

with (a female).
c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 664 Thus swyued was this

Carpenteris wyf For al his kepyng and his lalousye. ci4S
WVSTOUX Cron. vin. xiii. 2008 (Wemyss MS.) Thy dame
wes swyffit [v.r. swywit] or [>ov wes borne. 1539 Extr.
Abtrd. Reg. (1844) I. 159, I sell leid the to the place for the

freir swewyt the. 1596 SIR J. DAVIF.S Epigrams ix, He
sweares he hath foure onely swiude, A maide, a wife, a

widow and a whoore. 1398 FI.ORIO s. v. Fottere. a 172*
PF.NNECUIK Scots Poems (1756) 100 And why was all this

mighty pother, But for to swive some jade or other? 1884

J. PAYNE Talesfr. Arabic I. 230 So he ate and drank and

lay with her and swived her.

2. intr. To copulate.
1440 in Rel. Ant. (1843) II. 281 If he may wele swyfe.

1500-30 DUNBAR roeins xxxiv. 67 The Feind me ryfe, Gif
I do ocht bot drynk and swyfe. 1646 H. MILL Night's
Search II. 130 She scorn 'd to swive Under a Crown, with

any man alive. 1694 WOOD Life 26 May (O.H.S.) III. 453
Mason, minister of Water Stratford in Bucks : he and his

disciples.. live in common. ..Eat, drink, and sleep, dance,
swive. 1898 Secrela Secret. (E. E. T. S.) 76 tiiarg., Don't
bathe on a full stomach : nor swive.

Hence Bwived fpl.a., Swiving vbl.sb.; also

t Swive sb.
,
an act of swiving ; Swi'ver, one who

swives; one given to sexual indulgence.
a 1300 Pal. Soitgs (Camden) 69 Richard of Alemaigne,

whil that he wes kyng, He spende al is tresour opon swyv-
yng. c 1440 in Rel. Ant. (1843) II. 282 Mete and drynke
thay hafe yno^he, bot swyvyng thame wanntis. Ibid.,
And now are sary swywers brokyne owte of bande.
c 1500 BlewM's Test. 231 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 102 Alle
feeble swyvers. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.) iv. 36
Wedow men bat wantis To steill a pair of swyvis. 1611

COTGR., Cheuaucherie, a riding ; a swiuing. a 1680 BUTLER
Characters, etc. (1008) App. 457 In the Scotch translation
Genesis is rendered the Buke of Swiving. 1707 MARKLAND
in Hearne Collect. 30 Sept. (O.H.S.) II. 56 Drunkards and
Swivers Ate never long livers, a 172* PFNN'ECUIK Scots
Poems (1756) 101 The goddess, who lou'd swiving. 1869
FURNIVALI. in Wrights Chaste Wife Pref. p. vii note, 'I he
swived wife and broken arm that he

\sc. Chaucer] gives his
befooled Oxford tradesman in the Milleres Tale.

Swivel (swi-v'l), sb. Forms : 4 swyuel,
swewyl, suawel(le, 5-6 swevill(e, -yll, -ell,

(5 awefel, sewevelle), 5-7 swiveU, 6 swyuell,
swyvle, (swyffvyll), 7 swyvile, 7-8 swivle,
8 swyvil, swivil, (9 Sc. sweevil), 7- swivel.
0. 6 Sc. swele, 7 sweell. 7. 6 Sc. sowl, swoll,
swoul, 9 soul, soottl, etc.

[f. weak grade swif-
of OE. swlfan (see SWIVE) + -el (see -LE).]
1. A simple fastening or coupling device made
so that the object fastened to it can turn freely
upon it, or so that each half of the swivel itself can
turn independently ; e.g. a ring or staple turning
on a pin or the like.

1307-8 Ace. Exch. K. R. Bd. 14. No. 14 (P.R.O.), In
quodam haunser empto..r

- "- *

, T .
' .wfcw owcvul uc Ilovo laCIO

ad towandum quoddam malum grossum. 1416-7 Rec. St.

of the King's Varvels upon one Leg, and a I

noon the other. 1695 llait. No. 3070/4 Lost. ., a b

SanVswivles o'ffhe.same, belong:
to, Watch hav

attached to 'a musquet, through which the sling passes.

1887 HARL.Y Woodlandcrs I. in. 44 He carried a horn an-

tern which hung upon a swivel, and, wheeling as it dangled,

[etc.].

0. 1501 Swele [see 4]. 1688 HOL.ME Armoury III. xvili.

(Roxb.) 134/2 A carbine, .is hung by the mans side in a belt

ouer his left shoulder, and vnder his right Arme : with a

sweell or sweeth vpon it, which by the help of a spring in

it, taks hold of a ting, on a side bar..screwd on the stock.

v. 15.. Lichtoun's Dream 64 in Bann. MS. If. ipi l>,

Thair tedderis wer maid weill grit to graip, With slllcin

schakillis and sowlis \Maitland MS, swollis] of quhytc saip.

c 1536 LVNDESAY Compl. Jiagsche 202 Thocht 30 be cuplit

all to gidder With silk, and sivoulis of syluer fyne. 1878

CumbU. Gloss., Sooals, a swivel joint in a chain, commonly
termed a pair of sooals.

fig- "775 SHERIIJAN Rivals w. iii, T'other (eye) turned on

a swivel, and secured its retreat with a frown I 1836 I.

TAYLOR 1'hys. Theory xvi. 208 That the sun is the mere

lamp and hearth of the planetary system or only the swivel

of its revolutions.

b. spec. A pivoted rest for a gun, esp. on the

gunwale of a boat, enabling it to turn horizontally

in any required direction.

1697 DAMWER Voy. round World (1699) 3p
She had 4

Patereroes, and some long Guns plac'd in the Swivel on the

Gunnel. 1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 288 She had

..twenty-eight Brass Patareroes.. mounted on Swivels on

the Gun-walls. 1878 A. H. MAHKHAM C,t. Froztn Sea \. 4

They were both provided with harpoon guns fixed on

swivels in the bows.

2. Short for swivel-gun : see 4 b.

1748 Anson's Voy, \\. iv. 169 Four four pounders, and two
swivels. 1761 Ann. Reg., Chron. 97/2 The Vainqueur of

10 guns, 16 swivels, and 90 men. 1816 TucKEY Narr.

Exped. R. Zaire iii. (1818) 109 On his landing 1 saluted

him with four swivels. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U.S. IV. xxxv.

573 At daybreak it was boarded by the provincials, who
canted off four four-pounders and twelve swivels.

3. A kind of small shuttle used in ribbon-weav-

ing, etc. (Cf. swivel-loom in 4 b.)

1894 T. W. Fox Mich. Weaving xn. 313 If the two

systems are compared as to beauty of effect, variety of

detail, and general excellence of workmanship, swivels aie

vastly superior to lappets. Ibid. 314 Swivels have been
made in power-looms for upwards of twenty years, but they
are still, to a large extent, produced on hand-looms.

4. attrib. and Comb. : in names of various parts
of machinery, etc. = forming or connected with a

swivel, so as to turn on some other part or allow

it to turn, as swivel-bar, -bearing, -bed, -belt,

-coupling, -hanger, -head, -joint, -link, -pipe,

-plate, -ring, -table, etc.
;

also swivel-like adj.

and adv.

igoa Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 46 For ane elne gray
damas to be ane swele belt for hir credill, xxijj. 1725 ham.
Dict.s.1. Windmill, That the Handle or Rod of the Bucket,
be so made, that it may, swiveMike, turn any way. 1769
FALCONER Diet. Mnriae(i7Bo)s.v, Moorings, To this swiveT
link are attached the bridles, which are short pieces of
cable. 1798 BELKNAP Hist. Nfiv Hampsli. III. ros The
invention of the swivel-chain. 1815 J-

NICHOLSON Operat.
Mech. 56 The gives .. should not be immovably fixed to the

aims, but hung by a swivel joint. 1838 Civil Enff. fr Arch.
Jrnl. I. 263 'r One of these guns will be placed forward, and
the other aft, ..on sliding swivel beds. 1844 H. STEPHENS
Bk. Farm II. 534 A carriage of a nearly triangular form is

very generally adopted, the apex being in front over the
swivel-bar. Ibid. III. 1103 The end. .is furnished with
ferule and swivel-ring. 1856 'STONEHENGE

r

Brit. Rural
Sports 255 The Sin.qle Swivel-Trace consists of about
12 inches of gut or simp, with a hook-swivel at one end.
1869 RANKINE Machine t, Hand-tools PI. P4, A swivel
bearing fixed in the arms of the quadrants. Ibid. Pn, Con-
nected to the mains by elastic pipes or swivel couplings.
1873 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Swivel-joint, a section in a chain
or a

joint on a rod, which allows the parti to twist without
kinking or distortion. 1908 Westm. Caz. 17 Oct. 12/2 The
eyes of the chameleon . . appear to be mounted on ball-sockets,
that act in a swivel-like manner.

b. Special Combs. : swivel-bridge, a swing-
bridge ; swivel-chair, a chair the seat of which
turns horizontally on a pivot ; f swivel-engine =
swivel-loom

; swivel eye colloq. or slang, a squint-
ing eye (cf. 1775 in ifig.); an eye that rolls in
its socket; hence swivel-eyed a., squint-eyed,
squinting ; swivel-gun, a gun or cannon, usually

SWIZZLE.

a small one, mounted on a swivel (sense I b so as

to turn horizontally in any required direction
;

swivel-hook, a hook fastened to something, e.g.

\

a pulley-block, by means of a swivel
; hence

swivel-hooked a.
; swivel-loom, ? a loom having

swivels (sense 3) on the batten, used in ribbon-

weaving ; swivel-plough, a turn-wrest plough ;

swivel-shuttle, = sense 3 ; swivel-weaving,
weaving with a swivel-shuttle

;
so swivel-weft.

1754 POCOCKB Trav. (Camden) II. 66 The Wye [= Wey],
,

over which there is a long *swivil bridge which turns with
one hand. 1848 DICKENS Dombey ix, A little canal near the

! India Docks, where there was a swivel hridge which opened
now and then to let some wandering monster of a ship come

1

roaming up the street like a stranded leviathan. 1858 Merc,
Marine Mag. V. 124 The Swivel Bridge across the New
Cut at Swansea Harbour. 1884 HOWELLS Si/as Lapham
(1891) I. 22 Lapham.. lifted his bulk up out of his 'swivel-

t

chair. 1795 J. AIKIN Manchester 163 Ingenious mechanics

(werej invited over to construct *swivel engines. 1865
DICKENS iM-ut, Fr. n. xii, She found herself possessed of

what is colloquially termed a *swivel eye... She was not

otherwise positively ill-looking. 1896 A. D. COLEKIDGE
Eton in Potties (1898) 174 He glared with his swivel eye at

the congregation. 1781 C. JOHNSTON Hist, J. Juniper I.

21 Some witch or fairy.. must have stolen away her own
child.. and left this *swivel-eyed elf In his place. 1889
CONAN DOYLE Micah Clarke 244 Your blue-coated, gold-

bratded, swivel-eyed, quarter-deckers. 1712 E. COOKE Voy.
.S'. Sea 125, I went awfty in cur Pinnace, with.. a *Swi\el-

Gun in the Boat. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. v. 179 The Com-
inodore ordered. .a swivel gun-stock to be fixed in the bow,

1769 COOK Voy. round Wo* Id I. x.(i773) 102, 1 mounted six

swivel guns upon the foit, which I was sorry to see struck

the natives with dread. 1846 GHFKXER .Sc/'. Gunnery 283
The longest duck or swivel guns, 1788 JEFFERSON Writ.

(1859) 11. 379 Hook the instrument by its *swivel hook.

1844 H. STEPHENS /'//. Farm \. 425 '1 he draught swivel.
' hook ts attached to ilie shackle. 1883)

A/an. Seaman.
\ shipJor Boys 136 Fall Blocks, for Top- Tackle Pendants,
Are iron-bound, **wivel-hooked blocks. 1795 J. AIKIN

i
Manchester 175 Some attempts have been made 10 work

\ a number of looms together by machinery. The first

1 was upon the introduction of 'swivel- looms, about thirty

years since. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
%
Swlrel-looiii

t
a

: kind of loom (formerly) used for the weaving of tapes and
narrow goods. lbid. t ^Siwvtl-plffiv... Known in England
as a turn-wrest plow ; in the United States as a Side-hill

Plow, 1894 T. W. Fox Mech. Weaving xn. 314 In power-

I

looms, *swivel shuttles are fitted in a movable carrying frame
attached to the front of a slay, ////., *Swivel-w caving con*

sists in adding ribbon shuttles to an ordinary loom in such

a manner that they can be held out of the way, dropped

upon the race board, and moved under lifted warp at

pleasure. Ibid. vi. 162 This machine makes impel feet cloth,
because ground weft floats under the figure in precisely the

same manner as *swivel weft.

Swi-vel, v. [f. prec, sb.]
1. trans. To turn (something) on or as on a

swivel.

'794 Sporting Mag. III. 162/2 Our hobs can swivel noses

at single stick who fight, 1831 Prog. Rtgiil. Instr. Cavalry
n. 41 The.. men.. swivel their carbines. 1876 C. D.WARNER
IVhit. Nile xxv. 311 He simply swivels his eye around and

biings it to bear on the object. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Ldvc.
IV. 343/1 It swivels or adjusts itself so as to prevent iiregu.

lar cutting. 1914 J. G. HORNER Gear Cutting 80 1 he tooth

j

flank is swivelled about the apex of the cone of the gear.

2. intr. To turn or relate as, or as on, a swivel.

1846 HOLTZAPFFEL Turning II. 854 If the jaws are closed
:

upon a taper object, ..the two parts of the vice swivel hori-

j

zontally on a joint. 1869 RANKINE Machine $ Hand-tools
! PI. L-4, Each of the lower speed cones, F, is so mounted as

I to be capable of swivelling about the shaft, F. 1884 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech.i Svppl. 754/2 A street car mounted on its run-

I ning gear so as to swivel theieon and turn end for end,

! dispensing with a turn-table.

3. trans. To furnish with a swivel ;
to fasten to

something by means of a swivel.

1870 Etig. Mech. 14 Jan. 429/3 Arms swivelled to a re-

volving disc. 1891 Pall Mall G. 10 Dec. 2/2 1 he electric

cuirent not only lings the alarm bell but also swivels up the

harness of the horses that draw the fiie-engine. 1901 Daily
News 9 Jan. 3/3 The weapons aie also fitted with a short

1

sling attached to the ring swivelled on to the fore band ot

the piece.

Hence Swivelled (swiVld) ppl.a., furnished

with a swivel
; Swi'velling vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1869 RANK-INK Machine $ Hand-tools PI. O, A suitable

swivelling joint being piovtded to enable the crane to make
i complete revolutions, 1871 Roittledge's Ei>. Boy's Ann.

Oct. 594 Joined together by a swivelling.pin over the driving-.

, wheel. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch tt Cloikm. 138 The

! upper slide is swivelled. 1894 T. W. Fox Mech. Weaving
xn. 316 A rack is usually governed by the Jacquard through
a cam, a series of links, and an uptight shaft, and means are

provided for putting the lack out of action whenever it

becomes necessary to stop swivelling. 1911 Emycl. Brit.

XXVII. 164/1 Modern car bodies are mounted eithei on

a single four-wheeled truck, wilh a fixed or rigid wheel-base,

or on two four-wheeled bogies or swivelling trucks. 1914

J. G. HORNER Gear Cutting 168 The swivelling movement of

the cutter head.

Swivet, var. SWEVET Obs.

Swizar, -er, Swizzer, var. SWISSEB Obs.

Swizzing : see SWISSING.

Swizzle (swi-z'l), si. slang or colloq. [Origin

unknown. Cf. SWITCHEL.] A name for various com-

pounded intoxicating drinks; sometimes vaguely
used for intoxicating drink in general.
1813 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) I. 68 The boys .. finished

the evening with some prime grub, swizzle, and singing.

1843 LE FEVRE Life Trav. Pliys. III. in. i. 86 A glass of

swizzle, the most salubrious beverage in hot weather. 1848



SWIZZLE.
AI.B. SMITH C>'ir. Tudpolt' xlv. }<>4

' What soit of swizzle do
you keep here?' 'Swizzle, sir? yes, sir,

1

answered the
waller, not exactly knowing what to reply.

'

Drink, I mean,'
the other cominued ; 'lush ! will that do?' 1879 HonDAM-
WHKTHAM Karaima, etc. 129 A certain institution of Deme.
rara known as 'swizzles '...The exact receipt for a swizzle I

cannot uive. 1890 C. H. ROBINSON in Wtnl.l n'uie Hf.n;.

July, After partaking of the inevitable brandy cocktail or
swizzle

'

as it is called in the West Indies.

b. Comb. : swizzle-stick, a stick used for

stirring <lrink into a froth.

1885 LADY BRASSKY The Traitts 152, I mean, .totake home
some 'swizzle-sticks'. They are cut from some kind of
creeper, close to a joint, where four or five shoots branch out
at right angles, so as to pioduce a st.ir.like circle.

Swi'Zzle, v. slang or colloq. and dial
[f.

SWIZZLE sb.]
1. intr. To drink to excess, swig, tipple.
1847 HALIIWELL, Swizzle . . to drink, or swill. 1903

M^NEILL Egregious English 155 There he gorges and
swizzles till the warning bell advises him of the departure
of his train.

2. trans. To stir with a swizzle-stick.
1859 TROLLOPE West Indies iii. (1860) 46 A long bitter duly

swizzled is your true West Indian syren. 1885 LADY BRASSKY
1'he Trades i

ji
The whole is mixed with powdered ice,and

stirred or 'swizzled' until it froths well.

Swk, obs. Sc. form of SUCK v. Swld(e, obs.

ff. should, pa. t. of SHALL. 8wm(e, obs. Sc. ff.

SOME. Swmmer, obs. form of SUMMER sb?

Swmyr, obs. Sc. f. SUMMER sb.\ Swn, swne,
obs. forms of SUN. Swndre, obs. Sc. f. SUNDER
v. Swne, obs. Sc. f. SOON adv., SWOON.
Swnye, var. SONVIK v. Obs. Swoap, obs. dial.

f. SOPE. Swob, Swobber, var. SWAB, SWABBER.
Swoch, Sc. var. Socou .', Swow sb.

; obs.
form of SUCH. Swod, variant of SWAD sbJ,T.

Swoddle, obs. form of SWADDLE v. Swoddy,
variant of SWADDY sb.

t Swoft. Obs. rare. [app. f. ME. SWOP-E +

-T.] Sweepings.
citSo Death 152 in O. E. Misc. 176 Me wule swopen bin

bus & ut mid be swoft.

Swofte, obs. Sc. var. SWIFT.

fSwog, v. 06s. rare. [? A mixture of SWAY or
SWING and JOG.] intr. ? To make one's way
heavily.
1637 WHITING Albino % Bellama 105 He. .with all speed

was swogging to the hall.

8wogh(e, swo;(e: see SOUGH, Swow sb.

Swohinge, variant of SWOWING vfrl. sb.

Swoir, obs. Sc. pa. t. of SWEAR v.

Swolde, rare obs. pa. pple. of SELL v.

-j-Swo-lder, v. Obs. rare. [? Miswritten for

*swollcr, possibly a variant of SWALTER.] intr. To
wallow, welter.
f ioo Trnt. Cole. Horn. 7 Longe we habben lein on ure

fule synnes & swoldred baron alse slou man dod on swete
slape.

Swole, obs. pa. t. of SWELL v.

Swoled, dial, variant of SWEALED//*/. a.

1709 W. KINO Art ofCookery 35 Others, to shew the large-
ness of their Soul, Prepare you Muttons swol'd, and Oxen
whole. Ibid., Let. at A swol'd Mutton, which is a Sheep
roasted in its Wool.

t Swole-hot, a. Obs. - swoly hot : see SWOLY.
711 BAILEY, Swolc-tiot, sultry, hot. O. [= Old Word).
Swolewe, obs. form of SWALLOW.
Swoling, obs. form of SULING.

Swolks, app. a meaningless perversion of

SWOUNDS.
1731-8 SWIFT Pal. Conversat. ii. 173 Swolks, I must be

going, by'r Lady.

Swollen (swu-l'n), ppl. a. Forms : see SWELL
v. [Strong pa. pple. of SWELL .]

1. Increased in bulk, as by internal pressure ; dis-

tepded,
filled out; up. morbidly enlarged, affected

with tumour; also, of a distended form, bulging,
protuberant.
c 1325 Sang ofMerci 162 in E. E. P. (1862) 123 We loue so

sloupe, and harlotrie, We slepe a[s] swolle swyn in lake.

1538 ELYOT, Tumidm,. .swollen. 1558 WARDF. tr. Alexis'
Seer. 23 b, To heale swollen knees or legges. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. n. i. 13 Her swollen eyes were much disfigured. 1598
Br. HALL Sat. iv. i. 69 His pouting cheeks puff vp aboue
his brow Like a swolne Toad toucht with the Spiders blow.

1683 PRIOR Pastoral r4 Nor let those sighs from your swoln
bosom rise. 1688 HOLME Armoury n. 4/2 ^Eolus..nn
ancient Man with swolne Blub Cheeks. 1741 COLLINS
Oriental Eclogues ii. 63 The silent asp shall creep.. Or
some swoln serpent twist his scales around. 1816 BYRON
Prisoner of Chilian viii, I've seen it on the breaking ocean
Strive with a swoln convulsive motion. 1838 DICKENS Nick.
Nick, xix, The swollen veins stood out like sinews on Ralph's
forehead. 1839 FR. A. KF.MBLE Kesid. Georgia (1863) 61

Upon this great tray are piled the swollen.. cotton bags.
1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 519 Plants which,
in their wild form, have thin roots, but in many cultivated
varieties are provided with fleshy swollen roots. 1890
Retrospect filed, CII. 326 The swollen, vascular state of the

tongue.

b. Of a body of water: cf.SwELLV. ib, 2b,3b.
1651 MAYNE tr. Donne's Epigrams Ivi. 9 Here the swoln

sea views the inferiour ground. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE
Myst. Udolpho 1, The swollen torrents that descend from
the heights. 1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint, v. xvi. 20 Cliffs.,

of which every thunder-shower dissolves tons in the swoln

347

blackness of torrents 1913 (;. M. THEVELYAN J. Hri^hl
Inlrod. i His oncoming was as the surge of the full swollen
tide, not of the sea in storm.

O. Increased in amount or degree.
a 1631 DONNE Eli-gies xiii]. no At thy lives last moment,
May thy swolne sinnes IbtnutlvM to thee present. 1871
R. H. HUTTON Ess. (18771 I. 61 The inroads of unjust and
swollen powers. 1911 G. Ki.i r .1 .SMI i n Anc. F.^yptntns ii.

15 The writings that., fill the swollen shelves of our libraries.

2. Jig. a. Said of a feeling or mental state such
as causes a sense of distension or expansion, or of
a person affected with such a feeling, etc. ; esp.
inflated with pride, miffed up.
c 1386 CHAUCKR Clerk s T. 894 With humble herte and glad

visage, Nat with no swollen thoght in hire coiage. 1411-20
LYDC. Chron. Troy iv. 4889 Eneas Of lie & rancour so

[ajmeved was Ageyn be kyng, with a swollen herte. 1591
Svliman ,\ rers. in. ii. 15 And here my swolne harts gieef
doth stay my tongue. 1615 J. ROBINSON Ooserrations xxii.

130 Of them I have known some so swoln in the mouth, as

they have thought, that if they gave their Servant a better

name, then Sirra, or Boy, they lost of their authorilie.

1697 DRYDKN ^Eneid yi. 2^51
Swoln with Applause. 1838

DICKENS .AVc/l. Nick, xii, His swollen heart almost bursting.
b. Of language: Turgid, inflated, bombastic.

1605 ist ft. Jeronimo I. i. 56 Let him.. Stretch his mouth
wider with big swolne phrases. 1783 ULAIR Lect. xviii. (1812)
II. 27 The swoln imagery, a 1834 COLERIDGE SAaks. Notes
(1849) 49 Swoln panegyrics.
3. Comb., as swollen-cheeked, -faced, etc., ndjs.
1591 PERCIVALL Sf. Diet., Carrillado, 'swolen cheeked.

1837 CAKLVLE Fr. Rev. m. I. vii, A man bodily and mentally
swoln-cheeked. 01618 SYLVESTER tr. Dither's Lat. Verses
Wks. (Grosartl II. 337/2 The boy'strous billows Of *swolne
fac't Auster. 1647 H. MORE Mm. Poems, Exordiums iv,
Those Eastern spatterd lights..And that "swoln-glowing
ball.

Swelling, obs. form of SULING.

Swolly, swolo(w), swolwe, etc., obs. ff.

SWALLOW.
Swoln : see SWELL v., SWOLLEN ppl. a.

Swollen (sw0u'lt'n), />/>/.. rare~*. [str. pa.pple.
of SWELT.] Oppressed with heat, sultry.
1876 C- J. WELLS Joseph t, Brethren n. i, Dreamy Egyp-

tians in the outer field Scatter the grain in swollen idleness.

t Swoltery, a. Obs. rare.
[f. "swolter, smaller,

var. of SWELTER (cf. SWALTISH) + -Y.] Sultry.
1603 SHAKS. Ham. v. ii. 101 (Qo. i) Very swoltery list

Fo. soultry] hot.

Swolues, obs. pi. of SWALLOW sb2

tSwO'ly, a. Obs. Also 6 swooly, sooly(e.

[Represents OE. swotrg, f. swol- : swel- (see SWEAL
z>.).j Oppressively hot, sultry. Also advb.

1496 Bk. St. A loans. Fishing 22 A swoly hole weder.
1556 WITHALS Diet. (1568) 33/2 Feruent heate, or swoly
hotte. 1570 FOXE A. <J M. led. 2) II. 1071/2 The soolye
{later edd. sooly] heat of y prison.

Sworn, obs. pa. t. of SWIM v,

Swomp, obs. form of SWAMP.
t Swon. Obs. Forms : i swan, 4 suan, 5
swan, swon. [OE. swan swineherd = MLG.
swfn, swein herd, esp. swineherd, young man, LG.
iween, swfn, OHG. swein (G. dial. icfiwein),ON.
sveinn boy, servant, whence SWAIN (Sw. sven, Da.
svemi boy, lad) : OTeut. *swainaz, referred by
some to root swa-, swe- oneself, and taken to mean
orig.

' a person belonging to oneself, adherent,
attendant

'.] A swineherd.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 961 in O. E. Texts 92 .9atffcltt..suan.

900-30 O. E, Chron. an. 755 (Paiker MS.) He bser wunade
op l>.Lt hiene an swan ofstang art Pryfetes flodan. 1395
Cartular. Abb. de Whitety (Surtees) 614 Item j suan per
xxiiij dies minanti plaustia .iiij.s. 1491 Coventry Lent Bk.
27 VVe coinrnaund. .that the Swan of this Cite diiye the

Swyne of this Cite to wastes and marreys a-bout this cite.

1440 Pailnd. on Husb. in. 1086 Thi swon may se their

noumbet & up saue Thoppressed pigge.

Swon, swonne, obs. ff. SWAN, SWOON.

Swonds, variant of SWOUNDS.

Swone, obs. form of SWOON.
Swones, variant of SWOUNDS.

t Swong, a. Obs. [ad. ON. svangr, related to

svangi SWANGE groin, f. swaqgw-, perh. identical

with swarjgw-, grade- variant oiswitjgw- to SWING,

q. v. ; cf. the parallel formations s. v. SWAXK a.]

Thin, lean, as from hunger.
a 1300 Estori-; del Euangelie 284 (Vernon MS.) in Engl.

Stud. VIII. 258 pe hungri in god he made stronge, And pe
riche he lette a] swonge. c 1440 Pronip. Parv. 484/2 Swonge,
smal and long (or gawnte, supra), gracilis.

Swong(e, obs. pa. t. and pple. of SWING v.

Swoo, obs. form of SOE, SODGH v. '

Swoof, swuff, v. Sc. ? Obs. Also 6 suoufe.

Variants of SOUGH .l, SOWPF. So Swoof sb. =
SOUGH sb.1

about, and Will he was swuffing and sleeping. 18*5 JAMIE-
SON, Swnff, Swoof, s., the act of whizzing. 1834 J. YOUNGER
Poems, Thoughts as they Rise, I love the swtijff' of every
out-field feather. 01835 HUGO Good Man of Allan vii.

With a holy psalm sung ower mine head, And swooru with

my last breath. 1835 Jos. GRANT Dreams of Absence ii,

The cauld winds did swoof through the rifted roof.

Swooly, variant of SWOLY a. Obs.

Swoom, Sc. and north, f. SWIM v.

SWOON.
Swoon (swfln), sb. Forms : 4 north. uun,

aquowen, -in, 4-5 swon-e, swoun-e, nwown-e,
(S swon, swonne ?, suoun), 5-6 swone, swown,
57 swoun e, swowue, (6 Sc. swne, 7 swoone .

7- swoon. [Orijj. m phr. in swoune, etc. (sense i
,

alteration of a swoun, ASWOON, t].
v.

; otherwise f.

SWOON v. Cf. the parallel Swow and ASWOLGII
ASWOW K.

In the following quot. the spelling snvox is used where
the rime requires stvinnid.
1681 N. O. Balkan's l.nlrin n. 16 Thus spoke our Lover

whining, plain and round, And clos'd her speech with n
half-dying swoon.]
1. The action of swooning or the condition of
one who has swooned ; syncope.

a. without article, in phr. to fall, lie in (occas.
on, of} swoon, arilt.

13.. Cay II 'am'. (A .)5S7 Adoun he fel a->wounie ; & when
he can lo dawci [etc.]. 1386 CHAUCER Doctor's T. 245Ana with that word she fil aswowne [v.rr. on swoune, on
swoun, a swoun, in swoune] anon. 1390 Gown< Con/: 111.

310 For sprwe a swoune [r.r. aswounefhe overthrew, That
noman wiste in him no lif. (For later examples see ASWOON.]
a 1300 Cursor M. 1 1 722 pai fell in suun al bat bar war.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 1180 A longeyng heuy me strok in
swone {rimes regioun, etc.]. 1340 HAMFOLE Pr. Consc.
7289 pai salle..deghe ever- mare lyfand with-alle, Als men
dose pat we se in swowne falle. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 249
And with that word sche gan doun falle On [v.rr. Of, Inne)
swoune. a 1400-50 Wars Alrx. 734 I Dublin MS.) (She)
diowpys doun in swone. < 1440 Cintrydes 409; Clarionas
. . fylle down in swoune {rime doon = down), c 1480 H ENRY-
SON Mar. Fab., Sivatlow, etc. xxxvii, That bludie bowcheour
beit thay birdis doun. .Sum with ane staf he stiaik to eirth
on swoun. 1489 CAXTON Btanchardyn iv. 19 They were
bolhe fal in swone. 1535 STEWART Croii. Scot. (Rolls) I.

408 Helmes wer hewin to the schulderis doun, Rycht mony
suelt and mony fell in swoun. a 1578 LINDESAY i Piiscottie)
Citron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 208 The king.. was sa brucklit in

his h.unis witht the fall that be fell in deidlie swne. 1856
MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh i. 570 As one in swoon, To
whom life cteeps back in the form of death.

b. In particularized use : A fainting-fit.
1390 GOWER Con/. III. 371, I was out of mi swuutie

affraied. 14.. Sir Beues 2753 + 77 (MSS. S. & N.) Of his

swon sir B. awooke. c 1440 Generydes 2359 He bledde so
fast that he felle in A swonne [rime sone]. c 1489 CAXTON
lilanchardytt iv. ao After that they had layen in a swoune
a goode while, a 1533 l.n. BERNERS hucn Ixvii. 231 They
came to Esclaramonde, who lay on > etth in a swone. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage i. xviii. 82 And falling in a dead
swowne, sinketh downe with horror. 1653 R. LOVELL in

Nicholas Papers iCamden) 1 1. 36 M r D[eanJ Cosens, as hee
was readeing evening pia\ er, fell down in a swoone. 1664
H. MORE Apology 503 No heart could escape fiom being
struck into a swoun at the sight of so overcoming a Beauty
and Majesty. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe \. 12, I was so sur-

prized, that I fell down in a Swoon.
^ 1833 TENNYSON

lcanore 134 Then, as in a swoon, With dinning sound my
ears aie life. 1865 KINGSLEY Herciv. vii, The knight,
awakening from his swoon, struggled violently. .to escape.
_ftg. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage VI. viii. 498 A swoune
meane-while did Rome suslaine. 1643 SIR T. BROV.NK

Ketig. Mtd. 66, I wonder.. in what swoun their Reasons

lay, to content themselves .. with such a .. ridiculous

reason as Plutarch alleadgeth for it. a 1677 BARROW
&erm. Wks. 1716 1. 269 Anger (that swoon of icaspn). 1817
SHELLEY Kei'. Islam it. xiv. 4 Like a sulphurous hill.Whkb.
on a sudden fiom its snows has shaken 'I he swoon of ages.

| 2. A (deep or sound) sleep. 06s. rare.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. l. i. 41 A trickling streame..Mixt
with a murmuring winde, much like the sowne Of swaim-
ing Bees, did cast him in a swowne. Ibid. in. vi. 7 Her
selfe she layd To sleepe, the whiles a gentle slombiing
swowne Vpon her fell.

Swoon sw n;, v. Forms : a. [3 suowene],
4 swowene, swojene, -y, swoujne. 0. 4-6
swoune, swowne, (4 suoun, squoen ?, swoune,
5 sqwowne), 7 swoun, 7,9swown. 7.4-5 swone,
(5 suone, swoyne), 5-7 swoone, 7- swoon.

[ME. swejene, swo)eny, swotvene, possibly a back-

formation from aoojiiing, iWowentHg, SWOONING,

q v. Three
types

were developed: (i) swoune,

swowne, which would have given mod. iwown
(swoun) ; (2) swone, aiising from loss of j or w,
whence the mod. swoon; cf. ME. woe lor wo)e

(OE. wigiati), and wooe by the side of wowe in

Spenser ; (3) soanye, soune, whence SOUND v.\
1. intr. To fall into a fainling-fit ; to faint.

a. [f 1290: see SWOONING vbl.sb. i.l 13.. K. Alts. 5841

(Laud MS.), pe kyngswo;ened for |?t wounde. c 1330 R.
BRUNNS Citron, ll'ace (Rolls) 1841 pe geaunt. .in bis Rimes
so hym wente \ at Gogmagog an lo swowene. a 1375

Joseph Arim. 513 Mony swoujninpe lay borw schindtinge
of scharpe. c 1400 St. A/t.rins 222 (Tiin. MS.) To swo)eny
he be-gan.

B. 13.. C,ity Wamv. (A.) 468 Adoun he fel and swoune

bigan. 1377 LANGL. P. t'l. B. xx. 104 Many a louely lady
. .Swouned and swelled for sorwe of delhes dyntes. c 1385
CHAUCER L. G. W. 872 Thisbe, And how sche lyth &
swounnyth [v.rr. swowneth, souneth, suowneth, swouneth,

swonyth, sowneth] on the gtounde. 14*6 LYDG. DeGiiil.

Pilgr. 4816 Wych shal..Maken byre in Terys drowne, And
offte sythes for to swowne. 1448-9 METHAM Amoryxs *
Cteofes 399 As offtyn sqwownytnjg, as I remembyr her

bryght face. <zi5o8DuNBAR Tua Mariit Wemen 225 With
that I seme for to swoune, thought I na swerf tak. 1598 B.

JONSON v. Man in Hum. v. ii, Take my armour ofquickly,
twill make him swoune, I feare. 1601 Poetaster li. iL

192 Sometimes froward, and then frowning, Sometimes

sickish, and then swowning. 1633 P. FLETCHER Pise. Eel.

in. xx, So down he swowning sinks, a 1656 Hr. HALL
Mourner in Sion Rein. Wks. (1660) 164 Those faint hearts

14 -i



I

SWOONING.
that :MC icaJy to swolin away for the scratch of a finger.

1865 DICKKNS Mnt. A', l. xvi, You pray that your Granny

may have strength enough left her at the last.. to get up
from her bed and run and hide herself, and swown to death

in a hole, sooner than [etc.].

y. 13.. CttrtorM. i 4 .'87 (Gott.) Till hir broker graue scho

gas, par foito suoun \Fatrf. squoen, Triit. swowne]. c 1374

CHAUCER Axel, t, Arc. 169 (Shirley MS.) Sheo weopebe

waylebe swoonebe \v.rr. swoneth, swouneth, swowneth]

pytously. 1375 BAKBOUR Bntax\n. 648 (Edin. MS.) bum
dcd, sum hurt, and sum swonand. c 1400 Destr. Tray

8046 [Bresaid] ay swonit in swyme, as ho swell wold. 1480

HENKVSON Mar. Fab., Fox, Waif t, Cadger xxxiii, He.,

hit him with sic will vpoun the held, Quhill neir he swonit

and swalt in lo that steid. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAyinon
xi. 466 Reynawde..was swoninge for sorowe. 1595 R.

OHNSON 7 Champions (1608) 60 His joy so exceeded that

..e swooned in his daughters bosome. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L.

iv. iii. 159 Many will swoon when they do look on bloud.

1697 DRYUEN /Eneid vm. 774 He said, and.swooning, sunk

upon the ground. 1748 Alisons Voy. l. x. 101 This lassi-

tude at last degenerates into a proneness to swoon. 1859

DICKENS T. Two Cities \\.v, Ifagirl.. swoons withinayard
or two of a man's nose, he can see it without a perspective,

glass. 1865 TENNYSON Princess v. 553 Home they brought
her warrior dead j She nor swoon'd, nor utter'd cry.

b. Jig. said of natural phenomena.
1818 KEATS Endytn. I. 286 Strange ministrant of unde-

scribed sounds, That come a swooning over hollow grounds.

1833 TENNYSON Lotos-ea-ters 5 All round the coast the

languid air did swoon. 1875 LONGF. Birds ofPassage iv.

Amalfi 80 All the landscape seems to swoon In the happy
afternoon. 1876 B. HARTE Gabriel Conroy in. viii, A sud-

den sense of some strange, subtle perfume, .came swooning
over him.

0. To sink to or into a less active condition or

a state of rest.

1811 CLARE Vill. Mimtr. 1 1. 75 Till morn's long streak-

ing shadows lose their tails, And cooling winds swoon into

faultering gales. 1871 ROSSEITI Poems, Card-dealer i,

Though us splendour swoon Into the silence languidly As
a tune into a tune. 1887 HALI. CAINE Deemster xxxix, The
light was gone and another day had swooned lo another

night.
2. pass. To fall into a swoon

; chiefly pa.pple.
or ppl. a. : In a swoon.
c 1450 Mirk's Festial 206 Scho nys not dede, but swownyd

\v.r. sownyd] for drede. 1795 Jemima II. 175 Rosina..
was swooned away in Level s arms. 1820 KEATS Lamia i.

132 He .., lighting on the printless verdure, turn'd To the
swoon'd serpent. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rei>. i. v. vi, She lies

swooned on a paillasse.

Swoond, obs. or dial, form of SWOUND.
Swoones, variant of SWOUNDS.

Swooning (swK'nin), vbl. sb. Forms : see

SWOON v. [ME. suoweningue, swojning, app. f.

i-swowen, i-swo)eit SWOW(N pa.pple. + -ING'.]
1. Fainting, syncope.
a. c 1190 Mary Magd. 375 in S. Eng. Leg. 473 3if is

moder inouwe }uyt of hire suoweningue awake, a 1300
K. Horn 474 Rymenhild . . Wakede of hire swooning [v r.

swowenynge). 13 . St. Alexius 142 (Trin. MS.) po hy of
swojenynge a-ros \Lauii MS. 463 bo she of swounynge ros]
P. a 1375 Joseph Arim. 543 He was in swounynge and fel

to be grounde. <: 1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 1024 O which
a pilous thyng it was to se Hir swownyng. 14. . Sir Beiies
(E.) 4313-1-88 Iosyan..Fyl on swownyng on bat grounde.
c 1440 Generyiics 6569 With that he fell in swounyng for

very payn. 1544 PHAEH Rtgim. Lyfe (1553) Eiij, Swoun-
ing is a laklnge awaie of the feeling and mouing of the bodi
by weaknes of the hert. 1590 BARROUGH Mclh. I'hisick in.
tv. (1639) i5 When..veniinous and gnawing humours be
kept in the stomach .they cause swowninj.
y.

a 1300 Cursor M, 4202 He morn mare ban .i. can tell,
Al-mast in suoning bar he fell ^1400 tsiimtras 656 And
als sone als scho saw it with syghte, In swonyng lhan felle
that swete wyghtc. c^za Sir Amadace (Camdenl Ixvi,Doune on squonyng tlier con thay falle. a 1500 Lancelot
2716 In swonyng thore he fell one lo the ground. 1530
1 ALSGR. 278/2 Swonyng a disease, espauiiiure. 1650 W. U
tr. Comcnius Gate Lat. Unl. 302 Paintings, qualms, and
swooning, are relieved by vinegar. 1656 J. SMITH P.act.
Ihysick 16 It differs from swooninj, because in swooning
the colour of the face is clian -ed. 1821-7 GOOD Study Med.
(1829) IV. 543 Vertigo.. occasionally terminates in swoon,
ing ; and . . swooning is not unfreqnently succeeded by

2. A swoon ; a
fainting-fit.

13.. Guy Warm. (A.) 518, & se),be me comeb sw

348

-ING -'.]
That swoons or faints ;

characterized by

swooning.
!J. Li,646 N.loCKYtt (I'M Lnciand faithfully walch, with in

her wounds, or Christ as a father sitting up with his children

in their swooning state, 18.0 KEATS Lamm I-

*'9J>h'. ;'?''

O ..

'
*J. uitri0.

t as SWOOning bed fil fi/rr
'

twooDing-ripe., ready to swoon
; tswoouing-

BTliV^fL
l

^,d as a !

'emedy for Dinting.
JWL'tffai*-****" '.Hist MSS. Comm. )

She drowsed into a swooning sleep.

Hence Swoo-nintfly adv.

[CH7S Partenay 3566 Zownyngly she fil wofully to

grounde.] 1864 in WEBSTER.

Swoons, obs. form of SOWKNS.

1739 A. NU;OL Nat. without Art 99 Swoons and Poltage.

Swoony (sw-ni), a. [f.
SWOON + -v.] Inclined

to swoon. In recent Diets.

Swoop (swap), sb. Forms: 6 scope, 6-7

swoope, 7 swope, swoup, 7- swoop. [I. next;

but the source of sense I is not clear.]

1 1. A blow, stroke ; also Jig. ; in FtHOHg, see

qnot. 1711. Obs.

1544-5 FACET in Waters Clusters o/ChichclcydfyS)
I. iv.

33 Some in dede shall wynne by it, who owe more than

they have here, but . .dyvers others a greate nombre are like

to have a gteat swoope by it [if. the embargo on English

goods] having much here and owing nothing or litlle. 1589

Hay any Work i T, I come vpon you . . wilh 4 . or 5. such dne

soopes, as lohn of London wilh his Iwo hand sword neuer

faue
the like. 1711 WYLDE Ene. Master Defence 26 A

ilow I call Ihe Swoop, is made when you lie upon an out-

side thus, Let your Point drop Hanging-wise, and bring it

round tlie Point of your Opponent's Sword, and Pitch it

home to his Face.

f2. An act of sweeping or clearing away; a

clearance. Cf. SWEEP sb. I. Obs. rare.

1612-39 BRETON Wits Private U'eattk Wks. (Grosart) II.

8/2 Death where he cornineth, makes a swoope wilh all

persons.

3. The act of swooping down ; esp. the sudden

pouncing of a bird of prey from a height upon its

quarry.
1605 [see b]. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India % P. 292 Some of

them [sc. hawks] in their Swoops are so couraglons, as to

seize the He.ids of Deer or Antelopes. 1795 COLERIDGE To
Author of Pferns 14 The vapour-poison a Birds, lhat fly

too low, Fall with dead swoop, and to the bottom go. 1841
S. BAMFORD Life of Radical (1844) 116 Darkness came
down like a swoop. 1847 LONGF. Ev. i, i. 115 Swifl as the

swoop of the eagle. 185* R. F. BURTON Falconry Valliy
Indus v. 62 The kite, .wriggled out of the way of Iheir

swoop.

b. At one (fell, etc.) swoop, at one sudden

descent, as of a bird of prey ; hence, at a single
blow or stroke.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. iii. 219 Oh Hell-Kile ! All? Whal,
All my prelty Chickens, and their Damme At one fell

swoope? 16:2 WEBSTER ll'liite Devil \. i. 6 If she [sc. For.
tune] give ought, she deales it in smal percels. That she
may take away all at one swope. 1692 R. L'Esi RANGE
Fables Ixxii. I. 70 The Eagle.. fell inlo his [sc. the fox's]

Quarters and carry'd away a Whole Litler of Cubbs at a
Swoop. iSaj T. HOOK Sayings Ser. n. Suthcrl. (Colburn)
30 That the whole of this detail would probably reach
Mr. Lazenby's ears, and destroy, al one fell swoop, all his

hopes and expeditions. 1847 DISKAELI Tancrtd 11. vf The
Church Temporalities' Hill in 1833, which at one swoop had
suppressed the Irish episcopates. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr.
i. iv, The huffing of M iss Bella, and the lots of three of her
men at a swoop.

c. A sudden descent, as by a body of troops,
esp. upon something which it is intended to seize.

1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. n. iv. (1848) 108 He maxle one fell

swoop upon purse, watch, and all. 1837 Caft. Bonne-
villel. xii. 211 A swoop was made through the neighbouring
pastures by the Blackfeet, and eighty-six of the finest horses
carried off. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. I'.nr. (1894) xi. 262
Any one.. who lias trembled at the deadly swoop of the
cale. 1885 RUNCIMAN Skippers f, S/i. 59 As ihe ship gave
her long swoops down the tides of the seas. 1894 J. A.
STEUAKT In Day of Battle wt, It was the pipes thai won
Waterloo, that saved Lucknow, that broke the Russian
swoop at Balaclava. 1895 HUXLEY in Lift (190^) II. xxiii.

400 Influenza came down upon me with a swoop.

Swoop (sw/7p), v. Forms: 6 swoupe, 6-7
swoope, 7 swoup, 7- swoop ; also 6 sooup.
6-7 soup, 7 soupe, soop(e. [app. a dialectal

development of OE. swttpan, SWOPE tv.l, prol>.
influenced by Sc. and north, dial. SOOP v. (a. ON.

1 1. intr. To move or walk in a stately manner,
as with trniling garments; to sweep along. Also
with it. Obs.

1566 DRANT Horace, Sat. \. ii Bj b, He swings and swoupes
ti 0.11 streete to streete, with gowne that sweepes the grounde.
'597 Up. HALI. Sat. i. iii. 23 Soouping in side robes of
Royalty. 1598 MARSTON Sat. in. viii, O now me thinks
1 lieare swart Martins cry, Souping along in warres fain'd
maskene. i6oa 2nd Pt. Return fr. Pamass. v. i. 1965
i-;ngland affordes those glorious vagabonds, .. Coursers loHue Oil . _ rioonintr it t Iui nli_:~ c_i ev_. -

o .
r ~

Swooning (sw-mn),

j, . |WOTWIL*Q\II we ueiieve. ueerassaliusare borne w.th long and hairie tails souping afteTThem

Bank-Pal
* Plyoll>. \\\. 229 And*,,,

6
her windingBanks along my bosome led, As shee goes swooping by.

T 4. trans. 1 o sweep up, away, off, etc. to re-m
.6^H rCibIy fr m its

.Position oro of existence.

thf r, s ;,i?,^
LAN

r .^'"
J
I_

V'

*'','
l89 T 'le forraiers..encountred

lue..ot this battaile..and swoopt them up cleane.

SWOOSH.

1609 A)inn. Marccll. xvt. iv, 61 A rich piUtimuiiic. .lie

iwoopt away. 1611 UEAUM, & FL. Philaster v.
iii, Like a

wild overflow, that scops before him A golden Stack, and
with it shakes down Bridges. 1615 T. ADAMS White Devil
26 A siarre placed high in the orbe of the Church, thogh
bwooped tlowne with the Dragons taile because not fixed.

1623 T. GODWIN Rom. Antia. n. in. xiii, (1658) 117 Look
who threw an Ace and Sice together, for every Dye
he staked and laid to stake a Denere ; which he took up
and swooped all clean. 1615 LISLE Du Bartas, A'oe 24
Make haste and soop the wat'r away That hides the land
from Heav'n. 1634 FORD Perkin M'arbcck \. ii. Ii

iij b, So
Pasture fields Neighbouring too neere the Ocean, are soopd
vp And knowne no more. L \f&$ Lintoun Green (1817) 165
They Donald gar'd their victuals dress, Knives clean,..
And swoop dirt pulverized Ilk rnorninggtay. 1791 LEARMONT
Poems 180 Doctors, wi* hocus-pucu* faith Gie poison, an
swoop aflf your walth. 1819 W. FENS-ANT Papistry Storm'd
1. (1827) 6 The whirlwinds blast, That .. swoops the hay.
cocks affthe lea. 1888 CHILD Ballads III. 103/1 Robin
swoops off Red Roger's head.

t b. To utter forcibly. Obs. rare.

1605 CAMDRN Rent., Languages 23 The Northerne Nations
of the world, who are noted to soupe their words out of the
throat with fat and full spirits.

t c. To drink off or swallow down quickly the

contents of; & SWEEP v. 6b. Obs.

1648 G. DANIEL Eclog ill 138 With bended knee, Swoope
of a vessel bigger then all three. 1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes
HI. vi. 103 A thorough, .draining, and swooping the whole
vessell.

f-
3. To pounce upon, as a bird of prey ; to seize,

catch up with a sweeping movement. Alsoyff .

1638 WILKINS Neiv
f
World i. xiv. (1640) 238 If there bee

such a great Ruck in Madagascar, .which can soope up a
liorse and his rider, or an elephant, as our kites doe a mouse.

1649 G. DANIEL Tnnarch.^ Hen. y, Ixviii, As ore a Hill,
Where lanke-wing'd Puttocks hope to catch their Prey
They hover, till it Stirre, and Swoop't away, a 1653
Idyll, iv. 32 Though Tyranny, (big-Swolne, in all formes,
Vulture or Moll) doe Swoop, or hunt out wormes. 1661
GLANVILL Van. Dogtn. 247 The Physitian looks with another

Kye on the Medicinal hearb, then the grazing Oxe, which
swoops it in with the common grass. 1670 DRYUEN 1st Pt.

Cimq. Granada \. i, Till now at last you came to swoop it

all. 67MARVELLAY//. Transp. \. 35ne(fc.thepopejwould
have swoop*d up the Patriarchate of Lambeth to his Morn,
ings-draught, like an egg in Muscadine. 1678 OTWAY
friendship in /'. v, Thou shall every morning swoop the

Exchange in triumph to see what gaudy bauble thou canst
first grow fond of. 1688 BUNYAN Jerns. Sinner 6'atWu886)
78 Why the text swoops you all. .. It has a particular message
to the biggest sinner. 1 say, it swoops you all. 1818 MIL-
MAN Savior iv. 681 To grapple with these vultures, whose
broad vans.. would swoop us. iSaa BYKON Werner in. i.

i_57
Tis but a sriare he winds about us both, To swoop the

site and son at once.

4. intr. To make a rapid sweeping descent

through the air upon its prey, as a bird.

1837 W. IRVING Cajtt. Bonncville 1 . xiii. 222 Like a hawk in

a cage, who hears his late companions swooping anil scream-
'

ing in wild liberty above him. 185* R. F. BURTON Falconry
J 'alley Indus vi. 68 Jerking the prey out of her reach as
she swoops at it. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thttle xxvii. 454 Sea-

gulls weie swooping down and around the tall masts. 1694
WEYMAN Under Red Robe vii. (1897) 178 The frogs croaked
in the pool and a bat swooped round us in circles.

5. 1 o come down vpon suddenly with a sweeping
movement, esp. with the intention of seizing, as a

body of troops.
1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian xiii, Those Carmelites may

swoop upon us all of a sudden, before we can help ourselves.

1859 MASSON Brit. Novelists i. 71 Turning over the leaves
of the large folio, and swooping down on the text here and
there. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. iii. 30 At other times a breeze
would swoop down upon us. 1873 DIXON Two Queens I.

VIM. vii. 95 Descending from Pamplona, he could swoop on
either Zaragoza or Valladolid. 1874 BUHNAND My Time xv.

130 She swooped down before the fire. 1884 MAHAVFY
in Contetnp. Rei>. July 89 The wild mountaineers, who
used to swoop down on the rich trading cities of the coast.

Hence Swoo'per, a person or thing that swoops.
a 1849 J. C. MAS-CAN Poeius^ The Direr, What in Char) b-

dis's caverns dwells No chronicle .. tells;., the shattered
masts and the drifting keel Alone tell the tale of the swoopcr's
prey. 1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl. (N. Y.) X. 496 Classifica-
tion fof birds] based on Cuvier (etc.]. .. i. Robbers.
*i. Swoopers. Eagles, hawks, vultures, b. Stealers.

Swooping (sww'pirj), ///. a. [f. SWOOP v.+
-ING 2,]

1 1. Sweeping along the ground ; trailing. Ot>s.

1581 A. GILBY Pleas. Dial. BiJ, In this swouping blacke

gownc, and this sarcenet flaunting tippet. 1602 2nd Pt,
Return fr. Parnass. \. \\. 262 Thy plainer verse . . Is grac'd
with a faire end and scoping traine.

2. Descending with a rapid sweeping movement.
1846 PROWETT Prometh. Bound i& The swooping thunder-

bolt with flaming breath, 1857 J. HAMILTON Less. ff. Great
Biog, 188 The Sea of Galilee, .its waters, .splashed up for

a moment by the swooping pelican.

Swoople, Sc. form of SWIPPLE.
t SwOO'pstake, sb. and adv. Obs. [Altera-

tion of SWEEPSTAKE after SWOOP v.] a. sb. =

SWEEPSTAKE 2. b. adv. By sweeping all the

stakes at once ; hence, indiscriminately.
1600 HEYWOOD 2nd Pt. Edw. IV^ i. vi. (1613) O iij, Heres

vying of villianie who shall haue all,.. I would the diuell
were there to crie swoope stake. 1601 SHAKS. Ham. iv. v.

142 That soop.stake you will draw both Friend and Foe,
Winner and Looser.

t Swoor, obs. or Sc. pa. t. of SWEAR v.

Swoord, obs. form of SWARD, SWORD.
Swoosh (sw/Tf), v. [Imitative.] intr. To make

a noise expressed by the syllable
* swoosh*. So



SWOOSH.
Swoosh sb., such a noise, or movement accom-
panied by sudi a noise.

1867 K. FRANCIS Bk. Anglian ix. (1880) 323 When 1 hear
an angler s rod '

swooshing
'

through the air. 1885 Ch.uiib.
Jrnl. 12 Sept. 578/2 Great foam-trested bilious, .passing
harmlessly under her stern with a swoosh. 1906 Daily
Chron. 20 Aug. 4/4 The sea swooshed alonj; tlie groynes
and revetments. 1916 BOYII CABLE Action Front 252 The
next instant a dark object fell witli a swoosh and a thump
in the bottom of the trench.

BWOOt(, variants of SOOT a. and st.-, SMOTE.

Swop : sec SWAP.
t Swope, v -

1 Ol's. Forms : I swapan, 3-5
'

swope, 4 Ayenb. zuope, j swoope, 6 suope.
J'a.t. I sweop, 4 swepo, yd/at, swap e. Pa.pple.
\ swapen. 3-4swopen, 4 isuope, Iswope, swope,
swpen, 4-5 yswope(n, 9 dial, swapen ;

weak
5 yswoped, iawoped, 5 swoped, -it. [OE.
swapan, pa. t. sweop, pa. pple. swapen to sweep
with a broom, brandish (a sword), intr. to rush,

dash, = OS. *swfpan, only in pa. i.farswfp swept
away, OFris. swfpa to sweep, OHG. stveifan to
set in circular motion, wind, (MHG. sweifcn, pa. t.

j

swiff, G. schweifen intr. to rove, ramble, trans, to
'

sweep in a curve, etc., winnow), ON. sveipa, pa. t.

sveip, usually wk. sveipaSa, pa. pple. sveipinn, f.

Teut. root swaip- (whence also the causative vbs.

MHG. sweifen, G. schweifen to swing, ON. sveipa,
sveipta to throw, sling, wrap; see also SWAIP,
SWAPE). For representatives of the weak grade of
the root see SWEPE, SWIFT, SWIP, SWIPPEB.] To
sweep.
1. trans. -= SWEEP v. i, 7, 13.
c looo Afs.Ps. (Lambeth) lxxvi[i]. 6 Ic sweop minne gast

\acobebam spiritual meititt}. c looo JELFRIC Grain, xxviii.

(Z.) 169 Ucrro, K swape. c 1100 Trin. Call. Horn. 87 He. .

cumeo berlo & fint hit elnti & mid beseme clene swopen.
ai**S Aucr. R. 314 }if hit dusteS swnSe, heo vlaskeS water
beron, & swopea hit ut awei efter al bet o3er. 1197 R.
GLOUC. (Rolls) 6945 Me bro;te voib bis fury [

=
fiery] ssares

and leide is al arewe In be bar erbe isuope. ctyto Sir
Trislr. jio3 |>e flpre

was swopen clene. 1361 LANGL. J'. I'l.

A. v. 102 $if schrift schulde hit benne swopen out. 1408-17
in Rec. St. Mary at Hill Introd. p. xcvi, The church and
the chauncell flore most be..fayre swoped with a Besom.
14.. Chaucer's Can. Yeoni. Prol. $ T. 385 The mullok on
an heep yswoped [v.rr. iswoped, yswopen, sweped, iswepid,
yswepped) was. c 1480 HENKVSON Mar. Fab., Cot <$ Jasp.
li, lowellis ar tint. .Vpon the flure, and swopit furth anone.
it 1800 PEGGE Sufpl. Grose (1814), Swoop, the Preterit of
Sweep. North. 1861 [C. C. ROBINSON] Dial. Leeds, Sn'af,
p.t. of sweep. 'Swap it off wi' his arm.' 1876 Holderness
Gloss., Swape, p. t. of to sweep. Swapen, p. p. of to sweep.
2. intr. SWEEP v. 22, 23.
a 1000 Boeth. Mt'tr. vii. 20 Hus on munte. .on swift wind

swape3. <t 1000 Cafdmon's Exod. 480 (Gr.) Brim.. wide
waeode, wjelfjeurnum sweop. 13.. E. E. A/lit. P. C. 341
t>enne he swepe to be sonde in sluchched elopes. 01551
LELAND Itin. (1768) VII. 83 Kenet towchithe the Towne
withe his lifte Ripe suopinge in a low Botom.
Hence f Swo'pen ppl. a., swept.
13.. S. E. Leg. (MS. Bodl. 779) in Herrig's Archiv

LXXXlI.3i8/45r Vppont>e swpen groundeechenyjt he lay.

t Swope, sb. and v.2 Also 7 swoup. Obs. or
dial, form of SUP s/>. and v.\

[1617 MORVSON Itin. in. 81 The Germans.. scrue to the
Table sower Cabbages, which they call Crawl, and beeie
(or wine for a dainty) boyled with bicad, which they call

Swoape.} Ibid. 86 They will spend an Age in swoping and
sipping. 1639 R.]uxivsSintieStigmalizd3i6 Pledge me
quickly, and carouse it off every swoup. 1807 R. ANDERSON
Ciiiaotii.Balt.ji6, I wish I'd but seav'd a swope geuseberry
xvine.

Swope, obs. f. SOAP, SOPE, SWAP, SWOOP.
Swor, obs. f. SURE a. ; obs. pa. t. of SWEAR v.

tSworbote. Obs. Also 6 awarbout. In

GooTfsworbole, corruption of God's forbote: see

FORBODE sb. b, c.

1581 W. STAFFORD Exam. Comfil. ii. 39 God sworbote
[version e 1550 God forbid], that euer wee sboulde haue any
such Tyrauntes come among vs. 1598 R. BERNARD tr.

icrcnce, Phormio v. ix, Martle God Swarbout.
Sword (sjjjd, sojd), sti. Forms : i -4 sweord,

(
i sueord, swurd), i

, 4 (6 .Sir.) suord, 1, 6 swyrd,
3-5 (6 &) suerd, 3-6 swerd, (3 swserd, swuerd),
4-6 swerde, sworde, (4 surd, squorde, Ayenb.
zuord, 4-5 swerid, swert, 5 sward, swirde,
swhirde, squrd, sqwerd, 6 sweard(e, swyrde,
swurde, shorde, sbowrde, swourd, swoord(e,
St. swrd, sourd), i, 5- sword. [OE. sweord
str. n. = OS., OFris. swerd, MLG. swert, MDu.
suaert (Du. zwaard), OHG., MHG. swert (G.
schviert), ON. sverS (Sw. svard. Da. svei-d) :

j

OTeut. 'swerdow.']
1. A weapon adapted for cutting and thrusting,

consisting of a handle or hilt with a cross-guard,
and a straight or curved blade with either one or
two sharp edges and a sharp point (or sometimes
with blunt edges, and used only for thrusting);
Swords are of various shapes and sizes, some with dis-

tinctive names, as BROADSWORD, CLAYMORE, RAPIER, SABRE, j

SCIMITAR, etc. ; but, without qualification, the word is com- '

monly understood to mean a large weapon such as those
used in warfare.

Bcowul/ 2638 (Gr.) Helmas and heard sweord. 971 Stick/. I

Horn. 1 1 Anra jchwylc hsefde sweord ofer his hype, a looo
j

349

Fig/it a! Hnttslwg 17 (Gr.) SigefcrA ami Laha hyra swoid
Setu^on. c 1000 Ags. Gosfi. Malt. xxvj. 47 Mid swurdum &.

sahlum. c fioj LAV. 8908 pi mon he sa:l bi-cumen. .& bat
ich |je wutlen swericn Uppen mine sweordcn. (.1150 d,-n,

iV Ex. 1307 Ysaac. .bar 3e wude. .And abraham fle her and
t>e swerd bar. c 1175 f'ussion PJ'Our Lord'200 in O. E, Misc.

43 po i&eyh ihe.su crist bat peter !>o dude, Put in, lie seyde,
\>i sweord. 1197 R. GLOUC. {Kollsj 386 Corineus suerd sone
brae, so strong he smote & vaste. it 1300 Cttnar M. 15721
(Colt.) Sper and suerd [Colt, surd] and mace b;ii bum;.
Ibid. 21710 (Edin.J Mocht na kingis suorde \t-airj. ,

do marc. 1340 Ayenb. 48 Mid o^ene zuorde man may liim-

zelue sle. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 112 And by his syde a
swerd and 'a bokeler. 6-1400 Destr. Troy 5741 Mony
Troiens. .'1'hurgli swap of his sword swallyn beljue ! 1451
Lincoln Diocese Documents 50 A hole harmor of plate &
my Swirde. 1534 in W. Ktlly Notices lilustr. Drama
(1865) 191, I borrowyd a shorde and a bokelar, wdi showrde
and bokelar he allmust bothe lo*te. 1539 Bible (Great)
Malt. xxvj. 53 One of them which were wytfi lesus, stretched
out his hande, and drue his swearde... Then sayd lesus vnto
hym: put vp thy swearde into hys sheath. 1546 J. HKV-
WOOD Prvto (1867) 63 The prouerbe saith, he that striketh
with the swoorde, Shalbe strikyn with the scabcrde. 1600
BRETON Pas^nifs Fooles-caMe xliii, Hee that, .by his side
can finely weare his swearde. i6ot SHAKS. Ttvel. N, v. i.

191 You drew your sword vpon me without cause. 1781
COWPUR RoyalGeorge 21 His sword was in the sheath. 1847
TENNYSON Princess v. 528 A moment hand to hand, And
sword to sword, and horse to horse"we hung. 1851 D. WIL-
SON i're/i. Ann. (1863) II. iv. x. 511 A fine specimen of the
old Scottish two handed sword.

b. As used on ceremonial occasions as a symbol
of honour or authority (sword of honour, of state^

etc.).

1429 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 146 The toon was a swerde of
mercy, the oothir of astate. 1483 Coron. Rick. Ill in
L. G. W. Legg Eng. Corou. Rtc. (1001) 195 Therle of
Northumberland.. with the Pointless Sword naked in his

hand, which signifyed Mercie... Therle of Kent bare y
a

second sword, .with a Point which signifyed Justice to the

SWORD.
' .)/(Vr. Mag., Die. ClxaUr viii, Wawii,^ ihe Countiey

with swurde and with Iyer. 1590 MAHLOKI: iud PI.
.">/. iv. i, See now ye sl., u . my childien sloops >our

I And lead, your glories she, p-hke lo the sord. 1598hMAKS. Mirrj> If. i. i. ,, If 1 were yullg a^.,,,,,, ilx swu,d
should end H. 1649 MILIOS t.ikon. x. /, It hath bin oft
anough told linn, ihat he |j .1

.:u[orn> over ihe
I then over u,c law. i68j limi.i-, Mtaal jo6 The

Cut-throat Sword and a.morous Gown shall j.,i .714
RAMSAY VUt xxiii, I still ,uppu,t my ,,rccdeus ALune
them all for sword and s-:n>.

called the Sword of Estate. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars
tCamden) 81 And he delyveryd hare the swerde, and she
toke it to the erle of Arnedelle, and he bare it before hare.

1578 MOVSIK Mem. (Bannatyne Cl.) n The erles of Angus
(juho buir the troune, the erle of Lennox the septer, and the
erte of Mar the suord of honour. 1831 GRF.VILLE Mem.
(1874) II. 137 The tall, grim figure of Lord Grey close
beside him with the sword of state in his hand. 1891 A. H.

CRAUFUHD^ Gen, Craufurd 271 To subsciibe in order to

present this General with a sword of honour.

c. phr. (a] Fencing (see quot. a 1700). ()
Sword-in-hand, armed with a sword ; fig, militant.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crtiv, Within the Sword

t
from

the Sword to the Right Hand. Without the Swont^ all the
Man's Body above the Sword. 1838 J. MITCHELL Thoughts
en Tactics 37 The Russians never ventured, unless when
covered by chevaux-de-fiise, to await the sword -in-hand
onsets of the Turks. 1906 Daily Chron. 23 Aug. 4/6 A
typical South American sword-in-hand politician.

d. A wooden imitation of a sword, used in

fencing exercise, etc. ; also, the blade of a foil.

c 1643 LD. HERBEHT Autooiog. (1824) 64 The Fort or

strong [of a foil], which extends from the part of the hilt next
the Sword about a third part of the whole length thereof.

1697 J. LEWIS Mem. Dk. Glocester (1789) 9 Accoutred with

paper cans, and wooden swords. 1746 FKANCIS tr. Horme^
Epist. i, i. ztiote, The Gladiators, in learning their Exer-
cises, played with wooden Swords, called rmies.

2. Jig. Something that wounds or kills, a cause
of death or destruction, a destroying agency ; also,

something figured as a weapon of attack in

Spiritual warfare.
<riooo ^ELFRIC Hani. II. 218 [Eph. vi. 17] NymaS baes

Seleafan scyld, and 5a-s hihtes helm, and bjes Halgan Castes
swurd, baet is, Godes word, c laoo Vices $ Virtues 91 Nim
3in sweord, dat is, godes word, cizoo Trin. Coll. fJotn. 61

Butewe^turnen to gode anradliche, he wile his swerd dra^en,
bat is his wrake. 13.. Cursor M, 11371 (G5tt.) pe suord of
soru thoru hir hert stod. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G, W. Prol.

127 Wyntyr that.. with his swerd of cold so sore hadde
greuyd. 14*6 LYDG. De Gml. Pilgr. 7983 The Swerd, I

mene, of Ryghtwysnesse. 1513 BRADSHAW^/. Werburgt \.

3467 The sharpe swerde ofdeth . .Spared no creature. 1514
Extr. Abertl. Reg. (1844) I. 90 This violent and contageous
suord of pestilence, c 1530 Hickscorner 104 They save
they be smyten with the swerde of poverty. 1539 Bible

(Great) Ps. Ivii. 4 Whose tethe are speares and arowes, and
their tonge a sharpe swerd. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. Hi. 87
This Auarice..hath bin The Sword of our slaine Kings.
a 1618 PRESTON Effectual Faith (1631) 47 Though the Law
bee a sword, yet unlesse God take that sword into his hand
[etc.]. i6 VAUGHAN Stlex Scint. t Rnles $ Lessons xii,
If thou giv st words, Dash not with them thy friend, nor
Heav'n ; ..some Syllables are Swords. 1825 SCOTT Talism.
xxiv, You are the leader of our expedition, the sword and
buckler of Christendom. 1895 S. WHEELER Ameer Abdttr
Rahman 66 Sharpening the sword of intention, to speak
Asiatically, but not knowing when it might be used.

3. transf. The use of the sword in warfare,

massacre, etc. ; hence, slaughter; warfare ; military
force or power; also, the military profession or

class, the army.
c 1000 Afs . Gosp, Matt. x. 34 Ne wene je baet ic come

sybbe on eorban to sendanne, ne com ic sybbe to sendanne
ac swurd \I.indtsf. suord]. 1381 WVCLIF Rom. viit. 35 Who
therfore schal departe vs from the charite ofGod? tribula-

cjoun, or angwisch, or hungur, or nakidnesse, or persecu-
cioun, or perel, or swerd ? c 1410 Lanterne o/ Lijt viii. 45
Kxcesse of mete & drink sleeb many moo ban doib be
swerid. ci5*o SKELTON Magnyf. 1522 Alerycus, that rulyd
the Gothyaunce by swerd. 1549 Compl. Scot. xv. 123 Thai
recompens me vitht hungyr, and vitht the sourd. 1559

Ihemall lor swurd and sens. IjffGm A&ftg*Utl I'uig'd
I by

;

the sword, an l |,m.fi,,l by fire. 1813 SioirO,ri/<.
I, these hireling oOOlbUuui sold il.eii swords foi a 111

SfeJSS
bid^er - '83 AL-SIIN

7r,f,jr/r. (1=79) I. vi. 245
I his influential poilion \K. the soveieign's counselloti) was
formed by the nobility of the swoid. the. .clergy, and the
members of the parliament*. 1839 LMION Kiclttlien ir. ii,

I he pen is mightier than the swoid. 1849 MACAILAY Ills'..

Eng. L I. 141 Anomalies and abuses, which were in stria

conformity with the law, and whkb had been destroyed by
the sword. Ibid. vi. 1 1. 16 Some of the exiles offered iheir
swords to William of Orange.

b. To put ;) do
/
tollie sviord, to kill or slaughter

with the sword.
1338 R. BRUNKE Cliton. (1725) 47 Agode Eile of Warwik

was don to be suerd. ioo SHAKS. A. Y. L. v. iv. 164 To
lake His brother.. and put him lo Ihe swoid. 1(03 KKOLLIS
Hist. Turks^ (1621) 35 The Turkes..put lo sword all thai
came in their way. 1759 HUME tliit. Eng. Ho. Tudor.
Ei/iu. VI, ii. I. 323 De Thetmes. .took Ihe fortress ol

Broughty, and put the garrison to the sword. 1891 HALL
CAINE Scapegoat xvii, A warrant to put every man, woman,
and child to the sword.

4. As the instrument or symbol of penal justice ;

hence, the authority of a ruler or magistrate to

punish offenders; more generally, power of govern-
ment, executive power, authority, jurisdiction ;

also, the office of an executive governor or

magistrate.
1381 WYCLIF Kom. xiii. 4 Sotbli if thou doisl juel thine,

drede thou; for not wilhoute cause he beiith the swerd.

1549 COVERUALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Rom. Pro!., In the

.xiij. he teachelh lo honour the worldly and temporal!
swearde. 1549 LATIMEB ist Serin, bef. Edvi. *-7(Arb.)3
Let ye preacher teach, improue, amende, an[dj instructe in

lightwesnes, wyth the spyrytuall swearde. 1591 NASHE /'.

Penilesse Wks. 1904 I. 179 Burgomasters and Gentlemen
beare all the swaye of both swords, spiiitual and temporall.
n 1628 DABORNE J'oor-tiian's Com/, v. (1655) H 2, You have

feloniously usurp! The sword of Government. 1633 T.
STAFFORD rat. Hib. t. t. (1821) 4 Upon the taking of our
Sword, and chiefe charge of that our Realme of Ireland, as
our Deputie. 1634 E. REYNOLDS Shitldts oj Earth (1636)
19 Jurisdiction coercitive, or the power of the Sword. 1650
HOBBES De Corf. Pol. 66 This Power Coerciie, or (as men
use to call it) the Sword of Justice. 1651 Leviatk. II.

xvii. 85 Covenants, without the Sword, are but Words.
1673 Essex Papers (CarndenJ I. 60 A very gieat pait of this

ground. .has ever..belong'd to ye Sword. 1677 Ibid. II.

1 24, 1 should with some regret have parted with ye sword
into ye hands of my Lord Conway. 1676 DRYDEN Autcnez.
I 1. 29 Justice to merit does weak aid afford ; She trusts her

Ballance, and neglects her Sword. 1769 BLACKSTONE Conim.
IV. i. 8 The magistrate . . w ho beats the swoi d of justice by
the consent of the whole community. igi5/.;/A-. lint. Rev.
Apr. 219 Richemont..had been offered the sword of constable
of France.

5. A material object resembling a suord. a. One
of various mechanical devices in the form of a flat

wooden blade, bar, or rod.

1530 PALSGR. 278/2 Swotde for a flaxe wyfe, guiHcke.
1667 in Pettus Fodinae Reg. (1670) 35 Five Pair of large

Smelting Bellows with Beams, Frames, Swords. 1706
Coinfl. Farmer s. v. Flax, The swoid, or uptight timber-rod
between the treadle and the treadle ciank. 1797 Encycl. Brit.
led. 3) XVIII. 835/2 'Ihe workman closes it \sc. the woof]

hy one or two strokes of the lay or batten, of which WB,WB
me called the swords. Cl86o H. STUART Seaman's Cattch.

32 Every other part is..foiced close home to the bolt with
a wooden sword. 1863 J. WAISON Art of Weaving 149
Swotds are these parts of the loom that the lay is fixed to.

1883 Man. SeamanshipJor Boys 182 A piece of wood made
in the shape of a knife, called a swoid, is . . inserted between
the alternate parts of the warp. 1886 J. BARROWMAN Sf.

Mining Terms 66 Su'ortf, a rod connecting a pump bucket
with ihe foot rod. Mod. Advt., A strong useful Cart,
fitted with Wing Boards and Tipping Swoid.

b. The sharp projecting jaw-bone of the sword-
fish.

1641 SYMONDS Strut, bef. Ho. Comin. D iv, They say there

is a fish that hath a sword but no heart. 1681 GREW
Musxum i. v. i. 87 1 he Sword grows in a level, not fiom
the upper but the under Jaw. 1860 WRAXALL Lift in Sea
v. 108 The keel of an East Indiaman was once bored by a

twenty-foot Xyphias so violently, that the sword went in up
to the roots.

c. A sword-like ray or flash of light.

1866 B. TAYLOR Poems, Hymtt to Air, The Sun's up-
lifted sword of flame. 1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry 93
While swords of vivid light are brandished to and fro on to

the hurrying clouds.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple altrib., as swoid-

bltnv, -edge, -exercise, -fghl, -/rog[Fnoa
:i

i], -game,

handle, -hanger [HAMGEK sb.* 4b], -hilt, -point,

,
-scabbard, -sheath, -stroke, -sivtep, -thrust, -lip,

i -wound, etc. b. Instrumental, as ivwrtf-armed,
'

-girded, -girt adjs.; sword-hunter. C. Objective,
t as sword- maker, -making, -setter; similative, etc.,

as sword-like, -shaped adjs.

1640 J. GOWER Oiritfs Festiv. iv. 84 But e're the evening
doth the sights conclude, 'Sword-arm 'i! Olion in the wave*
is stew'd. 1898 ROSSITTI in Kuskin. etc. (1899) 18 The
sword-armed angels. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, xxxiii, Fire-

aims were discharged and *s\void-blows given for upwards



SWORD.

of five minutes. 1809 ROLAND (/Me) The Amateur of

Fencing; or a Treatise on the Art of 'Sword- Defence.

iSsa HAII.KY Ftslus (ed. 5) 291 The third one simply smote

by the 'sworil.edge All who dareil doubt hisdarkly chequered

tale. 1796 (lilfa Rules and Regulations for the "Sword

Exercise of the Cavalry. 1617 HAKEWILL Apol. iv. iv. 8.

316 Some they set to fight with beasts, some to fight one

single sword-fight they ended tlieir quarrell, by dying both.

<ri66i HOI.YDAY Juvenal (1673) 96 Shee's pasta blush..

That has renounc'd her sex, and, sleightinq fears, Admires

the sword-fights so. 1647 HEXHAM, A 'sword-fighter, tea

matnllwkttr. 1868 Kegul. <S- OrJ. Army r 615 1 he

waiit-belt with the "Sword-frog supplied with the tools, is

to be worn over the belt from which the tools are suspended.

1618 BOI.TON Florin in. xx. (1636) J39 To light.. about the

funerall fire, as if it would clecre all passed disgrace, if of

a sword player, hee become a giver of "sword-games. 1889

R. B. ANDKRSON tr. RyMerg's Trui. Mythol. 2i6_Thesouls
of warriors who had fallen in battle, and now imitated the

sword-games they had played on earth. 1338 R. tWDHHE
Ckroii. (1725) 44 An armed knyght. .'Suerd girded & lance

in hand. Ibid, 159 Armed and "suerd girle. <zi593MAi<-
I.OWE Lman i. 664 Sword-girt Orions side glisters too bright.

1,11.. 11 ilights..we may ...... ..
,

- -

handle of Perseus. 1851 NICIIOL Archil. Htm. 14 The

spot in the Sword-handle of Perseus. 1591 PuECIVAU. Sp.

Diet., 7'alalartf, *sword hangers. 1455 in Meyrick Ant.

Armour'(1834) II. 144 A Scottysh *swerde hylte and pomell

covered with sylver. 1601 SHAKS. ?///. C. v. v. 28 Hold

thou my Sword Hilts, whilest I runne on it. 1706 Laail.

Caz. No. 4257/4 A Sword Hilt Maker. 1781 COWPER

Charity 50 The hand, that slew till it could slay no more,

Was glued to the swoid-hilt with Indian gore. 1833 J.

HOLLAND Mantif. Melatll. 72 It was. .not uncommon for

the expiring knisht to fix his eyes upon his sword hilt as a

lively symbol of his faith. 1867 BAKER (lillf) The Nile

Tributaries of Abyssinia, and the *Swotd Hunters of the

Hamran Arabs. 1865 KTNOSLEV llercm. xxxvi, Hereward
swore awfully, and laid his hand on his sword-hilt. 1578

J. JONKS Present. Badie $ Sonlt I. xl. 87 Launcelike,

swordlike. 1655 VAUCHAN Silex Scint., Stars iv, A
swordlike gleame Kept man for sin Fiist Out, a 1711 KKN
Hymns E-nang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 184 Maternal Pity

pierc'd her through and through. Up to the hilt her Sworii-

iike Sorrow flew. 1851 BAILEY I''estus (ed. 5) 495 A stranger

star, Swordlike in shape. 1592 Ardcn c/ Fcl'ersham \. i.

69 He lyke a foole beares his "sword point halfe a yarde out

of danger. 1610 HOLLAND Camdetis Brit. (1637)519 Rather
to try^the Title by the sword point than by point of Law.

1657). BENTHAM Two Treat. 27 They stand at sword point

against sin and transgressions. 1821 SCOTT Kcniliv. xxxix,
His sword-point turned to the ground. 1758 J, S. Le
Draft's Observ. Surg. (1771) 340 Such Wood as they make
Bandboxes or *Sword-Scabbaids with. 1575-6 in Wodder-

spoon Mem. Ipswich (1850) 174 Piynters, fy^hemongers,
"swordsetters. 1776 J. LEE Intreif. Bot. Explan Terms
386 fcnsiftirmCi *sword'Sliaped, double-ed^ed, gradually
lessening from the Uase to the Point. 1831 J.INDLEY Introd.

Bvt. 382 Sword-shaf>cd, ., lotate, quite straight, with the

point acute. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,
*
Sword-sheath,

the scabbard or case for a sword. 1891 CONAN DOYLE
It-'/tift Company xx, In vain \vere sword-sheaths, apple
branches, and belts linked together, thrown out to him by
his companions. 1829 SCOTT Anne of G. vi, (He] stood
firm within *sword-stroke of his adversary. 1880 SWIN-.

BURNE Stilt
3
. Shaks. 79 Swift alike of speech and sword-

stroke. 1808 SCOTT Mann. vi. xxv, With "sword-sway,
and with lance's tlirust. 1828 /'. H. 1'ertli xxxiv, To
get within the *sword-sweepof those opposed to them. 1857
G. A. LAWRENCE Guy Liv. xxv. 243 Guy fairly staggered,
as if he had received a *sword-thrust. 185* THACKERAY
Estwnd t. vi, 'I have found,

-only the weapons w it h which
beauty is authorized to kill,

1

says he, pointing to a wigwit^l
his ""swoid-tip. 1902 F- E. HULMH Proverb* Lore 114
"Sword.wounds may be healed, word-wounds are beyond
healing.

d. Special Combs. : sword-and-buokler a.,
armed with or using a sword and buckler ; pertain-

ing to or performed with sword and buckler;
tyf/. bragging, blustering (obs.} ;

so sword-and-
dagger a.

; sword-arm, the arm with which the
swotd is wielded, the ri^ht arm; also rhetorically =
military power or action, zn&fig.; sword-bayonet,
a form of bayonet which may be used as a sword

;

sword-belt, a belt by which the sword in its

scabbard is suspended; sword-bill, a South
American humming-bird, Docimasles ensiferus,
with a very long bill

; sword-breaker, a device,
as a dagger or buckler with a notch or hook, for

breakingthe blade ofan adversary's sword ; sword-
cane, a hollow cane or walking-stick containing a
steel blade which may be drawn or shot out and
used as a sword ; sword-ease, a case to hold a
sword

;
in mod. use, a receptacle at the back of a

carriage for swords, sticks, or other articles;
sword-oraft, the art of using, or skill in the use
of, the sword ; military power ; sword-out, (a) a
cutting stroke or blow dealt with the edge of a
sword

; (d) a wound or scar produce < by such a
stroke

; sword-cutler, a cutler who makes sword-
blades or swords; so sword- cutlery ; f sword
dagger, ? a heavy dagger; sword-dance [cf.MLG.
swcrUans, G. schwcrtcrtanz, etc.], a dance in which
the performers go through some evolutions with
swords, or in which a person dances among naked
swords laid on the ground ; also fig. ; so sword-
dancer, -dancing; sword dollar, name for a

350

Scottish silver coin of James VI, of the value of

^o shillings Scotch (= 3s. dd. English), with the

figure of a sword on the reverse ; t sword-fencer,

a gladiator; sword-flighted a., said of a bird

having some of the wing-feathers contrasted in

colour with the rest, suggesting a sword carried a

the side ; f sword-girdle = sword-belt ;
sword-

hand, the hand with which the sword is wielded,

the right hand; sword-knot, a ribbon or tassel

lied to the hilt of a sword (originating
from the

thong or lace with which the hilt was fastened to

the wrist, but later used chiefly as a mere ornament

or badge) ; sword-law, government by the power
of the sword, or by military force; martial law;

sword-leaved a., having sword-shaped orensiform

leaves; sword-mat Naut., a piece of matting

used to protect parts of the rigging, etc., so called

from the wooden ' sword
' with which the fabric is

beaten close in weaving ; so sword-matting ;

t sword-minded a., of cruel or sanguinary dis-

position, bloody-minded; sword-proof a., proof

against the sword ; capable of resisting the stroke

of a sword; sword-salve, salve applied to a

sword, and supposed to cure the wound inflicted

by it (cf. weapon-salve} ; sword-service, military

service rendered as a due to the overlord ; sword-
side [cf. OFris. swen/sMa, MLG. swerdhalve, -side,

G. schivertseite, etc.], the male line in descent (
=

spear-siJe, SPEAK sb^ 10); sword-smith, a smith

who makes swords, a sword-cutler; sword-stand
= sword-case ; sword-star, poetic name for a

comet supposed to resemble a sword; sword-
stick = sword-cane ; sword-swallower, one who
entertains for money by swallowing or pretending
to swallow swords ; so sword-swallowing ;

sword-tail, an animal of the group Xiphosura,

comprising only the genus Limulus; a king-crab;
so sword-tailed a,, having a sword-like tail;

sword-taker, one who 'takes the sword' (Matt.
xxvi. 52) without authority or right, a lawless

killer ; sword-tash, used by Carlyle for soJire-

tash, SABRETACHE; sword-whale, the grampus,
also called SWORHFISH ; fsword-wraok, destruc-

tion by the sword. See also SWORD-BEARER,
-BLADE, etc.

1596 SHAKS. f Hen. //', I. iii. 230 That same *Sword and
Buckler Hiince of Wales. 1599 PORTER Angry \Vont.

Al'ingt. (Percy Soc.)6i, I see bv this dearth of good swords
that dearth of swoord and buckler fight begins to grow out:
..a man, a tall man, and a good sword and buckler man,
will be spit ted like a cat or a conney. Ibid. 98, I., put on my
fellow Dickes sword and buckler voyce and hisswoundsand
sbloud words. A 1635 NAUNTON pragin. Reg. (Arb.) 47 As
he lived in a ruffling time, so he loved swoid and buckler
men, 1646 G. DANIEL Essay 23 Wks. (Grosart) I. 80 Nor
would I ..engage My selfe in Controversie to the Age.Wilh
Swoid and Buckler Lanqvage. 1818 SLOTT Rcb /?<yxxviii,
Our two sword-and-huckler men gave up their contest with
as much indifference as they had entered into it. 1860
FAiRHOLTO.(fH//(ed.2)228 Sword-and-huckler play formed
the usnal relaxation of the London apprentices on ordinary
occasions \teinp. Hen. VIIIJ. 1821 SCOTT Keniltv. xii, Any
of these 'sword-and-dagger men. i692SmW. HorK Fencing-
Master (ed. 2) 159 Stand not to an Ordinary Guard, for

then he would Disable your *sword Arm. 1760-72 H.
BROOKS Fool of Qua/. (1809) IV. 95, I feel a little smart in

rny
sword-arm. 1833 Kcgnl. f, Itistr. Cavalry i. 133 The

'Guard is continued by moving the sword-arm, .to the
right. 1838 LYTTON Leila n. i, Methinks our best wisdom
lies in the sword-arm. 1895 SIR K.\VoaDCavaliyfu Water-
loo Campaign iv. 107 His sword-arm being so hacked by
sabres as to be practically severed. 1916 BUCKLE Life
Disraeli IV. xiii. ^80 Gathorne Hardy, who succeeded to
Cairns's place as his

' swoid-arm
'
when the fight was fierce

in the House of Commons. 1844 Rcgul. f, Or,/. Army 94
Rifle, Rammer, and 'Sword Bayonet. 1521 F.xlr. Burgh
Rec Stilting (1887) 13 Item, ane swouid, buklar and
'swoutd belt, vj s. 1534 Ace. I.d. High Tieas. Scot. VI. 184
Ane swerd belt of fresit leddcr. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist.
Amft. (1783) III. 88 Hunger compelled them, .to gnaw the
leather of their saddles and swotd-belts. 1824 SCOTT Red-
gauntlet ch. xiii, He wore a smart hanger and a pair of
pistols in a sullied sword-belt. 1861 W. F. COLLIER Hist.

F.ng. Lit. ijj His broad sword-belt, supporting a Spanish
rapier. 1861 GOULD Monngr. Trochilidx IV. PI. 233 "Sword-
bill. 1830 MEYRICK & SKEI.TON lllustr. Ant. Arms II.
Plate 100 A *sword breaker. . .The teeth give way in order to

ieceive_a blade struck against them, and close over it so that
by a slight motion of the wrist it can be broken. 1837 CAR-
LYLE f'r. Rev. n. in. v, Snatch your. .*swoid-canes, seciel
arms, and tickets of

entry. 1576-7 RtgistersS. Mary Wool-
noth (1886) p. xxiv, To the joyner for mendyng the *sworde
case for the Loide Maior to sett up in the church against
the pewe. 1699 in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 511A swoid case to hould the King's sword. 1794 W. FKLTON
Carriages (1801) I. 15 The sword-case, so called from its

length and convenience for carrying swords or sticks, ..is
sometimes called a boodge. 1852 OSBORNE in Times 3 Nov.,A neat London-built brougham, with his lordship and the
chaplain inside, the episcopal mace in the sword case. 1855
MOTLEV Dutch Ref. Introd. vi. (1866) 17 They learn to
tiemhle as little at priest-craft as at 'swoid ciaft. 1897'H. S. MERRIMAN' Kedar s Tents xxv. (heading) Sword-
ciaft. 1818 SCOTT Rob /fiyxxxv, To have as many 'swoid-
cuts made, and pistols flashed at me, as [etc.]. 1859 TENNYSONblame 258 Seam d with an ancient swordcut on the cheek.
1678 Land Gaz. No. 1363/4 Mr. Job Jeffs, "Swoid Cutler
under the Greyhound Tavcin in the Stiand. 1714 MAUDE.

SWORD.
VILLE Fab. Bees (1725) I. 80 Without being themselves

guilty of, or accessary to them, any otherwise than by way
of Trade, as a Druggist may be to Poysonmg, or a Sword-
Cutler to Blood-shed. 1833 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metal II.

74 In France a sword-cutler is still called Jourlnssenr. 1837
CARLYI.E f'r. Rev. HI. v, vi, Dp not.. iron stanchions [trans-
mute themselves] into the white-weapon. ., by "sword-cut-

lery? 156710 Picton L *j>ool AJuttf'c. Rec. (1883) I. iogA very
good yew bow and. .a "sword dagger. 1604 KJAHSTON Mal>
content i. Ui. U 2b, Heres a Knight, .shall.. Doe the "swoid
daunce with any Monis-dauncer in Chiistendome. 1712
N. HLUNDICLL Diary (1895) 103, I made a Sword Dance
against my Marlpit is flower'd. 1814 SCOTT Diary 7 Aug.,
in Lockhitrt, The sword-dsince, now almost lost, but still

practised in the Island of Papa. 1868 Q. VICTORIA Life
f/ig/tl. 14 The piper played, and one of the highlandcrs
danced ihe Swoid dance. 1884 WHITTIKR in Hatp^s Mag.
Jan. 179/1 The midnight sword-dance of the northern sky.
1648 HHXHAM n, Een sit'Ctrf't-dansser

t
a *Swoid-dauncer.

1777 HRAND /V/. Antiq. 175 Ihe Fool Plough goes about,
a Pageant (hat consists of a Number of Sword Dancers,
dragging a Plough, with Music. iSix Centl. Mag. LXXXI.
I. 423/2 In the North Riding of Yorkshire. ..On the feast

of St. Stephen.. 6 youths (called sword-dancers, from their

dancing with swords)., begin to travel from village to village,

performing a rude dance, called the sword dance. 1897(7. Rev,

Oct.48oThesword-dancers from Papa. i648HEXHAMii,/,V
sweet-tit-dans, a *Sword-dauncing with the point upon the

palme of ones hands, or teeth. 1711 N. BLUNDELL Diary
(1895) 105 We. .had Sword Dansing and a Merry-Night in

y Hall and in ye Barne. 1847 HALLIWELL s.v., Thete is a

very singular custonj,
called sivord-dattcing^ prevalent in

many parts of Northumberland, and in the county of Dur-

ham, during the Christmas holidays. 1815 JAMIESON, fames
Kyallt

the name of the silver coin of James VI. of Scotland,

vulgarly called the
* Swotd Dollar, 1600 HOLLAND Lhy

xvi. Argt. 390 Combates of *swordfensots at the sharpe tu

the utterance. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 355 In the single
Combats of Sword- Fencers (called Gladtatores). 1868

DAKWIN Attim. fy PI. xxvi. II. 3^9 Pouters properly have
white primary wing-feathers, but not larely a ".sword-

flighted' bird, that is, one with the few first primaries dark-

coloured, appears, c 13*3 Gloss. Wt de Bibbfsu<. in Wri^lu
I'oc. 165 Ta rengi thi *swerd-gi'rdH. 1513 in W. H. Tur-
ner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 43 It

1

for y iweide gyiduls.

1574 tr. Marforat's Afoc. 22 A swoordgirdle decked with

golde [Rev. i. 13] is a souldiorlyke fuimture. 1601 HOLLAND
Tliny xxxni. mi. II. 483 Their swoid giidles. -gingle againe
with thin plates of silver. 1647 HKXHAM i, A sword-gudle,
een swaerdt-riem. 1531 Ace, Ld. High Trtas. Scotf. (1905)
VI. 21 To be scalbariis nnd to bynd *swerd handis lo the

King, ane alne and half qnartar veluett. 1632 J. HAYWAKD
tr. Biondi's Erontena 145 Wounding him with a main blow
on the elbow of the swoid hand. 1705 COLLIER Ess. Mcr.

Subj. in. Pat* 26 'Tis like a Wound in the Sword Hand ;

the Man is disabled in that which should defend him. 1881

TENNYSON Charge Heavy Brigade iv, They rode, or they
stood at bay Struck with the sword-hand and slew. 1694
N. H. Ladies Diet. 407/1 (bis) Voui Spruce Cieval-strings,
*Swords-knots, and the jest of your Finical Diess. 1712*14
POI-E Rtipe Lock i. 101 Where wigs with wigs, with swoid-

knots swoid-knols strive, Beaux bani>h beaux, and coaches
coaches drive. x8os JAM. s Mtlit. Diet, s.v., All tracers

belonging to the Uiiti-h aimy aie diiected to wear swotd-
knots of a peculiar colour and make. 1881 KIPLING De-

partm. Ditties, etc. (1899) 68 One sword-knot stolen from
the camp. 1667 MILTON /'. L. xi. 673 So violence Pro*

ceeded, and Oppression, and *Swoid-Law. 1805 JAMES
Mi/it. Diet. (ed. 2), Su'ord.ltiiv, When n thing is enforced,
without a due legaid being paid to established mles and

regulations, it is said to be carried by swoid-law, 01 by the

will of the strongest. 1837 BKOWNING i>iraffovd\\. i,Who
bade him break the Parliament, Find somepteteM forgetting

up swouUlaw ! 1807 J. E. SMITH f Jys. bot. 368 Mr. Caw-
ler's elucidations of the nsat&, *bwoid leaved plants.
< 1860 H. SIUART Seainan's t nttc/i. 32 What is the use of

a *sword mat? To keep llie chafes ofl thelanyaids of lower

rigging, backstays, &c.. .Swoid mats aie usually made uilh

nettle stuff. i88a NARKS S<7J///j////* (ed. 6j izblhe fulling

gaskets. .aie made of *sword malting. 1603 FLOKIO Mon-
taigne n. xvi. (163^) 356 Those men *sword-minded can
death entertaine. a 1593 MA^LO\\K Ectiv. //, i. ii, Vnlesse

his biest be 'swoid pioofe he shall die. la 1625 WEBSTER
Afpins % Virginia v. iii, My s-kin is not sword-pioof. i8

PRAF.D Gog I. Poems 1865 I. Swoid-pioof thencefoiih horn

top to toe. 1647 TRAI-P LOIHIH. / JPct. ii. 24 We can haidlv

believe the power of *s\void-salve. 1630 R. ^ohnitons

Kingd. 9, Commw. 182 The [Fiench] King hath nothing of

his Noblesse, but "Swoid-service. 1891 COCHBAN-PATRICK
Nedimal Scot. \. 6 Strangeis in blood to the tribe often

joined a sept, and received a poition from the chief, giving
in return their swoid-setvice and customaiy dues. 1854
R. G. LATHAM bathe Kaces Russian Etnp. 189 Saiinalian

fas a Scandinavian would say) on the *sw ord-side n 1861 SIR

F. PALGHAVE AV>///. 4 hng. ii. iii. (1864) 1 1 1. 173 He argued,
that he and Duke Robeit weie of equal rank, by teason of

their consanguinity, Swoid-side and Spindle-side counter-

changed. 1878 CUTTS Scenes fy Char. Ahd, Ages 320 Some
*swordsmiths chanted magical verses as they welded them.

1894 Anhatologia LIV. 45 Of the churches in the Ciiy

to-day, thiity have one *swoid-sland each. 1852 BAJLKY

fcstus(td. 5) 520 Once moie the blazing *swordstar shewed
in Heaven. 1858 SIMMONUS Diet. 'J tade, *Su-ord-sthkt

a walking-cane concealing a sharp, iapier-like weapon.
1906 C. N. & A. M. WILLIAMSON Car of Destiny xxxviii,

The old man had come out of" the hou*-e with a Toledo
sword-stick. 1827 HONE Every-day Bk. II. 1196 He was
assisted by a wretched looking female, who was a *swoid

swallower. 1901 W. R. H. TROWBRIDCE Lett, her Mother
to Etiz, xxxi. 153 The sword-swallower did some amaring
things, and smacked his lips, as if the swords lasted nice,

1873 Routledge** Yn. Centl. Mag. Feb. 137/2 What he

told me about his *sword swallowing was even more curious.

1858 BAIRD Cycl Nat. Set., Xifhosttrat
. ,*Swoid-tails.

1660 *Swordtaker [see SWORD-BEARER dl. 1858 CARLYLE
f'redk. Gt. vm. ii. (1872) III. 9 He wears his sword, but has

no 'sword-tash (porte-ipee). 1860 WRAXALL Ltje in Sea
i. 16 The Grampus, or

*
Sword-whale., attains a length of

twenty.five feet. 1646 G. H. HILS tr. Casirnire*s Odes 21

Foibeare ciuell men to multiply With fire, *&word-wrack,

your single destiny.



SWORD.

e. In names of plants having sword-shaped
leaves or other parts, as sword aloe (see quot.) ;

sword-bean, the genus Entada, and Canavafia

gladiata t
from their large flat pods ; sword-fern,

name for several ferns with long narrow fronds,

as the genus Xiphopteris^ Nephrolepis exaltata and

other species, and Gratnniitis australis
;
sword-

flag, the yellow water- Hag, 7ns Fseudacorus :

sword-flax, a name for the New Zealand flax,

Phormhtm tcnax\ sword-lily [Cf. Dn. zwaard-

/e/i'e, G. schwertlitie,&.'], the genus Gladiolus; in

quot. 1845 applied to some water plant ; sword-

rush, -sedge, an Australian sedge, Lepidosperma
gladiatum ; sword-weed, a name for Cassia

occidentalism from its sword-shaped pods. See also

SwOKD-CiUASS.

1731 MILLER Card, Diet, s.v. Afoe, Africans cautcsceits,

foliis iiilnui flands cuidem fiwplecttntibus t jloribit$ rubris.

The 'Sworci Aloe. 1883 SIMMOSDS Diet. Trade Suppl.,
"Sword He.iii. 1819 LouDON Kncycl. i'lantst Xiphopteris.
*Sword-Fern. 1884 [CII-KRIKS Life of Fields 56 You must

push through the reed grass to find the *sword-f)ags. 1871
K. H. HUITON Kss. 1. 61 The little clover competes success-

fully even with tlie///irw// tenax, the 'sword-flax. 1786
ABRKCROMHIK Arr. in Gard. Assist, 7} Cilittiiottis, "swoi'd-

lily, or corn-flag. 1845 BROWNING Flight of Dnditss xiii,

Where the bold sword-lily cuts the clear waters. 1875 .1A-.-

bourne Spectator 21 Aug. 190/1 The wrapping-paper, maim,
factured from the *Sword.rusl growing at Portland. 1877
VON MUELLEK Bat. Teack. 124 (Morris) Lepidosperma

n, the great "Sword-sedge of our coasts.

Sword, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To equip or arm with a sword. (See

a>30 SWOKDEI) )

In quot. used satirically in reference to the previous
speaker's words, and in double sense : see 2.

a 1616 BEAUM. & FL. Little />. Lawyer iv. i, Sam. My
kingdom for a sword ! Cham. I'le sword you presently, 1'le

claw your skin coat too.

2. To strike, slash, or kill with a sword. Also

absol. or inlr.

1863 SALA Captain Dangerous III. \\: 144 That confounded
Officer that 1 sworded. 1871 TENNYSON Last Tourn. 473
Swording right and left Men, women, on their sodden faces.

i88 JEFFKRIKS Bevis I. i. 14 The burdocks and the re t

were not high enough yet, the Paynim scoundrels had
not grown tall enough.. to be slain with any pleasure, and
a sense that you were valiantly swording.
3. trans, (fig.} To thrust or put forth like a

sword, nance-use.

18*7 CI.AKK Skepk. Cal. 53 And mint and flagleaf, swording
high Their blooms to the unheeding eye.

.Sword'e, obs. forms of SWARD.
Swo'rd-bea rer. [Cf. ON. sverdierari.] A

person who bears a sword, a. spec. A. municipal
official who carries a sword of state before a

magistrate on ceremonial occasions.

1431 Rfc. St. Mary at Hill (1905) r; The Mayres Swerd
berer for the tyme beyng. a 1471 Rills of Parlt. V. 396/1
Kerver and Swordberer to the said moste heynous Traytour.
1518 Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.) II. 143 Officers of
tlie same Towne, as Recorder, Towne Clerke, Swordberer,

attorney and other. <i 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. xvi. i r3

The City of London sent a Letter to him by their Sword-
Bearer, 1708 Lon-.I. Gaz. No.4464/5 His Lordship, .carried

the Sword bareheaded before Her Majesty.. to the Church,
where the City Sword-bearer receiv'd it from his Lordship.
<i 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) I. 251 There was one Row in offic?

ofswordbearer ; which in that town [sc. Bristol] is pronounced
sorberer. I thought it sounded like Cerberus. 1835 Apf.
^fullic. Corfior. Rep. r. 60 The Sword-bearer [of Gloucester]
is elected for life by the corporation. .. His only duties are to

attend upon the mayor, and to carry the sword.

b. An attendant on a military man of rank, or

on a chief, who carries his master's sword when
not worn.
1660 in yerney Mem. (1904) II. 151 What the Sword-bearer

brought of Monke's coming up, may bee falsly rendered by
him.

C, gen. One who carries or wears a sword.

1530 PALSGR. 278/1 Swerdeberer, porteur desfiee. 1538
EI.VOT, Macherophorns, a sworde bearer. 1570 JEWEL Vitw
Bull Pius V

(1582) 4 [Saint] Paule tlie Swordebearer. i8oa

JAMES Milit. Diet., Sword-bearer, one who wears a sword.

d. A ruler or magistrate having authority to

punish offenders (with allusion to Rom. xiii. 4).
1660 R. COKE Justice Yitui. 32 Though he makes no

difference between Swordbearers and Swordtakers, between
Gods Ministers, and Theeves and Robbers ; yet the Holy
Ghost does, for Gods Minister is a Swordbearer. 1691
BAXTER Nat. Ch. xi. 49 Supposing such Bishops qualified
... and usurping none of the Sword-bearers power.

e. One of an order of knights in Poland, founded
in 1204: see POET-OLA IVE.

l5 [see PORT-GLAIVE]. 1603 ctEmiliane's Hist. Mmast.
Orders 287 Of the Order of Teutonick Knights. Marrianes,
or Sword-bearers. 1718 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Tetito-iic, In

1204, Duke Albert had founded the Order of Sword-bearers,
Port-Glaivfs. 1784 H. CLARK Hist. Knighthood II. 88
Albert then Bishop of Livonia . . prescribed to these Knights
the Cistercian rule and habit, viz. a long white mantle and
black hood ; on the breast two swords in saltire, whence
they ha'1 the title of Brethren Sword-Bearers. 1841 Penny
Cycl. XX. 248/1 Most of these (German) families settled

there [sc. in the Baltic provinces] when the Order of the

Knights Sword-bearers was the acknowledged sovereign of

these countries (from 1300 to 1530).

Hence Swo'rdbea:rersliip, the office of a sword-

bearer (sense a).

851

1535 CRASMKR Ltt. to CrttnnvtU in Mite, ll'tit. (Parker

Soc.) II. 307 His preferment unto the room of the sword-

bearership of London.

Swo rd-bea ring, a. Hearing a sword ; that

is a sworil-U-aicr.

<i 1000 Cxdnwn'i <;<. 1060 (Gr.) pe zSelingas sweord.

hereiuie sedan beton. 1601 Wi tvi: Mirr. M,t>t. iRoxl/.)

217 The king.. As Gods sword-beating minister .ippuiiucd.

1890 Cent. Uict.s.v. Dociinastcs, Swurd-benriny Humming-
bird (Doiiiiitisles gnsr/ft-us).

Swo'rd-blade. The blade of a sword.

1409 Durham Ace. Roll in Etig. Hist. />'- (1809) XIV.

521 El soluta JohMini Felanceby pro ii swerdblad pro les

belowes [of the forge), \\,l. 1545 Kallt / Cusl.'inf //.'.

bvjli, Knyues called swcrdbladci Ilic dossen vi.s. tm.ii.

1620 in Foster /.':.. l-'.ictjiits InJ. (1906)215 Tiierc is scarce

a knifl'e or a swordblade in the flcete. a 1700 EVILVN Diary
30 Sept. 1641, 'lite Mills where they hammer and polish tlic

sword.blaJes. 1784 COWPEH Task II. 318 It (sc. salirt] may
correct a foible, may chastise The freaks of fashion, regul.ile

the die.ss, Retrench a sword-blade, or displace a patch.

1841 IloiiKOW HiMifiiiSfain.\xxvi, In old limes, .theswoul.

bUtdu of Toledo weie held in great estimation. 1851

TIIACKIRAY Esmond III. xiii, She.. turned pale at ihe sight

ofhtfr brother and kinsman, drawn swords, broken sword-

blades, and papers yet smouldering in the brazier.

b. attrib. Sword-blade bond, note, one of the

securities issued by the Sword-blade Company,
a speculative company in London incorporated

15 Sept. 1691 for the manufacture of hollow sword-

blades in the North of England, which failed and

was taken over by London merchants who specu-
lated in forfeited lands in Ireland.

[1703 Jrnls. He. Commons Ireland 9 Oct. 331/1 The
Governor and Company for hollow Sword-Blades in Eng-
land.) 1707 LUTTRKLL Brief Rtl. (1857) VI. 192 It's said

a quo warramo will he brought against the sword blade

company. 1708 Land. Gai. No. 4422/8 Lost.., between
the Mine-Acwenture-Office on Snow-hill, and the Sword-
Blade-Office in llii chin-lane, a.. Pocket-Case, in which weie
the following Notes:. .Three Sword-Blade-Notes,. .No. 41.

for ill. ios., No. 19. for 23!. ios., No. for 30!. 1715 in

J. Collyer Rtp. Casts Crt. Chattctry (1847) II. 363 naif,

A. B., being ill of the sickness whereof he died . . said, 'Now,
my dear Ann, take these (viz. a bank note and a sword-

blade bond), they are yours.'

t Sword-brother. Obs. [f.
SWORD sb. +

BHOTHF.B sb. Cf. MLG. swertbroder, MHG. swerl-

bnioder (G. schwertbruder Hist.), MDa. svard-

broder = SWOHD-BEABEB e/j A comrade in arms.

,1205 LAY. 4144 Ich wulle mine rihte faren to stal fehle

to-gene bene swerd broberen be beicne beoli for-sworne.

f&itf. 30523 He bigon bene swikedom uppen his sweord

broberen.

Sworded (shaded, soa-ided), a.
[f.
SWORD sb.

t -EU 2
.J Equipped or armed with a sword.

c icoo /ELFRIC Gram, xliii. (Z.) 257 Cladius swurd, gladia-
tus geswurdod. ciooo l^'ercetli MS. If. 78!) (in Napier
Contrib. OE. Ltxicaigr.) pa cwomon baer semninga twejen
englas to him jescildode & sesweordode [Blickl. Hani. 221

sesceldode & sesperode]. 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xii. 137

Thei knowen not how to ben clothed ; now long, now schort,

..now swerded, now daggered. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur S
vui. xxxix. 333 Whan sir Tristram was armed as hym lyked
best and wel shclded and swerded. 1619 MILTON Hymn
Pfaliv. xi, The helmed Cherubim And sworded Seraphim.

1634 W. WOOD -Vo Eng. I'rosf. ii. vii, Being double

pistold, and well sworded. 1711 Ii. WARD yitlgits tirit.

VIH. 87 Such a brave surprizing Train Of sworded Boys,
and armed Men. 1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. V. 367
Nor James, nor sworded Paul, Watch in the cross sh.-ip A

hall ; Nor the first martyr of a madding crowd. 1805 COLE.

RIDGE Separation I A sworded man whose trade is blood.

1854 WHITTIER The Rendition ii, I thought of Liberty
Marched hand-cuffed down that sworded street. 1880 L.

WALLACE Bcn-Hiir 507 A Caesar helmed and sworded.

b. transf. Having some part resembling
a sword.

1681 GREW MHSXHIH i. v. i. 87 Whether this Fish be Vivi-

perous, is uncertain; yet being of the Sworded-kind, I have

ventur'd here to describe the Head. 1851 BAILEY Festns

(ed. 5) 495 A marvel mightier than the sworded star. 1897
F. THOMPSON Ode Sitting Sun New Poems 116 Where is

the Naiad 'mid her sworded sedge?

Sworder (s^.idai, so-jdai). [f.
SWORD sb. +

-ER 1
,
after L. gladiator GLADIATOR.]

1. One who kills another witli a sword, an

assassin, cut-throat; one who habitually fights

with a sword ; a ghdiator.
'593 SHAKS. l Hen. VI. iv. i. 135 A Romane Sworder, and

Bandetto slane Murder'd sweet Tutly. 1606 Ant.^ft
Cl.

in. xiii. 31 Caesar wilL.be Stas'd to th'shew Against a

Sworder. 1818 SCOTT F. Jlf. Perth vi, I am honest, and so

forth, you would say, but a hot-brained brawler, and common
sworder or slabber. 1837-43 HAWTHORNE Twice-told T.

(1851) II. ii. 35 These mercenary sworders and musketeers.

1895 Athenzum 15 June 778/2 A naked babe.. turns his

smiling face to the truculent sworder who is about to exe-

cute the behest of the weak Herod.

b. = SWORD-BEARER e.

'537 [CovERDAi.E) Orig. f, Strynge of Sectes 33 The
Swearders. This order weareth whyt also, & .ii. reede

sweardtrs crosse waye vpon a whyte cole [Tcote], which

signify theyr bloudy knight hode.

2. One skilled in the use of the sword ; a swords-

man.
1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isi, s n. xviii, With blade advanced,

each Chieftain bold Show'd like the Sworder's form of old.

i8ao BYHOM Juan iv. xlix, The third, a wary, cool old

sworder, took The blows upon his cutlass. 1876 EARL
Ai.BEMARi.E Fifty Years Life \. 106 A splendid horseman,
a dexterous swnrder.

Swo'rdfish. [f. SWORD sb. + FISH j*. 1 Cf.

MLG. swcrtviich, G. schwertfisch, etc.]

SWORDLESS.
1. The common name of Xif/iias glaJius, a large

fish of the Atlantic, Mediterranean, and Pacific,

having the upper jaw prolonged into a sword-like

we.ipun ;
llic tlcsh is used lor food. Also extended

to other specks of the genus Xifhias and related

genera.
Also applied locally to se\c,al fishes of slender elongated

r garpike (#(/<>< :;.7A-rt>/jj. UK butter-
; Boiled faxoJi\Ctntroit9tnM or Mttrmnoidri gun-

*f//M);
also called SWOKUICK, and the t 11

cry
I. air-tail (Trickiurus leplnttu). Alvj.ihe giampui or killer
(Orca glaJia: s toothed ceil"
c 1400 Brnl ci:lvii. 533 'lhi jcic were laken iiij Kiel

ffisshesbitwcn Grcth & London: one was called mors marine,
be secund, A swerd fy-sli, & | c oilier tweyn wcr whalies.
c 1460 J. RUBSELL hie. Nurture 836 bait swyrd f\v.lie >avciy
tS; ryMb a 1586 SIDSKY Arcadia in. '1912) 517 TI.e sword-
fish, again-t the whale; the Rhinoceros against the tie.

pliant. 1613 Descr. Sj'rur.ut/as in Koicc Tracts (1844) 111.

III. 22 The Sword-fish swimmes vnder the Whale, ai.d

pricketh him vpward. 1646 bin T. Hnt-wNi.. Fsiud. f-.f. in.

xxiii. 168 'Ihe home of the Piistis or Swoui.fi-h. 1658
(ii i SALL Clir. in Arm. vise 14. u. iv. 47 '1 be swotd-fi-h,
which Plutarch saiih, hath.. a sword in the head, but i.o

heart to use it. 170* PHILLIPS (ed. Keisey;. .Vv'-/-u4, a
Sea-fish which has at the end of the upper Jaw, a Weapon
like a Sword..; It also lias Vents near the Eyes, to spout
forth Water, with seven Fins. 1769 PI:NNANT Brit. 4vol.

III. 128 The swoid fish is -aid to be very voracious. 18*0

SHELLEY Aiethtisa 68 The shadowy waves Ate as gren as
the forest's night : Outspt-eding the shark, And the suoid-
fish dark. 1839 T. BKALE Kat. Hiit. Sperm II halt 49 It

is said by whaleis, lhat the 'thresher* and the sword-fish

attack the whale in conjunction,
b. allrib.

1888 Goons Anter. Fishes 949 Upon the end of the
' shank

'

fits the head of the harpoon, Known by the names
of Sword-fish iron, liiy-iion, and Indian-dart. 1891 Cent.

Diet. s.v., Sword/isfi svtker, a remcia, kchrntu brachy-

ptera, which often fastens on swuicHisht-s 1897 KIPLING

Copt. Cotir. viii. 190 A Gloucester sword-fish boat.

2. The southern constellation Loradow Xifhias.
1771 f ncjcl.Brit. I. 487 The new Soulhem Constellations

[include].. Dorado, JCipltias, Ihe Swoid FUh.

Hence Kwo-rdfi Sherman, a vessel employed in

fishing for swoulnsh
;
Swo rdfiishery, Swo'td-

fi^hing
1

, fishing for swordfish.

1879 Tlit Congregational^ to Aug. (Cent. Did.) Sword-

fishing b the most popular way of spending the day [at

Block Island]. 1885 C. F. Hoim K Marvtls At/tin. Lijt 61

The '1'humbscrew was a swoid-IUheiman, long, low and
rakish.

Swo rd grass. A nnme for several different

plants with sword-shaped leaves, as the soid-lily

(Gladiolus], Arenaria (Sfcrularia) segetalis,

Melilotus segetalis or snlcata, ond various glasses
and sedges, as the rted canaiy-giass Jhalaris

arunJinacca, Arundo conspicua oi New Zealand,
and Cladiuni fsillatonim of Australia.

1598 FLORIO, (,/aiic/n, an herbe called great Galangall or

swoidgiasse. 1647 HEXHAM i. (t/cti>s\ Sedge, or Sword*

Jrasse,

Water -lisc/i. 1718 CHAMBERS Cytl. s.v. Acct-us,

'he false Acorus is the comrron Sword.giass. 1749 [fee b}.

1813 Blackui. Mag. XIV. 190 A sort of long swoid-giass
that grows about marshes and the sides of lakes. 1833
TENNVSON May Qveen n. vii, When, the summer aiis blow

cool On ihe oai-grass and the swoid-giass. and the bulrush

in the pool. 1859 MAYNE Expcs. Lex., Swoid-grass, com-
mon name for tl.c I'liatgauivm. i8^a A. DOMETT Kanoij
x. ii. 172 The great plumes far and wide of the sword-grass

aspire.

b. altrit. in collectors' names for moths of the

genus Calotamfa.
1749 B. WIIKES f-ng. Moths tt Butlnflies 8 The Sword-

grass moth. Mr. Rosel informs us, That the Caterpillar of

this Fly feeds on the Orache;..! once took one of these

Caterpillars, full grown, feeding on the Svoid-grass in ihe

Marshes at Rotheihith. 1831 J. RENNIE liutlrrfl. 4- M. 65

The Sword Grass (C\aloc,<mta} rxcltta..) appears in April
or May, and the middle of October.

Swordick (s/rjdik). [Obscure.] A local name

of the butter-fish (cf. SWOBIIFISH i).

1805 BARRY Orknty 292 The Spotted Blenny (kltmivs

gutinllltis, Lin. Syst.) which, from the form of its body, has

nere got the name of swordick. 1863 [see GUNNEL].

Swo rding, vii. si. [f.
SWOBD v. + -IKO '.]

Striking with a sword ; exercise with the swoid,

fencing (in qnot. 1899 atltit.').

1891 Cent. Diet., Siucrding, slashing with a sword. 1899

CROCKETT Black Dottglasdyx) 94, 1 also won the swording

prize at the last wappensliaw.

Swo'rding, fpl. ". Ots.otanh. [f. SWOBDKB:

see -ING !-.] Martial, warlike, military.

1611 SPEED Hist. C/. Brit. IX. xvi. 68 The Duke
broujhl

with him foure hundreth men, the Earle of Salisbury flue

hundreth, the Earle of Warwicke sixe hundrelh : The Dukes

of Excester and Sommerset eight hundreih, the Earle of

Northumberland, the Lords Egremont and Clifford fifleene

hundreth. This was the fashion of that swording age. a 1659

BP. BROWNRIO Serm. (1674) II. ii. 20 Our Fore-fatlieil..

lived in those Swording times, when all was in an uprore.

1860 SWINBURNE Oxeen-Motker i. iii, These swordmg-men
are holier things than we.

Swordless (studies, s6--)dlts), a. [f. SWOED
:

sb. + -LESS.] Destitute of a sword ; not having,

carrying, or using a sword.

c 1440 Partonope 4334 Hys swerde he smotte a-geyne the

(ysharne Be the hylt hit brake,. .The danys were gladde. .

For swerdeles was Partonope. 1470-85 MALORY Art/mr I.

v. 41 And so I thought my broder syr kay shold not I

swerdles a 1814 Spaniard^ III. i. in fftm Brit. Theatre

i

III 724 My hand . . Instinctive rushes to my swordleis idc.



SWORDLET.

1815 BVRON I'arisitia ix, With swordless belt, and fetter'd

hand, 1883 WHITTIFR Our Country xviii, The swoidless

commonwealth of Penn. 1889 CORBETT Monk xiii. 187 In

their midst rode Lambert with swordless scabbard.

Swordlet (sosudlet). ttom-e-wd. [f.
SWORD

sb. + -LET.] A small sword.
1884 R. F. BURTON Bk. Sword 169 A specimen of the

Manquema Swordlet drawn to scale.

t Swordling. 06s. rare~ l

. In 6 swerdlynge.
[ad. early mod.G. sviertlinch, f. sivert SWOHD sl>.

+ -linch, -ling, -LING 1 2
;

a rendering of L.

gladiolus^ In quot. app. denoting the yellow iris

or water-flag (Ms Psendacorus).
1562 TURNER Herbal n. 23 Iris..hnth leaues like vnto the

herbe called Gladiolus, that is to saye, the gladdon or

swerdlynge.

Swo'rdman. Now rare or Obs. (replaced by
SWORDSMAN). PI. -men. [f.SwoKn.r. + MANJ&I]
1. A man who uses or lights with a sword ; a

gladiator ; one skilled in, or addicted to, nsing a
sword ; spec, one skilled in fencing : = SWORDS-
MAN i.

1387 TREVISA Higden (RolU) V. 23 pat swerdman was i.

slawe. c 1440 Promp. Pan>. 483/1 Swerde man, or he |>at

vsythe a
svyerde, gladiator. 14.. Gest of Robyn Hode

clxix. in Child Ballads (1888) III. 64/3 Thon art one of the
best sworde-men That euer yit sawe I. 1500 Orttts Vocal\ t

Gladiator, a swerd mane. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Extmf.
II. Ad Sect. xii. 58 Peter was the boldest of the twelve, and
a good Sword-man. 1651 Nicholas Papers (Camden) 290 ^'"'J.*
It is here said your favourite Dr. Froissard is become of SOj|
late a quarrelsome sword-man.

352

SwO'rd-player. Now rare or Obs. One
skilled in sword-play; chiefly, a gladiator; also,

a fencer.

14. . Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 696/37 Hie gladiator, a. swerd-

plaer. 1538 ELVOT Addit., Bustvarij, sworde players,

whiche went before the ded corpsis whan they were borne

SWOT.

beene your sworne and professed foe' !593S Ks Huh //'

an tey were orne v. i. 23, i am swprne uromer (bweet) lo grim Nece
) 115 Settinge them and hee and I Will keepe a League till Death noo "'/if/
lere fasshion. 1586 Ado i. i. 73 Who is his companion now? He rnth l\

' 'rh- "'"'" "' -- "

to be burned. 1555 EDEN Dtcnaa(AlbJ 115 Settinge them

in order of battell after his swoordeplayers fasshion. 1586

J. HOOKER Hist. Irel. in Holinslud 11.27/1 The plaie or

game of swordplaiers or maisters of defense. 1608 WILLET

Hexapla Exod. 640 A Romane Emperour is
said_

to hatie

seene in his smaragd the sword players as they did fight.

tfajlueetlivnfjSgft, SWOKDJ& 6aJ. 1671 MII.TON Samson

1323 Have they not Sword-players, and ev'ry sort Of

Gymnic Artists? 1693 DRVDEN Juvenal iv. (1697)71 In a

Prize of Sword-Players, when one of the Fencers had the law. 1*848 DICKENS Domtey x, That bo'y's'father'anrl' m
other at his Mercy, the Vanquish'd Party implor'd the self. Sir. were sworn fricnns TR r..^J. , "u^mj.

Clemency of the Spectators. 1813 SCOTT Quentin D. xxxv,
' Nay 1

f
said the Countess, . .

' Would you hold me out as a

prize to the best sword-player?'
So t Sword-playing = SWORD-PLAY i b.

14.. Lat.-Eng. Voc. in Wr.-Wfilcker 586/35 Clailiatiira,
a swerdpleyynge, or bokeler pleyynge. 1587 GOLDISG Dt
Mornay xx. (1592) 315 Justs, ..Swordplayings, Wrestlings,
buffeting*.

t Sword-sliper. Se. and north, dial. Obs.

Also 6 -slippar, -slypper, -slyper, 6-S -slipper,

. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eitg. iv.

Wks. 1851 V. 148 Cuichelm..sent privily Eumerus a hir'd

Sword.man to assassin him. 1691 SIR W. HOPE Fencing-
Master (ed. 2) 164, 1 have given you the Directions to make
you a Sword.Man. 1718 D. McBANE (title) The Expert
Sword-Man's Companion : or the True Art of Self.Defence.

b. A soldier who fights with a sword ; one of
a body of troops armed with swords

; hence, an

7-8 -sleiper. [Of Scand. origin (cf. MSw. swerd-

Slipare) ; see SLIPE z.l] A sword-sharpener.
1478-9 in R. Davies Extr. Mimic. Rec. York (1843) 64

Solut. Robson Swerdsliper pro j vagina de novo fact, magno
gladio majoris. 1541 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VII.
480 To Thomas Softlaw, suerd slipper, for his fe in making
of the Kingis grace skalbertis..xx Ii. 1584 Rec. Elgin
(New Spald. Club 1003) I. 175 Johne Wmfray swordslypper
in Elgin. 1601 in Pitcairn Crivt. Trials (Bannatyne Cl.)
II. ii. 357 Hector Dauidsoune, sword-slipper in Edinburgh.
1661 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. z\ Sword-sleiper, . .a dresser or
maker of Swords. So used in the North of England ; And

- -. -. ...... \.u.]^ 41. cojj
(though a secret) a sworn enemy to the

general good. 1780 Co:R On Burning Ld. .Mansfield's
Library 2 The Vandals of our isle, Sworn foes to sense and

'To'848 DlcKf:xs Domtey x, That boy's father and m"
self, Sir, were sworn friends. 1870 FI.F.EMAN Xorm. Cong
(ed. 2) I. App. 690 Cnut .. proposes that they [lc he an
Eadmund] shall.. divide the Kingdom and become swornbrothers (' fratres adoptivi ').

b. With othersbs. (esp. agent-nouns): Thoroughly
devoted or addicted to some course of action re-

solute, out-and-out, inveterate.

1607 SIIAKS. Timouiu. v. 63 He's a sworne Riotor. 1808SCOTT Harm. vi. xvi, Thou sworn hoise-courser, hold th
peace. 1837 CARLYLE f,: Rev. ii. i. ii, ] he Soldiers at
Jales..were in heart sworn S:msculottes.
'Rom. Emp. xl. (1871) V. 10 Every "theory 'had its'special
teacher, every paradox its sworn defender.

2. Appointed or. admitted with a formal or pre-
scribed oath to some office or function.
Suvm broker: see quots. 1855, 1901.
1433 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 432, i Certain bokes and recordes

of youre Eschequier, made by youre sworn Officers. 1445

quhill it be prisit be' the sworne prisaris 1499^ jfBiiUoch
Pynonrs (1887) 57 It was deliuerit be ane suorne as'
Alexander Chamer foi spekar that the pynouris sal nav trtrt*~ c

Meas.for M. 11. i. 20 Ihe Iniy..Mbdi

:ely to be employed for a year at least.

2. A man 'of the sword'; a warrior, military
man, fighter, soldier. Alsoyff.
1601 SHAKS. All's Well n. i 61 Worthy fellowes, and like

to prooue most sinewie sword-men {printed -man]. i6zi-
31 LAUD Strin. d84 7) 13 David was a swordman wiih a
witness : one of the greatest warriors that ever was. 1647
CLARENDON Hist: Ret. n. 26 The Earl of Essex . . the most

b. = SWOHDMAN I b.

1865 J. H. INCRAHAM Pillar of Fire (1872) 188 The
Egyptian army consists of swordsmen, macemen, sliners
and other corps.
2. SWORDMAN 2.

brokers had lo attend the Court of Afdermen'andl^'ibrnv
ally sworn.

b. Sworn man (former!}' written in one word) :

gen. a man bound by oath to the perfoimance of

Hence Swordmanship = SWORDSMANSHIP.
1781 COWPER Charity 509 No skill in swordmanship, how-

ever just, Can be secure against a madman's thrust.

Sword-pmk: see PINK st.i (Cf. G. schwert.
boot.)

1614 T. GRHTUUIAN Sny, Way to Wealth 14 These are
,seu ol diuers fashions, and not like vnto the Busses,M J^T d

,f
0m

;.
ofthenl

'
Sw <-d-Pinks, Flat-bottomes,Holland-toads. 1616 CAPT. J. SMITH Descr. New EH,. ,2

2 or 3000 Busses, Flat bottomes, Sword pinks.

BwOTd-play. \Qfc,swiordpIeta.i, SWORD sb +
rLAY

SO.]
1. fa. Fight, battle. OE. b. The action of

plying or wielding a sword briskly, as in fencing
the art or practice of fencing.

nexion with the rise and'
decfine"o7due'iii'ng.'

"
.-. ^allr

stsssttvtxs&jr
terriblc d f th=

,

b "^ Skil1 in controversy or debate.
[1879 MCCARTHY Own Times I. ,

a_- _j4 wonummninip ot St. ?:
fawordster. nonce-md.

[f. SWORD st. + -STER.!One addicted to the use of the sword.

and obs - pa - pplc- of SWEAR v-

Sworl, Sc. and north, dial. f. SWIRL
Sworn

(swpn),
ppl. a. [Pa. pple. of SWEAR

z>.]i. That has taken or is bound by an oathSmora

play.

1611 Bible Transl. Pref. p 9 1 hey will not trust the peoplewith it Isc. the Scnpture], no not as it is set foorth by their
owne sworne men. 1617 MORVSON /tin. in. 204 Beingfound guilty by a lurie of twelue sworne men. 1800 Me3.
Jrnl. IV. 88 To remove all doubt, six sworn men were
appointed from different places in the neighbourhood to
watch her day and night. i8ji SCOTT Ktaihu. vii, Richard
\ arney is my sworn man, and a close brother of my secret
council. 1890 ELI z. LAMOND tr. Walter ofHenley's Husb.
7
Q

v
.
ey your lands and tenements by true and sworn men.

o. Affirmed or promised by an oath; confiimed
by swearing ; to which one is sworn.
1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xxxiii, Are you willing to barter

sworn faith. .to this wretched hypocritical sophistry? 1830
JAMES Darttley 1. v. 107 If it had been to-morrow, I'd not
have gone upon the thing, for to-day my sworn service
is out. 1909 tr. fluffs Hum. Species ^ The Koran requires
no such sworn evidence.

b. with prep, or adv. : cf. SWEAR v. Ill, IV.
1869 Adam Smith's W. If. i. v. I. 45 note, Bullion .. not

the produce of English coin . . being called technically sworn-
"ffgold. 1898 ll'estm. Gat. i July 4/2 Their statistics and
almost sworn-to facts could not hold water.

Swosh, variant of SWASH.
Swot, Swat (swgt), st. slang. [Dialectal

variant of SWEAT si.

According to a contributor to JV. /( Q. ist Ser. I. 360/2, the
term originated at the Royal Military- College, Sandhurst.
in the use on one occasion of the expression

'
It makes one

|*f. <=; sweat) by the Scotch professor of mathematics,
William Wallace.]
1. Work or study at school or college j

in early
use spec, mathematics. Hence gen. labour, toil.

1850 AT. f, Q. ist Ser. I. 352/2, I have often heard militarymen talk of swot, meaning thereby mathematics ; and personseminent in that science are termed 'good swots'. 1899



SWOT.
CROCKETT Kit Kennedy 307 Mary is n good gi.l, but I own
il is no end of a swot to have to see her home from night-
school. 1905 H. A. VACIIKI.I. The Hill\\\. 51 Our object is. .to

get through the 'swat 'with as little squandering of valuable
time as possible.

2. One who studies hard.
1850 (see sense i]. 1866 Kautltdge's Every Boy's Ann.

220 'Oh, you swat !

' met us at every turn, .and yet the real
truth was, that neither Jack nor myself did 'swat'. 1899
'.MARTEI.LO TOWER '

[CAPT. NOKMAN] At School f, Sea 40
.Sometimes a knot of us . . would persuade a good-natured
swot to construe the forthcoming lesson to us.

Swot, swat (swot), v. slang, [f. prec.] fair.
To work hard at one's studies. Also trans, to

'get up ',
'

mug up
'

(a subject).
1860 Slang Diet. (ed. 2), Swat, . . to work hard for an

examination, to be diligent in one's studies. Army. i856
[see prec. 2). 1899 E. Pmu.roTrs Human Hay 120 He was
swatting like anything in play-hours for a special Old Testa-
ment history prize. 1908 Athenaeum 25 July 93/3 It is the
case that boys deliberately set themselves to 'slack' or
' swot for longer or shorter periods.

8wot(e: see SOOT si.1 , a. and sb.'*, at/v.

tSwote. 06s. Forms : i, 3-5 swat, 3 (Lay.)
sweet, sweot, I, 3-5 swot, 4 (Aycna.) zuot, 4-5
swoto, swoot, soot, sot, 5 sole. fl. north. 4-6,
8 swat, 6 swatt, Sc. swait. [Com. Teut. (want-
ing in Gothic): OE. swAt str. n. -

OS., OFris.,
r.G. swft, (M)Du. sweet, OIIG., MUG. sweif
str. m. (G. sc/iweiss), ON. sveiti wk. m. (MSw.
svet(f)e, Sw. svelt, Da. svett) : OTeut. *noait-
: Indo-eur. *swoid-, whence also Skr. svejas, L.
siidor

(: *swoidos). From the weak grade of the
same root are Skr. svldyate to sweat, Arm. khirln

sweat, Gr. ifyus, OHG. suiyyut (MHG. switzcn,
G. scltwitien) to sweat, W. chw$s sweat, Lett.
swijri (p\.). In several of the Germanic languages
the word has the twofold signification of sweat and
blood

; the second survives in G. hunting parlance.]
1. = SWEAT si. 3.

cSyj JLFRID Gregory's Past. C. xxxvii. 268 Dzr was
swioe swi31ic xeswinc, & Saer wacs micel swat agoteu. <riooo
JELFRic Gen. iii. 19 (Gr.) On swate )>ines andwlitan bu bricst
bines hlafes. c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Luke xxii. 44 His swat wxs
swylce blodes dropan on eordan yrnende. c iao$ LAY. 7489
He swonc i J>on fehte pat al he lauede aswcote [c 1175 a
swote]. a is Ancr. R. in pet ilke blodi swot of his Mis-
rule bodie. ciajo Gen. $ Ex. 364 In swine ou salt tilen

oi meten. Din bred wid swotes teres eten. c 1300 Havelfk
2662 [pei] fouhtt-n so |>ei woren wode, pat be swot ran fro be
crune. 1 1380 Sir Ferunib. 719 paysmyte to gadre bo so

feste..pat )>e soot fram hem Ran breste. 1386 CHAUCER
Can. Ycom. Prol. % T. 23 A Clote lecf he hadde vnder his
hood For swoot. ri4oo Lan/ranc's Ciritrg. 107 Also her
bree'>wole stynke & her sotes. 1430 LVDG. I'enus-.lfass
in Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. v. 394 To wypen away the
soot of myn inportable labour. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg.
313/2 Goo to fraunceys and saye to hym that heselle to the
a penyworthe of his swote.

fl. 1373 BARBOUR Bruce XT. 6r3 That all lhair flesche of
swatweswete. fX4>5 WYNTOUN Cron. in. i. 90 He was all

for rynnyng hat, And oure drawkit all whh swat. 1513
Do<n>LAI/Bm>VlI.vlii.II] Our all his body brisling furth
did creip The warm swait.

2. = SWEAT sb. 3.

trisos LAV. I78o3pene king..laionsweouete&onmuchele
swate. a 1150 Prov. Alfred 292 in O. E. Misc. 120 If heo
ofte a swote for-swunke were. 1340 Ayenb. 31 Hi hedden
leuere lyese vour messen banne ane zuot ober ane slep.
c 1400 Beryn 493 He cau}t a cardiakill & a cold sot. c 1415
Cast. Persev. 1227 in Macro Plays 114 Men lofe we! now
to lye stylle, In bedde to take a boroweswot.

D. = SWEAT sb. 3 b.

1481 CAXTON Godfrey Ixvii, 1 1 r Theheete, and also the swote
destroyed them. 155' in Archaeohgia (1860) XXXVIII.
107, June, 1551. The Swatt called hew acquyrtance alles

Stpupe knave and know thy Master began the x.\iiij
th of

this monethe.

3- fig- " SWEAT s6. 9.

Usually in collocation with switik (= labour); orig. de.

noting the actual sweating accompanying labour, with
special reference to Gen. iii. 19.

971 Vllickl. Horn. 59 On hungre, & on burste, and on cyle
he biS afeded, on gewinne & on swate he leofab. c 1175
LAV. 2281 Moni swine mani swot [c 1*05 s w.et] . . bolede ich tn

velde. 13*0 Cast. Love 200 In swynk and swot in world
to liue. 1398 TREVISA Bartk. De P. A', xtv. xlix. (Tollem.
MS.) pe felde is a place of bcsinesse, of trauayle, and of
swot, c 1450 Mirk's Festial 66 per bay schulden . . gete hor
mete wyth labour and swot.

Swo'ther, v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : I

swodrian, 3 swoudri(e, suoddre, 8-9 dial,

swather, swother. [OE. swodrian, of unascer-
tained origin.] intr. To sleep, slumber ; also, to

swoon. Hence Swo'tlier sb. (swather, zwodder),
slumber, drowsiness; Swo'dder a., drowsy.
c loop Ags. Ps. (Spelman) iii. 5 Ego dormivi, etso/'orntus

sum, ic hnaeppode and ic swodrode. 1:1190 St. Edmond
268 in S. Eng. Leg. 439 Alutel he bigan to swoudri as a slep
htm nome. po Jnr,te him in his swoudringe jiat a whit
coluere com Fram heuene. 1*07 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5340 A
day as he weri was & a suoddringe him nom. 1730 J.
HAYNES Vac. Dorset \ntf.,Q. 6th Ser. VI 1 1. 45 A svtathcr,
slumber. 18*5 JENNINGS Obsero. Dial. W. Eng., Zwodder,
a drowsy and stupid state of body or mind. 1847 HAI.LI-

WELL, Zwodiier, drowsy and dull. West. 18546. WILLIAMS
Gloss, in If. * >. ist Ser. X. 400 Smothered, stifled. 1873
WILLIAMS & JONES Somerset. Gloss., Swather, or Swother
v., to faint.

t Swotred, pa.pple. or a. Oil. (?)
a 1400 Oclouian 1022 Clement ofsent Uys armes blyue,
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Swot reed hyt wa<, ;nnl Midi t'i thys <chyue. I&itf. 1045 'I'he

Ltunce w.ts awot red and croked.

SWOWING.
J*. 143) used in oaths and a-

, rty, a. Ubs. Also 3 swoti, swati. [OK.
iivtSfi sweaty, bloody = MLG. swttick, early Klein.

sweetigh t MHG. swei^ec (G. Sfkwfisng\ ON".

sveitugn see SWOT K and -Y
1.]

~ SWK.UY 2.

1*893 .^LFRI-'D Of'OS. in. ix. 124 pa ongan lie hinr b;i^i.m

A;I swatiftnc. ias Ancr, A'.
\->$

>w..ti
[ r.

swati] hateren. a 1175 Prov, sKlfred 292 in O.I:. M ;.-,<.

i2t Gif he for-swunken swoli wuere. t 1400 Dettr. 'irsy

2366 My horse, |>at liote was of Rennyng, AH swoty for. .Ins

swift course,

Swouch, obs. f. SounH s6. l
t
v.l

Swoue, variant of Swow Obs.

t Swough. Ol's. Forms : 4 suowe, 4-5
Bwough(e, 5 swowe. [Representing an originnl

*swog{/i]-) prob. related to *swe^(h)" t base ot MK.
swc)$ (see SWAY sb., SWAY v. t branch J).] A
forcible movement ; impetus.
'338 K. BRUNNE Chron. (1725) 170 Hot he com with u

suowe, }>at J'e schip to rof. c 1386 CHAUCER Man of Law's
T. 198 (Harl. 7334) O flr^te meuyng cruf:l firmament Witli
\>\ diurnal swough\ [other J/.V.V. sweighjbat crowdest a>-.
? a 1400 Morte Artlt. 1127 Nere swoune* b kynge fur

swoughe of his dynltez ! c 1435 Torr, Portugal 548 To tli

chyld lie toke a flyght With an howge swowe. a, 1440 Stf

Egiam. 391 He come to hym wyth a swowe, Hysgodestedj
undur hym he slowe. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur v. iv, Tha
dragon., comedoune with sucheaswough and smote the bore,

Swough(ef obs. (T. SOUGH sb.l 2
,
vnr. Swow.

Swoun(e, obs. forms of SWOON.
Swound (swaund), sb. Now arch, and dial.

Forms: 5swownyd, 5-7 swounde, 6-7 swownd,
7-8 swond, 7 (9 dial."} swoond, 6- swound.
[Later form oi swoune

t SWOON, with excrescent
*/.]

A fainting-fit ; SWOON sb. i b.

c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 460 He was so flayed he was
like hafe dyed, & fell in a swownyd [sic MS.}. 1470-
85 MALORY Arthttrxx, xxii. 838 Syr Gauwayn synked doun
vpon hys one syde in a swounde. 1596 SPENSER F. Q.
iv. vii. 9 When she lookt about, and nothing found But
darknesse and dread horrour, . .She almost fell againe into
a swound. 1615 HIERON Wks. I. 597 As when one is in a
swond. or a sleepe. 1:1645 HOWELL Lett. v. 38 My Lord of
SutiderlamL.got a bruise. .which put him in a swound.
1700 PRYDEN Pal. * Arc. \. 537 His Spirits are so low, his
Voice is drowu'd, He hears as from afar, or in a Swound.
1709 in Law's Mem. (1818) 245 note, She immediately fell

into a swond fora considerable time. 1798 COLERIDGE Ane.
Mar.

y. xxii, It flung the blood into my head. And I fell

down in a swound. 1856 AYTOUN Bothivell \\. vi, 1 wakened
in the Hermitage Up from my heavy swound \rime wound).
1863 LONGF. Wayside Inn i. Finale 7 The Landlord stirred,
As one awakening from a swound. 1807 STEVENSON St.
Ives (1898) 165, 1 believe I nearly went off into a swound.

fi-S- X595 MARKHAM Sir R. Grinvile (Arb.) 73 The bellow,

ing shotte which wakened dead mens swounds. 1600
BRETON PasquiFs Fooles-Cap Wlcs. (Grosart) I. 35/1 While
healthful! spirits fall into a swound. i6oa DEKKER Satirom.

Kj, I Wish. .that. .Time, Were in a swound; and all his

little Houres, Could neuer lift him vp with their poore
powers. 1624 QUARLES Si0n*s Sonn. Poems (1717) 346 My
Faith fell in a swound. 1639 FULLER Holy War v. vii.

(1647) 341 They feared if Abbeys were only left in a swound,
the Pope would soon get hot water to recover them. 1691
E. TAYLOR Behnrtn's Theos. Philos. viii. 9 As the life lies in a
swound in vegetables till revived by the return of the spring.

1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam ix. xi, A visioned swound, A
pause of hope and awe the City bound.

b. without article : SWOON sb. i a. rare.
1880 W. WATSON Prince's Quest (1892) 61 Long time the

Prince was held in swound.

Swound (swannd), v. Now arch, and dial.

Also 6-7 swounde, swond, 7 (9 dial?) swoond.

[See prec.] intr. To swoon, faint.

1530 PALSGR. 745/2, I swounde, je me esfaume. 1570
FOXE A. $ M. (ed. 2) II. 1031/1 In the tyme of his tor-

mentyng he swonded [ed. 1576 swounded}. 1590 BARROUGH
MetA. Pkisick \. xv. (1639) 23 Take heed you let him not
bleed until he swond. 1653 H, COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. xl.

159, I and my fellows were ready to swoond for very
astonishment. 1685 R. BURTON Eng. Emp. Amer. ii. 35
They instantly swounded away for want of Air. 1811 \V.

GIFFORD in Smiles Mem. J. Murray (1891) II. xxi. 55, I

thought .. that both the damsels would have swounded.

1875 J* SPILLING Molly Miggs, etc. (1905) 22, I wor that

terrified that I fell down. .and swounded right off.

fig. 1603 DEKKER Wonderfitl Year Gib, (Our fruitfull

souereigne) lames, at whose dread name Rebellion swounded.
Hence Swou'nding vbl. sb. (also attrib.} and

ppl. a.

1570 FOXE A, ff M. (ed. 2) I. 307 The swondyng of the
Prior before the kyng. 1597 BRETON Anspicantf Jekona
Wks. (Grosart) 11,6/x Ouercome with the comfort of Thy vn-

speakable kindenes, in the swounding traunce of the treasure
of Thy loue. 1615 Characters rfon Ess., Love, In the

swounding delight of his sacred Inspiration. 1615 CROOKE
Body of Man, 253 Light faintings, desperate swoondings.
1650 EARL MONM. tr, Senatrtt's Man bee. Guilty 337 Those
who feared that the Suns swounding did foretoken the

world's end. 1654-66 EARL ORRERY Parthen. (1676) 17 She
fell into divers fits of swounding. 1671 SALMON Syn, Med.
in. xxii. 394 Motherwort, it is good in swounding fits [etc.).

1843 LANDOR Imae. Conv.,, O. Cromwell Wks. 184^6
II.

228/1 With a sad sinking of spirit, to the pitch well-nigh of

swounding. 1854 MRS. GASKELL North fy S. xix, I'm all in

a swounding daze to-day. 1901 N. MUNRO Doom Castle

xxxi, His temporary sense of swounding helplessness.

t Swounds, int. Obs. Forms : 6 awown(e)s,
swouns, swonds, sowns, 'sowns,6-7 swoundes,
swones, 7 swoones, 'swounds, swounds. A
enphemistic abbreviation of Goat wounds (seeGon

1589 [? NASHEJ Almond /or Parrat Dtd. A ij b Some
tuning Courtier, that swearcs swoundes and Uo< d t tcoo"'" " *'' iv, How, boy? swowns.boy. 1SogH^

'. Life Hen. /*', 19 Sir HuB U .wore, Si
ARL'JWE Fmtlt

WAR1' J,t i't

h, ,

'

Lj b, O Swoones he lias slabd n.e.

8woup N c, ,,i Snoop.
Swour, ol)5. Sc. pa. I. (,| SWIAK v.

I Swow, swongh, s/>. ot-s. t\ -mis : 3 .wo;,
4 swouj, Bwoue, swouh, sogh, 4-5 wough(e,
swpgh^e, swow(e, 5 awowgh, twowje, ow,
6 Sc. swosh. [opp. niising from the analysis of
ASWOUGH, ASWOW as = a su>ough, a mow : cf.

Swow fa.pf/e. and f. 1
]

1. A swoon.
e 1150 Gen. 4 Ex. 484 Til he M dun on dedes swol. 13 ..

.Sir Units (A.) 1563 Whan he awaktde of bat swouj, fe
Ironsoun eft to him adrouj. ci39CiiAlcr DltkeBlauiukt
215 What slic said more in bat swow 1 mai nat telle yiwu
now. a 1400 Lie. Roo<t (1871) 135 His floch is smite wib
debcs barnies, And swelleb heer in a swemly swouh [c 14*5
swow). ci4<x> Deslr. Troy 3551 He. .telle to be ground In
a swyme & a swogh. as he swell wold. 1447 BOKENIIAH
Styiitys (Roxb.) 14 Whan of hisiwow Asa man amasyd he
sodeynly dede abreyde. c 1460 Totmelcy Myst, xv. 68 At
1 lay in a swogh.

b. phr. To fall on, in sweug/i: to swoon. (Cf.
next.)

.j.. .. ~. ...-,..., .j~y rrifel ker doun and l? = an]swou).
c 1350 IFiV/. I'alerne 87 Keuliche gan he rore..& fel doun
on swowe. c 1400 Land 'Iroy Bk. 4376 And thei of Troye
bakward drowe; And many fel ded In sowe. 11440 CAF-
CRAVE Life St. Kath. in. 1114 Wyth beseswete woidessche
fel in swow. a 1450 Le Morte Arlli. 1634 '1 ban was the
quene glad 1-noghe Whan she saw launcelot cm lake, 1 hat
nyghe for loy she lelle in swoughe.
2. A state of sleep or trance.

1403 CLANVOWE Cntkov.' t, Nieht. 87, I fel in fuche a
slomber and a swow, Not al a slept, ne fully wakinge.
c 1440 CAPGRAVI Lift St. Kath. in. 049 Whan tat same
Adam slepte in a swow, Oure lord oute of his syde (an made
Hue. 1513 DOUGLAS jEtttit vm. i. fa The profund swoch
of sleip had lhaim ourtayne.

tSwow, SWOWn, pa.pple. Obs. Forms: o.

I seswosen, 3 iswojefn, 3-4 iswowe(n, ytown,
swoune, 5 suoun. 0. 3 isuowe, isuoje, 3-4
yswowe, yswoje, 4 isowe, ysow(e, ysow;,
swowe, swoghe. [OE. ^eswo^en. Cf. ASWOON,
ASWOUGH, ASWOW(E.] Fainting, in aswoon: orig.
and chiefly in predicative UFC withyfc//.
c looo ^ELFRIC Saints

1

Lives xii. 63 [He] began to etenne ;

he feoll ba at Saire forman snaede underbecc Jeswogen.
ciooo Horn. II. 356 Se laes . . teswojen betwux 8am of-

slej,cnum. ciooo.Sn.t-. LeecM. II. ic,6pzt hie syn sona
^eswofcene jif hie bone mete nsebben. c 1*05 LAY. 3074
Mid ba:re wraeSSe he wes isweued bat he feol iswowen

[c 1275 hi-swose}. Ibid. 4516 Stille he wes iswojen [c 1175
iswoje] on his kme-stole. c 1990 St. CUnient 173 in S. Eng.
Leg. 327 pis womman feol a-don i-swowe. 13.. Sir Bevts
(A.) 446 pat emperur fel swowe adoun \MS. C. yn swowne
downe]. 1361 LANCL. r. PI. A. v. 222 Sleube for serwelel
doun I-swowene. a 1375 Joseph Arim. 583 Whon Eualac
bat saus, he fel to be grounde, And Seraphe also, and bobe
lye swoune. c 1380 Sir I-erunib. 2407 For hungre I ai fulle

y.sowe. 1387 TRKVISA tligden (Rolls) VI. 477 pekyngwas
astonyed, and fil doun to be grounde as be) 3 he were i-sowe

[MS. ft. a swowe ; MS. y. y-swowe], 1390 GOWEB Con/.
III. 357 Mi dedly face pale and fade Becam, and swoune I

fell to grounde. 1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. Ixxiii, I.. lent,
amaisit verily, Half sleping and half suoun.

b. as ppl.a. ?' Dead '

(silence).

13.. Caw. <v Gr. Knt. 243 Al stouned at his steuen..In a

swoghe sylence. . As al were slypped vpon slepe.

t Swow, v. 1 Oh. [f. piec.] intr. To swoon,
faint.

a 12*5 Ancr. R. 288 pe beoite. .Jeied creaunt, cteaunt, ase

swowinde. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 441 per he swowed &
slept sadly al nyjt. 1377 LANCL. P. i'l. B. v. 154 Hir were
leuere swowe or swelte pan sutTre any peyne.

Swow (swau),z>.
2

U.S.colloq. [/ sworn app.
Is' vow (I shall vow) ; cf. SWAN v.%] I swow, I

declare ;
= SWAN i.2

[1790 Mass. Spy 30 Dec. i/i In one village you will hear the

phrase
'
I snore,' in another,

'
I swowgar,' and in another,

'I van you, I wunt do it.'] 1844 'JONATHAN SLICK
'

Higk
Life N. York I. 104, I swow, Miss Miles, you look as ham-
some as a full blown rose this morning. 1871 SCHELE DE

VERE Americanisms 595, I swan, I swad, I swow, 1 swamp,
and I vum, for I swear, and 1 vow.

Swow(e, swowjte, swowgh(e, swowh :

see SOUGH, SWOUGH.

t Swowing, vbl. so. Obs. Forms : I geswo-

wung, seswojung, 3 swotting, 4 swohing, 6

swowyng. [O^..^eswo^ung, noun of action corresp.

to tfswoffn Swow pa.pple.\ see -ING 1
.] Swooning.

r 1000 .S\i.r. Leeckd. II. 160 Hu se hata omihta maja un.

gemet burst & swol browaS..& jeswojunga. Ibid. ao6 Se

mon xeswojunga browaS & modes xeswxbrunga. a 1190
SI. Eustace 163 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg- (1881)214 peknijt
wes ney I-swowe.. bo he hof swouing \frinted swoning]

aros(etc]. c 1300 K. Horn 474 (Laud MS.) Po reymyl be

jenge Com of hire swohinge \otkerMSS. swooning, swowen-

yngej. I5 tr. Brtinswyke's Hmdywtrk Surf. xv. Dj.
Spasmus whithe is y crampe or Cincopis that is theswowyng.

Swown(e, obs. forms of SWOON. Swown (e)s,
46



SWUNG.

variants of SWOUNDS. Swoyr, obs. Sc. pa. t. of

SWEAR v. Bwre, Swth, 8wt(t)e, obs. ff. SURE,

SOOTH, SLUT si. Swuc, swuc(c)h, Swuer,

Swuff, Swuft, Swuling: see SUCH, SURE,

Swoor, SWIFT, SOLING.

Swum, pa. t. and pple. of SWIM v.

Swung (swwrj), ppl. a. Also 5 swonge(n.

[Pa. pple. of SWING z*.
1
]

f 1. Cookery. Beaten up. Obs.

c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 36 Take swongen eyrene and

floure ber to. 1:1467 Noble Bk. Cookry (1882) 120 Grind

raw pork and temper them with swonge egges.

2. Caused to oscillate ; suspended ;
wielded with

rotatory movement, etc. : see the verb.

1812 SIR T. LAWRENCE in Williams Life , COTT. (1831) I.

318 A wee modest cart, with an old higgler in it, sitting on

a swung seat. 1908 BINYON Land. Visions 14 Out of its

slumber roused, intense, To the swung axe a demon calls.

Swunk (swcrjk), ppl. a. pseuJo-anh. [pa. pple.

ofSwiNKt;.] Wearied with toil; = SWINKED///. a.

1858 rToGG Life Shelley II. x. 353 His lively fancy had

transmuted him into the swunk freedman.

Swupple, Swuttie : see SWIPPLE, SOOTY a.

8wy, obs. form of SUE v.

Swyoe, Swycer : see Swiss, SWISSER.

Swychte.Swycher.Swycht.Swye.Swyer,
Swyfe, awyfflt: see SUCH, SWISSER, SWITHE

adv., SWAY v., SQUARE, SQUIRE, SWIVE.

Swyje, Swyith, Swyk, ewylk : see SWAT

s6., SWITHE adv., SWILK.

Swyle, swyll: see SWALE rf.s, SWEAL v.,

SWEEL v., SWILL. Swyl(l)ing, obs. forms of

SULING. Swynacy(e, -asy, -aysy, -esye, obs.

ff. SQUINACY, quinsy. Swyng, swynge, obs. ff.

SUING, SWING, SWINGE. Swyper, -ir, etc., obs.

ff. SWIPPER. Swyr(e, obs. ff. SQUIRE, SURE,
SWIRE. Swyte, obs. form of SWEET.

Swythare, variant of SIQUARE.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiii. (George) 56 He. .sla but bad

quham-euir he fande In bat swythare hym nere.bande.

Swyther, error for swyper, SWIPPEH.

Sy : see SAY z>.l, SEE v., SIJE Obs.

-By, hypocoristic dim. suffix added to (i) proper

names, as Betsy, Palsy, Topsy, also in the form -cy,

as Nancy, (ii) common nouns, as babsy, ducksy,

MOPSY, pttsy, POPSY (popsy-wopsy).

II Syagusb. (sya-gJ). Also [7 siyah-ghush],
8 siagush, shoegooso, shah goest, shargoss, 9

ayah-gush. [Urdu = Pers. yiysU-> siyah gosh
black ear. (Friar Jordanus, I4th cent., has the

form sutgyis.y] The caracal, a feline animal.

[1677 CHARLETON Exercit. tie Diff. et Norn. Anim. 21

Inter alia nomina, Persice dicitur Siyah-Ghitsh, i.e. Nigris
auribus predita, Black-ear.] 1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace.
E. Ind. I. xi. 124 They hunt with Dogs, Leopards, and a
small fierce Creature, called by them a Shoegoose. 1759
Ann. Reg., Chron. 119/2 A very beautiful and uncommon
animal, lately arrived from the East Indies, ..is lodged in

the Tower. It is called, in the Indostan language, a Shah
Goest. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. II. 322 All animals of this

kind pursue in a pack.. .The jackall, the syagush, the wolf,
and the dog, are of this kind, a 1793 J. HUNTER Ess. $
Obseru. Nat. Hist. etc. (1861) II. 50 Of the Shargoss. This
animal is about the size of a common fox. It is of the genus
of the cats. 1813 J. FORBES Oriental Mem. I. x. 277 The
Moguls train another beast for antelope-hunting, called the

syah-gush.

Syar, obs. f. SIRE sb. Syatioke, obs, f. SCIATIC.

Syb, obs. form of SIB.

Sybarite (si-bareit), sb. and a. Also 7 Siberite,
-arite, -aryte. [ad. L. Sybarita, ad. Gr. 'SvPapirrj;,
(. Zvgapis Sybaris (see below). Cf. F. Sybarite.}
A. sb. 1. A native or citizen of Sybaris, an

ancient Greek city of southern Italy, noted for its

effeminacy and luxury.
1598 Bp. HALL Sat. v. ii. 58 All dumb and silent, like the

dead of night, Or dwelling of some sleepy Sybarite. 1599
NASHE Lenten Stuff* Wks. 1905 III. 189 margin, The
Sybarites neuer woulde make any banquet vnder a twelue-
moneths warning. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. f, Commw.
(1603) 64 The pleasure ofTarent and the soile of the Siberites
were inchantments sufficient to make men effeminate. 1660
STANLEY Hist. Pkilos. IX. Pythagoras xi. (1687) 499/2 The
Crotomans joyning with the Sybarites and the Metapon.
tines, determined to expel the rest of the Grecians out of
Italy. 1787 BECKFORD Lett. Italy xxix. (1805) I. 291 I have
some noisy tradesmen near me, that the Sybarites would

slumbers.

2. A persorudewted to luxury or pleasure ; an
ettemmate voluptuary or sensualist.
Now spelt more freq. with small initial.

T vP ?
crun>P'l rose-leaf. 1820 BYRON Mar. Fal.0. n. 160 The Lords of Lacedajmon were true soldiers, But

ours are Sybarites. 1863 Miss BRADDON J. Marchmont
I. i. 7 It was a handsome room, certainly the very room

lor an artist and a sybarite. 1880 DISRAELI Endym. xxxvii,

354

The dinner was refined, for Mr. Bertie Tremaine combined

the Sybarite with the Utilitarian sage. . ,

transf. .852 H. ROGERS AW. Faith (1853) So'Tta, a.d

I,
'
is the plea of intellectual Sybarites.

B. adj.
= SYBARITIC.

thereof Being iroae yppuu ''?.-" """"
, T

Hist. Philos. ix. Pythagoras xm.(i&1\SP4l* T

rite-Ambassadors. 1831 VOUATT^J^ .v 43 The SybarUe

oaireu me uuiruiu aimn >ji "' ** ^/

&y xv. 178 Irene Vannos, even as she fans her sybarite

mistress, falls fainting on the deck.

SoSybarism, sybaritism; Sybarist, a sybarite;

Sybarital a., sybaritic; fSybaritan [L. Sy-

barlldnus} a. and sb. = SYBARITE ; Sybaritish

a. (also 7 erron. Sabar-), sybaritic ; Sybaritism,

sybaritic habits or practices,
effeminate voluptuous-

ness.

1889 R WHITBV Awakening Mary Fenwick II. vii. i6g,

I am ashamed of your selfish *sybarism ! 1652 N. CULVER-

SYCAMORE.
Min. in D. D. Black Hist. Brechin iii. (1867) 44, 401. resting

! of,8 due James Walt forSybees that grew in his yard. 1653
Culross Session Minutes, Cited for pulling sybows on the

: Lords Day. 1659 Melrose Regality Kec. (S.H.S. 1914) 218

[The agreed-on price of] certane sybeis [bought from him].
a 1682 SEMPILL Blythsome Wedding 55 With sybows and

upon the 'Sibaritan horsses came running & dancing among
their aduersaries. 1608 D. T[UVILL] Ess. Pol. * Afar. 118

That speech of the Sibaritans, concerning the Lacedz-

monians austerer kind of living. 1631 R. H. Arraignm.
Whole Creature v. 32 That abound in all Asian luxuries,

and more than *Sabaritisb delights, a 1656 HALES Gold.

Kern. i. (1673) 67 AH this is but out of a Sybaritish ridiculous

daintiness. iSzi Examiner 253/1 Sybaritish enjoyment.

1883 W. E. NORRIS No New Thing II. xiii. 4 We sit. .hug-

ging ourselves in a Sybaritish contentment. 1840 G. DARLEY

Wks. Beaum. !, Fl. Introd. (Rtldg.) p. xxiii, It is quite a

mistake to imagine *Sybaritism did not commence in Eng.
land till the reign of Charles the Second, when it was
rather at its climax. 1870 Echo o Nov., Modern Republics
like ancient Carthage swim in gold and sybaritism.

Sybaritic (sibari-tik), a. Also 7 erron. Babari-

ticke. [ad. L. Sybanticus, ad. Gr. ZvfiapirtKos,

f. 5u/3ap/T))s SYBARITE.]
1. Of or pertaining to Sybaris or its inhabitants.

Sybaritic fables (Gr. Adyoi Sv/3apiTioi, iffropiai 2vapt-
ruceu), a class of fables or stories which appear to have been

concerned only or mainly with human beings and to have
involved humorous or ridiculous situations or conversations.

1786 POLWHELE tr. Theocritus, Idyl. v. (1792) II. Notes ipo
Long after the destruction of the old Sybaritic republic.

1840 tr. C. O. Mailer's Hist. Lit. Greece xi. 1 15. 145 The
Sybaritic fables mentioned by Aristophanes [ Wasps\ Ibid.,

Doubtless, therefore, the Sicilian poet Epicharmus means,
by Sybaritic apophthegms, what others call Sybaritic fables.

1889 T. JACOBS &sop 1. 203 It is possible that the collections

on which we are commenting have a connection, .with the
*

Sybaritic Jests'.

2. Characterized by or devoted to excessive

luxury ; effeminately luxurious.

1619 H. HUTTOM Follie's Anal. Bivb, His belly is a
Cesterne of receit, ..A Sabariticke Sea, a depthlesse Gulfe.

1759 WARBURTON Let. to Hurd 30 Jan., On the 4th, I shall

get to town, when I hope you will dine with me on a single

dish, to atone to Philosophy for the Sybaritic dinners of
Prior-Park. 1835 MARRYAT Olla Podr. III. 252 The Syba-
ritic sheet of finest texture. 1849 THACKERAY Lett. (1887) 56
It was a Sybaritic repast, in a magnificent apartment, and
we were all of us young voluptuaries of fashion. 1876 World
V. No. 117. 12 They do what they please,.. and inhale an

atmosphere of sybaritic enjoyment.

Sybaritical (sibari-tikal), a. Now rare.

[f.
L. Sybariticus : see prec. and -ICAL.] =

prec.
a 1617 HIERON Aarons Bells (1623) 14 Their Sybaritical

feasts and banquets consecrated to Flora. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Mel. i. ii. ill. xiii, Those prodigious prodigals, & mad
Sybaritical spendthrifts. 1651 H. MORE Second Lask in

Enthus. Tri., etc, (1656) 214 Clothed with transparent lawns,
or Sybaritical tiffanies. 1725 BAILEY Erasm. Colloq. (1878)
I. 112 Ch. If you will have me, I'll make a Sybaritical
Appointment... Pe. What Appointment is that? Ch. The
Sybarites invited their Guests against the next Year, that

they might both have Time to be prepar'd. 1898 L. STEPHEN
Stud. Biogr, II. iv. 145 They, .became soured, or mildly..
sybariticaL

Hence Sybari-tically adv., voluptuously.
1846 Blackw. Mag. LX. 84 We battened sybaritically.

1897 Daily News ^ Oct. 6/5 Our quarters here are nothing
less than sybaritically luxurious.

So f Sybaritican a.

1623 COCKERAM, Sybaritican-meale, a rich costly meale.
1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 103, I see an Epicurean
dinner, that I say not a Sybaritican.

Sybotic (saibp-tik), a. rare (affected), [ad. Gr.'

av@aiTiit6s, f. ffv0wrr]i swineherd.] Pertaining to
a swineherd or his occupation. So Sybotism
(si'biftiz'm), the tending of swine.
1876 Daily Tel. $ Dec. (Cassell's), He was twitted with

his sybotic tendencies,.. and was asked what a scholar and
a gentleman could possibly see in a fat hog. Ibid., Sybotism.

Sybow (S3rb0). Sc. Forms: 6 sebowe, //.
sybees, sybbow, 7 //.sybeis, 8 pi. sybouse, 8-
sybo, 9 seybo(w,se(i)bow, sibow,syboe,sibba,
saybee, seybie, 7- sybow. [Sc. variant of

CIBOL, CIBOULE, q. v.] Orig. = CHIBOL i ; now.,
a young or spring onion with the green stalk
attached = CHIBOL 2.

1574 in Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 50 That teind
sybbows, leeks, kaill, and onyons, be discharged. 1580

clean as I wad bi:c it aff a sybo. 1819 W. TENSANT Pa-
pistry Storm'd(i&2rt 39 Sebows and leeks.

attrili. 1752 Records of Elgin (New Spald. Cl. 1903) I.

462 Ilk firkin of onions or sybowbeads 9
a

. 1786 BURNS
Ep. to M'Adam v, A lee dyke-side, a sybow-tail, And
barley-scone, shall cheer me.

Sybrade, -brede, etc., obs. ff. SIBHED.

Sybil, etc. : see SIBYL, etc.

Syc, obs. form of Sic, SIKH.

Sycamine (srkamin, -ain). arch, [ad. Gr.

avitaiiivov mulberry, -os mulberry tree (late L.

syca minus"}, ad. Heb. HCpB' shiqmah (Aram. pi.

shiqmin), with assimilation to OVKOV
fig.] The

common black mulberry, Morus nigra.
1526 TINDALK Luke xvii. 6 Yf ye..shulde saye vnto thys

sycamyne tree (so x6n] plucke thy silfe vppe by the rotes

and plant thy silfe in the see. [1849 BALFOUK Man. But.

1023 The Mulberry is the o-vKaptvos, or Sycamine-tree of

the New Testament.]

Sycamore (si'kamo>a), sycamore (si-W-

moa). Forms:' 4-7 sicamour, (4 sika-, sico-

rnour, siccmore,syca-, sykamoure,5sycomour,

j

-owre, secomoure, siohomure, cioomour, eyco-

myr, sygamour(e), 6-7 siccamore, syoamour,
(6 segamore, 7 sioamor(e, cy oamore), 4- syoo-

more, 7- sycamore, [a. OF. sic(h)amor, -more,
later sicomore, mod. F. sycamore,

-
It., Sp., Pg.

sicomoro, ad. late L. si-, iycomorus, ad. Gr. avxii-

H' l">i, f. avitov f\g + n6pov mulberry. The spelling

sycamore is the more usual, but sycamore is retained

in mod. edd. of the Bible, and is used by some
writers in sense I for the sake of distinction.]
1. A species of fig-tree, Ficus Sycomorus, common

in Egypt, Syria, and other countries, and having
leaves somewhat resembling those of the mulberry.
13.. Propr. Sanct. (Vernon MS.) in Hcrrig's Archiv

LXXXI. 319/14 In to a treo he wente berfore, A Sikamour,
to seon him |>oie. 1388 WYCLIP Isaiah ix. 10 Thei ban kit

doun sicompris. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 4973 Oleues out of

lebany..With sichomures & sipresses. c 1440 York Myst,
xxv. 427 A nobill tree bou secomoure. 1530 PALSGR. 269/2
Sicomer, frute. Sicomour, tree. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xnl.

vii. I. 389 The Sycomore. .is called the ^Egyptian Figtree.
The tree for leafe, bignesse, and barke, is like unto the

Mulberie tree. 1633 G. H ERBKRT Temple, World iii, That

Sycomore, Whose leaves first sheltied man from drought
and dew. 1720 POPE liiad xxi. 44 As from a sycamore, his

sounding steel Lupp'd the green arms to spoke a chariot,

wheel. 1867 BAKER Nile Tribut. i. (1872) 3 We climbed
the steep sandy bank and sat down beneath a solitary syca-
more. 1910 MRS. H. M. TIRARD Bk. of Dead iii. 73 In

Egypt sycomores often grow on the edge of the desert.

2. A large species of maple, Acer Pseudoplatanus,
introduced into Britain from the Continent, and

grown as a shady ornamental tree and for its wood.
Also with distinguishing adj., bastard, false, vulgar

sycamore.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. \: ii. 89 Vnder the coole shade of a

Siccamore, 1 thought to close mine eyes some halfe an
houre. 1653 WALTON Angler iv. 121 We. .sate as quietly.,
under this Sycamore, as Virgils Tityrus and his Melibceus
did under their broad beech tree. 1657 S. PURCHAS Pol.

Flying-Ins, i. xv. 94 Sycomore, or great Maple. 1728
BRADLEY Diet. Bot., Sycamore vulgar, Le. Acer majus.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 329 Sycamore, False, Acer.

1763 GRAY Lett., to Wharton (1912) III. 84 The enclosures,
that surround the house, are border'd with 3 or 4 ranks of

sycomores, ashes, & white poplars of the noblest height.

1777 LIGHTFOOT Flora Scot. (1789) 639 The Great Maple, or

Bastard Sycomore. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. Ixxxix, Thou,
with all thy breadth and height Of foliage, towering syca-
more. 1889 A. C. BENSON Altar Fire (1907) 89 There were

many ancient elms and sycamores forming a small park.

3. a. In N. America, a plane or tree of the genus

Platanus, esp. the buttonwood, P. occidentalis.

1814 PURSH Flora Amer. Seftentrionalis 635 Platanus
occidentalis. . .On the banks of rivers : Canada to Florida,
and in Louisiana.. .This tree is known by the name of

Button-wood, Water Beech, Sycamore and Plane Tree : in

Canada Cotton Tree. 1872 SCHELE DE VERE Americanisms
413 Buttonwood..The tree is known also as Sycamore and
Plane-Trce

b. In Australia and elsewhere applied (with or

without epithet) to various trees : see quots.
i86 Treas. Bot. s.v. Melia, M[elia] Azedarach, vulgarly

known as the Pride of India, False Sycamore, Holy-tree.

Ibid., Sycamore.. New South Wales. Brachychiton luri-

more ',

' Bastard Sycamore '. 1898 MORRIS Austral Eng.
s.v. Laurel, Native L[aurel] . . Panax elegatts. .also called

Light or White Sycamore.
4. The wood or timber of the sycamore (usually

in sense 2).

1384 CHAUCER H. Fame in. 188 Ther saugh I Colle Ire-

| getour Vpon a table of Sygamour Pley an vncouthe thynge
I to telle. a 1300 Eger^Crine 971 in Furniv. & Hales Percy

Folio I. 384 His sadle with sekamoure [printed selc-J was
sett. 1506 Paston Lett. III. 408 A payrc of beddes of

segamore. 1842 GWII.T Archil. % 1724 Old houses .. floored

j

with sycamore and wainscotted with poplar.



SYCAMORE-TREE.

5. Short for sycamore-moth (see 6;.

1843 WESTWOOD Brit. Moths I. 193 Afiatela aceris (the

sycamore). 1869 NEWMAN Brit. Mat/is 251/2 The Sycamore
(Acronycta XtftfriCr). . .Thu caiet pillar feeds on the sycamore
(Acerpseudoplatanns} t

6. attrib. and Comb., as sycamore fruit, key
(KEY sbJ- 14), leaf; sycamore-fig, the fig-tree
Ficus Sycomorus, or its fruit; f sycamore-locust
(see quot.) ; sycamore maple = sense 2 ; syca-
more (-tussock)-moth, a noctuid moth, Acronycta
{Apate/a} aceris, the larva of which feeds on the

sycamore (sense 2).

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 121 Variety of excellent fruites ; as
orenges, lemons, pomegranats,..*Sicamur figs. 1861 HENT-
LEV Afan. l>ot. 639 The Sycamore Fig is said to have yielded
the wood from which mummy-cases were made. 1899 MARC.
BENSON & GOURLAV 7Vm>A of Mnt i. 3 Groves of palm
mingled with the thicker foliage of the sycamore-fig and
tamarisk. 1611 Bible Amos vii. 14, I was an hcardm.m, and
a gatherer of 'Sycomore fruit. 1657 AUSTEN Fruit Trees
i. 138 Setting.. Ash-keyes, *Cycamore-keyes. 1664 POWER
/T.r/5. rhilos. i. 32 The *Sycomore-Locust . . is a pretty
little yellow Insect, which is bred, and feeds on the "Syco-
more-leaves, which at first hath no wings, but six legs*
and two horns. 1713 tr. Pomefs Hist. Drugs I. 154 The
Leaves are a little less than the Sicamore Leaves. 1887
W. PHILLIPS Brit. Discomycetes 198 Wherever decaying
sycamore-leaves are found. 1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants
(ed. 3) 1 1. 369 Sycamore Tree. *Sycamore Maple. 1833 Penny
Cycl. I. 76/2 Acer striatunt^ the striped-bark maple .. fre-

quently grows to thrice its native size, in consequence of

being grafted upon the sycamore maple. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Sttppl^ *Sycattiore-tttotJi t . . a peculiarly large and beau-
tiful moth,.. so called, from its caterpillar feeding on the
leaves of the sycamore. 1861 MORRIS Brit. Mot/is II. 73
Acronycta Aceris. Sycamore Moth.. .It feeds on the syca-
more and thehorse-chesnut. 1749 B. WILKES Eng. Moths

<J-

Butterflies 32 The *Sycamore Tussock-Moth. You may
find the Caterpillars on Sycamore Trees, 1839 J. RENNIE
Butterfl. $ M. 78 The Sycamore Tussock (Apatela. Aceris^
Stephens) appears the end of June. 1854 RONALDS &
RICHARDSON Cheat. Technol. (ed. 2) 1. 195 "Sycamore wood.

Sycamore-tree. =
prec, (in various senses).

13.. Propr. Sanct. (Vernon MS. fol. ccxxvii.) t>is ilke
Sicomours [sic} tre In w^uche clomb vp Zachee. 138* WYCLIF
Luke xix. 4 He rennynge bifore

t sti^ede in to a sycamoure
[i388sicomoure] tree. 14.. NOIII. m Wr.-Wiilcker 715/43 Hie
cicomorust a cycomyrtre. 1597 GERARDE Herbal m. cxii.

1300 The great Maple, not rightly called the Sycomore tree
. . is a stranger in England, a 1600 in Chappell Pop. Music
( 1855) 1. 207 The poor soul sat sighing by a sicamore tree. 161 1

#iV>/tfPs.lxxviii. 47 He destroyed their vines with haile: and
their Sycomore trees with frost. x87aScHELEDEVERE^w^z"-
canisms 413 Buttonwood is the popular name of the so-

called Sycamore-tree (Platanus occidftttalts). 1898 MORRIS
A nstral Eng.^ Sycamore Tree. . . In New South Wales, the
name is given to Bracky^k]iton luridus. 1908 R. M.WATSON
in Athenaeum 4 Apr. 418/3 The west shone pale through
the boughs of the sycamore tree As the rooks sailed home
to their haunt in the dusky park.

Syce (sais). Anglo-Ind. Forms: 7 seis, 7-8
seise, 7-9 sais, 8 seise, 9 sayse, sftees, saice,

sice, syce. [Hind. Arab, sffis f. sits to tend
a horse.] A servant who attends to horses, a

groom ; also, an attendant who follows on foot

a mounted horseman or a carriage.
1653 GREAVES Seraglio 141 The. . Master of the horse hath

the charge, .of^all his other horses, mules, camels, and all

his cattle.. having. .many ordinary grooms which are to
look to them, and see that the Seises keep them in good
case. i675CovELm Early fay. Levant (Ha.k\uyt Soc.) 172,
I had my servant, and a seis or groom, to look after my
horse. 1779 in H. E. Busteed Echoes Old Calcutta (1882)

230 The bearer and seise, .came to the place where I was.
1815 MRS. SHERWOOD in Life xxvi. (1847) 437 The Saist or

horse-attendant,, .took charge of m^ horse. 1835 T. HOOK
Sayings Ser. n. Passion ff Princ. iii, The gallant aide-de-

camp mounted his little Arabian, and followed by his sice
at full speed, galloped away to head-quarters. 1832 MAR-
RYAT N. Forster xxxviii, Syces were fanning the horses
with their chowries. 1854 THACKERAY Newcomes Ixvi, The
Course is at Calcutta.. he calls his grooms saicesl 1896
1 H. S. MERRIMAN ' Flotsam xxii. 254 The carriages rolled

up to the cathedral doors, and the syces.. cried frantically
to the throng to make room.

Syoe, obs. form of SICE, SIZE sb.i* 3.

Sycee (sois?*). Also 8 sisee, seze. [Chinese st

(pronounced in Canton saf, set} sz* fine silk :
* so

called because, if pure, it may be drawn out into

fine threads
*

(Giles in Yule and Burnell Hobson-

Jodson).} Fine uncoined silver in the form of

lumps of various sizes, usually having a banker's
or assayer*s seal stamped on them, used by the

Chinese as a medium of exchange. Also sycee
silver.

1711 LOCKYER Ace. Trade India v. 135 Formerly they
used to sell for Sisee, or Silver full fine ;..io Tale of Gold
93 fine, sold for 94 Tale weight of Sisee Silver is 7 above
Touch. 1834 Jrnl. Asiatic Soc. Bengal App. 29 Sycee
silver.. is the only approach to a silver currency among the
Chinese. 1865 RENNIE Peking 4- Pekingese II. 116 The
purchase money consisting of sixty-two shoe-shaped ingots
of Sycee silver. 1882 *

Fan, Kwae* at Canton 58 Shroffs
were also 'changers' providing when required either Sycee,
chopped dollars, or gold as well as bankers.
attrib. 1875 JEVONS Money xii. 148 Either rupees as in

India, sycee bars as in China, or silver dollars.

Sycers, obs. f. SCISSORS.

Sych(e, obs. ff. SIGH, SUCH.

Sychare, variant of SIQUABE 06$,

CI37S &> Leg* Saints vi. (Thomas) 382 pane al be sek

men, pat come pare, Parfyt heyle gat in pat sychare.

355

Syoher, obs. form of SrcKEn a.

Syclmocarpous (siknoka-jpas), a. Jiol.
[f.

Gr. avxyus many + Kapjnis fruit + -ous.J iiu.'uin^

fruit many times, as a perennial plant ; polycarpous.
i'83 LINDLEV Introd. Bot. 401 rotycarpous (better syckno-

carfious} ; having the power of bearing fruit many times

wiuiout perishing.

Syohon = such a one: see SUCH item. adj. 38.

t Sycht. St. Obs. fl. 'The front parts of a gown,
coat, etc.' (Jam.).
d.foirsychtifoirbreist in Jam.
iS4a Inv. K. Wardr. (1815) 101 Item ane schort gown of

.s:id cr.'unasy velvott lynit with quhyt taflfateis the sychtis
with quhyt letuis. 1543 Ace. La. lli%h Treas. Scot. VIII.

187 Item, deliverit to lyne the sychtis thairof, y quarteris
blak tcffites of Janis. 1548 Ibid. IX. 222 Item, vj quarterns
tafiateis [of] foure thredis to lyne the sychtis of hir goun,
xxiiij .

Syeht, obs. Sc. form of SIGHT.

Syok(e, obs. ff. SICK, SIKE. Syolatoun,
-owne, Sycle, var. CICLATOUN, SICLE Obs.

Sycoceric (sikose'rik, -sl
-

rik), a. Chem. [f.

Gr. avxov fig + KIJJJOS wax + -10.] Of, pertaining

to, or derived from the waxy resin of an Australian

species of fig, Ficus rubiginosa ;
as in sycoceric

acid, a crystalline compound, C 18HJ8Oa ; so syco-
ceric alcohol, aldehyde. So Sycoce-ryl, the hypo-
thetical radical of the sycoceric compounds (also

attrib?) ; hence Sycocerylic a. = sycoceric.
iSfio DE LA RUE & HOLLER in Phil. Trans. CL. 47 Ace.

iate ofSycoceryL Weassign this name.. to the crystallizablc
substance .. obtained when the residue, left after the treat-

ment of the original resin with cold alcohol, is dissolved in

boiling alcohol, and the solution allowed to cool. Ibid. 50
The new alcohol which we propose to call Sycocerylic
Alcohol. 1873 WATTS Fownes* Chem. (ed. n) 791 Sycoceryl
Alcohol is produced by the action of alcoholic soda on syco-

ceryl acetate.

t Sycomancy. Obs. Also 7 -manty, sioo-.

[f. Gr. OVKOV fig + pavT<ia divination : see -MANGY
.]

Divination by means of figs or fig-leaves.
165* GAULE Magastrom. xix. 166 Sycpmancy, [divining)

by Figgs. a 1693 Urqnhart's Rabelais in. xxv. 209 By
Sicomancyj O Divine Art in Fig-tree Leaves 1 [1893 EL-
WORTHY Evil Eye 445 Conjuring with fig leaves was called

sycomancy.]

Sycomore : see SYCAMORE.

II Sycoilium (saikou-nifon). Bot. Also angli-
cized sycoii. [mod.L., f. Gr. avxov fig.] A
multiple fruit developed from numerous flowers

imbedded in a fleshy receptacle, as in the fig.

1856 HENSLOW Diet. Bot. Terms, Syconiwn, Syconus,
1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. vii. 2 (ed. 6) 303 The Syconium. .

results from a multitude of flowers concealed in a hollow

flower-stalk,. .which becomes pulpy and edible when ripe.

II Syconus (saikco'iiSs). Bot. [mod.L., f. Gr.

avitov fig.]
= SYCONICM.

i8j LINDLEY Introd. Bot. 180 Syconus.. a. fleshy rachis,

having the form ofa flattened disk, or of a hollow receptacle,
with distinct flowers and dry pericarpia. 1861 EENTLEY
Man. Bot. 327 The Dorstenia..\s another example of the

Syconus, although it differs a good deal from the Fig in its

general appearance.

Sycophancy (si-k^fansi). [ad. L. sycophantia,
a. Gr. avno<t>avTia, f. avKotp&vTijs SYCOPHANT.] The

practice or quality of a sycophant.
1. The trade or occupation of an informer;

calumnious accusation, tale-bearing. Now only in

Gr. Hist. : see next, I.

1622 BP. HALL Contempt., N. T. in. iv, It was hard to

hold that seat [sc. the publican's] without oppression, with-

out exaction : One that best knew it, branded it with poling,
and sycophancy. 1721 BAILEY, Sycophancy .. false Dealing,
false Accusation, Tale-bearing. 1808 MITFORD Hist. Greece

xxi. i. III. 18 That evil which, with the name of Syco-

phancy, so peculiarly infested Athens. 1850 GROTE Greece
ii. Ixv. (1862) V. 562 Men (says Xenophon) whom every one
knew to live by making calumnious accusations (called

Sycophancy).
2. Mean or servile flattery ;

the character of a

mean or servile flatterer.

1657 TRAPP Camm. Esther iii. i Whether it was also by
flattery or sycophancy, .that Haman had insinuated himself

into the Kings favour. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I.

xcv. 472 The child will reject with sullenness all the little

sycophancies that are made to it. iSai SYD. SMITH Wks.

(1867) I. 338 Abject political baseness and sycophancy.
i860 MILL Refr. Goyt. (1865) 67/1 The people, like the

despot, is pursued with adulation and sycophancy. 1873
DIXON Two Queens IV. xxn. ix. 225 Neither of these critics

had the sycophancy to approve his lines.

Sycophant (si ki'fant), sb. (a.). Also 6 (sioo-

phanta), sichophant, 6-7 soioo-, sioo-, 7 sioco-,

soyoo-, 7-8 sycho- (9 syko-). [ad. L. sycophanta,
ad. Gr. avKofyiump, f. avxov fig + <t>av-, root of

(patveiir to show. (Cf. F. sycopkanle (i6th c.),

\sichophant, It., Sp. sicofanta, Pg. sycophanta^)
The origin of the Gr. word, lit. = '

fig-shower ', has not been

satisfactorily accounted for. The explanation, long current,
that it orig. meant an informer against the unlawful exporta-
tion of figs cannot be substantiated. It is possible that
the term referred orig. to the gesture of '

making a fig
'

or
had an obscene implication : cf. FIG. sb I (See Boisacq
Diet, Etjrm. de la langve grecque?j\
\. Gr. Hist. One of a class of informers in

ancient Athens : see quots. and etymology above.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1595) 101 (Solon) Wee may not

altogether discredite those which say, they did forbid in the

SYOOPHANTICAL.
IMC that men should carie figges out of Ihe cbunliic of

Attica, and thai n <,ame that these |,itke ihanLc*,
which bewray and accuse them that transported figges, weie
called Sycophant. 1656 SIANLKY II hi. 1'liilei. v. (1701)

J-
7
u'V' >robulus tlie Sycophant met him, accompanying

Chabrias to the Tower, and -aid unto hi: . -,e to
help others, .

lh(.

poyson of Socrates isMMmd foi JWOl 1748 HT..MI A,,., I,,,;. Hum. Undent.
XI, If Epicunu l.a.l li-i-,, 10 u ,, ..I Ufoie the people by any
01 the informers of those days 1838 THIRL-
WALL Grtta *xxi. IV. 181 A class of men who werr
versa ly odious,.. the informers, o.

, they were
called at Athens, who had perverted the laws (etcl.
1 2. trans/, and Jig. An informer, tale-bearer,

malicious accuser
;
a calumniator, traducer, slan-

derer. Obs.

l537 CROMWELL in Merriman Life t, Lett. (1902) II. 84
\\hereas Michael Throgmerton..hathe.. taken vppon him
. . to become bothe a Sicophanta in Writing and a most
vnkvnde deuiser . . of thinges most . . tray t orous against hys
sayd Souereigne lorde.] a 1548 HALL Ckroti., Hen. /f'ab,
He. .was very glad (as tell tales and scicophantes bee . . ) to
declare to the Ityng what he had heard. 1561 B. Goocl
Palingenius' Zodiac of Life To Rdr., Who can scape the

poisened lips of slandrous sicophants ? i6 T. TAYLOR
Cointn. Titus iii. 2. (1619) 568 As sycbophants who make the

scapes of men farre greater then they are. 1697 POTTER
Antiq. Greece \. xxi. (1715) 122.

3. A mean, servile, clinging, or abject flatterer;
a parasite, toady, lickspittle.
1575 GASCOIGNE Glasse Govt. Prol. 18 What subtile snares

these Sycpphantes can use. 01633 AI.SIIS Metiit. (1635)

224 Such is his [sc. the Pope's] power, attributed to him Dy
his Sycophants that there can bee no Saints but of his

making 1 170* ROWE Tanierl. \. i, A noble Freedom.. un-
known to fawning Sycophants. 1736 BOLINGBBOKB Patriot.

(1749) 139 Crowds of spies, parasites and sycophants, will

surround the throne under the patronage of such ministers.

1843 PRESCOTT Mexico n. i. (1850) I. 183 The young monarch
was accompanied by a swarm of courtly sycophants. 1877
MRS. OLIPHANT Makers f'lor. x. 252 The real sentiments of

this great prince . . were very different from those of bis

sycophants.

1 4. Vaguely used for : Impostor, deceiver. 06s.

1589 I? NASHE] Almond for Parrot 16 Am not I old Ille

ego qni quondam at y besleeuing of a sichophant ? 1606
CHAPMAN Gentl. Usher v. I 4 b, Presumptuous Sicopbant,
I will have thy life. 1651 WITHE tr. Pnmntft J'of.

Err.
163 The good man Daniel Sennertus, . . being deceived by
a Germane sycophant. 1653 GATAKER Vind. Anttot. Jer.
13 It is not any spurious or seditious doctrine in their

Teachers, by this foul-mouthed Sycophant, so falsely
fathered upon Calvin. 17*8 CHAMBERS Cycl.. Sycophant,. .

the Term became used . . at last, for a Lyer, Imposter, &c.

6. Comb., as sycophant-like adj.
1601 B. JONSON Poetasters, iii. 112 An honest sycophant-

like slaue. 1617 [R. NICCOLS] Beggers Afe 63, With Syco-
phantlike trickes, hee tooke delight, With euery lacke to

play the Parasite.

B. attrib. or adj. Sycophantic.
1699 E. WALKER tr. Epictetus' Mor.^ In praise Efictetvl,

,

made sycophant Lords. 1747 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811)

II. xxvi. 169 A sycophant creature. 1763 WILKES Corr.

(1805) I. 236 This sycophant court language. 1847 C. KRONTE

Jane Eyre Pref. to ed. 2, Ahab did not like Micaiah, be-

cause he never prophesied good concerning him . . : probably
he liked the sycophant son of Chenaannah better.

t Sycophant, v. Obs. [f. prec.] trans. To
act the sycophant towards. a. To slander,

calumniate, traduce, b. To flatter meanly; also

intr. to play the sycophant (
= SYCOPHAKTIZE a).

Hence t Sycophanting ///. a.

1637 HEYWOOD fleas. Dial. xiv. Wks. 1874 VI. 230 Nor
sycophant they us, such things to attaine By us. 1642
MILTON Apol. Sniect, Wks. 1851 III. 261 By syccphanting
and misnaming the worke of his adversary. 1674 Gcvt.

Tongue viii. 150 His Sycophanting arts being detected.

1704 J. MACMILLAN in H. M. B. Reid Canicrctiian Apostle
(1896) App. i. 223 A sycophanting age.

Sycophantic (sik<7fse-ntik), a. [ad. Gr. OVKO-

<t>avTtx6s, f. aixotfavrris SYCOPHAM.] a. Having
the character of, or characteristic of, a syco-

phant ; meanly flattering ; basely obseqnious. b.

Calumnious, slanderous.

1676 Row Contn. Blair's Autotiogr. xii. (1848) 547 The
base sycophantic fools magnify and extol Sharp. 1781 V.

KNOX Ess. Ivii. (1819) II. 3 Mean, unprincipled, selfish, and

sycophantic deceivers. 1801 MASON Svppl. to
_
Johnson,

Sycophantick. adj., tale bearing; maliciously officious. i8a8

D'ISRAELI Chas. 1, I. ix. 274 That sycophantic blasphemy,
which the Court-bishops.. carried to an incredible excess.

1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT Napoleon (1855) II. i. 24 Upon syco-

phantic knees they bowed before the conqueror. 1870 BIKNIK

Psaltns n. x. 348 Sycophantic divines have often made of it

ttc. divine right] a frttering unction for the ears of pnnces.

tSycOpha'ntical, a. Ots. [See prec. and

-ICAL.]
1. Calumnious, slanderous."

a 66 R. EDWARDS Damon * Pithias (1571) E uj b. Either

you talke of that is done, or by your Sicophanticall enuye,

You pricke forth Dionisius the sooner, that Dairon may die.

1587 M. GROVE Pelofs I, Hipf. (1878)i 6 A railing rout of

Sycophanticall brablers. 1644 PRVNNE & WAUIE. WrwK. s

Trial ii Colonell Fiennes ..in a sycophanticall way

alleadged, that we suspected the integrity of that Court.

2. Meanly flattering ; basely obsequious.

1631 LITHGOW Trav. v. 317 Herod . . eaten of wormet, after

the Sycophanticall people called his. .oration, the voyce of

God. a 1716 SOUTH Sena. (1744) VIII. 102 They have..

suCfered themselves to be cheated and ruined by a syco-

phantical parasite. 45-2



SYCOPHANTICA-LIiY.

Sycophantically (sikdfce-ntikali),
adv. [See

prec.
and -ICALLY.] In a sycophantic manner;

like a sycophant ;
in the way of mean flattery.

1643 Necess. Christ. Subjection 6 The States of England,
as some of their Preachers, .have sycophantically phrased
them. 1728 MORGAN Algiers I. iv. 90 Scurrilously railing

against the triumphant Belisarius, yet most sycophantically

adulating the half-desponding Gilimen. 1857 BORROW

Romany Rye App. x, In these days, when it is dangerous

to say anything about him but what is sycophantically

laudatory.

Sycophantish (si'WOntif), a-
[f-

SYCOPHANT

sb. +-ISH 1
.] Basely obsequious. Hence Syco-

phantishly adv.

1840 DE QUINCEY Essenes n. Wks. 1897 VII. 133 Ves.

pasian was shrewd enough from the first to suspect him

for the sycopjiantish knave that he was. 1847 Sp. Mil.

Nun xxv, Neither proud . . nor sycophantishly and falsely

humble. 1873
' ANNIE THOMAS ' Two Widows I. iii. 79 [ He]

vibrated between melodramatic reserve and sycophantish

smiling.

Sy'cophantism. [f.
as prec. + -ISM.]

= SYCO-

PHANCY 2.

356

strip
iced

the manner of a sycophant ; syco-

Sy cophantize, v. rare. [f.
as prec. + -IZE.]

t 1. intr. To utter malicious accusations ; to

slander, calumniate. Obs.

1634 BP. REYNOLDS Shieldes of Earth (1636) 32 The Ac-

cuser, .doth not informe, but sycophantize and calumniate.

2. To deal in mean or servile flattery. Hence

Syoophantizing vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1605 G. POWEL Refut. F.pist. Puritan Papist To Rdr.

2 b, Thus they sycophantize ; Puissant Prince and orient

Monarch. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xviii.

321 By Sycophantizing and observance, he might have

beene a Favorite to Alexander. 1640 BASTWICK Lord Bps.

App. L}, His flattering and Sycophantising Prelates. 1709
SACHEVERKU Serin, is Aug. 8 Scycophantizing Flattery.

1830 Eraser's Mag. I. 158 Dr Bowring should not syco-

phantise.

f Sycophantly, a. Obs.rate~ l
.

[f.
as prec. +

-LY 1
.]

= SYCOPHANTIC.
ei 1680 in R. L'Estrange Answ. Litter of Libels 9 Syco-

phantly Knave.

Sycophantly, aJv. rare. [f. SYCOPHANT
a. +-LY2.] In the

phantically.
1671 PENN Spir. Truth Vind. 94 We deny not the use of

Master, Father, Son, Sen'ant, &c., when they are signifi-

cantly, and not improperly and Sycophantly used. 1871
Memberfor Paris II. 13 Self-styled Democrats, who refuse

homage to a king, but fawn sycophantly upon the mob.

t Sycophantry. Obs. [f. SYCOPHANT sb. +

-RY.]
= SYCOPHANCY.

1670 OWEN Reft. Lite! Wks. 1853 XVI. 272 He seems to

design himself an example in the art of sycophamry. (11677
BARROW Serin. Matt. mi. l Wks. 1687 I. 280 Rather back-

biting, whispering, supplanting, or Sycophantry, than fair

and lawful! judging. 1705 HICUERINCILL rriest-cr. n. iii.

33 Princes, .cajol'd. .by Flattery and Sycophantry. 17*8
MORGAN Algiers I. Pref. p. ii, This is no Sycophantry, no
Adulation.

Sycoretin (sikorrtin). Client,
[f. Gr. CUKOV

fig + fr/rivri resin.] An amorphous white neutral

substance obtained from the resin of an Australian

species of fig (Ficus rtibiginosa).
1860 DE LA RUE & MULLER in Phil. Trans. CL. 44. 1873

WATTS Fowies"1

Cherti. (ed. n) 791.

Syeorie, -y, obs. forms of CHICORY.
c 1450 M. E. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 146 Betoyne, hertes-

tonge, sycory, violet, welcressen. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus,
Ambubcia, the common sycorie [1538-52 ELYOT cykoryle]
with the longe leafe and blew flower.

ii Sycosis (saikou-sis). Path. [mod.L., a. Gr.

avuaais, i. amov fig.]

1. Applied to various kinds of ulcer or morbid

growth on the skin, resembling a fig. ? Obs.
1580 NEWTON Approved Med. 77 A certaine disease of the

eye Lyddes which is called Sycosis. 1693 tr. Blaacanft
Phys. Diet., Sycosis, an Excrescence of the Flesh about the
Fundament. Tis also an Ulcer so called fiom the re-
semblance of a Fig. 1820 GOOD Nosology 155 Sycosis,
tumour excrescent; fleshy; fig-shaped.
2. An eruptive disease characterized by inflamma-

tion of the hair-follicles, esp. of the beard.
1822-7 GOOD Study Med. (1829) II. 352 Sycosis. .is seated

sometimss on the beard, and sometimes in the hair of the
head. 1883-4 Medical Annual 23/1 Eczema of the chin and
cheeks of adults, .the non-parasitic sycosis of many writers.

Sycur, obs. form of SICKER a.

Syd, Sydar, obs. ff. SIDE, CIDER. Syddir,
obs. f. CEDAR, CIDER. Syde, obs. f. SIDE rf.l,
adv\, v. ; var. SIDE a. Syder, -ir, obs. ff.

CIDER. Syderal, -ation, -eal, -ite, obs. ff.

SIDERAL, etc. Sydlop, Sydlyng(a, obs. ff. SEED-
LIP, SIDBLING(S. Sydre, sydur, obs. ff. CIDER.
Sydyr, obs. f. CEDAR, CIDER.
tSye, sie.J*. 1 Obs. oidial. Alsogseye. [Of

bcand. origin; cf. Norw. si (also baatsi) cowhair
(and wool) or rope-fibre used for caulking.] Tow
or oakum used for caulking ; see also quot. 1866

EDMOxnsTON Shetland f, Orkney Gloss., Sie, a narrow si

of cloth which, after having been soaked in tar, is pla.

between the overlaps of a clinker-built boat.J

Sve (ssi), sb* Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 5 syhe,

6 syghe, 6, 9 sye, 7-9 seigh, sigh, 9 sey, si', sie.

[f. SYE v?, or a. ON. sla or MDu. sye, ne (Du.

dial, tie, Flem. zie, tiig, \sijgU), corresp. to MLG.

i sihe, sige, OHG. stha (MHG. sthe, G. MI/I*

miner, colander, filler, dregs) :-OTeut. *si\won.

OE. had seohhe sieve : OTeut. *
..

1. A sieve, strainer (esp. for milk).

a l^lOin 11CU aLIWUl H"- iiw-f ** - ----- - a -

takes away all hairs from the Milk ; this in our ComUry is

ermed s2gh!ng of Milk. 1846 ). BAXTER L,br. Pract

Aerie (ed 4) I. 209 The whole mass.. with the cream and

new milk is run through the scarce into the milk-sye.

b. Comb, (partly from SYE .*) as sye-bowl,

-clout, -dish.

. P .
,

. . T?' "" 'VI i ui neie N ncye
o-.cupyed & layeJ in the Stmy of the seid Ship. [i856

see ; It will neither hold out winde nor raine. lifaLanc.
Wills (Chetham Soc.) II. 33 One skymmer ij

d ..one syghe

dyshe iii''. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 835 The milk. .

is passed through the milk-sieve, or sey-dish, as it is named.

2. A drop ; also, a spot or stain made by a drop

of liquid (cf. SYE v* 2).

1781 J. HUTTON Tour to Caves (ed. 2) Gloss. (E.D.S.)

Sye, Sie,* drop. 1838 HOLLOWAY Prov. Diet., Sigh, a drop.

1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., A Sie, a slightly soiled

appearance on linen or paper.

Sye, v. 1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms : I sijan, 3

sije, sihe, sie, 3-5 seje, 4-5 sye, (4 seige?, 5

syeje, oy(e, oygh, yd sing, seis, 9 dial. sigh).

Pa. t. a. 1-3 sah, (i saas, sagh, pi. sison), 2-3

ssah, 3 seh, soh, 4-5 sey ; 0. 5 seit, seyt, seyit.

Pa. pple. i sisen, 3 isije^n, isihen, 4 sejen.

[OE. slgan, pa. t. sah (older saag), sigon, pa. pple.

sigen,
= MLG., MDu. sigtn, pa.t. seeg, seech,

seg/ten, pa. pple. gesehen to sink (Du. zijgen intr.

to sink clown, droop), OHG. stgan, pa. t. slg, figen,

pa. pple. sigen to fall, fall in drops (MHG. slgen,

G. seigen to strain), ON. slga to sink gently down,

glide, move slowly, pa. t. seig, se
1

, sigiim, pa. pple.

siginn (MDa. sighe, sige wk.).
The orig. meaning was prob.

'
to fall in drops

'

; cf. the re-

lated forms L. siat makes water (
f

~ *si
fjat:~*signt\ OHG.

seihhen to make water, ON. sift, sfki ditch, trench, and Skr.

sincdti, sccate pours out, OSI. slcati to make water, and
SYE f. a

,
the forms of which in Engl. and the cognate langs.

are often indistinguishable from those of this verb.)

1. intr. To sink, fall, descend (///. and jig.) ;
to

collapse.
Iteowulf 1251 (Gr.) Si^on ba to slaepe. c888 ALFRLD

Roeth, xxxiii. 5 Nenanwuht eorSlices hi ne healt JJECI hio
ne si^e. (897 Gregory s Past. C. xix. 142 Da men be

sijao' on ftisses middan^eardcs lufan. ^960 O.E.Chron.
(Paiker MS.) an. 937, Si&ban sunne up on morgen tid-.oo
sio ajbele gesceaft sah to selle. cizoo Trin. Coll. Horn.

109 pe sunne. .arist anes a da{ and eft sigeo. c 1205 LAV.
10255 fa be king sah to grunde. Ibid. 27635 His fulesaule
saeh in to belle. 1x330 Otuel 1393 He sey doun of his

stede. CI374 CHAUCER Troylits
v. 182 For whan she gan

here fader fer aspye, Wei neigh doun on here hors she gan
to sye. c 1375 .5Y. Le%. Saints jdiii. (.Cecile) 535 A bose, of

wynd pat fillit ware, & with a prene Mocht out belatine..&
seige[?], and to-giddire fal. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 980 (Ash-
mole MS.) He seis [Dubl. MS. sittes] doune in be sete with

septer in hande. ^1400 Destr. Troy 6644 He gird to hat

greke..|'at he seyt to be soile, & sogbtout of Tyue. 1896
Warwicksh. Gloss., Sigh, to fade, deciease. ' This pimple's
beginning to sigh.

1

2. To go, proceed ; fig. to proceed or come from
a source, be derived.
BeoivH//307 (Or.) Guman onetton, si^on aetsomne. i 1052

O. E. Chron. (MS. C.) an. 1052, Godwine snh him a-fre
to werd Lundenes. cizos LAY. 23811 Seoo3en her gunnen
ut sijen sixti busende Bruttes. a 1225 Leg. Katli. 2055 j'et
heaOene folc bet alle weren isihen hiJer. c 1230 Hali
Meid. 47 WiS bene sell brudgume bet siheft alle selhoe of.

1:1400 Destr. Troy 2512 Then be. .Seyit furth with sory
chere. Ibid. 7129 After settyng of |ie Sun bai Seyn to be
5ates. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. (Ashmole MS ) 2182 He se^is
to be Synagog.

b. To come, arrive (Jig. of a condition, time,
etc.) ; occas. to befall, happen.
(-1205 LAY. 2918, & seoSSen ber seh \c 1275 soh] toward

swifte muchel seorwe. Hid. 4023 |>a wes be muchele speche
. .of bare seore^e be isi^e wes to lond. Ibid. 4566 He bo^te
heo to habben to his awere bihoue, & oSer weis hit sseht
Vread sath]. llnd. 24043 pe daei sah to burrrje be ArSur
iset hafde. 13.. Gaw. <v Gr. Knt. 1958 Til be sesoun was
sejen, bat bay seuer moste. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3398 When
yt seyit to Sopertyme.

c. To sye hethtn ( hence) or of life, to depart
this life, die.

13.. Gaw * Gr. Knt. 1879 He. .prayed hym..fal he
wolde..lern hym..Howhis sawle schulde be saued, when
he schuld seye heben. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 716 (Ashmole
MS.) Wele semys slike a sacchell to syc5e bus of lyfe I

Ihd. 4333 Ne scjes na segge of cure sede sodanly of lyue.
Hence Sying vbl. ji.l, sinking, etc.

^1440 Promp. Pa,v 77/1 Cyynge downe, or swownynge
IP. cyghmge or swonynge downe), sincafacio. Ibid. 455/2
oyynge downe, nr swonynge, slncofacio.

SYGALE.

Sye, sie, .
2 Obs. exc. dial. Forms : i sion.

seon, (yd pers. sing, siid), 2 /./. seh, 4-5
,9 aVa/.) sie, 4-6 (9 dial.) sye, (5 syee, cy(e,
sigh, 6 sighe), 7 seigh, 9 -5V. sey. [OK. slon.

seon (. *sihan), pa.t. f//, pa. pple. sigen, siwen,
later seowen, ston, = MLG. sigen, sihen, sttit

MDu. sighen, sijghen, sien, zien (pa. t. wvj|
pa. pple. gesegen, gesiet, Du. zijgen), OHG. j///,;,

pa. t. rf/(, siwan, j>a. pple. gisigan (MHG. sihen,

sigen, pa. t. ^'(r, sigen, pa. pple.^Mi^firx,
G. ssihen

,

ON. J/a : OTeut. *si\tvan. Cf. prec.]
1. trans. To strain, pass through a strainer

;

also, to strain out. f Also with up.
^725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) E 461 Excolat, siid. ciooo

i'.r-vca Leechd. III. 14 Seoh ourh claft. <ri38o WVCLIF
.SW. ll'*j. II. 383 Blynde leclers, syynge be gnatte and
swolowe be camel, c 1420 Liber Coiorum (1862) 17 Take
swete mylk..And sethe and >ye hit thorowghe a cloth.

beaten together, sighed and streined a few tyrhes through
a streiner or Hippocras bag of wull. 1847 HALLIWELL, Sie

..(4) to strain mule... It is still used in Derbyshire. 1895
PINNOCK Black Country Ann. (E.D.D.) To sye it thru a

jelly bag.

2. intr. To drop as a liquid, drip, drain, ooze.
i 893 ^ELFKED oAs. i. vii. 38 pa wzron swiSe hreowlice

beistende, & ba worms utsionde. 1 1000 ^ELFRIC Stunts'
Lives xx. 64 Hi cwaedon ba sume baet se li-ce sceolde
asceotan baet geswell . . and baer sah ut wyrms. 1175
Lamb. Horn. 121 Midbornene crune his heaued wes icruned
swa bet bet rede blod seh ut. c 1440 Patlad. on Huso.
xi. 326 And into a wyn barel doun let hem sie. 1450-1530
Myrr. our Ladyc 108 That there shulde no thorrocke that

myghte syer or droppe in therto. 1868 (see bj.

b. trans. To mark or stain by dropping.
1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss, s. v. Sie, Not stained, but

sied all over. 1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss., Sie, r.ti.,

to drop, to matk by dropping.
Hence Sying vbl. rf. z and//>/. a., straining ;

ooz-

ing, etc.

1 1000 Saxcft Leechd. II. 314 \Vib seondum geallan etc

racdic. c 1440 Ptomp. Pan. 455/2 Syynge, or clensynge
(S. syftynge, P. siffinge), colacio, colntura. 1450-1530 Mytr.
our Ladyc 109 A place in the bottome of a shyppe wherei

'

all the
' '

lekynge i

1688 [see SVE sb? ij.

ys gatheryd all the fylthe that Cometh in to trie shyppe,
other by lekynge or by syinge in to yt by the boutdes.

Sye, obs. pa. t. and pple. of SEE v.; obs. f. SIGH.

Syecle, Syed, Syege, Syell(e: see SIECI.E,

SAYYID, SIEGE, SILZ stl and -. Syen : see

SCION, SEE v., SYKE. Syenoe, ena(e, obs. ff.

SCIENCE.

Syenite (ssi-ensit). Min. Also sieu ite. [ad.F.

syfnite, G. sytnit, ad.L. Syenites (lapis), (stone) of

Syene, f. Syene, Gr. Zufjyij, a town of upper Egypt,
the modern Assouan.] A crystalline rock allied to

granite, mainly composed of hornblende and feld-

spar, with or without quartz.
1796 KIRWAN Eletn. Min. (ed. 2) I. 341 Sienite. An

i'ggiegate of quartz, hornblende, and felspar. 1813 BAKE-
WELL Introd. Geol. (1815) 116 The tiansitions by which

gianite passes into sienite, and the latter into porphyry,

tiap, and basalt. 1842 SEDCWICK in Hudson's Guide Lakes
(1843) 230 The led syenite of Ennerdale and Buttermere.

1854 HOOKER Hinial. yrnls. II. xxix. 297 Enormous
rounded blocks of syenite.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1832 DE LA BECHE Geol. J\Ian. (ed. 2) 267 Gtanite and

sienite mountains. 1835 R. GRirrmi in Ttans. Geol. Soc,

(1840) Ser. 11. V. 180 Syenite veins passing through mica
sl:ite. 1876 ELLEN E. FREWER tr. Verne's Adv. 3 ttg. $3
Kuss. -V. Afr. viii. 66 Its [sc. the baobab's) syenite-coloured
bai k gave it a peculiar appearance.

Syenitic (S3i,eni-tik), a. Also si-, [f. prec. +

-1C. So F. sy(nitiqne^\ Of, pertaining to, composed
of, allied to, or having the character of syenite.

1799 KIR\VAN Geol. Ess. 343 The porphyvitic and sienitic

hill*. 1835 R. GRIFFITH in Tram. Geol. Soc. (1840) Ser. n.

V. iSoTwo. .veins of syenite, which pass into syenitic green-
Mone. 1868 WATTS Diet. Chcm. V. 647 The occurrence
of hornblende in granite renders it more or less syenitic.

SyepOorite (ssrpursit). Min. [f. Syepoor or

.Saipfir, in N.W. India, where found: see-iTK 1
.]

A native sulphide of cobalt, of a steel-grey colour

inclining to yellow.
1849 J. NICOL Min. 458 Syepoorite. This name may be

given to a sulphuret of cobalt,.. found in primary rocks

with pyriteandchalcopyriteat Syepoore near Rajpootanah.

Syeppaling, Syer, Syeth, Syeue : see SIP-

LING, SIRE. SYVER, SCYTHE, SIEVE v.

Syeud, variant of SYUD.

Syfe, syff(e, Syfle, Syfte, obs. ff. SIEVE,

SIFFLE, SIFT.

Syg, obs. pa. t. of SEE v.

Sygalder, -drye, var. SIGALDEB, -DRY Obs.

Sygale, -alle, obs. ff. cigale : see CIGALA.

1484 CAXTON jEsop iv. xvii. 123 (heading) The xvij fable

is of the Ant and of the sygale. Ibid., 1 his present fable.

Of the sygalle, whiche in the wyntcr tyme. .demaunded of

the ant somme of her Corne for to etc.

Sygge, obs. i. SAY v. Sygh(e, obs. pa. t. of

SEE v .
; obs. f. SIGH. Syght, Syghth, Sygle,

Sygn, obs. ff. SIGHT, SITH, SICKLE, SIGN.



SYHEDRITE.

Sygneoury, sygnory, obs. ff. SIONORT.

Sygnet, -ett(e, obs. ff. CVONKT, SIGNKT.

8yh(e, obs. pa. t. of SEE v . ; obs. f. SIGH.

Syhedrite (saihrdrait). Min. [Improperly
for *syhadrite, f. the Syhadrec Mountains in lloni'-

briy, where found : see -ITE '.] A mineral of
uncertain composition, supposed to be related to
stilbite.

1865 SHEPARD in Aiutr. yrnl. Xci, Ser. n. XL. no Syhe-
dritc. I have thus named, from its locality. . . The mineral
occurs in trap at There-Ghat, in the Syhedree Mountains,
Bombay.
Syht, syhj),obs. ^sing. prcs. ofSEK v. Syhte,

obs. f. SIQIIT. Syide, Syik, Syike, obs. IT.

SIDE, Sic, SICK, SIKE s6.l Syls, obs. f. SICE
;

So. pi. of SITHE si.T- Obs. ; obs. Sc. f. SIZE j*.l

Syister, obs. f. SISTER. Syith, obs. f. SCYTHE ;

Sc. var. SITHE sb. 1 Obs.

Syk, obs. f. Sic, SICK, SIKE. Syke, obs. f.

SKEK, Sic, SICK, SIKH; var. SIKE. 8ykel(le,
-ol, -yl(l, obs. ff. SICKLE. Syker e, etc., eyk-
kyr, obs. ff. SICKER. Syklatown, vnr.CiCLATonx
Obs. Syk)>, obs. 3 sing. pres. of SEE v.

Syl-, assimilated form of SVM- before /.

Sylde, Sylden, -on, Syler, Sylf, Sylibewk,
Sylie, Syll(e : see SELD, SELDOM, SILODR, SELF,
SILLIBOUK, SILLY, SELL, SILL.

Syllab, syllabe. Obs. exc. dial. Forms :

5 north. silapp(e, syl7pp, 6 sillab'e, syllape,
6-7 syllabe, 7-8 syllab, 9 .SV. syllup. [a. OF.
sil/abe (mod. syllabe) : see SYLLABLE sb."\ SYL-
LABLE sb.

<rio Alfhattt of Tales 104 Silappis & wurdis )>at er

ouermpptd, & also versis of he sailer & wurdis er mombled.
c 1440 York Myst. x. 26 Abram first named was I, And
sythen he sette a sylypp ma. 1509 BARCLAY Skyp of Folys
(1874) I. 144 Homo est Asinus is cause ofmoche stryfe Thus
passe forth these folysthe dayes of theyr lyfe In two sylla.
bis. 1519 LYNDESAY Comfl. 91 The first sillabis that thow
did mute Was '

pa, Da Lyn, vpon the lute '. a 1533 FRITH
Anrui.Morc (1548) Cvjb, I neuer altered one syllabe of

;

Gods worde. 11568 ASCHAM SchoUm. it. (Arb.) 148 Their
[

feete be. .not distinct by trew quantitie of siliabes. 1625
B. IONSON Staple ofN. v. ii. 37, I will not change a syll.ib,
with thee, more. 1636 Kng. Grant, i. $ 2 A Word, .con-

\

sisteth of one or more Syllabes. 1763 BKIDGKS Hoiner
Travest. (1797) I. 102 With staring looks and open jaws
They catch each syllab as it flows. 1785 in Shirrefs Poems
(1790) 318 Sic verses. .And no ae syllab' o' them wrang.
1889 BARRIE Window in Thrums xix. 181 There hasna been
a syllup aboot it.

USyllabariumCsilabea-ri^mX Pi -ia. [mod.L., !

neut. of med.L. syllabdrius, f. syllaba SYLLABLE.]
= next.

1850 DONALDSON New Crttfylus 109 (ed. 2) 166, [a] is .

the fundamental vowel with which every consonant in the
old syllabarium was articulated. 1858 BIRCH Anc. Pottery
II. 207 Two of these vases.. had a Greek alphabet and
syllabarium scratched on them. 1873 EANLE/V'/I;/. Engl.
Tongue (ed. 2) 90 A syllabarium, which is a set of phonetic
characters, not of vowels and consonants but of syllables.

Syllabary (srlabari). Also 6 -ery. [ad. mod.
L. syllabarium : see prec. Cf. F. syllabaire, Sp.
silabario spelling-book.] A collection, set, system,
list, or table of syllables. Also attrib.

1586 FKRMI Blai. Gentrie To Gentl. Inner Temple A v,
If any neuer so meere a Syllabery, or Christ crosse losell,
haue clumperd vp (with the helpe of some rude and grosse
Minerua) any worke, straightwaies it is meete for all to

j

reade. 1654 BROOKSBANK Rnles Syllabication (title-p.),
'

With Directions for the use of the English Syllabary, and
the English Monosyllabary. 1839 Ptvc. A mer. Pkiios. Soc.

|

I. 121 The Japanese syllabary. 1875 EARLR Pkilol. Engl.
Tongue (ed. 2) 91 The Chinese writing has led to syllaba-
ries among the Japanese, and to an alphabet among the

Coreans. 1879 JEFFERIES Wild Life in S. Co. 149 The
starling has a whole syllabary of his own, every note of
which evidently has its meaning. 1883 SAYCE Fresh Light
fr. Anc. Man. Introd. 12 The Persian cuneiform system
nmst'have consisted of an alphabet, and not of a syllabary,

II Syllabatim (silabel-tim), adv. rare. [L.

syllabatim (Cicero), f. syllaba SYLLABLE, after

gradaiim.] By syllables ; syllable by syllable.
1618 J. MEAD in Crt. * Timfs Cha.s. I (1848) I. 344 He. .

examined everyone syllabatim by the records. 1668 H.
MORE Div. Dial. 11. 337 To tell you syllal<athn in the
words of any Language what they naturally signifie. 1791-
1813 D'ISRAELI Cur. Lit. (1866) 550/2 Mr. Littleton said,
that he had examined every one syllabatim.

Syllabation (silatwl-Jsn). rare.
[f.
L syllaba

SYLLABLE sb. + -ATION. Cf. F. syllabation and
med.L. syllabare.]

= SYLLABIFICATION.
1856 CALDWF.LL Compar. Gram. Dravidian 138 The chief

peculiarity of Dravidian syllabation is its extreme simplicity
and dislike of compound or concurrent consonants. 1871
Public Sch. Lot. Grain. n. 5 The following rules are oh- '

served in Latin Syllabation.

Syllabi, plural of SYI.LABDS.

Syllabic (silae-bik), a. and sb. [ad. mod.L.
syllabicus (Priscian), ad. Or. <ruAAaj8iKos, f. atiX-

Aa/3i7 SYLLABLE sb. Cf. F. syllabique (1704 in

Hatz.-Darm.), It. sillabict, Sp. sildbico.]
A. aiij.

1. Of, pertaining or relating to, a syllable or

syllables.

"755 JOHNSON, Syllabick, relating to syllables. 1781 V.

q

357

Kxox /-'.ft, xxiii. (1819) I. 133 Then

which, if you attend to the accentual and not to tli>

uamity, may be scanned like hexameter verses. 1795
MASON Ck. Mus. ii. 95 In the response-.. ., wlui_h I

for various voices, this syllabic distinction

attended to. 1851 Proc. Fhilol. Sac. V. 156 In English
pronunciation syllabic quantity is . . imperfectly marked.
1860 Ani.F.R Prov. f'oet. i. 6 Versification founded on a
combination of the rhyme with the syllabic accent . 1891
LOUNSBURY Stud. Chaucer I. iii. 286 In his endeavors to

impart to the line syllabic regularity.

b. Forming or constituting a syllable. Syllabic

augment : see AUGMENT sb. 2.

1718 CMAMBKRS Cycl. s. v., The first [augment) call'd

Syllabic, which is when die Word is increas'd by a Syllable.

1837 G. I'liiLLirs Syriac Grant, 25 Whenever the noun in

its primitive form receives a
syllabic augment. 1888

'iff. Sounds J 21 A sound which can form a sylla-
ble by itself is called syllabic. . .The distinction between

syllabic and non-syllabic is generally parallel to that be-

tween vowel and consonant. But..' vowellike
'

or '

liquid
'

voiced consonants. .are often also syllabic. ..Even voiceless

consonants can be syllabic, asin^fl, where the s is syllabic-

ally equivalent to a vowel. 1908 Sounds of English
149 In such a word as tittle lit! the second 1 is so much

more syllabic than the preceding voiceless stop that it

assumes syllabic function.

c. Denoting a syllable ; consisting of signs de-

noting syllables.
1865 TVLOR Early Hist. Mart. v. 104 Writing his Ian.

guage in syllabic signs. 1875 RtNouF Egypt. Gram. \ All
other Egyptian phonetic signs have syllabic values. 1884
W. WRIGHT Empire Hittttes 70 A syllabic writing evidently
of immense antiquity.
2. a. Applied to singing, or a tune, in which

each syllable is sung to one note (i.e. with no
slurs or runs).
1789 BURNEY Hist. Mus. III. 389 Nothing now but syl-

labic and unisonous psalmody was authorised in the Church.
1834 K. H. DIGBY Mores Cath. v. iii. 75 That syllabic com-
position ofsong in Pindar's style.

b. Pronounced syllable by syllable ; uttered

with distinct separation of syllables.
1890 SARAH J. DUNCAN Social Departure xiii. 122 His

English was careful, select, syllabic. 1899 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. VII. 64 'Scanning',

'

staccato', or'syllabic' speech
is one of the symptoms of [disseminate sclerosis].

3. Consisting of mere syllables or words; verbal.

1850 P. CROOK War ofHats 35 The mere syllabic air Of
words in formal orisons bestowed.

B. sb. (elliptical use of the adj.)
1. A syllabic sign ; a character denoting a syllable.
1880 F.ncycl. Brit. XI. 800/2 A determinative [attached

to an ideographic sign] often indicates to the reader.. this

radical change in the use of the sign. In this case tlie sign
is said to be employed as a syllabic. 1885 Athenen ni ^!\\<\.

436/3 Eight syllabic signs . . are verified by their close
accordance of form with Cypriote syllables.

2. A syllabic sound; a vocal sound capable by
itself of forming a syllable, or constituting the

essential element of a syllable.
1890 SWEET Primer of rhonetics 150 Hence the ear

learns to divide a breath-tjroup into groups of vowels (or

vowel-equivalents), each flanked by consonants (or conso-

nant-equivalents) or, in other words, into syllable-formers
or syllables, and non-syllables, each of these groups const!-

tuting a syllable. 1908 Sounds of English % 149 The
more sonorous a sound is, the more easily it assumes the
function of a syllabic.

3. A syllabic utterance; a word or phrase pro-
nounced syllable by syllable, nonce-use,

1893 T. B. FOREMAN Trip to Spain 30 A welcome relief

to the hard syllables,
'

Splendid I

' ' Beautiful 1

'

Sylla'bical, a. Now rare or Obs. Also 6-7
sill-,

[f.
mod.L. syllabicus : see *ICAL.]

1. prec. A. i b.

1530 PAI.SGR. 83 Verbes actives parsonals have..addyng
of

sillabicaj adjections. i6oa [J. WILLIS] Art Stenogr.
D 5, Syllabicall adiections vsed in the Laiine tongue. 1671
PHILLIPS (ed. 3), Svlla&ical Augment, is an augmentation
which is made in Greek verbs, by prefixing (and thereby
adding one syllable).

2. =
prec. A. 3.

1606 S. GARDINER Bk. Angling 117 Orators, and Poets. .,

the quintessence of whose wittes, are nothing else but
waues ofwast words, a streame ofsillabical slight inuention.

3. = prec. A. i.

1620 W. COLSON Fr. Gram. 15 Contraction or distraction

Htterall or syllabicall. 1641
' SMECTVMNUUS

'

Vind. Answ.
i. 4 If we were called to give an account of this Syllabi-

call Errour before a Deske of Grammarians. 1774 J. BUR--

NET (Ld. Monboddo) Orig. <V Progr. Lang. II. 299 We
have, .accents in English, and syllabical accents too: but

they are of a quite different kind from the antient accents.

1775 TYRWHITT CVw*/. Tales Chaucer IV. Essay 88 In order
. .to form any judgement of the Versification of Chaucer, it

is necessary that we should know the syllabical value (if I

may use the expression) of his words, and the accentual
value of his syllables.

1 4. Considered in relation to every syllable or

detail*: cf. next, 2. Obs.

1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. iii. (1739) 6, I^must
allow it to pass for current for the substance, not justifying
the syllabical writing thereof.

5. prec. A. 2 b.

1708 CALAMY Life vi. (1829) II. 98 The speech was sylla-

bical, and there was a distinct heave and breathe between
each syllable.

Syllabically foilft-bikftU), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY *
; see -ICALLY.] In a syllabic or syllabical

manner.

SYLLABIZE.
1. fin syllables, in audible words, aiticulately

\t>hs.) ; hyllable by syllable, with <!isti:.ct utterance
of the syllables; as a separate syllable.
1610 HKAI.EY.?*. Aug. Citie of Cod x. xv. 3gi Wherein

[i. in the mouth* d Ai^-M God pison would appear*,ami speakc .jllaU.ally m a man-, voyce, unt-j us a 1660
HAMMOND Strut. Rom. i. 16 Wkv. 1684 J. 657 The first voice
of nature, which it uttered .. when it was an infant in rhe
World, and therefore perhaps . . not so i.lainly, and sylla-
bically, and distinctly, as could have been wished, iln
So

1V
T" EY

,in Q. Rev. Oct. a78 They (W read the words
syllabically. 1837 HALLAM Lit. l-ur, I. ,. \i t i. | & 433
It is

necessary to presume that many terminations, now
mute, were syllabically pronounced. 1861 SALA Seven SOHI
II. xi. 286 lottenham he pronounced the word very
syllabically.

f2. Syllable for syllable ; word for word; hence,
precisely, in every detail. Obs.

1654 WARREN Unbelievers 55 The Scripture doth syllabic-
ally repeat these words. 1661 GAUDES Contid. Liturgy 25
These and many like places, . though ibey do not literally
and syllabically agree with the

quotation,, .may sufficiently
justifie that place, .to be. .a Divine Scriptural Truth. 1698
IK. FERGUSON] l-'iew Eccles.

7 Scrupling, at certain Words
,
and Phrases, which were not pi)?**, or Literally, and Sylla-
bically Canonical. 01778 TOPLADV Wks. (1826) III. 446
It is called St. Athanasius's Creed; not because it was
syltabically composed by him, but [etc.].

8. In relation to a syllable or syllables ; by
syllabic characters.

1795 MASON Ch. Mus. ii. 95 Those parts or venicies which
..are syllabically distinguished by notes of different musi-
cal duration. 1888 (see SYLLABIC A. i b]. 1908 Wtstnt.
Gaz. Q Dec. 10/3 Showing bow Chinese sounds could be

reproduced alphabetically or syllabically.

Sylla-bicate, v. rare*. [Back-formation f.

next.] trans. * To form into syllables.*

1775 Asn Sufpl. Hence in later Diets.

Syllabication (silsebikri Jan), [ad. med.L.

|

sift-, syllabicatio^ -onem, n. of action f. syllabicate,
\ f. syllaba SYLLABLE.] = SYLLABIFICATION.

1631 [MABBE] Celestina xviii. 180, I sweare unto tbee by
the crisse-crosse row, by the whole Alphabet, and Siltabica-
tion of the letters. 1654 BROOKSBANK (.title) Plain, brief,
and pertinent Rules for the. .Syllabication of all English
Words. 1754 GOODALL Exam. Lett. Mary Q. Scots I. v.

I no The syllabication of the Scottish word ncutker , .\i&i\

been changed, after the English orthography, into neither.

1791 BURNS Let. Wks. (Globe) 496 Thou faithful recorder
of barbarous idiom : thou persecutor of syllabication. 1863
NUTTALL Standard l)ict. Pief., Orthography .. compre-
hends the correct spelling and syllabication of words.

b. The action of making syllabic ; pronuncia-
tion as a distinct syllable.

1837 CRAIK English ofShaks., Jul. C. i. L (1869) 73 The
distinct syllabication of the final ed.

Sylla bicness. [f. SYLLABIC a. + -NESS.]
The quality of being syllabic.
1888 SWEET Hist. Engl. 'Sounds }ai Syllabicness implies

an
appreciable

duration and force. Ibid. 5 22 A vowel..
1 can lose its syllabicness especially in combination with
another vowel, with which it then forms a diphthong.

SyUabificatipn(silx bitik*~i-Jan). [n. of action

f. med.L. syllabifiedre t f. syllaba SYLLABLE: see

-FICATION.] Formation or construction of syllables ;

,
the action or method of dividing words into

I syllables.

1838 GUEST Engl. Rhythms I. 23 The early systems of

syllabification. 1843 POE I'retnature Burial Wks. 1864 I.

330 What he said was unintelligible; but. .the syllabitica-
tion was distinct. 1861 J. ANGUS Hand-bit. Lngl. Tottguf
495 Rules of syllabification.

Syllabify, v. rare* , [Hack-formation f. ptec.
But cf. OF. sillabtfer (1510 c.).] trans. 'To
form or divide into syllables' (Webster, 1864).

Syllabism (si labiz*m\ [f.
L. syllaba^ Gr.

o-uAAajSTj SYLLABLE + -ISM, after syllabize. Cf. F.

syttabisntfJ] a. The use of syllabic characters.

b. Division into syllables. C. Theory concerning

syllables (Cent. Diet., 1891).
1883 I. TAYLOR Alphabet I. i. \ 6. 33 Syllabism.. finds it*

best illustration in the development of the Japanese writing
out of the Chinese. 1892 H. D. DARBISHIRE in Classical
Rev. Feb. 57/1 The accentuation is malcY-, . . the syllabism
is m5t-e"r-.

Syllabist (si'labist). rare"1 . [Formed as

prec. + -IST.] One versed in the division of words
into syllables.
1846 WORCESTER cites Fo. Qu. Rev.

Syllabize (si-labaiz), v. [ad. med.L. sylla-

bizare, ad. Gr. crvAAo/tifai', f. ovAAo/JiJ SYLLABLE
sb. : see -IZB. Cf. F. syllabiser.]
1. trans. To form or divide into syllables; to

utter or articulate with distinct separation of

syllables. Hence Syllabizing vbl.sb. SLi.Appf.a.

1656 BLOUKT Glossogr., Syllabise, to divide by syllables.

1660 HOWELL rarly of Beasts Pref. Verses bij, Tis Man-
kind alone Can Language frame, and syllabi7e the Tone.

1831 l-'.xawiner 959/2 A drawling tone and syllabizing

pronunciation. Ibid, 694/1 Every word is syllabized, and

every syllable protracted to three times its due quantity.
Ibid. 823 'i The syllabizing of the dialogue, and the roubd-

ing of the music, are equally out of place. 1885 Athemunt
13 June 762/3 Irish metric, like that of the Slavonic peoples,
has passed from an original purely syllabizing system to an

accentuating one.

2. intr. To sing notes to syllables, as in solmiza-

tion. ntn<.f-its(.

178* UuRNtv Hist. Mus. II. ii. 105 It may be said, that



SYLLABLE.

to syllabise in quick passages is little more than to speak,
but to vocalize is to sing.

Syllable (si'lab'l), sb. Forms: 4-7 sillable,

(4 silable, 5 sillabil, -byl, sylable, -bul, sylla-

bylle, cyllable, 7 sillabell), 6- syllable. 0. dial.

5, 9 sinnable, 9 synnable. [a. AK. sillable =
OF. sillabe (nth c.), mod.F. syllabe,zA. L. syllaba,
a. Gr. av\\afifi, i. av\\ap@d>>tiv to take, put, or

bring together, f. avv SYN- -t- ta/t/Uvw (stem

Aa-) to take.]
1. A vocal sound or set of sounds uttered with a

single effort of articulation and forming a word or

an element of a word
; each of the elements of

spoken language comprising a sound of greater

sonority (vowel or vowel-equivalent) with or with-

out one or more sounds ofless sonority (consonants
or consonant-equivalents) ; also, a character or set

of characters forming a corresponding element of

written language.
c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame in. 8 Though somrae vers fayle

in A sillable. c 1386 Sqr.^s T. 03 After the forme vsed
in his langage With outen vice of silable or of lettre. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 437 Ascanius was i-cleped lulus
..a name of tweie silables. 1430 Stans Puer (Lamb.
MS.) 98 in BateesBk. (1868) 33 In bis writynge..Yf oujt
be mys, in worde, sillable, or dede, I submitte me to cor.

reccioun withoute ony debate, a 1401 J. Rows Roll vii.

(1859) Bsb, The furst sinnable of hys naavm [sc. Arth-

gallusl that ys to seey Arth or Narthe is asmuch to sey
in Walsh as a here. 1516 Pilgr. Pcrf. (W. de W. 1531)
158 Not clipping the syllables, nor skyppyng ony worde.

'555 WATREMAN Fardle Fticions l. iv, 40 Yeat ware not
their Letters facioned to ioyne together in sillables like

ours, a 1368 ASCUAM Scholem. 11. (Arb.) 145 Our English
tong, hailing in vse chiefly, wordes of one syllable. 161*
BRINSLEY Posing Parts (1669) 90 When is a Noun said
to increase? /4. When it hath more syllables in the Geni.
live case, than in the Nominative, a 1711 KEN Psyche
Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 281 Return, Re in this Syllable
she fail'd. i76-7i H. WALPOLE Vertite's Anectl. Paint.
(1786) I. 277 On the back ground the front of a castle with
columns; on the bases of which are the syllables Es sex,
1880 W. S. ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet. Mm. I. 734/1 The
sounds [of each hexachord] are sung .. to the syllables nt, re,
nti, fa, sol, la, the semitone always falling between the

syllables w/and/fe. 1890 [see SYLLABIC H. 2] 1899 R. J.
LLOYD Northern English 105 Speech is a succession of
sounds continually rising and falling in sonority. Each
single short wave of sonority, one rise and one fall, is a
syllable. Ibid. S 107 The most sonorous phone of a syllable
is its vowel: the rest are its consonants. 1908 SWEET
Sounds ofEnglish 150 The beginning of a syllable corre-

sponds to the beginning of the stress with which it is

uttered. Thus in atone the strong stress and the second
syllable begin on the t, and in bookcase buk:keis on the
second *.

b. Used pregnantly of a word of one syllable,
or in reference to a part of a word, considered in
relation to its significance.
1390 GOWER Caitf. III. 343 That o sillable [. nay] hath

overthrowe Athousend wordes. 1577 VAUTROUILLIER Luther
on Ep. Gal. 21 Learne this definition diligently, and especi-
ally so exercise this pronoune our, that this one sillable

being beleeued. may swallow vp all thy sinnes. 1577 HAR.
R1SON England n. v. (1877) I. us This syllable Sir, which is

the_tllle whereby we call our knights. 1603 OWEN Pern.

syllables, hell, death, and sin. 1796 BURKE Corr. (1844)
IV. 397 What can make us in love with oppression because
the syllables

'

Jacobin
'

are not put before the ' ism '

?

2. The least portion or detail of speech or writ-

ing (or of something expressed or expressible in

speech or writing); the least mention, hint, or
trace ^something: esp. in negative context.
1434 MISYK Mending Life 118 All our prayer with desire

and effect sal be, so bat we ouer rynne not be wordis, bot
nerehand all sillabyls with grete cry & desire we sal offyr
to owr lorde. 1533 MORE Afat. 8b, Of all theyr owiie
wordes I leue not one syllable out. 1583 MEI.BANCKE
Philotimus Cciv, One sillable of thine shall more perswade
mee, then the sage sentences of anye other. 1604 SHAKS.
Oth. iv. 11. 5, I heard, Each syllable that breath made vpbetweene them. 1605 Macb. v. v. 21 To the lastSyllableof Recorded time. 1687 ATTERBURY Answ. Consid. Spirit
2?" 47 To ihls there

'

s not a ^liable of proof offer'd.

St^TsSS 'I T
OU haV<!

r"r? Saying ' l8^ G *
Mray Stud. 189 The name of Dante is mentioned but
once, and then without a syllable of comment. 1885 D C.

"sy"mblf
"' GM "' H!> ' ai"'' a 'going to ^reathe

./unable.

t b. pi. Minute details of language or state-
ment

; exact or precise words. Obs.

co'ns'steth'n'^"
^"^' P"1' V' lx '' ' 2 Our imitation of him

ll'Sr'r.SS? ^ELD?" Tit!"H<">- i-
173 W

S

hos
n

esyllaWeshe rather cite, because.. he iustifies himself out of the

made vs^r
' Do"atio ". W>'M', by his assertion, he

1 3. With reference to the etymological sense :A composite thing, a compound. Obs. nonce-use.
1678 CUDWORTH Intett. Svst. i. v. 849 Life and Understand.

ing are no Syllables or Complexions,., nor can either the

rS'es
CS

Figures

at

sTti^d' $f a"d D y = or else Mag!

0|etheV
as LeHers'sprffjhemSfSaSSSST^

1

4. attnb. and Comb., as
syllable-division, etc.

;
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syllable-monger (iioiice-wd), one who makes

verses (regarded merely as an orderly arrangement

of syllables).

1784 COWPER Let. to W. Uirwin 5 Apr., As my two

syllablemongers, Beattie and Blair, both agree that Ian.

uaoe was originally inspired [etc.]. 1888 SWEET Hist.

ngtsou^i,i 19 It is possible to alter the syllable div.sion

1890

. 2. 100 . .,

form of paralytic dysphasia in which there is difficulty in

speaking a word as a whole, although each letter and syl-

lable can be distinctly sounded.

Syllable, v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. ? To arrange in syllables. rare~*.

CI475 Partenay 6581 Als the frensh stafies silabled be

More breueloker and shorter also Then is the english lines

vnto see.

2. To utter or express in (or as in) syllables or

articulate speech ;
to pronounce syllable by syl-

lable ; to utter articulately or distinctly ;
to arti-

culate. Also Jig.

1633 P. FLETCHER Poet. Misc., tr. Asclepiads 3 Unwrit-

ten Word, which never eye could see, Yet syllabled in flesh-

spell'd character. 1634 MILTON Coinus 208 Airy tongues,

that syllable mens names On Sands, and Shoars, and desert

Wildernesses. 1751 LD. STORMONT On Death Frederic

Pr. Wales 6 in Epicedia Oxon. 2, To syllable new
sounds in accent strange. 1820 BYRON Mar. Fal. in. i. 58,

cannot shape my tongue To syllable black deeds into

looth names. 1853 WHITTIER First-Day Thoughts ^

lere syllabled by silence, let me hear The still small voice

.. .jich reached the prophet s ear. 1886 Miss BRADDON One

ThingNeedful v. The first prayer those lips had ever syl-

labled.

b. To read (something) syllable by syllable ;

to read in detail or with close attention ; to spell

out. rare.

1718 P. WALKER Peden in Biog. Presort. (1827) I. p. xxxi,
This bruitish, carnal Age knows not what it is to syllable
the Scriptures, or feed upon them. 1831 CAHLYLE Sart.
Res. 11. ii, These things were the Alphabet, whereby in

after-time he was to syllable and partly read the grand
Volume of the World.

o. To represent by syllables, rare.

1887 NEWTON in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 200/2 Loud notes

[of a snipe] that have been syllabled tinker, tinker, tinker.

3. intr. To utter syllables, to speak, nonce-use.

1829 KEATS Lamia i. 244 Turn'd syllabling thus, 'Ah,
Lycius bright '.

Hence Syllabled (-b'ld) ///. a.
; Syllabling

vbl. sb.

18x9 Metropolis I. 215 The three words drawn to the ut-

most extent of syllabling. 1843 CARLYLE Past ft Pr. n.

xvii, Men had not a hammer to begin with, not a syllabled
articulation. 1865 MRS. WHITNEY Gayworthys xxvii.

(1879) 2*>9 The tree-whispers sounded like a syllabled sym-
pathy. 1876 RUSKIN Fors Clav. Ixxi. 2. 360 The painted
syllabling of it. 1885 J. H. DELL Dawning Grty. Songs
Surges 98 The songs of the surges I shaped to a syllabled
sound.

Syllablize (si-lab'biz), v. rare- 1
, [f. SYL-

LABLE sb. + -IZE.] trans. = SYLLABIZE i.

1877 MAY LAFFAN Hon. Miss Ferrard I. vii. 207 Those
marks indicate the syllablising of the word and its pronun-
ciation.

Syllabub : see SFLLABUB.

Syllabus (si-labus). PI. syllabi (si-Iabsi)
or syllabuses (si-lalwsez). [mod.L. syllabus,
usually referred to an alleged Gr. avM.a!3os. Sylla-
bus appears to be founded on a corrupt reading
syllabos in some early printed editions the Me-
dicean MS. has sillabos of Cicero Epp. ad Atticum
IV. iv, where the reading indicated as correct by
comparison with the MS. readings in iv. v. and
viii. is sittybas or Gr. o-irrii/Sas, ncc. pi. of sittyba,
eiTTvga parchment label or title-slip on a book.
(Cf. Tyrrell and Purser Correspondence of Cicero
nos. 107, 108, 112, Comm. and Adnot. Crit.)
Syllabos was grs?cized by later editors as ov\\a[!ovt,
from which a spurious o<j\\af3o$ was deduced and
treated as a derivative of avK\anfia.vtiv to put
together, collect (cf. SYLLABLE).
'."'j

16 passage from S. Augustine's Confessions jtm. xv.
( ibi legunt [sc. angeli] sine syllabis temporum quid velit
aeterna voluntas tua ') commonly adduced as further evi-
dence of L. syllabus, the word is clearly syllaba syllable.]
i. A concise statement or table of the heads of a

discourse, the contents of a treatise, the subjects of
a series of lectures, etc. ; a compendium, abstract,
summary, epitome.
1656 BLOUNT Glossofr., Syllaius, a Table or Index in a

Book, to shew places or matter by Letters or Figures. 1667
JER. TAYLOR Gt Exemp. (ed. 41 1. vi. ,2. 160 The Apostle
expresses it still by Synonyma's, Teuting of the heavenly
gift, and made partakers of the holy Ghost.. ; all which
also are a syllabus or collection of the several effects of the
graces bestowed in Baptism. 1775 T. SHERIDAN Art Read.w ii The first article in the syllabus, entitled, A scheme
S! T S ' 1796 MoRSE A""r- Ge S- ' 526 Presenting

n H ?"'//v
C
,
mp!

nd Or sy'labus of>hr lectures 1818SCOTT Hrt. Midi, i, Syllabus of lectures. 1822-7 GOOD
Study Med. ,829) I. ,23 He preached with as muchVerTcy
KjESs ' M c'"

B
,
m re

,'

han a sy"abus of his Discourse
before him. 1881 Southern Law Rev. (St. Louis, Missouri)VII . 2,8 Among these duties [of the official reporter of a

2tt2
'he

(?
r
?
parat

/

i Vof Syllabi of a" decisions. 88?
MHMMlOct

4Ji/i The
'

Retrospections
'

should haven furnished . . with a copious syllabus or list of contents.

SYLLOGISM.

2. R. C. Ch. A summary statement of points
decided and errors condemned by ecclesiastical

authority; spec, that annexed to the encyclical
Quanta euro of Pope Pius IX, 8 Dec. 1864.
1876 B. MARTIN Messiah's Kingdom v. i. 229 The right of

the Pope to depose princes . . is reaffirmed in the Syllabus
1907 Edin. Rev. Oct. 416 The Syllabus is a voice speakinc
in a dead language from a dead world.

II Syllepsis (sile-psis). PI. syllepses (-fz).
Also 6 sill-, [a. late L. syllepsis, a. Gr. av\\r)<f/it
f. avv SYN- + A^is taking (f. Ar/fl-, Attic f. AS/3-,

lengthened f. Aa/3-, stem of kappavtit/ to take).]
1. Gram, and Rhet. A figure by which a word,

or a particular form or inflexion of a word, is made
to refer to two or more other words in the same
sentence, while properly applying to or agieeing
with only one of them (e. g. a masc. adj. qualify-
ing two sbs., masc. and fern. ; a sing, verb serving
as predicate to two subjects, sing, and pi.), or

applying to them in different senses (e. g. literal

and metaphorical). Cf. ZEUGMA.
1577 PEACHAM Card. Eloquence Fj 1586 A. DAY Engl.

Secrelorie n. (1625) 82 Syllepsis, when one verbe supplyeth
two clauses, one person two roomes, or one word serueth
to many senses, as, thus, Hee runnes for pleasure, I for

feare._ 1589 PUTTENHAM Engl. Poesie in. xii. (Arb.) 176
But if such want be in sundrie clauses, and of seuerall

congruities or sence, and the supply be made to serue
them all, it is by the figure Sillepsis, whom for that re.

spect we call the double supplie. . . as in these verses, , .

Here my sweete sonnes and daughters all my blisse, Yonder
mine owne deere husband buried is. Where ye see one
verbe singular supplyeth the plurall and singular. 1616 S.
WARD BalmJr. tiileaddtet,) 55 He that hath them not.,

may well conclude, Wee are assured [etc.]. . . He speakes it

in the plurall number by way of Syllepsis, changing the

number, because hee would haue it the word of euery Chris-
tian. 1813 JEFFERSON in H. S. Randall Life (1858) III. ix.

391 Fill up all the ellipses and syllepses of Tacitus, Sallust,
Livy, etc., and the elegance and force of their sententious

brevity are extinguished. 1881 FARRAR Early Clir, 11.560
Uy the figure of speech called zeugma, or rather syllepsis,
the same word .. is .. made to serve two purposes in the same
sentence. A verb is often used with two clauses which is

'Seeonly appropriate to one of them, as in Pope's lin

Pan with flocks, with fruits Pomona crowned.'

2. In etymological sense: A taking together; a

summary, nonce-use.
a 1834 COLERIDGE in Lit. Ron. (1839) IV. 191 A Creed is

..^syllepsis of
_those primary fundamental truths. .from

which the Christian must commence his progression.

Sylleptic (sile'ptik), a. [ad. Gr. at/AAr/imKos,
f. aiiXArfltu SYLLEPSIS. Cf. F. sylleptique!\ Per-

taining to, of the nature of, or involving syllep-
sis. Also Sylle-ptical a. Hence Sylle-ptically
adv.
i8o A. CROMBIE Etym. !, Syntax Eiig. Lang. n. (1830)

160 ' He addressed you and me, and desired us to follow
Itim

',
where us sylleptically represents the two persons.

1846 WORCESTER, Sylleftical, relating to, or implying,
syllepsis. Crombie. 1860 FARRAR Orig. Lang. viii. 174
That sylleptical tendency which seems to have marked the
earliest stage of language. 1865 Chaft. Lang. vi. 77 It

lie. gesture] is.. obscure because it is sylleptic, l. e. it ex-

presses but the most general facts of the situation.

Syller, obs. Sc. form of SILVER.

Syllibub, obs. form of SILLABUB.

Syllit, obs. f. ceiled, pa. pple. of CEIL v.
a 1578 LINDESAV (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 336

This palice withtin was weill syllit and hung witht fyne
tapistrie.

II Sylloge (si-WaVi). rare. [a. Gr. ouAAorij, f.

oi;AA-yf iv lo collect.] A collection ; a summary.
1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies ill. i. 364, I do not intend to tie

my self to any one Individual Aspect, but of the whole
Eylloge. 1607 EVELYN Kutnism. vii. 244 I.ucldus. .who
set forth his Sylloge of many Illustrious Persons of the last

Century. 1787 PI-CGE (title) A Sylloge of the remaining
Authentic Inscriptions relative to the erection of our Eng.
lish Churches. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 131/1 Of the
documents belonging to the later period a very comprehen-
sive though not quite complete sylloge is given.

Syllogism (si liftjjiz'm). Forms: 4 silogime,
4-6 silogisme, 5-6 sylogysme, 5-7 sillogisme,
C silogyBme, sellogisme, 6-7 syllogisme, sy-

logisme, 7 sillogism, 7- syllogism. Also 6

in Lat. form syllogismus (sill-, sil-). [a. OF.
silogime, later sil(t]ogisme, F. syllogisme (

- It.

sillo-, silogisnio, Sp. silogismo, Pg. syllogismo}, or

ad. L. syllogismus, a. Gr. (rtAAo-YKT/Jof, f. avK-

Ao-Yifto-Sai to SYLLOGIZE.]
1. Logic. An argument expressed or claimed to

be expressible in the form of two propositions
called the premisses, containing a common or

middle term, with a third proposition called

the conclusion, resulting necessarily from the

other two. Example : Omne animal est substan-

lia, omnis homo est animal, ergo omnis homo est

substantia.
The kind of syllogism illustrated by the above example is

called simple or categorical. In valid categorical syllogisms,
the premisses have the major and minor terms so disposed
in respect of the position of the middle (see FIGURE so. 23)
and the quality and quantity of the premisses (see MOOD
sb?i) that the conclusion affirms or denies the major term
of the minor.
For hypothetical (also called complex), conjunctive, con-
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nexivc, disjunctive syllogism, see these words. Demon-
strative syllogism -. one in which the premisses are true and
necessary. \ Horned syllofitui (see HOBMBD i b) : the

dilemma.

1398 TREVISA Barth. Df P. R. xix. cxxvi. (1495) mmb/a
Without nombre is not ...Subiectum knowe fro the Fredica-
tum : nother the conclusyon in iSilogismes \orig. in sillo

gisticis] is distyngued fro the premysses. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf
Matthodt i. xix. (1869) 14 If ye wol eyther make jugementes,
silogismes, other argumentes with oute me, shule ye ncuere
haue conclusion?!, f 1480 HKNRVSON Mor. J-'ab. Prol. vii,

Ane sillogisme propone and eik conclude. 15x8 MORE
Dyaloge i. Wks. 125/2 Well quod I and yet he commeth to

hys perswasion by a sylogy$me & reasonninge, almost as
formall as is the argument, by whiche ye prone the kinde of
man reasonable, wherof what other colfeccion haue you that

brought you first to percciue it than that this man is reson-

able, and tliis man, this man, and this man, and so forth

all whom ye se. 1530 TIN DALE Atuw. Mor<t i. xxvii. Wks.
(1572) 288/1, I would fayne know in what figure that silo-

gismus is made. 1533 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 504/1
This sillogisme is mine. And thys sillogisme yf Tindall
would fayne wit in what figure it is made: he shal finde it

in the first figure, and the third mode, sauing that y* mynor
carleth his proofe w* him, which woulde elles in the same
figure and the same mode haue made another sillogisme.

1541 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 90 b, inarg. t
A syllogisme, is a

perfecte argumente of logike, in whiche, two thynges or

moo, first putte, & the same graunted, the conclusion dooeth

incuitably foloeof necessitee. c 1590 MARI.OWK I-'anstns 140,
I that haue with Consis sylogismes Graueld the Pastors of

the Germane Church. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple^ Ch. Mil.

55 Prayers chas'd syllogismes into their den, And Ergo was
transform'd into Amen. 1646 SIR T. BROWNK Pseud. Ep.
vi. i. 275 Men do speak. .in simple tearms and words, ex-

pressing the open notions of things, which the second act

of reason compoundeth into propositions,
and the last into

syllogisms and forms of ratiocination. 1649 EVELYN Liberty
$ Servitude ii, Certaine it is, that our understanding cannot

always impedite itselfe, that it should not acquiesce at the

Conclusion of a demonstrative syllogisme, having before

comprehended the first and second propositions. 1691
NORRIS Pract. Disc. 143 The Sum of tbe whole may be re-

duced to this practical Syllogism. That which wilt bring
a man peace at the last, is to be chiefly minded : But a Life

of Piety and Yertue will bring a man Peace at the last.

Therefore a Life of Piety and Vertue is to be chiefly minded.

1748 W, DUNCAN Elem. Logic in. i. (1752) 194 As every Act
of Iteasoningr implies three several Judgments, so every Syl-

logism must include three distinct Propositions. 1781 Cow-
PER Conversat. 93 Though syllogisms hang not on my tongue,
I am not surely always in the wrong f i8a7 HI'YSHE Logic
85 A syllogism is an argument in which the terms are so

placed with respect to each other, that the conclusion results

necessarily from the premises, from the mere force of the

expression, and without any consideration of the meaning
of the terms themselves. 1830 SCOTT Demonology ix. 306
The pedantic sovereign considered the execution of every
witch who was burnt as a necessary conclusion of his own
royal syllogisms. 1833 SIR W. HAMILTON in Edin. Rev.
LVII. 220 Hypothetical syllogisms, in the present accepta-

tion, were first expounded, and the name first applied to

them by Theophrastus and Eudemus. 1840 MACAUI.AY Ess.,

CY/V(i843) III. 201 Here the House
stopped. They had

voted the major and minor of Burgoynes syllogism; but

they shrank from drawing the logical conclusion. 1850
KINGSI.EY Alton Locke xxxviii, The unconscious logic of

association is often deeper and truer than any syllogism.

1891 J. TAIT Mind in Matter (ed. 3) 312 The
'
fool

' who said

in his heart that 'there was no God '

no doubt thought he
had wiped Him out by a syllogism.

b. trans/, and allusively. An argument or

something ironically or humorously regarded as

such, csp. a specious or subtle argument or piece
of reasoning; fin early use, a subtle or tricky

speech ; a poser ;
more widely, an artifice, trick.

I387TREVISA /?&<& (Rolls) VI I. 371 He coude what hym
nedede for to konne, outake fables and poetes, and wily and

sly silogismes, bat he wolde nou}t on caas vouchesauf forto

lerne. 1390 GOWER Cortf. III. 360, I syh there Aristotle also,

Whom that the queene of Grece so Hath bridled, that in

thilke time Sche made him such a Silogime, That he foryat
at his logique, 1400 Rom. Rose 4457 Whanne she wole
make A fulle good silogisme, I dreede That aftirward ther

shal in deede Folwe an evelle conclusioun. 1401 Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 63 Go grees a shoep undir the taile, that semeth
the beter than with sotil sillogismes to parbrake thi witt.

1484 CAXTON Fables ofMsof v. xiv, Thow hast not yet wel

studyed, and knowest not yet the Sylogysmes. 1591 GREENE
Farew. Folly Wks. (Grosart) IX. 251 Measure not the

length of an other mans foot by your owne shoe, but ioine

the souldier and scholler in one sillogisme, and then the

premises equal!, conclude how you fist. 1860 MOTLEY
Netherl. I. viii. 501 An absolute sovereign, even without

resorting to Philip's syllogisms of axe and faggot, was apt
in the sixteenth century to have the best of an argument
with private individuals. 1879 FARRAH St. Paul I. 225

They took refuge in what St. Chrysostom calls
' the syllo-

gism of violence '.

2. In generalized sense : The form of such argu-

ments, or argumentation in that form ; the form or

instrument of reasoning from generals to particulars.

Also, as a mental act : mediate inference or deduc-

tion (as distinguished from immediate inference

and induction).
1588 FRAUNCB Lawiers Logike i. ii. 7 Questions .. to be

concluded by syllogisme, the onely iudge of all coherence or

consequence. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1356 Of the

present dependeth all Syllogisme and reasoning, and that

by the vertue & efficacie of a conjunction : for that if this

thing be, such a thing went before : and coiiversint, if this

be ; that shall be. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. 11. xiii. 4. 50 b,

Certaine it is, that Middle Propositions, cannot be diduced

from them [sc. some axioms] in Subiect of Nature by Syllo.

gbme, that is, by Touch and Reduction of them to Prin-

ciples in a Middle Terme. Ibid. II. xiv. I 12. 57 b, There

beeing but foure kindes of demonstrations, that is by the

immediate consent of the Minde or Sence ; by Induction ;
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by Syllogisme ; and by Congruitie. 1690 LOCKE //>//.

Unit. iv. xvii. $4 We reason best and clearest, when we

only observe the connexion of the Proofs, without reduc-

iu;,' it to any Kule of
Syllogism.

Itid. 16 A Man knows

fust, ami then he is able to prove syllogistically. So
tli:il Syllogism conies after Knowledge, and then a Man
has little or no need of it. 1704 NORRIS Ideal World
If. Pref. 8 What is syllogism but only a more recol-

lected and express way of reasoning, the putting to-

gether of all the parts
of an argument, and nothing but

those parts, and that in their due form and order'/ 1774
KIII> Aristotle's Log. Wks. (1846) 713/1 In reasoning by

syllogism from general principles, we descend to a conclusion

virtually contained in them. The process of induction is

more arduous, being an ascent from particular premises to

a general conclusion. 1811 Alitrick's Artis Logicx K inhiii.

led. i\ no The office of syllogism is not the discovery,
but the application of truth; it consists in the

practical
use

of knowledge, rather than the primary acquisition of it.

1843 MILL Li>gic n. i. I. 223 Reasoning, in the extended
sense in which I use the term, and in which it is synony-
mous with Inference, is popularly said to be of two kinds:

reasoning from particulars to generals, and reasoning from

generals to particulars; the former being called Induction,
the latter Ratiocination orSyllogism. 1867 FOWLER Deduct.

Logic ill. iii. 80 (heading) On Mediate Inference or Syllo-

gism. 1870 JF.VONS Eleni. Logic xv. 127 Syllogism may
thus be defined as the act of thought by which from two

given propositions we proceed to a third proposition. 1877
E. CuMDfAtifft. Kant i. 134 Syllogism is just the activity
of thought whereby a judgment is made complete, as judg-
ment is the activity of thought whereby a conception is made
distinct.

Syllogist (si-liWjist) . [f. SYLLOGISM or SYLLO-
GIZE : see -1ST.] One who reasons by syllogisms ;

one versed in syllogism.
'799 J- SCOTT Bahar-Danush I. ii. 13 As the syllogists of

deep judgment, [he was] skilled in eloquence. 1806 W.
TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. IV. 210. They come again a posteriori
to the usage which an a priori syllogist had exploded. 1836
LANDOR Pericles !r Asf. cxcvi. Wks. 1846 II. 436/2 It isonly
since the departure of the sedate unostentatious Anaxagoras,
that syllogists have snapped their fingers at experiment.

Syllogistic (siLJdsi-stik), a. (s&.) [ad. L.

sylTogjsticus (Qninlilian) or Gr. <rv\\o-fiomiivs, f.

ffi/AAo-Yi'r/0ai to SYLLOGIZE : see -io and -ISTIC.

Cf. F. syllogistique, Ital. sillo-, silogistico, etc.]

Of, pertaining to, of the nature of, or consisting
of a syllogism or syllogisms.

1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles 1. 1. ii. 14 The more simple mode
of philosophizing by Dialogues,., which was the main'Logic
used in al the Grecian.. Scholes, before Aristotle brought in

the syllogistic forme of Mode and Figure. 1678 CUDWORTII
Intell. Syst. I. v. 770 To put the Argument into a more

Approveable Syllogistick Form, Whatsoever is Extended,
is Body, or Corporeal; But Whatsoever Is, is Extended.
Therefore Whatsoever Is, is Body, or Corporeal. And by
Consequence there can be no Incorporeal Deity. 1697 tr.

Biirgersdiciits* Logick it. vi. 23 The Syllogistick Form is

only an apt Disposition of the three Propositions for the

necessary Collection of a Conclusion from the Premisses.

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 153 r io If a disputed position
is to be established, or a remote

principle
to be investigated,

he 'may detail his reasonings with all the nicety of syllo-

gistic method. iSaz Aldrick's Artis Logics Rudim, (ed. 2)

no The harshness and apparent tautology of the formal

syllogism has been one occasion of prejudice against the

syllogistic system. 1855 SPENCER Print. Psychol. II. vi. vii.

73 So-called syllogistic reasoning passes into what is com.

monly known as reasoning by analogy. 1867 FOWLER
Deduct. Logic in. iii. 90 We shall first enumerate and ex-

plain certain syllogistic rules (derived from the definition of

a syllogism) which will exclude illegitimate moods.

B. sb. Reasoning by syllogisms; that depart-
ment of logic which deals with syllogisms. Also

pi. (see -ica). rare.

1833 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1853) 135 Dr. Whately

Rev. in. n. v, The rest . . welter amid Law of Nations, Social

Contract, Juristics, Syllogistics. 1847 SIR W. HAMILTON
Let. la De Morgan 3 The principle of Syllogistic, afforded by

thequantification the expressed quantity of thepredicate.

Syllogi stical, a. Now rare. [i. as prec. +

-AL: see-iCAL.]
=

prec. adj.
a 1519 SKELTON Keflye. 97 In your dialectical! And prin-

1591 in j. Morris Troubles Cath. Forefathers (1877) 22 The

poor man unlearned, having by chance read Seaton's Logic,

to the interrogatories of the bishop and his chaplain made
such syllogistical answers that they thought him a great

clerk. 1600 W. WATSON Decacordon Pref. (1602) Ayb,
Arguments sillogisticall, enthimematicall and inductiue.

1653 GATAKER Vind. Annot. "Jer. 131 Let your Argument
be drawn into a syllogistical form. 1674 HICKMAN Quin.

ynart. Hist. Ep. (ed. 2) a 3b, They had strange Schools, in

which a man could never hear a Syllogistical Disputation.

1697 tr. Bnrgersdicins' Logic n. ix. 4t In that [sc. the first

figure] there appears the Necessity of the Syllogistical

Sequel, and the Dictum of All and None. 1698 STILLINGFL.

Anna. Locke's and Let. 120 Here we have no general

principles t no Criterion, no Antecedents and Consequents ;

no Syllogistical Methods of Demonstration.

b. Addicted to reasoning by syllogisms ; deal-

ing in syllogisms.
1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe Wks. roof III. 185 A colony of

critical 1 Zenos, should they sinnow their sillogisticall cluster-

fistes in one bundle to confute and disproue mouing. 1674
HICKMAN Quinyunrt. Hist. (ed. 2) 16 He is no Syllogistical
man, and therefore I will not tie him to the strict rules of

argumentation. 1837 froser's Mag, XV. 393 A peripatetic

logician, as disputatious and as syllogistical as any of the

Magistri nostri.

SYLLOGIZE
t O. Corresponding or aj;rctiii(,' like tlie I

positions in a syllogism; consistent. Ots. nome-
use.

1671 MAR. MI. Kilt. Irauif.(itrj-t) II. (8 Tbat it should
remain upon Kctord how Syllouistical a life l>i% hath been
to the Stile and Principle* that He has manag'd and prox-
cuted.

Syllogistically (sil<W3i-stikali), adv.
[f.

prec. + -LY*; see -ICALLY.] In a syllogiitic
manner; by means of a syllogism or sjllogisnu ;

by the method of syllogisms. Also gen. with logi-
cal formality or precision, by the itiles of logic.
1584 r'KSNKK

l)i/. Afiiiiiteri (1^87) 25, I meane not lo
inferre all absurdities on his sayings, wiiich might Sillo.

gisticailie bee deducted out of his wordes. 1588 r KAUNCB
Lawiers Logike i. ii- o In placing them axiomalically, syllo-
gi*tic:illy, or methodically, wee argue some other thing
either l>y explication or confirmation. 1619 SIR J. SBHFIL

Sacrilege Hnndied App. io What more reason is there heere
to separate Tithing from the Patriarch and the Promises,
then to separate Blessing, seeing all three are so syllo-

gistically wuuen and interlaced? 1630 RAMJOLPH Ari~

stiffus 13 If you discourse but a little while with a Courtier,

you presently betray your learned Ignorance, answering
him he concludes not Syllogistically, and asking in what
Mood and figure he speakes in. 1690 [see SYLLOGISM a].

1781 ELIZ. BLOWER Ceo. Sateman 1 1. 46 Consider the matter

syllogistically. It is the voice of the public that confers

infamy, but the public will never know of this transaction ;

therefore the public cannot confer infamy on you. 1837
LVTTON /'.. Maltrav. I. xvi, No man can mathematically or

syllogistically contend, that the world, which a Cod made,
and a Saviour visited, was designed to be damned ! 1864
BOWEN Logic xi. 351 We must reason syllogistically when,
ever we use language with any perception of its meaning.

1871 SPENCER frinc. Psychol. | ^05(1872) II. 09 In the fore-

going section.. we saw that there are many inferences of a
kind so certain as to be called axiomatic, which do not admit

of having their terms arranged syllogistically.

t Syllogistry. 06s. nonce-wd. [f. SYLIOGIST-

ICAL, after sophistry.} Sophistical syllogistic

reasoning.
1591 NASHE Strange Newes C ij b, I would foorthwith haue

writ in praise of Ropemakers, & prou'd it by sound sillo-

gistry to be one of the 7 liberal sciences. 1593 G. HARVEY
Pierce's Safer. Wks. (Grosart) II. 176.

Syllogization (sWW.^aiz/i-^n).
rare. [f. next

+ -ATION: in med.L. sylhgizatio.] The action of

syllogizing; syllogistic reasoning.
1600 FISHER Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 597 From may

be to must be b such a silly sort of Sillogization, as is not

owned m/oro Academico. 1744 HARRIS Three Treat, Notes

(1765) 265 From mathematical Bodies.. they passed to..

Intuition and Syllogization.

Syllogize (si-liWjsiz), v. Forms : 5 gylogyae,

sillogise, 7 aillogize, 6- syllogize, 7- syllogise,

[a. OF. sil(t)ogistrt or ad. med. L. syltogiz&re

(Boethius, Thomas Aquinas), ad.Gr. av\\<rT/i(ta8<u,

f. avv SVN- -f- A<ryir0<u to reckon, calculate,

compute, conclude, infer, f. \6^<n discourse, reason,

consideration, account.

Syllogize has often been explained as meaning literally
'
to

ollect , L. colligert being regarded as the etymological

gismi significat. It has otherwise been interpreted as
'

to

add up, make a sum of, as if <rvAAo>#'<u were an inten-

sive of A<rvtr0<" i tbe sense of
' to calculate, compute .]

1. intr. To argue by syllogisms ; to reason syl-

logistically ; also gen. (Also with it.)

r 1410 ?LvDC. Asumtly of Gods 19 Me nought auaylyd

ayene hym to sylogyse. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, i*. (1555)

E ij b, But rude people, opprest with blyndnes Agaynst

your fables, wyll often solisgyse [sic]. 1594 NASHE Ttrrcrs

of Night Wks. (Grosart) 111. 350 All receipts and authors

you can name he syllogizeth of. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistlt

etc. (1871) 146 Though they can sillogize with arguments Of
all thinges. 1631 [see ELENCHIZE]. 1631 J.

HAYWAED tr.

Biondts Eromena 93 This constant concealing himselfe put

her in doubt, causing her to syllogize : That who so loveth,

the same obeyeth the thing or subject beloved, but he

obeyed not (because he told her not who hee was) and

therefore he loved her not. 16*3 COWLEY Cutter Colman
SI. tv. iv, I have heard him syllogize it with Mr. Soaker in

Mood and Figure. 1697 tr. Burgersaicius' Logic n. vi *>

To Syllogise is to collect, that is, conclude, or from some

certain Propositions to draw up the Summ of an Argument
or Proof. 1759 STERNE Tr. Shauay I. xvi, And then he

would do nothing but syllogize within himself for a stage

or two together, How far the cause (etc.). 1788 T. TAYLOR

Proclus I. 54 note, Thus we may syllogize
in the first figure,

Every thing white, is an animal: Every bird is white:

Therefore, Every bird b an animal. 1875 W. JACKSON
Doctr. Retribution i. 54 They (sc.

first-truths] cannot be

proved deductively, because, being first, there is nothing

trior from which to syllogize. 1907 F. HARRISON Creed

of a Layman 168 He does not syllogise about the origin

of things, but he goes straight to the pracucal wotk of

religion.

b. trans. To argue (a person) out ofa condition,

etc

1718 Free-thinker No. r4 P6 A Scholastick Jugler, who

plays his Legerdemain Tricks to Syllogize the Ignorant out

of their Understanding and their Senses,
ifap

SOOT"'"

in <?. Rev. II. 51 That (he] should of a sudden fall

metaphysics, and, by a few miserable sophisms syllogize

himself out of all hopes of an hereafter,

c. To deduce by syllogism.

Only in transl. and echoes of Dante Paradiso x. 138 sillo-

gizztt invidiosl veri = drew true conclusions which brought

odium upon him
'

(Tozer).

1867 LoNor. r. I'ante, Paradise x. 136 SIgier, Who,



SYLLOGIZES.

reading lectures in the Street of Straw, Did syllogize in-

vidious verities. 1870 LOWELL A mong my Bits. her. I. (1873)

137 The men who attack abuses are not so much to be

dreaded by the reigning house of Superstition as those who,

as Dante says, syllogize hateful truths. 1884 Democracy

(1887) 15 It is then only that they syllogize unwelcome truths.

2. iittr. (nonce-use, after sympathize.) To agree

in wnys of thinking.
1800 MACKINTOSH Let. to Moore 27 Sept., in Mem. (1833)

I. 141 There is no body to whom I speak with such un-

reserved agreeable liberty, because we so much sympathise
and (to borrow Parr's new coined word) syllogise.

Hence Syllogizer, a syllogistic reasoner ; Syl-

logizing vbl. sb., reasoning by syllogisms.

1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl. 96 These cunning "Syllo-

gizers, or any like Sophisticall concluders. 1606 J. DOVE

Dtf. Church Govt. 72 It is not a noueltie of 60. yeares old,

as this syllogiser hath obiected. 1642 Sm E. DERING Sp. on

Kelig. xvi. 86 Every Syllogizor is not presently a match to

cope with Bellarmine. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. I. xiv. (Rolls)

76 For that the! trustcn and trowen the premisse be trewe,

eer that the! seen the premisses sufficientli proued hi "sillo-

gizing. 1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrifpifs Van. Artes xcvii.

169 They hauing recourse to interpreting, to expounding, to

glossinge, and to sillogisinge. do rather geue it some other

sence, then the proper meaninge of the letter. 1654 J.

WEBSTER Acati. Exameii 38 The vain glory of Syllogizing

Sophistry. 1656 tr. HoUes's Elem. Philot. (1839) 57 Errors

which happen in reasoning, that is, in syllogizing, consist

either in the falsity of the premises, or of the inference.

1666 BP. S. PARKER Freefs Impart. Censure(\dt>i) 36 Plato s

360

speare, and the British poets. 1836 T. HOOK C. Gnrtuy I.

vii 28 i There was a swan-like swrmrningness about her air

and gait-a sort of *sy!phy something that rivetted the

attention. 1843 United Service Slag. i. 383 Her chapletoi

bri"ht flowers and expanded sylphy wing.

Sylphid (si-lfid),
sb. (a.) Also -ide. [ad. If.

sylphide (1671 in Littre), f. sylphe : see prec.
and

-ii)2.] A little or young sylph.
1680 A. L(OVELL) tr. Montfaucon de Villars Cut. of

Galialis 67 As to marriage, I would advise you to take a

sylphide. 1714 POPE liape Lock II. 73 Ye Sylphs and

Sylphids, to your chief give ear 1 1803 H. K. WHITE Clif-

ton Grove 48 in Rein. (1807) II. 12 Hosts of Sylphids on

the moon.beam sail, a 1814 Gonzanga v. i. in New Brit.

Theatre 1 1 1. 145 Let me catch my runaway sylphid by the

le, what a delightful scene of raillery I'll have with him.
~~

"I. ii, Worse than the Rosicru-

Syllogizing seem'd to him very fallacious and too depe......

upon words, to be much rely'd on. 1806 W. TAYLOR in

Ann. Rev. IV. 722 The reasoning power he [. Newton]

displayed in the mathematical forms of syllogizing. 1877
E. CAIRO Philos. Kant I. 134 There is no ground for saying
that reason, the faculty of syllogising, is different and dis-

tinct from understanding, the faculty of judging.

Syllour, -ure, Bylor, -our, var. CELUBE,
SILOUB, 06s. Syllup : see SYLLAB.

t Sylly-jestieal, a. Obs. nonce-wd. Perversion

of SYLLOGISTICAL intended to suggest sillyjest.
1601 BP. W. BARLOW Defence 69 Faine would this disputer

with his sylly-iesticall method conclude vs all to be infidels.

Sylph (sill), [ad. mod. L. (pi.) sylphes, G.

sylphea (Paracelsus De Nymphis, etc.), mod.L.

sylphi (Ibid., Wks. 1658 II. 391). Cf. F. sylphe,

Sp. silfo, Pg. sylpho, etc.

Littre conjectures a Gaulish origin, citing svlfis dat. pi.

from Inter. Helvet. no. 117 of Orelli, who connects the form
with suleviy female tutelary spirits venerated in Gaul (see

Holder Altcelt. Sprachschatz s. v.). But Paracelsus's word
may be an arbitrary coinage, perh. a blending of sylvestris
SYLVESTER so.

1 i and nympka NYMPH.]
1. One of a race of beings or spirits supposed to

inhabit the air (orig. in the system of Paracelsus).
1657 H. PINNELL Philos. Reformed I. i. 26 (from Para-

celsus) To the Earth doe belong Gnoms, Lemurs, Sylphs.
1680 A. L[OVELL] tr. Montfaucon de Villars* Cut. afGaba-
Us 29 The Sylphs are composed of the purest atomes of air.

1699 DRYDEN Let. to Mrs. Eliz. Thomas 12 Nov., Wks.
1800 I. H. 97 Whether Sylph or Nymph, I know not : those
fine creatures. .have a mind to be christen'd. 1712 [see
SALAMANDER si. z b]. 1714 POPE Rape Lock i. 65 The light
Coquettes in Sylphs aloft repair, And sport and flutter

in the fields of Air. 1812 SIR H. DAVY them. Philos. 17
The Rosicrucian philosophy, in which gnomes, sylphs, sala-

manders, and nymphs were the spiritual agents, supposed
capable of being governed or enslaved by man. 1830 SCOTT
Demonol. x. 347 They affirmed that they could bind to
their service and imprison in a ring, a mirror, or a stone,
some fairy, sylph or salamander. 1856 Miss MULOCK John
Halifax x, Though this lady did not look like a sylph or a
wood-nymph being neither very small nor very slight.

b. Applied to a graceful woman or girl ; usually
with implication of slender figure and light airy
movement. (Cf. NYMPH 2.)
1838 DICKENS Nick, tfick. xxv, She's the only sylph I

ever saw, who could stand upon one leg, and play the tarn.
bourine on her other knee, like a sylph. 1847 DISRAELI
Tancredw. xi, The mother.. seemed a sylph or a sultana.

2. Gould's name for various humming-birds with
long forked tails.

1861 GOULD Monogr. TrochiliJx III. PI. 172 Cynantlius
cyanurus. Blue-Tailed Sylph. Ibid. 173 Cynantlius
smaragdicaudus. Green-Tailed Sylph.
3. Comb., as sylph-like adj. and adv., sylph-

looking adj.
1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xviii, The sylph-like form dis-

encumbered of her heavy riding-skirt and mantled in azure
silk. 1825 T. HOOK Sayings Ser. n. Passion f, Princ. vii.
III. 82 A sylph-like gracefulness in their figures and actions.
'833 Parson's Dan. HI. ix, Lady Catherine .. gliding
sylph-like across the room, seated herself by his side 1834H. MILLER Scene! * Ltf XX. (1857) 289 There tripped
lightly along a sylph-looking creature.

Hence Sylphic, Sylphish, Sylphy adjs., per-
taining to, resembling, of the nature of, or char-
acteristic of a sylph ; sylph-like ; Sylphize v.,
trans, to give a sylphish character to.

sidere/""
M?*W MaS- 3t This . . cannot but be con-

siaered as an improvement even by the most prejudiced ofthe sylphic race 1823 C. M. WESTMACOTT Engl. Sty I
Sy ' HS f Tersic - en.

lmi>ges . customs, and employ.

VylphS =ctly adapted to thel
' f l ma ^

,. fk-t
-

Sres ." ypS =cty adapted to the

"SvuT'V 1 V'
f l may ^ a"d the expression,Sylphish 1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales II. 2,, Shewas of a slender, delicate, and sylphish form

R
, ,

?T!
RD

f'"^'
l8

f
''J 1 ' V Thc 'Wc mytholog demon-.zed by the elder hards of Caledonia, 'sylphized by Shake-

carcely ate at dinner more than the six grains of rice of

Amina. 1897 GUNTER Susan Turiibullxa. 276 She bounds

with the grace of a sylphide.

b. attrit. or as adj.
- SVLPHIC, SYLPHISH.

1779 Sylph I. 195 My connexion with the Sylphiad [sic]

tribe. 1803 JANE PORTER TliaMeus xxii, He ventured to

look once only at her Sylphid figure. 1808 SCOTT Marm.
II. Introd. oo [f to Sylphid Queen 'twere given, To show
our earth the charms of Heaven, She could not glide along
the air, With form more light. 1853 Miss E. S. SHEPPARD
Ch. Aiichestcr 1 1. 204 If he were small and sylphid seated

by his majestic mother, how tiny was that delicate satellite

of his.

I lence Sy-Iphidine a. (nonce-wd?), like a sylphid.
1885 MEREDITH Diana xiii. She swam above them in a

cocoon of her spinning, sylphidine, unseizable.

Sylring, var. ofCELUMNG Obs.
1628 in Maitland Club Misc. III. 372 The law galerie

without to have ane fair border round about from the sylring
to the heid of the windowis.

Sylue, obs. form of SELF.

1426 LYDG. De Gnil. Pilgr. 3396 Ryht in the sylue wyse.

Syluer, -ir, -ur, -yr(e, obs. ff. SILVER.

Sylueren, obs. f. SILVERN. Sylure, var.

CELURE, SILOUB, Obs. ;
obs. f. SILVER.

II Sylva, Silva (si-lva). [L. silva a wood,
forest, woodland : commonly misspelt sylva in

imitation of the synonymous Gr. vK-t) (see HYLZ).]
1. a. A title for a treatise on forest trees, or a

descriptive list or catalogue of trees. (Cf. FLORA 2.)

1664 EVELYN (title) Sylva, Or a Discourse of Forest -Trees.

1859 W. S. COLEMAN Woodlands (1866) 63 Its \sc. the wal.
nut s] importance as a timber and fruit tree is so great that
we must introduce it as a member of our Sylva.

b. The trees of a particular region or period
collectively. (Cf. FLORA 3.)
1846-8 LOWELL Bigloiu P. Ser. I. 2nd Let. fr. B. Sawin

Postscr., In the sylva of our own Southern States, the
females of my family have called my attention to the china-
tree. 1882

' OUIDA ' Mareinma I. 148 The rich sylva and
flora which the central part of the Maremma possesses.
t 2. A title for a collection of pieces, esp. of

poems ; also, a thesaurus of words or phrases.
After the title (Sih'x) of Statius's collection of occasional

poems.
[1626 BACON

(litle\ Sylva Sylvarvm : or A Natural! His-
toric. In

tc_n Centvries.] 1636 A. QOWLEY] (title) Sylva, or
Divers Copies of Verses Made upon sundry occasions. 1675
ALSOP Anti-sozzo iii. 2. 259 What ever other Synonima
his Sylva will furnish him with. 1728 CHAMBERS Cycl.,
Sylva, in Poetry, a poetical Piece, composed, as it were, at
a Start ; in a kind of Rapture or Transport, .. its chief Use,
in our Language is, metaphorically, to express certain Col-
lections of poetical Pieces, of various Kinds, and on various

Subjects. 1787 {title) Sylva; or. the Wood: being a Col-
lection of Anecdotes, Dissertations, Characters, Apoph-
thegms, Original Letters, Rons Mots, and other little things.
. . By a Society of the Learned.

Sylvage (si-lvedz,). rare*, [f. L. sylva, silva a
wood (see prec.) + -AGE.] Woody growth, boscage.
1773 GOLDSM. Ess. xxi. Wks. (Globe) 345/1 The brook

assumed a natural sylvage; and the rocks were covered
with moss.

Sylvan, silvan.(si-Ivan), sb. and a. Also 6
-eln, 6-7 -ane, (9 -ain). [ad. F. sylvain (only
sb. ; in Marot, 1539, silvans, sylvans pi.) or ad. L.

silvanus, sylvanus (in early use only sb. fern. pi.
silvdnw goddesses of the woods), f. silva, sylva :

see prec. and -AN.
The Latin masc. adj. Silvanus was used as the propername of a divinity of the fields and forests, identified with

ran, etc.
; it has been occas. anglicized as Silvan, e. e.

Milton Comas 268, // Pens. 134.]
A. sb. One who (or something that) inhabits a

wood or forest
; a being of the woods.

a. Mythol. An imaginary being supposed to
haunt woods or groves; a deity or spirit of the
woods.

*55S G?LDING Ovid's Met. i. 222 Satyres, Faunes, and
sundry Nymphes, with Silvanes eke beside. 1586 L P.RYS-
KETT in Spenser's Astrofhel, Aeglogue Sir P Sidney 116
Ye biluans, Fawnes, and Satyres. that emong These thickets
oft haue daunst after his pipe. 1616 DRUMMOND OF HAWTH.
Poems (S. r.S.) I. 39 Goate-feete Syluans. 1675 SHADWELI.

i^yche
i. Then an Entry danc'd by four Sylvans, and four

Dryads, to rustick Musick. a 1758 RAMSAY Yellmu haird
Laddie H Silvans and Fairies unseen danc'd around. 1831bcorr Ct. Roe. xvi, The ancient belief in the god Pan
with his sylrans and satws. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil n. i, Ioniccolumns of black oak, with a profusion of fruits and flower-;and heads of stags and sylvans.

SYLVANITE.

b. A person dwelling in a wood, or in a wood-
land region ;

a forester
;
a rustic.

1589 PUTTF.NHAM Engl. Poesie I. xv. (Arb.) 49 The Satyre
was pronounced by rusticall and naked Syluanes speaking
out of a bush. 1698 YKWW.ACC. E. India ff 1'. 146 Daily
disturbance from these Sylvans and Mountaineers. 1703
POPE l''ertumnus 20 Her private orchards, wall'd on ev'ry
side, To lawless sylvans all access deny'd. 1824 SCOTT
St. Ronans xxv, They [sc. two girN] were encountered by
a country fellow, .up came cousin Francis.., and soon put
the silvan to flight.

c. An animal, esp. a bird, living in or frequent-

ing the woods.
1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xiii. 44 Hunts-up to the Morn

the feath'red Sylvans sing. 1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit.
Past. II. iii. 891 A little grove. .Where every morne a quire
of Silvans sung. 1831 J. WILSON in Blackvj. Mag. XXIX.
291 Shyest of the winged silvans, the cushat. 1831 SCOTT
Ct. Rob. xvi, The sylvan [an orang-outang] looked fixedly
upon Count Robert, almost as if he understood the language
used to him.

d. ? A forest tree, shrub, etc. rare.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 498 Clydes fragrant fields,..
Bedeckt with Siluans. 1787 Generous Attachment 11.97
The verdant sylvans.

B. adj. 1. Belonging, pertaining, or relating

to, situated or performed in, associated with, or

characteristic of, a wood or woods. (In earliest

use of deities or nymphs : see A.)
1580-3 GREENE Mamillia n. Wks. (Grosart) II. 283 The

Syluein Nimph Oenone. a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia n. iv.

(1912) 172 A goodly white marble stone, that should seeme
bad bene dedicated in ancient time to the Silvan gods.
1638 COWLEY Love's Riddle i. i, May all the Sylvan Deityes
Bee still projpitious to you. 1697 DHYDEN sfrneid ix. 549
If e're my Pious Father, for my sake, Did grateful OfTrings
on thy Altars make; Or 1 inureas'd them with my Silvan
toils. 1741 SHENSTONE Judgem. Hercules 57 The silvan

choir, whose numbers sweetly flow'd. 1750 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 66 T 9, I once knew a man. .who.. found
himself irresistibly determined to sylvan honors ;.. he ..

spent whole days in the woods, pursuing game. 1810 SCOTT
Lady ofL. n. ii, Good hawk and hound for sylvan sport.
1821 Kenilw. xxxiv, Elizabeth's silvan dress, .was of a
pale blue silk. 1831 Ct. Rob. xxvii, A sylvan man, or
native of the woods [an orang-outang], 1847 L. HUNT
Jar Honey viii. (1848) 104 The Italians identify the pastoral
with the sylvan drama. 1885 R. BUCHANAN Annan Water
viii, Deep sylvan silence.

b. Of woods as a subject of cultivation or ob-
servation, rare.

1830 J. G. STRUTT Sylva Brit. 42 These would form a
volume in themselves, a Sylvan Chronicle of times past.
1834 Tait's Mag. 1.665/1 The new system of silvan-culture
introduced by Violaines, for the regeneration of the Royal
forests.

2. Consisting of or formed by woods or trees.

1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. Wks. (Grosart) V. 120 As
many sortes of shrill breasted birdes as the Summer hath
allowed for singing men in hir siluane chappels. 1615
CHAPMAN Odyssey xix. 599 Steepe Parnassus, on whose
forehead grow All syluan off-springs round- 1667 MILTON
P. L. v. 377 So to the Silvan Lodge, They came. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Past. vi. 15 And all the Silvan reign shall

sing of thee. 1784 COWPER Task i. 588 Thehouseless rovers
of the sylvan world. 01821 SHELLEY Fragtn. Unfinished
Drama 225 The pillared stems Of the dark sylvan temple.
1857 LIVINGSTONE Trav. xii. 212 The islands at a little dis.

tance seem great rounded masses of sylvan vegetation.
3. Furnished with, abounding in, or having as its

chief feature, woods or trees
; wooded, woody.

1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 140 Cedar, and Pine, and Fin, and
branching Palm A Silvan Scene. 1697 DRYDEN Mneid xi.

874 To share with me The Silvan Shades. 1794 MRS.
RADCLIFFF. Myst. Udolpho xxxiv, All the charms of sylvan
and pastoral landscape. 1798 WORDSW. Tintern Abbey
56 How oft, in spirit, have I turned to thee, O sylvan
Wye j

thou wanderer thro' the woods 1 1814 SCOTT Wau.
xxii. The glen widened into a silvan amphitheatre. 1870
EDGAR Rnnnymede 23 The towns assumed a sylvan aspect,
and the churches were converted into leafy tabernacles.
1880 LD. BEACONSFIELD in Daily Newszj Mar. 6/5 Sylvan
scenery never palls. 1883 STEVENSON Silverado Sf. to
The whole neighbourhocd . . now so quiet and sylvan, was
once alive with mining camps.
Hence Sylva-nity (sil-), sylvan quality or char-

acter ; Sylvanize v. trans., to render sylvan ;

Sylvanly adv., in a sylvan manner or style ;

Sylvanry, sylvan scenery.
1832 J. WILSON in Blactw.Mag. XXXII. 852 Manners.,

full of rurality, or *silvanity, or urbanity. 1907 Times
i July 7/4 Mr. Knight's 'Sylvanus Urban '. .combined the

urbanity of a true man of letters with the sylvanity {if it

may be called so) of a Yorkshireman. 1835 Blackw. Mag.
XXXVII. 606 The winds, .would.. have called from their

sleep of years the satyrs to "sylvanize the spot again. 1800
COLERIDGE in Robberds Mem. W. Taylor (1843) I. 318
Something very

v
sylvanly romantic. 1844 MRS BROWNING

Lost Bmver xxiv, The wild bop. .And the large-leaved
columbine, Arch of door and window-mullion, did right
sylvanly entwine. 1821 New Monthly Mag. 1 1 46 Perch'd

upon a green and sunny hill, Gazing upon the *sylvanry
below. 1901 Pall Mall G. 29 May 1/3 You shall find.,

quite unsuspected Sylvanry in .. Kensington Gardens.

Sylyauite (si-lvanait). Min. [f. (Tran}-
sylvania, where found : see -ITE 1. Cf. sylvanium
(G. sylvan, Werner), an old name for tellurium.]
a. Native tellurinm, with slight admixture of gold,
iron, etc. 1 Obs. b. A telluride of gold and silver

(sometimes also containing lead), occurring in

crystals or masses of a steel-grey, silver-white, or

yellow colour with metallic lustre.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 324, 1 call it [sc. the new
semi-metal] Sylvanite, from its being found in Transylvania.



SYLVANITIC.

iSn PINKERTON Petral. II. 239 Hornite,..wilh sylvanite, ,

from Nagyag in Transilvania. 1868 DANA Mia. (ed. 5) 8l

Sylvanite. ..Comp... Tellurium 55'8, gold 28-5, silver 157.

Antimony sometimes replaces part of the tellurium, and

It-ad part of the other metals.

Hence Sylvani tic a., containing sylvanite.
j796 KIRWAN Eleiii. Min. (ed. 2) II. 101 The Sylvanitic

Ore. .is. .of a whitish colour.

Sylvar, obs. form of SILVER.

Sylvate, silvate (sHwit). Chem. [f.
SVLVIO

+ -ATK !
c.] A salt of sylvic acid.

1836 BRANDE Chem. (ed. 4) 978 The silvates of
potassa,

soda, and ammonia, are soluble in water [..the silvate of

magnesia, .is soluble in akohol.

Sylvatic, silvatic(silva:-tik),<j. rare. Also

8 selvatick (after It. selvaticd). [ad. L. silvaticus,

f. silva : see STLVA and -ATIC. Cf. F. sylvatique.'}

Belonging to or found in woods ;
of the nature of

a wood or woodland ; sylvan ; f trans/, rustic,

boorish (o/>s.).
So f Sylva'tical a. Obs. rare".

\

1656 BLOUNT Ghssogr., Sylvatical. 1661 LOVEI.L Hist.
^

Aniut. ff Min. Isagoge avb, Insectivorous, .. and .. not
'

melodious, as the . . swallow, wild and riparie ; . . titmouse,

great fennish, sylvatick, black, ceruleous. 1668 H. MORE
Div. Dial. Ml. xxxiv. (1713) 271 Fauns and Satyrs and
other Sylvatick Genii. Ibid. v. xxi. 474 How rough and

unpolish d, how rude and sylvatick the spirit of Elias will

appear. 1755 T. H. CHOKER Orl. Fur. xxiv. xci, Concealed

in the selvatick br*ke. 1814 T. HAVNES Treat. Strawberry,
etc. (ed. 2) 5 note, Others assert the large Carolinian

[strawberry] to be an inhabitant of sylvatic situations.

fSylve. Obs. Pedantic nonce-ad. L. sylva,

silvfi a wood.
1604 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. 251 Incluse with Sylves be.

hind/and Lakes before us, Our outward man wants some-

thing that's calorous.

t Sylvester, rf. 1 Obs. Alsosilv-. [In sense I,

ad.L. syl-, silvestris; in sense i, ad. L. silvestre

(sc. granum seed), neut. of silvestris : see SYL-

VESTER a.]
1. In the system of Paracelsus, a spirit of the

woods.
1657 H. PINNELL Philos. Reformed^ \. 27 In the Aire or

our airy wot Id there are Umbratils, Silvesters, Satyrs, whose

Monsters are the Gyants. Ibid. II. 15 marg., Gnomes,

Sylvesters and Lemures.

2. Name for an inferior kind of cochineal (sup-

posed, like the true cochineal, to be the seed of

a plant).

Fruit. 1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3895/3 Goods out of the Mary
Man of War from Vigo, consisting of Sugars, . . Campuchma,
or Silvester. [1791 HAMILTON tr. Berthollefs Art ofDye.

ing II. n. m. iii. 170 The sylvestris is a sort of cochineal.)

Sylvester (si-lvests-i), sb* [Proper name.}
St. Sylvester's day, Dec. 31. Sylvester-eve, -night

[G. Sylvesterabend], the evening or night of

Dec. 31, New Year's Eve.

1838 S. JACKSON tr. Strauss' Retain. Early Life Lutheran

Clergyman i. 50, I have never been able to feel joyful on

Sylvester-eve, when I have spent it wholly in company.

185* THACKERAY Esmond n. vii, And so the Sylvester night

passed away. 866 ESGEL Na(. Mus. viii. 276 In the vil-

lages of Northern Germany, it is not unusual for the cow-

herd at midnight of Sylvester, to . . sing a sacred hymn.

t Sylvester, sil-, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. sil-,

Sylvester, -tris, f. silva, STLVA.] = SVLVESTBIAN

a.l So Sylve-stral a. Bot., growing in woods or

woodland places; of a type found in woods;

t Sylve-atrial, f Sylve'strlo, t Bylve-Btrious,

t ByIve-strong adjs.
= SYLVESTRIAN a.1

1378 T. N. tr. Conq. \V. India (1596) 378 They did main-

taine themselves with rootes, hearbes, and "silvester frutes.

IU1U '"Vlt 1". UV.J..J ^."w "-J J . i I II I

i8t Aboriginal species characteristically paludal, ullgmal,

ericetal, and sylvestral. 1607 TOPSBI.L Fonr-f. Blasts

630 All wilde 'siluestriall beastes are dryer then the tame,

modern, and domesticall. 1610 VENNER Via. Recta in.

64 It Isc. the pheasant] may of all syluestnall Fowle,

well challenge the first place at tables. 1613 COCKKRAM I,

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,

beards of mankinde.

Sylvestrian, sil- (silve-strian), a.l [f. L.

silveslris (see SYLVESTER a.) + -AN.] Belonging

to or found in woods ; sylvan, rustic.

.... .-< Jt _ remaining of

those Sylvestrian Herbalists, a 1731 GAY Wine 131 Syl.

vestrian gods t 1866 J. B. ROSE tr. Ovid's Fasti II. 289

Silvestrian deities. 1867 tr. Virg. JEncid 62 The
N
Syive^Strian, a.* and sb. CH. Hist. [f. Syl-

vester (see below) + -IAN.] Belonging to, or a

member of, an order of Benedictines founded by

Sylvester Gozzolini in 1231. Also t Sylvestrin(e

[F. Sylvestrin sb.] a. and sb.

1693 \i.d'Emilianne'sHist.M<mast. Orders xli. too Of
the Sylvestrin Order. The Congregation of Sylvestrms

VOL. IX.
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began to be established in the year 1269 .. by Sylvester
Gozolini. 1753 CHAILONF.R Cath. Chr. Instructed i8a

Other Religions, professing the Rule of St. Benedict, as

the Silveslnnes. 1881-3 XcAaf's Encyct. Ktlig. Knmul.

III. 2275 Sylvestrians. 1905 United ftru Ch. Mag. Apr.
17/2 The convent of San Marco. .was originally a founda-

tion of Sylvestrian monks.

Sylviad (sHviad), sb. (a.) Ornith. [f. mod.L.

Syfviadse, variant form for SylviiJx, i. Sylvia,

name of the typical genus : see -ID :1

,
and cf. -AD

i b.] A bird of the family Sylviadx (Sylviida) :

a wnibler. Also altrib. or as m/j.

1867 Ibis Jan. 73 If we cast our eye down the catalogue,

we find sixty-one species of the Sylviads enumerated. Ibid.

74 There arc two very distinct tides of Sylviad immigration
m Palestine.

f Sylvian, a.1 Gbs. ran'-. Incorrectly for

SYLVAN.
1698 FHVER Ace. E. India f, P. 64 Those slender Fence*

only designed to oppose the Sylvian Herd, are thrown down
to erect others of a more War.like Force,

Sylvian (si-lvian), <7.
2 Anat. [ad. F. sylvien,

f. the name of Francois de la Hoe' Sylvius, a

Flemish anatomist (1614-1672); often erroneously

referred to that of Jacques Dttbois, latinized

Jacobus Sylvius, an earlier French anatomist

(1478-1555).] Described by or named after the

anatomist Sylvius : applied to certain structures in

the brain, viz. :

Sylvian aqueduct (aqueduct of Sylvius) . the passage be-

tween the third and fourth ventricles of the brain. Sylvian
artery, the middle cerebral artery. Sylvian fissure {fis-

sure ofSylvius), the fissure between the anterior and middle

lobes of the cerebrum. Sylvian fossa, a depression of the

cerebral hemispheres in the middle of the Sylvian fissure,

containing the island of Reil. Sylvian ventricle, the fifth

ventricle of the brain.

1871 HUXLEY in Darwin Descent ofMan vii. (187^) 204
In the human foetus, the sylvian fissure is formed m the

course of the third month of uterogestation. 1890 BILLINGS

Med. Diet., Sylvian fossa .. Sylvian ventricle. 1899 All-

butt's Syst. Med. VI. 773 Lesions in or about the nuclei in

the gray matter of the Sylvian Aqueduct. Ibid. VII. 608

The middle cerebral, or Silvian artery,
is practically the

direct continuation of the internal carotid.

Sylvian, .
3

(sb.) Ornith. [f. mod. L. Sylvia

(Scopoli, 1 769), f. L. silva a wood : see SYLVA

and -AN.] Belonging to the genus Sylvia or

family Sylviidx of oscine passerine birds (the

warblers), b. sb. A bird of this genus or family.
In mod. Diets.

Sylvic, Silvic (si-lvik), a. Chem. [ad. F.

sylvique (a 1836), f. L. sylva, silva a wood : see

-icib.] Sylvic acid: a colourless crystalline sub-

stance, isomeric with pinio acid, and, like it,

forming a constituent of colophony or turpen-
tine-resin.

1836 BRANDS Chem. (ed. 4) 978 Silvic Acid . . is insoluble

in water, fusible at about 212, soluble in alcohol and ether,

and in sulphuric acid. 1838 T. THOMSON Clitm. Org.
Bodies 506 That portion of the resin which remains undis-

solved when the turpentine freed from its oil is digested in

cold alcohol of o 867, has been called silvic acid by Unver-

dorben, and resin beta by Berzelius. 1844 FOWNES Chem.

500 Pure sylvic acid crystallizes in small, colourless, rhombic

prisms.

Sylvicoliue (silvi-kifbin), a. and sb. Ornith.

[ad. mod.L. Sylvicottna pi., f. Sylvicola, a former

generic name, = L. silvicola inhabiting woods :

see-lNEl.] a. adj. Belonging to the Sylvicolinx,

a. former division of the family then called Syfyi-
colidse (now Mniotiltidx), comprising the typical

American warblers, b. sb. A bird of this division.

1872 COUES Key N. Amir. Birds 91 The student will be

able to assure himself that his specimen is a sylvicoline.

1878 Birds Colorado Valley 484 The genus Icteria..

seems decidedly Tanagroid or Sylvicoline.

Sylvics, silvics (si-lviks). [f.
L. silva,

SYLVA + -ics: see -103.] The scientific study of the

growth and life of forest trees, as a department
of forestry.

1907 (April 17) U.S. Deft. Agric, Forest Service Order

No. 132 Silvics. (The title has been changed (April 17,

1913) to the
' Officeof Forest Investigations'.]

Sylviculture, silvi- (sHvikz-ltiui, -tjaj).

[ad. F. sylvi-, silviculture, f. L. sylva, silva a

wood + F. culture cultivation.] The cultivation of

woods or forests
;
the growing and tending of trees

as a department of forestry.
1880 Nature 5 Feb. 330/1 A recent instructive experi-

ment in sylviculture. 1893 M. G. WATKINS in Academy
,5 July 55/2 Sylviculture., means the culture of timber for

profit, as opposed to arboriculture, or the growing of beau,

tiful specimen trees in park and garden.

Hence Sylvlcu-lttiral a., belonging or relating

to sylviculture (whence Sylvicn-lturally adv.) ;

Sylvlculturist, a person engaged or skilled in

sylviculture.
1889 Nature 12 Dec. m/t "Sylviculture! systems that

I
is different methods under which the creation, regeneration,

tending, and ulilization of woods are effected. 1893 NISBET

(title) British Forest Trees and their Sylviculture! Charac-

teristics and Treatment. 1903 Board Agric. Leaflet No.

97. 4 It is to the action of the beetle that the chief silvicul-

tural damage is due. 1903 Forestry Quart. Nov. 36

(Cent. Diet., Suppl.) "Silviculturally of interest is the note

that in a spruce stand undergiown with beech no beetles

SYM-.

were found, although a neiuhlioring stand was greatly
damaged. 1887 ftf. Set. .Manlkly Sept. 636 A trench
"sylviculturisl lias devised a method of clothing the stripped
oak-trees.

Sylviine (sHvi^in ,
a. Otnith. [.id. mod.L.

Syaiiinx pi., t. Sylvia: see SYLYIAD .iiul -INK'.]
Belonging to the Sylviinee, either as a synonym i.t

Sylviidie reckoned a* a sublamily of a larger family,
or as a subfamily of Sylviidit comprising the
warblers of the Old World.
1884 COUKS Key N. An:tr. Bird, (ed. ,) 260 rdwttiU

has been sometimes associated with the Parid*, but olffer*

decidedly and is apparently Sylviiue.

Sylvine(sHvin). Alin. [a. F.y/w'<(Bdant,
1833), from the old name ol the salt, ml iligeslivus

Sylvii 'digestive salt of Sylvius': see -INKS.]
Native potassium chloride, occurring in some salt-

mines and on Mount Vesuvius. Also called

Bylvlte (si-lvait).

1850 ANSTED Eltin. Geol., Jtfitt. etc. 8 370 Syftt'm,
Chluride of potash. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. .s) in Sylvite.

1913 lllustr. Land. News 22 Feb. 238/3 Sylvine happens
to be one of the minerals which, in one'of its forms, emits

electricity on compression.

Sylvre, -vryn,-vyrn, obs. ff. SILVER, SILVERS.

Sylwes, obs. f. shelves, pi. of SHELF sbl

Sylypp, obs. form of SVLLAB, syllable.

Sym- (sim), prefix, repr. Gr. avp.-, assimilated

form of aw-, SITU-, before labials (0, ft, T, <(>, if),

hence in words of Greek derivation in Latin

and modern languages before i, m, f. Sym-
morphic (sim^ufik), a. nonft-wd. [f.

Gr. avu-

liop<pos (ito/xp-ri form) + -ic], having the same or

a like form ; conformed ;
so Bymmo-rphism,

likeness of form, condition of being conformed.

SympalmogTaph (simpse'lmagrai ) [Gr. waX/iot

vibration : see -GRAPH], an apparatus for exhibit-

ing the combination of vibrations, consisting of

a double pendulum the two parts of which can be

caused^ to vibrate in different directions and at

varying rates, with a style attached so as to trace

the resulting curves on a prepared surface. Sym-
patetio (simpate'tik), noncc-wd. [after PERI-

PATETIC], a fellow-walker, a companion in a walk.

Sympatric (simpe'trik), a. Biol. [Gr. irAr/ia

fatherland : see -ic], applied to species of animals

or plants native in the same region ;
so Sympatry

(simpae'tri), the fact of being sympatric. Sym-
pelmous (simpe'lmas), a. Ornith. (also erron.

syn-) [Gr. vikita sole of the foot : see -OTJB],

having the tendons of the deep flexors of the toes

united before separating to each of the four digits.

Symperitoneal (simperitffnfal), a. (see quot.).

Sympetalous (simpe'talas), a. Hot., having the

petals united ; gamopetalous. SympMlism (si'm-

filiz'm), Biol. [f. Gr. avn<t>i\ttv to love mutually +

-ISM], term for a kind of friendly symbiosis or

commensalism existing between ants or termites

and certain other insects which they feed and tend

as guests, and which in some cases yield a sweet

substance as food for them ; also Symphily

(si-mfili) [ad. Gr. ou^iXi'a] ; hence Symphilous

(si-mfibs) a., characterized by symphily. Sym-
phoneBis (simWnfsis), Phihl. [Gr. dKuvijou

PHONESIS ; cf. Gr. av/t^aa^iais agreement] (see

quot. and DING-DONG C. i). Symphonetio

(simWne-tik), a. [Gr. fwijTi/rot PHONETIC], (a)

Mas. consisting of parts in harmony; polyphonic;

(b) Philol. exhibiting symphonesis. Symphrase

(si-mfre-iz), Gram., a word consisting of a phrase

or number of words run into one. Symphrattio

(simfrse-tik), a. Geol.
[irieg.

f. Gr. ovit$p&-miv

to press together + -1C], produced by pressure,

as regionally metamorphosed rocks; so Sym-

phra'ttism, metamorphism caused by pressure.

Symphronistio (simfr^ni'stik), a. nonce-wd. [f.

Gr. avfuppovtiv to be of one mind ;
after syn-

chronistic], involving coincidence or identity of

thought; embodying the same ideas. Sym-
phyllons (simfi'las), a. Bot. [Gr. <fv\\ov leaf:

see -ous], having the perianth-leaves united ;

gamophyllons. || Sympnenma (simpni-mi), pi.

-ata [Gr. irv.Cpo spirit], a supposed companion

spirit,
or spiritual

bride or bridegroom ;
hence

Sympnenma-tlo a., of or pertaining to a '

sym-

pneuma
'

;
so Sympnen matism, the theory of

'

sympneumata
'

; also, agreement in 'spiiit', dis-

position, or mental attitude. Sympolar (sim-

p0 u-lli), a. Geotn., reciprocally polar : said of a

pair of polyhedra so related that every face of each

corresponds to a summit of the other. Sympo-

llty (simpjvliti) [Gr. ffiv<iroAmjs fellow-citizen,

after POLITY], mutual relation of, or a body of,

fellow-citizens, t Sympresbyter ots. (also erron.

syn-) [ad. Gr. avn*paBvT(pos (i Pet. v. i)], a

fellow-presbyter, fellow-elder. Sympiyohograph
48
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(simps3rk0grtif\nonce-W<[PSYCHOGRAPH],
an ima-

ginary composite portrait produced by superposition

of images of the same object as conceived by dif-

ferent minds; so Sympsycho'grapher, -gfraphy.

1851 G. S. FABER Many Mansions 103 Our spiritualised

human bodies . . thus conformed or (as the Greek has it

together in certain geographical areas may be c

*Sympatric...The occurrence of forms together may be

termed *Sympatry. 1885 Stand. Nat. Hist. (1888) IV.

369 An arrangement to be called "synpelmous, since the

two tendons are completely blended, . . The synpelmou:

lous arthropods exceeds a hundred. 1899 D. SHARP in

bridge Nat. Hist. VI. 183 The relations
'

their guests. .Wasmann. .arranges., in four categories: i,

.... 17*1 A. MALCOLM Treat, Afits. xi. a. 332 A com-

pound Song is where Two or more Voices go together,, .so

that the Melody each of them makes, is a distinct and dif-

ferent simple Song . . ; . . all such Compositions are very pro-

perly called "symphonetick Musick, or Musick in Parts.

1871 A. J. ELLIS Presid. Adttr. to Philol. Soc. 15 Is it \sct

the word '

scrumptious '] interjectional, imitations), or *sym-
phonetic? 1893 Smithsonian Rep. 41 He was able to

ascertain and formulate the principles., governing the num-
ber, kind, and position of notional stems in "symphrases, or
word-sentences. 1904 A, W. GRABAO in Amer. Geol. Apr.
236 note. Rocks of this type may be called *symphrattic
rocks. Ibid. 236 Whether the metamorphism be due.. to
mountain making processes (regional or dynamo-metamor-
phism, or *symphrattism). 1828 CAKLYLE Germ. Rflin. IV.

145 Another series of. .occurrences, not EO much of a syn-
chronistic, as of a *symphronistic kind. 1877 A. \V. BEN-
NBTTtr. Thome's Bot. 134 The perianth, .maybe gamophyU
lous or *symphyllous..on the one hand; or [etc.]. 1885
L. OLIPHANT Syinpneumata. v. 81 United with a **Sym-
pneuma

'

free from the gross external covering of outer

body. Ibid. xii. 173 The electric *sympneumatic life. Ibid.
xiii. so: The conscious notes echoed from the unconscious
sympneumatic depths. 1891 Pall Mail G. 9 July 2/2 The
*sympneumatism between the Times and the '

Tories' L.ast

Hope'.
t i89 Daily News 16 July 5/2 The young lord

who is bitten by
'

Sympneumatism ,
or the theories of Mr.

Laurence Oliphant. 1873 B. GREGORY Holy Cath. Ch. xv.

146 There does arise a new *sympolity, a fellow-citizenship
of the saints. 1671 BAXTER Power Mag. <$ Ch. Pastors if.

5 44- 35 The Major Vote of his *
Syn-Presbyters are against

it. a 1677 BARROW Serm. Heb. xiii. 77, Wks. 1686 III. 280
The same titles, which the Apostles assumed to themselves,
they ascribe to their Sympresbyters. 1896 D, S. JORDAN m
Pop, Set. Monthly Sept. 601 We are enabled to present a
copy of the resultant *sympsychograph. Ibid. 6oa One
suggestion was that this was the blind spot on the retina in
each of the *sympsychograpners. Ibid. 601 From seven
ideals, sympathetically combined, the true cat would be
developed. This combination is the essence of *sympsy.
chography.

Syma, obs. form of CYMA.
Syman, obs. form of CEMENT.
^1583 in Halliwell Rara Math. (1841) 40 TheGlasse..ysmade last with syman vppon a smalle block.

Symar, var. CYMAR, SIMAR.

Symbal(e, -all, obs. forms of CYMBAL.
Symbilyne, ? obs. Sc. form of CYirBALLiNO.
1500-10 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxvi. 15 Quhar cherubyne

syngis sweit Osanna, With organe, tympane. harpe, and
symbilyne.

Symbiont (si-mbi^nt, -bai-). Biol. Also (in
Diets.) symbion. [irreg. f. Gr. ovp&twv, pr. pple.
of ffvpfrow : see next.] Either of two organisms
living in symbiosis ; a commensal.
1887 GARNSEY & BALFOUR tr. De Bary's Fungi 360 The '

results of the reciprocal action of the two symbionts 1902H. M. COULTER Plant Studies 162 In symbiosis one of the
symbionts may be an animal.

Ii Symbiosis (simbi^-sis, -bsi-). [mod. L.,
ad. Or. Mp0$Mftf a living together, companion-
ship, f, ffvpfrovv, avpfaotiv to live together, f.

'<

ffvu&os adj. living together, sb. companion,
!

partner, f. ah SYM- -H #os life.]
1 1. Living together, social life. Obs. rare-*

&*iii&A <&SS> and inu'nt

, Biol. Association of two different organisms
(usually two plants, or an animal and a plant) whichwe attached to each other, or one as a tenant of

' contribate to each other's support.
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. 1877 BENNETT Ir. T/mmfs flot. (ed. 6) 267 In the Lichens

we have the most remarkable instance in the vegetable

kingdomof ..symbiosisorcummensalism. 1882 H. N. MOSE-

! LEV in Times 30 Aug. 7/4 Certain animals have imbedded

in their tissues numbers of unicellular algz, which are not

to be regarded as parasites, but which thrive in the waste

products of the animal, while the animal feeds upon the

compounds elaborated by the alga;. This combined con-

dition of existence has been namcdby Dr. Brandt symbiosis.

Hence Symbiote (si-mbi^c, -bai-) [for end-

ing cf. zygote], a combination of two symbiotic

organisms ; Symbiotic (simbi>'tik, -bsi-), a. Biol.

associated or living in symbiosis; relating to or

involving symbiosis ; Symbio'tically adv., in a

symbiotic manner, in the way of symbiosis;

Symbiotism (rare), symbiosis.
1897 Nature 2 Dec. 119/1 I' maV he a *symbiote involv-

ing some gigantic rhizopod. .and a bacterial organism. i88a

Academy 4 Feb. 86/2 Prof. Moseley.. expresses the view

that the chlorophyllaceous corpuscles. . ,long known as con-

stituents of the living substance of large Foraninifera, are

symbiotic algae. 1894 OLIVER tr. Kerner's Nat. Hist.

Plants 1. 254 Animals and Plants considered as a great sym-
biotic community. 1900 I. HUTCHINSOM in Archives Surg.
XI. 224 The tubercle bacillus is probably present in sym-
biotic and often latent union with the tissues. 1888 VINES in

Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 128/2 A Lichen is a compound organ-
ism consisting of a Fungus and an Alga living "symbiotic-

ally. 1895 OLIVER tr. Kerner's Nat. Hist. Plants II. 233
Several plants, .live symbiotically with certain, .ants. The

plants afford the ants lodging. .and give them nourish-

ment.. ; the ants in return defend the foliage against the

attacks of leaf-eating animals. 1901 Encycl, Brit. XXV.
272/2 The remarkable *symbiotism between Algee and
I1

ungi.

II SymblepharOll (simble'far^n). Path. [mod.
L., f. Gr. aw S\x- + 0\t(t>apov eyelid.] Adhesion
of the eyelid to the eyeball.
1819 S. COOPER First Lines Surf. (ed. 4) I. 438 Concre-

tions of the eyelids. . .One, termed symblepharon, in which
the inner lining of one or both eyelids has become adherent
to the eyeball. 1875 H. WALTON Dis. Eye 468 Where the

palpebral and ocular conjunctiva are cut through, these are

apt to unite and produce symblepharon.

Symbly, var. SEMBI.E a. Obs., like, similar.
a 1500 Ratis Rfiring i. 1355 As arestotyll and ypocras

Has vyting in syk symbly cass.

Symbol (si-mbal), sbl Also 6 simbole, 6-7
symbole, -boll, 7 simbol

;
also in L. form. [ad.

late L. symbolum (partly through F. symbole,
i6th c. = It., Sp. sim-,g.symbolo), a. Gr. avft0o\ov

mark, token, ticket,
' tessera ', f. avv STM- + root

of PO\TI, /3u'Aur a throw (cf. avfi[ld\\(iv to put
together, f. avv STM- + 0a\\etv to throw).]
1. A formal authoritative statement or summary

of the religious belief of the Christian church, or
of a particular church or sect; a creed or con-
fession of faith, spec, the Apostles' Creed.
This use is traceable to Cyprian, Bishop ofCarthage (c 250),

who applies L. sytnbolnm to the baptismal creed, this creed
being the

' mark '

or '

sign
' of a Christian as distinguished

from a heathen. The notion, long current, that the creed
was so called because it was '

put together
'

by the Apostles
is without foundation in fact.

>4S-i53 Myrr. our I.adye in. 312 Thys crede ys called

Simbohtm, that ys to say a gatherynge of morselles. for
eche of the .xii. apostels put therto a morsel.

1490 CAXTON How to
llie_ 4 The credo and symbole of the

fayth. 1536 Hun. VIII in Burnet Hist. Re/. (1679) I.

Collect. Rec. 306 All. .things, .which be comprehended in
the whole body and Canon of the Bible, and. .in the three
Creeds or Symbols. 1539 H ILSEV Man. Prayers C iij b, The (

Symbole or Crede of the greate doctour Athanasius. 1585
T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I'oy. iv. xiii. 126 b, He sayde
v the Lordes Prayer, the salutation of the Aunge!!, and the I

Symbole of the Apostles. 1601 PAHSONS Warn-word I.

number of Symbols, he adds a fourth to the other three.
1887 Ch. Q. Rev. Apr. 20 The symbolum Qiticunque vult,
whether regarded as an actual Creed, .or as a hymn on the
Creed.. has an intense value of its own. 1887 CAROLINE

|HAZARD Mem. J. L. Diman vii. 150 The Nicene Creed, the
great symbol in which the divinity of Christ is asserted and
defined. 1911 Ch. Q. Rev. July 349 Salnar, in 1581, gathered
the ten chief Symbols of the Reformed Churches in his
rfariiionia Con/essionum Fidei.

t b. transf. A brief or sententious statement
;

a formula, motto, maxim
; occas. a summary,

synopsis. 06s.

1594 NASHE Unfart. Trm; 50 The simbole thereto [. to <

the helmet] annexed was this, Ex lachrimis lachrimx. 1644BULWER Chirol. 94 The Cynique in his symbole advisingmen to adde benignity to their courtship. 1656 BLOUNT
C'hsKgr. [from Cotgravel Symtole. .a short and intricate
riddle or sentence. 1661 OWEN Disc. Liturgies iii. 16 That
they might have [in the Lord's Prayer] a summr.ry Symboleof all the most excellent things they were to ask of God
175' JOHNSON Rambler No, 117 p 3 The celebrated symbol
ot Pythagoras, wtutav m't6v,uv T >)i> ifoio irpoo-ni/w j

' when
the wind blows, worship its echo.'

2. Something that stands for, represents, or de- I

notes something else (not by exact resemblance,
but by vagtie suggestion, or by some accidental or !

conventional relation); esp. a material object
representing or taken to represent something im-
material or abstract, as a being, idea, quality, or
condition

; a representative or typical figure, sign,

SYMBOL.

or token; f occas. a type (of some
quality).

Const, of.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. ii. 10 That, as a sacred Symbole, it

[si:, a blood-stain] may dwell In her sonnes flesh. 1604
SHAKS. Oth. n. iii. 350 To renownce his Baptisme, All

Scales, and Simbols of redeemed sin. 1612 DEKKER Lon-
don Triumphing Wks. 1873 III. 245 Euery one carrying.,
a Symbole, or Badge of that Learning which she professeth.

1615 G. SANDVS Trav. Ii. 139 They [sc. ostriches] are the

simplest of fowles, and symbolls of folly. 1641 J. JACKSON
True Evang. T. III. 170 They play and sport together.
A thing so true a symbole of deerenesse. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Pseud. Kp. v. xxi. 265 Salt as incorruptible, was
the Simbole of friendship. 1686 SOUTH Sertit., Isa. v. 20

(1727) II. 333 Words are the Signs and Symbols of Things:
and, as in accounts, Cyphers and Figures pass for real

Sums; so.. Words and Names pass for Things themselves.
1688 HOLME Armoury n. 127/1 In Arms. .Oranges [aie] the
simbol of Dissimulation. 1765-8 ERSKINE /fist. Laf.v Scot.
in. iii. 5 Another symbol was anciently used in proof that a
sale was perfected, which continues to this day in bargains
of lesser importance among the lower rank of people, the

parties licking and joining of thumbs. 1769 ROBERTSON
Chas. V, III. x. 238 There was engraved on it a cap, the
ancient symbol of freedom. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, xix,
1
1 deliver to you, by this symbol,' (here she gave into his

hand the venerable gold-headed staff of the deceased Earl
of Torwood)' the keeping and government and seneschal.

ship of my Tower of Tillietudlem '. 1833 TENNVSON Miller's
Datt. 233 The kiss, The woven arms, seem but to be Weak
symbols of the settled bliss, The comfort, I have found in

thee. 1849 RUSKIN Seven Lamps iv, f 2. 95 The fluting of
the column, which I doubt not was the Greek symbol of the
bark of the tree. 1861 H. SPENCER First Princ. i. iv. 22.

(1875) 68 Ultimate religious ideas and ultimate scientific

ideas, alike turn out to be merely symbols of the actual, not

cognitions of it. 1865 R. W. DALE Jew. Temp. xvi. (1877)
1 80 The offering of incense is a natural symbol of adoration.

1909 RIDER HAGGARD Yellow God 108 The symbols of the

good and evil genii on a Mohammedan tomb.

b. An object representing something sacred
;

spec, (absol.) either of the elements in the eucharist,
as representing the body and blood of Christ.

1671 EVELYN Let. to Father Patrick 27 Sept., After the

prayer..
the symbols become changed into the body and

blood of Christ, after a sacramental, spiritual, and real
manner. 1704 NELSON Fest. <$-

1 asts be. n. (1739) 579 Bread
and Wine. .by Consecration being made Symbols of the

Body and Blood of Christ. 1781 J. MORISON in Traiisl. $
Paraphr. Sc. Ch. xxxv. ii, That symbol of his flesh he
broke. 1845 FORD Handtk. Sfain i. in. 364 The injuries
began the very day after the conquest, when.. the white*

washings and removals of Moslem symbols commenced.
1845 S. AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Re/. III. 385 Whether the

body [of Christ) was really in -the symbols. 1870 M. D.
CONWAY Earth. Pilgr. ix. 119 We read of many., religions,
..all of them surrounded with fables and symbols. .. Of all

the symbols, the most universal was the Cross. 1877 E.
PETERS tr. Pfteidenr't Paulinism vi. I. 240 This mystical
element [lies] at the very root of the ancient idea of wor-

ship; the symbol is here never mere symbol, but.. medium
of a real connection with the actual . . object of worship. 1899
W. R. INGE Chr. Mysticism vii. 258 We should, .train our-
selves. .to consider them [sc. the sacraments] as divinely,
ordered symbols, by which the Church,, .and we as members
of it, realise the highest and deepest of our spiritual privi.

leges.

o. Numism. A small device on a coin, addi-

tional to and usually independent of the main
device or '

type '.

1883 P. GARDNER Types Grit. Coins ii. 53 The symbol. .is

a copy or replica of the signet of the magistrate who is

responsible for the coin. 1886 B. V. HEAD in L. Jeuiilt's

Eng. Coins ff Tokens 102 Small objects represented either
in the field or the exergue as adjuncts to the main type are
called symbols.

d. Symbols collectively ; symbolism, rare.

1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Aristocr. Wks. (Bohn) II. 77
Proud.. of the language and symbol of chivalry. 1875 E.
WHITE Li/e in Christ iv. xxv. (1878) 410 Other portions of
[the Apocalypse], and those the least loaded with prophetic
symbol.
8. A written character or mark used to represent

something ; a letter, figure, or sign conventionally
standing for some object, process, etc.

e. g. the figures denoting the planets, signs of the zodiac,
etc. in astronomy ; the letters and other characters denoting
elements, etc. in chemistry, quantities, operations, etc. in

mathematics, the faces of a crystal in crystallography.
citto A. HUME Brit. Toxfue (1865) 7 The symbol..! cal

the written letter, quhilk representes to the eie the sound
that the mouth sould utter. 1700 MOXON Math. Diet.,
Symtoles, are Letters used for Numbers in Algebra. 1805
17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 184 The different letters

which compose the symbol. 18.17 WHATELY Logic i. 4 (ed. 2)

36 The advantage of substituting for the terms, in a regular

syllogism, arbitrary unmeaning symbols, such as letters of the

alphabet, is much the same as in mathematics. 1844 FOWNES
Chem. 180 Table of symbols of the elementary bodies. 1849
BALFOUR Man. Bot. 713 It is usual in descriptive works to

give a list of the authors, and the symbols for their names.
1882 MINCHIN Vnipl. Kinetnat. 186 Suppose x =/(a, 6, f},

y g(a, b, t), where/and ^are symbols of functionality.
4. attrib. and Comb.
1818 KEATS Endym. m. 700 If he explores all forms and

substances .. to their symbol.essences. 1821 SHELLEY Hellas
1095 Not gold, not blood, their altar dowers, But votive
tears and symbol flowers. 1866 LYTTON Lost Tales Militus,
Secret Way 4 Egypt's vast symbol gods. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech., Symbol-printing (Telegraphy), a system of

printing in dots and marks. ., or other cipher, as distinct
from priming in the usual Roman letter. 1895 ELWORTHY
Evil Eye 249 The typical symbol-figures representing the
four Evangelists.

t Symbol, rf. 2 Obs. (Also in L. form.) [nd.
L. symbola, a. Gr. o-t^oAr), f. avji&a\\(tv (see



SYMBOL.
SYMBOL j&l). Cf. obs. F. symbolc

< a shot, a
collation' (Cotgr.).] A contribution (properly to
a feast or picnic) ; a share, portion.
Quot. 1627 echoes the L. phr. symbolarum collator**

(Plautus), those who contribute their shot to a feast.

1627 B.JOHSOM In I J rayton Battle AgincoHrt, etc. Prt-f,

Verses aj, This reck'ning I will pay, Without conferring
symboles. 1653 J EH. TAYLOR Serm. fur )"*/, Winter i. 3
The persons who are to be judged, .shall all appear to receive
ther Symbol, Ibid. xx. 271 He refused to pay his Symbol,
which himself and all the company had agreed should be
given, a 1661 FULLKR Worthies, Chester (166.-) i. a^i Let me
contribute my Symbole on this Subject 1667 OUJKMJCUI;
in Phil. Trans. II. 414 That they would be pleased . .to joyn
their Symbola's, and to send in their Proposals. 1683 A.
HILL Life Barrow IVs Wks.. 1687 I. cz, I wish they [sc.
his friendsj would . . bring in their Symbols toward the

History of his Life. 1767 A. CAMPBKLL Ltxiph. (1774) 57
Misocapelus instigated by the ramification* of private
friendship disbursed the symbol. iSaa LAMB Elia. Ser. I.

Compl. Dec.iy Beggars, To have sat down at the cripples'
feast, and to have thrown in his benediction, ay, and his
mite too, for a companionable symbol.

Symbol, v. [f. SYMBOL *M]
1. trans. SYMBOLIZE 3.

1831 Kxamlntr 595/1 English Justice, being, as she is

symboled, hoodwinked. 1861 MEUEOITH Evan Harrington
xi, Bread and cheese symbolled his condition. 1864 TEX MY-
SON Ayliner's F, 535 [She] read ; and tore, As if the living
passion symbol'd there Were living nerves to feel the rent.

1874 SYMONDS Sk. Italy <$ Greece (1898) I. xi. 213 Angels.,
with fluttering skirts . . and mouths that symbol singing.
2. intr. To make signs, to signal, nonce-use.

1864 CARLVLE Fredk. Gt. xvi. i. IV. 248 They say and
symbol to me,

'
Tell us of him !'

Synibolseography (si:mb<?l/>grafi). rare.

Also 7 aim-, -le- (erron. -li-), 6-7 -ie. [ad. Gr.

nv^(3o\nioypa<pia, f. avp$o\a.toypa<pos notary, f.

avft&6\atov mark, sign, contract, etc. + --ypa^oy

writing (see -GBAPHER).] The art of writing out

or drawing up legal instruments.

1590 WEST (title) uM8oAaiovpa4>ia. Symbolaogniphiii.
Which may be termed The Art, Description, or Imag_e of

Instruments, Couenants, Contracts, &c. Or The Notarie or

Scriuener. . . The Contents of the Bookes of Symbolxo-
graphie. 1610 FOLKINGHAM Ftttdigr, i. i. 2 The Legal I part
..comprehends the Symboliographie or Clarke-ship, and
penning of the Suruey.

Symbolatry (simfy-latri), shortened form of

SYHBOLOLATRY (cf. idolatry}. So Symbolater,
Symbo'latrous a.

1871 BARING-GOULD Orig. fy Devclofim. Relig. Beliefs I.

iv. 186 The Arabian monoiheist cannot be excepted, for all

his artistic advance was due to friction against symbolatrous
peoples. Ibid., Of the immense debt of gratitude we owe to

symbolatry it is impossible to speak too highly. 1916 Daily
News 27 Mar. 4 Blind Symbolaters.

Symbolic (simbp-lik), a. (sb*} [ad. late L.

symbolicus, a. Gr. 0vp8o\tK6$ t f. avfiQo^ov SYMBOL
sbl : see -ic. Cf. F. symbolique (from i6th c,), It.,

Sp. sim-j Pg. $ymbolico^\
1. Having the character ofa symbol or representa-

tive sign or mark ; constituting or serving as a

symbol (<?/*something).
1680 PLEYDKLL Serm. Funeral Glanvill (1681) 2 It may

be well doubted whether their symbolick divinity were not

design'd rather to conceal their own ignorance. 1704 NEL-
SON Ftst. ff Fasts vi. (1739) 78 The Apostles.. laid their

Hands upon them; an ancient Symbolic Rite of Investiture
and Consecration. 1841 MYERS Catk. Th. in. n. 41 The
Old Testament.. is Prophetic and Symbolic of the Revela-
tions of the New. 1864 PUSKV Led. Dattiei (i&?6) 411 The
symbolic animal. 1871 R. W. DALE Comntandm. ii. 58

Jewish priests who offered a mere symbolic sacrifice might
properly wear symbolic robes. 1899 W. R. INGE Chr. Mysti-
cism

yii. 254 All voluntary external acts are symbolic of

(that is, vitally connected with) internal states.

b. Gram. (See quot., and cf. PRESENTIVE.)
Also as sb. a symbolic word.

1871 EARLE Philol. Eng, Tongue 195 The Symbolic words
are those which by themselves present no meaning to the

mind, and which depend for their intelligibility on a relation
to some presentive word or words. Ibid, 210 Symbolics.
2. Consisting of, denoted by, or involving the

use of written symbols or significant characters.

1656 HOBBES Six Lessons Wks. 1845 VII. 264 You demon.
strate nothing to anybody but those who understand your
symbolic tongue. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. i. xi. 64 The

Egyptian Language .. was twofold, Symbolic and Hiero.

glyphic, or Simple. 1741 WARBURTON Div. Legal, iv. iv.

144 Symbolic Writing, the more it receded from the Proper
Hieroglyphic, the more it became obscure. 1805-17 R.
JAMESON Char. Min. fed. 3) 184 All this description may be
exhibited in symbolic language. 1839 DE MORGAN in

Trans. Camb. Phil. Sac. VII. 173 The method of giving
meaning to the primary symbols, and of interpreting all

subsequent symbolic results. 1881 VENN (title) Symbolic
Logic. 1901 F. S. DELLENBAUGH N.-Americans of Yester-

day 69 In Symbolic Writing, a single characteristic part or
trait serves to represent the whole object ; thus the track of
an animal will stand for the animal itself.

b. Math. Denoted by, relating to, or involving
some special set or system of symbols, esp. simple or

brief symbols used instead of fuller or more lengthy

expressions, or symbols of operation treated as them-
selves subject to operation like symbols of quantity.
1846 SIR W. R. HAMILTON in Camb. <V Dubl. Math. Jrnl

I. 49 Calling this act of connection of symbols, the operation
of addition; the added symbols, summands\ and the re-

sulting symbol, a sutn; we may. .say . .that this symbolic
sum of lines represents the total (or final) effect of all those

successive rectilinear niutiuiu. . which are icprcsented by the
several summands. 1886 J. C. Fn Lnsin Anu-r. Jrn/. math,
Vlll. 367 (lieadtng) Symbolic Finite Solutions and Solution*

by Definite Integrals of the Equation
'

<t

=
x"*?. 1888

W. W. JOHNSON ibid. X. 94 (heading') Symbolic Treatment
of Exact I.in-.ir Dilt-Tciiti.tl I'-nualiuns.

3. Expressed, denoted, or conveyed by means of
a symbol or set of symbols ; concerning, involving,
or depending upon representation by symbols ;

also, dealing with or using symbols.
Symbolic delivery \ see SYMIUH.U .AI. 3 b.

1684 SIK G. MACKENZIE in*t, LaivScot. n. i. (1694) 56 The
i ..most ordinary way of

acjiuirin^ of 1'roperty is oy Tradi-
tion... and this translation is made either by the real delivery
of the thing it self, as of a Horse, a Cup &c. or by a Sym-
bolick delivery. 1831 CARLVLE Sart. /\es. in. iii, In Death
too, in the Death of the Just, as the last perfection of a Work
of Art, may we not discern symbolic meaning? 1846 TRENCH
Mirac, xxxtit. (1862)460 An allegorical, or more truly a sym-
bolic, meaning underlying the literal. 1850 M cCosn Div.
Gout. in. i. (1874) 264 The Symbolic power, which enables us
to represent objects by signs. 1861 TKENCH Cotnm. Ep.
Churches A siavf) What we may call the mystical or symbolic

j

interest ..predominates over the actual. 1899 W. R. INGE
Chr. J\/ysticisni vii, 257 There are two views of this sacra-

' ment which the
'

plain man '

has always found much easier

i
to understand than the symbolic view which is that of our
Church. 1908 R. H. STRACHAN in Expositor Feb. 114 Apart
from the much larger question of the symbolism of the

Gospel, he [sc. John] displays what might be called the

'symbolic* mind, a mind that is especially open to any
suggestion of spiritual truth conveyed by the actual facts.

D. Art and Literature. Having the character-

istics of symbolism (see SYMBOLISM i d).
1910 B. W. WELLS Modern Fr. Lit. xiii. 485 Here [sc. In

'La petite paroisse'l first Daudet adopted the symbolic
method that Zola and Ibsen also use with such effect.

4. Pertaining to or of the nature of a formal
creed or confession of faith (SYMBOL xfcl i).

1867 Chambers*s Encycl.^ Symbolic Books% in the language
of the church, is a phrase that signifies the same as Creeds
and Confessions. 1887 Ch. Q. Rw, Apr. 18 It is implied in

the Augsburg Confession,.. the Con/essio Gaf/icdtta, and. .

several cognate symbolic documents.

B. sb. [after G. symbol!k*\ a. - SYMBOLICS 2.

rare~~. b. (See i b above.)
1864 WEBSTER, Symbolic, n. . . That branch of historic

theology which treats of creeds; symbolism.

Symbolical (simfyrlikal), a. [f. late L. y/w-
bolicus: see prec. and -ICAL.]
1. =

prec. i.

1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logikc 176 The Primarie [distribu-

tion], is when the total! property] so called is distinguished
i

into true, and symbolical! parts \_margin t symbols or notes
'

of the causes or effects). 1646 SIR T. UROWNE Pseud. Ep. I.

;
iv. 16 By this iucroachment Idolatry first crept in, men cou-

|
\ertingthe symbolical! use of Idols in to their proper worship.
1657-83 Eviii.vN Hist. Kelig. (1850) I. 20 Some, .made it [sc.

i

an egg) symbolical of the world. 1681 B. KKACH Tropo-
togia (1779) 230 By which typical and symbolical Image the

four universal Kingdoms, .are. .shadowed. i68i-6J. Tjcoi'i
1

Chr. Life n. vii. 5 (1718) 401 His laying his Hand upon
the Head of his Sacrifice, was a Symbolical Action. 1793
HOHSLEV Serm., Luke iv. 18-19 (1816) I. 215 Our Lord's

miracles, which, for the most part, were actions distinctly

symbolical of one or other of the spiritual benefits of the

redemption. 1848 LVTTON Harold i. i, A small circular

table.. supported by symbolical monsters quaintly carved.
1862 BURTON Bk. //* (1863) 64 The hand pouring oil

into a lamp.. symbolical of the nutriment supplied to the

,
intellectual flame. iBj+MicKLKTiiwAirKMod.f'ar.Churc&ts

''

6 Ceremonial was sometimes symbolical.
2. -=

prec. 2.

1654 J. WEBSTER Acad. Exawen 24 The Hieroglyphical,
Emblematical, Symbolical and Cryptographical learning.

1656 tr. Hobbcs* Elem. Philos. (1839) 316 This doth not
1

properly belong to Algebra, or the analytics specious, sym-
bolical, or cossick; which are, as I may say the brachygraphy
of the analytics. 1660 BAKKOW Euclid Pref. (1714) 3 Those
who are delighted more with symbolical than verbal De-
monstrations. 1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 184

i In order to prevent beginners from finding any thing am-

biguous in the symbolical mode of writing. 1841 J. R.

j

YOUNG Math. Dissert. Introd. 3 Some of the symbolical

j

expressions most familiar to the algebraical student.

b. Math* =
prec. 2 b.

1830 G. PEACOCK Treat. Algebra xi. (1845) H. 2 The opera-
tions . . of Arithmetical and Symbolical Algebra. Ibid. ,

The
rules of operation in Symbolical Addition and Subtraction.

1846 SIR W. R. HAMILTON in Camb. <$ Dubl. Math. Jrnl.
I. 45 The present paper is an attempt towards constructing

;

a symbolical geometry. 185* SYLVESTER ibid* VII. 83 Take
i the symbolical product of the first line.

3. =
prec. 3.

1607 BP. ANDREWES Serm., Resurrection ii. (1629) 399

Symbolicall Divinitie is good: but, might we see it in the

rational!, too? 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 124 They had

a respect to a Symbolical intent 1656 BLOUNT Gtossogr.,

Symbolical Philosophy, is that kinde of Learning and Wis-

dom, which . . teach us how to make or expound those

mystical and artificial bodies called Symboles. 1664 H.

MORE Myst. /niq. vi. 16 Whether it be referred to God him-

self, or to his Symbolical presence in the Ark of the Covenant,

it is manifest that the worship was intended to God. a 1682

SIR T. BROWNE Tracts 75 The mystery and symbolical
sense is chiefly to be looked upon. 1816 J. S.M ITH Panorama
Set, <fr Art II. 524 Bergman has adopted a symbolical mode
of representing affinities. 1856 MAX MULLEK Ct'>J (1867) II.

xvi. io40tet People who wished to find a symbolical signtfi-

i cance in every act of their traditional ritual. 1899 W. R.

INGE Chr. Mysticism vii. 261 The objective or symbolical

type of Mysticism.
b. So, Law. Symbolical deltvtry, possession : see

I quot. 1838.

SYMBOLISM.

,
l68 '

I h- dh%crv
, by theSuperiouror hull;..

i urney, by delivery of Earth i,d Stone,
ttw Symbol*, a 1688 (_i. DALLAS Milts 45 r-ymbolical

forma of giving wsme in Scotland. 1838 W. BILL Diet
*.!. bv. l->(tiie>y. Actual delivery of heritage is im-

pracOeabltti
but the law O f S-otland has recognised a sym-

bolical delivery, which U indispensable in the transference
of .such property. Ibid *.v. AJW//WJ, Heritable Lioix-rly
is transferred by the delivery of symbols-, wt.eietcr -..bine

, MIMIC, the longest po^e-^,, ia insufficient without
symbolical pMMMOB. . . In giving &a*iiie of lands, the sym-
bols are earth and Mone of the land*;, of fuhings, net and
cubble ; . . of patronage teind*, a sheaf of corn.

4. prec. 4.

Symbolical books, (spec.) the authentic documents (the Con-
fatten of Augsburg, etc.) constituting the Luthciaii con-
fession of faith.

1745 Cteditsih's Ttutuh-EngL Lex. 1764 MACLAI
Mosheim*i Keel. Hist. Cent. XVH, n. H. i. 22. (1768) IV.
440 What the members of our communion call ibeir Sym-
bolical Books, . . which . . all candidates for the ministry
would be obliged to hubscribe, as containing the true and
genuine doctrine of the Lutheran church. 1889 C. A.
liKiccs Whither t IQ Most Christian Churches have huch
symbolical books, which constitute the standard of ortho-

doxy for their own church organizations. 1913 Ch. Q. Rev.
July 351 A maintenance of Symbolical doctrines.

t 6. - SYHBOLIZIMQ ppL a. \ a. Obs. rare- 1
.

1667 O. HEYWOOD Heart*Treasure xiv. 170 Transmutation
iseasie in Symbolical Elements, such as agree in some prime
qualities.

Symbolically (simVlik&li), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY -.] In a symbolical way.
1. In the manner of a symbol or emblem ; by
means of a symbol or symbols; emblematically.
1603 HOLLAND PfittarcK't Mer* 1307 Neither describeth

he them symbolically.., but in proper and plaine tcrn.es.

1607 TOPSKLL Fonr-f. Beasts 484 1 he lyon when he sleepeih
hath his eies open, ..and therefore the ancients did sim-

bolically picture a lyon vpon the doors of their temples.
1646 Sin T. BKOWM Pseud. Ep i. ix. 36 Others

symbolically
intended are literally received. 0x677 MANTON^JT/. Lerdfs
/V. Matt. vi. 9 Wks. 1870 I. 58 In the

temple..
God was

present symbolically, because there u ere the signs and
tokens of his presence. 1681 STAIR lust. Law Sect. x\\. f 15.

197 Possession is attained Symbolically, where there is not
use of the whole or a part, but only of a Symbol or Token.
1744 BERKELEY Sin's 269 The Egyptians did symbolically
lepresent the supreme Divinity sitting on a lotus. 1856
R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. 54 The heaven those vain
builders sought to reach, signifies symbolically the mind.

1899 W. R. INGE Chr. Mysticism vii 252 Light and darkne&>
are . . only symbolically connected with life and death.

2. By, or in relation to, written symbols or signi-
ficant characteis ; spec, in Math, (see SYMBOLIC 3 b").

1846 SIR W. R. HAMILTON in Camb, t Dub/. Matk. Jrnl.
I. 48 We shall interpret an equation such as DC BA . .as

denoting that the two lines, of which the syn>bols are

equated, have equal lengths ar.d similar directions ;.. if we
call Mich lines symbolically equal, it will be allowed (etc.).

1651 RANKINE Misc. Set. Papers (1881) 50 To illustrate this

u RIGHT eegray 24 e inoxe o manganese s re-

duced to a lower oxide. . , What actually takes place may be

symbolically repiesented as follows.

So Symbolicalness, the quality of being sym-
bolical.

1633 D. R[OGERS] Trent. Sacraments i. 66 The Sacra-
rnenialnesse and Synibolicalnesse of the things of Cod.
1827 HARE Guesses Ser. i. (1847) 93 Nor is it without a pro*

pbetic symbolicalness that the sea fills 90 important a part
in both the Homeric poems.

f Symbo-licly, adv. Cbs. rare 1
, [f. SYMBOLIC

0. + -LY a
.] Symbolically.

1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. in. vii. 75 The Poets.. make
I'yrrhu the wife of Deucalion : whereby they symbolicly
signifie [etc-J.

Symbolics (simbfliks). [pi. of SYIWOLIC
used subst. (see -tcs

t
-ic a), chiefly after G. symbolik

or F. symbolique.}
tL The use of written symbols, as in mathe-

matics. Obs*

1657 HOBBES Absurd Ceom. Wks. 1845 VH- 379 The best

masters of symbolics.
2. The study of creeds and confessions of faith,

as a branch of theology.
1847 WEBSTER, Symbolics, the science of creeds. 1885

SCHAFF Christ^ fy Chr. 5 The new name of Symbolics, which
includes Irenics as well as Polemics. Symbolics is the

science of symbols or creeds. It is comparative dogmatics.

1907 C. G. MCRIE Confessions Ch. Scot. v. 209 Professor

Philip Schaff. . the greatest Protestant authority on Sym-
bolics, sets forth the uses of creeds in four particulars.

3. The study of symbols, or of symbolic rites and

ceremonies, as a branch of anthropology.
1850 OCILVIE, Symbolics, the name given by the Germans

to the study of the symbols and mysterious rites of antiquity.

Symbolism (srmtKfliz'm). [f. SYMBOL j.i +

-ISM, partly after F. symbolisme^ G. (mod. L.)

$ymbolismu$*\
I. 1. The practice of representing things by

symbols, or of giving a symbolic character to objects

or acts; the systematic use of symbols; hence,

symbols collectively or generally.
1654 J. WEBSTER Acad. Exam. 34 Who can be ignorant

of the. .compendious use of all sorts of Symbolisms, that

have but any insight into Algebraick ArithmetickT 1840
CARLVLE Heroes iv. (1841) 198 'You do not believe,* said

Coleridge; 'you only believe that you believe.' It is the

final scene in all kinds of Worship and Symbolism. 1850

46-2
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SYMBOLIST.

BLACK-IE /Eschylus I. 327 These volcanic movements in the

religious symbolism of early Greece' became giants. 1870

ROCK Text. fair. Introd. vii. p. cxxxvii, Heraldry grew out

of symbolism. 1874 MICKLETHWAITE JT/0(/. Par. Churches 6

Durandus himself, the prophet of symbolism, often gives
alternative interpretations. x88j FARRAR Early Cftr.ll.2j3

Every item of the symbolism .. is borrowed from ancient

prophecy.
b. A symbolic meaning attributed to natural

objects or facts.

1835 J. B. ROBERTSON tr. von Schltgets Philos. Hist. Life

1. xiv, All the divine symbolism in nature and in man. 1871
"RASKR Life Berkeley iii. 63 The theory of sense symbolism,
which connected Berkeley with the Baconian movement.

c. //. Symbolical figures, rare.

1876 'OuiDA' Winter City xiv. 388 To embroider.. the

loveliest Bacchic symbolisms.
d. The use of symbols in literature or art ; spec.

the principles or practice of the Symbolists (see

next, 2 c).
1866 Contemp. Rev. May 60 By Symbolism in art, poetic

or pictorial, we understand the attempt to suggest higher,

wider, purer, or deeper ideas by the use of simpler, humbler,
or mure familiar thoughts or objects. 1898 R. N. BAIN in

Literature 12 Nov. 453/1 Symbolism is tne name given by
French critics to that revolt against the dryness and_photo-
graphic exactness of naturalism, which, .is characterized, at

its best, by a.. somewhat dreamy poetry, and half-na'ive,

half-mystical attempt to interpret the moods of nature

through the medium ofhuman sensations.

2. The use, or a set or system, of written symbols.
1864 RVSKIH in Reader IV. 678/1, 1 had., invented a short-

hand symbolism for crystalline forms. 1868 Chambers'^
Encycl. X. 289/1 There are two principles employed in

[writing], . . Ideographistn and Phonetism. An ideograph
is either a picture of the object, .or. .some symbol which
stands . . for the object, in which case it is called Symbolism.
3. = SYMBOLICS 2.

1846 WORCESTER, Symbolism, an exposition or comparison
of symbols or creeds. Robertson. 1907 C. G. M^CRIE Con-

fessions Ch. Scot, i, i Symbolism is that branch of theology
which stands between the Biblical..and the Dogmatic or

Systematic.

t II. 4. See qttols. and cf. SYMBOLIZATION I a.

Obs. rare~.
171* QUINCY Lex, Physico-Med. (ed. 2). Symbole, and

Symbolism, is said either of the Fitness of Parts with one
another, or of the Consent between them by the Intermedia-
tion of Nerves, and tlie like. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.,
Symbolism, a word used by some of the chemical writers to

express a consent of parts.

Symbolist (si-mb<yiist). [f. SYMBOL sbJ- + -IST ;

cf. prec. In sense 2 c after F. symio/iste.']
1. Ch. Hist. One who holds that the elements in

the Eucharist are mere symbols of the body and
blood of Christ. Obs. exc. Hist.

J585.-7T. ROGERS J9/rr-.xxviii.(i625) 176 The Symbolists,
rigunsts, and Signiticatists, who are of opinion that the
faithfull

at_
the Lords Supper, doe receiue nothing but naked,

and bare signes. 1839 MILMAN Life Gibbon v. 144 note. An
amicable compromise between the Symbolists and Ami-
Symbolists of Germany.
2. One who uses symbols, or practises symbolism.
1811 SOUTHBY Omniana 1. 48 The whim of some violent

symbolist. 1865 C.STANFORD Symb. Christ vii. 183 'My
dark and cloudy words, they do but hold The truth, as
cabinets enclose the gold.' So did the Puritan symbolist
speak.

b. One who uses written symbols.
1881 VENN Symbolic Logic- Introd. p. xxxiii, Examples

which however simple they may seem to a modern symbolist
represent a very great advance beyond the syllogism.

c. One who uses symbolism in art or literature :

(a) A painter who aims at symbolizing ideas rather :

than representing the form or aspect of actual
|

objects ; spec, applied to a recent school of painters
who use representations of objects and schemes of
colour to suggest ideas or states of mind, (t) One
of a recent school of French poets who aim at

representing ideas and emotions by indirect sugges-
tion rather than by direct expression, and attach a
symbolic meaning to particular objects, words,
sounds, etc. (Cf. quots. s. v. SYMBOLISM i d.)
Also attrib.

1891 Spectator Jan. i68'i (lieadinf) Art. At the Old

. . . ymosschool . .aimed at greater freedom, a less strict prosody, and

Oct - The

3. One versed in the study or interpretation of
symbols or symbolism.

K^&MS^-Kfti;* -
Hence Symboli-stlc, -ical adjs., pertaining to

or characteristic of a symbolist (espl in sense 2 c

bohst; in the way of symbolism.
1864 WEBSTER, Symbolistic, Symbolical, chaiacterizedby the use of symbols; as, symbolistic poetry IM? V BSMITH How Paris Amuses itself*. 4^he peiJsTve, Lg.

364

haired devotees of the symbolistic school. 191* English

Rev. Dec. 86 The scenes, .reverting, symbolistically. .to the

scene started from, where the
J
stranger 'is seen sitting on

I a bench, scratching the sand with a stick.

t Symbolizant, a. Obs. rare- 1
[ad. F.

symbolisaiit, -^-izant, pr. pple. oi symboliser, i-izer,

I or mod. L. symbolizans, pr. pple. of symbolizare to

1

SYMBOLIZE.] = SYMBOLIZING ppl.a. i a.

1685 J. CHAMBERLAYNE Coffee, Tea , Choc. 61 Two pre.

|
dominant qualities . . which agree very well together and for

I

that reason are called symboiizant.

Symbolization (si'mWhtoi'jwi). [ad. ?.

symbolisation, t -ization (Rabelais), n. of action

f. symboliser to SYMBOLIZE.]
1. fa. The fact of 'symbolizing

'

in nature or

quality ; agreement or participation in qualities.

ig plants ii

sence with beasts." i6ai MALYNES Anc. Law-Merck. 64
The elements are ioined by Symbolization, the aire to the

fire by warmenesse, the water to the aire by moysture, the

earth to the water by coldnesse. 1658 I . ROBINSON Endoxa
8r That common Salt . . doth, by Symbolization, easily turn

into nitre, a. 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais III. iii. 40 There

would . . be . . no manner of Symbolization . . amongst the

Elements.

b. The action of '

symbolizing
' in tenets or

practice ; conformity (with). Now rare or Obs.

1633 PRYNNE Histrio-tn, 48 A degenerous, and Vnchristian

Symbolization withthis present World. 1884 Chr. CoiKinonw,

14 Feb. 415/2 They enfeeble [their principles] by symbolisa-
tion or adulteration with some Sub-Apostolic, or Patristic,

. .or other spurious form of ceremonies, of doctrines, or of

ordinances.

2. The action of symbolizing ; representation by
a symbol or symbols ; transf. something in which
this is exemplified ; a symbol or symbolism.
In ist quot., the action of making or accounting symbolic.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 1316 The utility and

Symbolization heereof [i. e. of certain animals] : . .as touching
the goat, the sheepe and the Ichneumon, . . they honor them
for the use and profit they receive by them. . . The serpent
Aspts. .the wezill and the flic called the bettill, they rever-

ence, because they observe in them 1 wot not what little

slender images, .of the divine power. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. v. xxi. 264 The

Hieroglyphicall symboles of

Scripture . . are oft times wrackt beyond their symbolizations,
and inlarg'd into constructions disparaging their true in-

tentions. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. n. viii. 1 14 The ancient
Persian Magi, .received their first.. Rites from the Z.ilm,
which is sufficiently evident by their Symbolisation. 1817

AVII. i^u AU inciii me graiiu anu ueauinui in me external
world are not the symbolization of spiritual qualities. 1861

J. Y. SIMPSON Archeology 62 [He] placed.. on the altar, .a

piece of fresh turf in symbolization of his royal land-gift.

b. Representation by written symbols; transf.
a set of written symbols or characters.

184* G. S. FABER Prov. Lett. (1844) I. 122 The Systematic

Employment of miniature in Hieroglyphical Symbolisation.
1864 ELLIS in Reader 3 Sept. 304/1 To appreciate and
symbolize the sounds is far more difficult than to utter them
from the symbolization.

Symbolize (snnWbiz), z>.i Also 6-7 aim-,

[ad. F. symboliser, f -izcr, ad. mod.L. symbolizare,
i. symbolum SYMBOL sb. 1

: see -IZE. Cf. It. sim-

boleggiare to concur, simbolizzare to symbolize,
Sp. simbolizar, Pg. symbolizar.']

I. f 1. intr. To agree or harmonize in qualities
or nature (or in some quality) ; s. with, to partake
of the qualities or nature of; hence often = to be
like, resemble. (A technical term of early physics,
said ofelements or other substances having qualities
in common; hence in general use.) Obs.
1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartasi. ii. 265 But Aire turne Water,Earth may Fierize, Because in one part they do symbolize

1598 Ibid. n. ii. iv. Calumiies 377 Such Shape and Name. .

As with their Natures neerly symbolize. 1613 JACKSON
Creed n. xxxi. rj Thrice happie is that Land.. where
ciuill polhcle and spiritual wisedome..doe rightly symbolize
1641 HOWF.LL For. Trav. (Arb.) 50 The Brittaines in Wales,
with whom.. the Biscayner doth much symbolize in many
things. 1687 H. MORE Ansvi. Psychop. (1689)134 It is as
much Spiritual as before, and does not herein symbolize with
Matter, but approves itself contrary thereto, a 1711 KEN
Sim Poet. Wks. i 72t IV. 387 You.. Would tune your Harp
to symbolize with me. 1816 T. TAYLOR Ess. VIII. 457 Our

i

intellect, in a descending state, must aptly symbolize with
the divinity of Ceres.

t b. To enter into union, combine, unite, as
elements having qualities in common; to form a
harmonious union or combination. Obs.
In quot. 1601 app. including the idea of transmutation of

elements : cf. quots. 1591 in sense i, and 1660 s. v. SYMBOLIZ-
ING f'pl. a. i a.

1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. Fj, The fyre, red-blushing of
his fact ashamed, Clad him in Smoke, the smoke to Aire he
turned, That aire to water, water earth receiued, Earth like
the fyre to melt to water burned : Earth, Water, Aire, Fyre
symbolizd in one, To quench, or coole, Oldcastl's Martyr,dome, a 1618 F. GHEVIL Sidney iv. (1652) 51 Affirming that
to associate by an uniform bond of conscience, for the pro-

tection..^ Religion and Liberty, would prove a more solid
imon, and symbolize far better against their Tyrannies, than
any factious combination in policy.

t c. trans. To mix, combine, unite (elements or

substances, esp. those of similar
qualities). Obs.

SYMBOLIZER.

1590 MARLOWE znii rt. Tamburl. I. iv, Water and ayre
being simbolisde in one Argue their want of courage andof
wit. 1595 B. BARNES Spir. Sonn. Ixxx, A blast of winde,
a momentarie breath, A watrie bubble simbolizde with ayre.
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 351 The disease, .proceedeth
of too great aboundance of fleme and choler, simboliz'd
together. 1610 MARKHAM Masterp. i. iv. 12 These humours
are simbolized or mixt through eueiy part of the body.
fd. To liken or compare, as having similar

qualities or attributes. Obs. rare 1
.

1652 Hermeticall Banquet B 2, I strike againe at this
little World Man:.. and the Head I Symbolize with the
Elementary upper Regions, Fire and Aer.

2. intr. To agree in belief or practice (esp.

religious) ;
to hold the same opinions or prin-

ciples ;
to comply, conform. Frequent in ijth c.,

esp. in controversial use
; now rare or Obs.

1605 Answ. Supposed Discov. Romish Dvctr. 12 We haue
not now an other Queene Marie . . to be ioyned in mariadge
with a potent Prince ..; simboliziug with husband, con-
formitie in countrie discipline is neuer like to breed you
scruples in this behalfe. c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 338
With the Jew they symbolize . . in circumcision, in refraining
from swine's flesh, in detestation of images. 1656 Artif.
Handsom. 154 [They] oft symbolize, and comply with the

vulgar humor. 1731 NEAL Hist. Purit. I. 69 To continue
the use of those GarmentSj was in his [sc. Hooper's] opinion,
to symboHze with Antichrist. 1845 MIALL in Nonconf. V. 73
In early life Dr. Arnold appears to have been a republican,
. . of late years he symbolised principally with the whigs!
1869 A. W. HADDAN Afost. Succession ii. (1879) 30 Those
who profess to be Churchmen, but in this particular sym-
bolize with . . Nonconformists.

II. 3. trans, a. To represent by a symbol or

symbols. Also absol.

1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 70 Under obscure and doubtfull
titles symbolizing somewhat else, c 1610 A. HUME Brit.
Tongue (1865) 7 The thing symbolized I cal the sound
quhilk the mouth utteres quhen the eie sees the symbol.
Ibid. 16 To symboliz right, the sound of the voual is first to
be observed. 1819 I. TAYLOR Enthus. iii. (1867) 59 A change
of moral dispositions so entire as to be properly symbolized
by calling it a new birth. 1838 DE MORGAN Ea. Probab.
47 Twelve halfpence.. are thrown up, required the proba.
bility

of all the cases which can happen, and which we shall

symbolise thus: (H 8T9 ) means that there are three heads
and nine tails. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes L (1841) 55 They
would go on singing, poetically symbolizing, as our modern
Painters paint, when it was no longer from the innermost
heart. 1864 [see SYMBOLIZATION 2 b].

b. To be a symbol of; to represent or stand for,
as a symbol ; to typify.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1316 Many.. say, that the

male wezill engendreth with the female by her eare, and
that she bringeth forth her yoong at the mouth: which

igs : Thus an eie symbolizeth vigi-
lancy. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes i. (1841) 9 But consider whether
Bunyan's Allegory could have preceded the Faith it sym-
bolizes ! The faith had to be already there,.. of which the

Allegory could then become a shadow. 1874 SPURGEON
Treat. Dav, Ps. Ixxxiv. 6 As the valley of weeping sym-
bolizes dejection, so a '

well
'

symbolizes ever-flowing salva-
tion and comfort. 1879 H. PHILLIPS Addit. Notes Coins i

The owl, which is the crest, symbolizes wisdom and learning.
4. To make into or treat as a symbol ;

to regard
as symbolic or emblematic, rare.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vii. iv. 347 Some pious
and Christian pens have onely syinboliz'd the same [sc. the
rainbow] from the mystery of its colours. 1658 Ibid. vii. i.

(cd. 4) 421 We reade in Pierius, that an Apple was the

Hieroglyphick of love . . i and there want not some who have
symbolized the Apple of Paradise unto such constructions.

1903 [implied in SYMBOLIZER 3].

III. 5. To formulate or express in a creed or
confession of faith : cf. SYMBOL si.1 i.

1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., Symbolize .. 4. To formulate
into a creed or confession of faith i as, the Council of Nicea
symbolized the orthodox faith. 1911 [see SYMBOLIZED a].

t Symbolize, v.z Obs. rare- , [f. SYMBOL
sl>. 2 + -IZE.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Clossogr., To Symbolize ..to joyn purses, or

pay rateably towards any charge, to club.

Symbolized (si-mWlsizd), ppl.a. [f. SYM-
BOLIZE z>.i + -ED!.]
1. Represented by a symbol.
1844 W. H. MILL Serni. Tempt. Christ iii. 62 The doom

on the symbolized tempter. 1874 SAYCE Compar. Phild.
vn. 263 To mistake the symbol for the symbolised
2. Expressed in a formulated creed.
1911 W. W. PEYTON in Contemp. Rev. Jan. 101 Chalmers

..had his doubts about the symbolised metaphysics.

Symbolizer (si-mWlsizsi). rare. [f. as prec.
+ -EH 1.] One who or that which symbolizes.
1 1. A person or thing that agrees, harmonizes,

or conforms with another. Obs.
But in ist quot. perh. = That which represents something

symbolically.
1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. I. ii. 31. 107 The Em.

perour of /Ethiopia when he goeth foorlh, hath a Crosse
carried before him, and an earthen pitcher full of earth : the
one signifying his profession, the other his mortalitie.. . It is

. .by the adiunct or effect of mortalitie that he Symbolizeth
with the same, and a Metonimicall Symbolizer, the Crosse
is as well as he. 1659 GAUDEN Tears Ch, iv. xxi. 591 The
discontented Presbyters of Scotland, and their ambitious
Symbolizers in England.
2. = SYMBOLIST 2.

1854 EMERSON Lett. * Soc. Aims i. (1875) 61 The poet is

representative,, .symbolizer, emancipator.
3. = SYMBOLIST i.

1903 J. C. LAMBERT Sacraments in N. T. U. 370 They



SYMBOLIZING.

themselves no more think of taking i<rri literally., than the

barest syinboliser does.

Symbolizing" (si-mb^lMziij), vbLsb. [f.
as

prec. f- -ING 1.] The action of the verb SYMBOLIZE.

1. f Agreement in nature or qualities, resemblance,

congruity, analogy (obs.} ; agreement in tenets or

practices, conformity, compliance (now rare or

obs.}.

1605 [sec SYMBOLIZE z-. 2]. 1607 (title) A Scholasticall

Discovrse against Symbolizing with Antichrist in Cere.

monies : especially in the Signe of the Crosse. 1641 Answ.
Vind. Smectymnuus 58 Could you instance, This prayer is

Superstitious, that Idolatrous,, .you might have just reason
to except at any touch of our symbolizing with them, a 1661

Fi'i.i.KR Worthies, Kent (1662) i. 62 There is a great Sym-
bolizing betwixt them in many concurrences. 1759 HUME
Hist. Eng. II. iii. 506 Every compliance, they said, was
a symbolizing with Antichrist. i8ia R. HALL Notes Serin.

v. Wks. 1832 V. 35 Though Unitarians repel, .the charge of

symbolizing with deists.

2. The action of using symbols, or of represent-
I

iiijj something by a symbol.
1887 BROWNING Parleyings^ B. de Ulandeville viii, What

need of symbolizing? Fitlter men Would take on tongue
mere facts. 1908 Expositor Mar. 251 Shortening and sym-
bolizing of imitative curses and .prayers is an often observed

phenomenon.

Symbolizing, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]

That symbolizes.
1. f a. Agreeing in nature or qualities ; con-

gruous, concordant, similar. Obs.
161 1 COTGR., Sytnboliznnt, symbolizing, sympathizing.

a 1653 J. SMITH Set. Disc. vi. iv. (1821) 210 A discerning of
that sympathizing and symbolizing complexion of their own
bodies with some other bodies without them. Ibid. ix. 272
Any admirable discourses, In which there is a cheerful and
free flowing forth of a rich fancy . .

,
are apt to beget a sym-

bolizing quality of mind in a by-stander. 1660 BOYLE New
Exp. Pkys. Meek. xxii. 179 We might easily subjoyn the

Authority of Aristotle, and . . the Schools who are known to

have taught, that Air and Water being Symbolizing Ele-

ments (in the quality of moisture) are easily transmutable
into one another. 1661 Scfft. Ckym. v. (1680) 325 These

Symbolizing Bodies, Aire and Fire.

b. Agreeing, or showing agreement, in tenets or

practices ; conforming. ? Obs.

1733 NEAL Hist. Purit. (1754) I. ii. 46 Hooper was as
much for the clergy's wearing a decent and distinct habit

from the laity, as Ridley, but prayed to be excused from the

old symbolizing popish garments.
2. Using, or representing things by, symbols.
1909 Spectator 10 Apr. 570/2 It was not until compara-

tively late that the symbolising instinct of a simple age felt

that the ideal purity of the Lord's Mother was best ex-

pressed in the purity of white lilies.

Symbolled (si'mbald), a, [f. SYMBOL z>.l or

st>.1 -t- -ED.]
1. Represented or expressed by a symbol ; sym-

bolized.

18*9 E. ELLIOTT Village Patriarch n. viii, When History's

page no symbol'd thought retains. 1851 TUPPER Proverb,
Pkilos.* Of Writing 164 As a fossil in the rock,.. So the

symbolled thoughts tell of a departed soul.

2. Furnished or adorned with symbols or sym-
bolical figures.

1895 E. MASON Flatnma Vestalis 7 The Vestal Virgin
passes down the street,. .With half-told beads, and sym*
boiled raiment.

Symbolling (si-mbalirj), vbl.sb. [f. SYMBOL
f.l + -ING!.] The action of symbolizing; transf.

something that symbolizes, symbolism.
1842 TUPPER Proverb. Philos. Ser. n. 229 Animal creation,

with sciences, and things. .Contributed their symbollings . .

wherewith to title men. 1910 MEREDITH Celt <$ Saxon xv.

216 After she and the captain had spelt the symbolHng in

turns.

Symbolography {simlxiVgrafi). [f. Gr.

avH@o\ov SYMBOL ii.l + -ypcupia -OBAPHY.]
1. Description of symbols. rare~.
1656 BLOUNT Gbssogr., Symtolografhy. .a description of

Symboles, a writing or expression of things by signs and
tokens.

2. The writing or tracing of symbolic characters

or figures, or such characters or figures collectively ;

symbolic writing.
1865 Athenxum 14 Oct. 495/1 The cross, the comb and

mirror
t
the interlaced serpents, the chase, and other indicia

of Christian symbolography. 1887 SIR S. FERGUSON Ogham
Inscrift. 150 The type must be looked for in Byzantine
symbolography.

Symbology (simbfHodji). [ad. mod.L. sym-
bologia, shortened form for *symbolologia, i. Gr.

avuRoKov SYMBOL rf.i; see -LOGY.] The science

or study of symbols ; loosely, the use of symbols,
or symbols collectively ; symbolism.
1840 DE QUINCEY Essenes Wks. 1862 IX. 271 note, In the

symbolojzy
of the Jewish ritual. 1853 J. Mn.i.s (title)

Sacred Symbology : or, An Inquiry into tne Principles of

Interpretation of the Prophetic Symbols. 1883 SINNETT
Esoteric Buddhism Pref. (1884) p. xv, Ideas, .in more or less

embarrassing disguise of mystic symbology. 1806 E. P.

EVANS Anirn. Symbolism v. 246 Whimseys of Eccfesiology
and Symbology.
So Symbolo-gical a., pertaining to symbology ;

Syiubo'logist, one versed in symbology. rare~.
1864 WEBSTER ; hence in later Diets.

Symbololatry (simMl(vlatri). [f. Gr. avu-

/8o\o>' SYMBOL sb.\ + \arptia worship : see -LATBY.]

365

Worship of or excessive veneration for symbols
(in any sense). Also SYMKOLATKY, q. v.

18*8 I'USKV llist. lititj. I. 82 Confusion and syinbolulatry
al'tiic could arise from terming them \sc. Ixjok^] 'Inspired .

1888 SCHAH //fit. Clir. C/i., Ma,/. Chr. i. $9. 40 This
nil Libliolatry and symbolohury.

Syme, Syment, Symeter, -itare, obs. ff.

SKKM v.-, CKMENT, SCIMITAR.
.

Symitriall : see SVMMETKIAL.

Symly, obs. form of SEEMLY.
c 1470 Hi NRY Wallace xi. 758 llyschop Synclar. .Com out

off liutc with symly mn to sycbu

t Symmachy (si-maki). Obs. rare~. [ad.

Gr. avpiuLX"* alliance in war, f. avfi^a^os adj.

fighting together or in alliance, sb. an ally, f. aiiv

with -t- /*axv fight-]

l63 COCKERAM, Sytiimachie, aide in warre. 1658 PHILLIPS,

Symmachy, a joyning in war against a common enemy.

Syinniediciii (sim/xlian), sb. and a. Ctotn.

[f. Gr. avv SYM- + MKDIAN a.1 and rf.lj Symmedian,
or symmedian line, each of three lines drawn from

the angles of a triangle at inclinations to the

angle-bisectors equal to those of the medians (i. e.

the lines from the angles to the middle points of

the opposite sides). Symmedian faint, the point
at which the symmedians meet.

1885 J. CASEY Analyt. Geom. 45 The three lines which
make with the bisectors of a triangle, on the opposite sides,

angles ecjual to those which the medians make, are called the

symmedians of the triangle, and their point of intersection

its symmedian point. laid. 247 If figures directly similar

be described on the sides of the triangle ABC, the sytn-
median lines of the triangle (abc) formed by any three

corresponding lines pass respectively through the vertices

of Brocard's second triangle.

li Symmelia (simrlia). Path. [mod.L., f. Gr.

aw SvM- + ^eAoj limb: see -lA^.J A form of

monstrosity in which a pair of limbs, esp. the

hinder limbs, are fused into one. Hence Sym-
me'lian a., characterized by symmelia; sf>. an
animal so characterized.

1894 BATESON Study of Variation i. xviii. 458 In verte-

brates such union is especially well known.. producing the

cyclopic, synotic and symmelian conditions respectively.
Ibid. 459 The body of the symmelian ends posteriorly in an

elongated lobe made up of parts of the posterior limbs com-

pounded together by homologous parts. Ibid, note. To the

determination of the morphology of the hind limb the

structure of the symmelian monster is of unique importance.

1901 DORLAND Med. Diet, (ed. 2), Symiitclia.. fusion of the
feet and legs.

Symrner, obs. Sc. form of SUMMER.

Symmetral (si'melral), a.
[f.

Gr.-L. sym-
metros (Vitruvius), Gr. <rtin/Tpos commensurate,

proportionable, symmetrical (f.
aw SYM- + pirpov

measure) + -AL.]
fl. Agreeing in measurement, proportionable,

commensurate. Obs. rare~l
.

'

1660 H. MORE Myst. Godt. v. xvi. 185 The Temple and
Altar of God that are ^ymmetral or commensurable to the

Angels measure [Rev. xi. ij.

1 2. Jig. Commensurate with the Divine idea or

pattern ; agreeing with the Word of God (cf. quot.
1680 s. v. ASYMMETRAL, and 1683 below) : applied
to the early church, or its times, etc. 06s.
1660 H. MORE Jiffst. Godl. v. xvii. 3. 204 It was both the

Doctrine of the Apostles, and Practice of the Church, while

it was Symmetral, to obey the Magistrate. 1664 Myst.
lniq. 472 The Church was Symmetral for about four hundred

years after Christ, 1681 Exfos. Dan. App. ii. 270 The
end of the Symmetral Ages of the Church and the beginning
of the Asymmetral or of the Apostasy. 1683 G. HICKICS

Case Iiif. Baft. 82 The purity of the Apostolical Ages, when
the Church was.. represented as Symmetral by the Spirit of

God, under the Symbol of Measuring the Temple of God
and the Altar. 1685 H. MORE Reflect, en Baxter 29 An
Authentick Church, reformed to the Pattern of the Sym-
metral or Primitive Ages.
3. Math. fa. Arith.xn&Alg. Having a common

measure, commensurable. Obs.

1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 295 Commensurable, called also

Symmetral, is when the given Numbers have a Common
Divisor. Lbid,, Symmetral Surdes.

b. Geom. Related to or determining symmetry ;

about which a figure is symmetrical : as in synt-

metral axis,plane
= axis or plane of symmetry.

1878 GURNEV Crystallogr. 27 The two halves on either side

of this symmetral plane are in all respects similar. Ibid. 37
An axis of symmetry or a symmetral axis.

t Symmetrial, a. Obs. rare 1
. In 7 sy-

mitriall. [f. L. symmetric^ SYMMETRY + -AL.]
= SYMMETRICAL i.

1612 tr. Benvenuto's Passenger^ it. i. 429 Degenerating,
swaruing and digressing from this qualitie, symitriall and
iust proportion, there ensues a distempered temperature.

t Syuime'trian. Obs. ran. [f. as prec. +

-AN.] = SYMMETRIST.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia I. xvi. (1912) 102 Her face was a

thought longer then the exacte Symmetrians perhaps would
allow. 1613 PVRCHIS Pilgrimage v. xvii. 459 Statues.. fiue or
sixe fathomes high, which these Symmetrians proportioned
to the stature of Adam. 1613 COCKERAM I, Simmetrian, a

painter or grauer, one that considereth the due proportion
of a thing. 1656 [see SYMMETRIST}.
t Symme-triated, ///. a. 0/>s. rare 1

, [ad.
It. t symmetriato (

= obs. .symmetric
1

}, ad. mod.L.

*symmetridlus : see -ATE 3.] Symmetrical.

SYMMETRICAL.
1591 K. 1). llyfnerotouiathia 45 b, A.. I'allaice of a noble

simmetriated [oriu. It. syntmttruita] arcbilecturic.

Symmetric (sime'tiik ,
n. [f. SVUMKTUV +*

-1C, after geometric. Cf. F. symetrique, ^ sym-
mctrique (1529 ;.]

= SYMMKTUKAL.
1796 litKNtv Mem. Metaslaiiii 11. 332 The air should be

phrased and symmetric. 1816 "1 LCKEV .\ttrr. hxptd. R.
Zaire iii. (1818) 106 'Ihc f.v : tl.e uomtn were
by no means unprepossin(;, and ll.eir forms extremely
symmetric. 1853 S-, //. -j ,,,,. ^ XI. III. 434
Calculating the symmetric functions as a function only ofx
(etc.). 1854 CAVLEY Mal/t. I'afers II. 233 The covaibm
may in tlie former case be called a symmetric covariant, and
in the latter case a slcew covariant. 1860 . . 11.

xxix. 403 The ripples from the two sides foiui a pair of

symmetric curves. 1871 BKOWNISG Balavst. 1656 While
still one's heart, in time and tune, Paced after that sym-
metric step of Death. 1885 BUBION Arab. Ntt. (1887) III.

12 Perfect in beauty and loveliness and stature and sym<
metric grace.

Symmetrical (sime-trikal), a. [f. SYMMETRY
+ -ICAL, after geometrical. Cf. prec. and next.]
Characterized by or exhibiting symmetry.
1. Having the parts or elements regularly and

harmoniously arranged; regular in form; well-

proportioned ; balanced. (Said of natural or

artificial bodies or structures, or of abstract or

immaterial things ; cf. SYMMI.TUY 2.)

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 94 F 4 Some of the lines of this

description are.. defective in harmony, and therefore by no
means correspondent with that symmetrical elegance . . which

they are intended to exhibit. 1833 LYELL Princ. Gcol. III.

319 The oldest lavas of Etna were poured out many thou-

sand . . years before the newest, and yet they have produced
a symmetrical mountain. 1841 DICKENS Barn. Rutige
viii, That I bad but eyes 1.. to behold my captain's sym-
metrical proportions. 1870 KOLLESTON Aniin. Life p. xxiii,

An increase in our knowledge. .may. .overthrow the most

rrfectly
symmetrical of systems. 1886 KUSKIN Piatterita

273 The symmetrical clauses of Pope's logical metre.

2. Geom., etc. Said of a figure or body whose

points or parts are equably distributed about a

dividing line, plane, or point, i.e. arranged in

pairs or sets so that those of each pair or set are

at equal distances on opposite sides of such line,

plane, or point ; consisting of, or capable of being
divided into, two or more exactly similar and

equal parts. Also said of the form of such a figure
or object, of its parts or their arrangement, or of

any part in relation to the coirespondiog part.

1794 R. J. SULIVAN View Nature xxix. 1. 423 In the

passing of a substance from a fluid into a solid state, _it

almost universally appears.. to have its parts arranged in

a symmetrical order. 1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min.
(ed. 3) 146 When the nucleus has not what is called a sym-
metrical form, as when it is a parallelepiped, whose faces

differ in the respective inclinations of their faces, or in the

measure of their angles. 1850 GROVE Corr. Fhyt. tones
(ed. 2) 88 Those crystals which have one axis of figure, or a
line around which the figure is symmetrical. 1885 LtULES-
DORF Cremona's froj. t.,eotn. 267 The point M (and the

symmetrical point in which the parabolas intersect again)
can then be constructed. 1889 COCKSHOTT &_ WALTERS
Geometr. Conies 40 The ellipse is symmetrical with respect
to the minor axis. 1894 C. SMITH Geometr. Conies 4 When
..corresponding to any point of the curve there is another

point such that the chord joining the two points is bisected

perpendicularly by [a] straight Tine, then the curve b said

to be symmetrical about the straight line, and the straight
line is called an axis of the curve.

b. Alg. and Higher Math. Applied to an ex-

pression, function, or equation whose value is

never altered by interchanging the values of any
two of the variables or unknown quantities.

Symmetrical or symmetric determinant : a determinant

in which the constituents in each row are the same re-

spectively, and in the same order, as those in the corre-

sponding column, and which is therefore symmetrical about

Us principal diagonal
1816 tr. Lacrnx' Diff. % Int. Calc. 536 On the supposition

that y (a, 0, y, &c.) is sjmmelncal with respect to all the

toots, except a. 1854 OIT'S tire. Sci., Math. 217 Thus

x+y = a; Jp+ixy+y* b',. .are. .symmetrical equations:
because for every x you mayput^, and for everyy, x, with-

out altering either of the equations. 1863 FROST & WOL-
STENHOLME Solid Geom. 29 To find the symmetrical equa-
tions of a straight line. 1878 W. K. CLIFFORD Math.

Paters (1882) 317 If n is odd, ..the determinant is skew

symmetrical, and being of odd order it necessarily vanishes.

e. Photogr. Applied to a lens of symmetrical
form ; also ellift. as sb. = symmetrical lens.

1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. III. 326 Rapid, and portable

symmetrical lenses, and a whole plate rapid symmetrical
for long distance work. 189* Photogr.. Ann. II. 355 The
lens is a rapid symmetrical with revolving diaphragms.

3. a. Bat. Of a flower : Having the same number

of parts in each whorl : = ISOMEHOUS I.

1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. {644 In speaking of flowers, jt is

usual to call them symmetrical when the sepals, petals, and

stamens follow the law mentioned, even although the pistil

may be abnormal. Thus, many Solanaceae are pentamerpus,
and have a dimerous ovary, yet they are called symmetrical.
..In Papilionaceous flowers,

the parts are usually sym-
metrical, there being five divisions of the calyx, five petals,

and ten stamens in two rows.

b. Anat. and Zool. Having similar or corre-

sponding parts or organs on opposite sides of a

dividing plane, or regularly arranged around an

axis or centre ; consisting of two or more similar

or corresponding divisions. Also said of the parts.



SYMMETRICALITY.

(4) Path. Of a disease : Affecting such corre-

sponding parts or organs simultaneously. (Cf.

SYMMETRY 3 c.)

1851 RICHARDSON Geol. viii. (1855) 230 Some have internal

symmetrical bones, as the Sepia and Loligo. 1851 WOOD-
WARD Mallusca I. (1856) 62 Unlike most of the mollusca,

they are symmetrical animals, having their right and left

sides equally developed, a 1883 KAGOK Princ. Pract. Med.

(1886) II. 660 Remarkable cases of symmetrical gangrene of

the extremities. 1891 H. LANE Differ. Rhtnm.Dis.(t&. 2)

46 Rheumatoid Arthritis, .affection of joints often sym.

Hence Bymmetrica-lity = SYMMETRICALNESS.

1893 Chamb. Jrnl. 21 Jan. 44/2 With regard to sym-

metricality. Nature, \vhen_she has a purpose tu serve, is

nowise loth to depart from it.

Symmetrically (.sime-trikali), adv. Also 6-7
simm-. [f.

SYMMETRY + -ICALLY, after geometric-

ally. Cf. F. symitriquemenl, \symmelriquement

(1529).] In a symmetrical manner; so as to be

symmetrical ;
with symmetry.

'575 LANEHAM Let. 67 A square pilaster.. Simmetrically

pierced throogh from a foot beneath, untill a too foot of the

top. 1638 Sm T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 338 They write

neither to the right hand nor to the left, . . but right downe
and simmetrically. 1831 BREWSIER Oftics xli. 197. 338 I

The pencils [of light) from every part of the object will fall

symmetrically upon the lens, and be symmetrically .re-

fracted. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xxi, Mr. Mantalinl was
j

disclosed to view, with his shirt collar symmetrically thrown

back. 1859 PARKINSON Oftics (1866) 13 Since u, v are sym-

metrically involved in the equation
- + - = -

1878 GUR-

NKV Crystallogr. 27 Every diameter of a circle divides it

symmetrically. 1896 H. WOODWARD Guide Fossil Reptiles
Brit. Hfus.in This sub-order. .comprises the symmetrically-
formed Cod-fishes.

So Symme'tricalne**, t(<0 tne quality of

being SYMMETRAL (sense 2), (4) the quality of

being symmetrical; symmetry.
1684 H. MORE Answer Pref. bj, The Symmctricalness of

j

the Primitive Ages. 1874 Contemp. Rei'. Nov. 931 There
j

is. .a symmetricalness and consistency about these peasants.

t Symnietrician. Obs. rare 1
. Also 6

simmetricien. [f. SYMMETRY, after geometrician.]
- SYMMETKIAN, SYMMETRIST.

1577 HARRISON England I. iv. in Holinshcd\. 40/1 Sith

y longest rib is commonly about y fourth part of a man, as

some Simmetriciens [ed. 1587 symmetrtcians] arnrme.

t Symme'trious, a- Obs. rare. [f. SYMMETRY
+ -ous.] Symmetrical ; corresponding. Hence

t Bymme'triously adv., symmetrically.
1656 W, COLES Art of Sinipling 148 A Body so sym.

metriously composed. 1667 WATERHOUSE Narr. Fire in
London 85 Its _Franchises being all Emblematical of, and

Symmetrious with the Greater Ones of the Nation.

Symmetrist (si-metrist). rare 1
,

[f.
SYM-

METRY + -1ST.] An advocate of, or one studious

of, symmetry.
1624 WorTON Archil, in ReZiq,(i6j2) 56 Some exact Sym-

metrists have been blamed for being too true. 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr., Syntinctrtst or Symittctrian. .one that considers
the due proportion of a

tiling, and how well the parts agree
with the whole ; one skilled in proportions.

Symmetrize (si-metraiz), v. [ad. F. sy-
mttriscr (in sense i below), or f. SYMMETRY -t-

-izis.]

1. intr. To be symmetrical ;
to correspond sym-

metrically. rare 1
.

1786 H. WALFOLE Let. to C'tess Ossory 28 Sept., With a
mound of vermilion on the left side of his forehead to sym-
metrise with a wen on the right.

2. trans. To make symmetrical; to reduce to

symmetry.
1796 BURKE Let. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 46 He would soon

have supplied every deficiency, and symmetrized every dis-

proportion. 1853 Blackw. Jl/d;f. LXXIV. 735 A picturesque
'

scene, however seemingly unsymmetrical, will be found.. to
be symmetrised at least aerially, by the influence of light,
shade and colour. 1874 Contemp. Rev. Aug. 439 Charm
of incident, grace of narrative, . . majesty of eloquence, all

perfectly symmetrized with incomparable artistic skill.

Hence Symmetrizing ffl. a. ; also Sy-m-
metriwtion, the action or process of sym-
metrizing.
1854 Fraset's Mag. XLIX. 149 The philosophic classes

have never admitted that a moral change can be effected by
political change, that a realized idea needs symmetrization
in statute. 1861 R. H. PATTERSON Ess. Hist, ft Art 60
When the several parts of an object, .present a resistance to
its [sc. the mind's] synthetical or symmetrising power, it

imputes to such objects a character of force and energy,

366

shown or supposed to be shown in Egyptian

temples, Japanese art, etc.

1800 \V R. HAMILTON Remarks Turkey i. 131 Another

instance u f the ^uuHet.^hobia of the architects o antlent

\
symmetrisation 'the strongly marked character of which

justifies the use of an otherwise undesirable term are still
rather obscure.

Symmetroid (si-metroid). Geom. [irreg. f.

SYMMETUY + -OID.] Cayley's name for a certain
surface of the fourth order : see quot.
18,0 CAVLEV Math. Papers VII. ,34 The surface which I

call a symmetroid ; viz., the surface represented by an equa-tion A =
o, where 4 is a symmetrical determinant of the

4th order the several terms whereof are linear functions of
the coordinates (-r, y, a, tu).

Symmetrophobia (si'metroteu-bia). Also
symmetriphobia. [irreg. f. SYMMETRY + -(o)-
PHOBIA.] Dread or avoidance of symmetry, as

~ -f- -- 373 Symmetro.

phobia,' sho'wITin the"pik'cing columns of different orders

opposite one another, and a colonnade on one side only of a

court. 1804 LOCKVER Dawn Astroti. vm. 75 At Karnak. .

we can se? how closely the walls reflect the orientation of

the included temples, even when they seem most liable to

the suggestion of symmetrophobia.

Symmetry (si-metri). Also 6 symmetrye,

simetrie,6-7simetry,sym(m)etrie,7simmetry,
-ie, symetry. [a.

F. Asymmetric (1529), mod.

syiitftrie (=It. simm-, Sp. sim-, Pg. symetria},

or ad. late L. symmetria, a. Gr. av^trpla, f. ffiyi-

Hirpos, f. aw SYM- + ptifov measure (see METRE).]

1 1. Mutual relation of the parts of something in

respect of magnitude and position ; relative mea-

surement and arrangement of parts; proportion.
With qualifying adj. such as jutt, right, true, coinciding

sure of pillours considered howe to make a iust Symetrte, .

after that they deuised to make a temple to the goddesse

Diana, wherein they dyd deuise an other Symeti ie, for that

temple. 1570 DEE Math. Pref.aiv, The exhibiting to our

eye,., the plat of a Citie,..or Pallace, in true Symmetry.
Ibid, ciij b, Now, may you, of any Gunne, ..make an other,

with the same Symmetrie. .as great, and as little, as you
will. i64\VoTTos Archil, in Rcliq. (1672) 23 Man.. is.,

as it were the Prototype of all exact Symmetrie. 1650
BUI.WER Ar.thropoinet. 241 True and native beauty consists

in the just composure and symetrie of the parts of the body.

1730 A. GORDON Maffets Amphith. 313 He marks out a

Stair, .which agrees not with the Symmetry of the Building.

2. Due or just proportion ; harmony of parts

with each other and the whole ; fitting, regular, or

balanced arrangement and relation of parts or

elements; the condition or quality of being well-

proportioned or well-balanced. In stricter use

(approaching or passing into 3 b) : Exact corre-

spondence in size and position of opposite parts ;

equable distribution of parts about a dividing line

or centre. (As an attribute either of the whole, or

of the parts composing it)
a. of natural objects or structures, esp. the

human or animal body : often (esp. in early use) =

regularity and beauty of form, fair or fine appear-

ance, comeliness.

1599 B. Joxsos Cynthia's Rev. i. iii, If I had thought a
creature of her symmetry, could have dar'd so impro-
portionable, and abrupt a digression. 1633 G. HERBERT
Temple, Ch. Porch Ixx, \Vho marks in church-time others

symmetrie, Makes all their beautie his deformitie. 1635 A.
STAFFORD Fern. Glory (1869) 5 Whether her Beauty chiefly
consisted in colour, in symmetry of parts, or both. 1778
HAN. MORE Bleeding Rock 224 Hers every charm of sym-
metry and grace. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 185 The
small Italian hound of exquisite symmetry. 1853 C. BRONTE
Villette xxiv, Her pale, small features, her fairy symmetry,
her varying expression. 1858 O. W. HOLMES A ut. Break/.- 1.

xii. 113 One of the finest trees in symmetry and beauty I

had ever seen.

t(i) in semi-toner, sense : (Well-proportioned
figure or form (of a person or animal). Obs.
1602 MARSTON Ant. <$ Mel, n. Wks. 1856 1. 25 Ladie, erect

your gratious simmetry. 1633 FORD Love's Sacr. n. E j, She
cannot..more really, behold her owne Symmetry in her

glasse. 1794 W. BLAKE Songs Exper., Tiger 4 What im-
mortal hand or eye Could frame thy fearful symmetry?

b. of artificial things or structures, esp. buildings.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxxiv. viii. II. 499 The Symmetrie,

which . . he observed most precisely in all his workes, is a
tearme that cannot properly be expressed by a J .aline word.
Ibid. _xxxv. x. 543 Asclepiodorus, whome for his singular
skill in observing symetries and just proportions, Apelles
himselfe was woont to admire. 1701 W. J. Brnyn's Voy.
Levant ix. 31 There is no regularity of Architecture nor
any Symmetry observ'd in it. 17*3 CHAMBERS tr. Lf Clercs
Archil. I. 97 This Column.. must have a Pilaster by its

side, to make a Symmetry with that on the other side the
Window. 1810 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Two Races of Men,
Spoilers of the symmetry of shelves. 1849 LONCF. Building
Ship 179 Till, framed with perfect symmetry, A skeleton

ship rose up to view ! 1907 Verney Mem, I. 15 The utter

disregard of symmetry evinced by our ancestors which is

one secret of the picturesqueness of their groups of buildings.

C. in general sense, or of immaterial or abstract

things, as action, thought, discourse, literary com-
position, etc.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 60 Beautie and fauour is

composed . . of many numbers meeting and concurring in one
..ami that by a certaine symmetric, consonance and bar.
monie. 1609 Bp. ANDRRWES Sertn., Resurrection iv. (1631)
420 The way, to peace, is the m id way : neither .. too much ;

nor.. too little. In a word; all analogic, symmetrie, har-
mony, in the world, goeth by it. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Kelig.
Meet. il. 9 Whatsoever is harmonically composed, delights
in harmony ; which makes me much distrust the symmetry
of those heads which declaime against all Church musicke.

J7
SHAPTESB. Charac. iv. ii. (1737) I. 139 The ordering of

walks, Plantations, Avenues; and a thousand other Sym.
metrys, will succeed in the room of that happier and higher
Symmetry and Order of a Mind. 1742 WKST Let. in Gray's

SYMMOBY.
Poems (1775) 142 The connection and symmetry of such

little parts with one another must naturally escape me, as not

having the plan of the whole in my head. 1860 PUSEY Min,

Proph. 291 This book, Micah, h.^ remarkable symmetry.
Each of its three divisions is a whole, beginning with up.

braiding for sin, threatening Gods judgments, and ending
with promises of future mercy, a 1862 BIXKLE Civiliz,

(1864) II. vi. 445 Into that dense and disorderly mass, did

Adam Smith introduce symmetry, method, and law. 1904
HUGH HI.ACK Practice o/Self-Culture v. 132 Culture.. aims
at symmetry of life.

(b} Agreement, consistency, consonance, con-

gruity, keeping (with something), rare or Obs.
'

1654 H. L'EsTRANGt Chas. I (1655) 9 You furnished my
Father with, .supply's, but they held no symmetry ur |,ru-

poition with the charge of so great an enterprise. 1659
EVELYN Let. to R, Btyte 3 Sept., I will. .shew what suu-

metry it [sc. the building] holds with this description. 1878
STUBBS Lect. Med. 3 Mod. Hut. viii. (1900) 192 It is in

exact symmetry with Western usage, that this great compi-
lation was not received as a code until the year 1369.

3. Various specific and technical uses.

fa. Fhysiot. Harmonious working of the bodily

functions, producing a healthy temperament or

condition. Obs. rare.

1541 COPLAND Calyen's Tetap. 2 Ejb, In Symmetrye,
that is to say. .in competent [? competence] and commo-

deracyon of smal conduites lyeth and consisteth the helth.

And in Ametrie, that is to saye, in vncompetenLe and im-

moderacyon in them the dysease.

b. Geom.t etc. hxact correspondence in position
of the several points or parts of a figure or body
with reference to a dividing line, plane, or point

(or a number of lines or planes) ; arrangement of

all the points of a figure or system in pairs (or

sets) so that those of each pair (or set) are at equal
distances on opposite sides of such linej plane, or

point.
Symmetry, e.g. in ciystals, may be of various grades,

according to the number of radiating or non-parallel lines

or planes about which the figure or body is symmetrical.
Axis ofsymmetryi centre cf s., plane ofs ,

the line, point,
or plane about which a figure or body is symmetrical, Ie.

which bisects every straight line joining a
\
air of coire-

sponding points of such figure or body.
1823 H. J. BROOKE Introd. Crystallogr. 13 I-'IOIH the

perfect symmetry of its form, the cube has a similar axis in

four directions. 1837 BREWSTEP Magnet. ^9 A horse-shoe

magnet, .was made to revolve .. about its axis of symmetry.
1850 M cCosH Div. Coz-t. n. i. (1874) 119 The oblong, or

two-and-two-membered symmetry, may be traced, .among
crystals and flowers, as may also the three-membered sym-
metry. 1877 HUXLEY Physiogr. (1878) 56 The best example
of this hexagonal symmetry.. is furnished by crystals of

snow. 2878 GUKNEV Crystallogr. 29 A plane, .through the

centre of a model of a crystal will be a plane of symmetry,
if the perpendiculars drawn lo it froni every point of the

model, on being produced to equal distances on the other

side.. will terminate in points of the mcdel similar to those

from which they are drawn.

() Alg. and Higher Math. The fact of being

symmetrical, as an expression or function : see

SYMMETRICAL ab.
i888Awer. JrnL Math. X. 173 Notes on Geometric In.

ferences from Algebraic Symmetry.
C. Anat. and Zool, Arrangement of parts or

organs in pairs or sets on opposite sides of a divid-

ing plane, or around an axis or centre; icpetition
of similar corresponding parts in the two halves,

or other number of divisions, of the body. (Nearly

coinciding with 3 b or the stricter use in 2, except
that corresponding parts are not necessarily equal,
nor do all the parts necessarily correspond.) (b}

Path. Affection of such conesponding parts simul-

taneously by the same disease.

1849-52 Todds Cyd. Anat. IV. 845 Symmetry is a wot d
used to express.. the fact, that one half of an animal is

usually an exact reversed copy of the other.. .To this there

are numerous exceptions, a 1887 FAGGE Princ. Piact. Mtd,
(1886) II.6i9 Symmetrical distribution means that exactly
the corresponding parts on the right and left side are simul-

taneously affected.. .This is bilateral symmetry, but we also

Ste examples of serial symmetry in pathology where the

same condition is seen on the elbow and the knee, the wrist

and the ankle.

d. Bot. Equality of the number of parts in the

several whorls of the flower : see SYMMETRICAL 3 a.

1845-50 MBS. LINCOLN Lect. Bot. 138 The symmetry of

structure observable in [Enchanter's Night- shade] is seen

in many flowers. 1849 BALFOCR Man- Bot. 643 When the

number of parts is two, the flower is dimerous, .and the

symmetry two-membered. When the number of parts is

three, the flower is trimeious, and when the paits are

arranged in an alternating manner, the symmetry is tri-

gonal or triangular [etc.]. 1908 HENSLOW How to Study
WildFL 113 The flowers [of Lythntm Salitaria} vary in

symmetry ; for sometimes the central flower will differ from

the lateral ones in the number of parts.

Symmorphic, -morphism : see SYM-.

Symmory (srmori). Anc. Gr. Hist. [ad. Gr.

avfjtfjiopia, f. av/jnopas adj. sharing (sc. the burden

of taxation), f. ovv SYM- + /iop- (: ptpos portion,

share).]

'

Each of the companies or fellowships,

graded according to wealth, into which the citizens

of Athens and other cities were divided for purposes
of taxation.



SYMMYST.
their own ; and a fixed contribution was settled for each

|

one.] 1847 GROTE Greece u. xiii. III. 247 The territory of
;

the town was distributed amongst a certain number_of ;

towers, to each of which corresponded a synimory or section

of the citizens having its common altar and sacred rites.

1891 Athenxum 25 July 128/1 The proposition of Demos-

thenes was that 2,000 citizens should be placed in the

symmories.

t Symmyst, symmist. Oks. Also 7 symist.

[ad. late L. symmysla (Jerome), med.I,. symmista,

symmystcs (Apulehis), colleague in the priesthood,
ad. Gr. o-u/^iuffTijs fellow-initiate, f. avv SYM- +

/iiWijs one initiated into mysteries : cf. MY ST.

The unetymologic.il but more frequent spelling

with ', already found in med.L., is due to associa-

tion with words in -1ST.] a. An associate in a
'

mystery ',
i.e. a secret belief or practice; a fellow-

initiate, b. A colleague in a sacred office.

1607 TorsELL Four-/, /leasts 474 All the Easternc wise

men Deleeued the transmigration of spirites..and
insinuated

so much to their symmists and disciples. 1635 PACITT

Christianogr. 180 The sacred Symists of his Religion, are

especially to be honoured: Some examples of this also I

mean to produce, that their follies may., appear, who would

detract due honour from tlie sacred Ministers of Almighty
God. a 1680 GLANVILL Sadilucismus i. (r?26) 63 One of

the., most religious Symmysts of that .stupemlious secret of

Nullibism. 31693 Urqnharfs Rabelais ill. xlviii. 391

The other Mole catching Symmists torig. les Symmystes

taulpetiei-s}.

Symon (sai'ntfn). local, [var. SIMMON rf.]
Name for a kind of red shale; &\soattrtl>. Symon
fault, an interruption of a seam of coal by shale

or other material (see quoN.).

coal. 1839 MURCHISON Situr. Syst. I. vii. 101 Even the coal

'.. tapers "away and disappears amid the shales and sand-

stones, constituting what are locally termed '

Symonfaults .

1881 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. JFW-W.,.$>/<<, a sort of red

shale, same as Calaminca, q.v. Colliery; M[iners']T[erm).

8ymond(,e, -ont: see SIMMON sb, SIMONT.

Sympalmograph, -patetic : see SYM-.

t Sympatheal, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

Gr. av\i-

nd9(ta SYMPATHY + -AL.] Sympathetic.
1600 W. WATSON Dccitcordo>i(.\(xxi) Pref. Aivb, So sweet

a sympatheall harmonic in English hearts.

Sympatheetomy (simpa]>e-ktomi). Surg. [f-

SYMPATHETIC + Gr. iicto^ excision.] Excision of

a sympathetic ganglion or other part
of the sym-

pathetic nerve. Also Sy-mpathete'ctomy.
1900 The Physician f, Surg. \. No. 7. 314 European Ocu-

lists and Surgeons have performed Sympatheetomy for

glaucoma and exophthalmic goiter.

Sympathetic (simpaj>e'tik), a. (so.) ^[ad.
mod. L. sympathllicus, a. Gr. 0u/.nra9rjTtit6t, f.

ai'ltwaffftv, after iraflnriKos PATHETIC.]
1. Pertaining to, involving, depending on, acting

or effected by
'

sympathy', or a (real or supposed)

affinity, correspondence, or occult influence; esp.
in sympathetic powder =

'

powder of sympathy :

see SYMPATHY i. Now chiefly Hist.

1644 DIOBY (title) Discourse concerning the Cure of

Wounds, by the Sympathetic Powder. 1664 BUTI.ER Hud.
it. in. 2915 He would.. Cure Warts and Corns, with applica-

tion Of Med'cines to th' Imagination.. .And fire a Mine in

China, here, With Sympathetick Gunpowder, a 1665 DICBV

Receipts in Physick, etc. (16681 45 A Sympathetick cure for

the Tooth-ach. With an Iron-nail raise and cut the Gum
from about the Teeth, till it bleed, and that some of the

blood stick upon the nail ; then drive it into a woodden

beam up to the head : After this is done, you never shall

have tlie tooth.ach in all your life. 1665 GI.ANVII.L Scepsis

Sci. xxi. 134 To conferr at the distance of the Indies by

Sympathetic^ conveyances, may be as usual to future

times, as to us in a litterary correspondence. 1713 APDISON

Guard. No. 119 F 5 The Friend ..saw his own Sympa-
thetick Needle moving of it self to every Letter whicli

that of his Correspondent pointed at. 1768 TUCKER Lt.

Nat. I. it. xix. 32 Those sympathetic cures spoken of by
Sir Kenelm Digby, who tells you that wounds have been

healed by applying salves and plaisters to the instrument

that made them. 1804 MRS. BARBAUI.D Life Richardson I.

12 In those times talismans and wounds cured by sympa-
thetic powder.. were seriously credited. 1905 CLODD Am-
tnisrn 13. 66 The numerous practices which come under

the head of
'

sympathetic magic ', or the imitation of a cause

to produce a desired effect.

b. Sympathetic ink : a name for various colour-

less liquid compositions used as ink, the writing

with which remains invisible until the colour is

developed by the application of heat or some

chemical reagent. Also fig.

1711 BAILEY, Sympathelick Inks, are such as can be made
to appear or disappear, by the Application of something
that seems to work by Sympathy. 1796 Phil. Trans.

LXXXVI. 333 The phenomena which heat produces on the

solution of cobalt in muriatic or nitro-mnriatic acid, called

sympathetic ink. i8 IMISON Sci. * Art II. 309 Make a

drawing representing a Winter scene in which the trees

appear void of leaves, and . . put the leaves on with this

sympathetic ink. 1848 RICHTEK Levana xiii. Like sympa-
thetic ink, it becomes as quickly invisible as visible. 1866

CARLVLF. Remin. (1881) I. 158 All written in us already v in

sympathetic ink. 1907 Verney Mem. I. 297 He writes

topsy-turvy in sympathetic ink, between the lines of a letter

ostensibly full of public news.

c: Physiol. and Path. Produced by 'sympathy
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(see SYMPATHY i b) : applied to a condition, action,

or disorder induced in a person, or in an organ or

part of the body, by a similar or corresponding
one in another.

1718 CHAMBERS Cycl., Sympathetic, is particularly applied

to all Diseases which have two Causes ; the one remote, the

other near. In which Sense, the Word is opposed to Idio-

pathetic. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1824) ' *" He ha<1

only to gape, or yawn, and the professor instantly raught

the sympathetic affection. 1804 AIIIRNKTHY S'urf. Ots. i.

22 Perhaps these vessels undergo a kind of sympathetic

enlargement. 1849 NOAD Eltctridty (ed. 3) 486 The action

of Electricity on the muscles and nerves produces two

distinct kinds of contractions; the first, which he
\sc.

Maria-

nini] calls Miopalhic, are the result of the immediate action

of the current on the muscles .
and the second, which he

calls sympathetic, arise from the action of Electricity on the

nerves which preside over the motions of the muscles. 1871

T. BRYANT I'ract. Xiirg. (1884) I. 385 Sympathetic ophthal-

mia is. .a peculiar form of inflammation. . in one eye in con-

sequence of morbid changes, .in the other.

d. Anat. Designating one of the two great

nerve-systems in vertebrates (the other being the

cerekro-spinal), consisting of a double chain of

ganglia, with connecting fibres, along the vertebral

column, giving off branches and plexuses which

supply the viscera and blood-vessels and maintain

relations between their various activities ; belong-

ing to or forming part of this system. Also applied
to a similar set of nerves supplying the viscera in

some invertebrates.

1769 JOHNSTONE in Phil. Trans. LX. 35 The intercostal,

or as they are otherwise called, the great sympathetic nerves.

1830 R. KNOX Beclard's Anat. 337 The particular action of

the heart. .is directly under the influence of the sympathetic
nerve ;. .digestion, under the combined influence of the par

vagum and sympathetic nerve. 1873 MIVART Elein, Anat.

ix. 403 The sympathetic system is made up of ..small

nerves and ganglia closely connected with the arteries and

the viscera. 1880 BASTIAN Brain 46 The 'sympathetic'
or visceral ganglia ofthe Frog. 1888 ROU.ESTON & JACKSON
Anim. Life 149 The respiratory sympathetic system [m
the Sphinx-larva].

transf. 1878 KINGZETT Anim. Chem. 52 Sympathetic
saliva is furnished on irritation of the sympathetic nerve.

e. Physics. Used in reference to sounds produced

by responsive vibrations induced in one body by
transmission of vibrations from another.

1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic viii. 182 The subdivision of

the string, and consequently the production of harmonic

sounds, may be effected, .by means of a sympathetic action

conveyed by the air. 1836 MRS. SOMERVIU.E Connex. Phys.
Sci. Introd. (ed. 3) 2 Oscillations, which correspond in their

periods with the cause producing them, like sympathetic
notes in music. 1898 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mas. Terms
s.v. Pianoforte, The player controls all this wealth of sym-

pathetic vibration with the damper pedal.

2. f Agreeing, harmonious, befitting, consonant,

accordant (obs.) ; according with one's feelings or

inclinations, congenial. (Now only as coloured by
or transf. from 3.)

1673 S. PARKER Reproof Rth. Transf. 471 Thou thyself

instead of coarse drugget shalt wear Sympathetick silk.

1789 WORDSW. Even. Walk 316 Now o'er the soothed

accordant heart we feel A sympathetic twilight slowly steal.

1875 H.JAMES Trans. Sketches 291 My imagination re-

fused to project into the dark old town and upon the yellow

hills that sympathetic glow which forms half the substance

of our genial impressions. 1910 HIRTH in Encycl. Brit. VI.

191/2 That natural philosophy of the 'male and female

principles ', according to which all good things and qualities

were held to be male, while their less sympathetic opposites
1 were female.

3. a. Feeling or susceptible of sympathy ;
shar-

'

ing or affected by the feelings of another or others ;

'. having a fellow-feeling; sympathizing, compas-
sionate. (With various shades of meaning: cf.

|

SYMPATHY 3 a-d.)
a 1718 PRIOR Epil. Lucius 29 Your Sympathetic Hearts

She hopes to move. 1764 GOI.DSM. Trav. 43 He, whose

sympathetic mind Exults in all the good of all mankind.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. n. v, Beyond the Atlantic.. De-

mocracy . . is struggling for life and victory. A sympathetic
France rejoices over the Rights of Man. 1856 MRS.

! BROWNING Aur. Leigh u. 165 Your quick-breathed hearts,

So sympathetic to the personal pang. 1*67 DICKENS Lett.
1

(1880) II. 281 An unusually tender and sympathetic audi-

ence. 1875 J. P. HO?PS Princ. Kelig. xvi. (1878) 50 You

have faith in a friend . . when you know he is unselfish, and

truthful, and sympathetic.

b. Pertaining to, of the nature of, characterized

by, arising from, or expressive of sympathy or

fellow-feeling. (With various shades of meaning

as in ft.)

a 1684 ROSCOMMON Est. Transl. Verses? United by this

sympathetic bond, You grow familiar, intimate, and fond.

1754 GRAY Progr. Poesy 94 Thine too these golden keys, . .

This can unlock the gates of loy;.. that, .ope the sacred

source of sympathetic Tears. 1781 M iss BURNEY Ctcilia v. i,

A look of sympathetic concern from Cecilia. 1813 bcorr

Roktby v. xi, For cold reserve had lost its power In sorrow s

sympathetic hour. 1853 C. BRONTE Gillette .
Th

f sympa-
thetic faculty was not prominent in him ; to feel, and to set

quickly another's feelings, are separate properties. 1853qucy anoer ,

.

J. MARTINEAU Stud. Christ. (1858) 230 Thought, conscience,

admiration in the human mind were, .the sympathetic re-

sponse of our common intellect, standing in front of Nature,

to the kindred life of the Divine intellect behind Nature.

I loot Daily Citron. 7 Aug. 6/2 The head of the Coal Mmm
Union is opposed to sympathetic strikes. 1906 Lit. world

'

15 Nov. 520/1 Professor Dowden's article on Hennk Ibsen

|

. .is sympathetic, but critical as well.

SYMPATHIC.
B. sf>.

1, Anat. Short for sympathetic turve or system :

see I d above.
1808 HARCLAY Muscular Motions in These branches, pro-

ceeding from the trunks of the eighth pair, par : agvu.
middle sympathetic, enter the thorax. 1816 KIIBY & >r.

Entoinol. IV. xxxvii. 20 'Ihe ganglions of the Rteat sympa.
thetics. 1871 Au-BuiT in ISrit. >, h'fr.Mi.t.-ChiHog. Kn:
XLVIII. 51 We all know that a fialvani/ed sympathetic
causes contractions of blood-vessels. 1873 HLXLRY t'hj
vi. 145 The combined blushing and sweating which takes

place when the sympathetic in the neck is divided.

2. a. A person affected by 'sympathy' (SYM-
PATHY I b) ;

one who is susceptible or sensitive to

hypnotic or similar influence, b. A sympathetic

person, sympathizer, ran.
1888 C. L. NORTON in A'. Anitr. Rev. June 705 Favorable

conditions may make any one hypnotic to some extent...

Naturally enough a company of sympathetic! may be simi-

larly influenced. 1906 Westnt. Cat. yt Sept. 6, 2 The un-

burdenings to a sympathetic of the griefs woicb he too has

felt and can understand.

Hence Sympath-ttolm (-siz'm), sympathetic

tendency, susceptibility to sympathy (used dis-

paragingly) ; Bympathti'oltjr (-i'siti), ym-
pathe-ticnes, the quality of being sympathetic.
1884 HOWELLS Silas Lapham 11.289 Penelope.. received

her visitors with a piteous distraction, which could not fail

of touching Bromfield Corey's Italianised sympatheticiim.

1891 Murray's Mug. Mar. 316 The deep vein of tenderness,

of womanly sympatheticness. 1893 Graphic as Mar. 318/1

A good cook cannot teach you how to make the pasty.. by
word of mouth. She may show you something, but ihe

secret lies in your handling, in a sort of sympatheticity.

t Sympathetical, a. Obs. Also 7 im-.

[f. mod.L. sympathiticus: see prec. and -ICAL.]

1. = SYMPATHETIC a. i
,

t b, i c.

1639 WOODALL Trial. Pinfne Wks. 360 There is a fane

greater sympatheticall danger [of infection) betwixt Chil-

dren, then betwixt Men and Women. 1*4* SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. I. iv. 16 The grosse mistakes, in the cure of

many diseases, not only from.. sympatheticall receiu, but

amulets, charms, and all incantatory applications. 1651

WITTIE tr. Primrose's Pop. Err. iv. xfviii. 400 The weapon-

salve, otherwise called the sympatheticall, magneticall, nd

starry oyntment 166* R. MATHSW Unt. Alck. 1 113. 184

The powder of Sympathy, or the Sympathetical Powder,
made of Roman Vitriol. 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym.
275 There is a sympathetical combination betwixt the

matrix and the stomach. 1671 SIR T. BROWNE Let. friend

% a To wonder that you had not some secret, .intimation (of

his death] by dreams.. or sympathetical insinuations. 1*77

W. HARRIS tr. Lemeiy's Course Chym. i. xi. 143 Ill's llcd

Sympathetical. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 1. 1. 1 27. 29

The Sensible Idea's of Hot and Cold, Red and green., may
be easily apprehended as Modes of Cogitation, that is, of

Sensation, or Sympathetical Perception in us. 1696 TRVON

Misc. Pref. 5 One Body works upon another, by a certain

natural attraction and simpatietical Inclination. 1743 tr.

Heister's Surg. 189 This sort of Cure seems to be sympa-
thetical and superstitious.

2. -= SYMPATHETIC a. 2.

1848 Blackw. Mag. LXIH. 376 Their varnished boots

even have a dull lustreless look that is. .sympathetical with

the general gloom.
8. -= SYMPATHETIC a. 3.

1650 H. BROOKE Consent. Health tyi A sympathetical

spirit, .towards one another. 1753 Miss COLLIER Art Tor-

ment M. iii. 136 Where good-fellowship, good wine, and

a certain sympathetical idleness, draw people together.

Sympathetically (simpabe-tikali), adv. [f.

prec. -i- -L.Y *
: see -ICALLY.] In a sympathetic

manner ; by, with, or in the way of sympathy (in

various senses).

1. (See SYMPATHETIC a. i, i c, i e, SYMPATHY i,

1611 BURTON Anat. Mel. I. i. ill. iv. 53 The first (kind of

melancholy! proceeds from the sole fault of the Brame..:

the second sympathetically proceedts from the whole Budy,
when the whole temperature is Melancholy. i9 WoRLlucg

Svst. Agric. (1681) 192 Take a live Coal, and hold it as near

to the place as you can.. endure it, which will Sympa-

thetically attract the fiery venom that by the sting was left

in the wound. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell Syst. I. IIL 161 The

Plastick Nature acting neither by Knowledge nor by
Animal Fancy.. must be concluded to act Fatally, Magi-

cally and Sympathetically. 1785 WARTON Note Milton s

Ode Passion IT, He seems, .to have catched sympathetically

Sandys 's sudden impulse to break forth into a devout song.

1851 H. MAYO Pop. Supers!, (ed. 2) 42 The..direct y or

sympathetically disordered brain. 1860 W. COLLINS Worn.

While t ix 47 No serious alteration could take place in

anv one of us which did not sympathetically affect the

others. Mod. When one string of a piano is struck with

the pedal held down, other strings vibrate sympathetically.

2. (See SYMPATHETIC a. 3, SYMPATHY 3.)

1815 SCOTT Betrothed xxix, A faithful domestic sympa.

thetirally agitated by the bad news with which he was

about to afflict his master. 1870 SPURGEON Ireas. Dm.
Ps li 11 He will speak sympathetically, s one who has

felt what he declares. 1885 Ulanck. Exam. 4 Nov. 3/3 A

sympathetically written criticism.

Sympathetioism, -ity, -ness: see after

I SYMPATHETIC.

Svmpathic (simpae-J)ik),
a. Now rare or Obs.

Also 7 sim-. [ad. F. sympathique (
= It., Sp. stm-

patico, Pg. sympathico), ad. mod.L. *
sympathies

(whence also G. sympathiscK), f. sympathia SYM-

PATHY : see -10. Cf. idiopathic.]
+ 1 = SYMPATHETIC a. i, i c, a. Obs.

1659 TATHAM London's Tri. 7 As th' Magnetique Courts,
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the Adamant With her Simphatick faculty, ..So we from

most parts of the Universe Are sought, rather petitioned for

Commerce. 16*3 GERBIEB Counsel n The fit mixture of

Materhls Morter, Brick and Stone, being Simpathike stuff.

1684 tr. Bond's litre. Comfit, VI. 199 Whether the Cata-

phora be sympathick from the full and fuming Prascordia,

or Idiopathick.

2. Anat. = SYMPATHETIC a. I d.

1836 SHUCKARD tr. Burmeister's Man. Entom. 286 The

sympathic system is peculiar to all insects, but in the

several orders it takes a different form. 1880 GU'NTHER

Fishes 108 The sympalhic trunks run along each side of

the aorta and the back of the abdomen.

So t Sympa-thical a. (also erron. -pati-);

whence t Sympa'thically adv.

1570 DEE Math. Prtf. A j, A certaine Sympathicall fore-

warnyng. 1652 HermeticallBanquet 6 Let Appetite satisfie

it self with some one Dish most Sympatical! to your
Stomack. Ibid. 68 Sympaticall Physick. 1684 tr. Sonet's

Merc. Comfit, xvi. 580 Vapors, that Sympatlncally annoy
the Brain.

Sympathist (si'mpajrist). rare. [f.
SYMPATHY

+ -1ST.] One who sympathizes, a sympathizer.
1819 COLERIDGE Lit. Rem.(\%if>) II. 220 The., conscious-

ness., of human auditors of flesh and Mood sympathists
acts as a support and a stimulation. 1897 Chicago Advance

4 Feb. 154/1 Nature. .is a natural sympathise

t Sympathizant. Obs. rare 1
. In 7 -isant.

[a. F. sympathisant, pr. pple. of sympathiser (see

next).] A thing that has affinity with another:

cf. next, 2, and SYMPATHY i, 2.

1620 J. PYPER tr. Hist. Astrea i. v. 146 All things cor.

porall or spiritual! haue euery one their contraries, and

their sympathisants.

Sympathize (si-mpabaiz), v. Also 6-7 sim-.

[a. F. sympathiser (from i6th c.), ( symfathie
SYMPATHY : see -IZE. Cf. It. simpatizzare, etc.]

1. intr. To suffer with or like another; to be

affected in consequence of the affection of some

one or something else; to be similarly or corre-

spondingly affected; to respond sympathetically
to some inlluence ; spec, in Path, to be or become
disordered in consequence of the disorder of some
other part : cf. SYMPATHY i, I b. Const, with.

In mod. use often coloured by, or taken as fig. from,
sense 4.

1597 A. 11. tr. Guilleineau's Fr. Chirurg. 48/2 As soone as

the actione of one parte is hindered, al the other partes of

the body doe therwithe conspire and sympathise. 1621

BURTON Anat, Mel. i. i. m. ii. 48 The Heart, and other

inferiour parts, which sympathize and are much troubled.

1631 [see SYMPATHIZING vbl. sb.]. 1674 W. BATES Harmony
Div. Attrib. ix. (1688) 176 The Earth trembled and the

Rocks rent ; the most insensible Creatures sympathiz'd with
him. 1797 M. BAILLIE Morb. Anat. (1807) 288 The stomach

sympathizes with this state of the kidneys, for it is affected

with sickness and vomiting. a 1812 BUCKMINSTER Serin.

(1827) I, 49 The mind will sympathize so much with the

anguish and
debility

of the body, that it will be. .too dis.

tracted to fix itself in meditation. 1876 LOWELL Among
my Bkt. Ser. II, 250 In the great poets there is an exquisite

sensibility both of soul and sense that sympathizes like

gossamer sea-moss with every movement of the element
in which it floats. 1879 ROOD Chromatics xlv. 61 The land,

scape . . sympathizes with the sky, and near the sun .. assumes
an orange . . hue.

t b. trans, in causal sense : To make 'sym-
pathetic', cause to be similarly affected. Obs. rare.
1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogm. 205 That some have con.

ferr'd at distance by sympathized hands, ..thehandsof two
friends being sympathized by a transferring of flesh from
one into the other. .; the least prick in the hand of one, the
other will be sensible of, . . in the same part of his own.

f2. intr. a. To have an affinity; to agree in

nature, disposition, qualities, or fortunes; to be

alike; with with, to be like, resemble. Cf. SYM-
PATHY 2. Obs.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Barlas i. iv. 101 So, did he make..
The Heav'ns and Stars, of one same substance bright ; To
th'end these Lamps dispersed in the Skies, Might, with

their_Orb, it with them sympathize. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V,
III. vii. 158 The men doe sympathize with the Mastiffes, in
robustious and rough comming on. a 1643 W. CARTWRIGHT
Siegl v. viii, Your Majesty And I do sympathize most
strangely in Our Fortunes, that we should both of 's be
married Just at one very instant. 1668 The Rivals 6 My
thoughts are of the same complexion too, Our fears do
Sympathize, just like our Loves.

fb. To agree, be in harmony, accord, harmonize.
Const, with. Obs.
1600 MARSTON, etc. Jack Drums Enttrt. it. (1601) Civb,

Let me hue loud in my husbands eies, Whose thoughts
with mine, may sweetly simpathize. 1610 FOLKINGHAM
Pindirr. i. xi. 37 Strong and long rootes neuer Sympathize
with firme hard and solid soyles. 1629 MILTON HymnNatw. i, Nature in aw to him Had dofTt her gawdy trimWuh her great Master so to sympathize. ,632 LITHGOW
Treat. B j, So doth it also best simpathize with reason. 1683SALMON Doron Med. i. 133 Make choice of a Purgative
siropainizing with those parts. 1695 DRYDEN tr. Dufresnoy'sArt Pa,nt. (17,6) 183 Blue and Yellow are two Colourswhich sympathize. 1711 [see SYMPATHIZING *. A]
to. trans. To agree with, answer or correspond

to, match. Obs.
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WARNER Alt. Eng. xiv. To Rdr. 333 Seeke Loues that

b ToTepresent or express by something

esponding or fitting; to apprehend mentally

by the analogy of something else.

c 1600 SHAKS. Xonn. Ixxxii, Thou truly faire, wert truly
* . .ii- r_' ,]

\, * * n"r> ""i"ac-K tiynm aetntty 102 In vourchoice of Loues. .That likest to your selues ye them select'The which your forms first sourse may sympathize. 1606

which to sympatnize i mc BUIJ .-- .
*

Dieted I04S R. BEAKE Let. fr. Summer Isi. in Prynne
V
Siscm. flfzing Stars App. .o Able to sympathize another

mans case by his owne.

f c. To make up or compound of correspond!

parts orelements;
to form or contrive harmoniously

or consistently. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. in. i. 52 A message well jympathis d,

a Horse to be embassadour for an Asse. 1590 [see SYMPA.

TIIIZED], ifioS SYLVESTER Du Bartas il. iv. 11. Magnificence

1343 Of this great Frame, the parts so due-devis d, This

Bodie, tun'd so, measur'd, sympathiz'd.

4. intr. To feel sympathy; to have a fellow-

feeling ; to share the feelings of another or others ;

to be affected by the condition or experience of

another with a feeling similar or corresponding to

that of the other
; spec, to be affected with pity for

the suffering or sorrow of another, to feel com-

passion. (Cf. SYMPATHY 3 a-c.) Const, with a

person (or, in extended or fg. use, a thing) ; in,

with (rarely t of) -i feeling, experience, etc.

1605 B. JONSON Volpone in. iv, There was but one sole

man . . With whom I ere could sympathize. 1644 CROMWELL
in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III. 300 It's our duty to sympa.
thize in all mercyes ; that wee praise the Lord together, in

chastisements or tryalls, that soe wee may sorrowe together.

1685 O. HEYWOOD Diaries, etc. (1885) IV. 114 Friends and
foes pittyed my case, sympathized with me. 1746 FRANCIS

tr. Horace, Art ofPoetry 146 With them, who laugh, our

social Joy appears ; With them, who mourn, we sympathise
in Tears. 1761 GOLDSM. Cit. W. xxi, A heart that sympa.
thises at human happiness. 1784 COWPER Task iv. 340
We may with patience bear our mod rate ills, And sympa*
thise with others, sufFring more. 1838 LYTTON Alice I. i,

The elder of the two seemed the most to sympathize with

her mirth. 1850 A. L. WARING Hymn,
'

Father, I know
'

ii, A heart at leisure from itself, To soothe and sympathize.
a 1862 BUCKLE Misc. Wks. (1872) I. 166 Commerce first

made nations sympathise with each other. 1874 GREES
Short Hist. ii. 8. 101 He was.. without the imagination
and reverence which enable men to sympathise with any
past at all. 1888 Poor Nellie IL ix. 153, I do sympathise
in the anxiety you will feel about George !

b. trans/. To express sympathy, esp. for

another's sorrow or suffering ; to condole (with a

person).
1748 [see SYMPATHIZING vol. so.]. 1841 LD. COCKBURN

Jrnl. (1874) I. 295 A public meeting held.. for the purpose
of 'sympathising with the seven ministers. 1908 [Miss
FOWLER] Betw. Trent $ Ancholme 311 Aclergyman and his

wife went to sympathise with a neighbour,
O. In weakened sense : To agree or be disposed

to agree in some opinion or way of thinking, to

be of (about) the same mind with a person or

party; also, with in or (now usually) with, to

approve or incline to approve, to regard with
favour (a scheme, cause, etc.). Cf. SYMPATHY 3 d.

1828 D'ISRAELI Chas. /, I. Pref. 16 In his terror of Papistry
he sympathized with the Puritans, a 1842 ARNOLD Fragm.
on Church (1845) 2ZO There will be much in it in which you
will heartily sympathize. 1864 NEWMAN Apol. i. (1904) 8/1
As far as I know, on this point alone, he and H urrell Froude
intimately sympathized. 1880 L. STEPHEN Pope vii. 160

Pope, .sympathized with his schemes.

t Sympathized, ///. a. Obs. rare. [f. prec. +
-ED

l.j a. ? Compounded of corresponding parts
or elements, complicated : cf. SYMPATHIZE 3 c.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 397 All.. That by this sim.
pathized one daies error Haue suffer'd wrong.

b. Rendered '

sympathetic
'

: see SYMPATHIZE i b.
1661 [see SYMPATHIZE i bj.

Sympathizer (si-mpajraizsj). [f. as prec. +
-ER

i.] One who or that which sympathizes ; esp.
one disposed to agree with or approve a party,
cause, etc.

; a backer-np.
1815 JANE AUSTEN Emma in. vi, His patient listener and

sympathizer. 1838 GEN. P. THOMPSON Eierc. (1842) IV.
336 A new name is invented for the sufferers [sc. U. S.
citizens taken in the Canadian insurrection] Sympathisers.
1865 J. S. MILL in Evening Star 10 July, Lovers of England,
. .sympathisers with the English people. 1888 BURGON Lives
12 Gd. Men II. v. 46 There never was a more enthusiastic
sympathizer with his Clergy. 1901 DORLAND Med. Diet. (ed.
2), Sympathizer . .m eye which becomes inflamed through
sympathy with disease of its fellow. 1918 Times, Lit. Supp.
14 Mar. 123/1 Our Balkan allies and sympathizers.

Sympathizing (si-mpa>aizin), vbl. sb. [f. as
prec. + -INQ

i.] The action of the verb SYM-
PATHIZE, q. v., in various senses.
1611 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondls Eromena 81 Among the

hidden secrets of nature, that of sympathizing is one of the
truest. 1654-66 EARL ORRERY Part/ten. (1676) 145 If I am
in any trouble, it only proceeds from sympathizing in those
disasters you were fallen into. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737)11. 302 A universal union, coherence, or sympathizing of
things. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Random xxii, An old geStle-
woman, under pretence of sympathizing, visited me.

SYMPATHY.

Sympathizing, ///. a. [f as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That sympathizes, in various senses.

tl. lieing similarly affected, or having an
affinity,

with something else : see SYMPATHIZE i, 2. Obs.
a 1628 SIR J. BEAUMONT To Prince Charles 52 And feele

their strokes with
sympalhyzing

bresls. 1635 SWAN Spec.
Mundi vi. (1643) 290 The sympathizing Turcois true doth

tell, By looking pale the wearer is not well, a 1652 J.
SMITH Set. Vise. vi. (1821) 210 That sympathizing and
symbolizing complexion of their own bodies with some
other bodies without them.

2, Feeling sympathy ; sympathetic ; see SYM-
PATHIZE 4.

1683 NORRIS Passion^ ofSaviovr 162 So long the sympa-
thising sun his light withdrew, And wonder'd how the stars

their dying Lord could view. 1737 Gentl. Mag. Sept.

567/1 Fain would my sympathizing breast extend A world
of comfort to an unknown friend. 1746 HKRVEY Mettit.

(1767) I. 21 Feeling some Touches of sympathizing Concern.

1755 DODDRIDGE Hymn,
' Father of mercies, send thy

grace
'

ii, O may our sympathizing breasts That generous

pleasure know, Promptly to share in others' joy
t
And weep

for others' woe. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 777 To
New England, where he was likely to find sympathising
friends. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi -x.il. 417 With sympa-
thizing hearts the little band.. assisted the bereaved hus-

band in burying his dead.

Hence By mpathizingrly adv., in a sympathizing
way, sympathetically.
1840 MILL Diss. tt-TJisc. (1859) I. 288 To enter sympa.

thizingly into the peculiar feelings which pervade them [sc.

De Vigny's writings], 1876 Fam. Herald 2 Dec. 66/2
' You do look seedy ', said Algy, sympathisingly.

Sympathy (si-mpajii), si>. Also 6-7 sim-,
-ie. [ad. late L. sympathia, a. Gr. avumBna, f.

<ri//j!rafl)js having a fellow feeling, f. aim STM- +
iraff-, root of imflos suffering, feeling, vaaxtiv to

suffer. Cf. F. sympathie (from I5thc.), It., Sp.

simpatia, Pg. sympathia.]
1. A (real or supposed) affinity between certain

things, by virtue of which they are similarly or

correspondingly affected by the same influence,
affect or influence one another (esp. in some occult

way), or attract or tend towards each other. Obs.

exc. Hist, or as merged in other senses.

Powder of sympathy (sympathy-powder), a powder sup-
posed to heal wounds by

'

sympathy
' on being applied to a

handkerchiefor garment stained with blood from the wound,
or to the weapon with which the wound was inflicted : also

called sympathetic powderXsee SYMPATHETIC a. i).

[1579 J. JONES Present. Bodie ff Soule Ep. Ded. p. vi,

Plato also testifieth suche a Sympathia to be betweene the

bodye and the soule, that if either exceede the meane, the

one sufTereth with the other.] a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia in.

xvii. (1912)455 His Impresa was a Catoblepta, which so long
lies dead, as the Moone (whereto it hath so naturall a sym-
pathie) wants her light. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. Explan.
A vj b, Sympathie, i. a fellow-feeling, used in Plinie for the

agreement or amitie naturall in divers senselesse things, as

betweene yron and the loadstone. Ibid. xxiv. i. II. 175 In

every, .corner of the world there may be observed both

sympathies and antipathies (I meane those natural! combi-
nations and contrarieties in those her creatures). 16x3 PUR-
CHAS Pilgrimage v. xii. 431 Crabbes heere with vs haue
a sympathy with the Moone, and are fullest with her fulnes.

1658 R. WHITE (title] A late Discourse Made.. in France,

By Sr. Kenelme Digby.. Touching the Cure of Wounds by
the Powder of Sympathy. 1668 SEDLEY Mulberry Card.
HI. ii. 43, I have Sympathy-powder about me, if you will

give me your handkercher while the blood is warm, will

cure it immediately. 1711 STEELE Spect, No. 53 p 3 Those

Applications which are said to convey their virtues by Sym.
patny. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Ser. <$ Art II. 181 The
cures said to have beenj performed by magnetic sympathy.
1883 W. G. BLACK Folk-Medianc iii. 50 That doctrine of

sympathy which accompanies all remedies by association.

b. Physiol. and Path. A relation between two

bodily organs or parts (or between two persons)
such that disorder, or any condition, of the one

induces a corresponding condition in the other.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch Explan. Words, Sympathie,
that is to say, A fellow feeling, as is between the head and
stomacke. 1655 CULFEPPER, etc, Riverius vn. i. 146 Breath,

ing is hindered by sympathy or consent from other parts.
1668 & COLE Bat'thol. Anat. i. xvii. 47 The Sympathy
between the Kidneys and the Stomach, as when persons
diseased in their Kidneys, are troubled with Stomach-sick,
ness and vomiting. 1836 A. COMBE Physiol. Digestion n. iv.

(ed. 2) 161 The sympathy between them [sc. the skin a_nd the

mucous coat of the alimentary canal] is.. very rapid and
intimate. Eruptions on the skin, for example, are almost

always owing to disorder of the digestive organs ; and

bowel-complaint, on the other hand, is often produced by a

sudden chill on the surface. 1871 A. MEADOWS Man.Mid.
tvifery (ed. 2) 167 The child should be put to the breast . .

as this. ., through the sympathy between the breast and

uterus, is sure to excite uterine action.

c. Comm. in phr. in sympathy with, used in

market reports in reference to a rise or fall in the

price of a commodity induced by a rise or fall in

that of another, or by some event or circumstance.

1897 Daily News 7 May 7/2 Corn opened easy, with July
ic. down.., but recovered in sympathy with wheat. .1912
Times 19 Dec. 20/4 Lard. . . American refined in pails is

easier in sympathy with advices from the other side.

2. Agreement, accord, harmony, consonance,
concord

; agreement in qualities, likeness, con-

formity, correspondence. Obs. or merged in 3 a.

[1567 FENTON Trag. Disc. ii. (1898) I. 90 If he had bene
aunswerd with a sympatkia, or equalitie of frendshipp.
Ibid. xiii. II. 247 Whereof [fC. of the passion or fever of

love] there seamed alredie a sympathia, or equalitie, betwene



SYMPATHY.
the two younglinge*. 1574 J. JONFS Nat. BcgintiingGrtrw.
Things Of the good etiecles, Mmpathia, vnity, agree-
ments of the spirites, humors and members, health is..

preserued.J 1579 LVLY Euplntcs (Aib.) 48 Doth not the

simpathy of manners make the conjunction of mimics?

1588 SHAKS. Tit. Ami. in. i. 148 O wluit a simpathy of woe
is this! 1589 PUTIENIIAM /i.v/. 1'oaieu. x. hi. | (Aib.) 08
If it please the eare well, the same

represented by dflim.-:i-

tion to the view pleaseth the eye well. . : and this is by a
naturall simpathie, betweene the eare and the eye, and
betweene tunes and colours, even as there is the like be-

tweene the other sences and their obiccts. 1590 UREENK
Mourn. Garntt'nt Wks. (Grosarl) IX. 179 lubal exercised

UtHflce,u4 spent bis time in practising the siinpathy of

sundry sounds. 159* SHAKS. Rom. ft j"l. '<> in. 85 () he
is eucn in my Mistresse case..O wofull simpathy. 1598

Mt-rry \V. ii. i. 7, o, ra 1604 Oth. u. i. 233 There
should b-j.. simpathy in yeares, Manners, and Beauties: all

which the Moore is defectiue in. 1684 BUNYAN /'<7t-r. /'.

u. (1900) 234, I think there was a kind of a Sympathy be-

twixt that Valley and him. 1777 WATSON Pliilip /f(ijn)
II. XL 8 He was strongly attached by sympathy of manners
to the Princes. 1847 L. HUNT Jar Unity xii. (1848) 159

One of those sympathies of colour which are often finer

than contrast,

3. a. Conformity of feelings, inclinations, or

temperament, which makes persons agreeable to

each other; community of feeling; harmony of

disposition.
15*6 SPENSER Hymn Beauty iocj

Loue is a celestial! har-

monic, Of likely harts.. Which toyne together in sweete

sympathie, To worke ech others ioy and true content. 1633
HEVWOOD Eng. Trav. i. i, So sweet a simpathie, Ascrownes
a noble marriage. 1775 HARRIS Philos. Arrangein. Wks.

(1841) 291 There is. .a social sympathy in the soul of man,
which prompts., individuals., to congregate, and form them-

selves into tribes. 1811-7 GOOD Study Med, (1829) IV. 6t

The sympathies and antipathies, the whims and prejudices
that, .haunt us. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Briery Creek ii. 26

It was impossible that there could be much sympathy be-

tween two men so unlike. 1876 MOZI.EY Univ. Sernt. x.

(1877) 206 They enjoy the sympathy of kindred souls.

b. The quality or state of being affected by the

condition of another with a feeling similar or corre-

sponding to that of the other ; the fact or capacity
of entering into or sharing the feelings of another

or others ; fellow-feeling. Also, a feeling or frame

of mind evoked by and responsive to some external

influence. Const, with (a person, etc., or a feeling).
lit* R. MATHEW Unl. Alch. p. x, Out of faithful and truo

simpathy and fellow-feeling with you. 1667 MILTON P.L.
iv. 465 With answering looks Of sympathie and love. Ibid.

x. 540 Horror on them fell, And horrid sympathie. 1758
BURKE Subl. <fr Beaut. I. xiii, Sympathy must be considered

as a sort of Substitution, by which we are put in the place of

another man, and affected in many respects as he is affected.

1784 COWPER Task vi. i There is in souls a sympathy with

sounds . . Some chord in unison with what we hear Is touched

within us, and the heart replies. 1833 COLERIDGE Table-t.

30 Aug., For compassion a human heart suffices : but for

full and adequate sympathy with joy, an angel's only.

1856 FROUDE Hist. Enr. I. v. 447 Our sympathies aro

naturally on the side of the weak and the unsuccessful.

1850 HAWTHORNE Fr. ft It. Journals II. 277 Such depth
and breadth of sympathy with Nature. 1861 SIR B.

BIODIE Psycho!. Inif.
II. iii. 99 A cheerful .disposition ..

leads to sympathy with others in all the smaller concerns of

life. 1880 DISRAELI Endym. xvi, The sympathy of sorrow

is strongei than the sympathy of prosperity. 1907 Verney
Mem. I. 76 A favourite daughter, to whom he turned on all

occasions for sympathy and affection.

o. spec. The quality or state of being thus

affected by the suffering or sorrow of another;

a feeling of compassion or commiseration. Const.

for, with (a person), for, in, with, t rarely of

(an event, experience, etc.).
1600 S. NICHOLSON Acolastus' Aftfr-witte Da, The

showres which daily from mine eyes are raining, Draw the

dum creatures to a sympathie. a 1701 MAUNDRELL Journ.

Jerus. (1732) 34 A kind of Sympathy in the River, for the

Death of Adonis. 1777 S. J. PRATT Emma Corbett (ed. 4)

II. 107, I wanted to express my sympathy of your present
misfortune. 1783 BURKE Sp. Fox's E. India Bill Wks.
1808 IV. 20 To awaken something of sympathy for the un-

fortunate natives.

sympathy makes oui

1807 Si

1706 Corr. (1844) IV. 360 Your
ur ill-health a great deal more tolerable.

SOUTHEY Espriella's Lett. (1808) II. 323 They have. .

little sympathy for distresses which they have never felt.

1819 CANDOR fmag. Com., Penn % Peterborough II. 269

Joining in the amusements of others is. .the next thing to

sympathy in their distresses. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem.
Ixxxv. 88 Canst thou feel for me Some painless sympathy
with pain? 1871 KINGSLEY Lett. (1878) II. 381 Every ex-

pression of human sympathy brings some little comfort.

1893 Academy 30 Dec. 581/1 Sympathy with the bereaved

parents and for the bride was. .deeply felt.

d. In weakened sense : A favourable attitude of

mind towards a party, cause, etc. ; disposition to

agree or approve. Const, with, rarelyfor, in.

1813 SOUTHEY Hist, feniiis. War\. 526 Their sympathy
in the instinct and principle by which it was carried on.

1838 SIR F. B. HEAD Narrative 9 Feb. xi. (1839) 384

American '

sympathy
'

for our absconded [Canadian] traitors

was unbridled and unchecked. i8j HAWTHORNE Blithe-

dale Rom. ix, Priscilla's silent sympathy with his purposes,

so unalloyed with criticism. 1864 NEWMAN AfoL i. (1004)

8/2 In his [K. Whately's] special theological tenets I had

no sympathy. 1893 FORBES-MITCHELL Kemin. Gt. Mutiny

293 He had no sympathy with the anti-opium party.

t Sympathy, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. sb.]

intr.lo have '

sympathy
'

or affinity ;
to agree in

nature or qualities (with something).

1615 BRETON Charac. 19 It [sc. love] simpathies with life,

and participates with light, when the eye of the minde sees

VOL. IX.
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the joy of the heart, a 1634 RANDOLPH M'use's Looking Ctats
II. iii, Pleasures, that are not mans, us man is man, But as

his nature sympathies with I

8ympatric,-patry,-pelmoUB,etc. : seeSvM-.

t Syinphan, sb. Obs. Also 4 symphayne,
-fan, 5 Hynphano, -fan, ninfon, siraphani u ,o,

6 oymphan. [a. OK. 'simfhaine, semphaine, var.

of simfhoine, earlier cin/onie, lifonie, siphonie,

ad. L. symphUnia SYMPHONY ;
the majority of the

Kng. forms show assimilation in the final syllable

to TYMPAN.] - SYMPHONY i.

1303 R. Ilm'ssK Handt. Synne 4769 As Dauyd seyb yn
be sauteie,

* Yn harpe, yn thabour, and symphan gle, Wur-
schepe God.' 1330 Citron. JKrt(Rolls) 11387 Harpes,

pypes, & labours, . . Belles, chymbes, & symfan. 1435 M ISVM

Fiie ofLove it. 11.72 His prayars he sail synge witnagostly

synphane. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xvi. xi. (Percy Soc.)

61 There sat dame Musyke, with all her mynstrasy; As

tabouis, trumpettes, . . Sakbuttes, organs,.. Harpes, lutes, ..

Cymphans, doussemere.

Hence f Symphan v. intr., to play on a
'

symphan '.

1483 Cat/I. Angl. 340/1 To Synfan, simphonizare.

Symphilism, -philous, etc. : see SV.M-.

t Symphioun. Ot/s.rare~ t

. Altered form of

SYMPHAN : cf. SUHPHION.

1560 HOLLAND Seven Safes 20 Harp, Lut, Organe, Sym-
bol and Symphioun.

t Syrrlphona. Obs. rare. [L., nent. pi. of

"symphotius (SYMPHONODS) used as sing, like anti-

phSna ANTIPHON.] ?A harmonized or concerted

iece of music.

1691 WOOD At/i. Oxon. \. 680 (Job. Gwyneth] had pub-
lished.. certain Symphona's, Antiphona's, and divers Songs
for the use of the Church.

Similarly fSymphonask [of obscure formation].
1611 RAVENSCROFT Whole Bk. Vs. Pref., The fiue lines aie

vsed for Symphonaskes or Paits Compounded of 2. 3. 4. 5.

6. voices, &c.

t Symphone. Obs. rare*'. [? Back-formation

f. SYMPHONY.] (See quot.)
1571 BOSSEWELL Aniiorie u. 64 b, The Delphine . . wil

barken and delight to heare the tune of the Simphoni : and
therfore he is called a Symphone, because he hath great

liking in harmonic.

t Symphoner. Obs. rare. In 5 Rim-, [a. AF.

*sympkoner=-OV. sympltonicr, -ieur, !. symphonic

SYMPHONY.] A player on the '

symphony
'

(SYM-
PHONY j).

14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wulcker 697/2 Hie slmfAmitla, a

simphoner.

Symphonesis, -phonetic : see SYM-.

il Syiuphonia J
(simfou-nia). Also 6 sum-.

[L. symphonia, a. Gr. avfufxuvia SYMPHONY.]
1. = SYMPHONY 2, 3.

1579 LODGE Def. Plays (Shaks. Soc.) 21 [Music] drawing
his original from the motion of the stais, from the agree-

ment of the planets.. and from al those celestial ciicles

where there is ethir perlit agreement or ony Sumfhania.
2. = SYMPHONY I. (A'fter Vulgate, Dan. iii. 5.)

1864 PUSEY Lect. Daniel i. 29 There is no evidence of

any actual instrumentcalled 'symphonia ', until times when
it would be altogether a new instrument.

3. = SYMPHONY 5

Airs in Two, Three, or Four Pans, for Instruments ot any
Kind ; or the Instrumental Parts of Songs (etc.).

II Symphonia -. Obs. [med.L,,
^

reduced f.

med.L. symphoniaca, a. Gr. aviujxavtaxfi. Cf. OF.

simphonie^ a. The plant henbane, or a drug
made from it. b. A species of amaranth.

In mod. Bat., a genus of the N. O. Gutti/erat.

1579 LANCHAM Card. Health (1633) 308 Poysoned.drinke
one dramme of Symphonia. 1718 BRADLEY Diet, hot.,

Sympltonia, i. e. Amaranthus tricolor.

I Sympho'niac, a. Obs. rare~\ [ad. L.

syniphontacus or Gr. avfi<t>taviaxut, !. ovpfxui'ia

SYMPHONY: see -AC.] Characterized by 'symphony
or harmony; in quot., sung by the whole choir

together, as opp. to antiphonal. So t Sym-
phoni-acala., harmonious; consonant, accordant ;

whence f Symplioni-aoally adv., in a consonant

manner.
1635 BRATHWAIT Five Senses u. v. 136 Yet may wee col-

lect Symphoniacally, though not analogically nor proper,

tionably by the Excellence of the Cieature, the infinite

Koodnesse of the Creator. 1650 CHARLEION Paradoxes

Ep Ded 10 That the Latin is the most symphomacall and

Concordant Language. is E. MAYNWARING Treat.

Scurvy 56 A pitch of energy, symphoniacal with vital pnn.

ciples. 1776 HAWKINS Hist. Mus, I. in. iv. 280 note. This

distinction between symphoniac and antiphonal psalmody.

t Sympho nial, a. 06s. rare- 1

, [f. L. sym-

phonia SYMPHONY + -AL.] Harmonious.

1773 J- Ross Fratricide II. 123 (MS.) Let this our best

syinphonial song Each day at noon be chanted up to

Symphonic (simfr-nik),a.W [f SYMPHONY

+ -10, after harmonic.'}
1. a. Welsh Prosody. Involving similarity of

sound: cf. SYMPHONIZE I b, SYMPHONY 2, quot.

1856. b. Havingthesamesound, pronounced alike;

= HOMOPHONOUS 2. c. Applied to a shorthand

sign denoting more than one sound ; also as sb.

SYMPHONIZE.
i8j6 J. WIILIAMS dram. Ldeyrn I 1785 There are three

kinds
^of icsiimnii,,!! : namely, resumption of letters.., re-

sumption symphonic.., and sense-producing, .resumption.
1880 J. A. H. MLKXAY in Tram. I'hiM. .Sx. 33 .Special facili-
ties of comparing whole classes of symphn:
each other and ihcir earlier forms. 1904 W. K. THOMIOH
Ir. JmMtl ISlimi Man's H'ort.t 15, I'lionoRraphy with
Symphonies. A

, I'^li-iii . liich expressesmore Ih.i ..und.

2. Harmonious, rare.

1864 WMISTKR. 1871 C. KIM; Mountaineering Sierra Nev.
vill. 175 As we marched down the road, unconsciously keep-
ing step, Ihe sound of our boots had quite a symphonic
efftct; they wt-n: ..II full of water, and wuh soft, melodious
slushing acted as a calmer upon our spirits.

3. Mus. Of, pertaining to, or having the form
or character of a symphony. Also trans/, in

reference to poetry. Also_$f.
Symphonic pot'in dr. (1. sfrnf/it'nisctie liicfttung, Liszt), ft

descriptive orchestial composition of the character and
dimensions of a symphony, but freer in form, founded on
some special poetic theme or idea.

1864 WEUSIFH. 1873 N. Anier. Rer. CXVI. 241 Lisit, .

in his Symphonic Poems, has also tritd to express poetical

thoughts by music alone. 1881 Athetixuni 26 Mar. 438/1
Smclan.Vs symphonic poem 'Vltava' had been produced
at the Crystal Palace concert. 1881 Cornh. Mag. Mar. 312
Alone in this elemental overture to tempest 1 ..felt through
self-abandonment to the symphonic influence how [etc.l.

1883 Harper's Mag. Mar. 541/1 The full growth from small

beginnings of both symphonic and dramatic forms in music.

1889 C. H. H. PARHY in Grove Diet. Mus. IV. 33/1 Mendels-
sohn's only other symphonic work was the Lobgesang.
Ibid. 34/2 The manner [of Schumann's 1st Symphony] is

thoroughly symphonic, impressive and broad.

t Sympho nical, a. Obs. rare. [f.
as prec. :

see -1CAL.J Harmonious :
=

ptec.
1.

1589 PUTTENHAM Engl. Pocsie IL vii. (Arb.) 93 Your verses

answering echo other by couples, or at larger distances in

good cadence is it lhat maketh your meeter symphonicaU.
1650 Anthroposofhia Theomagica 93 Such chiming and

clinching of words, Antithetall Librations, and Symphoni-
call rappings.

Symphonions (simfff'nfos), a. Only in

literary use. [f.
L. symphonia SYMPHONY + -ous,

after harmonious.
~

char

harmony of sounds (SYMPHONY 2) ; sounding

pleasantly together or with something else;

concordant ;
harmonious : = HABMONIOUS 2.

1651 BENLOWES Tlieoph. vi. Ixix, Al), what symphonious
breaths inspire, all, what Quick fingers touch. 1667 MILTON
P. L. vll. 559 The sound Symphonious of ten thousand

Harpes, that tun'd Angelic harmonies. 1757 GAV Bard
119 What strings symphonious tremble in the air I 1784
COWPER Task iv. 162 The sprightly lyre. .And the clear voice

symhhonions, yet distinct,.. Beguile the night. 1835 W.
HAY in Black. Maf. XXXVIII. 40r Whom the Muse

taught to steal. .Tones from the lyre symphonious with her

own ! 1841 Hon. SMITH MoneyedMatt \. viii. 226 Listen-

ing entranced to the symphonious music of the spheres.

1865 TRENCH Poems, Prite o/Sotig v, At that melody sytn-

phonions Joy to Nature's heart was sent.

b. Jig. or gen. Marked by
'
symphony

'

or agree-
ment (SYMPHONY 3) ; agreeing, accordant :

= HAR-
MONIOUS i. Const, to, with. (Often with direct

allusion to prec. sense.)

174* YOUNG Nt. Th. iv. 617 Future life symphonious to

my strain, (That noblest hymn to heav'n). 1770 LANCHORNE

/Yw/<j;-c/*(i879) 1 1. 793/2 Ihe word itienoike*. .signifies what
is symphonious to the mind, what soothes its weakness.

1813 SHELLEY Q. Mab vi. 41 Of purest spirits, a pure dwell-

ing-place, Symphonious with the planetary spheres. 1858

CARLVLE Fredtt. G/.'vn. v. (1872) II. 295 Their life was not

quite symphonious. 1878 STEVENSON Inland Vo): 53 The
. shadows, the rich lighls and the silence, made a syrnpho-
nious accompaniment about our walk.

2. Sounding together or in concert.

1816 T. L. PEACOCK Headlong Hall xi. In conjunction
with the symphonious scraping of fiddles. 1861 SYMONDS
in H. F. Brown Li/e (1895) I. v. 255 Strange inexplicable

chords and combinations of symphonious instruments.

3. Sounded alike: = SYMPHONIC i b. rare-'.

1786 PINKERTON Anc. Sc. Poems I. p. cxliii, Synortho-

graphic and Symphonious Words.

Hence Symplio-niously adv., harmoniously.

1764 [see MELLIFLUENT]. 1804 J. GRAHAME Sabbatk 78

A thousand notes symphoniously ascend. 184*6. S. FABRK

rrmi. Lett. (1844) II. 223 [The Chinch) symphoniously
declares . . these things, as having only one mouth.

Symphonist (si-mBhist;. [f.
SYMPHONIZE v.

or SYMPHONY + -1ST. Cf. F. symphoniste (i8th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.).]

1 1. (See quot., and cf. next, i.) Obs. rare".

1656 BLOIINT Clossogr., Symphonist . .a Chorister, one

that sings with true tune and time.

f 2. An orchestral performer who plays in a

symphony (SYMPHONY e a). Obs.

1767 Ann. Reg., Ess. 196/2 The singers and the sympho-
nists in the orchestra. 1790 Bystander 178 These sym.

phonists were first placed between the wings of the stage.

8. A composer of symphonies (SYMPHONY 5 b).

1789 BURNEY Hist. Mus. IV. x. 595 John Christian Bach,

the late celebrated opera composer and symphomst. i8o

Q. Mus. Mai;. II. 63 The ponderous and heavy style of the

early symphonists. 184$ E. HOLMES Motart ic6 The

great career of Mozart as symphonist and dramatic musi-

cian. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 96/2 Next in chronology

[to Haydn] as a symphonist stands Mozart.

Symphonize (si-mWnaiz), v. Now rate or

Ob;, fd. med.L. symphffnizare (f. symphSnia\
or directly f. SYMPHONY : see -IZK.]



SYMPHONOUS.

1. intr. To sing or sound together, in concert, or

in harmony.
1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) I. xlviii. 92 b/t

Melodyouse songes and armonyous, as of Infenyte nombre
of people; Symphonysynge more swelter thanne ony other

Instrumentes. 01618 SYLVESTF.R Miracle ofPi-ace xxxv,
When many tunes do gently symphonize. 1787 Genii. Mag.

symphonized with the ear-shattering trumpet.
b. Welsh Prosody. To have the same or a

similar sound, to sound alike.

1856 J. WILLIAMS Cram. Edeyrn 1804 When thesyllable
next to the main rhyme symphonises or co-rhyrnes with

one of the preceding pauses.

t 2. To agree, be in accordance, harmonize

(with something). Obs.
1661 BOYLE Style ofScript. 71 They decline the common-

est Acceptions, but to make the Texts.. Symphonize with

their Tenents. Ibid. 253 The Law and Prophets Sympho.
nizing with the Gospel. 1712 SIR G. WHELER Liturgy

'

after Model ofAncients 145 That we might symphonize
with the Universal Church.

3. To play a symphony (SYMPHONY 5 a).

1833 New Monthly Mag. July 292 To enable the orchestra

to symphonize, and the singer to warble.

Symphonous (srmWnss), a. rare. ? Obs, [f.

Gr. avfupavos (see next) + -OUS.]
= SYMPHONIOUS I.

(In first quot. ironical.)
1814 Q. Rev. Apr. 97 The symphonous expression 'mully-

grubs '. 1831 I. WILSON in Blackw. Mag. XXX. 403
Hear ! hear 1 bursts in symphonous cadence from the

manly bass of Grahame.

Symphony (si-mfAii). Forms: 3-5 sym-
phanye, 4 symfonye, 4-5 symphonye, 4-7
symphome (4 syn-), 5-6 simphony(e, 5-7
simphonie, 6 simphom, 5- symphony, [a. OF.

simphonie (from i2th c.), mod.F. symphonic = It.,

Sp. sinfonia, Pg. senfoni, ad. L. symphonia sound of

instruments, instrumental harmony, voices in con-

cert, musical instrument (Dan. iii. 5, Luke xv. 25),
a. Gr. ov/ujxoria agreement or concord of sound,
concert of vocal or instrumental music, ? musical

instrument, f. av/vfxuvos harmonious, f. aw SYM-
+ ijxavfi sound.]
1 1. Used vaguely, after late L. symphonia, as a
name for different musical instruments. (See also

SYMPHAN.) Obs.
c 1190 St. Thomas 80 in S. F.ng. Leg. I. 379 Tabours and

fi)?ele and symphanye. ^1380 WVCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. II.

73 Symphonye and croude weren herd whanne apostlis
knewen alle wittis. 1381 Dan. iii. 7 Anoon as alle

peplis
harden the sown of trumpe, pype, and harpe, sam-

buke, and sautrie, synphonie, and al kynde of musikis. [So
COVERDALE, Douay, and x6xx (margin).] ri7&6 CHAUCER
(.- '/'/. -^ .. .. -. nrtiL t i

"
j _ i

of an holowe tree closyd in lether in eyther syde And
Mynstralles betyth it wyth styckes. 1416 LYDG. De Guil.
Pilgr. > 1620 To pleye on sondry Instrumentys, On harpe,
lut, & on gylerne,..On rebube and on symphonye. 1567
MAPLET Gr. Forest 42 Hereof \sc. elder] are made certain
kinds of instruments and especially a kinde of Symphonic
whjche the common sort call a Pipe: the learned and more
ciuil kinde of men name it a Dulcimer. 1602 MARSTON
Antonio's Rev. IV. v, The strings of natures symphony Are
crackt. 1898 STAINER & BARRETT Did. Mus. Terms s.v.,
(4) In the seventeenth century the virginal was sometimes
spoken of as a symphony. (5) A bagpipe has also been
called a symphony, perhaps a corruption of the word sam-
pogna.
2. Harmony of sound, esp. of musical sounds

;

concord, consonance. Also occas. of speech-
sounds, as in verse. Now rare or Obs.
c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life St. Kat/i. i. 385 Armonye is in

voyse, in smytyng or wynde, Symphonye & euphonye arn
of hys kynde. 1:1480 HENRVSON Orpheust, F.urydice 114
ryvehevynlysymphonyis. . . Firstdyatesseron, .. Anddyapa-
son, symple and duplycate, And dyapeme, componyt with
a dys. 1589 PUTTENHAM Engl. Poesie \. ii. (Arb.) 22 Byreason of our rime and tunable concords or simphonie. Ibid.
ill. xvi. 185 A rime of good simphonie should not conclude
his concords with one and the same terminant sillable . but
with dmers and like terminants. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's
Mor. 228 The harmonic of musicke . . hath symphony by
antiphony (that is to say) the accord ariseth from discord
1660 WATF.RHOUSE Arms t, Arm. 25 As in Consorts notes
answer each other to a Symphony, so in Armory there must
be regularity. 1797 MRS. RADCL.FFE //*/;!, Shetouched
her lute in sweet symphony. 1837 DISRAELI Venetia iv ii
btanzas glittering with refined images, and resonant with

370

4. (transf. from 2.) Music in parts, sung or

played by a number of performers with pleasing

effect ;
concerted or harmonious music ;

a perform-

ance or strain of such music. Chiefly poet, or rhet.

heryr.,Pum haerwy.
3. Harmony (in general), agreement, accord,

concord, congruity. Now rare or Obs.

niicing Arts. i69 MILTON Hynm Nativ. xiii, Ring out

ye Crystal! sphears,.. And with your ninefold harmony
Make up full consort to th' Angelike symphony. 1667

P. L. v. 162 Ye Sons of light, Angels,.. with songs And
choral symphonies, Day without Night, Circle his Throne

rejoycing. 1700 DRVUEN I-'lou'er fy Leafzio From afar I

heard a suddain Symphony of War. 1797 MRS. RADCI.IFFE

Italian vi, Her sorrow did not allow her to join m the

choral symphonies of the nuns. 1814 SCOTT La. of Isles i.

i.
Ne'er to symphony more sweet Gave mountain echoes

answer meet. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil iv. vi, Suddenly the

organ burst forth, a celestial symphony floated in the lofty

roof.

b. fig. A collection of utterances, or sonnds of

any kind, likened to concerted music; a
'
chorus"

(of praise, etc.).

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 456, I have seldome heard in

any Discourse of but foure, or five Parts, .a Symphony of

Commendations of an absent man, ..without some one.,

striking a F Fa. ut But of Diminution. 1713 Guardian
No. 29. F 26 We now and then discharge our selves in a

Symphony of Laughter. 1718-46 THOMSON Spring 579
While 1 deduce, From the first note the hollow cuckoo

sings, The symphony of Spring. 1849 LONGF. Seaside <y

Fireside Ded. x, The grand, majestic symphonies of ocean.

x86a GOULBURN Pers.Relig_.
n. x. (1873) 139 Praying and

giving thanks., will constitute. .a beautiful symphony in

the ears of the Most High.
c. Applied to a collection or composition of

various colours which harmonize, with pleasing or

brilliant effect.

1874 R. TVRWHITT Sketch. Club 257 Symphonies of colour,

jike Whistler's. 1885 Harper's Mag. Mar. 524/1 The mantel
is exquisite, a symphony in white and gold. 1895 R. W.
CHAMBERS King Yellmv, Sir. Lady ofFields iv, Neat girls

..bearing milliners' boxes, students with black portfolios
and high hats, . . quick-stepping officers, symphonies in tur*

quoiseand silver.

6. Mus. a. A passage for instruments alone (or,

by extension, for a single instrument) occurring in

a vocal composition as an introduction, interlude,
or close to an accompaniment (partly = KITOR-

NELLO) ; also, a short instrumental movement

occurring between vocal movements, as the ' Pas-
toral Symphony' in Handel's 'Messiah'; also

formerly applied to a more extended instrumental

piece, often in several movements, forming the
overture to an opera or other vocal work of large
dimensions (cf. next sense).
1661 PEPVS Diary 19 May, Captaine Cooke, Mr. Gibbons,
nd oiheisof the King's musicians were come to present my

Lord with some songs and symphonys, which were per-
formed very finely. 1661 Ibid. 14 Sept., Having vialls and
other instruments to play a symphony between every verse
of the anthem. 1667 MILTON /'. L. in. 368 Thir gold'n
Harps they took,, .and with Preamble sweet Of charming
symphonic they introduce Thir sacred Song. 1763 J.
BROWN Poetry S, Mus. xii. 207 Whoever is inclined to hear
a Succession of Symphonies and Son^s, set off with., all the
Refinement of Execution that can Inchant the Ear, let him
attend the Opera. 1778 Miss BURNEV Evelina xxi. (1784)
159 During the symphony of a song..young Mr. Braugh-
ton said,

'
Its my belief that that fellow is going to sing an-

other song.
1

1810 SCOTT Lady o/L. i. xxx, She sung, and
still a harp unseen Fill'd up the symphony between. 1836
DICKENS Si. tioz, Streets.Night, Smuggins, after a con-
siderable quantity of coughing by way of symphony, . . sings
a comic song.

b. An elaborate orchestral composition in three
or more movements, originally developed from the

operatic overture (see prec. sense), similar in form
:o a sonata, but usually of grander dimensions and
broader style.
1789 BURNEY Hist. Ms. IV. vi. 482 His [sc. J. C. Bach'*)

ny
.ion for a number of different instruments in c'mnbinatio'n"
as, for instance, a Symphony or any other orchestral work.
1880 GROVE Diet. Mus. I. 352 Choral Symphony, the ordi.
lary English title for Beethoven's gth Symphony,, .the

mven's 6th Symphony. i88eTc. H. H! PARRYiVVrf. IV. 15immanuel Bach.. began writing symphonies in 1741, when
Haydn was only nine years old. Ibid. 799 Toy Symphony
(t>er. KixUrsin/onii. . ), the English name by which a cer.
tain work of Haydn's is known...The toy instruments em-
ployed area 'cuckoo'.., a trumpet and drum.., a whistle
a triangle, and a '

quail '. . .Andreas Romberg wrote a sym!
phony for much the same instruments. . . Mr. Franklin Tay-
lor has wruten one for piano and toys.
t e. Singing by the whole of a choir or con-

gregation together. Obs.
1776 HAWKINS Hist. Ktus. I. m. iv. 289 The second and

third [methods of singing psalms] were, .distinguished bythe names of symphony and antiphony.
Symphrase to Symphyllous : see SYM-.
Sympliyo-(si-mno), before a vowel symphy-

used as combining form of Gr. av/upv^ growing of
grown together, in some modern scientific terms
chiefly of Botany. Symphya'ntherous a., hav-
ing the anthers united, synantherous, syngenesious

SYMPHYSIS.

(Treas. Bot. 1866). Symphyca'rpous a. [irreg.
for *symphyocarfous, i. Gr. /tapxos fruit], having
confluent fruits. Symphynote a.

[irreg. for

*syiphyoote, 1. Gr. vunov back], having the valves
of the shell soldered together at the back or hinge,
as certain molluscs of the family Unioniiiw.

|| Symphyocephalns (-se'falfe) [mod.L., f. (Jr.

KdpaAri head], a double monster with a single
head (Dorland Med. Diet. 1901). || Symphyo-
geuesis (-dge-nesis) [mod.L. : see GKNESIK],
formntion of some structure by union of previously
separate parts ;

so Symphyogene-tic a., formed
in this way. SymphyosteTnonous a. [Gr.
aTTfiuav, taken as = stamen], having the stamens
united by their filaments, as a monadelphous
flower.

1870 I. LEA Synopsis Unionidx p. xv, I . .presumed, .that
the first division of the family would be "symphynote and
non-symphynote Unionida:. 1887 GARNSF.Y & BALPOUR tr.

/)e Gary's 1-ungi Gloss. 500 *Symphyogtneticl formed by
union of previously separate elements.

Symphysial (simfi'zial), a. Also -eal.
[f.

SYMPHYSIS -( -AL.] Of or pertaining to, situated

at, or forming a symphysis. Symphysial angle :

see quot. 1890.
1835-6 Todtfs Cycl. Anat. I. 277/1 The anterior symphy-

seal or dental portion of each ramus first unites with its

fellow at the symphysis. a 1856 H. MILLER Footpr. Croat.
Notes Suite Fossils (1861) 322 The two bones of the tinder

jaw, with their symphysial teeth. 1875 HUXLEY in l-'.ntyct.
Brit. \. 755/x A short curved rod of bone, which unites
with its fellow in the symphysis, and is, in fact, the ossified

symphysial end of Meckel's cartilage. 1890 BILLINGS Mn{.
Dict^ Symphyseal angle.., that between line drawn from
lower incisor teeth to point of chin and the plane of lower
border of inferior maxillary bone.

So Symphysian (simfi'zian), a. [ad. F. sym-
physicn\

=
prec.

SymphysiaH angle, in Craniometry, the angle between
the profile of the symphysis and the plane of the inferior
border of the lower jaw. In recent Diets.

Symphysio-, also -eo- (after Fr. -*-, from
stem avpipvof- of Gr. ovfupvms), combining form
of next, in the foil, surgical terms. Symphyiior-
rhaphy (si mfizip'rafi), suture of a divided symphy-
sis (Dorland Med. Diet, 1901). Bymphyslotome
(-fi-ziotoiim) [Gr. -TOJUW cutting], a knife used in

symphysiotomy (Knight Did. Mich. 1875). Syru-
physlo-tomtit, an advocate of symphysiotomy.
Symphysiotomy (srmfizifldmi) [Gr. -Topia cut-

ting], the operation of cutting through the sym-
physis pubis to facilitate delivery.
1846 Him TAN tr. Malgaigve'f Man. Ofer. Surf. 574

Symphysiotomy. There are two proceedings [ one by or-

dinary, and the other by subcutaneous, incision. 1888
Buck's Handbk. Mtd. Sci. VI. 700/2 The medical pro.
fession became divided into Symphysiotomists and Oesare.
anists, each advocating the one plan of delivery to the

disparaging of the oilier. 1893 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 29 Apr.
915/2 The zeal with which several former advocates of
Czesarean section, .have taken up symphysiotomy.

II Symphysis (srmfisis). [mod.L., a. Gr.

<7uV</)tio-is a growing together, esp. of the bones, f.

cvv SYM- + </)i!(7is growth.]
1. Anal, and Zool. The union of two bones or

skelelal elements originally separate, either by
fusion of the bony substance (synoslosis) or by
intervening cartilage (synchomirosis) ; the part, or
line of junction, where this takes or has taken

place : used esp. of such union of two similar

bones on opposite sides of the body in the median
line, as that of the pubic bones (symphysis pubis}
or of the two halves of the lower jaw-bone (s.

mandibiilx or mtnti).
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 4 That kynde of coniunction

of bones, that is called Symphysis : as when they arc so
vnited together that they haue motion neither manifest, nor
obscure. 1634 T. JOHNSON Parey's Chinirg. vi. xliL (1678)
165 The bones are composed after two sorts, that is, by

Trans. XC. 433 The two portions of the lower jaw, instead
of terminating at the symphisis [sic], where they join, be-
come two thin plates, and are continued forwards, a 1856
H. MILLER Footpr. Creat., Notes Suite Fossils (1861) 317

united by a bony symphysis, but by an elastic ligament.
1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Lift Introd. 51 Except in Rhea,
the ischia [in birds] never form any symphysis ; nor do the
pubic bones, except in Struthio Camelus.

b. Occasionally applied to a union or fusion, or
a point or line of junction, of other parts either

originally or normally separate.
1891 Cent. Diet, s.v., The symphysis of the optic nerves,

..the symphysis of teeth with the jaw. 19x3 DORLAND
Med. Diet, s.v., Cardiac s\ymfhysis\, adhesion of the parie-
tal and visceral layers of the pericardium,

t O. Surg. (See quots.) Obs.
1767 GOOCH Treat. Wounds I. 160 We see what wounds

are curable by Symphysis, and what by Syssarcosis. i88-
3 WEBSTER, Symphysis. ..In surgery, a coalescence of a
natural passage ; also, the first intention of cure in a wound.



SYMPHYSY.
2. /lot. Coalescence or fusion of parts of a plant

normally distinct.

i8 Trias. Bal., Syiiifhysis, a growing together.

tSymphysy. Obs. rare, [irreg. acl. mod.L.

syinpnysis : see prec.] Union or fusion of two
bodies or parts of a body.
1655-87 H. MORE Aff. Antiii. Ath. (1712) 233 The

Harmon . . rather seems by temporaneous constriction to keep
the parts together, than to join them by any permanent
Syrnphysy. IHti. 234 This.. would be so, ifthc Devil, by
a true Symphysy, could co-unite the pans; but if he only
holds them together, . .the parts of the body are no more co-
herent than a handful of sand.

Symphytic (simfrtik), a. rare. [ad. Gr.

avfupv-rixu!, {. avfKpvttv to make to grow together,
f. aw SYM- + <(>v- to grow.] Formed by or in-

volving coalescence or fusion of two parts or

elements. Hence Symphytically adv., in the

way of such coalescence or fusion ; so Sym-
phytism, (tendency to) such coalescence or fusion ;

Symphytlze v., intr. to become fused, to coalesce.

1871 EARLK rhiloi. Engl. Tt'ngue v. 220 Symbolic words
are marked by a.. tendency to attach themselves to other
wordss. .this tendency. .we will

[..call...ymfhytisiii. Ibid.

223 The tendency to a symphytic coalition. Ibid. viii. 408
A tendency to symphytise again once more with the word
which they have already absorbed. Ibid. 417 The. .adverb
at one time attached itself closely to t he verb, indeed almost

Symphytically. Ibid. ix. 445 Conjunctions formed by the

symphytism of a preposition with a noun, as \n.. belike.

1900 B. D. JACKSON Glass. Bot. Terms, Syniphytic, formed
by fusion of several nuclei, as a garneto-nucleus.

Sympiesometer (fcmpiivmJ'Ui). Also

-piez-. [irreg. (for *sympicsiometcr) 1. Gr. ovp-
iri'rts compression (f. ovumlfctv to compress, f.

avv SYM- + mifyw to press) + -OMETER. In Fr.

sympifzontitre. ]

1. A form of barometer in which the column of

liquid in the tube has above it a body of confined

air or other gas (instead of a vacuum as in the

mercurial barometer.), so that the pressure of the

atmosphere acts against the weight of the liquid
and the elastic pressure of the gas ; a thermometer
is attached for correction of the readings according
to the expansion 'or contraction of the gas with

changes of temperature.
1617 BSactw Jlfaf. I. 418 Mr. Adic has given it the name

of sympiesometer (or measure of compression). 1843 Mech.
blag. XXXVIII. 117 The sympiesometer, from its delicacy
and susceptibility to changes in the atmospheric pressure . .

seems p_eculiarly fitted for the purpose of an indicator of

danger in the mine. 1851 H. STKPHENS Bk. Farm (ed. 2)

II. 301/2 One mercurial barometer, two sympiesometers
with oil in the tube, and two more with a mineral solution
in the tube. 1869 A. R. WALI.ACB Malay Archif. I. 49
The height, as measured by a sympiesometer, was about
2,800 feet.

2. An instrument for measuring the pressure or

velocity of a current of water or other liquid, by
the difference of level of the liquid in two bent

tubes with open submerged ends pointing in

opposite directions, against and with the current.
In recent Diets.

8ympil(e, -ill, -le, obs. ff. SIMPLE.

Symplectic (simple-ktik), a. and i*. Anat.
ancfZW. [ad. Gr. nuwAlcrurff twining or plait-

ing together, copulative, f. avv SYJI- + rr\(uv
to twine, plait, weave : see -ic.] a. adj. Epithet
of a bone of the suspensorinm in the skull of fishes,

between the hyomandibnlar and the quadrate bones.

b. sb. The symplectic bone.

1*39-47 TodtCt Cycl. Anat. III. 833/r The symplectic
bones seem to be peculiar to Fishes. 1870 ROLLESTON A niin.

Life 44 The syncnondrosis between the hvomandibular and
the symplectic. 1880 GUNT.HER rislics 55 The mesotympanic
or symplectic appears as a styliform prolongation of the
tower part of the nyomandibular.

IfSymploce (ri'mpl*/). Rhet. Also 6 -che.

[Late L. symploce, a. Gr. o-v/in\o/oj an interweaving,
f. avv SYM- + vKixtiv (see SYMPLECTIC). Cf. F.

symploqut, symploce.] A figure consisting in the

repetition of one word or phrase at the beginning,
and of another at the end, of successive clauses

or sentences; a combination of anaphora and

epistrophe.
1577 PEACHAM Card. Eloquciue I j b, Sym/iloce, . . com-

prysing . . both Eftutafham and also Efiflwra. 1589
PUTTENHAM Engl. Poesie 111. xix. (Arb.) 209 Take me the
two former figures and put them into one, and it is that
which the Greekescall symploche, the Latines coiitplexio, or

condupttcatio, and is a maner of repetition, when one and
the selfe word doth begin and end many verses in sine.

a 1679 HOUBES Rhet. iv. v. (1681) 150 When both of these

[sc. anaphora and epistrophe] are joyned together, it is called
a coupling or Symploce [mispr. symplote].

Sympneuma, etc. : see SYM-.

Sympode (si-mptfnd). Bot. Anglicized form
of SYMPODIUM. (Cf. F. sympode.)
1880 GRAY Struct, Bot. v. (ed 6) 154 The inflorescence. .

is a sympode, i.e. consists of a series of seemingly super-

posed internodes which belong to successive generations of
axes. 1888 Encycl. firjt. XXIV. 237/2 The most generally
accepted explanation is the '

sympodial
'

one. According to

this, the shoot of the vine is a 'sympode
1

, consistjng of a
number of '

podia
'

placed one over the other in longitudinal
series.
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II Sympodia (simrwJa-cUA). Attat. [inocl.L., f.

Or. (TupiToS-, fjvftvov* adj. with the feet together +

-IA.] A malformation in which the le^s or lower

extremities are united.

1848 DUNCLISUN Mttt. Lex. fed. 7). 1849-51 ToddsCycl.
Anat. IV. 964 Sympodia or Siren-like form is the fourth

species of defective foimaiion of the trunk. 191* KKIMI
Human Body viii. 124.

Sympodia, plural of SVMPOIHIIM.

Sympodial (simp^u'dial), a. [In sense I, f.

SYMI-'HUTM; in sense 2, f. SYMTOUIA: see -AL.]
1. /Jot. Pertaining or relating to, of the nature of,

or producing a sympodium.
1875 HKNXKTT & DVKH tr. Sac/iS Bf>t. 157 The Develop-

ment of Dichotomous Systems may tuke place either in a
forked or a sympodial manner. 1880 HKSSEY Botany 140

Sympodial dichotomy, in which one of the branches of each
bifurcation develops more than the other. 1888 [see SYM.

PODE).

2. Anat. Affected with sympodia ; having the

lower extremities united.

19011 lirft, Meif. Jrnl. 15 Mar. 671 His identification of
the Siren with the sympodial fetus.

Hence Sympo dially adv. Hot,, in the manner

of, or so as to produce, a sympodium.
1875 BENNETT & Dvntn^kc&r Hot. 157 The dichoto*

mons system is developed sympodially when at each bifur-

cation one branch developes more strongly than the other,

1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 279 A cauli'ne

bundle, the corners of which are composed of the sympodi-
ally united leaf-traces of a single bundle.

il Sympodium (simp^o-di^m). Bot. PI. -ia.

[mod.L., f. Gr. avv SYM- + iro5-, wotJ$ foot.] An
apparent axis or stem in a dichotomously branched

plant, made tip of the bases of successive branches

so arranged as to resemble a simple or monopodial
axis; a pseudaxis (see PSEUDO- 2).
1861 F. CURBEY tr. Hofineiste^s Higher Cryptogamia

224 Those plants whose sympodium (which has the appear-
ance of a pi Jncipal axis) bears no fronds. Ibid. 225, I have
met with sympodia four feet long devoid of fronds. 1875
BENNETT & pYERtr. Sachs* Bot. 157'! he apparent piimary
shoot, which in fact consists of the bases of consecutive bi-

furcations, may . .be termed a Pseud-axis or Sympodium.

Sympolar, -polity : see SYM-.

fSympose. Obs. rare *. Anglicization of SYM-
POSIUM (in quot., in sense I b).
i6ai T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goulnrfs Wise. Vicillard 95 A

manner of speech . . among the Grecians, as Plato men t ioncth

in his Sympose.

Symposia, plural of SYMPOSIUM.

Symposiac (simpJu-zidek), sb. and a. Also
6 -ako, 7 -ach, -acke, -aque, 7*8 -ack. [ad.
late L. symposiafus adj. (Gellius), in neut. pi.

symposiaca also as sb. applied to cei tain writings
of Plutarch (see A. 2 below), or Gr. <ru/*iro<na#os

adj., f. avpvoffiov SYMPOSIUM : see -AC.]
A. sb. fl. SYMPOSIAST i. Obs.rare~ l

.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxv. (1887) 129 Dipnoso-
phistes, symposiakes, antiquaries.

2. A symposiac meeting or conversation, or an
account of one ;

a symposium. Now rare or 06s.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 641 {heading) The Sym-
posiaqves or Table-questions. 1646 SIR T. BKOWNE Pseud.

/'."/. 11. iv. 8 1 Plutarch speakes positively in his Symposiacks,
that amber at tract eth all bodies. 1651 ] E;R. TAYLOR Serm.for
Year^ Summer xiv. 179 That which was fine in discourse at

a Symposiack, or an Academical dinner. 1683 DRVUEN
Life Ptutarchin P.'s Lives (1758) p. xvij A man., of whom
Plutarch has made frequent mention in his Symposiaques or

Table Conversations. 1748 J. GEDDES Conip. Antients no
In the Symposiac, or banquet [of Plato], where a variety of
characters are brought in. 179* W. ROBERTS Looker-on
No. 30(1794) I. 432 Taciturnity was. .the best recommen.
dation to the symposiacs of sages, nnd the lectutes of phi*

losophers. 8a8 &laekw. Mag. XXIV. 252 At a Sympo-
siac, near London. 1849 Tait's Mag. IX. 683 Politics and
symposiacs go ill together.

B. adj. Of, pertaining to, or suitable for a

symposium; of the nature of a symposium; con-

vivial.

1642 CUDWORTH Union Christ $ Ch. ai He \sc. Plato]
therefore in that excellent Symposiack dialogue concerning
the nature of Love, brings in Aristophanes discoursing in

this manner. 1646 SIR 'i. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. xxi. 266
The ancient custotne in Symposiacke meetings, to weare

chapletts of Roses about their heads. 1731 ARBUIIINOT

Aliments^ Pref. (1735) Aij, In some of those symposiac
Disputations amongst my Acquaintance. 1840 G. C. LEWIS
tr. C. O. Matter's Hist. Lit. Greece x. 16. 124 These ele-

gies, like those of Archilochus, Solon, Theognis, &c. were

symposiac. 1850 MURE Lit. Greett III. 100 The next..

order ofsymposiac perfoimance... resembles our.,custom of

laying each guest under an obligation to sing his song.

1898 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus. Temist Sy^nposiai^
a term applied to cheerful and convivial compositions for

voices, as glees, catches, rounds, &c.

So Symposiacal (simp0uz3i'akal) a. rare~ l
.

18*6 New Monthly Mag. Jan. 17 Symposiacal forth-

pourings of gratitude.

Symposial (simpJo-zial),**. [f.
SYMPOSIUM +

-AL.] = SYMPOSIAC a.

1775 SIR E, BARRY O&strv* Wines Ancients 276 The
different symposial topics of conversation. 1880 J. CAIRNS

Unbeliefin i8th Cent. til. (1881) 72 An account of a panthe-
istic club., with a description of their. .symposial usages.

Symposiarck (simpJu-ziajk). [ad. < ir. m>n-

sj f. ffvfjtwuaiov SYMPOSIUM + &pX"S ruler,

SYMPTOM.

chief.] The master, director, or president of a

symposium ; the leader of a convivial gathering.
160* HOLLAND /'/ittarc/t'tMsr. 641 What maner of per.Mm the .syrnpoMaixh or maxtcr of the feast ought to be.

1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. ix. (1701) 431/1 Hestaid forihe
chief Magintrate. A soon as he came, he was made Sym*
POWUCb, Master of i\K Kcast. ,j

1704 T. BKOW.S Deelaut.
inDtf.^aming Wks. 1709 III. 139 Under the. .direction of
some certain prudent and lobcr Sympouai
of the Feasts. 1787 HAWKINS Life a/Johnson 258 So wu
Johnson [born] for the office of a symposiarch, to preside in
all conversations. 1878 F. FEBGUSON Pop. Lift <

nil. 133 We shall be ready to exclaim withCana's surprised
Kympociareb, 'Thou hast

kept the j^ood wine until now.
1

1881 Athe**u*n 14 Jan. 54/1 The criticisms of ShaV

Slays

that went on at the Met maid under &ympo*iarch Ben
onson. 1895 Hi UN ass in Anna M. Stoddart Blackie II.

xxi. 245 Fixing his eye on the symposlarch, he ruse to pro-
pose the health of that gentleman.

Symposiast (simptfu-zioest). [ad. Gr. type
*ovpiTOOia(jTT]s, f. avftiroata^ftv to drink together,
f. ovpii6(jtQv SYMTOSIUM.] One who takes part in

a symposium.
1. A member of a drinking-party ; a banqueter.
In first quot. confused with SYMIOSIARLH ; the definition

is laken from Cotgr. s.v. Syin^oaarquf.
1656 I!LOUNT Cfossogr.) Symfotiast) the master or over-

seer of a Feast, a Feast-maker.

1830 GF.H. P. THOMPSON Exetc. (1842) I. 199 The sym-
p* whists of Whit by. 1835 T. MITCHEIL Acltani,o/Arist0ph.
nqnotCt That the Spartans had distinguished themselves by
their agreeable manners, but that the Athenians bad carried

away the p;dm, as symposiasls at the entertainment. 1900
W. TUCKWELL Keimn. Oxford 13 The delightful sympo-
siasts. .are gone to. .the Mansion of Hades.

2. One who contributes to a 'symposium* on

some topic (SYMPOSIUM a).
1878 K. WALLACE in Smith & Wallace Life % Last Leavt*

(1903) 244 The view of Mr. Gladstone and the sympoilasts.

Syniposia-stic, a t [ad. med.Gr. avpnovt-

affT**o$, f. *avpvocrtaaTfy : see prec. and -)C.]
- SYMPOSIAC a.

1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. nt. iv. 54 Plato, in his Sympo-
siastic Dialogue. .mentions [etc.], 1866 BLACKUORE Ca-
di>< k Nowell x), He thought about Socrates, and his sym-
posiastic drolleries.

Symposium (simpJu-zi^m). Also 7-9 -ion,

1*1. -ia (rarely -iums). [a. L. sympo&ium^ ad. Gr.

<jv^irufjtoi' }
f. trvftvoTTjt fellow-drinker (cf. avpvivtiir

to drink together), f. ovv SYM- + irdnji drinker

(cf. Ttortpos drinkable, voruv drink).]
1. A drinking-party ; a convivial meeting for

dunking, conversation, and intellectual entertain*

ment: properly among the ancient Greeks, hence

generally.
1711 ADDJSON Sffit. No. 9. pn The rules of a Sympo-

sium in an nncient Greek author. 1748 CHESIERF. Lit. to

Son 29 Oct , I take it for gtanted, that. .your Syrnposion
[is] intended more to promote conversation than diinking.
1781 WAKTON Hist. Eng. Poetry xliv. IV. 18 It appears
that the company dined so veiy fate [in 1609], as at half an
hour after eleven in the morning ; and that it was the fashion
to ride to this polite symposium on a Spanish jennet. 1787

|
HAWKINS LJ/e oj'Johnson 360 Our symposium at (he King's

i

head broke up. 1816 SCOTT Antitj. vi, You aie welcome to

\
my symposion. 1828 D'ISKAKLI Chns, /, I. viii. 270 His

symposia attracted a closer obseivation from the freedom of

j

his conversation. 1866 FELTON Greece Anc.
-J-
Mod. \. n.

I

iv. 336 If he [sc. Socrates] went to a symposium, be was
i likely to stay all night.

b. An account of such a meeting or the con-

versation at it ; spec, the title of one of Plato's

dialogues.
a 1586 SIDNEY A Aol. Poetry (Arb.) 57 One.. that should

bid one read Pha-drus, or Symposium tn Plato. 1603 HOL-
LAND Plutarch's Mor. 689 Kpicurus..in bis Symposium or

banquet, hath discussed the question. 1776 NIICKLK tr.

Camotns' Lusiad Introd.p. cxxxv. note
t
The passage stands

in the Symposion of that author [sc. Plato] as follows.

2. tramf. A meeting or conference for discussion

of some subject; hence, a collection of opinions

delivered, or a series of articles contributed, by a
number of persons on some

special topic.

1784 (title) Symposia ; or, Table Talk in the month of

September, 1784, being a rhapsodical hodge-podge. 1860

TICKNOR in Hillard I.ifa t
etc. (1876) I. i. 12 Alexander and

j

Edward Everett, Edward T. Channjng, Nathan Hale, Wil-
liam Powell Mason, and Jacob Bigelow constituted this

symposium. 1877 SHIELDS final Ptttlos. 57 Foulke Greville

seems to have held a symposium for the liberal discussion

of the Copeniican system. i88a Gfasgow News No. 2607.
2/3 A symposium is commenced in the Cleiical Wot Id this

week on the question
' Within what limits are "Schools of

Thought
"
desirable in a religious community t

'

3. Comb.
1856 k. A. VAUCHAN Mystics (1860) II. 115 Such sympo

Mum-loving scholars.

Sympotical (simpp-tikal), a. rare"* 1
, [f. late

L. sympotitus (Gellius) or Gr. <rv/roTiifd$ (f. av/i-

vdrys fellow-drinker, boon-companion) + -AL.]
= SYUFOSIAC a.

18*5 BlafiiW. Mag. XVII. 679 The light sympotical mode
with which he [sc. Socrates] treats the most difficult points

ofphilosophy.

Sympresbyter to Sympsyohography : sec

SYM-.

Symptom (si'mptam), sb. Forms : 4-5 syn-

thoma, //. syn-, sinthomata, 6 symptoms, 7

syntoma; 6-7 symptome (Gfllnthora, syntone),
7 8ymtom(e, simptomo, (ayntome, aintum),
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SYMPTOM.

7- symptom. [In early use, in med.L. form

synthoina, sinthoma, corrupt ff. late L. symploma,

a. Gr. avpmujM chance, accident, mischance,

disease, f. av^ir'aruv to fall together, fall upon,

happen to (cf. TTTO^H fall, misfortune), f. aw SYM-

+ mvTHV to fall. In mod. use, ad. F. symptom?,

\sintttOiiie, or directly ad. L. symploina. Cf. It.

sintoma, Sp. sliitoma, Pg. symptoma]
1. Path. A (bodily or mental) phenomenon, cir-

cumstance, or change of condition arising from and

accompanying a disease or affection, and con-

stituting an indication or evidence of it- a charac-

teristic sign ^/"some particular disease.

1308 TlBVIU Earth. De P. R. v. ii. (1495) g j b/i Yf the

heed be corrupte & dystempei ate wytll Synthoma ofcorrup-

cion of heed ache. Iliiif. v. iii. g iij/2 Yf dryenesse [of

brain] encreasyth wyth heele there .. comyth worse Syn-

thomata.euylles &-syknesses.
a 1425 tr. Arderue's Treat.

Fistula, etc. 57 Oper sinthomala i.[e.] perilez as scharp

akyng and prikkyng, brynnyng, ychyng, smertyng. 1602

2nd J't. Return fr. Parnass. II. 1. (Arb.) 2r, I haue con-

sidered of the crasis, and syntoma of your disease. 1605

DANIEL Queen's Arcadia i. iv, We shall soone preuent this

growing plague, Of pride, and folly, now that she discry

The true symptoma of this maladie.

1541 COPLAND Calycn's Tcrap. 2 Aiijb, Those thynges
are as synrptomes and accydentes of the sayde vlceres, which

T they be present may hynder and let the curacion. 1562

ULLEIN Bulwark* Dial. Serenes % Chir. 26 Alienacion

of minde, with other sinthoms whiche in this case, are..

signes of colde death. 1594 CARF.W lluarte^s Exam. Wits

(1616) 180 Counting the damages which the feauer pro-

duccth, with those of the Syntones of the euill. 1601 HOL-
LAND Pliny x\i. xiii. II. 94 The symptomes or accidents that

ensue upon the eating of this honey, are these. Ibid. xxix.

v. 362 That symtome of beeing afraid of water! which is

incident unto such as be so bitten. 1603 Plutarch's Mor.

123 Swelling is a symotome or accident following upon a

great wound or hurt in the flesh. i6 BURTON Anat.
Mel. n. in. viii. 429 Feare, sorrow, suspition, bashfulness and
those other dread Symptomesof body and mind, must needs

aggravate this misery. 1643 EAKER Chron., Edw. Ill 170
If he had not fallen into Symptomes of a Dropsie. 1660

R. COKE ynstice Viiid. 10 As when a Physitian from the

symptoms of his indisposed Patient, endeavors to find out the

causes of bis distemper. 1692 Loud. Caz. No. 2801/3 '' ne
Small-Pox being come out with all the good simptomes that

could be wish'd. 471700 in Cat/i. llec. Sec. Paot.lX. 345 She

perceived in herself ye sinturns of her neer aproching death.

1798 FURRIAR lllnstr. Sterne iii. 81 Symptoms of fever

appearing, he was removed. 1804 ABEKNETHV Surg. Obs.

175 His skin was hot, and his pulse strong. These symp-
toms could be attributed to .. inflammation of the brain.

1846 THENCH Mirac. xxvii. (1862) 367 All the symptoms..
exactly agree with those of epilepsy.

b. attrib. : symptom-complex, -group, a set

of symptoms occurring together and characterizing
or constituting a particular disease or affection.

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 865 Delirium tremens seems
to have been first recognised as a symptom group, and
separated from acute mania by Dr. Thomas Sutton . . in

1813. Ibid. III. 70 The symptom-complex here presented
is., unlike that of any other disease.

2. gen. A phenomenon or circumstance accom-

panying some condition, process, feeling, etc., and

serving as evidence of it (orig. and properly of

something evil) ; a sign or indication ^something.
1611 B. JoNsoNin Coryafs Crudities Charact Auth. bjb,

He free from all other Symptomes of aspiring, will easily
outcary that._

1626 PRYNNB Perpet. Rtgtu. Man's Est.

Ep. Ded., It is a sure syntome, that iniquitie doth abound
among vs. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 42 Furnisht
with language, and many symptomes of education. 1641
SIR E. NICHOLAS in N. Papers (Camden) I. 55 Jalousies
and private devisions ware never good simptomes in a
State. 1647 H. MORE Sang ofSoul I. n. ex, 111 symtomes
men descry In this thy Glaucis, though the nimble wench
So dexterously can pray and prophecy. 1673 (title) The
Character of a Coffee-House, with the Symptomes of a
Town-Wit. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. Inilia i, P. 13 The Morn
appears, but with the Symptoms of a blowing Day. 1769
ROBERTSON Cfias. V, iv. Wks. 1813 V. 573 They observed
many symptoms of a boundless ambition in that young
prince. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. n. v. I. 455 The carrying
trade is the natural effect and symptom of great national
wealth. 1831 SCOTT Ct. Rob. xvi, Nor was it long ere
symptoms of his approach began to be heard. 1852 R. B.
MANSFIELD Log Water Lily 12 The river.. showed symp.
toms of rising. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. lif.xvm. IV. 120
Symptoms of discontent began to appear. 1871 R. W.
lMuCiMMMtfm vii. 189 There are some symptoms in

the^general habits. .of society whichseem to me somewhat
ominous.

b. With negative expressed or implied: A slight,
.' the least, sign ^something ;

a trace, vestige.
1722 WOLLASTON Kelif. Nat. ix. 186 We perceive not the

least symptom of cogitation or sense in our tables, chairs,
&c. aim H. WALPOLE Mem. Ceo. Ill (1845) I. xi. 171
turope could scarce amass the symptom of a fleet. 1821
SCOTT henihu. xxviii, He.. attempted to pass him.. with-
out any symptom of recognition. 1873 TRISTRAM Mono vii.
27 Scarce a symptom of spring could as yet be seen.
U Misused for or confused with symbol. (Cf.

SYMPTOMATIC T.)
a 1687 COTTON Poems, On Lord Derby 32 Those Judges

..Who, in the symptomes of thy ruin drest, Pronounc't thy
Sentence.

Hence Symptom v. trans, rare*, to indicate
as by a symptom ; loosely, to symbolize.
1648 EARL OK WESTMORLAND Otia Sacra (1879) 65 To

dwell with .Dust and Clay, Which Symptome may MansLow condition.

tSymptomates. si. pi. Obs. rare. [ad. F.

or
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symptomatcs (Rabelais; or ad. I,, symplomata, pi.

of symptoma SYMPTOM.] Symptoms.
1590 jiAMouc-H MM. Phhick v. ii. (1639) 255 "Kg!

tomato or accidents which are commonly incident to

"isymptomatic(simpt(yma:-tik),a. (**.) [ail-l
1

'.

symptoinalijut or late I., symptomatuus (cl. Or.

o-i^TrTovianKos exposed to chance), f. syinptomat-,

symptoma SYMPTOM : see -1C.]

1. Path. Of the nature of, or constituting, a

symptom of disease; spec, applied to a secondary

disease or morbid state arising from and accom-

panying a primary one (opp. to idiopaihic}.

1698 FuanAttAuaiiS. (1717) "<;. I sha11 next describe

those Symptomatic Asthma's, which succeed Cephalic

Diseases. 1710 T. FULLER I'harm. Extemp. 64 fevers ..

accompanied with a Symptomatic Flux of the Belly. 174*

FIELDING J. Amirevjs \. xiii, If his fever should prove more

than symptomatic, it would be impossible to save him.

1802 Gouv. Mounts in Sparks Life*; Writ. (i6w) III. IM
This will give what doctors call a symptomatic indication.

1822-7 GOOD Sluiiy Med. (1829) IV. 245 This. .is. .some,

times denominated symptomatic amaurosis, being the mere

effect of another disease, which is the primary one. 1834

J. FORBES Laenncc's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 45 The symptoma.
tic dropsy may accompany almost every disease. 1877
F. T. ROBKHIS HatuiM. Med, (ed. 3) I. 296 Symptomatic
Parotitis diflersfrom the idiopathicform in its great tendency
to end in suppuration.

b. Const, of.

1814 L. HUNT feast Pads Notes (1815) 100 Symptomatic
ofa weak state of stomach. 1831 SCOTT Cast. Dung, x, A
species of dotage of the mind, w_hich is sometimes foiind

the Optic nerve.

2. Relating to or concerned with symptoms.
1767 S. PATERSON Another Trav. I. 321 The symptoma-

tic art. .the learned faculty of medicine have an undoubted

right to. 1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Clin. Hied. ix. 101 The
mere symptomatic practitioner would be unable to acquire

anything more than a loose and undefined notion. Ibid.

758 [Epilepsy] received from our ancestors the apt sympto-
malic name of the '

falling. evil
'

or
*

falling-sickness .

3. gen. That is a symptom of something ;
accom-

panying and indicating some condition, quality,
etc. ; characteristic and indicative of.

1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pickle (1779) IV. xc. 84 The friend-

ship. . had of late suffered several symptomatic shocks. 1803
Edin. Rev. Jan. 497 Symptomatic of rather a rancourous

spirit of controversy. 1837 HALLAM Lit. Evr. I. i. i. 80
He shows.. a regard to profane literature, unusual in the

darker ages, and symptomatic ofa more liberal taste. 1847
I. MARTINEAU Chr. Life (1867) 336 The symptomatic smoke
has puffed up from the social volcano. 1878 C. J. VAUGHAN
Earliest Words 120 All that remains is symptomatic this

is essential

U Misused for or confused with symbolic or

emblematic. (Cf. SYMPTOM T)
185* DICKENS Bleak Ho. xlviiij

With ashes (or hair-ppw-
der) on their heads, symptomatic of their great humility.
1881 Manch. Guard. 27 Jan., [HeJ referred to the right
hon. gentleman's red stockings as being 'symptomatic of
the

se_as
of gore

'

through which the Government meant to
wade in Ireland.

B. sl>. in //. Symptomatics (simpWmoe'tiks)
= SYMPTOMATOLOGY.
1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Random xlvi. (1804) 315 Wagtail.,

harangued upon prognostics, diagnostics, symptomatics.
1830-2 CARLETON Traits (1842) I. 135 The differential

symptomatics between a Party Fight, .and one between two
Roman Catholic Factions.

Symptomatical (simptfmae-tikal), a. Now
rare or 06s. [Formed as prec. : see -ICAL.]
1. Path. =

piec. i.

1586 BRIGHT Melauch. xvi. 89 In simptomaticall euents
an sicknes. 1625 HART Anat. Ur. i. iii. 33 Whether the
feaver be primatie, or a principall guest, or symptomaticall,
accompanying the disease as the shadow doth the bodie.

1663 BOYLE Use/. Exf. Nat. 1'hilos. n. v. xx. 295 In (not,
Symptomatical, but) Essential Feavers. 1702 C. MATHER
Magn. Ckr. ill. n. v. (1852) 386 He fell into a quinsie,
with a Symptomatical fever. 1748 R. JAMES Fevers (1749) S
Sweats, which are not spontaneous, but extorted, generally
prove Symptomatical and noxious, instead of being critical
and salutary. (11776 Ibid. (17781 65 Other evacuations..,
as they only arise from the symptoms, or from the agonies
of nature, unequal to the task of surmounting the diffi-

culties she is oppressed with, .are called Symptomatical.
2. gen. =

prec. 3.
1618 JACKSON Creed vi. t. i. 2 The more right resem-

blances we make to ourselves of any thing, the greater will
be the Symptomatical impression of the latent truth. 1742
RICHAHDSON /'/, (1785) III. xl. 387, I dare say, your
1 houghtfulness is but Symptomatical, and will go off, in

proper Time. 1816 SCOTT Antiy. xiv, Visions, .very symp-
tomatical of poetic fury.

Symptomatically (simptfmae-tikali), adv.

[f. prec. + -LY -
; see -ICALLY.] In a symptomatic

manner; in the way of, or as, a symptom (formerly

utivaiiy, auu diiuLiicr i unit; 10 oe Gone sympto-
mat.cally; one thing to be done by force & contention of
Nature, another by the force and contumacy of the malady
1655 CULPEPPER, etc. Rivcritis vi. iv. 135 Somtimes abun-
dance of Blood flows from the Gums, either Critically, or
bymptomatically. ^isSpREGNELLin/'A/Y. Tram. XXVIII.
130 If the Haimorrhages had happened critically, and not

SYN-.

Study Med. (1829) I. 410 The disease [sc. jaundice) is also

found symptomatically in pregnancy, colic, and feveii of

various kinds. 1876 BARTHOLOW Mat. Mid. (1879) 492
When a poisonous dose has been taken the stomach should
be emptied, and t!ie systemic efforts should be treated

symptomatically. 1898 P. MANSON Trap. Diseases xviii.

291 Gangrenous dysentery is symptomatically but an ag.

gravated form of acute ulcerative dysentery.

So Bymptoma'ticalness rare~".

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Symptomaticalncss . .\it\ng attended
with Symptoms.

Symptomatize (si-mpUfrnataiz), v.
[f. Gr.

avHTtTo>luiT-, avinrrtafia SYMPTOM + -IZB.] trans.

To be a symptom of; to characterize or indicate

as a symptom.
1794 COLERIDGE Lett., to Southey (1895)81, 1 think of her

..with unspeakable tenderness, with that inward inching
away of soul that symptomatizes it. 1817 liiog. Lit. x.

(1907) I. 131 The exhaustion had produced a cold fit of the

:igue which was symptonratized by indifference among the

many, and a tendency to infidelity or scepticism in the

educated classes. 1875 Encytl. Brit. II. 171/1 Amnesic

aphasia is symptomatised very variously. 1880 Ibid. XIII.

109/1 Senile insanity is symptonralized by dementia with

fiequent intercurrent attacks of mania.

Symptomatography (slroptAniiferiUt).
rare~. [ad. mod. I., symptomatographia, f.

symptomat-, symptoma SYMPTOM + -grafhia

-GRAPHY.] The, or n, description of symptoms.
1736 BAILLY (folio) Pref., Symptomategrafliy . . a Dis-

course or Treatise of the various Accidents common to

animal Bodies. 1859 MAYNF. Expos. Lex., Syinptciiiato.

graphia. .term for a description of the signs or symptoms
of disease: symptomatography.

Symptomatology (si'mpUJmaVlodsi). [ad.
mod.L. symptoinatologia, f. symptomat-, symptoma
SYMPTOM + -logia -LOGY.]
1. The study of symptoms ;

that branch of

pathology which treats of the symptoms of disease;

also, a discourse or treatise on symptoms.
1804 Med. Jrnl. XII. 564 An abridged Physiology, Pa-

thology, and Symptomatology. 1822-7 GOOD Study Med.

(1829) I. 633 Definitions .. founded upon a principle of

symptomatology rather than of etiology. 1831 J. F. SOUTH
tr. Otto's Pathol, Anat. i So intimately.. is pathological
anatomy connected with pathology, symptomatology, and

surgery. 1869 TANNER Cliu. Med. (ed. z) 98 Without a
correct knowledge of symptomatology or semeiology the

science which treats of the symptoms and signs of disease
we can know but little of the art of medicine.

2. traiisf. The symptoms of a disease collectively

(as a subject of study).
1798 in Sfirit Putt. Jrnli. (1799) II. 185 To attend the

more particularly to the sytiiftomaiologia, or symptoma-
tology of the disease. 1876 BARTHOLOW Mat. Mea.dfyg)
129 Some cases of acute arsenical poisoning are not distin-

guishable by their symptomatology or morbid anatomy from
cases of epidemic cholera.

So Syiuptoiuatological (M mptJmat<%djikal)
a., pertaining or relating to symptomatology
(whence Sy mptomatolo gically adv.') ; Sym-
ptomatologist (si mpltfmat^'lodsist), one versed

in symptomatology ; one who studies or treats of

the symptoms of disease.

1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Cliu. Med. xi. 122, I would defy
the most accurate symptomatologist to point out any
marked distinction. 1859 SEMPLE Diphtheria 316 If we
glance at the syinptoinatolocical picture of Diphthe'tite.

1876 tr. 11'agtiersCtii. Pathi'l. (ed. 6) 16 We to-day employ
the word crisis rather in a symptomatological way, as an

expression for certain appearances. 1889 Lancet 12 Jan.
loi/i Alcoholism ..exercises on the organism effects mani-

festing themselves symptomatologically by the diminution
of vitality.

t Sympto'mical, . Obs. rare. [f. SYMPTOM
+ -ICAL.]

= SYMPTOMATIC i.

1656 J. SMITH Pract. Physick 85 If it be symptomical, it

must be cured as before. 1676 /'////. Traits. XI. 570 A
Feaver.

.,
to which the Dysentery and Diarrhcea were only

symptomical, not essential.

Symptomize (si-mpttfmsiz), v. [f. as prec. +
-IZE

; cl. symbolize^ trans. = SYMPTOMATIZE.
1884 J. TAIT Mind in Matter iv. 180 Demoniacal posses-

sion . . was symptomised by superhuman manifestations.

1908 Wtstm, Caz. 26 Oct. 8/1 This work symptomises a
spirit new in Great Britain's municipal bodies.

Symptomless (si-mptamles), a. [f.
as prec.

+ -LESS.] Destitute of symptoms ; exhibiting no

symptoms.
1886 Brit. Med. Jrnt. sjuly 9/1 Acase of stenosis of the

pulmonary artery which was symptomless till the ninth or
tenth year. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN Clin. Lect. Dis. Worn.
xviii.

_(ed. 4) 140 A limited and otherwise symptomless
vaginitis. .may bleed alarmingly.

Symptomo'logy, shortened form of SYM-
PTOMATOLOGY.
1868 Lond. Itev. 22 Aug. 246/2 The symptomology of

brain-disease . . Dr. Winslow has been the first to map out.

1913 SIR T. BARLOW in Times ^ Aug. 8/2 The ambiguous
symptomology which clinical observation reveals.

Symtom, -tome, obs. ff. SYMPTOM.
Syrmmt, obs. form of CEMENT.
Symylaere, -aker, obs. ff. SIMULACBE.
Syn : see SAINT, SIN, SINE 1, Sun.

Syn- (sin), prefix, latinized form of Gr. aw-
(
= <rvv prep, with), together, similarly, alike,

occurring in many modern scientific terms, the
more recent or less important of which are col-

lected in this article.



SYN-.

It undergoes assimilation before consonants, before / to

syl; e.g. SYLLABLE, <rvAAti/3j, SYLLEISIS, triM^r, before
labials to SVM- (q. v.), before simple j to sys-, e. . SYSSAK-

cosls, (ruereraptioCTit ; before j + consonant and s it is reduced
to *y-, e. g. SYSTKM, <rui7T>j/ia, SYZYGY, trvfryia. The assimi-

lation of (n) to (rj) before velars, denoted by y in Gr., is not

represented graphically in I,, and Kng., e. g, <n/y*oinj SYN-
COPE.

Synacmic (-arkmik) a. Hot. [Gr. 0x^17 point,

culmination, ACME], having the stamens and pistils

ripening at the same time
;
so Synacmy (-je'kmi),

simultaneous ripening of the btamens and pistils
of a (lower (opp. to hctcracmy^. Synadelphic
(-ade'lfik) a. Zool. [Gr. at>(\(pos brother] (see

quot.). || Synalgia (-arld.^ia) Path. [Gr. 0X705
pain ; cf. awa\f<tt> to

sympathize], sympathetic
pain in one part caused by injury in another

;
so

Synalgic (-re'ldjik) a., of the nature of or affected

witli synalgia (Dorlantl). || Synandrinm (si-

nse-ndriiim), Synandry (<e'ndri) Bot. [Gr. drSp-,

dvr/p man, taken as = ' male organ, stamen'],
abnormal union of stamens. || Synanthema,
(-sen)>/

%ma) Path. (pi. -mata) [mod. L., after

EXANTHEMA] (see quots.). Synaposematic
(-8ep0s'mse'tik)a. Biol. [Gr. drro awayfrorn, <rn/*ar-,

aij/ta mark] applied to different organisms having
common warning colours or other characteristics ;

hence Synaposema'ticism, -sematism, syn-

aposematic character. Synce ntric a. rare"" ,

concentric (Blount Glossogr. 1656). || Syncere-
brum (-se-ribr/Sin) Zool. (pi. -a) [L. cerebrum

brain], a term for the compound
' brain

'
of an

insect ; hence Synce'rebral a., pertaining to a

syncerebrum. Syncladous (si'nkladas) a. Bot.

!Gr.

Xo5oj shoot] (see quot.). Syncotyledonons
kf>tilfd<!<n3s)a. Bot., having the cotyledons united.

Syncracy (shikrasi) Polit. [-ORACY] (see quot.).

Syncraniate (-krjl'ni/c) a. Zool. [CRANIUM],
applied to that type of skull which includes certain

vertebral elements, as in the higher vertebrates.

Syncryptic (-kri'ptik) a. Biol. [Cuvp
r

''ic], applied
to the resemblance between different organisms

(esp. insects) having common protective coloration

by which they are concealed from attack. Syn-
diagno-stic a. Biol. [DIAGNOSTIC] (see quot.).

Syuechthry (-e'kbri), erron. -ecthry, Entom.

[Gr. cxfyos hostile], term proposed by Wasmann
for the hostile relation between ants and certain

other insects which maintain themselves in the

ant-colonies as unwelcome guests; hostile com-
mensalism (opp. to symphily .

|| Syuenia (stnrma)
Bot. [mod.L., erron. for *synneina, f. Gr. vr)ina

thread, filament], a column of united stamen-

filaments, as in Orchids, Malvacex, etc. Sjrn-

encaphalocele (-ense'faWs*!) Path, (see quot.).

Synepifronic (-epigjJ'nik) a. Biol. [Gr. firi-yoi'os

descendant], descended from a common ancestor

or ancestors. Syuethnlo (-e'Jinik) a. [Gr. iSvos

nation], belonging to the same nation. Syn-
harmo'nlc Math., a. having a common harmonic
relation ; sb. a locus synharmonic with another

(also Synharmo nical) :

seetjuots.
|| Synkaryon

(-kse'ri^n) Biol. (pi. -a) [Gr. xapvov nut, taken as =

nucleus], a pair of nuclei, or a nucleus produced
by the fusion of two nuclei, as in fertilization, esp.
in certain fungi ; hence Synkaryophyte (-kce'rW-

fait) [Gr. tpvrov plant], that stage in the develop-
ment of a fungus at which synkarya are formed.

|| Synkinesis (-ksiiu'sis) Physiol. (Gr. Klvrjan

movement], associated movement, esp. reflex

muscular movement : so Synkinetic (-kaine'tik)
/ [KINETIC], pertaining to or of the nature of

synkinesis. Synnomic (-np'mik) a. Anthropol.

[Gr. roitos custom, law] (see quot.). Syno'create

(erron. -ooh-) a. Bot., applied to stipules which
unite into a sheath inclosing the stem (Balfonr
Man. Bot., 1849, 160). Synorchism (-^-rkiz'm)

[Gr. opx's testicle], union or fusion of the testi-

cles. Synorthogra'pUic a., having the same

orthography, spelt alike. Synotic (sinp'tik) a.

[Gr. UIT-, oJs ear], characterized by union or fusion

of the ears in the middle line of the head.

Synpe Imous, Synpe'talons ad/'s., bad forms of

syiiipelmous, -pelalotts (see SYM-). II Synsacrum
(-sfi-krom) Anat. [mod.L., f. SACRUM], the com-

posite sacrum, consisting of a number of vertebrae

united, in birds and some extinct reptiles ; hence

Synsa-cral a., pertaining to the synsacrum. Syn-
sepalons (-se-palas) a. Bot., having the sepals

united, gamosepalons. Synspermy (-sps'imi)

Bot. [Gr. oirfpua seed], abnormal fusion of two or

more seeds ; so Synspe'rmous a., characterized

by synspermy. Syntechnlo (-te-knik) a. Biol.

[Gr. ff'xi"/ art, craft], applied to a resemblance

between organisms arising from similarity of
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function. Syntelic (-te'lik) a. Anthropol. [Gr.
Tt'Aos end] (see quot. for synnomit). Syn-
tepalons (-te'palas) a, Bot. [see TKPAL], having
the tepals united. Synthermal (-)5-jmal) [Gr.

Qcpftos henl], a, having the same temperature ; sb.

an isotherm connecting places having the same

temperature at the same moment of time. Syn-
toxoid (-tjrksoid), a toxoid having the same degree
of affinity for the antitoxin as the toxin from which

it is derived*

1870 A. W. BENNKTT in Jrnl. Sot. Oct. 316 In "synacmic
plants., the pvriod of maturity of oiieorgan may frequently
exceed in length that of the other, so as to render cross-

fertilization easy. 1883 Science I. 432/2 In no small num-
ber of instances., the plant is strongly protogynous, while it

is sometimes synacmic. 1870 A. W. lli.Nsi.ir in Jml. Bot.

Oct. 318 'Synacmy, or the contemporaneous maturing of

the reproductive organs, is nearly as frequent asprotandry.
1887 H.\imisos ALLEN in Science n Mar. 233/1 The action

of both win.;* and feet, since both pairs act together, is what
1
propose to call "synadelphic. 1890 BILLINGS Mc.t. Diet.,

*by>iatgiat associated or sympathetic pain. 1897 WILLIS

I'loivering Plants I. 76 Sometimes the union is so complete
as to include the anthers, and a 'synandrium is formed.

1900 II. D. JACKSON Gfass. Bot. Ten/is, *Synandry t Morren's
term where stamens normally separated are soldered or

united. 1899 Atlbutt's Syst. Mttt.Vlll.tfi Tbe elemental

forms present he [sc. Auspitz] designated as anthcntata and
the various secondary and later groupings which go to make
up the whole exanthem as *synant!temata. 1901 DORLANO
I\ffd. Diet. (ed. a), Synanthtma. .. a local eruption consist-

ing of a group of papules. 1898 POULTON Ess. Evolution

(1008)223 Mulleriaii Resemblance is not true Mimicry at

all, but rather an example of Common Warning Colour,..
the term *Synaposematic was proposed as descriptive of it,

1007 Nature 31 Oct. 676/2 As a further illustration of..
*

synaposematism ',
or the adoption of a common warning

badge on the part of distasteful forms, we may take the

wonderfully diverse assemblage that centres round the con-

spicuous and distasteful beetles belonging to the genus
Lycus. 1881 E. R. LANKKSTER Stutf. Apust etc. 32 We
distinguish ibe original ganglion pair of the prxstonii.il

region as the archi-cerebrum it is well to designate by a
distinct term the composite ganglion, which may result from
the fusion with it of other ganglia it may be called a *syn-
cerebrum. 1863 M. J. BERKELEY Brit. Mosses Gloss. 313

*Synclaiiou$i used when branchlets grow in tufts from the

same point. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex. t Syncotylettottous, hav.

ing its cotyledons joined together. 1861 AUSTIN Jnrispr.
(ed. 2) Note 331 'Syncracy: wherein the executive powers
reside in the sovereign one or number; but the legislative

powers, in the sovereign one or number, with the active (as

distinguished from the passive) portion of the subject citi-

zens. 1902 G. B. HOWES in Smithsonian Rep. (1903) 591,
I have .. proposed to discriminate between the series of ter-

restrial vertebrates as archeecramate and Syncraniate. . .

The costal sternum, like the syncraniate skull, is distinctive

of the Amniota alone. 1901 Traits. Entoinol. Soc. 375 Mr.
Beddard quotes this., as one of his cases of

apparently
use-

less mimicry, but it may be an example of *syncryptic
resemblance. 1904 POULTON Ess. Evolution (1908) 60

Forms having certain structural characters in common
distinguishing them from the forms ofother groups. Groups

Cambridge Nat. Hist. VI. 183 'Synecthry ', including
those Insects, etc., to which the ants are hostile, but which
nevertheless maintain themselves in the midst of their foes.

1859 HENSLOW Did. Bot. Terms, "Syxeiiut, the portion of

the Gynostemium corresponding to the position of the com.
bined filaments. 1886 Buck's Handbk. Med.Sci. II. 680/2

Encephaloceles arising from abnormal adhesions, or what
is technically known as *synencephalocele. 1904 POULTON
L'si. Evolution (1908) 61 Forms which have been shown . .

to be descended from common ancestors or from a common
parthenogenetic or self-fertilizing ancestor. Such groups

may be called *Synepigonic. 1879 Times 12 Mar. 4/1

[Dr. Lasker) is, like his *synethmc co-reformer Paul, a
man of no great presence. 1850 T. P. KIRKMAN in

Cambr.lf Di&l. Math. Jrnl. V. 102 A.. curve.. which.,

touches the * harmonicals (//), *synharmonic with A
in respect of the pairs ( ve). Ibid. 104 Curves . .

which touch alike the three harmonicals.. and meet each us

synharmonic. .at the six angles of the hexagon. Ibid. 97
The tangents at the intersection of p = o and y = o form

with them an harmonic pencil. .. Let this be denoted by
saying that the two branches of [the curve] A*=o are

synharmonicals in respect of [the straight lines) f = o and

2 = o. 1904 Jrnl. R. Microsc. Soc. Apr. 222 L. Petn . .

finds the two nuclei (the "synkarion) present in the hyphx of

the trama, as described for other hymenomycetes. 1905 Brit.

Mid. 7rnl. 25 Feb. 442 The male and female nuclei closely

combine, forming the synkaryon. 1904 Jritl. R. Microsc.

Soc. Feb. 04 That phase in the life-history, the *synkaryo-

phyte, which plays so important a part in the development
in the Basidiomycetes. 1881 J. Ross Trtat. Dis. tfervous

Syst. I. v. I. 162 *Syttkinesis. Under this term are gene-

rally included certain involuntary movements of paralysed

parts ! but I shall extend the meaning or lhe word so as to

include also certain motor anomalies which occur in muscles

subject to spasm. 1883 ARTHUR Fernley Led. 160 Carpo-

i-enethlic synkinesis of the sexes with other phenomena of

the botanic hierarchy. 1901 DORLAND Meet. Diet. (ed. 2),

.Synkinetic, pertaining to or of the nature of synkinesis.

1911 MAi<ETT/4M>>/. ix. 236 Let us assume, then, that

there are two main stages in the historical evolution of

society... I propose to term them the *synnomic and the

syntelic phases of society.
'

Synnomic
'

(from the Greek

HOIHOS, custom) means that customs are shared.
*

Syntelic

(ftom the Greek telos, end) means that ends are shared.

SYNAOOGICAL.
Jan. 31 In *synnelmous birds the plantarsdo not croueach
other at the back of the lauus. ., but coalesce at the point
where they usually cross. 1870 A. W. BKrr in Jrnt.
Bet. June VP, I would propose . . terms similar to InOK
applied to the

pistil,
where we use 'apocarpous', and

yncupow'. .. Ihe trims '

aposepalous ,

'

synsepalou
'

apopculou*, ami '

Nynpetalous ', wouM at once convey
their meanings. 1903 l',x. Zeal. Soc. 17 Mar. 381 The
pelvis

of the Uluophftci.., 11^ 1 ,,.,,UI, is due. .to ibe great
length of the *qmMCnl liai.sver* piocts-ev. Ibid. -jj 3
1 lie most complete syns.Mium j that of Conn, and is made
upas follows:-! thoracic, 3 lumbar, 3 lumbc-kacral, 2

sacral, and 4 caudal (vtrtebia:). 1847 \V. K. M in i. /-rV/rf
Bot. p. xxil, Callyx) V) n,. p.,!,,u -, cc.louicd. I'timulciE.
IOOO B. D. JACKSON Cihst. Bot. Ttriirs, ">y n-perinouy.
1869 M. T. M AM IKS Vmt. 'InaM. jo .-ju-| eimy. i

Union of the Seeds. 1901 POCLTON in Emy,l. Brit. XXVII.
147/1 Ke&emblances .. incidentally caused by fin

MUpUiion, Mich :>s the mole-like firms produced in the

burrowing Insectivoia (etc.].. .Such likened may be called

*Synlcchnic Resemblance. 1911 MAMKIT Atttli>of>ct. ix.

236 "Syntelic [seesjtiHi'irfic]. liiti. 237Tliat independence
of character which is the prime conditton of syntelic society.

1900 H. D. JACKSON Clou. Bot. Ttniit, 'S)ntif:iins, the
It pals united. 1839 O. Rounns Diet. Gtol., *Syitthetin i \l..

,

having the same degree of beat. Applied to the exterior
and interior of the earth, which.. are not synthermal, but
differ gieally in lemperatuie. 1901 DOKLAND .V.rf. Diet.

(ed. 2), 'Syntoxoid. 1903 [

Synadelphite ^in&de-lfoit). A/in. fad. G.

tyiiadelphil (Sjogrcn, 1884), f. Gr. avv Srjr- +
dftAi/'os brother + -//, -ITE*: so named 'because

intimately associated with oilier telated species
'

(Dana).] An arsenate of manganese and aluminium,
with some calcium and magnesium, occurring in

black or brownish-black monoclinic crystals.
1892 DANA Syst. Mitt. 8or.

I! Synaeresia (sini>'r^is). Cram. Also nyn-
eresis. [late L. synsresis, a. Gr. ovratpiaa a

taking or drawing together, contraction, f. avv

Svx- -f- aiptlv to take.] Contraction, esp. of two
vowels into a diphthong or a simple vowel.

1577 PF.ACHAM Card. Eloquence E iij, Synxresit, when of
two sillables in measuring, there is made but one, as when
of this word vertuous, which hath .3. Sillables, we pro-
nounce it with two, thus verities, ancf likewyse righteous.
1589 PurrKNHAM /-..</. Petsie n. xiv. [xv.] (Aru.) 139 Con-
Iracting a sillable by vertue of the figure byneresis. 1657
J. SMI HI Myst. Rhet. 176 Synxresis..is a contraction of
two words or syllables into one. 1711 ADDISON Sfett. No.
470 P 5 Observing that Sytueresis which had been neglected
by ignorant 1'ranscribers. 1878 G. CONWAY Vcrsif. 89
Syllables which by reason of elision, or synacrests, or slur-

ring, ..have., no effect on the metre.

ifSynaesthesiaCsin/sbfsia). Psycliol. PI. -

(-). Also synes-. [mod.L., f. Gr. avv SYS- +
stem alait- to feel, perceive, after amrsthtsia.] a.

A sensation in one part of the body produced by
a stimulus applied to another part b. Agree-
ment of the feelings or emotions of different in-

dividuals, as a stage in the development of sym-
pathy. o. Production, from a sense-impression of

one kind, of an associated mental image of a sense-

impression of another kind : sec quot. 1903.

1891 Cent. Diet., Synsfsthtsi*i syHesthtsia, the produc-
tion of a sensation located in one place when another place
is stimulated. 1897 tr. Ribot's Psychol. Emotions it. iv.

231 If. .we try to follow the evolution of sympathy, .we

distinguish three principal phases. The fin.t, or physio-

logical, consists in an agreement of motor tendencies, a

synergia; the second, or psychological, consists in an agree-
ment of the emotional states, a synafsthesitt ; the third, or

Intellectual,
results from a community of representations or

ideas. 1903 F. W. H. MYERS t-Iunttut Fct tonality I. p-xl,

Vestiges of the primitive undifferentiated sensitivity persist
in the form of synxstliesix, e. g. when the hearing of an ex-

ternal sound carries with it, by some arbitrary association

of ideas, the seeing of some form or colour.

So II SynaesthMis [mod.L., a. Gr. trwcu'offnim

joint perception] : see quot.
1881 MivAKrCo/ 386 /<, The sum-total of the mental

action of a rational animal may be called its nocais, which
will be the analogue of the syiiestht-sis or sum-total of the

felt neural psychoses of an irrational animal .

SynagOgal (
si 'nagiiiigal), a. A Iso syngogu al .

[f. SYNAGOGUE + -AL.] Of, pertaining or relating

to, or characteristic of a or the synagogue.
1681-3 Case Iiidiff. Things 10 The Synagogual Worship.

1713 MATHER Vind. Bible 298 The reason why the Jews
omit lj?e points in their Synagogal copies. 1857 BADEN

graphic and Symphonipus Words. 1894 W. BATESON

used in synagogual and domestic ceremonial. 189* ZANC-

WILL C/iilttr. Clittto Proem (1893) 3 The social hierarchy
was to some extent graduated by synagogal contributions.

t SynagO gian, a. 06s. rare 1
. In 7 sin-.

!

[f. late L. synagvga or Gr. avraytrjri SVNAOOOUE +

I -IAN.]
=

prec.

1631 LITHGOW Trap. lit. 116 All their Sinagogian or

I
Leuiticall Priests are bred here.

Synagogical(sinagf>-dgika,l, -gpg-),. [Formed
as prec. + -ICAL.]

= prec.
1611 BP. MOUNTAOU Diatrit* jBsThe Clarkes of the Chan-

cery., and.. Clergy men. .would not transferre their name
of Presbyter, or of Preiiyteratia, to any such signification,

either synagogicaU or synodicall, after the Lemannian cut.

1644 J. Gooowm IHHOC. Triiimfk. (1645) 30 Nor were the

members of this Assembly, Synod, chosen by the rf-spective

Synagogicall Congregations. 1881-3 Saqft Hxcyct.



SYNAGOGISM.

Rtlig. Knowl. I. 791 Those synagogical desks from which

Jewish rabbins.. read.

So Synagogism (si'nagpdjiz'm, -gfg-), attach-

ment to a system likened to that of the Jewish

synagogue ; Synagogist (si'nagpdgist, -gpg-), an

adherent of the Jewish synagogue.
c 1662 F. KERBY in O. Heywoofs Diaries, etc. (1883) III.

27 The Dianists and the contradicting synagogisls [cf. Acts

xix. i, 8, 9, 27, 34]. 1891 W. TUCKWF.I.I, in Review t>f

Churches iz Dec. 175/1 A generation stiffened by three

centuries of conventional synagogism.

Synagogue (si'nagcg). Forms : 2-6 sina-

goge, 3-6 sinagog, synagog(e, (4 sinnagog),

4-7 sinagogue, (5 synagod), 5-6 synagogge, (6

aynagoog, 8 sinegogg, senegog), 3- synagogue.

[a. OF. sinagoge (nth c.), mod.F. synagogue,
or ad. its source late L. synagoga, a. Gr. awa-

ytuyri meeting, assembly, (in LXX.) synagogue, f.

ovvayetv to bring together, f. avv SYN- + ay(u> to

lead, bring.]
1. The regular assembly or congregation of the

Jews for religious instruction and worship apart from

the service of the temple, constituting, since the

destruction of the temple, their sole form of public

worship ; hence, the religions organization of the

Jews as typified by this, the Jewish communion.
Rabbinical Heb. keneseth, f. kanas to collect, assemble.

c 1175 Lamb. Iloin, q Godemen wite }e hwet wes sjnagoge
on bain aide !a}e..Alswa hefden (re giwis heore sinagoge
eftcr moises la}e alswa we habbet nu cherche efter drihtenes

laje and efere to bam setteres dei heo comen ba iudeisc folc

..to ban sinagoge. 01300 Cursor M. 13615 (Cott.) |?e luus

. .had made . . A statut agains lesum crist, If any wald him
leue or lute |7air synagoges suld be put vte. 138* WYCLIF
Acts ix. z SauL.axide of him epistlis into Damaske, to

synagogis. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Lactye 208 The synagoge
ys called the people of the iewes, whiche had knowlege of
the comynge ofcnste by holy prophetes. 1521 FISHER Serin.

agst. Luther \. Wks. (1876) 313 The lawe of Moyses, & the

ouernaunce of the synagoge of the Iewes, was but a sha-
owe of the gouernaunce of the vnyuersall chirche of christ.
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g
d
rt 1873 DEUTSCH Rent. (1874) igr What was the attitude of
the Synagogue towards all these elements? 1887 Encycl.
Brit.

f
XXll. 811/2 The synagogue as an institution char-

acteristic of Judaism arose after the work of Ezra. 1909
J. R. HARRIS in Contcinf. Rev. Apr. 423 The lime when
the Christian Church had not finally elongated from the

synagogue.
b. The Great Synagogue : a Jewish council of

1 20 members, said to have been founded and pre-
sided over by Ezra after the return from the Baby-
lonian captivity.
1625 T. GODWYN Moses >, Aaron (1641) 180 That great

assembly of Prophets and holy men, called together by
Esra, for the reformation of the Church, after their returne
from Babylon, is called Synagogn magna, Their great
Synagogue. 1876 B. MARTIN Messiah's Kitigd. it. iv. 88
The Great Synagogue, which consisted of 120 members,
governed the Jews both in political and ecclesiastical
matters for about 1 10 years, from Nehemiah to Simon the
Just, when it was merged in the Sanhedrim. 1881 W. R.
SMITH Old Test, in Jewish Ch. vi. 156 The Great Syna-
gogue plays a considerable part in Jewish tradition ;..we
now know that the whole idea, .is pure fiction.

2. trans/, in hostile controversial use, often in

phr. synagogue ofSatan (in allusion to Rev. ii. q).
In quot. 1464 used ignorant!}', through a misunderstanding

of Hint synagoga Satanic, 'they are the synagogue of
Satan , as a personal term of abuse.
1464 in Academy^ Aug. (1890) 151/1 He .. arTermed that the

blessed sacrament of the Auter is a grete devyll of hell, and

sinagog. 1565 HARDING Confut. Apol. iv. 212 b, They can
not be the .. shining church of Christ. ..Wherefore it re-
mameth that it is the synagog of Antichrist, and Lucifer.
loid. VI. 341 b, They resisting the holy Ghost . . gather to the
synagog of Satan. 1583 in Cath. Kec. Sac. Pnbl. I. 37 To
the comforth of them that love Hym and His Spouse the
Cathohque Church, and to the condemnation of so many
that so willingly and willingly join in the Sinagoge of
Satan. 1648 MILTON Observ. Art. PeaceV/ks. 1851 IV 57:

iL^.i^rt
:,^.

tl t
.??.

cl
"3'

ti" Synagogue [. Scots

Synagogue of Rome. 1688 HOLME Armoury n. 11/2" Where
o

nathhis Church, the Devil will have his Synagogue.
1874 W. P. MACKAY Grace t Truth (1875)233 It is because
of the name we bear that the blasphemies of hell are poured
!ii

>0
M

US
'i. j

are
'-
he 'synagogues of Sajan ', in which I

he blasphemous doctrines of devils are taught.
3. A building or place of meeting for Jewish
worship and religious instruction.
Rabbinical Heb. bitli hakkenesetli house of assembly.

. lc I 5 : see I.) c 1200 Sancta Crux 55I in S. Enr. Lee.1-fn,,n^= _!! t- - _.
* *

by pr
the ceremonial ablutions. T

fb. transf. A place of worship ;
a temple. J

post-Reformation
use applied disparagingly to

abbeys or the like. Obs.

cuca Destr. TV-? 4467 Thies kynges.-turnyt into tern-

pull Be counsel! of the kepers.. pat serued pat Synagod.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xiii. 46 Bothe togidre. .wente the

two sustres..to the synagoges and temples, where bifore

the aulters lllei oflred sacrifices. 1587 HARRISON England
n. iii. (1877) I. 74 They., began that synagog IOsney Abbey]

1120, which afterward prooued to be a notable den. 1655

FULLER Ch. Hist. VI. 326 The Noble Family of the

Berkeleys may well give an Abbots Mitre for the Crest of

their Armes, because so loving their Nation, and building

them so many Synagogues [cf. Luke vii. 5].

c. (See quote.)

WARE Passing Eng., Synagogue, . . shed in the north-east

corner of the Garden [
= Covent Garden). So called from

this place (erected 1890) being wholly
' run

'

by Jews.

t4. gen. An assembly: chiefly as a literalism

of biblical translation. Obs.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter IxxxiliJ. i God stode in sinagoge of

goddes ma. 11325 Prose Psalter vii. 7, & synagoge of

folke shal encumpas be. a 1400 Minor Poemsfr. yernott

MS. xxiii. 650 Whos deore sone stod In be Synagoge of

goddes. 1592 MARLOWE Mass. Paris II. ii, There are an
hundred Hugonets, and more, Which in the woods doe
holde their synagogue. 1881 N. T. (R. V.) Jas. ii. 2 If

there come into your synagogue [1611 assembly] a man
with a gold ring.

5. attrib. and Comb.
1652 PINCHION (//MO The Tewes Synagogue ; or, a Treatise

Concerning The ancient Orders and manner of Worship
used by the Jewes in their synagogve-Assemblies. Ibid., To
Rdr., I thought it necessary to search out, as well as I

could, their Synagogue-worship, together with some of
their ancient Discipline.practices. Ibid. ii. 38 Whiles the

Jews lived in their own land, their synagogue discipline did

depend upon their Sanhedrin Courts. 1716 PRIIIEAUX Con-
nect. O. ff N. Test. vi. (1718) I. 300 The second part of their

57 A praying, synagogue-frequenting, beau. 1886 CONDER
Syrian Stone-Lore vii, (1896) 264 The style of the syna-
gogue architecture is very like that of the Roman temples
of the same age. The lion, the ram, the hare are carved on
the lintels of the synagogue doors a curious deviation
from the law of Moses. 1889 COHEN & DAVIS (title) Voice
of Prayer and Praise, a Handbook of Synagogue Music.
1910 Daily Chron. i Feb. 4/7 The proposal that synagogue
services should be limited to an hour and a half,

Hence Synagoguing vbl.sb., attendance at the

synagogue; Synagoguish a., showing excessive
zeal for the synagogue, fanatical.

1690 D'URFEY Collin's Walk i. 37 Your party Synagc-

faish,
Not half so Politique, as Roguish. 1814 Miss

ERRIER Inker, xliv, The synagogin', the tabernaclin', the
psalmin' that goes on in this hoose.

to change, exchange.] Eeconciliatory.
1853 WHEWELL Grotius n. xx. II. 252 Retribution [as an

end of punishment].. is properly what Aristotle refers to
synallactic justice.

Synallagmatic (sinaelffigmae-tik), a. [ad.
Gr. avva\\afnarii<6s, (. ffwaAAo/y/aa covenant,
contract, f. owa\\aaativ (see prec.).] Pertaining
to or of the nature of a contract or mutual engage-
ment; imposing mutual obligations; reciprocally
binding : esp. in Civil Law, of a treaty or the like.
1791 Ann. Reg., St. Papers 251/1 These cessions.. which

are synallagmatic acts, ..being infringed by the usurping
assembly, would beat present annulled. 1818 COLEBHOOKE
Obligations 16 Mutual or synallagmatic contracts are either
perfectly or imperfectly reciprocal. 1875 POSTE Gains in.
Comm. (ed. 2) 362 The several proffered and accepted pro-
nuses are called a Bilateral or Synallagmatic Convention.
1898 iqth Cent. Feb. 234 A synallagmatic contract between
two States.

So Synallagma-tical a. in same sense; hence
Synallagma-tically adv.
1871 Daily News 20 Apr. 5 Armistice and '

synallagmati-cal amnesty. . . When these terms are mutually I be par-don syiiallagmaiically accepted, then we are told that the
peace will be without conquerors and without conquered.

Synallaxine (sinaelre-ksain, -in), a. Ornith.
[ad. mod.L. Synallaxinse, pi., f. Synallaxis
(Vieillot, 1819), name of the typical genus: see
-INE I.I Belonging to the subfamily Synallaxinse.
ot

dendrocolaptine birds, found in tropical America,

which they feed.
^888

P. L. SCLATER

birds.
" C restless manner of most Synallaxine

II Synaloepha (sinalffa), -phe (-ft), sb. Gram.
Also -le-. [late L., a. Gr. <rwa\oi<t>r,, f. <rwoX>i/
to smear or melt together, f. aw SYN- + d\>c,y to

SYNANTHY.
anoint. In F. synattpke, It., Sp. sinalefa, Pg. sy-

nalepha.'] The coalescence or contraction of two

syllables into one ; esp. the coalescence (in verse)
of two vowels at the end of one word and the

beginning of the next, by obscuration of the
former (or, loosely, by suppression of it, in which
case more properly called elisiott). ) Also in

humorous allusion (qnot. 1698).
1540 PALSGR. Acolastns E iij b, Whan so euer a worde

endeth in a vowel, the nexte word folowyng begynnynge
with a vowell..than shall the vowell that the precedent
worde ended in, be drouned, and not accounted in scan-

nynge, by this fygure Synalcepha. 1602 CAMPION Art
kiigl. Poesie 38 '1 lie Synalcephas or Elisions in our toong
are either necessary to auoid the .. gaping in our verse . . or

may be vsd at pleasure, as for let rs to say let's. 1685
DIIYDEN Sylvz Pref., Poet. Wks. (1910) 384 [Ovid] avoids
. . all Synalcepha's, or_ cutting off one Vowel when it

conies before another, in the following word. 1698 FAR.
OUHAR Love f> Bottle v. ii, I'll cut off one of his Limbs, I'll

make a Synalcepha of him. 1741 J. MARTYN tr. Virg. Georg.
i. 4 ttote (1811) 2/1 Some editions have atyue, between
pecori and apibns, to avoid a synalcepha. 1827 TATE
Grk. Metres in Theatre ofGreeks (ed. 2) 445 Hegelochus,
who acted the part of

Orestes^ .when he came to v. 273,
e*c KVfJ.a.Tui' yap a50if 5 yakyv' opia, wanting breath to pro*
nounce yaAqv' opw with the delicate synalepha required,.,

stopped between the words, and uttered these sounds in.

stead, ya\fiv opia. 1867 BKANDE & Cox Diet. Set'., etc. s.v,,

The synalaspha is commonly .. adopted in Italian and
Spanish poetry.

Hence t Synaloapha v. trans. (noHce-wd.), to

contract by synalcepha (in quot. fig.).
1661 FELTHAM Resolves n. Ivi. (ed. 6) 302 Whatsoever he

does well, is presently detracted from, till it be lessened and
synalcepba'd \ed. 1677 synalceph'd] into nothing.

Synamer: see SIN.SMKH.

Synamom(e, -mon(d, obs. ff. CINNAMON.
II Synangium (sin3e-nd3icm). PI. -ia. Also

anglicized synange (si'nasndj). [mod.L., f. Gr.

avv SYN- + dyytfoi' vessel.]

1. Anat. and Zool. A collective or common blood-

vessel from which several arteries branch
; spec.

the terminal part of the arterial trunk in the lower

vertebrates.

1875 HUXLEY in Encycl. Brit. I. 763/1 Pylangittm and

synctngiuin, together, are the equivalents of that portion of
the heart which lies between the ventricle and the anterior

wall of the pericardium. 1875 HUXLEY & MARTIN Elem.
Biol. (1877) 176 The terminal part common to the divergent
trunks is the synangium.
2. Bot. The oblong mass of coherent sporangia

in ferns of the order Maraltiacese.
1881

J.
S. GARDNER in Nature 13 Oct. 560/1 In the later

Carboniferous, Marattioid ferns for the first time occur w ith

the sporangia united in a composite organ called a synan-
gium. 1893 BOWER in Phil. Trans. B. CLXXXV. 542 It

is difficult to recognize . . the exact limits of the sporogenous
masses in the synangia.
Hence Syuangial ,'sim<j-iid/,iul), Synangic (sin-

ae'ndgik) adj's., pertaining to or constituting a

synangium.
1873 HUXLEY in Encycl. Brit. I. 765/1 Three thick semi-

lunar valves are placed at the ventricular end of this region,
and three others.. at its synangial end. 1902 C. REID
Ibid. XXXI. 417/1 Numerous . . fern-sporangia occur in the

petrified material of the Carboniferous formation ; the pre.
sence of an annulus is a frequent character .., while synan-
gic sori are rare. Ibid., The genus Diplolabis of Renault
. . resembles Corynepteris in possessing a synangic fructifi-

cation.

Synantliereous (sinoenbe-r/as), a. Bot. rare.

[f. mod.L. Synantherex pi. (Richard, 1801), f. Gr.

avv SYN- + mod.L. anthera ANTHER : see -ous.]

Belonging to the order Synantherese, a synonym
of Composite, having the anthers united ; syn-

genesious. Also Synantherous (-rc-njerss) a.

So Synanthero-logy [-LOGY], the study of the

Composite ; whence Synantherolo'gical a., per-

taining to synantherology ; Synanthero legist,
one who studies or treats of the Composite.
1859 MAYNE Expos. Lex. s.v. Siphoni/>hytum, A *synan-

thereous plant. 1891 Cent. Diet., "Synantherological. 1881

Jrnl. Bot. New Ser. X. 150 The last-named author, facile

princeps amongst "synantherologists. 1859 MAYNE Expos.
Lex., Synantkerologia..\.erm for a treatise on the plants of
the Synanthereae : "synantherology. 1849 BALFOUR Ulan.
Bot. 417 The stamens, .may also unite by their anthers, and
become syngenesious or "synantlierous.

Synanthesis (sinsenj>'si). Bat. [f. SYN- -t

ANTHESIS.] Simultaneous ripening of the stamens
and pistils in a flower ; hence Synanthetic
(-be'tik) a.

, exhibiting synanthesis. So Syna'nthio
a. [Gr. avffos flower], characterized by synanthy;
Syna'nthious a., of leaves, expanding at the same
time as the flowers (cf. synanthous) ; Synanthous
(sinoe'nbss) a., (a) applied to plants whose leaves

expand at the same time as the flowers ; (i>)
= syn-

anthic
; Synanthy (sinse'n])i), abnormal union or

fusion of two or more flowers.
1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. vi. 4 (ed. 6) zip 'Synanthcsis,

the maturing of the anthers and stigmas simultaneously or

nearly so. 1909 Cent. Diet., Suppl., *Synanthetic. 1869
M. T. MASTERS Veget. Teratol. 37 *Synanthic flowers of

Campanula, medium. 1845 LINDLEY Sch. Bot. viii. (1858)

135 Leaves . . *synanthious (i. e. appearing with the flowers).

1832 Introd. Bot. 401 ^Synanthous ; when flowers and



SYNAPHE.

leaves appear at the same time. 1869 M. T. MASTERS

I'efft, Tertitol. 37 "Syiuinthy may take place without much

derangement of the structure of either flower.

Synapar, var. SINOPEB Obs.

|| Synaphe (si-nifi). Anc. G>: Mus. [a. Or.

avva<t>ri connexion, junction, f. aw SYN- + &TITHV

to fasten, fix.]
The 'conjunction' of two tetra-

chords (see CONJUNCT B. 6) : opp. to DIAZKUXIS.
1801 Busav Diet, llfus. 1898 STAINER & BARRETT Diet,

Mus. Terms 205/2 After new lyres had been made to cai_ry

eight strings the entire octave was included upon the iu-

liniment. The old system of tuning the lyre [with seven

strings] was then called Synaplie or Conjunction, . .and the

new, or octave, system was called Harmonia.

!l Syiiaphea (sinaff-a). Anc. Pros, [late L.,

ad, Gr. awaipaa connexion, f. avvatpijs connected,

united (cf. prec.)-] Continuity of rhythm; main-

tenance of the same rhythm throughout, esp. in

anapaestic verse.

i87 TATE (7r*. Mitres in Theatre a/Creeks (ed. 2) 431
The synaphea (or <rui'a</>f ia), that properly of the Anapestic

system which Rentley first demonstrated, is., scansion con-

tinned with strict exactness from the first syllable to the

very last, but not including the last itself, as that, .may be

long or short. i85i PALEY SF.schylus (ed. 2) SvffHal 8

note. The law of anapaestic synaphea is violated by a dactyl

coming before an anapaest.

Synapir, -our, var. SINOPEB Obs.

Synapise : see SINAPIZE.

Synaposematic, etc. : see SYN-.

Synapse (sinse-ps). Anat. [ad. Gr. awaits:
see SYNAPSIS.] The junction, or structure at the

junction, between two neurons or nerve-cells.

1899 Allbutts Xyst. Mid. VI. 511 A feature of the con.

catenations of neurons more probably explicative of modifi-

number of fine twigs that surround the cell-body of another

neurone.

II Synapsis (sinarpsis).
PI. synapses (-s;z).

[modTL., ad. Gr. awafis connexion, junction, f.

avv SY- + ail/is joining, f. airriir to join.]

fL gen. Connexion. Obs.

1654 H. L'EsTRANGR Chat. /(i6s5) 88 Some considerable

circumstances must not be forgot, by reason of iheir synap-

sis, their coherence with this relation.

2. Biol. The condensation and fusion of the

chromatin to one side of the nucleus, as a stage in

the development of a fertilized cell.

heterotypic mitosis. 1908 BOWER Orig. Land Flora
_sp

The nucleus first enters the condition of synapsis, in which

a lateral fusion of the chromosomes in pairs, respectively of

paternal and maternal origin, is believed to take place.

3. Anal. = SYNAPSE.

1897 FOSTER & SIIERRINGTON Text Bk. Physiol. in. i.

(ed. 7) 039. 1900 ScMfer's Text-l'k. Physiol. II. 834 The

synapses are fewest ; in some, perhaps, there intervenes but

one synapsis.

Synaptase (sinze-ptfis).' Chem. [ad. F. syna-

ptase (Kobiquet, 1838), f. Gr. awarrras joined

together, continuous, with ending as in diastase.']

An albuminous ferment found in almonds and

other oily seeds ;
also called emulsin.

1849 BAI.FOUR Man. Bat. 8 310 Emulsine, or synaptase,

is a nitrogenous compound found in certain oily seeds, as in

almonds. i86 MILLER Klein. Chem., Org, (ed. 2) 105 The

synaptase of the almond acts upon starch and sugar in a

way resembling that in which yeast and gluten act.

Syuaptic (sinae-ptik), a. Biol. & Anat. [In

form ad. Gr. awearrutoi connective, copulative ;

used as the adj. corresponding to SYNAPSIS.] Per-

taining to (a) synnpsis. Hence Syna ptically adv.

1901 A. MACALISTER in Encycl. Brit. XXV. 399/2 Con-

nected synaptically with the neurones of other systems.

I9i3 DORLAND Med. Diet., Synapse, synnpsis,.. the con-

tact . .between dendrons. . .Called also synaptic junction.

II Synapticula (fbiteptiOcirftt).
Zool. PI. -

(-). Also synaptioulum, pi.
-a. [mod.L., f.

Gr. awairriKot (see prec.) + dim. suffix -icula,

-<//.] Each of a number of transverse cal-

careous processes connecting the septa in certain

corals. Hence Synapti'onlar a., pertaining to or

consisting of synapticulse ; Synapti'cnlate a., fur-

nished with synapticulse.
1861 J. R. GREENE Man. Anim. Kingd., Calent. 155

Septa, .with.. processes, which, in general, meet so as to

constitute numerous '

synapticulse , or transverse props,

extending across the loculi like the bais of a grate. 1871

P M. DUNCAN Monogr. Brit. Fossil Corals Ser. n. in. 20

The endotheca..assumes the synapticular form. 1883

in Jrnl. Linn. Sac., Zool. XVII. 140 These transversely

placed organs.. we have proposed to term synapticula.

Ibid. 144 Bounded by the synapliculum above. Ibid,, A

synapticulale structure.

Synar, obs. Sc. form of SINNEB.

Synarchy (si-najki). rare. [ad. Gr. awapx'a,

f. ovvapx"" to rule jointly.] Joint rule or sove-

reignty ; participation in government : see quots.

171 STACKHOUSK Hist. Biole vi. iii. (1752) 864 note. Th

Synarchies. or joint Reigns of
.Father

and Son., have

render'd the Chronology a little difficult. 1839 T. LIEBKR

Political Ethics n. xii. 38s Hamarchj;, then, signifies some-

thing entirely different from the ancient synarchy, which

375

merely denoted a government in which the peoj.I- 1i;i'! a

share together with the lulers proper.

Syiiarthrodial (sii).-ubro
u
'dial), a. [f.

mod.L.

syiitirthrcnlia (f. C-r. our SYN- + apSfuSiu AliTll-

KODIA )
r -AL.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a

Synarthrosis.
1830 R. KNOX fife/aril's Anat. 279 Bones, .furnished

wilh inequalities which fit into each other,., invesle.l with :\

synarlhrodial cartilage intimately united to the two arllcu-

l;ilcd p:\rts.

II Synarthrosis (sinajbr<T"-sis). Anat. PI.

-oses (-<5"-s//.). [mod.I,., a. Cr. avvi'ipOpourn, f.

avv SlB-+Srtf*fa jointing, AiiTimosis.] A form

of articulation in which the hones are firmly fixed

so as to be incapable of moving upon one another,

as in the sutures of the skull and the sockets of the

teeth: distinguished from AMFHUKTHROSI.S and

DtARTBROaia.
1578 I!ASI*TI'. /fist. KfM 3\J, Not vnder the kynde of

Diarthrosis but Synarthrosis : for asmiich as ihe mouyng
of these bones is most obscure. 1634 T. JOHNSON 1'arey's

C/iintrg. vi. xlii. (1678) 165 Synarlhiosis, or Coarticulatlon,

. .hath.. three kinds. 1841 U. K. OBAST Conip. Anat. 125

Tlieie are fewer immoveable synarthroses than in birds and
mammalia.

Syuascete (si-n&sft). Gr. Ch. [ad. late Gr.

awaoKijr/js, f. avv SYN- + aanrjrris : see ASCETIC.]

(See quot.)
1850 NEALE Eastern Ch., Gen. Introd. iv. ii. 763 The

friends of great Saints are described [in the calendar of the

Greek Church] as their synascetes.

Synastry (sinrc-stri). Astral. Also in L. form

synastria. [f.
Gr. avv SYN- + aarp-, aorfip star +

Y.] Coincidence or agreement of the influences of

the stars over the destinies of two personi.

1657 W. MORICB Coenn quasi Koivi) xvi. 292 There is

some conformity in judgment and affection between them,
as they write there is among those, between whom there is

a Synastry, and who have the common Stars and influences

at their Nativities. 1855 KINCSLEV Westw. Hoi xv, That
these strange attachments were due to a synastria, or sym-

pathy of the stars, which ruled the destinies of each person.
1860 MOTLEV Ntlhtrl. I.vii. 366 Born in the same day of

the month and hour of the day with the Queen, but two

years before her birth, the supposed synastry of their desti-

nies might partly account in that age of astrological super,

stition, for the influence which he [sc. the Earl of Leicester]

perpetually exerted.

t Synathle'tic, a. Obs. rare' 1
, [f. Gr. o-fi'-

atfATjTiJs (f.
avv SYN- + dflXijTijs ATHLETE) + -10.]

Pertaining to comrades or allies in a contest.

1671 [R. MACWARD] True Nmconf. Pref., If truth do.,

require a synathletick zeal.

II Synaxarion,-ium(sin3ekse'rijn,-iflm). Gr.

Ch. PI. -la. Also in anglicized form synaxary

(sinoe'ksari). [eccl. L., n. eccl. Gr. avvafaptov, f.

avvafa SYNAXIS. Cf. F. sjmajcaire.'] An account

of the life of a saint, read as a lesson in public

worship ; also, a collection of such accounts. So

Synazarlst (sinoe-ksarist) [Gr. awafaftfnit], the

compiler of a synaxarion.
1850 NEALE Eastern Ch., Gen. Introd. iv. iii. 838 note,

Now follows the Synaxarion, or extracts from the Menology.
Il'iii. 890 The Synaxaria . . are the abbreviated lections

from the Menologion, extracted from the Menaea. 1853
SCRIVENER Collation Grk. MSS. Gospels p. xxx, There are

scattered fragments of a Synaxarion at the end of Ihe book.

1883 SCHAFF Hist. Chr. Ch., Afast, Chr. II. xii. 81.645
In all the existing Greek and Syriac lectionaries or evange-
liaries and synaxaries. .which contain the Scripture reading
lessons for the churches. 1908 J. R. HARRIS Sitlt-LigMi
N. T. Research iv. (1909) 126 The Synaxarist explains this

to mean that St. Thomas himself visited China. 1911

Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 292/1 The Armenian synaxarium,
called the synaxarium of Ter Israel.

II Synaxis (sime-ksis). Ch.Hist. Pl.synaxes

(sinx"ksiz). [eccl. L., a. eccl. Gr. avvafis, f. avv-

ctfitv to gather together.] A meeting for worship,

especially for celebration of the Eucharist.

1624 J. FISHER Anna. Nine Points Controv. (1625) 233

The whole Church, represented by the Synaxis, or Eccle-

siastical! meeting of euery Christian parish, a 1638 MEDE
Wks. (1672) 364 Who knows not that the Synaxis of the

ancient Christians consisted of these three parts, Of hearing

the Word of God, of Prayers, and Commemoration of Christ

in the Eucharist? 164* JKR. TAYLOR Efisc. xxxvii. (1647)

255 If they will celebrate Synaxes privately, it must be by
a Priest, and he must be there by leave of the Bishop. i6a
G. VERNON Life lleylin 147 Our Divine built a private

Oratory, where he had frequency of Synaxes. a 1773 A.

BUTLER Feasts * Fasts vi. iv. (1839) 215 Theodorus Lector

says, Timotheus.. first ordered the creed to be recited.. at

every Synaxis. 1871 MORLEV Voltaire v. 244 What was the

difference between the synaxis and the mass ? 1872 W. E
SCUDAMORE Notitia Encharistica i. i. (1876) 26 This name
of Synaxis was given especially to those more solemn

assemblies at which the Sacrament was celebrated.

Syncarp (si-nkaap). Bot. [ad. mod.L. syn-

carfittm, f. Gr. trw SYN- + itapitos fruit.]
A multiple

fruit, i. e. one arising from a number of carpels in

one flower: most properly applied when the

carpels are coherent (cf. next).

Usually distinguished from an aggregate or confluent

fruit, i. e. one arising from a number of flowers.

1826-34 T. EDWARDS in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VII. 49

Compound fruits or syncarps. 1875 BENNETT & OVER tr.

Saclu' Bot. 537 Starting from the definition that a fruit is

always the product of a single ripe ovary, it follows that

several fruits may arise from one flower... The ripe gyna:-

SYNCHONDRO8IS.
ceum has in such cases been termed a multiple fruit, but it

would be much better lo apply to it the term S)nc.iry.
Thus .. the .. fruits .. of Ranunculus or Clematis or .. of

i or Helleborus, form together a sytu arp. . .The syn-
carp must not be confounded with the pseudocarp resulting
fi ,rn .in entire inflorencence, as hi. .the mulberry and if.,
or the pine-:i|)j.].-.

Syncarpous (sinka-apas), a. Hot.
[f.

mod.L.

syiicarpus (I. Ur. avv SY.N- + xapwut frnit) + -ors.]

Consisting of united or coherent caipels: opp. to

apocarpous.
1830 LINDLKY Nat.Syst. Jl/>t. Introd. p. xxx, SyncnrpouK

[ovaria] are those of which the carpella are compaclly cum-
UIMI!. 1871 OI.KKH Klltit. r<fl. 1. iv. 37 The pistil [of

Deadnettle] is Syncarpous, conMsling of two carpels, aft

indicated by the bifid stigma.

Syncarpy (srnkajpt). Hot. [Formed as prec.
+ -Y.J Abnormal union or fusion of two or more
fruits.

1869 M. T. MASTERS I'tgtt. Teratol. 47 A vtry remark-

able example of Syncarpy. ., in which nine stiawbetrie*

were borne on one stem. 1885 Athttifrtint 5 Dec, 736/2
Some twin apples. .were grown at Shepherd's Bush. .many
of ihe fruits being good examples of symaipy.

Syncategorem (sinkae-t/gotem). Logic. Also

7 -erne. [ad. med.L. syneatIgorema (.Thomas

Aquinas), a. Gr. mmryytapo, f. r/t/-)r*aTir70f>ii'

(in Logic) to predicate jointly : cf. SYN- and

CATEGOKEM.] A word which cannot be used by
itself as a term, but only in conjunction with another

word or words : e. g. a sign of quantity (as all,

some, no), or an adverb, preposition, or conjunction.

1653 R. BAILLIE Dianas, yinii, (1655) 62 Are not diverse

urtiversall propositions even with the Syncaiatjorem of

universalitie of an indefinite nature and sense, which admit

the exception of some particulars? 1*97 tr. BurgeruHcixs'

Logic l. xxix. 116 The Syncategoremes or coraignificalive

Terms . . that signifie nothing of themselves but lien join'd

to other Words, as every one, all, all that, &c.

Syncategorematic (sinkse;trg(>r/'mije-tik), a.

Logic, [ad. tir. avyTOTIJT opJiiiarticiit, (. ffu-yran)-

yuprma : see prec. and -10.] Of the nature of a

syncategorem : opp. to CATEGOREMATIC.
1817 WHATELV Logic (ed. 2) 347 Syncategoiematic woids

are such as cannot singly express a Term, but only a
part

of a Term. 1843 MILL Logic i. ii. 2. 1870 JIVONS Elein.

tSyncategorema-tical, a. Obs. [Formed
as prec. + -ICAU] =

prec.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. vi. L 276 The Jewes. .in

their copies expunged the word ^3 or Syncategorematicall

terme tunnis. a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams l. ("693) 76

A cluster of most crabbed Notions, pick'd up out of Mela-

physics and Logic, as Categorematical, and Syncategore-
matical. 1701 Noams Ideal World i. vi. 84 A kind of

'

syncategorematical term, such as is not significative ly
itself.

Hence f Syncatesrorema-ticaily adv.

1600 W. WATSOK Decacordon (1602) 30 This Elenchiall

fallacy (for he will not dare stand syncategorematically to

npproue it) denies flatly free-will.

Ii Syncellus (sinse-lzk). Eccl. PI. -i. Also 9
in anglicized form syncel. [med.L. synctllus,

sincellus, lit. one who shares a cell with another,

a. Byzantine Gr. avyKf\\os, hybrid f. Gr. avv STN-

+ cella CELL i/'.]
In the Eastern Church, orig. an

ecclesiastic who lived continually with a prelate ;

esp. the domestic chaplain of a metropolitan or

patriarch ; later, a dignitary who was associated

with a prelate and succeeded to his office.

Applied by some to ecclesiastics in the Western Church.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Syncellus, a dignify'd Clergy.

man in the Greek Church, who was next to the Patriarch ;

a Bishop's Suffragan. I78 CHAMBERS Cycl. s-v., There
.

ere also Syncelli in the Western Church, particularly i

France. 1844 KAY Fleury's Eccl. Hist. III..innate, At

Constantinople the Syncels possessed a veiy high rank ; in

Constantines time they sat by the side of the Patriarch,

taking precedence even of the Metropolitans. 1890 T. W.
ALLIES I'ettrft

Rock 326 Anastasius, priest and Syncellus of

Sancta Sophia.
So Synee-llite fad. med.L. syiicelhta : see-ITE 1

].

ijw) J. JOHNSON Collect. Eccl. Laws, etc. Ch. Eng. anno

7 Your Predecessor Gregory of blessed Memory, and
67 .

it. Augustin his Syncellite.

B C 1887 xxi."(i892) 229 A synch (girth) of ordinary size.

Synchesia, synohisis, erron. ff. SYNCHYSIS.

Synchisite (si-nkisait). Min. [Properly *syn-

cliysite, f. Gr. avyxva's confusion + -1TK 1
. (for

the reason of the name see qnot.)] A fluo-

carbonate of cerium and calcium, occurring in

minute yellow crystals.

1909 DANA & FORD Donahs Syst. Min. App. 11. a-

mistaken for parisite.

II SynchondrOSiS (sigk(
mdro'1

-sis). Anat. VI.

-oses (-o"'8z). [mod.L., a. late Gr. av^xMpuai'i,

f . avv SYN- + x&vopm cartilage : see -osis.] The

junction of two bones by cartilage; the structure

or part in which this takes place ;
a cartilaginous

articulation or symphysis ; spec, the sacra-iliac
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synchondrosis or articulation of the sacrum with

the ilium.

1615 CROOKE Body p/^Man 315 A new Synchondrosis or

articulation by the mediation ofa Cartilage cannot be made.

1731 A. MONKO Anal. Hones (ed. 2) 159 On the Chin exter-

nally, a transverse Ridiie appears in the Middle ;. .the two

Parts, of which this I'one then consists, are joined.. in

Children by Synchondrosis. 1831 R. KNOX Cloqnet's Anat.

169 The articulations in which cartilages are employed to

keep the bones together are called Synchpndroses. 1835-6
Todits Cycl. An,it. 1.249/1 In the sacro-iliac symphysis, or

synchondrosis. 1873 HUXLEY in Kncyd. Brit. I. 753/1
The suspensorium., being, as a general rule, united with

some part of the wall of the skull by synchondrosis.

Hence Syuchondrosial (.<J"-sial) a., of, pertain-

ing to, or constituting a synchondrosis; Syn-
criondro-sially adv., in the manner of a syn-

chondrosis. So Synchomlrotoniy (-^'torni) Surf.

[-TOMY], the operation of cutting through a syn-

chondrosis, esp. the symphysis pnbis (SYJIPHTSIO-

TOMV).
1866 HUXLEY Laing's Preh. Kent. Caithn, 101 Pelves

put together without their *synchondrosial cartilages and

interpubic ligaments. 1888 HULKE in Proc. Zool. Soc. 419
A rough synchondrosial impression. 1901 1'roi: Zool. Site.

4 Nov. 291 The pterygials being immovablyattached to the

scapula and coracoid, either directly or *synchondrosially.

1848 DUNGLISON Mfd. Lex. (ed. 7), *Synchondrotomy.

tSynchrism. 06s. rare-", [ad. late L. syn-
chrisma (Vegetius) rubbing with liniment, a. Or.

avyxpio/ia ointment, f. av-fxpidv, f. avv SYN- +

\pifiv to anoint.]
1656 HLOUNT Glossogr. [from Cotgr. Syncrisme\, Syit-

crisw (syncrisma), a liquid Medicine, a thin and spreading
ointment. 1658 PHILLIPS, Synchrism.

Syuchronal (si-rjknfaal),
a. (sb.}. Now rare

or O/'s. [f.
late L. synchronus SYNCHRONOUS +

-AL.]
1. = SYNCHRONOUS i, i b. Const, to.

1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. v. xv. 182 The things that are

found to be Synchronal, have also a natural connexion and

complication one with another. 1668 Div. Dial. v.

xxxvii. 513 The Vision of things Synchronal to the seven

Thunders. i7 Merit's Wks. Gen. Pref. ****j, Those

Passages in the Apocalyps which, though dispersed here
and there, are Synchronal and Homogeneal. 1837 For,

Q. Rev. XIX. 416 We, last year, brought before our readers
a classical Italian tragedy upon the fall of.. Napoleon,
although the temerity of sncu Synchronal dramatization
was slightly veiled under old Assyrian names. 1856 P.
FAIRBAIRN Prophecy n. iii. 3. 396 Any other prophetic
symbols.. that follow, must stand to it in the relation of

Synchronal, not of continuatlve and posterior developments.
2. = SYNCHRONOUS 2.

1876 J. EI.LIS Caesar in Egypt 71 They blithely dance,
' well-timed by castanets, And cymbals, and the Synchronal
clap of hands.

fB. sb. A simultaneous or contemporary event.
iWo H. MORE Myit. Godl. v. xvi. 197 The last Synchro-

Hals are those that are contemporary to the Seventh Trum-
pet. 1681 Exp.is. Dan. App. i. 257 Those three Syn-
chronals, the restoted Beast, the Whore, and the Two-horned
Beast. 1685 I'aralip. Prophet, xlii. 364

Synchronic (iinkrjmik), a. rare.
[f. late I..

synchronus : see prec. and -1C. Cf. F. syn-

fhronitjue.]
1. = SYNCHRONOUS i

,
i b.

1833 LAMB Klia Ser. n. Barrenness Mod. Art, At the

interposition of the synchronic miracle. 1887 HEILI-KIN
Distrib. Anim. H. ii..23i The want of synchronic corre-

spondence. .between. .closely related assemblages of fossil
remains.

2. = next, 2.

1892 /farmer's l\lag. Sept. 507 Whose many leaves showed
light or dark, synchronic with the breeze.

Synchronical (sinkrjvnikal), a. Now rare or
06s. [Formed as prec. + -ICAL.]
1. = SYNCHRONOUS i. Const, with, f to.

1651 CIIARLETON Darin. Atheism iv. 149 In the year /Erx
Christi nati 33. (which is synchronical to the 78. of the
Julian account). 1677 CARY Palxol. Citron, it. n. MI. v.

376

or synchronical. 1838 G. S. FABER Inquiry 290 On the
strength of evidence, synchronical with the particulars de.
tailed. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. vl. ii. (1866) 801/2 To cast
a glance at certain synchronical events in different parts of
the Netherlands. iSSs MLAUCH LAN /> ,y. Ch. xix.
251 In the MS. containing the synchtonical kings of Ireland
and Scotland.

b. = SYNCHRONOUS i b.

'1843 Florists -Jrnl. (1846) IV. 252 The attempted syn-
chronical arrangement of the calendar of operations 1867
J. BURDON SANDERSON in Phil. Tram. CLVII. 576 When
..great variations of arterial pressure take place.., it is

necessary, .to adopt some method of marking synchronical
points in the two tracings. 1878 H. G. GUINNESS End of
Age (1880) 140 Rev. xvii, a prophecy which by its syn.
chronical connection with almost all the other predictions
furnishes a most valuable clue.

2. = SYNCHRONOUS 2.

. 350 The
eing very

. R x. os. I. 60
Hence Syncliro-nically adv. =-. SYNCHRONOUSLY.
"74? HARTLEY Ohcrv. Man i. i. 2 . 67 Two Vibrationsassociated

synchronically. ,8,8 G.
7

S. FABER C5Momicx\. 305 1 he Question . . whether they were written
s>.nchron,cally witbthe.exodus. ,843. CMlEn^A^h.Jrnl. VI. ,59/, The simplicity of Creek architecture .. isthe elsment which . . forbids us reproduction synchronically.

Synchronism (si-nktfniz'm). [ad.^mod.L.

synchronismus, ad. Gr. avyxpo"'"^, {-
. .

SYNCHRONOUS. Cf. F. synchromsme,
It. sins

cronismo.~\

1 The quality ofbeing synchronous ;
comciclenc

or agreement in point of time ;
concurrence of two

or more events in time; contemporary existence or

The Apocalypse .. lialh marks ana g" ."
Order, Synchronism and Sequele of all the Visions . may be

found out. !697 BmrntPM. iv. (.699)M The whole

synchronism and combination. . -

Hntton. Tli. 125 Nor b there any synchronism between the

most recent epochas of the mineral kingdom, and the most

ancient ofourordinarychronology. i867MuRCHisON.SV>7
v. (ed. 4) 95 The relative thickness of deposits is no test

whatever of their synchronism. 1874 FARRAR Christ
'

Ivin.

II. 342 That Eternity, which is the synchronism of all the

future, and all the present, and all the past.

b. Geom. The property of being synchronous,

as a curve (see SYNCHRONOUS I c); spec, of a circle,

the property that chords starting from the same

point of the circumference will be described in

equal times by particles descending under the in-

fluence of gravity.
1867 BRANDE & Cox Diet. Sc!., etc. s. v. Synchronous,

The synchronism of the circle.

2. Arrangement or treatment of synchronous

events, etc. together or in conjunction, as in a

history ; agreement in relation to the time of the

events described.

1611 SELDEN in Draytoris Poly-oil:. To Kdr. A 2, Upon
weighing the Reporters credit, comparison with more per-

swading authority, and synchronisme, Ithe best touch-stone

in this kind of trialK n 1676 HALE Prim. prig. HI, in. n.

iii. (1677) 143 The coherence and synchronism of all the

parts of the Mosaical Chronology. 1837 HAI.LAM Lit. Enr.
I. iv. 62 (1847) I. 303 The laws of synchronism. .bring

strange partners together, and we may pass at once from
Luther to Ariosto.

b. (with a and pi.) A statement or argument
that two or more events, etc. are synchronous ; a

parallel drawn between occurrences, etc. in respect
of time ; a description or account of different events

belonging to the same period ; a tabular arrange-
ment of historical events or personages according
to their dates.

1597 R. HARVEY Philad. 7 Your Synchronisme of Faunus,
of Sybilla and Praenestine is to no purpose. 1649 ROBERTS
Claris Bibl. 2 1 4 Which two Kingdoms, .are. .desciibed in

a continued Synchronisme, or Contemporary Parallel. 173*
BERKELEY Alciphr. vi. 21 To range them in synchron-
isms, and try to adjust them with sacred chronology. 1861
O'CuRRY Ltd. MS. Mist. Anc. Irish Hist. 171 The histories

and synchronisms of Erinn. 1888 E. L. Currs St. A ttgus-
fine vii. 52 We may make a useful synchronism by noting
that the time of his residence was in the year following that
in which Symmachus had headed a deputation of senators.

1901 Temple Bible, Exodus 136 (heading) Synchronism of
Ancient History.

c. (a) Treatment of details according to identity
of period, as in architecture. (6) Representation
of events of different times together, e. g. in the
same picture.
1843 Civil Eng. i, Arch. Jrnl. VI. 158 The question

whether synchronism and unifoimity of style are essential
to beauty and propriety in aichilectuie. Ibid. 160/1 This
work is executed with a knowledgeof style and detail, with
an attention to synchronism, .which leaves nothing to be
desired. 1854 FAIRHOLT Diet. Terms Art, Synchronism,!!.
representation of two or more events at the same time: it

was a favourite practice with the mediaeval artists to give
the entire life of a saint, or history of an event, in one
picture.

3. Recurrence at the same successive instants of
time ; the fact of keeping time, i. e. proceeding at
the same rate and exactly together; coincidence
of period, as of two sets of movements, vibrations,
or alternations of electric current.
1854 H ROGERS Ess. (1874) II. i. oo Exact synchronism

and parallelism of movements, as between those of two
exactly regulated chronometers. 1869 TYNDAI.L in Fortn.
Rev. i Feb. 231 The heaping up of motion on the atoms, in
consequence of their synchronism with the shorter waves
1873 .JENKIN Electr. >, Magn. xxii. 323 The synchronism
required is in Casellis instrument obtained by a pendulum
at each receiving station;.. the one pendulum controls the
other by a current which it transmits.. through a special
circuit. 1901 Electr. Rev. 21 Feb. 290/1 A new synchron.ism indicator for alternators.

Hence Synchroni -arnica! a., belonging to a
synchronism or account of synchronous events
(see 2 b).

1793 HELY tr O 'Flaherty's Ogygia I. ,36 The ancient
synchromsmical account of Flann.

Synchronist (si-rjknJhist). rare. Also 8 sin-
ohronist. [f. prec. : see -1ST. Cl.f.synchroniste
adj.] One who lives at the same time with another
a contemporary.
1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. II. 228 Abhor'd by all their

Christian Smchronists. a 1839 GALT Demon Destiny v.

SYNCHRONIZING.

(1840) 32 When years had pass'd, with beauty bloom'd
mature The tended synchromsts.

Synchronistic (sirjki<!hi-stik), a.
[f. SYN-

CHRONISM : see -ISTIC.] Belonging to synchronism;
relating to or exhibiting the concurrence of events
in time; also loosely, involving S)nchronism, syn-
chronous, simultaneous. So Bynchroni-sticala.,
now rare or 06s., in same sense; hence Syn-
chronistically adv., in accordance with syn-
chronism ; loosely, synchronously.
1685 H. MORE Illustration, etc. Yjb, Schemes for the

more easie understanding, and retaining in memory the

*synchronistick order of the Visions of the Apocalypse. Ibid.

Zijb, The general Synchronistic^ Table of the Visions of
that Book. i8j8 [see synchronistic, SYM-). 1854 THIRL.
WALL Lett. (1881) I. 205 The comparative shortness of the
interval, .consideiably increases the difficulty of the syn
chronistic view. 1876 S. BIRCH Rede Lect. 16 The exact
definition of three synchronistic events, the rising of the

star, and of the Nile, and the commencement of the noimal
year of 365 J days. 1888 A. C. JENNINGS (title) Chronological
Tables. A synchronistic aiiangement of the events of
ancient history, c 1634 MEDE Ir'&s; (1672) 583, I was once
wonderfully pleased with that Opinion..: But now at

length the Law of 'Synchronistical necessity hath beat me
from it. 1685 H. MORE Rrji. Baiter 5 Without this Syn-
chronUtical Skill .. to pretend to understand the Apocalypse,
..is as fond [etc.]. 1860 M. PATIISON Ess. (1889) L 165
Eusebius.. undertook a synchronislical compilation of the
annals of all known

^nations. 1684 H. MORE Ans-.v. 56
The difficult Visions, .'should, .be referred *Synchionistic-
ally to that Prophecy also. 1835 (title) Annales Antiqui-
latis. Chronological Tables of Ancient History Syn.
chronistically and Ethnographically arranged. 1878
ZERFFI Pie-Adamites 9 We are thus able to tiace long
peiiods of an old stone age, a new stone age, and a bionze
age, till synchronistically with the historical period we
reach the iron age.

Synchronize (si-rjkrfnaiz), v. Also -ise.

[f. SYNCHRONISM : see -IZE. Cf. F. synchroniser.]
1. intr. To occur at the same time ; to coincide

in point of time ; to be contemporary or simul-

taneous. Const, with.

<:i6i4 MEDE Wits. (1672) 583 The Second Court.. syn.
chroniseth with the Times of the Beast. 1681 H. MORE
Expos. Dan. ii. 56 To conceive the times of the little Horn
to synchronize with all the middle Synchronalsof the Apo-
calypse. 1791 BURKE Corr. (1844) III. 345 To make the
invasion synchronize with that bankruptcy, might not be so

easy. 1847 DE QL-INCEY Sciret Societies Wks. 1863 VI.

of classical teaming. iSoa S. LAING Human Origins 51A King of this dynasty, Khudurhagamar, synchronizes with
Abraham.

b. trans. To cause to be, or represent as, syn-
chronous ; to assign the same date to ; to bring
together events, etc. belonging to the same time.
Also absol.

i8o LADY MORGAN Wild Irish Girl (1867) I. xi. 184 (Funk)
He has synchronized heroes who flourished in two distant

periods. 1817 Gentl. Mag. XCVI1. n. 505/2 This little

attempt to synchronise the date of all nations with the
Mosaic Deluge. 1862 M. HOPKINS Htavaii 55 On 'the

25th day of second month of the seventh year of Ansey',
a date difficult for the historian to synchronise wilh our

own era. 1869 RAWLINSON Anc. Hist. Introd. 6 Nations
accordingly, as the desire of exactness or the wish to syn-
chronise arose, invented eras for themselves.

2. intr. To occur at the same successive instants

of time
;
to keep time with ; to go on at the same

rate and exactly together; to have coincident

periods, as two sets of movements or vibrations.

1867 LEWES Hist. Philos. (ed. 3) I. p. xxxiii, So that the
movements of Thought may synchronise with the move-
ments of Things. 1869 TYNDAU. Notes Lect. Light $ 304
Waves of ether are absorbed witli special energy, .by atoms
whose periods of vibration synchronise wilh the peiiods of
the waves. 1871 fragn,. Sci. (1879) II. ii. 31 Small
motions which synchronise with the appearance and dis.

appearance of the solar spots. 1889 WELCH Text Bk.
Naval Archil, iii. 60 If the double period of the ship coin-
cides with the period of the wave, the motions of each syn-
chronise, or keep time, with the other.

b. trans. To cause to go at the same rate;

spec, to cause (a timepiece) to indicate the same
time as another.

1879 PRESCOTT Sf. Telephone 249 The idea of synchroniz-
ing the movements of the two instruments, .was employed
in telegraphy at a very early period. 1881 .BlDWELL in

Nature 10 Feb. 346/1 The two cylindeis would be driven by
clock-work, synchronised by an electro- magnetic arrange-
ment. 1881 Society 18 Nov. ir/i Unless the clock .. was
synchronised with Greenwich time.

Hence Synchronized ppl. a., Synchronizing
vbl. sb. and ppl. a. ; also By nchroniza tion, the
action of synchronizing ; By nchronizer, one who
or that which synchronizes ; spec, a device for

synchronizing clocks; also, an apparatus for causing
two electric machines to go at the same speed, or
for indicating the agreement or difference of their

speeds.
1828 G. S. FABER Sacr Cal. Prophecy Pref. p. xiii, If the

principle of abstract 'synchronisation be rejected, the

Apocalypse.. becomes a mere chaos. 1865 Pall Mall G.
No. 134. 5/2 The synchronization of the i2th of July with
the nomination-day. 1883 OGiLvm(Annandale), 'Synchro-
nizer., one who or that which synchronizes; a contrivance
for synchronizing clocks. 1916 Times 20 May 7/3 At
luncheon time to-day the professional clock winders and
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synchronizers will start the work of advancing by an hour the
hands of the clocks under their control. 1880 Echo 24 Dec.
3/4 The "synchronising. . of clocks .. by means of pneumatic
motive power transmitted through tubes.. which has been
found to answer admirably in Paris. 1882 C. Wooi> in

Argosy XXXIV. 136 We become comparatively intimate ;

and Hebrews. 1839 UE QUI'NCKV JIM. Superstit. Wks.
1862 III. 203 To suppose, that by some synchronising
miracle, the constellation had been then specially called into
existence. 1889 WELCH Text Hk. Kaval Archit. iii. 61
If aship falls in with waves of synchronising period,, .her
rolling will then be the heaviest. lool A. RUSSELL in
Stictr. Rev, 19 July 88/2 The synchronising current.

Synchronograph. (sinkrp-nfjgraf). [irreg. f.

Gr. ffii-yxP01
'01 SYNCHRONOUS -I- -y/xupos -writing,

-GRAPH, after chronograph.'} An automatic record-

ing telegraph worked by an alternating electric

current, with a synchronously moving strip of

perforated paper.
'897-\Vtstm. Gaz. 24 Apr. 7/2 Professor Crehore..has in-

vented
t
a wonderful instrument, called the synchronograph,

by which he claims that 3,000 words per minute can be
telegraphed, received, and automatically recorded. 1897
Set, Ainer. 9 Oct. 231/3 Experiments with the synchrono-
graph, recently conducted in England.

Synchronology (sirjkn&ip-lodji). [f. SYN- +
CHRONOLOGY. Cf F. synchronohgie] Combined
or comparative chronology ; arrangement of events

according to dates, those of the same date being
placed or treated together. Hence Synchrono-
loglcal (si:rjkr<yn<Xl^'d.jikal) a., pertaining to or
constructed according to Synchronology.

Of. . Events at Oxford and Cambridge. 1839 CROSTHWAITH
(title) Synchronology: being a Treatise on the History,
Chronology, and Mythology of the Ancient Egyptians,
Greeks, and Phoenicians. 1852 G. A. POOLE in Assoc.
Archit. Sac. Ret. II. 14 A Synchronological Table of the
Bishops of the English Sees.

SynchronOUS(si-rjkr<&i3s),a. Chiefly scientific
and technical, [f. late L. synchronus, a. Gr. avy-
\povos, 1. auv SYN- + xp&vos time : see -ous.]
1. Existing or happening at the same time ; co-

incident in time ; belonging to the same period, or

occurring at the same moment, of time; con-

temporary ; simultaneous. Const, with.
16*9 GALE Cri. Gentiles i. n. v. 56 Hercules, the Tyrian

Commander ; whom some make synchronous with Moses.
1771 NUGENT Hist. Fr. Gerund I. 217 It is affirmed by
a coetaneous, syncronous, and faith-worthy author. 1833
LYELL Princ. Geol. III. 42 Formations, which, although
dissimilar both in organic and mineral characters, were of

synchronous origin. 1871 NICHOLSON Palxont. 19 Syn-
chronous deposits necessarily contain whollydifierent fossils,
if one has been deposited by fresh water, and the other has
been laid down in the sea. 1878 BATES Centr. Amer. vi.

78 The rainy season on the coasts is not synchronous with
that of the uplands.

b. transf. Relating to or treating of different
events or things belonging to the same time or

period ; involving or indicating contemporaneous
or simultaneous occurrence.

18*3 THOMASINA Ross Boutenvek's Hist. Sp. Lit. I. 499A synchronous account of all the remarkable productions of
the polite literature of Spain. 1843 Civil Etig. fy Arch.
Jrnl. VI. 159/2 Where is the line to be drawn by which
different styles ought to have been set apart as worthy to
afford a new starting point for synchronous treatment?
i88a-i Schajfs Eiicycl. Relig. Knoiul. 1249 The synchro-
nous history of the divided kingdoms of Israel and Judah.

C. Synchronous curve (Geom.), a curve which
is the locus of the points reached at any instant by
a number of particles descending from the same
point down a family of curves under the action of

gravity. 1867 BRANDE & Cox Diet. Sci., etc.

2. Recurring at the same successive instants of
time ; keeping time with ; going on at the same
rate and exactly together; having coincident

periods, as two sets of vibrations or the like.

1677 F. NORTH Philos. Ess. Mas. 20 The synchronous
motion of the pulses at the mouth of the Pipe with the
vibrations of the included Air promote the Sound of the
Pipe. 1733 ARBUTHNOT Ess. Air(}.\ The variations of the
gravity of the air keep both the solids and fluids in an
oscillatory motion, synchronous and proportional to their

changes. 1786 J. PEARSON in Med. Common. II. 98 Pulsa-
tion.., synchronous with that of the radial artery. 1866
DK. ARGYLL Reign of Law iii. (1867) 173 The beats of a
bird's two wings are always exactly synchronous. 1871
TYNDALL Fragm. Sci. (1879) I. xiv. 391 Affected by those
undulations which are synchronous with their own periods
of vibration. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 42 The
spasms of the face and those of the palate were not syn-
chronous.

b. Electr. applied to alternating currents having
coincident periods; also to a machine or motor

working in time with the alternations of current.

1901 A. RUSSELL in Electr. Rev. 19 July 88/1 The Power
Factor of a Synchronous Motor.

H erron. Of uniform velocity.
1785 REID Intell. Powers \\. iv. 253 That relation of syn-

chronous vibrations which produces harmony.

Synchronously, adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2.]
VOL. IX.

377

1. At the same time
; simultaneously ; con-

temporaneously.
793 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. X. 375 To mistrust the

opinion
of our perceiving many ideas synchronously, c 1865

J. Wylde'sCirc. Sci. I. 270/1 The time-balls, .arc lowered
synchronously with that of Greenwich. 1881 J. S. GARDNER
in Nature 13 Oct. 558/2 Next, almost synchronously,

Gytnnosperms
are met with. 1899 Alttutt's Syst. Med.

VII. 674 Symptoms of arterial Lsclircmia may occur syn-
chronously with those of basal meningitis.

b. transf. In relation to the same times or

periods; in accordance with contemporary con-

ditions.

1843 Civil Eng. t, Arch. Jrnl. VI. 160/1 Are the archi-
tects of the present day alone to be limited to the servile
imitation uf styles K'mi; before, and their whole intelligence
limited to treating them synchronously?
2. (with reference to recurrent or periodic move-

ment) : At the same successive instants of time
;

at the same rate and exactly together ; in time with.
1821-7 GOOD Study Med. (1829) II. 33 That the pulse, if

the systole of the heart were tlie only projectile force, must
lake place, not synchronously all over the system,. -but. .

successively through the whole line of the arterial tubes.

Ci8s in y. H'ylde's Circ. Sci. I. 214/2 These alternations
t;ike place, .synchronously with the reversals of the currents.

1893 SIR R. HALL Story ofSun 19 The instrument is moved
synchronously with the revolution of the heavens.

II erron. At a uniform rate, uniformly.
1861 R. H. PATTERSON Ess. Hist, b Art 67 Sonorous

bodies, .arc those whose parts easily vibrate synchronously,
so as to give out clear musical sounds. 1873 COHEN Dis.
Throat 18 The patient should breathe rather deeply, but
quietly, synchronously, and without effort.

So Sy -nchrononsness, the quality or condition of

being synchronous; synchronism. In recent Diets.

Synchrony (si -tjkrJni). [f. Gr. avyxpovos SYN-
CHRONOUS : see -Y.] = SYNCHRONISM i, i, 2 b.

1848 W. W. LLOYD in Numism. Chron. XI. 105 Very
precise arrangement in sequence and synchrony. 1853
MERIVALE Rom. Em/>. xxx. (1865) III. 417 Orosius, . .

anxious, .to find or make a synchrony between an epoch so
important in the world's history and one of the most signal
events recorded in his own creed. 1880 Athenaeum 18 Dec.
821/1 The relics of the ' Burnt City

'

of the Troad favour in
the most significant manner a synchrony with the graves in
the acropolis of Mycenae.

II Synchysis (si'rjkisis). Alsom>.6,9 -chisis,

7-8 -chesis. [late L., a. Gr. crvyxvffts, f. avyxttv
to mingle, confuse, f. avv SYN- + x<iV to pour. Cf.
F. synchyse in sense I

, synchysis in sense 2.]
1. Gram, and Rhet. A confused arrangement of
words in a sentence, obscuring the meaning.
1577 PEACHAM Card. Eloquence Gj, Synchisis, a con-

fusion of order, in all panes of the construction. 1612
BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. 198 They will oft haue a Synchesis,
or a disordered confusion of their wordes. 1672 DRYDEN

KNATCHBULL Annot. JV. 'Jest., Acts xiii. 27 (1693) 133 The
English Translator hath

exprest the sence, but not Trans,
lated strictly to the words, which by reason of the Synchysis
. .being not well distinguished, are not. .so rightly rendred
as they ought.
2. Path. Softening or fluidity of the vitreous
humour of the eye ; called sparkling synchysis
(s. scintillans) when minute flakes of cholesterin

float in the humour, causing a sparkling appear-
ance in the field of vision.

1684 tr. Blancarifs Phys. Diet, (1603), Synchysis, a preter.
natural Confusion of the Blood and Humours of the Eye.
1847-5 ToeJttl Cycl. Anal. IV. 99/1 The peculiar softening
of the vitreous humour called sparkling synchisis.

Synchytic (sinki-tik), a. rare~ l
. [ad. Gr.

ovyxvTixos, {. avyx e 'v : see prec. and -1C.] Given
to commingling or confounding.
1877 Kfightley's Mythol. Anc. Greece !f It. I. i. ir note,

Lobeck terms these writers synchytic mythologists, 'who
think that the religions of all nations . . were the same from
the beginning ',

Syncipital, Synoiput, obs. ff. SIN-.

Synoke, Syncker, obs. ff. SINK, SINKER.

Synckfoly, obs. form of CINQUEFOIL.
1538 TURNER Libellus, Qvinqvefolivm, synckfoly.

Synclastic (sinklae-stik), a. Geom. [f. Gr. avv
SYN- (alike) + n\airr6s, taken in the sense ' bent ', f.

x>.av to break.] Of a curved surface : Having the
same kind of curvature (concave or convex) in all

directions. Opposed to ANTICLASTIC.
1867 THOMSON& TAIT Nat. Phil. 1. 1. 128 We may divide

curved surfaces into Anticlastic and Synclastic. A saddle

gives a good example of the former class ; a ball of the
latter. 1875 P. FROST SolidGcoin. (ed. 2) I. 379 Any point
of an

ellipsoid
is., a point., at which, if a tangent plane be

drawn, the surface in the neighbourhood of the point lies

entirely on one side of the tangent plane; such surfaces are
called Synclastic.

Synclinal (sinkbi-nal, si-nklinal), a. and si.

[f. Gr. aw SYN- + K\ivuv to bend + -AL.]
A. adj. Geol. Applied to a line or axis towards

which strata dip or slope down in opposite direc-

tions
;
also said of the fold or bend in such strata,

or of a valley, trough, or basin so formed. Op-
posed to ANTICLINAL.

1833 LYELL Print. Geol. III. 293 A series of anticlinal and
synclinal lines, which form ridges and troughs running
nearly parallel to each other. 1863 DANA Man. Geol. 113.

SYNCOPATED.
105 A synclinal valley is a valley formed by strmla slopingdownward from either side. 1867 MUHCHISON Xilxria viiC
(ed. 4) 171 The extension of the. .Silurian strata .. by .. syn-
clinal folds. 1876 PACE Adv. Text-Hi. Geol. xix. 376 The
synclinal basins of London and Han,:

b. transf. indjM, Inclined or sloping towards
each other, or characterized by such inclination.
1880 li. E. FALKONBERG Desert Life 320 Narrow

of airy palm-trees with their lops of synclinal fan
1903 AONI s M. CLHRKE 1'robl. Astrcphriics i xi
elinal forms (as the petal-shaped .truuures r'e v..,
emerge in both, and the branching effusions round the
trapezium seem to mimic details legible in manv eclime-
oictures.

B. sb. Geol. A synclinal line, fold, or depression.
1855 J. PiilLtll's Mail. Geol. 142 The strata riling and

arrow avenues
linal fan.tracery.
-'- ' :

26 Syn-
called)

Tilling in many steep anticlinal* arid deep synclinals.'* 1874RAYMOND Statist. Mines <V Mining 512 The east shaft
. . has passed the synclinal and is now cutting through the
south-dipping strata.

Hence or so Syncli'nally adv., in the form of
a synclinal fold

; Syncline (si'rjkUin), a synclinal
fold or depression ; Byncli'nical a. = SYNCLINAL
a.

|| Synclinorinm (sirjklino-ri#m), pi. -ia,

anglicized Synclluore (si-nklincwj), see quots. ;

whence Synclino rial, -o-rian adji.
1846 WORCESTER (citing ROGERS), Synclinical. 1*55 J.

PHILLIPS Man. Geol. 45 The strata re synclinally and
anticlinally bent. 1873 J. GEIKIE Gt. Ice Age xxi. 266 Dia-
grammatic view of synclines and anticlines. 1880 DAMA
Man. Geol. (ed. 3) 821 The mountain range, begun in

a geosynclinal, and ending in a catastrophe of displacement
and upturning, is appropriately named a syiiclinoritttn. . .

(The word b from the Greek for synclinal, and opor,
mountain). Ibid. 823 After the last mentioned synclinorial
range [of mountains] was completed. 1883 Text-toll. Geol.

56 (Cent. Diet.) Synclinore. 1883 A. WINCHELL World-
| Life (1889) 3-31 Geosynclinats are in ^progress beneath the

I
sea, which will never attain synclinorian crises unless some

,
revolution provides supplies of sediments. 1893 B. WILLIS in

j

13th Ann. Rep. U. S. Geol. Svrv. n. 2ioThe two great types
of folds are the syncline and the anticline. The syncline . . is

; a depression of the strata from a flat to a basin-shaped form.

Synclltic (sinkli-tik), a. Obslel. [f.Gr. at/vSYN-
+ \iTutui, i. KX'IVHV to bend, turn, slope.] Having
the planes of the fetal head parallel to those of the

pelvis. Hence Synclrticism (-siz'm), also Byn-
clitism (si'rjklitiz'm).

1890 BILLINGS Med. Diet., Synclitic, Synclilism. 1901
DORLAND Med. Diet., SyncliticUm.

Synclonic (sinkl^-nik), a. Path. [f. mod.L.

sync/onus simultaneous spasm of several muscles :

see STN- and CLONIC.] Applied to clonic spasms
affecting a number of muscles at once.

1822-7 GOOD Study Med. (1829) IV. 470.

f Syncopa, Obs. rare, repr. F, cinq pas,
CINQUEPACE, a kind of dance.

1633 LITHGOW Trav. iv. 155 So they learne either a French
Syncopa, or an Italian Bergamasko.

Syncopal (si-rjWpal), a. Path. [ad. med.L.

syncopalis, f. SYNCOPE. Cf. F. syncopal, t sin- (ijth

c.).] Of, pertaining to, or marked by syncope.
1689 G. HARVEY Curing Dis. by Expect, iv. 22 A Patient,

decumbent of Leipothymick, or rather Syncopal fits. 1718
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Fever, The Syncopal Fever is that

attended with frequent Swoonings. i8**~7 GOOD Stttdy
Med. (1829) II. 129 As an associate disease it [sc. tertian]
is chiefly to be found united with syncopal and soporose
affections. 1871 A. MEADOWS Matt. Midwi/ety 347 The
syncopal condition of the patient. 1893 GASQUET Gt. Pesti-

lence 9 note, Convulsions alternate with syncopal attacks.

Syncopate (si-nkdfpit), v. [f. late L. syncopat-,

pa. ppl. stem of syncofare to affect with syncope,
f. syncope SYNCOPE.]
1. Gram, trans. To cut short or contract (a word)

by omitting one or more syllables or letters in the

middle
;
also pass, to be produced by syncopation.

1605 CAMDEN Rent., Surnames 130 The tyran Time which
hath swallowed many names, hath also in vse of speach,
changed more by contracting, syncopating, curtelling, and
mollifying them. 1848 VEITCH Grk. Verbs Irreg. ff Defect.
s.v. Oprjcrxu, It is said that rcdpewc is never syncopated
TfSvus. 1857 Jos. CURRIE Wotes to Horace, Sat. I. li. 113
Soldo is syncopated for solido. 1861 HADLEY Grk. Gram.
(1884)47 &1MrW.'syncopates all the oblique cases.

2. Afus. a. trans. To begin (a note) on an un-

accented part of the bar and sustain it into the

accented part ;
to introduce syncopation into (a

passage), b. intr. To be marked by syncopation.
[1667, 1751: see SYNCOPATED 2.] 1776 BURNEY Hist. Mus.

I. vii. 103 [It] disturbs the metre, and syncopates the music.

1793 Encycl. Brit. (1797)
XII. 538 note. When the treble

syncopates in descending diatonically.

3. jif. or allusively.

1904 BLACKBURN Rich. Hartley ii. 17 A succession of shrill

yells, and oaths.., syncopated by the swish of the sjambok.

1908
' IAN HAY 'Right Stuff\\, A retired Admiral. ., whose

forty years' official connection with Britannia's realm be-

trayed itself in a nautical roll, syncopated by gout.

Syncopated (srnWp<ited), ///. a. [f. late L.

syncopdlus, pa. pple. of syncopdrt (see prec.) +
-ED !.]

1. Gram. Contracted by omission of one or more

syllables or letters in the middle.

1665 R. JOHNSON Scholars Guiite 3 A Circumflex tone, (
A

)

used. .over. . Words Syncopated and contracted, as, . .amasti,
tittcen. 1877 ABBOTT & MANSFIELD Gr. Gram. { 51 The

syncopated genitive and dative singular of words like iran}?.

b. transf. or gen. Cut short, abbreviated.

48
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1897 ll^estm, Guz. 19 Feb. 3/1 The scrappy history, ihc

iwlitlcal tattle, and the syncopated gossip. 1911 J. H. A.

HART in Expositor Jan. 83 St. Matthew is trying to explain

a syncopated report of the original pronouncement.

2. Mils. Characterized by syncopation.

up, or put down, while the note is sounding. 1838 \j. c .

GRAHAM Mus. Coinp. 28/2 This legato and syncopated style.

1887 H. C. BANISTKR Jlfus. Anal. 165 This bold imitational

and syncopated passage.

3. In a state of syncope, nonce-use.

1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. f, Merck. III. xii. 285 Ethel's

smelling-bottle revived one or two syncopated young ladies.

Syncopation (sirjkdp^'Jsn). Also 6-8 sin-,

[ad. med.L. syncopalio, -onem, n. of action f. syn-

copare : see SYNCOPATE.]
1. Gram. Contraction of a word by omission of

one or more syllables or letters in the middle
;

trans/, a word so contracted.

c 153* Du WES Intnd. Fr. in Pahgr. 898 Syncopation is

none other thyng but abreviation of length. 1623 PENKETH.
MAN Hantlf. Hon. Pref., Ca/as an old syncopation of

Canlui. 1873 F. HALL Mod. Eng. 175 Such syncopations
and compressions as gave us arffatut, governor, pedant,
and proctor, from arcubalista, gitbcrnator, pztiagogans,
and procurator.

t 2. Path. = SYNCOPE sb. i. Obs. rare.

1547 BOORDE Brcv. Health cccxxiv. (1557) 105 The .324.

Chapitre doth shewe of syncopacions or soundynge.

3. Mia. The action of beginning a note on a

normally unaccented part of the bar and sustaining

it into the normally accented part, so as to produce
the effect of shifting back or anticipating the

accent ; the shifting of accent so produced.
1597 MORLEY Intnd. Mus. 144 If your base ascende halfe

a note.. any of the other parts making Syncopation. 1662

PLAVFORD Skill Mus. viii. 28 Sincopation is wjien the strik-

ing of Time falls to be in the midst of a Semibrief or

Mmum, &c. or, as we usually term it, Notes Driven till the

Time falls even again. 1694 Ibid. (ed. 12) viii. 24 Notes of

Syncopation, or Driving- Notes, are, when your Hand or Foot
is taken up, or put down, while the Note is sounding. 1730
Treat. Harmony 46 The Part of the Cadence which has the

Ligature or Sincopation. 1854 Chcrubini's Counterpoint 17

Syncopation should always have a concord at the unaccented

part of the bar. 1880 E. PROUT in Grove Diet. Mus. 1. 13/1
Another very frequent method of changing the position of
the accent is by means of syncopation.

II Syncope (si-qWrpj), sb. Forms: 5 syn-,5-6
sinoopts, 6 emcopis (5-6 -in, 6 -yne) ; 6-7 syn-
copa; anglicized 7 sineop, Ssyncop; Jr-syncope.

[In earliest use, sincopis, incorrect nom. inferred

from sincopin (so in I3th c. OF.), orthographic
var. of syncopen, ace. of late L. syncope (also syn-
copa), a. Gr. avfuoirfi, f. avv SYN- + /ton--, stem of

KOTTTIIV to strike, beat, cut off, weary. The current

form is based directly on the Gr. (Cf. It., Sp., Pg.
sincopa.) For the disyllabic syncop, cf. F. syncope
(soenkop).]
1. Path. Failure of the heart's action, resulting

in loss of consciousness, and sometimes in death.
In quot. 1750 in extended sense, suspension of vitality.
1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 197 If |>ere falle ony |)ing to

him as syncopis. Ibid. 205 Sumtyme it makij> a man to
haue sincopin. 1525 [see SWOWING vbl. sb.\ 1527 ANDREW
Brvnswykc's Dhtyll. Waters M j, The same water is very j

good agaynst fayntnes and dasyng named Sincopis. 1541 ^

Bk. Properties Herbs H iv, Rose water is good for the '

the syncope, the comatose trance of Europe.*"
2. Gram. = SYNCOPATION i. Now rare.

.

' or ex"-usl0n,..are not seldom found in..
t. Hex*,,,. Ker 212.

.nMT ,..

* I?
ment

^ I9 3w"">"- Lat. H
t3. Mus. = SYNCOPATION 3. Obs.

priviledge. .to be joyned, sometimes!

which forsake the heart, a 1693 Urqukarfs Rabelais in.
xxxii. 272 As if she were in a swounding Lipothymy, benum
ming Sineop. 1713 Gentl. Instrnctedi. (ed. 5) Suppl. ii. p. xi,
Some affirm, .that she had certainly expired of a Syncop had
she not [etc.). 1750 Phil. Trans. XLV11. 54 They (sc. flies
and butterflies] came to life after a syncope of longer dura-
tion. 1836 MARRYAT Japhet Ixxix, I found poor Mrs. Co-
phagus in a state of syncope. 1877 F. T. ROBERTS Handbk.
Med. (ed. 3) 1. 13 Death beginning at the heart is said to be
bysyncope. 1899 AlloittfsSyst.Mcd. VI. 543 In Raynaud's
disease spasmodic contraction of the arteries occurs in the
stage of

'

local syncope '.

fig. a 1651 SIR J. SKEFFINGTON Heroe of Lorenzo (1652) 9
'<

The weaknes of our Wills are the Syncopes of Reputation I

1850 CAULYLE Latter-d. Pamph. iv. (1872) 138 Defenders of

to the Basse, without Syncope, or Binding. .1795
MASOS Ch.

be an error.J

i728

e

CiiAMBERS Cycl., Sfiicoft, in Music, signifies the

Division of a Note; used when two or more Notes of one

Part answer to a single Note of the other Part. [Omitted

in later edd.]

4. A cutting short; abbreviation, contraction;

sudden cessation or interruption, rare.

a 1658 CLEVELAND Common Place Wks. (1677) 161 Give me

lieve by a less Syncope of Time to contract Good Friday

and Easter both to a day. 1679 [see 2). 1784 COWPER I ask

il So Revelry, and dance, and show, Suffer a syncope and

solemn pause. 1833 T. MITCHELL Aristopli., Acharn.

Intnd. p. xix, A fourth and fifth campaign, and still no sign

of syncope or pause.

t Syncope, . Obs. rare. Also 5 synkope.

[a. OF. syncoptr (141)1 c.),
or ad. late L. syncopare

to SYNCOPATE.]
1. trans, a. To cut short, cut down, isdnce. b.

To syncopate or slur over (a word or syllable).

ci4i2 HOCCLEVE DC Reg. Princ. 4727 And specialy >at he

hir duetee Abrigge naght, ne naght syncope hir wages.
c 1440 Jacob's Well 108 J'ou hast seyd rechelesly bi seruyse

in rape, in syncopyng, in ouyr-skyppyng, in omyttyng. Ibid.

i r 5 pe feend seyde :

'

J here in my sacche sylablys & woordys,

ouerskyppyd and synkopyd '.

2. Mus. a. intr. To be syncopated, b. trans.

To syncopate.
1728 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. [with def. of' syncope 'd

'

note as=
dotted note, taken from Diet, tie Trevoux\ 175* tr. Ra-
weau's Treat. Mustek 62 The Hass must always syncope in

that case. Ibid, ifi That Note is said to be syncoped, and
is called a Driving-note. 1801 BUSBY Diet. Mus. s.v., In

harmony, there are three syncopes : the first is when all the

parts syncope at the same time.

Syncopic (sink^-pik), a. Path.
[f. SYNCOPE +

-ic.]
= SYNCOPAL.

1889 Lancet^ Apr. 841/2 The local syncopic and asphyxia!

stages [of Raynaud's disease] were usually well defined.

1807 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 879 In the last stage [of opium
poisoning].. the state may partake of the syncopic character.

Syncopist(siTjk^pist). nonce-wd. [f. SYNCOPE
+ -1ST.] One who syncopates a word ; spec, one who
omits vowels or other letters, esp. in proper names
or titles, and supplies their places with dashes,

dots, or asterisks, as in satirical writing.
1714 ADDISON Spect. No. 567 r8 In order to outshine all

this modern Race of Syncopists, . . I intend shortly to publish
a Spectator that shall not have a single Vowel in it.

So Syncopism, the practice of so writing a

word, or a word so written. In recent Diets.

t Syncopize (si-rjk^paiz), v. Obs. Also 5 -yse.

[a. OF. sincopiser intr. to swoon, ad. med.L. syn-
copizare, f. syncope SYNCOPE. Cf. It. sincopizzare,

Sp. sincopizar.]
1. intr. To be affected with syncope ; to swoon.
1490 CAXTOS Eneydos\\. 25 Thenne dydo..bare it moche

inpacyentli and sorowfully & in suche anguysshe of herte
that she swowned, syncopysed, & syghed. 1597 A. M. tr.

Gmllenteciits Fr. Cliirnrg. 37 h/2 Fearing least he should
grow faynt, or Syncopize.
2. trans. To cut short, 'clip', contract, syncopate.
1642 T. TRESCOT Zeat. Magist. isDoe not Syncopize.. thy

word_s.
1680 DALGARNO .D<j/.ir Dumb Alan's Tatarm A

Poetical humor of Syncopizing and contracting their words.
,

Hence f Syncopizatlon (so obs. F.), condition
j

of '

syncopizing ', syncope.
1597 A. M. tr. Giiillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 51 b/i The per-

sone must fall into syncopizatione or fayntnes.

Syncoptic (sinkvptik), a. Path. [ad. mod.L.

syncopticus, ad. Gr. ffvyKoTrTin6s, f. ffvyKoitTtiv, f. avv '.

SYN- + Ko'irTfii>to beat, strike, weary.] = SYNCOPAL. i

So f Synco-ptical a. Obs.

1656 J. SMITH Pract. P/iysidt 142 Another [fever] is syn-
coptical, which is hot in respect to the Feaver, but cold in

respect to the Syncope. 1859 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Syn-
coptiais.., syncoptic. 1886 Nature 6 May 23/1 The pneu-
matorectic passed into the '

syncoptic
'

respiration.

Syncotyledonous to -craniate : see SYN-.

Syncranterian (sirjkrenll-rian), a. Anat.
[f. Gr. avv SYN- + Kpavrrjpfs wisdom teeth + -IAN.]
Having the teeth in a continuous row, as certain
snakes :

opp_.
to DIACBANTEBIAN. In recent Diets.

'

Syncretic (sinkrf-tik,-kre'tik), a. (j*.) [f. SYN- '.

CRETISM, prob. after Docetic, Docetism] Charac-
terized by syncretism ; aiming at a union or recon-
ciliation of diverse beliefs, practices, or systems.
1840 F BARHAM Alist 17 The Syncretic Society which we

founded for the advancement of literature. 1853 Prater's
Mag. XLVII. 293 The philosophy which at the time Minu-

;

cms was writing arrayed itself against Christianity, was
syncretic. 1884 SAYCE Anc. Empires East 204 The syncretic
spirit of Phoenician art.

b. sb. = SYNCRETIST. (Ogilvie, 1883.)
Hence Syncre-tical a. in same sense; Syn-

cre'ticism (-siz'm) = SYNCRETISM.
1860 LD ACTON Lit,. ]x iv. (,006) i4S The representative

among Belgian public men of this syncreticism, Dedecker.
1864 tr. Kenans L,/e ofjtsus Introd. 18 Asia Minor was. .e theatre of a strange movement of syncretical philosophy.
Synoretion (sinkrMan). [Badly f. prec. or

next, after concretion.} A combination or syn-
lesis of various tenets or

principles.
187* Contemp. Sm. Apr 664 note A loose and vague

SYNCYTIUM.

syncretion of Egoistic and Universalistic Hedonism. 1904
Month Jan. 4 A syncretion of incompatible principles.

Syncretism (srrjkrAiz'm). [ad. mod.L. syn-
(retismus (D. Pareus, 1615), a. Gr.

avyicprjTiapos,

f, ffvyKprjTt^fiv to SYNCRETI/E. Cf. ^syncrtti$m4l

* the ioyning, or agreement, of two enemies against
a third person

'

(Cotgr.).

Spelt syncrattsm by Ash (i775\ who derives it from (tparo?

power; the spelling is recorded by some later Diets.]

Attempted union or reconciliation of diverse or

opposite
tenets or practices, esp. in philosophy 01

religion ; spec, the system or principles of a school

founded in the 1 7th century by George Calixtus,
who aimed at harmonizing the sects of Protestants

and ultimately all Christian bodies : see CAUXTIN
2. (Almost always in derogatory sense.)
1618 Barnevelt's Apol. Ded. A 4, We may much blush

thereat : yea euen as much as we patiently did for your
Syncretisme, after it lighted into the hands and style of

Moguntinus the le&uit. [1651 C.WALKER Hist. Indcpend.
in. 26 Independency being a meer complication and Syn-
cretismus, or rather a Sink and Common Sewer of all

Errours.] 1653 BAXTER Meth. Peace Consc. 274 Plotting a
Carnal Syncretism, and attempting the reconcilement of

Christ and Belial. 1660 STILLINGFL. fren. \. vi. 3 (1662) IOQ

Grotlus. .when hee designed the Syncretism with the Church
of Rome. 1778 APTHORPB PrevaLChr. 162 This divine light

..was.. obscured by the prevailing syncretism of true and
false religion. 1831

S^IR
w. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) 409

Their particular dissensions were merged in a general syn-
cretism to resist the novelty equally obnoxious to all. 1839
HALLAM Lit. Eur, MI. iii. 96 It may be considered as a

part of this syncretism, as we may call it, of the material

and immaterial hypotheses, that Descartes [etc.]. 1853
Frasers Mag. XLVII. 294 Syncretism, under every possible
form ethical, political, social, and theological, was the

favourite policy of the Roman emperors. They would have
all the varieties of mankind called in and restamped at the

Oesarean mint. 1887 A. LANG Myth, Kitual, % Kelig. xv.

II, 94 The process of syncretism, by which various god-
names and god-natures are mingled, so as to unite the

creeds of different nomes and provinces.

Syncretist (si-rjkrAist). [f. prec.: see -1ST.

Cf. F. $yncrtti$te^\ One who practises or favours

syncretism ; one who attempts to unite diverse

beliefs, etc.; spec.
= CALIXTIN 2. Also attrib.

1758 MACLAINE tr. Mosheinfs Eccl. Hist. Cent. xv. n. i.

5 >/M/?II(, The Platonic Syncretists. 1764 Ibid. Cent.xvn.
n. n. i. 20 The Syncretists . . used their warmest endeavours
to promote union and concord among Christians. 1826 C.

BUTLER Life of Grotius xii. 201 The projects of religious

pacification did not cease with Grotius. . .One description of

persons, who engaged in this design, was denominated Syn.

cretUts, or Calixtines. 1890 P. H. HUNTER After the Exile
I. ix, iSi Darius Hystaspes was not a syncretist of the type
of Cyrus. 1893 Tablet 14 Jan. 61 A syncretist scholastic of

the earlier part of the seventeenth century.

Syncretistic (sirjkrArstik), 0. [f. prec. : see

-ISTIC and cf. mod.L. syncreiisticus (Calovius

1682).] Belonging to, or having the character of,

a syncretist or syncretists ; relating to, or charac-

terized by, syncretism. So Syncreti'stical a.

1764 MACLAINE tr. Mosheim's Eccl. Hist. Cent, xvn.il. n.
i. 21 margin i The rise of the Syncretistical or Calixtine

controversies. 1828 PLSEV Hist. Eng. I. 57 The signal for

the Syncretistic controversy given by Buscher in his work

against Calixtus. 1833 J. H. NEWMAN Arians \. iv. (1876)

115 Zenobia. .succeeded Alexander in tier, .attachment to

the Syncretistic philosophy. 1841 Prater's Mag. XXIII. 145
A set of Syncretistic legislators. 1864 C. W. KING Gnostics
63 The syncretistic sects that had sprung up in Alexandria.

1914 PATRICK Clement ofA lexandria i. 4 A like syncretistic

tendency was exhibited in Gnosticism.

Syncretize (srrjkrAaiz), v. [ad. mod.L. syn-

frftizarfj ad. Gr. avyitprjrlfttv to combine, as two

parties against a third (of uncertain etymology;
explained in the i6th and I7th c. as 'to form

alliances in the manner of the Cretans ').]

1. intr. To practise syncretism ; to attempt to

combine different or opposing tenets or systems;
f
4

loosely^ to agree, accord.

1675 ALSOPA nti-sozzo 326 If. . we consider which ofChrists

spiritual Excellencies syncretize with them [sc. the types].
a 1698 in R. Ferguson View Eccles, 55 A Phrase wnich
carneth an odd sound, and syncretizeth with the N'estorian

Gibberish. 1698 S. CLARKE Script. Justif. Introd. B 3,Why
may not the extending it further be charged as a Syncre-
tising with the Antinomians? \^&-^Encyct. Brit. XV. 470/2
Their.. syncretizing attitude towards the New Testament.

2. trans. To treat in the way of syncretism ;
to

combine, as different systems, etc.

1907 Hibbert Jrnl. Jan. 276 One cannot merely syncreti.se

religions.

II Sy ncrisis. ? Obs. [late L., a. Gr. av^xpiffis,
f. ffvyxpivfiv to compound, compare, f. avv SYN- +

teplvtiv to separate.] Comparison ; Rhet. a figure by
which diverse or opposite things are compared.

1(*57 J- SMITH Myst. Rhet. 207 Syncrisis is a comparison of

contrary things, and divers persons in one sentence. 1673
Ess. Educ. Gentlewom. 38 All Knowledge is increased by
Syncrisis. 1674 M. LEWIS Ess. Educ. Yontk 17 All instruc-
tion ought to be by syncrisis, that is, comparing what we are
to learn with what we know,

II Syncytium (sinsrti#m)..#zW. PI. -ia. Also

anglicized syncyte (si'nsait). [mod.L. (Haeckel),
f. Gr. ffvv SYN- + KVTOS receptacle, vessel, taken as

cell (see -CYTE).] A single cell or protoplasmic
mass containing several nuclei, formed either by
fusion of a number of cells without fusion of the



.

SYNDACTYL.

nuclei, or by division of the nucleus without division

of the cell-substance, b. A structure composed
of such cells forming the outermost fetal layer of

the placenta.
1877 HUXI.EV Anat. ln-;\ Anint. \\\. 113. 1878 Kir i. tr.

Gegenbtiit^'$ ComA. Anat. 26. ^t One [group of imi-".uUir

tissue] consists of cells simple in form, the other of fibres

derived fruin cell-aggregates, or from syncyti.i ; the latter is

indicated by the presence of numerous cell-nuclei. 1899
Allbittt's Sy&t. Med. VI. 260 The presence of emboli of pla-
centa! giant-cells (syncytium) in the pulmonary capillaries
in cases of puerperal eclampsia. 1909 J. W. JKNKINSON
E.\-perim. Kiithryol. 55 The fusion of distinct cells into a

syncytium, as in the trophoblast.

Hence Syncytial (-sl'tial) a.
f
of the nature of

or pertaining to a syncylium; Syncytiolyse
(-laiz) v, [cf. next], to cause destruction of the

syncytium (see b above) ; Syncytiolysin (-frlisin)

[LYSIN] (see quot.) ; ]| Sy ncytio'ma. [mod.L.
after sarcoma, etc.], a tumour of the syncytium
(sense b) ; Syncytioto'xin (see quot.).
1895 A thenxtint 29 June 842/1 The origin of the ova from

*syncyttal masses of protoplasm. 1903 THAVER Schiimns
Path, ff Pathoi. Anat. 545 Syncytial masses, or trabecula;

of syncytial cells. 1905 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 26 Aug. Kfit.
Curr. Med. Lit. 35/1 "Syncytiolysing antibodies. 1913
DOKLAND bled. Diet. (ed. 7), *Syncytiolysitit a lysin destruc-

tive to the syncytium. Ibtd.^ "Syncytiotoxin^ a toxin that

has a specific action on the syncytium.

Synd(e, var. of SIND s&. and v.

Syndactyl (sindse-ktil), a. and s&. Also -yle.

[a, F. synaactyle (Cuvier), f, Gr. <rvv SYX- t-

5aTu\os finger, DACTYL.] a. adj. Having some
or all of the fingers or toes wholly or partly united,

as certain mammals (e. g. kangaroos) and birds

(e. g. kingfishers and web-footed birds), b. sb. A
syndactyl animal. So Syndactylic, Synda'cty-
lotts adjs. ; Synda-ctylism, Synda'ctyly [F.

syndactylie\) the condition of being syndactyl, esp.
as a malformation or deformity; Synda ctylized

ppl. a., rendered syndactyl.
1836 SWAINSON Nat, Hist. Birds i. iv. 1. 148 This union of

the two outer toes, which, according to M. Cuvier's views,
makes them 'synclactyle. 1871 COUES N. Ainer. Birds 178
The middle and outer toes are perfectly coherent for a great

distance, constituting the synaactyle .. foot. 1835-6 Todd's

Cycl, Aitat, I. 267/1 <?/*, The inner toe being deficient;
and the two other anterior ones being united as in the other

Syndactyles. 1840 WHEWKLL Pkilos. Induct. Sci. I. Introd.

p. cxi, To anglicize the terminations of the names which. .

Cuvier gives..; thus., the Passerines, .. the Syndactyls.

1835 PARTINGTON Brit. Cycl. Nat. Hist. I. 441/2 *Syndacty-
lie ieet. These (birds] have all the three front toes united.

1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. V1JI. 5^5/1 *Syndactylism
in the lower extremity is less rare,.. it is not uncommon to

see two of the toes united as far as the firtt interphalangeal

joint, 1915 Man XV. 176 Photographs and skiographs of

members of a family showing hereditary syndactylism and

polydactylism. 1908 Biomttriket Mar. 27 When two fingers
are closely *syndactylised the nails are also united. 1835
Penny Cycl. I V. 156/2 Bee-eater, .one. .of the "syndactylous
tribe, which have the external toe nearly as long as the

middle one, and both joined together up to the penultimate
articulation. 1898 Guide Mammalia Brit. Mtts, 109 The
feet [of wombats] show a slight tendency towards a syn-

dactylous structure. 1864 Reader 13 Feb. 205/2 Union by
integument, or '

*syndactyly ',
of the three middle digits.

Syndale, -all, obs. ff. SENDAL.

Syndaw: see SINDAW.

Synde, obs. form of SHEND t/.1

c i75 LAY. 26569 Bruttus ous wolleb synde.

Syndectomy (sinde'ktomi). Surg. [irreg. f.

Gr. avvfaffpos ligament (cf. SYNDESMO-) + ticro^

excision.] Excision of a strip of conjunctiva around

the cornea; peritomy.
1869 G. LAWSOM Dis. Eye{\Zj^, 19 Syndectomy Peritomy.
This operation was first practised by Dr. Furnari, of Pans,

In 1862. It consists in excising a band of conjunctiva and

subconjunctival tissue, .from around the cornea. Ibid. 20, 1

have on several occasions performed syndectomy as a pre-

liminary to inoculation. 1889 [see PERITOMY],

i; Syndendrium (sinde-ndrurni).^
Zool. PI.

-ia. [mod.L., f. Gr. avv SYN- + devSpov tree +

-//.] The thick flat quadrate disc suspended
from the umbrella by the dendrostyles in rhizo-

stomous hydrozoans.
1859 HUXLEY Oceanic Hydrozoa \. 18 In the Rhizosiomidai

a complex tree-like mass, .is suspended from the middle of

the umbrella. . .The main trunks of the dependent polypi,
ferous tree.. unite above into a thick flat quadrate disc, the

syndendrium, which is suspended by. .the dendrostyles.

Synder, obs. form of CINDER, SUNDER.

|| Synderesis. Obs. Also 5 synderesys, 6 sin-

deresis, 6-7 synderisis, 7 syuth-, sinthereais.

[med.L. synderesis, repr. med. (and mod.) Gr.

pron. of avvrrjprjffty SYNTERESIS. Cf. F. synderhe)

f situftrfsfj It. sinderesi) Sp. sind^resis
t Pg. syn-

Jeresis] SYJJTERESIS.

ci4oo Pilgr. SowU r. xviii. (1859) 19 {Sathanas loq.] Come
forth, thou foula Synderesys, and say what thou knowest of

this fals pilgrym. c 1410 ?LvDC, Assembly of Gods 937
Macrocosme was the name of the felde.Jn the myddes
therof stood Conscience. . . Synderesys sate hym withyn
closyd as in a parke, With hys tables in hys hand her dedys
to marke. 14*6 De Gnil. Pilgr. 4963 Synderesys . . Ys as

myche for to seyn,..The hiher party of Kesoun ; Wherby
A man shal best discerne Hys conscience to governe. 1531
Dial, on Laws Eng. i. xiii. 31 Sinderesis is a natural! power

379

of the soule sctte in the hyghesl parle therof, mouynge and
sterrynge it to good, & abnorrynge tuyll. 1598
Sat. MI. viii. Poems (1879) 173 Returne, returne sacred Syn-
deresis, Inspire our truncks. 1599 U. JONSON Kf. Man out
(>/" Hunt. in. iv (

The soules Synderisis. 1600 \V. WATSON
Dtcacordon (1602) 271 Some sparks of SynderesU, ami the

[awes of reason. 1603 I)i KKI:K .
vc CHUTTLK </>/ij;Y in, ii,

I thought (by the SynlllWMU of tny soule) I had not been

imperished. 1651 J. F[KEAKI ] tr. AgHj&tl t'cc. rhilos. I.

Ixit. 140 When they [si', passions of the soul] follow the

Intellectual apprehension, .. they are called intellectual!

passions, or synderesis.

b. Remorse or prick of conscience. (Cf. F.

1639 N. N. tr. DH fiosq's CfliHfl. Woman I. 39 It is no

great priviledg to be exempt from care or unquietnes as

unto stones to be free from maladies, and beasts from a

feeling of Synderesis. 1651 Htnvrr L Venice 183 Being per-
swadcd to a moderation of life by that Synedresis [.t;V], that

touch of conscience, which corns somtimes by nature.

Hence ( Synde'resize (sind-) v. trans., to

make conscientious ;
to discharge conscientiously.

1600 TOUINEUR Trans/. Mttam. xxxvi. Wks. 1878 II. 202

Pull oft their golden maske, And bid them strait sinderesize

their taske.

Synderique, error for synJtlique, SYNDETIC.

Syndery, obs. Sc. form of SUNDRY.

Syiidesmo- (sincle'sma), before a vowel syn-
desm-, repr. Gr. avv&ia/ios that which binds to-

gether, a ligament, in recent terms of anatomy.
Syndesmi'tis, (a) inflammation of the ligaments ;

(f>) inflammation of the conjunctiva. Syndesmo-
do ntoid a. (ib.\ applied to the articulation formed

by the transverse ligament of the atlas vertebra

and the odontoid process of the axis. Syndesmo'-
graphy, description of the ligaments (Dunglison

1844). Syndesmology, that branch of anatomy
which treats of the ligaments. Syndesmo'sis,
the union of two bones by a ligament ;

hence

Syndesmo'tic a. Syndesmo'tomy , dissection or

surgical section of ligaments.
1848 DUNGLISON Rlcd. Lex. (ed. 7) s.v. Ophthalmia, Oph-

thalmia mentbranorum [
= ]Conjunctivitis,..*Syndesmitis.

Ibid.
t SyndesHtitis . . inflammation of articular ligaments.

1891 Cent. *Dfct. t *Synctcsinodontoid adj. 1901 DORLAND
Itlfd. Diet. (ed. 2), Syndtsmo-odontoiii) the posterior of the

two atlo-axoid articulations formed between the anterior

surface of the transverse ligament and the back of the

odontoid process. 1799 Mcd. Jrnl. II. 400 Elements of

Myology and *Syndcsmology. 1831 R. KNOX Cloquet's
Anat. 8 The study of anatomy is commonly divided .. into

several distinct branches, . . Osteology . . Syndesmology [etc.].

(syndesmosis) may be either intra-articular or extra-articuhir.

1844 DUNGUSON Hied. Lex. (1848), *Syndesmotiny.., dis-

section of the ligaments. 1888 Buck's Ifandl'k. Med^. Sci.

VI. 778/1 Syndesmotomy, or the subcutaneous division of

ligaments, is employed . . in the reduction of old dislocations.

Syndetic (sinde'tikl, a. [ad. Gr. owStTi/cos,

f. awSftv to bind together.] Serving to unite or

connect; connective, copulative. So Synde tical

a. ; hence Synde-tically adv.

The incorrect form syndcriqitc in
(juot.

1621 is due to the

Fr. orig. (iterfs syndcriqucs, which is copied by Cotgrave).
1621 LODGE Summary Du Bartas \. 280 The Tendons.,

which the Physicions (after Hippocrates) haue called Syn-

derique [read Syndetique] Nerues. 1891 Cent. Diet., Syn.

detic, Syndetical. 1893 Funk's Stand. Diet., Syndetically.

Syndiagnostic : see SYN-.

Syndic (si-ndik), sb. Also 7 sin-, syndique,

(sin-, syndiot), sindioke, syudike, 7-8 sin-,

syndiok, 7-9 slndio, (8 syndao) ;
also in L.

form, 7 sin-, syndious. [ad. F. syndic, t -ique

(i4thc.), delegated representative, chief magistrate
of Geneva, f critic, censor, = Pr. sendegne, It.

sindaro controller, syndic, Sp. sindico syndic, re-

corder, assignee, Pg. syndico deputy, delegate, ad.

late L. syndicus advocate or delegate representing
a town, a. Gr. auvStxo! defendant's advocate, f.

aw SYN- + 81/07 judgement.]
1. An officer of government having different

powers in different countries; a civil magistrate,

or one of several such, entrusted with the affairs of

a city or community; spec, each of four chief

magistrates of Geneva.
iSox R. JOHNSON Kined. 4 Comiiiw. (1603) 88 The towne

[sc. Geneva] is gouernecfby a counsell of two hundred, . .out

of which is chosen an other counsel, composed of fiue and

i presidents, who are the principt
town, with the syndick, who is in nature of recorder, a 1700
EVELYN Diary 16 Oct. 1644, We got to anker under the

Pharos. .at the mouth of the Mole of Genoa...Towards

evening we . . came on shore . . where after strict examination

by the Syndics, we [etc.]. 1717 BERKELEY Tour Italy

Wks. 1871 IV. 577 In Furia they have a syndic for supreme

magistrate. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) II. i. iii. 15 There
are also four studies, or lawyers, who act as secretaries of

the state [at Hamburg]. 1791 A. YOUNG Trav. France I.

88 Turned aside to Auvergnac, the scat of the count de la

Bourdonaye, to whom I had a letter.. as a person able to

give me every species of intelligence relative to Bretagne,

having for five-and-twenty years been first syndac of the

noblesse. i8ia IJRACKENRIDCH Views r.fltfisiatia (1814) 138

SYNDICALIST.
Each district had iu commandant, or syndic. These ere the
judges in civil mailers . . and In .<i of the militiu.

*^f 'OuiDA 'Maremnia 1. 18 The little l>and halted, .in i!,c
' ':ie cathedral square white the captain bade farewell

to the lyndk of the town.
2. One deputed to represent, and transact the

affair* of, a corporation, e.g. a university; sptc.
in the University of Cambridge, applied to mem-
bers of special committees of the senate, appointed
by grace for specific dun
1607 T. KiniKv t'itw Civ. 4- Ecclts. Law 4 \Vli.it U the

Came. 22 July in Kcnnett Register (1728) 1. 713 May it

please you, that Dr. dunning and Dr. Pearson may be
your legal Syndiclcs. .to treat and conclude with the taid

Archbishop. i7<$ AYLIFFE Partrgon 427 As a Proctor has
the Management of the Business of particular Individuals ;

so a Syndick manages the Affairs of aggregate Corpora-
tions. 1777 /'/(//, Trans. LXVII. 408 Mr. Leyser, syndic
of the mines was.. at the top of the pit. 1814 Monthly
Mag. Apr. 293/1 The [printing] machine has been exhibited
to the Syndics of the

press
at Cambridge. 1818 RAKKEN

Hist. France iv. iv. IV. 324 The syndic was the general
procurator or agent of the university. i8ai C. BUTLER
Hist. Mem. Engl. Catholics Iv. fa. IV. 13 The greater
canons constituted the chapter.. with.. an officer called a
sindic to transact their temporal concerns, tifrj Chamber**
Encycl. IX. 255/2 The various trading companies in Paris
and the university had also their syndics. 1906 W. WALKI H

John Calvin i. n The Sorbonne, under the lead of its

syndic, Noel Blda, condemned his views in April, 1521.

f 3. A censor of the actions of another. Obs.
i6zi COTCR., Syndic^ a Sindicke, Censor, Controller of

manners. 1617 SIR D. CARLETOM Lett. (1775) 208 To make
them sensible . .of the wrong. .in playing the syndic of the
actions of so great a prince. 1638 DRUMM. OF HAWTH.
Irene Wks. (1711) 165 It is not lawful for a subject to be a

syndick of the actions of his prince. 1658 PHILLIPS.

4. Greek Hist. The title of various officials at

Athens and elsewhere (see qnots. and Smith's

Diet. Gr. and Rom. Antiq.}.
168* WHBLER Journ. Greece v. 391 Let the Commons

chuse Syndicts, that alt things which are done against evil

doers, may be executed without Reproof. 1745 POCOCKE
Descr. East II. it. in. xiv. 179 They have two or three
Greek syndics on the

part
of the people, to take care that

the anlient laws of the island [sc. Cephalenia] are observed.
1808 MITFORD Ilist. Greece v. 4, I. 281 The new law being
prepared by this numerous committee, five officers, called

Syndics, were appointed to defend the old before the

assembly; which then decided between the two.

6. (See qnots.) rare~.
1728 CHAMBERS Cycl. [from Diet, de Trtvoux\ t Syndic. .A

Person appointed to solicit some common Affair, wherein he
himself has a Share ; as happens particularly among several

Creditors of the same Debtor, who fails. 1846 WORCESTER,
Syndic.. (French law) an assignee. 1847-54 WEBSTER s.v.,

As in France, syndics are appointed by the creditors of a

bankrupt to manage the property.
Hence Syndicship -= SYNDICATE s6. i.

1706 PHILLIPS, Syndicate or Syndickshit.

t Syndic, v. Obs. rare**, [ad. K. syndiquer
to criticize, censure, *= It. sindacare to look over

accounts, censure, Sp. sindicar to accuse, ad.

med.L. syndicareto examine, f. syndicus SYNDIC.]
trans. = SYNDICATE v. i : cf. prcc. 3.

1609 DANIEL Civ. Wars IH, xc, They, who tooke to Syn-
dicque in this sorte The Actions of a Monarch.

t Syndicable, <* Obs. rare~. [ad. obs. K.

syndicabk) f. syndiquer : see prec.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. (from Cotgrave), Syndicable . . ,

subject unto examination, censure, or controlment.

Syndical (srndikal), a. [ad. F. symlical^ f.

syndic SYNDIC sb.] Only in syndical chamber

(occas. union} = F. chambre syndicate^ a union of

people engaged in a particular trade, for the pro-
tection of their interests ;

a trade-union.

1864 Gd. Words 877/3 Skin-dressers, glovers^ whitesmiths,

harness-makers, &c., all dwell upon the necessity^ of forming
in France 'syndical chambers,' i.e., authorised trade

societies, for their respective trades.. .They look to this
4

syndical chamber
'

to extinguish strikes. 1907 Westm. Gaz.

10 Mar. 12/1 The Syndical Chamber of Chemical Product

Manufacturers.

Syndicalism (si'ndikaliz'm). [ad. F. syndi-

calism^ f. syndicali see prec. and -ISM.] A move-

ment among industrial workers having as its object

the transfer of the means of production and dis-

tribution from their present owners to unions of

workers for the benefit of the workers, the method

generally favoured for the accomplishment of this

being the general strike.

See Sir A. Clay Syndicalism ^ Labour, 1911, A. W.
Kirkaldy Economics ff Syndicalism, 1914.

1907 Contemp. Rev. June 778 'Syndicalism' has a bad

odour with the 'respectable' artisan. 1912 J. H. HARLEY
in Contemp. Rev. Mar. 349 Syndicalism, open or baptised
under the name of Industrial Unionism, is one of the un-

settling influences in the world of workers.

So Syndicalist [F. syndicalt'ste], an adherent or

advocate of syndicalism. Also attrib.

1907 Nation 23 Nov. 250/1 The Syndicalists urged a

general strike, not only of the railways, but of all workmen,
thus hoping to throw the whole country into anarchy. 1007
S. DKWEY in Atlantic Monthly Aug. 276/2 The Syndicalist

movement a sort of revolutionary, as distinguished from

political! trade-unionism. 1911 G. B. SHAW in Times

24 Oct. 9/6 The most dangerous rivals of the Parliamentary
48-2



SYNDICATE.

Labour Parties in France and England just now are the

Syndicalists.

Syndicate (si-ndik/t), sb. Also 7 syn-, sin-

dioat. [ad. F. syndicat office of syndic, body of

syndics, t censure, = Pr. sendegat, It. sindacato

rendering of accounts, order, permission, Sp. sin-

dicado syndicate, sindicato office of syndic, ad.

med.L. *syndicatus, f. syndicus SYNDIC: see

-ATE !.]

1. The office, status, or jurisdiction of a syndic.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. (from Cotgrave), Syndicat, the

office or degree of a Syndick. 1689 BURNET Tracts I. 10

Being of the little Council leads one to the Sindicat. 1718
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Syndic, The Syndicate comes by Turn
to sixteen Persons.

2. A council or body ofsyndics; spec, a university

committee appointed for some specific duty (see

SYNDIC sb. 2) ; also, a meeting of such a body.
1614 DARCIE Birth ofHeresies To Rdr., The Venetians. .

haue a supreame Magistracie, which they call a Syndicate,
that once in a few yeeres, suruey all the Offices and Digni-
ties in their Common-wealth. 1831 tr. Sismondis Ital.

Rej>. xi. 246 They were obliged to render an account of

their administration before a syndicate charged with an

.-eport to the Senate, upoi _
._. ..

..recommend the appointment of a special Syndicate_for
making enquiries [etc.].

Ibid. 1 16 A Room for the Vice-

Chancellor for holding Syndicates or other uses. 1861 LD.
BROUGHAM Brit. Const. App. iii. (1862) 429 The office of the

Syndicate [in the Dutch Republic) was to watch over the

Constitution established by law.

3. A combination of capitalists or financiers

entered into for the purpose ofprosecuting a scheme

requiring large resources of capital, esp. one having
the object of obtaining control of the market in a

particular commodity. Hence, more widely, a

combination of persons formed for the promotion
ofan enterprise ; esp. a combination for the acquisi-
tion of articles, etc. and their simultaneous pub-
lication in a number of periodicals ; also, a com-
bination of newspapers controlled by such a body.
1865 Pall Afall G. 26 Oct. I The shares of the promoters

. .are thrown into a common stock, and put at the disposal
of a secret committee, called by the harmless and, indeed,
rather pretty name of a '

syndicate '. Our language owes
this term, we believe, to certain French financiers. 1876
World V. No. 100. 5 Extensive purchases of railroad stocks
were made by Syndicates. 1877 GIKFEN Stock Exch.
Securities 44 A '

syndicate
'

may be taken as a general alias

for any combination of speculators on the Stock Exchange
to force prices in one direction or the other. It is oftenest
used in the narrower sense of a combination or partnership
to introduce and sell a newly-created security to the public.
1880 Standard 29 Nov., The conclusion of the contract
with a powerful Syndicate for raising ; 8,000,000 to com-
plete the Northern Pacific Railway in three months. 1889
Sat. Rev. 16 Mar. 300/1 Such a syndicate of quacks and
dupes as those who have lately undertaken to run Mr.
Parnell. 1889 Public Opinion (U.S.) 16 Feb., What are
called newspaper syndicates are rapidly extending their
field of action. By the establishment of offices not only in

America, but at Paris, Berlin, Vienna, .. they are able at one
stroke to confer world-wide fame on any author whose work
is at their disposal. 1890 J. HATTON By Order of Czar
(1891) 108 It's like a bear transaction against a strong syn-
dicate. 1891 Atlienzum 12 Sept. 356/3 The first instal-

ment..wilj appear next month in a 'syndicate' of English
and American newspapers.

Syndicate (si-ndikit), v. [In sense I, f.

med.L. syndicat-, pa. ppl. stem of syndicare (see
SYNDIC v.). In other senses, f. prec.]
1 1. trans. To judge, censure. Obs.
1610 DONNE Pseudo-martyr 154 Not how hee shall iudge

quicke and dead at his second coming, but how his Vicar

Master, and all other Law-makers before him. 1641 MAR-
COMBES in Lismore Papers Ser. n. (1888) IV. 203 Those
that haue but mediocre [employments] are soe much ob-
serued and Syndicated. 1822 MRS. NATHAN Langreath
III. 290 Would that I had to syndicate her oppressors 1

2. To control, mannge, or effect by a syndicate ;

esp. to publish simultaneously in a number of
periodicals (see SYNDICATE sb. 3).
1882 Pall Malt G. 29 Nov. 5/2 Government loans, .are all

syndicated 'deposited, that is, in the strong boxes of the
finance houses interested in their success. 1889 Ibid
20 Feb. 6/2 Mr. W. F. Tillotson.. first acclimatized in this
country the American system of '

syndicating
'

fiction. 1891MAX O'RELI.
'

Frenchm. in Amer. 240 Dr. Talmage syn-
dicates his sermons, and they are published in Monday's
newspapers in all quarters of America. 1892 Daily Nnvs
"3 Feb. 7/2 It K probable that the issue is only syndicated,
o. To combine into a syndicate.
1889 Pall Mall G. 3 May 2/1 To underwrite,, .syndicate,

or otherwise provide working capital for bona fide mining
companies. 1892 [see syndicated below). 1918 Q. Re?
Oct. 539 A mortgage by bonds, which the bank .. will
probably share with other banks with whom it is syn-die a.ted,

Hence Syndicated ///. a., Syndicating vbl. sb.
11693 Urgukarfs Rabelais HI. xxvi. 215 Syndicatedcock lm,f. syndicque} ,886 Tiniley't Mag. July 52 There

is time-bargain syndicating for those who prefer a modern
road to ruin. 1880 E, M. CLERKE in Dublin Rev. Apr. 367The conditions of trade in the United States under the
syndicated system.

_ 1892 Daily News 24 Feb. 4/8 Ouida..
has lashed out against agents, syndicates and the syndi.
cated. 1892 /</ ,4 Oct. 7/2 The proportion of syndi.

380

cated or as we should say, of union workmen in France.

1893 Athcnxum 5 Aug. 193/1 The principles of the syndi-

cating of literary material.

Syndicateer (si:ndikatlu). [f. SYNDICATE sb.

+ -EER.] A member of a (financial) syndicate.

1906 ISIadtw. Mag. Jan. 146/1 The syndicateer-in-chief

was Mr. Pierpont Morgan. 1908 SIR C. WYNDHAM in Daily
Tel. 26 Mar. 9/2 The sinews of war arc to be provided by

millionaires: in other words, our old friends the syndi.

cateers.

Syndication (sindik/ijan). [In sense I, ad.

med.L, syndicalio, -onem examination (cf. obs. F.

syndication censure, criticism, Pg. syndicafao in-

quiry), I. syndicare (see SYNDIC v.). In sense a,

f. SYNDICATE v. : see -ATION.]

fl. The action of judging. Obs. rare.

1650 HOBBES De Corp. Pol. n. ix. 6. 182 It is therefore

necessary, that there be a Power Extraordinary.. for the

Syndication of Judges and other Magistrates, that shall

abuse their Authority.

2. The action or process of forming a syndicate.

1887 Christian Union 9 June (Cent. Diet.) The age of

syndication, hypothecation, and stock-watering. 1910

H)tk Cent. Aug. 244 The system of syndication has killed

free competition at home. 1916 Times 8 May 7/6 The
German aniline dye companies.. announced another impor-
tant step towards the syndication of practically the whole

industry.

Syndicator (si-ndik^tai). [In sense i, ad.

med.L. syndicator examiner (cf. obs. F. sindicateur

examiner, censor, Sp. simiicador informer, pro-

secutor), agent-n. f. syndicare: see SYNDIC v. and
-OB 1. In sense a, f. SYNDICATE sb. or v.]

1 1. One who judges ; a judge. Obs, rare.

1610 DONNE Pseudo-martyr 245 In Capitall matters, saies

your great Syndicator, it is lawfull to redeeme the life, per
fas $ nefas. [1768 BOSWELL Corsicaul. 153 The procura-
tors, .choose some persons of high credit and respect, as

syndicatori. .. These make a tour through the different pro-

vinces, as our judges in Britain go the circuits...These
syndicators are exceedingly beneficial.]

2. One who forms a syndicate. U. S.

1891 Cent. Diet., Syndicator, one who syndicates, or
effects sales. (Recent.) 1896 Voice (N.Y.) 12 Nov. 5 A large
class of capitalists and

'

syndicators *.

Syndir, Syndoc, Syndon(e, Syndow, Syn-
dre, Syndri(e : see SUNDER a., SINTOC, SINDON,
SINDAW, CINDER, SUNDRY.

II Syndrome (si-ndriftni). Also 7 syndrom.
[mod.L., a. Gr. <rwfy>o/nj, f. avv SYN- + Spofi-
: Spafiiw to run.]
1. Path. A concurrence of several symptoms in

a disease ;
a set of such concurrent symptoms.

1541 COPLAND Galyen's Terap.z Biij, They enquyre the
cause prymytyfe as partye of all the syndrome. 1605 DANIEL
Queens Arcadia III. ii. (1606) Fij, That so we may preuent
the syndrome Of Symtomes. 1670 MAYNWARING Vita
Sana vi. 75 The syndrom is lethal. 1899 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. VI. 207 Charcot's syndrome has in a number of re-

ported cases been a precursor of arterio-sclerotic gangrene.
f2. trans/, or gen. A concurrence, conconrse;

a set of concurrent things. Obs.

1646 Sm T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. iii. 66 This motion is

termed coition, and that not made by any faculty attractive
of one, but a Syndrome and concourse of each. 1631 BIGGS
New Disp. Pref. 7 A farraginous Syndrome of Knaves and
Fools. 1651 CHARLETON Ephes. % Cimm. Matrons II. (1668)
Pref., Distracted with a syndrome of Remorse, Fear, Anger,
and Despair. 1661 GLANVILL Scepsis Set. xxv. (1665) 156
Every single motion owning a dependence on such a Syn-
drome of prs-required Motors.
Hence Syndro'mic a., of or pertaining to the

syndrome or combination of symptoms in a disease.
1890 Smithsonian Rep. 648 The syndromic episodes, the

extreme manifestations of dis-equilibrium.

Syndry(e, obs. forms of SUNDRY.

Syndyasmian (sindaiice-zmian), a. Anlhrop.
[f. mod.L. syndyasmus, ad. Gr. avvbvaapus coupling,
pairing, sexual intercourse, f. avvbvafav, f. avv
SYN- + Svafftv to couple, f. St!o Two : see -IAN.]
Pertaining to or marked by sexual union without
exclusive coition or with temporary cohabitation.
1877 L. H. MORGAN Ancient Society HI. i. 384 The Syn-

dyasmian or Pairing Family. .was founded upon marriage
between single pairs, but without an exclusive cohabitation.

Syndyr, obs. form of CINDER.

Syne (sain), adv. (conj.) Sc. and north, dial.
Forms: 4 seine, syn, 4-6 (9) sine, 5 seyn(e,
syen(e, syon, (8-9 saan), 4- syne. [Contracted
form ofME. sethen, SITHEN, perh. influenced by ON.
sliian; cf. HYNE, THYNE, WHYNE for HETHEN,
THETHEN, WHETHEN. The northern-English spell-
ings with -ei- (-ej>-), riming with f, are common to
all four words ; their phonological significance is

obscure. See also the corresponding form with short-
ened vowel, SIN adv. ; cf. SEN adv. and SENE adv.]
1. Directly or next after that; at the next moment;
immediately afterwards; then, thereupon; = SINCE
A. i. (Occas. strengthened by after.)
13.. Gasp. Nicodemus 1069 (Galba MS.) In aramathi he

set me seme [rimes hein, fein). 1375 BARBOUR Bruce XI.
216 Valtir, steward of Scotland syne, That than wesbot ane
berdlas hyne, Com vitha rout ofnobill men. c 1400 MAUNDEV
Roxb.) i. 4 pan men passcz thurgh be land of Pynceras .
and seyne to be citee of Bradrenople and seyne led. 1830
afire] to be citee of Constantinople, c 1400 Song Roland

SYNECDOCHE.
826 All the cursed men to mahoun criene, ledes them on the

lond, hold to-gedur seyne. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. in. ix.

1085 And there it wes syne mony day. c 1475 RaufCoil^ear
87 First to lofe, and syne to lak, Peter I it is schame. 1513
DOUGLAS JEneis \. ix. 78 My fader.. The riche realme of
Cyper waistit by weir, And wan it syne. 1561 WINJET
Four ScoirThre Quest, xlvi. Wks. (S.T.S.) 1. 106 Be recon-
cilit with thi brother, and syne cum and offir thi gift, a 1568
Wy/eofAiichtcrinuchty 47 (Bann. MS.) And the gudman
raiss eftir syne, a 1585 MONTGOMERIE Cherrie <V Slae 515
First spye baith, syne try baith. 1681 COLVIL Whigs
Sufplic. (1751) 37 He empties all the water, sync He fill!,

the place with brandy-wine. 1714 RAMSAY Tea.t. Misc.
(1733) I. 28 He first speer'd at the guidman, And syne at
Giles the mither. 1785 BURNS Holy Fair xxiv, In comes a
gaucie, gash Guidwife, An' sits down by the fire, Syne draws
her kebbuck an' her knife. 1826 R. CHAMBERS Pop. Rhymes
Scotl. (1870) 283 Jethart justice first hang a man, and syne
judge him. 1891 MORRIS Poems by Way, Son's Sorrow 146
Three sons my true-love bore me there, And syne she died
who was so dear. 1902 BUCHAN Watcher by the Threshold
247 Syne he rebuked her coldness.

t o. (with prospective reference) : Directly after

this, immediately, presently. Obs.
c 1420 Sir Amadace (Camden) xviii, Go, Joke thou dijte

oure soper syne. <-i46o Towneley Alyst. xxx. 534 Nay,
tary not so we get ado syne.

O. (in reference to serial order generally) : In
the next place, next, further, moreover : = THEN 3 b.
c 1400 Rule St. Benet (verse) 565 And syen our neghburs

was sa delicious, a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Ckron. Scot.

(S.T.S.) I. 4 First to pleis god and syne our nobill king.
2. At a later time, afterwards, subsequently;

esp. in phr. soon or syne, sooner or later.

'3.75
HARBOUR Bruce I. 450-1 Hot syne our lord sic grace

thaim sent, That thai syne, throw thar gret walour, Come
till gret hycht & till honour, c 1460 Tmvneley Myst. xii.

198 Abyde vnto syne, c 1587 MONTCOMERIE Sonn. xx. 8 He
recompencis, as Je play your pairts. Once, soon or syne,
a 1600 HOOKER Serin. Nat. Pride iiu Wks. 1888 HI. 627
As verily as God is just, his justice will show itself upon
them soon or sine. 1678 Hist. Indulgence Ep. to Rdr.,
Soon or syne he shall be put to it. IT W. HAMILTON
Wallace 318 Each Rogue. .Shall be discov'red soon or syne.

1854 MRS. OLIFHANT Magd. Hepburn L I. 19 His fate.,
waits for him soon or syne. 1899 CROCKETT Kit Kennedy
vii, We may as well get it over soon as syne !

3. Since that time, since then : = SINCE A. 2.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) iv. 13 Seyne hiderward myght
na knyght see hir. 1513 DOUGLAS jQLneis i. ix. 79 Evir
syne ofTYoye . . The destructioun hes bene wele knawin to
me. Ibid. n. xi. 99 Neuir syne with ene saw 1 hir eft.

1816 SCOTT Old Mart, xlii, I hae seen it mysel mony a day
syne. 1854 THACKERAY Rose 4- Ring xii, Marry, indeed am
I, my gracious liege the poor Lord Spinachi, once the
humble woodman these fifteen years syne.

4. (So long) Jjefore now ; ago : = SINCE A. 4.
See also LANGSYNE.
[14.. K. Glouc. Ckron. (Rolls) 52 (MS. ft) ?it is nou?t

longe syne.) 1573 TYRIE Refut. in Cath. Tractates (S.T.S.)
18 It was H Jerusalem ane thousand and fyve hundreth ycir
syne. ci6ao A. HUME Brit. Tongue Ded. (1865) i, I.. set

349
' Hoo lang saan?' 'A ye

1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, v, Ye said a gliffsyne it was quivis,
and now 1 heard ye say cuivis with my ain ears. 1871 C.
GIKBON Lack ofGold xii, He was here a minute syne,

t B. conj. SINCE B. 4. Obs. rare.
it 1400-50 Atfxa>tiftrjS64 (Dubl. MS.) A sot I hym halde,

)'at ay hase dene & dispyte of dedes of lityll, Syon [Askm.
MS. Sen] oft be haslokst her is heuen to be slernes. c 1470
HENRY Wallace n. 181 Eternaile God, quhy suld 1 thus
wayis de; Syne my beleiffall haile remanys in the?

Syne, obs. f. SIN, SIGN
; var. SIND.

II Synecdoche (sine-kdi^k/). Gram, and Khet.
Also 4-5 syn-, ainodoohes, 5 synadochie, 6

sinecdoohine, seneo(h)doohe, 6-7 synech-
doche, 7 sinecdoche, synegdoche, synech-
doohie. Also anglicized 6 sinecdoch. [a. late

L. synecdoche (in med.L. sinodoche, whence obs. F.

synodoche), a. Gr. owfxSoxri, f. ffWfxSfXfOat lit. to

take with something else, f. avv SYN- + fKZ(xia0ai
to take, take up. Cf. F. synecdoche, -deque, It.

sincddoche, Sp. sinc(c)doque, Pg. synecdoche.
The form sinecdochine represents the ace. synccdocheit,

vvvtK&oxriv, and synodoches isa new nom. formed upon it ; cf.

syncopis, -in, s-v. SYNCOPE.)
A figure by which a more comprehensive term is

used for a less comprehensive or vice versa
;
as

whole for part or part for whole, genus for species
or species for genus, etc.

Formerly sometimes used loosely or vaguely, and not

infrequently misexplained.
1388 Wyclifs Bible, Prol. xii. (1850) 47 Bi a figure clepid

synodoches [v.r. synadochiej, whanne a part is set for al,
either al U set for oo part. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV.

263 Criste was seide to be in the. .herteof therthe thre daies
and iij. n^htes by a figure callede sinodoches, after Seynte

austyn the first day is taken by synecdoche, that is, that the
last part of the day is taken [etc.]. 1548 R. HUTTEN Sum
ofDiuinitie E ii b, They imagyne a Sinecdoch to be in thys
worde. Ibid. F viij b, The

subtyll cauillacyons, whereby
they fayne Sinecdochine. 1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 75
Therefore, whereas I sale, the Cburche doeth not erre, it is

called Synechdoche, that is to saie, when the parte is vsed



SYNECDOCHIC.

for the whole [sic]. 1601 MARSTON Ant. * Mfl. v. Wks.
1856 I. 55, I did send for you to drawc me a devise, an Im-

prezza, by Sinccdoche a Molt. 1612 J. MASON A nut. Sere.

56 By these two blessings (to wit) the sunne & mine mean-

ing al other earthly benefits whatsoever, by the figure

synechdoche. 1638 CHILUNGW. Kelig. /><>/. i. v. <,

Uy a Synecdoche of the wholefor the part, he might be : -i;<l

to forsake the Visible Church. 1657 J. SMITH JMyst. R/u-t.

44 Of the Grammarians it is called a Synecdoche, or Com-
prehension, when a common word or name is restrained

to a part which is expressed by the Accusative Case. .: z-*,

/Ethiops albus denies^ an Ethiopian white in the teeth ;

here, white agreeing to the teeth only, is attributed to the

whole Ethiopian. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Worthy Cominun. \.

iii. 58 It is by a Metonymy and a Sacramental Manner of

speaking, yet it is also a synecdoche of the part for the

whole. 1718-31 I. TRAPP tr. Virg^ Eclogues i. 87 note (ed.

2) I. ii Aristas, by a Metonymy of the Adjunct, for Har-
vests ; and Those by a Synecdoche, for Years. 1871 MINTO
En^l. Prose Lit. Introd. i Metaphors, personifications,

synecdoches and metonymy in almost every sentence. 1000
R. J. DRUMMOSD Ap<->st. Teach, yiii, This ordinance was fre-

quently by synecdoche spoken of as the Breaking of Bread.

Synecdochlc (sinekd^'kik), a. [ad. mod.L.

synecdockictts, a. Gr. ffwattioxiKos, f. avvticftoxn

SYNECDOCHE.] a. Gram.m&Rhet. = next, a. b.

Ethnol. Involving SYNKCDOCHISM (see b).

1787 PINKKRTON Diss. Scythians \. iv. 69 noif, Diodorus
Siculus remarks the cloudy speech, and intellect, synecdo-
chic phrase, and hyperbolic pride, of the old Celts. 1894-5
Ann. Rep. Bur. Atner. Ethnol.zi Incantation and sorceiy

through nail-partngs, hair-combings, and other parts of the

person (the synecdochic magic of Mason).

Synecdochical (sinekdp'kikal), a* [f. mod.L.

synecdochicus\ see prec. and-iCAL.] a. Gram.a.n<\.

Rhet. Involving or constituting synecdoche.
1597 DRAYTON Heroic. Ep., Shore's^ Wife to Ediv, IV

Note 2, Isis heere is vsed for Thamesis by a Senecdochicall

[1608 synecdochical I] kinde of speech. 1619 SIR J. SEMPII.L

Sacrilege Handled -21 TremelHus.-noteth this speech to be
both Synecdochical I, in putting Sacrifices for all sorts of

OfTnngs..and Metonymicall. 1637 GILLESPIE Engl. Pop.
Cerent, ni. viii. 165 The first.. is the proper signification ;

the second is metaphorical 1 ; the third synegdochicall. 1650
FULLER Pisgah n. v. 1^4 A cup being taken here by a
synecdochicall metonymie for all plentifull provisions. 170*
C. MATHER Magn* Chr. vn. i. 5/2 Synecdochical [misfir.

-doctrical] Pay, being a certain Figure in our avaritious..

Rhetoric, by which there passes, pars pro Toto. 1876 J.

MARTIN tr. KeifsComm, Ezekielxl.
38^-47

A synecdocnical

designation applied to every kind of animal sacrifice.

b. Ethnol. =
prec. b.

1887 O. T. MASON in Science 7 Jan. 17/2 Synechdochical
Magic.

Synecdo'chically, odv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.

Cf. late L. synecdockice.] In a synecdochical man-
ner ; by synecdoche.
1609 BELL Theoph, $ Remig. in So that Christ vn-

doubtedly meaneth all the scriptures of the' old Testament,
when syncedochically he meaneth \read nametb] onely the

Prophets. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud, Ep. vi. i. 380 So is

it said that Christ was three dayes in the grave.. which.,
must be taken Synechdochically, or by understanding a part
for an whole day. 1679 C. NESSE Antichrist 71 All the

world is syncedochically taken for the most parts of it.

1709 CHANDLER Effort agst. Bigotry 7 By Meat and Drink
are Syncedochically comprehended ail other Things of like

Nature. 1837 WHEELWRIGHT tr. Aristoph. II. 32 note. The
miseries of war, for which shields are put synecdochically.

19x1 H. S, HARRISON Queedxvii, The eyes (which you use

synecdochically to represent the character).

Synecdochlsrn (sine'kdiflciz'm). [f. SYNEC-
DOCHE -t- -ISM.] a. Gram, and RheL Synec-
dochical style ; the use of synecdoche, b. Ethnol.

Belief or practice in which a part of an object or

person is taken as equivalent to the whole, so that

anything done to, or by means of, the part is held

to take effect upon, or have the effect of, the whole.

1854 BADHAM Halieut. 463 The surmise of Joviusj though
not absolutely impossible is. .so unusual a specimen of

catacbrestic syneedochism as to be scarcely admissible.

1894-5 Ann. Refr Bur. Amer. Ethnol. 23 One or more

pieces of the skull (for in synecdocblsm the piece carries the

virtue of the whole) of the slain enemy were used as amulets.

'Syneohalle, -schalle, obs. ff. SENESCHAL.
la 14,00 MorteArth. 1871, 1910.

II Synechia (sinrkia, properly sinfkar). Path.

PL -iffl. [mod.L., ad. Gr. awi\<ua continuity, f.

ffwcxfts continuous, f. ffvv SYN- + ix tv * ^ave
hold (cf. wJx"" to hold or keep together).]
An affection of the eye, consisting in adhesion of

the iris to the cornea (anterior synechia) or to the

capsule of the lens (posterior syntchid).
1842 BRANDE Diet. Set'., etc. 1869 G. LAWSON Dis. Eye

(1874)53 During the healing.., the pupillary region of the

iris.. is liable to become engaged in the wound, and an an-

terior synechia to result. Ibid. 81 If.. the pupil should

become closed., by posterior synechiae, an iridectomy should

be performed. 1884 M. MACKENZIE Dis. Throat tf Nose
II. 481 Synechiae are occasionally symmetrical, being pre-
sent in both nasal fossae in corresponding situations.

Synechthry: see SYN-.

Synectic (sine-ktik), a. [ad. late L. synecticus,

a. Gr. ffvvcKTiKfc, f. ffwixftv : See Prec- an^ *1C

a. Of a cause : Producing its effect directly, with-

out the intervention ofmeans; immediate; spec, in

Old Med. = CONTINENT <z. 6 b. b. Math. Applied
to certain continuous functions: see quot. 1888.

So fSyne-ctical a. (in sense a); Syneoticlty

(-i'siti), the quality of being synectic.
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1697 tr. Eurgcrsdiiiits* Logic I. xvii. 68 A Cause Effi-

cient is said to be next in Species which is so joyned by its

Existence to its Effect^ as that it is joyned to it without any
mediating Virtue.. .Hitherto appertaincth the Emanalive
Cause : Likewise the Continent, or Synectical of the Physi-
cians. 1888 Ii. WILLIAMSON in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 72/1
A function of a complex variable which is continuous, one-

valued, and has a derived function when the variable moves
in a certain region of the plane is called by Caucby synectic
in this region. 1890 Cent. Diet. s.v. Cause, The physicians,

following Galen, recognized three kinds of causes, the pro-

tatarctic, protguinenal, and synectic. . .The synectic, con-

taining, or continent cause is the essence of the disease

itself considered as the cause of the symptoms. 1891 Ibid.
,

Synecticity.

Synedrial (sine-drial), a. [f. SYNEDRION +

-AL.]
= ntxt, b.

1880 Encycl. llrit. XIII. 428/2 The respect in which the

synedrial president was held.

Synedrian (sine'drian), sb. and a. [f.
next +

-AN.] a. sb. A member of a synedrion ; see also

quot. 1606. b. adj. Ofor belonging to asynedrion.
1606 T. WHETENHALL Disc. Abuses C/t. Christ 1 19 [They]

call them that desire to have restored againe the auncient

order of Parish Synedries, Consistories, or Presbyteries. .

by the nick names of Synedrians, Cpnsistorians,
and Puri-

tans. 1656 BI.OUNT Clossogr. s.v. Sanhtdrim, Synedrians
(synedrf) are the Counsellors, Judges, or Members of that

Court. 1808 MITFORD Hist. Greece xxxix. $ 4. IV. 448 The
Synedrians, resident deputies of the subject states,., met to

take the matter into consideration. Ibid. 449 It was not

probably the purpose of Chares and Demosthenes to injure
or offend the Synedrian allies.

II Synedrion (sine-dri/n), synedrimn (-cm).
PI. synedria. Also 8 synhed- ; 7 anglicizedpi.

eynedries ;
8 in forms assimilated to SANHEDBIM,

synhedrim, synedrin. [mod.L., a. Gr. awi-

Spior, f. ovvttpos : see next.] A judicial or repre-
sentative assembly, a council, consistory ; spec, the

Jewish SANHEDRIM.
1584 E. PAGET Calvin's Harm. Evangelists 5 The Syne-

drion,.. a chosen counsell of the stocke and posteritie of

Dauid, whose auctoritie was great. 1590 NASHE Pasquit's

Apol. I. Dj, The Bishoppes.. should be throwne downe,
and the lewcs Synedrion set vp. 1606 Synedries [see

SYNEDRIAN). a 1641 Bp. MOUSTAGU Acts ff Afon. v. (1642)341
Annas the younger,, .calleth a Consistory or Synedrion, and
citeth James. 1677 HowelCs Vind. in Marl. Misc. (1810)

VI. 128 How..uncapable am I to censure the proceedings
of that great senate, that high synedrion, wherein the

wisdom of the whole state is epitomized? 1728 CHAMBERS
Cycl^ Sankedrin, or Syncdrin, among the Ancient Jews.
1775 ADAIR Amer. hid. 7 In their sweltery town.houses,
or supposed synhedria. Ibid. 86 If a two-years drought
happens, the synhedrim . . convene in a body, and make
proper enquiry into the true cause of their calamities. 1808

MITFORD Hist. Greece xxxv. i. IV. 238 Seventy-five cities,

of importance enough to have each its representative in the

congress, or, in the original termsyneQrium,whichassembled
at Athens. 1880 Eniycl. Brit. XIII. 424/1 The [Jewish]

synedrium at that time was a political and not a scholastic

authority. 1897 R. H. STORY Apostolic Ministry Scot. Ch.

i. 21 The synedrion held its meetings in the building used

by the synagogue for its religious services.

Synedrons (sinrdras), a. Bot. rare~. [f.

mod.L. synedrus, a. Gr. awf&pos sitting with, f.

avv SYN- + ?8/>a seat : see -ous.] Growing on an

angle of the stem, as a leaf-stalk. 866 Treas. Bot.

\\ Syiieidesis (sinsidTsis). T/ieol. Obs. [Scho-
lastic L., a. Gr. o-w'8r;<ns consciousness, con-

science, f. owftSivai to be cognizant of or privy to

a thing, with red. pron. to be conscious of.

Cf. Syneide (personified) in ciozo T. ROBINSON Mary
Magd. 1245 But still Syneide comforts her againe And tells

her, yl
y* lambe, for sinners must bee slaine.j

That function or department of conscience which

is concerned with passing judgement on acts already

performed. (Contrasted with SYNTEBESIS.)
1620 R. CARPENTER Coiiscioiiatle Christian (1623) Bjb,

Syneidesis-conscience, that is, an actual! application of our

knowledge, to this or that particular act or obiect. 1643
HERLE Anttv. Fertie 2 Consciences synteresis, and syn.

eidesis, ..can warrant her to passe her Crisis or conclusive

judgement. 1679 J. GOODMAN Penit. Pard. i. iv. (1713) 101

That which is called Synteresis, and that which is called

properly Syneidesis, or conscience. By the former of which,
man having as it were a standard within himself of good
and evil, he may guide himself in the choice of his actions ;

by the latter he is able to reflect upon himself, and.. pass a

judgment upon himself.

Synema to Synepigonlc : see SYN-.

Synenergfy (sine'najclsi). rare. [f. SYS- +

ENERGY.] = SYNERGY.
a 1680 GLANVILI. Sadducistiius i. (1726) 98 The Faculty of

Union, Motion, and Life, in which all the Sympathies and

Synenergies which are found in the World, may be con-

ceived to consist. 1687 H. MORE AHSW. Psychop. (1680)

114 Whatever Activity, Sympathy, Synencrgy,. .is found in

the World. 1893 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 30 Sept. 725/2 Each

segment [of the spinal cord] with its corresponding anterior

root, represents a functional synenergy.

Syneresis : see SYNTHESIS.

Synergetio (sinaidje'tik), a. rare. [ad. Gr.

awfffjrrriKos, f. ovvtpyfiv to work together, co-

operate.] Working together, co-operative : "SYN-
ERGIC. So t Bynergetical a. Obs.
1681 H. MORE Annat. Clanvilts Lux 0. 120 Acting at

two places at once according to its Synergetical vertue. 1836

SMART, Synergetic. 1889 DOHMAN & WINGRAVE Gloss.

Anat. Phys. Biol. Terms App., Sfntrgltie muscles.. ate

those whicn together subserve a certain kind of movement.

SYNERGY.

Synerffia (sina-jd^ia;. [mod.L., a. Gr.

avvfffjia, (. avvt/rflit working together, awtfrfftv
,sce prec.).] a. rhysial., etc. = SYNEBGT. b.

Anthropol. Agreement in bodily movements or

acti, as a hypothetical stage in the development of

sympathy : cf. SYN*STHESIA.
1859 MAYNE Expat. Lex. 1897 Ie SVK*STIIUIA].
Synergic ^in.vjil/ik;, a. J'hysiol. [ad. mod.L.

ymtrfSau, I. Gr. owi/ryoi, -^yiV: see prec. and

-1C.] Working together, co-operating, as a group
of muscles for the production of some movement ;

pertaining to or involving synergy.
1859 MAYMK Expos. Lex. 1886 KUKIKK Functions oj

Rrailtvi. (ed. 2) 200 Every form of active muscular exertion
necessitates the simultaneous co-operation of an immense
assembly of synergic movements. 1899 Attovtt's .Vyi/.
Med. V 1 1. 61 A failure of synergic action of muscles.

Hence Syne rgically adv., so as to co-operate.
1899 A/ltult's Sytt. Med. VII. 898 Muscles, .which are

brought into action synergically.

II Synergida (sina-adjida). Bot. I'l. -idJB

(-id;;. Also anglicized synergid. [mod.L., f.

Gr. ovtHfryfiv to co-operate.] Either of two naked
nucleated cells at the apex of the embryo-sac,

regarded as co-operating with the oosphere in the

production of the embryo.
>88a VINES tr. Sachs' Bot. 580 Two of the cells of the egg-

apparatus lie nearer the apex..; they are somewhat elon-

gated superiorly, and the nucleus lies in this elongated por-
tion . . : these cells have been termed by Strasburger the

Synergidx. Ibid., In Sinningia, according to Strasburger,

only one synergida is present in some cases. 1898 Natural

Science^ June 375 Origin of the embryos from egg-cell,

synergids, antipodal cells, or nucellus.

Hence Syne'rgidal a. In recent Diets.

Synergism (si'najd^iz'm). Theol. [ad. mod.L.

syntrgismus ,
f. tfvvfpyfo working together, awtp^tiv

to co-operate.] The doctrine that the human will

co-operates with Divine grace in the work of re

generation.
1764 MACLAINE tr. Mosheims Ecd. Hist. Cent xvi. in.

n. l. 32 (1833) 488/2 He [sc. Strigelius] was accused by
Flackius of Synergism at the court of Saxe-Weimar. i8>8

PUSEY Hist. Enq. i. 23 Even laymen, who would not sign
the confutation-book (against Synergism) were excluded
from acting as sponsors. 1882-3 Schajfi Kniycl. Rtlig.
Knowl.lll. 2279/2 Synergism is a sublimated type of Semi-

Pelagianism.

Synergist (si-naadjist). Also 7 sun-, [f. Gr.

awepyus (see prec.) + -1ST.]

1. Theol. One who holds the doctrine of syn-

ergism. Also attrib.

1657 GAULE Sap. Just, n That the Adamical will, or will

from Adams fall, ..in the act of Conversion, .is thereunto

actively cooperating together with God ; so the Erasmiant,
theSunergists, andArminians. 1764 MACLAINE tr. Mosktims
Eccl. Hist. Cent. xvi. m. n. i. { 30. (1833) 488/1 The Syner-
gists.. denied that God was the only agent in the conver-
sion of sinful man. 1883-3 Schajff

1

s Encycl. Relig. Kntnvt.

III. 2280/1 Strigel,. .one of the professors at Jena, and a

synergist, 1883 T. M. LINDSAY in Encycl. Brit. XV. 85/1
The Synergist controversyt

which discussed the nature of
the first impulse in conversion.

2. Med. and Phy$iol. A medicine, etc., or a

bodily organ (e. g. a muscle) that co-operates with

another or others : cf. SYNERGY b. Hence Syner-
ffize (si'naidjSiz) v. inlr., to act as a synergist,

co-operate, as a remedy, or an organ, with another.

1876 BAKTHOLOW Mat. Med. (1889) 491 Stramonium...

Antagonists, Incompatible^, and Synergists, are the same
as for belladonna. Ibid. 136 (see SYNEKGISTIC 2].

Synergistic (sinsad.^i-stik), a. [f. prec. + -ic.]

1. Theol. Of or pertaining to Synergism or the

synergists.
1818 TODD. 1839 HALLAM /.//. Eur. in. ii. 5 32 Melanch-

thon espoused the synergistic doctrine. 1864 SHEDD Hist,

Ckr. Doctrine II. iv. ii. 40 Chrysostom's theory of regener-
ation was (irmly synergistic.

2. Med. and Physiol. Of a medicine, etc. : Co-

operating with another ; acting as a synergist.

1876 BARTHOLOW Mat. Med. (1888) 136 Synergists. All

agents promoting constructive metamorphosis are syner-

gistic to iron.

So Synerffi-stical a. (
- sense l) ;

hence Syn-
ergi-stically adv. (cf. sense a).

1657 GAULE Sap. Just. 5 The Synergistical and the Ana-

baptistical way of understanding it. 1764 MACLAINR tr.

Mosktim'i Ecil. Hist. Cent. xvi. ill. u. i. t 30 (1833) 488/1
The synergistical controversy. if?* TCCKER Apol. Ck.

Eng. (ed. 2) 60 note, The Saxon Divines, with Mefancthon
at their Head,.. adopted another System, viz. The Syner-

gistical. 1876 BARTHOLOW Mat. Med. (1879) 502 Combina-

tion with agents acting syncrgistically, as oil of cubebs and

sandal-wood.

Synergy (si-nsjdji). [ad. mod.L. SYMEBGIA.]

Joint work-ing, co-operation,

fa. In general sense. (Cf. SYHKKGISM, SYN-

BRGIST I.) Obs.

1660 HEYLIN Hist. Quinquart. l. 9 They speak only ot

such a Synergie, or cooperation, as makes men differ from

a sensless stock, or liveless statua, in reference to the great

work of his own conversion.

b. In mod. scientific use : Combined or cor-

related action of a group of bodily organs (as

i nerve-centres, muscles, etc.); hence, in extended

I use, of mental faculties, of remedies, etc.



SYNGAMETE.

1847 tr. Fcuchtmlelen's Med. Psychol. 88 The transition

to the homogeneous is called irradiation (in motor nerves

synergy in sensitive, sympathy). 1867 LEWES Hist.

Pkilos. (ed. 3) II. 419 The synergy of organs in producing
mental phenomena. 1885 J. MARTINKAU Types Etk. T/i.

(1889) I. 467 The factors of his personality are now a
different set of powers, and the product of their synergy
cannot therefore be the same.

Synester, obs. form of SINISTEU.

Synet, obs. form of CYGNET.
1830 ROBSON Brit. Herald III. Gloss., Synettys, old

English for swans.

Synethnic : see SYN-.

Synevey, -wey, var. SENVY Obs., mustard.

Synew(e, Synewi, obs. ff. SINEW, SIN z>.

Syng, obs. form of SIGN, SING.

Syngamete (si-rjgamft). Kiol. [f. SYN- +

GAMETE.] The cell produced by the fusion of two

gametes in reproduction.
a 1900 C. MACMILLAN in B. D. Jackson Class. Bat. Terms.

t Synga'mical, a. Obs. rare. [f.
Gr. avv

SYN- + yaftos marriage + -ICAL.] Pertaining to

sexual union or copulation.
1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chyiit. 276 The specifical fer-

ments are.. inherent in the syngamical spermalick liquor.

Synganiy (srrjgami). [f. Gr. avv SYN- + 70/405

marriage.] a. Free interbreeding between organ-
isms, b. The fusion of two cells, or of their

nuclei, in reproduction. Hence Syngumic (sin-

gje'mik), Syngamous (si-rjgamas) adjs.
1904 HARTOG in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. Mar. 59^, I venture

to propose the term '

Syngamy
'

to replace
'
fertilisation

'

in

its modern restricted sense..; and the derivative adjectives
'

syngamic
' and *

syngamous
'

follow naturally. 1904 POUL-
TON Ess. Evolution ii. (1908) 60 Forms which freely inter-

breed together . . may be . . called Syngamic. . . Free inter-

breeding under natural conditions may be termed Syngamy.
Synge, obs. form of SIGN, SING, SINGE.

II Syngenesia (sinda&fsia). Bot. [mod.L.
(Linnaeus 1730), f. Gr. avv SYN-+ yivtats pro-
duction, GENESIS, with ending as in Decandria,
etc. : see -IA.] The nineteenth class in the Linnsean
Sexual System, comprising plants having stamens
coherent by the anthers, and flowers (florets') in

close heads or capitula ; corresponding to the
Natural Order Composites.
Also an order in the classes from the Both to the 23rd,

characterized by similar cohesion of the stamens.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suff. s.v., The syngenesia. expresses
de same class of plants with the compound flowered plants

of Ray, and others. 1771 Encycl. Brit. I. 648/2 Many
flowers, particularly those of the syngenesia class. 1785
MARTYN Lett. Bat. ix. (1794) 94 If. .the filaments, .arc free
and distinct, but the anthers are connected together, so as
to form one body, then your plant will be found in the class

syngenesia. 1797 Encycl. Brit. fed. 3)X VI. 553/1 Kuscus, . .

Butcher's Broom : A genus of the syngenesia order, belong-
ing to the dioecia class. 1816 Encycl. Perth. V. 638/1 Corn
Marigold . . belonging to the syngenesia class of plants.
Hence Syngenese (ll'ndjftift), a syngenesious

plant ; Syngenesian (-rfan, -rsian) a. = next, a.

1836 SMART, Syngenese. 1840 Ibid., Syngenesian.

Syngenesious (sindg/hrfas, -f-siss), a. Bot.

[f. prec. + -ova.] a. Belonging to the class Syn-
genesia ; having the stamens united by their anthers.
b. Of the stamens : United by the anthers so as to
form a tube, as in the Syngenesia (and in some
plants of other classes) ; also said of the anthers.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff. s.v. Syngenesia, Neither

scabious, nor dipsacus, are flosculous, or, as they may much
more properly be called, syngenesious plants. 1830 LINULEY
Nat. Syst. Bot. 187 [Lobeliaceae] Monopetalous milky dico-
tyledons, with . . syngenesious stamens. 1845 St k. Bot. \.

(1858) 15 The anthers, .sometimes grow together, when they
are called syngenesious. 1896 HKSSLOW"W/ Flowers 18
In the Compositaj, the so-called syngenesious condition of
the anthers is due to a gummy exudation

Syngenesia (wndje-nto). Biol. [mod.L.:
see SYN- and GENESIS.] Formation of the germ
in sexual reproduction by fusion of the male and
female elements, so that the substance of the embryo
is derived from both parents.
1836-9 Todfs Cycl. Anal. II. 427/2 The theory of Syn-

genesis or Combination seems to have been applied princi-
pally to the explanation of reproduction of quadrupeds and
man. 1864 LEWES Aristotle xvii. 353 The theory of Synge.

that may be derived from it.

Syugenetic (sind^/he-tik), a. [i. prec. : see

GENETIC.]
1. Biol. Of or pertaining to syngenesis.
1864 LEWES Aristotle xvii. 35I The Syngenetic theory-whicb makes both parents equally progenitors.
A. Geol. Applied to mineral deposits formed at

the same time as the enclosing rocks.

Syngenite (si-ndj&sit). Min. [ad. G. syn-
gemt (Zepharovich, 1872), f. Gr. ov-ntvfc akin
cognate + -HE 1

: so named from its close relation
to polyhalite' (Dana).] A hydrous sulphate of
calcium and potassium, occurring in colourless or
white tabular crystals ; also called KALTJSZITE.
1875 WATTS Diet. Chcm. VII. rM2.

Syngil, obs. form of SINGLE a.
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Synglar, -er(e, var. SINGLES a. 06s.

Synglere, var. SANGLIEK, wild boar.

Syngnathous(si-nfjnabas),a.
Zee/, [f.

mod.L.

Syngnathus (f. Gr. ffwSYN- + -vi'd9os jaw) + -OUS.J

Belonging to the genus Syngnathus or suborder

Syngnathi of fishes, characterized by thejaws being

united into a tubular snout, and including the pipe-

fishes and sea-horses.

1871 DARWIN Desc. Man I. vi. 210 The males of syngna-

thous fishes receive the eggs of the females in their abdo-

minal pouches.

Syngne, Syngnefiaunce, Syngnett(e,

Syngnory : see SIGN, SIGNIFIANCE Obs., CYGNET,

SIGNET, SIGNOBY.

Syngraph (si'rjgraf).
Also in L. form. [ad. L.

syitgraffia, -as, ad. Gr. avyypatpii, avyypa<t>os,
f. avyy/xufHiv to compose in writing, compile, draw

up, f. aw SYN- + fpaQitv to write.] A written con-

tract or bond signed by both or all the paities.

1633 MARMION fine Comp. III. v. Fsb, I haue here a

Syngraphus, a writing with articles, that must be drawn
between us. 1656 Riavm Glossogr.. Syiigrafh.., a Writing
or Deed, made or signed with the hand of nim that makes
a bargain i an Obligation or Bond between two or more i

a Specialty of ones own hand. 1830 Westm. Rev. July 234
Those enchorial pafyri'in which a registry in Greek happens
to be adscribed to the Egyptian Syngraph or deed.

fb. ?A statement in writing made by several

persons jointly. Obs.
i66a EVELYN Diary 29 Oct., Dr. Basiers . . the greate

traveller, .. shew'd me the syngraphs and original _sub-
scriptions of divers Eastern Patriarchs., to our Confession.

Syngrene, obs. f. SENGBEEN, houseleek.

Synharmonie : see SYJT-.

Synhedrion, var. SYNEDRION.

Synical, obs. form of SINICAL.

1654 J. EYRE Exact Surveyor 70 In all synicall propor-
tions, observe this general rule, that [etc.].

Syniper, var. SINOPEB Obs.

1551-2 in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI (1914) 71 Syniper
paper.

[I Synizesis (sinizFsis). PI. -ses (-sfz). [late

L., a. Gr. awifrais, n. of action f. avvi^avuv to

sink down, collapse, f. avv SYN- -r Ifavitv to seat,

sit, settle down, f. i to seat, sit.]

1. Gram, and Pros. Fusion of two syllables into

one by the coalescence of two adjacent vowels (or
of a vowel and a diphthong) without the formation
of a recognized diphthong.
1846 KEIGHTLEY Notes Virg., Bucol. vii. 54 If this be the

true reading, sua is an ablative case contracted by the

figure synizesis. 1861 PALEY ^Eschylus, Pers. (ed. 2) 81

ft/>tf, Kvdvfov. . .Compare inf. ..nop^vptri. In both places
Hermann retains the uncontracted form, in which there is

.synizesis, against Kvavovv and irop<#>upa of later editors.

2. Path. Closure of the pupil of the eye.
1830 GOOD Nosology 309.

Synk(e, Synkfoil(e, obs. ff. CINQUE, SINK,
ClNQUEFOIL.

Synkaryon to -kinetic : see STN-.

t Synkquatener. Obs. rare- 1
. Corrupt form

repr. F. cinquanicnier a captain of
fifty.

1533 LD. BERNEKS Froiss. I.ccclii. 566 Of the aldermen of
the craftes, and of the Synkquateners of the portes [cf.
ccclxxv. 623 cinquantenier].

Synle, var. SENDLE adv. Sc., seldom.

Synnet, var. SENNET ! Obs.

II Synnenrosis (sinniuorCTi'sis). Anat. [mod.
L., ad. Gr. awvfvpaiois (Galen), f. avv SYN- +
vfvpov sinew : see -osis.] Connexion or articula-
tion of bones by a ligament.
1676 WiSEMANC/uVK/?. Treat. VII. ii. 479. 1835-6 To:i,ts

Cycl. Anat. I. 257/1.

Synnewe, -ou, -oun, -ow, obs. ff. SINEW.
Synnimone, obs. form of CINNAMON.
cisBa in Hist. MSS. Comm., Vnr. Coll. (1903) II. 86

Spices spent in one hole yere. . . Synnimone, ij Ii.

Synnomic : see SYN-.

II Synocha (si-noka). Path. Alsojsin-. [med.L.
syttocha,km.ofsynochui: seeSYNOcuus.] A con-
tinued or unintermitting fever (or a particular
species of this : cf. SYNOCHUS).

not it cresith in quantite & isouersette. .. And bannc comefa feuer bat hat Synocha& makebswel'ing. 14. . Lanfranc's
Cirnrg. 298 itotc. Blood.., jif it ouer haboundeb. & it is
nett. .& is corrupt, & nebeles it is not roten, berof is maad
a fcucre clepid synocha conlinua. And ?if he is roten
t>cn

,?
<

>,'
s Inaad t"erof a fcuere clepid synoclins continual.

1728 CHAMBERS Cycl., Synocha, and Synachos.. .Literally
they both signify the same Thing ; yet is the former used to
signify an intermitting, and the latter a continu'd Fever ]
1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 234 Synocha.. much resembles the

SYNOD.

to cut ye veyne, nat onely for the feuers synocallcs, but also
in all the other that ar of rotten humours. 1717 Fatn.
Diet. s.v. Fever, The synochal Fever. 1846 G. E. DAY tr.

Simon's Anitn. Chem. II. 282 In variola and varicella..
Urine of a synochal character is.. often met with.

So Synochoid (-koid) a., resembling synocha ;

Synochous (-kss) a,, synochal.
1822-7 GOOD Study Med. (1829) II. 180 The fever.. some-

times assumes a caumatic. .cast, sometimes a typhous, and
sometimes a synochous. 1848 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. (ed. 7),

Synochus.. .Mixed fever, ..Synochoid fever.

Synochus (si-niJkfc;). 2'ath. Also 5 ain-.

[meo.L., a. Gr. avvoxos, i. avv SYN- + o^- : IXHV
to have, after awixcv to hold together, be con-

tinuous.]
= SYNOCHA.

But often distinguished as a different species: see quot.
1848 and the introductory quots. s.v. SYNOCHA.
[1398,14.. [see SYNOCHA]. a 14121 LYDG. 'Iwo Merchants

301 The fevere in phisyk is callyd sinochus.)
1625 HART Anat. Ur. i. ii. 27 [He] was. .surprised with

that feauer commonly called Synochus. 1657 G. STARKEY
Helmont's I'ind. 164 The disease at the nrst..was but a

plain Diary, though before the Doctors making an end, it

be.. changed into a Synochus. 1799 Med. Jrnl. II. 409
Persons exposed, without shelter, to the vicissitudes of the

atmosphere, have been affected with the synochus. 1813 J.
THOMSON Lect. Inflam. in The fever accompanying local
inflammation.. is often of a mixed nature like the fever de-
nominated synochus by Dr. Cullen. 1848 DUNGLISON Med.
Lex. (ed. 7), Synochus, continued fever, compounded of
synocha and typhus; in its commencement often resembling
the former ; in us progress, the latter.

Synocil (si'n&il). Zool. [irreg. f. Gr. avv
SYN- + L. cilium (see CILIA): cf. CNIDOCIL, PAL-

POOIL.] A structure in certain sponges, supposed
to be a sense-organ, perhaps analogous to the rods
and cones of the retina of the eye : see quot. 1 888.
1883 SIHMONDS Diet. Trade Suppl. 1888 ROLLESTON &

JACKSON Anini. Life 807 A synocil, as yet observed only in

a.Sycaiidra, is a process of mesoglaea,.. containing a num-
ber of fine filaments derived from as many cells situate at
its base.

Sync-create : see SYN-.

Synod (si-n^d). Forms : 4-6 sinod, 4-7 synode,
(6 senod), 6-7 sinode, 4- synod, [ad. late L.

synodtts, a. Gr. avvoSos assembly, meeting, astro-

nomical conjunction, f. avv SYN- + 6S6s way, travel ;

reinforced later by F. synode (i6th c.). (Cf. It.,

Sp. sinodo, Pg. synodo.) L. synodus was taken
into OE. a.sseonoj>, siono]>, sino}, iynof; Layamon's
sinad (25338) may represent contamination of the
OE. word with OF. scnai SENATE. See also SENE.]
1. Eccl. An assembly of the clergy of a particular

church, nation, province, or diocese (sometimes
with representatives of the laity) duly convened for

discussing and deciding ecclesiastical affairs, t In

early use freq. applied to general councils.

Formerly also, an episcopal or archidiaconal visitation (cf.
SYNODAL B. 2).

1387 TREVISA Higdfn (Rolls) V. 41 In bis counsail and
synod was be pope Victor. Ibid. 231 be btidde greet
synode [v.r. sinodj of bre hondred bisshoppes was i-made at

Ephisus. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Ct. ii. 24 In that synode [of
bishops and abbots at Rome] for the grete holynes of
charles The pope . . gaf hym power for to ordeyne bisshoppes& archebisshops. 1528 [see SYNODAL a. i). 1545 Act 37
Hen. yfll, c

; 17 The Bishopp of Rome and his adherentes
. .have in their counsailes & sy nodes provincial! made..and
decreed diverse ordynances. 1553 BECON Reliques efRome
(1563) 213 It was decreed at ye councell of Nice y l euery
byshop shpulde twice yearelye haue a Synode or Sene
general within hys dipcesse. 1591 LAMBARDE Archeion
(1635) 8 The two Provinciall Synodes of Canterburie and
Yorke. a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. vin. v. f a Before
Empeiours became Christians, the Church had never any
enerall Synod. 1661 J. STEPHENS Procurations 66 Of
ynods there are found sundry kinds, Oecumenical, National,

Provincial, and Diocesan. 1677 Rector's B/>. Clayworlh
(1910) 30 liy older from my Ld. ArchBp I preachd this day
to ye Synod at Southwell, a 1700 EVELYN Diary 21 July
1641, A stately senate-house, wherein was holden that famous
Synod against the Arminians in 1618. 1768 MACLAINE tr.

Mosheim's Eccl. Hist. Cent. xvii. it. i. ii. f 5. 1 V. 409 [Peter I

of Russia] declared himself the supreme pontif and head of
the Russian church. The functions of this high and im-
portant office were entrusted with a council assembled at

Petersburg, .. called the Holy Synod. 1776 GIBBON Dccl. ft
F. xv. (1782) I. 586 Towards the end of the second century,
the churches of Greece and Asia adopted the useful institu-
tions of provincial synods. 1845 M. PAITISON Ess. (1880)
I. 17 Bringing him to., trial before a synod of bishops for his

flagrantiofraction of the canon law. 1845 S. AUSTIN Ranke's
Hist. A'f/C I II. 525 In the year 1533 a provincial synod was

writers, and approaches so nearly to synochus. .as to createa perpetual confusion in the minds of young students.

Synochal (si-nokal), a. Also 6 syuooalle ff
SYNOCHA, SYNOCHUS + -AL.] Of the nature of or
pertaining to synocha (or synochns).
1541 COPLAND Guydons Quest. Cyriirg. M ij b, It is. .better

meeting in_ general synod or convention, and in such synod
or convention framing constitutions . . for the general manage-
ment .. of the said Church. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. \. 3.

30 It was the ecclesiastical synods which by their example
led the way to our national parliaments.

D. In Presbyterian Churches : A body or assembly
of ministers and other elders, constituting the
ecclesiastical court next above the presbytery (see
PRESBYTERY 4), and consisting of the members of, or
of delegates from, the presbyteries within its bounds.
'593 ABP. BANCROFT Dangerous Posit, in. xiii. 109 As-

semblies are eyther Classes, or Synods. Ibid, no A Sy.
node is an assembly of chosen men, from moe Churches,
then those that be in one Classis, or conference. 1645
FAGITT Heresiogr. 76 The Independents, .teach that everie



SYNODAL.

particular Congregation ou^ht to be governed l>y its OWM
particular Lawe*, . . \\itliout obligation [to] acknowledge
Classes or Synods for its government and conduct, a 1658
CLEVELAND Ali.it Assembly i Flea-bitten Synod, an As-

sembly., like the rude Chaos of Presbyt'ry, where Lay.
men guide With the tame Wool- pack Clergy by their side.

1753 Scots Mag. XV. 85/1 A provincial synod is a court

consisting of all the ministers of a particular number of

presbyteries, and one elder chosen . . from each session.

They, .judge in all.. appeals from the presbyteries. 1851
KARP Gold Col. Australia. 79 The Presbyterian Church is

under the government of the Synod of Australia, ami is

divided as follows: Presbytery of Sydney,.. Presbytery of

Windsor, .. Presbyteiy of Campbelltown, .. Presbytery of
Maitland.

2. gen, and traiisf. An assembly, convention, or

council of any kind. Also,^*.
1578 H. WOTTON Courtlie Controv. 132 The Councell and

Sinode of our Genterie. 1580 Lyi.v Kuphnes (Arb.) 315 A
shamelesse Sinod of three thousand greedy catcrpilleis.

1607 SHAKS. Cor, v. ii. 74 The glorious Gods sit in bourely
Synod about thy particular prosperity, a 1649 CRASHAW
Carmen Deo Nostro Wks. (1904) 197 An universall Synod
of All sweets. 1718 POPE Iliad xtu. 662 On golden clouds
th* immortal synod sat. 1763 JOHNSON in Boswell Life,
Sir, we could not have had a better dinner, had there been a

Synod of Cooks. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 40 It

was not in the power of Jeffreys to overawe a synod of peers
as he had been in the habit of overawing common jui ies.

*f*3. Astro!. A conjunction of two planets or

heavenly bodies. Obs.

1646 CRASHAW Steps to Temple* Lovers Horoscope 18 How
e're Loves native houres were set, What ever starry Synod
met, 1651 CULPEPPER Astral, judgem. Dis, (1658) 30A Con-

junction or Synod, .cannot properly be called an aspect.
1661 BOYLE Certain Physiol. Ess.

(1669) 30 The Planets.,
have (according to Astrologers) in their great Synods or

Conjunctions,
much more powerful. .Influences. .than are

ascrib'd toone or two of them out of that Aspect. 1686 GOAD
Celest. Bodies ii. xii. 329 We speak of Aspects, Synods, and
Schematismes, for advantage of Influence Caelestial, and
observe, that even they want their Vigour when they want
their Friends about them.

4. attrib. : f synod house (cf. sense 3, and
HOUSE sb. 8 b) ; synod-man, a member of a synod.
1589 GREENK Tullies Love Wks. (Grosart) VII. 201 To

vnite those loues that Venus in hir Sinod house hath ex-

Ereslie

countercheck t. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. in. 1298 For
ears and Dogs on four Legs go, As Beasts, but Synod-men

on Two.

Synodal (si'mJclal), a, and j. Also 5-7 synod-
all, sinodall, 6 sinodal, -alle, synodalle, -ole,

7 synodale, -ol. [ad. late L. synodalis, f. synodus
SYNOD: see -AL. Cf. F. synodal (from 14111 c.).]

A. adj. 1. Done or made by, or proceeding
from a synod (j or general cooncil).
c 1450 Godstow Reg. 683 Legatinis of Othon and Octobon

and Synodall and other constitucions. 1528 MORE Dyaloge
iv. Wks. 252/1 It is a law synodall made in the vi Sinode.

1533-4 Act 25 Hen, yfll, c. 19 f i Constitucions ordy-
nance and canons provynciall or Synodal!. 1544 BALK
Chron, Sir J. Oldcastle 44 The synodall actes of Bysshoppes
intheyr dyoceses. 1641 MILTON Reform, i. Wks. 1851 III.

15 The whole generall Councel of Nicsea .. determines

writing a Synodal pist[le] to the African Churches to warn
them of Arnanisme. 1674 HICKMAN Quinquart. Hist. (ed. 2)

107 His subscriptions to the Synodal Determinations.

1756-9 A. BUTLER Lives Saints, St. Tarasius (25 Feb.),
He was no sooner installed [as patriarch], but he sent his

synodal letters to pope Adrian. 1853 S. WILBERFOHCE in

R. G. Wilberforce Life (1881) II. v. 183 The subjects of

inquiry. -touching the synodal action of the Church. 1865
PUSEY Truth Ettgl. Ch. 89 The Synodal decrees of the

Council of 214 Bishops at Carthage.
2. Of the nature of or constituted as a synod.
1530-1 Act 22 Hen. VIII^ c. 15 13 The Clergy of

_the
provynce of Canturbury in theire Synodall Convocation.

1571 in 6th Rep, Hist. MSS. Comm. 636/2 The synodall
convention halden at Sanct Andros..be the hailt ministerie

the barones, gentelmen and elders of kirkis within Fyf.

1578 Second Bk. Discipl. Ch. Scot. xii. (1621) 89 Concerning
Provinciall and Synodall Assemblies.., how many and in

what places they were to be holden. 1647 Jus Div. Regtiit.

Ecd. title-p., The Presbyteriall Government, by Preaching
and Ruling Presbyters, in Congregationall, Classicall, and

Synodall Assemblies. 1687 Reply to Reasons Oxford Clergy
agst. Addressing 1 5 A Synodal Convocation. >88o MCARTHY
Own Times Ivin, The Irish bishops were to lose their seats

in the House of Lords. A synodal, or governing body, was
to be elected from the clergy and laity of the Church.

t b. transf. Connected with or related to church

government by synodal assemblies, presbyterian.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 94 Cartwrights and

Bruses pure synodall minister^. 1640 SIR E. BERING Sp.
on Relig. 14 Dec. v. 15 You will en-live the same men to

bee now Synodall, who were before but Convocational 1.

3. Of, belonging to, or connected with, having or

characterized by, a synod or visitation.

Synodal book (eccl. L. liber synodalis) : see B. 4. Synodal
Payment^ rent = B. 2.

1579 FULKE Confut. Sanders 687 Charles the King of

Fraunce sent a synodall booke into Britane. a 1648 Li>.

HERBERT Hen. YHI (1649) M 1 That Synodall Judges,
going to poore Towns and Villages.., draw Annuall Tribute

thence, or Excommunicate them, when they cannot pay.
1661 Synodal payment [see SYNODY i]. 1695 KENNETT
Par. Antiq. ix. 649 We find these Synodal witnesses were
afterward a sort of impanell'd Jury. 1758 JORTIN Erasmus
I. 291 Points of Doctrine to be determined by Synodal
Authority. 1770 (title) A Synodal Charge Delivered to the

Clergy of the Diocese of Abo..by. .C. F. Mennander...
Translated from the.. Swedish by..L. T. Nybcrg. 1876
GRANT Burgh Sck, Scot. i. i. 4 Free and quit from all custom,

synodal rent, aids, lodgings and conreds. 1910 Soc. Ant(q.,
Old Sarnm Excavation Fund 6 On synodal and ordination

and other solemn days.

383

B. sb. L A synodal decision, constitution, or '

decree. Obs. exc. Hi*!.

1485 CAXTON Chas, (if, 228 He ordeyned bysshops..&
made constytucyons, synodals, and oilier ordynaunces.
a 1529 SKELION Ware the Haukt 132 Decrees or decretals,
Or holy sinodals, 1660 HEYLJN Hist. Qninyiiart. To Rdr.,
I have consulted.. the Confes>ions, the Synodals, and other

publick Monuments, and Records of the several parties.

1765 BLACKSTONE Count. I. Introd. Hi. 8^ AH canons, con*

stitulions, ordinances, and synodals provincial.

t b. //. Probably, offices or prayers to be used

for festa synodalia or festivals appointed to be

observed by n. diocesan synod. Obs.

The explanation that it refers to the public recital of

synodal or provincial constitutions is given by Sparrow in

his Rationale (1672) Rvij b, and isrepeated in Nichols (ht

lib. Com. Prayer (1710) Bj/2, W neatly Of Bk. Com.
Prayer (1720) lii. 10. 142 note, Ulunt Annot, Bk, C. P.

(1866) 16 note.

"S48-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer Pref., Vaine repetitions,
Cornmemoi acions, and Synodalles.
2. A payment made by the inferior clergy to the

|

bishop, properly on the occasion of a synod, and
|

hence at an episcopal or archidlaconal visitation.

1534 Lincoln Diocese Documents 177 The sayd person, !

and his successouis. .shall suslt:yne..aU proxis and Sinu-

dalles, all dismes and all subsides [etc.]. ^1550 Disc,
\

Common WealEng. in. (1893) i36Wheare be theise Synodes i

nowe kepte? yet they receiue euery yeare theire Syno-
dalles of the poore priestes. 1661 (see SVSODY i], 1667 I

Answ. IVtst to North 9 At Easter Visitation the Ministers I

pay their Pascal Rents, or Synodals. ^1679 J. WAKU
ZJ/rtry (1839) 152 There is a minister in Northamptonshire I

..that will not pay the archdeacon synodols, but will pay
procurations. 1779 RUDDER Gloncestersh. 723 Swell (Upper).

t

.. First fruits .7 o o. Tenthsjo 140. Procurations/^ 6 8.
,

Synodals ,0 to. 1904 Daily News 22 Mar. 3 The Ecclesi-
|

astical Commissioners are continuing steadily their work of .

giving all the Archdeacons a fixed income of ,200 a year,
\

instead of a portion being deiived from procurations, syno. ,

dais, visitation or induction fees.

f 3. A synodal assembly, a synod. Obs.

1573 Kff. Privŷ Council Scot, II. 230 Be ordinance of the i

haill ministerU within FyflTand gentilmen convenit at thair

synodall haldin at Sanctandrois. 1596 in Maid. Club
MisCt I. 83 Referris the mater . . to the said nixt synodall.

4. A synodal book (see quot., and cf. A. 3).

1844 LINGARD Anglo-Saxon C/t. (184^) II. xiv. 330 The i

new prelate left Rome.. taking with him.. a synodal con-
|

taining instructions for his personal conduct. Note* The
j

synodal was so called, because it was read in the synod.. |

in which the new bishop was ., installed in his church.

Hence f Synodalian a. - SYNODAL a. a b, 3 ;

Synodalist, a^member of a synodal assembly;
'

Synodally advi [cf. med.L. synodaliter* F. syno-

dalement\, by the action or authority of a synod.
1668 Persec, Kef. Ch* in France 20 Not admitting to the

Lords Supper flagitious persons, Synodally suspended for
!

their scandalous lives. 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. iv. iv.
;

182/2 The Reverend Charles Chancey.. at the time of the
j

Synod, . .opposed the Synodalian Principles. 1902 Contemp, \

Rev. June 895 It had been decided that all the Synodalists
should oppose such an institution.

t Synodary. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. L. ^synod&ntts^ i

f. synodus SYNOD: see -ARYI
.] A member ofa synod.

1581 J. BELL Haddons Answ. Osor. in. 359 Doth the !

Pope want his consistory ? hath not this most holy father
;

his synodaryes ? [orig. an sanctissimus pater suos non
habtt fiatres conscriptos ?]

t Synoda'tic, a- Obs. rare" 1
, [ad. med.L.

synoamcus, f. synodus SYNOD.] SYNODAL a. 3.

1661 J. STEPHENS Procurations 93 Nor do I think that this

Synodatick payment (taken to be the same with the Cathe-

dratick..) was constantly.. paid either in $ynodot or at the

two Feasts above-named.

tSynodial,*. Obs. rare~. [f.
SYNOD + -IAL.]

1717 BOVER Diet. Royal) E>ig.-Fr, t Synodal, Synodical,
or Synodial.

I Syiiodian. Obs. rare *. [f. SYNOD + -IAN.]

A member of a synod.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hht. x. v. 5 A London Divine,

charging the synodians to have taken a previous oath to

condemn the opposite party on what termes soever.

Synodic (sin^-dik), a. [ad. late L. synodicus^

a. late Gr. <rwol>tico$ (both in sense 2), f. trwoSos

SYNOD.]
1. EfcL SYNODAL a.

1640 R. BAILLIE Canterb. Self'Convict. Postscr. 16 When
the Assemblie of Glasgow had passed this tryall upon them

according to our desire, we embraced the Synodick Sen-

tence. 1659 PEARSON Creed ii. 282 notet They charge all

those to whom they write that Synodic Epistle, that they
should be satisfied with such expressions as they found in

the Scriptures. 1835 I. TAYLOR Sfi'r. Despot, v. 210 The

synodic system, .is., named as a principal cause., of the

Spiritual Despotism which, .grasped the Christian world.

2. Astron. = next, 2.

1654 T. WHALLEY in Ussher's Lett. (1686) 603 A Mean

Synodick Month. 1694 W. HOLDER On Time \. n The

Synodic Revolution of the Moon, by which the Month is

measured. 1788 Phil. Trans. LXXVUI. 4'9 The lunar

month, or mean synodic revolution,.. consists of 29 days,

12 hours, and 792 scruples or parts in 1080 ; and the year of

354 days, 8 hours, and 864 scruples. 1834 MRS, SOMERVILLE

Lonnex. Phys. Set. v. 20 The synodic motions of the satel.

lites. 1875 TAIT in Gd. Words 238 This is the sidereal

period of the moon's revolution ; not the synodic period, as

the time from new moon to new moon is called.

Synodical (sinjrdikal),tf. [f.asprec.: SCC-ICAL.]

1. EccL a. = SYNODAL i.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. iv. vii. 8 6 To the Con-

secralion was annexed the scndyng of a Synodicall Epistle.

SYNODITE.
1611 tr. riuo:l,,i,t\ / t. Hist. iv. iii. 746 A synodicnll
C|>Ktle njnterning the faith, written by Athanasiu* to the
hinpcrour Ionium. 1618 HALIS CM. Klin. II. (1673) j'i
It.rir answer was thai it could not stand with their Con-
science to promise Obedience to all Synodical Decree*.
1647 N . HACON Disc. Cmil. Ki,g. i. xvi. (1739) 31 In Synodical
disputes ihey would hold with the Canon. I7 tr Uufiit'i
Et.ci. Hist. 171/1 C. I. v. 69 The synodical or synodal
I.etttrs, are those which are wrote in the Name of a Synod,
and which Contain its Decisions or Regulations. 1810 Mil
SK Suffl. ,Mti,,. l:nf. Call,. 153 The synodical decision of
the lush Bishops. 1876 Praytr Hk. Inttrltaicd 2 \ Whether
or no Edward's First 1'raycr.Wjk received synorlical sanc-
tion is a disputed point.

b. = SYNODAL 3.

1565 CAIFHILU Aitsm. Martiall 70 The great vertue &
profound knowledge of those Synodkal! men. 1656 USSIIER
(titlr) The Reduction of Kpiscopacte Vnto the Form ol

Synodical Government Received in the Antient Church

1736 CHANDLER Hist. Petsec. 108 He was resolved to have
his will, and add synodical authority to his own words and
opinions. 1817 HAI.I.AM Const. Hist. xi. (1876) II. 315 The
pre&bylerian discipline and synodical government were very
partially introduced. 1866 KELTON Greece, Ane. tr Mott.
II. n. iv. 320 Both parlies, the Arians as well as the Ortho-

dox, .. resorted to synodical majorities.

o. = SYNODAL 2, 2 b.

1503 ABP. BANCROFT Dangerous Posit, in. xiii. no The
Articles of the holy Discipline and Synodicall [sic], must
alwaies be read [in the synod). 1600 W. WATSON Dt'catortfon

(1602) 93 That Synodicall court. 1643 Ord. Lords -\ Comm ,

Westm. Confess. (1658) aoa Assemblies, which are Congre-
gational, Classical, and Synodical. 1661 Reg. Privy Council
S<tft. Ser, MI. I, 29 The assemblieing of ministers in their

severall Synodicall meittings. a 1679 J. WARD Diary (1839)
161 Mr. Leigh, the synodical commentator.

2. Astron. Pertaining to the conjunction of two

heavenly bodies (see CONJUNCTION 3); said esp. ol

the revolution, or period of revolution, of a planet
between two successive conjunctions with the snn,

or of a satellite between two successive conjunctions
with (or occultations or eclipses by) its primary

planet. Synodic monlh, the synodic period of the

moon, i. e. the time from new moon to new moon;
a lunar month, lunation. (Opp. to sidtieal.)

1669 STUBMV Mariner's Mag. vi. 95 So twenty nine and
half [days] in all. Do make a Month Synodical [tuisAr.

Synonidal], 1696 WHISTON The. Earth \\. (1721) 177 The
Lunar Year was then exactly.. twelve Synodical Revolu-
tions of the Moon. 1761 Phil. Trans. LI 1. 106 The second
satellite has a synodical equation of 16' or 17' in time, to be
subtracted. 1784 HERSCHEL ibid. I,XXIV. 242 By which
means the sidereal is reduced to a proper synodical period.

1788 Ibid. LXXVIII. 365 The first satellite performs a

synodical revolution round its primary planet in 8 days
17 hours i minute and 193 seconds. 1811 WOODHOUSE
Astron. xxviii. 276 The time between conjunction and con-

junction, or between opposition and opposition, is denomin-

ated, a Synodical period. 1808 LOCKVER Eltm. Aslron.

244. 102 Nineteen synodical revolutions of the node..aie

equal to 223 synodical revolutions of the moon.

Syno'ttically, adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2.]

1. By the action or authority of a synod ; synod-

ally.
n 1604 HANMER Chron. In!. (1633) 125 But I may not so

leave my Prelates, they synodically decreed as followeth

(etc.). 1618 HALES Cold. Rein it. (1673) 25 Which sentence

passed by the major part of Voices, and was Synodically
concluded. 1703 W. WAKE State o/Ch. 507 To be observ'd

..within the Province., of Vork too, who had not yet

Synodically Agreed to it. 1841 Br. BLOMFIELD Let. in A.

Blomfield Mem. (1863) II. i. 31 There is no intention of

passing any episcopal sentence upon Mr. Newman's Tract :

that is to say, the Bishops will not do so synodically.

2. In synod, as a synod.
<n6l7 UAYNE Diocesan's Tryall (1621) 4 If they might

mcele Synodically. 1687 J. KIRKWOOD Lit. Boyle B.'

Wks. 1772 I. p. cxciii, The bishop of Ross, with the clergy

of his diocese synodically assembled. 1850 S. WILBERFORCE
in R. G. Wilberforce Life (1881) II. ii. 63 The Bishop and

clergy of this diocese synodically gathered in this our

cathedral city of Oxford.

tSynodicate,f. Obs.nonce-wd. [f. SYNODIC +

-ATE a.] trans. To give out as by synodal authority.

1645 Arraignm. Persecution 44 To keep his Holinesse in

action, 1 beseeuh your Honour, lhat he may Synodicate a

full Resolution to these ensuing Queries.

Synodist (si-n^dist). [f. SYNOD + -IST.J

1 1. A member of a synod. Obs.

1616 J. YATES Kit ad Carsarem i. 5 Arnoldus a great

Remonstrant Synodist. 16.. FULLER (Webster 1864), These

synodists thought fit in Latin as yet to vail their decrees

from vulgar eyes.

2. = next, 3.

1846 WORCESTER cites EC. Rev.

Synodite (srmJdait). [ad. late L. synodita

coenobite, or late Gr. oui-oSiTrjs (in all three senses),

f. ovv SYN- + O&'TIJS traveller (f.
oJos journey) or f.

ffwoSos SYNOD : see -ITE 1.]

fl. A fellow-traveller, travelling companion. Obs.

1654 H. L'ESTRANOE Chas. I (1655) 16 His Councel were

his Synodites, and went along with him. 1659 Alliance

Div. Of. 265 Those women, which the Apostles made their

synodites and companions in their journeys.

2. (See quot.) Hist. rare-".
1861 Chambers' Encycl., Canobites ..(a SyMdites, the

name given to those monks who live together, in contra-

distinction to the Anchorites or hermits.

3. An adherent of a synod ;
used disparagingly

of those who accepted the decrees of the Council

of Chalcedon. Hist. rare- 1
.

1846 NEWMAN Develofm. Chr. Doctr. (1878) 313 They



SYNODSMAN.
disowned the authority of the Council, and called its ad-

herents Chalcedonians, and Synoditcs.

Synodsman (si-n^dzmSn). [f.
SYNOD + geni-

tive -s + MAN s6. 1
]

1. Pseudo-etymological alteration of SIDESMAN,

q. v. (sense l), after mecl.L. teslis synodalis lit.

synodal witness, a representative of a parish attend-

ing a synod.
1680 GODOLPHIN Repert. Canon, (ed. 2) 163 margin, These

Sidemen were called Tfitts Synorialcs anciently styled

Synods-men, thence corruptly called now Side-men. [1857
TOULMIN SMITH Parish 71 It was directed that four, six,

or eight, should appear, together with the clergy, to repre-
sent the rest, and to be the 'testes synodales', that is,

synodsmen.J 1908 Corringham Ch. Mag, (cover), Synods-
men ; Mr. and Mr. .

2. A member of a synod in the Irish Episcopal
Church.
1870 Content}. Rev. Sept. igo The last function of the

General Vestry is to elect parochial nominators . . and synods-
men to the Diocesan Synod. x8g4CA. Titties 16 Mar. 306/4
A large meeting of the lay synodsmen of Belfast.

Synody (si-n&li). Also 6-7 sinody; //. (cor-

ruptly) 5 sinoges, 6 sinages. [ad. med.L. *syno-

dium, (. synodus SYNOD. With the form sinoges
cf. med.L. corrogium for corrodittm COBBODY.]
1. = SYNODAL sb. 2.

1467-73 in Calr. Proc. Chanc. Q. Eliz. (1827) I. Introd. 81

[1 he archdeacons] yerely have payd the seid sinoges and
Peter pens. .for the churches and parachyns of Bodham,
Lympenhowe and Thirkeby. 1543-3 Act 34 $35 Hen. VIII,
c. 19 i Sinodies Proxies and other Proflettes. 1661 J.

STEPHENS Procurations 99 All of them make.. but one pay-
ment . . known . . by the name Synodale, or the Synodal

payment, or. .the Synody. .the said Synody, or Synodal
being a Pension certain, is valued in the Kings Books.

2. = SYNOD i.

a 1548 HALL Chrm., Hen. V 34 b, At this Sinody [sc. the
Council of Constance] were assembled (as one authore
writeth) ccc xlvj bishoppes.

II Synoeciosis (sinfsidu'sis). Rhet. Also syne-,
synoi-, -oei-, -ce-. [lateL., ad. Gr. mnutttuca,
n. of action f. awoixetoSv to associate (persons) as

kinsmen or friends, f. ami SYN- + oiKtiovv to make
one's own, f. oiKftos domestic, one's own, f. oTicos

house.] A figure by which contrasted or hetero-

geneous things are associated or coupled, e. g. con-

trary qualities attributed to the same subject.
1589 PUTTENHAM Engl. Poesicm. xix. (Arb.)2i6 margin,

Syneciosis, or the Crosse cooling. 1657 J. SMITH Myst.
Rhet. 120 Synoeceiosis...h. figure which teacheth to con-
joyn divers things, or contraries, ..and is, when contraries
are attributed to the same thing. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4),

Synoicciosis, 1711 BAILEY, Synoeceosis.

Synoecious (sinrjbs), a. Bot.
[f. SYN- after

DKECJOUS, MONOECIOUS; cf. Gr. awomia a com-
munity of persons living together.] Having male
and female flowers in the same flower-head, as
some Composite, or male and female organs in the
same receptacle, as some mosses.
1863 M. J. BERKELEY Brit. Mosses\\.6 Mosses. .are. .in

some rare cases syncecious.

Syncecism (sinrsiz'm). Gr. Anliq. Also
synoik-. [ad. Gr. avvonaa^os, n. of action f.

fmnalfHV to cause to dwell with, to unite under
one capital city, f. avv SYN- + olni^ftv to found as
a colony, to colonize, f. 01x05 house.] The union
of several towns or villages into or under one

capital city. So_Syncecize (sinf-saiz) v. [ad. Gr.

owoticifav ; see above], trans, to unite into or
under one capital city.
1886 Eng. Hist. Rev. I. 636 They always remained

separate states and were never synoikised. 1887 A. LANG
Myth, Ritual!, Relig. I. 266 Legends.. current before the
villages were 'synoecised' into Athens. 1898 J. B BURY
in Jrnl. Hellenic Studies XVIII. 15 We would give much
to know the details of .. the synoecism of Messenia. Ili.'ii

16 If the only purpose of Megalopolis had been to synacize
the Maenahans and Parrhasians. 1901 E. GARDINER in
kncycl. Brit. XXX. 529/2 When the town was first formed
. . by the syncecism

'

of the neighbouring villages.
Synogne, obs. form of SINEW.

Syiioicous (sinoi-kss), a. Bot.
[f. Gr. avv

SYN- + dines house + -ODS.] = SYNCECIOCS.

growth the term synoicous is applied. 1881 Jrnl. Bot X
98 The synoicous flower of '

Fissidens pusillus '.

Synoikise : see SYNCECIZE.

Synomosy (sinou-mfci). Gr. Antiq. [ad. Gr.
avvanoaia, f. avvofivvvai to confederate, f. avv
SYN- + o/u'tWi to swear.] A political society of
men leagued by oath.
.808 MITFCMD Hut. Greece xix. 4. II. 434 There were at

Athens societies called Synomosies, which bore considerable
resemblance to our political clubs.

Synonym (si-ntfnim), sb. Forms : see below,
[ad. late L. synonymum, -on, a. Gr. avvuvv/tov,
neut. sing, used subst. of owtmpos, f. avv SYN- +
-aanip- (as in y^u/jMos, Av&vvuos nameless
ANONYMOUS) =

Svo^ NAME. Cf. F. synonym,,\sinomme (nth c.), It., Sp. sinonimo, Pg. sy.
nonymo. The earliest instances are plural (after
L,. synonyma, Gr. nrrfrvpi), anglicized sinonymes,

384

synonymcs, inLatinorGrseco-Latin form synonyma,

synonama, incorrectly with addition of
pl.^

-J

ippearance, except
the i 8th century.]
1. Strictly, a word having the same sense as

another (in the same language) ; but more usually,

cither or any of two or more words (in the same

language) having the same general sense, but

possessing each of them meanings which are not

shared by the other or others, or having different

shades of meaning or implications appropriate to

different contexts: e.g. serpent, snake
; ship, vessel;

compassion, fellow-feeling, sympathy ; enormous,

excessive, immense ; glad, happy, joyful, joyous ;

to kill, slay, slaughter; to grieve, mount, lament,

sorrow. Const,far, of, f formerly to, with.

In quot. 1432-50 sinonymes is a rendering of the title of

Isidore's work Synoityfiitt de Intnentatione aniinae fecca.

tricis, where it denotes identical ideas expressed in different

ways in the course of the work : cf. OF. sinonimes (i2thc.

in Romania., 1876, V. 275).

Plural, a. 5 sinonymes, 6-9 synonymes, 8

synonimes, 8- synonyms.
1432-50 tr. Iligden (Rolls) VI. 51 Isidorus..lefte noble

werkes. .as the books of'his Ethimologies,. .of the ordre of

creatures, sinonymes, and monyober pinges_.

1540 PALSGRAVE tr. Acolastus Epistle Aiij b, Theyr yong
scholers. .be forced to falle a glosynge.. of their latyn bokes
. . of dyuers englishe wordes . . beinge synonymes. . they chuse
moste commonly the very worste. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin s

Inst. i. xiii. 25. 41 b, If the Father and the Sonne were

Synonymes or seuerall names signifying one thyng. 1715
BENTLEY Sernt. Popery 4 Hesychius makes them [sc. Kctiryj-

AeuoiTfs and SoAwyres] Synonyms. 1783 WALKER 18 Apr.
in Boswell Johnson, Walker. Do you think, Sir, that there

are any perfect synonimes in any language? Johnson.
Originally there were not; but by using words negligently,
or in poetry, one word comes to be confounded with
another. 1785 REID [ntfll. Ptrwers I. i. 14 Most synonimes
have some minute distinction that deserves notice. 1856
MAX MULLER Chips (1880) II. xvi. 74 The more ancient a
language, the richer it is in synonymes. 1863 BAIN Higher
Engl. Grain. (1870) 73 Only, with the synonymes 'solely ',
'

merely ',

' alone . 1874 SAYCE Comfar. Philol. i. 27
Another mode of arresting pur attention and giving_ dis-

tinctness to the thought which has to be expressed is by
setting two synonymes side by side. 1004 H. BRADLEY
Making of English v. 176 The notion of striking was ex-

pressed by the verb now pronounced slay, which survives

only in a narrowed and developed meaning. ..Here,. .Ger-
man has kept the old word (schlfigett), while English has

rejected it for more vigorous synonyms.

6. 6-7 synonoma, syuonuma, 6-9 synonyma,
7 synonima.
1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramli. Kent 289 This Horsa, and his

Brother Hengist (both whose names be Synonuma, and
signifie a Horse). J573 G. HARVEY Scliolars Love in
Letter-Ik. (Camden) 1 16 Those two, I take it, are Synonoma.
1585 FETHERSTONE tr. Calvin on Acts xiii. i. 290 It may be
that they [sc. doctors and prophets] are in this place Sy-
nonyma, or that they signifie both one thing. 1656 BLOUNT
Glossflgr. s.v. Marque, Marques and Rfprizals are used as
Synonima. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. 11, xii. 290 The words
Weal, welfare, are mentioned as Synonoma. 1673 SIR P.
LEYCESTER Hist. Antiq. i. iii. 97 Dux and Consul in these
Ages were Synonima. 1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia I. it. i.

221 The barrenness of the Anglo-Saxon language maybe
seen in the fewness of its synonyma.

7. 6-7 synonym-, -im-, -aes, 6-8 -a's, -as, (6
sunonimas), 6-7 synonamaes, 7 synonemas,
sinonimaes.
[1594 Sunonimas: see ic] 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas
[. li. II. Babylon 368 Better then Greeke with her Synony-
maes, Fit Epithetes, and fine Metaphoraes. a 1634 COKE
#.-/< /V. /*/. (1648) 30 In the statute of 1 1 H. 4. Customes
and Subsidies are used as Synonymaes. 1649 JER. TAYIOR
Gt. Exemp. I. Sect. vi. 98 All the synonyma's of sadnesse
were little enough to expresse this great weeping. 1655FULLER Ch. Hist. vi. i. 269 Nothing more common than to
make Monks and Fryers both Synonyma's and reciprocal!
1765 STERNE Tr. SJiandy VIII. xix, The Corporal, wishing..the word and all its synonimas at the Devil. 1780 G
CAMPBELL Four Gospels I. iv. 127 The use ofsuch synonymas
[as oiriorta and ffxAijpoicapSt'a].

Singular, a. 6 synonomon, 7 synonymum,
7-8 synonymon.
In quots. 1583 and 1673 perhaps to be taken as neut. adj.
1583 FULKE De/. Tr. Serift. L M For them . . whiche

knowe..that Siinulachrum is Synanomon with Imago.
1653 URQUHART Rabelais i. v. 26 Give me a synonymon for

evil doer, or an idle companion,.. a Synonymon to Vaga-
bond. 1673 O. WALKER Edvc. 125 Satyricalnes, (which is
almost synonymum to wit).

6 sinonime, 8-9 synonime, 7- synonym(e.8 F '

Synonyme, orby I nstance. Ibid.,Dict'., Synonym.
^'

c '' Royal, Synonime. .3. Synonym, or Synonyma. 180.MASON bupfl. to Johnson, Synonyme, a word of the same
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SYNONYMICAL.
its synonym. 1853 W. GREGORY Inorg. Ghent, (ed. 3) 25 The
term atomic weight is used, ..but only as a convenient

synonym for the term equivalent. 1869 GLADSTONE Juv.
Mundi ii- (1870) 69 We have also to consider the word
Panachaioi. .. We cannot take it for a mere synonym of
AchaioL

y. 7 synonima, 8 synonyma.
x6n COTGR., Synonime, a Synonima. 1727 [see 0], 1776

G. CAMPBELL Pkilos. Rhet. I. i. vi. 172 The stress of the

argument lies in a mere synonyma, or something equivalent.
b. spec, in Nat. Hist. A systematic name having

the same, or nearly the same, application as

another, esp. as another which has superseded it.

1659 RAY Corr. (1848) 2, I shall give the names of all

plants, .in an alphabetical order, together with their syno-
nyma. 1765 Museum Rvst. IV. 441 Gramen typhinum
utajus, seu pritnum. ..Mr. Hudson then adds, as a sy-

nonym, Gramen typhinum medium s. ifulgatissimum.
1833 LVELL Princ. Geot. III. Pref. p. xvi, We cannot have
too complete a catalogue of all the species.. together with
their synonyms. 1857 HENFRF.Y Bot. 184 We find a distinct

generic name given as a synonym.
c. The equivalent of a word in another language.

1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. 27 Bidding a man bomure in

Germane sunonimas. 1804 ANNA SEWARD ./!/</;/. E. Dartvin
202 Had life been used instead of its Latin synonym [printed
synonism] ens.

2. By extension : A name or expression which
involves or implies a meaning properly or

literally

expressed by some qther ;

* another name^/ir*.
1631 MASSINGER Emferor East i. ii, Informer..,^ \ am

the State scout, you may think me an informer. Mast.
They are Synonima. 1690 C. NESSK hist. % Myst. O.tyN.
Test. I. 129 Abrahams bosom is made the synonymon (of
the same import) with heaven. 1784 R. BAGE Barkam
Downs I. 329 Nor of dishonour neither, which I suppose is

the modern synonime with marriage. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. iv. 1.507 His [sc. William Penn'sJ name has.,
become, .a synonyme for probity and philanthropy. 1868
G. DUFF Pol. Sum. 229 This region [sc. Peru], whose name

1879 LUBBOCK Set. Lect. v. 161 The \tord ferrum was em-
ployed in Latin as a synonym for a sword.

3. trans/. Either of two or more things of like

or identical nature but called by different names,
e. g. corresponding geological formations in dif-

ferent regions. (Cf. SYNONYMITT b.)
1839 MURCHISON Silnr. Syst. i. iv. 66 The formation differs

essentially both from its type in the North of England, and
from its foreign Synonyms.
4. loosely. A person of the same name as another;

a 'namesake': = HOMONYM 2. nonet-use.

1837 SYD. SMITH Sir J. Mackintosh Wks. (1850) 650/1 A
Scotch cousin, who had mistaken me for my gallant synonym,
the hero of Acre,

Hence { Synonym v. {rart\ trans., to designate
by a synonym.
1761 DA COSTA in Phil. Trans. LII. 446 It is truly a kind

of crystal, and might with
propriety

be synonymed Crystal'
lus viridis colnutnaris laterilus inordinatis.

t Syno-nymal, a. (sb.) Obs. Also 7 synoni-,
sun-, [f. SYNONYM sb. +-AL.] Synonymous.
1613 JACKSON Creed n. xxx. 19 margin^ In matters of

knowledge or belief, reason and cause are synonymall. 1641
H. I/ESTRANGE God's Sabbath 65 In its remotest latitude
of signification it is synonymall with what Civilians call

Jits Gentium, or the Law of Nations. 1659 O. WALKER
Instruct. Oratory 95 Repetitions.. and enlargements by
synonymal words.

B. sb. A synonym.
1662 J. CHANDLER Van Helmonfs Oriat. 191 The Fume

of Minerals, by reason of its malignity, & an Arsenical
poyson, have become Sunonymalls or things of one name:

Neck of Another, savour more of the Skill of the Clark,
then of the Faith of the Reporler.
Hence t Syno'nymally adv., synonymously.
1630 SPKLMAN De

Sefult. (1641) 16 In this manner the
fifth Canon either useth them [sc. 'exact' and 'demand']
Synonimally, or [etc.],

Synonymic (simfai-mik), a. (sb.) [f. SYNONYM
sb. + -ic, after F. synonymigue.'] Of, relating to,

consisting of, or exhibiting synonyms.
1816 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXXIX. 472 A syno.

nymic table of the geography of Egypt under the Pharaohs.
1857 J- W. GIBBS Philol. Studies 220 Synonymic distinc-

tions, however, should not be carried too far in any lan-

guage. 1871 KIRBY (title) A Synonymic Catalogue of
Diurnal Lepidoptera. 1881 SHARPE in Nature XXIII. 481/2
Ihe intricate windings of synonymic literature. 1890 A.
GUDEMAN in Class. Rev. XIII. 214/2 Pu/chritudinim nc
sfeciem. The same synonymic collocation occurs in Firm.
Maternus.
T The meaning synonymous

'

given in mod. Diets, appears
to be unsupported ; but cf. next, I.

B. sb. The study of synonyms, as a department
of grammar. [Cf. F. synonymiquc, G. synonymik]
Also Synonymies (in recent Diets.).
'857 J-.W. GIBBS Philol. Studies 220 It is the business of

synonymic merely to notice the distinctions actually exist-

ing, not to create them, or to anticipate their origin.

Syiionymical, a.
[f. SYNONYM sb. + -ICAI..]

tl. = SYNONYMOUS i. Obs.
1645 E. CALAMY Indictm. Eng. 23 The Apostle reckons

up seven synonymicall expressions.. .The works of the flesh
are hatred, variance, emulation, wrath, strife, sedition, en-

yymg> 1690 C. NESSE Hist, f, Myst. O. % N. Test. I. 89
It being a phrase synonymical.



SYNONYMICALLY.

2. - SYNONYMIC.
1806 DAWSON (title) Philologia Anglicana: or a Philo-

logical and Synonymical Dictionary of tb^ English Lan-

guage. 1887 A iner. Naturalist XXI. 580 A synonymic.il
and descriptive list .., in which one hundred and seven species
. .are given. 18^5 Advance (Chicago) n July 62/2 A won-
derful Psalm, this [sc. the ngth] ! Acrostical, synonymical,

panegyrical, devotional.

Hence Synonymically adv., as a synonym or

synonyms.
1590 Broughtoifs f.ett. vi. 20 iuwrpaTtuirijs and OKoAovdbc

are all one,, .and . .synonymically confounded. i86a H. I*.

WHCATI.EY Anagrams 172 The second piece includes some
words not synonymically inserted in the fust.

Synonymicon (sintfni-mik^n). [f. SYNONYM,
after lexicon.] A list or dictionary of synonyms.
1813 W. TAYLOR Eng. Synonyms Introd. p. xiv, Blair has

deposited in his A' hftoric , .some further contributions to an
engli>h synonymicon.

Synonymist (sin^nimist). [f. SYNONYM st>.

+ -IST; cf. F. synonytniste.] One who treats of,

or makes a list of, synonyms.
1753 Chambers' Cycl. $'//., Synonywi$tst among the

botanical writers, such as have employed their care in the

collecting the different names, or synonyina, used by
different authors, and reducing them to one another. 1805
W. TAYLOR in Afont/ily Mag, XX. 18 The German synoni-
mist has produced a work of fuller and sounder informa-
tion. 1849 SIR J. STEPHEN Efd. Biog. (1850) II. 155 Neither

Crabbe, the synonymist, nor even Samuel Johnson, lexi-

cographer, could have discriminated exactly between the
senses of two appellations so equivocal.

Synonymity (sinAirmlti). [f. SYNONYMOUS:
sec -ITY.] The quality or fact of being synony-
mous, or having the same meaning.
1880 J. MORISON m Expositor XI. 468 Metaphysical coinci-

dence by no means necessitates the rhetorical synonymity of

nomenclature. 1884 A'. 4 Q. 6th Ser. X. 43/2 To point out
the Germanic origin of his [s,. Garibaldi's] name and its

synonymity with Shaksper?.
b. transf. Identity of nature of things having

different names (e. g. tones in a musical scale, or

geological formations) ; cf. SYNONYMOUS i c.

1875 KLLIS in Heltnholt^s Sensations of Tone App. 659
To found any harmonic theories on the synonymity of tones
in any temperament, when there is known to be no syno-

nymity in nature. 1896 h'ahtralist 210 The synonymity of
the Lincoln Carstone and the Norfolk Limestones.

Synonymize (sin^'nimsiz), v. rare.
[f.

late

L. syndnym-um SYNONYM sb. + -IZE.]
1. trans. To give the synonyms of.

c 159$ CAREW Exctll. Eng. Tongue in G. G. Smith Ellz.

nttirous, $c. 1697 Phil. Trans. XIX.
394 Our Common Garden Kind (of Snail] which I have

Synonimized under No. 13.

2. intr. To be synonymous with.
1611 COTGR. s.v. 7vV~, Alluding to the signification of re,,

wherewith Tondus almost synonymizeth.
3. To use synonyms ;

to express the same mean-

ing by different words. Also in vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1700 [W. KING] Transactioneer 36 He's as successful in

his Descriptions as in his Synonymuings. ( 1805 W. TAYLOR
in Monthly Mag, XX. 17 To synonimize is to express one

thought in different terms. 1851 Fraser's Mag. XLIV. 694
The creation of new words, with its synonymizing tendency.
4. trans. To furnish with lists of synonyms; to

make synonymic, nonce-use.

1803 PERRY (title) The Synonymous, Etymological, and

Pronouncing English Dictionary;., being an attempt to

synonymise his [sc. Dr. Johnson s] folio Dictionary of the

Knglish Language.

Synonymous (sinp-niraas), a. Also 7 aynoni-
mus, 7-9 synouiraous. [f. med.L. synonymus,
ad. Or. (jwuvvpos : see SYNONYM and -ous.]
1. Having the character of a synonym ; equiva-

lent in meaning : said of words or phrases denoting
the same thing or idea. Const. /0, (now usually)
with.
1610 DONNE Pseudo-martyr 389 So doth the law accept it

[s, the word '

heresy '] in this oath, where it makes it equi-
ualent, and Synonimous, to the wordes which are ioyned
with it, which are Impious and Damnable, 1678 CUD.
WORTH Intell. Syst. \. iv. 601 That word Substance, being
used.. as Synonymous with Essence. 1690 Reasons why
Rector of P. took Oatk of Allegiance n Lawmakers.,
muster up such a number ofsynonymons Terms, or such as

amongst which we can see but small diversity. 1697 I'liil.

Trans. XIX. 308 At one view you have the several Synoni-
mous Names of all precedent Writers of Natural History.
X755 JOHNSON Diet. Pref., Words are seldom exactly syno-
mmous. 1813-21 BENTHAM Ontology Wks. 1843 VIIL 201/1
Matter, at first sight, may naturally enough be considered
as exactly synonymous to the word substance. 1816 SINGER
//iff. Cards 56 The fact appears to be, that Pair and Pack
were formerly synonimous. 1872 DARWIN Emotions vii. 194
To say that a person 'is down in the mouth

'

is synonymous
with saying that he is out of

spirits. 1884 J.TAIT Mind in

Matter in. 74 Iflife and mind are not synonymous, neither

are brain and mind.

b. Of or relating to synonyms ; synonymic, rare.

1805 [see SYNONYMIZE 4].

C. transf. Said of things of the same nature de-

noted by different names, i. e. by synonyms ; thus =

identical. (Cf. SYNONYM 3, SYNONYMITY b.)

1789 BURMEY Hist. Mns. III. vii. 439 Two of the five

short keys are divided in the middle and communicate to

two different sets of pipes so that GJ and AP.are not synont-
mous sounds.

2. In extended sense, said of words or phrases
VOL. IX.
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which denote things that imply one another: cf.

SYNONYM 2.

1659 T. PKCKR Parntusi Pnerp. 15* Can it be thus, That
Tents, and Studies are Synonimous? 1706 KSICOUHT Aa*'**

Example I. i, Cuckold and Husband are ;u Synonimous
Terms, as Rogue and Attorney. 1769 Junius Lttt. xv.

{1788} 89 Good-faith and folly have so long been received as

synonimous terms, th.it [etc.]. 1777 KOIIKRTSOS Hist.
Ante): (1778) 1. iv. 254 Over all the continent of North
America a north-westerly wind and excessive cold are syno-

nym HIS terms. 1829 CAHLVI.E Misc. (1857) II. i Were will

in human undertakings synonymous with faculty. 1855
PRESCOTT

I'liilip //, I. in. i. 317 The name of soldier was

synonymous with th.it of maiauder. 1873 G. S. UADKN-
1'owKi.L Knv Homes 431 With many,, .going out to Australia

is believed to be synonymous with making a fortune.

3. loosely. Having the same name; denoted by
the same word : = HOMONYMOUS 2.

1734 [see HF.TERONYMOUS i]. 1796 KIRWAN in Trans. R,
Irak Atad. VI. 187 If a magnet be cut in two, in a direc-

tion parallel to the axis, the parts before conjoined will now
repel each other, because they still retain two synonimous
poles. 1876 I!KSANT & RICE Cold. Butterfly xiii, Poor old

Abraham Dyson, nuw lying in a synonymous bosom.

U b. That may be described in the same terms
;

of the snme description ; similar. Obs.

1690 D'Utti-EY Coffin's tt'alk Land, i. 8 Tis needless to

expose His Stocking, or describe, or Shooes, Or Legs, or

Keet, since *t may be guessed They were Synonimous to
tir n st. 1706 I)E FOE Jure Div. vii. 143 The Fall of Man
having made him a Slave to the Devil, Man grew some*
thing Diabolical himself, and strove to practice a synoni.
mous Power over his fellow Creatures.

Hence Syno'nymously a^., by or as a synonym,
with the same meaning ; Syno-nymousness.
1659 PfcAMOK&VA/L ico It [sc. creation] is often used

synonymously with words which signifie any kind of pro*
duction or formation. 1671 F. PHILLIPS Reg. Necess. 415
The Earls or Counts of England.. before the Norman Con-
quest, were as our learned Selden observed, sometimes

Synonimou-sly entituled Dux or Dukes. 1688 Vox Cleri
Pro Regf 47 The King had Sovereign or absolute Power
(for our late Prerogative Divines have used both Epiethites
Synonimously). 18390. ROBERTS Diet. Geol.^ Schist, ..often
used synonymously with slate. 1863 MAX MULLER Set.

Lang. Ser. n. x. (1868) 4i7
-

I'he synonymousnessof Sky and
God in the Aryan language.

Synonymy (sityniimi). Also 6-9 synonimy,
7-9 synonomy. [ad. late L. synonymia, a. Gr.

ffwwvpta, f. ffvvwwpos SYNONYM. Cf. F. syno-

nymic, etc.]

fl. - SYNONYM i. Obs.

1609 R. BARNERD Faithf. Shi'pk. 27 One word signifying
many things, Homonymies: many words signifying againe
one thing, Synonymies. 1659 TORRIANO, Sinintnto^ a Sino-
nirriie. 1730 M. WRIGHT Introd. Law Tenures 179 Feud.
Fee, and Tenure, are Synonimies, and import but one and
the same Policy. 1790 J. SCOTT Bahar-Dantts/i Pref. p. iii,

The synonymies ana compound epithets so abundant in
eastern description.

fb. loosely. A thing of the same name: =
HOMONYM a. Ol>s.

161* SEI.DEN lllustr. Drayton*s Poly>olb. ii. 34 We hauing
three riuers of note synonymies with her [sc. IsisJ.

2. The use of synonyms or of words as synonyms ;

spec* a rhetorical figure by which synonyms are used
for the sake of amplification.
[1586 A. DAY Engl. Secretorie u. (1625) 91 Synonimia,

when we bring forth many words together of one significa-

tion, or sounding to one purpose. 1589 PUTTENHAM Engl.
Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 223 When so euer we multiply our

speech by many words or clauses of one sence, the Greekes
call it Sinonlinia, as whowould say, I ike or consent ing names.)
1657 J. SMITH Myst. Rhet. 159 A Synonymic is a commo.
dious heaping together of divers words of one signification.
1880 MASSIE in Expositor XI. 147 Ahaz.. makes vio$ equi-
valent to 2oifAo?...Sucn sycophantic synonymy St. Paul

absolutely repudiates,
3. The subject or study of synonyms; synonyms

collectively, a set of synonyms, a. in grammar.
1683 Weekly Memorials 15 Jan. 375 The Synonomie or

several Names to the same sense. 1794 MRS. Piozzi (title)

British Synonymy; or, an attempt at regulating the choice
of words in familiar conversation. 1837 HAI.I.AM Lit. Ear.
i. iii. 8 The distinctions in Latin syntax, inflexion, and
synonymy, 1908 Expositor Jan. 73 The best work on New
Testament synonymy.

b. in natural history : see SYNONYM I b.

1781 Phil. Trans. LXXI. 438 Artedi, in his account of
this species, has adopted the synonymy of Schonevelde,
who describes a fish under the name of Ophidian imbcrbe

Jlavmn. 1785 MARTYN Lett. Bot. Introd. (1794) 6 A Syno-
nymy, or exact list of the names that every plant bore in all

the writers which preceded them. 1854 WOODWARD Mol-
lusca n. 162 The synonymy of the genus would fill several

pages. 1877 H. SAUNDERS in Proc, Zool. Soc. (1878) 156
The comparative simplicity of the synonymy of the Ster-
ninx. 1887 W. PHILLIPS Brit. Dtscomycctes 241 Dr. Cooke
has pointed out the fact that two different species have been
included by authors under this name... The synonymy is

rendered somewhat uncertain by this fact.

4. The quality or fact of being synonymous ;

identity of meaning; synonymousncss.
1794 MRS. Piozzi Syrtett. I. 182 Yet would such a trans-

position be no proof of their synonymy. 1815 Paris Chit'
chat (1816) II. 102 A. .philologer established the synonimy
of the words repress and prevent. 1857 H. H. BREEN^/T.
Eng. Lit. 86 Soane .. will have it that Spenser intended
the particle 'or

'

to express synonymy.

Synopsis (sin^-psis). PI. synopses (-sfz).

[a. late L. synopsis (whence It. sinossi, Sp. sinopsist

Pg. synopsis'), a. Gr. avvotf/a general view, f. ffvv

SYN- + ityis view (cf. awopdv to see altogether).]

SYNOPTICAL.
1. A brief or condensed statement presenting a
combined or general view of something ; a table,
or set of paragraphs or headings, so arranged a*
to exhibit all the parts or divisions of a iuhj*
work at one view; a cons]*-
i6ii COKYAT Cruditiesw He hruh written n vynopui of

16^4 MII.TOM Are^f. (Ail.j 64 The
intinn helps of intcrluwwiw, breviaries, synopses and other

ran 1678 Cuowomt Inttll. .v
shall exhibit to the reader's view a biief and etneial synop-
* f

/^
hC

J
wh lc fo' l ')winK *"ik. 169. KAY , n Lett. IS,

Mt-n (Lamden) 199, 1 am now upon a methodical Synopsis
of all British Animals except Iiaect^. 177, BwiCirn
(1844) I. 262, I have now gone minutely through your la*t
tour, and the synopsis, ith which you have dosed it

1844 SIR K. GRAPHIC {title) A Synopsis of the Characters of
the Carboniferous Limestone Fossils of lieland. 1856
jV. Brit. Rev. XXVI. 17 A considerable j/ortion of this

Essay com-istj, of summary statements, or abridged recitals
of the staple Christian argument.. .The*e synopses, or con-
densed evidences,, .aie characteristic of Chalmers. 1879
Ca&seirs Tt'.hn. Edttc. IV. i 2 Helow we give a synopsis
of the foregoing, that the painter may have a concise view
of the entire process.

txinsf. i6$a EVELYN St. France Misc. WiiL (1805) 50
The Netherlands. .which is a perfect encycle and synopsis
of whatever one may see elsewhere in ail the other countries
of Europe.
2. A general view or prospect, as of a landscape.

rare.
1881 BADDELEY Hfgnl. Scot. 68 The Knock of Crieff. .

commands a synopsis of all that is beautiful around.
3. Eastern Ch. A book of prayers for the use of

the laity (see quot.).
1850 NEALE East. Church, Gen. Introd. iv. iii. 800, I

hardly can reckon. .The Synopsis, as Office- Books. These
are mere compilations.. of such prayers as are most likely
to be needed in the attendance on the Divine Offices.

Hence Syno'psize (-saiz) v. trans. (/.$".), to
make a synopsis of, to epitomize.
i%&* Advance (Chicago) 27 July, Now as for our faith. You

have synopsized it. 1890 Harper's Mag. Nov. 965/2 The
chapter.. which we have been here synopsiztng.

t Synopsy. Obs. rare~. In 7 -ie. [irreg.
ad. late L. synopsis : see prec.] SYNOPSIS.
1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos., Synopsie, a sight or full view

of a thing. 1658 PHILLIPS, Synopiie, a briefsumming up of
things contained m a large 1 realise.

Synoptic (sinfrptik), a. (so.) [ad. mod.L.
synopticus (whence also F. synopliqut, It. sinottico,

Sp. sMfticO) Pg. synoptico), ad. Gr. owoirnit6sr

f. avvotftts SYNOPSIS (cf. OPTIC).]
1. Of a table, chart, etc.: Pertaining to or form-

ing a synopsis ; furnishing a general view of some
subject.

1763 Phil. Trans. LI II. 168, I have .. computed them
again, and they are as in the following .synoptic table. 1827
FARADAY Chem. Manip. xxii. (1842) 564 The instrument is

called a Synoptic Scale of Chemical Equivalents, or more
usually Wollaston's Scale. 1851 NICHOL Archit. Heav.
193 Madler's synoptic view of what he considers established.

1887 R. ABERCROMDY Weather i. (1888) 8 Such a chart is

called a '

synoptic chart
'

because it enables the meteorologist
to take a general view, as it were, over a large area.

b. Of a mental net or fatuity, conduct, etc. :

Pertaining to, involving, or taking a combined or

comprehensive mental view of something.
185* J. MARTINEAU Ess., Unity c/Mind in Nature (i%gi)

III. 105 Without this synoptic progress, the occupation of
the intellect would be gone. 1890 Speaker n Nov. 135/1
That synoptic statesmanship which has done so much for

this branch of education in France. 1900 E. HOLMF.S What
is Poetry ? 28 The poet fuses them (sc. phenomena] by the
force of his emotion.. poetic emotion being essentially a

synoptic faculty.

2. Applied distinctively to the first three Gospels
(viz. of Matthew, Mark, and Luke) as giving an

account of the events from the same point of view
or under the same general aspect. Also transf.

pertaining or relating to these Gospels.
1841 MYERS Cath. Th. in. 17. 45 The Book of Deutero-

nomy seems to hear something of the same relation to the

preceding Four that the Gospel of St. John does to the Sy-
noptic Tnree. 1861 TRENCH Connn. &p. Churches Asia 163
The words of Christ as recorded in the Gospels, in the three

synoptic Gospels above all. 1899 SIR J. C HAWKINS Hortu
Sjnepticae Pref. p. v, The origin, mode of composition, and
mutual relations of the three Synoptic Gospels form so ob-

scure and so complex a subject of enquiry that it has come
to be generally known as the 'Synoptic Problem*.

b. as sb. Any one of the Synoptic Gospels (or
of their writers = SYNOPTIST i ). Usually in //.
1858 J. MARTINEAU Stud. Christ. 357 The Synoptics.,

which present only varieties of the same fundamental tra-

dition. 1874 M. ARNOLD in Content^. A'cr. Oct. 815 The
Fourth Gospel.. puts the clearance [of the temple) at the

optics tell us that God spoke of Him as His ' Beloved Son '.

Synoptical (sinp'ptik&l), a. [See prec. and

-ICAL.]
1. = SYNOPTIC r.

1664 EVELYN Knl. Hort. Introd.. The Observations which

..we have collected togtther.and here present.. as so many
Synoptical Tables, a 1795 JOHNSON Plan Diet. Wks. 1787
IX. 177 In synoptical lexicons, where mutilated and doubt-
ful languages are explained by their affinity to others more
certain and extensive. i8a6 KIRBY & SP. Entotnol. III.

xxviii. 32 That you may have a synoptical view of the

comparative size of the larger insects. . I now lay before you
49



SYNOPTICALLY.
a table of the dimensions. 1839 HALLAM Lit. Eur. III. III.

iii. 134. 117 The ninth chapter of the Leviathan contains

a synoptical chart of human science. 1889 Science-Gossip
XXV. 157 To add to the value of this.. useful volume we
have also a copious synoptical index and general index.

2. =- SYNOPTIC 2. rare.

1875 [see SVNOPTIST i].

Hence Syno-ptlcally adv., in the way of a

synopsis ;
so as to present a general view.

1667 PKITY in Sprat Hist. R. Soc. 295, 1 shall more Synop-
tically here insert a Catalogue of all Dying Materials.

1882-3 S,/iajfs Encycl. Relig. Kiuni/l. II. 892/2 The best

synoptically arranged text.

Synoptist (sin^-ptist) . [f. SYNOPTIC : see -1ST.]

1. Any one of the writers of the Synoptic Gospels :

see SYNOPTIC 2. (Usually in //.)
1860 WESTCOTT Introd. Study^ Gosf. v. 262 The Synop

tists. it is said, describe the public ministry of Christ as ex

tending only over one year. 1875 Ibid. iii. (ed. 5) 166 Tht
terms Synoptist, Synoptical, as applied to the first three

Evangelists appear to date from the time of Griesbach

though they were brought into geneial use by Neander
1882 FARRAR Early Chr. iv. xix. I. 493 Those who hold, ji

despite of the plain evidence of the
Synoptists,

and stil

more of St. John, that our Lord's 'brethren
'

were among
the number of His Apostles.

2. One who compiles a synopsis, rare".
In recent Diets.

Hence Synopti-stic a. = SYNOPTIC 2.

1879 E. A. ABBOTT in Encycl. Brit. X. 805/2 The author ol

the Fourth Gospel. . speaks of '

the Jews 'as an alien race., j

but this is not in the manner of the synoptistic tradition.

Synorchism, -orthograpnlc : see SYN-.

Synosteo-, combining form made up from Gr.

avv with + oartov bone, and intended (or alleged)
to mean '

articulation of bones, joint ', in several

words instanced only from mod. Diets. : see qnots.
1844 DUXGLISON Med. Lex. (1848), Synosteography..,

the part of anatomy which describes the joints. Synoste.
ology.., a treatise on the joints... Synosteotomy.., dissection
of the joints. 1891 Cent. Diet., Synosteotonie, in surg. , a
dismembering-knife.

Synosteosis (sinjJst/frrsis). rare-", [f. Gr. avv
SYN- + octTioy bone + -osis.]

= SYNOSTOSIS.
1848 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. (ed. 7), Synosteosis, Synosto-

sis.., union by means of bone.

Synostose (si-n/wonz), v. [Back-formation
from next.] pass, and intr. To be affected with

synostosis; to be united by a growth of bone.
1878 BAKTLEYtr. Tfpinard"s Ant/imp, iv. 133 The bones

become anchylosed, the suture is synostosed. 1904 DUCK-
woBTH.S*rf. Antliropol. Laliorat. 213 The sagittal suture
shows no signs of synostosis, nor has the spheno-basilar
suture yet synostosed. 1904 Morbid. $ Antltrof'ol. x.

252 Premature synostosis is followed by restricted growth
in a direction perpendicular to that of the synostosed suture.

Synostosis (sinpslJu-sis). Anat. and Phys.
PI. -OSes (-tfi'sfz). [Contracted from SYNOSTEO-

sis.] Union or fusion of adjacent bones by growth
of bony substance (either normal or abnormal).
1848 (see SYNOSTEOSIS]. 1864 J. B. DAVIS Neanderthal

Skull 4 Synostosis, or the premature ossification of one or
more of the sutures between the cranial bones. 1898 J
HUTCHINSON in Archives Surg. IX. 352 Multiple exostosesj
hyperostoses, and synostoses of the vertebral column.
Hence Synostotic (sinpst(?'tik) a., pertaining to,

characterized by, or affected with synostosis.
1864 TUURNAM in Nat. His!. Rev. (1865) Apr. 247 The

abnoimal scaphoid skulls of the African races, .seem to fall
..under the definition of what is termed by Welcker syito-
static doliduKephalism. 1864 J. B. DAVIS NeanderthalSkull
13 The great depression of the frontal and vertical regions
in a synostotic skull. 1904 DUCKWORTH Morfihol. <$ An.
thropol. x. 251 Synostotic deformation, .consequent upon. .

precocious union of two or more cranial bones.

Synotic : see SYN-.

Synou, obs. form of SINEW.

Synousiast, var. SYNUSIAST Obs.

II Synovia (sinJ'i-via). Also 8-9 sin-. [mod.L.
sinovia, synovia, also synophia, an invention, prob.
arbitrarily formed, of Paracelsus (died 1541),
applied by him to the nutritive fluid peculiar to
the several parts of the body, and also to the gout
(see quot. in b below), but limited by later physi-
cians to the fluid of the joints.
In mod. diets, it is derived from Gr. oW SYN.+uii. L.

fount egg, on account of the resemblance of synovia to'the
white of egg. This is without foundation, and conflicts with
Paracelsus s description of synovia as reddish, dark red
grey, etc., according to the part.)

_
Phys. The viscid albuminous fluid secreted in the

interior of the joints, and in the sheaths of the
tendons, and serving to lubricate them

; also called
joint-oil ot joint-water.
. [1630 Chy.

W ABNOT SSTV# ?:"
the bone in ils P'a - 'I*.

S^^^Sitll^^SsSsinovia on the joints of his body. 1872 BRYANT Pract

m rbid condition or of
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Cf. Paracelsus Paragraphorum vii. i, De Podagra..Gemi-

nuin vero morbi nomen synouia est. Hoc enim ex morbl

caussa desumitur.
1661 LoVKU.fitlt.Axim. % Mill. 215 The powder used

outwardly helps the Synovia, and mundifieth old ulcers.

1758 J. S. l.e Drans Observ. Surg. (1771)296 [He] had an

inspissated Sinovia upon his right Foot, which possessed

not only the Articulation, but spread over the whole Foot.

1766 Cfiiif!, Farmer s. v. 1'ricking, If the tendon is

wounded, the sole must be carefully drawn, because a sino-

via and gleet is discharged. [Cf. quot. 1824 s.v. SVNOVY.]

Syuovial (sin<?u-vial), a.
[i.

SYNOVIA: see -AJ,.]

Pertaining to, consisting of, containing, or secret-

ing synovia.
1756 C. LUCAS Ess, Waters 1. 184 The Gout is an obstruc-

lion of the synovial vessels. 1767 GOOCH Treat. Wounds
I. 437 Wounds, that enter the joints,, .will generally afford

a larger synovial discharge. 1808 BARCLAY Muscular A/a-

twin 436 Had a tendon been substituted, we should natu-

rally suppose, .that it would have been surrounded with

synovial membrane. 1846 G. E. DAY tr. Simon's Aniin.

Client. II. 416 The synovial fluid is viscid, transparent, of a

yellow or reddish colour, faintly saline. 1864 OWEN Fewer
ofGodi-$ A. .joint .. with the co-adjusted surfaces covered

by smooth cartilage, and lubricated by joint-oil, retained

and secreted by a synovial capsule.

b. iransf. Occurring in or affecting a synovial
membrane.
1846 BRITTAN tr. Matgaig'te's Man. Oper. Surg. 83 Syno-

vial cysts. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 776 It is esti-

mated that 85 per cent of Ihecasesof synovial inflammation
occur in the knee. 1886 FAGCE Princ. filed. II. 529 Synovial
rheumatism.

Hence Syno'viallyarrV., by means of synovia, or

of a joint containing synovia.
1870 FLOWER Osteal. Mamm. x. 135 A small bony nodule

..which is articulated synovially to the upper corner of the
outer extremity of the basihyal.

Synovin (si-ndVin). [f. SYNOVIA + -IN '.] The
form of mucin occurring in synovia.
1898 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Synoviparous (sinM-pares), a. [f. SYNOVIA +-

-I'Aitoua.] Producing or secreting synovia.
1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., Synoviparous crypts,

diverticula from synovial membranes.

Synovitis (sintfvai-tis). Path.
[f. SYNOVIA +

-ITIS.] Inflammation of a synovial membrane.
1835-6 TodcTsCyd. Anat. I. 162/2 Acute synovitis of the

ankle-joint. 1879 St. George's lloip. Rep. IX. 775 That the

pain of synovitis is caused by the distension of the fibrous
elements of the joint is generally admitted.

f Synovy. Obs. Anglicized form of SYNOVIA.

(Cf. F. synovie."}
1684 W. RUSSELL Phys. Treat. 02 In every true Gout..

the tormenting Pain thereof is only in the Joynt-Water, or
Synovy between the Joynts. 1824 R. BOYCK Fain. Surg.
28 To stop Synovy, or Joint Oil [in Horses).

Synow, obs. form of SINEW.
Syria, Synse, obs. ff. SINCE, CENSE z.l

Synaacral to Synspermy: see SYN-.

Syntactic (rfntse-ktik), a. [ad. mod.L. syn-
tacticus, ad. Gr. avvraitTiKos, f. o-wrcifffffii': see
SYNTAX and

-ic.]
= SYNTACTICAL (the usual form).

1828-32 WEIISTER. 1848 DICKENS Dombey xi, The pur-
suit of stony-hearted verbs, savage noun-substantives, in-
flexible syntactic passages. 1851 ]!LACKIE Stud. Lang. 7The grand fundamental types of verbal flexion, and syntac-
tic dependence. 1902 F. E. CLKMENTS in Univ. Studies
Nebraska III. 19 Syntactic composition is the union under
a single accent of two words, one being merely a modifier of
the other and in the case demanded by this relation.

Syntactical, a.
[f. mod.L. syntacticus : see

prec. and -ICAL. Cf. syntaxical.] Belonging or

relating to grammatical syntax. Also transf. in
reference to musical composition (quot. 1597).
. "577 PKACHAM Card. Elocjnence Bj, A figure 'is deuided
nto I ropes & Schemates, Grammatical, Orthographical,
Syntactical. 1597 MORLEY lutrod. llus. Annot. PJ b, Mu.
sicke udmided into two parts, the first may be called Ele-
mentane or rudimental, teaching to know the quality and
quantity of notes... The second may be called Syntactical

ends to tlie necessity for eight cases. 1852 BLACKIE Stud,
^""f- 32 To make a regular study of the syntactical lawsof
he language. 1891 DRIVER Intnl. Lit. Old Test. (1802)
504 Instances of singular syntactical usages
Hence Syntactically adv., in relation to, or

according to the rules of, syntax.

ally connected".

""

Syntactician (sinttekti-jan). [f. SYNTACTIC +
IAN : see -ICIAN.] One versed in syntax ; a gram-nanan who treats of syntax. So Syntacticist
^smtarktisist), in same sense.
1900 GILIJERSLEEVE Syntax Classical Creek Pref., The
ptactician of to-day will find ample opportunity to criti!ise the arrangement.

ext*r^S' bS ' tad ' m0d<L< syntaS"ta
'

see

^.'jgiSu?* rcferring to works -""-="

SYNTAXIAN.

Syntagnte, an ordering, disposing, or placing of things to.
gather. 1672 MARVELL Ke/i. Tramp. 1. 7 A bulky Dutch'
man . . contriving those innumerable Syntagmes of Alphabets
1673 [Ii. LEIGH] Trautf. Krh. 107 This is the Syntagin ot

1

Calvin's Divinity, and System of our Authors Policy ifi7c

J. SMITH Chr. Relig. Appeal iv. 43 A Romance ha'nsomlv
exprest by Peter Rhenensis, as be is quoted by Mr. Selden
in his Synlagme de aureo vitulo.

II Syntagma (sintargma). n. -ata or -as.
[mod.L., a. Gr. avvray/ui, f. avvraaatw (see
SYNTAXIS).]
1. A regular or orderly collection of statements

propositions, doctrines, etc.; a
systematically

arranged treatise.

1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 67 AH must be supprest which
is not found in iheir Syntagma. 1815 COLERIDGE Aids
Rt/f, vii. 198 The Gospel is not a system of Theology, nor a
Syntagma of theoretical propositions and conclusions.
2. Antiq. a. A body of persons forming a

division of the population of a country, b. A
body of troops forming a division of a phalanx.
1813 PRICHARD Phys* Hist. Man vii. 2. 331 Diodorus

Siculus tells us, that
'

besides the priests and military cast
the state [in Egypt) is divided into three syntagmata...
The Herdsmen...The Agriculturists.. .The Artisans'. 1856
GBOTE Greece 11. xcii. XII. 81 Among these divisions, .is
the Syntagma, which contained sixteen Lochi.
3. Hot. An aggregate of 'tagmata': sceTACMA.
1885 [see TAGMA}.

Syntax (si-ntaeks). Also 7 syntaxe. [ad. F.

syntaxe, ^sintaxe, ad. late L. syntaxis, a. Gr.

o-iWafis SYKTAXIS.]
fl. Orderly or systematic arrangement of parts

or elements ; constitution (of body) ; a connected
order or system of things. 06s.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xix. i. 69 b, Concerning the
Syntax and disposition of studies, that men may know in
what order or pursuite to reade. 1661 GLANVILL Van.
Dogin. xii. 1 16 They owe no other dependence to the first
then what is common to the whole Syntax of beings, a 1676
HALE Prim. Orig. Man. n. iv. (1677) 157 Perchance. .no
Man had ever the same Syntax of Phantasie or Imagination
that he had. 1696 EDWARDS Dctiioiistr. Exist. God n. 124
This single [argument] from the fabrick and syntax of man's
body is sufficient to evince the truth of a Deity,
t b. Physical connexion, junction. Obs.

1615 CROOKE Body of Alan 595 Their articulation doth
not differ from the Syntax or comunction of other parts.
to. Connexion, congrnity, agreement. Obs.

1656 S. HOLLAND Znra (1719) 123 What Syntax is there
betwixt a Helmet and a Cap of Maintenance? 1675 BUR.
THOGGE Causa Dei p. vi, I might display the Syntax, Har-
mony, Connexion, Concinnity of the Notions I employ.

d. That branch of mathematics which deals with
the various arrangements of a number of things, as

permutations, combinations, and the like.
1861 SILVESTER CM. Math. Papers (1908) II. 269 The

theory of groups. ., standing in the closest relation to the
doctrine of combinatorial aggregation, or what for shortness
may be termed syntax.

2. Gram. a. The arrangement of words (in their

appropriate forms) by which their connexion and
relation in a sentence are shown. Also, the con-
structional uses of a word or form or a class of
words or forms, or those characteristic ofa particular
author, b. The department of grammar which
deals with the established usages of grammatical
construction and the rules deduced therefrom : dis-

tinguished from accidence, which deals with the
inflexional forms of words as such.
1613 R. CAWUUEY Table Alfk. (ed. 3), Syntaxe, con-

struction and order of words. 1636 B. JOKSON Eng. Cram.
n. i, Syntaxe is the second pait of Grammar, that teacheth
the Construction of words. Ikid. n. ii, The Syntaxe of a
Noune, with a Noune, is in number, and gender, IHd. v,
Ihe Syntaxe of a Verb with a Noune is ill number, and
person. i6yj HENTLKY rlial. (1699) 47 Neither Sense nor
Syntax would allow of that Signification. 01700 EVELYN
Diary 27 Jan. 1658, He .. could make congruous syntax,
turne English into Latine, and vice versa. 1711 GREENWOOD
l.iig.y.iain. 29 The Syntax, or Consttuclion of the Noun,
is chiefly perform'd by the Help of certain Words call'd
Prepositions. 1755 JOHNSON Did., Cram, a, Grammar,
which is the art of using words properly, comprises four
parts; Orthography, Etymology, Syntax, and Prosody.
1814 L. MURRAY Eng I. Cram. (ed. 5) I. 217 The English
adjective, having but a very limited syntax. 1861 PALEY
SKschylus, I'niiietli. (ed. 2) 38 note,'Qiov.. being used as if
the syntax were Stifai i4' orov, rather than 4<rfu TO /Sou-
Ad^a {.<(,' ou .r.A. 1885 GROSART Nashe's Wks. VI. p. ix,He writes, .with uncultured flabbiness, and with iiritating
syntax.

O. Name of a class in certain English Roman
Catholic schools and colleges, next below that
called poetry (see POETRY 6).
1629 WADSWORTH Pi/gr. iii. 13 Father Lacy, the Reader

of Poetry, and Master of the Syntax. 1655 in Foley Rec.
Eng. Pnrv. S. J. (1878) III. 434, I went to the College of
St. Omer, where 1 made one year's syntax. 1679 [see
POETRY 6). 1713 in B. Ward Hist. St. Edmund's College
(1893) iv. 58 What we call the Accidence they call Figures,
which they divide into two years, one for the lower, the
second for the higher, the third for grammar, the fourth for

Syntax. 1897 W. WARD Life Cdl. Wiseman (ed. 2) I. L 8
Dr. Newsham..was Wiseman's Professor [at Ushaw] in

Syntax (in 1815), and again in Rhetoric.

Syutaxian (sintae-ksian). [f. prec. + -IAN.]A member of the Syntax class in a Roman Catholic
school.
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1705 in Ushn-.v ^fag. (1^03) Dec. 298 Syntaxtans 3. .Grain-
iti.ui.ui-; it. 1837 J. C. tlSHEK Diary ibid. (1904) Dec. 243
'I h- Grand Exams. begin. The Poets and Syntaxtans. 1904
//'tit. Mar.

(/-; Syntax and Grammar played their m.iii.h mi
Nov. 1 7th, . .'ihe Syntaxians

1

forwards were soon in cjviik'ii c.

SyntaxicalC^int3e'ksikal),a. rare. [f. SYNTAX
+ -H'.u,. Cf. F. syntaxiquf.] = SYNTACTICAL.

Lang. Wk\ 1839 II. 325 The case of the Mihstantive, and
ihe syiitaxicjil arrangement in which it is to he placed.

II Synta X1S. 06s. Also 7 sin-, [late L., a.

Gr. ffwrais, f. owraaa(tv
t

f. avv SYN- + rdaafiv

(base TCI*-) to arrange. Cf. It. sfatassi, Sp. sin-

taxis
t Pg. syntaxe.] -= SYNTAX 2.

In quot. 1632 jocularly used with implication of SYNTAX
sense i. In quot. 1641 ~ RKGIMEN 3.

1540 PAI.S(,R\VF. tr. Acvlasttis K ij b, To shew the Syn-
t:i.\i^ and the concordance betwene the wordes gouernyitge,
and them that be gnuerned. a 1568 ASCHAM ScJtolttn, (Arb.)
25 In learninge faitlier hys Syntaxis, by mine aduice, he
.shall not v.se the common order. 163* B. JONSON J\lm;ii.

Lady i. i, To wise And well experiencd Men, words do nut

si^mfie; They have no power, save with dull Grammarians,
Whose Souls are nought, but a Syntaxis of them. 1641
MILTON Animadv. v. 39 If your meaning be with a violent. .

Hyperbaton to transpose the Text, as if the Words lay
thus in order, neglect not the gift of Presbytery; this were
.. to make the word gift .. start

up^
to governe the word

Presbyterie, as :m immediate Syntaxis. 1642 HOWEI.L For.
Trent. (Arb.) 20 The French tongue.. is a bold and hardy
speach, therefore the learner must not be bashfull .. in

speaking any thing,, .let it come forth confidently whither
true or false Sintaxis. 1749 FIEI DING Tom Jones n. iii, A
young Gentleman . . at the Age of .Seventeen was just entered
into his Syntaxis.

Syntazist (si-ntceksist). rare- 1
,

[f. SYNTAX +
-1ST.] SYNTACTICUy.
01834 COLERIDGE Notes $ Lcct. (1849) I. 151 The 'it',

quite in the genius of vehement conversation, which a
jnturbt explains by ellipses and subattditurs in a Greek
or Latin classic.

Syntechnic: see SVN-.

Syntactic (sinte-ktik), a. [ad. late L. syn
tfftifus consumptive, a, Gr. avvrtjicriKoy liquefying,

liqucfiable, apt to faint, f. ovv SYN- + rrjKftv to melt.]
fl. Path. Having the quality of melting or dis-

solving: applied to certain wasting diseases. Qbs.
1651 WITTIE tr. Primrose's Pop, Err. n. 90 Those, .doe

appeare in malignant and burning feavers, which we call

syntecticke feavers, seldome in a consumption and hecticke,
in which no such melting doth appeare. 1656 J. SMITH
Pract. Physick 83 Inflammation of the bowels, whence
followeth a Syntectick or melting flux.

2. (See quot.)
1908 R. A. DALY in Amer. Jritl. Set. July 19 The

sunken blocks must be dissolved in the depths of the original
fluid, magmatic body, with the formation of a 'syntectic',
secondary magma. [Note,} This.. name for a magma ren-
dered compound by assimilation or by the mixture of melts,
has been proposed by F. Loewinson-Lessing.
So f Syntactical <r. rare~.
1656 T$LouxTG/0ss0gr. t Sjttecti<:at..that sounds [ =swoons]

often, that is weak or brought low.

Syntelio, -tepalous: see SYN-.

II Synteresis (sintfrrsis). PI. -eses (-t-stz).

[med.L. synteresis (Thomas Aquinas), a. Gr. avv~

TTipTjats careful guarding or watching, preservation,
'scintilla consciences' (Jerome), n. of action f.

ffWTijpflv to keep, guard, or observe closely, f. avv
SYN- + ryptiv to guard, keep. Cf. SYNDEKESIS.]
1. TkeoL A name for that function or department

of conscience which serves as a guide for con-

duct; conscience as directive of one's actions;

distinguished from SYNEIDESIS. Now Hist.
1594 T. B. La Printaud. Fr. Acad. n. 576 Although sinne

hath greatly troubled the minde. .still there remayned in it

some sparkles of that light of the knowledge of God, and of
good and euil, which is naturally in men. ..This remnant
that yet remayneth is commonly called by the Diuines
Syftttrrest's. 1611 W. SCLATKR AVx(i6zcj) 122 A great decay
of those natural) syntereses, that is, principles ofdirection for
Morall actions. 16*0 R. CARPENTER Consciottabtt Christian
(1623) Bjb, The Synteresis or treasury of morall prin-
ciples. 1637^ NABBKS Microcosm, v, Its Synieresis, Or
purer part, is th* instigation Of will to good and honest
things, a 1718 PENN Lib. Consc. v. Wks. 1726 I. 453 That
Great Synteresis, so much renowned by Philosophers and
Civilians, learns Mankind, To do as they would be done to.

1911 E. UNDERBILL Mysticism i. iii. 64 The divine nucleus,
the point of contact between man's life and the divine life.,

has been given many names... Sometimes it is called the
Synteresis, the keeper or preserver of his being.

fb. Sense of guilt, remorse. (Cf. SYNOERESisb.)
1650 Five Phttos. Quest. Answ. v. i He whose conscience

U tainted with the synteresis of the fact, is troubled in such
sort that.. he often bewrayes bis owne guihinesse.
2. Med. Prophylactic or preventive treatment.

(Probably only a book-term.)
1848 DUNGLISOS Med. Lex. 1864 WEBSTER.
So f Synteresy (in 7 -ie). rare~.
1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos.^ Synteresiet the inward con-

science : or a natural! quahtie ingrafted in the soule, which
inwardly informeth a man, whether he do well or ill. 1658
PHILLIPS, Synteresie (Gr.), a remorce, or sting of conscience.

f Synteretic, a, 06s. rare , [ad. med.L.

syntereticus, a. Gr. own/pnnKds preservative, f.

ffvj'rrjpt'v : see prec. and -1C.] (See quot.) So
f Synteretics sb. pi. (rare ).
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[1684 tr. BLincnrfs P/tys. Diet. (1693), SyntMti* ,r, thai
p.irt of I'hynkk whiih gives Rules for the Prefer \.ui^i, uf

Health.] 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. TcJin. I, Syntcrcn
cincs. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Synttrctica or Syn-
ttrttit&tt

Syutheme (srnf/m\ [ad. late L. synthsuta

watchword, permit, a. Gr. owOijttu. collection, con-

nexion, watchword, token, f. awTt&ivcu to put
together, f. avv SYN- + Ti0*Vcu (toot 6*-) to place.]
1 1. (See quot.) Ob$. rare .

1658 PIIILLII-S, Syntheine, :i watcli-word; also an intricate
sentence ; also the same ;is Diploma. (1904 W. M. KAMSAY
in A".i/.'v/Y<;r June 421 'ihe Synthuma then was a -Aiiil>ol

always with bun which spoke direct to him
;

it was a pletl^c
of success from the god who gave it, and thus tilled him
with god-given confidence.]
2. Math. A system of groups of elements, each

of the groups being formed of a certain number of

elements, so that each occurs exactly a given num-
ber of limes among nil the ^ruujK.
1844 SVI.VESTER Coll. flfath. Papers (1904) I. 91 Let us

agree to denote by the word symheme any aggregate of
combinations in which all the monads of a given system
appear once and once only.. . Let us )>egin with considering
the case of duad synthemes. 1879 in Amer. Jrnt. Math.
11.94.

Synthermal : see STN-.

Synthesis (si-nh/sis). PI. syntheses (-fz).

[a. L. synthesis collection, set or suit, composition
(of a medicament), garment (sense 7), hyperbaton,
a. Gr. <n/v0f<7(s composition, logical and mathe-
matical synthesis, f. avrrtOtvat (see prec.). In F.

synthhe. It. siniesi, Sp. sintesis
t Pg. synthcse,

synthesis^ G. synthese.]
1. Logic, Phifas., etc. The action of proceeding

in thought from causes to effects, or from laws or

principles to their consequences. (Opposed to

ANALYSIS 8.)
1611 CORYAT Crudities 432 A Sciograptne of sacred The-

ologte according to the three formes of methode, synthesis,
analysis, and definition. 16*0 [see SYNTHETICAL ij. 1656
tr. Hobbes' Klein. Pktlos. (1839) 312 Synthesis is ratiocina-
tion from the first causes of the construction, continued

through all the middle causes till we come to the thing
itself which is constructed or generated. 1701 KAI.PHSON
Math. Diet. 27 Synthesis or Composition is the Art of

searching the Truth or Demonstration, the Possibility

or^Impossibility of a Proposition, by reasons drawn from
Principles, that is by Propositions which demonstrate one
another, beginning from the most simple, and so going on
to more general and compounded ones,. .till at length you
arrive to the last Proposition designed, or Conclusion winch
is the thing to be demonstrated. 1704 NKWTON Optics (1721)
380 The Synthesis consists in assuming the Causes dis-

covert, and establish'd as Principles, and by them explaining
the Phenomena proceeding from them. 1911 CASE \r\Encycl.
Brit. XVI. 892/1 Deduction is analysis when it is regressive
from consequence to real ground... Deduction is synthesis
when it is progressive from real ground to consequence.
[Cf. SIR W. HAMILTON in Edin. Rev. (1833) LVH. 236

note, 'In one respect,' says Aristotle, 'the Genus is called
a part of the Species ; in another, the Species a part of
the Genus.' (Metaph. L. v. c. 25.) In like manner, the same
method, viewed in different relations, may be styled either

Analysis or Synthesis. This, however, has not been acknow-

ledged; nor has it even attracted notice, that different

logicians and philosophers, though severally applying the
terms only in a single sense, are still at cross purposes with
each other. One calls Synthesis, what another calls Analysis;
and this both in ancient and modem times.]

f 2. Gram. A figure by which a sentence is con-
structed according to the sense, in violation of strict

syntax. 06s. (So It. sinttsi.}
Two kinds were distinguished, synthesis generis and

synthesis numeri.
1612 BRINSLKY Posing of Ike Parts (1615) 44 b, Names of

heathenish Gods, men, ffouds, moneths, winds [are mascu-
line], margin, Albula pota Deo; aqua is vnderstood by
Synthesis. 1657 J. SMITH Myst. Rhet. 197 Synthesis. .is a
construction made for significations sake, or a speech con*

gruous in sense, not in voyce. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Syn-
t/tesist ,.a figure of construction, wherein a noun Collective

singular [is] joyned to a Verb plural [etc.J. 1704 J. HARRIS
Lex. Techn. I.

3. Sitrg. (See quots.) rare" .

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Synt/tesis. . ,ln Surgery. .that
Method whereby the divided Parts are re-united, as in

Wounds. 1848 DuscLispN iMed. Lex. (ed. 7), Synthesis of
continuity means the union of the edges of a wound, or the

approximation of the extremities of a fractured bone. Syn*
thesis ofcontiguity is the reduction of displaced organs ; as
in cases of hernia and luxations.

4. Chem. Formation of a compound by com-
bination of its elements or constituents ; esp. applied
to artificial production in this way of organic

compounds formerly obtained by extraction from
natural products. (Opposed to ANALYSIS 3.)
1733 P.SHAW Chew. Lect. ix. (1755)^79 We have seen

that. .a true Resolution and Recom posit ion are practicable;
and as Chemistry improves, the Business of Analysis and
Synthesis must likewise improve. 1859 J. A. WANKLYN in

Proc. Roy. Soc. X. 4 On the synthesis of acetic acid. 1869
ROSCOE Elem. Ghent. 299 Alcohol can also be prepared from
its elements by synthesis. 1876 tr. Schiitzenbergcr's Fer-
ment. 6 M. Bert helot, .made the first successful attempt to

perform organic syntheses. 1880 Med. Tetnf. Jitil, 62 The
protoplasm of those cells whose function lies in chemical
synthesis.

b. Physics. Production of white or other com-

pound light by combination of its constituent

colours, or of a complex musical sound by com-

SYNTHESIZING.
! bination of its component simple tones. (Cf.
ANALYSIS 4.)

1869 TVNI.ALL AV/ Lect. Light \ 263 In rcblei;ding the
coriMituent colours, so as to produce the original, we illiu-

D ^ S
>'
mt "

I 1870FRKSCOTT Sp. Telephone < ( Heln.hUu had not onK
ic vowel sounds into their comtiimrnt muMcal elements,but hud actually per formed the symhciii of them.
6. In the philosophy of Kant, the action of the

understanding in combining and uniting the iso-
lated data of sensation into a cognizable whole.

.
- -- -- >vu oiia&n, iiul uy lllc

analysis, but by the mUMMI of the marks, u synthetic
distinctness. Itid. 88 The making of objects distinct belongs
to the synthesis, the making of concept i -,j t(ie
analysis. 1839 Ptnuy Cycl. XIII. 175/2 Experience proves
the possibility of the synthesis of the predicate' heavy , with
the subject

'

body'i for these two notions, although neither
is contained in the other, are nevertheless parts of a whole,
or of experience. 1855 MHKI.KJOHN tr. Kanft Crit. I'urt
Reason 80 But the conception of conjunction includes,
besides the conception of the manifold and the synthesis of

it, that of the unity of it also.

6. In wider philosophical use and gen. The pat-
ting together of parts or elements so as to make np
a complex whole ; the combination of immaterial
or abstract things, or of elements into an ideal or
abstract whole. (Opposed to ANALYSIS i.) Also,
the state of being put so together.
1833 MRS. BROWNING PrmnelH. Hound 534, 1.. devised for

them Number, the inducer of philosophies, The synthesis
of Letters, and [etc.J. a 183* COLEHIDGE in /.//. Ktm. (1838)
III. 208 Ihe happiest tyntlusis of the divine, the scholar,
and the gentleman was. .exhibited in him. 1836-7 SIR \V.
HAMILTON Mtlnfh. vi. (1877) I. 100 By synthesis. .1 view
the parts in relation loeach otlier.and finally to the whole. . t

I reconstruct them. 1841 MRS. BROWNING Grk. Chr. Poets
' Poet. Wks. (1904) 640/2 Disclosing from the analysis of the
I visible things the synthesis or unity of the ideal. 1855

BROWNING Clean 94 Mankind, made up of all the single

nstantaneous . . cognton. 1864 BOWES Logic i. 20 T
synthesis of their common Elements into one Concept. 1887
G. 'i'. LADD Eiem. Physiol. Psychol. 11. vi. 388 note. The
word '

synthesis
'

for this mental activity is employed and
defended by Wundt. .who.. objects to the word 'associa-
tion '. [For preceding context see SYNTHETIC 5.]

b. A body of things put together; a complex
whole made up of a number of parts or elements
united.

1865 LECKY Ration. (1878) I. 168 A system which would
unite in one sublime synthesis all the pasl forms of human

1 belief. 1870 J. H. NEWMAN Grant. 'Assent \. iii. 31 We
|

fancy that we are doing justice to individual men and
I things by making them a mere synthesis of qualities. 1881

j
PAJUUI Early Chr, II. 100 The Christian life is the syn-

: thesis of these Divine graces.
c. Philol. Synthetic formation or construction.

1869 FARRAR Fam. Speech ii. (1870) 62 The immense
victory which has been achieved by the Aryan race, in

adopting inflectional synthesis as the basis of their gram-
matical structure.

7. Rom. Antiq. A loose flowing robe, white or

bright -coloured, worn at meals and festivities.

1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 207 He ware a dainty and effemi-
nate

pied garment called Synthesis. 162* S. WARD Li/-, o/
J-aitk in Death (1627) 109 At feasts great persons were
wont to change their guests ordinary clothes with a white
Synthesis. 1891 FARRAR Darkn. \ Daivn ix, Nero.. was
dressed in a loose synthesis a dress of light green, uncon-
fmed by any girdle.

Syntliesist (si-njtfsist). [f. next : sec -IST.]
One who uses synthesis, or proceeds by a synthetic
method. (Opposed to analyst!)
18637. G. BAKER N. Yorksh. 179 The so-called analysts

and synthesists of descriptive zoology. 1864 HAMERTON in
Fine Arts Q. Rev. May 238 Synthesists find continual

pleasure in observing the relations of things, but from their

largeness of range they constantly miss minute truths, nor
do they ever see anything so vividly as the analysts see
that which they have analysed.

Synthesize (si-nb/soiz), v. [f. SYNTHESIS +
-IZE. The correct form is SYKTHETIZK.] trans.

To make a synthesis of; to pnt together or com-
bine into a complex whole; to make up by
combination of parts or elements. Also absol.

\ (Opposed to ANALYSE.)
1830 J-'raser's Mag. II. 393 To analyze is a far easier task

: than to synthesize. 1851 MKS. BROWNING Casa Gitidt Wind.
\ l. 813 Soon this leader.. will, .build the golden pipes and

J synthesize This people-organ for a holy strain. 1873 SVMONUS
\

Grk. Poets \. 9 1 hat Homer had no predecessors,, .no well*

| digested body of myths to synthesize, is an absurd hypo-
! thesis. 1874 MIVART in CVw/r///>*. Kev.Qci. 793 A Philosophy
i

which as a complement unites in one all other systems, will
1 harmonize with a Religion which as a complement sj n-

thesises all other Religion-. 1889 Truth 157 Movements
: may be synthesized without our will

b. Chem. To produce (a compound, esp. an

organic compound) by synthesis.
1865 [see synthesized \x\ow\ 1897 Atlhttf* Syst. Med,

IV. 316 The kidney is capable of symhesising complex
I organic substances.

Hence Synthesized (-aizd)///. <i., Synthesiz-
ing vbl.sb. and ppl.a.\ also Syntheii*r, one

who or that which synthesizes.
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ityafrasei's Mag. II. 393 Experience.. is nothing but a

continual synthesizing of apprehensions. 1865 Rea,lcr 8 July

31 The synthesized acids of the lactic series. 1869 Content/-.

Rev. X. 287 Tlie competent synthesizer, designer, . .theorist.

1878 T. SINCLAIR Mount 30 The synthesising spirit of in.

finite love in chosen souls alone can create. 1909 Cent. Diet.

Supp., Synthesizer, in acoustics, an instrument for the pro-

duction of complex tones of predetermined composition.

Synthete(si-nb/t). rare- 1
, [ad. Gr. <rw6>Tr,s

composer, agent-n. f. awTiOfvtu : see SYNTHEME.]
= SYNTHETIST.

1896 Longm. Mag. Mar. 473 He was a synthete ratiier

than an analyst.

Synthetic (sinjwtik), a. [ad. F. syntUhque
(1652 in Hatz. -Darin.), or mod.L. syntheticus, ad.

Gr. awOeTucos, f. awOtTot, ppl. adj. of ovvriOivm

(see SYNTHEME). Cf. It. sintetico, etc., G. syn-

tketisch.'] (In most senses opposed to ANALYTIC.)

1. Logic, Philos., etc. Proceeding from causes or

general principles to consequences or particular

instances ;
deductive : cf. SYNTHESIS i.

1697 tr. Burgersiticins' Logick u. 135 Synthetic is that

which proceeds from the most simple Principles, to those

things which are compounded of those Principles. Ibiti. 136

The Sciences Theoretical, such as Physicks, Metaphysicks,

Mathematicks, &c. are disposed in SyntheUck Method.

1798 MUTTON Course il/at/t. (1827! I. 3 Synthesis, or the

Synthetic Method, is the searching out truth, hy first

laying down some simple and easy principles, and then

pursuing the consequences flowing from them till we arrive

at the conclusion. 1832 A. JOHNSON tr. Tennemann's Man,
Hist. Philos. 33 [Philosophy) proceeds (on general topics)

either from principles to consequences (the synthetic order);

or from consequences to principles (the analytic order).

a 1862 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1864) II. vi. 572 By reasoning from

the twofold ideas of action and of sympathy, Hunter con-

structed the deductive or synthetic part of his pathology.

1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. 184 [He] descends into pheno-
mena by Newton's synthetic method.

2. Chem. Pertaining to or involving synthesis ;

of organic compounds, produced by artificial syn-
thesis : see SYNTHESIS 4.

175.1 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supf. 1796 PEARSON in Phil. Trans.

LXXXVI.4JO It appears from the synthetic experiments
that the gram becomes finer as the proportion of tin is

increased. 1800 HENRY Kfit. Chem. (1808) 155 A decisive

synthetic proof of th= nature of this acid. 1857 MILLER
Elem. Chem., Org. (1862) i. 3. 69 Synthetic Production of

Organic Compounds. 1899 Alllmlts Syst. KM. VI. 491
The chromatin (nuclein) in some manner regulates the syn.
thetic metabolism of the cell.

f3. Pertaining to grammatical construction.

Obs. rare.

[Cf. 1589 PUTTENHAM Engl. Poesie in. viii. (Arb.) 168 That
it [sc. speech] should cary an orderly and good construction,
which they [sc.

' the first learned artificers of language ']

called Synthesis.]

1778 BP. LOWTH Transl. Isaiah Prelim. Diss. p. xxi, The
Third sort of Parallels [in Hebrew poetry] I call Synthetic
or Constructive: where the Parallelism consists only in the
similar form of Construction.

4. In the philosophy of Kant, (a) applied to

judgements which add to the subject attributes

not directly implied in it; (t) pertaining to the

synthesis of the manifold.

1819 J.
RICHARDSON Kant's Logic Introd. 80 Analytic or

synthetic marks. Those are partial conceptions of the actual

conception . .
, these, partial ones of the merely possible whole

conception. 1836 J. \V. SEMPLE Kant's Metaphysic of
Ethic p. Ixvii, The synthetic unity of consciousness. 1839
Penny Cycl. XIII. 175/2 All speculative a priori knowledge
ultimately rests upon such synthetic or extending judg.
ments ; for though the analytical are highly important and
requisite for science, still their importance is mainly derived
from their being indispensable to a wide and legitimate
synthesis, whereby alone a new acquisition in science can
be made. Ibid. 177/2 The synthetic activity of the judg-
ment. 1856 FERRIES Inst. Metaph. (ed. 2) 25 note.

5. Of, pertaining to, consisting in, or involving
synthesis, or combination of parts into a whole ;

constructive.
In quots."ai702 and 1798 applied to the logical method

properly called analytical (the opposite of sense i); cf.

quot. 1833.
a 1702 HOOKE Disc, Earthquakes Posth. Wks. (1705) 330

The methods of attaining this end may be two ; eithei the
Analytic or the Synthetick. The first is proceeding from
the Causes to the Effects. The second, from the Effects to
the Causes. 1773 HORSLEY in Phil. Trans. LX1V. 280
Both these theorems are so easily derived from the pro-
ceeding analysis of the problem, that it is needless to add
the synthetic demonstration. 1798 EDGEWORTH Pract. Educ.
(1811) I 146 There are two methods of teaching; onewhich
ascends from particular facts to general principles, the
other which descends from the general principles to par-
ticular facts; one which builds up, another which takes to
pieces; the synthetic and the analytic method, c 1817
FUSELI in Led. Paint, x. (1848) 523 Analytic or synthetic :

from the whole to the parts, or from the parts to the whole.
1833 SIR W. HAMILTON in Eiiiii. Rev. LVII. 236 Some.,
call this mode of hunting up the essence the Analytic;

(being the union of many forms and colours and lights and
darks into artistic wholes). 1887 G. T. LADD Elem. Physiol.
aancs into artistic wholes). 1887 G. T. LADD Elem. Physiol,
Psychol. u. vi. 388 Its [sc. the mind's] activity in combining
the sensations into the more complex piesentations of sense.
. . This combining activity is best called

'

synthetic ', or con-
structive.

b. Concerned with or using synthesis.
1864 HAMERTON in Fine Arts Q. Rev. May 238 The syn-

thetic habit of mind. 1877 TYNDALL in D. News i Oct. 2/4

388

That v^gueandgeneralinsight.
which wasmorerrequen,]y

affirmed by the synthetic poet than by the
?
CIenll^ ma"-

6. Gram, and Philol. Characterized by com-

bination of simple words or elements into compoun.

or complex words; expressing
a complex notion

by a single compounded or complex word instead

of by a number of distinct words. (Opposed to

guage compare w
modern representatives. 1875 WHITNEY Li/l Lang, vi. 105

Thelossofformalgrammaticaldistinctionbysyntheticmeans.

7. Biol. Combining in one organism diHerent

characters which in the later course of evolution

*J59 tr. Agassiz's Ess. Classifa ,

and Ichthyosauri are more distinctly synthetic than pro-

phetic types. 1871 H. A. NICHOLSON 7War<7/. 482 Synthetic

or generalised plants, having rhizomata resembling those of

some ferns, stems having the structure of Lycopodium (etc.].

8. Math. Applied to ordinary (as distinct from

analytical, i. e. algebraic) geometry.
1889 N. F. DUPUIS (title) Elementary Synthetic Geometry

of the Point, Line and Circle m the Plane.

Synthetical (sinjje-tikal), a. [f.
mod.L. syn-

tkelicus: see -ICAL.] (Opposed to ANALYTICAL.)
1. Logic i

Philos. , etc. prec. i.

1620 T. GRANGER Div, Logike iv. ii. 295 Method, is eitlier

contextiue, or retextiue. The contextiue is also called

Synthesis, or Synthetical! Method. 16730. WALKER Educ.
x. 1 19 Neither is his Philosophy more notional then all

Sciences, which are delivered in a Synthetical, i.e. a doc-

trinal method, and begin with universal propositions. 1697
tr. Bnrgersdichts* Logick n. 1-38 It often happens in a Part

of a Discipline whose Whole is in Method Synthetical, that

the Analytick Order may be kept. 1733 BERKELEY Th.

Vision, Vind, 38 In the synthetical method of delivering
science or truth already found. 1837 WHATELY Logic Introd.

(ed.2) 16 The synthetical form of teaching is. .sufficiently

interesting to one who has made considerable progress in

any study; and . . is the form in which our knowledge
naturally arranges itself in the mind..: but the analytical is

the more interesting, easy, and natural kind of introduction;
as being the form in which the first invention or discovery
..must originally have taken place. 1837 WHEWELL Hist.

Induct. Set. vi, vi. 7 II. 100 One consequence of the syn-
thetical form adopted by Newton in the Principia was, that

his successors had the problem of the solar system to begin
entirely anew. 1864 BOWEN Logic x. 321 In descending
along its course, the synthetical proof gathers all these

accessions into one common trunk.

2. Chem. = prec. 2.

1733 P. SHAW Chem. Lect. ix. (1755') 169 This Synthetical
Chemistry, taken in the strict Sense, fur the Recomposition
of Bodies from their own Principles. 1796 Phil. Trans.
LXXXVl. 414, I made the following synthetical observa-
tions and experiments. 1877^

HUXLEY Physiogr. (1878) in
The discovery of the composition of water was indeed made
originally by synthetical, and not by analyiiral, processes.
1893 W. A. HAMMOND in N. Amer. Rev. CLVI. 21 Those
medicines which are synthetical, that is, formed in the

laboratory by the union of other substances.

3. In the philosophy of Kant : = prec. 4.
^838 [F. HAYWOOD] tr. Kant's Crit. Pure Reason 15 That

the straight line between two points is the shortest, is a
synthetical proposition. For my conception of straight
contains nothing of quantity, but only a quality. 1839
Penny Cycl. XIII. 175/2 Experience, which is itself a syn.
thetical combination of its intuitions. 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic
6r Judgments of the form 'S is /J 'are called synthetical,
when P is understood to be a mark not already contained in

that group of marks which enables us to conceive 6" dis-

tinctlyj they are called analytical when P.. belongs essen-

tially to those marks the union of which is necessary tc
make the concept of S complete.
4. prec. 5.

1799 A. YOUNG Agric. Line. 244 This [sc. a bog produced
by overflow from an artificial channel] Sir Joseph [lianks]
callsasynlhetical bog ; and says, he flatters himself, he shall
become master of Mr. Elkinton's mode of drainage soon, as
he had succeeded in a synthetical, as well as in an analytical
experiment. 1826 KIRBY & SI-KNCE Entomol. xlviii. IV. 461
Though he studied insects analytically with unrivalled suc-
cess, he was not always equally happy in his synthetical
arrangement of them. 1881 ROUTLEDGE Science ix. 219
Newton, having thus analysed light, proceeded to arrange
experiments for the opposite or synthetical process of re-

combining the coloured rays.
b. =

prec. 5 b.

advocate of the exploded doctrines of"synthetical"botany*
1841 KINGSLEY Life cV Lett. (1878) I. 71 Synthetical minds
are subject to this belf-tortuie.

f5. Gram. (See quot. and cf. SYNTHESIS a.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Synthetical, pertaining to the

figure Synthesis, which is when a noun collective singular is
joyn d with a verb plural.

Synthetically (sinbe-tikali), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY*: see -ICALLY.] In a synthetic manner; by
or in the way of synthesis (in various senses).

, -ir r- -- "J ..v..wnv-*tljr 1IVMII U.Ul.1
! IU

the whole. 1778 Br. LOWTH Transl. Isaiah Prelim. Diss
p. xxl. Here the lines... are Synthetically Parallel. 1706KIRWAN Elem. Mm. (ed. a) I. 160, I tried this result syh-

SYNTONIC.

thetically, and found it to resist fusion at 148. 1811 Sm
H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 182 Crystals of Glauber's salt may
be resolved analytically into Sulphate of Soda and water,
or compounded synthetically from these substances. 1873
HAMERTON Th. about Art xii. 180 In painting on any one

part of your picture you are really painting upon, that is.

changing the colour of, the whole canvas at once, and
unless you do this always synthetically you will never
succeed. 1877 E. CAIRD Philos. Kant n. viii. 366, I neces-

sarily represent the manifold as synthetically united in

time. 1899 Alltutt's Syst. Idea. VI. 505 Lecithin. .as well
as nucleins arise synthetically within the tissues of the body.

Syntheticism (sinjie-tisiz'm). [f. SYNTHETIC
+ -ISM.] Synthetic character or method.

1863 Smith's Diet. Bible III. 1539/2 note, The assumption
that languages are developed only in the direction of

syntheticism.

Syivthetism (si
p

nb/tiz'ni). [ad. mod.L. syn-

thelismiis, i. Gr. avrOeTifo6at to SYNTHETIZE.]
A synthetic system or doctrine.

1831 A. JOHNSON tr. Tennemann's Hist. Philos. 463 A
new system which he [sc. Krug] denominates a Transcen-
dental Synthetism. 1849 SIR W. HAMILTON Diss. in Reid's
Wks. (1846) 797/2.

Synthetist (si-n]tftist). [f. SYNTHETIC or

SYNTHETIZE : see -IST.]
= SYNTHESIS!.

1848 GILFILLAN in Tait's Mag. XV. 519 Milton is the

synthetist, Dante the analyst of Hell. 1873 HAMERTON Th.
about Art xii. 16^ Synthetists find continual pleasure in

observing the relations qf things, but from their largeness of

range they constantly miss minute truths.

Syilthetize (si-njtftaiz), v. [ad. Gr. omBni-

ta6cu, (. awSiros : see SYNTHETIC and -IZE.]
trans. = SYNTHESIZE.

1828-32 WEBSTER, Syntheiize, v. t to unite in regular
structure. (Not much used.) 1854 S. NEIL Elem. Rliet.

1^3 It enables us to synthetize the two prevalent theories of

lasle into one. 1888 harper's Mag. Jan. 350 Boucher
marked every detail of running movement, and finally

synthetized the results of his study in this group. 1904
Weslni. Gaz. 3 Dec. 16/3 Hennell synthetised alcohol from
olcfiant gas.

Hence Synthetized, Synthetizing ppl. adjs. ;

also Synthetiier = SYNTHESIZER.
1890 Harper's Mag. May 838/1 The most gifted of the

impressionist painters are analysts and synthetizers. 1892
Nation (N. Y.) 17 Nov. 379/3 The grand synthetizing style
of [Raphael]. 1918 Times i May 8/3 The function of the

monthly reviews.. is to survey things broadly and at a syn-
thetizing distance.

Syiithronus (si-nfr&iys). Eccl. PI. syn-
throni (-ai). [eccl. L., a. eccl. Gr. aivSpovot, (.

aw SYN- + Spores THBONEj In the early church
and the Greek Church, The joint throne of the

bishop and his presbyters, usually a semicircular

row of seats with the bishop's throne in the middle,

placed behind the altar.

1861 NEALE Notes Dalmatia. 117 The bishop's seat, at the
east end of the synthronus, remains with two arms.

Syntille, var. SCINTILL Obs.

f Syntome. Obs. rare. [ad. Gr. awTo/it; a

cutting short, f. avv SYN- + TO/*- : Ttiwuv to cut.]
? Abridgement, brief statement. So f Syntomy
[ad. mod. L. syntomia (Puttenham Engl. Poesie,

1589, ed. Arber, p. 169), ad. Gr. avvro/jia], brevity,
conciseness.

1641 BRATHWAIT Penit. Pilgr. Contents, The Summe, or
Gradual! Symtome [sic] of the Penitent Pilgrim. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr., Syntomy . . a cutting away, brevity, or con-
cisenesse.

Syntome, -tone, obs. forms of SYMPTOM.
f Syntone. Alus. Obs. [ad. Gr. ovtroyos : see

SYNTONOUS.] In diatonic syntone, a mistranslation
of Gr. CMCLTOVOV ffWTwoi' syntonous diatonic (scale),
awrovov being erron. taken as a sb. (see SYN-

TONOUS).
[Cf. quot. 1694 s.v. DIATONIC i.J 1784 J. KEEBLE Har-

monics 30 The diatonic syntone. 1806 KOLLMANN Theory
Mas. Harmony ii. 6 The first foundation of our modern
scale, seems to have been laid in that most antient Tetra-
chord.. of the Greeks, called the Diatonic Syntone, which
consisted of four notes, equal to our B C D E.

Syntonic (sint<vnik), <i.l Mus. [f. Gr. avv-

rovoi (see SYNTONOUS) + -ic.]
= SYNTONOUS.

Syntonic comma, the common comma (COMMA 3), the
difference between a major and a minor tone, or between
the major third of the Pythagorean and that of the modern
diatonic scale.

1801 BUSBY Diet. Mus., Syntonic, the epithet by which
Arlstoxenus and other ancient musical writers distinguish
a species of the diatonic genus, which was nearly the same
with our natural diatonic.

Synto'nic, a.'* Electr.
[f. Gr. avv SYN- +

TWOS TONE + -ic.] Denoting a system of wireless

telegraphy in which the transmitting and receiving
instruments are accurately

' tuned
'

or adjusted so
that the latter responds only to vibrations of the

frequency of those emitted by the former; also
said of the instruments so ' tuned '.

1892 LODGE Mod. Views Electr, xvi. 339 The synchro*
mzing of the vibration.period of two things.. is well ex-
pressed by the adjective

'

Syntonic
'

which was suggested to
me.. by the late Dr. A. T. Myers. That which has been
styled resonance I propose, therefore,, .to call 'syntony'.
1898 S. P. THOMPSON in Jrnl. Soc. Arts XLVI. 457/1 Using
..not merely circuits of wires, but syntonic circuits, which
. .are necessarily much more sensitive in their response one
to the other. 1898 Echo 10 Jan. 2/4 These electrical re-
sonances constitute

'

syntonic telegraphy.
1



SYNTONICALLY.

Hence Synto'nically adv.

In recent Diets.

Sylltonin (si'ntiJnin). Client.
[I. Gr. avvTOVOI

SYNTONOU.S + -IN.] Ail acid albuminous substance

found in muscular tissue, or produced from myosin
by the action of acids.

1859 CAHl'ESTER Artiijr, rhys. i. 33 The substance of

which muscles arc . been commonly considered
to be Fibrin, but it differs essentially from fibrin in Us

properties, and is now distinguished as Sylltonin. 1871
HUXLKY Pliysiol. vi. 134 The Syntonin which is the chief

constituent of muscle and flesh. 1881 MIVAKT Cat 125
About 15 per cent, of the remaining fourth [of the substance

of muscle] is found, after death, to consist of an albuminoid
substance called syntonin, or muscle fibrin.

Syutonism (si-nlJuiz'm). Eleclr^ [f. Gr. aiv

SYN- + TWO? TONE + -INM.] = SYNTONY.
1903 Rep. Brit. Assoc. Adv. Set. 761 The question of

'syntonism ', by which it is proposed to assure the secrecy
of messages.

Syntonize (si ntJnaiz), v. Elcctr. [f. SVN-
TONIO a.- + -izu.] trans. To make syntonic ; to
' tune

'

or adjust to the same or corresponding fre-

quencies, as a transmitter and receiver in wireless

telegraphy. Hence Syntonized, -izing ppl. ailjs. ;

ilso Sy ntoniiation, the action of syntonizing ;

Syntonizer, an apparatus for syntonizing.
1891 LODGE Alod. Views Electr. xvi. 355 Vacuum tubes. .

attached to an ordinary syntonized receiver. 1898 Kdin.
Rev. Oct. 307 The Marconi apparatus seems to lend itself

imperfectly to the 'sharp syntonisation '. 1898 Engineering
Mag. XVI. 142/1 Lodge's System of Syntonised Wireless

Telegraphy. 1900 S. R. BOTTONE Winless Teltgr. iv. 107
These [pegs] serve as supports for the rods which are used
as '

wings or syntonizers. xooi fftauy't Mag. June 365/1
A system . . that would be able to syntonize or select its

despatches.

SyntoaO- (si'nWno), combining form repr. Gr.

aiivTovot (see STNTONOUS), as in Synlono-Lydian
adj. [cf. Gr. o-u>'Toi'o*t>5m adv. (Plato)], an epithet
of the ordinary (diatonic) Lydian scale in ancient

Greek music.
1801 BUSBY Diet. Mits., Syntono Lydian, the name of one

of the mode in the ancient music. Plato tells us, that the

mixO'lydian and syntono-lydian modes were peculiar to

tears. 1875 STAINER & liARKErr Diet. Mus. Tenits 209
There was no such enharmonic scale as Syntono- Lydian,
nor could such a prefix as Syntono be applied to any enhar-

monic scale whatever. Ibid. 210 The Syntono-Lydian of

the manuscript [of Aristides Ouinlilianus] . . is clearly a

mistake for Hypo.Lydian. . . The prefix of 'Syntono' is

usually unnecessary, because it means the ordinary Lydian,
. . but Plato employs it, because he wishes to distinguish it

from the Malakon (or laxly tuned) Lydian.

Syiitonous (si'nWhas), a. Mus. [f. Gr. o-iic-

TOTOS strained tight, high-pitched, intense, severe,

f. auvTfivuv to strain tight, f. avv SYN- + rciVa?

to stretch: see-ous.] An epithet for the ordinary
form of diatonic scale (Siarovov auvTovot-) in ancient

Greek music, in which the tetrachord was divided

into a semitone and two tones, the third note of it

being thus tuned to a higher pitch than in the

other scales ; nearly corresponding to the modern
diatonic scale.

1789 BURKEY ffist. Mus. III. ii. 164 In describing the dia-

tonic genus, in which the tetrachord is divided into tone

major, tone minor, and major semitone :. .for which division,

commonly called the syntonous, or intense of Ptolemy, he

[sc. Zarlino] constantly contends. 1889 W. S. ROCKSTRO in

Grove Diet. Mus. IV. 502/1 The Syntonous Diatonic of

Ptolemy coincided . . with the system advocated by Kepler,

Mersenne, Des Cartes, and all the most learned theoretical

writers of later date.

Syatony (si'nWni). Electr.
[f.

SYNTONIC a.2 +

-Y.J The condition of being syntonic, or ' tuned
'

so as to respond to one another, as two electric

circuits. Also attrib.

1892 [see SYNTONIC a.'*l. 1898 Daily News 31 Mar. 6/3
True syntony between the sending and the receiving appa-
ratus. 1904 Westtn. Gaz. 27 Felx 9/3 For a number of pairs
of stations, syntony-constants can be chosen which differ in

period or pitch sufficiently to prevent interference.

Syntoxoid: see SYN-.

HSyntractrix(sintfK'ktriks). Geom. [mod.L.,
f. SYN- + TRACTBIX.] The locus of a point on the

tangent to a tractrix at a constant distance from

its intersection with the axis. Also Syntra'ctory

[TRACTORY sb. 3],
1820 G. PEACOCK Examples Diff. Calc. r. xxiii. 175 Syn-

tractory. 1853 G.SALMON Higher Plane Curves in. (1879)289
The syntractrix is the locus of a point Q on the tangent to

the tractrix which divides into portions of given length the

constant line SW.

Syiitrierarch. (sintrsi-eraak). Gr. Hist. [ad.

Gr. awrpiripapxos, f. avv SYN- + rpnjpopx * TRIER-

ARCH.] Oneofanumber of citizens jointly charged
with the equipment of a trireme: cf. TBIERARCH.

So Syntri-erarchy [cf. TRIERARCHY], the office

of a syntrierarch j the system of syntrierarchs.

1841 Smith's Diet. Grk. 4 Rout. Antiq. loot/2. 1891
Athenxuat 25 Jelly 128/1 Under the syntrierarchy there

were two trterarchs to one ship.

t Syntrochite. Palxont. Obs. [f. SYN- +

TUOCHITE.] Name for some kind of fossil : cf.

ENTROCHITE, THOCHITE.
1681 GREW MKsauiii in. i. ii. 272 The Synlrochite, as we

may name it.

389

Syntropic (sintrp'pik), . Anal. [f. Gr. avv '

SYN- + -Tpoiros turning + -ic; cf. TBOPIC.] Form-

ing a series of similar parts pointing in the same

direction, as ribs or vertebra?. So (in recent

Diets.) Syntrope (srnlwup), any one of such

parts; Syntropy, condition of being syntropic.
18. . A'em York Med. Jrnl. XL. 114 (Cent. Did.).

Syntype (si-ntoip\ j\'at. ffist.
[f.

SY.V- +
Tvi'E si. 8b.] Any one of the original set of

specimens from which a species has been describe'!

and named.
1009 Ct-(. Diet. Suppl. 1914 Return Brit. Museum 17-'

Echinoids, Asteroids, Ophinoids, and Crinoidi. .including
the syntypes of Millcriirinns charffiwd oilier specimens.

1918 Must-tuns Jrnl. XVII. 112 A brachiopod found at

13,500 feet above sea lavoL . .
'1 In- syntypes of this are in the

Peabody Museum of Yale University.

Synu, synue, olw. ff. SI.NKW.

!. and Ji5. MeJ. rare".

[ad. mod.L. synuldticits, ad. Gr. ovv<iv\anixwi, (.

avv SYN- + oi/\ovv to scar over, f. ot/Ar) scar.]

ClCATlll/.ANT.

[1657 1'liysical Diet., Synulotica, medii_ines to dry up a

sore, or to brinir it to a cicatrice.] 1704 I. HARRIS Lev.
TcJui. I, Synuloticks. 1859 MAVNE Expos. Ltx. 1913
BORLAND Med. Did. (ed. 7).

t Synusiast. 0/>s. Also syno(u)siast. [ad.

mod. L. synusiasln, ad. Gr. avvovaiaarfy, !. avv

SYN- + ovala being, substance. Cf. MKTUSIAST.]
a. An adherent of a sect which held that in Jesus
Christ there was a commingling of the divine

substance and the substance of human flesh, b. A
believer in consubstantiation.

1585-7 T. ROGKRS 3Q Art. xxviii. 4. (1625) 176 The Synu-
slastes, or Vbiquitaries, which think the Body of Christ is

a Protestant, that any one place of Scripture must needs be

so understood as to assert Consubstantiation, he becomes a

Synousiast forthwith. 17*8 CHAMBERS C^t/., Synwiasts, or

Synosiasts, a Sect of Hereticks, who maintain d, that there

was but one single Nature, and one single Substance in

I Jesus Christ.

Syn(u.)we, obs. ff. SINEW. Synvy, var. SENVY

06s., mustard. Synyght, obs. f. SENNIGHT.

Synys : see SINES. Synyster, obs. f. SINISTER.

t Syon. Se. Obs. Also 6 syone, syoun. A
kind of coat. Also atlrib.

1511 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 198 To be the King
ane Syone coit xjt elms blak satyne. is6 Itid. V. 273
Aucht ellis of fyne taffeteis to be the King ane gowne, and
four ellis .. to be him ane syoun. 1538 Ibid. V 1 1. 29, vij elnis

of blak satin of Wenis to be the Kingis grace ane syon.

Syon, syoun, obs. ff. SCION.

8your(e, obs. forms of SYRE.

Sypar(s, obs. forms of CYPitESS 1
.

1531 Kec. St. Mary at Hill 37 A. .tabull of sypars. 1535
STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 569 '1 he sypar Ire.

Sype, variant of SII-E.

Syper(s, var. CYPRESS 3.

1509-10 in Lysons Environs Land. (1792) I. 227 Saten of

sypcrs. i6ix I'asijiiifs Night-cap (1877)59 His hat. .With
treble Syper, and with veluet lin'd.

Syphareit, obs. Sc. f. SEPARATE a.

1508 KENNEDIE Flytingvj. Dunbar 253 Sodomyt, sypha-
reit fra sanctis celestial!.

Sypher (ssi-faa), v. Carpentry. [Variant of

CIPHER v. 9.] To make a lap-joint by overlapping
two bevelled or chamfered plank-edges, so as to

leave a plane surface. So Bypher-joint.
1841 DANA Seaman's Man.. Syphering, lapping the edges

of planks over each other for a bulk.head. 1875 KNIGHT
Dl\t. MecA., Sypher-joint. (Carpentry.) A lap joint for the

edges of boards, leaving a flat or flush surface.

Sypher, -re, obs. ff. CIPHER.

Syphilide (si-fibid). Path. Also -id. [orip.

in pi., ad. F. syphilides, f. SYPHILIS, after names of

zoological families: see -IDS.] A generic term

for any skin affection of a syphilitic nature.

1879 St. George's Hasp. Kef. IX. 476 One married woman
..was admitted covered with secondary syphilides. 1883
F. T. ROBERTS Handbk. Med. (ed. 5) 949 The macular

syphilide is the commonest eruption. 1897 Allbutt's Sjrst.

Med. IV. 807 The papulous syphilide is one of the rarest

forms in which syphilis appears in the larynx.

Syphilis (si-filis).
Path. Also 8 siphylis, 9

siphilis, syphylis. [mod.L. syphilis (sypfiiliJ-\

orig. the title (in full, Syphilis, sive Morbvs

Gallicvs) of a poem, published 1530, by
Girolamo

Fracastoro or Hieronymus Fracastorius (1483-
1 553), a physician, astronomer, and poet of Verona,

but used also as the name of the disease in the

poem itself; the subject of the poem is the story

of a shepherd Syphilus, the first sufferer from the

disease, the name Syphilis being formed on the

analogy of ^Eneis, Thebais, etc. (The poem was

translated in 1686 by Nahnm Tate with the title

'Syphilis: or, a Poetical History of the French

Disease '.) The term was employed systematically

by Fracastoro in his treatise De Contagiont 11. xi.

(
1 546). Cf. F. syphilis. It. siJUide, Sp. sifilis, Pg.,

G., etc. syphilis.

SYPHILO-.
The source of the name Sjplnlus is disputed : it has Uin

BUJ|eStcd tlj.it it is .1 ..irrupt inciii.ijv.d form of .Sy/^/wl,
the aaine of a son of Niobe (so tailed after a mounlai
Ovid Mrlam. vi. 146 ff. (See K. Itoll in ffeue Jolitt.J. ,t.

klats. AlUrtuin, 1910, XXV. 71 ff., 168.)!

icific disease caused by Trtpoiiema pallidum
(Spiroc/iKte pal/iila) and communicated by sexual
connexion or accidental contact (acquired form) or

by infection of the child in utero (congenital for
Three stages of the disease are distinguished, trim/try,

secondary, and tertian, syphilis; the fit t .] by
chancre in the part infected, the second by ifleuions of the
skin and mucous membranes, the Ihitd involving the bones,
muscles, and brain.

1718 J. K. HlCHOtMM (</<&) The Modern Siphylis: or, the
true method of cuiing every jlase an.. t the
venereal disease, etc.

iS^pi
,Wc<t. Jrnl. V 85 Surgeon-

nurses may by accident inocu'ate themselves with syi 1

in places appropriated for the reception of venereal pan-
1818-31 WKBSI KB, :Siphili>. 1845 lluuu f'is. I.n-er 252 A
cnse of great enlargement of the liver, consequent on syphilis
and the use of meicuiy. 1876 I'KISTOWE Theory *, ftatt.
Med. (1878) 250 Syphilis has occasionally pievailed in the
form of widespread and severe epidemics.
Jig. 1810 BENTHAM Packing (1821) 62 In Rome-bred law

. .fiction is a wart, which here and there defoims the face of

justice: in English law, fiction is a syphilis, which.. carries

into every part of the system the principle of rottenness.

nitrik. 1891 Science-Gossip XXVII. 30 The Geneial Bio-

logy of the Microbes of Rabies, Yellow Fever, .. Puerperal
Fever, Syphilis.tuberculosis^ .. &c. 1897 Allbntt's Syst.
.!/<</. IV. 807 In the syphilis wards of the Berlin Chaiite"

Hospital. 1899 J. HUTCHINSON in Archives Suig. X. 167
The subsidence of the syphilis-epidemic. 19x6 Nature
27 Jan. 609/2 Long before salvarsan was proved valuable
for killing the syphilis micro-organism.

Syphilitic (sifili-lik), a. (s6.) Path. Also 8-9
sipnilitic. [ad. mod.L. syphiliticus (Sauvages),
f. SYPHILIS ; the suffix -itic is the adj. formative of

-ITIS and is strictly inappropriate here.] Of, per-

taining to, caused by, or affected with syphilis.

Syphilitic lobelia, a rendering of Lobelia syphilitica, so
called as being used as a remedy for syphilis.

1786 AIIF.RCKOMBIE Arrangem. in Card. Assist. 59 Siphi-
liiic blue lobelia. 1804 Hen. Jrnl. XII. 505 This affection

of his throat might have been owing to some syphilitic

virus, which had long lain dormant in the system. 1835-6
Todd'sCycl. Anat. 1. 184/1 Syphilitic warts., have generally
a broad base. 1846 G. E. DAY tr Simon's Attim. Chew.
II. 59 Meggenhofen found that the milk of a syphilitic
woman reddened tincture of litmus. 1869 M. HOPKINS
lla-caii 372 A syphilitic ward in the new Queen's Hospital
at Honolulu. 1897 Allbutts Syst. Med. II 1135. Such

syphilitic livers.. are often immobile on deep inspiration

owing to adhesions.

B. sb. A person affected with syphilis.
1881 Physician , Surgeon III. 138 Whether a syphilitic

should ever have professional consent to marry. 1904 Brit.

Med. Jrnl. 10 Sept. Efit. Curr. Med. Lit. 36 The blood.,

of syphilitics who have been treated with mercury.

Syphilize (si'fibiz), v. Med. and Path. [ad.

F. syphiliser: see SYPHILIS and -IZE.] trans. To
inoculate with the virus of syphilis, as a means of

cure or prevention ; also, to infect with syphilis.

1854 H. LEK Six Lett. Syphilitic Infection v. 50 He \ic.

Turenne in 1850] concluded that the third inoculated ulcer

bore the same relation to the second as the second did to

the first, and so on until the animal became
proof against

any further inoculation. The animal was then said by
M. Auzias [Turenne] to be

'

syphilised '. Ibid. 51 'It is

certain', says Dr. Sperino, 'that of all the women who
entered five months ago into the Syphilicoinc, and whom
I syphilised to the highest degree, not only have none
hitherto been affected with constitutional symptoms, but the

health of each of them has gradually impioved '. 1871 Brit.

tr For. Mcd.-Chirurg. Rev. XLVII. 357 Most or all of the

stitutional diseases, they become a feeble sickly race.

Hence Syphiliation (srfilaiz^-fon).

1854 H. LEE (title) Six lectures on syphilitic infection and

syphilisation. i8?a T. BKVANT t'ract. Surg. (1878) I. 93

Syphilisation originated in 184^ through some experiments
of M. Auzias Turenne upon animals to inoculate them with

syphilis.

Syphilo- (si'filtf),
used as combining form of

SYPHILIS (also with variant SyphUido-). By -

philoderm, II
-derma (pi. -ata) [Gr. tipfia skin],

a syphilitic skin-affection = SYPHILIDE; hence Sy-

philode-rmatous a. BypWlojre neds, -o-geny,

production of syphilis (Dorland). Byphilo'-

grapher [cf. F.' syphiliographc], a writer on

syphilis; so SypMlo-frraphy, the description of

syphilis. Syphiloma-iiia, a mental derangement
in which the person fancies himself affected with

syphilis. Syphilo'pathy, any syphilitic mani-

festation. Sypliiloplio-bia(also syphiU-), morbid

fear of syphilis; hence Syphilopho-bio a.

1851 W. J. E. WILSON Syphilis vii. 172 The hereditary

erythematous 'syphilodcrma occurs in three principal forms.

1876 DUHRIKG Dis. Skin 78 In the papular svphiloderm,

pustules are at times seen intermincled with the papules.

1857 DUNCLISON Med. Lex., 'Syphilographer. 1871 Brit.

>, For. Kled.-Chirurg. Kev. XLVII. 357 The last named

distinguished syphilographer [sc. Ricord). 1864-79 lil'M-

STEAD fen. Dis. (ed. 4) 499 Th<= etiology of cases of this

kind should be carefully studied, the subject being one of

the most important in *syphilography. 184* DuKGtisoN

Med. Lex. (ed. 7). "Syphilomania. 1864-79 BUMSTIAD Yen.

Dis. (ed. 4) 789 Three sad cases in which syphilomania has

led patients.. to commit suicide several months after all
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syphilitic manifestations had disappeared. 1848 DUNGLISON
flfed. I.ex. (ed. 7), "Syphiliphobia. 1864-79 BUMSTKAU 1/etl.

Dis. (ed. 4) 789 'i'here is a disease worse than syphilis, viz.,

syphiluphobia, . . over which remedies liave no control. 1006
Brit. Med, frill. 13 Jan. 63 The patient's syphilophobia
had. .increased to sncli a degree, that it became extremely
difficult to manage the case. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
VJII. 190 Syphilis causes marked mental disease of various

forms, such as *syphilophobic melancholia.

Syphiloid (si-moid), a. (sb.) Path. [f. SY-
rmMS + -oin.] Resembling syphilis.

1813 \. THOMSON Ltd. In/lam. 435 The syphilitic and the

syphiloid are the only new species of ulcers with which.,
we have become acquainted. 1843 R. J. GHAVKS Syst. Clin.
filed, xxvii. 344 Peculiar forms of diseases which we are
forced to look upon as syphiloid.
B. sl>. A syphiloid disease or affection.

1890 BILLINGS fflU, Med. Diet., Syphiloids . .
, name of a

group of endemic diseases due to syphilis in a severe form,
with complications, i^yjAlllnift'sSyst. Jl/td. II.2530/V,An
attempt has recently been made to claim the Tropical disease
Yaws as a malady which while distinct from syphilis, yet
resembles it..; and to construct a family of Syphiloids'.

Sypliiloma (sifil<?j-ma). Path. PI. -ata.
[f.

SYPHILIS 4- -ortia, as in sarcoma. ] A syphilitic
tumour. Hence Sypliilo'matous a.

1864-79 BUMSTEAD Veil. Dis. (ed. 4) 645 The syphiloma
may form a circumscribed tumor, or may be diffused over
a large area. Ibid., Syphilomata of the spinal dura mater.
1898 All/iutt's Syst. Med. V. 678 Syphiloma is another cause
of hepatic ascites. 1903 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 4 Apr. 773 Syphi.
lomatous tissue always forms rapidly.

Syphilosis (sifilJu-sis). Path. [f. SYPHILIS +

-osisT) Syphilitic condition.
'

1898 Syd. Sac. Lex., Syphilosis, sypliilitic disease. 1913
Times 13 Aug. 3/4 A syphilosis of the lymphatics of the
posterior columns of the spinal cord.

Syphir, syphyr, obs. Sc. ff. CIPHEB.
1508 DUNBAR Tua tlariit Wemen 184 He semys to be

sumthing worth, that syphyr in hour, aitfa Poems
Iviii. 20 Quha na thing lies, can na thing gelt, Bot ay as
syphir sett amang thame.

Syphon, etc., vnr. SIPHON, etc.

Sypirs, syprees, -es(s, -ys, obs. ff. CYPRESS.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3684 (>e solers was of Sypirs. 1530

PALSCR. 270/2 Sypres chest, coffre de cytres.
'

Syplin, obs. Sc. f. SIBLING, sapling.
Syr, Syra, obs. IT. SIR, SIRE, SIRIIAH.

Syracusan (i'rakifizSn), a. and si. [ad. L.
Syracfuanus, f. Syracuse, Gr. Zvpauovtrcu Syra-
cuse 4- -AN.] a. adj. Of or belonging to Syracuse,
a city in Sicily, b. sb. A native or inhabitant of
Syracuse.

57 FLEMING Panopl. F.pist. 220 Italian iunkets, and
Syiacusane demties. 1611 COTGR., Pelalisme, a forme. .of
banishment among the old Syracusans. 1797 Encycl. Brit

t 21 i } '-456/2 The city of Himera was.. peopled bythe Lhalcidians and some Syracusan exiles. 1816 I SMITH
Panorama Set. f, Art II. 674 Grape,. .red Syracusa,',. 1839Cieil Eng i, Arcli. Jrnl. 11.435/2 Syracusan [marble]was wrought from the laiamla, which were quarries before
Dionysms converted them into prisons. 1875 JEVONS Money
xvi. 203 Dionysms.. obliged the Syracusans to accept his
okens in place of silver coins. 1016 BUCHAN Hist. War
Ixxix. XI 36 1 he Syracusan expedition was the death-blow
of the Athenian Lmpire.
So t Syracrrsian a. and sb. Obs. [cf. L. Syra-

cfuius, Gr. va
MO SHAKS, Can. Err. ,. i. ,4 It hath..beene decreed,Both by the Siracusians and our selues, To admit no trafficke

to our aduerse townes. Ibid. ,. ,i. 3 A Syracusian Marchant.
1656 STANLEY H,,t. I*kilos, iv. Bun iii. (1687) I4 ,/2 A
?>' C" S1

?" < f the Art of Rhetorick. .769 SWINTON
in Phil 1 rans. LX. 85 Whose Greek habitant? were pro-
bably for the most part either Syracusians, or of Syracusian
extraction. 17,7 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 456/2 The
Syracusians built Acra, Chasmena:, and Camarina
Syracuse (S3i-raki;7z). [Name of Sicilian city-

see prec.] A luscious red muscadine wine madem Italy. See also quots. 1858, 1883.
1768 BOSWELL Corsica iii. (ed. 2) 186 At Furiani they makea white wme very like Syracuse, not quite so luscious 1858SIMMONDS Did Trade, Syracuse,.^ name is also g ven'

ara
Syraine, Syrang, Syranyze, Syraphyn,
ayrbonian: see SIKEN, SEHANG, SIRENIZE
SERAPHIM, SERBONIAN.

past I

Byrcom-, syrcum- : see CIRCUM-.
Byre (sai.i), si. Sc. and north, dial. Forms

6 scyoure, 7 syour(e, gayer, seyer, 7-9 sire'
syer, 8- syre. [Variant of SYVER.] A gutter
dram, sewer.

513 Ace. Ld. High Trcas. Scot. IV. 521 To cast nr

SKS,?^^ of
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,,
p
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e nn .
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Syriac (si-rirek), a. and sb. Also 7 -aque, -aok.

390

[ad. I.. Syriacu* = Gr. 2v/)m<!s, f. Syria, Zupia.

Cf. !'. syriaijue, It., Pg. syriaco, Sp. siriacn.']

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Syria : only of or in

reference to the language (see 13.) ;
written in

Syriac ; writing, or versed, in Syriac.

wrote many thinges in the Syriacafl tonge.
Syrian (si-rian), sb. und a. Forms: 5 Sirien
Syryen, 6 Surian, Sirian, 7 Dorian, 6- Syrian.
[a. OF. sirien, mod.F. syrieti, f. L. Syrius (Sunns)
-Syrian, or Syria : see -AN. Cf. SYRY.]A. sb. A native or inhabitant of Syria, a region
ot Uestern Asia immediately east of the Medi-
terranean.
a ,400-50 Jlexatulerw In ),e quilke fc siriens of bissire so many soro,es had. ,474 CAXTON CKau n. iv. (1883)43 I he noble knyghtes loab and Abysay that fou .lit

5
8
?Trfe&HLry

a1"1 A"'rM - 'S35Cc.
y
vERulLB^'

4 Caldees answered the kynge in the Syrians speach

Svria^"
YSr f'S-

' 2" l
he Sorians "lied of

Pa farke
w
"^

''rou '" '"'X Hue, hauing their owne
Fatria^e

.656 STANLKV Htst. Plul,,,. , v . Bun iii. (1687)43/2 Contemporary wuh Pherecydes the Syrian 1,70

B. adj 1. Of, belonging to, or characteristic of
Syria or the Syrians.

die ncurcw, v-uuiue, /Arauique anu v/reeKe longues. 1059

I

Bp. WALTON Consiti. Considered ix. 1 79 Some Syriack Copies
of the New Testament. 1683 MOXON Mack. Exerc., Print-

! ing ii. P2 Some Bodies with. .the Greek, the Hebrew, and
the Syriack Face. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $ F. xx.viii. (1787)
III. 350 note, Two Syriac writers, .place the resurrection of
the Seven Sleepers in the year 736 (A.D. 425), or 748 (A. n. 437),

[

of the a5ra of the Seleucides. 1867 LAUV HERBHRT Cradle
|

L. iii. 101 A very curious old Syriac copy of the Four
Gospels. 1895 J. R. HARRIS Hernias in Arcadia, etc.

I (1896) 45 We have not been in tlte habit of either studying
i or trusting Syriac writers in the degree they deserve.

B. si. The ancient Semitic language of Syria;
formerly in wide use, = AHAMAIC

; now, the form
of Aramaic used by Syrian Christians, in which the
Peshito version of the Bible is written.
1611 ISible Dan. ii. 4 Then spake the Caldeans to the King

in Syriacke. 1:1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) 11.93 Out of that
intermixture of Hebrew and Chaldee resulted a third lan-

guage call'd to this day the Syriac, which also, after the
lime of our Saviour, began to be more adulterated by ad-
mission of Greek, Roman, and Arabic. 1668 WILKINS Real
Cliar. 5 Those passages in the Gospel, which are said to be
in the Hebrew tongue, as Talitha Kiiini,. are propetly
Syriac. 1780 COWPER Profr. Err. 499 If stubborn Greek
refuse to be his friend, Hebrew or Syriac shall be forc'd to
bend. 1781 GIBBON Decl. f, 1'. xxxiii. (yS?) III. 550 note,The narrative [of the Seven Sleepers] which was translated
from the Syriac by the care of Gregory of Tours 1867
WHITNEY Lang. * Study of Lang. viii. 298 The ancient
Syriac is still the sacred dialect of the feeble bodies of
Christians in Asia which represent the Syriac church. 1890
F. C. BUHKITT Early CAr. outside Roman Emf. 16 The
Syriac-speaking subjects of the Christianised Empire.

b. A or the Syriac version (of the Bible).
1644 MILTON At cop. (Arb.) 45 As for the burning of those

Ephesian books.., tis reply'd the books were magick, the
Syriack so renders them. 1692 \V. MARSHALL Cosfel-
Jiff

st. Sanctif. x. (1780) 160 The Spirit itself, .beareth our
spirits witness, as the Syriac and vulgar Latin render it.

ly-ol'-x/'M'tor May 396 The Latin Vulgate, the two Syriacs,
the Gothic.

to. A printers' type of a Syriac letter or
character. Obs. rare.

1670 R. SCOTT Let. to Fell in Hart Cent. Tyfogr. Or/.
(1900) 156 Y printer, .giues mee notice yt they ca[nnotl eoe
on w'h ye notes vntill they haue cast a Syriack.
Hence Sy-riacism (-asiz'm) = SYRIASM

; By-
riacist (-asist), a Syriac scholar; Syriacize
(-assiz) v. trans., to turn or translate into Syriac
1645 Ml, TON Tclrac/1. Wks. 185! IV. 257 The New Testa,

ment hath nothing neer so many Atticisms as Hebraisms,and Syriacisms. J848 Jlayslcr's Anal. Het. Cone. 31 Bya Syriacism, the suffixes are sometimes attached, without a
union vowel. 1863 LIUDON Same iror,/s/<,r Cod i. (1865) 5
I he words actually tittered by our Lord upon the crosi
and which He look from a Syrtacized version of Ps. xxii.
t Syriacal, a. Obs. rare.

[f. L. Syriacus (see
prec.)4--AL.] Syriac.

2 In names of plants, animals, and products
actually or reputedly coming from Syria, as Syrian"

.

.640 PARK.NSON Theat. Hot. ,3 Manua Syriacum Vei

SYRINGE.
CreticHiii. The Syrian or Candye Masticjk. I his Candye
or Syrian Marjerome, hath sundry upright slalkcs. tein
OGILBV tr. Virg. Georg. n. (1684)77 The Syrian I'ear. i 76i
J. LEE Introd. Hot. App. 325 Kue, Wild Syrian, J'efannm.
1780 Ann. Reg, Ctiron. 223/2 A cluster of Syrian grapes'
the largest. .that ever grew in England. 1812 Sn,\w6i'
Zool. II. ll. 374 Syrian Goat. ..This variety is common in
many parts of the East, and is distinguished by the great
length of the earl. i& Penny Cycl. XI. 357/1 The variety
of thick-skinned white grape, called the Syrian. 1858 SIM-
MOND_S Diet. Trade, Syrian Tobacco, lhe Nicotiana. rustic*
..which furnishes the Turkish, Latakta, and some of the
Asiatic tobaccoes. 1866 Syrian thistle (see Tmsn E st 3!

1879 E. P. WRIGHT Aniiu. Life 116 The Syiian Bear
(U[isus\ Syriacus) is found on Mount Lebanon, and else-
where in Western Asia.

Hence Syria-uic a., Syriac ; Syrianism =
SYRIASM

; Syrianlze v. trans., to make Syrian,
to give a Syrian cliaracter to.

1828-31 WEBSTER, Syrianism, a Syrian idiom, or a pecu-
liarity in the Syrian language. 1'xley. 1873 R. ELLIS
Numerals as Signs of Prim. Unity Man. 56 The Hun.

farian
nyoitz, 'eight', is produced by multiplying the

yrianic njolj,
' four ', by tz for a ' two '. 1893 At/tcnxum

21 Oct. 552/3' The Gospel according to Peter '..is a Syrian-
ized Greek text. 1915 PETRIE Handlik. Efyft. Antin
Un'nt.Coll, Loud. 34 Plaster cast of a limestone head of a
man, from Thebes, an excellent instance of the delicate
Syrianised type of that period.

Syriarch (si-riajk). [ad. L. Syriarcha, -arc/ius,
a. Gr. Svpiapxi'i, f. 'Svpia Syria + -apxvi iling|
apxuv to rule.] The director of public games in

Syria under the Romans, who was at the same
time the chief priest.
1840 MII.MAN Hist, CAr. iv. ii. III. 444. 1893 W. M.

RAMSAV Cli. in. Rom. Emp. xvi. 391 The title Byriarchj
applied to the president of the games at Antioch.

Syriasm (si-rioez'm). [f. SYRIAC, after a Gr.
type *2i//dfii/, for 'Svpifttv (see SYRISM).
Cf. the earlier SVRIACISM.]
A phrase or construction characteristic of the

Syriac language ; a Syriac idiom or expression.
1684 N. S. Crit. Eny. Edit. Bille xvi. 15, It hath. .many

Hebraisms and Syriasms. 1715 BLACKWALL Sacr. Class
(1727) 27 Hebraisms or Syriasms rather than Grecians. 1780
G. CAMPBELL Four Gospels I. L 16 Words and phrases,
which.. might appear to resemble what has been accounted
Hebraism or Syriasm in the New Testament. 1818 T. H
HOKNE Introd. Stud. Holy Script. \\. iii. 2 . I. 244 The
existence of these Chaldaisms and Syriasms, affords a strong
intrinsic proof of the genuineness and authenticity of theNew lestament. 1907 F. C. CONVBEARE in Expositor July
44 It shows none of the Syriasi.is so frequent in Armenian
versions made from Syriac.

Syria-tic, a. rare. [ad. L. Syrialicus, (. Syria
(after Asiaticiu) : see -ATIC.] Syrian.
1786 ABEUCIIOMBIE Arrangcm. in Card. Assist. 50 Syriatic

swallow-wort, or Syrian dog's bane.

t Syric, a. Obs. rare. In 4 Sirik. [ad. L.
Synctis, f. Synts (Gr. 21^05) SYRIAN.] Syriac.
1388 WYCLIP Dan. ii. 4 Caldeis answeriden the kyng bi

Sink langage.

Syringa (siri-rjga). [mod.L. syringa, {. Gr.
ovp,-yy-, avpty( pipe, SYRINX. First applied (by
Lobel, 1576) to the mock-orange, from its stems
being used for pipe-stems, later (by Linna;us, 1735)
to the lilac, formerly called also pipe-tree, of
which it remains the botanical generic name. Cf.
SERINGA.] Any of the shrubs of the genus Phila-
delphus, esp. P. coronarius, the mock-orange,
having creamy-white strongly sweet-scented flowers.
cultivated as an ornamental shrub.
1664 EVELYN Kal. Hart. 67 May.. Flowers in Prime, or

yet lasting. . . Synn?a s, Sedum's, . . Valerian, Veronica [etc.]
1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) II. 389 Plant Roses, Lilac,
hynngas. 1718 BRADLEY Diet. Hot., Syringa /lore all-o

simfUci, the single white Pipe-Tree, commonly call'd
Syringa by the Gardeners. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 150Laburnum rich In streaming gold ; Syringa, iv'ry pure.i86ji MRS. H. WOOD Mrs. HalUb. Ixxiv, Don't cut too much
t that syringa j its sweetness is overpowering in a room.

33*1.
C - Ll

-|

NSOX House of Quiet xxix, A big syringawhich stands above the bowling-green
attrii. 1783 Phil. Trans. LXXV. 14 The trifurcated

branchofabyringabush.orPhiladelphus. ,84, bALFOURMm. Bot. 865 Pliilaiietphacex, the Syringa Family.
Syringe (srrindg), sb. Forms: 5 siryng,

syryng, 5-7 siring, 6 syrring, syrynge, searing,
6-7 siryuge, syring, sering, 7 oyring, serring(e,
sirreng, serrenge, serrindge, 7-8 sir(r)inge,
7:9 seringe, 8 cirenge, 6- syringe, [ad. med.L.
siringa, sirynga (whence OF. ceringue, syringue,
Y. sermgue, It. sciringa, Sp. jeringa, Pg. seringa],
to which is due the pronunciation with final (n),which seems to have survived till near the close of
the 1 7th cent. In the 1 6th cent, the word began to
be assimilated to the oblique cases of the classical
form syrinx, pi. synnges&n-n&tfi}, by being speltwith a Imal e and pronounced with (d^).]
1. A small cylindrical instrument, in its com-

monest form
consisting of a tube fitted with a

piston, but m some modern types Of a tube with
a rubber bulb attached, used to draw in a quantityof water or other liquid, and to eject it forcibly in
a stream or jet for making injections, cleansing
wounds, etc.

; f also used as a catheter.
In quot. 1617 applied opprobriously to a surgeon.
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. ,4 tr. Ardcrne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 33, I toke a

sirvnjr. of siluer and a bleddrc y-bounden aboute ful of

sanguis veneris, and \>e siryng y-putte in bup oon hole and

c lileddre compressed wil, be fyngers, )>e ode injetted went

out by al be holes togidre on bobe sides. Ibid. 95 t V 'H
mych agayne brynnyng of vryne within in be jerd.If It be

cast in wyli a syryng. 1541 COPLAND Calyens 1 eraf:

2 H iii A syring of bras y' the grekes call Gathering. 1543

TEAHFRON Vigo's C/nrurg. ill. x. 99 b, Let thys decoction

be spouted into the wounde . . wylh a syrynse [orig s,ringa\.

Ibid. Interpr., Syryngrs, Syiyugx Mgnifyeth a pype or

spoute. ,50. in Vicary'sAnat. (,88S) App
y,.

,89 A senng

oT silucr, parcell gilte. .59" BARKOUCH Met/I I fcV* ill.

Ivii (1639 192 If'uiinu bu gathered in the bladder, let it be

brought out with a cyring. 59S ir/W,/,.n Ire,,

With Ihul water with your Scaring, squirt it into the \

,611 WOOHM.I. Surf. Male Wks. (1653) .2 The ar;:<-

Siringe conlaining one wine pint, commonly called the

Glister Siringe. 1615 MAKKHAM Kng. Hoiisew. (1660) 15

Take old Ale,, .addc thereto a pretty quantity of life bony,

and as much Allome, and then with a serrmdge or suili

like wash the soies therewith. 1617 Ki KK IU:K MndLmr
ill i Surg<-..ii, Serring, Dogleach, shall I come fetch ye?

1639 T. UE C UKv (
>>////.

llorsem. 106 With a pewter or elder

seiing or squirt iniect it into his nose. 1683 SALMON D.'ron

Mcd I. 92 Water, .cast in with a syring. 1699 GARTH Va-

Cs
v. 62 Then, from their level'd Syringes they pour Jhc

iid Volly of a missive Show'r. 1791 Ctntl. Jtlag. Jan. 22/2

The use of the syringe is generally recommended by medical

praclitioners in deafnesses. ai^f\r.S,,rgieaillan,iicrr,fl

480 The Hypodermic Syringe. 1890 Kclrosfeit
fled. CII.

290 Removing with spoon and syringe the clot Itself wilhm

the lateral sinus. 1909 Blackm. Mag. Jan. 33/1 His sub-

cutaneous syringes for morphia were worn out.

b. A similar instrument used for various pur-

poses, as exhausting or compressing air, squirting

water over plants, etc. : see quots.

1650 LEAK Watenvks. 3 If the Aire be prest. .let It be by

means of a Seringe or by a pipe, a 1700 EvELVN Diary

id Aug 1641, By compression of the ayre with a syringe.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Syringe,..m Instiument made

of Ivoiy in use among Confectioners for the making ol

j'Two'lJirenses'hanJng at bi7s'addle,1. to squirt in the

F.yes of his Lowflyers. 1791 Trans. Soe. Arts X. 275 A
Syringe for watering Plants or Flowers, in imitation of rain.

1805 LOUDON Impro,: Hot-llouses 162 Giving, the whole

plants and house a gentle shower with the sermge. 1831

LARDNER Pneiimat. ii. 228 Two instruments . . called

syiinges, one the exhausting syringe, and the other llv

condensing syringe. 1867 BAKER Kilt 7 rit. xxl. (1872) 366

A quart syringe for injecting brine into fresh meat.

2. Applied to certain natural structures in insects.

1816 KIUBV& SP. Entomol. xlvi. IV. 353 Syringes.. organs

situated in various parts of larva:, from which they ejaculate

a watery fluid to annoy or drive away their enemies. 1909

Century Dirt., S,,ffI., Syringe.. m the head of a hemipte.

rous insect, a chamber beneath the pharynx
and extending

to the grooves of the setae in the beak,, .supposed to propel

the prSduct of the salivary glands towards the tips of

3. Comb., as syringe-case, -needle, -fife, -spout,

-valve; syringe-engine, a form of hand-pump

formerly used as a fire-extinguisher; syringe-gun,

a syringe used for disabling hnmming-birds by

ejecting water upon them.

1500 MINSHEU St. Diet. (itn\Xeringct..a. siring spout

to spout into the yard of him that cannot make water. 1653

T BRUCIS Vadc Mecum (ed. 2) 147 The holes of the siringe.

pipe are like to bee choaked. 1875 IfinamDkt. Meek.,

&yringe.case. /*/./., Syringe-engine. Ibid., Syringe-valve.

1879 UOOUK Catal. Anim. Kcsonrces U. S. 90 Water-guns* '< ._ r\ -7.. /-r. , fi rr-t C/T Tn the imIO7Q IjOODB Cw**. ftniiitt J e.>i"/ *.> v " ^ a -

Syringe-guns. 1903 Daily Chron. 26 Oct. 5/7 To the end

of the syTinge fitteda needle. The enclosing metal case had

apeitures for the syringe needle.

Syringe (si'rindT,), z. Forms: see prec. [1.

prec. Cf. F. scringuer. It. sciringare, etc.]

1. trans. To treat with a syringe; to inject or

sprinkle fluid into or upon by means of a syringe.
1610 T. COCKS Diary (1901) 99 Payde .. for sennginge

my pursse vjd. 1651 FRENCH Distill, iv. 101 I wo or three

drops being dropped into the Ear, after it is well syringed

i66a GURNALL Chr. in Arm. verse 18. vi. 565 Dp
with

thy soul as the Chyrurgeon with his patients wounds, who

seringeth them with some sharp searching water. 1661

R. MATHEW Unl. Alch. 92. 159 Being deaf, I employed a

man to serrenge my ear. 1747 M <- GLASSE Cookery ix. 82

Your Batter being hot, syringe your 1 niters in it. 1841

LOUDON Suburban //art. 453 When the vine is in a growing

state the air must be kept moist. ..This may always be

effected by syringing the plants before shutting up the

house. tittAuKift Syst. Mcd. VIII. 780 To syringe

out any purulent lesions with carbolic solution.

absol. I7o PRIOR Let. to Smi/t 4 May, 1 did not take care

of my ears till I knew if my head was my own or not ; but

am now syringing. .884 PVE Surgical Handicraft 423

Place the patient, .with the affected ear downwards, and

syringe from below.

2. To inject (liquid) by means of a syringe.

1653 T. BKUGIS I'arle Mccuni (ed. 2) 214 Vineger..siringed

into the eare..is good. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr.

(1756) I. 299 This Balsam .is to be syringed, .into the

Wound. 1761 Ann. Reg. IV. Use/. 1'rcj. 128/2 To have some

warm milk and water syringed up her nostrils.

Hence Syringed ppl. a., Syringing vdl. s/>.

1658 A. Fox Wtirtz' Sttrg. w. vi. 335 For pains in the

mouth, a strong siringing is necessary. 1676 WISEMAN

Chirurg. Treat, iv. vi. 326 A flux of bloud from the Nose,

Mouth, and Eye, which was stopt by the syringing up of

oxycrate. 1747 MRS. GLASSE Cookery ix. 82 Syringed

Fritters 1850 Beck's Florist 64 Aristolocliia hyperborea

. requires abundant syringing during the summer, as it is

a plant much subject to the attacks of red spider.

Syringeal (siri-ndj/al),
a. Ornith. [I.

L.

syring-, SYRINX + -AL.] Of, pertaining to, or con-

nected with the
syrinx^in

birds.
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1871 Corns ff. Amer. Hints 178 The syiingeal

are two pairs at must. 1883 M ARTIN tk MOALE Vertebr. Dis-

sect, 141 Cut the trachea across just in front of the attach-

ment of the syringeal muscles.

Syringeful (si-riroljfm.). [f.
SYRINGE sb. +

-Hi..] The quantity that a syringe will hold.

1733 A. MoXRoin Med. Ess. Krlinb. I. 98 The Injector.,

will be able to throw several Syringe-fulls into lb

1864 Daily Tel. 22 Sept., There is a coi

and scrubbing! and if the Inquiring traveller is'

da a Saturday morning into the Miei-ts I;.: may very hk.-ly

U'-t a lyringeful of dirty water swished into his fan. 1897

Alll'iitt's Syst. Med. II. 885 Shops where injections are lo

be had at so much the syringeful.

Syringin. (siri-nd/in). Chfin. Also-ine. [a.

I1
', syringine, (. Syringa, generic name of the- lilac :

sce-IN 1
.]

Awhile crystalline substance, C,7 Ilj,O,,,

obtained from the lilac, Syringa vulgorit.

1843 Client. Caz. i Jan. 132 Syringine is insoluble ir

aether, tool BORLAND Mcd. Diet. (ed. 2), Syringin. .is used

as an antiperiodic in malaria.

Syringo- (siii'tj!,"). combining form of Gr.

aGufyftO-v/wyy-SYKiNX, in various terms of anatomy,

pathology, etc. Syri'ngograde a. and sb. (see

quots.). || Syrl ngomye-lia, || -my-eluB [Gr.

nvt\<is marrow, used for
'

spinal cord '], dilatation

of the central canal of the spinal cord, or forma-

tion of abnormal tubular cavities in its substance;

hence Syri ngomye-llc a., of or pertaining to

syringomyelia; so Syrl ngomyeli'ti, inflamma-

tion of the spinal cord producing syringomyelia ;

Syrintromyelocele (see quot.). Syri-ngotome

[mod.L. syringotomus, Gr. -ratios cutting], an in-

strument lor cutting a fistula ;
so Syrlngo-tomy

[mod.L. yringo/finia], incision of a fistula.

,839-47 Tafifs Cycl. Anal. III. 433/2 'Syringograde ani-

mals Under this denomination we shall include the Holo-

thuria, the Salpa:, and the larva: of those insects whose

progression is effected by the alternate reception and expul-

sion of water to and from their respiratory organs by an

action similar to that of the syringe. Ibid. 434/1 The

velncity of the Syringogrades is accelerated during the .ex-

pulsion of the water, and retarded during its reception.

1880 \ Fl INT Princ. tied. (ed. 4) 759 Cavities of variable

size and length and more or less centrally located, may be

developed in the spinal cord in various ways. Ihe name

syringninyelus or 'syringomyelia is given to these patho-

logical canals, i&y] Allbiitt'sSyst.Med. 1 1 1. 310 In syringo-

myelia very copious sweating is often observed. 1899 ll'ia.

VI 554 Out of 97 "syringomyelicarthropalhies.. 29 involved

the shoulder joint. 1890 KILLINGS Nnt. Meet. Diet.;' Syringo-

myelitis , central myelitis! the formation in the spinal

cord of a fissure or canal which usually lies posterior to the

central canal. lUrl.,
'
Syringo-myelocele ,

a variety of

spina bifida in which the central canal of the cord is dilated

and the nerves run around the cyst. 1880 *Syringomyelus

(see syringomyelia}. a 1883 FAOGE Print, Me,/. (1886) I.

,<-!8 The progressive muscular atrophy due to syrmgomyelus.

1848 DUNC.USON Meet. Lex. (ed. 7), -Sytingotome. 1753

Chambers' Cycl. Supp., *Syringotomy.

Syrinx (si-rirjks).
PL syringes (siri-nd.yz),

also syrinxes. [L., a. Gr. aOpiff pipe, tube,

channel, fistula.]

1. An ancient musical instrument: = PAN-PIPE.

Also attrib.

1606 N. B[AXTEH] Sydney's Ourania E 2, The Bittour

pyping in a Syrinx Reede. 1777 FORST ER Voy. round World

I 456 A new musical instrument, consisting of eight, nine

or ten slender reeds.. .Its resemblance to the syrinx, or

Pan's flute of the civilized Greeks. 1818 KKATS hiitlynl.

iv 686 Pipes will I fashion of the syrinx flag. 1839 1.

MITCHELL Frogs ofAristofh. 542 note, Sharp and piercing

syrinx-music. 1850 LEITCK tr. C. O. Mutters AM. Art

387 (ed. 2) 501 Pan appears as . . the teacher of the youthful

Olympus on the syrinx.

2. ArchKol. pi. Narrow rock-cut channels or

turtneis, esp. in the burial vanlts of ancient Egypt.

1678 CUDWORTH Melt. Syst. i. iv. 322 The Former of thest

Two Hermes., wrote in Hieroglyphicks upon Pillars, tv

SvpiYYin T"?, (as the learned Valesius conjectures It

should be read', instead of Svpiatug.)
Which Syringes

what they were, Am. Marcellinus will instruct us. 1774

BKYANT Mythol. I. 505 Subterraneous passages, consisting

of labyrinths cut in the rock, like the syringes in Upper

Egypt: i8So LEITCH tr. C. O. Matter's. Anc. Art 2,3

The ground full of syrinxes (tombs of Bern-Hassan).

3. Ornith. The organ of voice in birds, also

called the lower larynx, at or near the junction of

the trachea and bronchi.

1871 COUES .V. Amer. Hints 178 The syrinx has not more

than one pair of intrinsic muscles. 1888 ROLLESTON &
JACKSON Anim. Life 55 Common Pigeon.. .The syrinx or

lower larynx is simple.

Syriologist (sinf-lod^st). rare. [f. Gr. Sirpios

SYIUAN + -LOGIST.] One versed in the study of

Syrian antiquities.

1884 C R. CONDER in Conlemf. Rev. Dec. 857 The Egypto.

logist and the Assvriologist may perhaps be unwilling to

allow the Syriologist, as he may be called, an equal footing

SYRPHUS.

1753 Chambers' Cycl. .V/t/. 1911 R. Y. TYM.L in H)th
Crnt. Apr. 6)3 He pulta over his stunted shoulders the

ysmsrz). rare. [f.
Gr. **. to speak

like a Syrian, f. 2 Pos Syrian: see -ISM.] =STBUSM.

1907 1. MOFFATT in Expositor Jan. 91 The former, .points

loan expression like onoAoyiK VnKi. .as a byrism .

Syrkett, obs. form of CIRCUIT.

Syrlye, var. SIRI.Y a. Obs.
, . . . .

II Syrma (s5-ima). Antiq. [L., a. Gr. vvpfui,

{. ovptiv to drag or trail along.] A long trailing

garment, as that worn by tragic actors.

. .

syrnin of Attic Tragedy.
II Syrmaea (saiim-al. Antiq. Also surmaia,

surmia. [mod.L., n. Gr. ovppaia ladish used as

pur^e-plant, purge, f. avp/idy vomiting, purging,
f. avptiv to drag along, sweep away, purge.] A
cathartic said to have len used in some Egyptian
forms of embalming.
1833 J. DAVIDSOM Embalming 8 The third, or common

I ['if tinl-altni
'

in i>;issiiii; t! ( c Surntaia

ftirougli the l-ody. 1860

Smith's Diet. HiMt 1. s.v.
' Hie third mode [of

embalming) .. consisted in rinsing out the intestines with

syrmat-a, an infuMun uf senna and cassia. 1885 C. tJ. \^ .

I.CKK Workthiiji Kacif'ts Ser. iv. 41 2 The nature of syr-

maea, or, as some spell it, sunnia, is not known.

Syrmaisui (s5'jmf,iz'm). Antiq. [ad. Gr.

avpftu'ianos, i. avpnaKfiv to purge, f. avpiiaia

SVKM.KA.] The use of a purgative or emetic.

1841 Smith's Diet. Crk. I, Kom. Antic/. 608/2 Dogs wb*n

indisposed sought the Trilicuin repent, and the same

animal taught to the
ligyptians

the use of purgative, consti-

tuting the treatment called Syrmaism.

t Syrma 'tic, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. syrmaticus,

1. Gr. 'avpLiarntus, f. aiipua SVRMA.]
a. ? Uttered in the tone of a tiagic actor.

1716 M. DAVIS A then. Brit. II. 74 The Syrmatick. BlaM

of the Lower-House ran thus.

b. (See quot.)
1748 tr VegeliHs' Distempers Horus 380 A Hone or

Mule that is syrmatick, or liable to trail his Limbs, is known

jy these Signs.

Syrmountayne, var. SERMOUNTAIN Obs.

CI4JO Alfhita (Anecd. Oxon.) 160/1 Sagafium siue sera-

fium . . gallice et anglice, syrmountayne.

Syrname, obs. form of SuH^AJlE.

Syro- (sai-ro), ad. Gr. 2wpo-, combining form

of 2upos a Syrian, used with adjs. or sbs. denoting

other peoples, countries, languages, etc., signifying
'

Syrian or in a Syrian way ',
or '

Syrian and . . ,
as

Syro-Arabian, -Babylonian, -Clialdaic, -Cl.aldean,

-Galilean, -GiKCO-Koman, -Hebraic, -hexaflar,

-Macedonian, -Mesopotamian, -J'eitiaii, -Roman.

1841 PKICHAUD Nat. Hist. Man 140 The 'Syro-Arabian

nations, termed by Eichhorn and other German writers

Semitic. 1845 K.TTO Cycl. BM. Lit. sv. Alphabet, A
remarkable coincidence between the Syro-Arabian alphabet

and the phonetic hieroglyphs. Ibia., 1 he earliest monu.

ments of the Syro- Arabians. 1861 tr. Kenan s Age I, Anita.

Bk. Nabathxan Agric. iii. oo The traditions of the 'byro-

Babylonian school. 1845 Kmo Cycl. Bitl. Lit. s.v. Zina-

ion, The Gospel of Matthew was (as some think) first

written in -Syro-Chaldaic. 1886 Eniycl. brit. XX. 631/1

"Syro-Chaldeans... The language of the mass and church-

office is SyroChaldaic. 1808 bl OWKK / 'riittcr s Cram. 289

Syro-Galilean..Syro-Hebraic [alphabets]. 1814 ) JOHN.

SON Tyte.gr. II. 295 The immediate descendants of t

Hebrew [language] were the Samaritan, the Chaldaic, the

Arabic, the Egyptian, the Ethiopian, and the Syro-Gahlean.

1686 Uss/ier's Lett.v From the -Syro-Grzco-Roman Month,

Elul Gorpiajus and September began. 1808 "Syro- Hebraic

[see Syro.Calilean\ i86j J. H. INCBAHAM I'lllart/fin
i. ix, Another Syro-Hebraic dynasty. 1863 Smiths Diet.

Biblelll. 1629/2 The -Syro-Hexaplar version (i.e. bynac
version from Hexaplar Greek Text] was made on the prm.

ciple of following the Greek, word for word. 17.8 CHAM-

BEKS Cycl. s.v. SelencMti. '1 he Ara of the Seleucidcs, or

the
'
Syro-Macedonian Alra. 1834 Mirror of 1 line 7 I eb.,

It corresponds.. with the sixth moons, Dystrus, Se'aitns,

and Dii's, of the Syrc-Macedonians, Paphiaiis,
and Bithy-

nians. 1840 DE QUINCEY Essenes in. Wks. 1890 VII. 161

Under the Syro-Macedonian kings. 1911 G. ELLIOT SMITH

Anc. Egyptians viii. 143 If Egypt entered into relation-

sh"p with Snmer by the nort>iern--Sy,o-Mesopolamian
route. 1907 Kilin. Kev. Apr. 480 Ornaments which may

be described as "Syro- Persian. 1818 HOUNE iHtroei. Stuefy

Bible (1827) 115 The Philoxenian or 'Syro-Philoxenian Ver-

sion derives its name from Philoxenus or Xenayas, lilshop

of Hieiapolis in Syria, A.D. 488-518. i&AUsshcrs /-."' 4'

That xra D/iilcarnaim is placed by Albategmus in Ihe

beginning of the 'Syro-Roman Elul or September.

Syrocoa, syrocoo, Syrone, Syrop:
SIKOCCO, CIRON, SYRUP.

SyrophoBnician(s3iT<jf/-ni-Jian),i*.
(a.) V.L.

Syrofhcenix, -if-, fern, -phcenissa,
a. Gr. Xvpc*pou'i( ,

-tit- fern. -s&oiWffa : see SYRO- and THaaiiciAN.

OE. versions of Mark vii. 26 have the adj. siro/eiiisc :

cy,s Ruilno. C,:sf. Mark vii. 26 Eratautem "''"rig-
tilhsyrophcenissagenerc,

wzs wutudhce wif ?an ha:oen

to s^p'hinisca cynnes; Limtitf. ? cynnes is nemned

syro-phoenisa; Ags. Coif, sirofenisces cynnes, Halton

sv(e)rofeniscas cynnes.] . . ,

A native or inhabitant of Syrophoemcia, a Roman

province of Western Asia, including Phoenicia and

the territories of Damascus and Palmyra. Also

adi belonging to this country or its inhabitants.

,500 MUttGmr.) Mark vii. 26 The woman was a Greke,

a Syrophenissian (158. N.T. (Rhem.) Syroph^nicuu,] by

nirfen 1840 C. O. Mailer's Hist. Lit. Greece u. 5 4- '5

Ap'rodite Those worship was evidently for the most part

propagated over Greece from Cyprus.and,

Cylh.raj
by the

j..-

fluence of Syrophcenician tribes. 1860 Smith t Diet, hi

1 856/2 This Syrophoenician worship of the sun and moon.

llSyrpllUS(sIufSs).
Ealom. Pl.Byrphi(ufji).

fmod L. (as generic name in Fabricius, i"75). ad -

br. etp-po, gnat.] A fly
of the genus %'&>*,

typical of the Syrphid*, a large and widely-dts-

tribpted family of two-winged flies, mostly bnght-

colonreil, feeding on pollen and in the larval stat



SYET.

often on plant-lice, etc. Hence Syrphian, Syr-
pnld aJjs., belonging to this family ;

also as its.

1834 M C.\ICRTRIE Curler's Anint. Kingd. 458 In Syrphus,

properly so called, the abdomen is gradually narrowed from

(1881) 122 The banded Syrphus (Syrphus balteatus], when
in the larva state, sei7es the rose aphides, and sucks their

blood. 1879 E. P. WRIGHT An!in. Life 510 The Syrphi
form a pretty family of flies. 1879 Amcr. NatteraiSa'X.l II.

260 Certain syrphus-flies, passionately fond of color, and

themselves biightly colored, ..have succeeded in producing
certain flowers corresponding to their tastes. 1899 D. SHARP
in Cauilir. ,\'at. Hist. VI. 502 Syrphid larvae.

Syrra(h, syrrha, obs. ff. SIHRAH.

Syrreve, obs. form of SHERIFF.

tSyrt. Obs. Forms: 6 syrte, 6-7 sirt, 7-8

syrt. [ad. L. SYBTIS. Cf. F. (pi.) sirtts, syrles,

It., Sp. sirte, Pg. (pi.) syrlts.]
= Sviins.

1575 Mirr. Mag., Albanact Ivi, As doth the sliipman well

forsee the storme, And knowes what daunger lyesjn syrtes
of sande. Ibid., Madan vii. As hee that striues in soakte

quicke sirts of sand Still sinkes. 1618 BOLTON Floras IV.

ouer full of flats, shelues,..quicksands, . .rocks, gulfs, whirl-

pools, sir ts [etc.]. t67 MAY Lucan ix. 354 These Syrts. .

Nature ns doubtfull left twi.xt sea, and land, c 1715 YOUNG
Ocean xvii, The syrt, the whirlpool, and the rock. 1718
ROWE tr. Lucan 369 These Syrts shall all be dry and solid

Ground.

SyrtiC (sS'Jtik), a. [ad. L. syrticus, f. Syrtis :

see next and -1C.] Of, pertaining to, or of the

nature of a quicksand.
1846 WORCESTER (citing Ed. Rev.).

I! Syrtis (savtis). PI. syrtes (-fz). Also 6-7
sirtis. [L., a. Gr. 2t!/>ns, trvpris, f. avpur to drag
along, sweep away.] Proper name of two large

quicksands (Syrtis major and minor) off the

northern coast of Africa ; hence gen. a quicksand.
[1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xv. cl[i). (Bodl. MS.)

If. 166 b/i Sirtes beb places
in be see ful of grauel. . . Sirtes

beb bi be see of E^ipte and ymedled berwith in many
places.] 1516 TINDALE Acts xxvii. 17 Fearynge lest we
shulde have fallen into Syrtes [so COVF.RDAI.E and Geneva ;

Great Bible the Syrtes, 7?^/>j the Syrte ; i6ri thequicke-
sands ; Vulg. Syrtim, Gr. T)I/ IvpTiv], 155* ELYOT, Cyre.
xa/Va..hatn on the west the great Sirtis. 1667 MILTOK
P. L. ti. 939 Quencht in a Boggle Syrtis, neither Sea, Nor
good diy Land. 1697 DRVDEN SEneiti iv. 59 Here lies a
barren Wast of thirsty Land, And there the Syrtes raise the

moving Sand. 1755 Gentl. Mag. July 321/2 This prodigi-
ous syrtis. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl., Let. to Sir If.

Phillips 12 Sept., In crossing these treacherous Syrtes with
a guide, we perceived a drowned horse,

b. //. used as sing.
1646 G. DANIEL Addresse 108 Wks. (Grosart) I. 13 The

Labour's over If from this Syrte's wee our Sand recover. 1648
Eclfifv. 124 The Syrtes ofmy Thought confounds mywill.

1698 FBVER Ace. E. India q P. 58 Somewhat undermined
by the beating of the Sea, where it works its self into a
Syrles.

Syrup (si'rsp), sb. Forms: a. 4-6 syrope,
4-7 (9 arch.') syrop, (5 oyryppe, 5-7 syr-, sir-,

6-7 syrr-, sirr-, 5 -ip(pe, -yp(pe, -ipe, -epe, 5-7
-op(pe, -ope, -up(pe, -upe), 5- (now (S.S.) sirup,
6- syrup. 0. 4 surrip, surype, 5 surripe, 6 -op,
7 -ope. y. 5 serop, -ep, 6 -oppe, serrop. 5. 5
soryp, -ippe, 6 -yppe. [a. OF. sirop, cyrop, serop
(from I3th cent.), mocl.F. strop

= It. siroppo,
sciroppo, med.L. siroptts, sirupus, sunipns, whence
MLG. sirup, MDu. syro(o)p, Dti. siroop, MHG.
strop, -tip, G., Sw., Da. sirup ; related to the south-
western Romanic forms (with or without Arabic
article prefixed) Pr. eisarop, isarop (cf. WS.ysserop,
essyrot), Cat. aixarop, Sp. jaropc medicinal potion,
bitter draught, jarabe, ^ ajara.be syrup, Pg. xarope,
f enxarope potion, syrup ; all ultimately from Arnb.
sharfib wine or other beverage, syrup, shurb drink :

see SHBAB, SHRUB sb.1, SHEKBET.]
1. A thick sweet liquid; esp. one consisting of a

concentrated solution of sugar in water (or other
medium, e.g. the juices of fruits).

a. Such a liquid medicated, or used as a vehicle
for medicines.

1398 TKEVISA Earth. De P. R. vi. xxi. (Bodl. MS.) If. 43/2
borne drinke is medicinable [as] surypes [e,t. Moscyryppes]
oxmiel [etc.]. Ibid. xvii. xii. i 93 b/i Sirop ymade of
wormode helpeb the lyuoure. 01400-50 Wars Alex. 2558
My-self with a serop [Dutl. MS. Syrope] sail saue ;ow be-
lyue a 1400-50 Stockholm Sled. MS. 10 For to makyn
surripe bat is stryctyf. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 76 ?euemm.. Julep -bat is a sirup maad oonly of water &of sugre
c 1450 LVDG. & BUKCII Secreet 1900 Sorippys bittyr be pro-
fitable to the. 1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret. 33 It is holsome
to take sowre Syrepe fastyng for flewme. 1579 TOMSONCalmu s!>erm. Tim. 4447, Physicians. . , when they wil giuea sicke man some drinke,.. will sweeten it, bycause the
ledicme of it selfe is vnpleasant, and therefore they mixe
S,e

p
S
"?."

"y:i? J
with " '<>* SHAKS..OM.SkNot Poppy nor Mandragora, Nor all the drowsie SyrrupsI? M !r

'7 P " KMn Au*- B <- Alienee is as
good a Medicine to cure a waspish Woman of Sullenness,as an Ants Egg in Syrup for him that is troubled with the
Sciatica. i8it A. T. THOMSON Lone/. Dist (1818) 680
Syrups.. are saturated solutions of sugar in Vater, eith
simpfe, or united with some vegetable principle, with the

392

view either to colour, flavour, or medicinal virtue. 1875

H. C. WOOD Theraf. (1870) 18 Syrups are sugary liquids,

the menstruum or basis of which is water, with, in some

cases, vinegar or alcohol.

b. As used in cookery, confectionery, etc. ns a

sweetener, preservative, or article of food; also

gen. (often in reference to its thick or viscid con-

sistence).

1391-3 Earl Derby's F.xp. (Camden) 228 Pro sugro et

surrip et pro j pot de sitronade, iij due. c 1430 Tm> Cookery-

l-ks. 7 Wardonys in syryp. Ibid, u Ley it on a dysshe, an

caste be syrip ber-on. c 1450 Hid. 87 Pens in Syrippe.

1513 DOUGLAS /Kneis xii. Prol. 145 Hailsum of smell as

ony spicery... Seroppis, sewane, sugour, and synamome.
1601 HOLLAND 1'liny xx. xix. II. 69 Seeth it a second time

with Honie up to the height or consistence of aSyrrup.

1617 MIDDI.ETON \Vitch\. i, Banqueting stuff, as suckets,

jellies, sirups. 1697 DAMI-IHR Voy. round World (1699) 223

Small black Seeds, mixt with a certain red Pulp like thick

Syrup. 1769 MRS. RAH-ALD F.ng. Housekpr. (1778) 333
Add four pounds of treble refined sugar, boil it to a thin

syrup. 8i6 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. 4 Artll. 435 Distil

off a part of the acid, till what remains in the retort has

the consistence of sirup.
i8o KEATS Eve St. Agnes xxx,

Lucent syrops, tinct with cinnamon. 1837 M;
DONOVAN

Dam. Econ. II. 229 Molasses.. is the syrup
which remains

after all the sugar has been crystallised from it. 1857
MILLER Elem. Chem., Org. (1862) ii. i i. 75 Sugar is largely

used as an antiseptic, in syrups and preserves.

c. spec, (a)
= MOLASSES i. local {U. S., tic.).

(t) In sugar-manufacture, applied to various stages
of the liquid.
"553 '" Hakluyt Voy. (1599) II. n. 8 Malassos or sugar

Syrope. 1699 Laws Nei'is xxviiL S 3 (1740) 22 Many Persons

. . buy Syrups, Sugar, and Melasses, of Negroes who steal the

same. 17*8 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Sugar, There are three

Kinds of Syrops that run from Sugar. Ibid., Sugars of fine

Syrops. 1839 UHE Diet. Arts,elc. 1204 Syrup intended for

forming clayed sugar must be somewhat more concentrated

in the teache. 1860 [see 2], 1880 in Ofiehitsas (Louisiana)
Democrat 2 Feb. 2 '3 Outside of Louisiana they usually call

syrup molasses.

d. transf. A liquid of syrupy consistence.

1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 24 It Isc. lactic acid]
thickens to a syrup.

2. \Vith qualifying words, indicating the source,
or the flavouring or medicinal ingredient, as syrttp

of almonds, s. of diacodiuut, s. of poppies, s. of
rhubarb, s. of roses, s. ofsquills, s. ofvinegar, s. of
violets, etc.; t syrup of soot, humorously for

coffee ; syrup of sugar, molasses (cf. I c). Also

golden syrup, syrup of a bright golden-yellow
colour, drained off in the process of obtaining re-

fined crystallized sugar; green syrup (see GREEN
a. 12).
c 1400 Secreta Secret., Gov. Lotdsh. 83 If he haue brist,

drynke he a syrupe of ro.es. a 1400-50 Stockholm Med.
MS. 1 1 For to makyn surripe of violet ; it. of wormwode.
1577 B. GOOGE tr. Heresbach's ffusb. (1586) 147 Some turne
it [sc. milk] with . .syrope of Vinegar. 1663 Cup ofCoffee (in
DTsraeli Cur. Lit. (i 866) 296/2) A loathsome potion, . . Syrop
cf soot, or essence of old shoes. 1715 F. SLAKE Vindic,

Sugars 15 Some of the nK.st pleasant Fruits nre kept in the

Syrup of Sugar.. the Revolution of a whole Year. 1718
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., There are various Kinds of Syrops,
denominated from the various Fruits, &C. they are extracted
from ; as Syrop of Violets, of Elder, of Wormwood, of Pop.
pies, &c. 1741 Comfl. Fain.-l'icce I. i. 18 Take..i Ounce
of Syrup of Diacodium. 1789 W. BUCHAN Dom. Med. xl.

(179) 49 Such things as promote expectoration .. as the

syrup of squills. 1848 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. (ed. 7) s.v.,

Syrups.. are chiefly used to render medicines palatable...
S. of Almonds. .s. of Buckthorn. .s. of Garlic. .s. of Rhu.
barb[etc.]. 1860 Ure's Diet. Arts. etc. 1 1 1. 823 Crushed sugar
..The concentration resembles that of loaf sugar.. The first

crystallisation is called
' crushed

',
and the second '

pieces ',

the drainage from which goes by the name of 'syrup'.
When this syrup is diluted, filtered through animal charcoal,
and concentrated, it is called 'golden syrup'. 1897 All-
bull's Syst. Med. III. 696 Sugar.. in the form of honey,
golden syrup, or still better the old fashioned black treacle,
tends to act as a laxative. loos Maple syrup [see TREACLE
sb. 4]. 1907 Verney Mem. I. 9 The fruit syrups, raspberry
vinegar, home-made wines . . were important drinks when tea,
coffee and chocolate were unknown.

'533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. Jit. Aurel. xxix. (1535)48 b,
Lyke maner they of clere vnderstandynge haue nede . . to be
helcd with other syropes than theyofgrosse vnderstandyng.
'547-<>4 UAULDWIN Mar. rhilos. (Palfr.) 86 Vertue..is. .a
sirrup that forthwith healeth. 1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzo's
Civ.Com.m.(i$6) 145 Riches. .can hardly last, without
they be conserued with the sweete sirrope of wisedome.
1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. 18 Their rellish is altered so far
with the sirope of selfe loue, that Choller is called Zeale,
and Melancholy Mortification. 1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man
out ofHum. it. ii, Why, therein lies the sirrup of the iest.
1600 S. NICHOLSON Acolastus (1876) 55 O lend me thy
insinuating power, Words steep'd in syrop of Ambrosia.
1679 ALSOP Melius Inq. u. iv. 268 They understood nothingof the Modern Curious Arts ofConserving Candying and
Preserving Religion in Ceremonious Syrups; and yet Reli-
gion kept sweet and Good. 1890 Spectator i Feb. 170/1Mr. Gurney's perpetual sweetness is cloying. Spiritual life
is not all syrup, and Mr. Gurney's poems are almost all of
them syrup.

4. altrib. and Comb.
1753 Chambers' Cycl. Supp. s.v., The business of syrup,

making 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2191/2 Earthen sirup,
jars. /*/rf., ,ruf.stand, an attachment to a soda-water
apparatus, to supply the tumblers with sirups. 1884 Ibid.,
Sup/,1.818/2 The., sirup gage, .is a device, .for deliveringa fixed quantity of sirup and carbonade into bottles at
the bottling machine.

SYSSITION.

Sy'rnp, v. [f. prec. sb.] Hence Syruped
(si'rspt) ppl. a., Syruping vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1. trans. To cover with or immerse in syrup.
Also, in bottling fruit, etc., to fill the bottle with

syrup.

beines. 1659 GAUDF.N Slight Healers (1660) 34 As gilded
or syrupped bitter pils. 1859 CHR. G. ROSSETTI Goblin
Market Poet. Wks. (1904) 7,1 The drip Of juice that

syruped all her face. 1875 HOWEI.IS f'oiegone Concl. 34
Padre Girolamo does not shower these syiuped rose-leaves

indiscriminately upon visitors. -1883 Pall Mall G. 15 Oct.
4/1 The '

syruping
'

and '

labelling
'

is. .done by boys.
1 2. To treat with medicinal syrup. Obs.
Cf. Sp. jarpp(e)art

to medicine.

1671 MAYNWAKING Anc. * Mod. Pract. P/iysick 31 No
syruping,

no apozems, no Barly waters. 179* \V. ROBERTS
Looker-on No. 29 (1794} I. 418 To be perfumed into health,
and syrupped into a sound constitution.

3. To make into or bring to the consistence of

syrup.
1847 W. J. EVANS Sugar-planter's Man. 174 Moulds.,

admit of a. .more successful syruping afterwards, should it

be desirable to submit the sugar to that operation, [bid.
180 Liquoring or syruping the sugar has for its object the

replacing of the dark-coloured molasses by another liquid
of greater purity and of lighter colour. Ibid. 1 84 When the

sugar after it has been syruped is sufficiently dry, it must be
..put into hogsheads.

t Syru-pical, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. SYRUP sb. +

-ICAI..]
= next

1659 GAYTON Art Longevity 68 With candid sugar, Ana,
and these all Boyl'd in a Balneo, till Syrrupical.

Syrupy (si-rapi), a. Also 8 syruppy, 9 sirupy.

[f. SYRUP st. + -T.] Partaking of the qualities of

syrup ; esp. having the viscid consistence of syrup.
1707 MORTIMER Hiisb. (1721) II. 344 Apples.. that are of

a syrupy tenacious nature. 1733 SHAW Chem. Lect. xi.

(1755) 218 A.. rich, syrupy, or treacly Substance. 1740
A. HILL in Richardson's Corr. (1804) I. 49 The must, so
enriched from its syruppy consistence of body. 1830 M.
DONOVAN Dom. Econ. 1. 281 A sweet and sirupy wine will

become improved by keeping on the lees. 1842 T. GRAHAM
Elem. Chem. in. ii. 2. 774 Phosphovinic acid is a colour,

less, syrupy liquid. 1897 A llbult s Sjst. Med. III. 292 The
fluid is evaporated until it acquires a syrupy consistency.

fig. 183* Examiner 663/1 Her voice has lost none of its

sirupy richness. 1866 Contemf. Rev. II. 186 It is not easy
to translate such syrupy sentiment.

Syrurge, -gery, -gyan : see CHIRURGE, CHIR-
URGERT, CHIRURGEON.

t Syry, a. Obs. Also 4 Siry, 5 Sire. [ad. L.

Syrius, a. Gr. Si'pioj SYRIAN.] Syrian.
1381 WYCLIF Dan. ii. 4 Caldeis answerden to the kyngby

Siry [1388 Sirik] spcche. f 1449 PI-COCK Kepr. iv. tv. 438
Cephas . . is . . a word of Sire tunge. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de
W. 1531) 180 b, After Saynt Bede, in the Syry tonge, Maria
is as moche to saye as a lady.

8ys(e : see SEE v., SICE, SITUE rf.l, SIZE.

Syser, van SICER Obs., strong drink.

Sysers, sysors, -owrys, etc., obs. ff. SCISSORS.

Syskenne, Sysme, Sysour e: see SISKIN,
SCHISM, SIZER '.

Syss, Sc. pi. of SITHE rf.l Obs.

01500 Lancelot 3054 And to sir gawan..Me recommend
and thonk a thousand syss.

II Syssarcosis (sisaikw-sis). Also 7-8 sysar-
cosis. [mod.L., a. Gr. avaaafateaait, f. avaaa/tKoif
to unite by flesh, cover over with flesh, f. avv
SYS- + aapf flesh.]
L Anat. The union of bones by means of inter-

vening muscle.

1676 WISEMAN Chirurg. Treat. VII. U. 479. 17*6 MONRO
Anat. Bones 267 The Scapula.. is connected by Sysarcosis
to the Head, Vertebrae, Ribs and Os Hyoides. 1835-6 Todds
Cycl. Anat. I. 257.
2. Path, and Surg, The healing of a wound by

granulation or the lormation of new flesh.

753 Chambers' Cycl. Suff., Syssarcosis . . is also used.. to

express a method of curing wounds of the head.. by means
of promoting the granulation, as it is called, or growth of
new flesh. 1767 [see SYMPHYSIS i c).

Sysse, obs. form of SICE.

Syssel. Iceland. [Icel. sysla business, work,
stewardship, prefecture, diocese.] (See quots.)
Hence Sysselman.

1791 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IX. 90/2 The governor [of
Iceland]. .has under him a bailiff, two laymen, a sheriff,
and 21 sysselmen, or magistrates who superintend small
districts. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 427/1 These districts [of
Iceland] are divided into syssels, or sheriffdoms, a syssel.
man being a magistrate and receiver of the king's taxes in
each ofthem.

II Syssitia (sisi-tia). Gr. Antiq. [a. Gr. ava-

aina, pi. of avaahwv common meal, or avaania,
n. of action f. avaanm eating in common or ava-
O-ITV to mess in common, f. aw SYN- + atrot food.]
a. Meals eaten together in public, b. The custom
of eating the chief meal of the day at a public mess,
as practised in Sparta and Crete. Also Syssi-
tion (-rtijm), a common meal, mess.
1835 THIRLWALL Greece I. vii. 287 The most important

feature in the Cretan mode of life, is the usage of the Syssi.
tia, or public meals, of which all the citizens partook. 2846
GROTE Greece \\. vL II. 504 [Lycurgus] constituted, .the

Syssitia or public mess. 1874 SYMONDS Sk. Italy 4- Greece



SYSTALTIC.

t.JgS) I. xiii. 287 Necessity and the waiter drive them all to

a sepulchral syssilion.

trans/. 1885 rail Hall G. 27 May 6/1 As regards the

midday meal, I am aware that dinner is provided for the

Tew who elect to do the preparation work at school,., but this

is a very different thing from the syssitia that I desiderate.

Syst, obs. 2nd sing. ind. pres. of SEE v.

Systaltic (sistrc-ltik), a. [ad. late L. syslalti-

us
t
n. Gr. cWToATitfos, f. avv SYN- + ffTaAros, vbl.

adj. f. ara\- : ari\Kiv to place, put (cf. SYSTOI.K).
Cf. F. systaltiijtte.]

1. Phys. Contracting ; of the nature of contrac-

tion ; spec, applied to movement, as that of the

heart, in which there is alternate contraction

{systole) and dilatation (diastole).

1676 f/iil.
Trans. XI. 772 The Syslaltick motion of the

circumjacent part-;, for returning the blond along the veins

to the heart. 1747 tr. Astruc's Fn>crs 156 In such dis-

orders, the sudden systaltic constriction of the skin produces
the chilness. 1848 OUNCLISON Med. Lex. (ed. 7).

t2. Applied to the power of 'materialization'

(conceived as contraction or condensation) of a
disembodied or unembodied spirit. Obs.

1687 H. MORE Contn. Remark. Star. (1689) 41 r An emi-
nent Example of this Systaltick Power of Spirits, viz., an
Arm seen,

.striking
such a stroke upon the Floor, that it

made the very Walls of the House to shake. 171* //.

Metre's A ntid. Atli. in. ix. 2. Schol. 173 Tihe Devil would
so manage himself by the motion. .of hi* body, which by
this Systaltick power he could make tangible and palpable.

f3. In ancient Greek music applied to n style of

melody having the effect of 'contracting' or de-

pressing the mind, or affecting it with tender

emotion Obs.
a 1698 W. HOLDER Princ. Harmony (1731) 151 The First

of these (Keys) is call'd by the Greeks Diastahic, Dilating;
the Second, Systaltic, Contracting ; the Last, Hesychiastic,

Appeasing. 1776 BURNEY Hist. Mus. I. v. 69 Melopfeiet
was divided into three kinds: first, the Systaltic, or that

which inspired the. .tender passions, as well as the plaintive.

tSystasis (si-stasis). Obs. [med. ormod.L.,
a. Gr. avaraais composition, collection, union,

alliance, f. aw Srtf- + <mt- (see SYSTATIC).J
1. The act, or the result, of setting or putting

together ; combination, synthesis. Also, system.
1603 BACON Adv. Learn. II. xvii. fit Other diversities of

Methods..as that of Resolution or Analysis, of Constitu-
tion or Systasis, of Concealment or Crypiique. 1658 SIR T.
BROWNE Card. Cyrus iv. 68 The three substances. . I That
is, the indivisible or divine, the divisible or corporeal, and
that third, which was the Systasis or harmony of those two,
in the mystical decussation. 1710 T. FULLER Phariit. Ex.
temp. 201 An . . Exultation ofthe whole Systasis of the Spirits.

2. A political union or confederation. (Cf. SYN-

CRETISM.)
1790 BURKE Rev. France 328 The municipal army.. is a

worse preservative ofa general constitution, than the systasis
of Crete, or the confederation of Poland.

Systatic (sistae-tik), a. (si.) [ad. med. and
mod.L. systaticus, a. Gr. avoraTtitos commendatory ,

drawing together, compacting, f. aw SYN- + ara-
to place (see STAND v.), after avuardvai to associ-

ate, put together, combine, bring together as

friends, introduce.]
1. Pertaining to or involving

'

systasis
'

; synthetic.
1640 G. WATTS tr. Bacon's Adv. Learn, yl.

ii. 276 Those
other Methods, Analytique ; Systatique; Dieritique; [etc.].

2. Path. Involving several of the sensory powers
simultaneously; s/>. a disease which does this.

[1810 GOOD Nosology 348 Systatica.) In recent Diets.

3. Systatic letter or epistle (med.L. litterte sys-

taticx), an introductory or commendatory letter.

rare . In recent Diets,

t Systa-tical, a. Obs. [Formed as prec. +

-ICAL.] Relating to combination or synthesis.
1674 JEAKH Aritli. 662 Three.. is called a Systatical or

Substantial Number, because all Sublunary Bodies consist
ofthe three principal Substances, Sal, Sulphur, and Mercury.

System (si-stem). Also 7-8 systerae, 8
sistemfe. [ad. late L. systema musical interval,
in med. or mod.L., the universe, body of the
articles of faith, a. Gr. ovary/ia organized whole,
government, constitution, a body of men or animals,
musical interval, union of several metres into a

whole, f. avv SYN- + ara-, root of laravat to set up
(see STAND .). Cf. F. systems (1664,

'
le systeme

de 1'ame", in Hatz.-Darm.), It, Sp. sislema, Pg.
systema, G. system, etc.]

I. An organized or connected group of objects.
1. A set or assemblage of things connected,

associated, or interdependent, so as to form a

complex unity; a whole composed of parts in

orderly arrangement according to some scheme or

plan ; rarelyapplied to a simple orsmall assemblage
of things (nearly = 'group' or 'set').
a 1638 MEDE Apostasy Latter Times (1641) 64 Mans life

is a systeme of divers ages. . . The yeare is a systeme of foure
seasons. 1651 HOBDES Leviath. it. xxii. 115 By Systcmesj
I understand any numbers of men joyned in one Interest,
or one Businesse. at 1676 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. i. i.

(1677) 15 The Universe, as it comprehends the Systeme,
Order and Excellencies of all created Beings. 1719 BUTLER
Strut. Wks. 1874 II. 31 The body is a system or constitu-
tion: so is a tree: so is evety machine. 1775 BRYANT

VOL. IX.

393

Mythol. \ \. 469 The exit from the Ark ; when the whole of
the animal system issued to light. 1788 PRIESTLEY *-/.

Hist. in. xiv. in The Greeks distributed their year* into

systems of four, calling them Olympiads. i8oa PALLY
Nat. Thet'l. xxv. (1819) 398 The universe itself is a system;
each part either depending upon other parts, or being con-
nected with other parts by some common law of motion.

i89 Chapters rhys, Sci. 331 The ancients divided the

starry sphere into, .constellations, or systems uf Mars
b. spec, (with this, a possessive, or the like) :

The whole scheme of created things, the unm-rsr.

1619 SELDEN Upon Draytoil's I>ar. U'ars DA I'- rnr;

Aivb,Thy Martial) Pyrrhique, and thy Kpitjue strains I)i-

Resting Warre* with heart*vniting Loues; The two fir^t

Authors of what is compos'd In this round Systeme All.

1769 K. HANCROFT Guiana 2 The blessings of Nature, have
in no part of our habitable system, been dispensed with a
more liberal hand. 1816 G. FIELD in i'amphleteer (1817)
IX. 101 (title) TpiToyra; or, a Brief Outline of the Uni-
versal System.
2. Physics. A group of bodies moving about one

another in space under some particular dynamical
law, as the law of gravitation ; spec, in Astron. a

group of heavenly bodies connected by tluir mutual
attractive forces and moving in orbits about a centte

or central body, as the solar system (the sun with

its attendant planets, etc.), the system of a planet
(the planet with its attendant satellites).

1690 LOCKE Hum, Und. iv. iii. 24 If we .. confine our

Thoughts to this little Canton, I mean this System of our
Sun. a 1704-1842 [see SOLAR a. 7]. 1715 tr. Gregory's
Astron. (1726) 1. 1. ix. 117 Of the Motion of a System of
Bodies revolving about another Body; all which is applied
to the System of the Sun, and the Primary and Secondary
Planets. 1731 POPE Ess. Man i. 25 Observe how system
into system runs, What other planets circle other suns.
1816 (see PLANETARY a. \\. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem.
Concl. 123 Star and system rolling past. 1870 PROCTOR
Other Worlds xii. 274 First satellite-systems, then plane-
tary
tei

verse. 1890 C. A. YOUNG Elem. Astron. } 30*2 The range
of the system [of Saturn] is enormous. lapetus [the outer,
most satellite] has a distance of 2,225,060 miles.

3. a. Biol. A set of organs or parts in an animal

body of the same or similar structure, or subserving
the same function, as the nervous', muscular , osseoits^

etc. systems^ the digestive^ respiratory', reproductive ,

etc. systems ; also, each of the primary groups of
tissues in the higher plants.
1740 CHEVNE Regimen 168 Accidents that injure the arte-

rial and nervous system. 1838-9 K.EMBLE Resid, Georgia
(1863) 13 The diseases of the muscular and nervous systems.
1841 T. R. TONES Aniin. Kingd. 302 Thegenerative system
appears, at first, to be absolutely wanting in the larva. 1875
BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs

1

Bot. jj Forms and Systems of
Tissues. . . We . . usually find an Epidermal System, a Fasci-
cular System, and the system of the Fundamental Tissue
between them. 1899 Allbntt't Syst. Med. VIII. 699 ArTec-
tions of the pigmentary system.

b. With the or possessive: The animal body as
an organized whole; the organism in relation to

its vital processes or functions.
Occas. extended to include the mind.

[1683 TRYON Way to Health 312 When once the same
is wounded, the whole Systeme of Nature is disordered.)

1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 347 Till, over-wrought, the general
system feels, Its motions stop. 1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV. 526
Introducing vaccine virus into the system. 1806 J. BERF.S-
VQRD

f
Miseries Hum. Li/ex\i. xxv, JSnnuiso powerfully pre-

dominates over your whole system, mental and bodily, that

[etc.], 1908 R. BACOT A. Cuthbert xxiii. 300 It is extra-

ordinary how long it takes to get those malarial fevers out
of the system.
4. la various scientific and technical uses : A

group, set, or aggregate of things, natural or arti-

ficial, forming a connected or complex whole.
a. of natural objects or phenomena, as geological
formations, mountains, rivers, winds, forces, etc.

;

also of lines, points, etc. in geometry.
1830 LYELL Prine, Geol. I. 125 We may select the great

carboniferous series, .as the oldest system of rocks of which
the organic remains furnish any decisive evidence as to

climate. 1831 BREWSTER Optics xxviii. 237 If we place
a sphere of glass in a glass trough of hot oilt and observe
the system of rings while the heat is passing to the centre
of the sphere. 1840 LARDNER Geom. 261 Any system of

conjugate diameters of an ellipse. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i.

vi. 43 We had a good view of the glacier system cf the

region. 1885 GKIKIE Text-t'k. Geol. (ed. 2) vi. Introd. 6ji
We speak of the Chalk or Cretaceous system, and embrace,
under that term, formations which may contain no chalk.

1893 H. N. DICKSON Meteorol. L 5 12 Winds arranged in a

rotating system. Ibid. iii. 45 Low pressure system or

cyclone. 1911 T. G. BONNEY Work of Rain fy Rivers iv.

95 The History of a River System.
b. of aitiiici.il objects or appliances arranged or

organized for some special purpose, as pulleys or

other pieces of mechanism, columns or other details

ofarchitecture, canals, railway lines, telegraphs, etc.

1830 HERSCHEL in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) IV. 804 Joint
vibrations of a plate and string as a system. 1851 RUSK IN

Stones Venice (1874) I. viii. 88 Magnificent buildings ha\e
been composed of systems of small but perfect shafts. 1855
BAIN Senses <fr Int. i. ii. 8. (1864) 31 A system of tele-

graph wires. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. 1 1. Ix. 318 The
system of beacons, which has been traced out over a long

range of the hill-tups. 1892 Dally News i Nov. 6/6 The
principal members of the staff are residents upon the com-

pany's system and daily travellers upon the line.

6. Mus. a. In ancient Greek music, A compound

SYSTEM.

interval, i. e. one consisting of several degrees (opp.
to DU8THf); also, a scale or series of notes ex-

tending through such an interval, and serving a-i

the basis of musical composition.
1656 ULOCNT C.tosspgr., Systeme^ . . the compuse of a wn/,

or (by a metaphor) of any other thing. 1671 I.
/if. Ad-c. Mustek 58 The entire Systeme of an '

1694 HOLDER Treat. Harmony vi. i io I>iatem Mfci
interval , f \ System, a Conjunction. .of Interval
in I bus a Tone was :on wat

:, compounded of l>cgree^ ..Andti c
which

they used, was their GnatMt oc 1'erfccl Sjsttm.
t7 A. MALCOIM Treat. Mt<i. 333 Tliat we may know
where each Part lies m the Scale or general System, which
is the tiue Design and Office of the Llcfs. Ibid. v,s By
this constant and invariable Relation of the Clefs, welearn
ea>ily how to compare the portlcubu Systems of several
Parts, and know how they communicate in the Scale 1776
BURNEV Hist. Mu$. I. i. 12. 1898 SIAISJK & BAUKTT
Diet, MHS. Terms 207/2 After the time of Ion, the original
Grc'-k scale received only one more string, the eleventh.
. . In this, .form, it became the

'

lesser perfect system 'of the
Greeks. Ibid. 208 The Greater Perfect System.

b.
Applied

to a stave (ofo.)i or to a set of staves
connected by a brace in a score of concerted music.
1671 T. SALMON Ess. Adv. Mustek 63 A Mean and Treble,

which may be. . placed upon a Systeme of four or five lines.

1889 GROVE Diet. Mus. IV. 45/2 System, the collection of
Staves necessary for the complete score of a piece.

6. Gr, Pros. A group of connected verses or

periods, esp. in anapaestic metres.

1850 MURE Lit. Greece III. 54 A System is a. .section of
the text of a metrical composition, the numbers of which . .

are too extensive to admit of their being comprised in a
single verse. 1861 PALEY &schylus (ed. a) Agam. us note,
The chorus of old men. .enter the orchestra.. and.. sing the

following system of anapaests.

f 7. A pad formerly worn by women to raise up
the hair: see TOQUE i b, quot 1817. Obs.

II. A set of principles, etc. ; a scheme, method.
8. The set of correlated principles, ideas, or state-

ments belonging to some department of knowledge
or belief; a department of knowledge or belief

considered as an organized whole ; a connected
and regularly arranged scheme of the whole of

some subject ; a comprehensive body of doctrines,

conclusions, speculations, or theses.
a 1656 HALES Serm. a Pet. iii. 16 Gold. Rem. (1673) n

Their acquaintance with some Notitia, or Systeme of some
technical divine.

1678 CUDWORTH (title) The True Intel,

lectual System of the Universe. 1699 T. BAKER Refi. Learn.
i- 4 The moderns .. more pkas'd with their own inventions,
than with the dry Systems of the Old Philosophers, ibid.
vi. 63 The last Systeme of Logic that I have met with. 1758
C. FLEMING

(titlt)
A Survey of the Search after Souls,.,

wherein The principal Arguments for and against the

Materiality are collected : And the Distinction between the
mechanical and moral System stated. 1781 GIBBON Dtcl.

<$ f1
'. xxvii. III. 59 Tlie humanity of Ambrose tempted him

to make a singular breach in his theological system. 1833
TENNYSON Two Voices 207 A dust of systems and of creeds.

1845 J. MARTINEAU ss. (1891) III. 341 Morality is not a

system of truths, but a system of rules. In other words it

is not a science, but an art. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem.
Prol. 17 Our little systems have their day. 1875 Jowsrr
Plato (ed. 2) IV. 421 In the Hegelian system ideas super-
sede persons.

b. spec, in Astron. A theory or hypothesis of

the arrangement and relations of the heavenly
bodies, by which their observed movements nnd

phenomena are or have been explained.
1678 CUDWORTH fntelL Syst. Pref. A iv, The Word Intel-

lectual, being added, to distinguish it from the other, Vul-

garly so called, Systems of the World, (that is the Visible
and Corporeal World) the Ptolemaick, Tycbomck, and
Copernican. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), System... Among As.
tronomers it is taken for the general Constitution, Fabrck
nnd Harmony of the Universe, or any orderly Representa-
tion thereof, according to some noted Hypothesis. 1715
tr. Gregory's Astron, (1726) 1. 186 To describe the Tychonic
System of the World. 1855 BRKWSTER Netvton II. xxiv.

358 The Copernican system is not more demonstrably true
than the system of theological truth contained in the Bible.

1870 [see TYCHONIC].

f C. In weakened sense : A theory or hypothesis ;

also, theory (as opposed to practice), colloq. 06s.

1728 CHAMBERS Cyct. s.v.. System and Hypothesis have
the same Signification ; unless perhaps, Hypothesis be a
more particular System ; and System a more genetal Hypo-
thesis. 1748 CHESTERP. Let. to Son 27 Sept.,

Read and
hear. .ingenious system*;, nice questions, subttly agitated.

1750 IInd. 6 Aug., In the course of the world there is the

same difference, in every thing between system and inac-

tive. 1756 MKS. CALDERWOOD in Coltntss Collect. (Maitl.

Cl.) 213 A book upon natural! philosiphy, which is much
esteemed ; it is overturning all the si-item of every thing being

produced by generation, and nothing by corruption. 1768^

Si ERNE .$>/. yourn. t Mystery^ I could form no system lo-

explain the phenomenon.
fd. transf. A work or writing containing a

comprehensive and regularly arranged exposition
of some subject ;

a systematic treatise. Obs. exc.

in titles of books.

1658 PHILLIPS, System, ..A Treatise or body of any Ait or

Science. 1661 j. FILL Haiumend 6 He presently bought
a Systeme of Divinity, with design to apply himself straight,

way to that study. 1695 in Fasti Abtrd. (1854) 373 A
printed course or systeme of philosophic. 1711 A. NISBET
(title) A System of Heraldry, Speculative and Practical.

1726 SWIFT Gulliver in iii, Astronomers (who have written

large systems). 1717 DB FOE (title) A System of Magick ;

or, a History of the Black Art. 1773 PRIESTLEY Inst.Kflif.
50



SYSTEM.

(1782) I. p. xxxii, It will he.. advisable, that he give his lee-

tnre.l from a short text or system, written,, .that they may
huve an opportunity of perusing it. 1896 AU.OUTT (title) A
System of Medicine.

9. An organized scheme or plan of action, esp.

one of a complex or comprehensive kind
;

an

orderly or regular method of procedure. Now
usually with defining word or phrase.
1663 HEATH FlagcUnm (1672) 17 That there mi^ht^no

vice be wanting to make his Life a systeme of Iniquity.

1734 in loth Reft. Hist. MSS. Cotiitn. App. I. 251 The

finerous
system, that his Ma'7 has always pursued. 1746

RANCIS tr. llor. t Eptit. I. vi. 99 Farewel, and if a better

System's thine, Impart it frankly. t?6g junins Lett. viii.

(i?83) 63 What system of government isthis? 1781 COWPER

Expost. 91 He found . .Their piety a system of deceit. 1790

JEFFERSON Writ.
(189^)

V. 228 The conduct of Spain has

proved that the occlusion of the Mississippi is s_ystem
with

her. 184* TENNYSON AitdleyCourt 33 We. .discuss'd the

farm, The four-field system, and the price of grain. 1873
MOSLF.Y Struggle Nat. Etittc. 55 Subsidising the denomi-
national system. l88a Nature^ 9 Feb. 351/1 The system of

dredging introduced . .on the rivers of France. 1896 Bad-
minton Mag. Dec. 708 Straight bets over single events are

losing their popularity in favour of 'systems '. A system is

a kind of patent safety insurance policy.

b. A formal, definite, or established scheme or

method (of classification, notation, or the like).

1753 [see LINN^AN]. 1760 [see SEXUAL 2 dj. 1797 [see
MF.TRICAL a.3 i]. 1831 [see NOTATION sc]. 1849 BALFOUR
Man. Bat. 719 A natural system endeavours to^ bring

together plants which are allied in all essential points of

structure. 1860 [see MORSF. j*. 3 ]. 1864 [see METRIC .*].

i8W WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 136 The system of chemical
notation now in use. 1867 [see NUMERATION I b]. 1893
Times 26 July 12/1 The T. A. system of signalling invented

by Admiral Tryon.
c. Cryst. Each of the six different general

methods in which different minerals crystallize,

constituting the six classes of crystalline forms.
1820 Edinb. Philos. Jrnl. III. 173 We call every simple

form, from which other simple forms are derived, a funda-
mental form; and the class of figures derived from that

fundamental form, asystem ofcrystallisations. l863/>?ww'
Chem. (ed. 9) 250-262 All crystalline forms may . . be arranged
in six classes or systems :.. I. The regular system. ..2. The
square prismatic system. . .3. The righ t prismatic system. . .4.
The oblique prismatic system.. .5. Thedoubly-oblique pris-
matic system. ..6. The rhombohedral system. 1868 DANA
Min. (ed. 5) Introd. p. xxi, The systems ofcrystallization are
as follows : I. Having the axes equal. The Isometric system.
2. Having only the lateral axes equal. The Tetragonal and
Hexagonal. 3. Having the axes unequal. The Ortho-
rhombic, Monoclinic, and Triclinic.

10. In the abstract (without a or //.) : Orderly
arrangement or method

; systematic form or order.

1699 T. BAKER Refl. Learn.i\, 68 Aristotle is more noted
for his order, in bringing Morality into Systeme, ..and dis-

tinguishing vertues into their several kinds, which had not
been handled Systematically before, than for any real

improvement he made in this sort of knowledge. 1746 W.
HOKSLF.V Fool (1748? II. 47 It [sc. government] consists of
too many detach'd Parts to be easily reduced into System.
'875 JOWKTT Plato (ed. 2) I. 426 There is more of system in
the Phaedo than appears at first sight. 1876 TREVELYAN
Macaulay II. xv. 474 Macaulay, even during his hours of

leisure, began to read on system.
III. 11. atlrib. and Comb. a. attrib. Of or

pertaining to, or involving a system, systematic, as

system-name ; belonging to or affecting a system of

bodily organs (esp. the nervous system : cf.Si'STEMic
I b), as system degeneration, disease, tract, b.

objective, chiefly in sense 8 or 9 (often with un-
favourable implication), as system-builder, -build-

ing, -destroyer, -maker, -making, -monger, -writer.

^1776 MICKLE tr. Camoens 1

Lusiadvn. 313 note, Tristram
Shandy tells us, that his father was a most excellent *system.
builder, was sure to make his Theory look well. 1837
Cua.YL8 />. Rev. I. IV. iv, This is the Sieyes who shall be
System-builder, Constitution-builder General; and build
Constitutions.. which shall all unfortunately fall before he
get the scaffolding away. 1899 A Mutt's Syst. Mc,i. VII.
99 The degeneration of the posterior columns of the spinal

its intrinsic nervous origin. 1717 PRIOR Alma in. 330 We
System-makers can sustain The Thesis, which, Yon grant,
was plain, a 1721 Cromwell % his farter Wks. 1907 II
267 Your System-Makers and World-Wrights. 1740 HAKTLFYOlam. Man I. Pref. p vi, I think,.. that I cannot be
called a System-maker, smce_ I did not first form a System,and then suit the Facts to it. i8>6 [see METHODIST 2 bj
1836 H. ROGERS J. Hoiue ii. (1863) 21 Where Scripture
speaks, or seems to speak, in consonance with the opinions

vv,fifystcm
"mal<er

' we" and B od - l884 Century Mar.
AAV1I. 915 Ihere were many independent centers of

'J
ov*m

!
nt and *

system - m:ll<'n g- '750 CHESTERF. Let. toil 6 Aug., A system-monger, who, without knowing any
thing of the world by experience, has formed a system of it
in h.s dusty cell. 1836 H. ROGERS J. Howim. (.863)45
SrVV

3 ",r
lack of system-mongers and theorists.

1896 Satimtxton Mag. Dec. 71: The system-monger is aptto derive encouragement from the fact that loni runs on
colour are rare, the longest known at Monte Carlo being

* , . -*-- ""nt i,,TII. ^ riarut,. 1 1

Sy'stem-Wri.er!
7 A *"* Md Pr feS5>d Ph -Pl>er, u

Systemad (si-stemsed), adv. Anat.
[f. SYSTEM

394

-f- -ad : see DEXTBAD.] To or towards the (general)

system of the body.
'808 [see PULMONAD].

t Systemary, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

SYSTEM +

-AKY.l ? Constituting a system (SYSTEM 2).

1726 DE FOE Hist. Devil r. vi. (1840) 76 One devil in a

place would be enough for a whole systemary world.

Systematic (sistemae-tik), a. and sb. [ad.

late L. systemalicus, a. late Gr. avar^aTtKot (both

relating to systems of metres), f. OVOT^IM SYSTEM.

Cf. F. systemalique (1584).] A. adj.

1 1. = next, i b. Obs. rare.

a 1680 GLANVILL Serai, r.tike xiii. 24 Disc., etc. (1681) 7

All thisl must confess,., because Experience constrains me;

and I do not know why Systematick Notions should sway
more than that.

2. = next, I. (Passing into sense 3.)

1725 WATTS Logic H. iii. 4 ('72 ) 210 Now we deal much
in Essays, and most unreasonably despise systematic Learn-

ing. i8ia SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 10 The first Arabian

Systematic Works on Chemistry are said to have been com-

posed by Geber. a 1821 V. KNOX Ess. Writing Wks. 1824

1. 5 Systematic books of morality. 1830 HERSCHEL Study
Nat. Phil, no The necessity of saying something learned

and systematic, without knowing what to say. 1836 H.
ROGERS J. Howe ii. (1863) 21 Systematic theology. .has.,

been of questionable benefit. 1847 EMERSON Rrfr. Men,
Suiedenborg Wks. (Bohn) 1. 316 Swedenborg is systematic. .

in every sentence. 1865 TYLOR Early Hist. Man. i. a A
systematic treatise on the subject.

3. gen. Arranged or conducted according to a

system, plan, or organized method ; involving or

observing a system ; (of a person) acting according
to system, regular and methodical.

1790 BURKE Rev. France^ These gentlemen value them-
selves on being systematic. 1796 Regie. Peace ii. Wks.
VIII. 244 The systematick proceedings of a Roman senate.

1833 ALISON Hjst. Eitr. (1849) III. xvii. 18. 500 A syste-
matic and uniform line of conduct. 1863 LVELL Antiq.
Man i. 2 The facts brought to light. .during the systematic
investigation of the Bnxham cave, 1867 DICKENS Lett.

(1880) II. 273 He is very systematic with the luggage. 1910
Encycl. Brit. II. 28/2 Though it will occasionally take a
large fly, a worm or otherground-bait, its systematic capture
is only essayed with small fish or artificial spinning-baits.

b. Qualifying nouns of action of unfavourable

meaning : Carried out with a regularity such as to

indicate intention or habitual action ; regularly

organized (for an evil purpose), or carried on as a

regular (and reprehensible) practice. Also said of

the agent.
1803 BROUGHAM Colon. Policy 1. 123 The house of Branden-

burg seized this opportunity of prosecuting the systematic
views of unprincipled aggrandisement, which have presided
over its councils since the name of Prussia was known in

Europe. 1828 D'!SRAELI Chas. /, I. vi. 163 The systematic
intrigues of the Papal Court. 1867 FREKMAN Norm. Cong.
I. iv. 195 After so many years of systematic devastation.

1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Libr. (1892) I. iii. 106 Pope.,
was a systematic appropriator. .of other men's thoughts.
1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. 3. 489 They turned religion
into a systematic attack on English liberty.
4. Nat. Hist., etc. Pertaining to, following, or

arranged according to a system of classification
;

of or pertaining to classification, classificatory.
Also of a writer : Composing or adhering to a

system of classification.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 23 The distinctive

Characters, and systematic Arrangement, of Earths and
Stones. 1800 SHAW (title) General Zoology or Systematic
Natural History. 1829 T. CASTLE Introd. Bot. 12 En-
deavouring to perfect systematic botany. 1835 I. DUNCAN
7>^/A'j(Nat. Lib.) 86 Beetles., such as burrow in the earth,. .

(the Geodfphagi of some modern systematic writers). 1839
YAKRELL Brit. Fishes I. Suppl. ii Trigla lyra, the syste-
matic name of our English Piper Gurnard. 1863 HUXLEY
Afan's Place Nat. ii. 102/3 This is a very noteworthy cir-
cumstance.. but it has little systematic value.
5. Consisting of systems of heavenly bodies, rare.
1829 Chapters Phys. Sci. 415 Those numerous hosts of

systematic universes.

6. = SYSTEMIC i b. rare.

1899 Alloutt's Sj>st. Med. VII. 3 The
'

systematic
'

lesions
[of myelitis].

B. sb. 1. Nat. Hist., etc. A systematise
1771 T. PERCIVAL Ess. ^777) 1. 9 Salt, sulphur, acrimonies,

caustics, volatiles, ferments,.. have each, .by different syste-
matics, been received as the. .principia iiwrboruiit. 1788
J. BROWN tr. Elem. Med. I. 287 note, Nothing is more arti-
ficial and arbitrary than the arrangements either of Syste-
matics or Nosologists.
2. pi. Systematic* [see -ic 2] : the subject or

study of systems, esp. of classification.
1888 Nature 20 Dec. 177/2 Huxley's classification, .in

1867, marked an epoch in the systematics of birds. 1909E. B. POL-LTON in Q. Rev. July 14 Many hundreds of
naturalists.. devote their lives to systematics to the studyof the differences between species.

Systema'tical, a. Now rare or Obs. [f.
late L. systematic-its : see prec. and -ICAL.]
1. Of a writing or treatise : Containing or setting

forth a system or regular exposition of some sub-
ject. Of a subject or study : Set forth, or pursued,

rju
fo

Express d and Rang'd in the Bible, as they are wont to be
in Systematical Composures. 1698 NORRIS Pract. Disc
(1707) IV. 239 But 'tis New Philosophy, and. .he likes the
company of his Systematical Divines better. 1767 BLACK-
BL-RNE (t.lU) The Confessional: or, A Full and Free In-

SYSTEMATISM.

juiry into the Right.. Of Establishing Systematical Con-
ssions of Faith and Doctrine in Protestant Churches.

1781 DE LOLMK Const. Eng. Advt. (1817) p. vi, The book.,
met . . with approbation, . . which . . was no small luck for

a hook on systematical politics. 178* PRIESTLEY Corrupt,
Chr, I. i. ix. 124 Anselm, though he writes with wonderful
acuteness, is not systematical.

b. Belonging to, or dealing in, a 'system' or

theory ;
theoretical : cf. SYSTEM 8 c.

1748 CHESTERF. Let. to Son 25 Mar., They are not the
laboured reflections of a systematical closet politician, who,
without the least experience of business, sits at home and
writes maxims. 1794 R. J. SULIVAN View Nat. I. 57 Too
much pertinacity in the support of systematical conjecture.
2. gen. =

prec. 3.

1692 BENTLEY Boyle Left. vli. (1693) 7 A brief account of
some of the most principal and systematical Phenomena.
1749 HARTLEY Observ. Man \. Pref., Adding such things as
were necessary to make the Whole appear more complete
and systematical. 1763J. BROWN Poetry $ Mus. v. 68 Their
[sc. the ancients'J Divisions of the Musical Art are precise
and systematical. 1804-8 FOSTER Life fy Corr. (1846) I. 283
A plan of systematical reading. x8ao SCORESBY Ace. Arctic
Keg. II. 214 The systematical movements of the whales.

1855 RUSKIN Stones Venice II. viii. 51. 320 To arrange
their ideas in systematical groups.

b. =
prec. 3 b.

1750 Miss TALBOT in Etiz. Carter's Lett. 26 Nov. (1809)
I. 364 Some books of French, Morale Mondaine,..full of
a systematical profligateness, veiled with delicacy of expres-
sion. 1755 Monitor No. 10. I. 77 The grand systematical
corrupter. 1783 BURKE Rep. Aff. India Wks. 1842 II. 81
In systematical contradiction to the company's orders. 1816
F. H. NAYLOR Hist. Gennhny I. i. viii. 290 The Jesuits,
those systematical foes to every liberal sentiment.

f3. Belonging to the system of the universe, or

to the solar system ; cosmical. Obs.
1688 BOYLE Final Causes Nat. Things i. 8 These Ends,

may,.. be call'd Cosmical or Systematical, as regarding the

Symmetry of the great System of the world. 1781 HERSCHEL
in Phil. Trans. (i^SzJLXXII. 104 This new kind of syste-
matical parallax,

if 1 may be allowed to use that expression,
for signifying the change arising from the motion of the
whole solar system. 1797 in Entycl, Brit. II. 480/2
The greatest.. systematical parallax of the fixed stars will

fall upon those that are in the line..at rectangles to the
direction ..of the sun's motion.

4. Nat* Ifist. =
prec. 4. Now rare or Obs,

1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chem. iii. (1814) 118 Some dis-

tinctions have been adopted by systematical authors which
I have not entered into. 1817 KIRBY & SP. Entomol, xvii.

(1818) H. 48 Gould, .though no systematical naturalist, was
a man of sense and observation. 1819 T. CASTLE Introd.
Bot, 2 That part of the science, which refers to. .the classifi-

cation of plants., is denominated systematical botany.
Hence Sy stematica-lity, the quality of being

systematic.
1871 H. NICOL in Westm. Rev. XLI. 45 The symbols of

foreign [sounds] will, from the systematicality of the alpha-
bet, in most cases explain themselves.

Systematically (sistemse'tikali), adv. [f.

prec. + -LY 2
: see -ICALLY.]

L In a systematic manner ; according to a system
or organized plan ; regularly and methodically.
1661 BOYLE P/iysiol. Ess. (1669) 7 Far from having such

a stock of Experiments and Observations, as I judge requisite
to write Systematically. 1699 (see SYSTEM loj. 1753 WAR-
BURTON Princ. Nat, fy Kev. Rclig. v, Wks. 1788 V. 71
Urging those truths systematically, ..which the Evangelists
proposed singly and without connection. 1809-10 COLERIDGE
/>/>W(iSiti) I.ii. 15 The majority of mankind learn nothing
systematically, except as schoolboys or apprentices. 1837
LOCKHART Scott IV. v. 148 Every case and shelf was ac-

curately lettered, and the works arranged systematically.
1860 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. (1883) III. 45 The silence I syste-
matically observe on the shortcomings of servants. 1880
L. STEPHEN Pof>e iv. 93 Pope.. knew the value of indepen-
dence well enough to be systematically economical.

b. With unfavourable implication : With a

regularity indicating (evil) design or habit : cf.

SYSTEMATIC a. 3 b.

1829 F. GLASSE Belgic Past. ii. 39 He systematically gains
his ends By sacrifice of principles and friends. 1855 MA-
CAULAY Hist. Eng, xviii. IV. 144 The enemies of Child had
. . accused him ofsystematically publishing false intelligence.
1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (ed. 2) II. x. 411 The pope.. had
heard, .that abbots and monks in many places were syste-
matically faithless to their vows. 1878 LECKY Eng. i8th
Cent. I. i. 134 Officers of known Whig tendencies were
systematically laid aside.

1 2. By means of a '

system
'

or theory, theoretic-

ally : cf. prec. i b. Obs.

1749 CHESTERF. Let. to Son 19 Dec., This knowledge is

not to be gotten systematically; you must acquire it.. by
your own observation and sagacity.

Systeniatician (si-stemati-Jan). rare. [f.

SYSTEMATIC + -IAN, after mathematician.] One who
constructs,or who adheres(esp.unduly)to,asystem.
1886 j<?t/t Cent. July 73 A '

thought-mathematician ', a
systematician, a slave to the consistent application of his
own theories. 1903 J. C LAMBERT Sacraments N. T. ix.

382 He thinks it necessary to apologise for this lack of con-

sistency on the part of the apostle, by reminding us that
Paul was ' no correct systematician '.

Systema'ticness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being systematic.
1836 F. W. FABER Lett. (1869) 58 To contrast the syste-

maticness of the Primitive Church with.. the modern wor-

ship
about us.

Systematism (si'stematiz'm). rare. [f. SY-
STEMAT-IZE + -ISM. Cf. next.] The practice of

systematizing ; addiction to system.
1846 W. H. MILL Five Serrn. (1848) 48 We see har.



SYSTEMATIST.

.jniously combined those several aspects of the same great

object, in which modern systematism sees only elements of

contradiction. 1871 LOWELL Dante Prose Wks. 1890 IV.

j6t He [sc. Dante] combines the. .more abstract religious
sentiment of the Teutonic races with the scientific pre-
cision and absolute systematism of the Romanic.

Systematist (si-stematist). [f.
Gr. ffvffnjfMj

-O.T- SYSTEM + -IST.] One who constructs, or

adheres to, a system, esp. a system of classification

in natural history ; a classifying naturalist.

In Kirby's use, an advocate of a natural in preference to
an artificial system of classification (opp. to MKTHOUIST 2 b).

1700 S. PARKER Six Philos. i'.ss. 46 Your peremptory
Systematisi boldly distorts Nature. 1753 Chambers' Cycl.
SUM., Systetttatists, in botany, those authors, whose works
in this science are principally employed about the arranging
plants into certain orders, classes, or genera. 1836 Penny
Cycl. V. 248/2 Grew . . was no systematist ; it was reserved for

another Englishman [sc. John Ray] lo discover the true prin-
ciples of classification. 1840 WHKWKI.L Philos, Induct. Set.

(1847) 1 1. 557 The Fishes, in which province Cuvier has. .been
the great systematist. 100* J-'.din. Rev, Oct. 370 Kaspar
Kauhin (1550-1624), the first great botanical systematist.

Systematize (srstemaUiz),z;. [f.Gr. ovarrjfia,
-or- SYSTEM + -IZE.] trans. To arrange according
to a system ; to reduce to system.
1764-7 LVTTELTON Hen. II ii. (1769) III. 203 The eastern

and western Goths had some general notions of the feudal

policy, which were gradually systematized. 1780 HAKRIS
Philol. Enq. IT. xii. (1781) 224 Many things have been done
in the best and purest taste, long before Rules were estab-

lished, and systematized in form. i88 D'ISKAELI Chas. I
I. viii. 250 His restless ambition .. had systematised in-

trigue. 1830 MACKINTOSH Eth. Philos. Wks. 1846 I. 35 The
vast collection of laws enacted or systematized by Justinian.
1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 343 Hallucinations, which
are systematised into delusions.

b. absol. or intr. To construct a system (e. g.
of philosophy, classification, etc.).

1891 in Cent. Diet, ion J. OMAN in Expositor Oct. 362
The moment he proceeds to systematise, ..be knows, just as
little as any other systematiser, what to do with personality.
Hence Systematized (-aizd) ppl.a,^ System-

atizing vbl. sb. and ///. a. (in quot. 1827 =
'scheming') ; also Sy stematiza'tiou (-^'/Jn),
the action or process of systematizing ;

a system-
atic arrangement, statement, etc. ; Systemati zer,

one who systematizes.
1811-13 BENTHAM Univ. Gram. Wks. 1843 VIII. 356/2

"Systematization; i.e. placing the several denominations..
in systematic order. 1838 [F. HAYWOOD] tr. Kant's Crit,
Pure Reason 490 The systematization of cognition that is,

the connexion thereof according to a principle. 1864 MAX
MULLRR Set. Lang. Ser. n. iii. 98 note, English Phonetics,
containing an original systematisatton of spoken sounds.

1904 DUCKWORTH Morphol, <$ Anthrofol. x. 232 The accom-
panying scheme.. has been found of practical use in the
further systematisation of observations. 1797 BURKE Regie.
Peace iii. Wks. 1808 VIII. 393 The relations of peace and

amity with *systematised regicide. 18*7 LYTTON Pelham
Ixxviii, The systematized roguery of London. 1878-9 J.
CAIRO Pkilos. Relig. (1880) 106 A living organism is not
a mere aggregation of independent parts, but a syste-
matised unity of members. 1884 F, TEMPLE Relat. Relig.
tf Set. v. (1885) 127 The systematised experience which we
call Science. 1780 HARRIS Philol. Enq. 1. 1. (1781) 8 Aristotle

..may be called the*Systematizerof his Master's Doctrines.

1854 R. H. PATTERSON Ess. f/itt.$Art(i96a) 371 Auguste
Comte . . is but a systematiser of the doctrines of Confucius
and the old philosophers of China. 1828 SEWELL Oxford
Prize Ess. 18 That mad fondness for *systematizin.. which
overthrows all the creations of nature. 1837 WHEWELL
Hist. Induct. Set. I. I. ii. 2. 42 The treatises on the various

subjects of Natural History . . manifest a wonderful power of

systematising. if^SoyTHEYin^./^tW.Oct.sia A cool,crafty,
calculating, ^systematizing knave. 1883 SAYCE in Contemp.
Rev. Sept. 391 The later age of systematizing philosophy.

Systemed (si-stemd), pa.pple. and a. rare.

[f. SYSTEM sb. + -ED.] Made into a system,
systematized ; arranged in a system or systems ;

composed according to system, systematic.
1746 W. HORSLEY F00i(ii4B) II. 47 Men of but middling

Genius should keep to plain Rules, system'd to their Hands;
acting in right Order by prescrib'd Method. 1807 J. BARLOW
Colitmb. x. 275 Social and system'd worlds around him
shine. 1836 MRS. BROWNING Poet's Vow \. xvii, Hear me

N forswear man's sympathies.. .His answering looks, his sys-
temed books.

Systemic (siste-mik), a. [irreg. f. SYSTEM +
-ic

; used for differentiation of meaning instead of
the regular systematic.]
1. Physiol. and Path. Belonging to, supplying,

or affecting the system or body as a whole
; orig.

and esp. in reference to the general circulation as

distinguished from that supplying the respiratory
organs (pulmonary or branchial].
1803 BARCLAY New Anat. Nomencl. 122 Let the vessels

which convey it [sc. blood] from the lungs to the system be
called the Systemic, and those which convey it from the
system to the lungs be named the Pulmonic. 1835-6 /"odd's
Cycl. Anat. I. 794/1 The cessation of these actions, and the

consequent solution of connection between the various parts
of the body, is systemic death. 1841 R. E. GRANT Cotnp.
Anat. 498 The great systemic arte-y issuing from the left

ventricle. iB5fl/ac6jv.Mag:l,XXXllI. 326Tl'he. .systemic
sensation of Hunger. 1889 IJARTHOLOW Mat. Med. (ed. 7)

489 Systemic effects may be produced by such an applica-
tion. 1896 NEWTON Diet. Birds 1008 The Systemic Circu-
lation, .divisible into Arterial and Venous.

b. Belonging to or affecting a particular system
of bodily organs, esp. the nervous system or special

parts of it : see quot. 1890.

1887 W. F. REVELL Ethical forecasts 81 Certain mole-
cular movements of nerve-substance marshal themselves, or
are marshalled, into such order as.. gives rise to orderly
sequences of thought. . . Does there not seem to be . . a systc.
mic intelligence, or a systemic grouping of forces which
secures the results that inielh r he expected to

secure? 18^0 HILLINGS Nat. Med, Diet, s.v., .\\ystemic\

lesitni^ a lesion limited lo one set of homologous parts, such
as the posterior columns or the anterior cornua of the spinal
cord, 1896 Ant'utfs .Syst. Med. 1. 181 Systemic sclerosis of

a small but defined tract of the spinal cord.

2. gen. Of or pertaining to a system, rare" .

1850 in OGILVIE; hence in later Diets.

So f Systemical a. (obs. rare), systematic;
hence Syate'mically adv., (a) systematically ;

(A) in relation to the bodily system.
1714 A. COLLINS Gr. Chr. Relig. Concl. 273 The commen-

taries on Scripture, and systemical books of all modern

theologues, 1888 Lenten. Confer. Missions (U. S.) II. 265
What general would dare systemicalty to fight without re-

serves? 1889 Laticet 4 May 882/1 It seems likely that it

[ sc. corrosive sublimate] acts as much systemtcally as locally.

Systemist. rare, [irreg. f. SYSTEM + -IST.]

SYSTEMATIST.
1796 ELIZA HAMILTON Lett. Hindoo Rajah (1811) II. 236

Hut little pain did the sorrows of the mourners give to the

young systemist. 1868 PEARD Water-farm, xv. 151 The
genus Cyprinus as now restricted by modern systemists
contains the common carp and allied species.

Systemize (srstemoiz), v. [irreg. f. SYSTEM +

-IZE.] trans. - SYSTEMATIZE.

1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agr!c. t Digest 2 He con-
tinued to systemize what he thought worthy of his System.
1828-3* WEBSTER. 1846 WORCESTER, Systeinize, to syste-
matize. HUey. A word rarely used by good writers. 1908
Westm. Gaz. 27 June 13/3 Learning made easy and syste-
mised from thirty years experience.
Hence Systemized (-3izd)///.<z., Systemizing

vhl.sk. and///, a.
;
also Sy stemiza-tion, systemat-

ization
; Systemizer, a systematize)*.

1835 I. TAYLOR Spir. Despot, v. 204 Nothing cou'd have

prevented this systemizing of functions. 1853 Tail's Mag.
XX. 456 The improved systemization and conduct of Assur*
ance. 1880 RUSKIN Eletn. Engl. Prosody 8. 9 The whole

subject of Prosody has been confused, and its systemization
for English readers made virtually impossible, by the want
of clearly understanding the difference between accent and
time. 1895 Advattce (Chicago) 370/3 The intellectualism of
the reformers asserts itself in the systemizer of the school.

1907 R. J. THOMPSON Proofs of Life after Death 34 The
amassed, severely tested and systemized knowledge that is

. .essential to effect a universal conviction.

Systemless (srstemles), a. [-LESS.]
1. Devoid of system or orderly arrangement; un-

systematic.
1851 RUSKIN Stones Venice I. xxv. 20 Dreading to be

called upon . . to admire a systemless architecture, because it

may happen to have sprung from an irrational religion. 1883
Science I. 521/2 In upper Swabia, glacial deposits present
their peculiar landscape of systemless hills and hollows.

2. Biol. Having no differentiated systems of

organs; structureless.
1862 DANA Man. Geol. 597 If. . these simple species existed

in the Azoic era, they were systemless life.

System-wise, adv. [See -WISE.] In relation to

things as they are connected in a system.
1799 LAMB Let. to Southey 15 Mar., I never judge system-

wise of things, but fasten upon particulars.

Systerrie, obs. f. CISTERN.

Systolated (si'st<JL?ited), a. rare~ l
. [f. next +

-ATE 2 + -ED 1.] Contracted by systole.
i8ao Blctckw. Mag.VH. 324^ I therefore give him leave to

alter my systolated preterites into preterpluperfects.

ii Systole (si'stflt)- Also 6 sistole. [mod.L.,
ad. Or. owTO\i7, f. Gr. <rvv SYN- + OTO\- (: ariXXetv

to place), after awrtfXAeu' to draw together, con-

tract. Cf. F. systole, \cistole (ci6oo) t It. sistole-,

Sp. sistole) Pg. systole.]
1. Phys. The regular contraction of the heart and

arteries that drives the blood outward : opposed
to DIASTOLE.
1578 [BANISTER Hist. Man vn. 92 b, Sistole is, when the

hart by constriction putteth forth the same [spirit]. 1605
DANIEL Queen's Arcadia in. ii. (1606) Fjb, The Systole,
and Dyastole of your pulse, Do shew your passions most

hystericall. 1664 POWER E*p, Philos. i. 41 In this Animal
[sc. lamprey] the heart in every diastole is of a fair purple
and ruddy colour, and in every systole pale and wan. 1660

W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 76 The systole of the left

ventricle. 1707 FLOVER Physic. Pttlsc-ll'atch 18 When the
Heart is in its Systole, the Arteries are dilated. 1806 H. K.
WHITE Let. to Maddock 17 Feb., The systole and diastole

of my heart seem to be playing at ball the stake, my life.

1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 655/2 The systole of each

cavity [of the heart) is immediately followed by its diastole

or relaxation. 1877 M. FOSTER Physiol. \. iv. (1879) 145

Practically speaking, there is no interval between the

auricular and ventricular systole [of the heart].

b. Applied to similar rhythmical contraction in

other organs, as the lungs, the intestines, the

pulsatile vesicles in protozoans, the contractile

vesicles in certain algae, etc.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Mait vm. 99 Not onely to the hart

belongeth the same Diastole,and Sistole, but likewise to the

brayne. 1657 TRAPP Cowt/i. Job x. 8 He was amajed at the
manner of the motion of the lungs by Systole and Diastole.
1660 [see DIASTOLE i). i8a6 KIRBY & SP. Entotnol. xxxix.
IV. 81 A long dorsal vessel, the first step towards a heart,
which alternately contracts and dilates with an irregular

systole and diastole. 1855 T. R.JONES Anim. Kingd, (ed. a)

306 The contraction or systole in any given [branchial) tuft

SYTH.

occurs at frequent but irregular intervals. i88 W . S KNT
Man. Infusoria II. 874 Systole, a term applied to the con-
trading action of the structure known as the contractile
vesicle of Infusoria and other Protozoa.

O. >
18311 (<ce: DIASTOLE i ./!<-.). 1849 Dn QUIKCKV Enr. M*il
i"i j a

>lC' Il854) 300 I'o inleirupl lh<: great respirations,
ebb and flood, systole and diastole, of the national inter-
course. 1871 Gno. KLIOT Middle,!,. Ixiii, There mu.lt be a
systole and diastole in all inquiry. 1899 W. K. IKGI Chr.
Myst. i. 28 A systole and diastole of the spiritual life.

2. J'ros. The shortening of a vowel or syllable
long by nature or position.
.577 I'IACHAM Caret. Eloq,xe, Eijb, Systole, when a

long blllable is made shone, contrary to the nature therof,
Oarlus for Darius, DiAtui for Diana, losffInitial loslfhus
1639 J. I'.IHD C,ro,,nds of Gram. (1641) 183. 1657 J. SMITH
Myst. Kket. 176. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tech*. I, .Systole,
in Grammar, is part of the Poetical Licence, whereby a
long Syllable is made short : As in that of Virgil. Tulemnt
fostidia Metises.

Systolic (sistp-lik), a. [ad. mod.L. systolirui.
(. systole : see prec. and -1C. Cf. F. systoliqiu

(Rabelais).] Pertaining to or marked by systole.
a 1693 UrqitharCs Rabelais in. iv, The Heart, which by

its agitation of Diastolick and Systolick Motions so neatly
subtiiizeth and inflames it [sc. choler]. 1817 tr. Sudden-
torg's Heaven tf Hell i 445 The systolic motions of the
heart. 1853 MARKHAM Skoila's A vsctilt. 158 Systolic mur-
murs heard in the left ventricle. 1875 H. C. WOOD Tkerap.
(1879) 136 The diastole generally becomes imperfect, one
portion of the ventricle maintaining its systolic spasm, while
the rest dilates. 1877 HUXLEV Anat. Inv. Attim. ii. 77
This systolic and diastolic movement usually occurs at a
fixed point in the protoplasm. 1899 A llbutt's Syst. Med.
VII. 241 The cardiac systolic expansion of the brain within
the closed cranium is rendered possible by the ebb of the

cerebro-spinal fluid.

Systren, obs. pi. of SISTER.

Systyle (si-stail), a. and sb. Arch. [ad. Gr.-L.

systylos (Vitruvins), a. Gr. avaruKm, t. etvv SYN- +
crrCAos column, pillar. Cf. F. systylc^ adj. Applied
to architecture in which the columns are close

together, viz. at a distance from each other of twice
their thickness; sb. a building characterized by
such intercolumniation.

[1563 SHUTE Archil. Fj, Sistylos,.. whose pillers standeth
distant one from the other .2. Diameters, or .2. and a balfe
at the fourdest.) 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techit. \, Systyle..
is a Building where the Pillars stand thick, but not alto-

gether so close as in the Pychnostyle. 1771 W. NEWTON
tr. Vitrttvius' Archit. in. iii. (1791) 52 note. The eustyle
Intel-columns may likewise be two and a half diameters, as
the mean between those of the dyastyle and syslyle, in-

stead of two and a quarter, which is nearer to the Systyle.
1789 P. SMYTH tr. Atdrich's Archit. (1818) 147 Whose inter-

columniations in the middle are systyle, on each side

pycnostyle. 1844 Civil Eng. t, Arch, jfrnl. VII. 23/2 The
Pantheon at Rome is a systyle.

Systylous (si-stibs), a. Bot.
[f. mod.L.

systylus (f. Gr. aw SYN- + <rrCXos column) + -ous.]
a. In mosses, having the lid permanently fixed to

the columella. b. Having the styles united into a

single column.
1863 M. J. BERKELEY Brit. Masses Gloss. 313 Systylaa,

used when the lid adheres to the columella.

Syt: see SET v., SIGHT, SIT v., SITE.

Sytalle, obs. form of CITOLE.
14.. Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker 738/18 Hie psalmatus, the

sytalle,

Syte, obs. form of CITE v.

1485 Ace. St. Dunstan's Caitterb. in Arckatol. Cant. (1886)
XVI. 292 Payde to John Horsley for sytyng of dyuerse
personys for the dutis of the Churche viij d.

Syte, obs. form of CITY.

1340-70 Alex, ff Dind. g No syte nor no sur stede sobli

J>ei ne hadde. ?<zi4oo Arthur 71 Arthour byseged bat

Syte & town, c 1440 Promf. Parv. 457/1 Syte, urtt.

Syte : see SIGHT, SITE, SYTH.

tSyteer. Ohs. (?)

1433 Rolls pfParlt. IV. 476/2 That the said xxvpersones
sworen in maner above seid, shall chese vi Men that been
called Syteers,..and that they be true Burgeys and res-

seauntes within the seid Town, to have and occupie..the
Office of resceite. 1444 Ibid. V. 123/1.

Syter, -wurt, obs. var. SETTER v., SETTEBWORT.

tSyth, sb. St. Obs. Also 6 syith, 8 site,

syte. [Aphetic form of ASSTTH
sb.'] Satisfaction,

compensation.
To get one's hearfs syth of: see quot. 1710.

1567 C,ude $ Godlie Ball. (S.T.S.) 104 Jour bludie boist na
syith cansatLsfie. 1661 inCramond Records ofElgin (1908)
II. 295 The said John wes suire that he wold get his heart

syth of everie one that wronged him. 1710 RUOOIMAN Gloss.

Douglas' JEncis s.v. Site, syte, I have gotten my heart's

syte on him, i.e. my heart's desire on him, or all the evil

1 wish'd him*

t Syth, v. Sc. Obs. Also 5 y)>, 6 syith, sith,

cythe. [Aphetic form of ASSYTH v.] trans. To
satisfy, give satisfaction to.

'14*5 WVNTOUN Cnv*. v. xii. 3970 (Wemyss MS.) (Scho)

gaif pame siluer or payment, Or claif> to syb thare entent.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis ix. vii. 116 He mycht do stanche his

ire, and syth his thocbt. 1536 BELLENDKN Cron. Scot.

(1821) II. 120 The king was nocht full sithit with bis justice.
c 1550 HOLLAND Crt. Venn* in. 774 That pane may be in

put to Korfaltouris : The Panic sythit, as Law will lat it be.

absol. 1583 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 590 He forgevis
thame. .of guhat degre sa evir thay be of. Quhilk as his

majestic heir promiuis, sa sail be inak it to cythe in gud
effect heirefter.



SYTHARIST.

b. tintr. {orfass. To be satisfied.

1650 in W. Ross Aberdour ff Indicative (1885) 326 [He
had called her] a trumpous [cross-tempered] witch, [and her
heart] sythed [glowed with satisfaction, when she saw him
coming home in his hurt condition],

Syth: see SCYTHE, SEE v., SIGHT, SITH, SITHE.

Sythar, var. SIQUARE Obs., moment.

Sytharist, obs. f. CITHARIST, player on the
cithnra ; in quot. misused for the instrument.
c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 757 The psaltery, the sytholis,

the soft sytharist.

Sythe : see SAITHE, SCYTHE, SIGHT, SITH, SITHE.

Sythen, -yn, Sythence, Syther: see SITH KH,
SITHENCE, CIDER.

t Sythment. Sc. Obs. Also 6 syithment,
6-7 sith(e)ment. [f. SYTH v. + -MENT. Cf.

ASSYTHMENT.] Satisfaction, compensation, in-

demnification.

1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 394 In silhement
of his ransoun. 1560 ROLI.AND Seven Sages 58 This is na
mendis to me, Howbeit it be ane syitlnnent to my hart.

1571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxx. 218 The Lord.. send vs
ane sythment of yis suddane slauchter. 1633 W, STRUTHER
Trite Happines 66 When we seeke a sithmenl and revenge
on our selves for angring him we take Gods part against our
selfe. 1667 in Cr.lmond Ann. Cnttcn (1887) 51, 20 to be
peyt to the toune for. .disturbing the peace theroffwith/ia
of sythment to the pairtie wronged.

Sythol;!, sytole, -olphe, var. CITOLE Obs.

Sythpe, Syth(t)ware, Sytizin: see SITH,
SIQUARE, CITIZEN.

Sythyohe, var. of so thee ifA : see THEE z>.l

Sytt, variant of SITE rf. 1 Obs.
riseo A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.) xv. 9 So ncides thow

nocht now sussy, sytt, nor sorrow.

Sytyca, obs. form of SCIATICA.
II Sjrud (ssi-sd). Also 8 syed, 9 syeud. =

SAYYID.
1788 Syed [see SAYYID]. 1799 EDMONSTONE in Owen

Welleslcy's Desf. (1877) 82 The respected and accomplished
Syuds..are now nominated and deputed with this friendly
letter. ^1813 MRS. SHERWOOD Ayah $ Lady v. 29 There
is but one God, whatever you Hindoos may say. Our
syeuds always say so. 1850 Directions Rev. Off. N IV
Prov. 47 There is a great tendency.. to be more lenient
towards the powerful or the indolent, such as Syuds, Brah.
mans, or Goojurs.

Syue, var. CIVY Obs., onion sauce.
c 1440 Ane. Cookery in Hoiiseh. Ord. (1700) 440 Turbot

and congur, and plays, and soles in syne [sic].

Syue, syve, Syuer, Syun, obs. ff. SIEVE,
SURE, SCION.

Syver (sai-vai). Sc. Forms: 7-9 siver 9
syvo(u)r, syver. [? ad. (north-eastern) OF
sewiere SEWER rf.l] = SYUE.
1606 Charter in Dallas Slilei (1697) 774 Lie sinks, sivers,

guitars, eyes,..airholls [etc.]. 1793 Statist. Ace. Scot VII
145 lhe manse.. lies in a swamp, the inconvenience of

. .

, e nconvenence o
which the present clergyman has. .remedied by sivers, as

te a
5o^

e^a le<k '?* J- Wiisoi, NccJesL.tr. Aig.,

attril,.
1889. H. JOHNSTON Chron. Clenbmkit 281 These

guileless laddie-weans, sitting . . by the syver-edge. 1008N. MUNRC<Dafi Days xi.i, He stood on the .yr-ri5ftIhd. xvi, I he gulls that quarrelled in the syver sand.

Sywe, Sywester(e, Syw(e)te, -yte, obs. ff.

SUE, SEWSTER, SUIT si. Syx^e, Syxt(e, etc., obs.
ff. Six, SIXTH, etc. Syxt, obs. 2nd sing. ind. pres.
of_SEE v.; obs. f. SSXT. Syyk, obs. f. SICK.

t (si-zigant). Math, [irreg.f. SYZYGY
1

""i> a"" '"variant, etc.] (See quots.)i88a SYLVESTER in Amer. Jrnl. Math. V 87 Irreducible
syzygants and irreducible invariantive derivative c thesame type, to the same quantic cannot coexist iM, HAM!HOSD m Amer. Jrnl. Math. V. 22I. ,885 CAYLLY Ma?/,

396

I Papers XII. 251 A seminvaiiant may be expressible as a
sum of products (of a higher degree) of perpetuants of lower

degrees, and of perpetuants of lower degrees, and it is not on
this account reducible : a seminvaiiant so expressible is said

to be a '

syzygant '.

Syzygetic (sizid.^e-tik), a. Math. [Loosely
f. SYZYCY + -rtiif (cf. Gr. av&ffTv to yoke together,
be correlative).] Of, pertaining to, or constituting
a syzygy (SYZYGY 5). Hence Syzyjre'tically aJv,

1830 SYLVESTER in Cantor, ff Dull. Math. Jrnl, V. 276
\U, y, \y\ are.. capable of being connected by integral
multipliers U', r", W', such that U'l/+ l"f+WW = o.

Any number of functions If, K, IV so related, I call syzy-
getic functions, and U', y, V" [sic: iW'] I term the syzy.
getic multipliers. 1853 Ibid. VI I. 75 note, Rational integer
functions which admit of being multiplied severally by other
rational integer functions such that the sum of the products
is identically zero, are said to be 'syzygetically related'.

1853 in Phil. Trans. CXLIII. 407.

t Syzygiacal, a. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. cnfvyla
or late L. syzygia SYZYGY + -AC + -AL.] = next.
1671 FLAMSTEED in Rigaud Corr, Sci. Men (1841) II. 140

Let AfP be the line of the mean apogaeon making an pcute
angle with the syzigiacal line SCO.

Syzygial (sizi-d.^ial), a. Aslron. and Zoo!.

[f. late L. syzygia SYZYGY + -AL.] Pertaining to
a syzygy or syzygies ; having the character of a
syzygy (senses I b, 3).

1863 FITZ ROY Weather Bk. xviii. 253 The moon's greatest
tidal action being syzygial, and the least at quadrature.
1873 C. W. THOMSON Deft/it of Sea ix. 452 The Hist
brachial is united to the second by a syzygial joint. 1870
CARPF.NTEB in Trans. Linn. Sac. Ser. n. II. i. 48 The num.
ber of segments composing the syzygial interval is.. thiee.

llSyzyginm (sizi-d.?i&n). Biol. [mod.L.,
alteration of syzygia (see next).]

= SYZYGY 3 b.
1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 855/2 The term 'syzygium' is

applied to such a conjunction of two Gregarinidea, 1808
P. MANSON Trof. Diseases i. 12 [The crescent body of
malaria] is the result of the conjugation of two ordinaiy
plasmodia a syzygium, in fact.

Syzygy (si-zidji). Also 7 sys-, syzigie, 7-8
sys-,_syzygie, 8-9 syzigy, 9 syzigee. [ad. late
L. syzygia, a. Gr. ovvyia yoke, pair, copulation,

conjunction,^, ffi/firvot yoked, paired, f. aiv SYN- +
f"7- : {tirfiwai to yoke. Cf. F. syzygie (1584
in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Astron. f a. Orig.

= CONJUNCTION 3. Obs.
1656 BLOUNT Clossogr , Sysigie (sysigia), a conjunction, a

coupling, ihe conjunction of tire Moone with the Sunue
the new moone. 1686 GOAD Ce/fst. Bodies i. xi. 43 The
Great and Leading Syzygie, or human Aspect with the
1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Mat!,. 758 So that in every Hue
Sjnygy. the Centre of the Deferent agrees wiih the Centre
of lhe Earth. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tcchn. I, Syzyeif in
Astronomy, is the same with the Conjunction of any two
Planets, or Stais, or when they are both referred to lhe
same J omt in the Heavens; or when they aie referred to
the same Degree of the Kcliptick, by a Circle of Longitude
passing through them both.

b. Now extended to include both conjunctionand opposition (OPPOSITION 3) of two heavenly
bodies, or either of the points at which these take
place, esp. in the case of the moon with the sun
(.new and full moon). Often opposed to O<; \rmv-
TUItE 4b, C.

s of the1715 lr. Gregory I Astro,,, (17z6) 1. 123 If the Node'
Orb,, of ,he Body L, be in the Syz^ies of the 1;

rtion or opposition, have

t2. Anat. pi. The pairs of cranial nerves. Obs.

SZMIKITE.
168. tr. Willis' Kern, filed. IVks. Vocab

, Smeies are the

"?"'!",'
carrv lhe sense from lhc b'''in to the whole body

d. biol. a. A suture or immovable union of two
joints of a crinoid

; also, the joints thus sutured
b. The conjunction of two organisms without loss'
of identity, as in the genus DIPLOZOO.V a svzvtrum
1873 C. W. THOMSON Deflhs of Sea. ix. 440 lie fiist ofthe brachial Joints.. is. .split in two by a neculiar iTinrl f

joint, called,, by Mnller,
P
a syzygy '.

X
Sf\Vhen theanimal is dying It generally breaks off its arms at "hese

?5??*'?''
' ROLLESTON & JACKSOK Ani^,Ifrmmdea) The lines of union.. may be obliterated "1 he

h^amentous connections may become veiy close
"

Turn
joints thus connected aie termed a syzygy. IHd V?'i The

to bfc7mraaile
W"n b'aChia 'S "Ot U"'ICd ^ s>'*ygy appear

4.
Anc._ Prosody. A dipody, or combination of

two feet in one metre (METRE st.i 4)
[17.06 PH,LL,PS (ed. Kersey), Syzygia.. Among Gram-mauans the coupling or clapping of different Feet togetherin Greek or Latm Verse.) ,836 J. R. MAJOR (7,,/J (T,"

Irag. 109 Some grammarians, in speaking of anapaestic,iambic, and trochaic verse, use the term syzygy fflE) or
itipodia (J.iroS.o) instead o(,,,rt, e

f
/0
^-

A group of rational integral functions
so related that, on their being severally multiplied
by other rational integral functions, the sum of the
products vanishes

identically; also, the relation
between such functions.
1850

SYLVESTER
in Camor. * DM. MaUu Jr,,l V 276

m^r^' 5 f ^7 S
'-

UP ?<-. "'ore than two ?n
number, whose mil ily is implied in the .elation of doulle
contact,. .must be in syzygy. Thus /'O, PQR OR mfan, a syzygy. ,867 CAYLEY Math. l<%er?\\'. ^47 Wh" eor the degree 5 we obtain 3 covariants and a single syrygyfor the degree 6 we obtain only 2 covariants but as manvas 7 syzygies. ,869 W. K. CLIFFORD in Proe. Lonri"ft?Soc. ii Nov. ii If ,he uth powers of the nil./Zcta in lhe
angenual equations of 43 poin.s are connectedly a "near
syzygy, the 43 points are on a quartic curve. 18863 ""* VIIL

6. A pair of connected or correlative things ; in
: theology, a couple or pair of opposites, or

1838 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xx. (1866) I. 403 The Greek
ogu-ians after Aristotle, looking merely to the two premises
S" ' n--"'on. called these Syzygies. 1853 J. MARTINEAU
n i j 4 ' Ou'selves and the exlemal woild we
enow, .only under relation ; of subject, for example, to oh-
ect;..of phenomenon to cause. Yet, in pursuing this

if
V
ti,
CO

,

UrSeof c.8nilion. we areapt to be struck with the
..et that one of lhe two terms in each of the primary

yzygies transcends relation at lhe very moment of creatinK
t. .875 Licin FOOT Co,,,,,,. Col. ,66 Tfie system of syzygies!

I/rTl ,

PPOH
I<!

\'
S
^

favomile doctrine of this woik
\ic. Clementine Homilies], and in these John stands con-

to Jesus, as Simon Magus to Simon Peter, as thee to the true. 1890 J. MARHNEAU Seat Author. Relir.
ii. n. 237 The fourth Gospel .. is .. itself a Gnosticism, onfy
baptized and regenerate: no longer lingering aloft w,th the
divine emanation in a fanciful sphere of aeons and of syzy!
g.ies. 1909 GWATKIN Early Chnrch Hist. xv. 1 1. 37 Valen-
turns, says Victoimus leaches a pleroma and thiily zons.and these he arranges in syzygies or couples.
SzabOlte (sse-tw,3it). Min. [a<l. G szaboil

(1878), named in honour of Prof. T. Sta/,0 of
Budapest.] A variety of hypersthene.

Szaibelyite (s#-be-lyait). Min. [ad. G.' stai-

Iefyit(l86l), named Mn Szajbetyi,* Ilnngarian.lA hydrous borate of magnesium, found in nodules
in limestone.

DA^? i?"
AI

!

D
J
& Cox Ditt- *"' elc- 1L 53V'. 1868DANA ill,,,. (td. 5) 594.

Szkippe, obs. f. SKIP j#.l

Szmikite (smi-ksit). Min. [ad. G. ssmikit
887), named after Sanik, a Hungarian.] A

hydrous sulphate of manganese.
1891 DANA Min. 933 Szmikite. . . Amorphous, stalactitic.. .

Color whitish, on the fracture icddish white to lose-ied.
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PREFACE TO THE LETTER T
1

/
As in previous letters, much assistance on special points has been generously given by scholars and experts

in various branches of knowledge. For such help acknowledgements are due to the following (in addition to

many of those named in the preface to Vol. VII) : Dr. A. Beets, Leiden (for Dutch etymology), Prof. E.

Bjorkman, Upsala (Scandinavian etym.), Mr. A. D. L Gary, Librarian at the War Office (military terms),

Sir W. R. Cowers (medical terms), Mr. G. F. Hill (numismatics), Mr. Daniel Jones (phonetics), Mr. L. G.

Carr Laughton (naval terms), Mr. Willoughby Maycock, C.M.G. (horse-racing terms), Sir William Schlich,

K.C.I.E. (forestry), Dr. A. Strachan (geology), M. Antoine Thomas (Romanic etym.), Mr. A. P. Trotter

(electrical terms).

The proofs of T have been read throughout by Miss E. P. Thompson and Miss Edith Thompson, Lans-

down, Bath
;
Mr. R. J. Whitwell, B.Litt., Oxford ;

Rev. Canon Fowler, D.C.L., Durham ; Rev. J. B.Johnston,

B.D., Falkirk; Mr. H. F. Rutter, M.Inst.C.E. ;
in part also by Mr. F. J. Amours, Glasgow (until his death

in 1910), and in later sections by Mr. G. Friedrichsen, M.A., and the Rev. C. B. Mount, M.A.

Only a small portion of T was still unprinted when Sir James Murray died on July 26, 1915, and the

completion of the letter has been greatly facilitated by the work he had already done on the remaining

words and by the efficient cooperation of the Scriptorium staff. Those members of the staff who have

worked at the whole of T are Messrs. A. T. Maling, M.A., F. J. Sweatman, M.A., F. ^A. Yockney, and

Misses Elsie M. R. and Rosfrith N. R. Murray. Others who have assisted for limited periods are Mr. G.

Friedrichsen, M.A., Rev. P. H. Aitken, D.Litt., Mr. G. G. R. Greene, Mr. T. Z. D. Babington, B.A., and

Dr. E. Brenner. Mr. C. G. Balk, who took part in the preparation of T for nearly four years, retired from

Dictionary work in October, 1913, after twenty-eight years of valuable service, and died in December, 1915.

W. A. CRAIGIE.
OXFORD, February 1916.
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Teal to Tez-. As in the foregoing, the words here comprised are of diverse origin and character. Those of Old English

age are not very numerous. The Anglo-Saxon Dictionaries contain barely 30 Main words in Te-, or, including derivatives

and compounds, a total of about 100; of these many were lost before 1150 ;
a few are now spelt with fa- or //'-. The chief

survivors are the substantives TEAM, teanel, TEAR, teasel, teat, teen, teind, temse, letter, \he numerals TEN and TENTH, the verbs

team, TEAR, lease, teem, teen, teethe, TELL. Several others survived in ME., and are included here, among them the vb. TEE,

OE. I/on to draw, lead, cognate with L. ducere, and German ziehtn, in German still a verb of primary importance, but in

English now entirely lost, even from the dialects. Interest attaches to the numeral TEN as the basis of the decimal system of

numeration, and to its inflexional form -teen, retained in thirteen,fourteen, etc., and as an independent word in the plural

teens. The ordinal TENTH is notable for the number of its early phonetic variants, of which teind and tithe survive in distinct

uses. The L. words templum and terminus, and the verb temperare, had already been adopted in OE. as tempi, lermcn, tem-

prian; their modern forms temple, temper, are partly, and term wholly, due to the cognate French words. The OE.

vocabulary has been supplemented from Norse by ted, tern, tether, t teyne ; terp, tew sb. and tear adj. (sb.
s

) represent later

additions from Low German. Far more numerous are the words from Latin, immediately or through French, whence we

have the great group containing TEMPER sb. and vb., temperament, temperance (with its history as one of the four cardinal

virtues), temperate, temperature, with their many derivatives, filling 1 7 columns ;
the TEMPT, TEMPEST, and TEMPLE groups,

the derivatives of L. tempus, from tempo to temporize, and tense sb. ; the derivatives of L. tenire and F. ienir, tenable, tenacious,

tenancy, tenant, tenement, tenure
;
those of L. tendere, F. tendre, as TEND, tendency, tender sb. and vb., tense adj., tent, tenter

;

those of L. tenlare to try, as tentative, etc. ; those of L. terminus, F. terme, as TERM (in its vast range of meanings), terminal,

terminate, terminology; those of L. testa pot, as test sb.1
, testaceous; those of testis in TESTAMENT, testate, testimonial, testimony ;

those of texere, textus in the written TEXT, and woven TEXTURE, with derivatives running over 8 columns. Numerous
L. words, and even phrases, have been taken into English use unchanged, as tedium, legmen, terminus, testamur, te deum,

ter-sanctus, terra firma, terra incognita, tertium quid (the history of which has involved a long investigation). Words from

Greek are also numerous, chiefly owing to the many compounds of TELE- and TETRA-. Down to the last years of the

1 8th century, the only tele- words were TELESCOPE and two derivatives; then, in 1794-5 came TELEGRAPH, with two deriva-

tives ; but now, with telepathy, telephone, telephotography, and the like, the tele- words have grown from Dr. Johnson's 2 to 1 30,
and fill 1 6 columns an example of how scientific discovery and invention have enlarged the existing vocabulary. The words
in tetra- are even more numerous (250, besides chemical terms innumerable) and occupy 19 columns. The earliest appears
to be telrarch, occurring (in the L. form) in late OE. and familiar in Scripture story from the time of Wyclif. To this the

1 5th c. added 2 tetra- words, the i6th c. 6, the i7th c. 14, the i8th c. 7, the i9th c. all the others. With a mere reference

to TECHNIC, TEREBINTH and their families the Greek words must be left ; nor is there space even to mention some twenty
words from far-off tongues, including Algonkin, Amharic, Aztec, and Dakota. Among words of interesting history are TEAM
in its widely divergent senses (from loll and team to a football

' team
'), teetotal, tenderloin, TENNIS, termagant, TERRACE, terri-

tory, terrier, tertiary, TEST (Test act, etc.), testament, Teutonic. Historical interest attaches also to ieind, templar, temple (including

Temple-bar), tenant-right, tenman-tale, teslon (and tester), the coin. Under TELL vb. 1 7 there is a note on the phrase
'
tells

his tale ', and under TENNIS one on the origin of the name.
TH to Thyzle. It has been necessary to extend the size of this issue beyond that of a double-section, in order to include

all the words in TH. Like initial CH, PH, and SH, initial TH is, phonetically considered, a separate letter, although the
usual alphabetical order embeds it in the midst of T, between Te- and Ti-, with which it has no immediate kinship. As
shown in the initial article, which gives the history of the sound, and the symbols by which it has been represented in Greek
and in English, TH actually stands in modern English for two simple consonantal sounds, viz. th in thin (p), and th in

then ($), which have the same relation to each other as / and
</, or j and z. Initially, the second of these, th in then

(tS)
is

confined exclusively to the demonstrative words, derivatives from the root of the or that, and the pronouns of the second

person singular, thou, thee, thine, thy. The demonstrative words adjectives, pronouns, adverbs, conjunctions are not
numerous : they comprise the existing simple words the, that, this, these, those

; they, their, theirs, them
; then, thence, there,

thither, thus; than, though; and their compounds; with about as many more, obsolete or dialectal; but they occupy, with
their history, forms, senses, and uses, a large portion of the following pages. Thus THE as definite article and in other uses
fills ii columns, while THAT requires 13. As is well known to students of the English language, the history of some of
these words presents peculiar difficulties. This is especially true of the plural demonstratives these and those, both originally
plural of this, though those now functions as plural of that, having supplanted tho, so well known in Chaucer, e.g. 'Of
whiche he Theofraste is oon of tho '. The history of these plurals is here fully displayed.

The thin sound
(}>) pertains initially to all other words; and (with half-a-dozen exceptions) these are all either

Teutonic (Old English or Scandinavian) or of Greek origin. Among the native words are the numerals THREE, thirteen,

thirty, THOUSAND, and their derivatives THIRD and THRICE. Among native substantives are thane, thief, thigh, THING,
thistle, thorn, THOUGHT, THREAD, threat, THRESHOLD, throat, throb, THROE, throng, THROSTLE, THRUSH, thrum, thumb,
THUNDER

; among adjectives, THICK, and THIN ; among verbs THANK, thatch, THINK, thole, thrash or thresh, thrill, and
THROW, the latter forming the longest article in the section (with its family, 20 columns). This verb is also notable for its

change of meaning, its OE. sense being retained now only in the Scotch thraw to twist, turn, and in the throwing of
pottery and silk. Large articles are THOROUGH, and THROUGH, both originating in the OE. purh. The primary words in

P in OE. or Anglo-Saxon dictionaries are about 200, of which 130 came down into ME. and 90 are in modern use.

Including derivatives and compounds, Bosworth-Toller has 730 OE. words; the main words and compounds of native
origin explained here number about 2000. Words from Norse are also numerous, esp. in thr-. Among them are thrall,
thrave thrift, thrive, thrust, thwart; also thro in the curious Middle English alliterating phrase thriven and thro.

Words from Greek are also very numerous (922 in all), comprising main words, as theatre, theme, theory, thorax, throne,
thyme, each with many derivatives, and also the prolific families of thalamo-, thallo-, thanato-, thauma-, theo- (140 derivatives),inermo- (13 columns), thio-, thrombo-, thyro-. In these groups the most interesting words as to their history are THEOLOGY

J f.

ERMOMETER - Whence Leonard Digges derived (or invented) his name for
' the planisphere or circle called

iheodehlus
, remains unknown, though his original spelling eliminates conjectures founded on the later altered form

iHEODOLiTE. Among words of some interest are THIRDBOROUGH, THIRLEPOLL, thistle-tack, thorp, THOMAS ATKINS, now more
nnar as Tommy, and Thew (sb?) for the chastisement of turbulent women. Under THWACK v. we see Sir Thomas More

ready to wager that no foreigner could pronounce after him '

Thwaits thwackt him with a Thwille'



KEY TO THE PRONUNCIATION.

g as in ^o (g*i%
h ... ho\ (hoa).

i ... run (rm), temer (te-riai).

i ... her (hai), farther (fautfei).

s ... /ee (sf), cess (ses).

w ... wen (wen).

hw . . . when (hwen).

y ... yes (yes).

ORDINARY.

a as in Fr. A \a mode (a la mod').
ai ... aye=y (ai), Isn/ah (sizai'a).

se ... man (maen).

pass (pas), chant (t/ant).

load (land), new (nan).

cat (kz>t), son (son).

yet (yet), ten (ten).

snrv0> ji. (so'ive), Fr. attach^ (ataj).

a ..

au ..

.,

e

t ..

II J .,

3 ..

ai ..

II* ..

i

* ..

..

01 ..

o ..

C, ?*

116 ..

\\<>' ..

u ..

iu ..

u ..

II
u ..

II ..

ever (evw), nation (nf'Jsn).

/, y, (si), bind (bsind).

Fr. can Ae vie (5 Ay v').

st (sit), mystz'c (mistik).

Psyche (sai'kj), react (r,ae'kt).

achor (e''koi), morality (morse'liti).

oil (oil), boy (boi).

hero (hi'ro), zoology (zoiplodji).

what (hwot), watch (wgtj).

g<* (S*). ft (tfft).

Ger. Koln (kom).

Fr. pea (po).

fall (ful), book (bnk).

duration (diur^'Jsn).

), frgality (fr-).

()i), virt< (v5*Jti).

Ger. M/iller (mti'ler).

Fr. dne (dan).

(see !, e, o, u) 1

see Vol. I, p. xxiv, note 3.
1 (see e, o-)
'

as in able (eib'l), eaten (/t'n) voice-glide.

I. CONSONANTS.

b, d, f, k, 1, m, n, p, t, v, z have their usual values.

)> as in Min (J>in), baM (ba]>).

8 ... Men (Sen), ba//5e (be'S).

/ ... sAop (Jop), dLt/5 (dij).

tj ... c^op (tjop), di/<rA (ditj).

3 ... vL'on (vi'jan), de/euner

(d3^3).

(si'nin), thik (t>ink).

ng ... fiw^r (fingaj).

II. VOWELS.

LONG,

a as in alms (amz), bar (bai).

o ... crl (kojl), far (foj).

e (e)... thn-e (Sej), par, pare (pej).

*(*') r
'

n
>
ra!

"

n (r^n), th<x (*?).

/ ... Fr. fajre (f/r').

3 ... f/r (faa), fem (fsjn), arth (5i)>).

t (5)... bz<!r (bij), clear (klia).

... thief (bff), ' (s)-

6(o)... boar, bore (boj), gl<7ry (glo'ri).

0(00)... so, soa> (sou), sol (soul).

... w/k (wgk), wart (wjrt).

^ ... short (JpJtJ, thorn (J>^m}.

||
6 ... Fr. coeut (kor).

||
o ... Ger. Gothe (gate), Fr. jdne
u (uo) .. poor (pui), moorish (mti'rij).

iu, 'u ... pare (piui), lare (l'u).

... two moons (t m;7nz).

ia, "a... few (fia), late (1'at).

||

'

... Ger. gr'n (gran), Fr. js (ja).

(FOREIGN.)
n as in French nasal, environ (anvj'ron).

l

n"

X

Xy

7

7'

It. seraglio (sera'lio).

It. signers (sm'<?-re).

Ger. tu-A (ax), Sc, \<xA (lox, lox
w
).

Ger. ic/4 (ix
y
), Sc. nitAt (nex't).

Ger. sa^en (za-yen).

Ger. le^en, re^nen (l/"y'en,

I

OBSCURE.

a as in amoeba (amrba).

x ... accept (ikse-pt), maniac (m^'-niik).

datum (d

monvnt (mo-ment), several (se-veral).

separate (adj.} (se-par/t).

addrf (oe-ded), tate (esW-t).

vanity (vae'mti).

remain (r/mi?''n), believe

theory (Jw'ori).

violet (raivJUt), parody (pje-r*li).

aathority (^Jwriti).

connect (kfJhe'kt), arnazon

iu, 'u verdre (vsudiiu), measare (me'j'JU).

H ... altogether (jltage'Caj).

i ... circular (savrkUTHi).

*
^ the o in soft, of medial or doubtful length. I Only in foreign (or earlier English) words.

In the ETYMOLOGY,

OE. e, e, representing an earlier a, are distinguished as {, f (having the phonetic value of { and o, or 9, above) ;
as in pule from aoV (OHG. anti,

Goth, ant/ci-i), mpnn from maun, o from an.



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS, SIGNS, &c.

. [in Etymol.j
a (as a 1 300) . . .

a., adj., adj

absol., absol. ...

abst.

ace.................
ad. [in Etymol.],
adv., adv........
advb...........

AF., AFr........

Anat..............

Antiq..............

aphet..............

Arab........
Arch
arch

Archseol.

assoc

Astr.

Astral.

fttrib

bef.

Biol. ......

Boh
Bot.

Build.
f (use 1300)
c. (as i3thc.)
Cat.

tatachr. ....

Cf., cf.

Chtm........

cl.L

cogn. w
collect

tolloq
comb
Comb
Comm
comp
compl
Conch....

toiler

eonj.
cons

Const., Const.

Cryst. .

Da
dat

def.

deriv

dial., dial.

Diet
dim
Du
Ecrl.

ellipt

e. midl. ...

Eng
Ent
erron

A,esp
etym ...

cuphem
exc. ...

f. [in Etymol.] ...

(in subordinate

entries)
fern, (rarely f.)

fs-
F.,Fr
freq
Fris

\'.'.".\

G., Ger. ...

Gael. ..

,,
= adoption of, adopted from

.. = ante, before.

.. =
adjective.

.. =
absolutely.

..
= abstract.

.. = accusative.

.. = adaptation of.

.. = adverb.

..
= adverbial, -ly.

.
<= Anglo-French.

.
= in Anatomy.

.
= in Antiquities.

.
=

aphetic, aphetized.
. apparently.
.
= Arabic.

. -= in Architecture.

.
= archaic.

.
= in Archaeology.

. association.

.
= in Astronomy.

.
= in Astrology.

.
= attributive, -ly.

.
= before.

.
= in Biology.

.

= Bohemian.
,

= in Botany.
.

= in Building.
= circa, about.
= century.
= Catalan.
=

catachrestically.
=

confer, compare
= in Chemistry.
= classical Latin.
= cognate with.

collective, -ly.
=

colloquially.
= combined, -ing.= Combinations.
= in commercial usage.= compound, composition.= complement.
= in Conchology.=

concretely.
=

conjunction.
= consonant.
= Construction, construed

with.
= in Crystallography.

in Davies (Supp. Eng.
Glossary).

= Danish.
= dative.
= definite.

=
derivative, -ation.

=
dialect, -al.

=
Dictionary.

= diminutive.
= Dutch.
~ in ecclesiastical usage.=

elliptical, -ly.
= east midland (dialect).
=

English.
= in Entomology.
= erroneous, -ly.
=

especially.
=

etymology.
=

euphemistically.
=

except.
= formed on.

= form of.

= feminine.
=

figurative, -ly.
= French.
=

frequently.
= Frisian.
= German.
= Gaelic.

Before a word or sense,
t = obsolete.

II
= not naturalized.

In the quotations.* sometimes points out the word illustrated.

gen

gen. sign
Gtol

Geom.
Goth
Gr
Gram
Heb
Her.
Herb
Hort

imp
impers
impf.
ind.

indef. ...

infl

int.

intr

It. .

(Jam.) ...............

God.) ...............

*-* ..................

(L.)(in quotations)

lang............... .

LG...................

lit.......

Lith...............
LXX.......
Mai................

masc. (rarely m.)
Math ............

ME...........

Med. ............

med.L..........

Meek.............

Melaph. ..

MHG..........

midl. .

Mil. . .

Min.............

mod.............

Mus. .

(N.) ......... ...

n. of action ......

n. of agent . .

Nat. Hist.......
Naut..............

neut. (rarely n.)
NF., NFr. ...

N. O..............

nom..............

north. .. .

N. T.............

Ntimhm ........

obj.................

Oes., obs., obs. .

occas.........
OE...

OF., OFr.
OFris.

OHG
Olr.

ON. .

ONF
Oft
Ornilh. .

OS
OS1. .

O. T
OTeut. ...

orig.

Palseont. ...

pa. pple. . . .

pass

. genitive.

.
=

general, -ly.

,

= general signification.

,

= in Geology.
= in Geometry.
= Gothic (

= Mceso-Gothic).
= Greek.

in Grammar.
= Hebrew.
= in Heraldry.
= with herbalists.

= in Horticulture.
= Imperative.
= impersonal.

imperfect.
= Indicative.
= indefinite.

= Infinitive.

= influenced.
=

interjection.
= intransitive.

Italian.

= Johnson (quotation from).
= in Jamieson, Scottish Diet.
= Jodrell (quoted from).
= Latin.
= Latham's edn. of Todd's
=

language. [Johnson.
= Low German.
=

literal, -ly.

Lithuanian.
=

Septuagint.
= Malay.
= masculine.
= in Mathematics.
= Middle English.
= in Medicine.
= mediaeval Latin.
= in Mechanics.

in Metaphysics.
= Middle High German.
= midland (dialect).
= in military usage.
= in Mineralogy.
= modern.
= in Music.
- Nares (quoted from).
= noun of action.
= noun of agent.

in Natural History.
= in nautical language.
= neuter.
= Northern French.
= Natural Order.
- nominative.
= northern (dialect).
= New Testament.
= in Numismatics.
=

object.
= obsolete.
=

occasional, -ly.
= Old English (= Anglo-

Saxon).
= Old French.
= Old Frisian.
= Old High German.
= Old Irish.

= Old Norse (Old Icelandic).
= Old Northern French.
= in Optics.
= in Ornithology.
= Old Saxon.
= Old Slavonic.
= Old Testament.
=
Original Teutonic.

=
original, -ly.

= in Palaeontology.
=
passive or past participle.

=
passive, -ly.

pa. t.

Path.

perh.
Pers.

pers.

Philol.

phonet
phr.
Phren

Phys
PL,/*
poet.

pop-
///. a., ppl. adj.

pf:
prec

pref.

P"P
pres
Prim. sign.

priv

prob
pron
pronnnc
prop
Pros.

pr. pple
Psych
q.v

(R.)
R.C. Ch. .

refash

refl., refl. .,

reg.

repr.
Rhet
Rom
sb., sb.

Sc. ..

sing.
Skr.

Slav. . ..

Sp
sp

spec

subj
subord. cl.

subseq. . . .

subst

snff.

superl.

l
urs-

ow
s.w

T. (T.) ...

techn.

Theol.

tr

trans.

transf. ....

Typog.
ult

nnkn. ...

U.S

v., vb
v. sir., or w.
vbl. sb

var.

wd.
WGer. .'.'.'.'.'.'

w.midl. ..

WS
(Y.)
Zool. .

. .
=> past tense.

.. = in Pathology.

.. = perhaps.

.. = Persian.

.. = person, -al.

..
=

perfect.

,.
=

Portuguese.
.
= in Philology.

. phonetic, -ally.
.
=

phrase.
.
= in Phrenology.

.
= in Physiology.

.
=

plural.
.
=

poetic.
.
=

popular, -ly.

.
=

participial adjective.
. participle.
.
=

Proven9al.
.
=

preceding (word or article).
. "

prefix.
.
=

preposition.
.
=

present.
.
=

Primary signification.
.
=

privative.
.
=

probably.
,

= pronoun.
,

=
pronunciation.

,

=
properly.= in Prosody.
present participle.
in Psychology.

= quod vide, which see.
= in Richardson's Diet.

Roman Catholic Church.
=

refashioned, -ing.= reflexive.

=
regular.

=
representative, representing.= in Rhetoric.

= Romanic, Romance.
= substantive.
- Scotch.
=

scilicet, understand or supply.=
singular.

= Sanskrit.
= Slavonic.
= Spanish.
-=

spelling.
=

specifically.
= subject, subjunctive.
= subordinate clause.
=

subsequently.=
substantively.= suffix.

= superlative.
= in Surgery.
= Swedish.
= south western (dialect).
-= in Todd's Johnson.
= technical, -ly.
= in Theology.
>= translation of.

= transitive.

= transferred sense.
= in Trigonometry.= in Typography.
= ultimate, -ly.
= unknown.
>= United States.
= verb.
= verb strong, or weak.
= verbal substantive.
= variant of.

= word.
= West Germanic.
= west midland (dialect).= West Saxon.
= in Col. Yule's Glossary.
= in Zoology.

In the list of Forms.
1 = before noo.
2 = 1 2th c. (noo to 1200).
3 = I3th c. (1200 to 1300).
5-7 = 1 5th to I fib. century. (See General Explan-

ations, Vol. I, p. xx.)

In the Etymol.*
indicates a word or form not actually found, but

of which the existence is inferred.
: = extant representative, or regular phonetic

descendant of.

he printing of a word in SMALL CAPITALS indicates that further information will be found nnder the word so referred to.
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T.
T(tf),

the twentieth letter of the English and
other modern alphabets, the nineteenth of

the ancient Roman alphabet, corresponding in

form to the Greek T ('). from the Phoenician

(and ancient Semitic) f * /. X ('<*), in Phoe-

nician, and originally also in Greek, the last

letter of the alphabet. It represents the point-

breath-stop consonant of Bell's
' Visible Speech ',

or surd dental mute, so called, but in English is

gingival or alveolar rather than dental. Several

varieties of a /-sound occur in different languages,

according as the flow of the breath is stopped by
bringing the tip or front of the tongue into con-

tact with different points between the edge of the

upper teeth and the roof of the palate. Thus,
contact of the tip of the tongue with the teeth

gives the true dental t, which is common in con-

tinental European languages, very distinct in

Anglo-Irish, and heard in north-western English
dialects before r, where it is often represented in

dialect specimens by spelling thriie or fhrue for

true, and the like (though the consonant is not

actually th or/). The Indian languages, Aryan as

well as Dravidian, distinguish two kinds of /, the

dental, and the retracted or 'cerebral' (inurd-

hanyd), in Sanskrit <f and "Z, of which the latter

is formed by contact of the retracted tip of the

tongue with the roof of the palate. The English /

is formed between these two extreme positions, the

contact being with the back of the gum or the front

margin ofthe palate ; its sound is much closer to the

cerebral than to the dental, and in the Tamil or

Telugu representation of English words, the cere-

bral is regularly put for English /. In the Roman
transliteration of Indian words it is usual to write t

for the dental, and to distinguish the cerebral

as t, as is done in this dictionary. The Semitic

languages also distinguish two /-sounds, one, the

Hebrew tau (fl), Arabic la (ei>) dental ; the other,

Hebrew Mh (tD), Arabic ta (J), said to be formed

by contact of the blade of the tongue with the

palate ; this also has been romanized as /, though
distinguished in Urdu from the cerebral t.

In modern English, besides its proper sound as

above described, t in the combinations -lion, -liotts,

-tial, -tia, -tian, -Hence, -tient, after a vowel or

any consonant except s, has the sound of sh (f), in

which the following i is absorbed, as in nation

(nfi'Jan), factious (fse-kjas), partial (pa-jjal),

militia (mili'Ja), patience (pS'Jens); but in -ia,

-tan, i is sometimes more or less preserved, especi-

ally in proper names, as in inertia, Portia, Gra-

tian, Dalmatian. In these combinations Latin (t)

became (ts), usually written 2, and then (s), written

c, in French, as in L. gratia, It. grazia, F. grace,
L. nationem, It. nazione, OF., Sp. nacion. In

French and English spelling the Latin / was sub-

sequently in most cases restored, e. g. nation
;
but

the living sound was (s), and it is this s which

combining with the following i (
= y consonant) as

(sy-), passed in English into (J ), in the same way as

written c or j has done in gracious, Asia, emersion :

see S the letter, par. 4. Strictly, therefore, what we
have is not it pronounced as (J), but (J) derived

from ci, spelt (i after its Latin source. After s,

the original sound of / has remained, as in bestial,

Christian, Erastian, question.
A much more recent change, as yet scarcely

recognized by orthoepists, is the development in

southern England of the sound ch (tf) from t

followed by with its diphthongal or name sound

(y, i, '), in such combinations as -tual, -tue,

-tuous, and especially -tare, as in nature (Wi'tiuj),
whence (n^i'tyai, n^i'tjai). In those English dia-

lects in which u has not become (y), the original

t remains, as in 'critter' creature, 'pictur' =
picture. In rapid speech ti after s often passes

similarly into tj,
as (kwe'stfan) for (kwe'stysn).

T between s and syllabic / or n (en), as in bustle,

castle, epistle, christen, fasten, hasten, is now

usually mute; so between s and m in Christmas,
and between/ and syllabic n in often, soften.

VOL. IX.

TH is a consonantal digraph representing two

simple sounds (b, 3), for which the Roman alpha-
bet has no simple symbols, and is thus phonetically
a distinct letter (or two letters), inserted between TJS-

ond TI-, where see its history and pronunciation.
I. 1. The letter and its sound. The plural is

variously written t's, fs, ts (t;"z). See also TEE so. 1

c looo [see 11 J- '" *374 CHAUCER Boeth. I. pr. L a (Camb.
MS.) Abbuen bat lettre in the heyeste bordure a grekyssh
t bat singnifieth the lyf contemplatyf. 1487 Act 4 Hen. vll,
c. 13 Every Person so convicted .. for any other Felony.,
to be marked with a T in the same Place of the Thumb.
1736 AINSWOBTH Lat.-Eng. Diet. s. v.. With a design to

hang T on her own gibbet, as Lucian jocosely says. 1847
Proc. Philal. Sac. III. 45 Thus the Aztecs of Mexico,
though able to pronounce an I in the middle of a word,
at the commencement find it necessary to prefix a /-sound
to the liquid. 1859 Life E. Henderson vi. 353 Before the
little inmate of the Linn could have known a T from a
craw's tae. 1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, xvi, Everything
producible that began with a T, from tar to toast.

b. In phrase to cross the tV : to make the hori-

zontal stroke of t (often omitted in hasty writing) ;

fig. to be minutely exact or particular in one's

account ; to make the meaning more distinct ; to

particularize and emphasize the points. Cf. to dot

the i's in I (the letter) i.

1865 E. C. CLAYTON Cruel Fortune II. 230 To ascertain
whether it was.. properly spelt, and had all the i's dotted,
and the t's crossed. i88a MRS. HOUSTOUN Recoinm. to

Mercy xx, Please not to cross the t's. 1885 DUNCKLEY in

Manch. Exam. 15 June 6/2 To dot his i's and cross his t's

and polish up his manuscript.
o. Phr. To a /'(also to a tee}: exactly, properly,

to a nicety.
{The original sense of T here has not been ascertained.

Suggestions that it was the tee at Curling, or at Golf, or a
T square, appear on investigation to be untenable ; it has
also been suggested that it referred to the proper completion
of a / by crossing it (see b) ; or that it was the initial of
a word ; in reference to this it is notable that to a tittle

(i. e. to a prick: dot, jot) was in use nearly a century before
' to a T ', and in exactly the same constructions : see TITTLE.]
1693 Humours Town 102 All the under Villages and

Towns-men come to him for Redress; which he does to
a T. 1700 Labour in Vain vnr. in Hart. Misc. (1810) X. 473
Harry cajoled my inquirer, and fitted his humour to a

o a tee. 1840 R. H. DANA Be/, Mast xxii. 66 The yards
/ere squared 'to a T' by lifts and braces. 1856 MRS.
STOWE Dred ii, All these old-fashioned goings on would
suit you to a T.

2. The shape of the letter ; an object having the

shape T- See also TEE so. 1
, TAU. Also short for

T beard, T iron, Trail: see 3.
a 1619, a 1654 [see 3 b]. 1707 MORTIMER Huso. (1721) IT.

262 Slit the Bark or Rind about an Inch long, in form ofaT.
1733 TULL Horse-Hoeing Husb. xxii. 330 Made . . with a
Head like a T. 1875 SIR T. SEATON Fret-Cuttinf 69 Then
ee whereabouts to put them through the upright part or

large request. 1891 Scott. Leader 21 Sept. 3 Inquiries for

old material are reviving, rails being chiefly in demand.
Some holders are now asking 21 dols. for old T's. 1893 F.

ADAMS Nail Egypt 237 The tongue of this inverted T, t. e.,

the entrenchments, had been carried out some two miles.

8. attrib. (sometimes hyphened) : Shaped like the

letter T i having a cross piece at the top ; as T
bandage, bar, chain, end,fish, handle, head, hinge,

iron, joint, key, pattern, piece, spot, tap, tube,

wharf. Also comb., as T-formed, -headed, -shaped

adjs. See also TEE sb\, TEE-PIECE, etc.

1783 BENTLEV in Med. Commuii. (1784) I. 257 The canula
..was left in the puncture, secured with a double *T
bandage. i88a NARES Seamanship (ed. 6) 84 Secured by
a *T chain. 1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 465/2 The "T-formed
or arrow-shaped bone [ofthe Saurians], i778[W. MARSHALL]
Minutes Agric. 20 Apr. an. 1775, A light beam of seven feet

long, drawn by a *T handle, by one man, walking back,

wards. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 849 They are always
attached . . by a *T headed nail and spike. 1844 Ibid. 1. 198
The inside doors should be hung with *T hinges, 18 inches

long. 1838 Civil Eng.fr Arch. Jrnl. I. 126/1 The roof.,

is further supported and braced by strutts of *T iron and

suspension rods. 1906 Westnt. Gaz. 16 Mar. 8/r. The main
cable.. is always connected with the consumer's house by
means of a "T-joint, which is enclosed in a box filled with

bitumen. 1895 PARKES Health 54 Lead *T pieces, as they
are called tin water-pipes] must be used. 1860 Biog. ff Crit.

/r.
' The Times '

235 *T-shaped traps for the wheatear.

1896 farrier's Price List, *T taps and other tools. 1881

TVNDALL Floating Matter ofAir in. xviii. 188 One end . . of

a glass *T-tube was connected with an air-pump.

D. Special Combs, (sometimes hyphened). fT
beard, a beard worn in the 17th c., grown or cut

in the form of a T. T branch, in piping, a right-

angled joint of a small pipe to a main
; a T joint.T cart, an open phaeton, so called from its ground-

plan resembling the letter T. T cloth, a plain
cotton cloth exported to India, China, Africa, etc.,
so called from the large letter T stamped on it.

T rail, a railway metal or rail having a T section.
T square, a square of the form of a f or rather

r (with a long stem), used by mechanics and
draughtsmen for drawing lines parallel, or at

right angles, to each other. (See also TEE rf.l)
T-totum : see TEETOTUM.
a 1619 FLETCHER, etc. O. Corinth iv. i, Strokes his beard,

Which now he puts i' th' posture of a T, The Roman T,
your *T beard is the fashion, [a 1654 I. TAYLOR (Water P.)
Superb, Flagellum, [Beards] Some with the hammer -cut, or
Roman T.I 1873 Miss BROUGMTON Nancy II. 24 The butler
took the housekeeper a driving-tour in my *T-c:irt, and
threw down one of my best horses. 188* Daily News
30 May 3/1 Stanhope phaetons (generally called by the
absurd name of T cart). 1883 F. M. CRAWFORD Dr.
Claudius xvi, A very gorgeous conveyance, called in

America a T-cart, and resembling a mail phaeton in build.

1865 Manch. Guard, a Mar., "T cloths, orf. and long-clotlis,
6d. to is. per piece. 1880 Plain Hints Needlework 72
1 T cloths

'

are fengths of 20 yards of calico, specially used
as barter with native tribes in Africa. 1837 Civil JLng. fy

Arch. Jrnl. I. 39/2 The pattern. .is by American engineers
called the inverted *T rail. 18.. WHITMAN To Working
Men vi, The strong, clean-shaped T-rail for railroads.

[1701 MOXON Math. Instr, 19 Tee, a double Square in the
form of a T.J 1785 PEACOCK in Phil. Trans.\.XXV. 369A common *T square.. will answer most purposes. 1861
SMILES Engineers^ 1 1. 76 His trace, his T square, his augers,
his gouges, and his engraving tools.

II. 4. Used like the other letters of the alpha-
bet to denote serial order: applied e.g. to the
twentieth (or more usually the nineteenth) of any
series, to the nineteenth sheet of a book, etc.

6. A medijeval symbol for the numeral 160, and
with a stroke over it (T) for 160,000.
6. Abbreviations : for various proper names, as

Thomas, Timothy, Titus, Theresa, etc. ; officially

stamped on a letter, taxed, i. e. postage to

be paid ; in music, = tasto, tempo, tenor, tutti ;

in a ship's log-book,
= thunder ;

in Math., = time,

terms, etc.

1714 Short Exflic. For. Wds. in Mus. Bits., The Letter
T. is often used as an Abbreviation of the Word Tutti.

1743 EMERSON Fluxions 15, t = Number of Terms in V. .

Continu'd to / Terms. 18711 TAIT & STEELE Dynamics f>f

Particle^ (ed. 3) iii. 80 Let P be the position of the particle
at any time t. Ibid. 86 If T be the time of descent down
AC. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 12 Oct. 3/2

'

England
'

stamps
these cards with a ' T

',
an initial which, with St. Martin s-

le-Grandiose conciseness stands for
' taxed '.

III. 7. T at the end of a word has sometimes
been attached to the word following when this

begins with a vowel : hence the To, the TONE, the

TOTHEE ; cf. also 'tis, 'twas, etc. in 'T. The final

/ of Saint has in several cases been popularly

prefixed to the name, as in Tandrew, Tandry
= St. Andrew; Tann= St. Ann, hence Tanswell;
Tantolin = St. Antholin

; Tooly = St. Olave ; see

also TANTON, TANTONY, TAWDRY.
c 1450 Mankind-is in HfacroPlays4,lgyffnoforce, by Sent
Tanne 1 1673 HICKERINGILL Greg. F. Greyb. 264 OurTantlin
Lectures. 17*6 F. HOWGRAVE Stamford 53 The Corruption
that has been made of St. Anthony into Tantony, and St.

Olave into Tooly. 187* HARDWICK Trad. Lane. 269 Cakes
baked for the lace-makers' feasts in honour of St. Andrew
, .are locally termed '

Tandry Cakes '. 1880 W. Cornw.

Gloss., 'T Andrew's dance, St. Vitus' dance.

8. In early ME., t took the place of initial J>, th,

after a word ending in a dental or s, esp. in the

demonstratives the, that, this, tha, there, then, thus,

etc., and the 2nd personal pronoun thou and its

cases. Already in OE., ]xtt fe became Jixtte, THAT.
c taoo ORMIN 325 piss streon bait tuss wass sibb Wibb

preostess & wib|> kmgess. Ibid. 12760 Nu shallt tu ben
nemmnedd Cefas. a 1140 Wohunge in Colt. Horn. 271 Hwa
is ta largere ben bu. c 1400 Rule St. Bentt 23 pis

sais sain

benet, bat ta hat ere of elde and vnderstandis, pai sal haue
baire mesur.

Tfl
f
shortened form of To, before a vowel, for-

merly in use, often combined with the following

word, as tabandon to abandon, tabyde to abide ;

so taxe to ask, tescape, fattempt ; also, with omis-

sion of h, tave, tafe, to have, ta to hae, to have ;

tadwellyd to have dwelt, talyoed to have lived, etc.

c 1*00 ORMIN 3879 fait dob uss tunnderrslanndenn. c 1330
R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 4334 Ffair folk to fighlc,

Cesar tabyde. 1416 LYDO. De Gait. Pilgr. 1019-22 He
gaff to hem..Talyved euere, .. Neuer tave had necessvte

Offdeyyng. Ibid, 9392 Taxe and lerne, thow art wys. Off,



T'.

9422 And tadwellyd Immutable. Ibid. 16962 Tescape Eche
Trybulacion. 1559 Mirr. ^fag. (1563) B vij, I forced the
Frenchemen tabandon theyr bowers. 1591 in Tytler Hist.

1 attempt some massacre or l reason. 1740 t RAXCIS tr.

Hor. t Sai. II. iii. 117 Staberius thus compell'd his heirs
t

!

engrave On his proud tomb what legacies he gave.

T' -, north Eng. dial, form of the, before a vowel
or consonant : as in t'airm, fbairn, t'totlle,

t'faami, t'heart, fman, t'measter; sometimes
also written without apostrophe, tmaa, tnail,

trasps, twasp. See THE.

't, shortened form of if, initially or finally, as in

'tis, 'twas, 'twere, 'twill, 'twould; do't, see't, on't;

formerly often written without apostrophe as one
word : see IT.

-t, suffix
1
, formative of the pa. pple. in some

weak verbs, for earlier -d and -ed (see -ED !), due

usually to the devocalization of d after a breath

consonant, as in nipped, nif'd, nipt. In some
verbs the use of / for -ed goes back to OTeut.,
esp. in app. contracted or irregular verbs, as

bought, brought, might, thought, ivrought (Goth.
bauht, braht, maht, l&ht, waurhf) ; in others it

appears in WGer., as sought (Goth. sSkid, OS. and
OE. sthl) ; in others only in OE. as laught (Ixht),

taught (fceht, taht). But in the majority of cases
the / is of later appearance, arising from the
reduction of -ed to -d, -d in Middle or Mod.
Engl., with consequent devocalization of d, not

only after breath consonants, as in dropt, nipt,

crept, slept, swept, left, hit, tost, past, but, in
certain cases, after liquids and nasals, as in felt,

spelt, spilt, dreamt, burnt, meant, pent; also in
contracted formations, such as built, bent, lent,

sent, spent, girt, cast. But in many words where
the pronunciation has /, the current spelling is -ed,
e. g. blessed, dropped, hushed, passed for blest,

dropt, husht, past. See the article -ED suffix l.

-t, suffix*, formative of the pa. t, of some weak
verbs, for earlier -te, -de, -ede (:da, -ida, -eJa).
Parallel in formation to the prec., and generally
going along with it in ME, and identical in form
in mod.E. ; but in OE. a pa. t. in -te was some-
times used where the pa. pple. retained the fuller

-ed, as in cyssan to kiss, tyste, cyssed, settan to set,
selte, seted (and sett). In mod.Eng. on the con-
trary the spelling in / is more frequent in the pa.
pple., esp. when used adjectivally, than in the
pa. t : cf. tempest-tost, the wind tossed the ship ;

in time past, he passed his time. In some cases
even the form in -ed is a mere modern fashion o)

spelling, at variance with both the pronunciation
and the history; thus, kissed was in OS. kusta,
OE. cyste, ME. kist, as actually pronounced ; it

has come to be spelt kissed, because in other verbs
ed is pronounced -/.

-t, suffix 3. A formative of sbs. a. from verbs,
going back to OTeut., and answering variously to
the Indo-Eur. suffixes -tos, -ta, -tis, -tus, the t of
which remained in Teutonic, when preceded by
a guttural, labial, or s ; e. g. draught, drift,flight,
frost, gift, heft, might, plight, shaft, shrift,
slaught, thirst, thought, thrift, weft, etc. (in some
of which the formation is later and imitative). In
a few cases the / is a later Eng. change of -b
after h, ), as in sight (OE. sichf), in which b
normally represented Indo-Eur. /. See -TH.

b. from adjs. (or sbs.), changed from earlier -I
-th (in length, etc.) after h, ), as height (Goth.*

*i>j, OE. hiehto, ME. heijie, highth) ; sleight

iefpe) ; dreight (for dreighth, from drei), DREE)
ere the suffix was OTeut.

-i}>3 : -HS9 : Indo-Enr.
-ta. See -TH. Also dought (OE. dutub:-*du-
gunf}, drought (OE dru^uf, Sc. drouth), where
the Ok. suffix -up was for -unl :-Indo-Enr. -ntis.Ta (ta). int. Also 9 taa. An infantile word
expressing thanks.
i77 Ms. DELAXV jn Life I, Corr. (1861) I. 457 youwould not say Ta 'to me for my congratulation. Vto, W.IRVING Salmag. (1824) 363 How her ten weeks old baby
ill laugh and say taa ! 189, ZASGWILL Childr. Ghetto I.ii70lveitme. Ill say

'
ta

'

so nicely.
la, obs. and dial, form of THE, THEE.THOD.
'597 SJHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, n. L 63 Thou wot, wot ta ? do do

taT ^UorVl^J^uT^^h'w
*

(h
**

Ta, dial, form of . and si

** .8,8 B.
drmken is t'way ta neeaspot.
Ta, taa, early ME. form of fa, Mo ; see T 8.

1

Ta, taa, in the ta, early ME. and north, form of

To adj., in the to for that o = the one : see T 7.

Ta, taa, obs. forms of TOE sb., TAKE v.

Taa-, in various words : earlier spelling of TA-.

Taal (tal). S. Africa, [a. Du. taal language,

speech, MDu. and MLG. tale language, speech,

tale, = OE. talu tale, story, account : see TALE.]
The Dutch word for language, speech (de Neder-
landsche taal, the Netherlands or Dutch language) :

in English,
'
the taal

', spec, applied
to the Cape

Dutch, or Dutch patois spoken in South Africa.

1896 Wcstm. Caz. 8 Jan. 8A He speaks the Taal better

than a Hollander can, and can understand the Boers better.

1897 BRVCE Impressions S. A/r. 480 It [Boer Dutch] differs

widely from the cultivated Dutch of Holland, . . having
become vulgarised into a dialect called the Taal. Ibid.

511 Except some of the men from Cape Colony, they could
not speak the Boer Taal. 1900 Spectator 6 Oct. 460 One of
the first results, .was to establish the Taal, the Cape patois,
as an official language.
attrib. and Comb. 1898 ?OHO>iuesourgStar t, June, Sundry

clever and humorous volumes of taal-verse. 1901 Daily
Chron. 22 July 5/3 An epitome of all the more unattractive

qualities of the taal-speaking Dutch.

Taal, obs. f. TALE. Taald, obs. pa. pple. of
TELL v. Taar, obs. f. tare, pa.L of TEAR .;
obs. f. TAB, Taarge, Taart.e, Taas, Taast,
obs. ff. TABGE, TABT, TASS, TASTE. Taas, obs.
2 pers. sing. pres. ind. of TAKE v.

Tab (beb), sb. Also 7 tabb, 8 tabe. [Origin
obscure. At first, and still largely, a dialect word.
Not in Johnson. In some senses it may be short
for tablet ; in others it interchanges with tag.']

I. L A short broad strap, flat loop, or the like,
attached by one end to an object, or forming a
short projecting part by which a thing can be taken
hold of, hnng up, fastened, or pulled ; in various

applications : see quots.
1607 MARKHAM Carol, in. (1617) 83 How the horse is girt . .

and by some special! markes or obseruations about the tabs
to know how his garths do hold. 1611 COTGIL, Centre,
tanglot, a Tab ; the leather whereto a girth is fastened ;
a girth-leather. Ibid., Crampon de cuir, a loope, or tab, of
leather. 1619 Pillinglon Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 298 For
tabbs to the bells, iiij< [Cf. 1618 Ibid, 293 For 2 tagges for
the belstrings, W.) 1664 in Archxol. &l. XVII. 127 For
broomes and a tab for y* bell id. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury
in. xviii. (Roxh.) 126/1 The tab at the end of a belt 1846
BROCKETT ff. C. Gloss., Tab. .a strap. 1879 RUTLEY Stud.
Rocks v. 40 It [a geologist's bag] should have a little tab
by which it can be loosely attached to a button. 1894
- -ASKELYXE Sharps 4- Flats 90 The '

tab ' or loop at th
back of the.. boot 18960 D. WALDO Baa o/HtGuMri44
If there were tabs to pull up the lid, why should there ever
have been a knob or handle? 1904 Eng. Dial. Diet., Tab. . .

5. The loop by which a garment is hung up. Sc. 1905
Daily film 27 Sept 6 Strong leather tabs are being fastened
to the backs of the volumes ofthe brobdingnagian catalogues
[in the British Museum Library).

b. spec. A shoe latchet, for fastening with a
buckle, button, or thong. Chiefly dial.
1674 RAY ff. C. Words 47 The Tab of a Shooe, the

Latchet of a Shooe. 1731 in BAILEY. 1775 in ASH. 1904
in Eng. Dial. Diet, [from North of Eng. to E. AngiiaJ.

C. A short strap attached at one end to one side
of a coat, jacket, vest, etc., and having a button-
hole at the free end for fastening across.
Such a ta5 is often ornamented with a button at the

attached end, so as to be symmetrical, and may become
purely ornamental as in 2 c.

d. The metal end of a lace, etc. ;
= TAG si.l *

a shoe-string, dial.
a 1815 FORBY Voc. E. A nglia, Tab. .. j. The end of a lace

commonly, and perhaps more properly called a tar 1004
',1 ?". D, iat- Dict - lCumbld. to Oxford, and E.Angl!al
Ibid., Tab..a shoe-string [Hampsh.].

e. The tongue of a shoe or boot dial.
1866- in Eng. Dial. Dict. from midland counties.
2. As an ornament of dress: Each of the pro-

jecting square pieces formed by cutting out the
lower edge of a jacket or other article of dress, or
sewn on to its uncut edge, and usually embellished
with buttons, embroidery, etc.
c 1880i MRS. G. M. E. CAMPBELL Let. to Editor, A seriesof small squares cut out of the edge of a cape or sleeveana tne intermediate pieces left hanging by way of fringeor ornament, is known by the name of Tabs. 1883 Truth

31 May 768/2 This brocade was cut out in deep tabs overa skirt of
copper-coloured satin. 1887 lllustr. Land. Nnvs

bodice]

TABARD.
17.. E. SMITH Comfl. Hcusriv. (1750) 365 Take.. three or

four tabes of the whitest goose-dung; put all in a quart of
strong beer. 1893 Q. [COUCH] Delect. Duchy 43 The boys
..could toss tabs of turf down her chimney.
4. iffAH. a. One of the revolving arms which

lift the beaters of a fulling-mill (Knight Dict.
Mech. 1877). b. A narrow projecting strip of
metal along the inside of a hollow

calico-printing
roller to secure it to its mandrel by means of a
slot in the latter.

5. A tie-label, a luggage label (cf. TAG sb.l 8)
1904 *g. Dial. Ditt^ Tat, 3, a label affixed to goods for

safe ; a luggage label. II 'arwick.

II. 6. U.S. colloq. A table, an account [cf.

i uuiu HH iu> icii'jws. logo 01CC (I\ i 1

3t July, A generous mother in .. Michigan has been
keeping tab in her family [on the baking for a year). 1897H. PORTER Campaigning with Grant x. 159 You can't get
away because he [the captain) is always keeping tab on
you. 1907 Daily AVrt'j 26 Aug. 7 Being subsequently shown
the work tabs with the Salvation Army prices. 1907 W
JAMES Pragmatism v. 172 To use this as a tally by which
we keep tab

'

on the impressions that present themselves.
Hence Tab v. trans., to furnish or ornament with

tabs : see TABBED.
Tabac (tabae-k), a.

[i. F. tabac TOBACCO.] Of
a deep shade of brown ; tobacco-coloured.
1804 irestia.Ga*.a6A.pr. 3h A very stylish costume.. in

dark tabac canvas. 1900 Ibid. 6 Sept. 3/3 Brown, a dark
tabac shade, is by some assigned the place of honour
Tabaccho, tabaoco, tabaoo, obs. ff. TOBACCO.
Tabachir, var. spelling (properly French) of

TABASHEER.

llTabacosis (trcbaktfa-sis). Path. [f. mod.L.
tabac-um TOBACCO + -osis.] Disease of the lungs
produced by the inhalation of tobacco dust.
1879 BUCK Hygiene II. 43 There are but two autopsies of

tobacco-workers on record which could be considered cases
of tabacosii 1898 Syd. Soc. Ltx., Tabocosis,. .produced byAe inhalation of dry vegetable fibre (especially eotMU
Properly the form due to inhalation of tobacco dust.

Tabagane, obs. form of TOBOGGAN
II Tabagie (taba3 ). [F. irreg. deriv. of tabac

tobacco (1612 in Hatz.-Dann.).] A group of
smokers who meet in club fashion; a 'tobacco-
parliament '.

**9 (HIM The Englishman's Mentor. The Picture of
'

ir-lk
3

_.
0>_ ! desc"binS to spectacles, gaming rooms.

1858 CARLVLErc
?.
taUIteur

,

Ic.J.

b. A similar piece sewn by its upper edge on
the surface of dress, so as to hang loose ; or c. in
recent use, sewn on entirely, and variously adorned
with buttons, beads, embroidery, etc., sometimes
simulating that described in I c.

1834 Pi-ANCHfi Brit. Costume xviii. 275 Towards the close
ol James [I] s reign, however,, .short jackets or doublets with
tabs and false sleeves hanging behind, succeed to the one-waisted doublets.

_
,88, Bail, JVe, 30 Aug. 3/, Tabsare a favourite trimming for tunics. 1883 CD. WAR.

his
7aAi*i.C<.//<f7-i<,,Tobacco.Colle'gei

r

s
C

moking Cmg'r
labagu. Ibid. 115 Tabagies were not uncommon amongGerman Sovereigns of that epoch. 1885 Daily News
"8

,
Nov. 5A (Stanf.) A sort of tabagie (to use a word

which Mr. Carlyle has made familiar to English readers]
or Tobacco Parliament,

II Taban (tie-ban). The Malay name of the tree,
Isonandra Cutta (or /. Taban), that yields gutta-
percha. Hence taban-tree.
1861 BENTLEY Ma,,. Bot. 588 Isonandra Gutta, the

(jutta Percha or Taban-tree . . a native of Singapore, Borneo,and other Malay Islands. 1874 GARROD & BAXTER Mai.
Mid. (1880) 299 Gutta-Percha... the inspissated juice of
Isonandra gutta, the Gutta-percha or Taban tree.

Tabanid (tx-banid), a. and sb.
[I. L. tabanus

a gad-fly or horse-fly (adopted by Linnreus as a
generic name) + -ID

3.] a. adj. Belonging to the
family Tabanidgs of flies, of which Tabanus is the
typical genus, b. sb. A fly of this family, a gad-fly.
1891 in Cent. Dict. 189$ Bulletin Illinois Labor. Nat.

Hut. 197 As restless as a tabanid larva. Ibid. 199 It was,
perhaps, this that the tabanids were feeding uponT
So Taba-niform, a., having the form of a gad-fly
(Mayne Expos. Lex. 1860).
Tabard (tae-biid). Forms: 4- tabard- also

4 (9) tabart, 4-5 tabbard, 4-6 tabarde, 4-8
tabert, 5 taberde, 5-7 tabard, 6 tabarte, St.
tawbart, talbart, -ert. [a. OF. tabart (uth c.
in Godef.), labor (13-14* c.) - Sp. tabardo,
It, tabarro: ulterior derivation unknown- see
Diez.]
fl. A garment of coarse material ;

' a loose upper
garment without sleeves' (Jam.); formerly worn
out of doors by the lower classes, also by monks
and foot-soldiers. Obs.

- em avc r "=
ulder, and a tab hangmg from it tipped with ermine

1909 C>. Sim. StortCatal. 353 [Lady sjcoat, 30 inches
ong, trimmed satin, with satin tabs and buttons?
3. trans/. A small piece of some substance, e. p.

of sod or turf.

, . * - - . . ^> m.j u>waiuc iij-iuinc UIIU
his totez oute. 136, LANCU P. PI. A. v. 1 1 1 A toren Tabart

if^y3T ASe-

J
CI386 CHAUCM Prol. 541 A Plowman

f" f .

d he rood y " a Mere- 'S^ Eng. Gilds
(1870) 81 Noman come be-forn y alderman. .in tabard ne
in cloke. I5ij DOUGLAS XmA i. v. 80 Than with the
gl terand voir skyn ouer his array, Cleid in his nwreisUlhart glaid and gay. ,513 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xiL 12
byr Thomas Wage caused syr Hewe Spencer to be fastbound on y best and leuiest hors of al >-Tost, and caused
hym to were on a tabarte, suche as traytours and theues

S"*;
won

.

t to
.

"
.'Sf GRAFTOM Chron. II. 2tJ. [1866ROGERS Agnc. I, Prices I. xxii. 582 Tabards, that is short

Fn fVo V
W
h rJ

"' Ut Sle
!ves P

robab'y wi'hout an openingm front, bat drawn over the head like a round frock.]

.i.HA I4*3 J*51 ' Ki*g'! Q- c, Vnlike the cukkow [is] tothe phylomene; Thaire tabarSs ar noght bothe maid of arrayA A short surcoat open at the sides and having



TABARDED.

short sleeves, worn by a knight over hi-; armour,
and emblazoned on the front, back, and sleeves

with his armorial bearings. Now only Hist.
c 1450 Brut cc. 228 (MS. OJ. Afte* he lete him vnclobe of

his furrede tabard and of his hood, and.-saide vnto him
. . now art bow no kn>3t, but a knaue. 156* LEIGH A rntorit

(*597) 9<5 Gentlewomen vnder the degree of acountesse, haue
armes on Taberts. 1603 DRAYTON Bar. Wars \\.

xxiji,
Ferrer his Taberd, with rich Verry spred, Well knowne in

many a Warlike Match before. 2843 JAMES Forest Days I.

ii, His sword peeped from under his tabard.

3. The official dress of a herald or pursuivant ;

a coat or jerkin having short sleeves, or none,
and emblazoned with the arms of the sovereign.
1598 STOW Surv. 238 Now these Tabardes are onely worne

by the Heraults, and bee called their coates of Armes in
seruice. 1633 B. JONSON Love's Welcome Wks. (Rtldg.)
661/1 As witnesseth the brief taberd or coat-armour Be
carries. .17*4 Lond. Gaz. No. 6307/1 The Heralds.. in-

vested with Taberts of the Sovereign's Arms. 1808 SCOTT
Martn, i. xi, Two pursuivants, whom tabarts deck, With
silver scutcheon round their neck. 1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist,
ff Ptf. xiiL 132 The Tabard remains in use as the Official
Habit of Heralds.

t4. (?)

1516 Rutland MSS, (1505) IV. 264 Leyeng tabardes for

your chapell ruff, and takyng down the olde ledde.

6. Comb, tabard-fashion, -wise ; tabard-like adj.
? a 1500 Asscttib. Ladies 523 In tabard-wyse the sieves

hanging doun. 1890 DOYLE White Cotnp. xviii, An air of
masterful dignity, which was increased by his tabardlike
vesture. 1903 Daily Chron, 31 Mar. 9/1 Those (S. African
natives] that don a coat wear it behind before, or slung
round their shoulders, tabard-fashion.

Hence Ta'barded a., wearing a tabard.

1837 Old Commodore II. 12 The tabarded official most
submissively replied, That if such right existed [etc.).

Tabarde, obs. var. TABARD, TABBKT.
Tabarder : see TABEBDAB.
Tabaret (tz'baret). [mod. trade name, prob. f.

TABBY : cf. TABINET.] A fabric of alternate satin

and watered silk stripes used in upholstery.
1851 MAYHEW Lond. Lab.

<fr Poor I. 427/1 A composition
to remove stains from silks, muslins, bombazeens, cords or
tabarets of any kind or colour. 1866 Times 23 Apr, Advt.,
450 yards rich damasks and tabarets. 1883 [see TABBAREA].

Tabaret, obs. form of TABBET.
Tabarte, obs. form of TABABD, TABBET.
TabaSCO (tatxrsko). [From Tabasco, name of

a river and state of Mexico.] More fully Tabasco

{pepper) sauce : A very pungent sauce made from
the pulp of the ripe fruit of a variety of Capsicum
annuum. Alsoyijf., a story

'

highly-spiced '. Ta-
basco allspice, name for Pimenta officinalis, var.

Cumarensis (formerly Myrtus Tabasco), Sp. Pi-
mienta de Tabasco.

1898 Missouri Bot. Garden, qtk Kept. 59. 1900 Westm.
Gaz. 5 Dec. 8/2 He.. was.. seized and forced to swallow a
large dose of Tabasco sauce mixed with ketchup and cayenne
pepper. 1901 Ibid. 26 Apr. z/i Mix with due assiduity,
and finally add from three to six drops of tabasco. 1903
Agric. News (Barbados) XI. 227 There seems to be no
reason for supposing that the Tabasco allspice enters into
the preparation of Tabasco pepper. 1908 Times 30 July
3/3 He had written *

Sultry Stories Peppery Paragraphs
Tabasco Tales '. Tabasco was a hot sauce.

II Tabasheer (tsebajt-j). Also 6-7 (fr. Pg.)
tabaxir, 8 (fr. Fr.) tabachir. [Arab., Pers., Urdu

_r~llo
labashir chalk, mortar.] A siliceous sub-

stance, white or translucent, occasionally formed
in the joints of the bamboo ; also called bamboo
salt ; used medicinally in the East.

1598 W. PHILIP Linschoten 104/2 These Mambus have a
certain matter within them..a very medicinable thing.,
much sought for by the Arabians, Persians, and Moores,
that call it Tabaxiir. l6a J. DAVIES tr. Mendelslo's Trav.
if. 149 A sort of Canes . . in which the Tabaxir is found. 1790
P. RUSSELL in Phil. Trans. Abr. XVI. 653 (heading)
Account of the Tabasheer. 1826 BREWSTER Let. in Home
Life ix. (1869) 120, I have enclosed some specimens of Taba-
sheer, a substance of extreme rarity. 1839 Nat. Pkilos. I.

Gloss. (Usef. Knowl. Soc.), Tabasheer. . is, originally, a trans-

parent fluid in the jointed cavities of the bamboo cane. This
fluid thickens, . . until . . it is converted into a white, or a bluish
white solid, something like a small fragment of a shell.

II Tabati&re (tabatyfr). [F. for tabaquiere,
{. tabac TOBACCO (Hatz.-Darm.).] A snuff-box.

(Rare in Eng. use.)
1813 SCOTT Quentin D. Introd., The marquis was some-

what disconcerted, and had recourse to his tabatiere. 1841
LADY BLESSINGTON Idler in France I. xi. 253 A pinch of
snuff from the tabatiere of the Marquise de Rambouillet.

Tabbarea (tsebarfa). = TABABET.
1843 W. C. TAYLOR in Statistical yntl, Dec. 353 It is

generally believed that an ancestor of the present., family of
the Latouches commenced the weaving of tabinets or poplins
and tabbareas in the liberties of Dublin, about the year
1693. 1883 K. HALDANE Workshop Receipts Ser. it. 146/1
Tabaret or Tabbarea. This may be cleaned and finished in
the same manner as described foe silk damasks.

Tabbed (tsbd, tai-bed), a. [f. TAB + -m]
Having a tab or tabs ; furnished or adorned with

tabs, as an article of dress.

1871 J. DRUHMONoin Campbell ^c. Argyll(i%&4) 482 His
attendant wears hose tabbed at the top. 1884 G. H.
BOUGHTON in Harper's Mag. Sept. 533/2 Tabbed jackets,
short skirts and buckled shoes. 1901 Daily Chron. 5 Oct.

8/3 A pretty blouse, with tabbed fronts bound with stitched
white taffetas.

3

Tabber, Tabbern, obs. ff. TABOR, TABOR*.
Tabbied (tre-bid), ///. a. [f. TABBY v. + -ED 1.]

Having a wavy or streaky appearance.
1861 THORNBURY Turner (1862) I. 279 They have . . a

' tabbied
'

or ' mackerel
'

sky.
Tabbinet, variant of TABINET.

Tabbor, Tabborer, obs. ff. TABOR, TABORER.

Tabby (tae'bi), sb. and a. Also 7 taby. [In
sense i, a. F. tabis t earlier atabis (both J4th or

early i^th c. in Godet), Sp., Pg., It. tabi, med.L.

attabi (M. Devic in Littr^), app. a, Arab, .jlic

Zattabiy, name of a quarter of Bagdad in which
this stuff was manufactured, named after ''Attab,

great-grandson of Omeyya. Of this quarter Yule
cites from an Arab writer of the I2th c. 'Here
are made the stuffs, called 'AMabiya, which are silks

and cottons of divers colours *.

The connexion of the other senses is not very clear.

Tabby cat, instanced in 1695, is generally held to have been
so named from the striped or streaked colour of its coat.

The simple tabbyf ve\ the same sense, is much later (1774).

Tabby i
old maid, is usually associated with tabby a cat; but

it appears earlier, and may have originated as the familiar

contraction of Tabitha (cf. Abby for Abigail)^ as an old-
fashioned female name, and have become humorously asso-
ciated with tabby cat. It is possible that tal'by in the
sense of she-cat originated in Tabby for Tabitka *, otherwise
it is difficult to see any sense-connexion between she-cat
and brindled cat, since a tom-cat may also be brindled or

striped. Sense 4 of the sb. prob. arose from resemblance to
the markings of the tabby cat ; the origin of sense 5 is

very uncertain, and sense 6 may be a different word, though
it may also have originated in a fancied resemblance of
colour to that of the tabby cat.]

A. sb.

1. A general term for a silk taffeta, app. originally

striped, but afterwards applied also to silks of uni-

form colour waved or watered.

1638 [see B. ij. 1647 HFRRICK Natle Numb^ New-Yeeres
Gift, Let others looke for pearle and gold,

Tissues or tabbies
manifold. 1648 /fescr.

t Lift ts the Bodies Light 3
Those counter-changed Tabbies in the ayre, (The Sun once

set) all of one colour are. 1654 WHITELOCKB Jrnl, Swed.
Einb. (1772) II. 153 The bride and bridegroome weie both
clothed in white tabby. i66a J. DAVIES tr. Olearius* Voy.
Ambuss. 23 One piece of silver'a Taby, with flowers of Gold.

1696 Land, Gaz. No. 3228/4 Lost.., a Child's Mantle, of a
Sky-colour Tabby. ITO SWIFT Song Wks, 1755 IV. i. 29
Brocados and damasks, and tabbies and gawses. 1717
BAILEY vol. II, Tabby, a Sort of Silk, waved or watered.

1736 Ibid, (folio), Tabby, a kind of coarse Silk taflety
watered. 1745 POCOCKE Descr. East II. i. viu. 125 The
manufactures they [of Damascus] export, are chiefly burdets
of silk and cotton, either striped or plain, and also plain
silks like tabbies. 1760 H. WALPOLK Let. to Earl of
Stratford 7 June, The Duke of York, who was dressed in a
pale blue watered tabby. 1868 HAWTHORNE Atner. Note*
Bks* (1879) II. 61 His lady in crimson tabby. 1888 W.
MORRIS A rt$ fy Crafts Catat. 19 A different tone is obtained

by the figure and the ground being woven with a longer or
shorter twill : the tabby being tied ^fey the warp very often,
the satin much more rarely.

b. Short for tabby gown or dress.

a 17*7 MRS. DELANY in Life $ Corr. (1861) I. 124 To alter

my white tabby and my new clothes. 1786 MME. D'ARBLAY
Diary 29 Sept., I wore my memorable present-gown this

day.. .It is a lilac tabby. 1881 BESANT & RICK Chafl, of
Fleet U. 58 A watered tabby would become you.
2. Short for tabby cat (see B. 2 ) : A cat having a

striped or brindled coat.

17.74 GOLDSM. Nat, Hist, (1862) I. rv. in. 423 The civet

vanes in its colour, being sometimes streaked, as in our
kind of cats called tabbies. 1874 GORDON STABLES Cats i. 8

Brown Tabby, Colour to be rich brown, striped and marked
with black.. .They are the true English cats. Ibid, 9 Blue
or Silver Tabby. Colour to be blue, or silver grey, striped
and marked with black. Ibid. 12 Red and White Tabby.
Colour to be reddish or sandy, marked with white. 1903
Daily Chron. 28 Oct. 3/1 Among silver tabbies,.. Sweet
William and.. Dame Fortune were particularly noteworthy,

b. Also, A she-cat : correlative to tom-cat..

1826-8 Ttnvtt/fy's High Life below Stairs (acting ed.),

Your cat has kittened two Toms and two Tabbies. 1903
Speaker 14 Feb. 486/2 Where is the centurion who has ever

commanded a tom-cat, the astronomer who predicted the

movements of a tabby?
3. An old or elderly maiden lady : a dyslogistic

appellation ; often with a half-humorous attribu-

tion of certain qualities of the cat; sometimes

applied to any spiteful or ill-natured female gossip
or tattler: cf. also CAT *.* 2.

[1748 : see B. 3]. 1761 G. COLMAN Jealous Wife n. in, I am
not sorry for the coming in of these old tabbies. 178* ELIZ.
BLOWER Ceo. Bateman I, 222 A delightful ground-work, on
which the tabbies of Clairneld embroidered a thousand
different anecdotes. 1785 GROSE Diet. Vnlr. Tongue, Tabby^
an old maid ; either from Tabitha, a formal antiquated
name ; or else from a tabby cat, old maids being often com-

pared to cats. 18x4 SCOTT St. Rottatis xxxiii, Why should

not I pay my respects to Lady Penelope, or any other tabby
of quality? 1843 LEVER J.Hintony\\\) I was playing whist

with the tabbies when it occurred. 1894 [see TABLEAU a c).

4. A collector's name for two Pyralid moths,
the Tabby, Aglossa pinguinalis^ and the Small

Tabby, A. cuprealis, both with fore wings greyish

brown, clouded with a darker colour.

1819 G. SA MOUEI.LR Entemol. Compend, 427 Pyralis
capreolaHs...1\*i small Tabby, pinguinalis. ..The Tabby,
Ibid. 435 The tea Tabby. 1859 STAINTON Man. Butterfl.

ff Mot/is II. 135 Aglossn pingttinalis (Tabby)...Abundant
everywhere. A. cnfrcalts (Small Tabby).

TABEFACTION.
t6. Padding or quilting to improve the figure.
Tabbies, padded or quilted stays. Obs.
1748 FOOTE Knights M. i, Ward, at the Cat and Gridiron,

Petticoat-lane, makes tabby all over for people inclined to
be crooked ; and, if he was to have the universal world for
making a pair of slays, he could not put betler sluffin them.
7S Taste 1. 1, Lad,, Pentweaal. Bless me, Mr. Carmine,don t mind my shape this hour, for I am only in jumps.
Shall I send for my tabbies !

6. A concrete formed of a mixture of lime with
shells, gravel, or stones in equal proportions, which
when dry becomes very hard. Orig. tabby work.

7V.v..a mixture of stone or shell and mortar. 1887
Caiselis Encycl. Diet, cites WEALE.
B. adj. (attrib. use of sb.)

1. Made or consisting of tabby (see A. i).
1638 T. VERNEY in V. Papers^(1853) 197 First, for one good

cloth sute, and one taby or good stuff sute. 1661 Pervs
Diary 13 Oct., This day. .put on. .my false taby waste-
coale with gold lace, a 171* \V. KING Art o/ Love 1043 ''
she in tabby waves encircled be,.. If by her the purpureal
velvet's worn. 1748 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1846) II. 224 A new
sky-blue watered tabby coat. 1863 Lt FANU Ho. by Church-
yard III. 127 Mrs. Sturk..sat in a dingy old tabby saque.
2. Of a brownish, tawny, or grey colour, marked

with darker parallel stripes or streaks ; brindled :

primarily and especially in tabby cat or tabby-
cat, a cat of this coloration, or (by extension) of

other colour similarly marked : see A. 2. In quot.
1 789 ellipt. tabby coloration.

[i5 : cf. tatby^oloured in C.) c 1689 PRIOR Ld. Buck,
hurstflaying w. Cat 21 On her tabby rival's face She deep
will mark her new disgrace. 1695 CONGREVE Love for
L.

ii._ iii, I can' bring witness that..you suckle a young
devil in the shape of a tabby-cat. 2698 FRYER Ace. E. India
f, P. r?6 It was a Tigre..of a light Yellow, streaked with
Black, like a Tabby Cat, fjo* POPE Wife ofBath 142 The
Cat, if you but singe her tabby skin, The chimney keeps.
1747 GRAY Let. to Walpole in Mason Life (1775) 188 Then
as to your handsome Cat,.. it must be the tabby one that
had met with this sad accident. 1747 Cat 4 Demurest
of the tabby kind. 1789 MRS. Ptozzi jfotim. France I. 347
Cats.. in the woods are all of the uniformly-streaked Tabby.
1796 tmtuKxSttrUtm (1813) II. xviii. 62 The spotted cat

[fish] is called so from its tabby color and long whiskers.

1903 Loxgm. Mag. Sept. 450 It had been brought up from
infancy with a tabby kitten.

fig. (cf. A. 3). 1874 MRS. H. WOOD Mast. Greylands xv,A meddling, tattling, tabby-cat set of women !

b. Tabby-cat slrialion, 'the appearance presented
in extreme fatty degeneration of muscle" (Syd.
Sac. Lex.}.
1897 Allbutts Syst. Med. II. 871 The heart.. often shows

some fatty degeneration of the myocardium (tabby-cat
striationX 1898 Ibid. V. 530 The musculi papillares. .are

nearly always variegated by wavy whitish streaks the
'

tabby-cat striation
'

of Quain.
3. Of or pertaining to a tabby, in sense A. 3.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VI. Iv. 127 The two
antiques only bowed their tabby heads.

C. attrib. and Comb., as tabby weaving (see
A. I) ; tabby-coloured adj. ; tabby-cat (see B. 3) ;

tabby-waterer, one who waters or tabbies silk by
a process of calendering ; tabby work : see A. 6.

iS SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 304 Cats.. very large
they are and tabby-coloured, streakt like those of Cyprus.

1867 SMILES Huguenots Eng. (1880) 373 [He] carried on the
business of a calenderer and Tabby Waterer. 1879 A. BAR-
LOW Weaving 89 A piece of plain woven cloth is represented
..as it would be drawn by the designer, and it is generally
called

'

tabby
'

or plain weaving.

Tabby (tse-bi), v. [f. prec.]
1. trans. To give a wavy appearance to (silk, etc.)

by calendering. Hence Ta-bbying vbl. sh.

1718 CHAMBERS CycL s.v. Roll, Tis also between two
Rollers that the Waves are given to Silks, Mohairs, and
other Stuffs proper to be tabled. 1839 URE Diet. Arts
1225 Tabbying, or Watering, is the process of giving stuffs

a wavy appearance with the calender.

2. To stripe or streak in parallel lines with

darker markings. Usually in pa. pple. Ta'bbied.

x86p Alt year^ Round No. 37. 260 They [mackerel] were
tabbied with indigo tattooings. 1870 THORNBURY Tour Eng.
II. xtx. 49 The beautiful fish, shining like solid lumps of

rainbow, tabbied with dark veins.

Ta-bbyhood. [f.
TABBY sb. + -HOOD.] The

condition of being an old maid : see TABBY si. 3.

'793 J- GIFFORD Resid. France (1797) I. 357, I venture to

add a word in defence of Tabbyhood. 18*4 Black. Mag.
XV. 115 He..married a wife verging on her tabbyhood.

tTabe. Obs. [ad. L. tabes (see TABES) or

tatuni corruption, infectious or pestilent disease.]

Gradual wasting away ;
= TABES.

1614 T. ADAMS Fatal Banquet II. Wks. 1861 I. 191 They
put a pleurisy into their bloods, a tabe, and consumption into

their states. 1633 Exp. a Peter ii. 2 He dothwork a tabe

and consumption into his fellows' virtues.

Tabe, obs. variant of TAB.

tTabefact,u. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. labefact-tts :

see next.] Wasted, corrupted.
c 1415 tr. Ardeme's Surgery (E. E. T. S.) 43, I perceyued

be bone of be fynger to be tabefacte, L corrupts.

Tabefa'Ction. rare", [n. of action from

late L. tabefacfre, pa. pple. tabefactus : see

TABEFT.] The action or process of tabefying ; the

wasting away or consumption of the body.
l-i



TABEFY.

1658 PHILLIPS, Tatefuction, a melting, corrupting, or con-

suming [1706 led. 6) adds or wasting away). 1890 BILLINGS

Nat. Men. Did., Tabcjaction, emaciation.

Tabefical, crron. f. TABIFICAL (infl. by tabcfy).

Tabefy (tarbffai), v. rare. [a. obs. F. tabifier

(Pare
1

c 1570), aci. late L. tabefacHre (Vulgate), to

cause to waste (f.
labe-re to waste, melt + faclre

to make) : see -FY ; cf. also late L. tabificdre

(Cassiod.) in same sense (f. tabifu-tts TABIFIC),
whence F. tabifier (Cotgr., Oudin).]
1. trans. To waste away, consume ; to emaciate ;

)
to melt down (obs.}.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tabefy, to corrupt, consume or

melt. 1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's Disp. 78 Out of these

[AnacardsJ thus tabefied proceeds a liquor. 1666 G. HARVEY
Mori. Atigl. (1672) 70 meat eaten in greater quantity than

what is convenient tabefyes the body.
2. intr. To waste away gradually, become

emaciated, rare. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

Hence Ta-befled /// <*> affected with tabes, de-

cayed, constimptive.
1666 G. HARVEY Morb. Angl. \. 4 Whole families.,

descended from tabefyed ancestors.

Tabel, -ele, -ell(e, obs. forms of TABLE.

Tabelet(te, tabellet(t, obs. forms of TABLET.

llTabe'lla. Pharm. PI. -SB. [L. dim. of

tabula TABLE.] = TABLET 3.

1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Tabella, a solid

Medicine taken inwardly, made of Powder, and three or
four times as much Sugar.. made into little round Cakes
upon a Marble Stone. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. 6). 1890 Allen ff

Hanbury's Advt. in Lancet 25 Oct. 74 It.. renders pur
Compressed Tabella? the most eligible form for the admini-
stration of several important medicines.

t Tabella-rious, a. Obs.rare~. [l.'L.tabel-
fdri-us (see next) + -oua.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tabellarious, belonging to carriers

or auditors.

t Tabellary, sb. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. tabel-

larius letter-carrier, courier, f. tabella tablet,

writing-tablet.]

i6g6 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tabellary, a carrier of letters j an
auditor, a scrivener. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

t Ta'bellary, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. tabel-

larius of or pertaining to voting tablets, f. tabella

tablet.] Pertaining to the use of voting tablets;

tabellary liberty, liberty of voting by tablets.

1613 T. GODWIN Rom. Antiq. HI. III. v. 142 Ccelius Trib.
PI. established a law, that . . in taintments of treason against
any person of State, ..or against the Common-weale, this

Tabellary libertie should have place, when the people
should iudge thereof.

t Tabellion. Obs. Also 5 -ioun, -yo(u)n.
[ad. L. tabellio, -onem, one who draws up written

instruments, a notary, scrivener, f. tabella tablet,
letter, etc.] A scrivener, a kind of subordinate

notary ; esp. in the Roman Empire, and in France
till the Revolution, an official scribe having some
of the functions of a notary. In 17-1 8th c. used
at a recognized designation of a vocation in Eng-
land and New England.
1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) l. xxi. (1839) si, I my self wyl

only be wryter and
tabellyon of al that he wyl sey. 1469

5c. Acts Jas. ///(iSu) II. 95 His hienes may mak notaris
N tabelhoms. 1611 MALYNES Anc. Lam-Merck. 198 A
Notarie is called a Tabellion, Scriuenor, or a publike seruant.
6$6 in Thurloe St. Papers V. 401 We do certify that Rob.
Wickenden..is notary and tabellion public in this port of
Hover. 1735 in Carol. Hazard Life T. Hazard (1893) 229,
I Joseph Marion Notary and Tabellion Publick Dwelling
in Boston in New England. 1755 MACENS Insurances if.

71 To make the Assurance before a Justice, Notary, Tabel.
lion, or other public Person. 1909 SHARPE Col. Let. Bk.
I Land, p. xxviii note, We find him formally appointing a
notary public and tabellion throughout the Roman Empire.
Taber, Taberd, obs. ff. TABOB, TABABD.
Taberdar (tavbaidai). Also 7 taubator,

tabitter, 8 tabiter, 7-8 taberder, 7- tabardar.
[f. taberd, TABABD.] lit. One who wears a tabard ;

a name formerly given to certain scholars of Queen's
College, Oxford, from the gown they wore ; still

surviving in the name of some of the scholarships
at that college.

1569 Ibid. 29 Jan., Ele

Reg. Visitors Univ. Oxf. (Camden) 177 "Oct."" "Avery
lompson, Tho. Collinson, Taubators. 1660 WOOD Life
Dec. (O. H. S.) I. 352 The Taberder sings the aforesaid
song. 1691 - Ath. Oxon. I. 348/2 After he [Henry Airay]was Bachelaurs

standing, in 1583, he was made Pauper
"~'.9r Ttttrdui or Tabardarius; that is, a Tabarder

or Tabitter, (so called because anciently they wore Coats
or upper Gowns, much according to the fashion of those
belonging to Heralds). 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. II.
243 (Queen's College, Oxford.) The Society consists of a
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n ?hall always be called Taberdars.
t Ta-bere. Obs. [perh. var. of TABABD.] A

hood for a hawk.

r

Taberer(e, -et(t(e, obs. ff. TABOBEB, TABBET.
Tabergite (ta-bajgsit). Min. [Named (in

Ger.) 1847 from Taberg in Sweden : see -ITE 1.] A
mineral of the chlorite group.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 496 Talcrgite, from Taberg,

Wermland . . is a 1)1 uish-green or green chlorite. 1896 CHtSTKR

Diet. Names Min., Tabergite. . . a chlorite-llke mineral,

classed with both clinochlore and penninite, probably a

mixture of one of these with phlogopite.

tTa'bern. Obs. Also 5 tabyrn. [ad. L.

taberna hut, booth, shop, tavern.] An obsolete

doublet of the word TAVERN, variously used m
the senses

'

shop, tavern, cellar, cupboard '.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 729/40 Hec laberna, a tabyrn.

CI590 MARLOWE Fanst. viii. zi, I can make thee drunk

with ippocras at any tabern in Europe for nothing. 1605

WILLET Hexapla Gen. 281 Food.. commonly vendible m
their tabernes. 1657 TOMLINSON Renou s Disp. 472 In the

angle of the kitchin . . may be made a Tabern. 1074

RAY tf. C. Words 47 A Taberx, a Cellar.

Tabernacle (tae-bajtn&k'l), sb. Forms: 3-

tabernaole; also 5-6 taburn-, 6 tabarn-; 4

-aoil, 4-5 -akile, 4-6 -akil(l, -akle, 5 -akille,

-akyl(le. [a, F. tabernacle (nth c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. L. tabernaculum tent, booth, shed,

dim. of taberna hut, booth. Used first in special

sense a, from Old Test, history.]

1. A temporary dwelling ; generally movable,
constructed of branches, boards, or canvas ; a hut,

tent, booth.

1382 WYCLIF Num. xxiv. 5 How feyr thi tabernaclis,

Jacob, and thi tentis, Yrael. Mark ix. 4 Maistir..

make we here thre tabernaclis, oon to thee, oon to Moyses,
and oon to Helve. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 66/2 Dauid
toke the heed of Golye and brought it in to Jherussalem
and bis armes he brought in to his tabernacle. 1535 COVER-
DALE Heb. xi. 9 By faith was he a straunger in the londe

of promes..& dwelt in tabernacles [WVCLIF litel housis].

1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 54 Some of these Tabernacles (of the

Tartars] may quickely be taken asunder, and set together
againe. c 1618 MORYSON Itin iv. l. (1903) 44 When his

Tents were once pitched, then all the Army .. pitched their

Tents or Tabernacles about him, in a huge Circuite of

grounde. 1756-7 tr. KeysleSs Trap. (1760) II. 433 Frescati

..derives its name from the arbours or tabernacles built by
the inhabitants of Tusculum, when their city was demolished
..A.D. 1191. 1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 223 The tabernacle

was originally a rude hut, formed of intertwined branches.

1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. iii. 109 Some of them . . would as
soon have sought Kamschatka, as a place wherein to pitch
their tabernacle and pursue their fortune.

b. Feast of Tabernacles : a Jewish festival,

commemorating the dwelling of the Israelites in

tents during their sojourn in the wilderness, held

from the ijth to the 23rd of Tisri (October). It

was also called the Feast of Ingathering, and was
observed as a thanksgiving for the harvest.

1382 WYCLIF Lev. xxiii. 34 The fiftenthe day of this
seuenthe moneth shulen be tne cesynge dayes of the taber-
nacles [1388 the feries of tabernaclis]. Dent. xvi. ij
The solempte of the tabernaclis. Zfck. xiv. 16 That thei
..halewe the feest oftabernaclis. 1535 COVERDALE Johnv'il.?
Thelewesfeastof Tabernacles [TiNDALE the iewes tabernacle
feast] was at hande. 1860 PUSEY Min, Proph. 79 The feast
of tabernacles was the yearly remembrance of God's miracu-
lous guidance and support of Israel through the wilderness.

1896 Wcsim. Caz. 25 Sept. 3/2 More than any of the other

Jewish festivals, Tabernacles claims to be a holyday dis-

tinctly commemorative of the harvest.

2. spec, inJewish Hist. The curtained tent, con-

taining the Ark of the Covenant and other sacred

appointments, which served as the portable sanctu-

ary of the Israelites during their wandering in the
wilderness and afterwards till the building of the

Temple. Also called tabernacle of the congrega-
tion (or meeting), of testimony, and of witness.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3174 Gold and siluer he hauen vt-brojt,De tabernacle Oor-wi3 wurS wreqt. 1340 Ayenb. 236 Aaron

and his children bet serueden ine be tabernacle. 1535
COVERDALE 2 Chron. v. 6 And j* Leuites toke the Arise, &
brought* it vp with the Tabernacle of witnesse, and all the
holy vessels that were in the Tabernacle. 1642 FULLER
Holy ff Prof. St. in. xxiv. 219 The Tabernacle was a move-
able Temple. 1862 STANLEY yew. Ch. (1877) I. vii. 142 The
most remarkable vestige of the nomadic state of the nation
was the Tabernacle or Tent, .the shelter of the Ark.

b. Applied to a portable shrine used in heathen
or idolatrous worship.
1382 WYCLIF Amos v. 26 And je han bora tabernaclis to

Moloch, 3our god. [Also in later versions.)
O. Transferred to the Jewish temple, as con-

tinuing the sacred functions and associations of the
earlier tabernacle.

1388 WYCLIF Heb. xiii. 10 We han an auter, of which thei
that seruen to the tabernacle, han not power to ete. i<
COVERDALE Ps. lxxv[i). 2 At Salem is his tabernacle, & hil
dwellmge in Sion. 1653 MILTON Hirelings Wks. 1851 V.
345 The Levitical and Ceremonial service of the Tabernacle
. . which is now abolish'd.

3. fig. In phraseology chiefly of biblical originA dwelling-place, a, spec. The dwelling-place of
Jehovah, or of God.
Orig. with reference to the Jewish tabernacle or temple.
01340 HAMPOLE Psalter xiv. i Lord wha sail won in bi

tabernakile? Ibid. xxvi. 9 He hid me in his tabernakill in

JSL I
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8' WYCLIF Ken. xxi. 3 Lo 1 the tabernacle
of God [is] with men, and he shal dwelle with hem. 1567Gude ^GodlitB. (S.T.S.) 90 O Lord quha sail in heuir,
dwell with the, In thy tryumphant throne and Tabernakil?
1831 l^tiorxGuiman/tSoit^ Wks. 1846 11. 610 The brave
man's breast Is God's pure tabernacle.

TABERNACLE.
b. gen. A dwelling-place, a dwelling, a place

of abode.

1382 WYCLIF Job xii. 6 The tabernaclis of reueresaboundcn.
1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 13 b, For euery good
chrysten man and woman a tabernacle of glory. 1635 PAGITT
Christianogr. I. iii. (1636) 105 They deserue to be receiueil
into the eternall Taljernacles. 1845 MAURICE Mor. ff Met.
Philos.'mEncycl. Metrop.Wvi) 11.572/1 The portion from
the encompassing whole, which hath taken up its tabernacle
in these our bodies. 1860 HAWTHORNE Mart. Faun (1879)
II. viii. 84 How undesirable it is to build the tabernacle of
our brief lifetime out of permanent materials. 1891 F.
TENNYSON Niobe Poems 346 And all The crowned Gods in
their high tabernacles Sigh unawares.

C. Applied to the human body regarded as the

tempornry abode of the soul or of life.

CI374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. pr. iii. 26 (Camb. MS.) Atthow
now comen fyrst A sodeyn gest in to the shadwe or
tabernacle of this lyf? 1382 WYCLIF 2 Peter i. 14 The
puttyng off of my tabernacle is swift. 1557 N. T. (Genev.)
2 Cor. v. i We knowe that if the tabernacle of this our
earthy howse shalbe destroyed, we haue a building geuen
of God.. eternal in heauen. 1596 SPENSER Hymn Hon.
Beautie 142 Many a gentle mynd Dwels in deformed
tabernacle drownd. 1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 509 True image
of the Father;.. enshrind In fleshly Tabernacle, and human
form. 1746-7 HERVEY Medit. (1818) 118 These earthly
tabernacles will be transformed into the likeness of Christ's

glorious body. 1841 JAMES Brigand i, The spirit was busym its tabernacle dealing with high thoughts.

4. t a. An ornate canopied structure, as a tomb
or shrine; in quot. c 1430, an ornate structure in

a pageant. Obs.

1207 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 466 Tours be gode knijt .. Brut
let bringe an erbe .. & let vair tabernacle in honur of
him rere. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 181 Tombes open tabernacles

tyld opon lofte, Housed in hirnes harde set abouten. c 1400
Destr. Troy 8813 When this taburnacle atyrit was.. Thai
closit hit full clanly, all with clene unbar, c 1430 LYDO.
Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 10 In Cornhille..To do plesaunce
to his majesty, A tabernacle surmontyng of beaute Ther
was ordeyned. la 1500 Maundevile ft Sultan ofEgypt 95
in Rel. Ant. II. 115 Than the body they bryng unto that

place Wher he salle ly armet in his wede, In a tabernacle
or a case, Right preciose.

b. A canopied niche or recess in a wall or

pillar, to contain an image.
^1384 CHAUCER H. Fame in. too But many.. Babewinnes

and pinacles, Imageries and tabernacles. I saw. 1389 Eng.
Gilds (1870) i An ymage of seynt Wylyain, standing in a
tabernakle, in pe chirche of seynt Margarete of Lcnne.
1487-8 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 142 Maistres Agnes Breten
did do gilte & paynte the tabernacle of pwr lady with in be

queer. i6 Reg. Riches in Antig. Sarisb. (1771) 194 A
Tabernacle of Ivory, standing upon four feet, with two
leaves, and an ymage of our Lady in the middle. 1862
BARING-GOULD Iceland (\Kj) 237 On either side are taber-
nacles or niches, containing figures.

J- c. A canopy of tabernacle-work over a throne
or stall, esp. the abbot's stall in a choir. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1671 For the souerayn hym selfe was a

sete rioll, .. Atlyret with a tabernacle of Eyntayill fyn.
a 1400-50 Alexander 5645 A tabernacle ouir ^e trone tildid

vp on loft.

o. Eccl. An ornamented receptacle for the pyx
containing the consecrated host.

1487-8 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 131 Rynges and bookes to

henge the clothe for the newe tabernacle. 1546 BALE Eng.
yotariesi.bsjS} igb, Pranked vpwith tabernacles & lyghtes,
sensynges & massinges. a 1615 Bricue Cron. Erlis Ross
(1850) 17 He biought home (for the kirk] an tabernacle. 1716
in J. O. Payne Recs. Euf. Cain, of 1715 (1889) 130 A
tabernacle of silver belonging to y Altar. 1853 DALE tr.

Baldcsck?* Ceremonial 301 He ..opens the Tabernacle,
genuflects, and takes out the ciborium. 1885 Cath. Diet.
717/1 In most English [R. C] churches the tabernacle with
the Blessed Sacrament b placed over the chief altar.

6. A place of worship distinguished in some
way from a church, a. A temporary place of

worship ; esp. applied to the structures tempo-
rarily used during the rebuilding of the churches

destroyed by the Fire of London in 1666.
1693 EVELYN Diary 19 Feb., The Bp. of Lincoln preach 'd

in the afternoon at the Tabernacle neere Golden Square,
set up by him. 1695 SIR J. BRAMSTON Aulobiog. May
(Camden) 389 She [Lady Dyke] was at morninge or euen-
ing prayer in the church or tabernacle daily. 1711 Jrnl.
Ho. Com. XVI. 582 Allowing the 18 chapels or tabernacles
to be capable of receiving as many persons as 8 churches.

173? Act 12 Ceo. II. c. 7 Preamble, The parishioners [of
Eahng] were obliged to assemble for Divine worship in a
slight Timber Tabernacle.

b. Applied frequently to the meeting-houses or

places of worship of Protestant Nonconformists,
esp. when not of ecclesiastical architecture.
Sometimes part of the title, as Whitefield't Tabernacle in

Tottenham Court Road, London, and the Metropolitan
Tabernacle built for Mr. Spurgeon. Now chiefly so used by
Baptists and some Methodists. In Scotland, early in the

igth century, commonly applied to the places of worship
of the

(
Independents or Congregationalists ('Tabernacle,

people '). Otherwise, the name is mostly applied in contempt.
1768 GOLDSM. Gootl-n. Man 1. i, I believe she would spread

a horse laugh through the pews of a tabernacle. 1796
MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 116 A great number of methodist
tabernacles. 1805 J. BROWN (Gartmore) Vind. Presbyt. Ch.
Goat. li. 13 note. The tabernacle-churches in Scotland
require their members to stand in singing. 1820 SOUTHEY
Wesley II. 357 They called it (the shed built as a preaching
place for Whitefield] a Tabernacle in allusion to the move-
able place of worship of the Israelites, a 1878 SIR G. G.
SCOTT Led. Archil. (1879) I. 182 Pewing which would
disgrace a tabernacle of the last century, c 1880 ALLEN
Guide to Nottingham 33 The next building on the main



TABERNACLE.
road of any note is known as The Tabernacle . .and is a

Baptist Chapel.
c. Jig. Applied to the 'edifice

'

which for the time
enshrines the principles of a party.
1902 SIR H. CAMPBELL-BANNERMAN Sp.at Leicester ig Feb. ,

1 do not know down to this moment whether Lord Rosebery
speaks to us from the interior of our political tabernacle or
from some vantage-ground outside. 1902 LD. UOSKBEKY
in Times 21 Feb. 6/1 Speaking pontifically within his
1

tabernacle
'

last night, he [Sir H. C-B.] anathematised my
declarations on the ' clean slate

' and Home Rule. . . I re.

main, therefore, outside his tabernacle, but not, I think, in
solitude. 1901 Westm. Can. 26 Feb. 6/3 Dr. Heber Hart . .

is convinced that the principles of the League can be effec-

tively advocated only by those who remain within the taber-
nacle of the party, whoever may be the Chief Rabbi for the
time being.

7. Naut. An elevated socket or step for the mast
of a river-boat, or a post to which the mast is

hinged, that it may be lowered to pass bridges.
1877 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1886 Field 13 Feb. 209/3

The mizen mast to be stepped in a tabernacle on a false
transom in front of the rudder head. 1889 H. M. DOUGHTY
Friesland Mem 356, I watched the tabernacle anxiously |

the strain must be enormous ; we must have shrouds set up.
'892 Wtierry in Wendisk L. 15 Her one mast, very far
forward, is as high nearly as her length, and balanced in
a tabernacle with a ton and more of lead.

1 8. An alleged term for a company of bakers.
1486 Bk. St. Albans f vj b, A Tabernacle of bakers.
9. attrib. and Camb. Tabernacle-niche, a

niche having a canopy of tabernacle-work over it ;

tabernaclo roof, a roof which slopes at the ends,
as well as the sides, to a central ridge shorter than
the side-walls ; tabernacle-spire, a spire orna-
mented with many tabernacles or canopied niches ;

tabernacle-work, (a) the ornamental carved
work or tracery usual in canopies over niches,
stalls, or pulpits, and in the carved screens of

churches; (*) architectural work in which taber-
nacles form the characteristic feature.

Sc. tf Art I. 133 The ornamental open work over the stalls
is called tabernacle work. 1842 Civil Eng. $ Arch. Jrnl.
V. 121/2 The Tabernacle-spire also is one of which there is
no example in this country. 1886 WILLIS & CLARK
Cambridge\\l. 286 A central tabernacle-niche, and on each
side of it a narrow square-headed window.

Ta'bernacle, v. [ad. med.L. tabernacula-re,

( 1 342 in Du Cange : rendering Gr. aieTjvovr in John
i. 14), f. tabernacnlum : see prec.]
1. inlr. To occupy a tabernacle, tent, or tempor-

ary dwelling, or one that can be shifted about;
to dwell for a time, to sojourn: usually^., in
devotional or poetical language, said of the so-

journing of Christ on earth or ' in the flesh ', and
of the indwelling of the Spirit of Christ ; also of
men as spiritual beings dwelling in the 'fleshly
tabernacle

'

of the body.
1653 COLLINCES Caveat for Prof. xiv. 60 The Evangelbt

Saint John, Job. i. 14 saith, He tabernacled amongst us.

1667 I. PENNINGTON Quest, to Prof. Chr. 20 Is it the flesh
and blood of him, who took, tabernacled and appeared in
the Body? 1677 GMxCrt.Gcnliles ll.iv.gi That of Paul
2 Cor. xii. 9.. that the power of Christ might tabernacle or
dwel on me. 1847 CHR. ROSSETTI Fact ofDeep (1892) 454
Not with the sparrow building here a house ; But with the
swallow tabernacling so As still to poise alert to rise and go.
1871 LIDDON Etcm. Relig. iii. 94 It is.. as personal spirits,

tabernacling in bodily forms, that we men are capable of

religion. 18760 M. DAVIES Uttorth. Land. 188 Tabernacling
first in a room in Burton Street. 1881 N. T. (R.V.) John \.

14 And the Word became flesh,and dwelt \tnarg. tabernacled :

Gr. ftjKrjvuo-fv] among us.

2. trans. To place in a tabernacle ; to enshrine.
1822 MILMAN Mart. Antioch iii. 116 In thee the light, Crea-

*real presence of God .. tabernacled in yon loving place.
Hence Tabernacling vbl. sb., dwelling in a

tabernacle or tent ; sojourning ; temporary abode.

1685 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (1699) V. 246 It is no note of dis-
tinction between these two dwellings or tabernaclings of
Christ. 1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. IV. v. vL 9, 89 This
tabernacling of the unendurable sun with men. 1866 J. G.
MURPHY Comm. Exod. xxiii. 16 The feast of tabernacles,
because the tabernacling of the people in the wilderness
was then commemorated.

Ta-bernacled(-sekl'd),///.rt. [f. TABERNACLE
sb. + -ED 2, perh. after a med.L. *tabernaculatus.'\
Madewith tabernacle-work

, havinga carved canopy.
c 1468 in Archxol. (1846) XXXI. 333 Over the court gate. .

was a riche healme, richelye tabernacled of golde, subtilie

gravin things in pinacles. 1905 Atkenxum 23 Dec. 874/3
A good fifteenth-century tabernacled font cover, 5 ft. high.

Ta-bernaoler. rare. [f. TABERNACLE st.+
-EB !.] One who worships in a ' tabernacle *.

1810 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rent. (1839) IV. 371 The Ebcne-
zerites.., and their, .fellow Methodists, the Tabernaclers.

Tabernacular (tsebaraae-kirflai), a. rare. [f.
L. type *tabernacular-is, f. tabernacul-um : see

above and -AB !.] Of or pertaining to a tabernacle.

1. Of the style or character of an architectural

tabernacle; constructed or decorated with open-
work and tracery.

1678 WOOD Life 28 June (O. H.S.) II. 411 An anlient
carved peice of tabernacular worke. 1774 WAKTON lii*(.

Jt/i.t,'. I'octry (1840) II. xxiii. 300 Cloisters.. fronted with
(abernaculai or open work.

2. Savouring of the language of a ' tabernacle
'
or

conventicle, contemptuous.
1847 DE QUINCEY Protestantism Wks. 1858 VIII. 8n The

word 'shortcomings', .being horridly tabernacular, and such
that no gentleman could allow himself to touch it without

gloves. 1858 BAILEY Age 171 But you condemn all verse of
solemn vein As canting, tabernacular in strain.

t Taberna-culous, a. Ob$. rare. [f. L. taber-

nafitl-um TABERNACLE + -ous : cf. miraculous.]
= TABERNACULAR.
1696 UROOKHOUSE Temple Open. 34 As his [Solomon's]

Temple was the Perfection of the Tabernacle, so this City
(the New Jerusalem] is the Perfection of the last Taber-
naculous Dispensation of [the apocalyptic] Babylon.

t Taberna-rious, a. 06s. rare", [f. L.
tabernari-us belonging to booths or shops, vulgar,
low + -ous.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tabernariotts, belonging to Shops

or Taverns.

Taberne, obs. form of TABOBN.
Tabemer, obs. form of TABOKNER, TAVERNER.
Tabert, Tabertte, obs. ff. TABARD, TAUBET.
I! Tabes (ffbis). [L. tabes wasting away, disso-

lution, consumption.] 1. Path. Slow progressive
emaciation of the body or its parts ; consumption.
Common in medical Latin names of specific diseases, as

tabes
^ dorsalis, locomotor ataxia, tabes tnesenterica, tuber,

culosis in the mesenteric glands, etc.

1651 BIGGS New Disp. 258 In Tabes, or Consumptions,
distempers of the lungs, head, eyes. 1681 tr. Willis' Rem.
Med. Wks. Vocab., Tabes dorsalis, the mourning of the
chine ; a wasting or consumption of the back. 1706 in

PHILLIPS. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 125 General
paralysis is a ' tabes of the brain '.

2. Decay of trees or other plants caused by disease
or injury.
1831 Libr. Use/. Knovil., Huso. III. Planting 70 Sponta-

neous bleeding, or great loss of sap, generally ends in the
disease termed tabes. Ibid. 71 Tabes, or the wasting of

trees, is brought on not unfrequently by parasitical plants.

Tabescent (tabe-sent), a. [ad. L. labescent-

em, pr. pple. of tabescere, inceptive of tabere to

waste away : see -ESCENT.] Wasting away.
1890 in BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet. 1898 in Syd. Soc. Lex,
So Tabescence, emaciation. 1890 in BILLINGS.

Tabetic (tabe'tik), a. and sb. [irreg. f. L.

tabes, tabi-, on false analogy of words etymo-
logically in -etic, as diabetic.

.]
A. adj. Of, per-

taining to, or affected with tabes or emaciation.
1847 WEBSTER, Tabetic, tabid, affected with tabes. 1897

J. HUTCHINSON in Arch. Surf. VIII. No. 31. 232 The

ended in general paralysis.

B. sb. One who suffers from tabes.

1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VI. 808 [He] has found the

labyrinth and auditory nerve normal in tabetics with
defective hearing. Ibid. VII. no Tabetics, who did not
show Romberg's sign.

II Tabi (ta'b). [Japanese.] Cotton stockings
having the toes separate, worn by Japanese women.
1895 HOLLAND Jap. Wife 18 The curious tabi of white

cotton, shoes and stockings all in one, with separated toes.

1902 Daily Chron. 22 Nov. 3/2 When the whole people
celebrate the rites of Shintoism..men and boys exchange
their customary black foot-gear for the white tabi of
women.

Ta-bic, a. rare, [irreg. f. L. TABES + -ic.]
1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex., Table,

same as Tabetic.

Tabid (tse-bid), a. Now rare. [ad. L. tabid-

us wasting, declining, f. tabere to waste : see -ID.

Perh. through F. tabide (1545 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Path. Affected with tabes ; wasted by disease

;

consumptive; marcid.
1651 BIGGS New Disp. 232 Whosoever within fourty

dales are not perfectly cured, grow tabid. 1671 SIR T.
BROWNE Let. Friend 20 Consumptive and tabid Roots
sprout more early. 1713 W. CHESELDEN in Pliil. Trans.
XXVIII. 281 A Man, who died Hydropic and Tabid.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 88 Sinking.. into a
premature and tabid old age.

f2. Corrupted, decomposed. Obs.

1650 BULWER Anthropomet. i. (1653) 24 AH other Creatures
were produced from the tabid Carcasses by the Celestial!
influx without seed. 1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's Disp. gr
These, kept in a moyst place, become tabid.

3. Causing consumption, wasting, or decline.

1671 R. BOHUN Wind 140 Dry and tabid mists, which
corrupt the lungs. 1895 QUILLER COUCH Wand. Heath 92
The tabid Curse Brooded over Pelops' hearse.

4. Of the nature or character of tabes ; charac-
terized by wasting away.
1747 tr. Astrttc's Fevers 136 A simple tabid fever is not so

dangerous as a suppurative one. 1765 STERNE Tr. Shandy
VII. xiv, A gradual and most tabid decline. 1822-34 Good's

Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 92 The salacity of age. .often wears
away the hoary frame to the last stage of a tabid decline.

Hence Ta-bidly adv., in a tabid manner, con-

sumptively ; Ta-bldness, emaciation, tabes.

_ 1671 SIR T. BROWNE Let. Friend 4 He that is *tabidly
inclined were unwise to pass his days in Portugal. 1668
Phil. Trans. III. 699 How it [Sugar] intenerates the flesh,
and disposelh to "labidness. 1700 C. LEIGH Nat. Hist.

TABLATTJRE.
Ll

]1
c -

",' 8 ' 62 A labidness of the Flesh, hot and
cold his

alternately succeeding.
tTa-bid, v. Obs. , ale ->.

[f. ,,;<:.] trans.
1 o make tabid or consumptive ;

= TAIIKFV I.
t6i FLLTHAM\Resolvts II. Ixxxv. 374 Slender Hairs.. as

nets to calch the dust and m,is, iludi. .we should else
draw in, and labid all our Lungs.
Tabific (tabi-fik), a. rare, [ad. L. tatiSe-us,

f. 1 ABES : see -tic. Cf. mod.F. tabifaue (Littre).j
Causing tabes; consumptive, emaciatinp, wastinK .

yng Gentry Eng. ,4 Whose souls

Furness p. xvii, The
younger sort amongst the fair sex..'

have been carried off by tabific complaints.
t Tabi'fical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -AL -. see

-IOAL.1 =
prec.

1608 IOPSELU Serpents (1658) 636 So Rrcat is the tabifical
effect of this poyson of Asps. 1620 VENNKR Via Recta viiL
192 [They] that are affected with labeficall [ed. 1850 tabifical]
passions, as sorrow, anxietie of minde (etc.). 1657 TOMLIK.
SON Renou't Disp. 465 When compounded of others, its
vertue is more tabifical.

Tabil, -ill(e, obs. forms of TABLE.
Tabillette, obs. form of TABLET.
t Tabine. Obs. App. the same as TABBY sb. i,

the cloth : cf. next.
1611 Bk. of Rates (Jam.), Tabins {ed. 1670 tables] of

silke.llie elle v I. 1626 MIDDLETON Quiet Li/e n.ii.6Cloth
of tissue or tabine That like beaten gold will shine.

Tabinet (tarbinet, -et). Also tabb-, -ette.

[app. an arbitrary trade-term from TABBV, or per-
haps rather from TABINE.] A watered fabric of silk
and wool resembling poplin : chiefly associated
with Ireland.

1778 Phil. Sum. S. Irel. 201 Poplins, some of which,
called tabinets, have all the richness of silk. 1796 Hist.
Ned Evans I. 162 A gown of the most beautiful Irish tabbi-
net. 1842-3 THACKERAY Fitt-Boodle's Confess. Pref., Yonder
she marches., in her invariable pearl-coloured tabinet. 1883
R. HALDANE Workslwp Rcceiplsi-,cr. n. 148/1 Irish Poplins
and Tabinets are to be cleaned with camphine.
attrib. and Comb. 1818 LADV MORGAN Antobiog. (1859)

294, I am still in my Dublin tabinette gowns. 1866 Land.
Rev. 6 Jan. 6/1 The Lord Lieutenant of Ireland.. holds.,
levees which serve to demoralize the middle classes into dire

extravagance, and a tabinet gentility. 1886 ROSA MUL-
HOLLAND Marcella Grace i, Tabinel-weaving . .is now on the
wane.

Tabiter, tabitter, obs. forms of TABERDAR.
Ta-bitude. rare-", [ad. L. IdMtudo, I. stem of

tabes, tabere, tabidus (see TABES, TABID) + -TUDE.]
The state of being affected with tabes ; marasmus.
"623 COCKERAM, Tabitude, a consumption. 1847 in

WEBSTER ; and in mod. Diets.

Tablature (tarblatiCu). Also 6 tabli-, 6-9
table-, 7-9 tabulature. [app. a. F. taHalure

(1553 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. L. tabula table; prob. in

imitation of It. tavo/alura 'any kind of Prick-

song' (Florio), f. tavolare to board, plank, enclose
with boards ; also '

to set in Musike or Prick-song
'

(Florio) : cf. late and med.L. tabulare to plank,
board over (Quicherat Adtlenda ; also in Du
Cange) and the L. derivatives tabulatus boarded,
tabulatio boarding, flooring, implying the vb.]
1. Mus. An old name for musical notation in

general, esp. for systems differing from the ordinary
staff notation

; spec, a peculiar form of notation

used for the lute and other stringed instruments, in

which the lines of the stave denoted the several

strings, and letters or fiyures were placed upon
them to indicate the points at which they were to

be '

stopped
'
with the fingers ; also, a similar

notation for the flute and other wind instruments,
in which the lines denoted the several holes, and
dots or dashes were placed upon them to indicate

those which were to be stopped. Obs. exc. Hist.

1574 (title) A briefe and plaine instruction, to set all

Musicke of 8 diners Tunes in Tableture for the Lute.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay xiv. (1617) 216 The plaine and
sweet Harmonic of his [the Lute playei's] Tablature, as

they terme it, 1596 (title) A new Booke of Tabliture..

shewing bowe to attain the knowledge to guide and dispose
thy Hand to play on sundry Instruments... Whereunto is

added, an Introduction to prickesong. 1603 HOLLAND
Plutarch's Mor. 1046 The propositions described in the
Tablature of musicians, which consisteth of five tetrachords.

1641 EVELYN Diary Aug., One..ptay'd all sorts of composi-
tions [on a chime of bells] from the tablature before him,
as if he had fingered an organ. 1724 Short Explic. For.
Wds. in Mus. Bts., Tabulatxra, or Tablature, is the old

Way of writing Musick with Letters instead of Notes.

1898 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terms 426 Organ
Tablature was a system of writing the notes without the

stave by means of letters. . . Figured bass has also been called

Tablature.

fix. 1649 LOVELACE Poems (1864) 121 Sound all my
thoughts, and see exprest The tablature of my large brest.

1656 It-id. 247 What means this stately tablature, The
bnllance of thy streins ?

2. A tabular formation or structure bearing an

inscription or design ;
a tablet. Obs. or arch.

1606 FORD Honour Triumph, iii. (1843) 2 5 Whose shames,
were they enameled in the tableture of their foreheads, it

would be a hideous visour. 1641 Arminian Nunnery in

R. Brunne Chron. (1725) I. p. cxxxi, On the Chimney-peice
..there was a Manuscript Tableture with this Inscription



TABLE.

following [etc. I. 1786 MURPHY Bragaaza Prol., A tableture

of honour. 1820 MOIR in Blackw. Afag. VII. 493 Behind

the massy tablatures of death. 1844 Ibid. LVI. 586 Ranges
of headstones showed, Each on its hoary tablature, . .The

sculptured leer of that hyena face.

fig. *&33 FORD Love's Sacr. i. ii, You set before you, in

the tablature Of your remembrance, the becoming griefs Of
a most loyal lady. 1856 DOVE Logic Chr. Faith Introd. 15

The. .same method, .would obliterate them from the tabla-

ture of human knowledge.

f 3. A painting ;
a picture ; spec. : see quot. 1711.

1711 SHAFTESB. Charact. (1737) III. 348 In Painting we
may give to any particular Work the name of Tablature,
when the Work is in reality

( a Single Piece, comprehended
in one View, . . which constitutes a real Whole '. 1739 MEL-
MOTH Fitzosb. Lett. (1763) 188 Influenced in his censure or

applause of the whole tablature, by the predominancy or

deficiency of his favorite beauty. 1762 KAMES Elent. Crit

(i 774) 1 1. xxv. 487 He prefers the Saracen's head upon a sign

post before the best tablature of Raphael. 1767 S. PATER.

SON Another Trav. I. 86 This is the subject of the third

tablature.

b. collectively. Work consisting or of the nature

of paintings or pictures. ? Obs.

1714 Fr. Bk. of Rates 44 Images painted on Wood or

Linen pay as Tableture per 100 Weight. 1762-9 FALCONER

Shijrwr. in. 340 The roof, where storied tablature appear'd.

1819 Blackw. Mag. V. 219 To dazzle us with the tablature

of splendid hues and imposing forms.

o. fig. A 'picture' formed by description or in

fancy; (//.) the 'pictures' or representations of

memory, or the faculty of retaining these.

1779 SHERIDAN Critic i. ii, Yielding a tablature of benevo-

lence and public spirit. 1779 Hist. Mod. Europe II. Ixx.

490 The transactions of this turbulent period 1 propose to

comprehend in two extensive tablatures. 1860 Bacon's Mor.

ft Hist. Wks., Wisd. Anc. (Bohn) 254 How beautifully and

elegantly the fable has drawn two reigning characters in

human life, and given two examples, or tablatures of them,
under the persons of Prometheus and Epimetheus.
4. Arch. = ENTABLATURE i. rare.

1869 A. W. WARD tr. Curtius' Hist. Greece II. u. iv. 84
The columns rise to bear the tabulature of marble.

) 5. Anal. The tabulate structure of the skull :

cf. TABLE sb. 16. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Tablature. . . In Anatomy, it

signifies a Division, or parting of the Scull-bones. 1727-
41 CHAMBERS Cycl., TaMatitre, in anatomy, a division or

parting of the scull into two tables.

Table (t^'b'l), sb. Forms : i tabule, tabula,

3 tabele, 5 tabel, -yl(e, -ule, 5-6 -ell(e, -il,

-ill(e, -ull(e, -yll(e, 6 -ul ;
2- table. [In OE.

tabule wk. fern, (already a 900), later also tabele,

ad. L. tabula. In ME. table (a 1 200), a. F. table

(nth c.), ad. L. tabula a flat board, a plank, a

board to play on, a writing tablet, a written tablet,
a writing, a list, an account, a painted tablet, a

painting, a votive tablet, a flat piece of ground,
prob. from same root as taberna TAVERN.
L. tabula became by ordinary phonetic progression in

Romanic, tavola (as in It.), *tav'la, taula (in Pr.), tavle,
tattle (in OK.), tdle (F. = sheet of metal); but in most of the

langs. these phonetic forms were superseded by others assimi-
lated to the L., as F. table, Sp. tabla, Pg. taboa. Thi

va ^.11 lit, CUIU \JKIi ftejt, I.IJl L UIG. Ictulcl, IVII^. 1 ftvKL, q. V.J
also later, influenced by L., OHG. tavala, .ela (MHG.
taveKe, MLG., MDu. tafele, tavele, Ger., Du. tafel. Da.
tavle, Sw. ta/el) table ! OE. beside tubule had tabul masc.
and tablu fern.]

I. Ordinary senses. *A flat slab or board.
1. A flat and comparatively thin piece of wood,

stone, metal, or other solid material (usually
shaped by art) ; a board, plate, slab, or tablet ;

as a slab forming the top of an altar, or part of a

pavement, etc., or a tablet used for ornament or
other purpose ;

also applied to natural formations,
as the lamuue of a slaty rock. Obs. exc. in special
applications : see also senses 2-4.
a yea tr. Bxda's Hist. V. xi. 2 (Camb. MS.; see ed.

Miller, pp. 416, 523), Hzfdon hi mid him gehealjode fato and
Sehalgode tabulan \MS. B. 3;ehalgode tablu, O. gehaljodne
tabu!] on wigbedes wrixle [L. tabttlam altaris vice]. 13..
E. E. Allit. P. A. 1003 pe calsydoyne..In be bryd table
con purly pale, c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 39 He layed
hym downe before be ya[tt], & knokkid with his tables as

lepre
men duse. 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 35 In

tablys of marbyl coryously wrout. 1507 Ace. Ld. High
Treas. Scot. III. 253 Item, for ane tabil of gold to the
Kmgis bonet. 1530 PALSGR. 278/2 Table for an auter, table
tlautel. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy. n. xx. 57The inner part of the temple is altogether plastered and
couered with great tables of Porphyre. 1671 JOSSELYN New
Eng. Rarities 100 A fair Table curiously made up with
Beads likewise, to wear before their Breast. 1687 A. LOVELL
tr, r/ievcnots Trav. it. 75, I observed by the ways side
several Rocks of black Stone.. which were all divided into
lables, hardly thicker than blew Slates,.. but joyned very
close together. 1730 W. WARREN Collect, in Willis & Clark
Cambridge (,886) 1. 225 A Marble Table for y Side-board
on a Mahogany'Stand. 1849 RUSKIN Sev. Lamps iii. 17.

A The
,,
dark

' flat ' solld tables of kafage. 1889 Philos.
Mag. May 409 Strata which . . lie in their original hori-
zontal position. These parts are called '

tables
'

by Suess.
t b. A board or plank (in quots., a plank used

as a raft after shipwreck) ; henceJig. Obs

j . t t - *
t v ft------, j. UBUUUQ is me

secunde table after naufragie. a 1533 LD. BERNEHS Huon

6

Ivii. 104 We saued vs on a table of wode. 1617 Janua

Ling. 6 Contrition ofheart is a second table after shipwracke.

2. spec. a. A tablet bearing or intended for an

inscription or device : as the stone tablets on

which the ten commandments were inscribed, a

memorial tablet fixed in a wall, a votive tablet, a

notice-board, etc. arch.

table's breode on hwulche godalmihti heofde iwriten ba ten

Ia3e. <ri2So Gen. * Ex. 3535 And gaf to tabeles of ston,

And .x. bodeword writen Sor-on. a 1300 Cursor M. 6541

be tables bat in hand he [Moses] bare To pees he bam

brak right bar. ci4oo MAUNDEV. (1839) u. 10 The table

abouen his heued..on the whiche the tytle was writen, in

Ebreu, Greu, and Latyn. 1543 N - HEATH Injunctions in

Frere Use of Sarum II. 236 Certain prayers.. conteyned

in Tabylles sett in the grammer scole. 1641 EVELYN Mem.

4 Oct., Divers votive tables and relics. I7 OZELL Ver-

tot's Rom. Rep. I. vi. 311 The last Laws of the Decemvirs

engraved upon Tables of Brass. 1849 JAMES Woodman
viii, As stern as the statue of Moses breaking the tables.

\ b. A small portable tablet for writing upon,

esp. for notes or memoranda ; a writing-tablet.

Often in phr. a pair (of) tables. Obs.

Rased table = tabula rasa : see TABULA I b.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1 1087 pam asked ban sir zachari Tables

and a pontel tite. 1382 WYCLIF i Mace. xiv. 17 The!

wryten to hym in brasen tablis. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) VI. 257 Charles. .bare a peyre of tables for to write

ynne. 1451 CAPGRAVE Life St. Aug. 25 He took a peyre

tables, and wroot in be wax al his desir. 1555 EDEN Decades

51 Rased or vnpaynted tables are apte to receaue what
formes soo euer are fyrst drawen theron. a 1592 GREENE
Jos. IY Wks. (Rtldg.) 193 Draw your tables, and write

what wise I speak. 1614 B. JONSON Barth. Fair iv. iii, I

saw one of you buy a paire of tables, e'en now. 1656
STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 184/1 These things are im-

printed and forin'd in her as in a Table.

c. fig. (from a or b). Obs. or arch.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. iii. 3 Writun..not in stoony tablis,

but in fleischly tablis of herte. 1599 DAVIES Immort. Soul
cccxxxv, All these true notes of Immortalitie In our Hearts
Tables we shall written find. 1602 LD. MOUNTJOY Let. 25
Feb. in Moryson Itin. II. (1617) 268, I should .. sooner and
more easily . . haue made this Countrey a rased table-wherein
shee might haue written her owne lawes. 1693 BENTLEY
Sertit.

(J.),
The mighty volumes of visible nature, and the

everlasting tables of right reason.

d. Anc. Hist, (a) pi. The tablets on which
certain collections of ancient Greek and Roman
laws were inscribed ; hence applied to the laws

themselves; esp. the Twelve Tables, drawn up by
the decemviri B.C. 451 and 450, embodying the

most important rules of Roman law, and forming
the chief basis of subsequent legislation. (6) Neiu
tables (tr. L. novie tabulae) : see quot. 1727-38.
1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 33 By the Law of the twelve

Tables, only those were called unto the Legal or Intestate
Succession of their Parents, that were in the Parent's power
at the time of his Death. 1717-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.,
New Tables, Tabulx novz, an edict occasionally published,
in the Roman commonwealth, for the abolishing all kinds
of debts, and annulling all obligations. 1788 GIBBON Decl.

ff F. xliv. (1790) VIII. 8 In the comparison of the tables
of Solon with those of the Decemvirs, some casual resem-
blance may be found. 1847 GROTE Greece n. x. (1849)
III. 156 There occurred at Rome several political changes
which brought about new tables or at least a partial depre-
ciation of contracts.

1875
MAINE Hist. Inst. i. 10 The

Roman law., is descended from a small body of Aryan cus-
toms reduced to writing in the fifth century B. c., and known
as the Twelve Tables of Rome.

e. First, second table : the two divisions of the

decalogue, relating to religious and moral duties

respectively, held to have occupied the two '
tables

of stone '. Hence attrib.

1560 Maitl. Club Misc. III. 249 Committing., adultery
brekand the third command of the Second table. 1605
JAMES I Gunpowder Plot in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) III. 6 All
the impieties and sins, that can be devised against both
the first and second table. 1672 G. NEWTON in Life j.A lleine iv. (1838) 37 He was a second table man, a man of
morals. 1873 H. ROGERS Orig. Bible i. 21 The great com-
mands of the ' Second Table are ultimately based on the
relations in which all creatures stand to Him who demands
our homage in the '

First Table '.

t3. A board or other flat surface on which a
picture is painted ; hence, the picture itself. Obs.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 399 pe baner of be cros

./lb a crucifix i-peynt in a table [L. in tabula depicti]. a 1423
St.Eliz. ofSpalbeck in Anglia VIII. 110/5 A tabil, ful
wele depeynte with an ymage of cure lorde crucifyed. 1538
JTARKEY England i. ii. 28 Aftur the sentence of Arystotyl,
:he mynd of Man fyrst of hyt selfe ys as a clene and pure
tabul, wherm ys no thyng payntyd or carvyd. 1538 CROM-
WELL in Merriman Life t, Lett. (1902) II. 120 That he may
also take the Phisionomie of her that he may ioine her
sister and her in a faire table. 1606 PEACHAM Art Draw-
ng 7 Cesar . . redeemed the tables of Ajax and Med<ea for
eighty talents. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury UL 145/1 On
his Frame [an easel) Painters set their Cloth or Table while
t is in working. 1700 T. BROWN Amusem. Ser. * Com. 74My Picture is not yet dry: I will bring you this Table
some Months hence. fig. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. xxiv, Mine
eye hath play d the painter and hath steeld, Thy beauties
forme in table of my heart.

f4. a. The 'board' on which chess, draughts,
backgammon, or any similar game is played. Obs.
c 1470 MS. Ashmole 344 (Bodl.) If. 22 This is a lupertiehat may neuer be mated out of the medylle of the table.

M74 CAXTON Chesse I. iii. (1883) 14 Th.n the philosophre

TABLE.

began.. to shewe hym the maner of the table of the chesse
borde. 1519 HORMAN Vulg. If. 280/1, I have bought a

playing tabull, with xii poyntes on the one syde, and
chekers on the other syde. 1688 R. HOLME Annoury in.

67/2 Those men as break through the other and come to
the opposite side of the table, are then made kings. 1801
STHUTT Sports if

Past. iv. ii. 437 The table for playing at

goose is .. divided into sixty-two small compartments
arranged in a spiral form.

b. Each of the two folding leaves of a back-

gammon board (inner and outer table) ; hence in

//. (often pair of tables), a backgammon board

(oi>s.). Also, the half of each leaf in relation to

the player to whom it belongs.
L*
id

Damier, a Chesse-bpord ; or, paire of Tables. 1657 North's
Plutarch, Add. Lives (1676) 10 Necessitated to cast up
the Cards, to shut the Tables, and to resign the Game.
1745 HOYLE Bactfaii:. 22 Two Fours, two of them are to
take your Adversary's Cinq Point in his Tables. 1779
MACKENZIE in Mirror No. n F 13 [He] snatched up the
tables and hit Douglas a blow on the head. 1870 HARDY &
WARE Mod. Hoyle 141 The object of the game is to bring
the men round to your own

' home
', or inner table.

o. Phr. To turn the tables : to reverse the rela-

tion between two persons or parties, so as to put
each in the other's place or relative condition

;
to

cause a complete revsrsal of the state of affairs.

In the active voice, one of the parties is said to

turn the tables (iipon the other), in passive, the

tables are turned (sometimes f the tables turn).
(A metaphor from the notion of players reversing the posi-

lion of the board so as to reverse their relative positions.)

1634 SANDERSON Serin. II. 290 Whosoever tnou art that
dost another wrong, do but turn the tables: imagine
thy neighbour were now playing thy game, and thou his.

16^7 DIGGES Unlaitf. Taking Arms iii. 70 The tables are

quite turned, and your friends have undertaken the same
bad game, and play it much worse. 1682 Enq, Elect.

Sheriffs 31 Whensoever the Tables shall so far turn, as that
we have a Mayor who will.. drink to one of the contrary
and opposite Party. 1713 ADDISON Guard. No. 134 I 4 In
short, Sir, the tables are now quite turned upon me. 1889
JESSOPP Coming ofFriars iii. 165 Suppose the men of the
thirteenth century could turn the tables upon us [etc.].

1893 SELOUS Trav. S. E. Africa 33 They had won the first

match, though I hoped I might yet turn the tables on them
in the return.
** A raised board at which persons may sit.

5. An article of furniture consisting of a flat top
of wood, stone, or other solid material, supported
on legs or on a central pillar, and used to place
things on for various purposes, as for meals (see

6), for some work or occupation, or for ornament.

_
The specific use is often indicated by a qualifying word, as

in billiard-table, dining.table, writing-table, work-table,
etc. : see these words. Table dormant, dortnant table :

see DORMANT A. 3 b. See also ROUND TABLE.
a 1300, c 1330, etc. [see ROUND TABLE j al c 1386 Table

dormant [see DORMANT a. 3 b). 1391 LANGL. P. PL C xix.

158 Crist.. over-turnede in be temple here tables and here
stalles. CI450 ISrut 446 Next bairn, at the same table

syttyng, be lustices. a 1561 G. CAVENDISH Wolsey (1893) 227
My lord's great crosse of sylver accustumably stode in the

corner, at the table's end. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Table, Round
tables take away contention ; one being as neere his meat
as another. 1625 BACON Ea., Counsel (Arb.) 329 A long
Table, and a square Table, or Seats about the Walls. 1719 DE
FOE Crusoe i. 78 To make such necessary things as I found
I most wanted, as particularly a Chair and a Table. i8
W. IRVING in Life t; Letters (1864) IV. 131, 1 see you are m
the midst of hocus pocus with moving tables [etc.i

b. Phr. Upon the table : under consideration or

discussion. To lay on or upon the table : of a

legislative or deliberative body, to leave (a report,

proposed measure, etc.) for the present, subject to

its being considered or called up at any subsequent
time

; hence, sometimes, to defer its consideration

indefinitely : so to lie on the table.

1*46 R. BAILLIE Anabaptism (1647) 163 The question of

dipping and sprinkling never came upon the Table. 1817
EVANS Part. Deb. 336 The petition was ordered to lie on
the table. 1884 RIDER HAGGARD Dawn xlii, The facts

are, so to speak, all upon the table, and I will merely touch

upon the main heads of my case.

6. spec. An article of furniture as described in 5

upon which food is served, and at or around which

persons sit at a meal
;
often in phr. at table, at a

meal or meals
; for the table, for eating at a meal,

for food. (Often passing into c.)
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 101, I haue yherde hiegh men

etyng atte table, c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. loo He . . carf biforn
his fader at the table, c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.)
67 Nat gredy at the table, c 1500 Doctr. Gd. Seruaunts
(Percy Soc.) 8 Ye servauntes that wayte upon the table.

1577 B. GOOGF. Hcresbach's Husb. iv. (1586) 163 They are a
very good dishe for the table. 1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients
164 You doe consecrate your tables, by setting salt-sellers

and images ofGods upon the boord. 1706 E. WARD Wooden
World Diss. (1708) 18 He never deigns to discourse at Table
with any below a Brother Captain. 1785 HOLCROFT Tales of
Castle (ed. 2) I. 65 Just as the family were sitting down to
table. 1841 S. LOVER Handy Andy ii, He shared in the

hospitality of all the best tables in the county. 1855 DELA-
MER Kitch. Card. (1861) 19 The greening [of potatoes].,
renders them unfit for table.

fb. A board (cf. sense i) upon which food is

served, placed on trestles or supports (the whole

constituting a '
table

'
in the existing sense), and



TABLE.
1 taken up

*

or removed at the conclusion of the

meal. Obs.

[1390 Earl Derby's Exf>. (Camden) 49/18 Pro j tabula
comcnsali cum j pare tresteles.] c 1440 Promp. Parv. 485/1
Table, mete boord that ys borne a-wey whan' mete ys doon,
ciltaba. 15.. Adam Bel 569 in Hazl. E. P. t\ II. 162

Take vp the table, anone he bad : For I may eate no more.
161* SHELTON Qttix. 1. iv. vi. 358 Dinner being ended, and
the table taken vp.

C. transf* Provision of food for meals
; supply

of food; fare; BOARD sb. 7; entertainment of

a family or guests at table; eating, feasting.
c 1400 Lartff/.'s P. PL C xvti. 322 Hus wone is to

wende in pilgrymages, Ther poure men and prysouns bej>,

and paye|j for here lyflode [v.rr. fode, table]. 1426-7 Rec.

St. Mary at Hill 67 Also payd for Elymesfordes table

Jx dayes, euery day ij d. i6oa 2nd Pt. Returnfr. Pamass.
II. v. (Arb.) 30 My father.. keepes an open table for all

kinde of dogges. 1611 COTCR., Tenir bonne //</<, to

keepe a good table, to fare well. 1671 SIR C. LVITKLTOS
in nation Corr, (Camden) 97 The King allows mee..io" a
weeke for a table. 1728 B. STAR tr. Mile, de St. Phale's
Mem. i. 4 My Mother, .entertained thoughts of placing me
tn a Convent, paying for my Table. x88a Harpers Mag.
LXV. 598 Boarding at four dollars a week, and not a very
good table at that Mod. Too much addicted to the pleasures
of the table.

7. Usually with defining word, as the Lord's

table j the holy table : (a) In a church, that upon
which the elements are placed at the Communion ;

the communion table : esp. when the rite is not

regarded as a sacrifice (cf. ALTAB a b). () transf.
The Communion.
1340 Ayenb. 236 Codes table is \K wyeued. J>e coupe is }*

chalis. 15*6 IINDALE i Cor. x. 21 Ye cannot be parte
takers off the lordes table, and off the table off devyls. 1548-9
(Mar.) Bk. Comm. Prayer, Communion^ Not suffering them
to bee partakers of the Lordes table untill he knowe them to

bee reconciled. 1550 ActsPrivy Counc. (1891) III. 170 That
it was convenyent to take downe the auttars as thinges
abused, and in liewe of them to sett up tables as thinges
moste meete for the Supper of the Lorde, and most agreable
to the first constitution. 1553 Bk. Com. Prayer^ Communion^
The Table hauyng at the Communion tyme a favre white

lynnen clothe vpon it. 1678 EVBLVN Diary 22 Mar., Now
was our communion table plac'd altar-wise. (11711 KEN
Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 203 Just in the midst was
th

1

Holy Table plac'd, Where it the Past'ral Chair directly
fac'd, a 1751 DODDRIDCE ffymnt My God, and is Thy table

spread? 1890 BP. W. W. How Holy Communion, n. 66 You
will now have some little space of time for private prayer
and meditation,, .before you go up to the Holy Table.

1903 T. M. LINDSAY Ch. $ Min. in Early Cent.
vj. 254

After the celebration the faithful, who all remained in the

church, came forward to the ' Table '.

b. In Presbyterian churches, applied also to

each dispensing of the Sacrament on a Communion
Sabbath.

Formerly, it was usual to have three or more 'tables ',
one

after another ; it is still common to have two. Tofence the

tables : see FENCE v. g,

1709 [see FENCE v. 9]. 1714 T. BOSTON Mem. 24 Aug., I

communicated at the fourth table. 1840 R. M CCHEVNE in

Mem. v. 133 At the last table every head seemed bent like

a bulrush while A. B. spoke.
8. transf. A company of persons at a table.

c 1330-1485 [see ROUND TABLE i c]. 153* MORE Confut.
Tindale m. 177 Lyke a iugler that conuayeth his galles so

craftely, that all the table spyeth them. 1890 DOYLE White

Company ix, King Arthur and all his table could not have
done more.

b. Th company at dinner or at a meal.
i6oa SHAKS. Ham. v. i. 211 Your flashes of Merriment that

were wont to set the Table on a Rore. 1750 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 75 Pis He.. carries me the first dish, in de-

fiance of the frowns and whispers of the table. 1778 Phil.

Surv. S. Irel. 424 His flashes of wit and humour keep the

table in a roar.

O. An official body of persons who sit at a table

for the transaction of business ; BOAKD sb. 8 b.

Obs. exc. in special connexions.
The Tables in Sc. Hist., the permanent committees formed

in 1638, to defend the Presbyterian system, by whom the

National Covenant was framed. Table of Magnates and

of Deputies^ the two divisions of the Hungarian Diet.

1606 BRYSKETT Civ. LtfeB, I myselfe can teslifie with how
good contentment of all the table you did seme so many
yeares. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War-Comm, Min. Bk. (1855)

40 For the foirsaid ryot, . . and for the upbraiding of the

table, by saying that he was committit to ward without ane
fault. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. in. 52 Committees of

dexterous men have been appointed out of the Table to do
the business of it. 1654 H. L'STRANGE Chas. 7(1655) 149
In despight of the Kings Proclamation, [they] erected

Four Tables, one of the Nobility, another of the Gentry, a
third of the Burroughs, a fourth of the Ministers; these

four were to prepare and digest what was to be propounded
at the General Table. 1665 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II.

336 Impositions without parliament, committments by
councell table. 1673 Essex Papers (Camden) 96 There
were then two elections in being, one made by y* Lord

Mayor in y* presence & w*" y* consent of a Table of Alder*

men & Sheriffs, & another by y* Lord Mayor singly, in y fl

presence of a Table of Aldermen & Sheriffs. 1890 BLAIR
Belleskeim's Hist. Cath. Ck. Scot. IV. 5 The National Cove-

nant, .was framed by four committees called the Tables.

9. A table on which some game of chance is

played ;
a gaming-table ; also, the company of

players at such a table.

-75 JOHNSON Rambler No. 15 Pir, I perpetually em-
barrassed my partner, and soon perceived the contempt of
the whole table gathering upon me. 1770 FOOTE Lame
Lover ii. Wks. 1799 II. 80 Lady Cicely.. has six tables

every Sunday. i8a6 DISRAELI I'iv. Grey v. xiii. The plan
will be for two to bank against the table. 1879 W. COLLINS

Haunted Hotel m. 21 A gambler at every 'table' on the

Continent.
*** A tabulated arrangement or statement.

10. An arrangement of numbers, words, or items

of any kind, in a definite and compact form, so as

to exhibit some set of facts or relations in t distinct

and comprehensive way, for convenience of study,

reference, or calculation. Now chiefly applied to

an arrangement in columns and lines occupying a

single page or sheet, as the multiplication table,

tables of weights and measures, a table of

logarithms, astronomical tables, insurance tables,

TIME-TABLES, etc. But formerly sometimes merely :

An orderly arrangement of particulars, a list.

<ri386 CHAUCER h'rankl. T. 545 Hise tables tolletanes

forth he brought Ful wel corrected ne ther lakked nought.
c 1391 Astral, it. $ 45 So many seris, monythis, & dayes
entere in-to thy tabelis of thy mene mote, c 1400 Prymer
(1891) 13 In this table men mowe knowe. .what day schal

be Ester day. 1553 EDEN Treat. Newe Iml. (Arb.) 8 The most

parte ofGlobes and mappes are made after Ptolomeus Tables.

1617 MOKYSON /tin. To Rdr., A briefe Table expressing the

value of the small Coynes most commonly spent.
1660 J.

MOORE Aritft. ll. 5 All decimal Arithmetick is brought to

that scale or degree . .as appearsby the Table in the beginning
ofmy other Book. 1674 The multiplication-table [see MUL-
TIPLICATION 6]. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 421 p8 A Table
of the principal Contents in each Paper. 1758 RKID tr. Mac~
quer's Chem. I. 159 Explanation of the Table of Affinities.

1808 PIKE Sources Mississ. in. 221 A statistical table, on
which he had in a regular manner taken the whole pro-
vince of New Mexico, . . giving latitude, longitude, and
population. 1858 BUCKLE Civj/iz. (1864) II. ii. 182 Tables
of mortality. 1863-^ WATTS Diet. Chem, I. 464 Table of
Atomic Weights.

t b. absol. = Table of contents (CONTENT si. 1

2 b) : a concise and orderly list of contents, or an
index ; in quot. 1460 applied to a concordance. Obs.

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 154 He was eke the first

begynner of the Concordauns, whech is a tabil onto the Bibil.

c 1550 H. LLOYD Treas. Health, The table of this bokc.

1583 (title) The Newe Testament. .with a Table or Con-

cprdance, Englished by L, Tomson. 1614 SELDEN Titles

Hon. Pref. B lij. Out of the Title, Table, and Contents of

the Chapters . . the Summe and Method discouer themselues.

t o. A statement of particulars or details in a

concise form, so as to be exhibited at one view, as

in a broadside; a synoptical statement; a docu-

ment embodying such a statement. In quot.

a^yftjig. a sketch, plan, scheme. Obs.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. xvm. 260 b, margin, The
Protestauntes answer to the table of outlawery. a 1577 SIR
T. SMITH Comnna. Eng. (1609) 134 This being as a project
or table of a Commonwealth truly laid before you. 1593-4
(Mar. 20) Proclant. Privy Counc. in Arb. Garner I. 299 In
this brief Table is set down the punishment appointed for

the offenders. 1599 MASSINCER, etc. Old Law ib i, He
bought a table, indeed, Only to learn to die by 't.

t d. Geographical table : a map or chart. Obs.

1610 HOLLAND Camdetfs Brit. (1637) 106 A chorographicall
table or mappe of Britaine. 1654 tr. Martinis Cong, China
A iij b, I thought it good to prefix a little Geographical
table of the Countries, and chief Cities, which might serve as

a guide to conduct the eye of the understanding.

e. Tables: the common arithmetical tables, as

the multiplication table and those of money,
weights, and measures, esp. as learnt at school.

i8a8 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. in. 125 (Village School-

mistress) She is going to be a governess..and it's to be hoped
the little ladies will take kindly to their tables. 1893 K.
GRAHAME Pagan Papers (1894) 127 He had 'gone into

tables ', and had been endowed with a new slate.

II. Special and technical senses (chiefly arising
out of sense i).

til. //. Tables, formerly the ordinary name of

BACKGAMMON (Obs. since c 1750); app. orig. the
' men '

or pieces used in playing early forms of this

game : cf. med.L. tabula, OF. tables, ON. tafia,

pi. tbftur, in same sense.

Chiefly in the phr. to flay at (the) tables, OF. juer as
tables (Chans. Rol. nth c.). In this application the name
has in later use been often associated with sense 4 b.

[700 Efinal C,l. 6 Alea teblae. c5 Corf, Gl. no Alfa

tebl.] IJ97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3965 Wib pleynge atte tables

ober atte chekere. 01300 Cursor M, 28338 (Cott.), I ha
me liked . . til idel gammes, chess and tablis. 1330 R. BRUNNB
Chran. Wace (Rolls) 11392 Somme pleide wyfTdes & tables.

c 1386 CHAUCER Parson's T. r 7ioNow comth hasardrie with

hise apurtenances as tables and Rafles. 147* SurteesMisc.

(1888) 25 John Coke suffers men to play in his nous at the

tablez for mony by nyghtes. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII

149 b, A proclamacion . . against al vnlawfull games.. in all

places, Tables, Dice, Gardes, and Boules, were taken and
brent. 1665 PEPYS Diary 21 Sept., After losing a crowne

betting at Tables, we walked home. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's

Voy. E. Ind. 10 Tables & Draughts are allowed, yet must

they not play at them for Money. 1808 SCOTT Marm. i.

xxii, Full well at tables can he play, And sweep at bowk
the stake away.
12. Arch. a. A general term for a horizontal pro-

jecting course or moulding, as a cornice ; a string-

course. Usually with defining word, as base-table,

bench-t., corbcl-t., iarth-t., grass-t., groimd-t.,
water-t. : see these words.

13. . Gam. $ Gr. Knt. 789 Ande eft a ful huge hejt hit

haled vpon lofte, Of harde hewen ston vp to be tablez.

1447-8 Corbel table [see CORBEL so. 3]. 1640 Ground-table

TABLE
(see GROUND ,i. 18). 1688 R ! ;.->nry in. 473/1
The Foot Table, U a Square Corner standing out at the
bottom, or middle sides of the Gat.I.: end. 184; PAHKII
Gloss. Archil, (ed. 3) 357 The word table, when used
separately without any adjunctive term to point out its

position, appears to have signified the cornice, but it is very
usually associated with other epithets which define it

situation, as base table,enrlh.tabte, or ground-table, bench-
table, corbtl-table, &c. Ibid., HartK Table, or Ground
Table, and Grass Table, the plinth of a wall. ., <n
course of projecting stones immediately above the ground.

b. A member consisting of a flat vertical surface,

usually of rectangular form, plain or ornamented,
sunk in or projecting beyond the general surface of
a wall, etc. ;

a panel.
1678 MOXON Mech. Exert. No. 6. 113 In Plate 6. t is the

Table. 1703 MAUNDREI.L Jottrn. Jems. (1721) 37 A Urge
Table plain d in the side of the Rock. 1717-41 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s. v. Pedestal, The generality of architects, .use tablet
or panneU, either in relievo or creux, in the dyes of pedestals.
18x3 P. NICHOLSON Praet. Build. 594 Table, projecting or
raised. Ibid., Table, raking ; one not perpendicular to the
horizon. 1876 GUILT Archil. Gloss, s. v.. When the surface

is rough, frosted, or vermiculated, from being broken with
the hammer, it is called a rusticated table.

13. f a- A plot of ground for planting; a bed.

Cf. TABLKMEAL. Obs. rare.

1440 Pnllad. on Ilusb. I. 810 Mark oute thi tables

[gloss beddes], ichon by hem selve. Ibid. n. 99 [heading
l)e tabulis virtcariim] The tables for thi vynes maist thou
make, .as the list, or as thi lande Wol axe.

b. A flat elevated tract of land ;
a table-land,

plateau ; a flat mountain-top ;
also Ceol. applied

to a horizontal stratum.

1587 HARRISON England l. i. 1/2 Albeit the continent

hereof. . lieth as it were a long table betweene the two seas.
*

1607 TOPSELL Fmir-f. Beasts (1658) 428 There was a Region,
called by Ptolemeus, Randa marcostra, wherein he placeth
the eleventh Table of Asia. 1634 SIR T. HERBKRT Trav.

13 The ascent to the Sugar.loafe and Table [Table Moun-
tain], two Hils so named. 1869 TOZER Highl. Turkey
I. 155 A valley.. nearly.. filled up from side to side by a
level table of land. 1888 J. D. WHITNEY Names t Places
181 (Cent. D.) The flat summits of mountains are sometimes
called

'
tables ', and especially in California, where there are

several 'table mountains '.. capped usually with horizontal

or table-like masses of basalt.

O. A flat hedge-bank : see quot. dial.

1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 574 The hedger lays them,
with the grass side downwards, upon the edges of the set-

sods,.. Dushing them under and as if to support the thorn
roots with them. These.. are called the table.

14. Palmistry. The quadrangular space between

certain lines in the palm of the hand : see qnots.,
and cf. table-line in 22.

c 1460 METHAM Wks. 86 The fourthe lyne ys the tabyl

lyne, for that parte off the hand ys clepyd the tabyl the

qwyche ys be-twene" the myd lyne and the tabyl lyne. 1596
SHAKS. Merck. V. u. ii. 167 If anie man in Italic haue
a fairer table which doth offer to sweare vpon a booke, I

shall haue good fortune. 16*5 SHIRLEY Lave Tricks v. i.

(1631) 63 In this table Lies your story: 'tis no fable. Not
a line within your hand But 1 easily vnderstand. 1653 R.
SANDERS Physiogn. 87 This space is called the Table of the

hand, which hath on the one side the Mensal Line, on the

other the middle Natural Line. 1883 FRITH & HERON-
ALLEN Chiromancy 138 The Quadrangle is that portion of

the human hand comprised between the line of the Head
and the line of the Heart, and between the line of Fate and
the line of Apollo. It is sometimes called the table of the

Hand.
15. f a. A small cake of some drug or con-

fection : = TABLET sb. 3. Obs.

1580 FRAMPTON Monardts Dial. Yron 162 Then take a
small table of rosade of a sweete smel. 1611 VENNER
Tobacco (1650) 410 Tables made with an Ounce or two of

fine Sugar dissolved in Fennell water.

b. A Urge flat circular disk, plate, or sheet of

crown-glass, being the form in which it is made.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 385/2 A Table is a broad

peece of Glass neere a yard, some more, square, it is also

called a Tablet. 1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Glass, The
number of tables annealed at a time, ll'iti., Ratcliff crown

glass, .the tables being of a circular form, about three foot

six inches in diameter. 1813 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build.

420 The glass is bought by the crate, which consists of

twelve tables. 1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry 144 The
'
table

'

of crown glass is from four to five feet across.

O. A crystal of flattened or short prismatic form.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 362 Crystallized in

rhomboidal tables. 1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3)

106 Table, .is but a very short prism. 1857 MILLER Elem.

Chem. (1862) III. 542 The acid benzoate of potash .. in

colourless, pearly tables,, .sparingly soluble in water.

d. A sheet (of lead).

1809 BAWDWRN Domesday Bk. 294 These manors paid in

King Edward's time., five cartloads of lead of fifty tables

[orig. v plaustratasplumbi dc I tabulis}.

16. Anat. Each of the two dense bony layers

of the skull, separated by the diploS.
1611 WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 3 If a Fracture

happen in the Cranium, with contusion and depression of

both the Tables thereof. 1799 HOOPER Med. Diet., Difloe
..the spongy substance between the two tables of the skulu

1898 Syd. Sac. Lex. s. v.. The inner or vitreous table is com-

pared to porcelain, and is close-grained and brittle.

17. A flat plate, board, or the like, forming part

of a mechanism or apparatus.

t a. The face or dial-plate of a clock or watch.

a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Mao. IV. iv. 326 To fit the Table

with Divisions suitable to the Hours. Ibid. vi. 341 The

Wheels, and the Ballance, and the Case, and Table.

b. In various manufactures, A flat metal plate



TABLE.

(often movable or adjustable) for supporting some-

thing to be operated upon, etc. ; the plate with a

raised rim on which plate-glass is made.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Glass, The table of glass is

now in its last perfection... When taken out, they lay it on

a table of copper. 1831 G. R. PORTER Porcelain f, Gl. 200

Another essential part of the apparatus consists in fiat

tables whereon the plates of glass are cast. 1833 J. HOLLAND

Alaiuif. Metal II. 238 By turning the wheel, the table K. is

drawn between the cylinders, the counterpoise F rising

accordingly. 1839 URE Diet. A rts 590 Whenever the melted

glass is poured out, two men spread it over the table. 1877

KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 2477/2 The shaping-machine, .has two

tables for holding work both of which are movable up and

down . .and longitudinally. 189* [see table-loader in 22].

c. (See qnot.)
1763 MILLS Pract. Hust. I. 332 M. Duhamel's drill is

fastened to the fore-carriage of a common plough. The
hind part consists of a plank. .at least three inches thick,

which is called the table.

d. In an organ: (a) The upper part of the

sound-board, above the sound-board bars and

grooves, perforated with holes for admitting air to

the pipes. (In quot. 1853 applied to the sound-

board bars.) (i5)
The upper board of the bellows.

1851 SEIDEL Organ 52 These partitions are called grooves,

and the ledges.. ny which they are separated, tables. 1881

C. A. EDWARDS Organs 49 The top of the sound-board,

technically called the table. 1881 W. E. DICKSON Organ-
Build, vi. 72 Organ-bellows, .consist of three main boards,

namely, the middle board, the top board or table [etc.].

e. ' The board or bar in a draw-loom to which

the tails ofthe harness are attached' (Knight, 1 877).

f. Shipbuilding. = COAK sb. J, q. v.

Cf. TABLE v. 6, TABLING vbl. sb. 7.

g. Plain table (surveying instrument) : see

PLANE-TABLE.
18. a. The upper horizontal surface of a table

diamond or a brilliant, b. Short for TABLE DIA-

MOND; also applied to other precious stones cut in

a similar form.

1530 Lett, t, Pap. Hen. I'/ff, IV. No. 6789 (P. R.O.),

iiij diamantes wherof ij poynted and ij tables. 1538 Ace.

Ld. High Treas. Scotl. VII. 14 Ane grete diamand sett in

table for the quenis spousing ring. 1703 Loud. Gaz. No.

3929/4 Two single Stone Diamond Rings, Tables. 1751 D.

JBFFKRIF.S Treat. Diamonds (ed. 2) Explan. Techn. Terms,
The Table is the large horizontal plane, or face, at the top

1861 W. POLE in Macm. Mag. III. 184/2of the Brilliant. .

The apex of the upper pyramid is cu to a considerable

1904
table:

as an heirloom.

19. Perspective. A name for the perspective

plane, or '

plane of the picture
'

: see PLANE sb

id. (Cf. sensej.) ? Obs.

17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Table, in perspective, denotes a

plain surface, supposed to be transparent, and perpendicular
to the horizon. 1876 in GWILT Arc/tit. Gloss.

20. = TABULA 2.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

IH. attrib. and Comb.
21. a. Simple attrib. : in sense 5,

' of a table
'

:

as table-drawer, -head, -leg; in sense 6, 'of the

dinner-table
'

: as table-companion, -fellow, (-fellow-

ship),-friend,-guest,-jester,-mate,-parasite,-patron,

\-peer (= -companion), -servant, -steward; table

argument, collection, conference, conversation, fel-

lowship, gratification, manner, philosophy; of

implements, etc. used at table, as table-fork, -furni-
ture, -garnish ; of articles of food or drink, con-
sumed or adapted for consumption at table, as
table ale, beer, bird, cider, dainty, delicacy, drink,
fish, fruit, honey, mustard, potato, salt. b. Ob-
jective, etc., as table-jogging, -serving, -setting,
etc. C. Having the form of a table

; having a wide
horizontal surface on which things may be placed,
as table-cabinet, -screen, -stage, etc. ; table-formed,
table-like adjs.

1547 SALESBURY Welsh Diet., Atlciunuf, *table ale. 1848
DICKENS Domtey xviii, Mrs. Wickam. .takes more table-ale
than usual. 1633 Star Chamb. Cases (Camden) 100 It is

hard I confesse to call in question for all that is spoaken at
table ; and yet this should not have been a "table argu-

1643 in ><* Kef. Hist. MSS. Conim. App. iv. 435,
2 hogsheades of stronge beere, I hogshead of "table beere.

1830 M. DONOVAN Dam. Ecoit. I. 207 Table-beer should
have the characters of an ale, not of porter. 1884 AY. James'
Gaz. 22 Aug. 4/2 The capercailzie..as a "table bird. .will

prove a disappointment. 1851 MANTELL PeM/act. iii. i.

136 The floor (of a room in Brit. Mus.] being occupied by
twenty-six "Table.cabinets. 1902 Daily Ckron. 17 May 6/4
There are many families who make it a habit to have a
tablecollectioneach week for some religious orphilanthropic
work. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Commensal, a "Table-com-
panion. 1861 THACKERAY Four Georges iv. (1876) 107 His
next set of friends were mere table companions. 171* ADDI-
SON Sfect. No. 495 r 9 This shuts them out from all "Table
Conversation .802 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ld. Belgr
J Motions Wks. 1812 IV. 523 Every "table dainty, flesh
fish.
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I. 208 The "Table-fellow of Duke Humfrey, & Tantalus,
might learne of him to curse lupiter. 1863 HAWTHORNEOur Old Home (1879) 356, I was meditating in what way
this grisly featured table.fellow might..be accosted. 1903

ade
and

scones should be prit-iwj n.i.. ;7"i,r .n\ \v *rA
vooden pin. a 1843 SOUTHEY Cm,"**

''J
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['he mountains are -table-formed. 1586 T.,B. /.af" "* ''

extensive,' a few wooden platters, some knives and spoons

??vere the principal articles.
J773, """^^SSj!

Calo 229 (Jod.) A modeiate indiilgen..in the table

gratifications a ,59* GREENE Jos. /K, Wks. (Rtldg.) .88/1,

I found "table-guests to eat me and my meat. 1733

SWIFT On Poetry 264 Battus from the "table-head,. .Gives

judgment with decisive air. 1865 KINGSLEY Herein, xix,

At the table-head. .sat. .the new Lord of Bourne. 157'

GOLDINC Calvin on Ps. xxxv. ,6 Y. "tablejesters which

News i Mar. (1898) 7/5, 1 am convmcea ioai

ghosts of men would choose something other than mere

table-legs through which to speak to the heart of man.

1004 Daily Chron. 28 July 4/7 What the Americans would

call his
' "table-manners '. 1624 GATAKHR Mariage Praier

19 [Woman! was..giuen to man, not to be a
play-fellow,

or

a bed-fellow, or a "table-mate, onely
with him,, .but to be a

yoake.fellow, a worke-fellow, a fellow-labourer with him.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIII. 192/1 Leaving a cake

behind, fit for making the common "table-mustard. 1751

WARBURTON in Pope's Wks. (1806) IV. 7 A detected Slan-

derer, a "Table-Parasite, a Church-Buffoon, and a Party.

Writer. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Efist. 14, 1 knowe you are no

II. 34 It is another Table-Philosophy, that I fansie. 1807
VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 200 The produce of the

"table potatoe crop seldom falls short of 350 bushels. 1878
GUHNEY Crystallogr. 84 Common 'table salt crystallises in

this form. 1881 A. C GRANT Bush Life QuenuL I. vii. 85
The fleece, gathered carefully with both hands is conveyed
to a long "table-screen. 1882 FLOYER Vnexpl. Baluchistan

163 He had appointed himself "table servant. 1907 Pltilip-

fine Education Sept. 46/1 We had a few lessons in "table-

setting. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. i. ii. 88 Below the "table-

stage is the secondary or sub-stage.

22. Special Combs. : table-allowance, an

allowance of money for provisions (
= table

money (a)) ; table-almanac, an almanac on a

single sheet or card ; table-anvil,
' a small anvil

adapted to be screwed to a table for bending plates
ofmetal or wires, making small repairs,etc.' (Knight

1877); f table balas: see BALAS, and cf. TABLE

DIAMOND, KUBY; table-bat [BAT rf.2 n], ?a
horizontal stratum of ' bat

'
or shale in a bed of

coal ; table-bed : see quot. ; table-bell, a small

hand-bell placed upon the table for summoning
attendants; table-bit : see quot. ; f table-carpet,
a woollen table-cloth (see CABPET si. i); table-

centre, a piece ofembroidery, decorated work, etc.,

for the centre of a table, placed over the table-

cloth ; table-churn, a churn placed upon a table ;

table-clamp, a clamp for fastening something to

a table
; table-clock, a clock that is or may be

placed on a table; table-couch, a couch for

reclining on at table ; table-counter, a counter of

the form of a table; table-cover, a cloth of wool
or other fabric used for covering a table per-

manently or when not in use for meals (= TABLE-
CLOTH b) ; T table-coverer, an attendant who
covered" the table, i.e. laid the cloth, etc. for a
meal (see COVER z/.i 2 d); table-crumb, a crumb
that falls from the table at a meal

; f table-decker
= table-ccnterer ; table-discourse, discourse at

table, table-talk
; table-faced a. = TABLE-COT

(see sense 18); table-flap, a hinged flap or ' leaf
at the end or side of a table, which can be raised
so as to extend the surface; f table-gesture
[GESTURE sb. 2], posture or attitude at table, i. e.

at a meal ; table-glass, (a) glass made in ' tables
'

(see 15 b), crown-glass; (b) a glass (drinking-
vessel) for use at table; t table-gospeller, one
who makes table-talk of the gospel ; one whose
religion is mere talk ; table-grinder,

' a form of

grinding-bench
'

(Knight Diet. Mech. 1877);
table-ground, flat elevated ground (cf. TABLE-
LAND); table-knife, a knife used at table, esp.
one of the shape or size used in cutting the meat
small

; table-knight, a knight who sits at some
one's table, spec . at the ROUND TABLE ; table-lathe,
a small lathe clamped to a table when in use;
table-leaf [LEAF sb. 120], (a) = table-flap; (t>)

any additional piece which can be inserted so as to
extend the surface of a table ; also attrib. table-
leaf joint, the form of joint, with one part convex
and the other concave, used in a hinged table-leaf;
table-lifting, the lifting of a table by supposed
spiritual agency (cf. TABLE-TDBNINO) ; table-line,
in Palmistry, a line running from beneath the little

linger to the base of the index-finger, forming the

TABLE.

upper boundary of the
'
table

'

; table-linen,
linen for use at table, as table-cloths and table-

napkins ; table-loader, one who loads the hoist-

table of a lift ; table-maid, a domestic servant

who lays the table and waits at meals; table-

maker, a joiner who makes tables ; table-matter

(Printing) = table-work; table-money, (a) an extra

allowance of money made to the higher officers in

the British army and navy for table expenses;

(6) a charge made in some clubs for the use of the

dining-room ; also, an extra charge in some
restaurants ; t table-monument, a monument
consisting of a '

table
'

(sense 2 a) ;
a monumental

tablet ; table-mountain, a flat-topped mountain ;

spec, the name of the mountain which rises

behind Cape Town
; table-moving, the moving

of a table by supposed spiritual agency (cf. TABLE-

TURNINO) ; table-music, music in parts, so printed

(as in some
early

books of madrigals, etc.) that

the performers, sitting at opposite sides of a table,

can read their respective parts from the same page
or opening ; table-napery = table-linen

; table-

napkin, a napkin used at meals to protect the

clothes from being soiled, to wipe the fingers,

etc.; table-pew, a 'large pew containing the

communion-table, as formerly usual in some

Presbyterian and other churches ; f table-picture,
a picture painted on a ' table

'

(sense 3) ;
table-

plain, an elevated plain, a table-land
; table-

plane, a plane for making rule-joints in table-

flaps, etc. ; table-plank, a plank serving as a table

when placed upon supports ; cf. 6 b ; table-plate,

(a) articles of plate (PLATE sb. 15), for use at me.ils ;

(b) a plate (usually of earthenware) from which
food is eaten at table; (c) a flat metal plate on
which pulverized gold or silver ore is treated with

mercury in the process of amalgamation ; t table-

play, play at ' tables
' or backgammon ;

so

(table-player, f tables-playing; table-prayers,
a name for the communion service, or a part of it,

read at the communion-table, but without admini-

stration ; t table-rent : see quot. ; table-rock, a

flat-topped rock ; ) table-room, room or place
at table, i. e. at meals ; board ; table-saw, a

small saw fitted to a table and worked by a

treadle; table-service, (a) the Communion ser-

vice (in Presbyterian churches) ; (6) service or

attendance at table; (c) a set of utensils for the

table, as a dinner-service ; table-shore, Naut., a

low level shore ; table-sod, in hedging, one of the

sods forming the ' table
'

(sense 130); table-song,

(a) Gr. Antiq., a song sung by the guests at a

banquet in turn ; (/>) a part-song such as is sung
in a German liedertafel or choral society (Cent.

Diet.); table-spar, a name for WOLLASTONITB,
also called tabular spar, occurring in * tables

'
or

flat crystals ; table-sport, sport or play at table ;

in quot., an object of sport or mockery at table,
the butt or laughing-stock of a company ; table-

tapping = TABLE-RAPPING ; table-tennis, a par-
lour game resembling lawn-tennis, played upon a

table: = PING-PONG; table-tilting, -tipping,
the tilting or tipping of a table by supposed

spiritual agency (cf. TABLE-TCBNING) ;
so table-

tipper, one who practises table-tipping; table-

tomb, a tomb in the Roman catacombs containing
a burial-chest with a flat cover; any tomb in

some way resembling a table ; table-top, (a) the

upper surface of a table; (t) a flat top of a

hill, rock, etc. ; table-topped (-tppt) a., having a

flat top like that of a table
; table-tree, an adjust-

able table-like rest mounted on a lathe ; table-turf
= table-sod

; table-vessel, a vessel for use at table ;

f such vessels collectively (ti>s.) ; table-water,
water (esp. a mineral water) suitable for drinking
at table; table-wheel: see quot.; table-work

(Printing), the setting up of tables (sense 10), or of

matter between column rules ; concr. printed matter

of this kind, as distinguished from ordinary letter-

press. See also TABLE-BOARD, -BOOK, -CLOTH, etc.

1810 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1838) V. 598, I beg
that you will draw a "table allowance of thirty shillings a

day. i6ai Stationers' Register (Arb.) IV. ir "Table alma-
nacke on a sheet of paper. 1530 Lett. $ Papers Hen. VIIf,

IV. No. 6789 (P.R.O.) A goodly carkeyn with a fayr "table

balasse. 1711 F. BELLERS in Phil. Trans. XXVII.
542 The "Table-Bat, next under the Rubble Iron-Stone.

1773 JOHNSON, *Tablebed, a bed of the figure of a table.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, *Table-bell, a small hand-bell
for summoning domestics or office attendants. 1843 HOLT.
ZAPFFEL Turning- II. xxiv. 539 The spoon-bit . . the "table-

bit, for making the holes for the wooden joints of tables, [isj

of this kind. 1715 J. CHAPPELOW Rt. Way Rich (1717) 144
*Table

:carpets or bed-coverlets. 1901 Lady's Realm X,
616 This white satin "table-centre is decorated with ribbon,

lace, braid, and embroidery. 1844 STEPHENS St. Farm
111. 906 For this purpose, there is perhaps none better than



TABLE.
the "Table-churn. \mC!ir<m. in Ann. Reg. 121/1 A "table-
< luck, a .silver spoon, and a silk gown. 1877 C. GEIKIE Christ
Iviii. (1879) 704 La/arus reclined with him on the "table-
couch. 1667 in Pettus Fodiw Reg. (1670) 36 One "Table-
counter with Cupboard*, .Shelves, etc. 1851 MAYHKW Land.
Labour I. 388 Sellers of Japanned

*
table-covers. . . The

Kla/od table-covers. 1864 WEBSTER, Table-cover, a cloth
For covering a table, especially at other than meal-times.

'737 J- CHAMIIEKLAYNB St. Gt. Brit. ^ed. 33) n. in. 220
*'l able-Coverer to the Chaplains. 17x6-46 THOMSON
Winter 255 Till, more familiar grown, the "table-crums
Attract his [iliL- redbreaslVJ slender !"i--ut. 1804 J. ( iuAii AMI;

Sabbath (1808) 34 Where little birds.. Light on the floor,
and peck the table-crumbs. x?37 J. CHAMHEKLAYNE^'/. Gt.
l>fit. (ed. 33) n. in. 228 'Table-Docktn. 1843 MACAULAY
Ess., Mine. JArl'lay (1887) 755 The whole Palace from
Gold Stick in Waiting down to the Table-Deckers. 1611
COIGH. s, v. Table, "Table-discourse is an excellent Schoole.
maister. 1659 Hurtan's Diary (1828) IV. 395 It is their
table discourse that we shall be ruined. 1877 W. JONES
Finger-ring 366 The other ring is also of gold, with a
square "table-faced diamond. 1858 SIMMONUS Diet. Tradet
*
Table-flap, the leaf of a folding-table. 1641 SANDERSON

Serin. (1681) II. 8 They, using the liberty of that power,

concede a table-gesture) will hardly allow this usuall way
of Session, 1797-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s, v. Glass, The same
for window, or *table glass, as for round glass. 1815 J.
SMITH Panorama Sc. fy Art II. 208 White flint, or English
crystal, generally used for table-glasses. 1610 BOYS Wks.
(1630) 374 O that the "table-gospellers of our time, .would
consider aright this terrible judgement. 1850 R. G. GUM-
MING Hunter's Life S. Afr. (1902) 157/1, 1 had the satisfac-

tion to discover the spoor of three bucks on a piece of rocky
"table-ground on the highest summit of the range, c 1460
J. RUSSKLL Bk. Nurture 334 in Bailees Bk, t Take a loofe of
trenchurs in by litTt hande, ban take by *table knyfe. iSzo

Sporting Mag. XXXV. 282 To work, .at his business, as a
table-knife cutler, c 1865 G. GORE in Circ. Sc. I. 235/2
This tendency is sometimes manifested in depositing silver

upon table-knives and forks. 1675 J. SMITH Chr. Relig.
A/>p. i. 18 In his erecting of that strange Order of "Table-

Knights,. .instituted, .in contempt of Apollo. 1871 TENNY-
SON Last Tourn. 69 Some hold he was a table-knight of

above]. i0iz COTGR., Mensale, the Table-line in the hand ;

(a tearme of Palmistrie). 1653 ^- SANDERS Physiogn. 45
He that hath the Table-line broad and well-coloured he is

jocund and
cpuragious.

1680 Loud. Gas. No. 1500/4 A
large black. Trunk filled with Diaper-*Table-Linnen and
Sheets. 1835 MRS. GASKELL North ff S. xxvi, Continuing
her inspection of the table-linen. 1893 Labour Commis-
sion Gloss.)* Table-loaders, synonymous with

'

lift-loaders
1

.

1895 Cat/i. News 16 Nov. 3 She had been *tablemaid to a
clergyman. 1515 Cocke L0rt?/fs B. (Percy Soc.) 10 "Table

makers, sylke dyers,
and shepsters. 1771 LUCKOMBE Hist.

Print. 283 *Table-matter is generally braced in, when it

wants driving out in width. 1866 Cornh, Mag. Oct. 467
The old screw., saves half his "table-money, and gives you
stuff to drink only At to send down the scuppers. 1901
Daily News 13 Dec. 7/1 In the lower-priced restaurants it

is called ' table money ', and in the higher-priced ones placed
under the captivating heading of convert, 1761 Biogr.
Diet. IV. 200 A handsome *table monument of blue marble
was raised over his [Drayton's] grave. [1791 Encycl.Brit.
(ed. 3) VIII. 16/2 On approaching the Cape, a very remark-
able eminence may . . be discovered . . called the "Table-moun-
tain from its appearance.] i8*a G. YOUNG Geol. Surv.
Yorks. Coast (1828) 67 Extensive flats, nearly level, as in

what are called Table mountains. z886 A. WINCHELL
Walks Geol. Field 95 When the erosion cuts the lava-sheet

along parallel lines, it gives rise to the forms known as
'table-mountains'. 1853 Ann. Reg. 66 The faith in ques-
tion is termed '

"Table-moving '. z86a B. TAYLOR Home fy

Abr. Ser. n. vii. 442 Circles began to be formed in my
native town, for the purpose of table-moving. 1875 STAINER
& BARRETT Diet. Mus, Terms,

* Table music, compositions
intended to be sung by several persons sitting at a table,

1859 MRS. GASKELL RoundSofa 331 Some fine yarn she was
having spun for "table-napery. 1564 Will J. Smyth (2

Morrison & Crimes, Somerset Ho.), A fine *table napkin
with blewe clowdes. a 1649 l>i;i MM. OF HAWTH. Hist,

Jos. IV, Wks. (1711) 74 Girded about him with a towel or

table-napkin, of a comely and reverend aspect. 1828 SCOTT
F. M. Perth xxviii, A handful of soft moss served the pur-
podes of a table-napkin. 1897 SPURGEON Autobiog. iv. 26
In front of the pulpit, was the *table-pew, wherein sat the
elders of the congregation. 1610 HKALEY St. Aug. Citie of
God\\. (1620)7 Gazing upon a "table picture. 1835 WILLIS
Pencillings I. xxui. 166 A graceful slope.. swells up to a
broad "table-plain on the mountain. 1626 in Mem. Foun-
tains (Surtees) 365 One bed of wainscott . . and also three
"table plankes. 1669 W. MONTAGU in Bncclench MSS.
(Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 446 The Queen's "table plate. 1705
tr. Bosnian's Guinea 273 As broad as a common Table-
Plate. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines $ Mining 329 Amal-
gamation in batteries, on table-plates, in pans, and on a
second set of table-plates on a floor below. 1550 CROWLEY
Last Trump. 490 Thy tauerne gate, and *table playe, thy
cardes, thy dyce. 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad.
(1589) 317 Plato compared our life to table-play. 1631 R.
BYFIELD Doctr.Sabb. 152 Let no Table-play carryaway the
mind, c 1450 Medulla (Cath. Angl. 376), Aliatort a "tabyl
pleyare, 1631 Celestina 1. 15 Your

Table-players,
and other

Gamesters never lose, but they peale
foorth her prayses.

1577 NORTHBROOKE Dicing (1579) 55 "Table playing and
Chesse playing may be vsed of any men moderately. 1862
Union, 1 1 Apr., Anything more dreary than ' "Table prayers

'

at eleven o'clock we cannot conceive. 1701 Ctnueirslnterpr.,
^Table-Rents, Keddttus ad mensam, rents paid to Bishops
or Religious Prelates, reserv'd or appropriated to their

Table or House-keeping. 1853 MRS. MOODIE Life in

Clearings 365 The fall of that large portion of the "table-

rock has made the alteration. 1607 IOURSEUR Rev. Trag.
iv. ii, For "table-roome, I feed on those that cannot be
rid of me. 1823 CHALMERS in Hanna Mem. (1849) II.

, She allowed me . . to continue the "table-service

/OL. IX.

9

in the way I had found to be most convenient. 1846 Mis.
GORE Eng. Char. (1852) 99 In table-service his a-.i

was impartial. 1891 Cent. />/'</. s. v. Service ', Table.

service, a set of utensils for the table. 1896 Daily Netvs
6 Apr. 2/5 The President, .handed to him the Ii

table service which he had given to be run for. 1864
i

. *Talt lc~s.horc, Naut., a low, level shore. 1871
TKN\\SIJN Lust Tourn. 461 As the crest of some slow-

arching wave, Heard in dtad night along that lablr.xhuic,

Drops flat. 1844 Sn rili-.NS Hk, Farttt II. 575 The assistant

throws the parings of the sides and bottom of the ditch

upon the lied.m'-biuik, imimdiately behind the *table-sod.

1847 GKOTE Greece n. xxix. IV. 109 [Archilochus] was
the rarlirsi popular and successful composer of "tablr-snn^-,
or Skulia. 1836 HKANIH-; C.lunt. (ed. 4) 860 There are
some minerals, and among them "table.spar or WollaMoiiitc
..which are silicates of lime. 1598 SMAKS. Merry W. IV.

ii. n-t) Let me for euer be your
*
Table-sport. 1854 J. G.

MACWALTEB (title) The Modern Mystery of "Table-Tap-
ping. 1901 Daily Chron. 16 Dec. 8/2 The "table tennis or
1

ping-poof
'

tournament.. concluded on Saturday night at
the Royal Aquarium. 1903 Westmt Gaz. 2 Mar. 7/1 We tried

spiritualism.. first by "table-tilting. 1865 LOWELL Lett. I.

386, I translate by direct inspiration of a scholiast turned
"table, tipper. id&SMEDLEY, etc. Occult Sc. 201 If the "table-

tipping be made to answer as a code of signals. 1876 K.
VENARLES in Encycl. Brit. V. 209/2 In the *table-tomb the
recess above, essential for the introduction of the corpse, is

square, while in the arcosolium, a form of later date, it is

semi-circular. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 293
He reached and ascended the "table

top of Haldon, 1886
A. WINCHELL Walks Geol. Field 95 ft.. projects like a
table-top beyond the gravel. 1834 LD. HOUCHTON Mem.
Many Scenes, Tempe Introd. (1844) 35 A line of rugged
crags, peaked or "table-topped. 1897 Daily News 3 May 7/4
A. .valley lying between high, sharply scarped table-topped
hills. 1853 O. BYRNE Artisan's Handbk. 63 A miniature
lathe.head mounted on a wooden "table-tree. 1805 R. W.
DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. 119 Care being taken.. to raise

the ground where they are placed with two or three "table
turfs. 1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. 14 One masse, whereof they
make our drinking Glasses, and all sortes of "Table-vessel!.

1895 Westm. Gax. 23 Oct. 5/2 The Rosbach "table-water,
a fresh sparkling table-water. 1794 Rigging ty Seaman-
ship I. 57 *Table-wheelt to lay ropes, from a six-thread rat-

line to a two-inch and half rope, is fixed in the wheel-house.

1771 LUCKOMBE Hist. Print. 272 Divisions are used instead
of rules, in "Table-work of narrow Columns. 1832 BABDAGE
Econ. Manuf. xxi. (ed. 3) 207 Work with irregular lines and

395

VO

many figures, and what the printers call rules,.. is called

table-work. 1879 [see TABULAR 2 c].

Table, v. [f. TABLE sb. In some senses repre-

senting F. tabler (1544 in Godef.) or mcd.L.
tabuldre (Du Cange).]
1. trans. To enter in a table or list ; to tabulate

(now rare) ; { to appoint (a person) to some duty
by entering his name in a table or list (#;.).
c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 324 The secunde and thryd

antemes and matens sch.il be bygon of them that be tabled
unto them. 1550 Rec. Elgin (New Spald. Cl.) I. 105 That
the baillies . . tabill certane honest men for gadering of
Sanct Gelis lycht. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. \. iv. 6 Though the

Catalogue of his endowments had bin tabled by his side.

2. a. To entertain at table as a guest, or for

payment ; to provide with meals, or gen. with
food

;
= BOARD v. 8. Now rare.

1457-8 Cal. Anc. Rec, Ditblin (1889) 297 Every of the

Baylyfys to tabyll one of them. 1555 in loM Rep, Hist.
MSS. Comm. App. v. 414 Every Maior.. shall tabull and
vittaill towe massons or carpinders in his own housse. 1583
STUBBES Anat. Abus. n. (1882) 75 They haue..ten pound a

yeere. .and table themselues also of the same. 1610 HOLLAND
Camden's Brit. n. 166 He entertained the Freers and
tabled them at his owne charge. 1715 BROKESBY Life,
Dod-well 306 Mr. Cherry, .procured a Place for him where
he might be tabled. 1903 Westm. Gaz. ia Sept. 8/t At
ten o'clock the establishment is closed, after having often
tabled between four and five hundred persons,

b. intr. (for rejl.) To have a meal, to dine ;

to take one's meals habitually (at a specified place
or with a specified person) ;

BOABD v. 9. Now
rare or Obs.

1562 ChildMarr. 159 He came toSchole to Northerden, . .

and tablid at Withmshawe, with James Barlowe. i6oa

ROWLANDS Greene's Ghost 14 Comming to Ordinaries about
the Exchange where Merchants do table for the most part.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa. (1810) IV. lvi,37oOthat,..asshe
boarded there, she had oftener tabled with them 1 1857 J.

RAINE Life J. Hodgson 1. 14 1 1 seems to be pretty clear that

Hodgson had tabled with this talkative but hearty man.

3. trans, a. To picture, depict, represent as in a

picture : cf. TABLE sb. 3. Obs. (or rare arch.}

1607-8 BACON Let. to Matthew in Spedding Life $ Lett.

(1868) IV. 10 This last Powder Treason, fit to be tabled and

pictured in the chambers of meditation, as another hell above
the ground. i8$a BAILEY Festns (ed. 5) xx, 326 That we, in

the dark chamber of the heart,, .see the world tabled to us.

b. To fix as on a tablet. rare~\
185* BAILEY Festns (ed. 5) xxxi. 530 Thine the stars Tabled

upon Thy bosom like the stones Oracular of light, on the

priest's breast.

4. To place or lay upon a table.

a. To lay (an appeal, proposal, resolution, bill,

etc.) on the table of a deliberative or legislative

assembly ; hence, to bring forward or submit for

discussion or consideration. In the U. S. Congress^
to lay on the table as a way of postponing indefin-

itely ; to shelve : cf. TABLE sb. 5 b.

1718 Wodrwo Corr. (1843) II. 378 Another act was passed
. .that all appeals should be brought up and tabled oefore

the Hills, within three days after the Assembly sit down.

TABLEAU.
1728 lk!<t. HI. j45 Provost Campbttl'j appeal .. was tabled,and the President and others moved a committee might beBUMd lo.akc it up. Oe*St*r*DiMln Mar., Mr. Walpolenas tabled a ^i uf resolutions deviled in the true Conserva-
tive s,,,,,,. ,866 Daily Tel. y, Jan., To table a resolutionhM Mrly the same effect in Amerita a~ the order lo rea.l
a bill this clay six inomlis '

IMS in Knabml. ,887 I'all
MallC,.3 Jan. i,/, If

,. mor<: . ow Resident*
' wUh lo

be heard th<:y must table their names.
b. With other implications : tip. to pay down

(money) ; to throw down or play (a card"!
,827 CARI.YI K Germ. Km. III. 2,4 Could he tell what to

. .table [for the lackey]'/ ,83. - f. Carfyle 4.5
A r,f:

nient of ale, for winch he too used to table his twopence
1837 Fr. Km II. in. vi, Royalty has always that sure
trump-card in its hand;.. yet never tables it, Mill puts it
back asain. 1878 HAVNK I'urit. Rev. v. , 77 When the
Short Parliament of 1640 refused to grant supplies, Laud's
clergy in Convocation tabled their money. 1891 Card.
Citron. 37 Aug. 348/1 The nurserymen and florists tabled
a large and fine assortment of cut flowers.

6. To furnish (a room) with taMcs. nonce-use.
1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz. xxvii, The offices were, .newlv

tabled.

6. Carpentry. To join two pieces of timber

firmly together by means of flat oblong projections
(called 'tables' or 'coaks': tee TABLE sb. iyf,
COAK sb. i) in each alternately, fitting into corres-

ponding recesses in the other. Also intr. for pass.
1794 Rigging f, Seamanship I. 73 Cheeks, .sometimes

table on lo the mast-head thus. 1794-1: 1850 [see TABLING
vM. sb. i\ 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XV1L 402/1 The
customary way of putting them together is to table them;
and the length of the tablings should be one-half more than
the depth of the beam.
7. Sailmaking. To make a broad hem or '

tabling'
on the edge of (a sail), to strengthen it in that

part which is sewed to the bolt-rope (see TABLING
vbl. sb. 8).
1794 Rigginglt Seamanship I. So Tai/tii, the edges turned

over and sewed down. 1797 in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII.
433/1 That the lower side of the band may be tabled upon
or sewed over the end of the bunlline pieces. HU.. The
buntline cloths and top-linings are carried up to the lower
side of the middle band, which is tabled on tnem.
8. To sift (shot) : see qnot.
1858 GREENE* Gunnery 436 About three different sizes

come out through one pan. These are separated by the aid
of riddles, or tabled, as the process is termed.

II Tableau (labU-), sb. PI. tableaux (-<?z).

[F. tableau (tablo), OF. table!, dim. of table.]
1. A picture; usuallyfig. a picturesque or graphic

description.
1699 LISTER Journey to Paris 39 The History of Maria

of Medicis is Painted by Rubens.. .The Allegoric assistants
in all the Tableaux are very airy and fancifully set out.
1801 FUSELI in Ltd. Paint, iii. (1848) 429 The Massacre
of the Innocents by Baccio Bandinelli. .is a complicated
tableau of every contortion of human attitude. 1855 H. R.
SCHOOLCRAFT in Longfellow's Life (1891) II. 301 Exhibiting
these fresh tableaux of Indian life. 1886 F. HARRISON
Choice Bks. iii. 54 They epitomise civilisation in a regular
series of striking tableaux of the past.

2. A group of persons and accessories, producing
a picturesque effect.

1813 SIR R. WILSON Pr. Diary II. 458 [In the battle of

Leipzig] the whole arrangement and execution were perfect,

presenting the grandest tableau ever contemplated. 1867
BAKF.R Nile Trtout. viii. (1872) 130 AH now halted, and gazed
stedfastly in our direction, forming a superb tableau.

b. = Tableau vii'atit : see 4.
1828 W. IRVING Lift f, Lett. (1864) II. 376 We had after-

wards a tableau of a Sybil by Mademoiselle K. i86a
BARONESS BUNSEN in Hare Life 1 1. vii. 3 1 8 After all possible
singing and toasting two tableaux were given.

o. Used elliptically to express the sudden crea-

tion of a striking or dramatic situation, a ' scene ',

which it is left to the reader to imagine.
1885 Pall Mall G. 12 Nov. ir/i A delay occurs in the

working of the machinery [of the guillotine), when in rushes
Miss Rorke, and tableau. 1894 Westui. Gaz. 18 Oct. 5/1
She overheard a gentleman ask another, pointing to two
of the witnesses, "Which of those old cats is Mrs. C.t'
Mrs. C. leaned over and said

' That particular tabby, sir, is

behind you '. Tableau I

3. A table, a schedule ; an official list. (A com-
mon use in Fr.)
1798 T. W. TONE Autoi!og. (1828) 266, I was carried on the

tableau of the Arinee d' Angleterre. 1863 LEPSIUS Stand.

Alphabet 75 Comprise the seven classes in a general tableau.

1888 Harpers Mag. May 924/1 Those who. belonging to

the fourteen grades of the tchin, or official tableaux of rank,
are exempt from certain degrading penalties.

4. Tableau vivant (table' v/'vniV
, pi. tableaux

vivanta (same pron.), lit.
'

living picture '; a repre-
sentation of a personage, character, scene, incident,

etc., or of a well-known painting or statue, by one

person or a group of persons in suitable costumes

and attitudes, silent and motionless; traiisf. a

picturesque actual scene. (In quot. 1883, applied
to a group of statuary.)

1817 MOORE Lalla R. Pref. (1850) 15 The different stories

. . were represented in Tableaux I'trans and songs. 1837
SIR F. PALGRAVE Merck. >t Friar (1844) 4 The intellectual

amusement of a tableau vivant. 1844 WARBURTON Crescent

\ ('rvssdSjS} I. xii. 1 06 The rich colouring, the antique atti-

tudes, the various complexions that continually present

themselves, form an unceasing series of tableaux vivans
in an Eastern city. 1883 C. C. PERKINS Hal. Sculft. 385

Upon canvas the group would be counted a masterpiece,
in clay it is a tableau vivant.

2



TABLEAU.

Hence Ta-blean z 1

., trans, to put into a tableau.

1903 Contemp. Re-.'. Dec. 873
' Tableaued

'

year by year

in the popular Christmas Crib,.. the Ass and the Ox, have

become only less familiar than the Shepherds,

Ta-ble-board.
fl. A board for backgammon or any similar

game : = TABLE sb. 4 a, bOAKD sb. 2 c. Obs.

1481 Cat/i. Angl. 376/1 A Tabylle burde, tabella. 1540

HYRDE tr. Wvtfluttr. Chr. Worn. F ij, What a foule thing

is it, to see a woman in steade of her woolbasket, to handle

the tablebourd. 1623 WEBSTER Devil's Lam-Case 11. i,

Shaking your elbow at the table-board. 1905 [see TABLE-

MAN i].

2. A board forming the top of a table; also

a table (obs. or dial.).

i6o3 in H. Hall Soc. Eliz. Age vii. (1886) 99 Table-hordes,

formes, and a countinge table. 1668 CLAHENDON <'<'''

Tracts (1727) 33 Walnut-tree.. of which I made some table-

boards and frames for chairs. 1731 W. HALFPENNY Perspec-

tive p. iv, The Table-Board fixed on the three Legs. 1847-78

HALLIWELL, Table-board, a table. Cormv.

3. Board, i. e. meals, without lodging. U. .9.

1884 N. York Herald 27 Oct. 2/3 First class table Board.

1895-6 Cal. Univ. Nebraska 177 Table board ranges from

1.50 to $2.50 per week.

Ta-ble-book.
1 1. A book composed of tablets for memoranda ;

a pocket note-book or memorandum-book. Obs.

1596 NASHE Saffron Walden Wks. (Grosart) III. 67

Registers., busie with their Table-books., to gather phrases.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. n. ii. 136. 1616 Trav. Eng. Pilg. in Harl,

Misc. (Malh.) III. 332 Writing my notes out ofmy table-book.

1667 PEPYS Diary 10 May, Found in the dead man's pocket . .

a table-book, wherein were entered the names of several

places where he was to go. 1711-11
SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella

22 Jan., He thanked me for telling him, and immediately put
his name in his table-book. 1816 SINGER Hist. Cards 276 He
was observed to busy himself by writing in his table book.

2. A book of arithmetical or other tables; a

Ready Reckoner or the like.

i87 G. DARLF.Y Sylvia 28 He cannot count his fingers'
Without a table-book.

3. An ornamental book for a drawing-room table.

1845 (title) George Cruikshank's Table-Book. 188. Lit.

World (Cent. Diet.), The Christmas table-book has well

nigh disappeared, and well-illustrated editions of famous
works are becoming more and more popular.
Hence f Ta'ble-book-wi^se adv. Obs., in the

manner of a table-book (sense i).

1642 HOWELL For. Trav. (Arb.) 27 Some do use to have a
small leger booke fairely bound up table-book-wise.

Table-cloth (t^'b'l|kl(7J, -kl^b ; for pi. see

CLOTH sb.~). A cloth for covering a table.

a. A white cloth, usually of linen, spread upon a

table in preparation for a meal, and upon which
the dishes, plates, etc. are placed.
1467 Mann, fy Hoiiseh. Exp. (Roxb.) 409 My mastyr paid

there for a tabylle clothe ij. s. vj. d. 1496-7 Kef. St. Mary at
Hill 34 Item, ij dyapre Tableclothis for the high Auter.

1575 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 363 If either
fellowe or pensioner do wipe his hande or finger of the
table clothe he shall pay for every time j

d
. 1586 B. YOUNG

Gnazzo's Civ. Com'. IV. 185 Ye table cloathes wer spread.
1610 HOLLAND Camdcu's Brit. (1637) 481 Table clothes and
linnen used at the solemne Coronation, 1855 MRS. GASKELI.
Nortk ff S. xxvi, Clothes-basket[s] . . full of tablecloths and

napkins. 1885 Manch. Exam. 9 Sept. 3/1 Equal to the task
of instructing a laundress in the ironing of a tablecloth.

b. A cloth, usually of woollen material and
often of ornamental design, used to cover a table

permanently or when not in use for meals
;
=

table-cover (TABLE sb, 22).
1610 in Eng. Wont. Dom. Mag. (1862) IV. 109 If the green

table-cloth be too little I will make a pair of warm stockings
of it. 1879 CROCKETT Kit Kennedy xlix. 358 The letter was
laid down on the tablecloth, with a fast-falling rain of tears

falling upon it.

C. Jig. Name for a cloud covering the flat top and

hanging down over the edge of Table Mountain at
the Cape of Good Hope.

M
by some called the 'spreading of the Table-cloth'.] 1836
Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 29 When the cloud that they call
the Table-cloth comes down, people are often lost in the

'

fog. 1898 Wcstm. Gaz. 13 Oct. 1/3, I had no time to spare
(or the ascent of Table Mountain, and the tablecloth of I

Clouds indeed forbade me to attempt it.

Hence Ta-ble-clo thing- (-klj>birj), linen for table-

cloths; Ta-ble-cloth-wlse adv., in the manner
of a table-cloth ; Ta-ble-clo thy (-kl$>i) a., resem-

bling or suggesting a table-cloth.

1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede xxxi, I'm having linen spun, an 1

thinking all the while it'll make sheeting and table-clothing
for her when she's married. 1891 KIPLING Life's Handicap, I

End ofPassage 159 Clouds of tawny dust. . flung themselves
[

tablecloth-wise among the tops of the parched trees, and
came down again. 1866 HOWELI.S Venet. Life iii, Where |

the marble is carven in vast and heavy folds . . to simulate a
curtain . . it has . . a harshness decidedly table-clothy.

Ta-ble-cut, a. (sb.) [f. TABLE sb., used ad-

verbially + CUT ///. a. orj/5.2] Of a diamond or
!

other precious stone : Cut in the form of a ' table
'

:

see TABLE sb. 18 and TABLE DIAMOND.
1688 Land, Gaz. No. 2320/4 Lost.., a Diamond Ring,

Table Cut. ITOA Ibid. No. 4046/4, 8 Rings, one a Diamond
with 7 btones, Table-cut. 1905 A. LANG in Longm. Mag. Apr.
566, I could not tell what stones the table-cut stones were.

b. sb. The style of cutting a precious stone
as described in A. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

10

So Ta-ble-cntter, a lapidary who cuts precious

stones in
' tables

'

; Ta'ble-cnttins = B.

1877 E. W. STRF.ETER Precious Stones iv. 23 A little later

[than 1373] the so-called
' table-cutters

'

at Niirnberg, and all

other stone-engravers, formed themselves into a guild. 1877

KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2478/1 Table-cutting is adopted with

flat thin gems, which have not sufficient protuberance to

cut as rose diamonds or brilliants.

Tabled (t/i-b'ld),
a. [f.

TABLE sb. and z>.]

1. Made in or into the form of a table or flat sur-

face; shaped like a table; spec.
= TABLE-CUT a.

1381 WYCLIF Exod. xxxv. n The tabernacle, and the roof

of it, and the coueryng ; rynges, and the tabhd sides. 1575

LANEHAM Let. (Ballad Soc.) 51 Diamons, Emerauds, Ru-

byes, and Saphyres : poynted, tabld, rok, and roound. 1831

J BREE St. Herberts Isle 95 Mountains with tabled heads.

1853 M. ARNOLD Empedocles on Etna n. 177 Sitting on a

tabled stone.

2. ? Pictured, depicted, rare.

1848 BAILEY Feslus Ced. 4) viii. 84 The mornlit revel and the

shameless mate, The tabled hues of darkness and uf blood.

3. Entered on a list ;
listed. Se.

c 1630 SIR T. HOPE Minor Practicks (1726) p
The Keeper

. . was obliged to affix on the Tolbooth-wall the Roll of the

tabled Causes.

4. Having a table or tables : in comb., as double-

tallied adj., having two '
tables ', leaves, or tablets

(cf. TABLE si. 2 e).

1848 BAILEY Festus (ed. 4) xix. 216 The bright universe,

The double tabled book of Heaven and earth.

II Table d'hote (tabl,d<n). [Fr.,
= host s

table.] A common table for guests at a hotel

or eating-house ; a public meal served there at a

stated hour and at a fixed price ; an ordinary.
Also attrib. as table d'/iSte dinner.

16x7 MORYSON [tin. in. 60 Neither at this time was there

any ordinarie Table (which they call Table de fhosle, the

Hosts table), a 1667 COWLEY Ess. l'~ersf <y Prose, Liberty
Wks. (1684) 83 All this is but TaU'd Host, 'tis crowded with

people for whom he cares not. 1759 H. WALPOLE Let. to

H. S. Conway 19 Sept. ,
Mrs. Howe, who rides a fox-chase,

and dines at the table dhdte at Grantham. 1816 Gentl.

Mag. LXXXVI. I. 198/2 At Dunkirk.. I found agood table

d'hote, a luxury which foreign travellers do not find in

England. 1838 Murray's Handbk. N. Germ. 300/1 The
table-drmte dinner, .takes place at 2 o'clock.

Ta-ble dramoud. [f.
TABLE sb. 18 + DIA-

MOND.] A diamond cut with a table or large flat

upper surface surrounded by small facets
; esp. a

thin diamond so cut having a flat under surface.

1470 N. C. Wills (Surt. 1908) 56 A ringe of gold with table

dyamond. 1519 Lett. nP.Heu. VIII, III. No. 463 (P.R.O.)
A black carkeyn with a syphre . . garnysshed with three
table diamauntes, oon losenge diamaund, oon great poynted

Diamonds, 1833 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 6 The forms into
which the diamond is cut are the brilliant, the rose, and the
table. 1877 W. JONES Finger-ring 379 A ring with seventy,
five table-diamonds, set in gold.

Tableful (tf-b'lful). [f.
TABLE sb. + -FUL.]

The amount or number that a table will hold or

accommodate, a. As many (persons) as can be
seated at a table

; a company seated at a table and

occupying all the seats around it.

1535 COVKRDALE Mark vi. 39 He commattnded them all to
syt down by table fulles vpon the grene grass. 1774 ABIGAIL
ADAMS in Fam. Lett. (1876) 35 We make a table-full at
meal times. 1858 O. W. HOLMES Aut. lireakf.-t, iii, One
man who is a little too literal can spoil the talk of a whole
tableful of men of esprit.

b. As many (things) as a table will hold.
1886 Philnaelfhia Times 9 Jan. (Cent.), Three large table-

fuls of housekeeping things,

t Table'ity. Oh. mmce-u-d. [f. TABLE sb. +
-ITY; rendering Krasmus's L. menseitas for Gr.

TpairefoTij! (Diog. Laertes). Cf. CuppEixv.] The
abstract quality of a table.

1541 UDAI.L Erasm. Apofh. 123 b, Hauyng in his mouth . .

Cup are seen ; but not an Intellect, by which Tableity and
Cuppeity are seen. 1701 LOCKE Defence App. Pers. Identity
(1769) 41 Personality therefore may be ranked among the
whole scholastick terms of corporeity, egoity, tableity, etc.

Ta-ble-land. [f. TABLE sb. + LAND sb.} An
elevated region of land with a generally level sur-

face, of large or considerable extent
; a lofty plain ;

a plateau.
1697 DAMPIER 1'oy. I. xix. 531 The most remarkable Land

at Sea is a high Mountain, steep to the Sea, with a flat even
top, which is called the Table Land [at the Cape of Good
Hope). 1774 COOK I 'ay. S. Pole in. iv. (1777) II. 5o At sun-rise
we discovered a high table land (an island) bearing E. by S.
1814 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. 70 (Lucy) The common
is one of a series of heathy hills, or rather a high table land,
pierced in one part by a ravine of marshy ground. 1800
BARING-GOULD Jit. of West I. x. 155 The great irregular

tableland^
of Dartmoor, over a thousand feet above the sea.

continents 1869 TOZER Might. Turkey II. ,90 One long
line of table-land.., half mountain, half plain.

*-fig-
1810 HAZLITT Lect. Dram. Lit. 12 He [Shakspere] indeed

overlooks and commands the admiration of posterity, but

TABLE-RAPPING.
he does it from the table-land of the age in which he lived.

1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. ill. xxii, A healthy Briton on
the central table-land of life.

Tableless (tfi-b'l,les), a. [-LESS.] Without
a table ;

unfurnished with a table.

1887 H. KNOLLYS Sk. Life Japan 183, 1 am .. conducted into
the enlarged partition in a doll's house, clean as a match-box,
but tableless and chairless. 1895 Strand Mag. Oct. 451/1
The tableless, curtainless, carpetless, chestless apartment.

t Ta-bleman. Obs. PI. -men.
1. One of the ' men '

or pieces used in any game
played on a board, esp. backgammon.
1483 Cath. Angl. 376/1 A Tabylle man, scaccus . .

, calculus.

1534 Camden Misc. (1855) 39 One paire of tables of peerle,
..withoute table men. x66 BACON Sylva 158 A Soft

Body dampeth the Sound. ..And therefore .. in Colleges
they use to line the Tablemen. 1641 HINDE J. Bnien xl.

123 He saw everywhere Cards and Dise, Tables and Table-
men. 1725 SLOANE Jamaica. II. 136 The wood (Guaiacum)
is.. good for bowls, tables, table-men, and cabinets. 1905
FISKE Chess in Iceld. 89 The list of chess boards and chess,

men, table-boards and table-men in the king's possession.

2. Applied in contempt to a gamester.
1608 DEKKER Lanthortie ff Candlel. D j b, Knowing that

your most selected Gallants are the only Table-men that
are plaid withal at Ordinaries. 1600 Gvlls Home-bk.
Introd. 2 All the painted table-men about you, take you to
be heires apparant to rich Midasse.

t Ta-blemeal, adv. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. TABLE

sb. (sense 13 n) + -MEAL : rendering L.
1abulatini.~\

By
' tables

'

; bed by bed.
c 1440 Pallad. on Hltsb. in. 148 Thi vynes olde eke grafle

hem table mele.

Tablement (t^-b'lment). [f. TABLE v. +

-MENT, after L. tabulament-tim, f. tabulare^
1. Arch. = TABLE sb. 1 2 a ; also, a foundation or

basement.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1678 A schippe be-houes |>e to dight...

Fiueten [ellen] on heght, Jiat es ^entent, Fra grund vnto be
tabulment. 13.. . E. Allit.P, A. 993 Vch tabelment watz
a serlypez ston. 1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. II. xxxv. 147
An edyfyce made of grete tymber and of tablementes with

many loftes and stallages. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) II.

604 Stones larger than small tablements of pillars or counting-
bourds. 1603 Plutarch's Mar. 1196 We sat us downe
upon the tablements on the South side of the temple. 1853
PARKER Turner's Dom. Archit. II. v. 218 So that a decent
stone tablemen! be made on the wall.

1 2. A wooden frontal for an altar : TABULA 2.

1446 Yatton Churchw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 86 Payde to
W. Stubbe rydyng to Brystowe to see the tabyjment.
1500 in Wiltsh. Archaeol., etc., Map. (1855) II. 310 Pd. for

making of the tabullment of the High Altar. 155* Inv. Ch,
Goods Berksh. 24 A clothe to hange before the tablement.

t 3. A tabulation, list, catalogue. Obs. rare.

1551 RFCORDE Pat/tiv. Knowl. Ep. to King, And thus
will I omit this great tablement of vnnappie hap.

t Ta'bler '. Obs. Also 4 tablere, 5 tabelere.

[In sense i, a. OF. tablier ( 1 3-131(1 c. inGodef.) =
L. tabular/am, in one of its mediaeval senses, f.

tabula table : cf. TABLE sb. 4.]
1. A backgammon board ; hence, the game of

backgammon or ' tables'. Also, a chess-board.

1303 R. BRUNNE /fandl. Sytine 1041 To pley at be dies or
at J?e tablere. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg, 247 Wi|>inne a
monbe he mht se to pleie at be tablet-. 1426 LVDG. De
Gitil. 1'ilgr, 17272 Squar as ys a Tabler. 14.. Metr. r'ac.

in Wr.-Wiilcker 626/13 Scaccarinm checure, alea tabelere,
decius dyce. 1474 CAXTON Chesse iv. i. (1883) 161 Wherfore
y l ther ben in the tabler as many poynts wyde as ben full

2. (? A table-cloth or a towel : med.L. talilerium.)
1391 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 178 Graunsom bastard

pro j tabler per ipsum empt' ibidem pro domino, xii scot.

1393 Ibid. 281 Pro iiij Ib. cotoni et j matte., pro j tablerio.

Tabler 2
(t?-blai). Now rare. [f. TABLE sb.

and v. + -ER : in sense I = OF. tablemir; in other

senses = OF. lablicr.]

fl. A player at backgammon. Cf. TABLINO
vbl. sb. 2. Obs.

1561 HP. PARKHURST Injunctions 19 Dycers, tablers, carders,
swearers or vehemently suspected therof. 1571 GRINDAL
Injunctions 23 Rem. (Parker Soc.) 130 Nor any of you
shall be. .a hunter, hawker, dicer, carder, tabler.

1 2. Rendering Gr. rpairt^irr/i, a money-changer.
c 1550 CHEKE Matt. xxv. 27 You schold yeerfoor haav put

out mi moni to ye tablers.

3. a. One who gets his meals at another's table

for payment ;
= HOARDER I . Obs. or rare.

1598 FLORIO Ital. Diet., Comensale, a fellow boorder, a
fellowe commoner, a fellow tabler. 1641 HINDE J. Bruen
iii. 10 He was sent, .to be taught and trained up under one

James Roe. .where he continued a Scholler and Tabler for

the space of three yeares. a 1714 M. HENRY Life F. Tallents
Wks. 1853 I. 624 He left off house-keeping, and went to be
a tabler. 1755 JOHNSON, Boarder, a tabler ; one that eats

with another at a settled rate.

t b. One who boards persons. Obs.

1665 BRATHWAIT Comment Two Tales 8 We are to supoose
him to be a Lodger or Tabler of Scholars and other Artists,
for their Chamber and weekly Commons.
4. Possible in senses 4-8 of TABLE v.

;
as in ' the

tabler of the resolution ', etc.

Ta'ble-ra:pping. The production of raps or

knocking sounds on a table without apparent physi-
cal means ; by spiritualists ascribed to the agency
of departed spirits, and used as a supposed means
of communication with them.
1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. $ It. Note Bks. II. 141 He made

his communication by means of table-rapping. 1860 All



TABLE BUSY.
Year Round No. 64. 328 His aunt, who almost made a pro.
fession of table-rapping, who kept a journal of her spiritual
experiences.

Table Round, ~ ROUND TABLE sb.

Ta'ble ru'by. A ruby cut with a large flat

upper surface surrounded by small facets: cf.

TABLED. 18, TABLE DIAMOND.
1519 in Witts Doct. Com. (Camden) 18 One ring with a

table
rubye.

1660 F. DKOOKE tr. Lt Blanc's Trav. 385, I gavea fair table Kubie to my Sister. 1901 ll'estm. Gas. 31 Dec.
1/1 The Coronation ring.. will probably take the form of
a plain fold ring set with a large table ruby on which is

engraved a plain or St. George's Cross.

Ta ble-spooil. A spoon (larger than a dessert-

spoon) used for taking soup, and, in a larger size,
for serving vegetables, puddings, etc. at table.
1763 Brit, iir.ig. IV. 275 The villain stole two large table-

spoons. 1865 DICKENS Mat. fr. i. ii, Like a face in a table-
spoon.
Hence Ta-blespoo'nfnl, as much as a table-

spoon holds.

1771 HIGGINS in Phil. Trans. LXIH. 140 Haifa table,
spoonful of the.. solution. 1856 KANE Ant. lixfl. I. xvi.
198 Brandy, .served out in tablespoonful doses. 1804 WALSH
Coffee (Philad.) 240 Add half tablespoonful of powdered
chicory to two tablespoonfuls of ground coffee.

Ta-ble-stone.
1 1. Arch. A flat stone, a stone tablet ; also, a

horizontal stone. Obs.
.1467-9 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 641 Pro .. nova

operacione et posicione tabilstonys fin the walls of a church).
554 Aberdeen Regr. (1844^ I. 281 Findand sufficient hewyn

stancs to the haill wark with the tabill stane of the gavillU
and makand the said tolbuith vattirthicht.

2. Archsol. a. A flat stone supported by two or
more upright stones; a cromlech or dolmen

; also,
the horizontal stone forming the top of this.
1840 T. A. TROLLOPE Sumiii. Brittany II. 88 These

dolmens, or table-stones, consist.. of one large flat mass
supported by several upright stones. 1880 JEFPERIES GrFeme f. 150 He crawled right under the table-stone of the
dolmen.

b. A small flat round stone supposed to have
been used in a game resembling draughts.
1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863) II. iv. vi. 335 Table-

stones, or draughtsmen, are found alongside the weaponsand other relics buried with the warrior.

Tablet (tse-blet), sl>. Forms: 4-6 tablette,
5 tabulette, -elet(te, (taplet), 5-6 tablet*,
tabellet(t, 6 tabillette, Sc. teblet, tabuUatte, j

6- tablet, [a. OF. tablete (i 3th c.), F. tablette,
dim. of table, = Pr. tauleta, Sp. tablela, Pg. I

taboleta, It. tavoletta, med.L, tabuleta(iyjt in Du
Cange) : see TABLE sb. and -ET, -ETTE.]
1. A small, flat, and comparatively thin piece of >

stone, metal, wood, ivory, or other hard material,
'

artificially shaped for some purpose ; a small slab.
a. A small slab of stone or metal bearing or

intended to bear an inscription or carving, esp. one
affixed to a wall as a memorial ; also applied to a
flat surface cut in a rock for the same purpose.
c 1315 SHOREIIAM iii. 67 Ope two tablettes of ston..He hys

1
= them] wrot, Moyses by.tok. 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys

(Koxb.) 254 A taplet of marbyl [he] held in hys honde. 1649
G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. Kcclxi, His single Honour needs
noe Fret of Names. . To glimer ore the Tablet. 1700 PRIOR
Carmen Sxculare 167 When.. The pillar'd marble, and the
tablet brass, Mouldering, drop the victor's praise. 1851
LAYARD Pop. Ace. Discav. Nineveh. Introd. 13 The most
important trilingual inscriptions hitherto discovered are
those. .in the rock tablet of Behistun. Ibid. vii. 163 Four
tablets have been cut in the rock. 1870 F. R. WILSON Ch.
Lindisf. 30 The mural tablets are also numerous.

b. A slab or panel, usually of wood, for a picture
or inscription. Votive tablet : an inscribed panel
anciently hung in a temple in fulfilment of a vow,
e. g. after deliverance from shipwreck or dangerous
illness. Chiefly arch, or Hist.

?3?
I
,,.

p
t
IpT1E GtUKZO

'

s Civ. Conv. i. (1586) 30 b, Others,
with lablets and pictures use to represent men and women
in some infamous and dishonest act. 1700 DRYDEN (J.),
Through all Greece the young gentlemen learned . . to design
upon tablets of boxen wood. 1781 V. KNOX Ess. Ixiii. 274
Apelles used to say, that Protpgenes knew not when to take
his hand from the tablet which he was painting. 1851 D.
WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863) II. in. ii. 40 A votive tablet in
honour of the Legate. 1869 LECKY mvf. Jlfor. I. iii. 382The votive tablets of those who escaped are suspended
in the temple, while those who were shipwrecked are
forgotten.

c. A small smooth inflexible or stiff sheet or leaf
for writing upon ; usually, one of a pair or set

hinged or otherwise fastened together ; anciently,
of wood, or other material, covered with wax,
written upon with a style, and used for corre-

spondence, legal documents, etc. ; in later times, of

ivory, cardboard, or the like, carried in the pocket
and used for memoranda

; hence sometimes, in pi.
tablets, applied vaguely to a note-book. Formerly
called tables (TABLE sb. i b).
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. v. iv. 109 This Tablet lay vpon his Brest,

wherein Our pleasure, his full Fortune, doth confine. 1780
MME. D'ARBLAY Diary 29 Apr., Had 1 not kept memoran-
dums in my tablets, I could not possibly give any account
of our proceedings. 1836 MARRYAT Japhct xl, I took out
my tablets, and wrote down the address. 1860 RAWLINSON
Herodotus VIL 239 IV. 196 Demaratus..took a pair of

tablets, and clearing the wax away from them, wrote what
the king was

purposing
to do upon the wood. 1883 Chamb.

Jrill. 28 Apr. 266/2 There were unearthed nearly forty
thousand bucnbed tablets of unbaked clay. 1885 liiuLt
(R. V.) Isa. viii. i Take thee a great tablet, and write upon
it with the pen of a man.

d. In general or various applications, as a slab
or tile, used in roofing or flooring, a flat piece in
some mechanism, etc. ; in quot. 1782 applied to

playing-cards.
C1440 Pallitd. on Hiisb. vi. 195 Now brode and thynne

Tilette or tabulette of marbul stoon. 1698 FRYER Act. .

India >t P. 395 A Bed made . . on the Table ts upon the Tops
of their Houses. 1781 CowrER Progr. Err. 170 The painted
tablets, dealt and dealt again. 1841 1. WILLIAMS Baptistery'

ti 'i'
' Quaint tablets rang'd some antique hearth around,

Ulue Holland porcelain, all rudely wrought,
t 2. An ornament of precious metal or jewellery

of a flat form, worn about the person. Obs. [Cf.
med. L. tabula and tabuletus in Du Cange.]
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) 234 Euerych of hem bcreth a

tablett of laspere or of luory or of cristall. 1504 Will
Goodyear (Somerset Hal, My tablet of golde that I was
wonte to were abowte my nek. 1541 Ace. Lord H. Treas.

< Scott. VIII. 58 Chenjeis, tabullattis, tergattis, bracelattis
nngis. 1546 Inv. Ch. Goods (Surtees) 86 A great tablett of
golde havyng in yt the ymage of Our Lady. 1583 GOLDING
Calvin on Dent, c.xxvi. 774 These great lords & braue lads
which wil needs weare ublets at their neckes y' is to say
sumptuous lewels for folke to gase at a great way off. 1611
BIBLE Exod. xxxv. 22 And they came both men and women,
. .and brought bracelets, and earerings, and rings, & tablets,
all lewels of gold, c 1620 Z. BOYD Zion's Flowtrs (1855) 31The tablets and the rings made for the eare.

3. A small flat or compressed piece of some solid

confection, drug, or the like ; a lozenge of flattened

(originally rectangular) form ; a flat cake of soap.
1581 HESTER Seer. Phiorav. \. xxix. 34 Giuing them euery

mornyng one dragme of good Sope in tablettes accordyng
to our uiuention. 1616 BACON Sylva 970 It is yet in use,
to wear little bladders of quicksilver, or tablets of arsenic, as
preservatives against the plague. 1655 CULPEFPER Riverius
I. ll. 15 You may often use.. these Tablets or Lozenges
following. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Tablets, or solid
Electuaries, are much the same with Lozenges. 1890 Lancet
i Nov. 39 (Advt., B. W. & Co.) The Bicarbonate of Potash
and Bicarbonate of Soda ' Tablets

'

or '

Tabloids
'

prove effi-

cacious in dyspepsia. 1898 Allbutfs Syst. Med. V. 996
[Trinitrine may be administered) in the form of tablets. 190*
Times 30 Mar. 12/3 At this date the plaintiffs had used the
word 'tablet' to denote compressed drugs,.. but Mr. Well-
come set about finding a new word, and invented the word
'

tabloid '. Mod. A tablet of chocolate ; a tablet of soap.
b. Hence, Sc. (taiblef), hardbake or almond

toffy made in tablets.
c 1900 Wee Macgregor i. 2, I want taiblet. Ibid. 5.

t 4. Short for tablet diamond : see sense 8. 06s.

151? Lett, f, Pap. /fen. I'///, III. No. 463 (P.R.O.)
Having an owche at theecnd wherin is sett a fair table balas
with iiij fair diamauntes wherof

ij great poynted dya-
maundes, oon tablet and oon losenge. Ibid., iiij diamauntes
wherof ij poynted and ij tablettes.

6. Glass-making. = TABLE sb. 15 b. ? Obs.
1688 [see TABLE i*. 150].
6. Arch. TABLE sb. 12 a, b.

1833 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 444 A Tablet is a pro-
jection, fixed in a wallj with one face parallel to the surface.
1875 LEWIS & STREET in Encycl. Brit. II. 390/1 The crown-
tng^ tablet or fillet [of an Egyptian pylon or portico] is quite
plain and unornamented.
7. Anat. = TABLE st>. 16. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

8. attrib. and Comb. : tablet-book, a set of
tablets for writing on; tablet check, in Tele-

graphy : see quot. ; f tablet diamond - TABLE
DIAMOND ; f tablet jewel, ? sense 2

; tablet-

letter, an ancient letter written on a tablet
; tablet

tea, tea made up in tablets (sense 3) ; tablet-
writing, writing on tablets.

1896 BOSCAWEN Bible
,( Man. v. no The series of tablets

when complete consisted of twelve "tablet-books. 1876PREECE & SIVEWRIGHT Telegraphy 293 Every circuit.. is

supplied with a form called a "Tablet check, upon which
eacn message as it goes off is ticked. 1530 Lett. * Pap.
Hen. Vril, IV. No. 6789 (P.R.O.) Rynges..oon with a
"tablet dyamount. [Cf. sense 4 above.] 1598 YONO Diana
01 Two lewels curiouslie enchased with tablet Diamonds.
1599 MINSHEU St. Diet., Dial. 15 Chaines of leat, Amber,
or such like, "tablet lewels, girdles [etc.]. 1899 T. NICOL
Archaeol. % Bible v. 186 Seven of the "tablet-letters are
from the Governor of Jerusalem. 1891 Daily News 5 June
5/6

'

"Tablet tea
' and ' brick tea

',
so familiar in Russia, . .

are apt to be confounded by outsiders. The former.. is

made of the finest tea-dust procurable. . . It is manufactured
by steam machinery, with the aid of steel moulds, under
great pressure. 1905 J. OUR ProbL O. T. Notes 525 Cunei-
form

"tablet-writing probably in some measure continued
after the settlement in Canaan.

Tablet (tse-blet), v. [(. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To furnish with a tablet (esp. one

bearing an inscription) ; to affix a tablet to.

1864 Reader ii June 750 A large series of Irish and
British fossils, about 17^000 specimens, .named and tableted.

1883 G. H. BOUGMTON m Harper's Mag. Apr. 698/2 About
the square were numbers of. . old houses, with elaborately
adorned gables, crow-stepped,, .and tableted. 1894 Westm.
Gaz. 28 June 2/2 [The] chapel tableted with the names of
some who have died in their country's service.

b. To inscribe on a tablet.

1878 Masque of Poets 152 And tableted above Him Still
We read ' Love taught the smith to paint '.

2. ? treats. To make into a tablet ; or ? intr. To
make tablets.

TABLEWISE.

.i.'^Vr'' *!"', 7 Dec ' 33/ A formula for the prenati
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Table-talk
(t,--b'l,tg-k). Talk at table;la.niliar conversation at meals.

at ihYJTm'irrT'iT "",
'"'"" "ary conversation or gossip

t^wkl^- ,1?^"' %S^?&*~Hr*S-bodie Wks. (1637) 188 Hlmselfe begira lable-talke of his nciith-

the irse* of John.f .tr t
'Selden Esq. , or his Sence'of Vartous Matters of WcFKhi
1

and
High Consequence. ,79, BOSW:,.L Johnsm IntroJ. (.gj?)I. 55 The small portion which we have of the table-talk andother anecdotes of our celebrated writers. ,838^9 HAIXAMHist. L,t. IV. iv. vii. 3,. 3M One group hasVquired th.
distinctive name ofAna ; the reported conversation/the table,alk of the learned .846 () The Table Talk of Martin
Luther, translated and edited by W. Hazlitt

b. transf. A subject for table-talk ; a theme for
general conversation.
IS??~%

NORTH Plutarch 775 Antonius commanded him
at the Table to tell him what wind brought him thither
he answered, That it was no Table-talk, and that he would
:n him to morrow morning fasting. 1781 COWPER Table

Talk 151 To be the Table Talk of clubs up stairs.
c. attrib.

[614 J A

none but table-talke Diuinity.
So Ta-ble-talker, one who talks or converses at

table ; esp. a person of high conversational powers.
1846 WORCESTER, TabU-talker, one who converses at table.

Month. Rev. 1880 Q. Rev. Jan. 101 He was the best of
table-talkers.

Tabletary (tae-bletari), a. rare.
[(. TABLET

sb. 4- -ABY 1
; cf. planetary.} Of, pertaining to, or

contained in a tablet or tablets.
lMo fibr~ Univ- K"<"1- (N. Y.) II. 186 s. v. Bank t, Bank.

lf. No. 2 dated at Babylon . . 597 B. c., bears tabletary
evidence, attested by three witnesses, of the loan of 2 minai

II Tablette (taeble-t, tze-blet). [a. mod F.
tablette : see TABLET.]
1. = TABLET sA. i c.

1718 H. HERBERT tr. Fleury's Eccl. Hist. I. 536 He came
out with the tablette in bis hand and read it. 1860 W
COLLINS Worn. White ep. L narr. W. H. vii, I made some
entries in my tablettes this morning. Find my tablettes.
2. = TABLET sb. 3.

_ IMS Bradley's Fain. Diet., Tablette, or Lozenge, a Term
in Pharmacy,, .a solid Electuary, .cut into the form of small,
round or square Boards. 1890 Harper's Mag. Jan. 230/2Some tablettes of grated cocoa candied in liquid sugar.
3. Arch. =TABLET rf. 6, TABLED. 12 a; spec, in

Fortif. (see quot 1853).
73 CHAMBERS tr. Le Cterc's Treat. Archil. I. 124

Balusters with their Rail, serving as a Tablette or Rest to
the Elbows. 1853 STOCQUELER Milit. Encycl., Tablette, a
flat coping-stone, generally two feet wide and eight inches
thick, placed at the top of the revetement of the escarp, for
the purpose of protecting the masonry from the effects of
the weather, and also to serve as an obstacle to the besiegers
when applying the scaling-ladders.

Tableture, obs. or erron. form of TABLATUBE.
Ta'ble-tu rning. The action of turning or

moving a table without the use of any apparently
adequate means, as by a number of persons placing
their hands or fingers upon it ; such movements
being ascribed by some to spiritual agency (cf.

TABLK-BAPPINO). So Ta-ble-tu^rner, one who
practises table-turning.
. '853 Ann. Reg. 67 When the apparatus was kept in sight
it proved to possess a corrective power over the mind of the
table-turner. 1855 SMEDLEV, etc. Occult Sc. aoo Faraday
explains table-turning by involuntary muscular action. 1860
JEAFFRESON Bk. about Doctors II. 38 The vagaries of..

electro-biologists, spirit-rappers, and table-turners. 1861
HOOK Lives Abps. I. vii. 421 The superstitions of the age,
ranking with our mesmerism and table-turning.

Tableware (t^-b'lwe). Ware for the service
of the table ; a collective term for the articles which
are used at meals, as dishes, plates, knives, forks,etc.
1831 G. R. PORTKR Porcelain ft Gl. 16 The principal

inventions of Mr. Wedgwood were i. His table ware. 1897

..presented him on behalf of the city with a magnificent
service of tableware.

Tablewise (t^-b'lwsiz), adv. [f. TABLE sb. +
-WISE.] In the manner or form of a table : in

various senses, t a. ? In a rectangular shape. Obs.
c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew's 10 The Chirche he made

Of cuuily stoonewerke tabylwyse.
b. In tabular form ; tabularly : cf. TABLE sb. 10.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. v. v. 27 It shal not. .be amisse
in this place once for all, tablewise to lay down the same.
1811 G. CHALMERS Dom. Econ. Gt. Brit. 463 A Compara-
tive State, tablewise, of our domestir, and foreign trade.
1816 BENTHAM Chrtstom. Wks. 1843 VIII. 7 '2 The matter
of the text being thus treated Table-wue.



TABLIEB.

c. Said in reference to the holy table when

placed in the body of the church or chancel with

its length in the direction of that of the church ;

opp. to altarwise.
,637 j. WILLIAMS Holy Table 10 Your Communion-Table,

when it is not used, should stand in the upper end of the

Chanccll, not Altar-wise but Table-wise. 1654 EVELYN

Diary 12 July, To Magdalen College [Oxf.], where we saw

the Library and Chapell, which was likewise in pontifical

order, the altar onely 1 think turn'd table-wise, cfjio
CELIA FIENNES Diary (1888) 71 Their alter stood tablewise

for ye Comunion just in ye middle of ye Chancell. 1881

W. R. W. STEPHENS Diac. Hist. Chichester 194 In some
it [the altar] was placed altarwise, in others tablewise.

d. In reference to a precious stone : Cut as a
' table' (see TABLE sb. 18, TABLE-CUT).
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Table, A diamond cut Table.

wise.

e. In the form of a table as a piece of furniture,

i. e. (placed) horizontally on supports.

1902 Munsey's Mag. XXVI. 622/2 It was a flat, plain

slab of dark gray stone, placed on pillars tablewise.

II Tablier (tablfc). [Fr. tablier : see TABLEB 1.]

fl. A chess-board ;
= TABLER,II. Ofa. rare- 1

.

1474 CAXTON Cliesse iv. i. I vij, For to represente the

mesure of this cyte, in whiche this playe or game was

founden, the philosopher that fond hit first ordeyned a

lablier conleynyng Ixiiij poyntes square.

2. A part of a lady s dress resembling an apron ;

the front of a skirt cut or trimmed in the form of

nn apron.
1835 Court Mag. VI. p. xvii/2 The skirls of these latter

are closed before, and trimmed with folds in the form of

a tablier. 1862 Eng. Worn. Dom. Mag. IV. 256/1 The
dress .ornamented in front with a tablier of white satin.

1885 Pall Mall. G. 29 Jan. 9/1 The bride, .wore a dress of

striped white satin with pearl tablier in front and net veil

1903 Daily Chron. 30 Alay 8/4 At the edge of the tablier

skirt that falls loosely over the deep flounce. 1908 Ibid.

4 Aug. 7/5 [The gown] has what the French call a tablier ,

that is a plain breadth let in down the front of the skirt.

3. Name for the enlarged labia pudendi charac-

teristic of Hottentot women.
1893 Edin. Rev. Apr. 294 The tablier is usual among their

women and believed to be a mark of race.

Tabling (ta-blirj), vbl. sb. [f. TABLE v. and
sb. + -ING 1

7\

1. The action of setting down or entering in a
table

;
tabulation. Now rare.

c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 361 To her settyng hygher
or lower,, .tabulyng and assygnementes, alle owe redyly to

obey. 1561 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 179 Without ony
continuatioun, dyet or tabling of uther summondis. 1607
COWELL Interpr., Tabling ofFines, is the making of a table

for euery countie, where nis Maiesties writ runneth, contein.

ing the contents of euery fine, that shall passe in any one
terme [etc.]. 1624 yd Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. 30/2 An
Act concerning the fees to be taken in cities, boroughs,
towns, &c., and the tabling thereof. 1838 W. BELL Diet.

Law Scot., Tabling of a Summons. At the institution of
the College of Justice (1537), there was appointed a table,
in which were set down all summonses, to oe called in their

turns.

f 2. Playing at

TABLEB 2 j. 06s.

' tables
'

or backgammon. Cf.

.'53 Ord. Voy. Cathay in Hakl. (1886) III. 19 Neither

dicing, carding, tabling, nor other divilish games to be

frequented. 1583 BABINGTON Command, iv. (1599) 166, I

require .. that .. they better weigh whether carding, dising,
and tabling . . be exercises commanded of God for the
sabaoth day or no. 1608 WILLET Hexapla Exod. 411
Vsurie, carding, tabling and such like.

3. The action of providing or fact of being pro-
vided with meals; provision of food; boarding,
board. Cf. TABLE v. 2. Now rare or Obs.

111553 'n Cole //CM. Vfffs Scheme Bishcpricks (1838) 117
Borde and tabelyng frely in the kite Monasterie to one scole-
master. 1387 HARRISON England n. vi. (1877) I. 142 To
spend their time in large tabling and bellie cheere. a 1639
W. WHATELEV Prototypes n. xxxiv. (1640) 165 He would
have left the matter of his tabling to him. 1725 Postmaster
16 Apr. 6 Lodgings, furnish'd or unfurnish'd, with good
Tabling or without. 1830 J. HODGSON in J. Raine Mem.
(1858) II. 154 note. You can have a bed and tabling here.

4. Material for table-cloths ; table-linen. (Cf.
bedding?)
1640 in Entick London (t766) II. 167 Diaper for tabling.

1721 C. KING Brit. Merch. II. 347, 10281 Yards Diaper
'I abling, at it, 1812 J. SMYTH Pract. ofCustoms (1821) 131
Diaper Tabling, of the manufacture of Silesia.

6. Tables collectively ; accommodation of tables.
1892 Card. Chron. 27 Aug. 254/3 The length of tabling

filled with products must have reached fully half a mile.
1902 Westm. Gaz, 21 Mar. 8/1 Supposing we had to put up
tabling, the capacity of the hall would be reduced at once
from 3,000 to 800.

6. Arch. The making of a ' table' or horizontal

projecting course (see TABLE s6. 12 a) ; cotter, such
a course itself

; spec, a coping.
1411 in J. R. Boyle Hedon (1875) App. 168 In ij. bussellis

calcis emptis pro dictis fenestris et pro tabelyng de les
wykes ibidem, iiij.d. 167 j in Holmes Pontefract Bk.
Entries (1882) 103 Item, for corbells, rigginge and tableinge
i. 13. 4. "870 F. R. WILSON Ch. Lindhf. 2I There was the
corbel.tabling, showing the old height. 1876 GWILT Encycl.
arc/lit, (jloss., railing, a term used by the Scotch builders
to denote the coping of the walls of very common houses.
7. Carpentry and

Shipbuilding. See TABLE v. 6,
and qnots.
1794 Rigging * Seamanship I. M Tabling is the uniting

of pieces together in a manlier similar to the chain-coak,

12

hut broader ciSso Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 155 Tabling,

leuing one piece o
S
f timber into another by alternate scores

or projections from the middle, so that they cannot be

drawn asunder either lengthwise or sidewise.

8. Sailmaking. A broad hem made at the edge

of a sail to strengthen it : see TABLE v. J.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1776), Tabling, Lander a

sort of broad hem formed on the skirts and bottoms of a

snip's sails, to strengthen them in that part which is attached

to the bolt-rope. '794 K>gS'f *, S"fA'> ' 89-

NARES SeamwshipttA. 6) it Tabling, the double part of a

sail, close to the bolt-rope.

9 In hedging : see quot., and cf. TABLE sb. 130.

1841 J. SMITH Forest Trees 24 Give the hedge what is

called a tabling, that is to collect the earth.. that has been

taken away from the roots, . . and place it again in its original

V
lQ?*Anat. = TABLATUKE 5. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

11.' attrib., as f tabling-den, a low-class gaming-

house ; t tabling school, a boarding-school.
1886 H. HALL Soc. Eliz. Age viii. 105 The towns were

flooded with tippling-houses, bowling-alleys, tabhng-dens.

ifioo C HOOLE New Disc, old Art Teaching ^choole vi.

282 The shutting of children up. .into a dark room, and

depriving them of a meals meat, or the like (which are used

jn
some Tabling Schools) .. cannot be commendably-.used

in our greater Schooles.

t Ta-bling-house. Obs. [f. prec. (sense 2)

+ HOUSE sb] A house of resort for playing
'
tables

'
or other games ;

a gambling-house.
The sense '

boarding-house ', alleged in mod. Diets, (app.

founded on Harwell's casual remark in Nares (ed. 1859)

on quot 1577), is not certainly supported by any quot.

1577 NORTHBROOKE Dicing (1^3) 128 They alledge, that

there is none but common gamehouses and tabling _houses
that are condemned, and not the playing sometimes in their

own private houses. 1598 FLORIO Ital. Diet., Ridotto,..&

gaming or tabling house. 1605 Play Stucley in Simpson
Sch. Shaks. (1878) I. 165 Gods me, my masters lather I

Now my master He's at the Tabling-house too !

II Tablinum (tabbrnom). Rom. Antiq. PI.

tablina. [L. tablinum, tabulinum, as in defini-

tion, also a floored place in the open air, a picture-

gallery, f. tabula TABLE.] An apartment or recess

in an ancient Roman house, opening out of the

atrium opposite the principal entrance, and con-

taining the family archives, statues, etc.

1828-9 J- NARRIEN Arch, in Encycl. Metropol. (1845) V.

292/2 The tablinum, or repository for the archives and
records of the family. 1832 GELL Pompeiana I. viii. 159
The tablinum itself, so called from being closed with planks.
1862 E. FALKENER Ephesus, etc. n. iv. 259. 1890 Athenaeum

23 Aug. 265/2 In the central block [of a Roman
villa]

are

the pnncipal rooms, such as the tabulinum and triclinium.

Tabliture, obs. form of TABLATUKE.

Tabloid (tse-bloid). [A term registered on

14 March, 1884, by Messrs. Burroughs, Wellcome
& Co., as a trade-mark applied to chemical sub-

stances used in medicine and pharmacy prepared by
them, and afterwards for other goods j held by the

Court of Appeal to be a '

fancy word *
as applied

to the goods for which it is registered, and legally
restricted to the preparations of the firm named.]
The figurative, transferred, and sometimes humorous use,

chiefly attrib. or as adj., illustrated below has relation

mostly to the compressed or concentrated form of the drugs
sold by the firm under the name : see quot. 1903.

1898 Natural Science Feb. 112 This presumed tabloid
condition [of the flints] is brought about by a presumed
extreme cold. 1901 Westm. Gaz. i Jan. 9/3 He advocated
tabloid journalism. 1902 Ibid, i Apr. 10/2 The proprietor
intends to give in tabloid form all the news printed by other

journals. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 574/2 The untouched
cells below the cut grow larger.. with the formation of tab-
loid cork-cells. loosNov. 2o-Dec. 14 Mr. JUSTICE BYRNE in

Repts. Patent t, Trade Mark Cases XXI. 69 The word
Tabloid has become so well-known.. in consequence of the
use of it by the Plaintiff firm in connection with their com-

pressed drugs that I think it has acquired a secondary sense
in which it has been used and may legitimately be used so

long as it does not interfere with their trade rights. 1 think
the word has been so applied generally with reference to
the notion of a compressed form or dose of anything. 1906
Westm. Gaz. 3 Jan. 3/1 Five short tableaux of drama which
..might be described brutally as five tabloids of melodrama.

Taboggan, tabognay, var. ff. TOBOGGAN.

Taboo, tabu (tab-), a. and sb. Also tapu,
tambu, tabou. [ad. Tongan ta'bu (see A).
Ta'bu is also the form in several languages of Melanesia

and Micronesia, as in some of the New Hebrides, Banks Is.,
Gilbert Is., Papua (South Cape), etc. The general Polyne-
sian and Maori form (also in some of the New Hebrides) is

ta'pu, in Hawaiian ka'pu. Some of the Melanesian langs.,
as those of Fiji, and some of the Solomon Is., have ta'mbu,New Britain ta'bit and ta'mbu. Various cognate forms
occur in Melanesian and cognate langs. The Tongan form
was that first met with by Captain Cook, in 1777, from the
narrative of whose voyages the custom with its name became
known in England. In Fr. spelt tabou. The accentuation
taboo', and the use of the word as sb. and vb., are English ;

in all the native langs. the word is stressed on the first

syllable, and is used only as adj., the sb. and vb. being ex.
pressed by derivative words or phrases.]
A. adj. (chiefly in predicate), a. As originally

used in Polynesia, Melanesia, New Zealand, etc. :

Set apart for or consecrated to a special use or

purpose ; restricted to the use of a god, a king,
priests, or chiefs, while forbidden to general use ;

prohibited to a particular class (esp. to women),
or to a particular person or persons; inviolable,

TABOO.

sacred ; forbidden, unlawful ;
also said of persons

under a perpetual or temporary prohibition from cer-

tain actions, from food, or from contact with others.

1777 COOK Voy. to Pacific ll. vii. (1785) I. 286 [At Tongata-
boo] Not one of them would sit down, or eat a bit of any
thing...On expressing my surprize at this, they were all

taboo, as they said ; which word has a
very_ comprehensive

meaning ; but, in general, signifies that a thing is forbidden.

Why they were laid under such restraints, at present, was
not explained. Ibid. ix. 338 As every thing would, very
soon, be taboo, if any of our people, or of their own, should
be found walking about, they would be knocked down with
clubs. Ibid. xi. 410 When any thing is forbidden to be eat,

or made use of, they say, that it is taboo. 1826 SCOTT Diary
24 Oct. in Lockhurt, The conversation is seldom excellent

amongst official people. So many topics are what Otahei-

tians call taboo. 1845 J. COULTER Adv. in Pacific xiii. i7r
As soon as ever the anchor is down, if the ship is not a
taboo or restricted one, she will be at once boarded, not

by a few, but hundreds of women. 1873 TROLLOPE A nstral.

f, N. Z. II. 419 Priests are tapu. Food is very often tapu,
so that only sacred persons may eat it, and then must eat

it without touching it with their hands. Places are fright-

fully tapu, so that no man or woman may go in upon them.
1888 C. M. WOODFOBD in /'roc. Roy. Geog. Sac. New
Monthly Ser. X. 372 The human heads.. are reserved for

the canoe-houses. These . .are tambu (tabooed) for women

i.e.,
a woman is not allowed to enter them, or indeed to

pass in front of them.

b. trans/. &n&Jig.
1826 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. n. 63 (Touchy Lady) The

mention of her neighbours is evidently taboo, since. .she

is in a state of affront with nine-tenths of them. 1891

Spectator 2 May 611/3 A.. pledge that that Wednesday
should not be absorbed by the Government, but should be

taboo. 1901 R. GARNETT Ess. viii. 224 The legendary
history of Ireland is. .taboo to the serious historian.

B. sb. 1. The putting of a person or thing
under prohibition or interdict, perpetual or tem-

porary ;
the fact or condition of being so placed ;

the prohibition or interdict itself. Also, the insti-

tution or practice by which such prohibitions are

recognized and enforced ; found in full force in

the islands of the Pacific when first visited by
Europeans, and still prevailing in some of them,
as also, under other forms and names, among
many other races in early stages of culture.

The institution is generally supposed to have had a reli.

gious or superstitious origin (certain things being considered

the property of the gods or superhuman powers, and there-

fore forbidden to men), and to have been extended to politi-

cal and social affairs, being usually controlled by the king or

great chiefs in conjunction with the priests, borne things,
acts and words were permanently taboo or interdicted to

the mass of the people, and others specially to women, while

temporary taboo was frequently imposed, often apparently
quite arbitrarily,

a. As originally used in Polynesia, New Zealand,

Melanesia, etc.

1777 COOK Voy. to Pacific II. xi. (1785) I. 410 When the

taboo is incurred, by paying obeisance to a great personage,
it is thus easily washed off. Ibid., Old Toobou, at this

time, presided over the taboo. 1778 KING in Cook's Voy. in.

xii. (1785) II. 249 The taboo also prevails in Atooi, in its full

extent, and seemingly with much more rigour than even at

Tongataboo. 1779 Ibid. v. iv. III. 81 The taboo, which

Eappo had laid on it [the bay at Hawaii] the day before, at

our request, not being yet taken off. 1817 SOUTHEY in Q.
Rev. XVII. 14 This taboo was now to be taken off, by a

large slaughter of hogs. 1831 Tyerman fy Bennet's Voy. <y

Trav. I. xix. 423 The priests [in Oahu] recommended a ten

days' tabu, the sacrifice of three human victims [etc.]. Ibid.

xx. 440 A pole, ten feet high, on which was suspended a bit

of white stick, ..having remnants of the bones of a fowl

attached to it. This . . was a tabu, prohibiting any body
from stealing the canes growing there. 1851 MRS, R. WILSON
New Zealand, etc. 24 But chiefly thou, mysterious Tapfi,
From thy strange rites a hopeful sign we draw. 1862 M.
HOPKINS Hawaii 89 One of the great instruments used

by both king and priests for maintaining their power and
their revenue, was the system of ' tabu

'

or ' taboo '. 1870
H. MEADE New Zealand 319 A tambu has been laid on
the trees for a certain number of years.

b. Extended, as a general term of anthropology,
to similar customs among other primitive races.

1883 A. LANG in Contemp. Rev, Sept, 417 The hero Cuchul-
lain.. came by his ruin after transgressing this totemistic

taboo. 1896 F. B. JE\ONS Introd. Hist. Kelig. vii. 72 The
very conception of taboo, based as it largely is on the

association of ideas, is one peculiarly liable to extension by
analogy. Ibid. viii. 89 The irrational restrictions, touch not,

taste not, handle not, which constitute formalism, are essen-

tially taboos. 1905 Athenzum 21 Jan. 87/1 Tabus connected
with animals and plants are common, and such tabus are

part of totemism. 1906 Ibid. 17 Mar. 332/1 There are many
tabous on food which are certainly not totemic in origin.

2. transf. and Jig. Prohibition or interdiction

generally of the use or practice of anything, or of

social intercourse ; ostracism.

1833 R. MUDIE Brit. SiriisdS^it I. 366 There are subjects
which appear to be under the taboo of nature. 1852 LYTTON
My Novel XL ix, Under what strange taboo am I placed ?

1853 S. WILBERFORCE in R. G. Wilberforce Life (1881) II. v.

190 To labour hardest as a Bishop is to incur certain taboo.

1894 MRS. FR. ELLIOT Roman Gossip 281 French officers. .

found themselves placed in such a painful taboo at Rome.
3. attrib. and Comb.
1870-4 ANDERSON Missions Amer. Bd. II. i. 6 Interwoven

with the tabu system. 1896 F. B. JEVONS Introd. Hist.

Relig. vi. 66 Before a great feast, a taboo-day or _days
are

proclaimed. Ibid. vii. 78 They remove their hair beforeproclaimed. Ibid. vii. 78
g on the taboo-state. . v.

1897 Edin, R
238 The taboo custom, which is a prohibition with

. . .

entering on the taboo-state. Ibid. viii. 88 The terror. . with

which he viewed the taboo-breaker. 1897 Edin, Rev. July



TABOO.

1903 R. KIPLING in Windsor Mag. 368/2 Remember you're
a tabu girl now.

Hence Tabooism, the system of taboo; Tabooist,

< nption ol taboolsm heretofore given is cor

Taboo, tabu (tab-)> v. [f. prec.]
1. trans. To put (a thing, place, action, word,

or person) under a (literal) taboo : see TABOO sb. I.

1777 COOK Voy. la I'acific n. ix. (1785) I. 359 He had
liccn discovered. .with a woman who was tat'oo'd. 1779
KING Ibid, v. iv. 111.8i Eappo was dismissed with orders
to taboo all the bay ; and, in the afternoon, the bones [of
Captain Cook) were committed to the deep with the usual
military honours. 1799 Naval'Chron. I. 305 Having tabooed
one side of the ship in order to get all the canoes on the
starboard side. 1831 Tyertttan <$ Sennet's Voy. <v Trim. II.
xxix. 40 There arc many houses which, having been built,
or occupied, or entered casually by him [King Pomare],
aiu thus tabued, and no woman dare sit down or eat in
them. 1865 TVLOR Early Hist. Man. vi. 144 In the South
Sea Islands, words have been tabued, from connexion with
the names of chiefs. 1896 F. B. JEVONS fntrod. Hist.
Kelig. vi. 65 On the day ofa chiefs decease work is tabooed.
2. transf. sunAfig. a. To give a sacred or privi-

leged character to (a thing), which restricts its use
to certain persons, or debars it from ordinary use
or treatment ; f (a) with stress on the privilege :

To consecrate, set apart, render inviolable (obs.~) ;

(i) with stress on the exclusion : To forbid, pro-
hibit to the unprivileged, or to particular persons.
(a) 1831 Blaclnu. Mag, Apr. 582/2 The silks and the veils,

&c., which some years ago were as exclusively tabooed, and
set apart to the use of the mistress as pearls or rubies, are
now familiarly worn by the servant. 1846 R. BBLL G.

Canning viii. 218 Slavery was cruel.. .But it was a sacred
institution., tabooed by the consecrating hand of time.
(/>) 1825 Blackvi.Mag. XVII. 161 The '

King's highway
'

seems Tabooed to these individuals. 1839 T. HOOK m
fffw Monthly Mag. LV. 439 There were no splendid couches
taboo'd against the reception of wearied feet. 1854 H.
MILLER ScA. 4- Schm. xiy. (1860) 151 Such of the gentlemen
. .as taboo their Glen Tilts, and snut up the passes of the
Grampians. 1870 LOWELL Study Wittd. 67 That sacred
enclosure of respectability was tabooed to us.

b. To forbid or debar by personal or social in-

fluence the use, practice, or mention of, or contact
or intercourse with ; to put (a person, thing, name,
or subject) under a social ban ; to ostracize, boycott.
1791 [see TABOOED], 1822 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) III. 305He has tabooed ham, vinegar, red-herrings, and all fruits.

1850 KINGSLEY Alton Locke xxx, The political questions
which! longed to solve., were tabooed by the well-meaning
chaplain. 1860 H. GOUGER Imfrisonm. in Burtnah xiu
126, I found myself as strictly tabooed as if I had been
a leper. i86a MAURICE Mor.

<j- Met. Philos. IV. x. 18.

664 Their names were tabooed by Whig and Tory coteries.
1888 BKVCK Amur. Commw. I. xii. 161 You cannot taboo
a man who has got a vote.

Hence Tabooed (tabzVd)///. a.

1791 BURKE Apf. )F,%j VVks. VI. 106 A plain declaration,
that the topick of France is tabooed or forbidden ground
to Mr. Burke. 1841 I. MACKERROW Hist. Secession Ch.
xxi. 767 Perpetual bickerings between the favoured and
tabooed sects. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley xxi. 310 The gentle-
men .. regarded me as a < tabooed woman '. 1906A thenxum
17 Mar. 332/2 We doubt whether M. Reinach is entirely
aware of the difficulty and complexity of the problem of the
taboued animals in Leviticus.

Tabor, tabour (t^-bai), sbl Now rare.
Also 4 tabre, 4-5 tabur, 5 -yr, 5-6 taboure, 4-8
taber, 6-9 tabber. See also TABORN. [a. OF.
tabur (nth c.), tabour (i3-i6th c.), beside tanbor,
tambur (14-1 5th c.), tambour (i6th c.-)

= Pr. tabor,

tanbor, Sp. tambor (OSp. atambor), It. tatnburo:
the relations between the forms in ta- and those
in tarn-, tan- have not been clearly determined.
The word is held to be of Oriental origin, and has
been compared with Pers. ^J tabirah, and

d],j-i
taburak, both meaning

' drum
', and with Arab.

_)j~i>
tanbur a kind of lute or lyre. The actual

history is uncertain : see Dozy, and Devic in

Littre; also Gaston Paris in Romania, 1902.]
1. The earlier name of the drum; in later use

(esp, since the introduction of the name drum in
the i6th c.), A small kind of drum, used chiefly as
an accompaniment to the pipe or trumpet; a
taborin or tabret. Now Hist., arch., or poetic.
c\*9o Beket 1851 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 159 Of bellene and of

labours so gret was be soun. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8166
Of trompes & of tabors be sarazins made bere So gret
noyse. c 1300 Havclok 2329 pe gleymen on be tabour dinge.
1399 LANGL. Rich. Reticles i. 58 Men mystten as well haue
huntyd an hare with a tabre. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker
616/28 Titnpanwn, a taber, or a tymbre. 14.. in Hist.
Coll. Citizen London (Camden) 220 He stode a-pon an
hylle wyth hys tabyr and hys pype. 1:1460 Emare 389
Ther was myche menstralse, Trommpus, labours, and
sawtre. 1513 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cxlvii. 176 Than the

kyng mounted on his horse, and entred into the towne
with trumpets, labours. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed
"I- '553/2 Singing of psalmes, marching about their fiers
with tabber and pipe. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. IV. i. 175 Then I

beate my Tabor, At which like vnback I colls Iney prickt
their eares. 1624 CAPT. J. SMITH Virginia, iv. 155 Will any
goe to catch a Hare with a Taber and a Pipe? 1693
Humours Town 2 The Clamours of a Country-Mob. .is no
more lhan Ihe bealing of a Tabour. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W.

18

iVj
The whole neighbourhood came out to meet their

minister,.. pr*c*ded by a pipe and tabor. 1843 I.VIION
Last Bar, \. ii,

A marvellous horse that beat a labor with
feet. 1880 in Grove Diet. Music II. 754/2 The

tabor was a diminutive drum, without snares, mug by
a short string tu l!ie waist or left aim, and tapped uith .1

MiuiN dnHttCUck. 1907 Ibid. III. 750/2 The pipe and tabor,
for a long time very popular throughout Europe, are now
obsolete in this

cuuiUry.
fig. 1601 HAKEWILL Van. Eye xvii. (1615) 87 The Duke of

V:iri(Ii.Miie, ihe common tabour of the French wits. 1624

?
CARLES Job xi. 69, I am become a By-word, and a Taber.
o set the tongues, and eares of men, in labour.

b. transf. The drummer (with his drum).
1361 LANGI.. /'. /V. A. u. 79 Taberes& tomblers & tapesters

fele. 1789 BUKNEY Hist. Mus. III. iii. 254 As a new
married couple went out of the church the violins and
tabors attended them,

1 2. The tympanum or drum of the ear. Obs.

1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. n. 84 The aire..
moueth the litle hammer of the eares,.. and so maketh a
sound by meanes of the litle taber, through whose sounde
thespirites of hearing are awakened. 1615 CROOK;

"
.

Man 592 The first cauity of Ihe stony bone, which before
we called the Tympane, that is the drume or Taber.

3. altrib. and Comb., as tabor-beating; tabor-like

adj. or adv. ; tabor-stick, a drumstick.
13.. A". All's. 2158 (Bodl. MS.) Now rist grete tabor

betyng, Blaweyng of pypes, & ek trumping. 1486 Bk. St.
Alhtns, Hawking d j b, With yowre hande or with yowre
labur styke becke yowre hawke to come to you. 1698
FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 27 The whole Fabrick .. covered
atop Taber-like.

II Ta'bor, sb? Also tabour. [Boh., Polish,
Serv. tabor, Magyar tabor, a. Turkish tabor camp
(anciently a camp of nomads formed by a circle of

wagons or the like).] An encampment.
1877 Daily News 25 Oct. 5/4 At Podgoritza. . 15 tabors of

Nizams and four tabors of Iroops of the reserve are being
concentrated preparatory to offensive operations against
Montenegro.

Tabor, tabour (t?-bai), v. Now rare. Forms :

see TABOR sit
[f. TABOR rf.i, or a. OF. laborer

(i3th c. in Godef.).]
1. intr. To perform upon or beat the tabor;

to drum. Also to tabor it.

13. . if. /Mi. 924 (Bodl. MS.) per was trumpyng & labour-
yng Lepyng of stedes & nayjeyng. 1377 LANGL. P. PI.
B. xiu. 230, I can noilher tabre ne trompe. 1413 Pilgr.
Sovile (Caxton) n. xliv. (1859) 50 They floyled and they
tabered ! they yellyd, and they cryed. c 1440 Promt. Pant.
485/2 Tabowryn, timfaniso. 1530 PALSGR. 746/1, I will

labour, play Ihou upon Ihe flute therwhyles. 1591 NASHE
Pref. Sidney's Astr. S, Stella in G. G. Smith Eliz. Crit.
Ess. (1904) II. 226 Nor hath my prose any skill to imitate
the Almond leape verse, or sil tabring . . nothing but '

to bee,
to bee ', on a paper drum. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xiv.

(1737) 56 Trudon Pip'd it and then Taber'd it like mad.
1902 Speaker 5 Apr. 10/1 The inevitable

'

tambourinaire
'

fifes and tabors away.
b. transf. andyff. To beat as upon a tabor; to

drum.
1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 72 This brought the com-
on rumor to taber on his [Solon's] head. 1611 BIBLE

two bedstaves tabour upon the lable an hour together. 1692L ESTRANGE Fables ccccxvii. (1714) 451 He [the Ass] went..
Tabring wilh his Feel all Ihe Way. 1719 D'URFEY Pills
VI. 265 With Hammer on Kettle he tabbers all Day. 1859
F. E. FACET Curate of Cumberuiorth 356 Mrs. Soaper . .

re-echoed her husband's words, and tabbered with her
fingers on the lable, expectant of my reply.

2. trans. To beat (a tune, etc.) : c DRUM v. 8.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. Prol. 354 (Falrf. MS.) In youre

courte ys many a losengeour and many a queynt lolelere
accusour That labouren [v. rr. taboryn, tauburn] in youre
eres many a swon.

f3. To beat, thump (anything) ; to thrash. Obs.
1624 QUARLES Job xviii. 63 Marke with what pride his

horny hoofes doe labor The.. Earth, a 1625 FLETCHER

55 Beating _

upon their buttocks ; and . . they fell to tabour mine to the
same lune.

Hence Ta'boriug iibl. sb.

13.. [see sense il. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mor. 98
Ofhis drumming, labouring, and other enormious indignities,
under the colour of religion. 1867 MORRIS Jason vm. 360
Bear back the fleece Along our streets., with much scattered
flowers and labouring.

Ta'borer. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 5-7 taberer,
6 tab(b)orer, tabourier, tabrer(e. [f. TABOR
v. or sb. + -ER 1. Cf. OF. taboreor (i4thc.).] One
who tabors; a drummer; a performer on the tabor.
c 1400 Song RolandJji8 Trumpelis and taberers, sothe lo

say. c 1430 LYDO. Mitt. Poems (Percy Soc.) 170 Tabourers
withe theyr mokkes and false dupplicile Please more these

dayes. c 1537 Thersytes in Four O. PI. (1848) 79 The tryflinge
tabborer trowbler of tunys. 1579 SPENSER Skcph. Col. May
22 Before them yode a lusty Tabrere, That to the many a
Home pype playd. 16x0 SHAKS. Temp. in. ii. 160, I would
1 could see this Taborer. 1885 Newcastle Chron. 25 May,
The squire and his dame.. attended by piper and laborer,
looking on condescendingly.

Taboret, -ete, obs. forms of TABRET.
tTa'borin. Obs. Also 6 -oryn, taberyne,
7-8 tabourin(e, 9 -orine. [a. F. tabourin (1481
in Godef. Compl., and in Diet. Acad. 1690), deriv.

of labour T.vuuis
; cf. med.L. taborinus in sense ---

TABRET.

tymfattiita laborer (1497 in Dn <

Ugl In mod.
F. tambonrin, 1'r. tnmhorin, It. tambitrino.] A
kind of drum, less wide and longer than the tabor,
and struck with one drumstick- only, to accompany
the sound of a flute which is played with the other
hand. (In quot. 1871, used for TAMUOIIUINK.)
c .500 TtoyjOiyf Sons 40 Thorugh all the cristen navee

they made to blowe trompettes, claryons & uberynes. 1907
Justes Months May>,-]une ,50 i,, Ha/1. /:./?/' II
If taborynsand of many a douce lute The ,,,y, ls ,,ellc were

snowy palm the woman took affrayed a labor'mc

Taborite (tse'borait). [ad. G. Taborilen pi.,
ad. Boh. taborMna, (. tabor TABOR sb? ; so called
from their encampment on a craggy height, now the
town of Tabor in Bohemia.] A member of the ex-
treme party or section of the Hussites led by Zizska.
1646 lip. MAXWELL Burd. Istach. in Phenix (1708) IL 311We might . .add the Remainder of the Waldenses and Alb

Reuses in Piedmont, and the Parts adjoining ; or of the
Taborites in Bohemia. 1786 A. MACLEAN Christ's Comm.
IU. (18461 250 Exterminating the Taborites or Vaudois. 1861
J. GILI. Banished Count vi. 68 The Calixtines might be
styled the Galileans of Bohemia, and Ihe Taborites the
Prolestauts.

I Ta-born, tabronn, rf. Obs. Forms: 4 to-

borne, 4-5 taburn(e, 5-6 Sc. taberne, 6 Sc.

tabro(u)n, tabberone, 7 tabern, Sc. tabbern ;

also Sf. 4 tawburn, 5 tawberne, talburn, 6
tau-, tawbron, tawbern, talbrone. [A by-form
of TABOR, chiefly north. Kng. and Sc., in med.L,
tabomum (Du Cange). The inserted n appears
also in OF. tabomer, iabourner vb. (see next).
(The Sc. spellings taw-, tal- stand for a broad a.}]= TABOR rf.i, TABOUB, a drum.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cl. 4 Taburn is made of a dryid

scyn. 13.. E, E. Allit. P. B. 1414 Tymbres & tabornes,
tulket among. ^1400 MAUNDEV. (Koxb.)xxxi. 138 Noyse
as it ware of Irumppesandlawburnez. a 1400-50 Alexander
1385 Now tynkyfl vp taburnes. c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat
760 The trumpe, and Ihe talburn, the lympane but tray.
'S'3 DOUGLAS sEncis ix. x. 66 Wyth tympanis, tawbronis
(.'rf. 1555 tawbernisj, je war wont to heyr. 1533 BELLCNDKN
Lhy n. xxvi. (S. T. S.) I. 238 With )>e noyiss of swasche and
tawberon. 1544 Ace. Ld. H. Treat. Scott. VIII. 278 Twa
men..quhilkis had thair labronis brokin. 1552 LYNDESAY
Monarche i. 2505 With talbrone, troumpet, schalme, and
clarioun. 1561 Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1875) III. 114 At the
sound of the common bell, trumpet or tabroun. 1559-60 J.
WOOD Let. in Sir R. Sadler SI. Papers (1809) II. 156 When
Ihey cam nere ihe lowne, hard the commen bell and tab-
bern. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. xvi. (Roxb.) 57/1 The
pipe belonging lo Ihe Tabern is much longer then the
whisell or Flajalelt.

t Ta'born, v. Obs. Also 5 taburne. ft, prec.
or ad. OF. taborner, tabourntr (12-14111 c. in

Godef.) = taborer^
= TABOR v., to drum.

13.. K. Alls. 1042 (Bodl. MS.) At l>e fest was harpyng
And pipyng & labournyng. 1400 Langl.'s P. PI. B. xm.
230 (MS. C.', I can neither taborne ne Irompe. 1483 Cath.
Atigl. 376/2 To Taburne, timpanizare.

t Ta-borner. Chiefly Sc. Obs. [Agent-n. (.

TABOHN v. = OF. taborneur (1317 in Godef.).]
By-form of TABOBER, a drummer.
14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wulcker 696/36 Hie timpanizator, a

taberne]
" ' ' ~ '

nar;
To . ,

1560 Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1875) III. 74 The sax tabroneris
thai playit Ihre sundrie dayis at the parliament. 1688 R.
HOLME Armoury IIL 156/2 Tabcrner, a Man playing on
ibe Tabern and Pipe.

Tabougin, var. TOBOGGAN.
Tabour, -er, var. TABOR sb. and v., TABOBER.
Tabouret (tarboret.iwar Fr.}. Also 8 tabret.

[a. F. tabouret (tabarg), in sense a (1443 in Hatz.-

Darm.) ; orig. a small tabor or drum, a TABBET,
dim. of tabour, TABOR, drum.]
1 1. The same as TABRET, q. v. Obs.

2. A low seat or stool, without back or arms, for

one person : so called originally from its shape.
Privilege of the taltouret: see quot. 1656.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tabouret, a pinca.se ; also a little

low .stool for
a_
chtlde to sit on. In France the priviledge of

ihe Tabouret is of a stool for some particular Ladies to sit

in the Queens presence. 1679 tr. Marie Mancini's Apol.
30, I had the priviledge of silting on a Tabourette in the

Queens presence, a 1711 KEN Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721
III. IQX Soon as a Stranger comes, shell him embrace,
Near her proud Person, on a labret Place. 1858 MASSON
Milton (1859) I. 704 A sludied sligbl put upon Lady Scuda-
rnore by refusing her the honour of Ihe tal>aurct,\.t. the

right of being seated on the occasion of a visit of ceremony
to the French queen. 1899 MORROW Bohem. Paris 60 He
had bought a new easel and Iwo rush-bottomed tabourets.

1 3. A pin-case or needle-case. Obs.

1656 [see sense 2). 1891 in Cent. Diet.

4. A frame for embroidery, a tambour-frame.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Tabouret, . .an embroidery

frame. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

Tabourinfe, variant of TABOBIIT Obs.

Tabre, Tabrer(e, obs. ff. TABOR, TABORKR.
Tabret (tae-bret). Forms: a. 4-5 taberett,

5 -ette, 5-6 -t, 5- tobret, (6 -ette, 7 tabberet,



TABULA.

tabaret) ; p. 6 tabertte, -erde, -arte, -arde ; f.

5 taborete, 6-7 tabouret, [f.
TABOB + -ET.]'

1. A small tabor ; a timbrel. Hist, or arch.

a. 1464 Matin. y Ht'itseh. Exp. (Roxb.) 264 Item, for a
hedslalle for the taberet iiij d. 1489 CAXTON Fnytcs of A.
111. xiv. 198 He had lost hys pype and hys tabret. 1535
COVERDALK Gen. xxxi. 27 That 1 might haue brought the on

the waye with niyrth,. .with tabrettes and harper 1607

14

t

also the Tabaret. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1810) IV. xxvi.

147 Not a tabret, nor the expectation of a new
.joy

to ani-

mate him on ! 1879 STAINER Music o/^Bible 155 The tabret

has now been excluded from sacred buildings, having given

place to the more solemn and imposing drum.

(3. 1556 Chron. C,r. Friars (Caraden) 27 With trompettes,

shalmes, and taberttes in the best maner. 1570 LEVINS

Manip. 31/1 A Tabarde, timfaimm. 1575 Tu B
.

BERV- ?<*'
conrie 191 The Falconer muste haue with him a little

drumme or Taberde fastened to the pommell of his saddle.

1 1600 Chester ft., Banns 118 Get mynstrilles to that shewe,

pipe, tabarte, and flute.

y. 1599 lip. HALL Sat. IV. i. 78 Or Mimoes whistling to his

tabouret. 1676 DUGDALE Baronage Eng. IL 107/1 ^o
shalle they departe the Manoir . . with Trompets, Tabouretts,
and other manoir of Mynstralce \orig. c 1500]. 1885 H. C.

McCooK Tenants Old Farm 299 In the katydid., the

musical instruments are a pair of taborets.

b. fig. 1610 BOYS Expos. Dam. Efist. Wks. (1622) 443

Making their infirmities and sinnes our tabret and delight.

f 2. transf. A performer on a tabret. 06s.

a 1377 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 4 Mynstrelles Taberett I.

14. . in Hist. Coll. Citizen London (Camden) 220 On manly
man.. that was a taberette . . stode a-pon an hylic wyth hys

tabyr and hys pype. 1464 Mann, f; Househ. Exp. (Roxb.)

239, 1 delyverd my taborete the same day a new gowen, and

iij.d. 1540 in Vicary's Anat. (1888) App. xiL 241 Item, for

John Buntanus, tabret xljs. iiijd. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. 67 Amongst the horse were aboue fortie Kettle-

drummes and Tabrets.

Tabret, obs. form of TABOUBKT.

Tabro(u)n, Tabronar, etc. : see TABORN, -EB.

Tabu, variant spelling of TABOO.
Tabul, obs. form of TABLE.

II Tabula (tse-bitfla). PI. -a (-f). [The L.

word tabula TABLE, used in particular senses.]
1. An ancient writing-tablet ;

also transf, a body
of laws inscribed on a tablet : see TABLE sb. 2 b, d,
TABLET sb. i c.

1881 E. HUBNER in Encycl. jffr/V.XIII. 124/1 Instruments
or charters, public and private (styled by the Romans first

leges, afterwards instruinenta or tabula], 1004 C. WORDS-
WORTH Old Service Bks. 264 The Tabula or Wax-brede was
of the nature of a service-paper rather than of a service-
book.

b. Tabula rasa [L. = scraped tablet], a tablet

from which the writing has been erased, and which
is therefore ready to be written upon again ; a
blank tablet : usuallyJig.
'535 LYNDESAY Satyre 224 Because I haue bene, to this

day, Tanquam tabula rasa. 1607 SIR T. BODLEY in Cabbala
II. (1654) 76 For that were indeed to become Tabula rasa,
when we shall leave no impression of any former princi-
ples, but be driven to begin the world again. 1662 SOUTH
Strm. (1727) I. 52 Aristotle, .affirms the Mind to be at first

a mere Rasa Tabula. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 73
The artist will do nothing until he has made a tabula rasa.

1893 Nation (N.Y.) i June 403/1 France had become a
Tabula rasa, and everything had to be reorganized.
2. Eccl. A wooden or metal frontal for an altar.

1845 PARKER Gloss. Archil, s.v. Toife.The most remarkable
example of the tabula, destined for the front of the Altar, is

preserved in Westminster abbey ; it is formed of wood,
elaborately carved, painted, and enriched with a kind of
mosaic work of coloured glass superficially inlaid.

3. a. Anat. = TABLE sb. 16.

1857 DUNGLISON Mid. Diet., Table, Tabula, Tabella,
Tabulatum,. .a name given to the plates of compact tissue,
which form the bones of the cranium. Of these, one is ex-
ternal j the other internal, and called Tabula, vitrea, on
account of its brittleness.

b. Pafaont. Name for the horizontal dissepi-
ments in certain corals : cf. TABULATE a. 3.
1855 LYELL Elem. Geol. xxv. (ed. 5) 407 The lamellx are

seen around the inside of the cup;..and large transverse
plates, called tabula, divide the interior into chambers.
1859 MURCWSON Siluria (ed. 2) x. 243 The development
of the transverse plates or tabula;, in the body of the coral.

Tabular (te'buflaj), a. [ad. L. tabular-is of
or relating to a board or plate, f. tabula; now
used in reference to many senses of TABLE.]
1. Having the form of a '

table
', tablet, or slab ;

flat and (usually) comparatively thin ; consisting
of, or tending to split into, pieces of this form, as
a rock ; of a short prismatic form with flat base
and top, as a crystal ; flat-topped, as a hill.
Tabular spar, a name for WOLLASTONITE, as occurring in

masses of tabular structure, or rarely in tabular crystals.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tabular, wherof boards, plancks,

or tables may be made, long and large. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury 11. 296 /i The Persian Pye..of a dusky color : the
teet bluish, with black tabular scales, a. 1718 WOODWARD
Fossils (1729) I. 34 Nodules.. that are tabular and plated.
1796 KlRWAN EUm Min. (ed. 2) I. 36 The tabular [form)which consists of plates that grow thinner and sharp at the
extremities. 1801 PLAYFAIR lUtutr. Hutton. Th. 295 A bed
or tabular mass of whinstone.. interposed between strata.
1821 JAMESON Man. Mineral. 220 Associated with quartz
tabular-spar, and iron-ore. 1826 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. iv!
xlvi. 332 When it is elevated on a footstalk above the dorso.
lum, and forms a tabular or flat surface. 1830 LIHM.EY Nat.

: Horizontal plates, .which, .constitute tabular dissepiments.

b. Painted on a ' table
'

or panel, rare.

1859 GULLICK & TIMES fatal. 35 The uses to which the

tabular or wooden pictures were applied.

2. a. Entered in, or calculated by means ol,

a table or tables, as a number or quantity.

1710 Land. Gaz. No. 4737/3 In this Book you have above

forty thousand Tabular Numbers. 1806 HUTTON Course

Math. 1. 40 Hence, by the rule . . -i the tabular height. This

being found in the first column of the table, the corresponding

tabular area is -04088. 1837 WHEWELL Itist. Ituluct. Sc.

(1857) II. 224 Uranus still deviates from his tabular place.

b. Of the nature of, or pertaining to, a table,

scheme, or synopsis ; arranged in the form of a

table ;
set down in a systematic form, as in rows

and columns.
1816 BKKTIIAM Clirestom. 242 By means of a set of syste-

|
matic and tabular diagrams. 1830 HERSCHEL Study Nat.
Phil. ii. vi. (1851) 182 A list of them in tabular order. 183*
BABBAC.E Econ. Manuf. xix. (ed. 3) 183 A tabular view of the

[

time occupied by each process. 1876 C. M. DAVIES Unort/i.

Loud. 67 Carefully elaborated tabular statements.

c. Printing, (a) Applied to matter set up in

the form of tables (see table-work, TABLE sb. 22).

1771 LUCKOMBE Hilt. Printing 283 The curious method
of Tabular Writing. . is practised in England to greater per-
fection than in any other Nation. 1879 Loud. Compositors'
Sc. Prices, Tabular and Table Work is matter set up in

three or more columns and reading across the page. 1899
Daily News 1 1 Sept. 9/5 Compositor. All-round jobbing,
book, and tabular band.

f (b) (Printing) from wooden blocks or tablets,

on which the matter is cut. Obs. rare.
1816 SINGER Hist. Cards n. 75 As far as regards tabular

printing, there is no reason to doubt that the Europeans
derived their knowledge of printing from the Chinese.

t Tabula-rious, a. Obs. rare', [f. L. tabu-

lari-us of or belonging to written documents (f.

tabula table) + -ous.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tabularious, pertaining to writ-

ings or accounts ; also belonging to tables, or good for them.

Ta-bularize, v. [f. TABULAB + -JZE.] irons.

To put into a tabular form, to tabulate. Hence
Ta bnlariza'tion.

1853 MOHFIT Tanning <y Currying 332, I have carefully
collected and tabularized..the following statistics. 1864
WEBSTER, Tabularization.

Ta bularly, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY 2.] In a
tabular form or manner

; in a table.
1862 SIR H. HOLLAND Ess., Meteors 302 The details. .are

..given tabularly. 1875 JEVONS Money (1878) 246 The
amount of interest being tabularly stated on the form.

Tabulary (tarbirflari), sb. Rom. Antiq. [ad.
L. tabulariutn a record-office, archives, f. tabula

table, tablet : see -AKIUM.] A place where the

public records were kept in ancient Rome ; hence,
in other places.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. , Tabulary, a chest or place wherein

Registers, or Evidences are kept in a City ; the Chancery
or Exchequer office. 1835-8 S. R. MAITLAND Dark Ages
xii. (1844) 196 The charter cited . . from the tabulary of the
monastery of St. Maur. 1868 in W. SMITH Diet. Grk. *
Rom. A ntiq.

Ta bulary, a. Now rare. [ad. L. tabular-is,
f. tabula table : see -ARY 2

.]

1. Of, pertaining to, contained in, or of the
nature of a table : = TABULAB 2 a, b.

1594 BLUNDEVU. Excrc. n d636) 130 Then subtract the
lesser tabulary Sine from the greater. 1674 JC.KKK Arith.
(1696) 104 [The Obolus] is all one with the Sextans, accord-
ing to the Tabulary Division. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt.
XXI. n. (1873) IX. 268 Much documentary and tabulary
raw-matenaL

t2. ? Pictorial. Obs. rare.

1716 M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. II 1. 106 Whereunto Fabretti
appendicularizes a Tabulary Representation of the Destruc-
tion of 1 roy, and a Description of Fucinus, now call'd the
Lake of Celano in the Kingdom of Naples.
1 3. Made or recorded upon a '

table
'
or tablet.

1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. VI. Dili. Physick 29 Even
the Original Prescriptions of King Mithridatcs . .were
thought to be owing chiefly to some of those Empyrical
<ecipe s recorded in those tabulary Experiences
Tabulate (te-bMl/t), a. (sb.} Also 6 Sc. -et.

[ad. L. tabulat-us boarded, planked, in med.L.
also panelled, f. tabuldre : see next.]
tl. Formed of 'tables 'or panels: panelled. Obs
i59 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 205The inner parte of this tour al of tabulet [ L. labulato} Warkcunoushe caruet.

2. Formed like a tablet
; thin and flat =

TABULAB i.

i8aS KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. 349 Postfrsnum. ,.Tabulate (rabulatum) : When it forms a broad pannel ortable on each side the postscutellum. Ex. Most CoUopte?a,
d. Palxont. Having tabulae or horizontal dissepi-

ments, as the corals of the group Tabtilata
Th<: '"*<*

-
f the coral

TABULIPOBM.
a cordial was prepared in tabulate^, which were called
Mantts Christi.

Tabulate (tarbirflcit), v. [f. late L. tabuldl-,

ppl. stem of tabuldre (Onom . lat.gr. in Quicherat
Addenda) to board, plank, floor; in other senses

directly from mod. senses of TABLE.]
) 1. trans. (See quot.) Obs. rare~.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Tabulate, to board a floote or

other place, to make a thing of boards.

2. To put into the form of a table, scheme, or

synopsis; to arrange, summarize, or exhibit in a
table ;

to draw up a table of.

1734 J. KIRKBY tr. Barro'.iis Math. Lect. Pref. 29 That
we rightly. .tabulate, and calculate scattered ranks of num.
bers, and easily compute them. 1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann.
Key. II. 357 The result of this writer's enquiries and specu-
lations are thus tabulated. 1869 FARRAR Ftim. Speech ii.

(1873) 70 note, We may tabulate the Italic family as follows.

1 3. To enter on the roll. Sc. Obs. (Pa. pple.
tabulate.)
c 1630 SIR T. HOPE Minor Practicks (1726) 5 If the princi-

pal Cause be of that Nature, which requires to be tabulate.

U4. 'To shape with a flat surface' (Todd).
Only in TABULATED///, a., q. v.

Hence Tabulating vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1757 LD. KAMES Slat. Lam Scot. 357 Tabulating of
summons. 1901 Daily TlL 8 Mar. 10/7 The tabulating
staff, .are admitted on the ordinary examinations.

Tabulated (tarbi/Jkited), ///. a. [In sense i,
: f. TABULATE a. + -ED i

; in 2, pa. pple. of TABU-
i LATE V.]

1. Shaped with or having a flat upper surface;
flat-topped : cf. TABULAB i. Also, composed of

j

thin parallel layers.
1681 GREW Musxum 111. i. iv. 282 Many . . of the best

[diamonds] are pointed with six Angles.. and some Tabu-
lated, or Plain, and Square. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I.

435 The zoned or tabulated form of the onyx. 1886 A. W.
GREELY Ant. Service I. vi. 62 The remarkable tabulated
masses of land in the neighbourhood of Cape Alexander.
2. Arranged or exhibited in the form of a table,

scheme, or synopsis : cf. TABULAR 2.

1801 {title) Copy of a Letter from Citizen Talleyrand to
Citizen Fauvelet at Dublin, with a Tabulated List of Ques-
tions on the Commercial and Maritime Affairs of that

Country. i86 Bp. FORBES in Ecclesiologist XXIII. 34We propose giving a tabulated scheme of the different
calendars of the Scottish Church. 1862 M. HOPKINS
Hawaii 369 note, A tabulated statement issued by authority.
Tabulation (taebWl/i-Jan). [n. of action from
TABULATE v. ; cf. L, tabuldtio a flooring over, a
floor or story.]

1 1. See quot. Obs. rarc~*.
1658 PHILLIPS, Tabulation, (lat.) a fastning together of

planks or boards, a making a floor.

2. The action or process of tabulating ; arrange-
ment in the form of a table or orderly scheme.
1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) III. 101 The

value of such a tabulation was immense. 1867 BRANDE &
Cox Dict._ Sc.vAQ., Tabulation of chronology, the arrange-ment of historical or professedlv historical events according
to their real or supposed dates is sometimes spoken of under
this name. 1883 Stubbs' Merc. Circular loOct. 902/1 If the
collection and tabulation of these Statistics were entrusted

simply to one department.
3. Arch. Division into successive stages of height
by

' tables
'

or horizontal mouldings, etc.
1886 WILLIS & CLARK Cambridge I. 103 The new design

of that front, .is. .contrived so as to accommodate itself at
the angle to the ancient lines of tabulation.

Tabulator (te-bttfoitai). [Agent-n. from
TABULATED. : see -OB,] One who tabulates, or draws

up a table or scheme, b. A machine or apparatus
for this purpose ; also, an attachment to a type-
writer for typing columns of figures.
1885 Athenatum 14 Nov. 639/3 This.. meansa correspond-

ing increase in the work of (he tabulators. 1892 Daily
j

News 6 June 5/5 It is these cards that are passed through
j

the electrical tabulator, which, by ingenious contrivances,
! records the answers on a number of dials. 1901 Phonetic

Jrnl. 28 Sept. 61 1/1 Mr. F. P. Gorin, inventor ofthe tabulator

bearing his name.

Tabnlatory (tarbirfl/tsri), a. rare. [f.
L.

tabulat-, ppl. stem of tabulare to TABULATE +
-OKY 2

.] Relating to or consisting in tabulation.

Hence Ta-bulatorily adv., in relation to tabula-
tion or tables.

1900 Daily News 20 Oct. 7/1 Her occasional historical
and tabulatory excursuses may require a skip here and there.

dividrri hv Vr
"

, i
interior ol the coral

B. !. = TABLET 3. rare
1834 SOUTHEV Z)<. xxiv. (.848) 58/1 For all faintness. .

lorily speaking, it is a monstrosity.

Tabulature, variant of TABLATUBE.
Tabnle (tje-bil). [mod. ad. L. tabula table,

tablet.] A medicine or drug prepared in a flat-

tened form
;
= TABLET sb. 3.

1893 Advt., Tabules for dyspepsia, headache &c. 1898
Wcstm.Gaz. 28 Nov. 9/2 Witnesses who had been in com-
munication with the prisoner in regard to labules.

Tabule, -ull(e, obs. forms of TABLE.
Tabulette, obs. form of TABLET.
Tabuliform (tse-bi/aiffum), a.

[f.
L. tabula

table + -FORM.] Having the form of a ' table
'

or

tablet ; TABULAR i .

1848 LINDLBY Introd. Dot. II. 148 A single tabuliform cell

of the upper cuticle.



TABULOUS.

I; Ta-bulous, a. Ots. rare. [f. as prec. + -ous.]
Divided into compartments by tabula;.

1733 MASSEV in Phil. Trans. XXXVIII. 191 A Tabulous
Shell divided into several Cavities.

Tabur, Taburn, obs. ff. TABOB, TABORN.
t Ta'burnister. Obs. rare. In 4 -yster,

-ystir. [f. tabura, TABORX + -STEB : feminine cor-

resp. to TABOBNEB.] A female player on the tabor.

t
a 1340 HAMPOLK Psalter Ixvii. 27 Ilifor come prynces

ioynecl til syngand : in myddis of wenchis taburnystirs [L,
tHUCHcnlarui't tympanistriaruin\ Ibid., Taburnysters.

Taby, Tabyl, tabyll^e, Tabyr, obs. forms
of TABBY, TABLE, TABOB. Tac : see TAKE v.

Tacamahac (trc-kamahsek), tacamahaca
(tiE'kamaha'ka'!. Also 7-8 tacamahacca, 8

tacamahaok, 8 taccaniahao, tacamacha, tacka
raohacca. [ad. obs. Sp. tacamahaca, in Hernandez

1614 thecomahaca, ad. Aztec tccomahiyac ; mod.
Sp. tacamaca. Cf. Monardes 1579 'ex Nova His-

pania . . ab Indis tacamahaca vocatum'. In F.

tacainaque. Tacamahac is the more usual form,
and that recognized in North America in sense 2.]
1. An aromatic resin, used for incense, and

formerly extensively in medicine, a. orig. That

yielded by a Mexican tree, Bursera (Elaphriuni)
tomentosa. b. Extended in the West Indies and
S. America to similar resins obtained from other

species of Bursera and the allied genus Protium,
and subsequently to resins imported from Mada-
gascar, Bourbon, and the East Indies, chiefly the

product of species of Calophyllum.
1577 FRAMPTON Joyful News i. 3 Gumme called Taca-

mahaca. 1616 IVu.nKAK Eng. Expos., Tacamaliaca, a
Rosin brought out of the West Indies, of great vertue

against any cold humours [etc.]. 1703 Land. Can. No.
3898/3 The Cargo of the Galeon.., consisting of..Jo!lop,
Gum Elemni, Tacka Mohacca, . . &c. 1714 Fr. Bk, of
Rates 92 Gum call'd Tacamacha/. 100 Weight 05 05, 17x8

Appl;
iSoa Naval Chron. VIII. 150 (I. of France) Tacamahaca,
stinking wood. 1846 LINDLEY Veg. Kingd. 460 Tacamahac
from Hlaphrlum totncntosum. Ibid. 401 The true East
India Tacamahaca is produced by Calofhyltum Calaba.
2. The resin of the buds of the N. American

Balsam Poplar, Pofitlus balsamifera ; hence a name
of this tree.

1739 MILLER Card. Diet. (ed. 3) II. Addenda s. v., The
Tacamahaca. This Tree grows spontaneously on the Con-
tinent of America. 1759 Ibid. (ed. 7) s. v. Popvlus, The
Buds of this Tree are covered with a glutinous Resin, which
smelts very strong, and this is the Tacamahacca used in the

Shops. 1786 J. ABERCROMBIE Arrattgctn. in Card. Assist.

32/1 Tacamahacca, or great balsam poplar. 1841 SELBY Brit.
Forest Trees 213 The list of Tacamahacs mentioned by
London. 1846 LINDLEY Veg. Kingd. 255 Poplar buds, espe-
cially those of f\ofnjus} nigra, balsamifera, and canaicans,
are besmeared in winter with a resinous.. exudation, which
[passes] under the name of Tacamahac. 1881 tr. Verne's
J''ur Country

;
95 Jaspar also noticed the tacamahac, a species

of poplar which grows to a great height.

II
Tac-au-tac (takota-k). Fencing. [F. tac-att-

tac, lit. clash for clash, f. tac echoic word.] In

tac-au-tac riposte, the return stroke after parrying
with opposition : see quot. 1889 and RIPOSTE sb. I.

[1880 POLLOCK, etc. Fencing (Badm. Libr.) 75 [The riposte]

may be delivered in two ways : . . [secondly], quitting the
steel after a clean, smart parry. . . This is called . . the riposte
du tac-au-tac.) 1907 Daily Chrtm. 20 Nov. 8/2 The retort

was in the nature of the tac-au-tac riposte beloved of the
skilled swordsman.

II Tacca (toe-ka). Bot. [mod.L. a. Malay.] Name
of a small genus of tropical herbs with tuberous

roots, the type of a natural order Taccacese. The
tubers of T. pimiatijida yield the starch known as

South-sea arrow-root.
1866 Treas. Bot. 1119/1 Tacca chiefly differs from its ally

A laccia in having a one-celled instead of a three-celled fruit.

Hence Ta'ccad, any plant of the N.O. Taccacese.

1846 LINDLEY Veg. Kingd. 149 Order xliii. Taccacea:.
Taccads. 1855 E. SMITH Bot. in Orrs Circ.Sc. 187 tfan'is.
safes.. [N.O.} 43 Taccaceae or Taccads.

: Taccada (taka-da). [Sinhalese takkada]
The Malayan rice-paper plant, Scsevola Lobelia (or

Konigii), an erect shrub found on the sea-shores of

tropical Asia, Australia, and Polynesia ; its young
stems have a pith resembling that of the rice-paper

plant (Aralia papyri/era}, and used by the Malays
for making artificial flowers, etc.

1866 Treas. Bot. 1027/2 S[caevola] Lobelia (alias . Konigii
and -V. Taccada), the Taccada of India and Ceylon. 1887
MOLONEY Forestry If. A/r. 376 Taccada of India and
Ceylon (Scatvola Lobelia, L.). Shrubby plant.

II Tace (ti'S). [L. face, imper. of tacere to be
silent. ] The Latin for ' Be silent '. Tace is Latin

for a caitdle, a humorously veiled hint to any one
to keep silent about something.
[Cf. 1605 CAMDEN Rein. 162 (Impresses') Edmund of Lang,

ley.. asked.. his sonnes..what wasLatine for a fetter.locke :

Whereat when the yong gentleman studied, the father said,
*

. .1 will tell you, Hie hxc hoe taceatis ', as advising them
to be silent and quiet.] 1697 Dampier's Voy. 356 Trust
none of them for they are all Thieves, but Tace is Latin for

a Candle. 1752 FIELDING Amelia I. x,
'

Tace, Madam
',

answered Murphy,
'
is Latin for a candle ; I commend your
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prudence '. iSai SCOTT Fain, Lett, 24 Feb. (1894) II. 115
Tace shall be hereafter with me ' Latin for a candle '.

Tace, = tas
t
obs. 3 sing. pres. of TAKE v. ; obs.

form of TASSK.

II Tacenda (tase-nda), sb. pL [L., gerundive
neut. pi. of taccre : see next.] Things to be passed
over in silence

;
matters not to be mentioned.

1883 Gtaikw. Mag. Feb. 274 Topics, .regarded as tacenda
by society.

t Ta cent, a. Obs. ran. [ad. L. taccnt-tm^ pr.

pple. of tacere to be silent.] Silent.

1651 KIRKMAN Ch'rit>tyt.oziat 179 There was a fair Tragedy,
whoso subject I will be lucent of.

II Tacet (tJi-set). Mus. [L.,
= *

is silent '.from
tacerc to be silent.] A direction that the voice or

instrument is to be silent for a time.

17*4 Short Exilic. For. ll'ds. in Mus, />JL-s., Tace or

Tacctt to hold still, or keep Silence. 1789 Rn-.s Chambers*
CycLi Tacet

t in the Italian Music, is often used to denote
a long rest, or pause. 1813 in CRABB Tec/in. Diet., etc.

Tache (t txt/, || taj"), j&i Forms : 4 teiche, 4-5
teoh(e, tecch(e, techch(e, tacch(e,4~7 tatch (e,

4-8 tach, 5 tetch 'e, taich e, tachch(e, 6-9 tash,

5- toche. [a. OF. ttche (nth c.), teschc, tece>

teece, taiche^ teiche^ teke, teqe (Godef.); also F. tache

(lath c. in Godef. CompJ.), f&UK&.
The Fr. word is of uncertain origin, but, according to

Hatz-Darm., is to be distinguished from the radical tac of
TACHE j<*.

a
, ATTACH, etc., with which earlier etymologists

have associated it.]

fL A spot, blotch, blot. Obs. exc. as in b.

13.. St. Erkenwolde 85 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)
268 Wemles were his wedes with-outen any teiche. 13..
Caw. 4- Gf. Knt. 2436 How tender hit is toentyse teches of

fylbe. a 1450 A"/. de la Toitr (\qo6) 163 A stone so clere
and faire that there is no tache therein.

||
b. In modern scientific use only as French.

1893 \V. R. COWERS Dis. Nervous Syst. (ed. 2} 1
1.. 33$ The

well-Known tache c^rrbrale^ in which cutaneous irritation is

followed by unusually vivid and enduring congestion of the
skin [etc.]. 1808 Syd. Soc. Lex^ Tachet congenital dis-

colorations, or freckles, or spots. Blemish.

TS.^/Sg*. A moral spot or blemish; a fault or

vice ; a bad quality or habit ; in quots. 1 340-70,
1541, a physical blemish. Obs.

1330 R. BRUKNE Ckron. Wace (Rolls) 3809 Alle his

wykked leeches he left. 1340 Ayenb, 32 Vor ofc>re zix vices

..bet byet> techches of kuead seriont. 1340-70 Alisannder
282 Hee made a uery uow auenged too beene Of bat teene-
full tach [the loss of an eye] pat hee tooke here. 1377
LANGU P. PI. B. ix. 146 If pe fader be false and a shrewe,
pat somdel be sone shal haiie be sires tacches. 142* tr.

Secreta Secret.^ Priv. Prtv. 188 Vices and ewil taichis thou
shall enchue. (1430 LYDG. Min t Poems (Percy Soc.) 256
Snybbyd of my frendys such techechys for t'amende. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Legt 261 b/2 She that neuer had tatche ne

spot of corrupcion, 1541 [see TACHE .*]. 1577 HELLOWES
Gueunra's C/iron, 106 He had therewith a tache or a fault.

1602 WARNER Alb, Eng. xiu. Ixxvii. 318 Of whom euen his

Adorers write euill Taches many an one.

b. An imputation of fault or disgrace ; a stain ;

a stigma. Se. Obs. or rare.

c 1610 SIR I. MELVIE. Mem. Author to Son (1683) b iij, Her
marrying a Man commonly judged her Husbands murtherer
would leave a Tash upon her name. 1692 SIR W. HOPE
Fencing-M'aster'162 Ifyou can by any means (without putiug
a tash upon your honourX ? c 1716 in Wodrow Hist. Churcft
Scott. (1829) III. 227/1, I have made this reflection, not as
a tach upon the persons who suffered, 1713 R. HAY (title)

A Vindication of Eli2abeth More from the Imputation of

being a Concubine ; and her Children from the Tache of

Bastardy. x86a M. NAPIER Visct. Dundee II. 218 The
only tache upon his military fame.

T C. A smack, slight taste or flavour. Obs. rare.

1607 Barley-Breake (1877) 28 Their grazing feast will haue
a wearish tatch.

3. A distinctive mark, quality, or habit
;
a trait, a

characteristic, good or bad. [So in OF.] Obs. exc.

dial. (tetj).
a 1400-50 Alexander[4390 Cure techis haue we schawld,

Oure dedis& of oure disciplyne. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur
vii. xx. 244 Wei maye he be a kynges sone for he hath many
good latches on hym, 1539 TAVERNER Erasm. Prov. (1545)

75 It is theyr owne maners, theyr owne qualities, tetches,

condicions, and procedynges
that shape them this fortune,

1598 BARRET Theor. Vvarres iv. i. 119 Euery braue man of
warre beareth a tatch of ambition and of aspiring minde.

1780 BERRIDGE Lett. (1864) 400 Is any tache wanting, you
could wish to see in a young man designed for the ministry ?

x886 ELWORTHY \V. Somerset Word*bk.i Tctch^ habit, gait,

Tis a tetch her've a-got.

Tache, tach. (tset/),^.
2 Now rare. Also 6-7

tatch. [a. OF. tache fibula (i4th c.), also a

large nail : cf. Genevese tachet Langnedoc tacho

nail with broad round head, hob-nail, tack, tacket,

Sp. tacha a kind of nail ; also (from OF.) MDu.
taets6t Du. taats> a round-headed nail, an iron pin.

A doublet ofTACK sb.1 . The root is also that of F,

attacker, d^tacher^ Eng. ATTACH, DETACH. See

Diez and Littre. Sense 2 may be in origin a
different word.]
1. A contrivance for fastening two parts together ;

a fibula, a clasp, a buckle, a hook and eye, or the

like ; a hook for hanging anything on. Obs, or arch*

14.. V'oc. in Wr.-Wflicker 583/10 Fibula^ a tache or

a laas (or a hot tin], 1451 Maldon* Essex> Crt. Rolls

(Bundle 31, No. 2b), A tache of sylver..for a monkis hode.

c 1500 Melusine 304 Thenne geffray cutte the taches

of the geant helmet, and after cutte of his heed. 1530

PALSC-.R. j70 /, Tactic for a So-ne, atnclt,: 1535 in ,,.,.
LA. Acts (.Surlees) 359, j tach with j ruby ston. 1535COVCUUU Num. xxxi. 50 Itrynge we a present vnlo the
Lorde what eucry one hath,. . braceleim, ryu^es, carniees
and tactics. 1581 S-iAsviirxsr /Kncis iv.

Epuld ttdM the.: v,-,ture purple is hulden. IM HlBLF.
hvod. xxvi. 6 Tli.ju shall make fiftie taches [1885 R.V.
clasps] of gold, and couple llie curtainen together with the
t.ichcs. 1641 Enum Dion Aug., A lamp, .hanging loose
upon a tach in the middst of a beanie. 1668 Wn t.,

( li.ir. n. vii. 184 Hook, Crook, Clasp, Hasp, Tatches
1867 H. MACMII.LAN B'Mt Teacn. xiv. (1870) 274 Taches at
gold . .connecting together the curtains of the tabernacle.

t b. A band or strap that may be fastened round
anything. Obs. rare.
1610 Hnii.ANi) Cnmden's Brit. i. 187 It came into

[K. Richard s) mind to draw upon the legs of certaine choise
Kniyhts uf hi-. :i . cu;iine (Jartcr or tach of leather. 1611
SPEED Theal. Ct. Brit. xiv. (1614) 27/2 K. Richard the First

..girt the legs of certaine choise knights with a lache of
leather, which promised a future glory to the wearers.

C. jig. A means of attachment, a link, a bond
of connexion.

1701 J. LAW Counc. Trade (1751) 225 Here is no such bar
or tache, as either to hinder or discourage a thief of any sort
from returning to his duty. 1860 FAHRAR Orig. Lang. ii.

47 Finally, the word became a middle term of reminiscence,
a tach between the external object and the inward impression.
2. tec/in. A rest for the shank of a punch or drill :

see quots. Now dial.

1683 MOXON Mech. Exerc., Printing xii. F 9 The Tach U
..to rest and hold the Shank of a Punch steady .. while the
Work-man Files. Ibid. 393 Tache, a small Board with
Notches in its Fore-edge . . to rest the Shank of a Punch in.

16*9 in J, HUNTER Hallamshire Gloss. 1888-90 Shfffittd
Gloss.

t Tache (taiche) .. has been defined for me as ' a stake
or rest used by silversmiths, and fixed In the workbench '.

3. Comb.) as f tack-hook
t ^tach-nail.

159* R. D. Hypnerotomachia 50 The Veluet brought
downe to the frame of the Settles, .fastened to the same
with tatch Nayjes of Golde. 16*3 tr. Favine's Theat. Hon.
n. xiii. 224 Their long Cloak, or noupe-land,.. tied with a
Tach-hooke of Wood.

Tache (tKtJ), $b$ Forms : 7-9 tach, tatch, 8

tetch, 8-9 tatche, 9 teache,taych, tacho. [app.a.
obs. or dial. F. tache, techt plate of iron (Godef.),
in Walloon tak '

plaque de fer qu'on applique
an

fond d*une chemine'e* (Littre), which in i1
. diction-

aries is usually identified with tacket TACHE j.*]
1. Sugar-boiling. Each pan of the series through
which the juice of the sugar-cane is passed in

evaporating it ; esp. the smallest and last of these,

called specifically the striking-tache.
1657 R. LIGON Barbadocs 84 The Coppers, in which the

Sugar is boyled, of which, the largest is catted the Clarifying

Copper,ana the least, theTaich. /^/Vf.ooTothrowin sorneof

the liquor of the next Copper, to keep the tach from burning.
1740 Hist. Jamaica xii. 321 The least is called the Tach,
where it boils longest 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 131 The
juice will often begin to granulate in the second tetch.

1839 URE Diet. A rts, etc. 1202 The term striking is also

applied to the act of emptying the t cache. 1871 KINCSLEY
At Last xi, I flung it, sugar and all, into the tache. 1885
LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. iv. 163/2 The earliest and
crudest system of evaporation was the 'copper wall', or
'

battery
' of open pans called

' teaches
'

(taches, tayches, &cj,

f2. Applied to the flat iron pan in which tea -

leaves are dried. Obs.

1701 J.CUNNINGHAM in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1206 The
Bing Tea is the second growth in April : and Single the

last in May and June, botndry'd a little inTatches or Pans
over the Fire. 1802 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Keg. 764/2 Then
they [tea leaves] are tatched ; this is done by throwing each
time about half a catty of leaves into the tatche, and stirring
them with the hand twice, the tatche being very hot. [Foot-

note} Tatche is a flat pan of cast iron.

t Tache, sb.* Obs. rare- 1
. Also 5 tach,

tacche, tasche, tasshe. [Origin obscure. ]

Touch-wood, tinder.

1393 LANCL. P. PI. C. xx. 211 Bole J>ou haue tache [v. rr.

tacn, tasche, tasshe, B. xvn. 245 towe] to take hit with tunder

and broches, Al by labour is lost.

Tache (taetj*, taj), v.1 Now dial. Forms: (4

tass), 5-6 tatch, 6-7 tach(e, 7- Sc. tash. [a. F.

tachert OF. tackier to stain, soil, f. tache, TACHE

j.l] trans. To stain or taint, esp. with moral

defilement, or with the imputation of guilt or

shameful conduct; to stigmatize; rarely (quot.

1541), to infect physically. Obs. or St. dial.

139 GOWRR Conf.lll. 242 The wyde world merveileth yitt

That he [Solomon] . . With fleisshly lustes was so tassed [rime

passed]. 1495 Trevisa's Earth. De P. K. vi. v. (W. de WJ
m v b, Al chyldem ben tatchyd wyth euyll maners. 1501

ATKYNSON tr. De Imitatione in. xxxiv. 223 What shall I

say, that am tached thus with tribu'acions. 1541 R. COP*

LAND Guydon's Quest. Ckirurg. Qijb, To be scalled. or

tached with suche infecte dyseases, or that he here some
tache vpon hym. 1596 WARNER Alb. Eng. x, Iviii, Other-

wise a worthy Prince, nor tache we him but so. Ibid. xi.

Ixv. (1612) 280 Though she did obserue his soone Reuolt. .

And him thereof had tacht 1598 BARRBT Tkeor. Warres
II. i. 28 Infamous, or tatched with foule crimes, a 1649
DRUHM. OF HAWTH. Hist. Jos. K, Wks. (1711) 104 At the

least to leave him suspected and tached with this treason.

1747 in Ann. Gen. Assemb. Ch. Scot. ( 1838) 105 His character. .

ought not to be tashed. 18*7 I. WATT Poems 101 (E.D.D.)
Their frien's gat word an* gathe

'

tease an' tash.

.

Their frien's gat word an* gather roun* Determin'd sair to

se an' tash.

b. To blemish, deface; to tarnish or spoil

slightly by handling or use ; to make the worse for

wearj tasked^ tarnished, worn, weather-beaten.
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17. . in Ritson Sc. Songs (1704) I. 214 They're tashed like,

and sair torn, And clouted sair on ilka knee. 1863 ALEX.
SMITH Dreamtliorp 18 They [books] are tashed as roses are

tashed by being frequently handled or smelt. 1895 \V. C.

P'RAStR H'fiati/is xiii. 189 An indoor face, no tashed wi' the

weather, but sair blolched wi' ihe dram. 1903 GLAISER in

Co-op. News 16 May 567 (E.D.D.) If thet isna Miss Thorpe's
new body slip. . . Go and get it off afore yo

1

tash it any worse.

Tache (.tsetj),
v.'l Obs. OT dial. Also 4-5 taeche,

5-7 tatche, 5-9 tatoh.
[f.

TACHE s/>.z
,
or from the

same root. In sense 2 (and sometimes in i), app.

aphetic from atache, ATTACH.]
1. trans. To fasten, attach, fix, secure (a person

or thing). Alsoyf^.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxv. 70 Thy love sprenges

tacheth me. c 1315 SHOREHAM Poems ii. 101 J?o by chyld
was an-honge, Itached to be harde Ire Wyb nayles grel and
longe 1 c 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron, ll-'acc (Rolls) 12056 Ropes
..to tache & teye. 1483 Cath. Angl. 376/2 To Tache,
attachiare. 1530 PALSGR. 746/1, I tache a gowne or a
typpel with a tache. 1575 Gamm. Gurton n. iii, To seeke
for a thonge Therwilh this breech to talche & lye. 1609 R.
BARNKRD Fait/if. Sheph. To Rdr. 7 Talching matter togelher
wilh dependancie.
2. To lay hold of (a person) ; esp. to arrest,

apprehend by legal authority ;
= ATTACH v. i a.

c 1400 Laud Troy fik. 5600 Thei scholde for euere him
haue tached, Ne hadde ben duk Menescene. c 1440 Jacob's
Welt 24 Alle bat malycyously tachyn, arestyn, or endyten . .

men of holy cherch. c 1470 HENRY Wallace VII. 304 Thar
folowed him fyfteyn Wicht, wallyt men . . to lach him lo Ihe
law. 1518 Tybalts Confess, in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) I.

App. xvii. 35 The same day..lhal Sir Richard Fox was
tached. 1530 PALSGR. 746/1, I tache a Ihefe, I laye handes
upon hym. la 1635 FORCES Disc. Pervers Deceit 6 (Jam.)
A cunning and long covered Ihiefe lalched wilh innumer-
able fanges [plunder].
Hence Ta'ehing vbl. sb. and///, a. Tachingend,

a shoemaker's waxed thread pointed with a hog's
bristle.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 485/2 Tachynge, or a-restynge,
arestacio. 6-1485 E. E. Misc. (Warton Club) 73 Grynd
hem logedyre a longe lyme one a stone, lylle hil be somdele
lacchynge. c 1535 BVGOD Impropriations in Lever's Serm.
(Arb.) Introd. I3^natchyngeandscralchinge, tatchyngeand
patchynge, scrapinge and rakynge togyther of almost all the
fatte benefyces. 1611 COTGR., Lignenl, shoemakers thread j

or, a talching end. a 1763 SHENSTONE Ess., Men ft Manners
(1765) 187 A cobler wilh ten or a dozen children dependent
on a latching end. 1858 H. AINSWORTH Meniyn Clitlieroe
i.

1.5
Canes . . tied with talching end lo prevenl them from

splitting. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss, s. v., Every piece of
tachm-end

'

used in joining has a hog's bristle fixed at each
end so as to acl as a kind of flexible needle.

t Tache, v$ Obs. [Perh. the same in origin as
TACHE v. z ; cf. OF. atachier in sense '

to attack
', It.

attaccare to attach, to attack, and see note to
ATTACH

z>.] intr. To make a (hostile) charge or
attack

; to charge.
a 1400-50 Alexamier 2622 Kiii-,1 is on cursours kest ban in

fewtire, Taches {Dnol. MS. lachyng) in-to targetis tamed
baire brenys [v.r. brynnesj. 1400 Sege Jerusalem 6;6
Quarels & arwes . . Toysen at be toures : lachen on be
Jewes. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6717 Telamon hym lacchit on
with a tore speire. Ibid. 6783 Deffibus Ihe doughty
Tachil vpon Teulro, a full lore dynt. Ibid. 8297 Then
LMamede. .On Troiell with tene tachet belyue.
t Tache, tatch, z>.* Obs. rare. [f. TACHE rf.3]

trans. To dry (tea) in a '
tache

'

or shallow pan.1802 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 765/1 Bohea tea is gatheredsunned m baskets, rolled with the hand, and then lalched
which compleles it. Hid., Tatching seems to give the greencolour to Ihe leaves of the tea trees.

Tache, early ME. var. of TEACH v.

rj
Ta'Ched, a. Obs. Also 5 techyd, tacched.

[f. 1 ACHE *M + -ED 2.] Having qualities of a speci-
fied kind

; (well- or ill-) mannered or conditioned.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gmi. Lordsh. n6 He bat hauvsa htyll ffcce. .ys wycked, and euyl-techyd, deceyuanl, and

dronkelew ,1,450 Knt de la Tour (,906) ,8 All gentil.women and noblll maydenes.. ought to be goodli, meke,
^? ,'

aC
o
hei L

ferme m estate ' tehauing, and maners. CI45OMerlin 88 The Irewesl of Ihis londe and beste tacched 15,2MORE Co,,fut. Tindale Wks. 556/2 An euil toched horfe
shakelh ofsometime the bridle and runneth out at large
t Ta-cheless, a. Obs. rare-*. Li 4 teccheles.

[f. I ACHE rf.l + -LESS.] Stainless, faultless.
13.. Gaw. Sr Gr. Knt. 9 , 7 Now schal we semlych se

Sle3tez of bewez, & be teccheles termes of talkyng noble.

Tacheometer (txki,P-mfW). [a. F. tachfy-
meire, f. Gr. rax*-, obi. stem of raxu-s quick
swift, Tdxos swiftness + -METER : see also TACHY-
METER.] A name given to instruments (of which
there are various kinds) for the rapid location of
points on a survey ;

= TACHYMETEH. Hence
Tacheome-tric a., pertaining to a tacheometer or
tacneometry ; Tacheo-metry, surveying by means
of a tacheometer.

(Mayne
(teekipnJa)

or J.- .- ' - --
*-nn.v.j, **uincu or un-

usually rapid respiration. Ta'chyscope [-SCOPE!a kind of
kinetoscope, in which a series of re-

presentaHons of an object in successive phasesof motion are rapidly revolved, so as to presentthe appearance of actual motion. Tacjwtha--natous a. [Gr. Mrar death + -ous], killing
quickly, rap,dly fatal. Tachytomy, tachyo-tomf
[Gr TOM a cutting], the art of rapid surgical or
anatomical operation.
1866 BRANDE & Cox DM. Sci., etc. II. 532/3 "Tachydrite.

16

been used in the eighteenth century in England. Ibid. 55

The term 'tacheometer' is best confined lo instruments

which have this optical arrangement [a converging lens

between the object-glass and the diaphragm of a theodolite}

t Tache'tte. Obs. rare- 1

, [dim. of TAUHE

rf.l, a spot : see -ETTE.] A stud.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xix. (Roxb.) 166/1 Tachcltes,

the buttons or round naile heads which are set about Ihe

skirls or the Armour to adorn and set it out, resembling
little spots.

Tachistoscope (tsekrst&kflnp). [mod. f. Gr,

rdxiffro-j swiftest + -!

means of which object:

eye for a brief measured _

second ; one of its principal applications being the

measurement of 'the span of apprehension', that

is, the amount of detail that can be apprehended

by a single act of attention or apperception.
1909 C. S. MVERS Text-bk. Exper. Psychol. 415 The

essentials of a good tachistoscope.

I Ta-climeut, ta'chemeiit. Obs. [Aphetic
f. ATTACHMENT.]
1. Something attached ; an appurtenance.
In 1400 Morte Arth. 1568, I jif the for thy tybandez [MS.

thy^andez] Tolouse be riche, The tolle and be tachementez,
tavernez and ober.

2. A judicial seizure or apprehension of one's

person or goods ; ellipt. the writ authorizing such
seizure : = ATTACHMENT i, 2.

14.. Customs Malton in Surtees Misc. (1888) 58 Noo
othyr Balyffe schal make no tachement nor somond. 1467-9
Paston Lett. II. 296 Jle the wey of tachements owte of the
Chauncer. 1545 URINKLOW Compl. 41 Ye haue a parcyall
lawe in making of tachmentys, first come, first seruyd.

Tachometer (tk? -mftaj). [f. Gr. T&XOS speed
+ -METER: cf. barometer.] a. An instrument by
which the velocity of machines is measured, b.
An instrument for measuring the velocity of a

moving body of water, a current-measurer.
1810 DONKIN in Trans. Sac. Arts XXVIII. 185 An instru-

ment of my invention for indicating the velocily of machines,
and which may not improperly be called a Tachomeler.
1835 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 42 The melhod of
putting the tachometer in motion whenever we wish to
examine the velocity of the machine. 1864 WEBSTER,
Tachometer, ,.(b.) an instrument for measuring the velocity
of running water in rivers, canals, &c. 1875 L. U'A. JACK-
SON Hydraulic Man. I. 84 The tachometer of Hruningi is
the best instrument of this type.
So Tacho'metry, the scientific use of a tacho-

meter ; the measurement of velocity.
1891 in Cent. Diet.

Tachy- (tse-ki), combining form of Gr. raxv-s
swift, used in the formation of some scientific
terms. Tachhydrite, Tachydrite, Min. [ad.
Ger. tachhydrit (Rammelsberg 1856), contr. for

*tachyhydrit, f. Gr. vSeap water + -ITE !
: from

its property of deliquescing readily], a chloride of
calcium and magnesium found at Stassfurt in
Prussian Saxony. Ta-chydida:xy [Gr.
teaching] : see quot. Taxhydrome [Gr.' _r_,_ ..

-running, -runner, Sp6fios a race-course], angli-
cized form of Tachydromus, Illiger's name for the
ornithological genus Cursorius, a small group of
birds allied to the Plovers

;
= COURSER 3

;
So

Tachydro-mian, a bird of this group ; Taehy-
dromous a., of the tachydromes ; cursorial.
Ta-chygen, Biol. [-GEN 1], the sudden appearance
of an organ in evolution

; the part so appear-
ing (Webster Suppl 1902); so Tachyge-nesis
[GENESIS], acceleration in development by the
shortening or suppression of intervening stages ;

Tachygene-tic a., of or exhibiting tachygene-
sis; Tachyge'nio a., appearing or develop-
ing suddenly (Webster Suppl. 1902). Tachy-
glo-ssal a., Zool. [Gr. -f\waaa tongue] of a
tongue: capable of being quickly thrust forth and

tracted, as that of the ant-eater
; so Taohy-

glo-ssate a., having a tachyglossal tongue: per-
taining to the Tachyglossidx, a family of aculeate
monotrematous mammals, of which the typical
genus Tachyglossits contains the Echidna or porcu-
pine ant-eater of Australia

; Tachyglo-ssid, an
animal of this family. Tachyi'ater [Gr. larpos

! oV' ',

ne Wh Cures sPee<%' (Syd. Soc. Lex
1898); hence Tachyi -atry, the art of quick
healing (ibtd.}. Tachypetons a. [ T

-, stem of
E<r0ai to

fly + -ous], swift-flying
Lex. 1860). Tachypncea

TACHYGRAPHY
1868 DANA Min. 119 Tachhydrite. . . Color yellowish. Trans-
parent to translucent. Very deliquescent on exposure. 1846
WORCESTER, *Tacliydidaxy, a short melhod of teachinc
Scudanwre 1842 &MKM&W. Sci.,**. ^Tachydromian^the name of a family of wading birds, of which the cams
Tachydromus is the lype. 1860 MAVNE Expos. Lex. 1247/1

Iromous.
us, from

. -
-, . .-.,'," - of progres-

sion, and retardalion is the law of retrogression, and thev
are both essennal parts of his law of acceleration and re-

Ihe respiralions are hurried. 1889 Sci. Amcr. 16 Nov. 310/1'Mr. Anschuelz has invented apparatus by means of which

1890 in BILLIN-GS Nat. Med. Diet. 1898 Sydl Soc. Le~x'
*lachyolomy, *Tachylomy.

II Tachycardia (tsekika-jdii). Path. [mod.L.
f. Gr. TOXU-S swift + KapSla heart.] 'Abnormal
paroxysmal rapidity of the heart's action

'

(Syd. Sac
Lex.}.
1880 Lancet a Mar. 442/1 Those nerve cells and fibres

which are concerned in the prodnclion of the tachycardia
1891 Ibid. 2 May 1012/1 Dr. Wood proposes the reslriclioii
of the name '

tachycardia,
'

to those cases in which very
violent heart action occurs without obvious reason 1808
Allbutfs Syst. Med. V. 813 Tachycardia, .is improperly
applied in the sense of mere rate ; it is the name ofa parti,
cular disease.

So Tachyca-rdiac [cf. CARDIAC], a. adj., of
or pertaining to tachycardia ; b. sb. a person sub-

ject to or affected with tachycardia.
1898 Al/bntt's Syst. Med. V. 828 The tachycardiac altacks

have been the cause of this disposition. Ibid. 832 One of
my lachycardiacs began lo ride a bicycle two years ago
and with much advantage.

Tachygra^h (tsrkigraf). [a. F. tachygraphe,
ad. Gr. raxvypatpos a swift writer, a scribe, f. raxti-s
swift + -ypa<t>m writing, writer.]
1. One who practises tachygi aphy ; a writer of

shorthand, a stenographer ; spec, one of the short-
hand writers of the ancient Greeks and Romans.
1810 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 114/2 If all the speeches

. . were faithfully represented by the bench of tachygraphes
1865 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 87 Of Greek scribes there
were two kinds, the tachygraph (TOXUVP^OT), and the calli.

graph (aAAiypa*o?). ^sFARHARG'aM^-.C&Krt'.rll.^The
other tachygraph, Phocas, had also reported this sermon.
2. A tachygraphic writing. (In mod. Diets.)
Hence Tachy grapher, Tacfcygrapliist, a

shorthand writer, a stenographer ;
= sense I.

1887 Casseffs. Encycl. Diet., Tachygrapher. 1891 in Cent.
Diet. 1895 FARRAR Gather. Clouds II. i s t That you. .may
injure my reputation as a tachygraphist.

Tachygraphic (tockigrae-fik), a. [f. as prec.
+ -ic : cf. GRAPHIC.] Of or pertaining to the art
of tachygraphy or rapid writing ; spec, applied to
a cursive or running handwriting as opposed to
one having separate and fully-formed letters, also
to writing with many contractions, ligatures, and
compendia.
a 1763 BVROM Robbery Cambr. Coach xii,

' No Help !

'

said I, No Tachygraphic Pow'r, To inlerpose in this un-
equal Hour !

' Art Eng. Poetry vi, To learn the truly
tachygraphic Plan. 1852 H. ROGERS Eel. Faith (1853) 38Amuse yourself (I know your old tachygraphic skill,).. by
jotling down some fragments of our absurdities. 1879
RKNOUP Hibbert Lect. 14 The Egyptians had from the
earliest times used a tachygraphic or cursive character
which is a rough and abridged form of the hieroglyphic.
1890 E. M. THOMPSON in Classical Rev. May 220/1 Thus
was introduced into the Greek writing of the middle agesa new set of compendia commonly called tachygraphic signs.
So Tacliygra phical a. [see -ICAL] =

prec.
1764 JEFFERSON Let. Writ. 185,2 I. 356, I will send you

some of these days Shelton's Tachygraphical Alphabet, and
direclions. 1881-3 Schajfs Encycl. Relig. Knowl. III.

2556/1 1 he old character, .was altered, .and assumed some-
what of a cursive, or tachygraphical form.

Tachygrapho-meter. [See TACHYGBAPH
and

-JI_ETER.] (See quot. 1900.)

The first of these .. corresponds to a transit, and the second
to an alidade. The latter called a tachygraphometer, for
use with the plane-table.

Tachygraphy (tseki'grafi). [f. Gr. raXv-s
swift + -GRAPH Y.] 'The art or practice of quick
writing' (J.) ; variously applied to shorthand, and
(in paleography) to cursive as distinguished from
angular letters, to the Egyptian hieratic, and to
the Greek and Latin writing of the Middle Ages
with its many abbreviations and compendia.
1641 SHELTON (title) Tachygraphy. The most xact and

- Ig. IT ^ _. -

Thomas Shel ton became famous", .for his Tachygraphy ; or
easy, exact, and speedy short writing. 1826 Edin. Rev.
XLV. 145 The Hieratic, .is immediately derived from the
hieroglyphic, of which it is merely a tachygraphy. 1890
t.. M. THOMPSON in Classical Rev. May 220/1 The twofold
system of tachygraphy, if it may be so termed, in use
among the scribes of the middle ages.



vages,
1868

TACHYLITE.

Tachylite, -lyte (trc-kibit). Mitt. [ad. Ger.

tachylit (lireithaupt 1826), f. Gr. raxv-s swift +
XUTOS soluble, in reference to its easy fusibility.]
' A black basaltic glass, formerly regarded as a

homogeneous mineral
'

(Chester Diet. Min.\
Tachylyte basalt, a variety of basalt having glassy sel-

and a highly microlithic basis.

DANA Mitt. 245 The species may be the same with

tachylyte. 1879 RuTI.KY A'tiut. Hocks x. 113 A proceeding
analogous to that which seems to have taken place in some

tachylytes. 1888 G. A. J. COLE in Q. Jrnl. Geai. Sac. XLI V.

loo On some additional occurrences of Tachylite. Ibid.,

This tachylite adhered more firmly to the contact roclcs than

(o the mass from which it was developed.

Hence Tachyli'tio, -lytic a., of the nature of,

composed of, or containing tachylite.
1888 G. A. J. COLE in Q. Jml. Ceol. Sac. XLIV. 303 The

vein . . showed thin tacit ylitic selvage.

Tachymeterftaeki'mttai). Alsotachyometer.

[mod. f. Gr. Ta%v-s swift + -METER ; so F. tachy-

vietre (a form more on Gr. analogies than TACHEO-

METER).] Name of a surveying instrument, adapted
to the rapid location of points on a survey. So

Tachymetrlc a., Tachymetry, the use of such

an instrument.
1860 MAVNE Exos. Lf.v., Tachymeter, term for an in-

strument for quickly measuring level surfaces. 1891
BUFF & BERGER Handbk. Engin. ff Sun>. Instr. 109 The
name Tachymeter, or rapid measurer, has been applied^ for

many years, in Europe, to instruments of this description.

Ibid., Tachymetry. 1900 H. M. WILSON Topogr. Surveying
xii. 236 Tachymetry, or, as it is sometimes called, tachyo.

metry.. enables the operator, by a single observation upon
a rod, to obtain the necessary horizontal and vertical data

for the determination of the three elements of position of a

point on the surface of the earth. Ibid., There are practically
two systems of tachymetric measurement : The angular or

tangential system ; and The stadia, telemeter, or subtend

system. Hid. xiii. 282 A most satisfactory tachymeter,
both for filling in details on large-scale maps, and for carry-

ing on rough geographic or exploratory surveys.

| Ta'cid, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. taclre to be
silent -f- -IL> 1

; cf. acid from L. acere."\
= TACIT.

1651 J. F[REAKE] Agriffa's Occ. Philos. 119 Whence also

the tacid consents of animals seem to agree with divine

bodies. 1659 T. PECKE Parnassi Puerp. 38 In the Chest . .

lockt up, of your most Tacid Breast.

Hence t Ta-cldly adv. = TACITLY.

1640 G. SANDYS Christ's Passion m. 255 Nor Loaves, so

tacidly increast, Againe so many thousands feast.

Tacit (tse-sit), a. Also 7-8 tacite. [ad. L.

tacit-us, pa. pple. of tacere to be silent. Cf. F.

tacitc (I4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Unspoken, unvoiced; silent, emitting no

sound ; noiseless, wordless.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. I. i. i Without the interruption
of tacite obiections. 1628 LE GRYS tr. Barclay's Argents
73 With a tacit vpbraiding she put them in mind. 1798
LANDOR Gebir u. 238 With a long and tacit step . . He looked

and tottered on a black abyss. 1814 W. IRVING T. Trav. I.

1 13 A tacit thankfulness in his looks, as if he felt grateful to

me. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT Napoleon (1855) II. xviii. 329 One
of those tacit prayers to which no language can give ade-

quate expression.
b. Saying nothing ; still, silent.

1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph,, Tacite, still, silent, saying

nothing. 1651 HoBBEsGow/. $ Soc. xv. 3. 238 Godslawes
are declar'd after a threefold manner : first, by the tacit

dictates of Right reason, next by immediate revelation [etc.].

1804 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1837) III. 497 If the

British Government had remained.. a tacit spectator of

events. 1866 CARLYLE Remin., frviuff(iSBi) I. 221 Edward
Strachey was. .a man rather tacit than discursive.

2. Not openly expressed or stated, but implied ;

understood, inferred. Tacit mortgage, a lien in

the nature of a mortgage created by operation of

law. Tacit relocation : see RELOCATION.
[c 1575 Balfour's Practicks (1754) 208 Tacita relocatio.}

1637-50 Row Hilt. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 251 This tacite

approveing of these commissioners, men so highlie guiltie, . .

argues a great decay of reall, and courage, 1681 STAIR

Instil, Law Scot. \. x. 61. 149 In the tacite legal hypo-
thecation, [our custom] hath only allowed a few. 1690 LOCKE
Hum. Und. in. u. 8 Common use, by a tacit Consent,

appropriates certain Sounds to certain Ideas in all Languages.
1705 ADDISON Italy, Monaca (1733) 23 A tacit Acknowledg-
ment that Monarchy is the more honourable. 1881 Spectator

30 Apr. 573 Locke's doctrine of a tacit social compact.

Tacitean (tae-sitian), a. [f. the name of the

Roman historian Tacitus (^54-117): see -AN.]

Pertaining to Tacitns, or resembling his pregnant
sententious style. So Ta-citlst, a student or

follower of Tacitus ; Taxitlze v., intr. to write

in the style of Tacitus.

1890 LOWELL Milton's Areop. Lat. Lit. Ess. (1891) TOT

He [Milton] is never weary of insisting on the "Tacitean
distinction between liberty and license. 1907 Athenaeum

7 Sept. 265/3 Accurate scholarship, especially in matters of

Tacitean diction. 1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalini's Advts.

fr. Parnass. I. xxiii.(i674) 24 He might like a "Tacitist have
written the Civil Wars of Flanders. 1833 ROSCOK tr.

Pfllico's Ten Years' Imprisonm. xxxvi, With all my admi-
ration for the genius of Tacitus, I had never much faith in

the justice of *tacitising as he does.

Tacitly (tce-sitli), adv. [f. TACIT a. + -LT 2
.]

1. Without speaking ; silently ; quietly.

1643 PRYNNE Rome's Master-Piece (ed. 2) 24 The secular

lesuites have bought all this street, and have reduced it

into a quadrangle, where a lesuiticall Colledge is tacitly

built. 1751 EARL ORRERY Remarks Swift (1752) 88 Here

VOL. IX.

17

a reflection naturally occurs, which ..leads me tacitly to

admire, and confess the ways of Providence. 1866 GEO.
ELIOT F. Halt i, To be no longer tacitly pitied by her neigh-
bours for her lack of money.
2. Without stating or expressing it ; by implica-

tion : cf. TACIT a. 2.

1635 EARL STRAFFOBD Lett. (1739) I. 471 Not tacitely
or by

way of Consequence, but even in express and binding Terms.
1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. III. i. 30 He tacitely implyed
that the rest of mankind were but beasts. 1733 BntKXLXV
Free.think. in Math. 21 There are certain points tacitly

admitted by mathematicians. 1815 M'CI/LLOCH Pol. Econ.

u. iv. 179 If, as M. Sismondi has tacitly assumed, the

machines cost nothing.

Ta-citiiess. rare. [f. TACIT a. + -NESS.] The

quality of being tacit ; silence.

1657 W. MORICE Coena quasi Koiki) xxxii. 298 To instruct

..our brethren, who by our tacitnes.se might be scandali/ed.

1885 PATER Marius the Epicurean 1. 15 That inward tacit-

ness of mind esteemed so important by religious Romans.

Taciturn (tarsittwn), a. [ad. L. tacilum-us,

f. tacit-us, TACIT.] Characterized by silence or

disinclination to conversation ;
reserved in speech ;

saying little ;
uncommunicative.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 26 Tune, Grieve . . was very sub-

missive, respectful, and remarkably taciturn. 1816 Remarks
Ene. Mann. 61 The people in Europe who partake most with

us in this taciturn propensity, are the Dutch. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist, Eng. vi. II. 68 GodoJphin, cautious and taciturn, did

his best to preserve neutrality. 1876 BRISTOWE The. fy

Pract. Med. (1878) 875 The patient becomes apathetic,
morose or taciturn, or irritable.

Hence Ta'citurnlst, one who practises habitual

silence or reserve; Ta'oiturnly adv., in a taci-

turn manner ; with habitual reserve.

1887 Congregationalist (U.S.) 10 Feb. (Cent, Diet.) His

[von Moltke's] more than eighty years seemed to sit lightly
on ' the great *taciturnist '. 1847 WEBSTF.R,

*
Taciturnly,

silently, without conversation. 1902 A. AUSTIN Ld. Kitchener
in Standard 12 July 5/2 Honours he needs not, for about
his brow He bears them clustered, taciturnly great.

Taciturnity (tjesito-inTti). Also 5 -te(e, 6

-ty(e, 6-7 -tie. [a. F. taciturnitf (Hth c.), or ad.

L. taciturnitas, (. taciturn-us : see prec. and -ITT.]

1. Habitual silence or disinclination to conversa-

tion ; reservedness in speech ;
a taciturn character

or state.

c 1450 tr. De /mitatieme m. xli. 1 12 Ober whiles he

aunsuerde, lest by his taciturnite occasion of offendynge

mi}! haue be yoven. 1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W.
1495) 1. L 990/2 In the sayde monasterie was so grete

tacyturnytee and scylence. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist.

145, I cannot in this poinct vse taciturnitie and silence. 1606

SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. iv. ii. 75 The secrets of nature Haue not

more gift in taciturnitie. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 261 P i

My natural Taciturnity hindered me from shewing my self

to the best Advantage. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. in. viii.

(1861) 107 Our ancestors were noted as being men of truly

Spartan taciturnity. 1856 Miss MULOCK J. Halifax ix,

After which brief reply John relapsed into taciturnity.

2. St. Law. The silence of the creditor occa-

sioning the extinction of an obligation in a shorter

period than forty years' prescription : it being

presumed that the creditor would not have been

so long silent if the debt had not been paid or

the obligation implemented.
1765-8 ERSKINE Instil. Law Scot. in. vii. 29 (1773). 533
No general rule can be laid down, at what precise times

actions may be lost by taciturnity. 1838 W. BELL Diet. Law
Scot. 967/2 The only cases in which extinction by such taci-

turnity has been recognised were those of bills of exchange,

prior to the introduction of the sexennial prescription.

t Taeitu-rnous, a. Obs. rare-", [f. L. taci-

turn-us TACITCBN + -ous.] = TACITURN.

17*7 BAILEY Diet. vol. II, Taciturnous, silent, saying
nothing, making no Noise.

Tack (taek), ii.1 Forms : 4-6 tak, takk(e,

5-7 tacke, 6 take, (pi. tax), 5- tack. [TACK sb.1

and w.1 go together, and are doublets of TACHE

sb?, v? (q.v.), though forms in k or q are not

recorded in OF., and the etymological history is

obscure. For the ulterior etymology Diez com-

pares Ger. zacken prong, MHG. zacke, Du. tak

bough ;
so also Kluge. (The occurrence of Ir.

taca, Gael, tacaid nail, tack, peg, Breton tach

small nail, has suggested a Celtic origin for the

root tac-, but this Thnrneysen rejects.) App. most

of the senses of the sb., including sense 5, were

derived from the vb., bnt the nautical senses of

the vb. arose out of sense 5 of the sb., and in their

turn gave rise to senses 6 and 7.]

I. That which fastens or attaches, etc.

L That which fastens one thing to another, or

things together : applied to a fibula or clasp, a

buckle, a hook or stud fitting into an eye or loop,

a nail, or the like. Obs. exc. as in senses 2, 3.

13.. Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. Hi. 410 He bot a bite

t>at made vs blak, Tif fruit weore tied on treo wib tak i O
fruit for anober. c 1440 Promp. Para. 485/2 Takke (ff., P.

or botun), fibula, fixula. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxn. 60

Unto the crose of breid and lenth, Syne tyit him on with

greit irne takkis. 1617 MINSHEU Ductor,A tacke or hooke,
vid. Buckle, Clasp. 1670 EACHARD Cant. Clergy TO The
tackes put into the loops did couple the curtains of the tent,

and sew the tent together. 1696 Lond. Gaz. No. 3228/4
Lost... 3 pair of blaclc Stays,, .one with black Buckles, in

black Tacks and black Loops.

TACK.

b. The faennm of the tongue (in a tongue-tied
person).
1671 LIVINGSTON Let. in Wodmu Soc. Sel. Dior. (1845) I.

247 The sight of the father's danger brake the tacit of a hon'i
tongue who was tongue-tacked from l.irlh.

2. spec. (perh. oriK. short for lack-nail: see
I a a.) A small sharp-pointed nail of iron or brass,
usually with a flat and comparatively large head,
used for fastening a light or thin object to some-
thing more solid, especially in a slight or temporary
manner, so as to admit of easy undoing.
Tacks are distinguished according to their use. as carptt-

tack, one used for fixing a carpet on the floor i their action,
as tliumh-tacft, one pushed in with the thumb, as a drawing.
pin ; their material, as brats tack, iron tack, TIN-TACK.

[1463, etc.: see tack-nail in ua.] 1574 in Keuillerat
Revels Q. Elit. (1908) 137 Tackes One Thowsand. a 1585
POLWART Flyting w. Montgotnerie 558 His lugs. .That to
the Tron lies tane so many a tacke. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
XXXIV. xiv. 514 Yron. .for nailes, studs, and tackes, emploied
about greeves and leg-harneis. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury
lit. 292/1 Two sorts of lacks used by [shoemakers], the
Sole Tack . . and the Heel Tack. 1703 MOXON Mech.
Exerc. 53 Drive in a small Tack on each side. 1745 P.

THOMAS yrnl. Anson's Voy. 259 The Scale., is made of

Bambo, the Divisions distinguished by small Brass Tacks.

1851 D. JKRROI.D SI. Gifts xvi. 168 At his work, driving tin

tacks into a baby's coma.
b. (See quot.)

1847-78 HALLIWELL s. v., A wooden peg for hanging dresses

on is sometimes called a tack.

3. Technical uses. a. Gardening. A fastening for

shoots, etc., consisting of a strip or band secured at

each end to a wall or the like. b. Plumbing.
A strip of lead having one end soldered to a pipe,
and the other fastened to a wall or support.
1545 Rates of Customs a vj, Corke takkes the thousande

x.s. 1615 W. LAWSON Country Housew. Card. (1626) 7 To
plant Apricockes, Cheries, and Peaches, by a wall, and with

tacks, and other meanes to spread them vpon, and fasten

them to a wall. 1658 EVELYN Fr. Card. (1675) 34 They do
extreamly ill, when they fagot, and bundle together a great

many small twiggs, in one tack. 1693 De la Quint.
Compl. Card. If. 41. 1813 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build.

408 Two broad pieces of lead, called tacks, are attached to

the back lap-joints and spread out, right and left, for fasten-

ing the [socket] pipes to the wall by means of wall-hooks of

iron. 1877 S. S. HKLLYER/Vww&rii. 33 When there are no
chases, and the pipes are fixed on tacks, the tacks should
be strong.

4. An act of tacking or fastening together, now

esp. in a slight or temporary way ;
a stitch, esp. a

long slight stitch used in fastening seams, etc., pre-

paratory to the permanent sewing; a very slight

fastening or tie, by which a thing is loosely held,

as hanging by a tack.

1705 VANBRUGH Confed. v. ii, If dear mother will give us

her blessing, the parson shall give us a tack [cf. TACK p. 1
1 cl.

1808 JAMIESON s. v., It hings by a lack, it has a very slight

hold. 1878 DICKINSON Cumbld. Glass., Teck, Tack, a stitch,
' A teck i time seavvs nine '. Mod. Give it a tack, to hold

it together until there is time to stitch it.

b. Adhesiveness, tackiness ; esp. in Bookbind-

ing,
' a slight stickiness remaining in leather before

the varnish or dressing is quite dry' (C. Davenport).
1908 Academy ir Apr. 656/1 It is very cunningly repro-

duced, even to the extent of a suggestion of a slight
' tack

'

belonging to old leather.

II. Nautical and derived senses. (Sense 5 is a

special application of I, and is the origin of sense 7
of the vb., whence again comes sense 6 here.)

6. A rope, wire, or chain and hook, used to secure

to the ship's side the windward clews or corners of

the courses (lower square sails) of a sailing ship

when sailing close hauled on a wind ;
also the rope,

wire, or lashing used to secure amidships the wind-

ward lower end of a fore-and-aft sail.

To bring, get, haul, or put the lacks aboard (= to the

board), to haul the tacks into such a position as to trim the

sails to the wind, to set sail. To bring or have ike star-

board or port tacks aboard, to set the sails to, or sail with,

the wind on the side mentioned. Also trans/, used allusively

in reference to travelling by land.

1481-90 Howard Househ. Bis. (Roxb.) lit Mjr Lord

paid him for iij. hausers, a peir takkes, a ratling line for

Chewdes..xv.s. 1486 Naval Accts. Hen. VII (1896) 13

A payre of takkes & a payr of shets weying rxxxlj Ib. 1581
L. WARD in Hakluyt Voy. III. 757 Wee brought our

tacks aboord, and stoode along West by North and West
larboord tacked. 1611 COTCR., Ceytcs, Tackes; great Ropes
vsed about the (maine) sayle of a ship. 16*6 CAPT.

SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 28 The wind veares, git your
star-boord tacks aboord. 1617 Seaman's Gram. v. 23

Tackes are great ropes which hauing a wall-knot at one

end seased into the clew of the saile, and so reeued first

thorow the chestres, and then commeth in at a hole in the

ships sides, this doth carry forward the clew of the saile to

make it stand close by a wind. 1688 J. CLAYTON in Pail,

Trans. XVII. 984 They must there bring the contraryTack

on Board (i. e. to put the vessel on the other tack). 1747

Gcntl. Mag. 52iThewind shifted 3 or 4 points,
which obliged

us to tack, and make more sail, by hauling our main tack on

board. 1815 H. R GASCOIGNE Nov. Famt To set each

Course the Tacks they Haul on Board, Then drag the

Sheets aft, as they can afford. 1846 YOUNG Naut Diet., The

tack ofafore and aft sail is the rope which keeps down its

lower forward clue; and of a studding sail that which keeps

down its lower outer clue. The tack of a lower studding,

sail U called the Out-Haul.

trans/. 1780 S. CUKWEN Jrnl. * Lett, n June (1864) 277

Discouraged from proceeding further by water, ..and taking,

3



TACK.

as the sailors phrase it, our London tack on board, [we] pro

ceeded the next stage of fifteen miles. 1820 A. GIFFOKD MS
Ace. 7 Sept., We took our land tacks on board of our waggon
and directed our course west souwest for New London.

b. The lower windward corner of a sail, to

which the tack (rope or chain) is attached.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Aboard main tack

the order to draw the main-tack, i. e. the lower corner of the

main-sail, down to the chess-tree. 1851 KIPPING Sailiiuiking

(ed. 2) 5 In all triangular sails and in those four-sided sails

wherein the head is not parallel to the foot, the foremost

corner at the foot is called the tack. 1904 F. T. BULLF.N

Creatures ofSea xvii. 232 The peak ofthe sail is dropped and

the tack hoisted : in sea parlance, the sail is
' scandalised '.

fc. Tack of aflag: see quot. Obs.

1794 Rigging t, Seamanship I. 176 Tack ofa Flag, a line

spliced into the eye at the bottom of the tabling, for secur.

ing the flag to the haliard.

6. An act of tacking (TACK z-.l 7) ; hence, the

direction given to a ship's course by tacking; the

course of a ship in relation to the direction of the

wind and the position of her sails; a course or

movement obliquely opposed to the direction of

the wind ; one of a consecutive series of such

movements to one side and the other alternately

made by a sailing vessel, in order to reach a point
to windward.
A ship is said to be on the starboard or port tack as the

wind comes from starboard or port. At each change of

tack, the relative positions of the tack and sheet of the

courses are reversed.

1614 SIR R. DUDLEY in Fortesc. Papers (Camden) 9 Being
fare more swyfte then the gallic . . (espetiallye uppon a tacke).

1666 PEPYS Diary 4 July, Even one of our flag-men in the

fleete did not know which tacke lost the wind, or which kept
it, in this last engagement. 1676 Loud. Gaz. No. 1108/1
Their Admiral was Tost by accident, or rather neglect of

the Seamen, who omitting upon a Tack to fasten the Guns,
they run all to one side, and over-set the ship. 1694 NAR-
BOROUGH, etc., in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. i. 165 Before the Ship
could Ware and bring to upon the other Tack, She struck.

1749 CAPT. STANDIGE in Naval Chron. III. 207 We kept
working the Ship in the wind's eye, tack and tack. 1779
KING Cook's Voy. Pacific vi. ix. (1785) III. 418 During the

afternoon, we kept standing on our tacks, between the island
of Potoe, and the Grand Ladrone. 1804 W. LAYMAN in
Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1845) V. 496 Turning to the West,
ward, against the wind, some tacks do not exceed one mile.

1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy xiii, That they should make
short tacks with her, to weather the point. 1885 Law Times
Rep. LIII. 54/1 The J. M. Stevens was proceeding under
all sail close-hauled on the port tack.

b. fig. and transf. A zigzag course on land.

1788 J. MAY Jrnl. s, Lett. (1873) 31, 1 . .advanced as fast

as possible to finish my land tacks. 1813 Salem Gaz. 22 Oct.

3/2 Saw 2 four horse wagons, standing abreast, upon their
larboard tacks, head towards us. 1854 J . L. STEPHENS Centr.
Amer. 363, I could not walk, so I beat up making the best
tacks I could, and stopping every time I put about. 1893
Q. ICpucH] Delect. Duchy 305 Bontigo's Van . . scaling the

acclivity , . in a series of short tacks.

1. fig. A course or line of conduct or action ;

implying change or difference from some preceding
or other course.

1675 V. ALSOP Anti-Sotzo i. 29 No man more reall when
he offers an Injury, nor more complemental in his Courte-
sies; for he's just now standing upon a Tack. 1697 COLLIER
Ess. Mar. Subj. ii. (1709) 72 His Business will be to follow
the Loudest Cry, and make his Tack with the Wind. 1705
BURKE ie/. to Ld. Auckland Wks. IX. Pref. 22 Through
our publick life, we have generally sailed on somewhat
different tacks. 1811 T. CREEVEY in Cr. Papers (1904) I.

vii. 140 They are upon a new tack in consulting publick
opinion. 1901 Scotsman 8 Mar. 6/5 The bill . . seemed to
proceed upon the wrong tack.

b. A circuitous course of conduct.
1869 BALLANTYNE Deanhaugh 117 (E.D.D.) Your nephew

. .canna be up to sae mony shifts an' tacks as you.
III. That which is tacked on or appended.

8. Something tacked on or attached as an addition
or rider; an addendum, supplement, appendix;
spec, in parliamentary usage, A clause relating to
some extraneous matter, appended, in order to
secure its passing, to a bill, esp. a bill of supply.
1705 in Hearne Collect. 10 Oct. (O. H. S.) I. 54 All the

World's a general Tack Of one thing to another. Why
then about one Honest Tack Do Fools make such a Pother?
1712 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 10 May, The parliament will
hardly be up till June. We were like to be undone some
days ago with a tack, a 1715 BURNET Own Time vn. (1823)
V. 177 Some tacks had been made to money-bills in king
Charles's time. 1768 LD. HILLSBOROUGH in North Car.
Col. Rec. VII. 868 Appointed by a Law. .especially passed
for that purpose, and not by way of Tack to a Law for other

purposes. 1787 Minor i. xiv. 52 My mother to this added the
following tack. 1879 MINTO Defoe \. 64 The Lords refused
to pass the Money Bill till the tack was withdrawn.

b. Tack-on : the act of tacking something on, or
that which is tacked on or added, colloq.
1905 Outlook ii Nov. 664/1 She has not the passion for

a tack-on which is general in this country.
8. dial, (some doubtfully belonging here), a. A
hanging shelf: see quot. 1847-78. b. Each of the
two nibs or handles of a scythe, o. Coal-mining.A temporary prop or scaffold : see quots.
a. 1446 Yatton Churchw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 85 It.

y payde to Hurneman for ii takys v<. ,71730 J. POYNTER
Dorset Voc. in N. * Q. 6th Ser. VIII. 45/2

"
tack, a shelf.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Tack, . . a shelf. A kind of shelf made
of crossed bars of wood suspended from the ceiling, on
which to put bacon, &c. 1861 T. HUGHES in Macm. Mar.V.
246/1 An ther wur beacon upon rack An plates to yet it upon

18

tack. b. a 1815 FORBY Vac. E. Aiiglia, Tact, . . the handle

of a sithe. 1891 P. H. EMERSON Sou ofFens 131 Some on

'em fitting new sticks to the scythes, some on em putting in

tacks O. 1849 GREENWELL Coal-trade Terms Northumt.

* Durh Tack, a small prop of coal, sometimes left.. to

support it until the kirving is finished, except knocking out

the tack. 1883 GRESLEY CoalMiningGloss., rack.. .(bom[er

set].) A wooden scaffold put into a pit-shaft for temporary

purposes.
IV. As a quality.

1O. Hold; holding quality; adherence, endurance,

stability, strength, substance, solidity. Now dial.

1411-20 LYDC. Chron. Troy\\. 1868 Who (>at geynstryueth

scha] haue litel tak. c 1425 Cast. Persev. 2987 in Macro

Plays 166 Tresor, tresor, it hathe no tak. 1573 TUSSER

Huso. (1878) 168 What tacke in a pudding, saith greediegut

wringer. 1583 GOLDING Calvin on Deut. Ixvi. 404 There will

neuer bee any holde or tacke in it. 1651-66 CARYL Expos.

Job xxii. 25 (1676) 2255 He should find . . that there was tack

in it, that it was solid silver, or silver that had strength in it.

1884 Cheshire Gloss., Tack, .. hold, confidence, reliance.

There is no tack in such a one, he is not to be trusted.

b. Adhesive quality, stickiness : cf. TACKY a.

18.. Gilder's Man. 28 (Cent. Diet.) Let your work stand

until so dry as only to have sufficient tack to hold your leaf.

fll. Phrases, a. To hold, rarely have, tack

with (to), to hold one's own with, hold one's ground
with, keep op with ; to be even with or equal to ;

to match. Obs.

1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy I. 4259 Here lith on ded, ber

a-nober wounded, So bat bei myjt with them haue no tak.

a 1518 SKELTON Magnyf. 2084 A thousande pounde with

Lyberte may holde no tacke. 1600 W. WATSON Decacordon
(1602) 71 Secular Priests, whom no English lesuit is able to
hold tacke withall. 1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) =?7
The incomparable Crichtoun had. .held tack to all the dis-

putants. 1658 J. HARRINGTON Prerog. Pop. Govt. L xii.

Wks. (1700) 317 Fourteen Years had their Commonwealth
held tack with the Romans, in Courage, Conduct, and Virtue.
c 1695 in Curwen Hist. Booksellers (1873) 29 To make the

parallel hold tack, Methinks there's little lacking.

t b. To hold (a person, etc.) tack (to tack] : to

be a match for
; to hold at bay. Oh.

1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions ii. vi. 150 Thei [Par-
thians] helde the Romaines suche tacke, that in sondrie
warres they gaue them great ouerthrowes. 1606 Sir G.

Goosecappe ill. i,
I am sure our Ladies hold our Lords

tacke for Courtship, and yet the French Lords put them
downe. 1612 DRAYTON Pofy-olb, xi. 48 Faire Chester,
call'd ofold Carelegion, . . the faithful! station then, So stoutly
held to tack by those neere North-Wales men. 1615 HOBV
Curry^oftioe l. 3 As if I haue not a good dish of Oysters,
and a cold pye at home to hold you tacke. 1706 MRS.
CENTLIVRE Basset-Table n. Wks. (1723) 221 Ay, give me
the woman that can hold me tack in my own dialect, a 1825
FORBY Voc. E. Anglia s.v. Hold, Phr. '

to hold one tack
',
to

keep him close to the point.

t o. To bear, hoUtack, to be substantial, strong,
or lasting ; to hold out, endure, hold one's own.
1573 TUSSER Huso. (1878) 28 And Martilmas beefe doth

beare good tack, when countrie folke doe dainties lack. 1600
W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 164 It serueth to hold tacke,
:ill by inuasion or otherwise the lesuits may worke their
r

eate. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. in. 277 If this twig be made
of Wood That will hold tack. 1673 R. HEAD Canting
Acad. 19 With good Milk pottage I held tack.

t d. To hold, keep tack, stand to tack : see quots.
1611 COTGR., Ester a vne chose convenuS, to keepe touch ;

lold tacke, stand to a bargaine. 1686 F. SPENCE tr. barillas'
Ho. Medicis 305 The correspondence he had in that place
not keeping tack at the time prefixt,

f e. To be half tack with : (?) to be midway
jetween in position or quality. 06s.

1567 MAPLET 6V. Forest 60 Reede is halfe tack with the
rlerbe and tree, but in force or growth, aboue the Herbe.
And nothing in strength to the tree his comparison.

. 12. attrib. and Comb. a. in sense 2 : tack-
claw, -extractor, -lifter, -puller, a tool for ex-

tracting tacks or small nails from a carpet, etc.
;

back-comb, a row of tacks cast in the form of a
hair-comb for use in a shoe-making machine;
tack-driver, a machine which automatically places
and drives a series of tacks ; also = tack-hammer
tack-hammer, a light hammer for driving tacks

;

tack-mill, a factory for making tacks ; f tack-nail,
a tack, tacket, or hob-nail; taok-rivet, a small
metal rivet ; tack work : see quot.
1889 TALMAGE in Voice (N. Y.) 38 Feb., Much [church

work] amounts to . . a *tack.hammer smiting the Gibraltar.
1890 R. BOLDREWOOD' Miner's Right (1899) ii Which
nade the heavy tool tremble in my grasp like a tack
lammer. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, *Tack-lifler, a tool
or taking up tacks from carpets on a floor. 1884 H. D
LLOYD in N. Amer. Rev. June 546 The *tack-mills in the

*. _ " I ' ^w, u MVWVUNBilWMI la^KC
naile. 1874 THEARLE Naval Archil. 7: The side plates, or
jars, are connected to the vertical plate by. .small rivets
ermed'*tack rivets'. 1879 C. HIBBS in Cassette Techn.
hdue. IV.

_
299/2

' Tack work ', which means brass-headed

"hat sort
a"d drawer knobs> and liule thinSs of

b. in sense 5 : tack-block, -earing, -end, -lashing,
-piece (see quot.), -tackle

; tack-pins, belaying pins
of the fife-rail (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 1867)
1773

' COOK Voy. in. ii. II. I7 When they change tacks
hey throw the vessel up in the wind, ease off the sheet, and
ring the heel or "tack-end of the yard to the other end ofhe boat, and the sheet in like manner. 1865 MACGREGORRot Roy in Baltic (1867) 296 The tack end of the boom is

TACK.

made fast to the mast by a flat piece of leather. 1711 W.
SUTHERLAND Shipbuild. Assist. 164 *Ttick-piece , that to
which the Fore-sail is tack'd down. 17*9 FALCONER Diet.
Marine (1776), *Tack.iatkle, a small tackle used occasion-
ally to pull down the tack of the principal sails of a ship
to their respective stations. 1882 NARES Seamanship (ed. 6)
82 Tack tackle, .a tackle from the tack of the spanker to the
deck.

Tack (tsek), sb? Chiefly Sc. and north. Eng
Forms: 4-6 tak, 5-6 takk (//. tax), 6-8 tacke,
6- taok. [f. tac, tak, TAKE v. ; cf. TAKE sl>. ; also
ON. tak taking, seizure, etc., taka a taking, seizure,

capture, revenue, tenure (Vigf.), OSw. tak
taking'

hold, taka man collector.]
I. 1 1. A customary payment levied by a ruler,

feudal superior, or corporation. Obs.

Alexander infeftmentis of the saidis landis. .likwyise. .in
all pointis without takkis. 01578 LINDESAV (Pitscottie)
Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 322 He dressit the said bischope..
for certaine teindis and tax that the bischope gaif him.
2. Tenure or tenancy, of land, benefice, etc. ; esp.

leasehold tenure, e.g. of a farm, mill, or the like;
the period of tenure. Sc. and north. Eng. (Cf.
ON. taka tenure (of land).)
1423 Charters, etc. ofEdint. (1871) 55 To have thair corne

grundin at the saide millis..durand the saide tak. 1424
Coldstream Chartul. (1879) 43 Ye said priores and ye
conuent sal enter in ye tak of ye said land at Owitsonday.
1449 Sc. Acts Jos. II (r8i 4) II. 35 Suppos the Tordis sel or
analy bai landis b' be takaris sail remayne with bare takis,
on to be ische of bare termes. 1526 Lane. Wills (Chetham
Soc.) 1. 15, I will that Dorothe my wyff shall have all such
takks leysses and graunts as I now have by the graunts
of the Abbot of Qhalley. 1571 PLOWDEN Reports 169 b,
Cesty qe prist lease pur ans dun ferme en le Northe paiz,
appelle ceo Tacke. 1671 in Proe. Soc. Ant. Scot. (1892)XXVI. 194 We . . Stewart Principal! Justiciare and Admiral!
of Orknay and Zetland, having power be vertue of my tack
therof to nominal and appoynt bailyies [etc.], 1701 J. LAW
Counc. Tradedjst) 40 That the present farm or tack of the
customs be broken, and that the said impositions of foreign
excise and entry-money may never hereafter be leased out,

was taken on the best conditions.

b. Sometimes more or less concretely : A lease-

hold tenement, a farm. St.

1470 HENRYSON Mor. faa.'xit. (Wolf H Lamt) xviii,How durst thow tak on hand. .To put him fra his tak, and
gar him thig ? 1508 KENNEDIE Flyting w. Diinbnr 365
1'how has a tome purs, I haue stedis and takkis. 15..
DUNBAR Poems xvii. 21 Sum takis vthir menis takkis. 1515
in Fain. Rose Kilravock (Spalding Club) 185 Audit oxin
to plenys ane tak.

C. fig. A period, a spell (of some condition).
Sc. Cf. ' lease

'
of life, etc.

a 1758 RAMSAY Masque 189 Thou'lt grant them a lang
tack of bliss. 1821 GALT Ann. Parish xii, There came on
a sudden frost, after a tack ofwet weather. 1887 SERVICE Dr.
Dtigitidxxi. 138 We had a lang tack of very wat weather.
3. transf. An agreement or compact. Sc.

(Cf. prec. ii d.)

a 1758 RAMSAY Clout the Caldron iv, I've a tinkler under
tack, That's us'd to clout my caldron. 1786 BURNS Earnest
Cry ft Prayer vi, In gath'rin* votes you were na slack ; Now
stand as tightly by your tack.

4. Pasture for cattle let on hire. dial.

1804-12 DUNCUMB Hist. Here/. I. 214 A tack, grass or
clover for horses and cattle, hired by the week, month, or

quarter. 1863 MORTON Cycl. Afric., Tack, hired pasturage.
1873 Btrrovfs Worcester Jml. Apr. (E.D.D.), Horses or
horned cattle will be taken into Westwood Park to tack or

ley. 1877 Birmingham Weekly Post 22 Dec. i/i It is. .a

common expression where a farmer turns his cattle out on
the lands of another to say they are out at

'

tack '. 1879-81
Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk. s. v.,

' Yo'n got a power
o

1

stock fur yore farm '. . .

'

Aye, I mus' get some out on tack*.

II. 5. A take pf fish ; a catch, draught, haul :

= TAKE sb. 5. Also^. Sc. and north. Eng.
1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 40 Gif in ony

place quhair a tak of herring is..ony scheding of mams
blude aryse..thay ar said to abhor frome that place. 1597
SKENE De Verb. Sign. s. v. Assisa, An thousand herring of
ilk tack that halds. 1678 W. ADAMS Dedham Pulpit 68
Whence a great tack of souls to Christ hath followed. 1772
Hartford Merc., Sufpl. 18 Sept. 3/2 There is at present the
finest tack of herrings ever known, which are now selling
on the shore at sixteen-pence the hundred. 1888 VAN HARE
Fifty Years Showman's Life 3 When they draw their
net it's called a tack i if there are plenty of fish in the net

they call it a good tack, or if there are very few fish they
call it a bad tack.

III. 6. attrib. and Comb., as tack-duty, the
rent reserved on a lease ; the rent paid by a tacks-

man or farmer of the customs ; tack-money, pay-
ment for pannage or pasture ; t tack-swine, hogs
paid in rent ; tack-work : see quot.
1680 (Dec. 23) Si. Andrew's TownCouncilMinute-ok. 86

Impouring him quarterlie to receave from the taxsmen of
-ostomes the *tak deutie payable for the saidis Costomes.
111722 FOUNTAINHALL Deris. (1759) I. 8 Had he not paid
the tack-duty for tiends and all. 1809 TOMLINS Jacob's
Law Diet., Tack-Duty, the rent reserved on a lease. 1876
JRANT Burgh Sch. Scotl. ii. xiv. 457 In 1680 the council of
St. Andrews allocated the tack duties of the customs of the

:ity towards paying the schoolmaster's stipend. 1688 R.
HOLME Armoury in. 75/1 An Agistor, is an Officer of the

Forest, that takes in to Feed the Cattel of Strangers, and



TACK.

. . ives for the Kings use all Mich *Tack-Money as becomes
due from those Strangers. 15*3 KITZHERB. Surv. viii. 8
Where as the tenauntes pay *tacke swyne by custome, . . or
a halfpeny for eueiyswyne, as the custome is vsed. 1879-81
Miss JACKSUN Slitopsh. Woni-bk.,

*
Tack-work, work done

by contract.

Tack, sli.'A Olis. or dial. [Origin uncertain ; in

sense I
,
it appears to be a doublet of TACHK j/i.l ; ef.

Picarcl taque ~ Fr. tache spot ; but cf. also K. tac
' a kind of rot among sheepe ; also, a 1'lague-

spot
'

(Cotgr.), which Hatz.-Darm. think possibly
borrowed from L. tactus found in the sense of

infection, contagious disease. Sense 2 is possibly
transf. from i,but may be of different origin.]

fl. A spot, a stain; a blemish; = TACKED. 1
1, 2.

(1425 Cast. Pcrsci'. 2178 in Macro Plays 142 In sory
synne had he no tak & 3yt for synne he bled blody ble.

i6o3T. GumniGHT Coufut. Khem. N. T. (1618) 467 The
witnesse of the other hath often a wrest and tacke of her

corruption.

2. A smack, taste, or flavour (of something) ;

esp. an alien, peculiar, or ill flavour; = TACUE sb.l

2 c. Alsoy^f.
1602 R. T. }''ive Godlic Serm, 146 Superstitious ceremonies,

without anie smacke or tacke of anie sound Christian
doctrine. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Piguer, Lepoissonpique, begins
to haue a tacke, or ill last. i6 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xix.

130 Or cheese which our fat soil to every quarter sends,
Whose tack the hungry clown and plow-man so commends.
1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss, s. v., If two articles of

food are cooked together, and the stronger flavoured one
communicates a taste to the other, it is said to ' have a tak
o' t'ither '. 1884 Cheshire Gloss, s. v., Ale which has been put
into a musty cask is said to have a tack, or a tack of the cask.

t Tack, sb.* Oiis. rart. [Origin uncertain.] A
billiard-cue : see quot.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. 262/1 On each side (the

billiard table] standeth a Man with a Tack in his band, to

push the Hall into an Hassard, or Hole. Ibid. xvi. (Roxb.)

69/1 In the base of this quarter, is the figure of the Tack or

a Stick used at the Billiard table for the strikeing of an Ivory
ball.

Tack, sb [Origin obscure : perh. from TACK
sb.l 10

;
but cf. also TACKLE sb. sense 8.] Food-

stuff ; chiefly in HABD-TACK, ship's biscuit, SOFT-

TACK
; also gen. stuff, often in depreciatory sense.

Cf. TACKLE sb. 8.

1833 MARRYAT /\ Simple xxviii, The . . steward . . came back
with a basket of soft-tack, \. e. loaves of bread. 1841 LEVER
C. (yMalley Ixx.xviii, No more hard tack thought I, no salt

butter. 1864 Daily Tel. 5 Nov., Horses stopped to graze,
and the men.. began quietly munching a hard tack. 1889
D. C. MURRAY Dang. Catspaw 129 He knows Lord Byron
from beginning to end, but his head's that full of that kind
of tack there's no room for anything else. 1894 Making
ofNovelist 42, 1 thought the canteen tack the nastiest stuff

I had ever tasted.

Tack, s6.6 rare. [Echoic. Cf. tack sb., clap,
tack vb., to slap, clap, in Eng. Dial. Diet. ; F.

lac in tac-au-tac.\ The sound of a smart stroke.

1821 SCOTT Keniliv, x, Now, husband listen,, .you will soon
hear the tack of a hammer.

Tack, o.1 [Doublet of TACHE z.2
;
cf.TACK sb?\

I. To attach.

fl. trans. To attach, fasten (one thing to another,
or things together). 06s. except as in 3.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 173 He., made hem
sprede and takkede be skyn aboute be chayer [orig. sellx

judiciarix circumponi\ here be iuge schulde sitte in plee
forto deme. 1400 Brut 103 Kyng Alurede hade bat boke
in his warde, and . . lete hit faste bene tackede to a piler, bat

men myjt hit noujt remeve. 1483 Act i Rich III, c. 8 16

Without tacking or sowing of any Bulrushes . . upon the

Lists of the same. 1530 PALSGR. 746/1 Tacke it faste with

a nayle. a 1616 BEAUM. & FL. Scorn/. Lady 11. iii, Peace,
or 1'le tack your tongue up to your roof. 1696 Bp. PATRICK
Cumin. Exod. xxvi. (1697) 506 The Loops were . . tackt to

the Selvage of the outermost of them. 1713 STEELE

Englishm. No. 26. 172 He dried and tacked together the

Skins of Goats. 1843 LF. FEVRE Life Trail. Phys. II. i.

xviii. 153 We often tacked on twelve horses to a small vehicle.

b. transf. and. fig. To attach.
a 1533 Lo. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. xliii. (1535) 83 b,

Al the vnderstandynges are tacked to one free wyll. 1653
tr. Holes' Dissert, de pace in Phenix (1708) II. 376 The
Fathers did, with ingenious comments, tack the mysteries
of their philosophy to the Word of God. 1693 PRIOR Taking
Namur ix, With Eke's and Also's tack thy Strain, Great
Bard. 1791 GILPIN Forest Scenery II. 187 He who works
without taste.. tacks one part to another, as his misguided
fancy suggests.

f o. To join in wedlock, slang. 06s.

1732 FIELDING Debauchees in. xiv, We will employ this

honest gentleman here, to tack our son and daughter together.

1775 SHERIDAN Duenna in. iv, I* faith, he must tack me
first ; my love is waiting. 1821 Sporting Mag. VIII. 105 A
Curate. . Had brought to the altar a pair to be tack'd.

( 2. To connect or join by an intervening part.

1639 FULLER Half War n. xii. (1840) 65 It [Tyre]..was
tacked to the continent with a small neck of land. 1645
EVELYN DiaryJune, The numberless Islands tacked together

by no fewer than 450 bridges. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE

Vcrtufs Anecd. Paint. (1786) I. 186 They, .have tacked
the wings to a house by a colonade.

3. To attach in a slight or temporary manner ;

up. to attach with tacks (short nails or slight

stitches), which can be easily taken otit.

c 1440 Promp. Para. 485/2 Takkyn', or some what sowyn'

to-gedur, . . consutulo. 1642 FULLER Holy $ Prof. St. in. x.

175 If agitation . .jog that out of thy head, which was there

rather tack'd then fastned. 1696 J. F. Merchan(s Ware-

ko. 8 The Hamborough is rowled up very hard, and either

tacked with Thred, or tyed about with Tape. 1703 MOXON
Alech. Excrc. 53 Drive in a small Tack on each side, .or

you may Tack down two small thin boards on cither side.

1830 in Cohuutt Kr. Ktics (1885) II. 348 The wretched
boards tacked together, to serve for a table. 1853 KANF.
GrinHcll A'.r/J. xxxiii, (1856) 295, 1 copy the play-lull fluin

the original .. tacked against the mam-most. 1894 Times

3 Mar. 11/3 He had 'tacked
'

the cloth down to tlie sta^e.

1896 AMutfi Syst. Mcd. I. 434 They [jackets] are lined

with a layer of cotton-wool neatly tacked in. Mcti. The
slucvus are tacked in lo try how tliry lit.

b. spec, f (a) GaVOUHg, To fasten with tacks

(TACK j*.l 3 a). Obs.

1603 J. EVKLYN De la. Quint. Compl. C,anl. II. 41 In

Tacking for the first time after the Pruning.

(b) Metal-working. To keep (a metal plate,

etc.) in place by small lumps of solder until the

soldering is completed.
1886 in Casse/Fs Encycl. Diet.

(c) Plumbing. To secure (a pipe) with tacks

(TACK sb.l 3 b). 1895 in Funk's Stand. Did.

4. To join together (events, accounts, etc.) so as

to produce or show a connected whole ;
to bring

into connexion. (Often implying arbitrary or arti-

ficial union.)
1683 DRYDEN yindie. Duke of Guise Dram. Wks. 1725 V.

325 Mr. Hunt has found a rare Connection, for he tacks
them together, by the Kicking of the Sheriffs. 1695 J.

EDWARDS Perfect. Script. 434 Many expositors labour to

tack this text to the immediately foregoing one. 1699
BENTLF.Y Plial. i66TheGentleman. .tacks thesetwo accounts

together. 1712 J. JAMES tr. Le Blond's Gardening 128 The
foregoing Practices . . being but Things detached and

separate, .. there is still a farther Difficulty to tack them

together, so as to make one Piece. 1720 WATRRLAND Eight
Serm. 221 One might suspect that there had been two
Versions of the same words, and Both, by degrees, taken
into the Text, and tack'd together. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-
Sax. Ch. (1858) I. App. B. 326 Traditionary tales, tacked

together without regard to place or chronology.

5. To attach or add as a supplement ; to adjoin,

append, annex; spec, in parliamentary usage: see

quots. and cf. TACK sbl 8.

1683 ROBINSON in Ray's Corr. (1848) 137 Thus far your
queries as to France, to which I will tack an observation to

fill up. 1691 LVTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) II. 365 A com-
mittee of the lords sat., to search presidents about tacking
one bill to another. 1700 EVELYN Diary Apr., The greate
contest betweene the Lords and Commons concerning the

Lords power of.. rejecting bills tack'd to the money bill.

1757-8 SMOLLETT Hist. Eng. (1759) IX. 296 The lords had

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxii. IV. 771 A strong party in

the Commons.. proposed to tack the bill which the Peers

had just rejected to the Land Tax Bill. 1863 H. Cox Instil.

i. viii. 114 The return is made by indenture, .is signed and

sealed, and returned to the Crown office in Chancery, tacked

to the writ itself. 1902 L. STEPHEN Stud. Biog. IV. v. 179
So prosperous a consummation was never tackea to so dismal

a beginning. 1909 [see TACKING vol. sb. b].

6. Law . To unite (a third or subsequent incum-

brance) to the first, whereby it acquires priority
over an intermediate mortgage.
1728 SIR I. JEKYLL in Peere Williams Reports (1793) II.

491 If a judgment creditor., buys in the first mortgage.. he

shall not tack or unite this to his judgment and thereby

gain a preference. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) II. 225.

1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 361/2 Now if. .D pays off B, and
takes an assignment of his mortgage and of the outstanding
term ; if, to use the technical phrase, he

' tacks
'
B's security

to his own, he unites in himself equal equity with C, and
also the legal right which the term gives him. 1883 Encycl.
Brit. XVI. 849/1 In addition to the risk of a third mortgagee
tacking.

II. Nautical senses. (From TACK j*.1 5.)

7. intr. To shift the tacks and brace the yards,

and turn the ship's head to the wind, so that she

shall sail at the same angle to the wind on the

other side; to go about in this way; also tack

about. Hence, to make a run or course obliquely

against the wind ; to proceed by a series of such

courses ; to beat to windward : often said of the

ship itself.

1557 in A. Jenkinson Voy. f, Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) I. 8 The
rest of the shippes shall tacke or take of their sailes in such

sort as they may meete and come together, in as good order

as may be. 1595 Drake's Voy. (Hakl. Soc.) 22 They had
the winde of us, but we soone regained it upon them, which
made them tacke about, c 1600 CHALKHILL Thealma % Cl.

(1683) 19 His Ketch Tackt to and fro, the scanty wind to

snatch. 1748 Anson's Voy. n. iv. 163 We tacked and

stood to the N.W. 1777 ROBERTSON Amer. (1783) III. 217
These.. could veer and tack with great celerity. 1834
Hat. Philos. III. Navigation II. v. 55. 26 (Usef. Knowl.

Soc.) When the wind blows from any point within six

points of the bearing of a port for which a vessel is bound,
she must tack or ply to windward. 1873 Daily News
21 Aug., The little craft was caught by a sudden squall

when tacking, or, as sailors say,
' in stays,' taken aback, and

capsized in a moment. 1886 E. L. BYNNKR A . Snrriage 1. 16

Two or three . . ketches were tacking up before the brisk

off-shore breeze to make the anchorage.

b. Said of the wind : To change its direction.

1727 Philip Quart! (1816) 32, I was hurried on board, the

wind having tacked about and fair for our departure. Moil.

[A sailor said] The wind was tacking all over the place.

.8. intr. a. transf. To make a turning or zigzag

movement on land.

TACKER.
1700 T. BHOWN Ammem.Str. f, Com. 34, I Tack'd about,

and made a Trip over Moopficlds. I7I B. CHURCH Hiit.
1 luhf'i War (1865) I. 07 They, .tack d short about to run
as tat back as they came forward. 1787

' G. GAMBADO'
. lead, tforum. (1809) 37 [The Ma^iliar^] Without a bridle
on the bare back, Make with a stick their horse or mare
tack. 1854-6 PATHOU A K*t i H. i. ii. iv.<i879> 184 Hut
IU win, lickl and Irks short cuts Gels fool's praise and a
broken >hln.

t>. /',;' To change one's altitude, opinion, or
conduct ; also, to proceed by indirect methods.
1637 PocKUWTOM AltareChr. 169 He will.. tacke about

for other considerations, .if hec bee well put to it. 1663Pcm Diary 24 June, He hath lately been observed to
tack about at Court, and to endeavour to strike in with
the persons that are ayainst the Chancellor. 1791-1823
DISKAKLI Cur. Lit., Dam. Hist. Sir E. Coke, liacon ..

ta'.L-ed round, and promised Buckingham to promote the
match he so much abhorred. 1860-70 STUBBS Ltd.
I-.urap. Hist. n. ii. (1904) 166 He is not for a moment
diverted, although he sometimes consents to tack.

9. trans. To alter the course of (a ship) by
turning her with her head to the wind (some-
times said of the ship) ; opposed to \Vt.ui v.

Also, to work or navigate (a ship) against the

wind by a series of tacks. Also fig.

1637 POCKLINCTON Allare Chr. 152 No man that has not
his understanding tackt and the eye thereof turned after

the humour of the men of Grfantham]. 1747 in Col. Rec.

Pennsylv. V. 115 They then lacked the Ship and stood out
to Sea. 1805 Naval Ckron. XIV. 16 She tacked Ship. 1860

. STAMP in Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 279 All hands were
turned up to tack ship. 1906 Temple Bar- Mag. Jan. 72 It

is sung sometimes when tacking ship in fair weather.

Tack, v.2 dial. [f. TACK rf.]
L trans. To take a lease of (a farm, etc.). Sc.rare.
1882 JAMIESON, Tack, to take, to lease.

2. a. To put out (cattle) to hired pasture, b. To
take (cattle) to pasture for hire.

1839 [SlR G. C LEWIS] Ilercf. Gloss., He has tacked out
his cattle. 1863 MORTON Cycl. Agric., Tacking out, putting
cattle upon hired pasturage. 1879-81 Miss JACKSON.V/O-II/J//.
WordJ}k. s. v., Mary Cadwallader 'as sent half-a-crown for

tackin' the donkey, an* wants to know if you'll tack 1m a
week or nine days longer.

Tack (tffik), v.3 Obs. exc. dial. [f. TACK s6.3 :

cf. F. tac there.] trans. To taint, infect; ?to

tinge, stain ; dial, to give a smack or tang to.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvi. xliv, In case any of the sheep
were deeply tackt and infected with the rot. 1643 TRAPP
Coinm. Gen. xxxi. 19 She was somewhat tackt with her
fathers superstition. Ibid, xxxtv. 28 All the Corinthians
were tackt with . . the incestuous mans offence. 1868 ATKIN-
SON Cleveland Gloss., Takt, adj. Having a marked flavour ;

usually applied in the case of an acid liquid.

Tack, v.*, aphetic f. ATTACK v. ; cf. tack sb.

short for attack in Eng. Dial. Diet.

1720 H. CAREY Poems 56 But if they once Tack you, They
certainly Back you. 1731 PEYTON Catastr. Ho. Stuarts 42
As if a Partridge being near to a Faulcon . . might peck
and tack her, yet would not she yield to a small Bird.

Tack, obs. form of TAKE v.

Tacked (tsekt),///. a. [f. TACK t/.i + -EDI.]
Attached, appended, etc.: see TACK v.1

1596 WARNER Alb. Eng. xn. Ixxiii. (1612) 303 Hence Dis-

pensations, lubilees, Pardons, and such tack't geere, Were
had at Rome. 1687 T. LUDFORD in Magd. Coll. (O.H.S.)

75 His answer.. was drawn up in tacked schedules. 1692
LUTTRELL BriefRrl. (1857! II. 363 After a long debate about
the tackt clause, [the lords] adjourned it further till Munday.
1693 DRYDEN Juvenal's Sat. (1607) p. xxxvi, Laws were
also call'd Leges Saturx ',

when they were of several Heads
and Titles; like our tack'd Bills of Parliament. 1904
Westm. Gaz. 9 Sept. 3/2 The tacked-on happy conclusion

of
(

Merely Mary Ann .

Tacker l
(.tsE-kaj). [f. TACK z>.i + -KB 1.]

1. One who tacks : in various senses.

a. Eng. Hist. One who favoured the tacking of

other bills in parliament to money-bills, in order

to secure their passage through the House of

Lords; esp. in early i8th c., one who advbcated

tacking the bill against occasional conformity,

1704, to a money-bill.
1704 SIR H. MACKWORTM (title) A Letter. .Giving a short

Account of the Proceedings of the Tackers, upon the

Occasional and Self-denying Bills [etc.]. 1704 (title)

Daniel the Prophet no Conjurer, or his Scandal Club's

Scandalous Ballad, called the Tackers, answer'd Paragraph

by Paragraph. 1705 HEARNE Collect. 27 Oct. (O.H.S.) I.

59 He was a Tacker, and a true Friend of y* Church. 1711

Medley No. 35. 384 A very bold Attempt was made upon
the Civil and Religious Rights of our Fellow-Subjects, by
certain Men call'd Tackers or High-Church-men. 1727
Brice's Week. Jml. 25 Aug. 3 One of the Gentlemen dis-

tinguished by the Name of a Tacker in the Reign of King
William III. 1859 W. CHADWICK De Foe v. 280 Every
kind of rascality was attempted to be passed through the

Lords by its being tacked to a money bill, and by its being
called a money bill ; whence the term tacfter.

b. In various trades, One who tacks or fastens

articles or parts of things; also, a machine for

putting or driving in tacks.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Tacker, one who fastens or fixes one

Thing to another by Tacks, or by Sewing, etc. 1884 E.

SIMCOX in ipM Cent. June 1041 A preparer of collars and

wristbands, known as a ' lacker and turner
'

[in shirt-making).

1892 Labour Commission Gloss^ Tacker, one who puts in

the tacks used in
'

lasting '. 1895 Daily News 16 Mar.

6/5 Works, .fitted with the latest types of machinery for all

purposes, except the magnetic lacker.

2. dial. A small child.

1885 Reports Promne. (E.IXD.), Ever since I was a little
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TACKEK.

lacker. 1893 Q. [Coucn] Deled. Duchy 220 I've [Dot] a-ze

eyes 'pon the young man since he was a little lacker.

f Tacker 2, takkar. Sc. 06s. [f. TACK s6.'2

-KB 1
.]

One who grants a tack or lease; a lessor.

1551 Reeds. Elgin (1903) I. 109 All to be eschet to the

lakkar.

Tacket (tarket), sb. Now dial. Forms : 4-6

taket(e, -ett(e, 5-6 Sc. tak(k)at(e, 6-
taeket^

[f. TACK s6.1 + -ET.] A nail ; in later use, a smal"

nail, a tack : cf. TACK s6.1 1,2; now, in Sc. and

north, dial., a hob-nail with which the soles o

shoes are studded.

1316 in Rogers Agric. t, Prices II. 524/2 Takets [Hid.
I. 546 tackets. .seem to be cart or strake-nailsj. 1330

Coldingliam Priory Inv. 10 In xviij barres ferri ad fenes-

iras, wegges, et taketes. 1345-^ Ely Sacr. Rolls (1907) II.

133 In taKettis einpt. pro mappis emendandis 4jd. 1483

Cath. Angl. 377/2 A Taket, clavictilus. 1512 Ace. La.

High Treas. Scot. IV. 298 Item, for v takkatis. 1532
Lett, tt Pap. Hen. Vlll, V. 448 Pyne nails and English
tacketts for nailing up the said buds and leaves. 154* Ace.

Ld. High Treas. Scot. VIII. 132 Twa hankis wyre. .to wyre
the caisis of the windois..vc small takettis deliverit to mm
thairto. 1617 MINSHEU Ductor, A Tacket, or taehe. Vid.

Naile. 1698 R. THORESBY in Phil. Trans. XX. 207

Curiously nailed with two rows of very small Tackets. 1789
BURNS Capt. Grose's Peregrinations yi, Rusty aim-caps
and jinglin jackets, Wad baud the Lothian three in tackets.

1859 J. BROWN Rob ft Fr. (1862) 25 Heavy shoes, crammed
with tackets, heel-capt and toe-capt.
attrib. and Comb. 1888 GRANT Keckleton 63 'The tackit-

mackers..can barely supply the deman' for tackits*. 1896
KEITH Indian U)icle xvn. 274 He envied the tacket-soled

boots thai gave his (juarry the advantage. 1897 Bonnie

Lady xvi. 171 Wearing his strongest tacket boots.

Hence Ta-cket v. trans., to stud (shoes) with

tackets ; whence Ta'cketed///. a., hob-nailed.

1896 SETOUN R. Urquhart i, Thick-soled blucher boots

tacketed for rough roads. 1899 Weslm. Gaz. 31 Jan. 1/3
' Tackeled

'

boots, and clothes, . . impervious lo the rain,

Taokety (tse-keti), a. Sc. [f. prec. + -Y.j Of
a shoe : Studded with tackets.

1864 LATTO Tarn Bodkin ix. (1894) 95 The neb o1

Andra's

tackety shoe. 1888 BARBIE Auld Lie/it Idylls (1892) 5 My
feet encased in stout

'

tackety
'

boots.

Ta'ckiuess. [f. TACKY a.2 + -NESS.] The

quality of being tacky or slightly adhesive.

1883 R. HALDANE Workshop Receipts Ser. n. 184/2 This
varnish . . retains sufficient tackiness to hold powdered
graphite on its surface. 1908 Installation News II. 55/1
No doubt the '

tackiness
'

of the enamel also helps to hold
Ihe lube in place.

Tacking, vbl. sb. [f.
TACK .i + -lire 1

.]

The action of TACK v.^ in various senses.

a. Joining or fastening together, now esp. in a

slight or temporary manner; also, that which is

tacked or joined on.

1713 DERHAM Phys. Tlieol. iv. viii. (1714) 159 The Muscles,
their curious Structure, the nice tacking them to every
Joynt. 1880 A. ARNOLD Free Land 133 As to mortgages,
\J- T_..I____ \i7:n:___ j ____ :i___> .L_. .__/_..-_. _ , . T-

k,

Yi , .__.__ _________ ......

abominable time they take. 1887 SAINTSBURY Hist. Elizao.
Lit. ix. (1890) 351 [In Hobbes's Human Nature] the terse

phrasing, ihe independence of all after-thoughts and tack-
ings-on, manifesl Ihemselves at once.

b. The attaching to a money-bill in parliament
of a measure for some other purpose.
1700 EVELYN Diary Apr., This tacking of bills is a novel

practice, suffer'd by K. Cha. II. who.. let any thing pass
rather than not have wherewith to feed his extravagance.
a 1745 SWIFT four last Y. Q. Anne III. Wks. (Bohn) I.

471/2 _The reasonableness of uniting to a money-bill one
of a different nature, which is usually called tacking, hath
been likewise much debated, and will admit of argument

clauses not dealing with Finance.
c. Naut. The action of making a tack or a

series of tacks (TACK rf.l 6).
1675 tr. Camden's Hist. Eitz. m. 4,4 Ships fit for Fight,Good Sailers, and nimble and tight for tacking about

which way they would. 1806 A. DUNCAN Nelson 86 The
damage..prevented him from tacking. 1868 E. EDWABDS
Ralegh I. vii. in [The) great galleons, .had to encounter
ihe quick fire and the deft tacking of the smaller. .ships of
England.

d. altrib., as tacking-colton, -needle, -thread.
1880 Plain Hints Needlework 57

'

Basting
'

or '

tacking
cotton '. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 7 Apr. 3/2 Then run a tacking
cotton (no back stitches) all round Ihe four sides.. .Press the
fold of lace till it is nearly dry before you take out the tack-
ing threads. Ibid, 8 Oct. 4/1 A sailor's tacking needle.

Ta-cking, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.] That
tacks ; that joins or connects : cf. prec.

iv. 40, I never yet in all our Chronicles met with a Parlia-
ment stigmatized with the Name of the TackingParliament
Tackle (ta-k'l), sb. Forms : 3-6 takel, 4-6

Sc. takil(l, 4-8 taole, takle, 5 takul(l, 5-6
takell, -yl, -yll, taokyl (tickell), 6-7 tackel,
-ell, 6-8 Sc. taikle, (8 teakle, Sc. -kU), 6- tackle!
[app. of Low German origin: cf. MLG. takel
equipment generally, e. g. of a horseman, spec, of
a ship, hoisting apparatus, LG. takel, also early
mod.Du. takel strong rope, hawser, pulley, mod.

20

Ger. takel, Sw. tackel, Da. takkel tackle ; f. MLG
taken, MDn. tacken to lay hold of, grasp, seize

with instrumental suffix -el: see -LE I.]

1. Apparatus, utensils, instruments, implements,

appliances ; equipment, furniture, gear.
c 1250 Gen. t, Ex. 883 And tol and takel and orf he [Abram

dede Wenden horn to here ojen stede. 13. . Minor Poems

fr Vernon MS. xxviii. 32 Vr takel, vr tol, pat we on trowe

1464 Mann, f, House/I. .>/>. (Roxb.) 248 Payd fibr my
masterys takelys, ij.d. 153? Will L. Godsman (Somerset

Ho.), Ilem I give all my tickell.. to the chapell of baynt

transport themselves, or tackle in a Journey. 1717 DERHAM
in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 363, I am sorry

my tackle was not ready when you would have favoured

me with your company. 1815 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary (1876)

IV. 295 As I had no writing tackle, I sent him. .to procure
me proper implements at the stationer's. 1889 J. K. JEROME
Three Men in Boat 64 George wanted Ihe shaving tackle.

2. The rigging of a ship : in early use often in

wider sense of 'equipment' or'gear' as in i; in later

use spec, the running rigging or ropes used in

working the sails, etc., with their pulleys ; passing
into sense 3. Ground tackle, anchors, cables, etc.,

by which a ship is made fast to the ground.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24944 Ful fa"" bicome pat see to sight,

Andf>ai bigan bair takel dight. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 312
The reyni Storm fell doun algates, And al here takel made
unwelde. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Latiye 226 Dresseth surely
the ropes and shyp tacle, 1481 CAXTON Godeffroy 261 They
. . bare away cordes, cables and saylles, and the other takle,

and leyde it in the fortresse. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Nichfllfiy's Voy. l. xxi. 27 b, Vpon all thegatlies..and other
vessels all along vpon the takels, yardes, and other ropes
and poupes.., aboue 300 candels. 1633 SIR J. BOROUGHS
Sou. Brit. Seas (i6sr) 125 To brooke the seas, and to know
the use of the tackles, and compasse. 1671 MILTON .S'w.v<>

717 With all her bravery on, and tackle trim, Sails tillM,
and streamers waving, a 1687 SIR W. PETTY Pol. Aritk.

(1690) 14 Holland is.. for keeping Ships in Harbour with
small expence of Men and ground Tackle. 1745 P. THOMAS
Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 282 The Second Shot, .carry'd away. .

our Fore-stay Tackle. 1885 SIR J.C. MATTHEW in Law Times
Rep. LI I. 265/1 The vessel., was sold as she lay with her

gear and tackle.

b. Cordage ; a rope used for any purpose.
1519 Act 21 Hen. VIII. c. 12 i Diuers.. persons. .pro-

vide Hemp, and thereof make Cables. Ropes, , . Traces,
Halters, and other Tackle. 1542 Aberdeen Regr. (1844) I.

185 For vij slane of takkillis. .for bynding of the gunnis.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 6/1 1 A Tackle, capulum. 1712 STEELE
S/tecr". No. 454 P4 The Tackle of the Coach-window is so bad
she cannot diaw it up again.
fig. 1893 STEVENSON Heathercat iii, The circle of faces

was strangely characteristic ; long, serious, strongly marked,
the tackle standing out in the lean brown cheeks.

3. An arrangement consisting of a rope and

pulley-block, or more usually a combination of

ropes and blocks, used to obtain a purchase in rais-

ing or shifting a heavy body.
"539-40 '" Devon. N. f, Q. Oct. (1903) 238 Ropys, poleys

and other takle to hawse uppe the ledde uppon the Castell.
1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 16 Sheeps feet is a
stay in selling a top mast, and a guie in staying the tackles

two upper and one lower, or a Tackle of Three). 1760
FITZ GERALD in Phil. Trans. LX. 78 It would not be diffi-

cult, with a proper teakle, to raise a barometer of this kind
. .as high as 200 feet. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 507 The
cannon were raised by large brass tacle, . .from rock to rock.
1830 KATKH & LARDNER Mech. xv. 198 A combination of
clocks, sheaves, and ropes is called a tackle. 1859 F. A.
GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862) 107 A simple tackle consists of
one or more pulleys rove with a single rope.

b. A windlass and its appurtenances, used for

lioisting ore, etc. ; also, generally, the apparatus
of cages or kibbles, with their chains and hooks.
For raising ore or coal.

1874 J. H. COLLINS Metal Mining (1875) 79 The first
machine used in mining operations for raising ore or deads
is usually the tackle or windlass. 1881 RAYMOND Mining
Class., Tackle (Corn.), the windlass, rope, and kibble.

1 4. Implements of war, weapons ; esp. arrows ;

also, a weapon ; an arrow. 06s.
c "375 Sc. Leg. Saints v. (Johannes) 486 It [a bow] suld
lafe bene sone out of pyth To schot ony takil vith.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pnl. 106 A sheef of pecok arwes brightand kene. . Wei koude he dresse his takel yemanly. c 1400Kom. Rose 1729 Shette att me so wondir smert, That

lend hes he, Tharm a takyll set of sovyr
ChnsttsKirke Gr. x, Ane hasty hensure, callit Hary . .Tilt
up a taikle withouten tary. 16*3 BUTLER Hud. i. HI. 821This said, she to her Tackle fell, And on the Knight let
fall a peal Of Blows so fierce.

tb. Phr. To stand (or stick} to one's tackle:
cf. TACKLING vbl. s6. 3. 06s.

...
,

-'- -Jv u" wuuiu nave armeo. l

against him, and stood to your tackle all the night.

TACKLE.

5. Apparatus for fishing; fishing-gear, fishing,
tackle.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. XI. viii. (Tollem. MS )

Anstotel sayep bat fischeres heldeh hoot water on here
instrumentes and takles, bat J?ey be be raber frore. Ibid. xm.
xxix, [The fish] comefc ofter in to newe tacle bat is set for
hem, ban in to olde. 1711 GAY Rural Sports i. 181 The
Peacock's plumes, thy tackle must not fail. 1783 JOHNSON
20 Apr. in Eottuell, I indeed now could fish, give me Enc
lish tackle. 1850 Act 13 f, 14 Viet. c. 88 i The word
'net* shall, .include all descriptions of tackle, trawl, tram-
mel, stake, bag, coghill, eel, haul, draft, and seine nets.
1867 F. FRANCIS Angling i. (1880) 27 Use the very neatest
tackle which you can afford for roach.

0. The equipment of a horse ; harness.
1683 KURNKT tr. Mart's Utopia (1685) 115 Take off both

his Saddle, and all his other Tackle. 1725 T. THOMAS in
Portland Papers VI. (Hist. MSS. Coram.) 133 [The] coach
. . I thought could hardly have been able to get over
without some loss either to the poor beasts, or the tackle
1728 VANBRUCH & CIB. Prov. Huso. i. i, Our Tackle was
not so tight as it should be. 1890

' R. BOLDREWOOD '

Cot.
Reformer (1891) 102 I've backed two a week since I came
and have three in tackle, in the yard now.

t 7. A mistress. 06s. slang.
1688 SHADWEI.U Sqr. Alsatia iv. Wks. 1720 IV. 85 Oh my

dear Blowing, my Convenient, My tackle. 111700 B K
Did. Cant. Crew, Tackle, a Mistress.

8. Victuals; food or drink; 'stuff', slang.
1857 HUGHES Tarn Brown i. iv, The purl warms the

cockles of Tom's heart. .. t Rare tackle that, sir, of a cold
morning , says thecoachman. 1000 G. SWIFT Semtrieriii
Do you think ladies usually eat that stody tackle ?

9. [from the vb.] Football, a. The act of tack-

ling : see TACKLE v. 5.
1901 Scotsman u Mar. 4/8 Neill, by a plucky tackle

prevented a break away. 1905 OxfordMag. 22 Feb. 215/1One of his tackles was excellent.

b. In American football : Each of two players
(right and left) stationed next to the end rusher or
forward in the rush-line.

1894 Outing (U.S.) XXIV. 281/1 Every one knew he had
been a famous tackle on one of the football teams. 1905
AfcCliire's Mag. (U.S.) June 123/2 Captain and right-tackle
of the Yale eleven.

10. attrib. and Comb., as tackle-box, -chain,
-dealer, -hook,-iaker, -shop; tackle-block, = BLOCK
s6.6 ; tackle-board, a frame, placed at the end of
a rope-walk, containing the whirls to which the
yarns are attached to be twisted ; tackle-fall, =
FALL s6.1 16

; tackle-man, a man who works the
tackle, e. g. of a gun. See TACKLE-HOUSB, -PORTEK.
1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 122 A pair of "tackle-blccks.

1905 Daily Chron, 26 July 4/7 Banks.. lined with seedy,
quiet, elderly men with *tackle boxes, evening papers, and
roach-poles. 1865 S. FERGUSON\ Lays West. Gael 119 The
windlass strains the "tackle chains, the black mound heaves
below. 1698 in MSS. Ho. Lords (1905) III. 338 We were
forced to unreeve our 'tackle.falls to make lanyards for our
lower shrouds. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Garani,

lasted. 1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862) 207
Traversing "lacklemen. .7 and 8. 1873 Roittledge's Yng.
Gentl. Mag. Jan. 79/2 The

'
rear tackleman . .held the end

of the tackle. 1909 Nation (N. Y.) 3 Oct. M/I Flies.,
bought at a "tackle-shop*

Tackle (tae-k'l), v. Forms : see sb. [f. prec.
So Da. takle, Sw. tackla to tackle, to rig a ship.]
[In the following, a MS. variant of tagild: see TAGLE v.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter, Cant. 512 paire aflecciouns ere

ay takild with sum luf bat draghis bairn fra godis luf.)

fl. trans. To furnish (a ship) with tackle; to

equip with the necessary furnishings. 06s.
1400 Destr. Troy 12313 To gyffe..Tho shippes to shilde

o be shyre whaghes,. .And tyrn horn to takle, & trusse for
the sea. 1486 Naval Ace. He*. VII (1896) 74 The same
Ship so takled & aparailled was deliuered. .to Rauf Astry.
1530 PALSGR. 752/1 My shyppc is takylled and talowed,
and

redy
to hoyse up the sayle. 1550 NICOLLS Thucyd. 5

Althoughe ibe shyppe be . . well garnished and tacled with
sayle and ballast 1653 F. G. tr. De Scudery's Artamenes,
etc. (1655) IV. vil. n. 99 At the same time, they trimmed
and tackled up a great company of Ships. 1686 J. DUNTON
Lett.fr. Ncw-Eng. (rSo?) 26 He is a pitch'd Piece of Reason,
calckt and tackl't, and only studied to dispute with Tempests,

f b. To handle or work the tackle of a ship.
1513 DOUGLAS SEneis in. ii. 119 The noyis wpsprang of

mony marynair Besy at thair werk, to takilling euery tow
Thair feris exhorting. 1549 Compl, Scot, vl 41 Quhen the
schip vas taiklit, the master cryit, boy to the top. 1579-80NORTH Plutarcli (1676) 7 Scirus..gave to Theseus., an-
other marriner to tackle the sails, who was called Phceas.
a 1642 SIR W. MONSON Naval Tracts II. (1704) 253/2 There
are so few Sailors to tackle their Ships, that they will be
taken upon the Stays.

t c. intr. To tack, or sail across the wind. Obs.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. (1906) 288 Seven weekes crossed with
Northerly Windes, ever Tackling and boarding from the
Affncke Coast, to the Carminian shoare. 1660 in Sturmy
Mariners Mag. i. ii. 20 In this unease Of Tackling Boards,we so the way make short.

1 2. To raise or hoist with tackle. Obs. rare.
1711 W.SUTHERLAND Shiptuild. Assist. 6 A Portland..

Stone, may be wrought to its exact Shape before it be tackled
up on St. Paul's Church.
3. To harness (a horse) for riding or draught.
Also absol. with tip.
1714 S. SEWALL Diary 5 Apr. (1879) II. 432 Our Horses

were forced to leap into the Sea. By that time had tackled
hem [u] was duskish. 1770 MRS. E. SMITH in Lett. Jas.
Murray (1901) 130 Wednesday hex coach and chaise was



TACKLED.
tackled for us to take an airing and see all the curiositys of

Kelso. 1787 'G. GAMBADO' Acad. Horsem. (1809) 7 How
tn hufce a horse, how to tackle him properly, in what sort

of dress to ride him, how to mount and manage him. 18*6

I*. POUNDEN France fy It. 7 Five untrinimed little horses,

tackled to with ropes. 1869 MRS.STOWE Old Town l-'olk x\,

I shall jest tackle up and go over and bring them children

home agin. 1890
' R. UOLDREWOOD '

Col. A'<r/&rwcr(i39r) yj
I'll get a spare saddle and bridle, and will tackle him.

4. colloti. a. To grip, lay hold of, take in hand,
deal with; to fasten upon, attack, encounter (a

person or animal) physically.
1828 WEBSTER s.v., A wrestler tackles his antagonist! a

dog tackles the game. This is a common popular use of

the word in New England, though not elegant. 18. . Dial.

Northampton, The dog tackled the sheep in the field and
almost killed one. 1871 BESANT & RICE Ready-Money
Mart, vii, Smith's a big man ; but I think I can tackle him.

1887 JKSSOPP Arcady li. 58 The people seem to have been

afi.iid to tackle them [otters].

b. To ' come to grips with ',
to enter into a dis-

cussion or argument with ; to attack ; to approach
or question on some subject.

1840 DICKENS Barn, Rudge i,
That John Willet was in

amazing force to-night, and fit to tackle a ChiefJustice. 1858
MASSON Milton (1859) I. iv. 168 The Respondent having
stated and expounded his theses, was then tackled by aperies
of Opponents. 1887 R. BUCHANAN Heir of Linite iii, I'll

tackle the laird myself. 1901 Scotsman 13 Mar. 12^2 He
too was tackled on the question, but when he explained it

. . he found the electors . . reasonable.

o. To grapple with, to try to deal with (a task,

a difficulty, etc.) ; to try to solve (a problem).
1847 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1885)

1. 171 There was no diffi-

culty at all in coming to the subject at once, and tackling

it. 1871 I.. STEPHEN Playgr. Eur. iv. n. 320 Learn..how
most effectually to tackle any little difficulty that occurs.

1897 D. HAY FLEMING in Bookman Jan. uS/i Has any
previous writer ever tackled a work of such difficulty and

magnitude among similar surroundings ?

d. To attack, fall upon, begin to eat (food).

1889 J. K. JEROME Three Men in Boat xii, We tackled

the cold beef for lunch. 1890
' R. BOLDREWOOD Col.

Reformer (1891) 132 A strong man gets over it in a day or

two, and tackles his bread and meat, and his work, pretty
much as usual.

e. inlr. To set to ; to grapple with, something.
1867 TROLLOPE Chron. Barset I. xxxii. 273 We'll tackle

to? Very well ; so be it. 1867 Country Wds. No. 17. 262

Tackle to't reel while yo're yung. a 1868 S. LOVER (Ogil-

vie), The old woman .. tackled to Tor a fight in right earnest.

Mod. dial. (E.D.D.) Ah tackled wi' t' badger.

5. Foolball. (a) In Rugby, To seize and stop

(an opponent) when in possession of the ball ; (b)

In Association, To obstruct (an opponent) with

the object of getting the ball away from him. Also

absol.

1884 Daily News 23 Dec. 5/5 He . . tackled well, kicked

judiciously, and as captain of the team gave every satisfac-

tion. 1891 Lock to Lock Times 24 Oct. 13/1 (Association)
He now plays half-back, and is exceedingly useful in that

position, tackling and kicking in great style. 1897 Sports-
man 16 Dec., He was tackled close to his own quarter line.

1899 Badm. Liar., Football 121 (Assoct Practically the

best general rule is for the half-back to tackle the man with

the ball, and the back to be near up ready to intercept a

pass. 1901 Scotsman n Mar. 4/8 Those who questioned
his ability to tackle, .must have got a surprise when they
saw the manner he dealt with his opponent.

f0. (?) To enclose or fortify. Obs. rare-ll.

Perh. some error, or a different word.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. i. vi. Iviii, The moralist tells us that

a quadrat solid wise man should involve and tackle himself

within his own vertue, and slight all accidents that are inci-

dent to man, and be still the same.

Tackled (tze-k'ld), a., ppl. a. [f. TACKLE si.

and v. + -EIX]

1 1. Made of tackle or ropes : cf. TACKLING 6.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. * Jul. 11. iv. 201 My man shall . . bring
thee Cords made like a tackled staire.

2. Furnished with a tackle or harness.

1541 Will Sir C. Storke, Newton. Seynt-ta, Somerset
18 Apr., Wm. Becke a tackled heyfar.

t Taxkle-house. Obs. [f. TACKLE sb. +

HOUSE.] app. either, A house in which porters

employed in loading and unloading ships kept
their tackle j or, A house having a tackle or pulley
for hoisting heavy goods ; a warehouse for lading
and unlading merchandise going or coming by sea.

In London each of the twelve great Merchant Companies
had formerly the right to have its own tackle-house, with

its porter or porters, and in some of them the titular office

of 'tackle-house porter' or 'tackle-porter
1

still survives:

see quot. 1851 in b, TACKLE-PORTER quot. 1909. The tackle-

houses at Southwold were on the quay of a creek, evidently

for the loading and unloading of vessels lying there ; those

at London may have been on the river's brink.

1561 Will in T. Gardner Ace. Duntaich, etc. (1754) 214

My Tackle House at the Woods-End [Southwold]. 1579
Act Com. Council London 15 Aug. (Jrnl. 20,11. If. 506), It is

thought convenient y1 no other tacklehouses or compame of

porters shall hereafter be erected without the especiell

licence of y L. Maior, his brethren, and the Counsell. 1606

Ibid. 27 June (Jrnl. 27, If. 52 b), Complaintes . . by freemen

porters of the Tacklehouses of the said citie against others

streete porters workinge in the said citie, for interdealmge

with worke. .touchinge shippingeand unshippinge of goodes
. with which business the said street porters have not pre.

sumed to deal untill of late time. 1607 in RimimfraHcia

(City of London) II. 288 The peticion enclosed.. by the

Porters of the Tackell Houses of this Cittie, prayinge..
Assistance for the preventinge of much inconvenience to

giowe uppon them through the election of an newe Office

21

to be established for the ladings and unlading.. of all

Marchantes goodes not free of the twelve Companies. [The

petition follows, entitled in m.uKinl
' A Petition coocenunge

the Tacle Porters'. 1618 in T. Gardner Ace. Dvmuicn,
etc. (i75-{) 215 (jSouthwetet] One entire Place, Key or Wharfe,
the whole abutting and bounding against. .the Tackle-

House at the South-East End. 1754 T. C.AIJDNKH ibid. =14

The rmtiuit Key stood in the Woods-End-Creek ; near

ra I Melling-Houses, Warehouses, Tackle-Houses,
the Blubber- Pans and Carters-Grounds for Ship-Building.

1842-51 [sec b].

b. attrib. Tackle-house porter, orig. A porter

belonging to or employed at a tackle-house ; later

(usually shortened to tackle-porter : see next) a

porter authorized to act as such by one of the

London Companies having this right, as distin-

guished from a ticket-porter who was licensed by
the corporation.
1606 Act Cam. Council London 27 June in Mayhew Land.

Labour (1861) III. 365/1 Tackle-house porter, porter-packer
of the gooddes of English merchants, streete-porter, or

porter to the packer for the said citie for strangers' goods.

1646 Act Com. Council cone. Tackle-house Porters (1712) 9
Whereas divers Controversies and Differences have hereto-

fore been between the Tacklehouse- Porters of this City, and

the Ticket- Porters, otherwise called the Street-Porters of this

City in and about several Matters [etc.]. 1843 PULLING Treat.

Laws tt Customs London 502 The Tackle-house Porters,

who, with their subordinates the Packers' Porters, originally

formed a part of the establishment of the principal trading

companies, and were attached to their respective tackle,

houses, are employed in lading and unlading goods not

subject to metage. Ibid. 504 The tackle-house porters are

composed of a few persons appointed by the twelve principal

companies, to each of which the privilege belonged of

having a tackle-house for lading and unlading goods. Each
of the companies appoint one person as their tackle-house

porter, and some of them two. 1851 MAYHEW Land.
Labour (1861) III. 366/1 The tackle-house porters that are

still in existence. I was told, are gentlemen. One is a

wharfinger, and claims and enjoys the monopoly of labour

on his own wharf.

Ta-ckle-po rter. Short for tackle-homefarter :

see preceding.
16. . [seequot. 1 607 s.v. TACKLE-HOUSE]. \6&Minntes Gold-

smiths'
1

Co. 8 Nov., It was moved by Mr Ashe that this

Company might have some tackle porters waiting at the

Customs House as the Fishmongers and other Companies
do. 1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour (1861) III. 365/2 There

were 24 tackle-porters appointed ; each of the 13 great city

companies appointing two. 1909 SIR W. PRIDEAUX in Let.

23 Dec., The (Goldsmiths') Company used to appoint two

tackle porters, but for many years past only one has been

appointed. There is no salary or emolument of any kind

attached to the office. The present Lord Mayor is tackle

porter of this Company.
Tackier (tje'klai). [f. TACKLE v. + -EB.I.]

One who tackles, in various senses, fa. (?).

06s. b. An overlooker of power-loom weavers.

o. One who tackles in football, d, e : see quots.
a. 1686 BLOMK Genii. Kecrtat. 11. 62 Hack Havik, that

is a Tackier. b. 1864 RAMSBOTTAM Phases Distress 34
Tackier Tom con stond it o'. i88a Standard 7 Sept. 2/3
Power-loom overlookers, or 'ladders', and carders and

strippers followed. 1901 Speaker 20 July 439/1 Each
'tackier 1 or overlooker has a certain number of looms

assigned to his care. Ibid., While the tacklers 'drive the

weavers, the manager in turn
' drives

'

the tacklers. O.

1891 Lock to Lock Times 24 Oct. 13/1 He is a rare tackier,

and his famous rushes have warded off many an attack on

the Marlow goal. d. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss.,

Tackier, one who puts in the tacks used in
'

lasting '. e.

1881 RAYMOND MiningGloss., Tacklers (Derb.), small chains

put around loaded corves.

Ta-okless,a. [f. TACK rf.i 2 * -LESS.] Having
no tacks ; made (as a sewn shoe) without tacks.

1907 Westm. Gaz. l Nov. 8/4 A boot or shoe., being

tackless throughout, is much more flexible than would

otherwise be possible. 1907 Daily Ckron. 5 Nov. 8/2 A
patent

'

lasting
' machine with which boots can be made

without the aid of tacks or other metal fastening is shown

by the Tackless and Flexible Shoe Machinery Company.

Tackling (ts-klirj), vbl. sl>. Also 5-6 tak(e)-

lyng, 6 taclyng. [f.
TACKLE v. + -ING 1.]

+ 1. The furnishing of a vessel with tackle. Obs.

1486 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 17 The wages of xxx

marriners . . for the Rigging and takeling of the same Ship.

tb. concr. The rigging of a ship ;
the tackle.

c 1411 HOCCLEVE fereslaus's Wife 914 Our taklynge brast

and the ship claf In two. 15*6 TINDALE Acts xxvn. 19 The

thyrde daye we cast out with oure awne hondes the tack-

linge [1885 (R.V.) marg. or furniture] of the shippe. 1519

Act 2i Hen. Vlll, cf .2 8 1 The great Cables, Halsers,

sails and cordage,, .we are benolaen tc neiguuuu.s ,u.

them. 1676 HUBBARD Happiness of People 12 If the Mast

be never so well strengthened, and the Tacklme never so

well bound together. 1696 London Gaz.Ho. 3176/1 Abun-

dance ofLanthorns were hung upon the Tackling of the

Ships. 1760 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780) Uu ij b, Unless

we adopt the obsolete word Tackling, which is now entirely

disused by our mariners. . ...

fig. 1601 SIR W. CORNWALLIS Ess. xvi. Klijb, Graue,

wise, sober, temperate men, . . meete to bee part of the tack,

lings of a Commonwealth. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist.l. i. 1 1

A relation as ill accoutred with tacklmgs, as their Ship i

. .unrigged in respect of time, and other circumstances.

f2. Gear, furnishings, fittings, accoutrements,

outfit, baggage, etc. ;
= TACKLE sb. i. Obs.

1558 Ludlov, Church. Ace. (Camden) 86 Takelynges

XI 1. 345 Meet me here twohoura hence with all your tacklings.

TACKY.
I'll see this bundle shall be safe. 1695 J. EDWABD* /

Script, no This sort cjf count!
instruments. 1718 S. SI-.WALL Diary 25 July, I .

two Cases with a knif.: . :

tackungl the other \,\^, \sitli Ivry I,. ill-lies. 1749 C.
('AMiiim.m .VL-/J .]/

Ardlbeil'i .:i ., 1,.,,^, .,

- u ,,| ..;; .. ^13
SIR K. WIISOM 1'r. l>i,uy II. m It is necessary that
1 should feast myself into a little more embonpoint, fur

otherwise I shall not have sufficient carcase to suspend my
tackling upon.

tb. A horse's harness. Obs.
c 1645 HOWF.LL Lett. (1650) III. 14 If he wanted money

to mend his plow or his Cart, or to buy tacklings for his
horses. 1716 lioston Niws-Let. 14 July, To be sold. .two
good carts, Tour good horses, and tackling compleat fur (lie

same. 1787
' G. GAMBADO ' Acad. Horsemen (1609) 45 lx:t

me entreat you to examine your tackling well at setting
out. . : see that your girths are tight.

f3. Arms, weapons, instruments; also/5^., esp. in

phr. to stand or stick to one's tackling, to ' stand

to one's guns ', to hold one's ground, to maintain

one's position or attitude: cf. TACKLE sb. 4b; so

to hold tackling (cf. to hold lack, TACK sb. it);
also to give over one's tackling, to

'

lay down one's

arms ', surrender, give in. Obs.

14.. Vac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 565/36 Arniamentum, lake-

lyng. 15*9 MOKE Dyaloge iv. Wks. 278/2 Than would he
haue them abide by their tackeling like mighty champions.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI 160 b, Perceiuyng_ the kenl.

islnnen, better to stande to their taclyng, then his imagina-
tion expected. 1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 61 b, Thus
the aunswerer . . maie . . force the apposer to giue ouer his

tacklyng, without any aduauntage gotten. 1576 FLKMING

Pattopl. Epist. 362 Your brother, .tolde me.. that you haue
forsaken your booke.,.1 wishe you to..sticke still to your

tackling : and as you haue begonne, so proceede. 1593
in Abp. Bancroft Daung. Posit, iv. lii. 141, I thinke it a

great blessing of God, that hath raised vp Martin to hold

tackling with the Bishops, a 1635 CORBETT Poems (1807)

23 Reader, unto your tackling look, For there is coming
forth a book Will spoyl Joseph Barnisius The sale of Rex
Plalonicus. 1679 Hat. Jetzcr 29 An ambition to be

accounted and Canonized for a Saint, which by standing

stoutly to his tackling he hoped for.

f 4. Fishing tackle. Obs.

1548 ELVOT Diet,, Alopex marina..* fysshe of the sea,

whyche perceyuynge the hooke to bee fastened in his
bealy,

byteth of the lyne aboue the taklyng, and so
escapeth.

1653 WALTON Angler 53, I will sit down and mend my
tackling. Ibid. 105 Sure, Master, yours is a better Rod,
and better Tackling. 1737 Philip Quarll (1816) 7 Having
. .caught a . . dish of fish, we put up our tackling.

6. The action of the vb. TACKLE in mod. senses

(in quots., in sense 5).

1893 Daily Neivs 14 Dec. 2/6 Cambridge's tackling stood

them in capital defence. 1900 Wtttm. Caz. 12 Dec. 7/3 A
strong Cambridge attack was foiled by the splendid tackling

of the Oxford men.

6. Comb, f Tackling-ladder, a rope-ladder.
1680 OTWAV Cams Marius in. i, My man shall meet thee

there ; And bring thee cords made like a tackling-ladder.

Tackman (tarkmSn). dial. [f.
TACK sb.* 4 +

MAN. ] One who looks after horses or cattle which

are grazed on tack.

1885 Athenxum 10 Oct. 467/2 With constables, tackmen,
and pinders we are familiar. 1891 Sportsman 14 Feb. 1/1

(Advt.) Wanted, by Young Man, a Situation as Tackman or

Helper in a racing stable.

Tacksman. (tse-ksmsen). Sc. Also 6-9 tax-,

7 taxa-. [f. tack's, poss. of TACK sb.l + MAN.]
One who holds a tack or lease of land, a water-

mill, coal-mines, fisheries, tithes, customs, or any-

thing farmed or leased ;
a lessee ; esp. in the

Highlands, a middleman who leases directly from

the proprietor of the estate a large piece of laud

which he sublets in small farms.

1533 Aberdeen Regr. (1844) 1. 148 Gif thair be ony takkis.

Abbacie of Inchaeffray. 1617 Rep. Parishes Scotl. (Bann.)

2 William Erie of Angus taxman off the haill personag
teinds of the Barronj. 1630 in Proc. Sac. Ant. Scot. (1896)

XXX. 58 The takismen and custumeris of the saidis im-

postis of wynnes. 68o [see TACK *.' 6] 1775 JOHNSON W.

1st., Ostif, Next in dignity to the laird is the Tacksman.

1791 NEWIE Tour Eng. f, Scot. 125 The Tacksmen of

the Highlands were usually descendants of those heads of

families of whom they held their lands. 1794 Sporting Mag.
III. so Mr. Richard Graham, tacksman of the fishery of

I C Curwen. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xx, Tacksmen, as they

were called, who occupied portions of bis estate as. .lessees.

1887 Timtt (weekly ed.) 25 Feb. 9/3 In Munster or Con.

naught, the tacksmen whocovenanled directly with the lairds

might deal as they pleased with their sub-tenants.

So Ta ckswo man, a female holder of a tack.

1,585 Exch. Rolls Scotl. XXI. 583 The dewtie of the kirk

of Kinros awand be Agnes Leslie, ledie Lochlewm, taxis-

woman thairof.

Tacky (tie-ki), sb. and a.l local U.S. Also

tackey. [Origin obscure.J

A. sb. a. A degenerate
'

weedy horse : see

quot. 1884. b. A poor white of the Southern

States from Virginia to Georgia.
Cent. Mag. Jaa 444/2 The scrubby

ueorum aiiw K" -
.1 ,-,

-
-

v. c . k
lackeys '. 1889 FAKMSKAmerKanums, J acliy, in tht bouth,



TACKY.

a jade of a horse ; a sorry beast ; and idiomatically a man
neglectful of persona! appearance. 1896 Peterson Mag-.

Jan. 84/2 Here., is anative of the Virginia wilds, a specimen
of the genus

'

tacky '.

B. adj. Dowdy, shabby. U. S. colloq.

1893 L. J. RITTKNIIOUSE in Chicago Advance 22 June,
She looks to tacky in her shabby drt^s.

Tacky (larki), a.2 [f. TACK sl>.l +b + -Y.]

Slightly sticky or adhesive : said of gum, glue, or

varnish nearly dry.
1788 G. SMITH in Lond. Mag. 624 The moistened gum..

must not be waterish but something tacky or clammy. 182*
IMISON Sc. $ Art II. 244 If left in the damp, it remains

tacky. .a long time. 1897 Complete Cyclist (Isthmian Libr.)

188 Sufficient time must be given to allow the solution to

become dry, or, as it is technically known,
'

tacky '.

Tackyl, tacle, obs. ff. TACKLE.

II Taclobo (taklcu-tw). [Native name in Philip-

pines.] A bivalve mollusc, of great size, the

Giant Clam (Tridacna gigas) of the Indian and
China seas.

1885 UALFOUR Cyclop. India (ed. 3) s.v. Kima, The shells

of the taclobo, or gigantic Philippine oyster, are used as fonts

in the churches of that group. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XVI II.

750/2 The
' taclobo

'

shell sometimes weighs 200 lb., and is

used for baptismal fonts.

Ta-c-lo-cus. Geom.
[f.

L. tac-tus tonch +

Locus.] The locus of the points of contact of two
curves of different families, or of two non-consecu-

tive curves of the same family.
1873 CAYLEY Math. Papers VIII. 533.

Tacuode (tDe-kn<d). Ceo/it, [f.
L. tac-tus

touch + NODE.] A point at which two parts of the

same curve have ordinary contact.

1851 CAYLEY Math. Papers (1889) II. 28 The tacnode is

a double point where two branches touch. 1873 SALMON
Higher Plane Curves 207 Two nodes may coincide, giving
rise to the singularity called a tacnode; this is in fact an
ordinary (two-pointed) contact of two branches of the curve.

a/trio, ta'cnode-cu'sp, the singularity of a curve
which arises when a cusp and an immediately
following tangency of the two branches coalesce.

1873 SALMON Higher Plane Curves (1879) 207.

Taconic (tak(j-nik), a. Geol. See quot. 1865.
1849 LYELL *nd Visit U. S. (1850) II. 354, 1 believe the

formations called Taconic, in the United States,.. to be
simply Silurian strata much altered, and often quite meta-
morphic. 1865 PAGE Geol. Terms, Taconic, a term applied by
the late Professor Emmons to the rocks east of the Hudson
(from the Taconic range lying along the western slope of
the Green Mountains), . . which consist of slates, quartz-
rock, and lime-stones of Lower Silurian or perhaps more
properly ofUpper Cambrian age.

II Tacsouia (treksou-nia). Bot. [mod.L. (Jussieu
1789), f. Peruvian name tacso.] A genus of West
Indian and Central American shrubs, N.O. Passi-

floracea, closely allied to the Passion-flowers.
1869 DARWIN Lift , Lett. III. 279 The long pendent tube

and valve-like corona which retains the nectar of Tacsonia.

Tact (tsekt). [ad. (immed. or ult.) L. taclu-s

touch, f. ppl. stem of tange're to touch : cf. F. tact

(I4thc. in sense i
), Ger. tact, /a/'/(i6i9insense4).]

I. 1. The sense of touch ; touch. In quot. 1809
transf. [So in L.

; F. tact (i4th c. in Littre).]
\c 1100 Vices f, Virtues 17 >a fif wiltes . . bat is, visits,

auditus,gustus, odoratus,et tactus, bat is jesihthe, jeherhbe,
smac, and smell, and taclbe.]
1651 A. Ross Arcana microcosm, n. xxi. no Of all the

creatures, the sense of tact is most exquisite in man. 1809KENDALL Trav. III. 102 Such is the delicacy of their
(divining or mineral rods'] tact, that the weakest power is suffi-
cient to determine them. 1865 GROTE Plato (1867) II. xxvi
370 1 he various Percepta or Percipienda of tact, vision, hear-
ing sweet, hot, hard, light have each its special bodily
organ. 1881 LE CONTE Sight 77 Sight is a very refined tact.

b. fig. A keen faculty of perception or dis-
crimination likened to the sense of touch.
1797 W. TOOKF. Life Catherine II. 206 It was from his

genius alone that he had seized the character of other

readers.
o

1842 MANNING Serm. ii. (1843) I. 22 To. .deaden
the keen tact of conscience. 1876 GREEN Stray Stud. 120
I he popular voice showed a singular historical tact in its
mistake.

2. Ready and delicate sense of what is fitting and
proper in dealing with others, so as to avoid giving
offence, or win good will; skill or judgement in
dealing with men or negotiating difficult or delicate
situations; the faculty of saying or doing the right

intercourse of polished society 1

, a' r,
- Phi!os- xii " <I85> '54 We have

gun, though of late years, to use the word tact 1857

Peouir'me^"^^ "' '' iv' " A m05' *** ^
requiring tact. 1875 HELPS Ess., Secrecy 55 Few personshave tact enough to perceive when to be silent, anwhen
orfcLf Ta
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II. 4. Mas. A stroke in beating time ;
= BEAT

j/'.l 4 : see also quot. 1891. [
= (Germ.) L. taclits,

Adam v. Fulda 1490 ; Ger. tact, Pratorius 1619.]

1609 J. DOULAND Ornilh. Microl. 46 Tact is a successive

ca
(3. The act of touching or handling; an in-

stance of this, a touch. Obi. rare. [So in L.1

Notes and Rests are directed) by an equall Measure. [1777
R. DONKIN Military Coll. 161 Count Saxe recommends the

lad, or marching en caticnce.} i8a8 WEBSTER, Tact,..

formerly the stroke in beating time in music. 1891 Cent.

Diet., Tact.. in music, a beat or pulse; especially, the

emphatic down-beat with which a measure begins i hence,

also, a measure.

tTa'Ctable,o. Obs.
[f.

L.fe/- (see TACTlCrt.2)
+ -ABLE.] Capable of being touched ; tangible.
1611 CHAPMAN May-Day I. i. Plays 1873 II. 331 Alas good

soules, women of themselves are tractable and tactable

enough. 1656 STANLEY Hist. P/iilos. vi. (1701) 257/1 What-
soever is gustable, is tactable, and humid.

t Taota-tion. Obs. rare. [f.
as prec. + -ATION.]

The act of touching.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 387/1 A Tactation, or a

touching, is that whereby we discern the difference of

objects, and the nature of things.

Tactful (tse-ktfiil), a. [f.
TACT + -FCL.] Full

of or endowed with tact ; of actions, displaying or

inspired by tact.

18154 Land. Soc. VI. 497, 1 never heard a better, more tact-

ful speech in my life. 1884 Macm. Mag. Nov. 28/1 With
a tactful Governor to show them the way. 1894 Educ. Rev.
VII. 310 An eloquent, tactful and persuasive appeal
Hence Ta'ctfully adv., in a tactful manner.
1880 Miss BIRD Japan\\. 72 Ito very tactfully neither

gave it [the message] nor told me of it. 1889 Tablet 21 Dec.
980 To both deputations Mr. Chaplin replied tactfully.

Tactic (tae-ktik), j.l [ad. I7th c. L. tactic-a,
a. Gr. Ta*r<Kt} (sc. TtXvri) the art of arrangement
or tactics, fern, of Town/cor, TACTIC a.1 ,

= F. (la)

tactique (sometimes used in Fjig.). In sense 2, ad.
Gr. TOKTiKot (sc. av/ip) tactician.]
I. A system of tactics; = TACTICS I.

['570 J' DEE Math. Pref. aivb margin. The difference
betwene Stratarithmetrie and Tactice [printed Tacticie].]
1766 Misc. in Ann. Keg. 171/2 What is commonly called

Tactick, or the formation of battalions. 1801 in Nicolas
Disp. Nelson (1845) IV. 303 He alluded. .to the total want
of taciiqite among the Northern Fleets. 1838-4* ARNOLD
Hist. Rome II. xxix. 143 The arms and tactic of both armies
were precisely similar.

b. A piece of military tactics.
1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. II. ix. 389 Ralph required his

men to practise an unusual and foreign tactic.

c. transf. andy<Ff.
1791 BURKE App. /KA/^Wks. VI. 206 Bya divine tactick.

181^ Sporting Mag. L. 8 Great coquettes have another
tnctlc. 1860 M. PATTISON in Ess. A> Rev. 314 Lord Chester-
field, seeing what advantage the High-church party derived
from this tactic, endeavoured to turn it against them.

1 2. A tactician. Obs.

1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 128 A Tactike shall never
know how to set his men in aray, unlesse he doe first trie
the case by designe. a 1641 Br. MOUNTACU Acts fy Man. ii.

(1642)81 Removes, ainl>ulantcexcrcitu,xs, Tacticks phrase it.

3. Math. (See quots.)
1861 SYLVESTER in Phil. Mag. 374, I have given the

general name of Tactic to the third pure mathematical
science, of which order is the proper sphere, as are number
and space of the other two. 1864 CAYLEY Math. Papers
V. 294 The two great divisions of Algebra are Tactic and
Logistic. 1883 Ibid. XI. 433 We have a large enough
subject, including the partition of numbers, which Sylvester
has called Tactic.

Tactic (tavktik), a.l [ad. mod.L. lactic-us

(i7th c.), a. Gr. TaxriKos of arrangement or tactics,
f. To/tTos ordered, vbl. adj. of raaatir to set in
order. Cf. F. tactique (1690 in Furetiere).]
1 1. Of or pertaining to military (or naval) tactics- TACTICAL a. i. Obs.
1604 EDMONDS Observ. Cxsar's Contm. n. 129 The maner

of our moderne training, or tacticke practise. 1635 DAVE-

TACTICS.

1779 FORREST Voy. N.Guinea 25, I found Tuan Hadjee in
high spirits, cheering up the rowers with a certain Tactic
song, to which a man beat time with two brass timbrels.
Ibid. 303 In rowing, .they have always a song as a kind of
tactic, and beat on two brass timbrels to keep time.

Tactical (te-ktikal), a.
[f. Gr. Ta*T,-<5s

(seeTACTIC a.i, sb.l) + -At : see -ICAL. (This appears
to be the earliest in use of the words of the group.)]
1. Of or pertaining to (military or naval) tactics.
Tactical point: a point or place of importance in the dis.

tnere, is necessary the wisedome and foresight to what
purpose he so ordreth the men : and Skillfull liability, also
for any occasion, or purpose, to deuise and vse the aptestand most necessary order, array and figure of his Companyand Summe of men. 1706 PHILLIPS, Tactical, belonging toMama .Array. 1777 W. DALRYMPLE Trav. Xp. f Port
Ivi, Military books had been bought up in all languages
for the use of this tactical school. 1836 Frasfrs Mar
XIV. 453 We have actually seen them form a hollow square
. -with the most perfect tactical accuracy. 1879 Soldierine
in Casselts Tech*. Educ. IV. 320/1 The largest numberTf
men.. to whom one man can issue personal orders.. called
in infantry the '

tactical unit
'

or unit of manoeuvre 1884Mil. Engineering (ed. 3) I. n. 14 The first and second lines
would be taken from the same tactical unit, each battalion
having half a battalion in the front line.

2. Of or relating to arrangement, esp. the
arrangement of procedure with a view to ends.
1876 TAIT Sec. Adv. Phys. Sc. xii. (ed. 2) 302 Each in the

same tactical order. 1881 Nation (N. Y.) XXXH. 367With an admirable temper and manners, .he combines a
good deal of tactical craft. 1893 Times 26 Apr 0/4 To
arrive at an understanding upon tactical details.

b. Relating to the construction of a sentence.
rare-

'698 (see TAGHMICAL!
3. Of a person, his actions, etc. : Characterized

by skilful tactics ; skilful in devising means to ends
it3 Manch. Exam. 26 Nov. 5/3 The address of the

French Ambassador was admirably tactical. 1884 Ibid.
20 May 5/1 Those who knew M. Ferry as a practical and
tactical statesman. 1899 SIR W. LAWSON in baity Chran.
7 Feb. 4/7 All that we want is.. an able, an honest a
tactical leader.

4. Math. Of or pertaining to TACTIC (sense 3) :

opposed to LOGISTICAL.
1864 CAYLEY Math. Papers V. 293 A tactical operation is

one relating to the arrangement in any manner of a set of
things.

Hence Ta-ctically adv., in a tactical manner
; in

reference to tactics.

1871 Standard 23 Jan., The Prussians, .seem to have out-
manoeuvred the French both strategically and tactically
1890 W. STEBBING Peterborough ix. 176 The obstinately
brave and tactically skilful but uninspired Huguenot [Earl
of Galwayl

Tactician (tzekti-Jan). [f. as TACTIC rf.i +
-IAN. So mod.F. tacticien (181 2 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
One versed or skilled in the science or art of tactics.

1798 LD. AUCKLAND Carr.(iB6i) HI. 386 An armed nation,
composed, perhaps, of ignorant tacticians, but steady and
brave. 1838 Sparks' Biog. IX. Stcutcn 23 Trained under
so expert a tactician as the great Frederic. 1877 GREEN
Hitt. Eng. People I. 426 Edward.. had shewn himself as
consummate a strategist in the campaign as a tactician in
the field.

transf. 1841 MiALL in Noncon/. II. 505 The lubricity of the
clever tactician. 1880 'OuiDA

1

Moths I. 143 She was a
clever tactician.

Hence Tacti cianize v. ftonce-wd., to play the
tactician ; Tacti'tionary a., Tactrtionist (bad
formations, confusing -ician with -ition).
1868 Guardian 12 Aug. 905 He does not tacticianize

morning, noon, and night. 1881 Philad. (U. S.) Record
No. 3467. 2 Mr. Wheeler has never been a tactitionist in his
party. 1890 SIR J. FERGUSON in Standard i May 2/2 But
that [legislation] was altogether artificial and tactitionary.
1890 Sat. Rezi. 3 May 519/2 The possibly useful, but not
blessed, word

'

tactitionary '.

Tactics (tse-ktiks). [pi. of TACTIC *M, render-

\mChron. mAn
f the other European powers. 1831 CAMPBELL Power
.?"'

v"' The Ru
.
ss wl" W --A!1 murder's tactic arts.

J. Of or pertaining to arrangement or order
1811-31 BENTHAM Logic Wks. 1843 VIII. 218/2 In the

works of Aristotle.. the tactic was scarcely considered

circumstances, not only of density, degree of illumination,and nearness, but also of tactic arrangement, as of

Ta-ctic, a.2 (5.2) rare. [f. L. tact-, ppl. stem
I tfinP'tb'e to tonrh -u -in in can^A n !,: . T . . -i

1 2. Of or
pertaining to the beating of time : cf.

1 ACT a. 4. Tactic song (absoL. lactic), a song to
Keep rowers in time.

naval forces in order of battle, and of performing
warlike evolutions and manoeuvres.
As an art or science often construed as sing, i as carried out

in practice usually as pi.
1626 GOUGE Semi. Dignity Chivalry 4 Martial! disci-

pline, Artillery tacticks, and Military trainings are matters
of moment. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. 31 Claudius
jlianus.. flourished not long after in the raigne of Trajan,
unto whom he dedicated his Tacticks. 1710 J. HARRIS Lex.
Teckn. II, Tacticks, is the Art of Disposing any Number
of Men into a proper form of Battle. 178* V. KNOX Ess.
I. xix. 94 Tactics and fortification..must be studied, as

essentially necessary to the military and naval officer. 1853
J. H. NEWMAN Hist. St. (1873) II. i. iv. 100 Their tactics by
sea was a sort of land engagement on deck. 1876 FKEEMAN
Norm. Coxy. V. xxiii. 265 At Tinchebrai, though the chiefs
are Norman, the tactics are English,

b. trans/. _.
1763 SIR W. JONES Caissa Wks. 1799 VI. 502 The chief art

in the Tacticks of Chess consists in the nice conduct of the
royal pawns. 1841 MIAU. in Nonconf. II. 305 We have
seen principle strangled by tactics so often. 1856 EMERSON
"

;
Traits v. 83 In parliament, the tactics of the Opposi-

tion is to resist every step of the Government by a pitiless
attack.

t2. Arrangement, disposition. 06s. rart~ l
.

1650 FULLER Pisfali 392 So strange a posture, that scarcely



TACTILE.

either Jewish or Christian Tacticks of Temple.implements,
will admit thereof.

Tactile (tarktil, -3il), a. [ad. L. taetilis

tangible, f. tact-, ppl. stem of tangfre to touch ;

cf. F. tortile.]

1. Perceptible to the touch ; tangible.

1615 H. CROOKB Body of Alan 717 Beside the Sapour
it hath also many Tangible or Tactile qualities. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. 6) s. v., The chief Tactile Qualities are Heat,

Cold, Driness, Moistness, and Hardness. 1898 Allbutfs

Syst. Med. V. 789 Certain visible and tactile signs.

2. Of or pertaining to touch ; relating to the

sense of touch.

1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 34 The tactile, audi-

tory, an3 olfactory senses. 1855 BAIN Semes $ Int. it. ii.

2 (1864) 155 That high tactile sensibility distinguishing the

lip of the tongue. 1874 CARPENTER Ment. Phys. I. i. 10

(1879) ii Our own Tactile Sense (under which general head

may be combined the Sense of Touch, the Sense of Muscular

Exertion, and the Mental Sense of Effort). 1876 FOSTER

Phys. m. iv. (1879) 532 The tactile sensation is. .a symbol to

us of some external event. 1809 Alllnltt's Syst. Med. VII.

299 Tactile anesthesia over., the whole of the left side.

b. Of organs: Endowed with the sense of touch.

1768 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 388 The gustatory

papillae of the tongue and tactile paptlUc of the fingers. 1859
DARWIN Orig. Spec. vii. (1878) 172 The external ears of the

common mouse, .no doubt serve as tactile organs. 1873 A.

FLINT Ncrv. Syst. i. 39 The name tactile corpuscles implies

that these bodies are connected with the sense of touch.

Tactility (taekti-liti). [f. after L. type *lac-

tilitas, i. taetilis TACTILE : see -ITY.] The quality

or condition of being tactile.

1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos. xm. (1701) 565/2 There arc

others [qualities] which depend upon these ; as Flexibly,

Tactility, Ductility, and others, from Softness. 1717 BAILEY

vol. II, Tactility, capableness of being touched. 1899

AlKutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 169 Contrast the commonest
seat of pain in subjective tactility,

b. Sensitiveness, touchiness, nonce-use.

1831 SYD. SMITH Mem. ff Lett, cccxxi. (1853) II. 33 Y u

have a little infirmity, tactility, or touchiness.

Ta:ctinva'riant. Math. [f. L. tactu-s touch

+ INVARIANT.] (See quots.)
1856 CAYLEY Math. Papers II. 320 The function which,

SALMON Higher Plane Curves iii. (1879) 80 The condition

that two curves U, V, should touch (which condition is

called their tact-invariant).

Taction (tse-k/an). [ad. L. taction-em, n. of

action from tang/re to touch. Cf. F. faction

(I7th c.).] The action of touching ;
contact.

63 COCKERAM, Taction, a touching. 1668 Phil. Trans.

III. 689 The First Part of it handles the Taction of Circles.

1716 SWIFT Gulliver ill. ii, They neither can speak nor

attend to the discourses of others, without being roused by
some external taction upon the organs of speech and hearing.

1866 SHUCKAUD Brit. Bees 346 It is possibly from some

taction of this instrument that she discerns the sizes of

tTa'Ctive, a. 06s. rare. [ad. L. type *tactiv-

us, f. tact-, ppl. stem (see TACT and -IVE).] Of or

characterized by touching ;
- TACTILE a. 2.

1634 T. JOHNSON Parey's Chirurg. I. x. (1678) 15 That

[Spintl which b carried to the instruments of Touching, is

termed the Tactive. 1644 BULWER Chirol.w Although
this touching vertue or tactive quality be diffused through
the whole body within and without.

Tactless (tae-ktles), a. [f.
TACT + -LESS.]

Destitute of tact ;
awkward.

1847 in WEBSTER. 1875 Fam. Herald 17 July 181/2
' But

..' laughed Doris, quickly answering this tactless speech.

1886 M. MOORSOM Thirteen all Toldid A glance of warning,
which he was too dull and tactless to take.

Hence Ta-ctlessly adv., Ta-ctlessness.

1893 Academy 21 Oct. 333/3 Severe and just, but some-

what tactlessly contrived, measures against the Jewish
usurers. 1881 BERESF. HOPE Brandreths Ill.xxxviii. 73,

I should not have to blame my own tactlessness for the result.

Tactor (tarkt<fr, -ai). [a. L. /actor,agent-n. from

taftgfre to touch.] A feeler ;
an organ of touch.

1817 KIRBY & SP. Etttouwl. xxiii. (1818) II. 312 Some
woodlice . . use them as factors, touching the surface on

each side with them, as they go along. 1835 KIBBY Hob. *
Inst. Anim. II. xvii. 113 Cuvier regards them [barbs of

some fishes] as a kind of tactors.

Tactual (tse-ktial),
a. [f. L. tactu-s touch

+ -AL : cf. visual.'] Of or pertaining to touch ;

of the nature of or due to touch.

1641 H. MORE SongSouln. in. i. xxi, Her sight is tactuall,

The sunne and all thestarres that do appear She feels them

in herself. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. l. iv. f 36. 54^
A kind of Tactual Union.. with the Centre of the Uni-

verse. 1833 CARLYLE Misc. Ess., Cagliostro (1872) V. 68

Thy existence is wholly an Illusion and optical and tactual

Phantasm. 1871 TYNDAU. Frafni. Sc. (1879) II. ix. 185 In

the lowest organisms we have a kind of tactual sense diffused

over the entire body.
Hence Tactua'lity, tactual quality ; Ta-ctually

adv., in a tactual manner or way.
1858 W. R. PIRIE fnf. Hum. Mind vii. 398 It is not

improbable that we have even a sense of tactuality, if we

may so speak, in the secondary sensations. 1835 H.

SPENCER Psycho!. (1872) I. HI. vi. 332 When the combined

appliances of touch and muscular sense are fully developed
. . an immense variety of textures can be known tactually.

t Ta'Cture. Ol>s. [ad. L. type *lactnra, f.

tact-, ppl. stem of langere to touch : see -URE.]

Touch, taction,, contact.

23

1597 A. M. tr. Ciiillemean's />. Chinirg. 9 b/i Yet . . with

the tacture, or the eyes, we can not espye the fissure or

rente. 1650 T. IJAYLY llcrba I'arictis 112 Berontus tooke

his Amanssa by the hand, whose sprightly behaviour

answered the tacture, with like affection. 1717 EARBERY tr.

Jlurnefs St. Dead I. 15 The Soul has no Matim-r of

Action either In itself or externally, by Tacture or Impul.se,

but what proceeds from the force of Thinking.

f TactUTiency. Obs. nonce-wd. [f.
L. type

*tactfinre, desiderative vb. f. tangtrc, tact-, to

touch + -ENCY.] The desire of touching.

1651 URQUHART yen-el Wks. (1834) 236 The visuriency of

either, by ushering the tacturiency of both, made the

attrectation of both consequent to the inspection of either.

Tadcheese, Tadde, tade : see TOAD.

Taddy, tadee, tadie, obs. forms of TODDY.

Tadpole *
(tx-dpl). Also 5 taddepol, tad-

polle,6 tadpal, 7 tod-, toad-pole, toad-poll, [f.

ME. tade, tadde, TOAD + (app.) POLL rf.i, head,

round head. The latter element has been questioned,
on the ground of the apparent inappropriateness of

the name 'toad-head'; but cf. the dialectal syno-

nym pollhead or polehead (in Sc. and north. Eng.

powhein), app. = head-head.]
1. The larva of a frog, toad, or other batrachian,

from the time it leaves the egg until it loses its

gills and tail. Chiefly applied in the early stage

when the animal appears to consist simply of a

round head with a tail.

14.. Voc. in VVr.-Wulcker 569/7 Brucus, a taddepol. c 1475
Pict. Voc. ibid. 766/20 Hie luvtbricus, a tadpolle. 1519
HORMAN Vulg. 277 b, This water is full of tadpollys. 1598
SYLVESTER Da Bartasn.u. in. Colonies 411 After a sweltring

Day, some sultry showr Doth in the Marshes heaps of

Tadpals pour. 1605 SHAKS. Lear m. iv. 135 Poore Tom,
that eates the swimming Frog, the Toad, the Todpole.
1681 HICKERINGILL Char. Sham-Plotter Wks. 1716 I. 212

A Sham-Plotter..is the Spawn of a Papist, as a Toad-Poll
of a Toad. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. IV. 47 The egg, or

little black globe which produces the tadpole. 1886 RUSKIN
Prxterita I. ix, 293 Without so much water anywhere as. .a

tadpole could wag his tail in.

b. trans/, and Jig. (In quot. 1588, a black

infant.)

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. ii. 85 lie broach the tadpole on

my Rapiers poynt, Nurse giue it me, my sword shall soone

dispatch it. 1881 Macm. Mag. XLIV. 475 Such pale tad-

poles,, .with listless ways, and few games.

2. Sometimes applied to the tailed larva of a

tunicate, the swimming tail of which is afterwards

dropped or absorbed.
1880 E. R. LANKESTER Degeneration 42 The egg of

Phalltaia gives rise to a tadpole. 1909 W. HATCHF.TT JACK-
SON Let, to Editor, The ascidian or tunicate tadpole.

3. A local name in U.S. of a water-fowl, the

Hooded Merganser, Lophodyles cucullatus, appar-

ently from the size of its head, or from the patch
of white on its crest. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

4. attrib. and Comb., as tadpoleform, state, etc. :

tadpole-like adj. ; tadpole fish, -hake, a ganoid
fish of the North Atlantic, Raniceps raninus.

1681 DRYDEN Medal 304 Frogs and Toads and all the

Tadpole Train. i68a S. PORDAGE Medal Rev. 30 The Tad-

pole-Priests, Shall lift above the Lords, their Priestly

Crests. 1768 G. WHITE Selborne xvii, Frogs are as yet in

their tadpole state. 1831 JOHNSTON in Proc. Benv. Nat. Clnb
I. No. i. 7 Of the tadpole fish [Raniceps trifimatus, Flem.],

I had the pleasure of exhibiting to you a living specimen.

1847 CARPENTER Zool. J 980 The young animal [ascidian]

has . . a large tadpole-like tail. 1856 GOSSE Marine Zool. n.

27 At first it has a tadpole-like form.

Hence (chiefly nonce-wds.) Ta-dpoledom, T 4ad-

polehood, Ta-dpolism, the state of being a tad-

pole ; alsoyff. ; Ta-dpolewa:rd adv. [see -WARD].
1863 KINGSLEY Let.i^ May,

in Life (1879) II.
^Little

hr
MAN Vivarium 296 Many of trie Batrachians, during a por-

tion of their tadpolehood, are vegetable feeders. 1897
Voice (N. Y.) 8 Apr. 3/1 Degeneration is involution through
self tadpoleward. 1883 BARING.GOULD jf. Herring III.

lix. 293 All previous existence would be "tadpolism.

Tadpole
'2
. In Tadpole and Taper, names of two

political schemers in Disraeli's Coningsby ;
hence

allusively, in the sense 'professional politicians,

the hacks of a political party'. Hence Tadpole

and Taperism.
[1844 DISRAELI Coningsby n. ii, Mr. Tadpole and Mr.

Taper were also there; they too had lost their seats since

1832! but being men of business, and accustomed from

early life to look about them, they had already commenced

the combinations which.. were to bear them back to the

assembly where they were so missed. ] 1885 Manch. Exam.

3 June 5/4 The tadpoles and the tapers of the party demand

a cry 1904 A. BIRRELL in Contemp. Rev. Apr. 475 A book

further removed from such Tadoole and Taperism is not in

the library. 1905 W. CHURCHILL in Daily Chron. 13 May 5/6

The Cabinet was packed with nonentities, Tadpoles and

Tapers from the Whips' room. 1908 F. HARRISON in Trans.

Roy. Hist. Soc. Ser.ni. III.isThe reasons why he [Chatham]
would never take office again [etc.] . . all this has greatly exer-

cised the Tadpoles and Tapers of his age and of our own.

Tae, Sc. form of TOE sb. ; Tae'd, toed.

Tae, in the toe, Sc. dial. f. To adj. in the to - the

one, TONE ; mod. Sc. dial, form of To prep,

Tffldium, obs. form of TEDIUM.

Tael (t^il). Also 7 taile, tayel, tayl, 7-9 tale,

T2BNII-.

8 tahel
; 7 tay, taye,//. 6 taei. [a. Pg. tael (pi.

tneis}, ad. Malay tahil, tail weight. The early
tay, toes, etc. represent the Pg. plural.]
1. The trade name for the Chinese liitng or

'

ounce', a weight used in China and the Kas't.

In Chinese use the Hung varies according to local custom,
and to the commodity weighed ; but the weight of ij oz.

avoirdupois
is fixed by treaty for commercial purposes.

1598 W. I'HILIP l.inscliotcn 44 A Tael is a full ounce nd
a halfe Portingale weight. 1613 J. SARIS Viy. to Japan
(IQOO) 222 Bezar stones are there bought by the Tallc..
which is one Ounce, and the third part Knslish. 1699
DAMPIER Voy. II. i. 132, 5 Talc make a Itancal, a weight so
called. 1854 in R. Tomes Anter. in Japan (18^7) 410
The Japanese have a decimal system of weight, like the

Chinese, of catty, tael, mace, candareen, and cash, by '.

articles in general are weighed ; but gold and silver are not
reckoned above taets. 1908 MORSE Trade Chinese F.mp.
149 It is necessary always to bear in mind the distinction

between the tael of value and the tael of weight.

2. Hence, A money of account, originally a tael

(in weight) of standard silver, the value of which

fluctuates with the price of the metal.

The Haikman tael, l. e. the tael
accepted by the Chinese

Foreign Custom-house in payment of duties, is the equiva-
lent of s84'8s grains of pure silver (Morse 152). From 1745
to 1860 its value was between 6s. and 71., in 1864 6s. &/.,

in 1900 about 31., in 1004 is. lod.

1588 PARKE tr. Mfndosa's Hist. China III. iv. 61 They
giue him jpure million..Taes. 1598 J. DAVIS Voy. (Hakl.

makes a Tayel. 1*13 J. SARIS Vy. to Japan (1900) 97
Bantam Pepper..was worth here (Japan) at our comming
tenne Tayes the Peecull...A Taye is five shillings sterling

with them. 1716 SHELVOCKE Vov. round World 457 They
demanded 6000 Tahel. 174$ P. THOMAS Jral. Ausons

Voy. 215 Taels, each of which in our Money comes to

about six Shillings and Threepence. 1800 Chron. in Asiat.

Ann. Keg. 62/2 His wealth, which., is said to have

amounted at the lowest computation, to eighty millions of

tales, near twenty-seven millions of pounds sterling. 1901

Empire Rev. I. 394 The land tax is levied upon the cultiv-

able land, and may be put at half a tael or is. 6d. per acre.

1908 MORSE Trade Chinese Emp. 151 The Haikwan tael..

is a purely fictitious and non-existent currency.. .At no

Custom House does any merchant tender Haikwan taels in

payment of duties.

Ta'en, contr. f. taken, pa. pple. of TAKE .

IITsenia, tenia (tf-nia). PI. -, -as. [L.

di'nia, a. Gr. ratvia a band, fillet, ribbon.]

1. Archaol. A headband, ribbon, or fillet.

1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mailer's Anc.Art\up (ed. 2) 406
The twisted fillet of the athletes and of Hercules consists of

several uenise of different colours. 1857 BIRCH A nc. Pottery

(1858) I. 412 A wreath or branch, which is exchanged on the

later vases for the tainia or fillet.

2. Arch. In the Doric order, A band separating
the architrave from the frieze. (So in Vitruvius.)

1563 SHUTE A rchit. C j b, The Architraue . . ye shal deuide

into 6. parts wherof Tenia, to be the sixte part. 1704 J.

HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Txnia..is a Member of the Dorick

Capital, which resembles the Shape of a square Fillet. 1817-

48 RICKMAN Archie, (ed. 5) 32 1 he fillet of the tenia of the

architrave is very nearly as large as the ogee under it.

3. Surg. A long narrow ribbon used as a ligature.
i88a in OGILVIE (Annandale).

4. Anat. A ribbon-like structure ; applied esp. to

the bands of white nervous matter in the brain and

the longitudinal muscles of the colon.

to tape- or band-like structures.

5. Zool. A tapeworm [so in L.] ; spec, a genus
of cestoid worms, including the common tape-

worm.

Anat. II. 121/1 The species of Taenia infesting the intes-

tines of other animals are extremely numerous. 1861 HULME
tr. Moquin-Tandon n. n. 60 The Tamias and similar

animals. 1869 BROWNING Ring I, Bk. xi. 1606 Unbrokenly

lay bare Each taenia that had sucked me dry of juice.

6. Comb. Tasnia-chaln, the whole series, or a

number of the consecutive joints of a tapeworm ;

tenia-head, the scolex of a tapeworm, the worm

itself without the proglottides or deutoscolices.

1878 BELL Gegenbaur's Comp. Anat. 130 A process of

gemmation, the product of which is the Tznia-chain.

Hence Tienian (trnian) a., pertaining to tape-

worms; Twniate a., tsenioid, tieniiform.

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 1114 Conditions which

favour the entrance of the taenian ova into man or the

domestic herbivora. 1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Txniatia..

teniate. 1891 Cent. Diet., Taeniate.

Tsenii- (thi|i), combining form of L, txnia

ribbon, often contracted to tni- (also crron.

tsenia-). Tteniipho-bia [-PHOBIA], morbid fear

of tapeworm. Twni(i)clde (also teeniaoide)

[-CIDE
2
], a destroyer of tapeworms,

a toenifuge.

TsB'ni(i)ft>rm a. [-FOBM], having the form of a

tape or ribbon, tanioid. Tee-nifufre (also

tseniafuge) [-FUGE], sb. a substance used to expel

tapewormsfrom the body ; adj. expellingtapeworms.



T.S1NIO-.

Lancet 26 Sept. 568 A Canadian doctor has recently advo

cated the use of glycerine as a tseniacide. 187* H. C
\VooafresA-suatff Algzdfyt,) 101 Conjoined in filiform o

ixniform fascia. 1857 DUNGLISON Meet. Diet. 898/2

Txniafuge..Tenifuge. 1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880

575 The male fern (filix mas) is a taenifuge. 1881 tr. Trous

lauUkPidmuf Treat. Thcrap. (ed. 9)111.353 Experiment

upon the tscnifuge virtues of the [pomegranate-root] bark.^

Taenio- (t/-ni|), combining form of Gr. ramc

ribbon, used in the formation of some zoologica

terms. Tee'niobra-ncliiate a. [Gr. Ppayx'
a g'lls

-H-ATE 2
], having tjeniate gills ; pertaining to the

Txniobrandiia ,
a. division of ascidians. Twnio-

glo-ssate a. [Gr. y\Siaaa tongue], in Mollusca

having upon the lingual ribbon one median tooth

between three admedian teeth on either side.

Tcenio-pterine a. [Gr. Trrfpov wing + -INK'],

belonging to the Txnioplerinx, a sub-family o)

tyrant-birds. Tse'niosome [Gr. aufia body], one

of the sub-order Teeiiiosomi of teleocephalous
fishes ; a ribbon-fish ; so Tse-'nloso-jnons a

having a ribbon-like body ; pertaining to the ribbon-

fishes.

1891 Cent. j5;V/.,*Ta5niobranchiate. 1883 E. R. LANKESTF.R

in Encjicl. Brit. XVI. 660/2 The Pneumonochlamyda . .

have.. a complex rhipidoglossate or *taenioglossate radula.

Taenioid (t?ni,oid), a. (Also erron. tffinoid.)

[f. T^NIA + -OID.] Of a ribbon-like shape;
related to the tapeworms.
1836-9 Toriifs Cjrcl. Anal. II. 410/2 The Tsenioid Sterel-

mintha furnish us one of the simplest examples of this

arrangement. 1867 J. HOGG Mkrosc. 363 The anterior

extremity of a taen[i]oid worm is usually called the head.

1875 C. C. BLAKE Zool. 327 The name Echinococcus is given
to the hydatid cyst filled with the larvse of taenioid worms.

II Taeniola (tfniola). Zool. Also anglicized

to'niole. [mod. L. teeniola, dim. of teenia band,

ribbon.] One of the radial partitions in the body
of some acalephans.
So Tao'niolate a., belonging to the division

T&niolata of hydroids.
1884 Proc. Boston Sac. Nat. Hist. 114 Such a form would

differ from a taeniolate Hydrozoon.
Tsenite (trnait). Min.

(1. [f. Gr. raivia ribbon + -ITE 1 : named 1841.]
A variety of feldspar occurring in striped crystals.

1841 E. HITCHCOCK Rep. Gcol. Mass. II. 676 Some have

proposed for it the name taenite. .on account of its resem-
blance to a ribbon.

2. [ad. Ger. tanit, Reichenbach i86r,f. Gr. raivla

ribbon, from the shape of itscrystals.] Nickeliferous

iron found in meteorites.
1868 DANA Afin. 16 Reichenbach has named . . that [alloy

of iron and nickel] approaching probably the formula

FejNis, Taenite. 1883 Science I. 464/2 Meteorite frag-
ments are composed of nickeliferous iron, magnetic pyrites,
taenite, and silicates.

Tafe, = to have : see T J and HAVE v.

Taffel, -il. Sc. Obs. or dial. Also 9 tafll.

[prob. ad. Du. tafcl, MDu., MLG. lafele, la/elf,
= Ger. iafel, OE. liefl TAVEL, TABLE.] A table.

1633 DELL in Cerem. Coronal, jfas. 7(i68s) 16 The Regal,
Crown, ..and Spurs are laid down on a Taffel besides the
Altar. 1670 SPALDING Troub. Chas. I (1850) I. 38 The
Kill of Erroll sat. .at ane four nvkit taffill..coverit with
grein claith. 1884 C. ROGERS Sac. Life Scot, I. vii. 242
Potatoes were tossed from the saucepan on tbe tafil or dinner,
board.

Tafferel (tse-ferel, tse-frel). Also 7 taffer-

(r)ell,8-eral,-eril,-rill,8-g-arel,9 -aril,-rel. [a.
Du. tafereel panel, picture, dim. of tafel TABLE (for

*tafelcel, with dissimilation of / . . / to r . . I).
The igth c. corruption to taffrail, with accom-

panying change of sense, shows confusion of the

ending -rel with RAIL sb. : cf. qnot. 1 704.]
1 1. A panel : esp. a carved panel. Obs.
1622-3 in Brit. Mag. (1833) III. 655 Item paid to John

James a carver for cutting a Tafferell with a deathes head
vpon it which is sett vpp at the entraunce..to our parish
Church oo 1500. 1632111 E. B. Jupp Carpenters' Co. (1887)
302 Carpenters.. haue allwaies vsed to haue..tbe cutting
of ballesters, hances, tafferrells, pendants and piramides.
2. Naut. The upper part of the fiat portion of

a ship's stern above the transom, usually orna-
mented with carvings, etc. In later use including,
and now applied to, the aftermost portion of the

poop-rail, and spelt TAFFRAIL.
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tec/in. I, Tafferel, is the uppermost

Part, Frame, or Rail of a Ship abaft over the Poop. 1705
Land. Gaz. No. 4116/3 Only her Hull from the Taffrill to the
Midships remained above Water. 1750 Minutes fill. ti/Aif.
mrally i Jan. (P. R. O.), To cause the Taffarel and Quarter
Pieces of the Model of the Victory at the Royal Academy at
Portsmouth to be carved agreeably to the ornaments of that
bhip. 1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle ix. (1859) 179 He again
attempted; to drag me away from my hold on the Tafferel.
cil&Rudim.Navig, (Weak) 155 Taffiml or taffrail, the
upper part of the ship's stern, usually ornamented with
carved-work or mouldings, the ends of which unite to the
quarter-pieces. 1857 WILKINSON Egypt. Pharaohs 113 Boats
had . .one rudder turning on the taffrel.

b. Comb. Tafferel-raU = TAFFRAIL.
1846 YOUNG Naut. Diet. 244 Taffrail or Tafferel-Rail,the rail over the heads of the stern timbers

Taffeta, taffety (tarfeta, -eti). Forms : a.

4 tapheta, 4-6 tafeta, 4-8 taffata, 5-6 tafata,

24

5-7 taffatas, 6-7 tafflta,(6 -yta), 6- taffeta, -as.

/3. 5-8 taffaty, 6 tafete, -ie, 6 Sc. taffate, -ati,

-atis, -eti, -etti, -ete, -etee, tapheit, -ite, -ettye,

taftais, -teis, teffltes, 6-7 taffatie, -etie, -itie,

6-8 -ity, 6- taffety. [a. Q?.taffetcu,tafbetas (1317

in Hatz.-D.) or med.L. taffata, etc. (Du Cange)
= It. taffeta, Pg. taffla, Sp. lafetan ; ultimately a.

Pers. iiib" taftah, (a) silken cloth, (t) linen cloth-

ing, subst. use of taftah, pa. pple. of ^li taflan

' to shine '.also
' to twist, to spin '.] A name applied

at different times to different fabrics. In early

times apparently a plain-wove glossy silk (of any

colour); in more recent times, a light thin silk

or union stuff of decided brightness or lustre. In

the i6th c. mention is also made of linen taffety '.

In recent times the name has been misapplied to

various mixtures of silk and wool, and even cotton

and jute, thin fine woollen material, etc.

a. 1373 in Exch. Rolls Scott. 11.440 In empcione vnius

peciede taffata. 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 440 A Doctour of

Phisik..In sangwyn and in pers he clad was al Lyned with

Taffata [Lausd. MS. tafeta] and with Sendal. c 1415 Cast.

Persev. 239 in Macro Plays 84 With tapytys of tafata I

tymbyr my towris. 1530 PALSGR. 279/1 Tafata a maner of

sylke, taffetas. 1561 Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1875) III. 123

Sura brawf abulyement of taffate or vther silk. 1604 Lis.

more Papers Ser. n. (1887) I. 106 One ell iij qu< of taffita

to line y< same Dubletl and faice it. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. 182 Taffataes of transparent finenesse. 1650 FULLER

Pisgah iv. vi. 129 Riddling oracles, .like changeable taffata

(wherein the woofe and warpe are of different colours),

seems of several hues, as the looker on takes his station.

1773 BRVDONE Sicily viii. 83 We are melting with heat, in

thin suits of taffeta. 1836-41 BRANDE Client,
(ed. 5) 156

Trials were made with raw silk, ravelings of white taffeta,

and of common sewing silk. 1884 Girts Own Paper Aug.
682/1, I must mention the return of the ancient challis,

which is now called a woollen taffetas. 1903 Times 12 Feb.

,J. \si$~Acc.~Ld. High Treas. Scot. V. 9 Twa elne of

goldin lieu-it taffity, to be tharue quaiffc. 1541 Ibid.

VIII. 42, v elnis blak teffltes of Janis. 1539 AberdeenVill. 42, V BUIU "l'l"> mill IM jama. *5jy **"

Regr. (1844) I. 161 Ane blak bonat, with ane typpat of

taphite. 1550 LYNDESAY Syr. Meldrum 125^0? yallov

. . grograms, taffeties, and the like. 1630 CAPT. SMITH
Trav. % Adv. xvi. 3r A white mares taile with a peece of

Sreene taffity, on a great Pike, is carried before him [the

__________ ___rf __ . . .

in tbe costume of 1827 or 18283 gown of taffety with gigot
illeeves, and a muslin canezon spencer.

b. fig. Florid language; = FOSTIAN
1821 BYRON Jrnl. 12 Jan. in Moore Life III. 102

i good deal of taffeta in some of Tom's prefatory ph
B. attrib. and as adj.

1. Of taffeta
;
of the nature of taffeta.

2.

102 There is

rases.

-T.KKHK lamftnam, JVKS. 1073 i. 200 riorace end not weare
he Badge of gentlemens company, as thou doost thy Taffetie

Jeeves, c 1645 HOWF.LL Lett. (1688) II. 316 Full of Taffitj

standard celebrity. 1883 Glasgow Herald zr Apr. 8/3
Taffeta Silk Gloves. 1003 Daily Chron. 26 Sept. 8/6 Evening
jowns..made of soft light-blue taffetas silk.

2. fig. Florid, bombastic
; over-dressed ; dainty,

delicate, fastidious : taffely cream, 1 velvet cream.
TtrRfl QUAVC 7 T T ',', . C. T1- _._ _l _

arts an es. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to Cony. n. i, A
shaking pudding, and a dish of tiff taff taffety cream.
1840 Miss YONGE (Heard in Hampshire), The old sow won't
eat that stuff, she's so very taffety.

atfata covered settee. 1908 Wcstm. Gaz. 8 Feb. 13/2
:rown of taffeta with a taffeta-bordered brim of crinoli
traw and other such blendings of straw and fabric.

Talfey, taffla, variants of TAFIA.
Taffrail (tae-freH). Naut. Also tafrail. [A

1 9th c. alteration of TAFFEREL, due to false ety-

Jjjology,
the termination -rel being taken as RAIL.]iivjm^j, me Lciimuiuiuii ~ret ueing taKen as KAIL.JThe aftermost portion of the poop-rail of a ship.

1814 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 176/2 We crossed his stern, our
ib-boom Dassinf over hie tafr*,! *Q c,.^,,,.^~.. v....t

Paffy
l

(tarfi). The earlier form of TOFFEE,
>w Scotch, North Eng., and American..*-.., j.iui ku

xjiig., miu American.
.. A sweetmeat made from sugar or treacle, with

butter, etc. : see TOFFEE.

TAG.

1817 R. WILBRAHAM Cheshire Gloss., Taffy, . . treacle
thickened by boiling and made into bard cakes. 1819 K.
ANDKRSON Citinbld. Ball, (c 1850) 51 Now heaps o' treagle

I chaps brongin, An taffeysuin they meade us. 1825 JAMIESON,
TafjKe, treacle mixed with flour, and boiled till it acquire'
consistency; a sweetmeat eaten only on Hallowe'en. 1864
WKBSTKK, Taffy, a kind Of candy made of molasses boiled
down and poured out in shallow pans. 1884 W. H. RIDEING
in Harper's Mag. Mar. 522/1 Is Kverton taffy a myth ?

18908. J.DuNCAN Social Departures. 57The steward made
almond-taffy, or toffee, as Grthodocia had been brought up
to pronounce it,

2. U. S. slang. Crude or vulgar compliment or

flattery ;

'
soft soap

'

; blarney.
1879 Tribune (N. Y.) 16 Sept. (Cent. Diet), There will be

a reaction, and the whole party will unite in an offering of

taffy. 1894 HOWELLS Travellerfrom Altruria 180 '

If we
learn anything at all from him, it will be because you have
taught us how.' She could not resist this bit of taffy. 1901
N. Atner. Rev. Feb. 172 At this point. .we should throw
in a little trade-taffy about the Blessings of Civilization.

3. attrib. and Comb., as taffy stand, stick
; taffy-

join, a reunion of young people for the making of

taffy to which each contributes.

nd

pence each to buy treacle for making 'taffy*. 1881 T. E.
BROWN Fo'c's'le l'arns(sSSg) 151 My lad with the taffystick
in his fist. 1894 HALL CAINE Manxman v. x, Break up every
taffy stand in the fair, if yeu can't find anything better.

Taffy
2

(toe'fi). [An ascribed Welsh pronun-
ciation of Davy or David, in Welsh Dafydd^ A
familiar nickname for a Welshman: cf. Paddy,
Sawney, etc.

01700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Cren*, Taffy, a Welshman or
David. Taffy's Day, the first of March. 1708 Brit. Apollo
No. 98. 2/2 Welch-men are called Taffies from the Corrup-
tion of the word David. 1803 Sun 26 July 2/7 Cheers
echoed over the Surrey hills when it was known that for the
first time a Taffy had gained the Queen's.

II Tafia (toe-fia). Also 8 taffla, taffey, -fy.

[Origin uncertain: given in 1722 as native name
in West Indies (Labat Vty. anx lies de PAmfr.
III. 410 L'eau-de-vie qu'on tire des Cannes est

appel^e guildive [see KILL-DEVIL] ; les sauvages
et les negres 1'appellent tafia) : but tafia is also

given in Malay diets, as 'a spirit distilled from
molasses". The word appears therefore to be

widely diffused in east and west.] A rum-like

spirituous liquor obtained from the lower grades
of molasses, refuse brown sugar, etc.

1777 (Apr. TO) in Illinois Hist. Collect. (1903) I. 296 The
person that intoxicated them with Rum or Tafna. 1779 in
W. H. English Cony. Northwest (1896) I. 375, 7} gallons of
taffey at

sixty-four
dollars per gallon. 1779 G. R. CLARK

Cauffaiftt Illinois (1869) 79, I . . gave them . . Taffy and
Provisions to make merry on and left them. 1793 TRAPP tr.

Rochon's Madagascar *&) Over which he poured some tafia
or rum. 1799 NavalChron. 1. 173 A sloopladen with taffia.

1880 G. W. CABLE Grandissimes xxviii. 197 From the same
sugar-cane comes sirop and tafia. 1889 Harper's Mag.
Nov. 851 Sugar is very difficult to ship; rum and tafia can
be handled with less risk.

Taft (toft), sb. Plumbing. A widening-out of

the end of a lead pipe into a broad thin flange. So
Taft v. trans., to expand and turn outwards at

a sharp angle the end of (a lead pipe) so as to form
a wide edge or fastening flange.
1877 HELLYF.R Plumber i. 21 The soil-pipe can be 'tafted

'

at the end. Ibid. ii. 33 When the pipe is tafted back at right
angles,, .the lower pipe is liable to break away at the taft.

Taftais, -eis, obs. Sc. forms of TAFFETA.

Tag (tseg), ibl Also 5-6 tagge, 6 tagg,
tage. [Known shortly after 1400: origin ob-

scure. In senses i, 2 a, and 3, it is synonymous
with DAG st.\ which appears to have been the

earlier form : if so, tag may have been influenced

by association with TACK. Some compare Sir.

tagg
'

prickle, point, tooth
', but evidence of histori-

cal connexion is wanting.
The evidence at hand for the early history is deficient, the

earliest quot. for the group being c 1380 in TAGGED i, a.

deriv, of the sb. in sense i.]

1. Originally, one of the narrow, often pointed,
lacinise or pendent pieces made by slashing the

skirt of a garment ; hence, any hanging ragged
or torn piece; also, any end or rag of ribbon or

the like.

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 69 Of suche wide clothing,
tateris and tagges, it hirtith myn hert hevyly. c 1500
Rowlis Cursing 135 in Laing Ane. Poet. Scotl., Ruffy Rag-
men [a devil] with his taggis Sail ryfe thair sinfull saule in

raggis. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxvL 115 Thae tarmegantis,
with tag and tatter, Ffull lowd in Ersche begowth to clatter.

IS4 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 313 The skyrtes of his goune
all pounced in cuttes and tagges. 1840 THACKERAY Paris'
Sk. Bk. (1872) 7 Crumpled tags of ribbon. 1884 St. James's
Gaz. 10 May 6/1 The tags of drapery and other accessories.

1889 Cornh. Mag. Feb. 124 With tags of ribbon sticking out
in unexpected places.
2. A small pendent piece or part hanging from,

or attached more or less loosely to the main body of

anything. With numerous specific applications, e.g.
a. A matted lock of wool onasheep; a tag-lock; atwisted

or matted lock of hair. b. A shred of animal tissue. c,
A shred of metal in a casting : see quot. d. A final curl,

twirl, or flourish added to a letter, sometimes used as a



mark of contraction. e. fig. An appendage j the tail-end

(of any proceeding).
a. <:i640 J. SMYTH Lives Rcrkcleys (1883) I. 157 What

money was.. made by sale of the locks, belts and tags of

Sheep. 1888 Harper's Mag. June 137/2 Her reddish-
brown hair, which grew in a fringe be!ow her crown, was
plaited into small tags or tails. b. i?4 RAMSAY Health
186 Bones corrupt and bare, Through ulcerated tags of
muscles stare. 1897 J. HUTCHINSON Arch. Sitrg. VIII.
No. 31. 214 Under atropinc the pupils dilated, but shewed
numerous tags of adhesion. 1897 Allhutfs Syst. Med. III.

716 They [adhesions] are then seen as filamentous tags on
the outside of the intestine. 1899 Ibid. VII. 6ia A small

tag of fibrin from the valve. c. 1863 LVELL Ant it/. Man
ii. 10 Some of the moulds in which the bronze instruments
were cast, and '

tags
'

as they are called, of bronze, which
are formed in the hole through which the fused metal was
poured. d.

1867
FURNIVALL Percy Fol. I. 18 note, To

many of the final a's is a tag, which often means nothing,
and often means s. e. 1703 STEELE Tender Husk. \. i,

Seem to have come into the World only to be Taggs m the

Pedigree of a Wealthy House. 1882 HOLLAND Logic fy

Life (1885) 317 Death is but the tag of this life.

a. A point of metal or other hard substance at

the end of a lace, string, strap, or the like,

primarily used to facilitate its insertion through an

eyelet-hole, as in a boot-lace or stay-lace, but when
externally visible often made ornamental, as on
the *

points
'

in use before buttons
;
an aglet.

(The first two quots. are of doubtful sense.)

[1501-2 Ace. La. High Treas.Scot. 11.33 Item,forraggisto
ane Franch sadilland mending of it xij d. 1507 Ibid* III. 270
Item, for taggis, bukkilles, and small graith to thaim, xv.s.]

1570 LEVINS Manip. 10/19 Y8 Tag of a poynt,./fcrr//rww.
1580 HOLLYHAND Trtas. Fr. Tong^ Vn jer d'atgnillette,*.
tagge. 1592 LVLV Gallathea v. i. 70 Thy Maister could
make silver pottes of tagges of poynts. 1648 GAGE li'c\t

Ind. 56 With long silver or golden Tags hanging down
before, a 1734 NORTH Exam. in. viii. 15 (1740) 593 Now
comes the Tag to this fine Lace. 1832 BABBAGE Econ.

Manvf. iv. (ed. 3) 31 The simple art of making the tags of
boot-laces. 1861 WRIGHT Ess. Arckaeol. I. vii. 133 The
object . . is part of the metal tag at the end of the b4lt.

b.fig.
c 1572 GASCOIGNE Fruites Warre Ixi, Is witte nowe wente

so wandring from thy minde ? Are all thy points so voide of
Reasons taggs? 16x1 MIDDLETON Roaring Girliu. \, Here's
the point [Draws her sword\ That I untruss ; 't has but one

tag, 't will serve though To tie up a rogue's tongue.

fc. Phrases. To hold tag^ to keep a person

engaged in conversation : cf. to buttonhole. To a

tag, to the minutest point, exactly ; cf. to a T. Obs.

1567 DRANT Horace, Epist. v. Cvij, Scotfree we may
hould tagge In frendly chat this sommers night. 1679 V.
ALSOP Melius Inquir, Introd. 20 To hang on a string only
with those who jump in with our own Points to a Tag.
1682 N. O. Boileau's Lutrin iv. 318 At Trent, when Con-
cord in a Bag Came Post from Rome, they hit it to a Tag !

4. An ornamental pendant; a tassel; a ribbon

bearing a jewel, etc.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 10/20 Ye Tag of a purse, appendix.
1686 Lend. Gaz. No. 2132/4 Lost.., a black laced Palatin

with Diamond Tags upon black Ribon. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE
Vertite's Anecd. Paint. (1786) 1. 230 The first lady has tags
of a particular form, exactly like those on the dress of my
duchess of Suffolk. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair vi, Our
good child .. passed in review all her gowns, fichus, tags,

bobbins, laces, silk stockings, and fallals. 1890 Spectator

14 June 834/2 The sculptor.. has filled up part of the arch
with long heavy tassels hanging from the saddle-cloth.

Throughout the work there seems to be an excess of tag
and small decoration.

b. //. A footman's shoulder-knots.

1837 J. MORIER Abel Allnutt xxx. 175 A stout footman

staggering under a long cane and matted tags, and with

difficulty waddling in his stiff plushes. 1844 DICKENS Mart.
Chnz. ix, With such great tags upon his liveried shoulder.

5. A catkin of a tree. rare.

1597 GERARDE Herbal L xv. 2. 17 The catkins or tags
which grow on nut trees and aller trees. 1878 MRS. STOWE
Poganuc P. xviL 147 The tremulous tags of the birches and
alders shook themselves gaily out in the woods.

6. The tip of the tail of an animal, esp. when
distinct in colour or otherwise ; the tail-piece of

an -angler's fly. (Much earlier in TAGGED a. 3.)
1681 CHETHAM Angler's Vade-m. xxxv. i (1689) 222 Some
Red warp'd in for the tag of the Tail. 1787 BEST Angling
(ed. 2) 106. 1863 KINCSLEY Water-Bab, i. 37 A great brown
sharp-nosed creature with a white trig to her brush. 1867
F. FRANCIS Angling \\\\, (1880) 472 Tie on the tag, which
is usually a bit of tinsel. 1886 Field 27 Feb. 268/1 The fox
. .gets the credit of being a vixen ; but his snowy tag has

only to be seen in order to dispel that notion. 1902 Encycl.
Brit. XXV. 449/1 Two of the best grayling flies are a very
small apple-green dun and the red tag.

7. The strip of parchment bearing the pendent
seal of a deed.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. xv. (Roxb.) 21/1 A writt

sealed vp, haueing two taggs or Labells Or, in a feild Gules.

187* C. INNES Lect. Scotch Leg. Antiq. v. 235 A small piece
of the seal shall stick at the tag of the brief. 1887 J. B.
SHEPPARD in Lit. Cantuar, fRolls) I. 341 note, The
originals have now both lost their seals, although the slits

for the tags remain.

8. A tab or tie-label attached by one end to

a package, to luggage, etc. ; also, a label pinned on
as a badge, etc. Orig. and chiefly U .S.

1864 WEBSTER, Tag.. 2. Any slight appendage..; specifi-

cally, a direction card or label. 1891 Cent. Diet,, Tag. . 2 (c).

A strip of leather, parchment, strong paper, or the like, loose

at one end, and secured to a box, bag, or parcel, to receive a
written address or label. 1908 Times 26 Dec. 10/2 A new
system of street collecting for public charities by means of

tags or labels,, .tried at San Francisco recently on behalf of

VOL. IX.

1 1O. The rabble, the lowest class of people.
1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. i. 248 Will you hence, Befor

the Children's Hospital.. .The advent of 'tag day'is well
advertised. Mod. Price List, Tags with strings in packets
Extra large tags with ruled lines.

b. Sometimes applied to a tab or loop by which
a coat or the like is hung up.
9. Something appended or added to a writing or

speech, csp. by way of ornament or improvement,
e. g. the moral of a fable, etc.

a 1734 NORTH Exam. \\. v. g 74 (1740) 360 To avoid the
Fasudium of noting all the Author's Tags joined to his

Relations of this Time. 1872 MINTO Eng. Prose Lit. L ii.

134 A tag of statistics is very chilling. 1874 L. STEPHEN
Hours in Library (1892) II. v. 151 [Massinger] is fond of

adding little moral tags . . to the end of his plays. 1885
Mancli* Exam. 13 Oct. 4/7 Each paragraph, .would serve. .

as a tag by way of peroration to a debating club harangue.
b. A brief and usually familiar quotation added

for special effect; a much used or trite quotation.
1702 S. PARKER tr. Cicero's De Finibus i. 5 With Tags of

Metre translated from the Greek.. we can dispense well

enough, 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt xvii, I don't talk in

tags of Latin, which might be learned by; a schoolmaster's

footboy. 1893 JESSOPP Stud. Recluse vii. 225 Putting in

tags and rags of French., to conceal poverty of style. 1897
Sat. Rev. 18 Dec. 701 The Latin tag holds: 'Quern Deus
vult perdere, prius dementat.' 1902 BUCHAN watcher by
Thresh. 175 Stories from Procoplus and tags of Roman law.

c. The refrain or catch of a song or poem ;
the

last words of a speech in a play, etc.

1793 H, WALPOLE Let. to Agues Berry 18 Oct, They have

brought to my recollection the tag of an old song. 1815
SCOTT Let. to Miss y. Baillie 12 Nov. in Lockhart, I am
..anxious to store the heads of my young damsels with

something better than the tags of rhymes'. 1830 H, LEE
Mems. Manager 1 1 . viii. 104 The tag; which is the technical

phrase for the last lines of any play. 1876 f. Artier. Rev.
CXXIII. 480 And, to borrow the tag of an old story, 'There

my lord I leave you '.

Obs.

you hence, Before th<

Tagge returne? 1825 FORBV Voc. E. Anglia, Tag, the
rabble.

fb. esp. in collocation with RAO rf.1 sb: Tag
and rag, a contemptuous expression for all the com-

ponents of the rabble, of the lower classes, or of

an assemblage of people held in small esteem
;

all and any, every man Jack, everybody, Tom,
Dick, and Harry. Obs. See also TAG-BAG.
c 1535 BYGOD Impropriations(K..Q.),Your fathers were wyse,
both .tagge and rag. 1553-4 MACHYN Diary (Camden) 50
Huntyd, and kyllyd tage and rage with bonds and swords.

1566 J. PARTRIDGE Plasidas 1041 To walles they go, both

tagge and ragge, their Citie to defende. 1610 COOKE Pope
Joan in Hart, Misc. (Math.) IV. 95 That you have made
Levites..of the scurvy and scabbed, of the lowest of the

people, tag and rag. a 1616 Bp. ANDREWES Serin. (1641)
181 This is the time when all hypocrites, atheists, tag and

rag come. 18.. SOUTHEY Devtfs Walk xxiii, With music of

fife and drum, And a consecrated flag, And shout of tag and

rag, And march of rank and file. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb.
vi. ix. (i86r) 231 Every tag having his rag at his side, to finish

his pipe, .and laugh at his flights of immortal dulness.

11. In servants' vocabulary : A lower servant

1857 T. WRIGHT Diet., Tag, one who assists another at
work in a secondary character. Northampt. 1860 A thenxunt

17 Nov. 664 Servants.. with their own distinction of ranks,
the '

Pugs
' and the '

Tags '.

12. A disease in sheep; = tag-sore (i 3) : see quots.
(Cf. TAGGED 53, which is evidenced much earlier.)

1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece III. (ed. 3) 494 Of the Tag or

Belt in Sheep. Sheep are said to be tagged or belt, when
they have a Flux, or continued running of Ordure, which

lighting upon the Tail, the Heat of the Dung, by its

scalding, breeds the Scab. 1756 Compl. Body Huso. 694
The Tag is situated in the inner part of the Tail; it consists

of Scabs and Sores. 1807 Essays Highland Soc. III. 434
A disease, .affecting the tail, has been denominated Tag,

13. attrib. and Comb.
,
as tag-like adj. ; tag alder,

U.S. local, name for some species of alder, esp.
Alnns incana, A. serrulata, and (on the Pacific coast)
A. rubra; tag-belt, = tag-sore ; tag-boat, U.S.

local, a boat towed behind a small steamer or sail-

ing vessel ; a tender, cockboat ; tag-end, the last

part or remnant of anything; a remaining scrap
or fragment ;

= FAG-END ; tag-fastener, -holder,
a device for attaching tags or labels; tag-lock,
a matted lock of sheep's wool, esp. one of those

about the hinder parts;
= DAG-LOOK; tag-

machine, a machine for making tags or labels;

tag-needle, a needle for attaching labels to bags,

bales, etc. ; tag-sore, pustular excoriation of a

sheep's tail set up by the irritation of diarrhceal

flux ; tag-tail, a worm with a yellow tag or tail ;

also, a parasite, a hanger-on; tag-wool, wool
made from tag-locks ; tag-worm, = tag-tail.

1891 Lancet 3 Oct. 772/1 "Tag alder. 183* BOUCHER
Gloss. Obs. tf Prov. Wds.,

k
Tagbelt, excoriation brought on

by diarrhoea. 1893 SARAH JEWETT DeepJiaven 128, I got
into the schooner's "tag-boat quick. 1818 COLERIDGE Diss.

Sc. Method ii. 40 Not made up of miserable clap-traps, and
the 'tag-ends of mawkish Novels, and endless sermonizing.
1900 Westm. Gaz. 8 Nov. 3/2 The mania for gold embroi-

dering and braiding and the gold tag ends of present-day
fashions. 1897 A llbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 160 Ragged sloughy

1884 Century Mag. Feb. 519/2 The tag-locks and pulled
wool were mostly worked up in the.. small factories into

stocking-yarn [etc.] for the farmer's use. 1818 WEBSTER,

TAG.
*
Tag-sore, n disease in sheep. Cycl. i6 WALTON Angler

iv. 95 There are .. divers other kindes of worms . . as llie

marsh-worm, the "tag.tail,. .the gilt-tail. 1681 CHK.IHAM
Angler's Vade-m. iv. f 5 (1689) 32 Tag-tail is a worm of
. .a pale Flesh colour, with a yellow Tag on his Tail. 1875
STONEHENGE' Brit. Sports i. v. xi. { 3. 312 The Tagtail U
common in good strong clays which are well-manured for

turnips, manguld-wurzel, &c. 1864 WEHSTES, Tag-tail..*
person who attaches himself to another against the will of
the latter; a dependent; a sycophant; a parasite. 1601
CARF.W Cornwall zf> His baites are flies and '! ag-wormes,
which the Cornish English terme Angle-touches. 1839HOFLAND Brit. Angler's Man. ii. (1841) loThe little gilt-tail,
or tag-worm, Is of a pale yellow towards the tail.

Tag (t;cg), J*. a Also 8 tagg. [Origin obscure.]A children s game in which one player pursues the
others until he touches one of them, who in turn
becomes pursuer ; TIG.

1738 Genii. Mag. VIII. 80/1 In Queen Mary's Reign. Tag
was all the Play ; where the Lad saves himselfby touching of
cold Iron. 1700-71 H. BROOKE Fool ofQu<il. (1809) I. v. 67
After they were cloyed with hide ana seek, they all played
tagg, till

they
were well warmed. 1864 Louie's last term

(N. Y.) 179 There's Eva Leonard beckoning to me to come
and play Tag. 1903 Smart Set IX. 78 The merry hornet

played a game Of tag about my head.

Tag, var. of TEG, a young sheep.

Tag (tseg) ,
w.i [f. TAG jA.i]

1. trans. To furnish or mark with or as with a

tag (in various senses).
[1436, 1503: see TAGGING.] 1617 W. HAWKINS Apollo

Sy*rt^7- ILL zoWhatdidyougiueme? Nothing but a dozen
of rotten silke points. You must tagge them better ere I

trusse vp your request. 1630 DAVENANT Just Ital. Wks.
(1673) 455, I must e'en go tag Points in a Garret. 1705 Hudi-
bras Kediv. iv. vi. Their Hair tagg'd with Pearls of Sweat.

1707 in W. M'Dowall Hist. Dumfries (1873) 461 The ex-

pense of tagging, tongueing, transporting and hanging of
the said three bells. 1800 WATKINS Biog. Diet. s. v.

Bobart, Mr. Granger says that on rejoicing days he used to

tag his beard with silver. 1842 TENNYSON St. Sim. Styl. 31
All my beard Was tagg'd with icy fringes in the moon.

1899 CONAN DOYLE Duet iv. 41 The dim watery., sunlight. .

tagged all her wandering curls with a coppery gleam.
b. To furnish with a tag, tab, or label ; to label.

(In quot. 1907 to patch, as with a label.)

1883 Fisheries Exh. Catal. 203 Photographs.. showing.,
the.. tagging the fish, and the process of manipulation of
the eggs and young fish at the hatchery. 1896 Daily Nnvs
30 Jan. 3/7 After inspection each animal will be tagged and
described so that identification will be easily made upon
landing. 1907 Macmillan's Mag. May 540 The.. cloak of
brown sackcloth, sometimes tagged here and there with
red and green. 1908 Daily Chron. 26 Feb. 8/5 They should
be . .wrapped in tissue paper and tagged, so that their covering
need not be disturbed in a search for any particular colour.

c. To furnish (a speech or composition) with a

verbal tag, or tags, as quotations ; to supply (prose
or blank verse) with rimes.

1687 Reflect, on Hind ty Panlher 32 He hath put them
into an unusual dress, and hath tagg'd 'em with Rhitnes.

1690 Wallet's Poems n. Pref., Really Verse in those days
was but down-right prose, tag'd with rhymes, a 1696
AUBREY Lives (1898) II. ;j (Milton) Dreyden . . went to him
to have leave to putt his Paradise Lost into a drama in

rhymne. Mr. Milton recieved him civilly, and told him
he would give him leave to tagge his verses. 1714 POPE

Wife ofBath 109 And tag each sentence with My life I my
dear ! 18*3 Examiner 705/2 Canning tags his speeches
with poetry. 1841 D'ISRAELI Amen, Lit. (1867) 369 The
Scriptures, .were tagged with rhymes for ballads.

2. To append as an addition or afterthought ; to

fasten, tack on, or add as a tag to something.

(Chiefly of things non-material.)
1704 SWIFT Tale Tni ii. (1709) 39 To this system of

Religion were tagged several Subaltern Doctrines. 1785
MARTYN Rousseaus Bot. (1794) 10 The barbarous custom

..of tagging new names to the old ones. 1833 M. SCOTT
Tom Cringle \. i Before the time when a gallant action

or two tagged half of the letters of the alphabet to a man's

name like the tail of a paper kite. 1839-40 W. IRVING

Wolferfs R. vi. (1855) 87 They could not help expressing
their wonder., why the duke should have tagged this super-

numerary day to the end of the year. 1848 THACKERAY
Van. Fair (Vet. Curtain), I have no other moral than this to

tag to the present story of '

Vanity Fair '.

f3. To fasten, stitch, or tack together; to join.

Alsofig. Obs. (exc. as in b.)

1681 T. FLATMAK Heraclitus Ridtns No. 34 (1713) I.m
He.. has a great share of the Joyner's Trade in tagging
Ends of Sedition. 1697 DRYDEN jEneidm. 777 His clothes

were tagg'd with thorns ; and filth his limbs besmear d.

1706 DE FOE Jure Din. vn. 140 Tagging Fig-leaf-Vests, To
hide his Body from the Sight of Beasts. 17.. SWIFT (J.),

Resistance, and the succession of the house of Hanover, the

whig writers perpetually tag together.

b. To join or string together (verses, rimes).

1710 MRS. MANLEY Punter ofLove (1741) p. viii, Adjusted
into proper Periods, with necessary Monosyllables to tag
them together. 1751 FIELDING Amelia viii. v, I have been

sometimes longer in tagging a couplet, than I have been

in writing a speech. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley III. vu. 159

He writes verses, tags rhymes. 1887 LOWELL Democr.

207 It shows a pretty knack at tagging verses.

o. intr. To serve as a tag (in a verse, etc.).

1878 BROWNING Poets Croisic Ixxiv, Thetis, who Is either

Tethys or as good both tag.

4. intr. To trail or drag behind ; to follow closely,

follow in one's train.

1676 WYCHERLEY/>A Dealeri. i, I hate a harness, and will

not tag on in a faction, kissing my leader behind, that an-

other slave may do the like to me. 1768 TUCKER LI. ffat.

(1834) I. 596 They range the world with a boisterous rabble

tagging at their heels, c 1794 Search after Perfect. I. iv. in

New Brit. Theatn (1814) III. 55 Why should a nurse and



TAG.

child come tagging after her ? 1901 ELIZ. L. BANKS News,

paper Girl 24 I'm an American girl and can take care of

myself, and I won't have anybody tagging round after me.

b. trans. To follow closely, to dog.
1884 C. H. FARNHAM in Harpers Mag. Feb. 304/1 The

Indians are wandering.., tagged at their heels by death

and starvation.

1 5. intr. To hang down or trail like a tag. Obs.

1617 J. MOORE Mappe Mans Mortalitie II. viii. 153 They
which weare long garments.. doe take and gird them vp,
lest they should tag in the way.
6. trans. To cut off tags from (sheep).
1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) I. 243 Before they are shorn,

great care ought to be taken to tag them, as they call it,

which is to clip away the Wooll of their Tails, and behind,
that the Dung may not hang on it. a 1890 [implied in

TAGGING].

Tag, .
2

[f.
TAG sb?] trans. To touch or hit

(a person), as in the game of tag ;
= TlG v.

1801 in Cent. Diet.

Tagarene (tsegarrn). north, dial. Alsotag(a)-
reen. [Origin uncertain : perh. arbitrary forma-

tion on TAG j<M] More fully tagarene shop : An
old clothes or rag shop ; a marine store. Hence

tagarene-man, the keeper of a marine store, esp.

one who visits ships in dock or harbour with a
boatful of wares for exchange.
1853 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss, s. v., 'They keep a tagreen

shop ', an old clothes store ; an old rope and rag depot. 1894
Northumb. Gloss, s. v., A '

tagareen man
'

has a floating shop
which he rows about the tiers of ships, announcing his pre-
sence by a bell. 1900 F. W. BULLEN With Christ at Sea
xi. 285 The skipper arrived with his crony the '

tagarene
'

man and a large supply of brandy.

Tagged (tsegd, tas-ged), ///. a. [f. TAG rf.i

and Z/.I + -ED.] Furnished with a tag or tags.
1. a. Of a garment : Slashed, b. Tattered, c.

Bearing or wearing a tag or label ; labelled.
c 1380 Antecrist in Todd Three Treat. Wjtclif(-&$\) 128
Men to kerve here morsellis wib tagged clobes & crakowe
pykis. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 49/21 Tagged, laciniatus,
infulatns. 1631 GOUGE Gods Arrows I. 57. 08 The
Father of the Prodigall seeing his sonne afarre oft ragged
and tagged. 1908 Times 26 Dec. 10/2 By 10 o'clock every
man, woman, and child .. were wearing at least one tag, and
among the younger men there was competition to be the
most tagged

'

person in the city [San Francisco].
2. Of a lace or point : Having a tag or aglet.
1645 EVELYN Diary June, Knots of points richly tagged

about their shoulders. 1714 Fr. Bk. ofRates 45 Laces silk

tagg'd per Pound oo 12. 1828 H. BEST Italy as it is 228
The tagged ends of the ribs of whalebone by which these

[parasols] are distended, a 1859 MACAULAY Biogr., Bunyan
(1860) 37 He learned to make long-tagged thread laces.

3. Of cattle : Having the tail tipped with white

(or other distinctive colour) ; also, furnished with
a bob or brush.

1458 Will in Ripon Ch. Acts 75 Unum bovem vocatum
taggyd ox. 1544 in Knaresborough Wills (Surtees) I. 42
One taged whye. 1588 Wills fy Inv. N. C. (Surtees) II.

33 note, A black tagged cow. 1640 SIR J. LESSLEY inAntiy.
Rep. (1809) IV. 456, I maun hae the tag'd tail'd trooper
[horse] that stands in the staw. 1680 Land. Gaz. No. 1482/4One red taged Bullock. 1853 MUNDY Our Antipodes (1857)
87 With a white-tagged brush peeping out of his pocket,
the dingo's head hanging from the whipper-in's saddle.
4. Of wool or hair : Hanging in matted locks.
1757 DYER Fleece i. 369 Skill..which trims their tails, of

filth and tagged wool.

6. a. Of sheep : Having the disease known as tag.
1614 MARKHAM Cheap Husb. in. xvii. (1668) 91 A sheep is

said to be Tag'd or Belt, when by a continual squirt.. he
berayeth his tail in such wise, that . . it scaldeth, and breedeth
the scab therein. 1741 [see TAG sbl 12].

b. Of wheat : see quot.
1891 Chamb. Jrnl. 10 Sept. 391/1 Wheat. .discoloured at

the tip of the kernel by smut,
'

tagged
'

as it is called.

Tagger l
(ta=-g3.t). [f. TAG z/.l or rf.l + -ER

I.]
1. One who tags : see the verb.

1648 Pair ofSpectaclesfor City n We bound him to a
Tagger of Points. 1783 R. GRAVES Eugenius I. ii. 6 Our
orators are mere praters-and our poets taggers of rhime.
1883 Sat. Rev. 12 May 592/r The Scotch seem to have
entertained a mistaken theory that the taggers of rhymes to
the prose version of the Psalms were inspired.
1 2. A tag, a projecting part. Obs. 1 misuse.
a 1687 COTTON Burlesque Gt. Frost Poems (1689) 98 Com.

paring Hedg-hogs, or Porcupine's small Taggers, To their
more dang'rous Swords and Daggers.
3. A device for tagging a sheep : see TAG z/.

1 6
1891 in Cent. Diet.

4. pi. Very thin sheet-iron, usually coated with
tin. (Also taggar.) [Probably so called from being
used to make tags of laces.]
1834 M CCULLOCH Diet. Camrn. II. 1160 Taggars 14 by 10

11, ' 4?- 5*' l8s3 L"rdner's Cab. Cycl., Manuf. Metals
n''/2.

mn<5 TaSSers, Black Taggers. 1858 SIMMONDS
fjsj 'rode. Taggers, a very thin kind of tin-plates used for
coffin-plate inscriptions and tops of umbrellas. 1870 P WFLOWER Hist. Tin Trade xiii. (,88o) 156 A sheet of taggers',as thin as paper itself. 2894 U. S. Tariff, Schedule Rates

121 Sheets or plates of iron or steel, or taggers iron or
steal.coated with tin or lead..and commercially known as
tin_plates, terne plates, and taf

- :-un piates, terne plates, and taggers tin.

Tagger 2
(ts-g3J). u. S.

[f. TAG sb? or
-ER '.J 1 he pursuer in the game of tag.
1891 in Cent. Diet.

Ta-ggery. nonce-wd. [f. TAGGER!: see-E
The work of a tagger ; the tagging of rimes.
i84S Blactw. Mag LVII. 3,6 Had Milton lived to hear

their taggery, wrathful fire would have been in his eyes

26

[f.
TAG z/.

1 and sb.T-Tagging (tse-girj), vbl. sb. [\

+ -ING l.] The action of TAG v.

1503 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 202 For ane curpal
and ane tee to the harnes sadill, tagging . . of the samyn. 157*
in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 159 For Tagging of Laces

iiij
d

. 1693 DENNIS Imp. Crit. v. 50 Tis not the tagging of

the Acts with a Chorus, that properly makes a Tragedy one

Body, but the Unity of the Action. 1779 MME. D'ARBLAY

Diary n Jan., What trouble and tagging we had I a 1890
New Amer. Farm Bk. 436 (Cent. Diet.) Tagging or clotting
is the removal of such wool as is liable to get fouled when
the sheep are turned on to the fresh pastures. 1906A tlienxum
x June 664/3 An occasional., taggmg-out of a line.

b. attrib., as t tagging iron, a tailor's tool for

tagging cloth.

1436 Exch. Rolls Scot!. IV. 681 Certis ferris scissorum
dictis taging irynnis.

t Ta'ghmical, a. Heb. Gram. Obs. rare. [f.

Heb. D5B taf-am taste, discernment, judgement, in

later Heb. explanation, meaning, and then the

ordinary word for accentual mark (in reference to

the functions of the Heb. accents) + -ICAL. (The
Heb. j> is here represented by gh : cf. Gaza, Gomor-

rah^ Of or pertaining to the Hebrew written

accents as determining the syntactical structure

and hence the meaning of passages (as understood

by the Masoretes).
1698 W. CROSS (title) The Taghmical Art : or the Art of

Expounding Scripture By the Points usually called Accents,
But are really Tactical. 1730 T. BOSTON Mem. x. (ed.

Morrison) 301 What Mr. Cross calls the Taghmical Art ;

viz. the sacred stigmatology or accentuation of the Hebrew
Bible. 1859 Life E. Henderson iii. ir9*w/V,The idea broke
in upon him when reading Cross's Taghmical Art.

Taght, obs. f. taught : see TEACH v.

Tagil : see TAGLE v.

Tagilite (tangible). Min. [f. Tagilsk (see def.)
+ -ITE 1

.] A name given by R. Hermann to a

hydrous phosphate of copper occurring in mono-
clinic crystals at Nischni Tagilsk, in the Urals.
1868 DANA Min. 567 Hermann's tagilite was in reniform

concretions.

t Tagle, tagil, tagyl, v. Obs. [Known in

northern ME. only in Hampole ; app. the same as
mod. Sc. TAIGLE, q.v. Prob. of Scand. origin, and

cognate with Sw. dial. (Bornholm) taggla to dis-

arrange, bring into disorder.
In the quots. from the Prose Treatises of Hampole only

tagil, tagyl ate cited. In the Psalter (ed. Bramley 1884), in
Ps. xxxix. 16, 2 MSS., including N., which best represents
the original, have tagild; 8 later MSS. have tangild,.gyld,
Slya, -glid, -gled, -gelcd. In Ibid., Abacuc 31, MS. N.
again has tagild; 3 MSS. have takyld, takild, 2 tackid.
2 tangild, tanglid. Evidently, tagild was the original
word, takild perh. a scribal, and tangild a nasalized pho-
netic variant. Tagil appears to be preserved in the Sc.
TAIGLE v. ; the nasalized form remains in TANGLE v., q.v.]

trans. To entangle, to involve or engage in

things that embarrass or encumber.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Ps. xxxix. 16 (MS. N.) Na man may wit

hou many vices ar bat men ar tagild with. [So MS. S. ;

MSS. U. Sf L. tangild ; Laud 321 tangyld, Magd. Coll. 52
t, Laud^K tanglid, Bodl. 953 tanglyd, Tanner i tangled,
Univ. Coll. LVI tangeled ; Bodl. 467 snaryd.] Ibid., Abacuc
31 (N.) Swa baire afiecciouns ar ay tagild with som lufe bat
drawes bame fra godds lufe. [MSS. U. & Laud 286 takild,
.S. takyld ; Tanner i tangild, Laud 448 tanglid, Bodl. 288
& 877 tackid, Bodl. 953 medelid.) c 1340 Prose Tr. 12 All
delytes of all thyngez bat mane may be tagyld with in
thoghte or dede. Ibid. 13 Withowttene tagillynge of ober
thynges.

Taglet (te-glet). rare. [f. TAG sb.1 + -LET.]A small tag : spec. a. A tendril
; b. A catkin.

1578 LYTE Dodoens v. Ixxx. 650 The vine, .putteth foorth
. .certayne tendrelles, or clasping caprioles, tying tagg-
lets, wherewith al it taketh hold vpon trees. Hid. 651 The

.- , .. ;ry sweet smellingand refreshing. 1864 in WEBSTER ; and in mod. Diets.

[Taglia, the Italian word for a pulley, or system
of pulleys : in some recent Eng. diets, from Brande,
but not known in Eng. use.]
Tagliacotian : see TALIACOTIAN.
t Taglioni (talyo-nz). Obs. [Named after a

family of ballet-dancers in the early igth c.j A

.. . -ure
coat of the sort which, I believe, are called Taglionis, and
which have no waist-buttons. 01845 BARHAM Ingol. Leg
Ser. in. Blasphemer's Warn., I've brought to protect my^
self well, a Good stout Taglioni and gingham umbrella.
1847 Man in Moon Apr. I. 201 White Taglioni, with four-
in-hand drags on the buttons.

llTagma(t<E-gma). Veg.Physiol. Pl.tagmata.
[a. Gi.Tay/m something arranged, f. rdaafiv to setm order.] A term applied by Pfeffer (in German,
1877) to the aggregates of molecules of which the
structure of a plant is supposed to consist
l88S GOODALK Physiol. Bot. 588. 21

1889 BURDON-SANDERSON in Nature

TAGUA.
kinds. Hence the word tagma, first used by Pfeffer, has come
to be accepted as best expressing the notion.

II Tagnicati (tan'ka-tz). Also tafli-. [a. Gua-
rani and Sp. tanicati; in F. lagnicati.\ The
native name in Guarani of the

White-lipped
Peccary of Paraguay, also called TAYASSU.
1817 GRIFFITH tr. Cuvier's Aniin. Kingd. III. x. 334 Here

Paraguay i. 25. 1888 WOOD lllustr. Nat. Hist. 753 The
Tagnicati, or white-lipped Peccary.. derives its name from
a band of white hairs that crosses the upperjaw, and covers
nearly the whole of the lower,

Tag-rag (targ,raeg), sb., a., adv. [Orig. two
words, = both tag and rag : cf. TAG si.l 10 b

; at

length taken as expressing one notion, and hyphened
or written as one word, tag-rag, tagrag.]
A. st>. The rabble, the riff-raff; also (with

//.) a member of the rabble ; a low or despicable
person. Now rare exc. as in D.
1609 EBURNE Maintenance Ministerie 173 Then the

mimsterie was filled vp with Tag, rag, such as the time
would yeeld. 1638 FORD Lady's Trial n. i, Tag, rag, or
other, hogen-mogen vanden, Skip-jacks or chouses. 1650
A. B. Mutat. Polemo 15 A company of lamentable Tag-rags
..going under the names of Colonels, Majors, and Captains
1706 E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 85 If ever he
prays, it's . . to some Tag-Rag, to fetch him a little Ship-Beer.
1826 MOORE Canonization ofSt. B-tt.nu.rtli xi, Call quickly
together the whole tribe of Canteis, Convoke all the serious
Tag-rag of the nation.

b. With reference to TAG sbl, senses 9 and i,
and RAG : A ragged tag or appendage.
1817 CARLYLE Richter in Misc. Ess. (1872) I. n No story

proceeds without the most erratic digressions and volumi-
nous tagrags rolling after it, 1831 Sort. Res. i. iv, Sen-
fences.. buttressed-up by props (of parentheses and dashes),and ever, with this or the other tagrag hanging from them.
1885 LANG Custom * Myth 18 A rude imitation of the
human shape., dressed in some tag-rags of finery.
B. adj. f a. Of or belonging to the rabble. Obs.

b. Consisting of tags and rags of dress, etc.
;

dressed in rags, ragged.
1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. i. ii. 260 If the tag-ragge people did

not clap him, and hisse him,.. I am no true man. 1675
COTTON Scoffer Scoft go Tag-rag Plebeans. 1805 W
TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 303 Clad in the tagrag garb of
democracy. 1897 Daily News i Nov. 6/3 Love for his dear,
tag-rag, genial, happy-go-lucky green isle I

t C. adv. (for tag and rag-.) All to tags and
rags ; also, pell-mell ; one and all

; in a mingled
crowd or heap, promiscuously. Obs.

STANYHURST sEneis i. (Arb.) 31 Thee northen bluster

waues
women,

- - .._ck here.

1737 OZELL Urquharfs Rabelais l. iv. I. 150 After Dinner
they all went tag-rag together to the willow-grove.
D. Tag", rag, and bobtail [orig. an extension

of tag and rag (TAG rf.l 10 b) : see also BOBTAIL.
Now sometimes tagrag and bobtail.] A con-

temptuous term for a number of persons of various
sorts and conditions, all and sundry, especially of
the lower classes.

1645 Just Defence John Bastwick 16 That rabble rout

tag ragge and bobtaile. 1660 PEPYS Diary 6 Mar., They
all went down into the dining-room, where it was full

of tag, rag, and bobtail, dancing, singing, and drinking.
1692 L'EsTRANGE Fatles clxxxv. (1714) 198 Jupiter Invited
all Living Creatures, Tag, Rag, and Bob-tail, to the Solem-
nity of the Wedding. 178 BYROM Jrnl. I, Lit. Rent. (1856)
I. (. 287 Here's thy good health, .and all thy little tag, rag,
and bobtails. 1783 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Odes to R.A.'s
n. i Tagrags and Bobtails of the sacred Brush. 1840 DICKENS
Barn. Rudge xxxv,

' We don't take in no tagrag and bob-
tail at our house, sir

',
answered John. 1883 LD. R. GOWER

My Remin. I. xiii. 251 The mounted police charged the
crowd.. and our party had to fly before them along with
tag, rag, and bob-tail.

b. attrib.
1 1730 Royal Remarks 53 The Dramatis Persona,, .a Tag-

Rag and Bob Tail Crew. 1840 THACKERAY Pendennis
vii. (1885) 71 Fancy, .your house filled with her confounded
tag-rag-and-bobtail relations! 1890 Guardian 15 Oct.

1597/1 Inspectors belonging to 'the tag-rag and bobtail
class '.

Hence lag, rag, and bobtailry; and variations

tag, rag, and long-tail ; tag, rag, and rascality,
1701 New Jersey Arch. (1881) II. 414 At ye disposal! of

ye tag, rag, and Rascality. 1719 D'URFEV Pills IV. 113
To make a Match with Tag-rag, and Long-tail. 1838 F. E.
PAGET Curate Cumberworth (1859) 248 A tag, rag, and bob-

tailry.. gathered together. .for electioneering purposes.

Ta:gra-ggery. [f. TAG-BAG + -ERY, collective.

(Chiefly Carlylese.)] A tag-rag collection or

assemblage ; a mass oftrumpery odds and ends.

1837 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 66 When one is delivered
from the tag-raggery of printers' devils. 1845 CARLYLE Cram,
well App. xi. (1871) V. 188 note. Antiquarian tagraggeries.
1858 Frcdk. Gt. iv. vii. I. 454 Was there ever seen such
a travelling tagraggery of a Sovereign Court before ? 1887
Sat. Rev. 30 July 139/1 The

'

inventing fiend '. .has upset the

war-ship so utterly, and has pestered it about with such a
tag-raggery of small machines.

II Taglia (tse'gwa). [Native name in Colombia.]
The ivory-palm, Phytelephas macrocarpa, which

produces the ivory-nut or corozo-nut; also in

Comb., as tagua-nul, -falm, -plant.



TAGTJAN.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Sysl. Bat. 285 Buttons are turned from
the hard albumen of Phytelephas, or the Tagua plant 1883
JAGO in Knowledge July 52/1 Cellulose .. occurs in ;m

approximately pure btate in the 'tagua.nut '. 1901 K.KANK

S.^Anter. I. 132 The tagua, whose melon-shaped pods con-
lain the hard grains known as Vegetable Ivory.

II Tagnaii (trc-gwan). [app. native name in

the Philippines.
Said by Pallas, Miscell. Zaolag. 1766, on the authority of

Vakntyn Lcttresldif. ex Efist. ytsttit., to be so called ' a
Philippinensium insularum incolis'.]

The Malayan Flying Squirrel, Fteromyspetaurisla.
(Sometimes erroneously applied to other species.)
1807 BARR tr. Bujfifbns Nat. Hist. VII. 169 U was taken

upon the Malabar coast, where they are very common, as
well as in the

Philippine Islands, and other parts of India,
where they are called taguans. or great flying squirrels.
1816 SVD. SMITH in Eiiiii. Km. Feb. 309 The taguan knocks
you down with a blow of his paw, if suddenly interrupted, but
will run away, if you give him time to do so. 1901 COKNISH
Living Anint. World 140 The taguan, a large squirrel of
liidia, Ceylon and the Malacca forests.

II TagUS (tfi-gys). Gr. Hist. [Latinized form of
Gr. Tcryos ruler, leader, f. stem ray- of raaa-av to

arrange, order.] A commander, leader, ruler, chief;

spec, the title of the chief of the confederation of

Thessaly.
1839 THIRLWALL Greece V. xxxviii. 55 The first step which

he had to take was to acquire the title of tagus, and to unite
all Thessajy under his legitimate authority. 1846 GROTE
Greece n. iii. II. 373 A chief or Tagus was nominated to
enforce obedience. 1849 Ibid. II. lill. VI. 542 The federal

authority or power of the tagus, which bound together the

separate cities [of Thessaly], was generally very weak.
Tab (ta), int. An exclamation expressing lightness

of humour, unconcern, or the like.
a 1688 VILHERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal (1714) 73 But

you should be light and easie, tah, tab, tab.

Tah =
]>ah, early form of THOUGH : see T 8.

II Taha (ta-ha). [Native (?Bechuana) name.] A
South African species of weaver-bird, Euplecles
taha of Sir A. Smith, now Pyromelana taha, the

male of which is chiefly yellow and black.

1836 SIR A. SMITH Rett. ofExplor. Expcd. 1906 Times
14 Aug. 2/6 Captain B. K. Horsbrugh . . serving in the

Orange River Colony.. presented to the Zoological Society
..the taha weaver.

f Ta ha, int. Obs. A derisive exclamation.
a 109 SKELTON Reflyc. 75 Se where the heretykes go,

Wytlesse wandring to and fro ! With, Te he, ta ha, bo ho,
bo ho!

||
Tn.hg.11i

(taha'llt). Erron. tahali. [Arabic

^^ taxalli ornamenting.] Decoration.

1833 LONGF. Outre-Mer Prose Wks. 1886 1. 166 Moorish
knights gayly arrayed, .with scarfs of blue and jewelled
tahalies. 1904 J. PARKINSON Lays Love H War 47 What
bo 1 my spear, My mail, and helm, and gleaming tahali.

II Tahona (tahoo-na). U. S. [Sp.] See quots.
1840 Civil En. ff Arch. Jml. III. 129/1 To devise some

simple and efficient means of working the ' tahonas ', or

grinding mills used in the reduction of the silver ore in the

mining districts. 1875 J. H. COLLINS Metal Mining 113
All the washings . . are then ground fine in the (

arrastre
'
or

'tahona', a rude mill of rough stones worked by mules.

Tahr, var. TEHB, a Himalayan wild goat.
II Tahsildar (toxsrldar). E. Indies. Also 8

tisheldar, 9 tehsildar, tuhseeldar, tusseeldar,
taxildar. [Urdu, f. Arab., Pers. J~os>J taJisjl

collection + Pers. ,lj ddr, agential suffix.] The

chief revenue-officer of a subdivision of a district

under the Mogul rule ; retained by the British ;

formerly sometimes applied to the cashier in a
business house.

1799 SIR T. MUNRO Let. in Gleig Life (1830) I. 215 He
[Tippoo] divided his country into 37 Provinces under
Dewans .. and subdivided these again into 1025 inferior

districts, having each a Tisheldar. 1801 WELLINGTON
Svtyl. Dfst. (1858) II. 564 Accounts since received from the
tahsildar of the Currup talook. 1808 in stk Rep. Sel. Comm.
on\E. I. Company (1812) 583 (Y.) He continues to this hour
tehsildar of the petty pergunnah of Sheopore. 18x0 CAPT. T.
WILLIAMSON E. Ina. Vade-nt. I. 209 The sircar, or tnsseel-
dctr (cash-keeper) receiving one key, and the master retain-

ing the other. 1849 Direct. Rev. Off. N. W. Proa. 188
Great care should be taken to maintain the respectability of
the Tuhseeldars. 1871 MATEER Travancore 72 [The pro-
vinces] are subdivided into thirty-two counties, with a
Tahsildar, or magistrate, at the head of each.

Taich(e, obs. ff. TACHE rf.l, spot, stain.

Taieoon, taikun, var. ff. TYCOON.

Taigle (tr'g'l), v. Sc. Also 7 teagle. [app.
mod. be. form of ME. tagil, tagyl, TAOLE, q. v.]
1. trans. To entangle, impede, or hinder in course

or action ; to keep back, retard, detain, delay.
[c 1340 : see TAGLE.]
1635 DICKSON Writings (ifys) 1. 194 He. .forgot all things

which might teagle him in the way. /oid. t I1

orget things
past that would teagle us. 1684 PEDRN in Life ft Prophe-
cies (1868) 56 Tell all the Lords people to try by mourning
and prayer to teagle Him. 1895 PHASER Whaups ti. 23 Others
cunningly stretched out their legs to taigle the wrathful
dominie. 1895 CROCKETT Men of Moss-Hags 64 Ye hae
taigled us overly long already.
2. To '

catch
'

or entangle in talk ; to embarrass.
1865 in Region's Bk. Anecd. 24 Two graceless young

fellows who had determined, as they said, to taigle their
minister.

3. intr. To linger, tarry, delay ; to dally, loiter.

27

17.. Laird o Othiltree Wawislx. in Child Ballads vii.

ccxvii. 196/1 Kind maister, ye've taiglit lang. 18*3 GALT
A*. Gilhaize xxvi. (E.D.D.), Robin Brown taigled mure lhan
two hours forme. 1895 CROCKETT Men of Moss-Hags xi. 87
4 Make haste

', they said,
* we haena time to taigle wi' ye '.

4. intr. To walk slowly or heavily, to drag one-

self, to trudge.
1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped xv\u t Ay, man, ye shall taigle

many a weary foot, or we get clear ! 1893 Catriona vii. 74
A man that comes taigltng after a Macgregor's daughter,
Ibid. xix. 223 Her two sisters had to taigle home by thehbdvus.

!! Taigu (tai'g), [Native name in Guarani.j
In taigu wood, also called lapacho -wood: see

quots. Hence Taig-u-ic a. Chem. in taiguic acid*

an acid obtained from this wood.
1868 WATTS Diet. Ckem. V. 655 Taigu wood* a wood from

Paraguay, resembling guaiacum-wood in appearance and
specific gravity. Ibid^ Taignic acid.. occurs in the cold
alcoholic extract of taigu wood. i8oa MORLEV & Mum
Watts* Diet. Chetn. III. 119 Lapachic acid, Ci 5HnO3 ;

Oxy-amenyl-naphtho-tiuinone ; Taiguic acid . . a yellow
colouring matter present in the 'lapacho' wood of a genus
of the Bignoniacex,

Taik(e, obs. forms of TAKE v.

Taiken, -in, obs. Sc. forms of TOKEN.
Taikle, obs. Sc. form of TACKLE.
Tail (t^il), J^.1 Forms : i tsesel, taejl, 3 tell,

3- tail
; also 3-8 tayl, 4 taille, 4-6 tayll(e, 4-7

taile, tayle, 5-6 taill ; Se. 4-6 tale. [Com.
Teut. : OE. txgel* tiegt,

= ON. tagl a horse's tail

(Sw. tagel horse-hair of tail or mane) ; OHG.
zagel* MHG. zagel* dial, zait* zeil* tail of animal,

etc., mod.Ger. dial. zagel* zdl, zael tail ; LG. tagel
a twisted scourge or whip of thongs or ropes,
a rope-end, rope (Brem. Wbch.), Goth, tagl hair

(of the head, of the camel). Ulterior etymology
uncertain ; but the evidence appears to show that

the primary sense was either ' hair
*
or '

hairy tail ',

as of the horse, ox, fox, etc., whence it was
extended to the tails of other animals. Already
in OE. it was applied to the tails of * worms '

or

reptiles, and to the sting of the bee. In OE. the

tail was also called steort, START. = Du, staart.]
1. The posterior extremity of an animal, in posi-

tion opposite to the head, either forming a distinct

flexible appendage to the trunk, or being the con-

tinuation of the trunk itself behind the anus. Also,
a representation or

figure
of this part.

In most vertebrate animals, consisting of a number of

gradually attenuated coccygeal vertebrae covered with flesh

and integument *,
in quadrupeds often clothed with hair, in

birds with, feathers (see also PEACOCK'S TAIL), and in fishes

bearing the caudal fin ; in invertebrate animals, sometimes
a distinct and well-marked member, at other times not dis-

tinctly marked off from the rest of the body.
a 800 Laws of Jne c. 59 Oxan taegl bi<5 sci]l[inges] weorfl.

rt 1023 WULFSTAN ffo>n. xlii. (1883) 200 Ejeslice mycele deor
..hi nabbab taiglas Sam wyrmum geHce. c 1200 Vices $
Virtues 151 Dat Se tail ware on auriche netene. c 1105
LAY. 29557 Heo..nomen tailes of reh^en and hangede on
his cape. A 1225 After. R, 254 Sansumes foxes.. weren hi

be teiles iteied ueste..And in euerich ones teile a blase

berninde, c izoo S. Eng. Leg, I.
,363/38

And teiden him
sethbe to a wilde hors at be taile bihinde. 1340 HAMPOLE
Pr. Consf, 4419-23 He says, 'with his

tayle
he droghe don

even pe thred part of be sternes of heven, . . |>is was pe taille

of be dragon. 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. n. 4 The tail of
the dragoun, is in Ipe] hows of the assendent. 1413 Pilgr.
SowU (Caxton) i. xix. (18^9) 19 No body had he under this

hede, but only a tayl whiche semyd the tayle of a worme.
1470-85 MALORY Arthurs, iv. 165 The bore..whiche was
x foote large fro the hede to the taylle. 1483 CAXTON Gold.

Leg. 174 b/a Castyng on hym the tayles of thornback or
like fisshes. 1486 Bk. St. Albans b ij b, The federis of the

wynges and of the taylle. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII
30 Thinkyng to haue gotten God by the foote, when she
had the deuell by the tayle. 1600 J. POBY tr. Leo's Africa
IX. 341 Others affirmed that they had seene one of those
tailes [of a sheep] of an hundred and fiftie pounds weight.
a 1604 HANMER Chron. Irel. (1633) 125 This reformation
was but a sweeping of a house with a Foxes tayle. 1626
YATES Ibis ad Cxsarcm i. 6 Though the head of this

Hydra was cut off, yet it had still a frigling taile. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Und. in. ii. 3 A Child.. applies the Word
Gold only to his own Idea of that Colour, and nothing else ;

and therefore calls the same Colour in a Peacock's Tail, Gold.
a 1727 NEWTON Chronol. Amended \. (1728) 83 The Tayl of
the South Fish [constellation]. 1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol*
III. xxxiil 389 Cauda (the Tail). Where the abdomen grows
suddenly slenderer, and terminates in a long jointed tail, as
in Scarfta and Panorpa. x86x HULME tr. Moqmtt-Tandon.
ii. m. iii. 96 The abdomen [of the Crayfish], improperly
termed the tail. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds 701 The so-

called
'
tail

'

of the Peacock is formed not by the rectrices

or true tail-feathers, but by the singular development of the

tail-coverts.

b. The tail of a horse, of which one, two, or

three were borne before a pasha as insignia of

rank : see PASHA (note), and HOBSE-TAIL i b.

1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Abbi C&nti 17 May,
The pashas of three tails have those ensigns, .placed in a

very conspicuous manner before their tents. 1820 HUGHES
7>. Sicily II. i. 23 It was governed by beys, and pashas
of two tails, sent by the Porte. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 231/1
Bosnia, .is governed by a pasha of three tails, to whom the

governors of the six sandshaks, who are pashas of two tails,

are subordinate.

f c. Contemptuously : expressing exhaustive

clearance : cf. HOOF 3. Obs.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron, (1810) 214 Of be aliens ilk taile

TAIL.
be lond voided clere. 1525 Ln. RKRNERS Front. II. xlix.
171 Iherc shall not one tayle of them retourne agaync into
fraunce.

2. A thing, part, or appendage, resembling the
tail of an animal in shape or position.
a. In general sense. b. The luminous train usually

extending from the 'head' of a comet. fc. The ccr-
ininatina sprout of barley; =* COMB a4.' Ooi. d '1 he
stalk or peduncle of a fruit (obi.) ; the Malk of a mushroom
(,/m/.). e. 1 he attenuated pan ,,f . nscrtion.
f. A twisted or bnMfd trtss of hair ; :i , 1U(

.

UC( pk-.iail
g. I n writing and printing, A stroke or loop forming ihcTuwcr
portion of certain letters and figures, and usually pa&uiiK
below the line. fa. In musical notation, The line pcJ
cuedmg from the head of a note; the stem. i A kind of
wooden lever at the Lack of a windmill by which it is turned
to the wind

; also, a vane for the same purpose. j. The
long handle of an

implement, as a rake. k. Queue
so. 3 ; in phrase in tail rendering the Fr. en queue.
a. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. \ 14 The roughe otes..be very

lyghte, and haue longe tayles, wherby they wyll bange eche
one to other. z666 G. HARVEY Mod. Angl. xxxv. 113 The
Distill'd water of those tails that hang on Willow Trees. 1683TRYON Way to Health xix. (1697) 416 To see ..a Man,
(according to the Vulgar Proverb) appear like an Onion
with a Gray Head and a Green Tail. 1776 WITHERING
Brit. Plants (1796) II. 499 Flowers naked ; seeds without
tails. 1808 CURWEN Econ. Feeding Stock 54 Turnips . . with
the tops and tails cut off.

Receipts Ser. n. 255/1 Be
tails where the brush leavei ,
KNIGHT Cruise Falcon (1887) 125 Some tails of strong black
tobacco. 1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan L iv. 255, 1 . .cannot
rise Without it. .More than the kite without its load of tail.

1901 Daily Chron. 12 Aug. 3/3 The Kallima
butterfly.,

generally rests' upon the trunk of a tree.. with the 'tails'
on the hind wings directed upwards.
b. [1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8604 pe taylede sterre men

clupeb. .Vor ber comb fram hire a lem suibe cler & brijte,
As a tayl ober a launce.] 157* T. SMITH m Ellis Orig. Lett.
Ser. in. IV. 7 The new faire Starre, or Comett, but without
beard or taile, which hath appeared here this three weekes.
1690 LEYUOUHN Curs. Math. 451 Kepler is of Opinion, that
the Tail of a Comet is only enlightened by the Sun's Beams.
1738 Gentl. Mag. VIII. 244/2 They., terrify the gazing
Nations, who from their glaring Tail and hideous Aspect
forbode the worst of Consequences. 1849 HERSCHEL Outl.
Astron. 557 The tail is., by no means an invariable

appendage of comets.
c. 1594. PLAT Jnvcll-ho. i. 49 The duste and tailes of the

malt, which are left in malting. 1763 Museum Rust. (ed. 2)
I. 114 In what manner to make a profitable use of malt-
dust; that b, the dust, tails, &c. which fall off in the
screening. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. 223 The
dust which is screened from malt, mixed with the tails,.,

may be converted to the purpose of manure.
d. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 184 If the tayle or

the tops and tails cut off. 1883 R. HALDAN K Workshop
Receipts Ser. n. 255/1 Be careful not to leave clouds or
tails where the brush leaves the roof after the stroke.

y the Tails of several Muscles. 1877 ]

Muscles ff Nerves (1881) 13 The ends are spoken of as the
head and tail, of the muscle.
f. 1799 in Spirit Pub. JrnU. III. 320 Club nor queue, nor

twisted tail Nor e'en thy cbatt 'ring, barber 1 shall avail

1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack vii, In a minute the tail was off.

1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xx, Her woolly hair was
braided jn sundry little tails. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up
Nile xxii. 701 They wore their hair.. plaited in long tails

behind.

g. 1599 MIDDLETON, etc. Old Law in. i. 76 The cipher is

turned into 9 by adding the tail. 1676 MOXON Print. Lett.
16 Describe the Arch for the inside of the Tail of a. 1771
LUCKOMBE Hist. Printing 280 The J,. should run to the

depth of three lines, on account of its tail. 1852 MRS.
STOWE Uncle Tom's C. iv, Uncle Tom laboriously brought
tip the tail of his g the wrong side out. 1893 FURNIVALL

Capgrave's Life S. Kath. (E.E.T.S.) p. xxxix note. Hart's
e has a curl or tail under it.

h. c 1325 in Rel. Ant. I. 292 Ther is a streinant, with to

longe tailes. 1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 9 If your first note
lack a tayle. 1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mus. i. viii. 28 Semi-
quavers are Tyed together by a long stroke on the top of
their Tails. 1879 GROVE Diet. Mus. s. v. Crotchet* But
croche is a quaver, .and is so called on account of the hook
at the end of its tail.

i. 1711 J. JAMES tr. Le Blond's Gardening 193 Turning
themselves to the Wind, by means of a Tail in Form of
a Ship's Rudder, which turns about every way. s8oa P. H.
EMERSON Son of Fens xxxii. 336, I.. got hold of the rope
and pulled the gripe up, and made that fast round the tail

so that wouldn't jerk her off.

k. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. vi. iv, Long strings of

purchasers, arranged in tail so that the first come be the

first served. Ibid.* In time we shall see., the art.. ofstanding
in tail become one of the characteristics of the Parisian

People, distinguishing them from all other Peoples.

tl. A piece or 'slip' of irregularly bounded
land jutting out from a larger piece. Sc, Obs.

Represented tn med.L. by cauda, e.g. 1546-80 in Rtgr. of
Great Seal of Scotl. No. 268 Croftam seu caudam ; Exch.
RollsofScott. VI 1. 169 Caudade Lekkok tw/tate de Lekkok.

1472 Rental Bk. Cupar Angus (1879) I. 162 With the twa
tahs of land left and made to ws be the last perambulatioun.
1541 Records of Elgin (New Spald. CL 1903) I. 64 M*
Thomas Gaderar. .complenit vpon Robert Mawar for cassin

utheris lyabill in paying the teynd scheaff.

3. The train or tail-like portion of a woman's
dress (now colloq**}\ the pendent posterior part of

a man's dress-coat or a peasant's long coat; the

loose part of any coat below the waist ; (often in

//.) the bottom or lower edge of a gown, a skirt,

etc., which reaches quite or nearly to the ground.
Also dial, the skirt of a woman's dress ; tails* skirts.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2513 JHs maide. .side drou hire tail

Akne to \K king 30 sede, Louerd king, washayL 1450
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Knt. de la Tour 30 Her hodes, taylles, and sleues be not
furred ynowgh after the shape that rennithe now. 1500-20
DUNBAK Poems xiv. 73 Sic fowiil tailis, to sweip the calsay
clene, The dust vpskaillis. 1532 Ace. Ld. High Treas.
Scotl. VI. 80 Ane doublat with ane taile, to the Kingis grace.
1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus iv. 541 And Venus taill twa
Ladeis vp it beiris. 1690 CROWNE Eng. Friarv. Wks. 1874
IV. iii Madam, speak to the ladies now I am here, to let

down their_trains ; 'tis not manners in the presence of a man
o' my quality, to cock up their tails. 1762 FOOTE Lyar i.

Wks. 1799 I. 277 The draggled tail of my tatter'd academical
habit. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown i. viii, His friends at
home. .hadn't put him into tails. 18. . St. Nicholas (V. S.)
XIV. 406 (Cent. D.) Once a boy [at Harrow] has reached
the modern remove, he puts on his tails, or tailed coat. 1888

Century Mag. May 128/1 He crossed the room, stepping
over the tails of gowns, and stood before his old friend. 1890
PARNELL Sp. Ho. Comm. 14 Feb., To go about like the
traditional Irishman at Donnybrook Fair, and exclaim ' Will
nobody tread on the tail of my coat ?

'

4. The lower or hinder extremity of anything;
the part opposite to what is regarded as the head.
a. in general application.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 19 Beches and brode okes weore

blowen to be eorbe, And turned vpward be tayl. 1731
MORTIMER in Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 107 They [pack-
threads] are all spread on a Cross-piece fastened to two
Staples: These are called the Tail of the Mounture. 1778
PRYCE Mitt. Cornub. iv. ii. 234 The stony coarse poorer part
settles., on the tail or lower end of the boards. 1805
R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. 296 The tail, or terminating
part of the strata. 1859 F. GRIFFITHS Artill. Man. (1862)
1 14 The gun is at the tail of the platform. 1872 ELLACOMBE
Ch . Bells Devon, etc. ii. 217 Bells are sometimes chimed . . by
hitching the rope round the flight or tail of the clapper.
1887 D. A. Low Machine Draw. (1892) 6 The head already
formed on the rivet, and called the tail, is then held up, and
the point is hammered or pressed so as to form another
head. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., Tail o/epididymis,
the lower pointed extremity. 1898 in Daily News 8 Nov.
6/1 [Mr. Gladstone] would prefix the address and affix his
signature, writing (as he called it) the 'head and the tail'.

b. The terminal or concluding part of anything,
as of a text, word, or sentence (cf. HEAD sb. 19), of
a period of time, or something occupying time, as
a storm, shower, drought, etc.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. in. 347 And bat is be taille of be
tixte. 01450 MYRC Par. Pr. 1889 Cotte bow not be
wordes tayle. 1579 FULKE Heskins's Parl. 258 Here M.
Hesk. choppeth offy taile [of the sentence], 1613 SIR H.
NEVILL in Bucdcuch MSS. (Hist MSS. Comm.) 1. 131 The
tail of this storm fell a little upon my Lord himself. 1771SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 20 Apr., I now sit down to execute

. , .i- , -v v """ *r *nwwvr i. i. iu
At the tail of their conversation. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton
**' TM, a 5nower sometimes overtaking us.

e. The rear-end of an army or marching column,
of a procession, etc. (Cf. HEAD s6. 18 a.)

28

1684 OTWAY Atheist n. i, As Boys do with their Farthings
. . go to Heads or Tails for 'em. 1764 BRIDGES Burlesgue
Homer (1774) us (Farmer) 'Tis heads for Greece, and
Tails for Troy. . .Two farthings out of three were Tails.

1801 STRUTT Sports f, Past, IV. ii. (1810) 296 The reverse of

the head being called the tail without respect to the figure

upon 'it. 1884 Punch 16 Feb. 73/1 A sovereign, aTialf

sovereign, . . or farthing, so long as it has a ' head one side,

and .. a '
tail

1

the other. 1893 F. ADAMS New Egypt 267 The
goddess who sits on the

'
tails 'side of our bronze currency.

i. The lower, inner, or subordinate end of a

long-shaped block or brick ; the bottom or visible

part of a roofing slate or tile.

1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 82 The tail of the header was
made to.. bond with the interior parts. 1856 S. C. BREBS
Gloss. Terms, 7W/,..the lower end of the slate or tile.

j. Surf. Either end of an incision, which does
not go through the whole thickness of the skin.

1846 BRITTAN tr. Malgaigiie's Man. Oper. Surg. 5 The
bistoury must be repeatedly passed over the same course, so
as to divide layer by layer. Here '

tails
'

are inevitable ; but
this inconvenience is light in comparison to the advantages
to be sometimes derived from this mode of operating.

k. Printing and Bookbinding: The lower edge
of a page or cover. (Cf. HEAD s6. 13.)
1865 HANNETT Bitliopegia (ed. 6) 234 The head being cut,

the book is taken out of the press, and the quantity to be
taken off the tail marked with the compasses. 1895
ZAEHNSDORF Hist. Bookbinding 25 Headbander, the person
who works the fine silk or cotton ornament at head or tail
of the book as a finish to the edge.

1. Tail of the eye, the outer corner of the eye.
Out of, with the tail ofthe eye, with a sidelong or
furtive glance.
1802 R. ANDERSON Cumderld. Ball. 45 But I only made

luive thro' the tail
q' my e'e. 1824 GALT Rothelan II. v. iii.

203
'
Sir Gibrel

', cried the lady, at the same time winking
to him with the tail of her eye. 1859 READE Lave me little
xiv, Miss Lucy noticed this out of the tail of her eye, 1888
J. PAYN Myst. Mirbridge (Tauchn.) II. xvii. 187 Mrs.
Westropp watched him with the tail of her eye as she
talked to Lady Trevor.

5. The lower and hinder part of the human body ;

the fundament, posteriors, buttocks, backside. Tail
over top = top over tail: see TOP sb. Now dial.
or low

colloq.

TAIL.
1778 PRVCE^/<. Cornub. iv.i.22z. Ibid. Gloss. 329/1 7V7t
the roughest refuse of stampt Tin thrown behnra ihe tai
or end of the huddle. 1800 Science 5 Sept. 129 The tails or
faints, as well as the still less volatile or ordinary fusel oil
are mixtures of several alcohols and fatty acid ethers.

b. (Also in pi.) Short for tail corn, etc. see
1 2 b, and cf. TAILING vbl. s6.1 2 a.

1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. 14 Oct. an 1775 \ast
year, we made a bushel of tail to every fifteen bushdTo
head. iSoi Farmer's Mag. Apr. 215 After grinding [ill
produced 483 Ib. English of barley meal, 3 Ib. and a half of
tails, and 40 Ib. and a half of bran. 1880 JEFFERIES Gt

' '

*

8. The inferior, least influential, or least skilful
members ofa body ; e. g. of a profession, a political
party, a cricket team, etc.

1604 HIERON Wks. I. 493 Those that are but the refuse

^o'S.'.!^ 5
? 51^116 ' ft

e t
5ile f

?."
h nt profession.'

Ear. xv. III. 553 These Whigs .. belonged, not to the

the tail, I hope.
The wit kno
BALDOCK

Dlumn reached Harborough in safety, the tail quartering
s far back as Naseby.
d. The hinder part of a cart, plough, or harrow= PLOUGH-TAIL. (Cf. HEAD sb. 18 c.)

Troy Bk. 16727 He bar him tayl ouer top, That" he lay the'r
as a sop. ,,11500 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) II. 176 Thou
take hym by the toppe and I by the tayle. 1530 PALSGR.
279/1 Tayle or arse, gueue or cut. 1542 UDALL Erasm.
Apoph. 81 He was forbidden to sitte on his taille & was
charged to stand vpon his feete. 1686 tr. C/mrdin's Trav.
Persia g-jlhey go Barefoot, and all in Taltars that hardlycover their

Tails.. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN Bis. Worn, xxxii.
(ed. 4) 268 Ever since that time she has had pain, in what
she calls her tail.

b. At (Rafter) the tail of, at the back of,
in the rear of, following ; in the tail of, in the train
of; so f tofollow the tail of. Cf. 6.
13. .A". All's. 2142 (Bodley MS.) Siwe)> me after [Weber at]

mytaile^ 147, RlPLEYCow/l./^.v.xxviiUn Ashm. Thcatr.
Chan. Brit. (1652) 155 Folys doe folow them at the tayle. 1542UDALL Eras,,, Apoph. 283 b, After his taille should coTne
his owne souldyours. a 1547 SURREY Mneid iv. 207 The
skies gan rumble sore, In tail thereof a mingled showr with

189, Pall Mall cr
?
o May ./? It would seem a if

Sussex has a very bad
'

tail 'indeed this year, the last seven
batsmen being good for 35 only in the first innings and for
but 37 in the second.

b. spec. The inferior animals of a flock or herd
1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm 1 1. 30 The lambs, dinmonts, or

wethers, that are drafted out of the fat stock, are called the
sheddmgs or tails. 1886 C. SCOTT Sheet-Farming 88 With
overstocking, .not only is there a greater

'

tail
'

among the
lambs, but the death rate is higher.
9. In various figurative uses.

1340 Ayeno. 61 Zuyche byej. ycleped ine writinge : tayles.Vor hi wreb be uelbes of zenne of riche men uorzom timlich
guod, hueruore hi byeb anlicned to be tayle of be uoxe
1382 WYCLIF Deut. xxviii. 13 The Lord thi God shal sett
thee into heed, and not into tayl [1388 the tail]. 1579 TOM-SON Calvin's Serm. Tim. 1036/1 Tfiat the worde o? GocUs
a truth, a truth without a taile (as wee say). 1630 LENNARD-

Wisd. i. xx. 8 (1670) 73 To swell and to be
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.Beame [etc.]. 1887 JESSOPP Arcady iv. 117 Their sturdysons will push their way, but not. .at the plough's tail

fe. Ine stern of a ship or boat. (Cf. HEAD
sb. 21.) Oft,

JS53 BRENDE Q. Curtius T viij, Swimming at the boates
iiles. 1645 EVELYN Diary June (1827) 1. 312 These vessells
gondolas] are built very long and narrow,Having necks and
tailesofsteele.

^i^.Caz.No^sro^TheHoy Burthen
9 m- ' Tun, very full built forward, with a clean Tail. retinue. Also A*

1. The part of a mill-race below the wheel ; the I "97 R. GLOUC <R',
tail-race ; the lower end of a pool or stream

youre visitours in theyr tayles. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World
'fr^.t4

' !lLIn ^ 'S!
e of ">e Horses the Regiment

l^pemseguiest. , IS ,S CockeLoreirsB.^iyS^)14 Many whyte nonnes with whyte vayles, That was full

Q. A train or band of followers; a following- a
retinue. Alsof.

. 17COWPER Let. to W. Unwin 24 Aug., I catch a minute by., y
the tail and hold it fast, while I write to you. 189$ MRS
B. M. CROKER Village Tales (1896) 64 One of the last joints
in the tail of precedence.

10. Short for tail-ill: see 14. Cos. or dial.

1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKi Hast. in. (1586) 133 A disease
which they call the Woolfe, others the Taile, wblch is per.
cemed by the loosenesse or softnesse betwixt the iointes.

1741 Compl. Fam..Piece in. 472 The Disease called the
Tail, is by some Farmers called the Wolf.

11. Phrases, f a. Tail on end, said lit. of some
beasts when running with the tail erect; hence
atlrib. headlong; precipitate(ly). b. With the
tail between the legs, lit. of a dog or other beast ;

fig. with a cowed and dejected demeanour. f c.
Tail and top,

=
top and tail: see TOP sb. d.

To turn tail (orig. a term of falconry), to turn
the back ; hence, to run away, take to flight.
Crag and tail: see CRAG s6.< i b. Cut and long tail: see

CUT ppl. a. 9. Head and (or, nor) tail: see HEAD sb. To
twist the lion's tail: see LION so. 2g. To put salt on the
tail : see SALT si. 1 2 c. Top over tall : see Top si., and cf.
sense 5.

a. 1790 R. TYLER Contrast n. ii, I was glad to take to my
heels and split home, right off, tail on end. 1850 R. G.
CUM.MING Hunters Life S. Afr. (ed. 2) I. 98 note, Hunted
on horseback, and ridden down by a long, severe, tail-em-
end chase. Itid. 120 The oryx leading me a cruel long
chase due north, tail-on-end, from my waggons. b. 1400
Lanfrancs Cirurg.^q A wood hound.. renneb hidirward &
bidirward..wib..his tail bitwene hise leggis. 1884 W. E.
NORRIS Thirlly ffallxii, We shall have you back here very
soon, .with your tail between your legs. 1897 Westm. Can.
22 Jan. 2/3 If this sneaking tail-between-the-legs policy is

persisted in no more Church votes for the Union ! c.

1538 PHAER sEwi'ii v. Njb, Headlong down in dust he
ouerturnyd tayle and topp.

ity of
where it

slopes under the water.
1761 Chrou.

The inferior, less valuable,

Also fig. Cf.' TAILING vt.6l 2 '.

most in the Buddie and Wreckf which they'cJ?'tleuiL

cast out no lure to such a haggarde as would turne taile to
a full fist. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie ill. xxiv. (Arh.)
300 Such as retire from the Princes presence, do not by and
by turne tayle to them as we do. but go backward or sideling
for a reasonable space. in MARKHAM Countr. Content.
i. v.(i668)34 Short winged Hawks. .will many times neither
all their Game, nor flic their mark ; but will give it over.,
and (as Faulconers term it) turn tail to it 1639 LAUD in
Rushw. Hiit. Coll. (1721) n. IL 899 For him to turn tail

against my Lord Deputy must needs be a foul Fault. 1719DE FOE Crusoe (1840) I. xx. 360 The wolves turned tail. 1807
E. S. BARRETT Rising Sun II. 128 Ashamed to avow that
you are going to turn tail on your former principles.
12. attrib. or as adj. a. Forming or situated at

the tail, bottom, or rear, hindmost ; as tail decoy,
half, hound, van ; coming from the rear, as tail-

wind, b. Forming the lowest or most inferior

quality, as tail barley, corn, flour, meal, wheat.
a. 1673 S. C. Rules Civility 104 Flounders, Place, or the

like ;..tRe tail-half is the best. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brtmm
i. vn, The tail hounds all straining to get up with the lucky
leaders [in hare-and -hounds]. 1874 J. W. LONG Amer.
Wildfowl xxv. 257 Wait until they are over the 'tail

'

decoys.
1891 Daily News 23 Oct. 5/8 When the last train, with two
engines, got through . . the tail van is said to have been
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floating on the water. 1897 Westm. Gaz. i Mar. 8/1 With
a strong tail wind birds have accomplished more than sixty
miles in the hour.
b. 1765 Muiit>n Rust. IV. Ixiii. 282 For tail barley..

oL I4/. }ri. 1851 Jrnl. K. Agric. Sac. XII. I. 133 The light
or tall corn goes a considerable length in feeding the horses

upon a farm. 1887 O. CRAWFUKIJ Beyond Seas 35 The
enemy's army but rift-raff and tail-corn fellows.

18. General combs. : a. attributive, as lail-

blotch, -cap, -feather, -Jin, -flap (FLAP sb. 4d),
-fur, -plumage, -pocket, -quill, -ring, -spot, -stroke,

-temptation, -tip, etc. ; b. objective and obj. gen.,
as tail-raiser; tail-chasing, -pulling, -spreading,

-switching, -wagging sbs. and adjs. ; c. instru-

mental and locative, as tail-cropped, -decorated,

docked, -joined, -tied adjs. ; tail-fisher, -fishing;
also tail-like adj. ; tail-first, -foremost advbs.

187* COUES N, Amer. Birds 99 "Tail-blotches small or
obscure. 1891 MORGAN Anittt. Sk. 108 Each successive
moult [of the rattlesnake] leaves an additional "tail-cap of
dried skin and these constitute the rattle. 1892 KIPLING
Cleared xv, Barrack-r. Hall. 186 The 'tail-cropped heifer's

low. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 97 The common
eagle . . trie *tail feathers white, blackening at the ends.
1681 GREW Musxum I. v. i. 85 The "Tail-Finn, as it were
half a Finn, being \ a foot high. 1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Atiat.

I. 562/2 The horizontal position of the tail-fin . .distinguishes
the cetacean from the fish. 1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped*v\\\.
171 Alan's morals were all "tail-first; but he was ready to give
his life for them. 1904 Blackw. Mag. June 818/2 A spaniel
. .dragged tail-first upstairs and downstairs by a child. 1865
TVLOR Early Hist. Man. xii. 355 To proceed now to the

at the carapace till the "tail-flap rests on her breast. 1875
MORRIS/</ vm.2ioWhich same.. "Tail-foremost dragged
he to his den. 190* Daily Chron. 18 Oct. 8/3 Ermine,
spotted with the tips of the "tail-fur. 1649 G. DANIEL
Trinarch. To Rdr. 172 "Tayle-Ioyn'd foxes hurrying Sylla's

Nose, A Brand to wast the ffeilds. 1835-^ Toad's Cycl.
Anat. \. 2oS/2 The last segment of the "tail-like abdomen.

ily thrust his hands into the gr

pockets of his great blue coat. 1681 GREW Musxwn i. iv.

lii. 75 The two "Tail-Quills of the same [Tropick Bird].

1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds 705 In some [penguins] the

tail-quills, which are very numerous, are also long. 1907
Macm. Mag. July 673 His [a tiger's] "tail rings were very
finely marked. 187* COUES -A/. Artier. Birds 101 Wing-bars
and "tail-spots ordinary. 1891 MORGAN Aniin. Sk. 138
The vigorous "tail-strokes. .often leave their mark on the
smooth surface of the water. ; R. GARNETT Shakespeare
97 "Tail-switching Lucifer, Hell's emperor. 1690 C NESSE
O. t, N. Test. 1.25 The Son of God..broke the serpents
head, and leaves only "tail-temptations for us. 1904
B'NESS VON HUTTEN Pam 135 If the proverbial worm had
not only turned, but risen on its "tail-tip. 1869 PLATTS tr.

Ikh-iuanu-s-Safa 70 If watching, barking, and "tail-wagging
are required there, I am the one for it.

14. Special combinations : ( tail-band, = CRUP-
PER sb. i

; tail-bandage, a bandage divided into

strips at the end ; tail-bay, (a) the space between
a girder and the wall: cf. BAY st.S; (6) in a

canal-lock, the narrow water-space just below the

lock, opening out into the lower pond : see quot. ;

tail-beam, a beam that is tailed in, as to a wall
;

a tail-piece; f tail-bearer, a train-bearer; tail-

binder : see quot ; tail-block, (a) Naut. : see

quot. 1769 ; () in a sawmill carriage, a support of

ihe log at the end where the cut ends ; (c) in a lathe

= tail-stock ; tail-bond, Building, a stone placed
with its greatest length across a wall, serving as

a tie to hold the face to the interior ; tail-bone,

any one of the caudal vertebra; in animals ; also

applied to the coccyx, when anchylosed into one

bone ; tail-box : see quot. ; f tail-castle, the

poop of a ship ; tail-coat, a coat with tails ; esp.

a dress or swallow-tailed coat; hence tail-

coated a. ; tail-coverts (-covers) , sb.pl., Ornith. ,

the feathers that cover the rectrices or quill-

feathers of the tail in birds; divided into upper
and lower, according to their position on the dorsal

or ventral surface ; tail-crab (cf. CBAB rf.1 7) : see

qnot. ; tail-cut : see CrjT sb.z 20 a ; tail-dam, Sc.,

the tail-race of a mill
; tail-drain : see quot. 1805 ;

tail-ducat (Ger. Schwanzdukaten), a Prussian

gold corn of Frederick William 1(171 3-40), worth
about los. sterling, bearing the king's head with a

queue ; tail-dust : see quot. ; tail-fan, in macrur-

ous Crustacea, the tail-end formed by the sixth

pair of pleopods with the telson ; tail-flower, a

W. Indian araceous plant of the genus Anthu-
rium ; from its tail-like spicate inflorescence ;

tail-fly, Angling, the fly at the end of the leader ;

a stretcher-fly ; tail-gate, (a) the lower gate or

pair of gates of a canal-lock ; the aft-gate ; (K)

U. S. local, the tail-board of a wagon ; tail-grape,
a name for the species of Artabotrys, N.O.

AnonaceiK, shrubs of tropical Africa and the East

Indies ; so called from the hook-like form of the

flower-stalks, by the aid of which the fruit is sus-

pended ; tail-head, the root of an animal's tail ;

tail-hook, Angling, the hook of a tail-fly; tail-
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hounds, the hounds in the tail of a pack ; tall-

houso : see quot. ; tail-ill, a name for palsy,

supposed to be caused by looseness between

the tail-joints; tail-joist, a joist tailed into the

wall, a tail-piece ; tail-knife : see quot. ; tail-

lamp, tail-light, the (usually red) light or lights

carried at the rear of a train, motor-car, etc. ; tail-

lobe, either of the two lobes of the caudal fin

present in most fishes; tail-lock, a lock at the

exit or lower end of a dock ; tail-mill = tail-

house ; tail-muscle, any muscle in the tail of an

animal ; a caudal or coccygeal muscle ; tail-piles :

see quot. ; tail-pin, t (<0 some part of an ancient

gun or its carriage ; t (*) a pin for the tail of a

woman's gown ; (c) the centre in the tail-spindle

of a lathe; tail-rime = tailed rime (TAILED! i d) ;

hence tail-rimed a. ; tail-rod, a continuation of

the piston-rod, which passes through the back

cover of the cylinder, and serves to steady the

piston and rod by giving the former a double

bearing; tail-rot = tail-ill; tail-screw, in a

lathe, the screw which moves the back centre tail-

spindle to and fro : the tail-piece ; tail-seed, the

small ill-developed part of a quantity of seed ;

tail-shaft, in screw steamships, that section of the

shaft nearest the propeller; tail-slip = tail-ill;

talisman, rare, a ploughman ; tail-soaked a. :

see quot. ; tail-spindle, the spindle in the tail-

stock of a lathe; tail-stern, the tail-piece of a

musical instrument ; tail-stock DEAD-HEAD 2 b :

see quot. ; tall-tackle, a handy tackle consisting
of a double and a single block, or two double

blocks, having the strop of one of the double

blocks lengthened as in a tail-block ; tail-

trimmer, Building: see qnot. ; tail-twisting, the

twisting of a tail or tails ; (a) lit. in the fur-trade ;

(6) in political slang, the act of '

twisting the lion's

tail': see LION ag; hence tail-twist v., tail-

twister; tail-valve, (a) the air-pump valve in

some forms of condenser ; (6)
= SNIFTING-VALVE ;

tail-van, the last van of a train; tail-vice, a

small hand-vice with a tail or handle to hold it by
(Webster 1864); tail-water, the water in a mill-

race below the wheel, or in a canal or navigable
channel below a lock ; tail-worm = tail-ill;

tail-worts, a name given by Lindley to plants
of the N.O. Triuridacex.

1483 Cath. Angl. 377/1 A "Taylbande (A. Taylle bande),

caudile, subtela. 1856 S. C BREES Class. Terms, Tail
lays, a name given to common joists when one end is

framed in a girder and the other rests on a wall. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mech. s. v. Lock, The tail-bay or aft-bay,
below the lock-chamber. 1598 MAFSTON Sea. Villanie

n. v, Codrus my well-fac't Ladies "taile-bearer (He that

..play'th Flauias vsherer). 1818 Craven Class., "Tail,

binder, a long stone . . which rests upon the corner stone, . .

to bind, or give strength to the wall. 1769 FALCONER Diet.

Marine (1776),
*
Tail-block, a small single block, having a

short piece of rope attached to it, by which it may be
fastened to any object . . either for convenience, or to increase

the force applied to the said object. 1829 MARRYAT F. Mild-

may viii, A tail block was attached to the boom-iron. 1881

YOUNG Ev. Man his own Mechanic 591 The tail-block [of

a lathe] has a sliding spindle worked by the screw and
wheel. 1776 G. SEMPLE Building inWater 141 The Headers,
Stretchersand 'Tail-bonds. 1548-77 VICARY Anat. ix. (1888)

74 Three carti'afinis spondels of Ossa caude, called the
v
tayle bone. 1898 Syd. Sac. Lex., Tail-bant, the coccygeal

vertebrae s coccyx, or os coccygis. 1895 RAYMOND Smoke

a/ War 22 The "tail-box ne part of that revolving dome
at the head of a stone [wind-] mill by which the sails are

brought to face an ever-shifting wind. 1585 HIGINS Junitis'

Nomenclator 222/1 Puffis,., la poupe, the hind decke, or

taile castell. 1847 Au - SMITH C/tr. Tadpole ix. (1879) 86

He was.. going to put on a "tail-coat for the first time.

1879 STEVENSON Trav. Cevennes (1895) 16 A tall peasant.,

arrayed in the green tail-coat of the country. 1889 HICK-
SON Naturalist in N. Celebes jo The visitor must assume a
black tail-coat, a white shirt with a black tie,.. and, pro
forma, a hat. 1850 LYNCH Then. Trinal xi. 211 How he

was born, cradled, schooled, "tailcoated, colleged, and the

like. 1861 Du CHAILLU Equal. Afr. xvi. 306 Its back,

tail-cover, and very long flowing tail are pure milk-white.

1815 STEPHENS in Shaw Gen. Zool. IX. i. 6 "Tail-coverts

grey. 1849 D. J. BROWNE Amer. Poultry yard (1855) 21

The wing coverts on the shoulders, and the tail coverts are

dark-greyish. 1883 GRESLEY Coal Mining Glass., *Tail

crab, a crab for overhauling and belaying the tail rope in

pumping gear. 1791 Rep, Nav. Thames ft Isis 12 A "tail

Cut from a Lock on River Navigations should be as short

as possible. 1903 LUMSDEN Toarle v. i. 100 His speech
rusnt out o' the mou' o1 him like water out o' a "tail dam.

1805 R. W. DlCKSOH Pract. Agric. II. 923
*
Tail-Drain,

the principal ditch which conveys_the water out
jaf^

the

the whole water. 1864 CARLYLE tr. Linsenbarth (1750) in

Fredk. Gt. xvi. v, A Secretary came, .told down on the table

five "Tail-ducats (Schwanz-dukaten), and a Gold Friedrich

under them. 1764 Museum Rust. III. Ixi. 281 The "tail-

dust, which falls through the screen whilst the malt is

cleaning before it is put up in sacks, .. may be applied to a

better use. 1893 STEBBING Crustacea- XL 146 Except in the

Lithodidae, that [pair of pleopods] belonging to the sixth

segment is always present, this pair with the telson forming

the Rhipidura gr "tail-fan. 1884 MILLER Plant.n. 161

TAIL.

Anihurium, Banner-plant, Flamingo-plant, Tail flower.

1883 Century Max. XXVI. 378 For a stretcher or 'tail-fly.
1875 KNIGHT Did. Mich. s. v. Lock, The head ;-

"tail-Kate, which, with the sMc-walls, inclose the lock-
chamber. 1886 K. K(,C;LKSTON Claytons xxiiL 345 The two
were picking near together and throwing corn over the

if the wagon. 1884 MiiukH 1'Uint-n. 163 Arta-
botrys, "Tail-grape. 1704 Lonii. Gaz. No. 4018/4 A pi. uy
large while Hound BUcfa.with . . a Tann'd Spot on her Fore.
hauLaod another on the "Tail-head. 1844 STEPHENS Bk.
of Farm II. 164 The first point . .handled is the end of the
rump at the tail bend. 1901 Wtstmorld. Cnz. 2(1 '

Lost, three Ewes and two Lambs,. .ewes marked across
tail-head. 1888 GOODE Amcr. fishes 8 Use a '

"tail-hook
'

to avoid the risk of losing the minnow without gaining
the Perch. 1851 R. S. Surma Sfcage's St. Tour (1893)
50 The last of the "tail-hounds arc flying the fence out of
the first field. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Glass., "Tail-honse,
Tail-mill, the buildings in which tailings are treated. 1814
MACTAGGART Gallovid. Eitcycl. s. v. Yirb.:vhes, When a
cow takes the "Tailill, or is Elfshot, these females are tent
for to cure them. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric.
(ed. 4) II. 134 This complaint is traced to a most ridiculous
cause. The original evil is said to be in the tail ; and all

maladies of this kind, involving the partial or total loss of

motion of the hind limbs of the animal, are classed under
the name of tail-ill, or tail-slip. 1667 I'RIMATT CY/> A- C.

Build. So Observe that the Carpenter doth pin all his "Tayl-
Joynts, they being apt

to slip. 1810 SCORESBY Ace. Arctic

Keg. 1 1. 233 A '
"tail-knife ', . . used for perforating the fins

or tail of a dead whale. 1891 Cent. Diet.. "Tail-lamp.

1908 U-'t-stm. Gas. 17 Nov. 5/2 Side lamps, tail lamp, head-

light with separate generator. 1844 lllustr. Land. News
14 Dec. 374 Each tram.. is provided withered "tail lights.

1903 lYestm. Gat. 28 Jan. 5/1 He did not slow even when
the red tail-lights of the standing local train were seen.

1907 J. E. EWAUT in Q. Rev. Apr. 558 At the base of the

long dock there is no vestige of a "tail-lock. 1891 Cent.

Diet., 'Tail-muscle. 1898 Syd. Sac. Lex., Tail muscle,

coccygeus, depressor of the tail. 1837 in Civil Eng. ff

Arch. Jrnl. 1. 6/1 The component parts of a groin are

piles, planking, land-ties,.. "tail-piles and keys, and screw-

bolts. Ibid. 6/2 The relative proportions of the component
parts are, four piles, one land-tie with tail-piles and keys
[etc.]. 1407 Naval Ace. Hen. Vll (i8g6) 84 Lymores with
boltes forlokkes kayes lynces and a *taile pynne for the

said Curtowe. c 1540 HEYWOOD faur^ P. P. in Hazl.

Dodsley I. 351 The trimming and pinning up their gears

Specially their fiddling with the tail-pin. 1887 CasselCt

Encycl. Diet., Tail-pin, the back-centre pin of a lathe.

1886 SCHMIRGEL in Sir <(E.E.T.S.) App. xlv, Romances
with

"tail-rhymed stanzas. 1894 Times 26 June 12/1 Rods,
which pass through the covers of the low-pressure cylinders
after the manner of a "tail-rod. 1896 KIPLING Seven Seas

43 Yon orchestra sublime Whaur-to . . the tail-rods mark
the time. 184^7

W. C. L. MARTIN Ox 139/2 Palsy, or

paralysis. This disease .. bears among farmers and cow-
leeches the ridiculous names of joint-yellows, "tail-rot, tail-

ill, or tail-slip. 1786 Young's Ann. Agric. V. 114 (E.D.D.)
Tail-seed from my seed-mill. 1897 (f/>. Gaz. 8 July

5/2 The "tail-shaft got bent and could not be rectified, con-

sequently the ship became disabled. 1901 Scotsman 5 Mar.

7/8 Accidents principally of the kind known as tail-shaft

breakages. 1846 "Tail-slip [see tail-ill]. 1867 D. G.
MITCHELL Rural Stud. 121 Every man who can use a hoe
or a pitchfork is supposed to be a competent "talisman for

stock, the sliding block or support, in a lathe, which carries

the tail-screw and adjustable center. 1859 F. GRIFFITHS
block of a tackle be

er block : and
Artil. Man. (1862) 318 If the moveable bio

and restless explorers who longed to "tail-twist and other-~ " - " --- A terrible

ion is at all affected by the tail-twisting process, he must

je in a rage just now and roaring loudly.
Tail-twisting

;eems to be the principal employment of the New York

lion I

be ir

seems to be the pri ,
~r .,

__

Bryanites. 1901 Daily Chron. 13 May jo/6 Fur Trade.

Girls wanted, used to boa and tail twisting. 1839 R. S.

ROBINSON Naut. Steam Eng. 131 It will have to pass

through the blow-through, or "tail valve, 1885 C. G. W.
LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. iv. 99/2 It is usual to fix an

extra valve, called a '
tail

'

valve, to prevent the water from

running out of the pipe when not in use. 1759 SMEATON in

Phil. Trans. LI. 138 An overshot (wheel], whose height is

equal to the difference of level, between the point where it

strikes the wheel and the level of the "tail-water. 1815 J.

NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 103 When the water in the

mill-tail will not run off freely, but stands pent up in the

wheel-race, so that the wheel must work or row in it, the

wheel is said to be tailed, or to be in back-water or tail-

water. 1905 Wcstm. Gaz. 17 Mar. 9/1 At Molesey Lock

the tail water was almost five feet above the summer level.

1811 G. S. KEITH Agric, Surv. Aberdeen 491 The "tail-

worm is also cured by cutting off a few inches of the

tail, which bleeds pretty freely. 1816 TOWME farmer *

Grazier's Guide 67 Tail Worm. In that Part of the Tail

which is affected . . the Spine appears deprived of Sensibility.

1846 L.NDLEY Ver. Ki*gd.ii$ Triuridacex. "Tallworts.

Tail (t?l), w.2 Forms: 4-6 tayle, tayll, taill,

4-8 taille, taile, 5-7 taylle, (5 tayille, 6 toll),

4- tail. [a. OF. taille cut, cutting, division, par-

tition or assessment of a subsidy or impost, tax

(i2thc. in Hatz.-Darm.), vbl. sb. f. laillier to cut,

TAIL v.2 But, in sense 4, OF. taille was perh. :-

L. talea, med.L. talia stick, rod : cf. TALLY.

Tail in K. Alisaunder 2217 (Weber) appears to be a

scribal error j MS. Bodley, Laud Misc. 622, has among the

toyle Hardapilon '.]

I. f 1. Shape, fashion, bodily form or appear-

ance. [F. laille ; cf. CUT st>2 id.} 06s. ran.



TAIL.

(11300 Cursor M. 11855 (Colt.) Yee se he has na mans
taill [v.rr. taille, tale, taile] par-for yee sai me your con

saill. 1325 Poem Times Edw. II 282 in Pol, Songs
(Camden) 336 A newe taille of squierie is nu in everi toun.

II. f 2. The individual assessment of a sub-

sidy or tallage levied by the king or lord; a tax,

impost, due, duty, or payment levied. Obs.

jny dels in this batlaill, Mis air, out ward

releif, or taill, On the first day his land sail weild. a 1450
Knt.dela Tour (1906) 89 That quene..dede mani aduersi-

teez to the pepUle, by tailez and subsidiez. 1456 SIR G. HAVE
Law Arms (S.T.S.) 93 Kirk men suld pay tallies, tributis

and imposiciouns to seclere kingis. c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs.

<fr
Lim. Mon. i. (1885) 109 [The king] mey sett vppon thrum

tayles and other imposicions, such as he wol hym self, with

owl thair assent, a 1577 SIR T. SMITH Commw. Eng. (1633)

59 The Veoman or Husbond man is no more subject to

taile or taxe in England. 1645 MILTON Tetrach. Wks. 1831

IV. 254 Not the drudging out a poore and worthlesse duty
forc't from us by the taxc, and tafle of so many letters.

||
b. Now only as Fr., in form taille. A tax

formerly levied upon the unprivileged classes in

France.

1533 LD. BERNERS Hum Ix. 210 He hath reysyd vp in

all hislondes new taylles & gables & impossessyons. JJS4
WOTTON Let. 29 July in State Pap. Mary, Foreign IV. 193

(P. R. O.) The priuiledges of nobilite, emonge the which

one is that the gentlemen pay nothing to the ordmarye

taylles, which aUe Fraunce payeth continuallye to the

king. 1682 WARBURTON Hist. Guernsey (1822) 48 They
should be exempted from all gendarmeries, tallies. 1792
A. YOUNG Trav. France 30 The money is raised by tallies,

and, in making the assessment, lands held by a noble

tenure are so much eased, and others by a base one so

burthened, that 120 arpents.. held by the former, paygohv.
and 400 possessed by a plebeian right.. is, instead of that,

assessed at 1400 liv. 1863 KIRK Chas, Bold I. v. 216 The
taille aiA the galelle levied on the villain burghers. 1877
MORLEY Crit. Misc. II. 200 The great fiscal grievance of

old France was the taille, a tax raised.. only on the pro-

perty and income of the unprivileged classes.

III. 3. Law. The limitation or destination of a

freehold estate or fee to a person and the heirs

of his body, or some particular class of such heirs,

on the failure of whom it is to revert to the donor
or his heir or assign. [Cf. TAIL a,, TAIL v? 5 ;

=
TAILYE sb. 3.] Hence phrase in tail, as estate in

tail, tenant in tail, heir in tail, i.e. within or

under the limitation in question.
[1321-2 Rolls ofParlt. I. 394/2 C'est son droit par vertu

de Ta taille avantdit [i. e. an entail to heirs of the body of
the spouses].] 1373-5 in Calr. Proc. Chanc, Q. Eliz. (1830) I.

Pref. 59 An olde dede. .comprisynge the wordes of a tayli
made in Kynge Edwardes tyme the second. 1439 in E. E.
Wills (1882) 125 And aftir him and his issue, to lohn his

brother, and his issue in the taile. 1460 FORTESCUE Abs.
<V Lim. Mon. xi. (1885) 136 To some parte beroff the eyres
off thaim bat some tyme owed it be restored ; some bi

reason off tayles, some bi reason off ober titles. 1479 in

Bury Wills (Camden) 52 And after the decess of the seid

Alice, I will that the seid maner shall remayne to the
issues ofmy body lawfully begoten accordyng to the tayle
therof made. 1523 FITZHERB. Surv. n If the gyfte were in

the tayle and no remaynder in fe euer, nowe the reuercyon
resteth styll in y donor. 1607 COWELL Interpr., Taile,,.
is vsed for the fee, which is opposite to fee simple : by
reason that it is so. .minced, or pared, that it is not in his
free power to be disposed,, .but is. .tyed to the issue of the
Donee. , . This limitation, or taile, is either generall, or special!.

1718 PRIOK Chameleon 7 As if the Rain-bow were in Tail
Settled on him [a Chameleon] and his Heirs Male. 1766
BLACKSTONE Comtn. II. vii. 115 The incidents to a tenancy
in tail. 1796 MORSE Atner. Geog. I. 463 All estates given in
tail . . shall become fee simple estates to the issue of the first

donee in tail [cf. quot. 1876]. 1868 ROGERS Pol. Econ. xiii.

(1876) 177 The defendant a donee in tail, i.e. a person in
whose behalf an estate tail had been created. 1876 BAN-
CROKT Hist. U.S. V. xv. 516 All donees in tail, by the act
of this first republican legislature of Virginia, were vested
with the absolute dominion of the property entailed. 1803
MARY CHOLMONDEUEY D. Tempest iii, You're in the tail,
I suppose ?

b. With qualifying adjective : tail general,
limitation of an estate to a man and the heirs of
his body lawfully begotten ; tail special, limitation
of an estate to a special class of heirs, e. g. to
a man and his wife and the heirs of their bodies

lawfully begotten ; tail male (or female}, limitation
of an estate to male (or female) heirs.

M95 Kails of Parlt. VI. 485/1 Seised, in his or their
Demeane as of Fee, Fee Tayli generall or speciall, or any
other astate. 1503 HAWES Examp. Virt. xiv. 10 To whome
heuen by tayli generall Entayled is by a dede memoryall.
1642 tr. Perkins' Prof. Bk. v. 302. 134 If Tenant in

".. o- -" iiuj in MUJ mate in uicicrenue 10
ta,l genera . 1844 WILLIAMS Real Prop. (1877) 35 An estate
n tail male cannot descend to any but males, and male
descendantsofmales. Ibid., Tail femalescarcelyever occurs.
IV. t*. = TALLY rf.l i; hence, a score, an

account. By tail, by means of tallies; on credit.
(Cf. on t,ck.) Obs. [Cf. Cotgr.

< Taille . . also, a

acquitaunges, les unes par tailes & par brefs, & les u
rses

:nes
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par diverses fraunchises.] a 1325 tr. Estatuz del Eschekere

(MS. Rawl. B. 520 If. 36b), ?if ani bringe taille ase of

paie imad ate chekere. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. iv. 45 He
..bereb awei my whete, And takeb me bole a tayle [Ii.

iv. 58 taile, taille] of Ten quarter oten. 1:1386 CHAUCER
Prol. 570 Wheither that he payde, or took by taille \fi.rr.

taile, tayle]. 1443 HEN. VI Let. in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. III.

I. 8 1 Ther shall be made and delivered.. sufficient assigne-

ment for your repaiement therofby tallies to be rered at the

said Eschequier. 1512 Earl Northumberland's Honsck.

Bk. (1770) 172 The stok of the Tail to be delivert to the

lirewar ande the Swatche to the Butler. 153 PALSGR. 184

I'ats taylles, a payre of taylles, suche as folke use to score

upon for rekennyng. Ibid. 644/1, I nycke, I make nyckes
on a tayle, or on a stycke,/* ocJie. 1556 WITHALS Diet.

56 a/2 A score or tayle to inarke the dette vpon, tessera,

vel tessella. 1607 COWELL Interpr. s.v., Taile in the other

signification, is what we vulgarly call a Tallie;..a clouen

peece of wood to nick vp an accoumpt vpon. 1647 City
Law London 49 A Taile of debt ensealed by usage of the

city, is as strong as an obligation. 1677 CARY Chronol. i. i.

i. i. 2 These were the Tallies (as I may so say) by which

they marked., the Signal Occurrences of their Life,

t b- fig- Account, reckoning. Obs .

1330 R. BBUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 896 Wyboute
seriauntz & ober pytaille pat

ar nought for to sette in taille.

Ibid. 1316 fre hundred schipes ber was in taille, And foure

mo. 1421 Coventry Leet Bk. 24 Hit is do the maiour to

wittM lauerners haue sold wyne to certen men of hur alye,

be Tailes maid bytwen them, derre than be maiour bathe

ordenyd hit to be sold.

5. Comb, t tail-maker, (?) one who fashioned

the tallies used in the Exchequer; ftailstiok,
a tally-stick. Obs.

"235-52 Reiitali/i Claston. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 217,j porcel-
lum et taylslich' cujuslibet porci necati provenientls de sua
custodia. a 1577 SIR T. SMITH Commw. Eng. (1609) 71
Other officers are Tellers, Auditors, Collectors, rentgatherers,
tailemakers.

Tail (t?l), a. Law. [a. AF. tayli, taill = OF.

taillil, tailU, pa. pple. of taillicr to cut, shape,

hence, to fix the precise form of, to limit, TAIL
z>.2 ; the final e having become mute in ME. as in

assign, avowe sbs., and some other legal terms.]
Of a fee or freehold estate (=A./ee tayli,

med. Anglo-L. feodum talialuni) : Limited and

regulated as to its tenure and inheritance by
conditions fixed by the donor : thus distinguished
from fee simple or absolute ownership : see quot.

1593. See also FEE-TAIL, CONDITIONAL a. 7.

[1284 De Banco Roll, Mich. 11-12 Edw. I. in. 7od.

Quod predicta Emma non habuit in predictis tenemenlis
nisi feodum talliatum secundum formam donacionis jjre-
dicte. 1285 Slat. Westm. n. (13 Edw. I.) c. 4 Tenentes
in maritagium per Legem Anglie, vel ad terminum vite, vel

per feodum talhatum. {tr. 1543 tenantes in free maryage, by
the lawe of Englande, or for terme of lyfe, or in fee taile.]

1292 BRITTON II. iii. 9 Des queus douns aucuns sount
condicionels et dount le fee est tayle" et en pendaunt jekes
autaunt qe cele chose aveigne ou cele. 1294 Year bks. 21-2
Edw. I (Rolls 1873) 641 Kar le estatut 'quia emptores
terrarum &c.' est entendu la ou home feffe un autre en
fee pur, e nent de fee tayle.] 1473 Rolls of Parlt. VI.
8 i/i That this Acte..extend not.. to Sir Thomas Bourgh-
chier Knyght, ne to his beires masles of his body lawfully
begoten,. .duryng the seid astate Taille, of, to, or for any
Graunte or Grauntes unto hym made. 1473-5 >n Calr.
Proc. Chanc. Q. Eliz. (1830) II. Pref. 58 To make and
delyvere unto her a lawefull estate tayle of alle the forseid
landes. 1501 WEST ist PI. Symbol. J 40 I!, A perticuler
estate of inheritance, is an estate taile or limited : that is an
estate expressing ii^ c^rtaine, whose issue and of what Sexe
shall inherite ; and it is general! or special!. 1628 COKE On
Litt. 26 If lands bee giuen to the husband & the wife, and
:o the heires which the husband shall beget on the body of
the wife, in this case koth of them haue an estate taile. 1766
BLACKSTONECV><;. Il.vii. 112. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) I.

90 Estates tail, like estates in fee simple, havecertain incidents
annexed to them, which cannot be restrained by any proviso
or condition whatever. 1895 POLLOCK & MAITL. Hist. Eng.Law II. n. iv. j. 19 In 1285 the first chapter of the Second
Statute of Westminster, the famous De donis conditional!-
''us, laid down a new rule. The '

conditional fee
'

of former
:nnes became known as a fee tail (Lat. feodum lalliatum,
fr./ee taille}.. and about the same time the termfee simple
*as adopted to describe the estate which a man has who
aolds

'

to him and his heirs '.

Tail (t?l), w.l
[f. TAIL rf.i; in various un-

connected senses.]
I. Transitive uses.

1. To furnish with a tail or final appendage.
(In early use only in the pa. pple. : see TAILED///, a.' i.)

1817 COLERIDGE Satyrane's Lett. ii. 211 The cap behind
.ailed with an enormous quantity of ribbon. 1876 PREECE
& SIVEWRIGHT Telegraphy 224 A double shackle is fixed,
and each side is first

'

tailed ', that is to say, a wire is passed
round the porcelain and bound in the ordinary way, leaving
one end projecting to a distance of from eighteen inches to
wo feet 1879 BARING-GOULD Germany I. ii. 46 In Eng.and now anyone adopts arms, and tails his name with

esquire, whether he have a right or not to these distinctions.
J. To grasp or drag by the tail.

t To stave and tail, to take part in bear-baiting or bull-
aitmg, by staving the bear or bull, or tailing the dogs.
1663 BUTLER Hud. i. n. 163 Lawyers, lest the Bear Defen-

dant, And Plaintiff Dog should make an end on't, Do stave
and tail with Writs of Error, Reverse of Judgment, and
L)

?,

m
,

ur
;?

r' "?-. '" '34 First Trulla stav^, and Cerdon
ail d, Until their Mastives loos'd their hold. 1867 F
FRANCIS Angling i. (1880) 12 Tailing a fish out is more
often employed on salmon. 1892 MRS. J. GORDON Eunice
Anscombe 177 One. .dived forward in a vain attempt to
tail

1

the otter. 1893 fittd iz Mar. 360/2 Grasp it [the
fish] above the tail-rtail it ', to employ the technical phrase.
o. To dock the tail of (a lamb, etc.); to cut or

TAIL.

pull off that which is regarded as the tail, esp. of

a plant or fruit. (Cf. TOP v.)

1794 Rigging ft Seamanship I. 61 Hemp.. should be well

topt, and tailed ; that is, both ends cleared by the hatchell.

1824 L. M. HAWKINS Mem., A need., etc. II. 52 A gentle-
man., was topping and tailing gooseberries for wine. 1844
STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 42 Another worker..

tops and tails

the turnips. 1886 C. SCOTT Slteep.Farming 88 The number
of lambs castrated and tailed.

4. To form the tail or last member of (a pro-
cession, etc.) ;

to terminate. (Cf. HEAD v. 10.)
1835 Eraser's Mag. XI. 46^ A male author heads and a

male author tails the procession. 1890 Pall MallG. 9 June
4/2 The quaint little procession headed . . by the officially-
robed Lord Chancellor, and tailed by the blue-gowned Com.
mon Councilmen. 1894 R. H. DAVIS Eng. Cousins 117 The
boat which is to tail the procession.

5. In Australia : To follow, drive, or tend (sheep
or cattle).
1844 Port Phillip Patriot 5 Aug. 3/6, I know many boys

from the age of nine to sixteen years tailing cattle. 1852

a shepherd does sheep.
6. U. S. local. (See quots.)
1792 BELKNAP Hist. New Hatnpsh. III. 106 In descend,

ing a long and steep hill, they have a contrivance to pre-
vent the load from making Joo rapid a descent Some of
the cattle are placed behind it ; a chain, .attached to their

yokes is brought forward and fastened to the hinder end of
the load, and the resistance which is made by these cattle
checks the descent. This operation is called tailing. 1851
Harper's Mag. III. 518 In this manner the load is tailed
down steeps where it would be impossible for the tongue-
oxen to resist the pressure of the load.

7. To attach to the tail or hind end of something
else ; to join on behind, annex, subjoin to.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xci. 113 They toke foure

Englysshe shyppes . . and tayled them to their shyppes.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie n. xii. (Arb.) 128 Wordes
monosillables, ..if they be tailed one to another, or th'one to
a dissillable or polyssillable. 1633 J. CLARKE -znd Praxis 44
J\\- is alwayes tayled to the first word of the Interrogation.
1681 RVCAUT tr. Gracian's Crilick 224 They met great
Mules tailed one to the other. 1685 J. SCOTT Chr. Lffe u.

155 What is this but to tail one folly to another? 1851
MAYHEW Land, Labour II. 161/2 Each new row of houses
tailed on its drains to those of its neighbours.
8. Building. To insert the tail or end of (a beam,

stone, or brick) into a wall, etc.
;

to let in, dove-
tail.

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 365 Party-walls may
also be cut into for the purposes of tailmg-in stone steps.
c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 155 To tail, or dovetail, to
let one piece of timber into another.

9. passive. Of a mill-wheel : To be clogged by
tail-water (q. v., s.v. TAIL sb.'1 14, qnot, 1825).

II. Intransitive uses.

10. Of a ship : To run aground stem foremost.

1723 DE FOE K<y. round World (1840) 147 She tailed

aground upon a sand bank. 1790 Naval Chron. I. 258 The
Formidable.. tailed on the..mud. c 1850 Rudim. Navig.
(Weale) 117 It b to.. preserve the main post, should the

ship tail aground.
11. Of water, flame, etc. : To flow or creep back

against the current
;
to run back, recoil.

1799 Trans. Soc. Arts XVII. 349 Floods are very apt to
dam or tail-back, and thereby impede or clog the.. wheel.

1883 GRESLEY Coal Mining Gloss. s.v., When fire-damp
ignites. .and the flame, .creeps backwards against the cur-
rent of air., it is said to tail back into the workings.
12. Of a moving body of men or animals : a. To

lengthen out into a straggling line, as in hunting,

racing, etc. ; to drop behind, fall away.
1781 W. BLANE Ess. Hunting (1788) 1 16 [The hounds] not

being of equal speed, .will be found to tail, which is an in-

conveniency. 1862 WHYTE MELVILLE Ins. Bar x. 1864
TREVELYAN Compel. Wallah (1866) 134 As down towards
Barton Wold we sail, The Cockneys soon began to tail.

1897 THORNTON Remits. Clergyman i. 2 Then straggling,

tailing, as the fox-hunters phrase it, up came the field.

b. To move or proceed in the form of a line or

tail ; to fall into a line or tail.

1859 KINGSLEY .#/>. (1860) I. 160 If ten men tail through
a gap. 1882 MOZLEY Remin. I. xix. 128 The congregation
. .came down the road in a dense black mass, but obliged to

tail a little. 1899 ANNIE E. HOLDSWORTH Valley Gr.
Shadow x, The procession was tailing to Bergstein.

13. To take a position in which the tail or rear is

directed away from the wind, current, etc.

1849 DANA C,col. ii. (1850) 115 In more moderate weather
the vessel tails out against the wind. 1860 MAURY Phys.
Geog. Sea ii. 29 Sea-weed always 'tails to' a steady or a
constant wind. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.s.v., To tai(

up or down a stream, when at anchor in a river, is as a

snip's stern swings.
14. Building. Of a beam, stone, or brick : To

have its end let into a wall, etc. : cf. 8.

1842-76 GWILT Archil. Gloss. s.v., Where the end of a
timber lies or tails upon the walls. 1892 MIDDLETON Rome
I. 62 Blocks of tufa ..tailing 3 to 5 inches into the concrete

backing.
15. Of a stream : To flow or fall into. (Cf.
HEAD v. 7.)

1889 Blackiu. Mag. Apr. 4s6twte,The Dorak canal, which
tails into the Jarrahi river. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 10 July 2/a
All the channels and spills tailed into the Ziraf.

16. Of a fish : To show its tail at the surface.

1892 in Daily News 21 May 5/2 The Man sees there is no

fly up. The Man sees the fish are tailing. 1908 Edi*. Rev.



TAIL.

Apr. 391 When trout are '

tailing
'

they break the surface
with their caudal nn as they grub with their noses for water

shrimps.
17. Calico-printing. Of a colour, etc. : To

spread beyond its proper limits in a tail-like blur.

III. With adverbs.

18. Toil away. intr. To fall away in a tail or

straggling line ; to die away.
1860 RUSSELL Diary India II. xix. 369 They were, how-

ever, tailing away fast, as we afterwards discovered. 1005
HlCHENs Garden Allah vii, The arid, sunburnt tracts, where
its life centred and where it tailed away into suburban edges
not unlike the ragged edges of worn garments.

19. Tail off (out), a. trans. To cause to

fall away gradually towards the end
;
to taper off.

iSa? STEUART Planter's G. (1828) 304 They [artificial hil.

locks] should be well '
tailed out ', as the workmen call it,. .

letting their hard outline imperceptibly disappear, and, as
it were, die away in the outline of the adjoining surface.

1842 S. LOVER Handy Andy v, He.. finished it in a gentle
murmur tailed it off very taper, indeed.

b. intr. To fall away in a tail
; to diminish and

cease ; to come gradually to an end ; to subside.

1854 HOOKER Himal. Jrnls. I. xvii. 396 It tailed off

abruptly at the junction of the rivers. 1864 Land. Soc. II.

86 Already the weaker horses are weeded out, and the

poorer spirited are tailing off. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
V. 977 Tne dull sound of valvular tension may be heard to

precede it [a cardiac bruit], when it 'tails off* from the first

sound. 1905 F. YOUNG Sands ofPleasure i. iv, His voice
tailed off into a sigh.

c. intr. To turn tail, take to flight, go or run

off ; to withdraw, colfoq.

18^1 F. E. PAGET S. Antholin's vii. 146 Mrs. Spatterdash
. .tailed off at last to a dissenting chapel. 1868 Lucretia
102 He ducked his head ; made a slouching bow ; tailed off

to his
pigs. 1877 KINGLAKE Crimea VI. vi. 376 Some..

even tailed off. 1885 RIDER HAGGARD A'. Solomon's M. xvi,
I was tailing out of it as hard as my legs would carry me.

d. trans. To pass and leave behind (other com-

petitors in a race, etc.).

185* BATEMAN Aquatic Notes 52 They got close to them
at Grassy [corner], but were tailed-off in the Long Reach.

1907 Times 6 June 4/3 He was.. one of the leaders for half
a mile, but afterwards he was tailed off.

20. Tall on. a. trans. To add on as an append-
age, b. intr. To join on in the rear.

1825 (Jan. 3) CAPT. B. HALL in Lockhart Scott, Anxious
to tail on a branch from Melrose to meet the [projected rail-

way from Berwick to Kelso]. 1861 MAYHEW Boyhood Luther
L (1863) 11 As the long train swept by, the peasants and
villagers tailed on to the rest. 1874 BURNIE Mem. Thomas
451 A superb passenger car which tails on to the trucks.
1880 CLARK RUSSELL Sailors Sweetheart xiv, All hands
tailing on, we ran it [a boom] through the bowsprit cap.

Tail (Wl), v.2 Forms : 4-5 taille, 4-6 taylle,

tayle, taile, (6 talle, tale), 6- tail. [ME. taille,

a.OY.taillier, 3 sing. pres. taille (S. Leger a 1000),
to cut, shape by cutting, determine the form

of, limit, etc. ; in mod.F. tailler to cut, etc. ;

= Pr. talhar, talar, Cat. iallar, Sp. tajar, Pg. ta-

Ihar, It tagliare, to cut: late pop. and med.L.
taliare, tailidre, f. tal(J}ia, in cl. L. talea rod,

twig, cutting : see TALLY si.1 OF. taillier gave
taille vbl. sb., TAIL s6.2, whence again taillier vb.

to impose a tax on, to tax : see sense 6 below.]
I. In literal and connected senses.

1 1. trans. To cut, esp. to a certain size or shape ;

to shape, fashion
;

well tailed, well shaped or

fashioned. See also TAILED///, a.2 i. Obs.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 3154 Thenne by-gan this clerkes to

tayle Parchemyn and lettres dite. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret.,
Priv. Priv. 227 Thay that haue the shuldres hangynge
downe-ward and welle tatllet, bene fre and lyberall. 1558
Ace. Fratern. Holy Ghost, Basingstoke (1882) 9 Paide . .

for fellinge the oke..Item payde..for tallinge and sawinge
of the same.

1 2. To cut up, cut to pieces, slaughter. Obs.

-1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14136 Arthur sey
be day gan faille, He bod & stynte his folk to taille.

+ 3. To put into shape, trim, make ready. (Cf.
OF. metre en taille.} Obs.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 115 Dauid of Scotland
hasted to be bataile, Walter Spek ros on hand, be folk to
forme & taile. c 1330 Chron. Wacc (Rolls) 12081 Mari.
ners dighte bem..er takel for to righte & taille. 1:1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxiii. (vii Sleferis) 237 pai . . bad malchus he
suld hyme taile, & pas to be towne fore vitale.

U. [a. AF. tailler, OF. taillier in sense ' to de-

termine, fix, appoint
'

: cf. the Sc. form TAILTE.

But, in sense 5, in later use app. f. TALL sbp 3.]

1 4. To decide or determine in a specified way ;

to settle, arrange, or fix (a matter).
(OF. taillier: cf. 1250 in Godef. ' Puis fu la pais ensi

taillie que. .'.]

1315 SHOREHAM Poems vii. BIJ And was bat conseyl so

y-tayled, pat hyt ne myjte habbe faylled To bote of manne.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvm. 238 (Edin. MS.) At that tyme he
wald him taile, To dystroy wp sa clene the land, That nane
suld leve tharin liffand. Ibid. xix. 188 (MS. C) [see TAILYE
v. 2]. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vm. 5309 (Cotton MS.) Had
be Talbot, as talyt \lVemyss MS. tafjeit] was, lustit, he
had suelt in bat plasse. 1472-3 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 24/1
Yf the seid William Lord Berkeley and Johan his wyfe..
cause or suffre any recovere to be had or tayled ayens t theym
..by their covyne or assent.

81

5. trans. Law. To limit (an estate of inherit-

ance) to the donee and his heirs general or special ;

to grant in tail (TAIL 5tV- 3) ; to tie up by entail
;

to ENTAIL.
[1292 DKITTON ii. iiu 9: see TAIL rt.] 1415 in E. E.

Wills 64 My laiule fat is tayled to him. 1425 Rolls of
Parlt. IV. 274/2 By cause ye name of Due of Norfiblke is

tallied to me, and to my heirs males of my body commyng :

and ye name of Erel of NorfTolke is tallied to me, and to my
heirs of my body commyng generaly. 1483 Ibid. VI. 253/1
Hereditaments, that were tallied to hym, or to eny other of
his Auncesters, by dede or withoute dede. 1501 Plumpton

Corr. (Camden) 152 If Mr. Eleson can fynd any of your
lands tailed to the here male, send copies therof j I thinke
none be. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng, i. xli. (1739)66
In latter times this estate was also tailed, or cut out some-
times to the Sons and Daughters severally. 1864 SERJT.
MANNING in Athen&um 27 Feb. 302/2 The great land-

holders., obtained an Act of Parliament, called the statute

de tftint's, which directed that thenceforth the will of the
donor should be strictly observed. Upon this the lands so
tailed (appointed) became inalienable.

III. Related to tail tax, impost (TAIL sb? a).

f6. trans. To impose a* tail 'or tax upon ; to tax.

[OF. taillier, med.L. tdl(T)iare, Du Cange.] Obs.

C.

Saxons] taille. 1474 Rolls of
*

Parlt. VI. 165/1 That the

Maier, Bailyfs and Cominalte..to xxli only . . shulden be
assessed, taxed and tailed. 1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II.

Ixii. [Ixv.] 210 Nowe they tayle theyr people at theyr plea-
sure, a 1577 SIR T. SMITH Commw. Eng. (1633) 263 In
France the Lords doe taile them whom they calf their sub*

jects at their pleasure and cause them to pay summes of
money.
IV. Related to tail a tally (TAIL rf.2 4).

f7. trans. To mark or record on a tally; to

charge (a person) with a debt
; iransf. to make a

mark on, to mark. Obs.

1377 LANGI. P. PI. B. v. 429 5if I bigge and borwe it, but

jif it be ytallied [v.r. tailled, 1393 C, VIII. 35 y-tayled] I

for3ete it as jerne. ?a 1500 Cluster PI. vii. 410 Nay, he
come by night all things lafte Our tuppes with tar to

tayle. 1653 FULLER Ch. Hist. XI. i. 10 His bond of two
thousand pounds wherewith he was tailed, continued un-

cancelled, and was called on the next Parliament.

t 8. intr. To deal by tally, or on credit. Obs.

1514 SIR R. JERNEGAN Let. in
Strype

Eccl. Afem.(i'jzi) I.

App. v. 10 They [of the garrison] had offered the victualers
to taylle with them and to set it upon scores:.. for mony
they had none. 1570 FOXE A. $ M. (ed. 2) 413/1 He was
in great debt-.dryuen to tale [so edd. 1576-83; ed, 1596
tallie] for his owne cates.

1 9. trans. To tally or agree with ; to equal ;
=

TALLY z/.i 5. Obs.

1638 FORD Lady's Trial lit. iii, Sure this bulk of mine,
Tails in the size ! a tympany of greatness, Puffs up too

monstrously my narrow chest.

Tail, z.3 [Local variant of TILL .] trans.

To set (a trap or snare) ; to bait (a trap).
1862 Telegram (Yeovil) 1 5 Feb., The defendant . . proceeded

some distance lower, and tailed another trap. 1899 C. K.
PAUL Memories 250 To tail a trap, to set or bait it. 1901
Blackw. Mag. Nov. 691/1 There are the traps to tail

Tail, Tailage, obs. ff. TALE, TALLAGK sb.i

t Tai-lard. Obs. In 4 taylard. [f. TAIL rf.i

+ -ABD.] One with a tail.

An opprobrious epithet founded on a legend told first of
St. Augustine at Dorchester (or Rochester), and later of
Thomas a Becket in Kent, in which the people of these

places were said to be cursed with tails for indignities done
by attaching a tail to these holy men. See Layamou 29535-86,
Fuller Ch. Hist. n. ii. 22, Lambarde Kent 400, Stanley
Hist. Mem. Cant. (1872) I. 53, and references in the last. On
the continent, tails used to be ascribed to Englishmen gene*
rally. Cf. TAILED ' i and LONG-TAIL 2 a.

13.. Coer de L. 724 The kyng callid Rychard be name,
And clepyd hym taylard, and sayde hym schame. Ibid.

1996. Ibid. 2112 The emperour. .cried, as uncourteys : put,
taylards, of my paleys ! Now go and say your tayled king
That I owe him no thing.

Tail-board (tMbomd). [f.TAiL rf.i + BOARD.]
1. The board at the hinder end of a cart, barrow,

van, etc. ; usually one attached to the bottom by a

hinge, and capable of being suspended at various

angles for convenience in loading, etc.

1805 Chron. inAnn. Kef. 376/1 She was crushed between the
tail-board of the cart and the house. 1847 ALB. SMITH Cftr.

Tadpole xlvi. (1879) 405 Have you..a shutter, or the tail-

board of a cart.. you can carry him on? 1881 YOUNG Ev.
Man his Own Mechanic 1072 The parts which compose
the barrow may be enumerated as the two sides, the front,
the tail board, the bottom, the wheel, and the legs.

2. (Seequot.)
1841 TOTTEN Naval Textbk. (U.S.) 411 Tailboards, in

shipbuilding, the carved work between the cheeks, fastened
to the knee of the head.

Tailed (t*"ld), a. and///, a 1 Also 4-5 ytailed.

[f. TAIL rf.l and v.1 + -m]
1. Having, or furnished with, a tail or tails ; in

Zool. and Bot. = CAUDATE. Often in parasynthe-
tic comb., as long-tailed, white-taikd, etc.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8821 Men iseie iwis be tailede sterre,
bat gret bodiinge is. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 158
What haf I to do with Inglis tayled kyng? 01400 R.
Glouc.'s Chron. (Rolls) App. T. 10 3ute libbeb of be kunde(Rolls) App. T. 10 Jute libbeb of be k

,so. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxt
20 Thenne answered tnis tailed worm, i

ytailed mani;e so. 1413 Pilgr. Smile (Caxton) i. xx. (1859)
20 Thenne answered tnis tailed worm. 1594 BLUNDEVIL
Exerc, v. xii. (1636) 556 He is eared and tailed like a Rat.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) 1.352 Panthers are not after th
same manner tailed. 17*7 GoocH.ZVwfc Wmnds I. 14'47

TAILING.
' That called the tailed.bandage, used in compound fractures.

1848 DICKENS llambey v, [A| blue baize tailed coal. 1890
JULIA BALI.ARD /)> Ala/As 17 The binder wings tailed.

t b. Of cattle : = TAGGED 3. Obs.
S H'ilt 11. Myrth of Puritan, Somerset 16 Oct.

(MS.), lojohn Hore a tayfyd hefler. 1543 Will J.Pofyll,
SMfaacM, Sam. 9 Jan., ij steyres a taylyd & a sterryd.
t c. Uf malt : Containing the tails. Obs.
1741 Loud, t, Country ISrtwer i. (ed. 4) 75 This Caution

against using tailed or dusty Malt.
d. Tailed rime (rarely tail-rime}, rendering of

F. rime coute, med.L. rithmus cauddtus (see
COUWEE), applied to a couplet, triplet, or stanz;.
with a tail, tag, or additional short line, either
unrimed or riming with another tag further on.

8oo Cent. Diet. s. v. Rime ', Tailed rime. 1893 TBAILL
Spc. Eng. I. iv. 448 [Verses] in rime couee. Note, Or tail-
rime [ed. 1898 (also called tailed -rime)] : a stanza where some
lines, usually the third and sixth, are shorter (e.g. Chaucer's
Rime of Sir Thopas).
2. ///. a. Deprived of the tail or tails.

ijjo Proclam. Edw. K/ 20 Oct., Wheate.. of the meanest
sorte, not cleane or tailed. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 8

Topped and tailed turnips.

Tailed (wild), ppl. a? [f. TAIL z/. + -ED i.)

1 1. Cut ; esp. cut to a special shape or size.

c 1430 Two Cookery-kks. 55 Take Roysonys of coraunce . .

&
taylid Datys y-kyt a-long. a 155* LKLAND//IB. V. If. 66

M r
. Brainton. .dyd fetch much tayled Stone there toward

bis buildinges.
2. Law. Of lands and tenements : Granted,

settled, or held in tail (seeTAIL v.t 5);
= ENTAILED.

Obs. or arch.

1430-31 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 378/1 Toward eny tailled

land. <ri47S Harl. Contin. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 502. I..

condempne .. alle thy londes taylede and not taylede to

beapplyede to the use of thekyngefor ever. 15*3 FITZHERB.
Surv. i8b, Another forme of landes tayled with a remayndre
ouer. 1593 Calr. Laing Charters (1899) 309 Outwith the

teylit land and toftis presentlie occupiit.

Tail-end (t^:l,e-nd). [f. TAIL rf.i + END st.}
1. The hindmost or lowest end of anything ; that

part which is opposite the head : cf. TAIL s&.l 4.
1837 M. DONOVAN Don*. Econ. II. 277 A tail-end of a rump

of beef, weighing 128 In., when boiled gave ij Ib. of bone.

1871 MORRIS in Mackail Life (1899) 1. 255 Two or three tail-

ends of glaciers dribbled over them [cliffs]. 1880 L. WALLACE
Ben Hur iv. vii, A dray with low wheels and broad axle,
surmounted by a box open at the tail-end.

attrib. 1904 Westm. Gaz. ii Jan. 2/1 Fielder bowled very
well indeed at the tail-end men of the Victorian eleven,

fb. spec. The backside, rump: TAIL j*.l 5.
1377 LANGU P. PI. B. v. 305 Were I broujte abedde, but if

my taille-ende it made, Sholde no ryngynge do meryse, ar I

were rype to dyne. 1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 50 Quench,
ing of torches m sou tayl-ende.

c. Jig. ; esp. the concluding part of an action,

period of time, etc. : cf. TAIL si.1 4b.
1845 DARWIN in Life $ Lett. (1887) II. 31, I am

sorry
to

say I have not even the tail-end of a fact in English Zoology
to communicate. 1872 BLACK Adv, Phaeton xxii. The tail-

end of a shower caught us. 1887 Spectator 17 Sept. 1240
At the tail-end of the Session.

2. The end or tip of a tail. rare.

3. = TAILING vbl. sb. 1 2 a.

1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede vi, Everybody 'ud be wanting
bread made o' tail-ends.

Hence Tail-e-nder, one that is at the tail-end.

1895 Outing (U. S.) XXVI. 31/1 Six teal flew across the

water, and I downed the tailender. 1908 Daily Chron.
8 Jan. 5/7 The Australians .. failed because they could not

get our tail-enders out.

Taller (tfHsj). Angling, [f.
TAIL 0.1 + -EE i.]

A fish that tails : see TAIL v. 1 16.

1899 BUXTON in I9/A Cent. Ian. 120 A moderate performer
with the rod., will often., pick up a grubber under the bank,
a bulger here, a tailer there. 1809 Daily News 22 Apr. 8/3
Now, like a fan, the broad, waving tail of a '

tailer
'

shows

yellow in upper air.

Tailet (tfi'let). rare. [f. TAIL sbl + -BT.] A
minute tail or tail-like appendage.
1817 KIRBY & SP. Entontol. xxiii. (i8r8) II. 346 Though

the wings are the principal instruments of the flight of

insects, yet there are others subsidiary to them...These are

winglets. tailets, booklets.

Tailing (t^i-lig ), vbl. sbl [f. TALL v\ + -INO i.]

1. The action of TAIL .l, in its various senses.

1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 267 You must Cement pieces
to the ends of your bricks for tailing, or to make them
longer. 1781 P. BECKFORD Hunting (1802) 70 note. The
tailing of them [hounds

1

ears] is usually done before they
are put out. 1839 Nat. Philos. I. Hydraulics iii. 26 (Usef.
Knowl. Soc.) The tailing of mill-streams only occurs in the
winter seasons, or at times when there is a profusion of
water. 1840 HOOD Up Rhine 44 Short as the course was,
it led to a great deal of what the turfmen call tailing. 1854
SCOFPERN in Orr's Circ. Sc., Chetn. 494 Mercury, holding
but a slight portion of any impurity, dissolved, loses its

property of cohering into globular drops.., and assumes the
. . appearance designated by the . . term tailing, that is to say
each, .aggregation is. .an irregularly elongated bar or tail.

1858 O. W. HOLMES Ant. Breakf.-t. iv. 86 They will not

get up again in the race, ..And the rest of them, what a

'tailing off !

'
1860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 327 Moored

in 6 fathoms, .clear from tailing into shoal water.

2. //. A name for the inferior qualities, leavings,
or residue of any product ; foots, bottoms.
a. Grain or flour of inferior quality ; tail grain, etc. b.

Mining. The residuum after most of the valuable ore has
been extracted. o. A decomposed outcrop of a vein or

bed. d. Tanning : see quot. e. General.

a. 1764 Museum Kust. III. xii. 40, 1 supposed, .that they



TAILING.

would go to the tailing, or off-fall corn. 1846 Ostorne

Times 24 Aug., For a bushel of best wheat they pay 75., for

first tailings they pay 6s. for second tailings 55. the bushel.

1883 Harpers Mag. June 76/2 All that is left no longer

wheat is divided into
'

middlings
' and '

tailings '. b.

1864 WESTGARTH Colony Victoria xi. 222 His people were

content with 'tailings '.and places abandoned by thecolonists.

1874 RAYMOND Statist. Mines ff Mining 20 In the river-beds

..are large accumulations of '

tailings ', rich in gold, which

escaped under the primitive processes of washing formerly
in use. 1001 Scotsman 3 Apr. 6/7, 1570 tons of tailings

produced oy cyanide process yielded 138025. c. 1881

RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Blossom, the oxidized or decom-

posed outcrop of a vein or coal-bed, more frequently the

latter.. .Called. .tailing. d. 1883 C. T. DAVIS Manuf.
Leather*.. (1897) 174 In one of these [methods] the tanning-

mass of papers there are very few '

tailings
'

worth sifting.

8. The end or latter part : cf. TAIL sbl 4.

1646 SIR J. TEMPLE Irish Retell, n. 53, I shall hope to

get the rest of my tailing together, and make such further

provision of. -materialls as may enable mee to goe through
with the same. 1896 KIPLING Seven Seas (1897) 30 Good
Lord, they slipped behind us In the tailing of our wake !

to. spec.
= TAIL.T*.! 4g. Obs.

1684 I. MATHER Remark. Provid. (1856) 43 The vessel

was driven on the tailings of a ledge of rocks, where the sea
broke violently.

c. Arch. See quot. : cf. TAIL sb^ 4 i.

1842 GWILT Archil. Gloss., Tailing, the part of a pro-

jecting stone or brick inserted in a wall. 1856 5. C. BREES
Gloss. Terms s. v. f The stone steps of a staircase have a

tailing of about 9 inches, in order to support them.

d. Surf. = TAIL si.1 4J. rare.

1864 in WEBSTER.
4. In calico-printing : A fault of impression, in

which the colours are blurred : see TAIL z>.l 17.
5. atlrib. and Comb., as tailing-assay, -barley,

-corn, -heap, -sand, -wheat', tailings-man, -mill',

tailing-mob, a herd of cattle regularly tailed or

herded ; tailing-rope, Naut. <= TAIL-ROPE 2 a.

1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines <$ Mining 106 Yielding.. a
little over $7. 15 per ton, exclusive of their "tailing-assay of

$3.76 per ton. 1747 Gentl. Mag. 311 The *tailing corn may
soon be cleaned, c 1830 Glouc. Farm Rep. 29 in Libr. Usef.

the various companies have proved an excellent means of
defence, forming earthworks which command the town

[JCimberley] from every side. 1885 MRS. C. PRAF.D Head
Station 266 The beasts were . . made to join what was called
the '

"tailing mob', or those which had been constantly
herded. 1495 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 197 Taylyng
Ropes for the Mayne sayle . . vj ; Crane lynes for the Mayne
Toppe.J. 1890 Goliif. Victoria 21 Recent assays of the

not undergone any change. 1862 Q. Rev, Apr. 2^6 When . .

the . . "tailing-wheat or 'gristing 'is sound and ofgood quality.

tTai'ling, vbl. sb.* Obs. Also4-ende. [f.
TAIL v* + -ING 1.] 1 Tallying, reckoning.
1362 LANGI.. P. PI. A. ix. 74 Ho is. .Trewe of his tonge

..And trust! of his taylende [B. vm. 82 tailende, taylyng]
takeb bole his owne.

Tailing (W-Iirj), ///. a. [f. TAIL .i + -ING 2.]
That tails.

1899 BUXTON in tgth Cent. Jan. 121 There is the '

tailing
'

fish [trout], feeding on caddis snail or shrimp, breaking the
surface. 1908 Edin. Rev. Apr. 39! Offering the '

tailing
1
fish

a floating fly.

Taillable, Taillage, obs. ff. TALLIABLE
TALLAGE.

II Taille. [F. taille (formerly tal', ta'y', now
lay') (i 2th c.) cnt: see TAIL sl>*]
1. Cut, shape, form ; shape of the bust from the

shoulders to the waist; figure, build, make. In

Dress-making, the waist or bodice of a gown : the
style or fit of this.

1663 PEPYS Diary 13 July, Mrs. Stewart,., with her sweet
eye, little Roman nose, and excellent taille, is now the
greatest beauty I ever saw. 1697 VANBRUGH Relapse iv. vi
You would not think it impossible a person of a worse taille
than mine might be a modern man of quality.
2. In old French law, a tax : see TAIL sb 2 2 b
Taille, obs. f. TAIL, TALE, TALLY.
llTaiUe-donce (taV'dws). Obs. Alsovtale-

doux, 8 tali-douce. [Fr.,
= soft cutting.] En-

graving on a metal plate with a graver or burin
as distinguished from work with the dry point, and
from etching.
1650 EVELYN Diary 2I June, A booke of statues., by

PerrL
0116 ma

y.
dl
*r
over many errors in the taille douce of

terrier.
1657 in Burton's Diary (1828) II. App. 541 That

S^StSte r
f
3
?
56 ' be ^printed an/work oworks book or books, taledoux or taledouxes. 1675 Land.

/ ^ A
He al"dy hath 108 Plates..cu "n Taille

s2S'm I
A" NISDET ss' Armories Index Terms,

Tai'lless (W-l.les), a.
[f. TAIL rf.i + .LESs.lHavmg no tail ; deprived of a tail

J

32

batrachians. 1874 T. HARDY Madding Crowd xxvi, Never

did a fragile tailless sentence convey a more perfect meaning.

1887 Field 2 July 7/1 Tailless schipperkes. 1893 (see next].

Hence Tai llessness.
1802 Pall Mall G. 24 Feb. 3/1 Our universal lawlessness.

1893 Westm. Caz. 22 Sept. 1/2 The little black Schipperkes,
the tailless dogs of the Belgian bargees ; . . their taillessness

was a fraud.

||
Tailleur : see TALLLER. Taillie, \ariant of

TAILTB. Taillour : see next.

Tailor (teHai), sZ>. Forms : see below. [ME.
a. AF. taillour = OF. tailkor, -ear (oblique case

of tailler(r)e~) ;
in mod.F. tailleur = Pr. talador

(nom. talaire}, Cat. tallador, Sp. tallailor engraver,

tnjador cutter, It. tagliatore cutter: late L. or

Com. Romanic talidtor-em (nom. talialor) cutter,

agent-n. from taliare to cnt : see TAIL v.z In Fr.

the word had, and still has, the general sense of

cutter, hewer, sculptor (tailleur de pierre, de bois,

tie cuir, (fimages, etc.), but already in the I3th c.

was used absolutely for tailleur d habits, de robes,

med.L. taliator veslium, robarum, cutter out or

fashioner of clothes, tailor. The latter use is found

in Eng. from the I4th c., the general sense
' cutter'

being rare and doubtful: cf. 1297, c 141 2, in sense I.]

A. Illustration of Forms.
o. 3 [taylur], tailor, 4-5 taillour, 4-7 taylour,

4-9 taylor, 5 taylere, tayller, 5-7tayler,tailour,
6- tailor.

[1296 in Fenland N. ff Q. (1905) July 210 Dilecto nobis in

Xpo Ricardo de Masham dicto (e Taylur.] 1297 Tailor
[see B. i). 1318-19 in Trans. Shropsh. Arch. Soc. Ser. 111.

III. 54 Ricardus le taylor de Luytel Shrowardyn. 1362
LANGL. P. PI. A. xi. 181 Trewe tillers on erbe taillours

(v. r. taliour] & souteris. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 629/1
Taylere, scissor. 1484 CAXTON Fables ofA Ifonce xiii. A
tayller. .as good a workman of his craft, as ony..at that

tyme in alle the world. 1573-80 BARIT Ah. T 10 A
Tailour, sntor vcstiarius. [See also B. i.]

/3. chiefly north, dial, and Sc. 4-5 taliour,
5 taljer, -Jour, -yowr, 5-6 tailjour, tayl;or,
-your, -ejour, taill-, tayllyour, 6 taljear,
-yeor, tailjeour, -ejour, -yeour, -yeur, tel-

3(e)our, -yeour, 9 dial, taylior, teaylear.
_ 1415 in York Myst. Introd. 26 Taillyoures. c 1425 Voc.
in Wr.-Wulcker 650/20 Hie sissor, taylepur. n..Nom.
ibid. 685/25 Hie sissor, a tayljor. 1:1440 1'romp Para.
486/1 Talyowre, scissor. iQjzAberdecn Regr. (1844) I.yThc
taljoures sal fynd [etc.]. 1474 Ace. Ld. High. Treas. Scot. 1. 24
Toatailjour that makisthe Kingis hos. 1483 Surtees Misc.
(1888) 28 On Breyerton, talker. 1483 Cath. Angl. 377/1 A
Taylyour (A . Tayljore), sartor, scissor, c 1500 SongsCostume
(Percy Soc.) 62 Tailyeouris and sowtaris, blist be ye. 1530
PALSGR.

279/1 Tavliyour, coustnrier. 1549 Compl. Scot.
xvii. 150 1 hy father vas ane mecanyc labour, a 1568
Satir. Poems Reform, xlvi. 64 Ane nobill teljeour in this
toun. 1573 Ibid, xxxix. 202 Thay socht na taile:ours for
to busc thair breikis. 1580 I. HAY Ctrl. Demandcs vii. in
Cath. Tractates (S.T.S.) 37 Tailyeours, skinnars and wther
artisans. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 567 He causit an
talyeor turne it.

B. Signification.
1. ' One whose business is to make clothes

'

(J.) ;

i maker of the outer garments of men, also some-
:imes those of women, esp. riding-habits, walking
costumes, etc. See also MERCUANT-TAILOB.
(Although historically the tailor is the cutter, in the
rade the '

tailor
'

is the man who sews or makes up what
he 'cutter' has shaped.)

97 R- GLOUC. (Rolls) 6391 A robe he let him ssape uerst
of blod red scarlet bere pe ssarpe stones hi be stret is tailors
were..pe tailors corue so moni peces uor is robe ne ssolde
pow;e. c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 472 The taillours
. .moot heer-after soone Shape in be feeld. 1466 Mann. *
Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 354 Herry Galle taylour,. .axsethe
for makenge of a longe gowne of pewke, ij. s. 1504
WRIOTHESLEY Citron. (Camden) I. 5 This yeare the Taylorssued to the Kmge to be called Marchant taylors. 1530PALSGR. 68 A

tayllours wyfe or a woman tayllyour. 1595SHAKS. John iv. ii. 195, I saw a Smith..With open mouTh
swallowing a Taylors newes. 1597 2 Hen. IV, in. ii.

TAILOR.

. 1;
What 1 rade art thou Feeble 1 Feeble. AWomans

Iayor sir... Fa/... But if he had beene a mans Taylor, he
would haue prick'd you. 1611 RICH Honest. Age (Percy
hoc.) 34, I doe see the wisedome of women to be still ouer-
reached by Taylers, that can euery day induce them to as
many new fangled fashions as they please to inuent 1603PEPYS Diary 25 May, Into the Coach again, and takingwith me my wife's taylor. 1704 J. PITTS Ace. Moham.
metans ill. (,738) 21 They all sit down cross-legg'd, as
laylors do. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 123 p 5, 1[..sent
for my taylor ; ordered a suit . . and . . staid at home till
it was made, a 1774 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 416 Our
Ixmdon

company of tailors have a better title to the dignityof merchant by their magnificent hall. 1845 JAMES A.Neilu. i, JJid you ever see a tailor cut out a coat 1
D. In proverbial and allusive phrases; often

implying disparagement and ridicule.

-
.-

' ....*.,. i, imjjr a*iy uiree Aaylorscro

H f I'r
mg ^ a man

'
b

.
ut Ime sure ' had foure Taylorsa nalfe went to the making of me thus. 1625 B. JONSON

i. Believe it, sir, That clothes do much upon
wit,, .and thence comes your proverb, The tailor make

a man apparently, one is sufficient to ruin him. 1908

b
- ---i > i*.i* ivu vii ui uassintr

c 1. 3X3 for male. [In Dorset these strokes are sa5 to bl
called tailors: Acad. ii Feb. 1899, 190/1.]
2. A name given to several kinds of fish as a

The tailor-herring and the tailor-shad : see 6 b
The Silversides. c. The Bleak d. The Austra-
lian Skipjack, Temnodon sallator (New South
Wales).
1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 625 In the Creeks are great store

of small fish, as Perches, Crokers, Taylors, Eels igfaBARTLETT Diet. Amer., Tailor, a fish resembling the shad
but inferior to it in size and flavor. ..On the Potomac'
the Blue fish is called a Salt-water tailor. 1880 K7h
Roy. Comrn. Fisheries N. S. Wales 22 The '

Tailor 'is
well known in Port Jackson. The young fish are con-
stantly making their appearance in shoals in the summer
season. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Calal. (ed. 4) 176 Sclmac
Mullet, Jew-fish, Taylor, Travalley, Black-fish. 1888 [seTS
1890 Fishing Gas. 18 Jan. 32/1 All Thames anglers know
that bleak are nick-named tailors.

3. Short for TAILOB-BIBD, proud tailor (see
PROUD a. 10).

aaZfobgistVl. 2r38 Goldfinches.. -That bird is in fact
here(Leicestershire] known solely as a

'

proud-tailor
'

thoueh
for brevity's sake. .they, .speak of it simply as a teelor.
4. a. dial. A kind of caterpillar, b. A tipula or

daddy-long-legs.
1682 LISTER Gcedart Of Insects i3 r A creature furnished

with 2 wings and 6 long Feet called by us when boyes, the
Tayler. a* Sporting Mag. XLV1II. 96 The variegated
hairy caterpillar called

'

the Tailor '. 1840 WESTWOOD trCumers Amm. Kingd. 619 These insects are well known
under the names of Daddy long-legs, Tailors, &c.
5. attrib. and Comb. General, as

tailor-craft,
-man, -proprietor, -shears; =

tailor-made, as

tailor-costume, -frock, -gown, -skirt, -stitching,
-suit

; tailor-built, -cut, -suited adjs. ; also tailor-
like adj. and adv.

; TAILOR-MADE, q. v.

1905 Daily Chron. 27 May 3/7 With the hoop, the "tailor,
built dress will disappear. 1897 Westm. Can. 22 Apr. 3/1A tailor costume destined for hard wear, c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) xxvi. 122 All maner of craftez, . . "talyour craft and
sowter craft and swilk ober. 1835 J. P. KENNEDY Horse
Shoe Rob.

xxiy, [It] did but little credit to the tailor.craft

employed in its fabrication. 1886 G. R. SIMS in Dailyii; *
. . . ay

NC-.VS 4 Dec. 5/5 Her heavy "taiior-cut walking costume.
1891 'J. S. WINTER' Lumley ix, Mrs. Hope made her
appearance in _another smart "tailor-frock. 1882 Miss

One such costume, .which some 'tailor-man introduced as a
novelty this season. 1483 Act i Rich. Ill, c. 12 i No
merchaunt Straungier .. brynge .. to be sold any manner
Gurdels . . *TaiIlourshires, Scisors [etc.], 1545 Rates of,- , l j. 1545 Rates of
Customs cvij, Tayler sheres the dpssen vj.s. viij.d. 1896

or two longer. 1906 Ibid. 13 Oct. 13/1 EUgantes of Paris
who were "tailor-suited.

6. Specialcombinationsand collocations : ftailor-
fly = sense 4 a ; tailor-herring, a clnpeoid fish,
Pomolobus mediocris, of the Atlantic coast of N.
America ; also called fall-herring and matto-
wacca ; tailor-legged a., having the knees bent

by sitting cross-legged ; tailor-shad = tailor-her-

ring; tailor-tartan dial., a daddy-long-legs or

crane-fly; tailor-warbler <= TAILOB-BIBD; spec.
the long-tailed tailor-bird, Sutoria longicauda.
1682 LISTER Gcedart OfInsects 131 These *Tayler Flyes

are very Leacherous. 1767 Poetry in Ann. Reg. X. 250A
"taylor-legg'd Pompey, Cassius, shall you see, And the ninth,

part of Brutus strut in me I 1888 GOODE Amer. Fishes 405
[Hickory Shad or Mattowacca] Clitpca mediocris. In the
Potomac the species is called the ' "Tailor Shad '

or the
' Freshwater Tailor

',
in contradistinction to the bluefish,

which is called the '

Salt-water Tailor
'

\Tomatomax salta-

trix]. 1896 N. MUNRO Lost Pibroch (1902) 64 On the

weedy stones the "tailor-tartans leaped like grass-hoppers.

11783
LATHAM Gen. Synops. Birds IV. $15 "Tailor W[arbler).

This is a small species, being only three inches in length.
b. Also with tailor's : tailor's block, tailor's

dummy, a lay figure on which to fit or display
clothes; a\sotransf.(contempluous); tailor'sblow:
see quot. ; tailor's chair, a legless seat with back
and knee rest, used by tailors ; tailor's cramp,

' a

spasmodic affection of the muscles of the thumb,

forefinger and forearm, occurring in tailors
'

(Syd,
Soc. Lex. 1898); tailor's friend: see quot.;
tailor's muscle, the SAKTOBIDS

;
tailor's spasm,

' a neurosis affecting the muscles of the hands of

tailors
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.} ; tailor's twist, stout

silk thread used by tailors ; tailor's wagon : see

quot. ; tailor's yard, the cloth-yard ; tailor's yard
(-band), a popular appellation of Orion's Belt.

1896 MRS. CAFFYN Quaker Grandmother 117 She's a bit

dummy I 1904 Woollen Draper's Terms in Tailor
Cittt, 4 Aug. 480/1 *Tailors' Friend, a rather soft make
of canvas used for vest interlining, made in white and

because it brings the Legs across. 1894 Westm. Caz. 27 Feb.



6/3 What is known as the '
tailor's muscle

'

running across
the thigh and lifting the leg. 1818 Sporting Mag. II. 233*
Tailors' Waggons, as we used to call.. those great, cum.

bcrous, four wheeled chaises. 1547 in Willis & Clark Cain,
bridge (1886) II. 727, xx" "taylor-s yerdes from the northe
ende of the old lircwhouse. 01548 HALL Chron., Hen. K/
186 b, They came not nere the Southermen by .xl. taylors
yerdes. 1827 CLARE SAr/jA. Cal. in The "Tailor's Yard-
band, which hangs streaming high.

Tailor (tji-Tai), v. [i. prec. sb.]
L intr. To do tailor's work ; to make clothes ;

to follow the calling of a tailor.

1662 [see TAILORING vbl. sb.]. 1710 UK FOE Crusoe I. ix.

158, I set to work a Tayloring, or rattier indeed a Botching.
1863 W. Ii. JEKKOLD Signals Distr. 99 Under their super-
intendence h:lf a dozen boys. .are sewing and tailoring.

1882-3 SchajjTs Encycl. Relig. Knmvl. 2249 [Stilling] taught
school two days a week, and tailored four.

2. trans. To make or fashion (a garment, etc.)

by tailor's work. Hence Tailored fpl.a., tailor-

made.
1856 KANE Arct. Ejepl. I. xxviii. 366 My buffalo-robes

already tailored into kapetahs on their backs. 1862 W.
STORY Koba di R. (1863) I. iii. 38 He disdains the tailored
skirts of a fashionable coat. 1888 Daily News 30 Apr. 2/7A coat selling at 2l. 2*. was sewn and completely tailored
for 4*. 6d. 1908 AVrci/'"., A tailored suit of tabac brown.
3. To fit or furnish (a person) with clothes; to

apparel, to dress. Alsoyf^.
18.. BENTHAM Fragm. Goat. (ed. 2) Pref., Wks. 1843 I.

49/2 If tailoring a man out with God's attributes . . is

blasphemy, none was ever so rank as Blackstone's. 1885 O. C.

MURRAY Rainbow Gold n. ii, The country tradesmen who
tailored him had sleepless nights. 1893 Westm. Gaz.
24 July 1/2 He wore a frock coat, and seemed faultlessly
tailored.

b. intr. To have dealings with tailors; to run

up bills with tailors, colloq.
i8i HUGHES Tom Brown at Ox/, xxviii, You haven't

hunted or gambled or tailored much.
4. trans. To shoot at (birds) in a bungling
manner, so as to miss or merely damage them.

slang.
1889 Blackw. Mag. CXLVI. 475 They ought to wait when

a bird rises in this manner and tailor him accordingly. 1903
Westm. Gaz. 20 Sept. 4/2 One of them, .letting birds past
him untouched, knocking out tail feathers, and generally
'

tailoring
'

his pheasants.
Tai lorage. rare. [See -AGE.] Tailor's work.
1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. n. vii. (1873) I. 95 [Ottocar] in

great pomp of tailorage. 1865 Ibid. xxt. viii. X. 152 A King
supremely indifferent to small concerns ; especially to that
of shirts and tailorages not essential.

Tailor-bird (tMa.ib3.id). [f. TAILOR sb. +
BIBD.] One of a number of species of Asiatic

passerine singing birds, belonging to the genera
Orthotomus, Prinia, Sutoria, etc., which stitch

together the margins of leaves with cotton, etc.,

so as to form a cavity for their nest. Originally
applied to a particular species (Motadlla sutoria of

Pennant, now variously called Orthotomus sutorius,
Sntoria hngicauda, or .?. sutoria) of India and

Ceylon.
1769 PENNANT Ind. Zool. 7 Motacilla Sutoria. The Tailor

Bird. i8i3j. FORBES OrientalMem. I. 49 The tailor-bird of
Hindostan ; so called from its instinctive ingenuity in

forming its nest, it.. gathers cotton from the shrub, spins it

to a thread by means of its long bill and slender feet, and
then, as with a needle, sows the leaves neatly together to
conceal its nest. 1870 GILLMORE tr. Figuitrs Reptiles %
Birds 183 The nest of the Tailor Bird is placed in a large
leaf, the margins of which are sewn together so as to form
asbag. 1876 GRANT Hist. India \. xxxii. i7o/r. 1895 NEWTON
Diet. Birds 943 Species of Tailor-birds more or less nearly
allied are found throughout the greater part of the Indian
Region.

Tailordom. (tfi-lsidsm). [See -DOM.]
1. The state, condition, or fact of being a tailor

;

humorously, the domain or realm of tailors.

1861 G. MEREDITH E. Harrington I. iii. 32 Preserve him
from tailordom from all contact with trade they must.

1873 MAYO Nevtr Again iv. 43 With a punctuality unusual
in tailordom the clothes were finished. looz Blackw. Mag.
Jan. 44/1 They do for literary art what M. Planche's books
. .have done for tailordom.

2. = TAILORING vbl. sb. b, TAILORY 3.
1895 RASHDALL Univ. Europe Mid. Ages II. 644 The

sobriety of hue characteristic of modern clerical tailordom.

Tailoress (tMares), sb. [f. TAILOR sb. + -ESS.]
A woman who works as a tailor; a woman tailor.

i6$4C>AYTON Pleas. Notesiv.ix. 234The Protean Tayloresse
. .could never be found in the same shape above once. 1771
Boston Gaz. u Nov. 3/1. 1837 HAWTHORNE Tivice.told T.

(1851) II. i. 9 At one of the back windows I observed some
pretty tailoresses, sewing, and chatting. 1860 Mactn. Mag.
11.46 There are sweaters' dens in London where living wages
are utterly out of the reach of thepoor tailoress. 1891 Times
a Nov. 5/3.

Hence Tai loress v. , nonce-tod., intr. to follow
the occupation of a tailoress.

1865 MRS. WHITNEY Gayuiorthys xxiii. (1879) 231 It's nice
to get a glimpse of Eunice when she isn't tailoressing. 1888

[see TAILORING vbf.sp,].

Tai-lorhood. rare. [See -HOOD.] The con-

dition of a tailor ; tailorly condition.

1847 HELPS Friends in C. (1851) I. ii. 32 A creature clipt
and twisted and tortured into tailorhood.

Tailoring (tfi'brirj), vbl. sb. [f. TAILOR v. 4-

-ING 1.] The action or business of a tailor
; the

making of garments.
VOL. IX.

33

1662 PETTY Taxes xv. Tracts (1769) 83 The value of wool,
clothing, and tayloring, even to the thread and needles

iiii^lit
be

comprehended. 1831 CAKLYLE Sort. Res. I. v,
Neither in tailoring nor in legislating does nian proceed
by mere Accident. 1888 Queen 7 Apr. 425 Tailoring for
Ladies (and not Tailoressing) is carried on at Ulster House.
1899 Allbutt's Syst. Mcd. VI. 704 Unable to follow her

occupation of tailoring.

b. The production of the tailor ; tailor's work.
18. . WHITTIER Pr. Wks. (1889) II. 239 Priesls, stripped of

their sacerdotal tailoring, were in his view but men, after

all. 1899 WHITEING 5 "John St. xxiv. 246 In all the glory of
the best tailoring in town*

C. uttrio.

1850 KINI;SU.Y CA.af Clothe! in Alt. Locke (1881) II. 101
The means of reducing prices in the tailoring trade. 1886
C. E. PASCOE Lonil. o/To^iay xli. (ed. 3) 352 The most finished

examples of the tailoring art.

Tailoring (t/i-Uriij), /// [-'"a "] That
does tailor's work. In quot.yfr'*.

1737 M. GKEEN Spleen 520 These Tayl'ring artists for our
lays Invent crarap'd rules, and with strait stays.. Emaciate
sense, before they fit.

Taiiorism. [See -ISM.] a. Tailor's work
;

a tailor-made dress or garment, b. Mode of ex-

pression or action characteristic of tailors.

1839 Fraser's Mag. XIX. 121 Enrobed in the panoply of
unpaid-for tailorism. 1850 L. HUNT Atttotiog. I. vii. 288
The paternal and inextinguishable tailorism of old Rapid, in
a ' Cure for the Heart-Ache '. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 14 Apr.
4/2 A short coat with a short skirt and a long coat with a
long skirt,, .both being popular tailorisms.

Tai-lorize, v. [See -IZE.] a. trans. To treat

as a tailor; to reduce to tailorhood. b. intr. To
do tailor's work, to act the tailor; to sit cross-

legged like a tailor.

TAIL-ROPE.

we will

emg, _ _ _r

Our Clothes-thatch', an'd how~.it tailorises and demoralises
us. 1831 Blackw. Mag. XXXI. 469 Did not Lord Mel-
bourne for we have not heard that he had been tailorized
into humble submission did he not kick him ? 1871 LELANO
Egypt- Sketch-Bk. aa8 On the bunk where they afl seem to
be tailorising on their cross legs all day.
Hence Tailoriza'tion, acting as a tailor, tailoring.
1853 KANE Grinnell ExJ>. xl. (1856) 365 We have worn out

all our flimsy wardrobes, and have of late resorted to
domestic tailorization.

Tai-lorless, a. [See -LESS.] Without a tailor.

1885 MRS. INNES in AtJienaeum 12 Dec. 764 Our butcher.
less, bakerless, tailor I ess, cobblerless, . . comfortless jungle.
1889 PROF, HUNTINGTON in Chicago Advance 24 Jan., What
is l>arbarism but a tailorless state of society?

Tai'lorly, a. if. TAILOR sb. -t- -LY 1.] Pertain-

ing to, like, or befitting a tailor; sartorial.

1836 Fraser's Mag. XIV. 242 Their boots and their hats,
and all tailorly ingredients of appearance,, .are irreproach-
able. 1887 SMILES Life <J- Lab. 200 Samuel Pcpys a man
of gossipy and tailorly turn of mind,

Tarlor-iua:de, </.

1. Made by'a tailor; esp. said ofwomen's garments
of a heavier type, close-fitting, and plain in style,

properly when made by a tailor (as distinguished
from a dressmaker) ; hence ellipt. as sb.

1873 Punch 20 Sept. 112/1, 1 shuddered to behold these

words,
* Tailor-made costumes for ladies '. i88a Miss

BRADDON Mt. Royal II. x. 221 Gowns of dark brown serge
which simulated the masculine simplicity of tailor-made

garments. 18941 Daily News 20 Mar. 2/4 Braid is the
favourite trimming for tailor-mades, now that fur is almost
out of season. 1906 Daily Chron. i Sept. 4/7 If *

tailor-

made * means anything, it means, .distinct from dressmaker-
made on the one hand and factory-made on the other.

2. a. /?f. Made such by the tailor, i. e. by one's

dress. D. transf. Dressed in tailor-made garments.
1838 CARLYLE in Fraser's Mag. V. 386/1 If such worship

for real God-made superiors showed itself also as worship
for apparent Tailor-made superiors. 1896 W'cstin. Gaz,
i May 8/2 Some severely tailor-made ladies were waiting in
the entrance-hall. 1904 Daily Chron. 28 May 8/1 The '

tailor-

made girl ',
like the

'

frilly girl ', has her opportunities upon
the river.

Hence Tai-lor-ma^deness ; so Tailor-make.
1898 Daily AVrc^ 22 Jan. 6/5 Almost all the gowns of

tailor-make were turned back in front with white, red, or
cream-colour. 1900 MRS. BANKS in igM Cent. XLVIII.
700 A perfectly lilting gown, elegantly 'smooth', though
plain in its tailor-made-ness.

Tailorship. [See -SHIP.] The function or

performance of a tailor ; tailoring.
1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVII. 118 Anxious thus early to

announce the fact of
Tailorship. 1838 Frastr's Mag,

XVIII. 381 Far better. .had it been to have taken to.,

tailorship or cobblership. 1896 Daily News 10 Nov. 2/1
From the day they were turned out spick and span with
their fine tailorship to this ninth of November.

Tailory (t^'lari). Also 5 talarie, tailloury,
6 (9) tailery, 7 taylorie, -ery. [f. TAILOR sbt + -Y :

cf. -QRY.]
1. The art, craft, or occupation of a tailor.

c 144.9 PECOCK Kepr. \. x. 49 Euen as sadelarie and talarie

been ij dyuerse facultees and kunnyngis. 1598 R. HAY.
DOCKK tr. Lomazzo \. i The art of Weaving and Tailery.

1639 in T. Leckfortfs Note-Bk. (1885) 91 Co-partners in the
trade ofTaylery. 18*3 in Spirit Pvb. Jrnls. 151 Astudentin

tailory, or ' a tailor's apprentice ', as the ancients used to say.

2. A tailor's workshop or establishment.

1480 Wawlrt Ace. E<fw. IV (1830) 146 Coleyn threde
delivered into the Tailloury. 1897 1. W. CLARK Observ.

Priory Barn-well p. Ixxiv, Ihe Chamberlain is to. .see that

they (garments] are properly made in the tailery (sartrirtttm)t

3. Tailors work, tailors' wares
; costumcry.1610 Guit.uM Heraldry iv. vii. u^ii) 1(05 Heereto w

annex some few examples of Tayloric. 1854 THACKMAV
Leech s Pictures Wk. igoo XIII. 489 MVTTecch ha a
flVC !?

r^tailory and m> lKnry a* fur hon*-fl,!i. 1891Pall Mall Caz. i, July 2/2 How much time the Kaiser hi
, uniform to i.

time churned in mikxy !
An eighth of Hu, NUieu
Sartor resartus, indeed 1

4. attrib.

1901 Wtstin. Gaz. 9 May 3/1 What we call the tailorv hat
.906 AW. 8 Sept .3/1 The Tittle interregnum Si iXeuuEytluthcs arc ready.

Tail-piece (wHp/i).
1. The piece of anything forming its tail or end

;

the piece at the end. Alsoyf^.
Among technical uses arc: ihc tail-pin of a Uitlie ia

Mining, the perforated end of the tail-pipe of a pump, a
snore.piece ; in Stereotyping by the paper process, a piece
of card-board or the like used to prevent the flow of the
metal under the tail-end of the matrix ; in Building, a piece
inserted by tailing, a floor-timber of which one end rests on
the wall ; the last sclerite of the pygidium of an invertebrate.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 343 In other fishes the taile-peec

is in greatest request. 1843 P. Parley's Ann. IV. 382 The
chimney ended, as all chimneys do, with the sky for a tail-

piece,
and when Gibbo put his head out at the lop, he . .

looked around him, and drew in a few breathings of pure
air. 1847 WIBSTIR, Tail^itct.., in a violin, a piece of
ebony at the end of the instrument to which the strings are
fastened. 1860 OUSILKV Counterp. xxii. 177 It is called the
* coda ', or

'

tail-piece ', of the fugue. 1876 G. F. CHAMBERS
Astron. 635 A tube sliding easily within the tube to which
the rack and pinion is attached, and called the tail-piece, is

employed for first getting an approximate focus. 1890
Spectator 31 May, Toplady's hymn [' Rock of Ages*] was
written as a

tail-piece
to a controversial article, in which

Toplady discussed John Wesley's doctrines in the matter of
faith and works.

2. Printing. A small decorative engraving placed
at the end of a book, chapter, etc.

1707 HEARNE Collect. 14 Apr. (O.H3.) II. 5 In the. .Bible
..are Curious.. tayl-pieces. 1761-71 H. WALPOLE Virtue's
Anecd. Paint. (1786) IV. 188 Frontispiece and tailpiece to
the catalogue of pictures exhibited in 1761. i86> ANSTF.D
Channel 1st. i. vL (ed. 2) 134 A view of this wreck.. forms
a tail-piece to the present chapter. 1895 C. R. B. KARRETT
Surrey iv. 101 My tail-piece to the last chapter has for its

subject the back gables of. .the Hall.

Tai'1-pipe, sb. The suction pipe of a pump.
1883 GKESI.EY Coal MiningGloss., Tail-pipe. 1889 WELCH
Text Bk. Naval Archil, xi. 124 A suction-box or valve
chest.. is fitted beneath the pump and connected to the
bottom thereof by the tail pipe shown.

Tai'1-pipe, v. [The original implication of the
second element seems lost.] trans. To tie a tin

can or the like to the tail of (a dog, etc.) to distress

and frighten him. Hence Tai-1-piped ///. a.

1815 Sporting Mag. XLV. 256 A party of men and boys

_ >ys'.. tail-piped not his dog. ____________...... __________
well liv, He. .rushed away headlong, like a tail-piped dog,
carrying our men after him,

Tail-race (t?-lr?s). [Cf. RACE s6.l 8 c.] The
part of a mill-race below the wheel, the tail-water ;

1776 C. CARROLL JrnL Miss. Canada in B. Mayer Man.
(1845) 54 The water ran through this passage about as swift
as it does through your tail race. iSao Aberdeen Jrtd.
2 Aug. (Jam. s. v. Hack\ To put proper hecks on the tail-

races of their canals. 1873 Act 36 4- 37 Viet. c. 71 S 17 No
person shall catch..any salmon.. in the head race or tail

race ofany mill.

b. Mining. (See quot. 1881.)
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.. Tail-race, the channel in

which tailings, suspended in water, are conducted away.
1890 Melbourne Argus 16 June 6/2 A value of gold equal
to the amount now saved was run into the tail-race and lost.

Tail-rope
fl. That part of a horse's harness near the tail,

as a breeching or crupper. 06s.
c 1315 Gloss. W. de BMtiiu. in Wright Voc. 168 E a la

kotie un analuer \gloss\ a tayl.rop \Canil". MS. Vauner,
glossed taylropj. c 1350 Nominate Gall.-Angl. 884 Eslclcs,

trays, ft valuere, Harnys, trays, taylerope. c 14x5 K<v. in

Wr.-Wulcker 665/35 Hecposlela, taylerape.

2. A rope forming or attached to the tail, or the

hinder or lower end of anything ; in various tech-

nical applications : e. g.
ta. Nautical, (\\sotailinf.rofe.) A sheet Ots. b.

One of several hand-ropes
attached to the end of a main

rope, as in a bell-rope
which requires more than one ringer.

C. A rope attached to the rear of a train of carriages or

wagons to draw them back again, or to retard their speed in

running down an incline. <t Coal Mining: see quot.

1883. e. A rope for moving a pulley-case in a slide.

a. 1495 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 206, iij hausers of

Normandye .. abought makyng of vj tayle ropes for the

Mayne sayle and a craynelyne for the mayne Toppe. b.

1656 HEYLIN Surv. France 97 There are no lesse then four

main ropes, besides their several! tale-ropes, to ring it [a bell

at Notre Dame, Paris). c. 1838 STEPHRNSON & BIDDER
in Civil Eng. tr Arfk. yml. I. 110/2 We should propose to

work this line by what is called a tail rope ; that is, a rape)

attached to the train, by which it is drawn on the return

journey. 1867 W. \V. SMYTH Coal 4- Coal.ntining 157 If

the inclination of a down-brow be . . less than i in
^28,

the empty tubs, .must be provided with a tail-rope passing
round a sheave at the bottom of the incline, by which

they will be hauled down again. 1874 J. H. COLLINS
Metal Mining 73 In the iron mines of the North of Eng.
land and South Wales..* tail-rope haulage' is exceedingly
common. 1900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 724 A main rope



TAILWARD.

which pulls the '"" trams
.

ul i
and a tail r Pc which tails

after the full trams, and which then becomes the haulage

rope to pull out the empty trams. d. 1883 GRESLEY Coal

Mining Gloss., Tail Hope,..
1*. A round wire rope attached

to cages as a balance. 3. A round hemp rope used for

moving pumps in shafts. e. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm 1 1.

203 The puljey-case is moved in the slide, either by a Ion

screw or by a tail-rope, which, when the case is adjusted, i

fastened to a cleat.

Talisman, ploughman : see TAIL sli. 1 14.

Tailward(s (tri-lwgid(z), adv. [f.
TAIL sb.1 +

-WAW)(s.] Toward the tail
; also quasi-jA (wit!

to,from), the direction in which the tail is.

1617 PORCHAS Pilgrimage v. vii. 2. 590 Their faces t<

the taile-wards. 1665 HOOKK Microgr, 162 The finger bein]

rubb'd from the tail-wards towards the head. 1851 MAVNI
REID Scalp Hunt. \. 384 We were set astride on the bare

backs [of the mules], with our faces turned tailwards.

Tailwise (WHwaiz), adv. [f. TAIL si.1 <-

-WISE.] In the manner of a tail
; also, with the

tail foremost, i. e. backward.
a 1845 HOOD To Dymoke xi, When he [a horse] waddle'

tail-wise with the cup to his stall. 1899 WHITING 5 John
Ht. 33 A ridiculous fag-end, .sticks tailwise out behind.

Tailye, tailzie, taillie (t?-lyi, tfi'li), sb. Sc.

Forms: a. 4-5 talje, 5 taylyhe, 5-6 tailje, 6

taylie, tailye, tailze. 0. 4- taillie, 5- tailyie,

tailjie, 6 taljie, tailljie, 6- tailzie. (In Sc. I)

was the regular representative of F. // mouille' (1) ;

this after 1500 was sometimes printed ly or lyh

according to the sound, but more usually h from the

similarity of written z to j.) [In a form talje,

tailje, tailyhe, a. OF. taille cutting, = TAIL rf.2

In form tailjie, a. OF. tailliee, taittte, taillie

(I3th c. in Godef.)
= Pr. lalkaiia, It. tagliata

: late L. or Comm. Romanic *tdliata, sb. fern,

from pa. pple. of taliare to cut : see TAIL z/.2 and
-AIJE. In OF., taille and tailliee were in some
senses synonymous, and in Sc. spelling the a and
forms ran together, the /3 forms in -ie at length

prevailing.]

fl. A cut piece; a cut or slice (of meat),

[prop, tailjie
= OF. taillie] 06s.

1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. n. (Town fy C. Mouse) xvi,
Muttoun and beif strukkin in tailyeis greit. 1513 DOUGLAS
&neis I. iv. 92 Rent furth the entralis, sum in tailyeis
schair. Ibid. xlu. ii. 18 Syne hakkin thaitne [sacrificial

beasts] in taljeis. 1819 W. TF.NNANT Pafistry Storm'd
(1827) 185 They denner'd well, wi' cheirfu' hearts, On
tailyies fat and fine.

t 2. Arrangement, fixture, [prop, tailje * OF.
taille.] Obs.

f 1425 WVNTOUN Cron. ix. 1137 For bathe bai war be
certane tailje Oblist to do |\it deid, saufT faille. Il>id. 1144
De Lyndissay and de Wellis ba, On hors ane agane a nobir

ran, As bar tailje was ordande ban.

3. Sc. Law. A legal disposition regulating the

tenure and descent of an estate or dignity ;
= TAIL

si.2 3, ENTAIL sb? i. [prop, tailje.]
1375 BARBOUR Bruce xx. 134 (MS. E.) And at this tailje

[MS. C.
tale]

suld lelely Be haldin, all the lordis swar. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvi. (Baptista) 1038 pane wes antypater
wa, |>at his fadir sic a tal^e can ma. 1391 in Eraser The
Lennox

(187.))
II. 43 To the

fulfilling
of this taillie the for-

said Erl of Fife sal purches the kingis assent. 1473-4 dec.
Ld. High. Treas. Scot. I. 6 Certane landis..to be gevin
agane to his sone in talje. 1533 STEWART Cron. Scot.
(Rolls) III. 393 And gif of him the airis maill did falze,
Robert his bruther the narrest of the tail/e. 1578 Keg.
Privy Council Scot. II. 693 All taillies from the airis

generall to the airis maill. 1676 W. Row Contn, Blair's
Autotiog. xii. (1848) 452 Desiring that the tailzie of the
estate of Buccluch might be broken. 1769 De Foe's Tour
Ct. Brit. IV. 53 By an Act 20 Geo. II. .Heirs of Tailzie are
allowed to sell Lands to the Crown [cf. quot. 1747 in
TAILYE v. 3]. 1814 SCOTT Wav. x, In direct contravention
of an unrecorded taillie. 1818 Hrt. Midi, xii, Didna ye
get baith liberty and conscience made fast, and settled by
tailzie on you and your heirs for ever ? 1832 AUSTIN Jurispr
(1879) II. H. 865 The fetters of a Scotch deed of tailzie.
1868 Act 31 fi 32 Viet. c. 101 104 His heirs, whether of
line, conquest, taillie, or provision.

f4. An account or reckoning. Obs.
1497 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 361 Giffin to the

quareouns of the est quarel for schorl tailjee,. .xiiji. iiijrf.

1508 KENNEDIE Flyting w. Duntar 446 A pak of fla-

skynms, fynance for to mak the, Thow sail ressaue, in
Danskyu, of my tailye.

Tailye, tailzie (WHyi, t?-li), v. Sc. Forms :

4 talje, 5 tail;e, -Jee. tayllie, 6 tailze, -zee,
tailye, 8-9 tailzie (with z for 3

=
y, yh, in print

after 1500). [Early Sc. talje, tailje, a. F. taille,
infl. of tailler to cut, etc.

;
=

corresp. English TAIL
v.2 The mod. tailzie is, as in the sb., an erroneous
form for tailje or

tailye.']
tl. trans. To cut

; to cut to shape. Obs.

34

! 3. Sc. Law. To determine or tie up the succes-

sion to (an estate) ; to entail ;
= TAIL .z 5.

1336 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 395 King Robert

set ane parliament at Ayre, in the quhilk. .he gat the croun

of Scotland tailyet to him and the aris-male gottin of his

body, a 1557 Diiirn. Occurr. (Bannatyne Cl.) 24 1 he lord

Erroll marnt the erle of Lennox sistar, quha bure him ane

daughter ; his landis was tailyeit. 1747 Act 20 Geo. II,

c. 50 14 It shall and may be lawful for any Person.,

possessed of a Tailzied Estate in Scotland, to sell, dispone,

or resign, .any Part thereof, which his Majesty, .shall think

fit to purchase, for erecting of Buildings, or making Settle,

ments within the same. 1806 FORSYTH Beauties Scott. IV.

150 In 1315 Thomas de Loch Orr is in the parliament at

Air that tailzied the crown. iSia AUSTIN Jarispr. (rtn)

II. Ii. 864 Proprietors were enabled to tailzie their lands,

that is, to make a destination of their estates so as effectually

to fetter the power of alienation of future proprietors.

f 4. To keep account or tally of. Obs.

1497 Ace. Ld. High. Treas. Scot. I. 351 Thome Foret, to

remane in Dunbar to resaue and store and tailjee the lyme,
sand and pthir gere. 1539 lbid.\\\. 217 George Balglavy
for awayting and keiping and tailjeing of the said tymmer,
lyme, send, and stane.

Hence Tai-lyed, tai-lzied ///. a., cut to shape ;

appointed, fixed, arranged ;
entailed.

1436 [see 2]. 1389 [see i). 1747 [see 3].

Tailyeour, -jour, obs. ff. TAILOR.

t Tailyevey, v. Sc. Obs. rare. In 6 tailjevey,

taill;ewe. [Origin obscure.] intr. To reel from
side to side, move to and fro. Hence t Tailjevey
sb., a reeling or rocking from side to side.

1313 DOUGLAS SEneis v. xiv. 77 Quhow that the schip did
rok and tailjevey For lak of a gud sterisman on the se.

a 1368 in Satir. Poems Reform, xlvi. 8 Scho will sale all

the wintirnight, And nevir tak a tel^evie. c 1579 MONT-
GOMERIE Misc. Poems xlviii. 157 Betuixt the tua [Charybdis
and Scylla] we tuik sik tailljeweis, At bank and buick we
skippit syndrie seis.

Taim, Taime : see THEM, TEAM.
Tain (Wn), sb. [a. F. tain tinfoil, altered from

F. Main tin. Cf. also ME. TEYNE.] (See quot.)
1838 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Tain, a thin tinplate ; tin-

foil for mirrors.

t Tain, v. Obs. rare. In 6 teyne, taygne. [Short
for obtain, or ad. L. tenere, F. tenir, on the ana-

logy of the compounds attain, maintain, obtain,

etc.] a. trans. To obtain, get. b. intr. To
obtain, maintain itself, prevail.
1301 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 156 Bryng with you money

convenient for your expenses, for as yet. .here be now rent

:eyned. c 1330 tr. Erasmus* Semi. Ch. Jesus (1901) 21

EnuyeSj simulations, and the other vicyes, which especyally
aygne in olde men.

Tain, obs. form of THANE.
Tain, taine, obs. ff. taken, pa. pple. of TAKE v.

Tainchell, obs. variant of TINCHEL.
Tainct, -ure, obs. ff. TAINT, TINCTURE.

fTai-nder. Obs. rare 1
. In 5 teyndre.

Aphetic form of ATTAINDER.
1469 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 231 Afore the seid atteyndre or
eyndres.

Taing, dial, variant of TANQ sb*
Taings, Sc. form of TONGS.

tTavuing. Obs. Some kind of device for

catching fish in rivers.

533-4 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c. 7 No . . persone . .shall .. take . .

n..any..nett, berd net of heare, tainyng, lepe, hyve.crele, ..

he yonge frye . . of any kynde of Salmon. 1338 Act i Eliz.
. 17 S i No Person . . withe any. . Net, Weele, Butt, Tayning
Cepper, Lyme, Crele. .shall lake..Spawneor Fryeof Eeles,
Salmon, Pyke or Pyckerell.

Taint (t^nt),^. Forms: 4-6 taynte, 5 teynt,
i-7 taynt, 6 tainte, teinte, 7 tainct, 6- taint.

Here, as in the vb., two words of distinct origin,
>eing identical in form, appear to have run together
n the formation of later senses. The original
words are placed under A and B, the blended senses
under C.]
A. [Aphetic form of ATTAINT sb.]
tl. A 'hit 'in tilting;

= ATTAINT sb. I. Also/jf.
c 1400 Meiayne 1387 Bot me sail neuer be-tyde that taynte.
494 in Letters of Rich, til t, Hen. VII (Rolls) I. 397
>ir Edward A Borough, .brake a spere well brokyn, the ij*"
etter, with a teynt. 1543 GRAFTON Contn. Harding 596 He
.gaue so many teintes y' euery man maruayled at his won-
erfull feetes. Ibid. 599 At

euery coursse he brake a speare

xxvin. 168 At the last meeting the French Taint was so
trong, as the Englishman was wel-neere borne downe : and
o they departed, c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad in. 374 This taint
e follow'd with his sword, drawn from a silver sheath,

t b. trans/. A knock, a blow. Obs.
c 1410 MasterofGame (MS. Digby 182) vii, If grehoundes
yf hym [the fox] mony tayntes and ouersette hym.
i. A disease in horses ;

= ATTAINT sb. 3.
1 65BLUNDEviL//(VttOTaMi>iv.cxix. (1580)55 Ofa nether
aim. .. This is a little bladder full of iellie, much like vnto a
ind-gall, not apparant to the eie, but to the feeling, grow,
ng in the midst of the pasterne, somewhat aboue the frush.
t commeth by a straine, or else by some wrench, or by an
uerreach. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 672 His observa.
ons are particularly applicable to the curl, still they will
pph- equally well to the taint.

to. A conviction ; spec, the conviction of a jury
or having given a false verdict

;
= ATTAINT sb. 4.

TAINT.

1530 PALSGB. 279/1 Taynte, comiamne [sb.]. 1607 COWELL
Interfr., 7a<n/..signifieth either substantiuely a convic.
tion, or adiectiuely a person convicted of felonie or Treason
&C. See Attaint. 1609 SKENE Keg. Maj. i. 13 Gif the
assisors sail happin to be convict as mensworne in the court
be ane Taynt ; that is, be probation of twentie foure loyall
men. 1706 PHILLII'S (ed. Kersey*, A Taint, a Conviction.

fB. [a. OF. leint, taint (i2th c.) :-L. tinctit-s

(tt-stem), and teinte (i3th c.): late and med.L.
tincta, sb. fern, from tinct-us, pa. pple. of tingfre
to TINGE. Cf. the later doublets TINCT and

TINT.]
Colour, hue, tint ; tinge ; dye. Obs.

1367 DRANT Horace, Efist. n. ii. Hvj, Pearles, stones
iewels, pictures, with costelie kynde of tainte. 1389 PUT-
TENHAM Ear. I'oesie in. i. (Arb.) 150 The crimson tainte
which should be laid vpon a Ladies lips, or right in the
center of her cheekes. a 1593 GBEKNK Hexamctra Alexis
in laudett^ RosamUJidx 6 Face rose-hued, cherry-red, with
a silver taint like a

lily,
c 1593 EARI. OXFORD Skefh. Com.

mend. Nimph vii, This pleasant Lilly white, This taint of
roseate red.

C. [Senses app. combining A and B.]
1. A stain, a blemish ; a sullying spot ; a touch,

trace, shade, tinge, or tincture of some bad or un-
desirable quality ; a touch of discredit, dishonour,
or disgrace ;

a slur.

1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. HI. iv. 390, I hate ingratitude more
in a marij Then . .any taint of vice, a 1637 B. JONSON Under-
woods xiii, A hallowed, temple, free from taint Of ethnicisme.
1643 CHAS. I. Proclam. Wks. 1662 II. 350 Free from the foul

(ed. Kersey), A Taint..* Blur, Spot,
Reputation. 1741 FIELDING Jos. Andrevis n. iv, His temper
was.. without the least taint of moroseness. 1781 COWPER
Exfost. 150 Free from every taint but that of vice. 1819
KEATS Eve St. Agues xxv, She knelt so pure a thing, so
free from mortal taint 1838 PRESCOTT Ferd. ff Is. (1846)
II. xx. 211 A slight taint of pedantry. 1831 BRIMLEY Ess.,
Wordsworth 103 There is no taint upon his robe. 1883 SIR
J. BACON in Law Rep. 25 Ch. Div. 316 For good considera-
tion and without taint of suspicion.

t b. A flaw or blemish in the feathers of hawks
from improper feeding ;

= HUNGEB-TBACE(S. Obs.
1486 Bk. St. Altam B ij b. The tayntys that be vppon

her tayll and her Wengys wiche tayntys com for lackc of
fedyng when thay be Eyes. Itid., A Taynt is a thyng that

gooth ouerwarte the federis of the wynges, and of the tayll
fyke as and it were eetyn with wormys.
2. A contaminating, corrupting, or depraving

influence, physical or moral ; a cause or condition
of corruption or decay ; an infection.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, v. iii. 28 What followes then?..a
Eenerall Taint Of the whole State. 1691 LOCKE Ednc. i 68
Keep him from the Taint of your Servants, and meaner
People. 1735 BOLINGBROKE On Parties ii. 15 That epi.
demical Taint, with which King James infected the Minds
of Men, continued upon us. 1828 MACAULAV Ess., Hallam
(1887) 93 A deep and general taint infected the morals of the
most influential classes, 183* HT. MARTINEAU Ireland vi.

93 The health . . was affected by the taint the marsh gave to
the atmosphere.

b. A trace or tinge of disease in a latent state.

1613 W. LAWSON Country Housew. Card. (1626) 16 It is

a great signe of a taint, and next yeeres death. 1639 T. DE
GRAY Compl. Horsetn. 347 If you doe perceive a taint in his
winde. 1804 Med. Jrnl. XII. 414 How often does latent
venereal taint produce glandular obstructions? 1875 H. C.
WOOD Theraf. (1870) 410 Diseases of the bones, dependent
upon or resulting from a scrofulous taint. 1879 Spon's
Encycl. Manuf. I. 9 It is also essential that there shall be
no dry rot or

'

taint
'

present [in the wood]. 1899 AllbutCi
Syst. Med. VIII. 116 Both diseases own a common origin,

namely hereditary nervous taint.

1 3. (Also tant.) Short for TAINT-WOBM ; also,
a small red spider (see quot. 1646). Obs.

1377 B. GOOGE HcrcsoacKs Husb. in. (1580) 134 b, If he
swell of the taint, or stingworme. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. Hi. xxvii. 176 There is found in the Summer a
kind of spider called a Tainct of a red colour.. .This by
Countrey people is accounted a deadly poison unto Cowes
and Horses ; who, if they suddenly die, and swell thereon,
ascribe their death hereto, and will commonly say, they have
licked a Tainct. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. a 1705 RAY
Hist. Insects (1710) 41 Araneus exiguus coccineus, vulgo
Anglice a Tant or Taint.

4. Comb, as taint-free a., free from taint.

1663 Flagellujn, or O. Cromwell 205 Nor were most of his

Relations taint free of those principles.

\ Taint, ///. a. Obs. rare.

1. [Aphetic form of ATTAINT ///. a.] a. At-

tainted, convicted, b. Affected, seized, struck.

o. Exhausted.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chrott. Wace (Rolls) 5164 Recreaunt &

teynu Ibid. 10903 Ful of yre, wyb colour [=choler] teint.

c 1380 Sir Feruntb. 3822 Gyoun banne was teynt & paal ;

so longe he hadde yuaste. 1496 Dives ft Paup. (W. de

Worde) n. xvii. 129/1 He sholde be taken as a conuycte
and a taynt \fcrh. ataynt] traytour. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey), Taint, Convicted ofa Crime, as Treason, Felony, etc.

2. [Shortened pa. pple. of TAINT v.]
= TAINTED;

infected, corrupt.
1610 QUARLES Jonah ix. Medit. H ij b, Their seruice is

vnsweet, and foully taint 1743 Land, ty Country Brew. iv.

(ed. 2) 330 Such casks, .will grow furry, taint, and stinking.

Taint, v. Forms : 4-6 taynte, 5-6 taynt, 6-7

teiut, 5- taint. Pa. pple. tainted; also for-

merly contr. taint (teint, etc.). [Here, as in the

sb., there are two words of distinct origin, A and

B, and a series of senses C, in which both appear
more or less to blend.]



TAINT.

A. [Aphetic form of ATTAINT v.]
I. fl. trans. To convict, prove guilty; ^ AT-

TAINT v, 3. Obs.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxi. (Eugenia) 603, & Jni with \>\s

dede is wele taynt, pat makis na ansuere to )>is plant.
CI400 MAUNDKV. (Roxb.) xxvi. 122 AH thefez and robbours
bat er

taynted JeroflT. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8109 Now art

pou trewly hor traitour, & tainted for fals. 4:1440 York
Myst. xxvi. 6 Traytourcs tyte will 1 taynte. 1603 HOL-
LAND Plutarch's Mor. 485 Apollo commanded them, that if

they were all tainted with the said murder, they should all

depart out of the citie Chios.

f2. To prove (a charge) ; ATTAINTS. 4. Obs.

1424 Sc. Acts fas. / (1814) II. 6/1 And quhar it beis

tayntyt bt J>ai [rukis] bige and |>c biniis be flow in and |e
nestis be fundyn in be treis at beltane, be treis salbe forfahit
to be king.

f3. To subject to attainder; = ATTAINTS. 6. Obs.

1732-8 NKAL first, /'ttrit. (1822) I. 71 Elizabeth's blood
being tainted by act of parliament.
t 4. To accuse of crime or dishonour ;

= AT-
TAINT v. 7. Obs.
a 1619 FLETCHER Bonduca \. i, 'Tis dishonour, And,

follow'd, will be impudence, Bonduca, And grow lo no
belief, to taint these Romans.

II. f5. To touch, strike, hit; esp. in tilting;
= ATTAINT v. i. Obs.

1515 LD. BERNERS Froiss, II. clxviii. [clxiv.] 470 They
ran togider, & tainted eche other on ye helmes, but their

speres grated not. 1581 STANYHURST JEneis HI. (Arb.) 8ot

I doe Hue, I assure thee, thogh dangers sundrye me taynted.
1583 STOCKER Civ. Warres LoweC. iv. 65 b, The Enemie
. . tainted fower of them with the Shot of one Harquebouze.
1590 MARLOWE ?nd Pt. Tantburl. i. in, Tilting at a glove,
Which, when he tainted with his slender rod, He [etc.].

t b. To break (a lance, staff) in
tilting,

etc. Obs.

1599 B. JONSON Every Man out ofHum. n. i, He can sit

a great horse ; bee will taint a staffe well at tilt. 16x4
MASSINGER Parl. Love iv. iii, Do not fear. I have A staff

to taint, and bravely.

B. [a. AF. teinter (1409-10), f. feint
t pa. pple.

of OF. teindre to dye, colour: L. tingfre to dye,
TINGE ; cf. ATTAINT, PAINT.]
f 1, trans. To colour, dye, tinge. Obs.

[1409-10 Act ii Hen. Wt c. 6 Qe certeins marchantz
aliens. .achatent.. Mill draps de blanket fyne, ou pluis, &
les font teintrere \v.r. teinter] de lour grayn demesne en
Scarlet ou Sangwyne.] 1471 RIPLEV Comp. Alch. \. vi. in
Ashm. Thentr. Chem. Brit. (1652) 130 Able to tayne [? taynt]
with colour whych wyll not vade, a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon
cxxxviii. 513 With the blode of y* dede sarasyns theyr
swordys were all tayntyd red. 1589 GREENE Menafhon
(Arb.) 54 At this, the pore swaine tainted his cheeks with a
vermilhon die. 1725 Bradley's Fam. Diet. s.v. Butter, As
to that [Butter] which they taint with Eel-pouts, besides
that it deceives the Sight it is very often disagreeable to the
Taste, (a 1839 PRAED Poems (1864) II. 57 Bid faith and
beauty die, and taint Her heart with fraud, her face with
paint.]

f b. To dip, bathe. Obs. rare.

1594 MARLOWE Dido i. i, And Phoebus, as in Stygian
pools, refrains To taint his tresses in the Tyrrhene mam.
t 2. To apply tincture, balm, or ointment to (a
wound, etc.). Obs.

1579 LVLY Eufkues (Arb.) 65 If it be ripe it shalbe
lawnced, if it be broken it shalbe tainted. 1580 Euphues
<V Eng. (Arb.) 314 Whether dost thou wade Philautus in

launcmg the wound thou shouldest taint. 1607 TOPSELL
Four-f. Beasts (165%) 274 If you slit his [a horse's] fore-head,
and loosening the skin from the bone, taint it with Turpentine
and Sallet-oyl, it will undoubtedly help him. 1639 T. DE GRAY
Compl, Horsent, 95 Annoynt, wash, bathe and taint (if need
be) uie sorance.

C. [Senses in which A and B appear to blend.]
1. trans. To affect (esp. in a slight degree) ;

to

touch, tinge, imbue slightly (usually with some bad
or undesirable quality).
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. W, v. iii. 183 A pure vnspotted heart,

Neuer yet taint with loue, I send the King. 1593
3 Hen. Vft HI. i. 40 Nero will be tainted with remorse.

1605 R. CAREW in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 99, 1 am tainted
with a sparcke of Envye. 1710 BERKELEY Princ. Hum.
Knowl. Pref., Those who are tainted with Scepticism.
1761-** HUME Hist. Eng. Ixix. (1806) V. 198 Nowise tainted
with enthusiasm. 1850 LYELL znd Visit U. S. II. 115 The
French or Spanish Creoles here would shrink. .from inter-

marriage with one tainted, in the slightest degree, with
African blood. 1884 Law Rep. 26 Ch. Div. 124 It does not
follow that all the subsequent payments were tainted with
the original infirmity.

T~ 2. To affect injuriously ; to cause detriment to ;

to hurt, injure, impair. Obs.
1601 SHAKS. TweL f?. in. iv. 13 Sure the man is tainted in's

wits, a 1623 BEAUMONT Ode Blessed Trin. ii, No cold shall
thee benumme, Nor darknesse taint thy sight.

t b. To sully, stain, tarnish (a person's honour).
1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, in. i. 56 We come not by the way

of Accusation, To taint that honour euery good Tongue
blesses. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 183 F i Any Occasion
which he thinks may taint his own Honour. 1733 C<?-
sfious Lovers iv. i, The honour of a Gentleman ts liable to
be tainted by as small a Matter as the Credit of a Trader.

1 3. To affect with weakness ; to cause to lose

vigour or courage. Obs.
1600 HOLLAND Lay xxviu. xv. 679 [They] being thus

tainted, as well in courage of heart, as in bodily strength, gave
ground and reculed. ci6ix CHAPMAN Iliad xm. 449 Fear
taints me worthily, Though firm I stand, and show it not.

t b. intr. To lose vigour or courage ; to become
weak or faint ; to wither, fade. Obs.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. tit 3 Till Byrnane wood remoue to

Dunsinane, I cannot taint with Fcare. 1639 HORN & ROB.

Gate Lang. Unl. xt. 106 Failing of that moisture it flags,
tainteth (wilherelh), and by and by dricth ;avay.
4. trans. To infect with pernicious, noxious,

corrupting or deleterious qualities ;
to touch with

putrefaction ;
to corrupt, contaminate, deprave.

1573 Durham Deposit, (Surlees) 252 The said Bell is a

great Iyer, and tauilyd of his lounge. 1591 SHAKS. Rom. 4
jiil, i. iv. 75 Ladies lips.. Which oft the angry Mali with
blisters plagues, Because their breath with Sweet meats
tainted are. 1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. n. ii, Why
lainst tbou then the ayie with stench of flesh? 1667 MiMOM
P. L. xn. 512 The truth With superstitions and traditions

taint. 1770 Juitius Left, xxxviii. (1820) 186 The poison of
their doctrines has tainted the natural benevolence of his

disposition. 1861 THACKERAY Four Georges ii. (1862) 116
i One. .who tainted a great society by a bad example.

b. intr. To become putrefied, corrupted, or

rotten
; to tarnish.

1601 SHAKS. Tivel. Jv". in, iv. 145 Nay pursue him now,
least the deuice take ayre, and taint. 1637 T. MORTON New
Eng. Canaan (1883) 117 Fish and Flesh both will taint in

those paries, notwithstanding the use of Salt. 1641 H.
L'ESTRANGE God's Sabbath 26 Tbe putrefaction which
Manna contracted by procrastination on other dayes..was
the greater miracle . .because it tainted against nature. 1766
Aluseum Rust. III. 239 The naiural humidity of the plant
..which sometimes .. is retained so long as to cause the
heads to taint, and become rotten.

Hence Tai'nting vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1593 NASHE Four* Lett. Con/ut. Wks. (Grosart) II. 220
Yet tainting is no infamous surgerie for him that hath beenc
in so many_hote skirmishes. 1598 FLORIO, Macca, a bruse,
a spot, a tainting. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. \. iv. 148 If you buy
Ladies flesh at a Million a Dram, you cannot preserue it

from tainting. 163* Star Chamb. Cases (Camden) 109 These
words were very foule and dishonorable : it is a tainting of
all honor. 1841 MANNING Serm. xi. (1848) I. 156 All the
tainting, stupifying power of its original sin.

Taint, obs. variant of TENT sb.

Taintable (Wntib'l), a.
[f. TAINT v. +

ABLE.] Liable to taint or be tainted.

1864 BLACKMORE Clara, Vaugkan xxxii, We got all that
was taintable into the little yard.

Tainted (tinted),///, a. [f. TAINT v. + -ED i.]
1. Stained, tinged; contaminated, infected, cor-

rupted ; touched with putrefaction or incipient

decay ; affected with some corrupting influence.

1577 B. GOOGE Hercsbach's Husb. \. (1586) 43 He thinkes
it better to let that [corn] alone that is alredy corrupted,
and.. when so euer ye neede to occupie it, to take away
that is taynted, and to vse the rest, a 1619 FLETCHER, etc.

Knt. Malta iv. ii. Treason and tainted thoughts are all the

gods Thou worship'dst. 1630 B. JONSON New Inn n. ii, Host.
. . And speakes a little taynted, fly-blowne Latin, After the
Schoole. Sea. Of Stratford o' the Bow. For Lillies Latine,
is to him vnknow. 1709 SWIFT Adv. Relig. Wks. 1755 II. i.

09 Women of tainted reputations. 1711 ADDISON Hymn,
How are Thy Servants

blest*)
Thro' burning Climes I

pass'd unhurt, And breath'd in tainted Air. iSai WORDSW.
Sonn. t Virgin, Woman! above all women glorified, Our
tainted nature's solitary boast. 1837 M. DONOVAN Dom.
Econ. II. 243 In what manner charcoal boiled with tainted
meat can affect the interior. 1883 SIR W. B. BRETT in Law
Rep. ii Q. Bench Div. 454 That these statements were
tainted evidence, because they came from accomplices.

b. Having a taint of disease ; infected with
latent disease. Cf. TAINT sb. C. 2 b.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. iv. L 1x4, I am a tainted Weather
of the flocke, Meetest for death. 1697 DRYDEN Virg, Past,
i. 70 Nor fear a Rott from tainted Company. 1897 A ilbutt's

Syst. Med. II. 924 Children of parents engaged in the manu-
facture of matches and tainted with phosphorIsm.

2. Imbued with the scent of an animal (usually
a hunted animal). (Cf. BLEMISH s&. 4.) Ods.oiarch.
1704 ADDISON Campaign 122 So the stanch Hound the

trembling Deer pursues, And smells his footsteps in the
tainted dews. 1732 POPE Ess. Man i. 214 What modes. .

Of smell, the headlong lioness between, And hound sagacious
on the tainted green. xSio SCOTT Lady of L. i. ii, [The
stag] A moment snuffed the tainted gale.

1 3. Tinted, stained. Obs. rare.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)XIII. 715/2 They also use a kind
of paper for drawing, which is called tainted paper.

Tainter,sb. and v. , obs . f. TENTER. Taint-hook,
obs. f. TENT-HOOK. Tainting : see under TAINT
v. Taintingly (in Shaks.) : see TAUNTINGLY.
Taintless (Wntles), a. Chiefly poet. [f.

TAINT sb. + -LESS.] Free from taint ; without stain

or blemish ; immaculate, clean, pure, innocent.

1590 MARLOWE 2nd Pt. Tamburl. iv. i, To flesh our
taintless swords. 1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. iv. iii,

leaping bar, And the taintless tide that awaits me afar. 1893
in Barrows Parl. Relig. I. 725 A pure, taintless, lofty,

elevating.. faith.

Hence Tai'ntlessly adv., without taint.

1846 in WORCESTER. 1847 in WEBSTER ; and in mod. Diets.

Tarntment. fare. [f. TAINT v. + -WENT.]
f 1. ATTAINTMKNT, ATTAINT. Obs.

1613 T. GODWIN Rom. Antiq. (1658) 317 Taintments of

treason against any person of state.

2. Contamination, defiling tincture.

1633 T. ADAMS Exf. 2 Peter \\. 14 That is a rare eye. .that
can mingle itself with sordid corruptions, and receive no
taintment.

Taintor. -our. [Agent-n. from TAINT z;.]

fl. [Cf. TAINT v. A.] One who brings legal
evidence against another for conviction of some
crime ; an accuser, informer. Obs*

TAIT.
''451 Sc. Act* Jas. //(i8!4) II. 4o/i pat na man haf out of
s Kealme gold bul^cone orsilucr vnderfx: ixiyu of esche lie

& b^lakaJ
4"* **"" l ** ki '1E & ^C^ l ** uynlour

2. [a. AF. tcintour = OK. Uinior, -urt -eur.] A
dyer. rare.

1889 MCANAU.V in A>A AYA Monthly Ou. 8i> The cloth
..finished and ready fur the Dyer, Litter, ur Liner, or ttw
Nornian Fainter or lainuir.

Taintnre (t/i-ntifu). Now rare. Also 5-7
taynt-, 6-7 tainct-.

I. [a. OK. tainture, teinturt colouring (i^th c.),
ad. L. tmctura dyeing, TINCTUKK; in sens.-'

TAINT v. C.] fl. Colouring. Obs.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos vi. 24 We wryte the grete and fir*te

LJinytall lettres. , wytn the taynture of reed colour?.
2. Tainting, staining, stain, defilement, infection.
1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. Pf, ir. i. 188 Gloiter, see here the

Tamcture of thy Nest, And looke thy setfe be faultless.-,
thou wert best. 1609 KAWLINSON Fishermen n Tokeepe it
from the corruption and tainture of sin. 1634 T. JOHNSON
tr. Party s Chirurg. xvin. ix. (1678) 419 There are. .three
distinct causes of gout : A tainture from the Parents [etc.].

1645 USSHER Body Dw.(i647) 126 It shining in him without
tainture or blemish. 1681 RVCAUT tr. Gracian's Critick 237
Others have always retained some tainture and favour of
their former condition. 1854 Eraser's Mag. L. 667 Who
Neerland's blood feel nobly flow, From foreign tainture free,

II. f3- Aphetic form of ATTAINTURB. Obs.
1611 G. SANDYS tr. Ovid's Met. i. (1626) 20 Asham'd that

such a tainture should be lay'd Vpon my blood) that could
not be gayn-said.

Tai-nt-worm. arck. [f. TAINT sb. + WORM.]A worm or crawling larva supposed to taint or
infect cattle, etc. : cf. TAINT sb. C. 3.
1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 150 Doo taint wormes good,

that lurke where ox should eat? 1637 MILTON Lyctdas 46
As killing as the Canker to the Rose, Or Taint-worm to the

weanling Herds that graze. 1840 BROWNING Sordelio vi.

158 Study the corpse-face thro* the taint-worms' scurf.

II Tai-piug (tai,piij). Also Tae-ping.
[Chinese T*m^Mfgl i.e. Pat great, ping peace.]
The name given to the adherents of a great
rebellion which arose in Southern China in 1850,
under the leadership of Hung-siu-tsuen, styled

Tien-wangt Heavenly Prince, and T^ai-p'ing-
wangt Prince of great peace, who claimed a divine
commission to overthrow the Manchu dynasty and
establish one of native origin, to -be called the

T'ai-p'ing Chao or Great Peace Dynasty. Also
attrib. Hence Tai-ping-dom, Tai-ping-ism.
The war which ensued devastated some of the most fertile

provinces of China for a number of years ; partly by means
of English help the Tai -pings were finally routed and dis-

persed in 1865.
1860 All Year Round No. 71. 504 A Taiping's head is

paid for. at the rate of one tael. /Mrf., He succeeded in

forcing back the TaJpings when they menaced the Pekin
Canal. lbid. % Of these alternatives, piracy pays the best,

Taipingism being decidedly the least lucrative. 1883
Chantbers's Encycl. IX. 274/1 The confusion and expense
of the Tae-ping rebellion. 1884 A. FORBES Chinese Gordon
xi. The Imperialist generals had hemmed Tai-pingdom
within certain limits in the lower valley of the Yantsze.

Tair, obs. Sc. f. TEAE v. Taira, var. TAYRA,
a Brazilian weasel-like animal. Tairge, obs. and
dial. f. TARGE. Tairn, obs. f. TARN. Tais, obs,

Sc. f. TASS, takes (see TAKE v.}, toes (pi. of TOE).
Tais, -e, var. TEISE sb. and v. Obs.

\\ Taisch, taish. (tai/). Gaelic folklore, [a.

Gaelic taibhs (taivj, taij) : Olr. taidbse> Mir. tadk-

batSj phantasm.] The phantom or apparition of a

living person who is about to die
; also, in more

general sense, a phantom or vision of second sight.
1775 JOHNSON Western Isles, Ostig, By the term second

sight) seems to be meant a mode of seeing, superadded to
that which nature generally bestows. In the Erse it is

called Taisch ; which signifies likewise a spectre, or a vision.

1785 BOSWELL Tour to Hebrides 7 Sept., Some women said

to him, they had heard two taischs, that is. two voices of

persons about to die ; and what was remarkable, one of
them was an English taisch, which they never heard before.

iTSia Statist. Ace. Scotl. % Ross III. 380 The ghosts of the

dying, called tasks, are said to be heard, their cry being a

repetition of the moans of the sick.. .The corps follow the

tract led by the tasks to the place of interment. [Here task

appears to be Gael, tasg
'

ghost ', erroneously taken in sense

of taibhs, taisch.] 1902 J. G. CAMPBELL Witchcraft ft Second

Sight 159 Some time after [the taish was seen] a ship was
wrecked in the east end ofTiree, and one of the sailors whose

dress, when his body was found, corresponded to that of the

taisb, was taken and buried in Kirkapool.

Taisel, taissel, obs. and Sc. ff. TASSEL.

Taishes, taisses : see TASSE, thigh-armour.

Taist, Taister, obs. Sc. ff. TASTE, TESTER.

fTait, a. ME. and Sc. Obs. Also 4 teyte,

tayt. [a. ON. teitr glad, cheerful, corresp. to a

doubtful OE. txtan to gladden, cheer, from an adj.

*tdt, and in form to OHG., MHG. *etz tender,

dear, pleasing.] Cheerful, lively, active, nimble.
c 1300 Havelok 1841 pe laddes were kaske and teyte. 13. .

E. E. AlHl. P. B. 871, I schal biteche yow Jo two )>at tayt

arn & quoynt. 13. . Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 1377 Techez hym to

I tayles of ful tayt bestes. c 1470 HBNRVSON Mor. Fab.

vn. {Lion <V Mouse) xiii, Sua come ane trip of my is out of

thair nest, Richt tail and trig. 1500-10 DUNBAR Poems xiv.

49 Ouir all the gait sa mony thevis sa tait. 1513 DOUGLAS
ALneis xti. Prol. 184 Litill lammis Full tait and trig socht

bleUnd to thar dammis.
6-2



TAITE.

Tait, Sc. variant of TATE.

tTaite. 06s. Also 4 tayt. [a. ON. teiti

Rladsomeness, joy, cheerfulness, f. teitr adj. : see

T.MT.l Gladness, alacrity.

13 . E. E. Allit. P. B. 889 penne vch tolke tyjt hem bat

hade of tayt fayled, & vchon robeled to be rest bat he reche

most. (11400-50 Alexander 1208 pus ^ede bai furtbe.. And

irottes on toward Tyre with taite \_v.r. loy] at )>aire hertis.

Taith, variant of TATH si. and TATHE v.

Taiver, Taivert, var. TAVEB, TAVERT.
Tajagu, tajassu : see TAYASSO.

Takable, Takar : see TAKEABLE, TAKER.

Take O^k), v. Pa. t. took (ttik) ; pa. pple.

taken (t.?i-k'n). Forms : see below. [Late OE.

tacan, t6c, *lacen, a. ON. taka, t6k, tckinn (OSw.
taka, S\v. taga, Da. tags), to grasp, grip, seize, lay

hold of, take, which appears c i loo, in late parts

of the OE. Chron., first in MS. D, and then a 1150
also in E, and elsewhere, bnt may have been in'

use in the Dane-law district a 1000. In ME. it

gradually superseded the OE,. niman (see NlM v.},

and has been, during the later ME. and the whole

mod.Eng. period, the simplest and most direct

word for the general notion expressed by Da. tage,

Sw. taga, Ger. nehmen, Du. nemen, Fr. prendre,
It. premiere, Sp., Pg. tomar, L. caplre, sumlre,

Gr. \apBaveiv, Russ. 6pan>, B3HTI>, Heb. np5>

lagax, etc. ON. taka was app. cognate with M Du.
and mod.EFris. taken to lay hold of, grasp, seize,

catch; it was also in ablaut-relation to Goth.

tekan, tai/Sk, tlkans to touch (with the hands, etc.).

With the sense in Gothic cf. ON. takad, late OE.
tacan on to touch.]
A. Illustration of Forms and Inflexions.

Take is, like shake,forsake, a strong vb. of the 6th ablaut
series. In northern ME. the k and following short vowel in

take, takes, taken were often suppressed, leaving the forms

ta, tas, tan, of which ta, lay, survives in Eng. dialects,
tane in Sc. and many Eng. dialects, ta'en in Eng. poets.
The reduction of the pa. t. to td is obs., rare, and doubtful. A
weak pa.t. taked occurs from i3th c., and is, with tayed,
tened, tade, still dialectal. For the pa. pple taken, the pa. t.

took has been common since l6th c. in vulgar speech and in

dialects, which have also tooken, tooked. In the pa. pple.,
ton(e for the northern tan(e occasionally appears. See Eng.
Dial. Diet.

1. Infin., and Pres. a. 2 taoau (tsecen), 3-5
taken, -yn ; 4 tao, 4-5 (6- .Sir.) tak, 5 taake, 6

taik(e, Sf. taok ; 3- take.
c ixoo O. E. Chron. an. 1076 (MS. D) Ac se kyngc..hine

Ie_t sySSan tacan. a 1154 Ibid. an. 1140 On bis geer wolde be

13. . Cursor M. 568 (Cott.) pe god to tak and leue be ill.

Ibid. 2812 (Gott.) His mohwes..J>at suld his dohutris tac.
c 1380 WVCLIF Whs. (1880) 367 pal schal taake no binge ellis.

<ri400 Lay Folks Mass Bk., Bidding Prayer li. 64 En-
saumpil for to tak. 1440 Promp. Parv. 485/2 Takyn, or

receyvyn. 1538 KATH. BUI.KELEY in Lett. Suppress. Monas-
teries (Camden) 230 He . . will not taike my answere. 1546
Yorks. Chantry Sun. (Surtees)II.454 No man will talk yt.
1562 WINJET Cert. Tractatis HI. Wks. (S. T. S.) I. 34 That
this tumult tak rest. 1573 TVEIE Refnt. in Cath. Tractates
(S. T. S.) 14 He culd nocht tack tent to sic trifflis. 1785
BURNS To the Deil xxi, O wad ye tak a thought an' men' 1

B. contr. 4 (5-6 St.) ta, taa, 4-6 (9 dial.} tay,
tae, 5 tan.

CI340 Cursor M. 1250 (GStt.) Hugat bu sal ta [Cott. tak ;

Fair/., Trin. take] bi right way. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce x.
610 And thair abaid thair aynd to ta. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
iii. (Andreas] n Sanct Andrew his way can tay. 1400Laud Troy Bk. 1742 Thelaman . . nold her not to his spouse
tan. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) ii. 153 Quhen thay
saw Sym sic curage ta. 1570 in J. Bedford Mar. Play
Wit ff Sc., etc. (Shaks. Soc.) oi Eche swete corde eclie ere
woolde tay. 1865 WAUGH Besom Ben vii, Wheer are yo
beawn to tay mo too ?

2. Imper. a. 3-4 tao, 4-5 (6- Sf.) tak, 4- take
;

pi. 3 takez, 4 -es, -is, 5 takejj. 0. contr. 4-6 ta,
pi. tas (4 tatz).
c iioo ORMIN 8355 Jossep, ris upp & tacc he child & tacc

be childess moderr. c 1130 Mali Meid. 7 Tac be to him
treowehche. 13.. Cursor M. 15233 (Cott.) Takes and etes
o bis bred. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 735 Tatz to non ille,
)if I melc a lyttel more. 13.. Gain, f; Gr. Knt. 413 Ta
now by grymme tole to be. Hid. 1396 Tas yow bere my
cheuicaunce. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. r 77 Tak reward
of by value, c 1425 Cursor M. 661 (Trin.) Bej> war & takeb
good entent. (11510 DOUGLAS King Hart n. 140 First
witnes thow me ta. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. xliii, This is
the way; follow me,.. sir, but tak tent to your feet.

3. Pres. Indie, (special forms), a. 2nd pers.
sing. a. 4 takes, 4-5 -is, 5 -yst, 5- takest. 0.
contr. 4 tas, 5 taas.

.13.. Cursor M. 18358 (Cott.) pou )>at..fra bi folk bair
sinnes takes [Cult, takis ; ^14,5 TV,* takest, iLrf takystj,Ibid. 27132 (Cott.) pou bi bis.ng tas be ober men. ci43oChrist, mm Compl 46+ in Pol Rel. f, L. Poems (1866) ,%7

ng
b. yd pers. sing. &. 2

tsscp, 3-4 take>, -e,
4-5 takith, 4-7 (8- arch.} taketh ; 4- takes (6
Sc. takis, tekis).
a 1150 MS. 303 Corp. Chr. Coll. Cainlr. 178 (Napier)Swa hw swa hft on, t*cb c ,.7S LAV. 336, And tak^hhis child, 1350 It,It. I'alerne 3193 pe comli quen ban

36

takeb meliors by be hande. 13.. Cursor Jlf. 29274(0011.)

On bam bis cursing stede first takes That [etc.]. 1361

WVCLIF Matt. x. 38 He that takith nat his crosse._ 1484

CAXTON Fables of Msop v. xiii, He is not wyse whiche..

taketh debate or stryf. 1571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxix. 41

The Duvill . . tekis forme of Angell bry te.

/}. contr. 4-5 tas (4 tath), 4-6 St. tais, 5 tase, taee.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipcianc} 270 Gret dowt HI

his hart he tais. 1390 GOWER Con/. II. 129 He therof his

part ne tath. a 1400-50 Alexander 1666 He. .Tas him to

his tresory. c 1430 Brut 406 Thanne Vmfreuyle, hi& leue

he tace [rime space]. 01450 Le Morte Arth. 956 Sir

Gawayne. .to conselle he tase [rimes was, case, has).

C. //. o. 4 taken, 5 -yn ; 0. contr. 4 tas.

1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 566 Of hure tenful tach ?e taken

ensample. 1357 Lay Folks Calech. 244 What thing so we

gete, or tas.

4. Past Indie, (and Sub/.}, o.l ? i t<5o, 2-3 toe,

3-4 took, 3-5 tok, 3-6 toke, (4 toek, ? to), 5-7

tooke, 4- took. //. ? i t<5eon, 2 tocan, 3-5

token, 4 tokene, tooken, 5 tokyn.
ciioo O. E. Chron. (MS. D) an. 1075, He..tdc [MS. E
nam] swilce jerihta swa he him gelajade. c 1200 ORMIX
Pref. 9 Crist toe dae(> o rodetre. 1275 LAV. 54 He.. bane
hilke boc lock us to bisne. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5864 As
me him drinke tok. Ibid. 6651 pis erl. .toe hire be caste! of

bruges. 13. . Cursor M. 13152 (Cott.) To be bure sco tok hir

pas. 7^/^16454 Quen bai be fine gold forsoke. And to [v.r.

toke] bam lobe lede. 1377 LANCU P. PI. B. (MS. RawDxvu
269 -r 3 He softe ?ede, pat he toek vs as tit. 1393 Ibid. C. iv. 47
Mede..took hym a noble For to be hure bed man. 1420
(?) LVDC. Assembly ofGods 421 She toke hym by the hande.

Ibid. 1888, L.myn hert to me tooke. 1579 LYLV Euphues
(Arb.) 80 Lucilla..toke him by the hand. 1641 H INI IK jf.

Bruen xlviii. 156 A little before hee tooke his Chamber.
c iioo O. E. Chrott. (MS. D) an. 107^

And [hi) tdcon br
inne mycele sehta. 1154 Itid. (MS. E) an. 1136, pa tocan
ba o5re & helden her castles ajenes him. c 1*00 ORMIN 6492
pe)3 tokenn nihhtess reste (>a:r. c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 3194
Alle Se bones 8e he Sor token. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3987
A lettre hii toke b6 kinge. 13.. S. Erkenwolde 57 in

Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 267 Quen tithynges tokene to

be tone, c 1380 Lay Folks Catech. (Lamb. MS.) 1211 Whan
we tok cristyndom. 1382 WYCLIF John \. 5 Derknessis
tooken not it. c 1400 Destr. Tro% 4696 pal . . tokyn the

tresure. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. n. ii. 145 To hem whiche
token and helden tho ymagis to be her Goddis.

a.2 (St. and . dial.) 4-9 tuk, 5-9 tuke, (5

twke, 6 twik, tuike), 6- tuik.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints i. (Petrvs) 36 He hym tuk to be

hyrn by In his transfiguracion. c 1470 HENRY Wallace t. 78
King Eduuard than it tuk in gret greuance. 1533 GAU
Richt Vay (S. T. S.) 32 The sone..twik apone hyme our
natur. c 1560 ROLLAND Seven Sages (1837) Aij, I..tuke

gude nicht. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. i.

(S. T. S.) 100 He tuke thame, he eit thame rawe. Ibid, x,

320 His recreatioune he tuike in Caris hous. Mod. Sc. We
tuik them wi' us.

0. 3 takede, 5- taked. (See Eng. Dial. Did.}
c 1205 LAY. 3333 pe we swa takede him on. 1485 Waterf.

Arch, in loiA Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 318 That
spoiled, robbed, or taked ony of the Kyngs hege men.

5. Past pple. a. 2-4 itaken, 4 ytakyn ; 4-
taken, (4-5 takin, -yn, 5 -yne, -on, -un, 6
takne, taking; 7 taiken, Sc. taikin).
c 1175 Itaken [see B. 14]. c 1205 Itaken [see take on : 84 i].

c 1320 Cast. Love 202 pe blisse of lyf he hab forsaken, And
to deolful deb him taken, c 1330 Assitmp. I'irg. (B. M. MS.)
625 When bi lord was ytakyn. 1375 Cursor M. 4875
(Fairf.) Qua-so ys takin wib stollyn binge, a 1380 S. Ber.
tiard 612 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 51/2 Wib seknesse
stronge He was itaken. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1512 His towne
was takon. f 1449 PECOCK Repr. n. iv. 159 Weel takun of
wise men. 1537 WRIOTHESLEY Chron. (Camden) I. 60 The
sayd Halam was takne. 1552 LYNDESAV Monarche 5539
Quhilkis salbe taking, but warnyng. 1629 Reg. Privy
Council Scotl. Ser. n. III. 25 We. .have taikin thame.

0. contr. 3-5 itake, 4-5 ytake ; 4-7 take, 5 (6
psmdo-Sc} tak.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6106 Nou adde heyemen of be lond
itake. .His fader ostage god ynoa 1340-70 Alex, t, Dind.
721 ?e schullen . .offren to venus A ful dcrworbe douue on
his den take, 1377 LANGU P. PI. B. xi. 254 So is. .pouerte
or penaunce pacientlyche ytake. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) VIII. 79 At Turon he was i-take wib a fevere. 1423
JAS. I Kingis Q. cxciii, Sche hath me tak, hir humble crea-
ture, c 1425 Cursor M. 928 (Trin.) pat erbe bou were of take.
c 1440 Pallad. on Huso. 111. 906 To graffe a quynce is diuers
tyme ytake. c 1450 Merlin 296 And his wif [was] also I-take.
1559 Atirr. Mag. (1563) I j, Shortly after was Kyng Henry
take, And put in pryson. 1605 Take [see B. 49].

7. contr. 4 y-tan ; 4-5 tan, 4-8 tane, (4 tene,
4 (6 Sc.} tain, 4-5 tayn, 5-6 Sc. tayne, 6 taan,
teyne, Sc. teine, 6-7 taine, 7 taen), 7-8 ta'ne,
9 (poet, and dial.) ta'en ; (erron.) 5 ton, 5 (6
psendo-Sc.) tone.

1320 Sir Tristr. 1000 Now hab tristrem y tan O;ain
moraunt to fijt. 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr.(i866) i Ihesu
the Worde of God has tane manes kynde. 13. . Cursor M.
4896 (Cott.) Lok bai alle be tain [v. rr. tan, tane, take] and

400 Wallace.. Apon the crag with his suerd has him tayne.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xtvi. 102 That he. .nocht in the
femdis net be tone [rime allone]. 1:1520 NISBET N. T. in
Scots, Acts i. ii Quhilk is taan vp fra you into heuen. 15. .
Sir A. Barton in Surtees Misc. (1888) 68 Where that
bcoott hath teyne frome the a grootte. 31578 LINDESAY
(Pitscott.e) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 197 Gif he had teine it.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv. v. 60 The Prince hath ta'ne it

TAKE.

43 From the time she had taen upon her the yoke of
marriage. 1875 TENNYSON Q. Maty v. v, The Holy Father
Has taen the legateship from our cousin Pole.

S. 6-7 tooke, 7-8 (9 dial, and illit.) took
; 7-9

tooken.
1592 KYD Sol. fy Pers. in. i. 5 My brothers ghoasts. .would

now haue tooke their rest. 1610 DONNE Pseudo.martyr 35;
The Popes haue tooken order.. to enact [etc.J. 1633 P.

! FLETCHER Pise. Eel. v. ix, Thus many a Nymph is took.
a 1667 JKR. TAYLOR Rev. to Altar Wks. 1849 V. 323 God
hath tooke seisure of it. 1790 Cook's \'oy. V. 1808 Having
took our departure from Prince William's Sound. 1899
liETHAM-EovyARDS Lord ofHarv. 155 Mr. Klindell .. has
took you up in his gig.
f . 6 taked.
1512 Helyas in Thorns Prose Rom. (ifaS) III. 24 Mysonne

..hath taked the quene Beatrice, .to his wife. 1581 RICH
Farem. Milit. Prof. (1846) 207 Till he had taked his firste
fruites.

B. Signification.
The earliest known use of this verb in the
Germanic languages was app. to express the physi-
cal action ' to put the hand on ',

' to touch
'

the

only known sense of Gothic tekan. By a natural

advance, such as is seen in English in the use of
'

lay hands upon ',
the sense passed to

'

lay hold

upon, lay hold of, grip, grasp, seize* the
essential meaning of Old Norse taka, of MDu.
taken, and of tke material senses of take in

English. By the subordination of the notion of
the instruments, and even of the physical action, to
that of the result, take becomes in its essence '

to
transfer to oneself by one's own action or volition

(anything material or non-material)'. This be-
comes then the general or ordinary sense of the

verb, which falls into two main divisions, take in the
sense of 'seize, grip', hence 'appropriate', and take
in the sense of '

receive or accept what is handed to
one'. Subordinate to these are the non-material
senses of 'assume, adopt, apprehend, comprehend,
comprise, contain '. For the common element of
all these notions take is the simple and proper
term, for which no simpler can be substituted.

It is one of the elemental words of the language,
of which the only direct explanation is to show
the thing or action to which they are applied.
Take also enters into a great number of idiomatic phrases,

which are often difficult to analyse. Many of these are
parallel to, and influenced by French phrases vi'tfh prcndre :

see F. H. Sykes, French Elements in ME., Oxford 1899.

General arrangement of senses : I. To touch. II.

To seize, grip, catch. III. Ordinary current sense,
i. with material obj. ; ii. with non-material obj.
IV. To choose, take for a purpose, into use. V.
To derive, obtain from a source. VI. To receive,

accept, admit, contain. VII. To apprehend men-

tally, comprehend. VIII. To undertake, perform,
make. IX. To convey, conduct, deliver, apply or

betake oneself, go. X. Idiomatic uses with special

obj. XI. Intransitive uses with preposition. XII.

Adverbial combinations = compound verbs. XIII.
Idiomatic phrases, and Phrase-key.

I. fl. To touch (tntr. with on, also trans. : =
ON. taka A, and taka}. Obs.
a 1150 MS. 303 Corp. Chr. Coll. Cambr. 178 (Napier) SoS-

lice bait ilce ele is swa mihtig & swa strange bast swa hwset
swa hit on tsecb, bawrihtes hit eall forbaerna. Hid. 179 Sona
swa bset ele toe on beet wxter, ba aras bapr upp swiSe mycel
fyr. c 1250 Gen. <jr Ex. 3456 Abute Sis munt 3u merke
make, If erf or man dor-one take, It dead Solen. 0250
Old Kent. Serin, in O. E. Misc. 31 Ure lord him seide and
spredde his bond, and tok his lepre. a 1300 Cursor M.
10969 (Cott.), I and mi wijf on aid tas. 1340 Ayenb. 91 Be
2}'3be be hyerbe, be smellinge, be zueljynge, and be takynge.

II. To seize, grasp, capture, catch, and related

senses. * in literal andphysical sense.

2. trans. To lay hold upon, get into one's hands by
force or artifice ; to seize, capture, esp. in war

;
to

make prisoner; hence, to get into one's power,
to win by conquest (a fort, town, country). Also,
to apprehend (a person charged with an offence), to

arrest ; to seize (property) by legal process, as by
distraint, etc. See also take by STORM.
ciioo O. E. Chron. an. 1072 (MS. D), Se kyng nam

heora scypa & waepna,. .& ba menn ealle he toe, & dyde of

heom baet he wolde. Hid. an. 1076, Ac se kyngc..hme let

syftoan tacan. 1154 Ibid. an. 1140 (Laud MS.), And te

Lundenissce folc hire wolde tajcen. c iioo ORMIN 5948, &
tatt he sibbenn takenn wass All gilltelaes & bundenn &
na^ledd uppo rodetre. a 1300 CursorAf. 4896 Lok bai alle be

tain and bonden. Ibid, 18554 Als prisun bai him tok for-bi.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 5894 My modir is of gret prowesse ; She
hath tan many a fortresse. c 1450 Merlin 13 The luges
made hir to be taken, and brought hir be-fore them, c 1460
Brut 524 pei londed & come to Sandwych . .& toke the town,
& ryfled & dispoyled it. 1526 TINDALE Matt. iv. 12 When
lesus had herde that Ihon was taken, he departed in to

Galile. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 184 Hailing quietly
taken the other two gallions, they entred within the Porte.

1658 COKAINE Trappolin i. i, He is your brothers prisoner
..That in the wars of Mantoa was took. 1736 LF.DIARD

Life Marlborough I. 180 The English took about 200

Prisoners. 1803 Pic Nic II. No. 8. 61, I was taken into

custody. 1854 J. S. C ABBOTT Napoleon (1855) II. 372,
I took two guns and retook two.



TAKE.

b. To catch, capture (a wild beast, bird, fish,

etc.) ; also of an animal, to seize or catch (prey).
1200 OHMJN 13504 Rihht alls an huimte takebb derWibJ?

hise 3eepe racchess. c 1250 Gen. iV Ex. 3323 Dor mi}te
euerilc man fugles taken. 1400 aiAUMDBV, (Roxb.) v. 15

pai take wyldc bcble.s
n^t

wele. 1509 HAWKS Past. i'U-us,

xxxi. (Percy Soc.) 154 Wo worth the beaute which toke me
in snare. 1563 B. GOOGE Sounds (Arb.) 82 Byhyddenhooke,
the syniple fole is tatie. 1648 Hunting of Fox ?i They
keep packs of dogs, or Beagles, on purpose to take them by
hunting. 1801 STHUTT Sports $ Past. \. ii. 33 The present
methods of taking fish. 1892 Longm. Ufag. Nov. 87 They
are readily taken by nets. 1899 KIUKK HAGGAMD Sivall.nu

iii, The women and the little ones, .were taken by wild beasts.

C. siibj. in imprecations.
it 1533 LD. BKKNKKS Huon Ivii. 192 Mahounde take his

soute! 1600, 1749 [see DEVIL so. 17]. 1850 Tail's Muff,
XVII. 298/1 Here he comes again ! deuce take him. 1856
READS Never Too Late 1, The devil take the hindmost.

d. In various games, as chess, cards, etc. : To
capture (an adversary's piece, card, etc.) so as to

put it out of play ;
also (Cards] to gain possession

of (a trick) : see THICK sb. (Also said of the

piece, card, etc., by which the taking is effected).

14. . Beryn 1812 The next drau^t aftir, he toke a roke for

naujte. f 1440 Gesta Row, xxi, 71 (Harl. MS.) Whenne he

[the pawn at chess] goth aside, lie takith anober, 1562
ROWBOTHUM Play Cheasts B iv b, Thou shall take his knight
with thy Quene. 1735 BERTIN Chess 55 The king takes
the queen. 1840 P. Parleys Ann. I. 263 A pawn takes the

enemy angularly.
e. Cricket. To catch (the ball) off the bat so as

to put the batsman ' out
*

(also with the batsman
as obj.) ; of the bowler, To 'capture

1

(a wicket)

by striking it with the ball (or otherwise).
i88a Daily Tel. 17 May, A minute or two later Walker

was smartly taken at the wicket off Garrett. Ibid. 24 June.
Lucas, who had been fielding at long-off, running at full

speed, managed to take it [the ball]. 1883 Ibid. 15 May 2/7
He was . . taken at cover-point by Woof. 1890 Field 10 May
672/2 Studd-.was then beautifully taken at long-off.

3. To lay hold of, grasp (with the hand, arms,

etc.) ; to seize and hold. To take in one's arms t

to embrace. Often const, by the hand, head, horns,

tail, etc. : see HAND sb. 46, BULL sb.* i c. Cf.

also fake hold\\\ Phrases below (69).
a 1225 Juliana 70 He rende his cla<5es ant toe him seoluen

bi be top. a 1300 Cursor M. 2364 (Cott.) Ta loth bi broker
sun in hand, To chanaanjee most now drau. 1387 TREVISA

Higden (Rolls) III. 147 To my Crist, whos rijt hond I haue
i-take. 1393 LANCL. P. PI. C. xxn. 170 Crist. .took thomas
by be hand. 1*1425 Cursor M. 4357 (Trin.) She toke him
aboute be necke wib bis And profered hir mou^ to kis.

1c 1500 in Joseph Arim. 30 He toke me by the hande and
so ledde me in myn house. 1600 W. WATSON Decacordon
(1602) 1 17 He tooke him by the sleeve, as they were in going
over a stile. 1709 STEELE & ADDISON Tatler No. 114 F i

He took me by the Hand. 1825 New Monthly Mag. XIV.
361, I took her hand and kissed her, 1890 F. BARRETT
Betw. Life $ Death III. 106 He took her in his arms.

4. intr. Of a hook, a mechanical device, etc. :

To catch, engage : usually const, into.

c 1435 Torr. Portugal 1608 SUh he pullith at his croke, So
fast in to the flesh it toke. 17*9 DESAGULIERS in Phil. Trans.
XXXVI. 197 The Pall or Lever., does so communicate
with the Catch, that . . the Catch always takes. 1797 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) IX. 9 The teeth of these four wheels take

alternately into the teeth of four racks. 1825 J. NICHOLSON

Operat. Mechanic ^IQ The next tooth of the pinion wilt take
into the cap in the end of the rack. Ibid. 513 These pins
take into holes in the plate, made exactly to fit them. 1856
KANE Arct. Expl. II. xxvi. 262 A floe, taking upon a
tongue of ice. ., began to swing upon it like a pivot.

b. trans. Of a mechanical appliance, etc. : To
May hold of*; to act upon by contact, adhesion,
or the like.

1659 LEAK Waterwks. ^25 So as the Saws may take the
said pee

together.

5, trans. To strike, hit, impinge upon (a person,

etc.), usually in, on (across, over, etc.) some part ;

also with the part as obj. ;
= CATCH z>. n.

[The notion here seems to have been originally to catch or

get at a person by means of the part named, which catches
the blow that otherwise might have passed.]
c 1400 Destr. Troy 8224 Ector turnet with tene, toke hym

on be hed. ^1470 HENRY Wallace i. 403 Wallas with it

(the poutstaff] fast on the cheik him tulc. Ibid. HL 175 As
he glaid by, aukwart he couth hym ta. 1509 HAWES Past.
Pleas, xl. (Percy Soc.) 202 Unto me than he came full

softely. And with his staffe he toke me on the brest 1504
SHAKS. Rich. ///, i. iv. 159 Take him on the Costard, with
the hiltes of thy Sword. 1670 COTTON Espernon \\. v. 201
He was. .taken upon the head with a stone. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe (1840) I. in. 52 The blow taking my side and breast,
beat the breath, as it were, quite out ofmy body. vj&Anson's
l^oy. i. x. 104 A mountainous . . sea took us upon our starboard

quarter. 1795 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 70/1 A masked battery
look them in flank. 1806-7 J- BERESFORD Miseries Hunt.
Life (1826) vt. Introd., The kick of a horse. .took me across
the ribs. 1891 Btackw. Mag. CL. 651/2 When a sheep runs

amuck, he is.. a living catapult, that, if he took you fair,
would knock the life out of you. 1893 Charnb, Jmt, 3 June
350/1 The ball took him squarely between the eyes.

b. With double obj. : e. g. to take any one a blow.

1448 Paston Lett. (1901) IV. 19 He.. toke his master on
the hepc suyche a stroke that.. brake his hepe. "1590
MARLOWR Faust, vii. 96 Cursed be he that took Friar
Sandelo a blow on the pate ! 1596 SHAKS. Tattt. Skr. HI. ii.

165 This mad-brain'd bridegroome tooke him such a cufTe.

1603 Mfas, for M. a. i. 189 If he tooke you a box
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o'th'eare. 1781 C. JOMSSTOS Hist. J. Juniper II. \tn

Taking him u blow full in the pit of hib stomach. Mo<t.

collotj. The ball took me an awful whack on the chebt.

6. at'$o!. or intr. a. Of a plant, seed, or graft :

To 'get hold* of that on which it grows; to take

root, 'strike*, germinate, begin to grow.
c 1440 Pal/ad, on Husb, n, 153 In reed crthe ek a vyue is

hard to take. Ibid* in. 576 But euery day me most hit

delue & wete Vntil hit take. 1530 PALSGR. 747/1 A yonge

S

Unite or sette begynneth to take whan it g^owelh up. 1661
. CHIMJRKY />;//. />'otc/<rt 14 Fruit fails in one coimtn-y,

and lakes in another. 171* If. JAMES tr. Le Blond's Gar~

dining 184 The Oak b:in>i in its own Nature very difficult

to take again. 1802 KOKSY i n Fruit Trees i. (1824) 2 The
cherry and plum will never take upon each other.. but die

apricot will take upon all sorts of plums. 1891 Coswofloti*
tan XII. 87/2 Patches where the seed has failed to take.

1892 Field 10 Dec. 883/2 ^? planted a thousand cedars of

Lebanon, with shoots 6 in. high, and we have no doubt tli.it

they will take well.

D. Of ink, etc. : To adhere to the paper, parch-
ment, etc.

1883 R. HALDANK Workshop Receipts Ser. n. 192/1 The
use of ox-gall, which makes the ink ' take

',
has also the

disadvantage of making it frequently
' run '.

** witheitherthcaction ortkeagent lion-material.

7. trafts. Of a disease, a pain, an injurious or

i destructive agency, natural or supernatural, magi-

j

cal, etc. ; also of a notion, fancy, feeling, etc. : To
affect, seize, lay hold of, attack. Also in impreca-
tions, as *

pest
*
or '

plague take him*.
a iioo Cursor M. 11823 (Cott.) Wit he crache him tok the

scurf [Trin. pe gicche toke him sikerlyj. a 13*5 Prose
Psalter xlvii[i], 5 Drede toke hem. 1450-80 tr. Secreta
Secret. 31 Than mayst thouete..as thynappeiit takith the.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS ffuon Ivii. 194 For a colyke that hath
taken me in the ryght syde. 1x1553 If

66 MISCHIEF gbj.
a 1566 [see PLAGUE 3d], 1581 PETTIE Guaszo's Civ. Cow.
I. (1586) 12 b, Moued by some sodaine tote which taketh
them in the head. 1598 SHAKS. Merry IV. iv. iv. 32 He
blasts the tree, and takes the cattle. 1604 . G[RIMSTONE]
D'Acosta's Hist. Indies vn. xxiii. 565 Fire tooke the Temple.
1661 COWLEY Disc. Govt. O. Cromwell Wks. 1710 II. 664
Now the Freak takes him. 1707 MORTIMER Huso. 173 No
I {east will eat sour Grass till toe Frost hath taken it. 1889
Temple Bar Mag. Dec. 451 An intense weariness of life

took him. 189* CasselCs Fain. Mag. Aug. 515/2 What m
the name of wonder has taken the girl ? 1893 National
Observer 7 Oct. 542/3 He admired as the humour took him.
absol. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. \. i. 163 Then no planets strike,
No fairy takes, nor witch hath power to charm.

b. pass. To be seized, attacked, or affected (with

disease, a fit, fancy, etc.) ; to * have an attack
' of

something.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8915 (Cott.) Sco es wode and wit war-

lagh tan \Trin. wi|> fende ItakeJ, 1387 TREVISA Higdctt
(Rolls) VI. 157 He was i-take with sikenesse and deyde.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 261/2 Infectyn. .as menne take wythe
pestylence. 1526 TINDALE Matt. iv. 24 All sicke people,
that were taken with diners diseases and gripinges. a 1533
LD. BERNERS Huon xlviii. 162 He was taken in loue. 1578
LYTE Dodoens 609 The astomed members, or limmes taken
with colde, 1680 DRYDEN Spanish Friar in. I, I am taken
on the sudden with a grievous swimming in my Head.
1865 DICKENS M-ut. Fr. iv. xiii, Mrs. Boffin was then taken
with a laughing fit of

clapping
her hands, and clapping her

knees, 1888 FLORENCE WARDEN Witch ofHills I. xiii. 273,
I was going to be taken with a fit.

c. pass, (ellipt.} To have a seizure or attack ; to be

seized with sudden illness, pain, disease, numbness,
or other affection (physical or mental). ? Obs. exc.

dial.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Letdye 29 Where the soule was take
a non & sore tormented longe tyme togidre, 1568 TURNER
Herbal in. 40 Good for membres that are num or taken.

1607 MARKHAM Caval,\\\. (1617) n A horse that is taken our
common Farriers say to be planet strooke. c 1643 LD. H KR-

BERT in Life (1770) 45 Others.. standing stiff and stark..
seem as if they were taken in their joynts.

d. pass, with complemental adj., as to be taken

ill (formerly blind, hoarse, lame], to be seized or

struck with illness, etc. Rarely in active i see

quot. 13 ... Also humorously (quot. 1838).
13.. E. . Allit. P. A. 1157 No thyng myjt me dere To

fech me bar & take me halte. 1588 PARKE tr. Mendoxa's
Hist. China 48 Whatsoeuer children be borne a creeple..
or by sicknes be taken lame. 1657 ^* RAND tr. GasscndFs

Life Peiresc I. 64 Being soon after taken blind. i66a J.
WILSON Cheats v. iii, Being taken very HI of a sudden.

1711 STEELE Spect. No. 96 r 2 Master Harry was taken

very ill of a Fever. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816)

I. iv. 2i She was taken ill in the night. 1838 DICKENS Nick.
Nick, xxviii,

*
Oh, charming 1

'

interrupted Kate's patroness,
who was sometimes taken literary. 1891 Harper's Mag.
Apr. 750/1 He was taken hoarse at the last moment.

e. intr. for pass., with compl., as to take ill to

be taken ill, to fall or become ill. Also humorously
(quot. 1890 2

). colloq. and dial.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bitlkty Selv, 131 A woman..who took
with child in the very fit of a Third Ague. 1822 J. HODG-
SON in Raine Mem, (1857) I. 400 My father-in-law took ill.

1890 HEALY Insula Sanct. 317 He took sick and died in the
island. 1890 Illustr. Loud. News 29 Nov. 686/3 Then, too,

he took studious, and . . pored over great tomes and learned

things. 1903 TREVELYAN in Independent Rev. Dec, 409
Mr. William Pitt, .took ill and died after Austerlitz.

f. intr. To catch, catch hold: esp. of fire, to

seize upon combustible substances, to be kindled,

begin burning ;
also of a condition, humour, fancy,

etc. (cf. 10 c). Now rare.

1513 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I.
clviji. 192 All the base court

was afyre, so that the fyre..tokc into the couerynge of a

TAKE.

great towre couered with rede. 1634-5 BRUETOS 7V*;.
^oc.) 43 The tire first tuok in iape-oil. 1639 S. Du

VEMBU tr. Camus' Adinir. Events no Rottenness take*
sooner m apples, \*lii<.h nr<: 1,rui >:'!. 1700'!'. 11: .A N Amutem.
AVr. .y Com. 5* When any Humour Takes in Ixjndon. 1803
Ann, h.ev. II. 189/1 The tinder was ready,and the spark took.
8. trans. To 'catch' or come upon (any one in
some action or situation; fig. to catch or detect in

(tw/'M) a fault or error. To take tardy \ see TABIJY.
The first two quotations connect thi* with SCUM: 2.

[nfeTttviu Iligtien (Roll*) III. 2 , 7 Pomphilia. -was,
Make into [v.r. in) leccherie. 1:1400 Apol. Loll.b M.u.y
popis ban

synnyd, and bcu snybbid i and sum tan in hcmy
and depobid.] 1577 HANMKR Anc. F.a.1. Hitt. (1663) 85 By
reasoning with this old Apelle&. I t>.,k him *it'

faUhoods. 1397 MORLKY Introd, MHS. 95 In 1.

you haue bcene nowe thrisc taken. 1601 \,intssus (1893)
91 What was that I tookc you all a (Cabling toll.

1607 R. JOHNSON Pleas. Conceites Old Hobson (Percy Soc.)
15 His man seeing himselfe so taken napping, for a time
stood amazed. 165* GAULE Mugastroni. 331 The poore
astrologers, who had already been taken with so many lies.

1668 SHADWELL Sullen Lovers i. i, I am glad I've taken you
within, I come on purpose to tell you the news, d'ye hear
it? 1885 MRS. HARRISON (* LUCAS MALET ') Col. Enderby's
Wife vn. ii, The doctor was not easily taken off his guard.

D. To come upon suddenly, overtake, catch.

Obs. or arch. exc. in certain phrases : see take

SHORT, take by SURPBISE, take at UNAWARES.
[13.. Gau>. 4- Gr. Knt. 1811 Iche tolke mon do as he U

tan, tas to non tile, ne pine.] a 1533 LD. BURNERS Huon
xlviii. 161 At last a wynu toke them whether they wolde or
not. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 210 A tempest toke them on
the sea, that put them so farre out of the tr course. 1611

BIBLE Kcclits. xxxvi. 26 A man that, .lodgeth wheresoeuer
the night taketh bint. 1890 CLARK RUSSELL Ocean Trap.
II. xxi. 181 We were at breakfast when the first of the
wind took us.

9. fa. To take to task; to reprehend, rebuke.

Obs. b. To check,
'

pull up ', interrupt, dial.

(Cf. take up, 90 m, n.)
c 1250 Old Kent. Serin, in O. E. Misc. 32 po a-ros up ure

lord and tok bane wynd and bo [MS. to] see ; and al-so rabe
hit was stille. is86 SIDNEY Arcadia iv. (1622) 415 And
therewith taking himself . . said hee. 1637 RLTHKKVORU
Lett, xcviii. (1862) I. 251 But this is my infirmity. By His
grace I take myself in these ravings.

10. To catch the fancy or affection of ; to excite a

liking in ; to captivate, delight, charm ; to
*
fetch *.

1605 [see TAKING ///. a. 2]. 1609 B-JoNSON -S'/V. //',;//. i.

i, Such sweet neglect more taketh me, Than all th* adulteries
of art. 16*3 B. JONSON To the memory ofShaks. 76 Those
flights vpon the bankes of Thames, That so did take Eliza,
and our lames ! 1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccatini

t
Pol.

289 With a readiness that much took allTouchstone (1674)
the Literati. 1686 W. DE BRITAINE Hum. . iv. (ed. 3)the Literati. 1686 W. DE BRITAINE Hum. Pwd. iv. (ed. 3

15 Take the Vulgar by your Civilities. 1830 TENNYSON T
the Owl n. i, Thy tuwhoos..Which upon the dark afloat,

So took echo with delight. 1890 F. BARRETT Bctiv. Life
fy Death II. XXL 78 You took the whole audience. 1891
(i AI, i us' LaFenton I. viii. 193 Scarcely the man to take the

fancy of a very young girl.

b. pass, const, with, less usually by.

tained him . .as became the person of Richard Duke of Vorke.

1641 W. MOUNTAGU in BucclettchMSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
I. 286 The King and Queen seemed to be much taken with

..the entertainment. 1798 CHARLOTTK SMITH Yng. Philos*

IV. no, I was quite taken with the spirit and beautv of the

young gentlewoman. 1867 CARLYLE A emin. (1881) II. 33 He
was much taken with my little Jeannie, as he well might be.

O. absol. or intr. To take = to take the fancy,
win favour, gain acceptance ; esp. to win popular
favour, become popular.
a 1635 NAUNTON Fragtn. Reg:. (Arb.) 16 U took best with

'

the people. 1654 H. VAUGHAN Silex Scint, Pref. (1900) 13

Nothing takes (as they rightly phrase it) like a Romance.

I76a~7i H. WALPOLE Venue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) I. 237
The whim took ; he repeated the practice. 1817 Miss MIT.

FORD in L'Estrange Lt/e (1870) II. i. 4 The new melodrame
..takes mightily.

d. trans. To attract and hold, to 'catch' (a

person's eye or attention).

1754 RICHARDSON Grandison. (1781) V. i. 6 We.. took the

Bishop's eye. He came to us. 184* WHEWELL in Life

(1881)279, I am not surprised that your attention was taken

by the examination papers. 1881 Scribner's Mag. XXI.
268/1 Some one took Horton's attention for a moment.

1889 Eng. tllustr. Mag. Dec. 268 My eye was taken by
something bright.

11. intr. Of a plan, operation, etc. : To have the

intended result ; to succeed, be effective, take effect,

'come off*. Now rare. (See also 10 c.)

i6aa BACON Hen. VII 63 The temporarie Fruit of the Par.

liament in their aide and aduice giucn for Britaine, tooke not.

Queen Swedland 287 This machine was full of fire-workes,

which took very handsomly. 1701 W. WOTTON//H/. Rome
356 The design took and the Fellow got away. 1800-^4 CAMP.

BELL RitterBatt* xxxi, The treachery took : she waited wild.

f b. In weakened or indefinite sense : To have

a result of some kind ;
to turn out, eventuate. Obs.

a 1615 FLETCHER //;-;/:. Lieutenant m. vii, Did I not tell

you how 'twould take? 1648 CTESS LIKDSEY in Bnccleuch

MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 309 My son Paston U in town

about a match for bis son ; bow it will take 1 know not.

c. Of a medicine, inoculation, etc. : To take

hold, take effect, prove operative or effective.

1626 B. JONSON Staple offi. v. iii, If all succeed well, and

my simples take. 1853 jfrnt. R. Agric. Soc. XIV. L 253



TAKE.

To see if the previous inoculation would still take. 1897

S. L. HINDE Congo Arabs 61 The vaccine from Europe,

unfortunately none of it took.

III. Weakened sense of '

seize ', with elimina-

tion of the notion of force or art: the ordinary

current sense, i. With a material object.
* with physical action distinct.

12. trans. To perform the voluntary physical net

by which one gets (something) into one's hand or

hold ;
to transfer to oneself by one's own physical

act. (Now the main sense.)

a. with the instrumentality of the hand or hands

explicitly or implicitly indicated.

cizoo ORMIN 135 He toe hiss reclefatt onn hand, & ?ede

innto be temmple. 41300 Cursor M. 1374 pou sal tak bis

pepins thre, pat I toke o bat appel Ire. c 1375 Ibid. 21529

tFairf.) Siben he toke \Cott. & Celt, nam] a spade in hande.

1387 TRF.VISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 77 Anoon as he hadde

i-lake be knyf all >e ymages gonne to grucche and to aryse.

c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, n. 29 Tak lhannc thyn Astrolabie

with bothe handes. 1450 W. LOMNER in Four C. Kng. Lett.

(1880) 4 And toke a rusty sword. 1471 CAXTON Rccuyell l.

Pref., [I] forthwith toke penne and ynke and began [etc.).

a 1533 LD. BERNERS Hnon lix. 207 Take thy vyall, and geue

vsasonge. 1608 TOPSEU..^/**/.! (1658) 595 If a man take

a Snake or a Serpent into his handling. 1611 BIBLE John
xxi. 13 lesus then commeth, and taketh bread, and giueth
them. 1799 WORDSW. Lucy Gray vi, He plied his work ;

and Lucy took The lantern in her hand. 1833 T. HOOK
Parson's Dan. I. ii, He could take his hat and go.

b. with the instrumentality not expressed or

considered.
c iioo ORMIN 1338 pe preost . . toe & sna|> )>att oberr bucc

Drihhtin hiErwibf to lakenn. n 1300 CursorM. 5646 par-for

moyses was bis nam, For he was o be water tan. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur xxi. v. 849 Syr Bcdwere toke the kyng
vpjn his backe and so wente wyth hym to that water syde.

1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. xn. xviii. (1886) 222 Take a

cup of cold water, and let fall thereinto three drops of the

same bloud. 16x1 BIBLE Gen. ii. 22 The rib which the

Lord God had taken from man, made hee a woman. 1685
BOYLE Effects ofMot. Postscr. 155 Take . . of the Arsenical

Loadstone well pulverised two ounces. 1771 MRS. HAY-
WOOD New Present 77 Take a quart of shrimps. i88a

SOUTHWARD Pract. Print, xi. 444 While the roller [
= press-

man's assistant] is taking ink, the pressman should employ
the time in looking over the heap.

) o. To take and put (a garment) on one, wrap
about one. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9746 Fader, i sal on me for-H, O thral

tak clething sothfastli. Ibid. 10419 Sco tok on hir clebing
o care. 1530 PALSCR. 746/2 Take this mantell aboute you,
affullez ce manteau. a 1604 Song in Shaks. Oth. n. iii. 99
And take thy awl'd Cloake about thee.

13. To receive into one's body by one's own act
;

to eat or drink, to swallow (food, drink, medicine,

opium, etc.) ; to inhale (snuff, tobacco-smoke, etc.).
(For tobacco, the ordinary expression is now to smoke.}
c 1200 ORMIN 7545 patt tokenn 353 wibb mikell mzb & a?}

unnorne fode. 13.. Cursor M. 16762 + 16 He last it with
tonge, Bot ber-oftoke he noght. c \vx>Apol. Loll. 103 pe meyt
cornendib vs not to God, ..but frely it may be tan, & frely
left. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1570) 34 \Vine ne ale
hurteth no maner creature But sharpeth the wit if it be take
in kinde. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xx. iv, The best way to
take it [the juice of the radish], is at the end of a meale
with the last meat. 1617 MORYSON ///. 11. 46 He tooke
Tobacco abundantly,.. which I thinke preserved him from
sicknes. 1654-66 EARL ORRERY Parthen. (1676) 683 My
Soldiers having.. taken a little refreshment. 1675 BAXTER
Cath. Theol. ll. I. 298 It was then a crime with them to take
Tobacco, and now it is none : thus custome changes the
matter. 1731 BERKELEY Akiphr. v. 7 Those. .who take
his physic. 1771 FOOTE Maid of B. 1. Wks. 1799 II. 210
Mr. Flint and I, most evenings take a whiff here. 1784
Unfortunate Sensibility 1 1. 70 To take a good drink of raw
brandy. 1807 SOUTHEY Espriella's Lett. II. 219 We took an
early breakfast. i8 FITZGERALD Euphranor (1904) 73 No
doubt he took his glass with the rest. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) I. 420 He died by taking poison. 1879 MORLEY
Milton 108 He died at Spa, where he was taking the waters,
in September 1653. '891 Murray's Mag. Apr. 532 Inordi-
nately given to taking snuff. 1893 Times 22 Apr. 7/5 The
Queen, .took tea at the Cabanon on the sea shore.

b. To expose oneself to (air) so as to inhale it

or get the physical benefit of it ; chiefly in phr. to
lake the air, to walk out in the open air (now rare
or arch.) : see AIR so. 5. So to take a bath, to

bathe, esp. in a place or vessel prepared for the

purpose ; but the phrase is also used in sense <;a

(cf. BATHJ*.16, l).
1375 BARBOUR Bruce vl. 304 The kyng. .of his basnet than

had tane, I o tak the air, for he wes hate, c 1450 St. Cuth-
tcrt (Surtees) 1078 His seruands . . Bare him with oute to
take be ayre. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur vn. xvii. 230 Eyther
of hem vnlaced his helme, and toke the cold wynde. 1504
BARNFIELD Affect. Sheph. i. xx, Abroad into the fields to
take fresh ayre. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 123 p i As I was
Yesterday taking the Air with my Friend Sir Roger. 1777

c. Phr. Not to be taking any ..: not to be in the
mood for ; to be disinclined for. slang
1900 Daily News 10 Mar. 2/1 In the langutee of the hour
nobody was taking any.' ,905 Daily fhrfn. 20 Dec 3/4As one of her fellow countrywomen might have -aid
Frances was not '

taking any
'

pessimism just then.

38

** with physical action subordinated to the rela-

tion produced. .

14. To bring, receive, or adopt (a person) into

some relation to oneself (e. g. into one's service,

protection, tuition, care, companionship, favour).

To take to (into) mercy : see MEKOY sb. 5.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 27 pesne mon ic habbe itaken to mine

a?ene bihofbe. a 1300 Cursor M. 2792,
'
I
haue_ , [loth) said,

'doghtres tua. Tasand dos your will wit baa. 13.. IHO,

20106 (Giitt.) Pan tok {Colt, name] be apostel sone on-ane

In-tille his keping, bat maidane. 1388 WYCLIF Ps. xxvi(i].

10 For my fadir and my modir han forsake me; but the

Lord hath take me. 1418 in Surtees Misc. (1888) 5 Pat tha

tuke hym to bair grace. CI477 CAXTON Jason 17 b, 11

the said Roger. 1643 BURROUCHES Exp. Hosea (1652) 147

If God takes them to mercy we must be ready willingly to

take them into brotherly society. 1654,
EARL MONM. tr.

Grange. i&jSScritiiers Mag. XVI. 135/1 He would freely

take them into his confidence. 1885 Law Times LXXX.
6/2 None were allowed to let their rooms or take lodgers.

1891 E. PEACOCK N. Breniion I. 120 He took pupils to

increase his income.

b. spec, in reference to marriage or cohabita-

tion
;

often in phr. to take to wife, in marriage.
c iioo ORMIN 19593 pat tiss Herode King, .haflfde takenn

all wij?)? woh Fillppess wif hiss bro}err. a 1300 Cursor M.
12667 A man in mariage hir tok, Hight alpheus. c 1386
CHAUCER Melib. r 590 (Harl. MS.) Ifaneel-hurdes dou?ter. .

be riche, sche may cheese ofa bousand men which she wol take

to hir housbonde. 1a 1400 PuxisJtltl. Adultery6$\n Horslm.

Altcngl. Leg. (1881) 369 He rou?t not what woman he toke.

c 1477 CAXTON Jason 97 b, That they shold take eche other

by manage. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Cotnin. 35 b, They
bidde him take a Leman lest he attempt to defile honest
women. 1687 BURNET Cent. Reply to Varillas 77 He pro.
fessed himself a Lutheran, and took a Wife. 1771 SMOLLETT
Humph. Cl. 18 July, A young lady..who agreed to take
me for better or worse. 1891 Comb. Mag. Dec. 664 He
took unto himself a village maid, and settled in Lyndhurst.
15. To transfer by one's own direct act (a thing)

into one's possession or keeping ; to appropriate ;

to enter into possession or use of. See also take in

possession, s. v. POSSESSION sb. i c ; take possession
in Phrases below (71).
c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 167 pe deuel. .ban toe his [Job's]

o^en lichame and ber one brohte swo michel sicnesse. c 1300
Harrow. Hell 103 Heouene ant erbe tac to

b^e,
Soules in

helle lef fou me. 1:1450 Godstow Reg. 416 To entre the
forsaid tenement and to take and hold all inaner of goodes
and catallis I-founde in the same. 1535 COVERDALE Josh.
xix. 47 And the children of Dan.. toke it in possession, &
dwelt therin. 1611 BIBLE John x. 17, I lay downe my life

that I might take it againe. 1683 Pennsylv. Archives I. 55,
I desire tnee take the towne of Salem into thy lott. 1795
Fate ofSedley I. 189, If he dare to take a bone which theyhad given to their dogs. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV.
378 The question was, whether the heirs of S. Morris took
any estate under this appointment. 1883 La-M Times Rep.
XLIX. 155/1 The undertakers.. had power to take lands
compulsorily.

b. absol. To take possession ; spec, in Law, to
enter into actual possession.
^1407 LYDG. Reason ft Sens. 6486 The hunger., gredy, and

in-saturable Of wommen for to Acroche and take. 1649 tr.

Perkins' Prof. Bk. i. $ 52. 24 There is one named in the
Lease who may take immediately. 1706 E. WAKD Wooden
World Diss. (1708) 33 But if he gives, he takes too some,
times. 1803 WORDSW. Rob Roy's Grave 39 The good old
rule, .the simple plan, That they should take, who have the

Ewer,

And they should keep who can. 1818 CRUISE Digest
1. 2) VI. 298 The testator intended, that when Francis was
ad without issue, the eldest son should take. 1894 DailyNews 29 June 5/2 The will of December, 1888, they find,

was duly executed...The Royal Academy therefore take.

C. To secure beforehand by payment or con-
tract ; e. g. to take a house, etc., to engage (a house
or other place) for the purpose of occupying it.

1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. vi. 223
Many Spaniardes. .came thither to take mines. 1670 LADYMARY BERTIE in I2/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 22
My brother Norreys tooke a box and carryed my Lady
Rochester and his mistresse and all us to. 1693 Humours
Town 8, I have within these few days taken a Lodging.
1743 BULKELEY & CUMMINS Vcy. S. Seas 196 To take a
House in the Country at our own Expence. 1803 Pic ffic
No. ii (1806) II. 143 She has now taken a thirty years lease
of a house. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xli, Colonel Crawley
and his wife took a couple of places in the same old High-
flyer coach. 1850 Taifs Mag. XVII. 719/1 When he took
his farm, it was well cultivated.

d. To get or procure regularly by payment
(something offered to the public, as a periodical,
a commodity). See also lake in, 83 c.

1593 Acct. Bk. W. Wray in Antiquary XXXII. no
May the 28 we begun to take milke of Ann Smith for a
halfe penneworth of the day. 1808 ELEANOR SLEATH Bristol
Heiress III. 40 A morning paper, which Lady Harcourt
constantly took. 1851 Da MORGAN in Graves Life Sir
W. R. Hamilton (1889) I 1 1. 426 You take the Philosophical
Magazine, I think. 1897 A', t, Q. 8lh Ser. XII. 354/1 In
myloyhood I ' took

1

the Penny Magazine.
11. With a non-material object.* To take to oneself, assume, an attribute, quality,

character.

16. a. To assume (a form, nature, character,
name, or other

attribute) ; sometimes, to assume the
part or character of. To take on oneself, to put on.

TAKE.
c taoo ORMIN 85 He sennde uss. . Hiss Sune.. To takenn ure

mennissclefte. a 1300 Cursor M. 14464 pai said patirist
suld ta manhede Of a maiden and of pair sede. c 1385
CHAUCKR L. G. W. 1142 Dido, That Cupido.. Hadde the
liknesse of the child I-take. c. 1440 Alphabet of Tales 57
At be laste he tuke his spiritt vnto hym. 1546 LANGLEY
Pol. Verg. De Invent, n. xv. 61 God. .toke on him the shape
of Man as Abraham sawe him. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com.
Prayer, Collect Christmas Day, Almyghtye God, whiche
haste geuen us thy onlye begotten sonne to take our nature

upon hym. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. in. iv. 102 Take any shape
but that, and my firme Nerues Shall neuer tremble. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Geary, iv. 329 [They] take the Forms 1m
Prescience did ordain. 1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 35 p 4 An
Impostor.. who takes upon him the Name of this young
Gentleman. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. in. vii, The mountain
mist took form and limb. 1844 Fraser*s Mag. XXX.
532/2 Liddy was really taking the woman upon her in

earnest, since she had attained the matronly age of seven-
teen. '887 Times (weekly ed.) 9 Dec. 16/2 France cannot
lake the offensive, but she can paralyse Germany and Italy.

f
1 b. To adopt (a law or custom) ; to undertake

or begin to follow or observe. Obs.
c iioo ORMIN Ded. 7 Broberr min. .purrh batt witt hafenn

takenn ba An rejhellboc to foll^henn. a 1300 Cursor M.
19540 Quen be apostels ban hard sai Samaritans bad tan |>air
wai \other MSS. lay], c 1375 Ibid. 2700 ( Fairf.) Abraham . .

was .v. skore botane pat day quen bai toke[CW/. vnder-fang]
be new lay. 1474 CAXTON Chesse ll. i. 21 The peple of
tarante toke for a custome that the dronken men sbold be

punysshyd. i533LD.BENERs//n<;xlv. isiHethretenethe
to slee me by cause I wj-ll not take on me his law.

o. To assume, adopt (a symbol or badge, or

something connected with and denoting a function) :

in phrases having specific meanings, as :

To take the croivn, the throne, to assume sovereignly ;

to take the habit, to become a monk ; to take the gown, to
become a clergyman ; to false the tall (at cricket), to as.
sume the position of bowler ; to take an oar, to begin to
row. See also CROSS sb. 4c, SILK, VEIL sb.
c 1330 [see CROSS si. 4 cj. a 1380 St. Bernard^ in Horstin.

Altcngl. Leg. (1878) 46 Whon Bernard bed taken his abyl.
CI450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 6620 pe abyte he toke, as
bede of him wryte. 1568 GRAPTON Chron. II. 112 He had
taken on him a little before the lyuery of the crosse. 1605
CAMDEN Rent. (1637) 344 John of Gaunt Duke of Lancaster
. . took a red Rose to his device. 1784 J. POTTER Virtuous
Villagers II. 135, I have now taken the gown. 1855
BROWNING Protus 39 John the Pannonian..Came, had a
mind to take the crown. 1860 All Year Round No. 66.

384
' Take an oar, sir

', said Philip. 1883 Daily Tel. J5 May
2/7 The champion took the ball, vice Penn.

* To charge oneself with, undertake, discharge.
17. To assume, charge oneself with, undertake

(a function, responsibility, etc.). See also take

charge (66 below), take in charge (CHARGE isb),
take in or on hand (HAND 43) ; also 1 8 a, b.

< iaoo ORMIN 10896 Sannt lohann . .toe batt wikenn (>ohh

pa sjbben, whanne he wisste [etc.]. 13. . Cursor M. 12390
IVein beddes was he wont to make And bar.for bis seruis to
take, c 1415 Ibid. 4795 (Trin.) Lo I am al redy boun Oure
aller nedes to take in place. ci45o Merlin 3 This feendc
that toke this enterprise ne taried not. 1647 JER. TAYLOR
Lilt. Proph. 193 That every man must take nis adventure.

1847 MARRYAT Childr. N. Forest xviii, I think.. I would
take it [the post]on trial. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea I. vi. 8'

1890
Corsairs I. xii. 124 He took service as a boy in the Turkish
fleet. 1899 Speaker 3 Sept. 279/1 Captain Mayer., was
compelled by circumstances to take the responsibility.

b. To subject oneself to (an oath, vow, pledge,
or the like) : see also OATH sb. I, DICK s/i.s

1511- [see OATH sb. i]. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado IK iii. 26
He take my oath on it. a 1715 BURNET Own Time an.

1678.111. (1724) 1.435 A bill, .requiring all members of either
H ouse .. to take a test against Popery. 1803 Pic Nic No. 4
(1806) 1. 140 She has taken the monastic Vow. 1897

' SARAH
GRAND '

Beth Bk. xlvi. (1898) 438 I'll take my dick he'll not
trouble us with a bill for the next six months.

t c. To take it : to make oneself responsible for a

statement ; to affirm, asseverate. Const, on (one's

death, honour : see Ox prep, u). Obs.

"595.SHAKS. John i. i. no Vpon his death-bed he.. tooke
it on his death That this my mothers sonne was none of his.

1598 Merry W. 11. ii. 12, 1 took't ypon mine honour thou
hadst it not. 1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Mon. 379 Guilt-
lesse of any offence, .as he tooke it

vpon bis death.

18. To take on or upon oneself.
a. To charge oneself with, undertake (an office,

duty, or responsibility) ; to make oneself respon-
sible for. In quot. c 1470 absol.
a 1300 Cursor M. 20790 He wil noght tak (>e cark tMS. F.

charge] on him, Quar [F. queber] bat it be sua soght or nai.

1431 Paston Lett. I. 34 The said Erie hath take upon him
the governance of the Kinges persone. 1470 HENRY
Wallace vi. 355 Be caus we wait he is a gentill man, Cum
in my grace, and I sail saiff him than, As for his lyff, I will

apon me tak. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon xliii. 143 He wyll
take on hym this bateyll ayenst the gyant. 1611 BIBLE
Num. xvi. 7 Yee take too much vpon you [Cov. make to

moch a doo], ye sonnes of LeuL 01648 LD. HERBERT
Hen. r///(i683) 253 That . .he should persuade her to enter
a Monastery, and take on her a Religious life. 1718 in

Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1886) II. 86 Occasioned by..
Mr. Hughes's taking upon him the office of Mayor. 1883
Century Mag. XXVI. 608/1 Helen took the blame upon
herself.

b. With inf. To undertake ; to assume the

right, presume, make bold (to do something).
c 1175 Passion of our Lord 619 in O. E. Misc. 54 Vre

louerd him tok on To schewen his apostles bet he wes god
and mon. 1449 Rolls of Parlt. V. 151/2 Daren not take

uppon hem to labour ayenst suche Felons, c 1489 CAXTON



TAKE.

Sonnes of Aymon xxii. 4?ii I shall take vpon me to make

amendes for hym. 1513 Lp. BKRNERS Fruits. I. cclxxv. 411

To desyre him to take on him to be the Constabl- of F ranee.

l648TnoRi'E Charge at York Aftiuf (.\tiiffi 26 If any I'erson

take upon him to be a Badger of Com. 1714 DE t OE Mttti.

'CVim/urdSio) 234, 1 took upon me.. to go to Leeds. 1837

HAI.LAM Hist. Lit. (1847) 1. 1. i. 5 9- 7 home took on them

to imitate what they read. 1885 LD. COLERIDGE in Law
Rtf. 14 Q. B. Div. 825 The judgment, which the plamtm
has taken upon himself to sue out and to enter, is wrong.

fo. To profess, claim to do something; to

assume, presume that . . (with implication that the

claim or assumption is unwarranted). Oh.
?aioo Wycket (1828) p. viii. Hypocrites that take on

them TTmake oure Ix>rdes bodye. 1560 DAUS tr.,Slei,la,,e s

COM,,,. 20 b, As thoughe I toke vpon me that I could not

erre. 1653 GATAKER I 'imi.Annot. Jer. 31 I he time where-

of both of them, contrary to our Saviors avouchmcnt take

upon them to determine.

t d. To affect, feign, pretend, make believe, to do

something. Obs.

1571 tr. Bucluvmn's Detection E j b, Though thay tuke upon
tham as if thay regardit nat these thynges, yet sometyme
the rumors .. merely prickit them to the quick. 1597

SHAKS. -2 Hen. IV, u. ii. 123 How comes that, saves he that

takes vpon him not to conceiue. 1606 Tr.ff Cr.\. n. 153

Shee takes vpon her to spie a white haire on his chmne.

t e. absol. or intr. To assume authority or im-

portance ; sometimes in good sense, to behave

bravely or valiantly (quot. c 1470), to put oneself

forward, assert oneself (quot. 1720) ; usually in

bad sense, = to take too much upon one, to behave

presumptuously or haughtily, assume airs. 06s.

CI470 HENRY Wallace v. 43 Wallace so weill apon him

tuk that tide, Throw the gret preys he maid a way full

wide. IJ30 P*tso- 747/1, I take apon me, lyke a lord or

mayster, ft /ait tiu grant. 1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzo s Civ.

Com. it. (1586) IOC/D, It shalbe the part of a straunger,

being in another mans house, not to take vpon him pre-

sumptuously. 1637 T. MORTON Nnu Eng. Canaan (1883)

306 This man..tooke upon him infinitely: and made

warrants in his owne name. 1667 PEPYS Diary 3 June, But,

Lord 1 to see how Duncomb do take upon him is an eye-

sore. 17*0 DE FOE Caft. Singleton xiii. (1840) 333, 1 found

it was time to take upon me a little.

f. trans. See 10.

10. a. To undertake and perform, conduct, or

discharge (a part, function, duty, service, or the

like). See also PAHT sb. 23.

1411 Rolls o/ Parlt. III. 650/1 A Loveday taken bytwen
the same parties by William Gascoigne Chief Justice of

theforsaidBcnche. 1596 [see PART sb. 23 b]. 1874 MICKLB-

THWAITI Mod. Par. Churches 60 Each
priest.. may

take

those parts of the service designed to him from time to time.

i88s MARY LINSKILL Lost Son iv. 58 Will you favour us by

!ak?ng the tenor ? 1889 ComkillMag Dec. 623 The female

parts in plays being taken by boys and men. 1890 Pictorial

World 15 May 616/1 She would take the grammar class at

ten and the arithmetic class at eleven. Mod. 1 he assistant

master who takes duty also takes preparation. I he canon

who was taking residence that day.

b. Phr. To take pains, take trouble (also formerly

take labour, toil, etc.) : to take upon oneself and

exercise these activities and qualities; to exercise

care and diligence: see also PAIN uM 5, 6,

TROUBLE sb.

13. . Cursor M. 4780 (Gott.) Loke quilk of ?u sal take on

hand For vs all take fis trauaile. raA In.feachm Wolsey

in Furnivall Ballads from MSS. L 360 Whoo hathe bis

matyr so playnly declaryd, or hathe the labowur lake.

,533 LD. BERNERS Huon Ixxxiii. 262 Ye shall not nede to

takVlhe laboure. 1600 TOURNEUR Trans/. Melamorfli. Iv,

But (Knight) belieue me, I have t'ane much toile. 1794

MARQ. BUCKINGHAM in 14"' Kef. Hist. MSS. Com,,,.

App v. 480, I am sure you have taken every pains to do

whatever you imagined might best forward my wishes. 1893

LIDDON, etc. Life Pnsey I. xviii. 420 His unlimited capacity

for taking trouble.

*** To adopt or assume as one s own.

20. To adopt as one's own (a part or side in a

contest, controversy, etc.), to range oneself on, ally

oneself with (a side or party) ;
see PABT sb. 230,

PARTY sb. 5, SIDE sb.

ci4, etc. [see PART ft. 23 cl. 1530 PALSGR. 750/1,
I

take ones parte, I holde with hym in a mater, }C frens

tartre 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist. Imtine xxxvi. 114

Shewed in derision to the people that had tooke part with

him. 1751 ELIZA HEVWOOD Betsy Thoughtless II. 199 To

take the party, which would best become his honour and

reputation. 18.0 L. HUNT Indicator No. 15 (1822).!.
118

No wonder that the Queen of France took part with the

rebels against.. her husband.

b. absol. or Mr. in same sense : to take against,

to oppose ;
to lake for, to support, back up, side

with. rare. (See also take with, 75 d.)

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 15312 And for

EngHsche mennes sake, Ageyn be oughte we to take. 1770

FOOTE Lame Lover n. Wks. 1709 II. 70 A wise man should

well weigh which party to take for. 1891 Longm. Mag.
Mar. 558

' You are not taking against me? he exclaimed

suspiciously. .

21. To assume as if one s own, to appropnate or

arrogate to oneself (credit, etc.) ; to assume as if

granted, e. g. to take leave, liberty, etc. : see also

LIBERTY sb. 5 b. To takefor granted- see 48

IMS Lu. BERNERS Fniit. II. xxi. 46 Wherfore this Kyng
lonan toke tytell to make warr. .611 BEAUM. & 1 u

Philastcr i. i, Kissing your while hand (Mistress) I take

ieaveTTo thank you/royal father. .6.5-. l LIBERTY

sb jW 16.7-77 KELTHAM Kesolves l. xxxi.53 Hamans

thirst was Hoiioi : Acbitophel took the glory of his Counsel.

39

l8o Examiner No. 612. 7/1 We would take leave la

recommend. .an alteration. 1850 TaitlMof. XVII. 564/1

Voltaire look all -orls of liljertic-. with his mother tongue.

1870 ROGERS Hill. Gleanings Scr. n. 93 He took credit

to himself that.. her son remained stanch.

22. Gram. Of a word, clause, or sentence : To
have by right or usage, either as part of itself or

with it in construction (a particular inflexion, accent,

case, mood, etc.) as the proper one.

1818 NLOMKIEI.!) tr. Matthiac's Grk. Gram. I. 208 Verbs

..which are derived from compound adjectives, take the

augment at the beginning Ibid. 47" Ihe following ve.l.s

..take the genitive of the Hung. 1860 GOODWIN Grh.

Maodi * Tenses 220 Causal senlenccs regularly take the

Indicative. 1876 KENNEDY I'M. *'h. Lat. Gram, | 20

All Declensions take the Ending m for Masc. and fern.

Nouns. 1881 CHANDLER Grk. Accentuation 767 I he

following take the accent on the penultimate.

IV. Pregnant senses related to III. ; usually in-

cluding a notion of choice, purpose, use, employ-

ment, treatment, or occupation.
*

Connoting choice.

23. To pick out from a number : either by chance,

at random ;
or with intention, to select, choose.

CH7S LAY. 12176 Ten busend cnihtes lock Gracien fork,

rihtes (<: 1205 he chics . . ten busend cnihlen).
. 138*

WYCLIF i Sam. xiv. 42 Saul seith, Leyeth lot betwix me

and Jonathan my sone. And Jonathas is taken. 1535

COVERDALE ibid., Saul sayde : Cast the lot ouer me and my
sonne lonathas. So lonathas was taken. 1611 Two Ifable

K n. iii. 70 [Peasant] Thou wilt not goe along? Arc. Not

yet, sir. [P.] Well, sir, take your owne time. i6< BACON

Ess., A mbition (Art.) 225 Good Commanders in the Warrcs,

must be taken, be they neuer so Ambitious. 1741 FRANCIS

tr llor Sat i. iv. 31 Take me a man, at venture, from the

crowd. 1769 JOHNSON 29 Oct. in Boswell. I'll take YOU five

children from London, who shall cuff five Highland children.

**
Connotingpurpose, use, employntent.

24. To adopt or choose in order to use in some

way; to adopt in some capacity (const, as, for);

hence, to employ for a purpose, to have recourse

to, avail oneself of, proceed to use (a means or

method) ; to seize (an opportunity, etc.). See also

take daym Phrases below (67), ADVANTAGE sb.

5 b, MEASURE sb. 21, OCCASION si.l I.

i Cursor M. 29177 For a reule bis sal )>ou take. 1471

SIR J. PASTON in P. Lett. III. 15 Thys next terme I hope

to take on [=one] weye with hyr or other. 1483-4

Act i Rich, lit, c. 2 8 i That suche exaccions.. afore this

tyme takyn be take for no example to make suche or any

lyke charge.. hereafter. 1561 [see OCCASION i*. 1
j]. IS79

FULKE Heskins' Pail. 316 He taketh times and occasions

at his pleasure. 1605 SHAKS. Mad,, m. i. 23 We should

haue else desir'd your good aduice .. In this dayes Councell :

but wee'le take to morrow. 1687 DRYDEN Sir Martin

Mar-all in. i, If thou wilt have a foolish word to lard thy

lean discourse with, take an English one. 1686 tr. Chardm s

Coronat. Solyman 122 He knew, .how to take his Measures

to the ruine of his Competitors. 1718 RAMSAY om>
Chirsty iv, He wisely this white minute took, And Hang his

arms about her. 1719 BP. WADDINGTON in Lardners Wks.

(1838) I. p. Ixiii, You have certainly took a very proper and

Christian way with him. 1758 S. HAYWARD Semi. Introd.

n What special methods could be taken to stem the tide of

immorality ? 1780 Trinmfhs Fortitude I. 101, I shall take

the first opportunity of sending the books I promised. IBM

Examiner No. 614. 39/1 That great genius is taken as the

standard of perfection. 1867 HOWELLS Ital.Joyrn.
118 We

raised our sail, and took the gale that blew for Capri. 1890

Blackw. Maf.C1iL.VM. 442/2 Every possible means is now

taken to conceal the truth.

b. To take into use, to use, have recourse to

(one's hands, a tool, weapon, etc.) for doing some-

thing. To take a stick (etc.) to, to use it to beat (a

person, etc.). (Sometimes with mixture ofsense 1 2.)

1768 STERNE Sent. 7ourn. (1778) II. 25, 1 look both hands

to it 1888 STEVENSON Black Arrow iv. u. 208 He
had_

ta'en his belt to me, forsooth i
. 1889 'LEWIS CARROLL

Sytoit f, Bruno iv. 53
' Take a stick to him 1 shouted the

Vice-Warden. t ,

c. esp. To take into use or employment, to have

recourse to as a means of progression (a vehicle,

ship, horse, one's limbs, etc.) ;
to enter or mount

for a journey or voyage. Often without article, as

to take boat, coach, ship, etc.: see also lake to

(74 b), take horse (70 a); HEEL ^.1 19, LEG sb.

2 b, WING sb. (Cl. 25.)

CI4SO [see 70 a). 1517 ToRKlNCTON Pilgr. (1884) 46 We
toke our assys at the Mownte Syon, .. and rode the same

nyeht to Bethlem. 1530 PALSGR. 751/1, I lake shyppe or

the see,.* monte sur la mer. . . Where loke they shyppyng, ou

est ce auilz monlerent sur la mer. i57 I
J ?,AT.

** *
"J

,654 a. Scudery's Curia Pol. 19 If the Duke of Guise .J-ad

spledily taken post, and fled from Blois. 167. SIR C. LYTTEL-

TON in HattmiCorr. (Camden) 86, I am just taking coach

to give his R Highnesse y paru bien after his late danger.

,7,
g
, DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) ., I took the ket.t,

and came over to England. M^fraartMag.
He takes ship for Ireland. i88S 'ANSTEY Tinted y
05 I've a good mind to take the tram to the Archway. i9
Monthly Packet Apr. 444 They. .took tram to London.

25. To gain the aid or help of (a place) by

betaking oneself to it ; to gain, reach, repair to, go

into, enter (esp. for refuge or safety) ;
to get into

or on to: = lake to, 740. Often in special

phrases : see FIELD, GROUND, INN, LAND, REFUGE,

SANCTUARY, SEA, WALL, WATER, etc.

ciios LAY. 7976 He droh in ane hzlue & toe ban \c 1275

tock to] herberwe. <TI33O R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace.(Rolls)

5397 HauenehetokatPorcestre. c^400Laud frof Bit. 10^01

TAKE.

Thei token the toun with mychcl spcde . . To saue her l

1461 f.islon Lett. II. $1 The 1'uc uf Kxte^tre and th'erle of

Pembrok are floon and taken the mouriteynb. 1480 CAXTON
Chron. Eng. clxx. 155 They that tnyght take the bridge

escaped. 1485 I'aris ff V. 43 He took the lyuer wyth
hys hors. 1511 Ait 4 Hen. VIII, c. 2 j 2 If any murderer
. .hadde taken any Church or Churchyerd or murder. 1565
STAPLETON tr. Mute's Hist. Ch. Eng. 160 Beinge vysiiea
with syeknesse he toke his bedde. 1563 Kef. I'rny Coun-
cil Scot. III. 600 Constraning him to tak his hous for the

saifty of his lif. 1618 KUWI.ANUS Night Kar-en (1630) 12

Acruell Beare, which fore 'd him take a tree. 1831 KxamiHer
443/2 Vipers occasionally take the water. 1854 K. K. BUKIOH
1'olconry Valley Inthts v. 61 note. The first falcon, .caufted

the quarry to take the air. 1868 STANLEY Wcttnt. Abbey
v. 364 But Ihe right of asylum rendered the whole pm
a vast

' cave of Adullam
'

for all the distressed and discon-

tented of the metropolis who desired, according to the phrmM
of the lime, to

' lake Westminster '. 1880 T. SiEVt NSON in

F.ncycl. l>rit. XI. 455 A harbour which may be easily taken

and left in stormy weather.

b. To adopt and enter upon (a road, way, path,

course, etc., lit. or Jig.} ;
to betake oneself to,

begin to go along or by : sometimes with mixture

of sense
' to choose, select

'

(23). See also COUBSE

sb. ii b, 21, WAY so.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17643 To ieru?alem he tok I* strete.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce ll. 146 All him alane Ihe way he tain.

c 1380 Sir Feruntb. 3152 PUS otherc toke
|;at

cors an hasle.

1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis vi. viii. i With all his speid fra lhen

he tuke the gait, aisjj LD. BERNERS Huon XXL 63, I

counsel! you to take thelong way. 1590 SPENSER /: Q. l. L

10 So many palhes, . . That which of them to take in diverse

doubt they been. 1607 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. m. 459 Pleas d

I am, no beaten Road to take. 1749 FIELDING Ttm Jones

vn. x, Which way must we take? i87 HALLAM Const.

Hist. (1876) I. iii. 115 Elizabeth had taken her line as to the

Court of Rome. 1895 Law Times Kef. LXXIII.32/I The

court, .left the parties to take their own course.

o. To take (a place or person} in (on) one's way,

to touch at or visit in one's journey ;
to include in

one's route.
a 1611 R. LAYNE in Carjt. Smith Virginia t 8, I.

:
sen

Pemissapan word I was going to Croatan, and tooke him m
my way. 1676 WoODii%(O.H.S.) II. 34* Wee went home

and took Pershore in trie way. 1701 W. WOTTON Hut.

Rome, Marcus vi. 85 He did not take Rome in his way.

1837 LOCKHART Scott xliv, Scott.. asked me to walk home
with him, taking Ballantyne's printing office in our way.

*** Connoting treatment.

26. To proceed or begin to deal.with or treat in

some way or do something to ; hence, to
' take in

hand', 'tackle', deal with, treat.

See also take at advantage (ADVANTAGE **. sc), take ,t

easy (EASY B. 4), take in turns (TuRN sb.). (In quot. 1671,

to settle, adjust, make up: = take uf, 90 u.)

1513 [see ADVANTAGE st. 5 c]. 1596 HARINGTON Metaut.

A fa' (1814) 12 He will take a weak man at the vantage.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 418 This disease.., if it I

taken in any time, it is easie to be holpen. 1671 W. M. tr.

Erasm. Colloq. 62 They themselves will better take this

difference among themselves. 1710 MRS. MANLEV'Power of

Love (1741) 281 Being taken at such disadvantage ; his Valour

would have signify'd little. 1734 POPE Ess. Man iv. 227 Men
in their looseunguarded hours they take, Not that ihemselves

are wise, but others weak. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Imtr.

1896 Law Tiniest. 438/2 Admiralty Appeals
with Assessors

will be taken in Appeal Court I on Wednesday. 1896 Daily

News 30 May 8/4, 1 shall not take physiology next year

but I shall give some teaching on the subject in the way of

object lessons in hygiene.

1). To use, deal with, or treat (a name or word)

in some way. To take in IDLE, in VAIN.

c 1100 ORMIN 4402 patt tu ne take nohht wibb skarn,
Wibj

haibinng, ne wib]> idell pe name off ure Laferrd Crist. <: 1315

SHOREHAM in. o. Honury bou schelc enne god-Take nau,t

hys name in ydelschepe. c 1386 [see IDLE B. i b).

o. To proceed to deal with mentally ; to con-

sider ; to reckon. So to take into or under con-

sideration, to proceed to consider (see CONSIDERA-

TION 2 c). See also take together, 89 c.

<:ioo ORMIN 325 Tacc nu biss streon batt tuss wass

sibb Wibb preostess & wibb kingess. Ibid. 335, 339.

---- PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesic HI. xix. (Arb.) 236 I

i6oa :

Mary (1656) 66 lake a good _nri.

beuer tha'n another at the best. .747.
W. HO

secretaryship,, .left him but little leisure.

**** Connoting occupation.

27. To proceed to occupy, enter on the occupa-

tion of (a place or position, lit. ovjig.}. See also

CHAIB sbl g, FLOOK *M 4, GROUND so. 1 1 c, PLACE

sb. ijb, 27, POST so.3 a, PRECEDENCE 3, 4, SEAT,

TVlS He droh in ane hselue & toe ban herberwe.

ursor M. IM43 P=>!
<><e bairg.est.ng

, be tun 1300

. 111. 293 this yonge Prince, as selth the bok
>* x**'-

,

LYDG. bochas >* xVJUWC.K COnf. .... -yj f

With hem his herbergage tok. 14

1605 SHAKS. Lear m. vi. 38 Thou
ro^j.

...... -
J-"j-~;

take thy place. 17.1 ADUISON *pect. No. 165 P !

ook Postlehindagreat Morass. .750O"^^g
in She curtsies, as she takes her chair. 1807-8 W. U



TAKE.

Salmag, iv. (1811) I. 71 The latter has taken his winter

i|uarters..in the corner room, opposite mine. 1883 FAKGUS
Cardinal Sin xii, It was soon her turn to take the stage.
1888 Scottish Leaiter 27 July 6/7, I took the chair at a

meeting to promote the candidature of a Radical as a member
for Parliament.

fb. inlr. ? ellipt. for take place, to occur, rare.

CI374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 1534 (1562) And yf so be bat

pes her-after take As alday happep after anger game.
28. To use, occupy, use up, consume (so much

material, space, time, energy, activity, etc.) : = take

up, 90 w (b). Sometimes nearly
= ' need

'
or '

re-

quire'. Hence (colloq.~) to require (a person or

thing of so much capacity or ability) to do some-

thing.
To take (one's) time : to allow oneself sufficient time (to do

something); hence (sarcastically), to be '

quite long enough ',

i. e. too long : to loiter.

a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 251
This

scheip..tuik so mekill timber that scho waistit all the

wodis in Fyfe. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. i. i. 83 Take time to

pause. CITIO CELIA FIENNES Diary (1888) 239 At ye ffeete

of the bed that tooke ye Length of the roome. 1713
BERKELEY Hylas f, Phil. i. Wks. 1871 I. 284, I will take
time to solve your difficulty. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supf.
S.V. Lime, Lime-stone generally takes sixty hours in

burning. 1858 GLENNY Card. Every-day Bk. i34/r They
lake less room on than off. 1890 Field 8 Mar. 364/1 Any
ignoramus can construct a straight line, but it takes an

engineer to make a curve. 1893 Nat. Observer 7 Oct. 541/2
The remainder of the Life will take two more volumes.

b. A person is said to take a particular size in

gloves, boots, collars, etc., implying that that is the

size which fits.

1897 FLO. MARRYAT Blood Vampire ii, [She] informed me
the other day that her Mamma took nines in gloves.

29. To begin or start afresh after leaving off, or

after some one else ; to resume ;
= take up, 90 r, s.

(Also absol?) To take the word, to begin to speak,
esp. after or instead of some one else : see WORD sb.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 747 Now turne to our tale, take bere

we lefte. 1500 [see WORD], a 1547 SURREY jjEneidlv. 144
Quene Juno then thus tooke her tale againe. 1697 DRVDEN
Virg. Georg. iv. 219, I must forsake This Task; for others
afterwards to take. 1815 SCOTT Betrothed xix, Eveline
remained silent. The abbess took the word.

V. To obtain from a source, to derive.

3O. To get, obtain, or derive by one's own act
from some source (something material or non-

material) ;
to adopt, copy,

' borrow
'

(also absol.,

quot. 1493) ;
to take example of,

'

get
'

or
'
learn

'

from some one (quot. 1544). See also ENTSAMPLE
so. 2 b, EXAMPLE sb. 6 c.

c ioo ORMIN 14470, Jiff bu bisne takenn willt Off bise twej.
senn brebre. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. W<x (Rolls) 5273 pre
bousand pound ylka ?er . . Of alle be lond gedered &
tan. 13.. Cursor M. 17288+ 175 Cott. (insert.) To haf
mercy of synful men Ensaumple at him he toke. 1386
CHAUCER Wife's Prol. 183 Rede it in his Almageste and
take it there. 1460 FORTESCUE Aos. $ Lim. Man. x.

(1885) 131 pat we now serch how the kyng mey haue such
livelod : but (first, off what comodites it mey best be take.

3 Feslivall (1515) 145 b, [LukeJ loked what Marke and
Mathewe had wryten, and so toke at them. 1544 BALK
Chron. Sir y. Oldcastell in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) I. 269 Of
them [Annas & Caiaphas] onely haue
Chrystes members, as ye

'

ll'Stine xxx. 101 Scholl

40

process, a. To get (information, evidence, etc.), or

ascertain (a fact), by inquiry, questioning, exami-

nation, or the like; also transf. to perform or

carry on (an examination or the like) in order to

ascertain something (cf. 52).
1460 Rolls ofParlt. V. 388/1 By Inquisitions tane uppon

ychone of the same Wyrtes. 1511-12 Act 3 Hen, VIII, c. 21
i, i . .T-_. . 1 !_-/ Tr__U_

TAKE.

is] onely haue ye taken it to iudge
e do. 1606 G. WfooococKE] Hist.
!ers which from him as their tuter_ _ ..

had tane theyr practise. 1733 BERKELEY Alcifhr. in. 9The proportions of the three Grecian orders were taken
from the human body. 1766 GOLDSM. Vicar W, xvii, All

b. spec. To obtain from its natural source (e. g.
stone from a quarry), to get; to pluck, gather
(plants, a crop). Now rare.

.

CI477 CAXTON Jason 121 b, And thenne she was. .borne

are taken great quantity of stone. 1844 yritl. R. Agric.
boc. V. i. 174 In taking the crop reaping is universal.

31. To derive, 'draw' (origin, name, character,
or some attribute or quality) from some source.
Const,from, in, of.
c iioo ORMIN 16340 Adam . . Off whamm I toe mi bodijlich

c 1105 LAY. 29410 Brutaine hit wes ihaten of Bruttin nom
taken. 13.. Cursor M, 36 Ilk a frotiit. .takes fra be rote
his kmde. Ibid. 20085 He bat toke of hir his fless . . hansr a
tre bar nailed to. 1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 255 Men
of Assiria toke theire name of Assur, men of Hebrewe of
Heber. 1474 CAXTON Chesse in. i. (1883) 77 We were first
lormed and toke our begynnyng of the erthe 1586 WWEBBE Eng. Poelrie (Arb.) 56 Ryme, taken from the Greeke
worde FVVos. 1660 BLOOME Archil. Aj, The..Columnes
called Dorica, taking beginning of Dorus, Prince of Achaia
and Peloponnesus. 1771 SIR W. JONES Ess. i. Poems, etc.
(1777) 186 Ihe Turks.. took their numbers, and their taste
for poetry from the Persians. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.xxu. IV. 776 No English title had ever before been taken
from a place of baltle lying within a foreign territory,
t D. To infer, deduce

;
to obtain as a result.

c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 343 But hou shulde men take of
to roune wit> preslis & |,us to be assoiled ? c 1391 CHAUCER
Sr5JL*3L_*?ln th'lke declinacion to the alti-

tak ther the heuedes of aries

Scripture.
32. To get as a result or product by some special

here aboutes. 1596 SHAKS i Hen. IV, iv. i. 133 Let vs take

a muster speedily. 1600 in Shaks. Cent. />

rtfzw(i87g)35The
examination of S' Gelly merick Knyght taken the xvij"'

of February, 1600. i697DRYDEN Virg, Georg. Iv. 626 Himself
their Herdsman, on the middle Mount, Takes of his muster 'd

Flocks a just Account. 1703 Loud. Gaz. No. 4139/5 The
King. .took a Review of the Forces. 1768 BLACKSTONE
Comm. III. iv. 59 A commission of assise, directed to the

judges and clerk of assise, to take assises ; that is, to take the

verdict of a peculiar species of jury called an assise. Ibid,

vii. 101 [The judge] takes information by hearing advocates
on both sides, and thereupon forms his interlocutory decree
or definitive sentence at his own discretion. 1817 MAR.
EDGEWORTH Harrington ii. (1832)21

He hastened down to the

country to take the sense of his constituents. 1863 H. Cox
Instit. in. vii. 698 He never disposes of any important pre-
ferments without taking the pleasure of the Crown, 1890
Cornhill Mag. Sept. 276 Tests are taken to see if the cable
has sustained any damage. 1893 National Observer 7 Oct.

524/1 A Bill on which it dare not take the country's opinion.
b. To get or ascertain by measurement or

scientific observation; also transf. to make, per-
form (a measurement, an observation). See also

MEASURE sb. a c, 3 a.

c 1430 [see MEASURE sb. 2 c]. c 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab.
x. (Fox % rVolf) v, Bot Astrolab. Quadrant, and Almanak,
. . The tnouing ofthe heuin this Tod can tak. 1579 GOSSON
Sen. Abuse (Arb.) 38 The height of Heauen is taken by the
staffe. 1598 PHILIP tr. Linschoten i. xciii. 170/1 Taking the

hight ofthe Sunne, we found ourselues to be under 37 degrees.
1622 MASSINGER Virg. Mart. in. iii, Misery taking the length
of my foot, it boots not me to sue for life. 1663 BUTLER
Hud. i. 1. 122 For he by Geometrick Scale Could take the
Size of Pots of Ale. 1607 COLLIER Ess. Mor. Subj. i. (1703)
in The Taylor should take measure of their quality as
well as of their limbs. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. in. 153 That
afternoon the Princess rode to take The dip of certain strata
to the North. 1887 WESTALL Capt. Trafalgar xviii. 236
Isn't it about time for taking the sun?., it is four days since
we knew our position. 1900 LUCKES Gen. Nursing xii.

(ed. 2) 147 The temperature has to be taken every hour.
Mod. The weather was too cloudy to take any observations,

t c. To measure off (a length or distance). Oks.
1660 BARROW Euclid i. ii. Schol., The line AG might be

taken with a pair of compasses. 1669 STURMY Mariner's
Mag, i. ii. 32 Take with your Compasses the Line C, 1831
BREWSTER Optics iv. 38 From a scale on which hm is 1*500,
take in the compasses

'

i '.

33. a. To obtain in writing, write down, make
(notes, a copy, etc.); to write down (spoken
words), report in writing (a speech, etc.).
1591-1875 [see NOTE so.' 13 bj. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well

IV. iii. 130 His confession is taken, and it shall bee read to
his face. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trait, xv. 48 Taking
nn inventory of this prize. 1708 in Burton's Diary (1828)
III. 93 His Majesty sent for Mr. Rushworth, the Clerk,whom he observed to take his speech in character. 1711
F. T. Shorthand p. vi, 'Tis by Short-Hand that all Speeches,
HomiHes, Tryals, Sermons, &c. are . . taken, a 1715 BURNET

me take

, , , . ...
Omit Time ann. 1672 (1823) I. 538 He would not let
a copy of it. 1731 BERKELEY Alciphr. iv. i Tostand by
and take notes ofall that passeth. 1776 TrialofNundocttmar
=;/' The Monshy took the copy by my directions. 1883M. D.CHALMERS Local Govt. iii. 41 Minutes of the meeting
must be taken. 1901 S. FACET Mem. Sir J. Paget iii, (ed. 2)
61 He had no clinical clerks, and his cases were not taken.

b. To obtain by drawing, delineating, etc. ; to

make, execute (a figure or picture, now esp. a pho-
tograph, of some object) ;

also transf. to obtain or
make a figure or picture of, to portray ;

now esp.
to photograph. Also (colloq.} intr. hi pass, (with
qualifying adv.) of a person : To be a (good or
bad) subject for photographing.
1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts 757 Another picture, .which

he tooke by another of these Cats in the possession of
the Duke of Saxony. 1664 WOOD Life, etc. (O. H. S ) II
20, I went to the castle [Bampton]..and took the ruins

A I
r
l

f' I7SI T ' H LL1S in
L't.

1- Lit. Men (Camden) 379A Scheme for taking and publishing the Antiquities existing
at Athens. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. IV. xvi, A limner, who
travelled the country, and took likenesses for fifteen shillings
a head. 1789 MRS. PIOZZI Journ. France I. 150 Her portrait
. .will not be found difficult to take. 1859 REEVE Brittany
48 Mr. Taylor took the view three times before he quite
satisfied himself as to the quality of the negative. 1889MALLOCK Enchanted 1st. 230, I took a photograph of their

camera, for never was there a better chance of 'taking
'

one
of these animals. Mod. A snap-shot taken by an amateur.
VI. To take something given or offered; to

receive, accept, exact, and related senses.
* To receive what is given or bestowed.

34. To receive, get (something given, bestowed,
or administered); to have conferred upon one
(spec, a sacrament, office, order of merit, degree,
etc.) ; to win, or receive as won (a prize, reward)
to gain, acquire (experience, etc. ; see also to take
success, s.v. SUCCESS). Also absol.

'
C
\?u

^RMIN 5378 Forr to takenn hzle att bimm r>flr
lie unntrummnesse. 13.. Cursor if. 12755

. i i , i ... i
..wji* . . \.<jum urcea

. . and brak, and seide, lake }e and ete ae. c 1455 Torr
Portugal 2168 And ye now will liston a stound How he
toke armes of kyng Calomond. [Cf. ARM si.' 15 ] c io

where the Doctors, and other Graduates take their

, o e
taken. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. iv. xxvi, Knighthood he'

,

took of Douglas' sword. 1888 MRS. H. WARD A'. Elsmere
iv. 50, I don't feel as if I should ever take orders.

b. To receive (something inflicted); to have
(something) done to one; to suffer, undergo
submit to.

c 1200 ORMIN Pref. oo patt he toe daeb o rode. 1301 RBRUNNE Handl. Synne 12626 God graunte vs grace [or
oure synne swyche penaunce [to] take, pat we be neuer
more a-teynt. 13. . [see PENANCE so. 2). a 1415 CursorM. 16290 (frill.) Wib his hond a buffet he jaf ihesus ful sore
. . take bat to teche be lore '. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 220 To
the ende that they shold not take deth that day 1581 RICH
Farewell (Shaks. Soc.) 212, I will not see her take a man)
fest wrong. 1663 BUTLER Hd. i. n. 94, He took the Blow
upon his Arm. 1748 G. WHITE Serin. (MS.), He had much
?}

t

I
ner

..""<c'
tn

.

an
i >"iong. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Conq.

c. To receive (something said to one) ; to receive
information of, to hear

; in imper, often = '
let me

tell you '. Somewhat arch.
iS SHAKS. John i. i. 21 Then take my Kings defiance

from my mouth. 1596 - Tarn. Shr. n. i. 101 'fake this of
me, Kate of my consolation,.. My selfe am moou'd to woo
thee for my wife. 1609 HEVWOOD Brit. Troy xii. Ixiv, After
they had tooke and given the Time of Day. 1671 MILTON
Samson 1570 Then take the worst in brief, Samson is dead.
1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. iv. xxvi, Take our defiance loud
and high. 1846 W. E. FORSTF.R in Reid Life \. vi. 186 The
fact is, they will soon wear nothing. There

; take that !

35. To enter into the enjoyment of (pleasure
recreation, rest, or the like). See also EASE ib. 2.

NAPrf.2b. (Cf. 13.)
13.. Cursor M. 6317 (GOtt) pat niht he jede and tok his

rest. ci3so Will. Palenie 2488 [peij hijed hem homward
fast..& token redli here rest, 1530 PALSCR. 749/2, I take
my rest. 1549 LATIMER Strut. Plourliers (Arb.) 38 In the
meane tyme the Prelates take

theyrjpleasures. 1597 BEARD
Jheatre Cod's Judgem. (1612) 328 Before any other should
take last thereof. 1751 MRS. LENNOX Fern. Quix. i. i,Sometimes he took the diversion of hunting. 1779 Mirror
No. 60 One of the company proposed that they should take
a game at cards. 1807 MRS. RAVNF.R Type-writer Girl x,
108 So perforce I took holiday.

* To receive what is due or owing ; to exact.
36. To receive or get in payment, as wages, etc.,

or by way of charge or exaction as a fine, tribute
;

sometimes with connotation '

accept
'

(cf. 39), or

'charge, exact, demand' (cf. 37, 38).
a.1300 Cursor AT. 16485 'Tas

',
he said, 'your penis here

A felun folk er
yee

'. 13 .. Itiii. 28405 Agams win i lent my
thing, And quilum tok bar-for okeryng. 1417-8 Rec. St.
Mary at Hill 68 Also for a carpenter iiij dayes..takyng
vj d & his mete a day. r 1489 Cvnot>Sonneso/AyuioH ix.
216 Straunge knyghtes that were come vnto hym to take
wages. 1579 LVLV Eufhues (Arb.) 133 This olde miser
asking of Anstippus what he woulde take to leache and
bring vp his sonne. 1684 Contempt. State Man I. vi. (1609)
64 What would he now take for all the Honours of this
World. 1708 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rtc, (1886) II. 83
For takeing greater interest.. than by law is allow'd. 1841
BROWNING Pied Piper ix, A thousand guilders ! Come, take
fifty 1 1896 Act 59 t, 60 Viet. c. 59 2 (t), Provided always
. .that no money for admission be taken at the doors.

37. To exact (satisfaction or reparation) for an

offence; hence, to execute, inflict (vengeance,
revenge; t punishment, t justice). Const. on,\of.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5862 pat suerd anon hus tak na wrak.

Ibid, 6094 O f>am mi wengeance sal i take, c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. Wace (Rolls>2o2 Whan God took wreche of Kaymes
synne. 1474 CAXTON Chesse H. v. (1883) 68, 1 wold take ven-

geance and turmente the. 1533 BELLENOEN Lay \. ix.(S.T.S.)
52 pathemycht lustHe tak punycioun of all be AlbanepepilU
1607 TOPSELL Four./. Beasts (1658) 127 His fellowes take
punishment of him, and fall on him, biting and rending his
skin. 1633 [see REVENGE tt. 4]. 31774 GOLDSM. tr.

Scarron's Com. Romance (1775) II. 118 The counsellor.,
had need of all his good sense to prevent him from taking
immediate justice on a man, who sought to injure him so

capitally. 1779 FORRHST N. Guinea 313 To take satis-

faction, .for the death of Fakymolano's brother at Rainis.

t38. To receive, exact, or accept (a promise,

engagement, oath, or the like) ; hence, to admini-
ster or witness (an oath). To take an oath of, To
take (any one) sworn : see OATH sb. i , SWORN ppl. a.

c 1450, 1593, 1599 [see OATH so. i]. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's
Comm. 55 b, Then began he to take stipulation of them,
a 1715 BURNET Own Time an.

16^72 (1823) I. 538 He took a
solemn engagement of her, that, if scruples should arise in
her mind, she would let him know them. 1833 Act 3 <fr 4
lYitt. IV, c. 74 82 [He] shall be competent to take the

acknowledgment of any married woman wheresoever she

may reside. 1873 Act 36 <f 37 Viet. c. 66 84 Commissioners
to take oaths and affidavits in the Supreme Court.

* To accept.
39. To receive (something offered), not to refuse

or reject ;
to receive willingly ;

to accept.
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c 1200 pRMitt 4828 Jiff |>att we tnlccnn bH|>elij Alt Godd
all |>att iss sell^e. c 1330 Aim's .v Amil. 1112 Y schal
for the take batuile. (1400 I'rymtr (1895) 50 Take oure

preier,
& late J>e merci of bi pitee assoile hem bat hm

boundun wifc be cheyne of synnes. a. 1500 in C. Trice.
Martin Chttnc. J'roc, i$th C. (1904) 3 To thentcnt that she
shutd not be taken to bayle, but kept still in prisone. 1534
MORK Treat. Passion Wks. 1781/1 Such as wil take tfie

benefit e. 1591 SHAKS. TivoGent. HI. i. 100 Take no rcpti,
what euer she doth say. 1697 in N. ff Q. loth Ser. (1908;
IX. 378/2 There was not one of the House of Commons
but. .would take a bribe. 1837 DICKKNS Picku: !J, Gentle-
man says he'll not detain you a moment, sir, but he can take
no denial. 1848 THACKERAY Pan. fair xxii, She held out
her hand with so frank and winning a grace, that Osborne
could not but take it. 1904 STANLKY WKYMAN Abbess of
Vlaye iii, There's a party tinging at the gate, my lord, and
and won't take no !

b. Of a female animal : To admit (the male).
See also take horse in Phrases, 70 c.

'577 [see 70 c]. 1759 BROWN Compl. Partner 65 Neither can
they Mick It; their young, till they have taken buck. 1845
Jrnl. K. Agric. Soc. VI. 11. 363, I. .set down, .the Ewes as

they take the ram. 1864' Ibid. XXV. i. 254 The number of
hours during which they take the bull varies from 24 to 48.

C. Offish (with mixture of sense a b) : To seize

(the bait). Also absol.

1863 W. C. BALDWIN Afr. Hunting yj. 305 They take

admirably, but we have only crooked pins for hooks, and
cannot catch many. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling v, (1880) 162
Sometimes fish rise quickly and take quickly. 1889 MRS.
E. KENNARD Landing a Prise III. i. 6 Fish always lake
best after rain.

40. To accept (a wager, or the person who offers

to lay the wager). So also in reference to a pro-
posal, etc. ; see also to take any one at his WORD.
i6oa ROWLANDS Greene's Ghost 49, I take you, sayd one

or two, and the wager being layd, awaie they went. 1719
DE Foe Crusoe (1840) II. xiii. 268, I was for taking him at
that proposal. 1850 Tail's Mag. XVII. 678/2 I'll take ten
to one on it. 1890 Field 24 May 757/1, 800 to ico was
taken about him. 1890 CLARK RUSSELL Ocean Trag. I. vi.

123 He bet me a sovereign. . . I took him.

D. To take one's death (upon a thing) : to stake
one's life npon it.

1553 BECON Religues Rome (1563) 59 He tooke hys death
thereon, that he was neuer giltye. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI

t

n. iii. 90, 1 will take my death, I neuer meant him any ill.

41. To accept and act upon (advice, a hint,

warning, etc.).
r 1300 St. Margaretf 136 P1 maide . . seide . . gob fram me

anon ; Anober ton sail ich haue itake, ich forsake 3011 echon.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 12869 The troiens full tite token his

rede. 1605 [see ADVICE 5]. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. 11. i. 288

They'l take suggestion, as a Cat laps milke. 1611 [see
HINT sb. i]. 1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Lady
Rich TO Oct., They, .took the first hint of their dress from
a fair sheep newly ruddled. 1877 Miss YONCK Cameos
Ser. HI. xxxiv. 363 Would that France had taken to itself

the teaching ! 189* Punch 29 Oct. 196/2 [He] begged
others to take warning by his fate. 1899 Tit-Bits 28 Oct.

109/2
' Come along, dear, take your call ', said he, pulling

back the heavy curtains.

b. To accept as true or correct; to believe

(something told to one). (Cf. 340.) Also, to

accept mistakenly as trustworthy, to be deceived

by (quot. 1728) : cf. take in, 82 o.

c MOO ORMIM 2824 Forr bait tu toe wi|>|> trowwbe pat t

word. 1587 in W. M. Williams Ann. Founders' Co. (1867) 69
He givinge his fayth promyse to Mr. Alderman. ..Mr.
Alderman tooke his wprde, and rose, and went his ways.
1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. vi. 144, I would not take this from

report. i6zz MASSINGER Virg. Mart. \\. i. We have not
been idle, take it upon my word. 17*8 ELIZA HEVWOOD
tr. Mtne.de Gomez's Belle A. ^yz) II. 142 The King seeing
that they had took the Feint, said at Night,.. Ghent Is

invested, and we must go anon to raise the Siege. 1889
PHILIPS & WILLS Fatal Pkryne II. iii. 76 You may take it

from me that the pot means what it says.

42. To accept with the mind or will in some

specified way (well, iff, in earnest
', etc.). See also to

take toheart (HEART sb. 44), take in good (tic.) part
(PART sb. 26 b), take in SCORN, take in SNUFF.
c MOO ORMIN 7390 Biforenn ba batt takenn all Onn haebinng

batt we spellenn. a 1300 Cursor^ M. 4619 Nai, sir, tas noght
m despite. Ibid. 16396 Quen [Pilate] sagh bat al his soigne
bai tok it al to ill. c 1386 CHAUCER Wifes T. 342 To hym that

taketh it in
pacience.

c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Suriecs) 1049 P"
wordes cuthbert wysely toke. 1530 PALSGR. 747/i I take a

thyng a mysse, je mesfrens. 1553 LATIMER Semt, t on

Twelfth Day (1635) 293 b, There is a common saying amongst
us..,Every thing is (say they) as it is taken, which
indeed is not so : for every thing is as it is, howsoever it be
taken. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Husb. iv. (1586) 182 b,

They take it ill, and presently leaue working. 1579 W.
WILKINSON Confut. Familye ofLove Bij, Take this brief

,.aunswere..in good part. 1671 LADY MARY BERTIE in

izt/t Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 22, 1 take it very ill

that none of my nephews would drawe mee. 17*8 MORGAN
Algiers I. Prel. 26 Multitudes of People.,would take it in

excessive Dudgeon to be thought unfashionable. 1758

JOHNSON Let. /<? Miss Porter i Mar., 1 shall take it very

Kindly if you write to me. 1871 BLACK Adv. Phaeton x. 145
The Lieutenant took the matter very coolly. 1888 MRS.

J. K. SPENDER Kept Secret III. i. 15, 1 did not mean you to

take me in earnest.

b. To accept without objection, opposition, or

resentment ; to be content with ; to put up with,

tolerate, 'stand
1
.

i47-85 MALORY Arthur xx. vi. 805 Ye shalle take the wo
with the wele, and take hit in pacyence, and thanke god of

hit. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Kings xiv. 10 Take the prayse, and

byde athome. 1595 MAVNARDE Drake's Voy. (Hakl. Soc.)

18 He resolved to departe, and to take the winde as God sent
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it. c 1779 R. CrvnERLANn in Lett. Li/. Men (Camdcn) 410,
1 take events as they fall without murmur or complaint,
1809 MAI.KIN (lit Mlas v. i. r 38, I had the good
tako things as 1 found them. 1896 WIILS in /.<i-<> 'ihiu-\

Kef. I.XXIII. 689/1 If he does not conform to their law
he must take the consequences.

43. To face and attempt to get over, through_
up, etc. (something that presents itself in one's

way), or actually to do so
; to clear (an obstacle,

as a fence, ditch, wave, space, etc.) ; to mount (a

slope), get round (a corner), clear (the points on
a railway line), etc.

1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim. 912/2 To take hedge
and ditch, and go on forwards through brambles and briers.

1631 MASSINCCK& FIELD Fatal Dowry iv. i, I look about,
and neigh, take hedge and ditch. 1838 Civil Eng. f, Arch.
Jrnl. 1. 139/2 The tendency to. .friction in passing round
curves, and the difficulty of taking the points. 1843 K. J-
GRAVES Syst. Ctin. Mid. xxxi. 428 He . . is able to tun up,
taking two of the large stone stair-steps at each spring. 1855
GEO. ELIOT A . Bede xii, Nothing like 'taking

'

a few bushes
and ditches for exorcising a demon. 1864 Good Words
628/1 His pony 'takes timber' without asking a question.
1899 Graphic 9 Apr. 467/1 The proper course to steer is for
Craven Cottage Point, which can be taken rather closely.

'* To admit, absorb, include.

44. a. To admit, let in ; to receive something
fitted into it (quot. 1793) : = take in, 82 a.

1674 tr. Martiniere's Voy. Northern C. 27 A small hole in
the Keel, which took a little water. 1793 SMKATON Edy.
stone L. t 244 The cavities cut on the under side.. to take
the upper half of each cube. 1890 Temple Bar Mar. Mar,
371 The Anonyma. .several times took more water than we
liked.

b. To absorb or become impregnated with

(something detrimental, as moisture); to be
affected injuriously by ; to contract (disease, infec-

tion, injury, etc.) ; to fall into (a fit or trance). See
also AIR sb. IT, COLD so. 4 a, b, WIND.
13.. Cursor M. 23089 (Giitt.) Of nakedhede quen i toke

\Cott. drogh] harm
jje gaf me clething wid to warm. 1387

TREVISA Higdett (Rolls) I. 109 pat ) water .. take|> no
defoul, but is clene i-now [etc.], 1513 Act 5 Hen. Vllt,
c. 4 i (3) If the same Worsted..taketh any Wet, incon-
tinent it will shew spotty and foul. 1530 PALSGR. 747/2, I

take colde,./? me tnor/ons. 1547 Reg. Privy Council Scot.
I. 78 Personis that..takis seikness in our Soverane Ladyis
army. 1555 EDEN Decades 16 The vytayles corrupted by
taking water. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, v. i. 85 As men take

diseases, one of another. 1639 N. N. tr. Du Bosq'sCompl.
Woman u. 22 That lampeofthe Romans, which., went out
as soone as it tooke Aire. 1711 HEARNE Collect. (O. H.S.)
111. 301 The Book hath taken wet, and the Letters.. are

hardly visible. 1864 Jrnl. K. Agric. Soc. XXV. it. 559
Both sheep took the disease. 1885 MRS. LYNN LINTON Chr.
Kirkl. III. x. 309 A man who takes all the epidemics afloat.

O. To absorb, contract, become impregnated
with (a dye, colour, quality, salt, etc.) ; to receive,
become affected by (an impression, a polish, or the

like).

1592 SHAKS. Ven. ft Ad. 354 His tendrer cheeke receiues
her soft hands print, As apt as new falne snow takes any
dint. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxxv. vi, It will take colour and
be marked verie well, a 1649 SIR W. MONSON Naval Tracts
II. (1704) 264/1 No Flesh in the Indies will take Salt. 1607
COLLIER Ess. Mor. Subj. u. (1703) 122 To see the cheeks
take the dye of the passions thus naturally. 17*7 A. HAMILTON
New Ace. E.Ind. I. xxii. 260 The Flesh was not so savoury.,
nor would it take Salt kindly. 1865 Reader i Apr. 371/2 It

takes dyes admirably much better than cotton. 1877 W. R.
COOPER Egypt. Obelisks i. (1878) 3 A granite, or hard sand-

stone, capable of.. taking a high polish.

d. absol. or intr. To become affected in the

required or desired way : in various applications,
as : to catch fire, kindle f to become coated or im-

pregnated with something ; to become inoculated ;

to become frozen ; to catch the wind.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, it. i. 55, I can take, and Pistols cocke
is vp, And flashing fire will follow. 1683 MOXON Mech,
Exerc., Printing v.v\\. F 10 He trys if his Balls will Take,
that is..: If he finds the Inck sticks to it equally all about..,
it Takes. 1793 Regal Rambler, or, Devil in Land. 40 Our
hero laid in a large cargo of fresh fuel, ready to touch and
take like phosphorus. 1846 DICKENS Cricket on Hearth
30 Vaccinated just six weeks ago-o I Took very fine-ly 1

1890 WHITELKGCE Hygiene xii. 264 Many [people]
' take

'

readily within five years [of vaccination).

f 45. trans. To include, comprise ; to contain :

= take in, 8 2k. Obs.
c 1100 ORMIN 15076 pa fetless tokenn, se^l- Goddspell,

Twinne mett, oberr bnnne. a 1637 B. JONSON Hymn on

Nativity ii, He whom the whole world could not take,..
Was now laid in a manger.

b. Of water : To take (one) up to (the ankles,

knees, shoulders), over (the head), to submerge

(one) to that depth. Now Sc.

1654 Z. COKE Logick To Reader, Truths that before

delug'd you, will now take you but up to the Ancles. 1818

SCOTT Rob Roy xxx, Mountain torrents, some of which took
the soldiers up to the knees. 1878 SAXON Gallovedian Gossip

15 The sea took him abune the knees. Mod. Sc. There's a

deep hole there, that will take a man over the head.

VII. Senses related to VI, denoting intellectual

action.
* To apprehendmentally, to conceive, understand,

consider.

46. To receive and hold with the intellect ;
to

jrasp mentally, apprehend, comprehend, nnde'-

;tand: "take in, 82!. (Now only in reference

:o the meaning of words.)

TAKE.
1381 WVCI.IF John i. 5 And the li}t ichyneth in detlr.

and dr.km-sM, tixjken [1388 cumprrhendideu

??,
r"A "-R*'' Kound. Paper, I (,^99) ,70 You lake

the allegory? Novels are sweeu. ,893 National Observeru Mar 413/2 An audience.. quick to take his points.
D. transf. 1 o apprehend the meaning of, under-

stand (a person, i. e. what he says).

gttevedo's
Com. Wks. (1709)350 Doy

RABBK Borough x. iii. Wks. 1834 III. 180, I ~spo'ke~nv
thought-you take me-what I think. 1881 STEVMSOHNew Arab. Nts. (1884) 219, I am not in this affair for him
You take me ?

47. a. With adv. or advb. phr. To understand
or apprehend in a specified way. Also with person
as obj. In quot. 01300, 'to understand to be
meant': cf. 48 b.

a 1300 CursorM. 1379 [God] pe fader in cedre boo sal take, A
tre of heght, pat has na make. 13. . Ibid. 28974 Chasliyng
o (lcx[e]s fourefald to tak In praier, fasting, wand, and wait.
c 1460 R. Ros I.a Belle Dame 581 And so must he be take
in every place, iggi Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion (ad
fin.), Leste yet the same kneelyng myghte be thought or
taken otherwyse. 1641 tr. Perkins' Pro/. Bit. viii. 522
So was the law taken in Anno 4. H. 3. 1665 BUNVAN Holy
Citie 164, 1 the rather take it thus, . . Because [etc.). 1711
BRADLEY Philos. Ace. Wks. Nat. 155 If we take the Story
of it right.

fb. With simple compl. To understand as,

suppose to be, consider as: = take for, 48 ; also,
to understand to mean : = 48 b. Obs.

13.. Cursor M. 28121 (Colt.) And titter wald i lesyng
make pan man my worde vn-treu to take, c 1400 Apol.
Loll. 35 po hous of God her is lane be congregacoun of
feipfuf men. 1538 Treat. Bps. Rome Supremacy i. In
times past the Bishop of Constantinople tooke himself
highest of all bishops. 1660 MILTON free Commw. Wks.
1851 V. 421 They took themselves not bound by the Light
of Nature or Religion to any former Covnant. 1709 STEELR
Taller No. t F o, I take my self obliged in Honour to go on.

C. With dependent clause : To suppose, appre-
hend, assume as a fact, be of opinion (that..').

Usually take it.

c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 460 Cristenmen taken ouer pat
petre was cristis viker, & suyde hym in maner of lif. 1439
Rolls o/Parlt. IV. 346/1 So take that the saide Cominaltes
been no Cominaltes corporal. 1538 AUDLEY in Lett.

Suppress. Monasteries (Camden) 240, I take it that your
lordshypp ys at appoynt for me to have it. 1596 SHAKS.
Merch. V. i. i. 63, I take it your owne busines calls on you.
1603 Meas.Jor M. iv. ii. no As I take it, it is almost
day. 1642 tr. Perkins' Prof. Bk. v. 354 It is commonly
taken, that if a wife run away from her husband., shee shall
loose her dower. 1709 STEELE & ADDISON Tatler No. 93
P 4 Within this Height I take it, that all the fighting Men
of Great Britain are comprehended. 1841 TENNYSON Edtvin
Morris 43, I take it, God made the woman for the man,
And for the good and increase of the world. 1885 Law
Times LXXX. 118/2 The learned counsel might take it

that this court overruled the objection.

d. With inf. To understand, consider, suppose,
imagine, assume {to be or to do something).
1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. John 16 b, Men toke him to be

mine inferiour. 1663 BUTLER Hud. \. u. 889 For Men he [the

Bear] always took to be His Friends, and Dogs the Enemy.
a 1677 BARROW Sertu. Wks. 1716 III. 72 He that taketh him.
self to have enough, what doth he need ? 1719 DE FOE Crusoe
(1840) II. vi. 151, I take that man to be a. .penitent. 1878
HUXLEY Physiogr. 63 It may be taken roughly to represent
one inch of rain.

48. To take . .for. a. To suppose to be, consider

as ; often, with implication of error, to suppose to

be (what it is not), to mistake for ; also ( to esteem

or repute as (pbs. : cf. 49) ; to assume to be. Take

for granted : see GRANTED 2 b.

(1435 Ttfrr. Portugal 1333 Gret lordys..for a doughty
knyght hym tase. c 1515 Cocke Lorelfs B. 3 A man wolde
take hym for a shrewe I trpwe. 1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse
(Arb.) 65, 1 am not so childishe to take euery bushc for a
monster. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 388 We will

take it for granted that it pertaineth not to that rank or
order. 163* LITHGOW Trav. ix. 396 An Eagle taking his

bald pate for a white rocke, let a shell-fish fall on it. 1693
TATE Juvenal xv. 178 So soft his Tresses.. You'd doubt his

Sex, and take him for a Girl. 1711 ADDISON Spec!. No. 289
P i, I have been sometimes taken.. for a Parish Sexton.

1889 STEVENSON Master of'B. x, 267 Do you take me for a
fool?

b. To understand to mean, to interpret as. Now
rare or Obs. t In quots. c 1 200, 1 340 in converse

sense : To reckon or count as, to include in the

meaning of (pbs.).
c ioo ORMIM 19029 Tacc nu be sawle forr batt mann patt

cumebb her to manne. 1340 HAMPOLE/V. C.rr. 2818 Alle

t>ir four stedes . . for belle pat may alle be tane, Of whilk four

;atory es ane. 1596 HARINCTON Metam. Ajax (1814) 24

_ preternatural. 1697
Writ. (1825) 379 Otherwhiles it [the astragal] again is taken

for the hoop, cincture or collar next the hypotrachelium.

49. To regard, consider, hold, esteem (as); to

estimate, reckon (at so much).
1531-1 Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 3 That any Utlarie. .pleded

I
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or .lilted . .shalbe taken but as voide pice. 1534 WHITIX-

TON TiMyes Offices i. 054) 49 He was take as a gret and

a famous man. 1605 CAMDEN Rem 36 This is to be take as

a Kranted veritie. i8*> awrf<KfrHo.ao. 130/2 We are to

take the word literal, .as a piece of irony. 1893 Eng.

Iltuslr. Mag. X. 310/2 An average length of stroke may
be taken at about six yards.

+ b. pa. pple. (with qualifying adv.) Reputed,

esteemed. Obs.

1518 in Ld. Bemers Froiss. (1812) Pref. 17 Sir John Style

well beloued and well takyn in theis panes. 1516 TIN-

DALE Rom. xvi. 7 Andronicus and Junia my cosyns ..

which are wele taken amonge the apostles. 1535 COVERDALE

Judith xvi.2t ludith was.. right honorably taken in all the

londe of Israel. 1597-8 BACON Ess., Followers t, Fr. (Arb.)

34 A thing ciuile, and well taken euen in Monarchies.

** To conceive and exercise.

50. To begin to have or be affected by (a feeling

or state of mind) ; to conceive ; hence, to experi-

ence, entertain, feel (delight, pleasure, pride, etc.).

See also DELIGHT sb. i b, FRIGHT sb. j, HUPF sb. 2 b,

INTEREST sb. 7, OFFENCE si. 5 c, PET si.*, PLEASURE si. 5 f,

PRIDE si.' 4, UMBRAGE, etc.

c 1100 ORMIN 19558 patt tatt Farisewisshe folk Strang
wrabbe takenn haffde, a 1300 Cursor M. 448 Agains him

[God] he tok a pride. 1390- (see OFFENCE si. 5 c]. 1390
GOWER Conf. II. 100 Wherof the king gret hevynesse Hath
take. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur iv. i. 119 Take none heuy*
nesse, said Merlyn. Ibid. vi. xv. 207 She took suche sorou

that shee dyed. 1535 COVERDALE Ezek. xxxvi. 31 Ye shal

take displeasure at youre owne selues, by reason of youre

synnes and abhominacions. a 1553 [see GRIEF sb. 4 b]. 1694
Ace. Sea. Late Voy. Introd. 6 Upon some disgust taken at

his Master. 1773 Life N. Frowde 15 Persons to whom
I had taken so much Dislike. 1888 LESTER Hartas Ma~
turin III. it 41 Women do take prejudices.

b. absol. or intr. To take a fancy or liking :

cf. take to, 74 g, take with, 75 c.

1600 DYMMOCK Trial. Irel. (1841) 6 They are quicke and
capable, kind harted where they take. 1874 HARDY Mad-
ding Crowd xviii, Mistress and man were engaged in the

operation of making a lamb ' take ', which is performed
whenever a ewe has

los_t
her own offspring, one of the twins

of another ewe being given her as a substitute.

t O. To take on oneself: to become distressed or

disturbed in mind : = take on, 84;. Obs.

1631 J. HAVWARD tr. Biondfs Eromena 121 The Prince,.,
because he found him not, tooke on him like a mad roan.

51. trans, a. To conceive and adopt with the will

(a purpose, resolution, etc.), or with the intellect

(an estimate, view, etc.) ; to form and hold in the
mind. See also PURPOSE sb. t b, REDE rf.1 2 b.

01300 Cursor M. 11151 He. .tok his redd al for to fle,

Priuelik and latt hir be. 1375- [see PURPOSE sb. 2 bj. 1513
DOUGLAS JEneis v. i. to The Troianis in thare breistis tuk
ane ges Quharfor it was. 1659 NEEDHAM tr. Selden's Mare
Cl. 37 A conclusion [was] taken to refer all to their several
Princes. 1660 BARROW Euclid Pref. (1714) a, I took a
Resolution to make use of most of the Schemes of the said
Book. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vii. ii, Having taken a
resolution to leave the Country. 1891 Law Times XC.
462/2 We do not take the alarmist view ofour correspondent.

b. To conceive and exercise (courage, heart,
etc. ; t mercy (obs.), pity, etc.) ; to form in the
mind and exhibit in action. (Sometimes nearly
coinciding with sense i6a, to assume: ct also
branch VIII.) See also COURAGE sb. 40!, HEABT
sb. 49, HEART or GRACE, PITY sb. 2.

13. .Guy ffanu. (A.) 4656 Now, sir, take berof pile. 13 ,

1530 [see HEART si. 49]. 13. . Cursor M. 27136 Quen f>ou
tas to be baldhede O gretter mans sinful dede. 1483
CAXTON G.de la Tour Aviij, Wherfore God took mercy on
them, c 1490-1841 [see COURAGE sb. 41!]. 1530-1890 [see
HEART OF GUCEJ. 1593 ABP. BANCROFT Daung. Posit, n.
vii. 54 They haue taken greater boldnesse, and growen
more rebellious, a 1715 BURNET Own Time an. 1672 (1823)
1. 538 No popish priest had ever taken the confidence to speak
to her of those matters. 1888 Timi (weekly ed.) 18 May a/4
The Arabs would have taken fresh heart.

C. To exercise with the mind, in thought (note,
notice, f intent, etc.), or with the mind and will, in
action (care, heed, t diligence, etc.). Cf. branches
VIII, IX. See also CAEE sb. 3 c, HEED sb. i b,
INTENT sb. 2, KEEP sb. i, 2, NOTE sb? 20 b, NOTICE
sb. 6, 7, REGARD so. 6 b, TENT sb*, THOUGHT sb.
""5 Leg. Kath. 1379 f>e deore Drihtin areaw us, & toe

read to ure aide dusischipes. a 1300- [see KEEP si. i, aj.
Ci305-[see HEEDJ& i b]. 13.. Cursor M. 27228 Ilkman[>at
will ta jeme. 1368 CHAUCER Compl. Pile 82 But ye the
rather take cure To breke that perilouse alliaunce. c 1375
Cursor M. 12592 (Fairf.) Hamward bai went & to ihesu toke
nane entent. c 1415 Ibid. 7037 (Trin.) Son he seide take
good gome Jyuen bou hast bin owne dome, c 1475 Sonrs f,
Carols i5M C. (Percy Soc.) 54 To here song then tok I
intent. 1564-5 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 320 Quhairunto
nir Hienes and hir Counsall mon tak ee and regard. 1588-
[see CARE si.

jc]. 1591- [see NOTICE si. 6, 7). 1596- [seeNOTE si.' 2ob]. 1784 R. BAGE Barham DownTl. 230,
1 took no concern about any of them.

VIII. Various senses, nearly= make, do, per-form (some action). (See also senses 19, 37, 51 b, t)
To perform, make, do (an act, action, move-

ment, etc.) : usually with some notion of nnder-
"ng or taking upon one, and carrying out or

carrying on ; sometimes with that of getting.
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take, Hamward a?en to ryde. c 1411 HOCCLEVE DC Rtf.
Princ. 3400 The kyng took a laghtre, and wente his way.

1449 PtcocK Repr. 156 At which men mowe law?; and
take bourde for her symplenes. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Cax-

ton) Dictes i, I deterrnyned me to take that voyage. 1483
CAXTON Cato C vj b, Thou oughtest not to stryue ne take

noyse wyth them that ben ful of superfluous wordes. f 1489
Sonnes ofAynion xiv. 341 Thei toke grete debate for me

wyth Charlemagn wythin his pavylion. 1491 Cliurchu'.

Ace. St. Dunstan's, Canterb., They took an axion ageyn^t
the executores of Wyllyam Belser. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars
(Camden) 13 Thys yere the kynge..toke his yiage towarde

Normandy. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. xL 42 Like a winged
horse he [Neptune] tooke his flight 1617 Ace. Bk. W.
Wray in Antiquary XXXII. 214 King James. .tooke
his progresse towards Scotland. 1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. i. 43
How many steps have I took in vain. 1693 Humours
Town 3 Take a last farewel-look of this overgrown City.
Ibid. 6 You might take a survey of the Rarities. 1711
BUDGELL Sped. No. 77 P i We took a torn or two more.

1719 DE FOE Cntsoe (1840) II. xiv. 287 Without measuring
the windings and turnings it takes. Ibid. xv. 315 He takes
a great circuit about. 1766 GOLDSM. I'ic. w. xxviii, My
wife, my daughter and herself were taking a walk together.

1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (18891 1. 24 When Queen Brunchilde
took her departure from Rouen. 1867 AUG. J. E. WILSON
Vashti xxiv, I came to-day to beg you to take a trip some-
where, by sea or land. 1889 MRS. . KENNARD Landing
Prize III. viii. 148 The salmon took a great leap. 1893
J. ASHBV STERRY Naughty Girl vii, I'll just take a turn
down to the club and see what's going on.

tb. To take beginning: to begin, start, com-
mence. (See also 31.) Obs. [= ON. taka

tipphaf, to begin.]
as3oo CursorM. 12887 P* aid testament hir-wit nu slakes,

And sua e neu bigining takes. 1557-75 Diurnal Occurr.
(Bann. Club) fit Vpoun the first day of August, the Parlia-
ment tuke begyning. 1601 DOLMAN La Primaud. Fr. Acad,
(1618) III. 641 We must all beleeue..that time tooke begin-
ning with the world.

63. To take counsel (t advice, t advisement) : to

get advice, to consult, deliberate ; ) to devise ; t to

decide : see ADVICE 4, ADVISEMENT 3, CODNSEI, i.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4790 Par of es god we ta consaiL (1386
CHAUCER Melii. P 760 Thanne Dame Prudence.. delibered
and took auys in hir self. 1480 CAXTON Cfiron. Eng. cxcviL

173 The barons token counceyll bytwene hem. 1483 G. de
la Tour D iv b, Withoute takyng ony counceylle of her
husbond. 1537 T. CUMPTUN in Ellis Orig. Lilt. Ser. n. II.

92 After that they had communiked together and taken
avisement. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Judg. xx. 32 Who. .tooke
advise to draw them away from the citie. 1879 M. J. GUEST
Lect. Hist. Eng. xxxvi. 359 She took counsel with witches
and magicians.

T b. intr. t ellipt. for take advisement. Obs.
c 1400 Emare 799 Grete lordes toke hem be.twene. That

bey wolde exyle be quene.
t 54. trans. To arrange, fix, agree upon, con-

clude (a trace, peace, league, etc.). [Cf. OF.
prendre treat, 13th c.] Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xiv. 06 Quhill trewis at the last tuk
thai. 1400 Laud Troy-Bk. 8474 It was seyde to the
Emperoure. .How flight was taken hem be-twene. c 1400
Destr. Troy 9072 The Troiens to the tenttes tristy men
send, For a tru to be tan. ^1470 [see PEACE tb. i bj.

1513 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xxxiii. 48 So y< they wolde take
no peace, nor truse, with y kyng of England^, c 1600 SHAKS.
Satin, xlvii. i Betwixt mine eye and heart a league is tooke.
1656 S. HOLLAND Zara (1719) 135 Having taken aTruce with
his Enemy, he would not be the first should break it,

55. To take adieu, farewell \ to bid farewell, say i

good-bye, take one's leave. Const, of. Cf. to take '

leave: see LEAVER*. 2. So -^ to takegoodnight (obs.\
citfn ROLLAND Seven Sages ProL ii, L.tuke gude nicht,

and said gude schirs adew. 1617 J. TAYLOR (Water-P.)
Trav. (1872) 2 We all went to the Christopher where we
took a Bacchanalian farewell- one of another. 1665 PEPYS
Diary 28 Aug., I think to take adieu to-day of the London
Streets. 1700 DRYDEN Cock 4 Fox 256 Last he drew A
piteous sigh, and took a long adieu. 18*1 SCOTT Kenilit:
vii, Thus saying, he at length took farewell. 1840 THIRL-
WALL Greece VII. 195 [He] besought Demosthenes to forgive
his temporary estrangement, .. and took a last farewell
of him,

56. To lay hold of, raise, put forth, make (an
objection, an exception, a distinction, etc.). See
also EXCEPTION sb. 7 c, OBJECTION I b.
I5U- [see EXCEPTION si. 7 cj. 1830 HERSCHEL Ifat. PAH.

7 1 he objection which has been taken. 1830 MONK Life R
Benlley (1833) I. 303 Instead of doing^o, they take a
dilemma, and intimate a belief that either by the old statutes,
or by the 4oth of Elizabeth's, the Master is subject to the
jurisdiction of the Bishop of Ely. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

f."f-
- tt 265 Between punishments and disabilities a

distinction was taken. Ibid. x. 556 The distinction which
they took was . . ingenious. 1864 Bp. WILBERPORCE St. Mis.
n0(i874) 46, 1 know well the objections men can take.
IX. Senses denoting movement or removal (lead,

convey, remove, deliver, etc.), and related senses.* To convey, carry, conduct, remove.
57. a. To carry, convey; to cause (a person or

animal) to go with one, to conduct, lead, escort.
Also said of a vehicle, etc. : To convey, carry (a
person) to some place. Also of a road, way, etc. :

LEAD v.l 6; so of a journey, etc.

uf '^P"5"" 8355 J^P. ris PP & tacc be child, & tacc
e childess moderr. 01300 Cursor M. 5117 Tas Ruben
an wit yow. Ibid. 23814 Es bar na wai . .Cun tak usbetter

TAKE.
i and Irish with him. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) I. xiv

j
246, I took my man Friday with me. 1648 THACKERAY
Van. Fair xlviii, Being obliged to take four of us in his
carriage to wait upon His Majesty. 1878 Scriirter's MagXV. 897/1 The second stage of the journey takes the
traveler through Egypt. 1908 Bel-w. Trent f, Ancholaie 5,A yard or two further takes us to the N.E. corner. Mod
Will this road take me to Abingdon?

b. To carry or bear (a thing) with one
; to carry

I to some place or person. In quot. 1883, to draw
(something) through a liquid.
1390 GOWER Conf III. 217 [Eche] hath A pot of Erthe, in

which he tath A lynt brennende in a kressette. a 1400 Sir
Perc. 478 He.. Tuke with hym his schorte spere, 1450HENRY Wallace IL 85 Thow Scot, to quhom takis thow this

part. 1590

from the ground a glove or handkerchief. 1858 RAMSAY
Scot. Life 4 Char. v. (1870) 118 She went out and did not
take the door with her [i. e. shut it after her). 1883 R. HAL-
DANE Workshop Receipts Ser. II. 227/1 Take [the yam]
through dilute sulphuric acid, and wash very well.

o. Jig. To induce (a persbn) to go ; to be the
cause of his going. (Cf. BRING v. i c.)
1848 THACKERAV Kan. Fair Ixvti, Particular business

',

she said, took her to Bruges. 1856 _f
. H. NEWMAN Caltitla

(1800) 114 What takes you into the city this morning? 1883
P. GREG Sanguelac II. xi. 223 What took you out so late?
Mod. The business that took me to London.
58. With front, offt (hence sometimes simply) -.

To cany away, to remove; to extract; to

deprive or rid a person or thing of (with various
shades of connotation) : = take away, 78 a, take

off, 83 a, take out, 85 a : see also take out of, 86.
To take off one't feet : to carry off one's feet by force, as

berthe tas fra. 01400 Cursor M. 29546 (Cott. Galba) It
takes [Cott. steres] his cristendom him fra. c 1489 CAXTON
Sonnet ofAymon 19 Saying, that they should take the head
from the body of hym. 1535 COVERDALE Pi. IpJ. 11 Take
not thy holy sprete fro me. 1567 Gude f, Godlie B. (S.T.S.)
147 He fra me my Sin hes tane. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's
Brit. (1637) 73 He. .tooke from the towne the benefit of their
haven. 1655 SIR E. NICHOLAS in N. Papers (Camdeni II.

235 His ilecreeisannulled and taken ofy file. 1678 BUTLER
Hud. in. in. 693 The Law severely contrabands Our taking
business off Mens hands. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xv, The
doing so would . . take the case from under the statute. 1815
J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 560 A plane, which takes
a thin shaving off the surface of the wood. 1867 THOLLOPE
Chron. Barset i, John did take bis eyes off his book. Mod.
The sea was so rough when I was bathing that the waves
took me off my feet.

b. To take the life of-, to deprive of life, to kill.

[13.. Cursor M. 25831 His lijf ban sal be fra him tane.
c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xii. 306, 1 praye you . . that

yourselfe wyl take the liff fro me, and cut of my hede.j
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. Vl,m. i. 22 Thon layd'st a Trap to take
my Life. 1766 GOLDSM. I'ic. W. xxx

t
You imagine, perhaps,

that a contempt for your own life gives you a right to take
that of another. 1847 TENNYSON Print, v. 397 Take not his
life : he risk'd it for my own.

c. To remove by death.
Bk. Com. Prayer, Burial o/ Dead, Forasmuche as

it hath pleased almightie God of his great mercie to take

S. MOUNTAGU in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist MSS. Comm.) I,

247 God hath taken to himselfmy brother Walter Mountagu.
1631 HEYWOOD ist ft. Iron Age v. i. Wits. 1874 III. 338
Since the Fates Haue tane him from vs. 1864 TENNYSON
North. Partner iii t

' The amoighty's a taakin o' you to

'issen, my friend ', a said.

d. To subtract, deduct.
1611 SHAKS. Cymi. n. i 60 This her Sonne, Cannot take

two from twenty for his heart, And leaue eighteene. 1806
HUTTON Course Math. (1827) I. 8, 6-2. denotes that 2 Is to
be taken from 6. 1876 E. JENKINS Blot Queen"s Head it,

Every one took 50 per cent, off Bobby's expletives. 1890
Sat. Rev. 16 Aug. 192/1 Twopence in the pound was taken
off the tea-duty.

e. absol. with from : To detract from, lessen,

diminish. Cf. 78 c, 83 k.

1625 MASSTNGER Nr.v Way iv. i, [Ne'er] sullied with one
taint or spot That may take from your innocence and
candour, a 1700 DRYDEN (J J, It takes not from you, that

you were born with principles of generosity. 1891 TentpU
Bar Mag. Oct. 254 It takes greatly from the pleasure.

f. intr. for pass, (with adv. or advb. phr.) To be

capable of being, or adapted to be, taken off, out, to

pieces, etc. ; to be removable, detachable, etc.

So, by extension, to take in and out = to be capable of

being put in and taken out ; so to take on and off.

1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. n. ii. 53A Brass pair ofCom.
passes..and four Steel Points to take in and out. 1703
MOXON Mech. Exerc. 227 The Stop-screw, to take out when
the Hollow Axis moves in the Moving-Coller. 1881 GREENER
Gun 78 Guns, .so constructed as to take to pieces and stow

away in a small compass. xSoa St. James' Gas. 8 Feb. 6/2
Yours [i. e. hair] takes off at night.
59. in various fig. senses, a. To carry, draw, or

lead in thought, etc. ; vriA/rem, off,
to distract.

l6lt SHAKS. Wint. T. rv. iv. 356 Your heart is full of

something, that do's take Your minde from feasting. 1670
COTTON Espenion ii. v. 238 An accident fell out that soon
took the Duke off all thoughts of that Solemnity. 1741
Land, ff Country Brew. L (ed. 4) 41 These deluded People
are taken into an Approbation of indeed an Ignis fatuos.

1890 Murray's Mag. VII. 65 Love. .took her out of herself,
and soothed her sorrows.

t b. To take (a person) with one : to speak so
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that (he) can ' follow
'

or apprehend one's mean-
ing; to enable (him) to understand one; to be
explicit. (Usu. in iniper.) Obs.
1591 SHAKS. Rom. f, Jut. ill. v. 142 Soft, take me with

you, take me with you, wife. 1695 COXGREVE Lovefor L.
V. 11, Ay, but pray tike me along with you, sir.

t C. To take (a thing) with one : to bear in mind,
keep in remembrance, take note of. Obs.
1599 MASSIKCEK, etc. Old Lam IL ii, Oh ! you are too hot,

authors are always most partial to their own works. 18x8
SCOTT F. M. Perth v, Take it with you that I will never
listen to them.

t d. To render, translate. Obs. rare.
c 1430 Syr Getter. (Roxb.) 25 A clerk ill in to latyn tooke

Att hertford out of a booke.

e. To bring or convey to a higher or lower
degree ; to raise or lower ; to advance or put back.
See also take dawn, 80 ; PEG sb.^ 3.
1589- [see PEG sb.l 3). 1890 Field^ May 750/3 By steady

play the score was taken to 18.
' To deliver, give, commit, give up.

t 60. trans. To deliver, hand over; to give ; to

give in charge, commit, entrust. (= BETAKE i,
I b, 2.) Const, to or dative. Obs.

[ In Layamon, in the early version rarely (2 instances), bat in
the later very commonly (22 instances), bitate is used as
equivalent to bitxche, bitecJu (BETEACH, to deliver) ; in 19
cases bitecke of the earlier text becomes bitake in the later.

Norse, and is absent from northern ME. For the history
see BETAKE v.}
c 1*JS LAY. 54 He..wrot..And bane hilke hoc lock us to

bisne. Itid. 3361 And takeb [c 1205 bitachet] hit his child.
Ibid. 22378 And ich wolle..To hostage take be mine sone
K1205 biteche be mine breo sunen). 1:1190 S. Eng. Leg.
* 99/^54 To Ihesu crist ich habbe al-so al min heorte i-take.
Ia97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2027 Some sede bat him betere were
take is neueu conan f>e kinedom of bis lond. 1340 Ayenb.
171 Pe castelof his herte and of his bodye bet god him heb
ytake to loki. 1377 LAXGL. P. PI. B. xv. 575 Owre lorde
wrote it hym-selue In stone. . .And toke it moyses to teche
men til Messye com. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IL 323
Moyses . . took his wif [uxori tradidit] be ryng of fonetnesse.
MOO Prymer (1894) 78 We biseche (we >at be soule of bi

seruaunt . . be not take in-to be hondis ofoure enemy, c 1425
Cursor If. 15411 (Trin.) In to joure hondes I shal him take
\earlicrMSS. teche]. 1436 Let. in Burton & Raine Heming.
trough 39 i, 1 writte no more.. at this tyme, so I tak }ow to
be Holy Trinite. c 1440 Promf. Para. 485/2 Takyn, or
delyueryn a Ihynge to a-nother, trade, c 1440 Gala Rom.
xlvL 183 (Add. MS.) Take me the Ryng, and I shalle kepe
it as my lyf. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon ixvi. 226 Al that ye
take me to kepe shalbe sanely kept to your behone. 1533
MOREA taw. Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1063/1 When he tooke them
the bread and bode them eate it. a 1553 UDALL RoysterD.
L v. (Arb.) 31 Who tooke thee thys letter?

f6L refl. a. To commit or devote oneself (to
God, to Christ, etc.) ; also, to commit or betake
oneself to one's legs, heels, weapons, or other means
of protection or safety. Obs. exc, as in b.
c iioo ORHIN 356 AJJ fra batt Adam Godd forrlet & toe

himm to be deofell. c iiao Bestiary 08 in O. E. Misc. 4
He..forsaket oore satanas, . . Take5 him to ihesu crist.

01300 Cursor M. 23046 pat al bis werld welth for-sok,
Ana anerli to godd pam tok. c 1475 Rauf Coilyar 938,
I will forsaik Mahoun, and tak me to his micht. 1530 PALSGR.

749/1.
I take me to my legges, I ftyea waye. 1548 [see HEEL

J*. 1 19]. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist. Ivstine vin. 38 Which
people perceiuing them selues entrapped. .fearefully tooke
them to their weapons. 1607 TOPSELL Four./. Beasts (1658) 19
The Grants . . took them to their heels and so were overcome.

b. refl. To devote or give oneself up ; to betake
or apply oneself to (some pursuit, action, or object).
a 1300 Cursor M. 4032 J>ir

breber tuain bam tok to red
To dele bair landes bam bi-tuixs. c 1415 Hid. 13429 (Trin.)
Of wif forsoke he hondbonde And toke [earlier MSS.
turned] him to be better honde. c 1440 Alphabet a/ Tales
350 He lefte all his gude and tuke hym to pouertie. 1530
PALSGE. 749/1, I take me to relygyon, or any other Kynde
of Lyvynge wherein I must contynue. 1570 T. WILSON tr.

Demosthenes' Olynth. Epist. *j b, Such are contented . . to
weare our Countrie cloth,and to take themselues to hard fare.

1576 GASCOIGNE Steel Gi. (Arb.) 67 Art thou a craftsman 1
take thee to thine arte. 1707 Curios, iit Husb. ff Card.
296 One of these Leaves . . took it self to walking as soon as
he touch'd it. 1888 SOPHIE VEITCH Dean's Daughter I.

iii. 155, I., took myself to the Chase. 1890 E. L. ARNOLD
Pkra v, She would not eat and would not speak, and at last
took her to crying.

c. intr. with'in/0: To give oneself up to:
= take to, 74 e. rare.

ITS* J. CIUBBE Misc. Tracts (1770) 1. 105 Men had better
read but few books at large, than take into this short and
fallacious method of attaining. . imperfect knowledge. 1765
Ibid. II. 10 Some men taking into life of pleasure, others
into an easy chair of sleep and indolence. 1884 CARLYLE
Fredk. Gt. xv. vi. (1872) VI. 25 Taking deeply into tobacco.

*** To set oneself, begin, to apply oneself.
82. intr. with inf. To set oneself, to begin (to

do something). [After ON. laka at, e. g. taka at

gaitga to begin to go.] Obs.

1154 O. E. Citron. (Laud MS.) an. 1135, Dauid king of
Scotland toe to uerrien him. c 1200 ORHIN 223 [Zacariae]
toe to becnenn till be follc. Ibid. 4772 Swa . . batt bi*s bodi)
toe To rotenn bufenn cor be. Ibid. 8332 Off ba fowwre riche
menn fait tokenn ba to rixlenn. ciyo Sir Tristr. 1000
Xow hab tristrem y-tan Ojain moraum to fiy.

43

b. In later use, To apply oneself to a habitual
action (cf. 61 b and 74 e).
1677 YAREANTON Eng. Improv. 157 Since the Welsh took

to break up their Mountains, and sow them wiih Corn, they
have Corn sufficient for themselves. 1839 Times 5 Oct., He
took to cultivate his genius by leading political economy.
1856 FREEMAN in W. R. W, Stephens Life (1895) I. iv. 232, 1

have taken to write a liltle in a penny paper called the Star.
1890 Btaclnu. Mag. CXLVII. 262/2 Their taking to smoke
tobacco. 1891 G. MmnuiTH One "four Cong. III. xi. 233
She has taken to like him.

t C. refl, in same senses. Obs. rare.

1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aynion i. 54 The duke Beues
toke hym selfe for to wepe strongly. 1605 VERSTEGAN

I Dec. tntell. vi. (1628) 165 They tooke themselues first to rob
vpon the sea coastes. a 1677 BAKROW Serin. Wks, 1716 II.

63 A state., which they took themselves peculiarly to enjoy.
* To take one's course, to go.

63. intr. To make one's way, go, proceed ;
=

Nm v. i, FANG v. 7. In early use chiefly with
to ; in later use with any prep, or adv. of direction :

usually implying prompt action, cf. 'start', 'strike'.
See also take to, 74 b; take away, 78 d, take back, 796,

take in, 82 p, take off, 83 n.
c lajo Gen. >, Ex. 1751 He toe, and wente, and folwede on.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolb) 13566 So harde be
parties to-gidere tok. 13. . St. Erketnvolde 57 in Horstm.
Altengt. Leg. (1881) 267 Quen tithynges tokene to be tone

[= town], f13. . Cast. Love 1686 In good tyme the(i] were
t-bore, That to that feste mowe takyn [F. feuent venir\
a 1400 Gmp. fficod. 1122 (Colt. Galba) On be morn furth gan
bai pas, to baire iorne bai la. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 598 A
lytyl whyll before the day. He toke into a Ryde Wey.
c 1489 CAXTON SonnesofAymon ix. 224 Whan they were all

mounted, they toke on theyr way. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE]
Hist. Ivstiiie in. 19 They tooke on their way to seeke a
new place of habitation. 1615 G. SANDYS Trap. 193 Turn-
ing backe, we tooke vp the said streete to the West. 1621
MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman oTAlf. IL 282 They tooke
downe through a groue of Alder trees. 1645 T. TULLY
Siege ofCarlisle (i 840) 5 Most of the fugatives took streigh t

for Carlisle. 1707 FEEIND Peterborow's Cotid. Sf. 221 My
Lord took along the edge of the Hills. 1801 tr. Gabriellfs
Myst.Husb. III. 74, 1 took across some fields for the nearest
way. 1863 W. C. BALDWIN Afr. Hunting \\. 212 He [the
elephant] gave chase, and I took up the hill. 1891 MRS. E.
STEWART in A. E. Lee Hist. Columbus, Ohio 1. 264 A gang
of wolves took after her.

b. intr. Ofa road, a river, etc. : To proceed, go,
run, strike off (in some direction). Obs. or dial.
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. (1637) 731 Where it [the

high road] taketh Northward, it leadeth by Caldwell and
Aldburgb. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvm. ii. (1872) VII. no
[The river]MoMau . . takes straight to northward again. 1894
CROCKETT Raiders 175 At this point the drove-road took
over the Folds HilL

c. refl. In same sense as a; also = to betake

oneself, repair, resort to. See also take off, 83 c.

1470-85 MALORYArtkun. viii. 45 He took hym to a strong
towre with v c good men with hym. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes
ofAymon xvi. 385 After all thyse wordes, they toke theym
selfe on their waye. iSaa BYRON Werner L i. 600 He will
take himself to bed. 1865 TROLLOPS Be/ton Est. xxx, I am
to pack up, bag and baggage, and take myself elsewhere.
X. In idiomatic phrases with special obj.

64. Take aim. To direct a missile at some-

thing with intention to strike it ; to aim.
1590 [see AIM so. 3). 1697 DRYDEN /Sneid x. 479 The

Sabme Clausus came, And, from afar, at Dryops took hb
aim. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) II. iv. 92 He took a sure
aim. 1850 Taift Mag. XVII. 546/1 He was in the act of
taking aim with a carbine.

65. Take alarm. To accept and act upon a

warning of danger ; hence, to become alarmed or
roused to a sense of danger.
1614, 1771 [see ALARM si. 81. 1689 T. R. Vieui Govt.

Europe 38 The people took the Alarm, and clamour'd for a
Parliament. 1825 New Monthly Mag. XIII. 398 His
amourpropre takes the alarm. 1893 Wai. Observer 7 Oct.
535/a The pirate took the alarm in time.

66. Take charge. To assume the care or

custody of; to make oneself responsible.
1389 [see CHARGE si. 13]. 149$ Act n Htn. f//,c.22 JiA maister Ship Carpenter taking the charge of the werke.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, i. iv. 20 Place you that side, He
take the charge of this. 1848 THACKERAY I'an. Fair xli.
The Baronet promised to take charge of the lad at school.

T 67. Take day. To appoint or fix a day for

the transaction of some business; to make an

appointment; to put off to another day. Also^f.
a 1400 Octouian 1499 They, .toke day at themonthys ende

Of playn batayle. (1477 CAXTON ?ason 123 She accorded
to her this request and toke daye for to do hit. 15*3 LD.
BERNERS Froiss. I. xxxii. 46 Then they toke day to come
agayn a thre wekes after the Feast of saynt John. 1565
STAPLETOS tr. Bctie's Hist. Ck. Eng. 171 To make quick
confession of their sinfull actes and not to take dayes with
God. 1642 FULLER Holy 4- Prof. St. n. xix.* 126 He had
rather disburse his life at the present, then to take day, to
foil into the hands of such remorslesse creditours.

68. Take fire. a. lit. To become kindled or

ignited ; to begin to burn, to kindle, ignite : catch

fire (CATCH v. 44).
iSJ Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 263 b, At the last they

take fyre & brenne. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. \Veapons 21

Through the moystnes of the weather . . the powder will

take no fire. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. v. So Dip therein
one end of your short Pieces, least they take Fire at both
ends together. 1771 SMOLLETT Hnmfft. Cl. 4 July, The
soot took fire. 1885 Cent. Mag. XXIX. 874/1 These.,

chimneys, .often took fire.

b. fig. To become ' inflamed
'

with some emotion

TAKE.
or the like ; to become excited, esp. with anger ;become enraged, to '

fire up '.

I X
607

, '^"-? "?M"~ '"So-* """- ' in HaiL DodsieyIX. 473 On
wh^h trader he soon ukcs fire, and ..ears you
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69. Take hold. a. To get something by one'sown act into one's (physical) hold ; to grlspfseize= catch hold (CATCH v. 4S ), lay hold (LAY v -

Const, of; on, r- '

"53 PALSGK. 74
1611

"

lyme and morter that the new might belter lab
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (,614) ,9 [The Indian] Figge tree '.whose branches, .doe bend themselves downiwards toTb.
earth, where they take hoWe, and with new rooting multiply
I7S4 SHEBBEARE Matrimony (1766) IL 193 [She] fell c
Knees.. taking hold on the Slit of hii Coat OWN^HOLD so.' 2).

b- fig- To get a person or thing into its (or
one's)

' hold
'

or power ; usually with of (on, upon
arch.) ; of a feeling, a disease, etc. : to seize and
affect forcibly and more or less permanently ; of
fire, to '

lay hold
'

of (something), begin to bum.
Also, to seize, avail oneself of (an opportunity).
1577 HARRISON England 11. vi. (1877) i. 164 A thing Lldie

sproong vp, when pampering of the bellie began to lake
b

'?-,
I
.
6 S SHAKS. Lear iv. vi. 238 Hence, Least that

in infection of his fortune take Like bold on tbee. 170*
I. C. Conipl. Collier (1845) 23 Another dangerous sort of
bad Air, but of a fiery Nature like Lightning,, .if it lakes
hold of the Candle. 17*5 N. ROBINSON Th. Physick 292When the Disease has taken any Hold of the Patient. 1889M. GRAY Reproach Annesley HL vi, A sense of her bilter
bereaval look hold of her.

c. (with of) To take possession and management
of, take under one's control 1 U. S.
1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines < Mining 222 They, .know

tnal company of moneyed men taking bold of their camp
will have to spend a considerable amount of money before
they can expect to recoup their investment. 1897 KIPLING
Captains Courageous ix, No, I only capt look hold of the
Blue M.' freighters Morgan and M'Quade'soW line this
summer.

t d. To attach itself, take root. Obs. rare 1
,

a 1300 Cursor M. 9350 It tok neuer in ber hertes bald,
is.. Ibid. 10009 (Gott.) pat er four vertns printipalys, . .

All ober vertus of bairn tas [Cott. has] bald.
e. To apply oneself to action ; to set to ; to

take an active part. dial, and U. S.
1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss., Tak' hold, to undertake:

an office, or specified performance or duty. 1870 Miss
ALCOTT Old-fashioned Girl xi, I'm in despair, and shall
have to lake hold myself, I'm afraid. 1888 BKYCE Amer.
Commw. III. iv. Ixxxvi. 153 To believe that things will
come out right whether he ' takes hold

'

himself or not.

70. Take horse, a. To mount a horse ; to get
on horseback (esp. for a journey) : see sense 24 c.

lc 1450 Brut (E. E. T. S.) 450 On be morow he toke hy
hors and rode to Wyndysore vn-to our Kyng. c 1475 Hart.
Confix. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 544 He toke his hors with a
pryvy meyney. 111533 LD. BERNERS Huan vii. 18 After
masse [they] loke theyr horsses.] 1*75 BROOKS Gold. Key
Wks. 1867 V. 10 Bajazet,. . Tamerlane took prisoner,. . and
used him for a footstool when he took horse. 1743 WESLEY
Jrnl. (1749) 9 Just as I was taking horse, he rciurn'd.

1889 Univ. Rev. Oct. 263 The princes., took horse and Bed.
D. Mining. (See quot.) local.

1855 J. R. LEIFCHILD Cornwall Mines 88 When a lode
divides into branches, the miners say it has taken horse.

C. Of a mare : see sense 39 b, and HORSE si. I c.

1577 B. GOOCE HeresbaMs Husb. in. (1586) 118 The Mare
will not take the Horse. 1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2378/4 A
brown bay Filly,, .being locked from taking Horse.

71. Take possession, a. To get something
by one's own act into one's possession ; to enter
into possession. With of: to take into one's

possession, make oneself possessor of, take for one's

own, appropriate : see POSSESSION si. I c.

1535 COVERDALE i Kings XXL 15 Vp, and take possession
of the vynyarde of Naboth the lesraelite. 1591 SHAKS.
Two Gent. v. iv. 130 Take but possession of her, with a
Touch, a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts t Mon. L (1642) 21

They entred upon, and took possession of the Land of
Promise. 17.. Rim. Reign Will. Ill in Hart. Misc. (1809)
III. 359 The troops .. would, in all likelihood, have took

possession of White-hall. 1851 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's
C. xxxiv, Then he came, the cursed wretch ! be came to
take possession.

b. fig. (with of) To begin to '

possess ',
domin-

ate, or actuate : cf. POSSESSION sb. 5, 6.

1595 SHAKS. John iv. i. 32 His words do take possession
of my bosome. 1849 MACAULAY Hiit. Eug. vi. II. 63
Another fatal delusion had taken possession of his mind.
72. In many other phrases, as to take ACCOUNT,

ACQUAINTANCE, Anns, BREATH, the CAKE, one's

CHANCE, the CHANGE out of, CHRISTENDOM,
COUNT, one's CROSS, EFFECT, END, FLIGHT, FORCE,
HEAD, HEELS, the INITIATIVE, KNOWLEDGE, the

LAW, the LEAD, LEAVE, ORDER, RECORD, RISC,
ROOT, SHARE, STOCK, WITNESS, etc., for which see

the sbs. (See also 91.)
XT. Intransitive uses in idiomatic combination

with prepositions.
73. Take after a. To follow the exam pie of;
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TAKE.

to imitate ; hence, to resemble (a parent, ancestor,

predecessor, superior, etc.) in nature, character,

habits, appearance, or other quality.

1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 112 If the Nurse be of a

noughtie nature, the childe must take thereafter. 1657
HEYLIN EtcUsia Vind. Gen. Pref., His Followers all take

after him in this particular. 1678 PHILLIFS (ed. 4) s.v.

Initiatives, Patrissare, to take after the Father, or imitate

his actions, humor, or fashion. 1892 Gd. Words Nov. 784/2,
1 take after my mother's family.

t b. ? To conceive a desire for or inclination to.

1707 Curios, in Hitsb. ff Card, 6 Men take strangely after

this their first Imployment.
Take against , take for (

= take part against,

with) : see 20 b.

74. Take to (See also 62, 63.)
a. To undertake, take in hand ; to take charge

of, undertake the care of. Obs. exc. dial.

\T6c id }c rice in quot. 1154 is the equivalent of the

earlier feng to" (jant) rice of the Chronicle: cf. anno 488,
Her Esc feng to rice ; 1066 Her forSferde Eaduuard king,
and Harold eorl feng to 8am rice. Cf. also 62 with inf.]

1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1140 (MS. E), & te eorl of Angasu
waerd ded, & his sune Henri toe to j>e rice, c 1230 Hall
Mcid. 5 He wile carien for hire bat ha haueo itaken to of al

(>at hire biheoueS. c 1375 Cursor M. 5639 (Fairf.) pis
wommon blebely toke ber-to [to !>e childe ; Cott. & Go'tt. it

vnderfang] & fedde hit. c 1430 Freemasonry 120 That the

mayster take to no prentysse, But he have good seuerans to

dwelle Seven aer with hym. 1863 KINGSLEY Water-Bab.
v. 199 All the little children whom the good fairies take to,

because their cruel mothers and fathers will not. [See Eng.
Dial. Diet. s.v.)

b. To betake oneself to, have recourse to (esp.

some means of progression, as in take to the boats,

take to flight, take to wing, to ones heels (HEEL
jiM 19); . also (now dial.) to some resource or

means of subsistence).
(The intr. use here and in c comes close in sense to the

reft, use in 61 a, 63 c, and the trans, in 24 c, 25 a.)

c iK>5 LAV. 23688 He hit wende pat Ar3ur hit wolde for-

saken And nawiht to |>an fehte taken, c 1400 Melayne 1 148
At b" laste bay tuke to flyinge. a 1450 Le Morte Arthur
1380 Madame, how may thou to us take? 1591 SHAKS.
Two Gent. iv. i. 42 Haue you any thing to take to ? Vat.

Nothing but my fortune. 1596 DANETT tr. Comities (1614)
32 The King tooke to barge and returned to Paris. 1693
J. DRYDEN, jun. Juvenal xiv. 98 The callow Storks.. soon
as e'er to Wing they take, At sight those Animals for Food
pursue. 1708 Land. Gaz. No. 4453/2 They took to their

Oars, and got from us. 1761 HVME Hist. Eng. II. xxvii.

130 They immediately took to flight. 1786 tr. Beckford's
Vathek (1883) 121 They all without ceremony took to their
heels. 1873 HOLLAND A. Bonnie, i. 19, I should have
alighted and taken to my feet,

c. To betake oneself to (a place) ; to repair,
resort, or retire to ; to take refuge in

; to enter.
c i75 LAY. 7976 He droh to on oe[r] half and lock to

herbore?e. c 1435 Cursor M. 2832 (TrinJ No dwellyng
here bat je make Til Je be 3ondir feld to take. 1707 FREIND
Pctcrborow's Cond. St. air Take to the Mountains on the
tight. (ZiSji Mom Bass Rock i\\. The rabbit. .Took to its

hole under the hawthorn's root. 1879 Miss YONGE Cameos
Ser. iv. in. 1 10 He took to his bed and there lay almost with-
out speaking. [Cf. 25, and BED 6 c.)

t d. To attach oneself to, become an adherent

of; to direct itself to. Obs. (Also with till, unto.)
c 1*05 LAYAMON 29188 Crist seolue he for-soc and to ban

wursen he tohc. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 96 pe
maistres of be portes for gyftes tille him toke. c 14x5 Cursor
M. 17533 (Trin.) Raber shulde bei to vs take, pen to ihesu
for cure sake. 1615 BACON Ess., Goodness (Arb.) 201 If it

[goodness] issue not towards Men, it will take vnto Other
Liumg Creatures.

6. To devote or apply oneself to
; to adopt or

take up as a practice, business, habit, or some-
thing habitual : cf. 61 b, c. See also ROAD sb. 5 b.
01300 Cursor M. 14114 O man! thing SCO [Mary) tok til

an, Wit-vten quam es beute nan. 1381 WYCLIF Gen.
xjtxvui 14 The which, the clothis of widewhed don down,
toke to [Vulg. assumftit] a roket. c 1430 Freemasonry 462
Ajayn to the craft they schul never take. 1610 HOLLAND
Camden's Brit. (1637) 692 Clothing (

44

ng. 1843Frater's Mag. XXVII I. 203 She .. took to wearing
caps. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain i. 199 In Madrid thomen have taken to.. Parisian paletots. 1887 [see DRINK

. 3]. "893 Scrihier's Mag. Aug. 227/2 She has taken to
society as a duck takes to water.

f. To apply oneself (well, kindly) ; to adapt
oneself: leading to sense g.
' 1375 Cursor M. 8436 (Fairf.) pen was bis childe sette to

bpke;
Ful wele I wis ber-to \Cott. bar-wii) he toke. i6asBACON Ess Parents t, Child,: (Arb.) 277 Thinking theywill take best to that, which they haue most Minde to.

well to the soil. 1885 in Manch. Weekly 'fines 6June 55The new members may not take kindly to the wort.

,,,"
* 'ake a llk 'ng to, conceive an affection for.

(.r or absolute use : see

75. Take with - f a. To receive, to accept := sense 39. [
- ON. laka vii to

receive.] Obs.

nz7 0. E. Chron. (Laud MS.), Pet landfolk him wi3 toe.

c 1200 ORMIN 104 To jarrkenn follc onn^ness Crist To
takenn wibb hiss lare. Ibid. 1516 Hu wel he takebb an
wibb ba patt sekenn Godess are. a 1300 Cunor M. 820

For-bi yett wald he wit him tak. Ibid. 5977 Vr lauerd

wil tak na wirscip wib pat man him dos in cutsd kyth. 145*

SIR G. HAYE LawArms (S.T.S.) 68 The barnis..will nocht

tak with the doctryne of the faderis. 1538 BALE God's

Promises in Dodsley O. PI. (1780) 1. 9 Yet shall they not

with hym take.

t b. To take up with ; to have to do with. Obs.

1597 BACON Ess.. Followers * Friends (Arb.) 36 It is

better to take with the more passable, then with the more able.

o. To be pleased with, put up with. 1 dial. Cf.

50 b ;
also take up with 90 z (c).

1631 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 97 The silly stranger, in

an uncouth country, must take with a smoky inn and coarse

cheer. 1638 BRATHWAIT Barnabees Jrnl, n. (1818) 59
Thence to Ridgelay, where a black-smith, Liquor being
all hee'd take with, Boused with me. 1815 JAMIESON s.v.

Tat with,
' How does the laddie like the wark?

' ' Indeed
. . he taks unco ill wi't '. 1844 STEPHENS Bk Fartitll. 600
In a little time she [a ewe] will take with both [twin lambs],

f d. To take part with, agree with. Cf. 20 b.

MacGillie Chattachan would take [later edd. agree] with me
..instead of wasting our best blood against each other,

f e. To admit, acknowledge, own. Obs.
a 1653 BINNING Serm. (1845) 607 Few of you will take

with this, that ye seek to be justified by your own works.

1786 A, GIB Sacr. Contetnpl. I. Vll. i. 157 A person is there-
fore brought to see and take with this sin, only when his con-
viction issues in conversion.

f. To contract or become affected by ; to catch

(fire), absorb (water) : = 44 b, c (cf. also d). dial.
i8u GALT Steam-boat xvi. 347 The kill took low, and

the mill likewise took wi't,..and nothing was left but the
bare wa's. 1847 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. VIII. H. 380 When
it [the flax] begins to ferment, or ' take with the water

',
the

latter becomes turbid and discoloured.

XII. In combination with adverbs, forming the

equivalents of compound verbs, chiefly transitive.

76. Take aback trans. : see ABACK adv. 3 (lit.

and/^.).
1748 Anson's Voy. H. vii. 015 We were obliged to ply on

and off .. and were frequently taken aback. 1796 in
Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1846) VII. p. xxxix, At 1 past B taken
flat aback with a strong wind and a high sea from the
N.E.b.E. 1844 J. T. HEWLETT Parsons t, W. liii, I never
saw a man more ' taken aback

'

as the sailors say. 1889
J. K. JEROME Three Men in Boat xvii, Blest if it didn't
quite take me aback.

77. Take again, a. trans. To resume: see simple
senses and AGAIN adv. f *> To withdraw, recall :

= take back, 79 b : cf. AGAIN adv. 3. Obs.
1474 CAXTON Chesse ill. i. (1883) 78 He began to take

agayn his vertuous werkis and requyred pardoun and so
retourned to god agayn. 1718 RAMSAY Bob of Dunblane
II, Lest I grow fickle. And take my word and offer again.
78. Take away. a. trans. To remove, with-

draw, abstract ; to remove by death ; to subtract :

see sense 58 and AWAY adv.
a 1300 Cursor M. 297 If bou ta | light awai. 1388WYCLIF Ps. I. 13 [li. !i) Take thou not awei fro me thin

hoph spirit. 1415 Sm T. GREY in 43 Dtp. Kfr. Ret. 583 A
sefenneghte after that Murdok of Fyche was take away.
'477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dicta 75 To cut the vynes &
take awey the euil branches therof 1509 HAWES Past.
Pleas, xliv. (Percy Soc.) 215 Do not I.Tyme, take his lyfe
away ? 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xxxiii.
150 To take away or mittigate some of [these laws), c 1600
Timon in. i, Yee theeues, restore what yee have tane away 1

1736 LEDIARD Life Marlborough I. 131 It pleased God to
take away His Majesty. 1886 AD. SERGEANT No Saint ix,
It took away his appetite. 1890 Jrnl. Educ. i June 34 i/ t
Take away 4 cows from 17 cows.

D. absol. To clear the table after a meal.
c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 820 in Babees Bk. 326 Whenne bayhaue wasshen and grace is sayde, Away he takes at a

brayde. 17*8 STERNE Sent. Joum. (, 775 ) II, ,,8 ManDim I said Le Fleur,-and took away. 1809 MALKIN Gil
Bias xi. v. (Rtldg.) 402 The servants, .had taken away and
left us to ourselves. 1871 S. BUTLER JSrewhoit viii. 64 She
returned in about an hour to take away

o. absol. To detract/raw; : =586, 83 k.
1875 FREEMAN Venice (1881) 257 The slight touch of

Renaissance in some of the capitals, .in no sort takes awayIrom the general purity of the style. 1889 STEVENSON
Master o/B. iv, This takes away from the merit of your
generosity.

d. intr. To go away, make off : see 63.
1850 R. G. CUMMING Hunter's Life S. Afr. (1902) ,15/11 hey set the dogs after him, when he took away up the river.
78. Take back. a. trans. To take possession

of again, resume : see simple senses and BACK adv.

b. To withdraw, retract, recall, unsay (a state-
ment, promise, etc.): cf. BACK adv. J.

carry back in thought to a past time
; cf.

BACK adv. 4.
1889 MALLOCK Enchanted /si. 25, These churches tookme back to the crusaders. 1890 Temfle BarMag. May 43The boy s letter has taken me lack ten years.-

take aback (fig.) : see ABACK adv. 3. tdial.
d.

TAKE.
!l86o Mus. H. WOOD Ho. Haltiwell (1890) II. i 6

Hester was never so taken back in her life. Ibid. v. 116
She was ' taken back ', as the saying runs.

e. inlr. To go back, return. 1 Obs. exc. dial.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk <$ Step. To Rdr., Being quite lost

in a wilde and a frightful on and on, I e'en took back again
where I was. 1889 STEVENSON Masterof B, xi. 284 Having
. . forgot my presence, he took back to his singing.
8O. Take down. a. traits. To remove from a

higher to a lower, or from an upright to a prostrate,
position ; to lower ; to carry down

; to cut down,
fell (a tree) ;

to pull down (a house, etc. : imply-
ing also ' take to pieces ') ; to distribute (type).a 1300 Cursor M. 11664

'

loseph ', sco said, 'fain wald I
rest .. .Son he stert and tok hir dun. c 1435 Torr. Portugal
1426, 1 rede we take down sayle & rowe. 1548 in E. Green
Somerset Chantries (1888) 116 One of theis

ij churches
mayc well be spared and taken downe. a 1653 BINNING
Serm. (1845) 425 It taketh down the tabernacle of mortality
1751 LABELYE Westm. Br. 81 Whilst the Arches were mil
building and taking down. 1818 in Willis & Clark Cam.
bridge (1886) 1.573 Taking down three trees. 1886 Troy
(U.S.) Daily Times 2 Jan. 1/3 A boat's crew..was taken
down by a whale near the Cape Verde islands. 1909 R
RENWICK in Marwick Edinb. Guilds Pref. 6 The printers
seeing no early prospect of the release of their type took
it down.

b. With various implications : (a) to swallow ;

t (V) to cause (a speaker) to sit down (obs.) ; (c)
in Falconry, to cause (a hawk) to fly down ; (d)
in a school, to get above (another scholar) in class ;

so of a boat in a race, to get in front of (another
boat) ; (e) to lead (a lady) down to dinner at a party.
1607 B. JONSON Volfoncm. v

, I will take down poison,

1667 FAIRFAX in Phil. Tram. II. 549 Mr. Morley..was
advised by some to take down a spoonfull of good English
Honey. 1818 SIR J. S. SEBRICHT Observ. Hawking 36
They are always taken down after having flown unsuccess-
fully at their game. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz. xix, I took
him down once, six boys, in the arithmetic class. 1848THACKERAY Van. Fair v, Dobbin..was 'taken down '

con-
tinually by little fellows. 1887 MRS. J. H. PERKS Heather
Hills II. xvut 308 A quiet dinner-party, with a nice, sensibleman to take you down.

o. Jig. To abase, humble, humiliate, abate the

pride or arrogance of. In quot. 1562, 1 to rebuke,
reprimand.
IS Child-Marriages 112 She had spoken to the said Dis-

tance, and taken her downe for the same. 1593 PEELE Chron.
Edw. /, Wks. (Rtldg.) 395 111 take you down a bulton-hole.

he calls taking me down. 1857 MAURICE Ep. St. John i 4
Whatever takes down a young man's conceit must be profit-
able to him.

d. To lower, diminish, lessen, abate, reduce ; to
lower in health or strength, bring low, depress.Now Se. and north, dial.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Gearg. in. 209 As for the Females,..
Take down their Mettle, keep 'em lean and bare. 1719
BAYNARD Health (ed. 2) 22 By Degrees take down your Heat.
1811 Self Instructor 539 Olive colours. .are first put in

green, and taken down again with soot. 1836-7 SIR W.
HAMILTON Metaph. (1877) I. xviii. 342 Taken down with a
bilious fever. (See Eng. Dial. Diet.]

e. To write down so as to use or preserve (what is

said) ; to take a written report or notes of.

1711 W. ROGERS Voy. 248, I took down the Names of
those that had any. 1703 Tram. Soc. Arts (ed. a) V. 121
The precision with which you took down their answers.
1883 MORFILL Slavonic Lit. iii. 48 These ballads had been
taken down about the middle of the eighteenth century.
1885 C. H. EDEN G. Donningtmt I. xii. 240 Reporters would
take down the speeches.
81. Take forth, a. trans. To lead forth, con-

duct out of a place ; to bring forth, take out of a

receptacle, produce ; fig. to further, advance.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2693 (Cott.) Abram tok forth his men.

c 1460 BattleofOtterburn xxxvi. in Child Ballads III. 297/1
The letters fayre furth hath he tayne. 1530 PALSGR. 748/1, I

take forthe a man, I avaunce hym. 1890 BESANT Demoniac
xv, When he [Damien] was taken forth to have his flesh
wrenched off with red-hot pincers,

t b. Take forth one's way : to go forth, set

forth (see 25 b) ; also absol., to proceed. Obs.

15*3 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. x. 10 On the iiii. day they
toke forth theyr way. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Seto. 187
We shall take forth to our last,

t O. To learn ; transf. to teach : = take out, 85 f,

1530 PALSGR. 748/1, I take forthe, as a childe, or a scoler
dothe a newe lesson,/* apprens.. .Take hym forthe a newe
lesson. 1549 T. SOME Latimer's *nd Serm. bef. Edw. VI
To Rdr. (Arb.) 50 The gettynge of goodes and rytches,
before thou hast well learned and taken furth of the lesson,
of well vsyng the same. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus, Hist. n. Ixxxiv.

(1591) 102 Taught by ill masters, bee tooke foorth [L. didicit]
a bad lesson.

82. Take In.
* trans, a. To take, draw, or receive into itself,

or into something (see simple senses and IN adv.) ;

to admit, absorb, imbibe ; to receive as a tributary ;

to eat or drink, to swallow ; to breathe in, inhale J

to take on board (a ship). In qnot. 1583 absol. to

admit or let in water, to leak.

13.. CursorM. 6066 (Cott.) Siben sal ilk bus in take A
clene he.lambe, wit.vten sake, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) i.

4 It takes in to him xl. ober ryuers. 1495 Trevisa't Earth.
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TAKE.

De P. R. xvn. ii. (W.dc W.) N j b/2 Full of hplys to take in

ayre. 1583 Leg. fip. St. Anarm Prcf. 104 in Sal. P. Re/.

(.S.T.S.)35oHclattishisscheiptakinatluifeandlie. 1585 I'.

WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy. i. x. 12 b, We took in fresh

water out of a weL 1610 HOLLAND Cantdens Brit. (1637)

547 The River Trent.. taking in the River Soure from the

field of Leicester. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II.

103 The first of these takes in their Nourishment by their

external.. Absorbent Vesscjs. 1777 HAMILTON Wks. (1886)

VII. 510 The ships are taking in water and provisions for

two months. 1890 Chamb. Jrnl. 10 May 292/1 She took

in amazingly little water. 1891 Harper's Mag. Sept. 596/3
It. .readily takes in and yields moisture,

b. To receive (money) in payment, subscriptions,

etc. ; to receive and undertake (work) to be done

in one's own house for pay.
1699 in Milli'igton's Sale Catal. Skinner ft Hampden

Libraries, Subscriptions are taken in by John Hartley, over

against Gray's-Inn in Holborn. 1831 Examiner 403/1 She
took in washing only for her amusement. 1889 MRS. E.

KENNARD Landing Prize^ II. xii. 209 We supported our-

selves .. by taking in plain needle-work. 1891 Idler June
547 He was taking in more money than he had ever taken

in before.

c. To subscribe for and receive regularly (a

newspaper or periodical) : = sense 1 5 d.

1711 ADDISON Sfect.
No. 488 P 2 Their Father having

refused to take in the Spectator. 1779 MACKENZIE in Mirror
No. 2 f 3 A coffee-house, where it is.. taken in for the use

of the customers. 1891 Blactnu. Mag. CL. 704/1 Many of

them take in the French paper just as they buy
' Punch '.

d. Cards. To take (a card) into one's hand from

the pack.
1879

' CAVENDISH ' Card Ess., etc. 69 The holder of the ace

of trumps ruffed, i. e. he put out four cards and took in the

stock. 1891 field 28 Nov. 843/1 If the non-dealer takes in

the king, he ought . . to lead it.

e. To lead or conduct into a house, room, etc.

c 1450 Cov. Myst. xxvii. (Shaks. Soc.) 268 Take hym in,

scrys, be the honde. 1893 Temple Bar Mag. XCVI1I. 469

John took Miss Everard m to supper.

To receive or admit as inmate or guest.

1539 BIBLE (Great) Matt. xxv. 35, 1 was herbourlesse, and
e toke me in [WYCL. herboriden me : TINDALE, Geneva,

.jdged me). is6 J. MOUNTGOMERY in Arcteologia XLVII.

231 Hospitalles. .then the poore souldior. .shoulde be taken

yn, cured,..and healed. 1701 ROWE Tamerl. iv. i. Why
stand thy.. Doors still open To take the wretched in? 1840
Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. I. in. 265 Invalid horses are taken in

. .and treated at the hospital. 1849 Ibid. X. u. 413 No
lenant-oottager shall take in any lodger.

fg. To receive or accept into some relation

(e. g. into surrender, or as hostage or ally). Obs.

1601 LD. MOUNTJOY Let. in Moryson ttin. n. (1617) 214

By the generall advice of the Counsell I tooke in Turlough
mac Henry. 1606 MARSTON Sophonisba 11. i, Her father. .

on suddain shall take in Revolted Syphax.

t h. To capture, take prisoner, conquer (in war) ;

to ' take
'

a town. Cf. sense 2. Obs.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 285 Leo. .wente to Seynt
Peter.. wib be letayne, and was i-take in, and his eyjen

i-put out, and his tonge i-kut of. 1535 COVERDALE Jer.

xlix. i Why hath youre kynge then taken Gad in ? 1684

Scaiiderbeg Rediv. v. 109 His Majesty took in Raskaw,
a Considerable place on theDeinster. 1709 H. FELTON Diss.

Classics (1718) jo Open Places are easily taken in.

i. To bring into smaller compass, draw in, reduce

the extent of, contract, make smaller ; to shorten,

narrow, or tighten ; to furl (a sail).

Take in a reef: to roll or fold up a reef in a sail so as to

shorten the sail : see REEF si.1 1._

ci

byf(

a 1800 COWPER Horace n. Ode x. vi, If fortune fill thy sail . .

Take half thy canvas in. 1837 DICKENS Pictnu. ix, Strap-

B'ng
a buckle here, and taking in a link there. 1841 R. H.

ANA Seaman's Man. ix. [heading] Making and taking m
sail. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xliii, Sure every one of

me frocks must be taken in, it's such a skeleton I m grow,

ing. 1889 DOYLE Micah Clarke xxvii. 281, 1 took in one hole

of my sword-belt on Monday. 1897 OutingfU. S.) XXX.
255/1 Take in leaders when about a team's length from corner ;

then take in wheelers a bit, off-wheeler more than near in

fact, many only take in off-wheel rein a couple of inches.

j: To enclose (a piece of land, etc.) ; to take

into possession (a territory, a common), or into

cultivation (a waste) ;
to include ; to annex.

c 1539 in G. J. Aungier Syoit Man. (1840) 131 To dyche
in and lake in our comyn. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Sun'

day vi, Christ hath took in this piece of ground, And made
a garden there. 1697 in Picton L'fool Munic. Sec. (1883)

I. 288 Others have a design to take in some Commons near

Mosse Lake. 1845 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VI. 11. 301 Numerous
waste patches along the sides of wide roads have been taken

in. 1893 Nat. Observ. 5 Aug. 390/3 France is determined

to take in all Siam. 1897 D. SLADEN in Windsor Mag. Jan.

378/1 A new alcove [has been] formed by taking in one of

the. .landings.

k. To admit into a number or list ; to include,

comprise, embrace; spec, to include in the con-

lideration, take into account (quot. 1752); to

include in a journey or visit ( U.S.}.

1647 HAMMOND Power ofKeys iii. 23 He hath taken in all

the antient Church-writers into his catalogue. 1697 DRYDEN

circumstances must be taken in. 1870 FREEMAN Norm.
Cona. (ed. 2) I. App. 712 Writers who. .did not understand

that his jurisdiction took in Kent. 1879 LUBBOCK Addr.

Pol. f, Ednc. iii. 55 Attention will be concentrated on the

four subjects taken in. 1883 BACON Diet. Boston, Mass.

W9 Th out-of.towner who fails tg take-inn trip to Taft s.
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1. To receive into or grasp with the mind ;
to

apprehend, comprehend, understand, realize; to

absorb or imbibe mentally, to learn ; to conceive.

a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. \. i. 12 A created Under-

standing can never take in the fulness of the Divine Excel-

lencies. 1685 BAXTER Paraphr. N. T. Matt. xiii. 18-19 By
not understanding is meant also, Not considering It to take

it in. 1711 STItLE Sfcct. No. 79 T 5 There is no end of

Affection taken in at the Eyes only. 1810 LADY GRANVILLE

Lett. (1894) 1. 16 She plays, .on the pianoforte, and takes in

science kindly from Mr. Smart. 1877 FREEMAN f,orm.

Cong. (ed. 3) I. App. 731 Writers who do not take m the

position of an Ear! of the West-Saxons. 1887 BARING-

GOULD Gavcrocks III. Ii. 140 Sluggish minds, .require time

to take in new notions.

m. To comprehend in one view (physical or

mental) ;
to perceive at a glance.

1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.s.v.Eye, In man.. the eye is.,

so ordered, as to take in nearly the hemisphere before it.

1800 .4 CAMPBELL View St. Leonard's 18 The eagles

vision cannot take it in. 1878 Scribner's Mag. XV. 583/3

We. .turned our heads from side to side,., the better to take

in the full force of the effect.

n. To believe or accept unquestioningly.
1864 Spectator No. 1875. 640 The Undergraduates took it

all in and cheered Lord Robert Cecil as their future repre-

sentative. 1888 FARJEON Miter Farebrolher II. xiiL 169

Jeremiah listened and took it all in.

o. To deceive, cheat, trick, impose upon, colloq,

1740 tr. De Mouhy's Fort. Country-Maid (1741) I. 133
The Griparts were never taken in yet, and what's more never

will. 1745 FIELDING True Patriot No. 9 Wks. 1775 IX. 310

They are fairly taken in, and imposed upon lo believe we
have.. as much money as ever. 1754 E. MOOR in World
No. 96 III. 234, I am almost of opinion that (in the fashion-

able phrase) he is
'
taking me in '. 1809 W. IRVING Knichcrb.

V. iv. (1849) 377 A contest of skill between two powers, which

shall overreach and take in the other. 1846 LANDOR Imag.
Conv. Wks. II. 228/1 Nobody shall ever take me in again
to do such an absurd and wicked thing. 1884 GEO. DENMAN
in Law Rep. 29 Ch. Div. 473 The Plaintiff has., been taken

in and misled.

p. To offer (a subject) for examination.
01800 LIDDON Life Pusey (1893) I. 20 The poets and

historians who, at that time, were taken in by candidates for

Classical Honours at Oxford.

**/>-. 1 1- To go in, 'put in', enter. Obs.

1654 H. L'ESTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 88 Taking in at a

Cooks shop where he supt. 1677 JOHNSON in Ray's Corr.

(1848) 127 Great shoals of salmon, which often take m at

the mouths of our rivers.

fr. Take in with : to take part with, side with,

agree with. Obs.

1597-8 BACON Ess., Faction (Arb.) 80 It is commonly scene

that men once placed, take in with the contrarie faction to

that by which they enter. 1646 SIR T. BROWN Pseud.

Epid. i. viL (1686) 20 Justinian took in with Hippocrates
and reversed the decree. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng.
i. xxxiv. (1739) 51 Kings doubting to lose their Game, took

in with the weaker. 21734 NORTH Lives (1826) I. 3 If he

had acted in these mens measures, and betraying his master,

took in with them.

83. Take off. * transitive senses.

a. To remove from the position or condition of

being on (with various shades of meaning) ;
to

lift off, pull off, cut off, rub off, detach, subtract,

deduct : see simple senses and OFF adv.

111300 Cursor M. 14318 He bad.. Of be tumb tak of be

lidd. 1495 Ledger-bk. A. Halyburton 40 Som of that sek, the

bat of-tan is i7lL is*. 2. c 1530 H. RHODES Bk. Nurture m
Babees Bk. 67 With your Trenchour knyfe take of such

fragmentes. 1644 WINTHROP Hist. New Eng. (1825) II. 199

He took off all her commodities, but not at so good rates as

they expected. 1703 Art i, Myst. Vintners 57 Take off the

skim, and beat it together with 6 Eggs. 1709 STEELE
Tatter No. 5 r 8 A Cannon Ball took off his Head. 1780

COXE Russ. Disc. 267 M. Engel .. takes off twenty-nine

degrees from the longitude of Kamtchatka, as laid down by
the Russians. 1851 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XIII. i. 80 Re-

peated crops of hay are taken off without any return.

Mod. Isn't his name on the list ? No, it has been taken off.

(V) spec. To remove from the person, divest

oneself, or another, of, doff (a garment, etc.).

01300 Cursor M. 9070 (Cott.) 'Tas of, he said, 'mi

kinges croun.' 13. . Ibid. 8116 (Gott.) Wib bis be king tok

of bisgloue. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 212 He. .took of hys
clothes, a 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV 234 He toke of

hys cappe, and made a low and solempne obeysance. 1661

J. DAVIES tr. Oltarius' Voy. Ambass. 140 A little Cap like

a Callotte. .they never take off. 173* LEDIARD Life Marl-

borough III. 422 The Armour was taken off. 1850 Tails

Mag. XVII. 465/1 She took off her shawl. 1891 Murray s

Mag. Apr. 531 He never takes off his boots and spurs.

(c) To remove or convey (a person) from on

shore, from a rock, or from on board ship.

1883 BUCHANAN Love me for Ever v. ii. 261 _He had

arranged.. to be taken off one night, and to sail with them

right away. 1889 Eng. Illuslr. Mag. Dec. 267, 1 might be

able to support life on board of her until the Ruby took me
off. 1890 Standard 12 Dec. 5/7 The passengers were taken

offand landed safely.

(d) absol. To clear the table after a meal : =
take away, 78 b. (e) inlr. lot pass. : see sense 58 f.

1828 J. T. SMITH Nollekens I. 91 Nor do I think wine was

even mentioned until the servants were ordered to ' take off .

b. trans. To drink to the bottom, or at one

draught ;
to drink off,

' toss off'.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage ill. xy. 271 She dranke to him a

cup of poysoned liquor : and hauing taken off almost
halfe^

she reached him the rest. 160* J. DAVIES tr. Olearius

Voy, Amoass.S} Many Muscovian women took offtheir Cup!

as smartly as they [their husbands] did. 1714 RAMSAY Steer

her up, etc. ii, Sec that shining glass of claret., lake U aff,

TAKE.
and let's have iiiair o't. 1850 HAWTHORNE ScarUt L. iv,

And, that thou mayest live, take off this draught.
c. To lead away summarily ; rejl. to go away,

take one's departure, be off.

1838 DICKKNS O. Tii'iit xxiv, lle..tiiok himself off on tip-
toe. 1850 Tail's Mag. XVII. 609/1 The suilly panic, had
taken themselves oftT 1894 PARRY Stud. Gt. Composers,
Schubert 230 In dread of being taken off at a soldier. Mad.
He was arresled and taken off to prison. The child uos
taken off to bed.

d. To lead away or dtaw off (in Jig. sense) ;
to

divert, distract, dissuade; jto free, rid (const.

from') ; t to remove the opposition of by bribery
or corruption, to buy off (obs.).

1605 SHAKS. Macb. u. iii. 36 It makes him, and it marre*
him ; it sets him on, and it Lakes him off. a 1626 BACON
New Alt. (1900) 24 And hee .. in great Cuurtcsie tooke
us off, and descended to aske us Questions of our Voyage
and Fortunes. 1670 H. SIUUDE Plus Ultra it This

Philosophy, .taking us off from the Pedantism of Philology.

170* tr. Le Cltrc's Prim. Fathers 27 Having not undertaken
to take them off from this Opinion,

a 1704 Compl. Servant.

Maid(ed. 7)58 You must endeavour to take offyour Mistress

from all the care you can. a 1715 BuRNETcHi/a Tina (1823)
L 467 The chief men that promoted this were taken off (as
the word then was for corrupting members). 1890 Ki NN

Double Ifnot vii, The conversation took off his attention.

e. To remove or withdraw from office, or from

some position or relation ;
to dismiss ; to withdraw

(a coach, train, etc.) from running.
1745 WARD in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 369 Whom the

Emperor had appointed governour . . but afterwards, .de-

signed to have taken him off. 1768 J. BYRON Narr. Pata-

gonia (ed. 2) 189 The centinel was taken off, and we were

allowed to look about us a little. 1858 Jrnl, R. Agric. Soc.

XIX. i. 144 My early calves. . I allow to suck the cows for

a fortnight, then take them off. 1891 field 28 May 779/3
The coaches . . will be taken off for one or more days. Mod.
Several trains will be taken off on Bank Holiday.

f. To remove by death, put to death, kill,
'

carry

off', cut off: said of a person (esp. an assassin), of

disease, devouring animals, etc.

lias (see TAKING M. sb. 61 1608 SHAKS. Ptr. iv. Pro!. 14

To take off by treasons knife. 1618 BOLTON Fiona (1636)

224 Himselfe taken off by sudden death. 1683 BURNET tr.

Mare's Utopia Pref., The hiring of Assassinates to take off

Enemies. 1701 W. WOTTON Hist. Rome, Alex. ii. 487
Diseases.. took off very many of them. 1770 LAKGHORNE
Plutarch (1879) II. 828/2 Ptolemy of Cyprus. .took himself

off by poison. 1839 Examiner 6/2 Up to the 2oth of

November about thirty people had been taken off by
cholera. 1840 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. I. m. 258 The mangold-
wurzel was., taken off early by the fly.

g. To remove (something imposed), esp. so as to

relieve those subject to it.

1593 SHAKS. Rich. //.in. iii. 135 Oh God, oh God, that ere

this tongue of mine, That layd the Sentence, .. should take

it off againe. 1660 INGELO Bentiv. * Ur. 11. (1682) 147 You
think to take off this Inconvenience. 1716

' PHILALETHES'
in J. Ker Mem. p. iii, If he would agree to the taking
off the Penal Laws.

1737;
Gentl. Mag. VII. Mar. 172/1 To

give immediate Ease to his Majesty s Subjects, by taking
off some of the Taxes which are most burthensome to the

Poor. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 399/2 The ecclesiastical

courts may. .take off the penance. 1879 M. J. GUEST Lect.

Hist. Eng. xiv. 127 He pleased the people greatly by taking
off a heavy tax. 1889 M. GRAY Reproach Annesley in. u,

The three months' embargo was now taken off.

h. To remove or do away with (a quality, con-

dition, etc.).

1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. viii. 71 Who.. by selfe and violent

hands, Tooke off her life. 1611 Cymb. v. ii. 2 The heaui-

nesse and guilt within my bosome, Takes off my manhood.

1651 FRENCH Yorksh.Spax. 90 They., should take the water
"

warm'd first.. the cold being just taken off. 1691
Pract. Spir. Crts. (1700) To Rdr., Which thing.,

may. .take off the Edge of JDetraction. _ 1737 BRACKEN

farriery Impr. (1756) 1. 227 One or two Purges will take

off the Running at his Mouth. 1885 MRS. LYNN LINTON

Chr. Kirklandll. vi. 189 The smartest and prettiest kind

of cap . . took off the severity of her smoothly braided hair.

( (b) To do away with, disprove, confute. Obs.

1630 PRYNNE Anti-Armin. 147, 1 must needs take off two

principall daring objections. i68 CREECH tr. Lucretius

(1683) Notes 26 After that I shall take off his exceptions

against Providence. 1695 J- EDWARDS Perfect. Script. 478
To take off this seeming argument.

i. (a) To make or obtain (an impression) from

something ; to print off. In qnot 1660, to receive

as an impression (infy. sense).
1600 tr. Amyraldus' Treat, cone. Relig. III. viii. 489 Those

[languages] which live . . take off better the impression and

graces of the language of the Prophets. 1707 HEARNI
Collect. 24 Jan. (O. H. S.) 1. 320 The Stationers were obliged

to take off 200 Copies of any Book. 1817 G. ROSE
Diaries (1860) 1. 19 note. He had an impression of 590 taken

off. 1815 New Monthly Mag. XV.234/I The expedient., of

taking off an impression in some soft substance,

(b) To make (a figure of something) J Irattsf. to

draw a likeness of, to portray : sense 33 b.

31719 ADDISON (].), Take off all their models in wood.

and made an excellent likeness in chalk of his uncle. 1800
' R, BOLDRKWOOD

'

Col. Reformer (1891) 183 A young lady

who could take off a horse like that the dead image of him

could do anything.

(f) To measure off ; to determine or mark the

position of : cf. sense 32 C.

1793 SMEAJON Edystone L. S 97 In this way I took off 35

. .of the mosTremarkable points,. .These 35 primary points

having been determined as above.

j. To imitate or counterfeit, esp. by way of



TAKE.

mockery ;
to mimic, caricature, burlesque, parody ;

to make a mock of. colloq.

1750 CHESTERP. Lett. (1702) III. 85 He has since been

taken off by a thousand authors: but never really imitated

into Heaven. 1789 MRS. PIOZZI Journ. France I. 240 At
the hazard of being taken oft* and held up for a laughing-
stock. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias n. vii. r 20, I can take off a

cat to the life : suppose I was to mew a certain number o

times? a 1845 HOOD Fait/tless Nelly Gray v, She made
him quite a scoff; And when she saw his wooden legs

Began to take them off ! 1879 MINTO Defoe 40 One of the

pamphlets which he professed to take off in his famous squib

k. absol. with/row; : To detract from, diminish,

lessen : = 58 e, 78 c.

1701 W. WOTTON Hist. Rome 264 This gradual Advance
icnt took off from the Obscurity of his Birth. 1755

CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v. Sal, A defect or flaw, which
took off very much from the value of Uie gem. 1773 [J.

RICHARDSON] tr. Wielands Agathon Pref. 14 There are

many allusions in it to modern customs,.which take off in

a great measure from the antique cast.

1. To close the stitches in knitting ; to knit off.

Also absol.

1849 ESTHER COPLEY Knitting-bit. 12 By reversing the

right hand pin, so inserting it in two stitches, not in front

but at the back of the left hand pin, and knitting them off

as one. This [way of reducing the number of stitches] is

called
'

taking off at the back '.

** intr. m. To abate, grow less, decrease ; (of

rain) to cease.

1776 COOK in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 447, I judged it was
about high water, and that the tides were taking off, or

decreasing. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. $ Schm. xxi. (1858; 4^
No sooner had it [the hurricane] begun to take off than
set out for the scene of its ravages. 1878 STEVENSON Inland

Voy. 20 The rain took off near Laeken. 1890 F. T. HULLEN
Log Sea.waifq-$ The breeze now began to take offa bit, and
more sail was made.

n. To go off, start off, run away ;
to branch

off from a main stream. (Cf. 63, 63 b.)
c 1813 MRS. SHERWOOD StoriesCh. Cateck. xiii. (1873) 112

Dick ran out ..and took offinto the great bazar. 1895 WATER-
TON Wand. S. Amer. m. iv. 265 Ihe Indian took off into
the woods. 1888 lyM Cent. Jan. 44 The second [head-
water of the Hugli] takes off from the Ganges about forty
miles eastward from the Bhagirathi.

(Ii) To start in leaping; to commence a leap.

(Opp. to LAND v. 8 b.)
1814 SportingMag. XLIII. 287 The spot where the horse

took off to where he landed, is above eighteen feet. 1889
Boy's Own Paper 7 Sept. 780/3 Competitors should be
encouraged to take-off with accuracy. 1891 Strand Mag.
III. 633/2 The last attitude one would imagine a horse to

adopt in
'

taking off' for a jump.
(f) Croquet. To make a stroke from contact

with another ball so as to send one's own ball

nearly or quite in the direction in which the mallet
is aimed : cf. TAKE-OFF sb. 4.
1871 PRIOR Notes on Croquet 48 It were an improvement

..together a ball in the centre of the ground, which at

starting should be hit by the players from a spot in the
middle of the left-hand boundary. Taking off from this
tethered ball, they might go to any part of the lawn.
84. Take on. *transitive senses.

a. Sae simple senses and ON adv. : in quot.
1877, to take on board (opp. to take off, 833 (/)).
c 1579 MoNrcoMERiE Misc. Poems xlviii. 140 Tak on aour

babert mifabuird. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 258 (Cards, Playing)
The ink or colour., is., laid on the types and blocks. .and the
impressions [are] taken-on to thick drawing paper by means
of a suitable press. 1877 Scribner's Mag. XV. 14/1 He took
on the passengers who stood clustered on the wharf.

(*) f To put on, don (clothing, etc.) obs.
; to

'

put on
'

or add (flesh, etc.) : see PUT v. 46 f (o).
1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 56 pe den xal warn alle be gylde

breberen b' be in toune, for to takyn on here hodis..and
comen to messe. c 1489 CAXTON Sauries ofAymon xxii. 494Thenne they went, & toke on the beste clothyng that they
had. tjHtSatir. Poems Reform., LifeBp.St. Androis 1069On a gray bonnet he tackis. 1847 Jrnl. A'. Agric. Soc. VIII.
n. 392 Sheep.. thrive very well and take on flesh rapidly.
1850 Ibid. XI. n. 6co The animal being thus gradually pre-
pared to take on that increased amount of muscle and fat.

t (f) To take up (arms) ; to arm oneself: see

9oa(<r). Sc. Obs.

plan<
Thai
said cruel! murthour.

b. To assume,
'

put on
'

(a form, quality, etc.)= sense 16 a : to assume, begin to perform (an
action or function) (cf. 17); to contract, begin to
be affected by,

' catch
'

(cf. 44 b, c).

""""" "i" fnu. K. agnc. 3oc. III. n. 331 The
blanched leaves soon take on the appearance of frost-bitten
celery. 1869 G. LAWSON Dis. Eye (1874) 41 The ulcer.,
took on a healing action, and soon cicatrized. 1893 M.
.RAY Last Sentence in. v, The deep, mysterious eyeswould take on a deeper charm.

isfo J
ad pt ('

a idea> etc ') ; to accePl "entity.

with the senses; to perceive,
catch . rare.

18.7 D. JOHNSON tml. Field Sports 4il I have heard the

46

natives assert that they take on the scent of the deer many
hours after they have passed.

c. To take (a person) into one's employment, or

upon one's staff, to engage (also ./%.) ; to accept in

marriage ; to receive into fellowship.
1611 G. BLUNDELL in Buccleuch. MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)

97 If Holland take any companies on. 1625 MASSINGER
New Way n. iii.ril not give her the advantage.. To., say
she was forced To buy my wedding-clothes, and took me
on With a plain riding-suit and an ambling nag. i8a

.raminer 631/1 The large manufacturers are about taking

on a considerable number of hands. 1893 J. B. THOMPSON
in Chicago Advance 20 July, A number of catechumens

were taken on during the year.

d. To undertake ; to begin to handle or deal

with, to
' tackle '.

[c 1325 Spec. Gy Warw. 267 Alias ! what sholen hij onne

take, pat wolden here her god forsake purw sinne of fleschly

liking f] 1422 [see TAKING vol. sb. 6], 1885 Graphic
3 Jan. 1 1/3 He . . so frightened the other . . cowards that . . they
did not care to

' take him on '. 1898 Daily News 10 Mar.

7/1 We cannot take on both jobs. 1900 SIR R. BULLER
ibid. 12 Nov. 3/4, I had taken on a task, and I was bound
to see it through.

e. To undertake the management of (a farm,

etc.), esp. in succession or continuance.
1861 Temple Bar Mag. III. 474 When I was twenty-two,

my father died, and I took on the farm. 1889 MRS.COMVNS
CARR Marg. Maliphant II. xix. 70, I want him to take on
another small farm. 1892 Cornh. Mag. Oct. 346 It will be

quite impossible for me to take on the Tease again,

ff. To assert, asseverate (cf. 17 c). Obs. rare.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Atus. n. (1882) 26 Yet will they
sweare, protest, and take on woonderfully, that it is very
new, fresh and tender. Ibid. 48 If they sell you a cow, . .

will protest and take on woonderfullie, that bee is but this

olde, and that olde.

g. To buy on credit. Sc.
1808 JAMIESON, To tak on, to buy on credit, to buy

to accompt 1866 J. H. WILSON Our Father^ in Heaven
(1869) 180, I have heard of young people..going to shops
and '

taking on
'

things, as it is called.

) b. To begin, commence (with inf., or intr.} ;

= sense 62. Obs.
c 1300 ORMIN 2553 5ho toe orm ful aldelij To fra^enn

Godess enngell. Ilnil. 11260 >iflf bu takesst onn att an &
tellesst forb till fowwre.

** intransitive senses.

ti. To act, proceed, behave, 'go on'. Const.

dative, to a person. Obs.
c 1205 LAY. 3337 ?ef ferrene kinges hiherde ba tidinde, be

we swa takede mm on. Ibid. 5592 pat word come to

Bejinne..heo he hauede itaken on. Ibid. 10175 pa bis wes
al idon ba token heo o3er weise on. Ibid. 31619 Wnajt Penda
king hafueS iseid and hu he wulle taken on. c 1305 Pilate

149 in E. E. Poems (1862) 115 Ou libere man, . . hab he
itake on

so^
Assentede he to be gywes ? 1362 LANGL. P. PI.

A. ill. 76 For toke bei on trewely bei timbrede not so hye.
c 1450 LOVELICH Grail Ivi, 505 And thus these lyowns Gonnon
On to take Til the tyme that Cam Lawncelot de lake.

reflexive, c 1205 LAY. 30680 On alle wissen he toe him
on swulc he weore a chepmon.

j. To '

go on
'

madly or excitedly ;
to rage, rave

;

to be greatly agitated ; to make a great fuss, out-

cry, or uproar ; now esp. to distress oneself greatly.
Now colloq. and dial.

c 1430 SyrGener. (Roxb.) 5200 That yondre knight on the
white stede Taketh on as a deuel in dede. 1478 Paston
Lett. III. 57 My modyr wepythand takython mervaylously.
1530 PALSGR. 750/1, I lake on lyke a madde man, jt
tiunraige. 1535 COVERDALE Num. xiv. i Then the whole
congregacion tone on and cryed, and the people wepte. 1600
HOLLAND Livy 11. xxvii. 61 All this while Appius raged and
tooke on, inveying bitterly against the nicetie and popu-
laritie of his brother Consul. 1668 PEPYS Diary 8 Apr.,Her mother and friends take on mightily. 1767 Woman of
Fashion I. 157 You'll make me cry too, if you take on in
this Manner. 1830 GALT Lawrie T. l. ix, He took on like
a demented man. 1852 THACKERAY Esmond u. i, She took
on sadly about her husband.

k. To assume airs; to behave proudly or

liaughtily; to presume; to take liberties. (Cf.iSe.)
1668 R. STKELE Husbandman's Calling vi. (1678) 143 If

a worm should take on, lift up itself, and be proud, then
anything may be proud. 1851 Beck's Florist 180 '

Pride

jjoeth
before destruction, and a haughtyspirit before a fall '.

I began to take on ; and if the squire gave me any orders,
t did not take 'em as 1 ought to have done.

1. To take service or employment, to engage
oneself; to enlist.

end of their term of enlistment [they] would refuse to ' take
on again in D Troop. 1891 Field 7 May 698/3 'Then',
ephed one of the men,

'
I will take on at 41.'

(6) With with : to engage oneself to ; to begin
o associate with, to consort with ; m*take up with,
90 z

; to adopt as a practice, etc.

1737 BRACKEN Farriery Imfr. (1757) II. 51 Such a Drake
nas been more used to a Hen when he was young, and . .

will the sooner take on with her when he grows older 1844
Eraser's Mag. XXX. 104/1 The misthress is going to takem with Mister Jowles the praacher. 1886 M. GRAY Silence
Dean Maitlaiid i, I liked Charlie Judkins well enoughbefore he took on with this love-nonsense. 1894 G. MOORE
Esther Waters 154 His young woman must be sadly in
want of a sweetheart to take on with one such as him.
m. To '

catch on ', become popular : = sense
oc.

colloq.

TAKE.

1897
' OUIDA '

Massarents xvii, He saw how greatly these
musical entertainments

'

took on '.

85. Takeout, trans, a. To remove from within
a place, receptacle, or inclosure

;
to extract, with-

draw, draw forth : see simple senses and OUT adv.
13. . Cursor M. 20564 (G5tt), I toke bairn vte on [v.r. with]

mi right hand. 1382 WYCLIF Ps. Ixviii. 15 [Ixix. 14] Tac me
out fro clei, that 1 be not inncchid. c 1450 JMcrlin i. i

Whan that oure lorde . . had take oute Adam and Eve
and other [from hell]. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv. v. 206
Their stings, and teeth, newly tak'n out. 1711 ADDISON
Sped. No. 94 r 9 He had only dipped his Head into the
Water, and immediately taken it out again. 1889 F. M
CRAWFORD Greifenstein II. xx. 280 Rex took out his purse
and gave him a gold piece. Mod. I asked for the book at
the library, but it had been taken out the day before.

(If) To remove, extract (a stain, etc.).
1727 GAY Begg. Op.l. ix, Money.. is the true fuller's earth

for reputation, there is not a
spot or a stain but what it can

take out. Mod. Ammonia will take out the grease-spots.

(c) inlr. for pass. See sense 58 f.

b. trans. To withdraw from a number or set

(actually or mentally) ;
to leave out, except, omit.

c ioo ORMIN 8601 patt Jer bait he wass takenn ut purrh
Drihhtin Gpdd fra manne. c 1315 SHOREHAM Poems i. 552 pas
he ne toke iudas out, pe worste man on erbe. Mod. There
are 91 festivals in the Prayer Book Calendar ; but if you take
out those that have no special Collects, there are only 24.

O. To lead or carry out or forth : with various

special implications, .as : to lead (a partner) out
from the company for a dance ; to summon (an
opponent) to a duel, to '

call out
'

; to lead (a person
or animal) into the open air for exercise, etc.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, i. iv. 95, I were vnmannerly to
take you out, And not to kisse you. 1665 PEPYS Diary
13 Apr., When the company begun to dance, I came away,
lest I should be taken out. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vii.

xiii, When a matter can't be made up, as in a case of a blow
the sooner you take him out the better. 1811 JANE AUSTEN
Lett. 29 May, Mrs. Welby takes her out airing in her
barouche. 1877 Scribner's

Jtfaf. XV. 65/1 He had even
promised to take her out on the ice. 1893 J. ASHBV STERRY
Naughty Girl ii, It was awfully good of you to take the
children out, Charlie. Mod. Take the dog out for a run.

(b) Cricket. To take out one's bat: said of a
batsman who is

' not ont
'

at the end of the

innings.
1890 Standard g May 3/8 He was batting nearly four

hours and eventually toot put his bat for go. 1892 Sat.
Rev. 16 July63/2 The captain. .took out his bat for 60.

fd. (a) To give vent to, utter, (a) To
announce, give out (a text). Obs.

1678 DRYDEN All for Love Pref., Ess. (Ker) I. 197 He
took out his laughter which he had stifled. 1697 BURGHOPE
Disc. Relig. Assemb. 6 They will take care to come before
the text is taken out.

e. To make a copy from an original ;
to copy

(a writing, design, etc.) ; esp. to extract a passage
from a writing or book.
1530 PALSGR. 750/1, 1 take out a writyng, I coppy a mater

of a boke, it cofit. 1573 Art of Limming n A pretie
deuise to take out the true forme& proporcion of any letter,
knott, flower, Image, or other worke. 1604 SHAKS. Otk.
m. iii. 296, I am glad I haue found this Napkin:.. He haue
the worke tane out. Ibid. in. iv. 180 Take me this worke
out. . I would haue it coppied. Moil. To read a book and
take out quotations for the dictionary.

(b) To extract from data.
1881 Times ID Nov. 4/2 The surveyor employed . . to take

out the quantities on the architect's plan that is, to esti.

male the quantities of materials and labour which will be
required to carry out the proposed plans. 1896 [see
QUANTITY 13].

t To learn (a lesson) ; traits/, to teach. (See
also 8 ic.) Obs.
a 1591 H. SMITH W*f.(i866) I. 499 If we be negligent and

slack, and never take out his lessons, but stand at a stay.
1619 EARLE Microcosm. Ixv. (Arb.l 89 He hath taken out as

many lessons of the world, as dayes. 1642 Strangling Gt.

Turk, etc., in Hart. Misc. (1745) IV. 37 The Discipline of
War must take you out other Lessons of Fury.

g. To apply for and obtain (a licence, patent,
summons, or other official document) in due form
from the proper authority.
1673 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 93 Y* vacating their

charter, & forcing them to take out a new one. 1687
BURNET Cont. Reply to Varillas 76 The Bishops were
obliged to take out new Commissions from the King.. for

holding their Bishopricks. i76 BERKELEY Let. T. Prior

27 Jan., Wks. 1871 IV. 123, I have not yet taken out letters

of administration. 1840 Jrnl. Roy. Agric. Soc. I. ill. 351
Patents have been recently taken out for supposed improve-
ments. 1891 Sat. Rev. 30 Apr. 497/1 [He] took out a sum-
mons against him.

b. To obtain or enjoy completely. ? Obs.

1631 Celestina 217, 1 will goe downe and stand at the

doore, that my Master may take out his full sleepe.
i. To obtain, receive, use up, spend, the value

of (something) in another form. Const, in.

1631 HEYWOOD Fair Maid ef West Wks. 1874 II. 280
Because of the old proverbe, What they want in meate, let

them take out in drinke. 1763 FOOTE Mayor ofG. \. Wks.
1799 I. 168 When he frequented our town of a market day,
he has taken out a guinea in oaths. 1828 Examiner 794/1
[He] has no objection, when a poor tradesman cannot
advance the fee, to take it out in goods. 1891 Review of
Rev. 15 Sept. 236/2 The prize was one guinea, which had to
be taken out in books,

86. Take out of. trans, a. To withdraw or re-

move from within (lit. nndyijf.); to extract (a stain)
from : see simple senses and OUT OF.



TAKE.

To take the words out ofone's mouth', see MOUTH sb. 3 1.

c laoo ORMIN Ded. 209 To takenn ut off helle wa pa code
sawless atle. 1387 TRKVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 133 While
he dweltede longe in Fraunce..Chedde was i-take out of
his abbay of Lestynge. c 1425 Cursor M. 16442 (Trin.) pe
monsleer bat barabas was take out of prisoun. 1535 STEWART
Cron.Scot. (Rolls) II. 660 [He] Out of the erih his deid
bodie hes tone. 1659 in Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 451 Take
heed you take not the thorn out of another's foot, and put it

in your own wholly. 1771 MRS. H AYWOOD Ne^v Present 246
To take Ink out of Linen. i88 Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal
III. iv. 59 He took the cartridges out of the case himself.

b. To get, derive, or obtain from.

1579 w- WILKINSON Confut. Familye of Love B iv, Out
of their knowledge, whiche they take out of the Scriptures.

1650 J. FRENCH tr. Paracelsus' Nat. Things n. 17 Any
flint taken out of River water. i8ai SCOTT Keniliv. i,

There were as good spitchcocked eels on the board as ever

were ta'en out of the Isis.

O. To subtract or deduct from. Now rare.

1593 FALE Dialling 14, I take the complement of the

Elevation, which is 38*. out of the reclinarion of the plat
which is 55*., and there remain 17*. 1703 MOXON Mech.
Exerc. 127 A setting off of 8 Foot broad and 10 Foot long
taking out of the Yard.

d. To deprive a person or thing of (some
quality, etc.) ; spec, to deprive of (energy or the

like) ; usu. to take it out oft
to exhaust, fatigue.

1847 S. WII.BERFORCE in Life (1879) I, 402 There is so
much of interest in a Confirmation, that it takes a great deal
out of one. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. ff It. Note-Bks. II. 68
Rome, .takes the splendor out of all this sort of thing else-

where. 1884 H. SMART Post to Finish xxxii, Now you say
you cannot come, and all the salt is taken out of my holi-

days. 1890 MRS. LAFFAN L. Draycott n. i,
The sort of

day that takes it out of a man.
e. To remove from the jurisdiction of ; to prove

not to come under (a statute).

1885 SIR C. S. C. BOWEN in Law Rep. 29 Ch. D. 810 The
burthen of taking the case out of the Statute of Limitations
rests on the Appellant, 1891 Law Times XCII. 105/2 All

lawyers are familiar with the doctrine of part performance
to take a case out of the statute.

f. To take (something) from a person in compen-
sation : to take it out of, to exact satisfaction from.

1851 MAVHEW Lond. Labour I. 31/2, I take it put of him
on the spot, I give him a jolly good hiding. 1888
MCARTHV & PRAF.D Ladies Gallery \. iv. 01 What we have
to miss in sight-seeing we try to take out of the people in the

cars. 1901 Scotsman 29 Nov. 8/2 In the olden days the

villages
' took it out

*

of each other with club and spear.

87. Takeover, trans, fa. = OVERTAKE i. Obs.

c 1330 Arth. Sf Merl. 7163 The paiens token ouer our men,
And fast leyd upon hem then,

b. To take by transfer from, or in succession to

another
;
to assume possession or control of(some-

thing) from or after some one else.

1884 A. FORBES Chinese Gordon ii. 36 The army whose
command he took over in its headquarters. 1887 WESTALL.

Capt. Trafalgar xiv, [He] took service with us when we
took over the Eureka, 1890 H. S. MF.RRIMAN Suspense
viii, Brenda took over all the smaller household duties*

1891 Law Reports^ Weekly Notes 43/1 The. .company was
formed . . for the purpose of taking over the business . . carried
on by the plaintiff.

C. To carry or convey across, to transport.
Mod. The ferry-boat will take you over.

88. Take to. In passive to be taken to to be
taken aback : see 76, dial.

1865 MRS. H. WOOD Mildred Arbeit xxxii, Mr. Van
Brummel, considerably taken-to at being addressed indivi-

dually, lost his head completely. 187* Argosy Sept, 183
Mr. T. might possibly have been slightly taken to.., but
there was no symptom of it in his voice. [See Eng. Dial.

Diet.]
89. Take together.
a. trans. See simple senses and TOGETHER.

f b. To collect : cf. PULI* v. 30 b. Obs.
c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon xix. 429 But he toke

togyder his strengthes, & stode vpryghte.
c. To consider or reckon together (cf. 26 c), or

as a whole ; to reckon as a group or collection.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 14. 258 Plato in his

Cratylus taking these two words, Zijya and Aia, both

together, etymologizeth them as one. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela IV. 107 Numps, his Son, is a Character, take it all

together, quite of Nature and Probability. Mod. Taken
together, there cannot be more than a dozen.

90. Take up. ^transitive senses.

a. To lift, raise (from the ground, etc., or from
a lying or prostrate position) ;

to pick up ; also,
to lift or raise (something hanging down) so as to

expose what is covered by it. Somewhat arch.
a 1300 Cursor M.

3064^
(Cott.) Drightin has herd Ji barn cri,

Rise and tak it up for-pi. 1389 WVCI.IF John v. 9 The man
is maad hool, and took vp his bed, and wandride. c 1420-
30 Prymer (1895) 9 JH rijthond took me vp. 1596 SHAKS.
Tarn. Shr. in. ii. 164 The Priest let fall the booke, And as
he stoop'd againe to take it vp [etc.]. 1610 HOLLAND
Camden's Brit. (1637) 278 The garter, .which fell from her
as she daunced, and the King tooke up from the floor.

1710 DE FOE Capt. Singleton v. (1906) 83 Ten men with poles
took up one of the canoes and made nothing to carry it.

1844 HOOD Bridge of Sighs 5 Take her up tenderly, Lift
her with care. 1890 Unii>. Rev. Feb. 232 Martin..had
taken up a stone to throw at him.

(b) spec. To raise or lift from some settled posi-

tion, e. g. (plants) out of the ground, (a corpse; out
of the grave, (a carpet) from the floor, etc. ; to

break up,the surface of (a field, road, etc.).

f To take vp the table : to clear the table after a meal (orig.
to remove the board off the trestles t see TABLE sb. 6 b). Obs.

13, . Cursor Jlf, 8045 (Cott.) Ouen be king bam [h.ia tresj
(

had vp-tan, His ost bam honurd pan ilkan. 15. . [see TARLR '

sl>. 6bJ. 1513 MORE in Hall CJtron., Rich. Ill (1548) 27 b,

Some save that kynge Richard caused the priest to take

6 1)], l6<5 i*l AMINtlM< l\l~i<' "
tlJT

I. II, A IS UUl IVtCIt C

o'clock yet, Nor dinner taking up. 1836-9 DICKENS S&. Boz,
Sentimentt

The carpet was taken
up. 1841 Jml, K.Agric.

Soc. II. n. 229 The turnips were taken up and carted. 1895
Times 5 Feb. 8/2 That would mean taking up all the streets

in South London.

(c} With special obj., implying a purpose of

using in some way : as, to take up one's pen^ to

proceed or begin to write
;

to take up a book (i. e.

with the purpose to read) : to take up the (or <mfs)
cross (see CROSS sb. 4, 10) : to take up ARMS, the

CUDGKLS, the GLOVE, the HATCHET (see the sbs.).
c 1420 Brut ccxlii. 355 pay waged batayle & cast doun

her gloues; & banne jiey were take vp and seled. 1481,

S79 [see GLOVK sb. i dj. 1590- [see GAUNTLET sb.
1 i c].

1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. GftSStfff Wise Vieillard A ij b,

I tooke up my Pen againe, and at starts and tymes finished

it. 1660 tr. Amyraldus' Treat, cone. Relig. n. iv. 216 He
took up arms for the conservation of his Country. 171*
STEKLE Sfect* No. 514 F i Not finding my self inclined

to sleep, I took up Virgil to divert me. 1816 SCOTT Old
Mori, xxx. That the cause of his country, and of those with
whom he had taken up arms, should suffer nothing from

being entrusted to him. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q.
Neighb. i, A man had to take-up his cross.

(d) To raise, lift (one's hand, foot, head, etc.).

Now of a horse or other beast.
c 14*5 Cursor M. 15227 (Trin.) Vp he toke his holy bond& 5af fe benesoun. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon ix. 249

Rycharde that lay a grounde thus wounded. .toke up his

hede, and sayd [etc.]. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757)

11.73 He steps boldly, and takes up his Fore-Feet pretty
high. Ibid. 77 A Horse should take up his Feet moderately
high.

(e} To take (a person) from the ground into a

vehicle, or on horseback, etc. Said of a person, or

of the carriage, horse, train, etc. Also absol. of a

vehicle, a train, etc. To take up its occupants.
1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 2511/4 A Hackney.Coachman took

up 3 Persons at Mark-Lane-end. 1710 Ibid. No. 4735/4
A Hackney Coach.. that took up his Fair in South wark.

1831 SCOTT Ct. Robt. xiii, We should not criticise the animal

[elephant] which kneels to take us up. 1857 TROLLOPS
Barchester T. x, Carriages.. were desired to take up at a
quarter before one. 1893 Eng. lllustr. Mag. X. 257/2 Our
coach, .duly took usup, and set usdown. 1898 Westm. Gaz.

27 June 10/1 All carriages will take upon the Embankment
and Savoy-hill. 1909 Bradshaiu's Railway Guide Aug. 21

Stops to take up ist class Passengers for London. Ibid.^

Stops to take up for Reading or beyond.

f (f)fig* To ' raise
'

(a siege}.
Obs. rare.

c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xxiii. 493 Charlemagne . .

receyued theim honourably, and toke vp his siege, and
went agen to parys.

b. To lead, conduct, convey, or carry (a person
or thing) to a higher place or position.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17547 (Cott.) {>at helins in aid dais, Was

taken up als vnto heuen. 15*6 TINDALE Acts i, 9 Whyll
they bebelde he was taken vp, and a cloude receaued hym
vp out of their sight. 1748 Anson's Voy. n. viii. 219 The
taking up oysters from great depths .. by Negro slaves.

Mod, He took me up into the belfry. You needn't walk up
the stairs; they will take you up in the lift.

() spec. To bring (a horse, ox, etc.) from pasture
into the stable or stall.

1489 Cely Papers (Camden) 123 Lette hym [a horse] ron in

a parke tyll Hallowtyd and then take hym wpe and set hym
and lette hym stand in the dede of whynter. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury \\\. xix. (Roxb.) 184/2 Take vp your horse, is to

take him from grasse to be kept in the stable. 1844 Jml.
R. Agric. Soc. V. i. 75 Calves, .are taken up at night about
the latter end of October. 1846 Ibid. VII. n. 394 Sixteen

polled beasts, .were taken up.

c. To pull up or in, so as to tighten or shorten ;

to make fast in this way, as a dropped stitch. In

quot. 1882 intr. for pass, to become shortened,
shrink.

1804 MAR. EDCEWORTH Pop. Tales, To~Morrow 340 This

operation of taking up a stitch . . is one of the slowest. 1881
NARRS Seamanship (ed. 6) 226 The longer the rope the
more it takes up. 1891 Miss DOWIE Girl in Karp. iii. 33
Each girth was altered to its last hole, the stirrup-leather
taken up half a yard, but nowhere could it grip the little

beast. 1893 Field 8 Oct. 545/3 The direction to the groom
would be * take up

'

(or
'

let down
',
as the case may be) the I

near-side horse's coupling rein.

(6) To tie up or constrict (a vein or artery) ;
'to

fasten with a ligature passed under* (J.).

1565 BLUNDBVIL Horsemanship iv. iii. (1580) ab, Most
diseases are healed either by letting of bloud, by taking vp
ofvaines,by purgation,or elsebycauterisation. 1737 BRACKEN
Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 41 The Absurdity oftaking up
the Veins for the Cure of Spavins. 1840 Jrnl. R. Agric.
Soc. I. in. 322 Should any considerable [blood] vessel be

opened, it will be necessary to take it up by passing a
thread underneath it, and tying it tightly.

d. To take into one's possession, possess oneself

of; with various shades of meaning, as: to pur-
chase wholesale, buy up ;

to get, receive, or exact in

payment; to levy; to borrow (at interest) ; to hire.

1411 Coventry Leet Bk. 29 Pat no maner of fresche fysher

by, ne take up, no maner of fresche fysche of men of the

contrey by way of regratry. c 1440 Jacob's Well 40 And
bou apeyryst & lessyst bat tythe in takyng vp bi cost, here

bou makyst be cherche thralL 15*8 Bill in R. G. Marsden
Sel. PI. Crt. Adm. (1894) I. 41, I Thomas Thome. .have

|
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taken up by exchange of Thomas Fuller merchaunt ..the
swmof Ix" sterling. 1589 PLTTEKHAM ng. 1'otsie in. xii.

{Arb.) 179 He that standes in the market way, and take* all

vp before it come to the market in groise and sells it by** *55 lr- Cent. Hist. Francion iv. 23, I must buy me
a Cloak lined with plush, or take one uu at the Broken.
!76<>-7a H. BROOKP. /-eel o/Qual. (1809) II. i jo He took up
all the money he could, at any interest. 1838 T. MITCIUM,
Ariitofih. Clouds 6 Strepsiades had for the purchase laken
up money with two usurers, Pasiu and Amyniav 1890
Ptct. World i Jan. it/3 The whole of the limited edition.,
was taken up by the booksellers on the day of publication.

(b} To take (land) into occupation ; to begin to

occupy, settle upon. Cf. also v (b}.
1478 Acta Dom. Cone. (1839) 6/1 He occupijt and tulce vp

sa mekle of be said landis of be ?eris forsaide. i68s S.
WILSON Ace. Carolina 16 Rent to commence in two years
after their taking up their Land. 1890 'R. BOLDF.WOOD'
Col. Reformer (1891) 76 Persons.. could 'take up', that is

merely mark out and occupy, as much land as they pleased.

(c) To accept or pay (a bill of exchange) ; to

advance money on (a mortgage) ; to subscribe for

(stock, shares, a loan) at their original issue.

1831 Examiner 983/1 It was not convenient for her
husband to take up the bill. 1847 c - G - ADDISON On Con.
tracts n. v. S i (1883) 771 A person who takes up a bill

sufra protest for the benefit of a particular party to the bill

succeeds to the title of the party from whom .. he receives it.

1873 SPENCER Stud, Sociol. x. 251 Not one of the thousand
shares was taken up. 1888 RIDER HAGGARD Col. Quaritch
xi. 84, I am disposed to try and find the money to take up
these mortgages. 1890 Chamb. Jrnl. 10 May 294/1 Sums
of money could be remitted for the purpose of taking up
bills on the last day of grace. 1891 Harper's Mag. Nov.
046/2 He persuaded the citizens to take up the Queen'*
loans themselves.

(d} To make (a collection). Se. and U. S.

189*
' MARK TWAIN '

in Idler Feb. 15 They take up a col-

lection and bury him. 1908 Daily Chron. 21 Dec 4/7 The
tambourine . . still serves its notable purpose for

'

taking up ',

as the Scotch say, a collection.

f* e. To obtain or get from some source ; to

adopt, 'borrow* ( sense 30) ; to apprehend with
the senses, perceive (quot. 1607) ; to deduce, infer

(= 31 b) ; to contract,
*
catch

*

(= 44 b). Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts
(1658) 454 Presently the wilde

beasts take it [the scent] up, ana follow it with all speed
they can. i6a8 EAKI.F, Microcosm, ii. (Arb.) 22 Notes of

Sermons, which taken vp at St. Maries, hee vtters in the

Country. i66a STILLINCFL. Orig. Sacr. in. ii. ft 5 That the

general conclusions of reason.. were taken up from the
observation of things as they are at present in the world.

1700 DRYDEN Pref. Fables Ess. (ed. Ker) II. 255, I find.. I

have anticipated already and taken up from Boccace before
I come to him. 1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX. n. 360 We
can conceive that an animal.. should take up the disease,
and afterwards communicate it to others.

t (d) ? To receive, get, have accorded to one.

1639 FULLER Holy War v. xxvi. (1647) 274 A chronologer
of such credit that he may take up more belief on his bare
word than some others on their bond.

To receive into its own substance or inter-

slices; to absorb (a fluid); todissolve(asolid); also,
to receive and hold upon its surface

^quot. 1840).
1681 Art 4- Myst. Vintners xxxviii. ao Dtp in it [printed

it in] so many cloaths as will take it up, and put the cloaths in

your Hogshead. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II.

105 Nutritive Juices, taken up by the absorbent Vessels.

1758 REID tr. Macguer's Chynu I. 47 An acid cannot take

up above such a certain proportion thereof as is sufficient to

saturate it. 1805 W. SAUNDERS Min. Waters 39 Water, at

a moderate temperature, will readily take up its own bulk
of carbonic acid gas. 1840 GOSSF. Canadian Nat. xvi. 251

Capable of taking up and holding a large quantity of
water, 1877 Scribners Mag. XV. 141/2 The elastic roller

thus takes up the color from the pores of the wood. 1891
Cornh. Mag. Sept. 257 Water will take up a Ib, 10 oz. of

salt to the gallon.

g. To grasp with the mind; to apprehend,
understand: = sense 46; take in, 82!. Also
with the speaker as obj. (

= 46 b). Obs. exc. Sf. in

general sense; now only in restricted sense: To
apprehend, appreciate (points in discourse, etc.).

i*59 w - GUTHRIE Christian's Gt. Interest viii (1724) 88
A Man may take up his gracious State by his Faith, and
the Acting thereof on Christ. 1741 WATTS Imfrov. Mind
i. vi. 6 A student should never satisfy himself with bare
ittendance on the lectures of his tutor, unless he clearly

the Sergeant. Mod. He is a humorous speaker, and his jokes
were well taken up by the audience.

h. To accept, f (a) To accept mentally (upon
credit or trust), believe without examination, take

for granted. Obs. (b} To accept (anything offered,

esp. a challenge, a bet : also the person who offers

it). Cf. 40. See also GAUNTLET sb.i i c, GLOVE
sb. i d : see a (f).
i6>6 BACON Sylva $34 It is strange how the ancients took

up experiments upon credit, and yet did build great matters

upon them. i66a STILLIKGFL. Orig. Sacr. i. iv. ft 8 Greek
writers.. took up things upon trust as much as any people
in the world did. 1711 ADDISON Sftct. No. 126 P 9 Notwith-

standing he was a very fair Bettor, no Body would take him
up, 1880 G. MEREDITH Tragic Com. xviii, Marko..had
taken up Al van's challenge. 1891 S<it. Rev. 8 Oct. 403/2
Mr. Stanley (on taking up the freedom of Swansea) spoke
very vigorously on the subject. 1893 Temple Bar Mag.
XCVII. 21 It don't concern you who takes up the bets.

i. To take (a person) into one's protection,

patronage, or other relation ; to adopt as ^.protfgf
or associate ;

to begin to patronize.
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1381 WYCLII> Lute i. 54 He, hauynge mynde of his mercy,
look vp Israel, his child. 1481 Monk ofEveshnm (Arb.) 35
That worshipfuJI olde fader the whiche..had take mevp to

be a felow with him of his wey. 1530 PALSCR. 751/2, 1 take

up, as a man taketh up his fVemle that maketh hym curtesye.

11635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg". (Arb.) 26 The blow falling

on Edward late Earl of Hereford, who to his cost took up
the divorced Lady, of whom the Lord Beauchamp wni
born. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair !i, When the Countess
of Fitz-Willis.. takes up a person, he or she is safe. 1877
Scribner's Mag. XV. 62/2 He is just the man to take up
a girl whom everybody neglected. 1893 Black fy White
10 Dec. 679/1 A great art patron took him up and he became
the fashion '.

tj. To levy, raise, enlist (troops). Obs.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comtn. 219 b, He toke vp alHhnt
were able to weare armure. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, tl. i. 199
You are to take Souldiers vp, in Countries as you go. 1633
LITHGOW Trav. in. 91 He was taken vp as a souldier.

t (t) intr. for refl. To enter (military or naval)

service; to enlist ;
= take on, 84!. Obs.

1689 SHADWELL Bury F. I. ii, The top of their fortune is to

take up in some Troop.
k. trans. To capture, seize. f(a) Chess. =

sense 2 d. Obs.

^1440 Gesta Rom. xxj. 71 (Harl. MS.) pe rook..holdith

length & brede, and takith vp what so is in his way. c 1470
Treat. Chess (MS. Ashmole 344 If. 5), Then he takith hym
vpp with his knight.

(b) Falconry. To bring under restraint (a young
hawk 'at hack') in order to train it: see quot.
and HACK sb* i. Cf. b (*).
1826 J. SEBRICHT Observ. Hawking 8 When.. [Hawks]

have omitted to come for their food at the accustomed hour,
for two or three successive days, . . it will be necessary to

take them up, or they would in a short time go away alto-

gether. 1881 E. B. MICHELL in Macm. Mag, Nov. 40 An
experienced falconer will

' take up 'a young merlin from hack
and have him trained in three or four days.

t (c) To take upfor hawks : (app.) to seize and

slaughter (an old or nseless horse) as meat for

hawks ; hence allusively, taken up for hawks =
done for, ruined. Obs.

1471 J. PASTON in P. Lett. Ill, 7, I beseche vow, and my
horse.. be not takyn up for the Kynges hawkys, that he
may be had horn and kept in your plase. a. 1553 UDALL
Royster Doyster Hi. iii, Ye were take vp for haukes, ye were
gone, ye were gone. [Cf. 1631 BROME Northern Lasse \. iv.

'Slid 1 'le marrie out of the way ; 'tis time I think : I shall
be tane up for Whores meat else.]

1. To seize by legal authority, arrest, apprehend ;

in quot. iSai, to summon as a witness.

1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 679/1 Though the
sherrirT have this authoritye..to take up all such stragglersi
and imprison them. 1682 WOOD Life 25 Nov.(O.H.S.) III.

31 Duke of York hath brought an action against one Arrow,
smith..upon the statute of Scandalum magnatum, who is

taken up for it. 1706 SOUTHEV Lett.fr. Spain (1799) 303 The
Alcayde took up all the inhabitants of the village where it

happened. x8l GM.^ Ann. Parish xii, Itwas thought she
would have been taken up as an evidence in the Douglas
cause. 1861 Temple Bar Mag. II. 358 [He] was taken up
for sacrilege, and brought before a magistrate.

t m. To arrest the progress or action of; to

check, stop,
'

pull up '. Obs.

1631 WEEVER Ane. Fun. Man. To Rdr. 7, I haue beene
taken vp in diuers Churches by the Churchwardens, .and
not suffered to write the Epitaphs. 1699 DAMPIER Voy. II.
I. iv. 78 For a small piece of Money a man may pass quiet
enough, and for the most part only the poor are taken up.

n. intr. for refl. To check oneself, stop short,
'

pull up
'

; to slacken one's pace ; to restrain one-

self; to reform, mend one's ways. Obs. exc. dial.

1613 FLETCHER, etc. Captain iv. iii, Take up quickly ; Thy
wit will founder of all four else, wench, If thou hold's! this
pace : take up, when I bid thee. 1661 PEPVS Diary 13 Nov.,
My expensefull life, .will undo me, I fear,, .if I do not take
up. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s. v. Oats, One that has
sown his wild Oals,. .begins to take up and be more Staied.
1831 Examinerdn/i She longs to make her fortune by her
trade, that she may

' take up and live godly '. 1868 ATKIN.
SON Cleveland Glass., Tali' up, . . to reform one's ways.

(/') Of weather: To improve, mend, become fair.

1845 Jrnl. K. Agric. Sac. VI. n. 570 The weather took up
immediately afterwards. 1889 FROUDE Two Chiefs Dunboy
xiv, On the second evening the weather began to take up.

(c)
' Mech. To close spontaneously, as a small

leak in a steam-pipe or water-pipe
'

(Cent. Diet.).
O. trans. To check (a person) in speaking ; to

interrupt sharply, esp. with an expression of dis-
sent or disapproval ; to rebuke, reprove, or repri-
mand sharply or severely. Also to take up short
see SHORT.
"530 PALSCR. 750/1 It pityed my herte to here howe he

toke hym up. 1573 L. LLOYD Marrow of Hist. (1653) 241
.is wife Xantippe began to take her husband up with

taunting and opprobrious words. 164; T. COLEMAN Hotes
deferred t, Dashed* (He] rebukes him sharply, takes him
up roundly. 1768 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. So Those, who
'ould find fault with us for attributing colour, heat, and

cold, to inanimate bodies, take us up before we were down.
1885 ANSTEY' TinledVenusi. i4'Youdo takeone up so'
he complained 1

'
I never intended nothing of the sort '. 1886

it. CONWAY Lmngor DeaJxxv, She wonderedwhy the mas-
ter took her up so short when she had mentioned his name.
tP. To oppose, encounter, cope with'

(Schrmdt SAaks. Lex.\ Obs.

.v
8*7 SHAI

,

S- 2 H'* ty
- ' '" 73 His diuisions..Are in

three Heads: one Power against the French, And one
against Glendower: Perforce a third Must take vp vs. 1607

~rS."
r'

'"if" *HC"fc Onfair ground, I could beat fortie
of them. Mene. I could my selfe take vp a Brace o'th' best of

48

them. 1641 BAKER Chrtn. (1660) 274 King Henry, .ini June

kept a solemn Just at Greenwich, where he and sir Charles

Brandon took up all commers.

t q. (?) To touch up ;
to urge on, incite. Obs.

1565 STAPLETON tr. ftile's Hist. Ch. Eng. v. vi. 158 But

when I sawe them take their horses vppe with the spurres

[L. concitatis. .equis\.

fr. To begin, commence (an action); esp. to

begin to utter, set up, raise (laughter, lamentation,

etc.). Obs. In quot. 1689 with inf. (obs.) ; in 1878

absol. {dial.).
c 1400 Brut 131 The Kyng his hondes lifte vp an hye, and

fendysaweyheglode. a 1610 HEALEY Theofhrastus (1636)

70 Then hee would take up a great laughter, as if some

prodigy or ominous thing had happened. 1689 AUBREY
Lives (1898) I. 150 (2rf Ld. Falkland) 'Twas not lone

before he tooke-up to be serious. 1878 Scrtbner s Mag. XV.

653/1 Meanwhile the ' animal show
'

at the appointed time
4 took up ',

as the country people expressed it.

t (b) To start, raise, or begin a song ;
hence (Sc.~)

to lead the singing of (a psalm) in church. Obs.

(Cf. also to lake up one'sparable : PARABLE so. d.)
a 1380 Minor Poemsfr. Vemon MS. xxiii. 1089 We han

taken vp be song Of lubilacion. 1577 Burgh. Kec. Edinb.

(1882) IV. 60 The oulklie pentioun of ten schillingis appoynt-
tit to Edwerd. .Hendersoun, for all the dayis of his lyfe for

taikin vp of the spalmes. 1637 in Cramond Ann.Cullen
(1888) 39 To read in the kirk and take up the psalm every
Sabbath. 1825 JAMIESON s. v.,

' He tuke up the psalm in the

kirk ', he acted as precentor.

B. trans. To begin afresh (something left off, or

begun by another) ;
to enter anew upon ; to resume.

1654-66 EARL ORRERY Part/ten. (1676) 692 With Atasernes

I joyfully took up our way to the Camp. 171* ADDISOM

Parafhr. Ps. xix, Soon as the evening shades prevail, The
moon takes up the wondrous tale. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU
Manch. Strike L 5 When at last she lostner voice . . be took

up the word. 1850 Tail's Mag. XVII. 482/2 Mr. Ward's

diary takes up the history..just where Lord Malmesbury's
memoirs leave it. 1879 M. PATTISON Milton xii. 161 He
took up all the dropped threads of past years. 1902 O.
WISTER Virginian xxxii, We took up our journey, and by
the end of the forenoon we had gone some distance.

t. To adopt (a practice, notion, idea, purpose,

etc.) ; to assume (an attitude, tone, etc.) ; to engage
in, 'go in for' (a study, profession, business, etc.).

a 1450 Knt. tie la Tour (1906) 64 She wolde not take hede
to abyde unto her neygheboures . .haue taken up the guyse
or array that she wold haue. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie
n. xii. (Arb.) 122 They of late yeares haue taken this

pastime vp among them. i6zx BIBLE Transl. Pref. 6 To
haue the Scriptures in the mother-tongue is not a quaint
conceit lately taken vp. 1660 tr. Amyraldus' Treat, cone.

Relig. II. ii. 163 He seem'd to have took up a resolution of

trampling upon those superstitions. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John
Bull I. iv, Lewis Baboon had taken up the trade of Clothier.

1821 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XXV. 289 Whatever part indeed
Cromwell took up would be well maintained. 1890 Sat.
Rev. 20 Sept. 355/1 Those parts of the Ethics which they
are obliged to take up for

'

Greats '.

(K) To take in hand, proceed to deal practi-

cally with (a matter, question, etc.); to interest

oneself in, espouse, embrace (a cause).
1502 Star Chamber Proc. Michaelm. 18 Hen. VII, The

said late Shireffes . . caused two of her frendes to take up this

haynouse matier betuix theym as arbitrours. 1771 MRS.
HARRIS \nPriv.Lett.Ld. Malmesbury I. 221 This [conflict
with the City] was taken up yesterday in the House : the

Speaker gave a detail of the fact. 1820 Examiner No. 618.

109/1 How generous to take up the cause of the afflicted 1

1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. III. xiii. 312 The cause of
William was eagerly taken up. 1892 Lam Times XCIII.
459/2 Mr. Bros . . suggested that the Public Prosecutor
should take the matter up.

li. To make up, settle, arrange amicably (a
dispute, quarrel, etc.). In quot. 1666, to make up
temporarily,

'

patch up '. Obs.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 21 b, He had done as
much as lay in him that the matter might be taken vp.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. v. iv. 104, I knew when seuen lustices
could not take vp a Quarrell. 1605 Lend. Prodigal it. ii,
If you come to take up the matter between my master and
the Devonshire man. 1666 PEPYS Diary 24 Oct., The thing
s not accommodated, but only taken up.

t (<5) To make tip, make good. Olis.

1662 GURNALL Chr. Arm. in. 302 If you be hindred of your
rest one Night by business, you will take it up the next.

v. To proceed to occupy (a place or position, lit.

or./?f.); to station or place oneself in
;
= sense 2 7.

1565 STAPLETON tr. Bedes Hist. Ch. Eng. 86 Taking vpp
his inne, and finding the neighbours of tne parish at feast
with the oste. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie n. v. (Arb.) 88
He taketh vp his lodging, and rests him selfe till the
morrow. 01672 WOOD Life (O. H. S.) I. 109 When they
were going to their. .beds, two or 3 houres after he had
taken up his rest. 1736 WESLEY Wks. (1872) I. 26 Mr. Dela-
niotte and I took up our lodging with the Germans. 1840
THIRLWALL Greece Iviii. VII. 307 He cleared the defiles and
took up his quarters for the rest of the winter at Celzenx
"88 MCCARTHY & PRAED Ladies' Gallery II. ii. 29, I did
it accept his invitation to take up my residence in his

house. 1893 TRAILL.SOC. Eng. Introd. 15 We may take upa position from which we can survey the entire array.
t (K) To engage or hire (a lodging) for the pur-

pose of occupying ;
= sense 15 c. Cf. d (b). Obs.

1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. i. ii, Twere best you tooke
ame lodging up, And lay in private till the soile of griefeWere cleard your cheeke. 1709 STRYPE Ann. Ref. I. xv. 188
The Bp. of London's palace, and the Dean of Paul's
house,.. were taken up for the French ambassadors.
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(f) Takeuphouse: ftotakeor rentahouse(ij.);
to start housekeeping ; become a householder. Sc.
1612 Shetland Act in Scotsman 29 Jan. (1886) 7/2 It sail

not be lesum for servile persones not worth . . 72 punds
Scottis to tak up houssis. 1850 Tail's Mag. XVII. i,/ r

He was unwilling to incur the expense of taking up house
1876 SMILES Sc. Nalur. i, John Edward and his wife
' took up house

'

in the Green, one of the oldest quarters of
the city.

t (d) absol. or intr. To take tip one's quarters,
lodge,

'

put up *. Obs.
1626 B. JONSON Staple of f?. iv. ii, How much 'twere

better, that my Ladies Grace Would here take vp Sir, and
keepe house with you. 1662 PEPYS Diary 14 Oct.' To
Cambridge.., whither we come at about nine o'clock' and
took up at the 'Beare'. 1724 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier
(1840) 14, 1 was. .forced to take up at a little village.

W. trans. To occupy entirely; to occupy the
whole of, fill up (space, time, etc.) ; to occupy ex-

clusively (quot. 1615) ; to occupy so as to hinder

passage, to obstruct (quots. 1607, 1631). Cf. 28.
1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. ii. 116 My throat of Warre be turn'd

..into a Pipe.., and Schoole-boyes Teares take vp The
Glasses of my sight. 1610 HOLLAND Cantden's I>ril. (1637)
633 It tooke up in compasse above a mile. 1615 G. SANDYS
Trav. 69 The

(
men take them [the public baths] up in the

morning, and in the afternoone the women. 1631 WEEVER
Anc. Fun. Man. ii Tombes are made so huge great that
they take vp the Church, and hinder the people from diuine
Seruice. 1640 S. I )'Kwp:s in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 167Some petitions. .tooke upp our time a great parte of the
morning. 1705 tr. Bosnian's Guinea 490 The sixteen Red
Cliffs, which take up in all about three Miles in length.
1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) I. v. 85 The 7th. . I took wholly
up to make me a chair. 1825 New Monthly Mag. XIV. 392The first quatrain, .is taken up with a list of rivers. 1885
MRS. LYNN LINTON Christ. Kirklandll. ix. 274 It took up
his time and bored him.

(l>)
To use up, consume (labour, material)-

cf. 28. ? Obs.

1679 MOXON Mech. Exerc. viii. 142 The Fraiming work
will take up more labour. 1712 J. JAMES tr. Le Blond's
Gardening 121 You may fill up the Holes to the Level of
the Ground.., to take up the Karth that may possibly
remain to be disposed of, 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) I. iv.
So The prodigious deal of time and labour which it took me
up to make a plank or board.

(f) To occupy or engage fully, engross (a per-

son, his attention, mind, etc.). Chiefly in pass.

(const, witA, sometimes ') ;
also in Sc. and north,

dial. = to be taken with, take an absorbing or

engaging interest in.

"599 B - JONSON Cynthia's Rev. v. ii, He is taken up with
great persons. 31617 BAYNE Led. (1634) 201 To take our
selves up with some behoofefull duty. 1624 MASSINCER
Renegado iv. i, 1 am so wholly taken up with sorrow. 1712
BUDCELL Sfect. No. 301 F 8, 1 was wholly taken up in these
Reflections. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Hill ff Valley v. 76
She is taken up with making her husband comfortable.
1886 RUSKIN Prseterita I. vi. 174, I was extremely taken

up with the soft red cushions of the armchairs. 1892 MRS.
H. WARD D. Grieve n. vii, I think he feels he must make
his way first. His business takes him up altogether.

** intransitive senses.

(See also subordinate uses in j (I), n, n (t, c), r, v (rf).)

X. Take up for : to stand up for, take the part
of, side with. U. S. Cf. to takefor, 20 b.

1878 Smelter's Mag. XV. 769/2 To Amanda's surprise
her father took up for Mark. Ibid. XVI. 627/2 Twonnet
thought., that it was a shame for. .Mr. Whittaker to take up
for Bonamy.

y. f Take up in, to interest oneself or itself in,

concern itself with, have reference to. Obs.

1665 J. SPENCER Vulg. Profh. 120 Hath not the World
out-grown the follies of Auguries .. and took up in the
resolves of Reason, as the best Oracle to consult in a civil

business ? c 1666 SOUTH Sertn., John vii. 17 (1697) I. 246
The former Articles, that took up Chiefly in Speculation
and Belief.

St. Take up with. (Cf. take with, 75 a-c.) (a)
To associate with (a person) ; to begin to keep
company with

;
to consort with (esp. with a view

to marriage). Cf. i.

a 1619 FLETCHER IVit without M. \. i, He's taken up with
those tnat woo the Widow. 1693 Humours Town 28 The
man of Mode takes up with a damn'd Jilt 1815 SCOTT
Guy M. xi, To see his daughter taking up with their son.

1.824 Examiner 250/2 Having.. absconded and taken up
with another woman. 1887 Miss E. MONEY Dutch Maiden
(1888) 329 If you cannot marry her, you won't care to take

up with another.

(i) To adopt, espouse (esp. as a settled prac-

tice) ; to assent to, agree with, accept, arch.

1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. 58, I could as easily take up
with that senseless assertion ofthe Stoicks. 1724 A. COLLINS
Gr. Chr. Relig. 275 Taking up with all manner of false

f
roofs in behalf of Christianity. 1825 FROUDE in Rent. (1838)
. 178 My lately having taken up with reading sermons.

1885 J. MARTINEAU Types Eth. Tit. I. 127 We take up at

once with the belief that the space around us is empty.

t(0 To be satisfied with; to content oneself

with, put up with, tolerate. Obs.

1609 HOLLAND Amtn. Marcell. 394 Never doe wee find

that he tooke up with any mild correction and punishment.
1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts 395 (Jer. xxii.) I will not lake

up with the old and meane buildings ofmy Ancestors. 17*6
BUTLER Serm., Lave Gad Wks. 1874 II. 186 Nature teaches
and inclines us to take up with our lot. 1736 Anal. n.

viiL ibid. I. 300 The unsatisfactory nature of the Evidence,
with which we are obliged to take up. 1825 New Monthly
Mag. XIII. 588 The book-sellers..buy all the good books,
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and the joint stock company must talce up with the refuse

of the market.

f (a} To betake oneself to : = take to, 74 c. 06s.

1785 Miss FIELDING Ophelia I. iv, At night he again took

up with his Couch.

XIII. 91. In various idiomatic phrases (be-
sides those mentioned under the senses to which

they belong), as take into ACCOUNT, in (into) ones

HEAD, in (to) PIECES, to TASK, in Tow, upon
TRUST, in VAIN, to WITNESS, at one's WORD, in

WOBTH, etc., for which see the sbs.

<1B" Key to phrases treated under the senses.

Not including the adverbial combinations 76-90, nor all

phrases referred to the sb. or other leading word in them ;

see also 72, 91.
Take an accent 22, / adieu 55, / after 73, / against 20 b, t aim

64, / the air 13 b, t alarm 65, t assizes 32, t the attention 10 d,
/ a bath 13 b, / beginning 52 b, t blind 7 d, t one a blow 5 b,
t buck, bull 39 b, t the chair 27, t charge 66, t in charge 17,
/ cold 44 b, / with compasses 32 c, t credit 21, / at cards, at
chess 2 d, t the crown 16 c, t day 67, t one's death 40 b, /a
degree 34, t one's dick 17 b, / diligence 51 c, t a disease 44 b,
t drink 13, t in earnest 42, / end 72, t an examination 323,

, , , ,

16 c, / to a haoit 74 e, / by the hand 3, t in or on hand 17, / a
hint 41, t hoarse 7d, / hold 69, / horse 39 b,7o, t house 15 c,

t in idle 26 b, t ill 7 d, e, 42, t an inflexion 22, / inn 25,
/ in*

quisition 32 a, t intent 51 c, t interest 50, t into 4, / it 17 c,

47 c, / a journey 52, t knighthood 34, t labour 19 b, t lame

7 d, / a lease 15 c, / leave si, 72, t leg 24 c, / the fife of 58 b,
/ in marriage 14 b, t medicine 13, / mercy 51 b, t to mercy
14, / minutes 33 a, t an oar 16 c, / an observation 32 b, t an
obstacle 43, toff one's feet 58, /on 50 0,84, /on oneself 16, 18,
/ a paper, periodical 15 d, / a photograph, picture 33 b, / the

points 43, 46, / possession 71, / punishment 37, / a resolu-
tion 510, / salt 13, 44 c,/ satisfaction 37, / ship 24 c, /short
8 b, / a size (in gloves, etc.) 28 b, / snuff 13, / in snuff 42,
/ (so much) 28, / one's stand 27, / a step 52, / a stick to 24 b,
/ temperature 32 b, / thought 51 c, / to 74, / one's time 28,
/ toil 19 b, / a trip 52, / trouble 19 b, / truce 54, / a turn 52,
/ upon oneself 18, / the way 25 b, / on one's way 25 c, / well

42, / (to) wife 14 b, t wing 24 c, / to wing 74 b, / with 75, / with
one 59 b, c.

Take (t^k). sb. Also 6 tayke, 9 Sc. and north.

dial, tak, takke : cf. TACK sb*
[f.

TAKE v.]
1. f a. = TACK sb.* 2, a lease of land or ofa farm

for a term of years. Obs.

1511 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 24, I will that my wif & my
chtldre have my take in my fermhold in Kendale. 1543
Ibid. VI. 157 Also I give to my wif my take of yeres of the

rrsonadge
of Keilyngton. 1599 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees)

220 All the tayke of my farmehold to bringe up my
children withalL

b. The act of taking or leasing (land) ; the land

taken ; a holding ; cf. TACK sb$ 2 b. dial.

1805 DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. 80 The quantity of land he
must till, would occupy so much of his time, that the take
would.. be injurious to him. c 1850 Northampt. Dialect^
This is my neighbour's take that we are on now, and that

yonder is Lord B.'s. 1896 Daily News 19 Sept. 2/5 A few
new ' takes

'

have been at less money, but old tenants have
had to be content with a 10, 5, and . . x per cent, allowance.

1905 TUCKWEI.L Remin. Radical Parson xi. 157 He., will

increase his take, build a cottage on it through a building
society [etc.].

2. That which is taken or received in payment,
or as proceeds of some business or transaction

;

pi. takings, receipts. In quot. 1654, ? impost,
contribution imposed.
1654 Nicholas Pap. (Camden) II. 41 The take off 200,000

crownes is now sett, and the Emperor declared his present
shallbe apart. 1891 Daily Neivs 14 Sept. 2/1 Confident of

large
' takes

'

for to-day and Sunday. 1892 STEVENSON
Across the Plains 103 [They] depart, if the ' take

'

be poor,
leaving debts behind them. 1905 Westtn. Gaz. 15 Jfune n/i
The current [railway] returns include the long-distance Whit-
suntide takes.

1 3. A seizure ; a spell of magic or witchcraft
;

enchantment. Obs. rare.

[Cf. TAKE v. 7, quot. 1598.] 1678 QuacVs Academy 7 He
has a Take upon him, or is Planet-struck.

4. ^ Taking
*

or captivating quality, charm, rare.

1794 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Ellen IV. 179 Her face.. had
that kind ofharmony and take in it, which when it has once

pleased, will not cease to do so.

5. An act of taking or capturing an animal, or

(usually) a number of animals (esp. fish) at one
time

;
also the quantity so caught ; a catch.

1753 Scots Mag. Aug. 422/1 There was a great take of

herrings. 1851 MAYHKW I. and. Labour (1861) II,6o/i The
yearly

* take of larks is 60,000. 1854 BADHAH Halieut. 339
Of late years . . greater takes hare been effected off those of
New England alone, than from the great fishery of New-
foundland itself. 1859 BAIN Emotions x. 189 The pleasure
of each successful throw . . rendering it easy [for the angler] to

go on for a long time without a take. 1876 SMILES Sc. Natur.
vi. loiThe weather., gave promise of an abundant 'take* of
moths. 1883 Daily Tel. 25 June 7/1 Small boats being used
to ferry the takes of fish to the smacks or steamers.

b. The action or process of catching fish, etc.

1854 H. MILLER Sch. <V Schm. in. (1858) 43 We.. became
knowing., about the take and curing of herrings. 1881 A.
LANG Library n The ' take ', as anglers say, is

' on
'

from

half-past seven to half-past nine a.m.

6. An act, or the action, of taking (in general).
1816- [see GIVE AND TAKE 2, 3]. 1885 Times 25 May 9 At

each take there is a certain amount of waste.

b. Chess, etc. The taking of a piece or pieces.

1870 HARDY & WARE Mod. Hoylt, Draughts 107 Such a

dashing
' take

'

as this would not be likely to happen in
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actual play. 1903 Times, Lit. StiffI. 31 July 236/3 A good
problem seldom commences with a check or take,

7. Printing. A portion of copy taken at one
time by a compositor to be set up in type; TAKINO
vbl. sb. 5 c.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1871 Printers' Register 6 Nov., The
first

' take
'

of copy which fell to our share was ahout two
and a half pages of 12 mo Long Primer. i88j J. SOUTH-
WARD Pract. Print. (1884) 146 The compositor is bound to
write his name on his copy, with a mark showing where he

began to set.. Each of these portions b.. called a 'take*.

1890 W. J, GORDON Foundry 192 In the small hours of the

morning . . the last speech is coming in on relays of flimsy

telegrams, and the compositors are working short ' takes
'

of half a dozen lines apiece.
b. The amount taken down at one time by each

one of a staff of reporters.
1871 J. S. JEANS West, Worthies 98 The take of reporters

became very much shortened, until they now seldom exceed
a quarter of an hour or twenty minutes.

[Take, error for FAKE, a coil of rope.
1658 in PHILLIPS, whence in various later diets.]

Take-, the verb-stem in combinations and

phrases used as sbs. or adjs. (mostly nonce-wils.) :

take-all, local name in Australia for a disease in

wheat
; take-down, an act of taking down (in

quot. in sense 9o b (</) ) ; take-downable a., capa-
ble of being taken down; take -for-granted a.,

that takes something for granted, involving un-

proved assumptions; t take-heed, the action of

taking heed, caution; a warning to take heed, a
caution ; take-it-easy a., that takes things easily,

easy-going; adapted for making oneself at ease,

comfortable; take-it-or-leave-it a., allowing
acceptance or rejection ; showing indifference ;

take-leave, a. of or pertaining to taking leave,

parting ,

' farewell
'

; so. an act of taking leave,

leave-taking ; take-on, a state of '

taking
on '

(TAKE v. 84]) or mental agitation, a
'

taking . See
also TAKE-IK, TAKE-OFF, TAKE-UP.
1880 Silver's ffandok. Australia 72 That terrible foe to

wheat known as the *
take-all in South Australia, has spread

beyond the Adelaide plains. 1893 Westm. Gaz, 12 June 6/3
I n the second division [of Cambridge boat-races] as many as
six "take-downs were effected, First Trinity IH going sand-
wich boat instead ofChrist's (etc.). 1815 LAMB Let. to Sotithey
6 May, It will be a *take-downable book on my shelf. 1833
COLERIDGE Lett., to T. H. Green (1895) 767, 1 feel a 'take-for-

E
'anted faith in the dips and pointings of the needle. 1853
VNCH Sclf-Imfrov. ii. 26 You must talk of many things in

a take-fur-granted style in order to talk at all to the purpose.
x6n COTGR., Mesgarde, ..carelesnesse, lacke of good-*take-
heed. 1622 FLETCHER& MASSINGER .S/*<i. Curate iv. v, I know
ye want good diets, . . And, in

your pleasures, good take-heed.

1648 WARD (title) Mercunus Anti-Mechanicus, or the Simple
Coblers Boy, with his Lap-full of Caveats (or Take-heeds).
1872 Kentledge's Ev. Boy s Ann. 500/2 The good-humoured
*take-it-easy South-Sea Island nature. 1897 IVt-sttn. Gaz.
24 June 4/2 The walls and roofs of this take-it-easy room
were draped with broad stripes of scarlet and white bunting.
1897 MARY KINGSLEY W, Africa 251, I affected an easy
*take-it-or-leave-it-manner, and looked on. 1002 Monthly
Rev. Aug. 155 England .. sets out her exhibits with a '

take-

it-qr-leave-it air, with a disregard of their possibilities
which seems almost wilful. 1799 MRS. J. WEST Tale of
Times 11-93 ln his *take-leave visit he made some further

discoveries. 1815 JANE AUSTEN Persuas. v, Going to

almost every house in the parish, as a sort of take-leave.

1837 Lett. fr. Madras (1843) 81, I was prevented from

finishing this.. by take-leave visits, c. 1893 Cornh. Mag.
June 566 The governor is in a dreadful *take on about you.
1804 BARING-GOULD Kitty Alone III. 142 Zerah's..ina fine

take-on.

Takeable, takable (w-kab'l), a. [f. TAKE
v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being taken ; that may
or can be taken

;
in various senses ; in first quot.,

comprehensible, intelligible (see TAKE v. 46).
1449 PECOCK Repr. I. it. n Which.. is not takeable of

mannis wilt. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Re/I. n. vi. (1675) 116

Necessary to the rendring these Medicines takable by me.

1803 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 21/1 In the last war we
had taken every thine that was takeable. 1826 Examiner
772/1 Every take-able seat in the house had been taken.

1803 Temfle Bar Mag. XCVII. 608 It is the only one
takable, and I take it.

Take-in (M'k,i-n), si. (a.) colloq. [The verbal

phrase take in used as sb. or adj.] An act of

taking in (TAKE v. Sao); a cheat, swindle, decep-
tion ; a thing or person that takes one in, a

' fraud '.

1778 Miss BURNEY Evelina (1791) I. xxi. 105. I find it's as

arrant a take-in as ever I met with. 1814 JANE AUSTEN

Mans/. Park v, What is this but a take in? 1818

Blaciw. Mag. II. 308 There are. .at least twenty take-ins

(as they are called) for one true heiress. i8<|8 LYTTON What
will he do I. xii, Comedians are such takes in.

b. attrib. or adj. That takes in ; deceptive.
1819 Metropolis III. 119 Tales of a take-in match and a

vicious mother-in-law.

Takel, -ell, obs. forms of TACKLE.

Taken (t^i-k'n), ///. a. [pa. pple. of TAKE v.,

where see Forms.] In various senses correspond-

ing to those of TAKE v., q. v.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter, Cant. 522 l>e lyknyng of takyn
prysuns. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. 111. 430 The tane men
als the takaris did exceid. 1561 Reg. Privy Council Scot.

I. 177 Greit partis of the takin gudis wer disponit in Argyle.

1659 MILTON Civ. Power Wks, 1851 V. 331 If anjr man be
offended at the conscientious liberty of another, it is a taken
scandal not a given. 1741 YOUNG Nt. Th. v. 987 Some.,

stumble, and let fall the taken prize. iSji SCOTT Ct. Roil.

TAKER.

xxyiii, Did not my heart throb in my bosom with all the
agnation of a taken bird ?

b. With adv. or advb. phr., as taken-for-granled,
takeii-in, takcn-on, etc. : see TAKE v.

a.s86 SlONtv Arcadia III. (1622) 377 Keeping Mill her
tote taken-on graume. 1585-7 T. Rooms 39 Art. (Parker
Soc.) 186 Our liturgies, .they call ( uken-on
services. 1001 Daily Chron. 34 Dec. 7/1 The billcr cry of ihe
average Uken-m tenant, emitted from a chilly residence
mean in furniture. 1907 Morn. Pott 12 Aug. 2/3 Many of our
taken-for-granted notions are seen to be meanineleu
Taken, OK. and obs. northern f. TOKEN.
Ta-ke-note. A licence empowering the holder

to explore for gold in a defined district.

1889 Daily News 18 July 7/1 The cost of the lake-note
amounted altogether to 5/. It gave the licensee the right
to explore for gold in a certain area for one year. 1895 ll'ettw.
Gas. 4 Nov. 6/1 (Gold found in Wales)

' Take notes ' of
various areas have been secured.

Take-off (t/i-k,^0, '* and a. [The verbal

phrase take off (see TAKE v. 83) used as sb. or adj.]
A. sb. 1. A thing that ' takes off' or detracts

from something (see TAKE v. 83 k) ; a drawback.
1816 Miss MITKORD Village Ser. It. 214 (French Emi.

grants) Notwithstanding these take-offs, our good duchess
had still the air of a lady of rank. 1868 LD. R. GOWF.R Remin.
(1883) I. xvi. 304 The only take-off to being perfectly happy
is the state ofmy dearest mother's health.

2. An act of 'taking off' or mimicking (see
TAKE v. 83 j) ; a mimic ; a caricature, colloq.
1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., A tak off, a descriptive

burlesque. . . A mimic, or satirical person. 1884 G. H.
BOUGHTON in Harper's Mag. Sept. 526/1 He trotted beside
the car . .

, roaring with glee at his
'

take off '.

8. The act of 'taking off', or springing from the

ground, in leaping (see TAKE v. 83 n (i)) ; usually

transf. a place or spot from which one takes or may
take off. Also/if.
1869 BLACKMORB Lorna D. x, Is she able to leap sir?

There is a good take-off on this side of the brook. 1889

BoysOwn Paper 7 Sept. 780/3 1 1 . .also encourages the habit
of judging the take-on with accuracy. 1905 Wtstm. Gaz.
15 May 4/i The true basis of offensive strategy is to ensure
a sound 'take-off '. lya&ltid. 37 Aug. 4/1 The Great Western
adopted Milford Haven as the

'

take-off* for its service of
steamers to Ireland.

4. Croquet. A stroke made from contact with
another ball so as to send one's own ball nearly or

quite in the direction of aim, the other ball being
moved only slightly or not at all.

1874 J. D. HEATH Croquet-Player 39 This is a take-off,
and a sharp tap is made. The direction C, in which the
mallet is aimed, has approached very near to B, the direction
to be taken by the striker's ball Y. Ibid. 57 When the
latter either is likely to miss his partner, or will have a long
takeoff to separate you.
B. attrib. or adj. L From which one 'takes off

'

or makes the spring in leaping : cf. A. 3.

1889 Boy's Own Paper i Sept. 780/3 The ground on the
further side of the take-off line. 1896 Harpers Mag. Apr.
731 It was a species of hurdle-racing, with the softest of
take-off and landing sides [snow].
2. Applied to a part of mechanism for taking

something off. Take-offboard : see quota.
1896 British Printer 138 The sheets should not be allowed

to accumulate on the take-off board. 1907 Catnor. Mod.
Hist, Prospectus 97 So soon as the whole sheet is clear
of the take-off drum, flyers. .waft the sheet through a semi,
circular arc, and drop it on to the take-off board . . fixed at th

end of the press opposite that from which the sheet started.

Taker (t?'kai). Also 4-6 Se. takar (5 -are, 6

taikar, takkar) ; 6 takere, lacker, [f. TAKE v.

+ -EB 1.] One who or that which takes.

1. One who takes, in various senses of the verb.

1486 Act 3 Hen. VII, c. 2 Where Wymmen . . been oft

tymes taken by mysdoers [etc.] and after maried to such

mysdoers . . Such mysdoers, takers, and procurators to the

same [etc.]. 1514 in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1900) XV. 450 The
payne sessed as well to the Taker as to the gever. 1551
ABP. HAMILTON Catcch. (1884) n Takaris of ouir mekil mail
or farme, to the herschipe of the tenentis. 1579-80 NORTH
Plutarch (1676) 203 We read of Alcibiades, that he was a

great taker, and would be corrupted with Money. looa

MARSTON Ant. $ Mel. i. Wks. 1856 I. 13 A great tobacco
taker too. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 66 The Turkes are also

incredible takers of Opium. 1737 CHAMBERLAYNK St. Gt.

Brit. fed. 33) n. 93 Layers and takers of paper on and from
the rolling-presses. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 101 The
best taker to pieces of words of this sort. 1885 Law Times

7 Feb. 266/1 The taker of a railway ticket must know what
is on the lace of it

2. spec, f * One wh takes another into his

protection, etc. : cf. TAKE v. 14. Obs.

01325 Prose Psalter xlvp], 7 pe Lord of vertuz ys wyb vs ;

our taker [Vulg. susceptor] ys God of Jacob. Ibid, liiiji]. 4
Our Lord is taker of my soule.

b. One who captures or seizes ; a captor, seizer,

catcher, apprehender : cf. TAKE v. 3.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxi. (Eugenia) 5 1 2 [A lynx] Quhen
hir qwhelpis are tan hir fra, To chas |pe takaris. bairn to sla.

1454 Cat. Anc. Sec. Dublin (1889) 281 Halfe of that ransom
to the takerys, and the othir halfe to the courte. ci5>i
ist Eng. Bk.Atner. (Arb.) Introd. 35/1 They be good takers

of fysshe. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xv. (1623) 785
The King..had promised a thousand marks to his taker.

c 1650 DENHAH Old Age 196 Takers of cities, conquerors in

war. 1807 G.CHALMERS Caledonia l.lll.iv.45i A searcher,

and taker of thieves, and limmers. 1884 I. BUCK in Lilly-
white's Cricket Ann, 7 Principal lakers of wickets.

t o. An officer who took or exacted supplies of

necessaries for the sovereign :
= PCBVETOB 3. Obs.



TAKER.

1444 Rolls flfParlt. V. 115/1 That no man of this Roialme
have Takers but oonlye the Kyng and the Quene. 1519
Interl. four Elements in Hazl. Dodsley I. 24 As for capons

ye can get none, The king's taker took up each one. 1596
NASHE Seijfron Waldcn 62 Let all the droppings of my pen
bee seazed vpon by the Queenes Takers for Tarre to dresse

ships
with. 1619 DALTON Country Just. xliy. (1630) 103

Offences of Purveyors, Takers, . . or other ministers for the

King's Majestic.

d. One who takes something from another by
force or wrongfully ;

a robber, thief, plunderer,

pilferer ; hence, a literary plunderer, a plagiarist.
Obs. or merged in the general sense.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xvii. 43 Grit men for taking and
oppressioun Ar sett full famous at the Sessioun, And peur
takaris ar hangit hie. 1561 T, NORTON Calvin's Inst. Pref.,
As euell as a violent taker or (if you will) a robber. 1609
ROWLANDS Dr. Merrie-man 3 Sirrah sayes one, stand, and
your Purse deliuer; I am a taker, thou must be a giuer.

1687 M. CLIFFORD Notes Dryden ii. 6 Pray hear what
Famianus Strada says of such Takers as Mr. Dryden. 1818
SCOTT Hrt. Midl.xxlx, Robin Hood's dead and gwone, but
there be takers yet in the vale of Bever.

e. (a) One who takes possession, esp. of land :

often vrithjirsi or next.

1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. i. 9 Prop_erty, both in lands and
moveables, being thus originally acquired by the first taker,
. . it remains in him, by the principles of universal law, till

such time as he does some other act which shews an intention
to abandon it. Ibid, xviii. 275 The next taker is entitled
to enter regularly. 1884 SIR J. W. CHITTY in Law Rep. 26
Chanc. Div. 548 The absolute interest which the sixth Earl,
as first taker, acquired.

(b) One who takes a lease of a farm, a mine,
etc. ; a lessee or tenant.

1778 PRYCE Min. Cornitb. 188 When the adventurers thus
set a Mine to farm, they oblige the Taker or Tributor to

keep the Mine in good repair. 1803 FORSYTH Beauties
Scotl. I. 535 The takers grant bill with a surety for the rent.

(c) In Derbyshire Lead Mines, A miner who
takes possession of a mere, after the ' founder

'

has
taken his mere (cf. taker-mere in 4 b).
1601 High Peak Art. in Mander Derbysh. Min. Gloss.

(1824) 130 Where any Miner doth take and possess any fresh
ground . . , and does work the same to the knowledge of any
other, who before such takers aforesaid were or pretended
to be possessed of the same ground as taker of a Forefield
for an old founder. 1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet., Taker
[is] He that takes a Mear or Mears, from him that is the
Founder ; several Men may take one after another, if they
think it may be worth their while, and then the Mears so
taken go by some Name or other, as A's Taker Mear, or B's
Taker Mear, or their second or third Taker Mear, to dis.

tinguish them from the Founders, and one Taker from
another. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. , Next taker, among
miners, is he that hath the next meer in possession.

f. One who accepts a bet
1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. 245 Two to one were offered

. .but there were no takers. 1873 Standard 30 Sept., The
betting gradually veered round with even money offered on
W. Beckwith with no takers.

g. Foreign taker : a former officer of the City
of London appointed to supervise some of the
markets held in the open streets and to attend to
their clearing up. Obs. exc. Hist.
c 1690 in Bohun Privil. Land. (1723) 136 Richard Robinson

the present Foreign taker and Yeoman of Newgate Market.
1710 STRYPE Stow's Surv. Land. II. 398 Formerly before
the great Fire, .there were these Officers, viz. a Serjeant andYeoman of the Channel, and Yeoman of Newgate Market
and Foreign Taker, whose Office was to sweep and make
clean the said Streets, where the Market People resorted
and to carry away the Soil thereof, and to furnish the
Market People with Boards and such like Accommodations
..But since Markets are removed out of the Streets .. these
Officers retain only the Names.

1 3. Applied to the nippers or claws of a scor-

pion, etc. Obs.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 752 A flamant Scorpion .

hath tongs and takers very solid and strong, like the Gram-
nel or Crevish. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. ijj/x,
4. Comb. a. With adverbs, forming compound

agent-nouns corresponding to adverbial combina-
tions of the verb (see TAKE v. 76-90), as taker-

away, -down, -out, etc. : taker-in, one who takes
in, in various senses (see TAKE v. 82) ; also, an
apparatus which takes in or receives something,
e. g. the cotton in a carding-machine (quot. 1879) ;

taker-off, one who takes off, in various senses (seeTAKE v. 83) ; also, an apparatus for taking some-
thing off, in a machine (cf. TAKE-OFF, B. 2) ; taker-
up, one who or that which takes up, in various senses
(see TAKE v. 90) ; spec, f (a) one who takes another
under his charge or protection, a patron, guardian
(pos.) ; f (t) one who '

raises
'

the psalm in church
a precentor (fcafa.) ; f (<r)

a member of a gang of
swindlers: see quot. 1591 ^(obs.) ; (d) a purchaser
>r purveyor of commodities; (e) a receiver of

DOsSi
Paid

'f

aS reDt> et - ; (/) ne who takes
possession of an estate; ($) a labourer who
gamers up the grass just mown; (A) somethingthat occupies time, space, etc.a lfln.1 \\T f~> r. * __ *
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degree of combing. .the only duty required of the 'taker-in
1

is indicated in its name. 1903 CUTCUFFE HYNE Thompsons
Progr, 70

' Who measured the pieces ?
' ' The taker-in '. 1825

J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 380 K is the doffer or

*taker-off, having affixed to it the steel comb called the

doffing-plate. 1830 G. COLMAN Random Rec., Dr. Graham,
A spurious kind of imitation which may account for the

number of takers-off at secondhand. 1888 J. SOUTHWARD
in Encycl. Brit, XXIII. 706/1 The [printed] sheets are

removed singly by an attendant called a taker-off, or by a
mechanical automatic arrangement called a flyer. 1883
S. C. HALL Retrospect I. 255 A taker-off of peculiarities,
he never sought to make a mock of deformity. 1388
WYCLIF Ps. xh[ij. 10 [9] Y schal seie to God ; Thou art my
*takere vp [Vulg. susceptor], 1550 Act 3 eS- 4 Edw. VI, c. 16

10 Such childe to be vsed . .to what labor, .soeuer the said

taker vp or Mr or Maistres shall appointe him. 1578 in

Spottiswood Hist, Ch. Scot. vi. (1677) 297 Takers up of

Psalms, and other Officers of the Church. 1591 PERCIVALL Sf.
Diet., Recogedor, a gatherer, a taker vp, collector, receptor.

1591 GREENE Disc. Coosnage (1859) 8 Foure persons were

required to performe their coosning commodity. The
Taker up, the Verser, the Barnard, and the Butter...The
Taker up seemeth a skilful man in al things, who hath by
long travail learned., to insinuate himselfe into a man's

acquaintance. 1603 Eng. Mourn. Gartn. in Select, fr.
Harl. Misc. (1793) 205 One of her own servants, a taker-up
of provision. i6ao E. BLOUNT Hone Subs. 120 It is. .a taker

vp of time that may be better disposed. 162* MALYNES
Anc. Law.Merch. 390 The Taker vp ofthejnoney at London,
payeth for twelue pence the said marke of 13$ pence, at two
or three moneths Time in Scotland, a 1649 DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Hist. Jos. Ill, Wks. (1711) 50 Taker up of the
rents of that earldom. 1715 Maryland Laws vi. (1723) 20
The said Commissioners . . shall . . invest the Taker up, and
Builder, .with an Estate of Inheritance, in the said Lot.

1848 frnl. R. Agric. Sac. IX. ll. 501 The takers-up follow
the mower.

b. attrib. Taker-mere, in Derbysh. Lead-mines,
a ' mere

'

or portion of ground allotted to a ' taker
'

(2 e (c) ; cf,founder-meer s. v. FOUNDER xi.6 3).
1653 MANLOVE Lead Mines 46 But yet a difference may

be taken clear, Betwixt a founder, and a taker meer. 1747
[see 2e (c) above]. 1851 TAPPING Gloss, to Manlovc s. v.

Meer, A taker meer was the meer formerly allotted by
custom to any person who chose to have one set out to him
after those of the founder and farmer had been allotted.

Take-up (Ul'k|0p), sb. (a.) [The verbal phrase
take up (see TAKE v. 90) used as sb. or adj.] The
act of taking up, or a contrivance for taking up.
1. The act of 'taking up" or drawing together

the stuff so as to form '

gathers
'
in a dress ; coner.

one of such '

gathers '.

1815 JAMIESON, Tak-up, Take-up, the name given to a
tuck in female dress. 1880 Plain Hints Needlework 19The take-up of each gather should be. .neatly done.
2. a. A device in a machine for tightening a

band, rope, etc. b. A device in a sewing-machine
for drawing the thread so as to

tighten the stitch.
1877 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 2483/2 The independent take-up

is one which acts in its own time without being actuated by
the needle-bar. 1888 Set. Amer. 3 Mar. 138/2 A sewing
machine, and a take up and tension for sewing machines,
form the subject of three patents.
3. In a loom or other machine, the process of

winding up the stuff already woven or treated;
concr. the part of the mechanism by which this is

done.

TAKING.
Manila galeon. 1860 TOZER Highl. Turkey II. 228 The
taking of Adrianople by the Turks.

t b. A seizure or attack of disease, esp. a stroke
of palsy or the like

; also, enchantment ; blasting
malignant influence : see TAKE v. 7, s6. 3. Obs
'533 ELYOT Cast. Helt/ie (i54 r) 50 Palseys, called of the

vulgare people, takynges. 1559 MORWYNC Evonvm. 2
Ihe same resisteth the taking, as they cal it, or Inchant
ment. 1605 SHAKS. Lear in. iv. 61 Blisse thee from Whirle!
Windes, Starre-blasting, and taking. 1639 T. DE GRAY
Compl. Horsem. 69 The takings, sleeping evill, madnesse
and the like.

3. The physical act of possessing oneself of any-
thing, of receiving, accepting, and related senses
see TAKE v. 12, etc.

Wich maner off takynge is callid robbery. 1500-10 DUNBARPoems ma. i
( 5 Eftir geving I speik of taking.. . In taking

sowld discretioun be. 1505 Sel. Cas. Crt. Star Chamber
(Selden) 22. The Town of Glowcestre is fre of all customsand takynges at Worcestre aforeseide. 1516 Pilgr Perf
(W. de W. 1531) 54 Be not dronken through ouermocbe
takyng of wyne. 1651 HOBBF.S Leviatli. \\. xxii. 122 A takineof the Sword out of the hand of the Sovereign. 16*6 H
PHILLIPS Purch Patt. (1676) i The letting and taking of
Leases. 1660 WOOD Life Dec. (O. H. S.) I. 359 Their tafingof notes at sermons. 1714 MANDEVILLE Fab. Bees (1725) 1

415 The taking of Snuff and smoaking of Tobacco. i8oiHODGES Elem. Photogr. (1907) 115 The taking of portraits
1896 Law fimes C. 408/1 The date of the taking of the
census, .was correctly stated.

b. Mental apprehension or perception (0Ar.);
mental acceptance or reception ; estimation.
1398 TREVISA Barth.De P.K.n. x. (1495) b vj b/i God . . is

aboue vnmateryall & aboue worldly takynge. 1568 in L iturg.
zerv. Q. Elu. (1847) 517 With pacient takingc and quiett
acceptation of this syckness. a 1639 WHATELEY Prototypes
l. xxi. 253 Manifested in his sorrowful taking of her death.
4. a. Condition, situation, state, plight (in un-

favourable sense). Only in phr. in, t at (a) taking,
often with defining adj. Obs. exc. Se.
IS"i SKELTON Why not to Court 933 He is at suche takynge.

1S4 UDALL Eras,*. Afoph. 158 Wheras thou art in sucne
takyng, canst fynd in thyn herte to Hue ? 1591 LYLY Midat
1. 11, These boyes be droonk I I would not be in your takings.
i R. BOLTON Comf.Affl. Consc. iii. (ed. 2) 15 In what a
taking was Job. i6-3 PEPYS Diary 12 Jan., The poor
boy was in a pitiful taking and pickle. 1715 Wodrcrw Corr.
(1843) I. 26 Persons, who have real scruples at oaths, are in
a miserable taking. 1837 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. (1883) I. 65We are all in sad taking with influenza.

b. spec. A disturbed or agitated state of mind ;

excited^ condition, passion. (Const, as in a.)

Ji. ui um yen n uum luc ucam, itiiu proceeds CQlncicleiilly
with the take-up. 1884 Ibid. Suppl., Take Up Motion..,a device for automatically winding the tissue on to the
cloth beam.
4. The part between the smoke-box and the
bottom of the funnel of a marine engine boiler.
1838 Civil Eng. f, Arch. Jml. I. 225/1 If the pressure

continues, .the water rises through the take-up into the fire
and extinguishes it. 1888 A. E. SEATON Marine Eng
(ed. 7) 365 The part between the smoke-box and funnel is
called the uptake

'

or '

take-up '.

Takil, -ill, obs. Sc. forms of TACKLE.
II Takin (ta-kin). [Native name in Mishmi.]A horned ruminant (Budorcas taxicolor) of south-

eastern Tibet on the northern frontier of Assam.
1850 B. H. HODGKIN in Jrnl, Asiat. Sac. Bengal Xl~X.. 65Ine large, massive and remarkable animal, denominated

Takin by the Mishmis, and Kin by the Khamtis, is one of
the group of Bovine Antelopes. 1893 LYDEKKEH Horns *
Hoofs iv. 142 No English sportsman has ever shot a takin
1909 Daily Chron. 23 June 5/5 The Zoological Society has
just received. .afine young example ofthe takin, which, next
to the okapi, is the rarest and least known ofthe ruminants
lakms are heavily built and powerful animals, an adult
male standing three and a half feet high at the shoulder

Takin, obs. Sc. form of TOKEN.

Taking (t^i-kin), vbl. sb. [f. TAKE v. + -ING i.]
I. Simple senses. * The action or condition

expressed by the verb TAKE.
fl. Touching, touch: see TAKE v. I. Obs. rare
1340 [see TAKE v. ij.

2. Capture, seizure (in warfare, etc.); appre-
hension, arrest

; catching (offish or other animals)
see TAKE v. 2, etc.

VII. c. 23 The same nerynges..shulcfbe"o7on7yine
LtiSb^Hj!1 i"'* ?# "** MSS. Comm.

men..comming before princes. .riaue plainely shewed in
what troublesome taking they haue bene in. 1598 SHAKS
Merry W. in. iii. 19,. ,676 ETHEREDCE Man o/Mode m.
in, By this time your Mother is in a fine taking 1707-8
JANE AUSTEN Sense * SIM. xxxvii, Lord I what a taking
poor Mr. Edward will be in when he hears of it. 1874 T.
HARDY Madding Crowd xxx, You must not notice my being
in a taking just now.

:* That which is taken.

5. a. That which is received or gained ; esp.
in //., the receipts or earnings of merchants, trades-

men, or workmen.
1631 MASSINGER City Madam n. i, Some needy shop-

keeper who surveys His every-day takings. 1661 GURNALL
Chr. in Arm. III. verse 18. i. Hi. (1669) 417/2 To mend their

A charge upon the property, or the takings, or the profits of
the concern.

b. That which is captured ; esp. the fish or other
animals caught at one time, a capture, a catch.

1809 MALKIN Gil Bias v. L Ttj Heyday! madam, your
third husband dispatched already! You must be a most
deadly taking. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss, s. v.,

' A rare
takking o' fish

',
a good catch, or a heavy haul.

O. Printing. = TAKE sb. J.
1808 C. STOW f.K Printer's Gram. 467 When the companion-

ship are ready for their first takings of copy. 1875 Ure's
Diet. Arts III. 640 The MS.. .is then handed to a clicker,
or foreman of a companionship, or certain number of com-
positors, each of whom has a taking of copy, or convenient
portion of MS., given to him, to be set up in type.

II. Combinations.
6. With adv. or advb. phr., expressing the action

of similar combinations of the verb in various
senses (see TAKE v. 76-90) : as taking away, back,

down, for granted, in, off (also attrib., esp. in

sense 83 n (b) of the verb), on (in quot. = under-

taking, enterprise: cf. TAKE v. 84 d), out, vp (in

quot. 1683 concr. that which is taken up).
138* WYCLIF Isa. xlii. 22 Thei ben maad in toraueyn,..

in to "taking awei [1388 in to rauyschyng). 1617 HIERON
Wks. II. 240 Those gifts, .are lyable to taking away. 1629
W. BEDELL in Ussher's Lett. (1686) 402 Mr. Usher's sudden
taking away, .. admonishes me to work while the day lasts.

1487-8 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 651 Pro le "takyng-
downe et le riddyng fundi dicti cancelli, xxiijf. m]d. 1864

which win our confidence. "1879 "CHR. G. ROSSETTI ".$/& <$

f. 348 Sloth, with its vicious allies of unpunotuality, . .half



TAKING.

measures, baseless taking for granted, guess-work. 1598 B.

JONSON Ev. Man in Hum, in. i, The best leaguer that ever
I beheld.. except the "taking in of what do you call it?

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638) 184 Neither is this taking
in of the

quest.
country of Carasina to be accounted a small con-

1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) I. 27 Parcels of Land
tnat would pay well for the taking in. 1605 SHAKS. Macb.
\. vii. 20 His Vertues Will

pleade
like Angels, Trumpet-

tongu'd against The deepe damnation of his "taking off.

1683 Moxos Mech. Exerc., Printing xxii. F 3 Having
Destributed that Taking off he makes another Taking off

as before. 1719 DB FOE Crusoe (1840) I, iv. 67 Thou art not

worth. .the taking off of the ground. 1755 Connoisseur
No. 57 F3 Imitations of. .well-known characters., to which

they have given the appellation of taking-off. 185* SURTEES

Sponge's Sp. Tourix, [The] horse.. had scrambled out of
the brook on the taking-off side. 1881 'fifties 14 Feb. 4/2
The taking off at the jumps was awkward, and the landing
more ugly still. 1894 H. NISULT Hush Ctrl'* Rom. 180 If

a man or woman was to be spared it was.. because their

taking off was a waste of powder and lead. 1898 L. STEPHEN
.S'/wrf. of Biogr. I. vii. 230 A mere taking-off place for a

flight into the clouds. 1429 tr. Secreta Secret., /'rtv. Priv,
180 That tokenyth hardynesse of herte, grete *takynge on,
and hlowtesse. 1466 j'as!,ni Lett. II. ^68 To the glascr for

"takyn owte of ii. panys of the wyndows. 1565 "Taking up
[see TAKE v. 90 c (6)]. a 1649 DKUMM. Op HAWTH. Dcclar.t

etc., Wks. (1711) 208 The treaty, .discharging all taking up
of arms against the kingdom. 1683 MOXON Mech. Exerc.^
Printing xxii. F 3 Now he has his Taking up in his Hand,
with the Face of his Letter towards him. 1798 in Picton

L'pool Munic. Rfc, (1886) II, 224 A constant yearly taking

up of money upon new bonds. 1841 Civil Eng. fy Arch.
Jrnl. IV. 318/1 Gearing for producing, .the 'taking-up

' or

'traversing motion
'

of the plank during the operation of

sawing.
7. Attributive Combs., as taking-day \ taking-

screen (see TAKE v, 33 b).

1836 R. FURNESS Astrologer i. Wks. (1858) 139 On Takin-

days, when wit and ale were free. 1897 Pop. Sc. Monthly
Nov. 138 The viewing [screens] differ from the taking screens.

1907 \vestm. Gaz. 24 Aug. 14/2 This positive is then mounted
in contact with a viewing-screen ruled in precisely the same
way as the taking-screen.

Talking,///, a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.] That

takes, in various senses : see the verb.

1. Seizing, receiving; getting something into

one's possession ; rapacious, rare.

1483 Cetth. AngL 377/2 Takynjje, capax^ accipienst $

cetera. 1598 Fam. Jftct.
Hen. V, ii. 16, I dare not call him

theefe, but sure he is one of these taking fellowes. 1835
Court Mag. VI. 168/2 There were taking men, who imposed
upon him at pleasure ; for he did not prosecute.

2. That takes the fancy or affection ; captivating,

engaging, alluring, fascinating, charming, attrac-

tive. (The most usual sense : now colloq.}

1605 6. JONSON Volpone i. i, That colour Shall make it

much more taking. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Re/I. vi. x. (1848) 376
He will ever consider the taking'st Notions he can frame of

vertue, more as Engagements to it, than Arguments of it.

a 17*1 PRIOR Songs xv. ii Phillis has such a taking way,
She charms my very soul. 1757 FOOTE Author i. Wks. 1709
I. 137 You must provide me with three taking titles for

these pamphlets. 1824 DIBOIH Libr. Com*. 771 The plates
..are bright, spirited, and very 'taking . 1881 PEBODY

Eng. Journalism xix. 143 The secret of immediate success

in a public writer is said to be mediocre ideas and a taking
style.

8. Seizing or affecting injuriously ; t blasting,

pernicious (obs.) ; infectious,
'

catching '. rare.

1605 SHAKS. Lear n. iv. 166 Strike her yong bones, You
taking Ayres, with Lamenesse. a 1620 FLETCHER & MAS*
SINGER False One iv. iii, I am yet too taking for

your
com-

pany. 1636 FEATLY Clavis Myst. xvii. 220 The diseases of
the mind are more taking than the diseases of the body.

4. With adverbs, as taking-away y -in, -off, etc. :

see TAKE v. 76-90. (Here often blending with

the vbl. sb.)

1530 PALSGR. 279/1 Takyng away, abUitif. 1841 SAVAGB
Diet. Printing 791 Boys are employed in machine printing
to take away the sheets as they are printed..; this is also

styled Taking-off, and the boys taking-off boys. i88a Wore,
Exhib. Catal. iii. 38 Printing Machine with..automatic

taking-off apparatus. 1884 SOUTHWARD Pract. Printing 462
When printed,, .[the sheets] are deposited in a pile on the

taking-off board. 1886 J. PATON in Encycl. Brit. XX. 845/1
The twisted twine is drawn off. .and is wound on taking-up
bobbins.

Hence Ta'kingly adv., in a taking manner;
engagingly, alluringly, attractively ; Ta-kingness,

taking quality or character, engagingness, alluring-

ness, attractiveness.

1607 BEAUMONT Woman Hater iv. ii, I will gather myself
together with my best phrases, and so I shall discourse in

some sort "takingly. i68z FLAVEL Meth. Grace xxix. 510
This will represent religion very beautifully and takingly to

such as are yet strangers to it. a 1711 KEN Psyche Poet.

Wks. 1721 I v. 161 Verse, by which Lust is takingly instill'd.

6j6 Artif. Handsont, 41 Outward adornings..have some-

thing in them of a complaisance and *takmgnesse. 1890
J. H. STIRLING Pkilos. 4- Theol, i. 18 A simple takingness
that is divine.

Takk, takke, obs. forms of TACK j&X 2, v i

Takle, takul(l, -yl(l obs. forms of TACKLE.

Taknyn, -ye, -yt, etc. : see TOKEN v.

Taky (t^-ki), a. colloq. [f.
TAKE v. (sense 10) +

-Y : cf. shaky] = TAKING ppl. a. 2.

1854 W. COLLINS Hide * Seek i. ix, Those two difficult and
delicate operations in art, technically described as 'putting
in taky touches, and bringing out bits of effect '.

Takyn, -yng, obs. forms of TOKEN.

Tal, obs. f. TALE, TALL. Talagalla, var.

TALEGALLA. Taland, -e : see TALENT, TALON.
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II Talapoin (fcc-liipoin). Forms : 6 tallipoie,

7-8 tallapoi(e, 7 talapoi, talopoy, talipoy, tela-

poi ; 8 talopoin, 9 telapoon, 7- talapoin. [ad.

Pg. talapao, ad. Talaing (Old Peguan) talapfi' my
lord ', the title of a Buddhist monk, corresponding

(in use) to Burmese p'dngyt. (Sir R. C. Temple in

Indian Antiq. XXXIX. 159.)]
L A Buddhist monk or priest, properly of I'eyu ;

extended by Europeans to those of Siam, Burmah,
and other Buddhist countries.

1586 R. FITCH in Haiti. Coy- ('599) " *' There are. .many
goodly houses for the Tallipoies to preach in. 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 464 They..hidde themselues in woods
ana wildernesses, and some turned Talopoyes : so they
call their religious persons. 1654 SIR T. HERBERT Trar.

195 The Priests [of PeguJ are called Tallapois. 1696
OVINGTON Voy, Srat 593 These Religious they call Tela-

poi, who are not unlike Mendicant Fryers, living upon the

Alms of the People. 1713 BICRKELKY Guard. No. 3 F 3 The
Talapoins of Siam have a book of scripture written by Sum-
monocodom. 175* HUME Ess. tj Treat. (1809) II. 463 The
excessive penances of the Brachmans and Talapoins. 1800

ft/isc. Tr. in Asiat. Ann. Reg. 43/1 Those philosophical beg-
ging monks, known under the name of Talapoins, who, in

the first century of the Christian aera, emigrated from India,

. . . .

ing monks, known under the name of Talapoins, who, in

ry of the Christian aera, emigrated from India,
and introduced the religion of Buddha, or Goutania, in

TALC.
whence all the varieties of the scent hunting hounds are
derived. 1906 Klackui. Mag. Sept. 381/1 The same white
hounds were brought to England by the head of the Talbot

""I rapidly gaining credit for their qualitieb in the
chase of the stag . . were known as TalboU.
2. A representation of a hound or hnnting-dog ;

esp. in Her. that which has been borne for many
centuries by the Talbot family.
1491 N. C Wills (Surtees 1908) 62 A standing cupp of

silver parcell gilt with talbottes at the fete. \ynWiUGlo.
Talbot, Earl bkrruiibury Ibid.

145, ij paier of potto illi

Halt lalbottes upon the cover, ij paier of pottcs wilh land-
ing Talbottes upon the cover. 1561 [see ij. 1603 DRAYTOM

Pegu, Siam, China, and Japan. 1858 BP. BIGANDET
Gaudama (i 866) 483 The Phongies, or Budhist Monks,
times called Talapoins.
2. Zool. (In full talapoin monkey.} A small West

African monkey, Cercopithecus talapoin.
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 234 The eighth is the

Talapoin;.. distinguished., by its beautiful variety of green,
white, and yellow hair. 1827 GRIFFITH tr. Clatter's Anitn.

Kingd,, Syn, Main, ii The Talapoin Monkey. .inhabits

Africa. 1868 Museum Nat. Hist. I. 30 The mone (Cerco-

pithecus Mono) is a species nearly allied to the talapoin.

1896 List Anitti. Zool. Soc. 7 Cercopithecus talapoin. ..

Talapoin Monkey. Hat. West Africa.

Talar (Ui-lii). [ad. L. talar-is, (. talus ankle :

see -AK. So Ger. talar.} A long garment 01 robe,

reaching down to the ankles.

1738 [G. SMITH] Curious Kelat. II. 363 A Blackmore on

Horseback, dress d in white Sattin, with a Scarlet Velvet

Talar, embroidered with black Velvet. 1830 LEITCH tr.

C. O. Mailer's Anc. Art 351 note, Zeus. .has, like an
Asiatic monarch, a sceptre and a broad magnificent talar.

1864 ENGEL Mm. Anc. Nat. 334 He who led their devo-
tions was a young man in a Polish talar.

II Talaria (tale-ria), sb.pl. Anc. Rom. Mythol.
Also 7 in Eng. form talaries. [L., neut. pi. of

talaris : see prec. ; lit. things pertaining to the

ankles.] Winged sandals or small wings attached

to the ankles of some of the deities, esp. Mercury.
Hence Tala ria'd a., wearing talaria.

'593 G. HARVEV Pierce's Safer. Wks. (Grosart) II. 253
Euerlasting shooes, like the talaria of Mercury. 1656 BLOUNT

Glossogr., Talaries, shooes with wings, which Mercury wore,
as Poets feigne. 1866 J. B. ROSE tr. Ovid's Metam. 26
Doffed the talaria and the helm, retains Caduceus to his

aid. Ibid. 324 Thence sprung Autolychus, ingenious thief,

To the talaria'd god.

t Tala'rian, a. Obs. rare. [f.
L. taldri-s (see

TALAB) + -AN.] Of or pertaining to the ankles ;

reaching down to the ankles.

1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 436 Prelates did ordain that

Clergy men should wear Talarian coats, that is, coats hang-
ing down to their ancles, a 1693 Uwhnrt's Rabelais ill.

vii, A colour never used in Talarian garments.
Talaric (talarrik), a. [irreg. f. as prec. +-IC.J
= prec.
1853 W. B. BARKER Lares 4- Penates^ 200 A draped female

figure, apparently Venus, in a talaric tunic. 1887 B. V.

HEAD Hist. Numorum 177 A woman clothed in a sleeve-

less talaric chiton with diplots.

Talaunde, Talaunt(e, obs. ff. TALON, TALENT.

Talbanar, Talbart, -bert, Talberone, obs.

Sc. ff. TABOBEK, TABARD, TABOBN.

Talbot (t-lbst). [Understood to be derived

from the ancient Eng. family name Talbot: see

quot. 1906 in sense I ; but evidence is wanting.
Chaucer has Talbot as the name of an individual dog ; and

in quot. c 1449, John Talbot, Earl of Shrewsbury, is called
' Talbott oure goode dogge

'

(in allusion to the badge of the

family: see sense 2); but it is not clear what is the nature

of the connexion between these applications, or which of the

senses i and 2 was the earlier.

c 1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. T. 562 Colle oure dogge, and
Talbot and Gerland. 1449 in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 223

He is bownden that oure dore shuld kepe, That is Talbott

oure goode dogge.]
1. Name of a variety of hound, formerly used lor

tracking and hunting ; a large white or light-

coloured hound, having long hanging ears, heavy

jaws, and great powers of scent.

1561 LEIGH Armorie 96 b, A Talbot with coller and

Lyame, these houndes pursue the foote of pray, by sente of

y" same, orels by y bloud thereof. 1615 MARKHAM Country
Conlentm. l. 5 The black hound, the black laund, ..or the

milk while, which is the true Talbot, are best for the string

or lyam, for they doe delight most in blood, and haue a

natural! inclination to hunt dry-foot. 1654 WASE tr. Grata
Falisci Cynegeticon B ij b, Then match them well ; and thus

a noble seed Derive, these parents will your Talbot [L.

Metagonta} breed. i68 CHARLETON Onomast. 23 Sofax,
a Blood-hound, or Talbot. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Tal-

bot, a kind of Hound or Hunting-Dog. 1735 SOMKRVILLE
Chase i. 290 The bold Talbot kind Of these the prime, as

white as Alpine snows. 1870 ELAINE Encycl. Rur. Sports

i 1428 The talbot . . is supposed to be the original stock from

betweene three Talbottes passant, Sable, by the name of
Cairick. 1688 K. HOLMK Armoury it. 184/2 He beareth
Gules, a Talbott, (or Blood-hound, or hunting bound) Or.
1884 Alag. Art Jan. 102 Another drinking vessel., is in form
of a '

talbot
', or dog, seated, and richly collared.

t 3. Name of a dish in cookery. Obs.
c 1430 Two Cookery Bits. 19 Talbottys Take an Hare, an

fle hem clene ; ben take be blode, & Brede, an Spycery, an
grynde y-fere, & drawe it vppe with be brothe [etc.).

4. Comb, as talbot-like adj.
1615 MARKHAM Country Contentm. \. 5 A large, beauy.

slow, true Talbot-like hound.

Talbotype (tp-lb&aip), sb. Also Talbot-type.

[f. Talbot, name ofthe inventor + TYPE/*.] The pro-
cess of photographing on sensitized paper, patented

by W. H. Fox Talbot in 1841 : = CALOTTPE ; also,
a picture produced by this process.
1846 Art-Union Jrttl. June 143 In September 1840, Mr.

Talbot discovered the process first called Calotype (but
the name has since been changed by some of his friends

into Talbotype). 1875 tr. Vogcfs Chem. Light iv. 35 Thus
the Talbot-type, which at first seemed hardly worth notice

compared with the process of Daguerre, .. ultimately took

precedence of Daguerre's. 1883 Hardvjich's Photogr, Ckem.
(ed. Taylor) 261 The original Talbotype process, in which
the latent image is formed upon Iodide of Silver, produces,
next to Collodion, the most stable image.
Hence Ta'lfcotype v., to photograph by this pro-

cess.

1887 FRITH Avtobiog. I. xx. 246 Photography, or as it was
then [1852] called, Talbotyping, was tried.

Talboy : see TALIBOT.

Talbrone, talburn, variants of TABOBN Ots.

Talc (tselk), si. Also 6-7 talke, 7-8 talok,

7-9 talk. [a. F. talc (Palissy a 1590) or ad.

med.L. talcum,
=

Pg., It. talco, Sp. lalco, talqtic,

ad. Arab, j^lb talq, mentioned A. D. 869 by Jahiz
of Bassora, and by Serapion the elder (Syriac and

Arabic), Rhazi, Avicenna, Ibn-el-Beithar t ls48 (

etc. Held by Arabic scholars to be from Persian,

where the form is elU talk. So Ger., Da., Sw.

talk ; Dn. talk, talksteen.

In med.L., Matth. Silvaticus Pandectarum Opus, c 1317,
has talk J later writers have talcum ; Matthiolus Comment,
in Dioscoridem, 1549, has talchus ; Agricola, 1546, talk.}

A name applied by the Arabs and mediaeval

writers to various transparent, translucent, or shin-

ing minerals, as talc proper, mica, selenite, etc.

Now restricted to the following :

1. In popular and commercial use, (loosely) ap-

plied to (or including) MICA or Muscovy glass.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxi. xiy. (1634) II. 95 Many haue made

them [bee-hives] of Talc [orig. speculari lapide}, which is

a kind of transparent glasse stone, because they would see

through them how the Bees do worke and labor within.

1644 DIGBV Nat. Bodies xxviii. 252 The gallery windows of

my cabin.,were oflight moscovia glasse or talke. 1780 COXK
Russ. Disc. 216 The windows.. on account of the dearness

of glass and Russian talk are generally of paper. 1866

LIVINGSTONE Last Jrnls. (1873) I. vi. 157 Granite with large
flakes of talc. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. i. i. 7 He fitted them
OD a little plate of talc, or thin-blown glass.

b. With a and //. A plate of mica used as a

microscopic slide.

1761 STILES in Phil. Trans. LV. 254 Many of the rings

were broke. .by some confinement of the talks. Ibid. 255

A third observation was made, .of some blood dropped upon
a single talk. (1790 IMISON Sck. Art i. 223 Tis proper to

have some sliders furnished with talcs.

2. Min. A hydrated silicate of magnesium, usu-

ally consisting of broad flat laminae or plates,

white, apple-green, or yellow, having a greasy feel,

and shining lustre, translucent, and in thin plates

often transparent ;
it exists in three varieties foli-

ated, massive (steatite or soafstone), and indurated

(talc slate or schist).
1610 B. JONSON Alch. ll. v, With the calce of egge-shels,

White marble, talck. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. 62 Fissil,

into Flakes,.. Selenite, Muscovia glass, Isingglass, Sparr.

Talc. 1681 GREW Musieum ill. i. v. 308 A piece thus figur d,

I call A Crystal of Talk. 1770 Coon.Voy. round World 11.

vi. (1773) 401 Some particular place where they [the Indians]

got the green talc or stone of which they make thr orna-

massive, very soft, and having a greasy feel. 1865 Bwsrow

Figuier's World be/, tke Deluge IL 38 The Serpentine rocks

are a sort of compact talc. 1867 BRANDE & Cox Diet. Sci.,

etc., S.V., Talc forms the basis of the rouge used by ladies ;

it is also employed by tailors for marking lines on cloth, ana

7-a
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in a powdered state for making gloves and boots slip on

easily, and to diminish the friction of machinery.

b. A species or variety of talc, or a mineral

so called.

1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. II. 93 We see crystals, ..even

metals, talks and asbestos, growing from stony substances.

1796 MORSE Amfr. Geog. I. 460 Talks of various kinds,

white, brown, and chocolate coloured crystals,

t o. Oil of talc, a preparation formerly used as

a cosmetic, reputed to be obtained from talc. Obs.

1582 HESTER Stcr. Pkiorav. m. Ixxxiii. no If this [ver-

juice] bee mixed with Oile of Talke, it will restore the

sight vnto those that are almost blinde. 1610 B. JONSON
Alch, in. ii, You restore [her face] With the oyle of Talck.

1639 J. MAYNE City Match n. i. in Hazl. Dodsley XIII. 225
Who Do verily ascribe the German War. .to curling, False

teeth, and oil of talc. [1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Talc, a squa-
mous, white, and lucid stone, of which is made an oil, with
which Women that are curious to preserve their beauty use
to wash their faces.] 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s-v., Some
chymists .. pretend to draw from it that precious oil. .called

Oil of Talc, which is supposed a wonderful cosmetic.

3. attrib. and Comb., as (from 2) talc crystal,

earth, rock, stone
; talc-like adj. ; esp. in names

of mineral substances consisting partly of talc or

containing magnesia, as talc-alum, -apatite, -chlor-

ite, -garnet, -gneiss, -iron-ore, -ironstone, -spar,
-steatite

; tale powder, powdered talc, talcum

powder : see TALCUM ; talc schist, talc slate, a

schistose rock consisting largely of talc; (from i)
tale light, a window glazed with mica, or a lantern

with mica instead of glass ; so talc-windowed.
1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 656 *Talc-alum, a term some-

times applied to magnesio-aluminic sulphate. Ibid., *Talc-
apatite, a variety of apatite containing magnesia. Ibid.,
*Talc-chloriie, syn. with Ciinochlpre. 1681 GREWMusxum
in. i. v. 310 A Diamond-square, i. e. with unequal Angles,
and equal sides ; whereas in a 'Talk-Crystal, both are
unequal. 1861 H. W. BRISTOW Gifts. Mineral., 'Talc
earth, Native. 1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 656 "Talc-

ironstone, Breithaupt's name for a magnetic iron-ore from
Sparta in New Jersey. 1808 PIKE Sources Mississ. ill. 307
In one or two houses there were *talc lights. 1866 BLACK-

. . .

v. 309 A lump of the 'Talk-Rock near Spiral, in the upper
Carinthia. 1839 UBE Diet. Arts 747 It is .. among the
oldest 'talc-schists and clay slates, that it usually occurs.
1866 LAWRENCE tr. Cotta's Rocks Class. 0878) 244 Talc-
schist is almost always stratified, and forms alternating
beds with other crystalline schists. 1832 MACCILLIVRAY tr.

Humboldt's Trav. xxvi. (1836) 392 A primitive clay-slate
passing into 'talc -slate. 1834-3 I. PHILLIPS Geol. in Encycl.
Metrop. VI. 560/2 Gneiss rocks .. include among them
many gradations, chlorite slate, talc slate, hornblende slate
[etc.]. 1681 GREW Musxum Hi. i. v. 309 A Green "Talk-
Spar.. brittle as Glass. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760)
IV. 407 A kind of yellow green and whitish *talc-stone dugabout Bern. 1888 LEES & CLUTTERBUCK B. C. 1887 xix. (1892)
206 An evil-smelling, 'talc-windowed American stove.

'

Talc, v. Pa. t. and pple. talcked (incorrectly
talced), [f. prec. sb.] trans. To treat with talc ;
to coat (a photographic plate) with talc. Hence
Taloked(telkt)///. a.
1888 Engineer LXVI. 334 A glass plate is first cleaned,

talced, and collodiomzed. 1891 Anthony's P/wtogr. Bull.
IV. 274 If the wet prints be squeegeed down upon talced
glass, a glossy enamelled surface is obtained.

Talca gum (tarlka g-m). Also talha, talka.
[According to Schweinfurth, from talch, Arabic
name of Acacia stenocarpa] An inferior kind of
gum arable of brownish colour, obtained in tropical
Africa from Acacia stenocarpa and Acacia Seyal
Also called Suakin gum.

a semi-pulverulent state.

Talch., obs. form of TALLOW.
Talcite (tse-lsait). Min. [f. TALC sb. + -ITE l 2 1

a. Kirwan's name for the compact scaly variety of
talc b. Name given to a white muscovite from
Wicklow. c. (See quot. 1888.)

Talcke, obs. form of TALK.
Talcky (tarlki), a. Also

correctly talcy) [f. TALO
-
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Ikfl), combining form of med. and
talc, in adjs. describing substances
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of which talc is an element; as talcochlori-tic,

containing talc and chlorite; so talcomica'ceous,

talcoqua'rtzous.
1839 DE I.A BECHE Rep. Geol. Cornw. ii. 29 These talco-

micaceous slates of the Lizard. 1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,

Talcoquarzosus, . .talcoquartzous.

Talcoid (tre-lkoid), a. and sb. [See -OLD.]

A. adj. Resembling or having the form of talc.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

B. sb. [a. Ger. talkoid (Naumann 1859).] A
variety of talc : see quot.
1868 DANA Min. 454 Talcoid.. is a snow-white, broadly

foliated talc of Pressnitz.

Talcose (tre'lkJ'is), a. [f. TALC sb. + -OSE.]

Abounding in or consisting largely of talc.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 382 Talcose Argillite.
1802 PLAYFAIR lllustr. Hutton. Th. 224 A schistus, which
is talcose rather than micaceous. 1854 F. C. BAKEWELL
Geol. 23 When talc is an ingredient, the mineral is called

talcose granite. 1893 BARKER Wand, South. Waters 195
With schist, talcose slate and fragments of quartz.

Talcous (toe-lkas), a. [f.
TALC + -ous.] Of

the nature of talc ; talcose.

1735 PAH. Trans. XXXIX. 40 Shining Talcous Lamina;
are to be seen in the Liquor. 1777 G. FOHSTER Voy. rounii
World I. 149 A kind of brown talcous clay-stone. 1852
TH. Ross Humboldt's Trat'. III. xxv. 65 A gneiss passing
into micaceous and talcous slate.

II Talcum (tae-lksm). Also 6 talchum.

[med.L.] = TALC. Talcum powder, a prepara-
tion of powdered talc or French chalk.
1558 W. WARDE tr. Alexis' Seer. i. 7jb, The poulder of

Talchum. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 21 Talchum the stone
is like to Glasse. 1682 WHELER fount. Greece vi. 451 Some
sparkle like Walls of Diamond ; which being broken
splitteth into Talcum. 1901 iqtk Cent. Oct. 601 The gloves
are boiled, then dusted inside with talcum powder.
Tale (t?l), sb. Forms : I talu, in/I, tale, 2-

tale ; also 3-5 talle, 3-6 tayle, 4 tayl, taal(e,
4-5 taille, 4-7 tail, 5 tayll(e, 5-6 taill, taile (6
tell(e), 6-9 dial, teale. P. 1-2, 4 tal, 4 tall.

fOE. talu, infl. tale, = OFris. tale, OS. tola, MDu.,
MLG. tale, Du. taal speech, LG. tal, OHG. zala,
MHG. zal, Ger. zahl number, ON. tola talk,

speech, tale, number, Da. tale speech, discourse ;

all : OTeut. *tala strong fern., from verbal stem
tal-, in taljan, to mention things in their natural
or due order, to relate, enumerate, reckon : see
TELL v. The ONorthumb. tal and early ME. tal,
tall in sense 6, may represent the ON. tal neut.

(Sw. tal speech, number, Da. tal number), or the
OE. getal reckoning, number.]

I. f 1. The action of telling, relating, or saying ;

discourse, conversation, talk. Obs.
c looo CLERIC Saints' Lives (1890) II. 210 Seo modor satt

geornhce hlystende hire tale. .11225 Alter. R. 66 Eue
heold..longe tale mid te neddre. a 1250 Otvl $ Night. 3,Inerde ich holde grete tale An hule and one nijtingale.
13 . .

Gay. Sr Gr. Knt. 638 As tulk of tale most trwe. c 1400
Destr. Troy 1941 He turuyt hym tyte withouten tale more.a 1547 SURREY jEneid iv. 144 Quene luno then thus tooke
her tale agame. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. t Jul. n. iv. 90 Thou
desir st me to stop in my tale against the haire.

T b. An enumeration, a list. Obs. rare,
ciaso Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 437/34 Laterculus, talu.

t A. Speech, language. Obs. rare. (Cf. TAAL.)
CI2SO Gen. f, Ex. 450 Bigamie is unkinde Sing, On

engleis tale, twie-wifing. Ibid. 2526 God schilde hise sowle
Iro helle bale, Be made it Sus on engel tale.

3. That which one tells
; the relation of a series

of events ; a narrative, statement, information.
Thereby hangs a tale (and such phrases): = 'about that

there is something to tell '. To tell one's tale : see TELL v

n-f?Yv n r S<?<"lwi'>' * Leo/wine in Kemble Cod.
Dipl. IV. 266 Da 3a him seo talu cu8 was, 3a sende he jewritc 1205 LAY. 24439 Ne mai hit na mon suggen on his tale
'' 1275 in tale], a 1300 Cursor M. 24887 (Edin.) pe angel

is he tald his talle. 13. . Ibid. 8697 (Cott.) O b'skin tail
. r/ playnt] him thoght sel-cut[hj, Als of a cas bat was
vncuth. 1382 WYCLIF Mark i. 28 And the tale [gloss or
tythmg; 1388 fame ; Vulg. rumor] ofhym wente forth anoon
in to al the cuntree of Galilee. 1412-20 Lydg 's Chron.

/V<2<
(Roy. MS.) Rubric bef. I. 1701 Vlixes taile to Achile.

c 1460 Toivncley Myst. xx. 105 Vnto vs he takys no tent,hot ilk man trowes vnto his tayll [rimes dayll (
= dale)

S^fti ?vay"l ,

<

,*470
HENRYSON Mor. Fab. x. (Fox *

Wolf) ix, Ane leill man is not tane at half ane taill. 1521
(ELTON Carl. Laurel 1200 Yet, thoughe I say it, therb?

lyeth a tale. 1535 COVERDALE i Kings i 14 While thou..
talkest with thelTynge, I wyll come in after the, and tell
forth thy tayle. 1583 Leg. />. S/. Androis 363 Sua he.,
brocht the teale bravehe about. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr.
iv. i. 60 Gru. Out of their saddles into the durt, and there-
by hangs a tale. Curt. Let's ha't, good Grumio. 1600HOLLAND .ttzy v. xxi. i But hereto longeth a tale. 1601WEEVER Mirr. Mart. Aiijb, One tale is good, untill an-
others told. 172. DE FOE Col. Jack i, It wSs a good while
before we ever heard tale or tidings of him. 1878 BROWNINGLaSaisiaz 181 Then my fellow takes the tale up. 1891E. PEACOCK N. Brendan I. 117 Mr. Tournay told his tale
without comment.
tb. The subject of common talk ; the ' talk

'

(of
the town, etc.). Obs.

alle*
3"

oo^D
Me^' 3? Vljbrud in uuel muS tale bimong

o. //. Things told so as to violate confidence or
secrecy; reports of private matters not proper to be
divulged; idle or mischievous gossip ] esp. in to

TALE.

tell (bear, bring, carry) tales
; tales out oj school

(see SCHOOL si.l i e).
c 1350 Will, Palerne 334 Be no tellere of talis but trewe to

|>i lord. 1:1450 Can. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 353 Now we have
golde No talys xul be tolde. 1552 HULOET, Tales to brynge
or tell, per/era. 1639 MASSINGER Unnat. Combat \. i

Peace, infant ! Tales out of school ! Take heed, you will be
breeched else. 1737 L. CLARKE Hist. Bikle (1740)^ I i 73
pseph . . told tales of them to his father. 1838 JAMES Robber

vi, Dead men tell no tales. 1903 Westm. "Gaz. 12 Feb. 2/3
Telling tajes is reprobated by English public-school boys

rightly, in so far as the condemnation is directed against
getting others into trouble for your own profit or pleasure.

d. In the same tale, in a (= <me) tale, in the
same enumeration, statement, or category; hence,
in agreement ;

so in two tales, arch.
c 1375 Cursor M. 683 (Fairf.) pe bestes were in samen tale

two tales, therfore said he, hang him vp. 1599 SHAKS. Much
Ado iv. IL 33 Fore God they are both in a tale. 1642R. CARPENTER Experience i. v. 14 Truth must needs be one
. .and can never be found in two contrary tales. 1860 READE

ualg/Kelig. 11. 333 Th
le tale with the Jesuit.

4. A story or narrative, true or fictitious, drawn
up so as to interest or amuse, or to preserve the

history ofa fact or incident
; a literary composition

cast in narrative form.

godspelle. c 1290 Beket i in S. Eng. Leg. I. 106 Wolle
noube i-heore bis englische tale? 1340-70 Alex. * Dind.
190 lendeb how bis tale is titeled. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce ix.
576 [He] laid me this taill as I sail tell. (71386 CHAUCER
frol. 792 That ech of yow, to shorte with cure weye, In
this

yiage
shal telle tales tweye. Ibid., Pard. Prol. log

For lewed peple louen tales olde. 1483 CAXTON G. de la
Tour Fvij, I wold, .that ye knewe..the tale of a quenc of

fairies, love-charms, and I wot not what besides.
6. A mere story, as opposed to a narrative of

fact ; a fiction, an idle tale
; a falsehood.

vertu and prescience., ofoureLord Jhesu Crist. 1529 MORE
fyaloge iv. Wks. 269/2 Therfore it is but a tale to saye that
faith draweth alway good workes with it. 1553 Respublica
727 Vame woordes beeth but tales. 1619 Let. in Eng. *
Germ. (Camden) 206 The report of the Marquis of Ansbach
his having defeated Coronell Fulkes his regiment (which
proves altogeather a tale). 1722 DE FOE Plague 85 There
was more of tale than of truth in those things. 1867
London Herald 23 Mar. 222/2 If he had had the sense to. .

pitch them a tale, he might have got off.

b. In phrases, as a Canterbury Tale, old wives'

tales, pipers' tales, travellers' tales, a tale of Robin
Hood, of a roasted horse, ofa tub (see TUB), etc.

153* MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 576/1 Thys is a fayre
tale of a tubbe tolde vs ofhys electes. c 1549 CRANMER Serm.
Rebellion Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 198 If we take it for a
Canterbury tale, why do we not refuse it ? 1575 GASCOIGNE
Cert. Notes Instruct, in Steele Gl., etc. (Arb.) 36 The verse
that is to easie is like a tale of a rosted horse, c 1590 MAR-
LOWE Faust, v. 133 Tush, these are trifles and mere old wives'
tales. 1591 HARINGTON Orl. Fur. XLV. cv, This is a tale
indeed of Robinhood, Which to beleeue, might show my
wits but weake. 1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 778 To inter-

pret
these to be either fables and Canterbury tales, or true

historical! narrations. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Cicogne, Contes de
la cicogne, idle histories; vaine relations ; tales of a tub, or,
of a rosted horse, a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts $ Moti. Hi.

(1642) 170 Fained leasings and tales of Robin hood. 1724DE FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 97 Having entertained the
fellow with a tale of a tub.

c. A thing now existing only in story ; a mere
matter of history or tradition ; a thing of the past.
1780 BURKE Sp. at Bristol Vf]cs. III. 413 Nopower.. could

have prevented a general conflagration ; and at this day
London would have been a tale. 1855 B. TAYLOR Poems
Orient, On the Sea, The world we leave is a tale untold.

II. 6. Numerical statement or reckoning ; enu-

meration, counting, numbering ; number.
1200 ORMIN 4324-5 Jiffbu bise taless kannst Inntill an

tale sammnenn. c 1205 LAY. 7397 Swa fele bat nuste na man
be tale. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8100 Folc also wiboute tale.

c '37? '''-<',r. <"'<* xxvi.fA'.j'c&i/iw) 237 pequhetdeliueryt
hale in quantyte, mesur & tale, c 1450 Hymns Virg. 122/165
Alle the stonys grett and smale Thatt byth inerthe withoutyn
tale. 1594 CAREW Tasso (1881) 15 Equal! in tale, nor lesse
in value tride. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Selv. 39 Nothing
with-holds, but that from an infinite tale of nnites there may
at length arise an infinite. 1691 LOCKE Lower. Interest
Wks. 1727 11.53 If you make your Money less in Weight, it

must be made up in Tale. 1607 DRYDEN Wrg. Past. in. 51
Once she takes the tale of all the Lambs. 1722 DE FOE
Plague 07 An exact tale of the dead bodies. 1780 JOHNSON
Let. to Mrs. Thrale i May, There were . . Lord Monboddo,
and Sir Joshua, and ladies out of tale. 1826 G. S. FABER

Dijpc. Romanism (1853) p. liii, The goodly tale of folios.,

which now decorate or crowd my penetrate. 1862 TROLLOPS
N. Amer. I. xi. 249 By measures of forty bushels each, the
tale is kept.

ft. (-950 Lindisf. Gasp. Matt. xiv. 21 Qsera etendra..Ul

Smanducantium numerus\. Ibid. John vi. 10 gesetton uutud-
ice ueras of tal suelce nfo 3usendo. a 1300 Cursor M.
7174 O bat beben folk he feld A thusand bat wittal wasteld.



TALE.

b. By fale; as determined by counting individual

objects or articles; by number; as distinguished
from by weight^ by measure.
c ios LAY. 27606 Fif hundred bi tale, c 1300 Havelok

2026 He weren bi talc sixt! and ten. 13.. Guy 1 1 'aw,
(A.) 3430 Bi tale .xx. thousand hauberks of stiel. 1470-85
MALOKY Arthur xin. ix. 623 Thenne fond they by the talc

an honderd and fyfty. 1529 MORE Dyalogt 111. iv, Wks.
212 To way them rather then take them by tale. 1594 PLAT
yewell'/w. in. 75 Where oysters are.. sold by talc. 1776
AIMM SMITH /f. N. i. iv. (1869) I. 27 This money.. was, for

a long time, received at the exchequer by weight and not by
tale. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxti. IV. 695 The second of

May, had been fixed.. as the last day on which the clipped
crowns, .were to be received by tale in payment of taxes,

7. The number or amount made up, or to be
made up or accounted for ; the number all told

;

the complete sum, enumeration, or list.

a 1225 Ancr. K. 42 And siggen (pcnne hire tale of auez.
LitytGert. $ Ex, 2891 Hem-seluen He fetchden 8e chaf,..
And 5o} holdea Se tijclcs tale, a 1300 Cursor M. 18627
Four thusand yere, )>at was be tale, And four hundret and
four al hale. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 427 For
Nero somtyme wolde wite be tale and be nombre of lewes
bat were at lerusalem. 1539 HIULE (Great) Exod. v. 18 Yet
shal ye delyuer the hole tale of brycke. 1584 FKNNKR De/.
Ministers (1587) 10 In generall and whole tale, we will
allowe that, part whereof in the particular and seuerall

parcelles wee will gayn-say. 1611 BIBLE z Sam. xviii. 27
They gaue them in full tale to the king, a 173* T. BOSTON
Crook in Lot (1805) 98 The one has multiplied the tale of
their good works. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 196 He will hardly
be able to make up his tale of thirty millions of souls. 1864
SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm. $ Eng. III. 70 They had a fair

tale of children. 1884 MAY CROMMELIN Brown-Eyes xiii,

Saddened at the increasing tale of years and months.

1 8. An account, a reckoning of numbers (of

money given and received, etc.). Obs.

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 73 Je wolden that there
where oon lesse, $e ?aue neuer tale. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg.
197 b/i They moche doubted that they shold not fynde
theyr counte ne tale. 1573 TUSSER ffusb, (1878) 173 Giue
tale and take count, is a huswifelie point. 1602 CAREW
Cornwall I. 33 They keepe a iust tale of the number that

euery hogshead contayneth. 1755 SMOLLETT Qutx. (1803) 1 1.

8 The tale and account of what was both sowed and reaped,
passed through my hands. 1806-7 .[

BERESFORD Miseries
Hum, Life (1826) vi. 116 You might just as well require me
to deliver in a tale of all the pores in my skin.

f9. Reckoning of value; account, estimation,
esteem, regard ; in phrases, as to hold (make, give,

tell} no tale of-, to hold of no account. Obs.

cii7S Lamb. Horn. 147 pet be telle swa lutel tale bet of;
bet he hit nawichtne luuie. 6-1205 LAV. 12764 pset nis[MS.
mis] her bileued wel neh nan pxt auere beo xi [4:1275 eni]
tale on. a 1300 CursorM. 7554 Quen eolias on him bi-held,
Ful littel tale of him he teld [Tnn. HtiTheset bi him]. Ibid.

10980 He sale Bicum a man of mikel tale [Tnn. a greet
mon]. 1361 LANGL. P. PI, A. i. q Of ober heuene ben heer
holde bei no tale, c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 3923 Dyomedes
;af no tale Oflfalle that sat there In that sale. 1496 Dives
$ Paup. (W. de W.) i. vii. 38/2 The goodes of this worlde
. . they gaaf no grete tale thereof.

III. 10. attrib. and Comb. : attrib., as tale-book*

-faculty , -monger, -story ; obj. and obj. gen., as tale-

forger^ -gatherer, -maker
,
-writer ; tale-gathering,

-spinning, -writing sbs. and adjs. ; also tale-

carrier = TALEHKAKKR; f tale-craft, numeration,
arithmetic ; f tale-fish, a fish of such size as to be
sold by tale; tale-hearer, a willing listener to

scandal or gossip ; tale-master, the authority for

a report ; t tale-money, money reckoned by the

tale, i. e. by counting pieces or coins taken at their

nominal value, not by weight ; tale-piet, a chatter-

ing
'

magpie
*

; a tell-tale (dial. ) ; tale-wright, a
constructor or maker of tales. See also TALE-

BEARER, TALE-TELLEK, etc.

1628 PRYNNE Brief Suruay Epist. A ij, For the inhibiting
and suppressing of all scurrilous and prophane Play-books,
Ballads, Poems, and *Tale-bookeswhatsoeuer. 1552 HULOET,
Tale bearer or *carier, rumigtrulus. 1592 NASHE P. Peni-
lesse 35 Spirits called spies and tale -carriers. 1643 PRYNNB
Sav. Power Parl. App. 32 Common Tale-carriers, and
accustomed to talke of trifling matters. 1674 N. FAIRFAX
Bulk iff Seh>. no Nothing better is it, than pumping two
out of one, or taking the greater number out of the rest, in

'Talecraft or Arithmetick. 1677 W. HUGHES Man of Sin

i pakked
Grilles,..and that the same tale fissh shuld conteigne in

lengeth . . xxvi ynches. 1553 BECON Reliques of Rome
(1563) 198 It is a harde thing for lyers and *taleforgers to

agree. 1711 SHAFTESB. Ckarac. (1737) I. 350 We may often
see a philosopher, or a wit, run a "tale-gathering in those
idle desarts. 1647 TRAPP Comm, Matt, xviii 16 The tale-

bearer and the *
talc-hearer are both of them abominable,

and shut out of heaven. 1810 Splendid
1

Follies I. 183 The
variety of grimaces exhibited by the tale-bearer and the
tale-hearers. 1483 Catk. Angl. 377/2 A "Tale mzkerjabulo.
1897 Q. Rev. July 107 The sale-processes of *tale-makers.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies^ General xxiii. (1662) 64, I tell you
my Tale and my *Tale-master, which is essential to the

giving the old names to smaller pieces of silver. Ibid. 70
All artificial methods of increasing tale-money are.. perni-
cious. 1613 Answ. Uncasing of Machivils Instr. Eij,
Rather for thy quiets sake, Hue with bread, Then mongst
*talemongers seeke to be fed. 1796 W. MARSHALL Yorksh.
(ed. a) Gloss., *Teyl-peyat, or Tel-pie, a tell-tale .. one
who divulges secrets t spoken chiefly of children. z8x6
SCOTT Antiy. iv, Never mind me, sir, I am DO tale-pyet.

53

1895 CROCKETT Men oj Mm-Haft xiii, A Gordon Cove-
nant or no Covenant is no tate.piet. a 1661 FULLKR
lYartliici, Wilts. (1662) in. 158 Such a Mcdly Cloth ib the

Tale-story of this Clothier. 1570-76 \V. LAIOUXDB^tfnMvA
Kent (1826) 326 This Clerkly nvdonAdtrnK, tliib 'Talewright
(1 say) and Fableforger. 1904 Daily Ckron. n May 4/6 A
*tale-writer who moves through the magazines. 1837 Hr.
MAKTINKAU Sac. Amer. III. 213 *'l'ale-writiiig is her forte.

Tale (t^'l), v. Now rare. Forms: i tuliaii,

3 talie; n, 4 talon ; 3- tale. [OE. talian to

reckon, impute, enumerate, = OS. taldn to reckon

(MDu. talen to speak, Du. talen to ask), OHG.
zalSn to number, reckon (MHG. talen, zaln, Ger.

zaA/eti to pay), ON. tala (Sw. (a/a, Da. tale) to

speak, talk, discourse : OTeut. *talSjan, {. stem
tal- : see TALE j<5.]

I. \\. trans. To account, reckon, consider

TALENT.
a 1841 J. GOULD Birds Australia(W> V.pl. 77 T*Ut*lla

4/K*".?'''
Wattled Talegalla j llrush-Turkeyoflhei

lout., I he term Altctxn having been previously employed
lor a group of Flycatcher*, and the present bird |,
all the characters of M. Lesson's scnus Talegnita whi.

*

w.is published priur to Mr. bainson's Catluturus. I feel
lhat I ought to accept that appellation...!! is known to

orys Past. C. xxxiii. 326 [He] hit
(something) to be (so and so). Obs.

c$97 K. ALFRED Gregorys Past. C. xxx
iVnnc swioe unaberenduc tala3. a 900 tr. lljtitii* l/ist. v.

xiii. 3 Nis dis seo he!, swa on latest and wenest. < 950
Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 53 Du tales.. Ja:t ic ne marge
xebidda fader min. c 1000 WULFSTAN Hotit. vii. (Napier) 52
He tala)> . . bine sylfne wajrne and wisne. ciooo Sax.

'

Lccchd, 1 1. 208 Se man . . talafr, baet he f>onne hal sie. c 1400
Cato's Mer. 100 in Cursor M. p. 1670 (Kairf.) J>ai

bat talis

rniche riches maste in nede and bisines beggis in bis life.

1 2. To lay to the account of some one, to charge !

or impute (a thing) to. Only OE.
a 900 tr. Bxda's Hist. u. ix. 4 Ne tala bu me, bxt ic ne

cunne bone intingan binre unrotnisse. c xooo /Ki.r HH How.
(Thorpe) I. 114 Ne talige nan man bis yfelan tkeda to Code.

I 3. To reckon, enumerate, relate. Only OE.
(950 Lindisf. Gosji. Matt, Pref. (1887) 5/7 Dzt aetajgiptum
..& oa aefterra. .to talanna longsum is.

4. To count up ;
to deal out by number.

(In quot. 1626 the sense is not clear : cf. TALLY v. 1

i.)

1626 B. JONSON Staple cfN. i. iii. Stage Direct., He tales

the bils, and puts them vp in his pockets. 1828 W. IRVING
Columbus (1849) HI- J 35 He. .ordered the brawling ruffian

to be rewarded with a hundred lashes, which were taled out

roundly to him upon the shoulders. 1881 Miss JACKSON
Shropsh. Word-lik.. Tale, to count. 1 tale them ship
[=sheep] to forty ow many bin a?'

U. f 5. trans. To say, speak, utter, tell. Obs.
c 1205 LAY. 787 Nan swa unwitti bat word talie.. aer he

ihere minne horn, c 1420 Ckron. Vilod. 2157 And when bis

blessud virgyn had talyd tys. Ibid. 3677 Bot he couthe
nowther tale ny telle What bat euer was in his bou^t.

'593 Q. Euz. Boethius in. Met. xi. 69 If Platoes Musis tales

the trueth.

f6. intr. To discourse, talk, gossip; to tell

(of) ; to tell tales. Obs.
c 1105 LAY. 3800 He[o] taleden wiS Morgan, <z 1115 Leg.

Kath. 705 pis meiden..toc on toward beos fif si5e tene to
talien o pis wise, a 1125 Ancr. K. 356 pet is eadie scheome
bet ich of talie [MS. T spekie]. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus
in. 182 (231) Al pat glade nyght By Trcilus he lay with mery
chere To tale. 1390 GOWEK Con/. III. 329 The toun therof
hath spoke and tated. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 14524 Priamus
ran to halle a-valed, Ther these kynges to-gedur taled.

a 1500 Chaucer's Dream 1896 [They] gan reherse Each
one to other that they had seene And taling thus [etc.].

t b. To shout. Obs.
c 1205 LAY. 20857 Hunten bar talied ; hundes her galieft.

13.. K.Alis. 1415 (Hudl. MS.) pc maryneres crieb & taleb,
Ancres in to shippe bai haleb.

Tale, variant of TAEL
;_
obs. form of TAIL.

Talebearer (t<n-l,beT3j). [f.
TALE sb. +

BEABEB.] One who officiously carries reports of

private matters to gratify malice or idle curiosity.
1478 Maldon, Essex, Court Rolls (Bundle 50, No. 8),

Isabella Aylemer est a taleberer betuyx man and man.

1560 DAUS tr. SUidane's Comm. 21 b, He admonisheth him
to gyue no credit to talebearers. 1641 HINDE Life J. Bruen
Hi. 173 He would shut his eares against tale-bearers, being
the very seed-men of strife. 1774 MRS. DELANY in Life <$

Corr. Ser. u. (1862) II. 75 We have heard nothing by the

newspapers, but they are false talebearers. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xii. III. 207 These words were spoken in private ;

but some talebearer repeated them to the Commons.

Talebearing (t?-l,be<:rin.). The carrying of

injurious or malicious reports. Also attrib.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. Iii. 2 He by his wicked tale-

bearing kindled y Tyrants rage. 1680 ALLEN Peace if

Unity 27 To forbear all hard speeches . . especially tale-

bearing, back-biting, and whispering. 1857 HUGHES Tom
Brown i. iii, He was the great opponent of the tale-bearing
habits of the school.

Taledge = t' aledge : see T' 1 and ALLEGE v.

Taledoux, obs. var. TAILLE-DOUCB.

Taleful (UTlful), a. [f. TALE sl>. + -FOL i.]

Full of tales ; making a long story ; talkative.

1726-46 THOMSON Winter <M The cottage-hind Hangs o'er

th' enlivening blaze, and taleful there Recounts his simple
frolic.

II Talegalla (taeligse-la). Ornith. Also tala-

galla, talegallus. [mod.L. talegalla (F. talJgalle),

arbitrarily formed by Lesson from Malagasy talcva

the porphyrio, and L. gallus cock, as a name for

the species Talegalla cuvieri, the brush-turkey of

Western New Guinea, discovered by him.
1828 R. P. LESSON Manuel tfOrnithol. II. 186 Un oiseau

. .qui retrace quelques.unes des formes des taleves ou

porphyrions. C'est pour rappeler ces analogies que nous
avons forge le mot hybridc taligallc. Ibid. 295 Taleve ou

poule-sultane. (Taleve, nom malgache usite a Madagascar.)]
A genus of megapod birds inhabiting Australia,

New Guinea, etc. As English, chiefly applied to

T. lathami, the Brash-turkey of Australia.

Talen, obs. and dial, form of TALOK.
Talent (toe-lent), it. Forms: i talente i-

talent (4 taland(e, 4-6 -ente, -ant, 6-7 tallent ).

[lnOK.talente,-an, = OHG./a/i/astr.fem.,ad. L.
talenta, pi. of talcntum, ad. Gr. TOAOI/TOK balance,
weight, sum of money (f. verbal root raA-, rXa- to

bear). In ME., a. OF. talent will, desire, lust,

appetite, = Pr. talant, talen, Sp.,It./a//o(OSp.,
Pg. talante], med.L. talentum (1098 in Du Cange),
in a Com. Romanic sense 'inclination of mind,
leaning, wish, desire '. Branch III (also in mod.F.
and It.) originated in a fig. use of the word in

sense i b, taken from the parable of the talcntj,
Matt. xxv. 14-30.]

I. An ancient weight, a money of account (L.

talentum).
1. A denomination of weight, used by the Assy-

rians, Babylonians, Greeks, Romans, and other
ancient nations ; varying greatly with time, people,
and locality.
The Royal Babylonian talent averaged about 19-87 kilo-
-ams or 65 Ib. 13 oz. ; the chief Greek varieties were the
Id iginetan talent of 40-3 kilog. 188 Ib. 12 oz.), the later

^Eginetan or emporetic Attic, 36-4 kilog. (80 Ib. 4 oz.), and
the Solonic or later Attic, 25 8 kilog. (56)0. 14 oz., or a little

over half a hundredweight).
893 K. ALFRED Oros. IV. vi. i Hanna..him zlce Sre

Sesealde twa hund talentana siolfres : on alcre anre
talentan wzs Ixxx punda. 1382 WYCUF Exod. xxxviii.
26 An hundryd talentes of siluer. Zcch. v. 7 Lo ! a talent
of lede was born. Rev. xvi. 21 And greet hayl as a talent
cam doun fro heuen. 1494 FABYAN Caron. vi. ccvi. 218 There
be thre maner of talentes; the firste & grettest is of y
weyghtc of .vi. xx. li. weyght, 1552 HULOET, Talent, or
certayne poyse or weyght, talentum. 1697 DKYUEN jEneid
ix. 352 With two great Talents of the finest Gold. 1800

Suppt. to Ckron. in Asiat. Ann. Reg. 149/2 They afterwards
advanced to deliver their presents, consisting of talents of
gold and silver. 1807 ROBINSON Arckatol. Grxca

y.
xxvi.

551 Grecian weights reduced to English Troy weight:..
Talent = 65 Jb.,

12 dwt., 5/i grains. 1838 THIRLWALL
Greece III. xix. 121 The statue of Athene in the Parthenon
alone contained forty talents weight of pure gold.

b. The value of a talent weight (of gold, silver,

etc.) : a money of account.
The Babylonian silver talent was equal to 3000 shekels ;

the Greek talent contained 60 minae or 6000 silver drachma:,
and the value of the later Attic talent of silver, with pure
silver at 4*. gd. an oz. troy, has been estimated at j^zoo; at
a higher value of silver, at ^243 15*.

1.893 K. ^ELFKED Oros. iv. vi. 18 Eac him gesealden
bxronufan m. M talentana alee scare. 138* WYCLIF
Matt, xviii. 24 Oon was offrid to hym, that owjte to hym
ten thousand talentis. Ibid. xxv. 15 As a man goynge fer

in pilgrimage, clepide his seruantis, and bitoke to hem his

goodis ; and to oon he }aue fyue talentis, forsothe to an
other two. 1387 TKEVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 5 Of be
whiche richesse .. Hircanus be bisshop )af Anthiochus,
Demetrius his sone, bre bowsand talentis. 1530 PALSCR.

279/1 Talent a somme of money, talent. 1607 SHAKS.
Tiinon u. i. 201 My occasions haue found time to vse 'em
toward a supply of mony : let the request be fifty Talents.

1761 RAPED in Phil. Trans. LXI. 468 This way of reckon-

ing zoo Drachms to the Mina, and 60 Minas to the Talent,
was common to all Greece. 1879 FROUOE Caesar xv. 228
He brought 7,000 talents a million and a half of English
money to the Roman treasury,

t O. Her. Used as = BEZANT 3. Obs.

1486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. Eiij, It is not necessari here
to expres the colowre of the talentis or besantis : for thay be

euer of golde.

fd. fig. Treasure, riches, wealth, abundance.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1666 (Dubl. MS.) Takez hym to hys

tresory, talentes hym sbewvs. a 1555 LATIHER in Foxc
A. /r M. (1563) 1311/1 All hayle holy crosse which hath
deserued to beare the precious talent of the worlde. 1597
SHAKS. Lover's CompL 204 And Lo behold these tallents of

their heir, With twisted mettle amorously empeacht. a 1600

Ballad Stucley in Simpson Sch. Shots. (1878) I. 146 Many
a noble gallant sold both land and talent. 1635 J. HAY-
WARD tr. Biondis BanisKd Virg. 66 On her therefore spent
he all the talent of his hatred.

II. Inclination, disposition (OF. taUnt).

j2. Inclination, propension, or disposition for

anything ;

' mind ',

' will
', wish, desire, appetite.

[1292 BRITTON v. i. i Pur doner meillour talent a fenunes

de amer matrimoigne.] a 1300 Cursor M. 3913 pan bigan
bam tak talent [v.rr. talande, taland] To wend in to fair
aun land, c 1325 Metr. Horn. (Vernon MS.) in Herrig's
Archiv LVII. 263 But hedde he no talent to chase. 1340
HAMPOLE Pr. Come. 8459 To what thyng be saule has

talent, To bat be body salle, ay, assent. 137$ BARBOUK
Bruce m. 694 The wynd wes wele to thar talent. 1398
TREVISA Bartk. De P. K. XIL vi. (Tollem. M&), To make
hem haue talent to mete, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 486/1

Talent, or lyste, . .appititus, delectacio. c 1450 Bk.Hatakyng
in AW. Ant. 1.306 The which schalL.make here have a
talente to hire mete, c 1460 Tmttneley Myst. ix. 157 Yis,

lord, I am at youre talent. 1485 CAXTON Paris 4- r. 7 Grew



TALENT.
talent and desyre she had to knowe hym.
279/1 Talent or lust, talent.

1 3. An evil inclination, disposition, or passion ;

esp. and usually, anger : cf. MALTALENT,
'
ill talent ',

ill-will (which occurs somewhat earlier). Obs.

[4:13*0: see MALTALENT.] a 1380 St. Ambrose 698 in

Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 19 An officer greued Ambrose
sore.. And sende word to him wib gret talent, c 1386
CHAUCER Man ofLaw's T. 1039 Hym ne moeued outher
conscience Or Ire or talent or som kynnes affray, Enuye, or

pride, c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 2326 A! his angir
and his irrous talent Refreyned he. 1622 BACON Henry y/I
68 One that had of a long time borne an ill Talent towards
the King. 1652 EARL MONM. tr. Bentivoglio's Hist. Relat.

41 Their tallent is alike evil against the Archduke Albertus
and his wife. 1695 TEMPLE Hist. Eng. (1609) 581 Several
Writers shew their ill Talent to this Prince.

1 4. Disposition or state of mind or character.
c 1330 Artk. ff Merl. 5882 To geuen the other gode talent.

a 1400 Lybcaus Disc. 612 Klene..ladde her ynto the greves
..Wyth well good talent. 1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret. 15
The talent of man takith thereof gret strengthe and corage
in alle manhode.

t b. trnnsf. Quality (of taste or flavour), rare.

1561 J. HEYWOOD Prov. % Epigr, (1867) 118 The talent
of one cheese in mouthes of ten men, Hath ten different
lasts. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist. Ivstine Pref., As with a
tun of Wine, which, .doth take an euill talent of the Caske.

III. Mental endowment ; natural ability.
[From the parable of the talents, Matt. xxv. 14-30, etc.]

6. Power or ability of mind or body viewed as

something divinely entrusted to a person for use and
improvement : considered either as one organic
whole or as consisting of a number of distinct

faculties; (with//.) any one of such faculties.
c 1430 LYDO. Mix. Poems (Percy Soc.) 240 Who shal me

save rro feendys daunger, t'acounte for my talent ? 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 12 They be the talentes that
god hath lent to man in this lyfe, of

54 TALES-MASTER.
1530 PALSGR.

|

applied to backers of horses, as distinguished from
|

f Ta'lentive, a. Obs. In 4-5 -if.
[a . OF

the '

layers
'
or bookmakers, the implication being ; talentif desirous (uth c. in Godef.), I. talent

that those whose investments make a horse a TALENT sb. 2 : see -IVE.] Desirous.
'

'favourite' are supposed to be 'the clever ones'. 13. . Gaiv. ^ Gr. Knt. 350 f>a3 3e ;our-self be talenttvf to-- ' -' take hit to your.seluen. c 1450 Merlin xx. 152 Tl
that were full talentif hem to sle, yef thei myght hem take
Talentless (te-lentles), a. [f. TALENT ,6 +

-LESS.] Devoid of talent ; not mentally gifted
1831 Fraser's Mag. I V. 180 Misapplied talent

', cry' the
talentless. 1846 H. W. TORKENS Rem. Klilit. Hist ,Th* H ...i... _| .1 i__j. . . ****> 7

of the whiche he wyll aske
moost strayte accounte. 1574 J. DEE in Lett. Lit. Men
(Camden) 39 That this florishing King
the

. . .

ing Kingdome may long enjoye(Camden) 3~9 That this flori:

the great Talent committed to your Lordship (fromabove)
1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1589) 353 Hide not this
talent, but teach it others, and giue thy selfe an example
ynto

them of well doing. 1607 HEYWOOD Fayre MaydeWks. 1874 II. 60 His industry hath now increas'd his talent.
1671 WOODHEAD St. Teresa n. ii. Io Our Lord having herein
given him an extraordinary talent. 1697 COLLIER Ess. Mor.
Abj. u. (1709) 178 We should presume People have under-
stood their Opportunities, and managed their Talent, and
their Time to advantage. 1781 COWPER Conversat. i
1 hough Nature weigh our talents, and dispense To everyman his modicum of sense. 1841 KINCSLEY Lett. (1878) I. 59Kemember that your talents are a loan from God.
6. A special natural ability or aptitude, usually

for something expressed or implied; a natural
capacity for success in some department of mental
or physical activity; fan accomplishment (obs.\
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (i6oj) 336 Silly bodies andnnp Mlntiw* MTHM i..[..... _:r. _I_TI-.__ . .* ..y o

soric fellowes of no talent gift or ability. 1635 J. H
tr. Bundi ! BanisVd yirg. Ep. Ded., He alone

AVWAKD
having

644

yay
. 1846 GREENER Sc. Gunnery yf, They seem to
talent

'

for this sort of thin Ts+VKAULA?Hist. Eng. 11. 1. 199 He had shown .. two talents invaluableto a prince, the talent of choosing his servants well, and

c^dUoaheirTcr^''
118 l himSClf 'he Chkf "a" f ""

b. pi. Aptitudes or faculties of various kinds ;

same taknts. ^Ge^Tff^ i^II 5 The duCi

M %fi"JS! / t
?len's a "W ,796 MKS

c. collective
sing, (without a or//.). Mental

power or
ability ; cleverness.

as suig., a person of talent.
'
B the s

(Administration of) All_the Talents (Eng.
ironical appellation of the Ministryof Lord Grenville, 1806-7,

implying that it combined in its members all the talents.

[1809 SCOTT Fam. Lett. 15 Feb., Yet the aggregate talent

from which assistance is expected is very formidable. 1838
MACAULAY Ess., Temple (1887) 452 Clarendon. .seems to

have taken a sort of morose pleasure in slighting and pro.

voking all the rising talent of the kingdom. 1885 J. K.

JEROME On the Stage 17 Selfish fellows who wanted to keep
young talent from the stage.J

1856 G. DAVIS Hist. Sk. StoMridge ^ Soutlibr, 213 It

summoned to its investigation the first talents of the nation.

1883 Daily Neivs 21 July_ 6/5 Xarifa was the most in

demand, and the talent again proved correct in their choice,
Mr. Valentine's filly winning a capital race by a neck. 1885
Field 3 Oct. 489/1 All the talent were discomfited, though ;

as they often are in Nurseries. 1886 H. HALL Soc. in Eliz.

Age vii. 100 Throughout the summer there were always two
..of the local talent

'

engaged in fishing upon the manor.
1888 H. JAMES in Fortn. Rev. May 651 M. Pierre Loti is a
new enough talent for us still to feel something of the glow
of exultation at his having not contradicted us, but [etc.].
1861 KNIGHT Pop, Hist. Eng. VII. xxvi. 463 The ministry

of '
All the Talents

'

was accepted without any hesitation on
the part of the king. 1895 OMAN Hist. Eng. xxxviii. 608
The short Fox-Grenville cabinet, which contemporary wits
called the ministry of ' All the Talents ', on account of its

broad and comprehensive character. 1897 MORLEY Guic-
ciardini in Misc. Ser. iv. (1908) 79 Cabinets of all the Talents
have sometimes been cabinets of all the blunders.

1 7. The characteristic disposition or aptitude of
a person or animal. (App. blending4 and 6.) Obs.

1669 DRYDEN Tempest Pref., Wks. 1883 III. 105 This is

certainly the talent of that nation. 1697 COLLIER Immor.
Stage L (1698) 7 Obscenity in any Company is a rustick
uncreditable Talent j but among Women 'tis particularly
rude. 1697 VANBRUOH Proa. Wife n. ii, Besides, 'tis my
particular talent to ridicule folks. 1701 SWIFT Contests
NoUes S, Com. Wks. 1755 II. i. 46 It is the talent of human
nature to run from one extreme to another. 1741 RICHARD-
SON Pamela I. xxx. 116 Pride is not my Talent, 1774
GOLDSM..Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 159 Its talents are entirely
repressed in solitude, and are only brought out by society.

b. The good points or qualities of a horse. 1 Obs.
1725 Bradley'* Fam. Diet. s. v. Hortf, If your Horse's

latent be Speed, alt that you can do is to wait upon the
other Horse, and keep behind till you come almost to the
Stand, and then endeavour to give a Loose by him.
8. altrib. and Comb., as talent-hiding; talent-
money, a bonus or gratuity given to a professional
athlete, etc. for specially meritorious performance.
1613 LISLE &lfric on 0. f, N. Test. Pref. 7, I thought it

a shame, and the great fault also of talent-hiding, to lead all

"7 ;.'?
stu

Ldy' l8 < Lo- HAWE in Wcstm. Gaz. 25 Nov.
5/3 Whilst they were pleased to congratulate the one whomade 100, [or] a bowler who earned talent money. 1806
Da,ly Chron. 5 May 5/8 Briggs. .saw Sugg earn his 'talent
money after the latter had been batting fifty minutes.

Chiefly in

laLuci iiictii i nseives. 1090 tvestui. Gc
3/2 Dreadful daubs, showing nothing but talentless ambition

II Tales (teTlw). Law. [L. pi. of tdlis such, in
the phrase talcs de circumstantibus '

such (or the
like) persons from those standing about

', occurring
in the order for adding such persons to a iurv
whence used as a sb.]

Originally, in plural, Persons taken from among
those present in court or standing by, to serve on
a jury in a case where the original panel has
become deficient in number by challenge or other
cause, these being persons such as those origin-
ally summoned; loosely applied in Eng. as a
singular (a tales} to the supply of men (or even
one man) so provided. Also contextually applied
to the order or act of supplying such substitutes
as to pray, grant, award a tales. In English use
now restricted to such summoning ofcommon jurorso serve on a special jury ; orig. and still in U. S.
in general use (including criminal jurisdiction)
[cuso BRACTON 238 b (Rolls IV. 8) iw< Year Bk

'? /f*".l"/(??"S) M6 U lc Panel Par lc "%'<" "taet Ucto Tales fuit relourne devant luy. 1346 Hid. 20 Edw/// 490 Par quei ii avoit briefe a Vicounte de feire venir
prater les deux que furent jurez xn tales. 1370 Ihid
44 Edw, /// Mic*1 "' A- ' -- * - - - -

tgistr
- -'A c- 21 Upon every tales graunteX

...aire and Aldermen shall impanell the seid Per-
sones. 1607 COWELL s. v., A supply of men empaneled vpona mry or enquest, and not appearing, or at Their appar"
ance, chalenged by.. either partie..the ludge vpon petitiongraunteth a supply to be made by the Shyreeue ofsome men

;

t

.
e
i.5

reS
'.
n
'!,l

qua '" P"'aon to those that were im-

en
Upon this, Mr. Sergeant Buz-
man in black then proceeded

* > ' e ipecajury < of the common jurymen.
1863 H. Cox tnstit. n. in. 355 In criminal cases it is not the
practice to award a talcs.

2. To endow with talent or talents

pa. pple. talented.
1633 ABP. ABBOT in Rushw.//w/.C0#. (1659)449 When I , ,

C<""*' Tl"es-book, a name for the entry-.e talented but as a common person, yet by the favour of :
book f persons summoned on a tales : see quotshis prince,ha.h go,ten that inTeSL.'oaC. MATHER^ vttSZl&ZZZS. L TiuTrappefU Tales

Roge^ia^s' stf^fr.rtrsttS B51=^^J?-TOB ?fc
opportunities, with which the free grace of Heave./hath

nverse.

Talent(e, obs. and dial, forms of TALON.
Ta-lented, a. [f. TALENT si. + -ED 2.]
I. From obs. senses of TALENT sb.

tl. Naturally inclined or disposed to somethingH**. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 228 Tho that haue

ss talcntid to couetise' a"d -
t 2. Her. = BEZANTY. Obs. rare.
1486 Bk. St. Allans, Her. Eiij, A certan bordure talentitas here, and ,t ,s not necessari here to expres the colowreof the talentis or besantis : for thay be euer of golde.
II. From existing sense of TALENT sb.

8. Endowed with talent or talents; possessingalent

^i^si^irci^^s^ssjaa1 11.406 His eye, though indicating a talented mind was rests and unsteady. 1831 COLERIDGE Table-t. 8 July, I reeret

of thene
3' V ''e an<

? bar^ u vocable t3*U,S$&
-wspapers into the leading reviews and most respect,able publications of the day. 184. PUSEY Crisis Enf.Ch.

,s resoraiontoration HITTIER Prose Wks. (1889) II. 4,8

Talent -

he^ taknt<:d
' ^''.eloquent

I'm ,
' obs- va"ant of TALONED.

tTa-lenter. Ob,, rare.
[f. talent, obs. f. TALON

+ ~EB A Wrd talons'

Kings bench office [citing Coke].} 1670 BLOUNT Law Diet.,
Tales, u also the name of a Book in the Kings Bench Office
Jf such Jury-men as were of the Tales.] 1813 CRABB
lechn. Diet., Tales-book. Hence in mod. Diets.

Tales, Taleshide : see TALLITH, TALSHIDE.
Talesman 1

(te'-U'z-, t^'lzmaen). Law. [f.TALES + MAN j*.l] A member of the tales im-
panelled to complete a jury : see TALES.
. i79 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) I. 18 There was a good
jury impanelled.but they were never summoned; sothat there
were talesmen there ready who did the work. 1770 Chron.m Ann. Reg. 129/1 Only seven of the special jury attended,so that five talesmen were allowed to be taken out of the box.
1815 Act 6 Ceo. /F, c. 50 8 37 Where a special jury shall
have been struck the talesmen shall be such as shall be
impanelled upon the common jury panel. 1891

' OCTAVK
THANET' Otto the Knight, Trusty 236 One of those
court-room hangers-on always ready to the sherifTs hand
either for jurors or talesmen. 1906 Westm. Gaz. ID Oct.
14/1 In a murder case now being heard in Albany [N.Y.].
After the expenditure of a whole fortnight in the examina-
tion of 522 talesmen, only ten of the number have qualified
as jurors.

t Talesman 2
(t^-lzmsen). Obs. [f. tale's, geni-

tive of TALE sb. + MAN rf.'] The teller of a tale,
the author of a story ; a relater, a narrator.
a 1568 ffenryson's Credence of Titlaris 12 (Bann. MS.)

Ane worthy lord sowld wey ane taill wyslie. .gif the tailis-
man [Maitl. MS. tellar] abyd at It he wald. 1570-76
LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 358 Polydore might well
have spared to magnifie Becket with this lie,..unlesse he
had brought his Talesman with him. 1613 PURCHAS Pit-
sr'mage I. ix. 44 Yet the Tales-man shall be Set by the

iS ? Authors name annexed to his Historic, a 1700B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, I tell you my Tale, and my Tales-
man, or Author, 1768 Ross Helenore 29 Baith talc an'
tales-man I to you shall tell.

So f Ta-les-nutster, in the same sense : cf. tale-

master, s. v. TALE sb. 10.

. .'
65 HEYLIN Extraneus Vafulans 53 Without producing

his Tales-master to make it good, he only says that he hath
been told,



TALE-TELLER.

Ta'le-teller. [f. TALE sb. + TELLER.]
1. A teller of tales or stories ; a narrator.

1387 TREVISA Higdcn (Rolls) I. 337 Bcda knew neuere

fcat tlond wi^ his ey^e ; hot some tale tellere [L. relator\
tolde hym suche tales. 1530 PALSCR. 279/1 Taletellar,

emboucheur^ diseur defables. 1613 COCKKRAM in, Bc&cus,
a notable Tale-teller. 17*8-30 POPE in Spence Aneni, Bks.

fr Men I. (1820) 19 Chaucer, .is the first Tale-teller in the

true and enlivened natural
way. 1871 MORRIS in Mackall

Life (1899) I. 263 Thou tale-teller of vanished men.
2. A talebearer ; a tell-tale. Also_/^.
1377 LANGL, P. PI. B. xx. 297 Alle taletellers and tytercrs in

ydel. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vii, ccxxvi. 254 By ill tale

tellers . . this brotherlye loue was after desolued. 1583
BABINGTON Connitamiw. ix. (1622) 87 To be a taleteller ana
false witnesse. 1619 in Ferguson & Nanson Munic. Rec.

Carlisle (1887) 277 Slandering Robert James to be comon
tayle teller to Mr. Chancelor. 1896 BLACK Briseis xix,
Mow quick a tale-teller is the expression of your face, to

one who has the skill to remark.

3. One who tells a '
tale

*

or made-up story with

the object of deceiving or misleading.
1894 Daily News 28 Mar. 5/5 Persons who had not

backed horses on the recommendation of a *
tale-teller '.

So Ta'le-te Uingr .v/'., the telling of tales, story*

telling; a. t that tells tales or stories.

1556 OLDE Antichrist 116 Thus the harlot bewrayeth
him self in his owne tale telling. 1743 FRANCIS tr. tfffr*,

Odes i. xviii. 16 The broad-glaring eye of the tale-telling

day. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Charmed Sea iv. 54 One is

winked at for a tale-telling traveller, if one says what I am
saying now. 1898 SAINTSBURY S&ori Hist. Eng. Lit. x. i,

The wild stories which float through mediaeval tale-telling.

tTaleva'ce. Obs, Also 4 talvace, talvas.

[a. OF. talevasy talvas (i2th c. in Godefroy), held

to be transposed from *tavetas t ad. It. tavolaccio a

great table, or target of boards, a wooden

buckler, angm. of tavola^ L. tabula table.] A
large shield or buckler, properly of wood.
c 1300 Havelok 2323 Buttinge with sharpe speres, Skirm-

ing with taleuaces, that men beres. 13.. Sir Beues (A.)

3960 And after mete .. pe children pleide at be taluas.

c 1400 Ywainc <$ Gaw. 3158 Auher broght unto the place A
mikel rownd talvace, And a klub, ful grete and lang.

I Ta'lewise, a. Obs. Also 4 talwia, tale-

wys, 5 -wijs, 6 -wes. [f. TALE sdt + -wts
t
from

OE. -w(s t
from wfaf, WISE sb. t manner, way ; cf.

riktwis RIGHTEOUS.] Given to tales or talking;
addicted to gossip; loquacious, garrulous, blabbing.

< 1*00 Trin. Coll. Horn. 193 Talewise men |>e speches
tlriuen, and maken wrong to rihte, and riht to wronge.
x6a LANGL. P. PI. A. nr. 126 Heo is Tikel of hire Tayl,
Talewys [1377 B. HI. 130 talwis] of hire tonge. c 1430 How
Wise Man tau$t his Son 26 in Babees Bk. (1868) 49 Be not

to tale-wijs bi no wey. 15*0 Treat. Galannt^ff. deWorde)
iTTalewes and talkynge, and drynkynge ataunte.

Talewod, -wood : see TALWOOD.

Talgh, -e, obs. forms of TALLOW.
Taliacotian (tseiliakou-Jian), a. Surg. Also

Taglia-, erron. Tali-, [f. Taliacoti-us t latinized

form of It. Tagliacozzi>-AN.] Of, pertaining to,

or named after Tagliacozzi, a surgeon of Bologna
(1546-99) ; esp, in Taliacotian operation^ a plastic

operation described by him for restoration of the

nose by means of tissue taken from another part.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr,^ Tagliacotian nose (an inhabitant

of Bruxiels had his nose cut off in a cumbate, and a new
one of another mans flesh set on in its sted, by Taliacotius

. . of Bononia), a nose of wax. 1657 W. MORICE Coena

quasi Kou-i) x. 120 In a Taltcotian way of cure. to. .cut off

one mans flesh to salve anothers deformity. i8ai Blackw.
Mag. IX. 178 The talicotian operation, whereby a nose,
almost as good as the old one, lost in battles. ., was formed
from the skin of the forehead carefully peeled down.

1857 DUNGLISON Diet. Med. s. v. Rhinoplastic> The Taglia-
cotian operation..consists in bringing down a portion of
flesh from the forehead, and causing it to adhere to the

anterior part of the remains of the nose.

So Taliaccrtiffr'i'. irans.
t to perform the Taliaco-

tian operation on (a person).
a 1843* SOUTHEY Comm

: -pl.
Bk. (1851) IV. 589/1 The Chev.

Saint Thoan found a silver nose so inconvenient that he
submitted to be Taliacotified. .

Taliage, obs. form of TALLAGE.
Taliar, variant of TALLIAR, Indian watchman.

fTa-liary, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
"L.tali-s such,

the like (with reference to talio} + -ABY.] Of or

pertaining to TALION.
i6so FORD Linen V. (1843) 44 So much, it is to bee pre-

sumed, the verie taliarie law may require, and obtaine.

t Talia'tion. Obs. exc. Hist. [n. of action f.

L. tdli-s such, the like, as if from a vb. *taliare :

cf. late L. retaliare to RETALIATE.] A return of

like for like ; retaliation ;
= TALION \

(c 1485
tr. Act 37 Edw. Ill, c. 18 (MS. Harl. 4099, If. 67)

That ther thei fynden suerte to pursue their Suggestiounsand
to incurre and renne the same peyne this that the other
shulde have if he were atteynt, in cas that his suggestioun
be founde fals and of malice.] 1591 LAMBARDE Archeion
(1635) 123 The Commons of the Realme assented.. in the
Parliament

57.
Edward 3. cap. 18. that these Petitioners

should put in Suerties of Taliatipn. 1648 J. BEAUMONT
Psyche xvn. xxvi, Just Heav'n this Taliation did decree,
That Treason Treason's deadly Scourge should be. a 1677
HALE True Relir. in. 43 If men..justifie it by the Law of

Taliation,.. a Spirit of Revenge, an Eye for an Eye, a
Tooth for a Tooth, is., against the Doctrine of Christ. 1769
BLACKSTONE Contm. IV. i. 14 After one year's experience
(of 37 Edw. Ill, c. z8], this punishment of talialion was re-

jected, and imprisonment adopted in it's stead.

55

Tali-douce, -duoe, obs. var. TAILLK-DOUCE.
1683 J. KKID Scots Card. I. ii. 7 If your draught be a

Taliduce, Mapps or the like.

Taliera v trcli,c8Ta). [Hot. L. f. Bengali t&litr,

t. Skr. tali, 1. tola fan-palm ; cf. TALIPOT. (Ill

Hindi tarra, tara.')] An East Indian palm, Cory-

fha Taliera, allied to and resembling the talipot,

but not nearly so high.
1814 ROXBURGH 1/ortns lienral., Corypha Taliera, Sltr.

Tatee. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 74/1 The Tara or Talliera,

Corypha tatliera, is an elegant stately species inhabiting

liengal. Its trunk is about thirty feet high. ..The leaves are

used by the natives. .to write upon with their steel stiles.

Ta-ling, vbl. sb. Now rare. [f.
TALE v. + -ING 1.]

Telling of tales, talking, gossiping; also, a tale.

1381 WYCUF Fs. cxviiili). 85 Wicke men tolden to me
talingus ) but not as thi lawe. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode
11. cxxviii. (1860) 124 As flaterye heeul me thus with

talinge,..and told me hire doinges. 1617 HIEBON It'ks. II.

84 tiaming, and taling, and reading of merry stories. 1628

WITHER Brit. Remeinb. 211 Among the poore are many
wicked things.. scolding, fightings, cursings, talcing, lies.

II Talio (VHi0). [L. talio, f. t&lis such, the

like.] A requiting of like for like, retaliation;
next.

161 1 S I'KKi) Hill. C,t. Brit. ix. xvi. 5 2 God obseruing a talia

and parilitie. 1631 GOUGE God's Arrows III. 60. 296 In
case of talio, or requiting like for like. 1704 HKAKNK /-></.

Hist. (1714) I. 226 Talio was a punishment in the same
kind, as an Eye for an Eye, a Tooth for a Tooth. 1874
tr. Lange's Cointn, Zeph. 25 The judgment is talio.

Talion 1
(tarli.ui). Also 5 talyon, talyoune.

[a. F. talion (i4th c. in Godet Cottipl.}, ad. L.

ta!iGn-em, nom. talio : see prec.]
= RETALIATION

;

csp. in the Mosaic, Roman, and other systems of

Law, the Lex talionis, or ^talion law, the principle
of exacting compensation,

'

eye for eye, tooth for

tooth'; also, the infliction of the same penalty on
the accuser who failed to prove his case as would
have fallen upon the accused if found

guilty.
1411-10 LYDG. Ckron. Troy n. 3066 Vp-on Greku for her

offencioun, To parforme vp (>e peyne of talioun. 1456 SIR

G. HAVE Law Arms (S. 1. S.) 273 He suld have the payne
of talyoune.., that sik punycioun as the tothir suld have

[had) that the crime is put on, sik punycioun sail he have.

1563 J. MAN Musculus Ccmntonfl. 33 b, According to the

equine of the Talion law. 1646 GAULE Cases Consc. 174 It

is just Talion to deliver such up to Satan that have already
given themselves unto him. 1738 WATTS Holiness ofTimes

77 The Talion Law of punishment for injuries received

amongst the Jews. 1679 ROLLIN.TILTON tr. Amicis' Morocco
(1882) 294 She. .demanded that in virtue of the law of talion,
he should order the English merchant's two front teeth to

be broken. 1880 MUIRHEAD Gaius in. 223 By the Twelve
Tables the penalties of personal injury were, for destruction

of any of the members, talion.

t Talion 2
. Obs. rare-'1

, [a. O. tail/on cut-

ting, deriv. of faille, or L. talea : see TAIL sb?]
A shoot or scion, such as is nsed in grafting.
c 1440 Pallad. on Husk. in. poo

The croppe or talions to

grane is speed, But talions the better me shal fynde On
either half maad smoth, vnhurt the rynde.

Talionic (tselip-nik), a. rare. [f. L. tdlion-em

(see TALION !) + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the law of

talion, or to the rendering of like for like.

1886 G. MACDONALD What's Mine's Mine v, The growing
talionic regard of human relations that, namely, the con-

ditions of a bargain fulfilled on both sides, all is fulfilled

between the bargaining parties.

Taliped (tze-liped), a. Path, and Zool. [f. mod.
L. taliped-em : see next.]

'

Club-footed, as a result

of disease; or as a natural condition, as in the

sloth' (Syd. Soe. Lex. 1898).

II Talipes (twlipfz). [mod.L. talipes, -pedem,
!. L. talus ankle + pis foot : cf. talipedare to walk
on the ankles, to be weak in the feet, to walk

lamely.]
1. Path. Club-foot; clubfootedness. Also attrib.

1857 in DUNCLISON Diet. Med. 1878 A. M. HAMILTON
Nero. Dis. 240 The primary forms are those which are seen

in talipes of both kinds. 1879 St. George's Hasp. Rep. IX.

615 All cases of talipes have been submitted to subcutaneous

tenotomy. 1898 P. MANSON Trap, Diseases xiv. 245 Foot-

drop should be counteracted by Phelps's talipes splint.

2. Zool. A twisted disposition of the feet, occur-

ring naturally in sloths. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

Talipot (te-lipfrt, -pat). Forms : 7-8 tallipot,

-pat, 7-9 talipat, o talipot, -put, talpat. [a.

Sinh. talapata, Malayalim talipat
= Hindi tal-

pat : Skt. talapattra, leaf of the tola, palmyra, or

fan-palm, Borassus Jlabettiformis ; transferred in

Ceylon and Southern India to the leaf of Corypha

ttmtraculifera.] A South Indian fan-palm, Cory-

pha umbraculifera, native in Ceylon and Malabar,
noted for its great height, and its enormous fan-

shaped leaves, which are much used as a material

to write on.
1681 R. KNOX Hist. Ceylon 15 The first is the Tallipot;

It is as big and tall as a Ships Mast, and very streight,

bearing only Leaves. 1837 I. MACCULLOCH Proofs Attrib.

Godlll. xhv. 162 The Bamboo has been ordained for his

dwelling and the Talipot to shelter him from the rains.

1859 TENNENT Ceylon 1. 1. iii. 100 The most majestic and
wonderful of the palm tribe is the talfat or taliput, the

stem of which sometimes attains the height of 100 feet, and
each of its enormous fan-like leaves, when laid upon the

ground, will form a semicircle of 16 feet in diameter.

TALISMANIC.
b. attrili., as lalipot-lenf, -palm, -tree.

.681 K. Ksox l/iit. Ceylon Pref., A Fan made of the
I alipat.Leaf. 1710 UK FOE Caft. Singleton xviii. (1840)
i6 Two great ullipal leaves for tents. 1803 Svo. SMITH
Irks. (1859) I. 44/2 A leaf of the talipot tree is a tent to
the soldier,. .and a book to the scholar. 1834 H. CAUNTIK
inOrienlalAnx. vii. 75 [We] had the gratifying opportunity
of seeing a talipat palm in blossom.
tTa-lish, a. Oh.

[f. TALE sb. + -ISH'.] Of
the nature of a tale or story ; fabulous.
1530 PALSCH. 327/1 Talysshe, full of lye.,/,.*;,/..r. 1540
Acolastxs Zij b. All Ihyngcs whichc menus idle or re.

porte of hell, be but talyshe .1. l>e but fables or talcs.

t Talisman 1
. Obs. Also 7 taloaumany, tal-

suman; pi. 6-7 talisman!, -manni, -mans.
[= f.talisman, of uncertain history; occurring in

Fr. and Eng. considerably earlier than TALLS 51 AN -.

It appears to be a corrupt or mistaken form of
some Arabic, Persian, or Turkish spoken word,
imperfectly caught by early travellers. See Note

below.]
A name formerly applied to a Turk learned in

divinity and law, a Mullah ; sometimes to a lower

priest of Islam, a religious minister, a muezzin.
<599 HAKLUYT lroy. II. I. 208 This. .Mosquita hath .. 5

steeples, from whence the Talisman! call the people to the

Mosquita. 1615 SANDYS Trav. 31 Turrets, exceeding high,
and exceeding slender .. from whence the Talismanm with
elated voices (for they vseno bels) do congregate the people.
rs6z8 MORYSON ftin. iv. (1903) 19 They are instructed by
old Talismans called Cozza, as it were doctors of the law.

1631 LITHGOW Trav. iv. 142 The Talasumany, which is the
chiefe Priest Ibid. viu. 369 To maintaine them, and a
hundred Totsecks and preaching Talsumans. .extendeth to

two hundred Duccats a day. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.

(ed. 2) 267 The Talismanni regard the houres of prayer by
turning the 4 hour'd glasse. The Muyezini crie from the

tops ofMosques. 1668 RYCAUT I'rcs. St. Ottoman Ett>. n.

vii. 114 Imams or Priests, Doctours of their Law, Talis-

mans and others, who continually attend there for the
Education of youth.
{Note. Professor Margoliouth suggests that the word in.

tended may possibly have been .jLJL^ tailasUn, a form

of hood thrown over the head and shoulders, especially by
preachers, but also used by doctors of law and others (see

Dozy Diet. Ifoms de Vetemcnts Arabts 278). The wearer
of this might be designated tailasanl^

and this corrupted
into talismanl. But evidence is wanting.]

Talisman 2
(tae'lisman). [= I7th c. F., Sp.,

Pg. talisman, It. talismana, ultimately representing

Arab. .~,Vp {ilsam, in same sense, ad. Gr. rl\(fffta

TELESM. The final -an is not accounted for.

An Arabic pi. lilsaman, alleged by Diez s. v., and thence
in various recent dictionaries, is an error: no such form
exists in Arabic, Persian, or Turkish. The only Arabic

form at all similar would be a relative adj. *tilsimanl(<mt)

dealing with talismans, if this were in use. The identity of

talisman with rc'Actrfia was first pointed out by Salmasius,
Hist. Augusta 1620.)

1. A stone, ring, or other object engraven with

figures or characters, to which are attributed the

occult powers of the planetary influences and celes-

tial configurations under which it was made;
usually worn as an amulet to avert evil from or

bring fortune to the wearer ; also medicinally used

to impart healing virtue ; hence, any object held

to be endowed with magic virtue ; a charm.
In quot. 1638 applied to the telesms or consecrated statues

set up in Egypt, and later in Greece, to protect the city or

community: see TELESM. Among Moslem nations, the

potent principle is held to be contained in verses from the

Koran engraved on the charm.

1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 137 The inaugurated statues,

which now adays by them that are curious of such things
are called Talisman. i6$a GAULE Magastrom. 41 To serve

as a Talisman ; as their Astrologers think, to aucupate the

favour of Venus and the Moon against the influences of Scor-

pio and Mars. 1656 BLOUNT Gtossogr., Talismans, images,
or figures made under certain constellations. 1663 BUTLER
Httrt. 1. 1. 530 For mystic learning, wondrous able In magic,

talisman, and cabal. i68 WHELER Journ. Greece in. 270
This Inscription is a kind of Talisman, or Charm. 1798
Loves of Triangles l. 84 in Anti-Jacobin 23 Apr , Each
scribbled Talisman, and smoky spell. i8J SCOTT Talism.

xviii, Know, then, that the medicine.. is a talisman, com-

posed under certain aspects of the heavens. 1875 STUBBS

Const. Hist. II. xiv. 45 He had stolen from Henry., a Talis-

man, which rendered its wearer invulnerable.

2. fig. Anything that acts as a charm, or by which

extraordinary results are achieved.

1784 COWPER Task VI. 98 Books are not seldom talismans

and spells By which the magic art of shrewder wits Holds

an unthinking multitude enthralled. 1834 PRINOLE A/r.
Sk. xiv. 479 Let us subdue savage Africa by Justice, by

Kindness, by the talisman of Christian Truth. 1908 H. A. L.

FISHER Bonafartism vi. 123 Bonapartism can never again

stand as the .. talisman of victory.

1 3. Applied to a person : see quot. Obs.

1646 J. GREGORY Notes t, Obs. (1650) 38 One Debborius a

Talisman (rATi|s) to prevent the falling of the city in case

an earthquake should happen againe, set up this pillar and

upon that a marble Pectorall inscribed ASElSTA AUTOTA.
ilia. 41 Moses the Talisman (so they would account him)

sat it up upon a pole in the wildernesse.

f4. (? Cf. tailasan in note to prec.) Obs.

1678 BUTLER Hud. ill. 11.1555 On whom, in Equipage_and
State, His Scarecrow Fellow-Members wait,.. Each in a

tatter'd Talismane, Like Vermine in Emgie slain.

Talismanic (tajlismre-nik), a.
[f.

TALISMAN *

+ -10. Cf. F. talismanique 1625 in Hatz.-Darm.).]



TALISMANICAL.

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a talisman ;

occult, magical, potent.
1678 BUTLER Hud. in. i. 432 Swore you had broke and

robb'd his House, And stole his Talismanique Louse. 1761

STERNE Tr. Shandy III. xli, The word siege, like a talis-

manic power,.. wafting back my uncle Toby's fancy,.. he

open'd his ears. 1816 T. L. PEACOCK Headlong Hall ix,

Spellbound by the talismanic influence of the coin. 1877
W. JONES Finger-ring 95 A remarkable gold talismanic

ring, .of Hindu workmanship.

Talisma-nical, a. [See -ICAL.] = prec.

1650 CHILMEAD tr. Gaffarel (title) Unheard of Curiosities

concerning the Talismanical Sculpture of the Persians. 1661

FELTHAM Resolves n. Ixi. 313 There is a kinde of Talis-

manical influence in the soul of such. 1775 R. CHANDLER
Trav. Asia M. (1825) I. 182 A kind of talismanical pro
tection. 1844 KITTO Pict. Hist. Palestine i. iv. I. no/:
The talismanical scarabaeus of the Egyptians.

Talisma-nically, adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2.] In

a talismanic manner ; by or as by the influence o

a talisman ; magically.
1831 Eraser's Mag. III. 230 We find the fear talisman!

cally opening heaven's tollgate. 1864 Realm 9 Mar. 2 Al

is talismanically changed.
Ta-lismanist. rare. [f.

TALISMAN 2 + -IST/

One who uses or believes in talismans.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. 6), Talismanist, one that makes Talis-

mans or that gives Credit to them. 1720 DF. FOE D. Camp
tell Ep. Ded. (1840) 15 Such was even the great Paracelsus,
..and such were all his followers., that are talismanists.

Talisma-ntie.a. nonce-wd. [irreg.f.TALISMAN
2

,

after necromantic, etc.] Talismanic.

1814 Sporting Mag. XLIV. 67 The talismantic influence

of his pencil.

Talit, talith, variants of TALLITH.

Talk (tgk), si. Forms: see the vb. [f.TALKz-.]
The action or practice of talking.

I. 1. Speech, discourse ; esp. the familiar oral

intercourse of two or more persons ; conversation

(of a familiar kind).
c 1475 RaufCoilyar oo Into sic talk fell thay Quhill thay

war neir hame. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy,
i. xvii. 19 The talke betweene them was for this time not

very long. 1697 DRYDEN Virg., Ess. Georg. (1721) I. 205
Nothing which is a Phrase or Saying in common Talk,
shou'd be admitted into a serious Poem. 1718 RAMSAY
Bonnie Chirsty v, Time was too precious now for tauk.

1783 JOHNSON in Boswcll (1816) IV. 202 We had talk enough,
but no conversation ; there was nothing discussed. 1847
HELPS Friends in C. I. i, I do not, however, love good
talk the less for these defects of mine.

b. With a and //. An instance of this; a con-
versation.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke ix. 88 Their thoughtes
and their priuie talkes behynd his backe wer not hydden. .

to hym. 1566 ABP. PARKER Corr. (Parker Soc.) 268 What
speeches and talks be like to rise in the realm. 1658 A.
Fox IVurtz' Surg. i. ii. 3 It is not enough to be full of
talks. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Eur. x. (1894) 250, I had
many talks with him on the hills. Mad. I had a long talk
with him on the matter.

2. A more or less formal or public oral inter-

change of views, opinions, or propositions ; a con-
ference, b. A palaver, a pow-wow with savages ;

also a verbal message to or from these.

1550 BALE Eng. Votaries n. (1551) 88 At the lattre they
came to talkes and to nyghte metynges. 1560 DAUS tr. Slei-
dane's Comm. 229 Themperoure had appoynted a talke of
learned men at Regenspurge. Ibid. 441 b, Assaied by talcke
and conference of learned men. 1760 St. Papersm Ann. Reg.
231/1 He[Amer. Indian] told the governor he would give his
talk the next day; he said he had come with a good talk.

1768 Chron. ibid. 89/1 Captain Paterson had sent a talk to
the great island, to disclaim the murders, and to pacify the
Indians. 1791 W. BARTRAM Carolina 210 The talks (or
messages between the Indians and white people) were per-
fectly peaceable and friendly.. .Bad talks from the Nation is

always a very serious aflair. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonne,
ville III. 114 Indians generally are very lofty, rhetorical,
and figurative in their language at all great talks, and high
ceremonials.

3. Mention (of a subject) ; making of statements
and remarks; rumour; gossip; an instance of this.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 370 b, In the Emperors

court was.. no talcke of it, and made as they knew not
therof. 1577 F. de L'isle's Legendarie A viij b, His brother
. . who, as the talke went, was sore ouerlayed with Ana-
baptistes. 1677 WOOD Life Apr. (p.H.S.) II. 372 Easter
Week, great talk of a comet appearing in England, a 1768
ABP. SECKER Serin., Tit. ii. 6 (1770) III. iii. 68 It will not
raise so early or so great a Talk about you. 1866 MRS
GASKELL Wives

cj- Dau. xlviii, That would make a talk.
1887 GOLDW. SMITH in Contenif. Rev. July 3 A High Com-
missioner., has been sent to England, and there is talk of
sending another to Washington.
4. The subject, theme, or occasion of topical

conversation, esp. of current gossip or rumour.
1624 MASSINGER Parl. Love iv. v, Live to be the talk Of

the conduit and the bakehouse. 1703 CONGREVE Tears
Amaryllis 107 Wert thou not. .The Joy of Sight, the Talk
of ev'ry Tongue? 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. viii. II ,
Just when these letters were the talk of all London. 18715%&*H *"' 6 Thou the beaut * * <*&

II. 6. Utterance of words, speaking (to others),
speech ;

= TALKING vbl. sb.
; also, contemptu-

ously, empty words, verbiage.

sMe
f
-

/

see'also'sMll'L

S

?AL
k 'nB '" " boastful or exaggerated

talk? ^Ston'^'^S '?*
As thc man !s

'
s is h*

talke. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 363 b, Seldie hadthe talk, and. .propounded questions. ,65,^ T? BARKER

56

Art ofAngling (1820) 6 That is but talk. 1848 THACKEBA
Van. Fair xxx, But these were mere by-gone days am
talk. 1858 LYTTON What will he do i. iii, It is I who hav

i all the talk now. 1869 [see TALL a. 8 b]. 1871 L. STEPHEI

; Playgr. Ear. xiii. (1894) 308 Tall talk is luckilyan object o

suspicion to Englishmen. 1895 Pall Mall G. 8 Oct. i/

There is nothing like big talk to draw contributions from a

credulous peasantry.
b. Applied to writing of the nature of familiar

or loose speech.
IS5 ASCHAM in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 13 Purposing

elsewhan to treble yow with the taulk of longer lettres

1884 Chr. Commonwealth 14 Feb. 416/1 Columns of wild

inflammatory, and dangerous talk are appearing in most o

our newspapers. 1887 RUSKIN Pryterita II. 1. 1 This secom

volume must, I fear, be less pleasing. . . The talk must be less

of other persons, and more of myself.

O. fig.
1868 HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-Bits. II. 218 With so vivic

a talk of countenance that it was precisely as if she had

spoken. 1879 STEVENSON Trav. Cevennes (1886) 130 The
indescribable quiet talk of the runnel over the stones.

6. Ordinary manner of speech; way of speaking;
native language or dialect ; lingo.
a 1788 T. RITSON in Mrs. Wheeler Cumbld. Dial. (1821)App

2 Van cudnt tell thare toke be geese. 1890 yrnl.Anthrop.
Instit. Feb. 306 [If theydo not] speak thesame language, .the

man stays in his own island, and the woman learns his
' talk

'

7. Comb. : t talk-stuff, matter for conversation.

1598 MARSTON Sco. Villanie in. xi. 22 [He] For want ol

talk-stuffe, fals to foinery, Out goes his rapier.

Talk (tgk), v. Forms : 3 talkien, -kin, 4
-ken, 4-7 talke, 4- talk, (6 talcke, taulk(e,
tawlke ; also Sc. 5 tawke, 6 tak, 8 tauk, tawk).
[ME. talkien, talken : a deriv. vb. from TALE sb.

or TELL v. Cf. EFris. talken to talk, chatter,

prattle, speak quietly, whisper; also other deriv.

vbs. in -k, with a diminutive or frequentative force,
as stalk, walk, lurk,]

I. Intransitive senses.

1. To convey or exchange ideas, thoughts, in-

formation, etc. by means of speech, especially the
familiar speech of ordinary intercourse ;

' to speak
in conversation' (J.); to converse.
Talk about . . ., often used colloq. to contrast something

already mentioned with something still more striking.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 422 Auh talked mid ouer meidenes.

a 1215 St. Marker. 13 Ich leote ham talkin ant tauelin of
godlec, ant treowliche luuien ham. a 1300 Cursor M.
11743 (Cott.) Als bai to-gedir talked sua. 1377 LANGL.
P. PI. B. xvii. 82 To ouertake hym and talke to hym.
c 1440 Promf. Para. 486/1 Talkyn, fabulor, colloquor,
confabulor, sermocinor. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls)
II. 123 Thai culd tak and tell of mony thing. 1560 DAUS
tr. Sleidane's Comm. 125 He hath talked herein with the
Dukes of Bavier. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. m. xl. 252 The
Mountain where God talked with Moses. 1819 Metropolis
III. 51 My mother and I talked at large on the subject.
1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. * It. ffole-Sks. I. 180, I doubt
whether I have ever really talked with half a dozen persons
in my life. 1891 E. ROPER By Track f, Trail xi. 157
Talk about English people being fond of eating, that Cana-
dian party beat all I had ever seen.

b. By extension: To convey information in some
other way, as by writing, with the fingers, eyes, etc.

1703 ADDISON Italy 459 The Natural Histories of Switzer-
land talk very much of the Fall of these Rocks.
2. Talk of: to speak of, about, or in reference to

(anything) ; often in indirect pass., to be talked

of. To talk of (doing something), to speak some-
what vaguely, so as to suggest a notion, or express
one's probable intention, of doing it. Talking of'. .,

apropos of ...
cma Hali Meid. 17 Jif je brafter benne speken togedere

LATIMER Serm. in Lincoln ix. 142 Hearing them taulke of
:he wonderfull workes which Christ our Sauiour did. 1596
SHAKS. Merck. V. i. ii. 45 He doth nothing but talke of his
lorse. 1661 BOYLE Style of Serift. (1675) 180 Erostratus,
that Fir d Diana's Temple to be Talk'd of for having done
so. 1673, etc. [see DEVIL sb. 22 1J. 1759 JOHNSON Idler
No. 71 F 15 [He] talked, .volubly of pettifoggers. 1821 SCOTT
Kenilw. viii, The day was long talked of. 1857 DICKENS Let
to Miss Hogarth 15 Sept., [Wilkie Collins] talks of going
o the theatre tonight in a cab. 1886 J. PAYN Heir ofAges
, Talk ofan angel and we hear the flutter of her wings. Mod.
Talking ofSwitzerland have you ever been there in winter ?

b. To talk over : see 9 c.

3. To exercise the faculty of speech ;
to speak,

utter words, say things ; often contemptuous : to

peak trivially, utter empty words, prate. To talk

o, to address words to; colloq. to rebuke, scold,
eprimand. To talk at RANDOM, at ROVEBS : see
hese words.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 154 pen be lorde . . talkez to his
ormenttoures. ciyx Destr. Troy 6136 Than Troilus
omly talket agayne. 1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit W. 246<ow tydis me for to talk ; my taill it is nixt. a 1586 SIDNEYV

;
KJj* ^ith yor heart and yet be sti11 - *S9* SHAHS.

* Ad. 427 What canst thou talke (quoth she), hast
nou a tong? ^o COTTON Esfernon in. ix. 427 How
ipmes it to pass you are not gone out to meet the Duke of

STK"* hel t
.*l
k with y u for this * he comes.

AY Keitha 22 Wha 've heard her sing or tauk.

"*
'87? w-*03^*tt.r2.95 1 11 talk to Master Rackstraw in the morning.

TALK.

b. To say something as a rumour or matter of

gossip; hence, to indulge in idle or censorious

gossip. (Formerly also trans, with obj. cl.}
1461 Paston Lett. II. 7 Item, som men talke Lord Wellys

Lord Wyllouby, and Skales ben on lyve. 1660 LADY
CHAWORTH in i2//i Rep. Hist. flfSS. Comm. App. v rz
They talk heere as if the King would goe a northerne pro-
gresse this summer. 1719 RAMSAY Prol. to ' The Orphan '

15 But let them tauk. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II
154 The king said.. that it was difficult to prevent people
from talking, and that loose reports were not to be regarded

c. To talk big, tall, etc., to talk
boastfully;

to indulge in inflated language, colloq. or slang.
To talk down (to an audience), to lower one's dis-
course to the assumed level of their intelligence.
1699 R. L'ESTRANGE Erasm. Colloq. (1725) 236, I talk

big, and wherever I find an hungry Buzzard I throw him
out a Bait. 1701 Eng. Tkeofkrast. 336 Some people think
they need only talk loud and big and be very positive to
make all the World of their Opinion. 1841 THIRLWALL Lett
(1881) 1. 175 We are able to talk big about light and free,
dom. 1888 BRYCE Amer. Commw. vi. ex. (1889) 669 On the
Fourth of July..the speaker feels bound to talk 'his verv
tallest '.

d. To talk at, to make remarks intended for
some one but not directly addressed to him.
1837 MARRYAT Olla Podr. xxxiii, They talked at us and

not to us. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xxi, Mr. and Mrs
Wititterly, who had talked rather at the Nicklebys than to
each other. 1894 MRS. QYAN All in a Man's K. (i$gg) 210He had had no intention. .of. .talking at her, but the words
had struck home.
4. To utter words, or the sound of words, uncon-

sciously, mechanically, or imitatively, as to talk in
one's sleef, etc.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. in. i. 333 Item, she doth talke in
her sleepe. 1704 NORRIS Ideal World n. iii. 120 That . . we
may not be supposed to talk like parrots. 1890 Spectator
4 Oct., The raven is the largest creature except man that
can '

talk '.

5. fig. Of inanimate things : To make sounds or
noises resembling or suggesting speech.
1831 Blackw. Mag. XXXI. 508 She [a ship] began to

slip through the water at a rapid rate and to talk. 1883
STEVENSON Treas. Isl. v. xxiii, The ship was talking, as
sailors say, loudly, treading the innumerable ripples with an
incessant weltering splash. 1885 W. L. CARPENTER Soaf
IT Candles vi. 161 (The bubbles] make so much noise in
their escape that, in the language of the soap-boiler,

'

the
soap talks '. 1900 Daily News i Jan. 6/1 It is to be hoped
that they will not lose their heads when the rifles begin
to talk in earnest.

II. Transitive senses.

6. To utter or speak in familiar language (words,
a tale, etc.) ; to express in talk or speech (matter,
opinions, etc.). ( Also with obj. cl. : see 3 b. To
talk out, to utter freely, give full utterance to.
c laog LAY. 788 pat nan ne beoso wilde..bat word talie ne

talkie mid speche. 13. . Cursor M. 17288+332(0x1.) What
wordezarebos..bat3eto-gedirtalk? 13.. Gaw.HGr.Knt.
2133 Bot I wyl to be chapel..& talk wyth bat ilk tulk be
tale )>at me lyste. 1445 in Anglia XXVIII. 269 The
modrys of eloquence the musys ix. .wisely talke dytees ful
delectable. 1533 MORE Debell. Salem xiv. Wks. 966/2 To
heare

heresyes talked and lette the talkers alone. 1681 T.
FLATMAN Heraclitus Ridens No. 52 (1713) II. 78 Let's leave
him . .and talk a little News that's common to the rest of the
World. 1715 DF. FOE Fam. Instruct, n. i. (1841) I. 174
Why, you talk blasphemy almost. 1773 ABIGAIL ADAMS in
Fam. Lett. (1876) 115, I have written many things to you
that.. I never could have talked. 1848 THACKERAY Van.
Fair xxxiv, They could not talk scandal in any tongue but
their own. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at Oxf. iv, An old
friend to whom he could talk out his mind.

b. To use as a spoken language, to speak con-

versationally ; as to talk French, German, Somer-
set, slang. So to talk sailor (= to use nautical

language), etc. To talk Greek, Hebrew, Double-

Dutch, gibberish, etc., to use language unintelligible
to the hearer.

1859 Habits ofGd. Society (new ed.) 89 We.. would not
havehim talk slang. 18(9 F. W. NEWMAN Misc. 146 A single
race, whose ancestors once talked a common language.
1886 Manch. Exam. 3 Nov. 5/6 Hundreds of young women
who can talk French and German fluently. 1881 Cent. Mag.
XXIII. 126/2, I. .could talk sailor like an ' old salt '. 1903

Daily^ Ckron. 12 Feb. 3/1 Englishmen who have visited

America will remember their gratification at being invited
to '

talk United States'.

7. To discourse about, speak of, discuss. Now
colloq. To talk shop, to talk about matters pertain-

'ng to one's own business or profession.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 359 He..talkede wib
lym fiftene dayes be gospel [conferens cum eo cvange-
Ku,n\. 1660 INGELO Beittw. q- Ur. ii. (1682) 179 He
desired to talk some things with him privately. 1667
HILTON P. L. in. 483 That Crystalline Sphear whose
>allance weighs The Trepidation talkt 1819 SHELLEY
Julian 4- Maddalo 179 Aye, if we were not weak. ..You
alk Utopia. 1811 BYRON Diary 29 Jan., They talk Dante
write Dante and think and dream Dante. 1834 EMER-

SON Soc. AimsVfks. (Bohn) III. 181 Never 'talk shop'
before company. 1870 Miss BRIDGMAN Roll. Lynne I. ix.

29 He threw all his ardour into talking business. 1871

^ hop'. .means talking .. _. .

vhich you do, or the profession to which you belong. 18
V. WHITE Millionaire's Dau. xxxi, We talked

' Oxford ',

he dean addressing his remarks to me.
8. To bring or drive (oneself or another) into

ome specified state by talking.



TALKABLE.
1599 SHAKS. Muck Ada it. i. 369 They would talkc them-

selues madde. 1613 Hen. Vlll, I. iv. 45 T.-ilkti vs to
silence. 1816 SCOTT Let. to Morritt 21 Aug. in Lmkhart,
I talked them to death.

9. With atlv. or prep. : To influence, move, or
affect by talking ; na to talk down, to put down by
talking ;

to out-talk
;
to talk out, to talk to the

end of; to carry on the discussion of (a bill in

Parliament, etc.) till the time for adjournment is

reached, and so frustrate its progress by preventing
its being put to a vote ; to talk (a person) over or

round, to win over, or into compliance, by talking;
to talk (a thing) /, to talk strenuously in support
of, to ' crack up

'

;
to talk (a person) into or out of,

to persuade into, or dissuade from (something) by
talking; to talk (a person) up to, to bring (him)
up to the point or level of (something) by talking.
a 1658 FoRt>,etc. Witch Edmonton r. ii, Why Mr. Thorney,

d'ye mean to talk out your dinner? 1697 COLLIEK Ess.
it. (1703) 64 A friend who relates his success talks himself
into a new pleasure. 1706 VANBRUGH Mistake m. i. Wks.
(1840) 449/1 (I have] told him the secret, and then talked
him into a liking on't. 1719 DK FOE Crusoe (1840) II. vi.

152 He talks himself into a. .convert. Ibid. xii. 262, 1 would
be talking myself up to vigorous resolution. I7U Col.

Jttck (1840) 304, I failed not to talk up the gallantry, .of
his.. majesty. 1797-8 JANE AUSTEN Sense ft Sens, xxxv,
You shan't talk me out of my satisfaction. 1847 TENNYSON
Prim. v. 284 Her that talk'd down the fifty wisest men.
1861 LATHAM Channel 1st. ill. xvi. (ed. 2) 377 He. .was talked-
over by Prince Maurice, whom, unless he meant to be talked-

over, he had no occasion to meet. 1865 H. KINGSLEY Hill-

furs , Burtons Ivi, He talked over Trevittick, who sulkily
acquiesced. 1865 KINGSLEY Hercw. vi, You need not try to
talk this out of my head. 1873 Punch 19 July 23/2 Mr.
Beresford Hope ' talked out

'

the Bill. 1883 Cent. Mag.
XXV. 527/2

* Talk him into taking a little rest ', said Helen.
1885 C. C. HARRISON in Harper's Mag. Mar. 546/1 He must
be talked into it. 1894 Miss COBBE Life I. 341, 1 do believe
1 could walk down anybody and perhaps talk down any-
body too. looo Weshn. Gaz. 6 Mar. 9/3 Clever talkers are

kept, .to
'

tafk up
'

the patients to the highest possible fee.

1903 Speaker 21 Nov., Suppl. 3 Give Mr. Chamberlain
time to talk himself out.

b. To spend or pass away (time, and the like)
in or by talking.
1676 COTTON Walton's Angler 11. i. (1881) 245 We have

already talked away two miles of your journey. 1702 ADDI-
SON Dial. Medals Misc. Wks. 1736 III. 12, I am very well
content to talk away an evening with you on the subject.
1890 CLARK RUSSELL Ocean Trag. Ill.xxxiv. 242 Thus idly
would we talk away the days.

c. To talk (a thing) over, to talk over (a matter) :

to discuss it in familiar conference or conversation.

'734 WATTS /?*/;>. Juv. (1789) 218 When I have talked

my diseases all over to them. zSio SCOTT Let. to Morritt
2 Mar. in Lockhart, We talked over this subject once
while riding on the banks of Tees. 1847 MARRYAT Childr.
N. Forest xxiii, We will talk over the matter as we go.
1851 FITZGERALD Eufhranor (1904) 78 They could talk the
matter over.

Talkable (tji-kab'l), a. [f. TALK v. 4- -ABLE.]
a. Of a thing : That can or may be talked of or

about, b. Of a person: Ready to converse
; affable.

a 1800 GEN. PAOLI in P. Fitzgerald Life 7. Boswell (iSqi)
I. viii. 91 So cheerful, so witty, so gentle, so talkable. 1830
Blackw. Mag. XXVIII. 893 All speak talk-whisper. .

of all the speakable, talkable, whisperable. .interesting affairs,
incidents and occurrences.

Talka-tion. nonce-wit, [f. TALK v. + -ATIOK.]
A talking. (Usually dyslogistic.)
1800 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. IV. 155 It was no discourse.,

but a kind of talkation (if I may be allowed the expression).
1898 Ii. GREGORY Side Lights Confl. Meth. 204 A tangled,
wearisome talkation then ensued.

Talkative (t-kativ), a. [f. TALK v. + -ATIVE.]
Given to talking ;

inclined to talk
; chatty, loqua-

cious; garrulous, 'full of prate' (J.).
1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 469 Hit is a fowle vice in a

kynge to be talkatyve [orig. dicncentfore ; TREVISA to iangle
mochel in a feste. 1519 MORE Dyaloge in. Wks. 243/1 The
more foole the more talkatife of great doutes and hygh
questions of holy Scripture. 1553 HULOET, Talcatiue, or
full of talkynge and pratlynge, fabvlaris. 1665 GLANVILL
Def. ISfiit. Dogm. 5 1 One Author will not reckon him among
the slight and talkative Philosophers. 1866 GEO. ELIOT
f. Holt ii, [He] became very talkative over his second bottle
of port.

b. Said of personal qualities, etc.
; alsoyff.

14.. Cra/t ofLovers \v. mChaucer'i Wks.btfn.) 341 Your
peinted eloquence, So gay, so freshe, and eke so talcatife.

1509 BARCLAY ShypofFolys (1570) 54 Sophistrie nor Logike
with their arte talcatife. 1644 BULWER (,/iirol. i The Hand,
that busie instrument, is most talkative. 1719 STEELE
PUltian Wks. (1790) 293 Nothing is so talkative as mis-
fortune. 1778 Miss BURNEY Evelinadiyi) II. xxxvii. 257
So little talkative is the fulness ofcontentment. i86oTYNDALL
Clac. i. vii. 47 This . . is the most talkative glacier I have ever
known.
Hence Ta-lkatively adv., in a talkative way.
1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. vi. xxx. (1612) 150 For slaunder

set on foote, though false, is talkatiuely dome. 17x7 BAILEY
vol. II, Talkativdy, after a talkative Manner. 1847 in
WEBSTER ; and in mod. Diets.

Talkativeness (tj-kativnes). [f. prec. +
-NESS.] The quality or state of being talkative.

1609 W. M. Man in Moone (1849) 48 Talkativeness, or
much babling. 1674 Govt, Tongite vi. 73 We use to call

this Talkativeness a Feminine vice. 176. WESLEY To
Children a Wks. 1811 IX. 92 Talkativeness before any
person has the appearance of disrespect. 1840 DICKENS

Vol. IX.

57

Old C. Shop xiv, There was a clinking of wine-glasses and
a great talkativeness on the part of everybody.
Talked (tkt), ///. a. [f. TALK Vt + -KI>I.J

Spoken familiarly: chiefly in talked-of> familiarly
or vaguely spoken about.

1841 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) II. 208 Our long-talked-of

(rip. 1865 RUSKIN Sesame \. (1897) 16 A book is essentially
not a talked thing, but a written thing. 1890 spectator
31 May 764/1 To make himself the observed of all observers,
and the talked-of among all talkers.

Talkee. colloq.
^ next 2.

1885 lllustr. Loud. News Christmas No. 7/1 Of our five

hours' talkee. .a few words are worth recording.

Talkee-talkee (t$*kJ|t$'kl). [A reduplicated
derivative of TALK, with dimin. ending.]
1. The name given to the imperfect or broken

English ofsome native races ; esp. the lingua franca

of negro slaves in the West Indies.
1808 Edin. Rev. XII. 413 The talkee-talkee, or negro

jargon, is now
chiefly English. 1810 SOUTHEY Let. to J.

May 5 Dec., The laikee talkee of the slaves in the Sugar
Islands, as it is called, will prevail in Surinam. 1828 Life
Planter Jamaica 13 Ignorant of the negro corrupted
dialect, or the talkee talkee language. 1856 J. H. NEWMAN
Callista \. (1890)8 Not without parallel in the talkee-talkee
of the West Indian negro.
2. Small-talk; petty or childish talk, chatter;

continuous talk or prattle, (contemptuous^}
i8z> MAR. EDGEWORTH Vivian x, There's a woman, now,

who thinks of nothing living but herself ! all talkee talkee I

1840 Eraser's Mag. XXIL 55 The usual nothings which
make up talkee-talkee. 1890 Nature 6 Mar. 410/2 That
'talkee-talkee

'

so often forced into books of this kind.
attrib, 1869 HUXLEY in Life (1900) I. xxiii. 309 The dis-

courses are to [be] lessons and not talkee-talkee lectures.

Talker (t-ka.i). [f. TALK v. + -EB i.] One who
talks or is given to talking ; a speaker, a conversa-

tionalist ; a talkative person.
1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. p 304 Eke if.. he be a talker of

ydel wordes of folye or vileynye. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur
x. Ivi. 508 The meryest knyghtc. .and the maddest talker.

1648 MILTON Odserv. Art. Peace Wks. 1851 IV. 564 The*
overworne objection of every trivial! Talker. 1701 W.
WOTTON Hist, Rome \. 15 Great Talkers should always be
mistrusted. 1815 JANE AUSTEN Emma xii, I am rather a
talker ; and now and then I have let a thing escape me which
I should not. 1861 CRAIK Hist. Eng. Lit. II. 248 Boling-
broke. . was one of tbe most brilliant orators and talkers.

b. Comb.) as talker-down, one who talks

down ; so talker-out ; talker-seer, a seer who
is also a talker.

1833 MRS. BROWNING Prometheus Bound Poet. Wks. 1889
I. 305 The talker-down Of scorn by scorn. 1884 GOSSE in
Fortn, Rev. Dec. 784 Such later talker-seers as Coleridge, De
Qulncey, and Carlyle. 1901 Daily Ckron. 22 May 7/7
Mr. Han bury, the professional talker out of the House,

t Ta Ikful, a. Obs. rare. [f. TALK sb. + -FUL.]
Full of talk, talkative, garrulous.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. ii. i. Ark 6n Phrenzie that

makes.. The talkfull blab, cruel the violent.

Talking (tp-kirj), vbl. sb. [f. TALK v. -t- -ING l.]
The action ofthe verb TALK ; speaking, discoursing.

Talking to (colloq^ a reprimand, an admonition.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14760 It es bot foil al bi talking. 13. .

Ibid. 27792 O suernes [F. slaube] cums . . ynnait talckhing.
c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prol. 131 Whil this yeman was
thus in his talkyng This Chanon drough hym neer. c 1450 tr.

De Imitations m. Ivii. 134 J>i
consolacions are not as

mannes talkinges or confabulacions. 1503 HAWKS Exatnp.
yirt. viii. 155 Of whome 1 oft haue herd grete talkynge.
1667 JER. TAYLOR Dissaas. Popery n. n. vi. 144 The
superstitious talkings and actings, of their Priests. 1781
COWPER Conversat. 8 \Vords learn'd by rote a parrot may

TALL.

, a. Also 4-7 tal,4-6 talle.6 UwM)e.
[Of obscure histoiy. Most prob. repr. (with loss
of

Prefix) OE. *-/#/ (pl. tt-talc] swift, prompt-OHO. gizal, MI Hi. gezal quick, cf Goth.

/rt/Tunaccommodating,uncompliant,disobexlient,
ONorthumb. MMb/erfl, improper. For the pho-

i nology, cf. *wa//:-OE. smxl.

rehearse, But talking is not always to converse. 1884
LL Jack's Courtsh. xvii, A person capablee ofCLARK RUSSE

giving a seaman a talking to.

b. attrib. and Comb., as f talking-craft (see
CRAFT sb. 6c); talking-house, a house where

people meet for conversation ; t talking-stock, a

subject of talk.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Lnke xxiv. 189 A common
talkyng stocke to all peoples. 1564 WINJET Cert. Tractatis
i. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 8 Vlberis..makis of the Gospell ane
takin craft. 1681 OWEN Apostasy Wks. 1852 VII. 256 This
makes . . misspen.se of time in talking-houses.

Talking (t*kin),///. a. [f. TALK z. + -ING 2
.]

That talks ; loquacious.
1561 J. HEYWOOD Prov. <$ Epigr. (1867) 177 One talkyng

tung. 1699 R. L'EsTRANGE Erasm. Colloq. (1711) 92 This is

the talkingst Place that ever I set my Foot in. 1710 STEELE
Tatler No. 197 p 3 The talking Creatures we meet in

publick Places. 1770 GOLDSM. Des. Vill. 14 The hawthorn
bush, with seats beneath the shade, For talking age and
whispering lovers made. 1870 M. D. CONWAY Earthw.
Pilgr, xiii. 171 Man has been defined as the talking animal.

Hence Ta'lkingly adv., in a talking manner.
1895 H. B. M. WATSON in Cha-Bk. III. 489 At the

word, spoken very talkingly, and with such an absence of

offense, my dudgeon vanished.

Talky (to'ki), a. [f.
TALK sb. + -Y.] Inclined

to or abounding in talk ; talkative, loquacious.
1862 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xii. vii. (1873) IV. 172 The

King is somewhat talky. 1884 A. A. PUTNAM Ten Yrs.
Police fudge xii. 101 One of the talky attorneys dispels all

their hopes.
Hence Talky-talky a., abounding in (mere)

talk
;
not rising above the level of talk.

1883 Sat. Rev. 10 Feb. 189/2 These Essays.. are very
1

talky-talky '. 1884 G.ALLEN Philistia II. 301 A social

leader, of the ordinary commonplace talky-talky sort.

Talky, variant form of TALCKT a.

presents the antithesis to mod. tall-^ compared with tall \

early M E.
It has been conjectured that in the sense '

high of stature
'

it is a different word, adopted from Welsh tal in same sense
but the latter is, according to Prof. Rhys, merely a i6th c!

borrowing of the Eng. word (in Owen Pughe's Dictionary
erroneously mixed up with the genuine Wckh sb. tal end,
brow, forehead, with which it has no possible connexion)!
The isth c. instance of tbe adj. cited by Pughe is prob. from
sense 2 or 3 below.]

I. fl. Quick, prompt, ready, active. Obs. rare.
But the sense in both quots. is doubtful ; in quot. c 1374,

tall has been taken by some as = '

meek, docile
'

i quot 1542
may belong to sense 2.

(c loooAgs. Ps. Ivi. 5 (Th.) Wxron hyra tungan getale teo.
nan gehwylcre.] c 1374 CHAUCER Conipl. Mars 38 (Harl. MS.
7333) Sche [Venus] made him [Mars] at hir lust [v. r. list) w>
humble & talle [v. rr. tal, tall ; Fair/. MS. humble and
calk- ; Tan. MS. humble in alle]. 1530-1600 [see 4). 1548
UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 51 For lesse money..myght I bye a
bondeman, that should dooe me tall & hable seruice.

f2. Meet, becoming, seemly, proper, decent. Obs.
[Cf. c ijso-c 1440 s. v. TALLY adv.] c 1400 Dtstr. Troy 3098Ho tentit not in tempull to no tall prayers, Ne no melody of

moutbe made at be tyme. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 486/1, Tal,
or semely, decens

t elegnns.

t b. Comely, goodly, fair, handsome ; elegant,
fine. Cf. PROPER a. 8. Obs.
c 1450 Cov. Myst. xxiii. (1841) 315 A fayre ;onge qwene..

Bothe ffresche and gay upon to loke, And a talle man with
her dothe melle. 1451 Paston Lett. 1. 334 On of the tallest

younge men of this parysch lyth syke. 1530 PALSGR. 327/1
Talle. ,btlt as bel home, c 159* MARLOWE JewofMalta iv.

iv, That such a base slave as he should be saluted by such
a tall man as I am, from such a beautiful dame as you.
1656 H. MORE Enthus. Tri. 31 He was a lal proper man.,
but of a very pate wasted melancholy countenance.

f3. Good at arms; stout or strong in combat;
doughty, brave, bold, valiant. Cf. PRETTY 33.
^1400 Dtstr. Troy 8574 Mageron . . macchet with Achilles,
Wold haue takon tbe talle kvng, & to toun led. a 15x8
SKELTON Magnyf. 821 Cou. Ab. I waraunt you I wyll not
go away. Cra. Con. By Saynt Mary, be is a tawle man.
Clo. Col. Ye, and do ryght good seruyce he can. a 1529
Agst. Garnesche \. 5 Syr Frollo de Franko was neuer halfe so
talle. 11548 HALL Chron. t Hen. VI 159 This capitayn
[Jack Cade), .assembled together a great comjpany of talle

personages, a 1553 UDALL Royster D. iv. vni, Now sirs,

quite our selues like tall men and bardie. 1577 NORTH-
BROOKE Agst. Dicing (1843) 8 If he can kilaman,..he is

called a tall man, and a valiant man of his hands. 1591
GREENE Art Conny Catch. HI. (1592)16 He that had done this
tall exploit, in a place so open. 1598 J. DICKENSON Greene
in Cone. (1878) 137 With her tongue she was as tall a
warriouresse as any of hir sexe. a 1604 HANMER Chron,
Irel. (1633) 126 Both sides lost many a tall man. a 1613
OVERBURY Ess. Valour in Wife, etc. (1630) Q vj b, It makes a
little fellow to be called a Tall man. 1641 PRYNNE Antip.
16 He like a tall fellow, thereupon interdicted the King,
with the whole Realme. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. ti. Wks.
(1847)493/2 Telling tbe tall champions as a great encourage*
ment, that with the Britons it was usual for women to be
their leaders. i8ao W. IRVING Sketch-Bit.) John Brtt/(iB6s)

390 The old fellow's spirit is as tall and as gallant as ever.

1825 SCOTT Betrothed i, Beloved among the '

tall men
', or

champions, of Wales.

f4. Phrase tall of (Jiis) hand(s\ sometimes,

(cf. sense i) Ready, active, deft, skilful with (his)
hands ; dexterous, handy ; sometimes, (cf. sense 3)
Stout of arm, formidable with weapons. So tall of
tongue, stout of speech or argument. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 784/1 He is a tall man of his haiules,. ,c/
nng habille homme de ses mains. 1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc.

(1590) A iij, They were neuer tall fellows of their hands that
were such hacksters in the street. 1598 FLORIO, Manesco^
readie, nimble, or quicke-banded. .a tall man of his hands.
1600 HOLLAND Li->y n. xxxiii. 65 A Noble yoong gentleman,
right politicke of advise, active besides, and tall of his

hands [L. promptus manu\ Ibid. HI. Ixx, 136 Agrippa
being a tall man of his handes [L. viribusferox} and young
withall, . . caught the ensignes from the ensign e-bearers,
advanced them forward his owne selfe. Ibid. xxi. xL 415
Stout in heart, and tall of hand [L. vigens corpore\. 1607
MARSTON W'hat you ivill Induct., Goe stand to it; shew
thyselfe a tall man of thy tongue. 1638 HOLLAND Cyru-
pxdia 46 Swift I am not of foot, nor yet a tall man of my
hands.

1 5. Big, large, bulky. Obs. rare.

c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems 200 This fair floure of woman-
heed Hath too pappys also smalle, Bolsteryd out of lengbth
and breed, Lyche a large campyng balle ; There is no Dag-

pipe halflf so talle,. .Whan they been full of wynde at alle.

II. 6. Of a person : High of stature ;
of more

than average height. Usually appreciative. Also of

animals, as a giraffe, stag, or the like. (CC
ELEGANT a. 2 b = tall of stature.)

1530 PALSGR. 327/1 Talle or hye . . hault. 1538 ELYOT,
Procerus, longe, talle. 155* HULOET, Talle or verye hyghe
in personage aboue other. 1599 HAKLUYT l-'oy. II. 356 The
men are tall and slender. 1697 DRYOEN Virg. Past. vii.

54 Fair Galatea, , .Tall as a Poplar, taper as the Bole. 1719
YOUNG Paraphr. Job Wks. 1737 I. 215 Will the tall Reem
..Low at the crib, and ask an alms ofthee? 1796 H. HUNTER

8



TALL.

tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 398 Tall as giants, hairy
like bears. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. v. v. 1. 579 One Hohmann,
a born Prussian, was so tall, you could not. .touch his bare

crown with your hand. 1861 HULME tr. Moquin-Tandon
i. ii. 14 A man. .is called tall when he is above 5.754 feet in

height. 1886 RUSKIN Prxterita I. vii. zio A tall, hand-

some, and very finely made girl

b. Having a specified or relative height ;

measuring in stature (so much) : without implica-
tion of great height. (Cf. big> broad, high, etc.)

1588 SHAKS. L. L, L. iv. i. 47 Costard. Which is the greatest

Lady, the highest? Princess. The thickest, and the tallest.

1685 BAXTER Paraphr. N, T. Matt. vi. 27 AH your care
cannot make you any taller of stature. 1731 MACKY Mem.,
Charac. (ed. 2) 47 [Marquis of Hartington was] taller than
a middle Stature. 1744 SARAH FIELDING David Simple n.

iii, If a Man could make himself happy by imagining him-
self six Foot tall, tho' he was but three. 1845 JAMES Arrah
Neil ii, A good deal taller than his companion, 1853 VISCT.

S. DE REDCLIFFE in Lane-Poole Life 11. 242 He is. .6 ft. 3 in.

tall. Mod. How tall are you? He is a little taller than his

brother, but both are dwarfs.

C. absol* as sb. nonce-use.

1903 MAX PEMBERTON Dr. Xavier i, They want 'tails'

for the first row and she's just the height.

7. Of things, as ships, trees, mountains: High,
lofty ; esp. of things high in proportion to their

width, as a tall'chimney', column, house, mast, spire.
a 1548 HALL Chrott., Hen. IV 32 b, Talle shippes furnished

with vitayies municions and all thynges necessary. 1561
'"URNER He\

58 TALLET.

Rn: 24 June 825 Usurping the functions of the King is I Wherein, .there rests some taste and tallage of the former
rather a '

tall order
'

for a private M.P. corruptions.

t 9. fig. Great, eminent (at something). 06s.

1591 LODGE Diogenes in his Singularitie (Hunter. Cl.)

29 Verie earnest to prooue himselfe a tall a b c Clearke, he

b. The sense of taste.

1557 Primer, Prayer after receiving Sacrament, So to
order the talage and taste of my heart, that I never fele

re'ad on [etc."]!""1646 G. DANIEL> Wks. (Grosart)l'. 83 I

other swetenes but thee. 1600 HOLLAND Livy v. v. ,8,
A hundred Rhiming Fellowes, that have bin Tall Men at Some kinde of meat or drmke. .to please his palate and to

TURNER Heroal n. 6 There are two kyndes of ashes [trees],
of y whiche the one is verye high tawlle. 1583 M.
PHILLIPS in Hakl. Voy. (1589) 579 Two good tall ships of
warre. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 220 To be imbargued in two
tall Ships, and a great Gallion. 1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos.
ill. (1701) 106/1 Above the tallest Hill or Wood. 1702
ROWE Tamerl. l. i, Yon tall Mountains That seem to reach
the Clouds. 1715-10 POPE Iliad xin. 493 The mountain-
oak, or poplar tall, Or pine, fit mast for some great admiral,

1784 COWPER Task i. 450 Upon the ship's tall side he stands,

Esess'd

With visions prompted by intense desire. 1852
IES Agnes Sorel i, A tall house in the city of Paris. 1856
HE Arct. Exfl. I. xviii. 222 Its tallest summit near the

water at thirteen hundred [feet]. 1908 Miss FOWLER Betw.
Trent $ Ancholmei^ Where. .the Fuchsias grow tall, upto
the eaves.

b. Of more than average length measured from
bottom to top, as a tall copy of a book, a tallfolio.
Tall hat, a silk hat with high cylindrical crown.
1608 TOPSELL Serfents (1658) 747 Very like a small and

vulgar Lizard, except.. their legs taller, and their tail

longer. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. Vlll, i. iii. 30 The faith they
haue in Tennis and tall Stockings, Short blistred Breeches,
and those types of Trauell. a 1704 T. BROWN Lett. fr.Dead n. i. Wks. 172011.160, I..was to write Bills as tall as
the Monument. 17. . John o' Hazelgreen v. in Child Ballads
V. 163 Wi arms tall, and fingers small He's comely to be
seen. 1819 SCOTT Let. to Miss Edgeworth 21 July in Lock-
hart, A second edition of Walter Scott, a tall copy, as col-
lectors say, and bound in Turkey leather. 1847 L, HUNT
Men, Women $ S. II. vi. 78 The charms of vellums, tall

copies, and blind tooling. iSoo'OuiDA 1

Syrlin xiv, They
would go to Eton and wear ridiculous jackets and tall hats.

c. Applied distinctively to species or varieties
of planls which grow higher than other species.
1835 HOOKER Brit. Flora led. 3) 50 Festuca elatior. Tall

Fescue grass. 1846 ]. BAXTER Lior. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4)
I. 371 Tall oat-like soft grass, Holcus avenaceus. 1850
KINGSLEY Alt. Locke xiv, The tender green of the tall rape,
a plant till then unknown to me. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower.
PI. IV. 79 Tall Broom-rape.. growing on the roots of the
Great Knapweed. 1897-8 BBITTON & BROWN Amer. Flora
Tall moss, Sedum acre.

d. absol. as sb,

I9 ?
I
,?'*

Ct?i
: Jan - ?6 Two th!rds gave plants divided

into tails and dwarfs.

8. fig. t a. Lofty, grand, eminent. Obs.
1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos. i. (, 7oi) 45/1 Who in tall

Corinth and Pirene dwell. 1686 W. DE BRITAINE Hum.
Prudence xix. 88 Princes may bestow the tallest Prefer-
ments, but they cannot make Men truly Honourable. 1701WATTS Horx Lyr. in. Death T. GunsioH 1 87 The tall titles,
insolent and proud. 1827 LAMB Let. to B. Barton in FinalMem. vni. 260 Thine briefly in a tall friendship, C. Lamb.

b. Grandiloquent, magniloquent; high-flown-
esp. m tall talk (TALK sb. 5). colloq.

- -
*
3 J

is as impetuous as Nfagara, asvtalf
'
as the Eiffel Tower/

aggerated, highly coloured. U.S. colloq'.
B. THORPE Backwoods,

**-'- " ' *

tall

Lillyi,
some tall hits 1893 F. ADAMS New
order but it's worth

.trying, isn't i

13 feb. 12/2 Anr~
certaii

'

.ig tellowes, ...

Meeter. 1662 COKAINE Trag. Ovid iv. vi, Though she's

but little, she's a tall woman at a Trencher.

b. Great in quality, excellent, good, first-class.

( U.S. slang.)
1835-40 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862) 530 Won't it be tall

feedm* at Queen's table, that's all. 1847 ROBB Squatter
Li/e (Bartlett), I didn't estimate him very tall. 1852 MRS.
STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xxxvii, They.. make jist the tallest

kind o' broth and knicknacks.

B. quasi-an'z'. In a tall manner; elatedly,

proudly; to walk tall, to carry one's head high.
Also comb., as tall-talking.

1846 T. B. THORPE Myst. Backwoods 131 (Bartl.), I will

walk tall into varmint and Indian. 1860 THACKERAY Round.
Papers, Definibvs (1862) 282 The sin of grandiloquence, or

tall-talking. 1869 MRS. STOWE Oldtown Folks vi. (1870)

65 I'm 'mazing proud on 't. I tell you 1 walk tall.

C. Comb. : parasynthetic, as tall-bodied (having
a tall body), -clmed, -masted, -necked, -sceptred,

-tttssocked, -wheeled, etc. ; quasi-flrtfy^., as tall-grow-

ing, -sitting; f tall-sail (tal-sail) = TOPSAIL.
14. . Siege jferus. 289 pey tygten vp tal-sail [v.r. topsail)],

whan be tide asked, Hadde byr at be bake, & be bonke Jefte.

c 1725 ARMSTRONG Imit. Shaks. 6 M isc. 1770 1. 147 A blast so
shrewd makes the tall-bodied pines Unsinew'd bend. 1855
BMLEY Spiritual Leg; in Mystic, etc. 105 Tall-sceptred law,
and loin-girt liberty. 1877 Vvia>\tM.\.LeopoldShaks. Introd.

117 You ride through Charlecote's tall-elmd park. 1886
P. S. ROBINSON Valley Teet. Trees 63 The tall-tussocked

grass of the waste lands. 1897 Wesim. Gat. 6 July 2/1 A
very tall-sitting lady, with a tremendous matine'e hat, sat
down in front of me. 1908 Miss FOWLER Betw. Trent Q
A ncholme 203 Sun-flowers, and other succulent tall-growing
things.

Tall, obs. variant of TAIL j3.2, v. z

Tallage (Ce-ledg), rf.l Forms: a. 3-8 tail-

lage, 4-5 taylage, 4-7 tailage, 5 tayllage (7-8
tailliage). 0. 4-5 taliage, 4-6 talage, 4-9
talliage, 5 tal(l)yage, 4- tallage. -y. 6 talenge.
[a. OF. taillage (

1 1 70 in Godef.) ,
f. tailler, TAIL v.2 :

see -AGE. Hence med.L. talliagium, tallagium
(taillagium, taliagium}, a 1087 in Du Cange.J
Orig., in Eng. Hist., An arbitrary tax levied by-

Norman and early Angevin kings upon the towns
and the demesne lands of the Crown

; hence, a
tax levied upon feudal dependants by their supe-
riors

; also, by extension, a municipal rate
;
a toll

or customs duty ;
a grant, levy, imposition, aid.

By the articles of 1297, the Latin version of which is com-
monly cited as the Statute De Tallagio tion concedendo, an
attempt was made to restrict the right of tallage, which was
finally surrendered by the king in the act of 1340
["54-7 Calr. Charier Rolls III. 385. 1190 Fife Roll

I A ;^./(i844> 230 De toto tallagio quod Rex Henricus pater
fecit.] c 1290 Bekettoi in 5. Eng. Leg. I. 118 Ataillage it is,and sumdel with vnrifle i-take. [1292 BRITTON in. vii. 5
Lies vileyns, et de villenages.. lour rentes, lour services, lour
taillages, et lour custumes. 1301 Rolls of Parlt. I. 266/2Ad assidendos tallagium nostrum in Civitatibus, Burgis &
Domimcis nostris.J 1:1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810)44 Nowcomes Suane..pe lond leid to taliage so mykelle on ilk a
toun. c 1374 CHAUCER Former Age 54 No lord, no taylage
by no tyranye. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 97 Hy-
dage, taylage of hydes oflond. Danegeld, taylage i-Jeue to
e Danes. 1420 Chron. Vilod. 224 He granted bo to be
Pope Leo such a talage One euery howse in his kyndama peny by jere. 1440 J. SHIRLEY Dethe K. James (i8!8) 7Ihe saide kynge of Scottes. .ordeynd that tallage. .upon
his people. 1481 CAXTON Gode/roy 277 To helpe. the
cristen men of Iherusalem to paye the cruel taillages that
the turkes had sette vpon them. 1534 MORE Comf. agst

M i."!' I2I2//1 With occasions of his warres he
pilleth them with taxes and tallages vnto the bare boVies
I55 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 38 A rysynge in Lyne.
colshere of the comons for taske and talenge of ane abbe-
there. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. n. 14, [The elected
chief of every Irish county] had a generall tallage or cult-intr Viirrk JIB 1,-,... -* I,:. I .b .

* **

content his talage.

Tallage, v.
[f. TALLAGE

impose tallage upon ; to tax.
trans. To

1460 Godsfow Reg. 102 Whan the kyng tallagith his
demaynes thurgh Englond. 1510 Caxtons Chron Enr vi
7?b/2 The Archebysshop wolde not graunte hym lota'
lenge the chirches at his wyll. 1513 Lu. BERNERS Froiss
I. ccxxxu. 319 Without taxyng or talagyng any of your
subgettes or countre. 1738 Hist. Crt. Excheq. ii. 17 tfone
were tallaged, (i. e. Iaxe3 by the King or his Justices) but
Ancient Demesnes and Burroughs holding of the Crown
1890 GROSS Gild Merck. I. 57 The king tallaged his
boroughs whenever he pleased. 1898 MAITLAND Tmunshit,
r Borough 66 He was tallaged along with the other men of
the town.

Tallageable (tse-led.^ab'l), a.
[f. prec. +

-ABLE.] Liable to be tallaged or taxed. Hence
Tallageabi-lity, liability or ability to be

tallaged.

-_ .._ --Jig a clue as to the tal-
lageabihty of the Jews.

tTa-llager. Obs. rare-*. In 5 taylagier.
[f. 1 ALLAGE so.l + -EB a : see -ER l

j.] One who
assessed or collected tallage ; a tax-gatherer.
CI400 Rom. Rose 68n But se what gold han usurersAnd silver eke in garners, Taylagiers, & these monyours'

mihfs, bedels, provost, countours.

tTa-llagie. Obs. [ad. med.L. tallagi-um.} =
TALLAGE sl>. 1

1444 Rolls c-f Parlt. V. ji3/2 Cuslumes, Subsides Tal-
lagies. 1488-9 Act 4 Hen. VII, c. S Gathryng of dismes
taxes tallagies or eny other subsidies.

Tallance, -and, -aunt, obs. var. TALON.
tTallant. Obs. = FILANDERI.
1580 HOLLYBAND Treea. Fr. Tong, Filaiidres, are certaine

stringes sharp as nedles growing in Hauks that are fed with
euill meate, and cause him to die i tallants.

Tallapoi(e, obs. form of TAIAPOIK.
Tallat, variant of TALLET.

Tallboy (tj'lboi). [f. TALL a. + (app.) EOT.]
1. A tall-stemmed glass or goblet. Now local
1676 D'URFEY Mad. Fickle n. i, Bella.. . Where shall we

The
id

none could be compelled to contribute to any Tax, Tallage
Aid, or other like Charge but by Consent in Parliament'.
1762 HUME Hist. Eng I. App. ii. 4,3 The king.. levied
heavy tailliages at pleasure on the inhabitants. ,77S

Danegeld, was assessed by the officers of the Exchequer
Jff- 1303 R- BRUNNE Handl. Synne 9254 langlyng lone,to sacrylage, par-of takeb be fende taylage.

g

t Tallage, :b? Oh. Also 5-6 talage, 6

W- - y ~ " \^ii i-ijut. tun i
me. 1881 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk. s v Th

Maister wants a jug o' ale . an' two tumbler.glasses 'e sai
not to sen them tall-boys, Idgglin' [

=
tottering].

2--
.. _j.., n .&b> ... t nrfntmjgj.

. A tall chest of drawers (often raised on legs),
usually in two parts, one standing on the other'
the lower sometimes projecting beyond the upper;
sometimes applied to a chest of drawers or a
bureau standing on a dressing-table. Also attrib.
1769 Dublin Merc. 16-19 Sept. 2/2 Chamber chest, tallboy,

dining tables, two side-boards. 1884 W.Sussex Gat.it, Sept
Mahogany tallboy chest of drawers. 1906 Wcstm. Gaz.
28 June 3/3 Tall-Boys .. those double chests of drawers
which are to be found in nearly all old-fashioned houses.
1909 Civ. Sen. Starts Assoc. May 451, i8th century Ma-
hogany lall Boy Chest, with pull-out-tray in centre.
3. A kind of tall chimney-pot.
1884 Daily Tel. 28 Jan. (Cassell), Scores of pots, tallboys,

cowls. . swept from the chimney-stacks of the Metropolis on
Saturday night. 1904 Daily Chron. 21 June 3/5, 1 was
fixing her some '

tallboys
'

on the chimneys.
4. humorous. 1 A great man, a '

big pot '.

1810 Examiner No. 644. 513/2 To play the coxcomb,
pedant, and tall-boy. Ibid. No. 651. 629/2 The Imperial
Tall-boy of Russia.

Talld(e, obs. f. told: see TELL v. Talle, obs
f. TAIL .2, TALE, TALL. Tallen, tallent, obs.
ff. TALON. Talles : see TALLITH.
Tallet, tallat (tas-bt). dial. Also 7 tavelett,

qdial. tallot, -ut,-art. [A West-of-England word,
used from Cornwall to Berkshire, from Gloucestersh.
to Cheshire, and in English-speaking parts of S.
Wales ; a. Welsh taftod or taftawd fern. (ta-vlfd,
dial, ta-l^d), loft, roof, in Olr. tattled a story, ad.
med.L. tabulala a boarded structure, a flooring,
f. tabularc to board, floor.] A loft formed by
laying boards on the joists over a stable, cow-
shed, or the like, commonly used as a hay-loft

one tallett of barke which is the tallctt now over my myll-
house. 1607 J. NORDEK Svrv. Dial. v. 238 Some kind of
lofts or hay tallets, as they call them in the West, that are
not boorded. 1681 PH. HENRY Diaries ft Lett. (1882) 307From y lower Haybay & Tavelett they pitcht it & carry'd
it on Pikehils to y Carts. 1791 Life B. M. Carew (1802)
87 Let me lie and die in some hay-tallet. 1850 SIR T. DYKE
ACLAND in Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac. XI. 11. 745 The humidity of
the climate. .. One of the peculiarities resulting from this
cause is the building of a second storey or loft over all

bullock-sheds i it is called a '
tallat '. 1876 T. HARDY Ethel-

lerta n. xlvi, Now up in the tallet with ye. .and down with
another lock or two of hay.

b. Comb. Tallet-ladder, the ladder giving
access to the tallet.



TALLIABLE.
1882 BLACKMORE ChristoTvell \v

t
For the girls there was

a tallat ladder.

Talliable (tae-liab'l), a. Now Hist. Also 6-7
taillable. [a. OF. taillable (i3th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), f. tailler^ TAIL v.-
; assimilated to TALLY

z>.] Subject totallnge, liable tohe'tailed' or taxed.

[13x1-1 Rolls ofParIt. I. 410/1, Oelurtenaunz.. nescient

geldables ne taillables.] 1531 in \V. H.Turner Select. Rec.

Oxford (1880) 98 They be tallyable with the Burgesses.
'575 Ibid. 371 Persons.. talliable with scotte, lot te, and other

charges as like occupiers. 1554 WOTTON Let. 29 July in

State Pap, Mary, Foreign IV7 193 (P.R.O.) The king [of

France] pronounced their sentences .. somme .. to be de-

graded from their nobilite. .they were, .pronounced to be
taillable as anye other villaine. 1600 HOLLAND /,/Vfxxxv.
xvi. 897 Having.. been made tributarie and taillable, he

chalengeth of them the auncient rights & duties due from
them. 17*0 STRYPK .S'/<wt/'jr SH>T. II. v. xxvii. 359/2 They
understood, that they of the City of London were not
talliable. 1759 HUHD Dialogues (1760) 270 The great
towns and cities that before were royal demesnes, part of
the king's private patrimony, and talliable by him at

pleasure.

Talliage, etc., obs. ff. TALLAOE j.l, etc.

II Talliar (tse-liai). Also 7 tarryar, taliar, 9
won. taliary. [ad. Tamil talaiyari.] A village
watchman in Southern India,
1680 Fort St. George Consns. 10 Feb. (Y.), The Peons

and Tarryars sent in quest of two soldiers who had
deserted. 1693 in Wheeler Madras in Old. Time (1861)
1. 267 Taliars and Peons appointed to watch the Black
Town. 1707 Ibid, II. 74 Resolving to march two hundred
and fifty soldiers, two hundred talhars, and two hundred
peons. 1858 J. B. NORTON Topics 204 The taliary, or watch-

man, guards it from being taken away by the owners.

Talliate (tse'lVt), v.
[f. med.L. tctlliat-> ppl.

stem of tallidre to impose a subsidy or tax : see

TAIL v? 5.] trans. = TALLAGE v. ; to tax.

1754 HUME Hist. Eng. (1761) I. xiii. 316 note. The king
had not only the power ofPalliating the inhabitants within
his own demesnes, but that of granting to particular barons
the power of talliating the inhabitants witnin theirs. 18x6
LINCARD Hist. Eng, (ed. 4) III. igo'wo.V, It was proved
from the records in the chancery and exchequer that they
[citizens of London] had been talliated in the years 1214,
1223 [etc.]. 1891 Yorksh. Inquisitions I. 81.

t Tallia tion. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. tallidtio

(Du Cange), n. of action from talli&re\ see prec.]
The action of talliating ; tallage.
1531 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec, Oxford (1880) 98 So

alwey that they be tallyable with the Burgesses of the..

Towne, the same tallyac[i]on to be assessed.

II Tallicoona (tselik-na). [corr. of F. toulou-

couna tulukuna
t
native name in Wolof lang. of

Fr. Senegambia ;
in the cognate Serer lang. tutu-

kuni. (Thence by contraction kunda, COONDA,
also coondi.)] A West African tree, Carapa gui-
neensis. Tallicoona oilt a fixed oil expressed from
the seeds of this.

[1831 GUILL. & PERR. PL Seneg. Tent. I. 128 Vulgo dici-

tur Touloucouna ab incolis. ..On obtient par expression de
ses amandes une huile fixe connue dans le pays sous le noni
d'Hutle de Touloucouna.] 1866 Treas, Bot. 221 Carapa
guineensis is a native of Senegal, and scarcely differs from
the last [C. giiianensis, the source of Carap or Crab

pilj.
Its seeds yield Tallicoonah or Coondi oil, which, besides

being used for the same purposes as Crab oil, is employed
as a purgative and anthelmintic.

Tallied (tie-lid), ///. a. [f. TALLY z/.i + -ED i.]

fl. Cut, scored, marked. Obs.

1x440 Promp. Parv. 486/1 Talyyd, talliatus, dicatus
%

anticopatus.
2. Made to tally or correspond with each other.

1895 DRIVER in Expositor Oct. 289 It is not sufficient for

him to show that tallied speeches can exhibit marks of
lateness.

t Ta'llier. Cards. Obs. Now only in Fr. form
tailleur (ta'yor). Also 8 talliere, -ieur. [Agent-n.
from TALLY v.%, and from F. tailler to deal (at

cards).] In rouge-et-noir and similar card-games,
the^ name of the dealer or banker.

1709 Cotton's Compl, Gamester 178 (Stanf.) The Talliere is

he that keeps the Bank. 17x5 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Basset'
table i The Bassette-Table spread, the Tallier come ;. .Rise,
pensive nymph ! the tallier waits for you. 1793 Faro <$

Ronge et Noir, Tailleur.. .The dealer, either the banker or
a person he has employed to deal. 1704 Sporting Mag.
IV. 43 The office of the tallieur is to deal and settle the
une of the punters on each side of him. 18*5 HOK. SMITH

/. # Grav. II. 243 The Inspector, the Croupier, the Tail-
leur. 1877 READE Woman Hater ix, The tailleur dealt,
and the croupier intoned.

Tallingite (tse-lirpit). Min. [Named 1865
after R. Tailing : see -ITB *.] Hydrous chloride of

copper, akin to atacamite.

1865 A. H. CHURCH in Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XVIII. 214.

1865 Athenseum 25 Mar. 426/2 The new mineral Tallingite.

Tallipat, -pot, -put, var. of TALIPOT.

Tallish (t'lij), a. [f. TALL a. + -ISH!.] Inclin-

ing towards talhiess ;
rather tall.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa. (1810) VI. xxxvi. 132 He is a

thin, tallish man. 1858 MASSON Milton (1859) I. vi. 467

According to Aubrey, he [Waller] was of tallish and rather

slim make. i88a Garden n Feb. 90/1 A big clump of

tallish trees.

HTallitfc (ts-li}>, l|tal,lfj>). Also 7- talith,

7 talles, 9 talit, tales. [Rabb. Heb. JV?B

, with Spanish Jews talit, Ger. Jews tal/is,

r(,4

59

f. b?B tdla-l, to cover, shelter, akin to 772P tsala'l,

to grow dark, whence tsel, shade (H. Gollancz).]
The garment or mantle (in modern times frequently

assuming the form of a scarf) worn by Jews at

prayer ; formerly, and in some countries still, used

in place of or in addition to the canopy at weddings,
i. e. to cover the heads of bride and bridegroom.
Its religious significance is solely derived from the

*

fringes
'

attached to the four corners in accordance with
Numbers xv. 38 and Deut. xxii. 12.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 194 They call this gar-
ment Talitk. Ibid, 210 The Priest draweth his Talks (a

large cloth made of haires) before his eyes, and pronounceth
the blessing. 1649 PRYNNE Demurrer to Jews' Remitter
35 Every Jew after he is past 7. years ofage, shall carry a sign
. .in his chief garment ; that is to say in form of two Talles
of yellow taffety. 1839 UEATON tr. Jews in East I. v. 152

Every one wore a talit. 1842 BONAR & M'CHKYNE Mission
to Jevvs iv, (1843) 237 There were about thirty in the syna-
gogue, all wearing the Tallith or shawl with fringes, and
the Tephillin or phylacteries. 1886 WaMMfffgf.Ttfrfr.
iii. 126 To unite the Pallium of Japheth with the tallith of
Shem. 189* ZANGWILL Childr, Ghetto I. ii. 62, 1 have not
the wherewithal, .to make him a Talith-bag.

t Ta'llman. Obs. Cant. [f. TALL a. + MAN,
after HIGHMAN.] In//. Dice loaded so as to turn

up high numbers.
1591 KVD Sol, $ Pers. H. i, Pist. Heere are tall men and

little men. ////. Hie men and low men, thou wouldst say.
j 1591 Nobody <J- Someb, I ij b, Fulloms and gourds ; heeres

tall-men and low-men.

Tallness (t-lnes). [f. TALL a. + -NESS.] The
quality of being tall

; greatness of stature.

1535 COVEKDALK i Sam, xvi. 7 Loke not vpon his counte-
naunce ner vpon the tallnesse of bis person. 1576 FLEMING
Panopl. Epist. 276 Poplar trees, of notable talnesse. 1630 tr.

Camdens Hist. Eliz, iv. an. 1592. 41 They soone desisted,

being terrified with the tallnesse of the ship, a 1661 FULLER
Worthies (1840) I. xxiv. 101 It plainly proveth the proper-
ness of their parts, and ullness of their industry. 1870
SPURGEON Treas, Dav. Ps. xliv. 3 What mattered the tall-

ness of the sons of Anak ?

f b. His tartness, humorous for
* his highness \

1656 I. S. Picture New Courtier p An Emissary, employed
by his Talnesse to ensnare the plain-hearted.

Tallow (t0e*10o), sb. Forms : a. 4 tal^, talwgh,
4-5 talw5, 5 talgh(e ;

Sc. 5-6 talch, otawlche,
tawche, tauche, tawcht, 6-7 tauch, 7-8 taulch,

9 taugh. (3. 4 talow}, 4-6 talow(e, 5 talogh,
-ough, -owgh, talwhe, talwe, 5-6 talugh(e,
talo, 5-7 tallo, tallowe, 6- tallow. y. Sc. 5-6
tallone, -own(e, 5-7 -on, -oun(e, 9 dial, tallan,
-in, [ME. talj, talgh t known first in I4th c. ;

corresponds to MLG. talg^ talch, LG. talg^ in

early mod.Dn. talg^ talch (i6th c.), Du. talk fern.

and Ger. talg^ in 1572 talck masc. ; MIcel. (i4th c.)

t6lgt t6lkt MDa. (i3th c.) talgh, talwh, MSw.
talgh(er\ mod.Icel. t6lg, Norw., Da., Sw. tafa
Norw. dial, tolg, taag, taalg, tflg* Fser. tdlg.
These forms indicate a common origin, but nowhere has

the word yet been found before the i3th c. In the Scandi-
navian langs. a great diversity of gender suggests that the
word is borrowed from MLG.; the ME. may have had a
similar origin, but the parallelism of Eng. sallow, Sc.saucA,
: OE. sealht Anglian salh^ suggests for Eng. tallow, Sc,

tauch, an OE. *
ttalk,

* talht
= OLG. *

ialg% talk. Ulterior

etymology unknown.]
1. The fat or adipose tissue of an animal, esp.

that which yields the substance described in 2
;
suet.

a. 1383 WYCLIF Ecclus. xlvii. 2 As talj [1388 ynnere fat-

nesse] seuered fro the flesh. 14.. Med, Receipts in ReL
Ant. I. 53 Fresch talgh of a schepe. c 1440 Promp. Parv.

486/1 Talwhe (Pynson talowe), cepum. 15 . . A berdcen Regr.
XXI. (Jam.),Scheiptawcht&nolt tawcht. 1871 WADDELL/^.
in Scottisxvu. 10 They're theekit about wi' their ain taugh.

|3. 1381 WYCLIP Exod. xxiii. 18 [Thow] shal not leeue the

TALLOW.
Aberdeen Rcgr. I. 707 Selling of tauch. 1548 Burgk Rtc.
bdinb. 11. 141 [

1 !.; f,e nor paynwrhe tawche.
P. 1391 Earl Derby s Exped. (Camden) 71 Pro grees et

.

talowa of my solempnete vnto the morwen. 1400 Lan-
ancs Cirurg. 60 Take schepis talow [B, M. MS. schepysfr

talw}]. c 14*5 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 660/37 Hoc se^um, tallo.

1486 Bk, ofSt. Albans Fij, All beestis that beere talow
and stonde vprigbt. 15x8 Cov. Lett Bk. 663 That no bocher
sell eny of his tallowe aboue ij s. the ston. 1613 MARK HAM
Eng. Husb. ii. ii. vii. (1635) 90 Hee feeds fast, and his tallow

wonderfully increaseth. 1787 HUNTER in Phil, Trans.
LXXVII. 380 Ruminating animals have that species of fat

called tallow. 1897 G. H. CLARK in Outing (U.S.) XXIX.
338/1 A much needed lunch of delicious reindeer tallow.

t b. fig.
' Fatness ', richness. Obs.

ciiSo WYCLIP Wks. (1880) 104 For bei [prelatis] ben so

chokid wij> talow of worldly goodis.

2. A substance consisting of a somewhat hard
animal fat (esp. that obtained from the parts about

the kidneys of ruminating animals, now chiefly the

sheep and ox), separated by melting and clarifying
from the membranes, etc., naturally mixed with it ;

used for making candles and soap, dressing leather,

and other purposes. In quot. 1590, dripping.
o. 13.. CoerdeL. 1552 And wex sumdel caste thertoo,

Talwgh and grese menge alsoo. c 1350 Usages Winchester
in Eng. Gilds (1870) 359 Euerych sellere of grece and of

smere and of talw^. c 1440 tr. Pallad. on Hnsb. i. 444

Thorgh the ston
; yf that the water synke, Take picche &

talgh, as need is the to spende. 1449 Aberdeen Rcgr.
(1844) I. 402 That na man by talch mar than may suffice his

houss. 14. . (MS. a 1600) IterCamerar. c.22 \nScotck Acts

(1844) I. App. iv. 700/1 pai suld gif bair lethir gude oyle and
taulch (1609 SKENE tauch 1. 1505 Burgh Ret, Edinb. (1869)
I. 107 It is. .forbidden that any maner of persoun melt or

rynde thair tawlche in fore housis on the hie gaitt, 1544

A"caid'e"li"(whk:'h"fur la'S?/<..SM Acadel(whk:hfur l

cat, not geue hgKt). ,,
z.j.m:.

Will, (Cbham Soc.) I.
81 Hole cakes of r.ndred tallow. ,5=0 SILKS. Cam. Err.
D',"- ',,,v" ragB^s an

?.;
h= Tallow i,, them, will burne a

bones, and trimmings.
V. 1482 in Charters, etc. Edinb. (1871) 169 Buttir, vynagir

flench, or tallone. 1497 Ace. Ld. High Treat. Scot!. I. 349
Item for xxiij pund of talloune to Moris, 1498 Reg, Privy
Seal Scott, 1.23/1 Gold, siluer, tallon and al uther gudu
that ar forbiddin to be had furtb of the realme. 15x9 Rec.
Edinb. (1871) 6 At na candilmakir melt thair tallone on the
foirfiaii. 154* Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scotl. V11I. 77 For
viij dusane..girthis putt upon the talloun pun&cheoms.
3. Applied to various kinds of grease or greasy

substances, e. g. those obtained from plants. Min-
eral tallow = HATCHETTITK: see MINERAL a. 5.
1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl. Anton's Voy. 185 Of all the Trees

that grow in China, that which produces Tallow is in my
Opinion the most surprizing. 1860 [see BAYBERRV z\.

b. (See quot.) local.

1876 WOODWARD Geol. Eng, fy Wales vil 185 Beautiful plu-
mose stalactites are often found in the fissures of the rock,
and are called by the workmen . . tallow,

4. Elliptical for TALLOW CANDLE.

1833 Blackw. Mag. XIII. 97 A little pair of tallows un.
snuffed before him.

6. attrib, and Comb. a. attrib. Made or consist-

ing of tallow, as tallow-ball, -cake, -dip (Dip sb. 7),

-grease, -soap ; of, pertaining to, containing, or

dealing in tallow, ws> tallow-can
, -crap (CBAP sb.^ 3),

-cup > -leaf (Is&xvsb. 9), -lightt -man, b. objective,

instrumental, similative, etc., as tallow-boilerp

,

-metier ; tallow-caked (obs.) , -coloured, -hued
t

-lighted^ -likd -pale, -white adjs.
1856 KANE Arct. Ex-pi. I. xxxii. 448 A few rats chopped

up and frozen into the *
tallow-balls. 1907 Wtstm. Gax.

10 Dec. 9/2 The "tallow-boiler, the soap manufacturer, and
a vast number of other dependent trades have been hard hit.

1599 West Riding Sessions Rolls (Yorks. Rec Series III.)

135 One *tallowe cake . . felonice cepit. 1577 tr. Bulltnger's
Decades (1592) 165 With face of *tallow caked hew. 1877
KNIGHT Diet. Mech. t *Tallow*ant a vessel to bold melted
tallow for lubricating purposes. i8aa SCOTT Nigel x, His
cheek was still pale and "tallow-coloured as before. i8a8
Craven Gloss., *Tallow-crapst the refuse or cracklings of
tallow or hog's lard, after being rendered. 1863 HOLME LEE
Annie /KWc/c/i III.224Tu e;it us out o' house an* home, an'

keep Magsie doing for iver wi' biscuit, an' tallow-crap. 1877
KNIGHT Diet. Mech. t *TaHow-cup, a lubricating device for

journal-boxes, etc., in which tallow is employed as the lubri-

cant. 1835 G. A. MCALL Lett.fr. Frontiers (1868)274, 1

set down the *tallow-dip upon the table. 1768 TUCKER Lt.
Nat. (1834) I. 640 The unhappy negro.. is thrown into a
stinking hold, kept upon rotten pease besmeared over with
*tallow grease. 1824 MACTAGGART Gallovid. Encycl. s.v.,

When an ox or a sheep has a gude "tallow-leaf, it is con-
sidered to have fed weel, and to be deep on the rib. 1633
P. FLETCHER Pnrple 1st. vii. xxxvii, "Tallow lights live

glitt'ring, stinking die. 18x5 CONSTABLE in Lockhart Scott

Ixii, I have hitherto been thinking only of the wax lights.
but before I'm a twelvemonth older I shall have my hand

upon the tallow. 1879 G. J. ROMANES in igM Cent. Sept.

401 The *
tallow-lighted blackness of our mines. 1843 R. J.

GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med, xxv. 326 Frequently they were
combined with small 'tallow-like sloughs of the mucous
membrane at the angles of the mouth. 1860 EMERSON

rabbit. 1815 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 34/2 A very alarming fire

broke out at Mr. Dunkln's, "tallow-melter, in Aldersgate

23 Oct. 5/2 The use of the old-fashioned "tallow soaps. 1853
KANE Grinnell Exp. xxxiv. 303 His nose was 'tallow-white.

c.
Special

Combs.: tallow-berry, the edible

fruit of a small malpighiaceous tree (Byrsouima

lucida) of the West Indies and Florida Keys;
also called glamberry (Cent. Diet. 1891); also,

the tree; tallow-cut a.,
= tallow-topped \ tallow-

drop, chiefly attrib.
, describing a style of cutting

precious stones, by which one side is made smooth

and convex, the other similarly convex, or flat, or

concave; tallow-gourd, an E. Indian climbing cu-

curbitaceons plant, Benineasa cerifera (/?. hispida\
so called from the waxy substance which exudes

from its fruit when ripe; also called wax-gourd,
white gourd ; tallow-loaf, t () a lump of tallow ;

alsoyff. ; (&) attrib. applied to a kind ofcabbage (cf.

LOAF sb. 5), also called DRUMHEAD (4) ; tallow-

nut, a thorny tree, Ximenia americana (N.O.

O!acacess\ native of tropical America, bearing a

plum-like fruit containing a white seed or* nut';

also called HOG-PLUM, MOUNTAIN-//*;/* ; tallow-

iiutmeg, a species of nutmeg-tree, Afyristica
8-2



TALLOW.

sebifera, native of tropical S. America, whose seed

yields a concrete oil known as American nutmeg-

oil, or virola-tallow ; tallow-oil, oil expressed

from tallow; tallow-shrub, a N. American

shrub, Myrica cerifera, also called BAYBEBBY (2),

CANDLEBEBBY (a), or wax-myrtle, whose fruit

yields a wax-like substance (baybeny tallow) used

for candles ; tallow-top, a precious stone cut in

tallow-drop fashion
;

also attrib. ;
hence tallow-

topped adj. ; tallow-wood, a large Australian tree,

Eucalyptus microcorys, which yields a very hard

greasy wood. See also TALLOW CANDLE, -CHAND-

LER, etc.

1855 tr. Labarte'sArtsMid.Agesiv.iii *Talloui-cut,l.\\?A

is, rounded and polished, in a convex shape, like the modern
carbuncle. 1898 Athenantm 17 Sept. 391/2 A stone cut

en cobochon or tallow-cut, as the old term had it. 1798
GREVILLE in PhiL Traits. LXXXVIII. 411 Stones..of the

common India polish and form, en cabochon, which is often

called *tallow drop, from the French, .termg-puiie de snif.

1891 KIPLING Nnulahka vi, It's a tallow-drop emerald.

1483 Cath. Angl. 377/2 A "Talghe lafe (A. A Tallow lafe),

congitirium. 1596 NASHE Sajfron-Waldcn Wks. (Grosart)
III. 183 The verie guts and garbage of his Note-book he
hath put into this tallow loafe. 1780 Lett, ft Pap. Bath
Soc. I. 17 The sort principally raised is the tallow-loaf, or

drum-head cabbage. 1805 R. \V. DICKSON Pract.Agric. II.

682 Known in some districts by the name of the tallow loaf

cabbage. 1891 Cent. Diet., *Tallow-nut. "Tallow-nutmeg.
1866 Treas. Sol., "Tallow-shrub, Myrica cerifera. 1884
F. J. BRITTEN Watch <$ Clockm. 208 Finishers generally use
the old English screw head tool for producing the beautiful
' *tallow top

'

screws used in English work. 1865 EMANUEL
Diamonds, etc. 144 The old English expression, fallow-

topped, which means cut, not in facets, but with a flat or
hollow base, and a smooth convex top. 1889 J. H. MAIDEN
Usef. Plants Australia 493 In Queensland it is known as
'

Peppermint '. . . But its almost universal name is *Tallow
Wood. .. Used .. for flooring, e.g. in ball-rooms. 1897 Mel-
bourne Argus 22 Feb. 5/4 (Morris) That the New South
\VaIes black butt and tallow wood were the most durable
and noiseless woods for street-paving.

Ta-llow, v. Forms : see prec. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To smear or anoint with tallow; to

grease (formerly esp. the bottom of a ship or boat).
a 1400-50 Alexander 4208 Quen it [a barge] was done.,

pjckid
& taloghid. 1463 Mann. <fr Hoitseh. Exp. (Roxb.) 220

To the schypmenthat talluydthe shyp boot, vj.d. forwyne.
c \49oPromp. Pan: 486/1 (MS. AlTalwyn (Pynson talowyn),
sepo. 1495 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 225 Talowe occu-
pied thought talowying of the seid ship. 1497 Act. Ld. High
Treas. Scotl. I. 378 Item, for pyk to hir and to talloune
hir. 1530 PALSGR. 752/1 Tallowe your shyppe or you go, it

shall farther you moche on your waye. 1589 WARNER All).

Eng., Prose Add. (1612) 336 Commaund..that thy Shippes
be secretly calked, tallowed, ballaced. 1706 E. WARD Wooden
WorldDiss. (1708) 84 There's near as much Stuffdrops from
his Carcase every Day, as would tallow the Ship's Bottom.
1806 PIKE Sources Mississ. (1810) 89 Tallowed my boats
with our candles and launched them. 1886 J. K. JEROME
Idle Thoughts vii, I . .tallowed my nose, and went to bed.

fb. intr. (totrefl.) Obs.
i66 Lond. Gaz. No. 28/3 The Forrester having washed

and tallowed here, is gone to her station. 1720 DE FOE
Capt. Singleton xiv. (1840) 240 The sloop washed and
tallowed also.

2. a. intr. Of cattle, etc. : To form, produce, or

yield tallow.
a 1722 LISLE Husb. (1752) 262 Old cows generally tallowed

best withmside. Ibid., Very rarely [for a young cow] to

'jfllow
well on the inside. 1796 BURKE Let. Noble Ld. Wks.

VIII. 63 Their only question will be. .how he [the Duke
of Bedford] cuts up ? how he tallows in the cawl or on the
kidneys? .11843 SOUTHEY Comm..pl. Bk. (1851) IV. 400/2
[Cattle] famous for.. tallowing within in the first degree.

D. trans. To cause (cattle, etc.) to form tallow;
to fatten. (Cf. TALLOWED 2.)
1765 Museum Rust. IV. xliv. 190 The largest pasture ..

will neither skin nor tallow, or, in other words, is fit for
nothing but young stock. 1828 WEUSTER, Tallmu, .. to cause
to have a large quantity of tallow

; as, to tallow sheep
Hence Tallowing vol. sb. and ppl. a.
1495 [see sense i]. 1828 in WEBSTER.

Ta-llow ca-ndle,^. A candle made of tallow.
1452 in Berks, Bucks >, Oxon Archseol. Jrnl. Oct. (1903)

78 Item for j Ib. & a hafe of talowcandell ..id. ob. 14^6-7
Rec. St. Ma>-y at Hill 33 Item, iiij Candylstykes of laton
with braunches for Talough candell. 1345 in Shropsh.Pamh Documents ( 1903) 79 For talo candyllys. 1660 BOYI ENew Exp. Phys. Mech. x. 74 We took a Tallow-Candle of
such a size that eight of them make about a pound. 1886
RUSKIN Prxterita I. vii. 229 My parents.. used only tallow
candles in plated candlesticks.
Hence Tallow-caudle v. (nonce-wd.), trans, to

smear or rub with a tallow candle.
1894 BLACKMORE Perlycross 48 The nap of his old velvet-

coat where a wicked boy had tallow-candled it.

t Tallow catch. Obs. A phrase applied in
bhakspere (so in quartos and folios) to Falstaff.as
a very fat man.
.By.Ha

ub ov barrel
''

^^SS^'^n^KSitSS....

Dated I.W.L.V u ' /(/
' "' iv ' *S2 Prince. Thou Knotty-

T=.11~~ v or
S',
n obs ne greasie Tallow Catch.

Tallow-chandler. [See CHANDLEB 2.]One whose trade is to make or sell tallow candles.

60

Cocke Loreirs B. 9 Talowe chaundclers, hostelers, and

f'.ouers.

1683 TRYON Way to Hcalt/i 595 Neither does a

allow.Chandler smell those horrible Scents and pernicious
Fumes that old Tallow sends forth when it is melted, a 1763

LD, GRANVILLE in Boswell Jo/mson an. 1780, A letter, ex-

pressed in terms not good enough for a tallow-chandler to

have used. 1876 L, STEPHEN Hist. Eng. Th. i8M C. I.

Hi. v. 163 He was early apprenticed to a tallow-chandler.

Hence Tallow-chaTidlerinif, also Tallow-

channelling (cf. market-gardening), the operation
or business of a tallow-chandler.

1837-8 THACKERAY Yellmvplush Corr. i, Her father being
a bankrup in the tallow-chandlering way. 1876 L. STEPHEN
Hist. Eng. Th. i%th C. I. in. v. 163 The exception to bis

tallow-chandling was a short residence with Sir Joseph.

Ta-Uow-clia^ndlery. [f. prec. : see -EBY.]
a. The business or trade of a tallow-chandler.

b. The place of work of a tallow-chandler.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1866 Roulledgc's Every Boy's Ann.
71 His own tallow-chandlery business.

Tallowed (tse'Urod), a. Forms: see TALLOW
sb. [f. TALLOW sb. and v. + -ED.]
1. Smeared or anointed with tallow, greased : said

esp. of a ship's bottom.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 486/2 Talwyd, cepatus. 1513

DOUGLAS j&neis ix. ii. 97 The tallownit burdis kest a pyky
low [

= the tallowed boards emitted a pitchy flame], a 1547
SURREY SEneid iv. (1557) F j b, Now fleetes the talowed kele.

1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5412/2 A clean-tallowed French Snow.
1804 NELSON in Nicolas Disf. (1846) VI. 283 She would
require a clean tallowed bottom every six weeks.

1 2. Of cattle, etc. : (Well) furnished with fat or

tallow ; in grease. Obs.

1523 FITZHERB. Huso. 57 And se the oxe haue a greate
codde,..for than it shulde seme, that they shuld be wel
talowed. 1613 MARKHAM Eng. Husbandman II. II.

yii. (1635)
81 A. .signe that the beast is very well tallowed within.

Ta'llower. rare-", [f. TALLOW sb. and v. +
-EB !.] (See quots.)
x8a8 WEBSTER, Tallower, an animal disposed to form

tallow internally. Cyc. x88aOciLVlE(Annandale), Tallower,
a tallow-chandler.

Tallow-face. Now rare or Obs. A pale,
yellowish-white face

; hence, a person having such
a face : a term of contempt.
1592 SHAKS. Rom. >r 7l. '" v. 158 Out you baggage,

You tallow face. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle v. 2237 O,
'tis Fumoso with the tallow-face. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. (ed. 2) 127 The entrance, .neer which is hung a
mirrour whether to admire their tallow faces in, or internal
deformities, 1 know not.

So Ta'llow-faced a. , having a tallow-face.

159* GREENE Disput., etc. 17 The Paynters coulde not..
make away theyr Vermiglion, if tallowe facde whoores vsde
it not for their cheekes. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. m. ii.

iv. i. (1651) 519 Every Lover admires his Mistress, though
she be.. pale, red, yellow, tand, tallow-faced. 1681 W.
ROBERTSON Phrascol. Gin. (1693) 446 A deformed, thin,
tallow-faced fellow, he looks like a Ghost. 1883 STEVEN-
SON Treas. Isl. n. viii, It was the tallow-faced man.
Ta-llowiness. [f. TALLOWY + -NESS.] The

quality of being tallowy.
1832 S. WARREN Diary Physic. I.xiii. 291 The tallowiness

of her complexion.

Tallowish (tse-l<ra,ir), . [f. TALLOW SD.+
-ISH l

2.] Of the nature of or resembling tallow
;

tallow-like, tallowy.
1552 HULOET, Tallowyshe, or lyke to tallow, stuiasus.

1598 FLORIO, Songioso, fattie, lardie, greasie, tallowish.
1731 MEDLEY Kolben's Cafe G. Hope II. 65 The Fat [of
Cape sheep) is not so tallowish as that of European Mutton ;

and the poorer Sort . . use it in the Place of Butter. 1838
GRANVILLE Spas Germ. 378 The cheeks, formerly tallowish
and satfrony, became ruddy.
Tallow keeoh, ketch : see TALLOW CATCH.
Ta'lloW-tree:. A name given to various trees

yielding substances resembling tallow; spec. a.

Stillingia sebifera, a euphorbiaceous tree of China,
cultivated also in India and the warmer parts of
America for the fatty covering of its seeds ; b.
Pentadesma btUyracea, a guttiferous tree of Sierra

Leone, also called butter and tallow tree (BUTTER
r''-

1
5) ; e - Valeria indica (N.O. Dipterocarpacex)

of Malabar
; d. = tallow-wood (TALLOW sb. 5 c).

1704 PETIVER Gazofhyl. iv. xxxiv, Ricinus CUntiuii
Sebifera .. China Tallow-tree. 1851 Art Jrnl. Illustr.
Catal. n. p. vi/i The tallow-tree of China, the seeds
of which furnish a

fatty matter manufactured .. into
candles, c 1865 LETHEBY in Circ. Sc. I. 95/1 A solid oil.,
is obtained from the tallow-tree of Java probably a speciesof Bassia. 1887 MOLONEY Forestry W. Afr. 279 Butter or
Tallow tree of West Africa (Pentadesma butyracea, Don).

Fruits yield a yellow greasy juice when cut, which is
mixed by the Negroes with their food.

Tallowy (tae-lou,i), a. Also Se. taughy. [f.TALLOW sb. + -Y.]
1. Having the nature or properties of tallow;

sebaceous.
c **V> Promp. Parv. 486/1 Talwy, ceposus. 1530 PALSGR.
3?7A Talowye, grasseux. 1594 T. B. La Prtmaud. Fr.
Acna.ii. ii2Uyle,orsome other tallowy and moyst matter
1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 8 June, The tallowey rancidmass called butter. 1904 FARRER Garden Asia 130 The
tallowy

noisomeness of the temple smells.
b. Smeared with tallow

; greasy.
1867 N. MACLEOD Starling xxiv, I assure you he has a

taughy fleece to scoor in this parish I

2. Resembling tallow in colour or complexion
183. [implied in TALLOWINESS]. 1847 LE FANU T. O'Brien

TALLY.

170 A tallowy sensual face. 1883 STEVENSON Treas. It!.
I. ii, He was a pale, tallowy creature. 1899 Allliutt s Syst
tied. VIII. 677 The integument became dense, tallowy in
colour and otherwise changed.
3. Of a beast: Abounding in tallow, fat.

1495 Trevisa's Earth. DC P. R. IX. xix. (W. de W.) 357 I n
Nouembre beestes wexen fatte and talowy and namely
swyne. 1818 Blachin. Mag. III. 528 The bullock .. lays
himself down, with a lengthening groan, once more into hi
tallowy laziness.

Tally (tae-li), J.l Forms: 5-6 taly(e , 6
tallye, tallee, tale, 6-7 talie, tallie, talle, 7-9
talley, 6- tally. [In isth c. talye = AF. (i 4th c.)
tallie Anglo-L. td/ea, talia, tallia, in same sense,
L. talea, cutting, rod, stick. The doublet taille

tails, TAIL si.'2
, from French taille, was in earlier

use, and did not become obsolete till I7th c.]
1. A stick or rod of wood, usually squared,
marked on one side with transverse notches repre-
senting the amount of a debt or payment. The
rod being cleft lengthwise across the notches, the
debtor and creditor each retained one of the halves,
the agreement or tallying of which constituted

legal proof of the debt, etc. Cf. TAIL sb.1 4.
[1189 (Aug.) GERVASE OF CANT. Op. Hist. (Rolls) I. 453

Videlicet ut conventus Monachos tres vel quatuor ad custo-
diendas villas ordinaret, qui redditibus omnibus thesaurariis a
conventu constilutis per taleas responderent. 1203 in Placit
Attrev. (1811) 38/2 Eustacius . . inde producit sectam et
talham ostendit quam fecerunt. 1321-2 Rolls of Parlt. I.

401/1 I lloques pristrent des biens . . pur lour sustenaunce
saunz paiement fere ou tallie al gardeyn du dit leu.]

1440 Promp. Pan. 486/1 Taly, or talye,.. talia, tallia
I54S BRINKLOW Compl. vi. (1874) 19 Ye shal not haue hir
redy mony neyther, but a taly. 1552 HULOET, Talye or
tale vsed in receypte, tessera,.. tesserula,..dimin. a fyttle
or shorte tallye. 1357 Order ofHottitalU H ij, The Tallyes
of the same Baker and Bruer shalbe in the custodie and

1756 Gmtl. Mag. XXVI. 6o/i Harry, who ought to have
minded the Tallies of the milk-score. 1790 PALEY Horx
Paul, xiv, It is like comparing the two parts of a cloven
tally. 1881 WHITEHEAD Hops 62 In some cases the very old
fashioned method prevails of cutting notches upon wooden
tallies, one part kept by the picker, the counterpart by the
measurer.

b. Such a cloven rod, as the official receipt
formerly given by the Exchequer for a tax, tallage,
etc. paid, or in acknowledgement of a loan to the

sovereign.
[1166 Pipe Roll-it Hen. 7/(i888) a Et x. Ii. in n talliis.

1178 Dialogtis de Scaccario v, Quid ad factorem talearum.
1284 Provis. E.-cch. (St. Rec. Comm. I. 69/1), Omnes ill! qui
habent tallias de scaccario de debitis suis vel antecessorum
suorum.) a 1604 HANMER Chron. Irel. (1633) 208 Cal.
magh burnt all the rolles and tallyes of that countie
1626 CHAS. I in Bucckuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I.

264 Acquittances to be given you, which shall be your

Notes or Bills, issued put upon the same, for the supplying
of the Government with Ready Money till the Duties be
paid. 1697 Lond. Gaz. No. 33=8/4 Lost . . a Talley of 300 L

1776 ADAM SMITH W. 2V. n. ii. ^869) I. 319 In 1696, tallies
had been at forty, and fifty, and sixty per cent, discount,
and bank notes at twenty per cent. 1847 J. FRANCIS Hist.
Bank Eng. iv. 59 Tallies lay bundled up like Bath faggots
in the hands of brokers, and stock-jobbers. 1848 WHARTONLaw Lex. s.v., The use of tallies in the Exchequer was
abolished by 23 Geo. Ill c. 82, and the old tallies were

in the stoves which warmed the Houses of Parliament; they
overheated the flues and burned down the Houses.

T" c. Tally ofpro (i. e. pro, for or in favour of
some one), tally of sol

(i. e. solulum, paid) : see

quot. 1843. Obs.
1691 W. LOWNDES Ace. Revenue Eng. 88 (MS.) The

Tally of Pro called also the Tally of Assignement Imports
on the same Stick both a Receipt and payment. 1606
Lond. Gaz. No. 3157/4 Lost ..a Tally of Pro, dated the
i8th of May 1695, in the Name of John Richards, Esq!
for 300!. struck on the Commissioners of His Majesty s

Hereditary and Temporary Revenues of Excise. Ibid.
No. 3244/4 Lost a Talley of lool. upon the Temporal Excise,
struck the sth of Aug. 1696, pro Edvardo Nicholas. 1697
Ibid. No. 3308/4 Lost.., a Talley of Pro No. 90. struck
Aug. 6, 1696, in the Name of Edward Nicholas Esq ; for
100 1. in part of 35000 1. by him Lent the 2d of July, 1696,
upon the_Hered' and Temp' Excise. 1703 Ibid. No. 3933/4The Tallies of Pro, levied upon the Surplus of the Duties
on Malt. 1843 Fourth Rep. Dep. Kpr. App. n. 166 The
Tally of Sol . . whereon the word sot was written, to show
that the money, .had been paid into the Exchequer. Ibid,,
The Tally of Pro . . operated as a modern cheque on a banker,
being given forth in payment from the Exchequer,as a charge
upon some public accountant, for him to pay the sum
expressed thereon, out of the revenues in his hands. 1896
ANSOM Law

<j- Cast. Constit. n. vii. u. i. 329.

d. transf. Any tangible means of recording a

payment or amount.
1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. n. x. (1876) 258 Each customer,

when he makes a purchase, receives certain tin tickets or

tallies, which record the amount of his purchases.
t2. The record of an amount due; a score ot

shot, an account. Obs.



TALLY.

1573 TUSSER Hnsb. (1878) 170 In buieng of drinke, by the

firkin or pot, The tallie ariseth, but hog amcndes not. 1828

Life Planter Jamaica 55 Keep tally of their number. 1833
HT. MARTINKAU Brooke Farm vii, To measure the milk
and keep the tally.

j* b. Naut. Petty tally ,
a petty account kept of

a ship's provisions, orig. of a certain portion ;

hence Drafts/", provisions. Obs.
1626 CAI-T. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 39 How to keep

his Petty Tally. 1617 Seaman's Cram. xv. 74 A Com-
mander at Sea should doe well. -to consider. . how to. .pro-
uide bis petty Tally. Ibid. 75 There is neither. .Grocer,

Poulterer,, .nor Butchers shop, and therefore the vse of this

petty Tally is necessary, a 1642 SIR W. MONSON Naval
Tracts vi. (1704) 519/2 Beer, Cask, Bread, and Petty-Talley
..i2/. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Petty-Tally, in Navigation is

a competent proportion of edible and potable commodities
in a Snip, according to the number of the Ships company.
1823 in CKABB Technol. Diet. 1847 in CRAIG.

t c. Upon the tally : on credit,
* on tick

*

; by
running up a score. Obs.

1807 Sporting Mar. XXIX. 185 To buy goods upon the

Tally. (This term Tally, Mr. Garrow said, was not much
known to the public.)

3. Jig. (from i and 2). Reckoning, score, account.

Now rare.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World u, (1634) 214 Ordinary occur-

rences, that are to be numbred by a shorter Tally [than
by the year]. 1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb. iv. 1807 Left

they upon thy Tally all that sin. 1648 C. WALKEK Hist.

IntUpend. I. 96 He that hath a Tally of every mans faults

but nis own hanging at his Girdle. 1649 G. DANIEL
Trinarch.) Rich. //, xxxviti, He threatened To weare it

worthy, and a Tally make Of slaughter, to outvye his shop-
board's Chalice. i8w HAZLITT Table-t. (1870) I. i. 14 It is

stamped on his brain, and lives there thenceforward, a tally
for nature, and a test of art.

4. Each of the two corresponding halves or parts
of anything ;

a thing, or part, that exactly fits or

agrees with another thing or corresponding part ;

a counterpart ; Jig. an agreement, correspondence.
1651 GuBtWU&BtShjttA&eit&fo 35 Whose Members being

not tallies, they'l not own Their fellows at the Resurrection.
a 1700 DRYOEN (J.), So suited in their minds and persons
That they were fram'd the tallies for each other. 1816

JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 297 If histories so unlike, .can

..be brought to the same tally, no line of distinction

remains between fact and fancy. 1833 J. HOLLAND Manuf.
Metal II. 266 The bit of which key is so cut or shaped as to

form a complete tally with the interior machinery. 1906
Edin. Rev. Jan. 207 Here he will find again the tally

between proportion and thought.

b. To live (on) tally, to live in concubinage, to

cohabit without marriage, slang.
1877 5 Years* Penal Servitude ui. 246, 1 never took to a

moll except on tally. Ibid. vi. 377 A man she was then living
'

tally
'

with. 1890 N. $ Q. ?th Ser. X. 297/2 To *
live tally

'

is quite a common expression amongst the working classes

in Lancashire, as is also tally-woman. 1901 MABEL PEACOCK
in Folk-Lore June 174 He had for years been 'living tally

'

with a woman that is in cohabitation without marriage.

6. A number, group, series, lot, tale; esp. a

certain number or group (of things or persons)
taken as the unit of computation. Also,

' a company
or division of voters at an election' {Eng. Dial.

Diet.} : see quot. 1774.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk % Selv. 56 Every tally by which

we tell things must be either even or odd. 1683 KENNETT
tr. Erasm. on Folly 102 When they tone out their daily

Tally of Psalms. 1725 Bradley's Font. Diet. s. v. Wall.
Some Bricks, .are broken, in every Load or 500 Bricks; and
the Tally or Tale, is, for the most part,.. too little. 1774
BURKE Sp. Concl. Poll Wks. III. 16 Mr. Brickdale opened
bis poll, it seems, with a tally of those very kind of freemen,
and voted many hundreds of them. 1843 LEVER J. Hinton
xviL (1878) 123 We told them off by tallies as they marched
on board. 1886 Pall Mall G. 4 June 14/1 Some few years
ago.. Victoria was well ahead of New South Wales in the

tally of her people. 1889 igM Cent. Nov. 755 Though we
had three deaths during the passage, as we also had three

births, our tally
remained correct. 1890 Science 12 Dec.

323 All the Indians, .were drawn up in tallies, and arranged
according to families. 1892 Labour Commission Gloss.)

Tafyt check account made by a person receiving goods;
. . used for the number of bricks or tons of other goods carried

on canal boats and river barges.

b. spec. In market-gardening, Five dozen (cab-

bages, bunches of turnips, etc.).

1851 MAYHEW Loud. Labour I. 92, I buy turnips by the
'

tally '. A tally's five dozen bunches. iS&iDatfy News
6 Sept. 2/7 Cauliflowers, 55. per tally. 1891 Times 28 Sept
4/2 Cabbages, is. 6d. to zs. 6d. per tally ;.. marrows, as. 6d.

to 35. 6d. per tally.

O. spec. In hop-picking, A specified number of
bushels that have to be picked for one shilling:
see quot. 1904, and cf. quot. 1881 in I.

1868 A Hop-sketck'm Derby Mercury 12 Feb., Back at the

'tally
'

to play your part. 1891 Scott. Leader 24 Sept. 7 A
strike has occurred among the hop-pickers . . owing to

alleged
' excessive measure and high tally '. 1904 Daily

Ckron. 29 Aug. 8/3 The pay is..at the rate of is. foracertain
number of bushels, called the *

tally ', which varies from five

to eight or nine, according to the growth of the hops.

d. The last of a specified number forming a

unit of computation, on the completion of which
the tally-man calls

*

tally
' and notes it down,

1886 P. CLARKE New Ckunt in Australia xii. 175 As a
1 hundred

'

is called, one of us calls out '

tally ', and cuts one
notch in a stick. 1894 Nortkumbld. Gloss, s.v., If the

articles are counted singly, they are called out up to the
nineteenth ; but instead of. .' twenty ',

the word tally is

substituted ; thus
*

eighteen, nineteen, tally '.. .In counting

61

articles that can be lifted in groups the tale is thus made
'

five, ten, fifteen, tally '.

(
6. A mark (such as the notch of a tally) repre-

senting a unit quantity, or a scries or set of units.

1719 D'URFEV Fills (1872) III. 314 In Courts had all their

Heart's desire, For every Kiss a Tally. Ibid. IV. 264 He
notcht his Arse with Tallies. 1807 CKABIIE Parish Reg. L

252 Where chalky tallies yet remain in rows.

7, A distinguishing mark on a bale or case of

merchandise, etc., corresponding to one in a list,

for the purpose of comparison or identification ;

hence, a mark, label, ticket, or tab, used for this

purpose, or to denote the weight and contents, etc.

1860 MAURV Phys. Geog. Sea vi. 324 But the air is

invisible ; and it is not easily perceived how either marks
or tallies may be put on it, that it may be traced. 1865
Morning Star 27 Jan., I entered the weights in the landing-

book, and marked] them in the tallies, .and I saw a great
number of the tallies afterwards put on the bales.

b. Coal-mining. (See quots.)
1883 GRESLKY Coal Mining Ghss. % Tally, a mark or

number placed by a collier upon every tub of coats loaded. . .

They are usually little bits of tin having a number stamped
upon them. 1890 N. ff Q. 7th Ser. X. 297/2 At many pits
it is customary to send the tubs of coals to bank with tin

tallies attached. . .This tally is so that the banksmen and

weighmen may place the coals to the credit of the men
working in the banks below, the banks and tallies bearing
the same numbers.

O. spec, in Gardening, A tab or label of wood,
metal, etc., on which are inscribed the name, class,

etc. of the plant or tree to which it is attached, or

beside which it is stuck in the ground.
iSia LouDON Encycl. Card. in. w. 1190 Every plant [in a

Botanical Garden] ought to have its name painted on strong
cast-iron talleys. 1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 17/1 Many
different kinds of tally are used in gardens and arboretums,
to bear either numbers referring to a catalogue, or the

names of the plants near which they are placed. 1870
THORNBURY Tour Eng. I. i. 23 The.. gray stone, the tally
to mark a seed plot in Death's neglected garden. 1881

Encycl. Brit. XII. 234/2 Tallies of wood [in horticulture]
should be slightly smeared with white paint and then written

on while damp with a black-lead pencil.

d. A tie-label, tab, or tag for luggage, etc.

1909 Advt. t Temple Tower Tallies, id. per packet, strung
ready for use.

U 8. Used as = TAIL sb* i b. Obs.

1609 OVERBURY Oiarv. St. France Wks. (1856) 238 The
gentrie are the onely entire body there, which participate
with the prerogatives of the crowne ; for from it they
receive . . supply to their estates, by governments and
pensions, and freedome from tallies upon their owne lands.

1642 HOWELL For. Trav. (Arb.) 74 When one hath scene the

Tally and taillage of France, ..the Assise of Holland, the

Gabels of Italy, ..hee will blesse God, and love England
better ever after.

9. altrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib. and obj.

gen., as (from I, I b) tally-broker, -court, -cutter,

-office, -stick; (from i, 2b) tally-book, -check,

-keeper, -table
;
b. in reference to the instalment or

petty credit system (cf. 2 c) worked by the TALLY-

MAN, as tally-business, -draper, -master, -pack-

man, -room, -shop, -system, -trade, c. Special
combs. : tally-board, a board on which an account

is notched or chalked ; e. g. one on which the

record ofa weaver's work is kept (Eng.Dial.Dict.) ;

tally-clerk, one who checks merchandise with a

list in loadingordischarging cargo; also(i/.6".),one
who assists in counting and recording votes

; tally-

husband (slang), a man who 'lives tally' (4b)
with a woman ; tally-mark = sense 7 ; tally-pot, a

vessel in which records of a counting or voting are

placed (Funk's Stand. Diet. 1895) ; tally-room

(Ireland), a committee-room at an election ; tally-

sheet, a score-sheet, esp. (U.S.)'m recording votes
;

tally-shouter (Mining}, see quot. ; tally-stick, a

stick used as or like a tally (sense l) ; tally-writer,

formerly, the clerk who wrote the description and

amount of the payment on two opposite sides of the

exchequer tallies. See also TALLYMAN, WOMAN.
1849 JAMES Woodman vii, You have not got the 'tally

board so completely in your hand, my friend, a 1716 SOUTH

Serm.(n\i) IV. 154 Such a Money-Monger, such a Tally-

Broker, and Cheater of the Publick. 1851 "Tally-business

[see tally- master], 1861 Miss BRADOON Lady Auiilcy

xxvii, You're not connected with with the tally business,

are you, sir? 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 10 Oct. 13/4 Rudely
inscribed potsherds.. "tally-checks scrawled with entries of

time-labour and food-wages. 1890 Daily Nnvs 13 Sept. 6/4
A large number of ships' "tally clerks, .. have not had a

day's work for weeks. 190* Westni. Gaz. 25 Feb. 2/1 There
is a duplicate of this board, but on a small scale, placed on
the desk of the tally-clerk, so that the record of the votes is

constantly before his eyes. 1684 E. CHAMBKKLAYNE fres.

St. Eng. ii. (ed. 15) 105 In the "Tally Court the "Tally-
cutter attends. 1786 St. Paper in Ann. Reg. 193/1 The

tally writer, .takes an account of the sum, and writes it on

both sides of the tally delivered to him, with the sum cut

..are occasionally shopmen, for a '

large ^ "tally-master not

unfrequently carries on a retail trade in addition to his

tally-business. 1631 SIR S. D'EwES Jrnl. Parlt. (1783) 52
That unjust and rare recorde called Domesdei in the *tallie.

office of the Exchequer. 1851 MAYHEW Loud. Lalwr I.

381/1 The pedlar or hawking tallyman travels for orders...

The great majority of the "tally-packmen are Scotchmen.

1842 S. LOVER lltuuiy Andy xvii, The popular tunes.. in

TALLY.
the "tally rooms, while the fellows are waiting to go up.
1910 Daily Navs 24 Jan. 8 Mr. Wood could neither show
himself in the place nor get a tally-room, as they call their
committee-rooms there (Lislmrn]. 1889 Century Afur. Feb.
632/1 The growing disposition Lin U.S.) t-> tamper with the
ballot-box and thr*t*lly-ihaet 1893 Siribners Mag. June
779/2 To call her attention to a tally.sheet, covering ftMvM
of three calendar months. 1851 MAYJIEW /,<>/</. ZaA;wr 1.32/1The poor, .. pawnbrokers, loan-omccj,. -l;illy- sl,ups, dolly-

shops, arc the only parties who will tru-^t them. 1870 Public
Opinion 16 July, [He] described ft

. the
low quality of the provisions supplied in the tally-shops.
1883 GUSLKY Coal Mining C,hss,

t Tally-shauter, on, ,

shouts out the numbers on tin: Uilli< s |., t) r - * \.-\,>-\ . 1895
HOFFMAN Beginnings of Writ. 140 Several tribes of Indian:,.
in California, employed a variety of 'Ullysticks to record
transaction* in business. 1897 IUARY KINGSLKY W. Africa
49

1 They hopefully notched away the moons on their tally-
sticks. 1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour \, 372/2 Some had been
unsuccessful as tallymen when shopkeepers, or travellers
for tally-shops, and have resorted to Hawking or street-

trading,, .blending the 'tally system with the simple rules
of sale for ready money. 18*9 COBBETT Adv. Yng. Man \\.

60 The *

Tally-trade
'

by which household Roods, coals,

clothing, all sorts of things are sold upon credit, the seller

keeping a tally, and receiving payment., little by little. 1851
MAYHEW Land. L. I. 383/1 Establishments, 'doing largely*
in the tally-trade. 1786 "Tally writer [see taffy*utter].

t Tally, sb? Cards. Obs. [f. TALLY v2'. cf.

F. tailU from Az///ir todeal.] At faro, basset, etc.,

A deal.

1706 MRS. CENTLIVKE Basset Table iv. 53 Captain.. .Pray
count the Cards, I believe there's a false Tally. Sir fames,
, . No, they are Right, Sir 'Sir James counts em). 1760 I-'OOTI.

Minor in. (1781) 65 A most infernal run. Let's see (Fulls

out a card) Loader a thousand, the Baron two, Tally
Enough to beggar a banker.

Ta-lly, sb.z rare. Short for TALLY-HO. So Tally

v., to signal with tally-ho I

1886 FORTESCUE Stag Hunting on Exmoor (1887) 180

Another hundred
yards

of slow hunting, and then a loud

tally proclaims a fresh find. Ibid. 182 The farmer is half

inclined to fear he has tallied a fresh hind.

Tally (tarli), vl Forms : see TALLY sbl [f.

TALLY s6.l Cf. also med.L. tallidre to cut (wood) ;

also, to conform or cause to correspond in number
or measure: see Du Cange.
(Some of the uses may have been influenced by association

with L. talis such, ttilio giving like for like.)]

I. 1. trans, y To notch (a stick) so as to make it

a tally (0fo.) ; hence, to mark, score, set down or

enter (a number, etc.) on or as on a tally ; transf.
to record, register.
c 1440 Promp. Part'. 486/1 Talyyn, or scoryn' on taly,

talliO) dico. 1632 Star Chatitb, Cases (Camden) 94 M*1 Jennet
Carrier had a knife in her hand, . .to tally a sttcke to shewe
how many dishes full there were. 1633 FORD Broken //.

iv. i. So provident
is folly jn

sad issue, That afterwit, like

bankrupt s debts, stands tallied, Without all possibilities of

payment, a 1640 W. FENNER Sacr, Faithf. (1648) 53 There
is not one of them that God tallies down, or reckons for a

praier. 1706 E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 18 At

every tenth Call perhaps you may tally
down a Sailor. 1890

Century Mag. June 205/2 These [field judges] measure and

tally the trials of competitors in jumps, pole vaults [etc.].

b. spec. To identify, count, and enter each bale,

case, article, etc. of a cargo or lot of goods in load-

ing or discharging.
iSia J. SMYTH Pract. of Customs (1821) 7 Goods paying

Duty by Tale, are, at the delivery, to be tallied at i, 10, 20,

&c, according to the nature thereof. 1886 Pall Mali G.

29 Jan. 5/2 Upon the mates of ships . . falls the bulk of the

work and responsibility entailed in getting a ship ready to

receive cargo, in '

tallying
'

the cargo, in preparing her to

leave port [etc.], 1899 F. T. BULLEN Log Sea-waif226 No
pretence was made of tallying in the cargo.

C. To furnish (a bale of goods, etc.) with a

tally or identifying label
;
to distinguish, mark, or

identify by or as by a tally : see TALLY sb^ 7.

1837 MARRYAT Dog-Fiend xxxiv, Leaving his people to

mark and tally the bales. 1860 M\UHY Phys.Ge0g.Sen(LQvt)
vi. 332 We have tallied the air, and put labels on the wind.

1865 Morn. Star 27 Jan., If a number of bales were tallied

as having arrived by a vessel called the Onwards, the label

with the mark ' Onwards
' on it was taken off and another

marked the '

City of Dublin
'

placed in its stead.

2. To count or reckon /, to number.

1543 BECON Pathw. Proper vi. Cviij, Some..vpon theyr
bedes taly vp 1 cannot tel howe many lady Psalters. 1586
W. WEDBE Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 62 The first or the first

couple hautng twelue stllables, the other four tee tie, which

versifyers call Powlters measure, because so they talle

their wares by dozens. 1598 Wills <V Inv. N, C. (Surtees) II.

335 Two men, to serve . . att the pitt, to take the reckoninges,

the one . .who doth tallee the horses. 1648 BP. HALL Breath.

DevontSouliv. 5, 1 have not kept even reckonings with thee ;

I have not justly tallied up thy inestimable benefits. 1660

CoL J. Okie's Lament. 10, I must now tally the Account

of our State Stinking Beer. 1885 A. MUNRO Siren Casket

(1889) 85 They anchor'd at morning to tally their spoil.

b. g* To reckon, estimate (with ooj. /.)

colloq. rare.
1860 HOLLAND Miss Gilbert x\x

}
You can't hardly tally

how she's coming out because she ain't exactly a woman yet.

f3. intr. To deal on tally or credit; to open or

have a credit account with any one. Obs.

1596 [see TAIL v? 8, quot. 1570). 17*4 SWIFT Draper's
Lett. Wks. 1755 V. ir. 25 Several gentlemen have been forced

to tally with their workmen, and give them bits of cards

sealed and subscribed with their names.

II. f4. trans. Jig. To cause (things) to corre-

spond or agree ; to * match *

; pa* pple. matched,

suited, adapted. Obs.



TALLY.

COOQ mubi uc itiui'"-" -- *-* -- - - .

They seem'd just tallied for each other, a 1745 POPE (J.),

Thev are not so well tallied to the present juncture. 1812

JEF/EBSON Writ. (1830) IV. 177 Peculiarly tallied in interests,

by each wanting exactly what the other has to spare,

f 5. To compare, as tallies, for the purpose ol

verifying an account, etc. Obs.

1702 Land. Gaz. No. 3827/4 These are to give Notice to

all the Fortunate in Sydenham's Land-Lottery, .to bring

their Prize Tickets, in order to have the same Tallied. 1703

Ibid. No. 3963/4 All Persons, whose Tickets in the late Land-

Lottery have not been tallied and reported,

f b. fig. To bring into comparison, compare.

,773 J. Ross Fratricide vi. 478 (MS.) What but a shadow

is this mortal life When tally'd with eternity?

6. intr. To agree, as one half of a cloven tally

with its fellow ; to correspond or answer exactly ;

to accord, conform, fit. Const. \to (obs.), with.

(The chief current sense.)

1705 ADDISON Italy 227, 1 found pieces of Tiles that exactly

tally'd with the Channel. 1720 Lett. Land. Jrnl. (1721) 64
The Courage and Understanding of her [the High Church's)
Passive Sons Tally to each other. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver iv.

xii, Neither shall I ever be able to comprehend how such
an animal [Yahoo], and such a vice [pride], could tally

together. 1738 WARBURTON Div. Legal. I. 271 A Theory
that does not exactly tally

with fact. 1757 DA COSTA in

Phil. Trans. >L. 229 The impressions of ferns, grasses, &c.

are easily recognizable, they so minutely tally to the plants

they represent. 1779 J. MOORE View Soc. Fr. (1789) I.

xxiv. 188 High hills, whose opposite sides tally so exactly.

1891 E. PKACOCK N. Brendan II. 82 It tallies exactly with
what the others have said.

III. (? Connected with TALES.)
7. trans. (?) To summon or empanel as ajuryman.
1776 in Stonehouse Axholme (1839) J 45 None of the

Lord's tenants, either freehold or copyhold, to be tallied

out of the Manor, to the Assizes, Sessions, or Sheriff's Court

Ta'lly, v. 2 Naut. Now rare. [Origin obscure.]
1. trans. To haul taut (the fore or main lee-

sheets). Hence Tallied ppl.a.
4:1450 Pilgrim's Sea-Voy. 19 in Stacions Rome (1867) 37
A boy or tweyn Anone up styen, And ouerthwart the sayle-
yerde lyen ;

' Y how 1 taylia !

'

the remenaunt cryen, And
pulle with alle theyr myght. a 1625 NomenclatorNavalis
(Harl. MS. 2301), When they hale aft the Sheate of Maine
or Fore-Saile, they sale Tallee aft the Sheate. 1627 CAPT.
SMITH Seaman's Gram. ix. 39 Get your Starboord tacks

aboord, and tally or hale off your Lee-Sheats. 1762-9 FAL-
CONER Shipwr. 11. 212 Taught aft the sheet they tally, and
belay. 1769 Diet. Marine (1789), Border les ecoutes tout

plat, to tally the sheets flat aft. 1836 E. HOWARD R . Reefer
xxx, By hauling along tallied bights of rope.
2. intr. To catch hold or '

clap
'

on to a rope.
1840 R. H. DANA Be/. Mast xxviii. 97 AH hands tallied on

to the cat-fall. Ibid. xxxv. 133 All hands tally-on to the
main tack. 1896 KIPLING Seven Seas 93 Heh 1 Tally on.
Aft and walk away with her 1 Handsome to the Cathead
now ; O tally on the fall !

t Tally, v.3 Cards. Obs. Also 8 (tailM), tailly.

[ad. F. tailler to cut, esp. to deal at faro, etc. :

see TAIL v.'*] intr. At faro, basset, and similar

games, To be banker
(i. e. to deal).

[1701 FARQUHAR Sir H. Wildair \. i, The French marquis,
you know, constantly taille's. Ibid. n. ii, I relied altogether
on your setting the cards ; you used to taille with success.]
1706 MRS. CENTLIVRE Basset Table iv. 52 Latly R Sir
James, pray will you Tally ? Sir J. With all my Heart,Madam. (Takes the Cards and shuffles them.) 1715 LADY
M. W. MONTAGU Basset-table 68 Wretch that I was, how
often have 1 swore When Winnall tally'd, I wou'd Punt no
more? 1716 Let. to C'tess of Mar 17 Dec., The duke
taillys at basset every night. 1748 H. WALPOLE Let. to
Mann 26 Dec., I don t know whom your Highness will get
to tally to you j you know I am ruined by dealing.
Tally, v* : see TALLY s6.3

Tally (tg'lili), adv. Now rare or Obs. [f. TALL
a. + -LY

*.] In a tall manner.
tl- In a seemly manner ; becomingly, elegantly;

fairly, v/ell ; bravely. Obs.

"ir
3? ??" Palerne

. '76 Sche..borwed boi^es clobes, &
tallicne hire a-tyred tijtli ber-inne. c 1400 Destr. Tray 8813When this taburnacle atyrit was tally to end, Thai closit hit
full clanly, all with clene ambur. <ri44o Promp. Par-.:
486/1 Tally,.. in semely wyse, decenter, eleganter. i4Anc.Deed\. 8559 (P.R.O.) in Catalogue IV. 327 [ProctouT
should come to the] Hall of Broghton and ther tawly besek
John of Broghton [esjqwier to be his gode master.
2. Highly, loftily.
i6it

COTGR., Hautement, highly, tally. :6i3 FLETCHER, etc.
Captain n. n, You Ludovick That stand so tally on your
reputation You shall be he shall speake it

Tallydiddle, variant of TARADIDDLE.
Tally-ho (tse^liihoo-), int. andrf. Also S-gtallio,

9 tally-o, talleyho. [app. an altered form of
the Fr. ta'iaut (Moliere, Les Fdcheux 1662), tayau,
layout (Furetiere), used in deer-hunting; earlier
*r. equivalents were taho, tahott, theau, theau le
hau

tielau, thialau, and thia hillaud (Godef.).
r

V
j

u
u
Fr ' <orms appear to be meaningless exclama-

onTi r C conjecture has been spent in vainly trying to

ft //? Pleamng "-'?
the En8'ish 'a by findinf in

1 n-K
cop

.
plce '

"' alli "> gone, hors out, etc.]
1 he view-halloo raised by huntsmen on catch-

ing sight of the fox. a. as int.

"Sshman returnedfr. Paris, Sir Tobylallyho (name of a roistering character/!
177* R. GRAVES Spir. Quixote (1783) I. 68 Terrv with theutmost vociferation, in fox.hunters' langua^,' crta; out"

62

Tallio ! Tallio ! Tallio !' 1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleo-

mania 19 Then at it, my Pegasus, here's whip and rein,

Tally ho f Tally ho ! dash it bold o'er the plain. 1835 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 7) XI. 752 The view holloa of the hare is, 'Gone

away'; of a fox,
'

Tallyho '. 1859 Art Taming Horses,
etc. x. 168 When a fox breaks'cover near you,, .don't be in

a hurry to give the '

Tally-a-e-o !

'

Ibid. 169 When he [the

fox] is well away through the hedge of a good-sized field,

halloo ..'Tally-o aw-ay-o-o !' giving each syllable very

slowly. . . If the fox makes a short bolt and returns, it is

'

Tally-o back \

'

with the ' back ' loud and clear. If the

fox crosses the side of a wood when the hounds are at check,
the cry should be '

Tally-o over 1

'

b. as si.

1787 Generous Attachment I. 115 One of his tallies would
have sent them screaming out of their senses. 1830-83 R.
EG.-WARBURTON Hunt. Songs (ed. 7) xxvn. i, Beasts ofthe
chace that are not worth a

Tally-ho
! 1860 All Year

Round No. 71. 485 How the glaa tally-hos, triumphant
who-whoops, . . come from the very hearts of the farmers.

O. attrib.

1857 H. BREEN Mod. Bug. Lit. 138 Perhaps the most
characteristic style of all is the tally-ho, or Nimrodian style.

2. Originally, the proper name given to a fast

day-coach between London and Birmingham,
started in 1823; subsequently appropriated by
other fast coaches on this and other roads, and
treated somewhat as a common noun. Also tally-
ho coach.

1831 T. ATTWOOD 9 Oct. in Life xii. (1885) 184, 1 prefer

your coming by the Safety Tally ho, because it puts up at

the most convenient inn. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown I. iv,

Tally-ho coach, -don't wait for nobody. Ibid., His father.,

had resolved that Tom should travel down by the Tatly-ho,
which. .passed through Rugby itself. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F.
Holt Introd., The mail still announced itself by the merry
notes of the horn; the hedge-cutter., might still know the
exact hour by the.. apparition of the pea-green Tally-ho or
the yellow Independent 1903 C. G. HARPER Stage-coach
<r Mail II. ix., x., xiii. [much historical information].

b. U. S. A large four-in-hand coach or drag.
1882 HOWELLS in Longm. Mag. I. 55 There was a tally-ho

coach which had been driven out from Boston. 1885 W. P.
BREED Aboard <$ Abroad 127 Who could . . not take a tour
of eight or ten hours in tallyho or wagonette? 1895 Ne-
braska State yrnl. 18 June 4/2 A talleyho ride was taken

by a large party of young people Friday afternoon.

Tally-ho
1

, v. [f. prec.]
1. trans. To salute or make known the presence of

(a fox) by the cry of '

tally-ho '.

1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 330 A fox was tallyho'd
breaking covert, and the dogs laid on him. 1815 Ibid. XV,
363 The servant.. tallyho'd the fox.

2. intr. To cry or utter
'

tally-ho' or a similar call.

1826 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 137 A troop o'

..tallyhoin* 'wild and wayward humourists '. 1820 HOOD
Epping^H.\y.y\\, And milkmen

tally-ho'd
! 1904 H. SUT-

CLIFFS ill Westm. Gaz. i Dec. 2/3 Oh, up to the saddle, the
horn tally-ho-ing, Up to the tops of the hills o' Craven !

Tallying (ta:-li|irj),ziW.^. [See -ING 1.] The
action of TALLY .i, in various senses.
c 1440 Promp. Pam. 486/1 Talyynge, taltiacio. 1631 LE

GRYS tr. Velleius Paterc. 168 The tallying up of the names
of these able wits. 1893 Daily ffews 14 Apr. 5/7 Supersed-
ing ship's officers in the work of tallying.

b. spec. Exact correspondence.
1845-6 TRENCH Huls. Lect. Ser, i. iv. 69 The curious tally-

ing of the Old with the New. 1895 STALKER in Expositor
Sept. 203 The tallying of events with the. .predictions.

Tallying, ppl. a. [See -ING *.] That tallies ;

corresponding.
1854 OWEN Sttl. f, Teeth inOrr'sCirc.Sc.l.Org.Nat.ijg

Such names, when applied to the tallying bones in lower
animals, losing that significance.

Tallyman (tse-limsen). [f. TALLY rf.l + MAN.]
1. One who carries on a tally- trade, or supplies

goods on credit, to be paid for by instalments.
1654 GAYTON Pleai. Notesiv. xi. 242 Brewers, Clerks, Bakers,

and all Tally-men. 1678 Fourfor Penny in Harl. Misc.
(ed. Park) IV. 148 The unconscionable Tally-man . . lets them
have ten-shillings-worth of sorry commodities, . . on security I

given to pay him twenty shillings by twelve-pence a week. I

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Tally-men, Brokers that let
'

out Cloths at moderate Rates to wear per Week, Month, or

Year._ 1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour^ I. 380/2 The pedlar tally,man is a hawker who supplies his customers with goods,
receiving payment by weekly instalments, and derives his
name from the tally or score he keeps with his customers.

b. (See quot.)
1889 Academy 29 June 440/1 In the tailoring trade the

worst paid work is that of the '

tallyman ', who takes orders
direct from the actual wearer without the intervention of
any contractor.

2. One who tallies, or keeps account of, any-
thing ; spec, a clerk who tallies or checks a cargo
in loading or discharging.
1888 ROOSEVELT in Century Mag. Apr. 862/1 With the

voice of a stentor the tally-man shouts out the number and
sex of each calf. 1889 DOYLE Micah Clarke 190, I reckon
them to be.. mayhap five thousand two hundred foot. I
have been thought a good tally man on such occasions. 1897KIPLING Capt. Courageous ix, I'm tally-man for the schooner.
3. One who '

lives tally
'

with a woman, slang.
1890 N. t, Q. 7th Ser. X. 297/1 The terms tally.man and

tally-woman, indicating a man and woman living together
without marriage, are used in mining districts.

U 4. Erroneously for TALESMAN. Obs.
1682 Enq. Elect. Sheriffs 10 A company of Mercenary

fellows, that used to serve as Tallymen in Guild-hall for
their Groats a Cause ; who .. would, to recover their Four,
pence a Trial, sell the Charter and all the Priviledges of
this honourable Corporation.

TALMUD.
Hence Ta'llymanning, Ta'llymanship (nonce-

wds.), the business or occupation of a tallyman.
1844 J. T. HEWLETT Parsons f, If. xxxiv, The nature and

objects of tallymanship. Ibid., He talked of nothinc bu
tally-mailing.

Tallywoman, [f. TALLY rf.i + WOMAN.]
a. A woman who sells goods on credit : cf.

TALLYMAN i. b. slang. A woman who 'lives tally'
with a man (see TALLY sl/.l 4 b) : correlative to
TALLYMAN 3.

[see TALLYMAN 3!. 1894 Daily Citron, n june~Fu'ni), Her
dress she gets by paying a small weekly sum of 2rt

r

. or itt. to
what is called a '

tallyman
'

or '

tallywoman '.

Taliu, v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : a. 4-5 talme.
ft. 6-7 tawme, 7-9 tawm, 8-9 taum. [Akin to
ON. talma to hinder, obstruct, MLG. talmen to
trouble with speaking, LG. talmen to be slow in

speech and at work, to linger, dawdle (Brem.
Wbch^), EFris. talmen to

plague, worry, solicit

tiresomely, Du. talmen to linger, dawdle, loiter.]
intr. To become exhausted; to fail, tire, faint,
swoon.
a. 1325 Song on Learning Music in Kel. Ant. I. 202, 1

donke upon David til mi tonge talmes. 1 a 1400 Morte A rlh.
2581 Thow trowes with thy talkynge bat my harte talmes!
c 1440 Le Bone Florence (Rilson) 769 Hur fadur nere hande
can [

= gan] talme, Soche a sweme hys harte can swalme.
(3. 1566 DRANT Wail. Hierim. K iv, (Lam. ii. 1 1) My babes

dyd faynt, And sucklynges tawmed in the streetes 1674RAY N. C. Words 47 To Tmom ; to swoon. 1684 MERIIUN
Yorksh. Dial. 169 Ise like to tawme, this day's seay [= so]
varry warme. 1787 GROSE Provinc. Gloss. Suppl., Taum,
To swoon. 1828 Craven Gloss., Taum, to swoon, to fall
sick ; generally,

'

to taum over '.

Hence Talm st., faintness, exhaustion
; in mod.

(una tuorf. ^on. suaim(e, l nn. qualrr
ham. .And bai salle bab haue hele & witte.

Talma (ta=-lma). PI. -as. [Named after

Franfois Joseph Talma, French tragedian (1763-
1826).] A cape or cloak worn by men, and also

by women in the igth c.

1860 HAWTHORNE Marb. Faun i, If a lion's skin could
have been substituted for his modern talma. 1894 Timel
17 Aug. 9/3IU.S. tariff] On cloaks, dolmans, jackets, talmas,
ulsters, or other outside garments for ladies and children's

apparel.

Talman, variant of TALISMAN l
Obs., mullah.

Talmi (tae-lmi), talmi-gold. [a. Ger. talmi-

gold, a fancy designation for trade purposes.] An
alloy of copper, zinc, and tin, plated with gold,
used for cheap jewellery.
(See MonatsblattdesGewerte-yereinsfur HannoverJuly
Aug. 1863, Deutsche Industrie-Zeitung, 28 Sept 1871.)
1868 WATTS Diet. Chem.\. 657 Talmigold, an alloy used

for the manufacture of trinkets, contains .. 86-4 per cent,

copper, 12-2 zinc, i-i tin, and 0-3 iron. 1890 A. H. HIORNS
Mixed Metals 109 31 Talmi or Talmi Gold. Also termed
Abyssinian gold.

tTalmou-se. Obj. [a. obs. F. talmouse

(talm!7'z), also talemouse (l4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.),
of uncertain origin ; see conjectures in Littre'.]

' A
Cheese-cake; a Tart, or cake made of egges, and
cheese' (Cotgr.); a piece of sugared pastry, con-

taining cream, cheese, and eggs (Littre).
1600 SURFLET Countrie Farme v. xxii. 723 Some make

with butter, cheese and
yolkes of egges, . . cheese cakes, tal-

mouses and little lenten loaues.

II Talmud (te-lmd, talmS-d). Also 6 Thai-

mood, 6-8 Thalmud. [a. late Heb. IIDPD

talmu-d instruction (c 130 A.ix), f. 1OT Idma'd to

instruct, teach. So med.L.
, F., Ger., etc. lalmud.

From its primary sense of '

teaching, instruction, learning ',

the word was applied to the teaching or instruction con-
tained in a biblical text, and to the body of traditional

learning possessed by a particular Rabbi ; but it came to be

applied distinctively to the discussion, explanation, and
illustration of the body of traditional law contained in the

Mishnah, and so to the concrete collection of this teaching.]
In the wide sense, The body of Jewish civil and

ceremonial traditionary law, consisting of the

MISHNAH or binding precepts of the elders, addi-

tional to and developed from the Pentateuch, and
the later GEMARA or commentary upon these, form-

ing a complement, explanatory, illustrative, and

discursive, to the Mishnah. The term was origi-

nally applied to the Gemara, of which two
recensions exist, known respectively as the Jeru-
salem (or Palestinian) and the Babylonian Talmud ;

to the latter of which the name is in strictest use

confined.
The precepts of the Mishnah were collected and codified

about A.D. 200; the redaction of the Jerusalem Talmud
had reached almost its present form by A. n. 408 ; that of

the Babylonian Talmud extended from A. D. 400 to 500.

1531 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 679/2 As the lewes had
set vp a boke of their Talmud to destroye the sense of the

scripture. 1580 G. GILPIN Beehive Rom. Ch. 74 The lewes
Rabbines..with their Caballa and with their Tbalmood.

1636 WEEMSK Treat. 4 Degenerate Soxs 349 They say that



TALMUDIC.

the text of the Scriptures U like water, and Mishna like

wine, and the Talmud like spiced wine.. ,So they compare
the Law to salt, Mishna to pepper, and the Talmud to spices.

1665 MovLKOccas. Rcfl. v. vii. (18^8) 322 He must devour the

tedious and voluminous Rhapsodies that make up the Tal-

mud, in many of which he can scarce learn any thing but the

Art of saying nothing in a multitude of words. 17*7-41
CHAMBKKS Cycl. s.v., When they [the Jews] say simply the

Talmud, they always mean this [the Babylonian Talmud].

1867 DEUTSCH in(>. Rev. Oct., Between the rugged boulders

of the law which bestrew the pass of the Talmud there crow
the blue flowers of romance and poetry, in the most catholic

and Eastern sense. attrib. 189* ZAMGWIU.CA/&T. Ghetto

I. 123 Mr. Moggid, you're a saint and a Talmud sage.

Talmudic (twlm*dik, talmzrdik), a. {sb.)

[f. prec. + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the Talmud.
1611 H. BROUCHTON Require Agreement 73 My next

demaund, Kabbi, shall trie your Thalmudique skill. 1618

J. PAGET Arrow agst. Brownists Tille-p., An Admonition

tovching Tatmudique and Rabbinical allegations. 1677
GALE Crt, Gentiles II. in. 167 Corrupt imitamens of Pytha-
gorean and Talmudic Traditions and Canons. jSit CARLVLE
Sart. Res. i. v, Its. .depth of Talmudic and Rabbinical lore.

1854 M ILMAN Lat . Chr. \\, L note, Sale has traced . . the fables

in the Koran to their Talmudic or Rabbinical sources,

f B. sb. = TALMUDIST. Obs. rare.

1624 R. SKVNNER in UssheSs Lett. (1686) 351 It is ob.

servable how Christ disputing against the Jews about the

Resurrection, doth prove the Resurrection out of the

sayings of their own Talmudicks. a 1656 Hi1
, HALL Reve*

lation Unrevcaled\\\\. Wks. 1837 VIII. 540 Those carnal

pleasures.. dreamed of by those sensual Turks and Tal-

mudiques {printed -iges].

Hence t Talnmdi'cian, sb. TALMUDIST c.
;

a.

TAMIUDIC. rare.

1575 T. ROGERS See. Canting Christ 6/1 Many things in

those Thalmudician books.

Talmu'dical, a. [f.
as prec. + -AL.] Of, per-

taining to, or contained in the Talmud ; of the

nature of or characteristic of the Talmud.
1605 CAMDEN Rent. (1637) 169 Whether this Cabala is

more ancient than the Talmudicall learning. 1603 J.

EDWARDS Author. O. fy N. Test. 352 The wisest of all the

Talmudical doctors. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man \\. ii. 122

There are many Passages in the Talmudical Writings which
afford Confirmation to the New Testament. 1867 Q. Rev.
Oct. 4 i? Household words of talmudical Judaism, to which

Christianity gave a higher and purer meaning.
Ta-lmudism. rare. [f.

TALMUD + -ISM.] Belief

in or practice of the teaching of the Talmud.
1883 Illinois Mission Neu's Nov. 132 The temporal effects

of Talmudism may be. .judged upon its own merits. 1896
Nation (N.Y.) 16 July 54/1 Talmudism and ritualism and
Christian exclusion and repression have endowed him fthe

Jew] with a second nature which is mistaken for his funda-

mental character.

Talmudist (tse'lm#dist, talim?dist). [f. TAL-
MUD + -IST.] a. One of the authors of the Talmud.

b. One who accepts or believes in the authority of

the Talmud, c. One learned in the Talmud ; a
Talmudic scholar.

1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrippes Van. Aries 6b, There is a

great contention of the Hebrewe tounge and Carracter, be-

twene the Thaimud isles,
c^ 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. 10

The Jews at this day are divided to three sects. The first.

which is the greatest, are call'd the Talmudists, in regard
that, besides the holy scriptures, they embrace the Talmud.

1741 BISCOE On Acts (1829) 86 The Talmudists frequently

speak of the transmigration of the souls of good men, 1882

American 111. 186 Dr. Joseph Barclay, Bishop ofjerusalem,
an eminent Tidmudist. i88a Century Ala?. XXIV. 49 All

[orthodox] Jews with whom Americans and Europeans are

acquainted are Talmudists.

Hence Talmud! stic, Talmudi'stical at/js.
=

TALUUDICAL. bo Ta-lmudize v. trans.
,
to make

Talmudic ; to allegorize or mix with fable.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 76 With Th'almudisticall

dreames. 1643 CUDWORTH Disc. Lor<s Supper 30 Besides
these Talmudistjcke Jewes?

there is another Sect . . that

reject all Talmudicall Traditions. 1781 WARTON Hist. Eng.
Pottry Ix. (1840) 1IL 386 The name Ariel came from the

Talmudistic mysteries. 1830 R. PHILIP /,/# W. Milne ix.

11840) 346 There are facts in his itinerary although Talmud-
ized. 1860 W. W. WEBB in Mtd. Times i Dec. 537/1
Talmudistical commentators on clinical medicine, whose

patients seem to be immortal.

Talo- (t/'b), combining form of L. talus ankle-

bone, forming a few adjectives in anatomy, in

sense '

pertaining to the ankle-bone \ as Talo-cal-

ca-neal [CALCANEAN, heel-bone], Talo-fiVbular

[FIBULA], Talo-sca phoid [SCAPHOID], Talo-
ti-bial [TlBU],
1887 Casselfs Encycl. Diet., Talo-scaphoid. 1890 BILLINGS

Nat. Med. Dict.t Talo-calcaneal, . . Talo-calcaneal articit-

lation...Talo-Jtbular ligaments^,. anterior and middle fas*

cicles of external lateral ligament of ankle-joint.. . Talo-

scaphoid articulation.. Talo-tibial ligaments,., passing
between the internal malleus and astragalus.

Talon (tse'bn), sb. Forms: a. 4-5 taloun(e,

5 -owne, 5-7 tallon, 7 tal(l)en,//. tallance, 5-
talon. 0. 5-6 talente, talaunt(e, tala u;nde,

5-7 talland, 6 tallaunt(e, 6-7 talant(e, tallent,

6-7 (9 dial.} tallant, 6-8 (9 dial.} talent. [ME.
a. OF. talon heel of a man, or of a shoe, hinder

part of the foot of a quadruped = Pr. talo, Sp.

talon, Pg. talaO) It talone heel, heel-piece : late

pop. L. or Com. Romanic talo, tatin-em heel,

deriv. form of talus ankle. With the ft forms

talant) talent^ cf. ancient^ margent, parchment^

peasant, tyrant, etc. : see -ANT 3. The sense-
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development shows the stages : ankle ;
heel of man

(of a shoe, etc.) ;
heel or hinder part of the foot

of a beast ; hinder claw of a bird of prey ; any
claw (usually in pi. the claws) of a bird, a dragon,
an ungulate beast, an insect, etc. The extension

to a bird ofprey,
and subsequent stages, are peculiar

to English.]
I. f 1. The ' heel

'
or hinder part of the foot of

certain quadrupeds, as swine and deer, or of the

hoof of a horse. Obs.

1:1410 Master of Came (MS. Digby 182) xxiv, A gret
boore shall haue longe traces and pe clees rounde before

and brode sooles of (>e feelc and a good talowne and longe
bones. 1611 CoiGR.,j4rot, . .thedeaw-clawe of a dog, Sic. ;

the heele, or talon of a hog. 1639 T. DK GRAY Expert Farrier
II. xvii. 298 [The Quitter-bonejcauseth a hard round swelling

upon the cronet of the hoofe, betwixt the heele and the

quarter of the long talent. [1688, 1715: cf. talon-nail in 5.]

t b. The hallux or hinder claw of a bird. Obs.

1486 Bk. St. Album aviij, The grete Clees [of a hawk]
behynde..ye shall call horn Talons. 1530 PALSGR. 279/1
Talant of a byrde the hynder-clawe, talon, argot. 1551
H ULOET, Talent or clawe of a hawke, mwWx. 1577 B. Goeoi
Heresbach's Hitsb. IV. (1586) 157 b, Let therefore your
Henne be of a good colour, hauing . . her tallons euen. Ibid.

i 58 Your Cockes . .of colours, as I tolde you for the Hermes,
and the tike number of tallons.

2. //. The claws (or less usually in sing, any
claw) of a bird or beast, a. spec. The powerful
claws of a bird of prey, or of a dragon, griffin, etc.

o. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 800 The dragone..Towchez hym
wyth his talounez, and terez hys rigge. ^1400 MAUNDEV.
(1839) xxvi. 269 [The Griffon] hath his talouns so longe and
so grete as bough bei weren homes of grete oxen, a 1661

HOLVDAV yuvenal 250 Lubin . . understands not how the pyg-
mie should be snatch'd-up by the crane.. in his crooked

talens, when as the crane s talents are not crooked. 1671
MILTON /'. R. II. 403 With sound of Harpies wings, and
Talons heard. 1717 SWIFT Gulliver H. v, A kite.. would
have certainly carried me away in his talons. 1884 PAE
Eustace 137 We must see and take the Falcon from the

talons of the French eagle.

0. 1431-50 tr. HifJen (Rolls) II. 369 Bryddes hauenge
wynges and talandes. Ibid. VIII. 37 Thre [young eagles].,
did bete the egle with thcire talauntes and wynges. a 1533
LD. BKKNKKS Gold. Bk. M. Atirel. xxviii. (1535) 47 b, He
sawe two kytes ioninge to gyther with their talantes. 1579
GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 20 The Harpies haue Virgins

faces, and vultures Talentes. 1635 R. JOHNSON Hist. Tom
a Lincolne (1828) 104 The nailes of his fingers were as the

tallents of eagles. i76o-7 H. BROOKE Foolo/Qual. (1809)
IV. 151 What would become of my., dove, wilnin the talents

of such a vulture ? 1893 SALISBURY S. E. Wore. Class., Local

Pronunc., Talents, talons.

b. The claws (or in sing, any claw) of a wild

beast, of an insect, etc.

a. a 1501 H. SMITH Jonah'sPunishm, n. (1602) B viij, Like

Lions, which will be gentle vntill their tallons grow. 1664
POWER Exp. Philos. i. 5 The other four legs are cloven and
arm'd with little clea's or tallons (like a Catamount), a 1667
COWLEY Sylva, Ret. outofScoil., Let spotted Lynces their

sharp Talons fill, With Chrystal fetch 'd from the Prome-
thean Hill. 1873 HOLLAND A. Bonnie, xi. 184 Sheathed
within the foot of velvet was hidden a talon of steel.

P. >43*-5 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 83 Men hauenge hedes

lyke dogges, whiche be callede Cynocephali, . . y-armede with

teithe and talaundes, lyflenge by hawkenge and huntenge.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on fs. x. 10 The talantes and teethe

of the Lyon. i6a8GAULE/Voc/. The. Panegyr.tf Itsufliceth,

that wee discerne this Lyon, by his Talent.

C. Allusively applied to the grasping fingers or

hands of human beings. (Cf. CLAW.)
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. ii. 64 If a talent be a claw, looke

how he clawes him with a talent. 1594 ?GRBENE Selimus
Wks. (Grosart) XIV. 264, 1 can scarce keep her talents

from my eies. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa in. 142 They
haue. .neither kniues or spoones but only their ten talons.

1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xviii. An I had ye amang the

Frigate Whins, wadna I set my ten talents in your wuzrent

lace for that very word ? 1860 HAWTHORNE Marb. Faun
xvi, Still he washed his brown, bony talons.

&.fig.
1586 MARLOWE \st Pt. Tamburl. 11. vii, Now doth ghastly

Death With greedy talents gripe my bleeding heart, ifioo

SURFLET Countrie Farme in. xxxiv. 497 The oliue tree

being once seased in his tallance of a good peece of ground,
contenteth it selfe. 1748 JOHNSON Van. Hum. Wishes 168

Rebellion's vengeful talons. 1751 Rambler No. 113 P 7

Nothing should have torn me from her but the talons of

necessity. 1774 BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 451 That they may
yet be able to save something from the talons of despotism.

II. 3. transf. A heel-like part or object. [In

a, b, c = F. talon.'] a. Ntutt. The curved back

of a ship's rudder. ? Obs. b. Arch. An ogee

moulding: OOEE 2. e. The ' heel
'
of a blade,

as of a sword, d. A part of the shell of a bi-

valve ; cf. HEEL si>.1 7 h. e. The projection on

the bolt of a lock against which the key presses

(Knight Diet. Mech. 1877). f. (See quot.)
a. 1485-6 NavalA cc.Hen. VIl(\&f>1 14 For a pece oftym-

bre . . spent in makyng ofa talland for the same Rother. 1867
SMYTH Sailor's Word-bit., Tallant, the upper hance, or

break of the rudder abaft. b. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex.
Techn. I. s. v., The Talon consists of two Portions of a

Circle, one without, and the other within ; and when the

Concave Part is uppermost, it is called Reversed Talon.

1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty xii. 172 That ornamental

member called by the architects 'cyma recta', or talon.

1810 Kudim. Anc. Archil. (1821) 41 The ovolp and talon

are always employed as supporters to the essential members
of the composition, such as the modillions, denteies, and
corona. i84-7GwiLT^rc>i//. Gloss., 7"afo>i,thenamegiven

by the French to the ogee. o. 1834 WOODWARD Mollusca

TALSHIDE.
M. 276 Umbones elongated, progressively filled up with
shell, and forming an irregular

'
talon

'

in front of the fixed
d. 1869valve.. . . Arms t, Am,, ix. (187^) 180

rrom the talon, or heel of the blade, on the opposite side, is
a hollow indent, intended to hold the thumb. f. 1898
Syd. Soc. Lex., Talon, a heel or low cusp of a tooth.
4. fig. a. Cards. The remainder of the pack

after the hands have been dealt. Cent. Diet. 1891.
b. Coiniu. See (ju.it. iSSs. (So both in Fr.)
1881 limiKi.i. CoiiniiHf.Ilo. Diet. (1893) s. v., A Talon, as

most commonly known in commerce, is the last portion of a
sheet of coupons.., and contains on ils face an intimation
that if it is presented at the house or office indicated, a new
sheet of coupons will be given in exchange foi it. . . The
Talon is also a name applied to the marginal appendage of
a Spanish coupon, and. .payment of the coupun is refused
if such talon or appendage happens to have been cut off.

6. allrib. and Comb., as talon-like, -tipped adj. ;

t talon-nail, in farriery, a shoeing-nail driven
into the back part of the hoof.
1688 k. HoLMB.^-w0OM".89/2 TallonNail, is that Nail

or not 1894 0K//U' (U. S.) XXIV. 195/1 And talon-lipped
hands toss him kisses. 1897 Allbutts Syst. Med. II. 52
The nails are often split and break, or are changed into

talon-like appendages.
Hence t Talon v. trans., to tear with the talons;

to claw. In quot._/ff.
1685 F. SPENCE tr. barillas' Ho. MedUis 306 When they

came to talon them with an usurpation.

Taloned (torbml), a. Also 7 ts(l)lented.

[f. TALON sb. + -ED 2
.] Furnished with talons.

1611 COTGR., Empiete, pawed, pounced, clawed, talented.

l6it BIBLE Jer. xii. 9 A speckled \marg. tallented) bird.

1706 WATTS Hora Lyr. n. To Mitio \. no A speedier prey
To talon'd faulcons. 1838 S. BELLAMY Betrayal 164 One
talon'd hand appear'd. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes v. (1858) 315
As if you should overturn the tree, and . . show us ugly
taloned roots turned-up into the air.

Talook, -dar, etc. : see TALUK, TALUKDSB.
II Talpa (tse-lpa). [L. talpa mole.]
1. Zoo!. The genus typified by the common mole

( Talpa europaa).
[1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvm. cii. (Bodl. MS.), The

wonte [v.r. molle] hi)t Talp.i.} 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. 6), Talpa,
(Lat.) the Mole or Want.
2. Path. An encysted cranial tumour ; a wen.

1693 tr. Blancarifs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Talpa, a Tumor,
so called, because that as a Mole.. creeps under ground;
so this feeds upon the Scull under the Skin. 1716 QUINCY
Lex. Phys.-Med. (ed, 3), Talpx and Nates, are Tumours
generally confined to the Head. 1857 DUNCLISON Med,
Lex., Talpa,. .a tumour on the head, which has been sup-

posed to burrow like a mole. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet.,

Talpa,. .abscess in superior and posterior part of bead.

Talpat, variant of TALIPOT.

tTalpe. Obs. rare- 1
. [f.'L.ta/pa,or&.O'F.

ialpe, laulpe (F. taupe'} mole.] A mole.
c 1440 Pallad. on tlnsli. I. 931 Either shall thees talpes

voide or sterve.

Talpi-, combining form of L. talpa mole, as in

fTa-lpicide [see -CIDE 2], the killing of moles;
Ta-lpiform a., mole-shaped ; Ta'lpify v. trans,

(nonce-wd.}, to make mole-like (in allusive use).

So Ta-lpid Zool. [f. mod.L. Talpid-se], an animal

of the family Talpidif, a mole; Ta'lpine a., per-

taining to the moles, of the sub-family Talpinx ;

Ta'lpoid [-OID, so F. talpoide], a. having the form

or structure of a mole; sb. an animal allied to the

mole.

1656 BLOUNT Clossogr., *Talpicide, the taking or killing

moles or woants. 1660 S. FISHER Rusticks Alarm Wks.

(1679) 326 But I. O. is so totally *talpified, that. .he can't

see that Jewish Idolatry nearer home. 1860 MAYNE
Expos. Lex., Talpi/ormis, applied by Latreille to a Family
..which resemble the Talpa: 'talpiform. 1890 BILLINGS

Nat. Med. Diet., Talpiform, shaped like a mole. 1860

M AVNE Expos. Lex., Talpinus, . . "talpine.

fTa-lright, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

TALL a. +
RIGHT a.] Upright and tall

; lofty.

1581 STANYHURST SEneis i. (Arb.) 34 On back her quiuer
shee bears, and highlye the remnaunt Of Nymphs sur-

passing with talright quantitye mounting.

Ta Ishide. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 5 talschidc,

-shed, 6-7 taleshide, 7 talshid. [f.
OF. tail

cutting, CUI + SHIDE: cf. TALWOOD.] A shide or

piece of wood of prescribed length, either round,

or split in two or four, according to thickness, for

cutting into billets for firewood.

Talshides were classed from No. t to No. 7 according to

girth: No. i contained round timber of 16 in. girth, half-

round of IQ in., quarter-cleft of i8J ; No. a contained round

23 in., half-round 27 in., quarter-cleft 26 in. ; No. 3 round

8 in., half-round 33 in., quarter-cleft 32 in. \ No. 4 round

33 in., half-round 39 in., quarter-cleft 38 in., and so on : see

1444-5 in Willis and Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 391 In

prostracione, fissura, et factura CCC di Talschides apud

Langley. 1447-8 Ibid. 388 Pro pioslracione, sicatione,

fissura, et factura, xiiij
m Talshides apud Snowdenhill. 1501

ARNOLDS CHron. (1811) 98 Item euery taleshide of one be in

gretnes in the middis xx. ynches of assise. i<* in Housek.

Ord. (1790) 162 A Duke or a Dutchess for their Bouche of

Court, .[was to have] one torch, one pricket, two sises, one

pound of white lights, ten taUhides, eight faggotts. 1664

EVELYN Sylva 99 Every Taleshide to be four foot long,

besides thecarf; and if nam'd of one, marked one, to contain

16 inches circumference, within a foot of the middle.



TALUK.

II Taluk, taluq (tal-k). East Ind. Also 8-9

talook, 9 talooka, -ah. [a. Urdu (jLo tatalluq

estate, tract of proprietary land, f. Arab, jjic

talaqa to adhere, be affixed.] orig. A hereditary
estate belonging to a native proprietor; also,
more usually, a subdivision of a zillah or district,

comprising a number of villages, placed for pur-
poses of revenue under a native collector; a
collectorate. Also attrib.

1799 WELLINGTON Sufpl. Desp. (1858) I. 370 He may here-
after plunder the remainder of that talook. 1802 CLOSE in

Owen IVellesley's Dap. (i 877) 235 Such exchanges of talooks
or lands shall be made hereafter.. as the completion of the
said purpose may require. 1839 Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 258
Let there be four schools at Madras..; one, at the principal
station of every Zillah ; and one in every Talook. Ibid. 259
In the Talook schools English would be unnecessary. 1880
C. R. MARKHAM Perm. Bark 352 The taluq or district of
Wainad is a plateau, averaging an elevation of 3000 feet
above the sea. 1905 A. ANDREW Indian Probl. 21 It is not

possible for the President of a Taluk Board to attend to the
schools in his charge.

II Talukdar, taluqdar (tah-kdai). EastInd.

[f. prec. + -dar, Pers. agential suffix.] The holder
of a taluk or hereditary estate, or the officer who
has charge of the district so called. Hence
Talukdarl, -daree (talookdarry), the office or

position of a talukdar.

1798 WELLESLEY in Owen Desp. (1877) 170 Orders shall.,
be issued to all talookdars on the frontiers. 1801 R. PATTON
Asiat. Mon. n6 By acquiring a larger extent of the same
species of hereditary possession, they became what are
called talookdars. Ibid. 147 Agrant of talookdarry of thirty-
eight villages

' which lay contiguous to their factory in

Bengal '. 1893 Nation (N. Y.) 27 July 70/2 The ' land,
lords (or

'

talookdars ', as they were called in that dis-
trict). 1904 Times 5 Oct. 8/6 Proposals respecting the
education and training of the Oudh taluqdars put forward
by Raja AH Mahomed.

Talus 1
(tet-lii, || tal-), Also 7 tala, talud. [a.

F. talus (i6th c.), in Diet. Acad. 1696 talut, OF.
(lath c. in Hatz.-Darm.) talu slope : late pop. L.

*talut-um, deriv. of talus ankle (taken in sense of
F. talon heel) : cf. next.]
1. Aslope; spec, in Fortification, the sloping side
of a wall or earthwork, which gradually increases
in thickness from above downwards.
1645 N. STONE Enchiridion Fortif. 3 On the inward side

they gave them [the walls] a Talud or slooping which in-
creased them in thicknesse towards the bottom. 1672 Phil
Trans. VII. 4081 The first Wall., being much broader
below by reason of the Talu or slope. 1704 J. HARRIS
Lex. lechn. I, Talus, or Talut, properly signifies any
Thing that goes sloping, as the Talus of a Wall in Masonry..In fortification, the Talus of a Bastion or Rampart, is the i

Slope allowed to such a Work whether it be of Earth or

?i!
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E Tr- sl""'dy VI. xxi, To determine '

the depths., of the ditches, the talus of the glacis, and the
precise height of the . . parapets. 1862 WKAXAI.L tr. Hugo's \

Mnerablts m. vn, The enemy's guns had opened a break
from the parapet to the talus,

fb. The sloping side of a trench or the like
17.7 Bradley'sFam. Diet. s.v. Garden, There must be

he Tatos
Trench to spread the Dung upon

2. Geol. A sloping mass of detritus lying at the
base of a cliff or the like, and consisting of material
which has fallen from its face

; also, the slope or
inclination of the surface of such a mass.
1830 LVELL. Princ. Geol. I. 11. xx. 266 It is only at a few

points that the grassy covering of the sloping talus marks a
temporary relaxation of the erosive action of the sea 1863

had become clothed with turf'
""' "' * quarry) '

atMi. znAComb. tfy H. MACMILLAN in Mac,,,.

b. A descending slope of a mountain, etc., with-
tit reference to its mode of formation

CSS'S-FSS^
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m
*Taius, see Astra-
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Syst. Mid. VI. 556 The capsule of the ankle-joint was loose

and lax, the talus smooth and oblique.

2. Path. A variety of clubfoot in which the toes

are drawn up, the heel resting on the ground.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1887 in CasselCs Encycl. Diet.

3. A nodular concretion somewhat resembling
an astragalus bone.
a 1728 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Fossils (1729) i. I. 81 Of the

Septa, or Partitions, that parcel out this Body into various

Masses or Tali.

Talvace, -vas, variants of TALEVACE Obs.

Talvett, variant of TOVET, two-peck measure.

Talwar : see TCLWAR, Indian sabre.

Ta Iwood. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 4-5 talwode,

tallwod(e, (taleghwode, tallowood), 5-9 tall-

wood, 6 tal(e)wod, talewood.tallwodde, talle

wode, 6-7 tall wood. [A rendering of OF. boi$

de tail ' bois en conpe
1

(Godef.), f. tail cutting,

cut.] Wood for fuel, cut up usually to a prescribed
size : cf. TALSHIDE.
[1168- Tallwood : cited in Rogers Agric. f, Prices 1. 393 et

seq.] 1350 in RileyJJ/tfw. Loud. (1868) 254 Talwode. 1373
Ibid. 369 Taleghwode. 1414 Will Stawell (Somerset Ho.),
Centum de talwode. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 227
M' tallowood occupyed & spent abought hetyng of pitche
Talowe Tarre & Rosyn. 1503 ARNOLDS Chrott. (1811) 07
The Ordinaunce for the Assise of Talewod and Belet in
the Cyte of London. 1530 PALSGR. 279/2 Tallwodde pacte
wodde to make byllettes of, taillee. 1551-3 Act j Edm. VI,
c. 7 All talwoode, billet, fagot and coles., shall kepe thassises

hereafterexpressed. [A statement of sizes and prices follows.]
"573 TUSSER Husk. (1878) 133 Pile tallwood and billet, stacke
all that hath band. 1674 JEAKK ArHh.(\6q6) 68 Fuel con-
tains Billets, Cordwood, Faggots; Talwood, and Coals.

1859 PARKER Turner's Dam. Arc/lit. III. iv. 101 It was
the duty of the grooms of the chamber to procure a regular
supply of tallwood and fuel for the fire.

Tarn, abbreviation of TAM-O'-SHANTER.
1895 Daily JVmis B Apr. 6/7 The ' Tarns

'

as the Tarn
O'Shanters are now universally called by shopkeepers, are
favouriles for windy weather. 1896 Godey's Mag. Feb. 224/2
The headgear is a coquettish white Tam with a white quill.
1899 ANNIE E. HOLDSWORTH Valley Gt. Shadow x, I'll put
on your tarn there 1

Tamable, variant
spelling of TAMEABLE.

Tamahauke, obs. form of TOMAHAWK.
II Tamal (tama-1). Also tamaul, erron. tamale.

[Mexican Sp. lamtel, pi. tamalts (-a-l).] A
Mexican delicacy, made of crushed Indian corn,
flavoured with pieces of meat or chicken, red

pepper, etc., wrapped in corn-husks and baked.
1856 OLMSTF.D Texas (Bartl.), This [crowd] attracts a few

sellers of whiskey, tortillas, and tamaules. 1860 BARTLETT
Diet. Amer., Tamal, or Tamauli. 1884 Boston (Mass.)
Jrnl. 16 Feb. 2/2 A queer article of food, known as' tamales',
is sold in the streets of San Francisco at night by pictur-
esquely clad Spaniards. 1893 KATE SANBOIN Truth/. Worn.
S. C alifomia 29 A tamale is a curious and dubious com-
bination of chicken hash, meal, olives, red pepper, and I
know not what, enclosed in a corn*husk.

II Tamandua (tam:e-nda). Also 7 tamendoa.
[Pg. tamandua (in Gandavo/jY.r/'ona, 1576, tamen-
doa), a. Tupi tamandua. (See J. Platt in Athenxum
19 Oct., 1901, 525.) So F. tamandua (1694 in

Hatz.-Darm.), Sp. tamdndoa.]
t a. Originally, a name for the Brazilian Ant-

eaters generally, including the Great Ant-eater or
Ant-bear, Myrmecophagajubata (in Tupi tamandua
guacu).
1614 PURCHAS Pilgrimage ix. iv. (ed. 2) 835 The Tamendoas

are as big ns a Ram, with long and sh.-.rp snouts, a taile
like a squirreU, (twice as long as the body and hairy).
1693 Plul.

TjramXVII. 851 The Tamandua or Ant-bear.
;h

b. Now generally restricted by naturalists to the
smaller Tamandua tetradaclyla, and its congeners
1834 Penuy Cycl.ll. 65/1 The Tamandua (Myrmeco-

f/iaga tamandua, Cuvier,) or second species of ant-eater
is an animal much inferior to the great ant-bear in point of
size being scarcely so large as a good-sized cat. 1849 [see
nextl ,851 OWEN ,n Phil. Trans. CXLI. 744 In the Tamandua Wyrmccothaga Tamandua,. .M the cervical vertebra;

i
-

, -."--"/*. i~/ in itcw rtiiu imeresuncr
arrival at the Zoological Gardens is the Tamandua ant-eater"

II Tamanoir (tamanwar). [F. corrupt form of
tarib tamanoa, -= Tupi tamandua : see prec ]The French name of the Ant-bear : see prec. a.
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the m"le "e shorter than the cranial
rartion. /tiA 213 In its manners the tamandua agrees withthe tamanoir, with this difference, that it often climbs trees
\\ Tamaun (ta-man). Also -no. Tahitian name

of the tree Cahphyllum Inophyllum (see POON,i ACAMAHAC) ; also atlrib., as tamanu-resin, -tree.
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mounta 'n forest of 'tamTnV. i^a R.LOVETT Cl:al,,1Crs v. ,42 A fine tamano tree grew do by.Tamarack ts-marak). Also -ao, -aoh (erron.

TAMARIND.

tamarisk), [app. a native Indian name in

Canada.] a. Properly, The American Larch
or HACKMATACK (Larix americana), growing in
moist situations in British North America and the
northern U. S.

; also, the timber of this tree, b
Also applied to the Black or Ridge-pole Pine
(Pinus Murrayana) of dry inland regions of
western N. America, and app. sometimes to the
Scrub Pine (P. contorta) of the coast (Cent. Diet.}.
(a 1817 T. DWIGHT Trav. Nnu Eng., etc. (1821) I -6 Hac

montac, or Tamarisk.] 1841 F. COOPER Deerslayer xxiii"The tamarack is healthiest in the swamp. 1841 G. BARSTOW
Hist. N. Hampsli. 453 Boughs of the tamarac and spruce
overhang the road. 1855 LONCF. Hiaw. vn. 48 Give me of
your roots, O Tamarack ! 1874 CODES Birds N. IV. i- 2
Nesting in the tamarack swamps and windfalls of Minne'sota

i Tamarau (ta-maran). Also -ao. [Native
name.] A diminutive black buffalo, Bubalus
mindorensis, peculiar to the island Mindoro, in the

Philippines.
1898 Guide Mammalia, 68 Attention may likewise be

directed to the small Philippine Buffalo. ., or Tamarau. tool
Gcogr. Jrnl. XIX. 622 The Tamarao, the remarkable anba
like animal

peculiar to Mindoro.

Tamaric, -ice, -i(c)k, obs. forms of TAMARISK.
Tamariii (tie-marin). [a. F. tamarin (La

Condamine 1 745), a. native name in the Galibi or
Carib dial, of Cayenne.] A name for several

species of the genus Midas of South American
marmosets or squirrel-monkeys.
[i74S L* CONDAMINK Relat. Voy. Amtr. Mirid. 165 On

les nomme Pinches a Maynas, et a Cayenne. Tamarins 1

1780 SMELLIE tr. Buffon's Nat. Hist. (,791) VIII. 203 note,In Cayenne, there are very small monkeys called tamariiu
which are extremely beautiful. They exceed not the size of
asquirrel. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVI 1. 5oo/, The tamarin,
Aagoinus Midas, or great-eared monkey. 1854 H G DALTON
Srit. Guiana (1855) II. 452 The Marakina or Silky Tamarin
1881, 1896 Negro tamarin [see NEGRO 7). i88a Red-handed
tamarin [see RED-HANDED a. 2]. 1899 Daily News 31 Nov.
S/i I he exceedingly rare monkey from South America,known as the red-bellied tamarin.

Tamarind (toe-marind). Forms : 6-7 tama-
rinde, 7 -ynd, tamerind, thamarind, 8 tama-
rinth, 7- tamarind; also 6 (from Pg.) tamarindo,
//. -os, 6-7 (It.) fl. tamarind!, 7 (from F.) pi.
tamarines. [=Sp., Pg., It. tamarindo, med.L.

tamarindus, ultimately ad. Arab, r^jj* ^
tamr-hindi, i.e. date of India, whence in the early
herbalists and physicians tamar indi, in Marco Polo
(Fr. version) tamarandi; in I3th c. F. tamarindes
pi. (Hatz.-Darm.), mod.F. tamarin (151)1 c. in

Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The fruit of the tree Tamarindus indica

(see 2), a brown pod containing one to twelve
seeds embedded in a soft brown or reddish-black
acid pulp, valued for its medicinal qualities, and
also used in cookery as a relish, etc. In Com-
merce, Med., etc. tamarinds means this pulp.
1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1539)60 Pourgers of choler...

Tamarindes, halfe an ounce in a decoction. 158* N. LICHB-
FIELD tr. Castanheda's Conq. E. Ind. I. xl. 94 They haue
jreate store of Ginger, Cardamomon, Tamarindos . . and such
yke. i6u WOODALL Surf. Mate Wks. (1653) 165 The
Tamarinds brought from the Indies. 1651 FRENCH Yorksh.
Sfa ix. 82 Some Lenitive, as . . Manna, Tamarines, . .syrop of
Roses. 173* ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet in Aliments, etc.

244 lamannds, cooling, astringent, yet laxative to the lower
Belly. iBij J. SMYTH Pract. of Customs (1821) 252 The

preserved in syrup.
2. A large tree, Tamarindus indica, N. O. Legu-

minosm, supposed to be a native of the E. Indies,
but now cultivated in warm climates generally,
bearing dark-green pinnate leaves and racemes of

fragrant yellow flowers streaked with red, and
producing the fruit described in I, also a hard
and heavy timber.
1614 PURCHAS Pilgrimage v. vii. (ed. 2) 483 Ouer the said

Temple grow many Tamarinds. 1698 FRYER E. India f, P.
126 A Grove of Mangoes and Thamarinds. 1717-46 THOMSONSnmmer 667 Lay me reclined Beneath the spreading tama-
rind. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. vn. xcv. 438 A table of
tamarmth. . . half the diameter of the tree which produced it

1872 OLIVER Elem. Bot. II. 165 The streaked wood of the
Tamarind . . used in cabinet work.
3. Applied to various trees (or their fruits) which

resemble the tamarind in some respect; e.g. in

New South Wales and other parts of Australia,

* >-. 1004;. JLJltlLK., iilcl(_K.-L.l UW II, .DIUW
or Velvet tamarind, a small leguminous tree, Codariu...
acuti/atium or Dialiinn giiincense : see quots. Manilla
tamarind : see quot. 1866. Wild tamarind, applied to
various leguminous trees or shrubs, as, in the W. Indies,
Pithecolobium filicifolium ; in Jamaica, Acacia arborea;
in Trinidad, Pentaclethrajilamentosa (Miller). Yellow
tamarind of tropical America, Acacia villosa.

1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle vii. (1859) 130 Overshadowed
by a magnificent wild Tamarind. 1857 HENFREY Bot. 280
The Tamarinds of Sierra Leone, . . are species of Codarium.
1866 Treas. Bot. 898/3 P\itliccolooiuiii} dulce, a large tree
native of the hot regions of Mexico., is now planted., in the
Madras Presidency, where the fruit is known as Manilla



TAMABINE.
Tamarinds. tbid. 397/2 D\ialiuin\ aciitifolium, the Velvet
Tamarind of Sierra Leone. .The pod, about the size and
form of a filbert, is covered with a beautiful black velvet
down. 1887 MOLONEY Forestry W. A/r. 332 Velvet Tama-
rind ofSierra Leone, Black Tamarind. . . The pulp surrounding
the seeds is pleasantly acid and commonly eaten.

4. atlrib. and Comb., ns tamarind-pod, -pot,

-pulp, -seed, -stone, -tree; also tamarind- flsh,
a relish made from various kinds of Indian fish

preserved with the acid pulp of the tamarind fruit;

( tamarind-palmetto, some species of palmetto ;

tamarind-plum, an E. Indian tree, Dialiutn

indicum, or its fruit : see quots. ; tamarind tea,
tamarind water, an infusion of tamarinds, used
as a cooling drink ; tamarind-whey : see quot.
1858 SlMMONns Diet. Trade, "Tamarind-fish. 1865 FR.

DAY Fishes Malabar Introd. o The best Tamarind fish is

prepared from the Seir fish ana from the Lates calcarifer,
1698 FRYER A cc. E. hiding P. 16 [The island of Johanna) The
outwartCoat of which is embroidered with "Tnamarind Pal-
metto. 1846 LINDLEY Vtg. Kingti. 549 Dialium ittdicitm, also
called the *Tamarind Plum. 1857 HENFREY Bot. 280 Besides
the Tamarind, other fruits, less acid, are eaten, as the Tama-
rind Plum. 1866 Trras. Bat. 1121/1 The "tamarind-pods im-
ported from the East Indies vary in length from three to six
inches, and are slightly curved. They consist of a brittle
brown shell, within which is a soft acid brown pulp, tra-
versed by strong woody fibres. 1850 THACKERAY Pendennis

f 1825 HoneV Every-day
Bk, I. 678 According to some botanists, the tamarind-tree
enfolds within its leaves the flowers or fruit every night.
1885-8 FAOGE & PYE-SMITH Princ. Med. (ed. 2) I. 150 For
beverages he may be allowed to choose among barley-
water, toast-and-water, lemonade, "tamarind-water, . . and
cold weak tea. 1883 Chambers' Encycl. IX. 283/1 "Tama-
rind whey is prepared by boiling one ounce of tamarinds
with a pint of new milk, and straining.

fTamarlne. Ots. rare- 1
. Some kind of cloth.

1691 Land. Gaz. No.
2675/4^

A Piece of Ash-coloured
woolly Tamarine striped with black.

Tamarisk (be-marisk). Forms: a. 5 thama-
rike, -yke, 6 tamarice, 6-8 -io, -ik, tamerick,
7 tamrioke. 0. 5-7 (inL. form)tamarisous,pl.-i;
6- tamoriscke 6-7 tamar-, 7 tameriske, tam-
riske, 6- tamarisk, [ad. late L. tamariscus (Palla-

dius), var. of tamarix, -iccm, whence F. tamaris

(i3th c.), also in i6th c.tamarisc, tamarix. Ulte-
rior source of the L. name unknown.]
A plant of the genus Tamarix, esp. T. gallica,

theCommon Tamarisk (called in L. myrica, in Gr.

pvpticri), a graceful evergreen shrub or small tree,
with slender feathery branches and minute scale-

like leaves, growing in sandy places in S. Europe
and W. Asia, and now much planted by the sea-

shore in the south of England. Several other

species, some with trunks 6 or 7 feet in girth, occur
in the Mediterranean

region.
German Tamarisk, the allied Myricaria germanica.
c 1400 Ltinfranc's Cirurg. 220 Make him a gargarism of

liquiricie, yreos, & tamarisci. f 1440 Pallad. on Husb.
xil. 316 Atte gynnyng of this moone, of thamarike And
other floures wilde, useth the bee Hony . . to pike. 1548
TURNER Nantes ofHeroes s.v. Myrica, The scholemaisters
in Englande haue of longe tyme called myrica heath, or

lyng, but so longe haue they bene deceyued al together. It

maye be called in englishe, Tamarik. 1562 Herbal n. 59
Ya

Cypres tre and the Tamarisk haue carnose or flesshy
leues. 1509 HAKLUYT Voy. II. 1. 165 The Archbishop ofCan-
terburie Edmund Grindall, after he returned out of Ger-
many, brought into this realme the plant ofTamariske from
thence. ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad xxi. 18 On the shore, the

Worthy hid, and left his horrid lance Amids the Tamriskes.

1715-90 POFE Iliad vi. 49 His headlong steeds . . Rush'd on
a tamarisk's strong trunk, and broke The shatter 'd chariot
from thecrooked yoke. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho
iv, They sauntered over hillocks covered with lavender, wild

thyme, juniper, and tamarisk. i87_ Gentl. Mag. XCVII.
ll. 34 Say, wilt thou court the tamarisk's lowly shade, And
tune to strains of love thy dulcet reed ? 1864 GILBERT &
CHURCHILL Dolomite Mount. 68 Clumps of alder and willow,
Interspersed with bushes of the tamarisk (Myricaria ger-
mariica).

fb. A decoction or other preparation of the
leaves of this plant, formerly used in medicine. Obs.
1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 627 Tamariske : it is

a medicine of excellent power and vertue against the

stopping & hardnes of the milt, if it be but drunke out of,

being made into a vessell to drinke it. 1621 BURTON Annt.
Mel. n. iv. i. v. (1651) 374 The wines ordinarily used to this

disease are Wormewood-wine, Tamarisk and Buglossatum.
1718 QUINCY Compl. Disf. 139 Tamarisk, .attenuates, opens
and absterges.

o. attrib. and Comb., as tamarisk-bough, -branch,

-bush, -jungle, -stem, -tree, -twig; tamarisk-

fringed, -grown adjs. ;
tamarisk salt, salt found

adhering to the trunk of Tamarix orientalis in

edible quantity {Cent. Diet.} ; hence tamarisk-salt-

tree ; tamarisk ware, vessels or dishes made from
the wood of the tamarisk.
c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad x. 305 He hung them vp aloft, vpon

a "Tamricke bow. 1863 M. L. WHATELY Ragged Lift
Egypt xx. 202 The school-room had been swept neatly and
decorated with tamarisk-boughs and a few flowers. 1816
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H. G. KmciiT East. St. Pref. (1830) 36 "Tamarisk bushes,
stunted acacia trees,., complete the produce of the choicest
spots in the Deserts [of Arabia], 1890 F. C. GOULD in
Ir'cttui. Gaz. 6 Sept. 1/3 The 'tamarisk-fringed white-
dusted road. 1711 tr. Ptmttl Hist. Drugs I. 64 From this
Wood is made a white Chrystal Salt, called "Tamarisk
Salt. 1578 LYTE Dodoetis vi. xv. 677 Swine which h.-me
bene dayly fedde out of a trough . . made of "Tamarisk tree
or timber, haue bene seene to haue no milt at al. [Cf.
PLINY N. //. 24. 9. 41.] c x6n CHAPMAN Hind vi. 37 Low-
Rrowne Tamricke trees. 1876 Oxford Bible-Helps 116 Of
the tamarisk-tree seven species exist in Palestine. 1614
PURCHAS Pilgrimage iv. vii. (ed. 3) 371 Muttering their

prayers, holding a bundle of small "Tamcriske-twigs. 1711
tr. Ponicl's Hist. Driifs 1.64 They, .make little Casks, Cups,
and Dishes of it, which are call'd "Tamarisk Ware.
Ulirron. used for TAMARACK, q.v. (quot. a 1817).
Tamarugite (tamarrwgait). Alin. ['f. the

pampas del Tamarugal
'

(Chester) ; see -ITE 1 2 b.]
Hydrous sulphate of aluminium and sodium; a
sodium alum.
1890 Amer. Jml. Sci. Ser. in. XL. 258 One of these [sul-

phates]
is tamantgite : this occurs in massive forms, colour-

less and with a radiated structure.

II Tamasha (tama-Ja). East Ind. [a. Arab.,
Pers., Urdu U.U) tamfifa walking about for recrea-

tion or amusement, an entertainment, f. 6th conj.
of ^> mafa(y) to walk.] An entertainment,

show, display, public function.

[1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot's Trav. n. oo They stop at
the meanest thing, to do that which they call Tamacha,
(that's to say,) to consider and admire it.] 187* MRS. VALEN.
TINE Let. in Mem. viii. (1882) 135 The usual tamashas went
on. 1889 Pall Mall G. o May 7/1 The people say to the
Christian missionaries :

' Yours is a very dull religion j there
is not enough tamasha (that is, show or function) about it '.

iSoa Sat. Rev. 18 June 700/2 That very funny tamasha
which is called a Convention in American

politics. 1904
Blackw. Mag. June 835, 1 thought the tamasha had begun
and turned out to look. 1906 Athenaeum 26 May 635/1
The serious business of life.. at. .Khapallu.. seems to be
polo and tamashas.

|| Tambao, a native Indian name of agalloch or
aloes wood.
1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Aloes, The heart, or inner-

most part [of Aloes] called tambac..\s more valued by the
Indians than gold itself.

Tambac, tambayack, obs. var. TOMBAO.
II Tambagnt (tse-mbagct). [Native name, from

its cry, in the Philippines.] The Crimson-breasted
Barbet of the Philippines (Megalxma hsemace-

phala\ {Cent. Diet.)
Tamberbase : see TAMBOUB si. i b.

Tamberlaine, -lane : see TAMERLANE.
Ta-nibo. [Negro abbrev. of tambourine: cf.

BANJO.] The tambourine-player in a negro minstrel

troupe.
1884 Sat. Rev. 7 June 740/1 A single row of negro minstrels

seated on chairs .. at the ends are Bones and Tambo.
Tamboo, variant of TABOO.
Tambor (tse-mboi). [var. of TAMBOUR sb.']

a. See TAMBOUR sb. 3. b. Tambor-oil: see quot.
1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Dict^ Tambor oil, an oil obtained

from the seeds of Omphalea oleifcra..ol Central America;
said to be purgative without griping.

II Tambouki (tamba-kz), a. Also tambookie,
-bootie. [S. Afr. Du., f. Tembu, tribal name
+ dim. ending -kje, also -tje.] Of or belonging to

Tembu-land, as in Tambouki grass, Tambouki
wood, a wild grass and timber of S. Africa.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, TambooHe-wood, a hard
handsome furniture-wood : when powdered it is used by the
Zulus of Africa as an emetic. 1885 RIDER HAGGARD K.
Solomon's Mines iv. Dry tambouki grass.. is made into a
bed. 1809 ALICE WERNER Capt. of Locusts, etc. So Open
glades with bushes and clumps of tambootie-grass scattered
about.

ipt>5
Blackw. Mag. Sept 382/1 [The grass] was

dashed aside by some large object that came rapidly towards
him, but was concealed beneath the long tambouki.

Tambour (tse
-

mbui, -boi), sb. [a. F. tambour
drum : see TABOB.]
1. A drum ; spec, the great or bass drum.
1484 CAXTON Fables ofjEsop (1889) 95 Of his skynne he

dyd doo make tambours, whiche ben euer bete. 1706 PHILLIPS

(ed. 6', Tambour, a Drum, an Instrument of Martial Musick.

1745 POCOCKE Descr. East II. i.xvi. 156 One of them played
on a tambour, and sung a Curdeen song. 1810 SOUTHEY
Kehama \. xiv, And still with overwhelming din The
tambours and the trumpets sound. 1812 Lett. (1856) II.

307 A tambour is an outlandish drum, not such as soldiers

use. 1879 STAINER Music of Bible 140 As
they [cymbals]

became reduced in size it was found possible to insert

several pairs under the rim of the tambour.

||
b. Tambour de basque (also 7 tamber de

base, tamborbase, 9 tamborbasque) [F. tam-
bour de basque, \de Biscaye"),

a tambourine.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. xvi. (Roxb.) 85/1 He beareth

sable, a Tamber de Base, or Tamber-base, Or... This is a
kind of Instrument, vsed among the auncient Jews, and
now by the Turkes. 1780 BECKFORD Italy (1834) L iv. 34
Tambours de basque at every corner. 1840 Encycl.^Bnt.
(ed. 7) XXI. 72/2 Tambourde Basque,* well-known kind of
small drum, commonly called a tambourine. It is much used

among the Biscayans.
2. An instrument for recording pulsations, as in

respiration : see quots.
1877 FOSTER Phys. \. iv. 2 Each bag communicates by a

separate air-tight tube with an air-tight tambour on which
a lever rests ; so that any pressure on either bag is com*

TAMBOUR.
municated to the cavity of its respective tambour, the lever
orwhichi. raised in proportion. Ibid. II. ii. 5 i The move-

nts of the column of air in the trachea are transmitiedto the tambour, the consequent expansions and contractions

n th, ""5---i-Mn.l-.al by mean, of a lever resling on it

,, L I

g dru
?-

t8 B.U.INGS Nat. Med Diet.,

in -.rfohf; "!'
"^ ' C "CCt Md transmit movementsm graphic registering apparatus.

3. (Also tambor.) A fish which makes a drum-
ming noise or which resembles a drum in form;

1 L5S. . ?S enus f S><". a drum-fish; a
globe-fish, swell-fish, or puffer ; also the red roclc-
fnh Sebastodes ruber, of the coast of California.

I -683-4. ROBINSON m Phil. Trans. XXIX. 480 ManyTamburo or Drum-Fishes.] ,854 BUSHXAN in drr's Cirl
!' L

'g
i

I5 ' The POK """! n account of the sounds
which it produces, has been named the tambour. 1891 Cent
Diet., Tambor.

4. A circular frame formed of one hoop fitting
within another, in which silk, muslin, or other
material is stretched for embroidering. Cf. TAK-

yrri SHERIDAN Sch. Scaiid. 11 i, When I saw you fint
sitting at your tambour, in a pretty figured linen gown. 1781
M.ME. D ARBLAY Diary Mar., Portraits of the three beau-
tiful Lady Waldegravcs,. .at work with the tambour. 1818
TODD, Tambou'r. 1841 BORROW Zincali I. viiL ft i. 131
Intertwining with their sharp needles the gold and silk on
the tambour.

b. A species of embroidery in which patterns
are worked with a needle of peculiar form on
material stretched in a tambour-frame ; now super-
seded by pattern-weaving ; in recent use tambour-
-lace : see 7.

1813 App. toChron. \nAnn. Reg. 252/1 A bounty upon the
exportation of stuffs, of silk ornamented with embroidery,
tambour, needle work, lace or fringe. 1859 GREEN Oxf.Stud.
ii. 5 7 (O. H. S.) 94 A French master of tambour and similar

accomplishments. 1883 Standard 26 June 3/3 The..
Limerick production is offour kinds : Tambour, the simplest
and commonest. 1898 Cent. Mag. Jan. 365/1 My sisters
and I covered it [the frock] with embroidered buds and
roses, done in tambour. 1908 Wistm. Got. 25 Apr. 13/21MB there is the imitation of old Tambour.

o. A kind of fine gold or silver thread.
1899 W. G. P. TOUNSEND Embroidery v. 82 Gold and

Silver Passing and Tambour. Fine kind of threads. Itid.
vi. 106 How tambour gold is used over cardboard, tool
DAY & BUCKLE Needlework xxix. (ed. 2) 245 For stitching
through, there is a finer [gold] thread, called ' tambour '.

5. Arch. a. The core of a Corinthian or Com-
posite capital, b. Any one of the courses forming
the shaft of a cylindrical column, c. The wall of
a circular building surrounded with columns, d.
A round exterior building surrounding the base of a
dome or cupola ; also the circular vertical part of
a cupola, e. A lobby or vestibule enclosed with

folding doors and ceiling, as within the porch of a
church, to prevent the direct passage of air, etc.

f. A projecting part of the wall of a tennis court :

see quot. 1816.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. 6), Tambour... In Architecture, the
Vase or Ornament in the Chapiter of Pillars of the Corin-
thian Order : Also the Name of part of a Tennis-Court.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Tambour, in architecture, . .

applied to the Corinthian and Composite capitals, as bearing
some resemblance to a Arum... Tambour is also used for
a little box of timber-work, covered with a cieling, within-
side the porch of certain churches. . . Tambour also de-
notes a round course of stone, several whereof form the
shaft of a column, not so high as a diameter. 1816 Encycl.
Perth. XXII. 220/2 On the right hand side of the [tennis)
court from the dedans is the tambour, a part of the wall
which projects, and is so contrived in order to make a
variety in the stroke. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build.

Gloss., Tambour,, .also the wall of a circular
temple, sur-

rounded with columns. 1838 Civil Eng. $ Arch. Jrnl.
I. 338/2 An iron clamp was fastened on the shoulder of the

capital, and another on the lowest tambour of the column.

1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 73/1 If the dome [of the Pantheon]
had sprung immediately from the upper cornice, so as to

present a perfect hemisphere on the outside, the rotunda
Itself would have looked merely as a tambour to it. 1864
Athenxum 27 Feb. 304/2 Above the roofs will rise (in the

centre) a bold tambour pierced with windows and inclosing
the lower portion of the dome.

6. Mil. A small defensive work formed of pali-
sades or earth, usually in the form of a redan, to

defend an entrance or passage.
1834 J. S. MACAULAY Field Fortif. 91 These small re-

doubts or tambours, though weak in themselves, are of
use when nothing better can be done. Ibid. 140 Tambours
are constructed with timbers 10 feet long, and about 6 inches

square, which are planted touching each other, and sunk

3 feet into the earth. 1853 STOCQUKLER Milit. Encycl.,
Tambour,.. a work formed.. so that, when finished, it may
have the appearance of a square redoubt cut in two...
Tambours are also solid pieces of earth which are made in

that part of the covert-way that is joined to the parapet.

1895 Chapters in Adventurous Life 340 There was a chapel
of St. George some little distance inland of this point, around
which a tambour of loose stones had been raised.

7. attrib. and Comb., as (in sense i) tambour-peal,

(in sense 4) tambour-cotton, -embroidery, -school,

sprig, -waistcoat, -work, -worker; also tambour-

frame, = sense 4 ; tambour-lace, a modem lace

resembling tambour Ub), consisting ofneedlework

designs on machine-made net ; tambour-needle,
the needle used in tambour-work, a small steel

9
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hook set in a handle ; tambour-stitch, the loop-

stitch used in tambour-work ;
also a stitch used in

crochet, by which a pattern of ridges intersecting

at right angles is produced ;
so tambour-stitcher.

1708 Tambour-frame [see tambour-needle]. 1803 MAR.

EDGEWORTH Emilie de Coulanges (1832) 157 She would

rather see Emilie guillotined at once, than condemned.. to

work like a gal ley-slave at her tambour-frame for her bread.

1884 ISooksellerd Nov. 1190/1 She. .added to their slender

earnings by her skill at the tambour frame. 1899 Westm.

Gaz. 28 Dec. 3/2, I would recommend the charming and

inexpensive "Tambour lace for this design. 1798 EDGE-

WORTH Pract. Educ. (i8ir) I. 103 A lady who is learning to

work with a "tambour needle puts her head down close to

the tambour frame. 1863 JANET HAMILTON Poems r Ess.

196 The daughter plied the tambour-needles. 1813 MRS.

HBMANS Siege Valencia v, The Moor is on his way! With
the *tambour-peal and the tecbir-shout. 1799 J. ROBERTSON

Agric. Perth 382 At Callander the weaving of cotton goods
and a "tambour-school have been lately introduced. 1779

SHERIDAN Critic i. i, Tropes and flowers suit the general
coarseness of your style, as "tambour sprigs would a ground
of linsey woolsey. 1883 Art Jrnl. 150/2 Done by Turkish

workers, and Chinese and Indian "tambour.-.tltchers. 1778
MME. D'ARBLAY Diary 23 Aug., A "tambour waistcoat,

worked in green silk. 1806-7 J. BERESFORD Miseries Hum.
2.i/e(iS26) n. Sigh xiii, After having consumed three years on

a piece of "tambour-work. 1879 Temple Bar Mag. Oct. 218

Her needle went to and fro through her tambour work. 1780
Chron. in Ann. Reg. 201/2 They were 'tambour workers.

Tambour (tse
-

mbuJ,tsembu-j),. [f.prec.sb.]
1. trans. To work or embroider in a tambour-

frame ; to ornament with tambour-work.

1774 Westm. Mag. II. 166 The waistcoats tamboured with
coloured silks only, or interspersed with gold and silver.

1840 MRS. GAUGAIN Lady's Assist. Knitting, etc. I. 189

Join it up.. by tambouring it together about 2J inches at

each side, and draw it up at each end. 1885 Birmingham
Daily Post 5 Jan. 6/6 Some [fabrics] are embossed, and some
tamboured in gold, or otherwise treated.

fig. 1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVII. 171 A coarse. .web of
words.. tamboured with clusters of fantastic figures.

2. intr. To work at a tambour-frame; to do
tambour-work.
a 1845 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. in. Knight 4- Lady, She

sat herring-boning, tambouring, or stitching. 1863 JANET
HAMILTONPoems, Tambourer, She who tambours, tambours,
tambours for fifteen hours a day Would have shoes on her
feet and dress for church, had she a third of our pay.
Hence Tamboured ppl. a., ornamented with

tambour-embroidery ; worked, as a design, on the
tambour-frame.

1799 Hull Advertiser 30 Nov. i/i Some remarkably
elegant..tamboured.. muslins. 1830 SCOTT Demonol. 1.30
This personage, with tamboured waistcoat. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 2 Mar. 4/6 Business, .in tamboured cloths for Spain
is also dull.

II Tamboura (tae-mbura, taembuoTa). Also 6

tambora, 7 tamera, 9 tumboora. [app. ad.

Pers. jy> tanbur, Arab, tunbur, in same sense.]

An oriental musical instrument of the lute family,
resembling the guitar, with wire strings struck by
a plectrum.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy. in. i. 69 b, A

thing very like vnto a Cittern, which they call Tambora.
1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 276 He would
needs play on the Tamera,..an Instrument us'd by the
Persians instead of the Lute. 1818 A static Costumes isThe
tumboora in shape resembles the guitar more than any other
instrument. 1804 ENCEL Mus. Anc. Nat. 51 The tamboura
. .is at present in use, especially in Persia, Hindoostan, and
Asiatic Turkey.
Tambourer (see the verb), [f. TAMBODK v. +

-ERl.] One who does tambour-work.
1833 BREWSTER Nat. Magic xi. 287 A tambourer of

ordinary skill could not . . earn more than five or six shillings
a week by constant application. 1845 New Statist. Ace.
Scotl. VI. 294 English women taught the tambourers here
the art. 1863 JANET HAMILTON Poems, Tambourer, Still
the tambourer bends wearily over the frame.

Tambouret (tse-mburet). 1 Obs. rare. Also 7
tamburet.

[f. TAMBOUR + -KT: cf. TABOURET.]
tl. = TABOURET 2. Obs. rare- 1

.

1658 tr. Hist. Christina A. Q. ofSwedlandn. 75 The tam-
buret [orig. tamburetto], which is a less seat, granted usually
by Queenes to Princesses of great quality, was given to the
Dutchesses of Ascot, of Auray, and the Princess of Ligni.
2. A small drum

; a TABKET or TABORIN. 1 Obs.
1776 HAWKINS Hitt. Music I. n. ix. 248 The Tympanum

leve, an instrument yet known by the name ofthe Tambouret
1839 ADM. PAGET Aiitobiog. ii. (1896) 59 This stirring [Bohe-
mian] song, accompanied . . with guitars and tambourets.

Tambourin
(|| tanbrjn, tae-mburin). [mod.

F. (Voltaire 1769) = Pr. tamborin, It tamburino,
dim. of tambour drum : the earlier Fr. form down
to 1700 was tabourin : see TABORIN.]
1. The long narrow drum or tabor used in
Provence (see TABORIN) ; applied also to ' a bottle-

r

n?' .

A P
/oven?al d""*! originally accompanied bythe tambourin b. A piece of music for such

a dance, in duple rhyth

uick. B. SQU,,E in Grove

66

Diet. Mus. IV. 55 Tambourin, an old Provencal dance, in

its original form accompanied by a Flute and Tambour
de Basque [errorfor Tambourin].
Hence Ta'mlJOTirin v., to play on the tambourin ;

Ta rnbourina'de [after serenade, etc. ;
see -ADE],

a performance on the tambonrin.

1884 J. PAYNE Tales fr. Arabic II. 234 They gave not

over..tambourining and piping till the night waned. 1893
E. H. BARKER Wand. South. Waters 27 Every morning
at five the tailor..awoke the echoes of the gorge with a

long and furious tambourinade.

Tambourine (tsemburf'n), sb. Forms : 6 tarn-

burin, 7 -ine, timburine, 9 tambourin, -borine,
8- tambourine, [app. ad. F. tambourin, dim.

of tambour (see prec.), but used not in the sense of

that word, but in that of F. tambour de basque.]
1. A musical instrument consisting of a wooden

hoop having skin or parchment stretched over one

side, and pairs of small cymbals, called jingles,

placed in slots round the circumference, small bells

being sometimes fastened to the edge. It is played
by shaking, striking with the knuckles, or drawing
the fingers across the parchment
The earlier names for this or a similar instrument men-

tioned in the Bible were timbre and timbrel. It is not clear

what Spenser and Jonson meant by tamourin, timburine ;

the word was known to Blount 1661 only from Spenser ; the
modern use was unknown to Bailey, to Johnson, and to Ash

(1775): it is certain in quot. 1782; but as it does not agree
with that of F. tambourin it is difficult to know how it arose.
I579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. June 59, I sawe Calliope wyth

Muses moe..Theyr yuory Luyts and Tamburins forgoe.
Ibid. Gloss., Tamburines, an oliie kind of instrument, which
of some is supposed to be the Clarion. 1637 B. JONSON Sad
Sheph. i. iii, Though all the Bels, Pipes, Tabors, Timburines

ring, 1661 in BLOUNT Glossogr. [giving Spenser's gloss].

1791 WALKER Diet., Tambarine, a labour, a small drum.
1781 W. F. MARTYN Gtog. Mag. I. 17 The tambourine.,

which is well known in the streets of this metropolis,., being
a hoop covered with parchment, and furnished with small

pieces of metal hanging to the edges of it. 18x1 CLARE
yilL Minstr. I. 38 T]o join the dance where gipsy fiddlers

play, Accompanied with thumping tambourine. 1884 V. DE
PONTIGNY in Grove Diet. Mus. IV. 55 Tambourine (Fr.
Tambour de Basque) . . consists of a wooden hoop, on one
side of which is stretched a vellum head, the other side being
open. 1899 KIPLING Absent.Minded Beggar i, Will you
kindly drop a shilling in my little tambourine For a gentle*
man in khaki ordered South ? [Refers to its use as a col-

lecting dish.]
Comb. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge xli, Some black tambou-

rine-player, with a great turban on.

2. Tambourine pigeon (also ellipt. tambour-

ine) : an African species of pigeon, so called from
the resonance of its note.

1891 Cent. Diet., Tambourine. 1896 List Anlm. Zool.
Soc. 466 Tympanistria bicolor, Tambourine Pigeon.
Hence Tambouri'ne v. intr., to play the tam-

bourine.

1891 Daily News 5 Sept 3/3 Thejingle of the tambourining
poke-bonnetted lass [Le. member of the Salvation Army].

Tambouring, vbl. sb. [f. TAMBOUR z. + -INO.I.]
The action of the verb TAMBODB

; embroidery done

by this method. Also attrib., as tambouring-engine,
-machine, a machine for doing this work.

Jrnl. Tour Gt. Brit. I. 285 The tambouring or embroidering
mill. 1830 GALT Lawric T. in. i, His wife had been bred to
the tambouring. 1833 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) VI 1 . 407/2 margin,
Tambouring machine. 1871 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann.
223/2 The movements of the tambouring engine. 1908
Daily Chron. 21 Oct. 7/5 Some of the finer embroidery,
called tambouring, is still worked by hand on a frame.

II Tambreet (taembrf-t). [Mallangong lang.
of New South Wales.] A native name of the
Duckbilled Platypus.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 28/1 The Duckbill, or Duckbilled

Platypus..! Mallangong, Tambreet, .. Water-mole of the
English colonists. 1864 in WEBSTER ; and in mod. Diets.

Tamburlain(e : see TAMERLANE.
Tame (t?m),a. Forms: 1,4 tarn, 3- tame,

4-5 Sc. tayme ;
I tgm, 2-3 torn, 4 tome. [OE.

tarn {torn) = OFris. (EFris.) tarn, OLG. "tarn

(MLG., LG., MDu.,Du. ra<),OHG., MUG.iam
(Ger. zahni) ,

ON. tamr :- OTeut. "tamo* (evidenced
in Goth, only by the deriv. vb. tamjan to tame).
The Teut. stem tarn- is cognate with that of ~L.dom-
are, Gr. Saft-dv to tame, subdue. The OE. variant
torn was retained in southern Early ME. down to

1300; the existing tame represents the inflected
forms of tarn : cf. also TAME z.l]
1. Of animals (rarely of men) : Reclaimed from

the wild state ; brought under the control and care
of man ; domestic ; domesticated. (Opp. to wild.)C888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxv. | 6 Wildu Sior..woldon..
standon swilce hi tame wzron. c 1000 ./ELFRIC Saints'
Lines (1900) II. 326 Se wulf fol*ode..swylce he tarn waire.
ciooo Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 481/22 Subjugalis,
tarn, CIKO Gen. i, Ex. 174 He made on werlde aferue
tame. Ibid. 1482 Esau wiide man huntere, And lacob
tame man tihere. a 1300 Cursor M. 25430 (Cott.) Of all
t>m sandes wild and tarn, Man bou scop and gaf him nam.
c-375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxix. (Placidas) 318 Wyld hors &
5S*_-3!" *?* 2 Pet. ii. 16 The tame and dom

Angler
:. 1660

lso tame

TAME.
Lions. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India ft P. 271 From a Salvage
Prince rendred himself a tame Follower of the Patriarch.

177* PRIESTLEY Inst. Relig. (1782) I. 32 Small and tame
animals breed fast. 1844 H, H. WILSON Brit. Indiall. 372
The beasts of the forest, or the scarcely tamer human
beings. 1859 H. KINGSLEY G. Hamlytt xxviii, A tame
black belonging to us. He is great at all sorts of hunting.

b. humorously, of a person : Domestic
; kept or

supported for domestic or private use.

1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 47 p a It was formerly the
Custom for every great House in England to keep a tame
Fool dressed in Petticoats. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 13 Mar. 8/1
At the Treasury.. A tame bookbinder receives ^lo^ a year.
Mod. They endow

' tame professors
'

to advocate their views.

2. Applied to plants, also (in U. S.) to land :

Cultivated, improved by culture; garden- as op-
posed to wild. Obs. in ordinary use since c 1650.
Tame hay, hay made from specially sown grasses or

forage plants ; a. wild hay. (Western U.S.)ii TURNER Herbal i. Cvb, I haue not sene yet the

right tame Anemone. 1561 Herbal n. 112 Tame or
gardin radice. 1578 LYTE Dodocns in. lix. 390 The tame
Hoppe hath rough branches. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE]
D'Acosta's Hist, indies iv. xxxi. 295 Cherries, both wilde
and tame have not prospered well at the Indies. 16*9
PARKINSON Paradisus (1904) 420 Any Rose either wilde or
tame. 1885 tr. Hehn's Wand. Plants $ Aniin. (1887) 94
Herodotus makes the oracle speak of the tame olive. 1887
Suet's Handbk. Med. Sc. V. 9/2 The careful pioneer.. had
bis corral . . where the land had become ' tame '.

fig. 1855 THACKERAY Ntwcomes xlviii, His lordship sowed
tame oats now after his wild ones.

3. Having the disposition or character of a do-
mesticated animal ; accustomed to man

; not show-

ing the natural shyness, fear of, or fierceness to

man; familiar; also of persons, their disposition,
etc. : made tractable, docile, or pliant.
c 888 K. JELFRKD Boeth. xxv. i Seo leo, Seah hio wel

tarn se. a 1000 Gnom. Verses 142 Til mon tiles & tomes
meares. a iaa$ Ancr. R. 144 Nooing ne aweldeS wilde
uleschs ne ne makeft hit tommure ben de5 muche wecche.
<i 1225 Leg. Kath. 1318 pet he ne talde him al torn ear he
turnde from us. 01150 Oivll, Night. 1444 Hwich beo be
gome pat of be wilde makeb tome, a 1300 Cursor M.
11028 Al be bestes bat ar wild For me most be tame and
mild, c 1301 Pol. Songs (Camden) 104 Alas I thou seli

Fraunce, for the may thunche shome, That ane fewefullaris
maketh ou so tome, c 1374 CHAUCER Compl. Mars 278 The
pruddest of yow may be made ful tame. ^1430 Hymns
Virg. (1867) 63 Y wole bee leere To make bi lord to bee
tame. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 39 Go home
mekely & tame to thy place. 1785 GROSE Diet. vulg. Tongue
s. v., To run tame about a house, to live familiarly in a family
with which one is upon a visit 1908 Belw. Trent <l

Ancholme 26 It [a gulf] became tame enough to watch its

food being dug.
b. Tame cat : One who is on the footing of the

domestic cat ; a person who is made a convenience

by his friends. So ^tame-fellow, t tame-goose

(OPS.). (Cf. i b.)'
i6o< Case is Altered (Halliw.), Utterly cast away upon

a noddy, a ninny-hammer, a tame-goose, a 1700 B. . Diet.

Canting Crew, Tame-fellow, tractable, easy, manageable.
[1878 MRS. H. WOOD Pomeroy Abb. I. 255 Here has he been
in toe house continually like a tame cat.] 1885 Worldg Sept.

It sheds the gentle glamour of romance over the tame cat
nimself and the household where he is always welcome.

1900 Daily News 16 Jan. 3/2 He is the tamest of tame cats

amongst local officials.

t c. poet, applied to a thing with which one is

familiar. Obs.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. < Cr. in. iii. 10 All That time, acquaint-

ance, custome and condition, Made tame, and most familiar
to my nature.

4. Subdued as by taming; submissive; meek;
poor-spirited, pusillanimous; servile.

B. Go

beh
POPE /linj'i. 168 'Shall I my' prize resign With tame con"

tent, and thou possess'd of thine ? 1761-1 HUME Hist.

Eng. (1806) V. Ixx. 269 They should expose themselves. . to

public contempt, on account of their tame behaviour. 1769
Jitnius Lett. xi. (1820) 47 Never hope that the freeholders
will make a tame surrender of their rights. 1849 MAC*
AULAY Hist. Eng. ix. II. 422 The tribunal lately so inso-

lent, became on a sudden strangely tame.

6. Lacking animation, force, or effectiveness;

deficient in striking features; weak, spiritless,

insipid, dull.
1601 SHAKS. Ha.m. in. ii. 18 Be not too tame neyther:

but let your owne Discretion be your Tutor : suit the act ion

to the word. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Serm. for Year I. v. 63
He that is cold and tame in his prayers, hath not tasted of
the deliciousness of Religion, and the goodnesse of Godi

1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xv, The tame correct paintings of

the Flemish school. 1850 ROBERTSON Serm. Ser. i. xvi,

(1866) 266 These words fall short : they are too tame and
cool. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I. xxvii. 217 My delight, .was
tame compared with that of my companions. 1894 PARRY
Stud. Gt. Composers, Schubert 232 The tamer style of his

instrumental works was probably owing to the same causes

which made his song-writing so very remarkable.

b. Of scenery : Wanting boldness ; having no

striking features.

1807 SIR R. C HOARE Tour Irel. 186 On descending . . the

scenery.. becomes tamer. 1894 MRS. H. WARD Marcella
I. 16 A broad expanse of tame arable country.
6. Comb., as tame-spirited, -wilted, etc.

1596 NASHE Saffron-Walden Wks. (Grosart) III. 72
Poore tame-witted silly Quirko. Mod. One could not expect
the nation to be so tame-spirited.

Tame (t^m), z.i [ME. tamen, f. TAME a.,



TAME.

taking in the i<tth c. the place of the earlier

TEME : OE. tejnian, !. taut adj.]

1. trans. To bring (a wild animal) under the

control or into the service of man; to reclaim

from the wild state, to domesticate. Alsoyf^.
c 1315 SHOREIIAM Poems vi. 65 pat vnicorn bat was so

wyld..pou hast y.iamed [hyt], and i-styld. 1390 GOWER

Con/. II. 161 Hou men hem scholde ryde and tame, c 1440

Promt. Pan. 486/2 Tamyn, or make lame, donio. 1593

SHAKS. Liter. 956 To tame the vnicorne, and Lion wild.

1710 STEELE Taller No. 222 P 3 As People lame Hawks
and Eagles, by keeping them awake. 1863 LYELL flnOa.

Man 24 At a later period, .the ' '--dwellers succeeded in

laming that formidable brute the b us frimietnius, Ihe Urus

of Ca-sar. 1877 E. R. CONDER lias. Faith i. 23 Or tames

the lighlning lo be his newsmonger and his lamplighter.

t b. To bring (a wild plant) under or into culti-

vation ; to reclaim or improve (land) by cultivation.

1601 DOLMAN La Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1618) III. 795

Many great personages .. haue taken paines lo lame Ihem,

and cause ihem to grow in gardens. 1697 DRYDENftrf.
Ceorg. i. 144 For he wilh frequent Exercise Commands Ih

unwilling Soil, and tames the stubborn Lands, a 1711

LISLE Husb. (1757) ico (E.D.D.) By that time the ground
will be lamed. 1746 W. DUNKIN in Francis Horace, c.f. II.

ii. 280 Another shall . . tame ihe savage Soil.

2. To overcome the wildness or fierceness of

(a man, animal, or thing) ; to subdue, subjugate,

curb ; to render gentle, tractable, or docile.

1382 WYCLIF Dan. ii. 40 Hou yrun brekilh to gydre alle

Ihingus, and daunlith fgtoss or tamith). ci4oo Destr.

Troy 2194 Soche tyrandes lo lame, bat vs tene wirkes.

1516 TINDALE i Cor. ix. 27 But 1 tame my body and

brynge hym into subjeccion. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. IT
21 The prince, .had tamed & brideled the furious rage of the

wild and sauage Welshemen. 1667 MILTON P. L. XII. ior

This River-dragon lam'd at length submits To let his

sojourners depart. 1748 GRAY Alliance 43 ladnlOwapd
cam.. Command the Winds, and lame lh' unwilling Deep.

1783 CRABBE Village n. 165 To tame the fierce grief and stem

the rising sigh. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, ix, She hoped
she had tamed a high spirit or two in her day. i8s_ MRS.

STOWK Uncle Tom's C. xix, I took hrra in hand, and in one

fortnight I had him tamed down as submissive and tractable

as heart could desire. 1859 Art Taming Horses, etc. i. 20

Mr. Rarey had tamed Cruiser, the most vicious stallion in

England. 1863 [see sense i].

b. intr. To become tame ;
to grow gentle, sub-

missive, or sedate. Also with down.

1646 SHIRLEY Narcissus Ixxiii, All wilde shall tame before

theeas thou go'st. 1655 H. VAUGHAN Silex Scint.l. Dis-

order f, Frailty iii, My weak fire.. after all my height of

flames, In sickly expirations lames. 1853 Miss YONGE Heir

ofReadyffe xii, She had.,lamed down into what gave tne

promise ofa sensible woman.

3. trans. To reduce the intensity of; to tone

down; to temper, soften, mellow; also, to render

dull or uninteresting.
? a 1500 Chester PI. vii. 78 Hemlockes, and herif..With

Tarboyst most bene all tamed. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg.

ill 836 Nor cou'd Vulcanian Flame The Stench abolish, or

the Savour tame. 1700 Baucis * Philemon 69 This in

the pot he plung'd without delay To tame ihe flesh, and

drain Ihe sail away. 1847 H. ROGERS Ess. I. v. 221 The

first editors had tamed down some of the more startling

statements of Pascal 1871 PALGRAVE Lyr. Poems, Brecon

Bridge, Manhood's colours tamed to gray. .

4. Combs, (sb. or adj.) of the verb-stem with

a sb. (as obj.), as tame-grief, sb. that which sub-

dues grief, or adj. that subdues grief; tame-horse

= tamer of horses (tr. Gr. JiriroSoMos) ;
tame-

poison, a name of Vincetoxicum offictnafe (also

called Asclefias or Cynanchum Vincetoxicum),^

root of which was used as an antidote to poisons.

tool SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. I. Vocational Soule s

remedy ! O contrite heart's restorer 1 Tears-wipmg tame-

griefe 1 c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad n. 16 Sleepes the wise Atreus-

lame-horse sonne ? 1785 MARTYN Rousseau s Bot.xvl,,(1794}ame-orse .

2.6 Common Swallow-wort or Tame poison. 1866 Treas.

Bat 12:7 The root.. was formerly in some repute as a

medicine;.. as an antidote to poisons-whence it has been

named Contrayerva Germanorum and Tame-poison.

Hence Tamed, Ta-ming ppl. adjs.

I
N

I HULOET, Tamed, domesticus, . . damitus. 158*

STASYHURST Mneit a. (ArW 55 Tamde men haue one
at

67

Tertntioisb, I haue tamed or set a broche all my pvpysor

lunnys. 1681 W. ROBERTSON P/iraseol. Gen. (1693) 1205

To lame a vessel, i.e. lo tap or broach it.

t 2. fg. To enter upon, broach (a subject) ; to

take upon oneself; to begin upon; begin to do

something. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. Prol. 52 (Harl. MS.) And right

anooVbc hah his tale tamyd [v.r. attained), c 1407 LYUG.

Kesoa * Sens. 5636 He wolde ha tamyd Ian 1= llion,

i.e. lo have] touched yonge Rosis new.

j-
3. To injure, hurt. Obs.

c 1430 Hymn, Virg. (1867) 55, POUJ * drinke polioun,

it schal not Jou tame. $1480 Life St. Kath. (Mb. Colt.

Titus A xxvi) 180 Neyber clothys ne theyr here was lamyd

"Tameable, tamable (t^mab'l), a. [f. TAME
v. 1 + -ABLE.] Capable of being tamed.

iSSa HULOET, Tameable, domitalis, e. 1576 FLEMING

Cams' Dogs Preamble, In Ihe second Order of milde and

lamable beasts. 1648 WILKINS Math. Magick \i.Dxdalus

vii. (1707) 118 Great Fowl, of a strong lasting Flight, and

easily tameable. Mod. Tameable if uken young.

Hence Ta-meableness, Tameabflity (tama-),

the quality of being tameable.

1811 SYD. SMITH in Lady Holland Mem. (1855) II. 213

The kingdom is in the hands of an oligarchy, who. .are loo

cunning, and too well aware of Ihe lameablhty of mankind

lo give il up. 1818 WEBSTER, Taraableness. 1898 L. P.

EVANS Evoi Ethics vi. 218 The lamability of an animal is

simply its capability ofadapting itself to new relations in life.

t Ta-mehed. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. TAME a. +

-HEAD.] Tameness, domesticity, docility.

ci*y> Gen. f, Ex. 1485 Be fader luuede esau wel,..oe

moder, iacob for tamehed. -

Tameless (t^-mles), a. [f.
TAME z;.l + -LESS.]

That has never been tamed ; that cannot be tamed ;

untamed, untameable.

1597-8 BP. HALL Sat. n. i. 49 The tame-lesse steed could

well his wagon wield, Through downesand dales of the vn-

euen field, a 1604 HANMER Chron. Iret. (1809) 369 The bones

of him they Noble Meier call, Who was the lamelesse lamer

of Ihe Irish nation all. 1801 SOUTHEY Thalabav. vn, And

Tigris bore upon his tameless stream Armenian harvests to

her multitudes. 1890 'R. BOLDREWOOD Col. K^rmtr
(1891) 129 A playfuflouch with the spurs .. caused that

tameless sleed lo jump on one side.

Hence Ta melessness.
i8iS BYRON Parisina xiii, From thee-this tamelessness

of heart. 1883 JEFFERIES Story ofmy Heart i. 9 The age,

tamelessness, and ceaseless motion of the ocean.

Tamely (t*-mli), adv.
f
f. TAME a. + -LY 2.] In

a tame manner, in any of the senses of TAME a. ;

e e like a tame animal ; submissively, tractably,

quietly, passively;
without resistance; without

spirit or animation ;
without bold features.

,5,7 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv. ii. 42 True Obedience ..[may]

Stoope tamely to Ihe foot of Maiestie. a 1631 DONNE

to'day*; 'to-day My soule eates Iwice. 1651 JER. TAYLOR

Semi,for Year I. v. 63 Our prayers upbraid our spirits
when

we b^g coldly and tamely for those things or whict we ought

to dyl 1770 yunius Lett, xxxvi. (1820) 172 The English

Deoole will not tamely submit to this unworthy trealment.

S DARWIN Vov Nat. i. (1879) 2 A kingfisher, which tamely

sitfon the branches of the Castor-oil plant. ,869 PHILLIPS

yism vii 172 Slopes not tamely identical but harmoniously

diterse 1885 Manch. Exam. 28 Jan. 3/4 An example

rather of tamely edifying expatiation than of penetrative or

stimulating thought.

Tamendoa : see TAMANDUA.

Tameness (t^-mnes). [f.
TAME a. + -NESS.]

The quality or condition ofbeing tame, in any sense ;

e.e. domesticated condition, absence of wildness ;

lack of spirit or courage ; absence of animation or

variety ; commonplace quality.

1530 PALSGR. 279/1 Tamenesse./riBW. ifflSI
T. WASH-

become wild, forgetting the

TAMIS.

Tamerlane-like adj. or adv. Hence Tainerlan-
ism nonce-wd.

NEWAN n yra os. 149
hand ! 1804 A. WHYTE 5. Rutherford xi. 87 Tamed and

softened, .by thai taming and softening book.

Tame (t^m), .
a Now dial. Also 6 tayme.

[Aphetic f. ATTAMK, ENTAME .]

L trans. To pierce, cut into (in fighting or cavv-

ine) ; to cut or break into, so as to use.

c 1400 Laud Try Bk. 7405 Her woundes bledde, her

flesch was tamet, The holest of.hem ful sore was lamet.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur n. xvm. 97 Balan.. smote hym
Ihorow the shelde and tamyd his helme. 1513 Bk. Ker.

mnee in Babees Bk. (1868) 265 Tayme that crabbe. 1641

]fcuJB/ft * Prof. St. n. xviii. ,18 Then he tameth his

stacks of corn, which, .providence hath reservd for time of

18*0 H. AINSWORTH TnuerLmd. xxxix, In the old

urms ofSs a", he leached the brawn ,ranched the stu r

geon,.. tamed the crab, and barbed the lobster. 1847-78

ir.iwun. Tame, to cut; to divide. West. 1904 in[*"
DM DM

'

S

'

v. S Da. We shall have to tame the nek.

tb To broach ( <*&> bottle'
etc')' also wlth

Who that wilentren

SI afcrer^e between animals in a state of nature and

ffew Letter Wks. (Giosart) 1. -in The graund E
.. smiling at his tamberlaine contempt, Slerncly slruck-

home the peremptory stroke. 1596 N tsnk.'iaflroH.H'a/de'i
Wks. S iv b, 'lamburlain-like, nee brauo it indefinenlly
in her behalfe. 1598 Ii. GILPIN SkiaL (1878) 32 It is the

scourge, ihe Tamberlaine of vice, The Ihre T..i^..n.

in little ! 1543 V-AKLVI.E ^/C._VI072
come Napoleonisms, Tamcrlanisms.

Tamil, Tamul (toe-mil, -al). Also 8 Ta-
moul. [ad. Tamir, Tamil, native name (known
in 8th c.) of the people and language ; in Pali and

Prakrit Damila,Davila,Davida, SinhaleseDemafa,
Skr. Dramiia, Dramija, Dravit/a (whence Dr.

Caldwell's term Dravidian for the Tamulic or

Tamil family of languages). So Pg., Du., Ger.

Tamul, F. Tanioul.']

One of a non-Aryan race of people belonging to

the Dravidian stock, inhabiting the south-east of

India and part of Ceylon, b. The language spoken

by this people, the leading member of the Dravidian

family. Also attrib. or as adj.

Ii579 (title) Doctrina Christam . . feila em Portugal . .

Tresladada em lingua Malavar ou TamuL [Cochin].) 1734

(title) A Grammar of the Damul or Tamul Language. [Tran-

quebar.) 1778 (title) A Grammar for learning the Princi-

ples of Ihe Malabar Language, properly called Tamul o

One

who or that which tames.

KM PALSGR. 279/1 Tamar ofa horse, courtier de duvaulx.

5

obs. ff. TAMBOUBA, TA-

M
Ta-m'erla'ne, Ta-mburlai-ne. European cor-

ruptions of Timur &*i=lame Timnr, appellation

of Timur, the great Tartar conqueror 1335-1405.

the title-character of Marlowe's tragedy Tambur-

laine 1586, and of Rowe's Tamerlane 1702. Used

allusively for a person like Timur, a conqueror, a

scourge, a despot. Also attnb. and comb., as

hamuar aiguage.? 'Encycl. _Brit.

(ed 3) I. 494/1 s. v. Alphabet, From this Shanscnt are

derived the cred characters of Thibet the Cashminan,

Bengalese, Malabaric, and Tamoul. 1807 F. BUCHANAN

Jrnt.fr.Madras II. 44- I" the Tamul language it is called

Shuricull, or itch-stone. 1811 T. S. MOODELLIAR (MM A
Tamil Expositor. (Madras.] 184* W. C TAYLOR Ant. Hist.

xviii. (ed. 3) 575 By '"<= persecution of the Buddhists, .a

great portion of the literalure of India has been lost, and

in particular,.. all the ancient literature of the people that

speak the Tamul language. 1864 M. C. SWAMY in
feader

iVMar. 336/2 The Tamils [of Ceylon belong). . to the Dra-

vidian race.. .Their religion b Sivaism, and their language

the Tamil. 1901 Daily Chron. 30 Aug. I/I To expel from

the British Empire the Tamil-speaking tribes who presume

to influence its policy.

Hence Tami-lian (Tamvrlian) a, Tamnlic ; so.

a member of the Tamil people ;
Tamu'lio a., per-

taining to the Tamils or their language, Tamil.

1764 Ana. Kef. 114 Dr. Francke, in Germany had sent

them a number of Tamulian types. '.
h
?,8

vernmeniha
T

v"lg

erected a printing-office in the city of Madrass. 1863 LEH-

sius StandardAM. 226 The four letters . .which the Tarrm-

Hans have added to the Sanscrit alphabet. 1800 M
Tracts in Asiatic Ann. Reg. 8./i Tne Tamulic "rmina-

tion ^..creates a striking resemblance between Pooden

and the Wooden of the Goths. 187. MORRIS Eng. Acci-

dence i. 12 The Dravidian or Tamulic Igroups], including

Tamul, Telegu, Malabar, Canaries.

t Tamin. Obs. Also 7-8 -ine. [app. aphetic

deriv. of F. itamine (in OF. estamine} STAMIN.] A
thin woollen stuff: = STAMIN. Also **
icuu in J. C. Jeaflreson Middlesex County Rec. (1886) I

UrTum par manicarum de serico vocato tamin [>r tawm]

damaske ad valenciam v.s. 1611 COTGR., Estamine, tb

stuffe Tamine ; also, a strayner, searce, .boulter,
or boultmg

cloth. ias MASSINOER New Way 111.1u, I took her up in

an old tamin gown. losjURQUHART Rabelais i. \-n. Their

s ockins were of taminelF. estanuf\ or of cloth-serge. 1714

yZst.o/ Rates 366 Cloth-Rash and Tamine common.

[i8a NARES, Tamine, a sort of woollen cloth ; probably

the same that is now called tammy.]

U b. A strainer or bolter, of this stun ,

1847 in WEBSTER. Hence in later diets, i perh. never in use.

Taming (tH-mi^,vU.si. [f.TAMEi;.i + -i*pi.]

The^tctionofTAME^l Also attrib. Ta-ming-

stiek, a kind of yoke for newly captured slaves.

CI440 Promt. Paru. 486/2 Tamynge fro wyyldenesse,4

* R
.

What thou shall doto the profit of thy neighbour, and

tamine of thv flesh. 1596 SHAKS. Tom. Shr. iv. u. 54 Faith

he isfone to thetarning schoole and Petruchio. the

maslerY 1866 LIVINGSTONE Last Jrnls. (t873) I. >v. 107

Nearly all were in the tammg-stick.

fTaminy. Obs. Prob. a misprint or misreading

of TAMIN or TAMMY sb.*

i7*j Ochtertyre Houst Bks. (1907) 77 For six yeards of

veflSw taminy^o. 6. o. .7SS JOHNSON, Taminf, a woollen

stufif. Hence in ASH, and recent Diets.

+ Ta'mis. Obs. Also 7 tamise, 9 tamrnis : see

also TAMMY sb.* [a. F. tamis (tarn.) a sieve (of

wire, silk, hair, etc.) (i 2& c. in Littre)
= Pr. tanns,

Sp. tamiz, It. tamtgu, Yen. tamtso med.U tarn

sium (Du Cange), identical in ongin with WGen

*tamisjo-, the source of OE. and MLG ttmes

sieve, MDu. ttmse, OHG. zemtsa: see TKMSE.]

1 A sieve; a strainer or bolting-cloth; also

..L xl I. ,67 The best bread isof

Ihe

t

n water, .then let passe through a tamise, thai Ihe br*u

- 8tSV



TAMISAGE.

Tamis. 1801 MOLLARD Art ofCookery (1836) 169 Rub them
through a tamis cloth or sieve. 1817 W. KITCHINER Cook's
Oracle (1818) 244 Strain it through a tammis into a clean

stewpan. Ibid. 280 note, A Tammis is a worsted cloth,
.. made on purpose for straining sauces, [Cf. p. 230, a
tammy, or fine sieve.]

2. A name for an anther. (? from its scattering
pollen.)
is REA Flora i. ix. 5r Six chives [in the tulip], tipt with

pendents (which are those after the French we call Tamis).
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 65/1 The Agot Tulip is of a
sad Isabella colour, with.. a dark bottom, and large black
Tamis. 1725 Bradley's Fam. Diet. s.v. Tulip, The bottom
nnd iamis blue. 1773 ASH, Tamis [erroneously explained).
3. attrib., as tamis-bolter, -cloth (see i) ;

tamis-
bird, the Guinea-fowl (?from its speckled or

powdered appearance).
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. d862) II. m. vi. 75 They

[Guinea-hens] are by some called the Barbary-hen : by others
the Tamis bird.

Tamisage(ts-misedj). Math. \3A.Y.tamisage
sifting : see TAMIS and -AGE.] Applied by Sylvester
to a method of finding invariants.
i88a CAYLEY Math. Papers XI. 409 heading. Note on an

exceptional case in which the Fundamental Postulate of
Professor Sylvester's theory of Tamisage fails.

Tanxkin, obs. var. TAMPION, plug.

Tammany (tse-mani). The name ofthe central

organization of the Democratic party in the City
(formerly also in the State) of New York, located
in Tammany Hall, in I4th Street, New York. In

English use the name has become esp. associated
with the political and municipal corruption which
at various times has characterized the government
of New York.
Tamanen, Tameae, Taminent,Taminy was the name of

an Indian chief with whom W. Penn had transactions for
land 1683 and

( i6o7. Some time prior to 1771 the name
became 'canonized ', and from 1772 for about twenty years
;
Saint '(or 'King 5 Tamina, Tamany, Tammany (generally

identified with the chief of Penn's time) was regarded as
the tutelar saint of Pennsylvania and other northern
colonies or States, and the day assigned to him, May jst
(Old Style), May r2th (New Style), appropriated to popular
celebrations, festive gatherings (often with some benevolent
object), etc. From 1782 the name became associated with
Societies established on a more or less permanent basis of
which that organized in New York is mentioned in 1787.The one which in 1790 is recorded as the '

Society of St.
Tammany

' and '
the Sons of St Tammany and Columbian

Order
, and which in its constitution is claimed to be

_
founded on the true principles of patriotism, and has for
Us motives charity and brotherly love', soon developed
strong political activity, and by ciSio had become the

headquarters of the Democratic Party (then called the
Republican Party) in the State and City of New York,
(From notes supplied by Mr. A. Matthews, Boston, Mass )

1683 in Pennsylv. Archives (1852) I. 62, 1, Tamanen. .forme and my heirs and assignes doe graunt and dispose of all
my Lands

Lying betwixt [etc.]. 1683 PENN Wks. (1782) IV.
305. 1771 W. EDDIS Lett. fr. Amer. (1792) 115 The
Americans on this part of the continent have .a Saint
The first of May is.. set apart to the memory of Saint
Tamina. 1771 Pennsyh. Chron. 4 May VI. 63/2 On
Friday. .a number of American Gentlemen, Sons of King
Tammany, met at the House of Mr. Bryn, to celebrate the
Memory of that truly noble Chieftain. .. It is hoped .. i

bociety may be formed of great Utility to the Distressed ;as this meeting was more for the purpose of promoting
Charity and Benevolence, than Mirth and Festivity Ibid
15 June VI. 85/1 The Sons of St. George, St. Patrick, St.'Andrew St. David, and King (or Saint) Tamany 1773 in
Pennsylv. Mag Hist. /, Biogr. (,902) XXV. 446 The
natives, have adopted a great warrior sachem and chiefnamed Tammany, .to be the tutelar Saint of this Province
[Pennsylvania], i New Jersey Jrnl. 4 May in N JArchives Ser. n. 111. 3,0 Saturday last being the anni-
versary of St. Tamany, the titular St. of America. 1785WASHINGTON Diary 2 May in Pennsyh. Mag. (i8o-j) XVI 1 1
412 Accented rin jnvitatinn ,];.i.. ,,.:<!. .i__ c>_. . **...

nf.l.'T ij~Iu"
"' V""-"' '"=

,
L ' iammany Society ot this

City held their Anniversary Meeting, at the Wigwam at

Sihf I'
90

-/*"'-
" M

?,K3/3
T >w.. thfannua

feast of St. Tammany will be celebrated by the Sons ofbt. Tammany and Columbian Order, at their wiewamon the banks of
.the Hudson. 1805 (title) An AcTfoT

corporate the Society of Tammany, or Columbian Order, inthe City of New York. Passed April 9, 1805 1878 W
IRVINO m Life * Lett. (,866) III. ^Yesterday \ had a fuli
deputation from Tammany Hall.. informing me that Thad

pTVksTs'so n
as

*&""; I8s
-
WHITT 'ER w- L<<''

i-r. Wks. 1889 II. 200 The democratic committee issued itsbull against him from Tammany Hall.
b. attrib. and Comb., as Tammany-organization

-ring, -tariff -ticket; Tammany-ridden^.
TiSr' S?' wf"^ " Nov' XV-*56 The TLmanyT.ger Loose.-What are

you going to do about it? ,87,

Rine ?, ,o
M
,

E
l ,l'

B
>-"V-:t^ ('885) 155 The Tammany

he prov;n
-'h

of
d
,

e
,f

r
!
ldatlon ? *he g a

.< city of Belfast and

Hence (chiefly noncc-wds.} Tanuna-nial a., of or

68

belonging to (St.) Tammany ; Ta-mmanify, Ta -m-
maiiize, Ta'mruany vbs., trans, to influence or

dominate by, or as by, Tammany ; whence Ta'm-
manied///.<7.,Ta mmanlfica'tion, Tammaniza'-
tlon; also Ta-mmanyism, the system or principles
of Tammany ; Ta-mmanyite, one who adopts the

methods and principles of Tammany, an adherent
of Tammany;

ui me suticiy. '793 u>iay 15; in W. ivieyers nisi. J a
Hall (1901) 10 At Tammanial Hall in Broad street.
1882 Tribune (N. Y.) 5 Apr., A resolution striking the

names of the Tammanyites from the caucus roll. 1893 in
Westm. Gaz. T, Nov. 3/1 For a section of the Press to

Tammany London in the interests of the contractors and
themselves. 1898 Daily News 28 Mar. 7/2 The charge
brought against the Progressives of Tammanyfying London.
1899 Westm. Gaz. 14 Feb. 2/3 From all accounts Tammanied
New York is anything but an ideal place in which to live.

1903 Daily See. Mail n Nov. 4/3 A charge of paving
the way for Tammanyism. 1909 Sat. Rev. 24 Apr. 518/1To prevent the Tammanisation of London.
Ta-mmeL Obs. rare. App. an alteration of

STAMMEL, on analogy of tamin for stamin.
1616 Trial C'tfss Somerset in Relat. Poysoning Sir T.

Overfotry (1651) 106 The Prisoner .. being attired in black
Tammel, a Cyprus Caperoon, a Cobweb Lawn Ruff and
Cuffs. 1668 Flemings in Oxford 9 Apr. (O. H. S.) I. 437
Paid unto D' Smith which my Lady had disbursed for
Tammell for my wife 01 05 oo.

Tammie (ta-mi). Sc. [Sc. f. TOMMY.]
1. Name of a loaf of home-baked bread, used in

Edinburgh and the surrounding district.
l8a8 Mom Mansie Wauch xviii, Their usual rations of

beef and tammies. 1890 Anent Old Edinburgh 83 The pay
was [1807] 6d. a day and a coarse roll called a ' tammie '.

<3. Tammie-iiorle. A local name in Scotland for
the Puffin, Fratercula arctica

; also Tommy Nodtiy.
1701 J. BRAND Descr. Zttl. viii. ^703) 1 19 Each kind or sort

do JNestle by themselves ; as the Scarfs by themselves, so
- r^waicl!S

l
T min "es, Mawes, etc. 1816 SCOTT Antiq.

vn,
' Did I not hear a halloo ?'

' The skreigh of a Tammie
None

', answered Ochiltree,
'
I ken the skirl weel '. 1841 R.

CHAMBERS Pop. Rhymes Scotl. (1870) 190 The Puffin,
lammie None o the Bass Canna kiss a bonny lass. 1806
NEWTON Diet. Birds 943 Tammy-Norie, a northern forinof
jlom.Noddy, and a name for the Puffin.

Tammy (las-mi), rf.i Also 7 tammey, 8 tamy.
[Appears to be identical with obs. F. tamise '

e^offe
de laine lustrfe

'
cited by Littre" from a letter patent

of 23 July, 1780 (cf. cerise, cherry); but this may
have been an adaptation of the Eng. word, which
was in use a century earlier. It has also been
suggested to be a corruption of TAMIN, or a deriv.
of F. eslame worsted, estamel cloth-rash (Cotgr.).]A fine worsted cloth of good quality, often with
a glazed finish.
Much mentioned in i7th and i8th centuries, but app. obs.
>etore 1858. The name has been recently revived as a trade,
term : see quot. 1876.
'MS in Strype Stow's Sun. (1754) II. v. xviii. 380/2 All

other Kersies, Bayes, Tammies, Sayes, Rashes [etc.]. 1675OGILBY Brit. 146 Stow market,. . Its chiefest Trade is maki?|of lammeys, and the Town affords several good Inns for
Entertainment. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Tamy, a kind of

I" u r'
730 B

,

A
,

ILEY <fol'>. Tammy, a Sort of Worsted-Stuff,which lies cockled. 1757 DYER fleece in. 481 Cheyney, and
bayse and serge, and alepme, Tammy, and crape.and the longcountless list Of woollen webbs. 1758 Chron. in Ann. Reg.'

l<) '~
Her riding dress a light drab, lined with blue tammy.

1770 Gentl. Mag. XL. 221 An account ofa new loom, forweav.

W*?Til
5' SC

If"Jr""?
5 and worsted deaths. 1797 Monthly

fnH A 34 Bra fordis a manufacturing town for tammies,and other worsted stuffs. i8ia J. BIGLAND Beautia Eng.
t, WalesXVl.tos. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,Tammies,commercial name formerly given to Scotch camlets; aworsted fabric resembling bunting, but closer and finer. 1876i. C. ARCHER Wool f, Applications 46 Tammies are nowmade of wool with cotton

warp. They are highly glazedand dyed in bright colours, an/are still favourite fabrics.

p. attrib., as tammy gown, lining, war*.
looo WOOD Life June (O. H S) II 80 I bo ht f M

Fifield an English Tammy gowne which cost me, outof the

S'r f'r-
l
fe

d l8 vards and an half
. at (<0 yard1678 Lond. Gaz. No. 1329/4 A brown cloth wastecoat. a red

HSRrFA*= - dS
E2?/"cr*? 'animyjvarp. 1883 R. HAI!DA"S <;"""

TAMPER.
Westm. Can. 26 Sept. 7/2 The Burns Statue. .. The poet stand.
in an easy attitude.. .He wears the 'lammy', thTpiou,man s coat and breeches, and the rough Scotch stockingsTarn o' Shanter (t^m^-nta..). [f. the name
ot the hero of Burns s poem of that name (i e Tom
ofShanter).] In full, Tarn o' Shanter bonnet, capA soft woollen bonnet with flat circular crown the
circumference of which is about twice that of the
head, formerly worn by Scottish ploughmen, etc.

introduced, in a modified form, c 1887 as a head-
dress for girls and young women. Abbreviated
TAM, TAMMY.
1840-50 [Remembered in use]. 1884 West. Daily Press

29 May 3/7 The Tarn o' Shanter is *ill occasionally wo
[by men]. 1887 Scott. Leader 24 Sept. 5 Mr. O'Brien was
wearing an overcoat and a Tarn o

1

Shanter, for the morningair was chilly. Ihd. Oct. 4 The head-dress [adopted byDundee factory girls] is the modest one of either a singleor
double.peaked cap or a Tamo 1

Shanter bonnet, and thoseworkers who have adopted this, .have been jeered at, and tosome cases mobbed, while passing along the street. 1887 IASHBY STERRY Lazy Minstrel (1892) 26 Or if you think it
r
'g.
ht r wrong-I'll wear my Tam o' Shanter. 1888 BUCK

'

to

Hence Tam o' Shantered a., wearing a Tam o'
Shanter.

1894 Du MAUKIER Trilby I. 81 He married the..tartanedand tam-o'-shantered barmaid at the Montagnards EcossaU
Tamp (temp), v. [app. a ipth c. workmen's

word ; perh. a back-formation from tampin (var
of TAMPION) taken as - tamping]
1. trans. Mining, a. To stop up (a bore-hole)with clay, sand, etc., rammed in upon the charge

before firing the shot; also, to pack up (a gallery
ofa military mine) before firing it, in order to con-
centrate the effect, b. To ram home (the charee)
in a bore-hole. Also absol.

1819> FARADAY in B. Jones Life (1870) I. 301 Men..em.
.loved in ml,,ng holes, tamping and blasting the rock.

LULAY Field Forty. 203 Then tamp stronglyhe ends of the gallery, leaving the space
demolished void. 1838 Civil Eng. $ Arch.

.> M.VVi '?*/ ^ 'r
tam

P.
ed witn dry clay to the top.

1843 "a. VI. 165/1 To form these chambers the rock was
perforated.., and the different proportions of powder were
introduced . .and '

tamped up
'

close. 1860 RUSSELL Diaryindie, I. 190 The mines will soon be tamped, and thewhole nest of temples [over the river at Cawnpore] will leapinto the air amid fire and thunder. 1899 West,,,. Gai
4 Dec. 2/1 All charges should be '

tamped 'that is pressedor secured in position with stones or other material wedgedaround them wherever possible,

2. To stop up with clay or loamy earth the issues
of a blast-furnace (Knight Diet. Mech. 1877).
3. To ram down hard, so as to consolidate (earth

gravel, etc.) ; to pun ;
- POUND z>.l 6 ; ako to

pack (anything) round with earth so rammed down
'f79

L. STOCKBRIDGE {Hvstig. Rainfall (Boston, U. S.) 5
[The lysimeter] was finished by throwing back and tampinem the earth which had been excavated on three sides. 1890
T. C. CLARKE in Railways Amer. 38 The track U raised
the gravel tamped well under the ties, and the track is
ready for use. 1909 Installation News III. 63 If the con-
ductor is tamped round with granulated carbon.
4. Comb., as lamp-work, a surface made hard

by tamping.
1855 R. F. BURTON El-Medinah I. xiii. 370 He seesaplain

like tamp.work, where knobs of granite act daisies.
Hence Tamped (Uempt)///. a., made hard and

solid by pounding ; Ta-mpex, one who tamps a
boring, etc. ; also, a tamping-bar.
1864 WEBSTER, Tamper, i. One who tamps, or prepares for

blasting. ..2. An instrument used in tamping; a tamping-
iron. 1875 R. F. BURTON Gorilla L. (r876) II. 204 The
flooring is hard, tamped clay. 1878 H. M. STANLEY Dark

. II. UL 83 I he compact clay and tamped floor.

llTa-mpan. Alsotanpan. pSechuananame.]A South African species of acarus remarkable for
the venom of its bite.
1880 P. GILLMORE On Duty 295 Bitten all over by 'tam-

lonymous to the '

jigger
'

of the West

.

Ta-mmy, si." [app. a. F. tamis (tam) TAMIS,assimilated to prec., perh. with the notion that itwas made of that
material.] A strainer.

th

I

u
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a
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?'

!AT A* C k"-l>*l Then strain or rub them

v" trans- to 6train through a

Short for

pans , an insect synonymous to the '

jigger o te est
Indies. 1883 J. MACKENZIE Day-dawn in Dark Places

Ihe mother was annoyed in her house by 'tanpans',
insects whose bite is more distressing than that of mosquitoes.
Tampeon, obs. form of TAMPION, plug.
Tamper, sb. . see TAMP v.

Tamper (tas-mpw), o.l Also 4-7 temper.
[Before 1600 mostly spelt temper, and app. origi-
nating in TEMPER v., as used in reference to clay.
The trans, use to temper clay appears to have be-
come absol. to temper, and then intr. to temper in
clay; hence fig. to temper or tamper in or with any
business or matter. Tamper, which appears in
reference to clay in 1573, was prob. a dial, or work-
men s pronunciation, which became at length estab-

lished, so as to differentiate this vb. from TEMPER.
For a development of sense very similar to that shown in

temper and tamper, c MEDDLE v.}

I. 1 1. a. intr. To work in clay, etc. so as to
mix it thoroughly, b. trans. To temper (clay). Obs.

1573.TUSSER Huso. (1878)37 A fork and a hooke, to be
tamprmg in daie, A lath hammer, trowel, a hod, or a traie.
176* Compl. Farmer s,v. Spiky-roller, Where .. the clay
grows dry, and will not admit of being duly tampered for
use without great pains in breaking it.



TAMPER.
II. 2. intr. To work or bnsy oneself for some

end ; to machinate, scheme, plot. Const, in some
practice,y<- something, to do something.
o. 1596 DRAYTON Zirf. iv. 289 Here first to workc my busic

brayne was set, ..To temper in so dangerous assayes. 1611
SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. via. vii. 17.404 Howsocuer Kdward
and he had tempered for the Kingdome.
P. 1613 FLETCHER, etc. Captain iv. ii, You have been

tampring any time these three days, Thus to disgrace me.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Yorks. (1662) n. 191 Tampering too
soon and too openly, to derive the Crown in his wives right

II. 269 Others tampered For Fleetwood, Desborough, and
Lambert. 170^ STRYPB Ann. Re/. I. xxxii. 328 The provost
of Paris, being here in London, was especially tampering in
treasonous practices against the Queen. 1736 CHANDLER
Hist. Persec. 355 He tamper 'd.. to introduce some cere-

1013 OCOTT/ event vii, YC

servants, with impunity.
3. intr. To try to deal or enter into clandestine

dealings with (a person), about or in order to some
design ; often with the connotation of meddling or

interfering improperly with a person.
o. 1567 HARMAN Caveat 70 For often hee hath bene tem-

pering with me [a woman), and yet haue I sharpely sayde
him naye. 1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. n. it (1886) 16
f they should first be committed to prison the divell would

temper with them and informe them what to doo. 1599
SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 108 After that the Pope was
once agame admitted, and had libertie to temper with his
partie at pleasure. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 71
Shortly after he began also to temper with Guy, perswading
him to resigne unto him that little right.
P. 1649 ftfiLToN Eikon. iii. 23 Tampering both with the

English and the Scotch army to come up against the Parla.
ment. 1683 KENNETT tr. Erasm. on Folly 65 Another had
been tampering with his neighbours wife. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela (1824) I. 58 When he withdrew, I began to tamper
with the farmer and his wife. 1748

_ Clarissa (1811) III.
vn. 60 Joseph,, .by tampering with Will, got all my secrets.
1790 BEATSON Nav. 4 Mil. Mem. II. 2 A small squadron . .

was detached after them, who found them busy in tampering
with the natives. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge xxxii, She
has been tampered with, and most treacherously deceived.
1851 Miss YONOE Corneas II. ii. 17 He was trafficking with
her enemies and tampering with her friends. 1870 DISRAELI
Lothair ix, Their secret organisation is tampering with the
people and tampering with the priests.

4. intr. To have to do or interfere with im-
properly ; to meddle with (a thing).
o. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 220 Hee would needs be

handling and tempering with the weapons of his said guest.
P. 1636 Divine Tragcdie lately Acted 12 [He] spied a
Gun over the chimney.. and fell a tampearing with it, and
first levelled at the mayds. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. i. ii.

It Humane Policy seldome proves prosperous, when
tampering with Divine Worship. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 85
This Boy has been tampering with something that lies in
his Maw undigisted. 1789 W. BUCHAN Dam. Med. x. (1790)
119 There is no passion with which people are so ready to
tamper as love. 1816 Scon yml. 29 Dec. , The son .. tarn-
pers with phrenology. 1868 FARRAR Silence f, V. ii. (1875)
40 What was first tampered with, then yielded to, then per.
sisted in, is next justified.

tb. spec. To meddle with medically. 06s.
1655 CULPKPPER Riverius Printer to Rdr., Not that every

Fool should turn
Physition, or that every Reader should

tamper with him or her self. 1677 G. MOUNTAGU in Buc-
cleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 326, I beseech you
tamper not too much, nor let blood too much this cold
season. 1706-7 FARQUHAR Beaux' Strat. iv. i, 1 have been
a tampering here a little with one of your Patients. 1784COWPER Task v. 668 Vain tamp'ring has but foster'd his
disease.

B. intr. To meddle or interfere with (a thing)
so as to misuse, alter, corrupt, or pervert it.

. S93 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, iv. vi. 29 Your Grace..may
seeme as wise as vertupus, By spying and auoiding Fortunes
malice. For few men nghtly temper with the Starres. 1641
'SMECTYMNUus'/Jxra/. Post. (1653)89 Peckam Archbishop
of Can. in a Synod was tempering with the Kings liberties.
f. 1610 COOKE Pope Joan 38 Some paltry fellow hath bene

tanipering with his writings. 1712 DE FOE Moll Flanders
(1840) 302 To have her up for tampering with the evidence.
1760 SIR W. DRAPER in Junius Lett. xxvL (1820) 122 It is

highly unbecoming the dignity of peers to tamper with

"SPSS? 'J?
AU Y

.
ear Rauud No. 65. 354 His pistols,wmcn Marcel had previously tampered with, miss fire. 1861

MAURICE Mor. f, Met. Philos. IV. vii. 80. 413 Those had
in his judgment tampered with truth. 1888 BRYCE Amer
Comnnu. v.

lxxxyiii.37o A large number of persons accused
of.. tampering with ballot boxes.

b. tram. To put offof do away with by tamper-
ing or clandestine dealing, rare.
1817 KEATINGE Trav. II. 217 No putting off trials,. until

prosecutions are wearied off, or tampered off.

t6. trans. To bias, affect, influence, sway (a
person, his mind, passions, etc.) ; to disaffect. 06s.
1 for tamper with, or = TEMPER v. 6.

1687 R. L'EsTKANGE Answ. Diss. 43 The Worst Way of
Tampering Peoples Minds, and Spiriting away their Hearts
from their Sovereign. 1691 yosephus, Antia. xiv. xx.
('733) 38 ' I' ne could but steal him away into JudiEa, the
Jews might be tamper'd to a Revolt.
Hence Ta'mpered (also tampered-witK], Ta-m-

pering ppl. adjs.
1681 DRYDEN Abs. $ Achit. I. 809 The tampering world is

subject to this curse, To physic their disease into a worse.
1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh iv. 474 And kept her safe
from tampering hands. 1869 Daily News 30 Aug., You
have allowed yourself to be tampered with,.. You appear

69

before us as a tampered witness. 1894 G. TYBRELL in Month
Nov. 361 The tampered-with fragments in the ChrUtian
Fathers.

t Ta'mper, v* Ol>s. rare. [Known only in Ph.
Holland ; ? suggested by L. temperare.] intr. To
beat lightly, to tap ; to continue tapping, to TABOB.
1606 HOLLAND Sueton. Annot. 15 The maner of these

jni. stt-s was to beat the Taber or tamper upon the Timbril,
which is expressed here in these words, Orbein digito ttm-
perat. Ibid. 29 It will sound like a taber or drum, if one
tamper upon it.

Tamperer (tse'mparai). [f.TASirKRf.i + -KB'.]
One who tampers ; a schemer

;
a meddler.

'599 SANDYS Europa Spec. (1632) 88 Yea there are not
wanting some temperers among them, that have beene
talking a long while.. of a General! solemne Conference.
1681 H. MORE Exp. Don. Pref. 93 Unfaithful Tamperers
will;

the Souls of men. 1854 DICKENS Child's Hist. Eng.
xxxii. III. 157 He. .was surrounded in the Tower \>y lain-

perers and traitors. 1906 Athenxum 3 Feb. 131/3 Modern
tamperers with the ecclesiastical architecture.

Ta-mperinff, vbl. sb. [f. TAMPER .i + -ING i
.]

The action of the verb TAMPER, in various senses

t plotting ; meddling, improper interference.

perpetual tampering with Physic, his Eyes had been decay
ing for twelve Years before. i8za W. IRVING Braceb. Halt
xx, There is something strangely pleasing in these tamper-
ings with the future, a 1854 H. REED Led. Eng. Lit. \v
(1878) 153 It has come down from a remote antiquity, an<!
has. .escaped the tampering of modern hands.

Tampicin (tze-mpisin). Pharm. Cheat, [f.

Tampico + -IN l
: in F. tampicine] The resin,C

8H108Ore , obtained from Tampico jalap, the
tuberous root of Ipomsea simulans.
11890 in BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet. 1898 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Tampin, obs. variant of TAMPION.

Tamping (tannpirj), vbl. sb. [f. TAMP v.+
-INQ !.] The action of the verb TAMP : the plug-
ging or filling up of a blast-hole above the charge ;

the packing of the part of a military mine nearest
the charge with earth or other material.
1818 J. M. SPEARMAN Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 301 The stop-

page or tamping of a mine. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XVI.
303/1 The sand-bags used for tamping should not be filled

up to the top.
b. concr. The material used for this purpose.

1818 in WEBSTER. 1843 Civil Eng. , Arch. Jml. VI.
120/2 It would have found vent by blowing out the tamping.
1909 Installation News III. 63 The upper casting, to which
the cable or tape is electrically connected by lead tamping.

o. attrib. and Comb., as tamping material;
tamping-bar, -iron, STEMMEB : see qnot. 1877;
tamping-machine : see quot.; tamping-plug, a

plug or stopper used to block up a bore-hole.
1838 Civil Eng. f, Arch. Jrnl. I. 292/1 Drawings of the

jumpers, the "tamping bar, the needle, and the discharging
reed. 1891 C. ROBERTS Adrift Amer. 75 It was pick and
shovel and tamping bar day in and day out. 1864 WEBSTER,
*Tatnping-iron. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Tamfing-iron,
a tool, prudently made of copper, by which the tamping is

wadded down upon the cartridge or charge in a hole, for

blasting, fbid., *Tamping.mackine. ., a machine for pack-
ing clay or the material for artificial stone into a mold.
1839 URE Diet. Arts 836 Dry sand is sometimes used as a
'tamping material. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., 'Tamping-
plug, . .it usually consists of a cone with barbs, or of a set
of wedge-shaped blocks, which jam by the pressure from
beneath. 1884 Mil. Engineering (ed. 3) I. n. 1 16 Sandbags
ready filled for 'tamping purposes should be provided.

Tampion, tompion (tae-mpian, ty-mp-), sb.

Forms: o. 5 tampyne, 5-6 -on, -ond, -yon, 6
-ioun, 6-8 -in, 7 -eon, 5- tampion ; 6-7 tamp-
kin, 7-8 tamkin

; (7-9 tampoon). 0. 7 tomp-
ing, 8-9 -ion, 9 -eon; 7 tomking, 7-8 -kin,
tompkin. [a. F. tampon, in same senses (1440
in Godef. Compl.), a nasalized var. of F. tapon
(1382 in Hatz.-Darm.) a piece of cloth to stop a

hole, etc., deriv. oitape plug ; cf. tamper, nasalized
var. of taper vb. to plug. The original form tam-

pon has undergone many corruptions in Eng. : cf.

pompon, POMPION, PUMPKIN. The form lampoon
(cf. dragoon, etc.) appears to be confined to dic-
tionaries (from Phillips downwards). Tompion is

a frequent form in all senses. See also TAMPON.]
tl- A plug for stopping an aperture: e.g. a

bung for a cask, etc. Obs.
c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. JVurture6&in Babees Bk. (1868) 121

With fawcet & tampyne redy to stoppe when ye se tyme.
1*04 Cat. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 393, viii. d. to hym that
skowre the tamponds of the pypes. {bid., The skowryng of
the tampones of the pypes. c i$ia in Archxologia (1902)
LVIII. 302 A susp[ijrall with a tampioun to dense the
home pype. 1594 PLAT "Jnvell-ho. \. 37 You must suffer
the water to passe away by some tampion. 1658 PHILLIPS,
Tampoon, or Tampkin, a small piece of wood serving for

abung. 1719 SHELVOCKE Artillery iv. 174 The Globe., shall
be filled . . and then stopped with a Tompion that has been
steeped in hot Pitch. [1881 : see 3jif.]

tb. farriery. A seton; a tent; a pessary: cf.

TAMPON sb. i. Obs.
1565 BLUNDEVIL Horsemanship iv. Ixvi. (1580) 27 Make

two stifle long rowles, or tampins, of linnen clowtes, or such
like stuffe, sharpe pointed like Suger loues :.. thrust them
vp into the Horses nostrils. 1610 MARKHAM Masterp. n.
cxi. 395 Put therto a tampin made of the inner rinde of

TAMPONMENT.
Elder baike. Ibid, clvii. 464 Take a tampin of horse haire
mound tcgwur.
t 2. A disk-shaped or cylindrical piece of wood

|

made to fit the bore of a muzzle-loading gun, and
rammed home between the charge and the missile
to act as a wad. Obi.
1481-90 Howard House!,. r,ks. (Roxb.) 40 Item ij. c. tarn-

pons xvj. d. ,485 Naval Ace. Hen. f// (,806) 69 Gonne
lampyon, ccc. ,4,7 ,bia . Ios Tampons for%

J
, I* 34 Tampiones..ccc shotte. 1480 CAXTON

i-aytes ofA. 1L xxvi. ,3, Cartes laden with Ku wode to
to make the said tampons. 1530 PALSGR. 279/, Tampyoii
for a gon, tampon. .58, STANYHURST Dcslr. l.ip,trtn in
st'i/.-tt ti<- f A.-K \ . ,_ iji:. ...: o.__ ..

*
..Ki

1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xviii. (Roxb.) i 42/, Of chare-
lng..aMorterpeece..put in the Tampkin.. a round peece
of soft wood put into the mouth ofthe chamber. 1691 (/(Smiths Seaman's Cram. n. iii. 92 Wedges, Tomkincs
Priming-Irons. Ibid. xxL 134 Draw out the Ladle, and
with the Tampion at the other end of the Staff, thrust home
the Powder. 1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Tampion, Tompion,
famkin, or Tomkin, a kind of plug or stopple.. to keepdown the powder in a fire-arm. 1818 SPEARMAN Brit. CUH.
<r(ed. 2)307 In the larger mortars... the chamber should

be filled with powder, a tompeon of wood placed over it,and both the tompeon and shell surrounded with rifted
earth or sand.

t b. Applied to the bottom plate of grape-shot,
which serves as a wad to the charge. Obs.
i8oa JAMES Milit. Diet. (1816), Tampions, in sea-service

artillery, are the iron bottoms to which the grape-shot arc
fixed. 1813 CRABB Tuhn. Diet., Tampions. [Hence in
various later Diets.]
3. A block of wood fitting into the muzzle of a

gun, and serving to exclude rain, sea-water, etc.

_
a 1615 Nomenclator Ifavail's (HarL MS. 2301), Tampkin

is a small peece of Wood turned fitt for the mouth of anie
peece which is putt in . . to keepe out the raine or Sea
water, from washing in, when the Peeces lie without Bord.
1617 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. xiv. 68 A Tomkin is
a round peece of Wood put into the Peeces mouth and

SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. Ixv, He commanded .. the tompions
to be taken out of the guns. 1835 MARRYAT Pirate xiv,
Clear away the starboard guns, and take out the tompions.
1904 FITCHETT Commander of Hirondelle 157 The wooden
tompions were still lying harmlessly within their iron lips.

ft- '75* Gentl. Mag. XXVI. 308 Take out the tompkin
of your mouth, and fire away loud as thunder. 1864 BLACK-
MORE Clara Vau^han Ixxiii, She commenced an active

bombardment, pulling out the tompions from every gun of
mock religion. i88j G. MACDONAI.D Castle Warlock xv.
(1883) 83 No sooner did the.. note of the discharge of its

[bottle of claret's] tompion reach his ear (etc.).

4. In the organ : see quots.
1864 WEBSTER, Tampion,..!, plug used to stop closely the

upper end of an organ-pipe. 1865 Chambers' Encycl.\ll.
in/2 (Organ) A mouth-pipe may be stopped at the upperend by a plug called a tompion, the effect of which is to
lower the pitch an octave.

1 5. (See quot.) Obs. rare 1
.

1611 COTGR., Pivot,.. the Piuot, or (as some call it) the
Tampin of a gate, or great doore.

6. = TAMPON 2.

. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Tampion. .2 (Lithography) the
inking pad of the lithographic printer | Tampon. [Hence in
mod. Diets.]

Hence Ta'mpion, tompion v. trans., to insert
in the manner of a tampion or plug.
1897 Daily News 3 Feb. 5/3 London, .is not without its

trophy lamp-posts, for., in front of the house once occupied
by Admiral Boscawen, are two which are tompioned into
old cannon captured from the French in a naval fight*

Tampkin, obs. variant of TAMPION.

Tampon (tae-mpfa),
sb. Also tompon. [ad.F.

tampon : etymologically a doublet of TAMPION, in-

troduced anew from mod. French.]
1. Surf. A plug or tent inserted tightly into a
wound, orifice, etc., to arrest htemorrhage, or used
as a pessary. Also attrib. tampon-screw, an
instrument used for inserting or withdrawing this.
1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex.. Tampon . . Obstet., a less in-

elegant term for the plug, whether made up of portions of
rag, sponge, or a silk handkerchief, .in cases of hemorrhage.
1871 T. G. THOMAS Dis. Women (ed. 3) 61 (To] keep the

displaced and congested uterus out of the cavity of the

pelvis by a tampon of medicated cotton. 1884 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech, Suppl., Tampon-screw. 1888 Scott. Leader
14 June 4/1 The new species of cannula employed.. is pro-
vided with a tampon, and is constructed [so] as to prevent
haemorrhage. 1806 Alltutt's Syst. Med. I. 438 Tampons
are pear-shaped with the thread attached to the lower end.

2. The dabber or inking ball used in lithography
and copperplate printing. (So also in French.)
1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Tumpon, the inking-pad of the

lithographic printer. 1881 G. REID in Encycl. Brit. XIV.
701/1 (Lithography) An engraved stone is printed by using
i small wooden tapper or tampon, either round at the sides,
flat below, with handle at top, or square, with the corners
rounded off.

Ta-mpon, v. Surf. [f. prec. sb. : cf. F. tarn-

ponner (isthc. in Hatz,-Dann.).J trans. To fill or

stop (a wound, cavity, etc.) with a tampon ; to plug.
1860 J. M. CARNOCHAN Offat. Surf. 279 (Cent. Diet.)

The hemorrhage was stopped by tamponing the bony aper-
ture [gunshot wound in head]. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex., Tom.
poning, in Surgery the operation of plugging a wound or
mtural orifice with a tampon or tampons.
So Tampona'de, Ta'mponage, Ta'niponjnent
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TAMPOY.

[F. lamponnenteiii], the employment or applica-

tion of a tampon.
1890 BILLINGS Nat. Mcd. Diet., Tamponade, the appli

cation of tampons. 1900 Lancet 27 Oct.iigi/l Hesuggestec
free opening and curetting with patient and prolongec

flushing and subsequent gauze tamponade. 1903 CasselCs

Encycl. Diet., Suppl., Tamponment.
Tampon, -pond, -poon, obs. var. TAMPION.

flowers. 1823 CRABB Technol. Diet., Tatnpoy, a sort ol

drink made of gilliflowers. 1909 Daily Chron. 23 Aug.

4/7 The mention of British wines., has set an octogenarian

sighing for a beverage called
'

tampoy ',
which was highly

esteemed in Early Victorian days.

Tampyne, -pyon, obs. ff. TAMPION. Tam-
quarn: seeTANQUAM. Tamricke, -riske, obs.

ff. TAMAKISK. Tam-tam, var. TOM-TOM.

Tamul, -ulian, -ulio : see TAMIL.

Tamy, obs. form of TAMMY so.1

Tan (txn), sii.l (a.) Also 1 tann(e. [prob. a.

F. tan (13th c. in Littre, also in Cotgr. 1611 'Ian,

the barke of a yonng Oake, wherewith, being small

beaten, leather is tanned ')
= med.L. tannum, app.

of Celtic origin : cf. Breton tann masc., oak,
Cornish glas-tannen evergreen oak, ilex (Thurney-

sen). Thence the vb., med.L. tannare, OF. tanner

to tan; cf. also Du. loan, late MDu. tane tan,

tfinen to tan.]
I. 1. The crushed bark of the oak or of other

trees, an infusion of which is used in converting
hides into leather.

[1604 : implied in tan-mills 1611 in tan-pit : see C] 1674
EAKE Arith, (1696) 69 Tann, i Load must be 60 yards

Jong, i yard high, 3 Rinds thick. 170* PHILLIPS (ed. 6),

Tan, the Bark of a young Oak, beaten small and us'd..for

the tanning . . of Leather. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.,

Not only the bark, but every part of the oak-tree.. makes
good Tan. 1840 Exeycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XXI. 73/2 The word
tan is sometimes, though improperly, used for the bark

itself, which is the chief ingredient in the tanning of leather.

1852 MORFIT Tanning $ Currying (1853) 38 The name tan
is applied to coarsely-powdered bark containing a principle
which is the active agent in the tanning of hides.

b. Spent bark from the tan-pits, used by
gardeners, and for riding-courses, etc.

1739 MILLER Card. Diet. II. s.v., The best Sort of Tan for

Hotbeds, is, that which is ground of a midling Size, neither
too small nor too large. 1766 Ann. Reg. 108 A melon raised
. . in South wark upon tan was sold in Covent-garden Market.
1812 New Botanic Card. i. 54 A thin covering of tan or some
other substance. 1849 LONGF. Kavanagh xix. 101 Circus,
with its tan and tinsel. 1887 Morn. Post 8 July (Sport.
Notes), After the usual canter [she] galloped him a mile and
a quarter on the tan.

2. The astringent principle contained in oak-

bark, etc. ; tannin ; also the solution of this, tan-

liquor,
' ooze *.

1800 HENRY Epit. Chem. (1808) 289 Until very lately, tan
had been known only as a production of nature. 1810
Elem. Chem. (1826) II. 284 Tan exists abundantly in the
bark of the oak, the willow, &c., and in the gall-nut. 1866
ROGERS Agric. fy Prices I. xxiv. 612 To preserve them, the
nets were soaked in tan.

II. 3. The brown colour of tan
; tawny.

1888 Daily News 17 July 5/8 Simplicity is the word of
command as regards outlines, and tan is the special colour
of this season. 1888 Lady 25 Oct. 378/1 [Gloves] in the
beautiful shades of brown, chocolate, oak, tans, and black.

b. esp. The bronzed tint imparted to the skin by
exposure to the sun or the weather.
1827 CLARE Slieph. Cat. 48 And scare the tan from summer

cheek. 1831 HAWTHORNE Ho. Sev. Gables v, The clear
shade of tan, and the half-a-dozen freckles. 1885 L'pool
Daily Post 7 May 5/3 With the tan of a southern sun upon
his face.

4. //. [ellipt. use of the adj.] Articles of dress,
etc., of a tan colour

; esp. tan shoes or boots.
1902 Daily Chnn. 17 Sept. 5/2 Please say., where these

boots can be bought. I always buy my tans in the cheapest
market. 1904 Ibid, a July 8/5 Tans are in far greater
demand than has been known for years.
B. adj. Of the colour of tan or of tanned

leather ; of a yellowish or reddish brown ; tawny.
1665 WOOD Life 6 May (O.H.S.) II. 35 A pair of tan

leather gloves 1845 DISRAELI Sybil, vii, Beautiful black
and tan spaniels. 1887 W. S. GILBERT Ruddigore, I kept
guinea pigs . . and a small black and tan [dog]. 1896 Monthly
Packet Christm. No. 61 The daintiest of tan shoes. 1896EDITH THOMPSON ibid. 98 Too well-fitting tan boots.. only
adapted to mountain excursions of the picnic order. 2908
Betw. Trent <$ Ancholme 218 The white or tan sails pass by.
C. attrib. and Comb.

1. from the sb. (in senses I, i b) [some perhaps
partly from the verb-stem: cf. TAN-HOUSE], as
tan-colour, -liquor, -mill; tan-burning, -strewn,
-trodden adjs. ; tan-ball : see quot. ; tan-bark, =
sense I ; tan-bath, a bath containing an infusion
of oak-bark in water (Cent. Diet. 1891) ; tan-bay,
the loblolly bay, Gardenia Lasianlhus (ibid.)-
tan-bed, a hot-bed made of spent tan ; a bark-
bed ; tan-extractor, a device for extracting the
tanmc acid and astringent principles from bark
(Kmght.Dtct.Mech. 187,7); tan-fat, = TAN-VAT;
tan-fork, a gardener's hand-fork for lifting tan
tan-gallop, = tan-ride; tan-loft, the loft of a

70

tan-house ; tan-ooze, -pickle, the liquor of a tan-

vat: = OOZE sb.l- 2 ; tan-pit, (a)
= TAN-VAT; (6]

in gardening, a tan-bed; tan-press, a machine for

expressing moisture from the spent tan (Cent.

Diet.) ; tan-ride, a riding-track covered with tan ;

cf. RIDE sb.1 2 a ; tan-spud, a curved chisel for

peeling the bark from oak or other trees ; a peeler ;

tan-stove, a bark-stove; also, a hot-house with

a bark-bed ; f tan-tub, = TAN-VAT ; tan-turf,

spent tan pressed into bricks for fuel
;
= fanners'turf

(TANNEB 1
b) ; tan-work, -yard, a place where

tanning is carried on ; a tannery.
1882 OGILVIE (Annandale), 'Tan-balls, the spent bark of

the tanner's yard pressed into balls or lumps, which harden

on drying and serve for fuel. 1799 W. TOOKE View Russian

Kmp. I.i.ii. 34 The *tanbark-tree..and many others. 1891

Cent. Diet., Tan-bark. 1901 Stuart Set I. 140/1 She had

ridden her first horse over the tanbark of Durland's. 1739
MILLER Card. Diet. II. s.v., There are some Persons who
make their*Tan-bedsmuch wider than whatishere mentioned.
1812 New Botanic Card. \. 81 The pots should be plunged
into a tan-bed. 1882 PATON in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 382/2
1

Spent tan
', usually to be burned in a special form of "tan-

burning furnace for raising steam. 1811 Self Instructor

539 Dark browns, minims, and *tan-colours. 1859 THOMP-
SON Card. Assist. 124 *Tan-fork. 1856 'STONEHENGE'
Brit. Sports ii. i. x. 2. 357/2 A "tan-gallop . . made perma-
nently on a course three-quarters of a mile in circumference.

1882 PATON in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 382/2 One of the com-
monest plans for ascertaining the strength of the *lan liquor

technically called ooze, or wooze, is by means of a kind of

hydrometer called a barkometer. 1852 HANNA Chalmers
IV. xxi. 404 Dr. Chalmers opened the "tan-loft for public

worship. 1804 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies
iv. xii. 243 Instruments, which beat this stone like vnto
"tanne milles. 1839 URE DM. Arts 1195 (Sugar) The
first machines employed to squeeze the canes, were mills

..somewhat like tan-mills. 1901 F. ADAMS in K. ,\ Q.
9th Ser. VII. 412/1 '"Tan ouse ,

tanner's ouse, or oak bark,
an infusion of which is employed for tanning hides. 1820
T. MITCHELL Aristoph, I. 259 On him fell "tan-pickle, and
nectar on you. a 1859 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. (1861) V. 181

The dtink tasted like tanpickle. 1611 COTGR., Coitdroir, a

Tanfat, or *Tanpit. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. I. 123 What im-

proves it to that Value is the emptying of the Town Tann-

pits on it. 1810 BOSWELL Edinburgh Poet. Wks. (1871) 48
Neighbouring tan-pits scent the passing gales. 1858 GLENNY
Card. Every-day Bk. 34/1 Although a tan-pit is not abso-

lutely necessary to make a hot-house, it is necessary to have
bottom-heat at command. 1863 LAWRENCE Border 4- Bast.
iv. 70 In the centre is a large fountain of white marble, round
which is a broad "tan-ride. 1884 YATES Recoil. II. ii.

Si A tan-ride furnished with various obstacles for leaping
experiments. 1828 WEBSTER, 'Tan-spud, .. *Tan-stove.

1904 Black. Mag. June 796 Chilcote glanced over the
*tan-strewn ride. 1887J.ASHBYSTERRY Lazy Minstrel(i%gz)
42 What studies of man and of woman and horse Here pass
up and down on the "tan-trodden course ! 1586 J. DAVIS
l-'fy. (Hakl. Soc.) 17 They found bags of trayne oyle,. .scale
skinnes in "tan tubs, with many other such trifles. 1799
Hull Advertiser 2 Mar. 2/1 Tan-yard, bark-mill,, .tan-tubs,
vats and materials. i8cx MAYHEW Lottd. Labour II.

87/2 "Tan-turf is oak baric made into turf after its virtues
have been exhausted in the tan pits. 1822 J. FLINT Lett.
Amer. 125 An iron founder)'.. a

*
tan-work, a glass-house.

1711 Customs Notice in Land. Caz. No. 4862/4 Any Tan-
house, "Tan-yard, Work-house. 1777 J. ADAMS in Fain.
Lett. (1876) 241 A mill to grind bark for the lanyard.
2. adjs. from A. 3, or B, chiefly parasynthetic, as

tan-coloured, -faced, -sailed, -skinned, -tinted.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Proclamation Wks. it. 252/2
The Sunburnt tanskind Indians. 1685 Lond. o*.No. 3037/4A black-brown Gelding..Tan mouth'd. 1861 L L.NoBLE/.
bergst$ Scudding under their Lan-colored canvas. 1869 AVu/-
leiige's Ev. Boy's Ann. 454 A tan-faced digger. 1888 Diet.

Nat.Biog. XI II. 142/2 The tan-sailed barges sailing through
the flats. 1892 Daily News 29 Mar. 2/4 An Eton jacket
of the tan-tinted cloth, with sleeves to match.

Tan, sb? Short for FAN-TAN, a Chinese gam-
bling game.
1883 STEVENSON Silverado Sf. 189 Where he might. .lose

his little earnings at the game of tan.

Tan (taen), v. Also 5-6 taune, 6-7 tann. Pa.t.
and pple. tanned (tsend). [Late OE. lannian,
evidenced c 1000 in pa. pple. planned, and agent-n.
tannere, prob. f. med.L. tannare (tanare in Erfurt
Gl. a 900) to tan (whence pa. pple. tannatus, in
Du Cange), f. tannum TAN sb. Cf. also OF.
tanner, taner (i3th c. in Littre"), whence app. the
ME. and modem vb. Cf. also Du. tanen to tan.

generally held to be from Fr.]
1. trans. To convert (skin or hide) into leather

by steeping in an infusion of an astringent bark, as
that of the oak, or by a similarly effective process.
f..^ Isee TANNED i]. [1321-2 Rolls oj'Parlt. 1.415/2 Et

xiiu h. pur quirs tanne's de faire Barhides, & Sakes as draps.]
CI350 [see TANNED i], 14.. Rule Syon Monast. ix. in
Aungier Syon Monast. (1840) 272 Withe hosen and schone
anned. 1:1440 Promp. Pan. 486/2 Tannyn, or barkyn,
fnimo. 1481 CAXTON Godejfroy clxviii. 249 There was
seint peter herberowed in a tanners hows, that tanned leder
TS03-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 19 Preamble, No corryour .

shall] cory any hyde of Leyther but such as afore be suffi-

jiantly
tanned. 1630 Tom Thumbe 56 in Hazl. E. P. P.

II. 179 His bootes and shoes a mouses skin, there land most
curiously. y8 BOSWELL Corsica iii. (ed. 2) 195 In the
sland of St. Kilda they tan with the tormentil root. 1875URE Dut. Arts III. 85 About three months is usually occu-
pied in tanning calf-skins.

b. trans/. To treat (fishing-nets, sails, etc.) with
anners ooze or some preserving substance ; also,
o act upon as an astringent.

TANAGER.
1601 J. KEYMOR Dutch Fishing (1664) 7 Shee [the

Herring Buss] imployeth. .at Land. .Tanners to Tan their
Nets and Sayles. 1615 [see TAN-VAT]. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN
Clin. Lect.Dis. Worn, xii. (ed. 4) 82 The styptic may pass into

until the sun of Albion shall set.

C. In the manufacture of artificial marble, to

steep (the composition) in a hardening and pre-
servative preparation : cf. TANNAGE i.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

2. To make brown (the face or skin), esp. by ex-

posure to the sun or weather; to embrown, sun-
bum ; hence, to make dark or tawny in colour.
1530 PALSGR. 752/2, I tanne in the sonne, or am sonne

brente, . . You shall tanne your selfe more upon the see
than upon lande. 1590 SPENSER/". Q. i. vi. 35 His. .face all
land with scorching sunny ray. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I.

127 The neerer they approch to the riuer Indus, the deeper
coloured they are and tanned with the Sun. 1660 F.
BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 102 The people are., of a good
stature, but a little tann'd. 1746-7 HERVEY Medit. (1767)
1.262 Heat, whose burning Influence.. tans into Soot the
Ethiopian's Complexion. 1812 BYKON Ch. Har. ii. Ixix, In
war well season'd, and with labours tann'd. 1853 MRS.
GASKELL Cranford xv, His face was deep brown, as if
tanned and re-tanned by the sun.

fig. 11645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. 17 All Egypt and
Barbary. with Lybia and the Negro's Country, are tainted
and Land with this black Religion.

b. intr. (for refl.) To become sunburnt or
darkened by exposure.
1530 (see a]. 1884 JUustr. Land. News 26 Jan. 91/2 One

advantage you swarthy people have over us you don't
tan. 1889 Nature 24 Oct. 633/3 The capacity to tan, or
become darker by exposure, varies much.
3. trans. To tan (a person's) hide, also simply

to tan (a person): to thrash soundly, slang or

colloq. (Cf. HIDE z/.2 2.)
<ri67o Exfost. Let. Men Buckhm. 2/2 Let not your

Worships thick skin be too sensible that we thus Tan your

you may depend. 1890 I. CURTIN tr. Sieidicwicz' With

Tan = to han, to have : gee T 1 1 and HAVE.
c 1407 [see TAME a.' x\
Tan, obs. inf. and pa. pple, of TAKE v. ; obs.

phonetic var. oi]>an THEN.
Tan., Math, abbreviation of TANGENT B. i.

II Tana x
(ta-na). E. Indies. Also tanna(h,

tna(n)na(h, [Hindi thana, thana.] A police
station in India

; formerly, a military station or
fortified post.
1803 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1837) II. 251, I give

you notice, that you may have your tannahs prepared in

your villages and desire them to defend them. 1834 A.
PRINCEP Baboo II. xL 202 (Stanf.) The Burkundazes at last

came up from the Thana. 1879 Low Jritl. Gen.A6liottui.yi4
Thannahs (posts) for the protection of the Cabul were re-

established. 1895 MRS. B. M. CROKER Village Tales (1896)
212 They were found.. near the police tbana on the Futu-

pore Road.
Hence

|| Tanadar (tanadau) [Hindi thanaddr},
the head officer of a police station in India;

formerly the commander of a military post.
1802 C. JAMES Milit, Diet. (1816), Tannadar, a com-

mander of a small fort. 1834 A. PRINCEF Baboo I. xviii. 326
(Stanf.) Thou must be a Thanadar at least. 1897 L. J.
TROTTER J. Nicholson xvii. (1908) 233 He suspended a
lhanadar whom he caught in an act of oppression.

Tana 2
, Zool. : see TDPAIA.

t Tanaoles, si. pi. Obs. rare- . Also 6 -aklos,

7 -ackels. [app. var. TENACLE, ad. L. tenaculum,
modified after It. tanaglie pi. pincers, tongs : L.

tenacula.~\ (See quots.) Hence f Tanacle v.

Obs. rare~.
1598 FLORIO, Tanaglie, toongs, pincers, tanakles, mullets.

Tanagliare, to torture, to pinch, to tanakle with toongs,
pincers or tanakles. 1623 COCKERAH, Tanackels, Pincers
for tortures. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tanacles. 1721 BAILEY,
Tanacles, . . Instruments of Torture like Pincers.

Tanager (tse-nadgai). Ornith. Also 7- tan-

gara. [ad, mod.L. Tanagra (Linnaeus 1758), for

Tupi tangara (used by Brisson 1760).] A bird of

the genus Tanagra or family Tanagridx of passer-
ine birds, of Central and South America.
There are numerous species, named from their colour, as

black-headed,green-headea, red,scarlett spotted, variegated,

yellowtanager ',
from other characteristics^ as crested,grand

hooded, silent t.; from their native locality, as Brazilian,

Mississippi t. ; from resemblance to other birds, as bullfinch,
oriole t. ; from their discoverer, as Cooper's t.. etc.

1614 PUNCH AS Pilgrimage ix. iv. 843 The Tangara which
laue the falling-sicknes, the rest dancing about that which
s fallen, with a noise, from which they will not be skarred

till they haue done. (1648 MARCGRAVE Hist. Nat. Brasil.

214 Tangara Brasiliensibus; (reperiuntur ejus aliquot species
colore variantes'.] 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 243/1 The
'risilian Tangara [hath] Legs and Feet cinereous, inclining

to dusky. 1825 WATERTON Wand. S. Amer. (1882) 26 A
lumerous species of bird called Tangara. 1844 Zoologist
II. 444 The occurrence of the Red-breasted Tanager near

Cheltenham. 1857 M AVNE REID War Trail x\v, The sweet

warbling voices of the silvias, finches, tanagers, that.,

adorn the American woods with their gorgeous colours. 1863



TANAGRINB.
THORBAU Excursions 31 The tanager flies through the

green foliage as If it would ignite the leaves. 1803 w. H.
HUDSON Idle Days Patagonia, x. 156 It is impossible lo say
of many species which are finches and which tanagers. 1896
NEWTON Diet. Birds 043 Tanager,, adapted from thequasi-
Latiti Tftniigr<i\& Linnaeus,.. an adaptation, perhaps with
a classical allusion, of Tongam, used by Brisson and Bufibn.

Hence Ta nagfrine a. t of or pertaining to tana-

gers ; belonging to the family Tanagridts3
or sub-

Family Tanagrinss (Casselfs Encycl. Diet. 1887);
Ta-nagToid (tangaroid) a., resembling the tana-

gers; akin in structure to the tanager family.

1870 E. P. WRIGHT Anitn. Life 254 The Tangaroid
Perchers.

Tanaid (tce-naiid), a. and sb. Zool. [f. mod.L.

TtinaidaSf f. generic name Tanais.] a. adj. Of or

pertaining to the Tanaidte, a family of cheliferous

isopod crustaceans, typified by the genus Tanais.

b. sb t A member of this family.
1893 STEBBING Crustacea xxi. 327 The marital Tanaid

frequently sacrifices his mouth-organs to the enormous
development of his chelipeds.

Tanaist, Tanakin, obs. ff. TANIST, TANNAKIN.
Tanakaha : see TANEKAHA.
Tand, obs. f. tanned, pa. pple. of TAN v.

Tandem (tae-ndem), j.i and adv. Also 8-9
erron. tandum. [app. L. tandem at length (of

time) used punningly.]
A. sb. 1. A two-wheeled vehicle drawn by two

horses (or other beasts of draught) harnessed one

before the other.

1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg. T., Tandem, a two wheeled

chaise, buggy, or noddy, drawn by two horses, one before

the other, that is at length. 1789 Loiterer No. 42. 1-2, 1

have not the smallest desire to ride in Mr. Whirligig's
Tandem. 1807 BYRON Let. to Miss Pigot n Aug., We
shall, .proceed in a tandem, .to Inverary. iSai A. HODGSON
Lett.fr. N. Attter. (1824) II. no Painted sleighs. .are

dashingalong [Broadway, New York] in all directions, . . some
with two horses abreast ; some harnessed as tandems, and
others with four in hand. 1850 N. * Q. ist Ser. I. 382/1
We have a practical pun now naturalized in our language
in the word ' tandem '. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at Oxjf*

i, They drove tandems in all directions, scattering their

ample allowances..about roadside inns.

D. transf. A pair of carriage-horses harnessed

one before the other. Also fig.

1795 W. KELTON Carriages (1801) II. 120 A Tandum. .is

. .two horses in a team, or one before the other, to draw a
two-wheeled chaise. 121805 A. CMLVII& Autobtog. (1860) [449
In the end of summer (of 1764] I went again with Mrs.

Carlyle to Harrogate, . . I got an open chaise with two
horses one before the other, and the servant on the first.

ibid.} 458 Blackett's horse was very heavy, and my tandem
far outran them. 1859 CORNWALLIS AVry World I. 104,
I . . equipped a dog-cart and tandem, for a drive to the

diggings. 1889 Pall Mall G, 14 Jan. 3/2 The old political

tandem, in which the poor man with talent and the rich

man without it pulled together, is no longer possible.

2. Short for tandem bicycle (tricycle\ canoe,

engine : see C.

1884 Daily News 19 Sept. 3/3 Cycling on a ' tandem
*

in

Norway...When our tandem. .was placed upon the pier,
we were surrounded by an eager crowd. 1888 Encycl. Brit.
XXI II. 560/1 For nearly every make of single tricycle there

is a corresponding tandem. 1900 Engineering Mag. XIX.
778/1 Triple-expansion engines, ..having i high, i inter-

mediate and 2 low pressure cylinders arranged as twin
vertical tandems.

B. adv. One behind the other, in single file;

originally of a team of two horses. AlsoJig.
1795 W. FELTON Carriages (1801) II. Gloss., Tandum, the

manner of driving two horses in a team. 1818 T. L. PEA-
COCK Nightmare Abbey t, His fellow-students .. drove
tandem and random in great perfection. 1837 Chron. in

Ann. Reg. i Jan. 1/2 The letters are conveyed daily from

Canterbury to Dover on sledges drawn by three and
four horses, tandem. 1893 Atlantic Monthly Feb. 196/1
Three logs chained tandem constituted the load, and we
vaulted upon the last log for a ride to the boom. 1897
Outing (U. S.) XXX. 135/1 The patient mules, driven

tandem, were dragging a heavy barge down the canal.

O. attrib. and Comb. t
as tandem-curricle, -drag

(DRAG sb. i </), -driving^ 'korse^ ~sleigkt 'team,

-whip ; tandem-wise adv. ; tandem bicycle (tri-

cycle), canoe, a bicycle (tricycle) or canoe for

two persons, one seated behind the other ; tandem
engine, a steam engine with two cylinders one in

front of the other, the two pistons working on a
common piston-rod ; tandem-play : see quot.
1899 Daily News n Jan. 2/4 In the Soudan they used a

small dynamo driven by means of a "tandem bicycle. 1815
Reviewers Reviewed 18 Even Doctor Solomon.. is ready
with his "tandem-curricle to invite him to Gilead Hall.

1817 J. PALMER Jrnl. Trav. in U.S. etc. (1818) 217 [At
Montreal] I have seen a "tandem dog cart, the dogs bar*

nessed and belled the same as horses. 1825 C. M. WKST-
MACOTT Eng. Spy I. 86 Since she pot down her "tandem
drag. 1850 THACKERAY Pendennis xix, Riding and "tan-

dem-driving were the fashions of the ingenuous youth.

1878 Engineer it\J
ii\. 23 (Paris Exhibition), 60 Horse Power

Compound "Tandem Engine. [Cf. 1901 Feilden's Mag.
IV. 413/1 The fan engines, which were tandem-compound,
were afterwards fitted with low-pressure relief-valves, in

addition to those fitted in the high-pressure cylinders.] 1830
LYTTON P. Clifford xxv.\

t
A light cart drawn by two swift

horses in a "tandem fashion awaited the fugitives. 1890W. J.
GORDON Foundry 73 They are being built with the high-pres-
sure above the tow-pressure, tandem fashion, with a piston.
rod common to both. 1801 FELTON Carriages 1 1. App. 6 When
loaded, a leading or "Tandum horse, is mostly applied. 1893

71

Baityt Mag. May 353/2 A useful house-of-call, at which

you could pop on a "tandem leader. 1895 Funk's Stand,

Diet., "TauJcm.play (Football), a play in which the man
running with the ball is preceded or followed, or both pre-
ceded and followed, by other men of his own side., to assist

him in breaking through the opposing line. 1863
' OUID\ '

Held in Hoai/agv (1870) 3t Dashing on with his "tandem-

team too quickly for identification. 1835 WILLIS Pt*cilH*gt
I. xxxiii. 230 It might have been touched from the deck
with a "tandem whip. 1860 All Year RttmJqft The two
horses which he has. .had harnessed to it "tandem.wUe.

Hence Ta-ndem, Ta'ndemize vl>s., intr. to drive

a tandem ; trans, to harness or drive (a horse, etc.)

tandem fashion ; Ta'ndemer, Ta'ndemist, one

who rides a tandem bicycle or tricycle.
1818 Sforting Mag. XXII. 132 We "landem'd on to

Melton (or a finishing treat. 1898 Speaker 16 July 87 They
tandemed the donkey to drag their impedimenta up the

slope of I.TCO feet. 1894 Daily Nans 3 May 8/6 At 5 miles

the 'landemers had cut the record by a good deal over

amin. 1885 Cyclist 5 Aug. iojfi/2 The silken fetters of

matrimony convert a happy bicyclist into . . an equally

happy "tandemist. 1814 Btackw. Mag. XV. 115 Reginald
..drinks games hunts "tandemizes.^ 1840JWw^Monthly
Mag. LIX. 492 Tandemizing, cricketizing, boatizing,.. is

not to be carried on without a considerable expenditure.

t Tandem, si>. 2 Obs. [Origin unascertained:

perh.
from a place-name.] Name of some kind of

linen, in i Sth c. classed among Silesia linens. U.S.

1747 Boston (U. S.) Evtn. Post 18 May 2/2 To be sold

cheap . . Lloyd's Garlets, Tandems, Cambricks, Taflatees.

1754 Boston Gas. 31 Dec. 3/2 Just Imported from London,
And Sold By Samuel Abbot, . . 3-41 h and yard wide garlix's,

tandems, Hollands^ cambricks. 1755 Boston Even. Post
26 May 4/2 Ten Pieces yard wide Tandems,, .three Pieces

Osnabrigs. 1783 Circular front Hamburg in Pennsylv.
Gaz. 26 Nov. 3/1 German cloth of every quality and colour
. . Silesia linens. .Rough dowlas, Quadruple tandems, Brown
Silesias.

Tandle, tanle (ta'nd'l, ta-

n1). St. and north.

dial. Also 8-9 taanle, tawnle, 9 taunle, tanneL

[perh. an altered form of ON. tandr, tandri fire

OHG. zantaro, zantro, MHG. zanter, zander:
but the history is incomplete.] A large fire in

the open air, a bonfire ; esp. one made at certain

seasons in the year, as on May Day, Midsummer
Eve, or the first of November.
1788 PICKEN Nmu-a^iays Poems62 Thae flirds o'silk. .Had

1 our doghter's at a candle. They'd male* a been an* rowsan
tandle. 1793 Statist. Ace. Scotl. VII. 622 An antient

practise, .of kindling a large fire, or tawnle as it is usually
termed, ofwood. i8oj SiuRM-nScof. Poetry Gloss, s. v., The
custom of kindling large fires or Taanles, at Midsummer,
was formerly common in Scotland. 1845 New Statist. Ace.
Scott. V. 223 The custom of the baal-nre or Tannet is still

observed on the last day of July, St. Margaret's Day. 1887
T. SERVICE Dr. Dugvia iv. 28 Bigging great taunles on the
holms o* the Garnock.

II Tandonr (tse'ndii'a). Also 7 tenur, tenner,

8-9 tendour, 9 tan-, tendoor. [= F. tandour,

a. tandur, Turkish pronunc. of Pers. and Arab.
.y5

tannur oven, portable fnrnace, a. Aramaic

tannurd, Heb. 1130 tannur, Assyrian tinuru fur-

nace, oven.] A heating apparatus consisting of a

square table with a brazier under it, round which

persons sit for warmth in cold weather in Persia,

Turkey, and adjacent countries.
1662 J. DAVIKS tr. Otearius' Voy. Ainbass. 204 They

[Persians] call this kind of Stoves Tenner. Ibid. 303 In
Winter they have their Tenurs against the Cold. 1718
LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Mrs. Thisiltthwayte 4 Jan.,

Warming themselves .. neither by chimney nor stoves, but
a certain machine called a tcndour, the height of two
feet, in the form of a table, covered with a fine carpet or

embroidery. This is made only
of wood, and they put into

it a small quantity of hot ashes, and sit with their legs
under the carpet. 180* Editt. Rev. I. 51 The tandour

supplies the want of grates and chimnies. 1840 FRASER
Trao. Koordistan, etc. I. vi. 150 A sort of oven called a
tendour. Ibid. II. ix. 200 Tetidoor.

Tandrec, variant of TANREO.

|| Tandstickor (tx-nd.sftkai). [a. Swed. tand-

stickor matches, pi. of tandsticka, f. tdnda to light,

kindle + sticka splinter, spill. The Eng. popular
use was taken from the word 'Tandstickor , i.e.
' matches ', on boxes of matches made in Sweden.]
More fully, tandstickor match, a cheap kind of

lucifer match imported from Sweden.
1884 Pall Mall G. 19 July 20/1 Who ever sees the TSnd-

stickors nowadays except in Continental hotels? 1889
RIPER HAGGARD Allan's Wife, etc. 313 It was a 'land,

stickor
'

match, and burnt slowly and dimly. 1898 Westm.
Gaz. 3 June 4/3 The public which purchases the ordinary or

tandstickor match.

t Tandy, ?obs. form of TAWNY.
1496 Fysshyiigc with ait Angle (1883) 34 The tandy flyc

at saynt Wyllyams daye, the body of tandy wull & the

nges . .of the whitest mayle of be wylde drake.

?ane, obs. pa. pple. of TAKE v. ; Sc. and north,

dial. f. TONE, in the tone = the one.

II Tanekaha (tanka-ha). Also tana-. [Native
Maori name.] A New Zealand conifer, the Celery-

topped Pine, Phyllocladus trichomanoides.

1875 T. LASLETT Timber Trees xxxviii. 306 The Tanakaha
Tree, .is found scattered over a large portion of the northern
island of New Zealand. 1883 J. HECTOR Handbk. N.

Ztaland(\Wk)\o\ Tanekaha, Celery-leaved Pine. Aslender,
handsome tree, 60 ft. high.

wyng
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TANG.

Tang (ton), sb.l Forms: o. 4-7 tange, 7-8
tangue, 8-9 dial, taing, 5- tang. 0. 5-6
tong(g)e. [Known in literature from 14th c., but

prob. in much earlier use in northern Eng. : a. ON.
tange point, spit of land, tang of a knife, etc.,
Norw., Da. tange t Sw. tang(e, Faeroese tangi.]

I. 1. A projecting pointed part or instrument.
a. The tongue of a serpent, formerly thought to be
the stinging organ ; the sting of an insect. (Now
dial. )

a 1350 St. Matthew 58 in Horstm. Altengl. Ler. (1881) 132
Men>at t>ai [serpents] bifore had biten And with ^aire
tanges ful sare smelyn. c 1440 /Vow//. I'an>. 496/2 Tongge,
of a bee, aculcus. c 1440 STAUNTOM St. Patrick's Purg.
(1900) 61 pei maden to me an hudtous noyse. . with blaryng
owt of here brennyng tanges. 1483 Cath. Angl. 378/1 A
Tange of A nedyr. acu/eut, atus, pugio. 1530 PALSGR.
281/2 Tonge of a bee, esguilton. 178-7 GROSE Provittc.

Gloss., Tang-, . .a sting. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Tangt a stint;
or point. 1877 N. lv. Line. Glo$s. t Tang, . . the tongue of a
snake, with which people believe it has the power of slinging.
. .The sting of an insect.

b. Jig. A 4

sting ', a pang.
17*4 RAMSAY Health 156 The flagg'd embrace, and m-r-

cenary squeeze, The tangs of guilt, and terrors of disease.

1868 LANIKR jacquerie i. 73 Oh, sharper tangs pierced
through this perfumed May.

o. dial. A sharp point or spike; the pin of a

buckle ; one of the prongs or tines of a fork
; a

prong or tine of a stag's horn.
The sense

'

leg of a pair of tongs
'

in R. Holme may have
been derived from the tang of a fork.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 132/2 [Of a horn) The
lower Tang [is] the Brow-Antlier. [Ibid. in. xiv. (Roxb.) 7/1
He beare[th] Sable, a paire of Tonges closed in ye tanges
Argent.] 1781 J. HUTTON Tour to Caves (ed. 2) Gloss.,

Tangt a pike. i8a8 Craven Class., Tang, Teng, . . the

prong of a fork.
' A fork wi three tangs '. 1843 Civil Eng.

ft Arch. Jrnl. VI. 147/1 On the lower edge [of the ex.

cavator or shovel] are four tangs or points, which serve to

penetrate and loosen the soil. 1868 ATKINSON Cleveland
G/ffss. t Tang, the tongue of a buckle, the prong of a fork.

1877 E. PEACOCK fft W. Line. Gloss.t Tang^ the tongue of
a buckle.

d. f The barb of a hook (ods.) ; the tongue of a

Jew's-harp (alsoyf^f.).
1688 R. HOLME Artnoury in. xvL (Roxb.) 80/1 The tongue

of the hooke is that little tang or slip on the inside of it,

which.. hinders the hooke from comeing out Some call it

the barbe. 1887 Suppl. to Jamieson, Tang o' the trump, . .

tbe tongue of the Scottish trump or Jew's harp ;. . the chief

or most important person in a company.
e. (See quot.) dial. (So in Old Norse.)

xSaj HIBBERT Shetl, Isles 518 A narrow stripe of land
stretches out that is named the Taine of Tomess. The
word Taing expresses the character of the low projecting

cape. [Cf. p. 479 Ting of Torness.)

2. An extension of a metal tool or instrument, as

a chisel, file, knife, ax, coulter, pike, scythe, sword,
etc., by which it is secured to its handle or stock.

Originally a spike or rod to thrust into the stock ; hence
extended to a piece of any shape or form having the same
function : see quots. Now the chief literal sense.

c 1440 Promp. Parv, 406/2 Tongge of a knyfe,/mww*J.
14. . Norn, in Wr.-Wulcker 735/19, 20 Hoc tenaculum, Hie
spiraswus, a tang. 1483 Cath. Angl. 378/1 A Tange of A
knyfe./awwmiM. 1649 BLITHE Eng. Imfrov, Impr. (1653)

67 The Stayl must be plated with Iron,, .through which, as

also the Wood, the tange of the Coulter must come. 1688

R. HOLME Armoury in. 321/2 The Cheeks, or Plates, or

Tangs [of a hammer are] the Irons which hold the Head
on. Ibid. xxii. (Roxb.) 284/1 The handle is neere a yard
long, with an Hoop at the end for the Tang of the Trowell

to be fastned in. 1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metal 1. 281

The tang, or part by which it [a penknife blade] is to be

held during grinding, and ultimately to be fixed in the haft.

1837 WHITTOCK Bk. Trades (1842) 226 In forming the tangs
of most files it is necessary to make the shoulders perfectly

square and sharp. 1864 R. F. BURTON Dahome 44 African

battle-axes with ..the tangs set in the hafts. 1884 W. H.
RIDRINC in Harper's Mag. June 78/2 The blade, .is welded,
in the case of a dinner-knife, to a piece of iron, which forms

the 'tang
'

or the part that is inserted in the handle. 1904
BUDGE Guide ya$ 4/A Egypt. Rooms Brit. Mus. 7 Two
bronze ribbed spear-heads, with tangs.

b. A root or fang of a tooth ; a root or branch

of a tree. Now chiefly diaf.

1715 MOLYNBUX in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 372 Strong Tangs
or Roots,..by which the Tooth receives its Sense and
Nourishment. 1886 HOLLAND Chester Gloss.

t Tangs, (2) the

principal roots or branches of a tree.

3. One of various fishes having spines : see quots.

1734 MORTIMER in Phil. Trans. XXXVIII. 317 Turdus
rhomboTdalis. The Tang. This Fish hath on each side

the Tail a sharp pointed Bone, which it can erect in its

own Defence, 1901 WEBSTER Suppl., Tang,
.. any West

Indian species of surgeon fish, as the common tang ( Teuthis

hepatus\ the blue tang (7*. catruleus), and the ocean tang

('/. Jtahianus).

4. Stereotyping, a. The piece of superfluous
metal formed at the end of the plate ; the pour-

piece, b. That part of the papier-mach flong or

mould which overlaps the tail end of the matrix so

as to prevent the metal from flowing under the end

of the mould in the casting-box ; the tail-piece.

by the circular saw or sharp-pointed hook. Ibid. 65 The
'

pour-piece', or tang, is removed from the top end of the

plate, and the bevel formed at the same time,

b. 1891 in Cent. Diet. 1910 H. HART Let. to Editor, Occa-



TANG.

sionally the tang is lengthened, for use in a large casting-box,

by pasting on to it a piece of thick paper or thin cardboard.

II. 6. A penetrating taste or flavour; usually

(but not always) an after-taste, or a disagreeable
or alien taste from contact with something else.

c 1440 Protnp. Parv. 496/2 Tongge, or sharpnesse of

lycure yn tastynge, acumen. 1582 BRETON Flourish vpon
AzciV(Grosart)4i/2 At first, me thought the last was reason,
able good: But., it left (alas) a bitter tang behinde. 1598
FLORIO, Piccante, a tartenes vpon the toong, a tang left

vpon the toong. 1624 A. WOTTON Runnefrom Rome 3 (As
new vessels doe) keeping a tang of the first liquor wherewith
I was seasoned. 1660 FULLER Mixt Contempt. (1841) 225 The
best oil is said to have no taste, that is, no tang. 1736
BAILEY Honseh. Diet. 100 Brandy either French or Enghsn,
that has no burnt tang or other ill taste. 1806-7 J- BERESFORO
Miseries Hunt. Life (1826) ix. xv, A strong tang of tallow or
onion in your bread and butter, a 1815 FORBY Voc. E.
Anglia, Tang, a strong flavour; generally, but not always,
an unpleasant one. 1883 MRS. E. H. ROLLINS Nem Eng.
Bygones 180 Apples.. picked freshly fallen from the earth
had a keen spicy tang.
fig. 1612 T, TAYLOR Conim. Titus i. 15 The sweetest sinnes
would carry a bitter tang, if we would but remember what
sweete comfort of the creatures we haue forfeited for them.

b. A pungent odour, a penetrating scent.

1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. I. xxx. 117 All places
smell of hangman, it is everywhere the same tang ; we might
as well be hooped up with the body of a deceased felon on
a gibbet of the olden style. 1883 STEVENSON Silverado Sy.
163 Like the smell of a washing-house, but with a shrewd
tang of the sea salt. 1899 CROCKETT Kit Kennedy xxxvii.
262 The tang of the cottage peat reek hangs like the peculiar
incense of home. 1903 Sal. Rev. 14 Nov. 607 The air has a
tang of its own, recognisable even in the closest lanes.

c. ?A pungent or stinging effect; 'something
that leaves a sting or pain behind it

'

(T.).
But the meaning here is disputed: cf. TANGJ?.* Shakspere

may in this use have associated the two words.
1610 SHAKS. Tetitp. n. ii. 52 But none of vs car'd for Kate.

For she had a tongue with a tang, Would cry to a Sailor,
goe hang 1

6. fig, A slight
' smack '

^some quality, opinion,
habit, form of speech, etc. ; a '

suspicion ',
a sug-

gestion ;
a trace, a touch of something.

1593 HARVEY New Letter Wks. (Grosart) I. 283, I cannot
but. .conceiue as it were a tang of pleasure in mine owne
displeasure. (11615 FLETCHER Hum. Lieut, i. i, Before I

thought ye To have a little breeding some little tang of
Gentry. 1645 PAGITT Heresiogr. (1662) 137 The teachers
have a strong tange of Pelagius. 1651 Lye Fatlier Sarfi
(1676) 37 He had always kept a tang of the Neapolitan
Dialect. 1657 AUSTEN Fruit Trees n. 153 Although the
graft changes the sap of the wild stock into its owne
nature, yet. .a tang of the wild nature remains. 1751 GKAY
Wks. (1825) II. 162 The language has a tang of Shakespear
that suits an old fashioned fable very well. 1854 H. ROGERS
Ess. II. i. 74 A still more serious fault in Locke is what we
may venture to call a tang, if not of materialism, of something
that displays a latent tendency towards it.

b. Distinctive or characteristic flavour or quality.
1868 ALEX. Surra Last Leaves 242 You cannot touch the

'c
ng

y?t ny llterarv co'erie. 1900 H. HARLAND Cardinats
^'>".ff-l">x xv. 122 His speaking-voice.. was sweet, but with
a kind of trenchant edge upon it, a genial asperity, that gave
it character, tang. 1903 Daily Chron. 8 Oct., Such a phrase
as r ood-taxers has not the requisite tang.

Tang (taerj), st>2 A word sometimes app. purely
echoic, denoting the strong ringing note produced
when a large bell or any sonorous body is suddenly
struck with force, or a tense string is sharply
plucked ; but often denoting a sound of a particular
tone, esp. (? under the influence of TANG rf.l) one
of nn unpleasant kind ; a twang.
(Some place here Shakspere's

'

tongue with a tang
'
(seeTANG sli.

1
sc), which has prob. influenced some of the later

uses here quoted.)
1669 HOLDER Elem. Speech 78 There is a pretty affecta-

tion in the Allemam, which gives their Speech a different
J ang from ours. 168S BUNYAN Country Rhymes xxix nNor is there

anything gives such a tang When by these
Hopes these Ringers ring them well. 1866 LOWELL StudyWind. 120 But he had

hoped foracertain tang in the down-
come of the bell. 187! P. H. WADDELL Pi. in Scotch Pref 2
Mony a tang o' his [David's] harp had its ain sugh eftirhe'n'

XXVI sS?
n
A

l8
f[f=

TANK "
1

3].
|
MiCmturyUae.XXVI. 888 A sort of fever which lent a petulant tane

to her speech. 1892 Star 9 Aug. ,/7 The organist has. .

hard task in eradicating the awful Cambridgeshire tan

PENNANT Zool. III. 169 Lying under the stones among the

from the voices of his raw material. 1897 Miss"BKOUGH'TON Dear Faustina, Faustina is still fondly smiling,but in her tone there is the slight tang of displeasure. 1800CROCKETT Kit Kennedy iii. 20 A.. voice .. with the snefi
Scottish scolding 'tang in it, which is ever more humorousthan alarming to those whom it addresses.

b. quasi-rtrfz;. As an imitation of the sound of a
vibrating string.

,J
8
i*
H

: J- SMITH R'J- Addr-> Theatre 25 Tane .roesthe harpsichord, too-too the flute.

TangCterjVWAs/. [OfNorseorigin; =Norw.,
Da., Fseroese tang, Sw. ting seaweed, Icel. fdng
fucus. The Norns of Orkney and Shetland had
also, like Norwegian, tang] A collective name

>r large coarse seaweeds, esp. species of Fucus;
tangle, sea-wrack; also called sea-tang.

Acts 33 mProe. Sec. Ant. Scot. (,892) XxW 20, Thatnone take bait nor cast tang in another nW, ebb! \fr

Keip. loio i^ain. Kev. A v 11. 140 ine pricKiy iang..oi[en
grows intermixed with the bladder-wrack. 1859 H. KINGS-
LEY G. Hamlyn xxxiv, Wet-footed and happy, dragging a

yard or so of sea-tang behind her.

b. Coib.,astang-c<rvered&&}.; tang-fish,the seal ;

tang-sparrow, the rock pipit (Anthus obscurus) ;

tang-whaup, the whimbrel (ffuuienitts phaopus).
1888 JESSIE M . E. SAXBY Lads ofLunda 122 The ''tang-

covered crown of the Skerry. 1809 EOMONDSTON Zetland
II. 292 Seals are seen.. [on] the coast of Zetland, and are

vulgarly known by the name of *tang-fish. 1822 HIBBERT
Shetl. 1st. 586 The smaller seals, or Tang. fish, so named
from being supposed to live among the Tang. 1880 JAMIE-
SON,

*

Tanq-starrow. 1885 SWAINSON Prffvinc. Names Birds
46 Rock pipit, .called from being exclusively confined to the
sea shore.. also. .Tang sparrow (Shetland Isles). 1808-18

JAMIESON, *Tangvhaup, the whimbrel, Orkn. 1833 Mon-
tagu's Ornitk. Diet. 534 Whimbrel.. .Provincial. curlew
knot. .Tang-whaup.

Tang (tsen), sb.* Also tangue. [f. native

name.] = TANREC. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

Tang (tffirj), z>.l Also 5 taang, 7-9 dial. teng.
[f. TANG jtf.i]

1. trans, f To pierce ; to prick (&.) ; to sting as
a serpent or an insect. Also atsol. (Now dial.)a 1400-50 Alexander 4798 At obir time of cure tulkis was
tangid to dede And slayn with ba serpents a sowme out of
noimbre. 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxi. 141 pai had
within bam nedders, bat taanged e husbands, f 1440
Alph. Tales 473 A serpent .. tanged hym hugelie. 1684
MERITON Praise Ale 149 Hee [an oxfs teng'd, heel dee :

Let's stick him. 1788 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. II. Gloss.,
Teng, to sting, as the bee or the adder. 1888 ShefficldGloss.
s. v., That bee has tanged me.

t b. fig. To pierce with grief or compunction.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3637 pan was he tangid with tene&

turbled vnfaire.

2. To furnish with a tang, spike, flange, etc.

1566 in Invent. R. Wardr. (1815) 169 Item sex pair of brasin
calmes tangit with irne serving forbattertis, moyanis, falconis.
1608 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. in. Schisme 122 But I

'

vr.rl. ^>UHb. A . *yo/ 1 4UCCI1UUI IHC IU DC IS DC1H
and hammered over . . and is afterwards 'dubbed

'

or '

tanged '.

t b. fig. To give point or effective force to. Obi.
a 1518 SKELTON Magnyf. 2234 Tushe I these maters that

ye moue are but soppys in ale; Your trymynge and
tramynge by me must be tangyd.
3. To affect with a tang or (unpleasant) taste.
1686 F. SPENCK tr. barillas' Ho. Medicis 330 They

tang'd the good and added to the bad. 1742 Land, i
Country Brew. i. (ed. 4) 36 The Liquor suffers, and will be
tanged with a noxious Taste.

Tang (tserj), .z [Mainly echoic, like TANO
sb.l (cfTTiNG v., TONG z/.) ; but in some instances
affected by TANG sb}~\
1. trans. To strike (a bell or the like) so as to

cause it to emit a sharp loud ringing note.
1558 OLDE Antichrist 10 Is it ynough for him to tangthe walchebell? 1841 C. H. HARTSHORNE Salop. Antia.

L>loss. 590 Tang, to make a harsh discordant noise by strik-
ing against a piece of metal : chiefly used in reference to
the swarming of bees. Ex. '

Tang the fryingpan
'

1842AKERMAN Wilts. Gloss, s. v.,
' To tang the bell

'

is to pull it.

2. To utter with a tang or ringing tone.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. n. v. 163 Let thy tongue lane

arguments of state i put thy selfe into the tricke of singu-
lantie. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE SAaJts. Char. ii. 54 Touch-
stone ..can tang out a sarcasm with any professor ofrvmrnjm

TANGENT.
a copper, in others to a silver coin. a. in Goa
and on the Malabar coast : see quots.
1598 W. PHILLIP Linsckoten xxxv. 6o/r There is also akmde of reckoning of money which is called Tancas not

that there is any such coined, but are so named oneiv in
telling, fme langas is one Pardaw, . . foure TanEas eooH
money are as much as fiue Tangas bad money. Kidii
161/2 Foure Tangoes. i6i5-!6 R. STEELE in Purchas Pit
eruiiesdfot) I. iv. xni. 523 Their moneyes in Persia are
..of Copper, like the Tangas and Pisos of India 1662 T
DAVIES tr. MandelMs Trav. ,07 Five Tanghe, make a
Serafin of silver, which is set at 300. Reis, and six Tanghcsmake a Parda,. 1698 FRYER Ace. . India >, P. 207 [Coinsin Goa), 60 Rees make a Tango. 1700 S. L. tr. $2?
Vcy. E. Ind. xn. 180 Some Chests of Tanges and Larines
(which is a certain Money of that Country). 1766 GROSF
Voy. E Ind. (,772) I.

283. (Y.) Throughout Malabar d
Ooa, they use tangas, vmtins, and pardoo xeraphin. i8<;8
SIMMON-OS D,ct. Trade, Tanga, Tanja, a money of Goa m
the Malabar coast, worth about 7irf. [1886 YULE Hobson
Jotson 682 The name still survives at Goa as that of a CODDCI
coin equivalent to 60 reis or about irt.]

b. in Turkestan, Persia, Tibet, etc.

1740 THOMPSON & HOGG in Hanway Trav. (1762) I iv Iii

342 Their coin [at Khiva] is ducats of gold,, .also toneas a
small piece of copper, of which one thousand five hundred
are equal to a ducat. Ibid. 244 Their money [at Bokhara]
is ducats of gold,., also a piece of copper, which they call
tonkas, that pass at fifty to eighty to a ducat, according to
their size. 1815 MALCOLM Hiit. Persia II. xx. 230 One
tungah. .a coin about the value of five pence. IOM Timn
19 Sept. 12/6 (Tibet) The official rate of exchangVis three
tonkas to a rupee.

.i!^*?" ,
U

M
der th? Mogul soweigns, the silver (anka was

the chief silver coin, the same as the silver dinar or later
rupee; mention is also made in j4th c. of a tanka or dinar
of gold, worth 10 silver dinars. About 1500 there were
black or copper Jankas, of which 20 went to the old silver
tanka. In the end of the i6th century, the tanra was a
money of account, and afterwards a copper coin, at Goa
where it is still ,n use: see quot. 1886. The name also
survives, in derived forms, in most of the Indian vernaculars,
s that of a

copper coin, and in Urdu, in its Sanskrit formand sense, as that of a weight. The identity of the Turk!
tanga, tonga with the Sanskrit word has been disputedand the word attributed to a Chagatai Turk! origin.]

Tanga, var. of TONGA, an Indian cart.

liTangalnng (tas-ngalCTj). Also tangga-.
[Malay tanggalung^ The civet cat of Sumatra and
Java, Viverra tangalunga ; the Sumatran civet.
i8 SIR S. RAFFLES in Trans. Linn. Sx. (1822) XIII.

251-2. 1814 T. HORSFIELD Zool. Researches Java, etc. s. v
rwcrra Kasse, A very perfect specimen of the Viverra
Zibetha, the Tanggalung of the Malays, forwarded from
Sumatra by Sir Stamford Raffles... The Tanggalung is two
feet six inches long; the head measures six inches and

and the tail e!even inchcs-

cynicism.
b. To impart a tang or twang to. nonce-use.
'849 H. COLERIDGE Young f, Contemf,. Poems (1851) II

328 bo long shall Gray, and all he said and sung. TanE the
shrill accents of the school-girl's tongue.
3. intr. To emit a sharp and loud ringing or

clanging sound
; to ring, clang.

r
f 1.
60' SHAKS ' Twd.N. HI. iv. 78 Let thy tongue langer

[1767 CAPELL tang] with arguments of state.) 1686 BUNYAN
Country XAmnuxxix. 36 When ringers handle them withArt and Skill, They then the Ears of the bservers

fill,With such brave Notes they ting and tang so well As toout strip all with their ding, dong, Bell. ,841 AKERMANWits. Gloss., Tang, to make a noise with a key and shovel
at the time of swarming of a hive, a 1845 HOOD Tale of
trumpet xxxvi, The smallest urchin whose tongue could
tang, Shock'd the Dame with a volley of slang.
4. trans, dial. To affect (swarming bees) with a

clanging noise.so as to make them settle : TING v
1881 Miss JACKSON Shnfsh. Word-tk. s. v., Mak' 'aste an'

latch the warmm -pon an
1

the kay o' the 'ouse to tang the bees.
o. tnlr. To move on with a tang.
190* Daily Chron. ^ June 4/7 The car

'

tanged
'

on.
II Tanga (tae-nga, || to-rjga). East Ind. Forms :

o- tanga ; 6-7 tango, 7 tang, tanghe, 8 tange
9 tungah, tanja, tanka. [app. a. Pg. tanga, ad.
tanka m various Indian vernaculars : Skr. tanka
a weight = 4mashas (beans), a coin; also, tankaka,a stamped coin: see Note below.] A name
(originally of a weight) given in India, Persia, and
1 urkestan to various coins (or moneys of account),
the value of which varied greatly at different times
and places; it is still applied in certain places to

. . 400/2.

Tangara, Tangaroid: .

Tange, obs. form of TANG, TANGA, TONQ.
Tanged (ta=rjd), a. [f. TANG rf.l and .l + -KD.]
Having a tang ; furnished with a tang to fix in a
handle

; barbed ; forked.
1888 Sheffield Gloss., Tanged, forked. 1891 R. DAY in

Proc. Soc. Antiq. 22 Jan. 226 A small tanged chisel 1806
KIPLING Seven Seas 125, I left my views of Art, barbed
and tanged below the heart Of a mammothistic etcher at
Crenelle. 1899 R. MUNRO Prehist. Scotl. v. 167 Arrow points
may be divided into tanged and untanged. 1904 BUDGE
Guidt yd i, tfh Egypt. Rooms Brit. Mus. 8 Iron javelin.
head, tanged. . . Barbed and tanged arrow-heads of iron.

Tangena : see TANGHIN.
Tangence (tae-nd^ens). rare. [a. F. tangence

(1835 '" Diet. Acad.), tangent adj. : see -ENCE.]
The act or fact of touching, touch ; point of contact
. 1840 Blackw. Mag. XLVIII. 275 They [Correggio's paint.
ings] stand betwixt passion the tangence of mentality and
materiality, and the distinctly intellectual and moral.

Tangency (tae-ndgensi). [f. L. type *tangentia,
f. tangent-em TANGENT : see -ENCT.] The quality
or condition of being tangent ; state of contact.
Problem oftangencies, in old Geom., a problem in which it

is required to describe a circle passing through given points,
and touching straight lines or circles the position of which
is given, the data being limited to three.

1819 Pantologia s. v., Problem of Tangencies. Ibid., The
treatise of tangencies was restored by Vieta. 1867 F. H.
LUDLOW Little Brother 34 The wildest point of tangency
which Man's railroads make with Weaver's woods. 1895
H. P. STOKES in Athenaeum 16 Nov. 690/1 Points of
tangency between certain Elizabethan celebrities.

Tangent (tae-ndgent), a. and sb. [ad. L. tan-

gens, tangent-em, pr. pple. of tang-Ire to touch ;

used by Th. Fincke, 1583, as sb. in sense = L.
linea tangens tangent or touching line. In F.

tangent, -e adj., tangente sb. (Geom.), Ger. tan-

gente sb.] A. adj.
1. Geom. Of a line or surface in relation to

another (curved) line or surface: Touching, i.e.

meeting at a point and (ordinarily) not intersect-

ing ; in contact.
A surface may also be tangent to another surface along a

line (e.g. a plane in contact with a cylinder). In quot. 1869,
Taking place along a tangent. Cf. B. i b.

"59$ .BLUNDEVIL Exerc. H. (1597) 48 b, Our moderne Geo-
metricians haue of late inuented two other right lines belong-
ing to a Circle, called lines Tangent, and lines Secant. 1644
DIGBY Nat. Bodies xiii. 8. 114 The reflexion must follow
the nature of tangent surfaces. 1717 BERKELEY Guard.
No. 126 r a Hence. .the earth,.. without flying off in a
tangent line, constantly rolls about the sun. 1866 PROCTOR



TANGENT.
Handbk. Stars 33 The cone, instead of being a tangent'
cone, is supposed to be a secant-cone, intersecting the

sphere. 1869 TYNDALL in Fartii. Rev. i Feb. 745 All the
vibrations tangent to the little circle, .are reflected perfectly
polarized. 1876 Catal. Sci. App. S. Kens. Mas. $ 102 Model
exhibiting the simultaneous transformation..of the tangent
paraboloid of the conoid into the tangent plane of the
cylinder.

t b. Cryst. Applied to a plane replacing an edge
or solid angle of a crystal (which is more properly
a secant plane). 06s.

1813 H. J. BROOKE Introd. Crystallogr. 109 Edges replaced
by tangent planes. 1851 RICHARDSON Geol. v. 88 Crystals often

present the appearance of having lost their edges and solid

angles, which are then said to be replaced by tangent planes.
c. transf. Said of the wheel of a bicycle or tri-

cycle having the spokes tangent to the hnb.
1886 Bicycling News 6 Aug. 664/1 Laced tangent wheels,

hollow rims, Hancock's tyres.

2. Jig.
'

Flying off at a tangent
'

(see B. I c) ;

divergent, erratic.

1787 BURNS Let. In Moore 13 Apr., If once this tangent
flight of mine were over, and 1 were returned to my wonted
leisurely motion in my old circle. 1799 E. Du Bois Piece
Family Biog. I. 152 The voluble loquacity and tangent
style of reasoning of their new companion.
3. Iii general sense, a. Touching, contiguous.
1846 ELLIS Elgin Marti. I. 107 Beaten together till the

tangent surfaces were fitted to each other.

b. Of or pertaining to touch; tangent sense,
sense of touch, nonce-use.
1801 E. DARWIN Orig. Sac. in. 424 Say. did these fine voli-

tions first commence From clear ideas of the tangent
B. St.

t sense?

= Fr., Ger.L Math, (ellipt. for tangent line.) [

tangente.] a. Trigonometry. One of the three

fundamental trigonometrical functions (cf. SECANT,
SINE), originally considered as functions of a circu-

lar arc, now usually of an angle (viz. that subtended

by such arc at its centre) : orig. The length of a

straight line perpendicular to the radius touching
one end of the arc and terminated by the secant
drawn from the centre through the other end

;
in

mod. use, the ratio of this line to the radius, or

(equivalently, as a function of the angle) the ratio

of the side of a right-angled triangle opposite the

given angle (if acute) to that of the side opposite
the other acute angle (the tangent of an obtuse

angle being numerically equal to that of its sup-
plement, but of opposite sign). Abbrev. tan.
Tables of tangents and cotangents were constructed and

used by the Arab mathematicians of the 9th and xoth c.

(see Naltino Al Battani, Opus astronomicum, Milan 1903,
I. 182) ; but began to be constructed in Christendom late in
the i5th_c. The names tangent and secans, introduced by
Thos. Fincke (Finkius) in 1583, had no connexion with the
names used by the Arabs.

[1583 FINCKE Geometric Rotundi v. 64 De semicirculi

sinibus, tangentibus, secantibus. Itid. 73 Recta sini-

bus connexa est tangens peripheriae aut earn secans.]
1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. n. (1597) 57 b Of which Arke the
line A D is the Tangent, and the line C D is the Secant
thereof. 1635 [see COTANGENT], 1658 PHILLIPS, Tangent, . .

a Mathematical Term used chiefly in Astronomy, . .signifies,
a right line perpendicular to the Diameter drawn by the
one extream of the given Arch, and terminated by the
Secant. 1690 LEVBOUKN Curs. Math. 397 Which Scales of
Tangents . , let be extended to 75 deg. at least. 1728
PEMBERTON Newton's Philos. 366 The refracting powers. .

will be in the duplicate proportion of the tangents of the
least angles, which the refracted light can make with the
surfaces of the refracting bodies. 1838 HUTTON Course
Math. II. 3 As the arc increases from o, the sines, tangents,
and secants, all proceed increasing, till the arc becomes a
whole quadrant.., and then the sine is the greatest it can
be . .; and both the tangent and secant are infinite.

b. Geom. A straight line which touches a curve

(or curved surface), i. e. meets it at a point and

being produced does not (ordinarily) intersect it at

that point.
Irr Higher Geometry a tangent is regarded as the limiting

position of a line intersecting a curve when the two (or
more) points of intersection coincide, and is hence defined
as a straight line passing through two (or more) consecutive
points of the curve. If the curve be conceived as traced
by a moving particle, the tangent at any point of it repre-
sents the direction of motion at that point ; hence a body
moving in a curve, when the restraining force is withdrawn,
flies on at a tangent, Le. along the tangent (cf. theyff. use
in c). At a point of inflexion, where the curvature (i. e.
deviation from the straight line) changes its direction, the
tangent intersects as wellas touches the curve,

1655 T. GIBSON Syntax!* Math. xiii. 142 To draw a
tangent [cf. 1551 RECORDS Pathway, louche line] to any point
assigned in any section, or from any point without the
section, 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Tangent, of a Para-
bola, (or other Conick Section, or Geometrical Curve) is a
Right Line Drawn, cutting the Ax Produced, and touching
the Section in one Point without cutting it. 1706 W.
JONES Syn. Palmar. Matheseos 221 A Tangent to any
point of the Circumference [of a circle] is Perpendicular to
the Radius drawn to that Point. 1831 Nat. Philos. II.
Introd. Mech. p. xvL (Usef. Knowl. Soc.), If a stone,
whirled round in a sling, gets loose at the point A.., it flies
off in the direction AB : this line is called a tangent.

c. In general use, chiefly fig. from b, esp. in

phrases (off) <*t, in, upon a tangent, i.e. off or away
with sudden divergence, from the course or direction

previously followed ; abruptly from one course of

action, subject, thought, etc., to another.

Vol. IX.

73

1771 SMOLLETT Hitntph. C7.(i8xs) 919 After having twelve
times described this circle, he lately flew off at a tangent to
visit some trees at his country-house in England. 1815 Paris
Chit-Chat (1816) II. 92 The passengers on the roof, being at
the highest point of projection flew off in a tangent, and
were precipitated.. into a field of new-mown hay. 18*5
BENTHAM Ration. Reward 393 That manner which they
have, .of flying off in tangents when they are pressed. 1865
LECKV Ration. (1878) I* 284 note t Flying offal a tangent
from his main subject. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. viiL 150
To abandon the established habits ofspeech and go off upon
a tangent. 1879 Miss URADDON Clov. Foot x, Smoking his

cigar, and letting his thoughts wander away at a tangent
every now and then.

2. The upright pin or wedge fixed at the back of
each of the keys of a clavichord, which on the de-

pression of the key pressed up against the string
and caused it to sound, acting also as a bridge to
determine the pitch of the note. [= Ger. tangent]
[161* PB-CTORIUS Syntagma Musicum III. 68 Es hat aber

em solch Geigenwerk an statt der Tangenten [etc.].]

1878 A. J. HIPKINS m Grove Diet. Mus. I. 367 The
tangents .. not only produced the tones but served., to

TANGHAN

the key levers.

3. Short for tangent scale, tangent galvanometer
see C.
1861 W. H. RUSSELL in Tinas 14 May, His guns were

without screws, scales, or tangents. 1905 PREECE & SIVE-
WRIGHT Telegraphy 404 Perhaps the most useful galvano-
meter for general testing purposes is the Tangent.
4. A straight section of railway track. U. S.

colloq. 1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

C. Combinations and special collocations.
(Some of these are examples of the adj. qualifying a sb.)

Tangentbacksight, = tangent scale (a) ; tangent
balance, a balance in which the weight is shown
on a graduated arc by a pointer attached to the
beam ; the bent-lever balance, common as a letter-

balance ; tangent compass - next
; tangent

galvanometer, a galvanometer in which the tan-

gent of the angle of deflection of the needle is

proportional to the strength of the current passing
through the coil

; tangent scale, (a) in Gunnery,
a kind of breech-sight in which the heights of the

steps or notches correspond to the tangents of the

angle of elevation ; (t) a graduated scale indicat-

ing the tangents of angles (see quot. 1902);
tangent screw, a screw working tangentially upon
a toothed circle or arc so as to give it a slow
motion for delicate measurements or adjustments ;

tangent sight, = tangent scale (a).
For tangent cone, line, plane, surface, etc., see A. i.

i86j Catal. Internal. Exhio. II. xi. 23 The "Tangent
back-sight is elevated by a rack and pinion, the latter

having a micrometer wheel for finer readings than the
divisions on the tangent stem allow. 1873 MAXWELL
Electr. S, Magn. (1881) II. 325 The current is.. proportional
to the tangent of the deviation, and the instrument is there-
fore called a 'Tangent Galvanometer. 1876 PREECE &
SiVEWRIGHT Telegraphy 267 The insulation resistance is the

only test which is taken by means of the tangent-galvano-
meter. 1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862) 51 A
"Tangent scale is affixed to the breech of Guns, and
Howitzers, by means of which the requisite elevation may
be given. 1901 SLOANE Stand. Electr. Diet., Tangent
Kale, an arc of a circle in which the number of graduations
in any arc starting from zero are proportional to the

tangent of the angle subtended by such arc. The system is

for use with tangent galvanometers. 1861 Catal. Internal.
Exhio. II. xiii. 5 Circumferenter or miner's dial, with
"tangent screw adjustment. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,
Tangent-screw, an endless screw tangentially attached to
the index-arm of an instrument of precision, enabling a
delicate motion to be given to the arm after it has been
clamped to the limb, and permitting angular measurements
to be made with greater exactness than could be done were
the movement entirely effected by hand. 1908 Treat. Serv.
Ordn. Roy. Artill. 513 The "tangent sights consist of tri-

angular nickel-plated steel bars graduated on the rear face.

Tangental (tsendje-ntal), a. [f. TANGENT sb. +
-At.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a tan-

gent ;
= next, I. Hence Tange'ntally adv.

1849 H. MILLER Footer. Creat. x. 109 Nor are the

openings of the medullary rays frequent in the tangental
section. 1856 DOVE Logic Chr. Faith L ii. n. i. 91 These
motions.. are the result of two somethings, one of which is

tangental, the other centripetal. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. i.

iii. 207 They are sometimes called the horizontal, vertical

and tangental. 1891 Cent. Diet., Tangentally.

Tangential (taendje-njal), a. (**.) [f. L. type

*tangentia (see TANGENCT) + -AL.] Ofor pertaining
to tangency or a tangent.
1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a tangent ;

identical with, or drawn at, a tangent to a curve
or curved surface.

1630 R. DELAMAINS Grammalogia App. 62 If the Declina-
tion be above 38. gr. 3. m. you may move the Tangent of

45. softly alonge by the Tangential! degrees of Declination
in the fixed, untill 45. gr. in the moveable be opposite to

45. gr. in the fixed. 1763 Phil. Trans. LIII. 68 The pro-
posed demonstration of this tangential property. 1828

J. M. SPEARMAN Brit. Gunner 265 The apparent level is

a straight line tangential to the surface of the earth, or
true level. 1881 TAIT in Nature XXV. 128 The glass is

extended in a radial and compressed in a tangential direction.

b. Of motion or force : Acting along a tangent
to a curved line or surface.

c. Of a thing:
curved surface.

tangent to a

^S^S^SfsSSJOfJC

ngential chapels.
d. spec, (a) Of the spokes of a wheel (as in

a bicycle) : Arranged as tangents to the hub. (A)Of a fabric (as a tire-cover) : Having layers of
thread lying diagonally from edge to edge, so as
to distribute the strain.

1898 Cyclingf,^ The best results are obtained from a fabric
which.. consists of layers of independent threads running
diagonally from edge to edge of the cover and not inter-
woven. This is called a 'tangential' fabric because the
pull travels lengthwise along the threads (as in a tangent
spoke) and not across them.

%.jig. Going off suddenly
'
at a tangent

'

; erratic ;

divergent; digressive.
1867 F. H. LUDLOW Genre Pict., Little Briggt f, 1, 199A remedy to this day sovereign . . for all tangential aberra-

tions from the back of a colt or the laws of society. 1876
T. HARDY Etheloerta (1800) 297 Those devious impulses
and tangential flights which spoil the works of every would-
be schemer who instead of being wholly machine is half
heart. 1903 Spectator 31 Jan. 184/2 A collection of mixed
and tangential information.

b. That merely touches a subject or matter.
1815 ^AZLITT Spirit o/ Age, Coleridge (1886) 46 Our

author's mind is (as he himself might express it) tangential.
There is no subject on which he has not touched, none on
which he has rested. 1885 O. W. HOLMES Emerson 165
Emerson had only tangential relations with the experiment.
B. si>. Geom. Tangential ofa point (in a curve

of the third or higher order), the point at which
a tangent at the given point meets the curve again.
1858 CAVLEV Coll. Math. Papers II. 558 A derivative

which may be termed the '

tangential
'

of a cubic, viz. the
tangent at the point (x,y1 *) of the cubic curve (*)(x,y, if=o
meets the curve in a point (f, n, (), which is the tangential
of the first-mentioned point. 1859 /*'<' IV. 188. 1879 G.
SALMON Higher Plant Curves v. (ed. 3) 130.
Hence Tangentiality (-ji^-liti), the quality or

condition of being tangential.
1889 Philos. Mag. Apr. 335 The perpendicularity of E

and the tangentiality ofH to the surface.

Tangentially (tendje-nfali), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY

2.] In a tangential way ;
in the manner, posi-

tion, or direction of a tangent ; at a tangent.
1839 URE Diet. Arts 479 The fusees are fixed obliquely

and not tangentially to their peripheries. 1854 J. SCOFFER M
in Orr's Circ. Sc., Chem. 269 A force acting, .tangentially
to the circle. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner.
620 They are connected one with another in their longi.
tudinal course by numerous anastomoses both radially and
tangentially. 1903 iqtk Cent. July 82 The rapidly moving
fragment flies away tangentially.

Ta-ngently, adv. rare. [f. TANGENT a. + -LY 2.]
At a tangent.
1903 Times 6 Feb. 9/6 Some of them were occasionally

thrown off tangently.

Tangerine (tsend^eri-n), a. and st. Also 8

-een, 9 -ene. [f. Tanger, Tangier + -INE l.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to, or native of Tangier,
a seaport in Morocco, on the Strait of Gibraltar.

Tangerine orange, a small flattened deep-coloured
variety of orange from Tangier, Citrus nobilis var.

Tangeriana.
17x0 ADDISON Taller No. 250 F 3 An old Tangereen

Captain with a Wooden Leg. 1841 TILLERV in Card.
Chron. 781 The Tangerine Orange. I beg to draw atten-
tion to the cultivation of this asa fruit for the dessert. 1882
Garden 18 Feb. 122/2 Two dishes of Tangerine Oranges.

B. sb. 1. A native of Tangier.
1860 All Year Round No. 71. 491 Winterfield was sold to

a Tangarene.
2. A Tangerine orange : see A.
184* Card. Chron. 6 The Tangerine I suspect to be only

a variety of it [the Mandarin Orange]. x8oi Daily News
26 Dec, 5/4 There is an unusually good supply

of tangerines.

1908 R. W. CHAMBERS Firing Line vi, Please get me a few

tangerines those blood-tangerines up there.

b. A deep orange colour ; also attrib.

1899 Daily News 16 Sept. 7/3 Ruddy pink and tender

amethyst, tangerine, orange, mist-grey [etc.). 1904 Itid.

6 Oct. 8/4 Taking as the colour key-note, the fashionable

tangerine shade.

Tanges, obs. form of TONOS.

Tanggalung : see TANGALDNO.

Tanggyl, var. of TANGYL o. Obs.

[[Tanghan, tangnn (ta-ng
1

'an, te-ngon),

tanyan (tirnyan). East Ind. [Hindi tanghan,
{. Tibetan rTandn, f. rTa horse (Yule).] The
native horse of Tibet and Bhutan, a strong and
sure-footed little pony. Also tanghan horse, pony.
1774 in Aitchison Treaties, etc. (1876) I. 155 That.,

the Deb Rajah shall pay an annual tribute of five Tangun
horses to the Honoraole Company, c 1774 BOGLE ffarr. ia

10



TANGHIN.

Markham Tibet (1876) 17 We were provided with two tan

gun ponies of a mean appearance. 1793 HODGES Trav

Indian These horses are called tanyans, and are mostly

pye-bald. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 143/2 The small horses

the Tanguns, are noted for their hardihood and activity

but they are not natives, but introduced from Tibet, and.

they degenerate on the south of the Himalaya Mountains.

Tanghe, obs. form of TANGA.

Tanghicin : see after next.

II Tanghin (tse-rjgin). Also 8 tanguin, 9 tan

quen, tangkin, tangena, -gina. [a. F. tanghin
ad. Malagasy tangena, tangen'.]
1. A poison obtained from the kernels of Tan

ghinia venenifera, N.O. Apocynacex, a shrub o

Madagascar, the fruit of which is a large purplish

drupe. The kernels were formerly used by the

natives to test the guilt of a suspected person
Also attrib., as tanghin poison; tanghin camphor
= tanghinin (see below).
1788 tr. Sonnerafs Voy. III. 44 The tanguin is one of the

most terrible poisons in the vegetable world. 184* Penny
Cycl. XXIV. 31/1 This name ITanghinia] was given by
Aubert du Petit Thouars to the plant which produces the

celebrated Tanghin poison of Madagascar. Ibid., He. .in-

sisted that the Tanghin should be administered to himself.

1860 R. F. BURTON Cenlr. Afr. II. 357 The Tangina poison
of the Malagash. 1880 J. SIBREE Gt. African Isl. xiv. 282

The chief use of the tangena ordeal was for the detection of

witchcraft, by which the African races understand the use

of poisonous drugs for evil purposes.
2. The shrub itself: more properly tange-na or

tangi-na. Also attrib.

1866 Treas. Bat. 1123/1 Tanghin or Tanquen is the only

plant belonging to a genus which botanists have named

Tanghinia. 1880 J. SIBREE Gt. African Isl. xiv. 281 The
tangena is a small and handsome tree growing in the warmer

parts of the island, and the poison is procured from the nut

of its fruit. 1889 AGNES MARION Tangena Tree xiii,

Horror-stricken, she flung the Tangena-fruit away.
Hence f T.vng-hicin, f Ta-nghin, T.vnghinin,

the poisonous principle oftanghin, tanghin camphor.
1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 926A peculiar crystal-

lized matter is extracted, to which they have given the name
tanghicin. 1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 658 The kernels. .

contain .. a crystallisable substance called tanghin-camphor
or tanghinin.. .Tanghinin is very poisonous.

II Tangi (tse-ni). N. Zealand. [Maori, = lament,

dirge,] A formal lamentation ; a dirge, a coronach.

1845 ? J- WAKEFIELD Adv. N. Zealand I. vii. 194 They
..bore it [a corpse].. to the village, where the usual tangi
took place. 1883 RENWICK Betrayed 41 'Tis the tangi
floats on the sea-borne breeze, In its echoing notes of wild

despair. 1901 Scotsman 9 Apr. 6/5 The.. Agent-General
for New Zealand recently received from the Maori inhabi-
tants of his colony a '

tangi
'

or ' lament
'

on the death of

Queen Victoria.

Tangibility (tendglbi-liti). [f. as TANGIBLE :

see -ILITT.] The state or quality of being tangible ;

perceptibility to the touch ; tangibleness.
1665 NEEDHAM Med. Medlcimt 99 As if they did touch

after the gross manner of tangibilitie. 1678 CUDWORTH
Intell. Syst. I. v. 770 Tangibility and impenetrability, were
elsewhere made by him the very essence of body. 1823
COLERIDGE Table.t. 3 Jan., Define a vulgar ghost.. .It is

visibility without tangibility.
b. With a and//. : A tangible thing or matter.

1849 H. MILLER Footpr. Creat. xiv. 255 Cut off.. from all
the tangibilities of the real waking-day world.

Tangible (te-ndsib'l), a. [ad. L. tangibilis
that may be touched, f. tanglre to touch : see -BLE.
So F. tangible (i6th c. in LittriJ).]
1. Capable of being touched ; affecting the sense

of touch; touchable.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie n. i. (Arb.) 78 Of the things
that haue conueniencie by relation, as the visible by light
colour and shadow : the audible by stirres, times and
accents:.. the tangible by his obiectes in this or that
regard. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell.

Syst. i. v. 769 That body,
or that which is tangible and divisible, is the only substan-
tial thing. 1815 MACAULAY Ess., Milton (1887) n The..

, , jgible apparitions.
b. Hence, Material, externally real, objective.

1610 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 56 Whereof external!, and
tangible workes are produced. 1817 HARE Guesses Ser. i.

(1873) 3 The threatenings of Christianity are material and
tangible. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) I. iii.

117 He would not have had much chance of winning tan-
gibe rewards. 1875 FORTNUM Maiolica \. i From a very
early period of human existence, known to us only by the
tangible memorials of primitive inhabitants.
2. That may be discerned or discriminated by th<

.- fir. f njtjti. i, 14 i iney navel so man
Agreements of Tangible Qualities. 1709 BERKELE

Th. Viswn 45 Certain ideas perceivable by touch E

distance, tangible figure, and solidity. 1814 CHALMERSEmd. Chr. Revel, vm. 211 The only way to learn its tan-
gible properties is to touch it.

3. Jig. That can be laid hold of or grasped by the
mind, or dealt with as a fact; that can be realized

74

4. Capable of being touched or affected emotion-

iSn L. HUNT in Examiner ir Jan. 22/2 He.. is like th

..Executioner, ..tangible neither by groan nor by mdig
nation.

Hence Ta'ngibleness, the quality or state ol

being tangible; Ta-ngritoly adv., in a tangible

manner.
1717 BAILEV vol. II, 'Tangiileness, capableness of being

touched or felt by the Touch. 1843 MILL Logic I. h. 4

When only one attribute.. is designated by the name ; as

visibleness; tangibleness; equality; squareness; milkwhite-

ness ;
then the name can hardly be considered general. 1803

C A. WINGERTER in Barrows Par!. Relig. II. 1410 We
have not appreciated it [duty to the poor] fully unless we

recognize its tangibleness. 1847 WEBSTER, 'Tangibly. 1858

MACDONALD Phantasies v. (1878) 73 The human forms

appeared, .more tangibly visible.

Tangina, tangkin : see TANGHIN.

Tangis, obs. Sc. form of TONGS.

Tangle (tse-rjg'l), sl>-1 [
= Norw. taangel, ton-

gal, Fseroese tongul, ON. and Icel. pongull (:-

pangulr)
' the stalk of Laminaria digitata ', app.

deriv. offang bladder-wrack, TANG s&.s

The etymological history is not clear; tangle cannot have

come down from ON., because ON.^ remains in Sc. and Eng.
as th : cf. Thurso, Thorpe, Thiuaite, Thoresby, etc ; it

must therefore either have spread south from Orkney and

Shetland, where ON./ had become /, or be a later adoption
from Norwegian or other lang. having t for ON.^J. (The
name '

tangle
'

is not mentioned among the Alga? in Light-
foot's Flora Scotica, 1778.)]
1. A general term lor the larger seaweeds, species

of Fucus and allied genera ;
= TANG si.s Often

sea-tangle. (Prob. orig. an inaccurate use ; cf. J.)

1536 BELLEKDEN Cosntogr. xiv. in Cron. Scot. (1821) I.

p. xlix, Maister Alexander Galloway . . liftet up ane see-

tangle, hingand full of mussill schellis fra the rute to the
branchis. 159* DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.)
I. 62 He saw bred of a sey tangle, muss il is. 1603 HOLLAND
Plutarch's Mor. 676 It hath gotten about the keele a deale
of mosse, reits, kilpe, and tangle. 1664 Phil. Trans. I. 13
Upon which.. Rock-weed or Sea-tangle did grow a hand
long. 1744 PRESTON ibid. XLHI. 61 There are Plenty of
Sea-weeds, called Tangle, growing on the Rocks, of which
might be made KeJp. 1895 CROCKETT Men ofMoss-Hags
Hi, Certain., persons were carrying away sea-tangle from his

foreshore.

2. spec. Either of two species of seaweed, Lami-
naria {Fucus L.) digitata and L. saccharina, having
long leathery fronds, the young stalk and fronds of
which are sometimes eaten. (This is the Norse

sense, and prob. the proper one.)
17*4 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 91 Scrapt haddocks,

wilks, dulse and tangle. 1807 THOMPSON Cat. Plants Ser-
ivick^nt-Twted 112 Fucus digitatus. Fingered Fucus;
Tangle. 1820 SCOTT Monast. Answ. Introd. Epist., I never
saw it cast ashore any thing but dulse and tangle. 1845
EDMONSTON Flora of^Shetland 54 Laminaria digitata is

by them [the Orcadian peasantry] termed Tangle. 1846
LINDIEY Veg. Kiiigd. 21 The young stalks of Laminaria
digitata and saccharina are eaten under the name of *

tangle '.

1875 I. H. BALFOUR in Encycl. Brit. I. 508/2 Dulse and tangle
was formerly a common cry in the streets of Edinburgh.
3. Comb.,t^tangle-strewn,-tasselledsAy&.; tangle-

fish, a popular name of the needle-fish or pipe-
fish, Syngnathus acus

; tangle-picker, a bird, the
Turnstone (Strepsilas interpret) ; tangle-tent, in

surgery, a tent or pledget of seaweed ; tangle-
weed, tangle-wrack, = sense I.

1838 PARNELL in Mem. Werner. Soc. VII. 394 Syngnathus
acus, 'Tangle-Fish, Scotland, [so called] by the fishermen,
in consequence of its being found under seaweed, which they
call tangle. 1881 YARRELL Hist.Birds (ed. 4) III. 290 Search-
ing among sea-weed for its food : whence its appropriate
Norfolk name of '

"Tangle-picker '. 1881 Good Cheer 41 Cool
sea scented breezes came up from the 'tangle-strewn sands.
1811 W. TENNANT Anster Fair l. xxvi, Up-propp'd from
sea, a "tangle-tassell'd shape. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN Clin.
Lect. Dis. Women v. (ed. 4) 17 The cervix [uteri] was
dilated by a "tangle-tent. 1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge
(1863) 20 Far down amongst the "tangleweed and coral
branches at the bottom of the deep green sea. 1890 W. PATER
Wks. (1901) VIII. 23 All around the gulf there is but an
expanse of "tanglework. 1721 RAMSAY Prospect ofPlenty
228 Wild shores.. Plenish'd with nought but shells and
*tangle-wreck.

Tangle (tae-rjg'l), rf.2 [f. TANGLE .i]
1. A tangled condition, or concr. a tangled mass

;

a complication of threads, hairs, fibres, branches,
Doughs, or the like, confusedly intertwined or inter-

aced, or of a single long thread, line, or rope, in-
volved in coils, loops, and knots ; a snarl, ravel, or
complicated loose knot. Also trans/, of streams,
paths, etc. similarly intertwisted or confused.
1615 W. LAWSON Country Housnv. Card. (1626) 20 That

t [the soil] may run among the small tangles [of the roots]
ithont straining or bruising. 1637 MILTON Lycidas 60 To

. ,. , Hinttya ulca(u> up lue ICC . . l

angle of irregular, half.floating masses. .861 D. COOK
'osiers D. vii, One of a small tangle of courts betw
7

n
- Sf and New Stre

. Cvent Garden. .873 HALEn His Name v. 26 In a tangle of low, scrubby oaks. 1879

P.
between

TANGLE.
M. D. CONWAY Demonol. I. m. ix. 386 The Gorgon's head
..with its fearful tangle of serpent tresses. Mod. Thisstrine
is all in a tangle.

b. spec. A dredger for sweeping the sea-bed,
consisting of a bar to which are attached a number
of hempen 'mops', in the fibres of which the
more delicate marine specimens are entangled.
1883 LESLIE tr. Nordenskisld's Voy. Vega 97 The hempen

tangles were used, and brought up a very abundant yield of
large, beautiful animal forms. 1884 Science IV. 227/2 The
true province of the tangles is a very rocky bottom, where
neither the dredge nor trawl can be safely used.
2. fig. A complicated and confused assemblage ;

a muddle, jumble, complication, medley, puzzle;
a confused network of opinions, facts, etc.

; also,
a perplexed state.

'757 OVER Fleece n. Poet. Wks. (1761) no And silent, in
the tangles soft mvolv'd Of death-like sleep. 1800 COLE
RIDGE Death Wallenst. 183 Where's he that will unravel
This tangle, ever tangling more and more? 1858 SF.ARS
Atlian. in. x. 330 The tangles of metaphysics in which they
sought to involve Ihe great Apostle. 1866 J. H. NEWMAN
Gerontius v. 42 Methinks I know To disengage the tangle
of thy words. 1873 MORLEY Rousseau II. 126 The complex
tangleof the history of social growths. 1883 SIR T. MARTIN
Ld. Lyndhurst xi. 285 The skill with which he reduced into
method and compass the enormous tangle offacts and figures.
3. Comb. = in a tangle, tangled, as tangle-twine,

-twist, -wood; tangle-haired, -headed, -tailed^adjs. ;

also tangle-swab, dne of the mops of a tangle for

dredging (sense I b).
1861 L. L. NOBLE Icebergs 68 They were a russet, tangle-

haired and shaggy-bearded set 1908 Westm. Gaz. 15 Aug.
'5/3 A gipsy woman, with "tangle-headed children, carry,
ing faggots on their backs. 1884 Science IV. 148/1 Several
*tangle-swabs were generally attached to the hinder end of
the bag. Ibid. 227/2 The use of hempen tangle-swabs
attached to the dredge was introduced by the English ex.
ploring-steamer Porcupine in 1868 or 1869. 1883 W. G.
COLLINCWOOD Philos. Ornament v. 121 The builders of early
Italian cathedrals .. now run wild with the northern 'tangle-
tailed mysteries. 1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 94 The wreaths,
Tangle-twine of leaf and bloom. 1880 Chicago Ad-nance
6 June, *Twould take ten miles o' this here "tangletwist to
make one. 1894 lo'<l- '6 Apr., He scuttled ottin a wild
panic through the thick 'tanglewood.

Ta-ngle, si.3 Sc. and north, dial. [Of un-
certain origin : perh. belonging to TANGLE rf.l or 2

,

or due to a vague combination of the two notions,
or to some association with dangle.]
1. A pendent icicle Sc.

1673 Wedderturris Voc. 34 (Jam.) Stiria, a tangle of yce.
1813 E. PICKEN Mite. Poems

f. 77 (E.D.D.) Frae ilk buss,
the tangles gay, Hang skinklin' in the mornin' ray. 1888
BARDIE Auld Licht Idylls i, The waterspout that suspends
its' tangles

'

of ice over a gaping tank.

2. A tall and limp or flaccid person. Sc.

1780 Ross Helenore (ed. 3) 21 She's but a tangle, tho
1

shot
out she be.

3. Anything long and dangling, as a tress of hair,
a long root-fibre, a torn loosely-pendent strip of

cloth, etc.

1864 S. BAMFORD Homely Rhymes, etc. 148 Her bonny
tangles Were hung wi star-spangles. 1893 M. C. F. MORRIS
Yorksh. Folk-talk 386 When t' tang'ls is brokken they
[potatoes] can't taatie. 1904 Eng. Dial. Diet. s. v. (W. Yks.),
Her gown was all rives and tangles.
4. Applied to plants having long, winding, and

often tangled stalks, as the species ofMyriophyllum
(Water Milfoil) and Potamogeton (Pondweed) ;

and to plants of tangled growth, as Blue Tangle(s
(U.S.), Red Tangle : see qnots.
1857 DUNCUSON Med. Lex., Tangles, Blue, Gaylussacia

dumosa. 1866 Treas. Bat., Blue Tangle, an American name
for Gaylussacia frondosa. 1886 BRITTEN & HOLL. Eg.
Plant-n^ Tangle, Red, Cuscuta Efithymum.

b. Comb, tangle-berry = lue Tangles (see 4),
DANGLE-BEBBT.

Ta-ngle, a. Sc.
[f.

TANGLE rf.s] Long and

limp; tall and loose-jointed. Also in comb., as

tangle-backed.
c 1817 HOGG Tales ft Sk. I. 291 She was perfectly weak

and tangle, her limbs being scarcely able to bear her weight.
1825 JAMIESON, Tangle, tall and feeble, not well knit.. as,
' a lang tangle lad '. 1896 L. KEITH Ind. Uncle x. 172 Yin
o' the tangle-backit kind.

Tangle (tae-ng'l), v\ Also 4-5 tangil, -yl,

4-6 -el(e, 6 -ell. [Known first in later i4th and

early I5th c. MSS. of Hampole's Psalter (a 1340),
as a variant reading for tagil, -yl, the form in the

earliest MSS., used also in other works attributed

to Hampole : see TAGLB v., of which tangle was

app. a nasalized variant.
The vb. thus appears a century and a half earlier than

TANGLE si. 1
seaweed, from which some have suggested its

derivation. It is however possible that the later senses 4
and 5 may have been associated with and influenced by
:hat sb. TANGLE sb? was a direct derivative of the vb.]

fl. trans. To involve or engage (a person) in

iffairs which encumber and hamper or embarrass,
and from which it is difficult to get free ;

= EN-
ANGLB v. 2. Chiefly refl. siApass. ; also, to em-

barrass, confuse (the brain, mind, conscience, etc.).
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxxix. 16 (MS. U.) Na man may

wit how many vices ere bat men ere tangild with. [So 8



TANGLE.

tangle theyr myndes and trouble theyr conscyences. 1506
TINDALE i 7Yw. vi. 10 Coveteousnes. ., whicri wbill some
lusted after, they..tanglyd them selves with many sorowes.

1530 PALSGR. 752/2, I am tangled in busynesse, and can nat
tel howe to wynde me out. 1561 NORTON & SACKV. Gor*
boduc iv. ii, O happie wight, that sufFres not the snare Of
murderous tninde to tangle him in bloode. 1577-87 HOLIN-
SHKI> Chroti. III. 1133^2 The queene tangling hir selfe

contrarie to promise in hir hu.sbands quarrelL 1671 MILTON
Samson 1665 Not willingly, but tangl'd in the fold Of dire

necessity.
2. To involve in material things that surround

or wind about, so as to hamper and obstruct ; also,
to cover or wreathe with intertwined growth or

with something that obstructs. AlsoJig.
1506-11 SIR R. GUVLFORDE Pylgr, (Camden) 60 We were

soo tangled in among the sayde deserte yles that we coude
not gette oute frome amonges them. 1593 1 >KAYTON Eclogues
vi. 167 See where yon little.. Lambe of mine It selfe hath

tangled in a crawling Breere. 1717 DE FOE Hist. AMar,
iv. (1840) 44 But hang. .upon the mere thread, and choose
to hamper and tangle themselves. 1819 SIR \V. NAPIER
Penins. War II. 265 He could not, alone, force his way to

Lisbon,, .through a country tangled with rivers. 1853 G.
JOHNSTON Nat. Hist, . Bord. I. 144 The sloes and brush-
wood that tangle the brae, 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xx.

250 His journal-entry referring to the 23*, while tangled
in the ice. 1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L. x. 280 Beautiful

gardens . . tangled over with ipomeas and other bright
creepers. 1885 R. BUCHANAN Annan Water v, The hedges
were tangled with wild rose bushes.

3. To catch and hold fast in or as in a net or
snare ; to entrap. Chiefly, in early use always^ySg*.
15*6 TINDALE Matt. xxii. 15 The farises . . toke counsel!

howe they myght tangle him in his wordes. i Cor. vii.

35 This speake I.. not to tangle you in a snare: but for

that which is honest and comly vnto you. 1540-1 ELYOT
Image ofGov. 20 They woorke theyr nette so finely, . . that
in one meishe or other he shall be tangled. 1599 SHAKS.
yen. fy Ad. 67 Looke how a bird lyes tangled in a net. 1593

3 Hen. Vt^ ii. iv. 55 [TheyJ Haue all lym'd Bushes to

betray thy Wings, And flye thou how thou canst, they'le
tangle thee. 1635 BARRIFFE Mil. Disct'p. i. (1643) 5 They
doe but tangle themselves in their owne snares. 1806 J.
GRAHAME Birds Scott. 43 May never fowler's snare Tangle

thy struggling foot.

4. To intertwist (threads, branches, or the like)

complicatedly or confusedly together; to intertwist

the threads or parts of (a thing) in this way; to

put or get (a long thread or a number of threads,

etc.) into a tangle. Alsoy^f.
1530 PALSGR. 752/2, I tangell thynges so togyther that

they can nat well be parted a sender. . . You have tangled
this threde so that it is marred. 1577 B. GOOGE Herts*
back's HHS&. n. (1586) 54 They come vp as it weere to one
roote, and tangled together. 1665 Phil. Trans, I. 35 Those
insects.. tangled together by their long tailes. 1671 GREW
A nat. Plants in, App. 9 As we are wont to tangle the

Twigs of Trees together to make an Arbour Artificial.

1850 SCORESBY Cheever's Whalem. Adv. ix. (1858) 117 As the
different coils run from the tub, they sometimes, when not
well laid down, get

'
foul

'

or tangled. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng, xxii. IV. 708 He bad cut the knot which the Congress
had only twisted and tangled.
6. intr. for re/I. To be or become tangled or

confusedly intertwined. In quot. 1908, to have
a tangled course, to twist about confusedly.

I575 TURBERV. Falconrie 175 The falcon bating this way
and that way, she shall never twinde nor tangle bicause the

ring followeth bir still. 1623 WEBSTER Duchess Mat/I in.

ii, My hair tangles. 1657 W. COLES Adam in Edencci, It

[dodder] tangleth about it like a net. 1713 J. PETIVER in

Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 204 The whole Plant is clammy,
and its branches tangle much. 1902 Westnt. Gaz. 3 Sept. 3/1
Above them [graves] tall grass grows and tangles, as if it

were holding them together. 1908 Sat. Rev. 36 Sept. 392/1
She wandered .. Down lanes that tangled through the

countryside.

f ~b.Jig. To become involved in contention. Qbs.

1535 St. Papers Hen. VIM* II. 240 Perceyving that
tliErle of Ossorie soo stedfastely and ernestly tangtid
against the same traictors. 1536 Ibid. 330 OConor his he
that now moste begynneth newly to tangle ageinst the army.
6. Comk of the verb-stem with an object, as

tangle-leg(s, that which tangles the legs : a popu-
lar name of an American shrub, the Hobble-bush,
Viburnum lantanoides \ also for strong beer or

spirits ; cf. TANGLEFOOT b ; tangle-toad, a name for

the creeping buttercup, Ranunculus ripens (Eng.
Dial. Diet.}.
1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amer. s. v. Hobble Bushj A strag-

gling shrub, also called Tangle-Legs and Wayfaring. 1880
K. JEFFERIES Gt. Estate iv. 68 Some more '

tangle-legs
'

for thus they called the strong beer. i88a SALA Amer,
Revisit. (1885) 285 The particular kind of whiskey known as
*

tangle-leg '.

t Ta-ngle, z/.2 Obs. [freq. of TANG z/.2 : see

-LK 3.] intr. To give out a quick succession of

ringing sounds. Cf. TWANGLE, TINKLE. Hence
f Ta'ngling vbl. sb.

c 1580 JEFFERIE Bugbears Epil., Song ii. in Archtv Stud.
Neu. Spr. (1897), With janglynges, with banglynges, with

tanglynges, A sprityng go wel a 165* 13ROME Queene's

Exchange ii. ii, The great Bells of our Town, they tingle

they tangle, They jingle they jangle, the Tenner of them
goes merrily.

Tangled (tae-rjg'ld), ///. a. [f. TANGLE v.i-t-

-ED *.] Interlaced or intertwined in a complicated
and confused manner; matted, mixed up confus-

edly ; fig. complicated, intricate.

1590 SHAKS, Mtds. N. v. i. 125 His speech was like a

tangled chaine : nothing impaired, but all disordered, 1634

75

MILTON Comas 181 The blind mazes of this tangl'd Wood.
a 1717 PARNELL Health 45, I lead where Stags thro' tangled
Thickets tread. 1750 SHENSTONE Rural Eltgance zo4The
tangled vetch's purple bloom. 1808 SCOTT Marm. vi. xvii,

Oh what a tangled web we weave When first we prai.tiic

to deceive ! 1874 M. CKEICHTON Hist. Ess. i. (1902) 20 The
tangled thread of Italian politics.

Tanglefoot (tre'rjg'lfut), a. and sb. [f.
TANCI.K

z>.
1 + FOOT ii.] a. adj. That tangles or entangles

the foot. b. sb. That which tangles or entraps the

foot ; spec. U. S. slang, an intoxicating beverage,

esp. whisky. Also attrib. So Ta'nglo-footed a.,

having tangled feet, stumbling.
1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amer., Tangle-foot, one of the

Western figurative terms for whiskey. 1871 Hartford
Cottrant i Mar. (Farmer Slang), He proceeded . . toward
a neighboring saloon in quest of tangle-foot. 1881

' MARK
TWAIN '

Innoc. at Home ii, He could. .hold more tangle-
foot whisky without spilling it than any man in seventeen
counties. 1888 Voice (N. Y.) 27 Dec., [Stories] of this

tanglefooted variety, which trip up and throw themselves

by their absurdity and self-contradiction. 1893 Chicago
Advance 28 Sept., The tangle-foot complications in which
it was sure to involve its defenders. 1900 Daily News
1 1 Apr. 3/2 The poisonous

'

Cape Smoke ', or '

tanglefoot ',

which they [soldiers] get in too great abundance out here.

1908 W. R. HEARST in Westm. Gaz. 2 Oct. 5/1 The deeper
he sinks into the tangle-foot of corruption and contradiction.

Tangle-leg(s : see TANGLE z.l 6.

Tanglement (tse-rjg'lment). [f. TANGLE z.l

+ -MENT.] The fact or condition of being tangled ;

an instance of this ; a tangle.
1831 J. WILSON Unimore ii. 199 All matted thick with

briery tanglement Like Indian Jungle. 1879 J. MORISON in

ExpositorYyi. 122 A little tanglement of phraseology. iSoa
Chambers's Jrnl. 6Aug. 508/2We lay utterly helpless amidst
this tanglement of weeds.

Tangier (tze-rjglai). [f. TANGLK z/.i-f-EB 1
.]

One who or that which tangles.
c 1520 M. NISBET N. Test, in Scots, Jos. it. 21 margin,

Abraham was nocht a wayne tangler of faith.

Ta-nglesome, a. [f. TANGLE sb or v.1 + -SOME.]
Full of tanglement, tangled, confused. Also dial.

(see quot. 1823).
i83 E. MOOR Suffolk Words b Phr., Tanglesome, dis-

contented obstinate fretful not essentially different from
Tankersome. 1888 Engineer LXV. 317 Things are in such a
tanglesome condition.

Ta'ngling, vbl. si.1 [f. TANGLE v.1 + -INO 1.]

The action of TANGLE .s complicated or con-

fused intertwining ; complication ; f contention.

[ci34o_: see TAGLK .] is St. Papers Hen. VIII, II.

272 Which had bene wele forwardes by this tyme, yf this

wilful tangeling with OConour had not Dene. 1538 in Lett.

Suppress. Monasteries(Camden) 169 Many leassesgrauntede
oute by the olde prior, . . with muche tangullyng and besines.

a 1633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 282 When wee thus let slip these

heavenly Thred Lines . . wee fall to tangling, tying, and knit,

ting. 1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 289 The
silk skeins are tied to prevent tangling.

b. concr. pi. Things that tangle or entangle.
1575 TURBERV. Venerie 138 Me thinkcs I see the Toyle.

the tanglings and the stall Which are prepared and set full

sure, to compasse me withalL 1591 PERCIVAL Sp. Diet.,
Cazcarias, tanglings about chicklns feete. 1904 Daily
News 26 Nov. 6/8 Clinging tanglings of the thorny briar.

Tangling, vbl. sb? : see TANGLE .2

Ta'ngling, ppl. a. [f. TANGLE v.1 + -ING z
.]

That tangles, in various senses of the verb.
a 1586 SIDNEY Ps. xxv. x, This Lord . . will set free My feet

from tangling net. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 176 The under-

growth Ofshrubs and tangling bushes. 1756 H. JONES Earl
of Essex 17 Amidst thy tangling snares involv'd. 1801

BLOOHFIELD Rural T., Walter I, Jane 115 When to these

tangling thoughts I've been resigned.

Hence Ta'nglingly adv., in a tangling manner.

1847 in WEBSTER.

Tangly (tae-ngli), a.1 [f. TANGLE ii^-f-Y.]
Strewn with, full of, or consisting of tangle.
1762-9 FALCONER Shipwr. in. 777 Helpless, on the tangly

beach he lay. a 1851 MOIR Old Seaport iii, Far beneath
the surf upheaved The sea-weed's tangly arms.

Ta-ngly, a. 2 [f.
TANGLE sb? + -T.] Abound-

ing in tangles ; tangled.
1813 J. C. HOBHOUSE Journey (ed. ) 655 A tangly flat,

overrun with low shrubs. 1887 C L. PIRKIS Dateless Bar-

gain I. ii. 44 More limp and tangly than a skein of silk.

1899 Westm. Gai. 12 June 1/3 Plunge in the jungle's tangly

growth.

Ta'ngly, a.3 Sc. and north, dial. [f. TANGLE
.!*.* + -Y!] Long and limp, or flaccid; feeble,

flabby ;
= TANGLE a.

1811 P. FORBES Poems 57 (E.D.D.) Tanglie taperin' tails.

1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Tangling <x Tangly, untidy
in dress, ragged or hanging in shreds. 'A lang tangly
lass ', having the well-known meaning of

'

long and lazy .

1004 B. Dial. Diet. s. v., (N. Yks.) He's a great tangly lad.

Tango, var. TANGA, East Indian coin.

Tangram (tse'ngram). [Origin obscure : second

element app. -GUAM.] The name given to a Chi-

nese geometrical puzzle consisting of a square dis-

sected into five triangles, a square, and a rhomboid,
which can be combined so as to make two equal

squares, and also so as to form several hundred

figures, having a rude resemblance to houses, boats,

bottles, glasses, urns, birds, beasts, men, etc.

(The Chinese name is CA'i cKiao t'u 'seven ingenious

Elan'.

The name tangram seems to have been given in

ngland, or perhaps in U.S. but some have conjectured

TANISTRY.
for the first element Chinese fan 'to extend', or t'axf
commonly used in C.mton for

' Chinese '. Others have con-
Jcuured Tan to be the name of the inventor ; but no such
person is known l Chinese scholars.)
1864 \Vt:usT*, Tangraui, a Chinese toy made by cuttinga square of linn wood, or [ihc like] into seven piei.es. 1874

(see PUZZLK st. 3 b]. 1908 II. E. DUDENILV Tales mill
Tangrams m Strand Mag. Nov. 581 It is probable that
I angrams were originally designed not as a pastime, but as
a means of instruction. .. Professor Max Muller said that
the science of Tangrams gave evidence of a higher state of

civilization than now exists in China '.

Tangs, northurnaiid.Sc. fonnofToNcs. Tangue,
obs. f. TANG rf.l and <. Tanguin : see TANGHI.N.
Tangun, var. TANGHAN, Tibetan horse.

t Tangyl, a. Obs. (See quot.)
c 1440 Pronip. fan: (E.E.T.S.) 47sTangyl [t/.r. tanggyl),

or froward and angry, bilosus. .,ffelUvs.

Tan-house, [f. TAN v. and rf.i + HOUSE.]
1. A building in which tanning ii carried on.
14.. Voc. in Wr-Wlilcker 585/7 Frunitorium, a tanhou*.

i59. Act 21 Hen. yi/f, c. 13 S 32 Be it enacted .. That no
Spiritual Person.. have..any Manner of Tan-house. 1626
Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) 102 All the barke in the tanti
house, .all the tubbes and seasterans in the tanhouse. 1791-
1833 D'IsHAELl Cur. Lit., Bibliomania, I [Bruyere] as
little.. care to visit the tan-house, which he calls his library.
2. [f. TAN ,!*.!] A building for storing tan-bark.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Tan-house, a deposit place

for tanners' bark..

II Tania, tanier, tannier (ta-nya, t

[a. Tupi lafta, taya, Carib taya.} A species of
Caladium or Xanlhosoma (X. sagitlifolium), N.O.
Aracese, cultivated in Brazil, the West Indies, and

tropical Africa, for its farinaceous tuberous root
;

it is closely allied to the EDDOES.
[l6< PURCHAS Pilgrims IV. 1310 There are certaine

Taiaobas, that are like Cabiges.] 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica
332 The purple Cocco and Tannier. 1766 J. BARTRAM Jrnl.
10 Feb., in W. Stork Ace. E. Florida (1790) 32 Breakfasted
on a mess of tanniers, a species of eddo. 1794 MAR. RlDDELL
Voy. Madeira 84 The arum virginiana, or tannier, and the
arum esculentum, or eddoe, are two excellent farinaceous

vegetables. 1871 KINGSLEV At Last vi, His patch of pro-
vision-ground, .gives him. .yam, tania, cassava, and fruit

too. 1898 L. CROOKALL Brit. Guiana vi 83 Then there are
white yams and buck yams, . . tannias and eddoes.

Tanin, obs. form of TANNIN.
Tanist (tae-nist). Anc. Irish and Gaelic Law.

Albo6tam3te,taaistih,tanest,tayiiist, gtanaist;
cf. TANISTEB. [ad. Irish and Gael. Idnaisle, Olr.

tanaise, -aisle, anything parallel or second to

another; the next heir to an estate.] The successor

apparent to a Celtic chief, usually the most vigorous
adult of his kin, elected during the lifetime of the

chief: see TANISTRY.

eldist brother, to the office or rombe of Taniste. 1596
SFENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 612/1 The Tanistih hath
also a share of the countrey allotted unto him. 1646 SIR J.
TEMPLE Irish RebelL 9 note. In every Irish country there
was a Lord or Chieftain, and a Tanist, who was his successor

apparent. ..He that was most active, of greatest power, and
had most followers, alwayes caused himself to be chosen
Tanist. 1761-1 HUME Hist. Eng. (1806) III. xlvi. rjcp The
chieftains and the tanists, though drawn from the principal

families, were not hereditary, hut were established by elec-

tion, or, more properlyspeaking, by force and violence. 1813
SCOTT Rokeoy tv. vi, The Tanist he to great O'Neale. 1861

PEARSON Early f Mid. Ages Eng. xxx. 373 Any one of the

reigning family might succeed the chief. The heir-apparent
was nominated by election among the tribe in the chief's

lifetime, and called
'
tanist '.

b. Comb., as tanist-abbot (see quot.) ;
tanist-

stone, a name given to some large monoliths,

popularly supposed to mark the spot where tanists

were formerly elected.

a 1627 C. MACEOCHEGAN tr. Ann. Clonmacnois 147 He
was called in Irish tanaise abbaid, tanist [lit. second] of the

abbot, or seenab [
= secundus abbas}, in anglo-irish, tanist-

abbot. 1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863) I. v. 140 The
Tanist-Stones, where the new chief or kine was elected.

1885 Blackw. Mag. July 116/1 In Scotland, Tanist stones. .

have been frequently found.

Hence Ta-nistship, the office or dignity of a

tanist. So Tani-stic a., of, pertaining to, or pro-

ceeding by the system of tanistry.

1583 in Hardiman O'Flaherty's lar-Connaught (1846) 313
That the .. titles of captayneships, taynistships. . be utterlie

abollyshed. 1590 SIR J. PERROT in Carew MSS. (1869) 28

The captainries
and tanistships. 1881 Athenxum 29 Jan.

1 57/3 The ancient earldoms were not partible, and the

succession was tanistic.

t TaTlister. Obs. rare~*. [ad. Irish and Gael.

tanaistear, f. tanaiste (see prec.) + fhtar man.] =

prec.
1612 DAVIES Why Ireland, etc. (1787) 182 For every theft

under fourteen pence, a fine of five marks should be paid ;

forty-six shillings and eight pence to the Captain, and

twenty shillings to the Tanister.

Tanistry (tse'nistri). Anc. Irish and Gaelic

Law. Also 6 -Istrye, J -eatay, 7-8 thaniatry.

[f. TANIST + -BY.] A system of life-tenure among
the ancient Irish and Gaels, whereby the succession

to an estate or dignity was conferred by election

upon the ' eldest and worthiest
'

among the surviv-

ing kinsmen of the deceased lord.
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TANK.

1596 SPENSER Slate Irel. Wks. (Globe) 611/2 All the Irish

doe hold thcyr landes by Tanistrye. a 1604 HANMER Chron.

Irel. (1633) 17 The two sonnes were put beside, and the

eldest of the sept (after the Irish Tanistrie) tooke place.

1617 MORYSON Itin. n. 6 The Irish Law of Tanistry (by

which a man is preferred to a boy, and the Vncle to that

Nephew whose Grandfather ouerliues the Father, and

commonly the most actiue Knaue, not the next Heire, is

chosen). 1663 Sin R. GORDON Gmit. Scot!, in Mac/arlane's
Geogr. Collect. (S.H.S.) II. 391 The law of Tanistrie wes

that a Prince dying and leaving behind him children m
minority.. the neerest male of the blood royall .. tooke the

government upon him. 1778 Phil. Sun'. S. Irel. 396 Him
they called Thanist, and the Custom Thanistry. 1827 HAL.
LAM Const. Hist. (1876) III. xviii. 344 The law of tanistry,

of which the principle is denned to be that the demesne

lands and dignity of chieftainship descended to the eldest

and most worthy ofthe same blood. 1904 Times, Lit. Supp.
22 July 229/1 Despite tanistry. .Scotland managed to have

real Monarchs when Ireland had none.

b. The office of a tanist (
= Gael, tanaisteachd).

1813!SCOTT Rokeby iv. vi, Against St. George's cross blazed

high The banners of his Tanistry.

Tanja, var. TANGA, East Indian coin.

Tanjib : see TANZIB.

Tank (tJerjk), s6.l Forms : 7 tanke, tanque,
tanoke, tanok, 7- tank. [In sense r, perh.

immediately from an Indian vernacular : cf. Guz.

tankh an underground reservoir for water (Shake-

spear), tanki a reservoir of water, a small well

(Wilson) ; Marathi tdnken, taken, a reservoir of

water, a tank (Wilson) ; tdnkd a cistern of stone

inside a house, etc., a reservoir for rain-water:

words which some would connect with Skr. ia^aga

pond, lake, pool ; others think that they are all

derived from Pg. tanque pond = Sp. estanque, F.

4tang:Li. stagnum pond, pool, with which at

least the Indian words were identified by the

Portuguese, who even in the Roteiro de Vasco da
Gaiaa and through the i6th c. applied tanque to

the Indian reservoirs, called also in Fr. estang
(Pyrard de Laval c 1610). The i7th c. Eng. forms

tanque and tanke appear to be taken from the

Pg. ; tanck, tank, on the other hand, with It. tancho

(Varthema 1510), may have been from Guz. tankh.
As to the Eng. use in senses i b and 2, it is not
clear whether this came from Anglo-Indian usage,
or was immediately related to Pg. tanque. It

could scarcely arise out of earlier Eng. or Sc. stank

pond, fish-pond, stagnant pool, ditch', since this

never in sense approached that of tank.]
1. In India, A pool or lake, or an artificial reser-

voir or cistern, used for purposes of irrigation, and
as a storage-place for drinking-water.
c 1616 TERRY Voy. E. Ind. (1635) 105 Besides their Rivers,

..they have many Ponds, which they call Tanques,. .fill'd

with water when that abundance ofRain fals. 1634 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. 51 Tancks or couered ponds of water, fild

by the beneficiall raines, for the vse and drink of Trauellers.
1638 W. BRUTON in Hakluyt Voy. (1807) V. 50 (Y.) A very
faire Tanke,. .a square pit paved with gray marble. 1698
FRYER Ace. E. India t, P. 159 Oblong stone Tank. . .In this
all of both Sexes Wash (this Solemnity being called the
Jziry, or Washing). 1799 SIR T. MUNRO in G. R. Gleig
Life (1830) I. iv. 241 One crop under a tank, in Mysore or the
Carnatic, yields more than three here. 0813 MRS. SHER-
WOOD Stories Ch. Cateck. xxiv. (1873) 258 Near to the
mosque were many_ trees, and a stone tank, full ofclear water.

: part
5 Of

water-works now to be found in most parts of England...
Artificial lakes.. they more properly deserve to be called.
1886 Daily Tel. 16 Jan. (Cassell), The tank covers seventy-
two acres, and is one of the largest in India.

b. A natural pool or pond; a 'stank', dial
and U.S. (Quot. 1678 perh. belongs to i.)
1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Tank, (old word) a little Pool or Pond.

ffr.r\\^.---- -T" -f"**(* t\

tt.D.DJ Drive your horse into the tank.
2. An artificial receptacle, usually rectangular or

cylindrical and often of plate-iron, used for storing
water oil r

s,.A>' <

1835 Sm J. Ross Narr. *nd Voy. xxiv. 234 The ice in theunks was this day reduced. ,837 GORING & PR.TCHARD
^'"'tr. 197 The stopcocks, .being opened, the water from

jfi;Z SZflSS. -
into the vcssels and H - 18 9t. A ract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 12 Tanks to hold ram-

'

fi,
S
n v

f
w

tank-eng''< -steamer, etc.
1891 Daily News 23 Sept. ,/, Thev we r
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4. attrib. and Comb,, as tank-head, -maker,

-room, -sinker, -storage, -top, -work; tank-like

adj. ; spec, in sense I, as tank-cultivation, -silt,

-system, -water; tank-watered adj.; in sense 2,

constructed as or fitted with a tank for conveying

liquids, etc., esp, mineral oils in bulk, as tank-

barge, -boat, -car, -steamer, -train, -truck, -van,

-vessel, -wagon; tank-engine, a railway engine

which carries the fuel and water receptacles on its

own framing and not in a separate tender ; tank-

furnace, a glass-making furnace furnished with

a tank (Cent. Diet. 1891); tank-iron, plate-iron

of a thickness suitable for making tanks ;
tank-

locomotive (U. S.) = tank-engine; tank-man,
tank-pipe : see quots. ; tank-plate = tank-iron ;

tank-runner, the pheasant-tailed Jacana, or

Water-pheasant, Hydrophasianus chirurgus, of

India and Ceylon, so called from its ability to run

over floating lotus-leaves, etc.; tank-station,
a station or place where a tank or tanks are pro-

vided, e.g. on a railway for supplying water to

the engines or for storing oil, in a mine for storing

water ; tank-valve : see quot, ; tank-waste, the

insoluble sediment from the dissolving tanks in

alkali works; tank-worm, a nematoid worm

inhabiting the mud of Indian tanks, and believed

to be the young of the guinea worm.
1894 Labour Commission Gloss., "Tank-barges,.. used

specially for conveying tar and oil in bulk in large tanks

fitted or built in the barges. 1889 Daily tfrws 2 Jan. 2/4
The.. recent explosion of a "tank-boat near Calais. 1874
KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 457/2 "Tank-car. 1877 Ibid., Tank-

car, a large tank mounted on a platform-truck for carrying

petroleum or other liquid. 1904 Daily Chron. 23 Mar.
7^/3

The railway provides tank cars and tank stations along its

route for Russian oil only. 1875 Madras Revenue Board
Rep.. The "tank cultivation suffered most. 1850 Pract.
Meek. yrnl. III. 33 The centre of the boiler, .is

jj inches
lower in the "tank engine. 1864 WEBSTER, Tank engine.

902 Westm. Gaz. 4 July 12/1 A tank-engine of absolutely
novel type and colossal dimensions. 1895 funk's Standard
Diet.,

*
Tank-licadi the head or end of a metal tank. 1864

WEBSTER, "Tank-iron. 1807 Daily News 18 June 8/4
Round in shape, but flat and "tank-like on the top. 1905
Westm. Go*. 21 May 1/3 It consisted of three terraces and
a tank-like pond on the basement floor. 1877 KNIGHT
Diet. MecA.,

*
'I'auk-locomotive, . . one having a tank or

tanks enabling it to carry a supply of water sufficient for its

own consumption without a tender. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.

Trade, *Tank-maker, a manufacturer of iron cisterns for

ships, or of slate, or well-secured plank cisterns on shore.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 21 May 4/1 The tank-makers in Germany
cannot buy their raw material from abroad. 1891 Labour
Commission Gloss.,

*
Tank-men, men employed in large

steamers to look after the water tanks. 1894 Ibid. s.v. Pipes,
*Tank pipes, pipes

used for filling or emptying the water
ballast or fresh water tanks. 1893 Daily News 4 July 9/7

"Tank-plates
are quoted j 6 los, and rods 7. 1901 Scots-

man 2 Mar. g/r The circulation of sea-water in the "tank-
room [of the zoological station], 1905 A. ANDREW Ind.
Problems ii. 51 In most places "tank silt can be got. This is

a valuable manure. 1900 H. LAWSON On Track 37 Hush-
fencers, "tank-sinkers, rough carpenters, &c. were finish-

ing the third and last culvert of their contract 1889 Daily
News 2 Jan. 2/4 The "tank steamer Oka. .represents the
advance so far made towards perfection in the building of
ships designed for the carriage of [petroleum], igu S.
SMITH Life-Work xxii. 214 In Southern India the "tank
system prevails. 1900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 678 The
margin plates of the "tank

top
are put on, and the tank-top

a lorm 01 valve used in locomotive water-supply tanks, for

admitting water to the discharge-pipe. 1887 Daily News
27 July 6/3 The commoner fish brought in "tank vans was
sold by the consignees from the vans. 1877 KNIGHT Diet.
Mech., "Tank-vessel, c 1890 Nature, Disasters during the
discharge of cargoes from tank-vesscls. 1886 Pall Mall G.
10 June 14/1 [He] has invented a system ofdelivering oil in
bulk by means of a street "tank-waggon. 1889 IHd. 3 Aug.
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Engineering Mag. XVI. 133/1 A Notable Piece of Lead
"Tank Work. 1883 Chambers's Encycl. s. v., There is ex-
treme probability that these "tank-worms are the origin of
the guinea-worm.

tTank.rf.2 Herb. 06s. [ME. tanke ; origin
obscure.] The Wild Carrot ; according to Gerarde,
the Wild Parsnip.
a 1400-50 Stockh. Med. MS. 181 Bryddys neste or tanke

daucus asminus. Ibid. 182 (>e lesse tank : daucus creticus.

5}-Vi.^?'i ""#'*'*' l
ft *6 <Hall 'w-> Brydswete or tank.

Hit hath leves like to hemlok, and a quite flower. i
GERARDE #&/ App., Tanke is wild Parsnep.
fTank, rf.3 Obs. Erroneously shortened from

copped tank : see COFINTANK.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 55/2 Like long Hatters

Blocks, or capped tanks, i.e. Hats with Brims. Ibid. m.21

., w..
Morions, Insulas, Hats and Hoods.
Tank, si* ran-". = TANG rf.l

a file, etc.

II Tank, si.s [Cf. TANOA.] (See quote.)
.698 FRYER Ace. E. India * />. 206 (jewel weights)

TANKARD.
i Miscall is I Tank. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Tank
..a small Indian dry-measure, averaging 240 grains in

weight ; a Bombay weight for pearls, of 72 grains.

Tank, slip dial. In 7 tauck. [Echoic! 'A
blow, aknock'(E.D.D.).
1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 30 The Operators in Ironware all

awakened with a little blow (or tanck) upon a pair of their
tongues (which is the common means they use for that pur.
pose). [1904 in Eng. Dial. Diet, from Yorksh. to North,
ampton and Worcestersh.)

Tank, v. [f. TANK jA.i]
1. trans. To lift or measure in a tank.
1886 Sci. Amir. Sufpl. 9130 If this [water] can be tanked

or weighed, no material error should occur, 1890 Colliery
Advert., The water pumped or tanked out.

2. To store or preserve in a tank.

1900 Lancet 22 Sept. 873/2 Sailors. .who have had todrink
tanked and often impure water.

3. To treat in a tank or tanks.

1891 Cent. Diet., Tanking, the operation or method of
treating in tanks, as fish for the extraction of oil, by boil-

ing, settling, etc.

4. To immerse in a tank ; to duck. dial.

1863 READE Hard Cash xxxviii. III. 68 They tanked her
cruel.they did; and kept her under water till she was nigh gone.

II Tanka (tse-rjka). Also tankia, tauchia.
[f.

Chinese tan, lit.
'

egg ',
+ Cantonese ka, in South

Mandarin kia, North Mandarin chia, family,
people.] The boattpopulation of Canton, who
live entirely on the boats by which they earn their

Hying : they are descendants of some aboriginal
tribe ofwhich Tan wasapparently the name. Tanka
boat, a boat of the kind in which these people live.

1839 Chinese Repository VII. 506 The small boats of
Tanka women are never without this appendage. 1848
S. W. WILLIAMS Middle Kingd. I. vii. 321 The tankia, or
boat-people, at Canton form a class in some respects
beneath the other portions of the community. Ibid. II. xiii.

23 A large part of the boats at Canton are tankia boats,
about 25 feet long, containing only one room, and covered
with movable mats, so contrived as to cover the whole
vessel i they are usually rowed by women. 1909 Westm.
Gaz. 23 Mar. 5/2 The lankas, numbering perhaps 50,000 in
all, gain their livelihood by ferrying people to and fro on the
broad river with its creeks.

Tanka, var. TANGA, East Indian coin.

Ta-nkage (-edj). [f. TANK rf.i or v. + -AGE.]
1. Tanks collectively; a

provision
or system of

storage-tanks, sometimes with special reference to
its capacity. Also atlrib.
1X66 J. E. H. SKINNER After the Storm I. xvii. 226 There

was more fencing in and a greater show of tankage about
the wells at Pithole Run. . . Huge tanks, like brewers' vats
surrounded '

54'. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 332 A tankage
capacity of over thirty millions of barrels. iSoa Daily
News 21 July 2/3 The Baltimore Electric Refining Com.
pany. .has already contracted to double its tankage. 1893
Westm. Gat. 27 Mar. 6/1 The Russian firms have an exten-
sive tankage system in England. 1904 Daily Chron. 2 June
7/5 A dep8t..will be secured. .for the purpose of erecting
several big tankages, warehouses, and the necessary plant
for the unloading of the company's own tank steamers.
2. The act or process of storing liquid in tanks ;

the price charged for this. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

3. The residue from tanks in which fat, etc. has
been rendered, used as a coarse food, and as manure.
1886 Sci. Amer. LV. 149 A new drier adapted for drying

..tankage, sewage, clay, fertilizers, etc. 1887 F. H. STORER
Agric. (1892) I. xiy. 388 Under the name of tankage, a
kind of flesh-meal is prepared in this country [U.S.] from
the refuse meat, entrails, and other offal that accumulate in

slaughter-houses. 1898 Engineering Mag. XVI. 128/1 The
receiving tanks,, .each receiving the cooked garbage, called

tankage, from four digesters.

Tankard (tarnkiid). Also 4-5 (8) taneard,
5-7 -kerd, 6 -(o)karde, -ckerd, Sc. -kert, 7 (9
Sc.) tanker. [

= MDn., Du. tanckaert =kilte, L.

obba, cantkarus (
= sense 2 below), (Kilian) ; also F.

tanquart, pi. tanquars (Rabelais). Ulterior history
unknown : ? transposition ol*kanlar(d, cantharus.]
tL A large open tub-like vessel, usually of wood
hooped with iron, etc. (sometimes of leather);
spec, such a vessel used for carrying water, etc. ;

often used to render L. amphora. Obs.

1310 Ace. Exors. T. Bp. ofExeter (Camden) 10 De iijj.
de xij tancardis ferro ligatis debilibus. 1341-1 Ely Sacr.
Rolls (1907) II. 118 In ligatura unius tankard cum ferro.

i35 Ace. Exchey. Q. R. (Bundle 20 No. 27 Publ. Rec.
Office), Pro quadam [sic] magno vase . . vocato ' tankard '.

138* WYCLIF Zech. v. 6 This is an amfer [gloss or a vessel
that sum men clepen a tankard] goynge out. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 486/2 Tankard, amphora, c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr..
Wiilcker 771/31 Hec amphora, a taneard. 1551-1 Act 5 <fr 6
Edtu. yi, c, 15 | 2 Such as make Males, . . Leather Pottes,
Tanckardes, Barehides or any other Wares ofLeather. 1573-
80 BARETXA>. T 56 A Tankerd of 'nine gallons, amphora.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury m.xxi. (Roxb.) 253/2 He beareth
Vert, a Dary womans Tankerds, or Milk Tankerds, or two
Tankerds of Milk.
2. A drinking-vessel, formerly made of wooden

staves and hooped; now esp. a tall one-handled

jug or mug, usually of pewter, sometimes with a lid :

used chiefly for drinking beer.

1485 Naval Ace. Hen. K77(i8o6) 51 Drynkyng bolles of
tree. .xx, Tankerdes..viij. 1495 Ibid. 260 Tankardes of a
galon apece. 1513 DOUGLAS JEncis in. viii. 30 A mekle
tankert [L. magnum cratera] with wyne fillit to the throt.

iS'S BARCLAY Efloges'vf. (1570) C vj/i Talke he of tankarde,
or of his boxe of tarre. 1530 PALSGR. 279/1 Tankard a



TANKARD-BEABER.

vessell, brocq, pot, broc, 1566 En, Ch. Furniture (Pea-

cock) 91 A penny tanckerd of wood. 1601 F. TATE Housth.
Ord. Edw. If, 47 (1876) 29 Thei shal wash the tankers,

cups, and al manner of vessel which thei have custody
of. 1710 HEARNE Collect. (O. H. S.) 1 1 1. 99 Charlett then

order'd a Tankard of Ale to be felch'd. 1819 WORDSW.
Waggoner II. 58 What tankards foaming from the tap.
What store of cakes in every lap. 1873

' UUIDA '

Pascartl
I. 53, I have seen a good many of our people with their

noses buried in the tankards.

b. trans/, in COOL TANKARD, q. v.

3. Applied to a sheep-bell, from its shape, dial.

1880 K. JEFFERIES Ct. Estatevi. 123
'

It's Johnson's flock ;

I know the tang of his tankards '. The flat-shaped bells

hung on a sheep s neck are called tankards.

4. attrib. and Comb., as tankard-cup, -lid;

tankard-shaped adj. ; tankard-turnip, a variety

of turnip with a long tuber
; f tankard-woman,

a female tankard-bearer ; f tankard-yeoman =
TANKARD-BEARER.
1719 SWIFT Direct. Servants, Butler, When any one calls

for ale. .fill the largest *tancard cup topfull. z6*a MILTON
Apol. Sweet. Wks. 1851 III. 263 No marvell, if he brought us

borne nothing but a meer 'tankard drollery. 185* WIGGINS

Embanking 85 Such sluices, .have what are called "tankard*

lid doors, working on a bar with rounded ends in a cheek,
attached to each side of the sea end of the '

gutter ',
as it is

there called. 1796 W. MARSHALL Midland Counties II.

Gloss.,
*
Tankard-tumep, the pudding, or longrooled turnep.

1818-31 WEBSTER, Tankard.turnep, a sort of turnep that

stands high above the ground. 01667 COWLKY Ess. in

Verst * Pr., O/ Obscurity, He had taken great pleasure
in hearing of a "Tanker-woman [aquani feretis muliercula,
Cicero Tusc. 5. 36. 105] say as he past, This is That Demos-
thenes. 1553 BECON ReliquesofRome (1563) 52 That theyr
Patrone was some good "tankerd yeoman.

Ta'ukarcl-bearer. One who bears a tan-

kard; spec. fa. One employed in drawing and

carrying water from the public pumps and conduits

(obs.) ; b. A cup-bearer.
c 1515 Code Lorelts B. 10 Tankarde berers, bouge men,

and spere planers. 1531 MORE Confut. Barnes vm. Wks.

738/2 King or subiect, carter or cardinal, butcher or bishop,
tanckerdberer or kennel raker. 1538 ELYOT, Amphorarius.
he that beareth the potte, a tankarde bearer. 1598 B. JON-
SON Ey. Man in Hum. I. ii. Like a tankard-bearer at a
conduit. 1601 Ibid. (Qo.) in. iii, What? a tankard-bearer,
a thread-bare rascall, a begger. 1675 BROOKS Gold. Key
Wks. 1867 V. 164 He begs water of a poor tankard-bearer
to refresh himself in bis weariness and thirst : John xix. 28.

So Ta'nkard-bea ring a.

16. . MARVELL Tom May's Death, For a tankard-bearing
Muse must we, As for the basket, Guelphs and Ghibelines be.

Tanker (tse-rjkaj). alloy, [f. TANK st. 1 + -ER 1
.]

A tank-steamer.

1905 Daily News 20 Mar. 7 A tanker stood ready in the

bay to take the English residents to a place of safety.

Tanker, obs. form of TANKARD.
Tankful (tse-rjkful). [f.

TANK jA.i + -FUL.]
As much as a tank will contain.

1887 J. ASHBY STERRY Lazy Minstrel (1892) 19 Anemone-
hunters roam over the rocks, All hoping to fish up a tank-

full. 1890 Mission Herald (Boston) June 237 The teacher

had bis tankful [of water] stored up.

Tankia, variant of TANKA.
Ta-nkle, sl>. The second element in the redupli-

cated TINKLK-TANKLE, sometimes used by itself to

express a less acute sound than TINKLE. So
Ta-nkle v., Ta'nkling vbl. s6.

1864 WEBSTER, Tankling, a ringing noise ; a tinkling.

1894 WISTER in {farter's Mag. Sept. sr4 The flat can-like

tankle of the square bell. Ibid. 518 The bell, .tankled.

Tankless (tse'nkles), a. [f.
TANK s6.1 + -LESS.]

Without a tank.

1894 H. D. LLOYD Wealth agst. Comtmu. 237 The donors

might drive the churches, which have no tank-cars, out of

the business, as they have done the tankless refiners [of oil].

Ta'nling. rare. [f.
TAN a. + -LINO V] One

tanned by the sun's rays ; a person of dark skin.

1611 SHAKS. Cymb. iv. iv. 29 To be still hot Summers
Tanlings, and The shrinking Slaues of Winter. 1830
TENNYSON Dualisms Poems 146 Mid May's darling golden-
locked Summer's tanling diamond-eyed. 1877 BLACKIE
Wise Men 41 Behind the march Of some barbarian tanling,
cradled now Behind the Oscan hills.

f Tanmeraok. Sc. Obs. rare. [Corruption of

lr.tarmanac&,va.r.o{tarmcK&att.] PTARMIGAN.
1791 Trans. Antif. Sac. Scotl. II. 70 Here also is the

Tanmerack, a fowl of the size of a dove, which always in-

habits the tops of the highest mountains.

Tannable (te-nab'l), a. [f. TAN v. + -ABLS.]

Capable of being tanned. 1879 in WEBSTER Supfl.

Tanna(h, Tannadar, var. TANA, TANADAR.

Tannage (tse-nedj). [f. TAN v. + -AGE
;
or perh.

a. F. tannage (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The art or process of tanning ;

also concr. the

produce of tanning. (Withquot. 18.. cf.TANz*. ic.)
i66a J. DAVIES tr. Olearius* yoy. Ambass. 42 They are

as yet unacquainted with Tannage. 1778 /'/://. Trans.
LXVIII. 128 The leather. .is of a superior quality to that

of the old tannage. 18.. Marble-Worker 120. (Cent. D.)
The most important operation in the composition of arti-

ficial Marbles is that of tannage, without which it would be

impossible for the cabinet maker to scrape arid polish the

material. 1893 Times 13 Dec. 3/5 Up-country tannages had
a fair market throughout... Bombay tannages were in fair

request at about last sales prices. lopi Daily Chron.
18 Nov. 3/7 The sterling quality of English sole leather

good, honest, oak-bark tannage has passed into a proverb,
attrib. 1733 Tannage bill [see TANNERY 2].
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b. transf. The tanning or sunbuming of the skin.

184; BROWNING Flight ofDuchess iii, They should have

got his cheek fresh tannage.

2. A tannery. Sc.

1799-1811 [A tannery known as ' the Tannage
'

existed in

Hnwick in the lane still called Tannage Close]. 1867 D.

I'.I.ACK Hitt. Breckin 185 A piece of ground formerly occu-

pied as a cornyard and tannage was purchased.

iTannakin. Obs. Also 6 tannikin, 7 tana-

kin. A diminutive pet-form of the name Ann or

Anna (cf. Tann = St. Ann, Ted= Edward) ; spec.

used for a German or Dutch girl.

1557 P. HOBY Let. to Cecil in Burgon Gresham (1839) I.

227, I praie ye, desire my Lady to come, and to bringe
Tannikin [Cecil's daughter Anne] with her. 1596 NASHE
Saffi-on Walden 130 Like a Germane, that neuer goes to

the warres without his Tannakin. 1605 MARSTON Dutch
Courtezan I. i, A pretty nimble eyd Dutch Tanakin. 1608

ARMIN Nest Ninn. (1880) 47 Like a Dutch Tannakin, sliding

to market on the ise.

Tannate (tarnA). Chem. [a. F. tannate (Proust

1798), f.TANN-lo-)--ATE 4
.]
A salt of tannic acid.

i8oa Nicholson's Jrnl. II. 72 The small quantity of Ianin

dissolved in this water would combine with the lime.. and
would form a tanate of lime. Ibid. 198 The tannate of tin.

1808 HENRY Efit. Chem. 240 The gallate and tannate of

iron are. .essential constituents of inks. 1882 EncycL. Brit.

XIV. 385/1 [ItJ gives up its dissolved gelatin to the tan of

the stronger solution outside to form tannate of gelatin.

Tann6, -ee, obs. forms of TAWITT.

Tanned (tsend), ppl. a. [f. TAN v. + -ED'.]
1. Converted into leather ; preserved by tanning.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 118/7 getannede hyd.

c 1350 Usages Winchester in Eng. Gilds (1870) 358 Euerych
cart J>i bereb y-tanned leber to selle. 1497 Naval Ace.

Hen. Yll (1896) 102 Tanned hides, a 1548 HALL Chron..

Hen. I'll 4b, Their brest plates.. were made of tanned

ays
whiteness and brilliancy.

b. slang. Beaten, thrashed.

1905 Dundee Advertiser 8 July 6 Away back in boyhood's

happy days. .' a tanned hide
' had a significance all its own.

2. That has been rendered brown or tawny, esp.

by exposure to the sun ; sunburnt.

1564-78 BULLEYN Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 29 A Lackey
clothed in Orenge Taunie and White, with a paire of bare

tanned legges. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. Ixii, Beated and
chopt

with tand antiquitie. 163* MILTON L Allegro 90 If the

earlier season lead To the tann'd Haycock in the Mead.

1709 O. DYKES Eng. Prov. 4- Rejfl. (ed. 2) 190 As diligent as

any toiling tann'd Hay-maker in the Field upon a Sun-

shiny Day. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany ix. 137 The healthy
tanned complexions which mark a seafaring population.

b. Of a reddish brown or tawny colour.

1575 TURHERV. Venerie 10 Such [deer] as be dunne on the

backe hauing their foure quarters redde or tanned, and the

legs of the same coloure, as it were the coloure of a hares

legs. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 675 The
white hound, the fallow or taund hound, the grey-bound,
and the blacke hound. 1719 LONDON & WISK Compl.
Card. vii. vi. 166 A certain tann'd and red Colour which
covers all the Rind. 1863 W. C. BALDWIN Afr. Hunting
iii. 76 [The inyala] is of the bush buck species, . . with spiral

horns, tanned legs, very long hair on his breast and quarters.

3. Spread or covered with tan.

1870 Daily News 6 June, The thoroughbreds were led

round the well-tanned enclosure. 1891 Ibid. 6 Mar. 3/5 A
thick ring of spectators surrounded the tanned enclosure.

4. humorous nonce-use. Made or governed by
Kelt the tanner.

1549 CHEICK Hurt Sedit. 8 The other rable of Norfolke

rebelles, ye pretend a common welth. . .A marueylous tanned
common welth.

Tanner l
(tae-naj). Also ? I tannere, 2-3 tanur,

4 tannere, 4-5 -our, 5 -ar(e, 6 -ar, tanyer.

[The form corresponds with a rare OE. tannere

from tannian to tan, and with OF. tanere (1326 in

Godef. Compl.'), nom. case of taneiir, tanour:L.
lanndlor, tannator-em, but perh. actually repre-
sents the French word. The form tanyer appears
to be assimilated to words like sawyer, hosier,

farrier; but cf. OF. taniere (1380 in Godef.).]
One whose occupation is to tan hides or to

convert them into leather by tanning.
a 975 Grant by K. Eadgar in Kemble Cod. Dipl. II. 411
Be eastan ea and tannera bole {lit. tanners' hole]. ? a 1189
in Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm., Var. Coll. IV. 50 Deorlingno
tanur, lordano cordwaner. i6 in J. T. Gilbert Hist. <y

Munic. Doe. IreL (Rolls) 83 Willelmus, filius lohannis

tanur. c 3SO Usages Winchester in Eng. Gilds (1870) 359

Euerych tannere b1 halt bord in b heyestret of Wyncnestre.
1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. i. 223 Taylours and tanners and

tyfiers of erthe. 1415 Ordo paginarum in York Myst.
Introd. 19 Tannours. [/* heading of Ploy (c 1435) called

The Barkers.] 14.. Customs ofMalton in Surtees Misc.

(1888) 63 A tannar schall not use nor ocupy schomakar crafte.

TANNIN.

mill, ooze, waste, water; tanners' sumac, the

tree Khus Corinria, the dried and chopped leaves

and shoots of which are used in tanning ; tan-
ners' tree, Coriaria myrtifolia, a low deciduous
shrub of Southern Europe used in tanning ; also =

tanners' sumac
; tanners' turf, tan-turf!

1810 T. MITCHELL A ristcfik. 1. 179 Your snake and snake,
so runs the prophecy, Shall beat the tanner-eagle. 1837
WHEF.LWRIGIIT tr. Aristopn. 1. 304 This Paphla^
the tanner-eagle. 1731 MILLER Card. Diet. s. v. Acacia.
The third, sixth, and seventh Sorts. .should have a Hot-bed
of "Tanner's Bark. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) II. 254 A
stock of Clay well mix d with Horse-dung to prevent its

freezing, and with "Tanner's Hair to prevent its cracking.
1611 COTCR. s.v. Tan, Moulin d tan, a *Tann>

1587 1725 "Tanners owze, etc. [see OOZE tb.
1 2 a, ft]. 1858

HOGG Veg. Kingd. 222 *Tanners' sumach. 1884 M 1 1 . > K

I'lant-n., Sumach, Tanner's, RhusCoriaria. Ibid., "Tan-
ner's tree, Coriaria myrtifolia and other species. 1688

R. HOLME Armoury 111. 86/2
* Tanntrs \TurJe\. .the Bark

cast out of the Tan- Pits, . . wrought tntoTurfes, which dried is

good fire Fuel. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sc.*r Art\\. 608
The bark of oak, or "tanners' waste, when completely putre-
fied. .greatly improvescold, stilTheavysoiU. ISM HULOET,
"Tanners water, nautea, Of.

Tanner 2
(tse-nsj). slang. [Origin uncertain :

see hearsayaccount in B. Hooper LeatherManufact.
(1891) 65.] A sixpence. Also altrib.

1811 Lex. Balatr., Tanner, a sixpence. 1811 J. H. VAUX
Flask Diet., Tanner, a sixpence. Three and a tanner. 1844
DICKENS Mart. Chuz. xxxvii, 'How much a-piece?' The
man in the monument replied, 'a Tanner'. It seemed a
low expression, compared with the monument. 1908 Daily

Express 3 Feb. i/i Seventeen tannercabs [sixpenny cabs]

made their appearance in the streets on Saturday, and were
in great demand.

Tannery (tse-nari). [f. TANNERI + Y: see

-ERY. Cf. F. lannerie (i3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. A place where tanning is carried on.

[1396-1401 Rolls of Parlt. I. 228/2 Coreum, cortices et

utensilia in tanneria sua.] 1736 I. M'URE View Glasgow

39 Also we present, all the Tanyers
within the Tower Ditch. 1739 MILLER Card. Diet. II.

s. v. Tan, I find there are several Degrees of Fineness, to

which the Tanners do grind their Bark. 1868 FREEMAN
Norm. Conq. II. viii. 177 In every form which the story
has taken.., the mother of the Conqueror appears as the

daughter of a tanner at Falaise.

b. Comb. Tanner eagle, a rendering of Gr.

PvpoaitTos (Hi. hide-eagle), as a designation of

Cleon, who was a tanner. Also compounds of tan-

ner's, tanners', as tanner's or tanners' l>arlt, hair,

. .

describes the premises to have been long employed as a

tannery. altrib. x8u HANNA Chalmers IV. xxL 401
Never was the true work of school and church done better

than in that old tannery-loft.

2. The process or trade of tanning ; tannage.
14.. Keryn 3237 And I shall tech hym, as I can, . .Tyll it

be abill of prentyse to crafft of tan[e)ry. 1731 Rec. Convent.

Roy. Burghs V. 529 A propper clause in the tannage bill

for saving the rights of the cordiners of., royal burghs as to

their priviledge of tannery. 1837 CAXLYLE Fr, Rev. III. v.

vii, Gun-boring, Altar-burning, Saltpetre-digging, and mira-

culous improvements in Tannery I

attrib. 1887 Pall Mall G. 12 Sept. 8/2 A great fire broke

out.. in the extensive tannery works.

Tannic (tse-nik), a. Chem. [f. TANK-IN + -ic.]

In tannic acid, a name introduced in 1834 by
Pelouze instead of TANNIN, in recognition of its

acid character and reactions ; originally applied to

the tannin principle obtained from oak-galls, awhite

amorphous strongly astringent substance, C],H 10O,,
now more particularly distinguished from other

forms of tannin as GALLOTANNIO acid. Now
chiefly used in a general sense to include a great

number of allied substances, which differ in the

proportion of their elements.
These are distinguished by compound names indicating

their source, as quercitannic acid, that obtained from oak-

bark, CisHjjOg ; also cajfetannic (CisHigOg), catechutan.

nic (Ci7H|7O), cincko- or ouinotannic (CiiHi6Oj),./r<z-r;.
tannic, kinotannic, ratanhiatannic acids, obtained from

coflee, catechu, cinchona, ash-leaves, kino, and ratanhia

respectively.

1836 BRANDE C/r'. (ed. 4) 925A peculiar proximate principle,

designated tannin. . . It has been obtained in a distinct form

by Pelouze, and its characters are such that it may be

appropriately termed tannic acid. 1869 ROSCOE Elem.

Chan. (1871) 405 Tannin, or Tannic Acid,.. is contained

widely diffused in certain parts of plants. 1874 GARROIJ

& BAXTER Mat. Med. (1880) 281 The cincho-Unnic and red

cinchonic acids are powerfully astringent like tannic and

gallic acids.

Tannier, variant of TANIA.

Tanniferons (taeni-feres),
a. [f. TANKI(K +

-FERGUS.] Yielding or abounding in tannin.

1878 Um Diet. Arts IV. 897 The most advantageous
tanniferous substance is an extract of the chestnut, costing

about -yd. per Ib.

Tannigen (tse-nidjen). Pharm. [f. TANNI(H
+ -GEN.] A compound of tannin and acetyl, used

as an intestinal astringent ; acetyl-tannin.

1898 in Syd. Sx. Luc. 190$ H. D. ROILKSTON Dis. Liver

297 If this [diarrhoea] is troublesome, bismuth, aromatic

chalk and opium mixture, dilute sulphuric acid, tannigen..

should be given.

Tannikin, variant of TANNAKIN.

Tannin (Ue-nin). Chem. [a. F. ianin,
' le

principe tannant
'

(i 798 Proust in Ann. de Chimie

XXV. 335), f. tan TAN st>.* + -w '.] Any member
of a group of astringent vegetable substances, the

tannins, which possess the property of combining
with animal hide and converting it into leather.

The first member of this group isolated and so named was

the tannin of gall-nuts, subsequently also called TAXNIC



TANNINED.
acid and to this the names tannin and tannic acid are

still often specifically applied. But the discovery that the

abtringent principles of other vegetable substances were not

chemically identical with that of gall-nuts made it needful

to distinguish the various tannins. The original or
'
ordi-

nary tannin* became distinctively GALLOTANNIN, other

members of the group being named caffetannin, catechu-

tannin, kinotannin, quercitannin, etc. (cf. TANNIC), or par-

ticularized as oak-bark tannin, alder, beech, hop, horse-

78

cunning knaue declare a Tamquam against them, so that

though they be cleered, yet can they haue no recompence at

TANTALATE.
Tansey. . . Leaves pale green, and thick set round the Stalk.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. u. iv. 84 Ageratum. *Maudlin
Tansy. 1855 DUNGLISON Diet. Med. (ed. 12), M[audlin]

XCIV. 210 The effects which it produced on gelatin, also

demonstrate the presence of tannin. 1836 BRANDE Chem.

(ed. 4) 928 note, The tannin of catechu is said to contain less

oxygen than that of galls. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org.

Bodies 109 Pure tannin is colourless. 1867 BAKER Nile

Tribut. viii. (1872) 123 It b rich in a hard gum, which

appears to be almost pure tannin. 1895 MutR MORLEY
Watts' Diet. Chem. V. 632/1 The origin of tannin in plants

has given rise to much debate.

b. attrib. and Comb., as tannin drop, pill,

treatment ;
tannin-like adj. ; tannin-glyeerol,

glycerin of tannic acid; tannin-sac, a vessel in

plants which secretes tannin.

1874 GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Med. (1880) 357 Tannin

Lozenges. 1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs' Bot. 628 Tannin-

like compounds are formed in particular cells. 1879 St.

George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 800 It soon passed off again with

rest and the opium and digitalis and tannin pills. 1884

BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 153 We may here intro-

duce these organs as Tannin-sacs. They occur as elongated

sacs, especially near to the vascular bundles, in the paren-

chyma of the stem and petiole of many Ferns (Marsilia,

Polypodiaceas, Cyatheaceje, MarattiaceEe, &c.). 1898 P.

MANSON Trap. Diseases vi. 121 The tannin treatment.,

might also be tried.

Hence Ta-nnined (-ind) a., charged or impreg-
nated withtannin ; Tanninge-nio a.

,
in tanningenic

acid, a synonym of CATECHUIO acid and CATECHIN.

1898 E. F. SPENCE in Westm. Gaz. 6 Sept. 3/3 For break-

fast we had undrinkable coffee, which we exchanged for

tannined tea. 1851 MORFIT Tanning $ Currying (1853) 69
Catechuine or tanningenic acid.

Tanning (tae-nin), vbl. sb. [f. TAN v. + -iNd 1.]

The action of the verb TAN ; an instance of this.

1481 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 332 As in tannyng, coryyng, cut.

tyng, or sowyng. c 1515 Cocke Lorelfs B. 2 A tanner for

euyll tannyng of letber. 1598 FLORIO, Adustione,.. a tan-

ning in the sunne. 1794 Rigging tt Seamanship I. 85 The
tanning of sails in the royal navy has been tried. 1863 SIR
G. G. SCOTT Glean. Westm. Abb. (ed. 2) 65 Witnessing the
*

tanning* of the rascal's
'

hide'. attrib. 1727-41 CHAM-
BERS Cycl., Tan, the bark of the oak, chopped, and ground,
by a tanning-mill, into a coarse powder.

Ta'nuing, ppl. a. [-INO
2
.] That tans.

a 1717 PARNELL Health 35 Her hardy face repels the

tanning wind. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales II. 75 If
our.. tanning barks, and bark extracts, do not continue
to pay. 1857 MILLEK Elent. Chem. III. xi. 672 Sewing up
the hide, filling it with the tanning infusion.

Tanno-. Chem. Combining base of tann-it,

tann-in, used in forming names of tannin com-

pounds, etc., and also in compound substantives,

e.g. tannometer for tannin-meter. Tanno-
caffe ic acid, = CAFFETANNIC acid. Ta'nnoform,
C29H., O18 , a product of gallotannic acid and

formaldehyde ; a reddish white, light powder, in-

soluble in water, but soluble in alkaline solutions.

Taunoga-llate, Tauuoga'llic a. - GALLOTAN-
NATE, -TANNIC. Tannoge'latin, a mixture of

gelatin with a solution of tannin.

(.-1865 in Circ. Sc. I. 351/1 *Tanno-caffeic acid, when
roasted, develops the agreeable smell of coffee. 1899 All-
butt's Syst. Med. VIII. 726 Powders of 'tannoform, sali-

cylic acid, talc, bismuth, or lycopodium may be employed.
1819 BRANDE Chem. 394 The *tannogallate of iron is of the
utmost importance, as forming the basis of writing ink, and
of black dyes. 1836 Chem. (ed. 4) 928 Tannin forms a
white precipitate in solution of gelatin (*tannogelatin),
which, when carefully dried, becomes hard and tough. 1877
K_NIGHT Diet. Mech.,

*
Tannometer, a hydrometer for deter-

mining the proportion of tannin in tanning liquor.

Tannoid (tarnoid), a. Chem. [f. TANN-IN +
-OID.] Of the nature of, or akin to, tannin.

1898 Naturalist 186 The choking influence exerted by
the tannoid compounds.

Tanny(e: seeTAWNY. Tan-pit : seeTANrf.iC.
II Tanquam (tse-nkwam). Obs. Also (in sense

3) tarn quam. [L. tarn quam, tanquam so much
as, as much as, as if, as it were.]
1. Something that has onlyan apparent existence ;

a mere seeming ; an ' as it were .

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 537 He sheweth the Visibles, or
Things of this World to be but tanquams, only as it vieres.

2. In the University of Cambridge [from L.

tanquam socius,
' as if a fellow '] : see qnots.

a i66t FULLER Worthies (1662) n. 207 Thomas Dove D.D.
was born in this City, . .bred a Tanquam (which is a Fellowes
Fellow) in Pembroke-Hall in Cambridge. 1706 PHILLIPS
(ed. 6), Tanquam . . In the Universities . . is taken for a
Person of Worth and Learning, that is fit Company for the
Fellows of Colleges, &C.
3. Law. =QUITAM: see quot. 1907. (From

the words tarn . . . quam . . ., beginning the two
clauses.)
c 1570 Pride t, Lewi. (1841) 47 For I declare (quod he) in

statutory penalty (fampro domino rege quam pro seipso).}

UTanrec, tenrec (tse-n-, te-nrek). Also 8

tondruck, tendrac. [= F. tanrec, ad. Malagasy

tandraka, dial, form oilrandraka, the native name.]

An insectivorous mammal, Centetes ecaudatus,

allied to the hedgehog, and covered with spiny

bristles intermixed with silky hairs; the Madagas-
car hedgehog. Also any species of the genus
Centetes or family Centetidse.

1729 R. DRURY Madagascar (1890) 81 A creature which

some be so stuborne as to stand to the triali, yet can this

animals, which have some resemblance to our hedgehog.

1835 KIRBY Hob. f, fast. Anim. II. xxiv. 514 The hedge,

hog and tenrec present . . something more than an analogy
to the porcupines and some of the rats. 1851 TH. Ross
Hnmboldt's Trav. II. xvii. 134 The tanrecs, or Madagascar
hedgehogs, . . pass three months of the year in lethargy.

1879 E. P. WRIGHT Anim. Life 69 The Spiny Tanrec (Eri-
culus spinosus) is considerably smaller than the previously-
mentioned species [Centetes ecaudatus}. 1900 Westm. Gat.

8 Sept. 8/2 Two curious little creatures, .. called Tenrecs. .

have just been added to the Zoo.

Tansy (tsrnzi). Forms : 5 tanesey, 5-8 tan-

sie, 5-9 tansey, 6 -sye, -say, taunsey, 7-8

tanzy, -zey, 5- tansy, [a. OF. tanesie (isthc.),

tanoisie, tenasie, mod.F. lanaisie, aphetic form of

athanasie ' the hearbe Tansie
'

(Cotgr.), ad. med.L.
athanasia tansy, a. Gr. ASavaaia immortality. Cf.

also It. atandsi 'Tansie or siluerwort' (Florio

1611), atanasia. the herb tansy (Baretti 1824), Pg.
atanasia or athanasia, the herb tansy. Hatz.-Darm.
mention also a med.L. tanasia, but without reference.

But apart from this it seems clear that OF. tanesie

was aphetic for atanesie, the name prob. referring
to the long persistence of the flowers : cf. quot.

1597; also KVEBLASTINO and F. immortelle.
Med.L. had also the name Tanacetum (now the botanical

generic name) with the variants tanesetum, tansetum, tani.

cetum. Tauc-Mtvm and athanacetum (c 1250) are also

cited by Burgess. These seem to show that athanacetunl
and tanesetum were latinized formations from OF. tanesie,

although the force of the suffix is not clear.]

1. An erect herbaceous plant, Tanacetum vulgare,
N.O. Compositse, tribe Corymbiferx, growing about
two feet high, with deeply cut and divided leaves,

and terminal corymbs of yellow rayless button-

like flowers ; all parts of the plant have a strong
aromatic scent and bitter taste.

Formerly much used in medicine as a stomachic, and in

cookery. Curled tansy, a variety with curled leaves, is

used, like parsley, for garnishing dishes.

[c 1265 NamcsofPlants in Wr.-Wulcker 556/17 Tanesetum,
[AFr.J tanesie, [Eng.l helde.] 1430 Liber Cocontm (1862)

50 pen grynde tansy po iuse owte wrynge, To blynde with
po egges with owte lesynge. 1:1425 tr. Ardertte's Surgery
(E.E. T.S.) 74 Porcelane, bursa pastoris, rede rose, tanesey,
wormode, horsmynt. 14.. Nom. in Wr.-Wulcker 712/33
Hoc tansetum, tansaye. c 1450 Alphita 16/1 Atanasia..
tanacetum idem. Hanc utuntur Salerniani et Hispanni
similiter, tansie. 1538 TURNER Libellus,A thanasia que grece
tagetes, latine tanacetum, anglice dicitur Tansey. 1549
CompL Scot. vi. 67, I sau tansay, that is gude to purge the
neiris. 1597 GERARDE Herbal n. cxcix. 526 Tansie.. in

Latine Tanacetum and A thanasia, as though it were im-
mortall ; because the floures do not speedily wither. 1509
A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 124/1 Take the herbe

Tansy. 1688 HOLME Armoury n. 89/1 Curled Tansy, the
leaves are..somewhat crumpled together. 1743 Lend. <$

Country Brew. 11. (ed. 2) 101 Tanzy. .or any other bitter

Herbs. 1770 Phil. Trans. LX. TO, I observed quantities of

juniperand tanzey. 1785 Ulf.HVtlt Rousseau's Bot. x\\\.( 1794)
385 Of the first section, with discoid flowers, you have the

Tansy. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies478 Oil oftansey
. . is extracted from the leaves and flowers of the tanacetum
vulgare, or common tansey... It has the peculiar flavour of

tansey. 1885 RUSKIN Prxlerita I. iii. 103, 1 passed my days
much as the thistles and tansy did.

2. Applied to other plants, esp. the Silverweed
or Goose-grass, Potentilla anserina, often distin-

guished as Wild tansy and Dog's or Goose Tansy ;

also locally to Yarrow, Achillea Millefolium, and

Ragwort, Senecio Jacobsea (Britten and Holl.).
\f 1440 Promp. Parv. 486/2 Tanze, herbe (K., P. tansy),

tatiasetum domesticitm, quiet tattazetttm silveslre dicitur

gosys gresse, vel cameroche.] c 1530 Pol., Ret, <$ L. Poems
(1866) 36 Take wylde tansey, and grynde yt, and make yt
neshe, & ley it tberto, and it wyl bryng it owght. 1605
TIMME Quersit. ill. 181 Infused in water of silverweed, called
wilde tansey. 1671 SALMON Syn. Med. in. xxii. 391
Argentina, 'A0ara<Tia uAotatra, wilde-Tansie, stops all Fluxes
whatsoever. 1707 MORTIMER Hust. (1721) I. 312 Goose-
grass or Wild-tansie is a Weed that strong Clays are very
subject to. 1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex,, Tansy, Wild, a
common name for the Potentilla anserina, or silver-weed.

b. With distinctive additions : Cape Tansy,
Athanasia capitata var. glabrata ; Maudlin T.,
Achillea Ageratum; Shrubby T., Tanacetum
suffruticosum ; White T., (in Lyte) Achillea
nobilis of Southern Europe ; erroneously applied
to other plants.
<:i7ii PETIVER Gaiofhyl. ix. Tab. 81 Box-leaved 'Cape

Tansie. .The second groweth in some places of Italie; in
this countrey ye shall not finde it but in the gardens of cer.
tayne Herboristes. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. j 2/i The
White Tansie, or Agrimony., is a short shrub of no height.
3. A pudding, omelet, or the like, flavoured with

juice of tansy : see also 5. arch, or dial.
Said to have been eaten at Easter in memory of the '

bitter
herbs

'

of the Passover.
c 1450 Two Cpokery-l>ks. 86 Tansey. Take faire Tansey

and grinde it in a morter; And take eyren, yolkes and
! white, And drawe hem thorgh a streynour, and streyne also

be Iuse of be Tansey..: and medle the egges and the Iuse

HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apotk. 18 Let him take Neppe that cattcs
delite in.. and make a taunsey thereof, a 1601 ? MARSTON
Pasquilff Kath. i. 1 54 There's but two Lambs, . .three tartes,
and foure tansies, for supper. 1611 FLETCHER Pilgrim in. vi'

They [eggs] shall be all addle, And make an admirable tanzey
for the devil. 1634-5 BRERETON Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 69 A
dainty tansy of gooseberries. i6sa CULPEPPER Eng. Physic.

water. 1600 I'EPYS Diary 20 Apr., And there spent an hourc
or two with pleasure wiyi her, and eat a tansy. 1748 MRS.
SARAH HARRISON Housekpr.'s Pocket-Bit. Hi. (ed. 4) n
Trotters, To be served up as a Tanzey. 1754-6 Connoisseur
No. 48(1767) 11.95 Mince.pie.. is as essential to Christinas,
as. .tansy to Easter. 1787 BEST Angling (ed. 2) 60 If you
can catch enough of them they make an excellent tansy,
their heads and tails being cut off ; and fried in eggs. 1837
DISRAELI Vcnctia i. iv, A Florentine tourte, or tansy.

b. A merrymaking or festive gathering; a

village feast held on Shrove Tuesday, dial. See

Eng. Dial. Diet.

t4. Phrase. Like a tansy: properly, fittingly,

perfectly; perfect. 06s. [Origin unascertained.]
1611 BEAUM. & FL. King <J-

No K. v. i, To have a Leg
broken, or a Shoulder out, with being turn'd o* th' Stones
like a Tansie. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xxii, That's well
said,, .now this is something like a Tanzy [orig. Cest bien
dit et advisc\ 1738 SWIFT Pol. Convcrsat. i. 89 Miss.
Look, Lady Answerall, is it not well mended ? Lady Ans.
Ay, this is something like a tanzy. 1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy
II. vi, I would work, .like a horse, and make fortifications
for you something like a tansy.

5. attrib. and Coma., as tansyjiower, leaf, tea ;

tansy-leaved adj. ; tansy-cake, tansy-pudding,
culinary preparations appropriate to Easter ; tansy-
faced a., having a yellow complexion; tansy
mustard : see quot. ; tansy oil, the essential oil

of tansy.
c 1410 Liber Cocorum (1862) 50 For a "tansy cake. Breke

egges in bassyn..ben grynde tansy [etc.). 1735 BOURNE
Antiq. Vulg. xxiv. 198 Recreations and Diversions on
Easter Holy Days, . . playing at Hand-Ball for a Tanzy-
Cake. 1777 BRAND Pot. Antiq. 253 The winning a Taniy
Cake at the Game of Hand-Ball, depends chiefly upon
Swiftness of Foot. 1894 O. HESLOP Northumb. Gloss.,
Tansy-cake, a girdle-cake flavoured with tansy. 1634
MIDDLETON Game at Chess v. iii, A sun-burnt, 'tansy-fac'd
belov'd. 1905 Daily Chrott. 18 Oct. 4/5 A pond, lying
deep among *tansy flowers. i8xa Hortta Aaglicus It
181 S[isymbrium] Tanacett/olium, *Tansey-leaved Wild
Rocket. 1881 Garden 12 Aug. 145/3 The Tansy-leaved
Thorn. 1856 A. GRAY Man. Bat. (1860) 36 Slisymbrium]
canescens, . . *Tansy Mustard. 1894 MUIR & MORLEY
Watts' Diet. Chem. IV. 638/1 "Tansy Oil, the essential oil

obtained by distillation of the tansy contains i p.c. of a ter-

penc CioHie, 26 p.c. of an alcohol CioHuO, and 70 p.c. of

tanacetyl hydride CioHigO. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng.
Housekpr. (1778) 177 A *Tansey Pudding of ground Rice.

1771 H. WALPOLE Let. 5 Aug., There are three or four' L- L t-:n_ .1 ^_ LT _1 -r_. ij;

at the paschal feast.

Tant, var. TAINT sb. (C. 3) ; obs. f. TAUNT.

Tanta'dlin,tanto'blin. slang ex dial. Also

7 tantaublin, 7-9 -ablin, 9 -ablet ; -addling.
L A tart or round piece of pastry. Now dial.

630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Gt. Eater Kent Wks. 1. 146/1
Pancake, or Fritter, .. Mackeroone, Kickshaw, or Tantabiin.
a 1815 FORBY Yoc. E. Anglia, Tantablet, a sort of tart,

in which the fruit is not covered by a crust, but fancifully
tricked and flourished, with slender shreds of pastry. 1876
T. M. BOUND Hereford. >r Skropsh. Prminc. (E.D.D.),

Tantadlin, an apple dumpling made in circular form.

1 2. A lump of excrement, a turd. Obs,

1654 GAYTOM Pleas. Notes in. ii, But our Don could not

distinguish a Tantoblin from a Pancake. Ibid. IV. iv. 101

Such odour breath'd, and such strong airs were hobling, As

use to ascend from a new laid Tantaublin. 1785 GROSE
Diet. Vulg. T., TantacUin tart, a sirreverence, human
excrement.

3. attrib. or adj. (?)

1871 COWDEN CLARKE in Gentl. Ma?. Aug. 336 Horace

Walpole (who, by the way, seems to have been a tantaddline

old eaves-dropper) has recorded that he [Addisonl died

drunk with brandy.

Tantalate (ts-ntaUi). Ckem. [f. TANTAL(OM
+ -ATE *.] A salt of tantalic acid.

1840 D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Chem. 275 Tantalates of the

alkalies, obtained when a solution is evaporated, or by

boiling, arc acid insoluble salts. 1873 WATTS Fownes

Chem. (ed. TI) 495 In all these minerals tantalum exists as

a tantalate of iron and manganese.



TANTALEAN.

Tantalean (tot/i-han), a. Also -ian. [f. L.

tantale-us (f. TANTALUS) + -AN.] Of or pertaining
to Tantalus ; like that of Tantalus

; tantalizing.
i6i8 DAVIES Wittes Pilfr.V/ks. (Grosart) II. 24 Men

ouertoild in Common-Wealth affaires Gett much Tantalian
wealth by wealthie paines. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasiit. Collotj.

540 The Lord will take away the Tantalean stone lorig.

Dominus toilet sa.ru/it Tantaleum, i. e. the rock that

threatened to fall on Tantalus; hence, the impending
punishment for sin). 1866 J. B. ROSE tr. Ovid's Mtt. 157
Niobe With tongue Tantalian reprobate and free.

Tantalic (toentze-lik), <j.i Chem. [f.
TANTAL-

UM + -1C.] Of or derived from tantalum ;
in names

of chemical compounds in which tantalum is penta-

valent, as tantalic chloride,fluoride ; tantalic oxide,

anhydride, Ta3O5 ;
tantalic acid, hydrated tantalic

oxide, HaO . TajO5.

1841 PARNELL Chem. Anal. (1845) 70 After having been
heated to redness, alone, tantalic acid is insoluble in all liquids.

1849 D. CAMPBELL Inorg, Chem. 273 A compound of this

metal [tantalum] with oxygen namely, tantalic acid is

found in the minerals tantalite and columbite of Bavaria
and North America. 1877 WATTS Fownes' Chem. I. 466
Tantalum, in its

principal compounds, is quinquivalent,
the formula of tantalic chloride being TaCls..and that of

tantalic oxide (which, in combination with bases forms the

tantalates), TaaOg.

Tantalic (tsentie-lik), 0.2 [f. TANTALUS + -10.]
= TANTALEAN ; tantalizing.
i88a H. C. MERIVALE Faucit of B. I. I. vi. 96 One of

those Oxonian breakfasts which . . haunt like Tantalic

phantoms the egg and bacon of later years. Ibid. III. n.

xx. 187 He. .sketched Tantalic pictures of wealthy homes.

Tantaline (tse-ntabin), a. Ornith. [f.
TAN-

TAL-US 3 + -INK '.] Of or pertaining to the Tanta-

linse or wood storks, a sub-family of the Ciconiida

or stork family, typified by the genus TANTALUS.

t Tantalism (tae-ntaliz'm). Obs. rare. [f.

TAKTAL-US + -ISM.] Punishment or torment like

that of Tantalus ; tantalization.

c 1614 FLETCHER, etc. Wit sev. Weapons n. ii. Think on

my vengeance, choak up his desires, Then let his banquetings
be tantalisme. ITIX ADDISON Spect, No. 90 P 6 A Person

lying under the Torments of such a kind of Tantalism, or

Platonick Hell. 18.. Jos. QUINCY (Webster, 1828), Is not
such a provision like tantalism to this people ?

Tantalite (tse-ntabit). Min. [ad. Ger. and
Sw. tantalit (named 1802 by Ekeberg), f. TANTA-
LUM (of which it is a source) : see -ITE 1

.] Native

tantalate of iron or ferrous tantalate, found in black

lustrous crystals.

1805 NISBET Diet. Chem., Tantalium. .constitutes a com-

ponent part of tantalite and yttrotantalite. 1809 WOL.
LASTON in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 246. 1868 WATTS Diet.

Chem. V. 666 Ferrous Tantalate, FeO . Ta2Os . . occurs

native as tantalite . . rarely however quite pure, the iron

being generally more or less replaced by manganese, and
the tantalum by niobium, tin, and zirconium.

t Tantalium (tsenU'-lifon). Chem. Obs. An
early variant of the name TANTALUM (after other

names of metals in -IUM).
1805 NISBET Diet. Chem., Tantalium is a new metal,

which has lately been discovered by Mr. Ekeberg, a Swedish
chemist. i8ijSinH.DAVYCAtt./'AfV<tt.5o. x83gUREZ?/Vl.
Arts 309 It is also called Tantalium.

Tantalization (tae^ntabiz^'-Jan). [f. next +

-ATION.] The action of tantalizing or fact of being
tantalized.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. xv. 253 Poor Rosinant..
whose paines and Totalizations. .were more irksome to

the beast, than all his other out-ridings. i8ax Blackw.

Mag. X. 729 The delay and tantalization is horrific.

Tantalize (tsrntabiz), v. [f. TANTAL-US -t-

-IZE. So mod.F. tanlaliser (Littre' Suppl.}."]

1. trans. To subject to torment like that inflicted

on Tantalus; to torment by the sight, show, or

promise of a desired thing which is kept out of

reach, or removed or withheld when on the point
of being grasped. Also absol.

1597 TOFTE Laura HI. xii, Ah doo not still my_ soule thus

Tantalize, But once (through grace) the same imparadize.

1646 TsupfComrr:. John vi. 55 Our Richard II. wasstarved
at Pomfret Castle by being tantalized. 1784 KING Cook's

Voy. Pacific Ocean vi. ix. III. 432, I should otherwise have
felt exceedingly tantalized with living under the walls of so

great a city, full of objects of novelty, without being able to

enter it. 1803 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1837) II. 461,
I was tantalized all the morning with the sight of the

enemy's camp, pitched at the distance of twenty miles.

1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. iv. 36 The mirage, .which so tantal-

ized the French soldiers in Egypt.
b. fig. To tease or torture into an artificial form.

1807 CRABBE Parish Reg. in. 217 Where those dark
shrubs that now grow wild at will, Were dipt in form
and tantaliz'd with skill. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 25 Mar. 3/2
Chiffon tantalised into a hundred tucks bristling all over

the brim and the crown.

f2. intr. To act Tantalus, to suffer like Tantalus.

1640 FULLER Joseph's Coat, Comm. i Cor. xi. 20 The poor
people in Corinth did see, and smell, what the rich men
tasted ; Tantalizing all the while, and having their penury
doubled by the '

antiperistasis
'

of other's plenty. 1648 E.

SPARKE Pref. to Shute's Sarah fy Hagar b
\ b, But, not to

tell you of a Banquet, and make you Tantalize. 1673 Ess.

Educ. Gentlewom. 25 Men are very cruel.. ; to make any
thus to tantalize is a great torment.

Hence Ta'ntalized ///. a., Ta'ntalizing vbl. sb.

1640 NABBES Bride iv. lit, To have seen this wench and
not to enjoy her is such a tantalizing to me. 1659 Gentl.

79

Calling v. (1606) 64 A sort of Tantalized creatures, not pecu-
liar only to this latter age. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xvi.

(1737) 72 Without any long. .Tantalizing in the Case.

Tantalizer (tie-ntabizaj). [f. prec. + -EU '.]

One who or that which tantalizes.

1791 G. WAKEFIBI.D Mem. (1804) I. i. 16 Alas ! this epis.

copal tantalizer was onlygratifying his facetious propensity
at the expence of an unsuspecting child of simplicity and
innocence. 1844 WARDLAW Lect. Prov. (1869) I. 50 The
blessed God is no tantalizer. 1889 fail Mall G. n

July
6/i, I have received a puzzle of the

'

Pigs in Clover
'

kind.

..'Pennine the Lambs' is the name by which the latest

variation ot the original tantalizer has been christened.

Ta'ntalizing, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING '.]

That tantalizes; tormenting by exciting desires

which cannot be satisfied.

1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 206 Tantalizing and
horrible torments. 1754 MRS. DELANY in Life t Corr.

(1861) III. 271 It was a tantalizing sort of entertainment to

those who love dancing or eating. 1873 HOLLAND A. Bonnie.

iii, Answering all inquiries concerning it, with the tantal-

izing statement that it was ' a secret '.

Hence Ta'ntalizingly adv. ; Ta'ntaliiinffness.

1847 WEBSTER, Tantalizingly. 1864 Q. Rev. CXVI. 151

There are few things in history more tantalisingly obscure.

1889 Scribners Mag. Nov. 555/2 Imagine the tantalizing-
ness of this.

Tantall, obs. anglicized form of TANTALUS.
Taiitalous (tarntabs), a. Chem. [f. TANTAL-
UM + -ous.] Applied to compounds containing a

greater proportion of tantalum than those called

tantalic, as tanla(ous oxide, tantalum dioxide,

TaO2.

1868 WATTS Did. Clam. V. 66s Dioxide of Tantalum, or

Tantalous Oxide .. is a dark-grey mass, which scratches

glass, and acquires metallic lustre by burnishing.

Tantalum (tse-ntal#m). Chem. Also TANTA-
LIUM. [f. TANTAL-US, with the ending -urn (more
usually -iuin), appropriate to metallic elements :

cf. aluminum and aluminium ; see quot. 1802.]
One of the rare metals, occurring in combination in

various rare minerals, and in certain metallic ores ;

discovered in 1802 by Ekeberg in two minerals, one

from Finland and the other from Sweden, which
he named tantalite and yttrotantalite. It has been

isolated as a solid of greyish-white colour and
metallic lustre, and is used (since 1906) for the

incandescent filament in electric lamps. Atomic

weight 182 ; symbol Ta. Also attrib., as tantalum

lamp, etc.

[Cf. 1801 EKEBERC in Kongl. Vetenskaps Acad. Handl.
XXIII. So (tr.) This new recruit among the metals I call

TANTALUM, partly following the custom which favours names
from Mythology, partly in allusion to its incapacity, when
immersed in acid, to absorb any and be saturated.]
1800 WOLLASTON in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 246 The Swedish

metal has retained the name of Tantalum given to it by
M. Ekeberg. 1810 HENRY Elem. Chem. (1826) II. 69 The
oxide of tantalum, ignited with charcoal, melts and agglu.
tinates. 1906 Price Sheet, Siemens Tantalum Lamps for

continuous current. . . The Tantalum Lamp differs from the

ordinary glow lamp in having a filament of the rare metal

Tantalum instead of carbon. 1907 Outlook 23 Mar. 378/1
Tantalum.. is so hard and brittle that no ordinary metal-

lurgical process was able to turn it into wire.

Tantalus (toe'ntalos). Also anglicized 4 Tan-

tale, Tantaly, 7 Tantall. [L., a. Gr. TavToAos.]
1. Name of a mythical king of Phrygia, son of

Zeus and the nymph Pluto, condemned, for reveal-

ing the secrets of the gods, to stand in Tartarus up
to his chin in water, which constantly receded as

he stooped to drink, and with branches of fruit

hanging above him which ever fled his grasp ; a

rock is also said to have hung over him threatening
to fall. Hence allusively.
c 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 705, 1 haue more sorowe

than Tantale. 1390 GOWER Con/. II. 139 Ther is a peine. .

Benethe in helle, which men calle The wofull peine of

Tantaly. 1580 LVLY Euphues (Arb.) 396 As the Apples that

hang at Tantalus nose. 1599 HAKLUVT Voy. (1809) 642 He
gathereth fruits as they say, out of Tantalus his garden.

1738 GRAY Propertius HI. 89 The long thirst of Tantalus

allay. 1767 B. THORNTON tr. Plautus, Jlfisery. vi, The masters

of our age.. I call them Gripe-alls, Harpies, Tantalusses.

1838 SIB J. Ross Narr.ind Voy. xlvii. 610 It was now long
since it had been but the water of Tantalus. 1853 KANE
Crinnell Exp. xliii. (1856) 397 It seems like our cup of

Tantalus: we are never to reach it. 1897 Westm. Gas.
21 July 7/2 It serves as a veritable tantalus to the market.

2. A stand containing usually three cut-glass

decanters which, though apparently free, cannot

be withdrawn until the grooved bar which engages
the stoppers is raised.

1898 To-Day 5 Nov. 1/2 He crossed to a recess, and
touched the spring of a tantalus. It flew back with a harsh

click. 1904 Strand Mag. Mar. 246/2 A tantalus containing

brandy and whiskey. 1904 Daily News 30 Aug. 8 The
winner of the sack race received a two-bottle tantalus.

3. Ornith. A genus of storks, including T. ibis

(formerly erroneously identified with Ibis religiosa,

of Egypt) ; the wood stork or wood ibis.

1824 STEPHENS in Shaw Gen. Zoal. XII. i The Tantali in

many respects resemble the Storks. Ibid, i The White-

headed or Ceylonese Tantalus, is the largest of the genus.

1817 R. JAMESON tr. Cuvier's The. Earth 313 M. Mace
also sent us a tantalus. Ibid., The Tantalus ibis of

I naturalists. 1806 List Animals Zool. Soc. 423 American
Tantalus. /Hit. 424 African Tantalus.. Indian Tantalus.

TANTAMOTTNTINGLY.
4. atirib. and Comb., as tantalus-draught; tan-

talus-like adj. ; tantalun case, -stand sense i ;

tantalus-cup: see quot. 1841; also_/i>.
1601 YAKINGTON Two Lament. Trar. v. ii. in Bullen

0. PI. IV, Yet TantalMike, he shall but glut his eye Nor
feede his body wilh salubrious fruile. 1841 BIAKOE Diet.
Sc.. etc., Tantalus's cuf, a philosophical toy which
amusingly exhibits the principle of the siphon.. .The legs of
the siphon are concealed by the hollow figure of a man
whose chin is on a level with the bend of ihe siphon ; so
that the figure stands like Tantalus in the fable, up to the
chin in water, but unable to quench 1m tiiiri.! a 1850 MARC
F. OSSOLI Life Without I, Within (1860) 30 Tantalus-like,
he makes this world a Tartarus. 1884 RIDER HAGGARD
Daivn vii. No misadventure came to mock them, dashing
the Tantalus cup of joy to earth before their eyes. 1899
DOYLE Duet viii. (tooo) 46/3 The Tantalus spirit-stand stood*

upon the walnut sideboard. 1905 Daily Chron. n July 7/1
Presents, including.. a tantalus case, a diamond pin, and
other trifles. 1908 Edin. Rev. July 101 The Tantalus-draught
escaped his thirsty lips.

t Tantamount, sl>. Obs. Also ^ tant

amount, tantamont, 8 tantamount, [app.
from TANTAMOUNT v. ; perh. influenced by amount
sb. beside amount vb.] That which amounts to

as much, or comes to the same thing;. something
equivalent (to) ;

an equivalent.
1637 HEYLIN Brief Answ. 26 You come very nearo it. to

a tantamont. 1641 PRYNNE Disc. Prel. Tyr. n. 216 He
pronounced no particular sentence. .but he did tantamount
or more. 1641 W. PRICE Serin. 40 Anger, and rancored

envy, which .. are a Tantamount to murder, 1646 Bp. MAX-
WELL Burd. Issach. 41 Letters of caption (that is., the
tantamount of the Writ De Excommunicato capiendo).

Tantamount (tae-ntamaunt), a. Also 7 tant
a mount, tanta-mount, tantamont, 7-8 tant'-

amount. [app. from the sb. The earlier qnots.
under a. are scarcely distinguishable from quot.

1641 in the sb. Pern, influenced by paramount.]
As much

;
that amounts to as much, that comes to

the same thing ; of the same amount ; equivalent.

( a. In predicate without construction. Obs.

1641 O. ST. JOHN Argument of Law, etc 24 If a
man take the broad Scale from one Patient, and put it

to another, here he is counterfeiting, it's tantamount, and
therefore Treason. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies I. xv. 80 Con-

junction, Opposition, and Quadrate go for Tantamount in

the Meteorological Part. 17*9 BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 169
Provided instructions (or thanks, which are tantamount
but more respectful,) should be the mode proposed. 18*6

SOUTHEY Vind. Eccl. Angl. ill, You. .avoid the word, and

speak of the Real Presence, as if the terms were tantamount,

f b. Const, as, with. Obs.

1644 BP. MAXWELL Prerog. Chr. King! 10 Howsoever their

tenets by deductions and consequences are tantamount as

theirs. 1644 J. GOODWIN Innoc. ff Truth Triumph. (1645)

ii, I utterly renounce the consequence, conceiving it to be

tantamont with an absolute mistake. 1684 T. BURNET Th.
Earth i. 256 For this is tantamount with the former, a 1691
POLLEXFEN Disc. Trade (1697) 57 Tant a mount, as ifcarried

from us in Money,
o. Const, to. The current use.

1651 HEYLIN Costiiogr. Introd. 7 That saying of Berosus

will prove tantamont to a Text of Scripture. 1659 Cer.

tamen Epist. 389 They are tantamount to a plain acknow-

ledgement, a 1691 POLLEXFEN Disc. Trade (1697) 93 They
. .laid such Impositions on our Woolen Goods, as was tant

a mount to a Prohibition. 1777 J. LOVELL in Sparks Corr.

Atncr. Rev. (1853) I. 411 Is not this .. tantamount to a

disavowal of the first treaty ? 1874 CARPENTER Ment. Phys.
1. I 1 8 Is not this tantamount to saying that they go on

by a force of their own ?

d. attributively, rare.

1691 BP. PATRICK Answ. Touchstone 17 Giving us express

Words, and not words Tantamount. 1798 WASHINGTON
Let. Writ. 1893 XIV. 29 The President; to whom I have

expressed tantamount sentiments in more concise terms.

1868 ROGERS rot. Econ. i. (1876) 3 A tantamount service

should be given in exchange for them.

t Tantamount, v. Obs. Also 7 tant amount,
taut-amount, tantamount. [a. AF. tant

amunter, or perh. (in I7th c.) ad. It. lanto mon-

tare to amount to as much.
Cf. 1*91 Year-lik. Trin. voEdiu.I (Rolls) 31 Tant amunte

qe Adam neyt pas plus procheyn heyr. 1303 Year-ok.

MicA.3i Edvi. I 335 Herle dist..qe tant amunte qil ne

entra pas dans soun baroun.]

1. intr. To amount to as much, to come to the

same thing ;
to be or become equivalent, Const.

to or unto (something).
1618 COKE On Lift. i. i. I i. 10 They doe tant amount

to a feoffment or grant. Ibid. 391 It ought to be pardoned

specially, or by words which tant amount. 1641 JER. TAYLO

Etta, uc. (1647) 36 Yet this will not tant'-amount to r-

immediate Divine institution for Deacons. 1659 FULL

than an hundred times its Value. 1716 M. DAVID Athen.

Brit. II. 211 Tant-ampunting, in a more reform d Perfection,

to the different Religious Orders.

2. trans. To amount or come up to (something) ;

to equal.
1659 T. PECKE Parnassi Puerp. 132 Account Hercules

Labours; they Twelve tantamount. 1683 Vind. Case

relating to Green-Wax-Fines 65 Your peaceable Subjects. .

whose indearment in that Case will taut-amount the Profits

falling short.

Hence t Ta-ntamounting ///. a. (obs. rare-") ;

whence t Ta-ntamou ntingly adv.,
'

eqnivalently,

in effect
'

(Davies).



TAN-TAN".

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. n. ii. 28 Did it not deserve the

Stab of Excommunication, for any dissenting from her

practice, tantamountingly to give her the Lie t

Tan-tan (tsentaen). [In quot. 1653 a. obs. F.

Ionian
'
the bell that hangs about the necke of a

cow
'

(Cotgr.) : in earlier F. also ten/an, ienten,

-tent ;
in quot. 1893 purely echoic.] Name for a

bell ;
also applied to the sound of a kettle-drum.

80

droning sound of. .a rude kind of flute, and the monotonous
tan-tan of a drum.

Tantany, obs. form of TANTONY.
Tantara (fce-ntara, tsenta-ra), int. and st>. Also

extended tantara-ra, ta'ntara-ra-ra, ta'ntarata'ra.

(Cf. TABATANTABA.) [Echoic.]
A. int. Imitative of the sound of a flourish

blown on a trumpet, or sometimes of a drum.
c 1537 W. GRAY ' Hunt is uf'ii. in W. Chappell Popular

Music I. 60 The woddes rejoyce at the mery noise Of hey
tantara tee rue ! 1380 H. GIFFORD Gilloflowers (Grosart)

60 Tantara, tantara, the trumpets sound, Which makes our

hearte with joy abound. 1589 Love fy Fortune C iij b, Then,
tantara tara, we shall haue good play. 1590 NASHE Pasouifs

Afol. I. Biv, Tantara, tantara, is he fled indeede? let me
sende a Sakar after him. a 1600 WinningofCades Chorus,
in Percy Reliqnes (1765) II. 224 Dub a dub, dub a dub,
thus strike their drums, Tantara, tantara, the Englishman
comes. 1644 Z. BOVD Card. Zion in Zion's Flowers (1855)

App. 12/1 The trump of war doth still Tantara blow. 1680

OTWAY Cains Marius HI. ii, Tantarara go the Trumpets.
1846 A. BECKETT Comic Nursery Tales 35.

B. so. A fanfare, or flourish of trumpets ; hence,

any similar sound.

1584 Reg. Stationers' Co. 19 July (Arb.) II. 434 [License
to print a ballad entitled] The saylers newe tantara. 1605
SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. in. Law 1009 A Heav'nly
Trump, a shrill Tantara blowes. 1641 EABL MONM. tr.

Biondis Civil Warres in. 118 There should want instru-

ments to outdoe the Tantaraes of the enemies contemptible
Campe. 1750-51 MRS. DELANY in Life ft Corr. (1861) Ser. i.

III. 17, I heard a tantarararaat the door, and in walked my
Mrs. Hamilton. 1843 LEVER jf. Hinton Iv, Amid a cheer. .

and a tantarara from the trumpets.
attrib. 1800 WORDSWORTH Andrew Joites i, I wish the

press-gang or the drum With its tantara sound would come
And sweep him from the village 1

Tantarum, var. TANTBDM. Tantaublin : see

TANTADLIN. Tante: see TAUNT, ATADNT i.

Tanten : see TANTON.
t Tanterueale. The name of some bird.

1575 E. HAKE tfewes Powles Churchyarde D ij b, Stent,
Stockard, Stampine, Tanterueale, and Wigeon of the best.

II Tanti (tse-ntai). [L. tanti ' of so much (value) ',

gen. of tantum, neut. of lantus so much.] Of so

much value, worth so much
; worth while. P'or-

merly also as an exclamation of contempt or

depreciation : So muchfor . . . !

1590 MARLOWE Edw. f/
t

i. i, Tanti ; I'll fawn first on the
wind That glanceth at my lips,

and flieth away. 16337. FISHER
Fuimus Troes III. vii. Fiii, No kingly menace or censo-
rious frowne Doe I regard. Tanti for all your power !

1639 T. LECHFOKD Note-Bit. (1885) 89 If the State & the
Elders thinke that the matters I treate on are not tanti or
that they are just occasion of Disturbance, a 1640 DAY
Parl. Bees Prol., That slights your errant or his art that

penn'd it, Cry Tanti: bid him kisse his Muse and mend it.

1757 WARBURTON Let. to Garrick 25 Jan., in Garrick's
Corr. (1831) 1. 78 Is it tanti to kill yourself, in order to leave
a vast deal ofmoney to your heirs? 1888 Athenaeum 29 Sept.
415/2 Was it quite tanti to write a fresh small monograph
so soon after Mr. Froude's '

Bunyan '.

t Tantilla-tion. Obs. nonce-wet, [f. L. tantill-

um a trifle, dim. f. tantus so great + -ATION (here
irregularly used).] A

trifling space (of time).
1651 BIGGS New Disf. r 237 As if in such a tantil l.ition or

moment of time.

t Tan-tin. Obs. nonce-wd. Imitation of the
sound of a bell : in quot. advb.
1711 AMHERST Terry Fit. No. 4r (1754) 217, I scarce had

slept : at six, tan tin The bell goes : servitor comes in.

Tantiny, obs. form of TANTONY.

Tantipartite (tasntipautsit), a. Math. [f. L.

tantus, -urn as much +partitus divided.] Homo-
geneous and of the first degree in each of a number
of sets severally, and so of total degree equal to
the number of the sets.

1858 CAYLEY Math. Papers II. 517 Such covariants may
be termed tantipartite covariants. 1860 Ibid. IV. 604 A
function which is linear in respect to several distinct sets of
variables separately is said to be tantipartite. . . Thus a
determinant is a tantipartite function of the lines or of the
columns.

Ta-ntity, nonce-wd., a rendering of mod.L.
tantitas,

' the fact of being or having so much ', f.

L. tantus so much.
[Attributed in some recent dictionaries (from Annandale's

Ogilvie, 1882, onward) to James Mill, who used only the
Latin (Elem. Human Mind, 1829, II. xiv. 2, 50)

'

Quanti-
tas, if n was kept to its original meaning, would still con-

"Sn
ta

"'itas '' Just ttfattrmty connotesy?/;V/iVj< '.]

Tantivy (tae-ntivi, tsenti-vi), adv., sb., a., int.
Now rare or arch. Also 7 tantivie, -vey, -ve, 8
-vee, -vi, tantwivy. [Origin obscure : ? echoic,
representing the sound of a horse's feet.]
fA. adv. At full gallop ; swiftly; headlong.

1641 BROME Jov. Crew iv. i, Up at five a' Clock in the
morning . .And Tantivy all the country over, where Hunting,

1648 Fraction iitHawking, or any Sport is to be made. 1848 Fraciio.

the Assembly j Till her Tongue travel'd tantivie, and n

then a Canterbury pace. 1690 Pagan Prince xxi. 58

(heading) How he rode Tantivy to Papimania. 1705
HICKERINGILL Priest-Cr. n. A ij bjlLike so many Asses) to let

Hypocrisy bestride them, . . and ride them Tantivee. 1785
GROSE Diet. Vutg. Tongue s. v., Away they went tantwivy,

away they went full speed. i8 SCOTT Peveril xxxiii,

There are those amongst us who ride tantivy to Rome, and
have already made out half the journey.

B. sb. 1. (from the adverb.) A rapid gallop ; a

ride at this pace. Also transf. saAJig.
a 1658 CLEVELAND Reply Parlt.-Officer Wks. (1687) 93,

I expected to hear from you in the Language of. . the Prodigal

Son, and not in such a Tantivy of Language. 1680 V. ALSOP

MischiefIniposit. xi. 94 Jogging on their own pace, neither

the high-trot nor the Tantive y. 1721 CIBBER Refusal iv, Ah 1

poor Soul 1 piteous bad ! All upon the Tantivy again 1 1854
THOREAU Walden iv. 125 The Tantivy ofwild pigeons, flying

by twos and threes athwart my view . . gives a voice to the air.

2. A nickname given to the post-Restoration

High-Churchmen and Tories, esp. in the reigns of

Charles II and James II.

This arose 1680-81, when a caricature was published in

which a number of High Church clergymen were repre-
sented as mounted upon the Church of England and '

riding

tantivy
'
to Rome, behind the Duke of York. Cf. 1681 Trial

of S. Colledge 25 Dugdale. And there is one Picture that I

have not shewed ytt...yefferies. There are some Church-
men ; what are they a doing? Dugdale. They are a parcel
of Tantivy men riding to Rome, and here's the Duke of

York, half Man, half Devil, trumpeting before them. Ibid.

59 Mr. Charlett. It was the pictures of the Tantivies and
the Towzer [Roger L'Estrange], and be told me they were
made by Colledge, he was a

very ingenious man. a 1734
NORTH Exam. i. ii. 130 About Haifa Dozen of the Tan.
tivies were mounted upon the Church of England, booted
and spurred, riding it, like an old Hack, Tantivy to Rome.
1680 81 G. HICKES SpiritofPopery 23 The Clergy, .called

them Priests, and Bishops, which in these days would pass
for Episcopal tantivies. 1681 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857)
I. 124 The former are called by the latter, tones, tantivies,

Yorkists, high flown church men, &c. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

6), Tantivy. . .Also a Nick-name given by the Dissenters to
a Worldly-minded Church-man, that bestirs himself for

Preferment. 1707 HEARNE Collect. 24 Feb. (O. H. S.) I.

336 Hei 1 day 1 What in the High-Rope I a high-Flyer and
a Tantivi 1 1730 SWIFT Vind. Ld. Carteret 27 Favouring
none but High-Church, High-flyers,. .Tip-top-gallon-men,
Jacobites, Tantivyes, Anti-Hanoverians [etc.). 1841 MAC.
AULAY Ess., Comic Dramatists (1887) 613 Collier.. was a

Tory of the highest sort, such as in the cant of his age was
called a Tantivy. 1849 Hist. Eng. ii. I. 256.

S. erron. applied to a blast or flourish on a horn.

1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg. Tongue s. v., Tantwivy was the
sound of the hunting horn in full cry, or that of a post horn.

1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales II. 97 A schoolboy put an
end to all the Childe Harolding by a tantivy on a bugle.

C. adj. ?orig., in tantivy men and the like,

attrib. use of B. i ; afterwards often of B. 2.

1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Ridens No. 7 (1713) I. 42 In
favour of the Tory and Tantivy Party. 1682 MRS. BEHN
City Heiress 30 Perverted with 111 Customs, Tantivie-

Opinions, and Court-Notions. i68a New Newsfr. Bedlam
26 Whereas you say it was a high Presbyterian Trot, I rather
believe it was a Tantivy Gallop. 1691 A ndros Tracts 11.246
Had King Rehoboam kept his Tantivy Doctrine of Passive
Obedience and Non Resistance to himself, . . the poor People
had been his Servants for ever, 1715 State Quacks 21 High
Tantivee Scaramouches make Choice of a vast Heap of

Epithets as unintelligible . . as impertinent 1826 SCOTT
Woodst. xx, Master Wildrake is one of the old school one
ofthe tantivy boys. 1884 Q. Rev. July 32 Birmingham itself

. . to become as great a stronghold of '

tantivy
'

politics as it

was in the days when it rabbled Priestley.

D. int. An imitation of the sound of galloping
or scudding feet ; later (erron.) of the sound of a
horn.

1697 VANBRUCH JEsop n. i, Msop.-'Kta. (like some of our
friends) they found Twas safer much to scour. Rog. Tantive 1

Tantive 1 Tantive ! 1710 D'URFF.Y Pills (1872) II. 188 Tan.
tivee, tivee, tivee, tivee, High and Low. Hark, hark how
the merry merry Horn does blow. 1821 Sporting Mag.
VIII. 156 Tantivy I tantivy 1 the hunting-horn blew.

t Tantivy, z>. Obs. rare. [f. prec.]
1. intr. To ride full tilt

;
to hurry away.

1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Ridens No. 29 (1713) I. 186
You will Tantivy then out of Town. 1796 MME. D ARBLAY
Camilla ill. viii, Pray where are they gone, tantivying ?

2. trans. ?To call 'tantivy'; to 'give it him'
for calling one 'tantivy*.
1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Ridens No. 54 (1713) I. 218

Never a word said to them for Torying, Tantivying and
Masquerading his Majesty's most loyal and dutiful Subjects.
1711 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 10 Oct., I'll

'

tantivy
'

him with
a vengeance.

t Tantivyism. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ISM.] The
practice or principles oftantivies : seeTANTivY sb. 2.
c 1680 HicKERiNGiLt Hist. Whiggism n. Wks. 1716 I. ico
He was afterwards made Bishop of Chichester, and then
Bishop of Norwich, just as Mr. Mountague leapt, and
perhaps upon the same rise and advantage of the ground,
Tantiviisme. 1681 T. FLATMAK Heraclitm Ridens No. 7
(1713) I. 40 A Church of England Man maintaining the
necessity of the words As by Law now Establish'd, which
you know is Tantivyism and Toryism in the highest degree.
Ibid. No. 20 I. 135 To profess sincere Loyalty to his
Majesty's Person and Government, to give him humble
Thanks for his Gracious Promises in his Declaration . .b now
become perfect Toryism, Tantivyism, and tantum non
Abhornsm.

[Tantling, in Johnson (whence in subsequent
dictionaries), a suggested alteration of TANLING in
Shaks. Cymb. iv. iv. 29.]

TANTUPLE.

IITaut ne quant, ado. phr. Obs. rare. Also 4
taunt ne caunt. [OF. (ne) tant ne

t/uant.] In
no wise, not at all.

13.. J
1

. Eng. Leg. (MS. Bodl. 779) in Herrig's Arcltw
LXXXII. 341/236 He ne tornyd one his boujt nober taunt
ne caunt. 1390 GOWER Coitf. I. 241 Mi goode Sone, as of
Supplant Thee thar noght drede tant ne quant.

f Ta-ntO, st>. Obs. rare. [app. erroneous form
and use of Sp. tantco computation, calculation,
number ofcounters for marking a game : perh. tan-
toes is mispr. for tanteos.] A counter used in gaming.
1646 EARL MONM. tr. Biondis Civil Warres ix. 196

Honours are the Alchimy of Princes, which like Gamesters
Tantoes, are worth as much, as they are made to be worth.

II Tanto (ta-nta), adv. Mus. [It. :-L. tantum
so much.] So, so much : as allegro non tanto,
fast, but not too much so.

1876 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terms.
Tantoblin : see TANTADLIN.
t Tanton. Obs. [Short for Saint Anthon : cf.

T 7, and next.] In Tanton man : an inmate of
a hospital, or the like, dedicated to Saint Anthony
1515 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 65 To every Tanten man ther

dwellyng iiij d., to pray for my sowll.

Tantony (tse-ntani), sb. Also 7 -any, 8 -iny.
[f.

T 7 + ANTHONY.] A shortened form of St.

Anthony, chiefly used attrib. in reference to the
attributes with which the saint was represented (cf.
Mrs. Jamieson Sacred & Legendary Art (1848) II.

367-379), as tantony crutch, tantony pouch, spec.
b. (more fully tantony tell) a hand-bell

; a small
church bell : see quots. c. (more fully tantony
pig) [St. Anthony being the patron of swine-herds,
and represented as accompanied by a pig], the
smallest pig of a litter ; also fg. said of one who
very closely or obsequiously follows another : cf.

context ofquot 1 598, and quot. 1662 s.v. ANTHONY.
8. 1594 LYLY Moth. Bomb. 11. i, The dudgen dagger, by

which hanges his tantonie pouch.
b. 1567 Gudt I, Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 173 The Paip He had

to sell the Tantonie bell And Pardonis thairin was. 1854
Miss BAKER fforthamft. Gloss., Tantony. the small bell
over the church-porch, or between the chancel and the
nave : the term is also applied to any small hand-bell.
'

Ring the tantony
'

is evidently a corruption of St Anthony,
the emblem of that saint being a bell at his tau-staff, or
round the neck of his accompanying pig. 1873 ELLACOMBE
Ch. Bells Devon, etc ix. 497. 1904 in Eng. Dial. Diet.
(Hunts.), Tantony, the name given to a bell which is rung at
the entrance gate of the grounds at Kimbol ton Castle to give
notice of the arrival of visitors. [See N. f, Q. 8 Feb. 1851,
105/1 i 14 June 484/1.1
C. [1598 STOW Sum. Land. (1603) 185 Whereupon was

raysed a prouerbe, such a one will follow such a one, and
whine as it were an Anthonie pig.] 1659 GAUDEN Tears oj
Ch. 595 Some are such Cossets and Tantanies that they
congratulate their Oppressors and flatter their Destroyers.
1738 SWIFT Pol. Coxvcrsat. 76 She made me follow her last
Week through all the Shops like a Tantiny Pig. 1765
BICKERSTAFFE Love in Village I. ix, To see you dangling
after me every where, like a tantony pig. 1891 BESANT
St. Katherine's by the Ttnuer I. 148 They run the same
way like Tantony pigs.

Hence f Ta-ntony, talitany v., to follow con-

stantly or closely like a tantony pig.
1675 CROWNB Country Wit v, Do not follow and tantany

us, Mr. Ramble, for, I declare positively, thou shall never
have my daughter.

II Ta'ntra. [Skr. tantra loom, warp, hence

groundwork, principle, system, doctrine, f. tan to

stretch, extend.] One of a class of Hindu

religious works in Sanskrit, of comparatively recent

date, chiefly of magical and mystical nature
; also,

of a class of Buddhist works of similar character.

uvgnMVU* tutl*. u*, A Mill IU1UII11CU, 111.II lllc AMJIUBQ I.UI-

lectively are noticed in very ancient compositions. 1901
Mission. Rec. U. F. Ch. Scotl. Sept. 411/2 The Tantras,
the sacred books of the Shakti worshippers.
Hence Ta'ntric a., of or pertaining to the Tan-

tras ; Ta-ntrism, the doctrine or principles of the

Tantras ; Ta'ntrist, an adherent of tantrism.
i88> OGILVIE (Annandale), Tantrism. 1891 tr. De La Saus-

saye's Hist. Sc. Relig. Ixxv. 622 Tantrism . . is common to

Buddhistand Hinducommunities. 1891 Cent. Diet., Tantrist.

1905 Q. Rev. July 201 The Buddhist worship of these deities

U undoubtedly due to Tantric influence.

Tantrum (tse-ntrm). colloq. Also 8-9 tan-

tarum. [Origin unascertained.
(In Wallis's Room for the Cobbler of Gloucester (1668) 4

tantrum appears as a Welshman's mispronunciation of

anthem, but apparently has no connexion with this word.)]

An outburst or display of petulance or ill-temper ;

a fit of passion. Mostly in//.
1748 FOOTE Knights n. Wks. 1799 I. 84 None of your

fleers 1..Your tantrums ! You are grown too headstrong
and robust for me. 1754 SHEBBEARE Matrimony (1766) I.

122 Where did the Wench get these Tantarums into her

Head? 1776 MRS. DELANY in Life * Corr. Ser. n. (1862)
II. 206 Treating him with some contempt when he is in

his tantrums. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 217 An author,

whowasalwaysinatantrumifinterrupted. 1837 DISRAELI
yenetia i. vi, He goes into his tantarums at the aobey. 1884
Times 12 Mar. 3 The defendant told him not to get into a

tantrum.

fTa-ntuple, a. Obs. [f. L. lantus so great,



TAN-VAT.

after QOADRCPLE, etc.] That is so many times
another quantity ; equimultiple.
1656 HOBBES Six Lessons iii. Wks. 1845 VII. 240 The

antecedents are of their consequents loluple or tantuple,
that is, equimultiple.

Tan-vat (tse-nvset). Also 6-8 -fat. [f. TAN
v. or sb. + VAT.] The receptacle, a tub, cistern,

pit, or the like, containing the ' ooze
'

in which the
hides are laid in tanning.
1591 GREENE Upst. Courtier Wks. (Grosarl) XI. 261

Howe comes this to passe? by your tnnne.fats for sooth.

1615 E. S. Britain's Buss in Arb. Garner 111. 630 Every
net must be tanned in a tan-fat. 1655 FUU.KK Ch. Hist. vi.
ii. i. 1779 K. BEATTV in J. L. Hardenbergh Jrnl. (1879)
65 There was a tanfat farm with several Hides at a tannery
which the soldiers got. 1818 WEBSTER, Tan-vat. 1895
S. R. HOI.K Little Tour Amer. 86 Grant tried [hat
[tanning], but found no gold in the tan-vat.

Tany, Tanya, var. TAWNY, TANIA.
Tanyan, var. TANGHAN, Tibetan horse.

t Ta-nystome. Ent. Obs. [a. F. tanys/ome,
f. Gr. ravv-fiv to stretch + arifta mouth.] A fly of
Latrellle'a second farnily of Diptera, 7'anystomala,
including the gad-Hies and their allies. Hence
t Tanystomate, f Tanystomine, f Tanysto-
mous ai/js. Obs.
1860 MAVNE Expos. Lex,, Tanyslomus. -long-mouthed ;

applied to a Family, .of the Diptera: tanystomous.

Tanzey, tanzie, tanzy, variants of TANSY.
II Tanzib (tanzrb). Also 8 tanjeeb, 9 tanjib.

[Persian, f. ^ tan body + ,_jr zi6 adornment.]
A fine kind of Indian muslin made chiefly in Oudh.
1717-41 CHAMUERS Cycl. s.v. Muslin, There are various

kinds of muslins brought from the East-Indies; chiefly
Bengali ; belelles, larnatans,. .tanjeebs. 1864 J. S. BUCKLE
Mann/. Compeiid. p. xi, 49 inches wide Tanjib, 38 yards
long 14X101.6., 14 picks or threads in i inch of the warp,
and 10 picks or ihieads in 4 inch of the weft. 1880 BIRD-
WOOD lad. Arts 11.8s A tanzib or tanjib muslin.

Taoism (ta-|iz'm). Also taou-, tau-, tavism.
[f. Chinese too way, path, right way (of life), reason
+ -I8M.] A system of religion, founded upon the
doctrine of the ancient Chinese philosopher Lao-
tsze (or Lao-tzu), born 604 B. c., set forth in the
work Tao tl king, 'Book of reason and virtue",
attributed to him. It ranks with Confucianism and
Buddhism as one of the three religions of China.
1839 Chinese Repository VII. 511 We have all this time

been working through the mazes of Taouism. .merely to
give a better explanation of the notions of this sect. 1858MAX MiiLLER Chips (1880) I. ii. 51 The religious system of
LaoKe, or the Tao-ism of China. 1903 Rev. Missions Mar.
539 Taoism, an older religion than Buddhism dating indeed
from before the teachings of Confucius was so purely beau-
tiful as delivered by Lao-tsze, its great teacher.

Taoist (taVMst), sb. (a.) Also taou-. [f. as

prec. + -1ST.] An adherent of Taoism.
1839 Chinese Repository VII. 520 The Taouists are by no

means behind in referring to an abode of lasting bliss, which
does however still exist on earth. 1863 ALCOCK Capital
Tycoon I.

~

creed bi

It [the
Bible of the Taouists.

b. attrib. or as adj. Of or belonging to the
Taoists or to Taoism.
1839 MALCOLM Trav. II. in. v. 184 Great officers, and even

the emperor himself, build and endow Boodhistand Taouist
temples. 1881 Athenaeum 16 Sept. 361/2 With the excep-
tion of Lapu-tsze, the early Taouist

philosophers have found
no place in English literature. . .Though professing to be
followers of Laou.tsze, they never perfectly understood him
and perverted his doctrines into childish babblings.
Hence Taoi stic a.

1856 MEADOWS Chinese 440 Representatives ofa Buddhistic

TAP.
out the hot water. 1768 COOK I'oy. round World i. ii.

('773' '7 It was impossible.. to draw out any of its contents
by a tap. 1874 MICKLETHWAITK Mod. far. Churches 185A few taps only are turned, and all is ready for lighting.

oes owever st exst on eart. 13 ALCOCK Capital
Tycoon I. 392 [To] feel, or affect, great contempt for any
creed but that of Taouists. 1885 Athenxum 17 Oct. 500/3
It [the

* Taou tin-king 'J may be considered, therefore, as the

Rationalistic system is about as old as Confucianism.

Tap (tsep), i*.l Forms : I teeppa, 4 teppe, 5-7
tappe, 7 tapp, 5- tap. [Com. Teutonic : OE.
tstppa (wk. masc.) = OLG. *tappo (MDu., MLG.,
LU. tappe, EFris. tappe, tap, Du. tap, NFris. tap),
OHG. zap/a (MHG. lajft, Ger. zap/en), ON.
tappi (Sw. tapp, Da. tap) :-OTeut. *tappon-, orig.
a tapering cylindrical stick or peg (cf. tap-root).']
1. A cylindrical stick, long peg, or stopper, for

closing and opening a hole bored in a vessel ;

hence, a hollow or tubular plug through which
liquid may be drawn, having some device for

shutting off or governing the flow; nsed especially
in drawing liquor from a cask, or water from a pipe,
and for regulating the flow of gas, steam, etc. ; a

cock, a faucet.

c 1050 in Techmer's Int. Zeiischr. far allg. Sfrachtvls-
sensch. II. 120 Donne bu win habban wille, bonne do bu mid
binum twam fingrum, swilce bu txppan of tunnan onteon
wille. Ibid., Taeppan teon. 1340 Ayenb. 27 Vor hit be-
houeb bet zuich wyn yerne by be teppe ase ber is ine be
tonne. 1:1440 Promp. Para. 486/2 Tappe, of a vessel,
ductillus, clipsidra. 1530 PALSGR. 279/1 Tappe or spygote
to drawe drinke at, chnntepleure. 1588 Marprel. Epist.
(Arb.) 38 Sir leffry. .tooke such vnkindenes at the alehouse,
that he sware he would neuer goe againe into it.. the tap
had great quietnes and ease therby. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury in. xx. (Roxb.) 231 The Cock or Tapp, letting

VOL. IX.

c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's Frol. 36 As many a yeer as it is
. . Syn that my lappe [v. r. tap] of lif began to rennc. 1599
Eroughtan's Let. xi. 37 This whole tractate of yours,.. is

but the droppings of other men* taps. 1658 GURNALL Chr.
in Arm. II. veise 16. viii. (1669) 203/2 Labour to take the
advantage ofthy present relenting frame,., now the Ordinance
hath thawed the Tap. 1907 Daily Chron. 18 Apr. 5/6 There
was certainly a 'tap on', as the vulgar phrase is, in the
market yesterday, and much scrip was thrown out at 4 to \

premium.
C. On (in) tap, on draught, ready for immediate

consumption or use (///. and Jig.), f To sell by
tap (Sc. 06s.), to sell in small quantities, to retail.

1483 SeillofCaus, Edin. 2 May (Jam.), That no common
cremaris of the tonne wsc to sell be tap ony hammermans
work. 1861 LOWELL Biglow P. Ser. u. 54 Who is he that .

has eloquence always on tap ? 1891 T. HARDV Tess i, There's
a pretty brew in lap at the Pure Drop.
2. a. A tap-room or tap-house, tolloi],
1715 tfrtv Cant. Diet. s.v. Tape, The Renters of the Tap

..in Newgate. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. II. 11 June,
Rabbit him ! the tap will be ruined. 1837 J. D. LANG N. S.
Wales II. 102 He had been drinking in the Tap over-night.
1857 HUGHKS Tent Brown I. iv, Guard emerges from the tap,
where he prefers breakfasting.

b. A pit in which tan-liquor is mixed;
LEACH si.2 t. 1 Ol>s.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 307/1 Strong liquor
called ooze or wooze prepared in pits called letches or taps
kept for the purpose, by infusing ground bark in water.

8. a. The liquor drawn from a particular tap;
a particular species or quality of drink. Also//.
a particular strain or kind of anything, colloq.
1613 tr. Favine's Tlteat. Hon. i. i. i Such a one was called

a Gentleman of the first Tappe. 183* L. HUNT Redi
Bacchus in Tuscany 75 Those Norwegians and those LapsHave extraordinary taps. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair
xxxiv, I wish my aunt would send down some of this to the
governor; it's a precious good tap. 1871 O. W. HOLMES
Poet Breakf.-!. vi. (1885) 139 Sentiment wasn't his tap.
looa A. BIRRELL W. Hazlitt iv. 55 His [Hazlitt's] 'tap'
was too bitter, his stride too long.

b. Short for Tap-cinder: see 6.

1878 URE Diet. Arts IV. 493 Using such purple ore in the
ordinary way, as fettling in conjunction with '

tap ', pottery
mine, etc.

4. Mech. A tool nsed for cutting the thread of
an internal screw, consisting of a male screw of
hardened steel, grooved lengthways to form cutting
edges, and having a square head so that it may be
turned by a wrench.
1677 MOXON Mech. Excrc. ii. 31 Turn about the tap in the

hole, and make grooves and threds in the Nut. 1816 [see
screw nut : SCREW jAl 22). 1875 Carpentry f, Join. 81 A tap
..to cut the requisite thread inside the nut. 1884 F. J.
BRITTEN Watch t, Clockm. 232 Taps for watch makers' use
are made by running a piece of steel through a screw plate.
5. An object having the shape of a slender

tapering cylinder, as an icicle ; esp. a tap-root.
1658 PHILLIPS, /siclt,..a tappe of ice, a drop of water

frozen. 1796 C. MARSHALL Garden, xix. (1813) 318 The tap
of the oak will make its way downward, in a direct line,
through the hardest soils. 1857 H. MILLER Test. Rocks xi.

497 The central axes of the trees do not elongate downwards
into a tap but throw out horizontally on every side a thick
net-work of roots.

6. allrib. and Comb,, as, in sense I
, tap-dropping

(also taps-droppings), -maker, -spirits ;
in sense 2,

lap-boy, -man
; also tap-auger, an auger for bor-

ing tap-holes ; tap-bar, a testing bar placed in a
cementation furnace and withdrawn for inspection
during the process (Cent. Diet. 1891); tap-bolt,
a threaded bolt which is screwed into a part, as

distinguished from one that penetrates it and re-

ceives a nut ; tap-borer, a tapering instrument for

boring bung-holes or tap-holes ; tap-cinder, the

slag or refuse produced in a puddling furnace;
tap-dressing, decoration of wells at Whitsuntide,
a Derbyshire custom ; t tap-lead, = tap-trough ;

tap-plate, a steel plate having holes, wormed and
notched, for cutting external threads; a screw-

plate (Knight Diet. Mech. 1877); tap-rivet, tap-
screw, = tap-bolt (hence tap-rivet v. trans., to
secure by tap-rivets ; tap-riveting, the use of tap-
rivets) ; f tap-shaokled a.,

'
fettered

'

by drink,
drunk ; f tap-staff, a staff used to stop the tap-hole
of a mash-tub ; f tap-stone, (?) ; tap-tool, =
sense 4 ; t tap-tree, -

tap-staff-, t tap-trough,
a leaden trough used in brewing ; tap-water,
water drawn through a tap ; spec, water supplied
by a system of pipes and taps for household use ;

t tap-whips, tap-whisk, dialect variants of TAP-
HOSE ; f tap-wort, the dregs of ale or beer ; tap-
wrench, a wrench for turning a tap-tool. See
also TAP-HOLE, TAP-HOSE, etc.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury Hi. 317/2 (Coopers' Instruments)
"Tap Auger. 1864 WEBSTER, ^Tap-bolt. 1877 KNIGHT Diet.
Mech.,

*
Tap-borer. 1801 G. HANGER Life 11.97 A*tap-boy

at a public-house. 1861 Lond. Rev. 16 Feb. 167 In the pro-
cess of making malleable iron, which is called 'puddling ',

there is a large quantity of refuse, known as '

'lap-cinder '.

1894 Daily iVrws 23 Apr. 8/4 Some time ago it was dis-

covered thai this tap cinder contained an amount of phos-p mrus winch rendered it of nufficiem service for Wic
:l.makinR as to Juitify the cost of its tranimijsion for toil

o the continent. 1(51 in N./l Q. 2nd Ser. IX.43 i/iA great deal of ..
;, ,,&,<,] in ,he. .' 'lap.

U rpiwev'^
' '

<&' l
."

el was collectins [nowers] for
the Pilsley Well or lap' dressing. ,89, Daily Kews

'
'

, . r .,-r ,^. -r...A ,,, ^ j 4 my MIC cacri
composed of two angle-irons, 'lap-riveted or screwed (and
not through riveted) to the bottom plating. 1874 TIIEAKLK
Naval Archil. 79 It is connected to the stem, either by

191 Cent. Viet., 'Tap.scrcw. 1604 J. MORRIS Conniitl.lk
(Brit. Mus. Roy. MS. 12 I! v) If. 6b, A scholler of Cam-
bridge being somewhat 'tap-shackled walking in the streete
met a blacke bull, c 1608 HEALEV Disc. New World 83 [ He]
being truoly tapp-shackled, mUtooke the window for the dore.
14.. l/oc.\n Wr..Wulcker572/i3CVr;<J'a,aOtap-,laf. i688K.
HOLME Armoury in. 319/2 The Brewers Thorn with the 'Jap
Staffthrough the middle of it. 1703 J. MORE Engl. Interest
(ed. 2) 66 After this, you must lift up your Tap-staffe, and
let out about a Gallon [from the mash-vat), .and put it up

"

again, stopping your Tap.hole. 1521 Wills i, tnv. N. C.
(Surtees 1835) 106 Also I bequetb to my son John Trollop. .

the brewehouse..a brewclede with a mashefall and a 'tap-
stone with a bollong arke and the bras potles called Thorn-
ley Pottes. 1874 1 HEARLE Naval Archil. 127 Screwing the
rivet inloasciew hole previously prepaied for it by means
of a 'tap tool '. 1483 CatA. Angl. 378/1 A 'Tap tre, cer.
mi/a, clipcidra. 1743 R. MAXWELL Sel. Tr. Soc. Improv.
Agnc. Scot. 284 Take out your Cork, or Tap-tree, and have a
Tub below to receive the Lee that comes oft 1335 in Riley
Land. Mem. (1868) 194, i 'tappetroghe [of lead). 1881
IVNDALL Float. Matter Air 81 Ice-water, distilled water
and 'tap-waier . .deprived of their powers of infection. 1898
P. MANSON Trop. Diseases i. 32 Wash in tap water and
then in distilled water, dry and mount in zylol balsam. 1743
Land, tr Country Brew. iv. (ed. 2) 267 In [a Mash-Tub)
fix a Brass Cock of thiee Quarters of an Inch Bore in a
"Tapwhips, or do it by Plug and Basket. 1854 Miss BAKER
Northampt. Gloss., 'Tap-whisk. 1881 Leicester. Gloss.,
Tap-whist,. .the wicker strainer placed at the back of the
tap inside a mash-vat, &c. 1581 BRETON Toyts Idle Head
Wks. (Grosart) 26/2 A cuppe of small 'Tap worte. 1815
J. SMITH Panorama Sc. if Art I. 40 The 'lap-wrench U
simply a lever, with a hole.. to admit the rectangular head
of the tap, for the purpose of turning it round.

Tap (tap), s6.* Forms : 4 tap(p)e, 5 tapp, 6-
tap. [f. TAP V* So OFris. tap; cf. F. tape slap.]
1. A single act of tapping ; a light but audible

blow or rap ; the sound made by such a blow.
13.. Caw. f, Gr. Knt. 406 ?if I be telle trwly, quen I |>e

tape haue. Ibid. 2357 At be (>rid bou fayled bore, & ber-for
bat lappe la be. a 1466 CHAS. DK. ORLEANS Poems (Roxb.) 7
As strokis grete not

tippe, nor tapp, do way The rewdisshe
child so best lo shall he Wynne. (11577 GASCOIGNB Adv.
F. I. Wks. (Roxb.) I. 463 Much greater is the wrong that
rewardelh euill for good, than that which requireth tip for

tap. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. 1Y, 11. L 206 This is the right
Fencing grace (my Lord) tap for tap and so part faire.
c 1614 FLETCHER, etc. Wit at Sev. Weapons HI. i, But when
a man's sore beaten o' both sides already, Then the least

tap in jest goes to the guts on him. I7o JFNVNS Art
Dancing u. Poems (1761) 21 Let them a while their nimble
feet restrain. And with soft taps beat time to ev'ry strain.

1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Atyst. Udolpho vii, A gentle tap at
the chamber-door roused her. 1861 SftuSiVBM Sons II. vii.

104 The convicts were called off by the tap of a drum. 1877
hncjfcl. Brit. VII. 609/2 Rolling croquet .. is made by
trailing the mallet after the balls as soon as the stroke or

tap is made.
b. Tap-tap, a repeated tap; a series of taps;

also adv.

1837 THACKERAY Ravensitring ii, Mr. Tressle's man . .

ceased his tap-tap upon the coffin. 1840 MARRVAT Poor
Jack xxiii, The water went tap, tap, tap against the bends.

1905 E. CHANDLER Unveiling of Lhasa xii. 212 The tap-
tap of the Maxim, like a distant woodpecker, in the valley.

2. PI. Taps (U.S. A/Hit.): a signal sounded on
the drum or trumpet, fifteen minutes after the

tattoo, at which all lights in the soldiers' quarters
are to be extinguished. Sounded also, like last

post (POST so.s ) over the grave of a soldier.
1861 Index (U. S.) 25 Sept., I well remember how '

at

taps' we were wont to huddle together in our narrow
Quarters, each man's knapsack serving for his pillow. 1869
T. W. HIGGINSON Army Life (1870) 34 The mystic curfew
which we call 'taps*. 1891 Cambridge (Mass.) Tribune
10 Jan. 8/5 The customary volleys were fired over the

grave, and Bugler Fitzgerald sounded 'taps', the soldier's

last sad farewell. 1904 ]. A. Rlis Roosevelt viii. 199 Taps
bad been sounded long since.

3. A piece of leather with which the worn-down
heel or sole of a boot is made up and repaired or

tapped' (U.S."); a plate or piece of iron with
which the heel is shielded ; also, the sole of a shoe

(Eng. dial.). (Cf. TAP .2 3.)
On one's taps, on one's feet ; on the move : busy.
1688-1: 1850 [see HEEL-TAP so. i]t 1844 W. BARNES Poems
K ural Life G\ctss., Tap, the sole ofa shoe. 1855 HAI.IBL-HIO.-:

Nat. ft Hum. Nat. 11. 332 They have to be on their taps
most all the time. 1864 WEBSTER, Tap. .the piece of leather
fastened upon the bottom of a boot or shoe in tapping it,

or in repairing or renewing the sole or heel. z88s JACO
11
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TAP.

Cornw. Class., Tap, the sole of a boot or shoe. Also the

iron.. 'scute 'of the heel, 'heel tap .

4. Comb. Tap-piece = 3 ;
hence Tap-piece v., to

repair with a tap-piece.

1903 R. WATSON Chiton xiv. 235 Mony a day I hae

tappieced and heeled your auld shoon.

Tap, sb? OPP- short for TAPNET; cf. also

TOP rf. :i

] A rush-basket (usually containing c 28 Ibs.)

in which figs of an inferior quality are imported.
Comb, tap-figs (colloq. shortened to taps'), figs of

the quality imported in taps.
c 1860 [Recollected in use). \gocjWholfsale Grocer's Price-

list, Figs.. Layers o/-.. ;o/- per cwt. Taps, ig/-.. .Naturals

25/6. 1910 Produce Mark, Rev. 19 Feb. 155 Figs.. Layer

Figs. .Pulled figs.. Naturals..Comadra, Taps.

|| Tap (tap), rf.* East Ind. [a. Pers. tap fever,

heat
;
= Skr. tapa heat, tapa heat, pain, torment.]

Malarial fever.

1882 F. M. CRAWFORD Mr. Isaacs xii, Unless I feared the

tap, the bad kind of fever which infests all the country at

the base of the hills.

Tap (trep), Z*.
1 Forms : I tseppian, 5-6 tappe,

6 tape, 7-8 tapp, 5- tap ; also Sc. (in sense 4,

4b) 5-7 top(pe, 6 talp, 6-7 tope, 7 taip,(topt).

[Com. Teutonic: OE. tseppian, from txppa TAP
st.l = MLG., MDu., LG., andDu. tappen, MHG.,
Ger. zap/en, ON., Sw. tappa, Da. tappe, all from

the cognate sbs. Cf. F. taper, to plug, from OLG.]
I. To open (a cask, reservoir).

1. trans. To furnish (a cask, etc.) with a tap or

spout, in order to draw the liquor from it.

c 1050 in Technicr'sInt.Zeitschr.filrallg.Sprachivissensch.
(1885) II. 125 jyf be sedryptes wines lyste, ponne do 3u mid
'inum swybran scytefingre on bine wynstran hand, swylce

, 'U taeppian wille, and wasnd binne scy tefinger adune. 1483
Calh. Angl. 378/1 To Tappe, ceruidare. 1570 LEVINS
Manip. 27/22 To Tappe, _flstutui oddere. 1606 PHILLIPS

(ed. 5), To Tapp a Vessel, to fix a Tapp in the Bung-hole.,
thereby to draw out the Liquor. 1832 LYTTON Eugene A.
HI. iii, I will tap a barrel on purpose for you. 1880 Act
43 ^ 44 Viet. c. 24 90 The rectifier must not..tap, open,
alter, or change any cask, -containing any such spirits.

2. To pierce (a vessel, tree, etc.) so as to draw off

its liquid contents; to broach; to draw liquid from

(any reservoir) ; slang, to draw blood from the nose,
e. g. To bore into (a tree) so that sap may exude ; to allow

the molten metal to run from (a furnace) ; to pierce the wall
of (a reservoir), to drain (a marsh).

1694 WESTMACOTT Serift. Hero. 12 It [the Quicken] will
ield a liquor, if tapt as we do birch in the spring. 1791
iiLKNAF Hist. Nan tfantfsh. III. 114 The season for

tapping the [maple] trees is in March. 1809 Nat. Hist, in
Ann. Ktg. 843/1 The maple tree .. the oftener it is tapped
the better. 1831 HT. MARTINEAU Hill % Vail. iv. 60 He
was just going to tap the furnace, i. e. to let out the fused
iron. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge li, Perhaps, sir, he
kicked a county member, perhaps sir he tapped a lord.,
blood flowed from noses, and perhaps he tapped a lord.
c 1865 J. WYLDE in Circ. Sc. I. 410/2 The tree is

'

tapped
'

;

that is, a hole is cut into it.., and the resin exudes. 1868
CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. (1872) X. App. 199 What bogs he has
tapped and dried, what canals he has dug. 1878 HUXLEY
Pnysiogr.ij The natural reservoir beingthus tapped, a spring
of water flows out. 1900 G. C. BRODRICK Mem. ft Impr. 515The Braemar air. .coming across treeless granite mountains
which tap the rain-clouds as they sweep over.

b. spec, in Surg. To pierce the body-wall of

(a person) so as to draw off accumulated liquid ;

to drain (a cavity) of accumulated liquid.
1655 [see TAPPING vM. rf.'J. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 62

F ii, I have ever since my Cure been. -dropsical; therefore
I presume it would be much better to tap me. 1778 LATHAM
in PhiL Trans. LXIX. 56, I tapped her once in a fort-

night. 1807-16 S. COOPER first Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 527 If
any of the viscera protruded . . he used to reduce them, and

i

then tap the hydrocele in the common manner. 1869 G.
LAWSON Dis. Eye (1874) 7J Tapping the anterior chamber
with a fine needle, and letting off the aqueous, will often do
good. 1898 AUbutt's Syst. Meii. V. 788 The peritoneal
cavity and pleura become repeatedly full of fluid and have
to be tapped again and again.

c. To tap an electric wire or cable : to divert

part of the current, esp. so as to intercept a tele-

graphic communication.
1879 PRESCOTT SJ. Telephone 108 The telephone presents

facilities for the dangerous practice of tapping the wire.
1891 K Y. Tribune 15 Jan. 7/5 (Funk) By tapping the wire

[

message from Guttenburg the operator could interrupt
;

i

gratify a private whim for news. 1897 Daily News 14 July
3/4 Extraordinary allegations of '

tapping
'

telegraph wires

Count
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3. Jig. To open up (anything) so as to liberate
or extract something from it; to open, penetrate,
break into, begin to use.

82

1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop Ixiii, Here I am full of evidence

Tap me ! 1864 Home News 19 Dec. 19/2 So well had the

interior of India been tapped by new roads. 1871 RAYMOND
Statist. Mines * Mining 268 It is the intention of the owner

to tap the vein by a tunnel. 1878 W. J. THOMS in Folk Lore

Rec. I. Pref. 16 Mr. Gomme has 'tapped' (I thank thee,

Horace Walpole, for teaching me that word) has tapped
a subject which is, I believe, new in this country. 1901

Essex Weekly News 29 Mar. 5/1 The first gentleman who
was tapped for a subscription generously promised y>. 1903
F. W. H. MYERS Human Personality I. 315 While he was

entranced, we endeavoured to 'tap' Mr. Browne.

II. To draw off (liquid, etc.).

4. To draw (liquor) from a tap ; to draw and sell

in small quantities. Also fig.

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 95 Me thynkith Je ben tapsteres

in alle that ?e don : ;e tappe jour absoluciones that ;e bye at

Rome. 1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. 20 These Bussards

thinke knowledge a burthen, tapping it before they haue
halfe tunde it. 1611 Sc. Acts Jos. VI (1816) IV. 669/2
Four pundis . . of ilk Tune of wyne To be toppit, ventit, and
sauld in smallis within the said burgh. 1665 Phil. Trans.

I. 46 The boyled liquor., is tapp'd out of the said Kettles,

through holes beneath. 1677 Act 29 Chas. II, c. 2 | i

Any.. person or persons who doe or shall sell or tap out

Beere or Ale publiquely or privately. 1737 (title) An Act
for laying a Duty of Two Penies Scots upon every Scots

Pint of Ale and Beer brewed for Sale, brought into, vended,

tapped, or sold within the Town of Aberbrothock. 1743
Lond. <V Country Brew. in. (ed. 2) 236 The Beer or Ale in

a Week after should be tapt. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust i. ii.

(1875) II. 13 The City Council too must tap their liquor.

1872 YEATS Techn. Hist. Comm. 126 On festive occasions,
these lords alone possessed the privilege of tapping wine.

fb. transf. To retail (any commodity). Sc.Obs.

1478-9 Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1869) I. 37 That na regratour

by nor tap any vittale to regrate agane vnder the payne of

pvnissing be the baillies after the tenour of the first act.

Ibid., Top [see TAPPER' i b]. 1538 Aberdeen Regr. XVI.
(Jam.), For the spilling of the mefkat in-bying of wittail in

gryt, & topping tharof befor none. I573~4 Burgh Rec.

Glasgow (1876) I. 450 To pas to Dunbertane to arreist

schippis for talping of greit salt. 1605 in Gross GildMerck.
(1890) I. 222 To tapp tar, oil, butter, or to tapp eggs. 1615
Stirling Council Rec. in Trans. Nat. Hist. <y Archxol. Soc.

Stirling (190-2) 61 Na craftsman [sal] buy, top, nor sell any
merchand wairis.

C. absol. To draw liquor ; to act as tapster.
a 1597 PEELE fests Wks. (Rtldg.) 619/1 Those bomborts

that live by tapping, between the age of
fifty

and three-
score. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. i. iii. ii, I will entertaine
Bardolfe : he shall draw; he shall tap. 1625 MASSINGER
New Way iv. ii, For which gross fault I here do damn thy
license, Forbidding thee ever to tap or .draw.

5. To draw off (liquid) from any source.

'597 [see TAPPING ell.
j*.'J. 1815 J. NICHOLSON Operat,

Mechanic 357 When the fluid lead is tapped, or drawn off.

1853
'

C. BEDE '

Verdant Green i. xi, He told Verdant, that
his claret had been repeatedly tapped. 1873 TRISTRAM
Moab xviii. 361 Little rills tapped from the springs. 1894
BOWKER in Harper's Mag. Jan. 417 [It] floats on the top,
and is easily tapped off.

t b. intr. Jig. To '

turn on the tap
'

of gifts ; to

open the purse or pocket ; to spend or ' bleed
'

freely, slang. 06s.

, . "o
. -in MonMMMM) I'ictiit f vots ox i uc Inrea

should be tned into a nut or tapped hole of the right sizfrom time to time until a proper fit is arrived at.

Tap (tep), z/.2 Forms: 3 tep, 5 tappe, 9
tapp, 5- tap. [ME. taff-en, of echoic origin,either

immediately in Eng. (cf. RAP v.\ or through*. taper m same sense (uthc. in Godef.).]

good of our town.

III. Technical uses.

6. Meek. a. To furnish (a hole) with an internal

screw-thread, or (any part) with a threaded hole.
1808 HENRY in Phil. Trans. XCVIII. 287 The lower

orifice.. is tapped internally, for the purpose of receiving a
small screw. 1815 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 131 A
screw . . is cut on the gudgeon . . and a piece of iron . . is tapped
to fit it. 1833 HOLLAND Manuf. Metal II. 105 The [gun]
barrel having been tapped at the stouter end, and being
fitted with the breech screw. 1901 MARSHALL Metal Tools
32 Holes of varying sizes. .are drilled and tapped.

b. To furnish with an external screw-thread
; to

convert (a bolt or rod) into a screw.
1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. >t Art I. 40 The bolt or pin

intended to be tapped, either with a screw-plate or stocks,
is tapered in a small degree at the extremity. 1837 Civil
Eng. I, Arch. Jrnl. I. 48 The lower part of the king-bolt is

;

lapped with a screw and nut. 1888 RUTLEY Rock-FormingMm. 23 Each rod is tapped with a [screw.Jthread.
o. To cause to pass through or in by screwing.

1869 SIR E. J. REED Shipbuild. ii. 44 The angle.irons..are
secured to the plating by i inch screws tapped through it

1885 C. G. W. LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. iv. 341/2 The
hook should be '

tapped
'

in very light.

7. To deprive (a plant) of its tap-root.
1792 Trans. Soc. Arts X. 6 Young Oaks, .are for the most

part tapped at the time of removal.
Hence Tapped (taept), ppl. a.

*^7
W

,"

"" PSON Hydro!. Ess. MI, I caused a tap'd vessel
to be filled. 1839 URE Diet. Arts, etc. 158 Two lapped
holes in the bar. 1874 THEARLE Naval Archit. 79 Four of
the rivets.. are through, and four are tapped. 1880 C. R.
MARKHAM Perm. Bark 459 Regularly tapped trees d<

TAPADEBO.
1. trans. To strike lightly, but clearly and

audibly; rarely applied by meiosis to a sharp
knock or rap. To tap up, to rouse, cause to get up
by tapping at the door.
a IMJ Ancr. R. 296 Ne ?if him neuerinjong, auh tep him

o3e schullc, uor he is eruh. c 1440 Promp. f'an>. 487/1
Taspyn, palpo. . . Taspynge (K., P. tappynge), palpacia,
palpitacio. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks(i(i2i) 971 Tapt the
said Resuan once or twice about the

pate. 1761 STERNE
Tr. Shandy IV. Introd., This faithful slave.. has carried
me.., continued he, tapping the mule's back, above six
hundred leagues. 1777 COOK Vcy. Pacific n. xi. (1784) I.

409 The person who is to pay obeisance, squats down before
the Chief, and bows the head to the sole of his foot ; ..having
tapped, or touched it with the under and upper side of the
fingers of both hands, he rises up, and retires. 18. . MOORE
Song, The Woodpecker, Every leaf was at rest, and I hearci
not a sound, But the wood pecker lapping the hollow

Poor 'Jack xxiv, I went to bed, was tapped up.. by Bessy
1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xxvi, He sate there tapping
his boot with his cane. 1888 BURGON Lives 12 Gd. Men I.

i. 71 He tapped my fingers in the way which was customary
with him. 1904 W. E. NORRIS in Longm. Mag. Dec. 168
A parchment-visaged priest.. taps his insistent gong.

b. To strike (the foot, hand, etc.) lightly upon
something.
a 1500 Ragman Roll 131 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 75 And your

foot ye tappyn, and Ve daunce. 1810 W. IRVING Sketch
Bit., Kip Van Winkle, The bystanders began now to.. tap
their fingers against their foreheads. 1847 TENNYSON
Princ. Prol. 149 Upon the sward She tapt her tiny silken,
sandal'd foot

2. intr. and absol. To strike a light but distinct

blow
;
to make a sound by so striking, e. g. on a

drum ; esp. to knock lightly on or at a door, etc.

in order to attract attention.
c 1415 Cast. Persev. 2111 in Macro Plays 140 Putte Man-

kynde fro bi castel clere, or I schal tappyn at bi tyre.
1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest x, She tapped gently at

'

the door. 1831 POE Raven iv, So faintly you came tapping
1873 BLACK Pr. Thule xix, He tapped with his stick on one

I

of the panes. 1888 F. HUME Mme. Midas \.
ii, Tapping

with his wooden leg on the floor. 1891 T. HARDY Tess xliv,
They heard her footsteps tap along the hard road as she
stepped out to her full pace.

t b. spec, of a hare or rabbit : To make a drum-

ming noise with the feet in rutting-time. Obs.
1575 TURBERV. Venerie 238 A hare and a conie beateth or

tappeth. 1650 [see TAPPING ppl. a. below). 1706 PHILLIPS
(ed. 6) S.V., Among Hunters, a Hare is said to Tap or
Beat, Le. to make a Noise. 1711 PUCKLE Club (rSi?) 90
And told us. .a goat rats, a boar freams, a hare tapps.

C. To walk with sharp light steps.
1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xi. ii, Old England for ever !..

my brave lad I I am going to tap away directly.
8. trans, dial, and U. S. To add a thickness of

leather to the sole or heel of (a shoe) in repairing :

cf. TAP rf.2 3.
1818 J. KITTO in Eadie Life ii. (i860 44 Set to tapping

leather shoes
to-day. 1846 WORCESTER Diet., Tap, to add

a new sole or heel to a shoe. 1847-78 HALLIW., Tap, to
sole shoes. 1880 W. Comw. Gloss, s. v., The tap of your
shoe is wearing ; it wants tapping.
Hence Ta-pping ///. a.

1650 FULLER Pisgah in. ix. 338 Here . . the beating Hares
[are said] to forme, the tapping Conies to sit. 1816 Sporting
Mag. XLVII. 177 The Oilman is a tapping and inoffensive
hitter. 1850 'R. BOLDREWOOD '

Col. Rejornter (1891) 240
Far and faint. .whips resound. .like a tapping-bird or the

snapping of dried sticks.

Tap, Sc. dial, form of TOP.

II Tapa (ta-pa). Also tappa. [pom. Polyne-
sian tapa (in dialects which substitute k for /,

kapa).] A kind of unwoven cloth made by the

natives of Polynesia from the bark of the Paper
Mulberry (Broussonetia papyrifera).
i83 BYRON Island n. ii, In summer garments be our limb

array'd ; Around our waists the Tappa's white display'd.
1845 J. COULTER Adv. Pacific xvii. 268 The beating out of
the tappa or native cloth. 1898 F. T. BULLEN Cruise
Cachalot 296 All . . were furnished only with a ' maro

'

of

'tapa', scanty in its proportions, but still enough to wrap
round their loins.

b. attrib. and Comb., as tapa-doth, -kilt, -mallei,
-mat

; tapa-shrouded adj.
1853 Househ. Words VII. 135/2 This tappa cloth is made

by beating apart of the bark., with a sort of wooden mall.
1866 Treas. Bot. 172/2 An exceedingly tough cloth, called

tapa or kapa cloth. 1870 MEADE N. Zealand 305 The
unpleasant sound of the tappa mallet. 1891 STEVENSON
Vailima Lett. iv. (1895) 47 With blacked faces, turbans,

tapa kilts, and guns, they looked very manly. 1899 Blackiv.

Mag. Nov. 671/2 The tapa-shrouded, slumbering forms of
the few native passengers. 1906 Macm. Mag. Apr. 479
Sitting cross-legged on the tappa mats.

IITapaCUlo(tapak-10). Also tapacolo. [Sp.,
f. tapa cover + ctilo backside.] A South American

passerine bird, Pteroptochiis albicollis (megapodius),
which carries its tail inclined towards its head, also

called in Chili tualo; the Chilian rock-wren.

1839 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xiv. 329 It is called Tapacolo, or
'cover your posterior'. Ibid. 330 The tapacolo is very
crafty... It is also an active bird. 1896 NEWTON Diet. Birds

947 The true Tapaculo, P. albicollis,.. rarely flies, hops
actively. . with its tail erect or turned towards its head.

II Tapadero (tapadevo). Also -dera, tapi-.

[Sp. tapadero cover, lid, stopper, f. tapar to stop

np, cover.] A heavy leather housing for the front
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of the stirrup, used in California to protect the foot

against thorny undergrowth and keep it from slip-

ping forward.

1891 Cent. Diet., Tapadera. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 8 Oct.

2/1 Tapideros, or leather coverings for the stirrups avoid

the danger of the foot going right through the stirrup.

Tapalpite (tapre'lpait). Min. [Named 1869
from Sieira de Tapalpa (Mexico) : see -ITE I.] Sul-

photelluride of bismuth and silver, found in grey
metallic masses (Chester).

Tapayaxin (tsepayarksin). [Native Mexican.]
The orbicular horned lizard, rhrynosoma orbicu-

lare, incorrectly called the hornedfrog or toad.

[1615 F. HERNANDEZ Cuatro Libr. Nnturalcza 188 Del

animal que Hainan tapayaxin y los Espanoles camaleon.

1693 RAY Syit. Quad. 263.) 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Siippl.,
'

Tapayaxin,..^ very remarkable species
of li/ard, called by

Hernandez the laccrtus orbkularis. 1858 UAIRU Cycl. Nat.

Sci. s.v. Againitix, The Tapayaxin, Agama orbkularis.

Tapoery, var. TAPISSEKY Obs., tapestry.

Tape (Iff), so.1 Forms: I tseppe, (5 tappe,
6 tapp) ; 4- tape. [OE. tseppe or tseppa (nom. not

found) ; origin unascertained. The lengthening of

the vowel from ME. tappe to tape is unexplained.]
1. A narrow woven strip of stout linen, cotton,

silk, or other textile, used as a string for tying gar-

ments, and for other purposes for which flat strings

are suited, also for measuring lines, etc.

c 1000 sSl/Hc'l Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 107/33 Tenia, tasppan

(pi.), net dolsmeltas. c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 55 The

tapes of hir white voluper Were of the same suyte of hir

coler. c 1415 Voc. in Wr..Wiilcker 655/15 Hcc tenea, tapjx:.

1519 Churchw. Ace. St. Giles, Reading 5 For tapis for iij

Amys i
' ob. 1573-80 BARET Alv. T 60 A Tape, to knit the

apron about with. 1690 Land. Gaz. No. 2529/4 Ixt.., a

black Box..tied about with a white Tape. 1805 Trans.

Sac. Arts, etc. XXIII. 119 A measuring tape .. having
inches on one side. 1833 HOLLAND Manuf. Metal II. 225
When the rollers revolve, the motion of the tapes carry the

sheet of paper with them, and deliver it over another roller,

..where it is taken up by two sets of endless tapes. 1879

JAS. GRANT in Casselts Techn. Educ. IV. 270/1 A partner

in the manufactory of inkles and tapes.

b. Without article, as name of the material or

substance. tAsofig. : see RED-TAPE.

1537-8 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 378 Paid for silke tape

iij/liljrf. 1546 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880)

184 For viij yardes and a half oftape. 1653 WALTON Angler
vii. 158 A convenient quantitie of tape or hiking. 1714 GAY

Sheph. Week Monday 37 This pouch, that's ty'd with tape
of reddest hue. 1856 READE Never too late to mend xxv,

Twenty years gone in tape and circumlocution. 1898 J.

BERWICK Philos. Romance iv. 46 Reams of blue paper tied

with pink tape.

o. A piece of tape suspended across the course

at the finishing point in a race, or (formerly) be-

tween the goal-posts in Association football.

1867 Kentledge's Handbk. Football 54 Football Associa-

tion Rules...A goal shall be won when the ball passes

between the goal-posts under the tape. 1868 H. F. WILKIN.

SON Mod. Athletics 17-18 The Goal. .should consist of a

Riece
of stout white tape tied to the post at one side, .and

eld loosely by the judge across the course, so that when
the winner passes the post he may carry the tape away.
1880 Time* 12 Nov. 4/5 The ball is shot under the tape or

over the bar, and the call of time immediately afterwards

proclaims the game at an end.

2. A long, narrow, thin and flexible strip of metal

or the like ; esp. such a strip of steel used as a

measuring line in surveying.
1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 77/2 Solid Copper Tape

Lightning Conductor. 1884 Edin. Rev. July 48 The main

stem of the conductor shall consist of a copper rod or tape.

1900 H. M. WILSON Topogr. Surv. xxi. 500 The steel
tape

is capable of giving a precision indicated by a probable
error of one 2,ooo,oooth part of a measured line. Ibid.,

Base measurement with steel tapes.

b. The paper strip or ribbon on which messages
are printed in the receiving instrument of a record-

ing telegraph system.
1884 Pall Mall G. 27 Dec. 5/2 This '

tape
'

is supplied by
a telegraphic company, and automatically records in dozens~

s in the City the variation of prices from"
irs

by

of different offices i

hour to hour inside the House. 1888 BESANT 50 Years

Ago 213 Now we watch the tape, day by day, and hour
,

hour. 1005 PREECE & SIVEWRIGHT Telegraphy 171 Punch-

ing and feeding the tape forward is performed by an electro.

magnet. Ibid. 172 To produce a type-printed page from

the record perforated on the tape.

3. slang. Spirituous liquor, esp. gin (while tape*} ;

red tape, brandy. Cf. RIBBON sl>. 4 c.

1715 New Cant. Diet., Tape, Redw White, Geneva, Ani.

seed, Clove-Water, &c. so called by Canters and Villains,

and the Renters of the Tap . . in Newgate, and other

Prisons. 1755 Connoisseur No. 53 f 4 Every night-cellar

[will] furnish you with Holland Tape, three yards a penny.

1830 LYTTON P. Clifford x. (1854) 80 Red tape those as

liberally ir. - ,

4. attrib. and Comb., as, in sense I, tape-length,

-maker, -making, -moulding, -purl (PuKL sb? i),

-ribbon, -seller, -string, -stripe, -weaver, -work;

tape-like, -slashing adjs. ; in sense i b,
'

of, or re-

corded by, the telegraphic tape ', tape-price, -report,

-system ; tape-printing adj. Also tape-bound a.,

bound with tape;
=
tape-tied; tape-carrier, a

frame in which a tap sprinkled with powdered
corundum is mounted as a cutting or filing instru-

83

ment; tape-flab, an eel-like fish having a flat

elongated body, a ribbon-fish
; tape-fuse, a ribbon-

like fuse, very rapid in action
; tape-grass, an

aquatic herb, Vallisneria spiralis, with narrow

grass-like leaves; tape-line, a line of tape ; spec.

a strip of linen or steel marked with subdivisions

of the foot or metre, sometimes coiling in a cylin-
drical case with a winch or spring ; tape-machine,

(a) the receiving instrument of a recording tele-

graph system, in which the message is
printed

on

a paper tape; (/') tape-sizing machine (Cent.

Dict.,Supp. 1909) ; tape-man, in Surveying, each

of the two men who measure with the tape-line ;

tape-measure, a measuring line of prepared tape,
marked with feet and inches, etc., esp. one of five

or six feet long nsed by tailors, dressmakers, etc. ;

tape-needle, an eyed bodkin for inserting tape;

tape-primer, an obsolete primer for fire-arms,

consisting of a flexible paper or other band con-

taining small fulminating charges at equal distances;

tape-sizer, a man in charge of the machine (tape-

sizing machine or tape-machine) for sizing the

cotton warp threads to be used in weaving; =
TAPER sb.l; tape-stretcher, a contrivance to

maintain a uniform tension of the measuring line

in surveying; tape-ticker = tape-machine; tape-
tied a., tied with tape; ahojig. bound by 'red-

tape ', restricted by officialism ;
so tape-tying a.

1900 Wcstm. Gaz. 5 July 5/2 Should the 'tape-bound
authorities in Pall Mall blankly refuse to equip.. the 320
extra men. 1885 C. F. HOLDER Marvels Atiim. Life 101

The band or "tape-fishes, from their snake-like appearance,
are first worthy of notice. 1857 GRAY First Lessons Bat.

(1866) 167 This may be. .seen, .in the leaves of the Fresh-

water *'l ape.Grass \Vallisneria), under a good microscope.

1900 H. M. WILSON Topogr. Surv. xxiii. 533 Both tapemen

keep a record of the number of 'tape-lengths between
stations. 1880 HARWELL Aneurism 6 Broad, 'tape-like

ligatures were used. 1897 Allbutts Syst. Med. III. 838
The passage of pipe-like or tape-like motions is. .due merely
to the action of the sphincter. 1847 WEBSTER, 'Tapeline.

1858 in SIMMONDS Diet. Trade. 1803 SELOUS Trav. S. E.

Africa 91 A few measurements.. taken on the spot with a

tape-line. 1891 Daily News 9 Apr. 7/1 Some twenty or

thirty men, who were crowding round a '

'tape machine '. .

waiting for the result of the second race of the day to come

through. 1900 H. M. WILSON Topogr. Surv. xxiv. 532 The
tapemen measure the distance with the steel tape, which is

stretched by a twenty-pound tension on the front end by
the fore tapeman with aspring-balance. 1877 KNIGHT Diet.

Meek., 'Tape-measure, 1907 Westm. Gaz. 20 Mar. 10/1

As tested by the tape-measure. .the. .giantess might make
an excellent claim to be the '

greatest
' woman who has ever

lived. 1863 Archxol. Cantiana V. 14 A portion of the old

'tape moulding or parallel band. 185* MRS. STOWE Uncle
Tom's C. xv, I'll look your box over. Thimble, wax,..

scissors, knife, 'tape-needle ; all right. 1880 Plain Hints
Needlework 68 Tape-needle is generally used in the North of

England instead ofthis word [bodkin] and . . would be better

if more generally used, to describe what it really is, a needle

to run a piece of tape into a hem, or caseing. 1895 Daily
News 14 June 5/2 The machines set up in the offices record

the prices on the familiar strips of paper from which the name
of '

"tape prices
'

is taken. 1003 Q. Rev. Jan. 106 Tape-

prices do not represent actual transactions. 1877 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. 2405/2 The "tape-primer required a peculiar

lock, having a recess for containing the tape and
t

mechanism
for advancing each primer successively to the nipple. 1903
Westm. Gaz. 25 Aug. 2/3 The fee charged for maintaining
and superintending the "tape-printing telegraph machine

which supplies the Peers with news in the Prince's Chamber.

ai6$a HROME Queen 4- Concub. iv. i, Lai. Can you handle

the Bobbins well, good Woman? Make statute-Lace? you
shall have my Daughter, faff. And mine, to make 'Tape-
Purles. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 20 June 6/3 The '

"tape
'

report

.. said there was no opposition
to the Channg Cross,

Huston, and Hampstead Railway scheme. 1647 CLARENDON
Hist. Ret. vm. 128 He commanded every Man to tye a

white 'tape Kibban, or Handkerchief above the Elbow of

their right Arme. 1835 WILLIS Pencilling! I. ii. 20 The
MarseiUcs "tapeseller. 1897 S. WEBB Indust. Democ. I. iv.

iv. 105-0; II. n. x. 478 'Tape-sizers. 1891 Labour Com-
mission Gloss., The machine used by the taper is called the

"tape-sizing machine. 1881 Standard 7 Sept. 2/3 The
enormous "tape-slashing machines,.. followed. 1900 H. M.
WILSON Topogr. Surv. xxi. 501 'Tape-stretchers. 1871

Figure Training 57 The ladies.. prohibit all restriction of

the waist except by the aid of a broad band and "tape-

strings. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xx. v. (1873) IX. 78 These

long lanes, or 'tape-stripes of the Torgau Forest. 1904

Daily News 6 July 7 Mr. Francis E. Macmahon, inventor

of the "tape ticker, died very suddenly at Newmarket yester-

day morning. 173* POPE Ep. Bathurst 301 A flock-bed..

With "tape-ty'd curtains, never meant to draw. 1748 THOM-

SON Cast. Indol. 1. 502 Whose desk and table make a solemn

show, With tape-tied trash. 1900 Daily News* Aug. 3/1

Good scouts, .of more importance to an army in the field

than all the tape-tied intelligence officers out of Hades.

1831 Prater's Mag. Oct. 382 The 'tape.tying crew who had

wriegled themselves into office. 1713 Land. Gaz. No. 6380/12
Robert Johnson, ..'Tape-weaver. 1890 W. I. GORDON

Foundry 208 The paper supports itself all through the

machine, and the 'tapework is reduced to a minimum.

Tape (t?ip), it.* dial. [var. of TALPK, taupe :

cf. chafe from Fr. chauffer.} The mole.

1847-78 HALLIW., Tape, a mole. South. 1881 Isle of

Wight Gloss., Tape, or Ttype, a mole, or want, rape-

taker, a mole-catcher.

Tape (Wip), v. [f. TAPE s6J]
1. trans. To attach a tape or tapes to ; to supply

with a tape; to fit with tapes; to tie up, fasten,

TAPER.

bind, or wind with tape (also fig., ; spec, in Book-

binding,
to join the sections of (a book) with tape.

1809 T. COCKS Diary (1001)85 Given nurlse for Upinge& starchmge my cuflcs \\d. 1854 H. MILLER ScA. + ScAia.
xv.

(1857) 347 Of that accessible siore.house in which the
memories of past evenls lie arranged and taped up. 1854
fc. MAVHEwAwi(i86i) 2.1 1[ He] first, by way of precaution,
tapes the animal ; that is, he forms a temporary muule, by
binding a piece of tape thrice firmly round the crealuie's
mouth. i8 TllACKtBAY Virgin. Ixxxiv, Every scrap of
paper which we ever wrote, our thrifty patent, .taped nd
docketed and put away. 1894 Borrose Ji/ectr. tnstr.
Making (ed. 6) 115 The armature must also be moil care-
fully taped and varnished. No part of the iron, where the
wire has to be wound, should be left uncovered.
2. trans. To measure with a tape-line.
1886 [implied in TAPING///, a. below],
3. intr. To appear (of such a size) on measure-
ment with a tape ; to measure (so much).
1895 I. C. MILLAIS Brtath fr. Veldt (1890) 137 note, A

good Mashonaland head seldom tapes more than 12 inches.

4. trans. Sc. To measure out in tape-lengths ; to

deal out slowly or sparingly ; to use sparingly.
1711 RAMSAY To X. H. B. vii, Then let us grip our Bliss

mair sicker, And tape our Heal and sprightly Liquor. 1818
SCOTT 11 rt. Midt. xii, Ye sail hae a* my skill and know,
ledge to gar the siller gang far I'll tape it out weel.

Hence Taped, Ta-ping///. atijs., Taping vbl. sb.

180* Daily News 13 Oct. 7/2 Two large taped frames in

the centre. 1886 Rlackvi. Mag. Sept. 337 Temporary taping-
boys [employed on Ordnance Survey].

Tape, obs. form of TAP.

Tapecer, -ere, -ery, var. TAPISSER, -KBY Obs.

Tapeinooephalio, etc. : see TAPING-.

Tapeism, Tapeist : see TAPISM, -IMT.

Tapeless (Wi-p,les), a. [f. TAPE sb. + -LESS.]
Without tape, without the use of tapes.
Mod. A tapeless printing machine i a machine giving a

tapelcss delivery of printed sheets.

Tapen(ti?i'p3n),<z.
rare. [f. TAPK **.! + -IN *

:

cf. oaken, silken.] Composed of tape. In
quot.yfjf.

1856 RKADE Never too Late xxv, His heart broke .. Us

tapen bonds, and the man of office came quickly to the
man of God.

fTa-pener. Obs. rare. [Derivation obscure.]
A kind of clothworker ;

? a weaver of bnrel.
n 1400 Usages of Winchester in Eng. Gilds (1870) 350 pe

Tapeners bat worcheb be burelles. .shullcn take for be cloth

xviij d. Ibid. 352 pe chaloun of foure ellenandoquarterof
langnesse, shal habbe tweye ellen and an balfe to-fore be

tapener in be werke.

Taper (tfi'psi), J*. 1 Also I taper, -ur ; 3-5

tapere, 4-5 tapre, -ur, -lr, 5 -yr, 5-7 tapper, 6

tapar, -ire, 7 tapor, -our. [OE. tapur, -or, -er :

not in the cognate langs. According to Klnge,

Engl. Stud. XX. 335, a dissimilated form of

*papur, ad. i.. papyrus, which in glossaries (a 1 100)
is rendered '

taper ',
and in some Romanic forms

has the sense ' wick of a candle ', for which the pith
of the papyrus was used. See Korting No. 6852.]
1. Originally, A wax candle, in early times used

chiefly for devotional or penitential purposes ; now

spec, a long wick coated with wax for temporary
use as a spill, etc. To hold a taper to the devil :

cf. CANDLE sb. 5 b.

c 897 K. ^ELFREO Gregory's Past. C. xxxvi. 258 He hiene

onasla mid oaem tapore (Hatton MS. failure] Bzs godcun-
dan lieges, c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 202 Wex odoe

taperas, jesihS blisse hit xetacnat. oiioo Voc. in Wr.-

Wulcker 267/12 Lavifas, \eohtfsct. Candela, candel. Papi-
rus, taper, c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 47 On ure honde beren

candele berninde, taper ooer candele. c 1190 S. Eng. Ltf.
I. 19/12 Seint Dunstones moder taper a fuyre werth a-non.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvn. 203 To a torche or a tapre be

trinitee is lykned. c 1460 Brut 508 She was enioyned to

open penaunce, forto go thrugh Cbepe, bering a tapere in

hir hand, a 1511 FABVAN Will in Citron. (1811) Pref. 4

That they doo purvay for .mi. tapers of iii Ib. evry pece,

to brenne aboute the corps and herse for the forsaid .ii.

seasons. 1530 PALSGR. 270/1 Tapar of waxe, cierge. 1601

SHAKS. "}ul. C. iv. iii. 275 How ill this Taper burnes. 1035
A. STAFFORD Fern. Glory 153 Very many Tapours were

burning in the Church. 1653 GATAKER Vind. Annot.

Jer 36 To stoop so low, as to bear a taper before the

Divel. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Taper, a long and large

siz'd Light made in form of a Pyramid made of Wax, and

made use of in Churches for the most part. 1741 YOUNG
Nt. Th. V. 720 Our birth is nothing but our death begun ;

As tapers waste, that instant they take fire. 1869 TOZER

Highl. Turkey II. 115 The number of tapers, which,. .on

festivals, were lighted in all parts of it (a church]. 1878

HUXLEY Physiogr. 79 A glowing taper bursts into flame

when plunged into oxygen.

b. fig. Something that gives light or is figured

as burning ;
in modern use esp. a thing that gives

a feeble light.
a 1000 Phanix 114 in Codex Efon., Swejles tapur. 1588

SHAKS. L.L.L. v. ii. 267 Tapers they are, with your sweete

breathes puft out. 1635 A. STAFFORD Fern. Glory 8 The

Apostles, those holy Tapours of the primitive Church.

1646 I. HALL Hors Vac. 8 The Tapour of Devotion burnes

but dimly. 1646 JENKVN Remora 22 God may suffer the

taper of the opportunity to burn out. 1699 POMFRET Poems

(ed n) 44 The twinkling Tapers of the Night. 1770

GOLDSM. f)et. Vill. 87 To husband out life's taper at the

close. 1808 SKURRAV Bidcombe Hill 23 Whilst from the

sky, the new.born moon display'd Her feeble taper, twinkling

thro' the gloom. i8i SHELLEY Adonais v, And happier

they. .Whose tapers yet burn through that night of tune In

which suns perished.
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2. ~ltril>. and Comb., as taper-flame, -Jly, -light,

-spark, -stand, -slick-, taper-bearer, -holder,

-maker; taper-lightedz&y, fta-perwort, the Great

Torch Mullein [Vtrbascum Thapsus).
c 1450 in Aungier Syon 11840) 342 They schal reuerently

holde them styl in ther handes, ?e also the *taperebererars
as nioche as they may, . .in to tyme they haue offred hem at

autyr to the preste. 1818 KEATS Endyniion in. 116 Like

"taper-flame . .He rose in silence. 1616 DRUMM. OF HAWTH.
Sang Poems (1656) 60 Like a *Taper-fly there burne thy
Wings. 1907 Daily Chron. it Apr. 3/7 A little pierced

*taper-holder, with gadrooned edge, dated 1764. 1577 tr.

Bullinger's Decades (1592) 103 Let. .no mansette pearchers
or 'taper light before the Gods. 1595 SHAKS. John iv. ii. 14

With Taper-light To seeke the beauteous eye of heauen to

garnish, Is wasteful], and ridiculous excesse. 1814 SCOTT
Ld. of Isles in. viii, A taper light gleams on the floor. 1850
ALLINGHAM Poems, Lighthouse] ii, Our fire and *taper-

lighled room. 1396-7 A bingdon /Jcc.(Camden) 66 Johannes
"T'apei maker

'

pro Rectore de Appleton '. 1877 ALLINGHAM

Songs, Ball, fy Stories, Pilot Boat ii. A cottage by the

strand With its feeble
*
taper-spark. 1837 LOCKHART Scott

vi. (1839) I- 253 His fire' fee.. was expended on a silver

taper-stand for his mother. 1546 in Hardiman O'Flaherty's
lar Connaught (1846) 230 Two candell or *tapire styckes

ofShylver. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 274 The great Mullen
or 'Taperwort. [Cf. 1578 LYTE Dodocns 118 The whole top
with his pleasant yellow floures sheweth like to a waxe
candell or taper cunningly wrought.]

Taper (tf i-paj), sb? [In sense I, app. f. TAPEB
rf. 1

;
in other senses, app. from the vb. or adj.J

I. 1. A spire or slender pyramid ;
a figure which

tapers up to a point.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie \\. xi. (Arb.) 108 Of the

Spire or Taper called Pyramis. The Taper is Ihe longest
and sharpest trjangle that is, and while he mounts vpward
he waxeth continually more slender, taking both his figure
and name of the fire, whose flame, .is alwaies pointed.

II. 2. Gradual diminution in width or thickness

in an elongated object ; continuous decrease in one
direction ; Jig. gradual decrease of action, power,
capacity, etc.

1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 81 From thence its taper
diminishing more slow, its sides by degrees come into a per.
pendicular. Ibid. 303 Iron plugs.. upon a very gentle
taper. 1840 J. BUEL Farmer's Comp. 145 They should be
square, with a gradual taper to the point. 1875 R. F.
MARTIN tr. Hitvrez' Winding Mach. 22 To try and manu-
facture steel ropes with a continuous taper.
3. Anything that gradually diminishes in size

towards one extremity, as a tapered tube.
1881 Wore. Exhib. Catal. Hi. 16 Sanitary tubes, bends,

junctions, tapers, sluice valves.

4. Comb., as taper-vice, a vice adapted to hold

objects which have not parallel sides.

1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2495 Taper-vise.

Taper (tfl'pai), sii.s Cotton-weaving, [f. TAPE
v. + -ER!.] (See quot. 1891.) Also tape-sher.
1891 Labour Commission Gloss., Tapers, those in the

cotton mills who take a number of 'beams '

or bobbins as
they come from the warper, .. and run them through the
'
size

'

upon another beam (called the weaver's beam). When
this process is complete the produce is called a 'warp'.
1904 Dundee Advert. 5 July 10 The late Mr. Eli Higham,
originally a taper at a cotton mill at Sabden.

Taper, sb.* : see TADPOLE 2.

Taper (te'-paa), a. Also 5 tapre. [f. TAPES
si. 1 : perh. through the earlier TAPEKWISE : cf.

quot. 1496.] Diminishing gradually in breadth or
thickness towards one extremity (originally, up-
ward) ; becoming continuously narrower or more
slender in one drection

; tapering.
1496 Bk. St. Albans, Fishing hjb, Thenne shaue your

staffe & make hym tapre wexe [a 1450 Fysshynge with an
,*/&' ,"ffiS

r wyys waxi"8 ') f l65 NomenclatorNava.
Its (Harl. MS. 2301), Taper bare, is when a Peece is wider al
the Mouth than towards the Breech. 1649 BLITHE Enp
fmprov. Impr. v. (1653) 24 Make thy Drain, or Trenchj
somewhat Taper (zv'z.)Nariowerand Narrower downwards.
1678 MOXON Mech. Exerc. vi. 1 13 All sorts of Stuff or work
that are smaller at one end than at the other, and diminish
gradually from the biggest end, is said to be Taper. 1688 R.

Pyramid. 1758 Vacation in Dodsley Collect. Poems Vi.
151 If Marian chance to shew Her taper leg and stocking
blue. 1770 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 152/1 The body runt
taper to the tail. 1821 COMBE Wife ,. (Chandos ed.) 330lo the fine taper fingers' ends. 1888 HASLUCK Model
Eiigin. Hantlybk. (1900) 38 The piston head has a taper hole
through it, into which the tapered end of piston-rod is forced

o- fig. Of resources : Diminishing, becomingmore and more '
slender '. colloq. or slang.

taper-bored, -headed, -limbed, -moulded, .pointed
(but m some of these taper may be sb.) ; also with
a

participle, as taper-grown.
,f.-*K. r1 . r-_. *

. . .
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angular rather than toothed. 1-1843 CAHLYLE Hist. St.

(1898) 270 The taper-limbed Apollo figure.

Taper (t^'pa-i), v. [f.
TAPER sb. 1

: cf. also

TAPER sli.
2

I, of same date.]

1. intr. To rise or shoot up like a flame, spire,

or pyramid (obs.~) ; Jig. to rise or mount up con-

tinuously in honour, dignity, rank, etc. Obs.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie ii. xi. (Arb.) 109 Like as this

faire figure Of tall comely stature By his kindly nature En-
deuors soft and faire To Taper in the ayre. c 1645 HOWIU
Lett. I. i. ii, Sir George Villiers.. tapers up apace, and

grows strong at Court. 1697 Wars Eng. , fr. in Harl.

Misc. (1810) X. 298 The Black Prince, having now won his

spurs, and being tapered up to his full growth. 1887 Pali

Mall G. 7 Mar. 2/1 Might it interest aim .. to watch the

workings of Synods all over Prussia, tapering up (if 1 may
use the term) by a process of elimination into a General

Synod and its standing committee ?

fb. ^nonce-use. ? To talk loftily. Obs.

1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Pordage's Mystic Dili. 103 How
I magnificously soever wee bragg and vapor and taper of our

! Reason, or Faith, Intellect, inlelligibl Ideas and asternal

Verities.

2. intr. To narrow or diminish gradually in

breadth or thickness towards one end; to grow
smaller by degrees in one direction. Const.

away, off, etc.

1610 [see TAPERING vbl. sb.\. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thcve.
Mat's Trazi. n. 27 The Castle, ..situated on a little hill of an
oval figuie, that tapers from the bottom to the

top. 1797
S. JAMES Narr. voy. 164 A beautiful river, which tapers

away., into a pleasant rivulet. 1815 ELPHINSTONE Ace.
Caubitl (1842) I. 127 Peaks of great height and magnitude,
which do not taper to a point. 1884 BOWER & Scorr / V
Bary's Plianer. 420 The bundles taper off gradually and
terminate below the apex of the leaf. 1886 Law Rep. 32
Chanc. Div. 72 A strip [of land] tapering from a width of
twelve inches to a point.

b.Jlg. To taper off(away}: To become gradually
less in intensity, etc.; also colloq. to leave off a

process or habit by degrees, esp. to diminish

gradually the quantity or potency of one's drink.

1848 WEBSTER Let. 18 Sept., in Corr. (1857) II. 285 My
catarrh has been .. severe. I hope it will soon begin to taper
off. 1860 RUSSELL Diary India. II. xii. 218 We saw him
tapering away till he appeared a mere speck, as he went
down the mountain-side, and finally disappeared altogether.
1871 NAPHEVS Prev. f, Cure Dis. i. iii. 109 He makes..
an unavailing effort to 'taper off' [from the use of ardent
spiiits] 1898 Allbvtts Syst. Mcd. V. 947 If [the murmur]
begin with the diastole of the heart and taper off during the
pause, it is an easy sign to interpret. 1903 Smart Set IX.
12/2, I had been drinking hard for six months, and there
was no such thing as clipping it short all at once. I had an
idea of tapering off.

3. trans. To reduce gradually and regularly in
breadth or thickness in one direction; to make
tapering.
1675 HORDES Odyssey 106 They smooth'd and taper'd it,

as I would have it. 1771 LUCKOMBE Hitt. Print. 315 This
Bar. .is tapered away. i8oa BEDDOES Hygeia vii. 42 As if
the narrow chest had been lengthened or tapered out into
neck. 1860 All Year Round No. 57. 159, I taper the point
of my pencil. 1875 R. K. MARTIN tr. Havre* WindingMack. 20 A specimen of this sort of rope . .was tapered in a
length of 25 metres from -30 metre at one end down to -18
at the other.

b. fig. To reduce gradually in quantity ; to
diminish by degrees : esp. with off.
1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 419 The best method.,

would be to
'

taper off' the daily amount of drink.

Tapered (tj'-psjd), a. [f. TAPER rf.i + -ED 2.]
Lighted by, or accompanied by the use of, tapers.
1745 WARTON Pleas, Melanch. 106 The taper'd choir at

the late hour of pray'r. 1791 S. ROGERS Picas. Mem. n.
325 The chanted hymn, the tapered rite. 18.. CAMPBELLOn Poland 49 The taper'd pomp the hallelujah's swell

Tapered (t?-paid), ///. a. [f. TAPEK v. +
-ED l.j Made to taper ; diminished in breadth or
thickness by degrees ; tapering, taper.
1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. v. xii. 63 If you will make

for tapered bore Guns, your Forms must be accordingly
tapered. 1783 JUSTAMOND tr. Rayitars Hist. Indies I 141len or twelve pinnated leaves, tapered towards the top
very broad at their basis. 1839-40 W. IRVING Wol/crt's K
(1855) 49 A lady's glove, of delicate size and shape, with
beautifully tapered fingers. 1881 NARES Seamanship (ed. 6)
75 1 he tore and mam tacks are tapered ropes.

Taperer (bR-pawu). p. TAPEB si>.i + -ERI.]The bearer of a taper in a religious ceremony.
c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 276 The taperers schal holde

the tapers, turnyng westwarde, whilst the seyd herse is in
sensyng. Hid. 307 The ij taperers. .schal take the two
/
C
i!r
es>o

an
?

f
?lowe the kanerer al thre in surplys. 1901W. H. ST J. HOPE in Anhaol. Jml. Mar. 6 The crops'

bearer and taperers, followed by the censer-bearer. 1905
Daily News 24 Apr. 2 Behind him comes the cross, with ill
attendant taperers, next the banners.

t Ta-per-fashion, a. and adv. Obs. [f. TAPEB
J*.l + FASHION sb.\ Of or in the fashion or form
oi a taper; taper-like in shape; tapering, tapered.
1S4S ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 126 Those [stales, i. e. stems of

arrows] that be lytle brested and big toward the hede called
by theyr lykenesse taperfashion, reshe growne. 155, RE-CORDE Cast, hnawl. (,556) ,47 Then doth the shadow [in

fashion
1

!

8r We a"d le5S" '" 5pyre forme
'
or "P"

j-Ta-pering, sb. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. TAPES rf.i
+ -ING J.] The using of tapers.

mt%?t^T
Y
\ '''?

>* S%c- (
.
I<S?> M Will'"g by h's Testa.ent to bee buried in the night without their attending,

tapering, censing or singing.

TAPESTRY.

Ta-pering, vbl. sb.
[I. TAPEB v. +

-ING!.]
The action ot the verb TAPER in various senses.
Also concr. a thing or part that tapers.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey l. iii. 6 The boaling

spreading, .. and tapering of trees. 1677 MOXON Meek.
Exerc. ii. 30 The Screw-plate will, after it gets a little below
the tapering, go no further, but work and wear off the thred
again it ninde about the tapering. 1884 BOWKR & SCOTT
DC Bary's Plianei. 485 Those (cells), .must further show a
conical tapering. 1890 L. C. D'OvLE Notches 186 It will
take you months of steady tapering down.

Ta-pering,///. a. [-ING*.] That tapers; taper.
a 1625 Nomenclator Kavalis (Harl. MS. 2301) s. v., I have

scene in Flemings the Top saile Tapering. 1665 1'hil.
Trans. I. 35 Insects with large Heads and small tapering
Bodies. 1787 A.CLARKE in 7>>iriv.(i863) 33 After the taper,
ing thread of life is spun out. 1807 HUTTON Course Math
II. 267 A piece of tapering timber. 1893 LIDDON, etc. Life
Pvsey 1. i. 5 Long hands and tapering fingers.
Hence Ta peringly adv., in a tapering manner.
1878 H. S. WILSON Alp. Ascents iii. 92 As a champagne

bottle has to be taperingly elongated. 1883 C. ROBSON in
Science Gossip May 106 The posterior portion of the abdo-
men beyond the cornua prolonged tapeiingly considerably
Ta-perly, adv. rare. [f. TAPEK a. + -LY *.] In

a tapering manner, taperingly, slenderly.
i8o Sporting Mag. XX. 292 A small dog, taperly and

elegantly fonned.

Taperness (W'paines). ff. TAPES a. + -NESS.]
The condition of being taper ; tapering shape.
1741 Compl. Family-Piece ll. ii. (ed. 3) 330 Fine Sprouts.,

that will answer for Taperness to one another. 1818 KFAIS
Endymion i. 783 Fold A rose-leaf round thy finger s taper-
ness, And soothe thy lips. 1871 Figure Training 76 A
waist of remaikable taperness.

Taperwise (t^-paiwaiz), adv.
[f.

TAPER il>.i

+ -WISE : cf. TAPEK-FASHION.] In the manner of
a taper ; with gradual diminution of thickness to-
wards one end.
a 1450 Fysshynge wyth an Angle (1883) 8 Then shaue the

stale and make hyt lapur wyys waxing [1496 Bk. St.
Albans

tapre wexe]. 1575 LANEHAM Lett. (1871)6 Eache
with hiz syluery Trumpet of a fiue foot long, foormed Taper-
wyse. 1601 HOLLAND fluty I. 392 The scape or stalk . .not
aboue 10 cubits in height, growing taper-wise, small and
shaip in the top. 1609 C. BUTLER Fein. Man. v. (1623) M j,A handful! .. of Boughes with hearbs, bound taper-wise
together. 1717 Bradley'; Fain. Dut. s. v. Dog , His tail or
stern strong set on, waxing Taper-wise towards the top.

Taperwort : see TAPBB j*.l

t Ta-pery. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. TAPE fb.l + -EBY,
after nafery, drapery.} Tape and the like.

1657 HOWELL Londinop. 90 Weavers of divers sorts, to
wit, of Drapery or Tapeiy, and Nappery.
Tapes, Tapes(ch)er : see TAPIS v.s, TAPISSER.
II Tapesium (tap/-sim). Bat. [mod.Lat. for

med.L. tapecium,tapetium, ad. Gr. ran^T-iov, dim.
of Tairijs carpet.] A carpet or layer of mycelium
on which the receptacle is seated in discomycetous
fungi (Phillips Brit. Discomycetes , Gloss.).
1887 W. PHILLIPS Brit. Discomycttes 42 Seated on a dis-

tinct tapesium. Ibid. 279 Cups 200 to 300)1 broad, seated
on a daik radiating tapesium.

Tapessarie, -erie, var. TAPISSKBY Obs.

t Tapester, -ister. Obs. rart. Also 5 tap-
ster. [Corruption of tapeser TAPISSER, prob. by
association with trade names in -sler; cf. TAPES-
TRY.] = TAPISSEB. Also attrib., as lapcster-work.
1471-3 Rolls o/Parlt. VI. 37/2, xii Quyssions of Tapster-

woik. 1594 R. ASHLEY tr Lays Ic Roy 29 b, Smithes, gla-
siers, tapisters, painters. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Exad. xxxv.

?5
To make the workes of a carpenter, a tapester, an em-

rodeier of hyacinth and purple. [1859 PARKER Turner1
!

Dom. Arihit. III. iii. 62 The most lucrative trade of the
fifteenth century was that of a 'tapister'.J

Tapester, obs. form of TAPSTEB.

Tapestry (tarpestri), sb. Forms : 5 tapstery,
5-6 tapestrye, 5-8 tapistry, 6 tapstry, -ye,
tappistre, 6-7 tapes-, tapis-, tapstrie, 6- tapes-
try. [Corruption of lapesry, tapesserie, tapisry,
or other form of TAPISSEBY. The / may have

developed phonetically between s and r, or may
have been aided by words in -istry : cf. TAPESTEB.

(In Milton and Dryden a disyllabic.)]
1. A textile fabric decorated with designs of or-

nament or pictorial subjects, painted, embroidered,
or woven in colours, used for wall hangings,
curtains, covers for seats, to hang from windows
or balconies on festive occasions, etc. ; especially,
such a decorated fabric, in which a weft contain-

ing ornamental designs in coloured wool or silk,

gold or silver thread, etc., is worked with bobbins
or broaches, and pressed close with a comb, on a

warp of hemp or flax stretched in a frame. Often

loosely applied to imitative textile fabrics.

'434 [implied in TAPESTRV-WORK]. n&jMann. f, Housefi.

Exp. [Roxb.) 387 My mastyr bowte of Skukborow of

Cornellc, xij. peces of cutse tapstery. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems
Ixxvii. 49 The streittis war all hung with tapestrie. 1513
DOUGLAS /Ends ix. vi. 120 Prowd tapystry,

and mekle
precius ware. 1345 Rates of Custom C vij, Tapistry wyth
sylke the ell xx d. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 106/13 Tapstrye,
tapetum. 1573-80 BARET Alv. T 62 Tapestrie, or hang-
ings, in which are wrought pictures of diuerse colours.

1590 SHAKS. Coin. Err. iv. i. 104 In the Deske That's
couer'd o're with Turkish Tapistrie. 1633 G. HERBERT
Temple, Church Porch xlv, I care not though the cloth of



TAPESTRY.

state should be Not of rich arras, but mean tapestiie. 1649
MILTON fcikon, xxvii. Wks. 1851 II I. 513 To be struck as mute
;md molionleN!. as a Parlament of Tapsirie in the Hanging.
1700 DRYDEN Pal. <fr Arc, in. 104 Rich tapestry spread the

streets, and flower:* the posts adorn. 1777 WATSON Philip It

(1839)47 Arras was famous for tapestries, which still retain

the name of that place. 1835 /Vy Cycl. IV. 68/1 ttayeux
Tapestry i

a web or roll of finer) cloth or canvass, preserved
at Uaycux in Normandy, upon which a continuous repre-
sentation of the events connected with the inv.i

conquest of Kn gland . . is worked in woollen thread of different
colours. 1841 HRANUE Diet. Sc. etc. s.v., In Painting,

tapestry is applied to a representation of a subject in \Mn.l

or silk, .worked on a woven ground of hemp or flax. 1858
HAWTHORNE Fr. 4- //. Note-Bks. I. 162 Gobelin tapestry. .

brilliant as pictures.

b. trans/, and Jig.
1581 SIDNEY Apol. foetrie (Arb.) 25 Nature neuer set

forth the earth in so rich tapis try, as diueis Poets hauc
dc

compleat the tapestry, that adorns the Ground.
CARLVLE Sart. Rts. i. x. (1858) 38 Looking at the fair

tapestry of human Life. 1845 STOCQUELKR Handbk. Lliit.

India (1854) 215 The rich tapestry of the jungles. 1875
LOWELL Vnder Old Elm 11. iii, Present and Past, .insepar-
ably wrought Into the seamless tapestry of thought.
2. Short for tapestry-carpet : see 3.

1879 Casselfs Teckn. Educ. \ V. 390/1 In the Brussels the
coloured wools make up the bulk of the carpet, while in the
'

tapestry
'

the wool.. is.. all on the surface.

3. attrib. and Comb., as tapestry artist, covering^

hall, -hanging^ -maker, -making, -man, room, table-

cover ; tapestry-covered, -like t adjs. ; tapestry

beetle, a dermestid beetle, Attagemts piceus^ the

larva of which is destructive to tapestry, woollens,
etc. ; tapestry-carpet, a carpet resembling Brus-

sels, but in which the warp-yam forming the pile
is coloured so as to produce the pattern when
woven ; tapestry-cloth, a piece of tapestry ; spec*
a corded linen prepared for 'tapestry-painting

1

(Cent. Diet,} \ tapestry-moth, a species of clothes-

moth, as Tinea tapetzella\ cf. carpet-moth ; tapes-

try-painting, painting on linen in imitation of

tapestry; material thus prepared ; tapestry-stitch,

properly = GOBELIN stitch ; also applied to the

cross- and tent-stitch work on fine canvas (tapis-
serie au petit point} ; tapestry-weaver, one who
weaves tapestry ; also, a species of spider ;

tapestry-weaving, the weaving of tapestry ; the

method of weaving by bobbin and comb, used in

making tapestry, as distinct from weaving in a
loom with a shuttle. See also TAPESTRY-WORK.
1908 TinteSt Lit. Sitppl. 3 Sept. 286/3 Designs prepared by

a "tapestry artist from bird's-eye views specially drawn by
William Van de Velde the Elder. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.

Tradfi
*
Tapestry-carpetst

the name generally given to a..

two-ply or ingrain carpet, the warp or weft being printed
before weaving, so as to produce the figure in the cloth.

1579 TOMSON Calvin's Scrtn. Tint. 656/2 Long and large

"tapistrie clothes. 155* HULOET, *Tapestry couerynge,
instratum. 1634 MILTON Counts 324 Honest-offer'd cour-

tesie Which oft is sooner found in lowly sheds With smoaky
rafters, than in "tapstry Halls And Courts of Princes. 155*
HULOET, *Tapestrye hangynges for noble mens houses.

1700 CONCREVE Way of World\\. vi, Like Solomon at the

dividing of the Child in an old Tapestry Hanging. 1884 J.
TAIT Mind in Matter (1892) 95 *Tapest ry-1ike designs.
1611 COTGR., Tapissier, a *Tapistrie-maker. 1876 ROCK
Text. Fabr. 95 The art of 'tapestry-making. 1737-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The design, or painting the *Tapestry-
man b to follow, is placed underneath the warp. 1815 KIRBY
& SP. Entomol. viiu (1818) I. 233 T\inea\ tapctzella,, or the

'tapestry moth, not uncommon in our houses, is most

injurious to the lining of carriages. 1859 W. COLLINS Q. of
Hearts (1875) 23 A rugged *tapestry table-cover. 1796
MORSE .*4ffw,G-.II. 345 The Flemings formerly engrossed
*tapestry-weaving to themselves. 1889 ALAN S. COLE
CantorLect.) Egyptian Tapestry 1.8 The process [anciently]

employed is the same as that which was used by the great
Flemish weavers, .for making their splendid war tapestries,
and is now commonly known as the tapestry weaving or
Gobelins process.

Tapestry (tse'pestri), v. [f. prec. sb. See also

TAPISTER.]
1. trans. To cover, hang, or adorn with, or as

with, tapestry, (Chiefly in pass.}
c 1630 RISDON Surv. Devon 192 (1810) 206 The ruins, .is

. .tapestried with ivy. 1798 CHARLOTTE SMITH Yng. Pkilos.
II. 102 The hardiest plant that tapestries the rude bosom of
the North. Ibid. 165 My walls.. were tapestried with the
rock lichen. 1881 MRS. C. PRAED Policy ff P. II. 14 The
grape-leaves with which the verandah was tapestried.

2. To work or depict in tapestry.
1814 SCOTT Weeo. Ixiii, Remnants of tapestried hangings.

1876 T. HARDY Ethelberta II. xl, Where Elizabethan mothers
and daughters .. had tapestried the love-scenes of Isaac and

Jacob.
Hence Ta-pestried ///. a., adorned with tapes-

try ; woven in the manner of tapestry.

1769 SIR W. JONES Pal. Fortune 24 Some tap'stried hall,

or gilded bower. 1794 SOUTHEY Retrospect 104 Still with

pleasure I recall The tapestried school, the bright brown-
boarded hall. 1814 [see zj. 1848 THACKERAY Bk. Snobs xlii,

Making covers of.. net-work for these tapestried cushions.

Ta-pestry-work. - TAPESTRY sb. i.

1434 TV. C. Wills (Surtees 1908} 43 Lectum meum de

tapstriwerke cum leonibus et pelicano. 1459 in Paston
Lett. I. 479 Item, j testyr of blewe tapistry warke, 1587
FLEMING Contn. Holinsked 111. 1332/1 The feast was

85

cxccllentlie well furnished of all thing*, & ipcualli-: ->f

tapUtrie workt- iS; other deuUes of sujur. 1601 HOLLAND
Winy VIM. xiviii. 227 The course rough wool .. lialh been
of auncient time highly commended and accounted of in

tapes trie worke. 1811 MAR. EDCKWORIH Vivian \-\\\, MUs
Suit, tkind (followed| bearing her

ladyship's tapestry work.
Comb, c 1515 Cocke Lorcll's B. 9 fiorlers, tap^try worke,

So Ta-pestry-worked a., tapestried ; Ta-pestry-
worker, one who works or makes tapestry.
i?7 (title) The Practice of Perspective, .a work highly i

> for Painters, Embroiderers, Jewellers, Tapestry
Workers. 1883 LD. R. GOWEK Ktc. <y Rentin. xxL II. 60
Two large tapestry-worked screens.

f Tapet, sb. Obs. (cxc. Hist.}. Forms: i t^ped,
tapped, taeppet ; 3-4 (9) tapit, 4-5 tapyt, 4-6
tapite, -yte, -ete (also 9), 5 tapytt, -e, (tepit),

5-6 tapett, -e, tappot, 6 -ett, -e, Sf. tapeit,

taphet, 4- tapet. [The OE. typed was WGer.
ad. late L. tapetum : cf. OHG. tfppid, t^ppith (more
usually ttppih, Ger. teppich}. The later OE.

tapped, -et (cf. also MLG. tfppet} may have been

re-influenced by Latin. ME. tapet, tapit^ etc. perh.
came down from OE. ;

but the word may have
been introduced anew in i3th c, from L., or from
Prov. tapit or other Romanic form : cf. MDu.
tapijt, and see TAPIS.] A piece of figured cloth

used as a hanging, table-cover, carpet, or the like.

0900 Kentish Glosses in Wr.-Wiilcker 61/1 Tafetilms
pictis. semetum tepedum. c 1000 ^LFRIC Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 152/1 Sipla, an healfhruh taeppet. c 1050 in Thorpe
Charters (1865) 429, vn ofbrajdelsas and u taeppedu.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1 1240 Was bar na pride o couerled [v. r.

couerliteJChambercurtinnetapit[t'.rr.-ite,-yte]. 13.. Caw.
fy Gr. Knt. 858 Tapytez ty^t to >e woje, oftuly & tars, &
vnder fete, on be llet, of foljande sute. 1382 WYCLIF 2 Sam.
xvii. 28 Couerynge clothis, and tapetis (1388 tapitis]. 1396
TRKVISA AwM. DcP.R.v. Ixii. (Bodl. MS.),Theflescheat
lieb in be vtter parties of bones .. is as it were a nedeful tapet
and esement 14*5 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 298/1 pere was on
a nyght [a man] taken by hynd a tapet in ye said Chambre.
c 1477 CAXTON Jason 97 b, Medea .. brought him into

the chambre where they satte vpon a moche riche tapyle.

1513 DOUGLAS AZneis \. xi. 8 Amang prowde tapeitis and
micne riche apparale Hir place sche tuik. a 1561 G. CAVEN-
DISH Wolsey (1893) 227 Leanyng ayenst the tappett or

hangyng ofthe chamber. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nickolay's
l'i>y. it. v. 35, 4. tapites floured, of pinsed satten. 1591
SPENSER Mitiopotmos 276 Each doth chuse What storie she
will for her lapet take, [1859 PARKER Turners Dom.
Art/tit. III. iv. 104 The bed. .consisted of a selour, a tester,
a counterpoint, six tapits of arras [etc.]. 1875 POLLEN Anc.
4- Mod. I'urn. 31 Carpets, tapefe, blankets, or other woollen
coverlids for sofas or beds, were made at Corinth.]

b. In figurative and allusive uses : cf. CABPET
sb. 2 b .'iml 3.

1:1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880)246 Sumnie ladies ben menys
to haue a daunsere, a trippere on tapitis, or huntere or
haukere. c 1430 LYDG. Compl. Bl. Knt. 51 The soyle was
. .oversprad with tapites that Nature Had made her selfe.

c 1470 HARDING Chron. cxv. vii. (MS. Ashm. 34) If. 90 God

TAPINAGE.

torn, and every blame down blowen.

O. attrib. f Tapet-hook, a hook for hanging
'

tapets
'
or tapestry-hangings to the wall.

1480 Warttr. Ace. Edw. IV (1830) 121 Crochetts and
tapethooks for the hangyng of the same verdours.

I Tapet, v. 06s. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
hang with '

tapets
*
or tapestry ; to adorn with

tapestry.
c 1369 CHAUCER Detke Blaunihe 260 Hys liallys I wol do

peynte with pure golde And
tapite

hem ful many folde.

c 1407 LYDG. Reson 4- Sens. 2766 1'he launde rounde aboute

..Tapited al the large pleyn Of herbys and of fresshfe]

flours. 1412-20 Chron. Troy l. 1659 [Medea] koude.. in

wynter with flowris fresche of hewe, Araye be erbe and
tapite hym in grene.

Tapet, -ette : see TAPPET.

Tapetal (tapftal), a. Bot. [f. TAPET(UM +

-AL.] Of or pertaining to the TAPETUM (2).
1882 VINES Sachs' Bot. 480 These divisions produce a

tapetal layer at an early stage which surrounds each group
of spore-mother-cells. 1882 in Nature 19 Oct. 595/2 The
surrounding protoplasm which is derived from the dis-

organised tapetal cells.

jlTapeti (tae-peti). Also 7 tapata. [Tupi.]
The Brazilian rabbit, Lepus brasiliensis.

English ones, but is much less.

II Tapetnm (tap?lm). [Late and med.L. ta-

petum (pi. taplta in Probus), for L. tapite carpet.]
1. Comp. Anat. An irregular sector of the cho-

roid membrane in the eyes of certain animals (e. g.

the cat), which shines owing to the absence of the

black pigment; also tapetum lucidum ort.choroidese.

1713 DKRHAM Pkys. Theol. w. ii. 102 This Illumination

he speaks of, is from the Tapetum in the bottom of the Eye.
1799 Monthly Rev. XXX. 146 The posterior half of a cat's

eye.. was immersed in a bason of water, and examined.

i88 Vistb .y.ii/u
1

lw. 4}7 The inner cell again foim*
four tabular segment* which arc parallel to the outer

1885
Itutu

7'apeti

M + WGBM;

2. Bot. The layer of epithelial cells which lines

the inner wall of the sporangium in ferns, etc.) or

of the pollen-sac in flowering-plants.

PwiMsJ tells and which constitute the lapetum 18

"OpDALE I'ltysiol. Rot. (1892) 171 nate, The epitheliu
which line* the pollen.sac has been termed the 'lafctum.

Tapeworm :ui'p,wan). [I.TAI-E^.' + WOE
from its Hat ril>bon-likc fuim.] A cestoid worm
(e. g. Tirnia soliuui}, which when adult infests the

alimentary cannl of vertebrates ;
- T*NIA s-

1752 J. HILL Hist. Anim. 15 "Hie flat Tznial The
Ta|*.wurin..is found in the human intestines, and in lhoe
of many other animals. 1799 ,1/,rf. Jrn l. \. 377 Successful
experiments, not only to discover thai unwell uine visitor
the taue worm, but likewise to destroy and expel it 1860
G. H. KlNGSLTK in I'tK. Tour. 163 The trout in some of the
lakes have been infested with tapeworm.

b. fig. A parasite.
1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. n. x. (1849) 246 They were abso-

lute taoe-worms to my little theatre ; the more it took the

poorer it grew. 1860 EMEUSON Ct'fn/. Li/et Culture Wks.
(liohn) 11. 369 Can we never extract thb tape-worm of

Europe from the brain of our countrymen?
O. attrib. and Comb.

,
as tapeworm infection ; tape-

worm-shaped adj. ; tapeworm-plant, an Abys-
sinian tree, Braycra anthelmintica (N. O. KoiaetK),
the pistillate inflorescence of which is used as a

vermifuge (Cent. Diet. 1891).
1839 G. ROBERTS Diet. Geol., Tunianus, . . tape worm

shaped. 1897 Alllnitt's Syst. Med. II. 1019 In many
instances of tape-worm infection, the parasite appears to

give rise to no inconvenience whatever.

Tapheit, -eta, -ettye, -ite, obs. ff. TAFFKTA.

Taphiser, variant of TAPISSER Obs.

Tap-hole (taj-p^ofl). [f. TAP j*.i + HOLE sb.']

1. The hole in a cask, vat, or the like, in which the

tap is inserted.

1594 PLAT "Jewell-ho. in. 10 These halfe tubs hauine tap-
holes within. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) II. 322 Put it

back again, stopping your Tap-hole.
2. A small opening in a furnace, through which

the metal, or slag, or both, may be run out
; also,

a hole in a cementation furnace in which tap-bars

(see TAP sbl 6) are inserted.

1825 J. NICHOLSON Opcrat. Mechanic 341 Each pot has
aKo small openings in its end, through which the ends of

two or three of the bars are left projecting in such a manner,
that by only removing one loose brick from the external

building, the bars can be drawn out..; these are called the

tap-holes. 1839 UKE Diet. Arts 320 In the melting furnace*,
the metal is run out by a tap-hole in the side. 1861 FAIR-
BAIRN Iron 101 The fluid iron, as it flows from the tap-hole,
is fully white hot, and perfectly limpid.

Tap-hose (Ue-p,huz). Now dial. Also 7 tap-

waze, 8 -owze, 9 -ooze, -wees. ff. TAP sol
The precise sense in which hose is used in the second ele-

ment is not clear ; in later use it has been associated with
other words esp. OOZE, WASE, bundle of straw.)

A strainer placed over the tap-hole in a mash-tub
or the like, to prevent any solid matter from passing
into or through the tap.
14 . . Vac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 606/28 Quaxillum, a tappebose.

1480 Maldon, Essex, Court AWfr(Bundle 51, No.3b), I vatle,
i taphose, i rother. 1609 C. BUTLER Pent. Man. (1634) 157
But first provide.. a Tub or Kive, with a Tap, and Tap-
waze. 1707 MORTIMER Huso. (1721) II. 322 Till it [wort]
runs clear, which it will not do at first tho' your Tap-hose
be never so well adjusted. 1736 BAILEY Hoiiseft. Diet. 332

Having an open headed cask with a tap, and tap-owze. 1854
Miss BAKER Northampt. Gloss., Tap-ooze, Taf-whisk, the

wicker strainer placed over the mouth of the tap in a mash-
vat when brewing, to allow the wort to ooze through, and to

prevent the grains passing. [See also TAP sb.
1

6.]

Ta'p-honse. [f. TAP J^ + HOOSE rf.i] A
house where beer drawn from the tap is sold

in small quantities ; an ale-house ; sometimes in

connexion with a brewery. Also, the tap-room of

an inn.

1500-1 in Swayne Sarunt Churcktv. Ace. 55 In emendnndo
hoslium de le Taphouse, iiijrf. 1591 NASHE Prognostica-
tion Wks. (Grosart) II. 153 That their Hoffes and tappe
houses shall be more frequented, then the Parisbe Churches.

1603 SHAKS. Meat, for M. n. i. 219. 1641 MILTON Afot.
Smcct. vi. Wks. 1738 I. 120 To creep into every blind Tap-
house that fears a Constable more than a Satyr. 1764 Low
Life 35 Some Gentlemens Coachmen at the Tap-Houses of

the Inns. 1896 Daily Ntlvs 20 May 5/6
'

Tap-houses
'

of

breweries ; licences to enable distilleries to sell two gallon ~

of spirit, more, but not less, for home consumption.
attrib. 11639 R. DAVENPORT Surv. Sciences Poems (1890)

328 That Tap-house trick of ffidling. 1883 S. C. HAU.
Retrospect I. 120 He got drunk like a tap-house sot.

II Taphrenchyma (tsefre'rjkima). Bot. [mod.
L. (Morten), f. Gr. raippm pit + tyxvua infusion.]

Pitted tissue ;
= BOTHBENCHTMA.

1876 J. H. BALFOUR in Encycl. Brit. IV. 87/1 The names
of ootnrenckyma and taphrenchyma have been given to a

tissue composed of such cells.

II Tapia (ta'pia). [Sp. tafia mud-wall : see

Diez.] Clay or mud puddled, rammed, and dried :

used for walls. Also atlrib.

1748 Earthquake of Peru iii. 268 The Walls are of Clay
ramm'd between two Planks, which they call Tapias.

1834-47 J. S. MACAULAY Field Fortif. (1851) 146 Loop-
boles, when they can be given a regular form, as in mud or

tapia walls. 1878 HOOKER & BALL Maroccoyi The remains

ofmassive walls oftapia. 1883 Sunday Mag. 689 Strengthened

byan unbroken ring of solid walls built of tapia or concrete.

Tapioe, Tapicer, var. TAPIS v.\ TAPISSER.

tTapinage. Obs. Also 4 tapy-, topnage.

[a. OF. lapinage place of concealment, f. lapin a



TAPINOCEPHALIC.

concealed or disguised person, f. tapir : see TAPIS

z;.l] Hiding, concealment, secrecy.

13.. K. Alls. 7116 (Bodl. MS.), Whiles be kyng in his

Tapynage \\Vcbtr tapnagelSent after Antioche )>e Ostage.

1390 GOWGR Con/. II. 187 This newe tapinage of lollardie.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 7363 That they wolde gone in tapinage, As
it were in a pilgrimage. [1616 BULLOKAR s.

If r"l - 4. *i ittrtv^rHff Hd/ tnUtttH,
1568 tr. plTO/'f JVi> ^7rf IVorlde 78 (heading)

lapihire, a beaste. 1580 DE LERY F^ay, au Bresil 312

r=fi
rOU
u ?V' ?

e beste Su
'

ils nomment ainsi. 1648 MARC-

enrftL i -I

' B
.
ras'liae vi. vi. 229 Tapiierete Brasili-

ensibus, Lusitaras Anta. 1693 RAY 5>. 0arf. 126 Tapi-
i Cycl. Supp., Tapijcrete..\\x name

workofatape-sizer: see TAPE i/'.

Tapinocephalic, tapeino-
lik), a. Anthrop. [f. Gr. ravuvus low
head + -ic : see CEPHALIC.] Of the nature of, or

having, a low flattened skull. So Tapimoce-phal-
ism, Tapi.-noce'phaly, the condition of being

tapinocephalic.
1878 BARTLEY tr. Tfpinards Anthrop. I. v. 176 Tapinoce-

phalic. Ibid. Index, Tapinocephaly. 1886 Jrnl. Anthrop.
Inst. XVI. 150 The skulls thus agree with theordinary Both-
man skull in most respects being microseme, platyrhine,

tapeinocephalic. 1897 Ibid. XXVII. 281 The former m-

clining to tapeinocepnalism. 1898 A. C. HADDON Study t>f

Man li. 47 The East Anglians have a form of skull slightly

different to that of the South Saxons. It is rather broader,
less tapeinocephalic (i. e. less low in the crown).

t Tapinophoby. Obs. nonce-wd, [f.
Gr. ra-

Trfivos low, base + -phoby : see -PHOBIA.] (See quot.)

1771 R. GRAVES Sfir. Quixote i. vi. (1783) I. 18 Such
readers as are possessed with the modern tapino-phoby, or

dread of every thing that is low. .in writing.

t Tapino'sis. Rhet. Obs. [ad. Gr. ramMMu
lowness (of style).] (See quots., and cf. DIMINU-
TION 1 b.) Hence t Tapino -tically adv., by way
of tapinosis.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie ill. xvii. (Arb.) 195 If ye

abase your thing or matter by ignorance or errour in the

cboise of your word, then is it by vicious maner of speach
called Tapinosis. afooTimonu. iv.(i%43)3sPseud.. .They
did obscure the sunne beames with wette clothis. Detneas.
A tapinosis or diminution. l6$a URQUHART Jewel Wks.
(1834) 292 Words diminishing the worth of a thing, tapi-
notically. 1657 J. SMITH Myst. Rhet. 57 In Meiosis, the

speaker ought to take care that he fall not into that fault

of speech, called Tapinosis, humility, that is when the

dignity or majesty of a high matter is much defaced by the
basenesse of a word ; as to call the Ocean a stream, or
the Thames a brook.

Tapioca (tpi,ffu-ka). Forms : 8-9 tipioca, 9
(tapiaca), tapioca, [a. Pg., Sp., F. tapioca, a.

Tupi-Guarani tipioca; {. tipi residue, dregs + og,
Sk to squeeze out. (Cavalcante in Skeat.)] A
starch used for food, the prepared flour of the
roots of the CASSAVA plant. Also attrib.

(i6ia CAPT. SMITH Map Virginia 13 The chiefe roote they
haue for foode is called Tockawhoughe. . . Raw it is no better
then poison, and being roasted except it be tender.. it will

prickle and torment the throat extreamly. 1648 MARCGRAVE
Hist. Nat. Brasil. 67 Fecula albissima, quam indigence
vocant Tipioja, Tipiaca & Tipiabica.] 1707 SLOANE Vot.
Jamaica 1. 131 The juice evaporated over the fire gives the

Tipioca meal. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Tipioca, a name
given, .to a sort of cream or flower made from the yucca or
manihot-root . . after expressing the juice. 1791 Encycl. Brit.
(ed. 3) IX. 79/2 Starch, which the Brasilians export in little

lumps under the name of tapioca. 1812 J. SMYTH Pract. of
Customs (1821) 253 Tapioca is the farina, obtained by sub-
sidence in a very fine state, after washing the pulp of the
root of the Cassava, which grows in South America. 1869
R. F. BURTON Might. Brazil II. 39 The sediment of the
juice that comes from the mass is called tipioca (our tapioca)
and the liquor is thrown away. 1891 KIPLING Life's Handi-
cap vii. 169 Smoked tapioca pudding.

b. In generalized application.
1856 Farmer's Mag. Nov. 409 Properly granulated and

dried, potato meal forms an excellent tapioca.

Tapiolite (tse;pUfait).
Min. [ad. Sw. tapiolit

(A. E. Nordenskibld 1863); named after Tapit,
a Finnish deity : see -LITE.]

' Columbo-tantalate of

iron, resembling tantalite, but containing no man-
ganese' (Chester).
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 518 Tapiolite. .occurs near the

Kulmala farm, in the village of Sukula, in the parish of
Tammela, Finland.

Tapir (tf'-paj). Also 8 tapyr. [ad. Tupi
tapira or tapyra, now usually called tapyra-ele'
true

'

or '
real tapir ', and lapir-nssu

'

great tapir ',
to distinguish it from European cattle, to which the
name tapira was also given by the aborigines.]An ungulate mammal of tropical America of the
genus Tapirus or family Tapiridie, somewhat re-

sembling the swine (but more nearly related to the

rhinoceros), having a short flexible proboscis.
OriginAlly applied to the species Tapirus americanus of

86

only representative of these large pachydermatous animals

is the tapir. 1865 TYLOR Early Hist. Man. xi. 305 The snout

of the tapir . .protrudes a little more than that of our pigs.

b. attrib. KR& Comb. Tapir mouth: see q not.

1891 Syii. Sac. Lex. s. v. Mouth, Tapir ttiouth, Lan-

douzy's term for the peculiar tapir-like expression of mouth

produced by wasting of the muscles of the face in rnyopa-
thic atrophy. looa P. FOUNTAIN flfts. S. America lll._ 87

Tapir-beef is the best meat lobe obtained in Souih America.

So Taplri-dian, a. belonging to the family Ta-

j

piridie; sb. an animal of this family; Ta'plrine

a., of or pertaining to the tapirs ; Tapi'rodont a.

[Gr. oSovs, uSovr- tooth], marking a dentition

similar to that of the tapirs (Cent. Diet. 1891);

Ta-piroid a., allied to or resembling the tapirs.
1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl.W. V.) VI 1. 474 The herbivora will

contain the suborders proboscidians,, .'tapiridians, having

long noses but not prehensile or only very slightly so, as

the rhinoceros and tapir. 1891 C. F. HOLDER Darwin 206

i
Animals without the peculiar "tapirine teeth. 1849-5*

|

Todits Cycl. Aoat. IV. 926/1 In the transverse divisions of

the crown we perceive the affinity to the *Tapiroid type.
1880 DAWKINS Early Man ii. 30 In France [the tapir] is

associated with two tapiroid genera.

Tapis (tee-pis, ||ta-p), s6. Forms: 5 tappes,
6 Sc. tapeis, 7- tapis, [a. F. tapis, OF. tafiz

(1 2th c.)
=

Sp., Pg. tafiz (pi. tapices) : pop. L.

type *tappelium, for late L. tapelium (-'/), ad.

Gr. ToirijTioi', dim. of rdar/s (ace. rairr/ra) cloth

wrought with figures in various colours, tapestry.
Late L. titpltium might also be inferred from tafltia,

pi. of cl. L. tafete,
neuter ; L. had also tapita pi., as from

*tapetum, and tapetx pi., as from *tapeta; also (immed.
from Gr.) ace. sing. masc. tapeta, pL tapetas, as from *

tapes
masc. In later and med.L., Isidore lias pi. tapft<t', later

forms cited by Du Cange are tapecius, tapesiunt (from

tapetimn), ana tapitix pi. Beside the forms mentioned
above, It. has tappeto, Sp. and Pe. tapete, Pr. tapit. From
late I., and Rom. came also OK. tfped, tapped, -el, and
the cognate forms mentioned under TAPET.)

fa. Acloth worked with artisticdesigns in colours,
used as a curtain, table-cloth, carpet, or the like.

1494 FABYAN Cliroti. vi. cxli, 129 Beholde now this house,
where are now the ryche tappes & clothis of golde. 1539
Inv. R. Wardrobe (1815) 50 Item four grete pece of tapis of

Tuique, off the quhilkis ane is of silk. Item fiftene litle

tapis of Turque. a 1600 in Pinkerton Anc. Scott, Poems
(1786) 1. 257 Thy beddis soft, and tapeis fair. 1800 I. HURDIS
faa. Village 134 What loom e'er furnish 'd for imperial
floor Tapis more rich, or grateful to the foot.

b. Phrase. On (upon) the tapis [from F. sur le

tapis], on the table-cloth, under discussion or con-
sideration. Cf. CARPET sl>. i b.

1690 CLARENDON Diary 2 May, Lord Churchill and Lord
Godolphin went away, and gave no votes in the matter
which was upon the tapis. 1781 Europ, Mag. 1. 248 Several
marriages are adjusted, and many others are on the tapis.
1809 HAN. MORE Calebs II. xxxiv. 128, I had. .been trying
to bring Lucilla on the tapis. 1865 York Herald 18 Mar.,
The question of the legitimate claimant has for a long time
been upon the tapis. 1880 Manch. Guardian 23 Nov.,
This view was held by Mr. Stansfield when his successor's
bill was on the tapis.

Tapis, tapish. (twpis, -ij),
vl Oh. or arch.

Forms: 4-7 tapis (4 tapiso, -ice), 6-7 tappas,
6-8 tapish, 7 tappish, tappes, 7-9 tappis, 9
tappice. [f.OF. (se) tapir, tapiss- (i 2th c.in Hatz.-

Earm.) ; ulterior origin uncertain : see -ISH 2.]
intr. To lie close to the ground, lie low so as to be
hid

; to lurk, skulk, lie hid. (The pa. pple. is com-
monly used in intransitive sense : cf..fallen, risen.)
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 3 With joy alle at ons bei

went tille Snawdone On luor & Ini, bat tapised by J>at
side, To purueie bam a skulkyng, on be Enghs eft to nde.
c 1330 Chron. Wace (Rolls) 11529 pou schal nought tapice
a night to slepe. 1591 WARNER Alt. Eng. v. xxxvi. (1612)
175 Now tappas closely.silly Heart,. .The Huntsmans-selfe
is blind. 1599 A. HUME Hymns, Day Estivall 126 The
hart, the hynd, and fallow deare, Are tapisht at their rest.
1611 MARKHAM Countr. Content, i. iv. (1668) 25 Hee will

tappish oft, that is, he will ever and anon be lying down and
lurking in dark holes and corners. 1613 DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Cypress Grove Wks. (1711) no The spider; that
pitcheth toyls, and is tapist, to prey on the smaller creatures.

iS9 Lady Alimony 11. vi. in Hazl. Dodsley XIV. 322 Sir
Reuben . . like a ranger may tappis where he likes. 1688
SHADWELL Sfr. Alsatia v. i, You'll find him tappes'd in
some Ale-house. 1823 SCOTT Peveril xxxiii, Your father
..is only tappiced in some corner, a 1815 FORBY fee.
E. Anglia, Tappis, to lie close to the ground. A sports-
man's phrase.. .' It is so wet the birds cannot tappis'.

b. trans, (and /?.) To hide, conceal, arch.
a 1660 Contemp. Hist, Irel. (Ir. Archasol. Soc.) II. 127 If

you yett insiste to see the disposition of man to the quicke
discouered, and take of the veile wherwith [it is] tapissied.
1831 SCOTT Cast. Dang, xi, Having tappiced herself behind
the little bed.

Hence fTa-pised (tapist, tapioed) ///. a.,

hidden, concealed
; f Ta-pissing vbl. sb., in quot.

concr. a hiding-place.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xvii. 13 He sett myrknesis his

tapissynge [L. latibulum}. 1621 LADY M. WROTH Urania
35 Wee. .made them as

fearefully rush vp, as a tapist Buck
will

doe, when he finds his enemies so neere.

Tapis, tapish (tse-pis, -ij), z-.* Now dial.
Forms : 4 tapis, 8-9 tapish, 9 tappish. [perh.
for "tabish, f. L. tabesccre to waste away, decline.]
intr. (a) To languish, pine away; (b) to be mortally
sick or diseased. (Often in pa. pple. in intrans.

sense.)

TAP-LASH.

"37S SI. Aug. 499 in Horstm. Allntgl. Leg. (1878) 70, 1

..pat sum tyme was a bitter berkere..A?eyneslettregoodeand mete. . And I tapissed [ L. tabescebatii] vndursuch letlrini;
1747 HOOSON Miners Diet. Vj, When Miners are troubled
in the Mines by Damps,, .yet. .are preserved by being timely
helped, and escape with Life ; such a one we say, is Tapish 'd,

pished '. 1891 Sheffield Gloss. Suppl. 58 Tapish, to waste or
pine away. . .

' He tapished and died '.

t Tapis, v.'-i Oiis. Forms: 6 tappes, 6-7
tapes, 7 tapis, [a. F. lapisse-r (15111 c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), in OF. tapissier, i. tapis : see TAPIS
sb.~\

trans. To hang, cover, or adorn with tapestry;
also, to adorn with figures, ns tapestry.
1518 LYNUESAY Dreme 325 That myrke Mansioun is

tapessit with stynk. 1561 LEIGH Armorie (1597) J2 2 Cham.

1602 CAREW Cornwall in b, Onely there remains the l

tapissed wals of the keepe.

Tapism (t^-pi/m). [f. TAPE rf.i + -ISM.]
Official formality or routine

;
= RED-TAPISM.

1851 Q. Rev. Mar. 418 There affection bursts the cold
pnggery of tapeism she venls her sorrows at bis departure.

tTapisser. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms: 4-5
tapyeer, tapecer,-e, tapicer.tapesere, taphiser,
5 tapiser, tapser, 5-6 tapisser, Sc. tapescher.'
[a. AF. tapicer = OF. tapicier (\yCa c.), mod.K.
tapissier, f. OF. tapit, F. tapis, figured cloth : see
TAPIS sb. and -EB 2

.] A maker or weaver of

figured cloth or tapestry.
1386 CHAUCER Prol. 362 A Webbe, a Dyere, and a

rapycer \v.rr. taphiser, tapecer(ej. 1388 WYCLIF Exod.
xxxviu. 23 A tapesere

and a broderere of iacynt, purpur,
vermyloun and bijs. 1439 in Ancestor July (1904) 17 A
coverlit and a testre of tapicers werk. 1541 Ace. Ld
Higk Treas. Scotl. VIII. 42 Given to the tapescher for his

warkmanschip. 1591 SPARRY tr. Cattail's Geomancie 225He shall be a tapisser or spinner of cloth of golde. 1883

ing false blankets.

Hence fTapiwer-work Obs., tapestry-work.
M59 Test. Ebor. (Surlees) II. 227 Hengyng for ye halle

and parlor of tapisserwerk.

t Ta-pissery. Obs. Also 5 tapecery(e, tap-
eery, tapisery, -yssere, 5-6 -ery(e (tapserye), 6
tapycerye, -esserie, -essarie (Sc.), tappyssery,
tapissary, -arie, tapisry, -issrie, 7 -issry. [a.
F. tapisserie (I4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f. tapissier
a tapestry-worker, or tapisser to cover with carpel,
f. tapis carpet, table-cloth : see TAPIS sb. and -ERY.]
The early form ofthe word TAPESTRY. Also attrib.

1416 E. E. Wills (1882) 76 A blewe bedde of Tapecery
1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 6 Clothis of gold,

silk, and tapceiy. 1430 Brut 460 Alle the stretes. .were
hanged with clobes of arras and with clothes of tapissery
werk. 1497 Caxton's Chron. Eug. vil. (W. de W.) S vj b/i
The stretes were coueryd ouer his need wyth sylk of tapisery.
1513 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. Ii. 181 Chambres hanged with
tapyceryes and curteynes. 1530 PALSGR. 279/1 Tappyssery
werke, tapisserie. a 1548 HALLC^r<7., Hen. T/Iu$ b, Riche
clothes of Arras and Tapissrie. 1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle
Facions n. XL 260 The grounde couered and garnisshed
with natures

Tapesserie. 1578 T. N. tr. Cong. W. India
183 Rich Mantels, Tapissary Targats, tuffes of feathers.

1683 EVELYN Diary 4 Oct,,The new fabriq of French
tapissry.

1697 Nuntismata viii. 385 Clemens Alexandrinus in the
Tenth Book of his Tapisseries.

Tapist (U'-pist). [f. TAPE sl>l + -IST.]
= REU-

TAPIST.

1852 JERDAN Autobiog. II. 41, I do not think he could
leave the amount of a tapist's quarter's salary behind him.

tTa-pister,-tre, v. Obs.
[f. tapister, TAPESTEB

sb.~\
= TAPESTBY v.

1587 H ARM AR tr. Bcza's Semi. 263 Flowers with which the
earth is tapistred. 1592 GREENE Upst. Courtier B j, A vale
all tapistred with sweet and choice flowers. 1644 EVELYN
Diary 7 Nov. , The room . . is tapisstred with crimson damasq
embrodred with gold.

Tapister, var. TAPESTEB Obs., tapestry-worker.
t Ta-piter. Obs. rare. [I. tapit, TAPET sb. +

-EB!.]
= TAPISSER. Also attrib.

r 1440 York Myst. xxx. 270 UUM The Tapiteres
and

Couchers. 1485 York Council Bk. ii. IV. 74 ibid. Introd. 27

note, It was determined that the Tapiters Cardemakers and

lynwevers of this Citie be togeder annexid to the bringing
'urth of the padgeantes of the Tapitercraftand Cardmaker.

Tap-lash (tae-pilaef). Now dial. Also 7 -lush,

[f. TAP i^.i + LASH .i]

1. The '

lashings
'

or washings of casks or glasses ;

dregs or refuse of liquor ; very weak or stale beer.

1613 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Disc, by Sea B vij, To mur-
der men with drinking, with such a deale of complementall
oratory, As, off with your Cup, winde vp your bottome,

vp with your taplasb, and many more eloquent phrases.
1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 597 Very tap-

lash; dead drink. 1813 Sporting Mag. XLII. 118 Liquors
of all denominations from champagne to humble tap-lash.
1818 Craven Gloss., Tap-lash, thick small beer i poor, vapid

liquor of any kind.

Jig. 1671 MARVELL^A. Transp. 1. 227 This the Tap-lash of

what he said. 1769 COLMAN Prase Sev. Occas. (1787) III.

157 Thou, .draw^t the taplash of another's brains.

b. attrib. or cuij.



TAPLIN.

1641 in J. R. Williams F.ng. Journalism (1908)36 They
have filled the City.. with the fruits of their taplu&h in.

ventions. 1673 UP. S. PARKER Repr. Reft. Transp. 197
Bundled up and down by the School-men in their taplash
disputes. 168* HICKERINGILL Mnthrootn Wks. 1716 II. 366
Stale Taplash droppings, old and &owr.

1 2. Applied contemptuously to a publican. Obs.
c 1648 Enff. Ballad^

* No Monty* No Friend' (Farmer),
Each Taplach . . would cringe and bow, and swear to be M y
Servant to Eternity. 1719 D'URFRV Pills (1872) IV. 320
Thus is it not evident Tap-lashes don't thrive?

f Ta-plin, tapling. Obs. (See quots.)
1748 HKOWNRIGG Making Salt 11. ii. i. 54 The pan . . is

placed over the furnace, being supported at the four corners

by brick work ; but along the middle, and at the sides and
ends, by round pillar* of cast iron called tapHns, which are

placed at three feet distance from each other, being about

eight inches high, and at the top, where smallest, four inches
in diameter. 1753 CHAMBERS Cfd. .S"/.//*., Ta^/i/i^s, in the

English salt-works, the name given to certain bars of iron

which support the bottom of the pan in which the brine is

boiled. 1797 Encycl, Brit, (ed. 3) XVI. 626/2 [as in quot,

Ta-plings, sb.pl. 'The strong double leathers

made fast to the ends of each piece of a flail '; the

middle-band. (Halliwell 1847-78.)
Tapnage : see TAPINAGE.

Ta'pnet, ftopnet. [In i6th c. topnttt app.
altered from TOPPET (tappet} q.v. Cf. TAP sb;$\
A basket made of rushes, in which figs (formerly
also raisins, etc.) are imported ; also a conven-
tional measure of quantity ;

** FRAIL j^.1

0. 15*4 in Rogers Agric, <$ Prices III. 535/4 (Figs] Top-
nets. 1537 in J. H. Blunt Myrr. oure Ladye Inttod. 31
Dyuerse sortes of Spices and fruyttes-.Nutmygges. .Gorans

..Gynger..Isonglas.. Figge doodes v Topnettes ij Ib. xj s.

ixd. c 1550 Customs Duties (K. M. Add. MS. 25097), Fiegs
dodes, the topnet, xx d. i88a ROGERS Agric. fy Prices IV.

671 Between 1516 and 1540 the price of figs by the toppet
or topnet is a little over ys. $a. .. Such a price .. sug-
gests.. that the toppet contained about 30 Ibs., and that it

corresponds to the earlier frail. . . In 1533 figs are bought by
the topnet at Cambridge and by the frail at Stonor, at the
same price, 2;. 6</.

ft. 1553 W. CHOL.MKI.EY Reoncst % Suite true-hearted Eng.
in Camden Misc. II. 17 r-yggis at xxd the tapnet. 1556
W. TOWHSON in Halduyt Voy, (1589) 99 Three Tapnets of

figges, two pots of oyle. i68a Privil. Citizens Lond. 71
For Tapnets and Frails of Figs per Ton..xxd. 1811 J.
SMYTH Prnct. ofCustoms (1821) 85 Frails, or Tapnets, are
baskets made of rushes. 1858 in SIMMONDS Diet. Trade.

1910 Grocer, Diary 47/1 Figs, Faro, tapnets, 28 Ibs.

attrib. 1578 LYTE Dodoens v. Ixxxi. 652 Currantes or

Raysens of Corinthe, do not much differ in verlue, from

tapnet or frayle Raysens.

tTa'pon. Sc. Obs. Also 6 tappone, tawpon,
talpoun, 7 tapoun. [a. F. tapon (1382 in Hatz.-

Darm.), earlier form of tampon plug, etc.! f. taper
to plug (of OLG. origin : see TAP v. 1

).] A word

having the general sense 'plug, peg, pin', in

various applications.
1. A peg in a drinking-vessel, a pin ;

= PEG j<M

ab, PIN sbl \ f.

1543 Burgh Rec.Edin&.(\tyi}\\.\i2 That all nichtboures
. .sendand for wyne. .haifthair pyntsof just mesure merkett
with the townis merk, and that the samyn haif ane talpoun
as vse is in vther pairts. 1543-4 //< 115 Stowppis of

mesour with tawpoms in the hals, inerket with the townis
merk. 1551 Ihid. 161 That the samyn haue ane tappone as
vs is in vther pairtis.

2. A peg acting as a tappet (TAPPET 1
).

1640 A. MELVILLE in Extracts fr. Comm.-pl. (1899) 29
The said quheill hath of tapon is that liftis ye hamer 8.

3. A main branch or ramification of the root of

a tree or plant ; a subsidiary root.

1641 R. BAILLIE Lett., to Mrs. Baillie 6 Feb. (1841) I. 298
We trust God will putt them [the Bishops] doun, hot the
difficultie togett all the tapouns of their loots pulled up are

yet insuperable by the arme of man.
4. Tapon staff, ?thestavecontainingthe vent-peg.
1661 Sc. Acts Chas.II (1820) VII. 230/2 That no barrell

be sooner made and bloune, but the Coupers birne be set

theron, on the tapon staff thai r of.

Tap-ooze, -owze, etc, : see TAP-HOSE.

Tapotement (tapJu-tment). Mtd. [a. F.

tapotemtnt) f. tapoter to tap ; see -MENT.] Per-

cussion, esp. as a part of the treatment in massage.
1889 Lancet 2 Mar. 423/1 Best attained by certain manipu-

lations which include circular movements, kneading, and
tapotetnent. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 374 Tapotement
is the

application
of rapid blows delivered with the ulnar

edge of the hand.

Tapp, obs. f. TAP. Tappa, variant of TAPA.
Ta ppable, a. [f.

TAP z/.l + -ABLE.] Capable
of being tapped or pierced for juice ; fit for tapping.
1910 Westm. Gaz. 13 Apr. 10/1 [The estate] already pos-

sesses no fewer than 40,780 [rubber] trees, with 14,700 at a

tappable age, 1910 Morning Post 22 Apr. 1/3 [The] C.
Rubber Company. . having

1 over 100,000 tappable trees be-

tween four and 10 years old.

||Tappal,-aTll(tap-l). Anglo-Ind. [Of obscure
and uncertain origin : see Yule.] The trans-

mission of letters, etc. by relays of runners; the

organization by which this is carried on ; the postal

matter or conveyance, the mail
;
one who carries

the post ;
an arrival or dispatch of letters.

1791 JAS. ANDERSON Corr. 64 A letter by the Tappal or

Dawk. 1799 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Supft. Desf. (1858) I.

303, I have sent orders to the postmaster at Seringapatam
to run a tappall from thence to Nuggui. 1809 LD. VALENTIA

87

Vty^.
I. vii. ^85, I might go by (appaiil the whole way to

Seringapalam. 1889 1'lackiv. .l/<n'. Feb. igg Farewell to

telegrams and tni>p.-ils for a fortnight.

llencc || Tappal-wallah [of. competition-wallah]^
a runner who carries the post in S. India.

1865 Daily Tel. 12 Dec. 7/2 The tappal-wallab does not
turn up with the letters at the proper time.

Tappas, var. TAPIS v. 1 to lie hid.

Tappe, obs. form of TAP, TAPE.

tl Tappen (tse'pin). [Sw. and Norw. tapp-tn
the plug-] The plug by which the rectum of a bear

is closed during hibernation.

[1830 L. L. LLOYD Fitld Sports N. Europe I. v. 89 His
bowels and stomach become quite empty, and.. the ex-

tremity of them is closed by an indurated substance, which
in Swedish is called tnfipen. 1835 fenny Cyct. IV. 85/1

nott, The plug (in Norway termed the Tappen], found in

the rectum of fat hybernating bears.] 1865 WOOD llliistr.

Nat. Hist. \. 393 The
'

tappen
'

is almost entirely composed of

pine-leaves, and the various substances which the Bear
scratches out of the ants' nests.

Tapper '
(larp3.i\ Forms : I troppere, 2 -are,

6- tapper, Sc. tappar, topper. [OE. typpeic, (.

tKppa, TAP sfr.l, tseppian, TAP .! : see -But.]
1 1. One who taps casks or draws liquor ;

a

tavern-keeper ;
= TAPSTER 2. Obs.

a 1000 Ags. Glon. in Wr.-Wiilcker 262/14 Cattptts, i.taber-
nariits inti uinunt uendit, tseppere.

a 1050 Liver Scintilt.,
etc. (1889) 226 Na byb jerihtwisud tasppere [L. caupo] (ram

synnuni welera. c 1537 Thersitcs in Four O. PI- (1848) 82
The tapper of Tauystocke & the tapsters potte. 1618 D.
BELCHIER Hans Beer-pot Bib, loaske Flutterkin.aTapper.
fb. A retailer; cf. TAP i>.l 40. Sc. Obs.

1478-9 Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1869) I. 37 The provest and
counsafe of the towne ordanis the meilmen topperis fremen
of the towne and [to] top his meill daylie. 1580 Bitrglt Rec.

Glasgow (1876) I. 82 That n.l topparis of small salt . . by ony
salt in greit..quhill ix hour is of the daye. 1605 in Mac-
gregor Hist. Giasgovj xviii. (1887) 157 Tappers of woollen
and linen cloth.

2. One who or that which taps, in various senses ;

e.g. one who taps trees for the sap or juice; a

machine for milking cows.
1884 C. G. W. LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. HI. 309/1

The tapper then goes round provided with the bark scraper.

1884 J. SCOTT Barn Implements xvii. 157 Tube-milkers, or

tappers; Sucking-machines; and Mechanical hand-milkers,
or squeezers and strippers. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 2 Mar. 5/2
The ruthless destruction of date palms by

'

tappers' is said
to be most evident in Madras.
3. One who works a screw-cutting tap for thread-

ing holes or orifices : cf. TAP v^ 6.

1909 in Cent. Diet. Sitpfl.

Tapper 2
(tse-paj). [f.

TAP .2 + -ER 1.]
1. One who taps or lightly strikes : e. g. one
who taps at a door, etc. ; one who taps the wheels
of railway carriages, to test their soundness ; a
shoemaker who rivets on soles and heels ; a dialect

name of the lesser spotted woodpecker.
1810 Splendid Follies III. 89 If the young gentleman did

not immediately return to town, and satisfy their urgent
demands, a tapper would.. make his appearance at Mistley.

1837 DICKENS Pickw. xxxii, A low tap was heard at the
room door. Mr. Bob Sawyer.. bade the tapper come in.

1883 Macin. Mag. Feb. 269 The honest tapper of every
wheel [of a railway train]. 1883 SWAINSON Provinc. Names
Birds 90 Lesser Spotted Woodpecker (Dendrocopus minor).
Also called.. Wood tapper. . . Tapperer, . .or Tapper. 1903
Daily Chron. 11 Sept. 8/4 Boot Trade, repairs. Smart
tapper to finish on machines.

2. That which taps or lightly strikes, as a ham-
mer for striking a bell ; spec, a key in an electric

telegraph which is depressed (with a tapping sound)
to complete the circuit, a telegraph key ;

in wire-

less telegraphy, a device for restoring the filings to

their original condition ; also tapper-back.
1876 PREECB & SIVEWRIGHT Telegraphy 43 There are two

forms of the single needle instrument in general use, viz.

the drop-handle and the pedal or tapper form. Ibid. 47
The sending portion of the 'pedal' or 'tapper' form of

single needle. 1898 Edin. Rev. Oct. 306 The restoration to

the coherer of its defective efficacy is brought about by the
automatic action of a 'tapper*. 1903 Sci. Amer. 26 Dec.

483/2 In 1894 he (Sir O. Lodge] exhibited at Oxford his first
'

tapper-back ',
or automatic system of decohering the iron

filings after each impulse.

Tapper, Tappes. obs. ff. TAPER, TAPIS.

Tappet *
(tse-pet). Also 8-9 tapit, 9 tapet,

tappit, tabbot. [app. f. TAP . + -ET ; but the

use of the suffix is abnormal. Cf. mod.F. tapetle
a flat piece of wood for driving in corks.]
A projecting arm or part in a machine, which by

the movement of the latter comes intermittently into

contact with another part, so as to give or receive

motion.

745 Specif. Kay >t StelFs Patent No. 6r j There are like-

wise fixed in the sliding beam or hollow rowler, at proper
distances, sundry tapits. 1814 R. STUART Hist. Steam
Engine 114 The pins or

tappets [are] fixed on the plug,
frame (or tappet rod) . . : at the ascent or descent of these

pins, they strike on the ends of the levers or spanners . .

connected with the valves,..and open or shut them. 1831

J. HOLLAND Manitf. Metal I. 241 As the wheel shaft re-

volves, the tappits successively strike the hammer tail. 1839
URE Diet. Arts, etc. 1287 T is the shaft of the eccentric

tappets, cams, or wipers, which press the treddle levers

alternately up and down. 1870 ]. M. NUTTER in Eng.
Mech. 4 Mar. 610/2 Much depends upon the description of
loom and make of tabbots in treading motion. 1907 Wesim.

TAPPIT.

Gaz. 28 Nov. 4/r The inclined valves and new valve tapper..mark it (a motor car engine] iih a dulinitivencu all
Its own.

b. attrib. and Comb. ; appositive,
'
that is a

tappet ', as tappet-arm, -lever, -fin, -ptate ;

' of a

tappet or tappets', as tappet ,iction, -l>atl, -bawl,
motion

;

'

having or worked by a tnppet or tap-
pets ', as tappet-port, -rod, -valve, -wheel.
i8M Tappet rod [see above]. 1837 H. STANSJKUD in Chit

Enr.l, Arch. Jrnl. I. 54/2 Certain Machinery of a TappetanJ Lever Action. 1839 UE Out. Art,, etc. 1287 Heddle
leaves, actuated by the tappet wheels upon the axis O.
ltoft,Modcli,ttatii hnStne if> Simply altering the position
of the tappet lever by means of two screws. 1908 ll'eitm.
Gat. 28 Apr. 4/3 The valve-stems may be lengthened or the
tappet-ports enlarged.

Tappet, 1 6th c. var. TOPPET, basket.

Tappet, -ett, -ette, variants of TAPKT.
tTappette. Obs. rare, [?dim. of TAP j<U :

see -KTTE.] A catkin.

1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apoth. 34 b, Take the tappettes or

flouringe of Walnuttes and Filberts when they florishe, new
gathered after that they be fallen fiom y trees.

Tappioe, var. TAPIS .i to lie hid.

Tappil, tapple, Tappit, v.ir. (chiefly Se.) of

TOPPLE, TOPPED. Tappin, Sc. f. TOPPINO.

Tapping (tae-pirj), vbl. sb.l [f.
TAP z/.l 4- -IKfll.]

The action of TAP .l in various senses.

1597 A. M. tr. Gitilleitiean's Fr. Chintrg, 2ob/ In the

drawing or tappinge of the water. 1655 CULT LPPER Riveritts
vn. v. 164 The Opening or Tapping for the Dropsie. 1713
CHFSELDEN Anal. HI. x. (1726) 128 This kind of dropsie is

sometimes cured by tapping, c 1865 J. WVLDE in Lire. Sc.
\. 419/2 They are. .obtained from the tree.., by the process
of '

tapping '. 1905 H. D. ROLLESTON Dis. Liver 171 A
woman.. eventually died after her sixtieth tapping. 1909
Installation News II. 172/1 Alternating current, .is carried
into one side of the transformer giving 50 volts on the second-

ary at one tapping for lighting purposes, and three other

tappings at 7, 12} and 20 volts for cooking and heating.
b. concr. That which is drawn by tapping, or

runs from a tap ; a means of tapping.
597 A- M. tr. Gxillemeau's Fr. Chinrg. 53 b/i His drinclc.

harsne and noughtve tappinges of wyne. 1686 PLOT Staf-
fordsli. 17 It smelt just like the soure tappings of dead beer
in a Cellar. 1861 DANA Man. Geol. 648 All wells and springs
are tappings of these subterranean waters.

0. attrib. and Comb., as lapping-apparatus
(Knight Diet. Mecfi. 1877) ; tapping-bar, a sharp-
pointed crowbar used in opening the tap-hole of
a furnace

; tapping-clay, plastic clay used to

close a tapping-hole; tapping-cock, a cock having
a taper stem, which allows it to be driven firmly
into an opening; tapping-drill, a drill for boring
holes in water-pipes; tapping-gouge, a gouge
used in tapping the sugar-maple ; tapping-hole,
(a) a tap-hole in a futnace ; (A) a hole drilled in

metal to be tapped or furnished with an internal

screw-thread ; tapping-iron =
tapping-gouge ;

tapping-machine, (a) a machine for cutting in-

ternal screw-threads
; (b) a machine for tapping

water- or gas-mains, a tapping-drill; tapping-pot,
a pot to receive liquid metal fiom the tap-hole ;

tapping-tool, (<z)
= TAP sb.\ 4 ; (i) any imple-

ment for tapping the sugar-maple.
1861 FAIRBAIRN Iron 133 The fire is to be carefully raked

out at the 'tapping hole, which is again to be made good
with loam. 1894 BOWKER in Harper's Mag. Jan. 418 A
channel known as the tapping-hole, taps the metal from the
crucible. 1840 GOSSF. Canadian Nat. vi. 68 A semicircular

incision is made [in the tree] with a large iron gouge, called

a 'tapping iron.

Ta'pping, vM. sb.'z [f. TAP v.2 + -INO 1.] The
action of TAP v.-

;
the sound made by this action ;

fin Etc/ling: seequot. 1688 (obs.). Also redupli-

cated, tap-tapping, repeated or continued tapping.
1440 [see TAP?.' t]. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. isi/r

Tapping, is wip[ing] or sliding ones hand upon the Varnish
to make it smooth and even on the Plate. 1786 MME.
D'ARBLAY Diary 6 Nov., I heard a tapping from a window

upstairs. 1860 RUSSELL Diary in India II. xvii. 321, 1 was
informed that the tents were going to be struck imme-

diately, and the tap-tapping of the kelassees confirmed the

fact. 1871 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xxxi, Here a lapping all

round the table greeted the orator.

b. The soling or heeling of boots and shoes, dial.

and U.S.

1857 EADIE y. Kitto ii. (1861) 44 Revelations about list and

leather, tapping
and closing.

O. attrib. and Comb., as lapping test ; tapping-

room, a room in which tapping or boot-soling, etc.

is done.

1*95 Wtslm. Gaz. ;7 Apr. 2/3 So the tapping test for rail-

way carriage axles is a fraud. 1905 IHd. 21 Sept. 7/1 An
adjoining factory used, .as a tapping room.

Tappis, tappish, variant of TAPIS .l, *.

Tappit (tae-pit),///. a. Sc. =- TOPPED///, a. ;

esp. crested, tufted; chiefly in the collocation

tappit hen, a. a hen having a crest or topknot ;

b. a drinking-vessel having a lid with a knob;

spec, one containing a Scotch quart.
I7l RAMSAY Ode to the Pk iii, That mutchkin stoup it

hauds but dribs, Then let's get in the tappit hen. 1794
BURNS Lines on Txmbler ii. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xi, A huge
pewter measuring-pot, containing at least three English

quarts, familiarly denominated a tappit lien. 1811 GALT



TAPPY.

Ann. Parish ii, His head powdered and fri?zled tip like

a tappit-hen. 1906 Athenxuitt 30 June 803/3 Of genuine
old pewter. .here are. .flagons, tappit-hens, toddy-ladles.

Tapple up tail : see TOPPLE v.

t Tappy, v. Obs. rare. = TAPIS 5?.
1

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. 6), To Tappy, (among Hunters) to lie

hid as a Deer does.

Ta'p-rooni. [f. TAPii.l + ROOM jiU] A room
in a tavern, etc., in which liquors are kept on tap.

1807 Sporting Mag. XXIX. 78 Gore was in the doorway
between the tap room and the bed room. 1838 DICKENS
O. Twist viii, [He] turned into a small public-house, and
led the way to a lap-room. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
xii. III. 184 The ambassador was put one night into a
miserable taproom full of soldiers smoking.

Tap-root (te-p,rt), sl>. [f. TAP rf.i + Roor.]
A straight root, of circular section, thick at the top,
and tapering to a point, growing directly down-
wards from the stem and forming the centre from

which subsidiary rootlets spring.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvi. xxxi. 477 The Fir and Larch

have one tap root and no more ; for upon that one maine
maister-root they rest and are founded. 1733 TULL Horse.

Hieing Huso. i. i The Tap-Root commonly runs down
Singleand Perpendicular, reaching sometimes many Fathoms
below. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. fy Art II. 597 Such

plants have no tap-roots, but strike their fibres horizontally
in the richest part of the soil. 1851 GLKNNY Handbk. Fl.-

Gard. 160 It has a tap-root like a carrot, but small.

//,v- 1825 COLERIDGE Aids Rejl. (1836) 349 Its fibres are
to be traced to the tap-root of humanity. 1887 LOWELL
Demoer. 36 This sentiment, which is the very tap-root of
civilization and progress, attrili. 1800 Eng. lllustr. Mag.
Christm. No. 158 That's a tap-root idea, Fraser.

Hence Ta'p-root v. inlr., of a plant, to send
down a tap-root (whence Ta'p-rooting ///. a.) ;

Ta'p-rooted a., having a tap-root.
1715 Bradley's Fain. Diet. s. v. Ilex, These, like our

Knghsh Oak, are tap-rooted, and therefore delight in deep
Soil 1769 L. EDWARD in Hist. Line. (1834) I. 2oTheoak roots
stand upon the sand, and tap-root into the clay. 1805
R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agrie. Cn In loosening the ground
for carrots, or other tap-rooted plants. 1897 WILLIS Flo^ver.
PI. I. 185 Tap-rooting plants, .would not be able to cling
to their supports in time to prevent falling off.

t Ta-psail, -sell. Obs. rare. Some kind of East
Indian cotton material.

1715 Land. Gaz. No. 6388/2 The following Goods, viz.. .

Negannepants, Tapseils, . . Arrangoes. 1851 in HILPERT
Eng.-Genn. Diet. 18.. in FLIJGEL.

Tapsal-, tapsie-teerie, St. : see TOPSY-TURVY.
| Ta-psebarbe. Obs. rare-'1

. [?obs. F.,ad.
met\.ls.j/\h)apsusbarbatiis, former name of Verbas-
cum Thapsus.} The Great Torch Mullein.

[< 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 182/1 Tapsus oarvatus
tuaior maseulits, . ,g[allice] molayne, an[glice] catesteyl, iiel

feldwrt.] 1526 Crete Hertall ccccvii. (1529) Y ij b, Tapse-
barbe is a inaner of herbe called moleyne, wherof is made
a inaner of torches whan it is greased.

Tapser, -erye, var. TAPISSER, -ERY Obs.

Tapsia, obs. form of THAPSIA.
t Ta-psimel. Obs. Old Med. fmed.L. tapsi

tail, lit.Tioney of THAPSUS or Mullein (Vcrbascum
Thapsus').'} A plaster made of mullein and other
herbs with honey.
<-i4S tr. Arderne's Surgery (E.E.T.S.) 31 pat confeccion

. . |>at receyueb Smalache, wprmode, moleyne, spaige, &c.,
wih clarified hony sohen togidre at be fire and kept by it.
self in a vessell is called '

Tapsimel '. IHd. 35 pat he take
he jolke of an ey to whiche be added he half pane of tap.
simell. IHd. 73 pis oyntment is called tapsimel, of tapsi.
barbati. 1658 ROWLAND tr. Monfet's Tlieat. Ins. 912 I

might here set down the. .Tapsimel of Arden, and all syrups
that were anciently made of honey.
fTapskin. Obs. nonce-wd.

[f. TAP z-.2 +
SKIN

st>.] A drumstick.
1605 Play Stiicley in Simpson Sea. SJiaks. (1878) 1. 196Drum [= Drummer], thump thy tapskins hard about the

pate [Stage direct. Drum sounds] And make the ram-heads
hear that are within.

Tapster (ise-pstai). Forms: i tfeppestre, 4
tappester, 4-6 tapester, 5 tap(p)estere, tap-
store, 5-6 tappyster, Sc. and n. dial, tapstare,
6 -ar, 5- tapster. [OE. txppestre, fern, of txppere,
TAPPER' : see -STEH.]
1 1. orig. A woman who tapped or drew ale or

other liquor for sale in an inn; a hostess. Obs.
ciooo .*LFRIC Gram. ix. (Z.) 36 Caupona, tappestre.

f rjSSCHAUCKR/VK/. 24! He knew..euerich Hostiler and
lappestere. c 1440 Promt,. Pan,. 486/2 Tapstare, ducit-
lana, prof,liana, ilipsidraria. 1474 CAXTON Chcsse in.
vi. hvjb, That I haue sayd of the seruauntes beyng men
the same I say of the women as chaumberers and tapsters
c 1485 Digoy Myst. in. 495 With sum praty tasppysster wold
I fayne rown. ,11518 SKELTON Magnyf. 420 A tappyster
lyke a lady bryght. 1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlviii Ioo
l nre lassts. . I hat tyme that thay wer tapstaris.
2. A man who draws the beer, etc. for the cus-
tomers in a public house ; the keeper of a tavern
The word in the first three quots. may be feminine.

S^i^l^?^^^^^-!^ 11^^1
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treach'rous tapster Thomas Hangs a new angel two doers

from us. 1871 SMI LES Cliarac. i. ( 1 876) 1 4 The decayed serv.

ing-men and tapsters who filled the Commonwealth's army.

t 3. One who sells by retail or in small
quantities.

140* Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 95 Me thynkith ?e ben

tapsteres, in alle that 3e don ; }e tappe sour absoluciones

that ?e bye at Rome, c 1450 Godstoiv Reg. 101 The abbesse

graunted that her men of Wycombe shold be tempters
or tapsters of brede and ale in the fee of the same abl)esse.

4. Comb., as tapster-like adj.

1607 R. QABEW] tr. Eiticnne's World of Wonders A iv b,

I.e.iuing inkhorne phrases and tnpsterlike termes for the

tauerne. 1842 F. HOWES Horace's Sat. I. 2 This tapster-
like retailer of the laws.

Hence Ta'pstering ppl. a., acting as a tapster ;

Ta-psterly a., characteristic of or befitting a

tapster; Ta-pstership, the office of a tapster;
t Ta'pstry, a tap-room.
1861 SALA Dutch Pict.

x_ii. 187 Is he going to scour the

country with his marauding, *tapstering butchers? 1589
NASHE Pref. Greene's Mcnaphon (Arb.) 9 In anie 'tap-
steilie tearmes whatsoeuer. 1598 BARRET Theor. Warresi.
i. 5 Honest and valiant men, not tapsterly praters. 1597
ist Pt. Return/r. Parnass. v. ii. 1538 As for youre "tapster-

shipp in hell, it were a good office in soe whott a place.
14. . Beryn 209 The Pardoner. .Stalkid in to the *tapstry.

Tapstery, -strie, -stry, -e, obs. ff. TAPESTRY.

Tapstress. [f. TAPSTEE + -ESS ; formed after

tapster had ceased to be feminine : cf. seamstress,

songstress.} A female tapster.
1631 HEVWOOD is/ Pt. Maid of West i. Wks. 1874 II. 269

You are some tapstresse. 1667 SIR C. LVTTELTON in Hatton
Corr. (Camden) 52 Hee has married a dirty tapstresse. 1839
H. AINSWORTH J. Shepherd in. xiii, The tapstress was full

of curiosity.

Tap-tap, Tap-tapping : see TAP sb., TAPPING
vbl.sb. Taptoo, taptow, obs. ff. TATTOO rf.i

Tapu : see TABOO.

t Tapul. Obs. [Of uncertain origin : perhaps
orig. an error.] A name applied by Hall (a 1548)
to some part of the body-armour ; thence, by
modern antiquaries taken as a name for the ver-
tical central ridge of the breastplate.
a 1548 HALL Citron., Hen. IV 12 One company had the

plackard,. .the lasses thelamboys, the backpece, the tapull,
and the border of the curace all gylte. [MEVRICK Anc.
Armour (1824) II. 258 commenting says

'

Perhaps the pro-

TAR.

jeclinz edge perpendicularly along the cuirass, from the
French taper, to strike'. Hence the following:) 1834
PLANCHE Brit. Costume 243 The breast-plate was still [reign
of Hen. VIII) globose, but towards the end of this reign
rose to an edge down the centre called the tapul a revival
of an old fashion. 1869 BOUTELL A mis 4 Arm. ix. (1874)
155 A ridge (in England called the t.ipnl) which divides the

breast-plate and cuirass into two compartments, and is car-
ried out to a point.. over the middle of the body. 1870
C. C. BLACK tr. Demmin's Weapons of War 226. 1896
E. J. BRETT Anc. Arms 4 Armour Plate i. 1909 ASH-
DOWN Arms ff Armour 283.

Tap-waze, etc. : see TAP-HOSE.
t Tapyn, obs. f. TAPON, TAMPION plug.
M. . Vac. in Wr.-Wulcker 569/40 Calopodium, a tapyn.
Taqua-nut, (erron.) var. of TACUA-WZ//.
a 1864 S. F. BAIRD in WEBSTER. Hence in mod. Diets.

Tar (tai), sb. Forms : o. i teru, teoru (-o),
(-tearo) ; 3-5 (6- St.) ter, 4 (St. 4-) terr, 4-6
terre,4-s teer, (5 tere). ft. 4-7 tarre, 4-8 tarr, 5
taar, 6- tar. 7. i tyrwe, 2 tirwe. [OE. tent

(gen. terw-es), teoru (-0) :-*terwo neut. = MLG.
ter, tere, LG. and (thence) mod.Ger. leer, Du. teer;
also ON. tjara fern. (Norw. tjfra, Sw. tjara, Da.
tjxre). OE.had also the Aei\\.lorm*iierwe,lyrwc:
"lenujon. Generally considered to be a deriv. of
OTeut. "trewo-, Goth. Inn, OE. treow tree (Jndo-
Eur. dinv- : donu- : dru-) : cf. Lith. darva pine-
wood, Lett, darwa tar, ON. tyr-viSr pine-wood.
Thus terwo may have meant orig.

' the product
(pitch; of certain kinds of trees

'.]

1. A thick, viscid, black or dark-coloured, in-
flammable liquid, obtained by the destructive dis-
tillation of wood (esp. pine, fir, or larch), coal, or
other organic substance ; chemically, a mixture of
hydrocarbons with resins, alcohols, and other com-
pounds, having a heavy resinous or bituminous
odour, and powerful antiseptic properties ; it is
much used for coating and preserving timber,
cordage, etc. See also COAL-TAR.
In some early quots. used for BITUMEN : cf. i.
o. 700 Epinal Gloss. 677 (Sweet O.E.T.} Nafta, blaec-

teru. find. 858 Resiiia, teru. cmCorpusGloss.iTfxtNapta
blue-tram. Ibid. 1716 Resina, teoru. cvxoSax. Lecchd.

no^but
be defiled therby. 1810 SHAKS. Temp. it. ii.

e suiou,

tarre

98Tai
decomposed'stale. ... ...

North fF
m 'S f P'nC> Ch 'efly Sc 'Ch F ' r> in "*

y. e 1000 /ELFRIC Horn. I. 20 Declaim ealle ha seamas mid
tyrwan. a 1175 Coll. Horn. 225 Idem hall be seames mid
tirwan.

if. (1856) No. 214. i A new way of makeing pitch and
out of

pit coal. 1813 DAW Agrie. Clurn.M. (,8,,)ar and pitch principally consist of resin in a partiallypartially
871 OLIVER Kltm. Bat. n. 247 Tar is

ia IL *,'aar [L. pi

9 I" tarr et rubea
-"- 39 Rubrike and

wormys & auntis sleth.
Chester PI. vn. 33 Heare is tarr in a pot. is PHIL,,n toxe A. f, M. (,583) 1835/1 He that ^ou

,Soo
HIL,,?

cheThtarre can

b. Proverb. To lose the sheep (dial, ship) for a
ha'porth of tar: see HALFPENNYWORTH b.

C. Jig. in reference to extraction from a negro or
dark-coloured ancestry : cf. TAR-BRUSH b
1897 ANNE PACE Afternoon Ride 68 There was a touch

of tar in this buxom dame.

2. Applied, with distinctive epithets, to natural
substances resembling tar, as petroleum or bitumen
see quots. 1796, 1875, and MINERAL a. e.

1747 WESLEY Prim. Physick (1762) 37 Half a teaspoonfulof Barbadoes Tar. 1796 MORSE Amer. Gear I A
SP

n".f'p V!f ' P f Whidl floals an oil - similar 'to that
called Barbadoes tar. 1875 Urc's Diet. Arts III. 397 l" a
great number of places a more or less fluid inflammablematter exudes. It is known as Persian naphtha, Petrc
leum, Rock-oil, Rangoon tar, Burmese naphtha, &c
3. A familiar appellation for a sailor- perh

abbreviation of TARPAULIN. Cf. JACK-TAR.

in war, A
land^ommander,

and a tar. ,709 SMLK TallerNo. 31 P A Boatswain of an East-India Man. .like a true
larof Honour. iSioScoHESBy Ace. ArcticReg. I. 5M The

noble tar. 186* BA'RING'G'OULD

.i. (. i

3
, V he J0">' lars seize lhe horses and ridethem hclter skelter up hill and down dale.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. atlrib. Made of, from,or with tar
; consisting of, containing, or derived

from tar: as tar-baby, -ball, -bath, -creosote, de-
rivative, -dye, -lotion, -mark, -oil, -ointment, -pill,
-plaster, product, -salve, -soap, -spring, -tincture,
-vapour, -varnish, -wash

; covered or impregnated
with tar, as tar-bandage, -cloth, -cord, -neckcloth

-paper, -paving; used for holding, or in making,
tar, as tar-boiler, f -boist (

= TAB-BOX i
), -bucket,

can, -copper, -funnel, -horn, -kettle, -pit, f -pough,
t -slonp, -trough, -tub (in quot.yf^.). b. objective,
instrumental, etc., as tar-burning; tar-bind, -brand,
-paint vbs., tar-bedaubed, -clotted, -laid, -painted,
-paved, -roofed, -scented, -soaked adjs., tar-spraying,
-sprinkling; tat-like adj. o. Special Combs.:
tar acne, Path., an inflammatory disease of the
skin produced by rubbing with tar, etc.

; tar-
beer, a mixture of tar and beer, used medicin-
ally (cf. TAR-WATER i); tar-board, see quot.; 'a

building-paper saturated with tar' (Cent. Diet.);
) tar-breech a., wearing tarry breeches : epithet
for a sailor (cl. tarry-breeks) ; tar-kiln, a covered
heap of wood or coal from which tar is obtained
by burning ; tar-lamp, a lamp in which tar is used
as the illuminant (Knight Diet. Mech. 1877) ; tar-

lubber, contemptuous name for a sailor (cf. 3) ;

tar-marl, -marline (dial.), tarred twine used in

thatching ; f tar-pitch (terpiche) - sense i
;
tar-

pot, (a) a pot containing tar; (b) humorously
applied to a sailor (cf. 3); tar-putty, a viscid
substance made by mixing tar and lamp-black;
tar-weed, U.S., name for plants of the genera
Madia, Hemiumia, and Grindelia, from their

viscidity and heavy scent; tar-well, a receptacle
in gas-works for collecting the tarry liquid which
separates from the gas ; tar-wood, resinous wood
from which tar is obtained

; tar-work, -a, a place
for making tar

; tar-worker, a workman employed
in making tar

; tar-yard, a yard in which tar is

made. See also TAR-BABREL, -BOX, -BRUSH, etc.

1899 Alll'utt't Syst. Med. VIII. 918 A form of eruption
very similar to this occurs in workers in creasote and tar
1
*tar acn '. 1881 J. C. HARRIS Uncle Remus ii. 20 Brer FOK

. .got 'im some tar, en mix it wid some turkentime, en fix up a
contrapshun what he call a "Tar.Baby. 1735 BRACKEN in
Burdon Pocket Farriery 39 note, There is a Ball under the
name of 'Tar Ball. 1891 Cent. Dirt., 'Tar bandage, an
antiseptic bandage. made by saturating a roller bandage,
after application, with a mixture of i part of olive oil and
20 parts of tar. 1899 Allbulfs Syst. Med. VIII. 605 A "tar
bath . . has not only an anti-pruritic but also a curative
action. 1906 Daily Chroii. 31 Aug. 3/2 In his patched and
very much 'tar-bedaubed punt. 1857 DUNCLISON Med.
Lex. s. v. Pinus sylvestris, Tar water, .is employed chiefly
in

pulmonary affections... A wine or beer of tar, 'Tarbeer,
Jews' beer, has been employed in Philadelphia in similar
cases. 1909 H/estm. Gas. 30 Aug. 2/1 There are two dis-

tinct methods of 'tar-binding the surface of our roads. 1877
KNIGHT Diet. Mech., 'Tar-t'oard, a strong quality of mill,

board made from junk and old tarred rope, la 1500 Chester
PI. vii. 78 With 'Tarboyst most bene all tamed, Penigras,
and butter for fat sheepe. 1890

' R. BOLUREWOOD' CoL

Reformer (1891) 120 Flock.. to be counted, or drafted, or

shifted, or 'tar.branded. 1589 STANYHURST sEneis w. (Arb.)
108 A runnagat hedgebrat, A *larbreeche quystroune dyd
I take. 1864 CARLYLE Fredk. t7<.xv. 1(1873) V.27oMankind..
took to .. 'tar-burning and fr-irVi-ing on an extensive scale.
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1888 J. SHALLOW Templars' Trials x\. 24 He approached., as

cautiously_as a boy with a 'tar can does a wasp's nest. 1899
T. HARDYin Academy 18 Nov. 599/1 Great guns were gleam-
ing there Cloaked in their "tar-cloths. 1900 H. G. GRAHAM
Soc. Life Scot/. i8M C. xv. (1901) 513 Thin, short "tar.
clotted fleeces of the sheep. 1768 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 113/2
Afire broke out in a tar-yard, .by the "tar-copper boiling
over. 1879 JIFFUIU Wild Life in S. C. 47 A couple of
flakes fastened together with 'tar.cord. 1868 Q.Rcv. Apr.
346 A very singular product called "tar-creosote or carbolic
acid. 1896 Allbutts Syst. Jlfti/. V. 45 Among the *tar
derivatives [may be specially mentioned] creosote and
guaiacol. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 8 Mar. 3/3 The stockings..
are dyed with "tar-dyes, which are perfectly harmless. 1573
TUSSER Htisb. (1878) 38 A sheepe marke, a "tar kettle,

1755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 551/1 A sufficient crop of these old
knots (which are full of rosin) for the "tar-kilns. 1856 KANE
Arct. Expl. II. i. 26 We have been using up our "tar-laid

hemp hawsers. 1683 ROBINSON in Ray's Corr. (1848) 137,
I have observed the inhabitants of Languedoc get a "tar.
like substance out of the Juniperus. 1899 Allbutfs Syst.
Med. VIII. 521 The use of tar soaps, followed by "tar

lotions, is sometimes more efficacious. 1610 HEALEY St.
Aug. Citie of'God 707 Another "Tarre-Iubber bragges that
hee is a souldiour. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 1282
The letter P. .on the rump to shew the "tar-mark of the
farm on which, .it had been bred. 1863 Stamford Mercury
27 Sept., Hegotsotne"tar-marlineand tied the horse's mouth.
1713 STEELE Englishman No. 47. 303, I stood by just now,
when a Fellow came in here with a "Tar Neckcloth. 1891
Cent. Diet., "Tar-oil, a volatile oil obtained by distilling
tar. 1895 Outing (U.S.) XXVI. 365/1 The little black
bottle of tar-oil. 1906 Wrstm. Gaz. 13 Sept. 10/2 The cost
of "tar-painting a road eight yards wide averages about^oo-

Ptttnam'sMontltly July 482/1 A whole house
udded with brass tacks sat

a mile.

covered with "tar paper and st

complacently upon a hay wagon. 83 Proc. Assoc. Mitnic.

q
BaBarthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 34 Fix Hquida,..'it.rnKhe. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 582 A "tar plaster is better than
one of chrysarobin. 1573 TUSSER Husk. (1878) 30 With tar

"

. . . .

Engirt. X. 53 The tar macadam roadways and "tar paved
footways..! found in good., order. 1808 Med. Jrnl.
XIX. 225 "Tar pills made up with magnesia were also
administered. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 963 A considerable
uantity is distilled over into the "tar-pit. 111387 Siiwn.
arthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 34 Fix Hquida,..'it.rnKhe. 1899

'

d. VIII. 582
"

. 1573 TUSSE .

in a "tarpot. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 23 One of
the girles is to keepe fire under the tarr-potte. 1903 F. T.
BULLKK in Daily Chroii. 8 June 3/3 Like many other old

tar-pots, I have been intensely annoyed and disgusted by
the so-called ' real

'

sea-books put forward, e 1394 P. PI.
Crede 618 pei may trussen her part in a "terre pow^e ! 1903
Westm. Gaz. 16 Sept. 2/1 The value of the annual output
of "tar products is over ten millions. i888-E^/rLXVI.
521

'

"Tar-putty '. .a viscous mixture of tar and well calcined

lampblack. 1896 Ho<xs\.is Imfressions $ Exp. 282 A "tar.
roofed shanty. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 1118 Apply-
ing "tar-salve to sheep. 1891 Pall Mall G. 22 Sept. 14/2
The "tar.soaked logs burn with a peculiar brilliance. 1809
Allbults Syst. Med. VIII. 584 To take frequent baths with
"tar soap. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 30 Aug. 2/1 Roads, .treated

by the cheaper method of "tar.spraying them on the surface.

1775 R. CHANDLER Trav. Greece (1825) II. 367 The "tar-

springs of Zante are a natural curiosity deserving notice.

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 605 To paint the skin with
a st:

Mistress. 1805 DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. 48 The outside . .

1909 Daily Citron. 8 Mar. 4/6 The unjustly named
' tar-weed '

..scattered over great tracts of wild country . .California
smells of it, and smells very pleasantly. 1857 MILLER Elem.
Chtin. III. 558 The tar, as it accumulates.. flows over into
the "tar wells. 1856 EMERSON Ettg. Traits iv. 65 King Hake
..sets fire to some "tar-wood. 1791 Trans. Soc. Arts IX.
132 The iron-masters furnish the "Tar-works with coal. 1906
Westm. Gaz. 10 Aug. 10/2 The average life of "tar-workers
is eighty-six. 1768 "Tar-yard (see tar-copper above].

Tar (tai), f.1 Pa. t. and pple. tarred (taid).
Forms : I tifrwian, tyrwian ; 3-5 terren, 4
tore ; 5-7 tarre, 6-8 tarr, 6- tar. [f. OE. teoru,

teorw-, TAR sb.]
trans. To smear or cover with tar. Also absol.

[a 1000 BemvttlJ'295 Niw tyrwydne [
= new-tarred] nacan

on sande arum healdan.] 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2596 In an
fetles of rijesses wro^t, Terred Sat water dered it nojt, Dis
child wunden jhe wulde don. c 1300 Havelok 707 Hise ship
..He dede it tere, an ful wel pike, c 1440 Promp. Parv.
489/2 Terryn, wylhe terre, colofoniso. 1495 Naval Ace.
Hen. VII (1896) 214 Hawsers olde & fleble Tarred

iij j

New Hawsers nolt tarred j. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. li.

63 Our hands.. are often tarr'd ouer, with the surgery of
our sheepe. 1689 Loud. Gaz. No. 2483/3 They had Tarr'd
the Bridge, and laid Combustible Stuff in order to burn it.

1783 M. CUTLER in Life, etc. (1888) I. 94 Tarred apple-trees
to keep the millers from going up. 1840 LONGP. in Life
(1891) I. 361 The canker-worms have begun their journey
up the trees, and to-morrow I shall tar. 1884 Act 47 >, 48
Viet, c, 76 5 A person shall not, without due authority, . .

paint or tar any post office, . . telegraph post, or other

property.
D. To smear (a person's body) over with tar ;

esp. in phr. to tar and feather, to smear with tar

and then cover with feathers : a punishment some-
times inflicted by a mob (esp. in U.S.) on an un-

popular or scandalous character.

(The practice was imposed by an ordinance of Richard I

in 1189 as a punishment in the navy for theft : see Rymer
Foedera (1704) 1. 65/2, Hakluyt Voy. (1509) II. 21, Holinshed
Chrott. (1807) II. 213 : in Howell's Fam. Lett. (1650, I. lit.

xxvii. 81) it is said to have been applied in 1623 by a bishop-
of Halverstade to a party of incontinent friars and nuns ;

but in neither case is the specific term used.)

1774 J.ADAMS in Fani. Lett. (1876) 12 Pole.. railed away
at Boston mobs, drowning tea, and tarring Malcom. 1774
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T. HUTCHINSON Diary i July, K[inc; George III]. I see

they threatened to pitch and feather you. Htutchinson].
Tarr and feather, may it please your Majesty. 1774 BURKE
Atner. Tax. Wks. II. 374 You mu^t send the ministers
tarred and feathered to America. 1774 Citron, in Ann. Reg.
127/2 Mr. John Malcomb, an officer ofthecustomsat Boston,
who was tarred and feathered, and led to the gallows with a

rope about his neck. 1784 DK. RUTLAND Orr. w. /Y//(i8go)
37 Persons are daily marked out for the operation of tarring
and feathering. 1846 HARE Mission Com/, ii. (1876) 61 [We]
tar and feather our feelings with the dust and dirt of earth.

1850 N. HAWTHORNE in Bridge Pers. Recoil. (1893) 114 If I

escape from town without being tarred and feathered, I shall
consider it good-luck.

O. fig. To dirty or defile as with tar ; esp. in

phr. tarred with the same stick (or brush), stained
with the same or similar faults or obnoxious quali-
ties. (In quota 1613, ?to darken, obscure; inquot.
1622 in allusion to the protective and curative use
of tar by shepherds, etc.)
a 1612 HARINGTON Epigr. (1633) i. Ixviii, To purge the

vapours that our cleare sight tarres. i6 FLETCHER & MAS-
SINGER Span. Curate ill. li, 1 have nointed ye, and tarr'd ye
with my doctrine, And yet the murren sticks to ye. 1818
SCOTT Rob Roy xxvi, They are a' tarr'd wi' the same stick
rank Jacobitesand Papists. iSijC'OBBETT RuralRides(\Ks)
1. 283

' You are all tarred with the same brush ', said the sen-
sible people of Maidstone. 1860 READE Cloister <$ H. xl,Now this Gerard is tarred with the same stick. 1881 W. E.
FORSTER in Reid Life (1888) II. viii. 368 My replacement
by some one not tarred by the coercion brush.

Tar, t tarre, v? Obs. or arch. Forms : a.
i tyrw(i)au, 5 terw-yn ; 4-5 terre(n, 4 ter, 4-
Sc. terr. 0. 4-7 tarre, 5- tar. [ME. terren,

app. representing OE. *terw(i)an (*tierw-, tynv-),
collateral form of tfrgan (ti(rg-, tyrg-) to vex,

irritate, provoke. For the phonology cf. TAR z>.l

See also TARY v.

OE. tc_rtan (WSax. 'li'trg-, tyrran), */ft<i)a ('tifrw-,
trrw(i)an}=OLG. 'Ifrgan, MLGT ttrge*, largen, LG. and

mod. Ger. zergen ; pointing to an OTeut. 'targjaa. The
phonology of the OE. by-form t(rw(i)an has not been
satisfactorily explained. Relationship to Russian dergafi
1 to pluck, pull, tweak '

has been suggested.]
1. trans. To irritate, vex, provoke. Now only in

tar on (Shaks. tarre on), to incite, hound on.
a. Gvthlac 259 (288) Beo5 ba seborjne ba bee breodwiacJ,

tredaS bee and terjaS and hyra torn wrecaS. 0900 Kentish
Gl. 508 Tirhb, inridet. ip. . Lambeth Ps. Ixxin. 10 Usque
quo deus improperabit inimicus: gL hu longe tyrweb fynd.
Ibid. Ixxvii. 8 Generatio praua et exasperans: gl. bweor
maejb & tyrwiende vtl burhbitter. Ibid. 40 Quotiens exa-

cerbayerunt euro : gl. hu gelome his tyrwedon hine. Ibid.

41 His tyrwadon ml gremedon. Ibid. 55 His costnadon
& tyrwodan god bane healican.

(1380 WYCLIF Sena. Sel. Wks. II. 44 To terre (v.r. ter]
men for to fi3te. 1381 Deut. iv. 25 That je terren {v.r.
MSS. a 1400 tarre] hym to wrabbe. Eph. vi. 4 ?e fadris,
nyle }e terre joure sones to wrabbe. 1387 TREVISA Hidden
(Rolls) V. 355 pe kynges..sone. .gan to tarry [. r. terrejand
to angre [probrosis verbis

lacessiyit] be Longobardes. 1395
PURVEY Remonstr. (1851) 18 Thei blasfemen God and terren
him to wraththe.

ft. u moo Tarre [see quot. 1382 above]. 1561 in Three
i5//t Cent. Chron. (Camden) 119 They came unto me
rounde aboute my chamber,., stearde me, and tarde me, and
so vexed me as I was never in all my lyfle so soore troubled.

$95 SHAKS. John iv. i. 117 And, like a dogge,.. Snatch at
Ins Master that doth tarre him on. 1601 Ham. H. ii. 370
The Nation holds it no sinne, to tarre them to Controuersie.
1606 Tr. f, Cr. I. iii. 392 Pride alone Must tarre the Mas-
tifles on, as 'twere their tone. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. n.
ii, The cries, the squealings of children,, .and other assist-

ants, tarring them on, as the rabble does when dogs fight.

1859 KINGSLEY Misc. II. v. 225 The selfishness of the memo-
rialists led them to tar on the rival selfishness of the water
companies.

t 2. To weary, fatigue. Otis. rare.

[Known only in form tenv-yn. The sense in Promp. Parv.
corresponds rather to the trans, use of OE. ttorian to tire,
but was possibly an oflshoot from that of 'vex, harass'.
The same sense-development appears also in the cognate
TARY v. 2.)

1440 Promp. Parv. 489/2 Terwyn, or make wery or

weryyn, lasso, fatigo. Terwyd. lassatus,/atigatus. Ter.

wynge, lassitdo,fatigacio. Ibid. 522/2 Weryyn, or make
wery or \.etvtyn,fatigo, lasso.

1 3. intr. Tar and tig, tig and tar, to act force-

fully or wantonly ; to use force and violence. Sc.

1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. v. (Parl. Beasts) i, [The fox]
That luifit weill with pultrie to tig and tar [Bann. MS. tere].

01568 BALNAVBS in Bannatyne Poems (Hunter. Cl.) 391
To tar and tig, syne grace to thig, That is ane petouss preiss.
Ibid. 392 To tig and tar, syne get the war, It is evilt mer-
chandyiss.
Hence t Tarring (terring) M. sb., provocation.
1383 WYCLIF 3 Kings xxiii. 26 The Lord is not turned

aweye fro the wrath of his grete woodnes. .for the terryngis
in the whiche Manasses hadde terred hym. Ps. xciv. 9
As in the terring [1388 the terryng to wrobbe), after the

day of tempting in desert.

Tar, obs. f. tare, tore, pa. t. of TEAR v.1

II Tara (ta-ra), sb. [? Native name in Tasmania.]
The edible fern of Tasmania and New Zealand,
a variety of the common brake, Pleris aquilina
var. esculenta. Also tarafern.
1834 Ross yatt Diemen's Land^Ann. 129 (Morris Austral

Enff.) The most extensively diffused eatable roots. .are
those of the tara fern.. [which] greatly resembles Pteris

aynitina,the common fern, brake,, .or brackin, of England,
. . it is known among the aborigines by the name of tara.

TARANDHE.
Tara, int. An exclamation. (Cf. F. tarare ;

also TARATANTAIIA.)
In quot., it occurs in a passage burlesquing a scene in

Dryden's tyrannic Love IV. i.

"f?.
1 v

'|:|"ins (Uk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal v. i. (Arb.) 113,

(,, '<'; SSM"1
!
lar:i

'
fu " KM and by South. 2 Ifinf.We sail with thunder m our moul ),.

Taradiddle.tarradiddle u. ridi-d'l; main
stress shifting), sb. slang or colloq. Also 9 tarri-,
tally-, [cf. DIDDLE . a, j/i.2 : tne first element is

obscure : cf. prec.] A
trifling falsehood, a petty

lie; a colloquial euphemism for a lie
; a '

fib'.

xlvu, Oh, don't call them lies, sister; it's such a 'strong"
ugly word. Please call them tallydiddles, for I don't believe
she meant any harm. 1881 I. PAYN Thicker than Water i.

Our widow paid, .the compliment of telling a
'

tarradiddle
'

or white lie. 1885 HUXLEY Let. 23 Feb. in Life (1900) II.

97 Everybody told us it would be very cold, and, as usual,
everybody told taradiddles.

Taradi ddle, tarradiddle, v. slang or

colloq. [f. prec.] a. inlr. To tell taradiddles or
fibs. b. trans. To impose upon, or bring into some
condition, by telling fibs. Hence Ta radi ddler,
one who taradiddles, a petty liar.

18*8 Examiner 658/1 His enemies.. squibbed, and para-
graphed, and taradiddled him todealh. 1847-78 HALLIWELL,
Tarra-diddled, imposed upon, generally by lies. 1880

Society 20 Oct., Perhaps there is not a more facile, .tarra-
diddler than the London correspondent of the provincial
newspaper. 1909 Athcnzuni 6 Mar. 281/1 A barefaced
tanadiddler or a prophet.

t Ta'rage, *M Obs. Also 5 tarrage : see also
the collateral form TALLAGK sb.* [app. of F.

origin ; etymology unascertained.] Taste, flavour ;

quality, character ; esp. as derived or communicated.
c 1407 LYDG. Reson ft Sens. 3943 Swich is the tarage of the

roote, Somtyme as any sugre soote And bitter sodeynly as

galle. 1419 /',./. Poems (Rolls) II. 141 Of all these thy
grene tender age,.. Of manly prowesse shal taken tarage.
c 1430 LYDG. Miu. Poems (Percy Soc.) 180 Ncr the vyne his

bottom* fressh tarage, Whiche yeveth comforte to al maner
age. Ibid. 192 Thus every thing, . . As frute and trees, and
folke of every degre, Fro whens they come thei take a
tarage. 1:1450 LYDG. & BURGH Secrees i886Watrys that
renne be many diuers londys, . . Which tarage haue of foreyn
dyvers sondys. 14.. Epiphanye in Tundale's Vis. 119
Thys day he turned water into wyne. .of tarage [MS. Soc.

Atitiq. 134 If. 26 talage] inly gud and fyne.

t Tarage, sl>.* Obs. [app. variant form of

TERRACE.] ? A ground in artistic representation.
1439 in Archxologia XXI. 37 An Image of Seynt George

beyng upon a grene tarage, w 1 a damasell knelyng. c 1468
Ibid. XXXI. 336 On every tarage a tree of gold.

t Ta-rage, v. Obs. [f. TARAGE j*.i] To have
a character or quality of some kind, to '

taste of,
' smell of (intr. and trans.). So f Ta'ragred a.,

having a (specified) quality or character.
c 1407 LVDG. Reson * Sent. 3378 Hyr tayl ys werray ser-

pentync, And hir befy eke Capryne, . . whan she is hoot,
Rammysh taraged as a goot. c 1430 Min. Poems (Percy
Soc.) 217 Frut fet fro fer tarageth of the tre. 1430-40
Bochas iv. xv. (MS. Bodl. 263) If. 243/2 How man and beeste
& euery creature Tarageth the stok of his natynite. Ibid.
vili. xxiv. If. 402/1 Eche werm sume parti taragethe of his
brood.

t Taragmite (tarte-gmsit), a. Geol. Obs. rare.

[f. Gr. Tapayna disturbance, f. Tapa<rafu> to disturb

+ -ITE 1
.] (See quots., and cf. PHANERITE.)

a 1857 J. FLEMING Lithol. Edinb. v. (1859) 50 The first or

Taragmite series, have been formed subsequently to the

dressings, and, where present, repose upon them. 1859
PACE Geol. Terms, Taragmite Series, .a term employed by
Dr. Fleming in his 'Lithology of Edinburgh* to embrace
the Boulder Clay, or lowest stage of the modern epoch, as

'having been formed when violent aqueous movements
were taking place, and probably at a period when the state
of our island was widely different from the present '.

Taragon, var. of TARRAGON.
II Tarairi (tarai-ri). Also taraire. [Maori

name.] A timber tree of New Zealand, Beil-

schmiedia Tarairi, N.O. Lauracese : see quots.
1873 CalaL yienna Exhib. (Morris), Tarairi. Used for

most of the purposes for which sycamore is applied in Europe.
1883 J. HECTOR Handbk. N. Zealand (1886) 106 Tarairi. A
lofty forest tree, 60 ft. to 80 ft. high, with stout branches.
Wood white, splits freely, but not much valued.

IITaran(ta-ran). Sc. [Gael, taran.] The ghost
of an unbaptized child.

1775 L. SHAW Hist. Moray vi. iv. 307 It was likewise
believed .. that Children dying unbaptized (called Taraus)
wandered in woods and solitudes, lamenting their hard
fate, and were often seen. 1776 PENNANT TourScotl. in rrj2
II. Addit. 13. 1813 ELLIS Brand's Pop. Antiq. (1849) " 73-

tTa-rand, tara-ndre. Obs. Also taran-

dule, and in L. forms tarandus, -andrus. [a.
F. iarande, obs. tarandre, ad. med.L. tarand-us,
L. tarandr-us (Pliny), name of a northern beast,

supposed to be the reindeer.] A name given to

some northern quadruped, at length identified with

the reindeer.

I57 BOSSEWF.LL Amittrieu. 57 The fielde is ofthe Topaze,
a Tarandre tripping, Rubye, unguled Diamonde. Tarandrus.
is a beaste in bodye like a great Oxe, hauing an head like

to an harte, and homes full of branches. Ibid. ill. 22 b, The
Tarandule is a beaste commonly called a Bufie, which is like

an Oxe, but that he hath a bearde like a Goate. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 559 The Tarandus is a Beast

12



TABANTANT.
somewhat resembling an Oxe, in quantitie, a Hart in shape.

'753 CHAMUKKS Cycl. Kvpp., Tarandus, in zoology, a name

given by Agricola and some other authors, to the rein-deer.

b Said to have, like the chameleon, the power

in quot. c 1440, is the same word.

1440 York Myst-xxxm. 381 (iii Milts) All bin vntiew

techyngis bus taste I, bou tarand. 1642 R. CARPENTER

Experience n. xi. 218 Like the Tarrand, which walking in

a Garden, represents the colour of every flower on his skin.

1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais w. ii. i. 1702 Eng. Theophrast.

363 As the tarand changes its colour with every plant that it

approaches so the wise man adapts himself to the several

humours and inclinations of those he converses with.

Ta-rantant. rare. [See -ANT.] =TARANTATO.

1883 Chamb. Jrnl. i Dec. 761/1 When the tarantant had

by this means recovered, he or she remained free from

the disease until the approach of the warm weather in the

next year.

Tarantara : see TARATANTARA.

II Tarantass (ta:ranta-s). Also -as. [ad. Russ.

TapaHTac-B, larantas".'] A four-wheeled Russian

travelling-carriage without springs, on a long
flexible wooden chassis.

1850 (title) The Tarantas, travelling impressions of Young
Russia, by Count Sollogub. 1876 BURNABY AV;/zxxxvi. 342
The tarantass. .resembled a hansom cab without the wheels,
..fastened in a brewer's dray.

1881 H. LANDELL Through
Siberia 1. 135 A roofless, seatless, springless, semi-cylindrical

tumbril, mounted on poles which connect two wooden axle-

trees., called by the general name of tarantass.

II TarantatO (taranta-to). rare. PI. -at! (-a'tz).

Also fem. taranta'ta, //. -ate. [It. taranta-to

'bitten with a tarantula' (Florio), affected with

tarantism, f. Taranto name of the town : see -ISM.]

One who has been bitten by a tarantula; one suffer-

ing from tarantism.

zs BOYLE Effects n/Mot. yi. 76 Narratives of the effects

of Music upon the Tarantati. 1717 BERKELEY Tour Italy
Wks. 1871 IV. 544 The tarantato that we saw dancing in a
circle paced round the room. Il'iti. 545 None danced but
the tarantata. Her father certainly [was] persuaded that she
had her disorder from the tarantula.

II Tarantella (tserante-la). Also 9 tareut-,
and from F., tarent-, tarantelle. [It. tarantella

(in F. tarentelle, Sp. larantela), dim. formation
from Taranto the town of Tarentum in southern

Italy. Popularly associated with tarantola, taran-
tula the spider, also a deriv. of Taranto. (Ety-
mologically, tarantella might be a further dim. of
tarantula : cf. L. fabula, tabula, fabella, lobelia.)]A rapid whirling South Italian dance popular
with the peasantry since the fifteenth century,
when it was supposed to be the sovereign remedy
for tarantism.

1782 Char, in Ann. Reg, ir. 11/2 The Tarantella is a low

dancej consisting of turns on the heel, much footing and
snapping of the fingers. 18441 DISRAELI Coningsby iv. xi,
He could dance a Tarantalla like a Lazaroni. 1866 ENGEL
Nat. Mus. vii. 259 According to popular belief, a person
bitten by the venomous spider Tarantula can be recovered
from the state of nervous disorder which the poison pro-
duces, only by dancing the Tarantella until complete
exhaustion compels him to desist from the vehement exer-
cise. 1894 Times 3 Mar. 11/2 While the plaintiff" was
dancing a tarantella with a tambourine her foot slipped,
owing, as she alleged, to the negligent stretching of the
carpet, or '

stage cloth .

D. The music for such a dance, or composed in
its rhythm, formerly quadruple, but now always in

|

6-8 time, with whirling triplets, and abrupt transi-
tions from the major to the minor.
1833-5 BABINGTON tr. Hecker's Epidemics (1850) 113 The

Italians .. have retained the Tarantella, as a particular
species of music employed for quick lively dancing. 1884
C. F. WOOLSON in Harptrs Mag. Jan. 216/1 A gay Taran-
tella, which set all the house-maids dancing.

Tarantism (tse-rantiz'm). Also 9 tarent-,
and (in L. form) tarant-, tarentismus. [ad.
mod.L. tarantismus = It. larantismo, F. larent-
isme, from It. Taranto name of the town (see
prec.) ; but popularly associated with tarantola
the tarantula spider, whence sometimes called

tarantufism.] A hysterical malady, characterized
by an extreme impulse to dance, which prevailed as

The dancing was sometimes held to be a symptom or con-

cureT"'
malady, sometimes practised as a sovereign

90

defined a leaping or dancing mania, originating in, or sup-

posed to originate in, an animal poison. .. The gesticula-

lions, contortions, and cries somewhat resembled those in

St. Vitus's Dance, and other epidemic nervous diseases ol

the middle ages. 1883 Cfiamt. Jrnl. I Dec. 760/2 I he

earliest mention of tarantisinus is found in the works ol

Nicolas Perotti, who died in 1480.

Tarantula (tararntirfla). Also 6 tarantula,

7 -entola, tarantule. [a. med.L. tarantula

(Onomast. Lai. Grsec.}, It. tarantola, (. Taranlo a

town in modern Apulia, : L. Tarentum, ad. Gr.

Tapas (lapavra}. Cf. F. tarenlule (i6th c. in

Littri ; in OF. only tarenle).]

1. A large wolf-spider of Southern Europe, Lycosa
tarantula (formerly Tarantula Apulia}, named

from the town in the region where it is commonly
found, whose bite is slightly poisonous, and was

fabled to cause TABANTJSM.
1561 T. HOBV tr. Castiglione's Courtyer I. (1577) Cvb,

Them that are bitten with a Tarrantula. [marpin] A kind

of spiders, which being diuers of nature cause diuers effecles,

some after their biting fal a singing, some laugh [etc.].

1384 LYLY Sappho iv. in, I was stung with the flye Taian-

tula. 1591 GREENE Philom. (1615) G iij b, Such as are

stung by the Tarentula, are best cured by Musicke. 1601

R. JOHNSON Kingii. H Commw. (1603) 113 In this countrey
is bred the Tarantola, whose venom is expelled with the

fire and musick. 1630 I. TAYLOR (Water P.) Bawd Wks.

lij/i Saint Vitusor Vueflus, ..an excellent patron or proc-
tor to cure those that are bitten of a Spider called Tarran-

tulla, or Phallanx-. 165* J- ROWLAND Moufet's Theat.
Ins. 1061 All those that are stung with the Tarantula, dance
so well, as if they were taught to dance, and sing as well as
if they were musically bred. 1711 Let. to Sackeverel 20
Such a Frenzy ran thro the Nation, as if they had been all

bitten with Tarantulas. 1771 D. CIRILI.O in Ann. Reg. 85/1
Several experiments have been tried with the Tarantula;
and neither men nor animals, after the bite, have had any
other complaint, but a very trifling inflammation upon the

part. 1861 HULME tr. Moquin.Tandon II. v. ii. 263 The
Common Tarantula . . is about an inch in length. . . A number
of fabulous tales, all of them equally absurd, have been
related of the Tarantula.

b. Popularly applied to other noxious spiders,

esp. to the great hairy spiders of the genus Mygale,
natives of the warmer parts of America.
1794 MORSE Amer. Geog, 597 Scorpions and tarantulas are

found here [Dutch Guiana] of a large size and great venom.
1834 PRINGLE Afr. Sk. it. 142 The terror of snakes, scorpions,
tarantulas, and other noxious creatures of the African clime.

1871 KINGSLKV At Last xvii, The chief engineer exhibited
a Ii

S..

these spiders than any living man, does not seem to dread
the job in the least.

fo. By confusion, mistaken for or applied to
some (supposed) venomous reptile : see quots. 06s.
[1598 FLORIO, Tarantula, a serpent called an eft or an

euet,_some take it to be a flye whose sting is. .deadly, and
nothing but diuers sounds of musicke can cure the patient.
Also a fish so called.] 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 249 Hereabout
..are great store of Tarantulas: a serpent peculiar to this

countrey. 1616 BULLOKAR l-.ng. Expos., Tarantula, a little
beast like a Lizard, hauing spots in his necke like starres.

Moorish Gecko.]
2. Contextnally, The bite of the tarantula; hence,

erroneously, = TARANTISM.
a 1586 SIDNEY A rcaiiia i. ix. (1500) 38 b, This word, Louer,

did not lesse pearce poore Pyrocles. then the right tune of
musicke toucheth him that is sick of the Tarantula. 1633 G.HERBERT Temple, Dooms-day ii, Peculiar notes and strains

fatall noddings and declensions of death. fig, 1818
Lights Sr Shades II. 278 My wife's tarantula is never cured,her fingers are never out of her harpsichord.
3. fig. from I and 2.
1608 MIDDLETON Trick to Catch Old One l i Hence

courtesan, round-webb'd tarantula, 1651 URQUHART JnuelWks. (1834) 280 Stung with the tarantula of a preposterous
ambition. 1666 R. WILDE Poems (,S7o) 103 May he resume
King Davids harp, and play The tarantule of discontent
away. 1685 Answ. Dk. Buckhm. on Lib. Const. 4 Slunc
with the Tarantula of his Paper, which may make me"
dance and

caper. 1711 PRIOR Dial. Dead (1907) 268 You
nnd others bit with the same Tarantula. 1837 CARLVLK
French Revolution II. i. vi (J, I, jure ). Saw Ae sun ever
such a swearing people? Have they been bit by a swear-
ing tarantula ?

Ii14. Erroneously for TARANTELLA, the dance.

the trois temps.
5. attrib. and Comb., as tarantula bite, dance

dancer, spider, sting, etc. ; tarantula-stung adj.
tarantula-hawk, -killer, names in Texas for a'
kind of wasp, Pepsisfoniiosa.

TARAXACUM.
European ally. 1902 Westtn. Gaz. 12 Aug. 10/1 In Orsuna
[Spain] . . there is a ( Guild of Tarantula-players '. .who earn
considerable fees by sending round their members to heal
the sufferers from the tarantula bite.

Hence Tara'ntular, Tara-ntulary, Tara-n-
tulous adjs., of or pertaining to the tarantula (in

quots. Jig.) ; Tara-ntulate [cf. It.
larantolato],

t Tara-ntulize vbs., trans, to affect with tarantism
;

Tara-ntulism = TARANTISM.
1857 Chamb. Jrnl. VIII. 227/1 Seized with the "tarentular

to tne plainest sense, unaer^- laramuiary intluence. 1737
M. GREEN Spleen 146 Motions unwill'd its powers have
shown "Tarantulated by a tune. 1774 'JOEL COLLIER'
(Bicknell) Mtts. Trav. 14, I drove away the evil spirit, and
cured her of her 'laranlulism that night. 1651 BEN-LOWES
Theoph. in. lix, 44 In Saul, disguis'd When Satan oft 'Ta.
rantuIiz'd.The Psalming Harp was "hove thyswaying Scepter
priz'd. 1895 Lit. World 23 Aug. 141/1 The reputation.,
will survive the

*
tarant ulous bites of envious detractors.

Tarapin(e, obs. form of TERRAPIK.
Taras, -asse, obs. forms of TERRACE.
II Tarata Ua-rata). [Maori.] Native name in

New Zealand of a small evergreen tree (Pittosporum
eugenioides"), also called lemon-wood.
1876 W. N. BLAIR in Trans. N. Zeal. Inst. IX. 143. 1879

I. B. ARMSTRONG ibid. XII. 329 (Morris) The tarala or
Lemon-wood, a most beautiful tree, also used for hedges.
Taratantara (taratse-ntara, -tasnta-ra). Also

6 taratauntara, 7 taratantarra, tarratantara,
tara-tantaro (taratamara) ; also, 6-7 taratantar,
7-9 tarantara, 9 tarantarratara. Cf. TANTARA.
[Echoic : cf. L. tarata-ntara (Ennius) sound of the

trumpet (so It. taratanla-ra in Florio), and med.L.
taralantarum a sieve or winnowing machine
(Cath. Angl., g. v. Tcmpse}; It. taratanta-ro a
mill-clack (Florio).]
1. A word imitating, and hence denoting, the

sound of a trumpet or bugle (in quot. 1620, of a
dnim). Also attrib.

Zoroas in Totlelfs Misc. (Arb.) 120 Now clattering arms..
Gan passe the noyes of taratantars clang. 1620 T. GRANGER
Div. Logike 66 The Drum soundeth taratantara. 1611
BURTON Anal. Mel. 11. iii. vii. (1652) 354 Let drums beat on,
trumpets sound Taratantarra, let them sack cities. 1638
RANDOLPH Hey for Honesty i. ii, I would have blown a
Trumpet Tarantara. 1660 Z. CROPTON Fastening St. Peter's
Fetters 72 The Tarratantara murmur of the Lincoln-shire
and York-shire men in their rebellious holy pilgrimage.
1667 DENHAM Direct. Paint, n. vii, To raise it, we must
have a Naval War, As if 'were nothing but Tara-Tan-Tar.
1698 VANBRUGH Msop n, /Esop. To boot and saddle again
they sound. Rug. Ta ra ! tan tan ta ra I ra ra tan ta ra !

1873
' OUIDA' Pascarel 1.121 Their Tirolean postilions roused

the echoes.. with a tarantarratara upon their tassellated

bugles.

t 2. Jig. High-flown, loud, extravagant, or pre-
tentious talk. Also atlrib. Obs.
1599 Brighton's Let. ii. n To coyne an epistle. .with such

Taratantara fictions and applauses. 1670 EACHARD Cant.

C*>r)/43Makingahigh rant about a shittle-cock, and talking
tara-tantaro about a feather. 1674 R. GODFREY Inj. i, At,
Physic 29 ITo] please himself in talking Tara-tan-tara about
the Philosophers stone and Horizontal Gold.
Hence Tarata'ntar, Tarata ntarize [= med.L.

taratantarizare\ vis., intr. to sound, or imitate the
sound of, a trumpet ; trans, to sound with a loud
noise like the blare of a trumpet.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tarantarize, . . to sound a trumpet,

to sing or sound taratantara. 1840 G. RAYMOND in New
Monthly Mag. LIX. 244 She taratantared a dozen bells.

Taraxacin (tane-ksasin). Client,
[f. next-f

-1N 1
.] A bitter crystalline substance obtained

from the juice of dandelion-root. So Taraxa--
cerln, resin of taraxacum.
1858 HOGG Veg. Kixgd. 462 A peculiar crystallizable

principle
was discovered in the juice by M. Polex, which

he called taraxacin. 1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 671 The.
bitter substance of the root [of the dandelion], the so-called

taraxacin, and the resin, have been examined by Polex
(Arch. Pharm. xix. 50). 1800 THORPE Diet. Applied Chem.
I. 646/1 From that part of the coagulum left undissolved by
the water alcohol extracts taraxacerin CgHjeO (Kromayer).

II Taraxacum (tara-ksakm). [med.L. from

Arabic, ultimately Persian. IteSynonymiaArabo-
Latina of Gerard of Cremona (died 1189) has
'

Tarasacon, species cichorei '. This appears to have
been a corruption or misreading of the Arabic

name
(Jjjji.ii..L tarakhshaqSq or \arkhshaqoq,

itself according to the Burhan-i-Kati (native Per-
sian lexicon), originally an arabicized form of the

Persian i) Jj talkh chakok ' bitter herb '.

. ,

U for (J, appears in the glossary of Ibn al Hashsha on the
work of Razi

'

(Devic in Littre' Sufp.), and appears to be
the source of Gerarde's tarasacon.]

a. Hot. Name of the genus of Composite plants
(by Linnaeus included in Leontodon) including the

dandelion (T. Dens-leonis, T. officinale, or Leon-
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TAB-BARREL.

todon Taraxacum}, b. Pharm. A drug prepared
from the root of the dandelion, used as a tonic and
in liver complaints.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. 6), Taraxacum or Tara.vacon, (Gr.)

the Herb Dandelion, or Sow-Tbistle. 1845 BUUD Dis,
Liver 36 Spine principles of rhubarb and taraxacum might
pass off in it likewise. 1857 G. liuu> Urin. Deposits (ed. 5)

436 Taraxacum, a popular cholagogue, owes its diuretic

action.. to a similar cause. 1875 H. C. WOOD Thcrap.
(1879) 425 Diuretic properties have also been ascribed to

taraxacum.

Tar-barrel vtau,bae;rel). A barrel containing
or that has contained tar : esp. as used for making
a bonfire; formerly also in the carrying out of capital

punishment by burning.
c 1450 B. M. Add. MS. 10016 (Destr. Terus. by Vespasian)

If. 24 With bowes scbot and with arbla.it, With tarbare lie

and with wilde fyre. 1580 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 120 Item

paid for a tarbarrell at cronation day, vj d. 1685 Land.
Gat. No, apSo/3 A large Bonfire or high Piramid of Tar-

barrels, being erected in the said Market place. 1795
KAMSAY Gentle S/i<-/>k. v. i, Till in a fat tar-barrel Mause
[a witch] be burnt. 1850 CARLYLE Lattcr-d. Pampk. \. 3 The
European populations everywhere hailed the omen ; with

shouting and rejoicing, leading-articles and tar-barrels.

tb. Applied opprobriously to a person. Cf,

TAB-BOX b. Qbs.

1695 CONGREVE Lave for L t in.
y'ri,

If I were a man, you
<lm -.1 not talk at this rate,, .you stinking tar-barrel.

Tarbet (taubet). Sc, local. Also tarburt. [ad.
Gael, tairbeart peninsula, isthmus.] A neck of

land, an isthmus ; hence, a portage between two
lochs or navigable channels. (Also, a proper
name of villages, etc. so situated.)
1843 Statist. Ace. Scott. VII. 136 A narrow isthmus or

tarburt over which boats were drawn. 1875W. MC!LWRAITH
Guide Wigtownshire 64 Advantage was taken of ihe con-
formation of the land to form a tarbet.

Tarboggin, -bogin, var. TOBOGGAN.
II Tarboosh (taib'J). Also 8 tarpous, 9 tar-

boush,-bouch, -bush. [a. Arabic (j*y.b (arbush ;

so called in Egypt (Freytag) ; in F. tarbouch.] A
cap of cloth or felt (almost always red) with a

tassel (usually of blue silk) attached at the top,
worn by Mohammedans either by itself or as part
of the turban ; theirs is the Turkish form.

i-fo
W. J. tr. Bruytfs Voy. Levant xx. 91 This Tarpous,

which serves the Women as a sort of a Head-dress, is a large
Cap of Six or eight Quarters, made of Cloth of Gold. 1839
LANE Arab. Nts. (1859) I. iv. 256 He took the turban with
its tarboosh,. .and kept them himself. Ibid, 388 note, The
Tarboosh is a woollen skull-cap, of a deep blood-red colour,

having a tassel ofdark blue silk attached to the crown. It

is worn by most Arabs of the higher and middle classes.

1884 J. COLBORNE Hicks Pasha 105 The tarboosh, or fez as
it is called in Turkey ..is adopted by Mussulmans, as it

allows for the fulfilment of the Mahommedan observance in

prayer of touching the earth with the forehead. 1885 LADY
BRASSEY Trades 291 Turks Islands derive their name from a
beautiful scarlet cactus, in shape like a fez or tarbouch.

Hence Tarbooshed, tarbushed (-b'Jt) a.

[-ED'-], wearing a tarboosh.

1873 L.KLAND Egypt. Sketch-Bit. viii. 106 Through them
tarbushed or turbaned and dark men peered curiously at the

strangers.

Tar-box (ta'iib^ks). A box formerly used by
shepherds to hold tar as a salve for sheep.
c 1420 ? LYDG. Assembly ofGods 326 The rewde god Pan . .

Clad in russet frese, & breched lyke a here, With a gret
tar box hangyng by hys syde. 1523 FITZHERB. Huso. 41
And a shepeherde shoulde not go without his dogge, his

shepe hoke, a payre of sheres, and his terre boxe. 1602

zmt Ft. Return fr. Parnass. v. ii. 2088 A shepards booke,
a tarbox, and a scrippe, 1658 OSBORN Jas. /, Wks. (1673)

514 (Spight of his Tarbox) he died of the Scab.

t b. Applied contemptuously to a person : =
'

stinking fellow '. Obs.

a 1591 GREENE Jets. Jl
r
,
in, i, Such as rub horses do good

service in the commonweal, ergo, tarbox, master courtier, a

horse-keeper is a gentleman. 1687 SETTLE Kefl. Dryden
12 Tarbox Muly Lahas is not the Fool this bout.

Tar-brush (tauibrrj). A brush used for smear-

ing anything with tar. Knight of tke tar-brush,

allusively applied to a sailor : cf. TAB sb. 3.

1711 W. SUTHERLAND Shtfoiiild. Assist, issTarr Brushes
2. 1865 KINGS LEY fferew. vi, Do any of you knights of the

tar brush know whether we are going to be drowned in

Christian waters?

b. fig.) esp. in such phrases as a dash or touch

of the tar-brush, i.e. of negro or Indian blood,

showing itself in the complexion. (In first qnot.

applied to a negro.)
In quot. 1895 touched with the sattte tar-brush' tarred

with the same brush
*

; see TAR i-.
1 c.

1835-40 HALIBURTON Clocknt. (1862) 179, I great opinion
of you, Pompey; I make a man of you, you dam old tar

brush. 1859 LANG Wand. ///* 50 The mother must have
been very fair, if she were a native, the boy is so very
slightly touched with the tar-brush. 1864 TREVELYAN
Compel. Wallah (1866) 198 Brunette ! I should ratber think

she is 1 There's a strong touch of the tar-brush in that

quarter. 1805 Month Aug. 547 On this occasion all alike

were touched with the same tar-brush.

So Ta*r-bru=sher, one who uses a tar-brush ; fig.

one who ' blackens
'

a reputation, a defamer.

1884 Pall Mall G. 5 June 5/1 Mr. Brewer was neither a
whitewasber nor a tar-brusher; he had very few fads.

Taroat, obs. Sc, form of TABGET.
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tTarcaye. Obs. rare- 1
. [

l6th c.)
- It. turcasso, med.L. ttircasia, med.Gr.

',a. Pers.
(j&J>

larkash quiver : see Devic

in Littr^ Suppl. s. v. Carquois.} A quiver.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xv. 54 She hadde a fayr tarcays,

couercd wyth fyne cloth of damaskc, alle fulle of arowe*.

Tarcel, obs. f. TABSEL, TEKCEL. Taroelet,
obs. f. TEBCELET. Tarche, Tarchon, obs. (I.

TABGB j/i.i, TAKRAQON. Tard, obs. f. TABBED.

t Ta'rdance. Obs. [a. obs, F. tardance (1307
in Godef.) ,

f. larder TARDE v. : see -ANCE.] De-

laying, delay. Also t TaTdaucy (-ency).
1595 Q. Eliz. f<f Levant Co. (1904) 53 Whose [ambassador]

playnly excuseth the tardance thereof by reason thatt his

maysters treasury.. is exhausted. 1635 J. HAYWARU tr.

Hiondts ttanish'd Virg. 227 If any tardance of mine bee
the occasion of your Highnesse sufferings. 1654 COKAINE
Dianca iv. 340 Dorcone arrived just upon that time there,
when tardency could not but be perilous.

t Tarda'tiou. Obs. [ad. late L. tardation-em,
n. of action f. tarddre to delay. Cf. OF. tardation

(t4th c. in Godef.).] The action of delaying,

delay; slackening of speed, retardation. (In quot.

1601, want of motion, or stagnation.)
1500-10 DUNBAR Poems Ixxi. 35 Thy tardatioun caussis

ws to think lang. 1601 DOLMAN La Primaud. Fr. Acad.
III. lix. 271 Raine-water .. doth putrine through tarda-
tion and slownes. 1674 PETTY Disc. Dupl. Proportion 113
The degrees ofTardation, which Bullets make in., their way.
1727 BAiLEYvol.il, Tardation, a Loitering, Lingering.

t Ta-rdative, a. Obs. [f. L. tardst-, ppl. stem
of tarddre to delay, tarry + -IVK.] Tending to

slacken speed, retarding.
1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 274 Whatever effect (accelerative

or tardative).

t Tarde, a. (adv.) Obs. [ad. L. tard-us slow.]
1. Slow : = TARDY a. I a.

1547 BOORDE Brcv. Health 321 If naturally a mans
memory is tarde of wyt and knowlege. 1614 HEYWOOD
Gunaik. vn. 334 They neither speed, Nor doth their pace
seeme tarde.

b. Late : = TABDY a. i b. rare-".

1613 R. CAWDREY Table Alph. (ed. 3), Tarde, late.

2. To take tarde, to overtake, surprise; = 'to

take tardy
'

(TAKDY a. a).

1547 SALESBURY Welsh Diet., Dala. ar y gam/a, take
tarde. 1578 TIMME Calttine on Gen. iii. n. 102 But God
shall alwayes take vs tarde in the sinne of Adam. 1584
R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. xv. xxiii.

^(1886) 369 They were
convicted, and.. almost taken tarde with the deed doing.
B. adv. a. Late. b. Slowly. [F. lard adv.]

'557 in Kif. Hist. MSS. Comm^ Par. Collect. IV. 223
Forasmoche as Mr. John Hooper [and 5 others], .came into

this house tarde, after nyne of the clocke this day, therefore

they . .are amerced in I2rf. a peece. '597 A. M. tr. Guille-

ineau's Fr. Chirurg. n/i The winter, when as the cor-

ruptione goeth somwhat tarder or sloer forwarde.

t Tarde, v. Obs. rare. [a. F. tarde-r (\2i\i c. in

Godef.) : L. tarddre.] trans. To retard, delay.
1514 St. Papers Hen. VItI, VI. 364 The said Duke and

his arm ye was so tarded and retracted, that [etc.].

Tardency, erron. f. TABDANCY Obs.

t Tardida-tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [irreg. ?for

tardation or tardiiation.~\
= TABDATIOK.

1647 HERRICK Noble Numb., Salutation 49 Avoid all

snares Of tardidation in the Lords Affaires.

Tardie, tardife, obs. forms of TARDY.

Tardigrade (ta-jdigr^id), a. (sb.) [a. F. tardi-

grade (a 1615 in Godef. Compl.), or ad. L. tardi-

grad-us walking slowly, f. L. tardus slow + -gradus

stepping, going.]
1. Walking or going slowly ; slow-paced.
1613 COCKERAM, Tardigrade, a slow goer. 1656 BLOUNT

Glossorr., Tardigrade, that goeth slow, or hath a slow pace.

1852 MUNDY Our Antipodes (1857) r8$ The Deborah proved
a marine hackney-coach of the most tardigrade order. 1875
W. HoucHTON-S'/t. Brit. Insectsus TheMeloe..a bloated,

tardigrade, wingless beetle upon the meadow.

b. fig. Sluggish in thought or action, unprogres-

sive,
'

slow-going '.

1883 Pall Mall G. 28 Dec. 4/2 Even in our tardigrade
West Country the farmer has begun to discover, .. that he,

too, is an economical power.
2. Zool. a. Belonging to the sub-order ( Tardi-

grada) or family {Bradypodidse} of edentate mam-
mals, comprising the sloths.

1799 CARLISLE in Phil. Trans. XC. 101 The habits of life

among the tardigrade animals, give occasion for the long
continued contraction of some muscles in their limbs. 1891
W. H. HUDSON ffatur. La Plata xxii. 350 Tardigrade
mammals of arboreal habits.

b. Belonging to the gronp Tardigrada of

Arachnids, comprising the minute aquatic animals

called water-bears or bear-animalcules.

1847-9 Toiitfs CycLAnat. IV. 415/1 Doyere states that

he has found zoospores in the tardigrade Infusoria. 1891
Cent. Diet. s. v., Tardigrade rotifers [obs.], the Tardigrada
Arctisca; bear-animalcules.

B. sb. a. An edentate mammal of the sub-order

Tardigrada ; a sloth.

1817 GRIFFITH tr. Ci'vier's Anim. K. III. 251 The
tardigrades will form the first class [of the Edentata]... Their
name is derived from their excessive slowness. 1835 KIRBY
Hob. >r lust. Anim. II. xvii. 208 The last family. .in the

present Order [Edentates] is very well distinguished by the

name of Tardigrades.

TARDIVITY.
b. An arachnid of the group Tardigrada; a

water-bear.

in the >

ft Lett. 111. 160 On this view, a Rotifer or Tardigrade is

adapted to us humble conditions of life by a happy acci-
dent ; and this 1 cannot believe.

Tardigradous (.tudi-gradas), a. [f. L. tardi-

gradus -c -ous : see
prec.]

= TARDIGRADE a.
1658 SIR T. BKOWNK Pseud. Ef m. xxviii. (ed. 3) 227 (The

tiger] is but a slow and lardizradous animal. 1848 JOHN-
STON in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. No, 6. 310 Mile about a
hue in length,.. tardlgradous. 1866 Pall.VallG. 17 Sept. 4
Mi.inwlule Dissent does not wait for the tardigradous action
of superior authorities.

tTardi-loquent, a. Obs. rare-',
[f. L. tard-us

slow t loquent-em, pr. pple. of lotjui to speak : cf.

L. tardiloquus.] Speaking slowly, slow-speaking.
So t Tardi-loquy Obs. rare-".
1613 COCKERAM, Tarditoauie, slow speech. 1656 BLOUNT

I Glossogr., Tardiloquent, that speaks slowly, or draws his
i speech out at length.

Tardily (taudlli), adv. [f. TABDY a. + -LY
''.]

In a tardy manner, a. Slowly ; with slow move-
ment or progress.
'597 SHAKS. a Hen. iy, 11. iii. 26 For those that could

speake low, and tardily. Would turne their owne Perfection,
to Abuse. 1791 COWPER Retired Cat 67 The night rolled

tardily away. 1793 SMEATON Edystoue L. I 219 note, I

found it [cement] to set very tardily. 1871 MORLEY Vol-
taire (1886) 10 The great tides of circumstance swell so

tardily, that whole generations wait in vain for the full flood
on which the race b borne to new shores.

b. After the proper or expected time; after

delay ; late, lately, c. Sometimes implying
' not

readily, reluctantly'.
i8ai JOANNA BAILUE Met. Leg., Columbus xlviii, Four

small vessels, .yet granted tardily For such high service.

1839 JAMES Louis XIV, IV. 198 Those motives were some-
what tardily felt, and were, .soon forgotten. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xxii. IV. 744 Harcourt . . bad with difficulty
reconciled bis conscience to the oaths, and had tardily and
unwillingly signed the Association.

Tardiness (ta-jdines). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being tardy, a. Slowness of move-
ment or action.

1605 SHAKS. Lear i. L 238 A tardinesse in nature, Which
often leaues the history vnspoke That it intends to do.

1751 JOHNSON Rainbler No. in P4 Something of the tar-

diness and frigidity of age. i8oa PALEY Nat. Theol. xvi.

(1817) 138 The tardiness of his pace seems to have reference
to the capacity of his organs. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea II.

247 They..conformed with great care to the tardiness of
our advance.

b. Delay in time
; lateness.

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 200 p 6 The tardiness of liis

return, gave me reason to suspect that time was taken to

deliberate. 1781 COWPER Retirement 475 He chides the
tardiness of every post, Pants to be tola of battles won or
lost. 18*5 J. NEAL Bro. Jonuthanll.ioi Hence the tardi-

ness of our information.

t Ta-rdious, a. Obs. rare 1
, [irreg. f. TABDY

a. +
-onsj

= TABDY a.

? c 1580 T. HACKET Treat, Amadis de Gaule 159, 1 never
shewed my selfe to be tardious nor sloutbfull.

Ta-rditu.de. rare- 1
, [ad. L. tardiludo, f. tardus

slow : see -TUDE.] = next ; in quot.
' slowness

'

or

unwillingness to do something.
1794 COLERIDGE Lett., to Southey (1895) 85 My inconsis-

tencies have given me a tarditude and reluctance to think
ill of any one.

Tardity (ta-iditi). Now rare. Also 5 -e,
6-7 -ie. fa. OF. tarditt (1420 in Godef.), earlier

tardeti, ad. L. lardilds, f. tard-us slow : see -ITY.]
1. Slowness of movement or action : = TARDI-
NESS a. In later use, a technical term of Physics,

opp. to velocity.
[c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. p 644 The synne that men clepen

Tardltas, as whan a man is to laterede or tariyng er he wole
turne to god.] c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 4410 Wightiayke
delyvrenesse with out ony tarditee. 1586 B. YOUNG Guazzo's
Civ. Cono. iv. 178 b, For his rude simplicitie and tarditie.

1603 SIR C. HEYDON Jud. Astral, xxiit. 514 [He] confesseth

velocitie, and tarditie, in the Moone. 1656 S. HOLLAND Zara
(1719) 2 The Champion began to tax himself of tardily. 1714
DERHAH Astro-Theol. vii. v. (1769) r8p The tardily of the

periodic motion in their respective orbits. 1859 DE MORGAN
in Graves Life Sir W. R. Hamilton (1889) III. 353 In

every semicircle, the intension of the breadth [ordinatej

begins from the utmost degree of velocity, and terminates

at the utmost degree of tardily in the middle of the arc.

2. The fact of being late ; lateness.

1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe 33 [They] furrowe vp the

rugged brine and sweepe through his tumultuous oous [ooze]

..rather then in tend ring their alleagance they should be

benighted with tardily. 1601 Bp. W. BARLOW Defence 41
For tardilie and suspence of the assent, may arise by some
obstacle not remooued. 1638 WOTTON Let. in Relig.

(1651} 486, I beseech you. .not to conceive by the tarditie of

my Answer unto you, any faintnesse in the acknowledg-
ment of your favors.

Tardive (taudiv), a. [mod. a. F. lardif, -ive :

see TABDY.] Characterized by lateness, or tend-

ing to appear late ; of late appearance or develop-
ment. So f Tardi-vlty [F. tardiveU}, lateness

of development or maturity. Obs. rare.

1725 Bradley's Fain. Diet., Tardivity, a Term, says Mon-
sieur Chomel, which may and ought to_

be made^ use of,

tho* at present obsolctc
t
when such a Fruit is mention 'd on

theaccountof its becoming late ripe. 190$ H.D. ROLLMTON
U-a



TARDLE.

Dis. Liver 320 A case of tardive hereditary syphilis with

stricture of the hepatic duct.

Tardle (ta'id'l).
dial. A tangled mass, a tangle.

Cf. tortile vb. to entangle (Dorset) in Eng. Dial. Diet.

1808 T. HARDY Wesse-v Foetus 204 While her great gallied

eyes, through her hair hanging loose Sheened as stars

through a tardle of trees.

Tardy (ta'idi),
" (adv.") Forms : o. 5 *ar~

dyve, 6 tardife. 0. 6 tardye, -dee, 6-7 tardie,

(7 tar'de), 6- tardy, [a. F. tardif, -ive (i 2th c. in

Littre)
= Sp. tardio, It. tardivo : pop.L. type

*tardivus, {. tardus slow : see -IVE. In the

forms the ending -ive is reduced to -ie, -ye, -y;
see -IVE, par. 3.]

1. Slow : in various senses, a. Slow in motion,

action, or occurrence ; making little progress in a

comparatively long time
;
of slow nature, sluggish.

a. 1483 CAXTON Golrl. Leg. 23 b/2 We ought to gyue
thankynges to the dyuyne dyspensacion, for the tardyue
creaunce of holy faders to us necessarye. ? c 1580 T. HACKET
Treat. Amaiiis de Gnule 155 Trusting that. .ye wil not be

tardife in so good a worke. 1600 F. WALKER tr. Sp. Man-
devillesg The chollerick man is commonly hasty and heede-

lesse..and the flegmatick more slowe and tardife.

ft. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. 11. i. 44 Say, is your tardie

master now at hand ? 1594 Rich. Ill, 11. i. 89 Some
tardie Cripple bare the Countermand. 1713 YOUNG Last

Day in. 176, I faint, my tardy blood forgets to flow. 1751
JOHNSON Rambler No. 169 ? i Thus the firmest timber is

of tardy growth. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb.
xxviii, To watch the gradual and tardy awakening of the

intellect.

b. Not acting, coming, or happening until after

the proper, expected, or desired time ; late, behind-

hand
; delaying, or delayed ; dilatory ; sometimes,

delaying through unwillingness, reluctant,
' slow

'

(to some action, or to do something).
1667 MILTON P. L. x. 853 On the ground Outstretcht he

lay, . .oft Curs'd his Creation, Death as oft accus'd Of tardie

execution. 1742 WEST Let. in Gray's Poems (1775) 147 O
join with mine thy tuneful lay, And invocate the tardy May.
1749 JOHNSON Van. Hunt. Wishes 160 See nations slowly

wise, and meanly just, To buried merit raise the tardy bust.

a 1822 SHELLEY Chas. I, II. 355 Oh be our feet still tardy to

shed blood. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 191 Then, at

length, tardy justice was done to the memory of Oliver.

1908 Betvi. Trent ft Ancholme 47 When agirl used to think
her admirer rather tardy in asking for the wedding-day,

f 2. Phr. To take (also rarely catch, find] a

person tardy : to overtake (? orig. on account of

slowness of advance) ; to surprise ; to come upon
unprepared or unawares ; hence, to detect,

' catch
'

in a crime, fault, error, etc. : often merely synony-
mous with TAKE v. 8. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 554/1 s,v. Forage, As we went a foragynge the
laste daye, we were almoste taken tardy of a bande of horse

men, 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 253 He tooke her tardie

with a plaine lye. 1579 FULKE Refut. Rastel 725, I haue
taken him tardye alreadie in falsifying the scripture. 1594
SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. i. 52 Be not ta'ne tardie by vnwise

delay. 1601 DENT Pathw. Heaven 355 So shall the comming
of the sonne of man to iudgement, take the world tardy and
unprepared. 1620 ROWLANDS Night Raven 16 A Drunkard,
(whom the cup did tardy catch). 1640 BRATHWAIT Boulsler
Lect, 94 Who, being found tardy, said he was troubled with
a Spirit. 1677 Conn. Col. Rec. (1852) II. 499 Pawbequenuck
. .being found tardy of inticeing the surrenderers to depart
from the English .. was sent to prison. 1690 C NESSE
O. ff N. Test. I. 306 To sing morning hymns, .from which
exercise this angel must not be taken tardy, much less be
absent.

tb. ellipt. for 'taken tardy': Detected in a
fault, caught tripping. Obs.

1591 R. TURNBULL Exp. Jos. 150 b, Adulterie, a grieuous
euill, . . yet David (the man of God) was tardie therein.
a 1643 J. SHUTE Judgement ft Mercy (1645) 118 Montanus,
in whose heresie Tertullian (though else a good man) was
tardie. 1705 tr. Bosnian's Guinea 358 A Negroe, who had
been tardy with one of the King's Wives. 1706 PHILLIPS
(ed. 6), Tardy, . . also guilty, found tripping, or in a Fault.

3. quasi-a<fo. Behind time, late. Phr. to come

tardy off, to fall short, to be done or carried out

inadequately (obs. or arch. : cf. COME v. 61 i).

1586 WARNER Alt. Eng. n. xiii. (1589) 54 When Troy was
ouer stoute, . . and tardie lookt aboute. 1591 SHAKS, Rom. f,

Jut. n. vi. 15 Too swift arriues as tardie as too slow. 1718
HICKES & NELSON J. Kettlewell i. vi. 23 He never.,
incurred the least Censure, as by Neglect of. . Prayers, or
coming Tardy to them, a 1836 LEVERETT Lexicon Lat.-
Eng. Pref., In such a case, the work is better overdone than
come tardy off.

4. Comb., as tardy-gaited, -moving, -rising adjs.
"599 SHAKS. Hen. V. iv. Prol. 20 The confident and ouer.

lustie French, Doe.. chide the
creepple-tardy-gated Night,Who. .doth limpe So tediously away. 1719 YOUNG Busiris

63 How like the dyal's tardy moving Shade 1 1757 DYER
Fleece i. Poems (1761) 82 Thither crowds Each greedy
wretch for tardy-rising wealth, Which comes too late.

t Tardy, v. Obs. [f. prcc. adj.] trans. To
make tardy ; to delay, retard, keep back.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. in. ii. 16-:

""-* '

Bi- - '

of France.

Tare (tej), Forms: 4- tare,//. 4 taren,_i_ _ . , f .
* ',*

also c 1400 ia wiilde tare, a vetch of some kind,'
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and in the later Wycliffite N.Test., 1388, used to

render Gr. L. zizaitia. For the form Kluge com-

pares ODu. *taruwe, MDu. tenve, tanve, a name
of wheat, cogn. with Lith. dirva a wheat-field.

But no satisfactory explanation has been offered

of the transference of sense.]

1. The seed of a vetch: usually in reference to its

small size. (Probably familiar in early times, as

too frequently present in seed-corn.)

1330 Arllt. f, Merl. (Kolbing) 7354 pei our folk tohewen

waren To smale morsels, so beb taren. 1530 PALSGR. 279/1
Taare a corne lyke a pease, lupins. 1555 EDEN Decades 9

Many of them [grains of gold) .. were as bygge as tares

or fytchis. 1576 BAKER Jewell ofHealth 185 Take of this

masse vnto the quantity of three Tares. 1657 R. LIGON

Barbadoes6=> Thisvermine will get., under the nayl of your
Toes, and there make a habitation, .as bigge as a small

Tare. 1808 Mid. Jrnl. XIX. 287 A globule, about the

size of a small tare, being thrown on paper moistened. 1876
BRISTOWE The. * Pract. Med. (1878) 669 The follicles

enlarge to the size of a tare or pea.

t b. Taken as a type of a very small particle ;

a whit, a jot, an atom. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. So But ther of sette the Millere

nat a tare.

2. A name given to some species of vetch : a.

in early times, esp. to those occurring as weeds in

corn-fields. (Lyte, 1578, uses it only of these,

applying
' vetch' or 'fitch' to Vicia sativa (sense b) ;

with Gerarde, Ray, and later writers,
' tare

' and
' vetch

'

become synonymous.)
Still entering into the names of the '

Hairy or Rough-
podded Tare , Vicia liirsuta (rvum hirsutum), and
1 Smooth Tare

', V. tetrasperma (E. tetraspermum), corn-
field weeds : see also STRANGLE-/*!?*, TINE./VW. In quots.

1573-78, applied (after Dodoens) to Lathynts Aphaca, now
a rare '

colonist
'

in English corn-fields, but perhaps then
more common, being imported with dirty seed-wheat.

Formerly also applied vaguely to other plants of these and
allied genera, or to weeds resembling them in their habit.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cintrg. 88 Oraoum bat is wiilde tare.

c 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 131 Orobus, gall, uesche,
anglice thare uel mousepese. Ibid. 186 Trifolium acutntn,
wifdetare uel tintare. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 20 There be
diuers maner of wedes, as thistyls, kedlokes, dockes,..dog-
fenell,mathes,ter,and dyuers other small wedes. Ibid., Terre
is the worste wede, ..and grpweth mooste in rye, and it

groweth lyke fytches, but it is moche smaller, and it wyll
growe as hyghe as the corne, and with the weyght therof, it

pulleth the corne flatte to the erth, and freteth the eares

away. 1573-80 BAHET Alv. T 63 Tares which commonlie
growe amongst corne, are temperate in heat, aphaca. 1578
LYTE Dodoens iv. xxviii. 485 The Tare groweth in feeldes, &
is found growing in this Countrie, in fertil groundes amongst
wheat & Rye. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i. in. Furies
166 Cockle, wilde Oats, rough Burs, Corn-cumbring Tares.

b. Now, in general agricultural use, applied to

the cultivated vetch, Vicia sa(iva,giov/n (often with

oats,etc.) as fodder. In a collective sense, or as name
ofa crop, used in//w/ form (cf. oats, in like use).
1482 Cely Papers (Camden) 109 Yowre yonge horsse..

wull etc noo mete yen but grasse and grene tarys. 1530
PALSGR. 278/2 Taarsakyndof QTrt,drngee. [See DREDGE.]
1552 HULOET, Tares or vetches, a kinde of pulse or grayne,
eruiltt, entum, orobum, i. 1577 HARRISON England u. vi.

(1877) I. 153 Horssecorne, I meane, beanes, peasen, otes,
tares, and lintels. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. i. no Where
Vetches, Pulse.andTareshavestood. 1760 R. BROWN Compl.
Farmer n. 87 Tares are of as great advantage to land as
other pulses are. 1801 MASON Sufpl. to Johnson, Tare, a
name frequently given to the common vetch. 1846 J. BAXTER
Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 312 Tares will do well on
any rich or good soil. 1887 BOWEN Virg. Eclogue III. loo
Lean my bull, though he feeds on the richest tares.

3. //. Used in the later Wycliffite (or Purvey)
version of the N.T. (Malt. xiii. 25), also in some
MSS. of the earlier text, and thence in Tindale's
and subsequent i6-i7th c. versions, to render L.
zizania (Vulg.), Gr. fifdwa, as name of an injurious
weed among corn, which in the first Wyclif version
had been rendered 'dernel or cokil', the latter

going back in translations and quotations to Old
English, the former to Early ME. : see DARNEL,
COCKLE. Obs. exc. as a biblical use, and as in b.

Evidently Purvey and his co-revisers adopted tares as in
their opinion more intelligible than the earlier

'

dernel
'

or
'

cokil '. Probably they thought of Vicia hirsuta the
Strangle-tare, or other species of wild vetch, as familiar
noxious weeds in English cornfields.

1388 WYCLIF Matt. xiii. 25 Whanne men slepten, his
enemy cam, and sewe about taris [1382 dernel ; gloss or
cokil] in the myddil of whete. 1526 TINDALE ibid., Whyllmen slepte ther cam his foo and sowed tares amonge the
wheate. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. in. i. o His Church he
compareth unto a field, where tares manifestly known and
seen by all men do grow intermingled with good corn.
1611 BIBLE Matt. xiii. 36 Declare vnto vs the parable of the
tares [1388 WYCLIF taris, TINDALE tares] ofthefield. (11674
CLARENDON Surv . Leviathan (1676) 307 These are the men
who. .watched the tares, .and pulled them up.

b. Hence in allusive and fig. uses.

?7 KEN Direct. Prayers Wks. (1838) 354 The tares of
sedition have been industriously sown among you. 1806
JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 64 They will not suffer friend

TARE.

4. attrib. and Comb., as tare hay, seed, verdage;
tare-grass (dial, tar-grass), some species of wild
tare or vetch (' Vicia hirsuta or perh. V. Cracca

',

Britten & Holland) ; tare-thistle, ? the sow-thistle

(Sonchus arvensis), a prickly plant growing as a
weed in corn ;

tare-sown a., sown with tares

(sense 3) ; tare-vetch (-fitch, tarvetoh, -fitch),
name for Vicia hirsuta and other wild or weedy
species of vetch and allied plants.
1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 204 The wild Vetch, here call'd

*Tar-grass. 1604 W. WESTMACOTT Script. Herb. 192 These
wild sorts [of Tares] are called by some Tar-grass. 1763
Museum Rust. (ed. 2) I. 225, I had last summer a crop of
'tare-hay that was astonishing. 1578 LYTE Dodoens iv.

xxviii, 4JJ6 The *Tare seede is of a restringent vertue like

ye Lentil. 1797 T. PARK Sonn. no The *tare-sown plains of

SHALL] Minutes Agric., Digest 44 Horses require very little

corn when they are on a *tare-verdage, 1530 PALSGR. 279/1
"Tarefytche a corne, lupyn. 1813 T. DAVIS Agric. Wilts
Gloss., Tare-vetch, withwind, the red and white striped con-
volvulus, these two plants are the plague of a weak wheat-
crop in the sand-lands. 1886 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Eng.
Plant-n., Tar-fitch.., Vicia hirsuta. Salop. Blue Tar-
fitch, Vicia Cracca. Cheshire. Yellow Tar-fitch, Lathy.
rus pratensis. Cte/i...Tar Vetch (or Tar-Vatch), Vicia
hirsuta. Dorset.

Tare (tew), sb? fa. F. tare (151)1 c. in Hatz.-

Darm.) waste or deterioration in goods, deficiency,

imperfection, also as in Eng., = med.L., It., Pr.,

Sp., Pg. tara, OSp. atara (Littri), ad. Arab.

iyL>
tarhah. that which is thrown away, f. -^

taraha to reject.]
The weight of the wrapping, receptacle, or

conveyance containing goods, which is deducted
from the gross in order to ascertain the net weight ;

hence, a deduction made from the gross weight to
allow for this ; also, the weight of a motor vehicle
without its fuel and other equipment.
1486 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 13, ij barrelles Gonne-

powdre conteyning in weight besides the tare oiij Ibs.

Ibid. 14 A barrell of gonnepoudre weying tlje tare abated
cc Ib. 1598 FLORID, Tara, the tare, waste or garbish
of any merchandise or ware. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. 274
Note y* in Ormuz they abate tare of all sorts of com-
modities. 1617 SIR D. CARLF.TON in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist.
MSS. Comm.) I. 190 The reducing the matter of Tare to
the same terms as it was. 1670' BLOUNT Law Diet.,
Tare and Tret, the first is the weight of Box, Straw,
Cloaths, &c. wherein Goods are packed. The other is

[etc.]. 1674 JEAKE Arit/i. (1696) 639 If 132 Ib. abate
12 Ib. for Tare, then i C. shall be but 120 Ib. 1812 J. SMYTH
Pract. ofCustoms (1821) ii The Tares on several sorts of
Goods were ascertained by the Farmers of his Majesty's

load and truck combined, and then deduct the tare of
the latter from the total 1892 Labour Commission Gloss.,
The tare of the tub is the weight of the empty tub or
hutch used in

conveying;
the coals. 1903 Motor. Ann. 64

A steam lorry, which will carry any weight up to seven

tons, and has a tare of scarcely three tons.

attrib. 1900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 738 Dependent.,

upon the total useful load it is possible to carry on a vehicle
of a given tare weight. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 16 Nov. 2/1 It

is difficult to see why in the case of motors there should be
a tare-limit of three tons.

b. Chem. The weight of a vessel in which a
substance is weighed, or of another vessel equal to

it, deducted in ascertaining the weight of the sub-

stance.
1888 Amer, Chem. Jrnl. X. 319 The difference between

the weights of the crucibles plus the oxide and those of
their tares was then determined.

- fig- (Cf- F- tar* defect, vice, blemish.)
1630 LENNARD tr. Charron's Wisd. i. xiv. 17 The Spirit

hath its maladies, defects, tares or refuse. 1896 VERN. LEE
in Contenip. Rev. June 822 Is there not in this case a tare

a diminution of aesthetic value to our detriment?

d. Tare and tret : the two ordinary deductions

in calculating the net weight of goods to be sold

by retail : see TRET ; also, the rule in arithmetic by
which these are calculated.

1670 [see above]. 1692 COLES, Tare and tret, {allowar.ce

for) the weight of box, bag, &c. and waste on emptying, &c.

1709 STEELE Taller No. 46 p i He gave diurnal Audiences

concerning Commerce, Politicks, Tare and Tret, Usury.
1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz. xix, We learnt Tare and Tret

together, at school.

fig. 1838 DE QUINCEY Pope Wks. 1863 XV. 121 The
allowance for tare and tret as a discount in favour of Pope.

e. Comb, f tare-master = TABEE. Obs.

1625 Laws Stannaries XL (1808) 21 The poiser, the tare-

master and their deputies,ought to be sworn in the stannary-
court.

Tare (te), v. [f.
TARE rf. 2] trans. To ascer-

tain, allow for, or indicate the tare of.

1812 J. SMYTH Pract. of Customs (1821) 168 Two Jars
tared three pounds each. Ibid. 247 It is the practice at the

West India Docks to make a memorandum of the packages
which are tared, on the back of the blue book. 1880 LOMAS
Alkali Trade 246 It is usual not to tare the casks at all,

but to invoice the gross weight as soda. 1890 PallMallG.
29 Sept. 8/2 The Custom House authorities have given
notice that on and after October i their officers will have
instructions to weigh and tare packages of tea to the half-

pound instead of to the pound, as heretofore.



TARED.

Hence Tared///, a., of which the tare or weight

when empty has been ascertained.

1854 J. SCOFFERN in Clr^s Circ. Sc,, Chem. 333 Being
collected on a tared filter, its weight may be estimated.

18. . U. S. Dispensatory 575 (Cent. Diet.) The neck of a

bottle.. marked for the quantity of liquid
to be percolated,

. .or of a tared bottle, if the percolate is to be weighed.

Tare, obs., arch., and dial. f. and pa. t. of TEAK
v.l ; var. TEAK sb. fine flax ; var. TEUH, Himalayan

goat ;
obs. f. THERE : see T 8.

Taree : see TODDV.

Tarentine (tse-rentain), a. (it>.) [ad. L.

Tarenttn-us of Tarentum.] Of or pertaining to

Tarentum. t Tarentine spider, the Tarantula.

T" b. sb. Name of some herb.

1440 Pallad. on Husb. 11. 371 And yf thou wolt ha

nuttisTarentyne. 1668 I'hil. Traus.lll. 660 The structure

of the body of this Tarentin Spider. 1698 FRYER Ace.

B. India ft P. no Herbs for Salading are Purslain, Sorrel,

Leltke, Parsley, Tarenline, Mint, and Sog, a sort of Spinach.

Tarentism, variant of TARANTISM.

llTarentola (tare-ntala). [It.: see TARAN-

TULA.] A harmless lizard, Tarenlola (Platyjacly-

lus) mauritanica, the Moorish Gecko, found in

southern Europe and northern Africa. Also the

genus to which this belongs. So Tarente.

[1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 104/2 Those lizards which the

Italians called Tarentola.] 1883 in List Aitim. Zool. Sof.

(1806) 577.

Tarentola, -tula, obs. ff. TABANTOLA.

t Ta-rer. Obs. [f. TARE sb.* + -EB '.] An

assay-officer of the stannaries, who ascertained the

amount of dross or foreign matter in the tin.

i6j Laws Stannaries ix. (1808) 20 If the tin be not found

faulty to the value assessed by the larer [etc.]. Ibid, x, If

any man. .hide worse matter than tin within his. .blocks of

tin, which the tarer by his outward essay with his chizel

cannot come at.

t Tare'tte. Obs. rare. Also 4 ta-rrit. [a. OF.

*tarcte, = taride (isth c. in Godef.), = med.L.

tartda, tareta ' navis onerariae species, eadem quse

Tartana vocitata, ut quidam volunt' (Du Cange),

a. Arab. JJ,1
taridah 'actuaria navis'; cf. med.

Gr. raptSos = Sptnav (ibid.).] A kind of ship of

burden or merchant vessel of the Middle Ages. Cf.

TARTAN rf.2

a IM MINOT Poems iii. So Eight and forty galays and

mo, And with them als war larelles two. [1354 "> Rymer
Fadera (1825) III. i. 274/1 Sciatis quod suscepimus in pro.

tectionem. .tres taritas, diversis boms & mercimonus carca-

tas quae juxta insulas nostras . . jacent ancoratae.] isoa

Ibid. (1830) III. ii. 641 Quasdam magna navis, vocata Tar.

rit, et tres alUe grossse naves.

t Tarf, sb- Obs. [A deriv. of TIBVE v. to turn :

cf. TURF sb.z] The turn or facing of a cap.

1545 Rates of Customs Aviij, Cappes with syngle tarfs

the dossen xiii. s. iiiid. 1555 WATREMAN Fardle ofFacions
n. xi. 245 Then aftrewarde are thei [Janizarie] chosen into

souldie, and haue giuen them. .a white cappe, with a tarfe

tourned vpwarde.
Hence tTa'rfed a. , having a tarf. See alsoTURFED.

IS4S Rates of Customs A viij, Cappes double tarfed &
necked, and all other of frenche makyng.

[| Tarfa (tarfa-).
Also tarfah. [a. Arab.

\ija

tatfa.] The tamarisk, Tamarix gallica, which

exudes a gum called manna. Also attrib.

1858 BONAR Hymns Faith * Hope 216 Creeping through

the wiry boughs Of these tarfas. 1859 MARTIN tr. Kurtz t

Hist. OldCovt. III. 31 The manna produced on the tarfah

shrub is caused by the prick of an insect. 1870 JAS. KAMI L-

TON Moses xiii. 216 Jehovah did not ignore the few drops

which already trickled from the tarfah.trees.

Targat(e, -gatt, obs. forms of TARGET.

Targe (taadj), sli.1 Now arch, and poet.

Forms: 3- targe; also 4 tarohe, 5 taarge, 6

terge, Sc. 6- tairge. [In late OE. targe fern., targa

masc., ME. targe, = Of. targe (nth c.in Roland)
= It. targa, Pr. largua, ad. ON. targa fern, (c 950
in Vigf.), shield, cogn. with OHG. zarga fern.,

'edging, border'. OE. targe fern., targa masc.

were prob. from ON. ; ME. targe from OF. j

the Pr. and Sp. tarja,TAHG.tartscAe, earlymod.Du.

tartsche, targie, also from French. (The OCat.

darga, Sp. and Pg. adarga, appear to be from Arab.

jj-jJl al-darqali the shield of leather and wood.)]

1. A shield ; spec, a light shield or buckler, borne

instead of the heavy shield, esp. by footmen ane

archers.

(can Charter ofJEderic in Kemble Cod. Dipl. III. 304

Twa targanand twegen francan. cms Charterof/Etclstan

jEteling ibid. 363 Ic Mann jElmere minen discoene.. mines

taregan.) 1*97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7462 Wib stronge targe

horn biuore bat archers ne dude horn nott. 13.. Sir Betia

(A.) 4214 po Beues sej is strokes large, He kepte
his stroke

wib is targe, c 1386 CHAUCER Pro!. 471 On hir heed an hat As

brood as is a bokeler or a targe [rime large), c 1470 HENRY

Wallace vin. 799 Feill Inglismen. .With schot was slayn

for all thar targis strang. IJ49 Comfl. Scot. VL 42 Tua

bandit sourdis and tairgis. igfy STOCKER tr. Diod. Sic. I

xiii 22 His footemen which carried the terges ana scaling

ladders. 1667 MILTON P. L.ix. nil Those Leaves Thej

[Adam & Eve) gatherd, broad as Amazonian Targe,..T
gird thir waste. 1715-" POPE

//iVjrfxlll.
513 The spaciou

targe la blazing round, Thick with bull-hides and braze

93

orbits bound'. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. v. xv, 111 fared it I

then with Roderick Dhu, That on the field his tau

threw. 1894 GLADSTONE Odtt Horace u. vii, Philippic
|

headlong rout we shared, I patted from my large, nut well.
;

b. J*'
a 1300 CursorM. 9972 (Colt.) Maria maiden, mild mode

.standes vs for sceild and targe [iawt/larche]. 1536 BEL-

EXUEN Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 181 Kntwlnq wcill thai devme

elpe is ihe only large and sicker munition of kingis and

ealincs. a. 1578 LINDESAY Citron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 127 Ane
ailhfull subiect and sicker tairge lo the commone welll.

599 JAS. I BacriA. AiupoK (1682) To Kdr., To which hydra
f divcrslie enclined spectators, 1 have no targe to oppone.

t 2. A name applied in the reigns of the nrst

hree Edwards to the King's private or privy seal

perh. bearing a shield as its device). Obs.

[1309 Rolls o/f'arlt. I. 444/2 Quant as Brefs de la large,

e Roy voel, qe 1'Ordenance soil gardee, qe en fust fait en

emps le Roy son pere, laquele est en Chancellerie. a 1315

Lib.de Antia. Leg. (Camden) App. 252 Ces lellres desuz

son prive seal de la large. 1315 Rolls ofParlt. I. 339/1 Par

>rge. 1347 Ibid. II. 193/1 Briefs soulz le grantlirefde la tar .
. .

eal, & Leties soutz la targe.] c 1491 Ceit Kobyn Hade

ccclxxxv. in Child Ballads III. 75/1 He toke out the brode

arge \v.r. scale], And sone he lele hym se.

fb. (Seequot.) Obs. rare.

c 1440 Promf. Para. 487/1 Targe, or chartyr, carta.

S. attrib. and Comb : targeman, a man armed

with a targe.

?i7.. Battle o/ Sheriff-Muir (Ctnt. Diet.), He stoutly

encounter'd the targemen. 1895 Daily News 29 Oct. 6/5

The twin targe brooch that clasps her robe.

f Targe, st.* Obs. [f.
TARGE v}] Tarrying,

delay.
13.. Coerde L. 2790 Whenne that ilke man hadde hys

charge, Home they wolden, withouten targe.

Targe, sb.z Sc. [f.
TARGE v.f\

= TAROEB.

1887 SERVICE Dr. Duguid ix. 67 Bessie Graham was a

terr'ble tairge, and had a tinkler tongue in the heid of her.

1896 J. HORNE Canny Countryside iv. 40 Fat wud ye do wi a

targe lek her 'i

t Targe, v.l Obs. [a. OF. targier, larger

(nth c. in Godef.) to tarry :-pop.L. type *tardi-

care, deriv. of L. tardare to be late, to tarry, f.

tardus slow. (For Fr. form cf.juger:-L.jridi-

care.~) See also TARRY v.] Mr. To delay; =
TABBY v. Hence f Targing vbl. sb.

cusoO. Kentish Serin, in 0. E. Misc. 36 Ne solde no man

targifor to wende to godalmichti ne him to serui. c 1190 S.

Eng. Leg. I. 350/177 po he [Askebert] targede a luyte bis

lubere dede to done. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2363 War-lo

[= why] targe IMSS. 1400- tarie, tarye] we so long toquelle

him alien ende? a 1330 Otuel 833 po wenten bl for|> wib-

outen targing. <ri4oo Laud Troy Bk. 7588 So wen thei

ben and ouer-charged, Here socour foule fro hem targed.

CI440 Pallatl. on Huso. in. 1075 Fructifying wodes..

Wherof sum fruit wol targe & sum wol hie.

t Targe, v- 2 Obs. rare. [f.
TARGE sbl, or a.

OF. targier, larger (isth c. in Godef.) to protect,

defend (cf. mod.F. targuer, a. It. (argat\if)), f.

targe: see TARGE sb\\ trans. To protect or

defend as with a targe or shield ; to shield.

c 1430 Piter. LyfManhode I. cxxyiii. (1869) 68 This targe

targede him as longe as he bar it with him. 1489 CAXTON

Faytes ofA. I. i. 2 Couenable to couure & targe the body
of man agaynst the strokes of dartes.

Targe, v.s Sc. Also tairge, terge. [Origin

and, hence also, the sense development uncertain.

Jamieson and E. D. D. start with the sense ' to

beat, strike, thrash ',
but quote no instances before

1833. (L. tergere to rub, wipe, cleanse, correct,

has been suggested.) The ' soft' g (d5) suggests

Romanic origin.]

1. trans. To question closely, cross-examine.

1786 BURNS Inventory 41, I on the questions tairge them

tigblly. 1819 W. TINNANT Papistry Storm d(rty) 213

Tairge them about it now..O' sic ane styk untill this day
We never heard a cheep 1 1869 TROLLOPE Phineas Finn.

(ed. Tauchn.) II. iii, He.. had on this occasion targed two

or three commissariat officers very lighlly with questions

respecting cabbages and potatoes.

2. To keep in strict order, look after strictly.

1814 SCOTT Wav. xiii, Callum Beg .. discharging the obit

cation, by mounling guard over the hereditary tailor o

Sliochd nan Ivor; and, as he expressed himself, targed

him tightly' lill the finishing of the job. 1868 TROLLOPE

Linda Tresseli. 13 Linda.. was.. targed more strictly mthe

reading of godly books.

3. To reprimand, scold loudly ; to beat, thrash.

1815 JAMIESON,To Targe, Tairge.totezt. to strike, Perth

1833 J. S. SANDS Poems Ser. i. 105 (E.D.D.) Targed hit.

tig"tly till he fell. 1861 R. Qum Heather Liniit (1866) 165

Targe him tichtly wha debases Ftail human nature.

larger (ta-jdjaa). Sc. Also tairger, terjer

[f.
TARGE v.z + -EB !.] One who targes ; a terma-

gant ; a scold.

iSai CARLVLB Early Lett. (1886) II. 104 Where is th

larger? l88 MURDOCH Sc. Readings Ser. u. 59 Happily

rid o' his awfu
1

terjer o' a mither-in-law. 1899 CROCKETT

Kit Kennedy xxix, O, she's a tairger.

Target (ta-Jget), sb.1 Forms : o. 5 tergett

5-7 targett, 4- target ; 0. 5-6 targat, 6 -gatt

tergat(e, -guette, Sc. tergatt, tarcat, 6-7 tar

guet. [dim. of TABGE st.l : cf. F. targete, -ette

also i5-i6th c. larguel(f]e, It. larghetla.
The actual history is uncertain, chiefly from the ambi

guity of the spelling target. The current pronunciation

with 'hardf'Cg) is carried back to isth c. by the spelling

tarfat (so in i6th c. -./), but ihe early spelluig targe

TARGET.

might be (tS'Jdzhel), which would have been ihe natural

English diminutive of TARGE. In French also, the ordinary
form was targete. targette (-zhe't) ; but, alongside of this,

targueti (-gen), is cited of n-n, and -K nelle in i6th c.

(possibly after I'r.targufttnor It. tar\-/it!fu'. It is possible
>al Eng. target had at first 'soft g (dzh) after large and

OF. larget(t)e, but that this was at an early date changed
J the present pronunciation with ' hard g', after Y.tur-

uct(t"c, and the Prov. and Italian forms.]
1. A li^ht round shield or buckler; a small

arge. Alsoyfy. Now chiefly /Hit.

483 Cat/i. Angl. 380/1 A Tergett,/. --JT- ~

Citron., Hen. Vlll 2 The kynges banner and courser, his

:oate of armes, his sworde, his target, and his heline. 1633
T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. i. iv. (182 1 ) 55 At whom hee discharged
lis Pistoll, which lighted upon his Targett. 1714 DE FOE
Mem. Cavalier (1840) 147 [The Highlanders) carried great
wooden targels, large enough lo cover ihe upper pa" of

heir bodies. 1701 BOSWELL Johnson 17 Oct. an. 1773, He
strutted about the room with a broad sword and target.

1869 BOUTELL Arms <fr Arm. ix. (1874) 164 The Scots

auxiliary troops, who took a part with the French forces al

Ihe bailie of Fonlenoy, appeared wilh shields or largels.

P. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 615/27 Targia,* targat, or

a pavys. 1507 Ace. Ld. High Treat. Sat. HI. 394 To
Simon Glasfurd buklarmakar, for hornyng of foure tergatls,

..iij li. 1508 Ibid. IV. 121 Item, payit.
.for ane sichl of ane

larcat, thre lokkis to basnetis, xii bukkilles. 1513 DOUGLAS
Mneis Vlll. vii. 146 The horrible lergale, busluus Egtda,

Quhilk is ihe grevil Pallas grysly scheild. 1541 UDALL
Erasm. Apoph. 314 The image of the same Qumtus made
with his terguelle. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 93

Havyng their targaltes on their sholderes.

f2. A shield-shaped ornament or plaque of

precious metal, often jewelled, worn esp. as a

decoration in the head-dress. Sc. Obs.

1507 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 15 Tua targetis for

bonelis hornyt wilh gold for bonetis. IS4 fitv. Key.
Wardrobe (1815) 68 Ilem ane bonet of blak velvott with

ane tergal of ihe marmadin, hir laill of dyamonttis. 1556

LAUDER Tractate 439 Nocht haueand respect..To Tergals,

Chenis, nor goldin Ryngis. 01578 LINDESAY (Pitscotlie)

Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 368 He gaif hir greal giftis of

cheinzeis largallis and tablattis and ringis. la ioo Johnie

Armstrong, Ther hang nine Targals at Johnys Hat, And
ilk an worth Three hundred Pound.

t b. A piece of money : app. a scudo, an ecu.

[Cf. med.L. scutum, scutatunt a coin of the early French

kings (Du Cange).)

1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Collog. 79 Whal price dost thou

set upon thyself? At ten targels [orig. Decent scutatis\

3. Orig., A shield-like structure, marked with

concentric circles, set up to be aimed at in shooting

practice ; hence, any object used for the purpose.

1757 E. PERRONET Mitre I. cxxxix, The Targel of ihe

Muse. \Note. This word is here used in ihe military sense,

and signifies a Bui or mark lo be shot at.) 1801 STRUTT

Sports t; Past. u. i. 8 17, I have seen Ihe gentlemen who

practise archery in the vicinity of London, repeatedly shoot

from end to end, and not touch the targel with an arrow.

1802-16 C. JAMES Mittt. Diet., Target,, .a mark for Ihe

artillery, &c. to fire at in their practice. 1859 Musketry
Instr. iv. 51 The largets are lo be six feel in height and

two in breadth, constructed of iron of sufficient thickness to

be rifle-bullet proof. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. (1879) I.

xvi. 423 In filing a ball against a target the projeclile, after

collision, is often found hot.

fig. 1900 LD. ROBERTS in Daily News 27 July 5/3 The

enemy were strongly entrenched, fought stubbornly, and

gave no target.

b. Jig. Something aimed at or to be aimed at ;

esp. a person who is the object of general abuse,

scorn, derision, or the like; = Burr st.* 5.

>7S7 (see 3). 1841 TENNYSON Locksley Hall 146 They to

whom my foolish passion were a target for their scorn.

1889 Tablet 14 Dec. 947 A largel for Ihe abuse of Ihe
pre-

judiced, the ignorant and the profane. 1906 Times 24 July

8/5 A targel for popular ridicule.

c. A shooting match; the score made at such

a match.
1825 Sporting Mag. XVI. 42 A grand target of the

Reedwood Foresters took place ihe middle of Augusl al

Blithfield. 1858 GREENER Gunnery 313 A comparison be-

tween the largest
'

target of to-day, and ihe besl that

Colonel Hawker ever made with his crack Joe Manton.will

show a progressive improvemenl of nearly ico per cenl., nol

only in closeness of shooting, bul also in penelration. 1884

Pall Matt G. 26 July 8/2 The Arlisls' learn have made a

magnificcnl target, and are scarcely likely to be beaten.

4. Applied to various objects resembling a

target or shield, t a. A cymbal. Obs.

1696 tr. Du Mont's Voy. Levant xxi. 275 They have a

kindof Violin, with ihree Strings,..and several little Brazen

Targets, which, .they knock against one anolher.

b. Cookery. The neck and breast of lamb as a

joint ; the fore-quarter without the shoulder.

1736 GRAY Let. to W. Mason 19 Dec., Lord Surrey loved

buuered lyng and largels of mutton for breakfast. 187.

MARY JEWRY Everyday Cookery 72/2 Roasl largei of

Lamb. Ibid., Targel is only the breast and neck joints no

c. The sliding sight on a levelling staff; a vane,

d. A disk-shaped signal on a railway switch, etc.,

indicating its position. U. S.

810/1 Two targets, generally a rouna a

and generally painted red and white respectively, are set at

richt angles lo each olher on a revolving shaft, loia., A
common form of ordinary switches U an upright pivoted



TARGET.

lever with target on top. 1900 II. M. WILSON

Sxrnyi"* "v. 31" l*v<-lin>: i, .!.-. ."u of two gwwnl ypi-s. :

iTtot rodi I and* Speaking . teu-nadinc nxu. Hid.

113 The lloston [lertUnf] ro.l IMS :i fixed target, and all

readings upon it aie obtained l>y extending the rod.

6. attnli. ami Comb., as target-firing, -pracliic,

->\in^c, -sliMtiiig, -shot; tawt-lih; -proof, -shaped

ailjs.'; target-card: see quot. ; f target-fence, a

protective fence or covering formed by targets or

..hit-Ids; atcstudo; target-lamp, -lantern, I/, S.,

a lamp or lantern attached to n signal-target (see

sense 4 d), the function of which it discharges at

night ; target-man, f (a) a man armed with a

tsrget (ois.); (b) If.S. a signal-man who works

signalling targets : see sense 4 d ; target-rifle, n

rifle adapted to target-shooting; t target-roof,
a testudo (

=
target-fence} ; target-ship, a con-

demned ship used as a target.

1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 378 (Anhery) 'Target-card, a
card coloured in the same manner as the target^ contain-

ing the name!) of the shooters, and used for scoring their

respective hits. 1598 GRKNEWKV T,ttit*s, Ann. xill. ix.

(1622) 191 Hauing deiiided his nrmie into foure
parts,

he

ICorbulo) lend some close and Ihicke ranked together, for a

'target fence to vndermine and beate downe the rampirc.

1653 H. COCAN tr. Pinto's Tnat. Ixix. (1663) 280 The Ele-

phants withall setting their Trunks to the target fences..

tore them down in such sort, as not one of them remained
entire. 1831 G. DOWNES Lttt. Cont. Countries 1. 138

A
shooting-establishment, where 'target-firing is practised.

1555 KDKN Decades 55 He browght Twth al nis *target men
for feare of theyr venemous arrowes. 1884 KNIGHT Diet,

Meek. Suppl. s. v. Signaling Target, Turned by the target-
man by means of a hatul-ltfver. 1844 Regut. ty Ord. A rmy 288
The Surgeon,or Assistant-Surgeon, is to attend all Field Days,

arinbly

two large "target ranges which are also used as camp
grounds. 1901 11'fstin.Ga*. 23 Dec. 4/3 As a "target-rifle the
I.ee-Melford is by no means in the front rank. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny I. 189 The vse..of the pauois, mantelets, "targuet-
roofs, for the assault of cities. 1610 CamJen's Brit. I. 36
The Romans with a Testudo, or targuet-roofe. .tooke the

place. 1837 P. KEITH Bat. Lex. 200 The
pedicle, .supports

a "target-shaped substance. 1901 fall Matt G. 23 July i

A "target ship, on board of which every new type of at mour
was tested. 1905 BlacJnv. A/of. May 646/8 It is foolish
for an indifferent *target-shot to go lion-hunting.

Ta-rget, si.- Sc. [Etym. uncertain; Jamieson
compares Sw. targa to tear.] A tatter, a shred.

1773 R. FKKCUSSON Compl Plaiastanes 86 The weight o'

ilka codroch chiel, That does my skin to targets peel. 1789
D. DAVIDSON Tti. Seasons 120 Until her apron was sac
stent, The strings in targets, flew.

b. Targets of state,
'

long slices of this fish

dried' ()am.).

Ta-rget, v.
[f. TARGET sb.i]

1 1. trans. To protect with or as with a target ;

to shield. Oes.
1611 G. H. Anti-Colo* 18 [He] targets himselfe with the

authoritie of Siluester. 1686 F. SPINCE tr. barillas' Ho.
Medicis 337 The garrison of Florence, .was not sufficient to
ward and target it from insult.

2. To use ^a person) as a target. Alsoyff.
1837 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 244 If you doubt my word, load

and
target me again. 1844 W. H. MAXWELL Starts A- Adv.

Scott, in. (1855) 49 To be targetted through, .the.. news-
papers and executed afterwards in effigy.
8. U. S. To signal the position of (a railway

switch, etc.) by means of a target (TARGET j*.l 4 d).
1893 Calumbifs (Ohio) Distalch 17 Nov., The crews of

both trains claim to have had the crossing targeted.

Targeted (ta-jgeted), a. [f. TARGET jA.i +
-ED -.] Furnished with a target or shield, or with
something resembling one.

Targeteer (taageti.u). Obs. exc. Hist. Also
6-7 targe(lt)tier, 7 targatier, -tyer, targuattier,
trgue(

1t)tier, targueteere. fprob. ad. It. tar-

S/tettiere (Florio), f. targhetta target : see -EKR.]A foot-soldier armed with a target ; a peltast.
1586-8 in HakluyUVy.doco) III.812 Our General himselfe
WIM certame shot and some targettiers went ouer into the
maine. 1590 MARLOWE Edw. II, ui. ii, A band of bow-men
and of pikes, Brown bills and targetcers, four hundred strong.

n ,

u
,

LA!
i
D L"y XXV1 "- v. 670 A thousand targuattiers

called Peltati. 160, R. JOHNSON Kingd. ,V Com,w. (1603) 18He [Chas. V 1 1 of France] . . adioined to them Targatiers, Har-
bengers, Mustermasters. 1676 HOUSES Iliad 53 He found

i'/

m 01V -,"! ^f"*;
tar "!L

ere environed. .814 MACAULAV
Misc. Writ (,86o) 1. 176 The targeteers of Iphicrates. 1881
JOWETT Thucyd. \. 147 The Chalcidion hoplites . . were
assisted by a few targeteers.

. TARGETtTargeter. Ol<s. In 4 tergeter. [f. TARG
sb. + -ER i.] A shield-maker, or a shield-bearer.

t Ta-rgeting. St. Obs. ran. [f. TARGET sbl 3
+ -wo l i f.] Work consisting of targets ; target

-

like trimmings of women's dresses.
1563 KNOX Hist. Kef. iv. Wks. 1848 II. 380 The seallysowll . .can neathcr cory with it gold, garnassing, targalting

peorle, nor pretious sunes. a 1*51 CALDEHWOOD Hist. Kini

94

(1843) II. 216 The preachers spake freelie against the tar-

gelling of weomen's tailcs, and the rest of their vanitie.

Tar-grass : see TAKE si/.
1
4.

Targum (ta'jgSm, || ta.ig'm), sb. Also 6-7

thargum. [a. Chalilee DUin targunt interpreta-

tion, f. DJin targem to interpret : see DRAGOMAN.]
Each of several Aramaic translations, interpreta-

tions, or paraphrases of the various divisions of

the Old Testament, made after the Babylonian

captivity, at first preserved by oral transmission,
and committed to writing from about A.D. 100
onwards.
The extant Targums together comprise all the books

except Kira, Nehcmiah, and Daniel.

1587 GOI.DINC De Mornay xxvii. (1592) 427 The Thargum
of Hierusalcm and the Onkelos which are bookes of chcefe
authoritie among the lewes. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
(1614) 174 This the Hebrewes call Targum, that is, the Trans-
lation, which hath with them no lesse credit then the Text
it selfe. 1646 SIR 1'. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. v. x. 249 Jonathan
who compiled the Thargum, conceives the colours of these
banners to answer the pretious stones in the breastplate, and
upon which the names of the Tribes were engraven. 1706
A. BEDFORD Temftt Mus. viii. 159 We find the Targum of
Onkelos to be mark't with the Accents. 1776 UUBNK.V Hist.

J/vf.^ I. 8 ttott. The Targum, or Chaldee Paraphrase,
mentions an instrument not to be found in the original, or in

any of the translations. 1864 Reader 16 Jan. 74/1 The
Targums are versions of the Old Testament in what has
been called Chaldee, but which is, in fact, the language of
Aram or Syria.
Hence Targnim v. trans., to interpret or para-

phrase (Scripture) in the manner of the Targums
(also aosol.) ; Targnmio (t&igwTnik), Targn'-
mioal, adjs., of or pertaining to the Targums ; Tar-
eru-mioaUy adv., in the manner of the Targums.
a 1873 DKUTSCH Kim. (1874) 361 The authenticity of the

Targumic Texts. 1883 F. DEUITZSCH in Athenstnm 26 May
668/3 A considerable number of Targnmic and Talmudic
words.. occur in the Assyrian and Babylonian language.
1883 KDKKSHKIM Li/i /f Times Jesus I. it. viii. 306 At that
time each one Targumed for himself. . . The New Testament
writers, .when it seemed necessary, literally orTargumically
rendered a verse. INd. II. v. xiv. 574 S. Matthew, Targum-
ing this prophecy in form as in its spu it.

Targumist (taugilmist, taagw-mist). [f. TAR-
GUM sJ. 4- -1ST.] a. One of the translators and
commentators who compiled the Targums. b.
' One versed in the language and literature of the

Targums' (Ogilvie).
1641 MILTON Afol. Smcct. i. Wks. 1851 III. 282 Then we

must conclude that Jonathan, or Onkelos the Targumisls
were of cleaner language then he that made the tongue.
1695 J. EDWARDS Perfect. Script. 481 It can't be expected
that these Targumists should lender the Hebrew word for
word. 1851 ^f. A. DENHAM Slogans N. Ens- p. ix, The
Targumists state that the banners were distinguished l.y
their colours. 1801 T. K. CHEVNE Orig. Ps. viii. 444 Is the
Targumist altogether wrong in his general view?
Hence Targnmi-stio a., of or pertaining to the

Tnrgumists.
1890 Andover (U. S.) Rev. VII. 101 (Cent. Diet ) Showing

the prevalence of the Targumistic exegesis.
Ta rgumize, v. [f. TARGUM sb. + -IZE.]

tmn$. To make a Targum of or upon.
1671 LICHTFOOT HOT* Hitr., John viii. 59 The Book

of Job..Targuinised; (that is, renderd into the Chaldee
Tongue). 11 1873 DEUTSCH Kent. (1874) 399 The Book of
Esther.. has been targumised many limes.

Tarheel (ta-i,hrt). U. S. (olloq. [f. TAR sh.

+ HEEL sb\ A nickname for a native or inhabit-
ant of North Carolina, in allusion to tar as a prin-
cipal product of that State. Also attrib.
1888 American Humorist 2 June(Farmer Americanisms),A little volume of North Carolina sketches, written by a

talented young fi lend of mine, in the genuine tarheel dialect.
1880 Jntl. Amer, Folk-Lori II. 95 The mountain 'tar-
heel gradually drifted into a condition of dreary indiffer-
ence to all things sublunary but hog and hominy.
Ta-rhood. nonce-tud. [f. TAR sb. 3 + -HOOD.]The general body of sailors

; sailors collectively.
1740 H.WAi.ppLEZ/r. (1846) II. 264 This circumstance.,

has been so ridiculed by the whole tar-hood, that the
romantic part has been forced to be cancelled.

Tarie, obs. f. TARRY sfi. and v., var. TARV v.

Tarler, obs. form of TARRIER, TERRIER 2
.

Tariff (tse-rif), sb. Forms: 6-8 tariffa, 7
terrif, 8 terif, 8-9 tarif, 7- tariff, [a. It. tariffa'
arithmetike or castingofaccounts

'

(Florio ),
' a book

of rates for duties' (Baretti), - Sp., Pg. tarifa, ad.
Arab,

ti^jo taerif notification, explanation,

definition, article, f.
<^jp. f-arafa in sth conj. to

notify, make known. So F. tarif.
The word came into general use as a technical term (sense

2l, and this character it long retained in English use, being
hardly found, except as applied to the Customs '

tariff'; its
more general application (sense 3), found earlier on the
Continent and in U. S., has become more common in Great
Britain only since c 1800.)

1 1. An arithmetical table or statement ; a table
of multiplication, a ready reckoner, or the like.
1591 Carrara's Art Warre 224 So that helping yourmemone with certain Tablet or Tarijfas made of purpose toknow the numbers of the souldiers that are to enter into

"S5l .

1 J- H*'S I-'*- Trckn. I, Tarif, (in Arith.
met,ck) is either a small Table . . to expedite Multiplication !

or else a Proportional Tabls contrived for the expediting a

TARIFF.

Question
in Ihe Rule of Fellowship. 1716 COLSON in PHI

>aus. XXXIV. ,70 Reduce the Dividend and DlvUorto
small Pigures, and form a Tariffa or Table of all the Multi
pies of tli.- I livilor as far as 5. 1717 HAII.EY vol. II, Tariff
(with Arithmeticians) a proporaoiul Table contrived for the

I
speedy resolving Questions in the Rule of Fellowship:
Also a J able framed to shew . . any M ultiple or Divisor, taken
any Number of Times under ten. 1770 Monthly K'CV 507That a tariffor table may be established of these proportions
2. An official list or schedule setting forth the

several customs duties to be imposed on imports
and exports ;

a table or book of rates
; any item

of such a list, the impost (on any article) ; also the
whole body or system of such duties as established
in any country.
>59 WOTTOM Lett., to Ld. Zouche 3 Oct. (1907) 1. 288 The

book that I put to be copied for your Honour is not yet
ended, nor the tariffa of all the towns in the Grand Duke's
territories, in my hands, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew
Tariff, a Book of Rates or Customs. 1713 Treaty Utrecht
in Mayan Insurances

(1755)
II. 195 The general Tariff

made in * ranee the i8th Day of September in the Year
1664, shall take

place again, a 1719 ADDISON (J.\ A tariff,
or declaration of the duties of import and export. 1715Land. Gat. No. 6414/3 The putting. .into Execution the
new Tarif or Book of Rates. i8i6( Feb. 12) SEC. DALLAS in
Ana. Congress (1854) 1*74 A statement of the general prin-
ciples for reforming the tariff of the United States. 1845

I M'CULLOCH Taxation n. v. (1852) 238 The duties in this
tariff mostly vary from 40 to

sjper cent, ad valorem. 1868
M. t. G. DUFF Pol. S.un: 25 The kingdom's wealth might
be economized by the adoption of a free-trade tariff 1870
ROGERS in Catalts Teehn. Educ. IV. 128/2 A tariff.. of a
highly protective character, in the interest of employers or
manufacturers.

3. A classified list or scale of charges made in

any private
or public business ; as, a hotel tariff,

a railroad tariff ( U. S.\
'. BOUNGBROKE Fragments xxx. Wks. 1754 V. 246 Even

sold. 1838 Murtay's Handbk. N. Germ. 428 Tariff per
post of 2 German miles. 1867 HOWELLS flat. Journ. 204Show me the Uuiffof fares. 1881 Chicago Times 12 Mar.,The following is the present railroad tariff on flour, grain,
and boxed meats from Chicago to the eastern points named.
4. attrib. and Comb.

;
a. attrib., as tariff-act, -bill,

-duty, -legislation, -monger, -movement, -office,

-party, -preference, -question, -treaty; b. instru-

mental, as tariff-born, -bound, -fed, -protected,
-raised, -ridden adjs. ; o. objective and obj. gen.,
as tariff-maker ; tariff-mongering, -raising, -regu-
toting, -tinkering adjs. See also TARIFF-REFORM.
1816 Ann. Congress (1854) 1137 The provisions of the pro-

posed new tariff duties. i8i J. Q. ADAMS Stem. (1875) V.
309 The revival at the next session of Congress of Mr. Bald-
win's tariff bills. 1814 Ibid. VI. 282 There had been sharp
words in the tariff debate this day in the House. 1831 Ibid.

(1876) VIII. 438 The Free-Trade and Tariff Conventions.

1831 PRES. JACKSON Message Congr. U. S., A mistaken
view of the considerations which led to the adoption of the
tariff system. 1 1843 GLADSTONE in M orley Lift (1903) I. n.

' viii. 267 Endeavouring to make tariff treaties with foreign
! countries. i86a Macni. Mag. Sept. 413 Stories about tariff

grievances. 1884 S. E. DAWSON Handok. Dom. Canada 288
As promoters of private legislation, or as tariff-doctors, or
as volunteer advisers, interested or disinterested. 1891
Century Diet., Tarijf<ridden, burdened with a tariff or

i

tariffs ; carrying an excessive burden of indirect taxation.
'

1897 Daily News 31 Sept. 3/3 American tariff-tinkering.

1898 IHJ. 8 Aug. 8/3 A little tariff-card [of a hotel] en-
closed showed that the sum stated was liable to some
little expansion. 1900 Jrnl. Sch. Gtog. (U. S.) Apr. 147
There have been

twenty-five
tariff acts prescribing, modi-

fying or regulating tariff duties, the first being the Calhoun
Act, 1816. 1904 Daily News 3 Mar. 8 A warning against

tariff-mongers, tariff-meddlers, and tariff-muddlers of all

denominations. 1904 JUDGE PARKER (U. S.) in DailyChron.
ii Nov. 55 To prevent the tariff-fed Trusts and illegal
combinations from absorbing the nation's wealth.

Hence (chiefly nonce-wds.) TaTiffable a., that

can be subjected to a tariff; Tariffa 'd [after

crusade], an agitation in favour of a tariff;

Ta rifflca tion, (a) the fixing of a tariff; (b) con-

version to a pro-tariff party ; Tirrimim, the prin-

ciple or system of imposing a tariff, advocacy of a

(high or low) tariff; Tvrifflit, an advocate of

a tariff
; Ta'rimte, = prec. ;

also attrib. ; TaTiffixe

v., trans, to subject to a tariff or system of tariffs

(in quot. in sense 3) ;
Ta-riffless a., without a tariff.

1895 Flint's Stand. Diet., *Tariffable, subjectable to a
I tariff: 1904 P. GEDDES in Ideals Sc. 4- Faith 201 To play

his patriotic part in the approaching, ever-victorious "Tariff-

ades by which the megalopolitan wealth and imperial great-
ness are to be assured. 1891 lyth Cent. Dec. 940 Sir B.

Samuelson's proposal to make compulsory the_method of

'lariffication. .which has been optional with railway com.

panies for forty years past. 1908 ll'estm. Gat. 29 May 2/3
The complete tarirncation of the Unionist Party. 1903

DailyChron. 25 Sept. 4/5 The chiefapostle ofhigh "tariffism.

IOQI n-'eitm. Gaz. 3 Apr. 2/3 Taking the two bodies together
the Low *Tariffists are in a majority of one. 1905 Daily
Chron. 8 Sept. 4/4 The tariffists and purblind economists

see the chief reason of Germany's industrial_prosperity
in its

1891 Miss DOWIE Girl in Karf. 271 A total stranger con-

descended to. .make a 'tarifiless hotel of their house.



TARIFF

Ta'riff, v . [f. prec. sb. So F. tartfer.]

1 1. inlr. To liave to do with a tariff! nonce-use.

l-j*fo MRS. CALIIUHWOOD Jrnl. (1884) 292 A tariff of fixed

duties [was] tu Ii;ive been settled at the treaty of Utrecht,
but .. was referred to commissaries; of this number was
Blair's uncle, John Drummond, who tariffed all his days...
Andrew Mitchell . .who tariffed at Bruxells for some years.
2. trans. To subject to a tariff-duty ; to fix the

price of (something) according to a tariff; in <iuot.

a 1868, to rate (a person) according to a tariff.

18x8 WBSstna, Tart/v.t.. to make a list of duties on goods.
1864 TKKVKLYAN Compel. Wallah (1866) 169 If the Sidonians
..had paid five per cent, on Madapollams tariffed at nine-

pence, a 1868 M. I. HIGCINS Kit. (1875) 158 A slow sulky
conductor he silently endures, and tariffs him accurately on

reaching the end of the stage. 1870 llaify Nevis 6 Oct., If

the siege lasts long enough, dogs, rats, and cats will be
tariffed. 1887 Wettm. Kev. June ;/-a In 1583 the best

Gascony wine was tariffed in London. .at ,13 the tun.

1904 MRS. DAUNCEY English. Philippines vi. (1906) 49 For
these schools and .. schoolmasters this pastoral country (the

PhiUppLoM] is taxed and tariffed to breaking point.

3. To make into a pro-tariff party,
nonce-use.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 2 Mar. 3/2 The way In wbkb the Tory
Party has been tariffed.

II tiice Tariffed (tie'rift) ff/. a., priced by or

subjected to a tariff.

1874 SVMONDS .V*. Italy *f Greece (1898) I. xiv. 209 The pay
is reduced to its tariffed medium. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 17 Aug.
2/1 The ingenious device of buying highly tariffed foreign
coffee and sending it to Cape Colony, whence it was re-

shipped as preferred East Indian coffee.

Ta'riff-reform. gen. The reform of a tariff,

or of existing tariff conditions
; spec, in recent U. S.

politics,
' a reform favouring a general reduction of

import duties, and in general a movement away
from Protection" (Cent. Diet. 1891); in British

politics since c 1903 (usually with capitals, Tariff
A't/orm), the extension of the tariff on imports, as

opposed to ' Free Trade '. Also attrib., as Tariff
Reform League, movement, party, policy, etc.

1891 in Cent. Diet.
1891;

Flint's Stand. Diet., Tariff
reform, . .applied in the United States to a movement away
from the policy of protection. 1903 MORLEY Gladstone I.

n. viii. 264 It was by the
principles

of free trade that Peel
and bis lieutenant justified tariff-reform. 1903 J. CHAMRER*
LAIN

Xf.
Introd. 8 They [speeches] have . . been . . supple-

mented by statistics and details, .which it is the function of
the Tariff Reform League and the Imperial Tariff Com-
miltee to supply In their publications. 1908 E. E. WILLIAMS
in Wettm. Gat. 20 Feb. 2/3 (Formed May 14, 1903 as the
Protection League] A fortnight later it changed the name
to the Tariff League, and again a fortnight later to that of
the Imperial Tariff League.. [after] some six or seven weeks i

it was formally amalgamated with an inchoate body (com-
'

prising chiefly members of Parliament in sympathy with
the new movement) under the title of the Tariff Reform
League. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 24 Aug. 2/2 If [Mr. Bryan's]
declaration means anything, it is a notable advance in

what Americans call
' Tariff Reform '

i. e., a change of the

Tariff in the direction of Free Trade.

Hence Tariff-reformer, an advocate or sup-

porter of tariff-reform ;
in British politics from

1903, an advocate of an extended tariff on imports.
1903 J. CHAMBERLAIN Sp. Introd. o The Tariff Reformers

. .believe that, .by re-arming ourselves with the weapon of
a moderate tariff, we may still defend our home market

against unfair competition.

Tariment : see TABBTHENT.

Taring (t5
-

rin). [f.
TABE si.2 and v. + -INO 1.]

The calculation and abatement of the tare on

goods ; fabatement for defective goods (obs.).
i6u MISSELDEM free Trade ii. 51 To haue drawne the

Taring [margin, That is, abating for the faults thereof] of

cloth into Holland, where the Buyers are in some sort, ludges
and Parties. i88j BITHELL Covnting-ko. Diet., Taring, is

the process of calculating and making the Tare. 1883 Times
i Apr. 4 The planter . . can . . put a stop to . . the taring of the

chest of tea by the Customs.

Taris, obs. form of TEBBACE.

Ta-rish, a. rare. [f. TABE sb.i + -ISH 1.] Hav-

ing the nature or character of tares (in allusion to

the parable of the tares : see TARE j/'.
1
3).

1601 HP. W. BARLOW Defence Pref. 6 Pregnant natures,
are like lustie groundes, . . neglected and vntilled, [prove]
tarish and weedy. 1610 J. ROBINSON Jutti/. Separal. iii.

| 6 Wks. 1851 If. 125 A singular spirit of. .discerning, by
which they do discover. .this tarish disposition under the

veil of holiness.

Tarisum : see TABBYBOME.
Tarlatan (ta-jlatan). Also 8 tarnatan, 9

tarlatane, tarleton. [a. F. larlatane, dissimi-

lated from tarnatane (1723 in Hatz.-Dann. : cf.

qnot. 1737-41) ; prob. of Indian origin.] A kind

of thin open muslin, used esp. for ball-dresses.

1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Muslin. There are various

kinds of muslins brought from the East. Indies! chiefly

Bengal ; betelles, tamalans, mulmuls [etc]. 1853 LOWELL
Lett. (1894) I. iii. 219 The cheapening of a tarlatan muslin.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Tarlatan, a kind of book-

muslin principally made in Scotland. 1873 Miss WOOLSEY
What Katy Did at ScA. x. 166 Cecy has got some beautiful

new dresses, a white muslin, a tarlatan, and a pink silk.

1903 Daily Chron. 3 Oct. 8/4 Tarlatan is another old-world

material now being resuscitated for evening dresses.

t Ta -rlea:ther a
. Sc. Obs. Also 6 -ledder, 7

-ladder, [app. a. Gael, tarr-leathar belly-leather,

f. tarr belly + leathar, ad. Eng. LEATHEB.]
' A

strip of raw sheep-skin (cut from the belly of the

95

skin when it was newly flayed), salted and dried,

and cat up into thongs for ties or mid-couples
of flails' (Suppl. to Jamieson, 1887).
1586 Rurgk Ktc. Mink. (1875) III. 210 The saidil

flescheouris . . cuttis ane tarledder of the skyn lhairwitli,

diminishing thairhy bayth the skynnis and the woll in

Imth and 1-reid.
//'/,/.,

Nor yit t-j diminish* the samyn
be cutting of ony sic pairt as thai rail the tarledder. a 1585
I'NLW AKI 1' lylint; w. Alontgomerie 571 His shaven shoulders

shawes the marks, no clout, Of leugh tarladders, tyres, and
other tawes.

Hence tTarlthrd(-letherit,etc.)///.a., St.

CV., applied to a sheep-skin from which a tarleather

has been cut.

1570 Kec. Convent. Roy. /tnrglii I. 21 (To) be presenlitt
..with the skyn and hyrn vn tarletheritt, and plukkitt or

powilt. 1585 Ifurgh Kec. Edinb. (1882) IV. 407 '1 hat na
merchants lak vpoun hand to by any skynns quhilk ar

plukket and tarletherit as said is, vndcr the pain foresaid.

t Tarleather a
. Obs. rare-'. A term of op-

probrium applied to a woman.
1575 (.'-nntii. Gurton in. iii. C ilj b, Comst behynd me thou

withered witch | & I get once on foole, Thome pay for all,

y* old tarlether.

fTaTltonize, v. Obs. nonce-wd. inlr. To act

or speak like Tarlton, a celebrated comic actor of

the latter part of the i6th century.
1591 G. HARVEY Four Lett. Wks. (Grosart) 1. 168 His vaine-

glorious and Thrasonicall brauinge : his piperly Extem-

porizing, and Tarletonizing. Ibid. 202 The very Timpanye
of his Tarltonizing wit.

Ta'r maca dam. [f. TAB sb. + MACADAM it.]

A mixed material for making roads, consisting of

some kind of broken stone or ironstone slag in a

matrix of tar alone, or of tar with some mixture of

pitch or creosote.
l88s (June 17) rroc. Assoe. Municipal Enginiert\\\\. 91

In Darnsley we have tarred macadam, and the cost of it was
is. yd. Ibid. 92, 1 should have liked to have heard more
about the cost of the tar-macadam roads. 1883 (Sept. 28)

Ibid. X. 53 Tar macadam for roadways was first introduced
in Sheffield. 1909 J. W. SMITH Dustiest Hoods i. 10 The
macadamised road construction of the future i* to be found in

the use of tar : that is to say, in what is termed tar macadam.
Hence Ta'rmac, the registered trade-mark of a

kind of tar macadam consisting of iron slag im-

pregnated with tar and creosote. Also attrib.

1903 Trades Mark Jrnl. i July, Class 17. Tarmac.

1004 ll'estm. Go*. 13 Dec 4/2 Mr. Montagu suggested ..

the making of all roads.. by the Tarmac process. 190$
Times i Aug. 14/2 Hesuggests that the club. .should entirely
remake some .. stretch of road near London with Tarmac.

Tarmaohan, -michen, obs. ff. PTABMIGAX.

Tarmagon, tarmegant, obs. ff. TEBHAOANT.

Tarmaret, -rick, obs. erron. ff. TDBMEBIC.
Tarn (tiun). Forms : 4-5 terne, 5-6 tarne,

7 team, (8 Sc. tairn), 7- torn. [ME- terne, a.

ON. "tamit, tjorn, tjorn ;
= Swed. dial, tjdrn,

tarn, Norw. tjorn, Da. tjern.]
A small mountain lake, having no significant

tributaries. (Originally local northern English, now

generally used by geologists and geographers.)
[1156 Assize Roil 979 m. 10 d (Westmorland), Agnes.,

appellat. . Edelinam fihain Ricardi de Blaterne[ Blea-tarn]

quod ipsa dederat ei potum mortiferum bibere.] 13. . E. E.
Allit. P. B. 1041 per ar tres by J>at terne of traytoures.
c 14*0 Avtnv. Artti. x, Gauan, with any more, To the tarne

con he fore, To wake hit to day. 14.. (heading) The
Awntyrs off Arthure at the Terne Wathelyne. 1587 HARRI-
SON England i. xv. in Holinshed I. 95/1 The Air or Arre
i iscth out of a lake or larne south of Darnbrooke. 1674
RAY ff. C. Words. A Tarrt.it Lake or Meer-pool, a usual

word in the Nortn. 1797 COLERIDGE Chriitabel I. Concl.

28 By tairn and rill, The night-birds all that hour were
still. 1810 WORMW. Scenery Lakes i. (1823) 24 Tarns are

found in some of the vales, and are numerous upon the

mountains. 1813 Scorr Trierm. l. x, Though never sun-

beam could discern The surface of that Fable tarn, In whose
black mirror you may spy The stars, while noon-tide lights

the sky. 1880 HAUGHTON Pliys. Geog. v. 235 The largest

river in the world takes its most remote origin among the

Andean Highlands, in a little inky tarn.

b. attnb. and Comb.
1873 M. COLLINS Miranda IL 83 Miranda, whose aureate

hair and tarn-brown eyes bad something unique about them.

1884 SWINBURNE W. La/lint Misc. (1886) 59 A picture of up-
land fell and tarnside copse in the curvinghollow of a moor.

1886 BURTON Arab. Nil. (abr. ed.) I. 72 The sorceress took

in hand some of the lam-water. 1903 Smart Set IX. 133/2
Hers is one of those clear, tarnlike natures which one

gauges quickly.

Tarn, obs. and dial, form of TEBM, the sea-bird.

Tarnal (la-anal), a. (adv.) slang, chiefly U. S.

Aphetic dial, pronunciation of eternal, vulgarly
used as an expression of execration, passing into

a mere intensive : cf. ETEBSAL a. 7. Hence T-rn-
ally adv.

1790 R. TYLER Contrast it. ii. (1887) 39 The snarl-headed

curs fell a-kicking and cursing of me at such a tarnal rate,

that . . I was glad to lake to my heels. Ikid. 90 Laugh by
rule I Well, I should like that tarnally. a 1811 |J. W.
MASTERS] Dick H Sat Ixii. (E. D. D.). Dart was a tarnal

tight of meat. 1818 Craven Clou., Tarnal, eternal 1848
LOWELL Biglmv P. n. 71, 1 darsn't skeer the tarnal thing
fer fear he'd run away with 't.

Tarnatan, variant of TABLATAU.
Tarnation (tajn/i'/an), sb., a., adv. slang,

chiefly U. S. A variant of darnation, UAMWATION
sb. 3 ; app. associated with TABHAL.

1784
look a

TABNOWITZITE.
A. as sb. rare.

1801 COL. <;. HANGER Life II. 151 The Americans say,
Tarnation i/e me. or suamp

t damnation.
B. as

adj. Damned, damnable, execrable.
W. WILSON in Mem. <iyi) 47 They only

..lion Tories' from Canada. 1833 40

1857 Mis. CARLYLE /.*'//. (18831 fl. 32, After
having been all but asphyxiated wiih tarnation Ufj.
O. as adv. Damnably, desperately, execrably.

1790 R. TYLER Contrast v. i. (18871 88 What the rattle
makes you look so tarnation glum t 1830 ' ,A i r / avirii T
n i,

\Vh:. I, i tarnation bad. 1890 <;C,IER Miss Nobody
vi, P*OpM . don t call me my good man ', for they know I'm
a tarnation bad one when I'm riled, sonny t

Ta-rn-oap. rare. [ad. Ger. tarntappe.'} A magic
cap, securing the invisibility of the wearer.
1856 H. A. VAUCHAN Mystics (1860) I. 3 Rinn of Oy.es.

coats of darkness, tarn-caps, and other means of invisibility.

Tarne, var. THEBNE, Obs., girl.

Tarnish ^taMniJ),
sb. [f. TABHIBH .] The

fact of tarnishing or condition of being tarnished
;

loss of brightness, discoloration ; stain, blemish ;

also concr. the substance of such discoloration
;
the

tarnished coating. Also fig.
1713 Genii. Jnstr. n. ix. led. 5) 182 Can is taken to wash

over the Foulness of the Subject with a pleasing Tarnish.

1738 C.tntl. Mag. VIII. 580/2 The tame Thing again is to

be said of Tarnish, Discolouring, &c. from Time, the Air,
&c. 1869 DICKENS Mut. Fr. IL xiii, Effacing the old rust

and tarnish on the money. 1877 DANA Text-ill. Min. u.

(1891) 190 A surface
possesses

the steel tarniih, when it

presents the superficial blue color of tempered steel 1878
HUXLEY I'hysiogr. 75 There are many metals, such as gold,
which never exhibit rust or tarnish.

Tarnish (ta'jnif), v. [ad. F. terniss-, extended

stem of ternir, ttrnissant (i5th c. in Godef.) (see
-I8B 2

), f. ttrne adj. dull, dark
;
of doubtful

origin.
Referred by Diez and others to OHG. laman, MHG.

ttrneti (OS. denjan, OE. dieman) to conceal, hide, f.

OHG. tarni (OS. derni, OE. diemt, derui) hidden, secret,
obscure. But there are difficulties, arising from the late ap-
pearance of the Fr. word, as well as from the form and sense.
The change from tern- to tarn- appears to have taken place
in English ; but no example of ternish has been found.]
1. trans. To dull or dim the lustre of, to dis-

colour (as a metallic surface by oxidation, etc.) ;

to cause to fade ; to spoil, wither.

1598 FLORIO, Ternire, to tarnish, to darken any glaue with

breathing vpon it [1611 to tarnish or darken and mist-

ouer, as burnished plate or glassc will be being breathed

vpon]. 1709-10 ADDISON Tatter No. 121 r t Her Clothes
were very rich, but tarnished. 17*6 Adv.

Caft.
R. Boyle

(1768) 103 The Sun's tarnishing my Complexion. 1858
LARDNER HandJjtt. Nat. Phitos., etc. 367 Whatever tarnishes

or roughens the surface of metal, increases its radiation.

b. fig. To take away from the parity of, cast a

stain upon ; to sully, taint ; to bring disgrace upon.
1697 COLLIER Kit. n. Value

o//,/Vi(ifx,8)ji Nothing that

may.. tarnish the Glory, and weaken the Example of the

Suffering. 1786 W. THOMSON Watson's Philip lll(\lyj> 355
Unwilling that his reputation should be tarnished. 1884
I- J. JENNINGS Croker Papers I. ii. 44 The naval clory of

England was tarnished by the successes of the American
naval force.

2. inlr. To grow dull, dim, or discoloured ; to

fade, wither ; esp. of metals, to lose external bright-
ness or lustre.

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4) s. v., Any thing that is Gilded, U said

to Tarnish, when it begins to lose its Luster [1706 to grow
dull, to lose its Gloss, Lustre, or Brightness]. 1696 TATE &
BRADY Pi. cii. 27 And, like a Garment often worn Shall tar-

nish and decay. 1758 JOHNSON Idler^
No. 35 P 9 The brass

and pewter. .are only laid up to tarnish again. 1878 HUX-
LEY rhyriogr. 75 Many metals rapidly rust or tarnish w ben

exposed to even the driest air.

D. fig. To become dull, dim, or sallied.

1681 DRYDEN Ats. t, Achit. 249 Till thy fresh glories, which
now shine so bright. Grow stale, and tarnish with our daily

sight. 1789 MRS. PlO22l Journ. France II. 102 Travellers

who seek for images that never tarnish, and for truths that

never can decay. 1810 Splendid Follies II. 95 The frailties

of your nature predominated the glare of your riches, .. from
that hour they tarnished.

Hence Ta rnlablng- vbl. si. and ///. a. ; also

Ta rnishable a., that may tarnish or be tarnished ;

Ta rnlhr, one who or that which tarnishes.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Tarnishing, a process of

giving gold or silver a pale or dim cast, without either

polish or burnish. 1*64 WEBSTER, Tamisher. 18(5 Proc.

Roy Sffc. 7 May 340 A means of rendering tamtshable

metals and alloys less larnishable. 1894 Du MAL-RIKE Trill'}

II. 22 A tarnishing breath had swept over the reminiscent

mirror of his mind.

Tarnished (la'-mUt), ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ID '.]

Having lost parity or lustre, laded; also//, sallied,

dishonoured.

1716 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Ctfsi Brisltl 22 Aug.,
Like a poor town lady of pleasure, .with tarnished silver-

laced shoes. 17*6-46 THOMSON U'inter 182 The. .fens*.,

sheds What of its tarnished honours yet remain. 18x5

MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxii. IV. 765 He had ceased to be

|

called by the tarnished name of Monmouth.

Tarnowitrite (ta-movitsait). Min. [a. G.

tamowittit (Breithanpt 18^1)
: tee def.] A Tariety

of Aragonite containing about 4 per cent, of car-

bonate of lead, found at Tamowitz in Silesia.

1866 BRANDS & Cox Diet. &/, etc. II. 532/2. 18*7 Ibid.

III. 703/2. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. s) 696 Taroonot..



TARO.

Tare (ta-w, tarro). Also 8 tarrow, 9 tara,

tarro. [Native Polynesian name, found by Cook
in the Sandwich Islands.] A food-plant, Colo-

casia antiguomm, N.O. Araceze, cultivated in many
varieties (C. esatlenla, macrorhiza, etc.) in most

tropical countries for its starchy root-stocks, or its

succulent leaves or stems, which in a raw state are

acrid, but lose their acridity by boiling.

1779 COOK Voy. Pacific (1784) III. v. iv. 79 Each man
carrying, .bread-fruit, taro, and plantains in his hand. Ibid.

vi. 106 These plantations consist of the tarrow or eddy
root, and the sweet potatoe (etc.). i8oa Brookes' Gazetteer

(ed. 12} S.V. Ranai, It produces very few plantains and bread-

fruit trees, but abounds in yams, sweet potatoes, and taro.

1894 Dublin Rev. Oct. 460 Yams and taros are cultivated,

b. attrib., as taro-patch, -plain, -plant, -planta-

tion, -root, -swamp.
1814 W. BROWN Hist. Propag. Chr. among Heathen II.

400 A large piece of ground stocked with breadfruit, cocoa

nuts, and tarro roots. 1846 LUNDIE Mission. Life Samoa
xxii. 141 All are busy building houses and clearing for taro-

patches. 1847 WHITTIKR Dan. Wheeler 79 Amidst Owy-
hee's hills of blue And taro-plains of Toobopnai. 1894

Daily News \\ Sept.6/i Streams of water. .fertilising thou-

sands of taro plantations. 1894 IB. THOMSON i\ Sea Yarns
in The taro swamp was hard and fissured.

TarOC (tEe-r(?k). Also 7-9 tarok, tarock. [ad.

It. "tarocco, in pi. tarocchi, of unknown origin.

Also Ger. tarock, F. tarot : see TAROT.]
a. = TAKOT a. b. (also in pi.)

= TAROT b.

a. 1611 FLORID, Tarocchi, a kind of playing cardes called

Tarocks or Terestriall triumphs.
b. 1739 GRAY Let. to R. West in Mason Mem. (1807) I. 211

Play at Ombre and Taroc. a game with 72 cards all painted
with suns, and moons, devils and monks. [1816 SINGER Hist.

Cards 236 The pack of cards with which Tarocco is played,
consists of two parts ; the first is fifty-six cards of the usual

Italian suits, Spade, Coppe, Bastoni, and Denari...1\e
other part consists of twenty-two cards,, .twenty-one of these

are called Tarocchi, and the twenty-second 11Matto, or the

fool.] 1887 BEATTY-KlNGSTON Music tf Manners II. 318
Skilful players of e'carte and tarok.

II Tarot (taro). [F. tarot (also l6th c. iarault,

tarau), ad. It. *tarotco (pi. tarocchi) : see prec.j
a. One of a set of playing-cards, first used in Italy
in the 1 4th c. (Also used in fortune-telling.) Also
attrib. b. //. The game played with these.
The tarots, strictly speaking, are a series of 22 figured

cards (21 of which are numbered), all beinff trumps, which
are added to a set of 56 (in four suits), forming a pack of 78,

1598 G. DE LA MOTHE French Alfh. (1639) 148 Will

you play at Tables, at Dyce, at Tarots, and Chesse?
1872 W. SKEKN Early Typogr. 55 A single pack of '

tarots ',

admirably painted about 1415 by Marzlano, . . cost the
enormous sum of 1500 golden crowns (about ^625). 1888
Chambers' Encycl. 11.763/1 NoSpanish tarots are known to
exist. 1899 Fortn. Rev. Oct. 611 Plot. .was.. the first to
collect 'Tarots', those valuable playing cards, which now
fetch such a high price. 1900 Pall Mall G. 18 Aug. 2

(Cassell Suppl.) As fall the Tarot cards, so fell Each rose-

page of the Oracle.

Tarow, obs. f. TARROW v. Sc., to tarry.

II Ta'rpan. Zoo!. [According to Pallas, Zoogr.
Rosso-Asiatica 1831, called Tarpan by the Kirghiz
Tatars. (Ho F. tarpon, Littre 1874.)] The wild
horse of Tartary : see quots.
1841 C. HAMILTON SMITH Nat. Hist. Horses 160 The

i me a fair tarpaulinjr, and in that I slick my onions, cut in

halves, a 1615 MANWAYRING Nomencl. Naval. (Han. Mb.

2301), Tarfamling, is a peece of Canvas that is tard

ail over to Lash upon a Deck or Grating tokeepe the Rame

Hid. 163 Real Tarpans are not larger than ordinary mules,
their colour invariably tan, Isabella, or mouse. Ibid. 164
There is always a certain number of expelled Tarpan stal-
lions among them [feral herds]. 1905 W. RIDGEWAY Origin
of Thoroughbred Horse 34 It would appear that Prejval-
sky's horse is nothing more than the Tarpan of the older
writers. 1910 DR. P. CHALMERS MITCHELL Let. to Editor,
I think it is clear that the name Tarpan belongs to a genuine
wild horse, a true species, but that it has been subsequently
applied to the progeny of escaped domestic horses.

t Tarpaulian, si. and a. Obs. Forms: 7tar-
pailian, -pauliau, -pollian, 8 -polian, -pawlian.
[from next, after adjs. and sbs. in -tan.} a. sb. =
next, 2. b. adj.

= next, 3b.
<riSs6 USSHER Ann. vi. (1658) 124 The number of horse-

boyes.and foot-boyes, and of hangers-on, and the tarpailians
in the corn-ships,..he thinks to be greater., than that of the
sou diers came unto, c 1660 W. G. Ode to Gresham College
in Weld H,st. Roy. Soc. (1848) I. 80 Every Tarpaulian shall
then with ease Saile any ship to the Antipodes. 1673
HicKERiNGiLL Greg. F. Greyb. ,40 Shall not your pilot,ho la. whoop? And rowze Tarpollians that lye sleeping. 1719DURFEY Pith II. 60 Hear the noise of the Tarpawllan
Boys ; Port, Port, Port.

Tarpaulin (taip-lin), sb. Forms : 7 tarpaul-
ling, tarr pawlin, tarrpawling, tarpolin, -pal-
ing, -palin, (-pallion), 7-8 -pawlin, 7-9 -pawl-
ing, -pauling, 7- tarpaulin. [Generally thought
to be f. TAB sb. + PALL st.i + -INQ! i f, g (as in
netting, grating, and cf. AWNING).The blackness of tarred canvas may have suggested its
ikeness to a funeral pall ; though, in the absent of anyinstance

o(tar.fall, this origin must remain conjectural 1

1. A covering or sheet of canvas coated or im-
pregnated with tar so as to make it waterproof,
used to spread over anything to protect it from wetA Iso, without a or //. , canvas so tarred ; sometimes
applied to other kinds of waterproof cloth
1605 B JONSON Volfont IV. i, On the one [wall] I strain

JU
bl

nished with a Tarpaulin to protect the Cargo from damage.

1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry 150 In the days when the

London and Birmingham Railway considered it so beneath

their dignity to carry coals to London that they introduced

tarpaulins for the purpose of hiding the vulgar freight of

which they were ashamed.

b. A sailor's hat made of tarpaulin.
1841 in TOTTEN Naval Text-Bk. (Webster). 1845 S.

UDD Margaret it. xi, A burly fellow in a tarpaulmg and

luejacket. 1858 in SIMMONDS Diet. Trade.

2. trans/. A nickname for a mariner or sailor,

esp. a common sailor. Now rare or arch. (Cf.

TARPAULIAN, TAR sb. 3.)

1647 CLEVELAND Char. Divrtial-maker'W\K. (1687)82 He
isaperfect Sea-man, a kind of Tarpawlin. 1660 HOWELL /></)'
Beasts 12 To be a Mariner, or Tarpaling, is one of the most
servile and slavish condition of life that can be. 1687 SETTLE

Refl. Dryden 21 He was too blame for making his Hame-
talhaz a Courtier and no Tarpolin. 1711 DE FOE Col. Jack
\, Every tarpawling, if he gets but to be lieutenant of a

press smack, is called captain. 1849 DICKENS Dav. Copf.
xxi, What does this here blessed tarpaulin go and do ? 1893
STEVENSON Catriona xxx. 366 The seamen pursued us. . .

They were but bandy-legged tarpaulins after all.

b. Formerly applied to a sea-bred superior officer

(captain, etc.) as contrasted with the military officers

often appointed to command men-of-war. (Cf.

3 b.) In quot. 1909 erron. taken as = '
ranker'.

f 1690 R. GIBSON (B. M. Add. MS. 11602, If. 40), Upon the
Different Conduct between Seamen and Gentlemen Com*
manders in ye Navy (not bredd Tarr Pawlins) since 1652.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xvi. III. 716 There was an end
of privilege if an Earl was to be doomed to death by tar-

paulins seated round a table in the cabin of a ship. 1894
C. N. ROBINSON Brit. Fleit 347 Drake and his brother

tarpaulins. 1009 Naval Warrant Officers' Jml. Dec.

138/2 It would nave been deeply interesting had Mr. Hannay
en passant designated those Admirals and Captains who
were called

'

Tarpaulins
'

because of their ranker origin.
Ibid., Captain James Cook, the explorer, Captain C. Askew,
and

Captain
I. Coglan are three of many names of Tar*

paulins which might be cited.

3. attrib. a. in sense I : Made of tarpaulin.
1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Grant, xiii. 6r A plug lapped

in Okum, and well tarred in a tarpawling clout. 1688 in
Daniell's Catal. Autograph Lett. (1904) July 30/2 Yester-

day my Ld. Chancellour was taken at Wapping in a tar-

palm habitt. 1831 C. M. GOODRIDGE l^oy. South Seas 25
Carefully secured from the damp in a tarpawling bag. 1833
MARRYAT /'. Simple xliii, There's many a clear head under
a tarpaulin hat.

b. in sense 2 or 2 b : Of, belonging to, or that is,

a mariner or sailor ; sea-bred. Now rare.

1647 WARD Simp. Cotter 16 A shameful! sliding into other
such tarpauling tenets. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 221 A
learned vote that any Tarpawlin Marriner might have
nulled, ciejo R. GIBSON (I). M. Add. MS. 11602, If. 47),
1 finde many Accidents to have happened for want of Tarr-
pawling Commanders or Gentlemen throughly acquainted
with Maritime Affaires. 1691 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857)
II. 354 Divers tarpawlin masters of ships recommended by
the Trinity house, have passed examination in order to be
received into the King's service. 1696 in At. De la Pryme's
Diary (Surtees) 278 Chattam, a small tarpaulin town, joyn.
ing to Rochester. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria III. 222 John
Young, the tarpawling governor of Owyhee. 1889 DOYLE
Micah Clarke 23 He was one of the old tarpaulin breed, who
had fought, .against Frenchman, Don, Dutchman,and Moor.
4. Comb., as tarpaulin-mater, -covered adj.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Tarpaulin-manufacturer,

one who oils or tars canvas for covers. 1897 Outing (U. S.)XXX. 261/2 A tarpautin-covered box of tackle belonging
to Harry. 1907 Daily Chron. 25 Oct. 7/2 A young tar.

pauhn-maker of nineteen.

Hence Tarpau'liu v., trans, to cover with a tar-

paulin ; intr. to shelter oneself under a tarpaulin ;

Tarpau-lined a., covered with a tarpaulin.
i88a 'F. ANSTEY' Vice Versa xvi, Some tarpaulined

cattle-vans. 1891 CONST. MACWEN 3 Women in i Boat 85We discussed whether we would '

tarpaulin
'

there for the
night 1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIV. 376/2 We had another
boat, but it was housed and tarpaulined on deck.

Tarpeian (tupTttn), a. [f. L. Tarpei-us, or
ad. L. Tarpeian-us adj., f. proper name Tarpeius
or Tarpeia.] Denoting a rock-face on the Capito-
line Hill at Rome over which persons convicted of
treason to the state were thrown headlong.
1607 SHAKS. Cor. m. i. 213 Beare him toth' Rock Tarpeian,and trom thence Into destruction cast him. Ibid. m. iii. 88

Let thern pronounce the steepe Tarpeian death. 1671MILTON P. R. iv. 49. 1746 FRANCIS tr. Hor. Sat. I. vi. 51from the Tarpeian rock's tremendous height, Or to the
hangman Cadmus give their fate. 1843 MACAULAY Horn-
tins xvi, Now, from the rock Tarpeian, Could the wan
burghers spy The line of blazing villages.

Tarpon (ta-jp/m). Forms : 7 tarpom, 8 -oen
9 -um, 9 tarpon. [So Du. tarpoen : origin not
ascertained.] The Jew-fish, Megalops atlanticus, a
giant representative of the herring tribe found in
the warmer waters of the western Atlantic : see
JEW-PISH and ELOPS. Sometimes extended to the
E. Indtati species M. cyprinoides (M. thrissoidef).

its

like.

TARRAS.

168$ L. WAFER Voy. (1729) 321 Of these they make n
for fishing, but only for great fish, as Tarpoms, or the lil,_.

1699 DAMPIER Voy. II. n. 12 The Tarpom is a large scaly
Fish, shaped much like a Salmon, but somewhat flatter
. . with Scales as big as a Half Crown. 1796 STEDMAN
Surinam II. 229 A large fish.. called tarpoen.. which is

white, about 2 feet 6 inches. 1888 GOODE Atner. Fishes 406
The sailors' name for this fish, . . is

'

Tarpum
'

or '

Tarpon '.

1901 Scotsman 4 Oct. 5/1 The largest tarpon ever captured*
. .weighed 205 'b., and measured 8 ft. and 2 in. in length.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1887 Snorting Life 22 June 2/6 Tarpon fishing is not half

so exciting as catching man-eating sharks with a hand-line.
1888 GOODE Atner. Fishes 412 Tugging at a tarpum-line in
the Gulf of Mexico. 1895 Blackiv. Mag. Aug. 281 He has
made a special study of tarpon-tackle during his annual
visits to the best tarpon-waters.

Tarrace, obs. form of TARRAS, TERRACE.
Tarradiddle, Tarrage : see TABA-.

Tarragon (tse-ragsn). Also (6-8 tarchon),
6-9 taragon. [Given in 1538-48 as the English for

med.L. tragonia and tarchon : cf. ]6th c. F. targon
(Rabelais, Cotgr. 1611), It. taracone, tarcone (Florio
1598, 16 u), Sp. taragonlia, -goncia (Matthioli
l6th c., Percival, Minsheu). Tarchon appears in

the Latin version of Symeon Sethus De Cibariis

(Basle 1538), repr. Byzantine Gr. vap\<av. Sethns

compiled from Arab sources, and his rapx&v repre-
sented Arab. cy^l iarkhon (in Ibn Beithar,

Avicenna, Kazi), allarcon in Gerard of Cremona,
a 1187 > according to Arabic lexicographers a foreign
word : some think ad. Gr. Spaxav (Devic), by an

early association, similar to what is found in the
l6th c., with the Gr. Spaxtvrtov, -ovria (Hippocr.,
Diosc.), the name of Arum Dracunculus.
The two plants were included by Malthioli, 1565, under

ApajmTM, Dracxnculxs, the Tarragon being distinguished
as Hortensis Dracunculus; he also gives, as including
both, It. dragontla, Sp. taragontia, F. serpentine, all

originally names of Arum Draivnctiltis. This associa-
tion is commemorated in the botanical names Artemisia
Dracvncnlns and Arum Dracunculus (now Dracunculus
vnlgaris), as well as in i6-i7th c. applications of the name
DRAGON, DRAGONS. The i6th c. herbalists' L. Tragonia,
and the Sp. eslragon, Pg. estragao, F. tstragon, are all
derived from tragon, targon, tarchon ; the i6th c. Sp. tara.
goncia and mod. Sp. taragona show the nearest relationship
to the Eng. name.]
1. A plant, Artemisia Dracunculus, N.O. Coai-

positK, of the wormwood genus, a native of Southern
Russia and Eastern Europe, the aromatic leaves of
which are used to flavour salads, soups, etc.

1538 ELYOT, Tragonin, an herbe nowe callid Taragon,
late sene in this realme. whiche hath a tast like gynger.
1548 TURNER Nantes of Herbs, Tarchon.. is called wyth
vs Tarragon. 1579 L"GHAM Card. Health (1633) 63
Tarragon is good in Sallads with Lettuse as Rocket is.

1693 EVELYN De la Quint. Compl. Card. II. 202 Tarragon

. .

(1803) 668/1 Tarragon: fine flavoured aromatic plant, to

improve the flavour of soups and sallads. 1881 Garden
21 Jan. 50/1 Keep up good supplies of Tarragon and small
salads.

f 2. Sometimes applied (by confusion of names)
to the Garden Dragon, Dracunculus vulgaris, N.O.
Araccx, or the Green Dragon, Arisxma Dra-
contium, N.O. OrontiaceK : see DRAGONS. Obs.

1591 PERCIVALI. Sf. Diet., Taragontia, taragon, Dra.
fiintea. 1598 FLORIO, Taracone,.. the hearbe Taragon or

garden Dragon.
3. altrib., as tarragon leaf; tarragon vinegar,

vinegar flavoured with the leaves or oil of tarragon.
1855 DELAMER Kitch. Card. (1861) 138 Tarragon vinegar,

pickled tarragon leaves, and sometimes the fresh green
leaves in salad, are.. powerful agents in the hands of a
skilful and judicious cook. 1883 W. WILLIAMS in Knowledge
20 July 35/2 Stock broth, tarragon vinegar, ketchup, &c.

Tarrapin, Tarrar, varr. TERKAPW , TERRIER 1.

Tarras (tarras), sb. ? Obs. Also 6-8 tarraoe,

7-8 tarris, 8 terrace, 8-9 terras, 9 tarrass. See
also TRASS, [ad. early mod.Du. tara'sse, terra's,
tira-s (Kilian), Du. tras neut., Ger. irasz masc.

(i7th c., Kluge), also tarrasz (Sanders 1865); of

Romanic origin: cf. OF. terrace (i2th c.), -asse,

tierasse, -aisse fern.,
'

torchis, terre a foulon, trass
'

(Godef.), It. terraccia, -azza fern., 'rubble or rub-

bish' (Florio 1611): late L. *lerracea earthy,
earthen : cf. TERRACE.]
A kind of rock, allied in composition to pozzolana,

consisting largely of comminuted pumice or other

volcanic substance; it is found along the Rhine
between Cologne and Mainz, and was formerly

imported from Holland for making a mortar or

hydraulic cement. Hence, the mortar or cement
made of this, used for pargeting, lining cisterns, etc.;

also applied to other similar cements.
161* STURTEVANT Metallica xiii. 95 Part or appurtenance in

uildings, . . made either of Bricke, Tile, Lead, Wood, Tarras,
or Free.stone. 1661 Stat. IreL (1765) II. 416 TarraSj the
aarrel 6*. B4. 1698 LISTER Journ. Paris (1699) 52 Which 1

make no doubt are set in Cement or Tarras, that is, the
Pulvis Piiteolanus. 1735 J. PRICE Stone-Br. Thames 5 All
:he Joints set in Tarris. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. Iviii. 244
To make it almost as hard as terras. 1775 SMALL in Phil.



TARRAS.
Tram. LXVI. 444 By laying the ground-floor with terrace.

1786 Projects in Ann. Keg. 06/1 Dutch terras is a tu/a
stone, found on the rocky banks of the Rhine. 1800 Hull
Advertisers Apr. 1/3 Mortar. .mixed. .with a due propor-
tion of Terrace or other Water Cement. 1813 SIR H. DAVY
Agric. Chem. (1814) 327 Tarras, which was formerly im-
ported in considerable quantities from Holland, is a mere
decomposed basalt. i8u G. YOUNG Geol. Sun. Yorks.
Coast (1828) 139 The manufacture of terras, or Roman
cement. 1838 Civil Eng. * Arch. Jrnl. I. 412/2 Tarras, or
trass, is a bluish black cellular trap or lava, quarried at
Andernach on the Rhine into mill-stones. Ibid., Of late

years, these stones [septaria}, burnt and reduced to powder,
..have entirely superseded the employment of pu/zolana
and of Dutch tarras. 1841-76 GWILT Archil. Gloss., Tarras,
a strong cement, useful formerly in water-works.

b. attrib. and Comb., as tarras mortar, work ;

tarras-layer.
1596 LODGE Wits Miserie (Hunter. Cl.) 33 His nose sticks

in the midst like an embosment in Tarrace worke. 1741
SY.MPSON in Phil. Trans. XLI. 856 Strong Cement com-
posed of Lime, Sand, Brick-dust, &c. which the Masons of
that Country [Lincoln] call Terrace-mortar. 1819 W. S.
ROSE Lett. I. 54 Many Venetian tarrass. layers have set out,
upon invitation, to Russia. 1838 Civil Eng. ft Arch. Jrnl.
I. 413/2 Tarras mortar, made of white lime and tarras, re-

quires long and repeated beating to bring it to perfection.

Tarras, v. f Obs. Forms: see prec. ; also 5
terys, 8 terass. [In later use app. f. TARRAS sb. ;

but in earlier use prob. f. F. terracer, terrasser in
some of its senses: see TERRACE v.~\ trans. To
cover, coat, or lay with plaster ; in later use, with
tarras. Hence Tarrassed ///. a.

1485 Chnrchw. Ace. St. Mary at Hill (Nichols 1797) 94
Paid the Dawber for terysing of floris per day 8**. 1611
FLORIO, Pauitnentare, to paue, to terrace. 1615 tr. De
Men/art's Sura. E. Indies j The houses, .are lowe enough,

Effect of the Bombs. 1764 HAHMF.R Oise'rv. i. iii. 89 An
upper-story, which is flat on the top and either terraced
with hard plaister, or paved with stone. 1789 Trans. Sac.
Arts (fA. 2) 11.235 The plants were.. put in a stone cistern,
well terassed. 1705 Statist. Ace. Scot. XVI. 4 [The] space
under the tarrass d floor was filled with earth. 1796 MORSE
Amer. Geog. II. 492 [Great Wall of China] being terrassed
and cased with bricks. 1819 W. S. ROSE Lett. 1. 117 Collect-
ing the rain on tarrassed roofs, as at Malta.

Tarras, tarrass(e, obs. ff. TERRACE.
Tarred (taid), ppl. a. Also 7 tard. [f. TAR
.
1 -r--ED 1

.] Smeared or covered with tar. (In
quot. 1688, marked or formed with tar.)
1615 MARKHAM Eng. House, it. v. (1649) i7 With a

pair of sheeres..she shall cut away all the course locks,
pitch, brands, tar'd locks, and other feltrings. 1688 Land.
Cos. No. 2377/4 A Tarr'd P. on her Rump. 1828 J. M.
SPEARMAN Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 147 Tarred cordage is chiefly
useful for cables and ground tackle, which are constantly
soaked in water. 1887 PallMallG. 29 Sept. 6/1 The erec-
tion and re-erection of tarred barricades.

Tarrer (ta-raj). [f. TAR v.l + -EH l.] One who
tars. (In qnot. in reference to tarring and feather-

ing: see TAR z.l b.)
1894 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 8 Aug., The cases of the

tarrers have not been passed upon yet.

Tarrer(e, Tarres, obs. ff. TARRIER 2, TERRACE.
t Ta'rriage. Obs. rare'1

. In 5 taryage. [f.
TARRY v. +-AGE.] Tarrying, delay : = next, I.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace x. 416 Than foe to fle he tuk no

taryage.

Tarriance (toe-nans), arch. Also 5 tary-, 5-7
tari-, 6-7 tarry-; 5-6 -ans, 5-7 -aunce, 6-7
-enoe. [f.

TARRY v. + -ANCE.]
1. The action of tarrying; delay, procrastination.
1460 Paston Lett. I. 527 Besechyng your maistership not

to be dysplesed with my long taryans. 1541 UDALL Erasm.
Apoph. 295 b, To make no ferther delate ne taryaunce.
1563 GOLDING Czsarv. (1565) 137 Fabius.. making no long
tarience in hys iorney, met hym with hys Legion. 1576 FULWEL
Ars Adulandivii. (i579)Giij, Better isalitle tariance then
a raw dinner. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. it. vii. 90, 1 am im-
patient of my tarriance. 1694 S. SEWALL Diary 6 Apr.
(1878) I. 390 Sawing and fitting this board made some in-

convenient Tarriance. 1808 SOUTHEY Chron. Cid 173 The
tarriance that had been made. 1898 T. HARDY Wessex
Poems 90 Worn with tarriance I care for life no more.
2 Temporary residence or continuance in a place ;

sojourn, abiding.
1530 PALSGR. 279/2 Taryaunce, abyding, demourance.

1681 R. KNOX Hist. Ceylon n. vi. 56 Making these Tents
stronger or slighter, according to the time of their tarriance.

1711 STRYPE Keel. Mem. III. vi. 66 After a year or two's
tarriance in London. 1885 T. HODGKIN Italy $ Inv. III. iv.

viii. 307 It may have been during this tarriance at Rome
that Theodoric commenced . .draining the Pontine Marshes.

, .,

tarriance. 1599 ? SHAKS. Pass. Pilgr. vi, Cytherea . . A
longing tariance for Adonis made. 1646 TRAPP Comm.
John xx. 6 The good ground brings forth fruit with patience
or tarriance.

1 4. The causing of delay ; hindrance. Obs.

1598 R. BERNARD tr. Terence, Andria v. v, Neither is

there any let or tarriance, but that 1 may marry her out of
hand.

Tarrlar, obs. form of TEHBIER.

Tarrididdle, variant of TARADIDDLE.
Tarrier l

(tse-riai). arch. Also 4 tariere, 4-6
tarier, 5 teryar, -iar, 6 tar(r)yer, -iar. [f.

TARRY v. + -ER!.]
VOL. IX.
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1. One who tarries or delays; a lingerer, pro-
crastinator

;
one who stays or remains.

1381 WYCLII- Jer. Prol., God is redi to }yue good, to
puiiihen a tariere. c 1440 Promp. J'arv. 489/2 Teryar, or
longe lytarc (/'. tcriar or longe bidar). 1530 I'ALSGR. 317,'^
Longe laryer. 1531 KtYOT Gov. I. xxiv, Called of them
Fal'ius cunctali'r, that is to saye the tariar or delayer.
"577 NORTHHROOKE Diciug( 1 843) 95 Saint Paule admoimheth
wi.iiii'ii .to be bydcrs and taners at home. 1581 J. Ill 1 1.

lladdsn's Answ. Osor. 496 There be behind yet many tar-

rj'ers,
I will not say Traylors to the Common wealc. 1665

BRATHWAIT Comment Two Tales (Chaucer Soc.) 29 This
Chanterer was a notable Tarrier. 1845 BROWNING Glove 91
Sound the trumpet, no true knight's a tarrier 1

t2. One who (or that which) delays some one; a

hinderer, obstructor; an obstruction. Obs.
1614 B. JONSON Earth. Fair i. v, Why doe you stop, am

I your Tarriars V 1622 J. RAWLINS Fain. Recovery Ship cf
Bristol Ejb, To catch the soules of mortal! men, and
entangle frailty in the tarriers of horrible abuses, and
imposturing deceit.

Tarrier 2
(tsc-risa). Forms: 5 tarrer(e, 6

tarryour, 7-8 terrier, 9 tarrier. [In I5th c.

tarreiie, a. OF. tarere (c 1200 in Godef.), mod.F.
tariere : late L. taratrum (Isidore xix. xix. 15,
' taratrum quasi teratrum '): cf. Gr. riptrpov borer,

gimlet.] A boring instrument, an anger; now, an
instrument for extracting a bung from a barrel.
<ri46o J. RUSSELL Bit. Nurture 65 Looke bow haue

tarrers two a more & lasse for wyne. Ibid, ft So when bow
settyst a pipe abroche. . . With tarrere or gymlet perce ye
vpward be pipe ashore. 1513 Bk. Keruynge in Solves Bk.
(1868) 266 Than loke ye haue two tarryours, a more & a
lesse. 1611 COTGK., Terriere, a Terrier, or Augar. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. KerseyX Terrier..* sort of Awger to bore
with. 1904 Daily Chron. ig Feb. 3/2 A London cellarman
asks for his

'
tarrier

'

to take out a bung from the barrel.

t Tarrier 3
, tarrionr. Obs. [f.

*
tarry vb. in

tarrying-iron + -KB 1
, -OOR.] A pair of tiring-irons.

1601 DEACON & WALKER Answ. to Darel To Rdr. 4 The
very frame itselfe..resembleth ntlie a paire of tarriours, or

tyring yrons.

Tarrier, obs. or vulgar form of TERRIER 2
(dog).

Tarriness : see TARRY a.

Tarring (ta-rirj), v&I. si.
[f. TAR v.i + -ING V]

The action of coating or smearing with tar.

"473-4 n Swayne Sarunt Ckurchw. Ace. (1896) 15 For
the tarryng of the hempon cabul. 1(43 Ace. Ld. High
Treat. Scot1. VIII. 132 Mending and tirring of Ixx aid
somes. 1589 Pappe w. Hatchet E j b, I thinke them woorth
neither the tarring, nor the telling. 1669 J. OWEN in State
Papers, Dam. 576 We spend 2 [lasts of tar] at a tarring. 1861
lltnstr. Land. Ncws^j Aug. tj2/r The tarring and feather-

ing of defenceless individual Northerners.
attrio. 1851-4 TOMLINSON CycL Arts (1867) VI. 468/1 The

tarring-house is separated from the other buildings by a
second partition.

Tarris, obs. form of TARRAS, TERRACE.
Tarrish

(ta-rij ), a. rare. [f. TAR sb. + -ISH J.]

Resembling tar ; having a taste or consistency like
that of tar. b. [f. TAB s6. 3.] Of or belonging to

sailors; nautical
1681 R. KNOX Hist. Ceylon I. vi. 25 They are small like

a Fly, and black, .. their honey somewhat tarrish. 1841
Frasers Mag. XXIV. 307, 1 saw there were swabs opposite
me. (This is the tarrish tongue for officer or epaulette.)

Tarro, variant of TARO, the plant.
Tarrock (te-r<?k). [Of uncertain origin ; the

ending -ock is app. diminutive, as in futtock, etc.]
A name applied locally to various sea-birds : in

the Shetland Islands, to the Arctic Tern ; elsewhere
to the Kittiwake, to the young of the Common
Gull, and to the Common Guillemot.

1674 RAY Collect. Words, Water Fowl 94 The Tarrock :

Cornub: Larus cinereus Bellonii. 1678 Willughby's
Ornith. 346 Bellonius his ash-coloured Gull, called in Corn-
wal, Tarrock. 1768 PENNANT Zool. II. 424 Linnxus..
makes this species [winter mew] synonymous with the Larus
tridactylus or Tarrock. 1771 Tour Scot, in rjtx), 36

Kittiwakes, or Tarrocks. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776)
VI. 79 It is . . the tarrock, and the terne, that venture to
these dreadful retreats, and claim an undisturbed possession.
1833 G. Montagu's Ornith. Diet. 505 Tarrock, a name for

the Gull in its immature plumage. Ibid. 508 Common Tern,
Sterna himtndo. Provincial.. .Tarrock, or Tarret. 1880 J.
SKELTON Crookit Meg iv. 48, 1 promised to get a tarrock's

wing for Eppie.

Tarrow (tse'roo), v. Sc. [app. a parallel form
to TARRY v. (sense 3) : cf. harrow and harry, worcno

and worry.'} intr. To delay, hesitate, show re-

luctance. (Nearly = TARRY v. 3.)
c
137^5

Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiii. (George) 133, & gyf bu
tarowis it to do. . we sal bryne be & al bine, c 1470 HENRY-
SON Mor. Fab. xin. (Frog fy Mouse) xxii, And it to cun per-

queir se thow not tarrow. "1568 in Bannatyne Poems
(Hunter. CL) 268 On twenty schilling now he tarrowis To
ryd the he gait by the olewis. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett.

(1862) I. 295, 1 am sure it is sin to tarrow at Christ's good
meat, and not to eat when he saith,

'

Eat, O well beloved '.

1666 J. LIVINGSTONE in Sel. Biog. (Wodrow Soc,) I. 282
Tarrow not of this my dealing. 1715 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph.
l. ii, Like dawted wean that tarrows at its meat. 1786
BURNS Dream xv, I hae seen their coggie fou, That yet hae
tarrow't at it. 1899 SPENCE Shetland Folk-Lore 216 The
mair he tarrows the less he gets.

Hence Ta-rrowing- vbl. sb. and///, a. ; Ta'rrow-
injrly adv.

, reluctantly.
c X37S Sc. Leg. Saints xxxix. (Cosme ff Datityane) 60 He

It tuk tarowandly. 1598 D. FERGUSON Sc. Prov. 42
(1785) 4 A farrowing bairn was never fat. 1631 RUTHERFORD

TARHY.
Lett. (1862) I. 91 Let your soul, like a tarrowing and mi-
learned child, take the dorts. 183. A. HINUEBSON 5V./ ror. r1 , Lang tarrowing taki a

1
the thanks awa.

Tarrow, variant of T .v

Tarry (tae-ri), sb. Also 4-6 tary, 6 tarie, Sc.
taime.

[f. TAUHY .]

tl. The act of
tarrying; spending or lots of

time; delay, procrastination. Obs.
c 1378 Se. Lie. Saints xxvii. (ifachor) 485 fcne machorerfFir,iu/\'t do rw,*,t,~ .. .. . r i

mirr. ,. Manners (1570) E v. In tary U no trust, but
leopardy moctall. 156. Si R. MAITLAND Po,ms (1830) 17To chets and lak anc husband without tarie. a 1578 Lixur-
SAY (PllKotlie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 142 The king dele
minat to compel! them that was within the house be lane
tairrie to rander and gif it ower. 1745 WHIGHT in If.
Eng. Hist. + Gen. Reg. (1848) 11.207 w* made no tarry but
set forward for Fort Dummer.
2. Temporary residence, sojourn ;

a '

stay '. Now
chiefly U. S.

ci37S Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Eripciane) 1272 Vith hymna langer tary scho vald ma. 1516 ALLEN in Lodge llluttr.
Brit. Hist. (1791) I. ii He sayth his tarry is but short her.

1589 Reg. Prtvy Council Scot. IV. 425 In cais our tary sal

happm. .to be langair. 1786 M. CUTLER in Life, etc. (1888)
II. 273 To. .make provisions for a much longer tarry. 1817
London Courier 7 July, The Duke of Wellington was on

to make some little tarry in this town.

Tarry (ta-ri), a.
[f. TAR sb. + -Y.]

1. Consisting or composed of tar ; of the nature
of tar.

155* HULOET, Tarrye, or of tarre, ficeus. 1781 J. Tnux-
iULL M'Fingal 65 From nose and chin's remotest end, The

resinous substances absorb oxygen rapidly or slowly.
b. Resembling tar

; having tie consistence,
colour, or flavour of tar.

War v. 63 A small patch of blood-stained earth beside him
not red, but tarry-black. 1901 Daily News 27 Dec. 10

The Souchong teas . . have a special flavour .. which the trade
describe as '

tarry '.

2. Covered, smeared, soiled, or impregnated with
tar

;
tarred ; black as if smeared with tar.

a 1585 POLWART Flyting w. Monlgomerie 745 Tary tade
[
= toad), thous defate. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 23
Such [locks of wool) as are hairy and tarry. 1686 Land.
Gaz. No. 22or/4 [He] had.. an old black Tarrey Hat on his
head. 1753 N. Jersey Archives XIX. 283 A Pair of tarry
Duck Trowsers. 1814 MCULLOCH High!,, etc. Scot. I. 382
In contact with her tarry sides. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop v,
Two or three tarry boys.

b. _/?. Thievish. (Cf. tarry-fngcred in 4.)
iSia GALT Sir A. Wylie II. xvii. 158 The gipsies hae

tarry fingers, and ye would need an ee in your neck to
watch them.

3. fig. 'I Foul, unclean ; ? rude, uncultured.
1579 W. WILKINSON Confut. Familye o/Loueyi b, Poysoned

speaches, and tarrye Khetorick. 1770 1. ADAMS Diary
ii May, Wks. 1851 III. 200 Dr. W. told me of Tuckers
rough, tarry speech about me, at the navy board.

4. Comb. : tarry-breeks (orig. Sc.), -jacket,

-John, humorous nicknames for a sailor (cf. TAR
s/>. 3) ; tarry-fingered, -fisted adjs., having the

fingers or hands smeared with tar ; Jig. thievish.

1786 BURNS Dream xiii, Young royal *Tarry Breeks
[Prince William], I learn, Ye've lately come athwart her.

1855 KINGSLEY Ifestm. Ho xxx, No old tarry-breeks of a
sea-dog. l8s JAMIESON, 'Tarry-fingered, Tarry-handil,
dishonest, disposed to carry off by stealth. 1906 Daify
Chron, 4 Aug. 8/4 All the gold that has ever been gathered
by "tarry-fisted gentry of the Bragwell and Rudge order.
iBaa SCOTT Nigel iv, My husband must be the slave ofevery
*tarry jacket that wants but a pound ofoakum. 1888 STEVEN-
SON BlackArrow iv. vi, Long-headed "tarry-Johns, that fear
not fire nor water.

Hence Ta-rriness, tarry condition or quality.
1891 WALSH Tea (Philad.) 193 This smokiness and 'tarn-

ness
'

does not develop until after the teas have left China.

Tarry (tse'ri), v. Now chiefly literary in Gt.

Brit., still colloq. in U.S. Forms: 4-6 tarye, 4-7
tarie, tary, (5 tery, tare), 6 tarrye, 6-7 tarrie,

5- tarry. [Of obscure origin: some would

identify it with TARY v. to irritate, or with TAB v. 2 ,

tarre, OE. ifr^an to vex ; to both of which the

sense is an obstacle. See Note below.]
1 1. trans. To delay, retard, defer, put off (a

thing, an action) ; to protract, prolong. Obs.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Medit. 597 Thos howndes were lothe

hys deb for to tarye. c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's Prol. 51 Sey
forth thy tale, and tarie nat the tyme. 1388 WYCUF Ecclus.
iv. 3 Tarie thou not [Vulg. non protroJtas] the )ifte to a
man that is set in angwiscn. 1398 TREVISA Bartk. De P. R.
XI. vii. (BodL MS.) If. 109/2 >if rayn is yuel and distemporat
. . it ..tarieth and letteb repinttes ofcorneandof fruyte. 1494
FABYAN Chron. VIL ccxxxviit. 278 That he shulde for no
mede tary rightfull sentence. 1583 STOCKER Or. Warns
Lowe C. iv. 52 b, Whiche Citie not meanyng to tarrie the

siege, rendred to the saied Count.

f 2. To detain, delay, retard, keep back (a per-
son or agent) for a time ; to keep waiting ; to hold

in check, impede, hinder. Obs.

13



TARRY. 98

:34o HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3021: Pat he may.. In purgatory

vvte alle be dett, pat hym fra blis may tary or lett. c 1386
'

'

i,
I wol nat taryen yow for it is pryme.

1.- u

lus men were longe y-taned in Seynt Valerik his haven.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur xvm. vn. 735 Sir kyng, he sayd,

tary me noo lenger for I may not tary. 157" GOLDINO Calvin

en Ps.xxix.j So many stops tary us and stay us back. 1609

SKENE Kef. Maj. 1.1140, But gif . .the parties wald set them

to tary the court, with exceptions frivolous.

3. intr. To delay or be tardy in beginning or

doing anything, esp. in coming or going ;
to wait

before doing something ; to linger, loiter.

1350 Will. Palme 3128, I coniure )>e..l>atou titli me
telle & tarie nou? no lenger. 1382 WYCUF Ecclus. xiv. 12

Be thou myndeful for deth shal not tarien [Vulg. mars nan

tarryynj or longe a-oyuyn, niujut ,/".""" 'vy w.
faytes ofA. in. xii. 193 Yf he had taried to the morn after.

(11586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1622) 238 Not daring to tary

long about it. 1611 BIBLE Judg. v. 28 Why tarie the

wheetes of his charets? 1693 CONGREVF. Old Bach. iv. i,

Nothing can be done here till I go, so that 1 11 tarry, d ye

see? 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters I. 32 The waters cannot

tarry long in their passage, but. .run towards the.. level

grounds. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 610 He saw that

if he tarried the royal cavalry would soon be in his rear.

1892 Nation (N. Y.) 27 Oct. 318/2 The good monks. .were

. .going to attend high mass.., so we had no time to tarry.

b. To linger in expectation of a person or

occurrence, or until something is done or happens ;

to wait. Const, till, for, Sc. on, upon (with in-

direct passive).

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 187 This false knyht..Hath taried

til thei were aslepe. 1515 BARCLAY Sfhfll iv. (1570) Dj b/2

What, tary man a while till better fortune come. 15*6

TINDALK John xxi. 23 Yf I will have hym to tary [WYCLIP

dwelle, 1611 tarry) tyll I come what is that to the? 1535
COVERDAI.E Totit v. 7, I praye the, tary for me, tyll I haue

tolde my father. 1560 DAUS tr. SUdmitft Couim. 274, I..

would tary to se the ende. 1580 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 427

Euphues knowing the tyde would tarrye for no man. 1609
SKENE Reg. Maj. 1. 124* Hequha is challenged sail be taried

vpon, vntill he returne hayme. 1765 M. CUTLER in Life,
etc. (1888) I. 9 Then the sacrament was administered (winch
I did not tarry to see). 1816 SCOTT Antiq. i, Time and tide

tarry for no man. 1870 E. PEACOCK RalfSkirl. 1. 167 They
had not long to tarry for the coming of their host.

f4. intr. To remain, stay, abide, continue (in

some state or condition). Obs.
c 1450 LOVELICH Merlin 4521 Thus it Taryede jn-to pente-

cost feste. 1480 Robt. Devyll 25 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 210

Wyueles longe, said the duke, haue I taryed. 1551 T.

WILSON Logike (1580) 38 If the generall woorde be taken

awaie, the kinde tarieth not. 1597 A. M. tr, Guillemeau's
Fr. Chirurg. 17 b/2 Els the ioyncte might be criple, and

tarrye lame. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 488
Pardoned by the King, provyding they tarie well in tyme
comeing. 1776 R. KING in Life $ Corr. (1894) I. 34 Few of
the men now with Genl. will tarry longer than the expira-
tion of their enlistments. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xii, Declining
the Baron's invitation to tarry till after dinner [etc.].

b. To abide temporarily, to sojourn ; to stay,

remain, lodge (in a place), arch. exc. in U. S.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 87, I schal tee in-to Tarce, & tary
|>ere a whyle. 1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 127 The Danes
taryenge in wynteratRepyndoun. 1538 ELYOT, /VrH0c/0. .,

to tarye all the nyghte. 1599 MASSINGER, etc. OldLaw iv.

i, As long as she tarried with her husband, she was Ellen.
1611 BIBLE Ps. Ixviii. 12 She that taried at home, diuided

thespoite. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. cii. 499 Miss
Cope came . . and tarried with me three days. 1766 J.
INGERSOI.L Lett. Stamp-Act 62, I tarried that Night at
Mr. Bishop's. 1810 W. IRVING Sketch Bk., Leg. Sleepy
Hollow, Ichabod Crane, .sojourned, or, as he expressed it,
'
tarried ', in Sleepy Hollow, for the purpose of instructing

the children of the vicinity. 1850 HAWTHORNE Scarlet L.
viii, 1 must tarry at home, and keep watch over my little

Pearl. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixv. 2 Ortalus, I no more
tarry the Muses among. 1877 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.
(ed. 3)

II. x. 469 There they were to tarry [earlier edd.
remain] through Lent.

5. trans. To wait for, wait in expectation of;
to await, expect; f to stay for (a meal), f Tarry
out, to stay till the end of. To tarry a person's
leisure : see LEISURE 3 c. arch.

1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 23 Messias whom l>e lues
taryede. 1579 G. HARVEY Let. to Spenser Wks. (Grosart)
I. 20 The Tyde tarryeth no manne, but manye a good manne
is fayne to tarry the Tyde. 1654 EVELYN Diary 10 July,
On Monday. 1 went again to the schools,, -and. .tarried out
the whole Act in St. Mary's, a 1661 HEYLIN <zrf(i668)
176 He caused me to tarry Dinner with him, 1829 LYTTON
DeverettJC i. viii, I pressed him . . to tarry your coming. 1868
MILMAN St. Paul's xi. 283 The Lord Mayor tarried the ser-

mon, which lasted into the night.

fb. To outstay, stay over (a given time). Obs.

1a\*pnSymmyeS,Brvdcrf,t,\nBannatyncPocms$\\MXT.
Cl.) 416 Bot or thay twynd him and his dudis, The tyme of
none wes tareit ; Wa worth this wedding, for be thir widis,The meit is al miskareit.

[Note. It cannot be disputed that the ME. forms of this
verb are identical with those of TARY '

to provoke, irritate,
harass, vex, excite', both being in ME. tety-, tary. (the
spelling tarry being rare before 1500). Original identity

couia go back to the OE. variant types terran
(txr^an), t(rw(f)an (tprvtflan), with phonetic development
according to the positionof the rand w in different inflected
forms: cf.HARROwandHARRY.TOmOTandWoRRY. Thecon-
sequent identification with OF. taricr might also help to ex-
plain the existence of the derivatives larriage, tarriance
tarryment, with French suffixes (although it is to be noted
that these appear as derivatives <& tarry and not at tary)

OE.

seems almost insurmountable. Some have suggested an

influence upon tarry of the synonymous TARGE v.', OK
targier; but this seems impossible. Others, seeing that Mb.

vided a connecting link between the notions of
' vex

' and
'

delay retard
'

; but there is nothing in the quotations to

confirm this view, and the actual history of tarry in its

existing sense remains unascertained.]

Tarryer, obs. form of TARRIERI, TERRIER *.

Tarrying (tse-riiirj),
vbl. sb. [-ING i.]

1. The action of the verb TAKRY, q. v. ; delaying,

delay, waiting, loitering, etc.

ry}ynge. * *w - .~...j... -- --*/- #,'".*?> TL"
a-bydynge, mora, pigruia. 01450 MVRC Fest'al 18 This

be taryng of Thomas byleue broght vs yn full byleue.

thair'Absense, or'lang tarie'ng." 1865 W. G. PALGRAVE Arabia

I. 86 We determined to march on without further tarrying.

2. Abiding, sojourning : see TARRY v. 4b.
1445 in Anglia XXVIII. 271 In the she had a restyng

place or tarying ony while. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron.

II I. 826/2 If he of his noble courage would giue him tat leng

and abode. 1607 R. JOHNSON Pleas. Conceites Old Hctson

(Percy Soc.) 14 During the time of his taring there.

f3. (See quots., and cf. BUNDLE v. 5.) U. S.

1775 A. BURNABY Trav. 83 A very extraordinary method
of courtship, which is sometimes practised amongst the

lower people of this province, and is called Tarrying. 1778
ANBUREY Trav. Amer. xlix. (1701) II. 87 That custom

[bundling].. is in some measure abolished; but they still

retain one something similar, which is termed ta

Ta'rrying, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.] That

tarries : a. Delaying, lingering, tardy ; b. Remain-

ing, abiding.
1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. rfm The synne that men clepen

Tarditas, as whan a man is to laterede or tariynge er he
wole turne to god. 1411 tr. Secreta Secret., Prht. Priv.

223 Tarynge of speche, the voyce ful and stronge, 1483
Cath. Angl. 378/1 Taryinge, morosus (A.). 1654 Z. COKE
Logick 38 Action is either Immanent and tarrying [or] Tran-
sient and passing.
Hence Ta-rryingly adv., lingeringly, tardily.

1450-1530 Myrr. cur Ladye 26 The systers fulfyll the

oflyce oftheyr seruyce somwhat more tareyngly.

Tarrying-iron : see TIRINO-IRON.

t Ta'rryment. Obs. rare
1
. In 6 tariment.

[f.
TARRY v. -t- -MENT.] Delay, tarrying.

1560 ROLLASD Crt. Venus i. 804 Withouttin tariment It

salbe done.

Tarryour, obs. form of TARBIER-2.

t Ta'rryaonxe, a. Sc. Obs. rare. In 6 tari(e)-
sum. [f. TARRY sb. or v. + -SOME.] Characterized

by tarrying; slow, lingering; wearisome.

15x3 DOUGLAS SEneis iv. xii. 100 Haffand rieuth,. .Off hir

lang sorow and tarisum deid. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot.

(Rolls) II. 6 It war ouir lang and tariesum to tell.

t Tars, tarse. Obs. Also 5 tarsse. [a. OF.
/arse (1345 in Godef.); in med.L. pannus Tarsi-

cus
; formerly held to be the same word as Tarsc,

Tarsus in Cilicia (either because fabricated at or

imported by way of Tarsus) ; but probably referring
to Tarsia or Tharsia, described in Maundeville

(xxiv, Roxb. xxvii) as ' the kingdom of Tarse ',

upon which the land of Cathay
' marcheth toward

the west ', app. Turkestan ; hence prob. the same
as TARTAR ji.3, and TARTARIN! 2, q.v.] A rich
and costly stuff of Oriental origin, used in the West
in the I4th and I5th c. Also cloth of Tars.

[1295 Visitatio Thesaur. S. Pauli Londin. (Du Cange),
Casula de panno Tarsico, Indici colons.] 13.. Caw. fy Gr.
Knt. 571 Dubbed in a dublet of a dere tars. 1377 LANGL.
P. PI. B. xv. 163 As gladde of a goune of a graye russet As
of a tunicle of tarse or of trye scarlet. ? a 1400 Morte A rllt.

3190 In toges of tarsse fulle richelye attyrde. 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vi. 20 Cledd in clathe of gold or tars, or
in chamelet. a 2400-50 Alexander 1515 [He] arais all ^e
cite, Braidis ouire with bawdkyns all |>e brade stretis, With
tars & with tafeta bar he trede sulde. Hid. 4673 Doubeletis
of damaske & sum of dere tars. [1834 PLANCHE Brit.
Costume 105 The rich stuff called 'cloth of tars

'

is men-
tioned in this reign [Edw. I], It was latinized tarsicus and
tartarinns. 1880 BIRDWOOD Indian Arts II. 74 Cloth of
Tars is from Tarsus, or perhaps from Tabriz.]

Tarsal (ta-jsal), a. (so.) [ad. mod.L. larsal-is,
{. L. fars-us : see TARSUS and -AL.]
1. Of or pertaining to the tarsus of the ankle or

foot, in its various senses.

1817 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1818) II. xxiii. 328 The
grasshoppers with setaceous antennae . . have four tarsal
joints. 1826 Ibid. III. xxxv. 670 The tibia or shank is the
fourth joint of the leg, which . . is the analogue, .of the tarsus
or tarsal bones of vertebrate animals. 1840 G. V. ELLIS
Anat. 712 The tarsal artery, .gives branches to the extensor,
to the bones of the tarsus and their articulations. 1851
RicHARpsoN Geol. viii. (1855) 314 The foot, like the hand,
[consisting] of three ranges of bones, tarsal, metatarsal, and!
phalanges. 1875 C. C. BLAKE Zool. 94 The number of tarsal
scales is a specific test in most birds. 1875 CAMBRIDGE in
Encycl. Brit. II. 295/2 The third, or inferior tarsal claw [of
spiders]. 1883 THOMPSON tr. Mailer's Fertil. Fl. 31 The
carrying-power of the tarsal brushes is increased.

TARSO-.

2. Of or pertaining to the tarsi of the eyelids.

1839 T. BEALE Nat. Hist. Sperm Whale 1 19 The eyelids
are without cilia and tarsal cartilages. 1889 G. A. BERRY
Dis. Eye L 2 An oily secretion is formed in the tarsal, or

Meibpmian glands. 1890 WEBSTER, Tarsal tetter, . . an
eruptive disease of the cages of the eyelids.

B. sb. Short for larsal bone, joint, etc.

1881 MIVART Cat 341 The tarsals each ossify from one
centre, as do the carpals. 1888 Athensrum 17 Mar. 344/3
A paper. .'On the Carpus and Tarsus of the Anura.'..In the
hind foot they recorded the discovery of a fourth tarsal.

1889 E. D. COPE in Amer. Naturalist Oct 863 Carpals and
tarsals not distinct in form from metapodials.

Tarsalgia : see TAHSO-.

Tarsall, obs. form of TERCEL, hawk.

t Tarse 1
. 06s. Also 6 terse. [OE. tears =

OHG., MHG. zers, MDu. teers, leres.'] The penis.
c loco Sax. Leechd. I. 358 Wi5 ha;rf>ena sare & teorses

bares braejen meng wi3 hunig. c loco Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

265/33 Calamus, teors, |?aet wjepen uel lim. 1381 WYCLIF
i Saw. xviii. 25 No sposeilis, but oonli an hundrid tersis

[1388 prepucies] of Philisteis. 14.. MS. Porkington x
(Halliw.) Now je speke of a tarse. 1500-10 DUNBAR 7 Deidty
Synnis 88 Tersis. 1530 PALSGR. 279/2 Tarse of a man or

beest, nit. 1730-6 in BAILEY (folio).

Tarse 2
(tajs). rare-", [a. F. tarse, ad. L. TAR-

SUS.] = TARSUS i.

1841 in BRANDS Did. Sc., etc. Hence in later Diets.

Tarse, variant of TARS Obs.

Tarseotomy, -eetopia : see TARSO-.

fTarsel, tarcel. Obs. Also 5-6 -ell; 6
tersele. Apparently a corrupt variant of TASSEL.
1459 Paston Lett. I. 487 Item, j. prikkyng hat, covered

withe blake felwet. Item, ij. tarcellys on hym be hynde.
1558 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 92, v dd. of tarsells

by him made of ye same sylver. 1570 LEVINS Matrip. 57/11
A Tarsel, appendix. 1578 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 278,

j grose of statut lace v. viij-
1

, iiij gernesh tersele xij'
1

Hence t Tarcelled a. = TASSELLED.
1558 in Feuillerat Revels Q. liz. (1908) 39 Clothe of

sylver tarcelled with cullen sylver.

Tarsel, -ell, -elet, obs. ff. TERCEL, -ELET.

II Tarsia (tausia). Also 7 tersia. [a. It. tarsia
'

marquetry or small inlaid workes of diners colours

of bone, home, wood or luorie
*

(Florio).] A kind
of mosaic inlaid work in wood of various colours

and shades. Also attrib. as tarsia-work.

1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 138 But if Mosaick be
in wood 'tis called Tersia : the several pieces of which
are boil'd and dyed into what colour the workman fancies.

1875 POLLEN Anc. ff Mod. Fnrn. 28 The wood veneered
or inlaid with marquetry or tarsia work of ivory, ebony,
box, palm. 1883 FR. M. PEARD Contrad. I. 228 Cortina.,
with its great schools of filigree and tarsia work. 1901 J.
Black's Carp, ty Build., Home Handier. 61 Tarsia, .was a

species of wood inlay or mosaic of which the Italians of the

late Mediaeval period were the great exponents.

Tarsier (ta'jsiai). Zool. [a. F. larsier, f. tarse

TARSUS. So named by Button from the structure

ofthefoot: see quots.] A small lemuroid quadruped,
Tarsius spectrum, of Sumatra, Borneo, Celebes, and
the Philippines, called also malmag or spectre,
related to the aye- aye of Madagascar.
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 248 The last animal of

this class is called, by Mr. Buffbn, the Tarsier. ..The bones
of . . the Tarsus, are . . so very long, that from thence the an imal
has received its name. 1785 SMELLIE Buffbn's Nat. Hist.

(1791) VII. 171 The Tarsier, or Woolly Jerboa.. is remark-
able for the excessive length of its hind legs. The bones
of the feet, and particularly those which compose the upper
part of the tarsus, are prodigiously long. 1881 A. R.
WALLACE in Contemp. Rev. Mar. 427 The Tarsier, or spectre-

lemur, of the Malay islands.

Tarsiped (tausiped), sb. (a.) Zool. [ad. Zool.

L. generic name Tarsipls, -fed-em, t. L. TABSOS +

fes,ped- foot.] A small marsupialmammal, Tarsipes

restrains, the tail of West Australia, b. adj. Of
or belonging to the family Tarsipedidee, of which

this animal is the type. So Tarsi'pedid, -ine, -old

adjs., belonging to the family Tarsipedida.

II Tarsitis (tajsai-tis). Path. [mod.L., f. Gr.

rapaoi the rim of the eyelid + -ins.] Inflamma-

tion of the tarsus of the eyelid.

1890 in BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet.

t Ta'rso. Obs. [a. It. tarso.] A white siliceous

stone found in Italy, formerly used in glass-making.
1661 MERRETT tr. Nertt Art ofClass viii, Tarso .. makes

..fairer glass than any sand that is in Tuscany. 1711 tr.

Pomefs Hist. Drugs I. 105 Beat.. finely and searse your

Tarso, Crystal, &c. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 171 The
fluxes used in the other are salts, or arsenic, and the body
consists of tarso, white river pebbles, and such stones.

Tarso- (tajso), before a vowel tars-, comb,

form of Gr. rapaos, TARSUS, a formative of tech-

nical terms of anatomy, pathology, and surgery.

|| Tarsalgia [Gr. -oA-ym, aXyos, pain], (a) a

general term for pain in the tarsus ; (6) see quot.

Trvrse-ctomy [Gr. 4*To>7 excision], excision of

one or more of the tarsal bones. || Tarsecto-pia

[ECTOPIA], displacement of the tarsus. ||
Tarsov

clasis [Gr. KAaffu fracture], (a) rupture of the

tarsal cartilages (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1899) ; (*) rupture
of the fibrous tissue forming the basis of the eye-

lids (Cassell Suppl. 1902). ||
Tarsomalacia

(-^i-Jia) [Gr. /loAam'a softness], a softening of the

palpebral cartilages (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1899).
Tar-



TABSO-METATARSAL.

sophala ugeal a., pertaining to or connecting the
tarsus and the phalanges. || Tarsophyma [Gr.
<t>vna tumour], a swelling or tumour of the tarsus

(Dunglison, 1857). Ta'rsoplasty [-PLASTY],
plastic surgery of the eyelid (Syd. Sac. Lex.),
Tarso'rrhaphy [Gr. jia.^ seam], plastic suture

of the eyelid. Tarsota rsal a.,
=- medio-tarsal

(see MEUIO-). Tarsoti'bial a.,
^ TlBIOTARSAU

Tarso-tomy [Gr. TO/OJ cutting] : see quot. 1857.
1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., *Tarstilgia, .. peculiar

neuralgic affection of the foot, often with some flattening uf
the arch and contraction of the plantar muscles ; observed in

policemen, soldiers, etc. Ibid., Tarsectotny. 1891 Lancet
28 Feb. 491/1 A case in which Syme's amputation had been
performed on one foot and tarsectomy on the other for severe

talipes. 1860 MAYNK F..rpos. Lex., 'Tarsectopia. 1890 in

BILLINGS Nat. AM. Diet. 1871 HUXLEY Anat. Vcrtebr.
A/tint,

yiii. 333 The *tarsophalangeal synostosis above de-
scribed is freely movable on the astragalus. 1846 BRITTAN
tr. Malgaignes Man. Oper. Surg. 277 In the second case
are employed excision of the conjunctiva, excision of the
tarsal cartilage, V shaped excision of the lid, "tarsoraphy.
1898 P. MANSON Trop. Diseases xxvi. 421 Tarsorraphy for

ectropion of the lower lid. .may sometimes have to be per-
formed. 1857 DUNGLISON Diet. Med. Sc., *Tarsotoiy,.,
the section or removal of the tarsal cartilages. 1893 Brit.
Mcd. Jrnl. 18 Feb. 341/2 Tarsotomy . . is of service where
the varus is the chief defect

Tarso-metatarsal(taMstf,metatausal),a. and
s6. Com^i. Anal. a. adj. (a) Of or pertaining to

the tarsus and the metatarsus, as ' the tarso-meta-
tarsal ligaments

'

; (6) Of or pertaining to a tarso-

metatarsus. b. s&. Short for tarso-melatarsal taut
or ligament.
1835-6 Toad's Cycl. Anat. I. 288/1 In the Grallatores. .

the tarso-melatarsal bone is remarkably elongated. 1851
MANTELL Petrifact. ii. i. 79 There are also tarsometatar-
sals of a remarkable extinct genus named Aptortiis. Ibid.
4 3. 116 The longest tarso-metatarsal bones I have seen are
eighteen inches and a half in length. 1871 HUMPHRY
Myology 28 Near the insertion of the middle portions of the
tarso-metatarsals. 1875 SIR W. TURNER in Encycl. Brit.
I. 841/2 The configuration of its tarso-metatarsal joint and
the attachment of the transverse metatarsal ligament pre-
vent the great toe from being thrown across the surface of
the sole as the thumb is thrown across the palm.

II Tarso-metatarsus (tausoimetatausps).

Camp. Anat. Also in Fr.-Eng. form ta:rso-me'ta-
tarse. The bone formed by ankylosis of the tarsus

and the metatarsus in birds and early reptilian types.
1834 OWEN Skel. t, Teeth in Orr's Circ. Sc. I. Org. Nat.

224 The period at which these several constituents of the
' tarso-metatarse

'

coalesce is shorter in the birds that can
fly than in [the others], 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 18
The fibula never articulates with the tarso- metatarsus.

Tarsse, variant of TABS Obs.

\\ Tarsus (tausos). Anat. PI. -i. [mod.L., a.

Gr. rapa6s the flat of the foot between the toes and
the heel ; also the rim of the eyelid ;

in F. torse.']

1. The first or posterior part of the foot : a collec-

tive name for the seven small bones of the human
ankle, arranged in two transverse series,the proximal
or tibial, consisting of the astragalus and os calcis

(or cakaneum), and the distal, or metatarsal, con-

sisting of the naviculare (centrale, or scaphoides),
the cuboides, and the three ossa cnneiformia ; also,

the corresponding part in mammalia generally, and
in some reptiles and amphibia.
1676 WISEMAN Chirurg. Treat, vn. ii. 479 The Conjunction

is called Synarthrosis; as in the joyning..the Tarsus to
the Metatarsus. 1603 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2),

Tarsus.. also eight backward Bones of the Foot, ordered
like Grates. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Tarsus, is the

Space between the lower end of the two Focils, and the

beginning of the Five long Bones which sustain, and are
articulated with the Toes. 1872 NICHOLSON Palxont. 305
The small bones of the ankle, known as the tarsus. 1875
HUXLEY & MARTIN Eltm, Biol. (1883) 225.

b. In birds, the third segment of the leg, the

shank (which is rarely fleshy or feathered), corre-

sponding to the mammalian tarsus and metatarsus

conjoined :
= TABSO-METATARSUS.

>8z8 STARK Eltm. Nat. Hist. 1. 253 (Birds, Bucco) Tarsus
shorter than the exterior toe ; the anterior toes united to

the second joint. 1874 COUES Birds N. W.yzi Tarsi nearly
naked, the feathers extending but a little way below the

heel-joint 1880 A. R. WALLACE in igth Cent. XXXV. 100,

O. In insects and other Arthropoda, a series of

small articulations forming the true foot ; in spiders,
the last joint, forming, with the preceding joint or

metatarsus, the foot.

1826 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. III. xxviii. 48 [In insects] the
foot orTarsus, is almost universally monodactyle. 1818 STARK
Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 155 (Crustacea, Cryptotoda) None of
the tarsi are fin-shaped. 1834 M^MURTRIE Cvvicr's Anim.
Kingd, 311 (Arachnides, Ciotko} The tarsi, only, are fur-

nished with spines. 1867 J. HOGG Microscope n. iv. 587
The tarsus, or foot of the Fly consists of a deeply bifid,
membranous structure.

2. The thin plate of condensed connective tissue

found in each eyelid. Now rare or Obs.

1691 RAY Creation II. (1692) 119 The side of the Triangle,
which is toward the little Corner ofthe Eye, and is moveable,
was reinforced with a Border, which supplies the place of

the Tarsus. 1787-41 CHAMBERS Cycl, Tarsus is also a name

given by some anatomists to the cartilages which terminate

the palpebrte, or eyelids.

Tart (ta.it), sl>. Also 4-6 tarte, 5 taarte,
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tartt, 6 tairte, 9 Sc. tairt, teart. [a. F. tarte

(ijth c.), an open tart, in our sense I b (n), = med.
L. tarta (1103 in Du Cange) ; of uncertain origin.
F. tartt: was held by Diez to be altered from OF. tortt, F.

tatirlt, a disk-shaped cake or loaf, also a. pasty, a pie, late

L. torta panis, a kind of loaf or bread (Vulg.) ; and the two
words certainly sometimes run together in use : cf. It.

(Klorio) torta, torttira'z tart
'

(Baretti), torta' & pasty';
Sp. (Minsheu) torta, tilrta ' a tart ', mod. Sp. torta a covered

pasty, tarta a tart ; but there are phonetic difficulties in the

identification, which is rejected by Hatz.-Darm. Du. taart,
tart, is from Fr. The Welsh forth, Breton tors round loaf,
are from L. torta or OF. tartt:.]

1. Name for various dishes consisting of a crust

of baked pastry enclosing different ingredients; "t a.

formerly with meat, fish, cheese, fruit, etc. : the same
or nearly the same as a pie, b. In current use re-

stricted to (a) a flat, usually small, piece of pastry,
with no crust on the top (so distinguished from a

pie), filled with frnit preserve or other sweet con-
fection ; (b) a covered fruit pie : = PIE sb.1 I (c) :

in this application formerly chiefly dial, or local,
now in polite or fashionable use.
a. ?ai4oo Marie Arth. 186 Tartes of Turky, taste

whane beme lykys. c 1400 Rom, Rose 7041 With tendre

gees, & with capons, With tartes, or with chesis [MS.
cheffis] fat, With deynte flawnes, brode & flat 14.. Voc.
in Wr.-Wulcker 565/44 Artocrea, an*" a tart 1430 Two
Cookery-bks. (E.E.T.S.) 47 Tartes de chare. .. Tartes of

Fyssche. c 1440 Promp. Para. 487/1 Taarte, bake mete. .,

tarta. 1533 SKELTON Carl. Laurel 1245 The Balade also
of the Mustarde Tarte ; Suche problemis to paynt it longyth
to his arte. 1553 HULOET, Tarte or march pane, chanona.

1598 Epulario Hiy, To make Tarts.. of Creuisses. Ibid.
H iij b, To make Tarts of Eeles. 1771 MRS. HAYWOOD
Neva Present 102 A Tart [made of veal suet, seasoning,
bread, eggs, veal sweetbreads,. .etc. made in a dish].
b. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. (E.E.T.S.) 48 Tartes of Frute

in lente. 1569 TURNER Herbal 11. 119 b, The tartes made
onlye of Heppes serue well to be eaten of them that vomit
to much. 1580 in Hist. MSS. Comm., Var. Collect. (1903)

444 b, Dinner. To my Master. ..A boild meat of mutton
[etc.]. Second course. Rabytesroste. Chickins roste [etc.].
. . Arttigoges, and strobarye tairte. 1584 COGAN Haven
Health cvii. (1636) 108 Boyle them [fruit] . . till they be soft,
then to draw them, as yee doe a tart. 1668-9 PEPYS Diary
24 Feb., A mighty neat dish of custards and tarts. 1696
PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Tart, a sort of Baked Dish, consisting of
Summer Fruits bak'd in Paste, c 1710 CELIA FIENNES
Diary (1888) 218 One of ye West Country tarts, .its an apple
pye with a Custard all on the top. 1725 BradUy's Fain.
Diet. s. v., When the Tart is made, you must cover it at top

'

TARTAN.

with some Bands of Paste, and having sugar'd it, bake it in

Need I the currant
tarts which artful

,

the Oven. 1737 Genii. Mag. VII.
307^/2

Need I the currant

sing, or goosberry praise, Prepar'd in

..'she never touched patisserie '.

2. fig. Applied (orig. endearingly) to a girl or

woman (often one of immoral character), slang.

... -- ... suggested on the part of the pi
that the word '

tart
'

really meant a person of immoral char-

acter. 1894 Daily News 5 Feb. 2/7 Some of the women
described themselves as 'Tarts'. .and said that they got
their living in the best way they could. 1898 in M. Davitt

Life t; Progr. Austral, xxxv. 192 And his lady love's his
' donah ', Or his

' dinah ', or his
'
tart '. 1903 FARMER Slang,

Tart (common). Primarily a girl, chaste or not ; now (un-
less loosely used) a wanton, mistress,

'

good-one '.

3. attrib. and Comb., as tart-dish, -maker, -seller;

f tart-stuff, a confection of fruit for making tarts

(ats.) ; tart-woman, a woman who sells tarts.

1782 WITHERING m Phil. Trans. LXXH. 329 Vessels.,

made like a common *tart-dish, with a spreading border.

1886 Pall Mull G. 15 May 3/2 Verses, eulogizing the "tart-

maker and her handiwork. 1831 MAYMEW Land. Labour I,

199/1 I've been a cake and a *tart-seller in the streets for

seven or eight years. 1623 Althorp MS. in Simpkinson
Washington* (1860) p. xlvii, Lumpe sugar for tarte stuffe.

1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair 1, When he was rich he would

buy Leader's pencil-case, and pay the *tart-woman. 1851

Eng. Hum. iii. (1863) 126 This boy went invariably into

debt with the tart-woman.

Tart, a. Forms : i teart, 6-7 tarte, 4, 6- tart.

[OE. teart ; ulterior derivation obscure : by some
referred to root of ter-an to TEAR.
The sense-history is also deficient. Teart appears in OE.

only in reference to punishment, pain, or suffering, which

useoftor/.aftermanycenturies, reappears late in i6thc. In

the ME. period, the word is known only by a single instance

in Chaucer (if this is the adj.), continued after 1500, in sense

'of a sharp, pungent, or sour taste
1
. In 1500 it is also

applied to a sharp or pungent weapon ; and about 1600 to

sharp, bitter, caustic, or stinging words. It is difficult from
these data to infer the sense-development ; and the order

here followed is provisional.)

fl. Of pain, punishment, suffering, discipline,

law : Sharp, severe, painful, grievous. Obs.

In OE. ; not known in ME. ; in mod.Eng. possibly newly
developed from sense 2.

c looo in Napier O. E. Glasses 52/1946 Aarrimo, i. asper-

rinto, on bsere teartestan. Ibid, 168/218 Acra, i. tearte.

ciooo jELFRic Horn. II. 344 Ac beo hem gesxd, aer he

xewite. 3a teartan witu, bat his heorte mid fere biternysse
beo gehrepod.
JS77 HANMER A nc. Eccl. Hist. v. xvj. 89 Themison . . tasted

not of the tarte conyzance of confession, before the tyrant

1579 GOSSON To Gentlfui. Cit. Land, in Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 61

My Schoole is tarte, but my counsel! is plesaunt.
1602

FULBECKE Pandectes xi. 81 And lustinian his Law is tarte :

.'it :jni*..aus,rit, capital! f&na ftriatur. 1605 SHAKS.

o' '-

v ' "' 8? A" olller way The Ncwci is not so Urt.
A. Sharp to tlie sense of taste; f biting, pungent

(ol>s.) ; now esp. sour, acid, or acidulous.
('1 he sense in the Cnaucer quot. is not quite clear.)

j
1386 CHAUCEH Prol. 381 To boille the chikn with the

Marybones And poudrc Uarchut tart and galyngale. a 1519SuiTOX hi. Rummynx 4J5 Myiihiy btronge meate For the
deuyll to catcii It was tart and punyele. 1601 HOLLAND

1530 PALSCR. 327/1 Tarle, sharpe in taste as vinagre is,

"<f(, poignant. 1552 HULOET, Tarte, acMut. /</., Tarteor
somewhat eyger, suliacidits. 1652 CULFCPPER nf . Pltytic.
(1809) 356 If you love tart things, add ten drops of oil of
vitriol to your pint. 1772-84 COOK Voy. (1790) I. iy>
Cherries, .the juice of which was agreeably tan. 1850 SIR
T. D. ACLAND in Jrnl. Roy. Agric. Sec. 155 There is a great
deal of grass land on the borders of the lias hills, which
scours cattle. It is said to be ' teart

'

; that is tart or sour,

tb. Of the sense of taste : Keen. Obs. rare- 1
.

1605 B. JONSON Volpone ii. i, Would you be ever fair and
young? Stout of teeth, and strong of tongue! Tart of
palat i quick of ear ?

1 3. Sharp, keen (as an edge, point, or weapon).
c 1500 MEOWALL Nature (Brandl) 777, I bought thys

dagger at the marte, A sharp poynt and a tarte. 1600
MARLOWE & CHAPMAN tr. Hero 4 Leandcr v. K iij b, Thin
like an iron wedge, so sharpe and tart, As t'were of purpose
made to cleaue Loues heart.

4c.fig. Of words, speech, a speaker : Sharp in tone
or tendency, biting, catting, acrimonious, caustic.
1801 Bp. W. BARLOW Serm. Paula Crosse Pref. 10 Here

I renounce all tart and soure speach. 1615 BRATHWAIT
Strappado (1878) 35 Where wilt thou begin With thy tart

phrase, to stinge and nettle him 7 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles
l. in. x. 106 The Cynics, .were very tart and satyric in their
Declamations against this, .kind of Oratorie. 1691 HART-
CLIPFE Virtues 185 Sometimes a tart Irony goes for Wit
1710 ADDISON Taller No. 157 T 6 Entertaining the Com-
pany with tart ill-natured Observations. 1822 W. IRVING
Braceb. Hall xxix, Her mind was made up, and she grew
tart on the least contradiction. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
xxii. IV. 719 III humour.. might sometimes impel him to

give a tart answer.

6. Comb., as tart-tongued.
1602 FULBECKE 2nd Pt. Parall. 26 b, Being a tart-lounged

detractor.

Tart, v. rare. ? Obs. [f. prec. adj. : cf. to sour.}
1. trans. To make tart, to sour ; f to make pun-

gent, give pungency to (olis.).
1616 T. SCOTT Christ's Politician 32 One sponefull of

vineger will soone tart a great deale of sweete milke. a. 1634
RANDOLPH Poems (1668) 28 To walk on our own ground . .

The best ofsawce to tart our meats.

2. inlr. To become tart or sour.

1629 GAULE Holy Madn. 244 An ill Liquor that being
kept too long, hath tarted and tainted the Caske.

Tartan (ta'Jtan), sl>.1 orig. Sc. Also 6-7 tar-

tane, tertane, (6 teartane). [Of uncertain ori-

gin : in use early in i6th c.

It has been conjectured to be a. F. tiretaine (1247 in
Godef. Comply

' a kind of cloth, half wool, half linen or
cotton ', for which a variant tertaine is quoted by Godefroy
of date 1487: cf. the i6thc. Sc. spelling tertane. Another
conjecture would identify the cloth witn that called tartar
or tartarin (q.v.), of which the i6th c. forms tartarne, tar.

terne, somewhat approach tartane. But the quots. for
TARTAR and TARTARIN point to a richer and more costly stuff.]

1. A kind of woollen cloth woven in stripes of

various colours crossing at right angles so as to form
a regular pattern; worn chiefly by the Scottish

Highlanders, each clan having generally its distinc-

tive pattern. Also, the pattern or design of such

cloth. Also applied to silk and other fabrics hav-

ing a similar pattern. Shepherds' tartan, shepherds'

plaid : see quot. 1882. In quot. 1810 pi. tartan

garments.
ta 1500 Symmye $ Bruder 22 in Sibbald Chron. Sc. Poetry

(1802) I. 360 Syne schupe thame up, to lowp owr leiss, Twa
tabartis of the tartane. 1533 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scott.

VI. 79 For fresing of ane tartane galcot loid. 80 Ane uthir

tartane galcoit gevin to the King be the Maister Forbes.

1538 Ibid. 436 Item, for
iij

elnis of heland tertane to be hois

to the Kingis grace, price of the elne iiijs. iiijd. 1546
Aberdeen Regr. (1844) I. 236 Item, ane vob of tartane, con-

tenand x ell is, the price of ell iiijs. Ibid., Ane blankat of

tartane. 1548-51 Ibid. XX. (Jam.), Ane gelcoit of quhit
tertane. 1630 I. TAYLOR (Water P.) Pennilesse Pilgr. Wks.
1. 135/1 Stockings (which they call short hose) made of a
warme stuffe of diuers colours,which they call Tartane. 1806

Gazetteer Scott, (ed. 2) 395 Of late the greater part of the

tartan for the army has been manufactured in this parish

[St. Ninians). 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. in. xxvii, Their

feathers dance, their tartans float, . . A wild and warlike

groupe they stand. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiii. III.

354 Men wearing the same tartan, and attached to the same

lord, were arrayed against each other. 1862 'SHIRLEY'

Nugx Crit. vi. 230 Dressed in a bodice and kirtle of shep.
herd tartan. i882OGiLViE (Annandale), Shepherd's. . tartan,
a kind of small check pattern in cloth, woven with black

and white warp and weft; (b) a kind of cloth. .woven in

this pattern generally made into shepherd's plaids. 1891

Cent. Diet. S.V., Silk tartan, a silk material for women's
dresses and men's waistcoats, woven in the style of the

Scottish clan tartans. 1905 Times 7 Sept. 5/4 Considerable

success has followed the bringing out of quite a variety of

tartans for next spring. 1906 Athenxum 2 June 671/2 The
whole question of the date of clan tartans is difficult

b. trans/. Applied
to one who wears tartan ;

a

Highlander ; collectively, those who wear tartan ;
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the body of Highlanders ;
the men of a Highlan

regiment.
1817 CANNING in Hanna Mem. Chalmers (1849)

II. v. 10

The tartan [so runs the speech attributed to him, i.e. Can

2. Angling. Name of an artificial salmon-fly.

1867 F. FRANCIS Angling x.. 315 The Tartan is a strang

looking fly. [Description follows.!

3. Short for tartan-purry ; see 4 b. Sc.

1893 HENDERSON Old World Scotl. 80 Of oatmeal we hav

tartan a pudding made chiefly ofchopped kale and oatmeal

4. attrib. a. Made of tartan
; having a chequerec

pattern like that of tartan.

'533 Isee 0- '549 Fragm. Ayr Burgh Rec. (Gen. Reg
Ho., Edinb.), Item for teartane claith, aucht lib. 1721 RAM
SAY Tartana 78 Who 'midst the snows the best of limbs can

fold In Tartan Plaids, and smile at chilling cold, c 1750 in

Ritson Sc. Songs (1794) II. 107 O ! to see his tartan trouze

Bonnet blue, and laigh-heel'd shoes ! 1853
' C BEDE

Verdant Green I. vii, A gentleman clad in tartan-plaid

1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 403 One pair o:

tartan trousers in rifle regiments.

ta. Tartan-purry (Sc. local) : see quots.
c 1746 FORBES Dominie IL (1785) 35 Tartan-purry, meal

and bree, Or butt'ry brose. 1790 SHIKREFS Poems Gloss.,

Tartan furry, a sort of pudding made of red colewort

chipped small, and mixed with oatmeal. 1819 W. TENNANT

Papistry Storm'd (1827) 52 Some ran to parritch, some to

kail ; . . And some to tartan-purry. i8M T. EDMONDSTON
Gloss. Shetl. ft Orkn., Tart-and-purrie, porridge made with
the water in which cabbage has been boiled.

Tartan, tartane (tautan, ||tarta-n), sb?
Also 7 tartain. [a. Fr. tartane (1632 in Hatz.-

Darm.), a. It.,
= Sp., Pg. tartana, supposed by Diez

to be derived from Arab, taridah : see TABETTE.
But connecting evidence is wanting.] A small one-

masted vessel with a large lateen sail and a foresail,

used in the Mediterranean ;
= TARTANA 1.

1631 Admiralty Crt. Exam. No. 43. 24 Aug., A small
vessel called a tartain flotinge and driveinge to and fro in

the sea. 1666 Land. Gfiz. No. 77/2 A small Tartane arrived
here two dales since from Provence. 1697 DAMPIER Voy.
round World (1690) 30 Captain Wright.,had taken aSpanish
Tartan, wherein were 30 men, all well armed. 1756-7 tr.

Keysler's Trav. (1760) IV. 119 A Turkish tartane, with red

colours, emblazoned with three crescents, &c. was perform-
ing quarantine. 1805 WILKES in Mem. II. 171, 1 could not

go in a small tartan without some one friend. 1896 VIZE-
TELLY Zola's Rome 295 The few tartanes which brought wine
from Sicily, never came higher than the Aventine.

Tartan, si.s rare". = TARTANA 3.

1858 SIMMONDS Did. Trade, Tartan,., a long covered
carriage.

II Tartan, st* [Assyrian. See a Kings xviii.

17, Isa. xx. i.] The ancient Assyrian commander-
in-chief.

1880 CHEYNE Isaiah (1884) I. 16 No Satraps nor Tartans
are necessary. 1893 SAYCE Higher Crit. (1894) 427 The
'
tartan

'

of Sargon entered Jerusalem and forced Hezekiah
to become his tributary. 1899 T. NICOLL Rec. Archxol. .$

BibU vii. 255 The Tartan fought against Ashdod and took it

Ta-rtan, . [f. TARTAN sbl] trans. To
clothe or array in tartan

; also fig. So Tartaned
(ta-Jtand) a., clothed in tartan, wearing tartans.
1813 HOGG Queen's Wake 283 Tartaned chiefs in raptures

hear The strains, the words, to them so dear. 1875 A. SMITH
Aberdeenshire 1. 656 The crested chief led on his tartaned
band. 1881 J. F. CAMPBELL in Ld. A. Campbell Rec. A rgyll
(1885) 441, 1 was first tartaned, more than fifty years ago.

II Tartana 1
(tarta'na). [It. tartana : see TAR-

TAN s6. 2]
= TARTAN rf.2

1588 Ancaster MSS. in Hist. MSS. Comm. (1007) XLV.
113 They have almost two hundred Tartanars, which are
a kind of fish boats they use in the Straits. 1617 LD. CAREW
Lett. (Camden) 92 They have allso 200 tartenas, which are a
kind of flat-bottomde boates. 1773 Phil. Trans. LXV i I
hired a fishing vessel, called a tartana, with eighteen men
in her. 1884 W. SIME To t, Fro 17 Here are tartanas waiting
the voyager.

t Tartana 2
(taita'na). Obs. rare. [Pseudo-

latinized form of TARTAN!.] = TARTAN sbl i.

1721 RAMSAY Tartana 82 Bright Tartana's waving in the
wind. Ibid. 315 A bright Tartana veiled the lovely fair

II Tartana 3. [Sp. tartana] A covered vehicle
used in Spain, esp. in Valencia.
1829 W. IRVINO in Life t, Lett. (1864) H. 408 We made our

journey., in a kind of covered cart called a Tartana, drawn
by a mule. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain I. 438 A Tartana,the common Valencian vehicle, . . It may be compared to a
Venetian gondola on wheels. 1882 Harper's Mag. Sept.
504 In summer it is covered with tartanas, bouncing little
covered waggons lined with crimson curtains.
Tartane : see TAHTAN rf.i and *, TERTIAN.
Tartar (tautai), si.l Also 4 tartre, 5 tarter,

-are, (6 tartarum, 7-8 tartarus). [a. F. tartre~ sP-> pg-j It- tartaro, med.L. tartarum (tartha-
rum), med.Gr. raprapov; perh. of Arabic origin:Simon of Genoa (fl. 1292), Synonima (ed. 1473),
has ' Tartar arabice, tartarum quod ex nino in
latenbus uegetis generator '.

But there is some doubt as to this, the usual Arabic term
being durdl, from Pers. durd sediment, dregs; tartlr,found in mod Arabic lexicons from 1639, is heldT>y Dozy tobe borrowed from European langs. Tne med.L. tartarum
appears in the Dtctwnarius of Joh. de Garlandia, 1225.]
1. Chem. Bitartrate of potash (acid potassium

tartrate), present in grape juice, deposited in a
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crude form in the process of fermentation, and

adhering to the sides of wine-casks in the form of

a hard crust, also called argal or AROOL, which

in the crude state varies from pale pink to dark

red, but when purified forms white crystals, which

are cream of tartar.

(t In quot. c 1425 applied to the dregs of malt liquor.)

c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeoin. Prol. * T. 260 Of Tartre, Alum

glas, berme, wort and argoille. 1398 TREVISA Barth. DeP. K.
XVI. xcix. (Tollem. MS.), Tartar is wyn drastes \tartarum
est vini fxculentia], and like to a softe ston cleuynge harde

to )?e sides of |>e tonnes. 1415 tr. Ariierne's Surgery
(E. E. T. S.) 49 Ffirst I made hym ane emplastre of tartare

of ale, i.[e]. dreggez. cisso LLOYD Treat. Health Hvij,

Wyne Lyes called Tartarum.. menglid in oyle and Venige
is verye good. 1679 V. ALSOP Melius Inquir. Introd. 3

Like Tartar, [it] is so baked and crusted to the sides of the

Vessel, that till you knock off the Hoops and take the franv

in pieces, no Art of Man will free the Cask from a tang a

least of the old mustiness. 1733 ARBUTBNOT Rules ofDie
in Aliments, etc. 259 Small Wines with little Oil and much
Tartar. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IV. 495/2 The tarta

of the white wines is of a greyish white colour, called white

tartar; and that of red wine has a red colour, and is calle<

red tartar. 1883 Hard-wick's Photogr. Chcm. (ed. Taylor

96Tartaric Acid, .is derived from a substance called Tartar

deposited from the juice of the Grape during fermentation

This Tartar is an Acid Tartrate of Potash.

b. Hence,
' A generic name for salts of tartaric

acid
'

(Watts).
c. Commercially, applied not to the argol or

original deposit, but to a product that has under-

gone partial purification : see quot.
1893 THORPE Diet. Applied Chcm. III. 783 The crust is

known as 'argol', ana when recrystallised produces 'Jar.
tar ', which by further crystallisation is converted into
'cream of tartar ', technically known as 'cream '.

d. fig.
1590 MARLOWE *nd Pt. Tamturl. IV. i, A soul Created of

the massy dregs of earth, The scum and tartar of the ele-

ments, a 1631 DONNE Serin. (1649) H> x 'x - Z53 Impa-
tience in affliction . .a leaven so kneaded into the nature ol

man, so innate a tartar, so inherent a sting. 1683 BURNET
tr. More's Utopia Pref. (1684) 4 Our Language has, like a
rich Wine, wrought out its Tartar. 1824 LANDOR

Ijna,^.
Conv., Ld. Brooke Q Sir P. Sidney, Desire of lucre.. . It is

the tartar that encrusts economy.
2. tramf. Any calcareous or other incrustation

deposited from a liquid upon bodies in contact

with it. (With qnot. 1605 cf. TARTABER, TAR-
TAROUS a.)

1605 TIMME Quersit. in. 161 Of the congelations of these
salts comes goutes..and diuers kinds of obstructions, ac-

cording to the diuersitie of tartars and of salts which are

ingendred and procreate to nature in our bodie. 1756-7 tr.

Keysler's Trav. (1760) III. 151 This water is impregnated
with tartar, so that the bottom and pillars..are incrusted
with it. 1780 MRS. Piozzi Journ. France I. 427 It] in-

crusted a stick with its tartar in two minutes.

b. spec. A deposit of calcium phosphate from
the saliva, which tends to harden and concrete

upon the teeth. (So F. tartre ; cf. Ger. weinstein.)
i8o Med. yrnl. XV. 30 We find that this coagulum has

the greatest similarity with the tartar adhering to the teeth.

1821-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) 1. 65 The teeth are always
subject to be covered over with layers of an earthy material
secreted as a constituent part of the saliva, and denominated
tartar. 1897 Alltutt's Syst. Med. IV. 743 The concretions
of tartar that gather round the teeth.

3. Phrasal combinations :

a. Cream of tartar : see i and CREAM st. 4 ;

t magistery of tartar = vitriolatedtartar : see b
;

t oil of tartar, old name for a saturated solution
of potassium carbonate

; t salt of tartar, an old
name of potassium carbonate; spirit of tartar,
the liquid obtained by dry distillation of tartar; it

contains pyrotartaric acid and other substances.

Exp. Phys. Mech. xxiv. 189 As
strong a solution of Salt of Tartar in fair Water as could be

or other cool moist place. 1707 Curios, in Huso. Q Card.
67 Spirit of Vitriol and Oil of Tartar., mingled together, are
surprizingly hot. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 87 A pint
of salt of tartar exposed unto a moist aire untill it dissolve,
will make far more liquor, or as some teann it oyle, then
he former measure will contain. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat.
. 339 Moisture drawn from it [the air] by dry salt of tartar,
n such

guantity,
as

tojmake
the salt become intirely fluid.

of __ _
1868' WATTS Diet. Chtm. V7 402.]"
b. f Chalybeate tartar, tartar ohalybeated,

potassio-ferric tartrate, C4H4K(FeO)O6 ; fre-
;onerated tartar, acetate of potassium, C4H,O3 .

CjO ; f soluble tartar, neutral potassium tartrate,
-4H4KjO, ; also applied to ammonium potassium
artrate, C8H4(NH4)KO, ; t vitriolated tartar,
artar vitriolate, sulphate of potassium, KjSCv
17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Crystal, Crystal of "tartar
halvbeated, is when it is impregnated with the most dis-
oluble parts of iron. 1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex. s.v. Tartar,
Chalybeate Tartar. ., a name for the Potassio-tartras/crri.
7S3 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suff. s.v., The good effects of *re-
enerated tartar in the cure of obstructions of the bowels.
860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Regenerated Tartar, term for the

TABTAR.
Acctas potassx. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, ^Soluble
Tartar, is made by boiling in 3 Pints of Water, 8 Ounces of
Cream of Tartar, and 4 Ounces of the Fix'd Salt of Tartar.
1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Soluble Tartar, a term for the
Tartras potassx. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, ^Tartar
Vitriolate, is made by pouring Spirit of Vitriol on Oil of
Tartar per Deliymum, by little and little. 1717-41 CHAM-
BERS Cycl. s.y.,* yitriolated Tartar, which some call Magistery
of Tartar, is oil of Tartar mixed with rectified spirit of
vitriol. 1820 T. THOMSON Syst, Chem. 11.435 Known by
the name of vitriolated tartar, till the French chemists
called it sulphate ofpotash . . in 1787.

c. TaTtar-eme-tic, t emetic tartar, common
name in pharmacy of potassio-antimonious tartrate,
C4H 4K(Sb.O)O6 + jH aO, a poisonous substance,
used in medicine to excite vomiting. Hence
Ta'rtar-eme'tioize v. (nonce-wd.), trans, to dose
with tartar-emetic.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Tartar Emetick. See
Emetick Tartar. Ibid., Emetick Tartar, is only Cream or
Crystal of Tartar poudred and mixt with a quarter part of
Crocus Metallorum, and . . the Mixture, .boil'd in an earthen
Pan in a sufficient quantity of Water, for about 8 or 9 Hours.
1758 J. S. tr. Le Dran's Obscrv. Surf. (1771) 334 A Dose of
Tartar Emetic. 1793 GAITSKELL in Memoirs Med. IV. 79
(heading) Observations and Experiments on the external

absorption of Emetic Tartar and Arsenic. 1846 MRS. CAR-
I.YLE Lett. (1883) I. 383 Dosing me with tartar-emetic and
opium. 1844 J. T. HEWLETT Parsons 4. W. vi, Tartar,

emeticising the establishment at breakfast.

Tartar (taMtaj),V*.i! (a.), Tatar (ta-tai). Also
6 pi. Tartaries, 7, 9 Tatar, Tahtar. [a. F. Tartare

(OF. also Tartaire, 13111 c.), or ad. med.L. Tar-

tarus, pi. Tartari, ethnic name; in Sp., Pg., It.

Tartaro; Du. Tartaar, Tarter, Ger., Da. Tartar,
Sw. Tartar, Tartarer; Polish Tatar, Turk.,
Pers. Tatar. In OF. more usually Tartarin, med.
L. Tarlarinus, TABTAHIN ; cf. Russ. Tatarin".
The original name (by which the people in question either

called themselves or were designated by their neighbours) is

generally held to have been, as in Persian, etc., Tatar, as
to the language and meaning of which various conjectures
have been put forth ; but in Western Europe, they appear
from the first as Tartari, Tartares, or Tartars, their name
being apparently associated with Tartarus, hell. See the

saying attributed by many historians to St. Louis of France
a 1270, in I.ittrc, s.v. Tartare, and a translation in quot. 1842
below

;
The form Tatar and its derivatives arc now often

used in ethnological works in sense i, but the long-esta-
blished Tartar is always used in the derived senses, and is

also held by some to have been the original name : see quot,
1885, and its context.]

1. A native inhabitant of the region of Central
Asia extending eastward from the Caspian Sea, and
formerly known as Independent and Chinese Tar-

tary. First known in the West as applied to the

mingled host of Mongols, Tartars, Turks, etc.,
which under the leadership ofJenghiz Khan (1202-

1227) overran and devastated much of Asia and
Eastern Europe ; hence vaguely applied to the de-
scendants ofthese now dwelling in Asia or Europe;
more strictly and ethnologically, to any member of

the Tatar or Turkic branch of the Ural-Altaic
or Turanian family, embracing the Turks, Cos-

sacks, and Kirghiz Tartars. (In all these uses,
but esp. the last, now often written Tatar, Tatar.)

1386 CHAUCER Sfr.'t T. ao This noble kyng this Tar-

tre, Cambynskan. Hid. 258 This Tartre kyng. 1474
CAXTON Chesse IV. iii. (1883) 170 Therfore the tartaris

haue their wyues in to the felde with hem. 1535 LD. BER-
NERS Froiss. II. ccxxiii. 363 The dealyng of the turkes and
tartaries with y

e
portes and passages of the kynges, soudans

and miscreantes. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy.
HI. x. 86 Moores, Indians, or Tartares. 1588 PARKE tr.

Mendoza's Hist. China 18 It [the great wall] was for his

defence against the Tartaries, with whome he had warres.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. ill. ii. lot Looke how I goe, Swifter
then arrow from the Tartars bowe. 1600 HAKLUVT Voy.
(1810) III. ss They be like to Tartars, with long blacke

haire, broad faces, and flatte noses. 161* BRKREWOOD Lang,
tr Relig. (1614) 94 It is alleaged that the word Tatari, or

Totari, (for so indeed they are rightly called, as learned men
obserue, and not Tartari} sigmfieth in the Syriaque and
Hebrew tongues, a Residue or Remainder such as these

Tartars are supposed to bee of the Ten Tribes. 1745 P.
THOMAS jfml. Anson's Voy. 241 Since the Tartars have
been Emperors of China, the Lamas have succeeded the

Chinese Bonzes in the Direction of Religious Affairs.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. I. i, Into the body of the poor
Tatars execrative Roman History intercalated an alpha-
betic letter; and so they continue Tartars, of fell Tartarean
nature, to this day. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 73 The name of
Tatar is still given to the Turkish inhabitants of southern
and eastern Russia. . . The Tatars call themselves Turks, and

highly offended by being called Tatars, a name which
heir idiom signifies

'

robbers '. 1842 tr. Let. S. Louis
(a 1270) ibid., In the present danger of the Tartars either we
shall push them back into the Tartarus whence they are

come, or they will bring us all into heaven. 1885 E. PEARS
fall Constantinople 15 note, I write Tartar instead of

Tatar because I agree with Dr. Koelle that the first is the
rorm which the Tartars themselves used until they came
into contact with foreigners, like the Chinese and Russians,
who had changed the form of the word.

2. Transferred uses. a. A military valet. [SoinF.]
1747 Gentl. Mag. Dec. 570/2, 13,421 Convents of monks. .

which may be called the Fiejd regiments, and, together with

the brother servitors, invalids, tartars and scullions, may
amount to 160,000. 1839 tr. Lantartine's Trav. 168/1 Our

moukres, Tatars, and horsemen, bivouacked in the orchards.

f b. An old cant name for a strolling vagabond,



TARTAR.

a thief, a beggar. Cf. BOHEMIAN st>, t GIPSY sl>.t

TARTARIAN sb. b. Obs.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. iv. v. 21 Here 's a Bohemian-Tar-
tar tarles the camming down of thy fat-woman: Let her
descend. 1697 VANBRUGH Relapse iv. vi, Here, pursue this

Tartar, bring him back.

O. As an opprobrious appellation.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. HI. ii. 263 Thy loue? out tawny

Tartar, out. 1828 Craven Gfoss., Tartar^ a covetous, grip-

ing person.
3. Jig. A savage ;

a person supposed to resemble

a Tartar in disposition ; a rough and violent or

irritable and intractable person : when applied to

a female, a vixen, a shrew, a termagant.
1663 DRVDEN WildGallaHt n. i, I never knew your grand-

mother was a Scotchwoman : Is she not a Tartar too? 1771
SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. (1815) 146 He is generally a tartar

at bottom; a sharper, a spy, or a lunatic. 1778 JOHNSON
in Mme. D'Arblay's Diary 23 Aug., They will little think
what a tartar you carry to them. 1818 BYRON yuan i.

clxxxiv. His blood was up : though young, he was a Tartar.
a 1845 HOOD Tale ofTemper \) However, cooks are generally
Tartars. 1865 DICKENS Mttt, Frt i. viii, The old man was
a awful Tartar. 1891 Athenxmn n Apr. 469/2 When pro-
voked he proved a tartar.

b. slang. One hard to beat or surpass in skill,

an adept, a '

champion '. (Cf. slang use of
'

bully*.)
1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg, T. s.v., He is quite a tartar at

cricket, or billiards.

4. Phrase : To catch a Tartar : to get hold of

one who can neither be controlled nor got quit

of; to tackle one who unexpectedly proves to be

too formidable. Also in allusive expressions.
1663 BUTLER Hud. i. in. 865 Now thou hast got me for a

Tartar, To make me 'gainst my will take quarter. 1678
DRYOEN Kind Keeper v. i. What a Tartar have I caught 1

6oo J. MACKENZIE Siege London-Derry 39/2 As it happily
fell out, they Catcht a Tartar. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy.

. Ind. 96, I rather hug'd my self that I had let my Tartar

go. 17x0 DE FOE Capt. Singleton, xvl (1906) 260 Tell him,
if he should try, he may catch a Tartar. 17*5 New Cant.
Diet. s. v., To catch a Tartar^ is said, among the Canting
Varlets, when a Rogue attacks one that he thinks a

Passenger, but proves to be of this Class.., who, in his

Turn,.. robs,..and binds him. 1850 SCORESBY CAfever's
ll'/talem. Adv. vi. (1858) 80 Many an old whaler..has been

compelled to give in as beaten when fast to one of these
' North-west Tartars

*

[whales]. 1897 FLOR- MARRYAT Blood

Vampire xiv, Vou must give up flirting, my boy, or if I mis*
take not, you'll find you ve caught a Tartar.

5. (absol. use of B.) The language of the Tartars.

884 G. SMITH Short Hist. Ckr. Missions ix. 109 He
[Monte Corvino, 1305] translated the New Testament and
Psalter into Tartar.

B. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to the people referred

to in i above, or their country. Also noting animals,

plants, etc., belonging to Tartary. Tartar bread :

see TARTARIAN aj b.

1731 Hist. Litteraria III. 250 He settles wherever he

a cow. 1815 ELPHINSTONE Ace. Caubul (1842) II. 202 Their
features, .refer them at once to the Tartar stock. 1842 J. B.
ERASER Mesopot. ff Assyria xv. 369 There were also the
shore-lark ..and the Tartar lark (A[tauda] tartarica of

Pallas). 1866 Treas. Bot. 168/2 Tartar Bread> the fleshy
root of Crambe tatarica. 1868 St. Paufs Mag. July 485
Scratch an amateur actor as you would a Russian, and the
Tartar vanity will come through. 1883 Mo RFILL Slavonic
Lit. i.6The Russian language is hemmed in on.. the east

by Finnish and Tatar dialects.

2. Jig. Tartar-like ; rough and violent, savage.
1800 MALKIN Gil Bias n. vii. p 23 Little do you fathom

my character, to be deceived, .by my Tartar contour 1 1880
T. NICOL Poems $ Songs 23 The winter came with all its

Tartar rigour.
C. Comb,, as Tartar-like adj.; Tartar-nosed

a.y snub-nosed like a Tartar.

1817 T. L. MCKENNEY Tour Lakes 380 [The Chippeway
Indians] Their tents and belts are all Tartar-like. 1837
Boston Advert. 17 Jan. 4/4 Miss Stevens was a tartar-
like looking lady, very long and unbending. 1897 MRS.
RAYNER Type-writer Girl xiv, He.. called you a Tartar-
nosed imp.
Hence *f* Tartare'sqne a. Tartar (language) (pbst

rare) ; Ta-rtarism, a Tartar state or condition.

1693 P. GORDON Geog. Gram. 11. vii. (1725) 184 The language
of the Crim-Tartars is the Scythian or pure Tartaresque,

j

which hath such a Resemblance to the Turkish as the

Spanish to the Italian. 189* Harper's Mag. July 255/1 A
line which divides the Tartarism of Russia from the civiliza-

tion of Europe.

t Ta'rtar, $b$ Obs. Also 5 tarter, -yr, -or,

5-6 -ir, (6 tarterus, tartarium). [
= OF. tartare^

tartaire \c 1300 in Godef.), med.L. tartarium^ tar-

tartus (pannus)
*
cloth of Tartary '. Cf. TAHS,

TARTARIN l
a, and quot. 1 880.] A rich kind of cloth,

probably silk, used in I5th and i6th centuries
;
the

same as TARTARIN! 2.

1473 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scotl. I. 16 Item, for v. elne of
tartar to lyne a gowne of clath of gold to the King. 1488
Ibid. 85 Item, a couering of variand purpir tartar, browdin
with thrissillis and a vnicorne. 1494 Ibid. 224, j ell of tartor

to lyne the hud. 1496 fbid. 298 Item, for vitj elne of tartyr,
to the Kingis jakat of clath of gold,..vij7i. iiij>. a 1500
Flower $ Leaf 212 On every trumpe hanging a brood
banere Of fyn tartarium, were ful richly bete. 1501 Ace.
Ld. High Treas. Scotl. II. 28 Item, for half an elne tartir

to the tothir scarlet bos to bordour thaim with. 1503
ARNOLDE Chron. 73 Item of carde, bokram, fustian, clothes
of gold and of silke, veluet, damask, sateyn, taffata, tar-

101

terus, couerchisj..the same broker shall haue for the valur
of euery xx. s. iij. d'. 1601 SEGAH Hon. Mil. 4 Civ. n.

xi. 71 One Knight shall glue him his shirt, another his

hose, the third his dublet, another shall
apparcll

him in

a kertle of red Tartar. (1880 KIHDWOOO Ina. Arts II. 73

Tartariums, Colonel Yule believes, were so called ' not

because they were made in Tartary, but because they were

brought from China through the Tartar dominions '.]

b. Comb. Tartar-satin.

1483-4 in Swayne Sarum Churchw. Ace. (1896) 35 Pro
tribus le nailes de tartersaten* pro emendacione vestamenti.

t Ta'rtar, st.* Obi. Also 6 Tartare. [a. F.

tarlare, or ad. L. Tartarus, a. Gr. Toprapos.] =
TABTABUS ; the infernal regions ; hell. Also attrih.

1500-90 DUKBAR Poems Ixxxvi. ao Tryumphand tempill of
the Trittite, That turned us fra Tartar eternal!. 1590 SHAKS.
Coin. Err. iv. ii. 32. 1591 SI-ENSKR Af. Httbberd 1294 His
snakie wand, With which the damned ghosts he governeth,
And furies rules, and Tartare

tempereth.
1601 SHAKS. T-.vcl.

Pf. ll. v. 225 If you wil see it follow me. To. To the gates
of Tartar, thou most excellent diuell of wit.

t Ta'rtar, v. 06s. rare- 1
, [f. TARTAB rf.i]

trans. To treat with tartar-emetic.

(In quot. with play on TARTAR j. 4
, Tartarus.)

1647 WARD Simp. Cotltr (1843) 19 When I want physick
for my body, I would not have my soule tarlared, nor my
Animal Spirits purged.

Tartaree-an, a. rare- 1
. [Cf. Gr. Taprdjxios.]

= TARTAREAN '.

1879 K. H. DIGBV Ouranogaia xii. 1. 264 The monster..
Whom Tartarean sisters even hate.

Ta rtarated, a. Chem. [f. TARTAB sbf- + -ATE

+ -ED.] Combined with tartar; as in tarlarated

antimony, iron, soda.

1863 W. AITKEN Sc. H Praci. Meti. (1866) II. 67 Tarta-
rated iron (Ferrunt tartaralum) is also a useful remedy.
1868 GARKOU Mat. Med. (ed. 3) 139 Tartarated Soda. Tar.
trate of Soda and Potash. 1876 HAKLF.Y Mat. Med. (ed. 6)

164 Tartarated Soda was discovered in 1672. 1899 All-
butt's Syst, Med. VIII. 578 Tartarated antimony has been

praised . . in the acute stages of the disease [psoriasis].

t Tarta'real,", rare. [f. as next + -AL.] =next.
1601 F. HERING tr. Oberndorfs Anat. 6 Trying their

Tartarean conclusions, by more then Tragicall Deaths.

Tartarean (tsuteTm), a.i
[f. L. Tartare-

us of or pertaining to TARTARUS + -AN.] Of or

belonging to the Tartarus of the ancients ; hence,

pertaining to hell or to purgatory ;
infernal.

1623 COCKERAM, Tartarean, belonging to hell. 1667 MILTON
P. L. it. 69 Mixt with Tartarean Sulphur, and strange fire.

170* POPE Tkebais 435 Drives the dead to dark Tartarean
coasts. 1759 W. WILKIE Epigon. tv. no Many still, who
yet enjoy the day, Must follow down the dark Tartarean

way. i87_o
LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. t. (1873) 125 The

tartarean impostor and his companions at once vanished.

b. fig. (cf. infernal).
1806-7 J- BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) IV. xxxii,

Your ear is.. engaged by the Tartarean yell of its driver.

1851 CARLYLE Sterling i. iii. (1872) 14 At a safe distance. .

lie the tartarean copper forges of Swansea.

tTartarean, a. 2 dot, *= TARTARIAN a.1

1759 GOLDSM. Bee No. 6. n, The other offered himself up
as a sacrifice to the Tartarean enemy. 1804 C. 6. BROWN
tr. Voltuy's View Soil U. S. (Philad. ed.) 364 A distinct

race, with no Tartarean features.

Tartaren, -ene, variants of TARTABIN l.

Tartareous (taateVrfcs), a.i [f. mod.L.
tartare-us (f. tartarum TABTAB st/ty + -Otis.]

1 1. Path. Of the nature of a tartar, or calcareous

or earthy deposit ;
characterized by such deposits.

(Cf. TABTABOUS a.) 06s.

1625 HART Anat, Ur. it. x. 119 From whence do they
[Paracelsists] inferre a great number of such tartareous dis-

eases, as they call them ? Ibid., Abundance of a tartareous
or terrestrious substance. 1658 A. Fox Wilrta' Sure:

III..XL

349 This moisture .. doth join with the gluten of the joint,
and groweth tartareous. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 211 A Tar-
tareous humor got together in the veins under the tongue.

1 2. Like tartar in consistence or formation ; of

the nature of a concretion or crust
; gritty. Obs.

1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 131 Every tartareous

recrement fastened to the sides of the said vessels. 1671

J. WEBSTER Metallogr. XVL 238 Mingled with other metals,
as lime and tartareous stones, in which black floats and
slats do break. 1677 GREW Anat. Seeds L i The Tarta-
reous Stone of a Plum. 1683 A. SNAPE Anat. Horse v. i.

(1686) 195 A Bone is said to be.. made of the most earthy
and tartareous part of the Seed in the Womb.
1 3. Chem. Having the quality of tartar or argol ;

containing or derived from tartar ; tartareous acid,

early name of tartaric acid. (Cf. TABTABODS.) Obs.

t Tartareous acidulum (F. acidule tartareux), an old

name of tartar.

1663 BOYLE Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. n. v. xix. 383 Meats
that are Salt and Tartareous. c 1790 tr. De Morueatt's, etc.

Table Ckem. Norn. (Encycl. Brit. ed. 3 IV. 598 a), Radical

principle of the tartareous acid* 1800 tr. Lagrange's Ckem.
II. 198 When exposed to heat in contact with the air, the

tartareous acidulum is decomposed, fuses, swells up. i8aa

IMISON Sc. * Art II. 183 The tartareous acid dissolves the

oxide of tin.

4. Bot. Of a crust-like structure like tartar:

descriptive of certain lichens.

1845 LINOLEY Sch. Bot. ix. (1858) 155 Thallus thick,

granularand tartareous, greyish-white. 1861 H. MACMILLAN
Foot*, fr. Page Nat. 75 We have no data from which to

ascertain the age of tartareous species, which adhere almost

inseparably to stones.

tTarta-reous, a.2 Obs. [f. L. tartare-us (f.

TARTABDS) + -ous. J Of or pertaining to Tartarus ;

Tartarean, infernal, hellish, very wicked.

TARTARIC.

1619 BAINDRIDGE Descr, Late Cornel 37 Never ws there
more need of circumspection, tlicn in this feculent and tar-
lareous age. [Here peril, a fis use of prec.) 1667
/'. /-. vii. 238 '1 he

Spirit of God., downward purg'd The
black tarlareous cold lnfcrn.nl dreg Advene to life.

t Ta-rtarer. Oh. rare- 1
,

[f. TAKTAH jA.l

-KB .J One who attributed diseases to the presence
of tartar.

1661 J. CHANDLER Van /lelmoiifi Orial. 230 What things
1 have read out of many Books, whiUi 1'aru" Uu* writctb
concerning Tartarerx, I will contract into a brief t

Tartaret (tautaret). [a. obs. !'. tarlaret, also
larlarot (i6th c. in GodefT), f. TARTAR sbt: app.
because supposed to come from Tartary.] In lull

tortaret falcon : the liarbary Falcon, Fold bar-
barus.

1575 TURBERV. Falconrie 26 That falcon which is called
the Tartaret or Barbary Falcon, whome they doe chiefly
vse in Barbary. 1860 H. AINSWORTH Ovingdean Grange 61
Gallant to behold was the Barbary or tartaret falcon. 1867
'OL-IDA' C. Cttstlemaine (1879) It She would stroke, half

sadly, the smooth feathers of her tartaret falcon Gabrielle.

Tartarian (tajte'rian), si. and a. 1 Also 5-6
Tartarion, 9 Tatarian. [c 1 400 (see A) a. OF.
Tartarien (ijth c. in Godef.); later f. med.L.
Tartaria TARTARY + -AN.]
A. sb. TARTAR st.i i.

1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxiii. 347 Of the lawe & the
customs of the Tartarienes. duellynge in Chatay. ///./. 253
Alle the- Tartarienes [Roxb. xxvi. 124 Tartarcne*] han smale

(1900) 10 My Friend suppos d Tartarians wild, Or Chinese
from their Home exiled. 1835 K. H. DIGBY Mores Catho-
lid VI. ii. (1846) II. 37/2 Fitter for those hords of Tarta-

rians than for a commonwealth of Christians.

b. 'A cant word for a thief (Nares).
1608 Merry Devil Edmonton in Hazl. Dodsley X. 312

There's not a Tartarian nor a carrier shall breathe upon
your geldings. 1640 Wandering yew 3 (Nares) If any
thieving Tartarian shall break in upon you, I will, with
both hands nimbly lend a cast of my office to him.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to Tartary or its

people ;
= TABTAB a.

1590 WEBBE Trav. (Arb.) 18 The Tartarian Souldiers had
wonderfutl greate and rich spoyles. 1603 KNOLLES Hist.
Turks (1638) 196 Tamerlane the great Tartarian prince, . . in

a great battell at mount Stella, abated the Othoman pride.

1634 W. WOOD New Eng. Prosp. (1865) 30 As swift as arrow
from Tartarian Bow. a 17*$ LD. WHITWORTH Ace. Russia
in rjio (1758) o Casan and Astracan were Tartarian king-
doms. 1830 For. Q. Rev. XXII. 109 Interesting to the

readers of 'Tartarian tales. 1845 Proc. Philol. Soc. II. 171
The Tartarian class of languages.. furnishes a valuable con-

firmation of this theory.

b. In names of things of actual or supposed Tar-

tar origin ; as Tartarian bread (see quot. 1829);
Tartarian Iamb, the 'Scythian' or 'vegetable

lamb', a polypodiaceous fern, Cibotium Barometz,
from the resemblance which its woolly root-stock,

inverted, bears to a lamb : see BABOUETZ, and cf.

Maundeville (1839), ch- xxyi (Roxb. xxix). Also

Tartarian cherry, honeysuckle, tiiaple, mothenaort,

oat, etc., for which see the sbs.

1805 DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. 578 In the Siberian or Tar-

tarian oat the grains are thin and small. 8n PINKERTON

dead. 1813 CRABB Tecknol. Diet., Tartarian lamb. 1819
LOUDON Encycl. Plants 557 [Crambe] tatarica is called by
the Hungarians Tatar.Kenyer or Tartarian bread, and its

root stripped of the bark and sliced is eaten with oil, vine-

gar, and salt. 1836 Penny Cyci. VI. 431/3 The Tartarian

cherries of the English gardens. 1866 Treat. Bot. 280/3

C[ibotium] Barometz, sometimes called C. glaucescens, is

believed to be the Baranetz, Agnus Scythicus, or Tartarian

Lamb, about which travellers have told so wondrous a tale.

1882 Garden 13 May 323/3 The ordinary white-flowered

form of the Tartarian Honeysuckle [Lonicera tatarica].

Tarta-rian, a.* rare. [f.
L. TABTAR-OS + -IAN.]

Pertaining to Tartarus ;
infernal ;

= TARTAREAN a. 1

1864 KINGSLEY Rom. * Tent. xi. 397 (tr. Et. to Pefin
an. 755) Lest your bodies and souls be torn and tormented

for ever, in inextinguishable and Tartarian fire with the

devil and his pestiferous angels. 1875 JOWETT Plato(c&. 3)

III. 33 Cocytus and Styx,, .and the rest of their Tartarian

nomenclature.

Tartaric (tartse-rik), a.1 Chtm. [f.
TARTAB

^.J + 'IC; in mod.L. tariaric-us, F. tartarique.]

Of the nature of, related to, or derived from tartar

or argol. Tartaric acid (formerly tarlareous or

tartarous acid), an organic acid, C4H,Oe=C1H.,OI
+ (OH)4 , or CO aH.(CHOH),.CO,H )

of which

there are five isomeric forms, differing in their

optical properties, viz. dextrotartaric acid (dextro-

io\&iy),lea>otartaric acid (Isevorotary), paratartaric

acid (distinctively called RACKMIO add), mesotar-

taric acid (optically inactive), and metalartaric

acid; specifically,
the first of these, a colourless

crystalline compound, occurring largely in the

vegetable kingdom, esp. in unripe grapes, and as a

potassium salt in argol or tartar of wine, from

which it is commercially prepared. So tartaric

amide, anhydride, ether, an amide, anhydride, or

ether of tartaric acid.



TAETAEIC.

1790 KERR Lavoisier's Elem. CIuw. jgo Tables of the

combinations of Oxygen with the compound radicals.

Name of radical : Tarlaric. Name of resulting acid (new
nomencl.) : Tartarous acid. Unknown till lately. 1794
G. PEARSON tr. De Morveau, etc. Table Chem. Nomencl.
28 The radical Tartaric yields only the tartareous Acid in

which the basis is conceived to predominate. 1810 HKNRY
Elem. Chem. (1826) II. 227 The tartaric acid is generally
obtained from the bi-tartrate of potassa (purified cream of

tartar). 1813 SIR H. DAVY Aerie. Chem. (1814) 107 The
tartaric acid may be obtained from the juice of mulberries
and grapes. 1817 FARADAY Chem. Manip. vi. 189 Tartaric

acid or tartrates nave an extraordinary power in rendering

many metallic oxides soluble. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med.
(ed. 6) 729 Tartaric acid the acid of tartar was discovered

by Scheele in 1770.
1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 690 Tartaric Amides, Ibid.

691 Insoluble Tartaric Anhydride, CtHips. Ibid. 692 The
acid tartaric ethers are formed by the direct action of tar-

taric acid on the alcohols. Ibid., Ethylic Tartrate, or Tar-
taric Ether, CsHuOfl . . is decomposed by sodium, with
evolution of hydrogen.
Tartaric (taitse-rik), a. 2 Also Tataric. [f.

TARTAR si.2 + -10.] Of, pertaining to, or connected
with the Tartars or Tartary.
x8ix PINKERTON Mod. Gtog. (ed. 3) 335 Europe can in

future have little to apprehend from the Tataric swarms.

1834 Penny Cycl. II. 478/1 The Tartaric region, as it is next
the Siberian, so it resembles it in most respects. 1855 MAX
MULLER Lang. Seat of War 96 Tataric has become the
name of that class of Turanian languages of which the

Turkish is the most prominent member.

t Ta'rtarin, -ine, sb Obs. Forms : 4 tarter-

ine, 5 -yn(e, -en, -on; 4-5 tartaryn(e, 5 -en(e,

-on(e, (-yan), tarturyn, (tatterine), tarturne ; 6

tartarne, -erne, -orn(e, tartrou, 6-7 tartern, 7

tartarin, -ine. [a. OF. Tarlarin = med.L. Tar-

tarln-us, f. Tarlar-us, TARTAR sb.1 and 3, with
j

suffix -iNl, as in Tarentine, etc. (med.L. pi.
Tartarlnl also embodying the notion '

people of

Tartarus ') ; in OF. also in sense a.]
1. = TARTAR si. 2 I

;
in //.

= med.L. Tartanni.
a 1400-50 Alexander 5484 Of terands of bir tartaryns twa
& twenti kyngs. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxi. 224 Tartarynes
{Rojcb. xxiv, folk of Tartre] & bci bat duelle in the grete
Asye;

bei camen of Cham, c 1400 Three Kings Cologne 148
pe wich pepil cleped hem-self Tartaryns.
2. A rich stuff, apparently of silk, imported from

the East, prob. from China through Tartary; =
TARTAR st>.3 Cf. SARSENET. [OF. tartarin, earlier

drap tartarin (1295 in Godef.).]
1343 Enrolled Ace. (W. & H.) 3 m. 38 b, ij vlnis panni

senci ix peciis Tartaryn et j pecia Samitell. 1345-9 Wardr. i

Ace. Edw. Ill in Archxologia XXXI. 72/2, j. frontale
de tartaryn. Ibid. 85/2, vi. vln. de Tartaryn. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (1839) xxiii. 255 Clobes of gold, & of Camakaas,

jo [One hanging of black and white]
'

Wyrsted* 'cum pen
de Tatterine '. 14.. Epiph. in Tundale's Vis., etc. (1843) I

114 Wer ther of gold any clothes fownde Of sylke damaske
oroftartryn. 1444 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) II. no Mynaulter. !

clothe of reed tarteryn with ye corteyns. 1455 Coventry \

Lett Bk. 283 To make a newe pensell in Tarturne xvj d.

1459 m Somerset Medieval Wills (1901) ig: Curteynes of
'

tarteron. 1511 Ace. 4 Hen. VIII, c. 6 Preamble, Saten,
sarsenet, tartron, chamblet, and every other Cloth of Silke

fi530
LD. BERNERS Art/i. Lyl. Bryt. (1814) 381 Florence

layd her downe in her bedde in a lyghte kyrtell of chaunge-
able vyolet tartorne. 1538 in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries

,

(Camden) 268, ij. copes of redd tartarne. a 1548 HALL !

Chron., Hen. VII i b, V third [standard] was of yelowe
tarterne, in the which was peinted a donne kowe. 1661
MORGAN iiph. Gentry iv. i. 5 Having Mantles of silk over
a Kirtle of red Tartarin. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in.
55/2 Another puts on him a Kirtle of red Silk or Tartarine.
fig. ci43o LYDG. MM. Poems (Percy Soc.) 30 Thi chekes

i

hangen, thyn eyene wax read as wyne, And wel belyned
with good read Lartaryne.
attrib. 31400-50 Alexander 1547 (MS. D) Tyrett alle in

tonacles of tartaren webbys. [i8Si Our Eng. Home 92 The
rich taffeta, the velvets, and Tartaren silks, were often worn
without a shred of underclothing.]
t Ta-rtarin, sb. 2 Obs.

[f. TARTAR st.\ + -IN i.]
1. A name given by Kirwan to potash.
1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 5 Vegetable Alkali

(which I call Tartann). 1799 Geol. Ess. v. 150 The tar-

"o" y dlscovered 'n clays and many stones.
A. Native sulphate of potassium, also called

Arkanite and Glaserite' (Watts Diet. Chem. .696).
Hence Ta'rtarlnated a., combined with tartarin.
17.96 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 311 The Acido Tar-

tannated Calx is fusibleper se.

Tartarin, st.z (tautarin, || tartarpi) . Name ofa
bombastic character,' Tartarin of Tarascon', created

-^
--' ~-. ,.v,v ,.,., aaiivt. 4905 Blackw. Mag.may 043/1 j.nere are too many loquacious Tartarins abroad

without the engaging ways of the man of Tarascon. 1906

vein?
' 7 492/I Its Gasc n'ng is in the Tartarin

r Ta-rtarine, sb. Obs. [a. F. tartarin.} (See
quot. )

1607 TOPSELL Four./. Beast, (,658) Io There was at Paris

mu h 1'k H il

artarine
' and in someplaces a Magot

T^tartoe?rian^fAi;TRiN
a^ay-h Und-

t Ta-rtaruie,.l Obs. [f. TABTAB ,t.i + -INE i.]- TABTABODS a.

102

1731 S. HALES Stat. Ess. I. 198 The like tartarine concre.

tions are also frequently formed in some
_fruits. 1775 SIR

E. BARRY Obs. Wines 193 These concretions from spring
water arc of a Tartarine kind.

t Ta-rtarine, a.- Obs. rare-". -- TARTAREAN a. 1

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tartarine, Tartarean,.. of hell,

hellish, terrible.

Tartarish. (tautarij), a.1 rare. [f.
TARTAR

ji.l H- -ISH 1.] a. Of wine : Inclined to deposit

tartar, b. Of the eyes : Inclined to form concre-

tions (cf. TARTAHOUS 2).

1757 A. COOPER Distiller n. ii. (1760) 118 Without the

peculiar Taste and Flavour of the Plant, but generally
somewhat tartarish and limpid. 1807 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856)

II. 4 My son is rather aihng just now.. His eyes are as

Tartarish as his sister's.

t Ta'rtarish, rt.2 Obs. rare-'1
, [f. TABTAB rf.2

+ -ISH 1 : cf. Turkish."]
- TARTAR a. i.

1670 Lond. Can. No. 431/2 The Tartarish Envoye in this

Court, presented the Count de Montecuculi with an excel-

lent Tartarian Horse.

Tartarite, variant of TABTRITE.

Tartarium : see TARTAR sb.s

t Ta-rtarizated, ///. a. Chem. Obs. [f.
mod.

L. tartarizat-us tartarized -t- -ED !.] Tartarized.

1651 FRENCH Distill, vi. 187 Pour upon them rectified

Spirit of Wine tartarizated. Ibid. 196 Adde the tartarizated

quintessence. 1794 G. PEARSON tr. De Morveau, etc. Table
Chem. Norn. 14 Tartarisated Bases.

Tartariza'tion 1
. Chem. [f. TARTARIZE v.1

+ -ATION.] The action or process of tartarizing.
1730 S. PARKER Biblioth. Bibl. I. 438 By Sublimation, and

Precipitation or Tartarisation.

Tartarization 2
,
s : see TARTABIZE 2

, 3.

Tartarize (ta'Jtaraiz), v.1 Chem. [f. TARTAR
j<5. 1 + -IZE.J trans. To treat or impregnate with
tartar ; to rectify by means of the salt of tartar.

(Usually in/rt. pple. : see TARTARIZED pa,pple})
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. 6), To Tartarize, (in Chymistry) to

refine, or purify by the means of Salt of Tartar. 17*7-41
CHAMBERS Cyct., Tartarizing, a term used by some writers,
for the act of refining or purifying, by means of salt of
Tartar. 1755JOHNSON, Tartarize, to impregnate with tartar.

Ta'rtarize, v.2 Also Tatarize. [f. TARTAR
sb.2 + -izz.] trans. To convert or transform into a
Tartar. Hence Ta'rtarized ppl. a.

;
also Tarta-

riza'tion 2 , the process of Tartarizing, the condition

of being Tartarized.

1877 D. M.WALLACE Russia xxii. 347 The Khans never for
a moment dreamed of attempting to Tarlarize their Russian
subjects. 1878 H. A. WEBSTER in Encycl. Brit. VIII. 702/2
The Tchuvashes are a Tatarized branch of the Finns of
the Volga. 1889 J. ABERCKOMBIE East. Caucasus 210 To
the west of Derbend I found Tats who .. are in process
of becoming wholly Tatarized.

Ta'rtarize, v.s rare. [f. L. TARTAR-US + -IZE.

(Representing Gr. raprapovr, 2 Pet. ii. 4.)] trans.
To consign to Tartarus ; to condemn to punish-
ment in hell. Hence Tartariza'tion 3.

1675 R. BURTHOGGE Causa Dei 32 So. .doth Peter speak,
when.. he saith God did Tartarize the Angels in Chains of
Darkness, or put them in Chains of Darkness in Tartarus.
1819 G. S. FAKER Dispensations (1823) I. I. vii. 422 We
may collect that the precipitation of the messengers into
Tartarus bore a strong resemblance to the overthrow of
Sodom and Gomorrah, .though the very agent employed in
their tartarization might be used also as an instrument in
God's hand of bringing on the deluge.

Tartarized (ta'Jtareizd), ///. a.l
[f. TARTAR-

IZE z.l + -EDl; cf. F. tartarise, mod.L.tartarizatus.]
1. Rectified by treatment with cream of tartar.
a 1648 DIGBY Chym. Seer. (1683) 70 Tartarised SIpiritus]

V[mi]. 1694 SALMON Bate's Dispens. i. ii. (1713) 60/2 This
Tartaris'd volatile Spirit, is highly deobstruclive. 1758
REID tr. Macquer's Chym. I. 115 Ardent spirits may be
freed from much of their phlegm by means of these salts

thoroughly dried. . .When rectified in this manner it is called
Tartarised Spirit of Wine. 1844 I. T. HEWLETT Parsons
r W. xxv, Fiery, tartarized, brandied products of Spain.
2. Mixed or impregnated with tartar; holding

tartar in solution.

1694 SALMON Bate's Dispens. n. vi. (1713) 593/1 A Tar-
tarised Julep. 1710 T. FULLER Pharm. Extemp. 83 Elixir

Prppnetatis Tartarised 4 scruples. 1784 M. UNDERWOOD
Dis. Childr. (1799) I. 27 The tartarised wine of antimony is a
very proper [emetic]. 1801-3 tr. Pallas's Trav. (1812) 1.353The tartarised spirit of sal ammoniac rendered the water
white as milk.

3. Combined with tartaric acid, so as to form
a tartrate : = TABTRATED.
1731 Hisl.Litteraria IV. 27 A tedious way of preparing

TARTABY.

Tartaro logy, [f. Gr. laprapo-s TABTABOS +
-LOGY.] A doctrine as to Tartarus; hence, a
doctrine of hell and future punishment.

bined together. 1788 WALKER in Phil. Trans, LXXVIII.
398 Tartarized natron (Rochelle salt). 1796 KIRWAN Elem.
u'J. 2 j 47 Tartarised Iron being more soluble
than Tartarised Urantte.

1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. III.
330A solution of tartarized antimony acts as a violent emetic
and cathartic poison.

Tartariaed,///. a.2 : see TAHTABIZE v.2

Tartarly (tautadi), a. nonce-tad, [f. TABTAB
sb.2 + -LT 1.] Tartai-like ; rough and fierce.

8ai BYRON John Keats i, Who kill'd John Keats? I ',

a manner somewhat too savage and tartarly
Tartarne, -taron(e, variants of TABTABIN'.

conclusions of astronomy or of chemistry. 1868 Contenr6
Rev. VII. 158 The ordinary Tartarology flows far more
directly from the sixth book of the ^Eneid than from any-
thing in Holy Scripture.

I Tartarous (tautaras), a. Obs.
[f. TARTAR

sb.l + -ous ;
= F. tartareux.}

1. Of the nature of, consisting of, or containing
tartar or argol.
1055-87 H. MORE App. Antid. (1712) 215 The tartarous

parts of Wine, that are driven outward to the sides of the
vessel. 1658 R. WHITE tr. Digby's Powd. Symp. (1660) 81
lartarous lees, which fall lo the bottom. 1710 T. FULLER
Pharm. Extemp. 214 By reason of a delicate Tartarous
Acidity. 1768 Woman of Honor II. 196 A jollitry, raised
by a wretched tartarous wine.

2. Path. Said of indurations, inspissated fluids,

phlegms, etc., attributed to the presence of tartar
in the body. (Much employed in 1 7th and early
1 8th centuries by the followers of Paracelsus.)
1605 TIMME Quersit. I. xiii. 64 The oile of pepper doth

attenuat . . and cut tartarus matters in the body 1657
l Physical Diet., Tartarous matter, congealed hard sub-
I stances of an acrimonious sharp nature . .

, Deing coagulated
in the joynts. it's the* principal cause of the gout. 1718
QuiNcvC<w/>/. Disp. 123 In Tubercles and Tartarous Indura.

t

tipns
of the Lungs. 1744 BERKELEY Siris 86 The asperity

of tartarous salts, and the fiery acrimony of alkaline salts
irritating and wounding the nerves, produce nascent passions
and anxieties m the soul.

3._/$f. Having elements of acerbity, unrefined,
rough, rare. (? with play on TABTAB sb.2)
1601 B. JONSON Poetaster v. i, I iudge him of a rectified

spirit, . . refin d From all the tartarous moodes ofcommon men.
4. In early Chemistry : a. Of the appearance, con-

sistency, or supposed character of tartar or argol.
1707 Curiot. in Husb. * Card. 66 Air. .contains some..

tartarous and metallick Parts. Ibid. 327 When the Fern
was burnt, it was between dry and wet : thus the Salt was
as it were Tartarous and Substantial.

b. Of the nature of or derived from tartar ; tar-
tarous acid, an earlier name of TARTARIC acid.
1790 Tartarous acid [see TARTRITE). 1794 G. ADAMS Nat.

r Exp. Philos. I. xii. 502 Obtained by distillation, .from
tartar, from all tartarous salts. 1811 SIR H. DAVY Chem.
Philos. 121 The tartarous acid is entirely separated from
lime, and the oxalic acid from oxide of lead, by quantities
of sulphuric acid, merely sufficient to saturate the two bases.
Hence t Ta-rtaronanesa, tartarous quality,

acerbity. Obs.

1657 R. LIGON Bartadoes Index 840, The salt and tartar,
ousnesse of this Temper, causes it to turn, as Milk does,
when any soure or sharp liquor is put into it.

II Ta-rtarum, ta-rtarus [mod.L.], early syno-
nyms of TARTAR 1.

JlTartaras (tautarife), sb. [L. Tartarus, a.

Gr.TdpTopoj.] The infernal regions of ancient Greek
and Roman mythology, or the lowest part of them

;

hence sometimes used for hell.

[1508 KENNEDIE Flytingtu.Dunbar 552 Spynk, sink with
stynk ad Tertara Termagorum.] 1586 SIR E. HOBY tr.

Cognet'i Pol. Disc. Truth xxxi. 146 The strange kinde of
punishmentes . . prepared for the wicked in the gayle of
vengeance, whicli he calleth Tartarus, a place of darkenesse
and torments. 1651 HOBBES Leviatk. m. xxxviii. (1839)445
For example, that they [the damned] are in Inferno, in Tar-
tarus, or in the bottomless pit 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot.
iv. 60 Condemned unto the Tartara's of HelL a 1774 TUCKER
Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 321 The enjoyments of Elysium and
punishments ofTartarus. 1895 SALMOND Chr. Doclr. Immort.
l. vii. 146 The incurably corrupt are hurled into Tartarus.

b. A place likened to Tartarus, in situation or
character.
1821 DE QUINCEY Confess. I. (1822) 42 She never emerged

from the dismal Tartarus of the kitchens, &c. to the upper air.

1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxxi. 271 The temperature and
foulness of air in the between-deck Tartarus can not be
amended. 1887-8 tr. Hugo's Notre-Dame vm. ii, This
Tartarus was called simply The Question Chamber.
Hence Ta'rtarns v. nonce-wd., trans, to consign

to Tartarus (repr. Gr. raprapovv, t Pet. ii. 4).
1856 S. R. MAITLAND False Worship 31 The apostle's

statement respecting the sinning Angels is, that, having
been tartarus'd, ..they have been reserved unto Judgment.

Tartary (ta-jtari). [a. F. Tartarie, ad. med.L.

Tartaria, land of the Tartars: associated with
TARTARUS : hence sense 2.]
1. The conntry of the Tartars : see TARTAR sb.2

CI3*9 CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 1025 Ne sende men.. in-

to Tartarye..ne in-to Turkye. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems
xxxiii. 5 Me thocht a Turk of Tartary Come throw the
boundis of

Barbary. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1858) 575 A part
of the Great Karakathy, or Grand Tartary. 1886 KINGTON
OLIPHANT New English I. 536 From Tartary came hordas.

tb. = TARTAB sb$
CI400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxiii. 247 pei ben clobed with

precious clobes of Tartarye & of clobes of gold.

1 2. Tartarus, as a region. Obs.
c 1588 SFENSEB Virg. Gnat 543 Lastly the squalid lakes of

Tartarie, And griesly Feenos of hell him terrific. 1591
Troub. Raigne K. John (1611) 59 Let the blacke tormen-
tors of deep Tartary Vpbraide them with this damned enter-

prise, c i6o T. ROBINSON Mary Magd. 735 Amonge ye
blacker sonnes of Tartary, Seu'n hideous fiery sprights shee



TARTEN.

Tartaryn(e, variant of TABTABIJT 1 06s.

Tarten (ta-rt'n), v. rare-'.
[f. TART a. +

-EN *.] trans. To make tart or sharp ;
= TART v.

1881 BLACKMORE Ckristowell III. iii. 49 There was no
such apple on the place, to bring out and tarteu up the
flavour of the gentle ones in cider.

Tarter, obs. f. TAUTAK. Tarteran, -terine,
-tern(e, -teyn, -tian, etc., var. TABTABIN 1 Obs.

Tarterus : see TARTAR sb.z

Tartillo, obs. f. (or ? mispr. for) TORTILLA.

II Tartiiie (tartrn). [F. tartine (Oudin, 1642)
little tart, bread and jam, bread and butter (also

fig. as in b), f. tarle, TART si."]
' A slice of bread

spread with butter or preserve (Stanf.).
1826 [H. BRST] Four Years France 237 The tea equip,

age, with its usual accompaniments of tartines and toast.

1841 THACKERAY Fitz-Boodle^ Papers ii, She placidly
handed out this decoction, which we took with calces and
tartines. 1885 WARREN CLEVERLY Wand. Beetle 15
Bread and butter was better than nothing, so we got her
to cut us some enormous tartines.

b. fig. A big article of commonplace character.

1907 AtJtenaunt 13 July 48/3 In a first glance through
the galleries you stop before the huge

'
tartines

',
the more

. . sensational pictures which aim at attracting the crowd.

Tartar, variant of TARTAR sb.l

Tartish (ta-JtiJ), a. [f. TART a. + -iSHV]
Somewhat tart, slightly pungent or acid ; alsoyff.
1711 E. COOKE Voy. S. Sea 338 Another Sort like a Curan . .

eats tartish. 1747 Genii, Mag. Oct.^SS/z Let spirit of vitriol
be mixed therewith, .in such quantity as to give the tartish

taste. 1828 J. WILSON in Blachw. Mag. XXIV. 511 The
Monthly [Magazine] so smartish the Westminster, so
tartish. 1890 STANLEY Darkest Afr. I. ix. 212 The tartish,

crimson, and oblong fruit of the amoma.
Hence Ta'rtlshly adv., somewhat tartly.

iSjj J. WILSON Trials Marg. Lyndsay xxxii, Snuffy-
nosed maiden aunts, .sourishly and tartishfy disposed.

Tartlet (taMtlet). Forms: 5 tartlote, tart-

lett, tartelat, 8- tartlet, [a. F. tartelcttc (i4th c.

in Littr), dim. of iartc, TABT si>. ; in i8th c.

perh. formed anew on TABT **.] A small tart.

1420 Liter Cocorum (1862) 41 Tartlotes. Take porke
sothun, and grynde hit wele.. .Kover hit with lyddes, and
pynche hit fayre, . . And bake hit forthe. c 1460 J . RUSSELL
Bk. Nurture 521 lusselle, tartlett, cabages, & nombles of
vennure. c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 789/6 Hec arto.

fria,,a tartelat. 1788 V. Ksox Winter Even. (1700) II. xxix.

194 Thepuffsand tartletsof the pastry-cook. 1836-9 I >KKKN^
Sk. Bos, Mistaken Milliner, Plum-pudding and apple-pie
and tartlets without number. 1837 T. HOOK Jack Brag
xiv, Three raspberry tartlets.

Tartly (tautli), adv. [OE. teartllce : see TART
a. and -LY 2

.]
In a tart manner ; sharply ;

with

acidity ; usuallyy?^. with asperity of tone. In quot.

1599, 'with sourness of aspect' (J.).
1 in Napier O. E. Glosses 81/3011 Acriter, teartlice.'-- " ~ ^'-

< iooo in ruapier u. &, Classes 01/3011 acrtftr, teariiK

Ibid. 122/4730 AcriuSt teartlicor. 1590 SHAKS. Muck A
n. i. 3 How tartly that Gentleman lookes, I neuer can s

him, out I am heart-burn 'd an howre after, a z66i FULL
Worthies (1662) in. Wore. 169 One jeeringly saluted hitn,
1 Good morrow, Bishop quondam ', to whom Bonnet as tartly

returned,
' Good morrow, Knave semper '. 1791 BOSWELL

Johnson 19 Apr. an. 1773, Johnson, offended, .. answered

tartly,
'

No, Sir; do you read books through?' 1876 Miss
BRADDON J. Haggard's Dau. II. 163 'You may as well
wait till tea's finished *, exclaimed Judith tartly.

Tartness (tautnes). [OE. teartnysse : see

TART a. and -NESS.] The quality of being tart.

f 1. Severity ; painfulness. Obs. (In later quots.

fig. from a.)
f iooo in Napier O. E. Glosses 85/3158 Aeerbitatetn^esai-

nesse. a 1602 W. PERKINS Cases Cause. (1619) 61 The
sweetnesse of comfort .. if it bee alaied with some tartnesse

of the Law. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Matt. x. 34 Sweeten me
the tartness of all our sufferings with this sentence, as with
so much sugar.

2. Sharpness of taste ; t pungency (obs.} ; acidity.

1530 RASTELL Bk. Pnrgat. m, vii. F iij b, That eyer wyll

..vapour out the tartnesand sowernes of that humour. 1538
ELYOT, Acrimonia, tartnes, which biteth the tunge, and

perceth the heed, as in the taste of garlyke, oynions, and
other lyke thynges. 156* TURNER Herbal n. 58 b, Vnrype
mulberries besyde theyr tartnes they baue also a sournes.

1654 T. JOHNSON Party's Chirnrg. xxvi. vii. (1678) 632
Acidity or tartness is also in verjuice. 1770 COOK Voy.
round World in. t. (1773) 501 The juice had an agreeable
tartness, though but little flavour.

3. fig. Sharpness of disposition, language, etc. ;

biting or caustic manner or character ; acerbity,

pungency, acrimony, asperity of tone.

1548 UDALL, etc Erasm. Par. Mark ix. 67 Which with
the tartenesse of truth byteth awaye. 1579 GOSSON Sck.

Abuse (Arb.) 31 The bitternesse of rebukes, and. .the tarte-

nesse of euery taunt. 1607 SHAKS. Cor, v. iv. 18 The tart-

nesse of hi* face, sowres ripe Grapes. 1709 HEARNS Diary
in Remains (Q.H.S.) II. 196 The Plowman's Tale.. .If it

were Chaucer's, it was left perhaps out of his Canterbury
Tales, for ye Tartness against the Popish Clergy. 1748
SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, xhv, I told him with some tartness,

..he might have chosen a more convenient opportunity.
1866 Land. Rev. 3 Mar. 242/1 Lord Russell with a good
deal of tartness declared that before February was out the

Bill should be before the house.

Tartor, variant of TARTAR sb$

t Ta-rtora, ta-rtorary. Obs. [? corruptions of

It. tartaro TARTAR!.] ? = TARTAR sbl

*54S Kates ofCustoms C vij b, Tartorary the pounde xij.d.

1586 Ibid. E viij, Tartora the pound xii.d.

Tartorne, variant of TARTABIN 1 Oh.
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Tartralic (tajtra-lik), a. Chcm. [ad. F. tar.

tra/iyue (Frtmy 1838), arbitrarily formed on lar-

tr-ique, (f. tartre TARTAR! + -ique), to indicate

derivation from tartaric acid : cf. TABTHEI.H'.

(Aniiahs de Chimie LXVIII. (
1 838).)] In tartralic

acid (also called ditartaric or isotartaric acid),
C8H, O|i 2C,H,O IIjO, an amorphous deli-

quescent substance obtained by heating tartaric

acid. Its salts are Tartralates.
1857 MILLER Klem. Client. III. (3.- If tartaric acid be

heated to 374, it fuses: two equivalents of the acid loseone
equivalent of water, and thus become converted into a new
arid, termed by Kremy the tartralic. If tartaric acid be
kept longer in fusion half its basic water is expelled, and
tartrelic acid is formed. Ibid., A soluble tartralate of this
baseis formed. 1868 WATTS Diet. Cheat. V. 69t Ditartaric
A cid, . . called Tartralic acid by Krc'my, Isolartaric acid by
Laurent and Gerhardt.

Tartramic (tajtnc-mik), a. Client, [f. TAB-
TB(O- + AM(MONIUM) + -1C.] In tarlramic acid,
CtH,NO5 ,

an amidated derivative of tartaric acid.

Its salts are Ta'rtramates. ^sa tartramic ether,
a name of ethylic tarlramate, obtained by the
action of alcoholic ammonia on tartaric ether;
also called Tartrame-thane.
1857 MILLER Elem. Chcm. 111.318 It is they [the dibasic

acids] only that can furnish the amidated acids, such as the

oxamic, tartramic, and lactamic acids. 1868 WATTS /'/-/.

CHettt. V. 607 Tartramate of calcium . . is very soluble in
water. .and forms large tetrahedral crystals.

Ta rtrarni de. Chcm. [f. TARTR(O- + AMIDE.]
The amide of tartaric acid, C4H,(NH,),O4 , a crys-
talline body produced by passing dry ammonia
gas into an alcoholic solution of tartaric ether.
.868 WATTS Diet. CAem. V. 697.

Ta'rtranil. Chem. [f. TABTB(O- + ANIL 3.]
A granular compound, CIOH 9NO, ,

= phenyltarlri-
mide, produced by dehydration of acid tartrate of

aniline by expulsion ofzHjO. Hence Tartra-ni-

late, a salt of tartranilic acid ;
Tartrauilic acid,

CmHnNOg, obtained by boiling tartranil with

aqueous ammonia ; Tartra'nilide, C 10
H

1(iN/).,, a
substance produced by the action of heat on neutral

tartrate of aniline, by expulsion of zHjO.
1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 698 Tartranil .. separates, on

cooling from hot solutions, as a white granular powder,
or in nacreous laminae. Ibid., Tartranilide crystallises
in colourless, nacreous, slender, interlaced needles. Ibid,

697 The tartranilic acid separates in light red warty masses
and shining lamiiKc. Ibid., Tartranilate of Barium.,
crystallises in shining spangles.

Tartrate (ta'itr/t). Chem. [a. F. tartrate, f.

tarlre, TABTAB si.1 : see -ATE 1.] A salt of tartaric

acid (CO,H.(CHOH),.CO2H) formed by sub-

stituting a metal or radical for the hydrogen of the

carbonyl groups (CO2H).
These salts are very numerous, and are acid or neutral,

according as one or both of the hydrogen atoms are re.

placed ; thus, acidpotassium tartrate is CO2H .(CHOH)j .

COlK.;netralpotassium /ar/ra?V,CO2K.(CHOH)2.CO2K.
The H atoms can also be replaced by two different metals
or radicals, forming double salts, as sodium potassium tar.

Irate, CO2.Na.(CHOH)j.COaK, potassium antimonyl
tartraie, COjK.(CHOH)j.COjSbO.
1794 G. ADAMS Ifat. < jcf. Philos. I. App. 547 Tartrats
the earthy insoluble in water, the alkaline soluble. 1815

J. SMITH Panorama Sc. ft Art II. 436 Tartaric acid, .unites

with the alkalies, and most of the earths. The salts formed
with it are called tartrates. 1869 ROSCOF. Elertt. Chem.
(1871) 200 Potassium Carbonate can be obtained perfectly

pure by heating pure potassium tartrate to redness.

Ta'rtrated, ///. a. Chem. [f. prec. + -ED.]
Made into a tartrate ; tartarated.

1879 St. George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 162 Treatment with

a calomel purge and an emetic of tartrated antimony and

ipecacuanha. 1899 CAGNEY tr. yaksch's Clin. Diagn. vii.

(ed. 4) 318 An alkaline solution of tartrated soda.

Tartrazine, Tartre : see TABTBO-, TABTAB 1.

Tartrelic (taitre-lik), a. Chem. [ad. F. tar.

triliquc (Fremy 1838), arbitrarily formed, along
with TABTBALIC, q.v., to indicate derivation from

tartaric acid by further heating ; the a and e indicat-

ing the order of production of these modifications.

(Annales de Chimie, LXVIII. (1838).)] In tar-

trelic acid, soluble tartaric anhydride, C,H 4O,j
=

C4H,O,H2O, obtained asa yellowish deliquescent
mass by quickly heating small quantities of tartariq

acid. Its salts are Ta-rtrelate. See TABTBALIC.

added to the solution [of tartrelic acid] throws down tartre.

late of calcium.

Tartrethylic, etc. : see TARTRO-.

t Ta*rtrite. Chem. O&s. Also tartarite. [a,

F. tartrite (1787), f. F. tartre^ TARTAR! (whence
the earlier tartarite) : see -ITK *.] A salt of tartar-

ous or tartareous acid. (As this is now tartaric

acid, the tartrites are now called tartrates.)

1790 KERR tr. Lavoisier's Elem. Chem. 255 As the acid

from tartar is not fully saturated with oxygen, we call it

tartarous acid, and the neutral salts formed by its combina-
lions with salinabie bases tartarites. //<, Cream of tartar

..in our new nomenclature is named acidulous tartarite of

potash. 1794 G. PEARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXIV. 396

TAR-WATER.
From the precipitation of tartrite of pot-ash . . this acid might
be supposed to be the tarlareous.

Tartro-, before a vowel tartr- [f. F. tartrt,
TARTAB '], in names of chemical compounds con-
taining or derived from tartaric acid ; as TTtra-
xlne [AZO- + -INK.O], a fast and brilliant dye-stuff
of rich orange yellow ; Tartrethylic acid (Era\-
l.\c\-ethyltartaric acid, C,H, O.: jeequot 1868;
its salts are Tartre -thylates ; Tartromethy 'lie
aci<i [METHTLIC] -

tnethyllartaric acid, C.H,O. :

its salts are Tartromethylate* ; Tartrorl-nle
acid = tartrethylic acid. So tartrocarbhydric,
tartroglyccric, etc.

1894 Times 15 Aug. ij/i "Tartraiin, a colour noteworthy
not only for its fastness to light, but also because of its

brilliancy and
purity. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. III. 318

Vinic or ethylic acids, such as sulphettiylic, oxalethylic, and
"tnrtrethylic.

1888 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 694 Tartre-
thylic orTnrtrmunit: acid.. crystallises in elongated prisms,
with oblique bases ; it is colourless, inodorous, tastes botli
sweet and sour. 1837 R. D. THOMSON in Brit. Ann. 342
When tarlaiic and racemic acids are treated .. with pyr.
oxylic spirit . . similar acids are formed which may be termed
'tartro carbydric and racemo carbydric acids. 1838 T.
THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 182 Tartromelhylate of

potash may be obtained in the same way as tartrovinate of

potash. Ibid. 180 *Tartromethylic acid . . was also dis-

covered by M. Guerin-Varry. 1837 R. D. THOMSON in
Brit. AIIII. 340 Tartrovinic acid, M. Guerin Varry ..

obtained it by boiling tartaric acid with absolute alcohol for

a considerable time [etc.]. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org.
Bodies 174 A dilute solution .. left exposed loan atmo-

sphere of 77, lets fall some, .crystals of tartrovinic acid.

Tartron, variant of TABTABIN 1 Obs.

Tartronic (taJtr^'nik), a. Chem. [ad. F. tar-

tronique (Dessaignes 1854), arbitrarily f. tartrique

(perh. with ni- of nitro-}. (Comptet Kendus
XXXVIII. 44.)] In tartrenic acid, a dibasic acid,

C-H,O5 , produced by the spontaneous decomposi-
tion of nitro-tartaric acid, crystallizing in large

prisms. Its salts are Ta, rtronates.
1866 DOLING Anim. Chem. 133 Mesoxalic acid is con.

vertible by deoxidation or hydrogenation into tartronic acid.
1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 698 The tartronates of the
alkali-metals are soluble in water. 1873 RALFB Phys.
Client, p. xxix, Uric acid . . is often represented as consisting
of one radical of tartronic acid and two of urea.

Ta'rtrtms, a. [ad. F. tartreux, f. tartre TAB-
TAB jW^-OL-s.] Encrusted with (dental) tartar.

1904 Brit. Med, Jrnl. 20 Aug. 369 Tongue heavily coated,
teeth tartrous.

Ta-rtryl. Chem. [f. TABTB(O- or F. tartre +

-YL.] The radical C.HjOj of tartaric acid. Hence
Tartry'lio a., a synonym of tartaric.
1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 698.

Tartryn, -yne, variants of TABTABIN I Obs.

II Tartnffe, Tartnfe (tartu-f, -t-f ). Also 7-8
tartuft [F. Tartufe, Tartufe, name of the princi-

pal character (a religious hypocrite) in a comedy by
Moliere (1664) : app. = OF. tartuffe, It tartuffo

truffle, as a concealed production.
I, litre cites It. Tartufo, name of a character in the

Malmantile of Lippi, as app. Moliere's source.]

A hypocritical pretender to religion, or, by exten-

sion, to excellence of any kind.
1688 Pulpit Popery, True Popery 72 Well, let Schoolmen

and Cardinals ..be call'd in, they are but Tartuffs; for

Exposition and Representation are now the Standard of
Romish Doctrine. 1738 WARUURTON Div. Legat. I. Ded. 24
Tartufes without Religion. 1765 STERNE Tr. Shandy VIII.

ii, The arrantest Tartuffe in science, in politics, or in

religion. 1878 J. PAYN By Proxy I. xii. 138 A touch of the
Tartuffe or the Joseph Surface.

Hence Tartrrfferie, -rjr [F. tarluferie}. Tr-
tui\f)ism, the character or conduct of a Tartnffe,

hypocrisy; Tarttrfflan, Tartn'f(f)Uh adjs.,

pertaining to or characteristic of a Tartuffe, hypo-
critical, pretentious; hence Tartu'fflshly adv.

1851 Fraser's Mag. XLIII. rsr Her national "Tartuffery

such a very *Tartuffian way. 17*8 STEKNE Sent. Joum.
(1778) I. 66 God help her !. .she has some mother-in-law, or

*tartufish aunt . . to consult upon the occasion. 18*4 Examiner
594/1 That Alliance so "lartuffishly termed '

holy '. 1688

Pulpit Popery, True Popery ji The 'Tartuffism of Deposi-
tion of Princes, and Adoration of Images, and the rest of the

once old and new Pulpit-Popery. 1891 Sat. Rev. 10 Oct.

403/1 The victim of Tartufism of the most disgusting kind.

Tarturne, Tartyr, variants of TABTABIN ',

TABTAB st.3 Tar-vetch : see TABS st.\ 4.

Tarve (taxv). [app. the same as TABP.] A
turn ; a bend , a curve.

1848 F. COOPER Bee.hunter ii, I can't say much for your
axe, stranger, for this helve has no tarve to 't*

TaT-wa:ter. [f.
TAR sb. + WATKK si.]

1. An infusion of tar in cold water, formerly in

repute as a medicine.

1740-1 BERKELEY Let. T. Prior 8 Feb7 I believe lar-walet

might be useful to prevent. .such an evil [a felon]. 1744
(title) Philosophical Reflexions and Inquiries concerning
the Virtues of Tar-Water led. a Siris, a Chain of Philo-

sophical [etc.]]. 1744 GRAY Ltt. to Wharton 26 Apr., Mr.

Trollope and I are m a course of Tar-Water, 17515 H.

WALPOLE Lei. to Mann 8 Dec, He [Sir H. Mann's brother]

has been drinking tar-water since the middle of November.

1840 E. FITZGERALD Lrtttri (1889) 1. 60, 1 have also just



TABWHINE.

concocted two gallons of Tar water under the directions

of Bishop Berkeley. 1891 SYDNEY Eng. in M* C. I. 311

No remedy was more popular during the second half of the

eighteenth century than tar-water.

2 ' The ammoniacal water of pas-works (aim-

moads>ift. Trade, 1858).

|| Tarwhine (ta'j,h\vain). Also tarwine.

[? Native name.] An Australian fish, Chrysophrys

sarba, used for food.

1880 JNCLIS Austral. Cousins 298 In the brackish waters

near Lake Macquarie, are most plentiful supplies of black

bream, tarwine, nathead, whiting, river gar-fish and others.

1883 E. P. RAMSAY Food Fishes N. S. Wales 12 (Fish.

Exhib. Publ.) The black bream (Chrysophrys australis} and
the tarwhine (Ch. hasla) are both valuable food-fish,.. they
attain a weight of 4 to 5 Ibs.

tTary, sb. Obs. Also 6 tarie, -ye. [f. TABY .]

Vexation, trouble, annoyance.
1528 LYNDESAY Drcme 277 For to rehers thare lyffis

vinous. It wer hot tarye to the auditouris. 1533 GAU
Kicht fay (S.T.S.) 66 We haiffmekil tarie of it tour body]
heir in ye wardil. c 1576 MAITLANO Poems (1830) 40 And
tak ane wyf to bring him selffe in tarye, For fresche Maii
and cauld January Agreeis nocht upon ane sang in tune.

t Ta'ry, v. Obs. Forms : 4-5 tarien, 5

teryyn, (tarry), -6 tarie, -ye, (tarrie), tary.

[ME. tery-yn, tari-en appears to represent in form
and sense both OE. t(rgan, *tmrg(e)an, tyrian,

*t(rlan, to provoke, and OF. tarier to provoke,
excite, in F. dial, to vex, irritate, torment, tease (of
doubtful origin). In so far as tary was of OE.

origin, it was a doublet of TAB v? See Note.]
1. trans. To provoke, vex, worry, harass.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cvfij. 8 [7] pai taried [irritavcrunt]

vpste^and in se, Rede se. a 1315 Prose Psalter ibid.,
Tariden. 13. . Cursor M. 28153, 1 womman haue vn-buxum
bene And tarid myn husband to tene. 1340 HAMPOLE
Pr. Consc.i\Z<) pa bat wille him folow, he..scornes and
taries in his nedes. 1387 (MS. f 1410) TREVISA tr. Higden
(Rolls) V. 355 pe kynges..sone..gan to tarry \v.r. terre;
orig. lacessivit] and to angre be Longobardes wi(> despitous
wordes. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7287 He was tarriet with the
Troiens, & tenit full euyll. c 1440 Promf. Para. 489/2
Teryyn, or ertyn. [Ertyn, irrito.] c 1440 Psalmi Penit.
(1894) 38 Yn this world ys no scharpur arwe, Than tha
turment [MS, turnement] that me gan tarie [rime mariej.
1567 Glide t, Godlic B. (S.T.S.) 176 Kingis to marie, and
sum to tarie, Sic is his power and mychL.
2. To weary, tire, fatigue. (Cf. TAB z>.2 2.)
c 1375 in T. Wright Kel. Antij. I. 9 Fatigalus, y.taried.
Hence f Tarying

1

, teryynge vbl. si., provoking ;

t Taryar, teryare, a provoker.vexer; { Tarying-
ness, provocation.
01300 E. E. Psaltn-xctv. 9 [xcv. 8] Als aftre dai in tary.

ingnesse Ofe fandinge in wildernesse. a 1400 HYLTON Scala
Per/.(W. de W. 1494) 11. xxii, Of tarienges & temptacions
that Soules fele hi her ghostly enmyes. c 1440 Promt.
Pan. 489/2 Teryare, or ertare, irritator. .. Teryynge, or
ertynge, trritacio.

\Note. The form teryyn (= iery-en, tcri-en) in Promp.
Farv., with its derivatives teryare, teryynge, points to OE.

i'an, wifrgan, uiyrfean, wyrian, WARRV, to curse. The
coincidence of tarien in form and meaning with OF. tarier
would tend to reinforce it as the leading form. It is note-
worthy that ME. examples of tary. are not known before
1:1300, and that tcry. is cited only from Promf. i'arv. As to
possible connexion with TARRY see Note to that vb.]

Tary, Taryanoe, -ans, etc., obs. ff. TARBY
i ARRIANCE. Taryar, -er, obs. ff. TEBRIEB 2

Tas, obs. f. TASS. Tas = totes : see TAKE v. A
II TasajO (tasa'xo). Also 8 tassajo, 9 tassago.

[tip. tasajo a slice of dried meat, in Pg. tasalho
cf. Cat tasco. Of uncertain origin : see Diez 400 1
Buffalo meat cut into strips and dried in the snn

m_ _ v '-'**
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2.l
a
_
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> TUSSOKE, an Indian silk.
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1726 BAILEY, Tosco, a sort of Clay, for making Melting-

Pots. 1730 - (folio), Tascony, a sort of white Earth like

Chalk, and is the only Earth that endures the Blast of the

Bellows and Heat of the Fire and running Metal. 1823

CRABB Tec/in. Diet., Tasco.

Tase, obs. form of takes, inflexion of TAKE v.

Tase, var. TEISE v., Obs., to stretch, bend (a bow).

Tasel, -ell(e, obs. ff. TEASEL.

Taseometer (taesVmrta-O. L(- Gr- Taae ->

stem of rcuns tension + -METER.] (See quot.)
1880 Telegraphic Jrnl. VI. 126, 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

Suppl., Taseometer, invented by Steiner, of Vienna, for

measuring the strains of structures. It depends upon the

tone given out by a wire or strip when stretched. The wire

being attached the variation in length of the bar causes a

change in the tone.

Tases, obs. f. tosses thigh-armour: see TASSE
sb} Tash, dial., blemish, Tashed, tarnished :

see TACHE sb.^ and z/.
1

II Tashlik, tashlich (tajlfk). [Heb. T

tafll-k 'thou shall cast', future Hiphil of

falak to cast.] A symbolical custom, popularly in

vogue among Jews, of repairing, on New Year's

Day, to a stream of running water, and repeating
certain biblical verses indicative of sin and for-

giveness, specially Micah vii. 19,
' Thou wilt cast

all their sins into the depths of the sea '.

1880 Jewish World 30 Sept., Tashlich.. a simple fad of
mediaeval rabbinism, of late date and origin, and wholly
unknown to our ancient sages. 1902 Daily Chron, 2 Oct.

7/1 They have imported with them from their native ghettos
the singular practice known as ' Tashlikh

', which is per-
formed by the side ofa stream of running water or on the
seashore. . .A favourite resort for the purpose of ' Tashlikh

'

is the Custom House Quay, and the front walkof the Tower.

Tasll(l, obs. fjf. TEASEL.
Tasimeter (tasi-mrtaj). [f. Gr. rdm-s tension
+ -METER.] An electrical apparatus for measuring
minute variations of temperature, length, moisture,
etc. by means of changes in the electrical conduc-

tivity of carbon resulting from alterations of pres-
sure caused by these variations.

1878 Nature 25 July329/2 An account. .of Edison's Tasi-
meter. 1879 H. W. WARREN Recr. Astron. iv. 62 Ifthe tem-
perature of a summer morning rises ten or twenty degrees
we scarcely notice it i but the magnetic tasimeter measures
Vsooo of a degree. 1881 Nature 25 Aug. 390/2 No satis-

factory results have been obtained in the attempt to measure
the heat of the stars with the tasimeter. 1803 Review of
Rev. Dec. 606 A little machine called the tasimeter, which
measures degrees of heat, of moisture . .of odours and sound.
Hence Taslme'tric a., of or pertaining to the

tasimeter or to tasimetry (Cassell's Encycl. Diet.

1888); Tasi'metry, the measurement of pressures
(Funk's Standard Diet. 1895).
Task (task), sb. Also 4-7 taske, 5-7 tasque.

[a. ONF. tasque (i3th c. in Godef.) = OF.
tasche, F. t&che ; or ad. med.L. lasca (taschia)
(c 800 in Du Cange), according to Diez, by meta-
thesis for taxa, f. L. taxare to rate, estimate, value,
in med.L. to impose or assess a tax.]

I. fL A fixed payment to a king, lord, or
feudal superior ; an impost, tax ; tribute. Obs.
[1114-18 Laws Hen. /,c. 78 5 Persoluantur uel in taschis

uel humsmodi suggerendis, sicut de b[a]st[ar]dis est institu-
tum.] c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 17918 This is the somme that
Gregays aske, lhat thei wole haue vnto her taske- Ten
hundnd thousand pound of golde. 14. . in Wars Eng. in
France (1864) II. 525 Tasques, taylles, inposicione of the
comyns. c 1440 Promf. Parv. 487/1 Taske, or talyage
taliagmm, taxa. ci47S Harl. Contin. Higden (Rolls

no aids or tasks but by the common" assent of'the^rrali...
2. A piece of work imposed, exacted, or under-

taKen as a duty or the like; originally, a fixed or
specified quantity of labour or work imposed on
or exacted from a person ; later, the work appointedor assigned to one as a definite duty.
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"?"*?j* Quilt a'ia'i tonw fo^o"k!c 14001 St. Alexius (Laud 622) 675 Noujth as a Man of task
1530 TINDALE Exod. v. ,4 Wherfore haue ye noT full
youre taske in makinge brycke?

Ifilled

to do,
we kn

absolutely eve'ry day," but so

TASK.

I74 SHENSTONE Schoolmistress 155 Eftsoons the urchins
to their tasks repair, Their books of stature small they take
in hand. 1760 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 II. 126 These
lessons might be given every night as tasks. i8n Bvoh
Hintsfr. Hor. 231 Fines, tutors, tasks, conventions threat
in vain. 1901 Northern Whig 8 May (E.D.D.), An Ulster
lad, when at school, gets his

' tasks '.

3. In more general sense: Any piece of work
that has to be done ; something that one has to do
(usually involving labour or difficulty) ; a matter
of difficulty, a '

piece of work '. Cf. JOB ji.2 ,

1593 SHAKS. Rich. If, 11. ii. 145 Alas poore Duke, 'the
taske he vndertakes Is numbring sands, and drinking Oceans
drie. 1637 T. MORTON New Eng. Canaan

(1883) 182 Mv
taske . . is to intreat of the natural! indowments of the Coun
try. 1641 BROME Jov. Crcm n. Wks. 1873 III. 384 Alass
poor Knave I How hard a tasque it is to alter Custome !

"7?4 Connoisseur No. 42 r 7 To rescue our Native Language
. . is a task worthy those who are accounted Ornaments ofour
SeatsofLearning. 1841 W. SPALDING //a/j/ ,5- //. hi. Ill I0 ,
Never had sovereigns been called upon to perform a task
more difficult than that which lay before the restored princes
of Italy. 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. III. xvii. 525 He had
taken upon himself a task beyond the ordinary strength of
man.

IL Phrases, f 4. a. At task : (a) at so much
for a specified amount or piece of work, by the

piece; (b) ? taken to task, blamed (a doubtful
sense, the reading being uncertain), b. By task
to task, by the piece, c. Under task, under the
command of a taskmaster; by compulsion. Ots.
a. 1477-8 in Swayne Saruin Churchw. Ace. (1896) 364

Helyng and poyntyng in dyvers places atte Taske' 1605
SHAKS. Liar i. iv. 366 (Fol. i) Yet vnder pardon You are
much more at task \Qo. i attaskt] for want of wisedome
Then praisd for harmefull mildnesse. b. 1601-2 in
Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 628 Item for earning
the eight beastes by taske. 1803 Naval Citron XV 58A job note..an actual statement of the work performed by
jobandtask. 1476-7 in Swayne Sarum Churchw. Ace. (1896)
363 Swaryng of timber to carpenters to taske viijd. c

V ,
M
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,
ms<"' 3 To grind in Brazen Fetters under

task With this Heav'n-gifted strength.
6. To take to task : f (a} to undertake as one's

task or special piece of work ; f (F) to challenge
(a person) to a task; f(<0 to take (a person or

thing) in hand, to deal with
; (d) esp. (in current

use), to deal with or tackle in the way of fault-

finding or censure, to call to account about a
matter: cf. TASK v. 5, TAX v. 6.

S4
Accti.^Osney

* St. Fridiswydc's (MS. Wood, D. i,

teacher;
learned or prepared. Now arch.

-

_ . v , _..
,

_ e . t,u ., MJii principally
take the Element of the Earthes description . . to taske.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poisit ill. xbc. (Arb.) 253 He.. would
take any common souldier to taske at wrastling, or weapon.
or in any other actiuitie..of armes. 1649 Bp. HALL Caul
Coiuc. (J6sp) 265 Apollos..knew nothing but the Baptisme
of John : till Aquifa and Priscilla took him to task, and
more perfectly expounded to him the way of God. 1682
WOOD Life 31 May (O.H.S.) III. 19 George Royse..took
his principles to laske and exposed them very smartly
1740 tr. DC MouHy's Fort. Country-Maid (1741) I. 84What is the Matter, my pretty Girl?. .has any one been
taking you to Task? 1760-71 H. BROOKE Fool of Qual.
(1792) I. 81 [He] shut the door, and called him to task. 1821
Examiner 365/1 The Quarterly is taken to task for neglect-
ing its duty. 1890 DOYLE Caft. 'Polcstar', etc. 205 My
employer took me severely to task.

III. 6. attrib. and Comb., as, f (in sense i) task-

book, -cope, -gatherer, -money, -roll (obs.); (in
senses 2 and 3), task-book, -house, -labour, -labourer,

-lord, -officer, -reading, -verse; task-like 3.6.].; task-

man, an officer who sets a task, a taskmaster;
task-note, a memorandum of work done by the

piece, a job-note: see qnot. 1803 in 4b; task-

system, the system of working by the piece. See
also TASKMASTER, etc.

1624 Maldon, Essex, Borough Deeds (Bundle 108 If. 8),
xj. payd to Samwell Chese for new writing of the *taske

bopke (in parchment) this yere. 1881 J. PARKER Afost.
Life I. 17 Some men hardly can open the Bible .. because
they remember that in early days it was the task-book.

1463 in Bury Wills (Camden) 21 To aquyte the said Seynt
Marie preest of the *taske Abbot's cope and alle manner
charges generally at ony [time] askyd by ony manner of
mene. 1551, HULOET, *Taske gatherer, exactor. 1847
LD. LINDSAY Hist. Chr. Art I. Introd. 168 There was my
place of prayer, there the 'task-house of my most wretched
flesh. i8n Gen. Hist, in Ann, Reg. 161/2 The working of

mines, and other *lask labour. 1838-9 FR. A. KEMBLE Resid.
in Georgia (1863) 28 In the part ofGeorgia where this estate
is situated, the custom of task labour is universal. 1807 A.
DRUCKER tr. Ihering's Evol.Aryan n6The Egyptians knew
no mercy for their 'task-labourers. 1830 FR. A. KEMBLE Let.
in Rcc.Girlhood(i%i%) II. iv. 115 With what 'task-like feeling
I set about most of my work. 1605 SYLVESTER Dn Bartas
n. iiL in. Law 137 They labour hard, eat little, sleeping lesse,
No sooner layd, but thus their 'Task-Lords presse. 1856
OLMSTED Slave States 435 One cord is the task for a day.
. .The 'taskman selecting the trees . .that he judges will split

easiest, one hundred a day. 1593 Jack Straw i. inHazI.

Dodsley V. 379 Thou hast thy 'task-money for all that be
here. 1801 Naval Chron. XV. 58 Is there any particu-
lar form ofjob or "task note ? 1865 J. H. INCRAKAM Pillar
ofFire (1872) 135 Enrolling them under 'task-officers. 1577
in zoM Ref. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. iv. 439 A 'taske
rowle made for the manor of Romseley. 1863 P. BARRY
Dockyard Econ. 57 Examined as to the operation of what
is known as the "task and job system. 1875 LOWELL Wks.
(1890) IV. 360 At school Wordsworth wrote some 'task-verses
on subjects imposed by the master.



TASK,

Task (task), v. [f. TASK sb. Cf. tofine, etc.]
I. f 1. trans. To impose a tax upon ;

to tax ;

to exact tribute from. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 64 b/a He shal taske and dyme
your corn and sheues. .11500 in Arnolde's Ckron. (i8is)

p. xix, This yere lost the Kinge Normandy and Augeoy.and
euery plough land [was] tasked at iij. s. for to gete it ageyne.
1530 [see 2]. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. //', iv. in. 02 Hee..in
the neck of that, task't the whole State. 1598 W. Him.ui>
Linschoten r. xctl 152/1 Al! the townes men [were] tasked

euery one at a certaine summe of mony. 1642 ROGERS
Naaman 434 He taskes thee not to the cost of Jewish
worship, or Popish wast.

2. To force, put, or set (a person) to a task
;

to

impose a task on
;

to assign a definite amount of

work to.

1530 PALSGR. 753/. ' taske, I put or sette one to his taske
what laboure he shall door what be shall paye,?* tauxt,

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. n. i. 20 But now to taske the tasker.

1667 WOODHEAD St. Teresa u. xi. 93 Let her task, and
employ them in. .Exercises. 1784 COWPF.R Task n. 23 Thus
man devotes his brother, and destroys ;. .Chains him, and
tasks him, and exacts his sweat With stripes. 1818 Life
Planter Jamaica 154 The negroes complained more of th

[fact] of being tasked, than . .of the additional labour.

b. Const, to, with sb. or inf. Oftenjig.
ciwo GREENE Fr. Bacon xiv. 53 To task yourself to such

a tedious life As die a maid. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen, // ", iv. i. 9
Nay, taske me to my word; approue me Lord. <:i6oo
Sonn. Ixxii, O least the world should taske you to recite,
What merit liu'd in me that you should loue. 1607 Cor.
I. iii. 39 A Haruest man, that [*s] task'd to mowe Or all, or
loose his byre, 1726 POPB Odyss. xx. 134 Twelve female
slaves. .Task'd for the royal board to bolt the bran From the

pure flour. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. v. iv, Man alone.,
tasks creation to assist him in murdering his brother worm 1

3. transf. and fig. To occupy or engage fully or

burdensomely ; to subject to severe burden, labour,
or trial

;
to put a strain upon ; to put in a condi-

tion of stress or difficulty; to put to the proof;
= TAX v. 4.

1598 SHAKS. Merry IV. iv. vi. 30 Doctor Cams .. Shall
shuffle her away, While other sports are tasking of their
mindes. 1599 Hen. Y> \. ii. 6 Some things of weight, That
taske our thoughts. 1647-8 COTTERELL Dtarila's Hist, Fr.

(1678) a8 At length he resolved to task the King's inclina-

tions. 1744 RICHARDSON Patnela IV. 61 You must not task
me too high. 1850 W. IRVING Goldsmith t. 22 He tasked
his slender means to the utmost in educating him. 187*
YEATS Growth Comm. 115 It tasked bis diplomatic skill to
effect his departure in safety.

b. spec. To test the soundness of (a ship's
timbers, a plank, etc.).

1803 Naval Chron. X. 259 That. .frigate is.. to be, what
is called in the language of the dock yard, tasked, to see if

her timbers are sound. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk^
Tasking examining a vessel to see whether her timbers are
sound.

4. To give or portion out (work) as a task.

a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Mon. vii. (1642) 438 They
have their work for the day tasked out unto them. x8n [see
TASKER 3 b].

H. 1 6. To take to task
;
to censure, reprove,

chide, reprehend ;
= TAX v. 6. Obs.

1580 G. HARVEY Let, to Spenser Wks. (Grosart) I. 87 If it

lyke you in the meane while.. to see howe I taske a young
Brother of myne. 1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 721 There
is another pretty fable in Esop, tasking discontented persons
under the name of Frogs. 1614 J. COOKE Tu Quoque F j,

I call thee vp, and taske thee for thy slownesse. 1632
MASSINCER & FIELD Fatal Dowry i. it, To say 'the late

dead Marshal, The father of this young lord here, my client,
Hath done his country great and faithful service

'

Might task
me of impertinence.
Hence Tasked (toskt) ///. a. ; Talking vbL sb,

and ppl, a.

1543 Hardings Chron. cxvt. viii. P vj b, Saint Edmundes
landes he hurt by great taskyng [Bodl. MSS. taxinge] And
tallage. 1811 Tasked work [see TASKER 3 b]. 1848 LOWELL
Vision Sir Laun/al i. Prelude 28 Bubbles we buy with
a whole soul's tasking. 1852 O. G. MITCHELL Dream. Life

xpo The fruits . . banging heavily from the tasked trees. 1856
OLMSTED Slave States 435 It is the driver's duty to make
the tasked hands do their work well. 187* J. S. BLACKIE
Ascend Cruachan v. in Lays Highl. 103 We have done
our tasking bravely, With the thews of Scottish men.

Taskage. noncc-wd. [f. TABKSO. orz. + -AGE.]
Tasking ; imposed labour ; tasks collectively.
1830 W. TAYLOR Hist. Surv. Germ. Poetry II. 73 Sisyphus

also I saw, with unwelcomest taskage tormented.

Tasker (to/skai). [f. TASK v. (or sb.) + -EB 1.]

f* 1. One who assesses or regulates a rate or price

(e. g. of lodgings, things brought to market, etc.).

1538 ELYOT, Agoranotnnst he that setteth the pryce of

vyttayle, a tasker. 1577 HARRISON England n. iii. (1877) i. 82
Vicecnancelors are changed euerie yeare, as are also the

proctors, taskers, maisters of the streates and other officers.

1614 PURCHAS Pilgrimage n. ii. (ed. 2) 113 They had ten

Aediles, Taskers or ludges of the Market. [Cf. TAXER i b.J

2. One who imposes or sets a task ; a taskmaster.

1588 SHAKS. L. L, L. it. i. 20 But now to taske the tasker.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomta 297 This Avaricious Plenty is its

own Tasker, its owne Pharaoh. 1678 DRYDEN & LEE
CEdifus m. i, Hear, ye sullen powers below : Hear, ye
taskers of the dead. 1827 W. KENNEDY Poems 63 It may
not be, My taskers call me to the sea.

8. One who works or is paid by the task or piece,
as distinct from a day-labourer, etc. (dial.}*
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. 12 If our greedy

Patrons hold vs to such hard conditions.. they will make
some of vs at last turne Tasker^ Costermongers, sell Ale. .or

worse. 1613 R. CARPENTER ConscionabU Christian 3 A
due Tasker and Day-labourer for the appointed wages and
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gaine, 1794 T. DAVIS Agric. Wilts, oo In cutting the lent

corn, few 'taskers 'are employed, the resident labourer*

being generally .sufficient.

b. spec. One who threshes corn with a flail, as

TASK-WORK or piece-work : see quot. 1793.
(1375 (MS. 1487) HARBOUR Bruce v. 318 (Cambr. MS.) He

suld. .haf. .A fl.iill, as he a taskar [Kdina. MS. (an. 1489),
thresscherj ware.) 14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wulcker 697/19 }lic

tritttrator, a tasker. c 1575 Balfour's Practicks (1754) 377
He that is tasker in ony man's barn. 1744-50 V.

Mod. ttusp. IV. tv. iz (E.D.S. i A tasker who threshes out
his quota of grain. Ibid. 111 Tasker-servant. 1793 Statist.
Ace. Scott. IT. 353 The taskers are those, who are employed
in threshing out the com; and they receive.. the twenty-
fifth part for their labour ; and this has been their fixed and
stated wages, as far back as can be remembered. 1811 SIR

J. SmCLAII Syst. Husb. Scat. i. 82 The tasker, (or thresher
who worked by talked work), had to take it from the heap, ..

to lay it on the floor, to shake it well, and then to thresh it.

Ta-skma:ster. [f.
TASK sb. + MASTER rf.i]

One whose office is to allot tasks and see to their

performance ;
an overseer ; a middleman ; spec, in

plastering (see quot. 1893) ; alsoyijf. one who allots

a duty, or imposes a heavy burden or labour.

1530 TINDALE E.\iyd. i. ii And he [Pharao] sette taske-
masters ouer them. Ibid. 14 And the officers of the
children of Israel which Pharaos taskmasters had sett ouer
them, were beaten. 1631 MILTON Sonn.,

* How soon hath
Time ', All is, if I have grace to use it so, As ever in my
great task Masters eye. 1797 GODWIN Enquirer i. viii. 67
There is no equality between me and my Task-master. 1869
W. P. MACKAV Grace * Truth (1875) ill The task-master's

whip held over his head. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss.,
Taskmaster, one who takes work from the original con-
tractor in the plastering industry, and sets a given quantity
of work to be done in a certain time.

Hence Ta-skma:*terhip, the office or position
of a taskmaster.

1815 Zeluca I. 70 All the arts, and all the sciences .. all

conned in submission to taskmastership. 1898 Daily News
12 Nov. 3/6 Having .. passed through both the terrible ordeal
of a lower boy's life at Eton and.. having enjoyed the
delights of cruel taskmastership.
Ta skmrstress. [f. as prec. + MISTRESS sb.}
A woman (or something personified as female)
who assigns tasks, or apportions labour.

1603 H. CKOSSE Vertues Comnrw. (1878) 150 His taske-
mistresse luno was faine to crie out, De/essa sum tubendo.

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) 1. ix. 245 You will consider

yourself as the task-mistress, and the.. female servants as
so many negroes. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam xi. xvii, For
which, O willing slaves Co Custom old, Severe taskmistress,

ye your hearts have sold. 1899 CROCKETT Kit Kennedy 212
Kit knew that his task-mistress was listening.

Ta sk-work. [f. TASK sb. + WORK sb.]
1. Work performed as a task; forced labour;

hence, oppressive or burdensome work.
1581 STANYHURST jEneis i. (Arb.) 34 Shee frams firmlye

statuts, and task wurcks equalye parteth. 1814 JEFFERSON
Writ. (1830) IV. 241 It was the Heaviest task-work I ever
went through. 1817 SCOTT Jntl. 14 Jan., I feel a dislike
to order and to task-work of all kinds. 1849 GROTE Greece
II. xxxviii. V. 28 The canal-cutting.. was.. distributed under
their measurement as task-work among the contingents of
the various nations. 1885 BIBLE (R. V.) Prov. xii. 24.

2. Work done by the piece ; piece-work.
1486-7 in E. B. Jupp Carpenters' Co. (1887) 349 That no

persone of the said crafte hereafter make any foreign

carpenter his fellows.. in any taske werke takyng. 1581 in
Feuillerat Revels O. Eliz. (1908) 3443, Tasque work viz. to

John Rose for a Mount,
xjrai

FERRY Dageenh. Breach 77

They work'd two or three Times as much by Task-work as

by the Day, or by the Tide. 1855 J. R. LEIFCHILD Corn-
wall Mines 142 In Cornish mines, the sinking of shafts and
the driving of levels is paid by tut-work or task-work, at so
much per fathom.

Tasle, Taster, obs. ff. TEASEL, TEASELER.
Taslet (tse-slet). St. arch. Usually in pi. tas-

lets, in 6 teslottis, toslettia, tasletis. [A deriv.

of TASSE j*.l (or its French original), with dim.
suffix -LET ; perhaps from TASSET with suffix-

change. Cf. also OF. (Picard) tasselet, dim. of

tassel plastron or frontlet of a lady's dress (1507 in

Godef.), Rouchi tasselet
'

petite plaque de plomb '.]

//. Tasses, tassets : see TASSE sb.\ TASSET.
1507 Ace. Ld.Hif^h Treat. Scotl. III. 391 For vj quartaris

rede to covir the Kingis tasletis,.. xxi. 154^1 Wirf.VIII.33
Deliverit. . to lyne the teslottis of haroes maid to his Grace,

vij quarteris blak sating .. Ivj s. 1541 Ibid. 54 Ane lycht harnes
withdoubill teslettis-.tothe Kingis grace. 1819 SCOTT Leg.
Montrose ii, Thigh-pieces of steel, then termed taslets, met
the tops of his huge jack-boots. 1870 Athenaeum** Jan. 126

Over his trunk-hose are steel thigh-pieces or taslets.

Tasmanian (tsezmU'nian, ties-), a. Of or per-

taining to Tasmania in Australasia. In names of

animals, plants, etc., native to Tasmania, as Tas-

manian devil (see DEVIL 7), T. wolf (see WOLF).
Also Tasmanian cranberry, currant, honeysuckle,
iromaood, etc. : see the sbs.

Tasmanite (tse'zmanait). Min. [f. 7aj/a-
('a + 'lTE 1

.] A resinous hydrocarbon containing

sulphur, occurring in reddish-brown scales on the

Mersey river, Tasmania.
1864 A. H. CHURCH in PhiL Mag. XXVIII. 465 On Tas-

manite, a new Mineral of Organic Origin. Ibid. 467 When
Tasmanite is heated in the air, it burns readily with a very
smoky flame and offensive odour.

Tasol, Tasque, obs. ff. TEASEL, TASK.
Tasp, Tasping : see TAP v." i, qnot. c 1440.
Tass 1

(tos). Now only dial. Also 4 tas, 4-5

TASSEL.

twise, 5 (7) taai. [a. OK. tat masc. (Wace, I Jth c.),
also tasti fern. ( i jtli c. in Godef.), - Pr. lalz ; gener-
ally held to be of Low German origin : cf. Uu. las,
MDu.also lass heap (not known elsewhere in Tent.):
see Franck.] A heap, pile, stack.
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147 To ransake in the taai of ihe bod> e dede. 14,, M Lvuc.
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y-lorn, Which in >s laas ful besely iii ,ou}t , It4a PrmatPan. 487/1 Tasse, of corne, or oj*r lyke, laaii. 1577 kGOOCE lleretoach't limb. (1586) <a Bestow* your Corne in
several! lasses and moowej. ,6,6 BULLOKAK , E*tos
Taai, an heape. 1735-4 PEGCE KtntUiimi (E.D.S.), fiat-
cutter, that HUOtU or implement wilh which they cut haym the slack. Ibid., An hay.lass is an hay-mow. 18(7
Kentish Gloss., Tas, or tarse, a mow of corn.

Tass- (ties). Now chiefly Sc. Forms: 5-9
tasse, 6 tais, tas, 6- tass. [a. OF. tasse goblet
(1380 in Godef.), in mod.F. cup = Pr., Cat, med.
L. tassa (1337 in Du Cange), Sp. ttua, Pg. fafa,
It. /<Z2M, app. a. Arab. J^iik, tass, tassa/i basin,

usually held to be ad. Pers. o,J tost cup, goblet.]
A cup or small goblet, esp. one of silver or the
like ; the contents of this ; a small draught of liquor.

1483 CAXTON Dialogue* ll Pawteners, tasses (Fr.
Aloyeres, tastes], Cofiyns and penners. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEncis xiit. ix. 25 The cowpis grett and drynkyn lassis fyne.

,
1549 Cotnpl. Scot. xvii. 145 To drynk vattir. .in ane glas.or
in ane tasse of siluyr. 1583 Leg. Bf.St. Ant/nit Pref. 136
We toome a tass of wyne. 1653 UHQUHART Rabelais t. Ii,

Great antick vessels, huge pots,.. big- tasses. 171$ RAMSAY
Gentle Shefh. in. ii, Elspa, baste ye,. .And fill him up a tass
o' usquebz. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy x viii, A tass of brandy or

aquavits, or sic-like creature comfort, a 18*5 FOIBY Voc.
E. Anglia, Tars, a dish or a dram; as a tass of tea, or a tass
of brandy. 1859 TIIACKEBAY Virgin, liv, A little tax of

Cherry-brandy T 1899 CROCKETT Kit Kennedy 321 Scottish

stone-ale,
'
virulent as a tass of raw brandy '.

Taas, obs. form of TACHE v^
> to stain.

Tassago, tassajo, var. TASAJO, dried meat
Tassal, variant of TASSIL tb?

Tassar, var. TUSKER, TUSSORE, an Indian silk.

Tasse (tees), st* Obs. exc. Hist. Only in pi.
tasses (tarsez), in 6 taisses, 6-7 tases, taces, 7
taishes. [In form the same word as OF. tasse

purse, holster ; in sense =- F. tasselle, obs. tassele,

a small pocket or ponch, a steel plate intended to

guard the thigh, dim. of tasse.

The connexion of sense is not clear ; but cf. It. tcarsella
a pocket ; scarulloni bases or tasses for a horseman (Florio
161 1) ; Sp. escarcela,

'

escarcelle, gibier, bourse ; aussi la tas-

sette
'

(Oudin 1660) j escarcela, a satchel, pouch, or bag ;

the armour from the waist to the thighs (Stevens 1706).]

//. A series of articulated splints or plates depend-
ing from the corslet, placed so that each slightly

overlapped the one below it, forming a sort of kilt

of armour to protect the thighs and the lower

part of the trunk.

11548 HALL Ckron., Hett. IVit One company bad .. the

tasses, the lamboys, the backpece, the tapull and the border
of the curace all gylte. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676)

212

Their legs were armed with Greaves, and their thighs with
Tases. 1581 STYWARD Mart. Discifl, ti. 165 Tohauegood
curates for their bodies, taces for their thighes. 1596
WARNER .4 #. Eng.iu. Ixix. (1611) 291 The Taishes, Cushies,
and the Graues, staffc, Pensell, baises. 1598 BARRET
Theor. Warrcs Gloss. 253 Taisses, a French word, and is

the arming of the thighes, annexed vnto the forepart of the

Corslet. 1688 R. HOLME Armmry in. xix. (Roxb.) 166/1
Armour for the thighes, of the French called Cuissets, and
Taces or Tasses, because they are tached or tacked on
with straps of leather to the corslett. 1869 BOUTELL Arms
ft Arm. x. (1874) 203 Below the waist, and there connected
with the bottom of the breastplate, the body was protected
by a series of narrow overlapping plates . . denominated
taces. 1888 F. COWPER Co.pt. o/Wight (1889) 337 The taces

of his armour had saved his thigh.

f Tasse, sb? Obs. rare 1
, app. the same as

TASSEL rf.l : perh. an erroneous form.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 34/33 Y Tasse of a fane, appendix.

'>. Obs. rare-*, [a. OF./

going with

TABS i.] trans. To heap, pile.
a 1400 Octouian 695, 1 woli vpon thy body tasse \rimts

masse, passe] Well many a dent,

Tasse, variant of TASS *, a cup.
Tassel (tse-s'l), si. 1 Also 5 tasshel, tasaelle,

6-9 taasell, 7 tastle, tossell, 8 tossel (also 9 dial.),

-11, St. talsel. See also TARSKL. [a. OF .taul, tassel

clasp (^1150 in Godef.) : cf. It. tassello the collar

of a cloak, a label ; mcd.L. tassellus, tacellus : see

Da Cange. Referred by Diez to L. taxillus small

die (cf. next): but this is doubtful. The sense-

development in Italian, French, and English has

not been clearly made out : see Diez, Godefroy,
Du Cange. The variant tossel (now dial,) suggests
some association with Toss

v.~]

f 1. A clasp or fibula by which the two sides of

a cloak or the like are held together. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4389 He drou, sco held, be tassel brak,

[>e mantel left, he gale pe bak. 13. . Guy Warn. (A.) 5730

Gij bi his mantel drou^ so, pat be tassels brpsten ato. t. 1480
Anturs o/Arth. xxviil. (Ircl. MS.), Monli in his mantille

he sate,.. The tassellus were of topeus. (1876 PLANCHR

Cycl. Costume I. 503 Tastllt, tatseau, Fr...Also used for



TASSEL.

Ihe clasp or fibula through which the cords passed which

secured the mantle on the shoulder.)

2. A pendent ornament consisting of a bunch or

thick fringe of threads or small cords hanging in a

somewhat conical shape from a solid rounded

knob or mould, or from a knot formed by their

junction with a cord. Frequently attached to a

curtain, cushion, walking-cane, umbrella, etc., or

forming the pull of a blind-cord or bell-cord.

13.. Gaiv. ff Gr. Knt, 219 A lace..Wyth tryed tasselez

he. c 1440 Proinp. Parv. 487/1 Tassel,

tailes meete m the toppe of their head like a great lassell.

a 16x5 FLETCHER Nice Valour II. i, And smile, and wave a
chair with comely grace too, Play with our tastle gently.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. 6), Tassels ofa Coach, certain Silk-cords

fasten'd on each Side the Doors, which serve for a Stay to

those that ride in it. 1718 Free-thinker No. 44 r 10 A
young Damsel, .tied a Gold Cord with two large Tossels of

Gold to his Sword. 1755 Connoisseur No. 97 F i The
fellow-commoners, noblemen, and other rich students, whom
. .the courtesyofthe University [of Cambridge] has honoured
with a cap adorned with a gold tossel. 1791 in Hist.

Broughton Place Ch, Editi, (1872) 20 A' their taisels, vain

an' gay To mak us stare, a 1815 in G. Rose Diaries (1860)

II. 438 He put out his hand to pull the bell, but could not

catch the tassel. 1849 LAYARD Nineveh <J Rent. I. iii. 49
A knotted girdle, ending in tassels, encircled the loins. 1886

RUSKIN Prxterita I. vu. 233 A cushion of crimson velvet.,

with gold tassels at the corners.

( b. Univ. slang. One who wears a cap with a

tassel ;
an undergraduate. Cf. TUFT. Obs.

1818 Sporting Mag. XXI. 428 A capital front rank of
'
tassells

'

. . all eager for a '

slap at a snob '.

3. Anything resembling or suggesting a tassel :

a. In a tree or plant, a pendent catkin, blossom,

flower, or bud ; spec, the staminate (terminal) in-

florescence of the maize-plant (U.S.) : see also

tassel-hyacinth in 5.

1646 WINTHROP New-Eng. (1826) II. 267 Great harm was
done in corn . .by a caterpillar. ..Theyeatup first the blades
of the stalk, then .. the tassels, whereupon the ear withered.

1755 Gfntl. Mag. Sept. 408/2, I found a fine stalk of Indian
corn. .; 1 cut off the male tossil as soon as it appeared, and
there was produced a large ear, but no good grains upon it

1834 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. I. (1863) 61 In early spring,
when the fragrant palms were on the willow, and the

maize, preserve me uruau vowel 01 mcir ;u

it will remain in spite of the schoolmaster,

t b. A tuft ; a fringe. Obs.

1609 C. BUTLER Fern. Mm. L (1623) B iij, Besides their

Soueraigne, the Bees haue also subordinate Gouernours.. .

For difference from the rest they beare for their crest a tuft
or tossel], in some coloured yellow, in some murrey, in
manner of a plume. 1671 JOSSELYN New Eng. Rarities 35
The other is nothing but Bones with Tassels hanging from
their Jaws, with which they [whales] suck in their prey.

H 4. In med. (Anglo-) Latin, tassellus is given by
Du Cange as used =jfimbria, fringe of a cope or
chasuble. Dr. Rock, Church of our Fathers (II.

33-), explains Du Cange's quots. otherwise, and
holds that tassellus had the following uses : a. The
large thin sheet of gold or silver hanging behind
on the cope ; b. Any piece of gold or silver plate
fastened to a vestment (copes and chasubles having
'
their tasselli sparkling with gems, hung all about
them ') ;

c. The ornaments on the back ofepiscopal
gloves, when not done in embroidery, but made of
silver or gold plate. By Dr. Rock himself, and
some writers after him, the English word tassel has
been used in senses b and c.

[<: 1188 GERV. CANT, in Dugdale Mtmait. Angl. (1653) I.
it Duas capas de pallio cum tassellis auro paratis. cio
MATT. PARIS Vitx Abb. S. Albani (1639) 55 Capam unam
purpuream, morsu et tassellis charissimis redimitam. a iz
Visit. Churches St. Paul's 14 in Camden Misc. (1895) IX,Item capa chori crocea cum duobus tassellis brusdatis Majes-
tate et Maria.] 1849 ROCK Ch. our Fathers 1 1. 161 note, These
tassels, as we said before, were thin plates of beaten gold or
silver. 1887 Archxologia L. n. 448 Upon the '

tassels
'

of
the cope of Richard Ruffus were depicted the martyrdoms
of St. Stephen and St. Thomas.
6. attrib. and Comb., as tassel-board, -drop,

-maker, -making ; tassel-hung adj. ; tassel-cock,
a game-cock which has a tuft of feathers in place
of the comb; tassel-corn, ( U.S.} the grain ofmaize
borne abnormally on the '

tassel
'

(see 3 a) ; tassel-
flsh, an Australian fish, Polynemus quadridactylus,
the pectoral fins of which terminate in a number
of long threads ; tassel-flower, (a) a tassel-like
flower; spec, the orange, scarlet, or yellowishblossom of Emilia sagillala (Cacalia coccinta},N.O. Composite, or the plant itself; (&) a shrub
or tree of the genus Inga (Cent. Diet. 1891);
tassel-grass, (a) a grass or (?) sedge with pendent
spicules; (b) Ruppia mariti,na, an aquatic herb
of which the seed-vessels are borne on clusters of
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lengthened pedicels; tassel-hyacinth, Muscari

comasum, the stalk and flower of which resemble a

tassel; also called purse-tassel, purple tassels

(Miller Plant-n. 1884) ; tassel-pondweed = tas-

sel-grass (b} (ibid.) ; tassel-stitch, an embroidery

stitch used in forming a fringe, loops of thread

being left, which are afterwards cut ;
tassel-tree

= TASSEL-BUSH (Cent. Diet. 1891); tassel-worm,

a grub which feeds on the tassel of the maize-plant.

01639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist. Ch. Scot. vi. (1677) 47 Every
Chair had a 'Tassel-boord covered with fine Velvet. 1898

Pall Mall G. 3 Feb. 9/1 'Henny' cocks .have won

more battles . . than any other birds, except it be the tassel

cock. 1883 E. L. STURTEVANT in Science I. 234/1 (Vari-

ability of Maize) "Tassel-corn, some of the kernels

heavily, others slightly husked. 1851 R. S. SURTEES

Sponge's Sf. 7Vr(i893) 150 A chased and figured fine gold

brooch, with two pendent 'tassel-drops. 1898 MORRIS

Austral Eng. ,

*
Tassel-fish, a thread-fish of Queensland, of

the genus Polynemus. 1901 T. T. CRITCHELL in Encyct.

Brit. XXXII. no/2 Severaf species
of the tassel fish

(Polynemus macrocohoir}, from which isinglass is procured,
have been taken by fishermen. 1885 G. ALLEN Babylon vi,

Do you know the 'tassel-flower? 1810 SOUTHEY Kehama xni.

xi, 'Tassel-grass, whose silvery feathers play O'ertopping
the young trees. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. V. 336 Sea

Ruppia or Tassel-grass.. has slender, much-branched stems

. . and long slenderbristly leaves with sheaths. 1850 TENNY-
SON In Mem. cii, The low love-language of the bird In

native hazels 'tassel-hung. 1901 Daily Chron. 9 Sept. 3/6
A number of the "tassel-makers were independently inter-

viewed in their own homes while at work. . . "Tassel-making
is one of the three worst paid of the various home industries

open to sweating. 1881 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needle-

work 194/2 "Tassel Stitch, a stitch used to make a looped
fringe as an edging to Embroideries.

Tassel, torsel (tie-s'l, tf-s'l, t/-js'l), sb* Arch.
Also 7-9 tossel, 9 tassal. [a. OF. tassel, mod.F.

tasseau, = It. tassello a bit of stone or wood to

stop a hole, : L. taxillus a small die. The form
torsel app. arises from workmen's lengthening of

the vowel in losse!,] A short board or 'templet'

placed under the end of a beam or other timber

where it rests on brickwork or stonework.

1631 in E. B. Jupp Carpenters' Co. (1887) 301 The making
of all mantletrees tassels and foptepaces of timber. 1654
Ibid. 316 That no Timber, .be laid in Chimneys except the
mantle trees Tassells and Discharges. 1667 PRIMATT City
ff C. Build. 82 Allow six foot of Timber for every Chimney,
for Mantle-trees and Torsels. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc.

264 When you lay any Timber on Brick-work, as Torsels
for Mantle-Trees to lye on. 18*3 P. NICHOLSON Pract.
Build. 595 Torsel, a piece of wood laid into a wall for the
end of a timber or beam to rest on. 1841-76 GWILT Archil.

Gloss., Tassal, Tassel, Torsel, or Tossel, the plate of timber
for the end of a beam or of a joist to rest on.

Tassel (tie-s'l), v. Also 4 tassil, 5 tacel,
8 tassel, [f. TASSEL rf.l]
1. trans. To furnish or adorn with or as with

a tassel or tassels.

\npa.pple. in Her. indicating that the tassel or tassels are
of a tincture different from that of the rest of the bearing.
1 a 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1079 A robe.. With orfrays

leyd was everydel, . . And with a bend of gold tasseled.
c 1386 Millers T. 65 By hir girdel heeng a purs of lether
Tasseled with grene and perled with latoun. 14. . Sir
Beues (MS. N.) 3777 + 7 Tacellid wi(> rosys off syluyr bryjt.
1571 BOSSEWELL Armorie n. 92 He beareth Argente, a pursse
gules, doble tasseled d'azure. 1794 Land. Gaz. No. 6290/2A Velvet.. Cushion edged and tasselled with Gold. 1894
Blackw. Mag. Sept. 317/2 The blond sallow tasselled itself

with gold.

2. intr. Of maize and sugar-cane : To form
'
tassels ', to flower, bloom. Chiefly U. S.
1785 WASHINGTON Writ. (1891) XII. 227 It [Indian corn)

should be kept clean and well worked . . till it shoots and
tassels at least. 1881 NICHOLSON Fr. Sword to Share xxii.

153 Cane grew.. almost everywhere .. at altitudes up to
3,000 feet above sea-level, at half that height it ceased to
Blossom or tassel.

Hence Ta'sselling, ta-sseling vbl. sb. (also toner.
work composed of tassels) and ppl. a.

1819 A nniversary, Beatrice 232 She couches in the pleached
bower Which tasselling honeysuckles deck. 1881 NICHOLSON
Fr. Sword to Share xxix. 222 In November the cane tops
will throw out a feathery, dove-coloured blossom, called
tasselling. 1001 Westm. Gaz. 12 July 7/3 The sides of the
stairs., are. .finished off with gold tasselling.

Tassel, obs. form of TEASEL, TERCEL.

Ta-sselated,///. a. rare- 1
, [f. assumed vb.

*tasselate
(f. TASSEL sb.1 + -ATE 3) + -ED l

: cf.

tessellated, castellated, foliated, etc.]
= TASSELLED.

c 1860 B. HARTE My Otherself in Fiddletown, etc. (1873)
127 There was no rustle of the tasselated com.
Tassel-bush, (tse-s'lbn/). [f. TASSEL j*.i +
BUSH rf.i] The common name in America of an
evergreen shrub, Garrya elliptica, a native of Cali-

fornia, Mexico, Cuba, and Jamaica : so called from
its

elegant long drooping catkins.
1891 in Cent. Diet. 1900 Field Dec. 972/1 The Tassel

Bush . .is an evergreen bush from California, the tip of every
young growth being now laden with clusters, or bunches of
soft-grey tassels or catkins, that give to it a very distinct
and ornate appearance.
Tasselet

(tse-selet, -e:t). [f. TASSEL sb.1 + -ET.]A diminutive tassel.

1577 HARRISON England n. v. (1877) i. 121 Two mantels.,
with laces, tasselets, and knops of blue silk.

Tassel-gentle, tassel-hawk : see TEBCEL.
Tassell, obs. form of TEASEL, TERCEL.

TASTE.

Tasselled, -eled (tse-s'ld),///. a.
[f. TASSEL

sb. 1 or v. + -ED.] a. Furnished or adorned with or
as with a tassel or tassels; of a person, wearing a
tassel or tassels, b. Formed into, or

resembling
in some way, a tassel or tassels

; of a fern, having
divisions like tassels at the apex of each frond.
a. 1611 COTGH., Houpe. . tufted, or tasselled. c 1633 MIL.

TON Arcades 57 Ere the..tasselld horn Shakes the hieti
thicket, haste I all about. 1784 COWPER Task n. 749 The
tasseled cap and the spruce band. 1808 SKURRAY Bidcombe
Hill 49 Not long ago, on Cherwell's banks we rov'd, Link'd
arm in arm, like other tassell'd youths. 1841-4 EMERSON
Ess. Ser. i. xi. (1876) 263 You shall still see. .the tasselled

grass, or the corn-flags.
b. 1881 Garden 29 Apr. 301/3 A very elegant Hare's-foot

Fern, having the long graceful fronds tasselled at the tips.

Tasseller, -eler (tae-seb.i.tae's'bi). [f. TASSEL
v. + -ER l

;
cf. OF. taseleor.]

1 1. One who makes tassels. Obs. rare.

1301 Rolls o/Parlt. I. 248/2 Matilda la Taselere. Ibid
155/2 Gilbert le Taselere.

2. One who wears a cap with a tassel ; f gold
tasseller, a nobleman who is a member of a uni-

versity, distinguished by his academic cap having a
tassel of gold thread : cf. TASSEL sb.l 2, quot. 1755.
1846 LANOOR Citation Shuts. Wks. II. 285/2 The worst

question to any gold tasseller is,
' How do you do? 1

Ta-sselly, -ely, a. [f. TASSEL sbl + -Y.]
Characterized by or abounding in tassels.
1611 COTGR., Houpelu . . lockie, tassellie, tufted. 1901

Elizabeth Sr Genii. Card. 164 Four little podgy, buttony
tasselly red chairs.

Tasset. Archsol. Only in pi. tassets (toe-sets).

[ad. F. tassette, in OF. tassete : see TASSE ji.i]
In //. = tosses : see TASSE j*.l (App. only in recent

archaeological or romantic use.)
1834 PLANCHE Brit. Costume 241 Tassets and cuishes,

composed of several plates instead of one, are seen upon the
thigh. 1871 LONGF. Wayside Inu m. Charlemagne 49 His
greaves And tassets were of iron. 1876 H. AINSWORTH
Leaguer ofLatham (1878) 32 Both were accoutred in steel

breastplates and tassets.

II Tassette (tsese-t). [Fr. dim. of lease, TASS 2
:

see -ET.] A small pointed infusible earthenware

cone, used in gets of three to support objects in

a kiln or muffle, in place of a stilt or triangle.
1891 in Cent. Diet.

Tasshel, obs. form of TASSEL rf.i

Tassie (tie-si). Sc. [dim. of TASS -
: see -IE.]A small cup or '

tass '.

l^.. Homely Ballad (in Bums' Poems (1834) II. 229 >w/V),
Ye 11 bring me here a pint of wine, A server and a silver
lassie. 1788 BURNS My Bonie Mary'i, a 1810 in Cromek
Kern. Nithsdale Song 94 But here's my Jean's health i' the

siller-lipped-tassie t

Tassil, -ill, obs. forms of TEASEL, TERCEL.
Tastable : see TASTEABLE.
Taste (t?'st), J*.l Forms: 4-8 taat, 4-5

taast, 4-6 (St. -7) talst, (6 St. test), 5- taste,

[a. OF. tost touching, touch, = It. taste a feeling,
a touch, a trial, a taste (Florio) ; f. OF. faster (mod.
F. tater), It. tastare : see TASTE v. Cf. also OF.

taste, It. tas/a, a surgical probe.]
I. tl- The sense of touch, feeling (with the

hands, etc.) ; the act of touching, touch. Obs.

[1191 BRITTON in. ii. \ 13 Et puis soynt chargez qe eles..

enquergent de la femme qe se fet enceynte par tast de soen
ventre et de ses mameles.] 13.. Cursor M. 542 (Cott,) pis
vnder wynd him gis his aand, J>e erth be tast, to fele and
faand. 141* tr. Stcrtta Secret., Priv. Priii. 208 The taste

is a commyn witte, Spraden throgh the body, but hit

Shewylh hym most by the handys..; by that witte we
knowen hote, colde, dry, moyste, and other Suche thynges.
c 1430 Pilfr. Lyf Manhode l. Ixxii. (1869) 42 At the taast,
and at the sighte, at the smellinge, and at the sauouringe,
bred and wyn it may seeme.

1 2. A trying, testing ;
a trial, test, examination.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xn. 131 Kynde witle cometh of al-

kynnes siltes, . . of tastes of treutbe, and of deceytes. 1586-7
O. ELIZ. in Four C. Eng. Lett. (1880) 30 To make tast of

the greatest witz amongs myowne, and then of French and
last of you. 1605 SHAKS. Lear i. ii. 47, I hope for my
Brothers iustification, hee wrote this but as an essay, or

taste of my Vertue. 1663 Flagtllutn, or 0. Cromwell (1672)
1 55 To appoint a Tast or Recognition of the Government,

t b. A trial, an attempt. Obs. rare '.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 5400 He wende
haue taken be toun in hast, Bot he failled of his tast.

II. f3. The act of tasting, or perceiving the

flavour of a thing with the organ of taste (sense 4) ;

the fact of being tasted. Obs.

13. . Coer de L. 3075 When he has a good tast, And eeten

weel a good repast. 1340-70 Alex, ff Dind. 357 f>ere-of we
taken a tast what time )>at vs nedeb. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C.

l. 228 Tauerners ' a tast for nouht
'

tolden |>e same, 1579
LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 176 For before the tast of the Gospel
I was worse then a beast. 1591 SHAKS. Rom. * Jnl. II. vi.

13 The sweetest honey Is loathsome in his owne delicious-

nesse, And in the taste confoundes the appetite. 1667 MIL-

TON P. L. i. 2 The Fruit Of that Forbidden Tree, whose
mortal tast Brought Death into the World, and all our woe.

176* ENTICK London IV. 367 They obtained a grant of. .the

taste and assize of bread.

b. transf. The means of tasting ; hence, such a

small quantity as admits of being tasted ;
a very

small quantity (esp. of alcoholic drink), a sip.

1530 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 91 He
sent for the last of wyne. .dew to him of every hoggshed.
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15. . Aberdeen Rfg. (Jam.), And send one taist of the wvne
|

to the yerll of Rothea. 1723 S. SKWALL Diary 4 Apr,, My
wife sent them a Taste of Tier Dinner. 1888 *

R. BOLDRE- i

WOOD '

Robbery under Anns xxxvlii. Bring me a taste of ,

eroe. will ye? 1004 in Eng, Dial, Diet, [from Scotl., Ire).,
J

N.Engl.].
C. Jig. A slight experience, received or given ;

a

slight show or sample of any condition or quality.
1390 GOWER Con/. II. 373 Whanne I beclippe hire on the

wait, Yit ate leste I stele a tast. 15*6 Filer. Per/. (W, de
!

W. 1531) 234 Thai is none other thynge but a taste how
swete our lord Jesu is. 1586 DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625)

Aijb, Socrates in his cradle had no taste of his after-wUe-
dome. <:i595 CAPT. WVATT A*. HuMey's Voy. W. Ind.

(Hakl. Soc.) 40 Most of them having* somejittle tast of

the Spanish tounge. 1669 PEXN No Cross xxi. 39 A soul

Mortified to the World, and quickned to some Tasts of a

Supernatural Life. 18*5 LAM B Elia, Ser. n. Superannuated
Mtin, Where was. .the promised rest? Before I had a taste

of it, it was banished. 1897 A. MORRISON Dorrington Deed-
box i, My first taste ofgrouse-shooting was a completesuccess.

d. A taste (advb.) : eollotj. to a small but per-

ceptible degree ; slightly ; a little. Cf. BIT $b* 5.

1894 HALL CAINE Manxman \. v, Aisy ! Your legs a taste

higher, sir, just to keep the pickle off your trousers. Ibid.

in. xii,
'

Nancy will tidy the room a taste ', she said coaxingly.

4. The faculty or sense by which that particular

quality of a thing described in 5 is discerned, the

organs of which are situated chiefly in the mouth ;

one of the five bodily senses.

c 1380 WYCLIP Sertn. Sel. Wks. I. 87 Whan ber tast is

freisne, for to juge be eoodnesse, and after whan bei ben
drunken and ber taist failib, banne he puttib wers wyn. c 1394
P. PI. Crede 537 panne haue y tynt all my tast touche and
assaie 1 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. in. xx. (1495) d vj b/2,
The taast is a wytte of knowynge sauours. 1587 MASCALL
Coot. Cattle, //orw (1627)111 Sometimes a horse will loose

his tast, which commeth of sorrow. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L.
it. vii. 166 Second childishnesse, and meere obliuion, Sans

teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans eucry thing. 1680 MORDEN
Geog. Rect.^Germany (1685) 119 Fruits more pleasant to the

sight or tast. 1861 HULMB tr. Moquin-Tandon n. i. 49
Taste is a species of touch of still more delicate character.

1884 Cornh. Mag. Dec. 620 Taste, -is not equally distributed

over the whole surface of the tongue alike.

b. Out of taste> not able to distinguish flavours.

a 1541 WYATT Sonnets xviii, And if I have, after such

bitterness, One drop of sweet, my mouth is out of taste.

1646 JENKYN RemoraiQ Thepalat..isput out of taste. 1729
SWIFT Direct. Servants^ Footman p 28 Your mistress will

confess that her mouth is out of taste.

5. That quality or property of a body or sub-

stance which is perceived when it is brought into

contact with certain organs of the mouth, etc., esp.

the tongue ; savour, sapidity ; the particular sensa-

tion excited by anything in this manner.

1381 WYCLIF Jtr, xlviii. ii Therfore abod stille his tast in

hym. and his smel is not chaungid. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839)

xxviu 273 Full gode fissch.. of right goode tast. (71430
LYDO. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 15 Damysyns wiche withe

her taste delyte. 1535 COVERDALE Wisd. xvi. 2 A new &
straunge taist. 1594 PLAT Jewell-no, n. 1 1 A far more Huely
& penetratiue tast. 1603 TIMME Quersit. i. v. 10 Diuers

kindes of saltes . . haue diuers tastes. 1701 J. PURCELL
Cholick (1714) 87 The acid Taste of this Recrement, and
its coagulating of Milk, are undoubted. 1800 tr. Lagrange*$
Chem. II. 74 Iron, .has a styptic taste, very sensible. 1857
MILLER Elem, Chem. (1862) III. 161 Sometimes^ wine ac-

I a

__. Of
deeth. 1579 ^VLY Enphues (Arb.) 176 How comfortable is

the feeling and tast of grace, 1605 SHAKS. Mac&, v. v. 9, I

haue almost forgot the taste of Feares. 1720 MRS. MANLEY
Power ofLove (1741) III- 187 All the Favours upon Earth,
from the greatest Beauties could have no Taste for Roderigo.

1904 Daily News 14 Dec. 5 The poems leave a nasty taste

in the mouth j the taste of a snarl and a sneer.

fb. Odour, scent, smell. 06s.

CI4OO Destr, Troy 1668 pat smelt is & smethe, smellis full

swete, With taste for to toucbe the tabull aboute. ?<: 1475

Sqr* lowe Degre 850 Frankensence and olibanum That
whan ye slepe the taste may come.

IH. f 6 Mental perception of quality ; judge-

ment, discriminative faculty. Obs. exc. as in 8.

i$..*Cursor M. 11327 (Cott.) pis symeon bat had his tast

Toched o be hali gast. a 1435 Ibid. 18889 (Trin.) pe salmes

seib bi good taast His wonynge shulde be wilde & waast.

150* ATKYNSON tr. De Imitatione \. xxii. 171 Thou hast no

spirituall tast. itioa DRYDEN St. Euremont's Ess. 350 If so

be they demand of me . . more than discretion in Commerce,
and a taste in Confidence.

7. The fact or condition of liking or preferring

something; inclination, Uking^/fer; f appreciation.
c 1477 CAXTON Jason 72 Therfore wille thou . . employ thy

corage after the taste of our desires. 155* Godly Prayers in

Liturg. Serv. Q. l/s.(iB^ 253 That we. .may have some
taste and feeling for it in our hearts. ?cxs8o T. HACKET
Treas. Amadis 236 She hath somewhat a regarde to things
that are agaynst my owne taste. 1635 N. R. Camden's Hist.

Eliz, ir. 153 From the time that I had any tast of Religion.

1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 93 P 13 A Man that has a Taste of

Musick, Painting, or Architecture, 17*7 POPE, etc. Art of
Sinking 73 The taste of the bathos is implanted by nature

itself in the soul of man. 17*8 SWIFT Intelligencer No. 3 f 3
Whoever hath a taste for true humour. 1791 MRS. INCH BALD

Simp. Story III. .70 She had acquired a taste for those

) b. Enjoyment, pleasure,
'
relish'. Const, in, of.

1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies ill. ix. 150

He found not in himselfe any disposition to goe to any other

place, nor to take any taste in any thing, a 1716 BLACKALL
Wks. (1723)!. 15 The Happiness of a Man's life consists not
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in the Abundance of the things that he possesses. . But in the
taste and relish that he has of them.

c. transf* The object of one's liking or preference.
1739 G. STONE in Bucdeuck MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I.

392 White beauties, .are the taste of the Irish nation.

8. The sense of what is appropriate, harmonious,
or beautiful ; esp. discernment and appreciation of

the beautiful in nature or art
; spec, the faculty of

perceiving
and enjoying what is excellent in art,

literature, and the like.

1671 MILTON P. K. iv. 347 Sion's songs, to all true tasts

excelling Where God h> praib'd aright. 1694 CoNGREVK
Double Dealer i. ii, No, no, hang him, he has no Taste. 1711
ADDISON Sfact. No. 409 pi Rules. .how we may acquire
that fine Taste of Writing, which is so much talked of

among the Polite World. 1768 W. C.II.MN Ess. Prints 160

There is a fine taste in his landskips. 1776 SIR J. REYNOLDS
Disc. Art (1778) 311, I have mentioned taste in dress,
which is certainly one of the lowest subjects to which this

word is
applied. 1784 J. BARRY in Led, Paint, ii. (1848) 108

The word Taste, as applied to objects of vision, . . means . .

that quick discerning faculty or power of the mind by which
we accurately distinguish the good, bad, or indifferent.

a 1834 COLERIDGE Treat. Method \. (1849) 16 A fine Musical
taste is soon dissatisfied with the Harmonica, or any similar

instrument of glass or steel. 1835 USB Pkilos. Manvf. 254
Taste is displayed both in the forms and grouping of the

figures, and the disposition of the colours. 1850 W. IRVING
Goldsmith xxvii. 268 The latter part of the year 1768 had
been made memorable in the world of taste by the institution

of the Royal Academy of Arts. 187* MINTO Eng. Prose
Lit. Introd. 29 The;word/aj/. ->n its wider sense is equiva-
lent to artistic sensibility, . . in its narrower sense it may be

expressed as artistic judgment.
b. Style or manner exhibiting aesthetic discern-

ment
; good or bad aesthetic quality ;

the style or

manner favoured in any age or country.
1739 LAHELYE Short Ace. Piers Westm. Br. 44 The People

who design 'd and executed London-Bridge, and other Bridges
in the same Taste. 1755 Compl. Lett.-writer (1759) 227 Her
own old-fashioned breast-plate in the taste of the last century.

1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe xxviii, A rich habit, which partook more
of the Eastern taste than that of Europe. 18*6 DISRAELI

Moorish taste.

IV. 9. attrib. and Comb. t ^&taste-area^ -centre,

-fibre y
-meter \ taste-pleasing adj.; taste-beaker,

-bud, -bulb, -goblet, one of the flask-shaped
bodies in the epithelium of the tongue, believed to

be organs of taste ; taste-cell : see quot. ; taste-

corpuscle ^ taste-cell \ taste-cup, -pit, one of the

minute pits found on the epipharynx of an insect,

having in the centre a peg, the termination of a

nerve ; taste-hair, one of the setae or bristles, near

the mouth of an insect or other arthropod, sup-

posed to be organs of taste ; t taste-paper, in the

(old) Greats examination at Oxford, the paper in

which passages were set from the classical authors

for critical and exegetical treatment.

1901 E. B. TITCHENER Exper. Psychol. I. iv. 64 Each
papilla carries a number of *

taste-beakers, clusters of taste-

cells and supporting cells, which constitute the specific end-

organs of taste. 1883 Science^ I. 232/2 The 'taste-bulbs,

numbering 700 or more, lying in the papillary wall of the

valla. 1888 J.G.MMtEMDHicKina9V/.tt*.XXIlI. 79/2
The terminal organs of taste consist of peculiar bodies

named taste-bulbs or taste-goblets. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med.
Did. s.v. Taste,

*
Taste-cells^ spindle-shaped or staff-shaped

cells in the interior of the taste-bulbs. 1891 Cent. Diet.,

*Ta$tt-center, the gustatory nervous center, located by
Ferrier in the gyrus uncinatus of the brain. 1898 PACKARD
Text-bk. Entomol. 45 The structure and armature of the

epipharyngeal surface even besides the *taste-pits, *taste-

cups, and rods, is very varied. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med.
VI. 793 Whether the *taste-fibres pass by the second or third

divisions of the nerve. 1905 Jrnl. R. Micros. Soc. Apr.
180 "Taste-hairs, homologous with Kraepelin's taste-hairs in

Muscidse, are found in various orders of insects. 1814
COLERIDGE in Cottle Remin. (1837) II. 211 This *taste-

meter to the fashionable world, gives a ludicrous portrait
ofan African belle. 1860 HUGHES Tom Brown at Oxf. xxiv,
In the *taste paper.., as they compare notes, he seems to

have almost struck the bull's eye in his answers. 1898

*Taste-pit [see taste-cup}, a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia i, (1632) 8

A place cunningly set with trees of the most *tast-pleasing

fruits*

Taste (t?'st), sb* U. S. local. [Origin un-

ascertained.] A kind of narrow thin silk ribbon

used for edge-binding : now commonly called

taffeta-binding. See also WiH&-tasie.

1847 in WKBSTKR. 01889 *' A - ? BARNARD in New
Haven (Conn.) Palladium 18 Apr., If. .Mrs. S. has any
taste she will oblige me by sending me half a yard, no

matter of what color, so it be not black.

Taste (Wst), v. Forms : 3-5 tasten, (3 taatl,

4 tasty, taaste, 4-6 taast, 4-8 tast, 4-7 taist,

6 Sc. test, 7 teast), 4- taste. [ME. tasten,

a. OF. tasl-er to touch, feel (nth c.), in 13-

I4th c. also to taste, mod.F. Idler to feel, touch,

try, taste, - Pr., OSp. tastar, It. tastare to feel,

handle, touch, grope for, try (Florio) : Com.
Romanic or late pop.L. *tastare, app. from *tax-

tare:*taxilare, freq. of taxart to touch, feel,

handle (Gellius, etc.) : see TAX v.]

I. Of touch, feeling, or experience generally.

1 1. trans. To try, examine, or explore by touch ;

to feel ; to handle. Ot>s.

TASTE.

1190 .SV. Miiliatl 311 in S. Enf. Llf. I. 308 With bat
finguer he wole hit tasli }if it is a-rijt i-wroujt. c 1330 R.
BRUNNE Citron. Wace (Roll.) 9011 He tasted his pous,..He
seide he knew his medycyn. 1330 Amit n Amil. 1401

Inches.
.1 hat gun to tasty hU wounde. 1300 COWER Can/.

III. 315 Ihis noble clerk, with alle hasle Began the veines
forto taste. ullOurm Ovid's Met. x. vii, She loke hardyne^
for the derknes, and tabled the wayc en the ryght side &
lyft. 1515 I.I). Bonn J-'roiu. Il.xxxviii. 11; The men of
armes entrc into the dykes,. .and tasted the dyke with their
scares, and passed ouer to the fote of the alL 1648 CA.SHAW Dclighti Muses, MKUI'S Z)./ii2 With a uuiv'rine
coynesse tasts the strings.

t b. intr. To feel, touch
; to grope. Obi

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvu. 147 pe fyngres. .Bitoknelh
lOthlylw sone..pat toched and tasted atte lechynge of be
paume. c 1450 Merlin xxxiii. 681 She be-gan to taste softly
till he fill on slepe. 1481 CAXTON Ktynard xii. (Arb.) 27

Isegrym
. . crope a lityl in, and tasted here and there, and at

laste he sayde. .what I seche I fynde not. 1483 G. de la
Tour F ij b, He tasted aboute & founde well that the dcde
was trewe.

f c. trans. To come into contact with, to touch.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Ttav. 18 Such as haue the Scuruy..

so soone as they taste the shore. .eat three-leafed-grasse.

t2. trans. To put to the proof; to
try,

test. Oil.

13.. Cursor M. 12034 (G6tt) pc warlou will.. wold him
tast wid sin, To witt if he had part him in. e 1450 LOVELICH
Grail lii. 603 He lyht Adown..and tasted his harneis ID
that stede, bat it scholde not faille wlianne he hadd nede.

1585-6 SIR T. SHERLEY in Leycester Corr. (Camden) 174, I

vnowgbt to tast her afTectyon unto your lordship. 1615
CHAPMAN Odyss. xxi. 211 And he now began To taste the
bow. 1670 COTTON Espernon n. v. 206 Him he first tasted

by Lafin, the same who had made himself a Mediator be-

twixt the Duke of Espernon and 1'Esdiguicres in Provence.

b. spec. : see quots.
1711 W. SUTHERLAND Shipbuild. Assist. 164 Tasting of

Plank or Timber, chipping of it with an Addice to try the
Defects. 1850 Rudim. Navir. (Weale) 155 Tasting of
plank or timber, chipping it with an adze, or 'boring it with
a small augur, for the purpose of ascertaining its quality,

t O. To attempt, try to do something. 06s. rare.

CI33O R. BRUNNE Ckron. Wace (Rolls) 13834 On many
manere ilk ober tasted Ilk ober to slo, ilk op*r to wounde.
^1450 Merlin xxxii. 649 He caste a-wey bis clubbe and
tasted to chacche the kynge in his armes.

3. Jig. To have experience or knowledge of; to

experience, feel ; to have a slight experience of.

Often (in later use perh. always) fig. from 4.

a 1300 Cursor M. 18940 Als gaf to bairn be haligast Alkin
wiit to tuche and tast. c 1380 WYCLIP Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 1 26

He shal not taaste be longedeb. 1576 FLEMING PanopL Epist.
35 In ciuil commotions all thinges are miserable:.. this our

present age also hath oftentimes tasted. 1630 R. Johnson's
Kingd. ff Commiv. 138 [The Gaules] who from Caesars time
till then, had not tasted the force of a forren power. 1693
Humours Town A ij b, You have tasted the Pleasures of
the Town. 1717 OCKLEV in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 353,
I enjoy more repose here than I have tasted these many
years. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. iv. 207 John Knox, who
was just returned from tasting the tender mercies of France
as a galley.slave.

fb. To have carnal knowledge of. 06s.

x6zi SHAKS. Cymb. n. iv. 57 If you can mak 't apparant
That you have tasted her in Bed ; my hand, And Ring is

yours, a 1630 T. CAREW Poems (1651) 32 So shall thou be

despis'd, fair Maid, When by the sated lover tasted. 1751
YOUNG Brothers iv. i, What, see, talk, touch, nay taste her !

II. Of the special sense that resides in the

tongue and palate.
4. trans. To perceive by the sense of taste ; to

perceive or experience the taste or flavour of.

1340-70 Alex, ft Dind. 952 In menskinge of moub mtrbe
we hauen, In tendere touchinge of bing, & tastinge of

swete. c 1375 Cursor M. 23456 (Fairf.) In bis werlde has
men liking . . squete spiceri to tast \Cott. fell] & smelle.

6-1430 LYOG. Min. Poems 14 Wellys most holsom of savour,
For to be tasted of every governour. c 1440 Promf. Parv.

487/1 Taastyn, gusto. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Sam. xix. 35 This

daye am I foure score yeare olde. How shulde l-..taist
what 1 eate or drynke ? 159* SHAKS. Rom. <y Jut. i. iii. 30
When it did tast the Worme-wood. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.
Hist. (1776) VI. 242 When once it has tasted human flesh, it

never desists from haunting those places where it expects
the return of its prey. 1909 Daily Citron. 17 Nov. 8/4 She
said the smells were so bad that they coutd be tasted as

well as smelt.

t b. Jig. To perceive or recognize as by the

sense of taste. Obs.

1583 BABINGTON Commattdm. i. 10 Euen a world it is to see

how all, as dead, doo tast no sinne in it. 1591 HARINGTON
Or/. Fur. Pref. f viij b, Three syllabled wordes . . which who
mislike, may tast lamp oyle with their cares. 1616 B. JONSON
Devil an Ass I. vi, Nay, then I taste a Trick in 't.

c. atsol. or intr. To experience or distinguish

flavours ; to have or exercise the sense of taste.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 181 pey..mowe nober

see ne hire, ne taste, ne smelle. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems

(S. T. S.) xxxi. 18 No wit salbe degest. To heir, se, smell,

nor test 1601 SHAKS. Twel. If. i. v. 98 O, you are sickc of

selfe-loue, Maluolio, and taste with a distemper 'd appetite.

Mod. I have got a very bad cold, and can neither taste nor

smell.

5. trans/, (trans.) To perceive by some other

sense, esp. smell. Now only poet, or dial.

1656 EARL MONM. Advt.fr. Parnass. 380 Would you have

men taste the odoriferousness of those Aromaticks which you
..have brought from the Indies? 1674 RAY N. C. Words,
To Tast ; i. e. to smell in the North. 1796 PEGGE Derbicisms

(E.D.S.), Taste, to smell, in the North. See Ray. You

commonly ask a person to taste your snuff. 1819 KEATS
Isabella ix, I must taste the blossoms that unfold In its ripe

warmth this gracious morning lime. 1844 KINCLAKE ESthm.

ii. (1878) 25 To taste the cold breath of the earliest morn.



TASTE.

6. To try the flavour or quality of by the sense

of taste ;
to put a small quantity of (something)

into the mouth in order to ascertain the flavour

etc. ; spec, to test the quality of by tasting, for trade

purposes.
Also absol.

a. 1300 Cursor M. 13403 (Cott.) pai fild a cupp ban son in

hast, And gaf it be architricline to tast. Ibid. 16773 (Gott.

pat bitter drinc..He tasted it, bot noght he dranc. 138!

WYCLIF Rom. xi. 16 If a litil part of that that is tastid be

hooli, the hool gobet is hooli. 1535 COVERDALE JWxxxiv. ;

For like as the mouth tasteth [1382 WYCLIF bi tast demetb
the meates, so the eare proueth & discerneth the wordes. 1558

HULOET, Taste afore or fyrste, prolibo. 1604 in Eng. Gilds

(1870) 435 The ale teaster to least the ale before they sell it.

1769 COOK Voy. round World \. iii. (1773) 44 Having tasted

the liquor, they returned it, with strong expressions of dis-

gust. 1837 WHITTOCK, etc. Bk. Trades (1842) 441 Thissystem
of tasting constitutes the acme of the great Teaman's trade.

b. intr. with of: see ua.
C. spec, (trans.) To test or certify the whole-

someness of (food provided) by tasting it; also

absol. to act as taster to a person. Msofig.
1595 SHAKS. John v. vi. 28 How did he take it [poison]?
Who did taste to him f 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa Introd.

32 He [the emperor] is tasted vnto, not before, but after he

hath eaten and drunke. 1678 DRYDEN Allfor Love i. i. 15

Thou and I, Like Time and Death, marching before our

Troops, May taste fate to e'm ; Mowe e'm out a passage. 1681

SOUTHERNS Loyal Brother I. i, True, I make bold To taste

their letters to 'era, as they pass Through my Employment.
d. fig. To make trial of as by the sense of taste ;

to try the quality of. Also with obj. cl., and absol.

or intr. Cf. sense 2.

1381 WYCUF Ps. xxxiii. 9 [xxxiv. 8] Tastith, and seeth, for

sweete is the Lord. 1390 GOWER Con/. II. 395 Mi fader,

nay ; bot I have tasted In many a
place

as I nave go, And
yit love I nevere on of tho. 1597 MORLEY Introd. Musicke

Annot,, Who hath tasted the firste elements of musicke.

1601 B. JONSON Poetaster v. iii, Then come home, And taste

a piece of Terence. 1819 KEATS Isabella xlix, Q turn thee

to the very tale, And taste the music of that vision pale.

1896 MRS. CAFFYN Quaker Grandmother 294 She waited

breathlessly to taste the quality of her mercy.

7. To have or take a taste of (food or drink) ;

to take only as much as is sufficient to try or per-
ceive the taste of, to eat or drink a little; but

often by meiosis, simply for
'
eat

'

or ' drink '.

Negatively, not to taste not even to taste, not to

eat or drink at all. Alsoftg. to get a '
taste

'
of.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12559 (Cott.) Nober durst bai drinc ne

etc, Ne brek bair brede, ne tast bair mes Til he war cummen
til bair des. 1381 WYCLIF Luke^ xiv. 24, I seie to 3ou, for

noone of tho men that ben clepid, scbal taaste my souper.
1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S. T. Sj I. 69 Of
mony things we sal taist a few as we may. 1694 QUARLES
Job xi. Medit. 35 Wisdom digests, what knowledge did but
tast. 1653 WALTON Angler i. 2, I often, .taste a cup of Ale

Pleasure], And tastes it as it goes. 1853 KINGSLEY Hypatia
x, He had tasted no food since noon the day before.

b. absol. or intr. ellipt. for
'
taste wine or alco-

holic drink
'

; to take a little drink. Sc.

1813 GALT R. Gilhaize v. (E.D.D.), He pressed my grand*
father to taste. 1901 S. MACNAUGHTON Fortune of Chr.
M'Nab ii, 'Thank you', said Christina, 'I do not taste'.

Mod. Sc. Will you not taste ? Do you never taste ?

8. To like the taste of (usually_/?.) ; to relish,

approve of, enjoy, like, take pleasure in
; in earlier

use sometimes in neutral sense: to appreciate.
Now arch, or dial.

1605 EARL OF SALISBURY in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) 81 This [proposal] was at first but little tasted
by them, a 1617 BAYNE On Eph. i. (1634) 244 Many..
taste their pottage, like Esau, better than their birth-

right 1614 BEDELL Lett. iv. 81 A more sensible proofe
how the Pope tastes these Titles. 1751 CHATHAM Lett.
Nephew ii. 6, I hope you love and taste those authors
[Homer and Vergil] particularly. 1768 EARL HARDWICKE
Let. 17 May, The king seemed to taste the Duke of Grafton,
and commended his parts. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson 2 Apr.
an. 1775, If 1 wondered at Johnson not tasting the works of
Mason and Gray, still more have I wondered at their not
tasting his works. 1805 MRS. R. TRENCH in Kern. (1862) 170
Mad. de Se'vigne', whom for the first time I really taste and
admire. 1879 GEO. ELIOT Theo. Such i. 10 The work. .1 am
told is much tasted in a Cherokee translation. 1896

' IAN
MACLAREN Kate Carnegie 33 The story was much tasted
by our guard s admirers.

9. intr. Of a substance : To have a taste of a
specified or implied kind

; to produce a certain
taste in the mouth

; to have a taste or flavour of.
I55 HULOET, Tastynge or castynge an yll taste or sauoure,

virosut. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 66 Blacke as soote and

taste of the Caske. jMi'CHETHAM Angie'r'"s'isade"m.'xxSx.
i (1689) 253 It will make him to tast very sour. 1719

SJWIFT Direct. Servants, Cook T 26 If your butter tastes of
brass, it is your master's fault. 1871 CALVERLEY Proverb.
Philos. in Verses * Transl. (ed. 4) 95 Let him drink deeply. .

,nor grumble if it tasteth of the cork. Mod. The milk has
begun to turn i it tastes rather sour.

.

b- fig- To produce a particular effect upon the
mind or

feelings; to partake of the nature, char-
acter, or quality of; to savour of.

"""37J 19 "is Behaviour tasting after the
French manner. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. Vln, n. iiL 89 How
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tasts it? Is it bitter? 16x1 SANDERSON Semi. I. 179 This

ungodly king Ahab ; see how all that come of him, taste of

him. 1840 CLOUGH Difsychus Poems (1892) 109 The place,

the air Tastes of the nearer north.

t c. trans. To savour of. Sc. Obs.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 417 Ony thing

. .of him said that taisted not 111 talk, haitred, and Invie.

t 10. To cause a pleasant taste in (the mouth) ;

to affect (the palate) agreeably; hence fig. to please,

suit, be agreeable to. (Orig. intr. with dative obj. ;

in quot. 1672 with to.) Obs.

111586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1622) 352 Bitter griefs tastes

mee best, pain is my ease. 1614 HEYWOOD Gunaik. viu. 383
When wholesome foode would not tast their mouths, they
devised sweet meates to realish their pallat.s. 1631 Maid
of West m. Wks. 1874 II. 299 Call for what wine best tasts

you. 1672 MARVELL Reh. Transf. I. 184 Nothing less will

taste to your palate.

11. To impart a taste or flavour to
;
to flavour ;

alsoJig. Now rare.

a 1577 GASCOIGNE Flowers Wks. (1587) 40 A salad or a

sauce, to tast your cates withal!. 1508 B. JONSON Ev. Man
in Hum. i. iv, We will have a bunch of radish and salt tc

taste our wine. 1904 J. WELLS J. H. Wilson xxi. 293 All

his teachings were coloured and tasted by the channel

through which they ran.

12. Taste of, a construction used in several senses,

sometimes simply = taste, sometimes = take a taste

of, eat or drink a little of. So taste on (now dial.),

t taste to (obs.).
In some cases, as in quots. 1526 in b and c, perhaps a

literalism of translation (not found in the Vulgate, Wyclif,
or Rhemish N. T.) i but see OF 29 a, and cf. take a taste of.

a. To make trial of by tasting, to try the taste

of; =6. Msofig. arch.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2074 pan pullis him vp be proude

kyng & on be pepire tastis. c 1491 Chast. Goddes Chyld. 1 1

The bee goth and tasteth of many fair floures. c 1550
CHEKB Matt, xxvii. 34 When he had taasted on it [TINDALI
therof], he wold not drink. 1604-63 Inscr. on Ch. Bells in

North Ch. Bells Line. (1882), I sweetly toling men do call

to taste on meats that feeds the soule. 1807 SOUTHEV
Esfriella's Lett. II. 196 We tasted of this bread: it was
dry, but not unpleasant. 1848 J. H. NEWMAN Loss fy Gain
154, I taste of every thing, I depend on nothing.

b. To eat or drink only a little of; with nega-
tive, not to eat or drink at all ;

=
7. Alsoyijf.

13. . K. Alls. 5070 (Bodl. MS.) The kyng. .forbed . . pat non
ne shulde..Of pe water drynk ne taste. 1400 Destr. Troy
6427 The tydis not to taste of bis triet meite. 1536 TINDALB
Luke xiv. 24 None of those men which were bidden shall
tast ofmy supper [/iou TOU 6<iVi-ou]. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. Vf,
n. iii. 79, I craue..that we may Taste of your Wine. 1607
TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 19 Asses are subject to mad-
ness when they have tasted to certain herbs growing neer
Potnias. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 651 Of this Tree we may
not taste nor touch. 1699 DRYDEN Epist. to J. Dryden 61
For age but tastes of pleasures, youth devours. 1765 T.
HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. I. ii. 232 They had but tasted of
the words . . of the gentlemen.

0. To have experience or knowledge of; to feel,

experience ;
=

3.
15*6 TINDALE Matt. xvi. 28 Some there be a monge them

that here stonde, whych shall nott taste of deeth [ou \a\

yevo-iavrai Qaufdrov}, tyll they shall [etc.]. 155* LATIMER
Serin. i,th Sund. Efiph. (1584) 315 b, He himself hath tasted
of al trouble, a 1569 G. CAVENDISH Metr. Vis., Earl of
Essex vi, I ame tastyng on the

payn. 1599 MASSINGER,
etc. Old Law ii. ii, So contentedly, You cannot think un-
less you tasted on't. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 476 Hope here
to taste Of pleasure. 174* GRAY Adversity 6 The Proud
are taught to taste of pain. 1831 HT. MARTINEAU Ireland v.

75 Wherever the population had tasted of oppression.

t d. = 3 b. Obs.

1607 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. n. ii, I do embrace this season
for the fittest To tast of that yong Lady.

e. See 9, 9 b.

Tasteable, tastable (tfi-stab'l), a. Also
6 tastible. [In ME. a. OF. tastable having the

capacity of feeling, f. taster to feel, touch; in
mod. Eng. f. TASTE v. + -ABLE.]

1. 1 1. Capable of feeling or perceiving by the
sense of touch. Obs. rare 1

.

: 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 98 pe wyttysM er
yn be hondes ys in a touchable & tastable stryngh [F. K
sens ftat en la main est en force touchable e tastable; L.
palpatiua\.

II. 2. Capable of being tasted. Also fig.
'57 J- JONES Bathes o/Bathu. 18 The fittest instrument,

the truest touchestone, of all properties, trying both louche-
abl_e

and tasteable qualities. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie
11. i. (Arb.) 78 Things that haue conueniencie by relation, as
:he visible by light . . : the tastible by sauours to the rate : the
:angible by his objectes in this or that regard. 1617-77FELTHAM Resolves n. xliv. 245 Pleasures are not truly tast-
able, but in the solid tracts of Temperance. 1755 MILLER
a PAH. Trans. XLIX. 163 This juice has no other taste-
able quality but that of heating without turning sour. i8ao
JAS. MILL Hum. Mind'Mfy I. 13 We should have no idea
of objects as seeable, as bearable, as touchable, or tasteable.
t 3. Pleasant to the taste ; savoury,

'

tasty '. Obs.
a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts * Mon. vii. (1642) 443 Esseni

are those that live the life of Monks, eating no pleasant or
asteable meat at all. 1791 Gtntl. Mag. Feb. 127/1 The
fruit was tasteable.

Tasted (tested), ///. a. and adj. [f. TASTE v.
and J4.1 + -ED.]
A. ///. a.

[f. TASTS v.] Perceived by the taste,
etc. : see the verb.
C I+

?i!
LYDC' Crt- Sat''"" Proeme vii, As tasted bytter.nesse All swete thynge makelh be more precyous.

TASTELESSLY.

B. adj. [S. TASTE si.]
1. Having a specified taste (with adj. or adv.).
1604 JAS. I Counterbl. in Ess. Poesie, etc. (Arb.) io7The

miraculous omninotencie of our strong tasted Tobacco 1607
i
TOPSELL Four./. Beasts (1658) 208 They are much'fatter

1 and better tasted. i68z WHELER Journ. Greece iv. 295 The
white . . is very well tasted. 1684 BUNYAN Pitgr. n. 133 Tbev
were very good tasted Fruit. 1707 MORTIMER Husb (i 72I )
II. 297 A pleasant tasted Berry. 1725 DE FOE Voy'.round
world (1840) 328 Ihe water, .was very sweet, wholesome
and good tasted. iSia SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. VII. fa note
The milk, .is ill tasted. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria (1849) 40
Mountain mutton.. extremely well tasted.

2. Having taste or critical discernment (of a
specified kind).
1802 H. C. ANDREWS Bot. Rej>. I. 255 The late eleganllv

tasted Mrs. North.

Tasteful (Wstful), a. Also 7-8 taatful. [f.
TASTE M+-n}fc.]
fl. Having the capacity of tasting or trying.
1647 CRASHAW Poems, Flaming Heart 50 What is't your

tasteful spirits do prove In that rare life of her and love?
2. Having an agreeable taste; palatable, tooth-

some, tasty. Now rare.
1611 COTGR., Savoureux, sauorie, tastfull, tart, well smack-

ing. 1611 BP. MOUNTAGU Diatribx 358 Stolne waters are
sweet, ..no Bread so tastefull.as thatof the Sanctuarie. 1707
Curios, in Husb. ff Card. 217 The tasteful Cider. 1747
Gentl. Mag. May 243/2 With Temp'ranee came, delightful
guest 1 Health, tasteful food, and balmy rest. 1887 HISSEY
Holiday on Road 177 Sheep that live upon such a pasturage
should yield a tasteful dish.

t b. fig. Mentally pleasant or agreeable. Obs.
a 1659 OSBORN Ess. iii. Wks. (1673) 562 Since nothing is

more tasteful to Humanity, than Understanding, a 1701MAUNDRELL Let. to Sir C. Hedges in Journ. Jems. (1732)
Pref., An Affectation, which however tastful it may be to
the Persons who use it [etc.].

c. Full of taste ; highly-flavoured, rare.
1881 SALA in Illustr. Land. News 14 May 467/3 Punch

is too strong and tasteful with turtle soup.
8. Having or showing good taste, as a person ;

displaying good taste, as a work of art, etc.

1756 Connoissenr No. 120 p 6 These are the poets who
favour us with.. tasteful compositions. 1816 STNGF.R Hist.
Cards 213 They were drawn on the blocks by the tasteful

pencil of Stothard. 1849 N. <fr Q. 1. 28/2 The tasteful publisher
of the '

Ajdine Poets '. 1863 LYELL Atitiq. Man it 10 The
pottery, .is ofa more ornamental and tasteful style.

b. Of or pertaining to taste ; aesthetic.

1851 J. HAMILTON RoyalPreacher*. (1858)134 Conceding
. .the same right to exert his tasteful and intellectual facul-
ties when listening to a sermon as when perusing a . . book.

Hence Ta'stefully adv., in a tasteful manner,
with good taste; Ta-stefulness, the quality or

state of being tasteful (in various senses).
i6uCtnGR.,Savoureuseteriit s&uori\y, *tastfully, lastingly,

with a good stomacke. x8oB MRS. KEMBLE Day after

Wedding 3 A Lady's Dressing-room tastefully furnished.

1900 Vvestm. Gaz. 22 Oct. 4/2 The tastefully-arranged

delight in the tastefulness of the house.

Tasteless (t/
1

-sties), a. Also 7-8 tastlees.

[f. TASTE sbl + -LESS.]
1. Destitute of the sense of taste; unable to

taste. Msofig. Now rare.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. iv. 148 When wilfully bis

taste-less Taste delights In things unsavory to sound appe-
tites, a 1631 DONNE Funeral Elegy Poems (1654) 219 As
aged men are glad Being tastlesse grown, to joy in joyes

they had. 1704 GIBBER Careless Husb. v. (1705) 60 Won't

you think me tastless to the Joy you've given me? 1713
HOWE Jane Shore v. i. My tasteless Tongue cleaves to the

clammy Roof. i8aoC. R. MATUinJfc&MUfrBojIIlLxcnL
104 Every thing that could tempt the tasteless palate of age.

2. Without taste or flavour; exciting no sensa-

tion of taste ; insipid.
x6ix FLORIO, Insaporito, vnsauorie, tastelesse. 1661-79

BOYLE Sceft. them. iv. Wks. 1772 I. 533 He never was able

to make them [chymical oils] tasteless. 1748 Anson's Voy.
M. xii. 267 Very dry and tasteless food. 1831 J. DAVIES
Manual Mat. Med. 329 A powder of an orange yellow

colour, inodorous, and tasteless.

3. fig. Exciting no interest; dull, insipid, un-

interesting.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1634) 143 Enterludes and com-

medics rejoyce and make us merry, but to players they are

tedious and tastelesse. 1781 COWPER Conversat. 715 The

song of Sion is a tasteless thing, Unless when rising on a

jovful wing. 1814 WORDSW. Excurs. I. 612 A while 01

trivial things we held discourse. To me soon tasteless. i8u
LAMB Elia Ser. i. Distant Corr., If it [sentiment] have time

to cool, it is the most tasteless of all cold meats.

4. Devoid of good taste ; of persons, lacking in

discrimination, or in critical discernment and ap-

preciation ; of things, showing want of good taste.

1676 ETHEREDGE Man of Mode in. ii, Nature.. puts

sophisticate dulness often on the tasteless multitude for true

wit and good-humour. 1700 SWIFT in Lett. Lit. men
(Camden) 342 Your Lordship is universally admired by this

tastless People. 1791 GILPIN Forest Scenery n. 75 It not

only shews the hand of art ; but of the most tastless art.

1843 PRESCOTT Mexico I. ii. (1864) 17 As different from their

ancestors as are the modern Egyptians from those who built,

I will not say, the tasteless pyramids. 1853 KINGSLEY

Hypatia. vii,
The tasteless fashion of an artificial and decay-

ng civilization.

Hence T'Btelesly adv., in a tasteless manner;

without taste.

1854 Tait't Mae- XXI. 386 Even that comes tastelessly



TASTELESSNESS.

on the car of the player on the world's stage, unless it is

accompanied with a bouquet. 1880 Daily News 30 Nov.

3/1 Their houses, .are solidly if tastelessly furnished.

Tastelessness (tfi-stlesnes). [f.prec. + -NKSS.]

1. Lack of the sense of taste ; fig. lack of relish

or appreciation. Now rare.

i6a6 DONNK Sertn. iv. (1640) 38 Our palate dead in a taslles-

nesse. 1713 BERKELEY 6'war</. No. 49 F 9 A seuret indignation
at the taslelessness of mortal men, who, in their race through
life, overlook the real enjoyments of it. a 1774 Tucj /./.

Nat. (1834) II. 404 Such austerities and labours of devotion,

such a tastelessness of all innocent enjoyments.

2. Absence of taste or flavour; insipidity. AIsoyTf.
1600 SUDVLET Countrie Farme III. Ixi. 567 Their ihupmt,

sowrenes, tartnes, harshnes, eagernes, sweetenes, and tast-

lesnes. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 468 On account

of its tastelessness, this preparation . .is sometimes employed
as a purgative for children.

3. Absence or want of testhetic discernment.

1778 MALONE Note on Tit. A. in Shake's Wks. VIII. 561
One of their own fraternity, (who cannot well be suspected
of asinine tastelessness, or Gothic prepossessions). 1815
Blackra. Mag. XVIII. 240 Others assign it to the noncha-

lance and tastelessne_ss
of managers. 1855 DORAN Hanov.

Queens II. i. 30 Garrick, considering he was a man of taste,

displayed great tastelessness on this occasion.

fTa-steu, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. TASTE rf.1 +

-EN 5.] trans. To produce a sensation of taste in.

1579 LODGE Def. Poetry 15 The receipt is bitter, therfore

I would wysh you first to fasten your mouth with the Sugar
of perseuerance.

Taster 1
(t?''stat). Forms: 4-6 tastour, 5

-ar, taastowre, 6- taster, [a. AF. tastour OF.

lasteur, f. OF. taster: see TASTE v. Later treated

as agent-n. of the Eng. vb. : see -ER!.]
1. One who tastes, or tries the quality of a thing

by tasting; spec, one whose office, business, or

employment is to test the quality of victnals sold

to the public, as ale, wine, tea, etc. by taste ; hence

in comb. ALE-TASTER, TEA-TASTEB, q. v. Also^f.
In quot. 1596, the mouth.
c 1440 Promp. Para. 487/1 Taastowre, gustaior, amoro.

<ri4so in Surtees Misc. (1888) 62 Two ale tastars, y
qwhyche two tastars.. schall taste the ale of all common
brewers every weke. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)

274 b, To be vynleners, discerners, and tasters of the same.

1596 HARIWVTON Metam. Ajax (1814) 36 Riding on a great
sow and holding before her taster a dirty pudding. i633_G.
HERBERT Temple, Odour i, As Amber-greese leaves a rich

sent Unto the taster. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters I. 79

Judicious tasters dilute hot liquors. 1854 LOWELL Jrnl. in

Italy Pr. Wks. 1890 I. 115, I reckon myself a good taster of

dialects. 1866 CARLVLE Remitt., E. Irving (1881) 314, I..

demanded back my poor MS. from Murray, received with it

some apologetic palaver (enclosing an opinion from his

taster..), and much hope [etc.]. 1905 Sat. Rev. 17 June
816/1 On the whole the first literary 'taster* of Che MS.
was, we think, justified in rejecting Coryat.

b. transf. A device which tests as by tasting.

1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) III. 24 Which
thus acted as a sort of electric taster.

2. A domestic officer whose duty it is to taste

food and drink about to be served to his master, in

order to ascertain their quality, or to detect poison.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VIII. 197 A monk. .made a

drink of venym, . . and drank to be kyng as it were his

tastour. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong s. v. Eschan.

sort, A taster of meates to kinges or other. l6oa T. FITZ-

HERBERT Apol. 3 J The Emperour Claudius, poysoned by his

taster. 1661 HIBBERT Body Div. i. 206 Princes have their

tasters before they eat, lest there should be poison in the

dish. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Coniicrsat. i. 13 What, Miss, Will you
be my Taster [of a dish of tea] 1 1895 Wcstm. Gaz. 30 Oct.

3/1 Not a morsel or a drop ever passes the Sultan's lips, they

say.untilhehastriedilfirstonataster. fig. i64oREvuou>s
Passions xvii. 179 Knowledge is Appetites Taster.

3. An implement by which a small portion of

anything is taken for tasting.

a. A small shallow cup of silver, often with an

embossed or corrugated bottom which reflects the

light through the liquor, for tasting wines.

1410 E. E. Wills (1882) 46 A tastour of seluer with myn
owne rqerke ymade in be bottom. 1530 PALSGR. 279/2 Tastour

a lytell cuppe to last wyne, fosse a gouster te uin. 1681

Loud. Gaz. No. 1665/4 One Silver Brandy Taster, marked
with R. H. A. 1704 Ibid. No. 4055/4 Two long footed

Silver Cups, one Taster. 1858 [see b].

b. An instrument by which a small portion is

taken from the interior of a cheese ;
a skewer for

testing the condition of hams.

1784 TWAMLEY Dairying 79, I told her Cheese of that

countenance always was sweet. 1 put my taster into one
and gave it her to taste. 1811 [see cheese-taster, CHEESE
it.* A 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Taster,.. a scoop for

tasting cheese ; a skewer for trying hams; a dram cup.

4. A small portion of food, etc., or of anything,
for a sample ; a taste.

1826 SYD. SMITH Granby Wks. 1867 II. 90 It shall be the

taster of the cheese, and we are convinced it will sell the

whole article. 1891 Daily News 28 July 7/2 He went to

the defendant's [an ice-cream vendor] stall in London-wall

and asked him for a '
taster '. 1899 Wcstm. Gaz, 20 May

a/i The 'taster', a free gift bestowed of vpre^ in order to

retain the . . goodwill of regular but temporarily impecunious
customers.

li Taster 2
(ta'stai). Zool. [G. taster feeler,

antenna, f. fasten to feel, touch.] In certain Hy-
drozoa, A modified zooid situated on the polyp-

stem, and somewhat resembling the polvpites, but

having no mouth ; a hydrocyst or feeler.

109

1884 Stand. Nat. Hist. I. 100 Alternating with the polyp-
iurs at intervals along the polypstem are found very curious
bodies called tasters, which nave a close likeness to the

flask-shaped zouids. [1888 Rou.tsroN & JACKSON Anint.

Li/t-j-joSiphonophora.. .The vatious parts, .(i) The poly pi te

or gaslrozooid.. .(2) Hydrocysls or feelers (= Taster of Ger-

man writers)...These structures are polypites in which the

distal or oral extremity is imuerfuriite and usually armed
with cnidoblasts. The pedicle is absent or short.]

f Ta-stesome, a. Obs. rare. [f. TASTE si.l +

-SOME.] 1'K-asant to the taste;
'

tasty ', toothsome.

1598 FLORIO, Gusteuole, smacking, tastesome, tasting well.

Tastily (t^'-stili), adv. [f.
TASTY a. + -LY -.]

In a tasty manner ; tastefully.

1799 R. WARNER Walk (1800) 80 The slope . . is tastily

managed and appropriately ornamented. 1809 PINKNEY
Trav. France 24 The fruits were in plates very tastily

painted in landscape. 1845 M. I. HIGGINS Ess. (1875) 216

Tastily but inexpensively dressed.

Tastiiiess (tf'stinos). [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality or state of being tasty.
iSBa HOWKLLS in Longm. Mag. I. 44 Lexington has

escaped the ravages alike of tMtlIMM
'

and of enterprise.

1902 MARY E. MANN Fields Dulditch iii. 39 He ain t to

comparison in tastiness to th' gage.

Tasting (Wt-stin), vbl. si. [-INQ!.]
1. The action of the verb TASTE, a. In a general

sense, trying, testing ; f esp., in early use, touching,

feeling ; also the sense of touch (obs.).

13. . K. Alts. 4031 (Bodl. MS.) It is ywrite bat euery ting

Hym self sheweb in be tastyng. ciyit Sc. Leg. Saints vi.

{Thomas) 407 Wittis four,..sycht, herynge, gustyne, tas-

tyne. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode I. cxxi. (1869) 63 Alle last-

inges generalliche is vnderstonde hi the hondes. 1711,

1850 [see TASTE v. 2 b].

b. Now, the action of TASTE v. II ; t also for-

merly, the faculty or sense, and the quality of a

substance so apprehended : =TASTE ii.i 4, 5 (Ar.).

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 33, I take of love my fiedinge
Withoute tastinge or fielinge. 1426 AUDELAY Poems 7 Thi

heryng, thi seyng, as I the schewe, Thi syjt, thi smellyng,
here be iij. Thi touchyng, thi tastyng, here v. ther be. c 1460

J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 1199 Credence is vsed, and tast-

ynge, for drede of poysenynge. 1530 PALSGR. 279/2 Tast-

yng with the mouthe, govstcr. 1774 GOLDSM, ffat. Hist.

(1776) II. 183 The sense most nearly allied to smelling is

that of tasting. 1841-4 EMERSON Ess., Exper. Wks. (Bonn)
I. 178 Intellectual tasting of life will not supersede muscu-
lar activity. 1898 '!AN MACLAREN' in Woman at Hotne
Oct. 56/1 If Thomas takes to tasting [i. e. tippling, drinking]
. .it's all over with him.

2. quasi-<r>-. A small portion taken to try the

taste ; a taste (esp. of spirituous liquor). Also_/f^.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (1531) 49 For they be but tastynges,

shadowes, or tokens of the gloryous fruytes to come.
_
1830

CUNNINGHAM Brit. Paint. II. 69 He gave them a tasting of

his spirit in two or three sarcastic sentences. 1893 J.

SKINNER Autobiog. Metaphysician viL 48 He got a glass

from Mr. Reed and another tasting from another neighbour.

3. atlrib. and Comb., as tastingpower ; tasting-

bone, a bone put into the broth to give it a taste

or flavour; tasting-knife, a cheese-taster (see

TASTEB 30); tasting-order, an order to visit

stores of wine, etc., and to taste or sample them.

1850 MRS. CARLYLE Let. to Carfyle 8 Sept., It [Kingsley's
A Iton Locke] seems to me . . a mere . . broth of Morning-
chroniclc-ism, in which you play the part of the *tasting.

bone of Poverty Row. 1757 H. WALPOLE tr. Hentzncr's

Trav. 52 At last came an unmarried Lady.,and along with

her a married one, bearing a 'tasting-knife. 1859 SALA

Gas-light tr D. xiv, Quite gone in liquor and overcome
with the "tasting-orders ofyears. igop

DAViES/trorf. Soul

ccxv, Therefore the Soule doth vse the 'tasting power.

Ta'sting. ppl. a. [-ING
2
.] That tastes.

I598[impliedinnext]. 1907 Contemp. Rev. Oct. Lit. Suppl.
2 The tasting sense is soon ruined.

Ta-stingly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.] In a tast-

ing manner.

1598 FLORIO, Saforiiamente, sauourly, smackingly, last,

ingly. hungerly. 1894 BARING-GOULD Kitty Alone II. 150
Thefire. .sendingthe tips of its flames lastingly towards him.

t Ta-stive, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

TASTE j<5.l or v. :

see -IVE.] Having the quality of taste ; sapid.

1644 DIGBY ffat. Bodies xxvii. 6. 246 The same thinges
that yield also tastiue particles.

Tastle, obs. form of TASSEL.

Tasty (tJ'-sti), a. Now colloq. and dial. [f.

TASTE sbl + -Y.]

1. Pleasing to the taste ; appetizing, savoury.

1617 HIERON Wks. II. 203 Sowre herbs, with which that

tastie meat, the paschall lambe..was to be eaten. 1795 in

Spirit Put. Jrnls. IV. 220 A tasty bird, that pheasant.

1849 CURZON Viat Monast. 144 A famous pie, or pilau,

with rice and a tasty sauce, a i8a BUCKLE Misc. Wks.

(1872) I. 38: The arts of compounding a pleasant pudding
or combining a tasty pie.

o'er each tasty flower.

2. Characterized by or displaying good taste;

tasteful, elegant. Now rare.

1761 GOLDSM. Cit. World Ixxvii, [The silk] is at once

rich, tasty, and quite the thing. 178* &** Spectator No.

16. 5 [Ranelagh] This region of taste was visited on Friday

evening, by a great number of tastypeople
indeed. 1813

J. C. HOBHOUSE Journey (ed. 2) 501 The head-dress of the

younger girls is tasty! their hair falls down their backs in

profusion. iSai COLERIDGE in Blackw. Mag. X. 254, I

wish I could find a more familiar word than a<stMu...To

TATE.
be Mire, ihere is tatty ; but that hafc been long ago emascu-
lated for all unworthy uses by milliners, tailor*, and. .dan-
dies. i86aTHAcKEKAV /'Ai/i/xxiv, My.. waistcoat. Uamuch
inure tasty thing than these gaudy ready-made articles.

3. Comb., ns tasty-loci.
1867 K. FRANCIS Angling x. !i88o) 375 This is a very

tasty-looking fly. 1888 . I'owreR Caft. of Wight (1889)
50 Some tasty-looking rolls, fresh butter, and cheeK.
Tasul, tasyl, -yll, -ylle, obs. ff. TEASEI.
Tat ;m), s/i.l slang. Also tatt. [On

ascertained.] //.Tata: Dice; esp. false or loaded
dice. b. Comb, as tat-boz, a dice-box ; tat monger,
a sharper who uses false dice. See also TATBMAX.
1688 SHADWKLL Syr. Aliatia \, //...Fox o' the TatU for

me ! I believe they put the Doctor upon me. B. TalU
and Doctor! what's that? .S'. The tools of Sharpen,
false dice. Ibid., He was but a Sharper, a tat-monger

I a 1700 a E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Tails, false Dice, a 1809
J. PALMER Like Master (1811) 1. xv. 215 He ransacks every
house in St. James's parish, where the tats are at work, to

j punish those for what he, himself, practised. 181* J. 11.

i VAUX Flash Diet., TattJiox, a dice-box. 1(87 HEM LY
! t/illon's Straight Tip ii, Rattle the tats, or mark the spot.

Tat (tat), s/>2 East Ind. Also taut. [Hindi (at

a strip of very thick hemp-canvas, about 10 inches

wide, of which several are sewn together to make
a mat or screen.] Coarse canvas made from various

fibres, esp. jute, and used as sacking.
1810 Trans. Lit. Soc. Bombay III. 244 (Y.) Made into

coarse cloth taut, by the Ilrinjarics and people who use pack
bullocks, for making bags (gonies) for holding grain, &c.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Tat, a name in India for

cloth made from the fibre of the Corchorus otitoritu. Hence
1864 in WEBSTER ; and in later Diets.

Tat, tatt, s/>- 3 Anglo-Ind. Short for TATTY 16.

1812 MARIA GRAHAM Jrnl. Resid. India 125 (Y.) Daring
the hot winds tats (a kind of mat), made of the root of the

koosa grass, . . are placed against the doors and windows.

1837 Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 77, 1 have a tatt, or thick mat,
at my window, which excludes the sun, and men sit outside

pouring water on it all day, so that the wind . . blows always
cooled through the water.

Tat, tatt, si.* Anglo-Ind. Short for TATTOO

sb.\ a native pony of India.

1840 in Parker Bole Ponjis (1851) II. 215 With its

bright brass patent axles, and its little hog maned tatts.

1845 STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. /Wm 11854) 109 The pony
(familiarly called tat corruption of the native name for the

small animal, tattoo). 1891 Blackiu.Mag. May 684 Cantering
his tat up to the door.

Tat, s6.i slang. [Origin uncertain : cf. OE.
tKttec a rag, and TATTY .] A rag.

1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour I. 424/2 111 tell you about
the tat (rag) gatherers ; buying rags they call it.

Tat, iff- Sc. Also (erron.) taut, tawt. [Origin
obscure : cf. TATTY a.J (See quot.)

1887 JAMIESON Suppl., Tat, taut, tawt, a tangle, matted
tuft or lock of wool or hair.

Tat, st.l, in phr. titfor tat : see TIT.

Tat, z'.
1

[Origin uncertain : ? echoic ;
cf. tap,

fat.} trans, a. To touch lightly, pat, tap. dial.

t b. A euphemism for To flog. Obs. slang.

1607 DEKKER & WEBSTER Northw. Ho it. i, Come lit me,
come tat me, come throw a kiss at me. 1811 J. H. VAUX
Flash Diet., Tat, to flog, or scourge. 1847-78 HALUWXLL,
Tat. . . (3) To touch gently. Hants.

Tat, .
2 Also tatt. [Origin unknown : cf.

TATTING.] a. intr. To do tatting, b. trans.

To make by tatting.

[1841 : see TATTING.] 1881 MRS. ALEXANDEH in Belgravia
July 104 Winnie produced her tatting, and applied herself

to it. ..At the mention of his mother Laura involuntarily

clasped her hands, and Winnie ceased to tatt. 190$ MRS. E.

GLYN Vitia. EvangeWu 123 They knitted ties and crocheted

comforters, and one even tatted.

Tat, i1 -
3 slang, [f. TAT**.6

] intr. To gather rags.

1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour 1. 417/1 He goes tatting and

billy-hunting in the country (gathering rags and buying old

metal). 1910 Nottingham Guardian 2 June, The prisoner

..told the police that he came in possession of the lead

when he went round
'

tatting '.

Tat, v.* Sf. and north, dial. [Goes with TAT

sb.y\ trans, and intr. To tangle, or make tangled

or matted : see TAUT v.

1819 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss, (ed. 2), Tat, to mat, to

entangle. 1887 in JAMIESON Sufft. 1894 Nortlutmb. Gloss.,

Tat, to mat together.

Ta-ta (tata-), *nt. A nursery expression for

Good-bye
'

;
also used playfully by adults.

1837 DICKENS Pickw. xxvii, 'Tar, tar, Sammy', replied
his fether. 1878 F. C BURNAND Strapmore L 15 Ta-ta,

little one tris cher ! Bye-bye. 1891 MRS. Waivum**
chiefofMonica III. 171 'Ta-la'; and the speaker slipped

behind backs and vanished.

Tataow, obs. f. TATTOO .
2 Tatar : see TAR-

TAR 2
. Tatarwagge : see TATTER**.! 3 . Tatch,

tatche : see TACHE. Tatchy, dial. f. TETCHY.

Tate (tt, tit), si.1 Sc. and north, dial. Forms:

7-9 tait, 8 teat, let, tett, 6- tate. [Origin ob-

scure ; prob. Norse : cf. Icel. trta to tear to shreds,

to tease, tteia a shred ; also, fluff of wool, etc., a

particle of anything.]
1. A small tuft or lock of hair, wool, or other

fibrous material, consisting of only a few fibres; a

small handful of grass, hay, or com.
ii DOUGLAS jEneis vi. v. n Apon his chin feill cannos

haris gray, Lyart feltat tatis. 1570 LEVIHS Mamf. jp/M
A Tate, fitri. 1618 Trial Mar?. Barclay, etc. in Scott



TATE.

Demonol. ix. (1831) 318 He was found . . strangled and

hanged [in his cell], .with a tail of hemp, or a string sup-

posed to have been his garter, a 1774 FF.RGUSSON Iron

Kirk Bell Poems (1845)43 Auld Reekie's childer now Maun
staup their lugs wi' teats o' wool Thy sound to bang. 1782
BURNS Death ofMailic 34 Wi' teats o' hay an' ripps o' corn.

1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxii, There's a chield can spin a

muckle pirn out of a wee tail of low ! 1856 R. SIMPSON

Covenanters ofSouth 332 The wool . . was to be found here

and there in handfuls, or in tales, as they are called, lying
on the heath. [In Eng. Dial. Diet. Norlhumb., to N. Lane,

and Yorks.]

2. gen. A small piece ;
a particle or morsel (of

anything); in quot. 1722 aiivb. = 'a bit", a little.

With tate of meal, etc., cf. the common Sc. a hair of meal,
of salt, etc. in same sense.

1722 RAMSAY Three Bonnets i. 143 Observing Jouk a wee
tate tipsy. 1805 G. M'lNOOE Poems, Million of Potatoes,
But to disperse ihem a' in tails, Through different hands,
at different rales, . . I ne'er could wi' be troubled. 1891 H.
HALIBURTON Ochil Idylls 68 O' winter snaw there's but a tate

remainin'. Mod. Sc. No a tate o' meit was left.

tTate,tath,^.2 Obs. Also7tathe. [In Irish

taite
; but held to be a borrowed word : cf. Joyce

Ir. Names ofPlaces I. 246. Some think it derived

from prec.] A measure of land formerly used in

Ireland, equal to 60 Irish acres.

1607 DAVIES Lett. Earl Salisb. i. Tracts (1787) 229 Every
ballybetagh . . containeth sixteen taths ; every tath con-
lainelh three-score English acres or thereabouts, a 1660

Contentp. Hist. trel. (Ir. Archseol. Soc.) I. 339 Every bally-
boe, quarter, pole, or talhe of land. Ibid. 349 Twoe tales

of the three tales of Ballagh. 1841 S. C. HALL Ireland II.

354 The lesser divisions were known by the various appel-
lations ofquarters, halfquarters, ballyboes,gneeves, tales, &c.
1861 REEVES in Proc. Roy. Ir. Acad. VII. 484.

t Tate, a. Sc. Obs. rare-'1
. 1 variant of TAIT a.

in sense '

wanton, brisk, untamed '.

c ?37S Sc. Leg. Saints iv. (Jacobus) 328 For scho had
bulis wilde and tate, pat scho nocht trewit mycht gokkit be
In carte, na wane, be ony degre.

Tate, obs. form of TEAT. Tater, dial, and

vulgar corruption of POTATO
; obs. form of TATTEK.

Tath (tab), tathe (t*ip), sb. Sc. and dial.

Also 5 tatht, 9 taith, teath. [a. ON. tag dung,
manure, whence taSa fem. the manured home-field,
hay from this field, feSja to dung, manure. In
Norw. and Sw. dial, tad dung.]
1. The dung of cattle, sheep, etc. left for manure
on land on which they have been pastured.
1492 Act. Dom. Cone. (1839) 289/2 t>e saidis personis !

sail content & pay.. for be wanting of fe talhl & fulje of
be said nolt &scheip. ifysAcct.\nPastonLitt.\lll.(ftM.),
Itm. for the tathe of ccvj Shepe at Beekham, due att Mydde-
somer . . Ixvj s. vj d. 1611 SPEED Thettt. Gt. Brit, xviii.

\

(1614) 35/1 These heaths by the compaslure of the sheepe
|

(which we call Tathe) are made so rich [elc.]. 1854 Jrnl. \

R. Agric. Soc. XV. i. 100 To mix the teath with the soil.
itfalbid. 111.11.534 [Geese] eat far cleaner than sheep, and, \

in fact, leave nothing but their '
taith ', which answers

admirably as a preparation for the next wheat-crop.
b. (See quot. 1701.)a 1641 SPELMAN Ionia in Posth. Wks. (1698) 162 Stereo-

rationem Tath. .appellant. 1701 CowelCs Interpr., Tath
in Norfolk and Suffolk the Lord of each Mannor had the
Privilege of having their Tenants Flocks of Sheep brought
at Night upon their own Demesne Ground, Ihere to be
foulded for the benefit of iheir Dung, which liberty of so
improving their Land is called Tath.
2. transf. Rich or rank grass growing where the !

land has been manured in this way, or, by exten- I

sion, where it has been flooded (water-tath\ ? Obs.
1807 Ess. Highl. Soc. III. 468 All grasses which are

remarkably rank and luxuriant, are called tath, by ihe i

slock farmers, who distinguish two kinds of it ; water tath
proceeding from excess of moisture, and nolt tath, the pro-
duce of dung.
3. Sea-tath : a sea-bottom covered with sediment.
1796 Statist. Ace. Scoll. XVII. 70 Oysters are found on

a strong clay botlom, on rocks and stones, and sometimes
though but thinly, in what is called by the fishers sea tathe.
1 hese last are of a very inferior quality.
4. attrib. and Comb., as tath-fleld, -fold, a field

or fold in which cattle or sheep are confined in
order to manure it.

i7S MACCOLL in Scots Mag. (,753) Aug. 394/, Theywere harrowing ihe lath-field. 1795 Statist. Ace. Scott.XIV. 143 The spots Ihus manured are called lath-fields.
1825 JAMIESON, Talh.fauld tath.faud, a fold in which
catlle are shut up during night, to manure the ground with
their dung.

Tath, obs. f. taketh : see TAKE v. A. 3 b
Tath, tathe, variants of TATE sb*
Tathe, tath, v. Sc. and dial. Also 5 tapin,

8 taith, 8-9 teath.
[f. TATH sb. : cf. ON. teOta

to manure.]
1. traits. To manure (land) by turning sheep or

cattle upon it (usually said of the cattle) ; also, by
extension, by flooding it (to water-lathe}.

wvthTsrh'''''"^
Parv-
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manure,.. this is, by . . Water-tathing. Ibid. 168 When a

field has been water-lathed . .but for one winter, the growth
of grass upon it is more early. 1843 Jrnl. ft. Agric. Sac.

IV. i. 122 Teathing the barley-stubble which is intended for

turnips will cause the anbury.
2. intr. Of cattle, etc.: To drop dung upon

land so as to manure it.

1743 MAXWELL Sel. Trans. Sac. Improv. Agric. Scot. 123
The Dung of Horses is not proper for sandy Grounds, being
too hot, as may be observed from the Grounds they lathe

upon in Summer.
Hence Ta'thing vbl. sb. (also concr.').
c 1440 Pronip. Parti. 487/2 Taynge [v.r. lathing] of lond,

ruderacio. 1529 Anc. Deed A. 13557 (P.R.O.) To fynd the

tenauntz..tatnyngto tber londes. 179* Statist. Ace. Scot.
II. 404 A priest.. who had a right to every seventh acre
of Ladifron, and to the tathing (dung as left on the ground)
every seventh night. 1793 Ibid. VI. 268.

Tatianist (t?-Jianist). [f. Tatian (name of a

Christian apologist of the 2nd century, who after-

wards became a Gnostic) + -1ST.] A follower of

Talian ; a member of the ascetic sect of Encratites ;

also incorrectly Tatian in same sense. So Tatlanlc

(t?Jl|Se'nik) a., of or pertaining to Tatian, or to his

DIATESSAHON or harmony of the Gospels.
1585-7 T. ROGERS 39 Art. vi. (1628) 32 Some accepted

onely the Acts of the Apostles, as the Tattans. 1635 PAGITT
Christiatwgr. in, (1636) 60 Heretiques as the Tatians, . .

teaching against Marriage. 1754-8 Bp. NEWTON Obs. Dan.
xiii. 200 The mystery of iniquity continued to work very
strongly in.. the Tatianists. 1862 G. H. TOUNSENO Mail,
ofDates s.v. Encratites, Tatian flourished about A. D. 173.
His followers were called in addition to Encratites, Tatian-

ists, Apotactites, and Hydroparaslates. 1907 MOFFAT in

Expositor July 62 The Tatianic arrangement reflects the

original order [of the N. T. books].

Tatie, 'tato, dial, and vulgar corruptions of
POTATO : see Eng. Dial. Diet.

Tato, tatoo, obs. forms of TATTOO.

II Tatou, tatu (ta-ta). Also 6 tattou, 8 tattu,

9 tatoo, tattoo. [Native name in Tupi. So F.

iatou, Sp. tato, Pg. tatu.'] An armadillo.

1568 tr. Thevcfs Ncio Found Worlde'84 There are founde
great number of Tattous, that are beasts armed. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 842 The Tatu or Armadilla,
which digs as much as many men with mattocks. 1766
E. BANCROFT Guiana ii. (1769) 145 The Tattu, or Armadillo,
of Guiana, is the largest of that species of animals. 1805
T. LINDLEY

Voy_.
Brazil 134 He was waiting for tatoos, or

armadilloes, which seldom appear before dusk. 1894 Online
(U.S.) XXIV. 176/2

In Brazil, where he is called thT1
tattoo ,

his flesh is much
prized.

b. In combination with denning words, applied
(in Tupi and Guarani) to various species, as

ta^touay (tatou-aiba), the wounded armadillo ;

tatouete (tatuete), [-etc true] Tatusia verdadeira ;

ta-touhou',ta:tou-pe-ba, = PEBA; ta^tou-po-you,= POYOU ; see quots.
[1648 MARCGRAVE Hist. Nat. Brasil. vi. viii. 231 Tatv &

Taty-peba Brasiliensibus, Armadillo Hispanis, Encuberto
Lusitanis. Ibid.

, Tatv-cte Brasiliensibus, . .priori est minor.

1603 RAY Quadrupeds 233 Tatuete Brasiliensibus, Arma.
dilli secunda species.] 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Tatuete,
..a species of tatu, or armadillo, smaller than the com-
mpn one. 1774 GOLOSH. Nat. Hist. IV. iv. 132 The third
[kind of Armadillo] is the Tatuette, furnished with eight
bands. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 352/1 The peba (D[asypus]
peba), called by the Guaranis tatouhou, or black tatu. is

extremely common in Paraguay. Ibid. 352/2 The peba,
or, as it is commonly called in Brazil, tatu-peba, has
thirty-two teeth. Ibid. 353/2 Ihefoyou. .or yellow-footed
armadillo (for thus Azara interprets the name). . . The
tatu-poyou is easily distinguished . . by the unusual flatness

it were rudely deprived of the crust or bony tube 'which
covers this organ in all the other species.
Tatsman (tae-tsmsen). slang, [f. tats dice, pi.

of TAT st.'i + MAN j*.l] A dice-player, or a sharperwho cheats with dice.

1825 C. M. WESTMACOTT EH?. Spy (1007) I. i note, A
tats man, a proficient with the bones, one who knows every
chance upon the dice.

Tatt: see TAT. Tattaow, obs. f. TATTOO v '*

Tat-tat
(te-t,tse-t). [Echoic: cf. TAT z/.i]= RAT-TAT.

1786 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary 17 July, A tat-tat at my door
followed, and a lady entered.

Tattee, variant of TATTY sb.

Tatter (tse-taj), rf.i Also 5-6 tater, (5 tatar),
7 tattar (totter), 8 Sc. tetter. [Known only
from ^1400, but evidenced in earlier use byTATTERED a. Of Scandinavian origin : cf. ON
*taturr (later Icel. Ifturr, fdturr), pi. totrar tatters,
rags, in Norw. dial, totra, pi. totror. In OF. an
instance oitatereles rags, tatters

(' a ces vies tatereles
vestues ) occurs in Aucassin et Nicolelte vi.

(Notwithstanding similarity of sense, the Norse and Ene
ord has no known etymological or phonetic connexion witn

_ . =
t

-4 .,j ...ij. ( iiu.i,^,vj or scrap
ol cloth or similar substance, hanging loose from
the mam body, esp. of a garment; more rarely
applied to the separate pieces into which a thing
is torn; a rag. In //. often = tattered or ragged
clothing; rags.

TATTER.
In early quols. applied in conlempl io the 'daes'

projecling pieces of a slashed garmenl ; in quol. iiyoUs in
the sharp points or jags in a dragon's tail

1403 Pol Poems (Rolls) II. 69 Of suche wide clothin*
tatens and tagges, It hirtilh myn hcrt hevyly M, _g,'
MALORY A rthur v. iv. 165 A dredeful dragon his nede
enameled with asure . .

, his taylle ful of tatters. 1520 Treat
Galaunt .37 in Balladsfr. MSS. I. 450 With longe lifersdowne to ihe ars behynde. 1611 ROWLANDS Knaut ofHarts 23 A suite of ragges and tatters on my backe 1611
T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goulart's Wise Vieillard 112 To eoe
woolward, in sackclolh, and haire cloth, in loiters and raefes.

'S
8* U.Cfiantix't Trav. Persia 97 They go Barefoot'lnd

all in lattars. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest ii The
[

remains of tapestry hung in falters upon the walls. 1840R. H. DANA Be/. Afast xxv. 82 Furl the sail before it blows
to tallers. 1873 'OuinA' Pascarlll. 25 What does a tatter
or two in the dress signify ? 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Mary's
Phaner. 216 Thin very obscure latters of the ruptured tissue
clothe the walls of the mature passage.

b. fig. or in fig. context.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 81 Torne to lalters with a
thousand tempests of troubles. 1602 SHAKS. //aw. in. ii. n
To sec a robustious Pery.wig.pated Fellow, teare a Passion
to tallers, to verie ragges. 1607 Barley.Breake (1877) 5Then Hate, and Enuie, all to toilers went. 1792 COWPER
Let. to W. Hayley 4 June, Returned from my walk, blown
to tatters. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 189 Philosophers,. .

who tear arguments to talters.

1 2. transf. A person wearing tattered or ragged
clothes

; a tatterdemalion. Obs.
cifoo DAY Begg. Bednall Gr. v. (1881) no How, mary

with a Beggar? mix the blood of Strowds with a taller?
a 1635 RANDOLPH Heyfor Hon. in. i, Well spoke, my noble
English tatter, Lead up the vanguard. 1637 HEYWOOD Roy.
King n. viii, What Tatler's that that walkes there?

8. attrib. and Comb., as ^tatter-rag; tatter-fudded
(Sc. : see Fro), tatter-tailed adjs. ; f tatter-wag
(tatar-wagge), tatter-wallop (&. and . dial.),
a

fluttering tatter or rag ; also, a person in ragged
clothes.
1880 J. NICOL Poems f, Songs 29 The dirty "lalter-fudded

Poor stowaway. 1570 LEVINS Maiiip. 10/36 'Tatlerraggs,
panniculi. c 1600 RUGGLE Club Law (1907) in. ii, This is

some "tattertaild Athenian, c 1400 Rom. Rose 7257 And
grey clolhis not full clene But fretted full of 'tatarwagges.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 9247 He hewys his mayles res by res,He hewys hem alle In lalerwagges, His hauberk heng alle
In ragges. 1808 JAMIESON, 'Tatter-wallops, tallers, rags
in a fluttering state. 1819 W. TENNANT Papistry Stornid
(1827) 204 Hood. .cowl and clout, In tatter-wallops flew
about 1828 Craven Gloss., Tatter.-iuallops, a woman with

ragged clothes. 1910 Chambers's Jrnl. Jan. 30/1 Ye're aye
tearin' yer clothes, ye wee tatter-wallops I

Tatter, si.'* rare. [f. TAT v.'* + -EB i.] In
Needlework : One who tats or does tatting.
1881 Faith It Unfaith I. iv. 54 Miss Peyton, .confronts

this eminent tatter.

Tatter, a. dial. [?] Cross, peevish, testy.
1579 TWYNE Phisicke agst. Fort. l. xv. 17 b, His two

wiues, most tatter and testie olde women. Ibid. ex. 139
When a man maketh hym selfe seruiceable and subject to a
latter olde foole. 1736 LEWIS Isle of Thanet Gloss.,

Tatter, ragged, cross, peevish,
' he is a very tatter man '.

1887 Kentish Gloss. s.v., The old 'ooman's middlin* tatter

to-day, I can tell ye.

Ta'tter, v.1 Also 4 tater. [app. a back-forma-
tion from TATTERED.] trans. To tear or reduce to

tatters
;
to make ragged ; to tear in pieces, mangle.

Alsoyfc. To tatter a kip (slang) : see KIP sb? I.

(The ppl. adj. tattered and vbl. sb. tattering are known
before the simple vb.)

f<:

1380: see tattering vbl. sb. below.] 11440 York Myst.
i i. 44 (Of Christ scourged and crowned with thorns) Ilk

lag of pat turtill so latterid and lorne es.] 1608 SYLVESTER
Du Bartas n. iv. v. Decay 342 A Lion, that hath tatlerd

heer A goodly Heifer, there a lusty Steer. 1652 Persuasive
to Compliance 6 A Nation so exhausted and tattered by
divisions. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xx, To assist at tattering
a kip, as the phrase was, when we had a mind for a frolic.

1837 C. LOFFT Self-formation I. 34, I lallered some good
poetry to rags, expressly for her gratification, a 1845
HOOD Forge ii. xvi, Shrieking for flesh to tear and tatter.

b. intr. To be or become tattered, rare.

1595 [see tattering ppl. adj. below].

Hence Ta-ttering vbl. so.1 (in quot c 1380, slash-

ing of garments) and ppl. o.1

c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 124 Men deformen horbody
by hor foule atyre . . and tatering of clothes, c 1580 JEPFERIE
Bugbears Epil., Song ii. in Archhi Stud. Neu. Spr. (1897),
With batlrynges, wilh plallrynges, with tattrynges. 1595
SHAKS. John v. v. 7 After such bloody toile, we bid good
night, And woon'd our tott'ring colours clearly vp, Last in

the field, and almost Lords of it.

Ta'tter, z>.
2 Obs. exc. dial. In 4-5 tater.

[Appears before 1400 : = MDu. and Du. tateren

to stammer, MF1., Fl., to speak imperfectly or in-

articulately, MLG., LG. ,
and EFris. tateren, tatern,

taltern to babble, speak nonsense; to chatter.

From the same (prob. echoic) stem as TATTLE.]
intr. a. To talk idly, chatter, prate, tattle, b.

'To scold; to chide; to be furious or cross'

(E.D.D.). Hence Ta-ttering vbl. sb? and///, a."

1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 192 Oure fleschly peple hab
more lykynge in here bodely eris in sich knackynge &
taterynge ban in herynge of goddis lawe. c 1440 Pronip.
Para. 487/1 Tateryn, or iaueryn, or speke wylhe owte
resone (K. or iangelyn, . .P. iaberyn). Ibid., Talerynge, or

iauerynge (S. iaperynge, P. iaberinge), garritus. 1888

ELWORTHY W. Somerset Gloss, s.v., Come now, there s to

much talterin' by half, let's have less noise and more work I

Ta'tter, v.3 dial. [Origin obscure : the form



TATTERDEMALION.
is frequentative ;

cf. patter^ intr. To move or

bestir oneself actively ;
to go or run at a great rate.

a 1825 FORBV Voc. E. Anglta, Tatter, v. to stir actively
and laboriously. . .

' He is a very pains-talcing man ; always
tffwinfand tattering after his business '. 18*8 T. C.CnoKER
fairy Leg. Ii. 127 Away thty went tattering along the road

making the tire fly out of the stones at no rate. 1844 S.

LOVER Handy Andy xiv, The hell rang violently, 'There,
do you hear him tattering?' 1897 CROCKETT J.ochinvarv.
68 Running fleet-foot .. as though the devil himself bad
been tattering at his tail.

Tatter, erron. variant of TOTTER.

Tatterdemalion, -demallion (ta^tajdr-

m^i'Iian, -moe'lian). Forms: a. 7-9 tatterde-

mallion, (7 tatter-, totter-de-mallion, -timal-

lion). . 7-9 tatterdemalion, (7 tatter-, totter-

-demalian, -dimalian, -demalean, 8 -demelon).

[f.
TATTER s&.i f or more prob. TATTERED a.,

with a factitious element suggesting an ethnic

or descriptive derivative. The earlier pronuncia-
tion rimes with battalion, Italian^ stallion^ as

shown by the frequent doubling of /.]

A person in tattered clothing ;
a ragged or beg-

garly fellow; a ragamuffin.
a. 1611 B. JONSON Introd. Verses in Coryafs Crudities,

This Horse pictur'd showes that our Tatter-de-malHan Did
ride the French Hackneyesand lye with th' Italian, a 1626
MIDDLETON Mayor ofQueenb. v. i, He's not so wise as he

ought to be, to let such tatterdemallions get the upper hand
of him. 1630 CAPT. SMITH Trav. 4- Ativ, xvi. 30 Yet those
tattertimal lions [Tartars] will have two or three horses,
some foure. or five. 1643 HOWELL for. Trav. (Arb.) 37
Great numbers of poore French tatterdimallians, being as
it were the Scumme of the Cpuntrey. 1693 Oxford-Act 2

Loyal Oxford.. Soon form'd in Squadrons and Battalions
To Swinge the Duke's Tatterdemalions, a 1700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Crew, Tatter-dg'tnallion^ a ragged, tatter'd

Begger, ..having better Cloths at Home. 1879 Scribner's

Mag. XIX. 296/1 It is rare to see a tatterdemallion in Paris.

ft. 1608 DEKKER Belman Lofuf. (1640) 3 Rector Chory
(the Captain of the Tatterdemalions). 1621 DEKKER Virg.
Mart. in. i, Among so many millions of people, should thou
and I onely be miserable totterdemalions ? 1637 HEYWOOD
Roy. King n. vii, A Tatterdemalean, that stayes to sit at

the Ordinary to day. 1650 HOWELL Giraffes Rev. Naples
i. 7 A few poore Tatterdimalians had made all that noise.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 24 May, Mrs. Bramble.. said,
she had never seen such a filthy tatterdemalion. 1858
O. W. HOLMES Auf. Breakf-t. xi. 108 A group of young
tatterdemalions playing pitch-and -toss.

b. attrib. or as adj.

1614 J. COOKE Greene's Tu Quoqne Kjb, Puh, the
Italian fashion? the tatterd-de-maUan fashion bee meanes.

1651 BIGGS New Disp. 53 That Tatterdemalion Lino-
stema of Peripatetical and Galenical predicaments. 1837
CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. iv. iii, Saint-Antoine , . reinforced by
the unknown Tatterdemalion Figures, with their enthusiast

complexion and large sticks. 1855 CHAMIER My Travels
II, vi. 85 The most beggarly remnants of tatterdemalion

garments. 1893 Spectator 25 Nov. 738/1 These tatterde-

malion scraps and fragments of political discontent.

Hence (nonce-wds*} Ta:tterdemalionism, the

style or practice of a tatterdemalion; Ta=tter-

demalionry, the body of tatterdemalions.

1840 Blaekw. Mag. XLVIII. 491 Hungarian, Croatian,
and Waltachian tatterdemalionry. 1884 Dumbarton, Vale of
Leven, etc. 27 The tatterdemalionistn with which we usually
associate the abodes of such. 1887 Blaekw. Mag. CXLI.
821 His coat was put at both elbows... It was..a kind of
defiant tatterdemalionism that the Colonel liked to hug.

Tattered (tae'taid), a.^ppl.a. Forms: o. 4
tatered, tatrid, tatird. 5 tatyrd, tatterid, 5-7
tatterd, 6- tattered, -r'd. , See TOTTERED.

[app. orig. f. TATTER S&.I + -ED Z
: cf. RAGGED a. ;

subseq. treated as pa. pple. implying a vb.: see

TATTER v.1]

f 1. Having
*
tatters ', jags, or long pointed pro-

jections ; denticulated, jagged ; slashed or laci-

niated, as a garment. Obs*
f 1394 P. PI. Crede 753 His syre a soutere.., His teej>

wib toylinge of leber tatered as a sawe. 1470-85 MALORY
Artkui^ v. iv. 165 His [a dragon's] taylle whiche is at to

tatterd sygnefyeth the noble knygbtes of the round table.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. i. xxv, Dragouns,..\Vith moutbis

gapand, forkit taillis tatterit.

2. Torn or rent so as to hang in tatters ; ragged.

(See also TOTTERED^*/, a. i.)

1596 SPENSER F. O. v. xii, 28 Their garments yet, Being
all rag'd and tatter'd. 1600 HOLLAND Livy 11. xxiii. 58 His
apparrell was all to tattered, foule and loathsome. 1709
ADDISON Tatler No. 100 r 3 Crowds of People In tattered

Garments. 1791 COWPER Odyss. ix. 80 Our tatter'd sail-cloth

crackled in the wind. 1905 R. GARNETT Shaks. 26 The last

year's tattered foliage That long ago has rustled to the earth.

3. transf. t a. Clad in jagged or slashed garments

(0;.)* k. Having tattered or ragged garments.
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 1537 Som has>air clethyng

hyngand als stoles Som gas tatird als tatird foles. c 1380
WYCLIP Wks. (1880) 148 In here gaye pellure & precious
clobis & wast feslis & tatrid squeyeres & obere meyne.
1596 [see TOTTERED///, a. x]. 1613 MASSINCER Dk. Milan
til. i, To see the tatteted'st rascals of my troop Drag them
out of their closets. ? a 1750 Nursery Rime, House that

Jack Built viii. This is the man alt tattered and torn. 1883
Century Mag. July 419/2 An aged and tattered negro was
the mule's ring-master.

f 4. Having unkempt dishevelled hair, of irregular

length ; shaggy. Cf. TATTY a. Obs.

1340 [see 3]. ^1460 Towneley Myst. i. 137 Now ar we
waxen blak as any coylle, And vgly, tatyrd as a foylle. 1709

Ill

STEELE & Swirr Tatter No. 70 T to A . . French Mongrel, that
was. .in a tatter 'd Condition, but has now got new Hair.

t 6. Of a ship, building, or other solid structure :

Dilapidated, battered, shattered. 06s. (See also

TOTTKBED/lt/. a. J.)

1509 NASHE Lenten Stujffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 277 Nothing
of that Castle saue tattered ragged walks nowe remaines.
1666 UKYUKN Ann. Mini!1

, cxxxiv, [He] warns his tattered

fleet to fallow home. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 30
To mend pur tattered ships. 1797-8 JANK AUSTEN Sense <fr

Sens, xviii, I do not tike ruined, tattered cottages.

tb. Of troops: Routed and broken up, shattered,
. 06s.

TATTLING.

"^J.t
1*" TATTLING vol. ,6. i|. 1579 LVLY Eufkuti (Arb.)

129 When the babe shall now begin lo tattle and call hir
Mamrr- --*' "

1675 OTW\V Alcibiadts ill. i. Their tatter'd troops are
scatterM o'er the plain. 1718 MORGAN Algiers I. lii. 40
Where he continued till he had recruited his tattered army.
Hence Ta'tteredly ado.

1673 E. BROWN Trav. Germ., etc. (1677) 126 The Windows
. .being of Glass, looked not so tatterdly as the ragged Paper
Windows of Florence.

Tattering, vbt. st>. and///.. : see TATTEBK.I, -.

t Ta'tterly, a. 06s. rare. [f. TATTEK rf.i +
-LY 1.1 Of the nature of tatters ; tattered.

1739 MACHIN in Rigaud Corr. Sci, Men (1841) I. 354 Im-

pudently sending them in such latterly rags a begging to

your worship.

Tattertimallion, obs. f. TATTERDEMALION.

Tattery (tae-tari), a. [f. TATTER s6.1 + -Y.]
Full of tatters

; tattered, ragged.
0843 CARLVLE Hist. Si. (1898) 242 Deluges of tangled

lattery hair. 1867 Remin. (1881) II. 21 Books in lattery,
ill-bound or unbound condition.

Tattie, Sc. dial, or vulgar corr. of POTATO.

Tattle, var. TATTY si. ; obs. f. TATTY a.

Tatting (tae-tin). [Origin unknown : perh. an

arbitrary formation. It has the form of a verbal

sb. from TAT v? ;
but that verb is of more recent

appearance, as if merely a back-formation from

tatting.] a. s6. A kind of knotted lace, netted with
a small fiat shuttle-shaped instrument from stout

sewing-thread ;
used for edging or trimming, and

sometimes for doyleys, parasol covers, etc. (called in

F. frivoliti, Ger. frivolitateri), b. vbl. sb. The
action or process of making this. Also attrib. as

tatting-cotton, -edging, -net, -shuttle, -stitch, -work.

(Tatting-shuttles exist which are said to have been used
before 1820.)

184* MRS. GAUGAIN Lady's Assist. Knitting, etc. II. 411
Common Tatting Edging. Ibid. 412 If the Tatting has not
been properly worked, this scollop will not draw. AIL Tatting
stitches must be formed with the loop round the fingers. 1864
Sat. Rev. 22 May. It retires to talk scandal over her tatting
with any fashionable old maid with whom the party may be
tormented. 1865 Reader 28 Oct. 479/3 In 1851 the Census
showed a return of 902 pupils in the various arts of crochet

laces, point lace.., pillow lace,, .plain sewing, knitting and
tatting. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Tatting-shuttle, a. small
shuttle used in tatting. 1895 Titties 2 Jan. 13/2 Orders for

cotton embroidery edgings, trimmings, and tattings have
been disappointing. 1901 CLARA MORRIS Life on Stage 46
The '

tatting
'

craze was sweeping over the country [U.S. A.]
then [<ri863); everybody wore tatting, and almost everybody
made it.

Tattle (tse't'l), sb. Also 6 tatle : see also

TITTLE-TATTLE, [f. next. Cf. LG. tdtel in same

sense.] The action of tattling ;
idle or frivolous

talk
; chatter, gossip.

a 1519 Tyttel tattyll [see TITTLE-TATTLE]. 1589 GREENE

Menaphon (Arb.) 40 Amidst other tattle, they prattled of the

beautie of Samela. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootoniia. 57 At Gossip-
ings, Funeralls, at Church before Sermons, and the like

opportunities of tattle. 1713 SWIFT Cadenus 4- Van. 320
They, .told the tattle of the day. 1869 DIXON Tower I.

xviii. 215 All this tattle was repeated, .to the Queen. 1895
C. GORE Dissert, i. vi. 60 The reserve of the canonical and
the vulgar tattle of the apocryphal Gospels.

b. with a and //. A fit of tattling ;
a '

gossip '.

Now rare.

1583 BABINGTON Commandnt. vii. (1590) 309 The dalying
tatles of these courting dayes, . . and the wanton greetings in

euery place now vsed. i6u tr. Bemienuto's Passenger \\.

i. 16 Like olde wiues tales, or tattles. 1783 Priv. Lett.

Ld. Malmesbury (1870) I. 485, 1 understand there have been
some little tattles going between us. c 18*4 PRAKD Pol. Sf

Occ. Poems, Coronal. Chas. X, Three dukes were very nearly
slain, Which would have made a tattle For many a day.

O. attrib. and Comb., as tattle-basket (cf. chatter-

box), -monger.
1736 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. II, Lingvlaca,..(^j A prating

gossip, a tattle-basket. 1848 THACKERAY Bk. Snots iv, She
knew, .how all the tattle-mongers, .watched the movements
of the Snobkys with interest 1874 LISLE CARR ?ud, Gvynne
I. ix. 272 A prosaic friendship, that has nothing in it at

which the tattlemongers of this place may chatter.

Tattle (tse-t'l), v. Also 8 tattel ; pr. pfle. and

gerund 5-6 tatelyng(e, 5-7 tailing. [Appears
in Caxton's 'Reynard the Fox', 1481, where it re-

produces MFlem. tatelen, a parallel form to the

more usual MFlem., MDu., MLG., also Flem.,

Du., EFris. tateren (see TATTER .
2
), with ex-

change of frequentative suffixes -er, -el. LG. has

also tateln, tateln to gabble, cackle (whence tatel-

gos gabbling goose), Brem. Wbch. Cf. also TITTLE

v., and TITTLE-TATTLE, in LG. titeltateln. Ulti-

mately onomatopoeic.]
1 1. intr. To speak hesitatingly, falter, stammer;

esp. to prattle as a young child ; to utter baby-talk.

2. lo utter small talk; to talk idly or lightly;
to chatter, balible, prate ; to chat, gossip.
IM7(H*TMTUNOni/..t1L (1550: xx TATTLE, i.) a t<68

Bannalyne 1'oems (Hunter. Cl.) 1082 Louers muu be tailing!Go to, good sir, you ar ane foole, yow dull me iih your
pratling. 1581 J. HELL 11addon'i Anna. Oseriuj 400 To
tattle and clatter without Judgement of matters of Uivinitie
1668 DlYDUl Kvtnings Love in. i, I must tell you, sir, you
have untied long enough. 1751 JOHNSON RaMitler No. 153
P M, I was tattling with my former freedom. 1838 LYTTOH
Alice in. vii, She tattled on, first to one,, .then to all.

b. trans/, andyijf.
1576-1881 [see TATTLING ffl. a. b). 1600 J. LAKE Tom

Tel-trotk 37, I seeme to heare resounding Ecchoet tailing,
Of misdemeanors raigning heere and there, a 1603 T. CAKT.
WRIGHT Con/*'. Rheni. If. T. (1618) 581 The merite of this

reliefe, whereof your by-note in the margent tatleth.

3. To talk without reticence so as to reveal secrets

or private affairs
; to blab,

'

tell tales'. (Now usually
with mixture of sense 2.)
1581 [see TATTLING ///. a.\ 1639 S. Du VtRGER tr. Camus'

Aamir. Events 211 To have exposed her to the tailing of

tongues, was a thing he feared like death, tigi J. WRIGHT
tr. Camtts' Nat. Paradox v. 93 People of that Nature have
never a greater itch to bee Tatting, than when they are
commanded to be Silent, and the greater the danger is, the
more are they tempted to reveal it. 1710 PALMER Proverbs
197 When one of the gang tattles, confesses, and accuses the

rest. 1876 HOLLAND Sev. Oaks xx, She had always been one
whom they could have in their families .. she never tattled.

4. trans. To utter, say, or tell over in tattling.
Now rare.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. IV. ii. 168 Then let the Ladies Uttle
what they please. lynTell-lntVs N. Y. Gift ( 1876) 1 1 They
will tatle tales. 1640 MILTON Eikon. xvii. 159 This intricate

stuff's tattl'd here of Timothy and Titus and I know not
whom thir Successors. 1719 T. COOKF. Totes, Proposals,
etc. 57 What from the Frankness of your Soul you say, The
Fool may tattel, and the Knave betray.
6. With advb. extension : To get or bring into

some condition by tattling.
1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 108 p 10 Lest the hours . .

should be tattled away without regard to literature. 1838
LVTTON Alice in. vii, She tattled on.. till she had tattled

herself out of breath.

Hence Ta-ttlement, tattling, chatter.

1837 CARLYLE Misc. (1872) VI. 225 Poor little Lilias Baillie;

tottering about there, with her foolish glad tattlement.

Tattler (tae-tlsj). Also 6 tatyllar, 6-9 tatler.

[Agent-n. f. TATTLE v. + -ER!. So LG. tattler.]

1. One who tattles
;
an idle talker, a chatterer ;

a gossip ; a talebearer, telltale.

1550 CROWLEV Last Trump. 1609 Vaine tatyllars, That do
vse false rumoures to sowe. x6si BIBLE i Tim. v. 13 Not
onely idle, but tatlers also, and busibodies, speaking things
which they ought not. i68a BUNYAN Holy War xi. (Cassell)

249 Mr. Prywell, .a sober and judicious man, a man that is

no tattler, nor raiser of false reports. 1781 COWPER Friend-

ship xvii, Whoever keeps an open ear For tattlers, will be
sure to hear The trumpet of contention. 1847 L. HUNT
Men, Women, ft Bks. II. x. 252 As great and scandalous a
tattler as anybody.
2. slang. A striking watch, a repeater ;

a watch
in general.
1688 SHADWELL Sqr. Alsatia n. Wks. 1726 IV. 47 Here's

a Tatler, gold, all gold, you rogue, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew. Tattler, an Alarm, or Striking Watch, or (indeed) any.

1844 W. H. MAXWELL Sforts tt Adv. Scot. viii. (1855) 85
He carries his '

tatler
'

in the waistband of his unmentionables.

3. Ornith. Any of the sandpipers of the genus
To/anus or subfamily Totaninee ; so called from
their vociferous cry.

1831 RICHARDSON & SWAINSON Faun. Bor.-Amer. II. 388
Tetanus semipalmatus (Temin.), Semipalmated Tatler. 1871
COUES N. Amer. Birds 250 The Terekia cinerca. .stands

between the godwits and tattlers. 1891 A. E. LEE Hist.

Columbus (Ohio) I. 17 note. Yellow-legged snipe, or tattler,

..common in autumn on western rivers.

So Ta-ttlery (rare- ),
'
idle talk or chat

'

(Web-
ster 1847).

Tattling (tse'tlirj), vbl. sb. [f. TATTLE v. +
-ING l.] The action of the verb TATTLE.

t L Faltering, stammering ; prattling ; baby-talk.
1481 CAXTON Reynard xxvii. (Arb.) 65 But who can gyue

to his lesynge a conclusion, and prononce it without tatelyng

[orif. endc seit sine woerden sender tatelen]. 1749 FIELDING
Tom Jones xviii. xiv, He declares the tattling of his little

grand-daughter, who is above a year and a half old, is sweeter

music than the finest cry of dogs in England.
2. Idle talking; chattering, prating; gossiping;

blabbing, tale-telling.

1547 '" Stry

lv. i. 26 Peace, your tailings. 1673 Lady's Call. i. i. 9 i

When 'tis remembred that St. Paul makes tailing the effec

of idleness, a 1693 Uroukart's Rabelais ill. xiii. 106 The.,

tailing of Jackdaws, . . kekling of Hens. a 17*0 SEWEL Hitt.

Quakers (1795) I. iv. 364 We do it in private to keep you
from tattling. 18151. HOOK Sayings Ser. II. Man ofMany
Fr., So that no discovery, .might be made by any tattling

amongst the servants.

Ta'ttlingf, ppl. a. [f.
as prec. + -ING 2

.] That

tattles ; chattering ; gossiping ; tale-telling.



TATTLINGLY.

1581 I BELL Haddons AHSW. Osor. 28 Blowen abroad.,

amongest tattlyng women, foolishe children. 1664 BUTLER

Hud IT i. 77 This tattling Gossip knew too well What mis-

chief Hudibras befell. i?ia ARBUTHNOT John Bull m.

v Tattling people that carried tales. 1841 HOOD Tale

Trumpet 92 In the prattling, tattling village of Tringham.

b. transf. andyff. : cf. babbling; sometimes =
' tell-tale '.

1576 GASCOIGNE Philomme 35 The tailing Awbe doth

please some fancie wel, And some like best, the byrde as

Black as cole. 1651 BENLOWES Theoph. iv. Ixviii, When
keen breath'd winds, .glaze tailing stream. 1731 SWIFT

Cassinus fy Peter Wks. 1755 IV. i. 165 Nor whisper to the

tatlling reeds The blackest of all female deeds. 1881 E.

ARNOLD Ind. Poetry 91 Lei him hear the tattling ripple Of
the bangles round thy feet.

Hence Ta-ttlingly adv. 1847 in WEBSTER.

Tatto, Sc. dial, or vulgar com of POTATO.

TattOO (tsetM-), si. 1 Forms: a. 7 tap-too,

tap too, tapp too, 7-8 taptow, 7-9 taptoo. ft. j

tat too, tato, 8 tatoo, 9 tattoe, 7- tattoo. [In

1 7th c. tap-too, a. Dn. taptoe in same sense ; f. tap
the tap (of a cask), + toe = doe toe

' shut '. So Sw.

tapto, Sp. (1706) tatu. Cf. Ger. zapfenstreich,

LG. tappenslag, Da. lappeastreg, with the first

element the same, and second element meaning
'

stroke, beat '.

Although Du. tap toe was in military use in pur sense i

in the i?th c., there is reason to doubt if this was its

original use. Tap toe = doe den tap toe
'

put the tap to ',

1
close or turn off the tap ',

was app. already in colloquial
use for

' shut up ! stop ! cease 1 '; Dr. Kluyver points out, in

a play of 1639 from Emden, Dock hier de tap van toe =
' but here we shut up ',

or '

say no more '.]

1. Mil. A signal made, by beat ofdrum or bugle-

call, in the evening, for soldiers to repair to their

quarters in garrison or tents in camp.
a. 1644 Col. Hutchinson's Orders in T. C. Hine Notting-

ham, etc. (1876) App. 8 If anyone shall bee found tiplinge
or drinkinge in any Taverne, Inne, or Alehouse after the

houre of nyne of the clock at night, when the Tap-too
beates, hee shall pay zs. 6d. Ibid, g 10 After the houre of

nyne of the clock at night, after the taptoo hath beaten,
until! the Revelly hath beaten the next morninge. 1645 N.
DRAKE Siege Pontefr. (Surtees) 6$ Not to stay there any
longer but till tapp too beate, which was about 10 a clock.

1675 Land. Gaz. No. 1014/4 The third night, after . . the

Taptow had beaten, we made a very good Retreat, without
the loss of a Man. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. 6), Tat-too or Tap-
too, the beat of Drum at Night for all Soldiers to repair to
their Tents. 1736 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet., Taptow, tattoo.

tapto_
p. 1688 R. HOLME A rmoury in. xix. (Roxb.) 153/2 The

drutner is to beat all maner of beats, as a Call, a Troope, a
March,.. a Retreit, a Tato, and a Revally. 1698 FRVER
Ace. E. India P. 74 None but Christians lodge within
the City [Bacein], the Banyans repairing to the Suburbs
upon Tattoo. 1707 in R. Rogers Jrnls. (1883) 238 note,
Your memorialist must further inform you that Rum was
let out of the Fort after tatoo. 1814 SCOTT l-Vav. Ixvii. I

question if the red-coats hae beat the tattoo yet, and we're
not safe till then. 1844 Regul. t, Ord. Army 259 The
Tattoo is to beat at Eight o clock in the Winter, and at
Nine o'clock in the Summer Season. 1884 GROVE Diet.
Mus. IV. 63/2 The Tattoo concludes by the

' Second Post
'

or
' Last Post '.

b. A military entertainment consisting of an
elaboration of the tattoo by extra music and per-
formance of exercises by troops, generally at night
and by torch or other artificial light. (So G.
zapfenstreick^
174* H. WALPOLE Lett. (1903) I. 216 You know one loves

a review and a tatloo. 1904 Daily News 8 Aug. 7 The Sher-
wood Foresters..carried out the tattoo under the direction
of Lieut. Parkinson. 1907 Standard 19 Jan. 6/7 After dark
there was a torchlight tattoo, in which 800 men took part.

c. A drum-beat in general, as a means of raising
an alarm, attracting attention, etc.
1688 in Boys Sandwich (1792) 760 The news.. caused us.,

to keep a strong watch, and the talloo was sent about
1709 STEELE Tatter No. 109 T 3 A young Lady cannot be
married, but all the Imperlments in Town must be beating
the Tattoo from one Quarter of the Town to the other to
show they know what passes. 1717 PRIOR Alma I. 454 All
those, whose hearts are loose and low Start if they hear but
the taltoo. 1873 C. GIBBON For the Kingi, The drum beat
a reckless taltoe.

.fie- 1579 DILWORTH Pope 87 Every such advertisement
is a talloo for all Ihe mercenary scribblers in a nation.
&. transf. A beating or pulsation as of a drum

;

the action of beating, thumping, or rapping con-
tinuously upon something.

112

I TattOO (tset-), **-2 Forms: 8tat(t)aow, 8-9

tattow, tatoo, 9 tatto, tatu, 8- tattoo. [In 1 8th c.

tattaow, tattow (tatau'), a. Polynesian (Tahitian,

Samoan, Tongan, etc.) ta'tau (in Marquesan ta'lu)
'

sb. denoting the markings. (For the vb. the ex-
!

pression is ta tcrtau to strike or stamp tattoo.)

The word is recorded from Tahiti as lataou in Bougainville s

Voyage autour du Monde 1766-9 (Paris 1771), and :

tattma in Capt. Cook's First Voyage July 1769. The current

Eng. tattoo and F. talou are perversions of the native name.)

The act or practice of tattooing the skm (see

I
TATTOO z/.

2
) ; the mark or design made by tattooing.

[1769 COOK Jrnl. i:t Voy. July (1893) 93 Both sexes paint

their Bodys, Tattow, as it is called in their Language. This

is done by inlaying the Colour of Black under their skins, in

such a manner as to be indelible.] 1777 G. FORSTER Voy.

round World\. 390 The punctuation which the natives call

TATT.

you stood, In all the dignity of H 's blood.

from the language of a people more recently discovered, we
call tattow. 1863 R. F. BURTON Abeokuta I. iii. 104 There

was a vast variety of tattoos and ornamentalion. 1906
Athenxum 17 Mar. 334/2 The Kenyahs and Sea-Dayaks
also appear to have borrowed the practice of tatu very

largely from the Kenyans; but most of the Indonesian

tribes have all had.. a distinctive tatu.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1845 J. COULTER Adv. in Pacific xiv. 209 Then entered

the tatoo-men. 1899 WERNER Capt. ofLocusts 9 His teeth

are not filed, and he has strange tattoo-marks on his face.

Ta ttoo, sb? East Ind. Also 8 tatoo, 9 tatto,

tattu, (tut-hoo). [a. Hindi taltfi.] A native-bred

Indian pony. Also attrib. as tattoo horse, mare.
Abbreviated TAT (sb.*}.

1784 in Selon-Karr Select.fr. Calcutta Gaz. (1864) I. 15
On their arrival at the Choultry they found a miserable

dooley and 15 tattoo horses. 1800 Misc. Tr. in Asiat.
Ann. Reg. 171/2 A man mounted on a tattoo came forward
to tell us, that [etc.]. 1809 BROUCHTON Lett. Mahratta
Camp xiv. (1892) 117 These tut.hoos are a breed of small

ponies, and are the most useful and hardy little animals in

India. 1814 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XII. zoo A Mahratta
wife, .frequently rides astride, .upon a bullock, an ass, or a
litlle tattoo horse. 1886 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 365/1 Drawn
by tattoos and bullocks.

Tattoo*, w.1 [f. TATTOO rf.i]
1. trans. To beat (a drum, etc.) ; to strike (some-

thing) with a succession of blows, to thump.
1780^8.

T. PRATT Emma Corbctt(zA. 4) II. 51 A little drum
tattooM by the timber instrument that served him for an
arm. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE SAats. Char. xvi. 402 Then
let us hope he may not have his head tattooed.

2. intr. To beat as upon a drum ; to thump, tap,
or rap upon something with a succession of blows.
1806 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Tristia Wks. 1812 V. 235 There

Folly rushes with his dirty boots, Tattoos, and nearly
thunders down the dwelling. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Ire-
land iii. 39 Her father.. tattooing with his brogues upon
the threshold. 1883 DUTTON COOK P. Foster's D. iv, Don't
tattoo with your fingers, il fidgets me.

b. trans. To cause (something) to rap in this

way (upon something else).
1810 Splendid Follies I. 57 Miss Betty. .sat tallooing one

of her shoe-heels upon Ihe hearth.

Hence Tattoo-ing vol. so. (also atlrib.*).
1871 B. HARTE 2nd Review GrandArmy ii, The wandering

night-winds seemed to bear The sounds of a far tattooing.
1884 ALLBUTT Visceral Neuroses i. 23 Some litlle blinking,
twitching, or tattooing trick which quickens as thoughts
and words come faster.

Tattoo*, v.* Forms: see TATTOO so.%
[f.

TATTOO sb.*; already used as a vb. by Capt. Cook.]
'

1. trans. To form permanent marks or designs
upon the skin by puncturing it and inserting a pig-
ment or pigments: practised by various tribes
of low civilization, and by individuals in civilized
communities, a. with the person or part as obj.

rapm tatloo witn her feel. 1878 Masque Poets 07 Tht
begins to beat outside A tattoo for the storm.

'

D. DanCs tatloo : the action of idly tapping or
irnmmmg with the fingers, etc. upon a table or
otner object, m an

irritating manner, or as a sign

,

vex
,
a
,
tlon

' '"Patience, or the like.

dev
IL

patit

women 1902 Man II. 99 Thai a lolem should be tatuedon a body is a widespread practice.
2. transf. andyfc. To mark, spot, or stain, esp.m a permanent way ; to affect or characterize per-

manently as if by marking; to defame, vilify,'blacken' (quot. 1884).
1774 Westm. Mag. II. ,45 Well I remember when tataow'd

had their Backsides Tattow'd. 1774 MME. D'ARBLAY Early
Diary (1889) 1. 325 His hands are very much tattooed. 1774Charac. in Ann. Reg. 61/3 His hands are tallaowed, accord-
ing lo the mode in his native country. 1835 SIR J Ross '

Narr. indVoy. xvi. 251 AH were tatlooed to a greater or less
!

extent. 1846 BRITTAN tr. Malgaigne's Man. Oper. Surr. 88We know that soldiers tattoo their arms and breasts, and
impress and irace on them words and figures that neither
lotions nor even blislers can efface. 1847 GROTE Greece H.
xxv. IV. s They [Illyiians] shared with the remote Thracian

'

tribes ihe custom of tallowing their bodies. 1852 MUNDVOur Antzpodes x. (1855) 247 [The Maori women] tattoo the
i

under-hp a deep blue. ,887 W. S. GILBERT Ruddigore I, ILook at his arms tattooed to the shoulder.
b. with the mark or design as object.

li'

11:

LONGF. in Life i.

tattooed with Folsom's marks. 1884 Tribune (N."VVTune'
Mr. Blaine is tatlooed. . . So was Abraham Lincoln. . . As soon
as any man gains public confidence, raalignanl and envious
creatures are found lo revile him. 1886 RUSKIN Pnettrita
I.vi. 177 The pleasure of tattooing myself with tar amone
the ropes.
Hence Tattooed (-w'd) ppl. a., Tattoo-ing vbl.

sb. (also concr. ; also attrib., as
tailooing-needle) ;

also Tattoo age (tionce-wd.), a tattooed design
[= F. tatouage] ; Tattoo-er, one who practises
tattooing; Tattoo 1st, a professional tattooer;
Tattoo-merit, the action or process of

tattooing.

'

1846 THACKERAY Cornhill to Cairo xiii, Above his ''tattoo-

age of the five crosses, the fellow had a picture of two
hearts united. 1789 MRS. PIOZZI jfourn. France II. 17 The
accounls given us in Cook's Voyages of fallowed Indians
1791 GILPIN Forest Scenery n. 261 The Indian, .doting on
her black leeth, and tattooed cheeks. 1846 KEIGHTLEV
Notes Virg., Georg. ill. 25 The wild-looking tattooed
Britons. 1897 P. WARUNQ Tales Old Regime 168 Tattooed
anchor on right forearm.

* "'

26 Oct. 5/2 The great tattooers among European peoples are
French soldiers and French criminals. 1773 Charac. in

ig is very common in the navy.
1859 JEPHSON Brittany xii. 211 Scored. .to resemble the
tattooing of a New-Zealander. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Meet.
Tattooing-needle (Surgical), an instrument for inserting a
pigment beneath the epidermis. Used, .for coloring white
spots on the cornea. 1894 Pall MallG. 5 Dec. a/i 'Tattoo-
ists vied with each other in their efforts to invent new
designs. 1885 J. H. DELL DamiingGrey, Mind 35 At best
Bui rude "tattooment of embellishment,

Tattoo, tattou, variants of TATOU, armadillo.

Tattu, variant of TATOU, TATTOO ji.3

II Tatty (tae-ti), sb. East Ind. Also tattle, tat-

tee, tatti. [a. Hindi tatli.] A screen or mat,
usually made of the roots" of the fragrant cuscus

grass, which is placed in a frame so as to fill up
the opening of a door or window, and kept wet, in

order to cool and freshen the air of a room. Ab-
breviated TAT (tt.3).

ijg* WILLIAMS in PUl. Trans. LXXXIII. 131 Tatties.,
are affixed to the door or window frames, and kept constantly
sprinkled with water. 1809 BROUOHTON Lett. Mahratta Camp
x. (1802) 83 The hot winds have set in, and we are obliged
to make use of tattees, a kind of screens made of the roots
of a coarse grass called Kus. 1811 H. MARTVN in Mem. m.
(1825) 342, I got a tattle made of ihe branches of Ihe date
tree, and a Persian peasant to water it. 1901 Indian
Standard 16 Mar. i/i Those who . . have neither Khas
Tatties nor thermantidotes will pant.. for want of fresh air.

attrib. 1848 tr. Hojfmtister'i Trav. Ceylon, etc. vii. 277
[Rooms with] but one external entrance, and thai closed up
by means of a tatty-frame.
Hence Tattled (tse-tid) a., furnished with a tatty

or tatties.

1894 Blackvi. Mag. Sept. 387/2 The Anglo-Indian is a
close prisoner within the kus-kus tattied walls.

Tatty (ta-ti), a. Sc. Also 6 taty, tawty, tattie,

9 tawtie, tautie. [app. related in form and sense

to OE. tsettec a rag, a tatter; cf. also TAT sb.*,
which is not evidenced go early, and may be a

back-formation.] Of hair, tangled, matted ; of an
animal or skin, shaggy with matted hair.

1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis vn. xii. 63 A felloun bustuus and gret
lyoun skyn, Terrible and roucb, wyth taty lokyrand haris.

1533 BELLENDEN Livy n. xi. (S. T. S.) I. 166 The hare of his

berde was bang and taty [zr. r. tawty]. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy
xxxiv, Wha wad hae thought there had been as muckle
sense in his tatty pow. 1834 CARLVLE in Froude Life (1882)
II. xviii. 428 Old pollarded, .lime trees standing there like

giants in tawtie wigs (for the new boughs are still young).
Tatu : see TATOU, TATTOO sb*
Tatuete (erron. -ette) : see TATOD.

t Tatuite, = f atwitt, to twit, taunt : see T' i

and ATWITB v.
<- 1315 SHOKEHAM Poems'i. 1132 For for-;etene sennes, pat

cure foman aredy haueb.. Tatuite.

Tatusiid (tat-si,id), a. and sb. Zool. [ad.
mod.L, Tatusiidx, pi., f. Tatusia, i. Tupi tatu :

see TATOU and -ID 3.] a. adj. Belonging to the

family Tatttfiidx of armadillos, typified by the

genus Tatusia. b. sb. An armadillo of this family.

Taty, Tatyllar, obs. ff. TATTY a., TATTLEB.

Tan (t, tau). Also 4, 6 taue, 4 tar, 4-8 taw,

5 tayu, tayewe. [a. Gr. TOW, name of the letter

T in the Greek alphabet, as in the Semitic whence
the Greek was derived : see T, the letter.]

L The name of the letter T in the Greek, Hebrew,
and ancient Semitic alphabets. Often in the sense
'
last letter ', as tau was orig. in Greek, and con-

tinued to be in Hebrew, etc.

111300 Cursor M. 12199-12204 pe letters fra alpha to

taw TC7<>. tau, F. taw, Tr. tayu), Wit sundri sight man
mai pam knau [Tr. sew]. Quat es taw, sai first to me,
And i sal vndo alpha to be; For he bat alpha can noght se,

Hu sal he wijt quat tav mai be ? 1838 JACKSON tr. Krum-
macher's Elisha ix. 199 Set a mark upon them, .a Tau, the

last letler of the Hebrew alphabet, upon their foreheads.

1883 I. TAYLOR Alphabet I. 239 The letters he, lamed, and



TAUGHT.
tau are almost the same in the Siloam inscription as on the
Moabite stone, whi'Ji is older by a c<:ntury and a half.
Hid. II. 106 '1'lie persistency in the shape of lau, which
varies less than any other letter, our modern capital T hardly
differing from the [Phoenician] Baal Lebanon form.
2. A mark of the shape of the letter T, a

St. Anthony's cross ; a figure of this as a sacred

symbol (also in Heraldry). Also formerly applied
to the sign of the cross as made with the hand.
ft 1300 Cursor M. 6078 (Cott.) On ai|>er post ber hus to

smer, A takin o tav on bail derner \Gott. On ilk derner, A
sine of tau T [Triti. thayu] make je }>er]. Ibid. 21711-6 pe
signe o tav in aid laies Hitakens cros nu in vr daies. ..Tau
and cros bath er als an, Bot tav h.is yerd a-bouen nan.
c 1446 LYDC. Nightingale Pcettts ii. 318 This banner is most
myghti of

VOrtH|..Malt noble signe and token of Tau.
1700 ASIRV tr. Saavedra-Faxarao II. 316 It is by the
lau they are stampt with, that they are assured of their
real Value. 17047. HARRIS Lex. Tcckn. I, Taw, the Heralds
have an Ordinary which they reckon among the Ci
called by this Name, and of this Figure. 1895 Q. Rev. July
213 Tradition may conceive that the Tau was the mark of
Cain. 1908 Ibid. July 142 Little images of bad silver, with
the Saint's bell, his

' Tau ' and the notorious pig.
b. Applied to the crux ansata of ancient Egyp-

tian symbolism, the ankhu A.

1857 WILKINSON Egypt. Time Pharaohs 133 The gods hold
in one hand the sacred Tau, or sign of fife. 1877 A. B
EDWARDS Up Nile ix. 238. 1886 C. R. CONDER Syrian
Stone Lore 253 note, The emblems of the. .phoenix, the tau,
the labarum, and the fylfot occur, but not the cross.

3. A T-shaped pastoral staff.

1855 tr. Laoarle's Arts Mid. Ages xiii. 381 Pastoral staff
called . .a Tau. 1875 MASKSLL Ivories 84 The Tau . . is but
a form of the pastoral staff, adopted in more than one
country of Western Europe early in the middle ages.
4. A name, or part of the name, of various

animals having markings resembling the letter T.
a. The toad-fish {Batrachus lau) of the Atlantic
coast of N. America, b. A kind of moth : see

quot. 1832; also, a kind of beetle, and of fly.

1831 J. RENNIE Conspect. Butter/I, ft Moths 36 Bomoy.
cidx

(Stephens). ..The Tau Emperor [Moth] (Agtaia Tan,
Ochsenheimer). Said to be British on doubtful authority.
5. attrib. and Comb., as tau-shapcd adj. (=T-

shaped) ; tau-bone, a T-shaped bone, as the INTKR-

CLAVICLE; tau-crosa, a T-shaped cross ( =sense 2);
so tau-orucifix ; tau-ring, ? a ring inscribed with
the letterT ; tau-staff,

a T-shaped staff (
= sense 3).

1474 Will Ld. Mountioye (Somerset Ho.), A *Tayewe
crosse. 1562 LEIGH Armoric 60 b, Ouer all a crosse Taue. I

1885 Blackw. Mag. July 129/2 The tau cross, crux ansata,
St. Anthony's cross, . . is the commonest of all primitive
symbols. 1888 F. G. LEE in Archxologia LI. 356 There
are.. no less than five heads of tau-crosses preserved in

the South Kensington Museum. 1877 W. JONES Finger,
ring 155 A very interesting collection of so-called *Tau
(T) rings were exhibited. 1888 F. G. LEE in Archxologia
LI. 356 A figure of a bishop or abbot, .bearing a *tau>

shaped staff. 1905 Athenaeum 10 June 727/2 A tau-shaped
central chamber. 1883 M'CRIE Si. fy Stud. 37 The other
carries a cross-headed or *

tau-staff. 1888 K G. LEE in

Archxologia LI. 356 Head of a tau-staff of the eleventh

century.

Tau, Taubator, obs. ff. TAW rf.2, TABEBDAB.
Taubron, -er, var. TABORN, -ER, Obs.

Tauch, -e, taugh, obs. or arch. Sc. ff. TALLOW.
Taucht, obs. f. taught, pa.t.and pple. ofTEACH v.

Taudr(e)y, obs. ff. TAWDRY.

Taught (tgt), ///. a. [pa. pple. of TEACH v,
which see for earlier Forms.]
1. Of a person: Instructed, trained; (learned

(obs.*). Now usually absol., 'the taught', or in

comb, with adverbs, as ill-taught, well-taught.
1381 WYCLIF Eccl. it 16 The ta}t man dieth also and the

vnta^t. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 178 Alle with taghte mene
and towne in togers fulle ryche. 1483 Catk. Angl. 377/1
Tawght, doctus, instructus. 155* HULOET, Taught or newlye
instructed, catechizatus. 1831-3 E. BURTON Eccl. Hist. iv.

(1845) 72 The mere necessity of instruction would give to the
teachers a superiority over the taught. 1860 PUSEY Min.
Propk. 283 T ruth of knowledge is the same in the Teacher
and the taught.
2. Of a subject, art, etc. : Conveyed by instruc-

tion : see TEACH v. 5.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 4 May 5/1 This, we are assured, was
not a taught trick, but a perfectly natural demonstration.

Hence t Tau'ghtly adv., learnedly, skilfully.

138* WYCLIF Wisd. xiii. n If any crafti man..hewe of the
wode an euene tree, and of this tajtli [1388 perfitli ; Vulg.
docte] pare awei al the rinde.

Taught, pa. t. and pple. of TEACH v. var.

TACT a. Tauism, var. TAOISM. Tauk.taulke,
obs. ff. TALK. Taulch, obs. Sc. f. TALLOW.

Tauld(e, Sc. f. told : see TELL v.

Tatun (tgm). Sc. and north, dial. Also tawm,
towm, toum.tome, torn, tarn, etc. [a. ON.taumr
a cord, rein, line, etc., in Norw. taum string, line,

e. g. on a fishing-rod (Aasen), in Fseroese teymur
(<y=ON. au) a short string at the end of a fishing
line to which the hook is secured. Cognate with

OE. tiam line, team, OHG. zoum, Ger. zaum,
OS. ttm, Du. toom rein, bridle : see TEAM sb.] A
fishing-line, usually one of horse-hair twisted.

Locally, also, a string of other kinds (E. D. D.).
a 1733 Shetland Acts n in Proc. Sac. Antiq. Scot. (1892)
XXVTT 198 All lines and tomes made of horse-hair. iSoa

VOL. IX.
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SIHHALD Cliron. Scot. Poetry Gloss., Towm. 1818 HOGG'

. etc. I . ix. 1 58 1 He) cleekit a hantlc o' gds
perches [out of the loch) with hi-, tuuiu. 1825 HXOCKKTT

N. C. n-'iinli, Tawilt, Tain, a fishing lin. .

' A l.m^ twine
t;im '. 1818 Craren Gloss., Taunt, a fishing line. 1851
( umbld. Gloss., Tome, a hair line for fishing. 1855 ROBIN-

' SON WJdAy Gloss., A Tawm, a fishing line and rod. ' A
fishiiii; tawm '. 1904 Daily Chron. 19 Feb. 3/2 When a
Scotch fisherman speaks of hU line as a ' taum

', he makes
rather a fine use of the Old Norse word for

'

bridle '.

Taum(e, obs. and dial. ff. TALM v., to faint.

Taune, variant of TAWNE v. 1 Obs.

Taunt (tnt), si>.
1 Form: 6 taunte, tawnto,

6-7 tant, 6- taunt. [Taunt sb.l and vb.l are not
found before 1500; origin obscure.
The most likely suggestion is that the sb. arose from the

Fr. phrase tant ponr tant,
' one for another, tit for tat ', lit.

1 as much for so much ', englished in i6th c. as taunt pour
taunt and taunt for taunt

J
hence, as primary sense.

' a
return thrust, an effective rejoinder . But the chronology
of the sb. and vb. makes this doubtful.
Other suggestions, for vb. or sb., are OF. tauter, variant of

ttnttr to try, prove, tempt ; M HG. lant empty talk ! and
Du. tanden '

impetere, invadcre aliquem
'

(Kilian), none of
which seem adequate.]

t 1. In phrase taunt far (pour) taunt, like for

like, tit for tat, in reply or rejoinder. Obs.
1541 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 311 Cicero for that he had

separated & deuided hymself from Piso, who had marryed
his doughter, gaue Pompeius again taunte pour taunte, for

y* same kept warre against his owne father in lawe. 1548
Erasm. Par. Luke iii. 48 b, Answer taunt pour taunt the

one contrarie to the other, c 1550 CHOKE Xfll Ps. (Percy
Soc.) 13 When they rebuked me so sore, I wold not render
taunt for taunt. l6jo T. GRANGER Div. Logike 124 Re-
gestion is commonly termed like for like, pin driuing out a
pin, tint for taunt.

1 2. A smart or clever rejoinder, a jesting quip or

witty "ibe ; banter. 06s.

1571 Damon Pithias in Hail. Dodsley IV. 24 Ready to

wanton as a Kid to th' out side, As full of Mocks and Taunts.

3. An insulting or provoking gibe or sarcasm ;

a mocking or scornful reproach or challenge; a

casting of something in any one's teeth.
a 1529 SKELTON fitnuge of Courts 70 Her

chyef gentyl-
woman . . Gaue me a taunte, and sayde I was to blame. 1548
UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke ii. 25 b, There was in hym
no malapertenesse of cockyng or geuyng tauntes. 155*
HULOET, Tawnte, titorsus, . .pipulttm. a 157* KNOX Hist.

Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 12 Many tantis war gevin thame in thair
teith. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, I. iv. 39. 1598 Merry W.
v.

y. 151 Haue I liu'd to stand at the taunt of one that makes
Fritters of English? 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 354
True it is that a man of government may otherwhtles

give a taunt and
nipping scoffe, he may cast out also a

merrie jest to moove laughter. 1680 C. NESSE Church Hist.

146 Many a taunt was cast on the old king. 1795 PorE
Odyss. in. 179 With ireful taunts each other they oppose.
1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) I. xix. 168 With sneers and
stinging taunts disgrace me.

t b. trans/. An object of insulting or scornful

gibes. Oiis. rare.
1611 BIBLF. Jer.xxiv. 9, 1 willdeliuer them..tobea reproch

and a prouerbe, a taunt and a curse.

t Taunt, s62 Obs. rare. [Origin unascertained.]
A branch, a twig.
1567 GOLDING Ovitfs Met. vn. 91 And all the Pismeres

creeping still upon his tawnts and sprigs [Lat. totidemque
animalia ramis FerreJ.

Taunt (tgnt), a. (adv.) Also tant. [Origin
and history obscure : perhaps two words

; sense 2

evidently goes with TAUNT v.2 and ATAUNT adv. 2.]

1. (?) Haughty ;

'

high and mighty
'

;

'

stuck-up '.

In mod. dial, saucy, pert.
c 1500 MEDWALL Nature (Brandl) 823 Thys boy ys passyng

taunte [rime avant). a 1550 Image Ipocr. II. 198 in Skelton's
Wks. (1843) II. 425/1 He is so hault and taunt That he dare

hyme avaunt, All erthly men to daunt. x88o IV. Cornw.
Gloss., Taunt, pert. 'A taunt piece of goods.' i88a JAGO
Gloss. Cornw. Dial., Taunt, pert,

'

high and mighty', saucy.
2. Naul. Of masts : Excessively tall or lofty.

[c 1579 ; implied in TAUNT v.
3
] 1622 R. HAWKINS Voy.

S. Sea lix. 138 Neither can the
ship

be so strong with
a decke and a halfe. .1 nor carry her Mastes so taunt : nor

spread so great a clue, a 1615 Notttenclator^
Navalis (Hart.

MS. 2301), Taunt is when a mast is very high for the pro.
portion of the

shipp,
wee saie it is a Taunt-mast. 1627 CAPT.

SMITH Seaman 's Grata, iii. 15 For a man of warre, a well

ordered Taunt-mast is best. Ibid. 17 If your Masts be

taunt, your yards must be the shorter, a 1700 B. E. Diet.

Cant. Crew, Tant, Tantest, Mast of a Ship or Man, Tall,

(ed. 2) 189 Taunt, an epithet, at sea, signifying high or tall.

It is particularly expressed of the masts, when they are of

extraordinary length. 1863 ROBSON Bards Tjfne 397 Tant

ships, that come with rampant rig, Against its sides are

rested. 1898 F. T. BULLEH Cruise Cachalot 370 The
' crow's nests

'

are dismantled, taunt topgallant-masts sent

up, and royal yards crossed.

fb. Phr. With taunt sail(s), also bearing a

taunt sail, with all sail set : cf. ATAUNT 2. Obs.

1611 R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea. Hit 124 With much winde,
and a chapping Sea, bearing a taunt-sayle. 163* LITHGOW
Trav. v. 177 Snippes were wont to passe vnder with taunt

say Ics. Ibid, x. 502 A gallant ship, puft with taunt saile.

c. Comb,, $& taunt-masted, -rigged.
1617 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. iii. 15 Taunt-masted.

TAUNTINGLY.
I7<H J. HAMII Lrr. Techn. \, Taunt, when the Muu *
a Ship are too tall for her, (hey say hc a T,i
or that her Muu are very Taunt. 1815 H. I

No*. Peon 7o Taunt rigg'd he seem-,
tB. adv. C>; To the full, thoroughly: cl.

ATAUNT i. Obs.
a isjo Hyt Way to Sfottil l/o. 542 in Hazl. . 1\ /'. IV.

49 And there they prate, and make tbeyr auaunt Of theyr
deceytes, and drynk adew taunt,

Taunt ityin ,
i'.l Alo 6-7 tant. [SeeTAUNT **.!]

1 1. intr. To make a smart or effective rejoinder ;

to answer back in equivalent terms ; to exchange
banter. Oks.

1513 MoE Rich. Ill in Hall Chron. (1548) i6b, [Jane
Shore] had a proper wytte . . somtyme tantyng without
displeasure, but not without disporte. a !5^Sxu.TOH Agst.
GarHesche ii. 37 To tumey or to lante with me year to fare to
seke. 1548 THOMAS Hal. Diet. (i*fa),Mottefgiare. to taunt
pretely, or to cutte another mans woordes wittily or finely.

1 2. trans. To answer (a person) with a bantering
or mocking rejoinder; to

'

chaff', banter. Obi.
1515 BAHCLAY Eglogts 11. (1570) Biv/i If thou call for

ought by worde, signe or becke, Then Jacke with the bushe
shall taunt thee with a chek. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 58
The king receyued him . . taunting htm jestingly and merit y,
as though one Realme were not able to holde them both.

1596 DALUVMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. .Scot. vli. (S.T.S.) 8 This
man tane in the feild the Eruse mirrilie tanlis, and sayis,
Welcome father, says he.

b. dial. (See quot.)
a 1815 FOSBV Voc. E. Angtia, Taunt, v. to teize, to pester

with silly questions, importunate entreaties, or any mode
of minute vexation.

3. To reproach (a person) ttrith something in a

sarcastic, scornful, or insulting way.
1560 DAUS tr. Slfidane's Comm. 363 b, Than waxed he

also more
angry,

and.. taunted them with sore rebukes.

1565 COOPER Thesaurus, Increpare firobris, to taunte with

reprochful woordes. 1601 HOLLAND /Ymy II. 571 Mamurra,
whom the Poet Catullus.. so tanted and reuiled in his

verses. 17** De FOE Plague (1840) 66 Taunting him with
want of courage to leap into the great pit. 1801 MAD.
EDGEWOHTH Moral T. (1816) I. xiii. 103 It ill became a
person . . who did not dress nearly as well as themselves, to
taunt his betters with poverty. 1879 FROUDE Oiirxxii. 386
They taunted him with cowardice.

b. intr. To utter taunts or stinging reproaches.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 306, I am not so cleane

without experience, but I could taunte againe. 1377 FULKE
Con, ut. Purg. 370 You taunt at the author of that bookc.
a 1688 BUNVAN Israers Hope Encouraged Wks. (ed. Offor) I.

613 Those very men that are pleased to taunt at this kind of
inference. iSoa MARIAN MOORE /,<wcr//<-j II. 31 Mr. Richards
was taunting at the disappointed Miss le Gros. 1833 MRS.
BROWNING Prometh. Bound i.oi Here, now, taunt on 1

C. trans, with obj. cl. 1 o say tauntingly, rare.

n
Sai

4. trans. To drive or get by taunting ; to provoke.
1813 BVRON Bride Aoydos it. xviii, Proscribed at home,

And taunted to a wish to roam. 1837 W. IRVING Capt.
Bonneville III. xlix. 253 But the Blackfeet were not to be
taunted out of their safe shelter. \Wl&Pall MallG. 31 July
1 1/2 Viscount Wolmer probably repented of having helped
to taunt it out of Mr. Morley.
Hence Ta'unted ppl. a.

1818 SCOTT Battle Sempach xii,
'

Shalt see then how the

;ame will fare ',
The taunted knight replied. 1881 Sat.

_\<t'. 6 May 567/1 When the taunted victim.. has drunk

deepenough of the bitterness of death.

t Taunt, v? Naut. Obs. rare-*, [app. f.

TAUNT a. 2.] trans. To hoist, raise, elevate.

fl79 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems xlviii. 93 Vp_ uent our

sailhs. tauntit to the huins [
= hunes], The trumpits soundit

tuentie mime tuins.

Taunter (,t-nt3j). [f.
TAUNT ZI.I + -KB!.] One

who taunts : see the verb.

IJS HULOET, Tawnter, nasutus. IJS8 Cranmer's Confut.
Vnwritten Verities Pref. Bviij, Taunters & fault finders

with others, rather then menders of themselfes. 1579-80
NORTH Plutarch (1676) 291 Socrates, .was a plain simple
man to them that knew him but outwardly, or else a pleasant
Taunter or Mocker. i8*a Examiner 688/1 Cold-blooded

taunter of the suffering people.

t Tau-ntful, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. TADNT st.l +

-FUL.] Full of taunts ; reproachful.
1715 TICKF.LL Iliad i. 15 lie all thy Rage in tauntful

Words exprest.

Taunting (tj'ntirj), vbl. sb. [f.
TAUNT z/.l +

-ING 1.] The action of TAUNT p.1

1563 WIN?ET Four Scoir Thre Quest. Wks. (S.T.S.) L 57
The erroneous assault me be [= by] tanting and mockrie.

1563 Homilies n. Matrimony (1859) 502 How few matrimo-

nies there be without chidings, brawlings, tauntings, repent-

ings. 1791 COWPER Odyss. xvn. 476 A tongue accustom 'd

much To tauntings. 1809-11 COMBI Syntax xxvu 356 Tfa
thus I ..foil their tauntings with a joke.

Tau'nting, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -mo 2
.] Thtt

taunts, or reproaches provokingly.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. IV 10 Railyng rimes, malicious

meters and tauntyng, verses. 1649 ROBERTS Clams Bit!.

ni
AV

ing reflection. 1844 THiRLWAU.c7n VIII. Ixii. ijsCleo-
menes insulted his disappointment by a taunting letter.

Tan ntingly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY ".] In a

taunting manner; with derisive or insulting re-

proach.
1549 COVEHDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. \ Ptttr 10 Not dis-
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deynfully, nor tauntynglye as though you were offended at

them. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. i. 114 (Fol. 2) The belly, .tant-

inglyreplyed To'th'discontented Members. 1646J.WHITAKER
Uzziali 13 [It] was tauntingly spoke of Christ, He saved

others, himself he cannot save. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serin.

v. (1877) 116 The question has often been asked tauntingly

Why has not Christianity done away with war?

So Tau-ntingness. rare~.
1717 BAILEY vol. II, Tauntingness, a sharp, haughty, biting

Reproachfulness. 1731 Ibid., Tauntingness, Raillery.

Taunt ne caunt : see TANT NE QUANT.
Taunton (t'nt3n, locally ta-ntsn). Name of

a town in Somersetshire ; hence short for Taunton

cloth, a woollen cloth formerly made there.

1490 in Somerset Medieval Wills (1001) 379 To William

Busshop halfe a packe of Tauntons. 1607 Act 4 fas. /, c. 2

7 Every Broade Cloth . .called Tauntons, Bridgwaters, and
Dunsters made in the Westerne paries of Somersetsheire.

Tau-ntreas. rare. [f. TAUNTEB + -ESS.] A
female taunter, a taunting woman.
"557 Agst. Vnstedfast Woman in Tottell's Misc. (Arb.)

177 O temerous tauntres, that delightes in toyes. .langlyng
iestres, depraueres of swete ioyes.

Tauny, obs. f. TAWNY. Tauorsay : see TAV-.

Taupie, variant of TAWPIB.

t Tanr. Obs. [ad. L. taur-us or OF. tor, taur,

thaur, bull.] A bull ; the constellation Taurus.
c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's Prol. 613 Myn Ascendent was

Taur and Mars ther-Inne. c 1425 WYNTOUN Chron. it. 1269
A taur, f>at is a buy!. .Scho saw ner by hir on be greyn.

t Taure. Obs. rare~ l
. Corruption of TorjB, a

fringe of hair worn on the forehead, by association

with taurus bull : cf. BULL-HEAD 3, quot. 1688.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury ir. 464/2 Women wear Hair. .

in Taures when the hair on the forehead is curled and
standeth out. Ibid., Bull-heads, when the said curled fore,

head is much larger than the Taure.

Taurean (tg-rz'an), a. rare. [f. L. taure-us

adj. (f. taurus\>v\\) + -AN.] Ofor belonging to a bull.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,Taurean, Taurine, of or belonging
to a bull. 1900 LEWIS & SHORT Lat.-Eng. Diet., Taureus,
of a bull or ox, . . \taurea] vincla, i.e. taurean bands (a poet,
expression to denote glue), Lucr. 6, 1071,

Tauri-, combining form of L. taunts bull, in

TAURICIDE, etc. ; see TAURUS, and cf. TAUKO-.
Tau-rian, a. rare 1

, [irreg. f. L. taur-us bull
+ -IAN.]

= TAUREAN, TAUKINE a.
1881 Harper's Mag. Sept. 563/1 Three days of bull-fight-

ing, .with eight taurian victims each day.
Tauric (tg-rik), a. [f. Gr. raCpos or L. taurus

bull + -io.] Pertaining or relating to, or of the
nature of, a bull

; taurine.
1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pagan Idol. I. 406 The tauric

Jupiter was the parent of the Cretan Minos. 1818 Horx
Mosaicse I. 314 He set up at Bethel two calves of gold in

apparent imitation of the tauric Cherubim of the temple.
1881 R. BROWN Law Kosmic Order 43 In the tauric and
bovine form.

Tauricide (tg-risaid). rare. [f. L. taur-us bull :

seeTAURi-and-ciDE.] a. A bull-slayer; amatador.
b. The slaughter of a bull.

1845 E. WARBURTON Crescent Cross I. ix. 169 Cambyses,
the tauricide,..and the desert. .have left little trouble to the
tourist. 1851 Fraser's Mag. XLV. 536 The great tauri.
Clde still hesitated. 1881 Pall Mall G. n Sept. 2 If you
kill him you are guilty of felony or tauricide.

t TauricOTUOUS, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.asprec.

+ L. cornu horn + -oua.] Having horns like those
of a bull.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. ix. 247 Their descrip-
tions must be relative, or the Tauricornous picture of the
one, perhaps the same with the other. 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr., Tauricornous, horned like a Bui.

Taurid (tg-rid). Astron. [f. TAUR-US, after

LEONID, PERSEID. In F. taurides pi. (Littre
1877).] In /'- A system of meteors which appear
to radiate from a point in the constellation Taurus
about the zoth of November.
1888 Casselfs Encycl. Diet., Taurides.

Tauridor, obs. form of TOREADOR.
tTauri-ferous.a. Ots.rare~.

[f. L. tatirifcr
(f. taurus bull) + -OUS : see TAUBI- and -FERGUS. 1

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tauriferous, which beareth or
nounsheth Buls or neat, 1711 in BAILEY.
Tauriform (tg-rif^im), a. [ad. L. tauriform-is,

f. taurus bull : see TAUBI- and -FORM.! Havino-
the form of a bull.

n*75
l
,,
B*1LE^ Tauriform,. .in the Shape of a Bull. 1803G. S. FABER Cabin \. 347 Bud-Arc, the tauriform god of

the Arc. 1809 E. DAVIES Mythol. Druids 170 The usual
residence of the tauriform god. 1877 A W WARD in
Encycl. Brit. VII. 403/2 The tauriform sun-god whom his
worshippers adored with loud cries.

Taurine(tg-rein),rf.l Client. Also-in. [i.tauro-m taurocholic + -INE.] A neutral crystallizable
substance, C2H,NSO3 , amido-ethyl-sulphonic acid
obtained in 1826 by L. Gmelin from ox-bile and
contained in the bile of most other animals, result-
ing from the transformation of taurocholic acid
under the influence of acids and alkalies.
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Taurine (tg -rain), a. (rf.
2
). [ad. L. taurin-us,

f. taurus bull: see -INE!.] Of, pertaining to,

of the nature of, or resembling a bull ; bovine.

1613 HEYWOOD Brazen Age i. Wks. 1874 III. 176 Hadst
thou not stoopt thy horrid Taurine shape I would haue

peece-meale rent, .thy tough hide. 1809 E. DAVIES Mythol.
Druids 173 The woundingof this bull, who represented the

taurine god. 1818 R. P. KNIGHT Symbolic Lang. (1876) 79
The taurine figures of Bacchus and the Rivers have more
or less of the original bull. 1876 M. COLLINS Fr. Midnight
to M. III. v. 57 Immovable as a taurine statue of Nineveh.

B. sb. A taurine beast, a bull, nonce-use.

1888 Harper's Mag. Apr. 783 Sturdy and stocky as a

Jersey bull, and with not a little of that taurine's pugnacity.

Tauriscite (tg'risait).
Min. [ad. G. tauriszit

(Volger 1855), from the Latin name of its locality,

Pagus Tauriscorum (Canton Uri, Switzerland) :

see -ITE !.] Native ferrous sulphate, like copperas,
but occurring in acicular crystals.
1868 DANA Min. 644. 1896 CHESTER Diet.Names Min. 266.

TTauri'ze, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. J/. taur-us

bull + -IZE.] intr. To play the bull, to take the

form of a bull.

1727 SOMERVILLE Wife 12 What form great Jove would next

devise, And when his godship would again Taurise ?

Tauro-, repr. Gr. ravpo-, combining form of

ravpos (
= L. taurus) bull, occurring in a few

words derived from Greek and modern chemical

terms, and in rare nonce-formations. Tauro'latry

[-LATRT], worship of a bull (in quot. with allusion

to '

John Bull '). Tauromo'rphous a. [Gr. rav-

p6ftop<pos, {. ftopipT/ form], having the form of a bull.

Tauro-se'rpentine a., relating to a bull and a

serpent. See also below.

jion
855

jrpentme.

Tauroboly (tgrp-b<!ai). Gr. Antiq. [ad. L.
taurobolium (also in Eng. use), f. Gr. raupo06\os
striking or slaughtering bulls, f. ravpos bull + stem
of 0*17 cast, stroke, wound. So F. taurooole.]
The slaughter of a bull or bulls ; spec, a pagan
sacrifice of a bull in honour of Cybele, with its

attendant rites, including a bath in bulls' blood ;

also, the representation of such a slaughter or
sacrifice in sculpture, etc.

1700 tr. Danet's Diet. Grk. $ Rom. Antiq., Tauropolium,
or Taurofolion [sic], Sacrifices of Bulls, which were offered
to Cybele, ..to render Thanks.. for her teaching Men the Art
to tame those Animals. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul (1884) I. xviii.

187 note, Such were the taurobolies and kriobolies hideous
blood baths. 1881 [see KRIOBOLY]. 1889 FARRAR Lives
Fathers I. ix. 562 He [Julian] washed away the lustral
waters ofbaptism in the reek ing horrors ofa Tauroboly. 1891
Smith's Diet. Grk. 4 Rom. Antif. II. 762/2 A temple of
the Magna Mater where these rites of taurobolium were
celebrated stood on the Vatican.

Taurochenocholic (tjjTd,kwkflik), a.

Chem. [f. next, by insertion of -chcno- from Gr.

Xny goose.} In taurochenocholic acid, a sulphuretted
acid (C29H<9NSO3) found in goose-bile.
1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 700.

Taurocholic (tgrofyrlik), a. Chem.
[f.

TAUHO- + Gr. \o\i\ gall, bile + -io : cf. CHOLIC.]
In taurocholic acid, an acid (C26H45NSO7) found
in the bileofthe ox and ofmost otheranimals, mostly
together with glycocholic acid. Hence Tanro-
cholate (torp-kol.ft), a salt of taurocholic acid.
1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. III. xii. 2. 702 Both of these

resinous acids (the glycocholic and the taurocholic) contain
nitrogen. The taurocholic acid also contains sulphur. Ibid
706 The taurocholates of the alkalies are very soluble in
water and in alcohol. i872THUDicHUMCA*. Phys. 17. 1872HUXLEY Phys. v. 122 The taurocholate and glycocholate of
soda, or bile salts, as they are sometimes called

TauTocoKTU rare. Also in L. form -colla.
[ad. Gr. Tavp6xo\\a, {. ravpos bull + n6\\a glue.]
Glue made from bulls' hides.

l6?
r ",',

L
y??J

Ta r c "", a glutinous substance made
put of Bulls Hides, and therefore so called, though oft times
it is made of the Ears and Feet of fourfooted Creatures
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Taurocolla, bull-glue, a sort
ot glue much used among the antients in works that re-
quired strength. 1847 WEBSTER, Taurocot. 1881 OGILVIE
(Annandale), ranrocoll, Taurocolla.

Tauromachy (tjrp-maki). [ad. Gr. ravpo-
jaxm, f. ravpos bull + imxn fighting (see -MACHY) :

so F. tauromachie.'] The practice or custom of
bull-fighting; also (with a and//.) a bull-fight.
1846 THACKERAY Cornhill to Cairo ii, It was not a re

established a college of tauromachy.
So Tauromachian, (-m^i-kian), Tanromachic

(-mse-kik) [F. tauromacAigue] adj's., of or pertain-
ing to tauromachv.
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machian university. 1887 Daily Tel. 17 June (Cassell), The
matador is forbidden by the laws of tauromachic etiquette to
attack the bull. 1894 Watm. Gaz. 13 June 2/1 There are
about fifteen special tauromachic newspapers, .in France

I] Taurus (tg-rfe). [L. taurus bull.]
1. Astron. a. The second of the zodiacal con-

stellations, the Bull, in which are included the

groups of the Pleiades and Hyades. b. Also, the
second of the divisions or signs of the Zodiac
into which the sun enters on or near the aist of

April: originally identical with the constellation

(cf. CANOEB 2). Symbol 0.

<ri39i CHAUCER Astro!. 1. 1 21 As aries hath [respect tol
thin heued, & taurus thy nekke & thy throte, gemyni
thyn armholes & thin armes. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De
P. R. vin. x. (Bodl. MS.), Taurus, .is an er|>y signe. .And
he is be hous of substaunce and of ryches and posses
sioun of fonging & of Jeuynge. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.n iii

69 See, see, thou hast shot off one of Taurus homes. 1664BUTLER Hud. n. in. 904 Some say the Zodiack-Constellations
Have long since chang'd their antique Stations Above a Sign
and prove the same In Taurus now, once in the Ram. 1667
MILTON P. L. I. 769 As Bees In spring time, when the Sun
with Taurus rides. 1868 LOCKVER Elem. Astron. 94 ,6
In 1861 it was found that a small nebula, discovered in 1856
in Taurus, .had disappeared.

t2. Zool. An obsolete genus including the com-
mon ox (now Bos taurus).

Taurylic (tgri-lik), a. Chem. [f. L. taur-us
bull + -IL + -ic.] In taurylic acid, a colourless oil

(C,H 8O) obtained together with phenol from
human nrine and that of cows and horses.
1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 701 Taurylic acid . . isomeric

with anisol, benzylic alcohol, and cresol perhaps identical
with the latter. 1873 RALFE Phys. Chem. 56 Taurylic acid
is a colourless, oily liquid, fluid at 18.

Tauahent: seeToRSHEUT. Tau-staff: seeTAu.
Tant, taught (tgt), a. Forms : a. 3-4 tojt,

-e, 4 toght, touht, towt, -e, (tout) ; 5 towght,
5-7 (9 dial.) tought (7 toft). /3. 5-9 taught.
7. 7-9 tort. 8. 8- taut. [The history of this
word is in many points obscure. Though the
form taught (now spelt taut) is known to us only
after 1600, there is little doubt that it is the same
word as the ME. ttjt, toght, tought, used also by
Capt. Smith 1612 (and in Forby). The etymology
of tojt, toght, is doubtful ; but it is generally held
to be related in some way to the ablaut-grade tof-

to)- of OE. "teohan, teon, TEE .i, Goth, tiuhan to
draw. See Note below.]
fl. Tense, as a surface; tight, distended, full to

distention. Obs.
o. c I3g Poem Times Edw. II 160 in Pol. Songs (Camden)

331 He maketh his mawe touht off the beste. Ibid. 238
ibid. 334 The best he piketh up himself, and maketh his
mawe touht. 1:1380 Sir Ferumb. 4390 pat ech of hem ne

hither ben ybrought. c 1450 Songs, Carols, etc. (E. E.T. S.)
118/24 Your brest is so towght, Tyll ye haue well cowght.
i6i CAPT. SMITH Map Virginia 28 They haue a great
deepe platter of wood. They couer the mouth thereof with
a skin, at each corner they tie a walnut, . . with a small
rope they twitch them togither till it be so tought and stiffe,
that they may beat vpon it as vpon a drumme.
1. 1878 H. M. STANLEY Dark Cont. I. xvii. 456 Their

rounded bodies were as taut as a drumhead.

fb.yf^. (?) Firm, firmly fixed or settled, clinched.

(See also TOUGHT a.)
13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 521 Gos in-to my vyne, dotz (at je

conne. So sayde the lorde & made hit tojt.

2. Tightly drawn, as by longitudinal tension;

stiff, tense, not slack. Chiefly in nautical use.
a. 1604 Peele's Tale Troy 256 Away they fly, their tackling

toft [e<i. 1589 left] and tight, a 1815 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia,
Taught, tought, tight.
S. a 1625 Nomenclator Navalis (Harl. MS. 2301), We saie

sett taught ye shrowdes y staies or anie other Roape when
it is to slack. 1637 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ix. 42 Cast
of that Doling . .

,
and hale vp taught the other. 1669 STURMY

Mariner's Mag. i. ii, 18 Hawl them taught and belaye them.

1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 8259 We.. fixed our great tackle
to it.. and hove all taught. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. viii, Haul
taught and belay ! c 1820 G. BKATTIE John o Arnha' 55
(Jam.) Ilk tendon, taght like thairm, was lac'd. 1818

WEBSTER, Taught [pron.] taut, stretched ; not slack. 1833
MARRYAT P. Simple xxx. II. 174 The yards carefully squared,
and the ropes hauled taught.

y.
a 1687 PETTY Treat, Naval Philos. i. ii, Setting of the

Shrowds loose or tort as the Condition of Sailing of the
Vessel requires. 1806 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Kev. IV. 773
Tort and smooth threads of flax and hemp. 1847 EMERSON
Poems (1857) 99 Yet holds he them with tortest rein.

S. 1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Taught, or Tau't,. .in the sea

language, is the same as stiff, or fast. 1796 NELSON in

Southey Life (1813) II. vi. i My complaint is as if a girth
were buckled taut over my breast. 1840 R. H. DANA Be/.
Mast xxvii, The land-breeze set in, which brought us upon
a taut bowline. 1883 STEVENSON Treas. Isl. v. xxiii, The
hawser was as taut as a bowstring.
transf. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. xxiv. (1760) I. 191

Manya taught gate of wind has honest Tom Bowling and I

weathered together.
b. Tightly or trimly done up; put into good

order. Of a person : Neat in appearance.
1870 Daily News i Dec., Shops ran up shutters, everything

was made taut. 1871 WHITTIER Sisters xii, In the tautest

schooner that ever swam He rides at anchor in Annisquam.
1880 CLARK RUSSELL Sailor's Sweetheart vii, By breakfast-
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time the ship was clean and taut fore and aft. 1881 Scrib-

tter's Mag. XXI. 271/1 [She appeared] in Miss B 'sshop,
taut and trim. 1887 BKSANT T/u World went i, A fair

wind, and the ship taut and trim.

c. fig. Of a person : Strict or severe as to duty.
1833 MARRYAT P. Simple yX\, He was considered to be the

taughtest (that is, the most active and severe) boatswain in

the service. 1851 KINGSTON Pirate Medit. (1860) 4 What
sort of a chap is our skipper ? He looks like a taut hand.

[Note. For the interchange of taught, taught, cf. aught.
outfit ; naught, nought (where however tin is the earlier), and
the falling together in sound in mod. Eng. of bought, soit^ht,

wrought, brought, thought (OE. bohte, sdhte, worhte, br&hts,

ffhtc) with caught, distraught, raught, taught (ME.
cahte, distraught, OE. rxhte, txkte, tdnte), where the two
sounds remain distinct in Sc. (bocht, tkocht, cauivcht,

tauwcht) and northern Eng. To}/, toght, has been sug-

gested to be : an OTeut. 'tohto* (from ablaut-grade tog-),

which is improbable, since no trace of such a form appears
in OE. or any of the cognate languages ; also, to be a syn-

copated form of ME. toyd, now towed (see Tow f. a)j this

seems impossible. With more probability it has been viewed
as an altered form of ME. ti^t, TIGHT, under the influence

of toyd, or more prob. of to^en
' drawn

', pa.pple. of TEE z'.'

It is noticeable that tajt, toujt, taught, occur also in ME.
and Sc. as variants of TOUCH a.]

Taut (tat, tat), v. Sc. Also tawt, tat. [Origin
obscure: cf. TATTY a.; also TATTER rf. 1

] a. trans.

To tangle or mat together (hair or wool), b. intr.

To become tangled or matted, as hair or wool.

Hence Tairted (taut it) ///. a,
, tangled, matted ;

having the hair tangled.
1781 BURNS Poor Mailie's Elegy vi, She was nae get o'

moorland tips, Wi
l

tawted ket, an
1

hairy hips. 1786 Twa
Dogs 20 Nae tawted tyke, tbo' e'er sae duddie. 1833 J.

CRAWFORD in Whistle-Binkie (1890) II. 224 While frae the

bairnie's tautit hair The frozen crystals hung. i88s JAMIE*
SON Supp. s.v. Tat, Dinna taut your hair sa. 1803 STEVEN-
SON Catriona xx, God's truth, it's the tautit laddie !

Taut, var. f. TAT s6.2
,
a coarse Indian cloth.

Taut, taute, obs. ff. taught \ see TEACH.

Tautaug, variant of TAUTOG.

Tautegorical (ttfgf>vikal), a. nonce-wd. [f.

TAUT(O-, after ALLEGORICAL.] (See qnot. 1835.)
So Tautegory (to'Ugori) [after ALLEGORY].
1815 COLERIDGE Aids Refl. 199 The base of Symbols and

symbolical expressions; the nature of which as always
tautegorical (i.e. expressing the same subject but with a

difference) in centra-distinction from metaphors and simili-

tudes, that are always allegorical (i.e. expressing a dif-

ferent subject but with a resemblance). 1835 in Rem.
(1836) II. 352 This part of the mytkus in which symbol fades

away into allegory but . . never ceases wholly to be a symbol
or tautegory. 1846 JOWETT in Life if Lett. (1897) I. v. 146
In one word he [Coleridge] had comprised a whole essay,

saying that mythology was not allegorical but tautegorical.
1861 STANLEY Jew. Ck. (1863) I. vi. 136 The wilderness, as

it intervenes between Egypt and the Land of Promise .. is,

a. + -EN5.]
1. trans. To make taut, to or cause to become

taut ; to tighten.
a 1814 C. DIBDIN Song, Sailor's Jrnl., While taught'ning

the forestay, I saw her faint. 1880 CLARK RUSSELL Sailor s

Sweetheart III. ii. 57 The warp sang out as we tautened

the bight of it. 1886 SHELDON tr. Flaubert's Salammbo
xiii. 310 [Catapults] were tautened with levers, pulleys, cap-

stans, or drums. 1903 L. BECKE in Pall Mall G. 28 Mar.

2/2 In another moment or two your line b tautened out.

2. intr. To become taut, as a rope under tension.

1849 Blackw. Mag. LXVI. 732 The dip of the hawser

scarce tautening at each strain. 1879 BEERBOHM Patagonia.
v. 56 The shock, as the lasso tautened, threw his horse on

its haunches. 1896 Strand Mag. XII. 350/2 The life-line

tautened, and I was soon lifted from my feet.

Hence Tau'tened///. a., Tairtening vbl. sb.

1840 R. H. DANA Bef. Mast xxiii, Our ship being very

food
upon a tautened bowline. 1879 Man. Artill, Exerc.

33 Wedges, oak, small . . 20 Tautening lashings. 1906 E. K.

ROBINSON Relig. Nat. 28 The sudden tautening of the

muscles.

Tauthrie, obs. f.TAWDBY. Tautie, var. TATTY.

Tautly (tg'tli), adv. [f. TAUT a. + -LY 2.] In

a taut manner ; with tautness.

1881 NARES Seamanship (ed. 6) 182 The bunt. .will not

allow the parrel to be passed tautly. 1881 O'DONOVAN
Men: Oasis I. i. 20 A very thick cable, .is drawn as tautly

aspossible across the stream.

Tautness (tg-tnes). [f. as prec. + -HESS.] The
state or quality of being taut.

1861 E. S. KENNEDY in Peaks, Passes ft Gl. Ser. n. I. 166

The taughtness of the rope unavoidably makes it difficult to

retain a foothold. 1889 I. M. DUNCAN Clin. Lect. Dis.

Worn. xxix. (ed. 4) 233 There being only a little tautness

left on one side.

Tauto- (toto), before a vowel properly taut-,

repr. Gr. TOUTO-, combining form of jauro, con-

traction of TO auro, the same (cf. ADTO-) ; occurring
in TAUTOLOGY, TAUTOMERISM, and their derivatives;

also the following technical words, mostly of rare

occurrence. Tatftoba^ryd, Math, [irreg. f. Gr.

flapvs heavy], that curve upon which the pressure

of a heavy particle moving under gravity is the

same at every point (cf. TAUTOCHRONE). Tauto-

gxa-phical a. [Gr. fpcupntos descriptive], present-

ing the same geographical features throughout,

monotonous in form. Tautohe'dral a., Cryst.

[Gr. iopa base], having the same face or side in
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common : sec quot. Tantome'trio, Tautome--
trical aitjs. ,

Pros, [late Gr. raiiro^erpos, {. u.i-rpov

measure], of the same metre
; having the same

arrangement of syllables in the verse, or occupy-

ing the same position metrically. Tautomo-r-

phons a., Cryst. [Gr. /jo/x/n; form], applied
to a

symmetrical form such that corresponding points
or faces of it can be brought into congruence

by revolution about an axis. Tairtonym, A'a/.

Hist. [Gr. ravTujvVri-os a., f. ovvp.a t uvupu name],
a scientific name in which the same word is used

for genus and species ; so Tantonymlo a.,

pertaining to or constituting a tautonym ;
Tan-

to'nyruy, the use of tautonyms. Tautoiorrsian

(tautou-aian), -Ions adjs., Theol. [f. eccl. Gr.

ravToovatos (Kpiphanius), f. ouffi'a essence], hav-

ing absolutely the same essence. fTanto-pa-
thy [Gr. Tai/ToiraSfta, f. iraflos suffering], suffering

caused by the same thing as was habitually used

previously. Tauto'phony [med. Gr. Ta{no<t>an>ia

(Eustathius), f. i/xwij voice], repetition of the same

(vocal) sound ; so Tautopho'nic, -leal adjs.,

repeating the same sound. Tauto-pody, Pros.

[Gr. ravTonoSia, f. rrotre,
iroS- foot], repetition of

the same metrical foot ;
a double foot or dipody

consisting of the same foot repeated twice; so

Tautopo'dio a., belonging to or constituting a

tantopody. Tantozo-nal a., Cryst., belonging to

or situated in the same zone
;
hence Tantozona'-

lity, the quality of being tautozonal.

1891 Cent. Diet.,
*
Tautotaryd. 1860 Temple Bar Mag.

I. I2i Syria is the most wearying, sun-baked, *tauto-

graphical place in the world, . . blinding limestone ridges,
limestone mule-paths, limestone valleys, limestone every-

thing and everywhere. 1895 STORY-MASKELYNB Crystallogr.
Hi. 36 When two zones nave a face in common, that b to

say when their zone-circles intersect in a pole, they will

be spoken of as *tautohedral in that face or pole. 1894
FENNELL in Class. Rev. Feb. 40/1 *Tautometric responsion
of single words is as a rule without significance and may
sometimes be due to chance. 189* A thensum 16 July 92/1
Mr. Bury has either failed to detect, or neglected to notice,

. .KCIPOU o-uc acSpiW, v. 9, "tautometrical with cicSpos $iAo-

(*iv; v. 20. 1895 STORY-MASKKLYNE Crystallogr. vi. 150
It is not difficult to determine whether in any particular
case correlative mero-symrnetrical forms are enantiomor-

phous or 'tautomorphous; i.e. cannot be brought into con-

gruence, or can be so brought by revolution round one or

more zone-lines. 1901 Ibis Oct. 722 We cannot agree with
Senor Berg that everyone ought to call.. the Night-Heron
Nycticorajc nycticorax, for we do not ourselves recognise

specially;

nymic names. 1908 Athenxum 18 Mar. 342/1 He concluded
with a proposal to get rid of *tautonymy as in Trutta

trutta, Apus (Apus) apus, or other comical arrangements
by a plan distinguishing what was legal in the past from
what is to be legal in the future. [1678 CUDWORTH Intell.

Syst. i. iv. 36. 611 That the ancient orthodox fathers, who
used the word Homoousios against Anus, intended not

therein to assert the Son to have one and the same singular
or individual essence with the Father, appeareth plainly
from their disclaiming and disowning those two words, TUVTO-

oimoi/ and Morooiiaioi'. Concerning the former of which,

lius\] Ibid., Athanasius. .disclaimetha monoousian Trinity,

as Epiphanius did before a *tautoousian ; both of them a

Trinity of meer names..they alike distinguishing them

in thcol. having absolutely the same essence. 1651 N. CUL-

,-KKWKI.L Treat, i. xvii. (1661) 152 Anacreon..by a most

1881 G. W. MOON Revisers' t.ng. xxiv. (1882) 04 Iney say
1 That ye may be sons of your Father which is m heaven :

for he maketh his sun to rise '. .tautophony, suggestive of

a pun. 1898 F. HARRISON in igtA Cent. June 942 If your
ear does not hear the false note, the tautophony or the

cacophony in the written sentence as you read it. 1891

Cent. Diet., Tatitopodic . ,'Tautopody. 1878 GURNEY

Crystallogr. 21 They are also said to be 'tautozonal, by
which is meant that they all lie in one and the same zone.

1895 STORY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr. iii. } 36 Two or more

poles (or their faces) are said to be tautozonal or heterozonal

with a third, according as they lie in the same or different

zone-circles (or zones) with it. 1880 L. FLETCHER in Philos.

Mag. Feb. 84 The property of 'Uutozonality is a per-

"TautOClirOne (t't<!<kroon).
Math. [f. TAUTO-

+ Gr. xp&vm time : cf. F. taulochrone (Diet. Tre-

voux 1771)-] That curve upon which a particle

moving under the action of gravity (or any given

force) will reach the lowest (or some fixed) point in

the same time, from whatever point it starts. So

Tautochronism (ttp-kr<)fiiiz'm),
the property of

a tantochrone; Tauto-ohronous a., having the

character of a tautochrone ; occupying the same

time, isochronous.
a 1774 GOLDSM. Sun. Exp. Philos. (1776) II. 142 The

time spent in determining the figure of a tautochrone might
have been more usefully employed in this research. 1841

BRANDS Diet. Sc., etc. i.v. t Newton and Hermann also

determined the tautochrone in a vacuum, when gravity is

TAUTOLOGIZE.
-supposed to be directed towards a given centre. Newton
likewise showed that the cyduid is also the tautochrone in

.: medium, when the rcsi&lanic is proportional to
ity. 1841 A\raw. 1'aptr, 47 (Dull. Univ. Col.

: that thecycloidUlheunly plane curve pue*sing
the properly of lautochronism. 1846 SMART Supp)., Tauto.
chronous, arriving at the lame time ; having the property
of the tautochrutic.

Tautoclin (tg-U>klin). Mm. [ad. Gcr. tautoktin

(lircithaupt 1830), f. Gr. tavro (TADTO-) + Ai'i
to bend, incline

; so called ' because it has the same
rhombohedral angle as dolomite

'

(Chester .]
A

greyish-white variety of AMKEBITE.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 685.

Tantog (tgtf>-g). Also tautaug, tetaug. [ad.
Narragansett taut-auog, pi. of taut name of the
fish : see quot. 1643-] A labroid fish, Tautoga
americana (T. onitis), also called black-fun or

oyster-fish,
abundant on the Atlantic coast of N.

America, and esteemed for food.

1643 ROGER WILLIAMS Key to Lang, of America xix. 115
Of I' ish and Fishing. Taut-auog. Sheeps-heads. 18*8-

3 WEBSTER, Tetaug, the name of a fish on the cout of
New England ; called also black fish. 1848 BARTLETT
Dut. Amer.,Tautaug. 1851 HAWTHORNE Ho. Sev. Gables

xviii, Real turtle, we understand, and salmon, tautog, can-

vass-backs, pig, English mutton. 1888 G. B. GOODE Ainer.
Fishes 288 *

lautog
'

would consequently seem to be a word
from the dialect uf the Narragansett Indians.

Tautographical, -hedral : see TAUTO-.

fTau-tolite. Min. Obs. [ad. Ger. tautolit

(Breithaupt 1836); 'adapted from [Gr.] TOVTO-

Hirpos of the same measure, referring to a supposed
axial relation, and \i9as' (Chester); see TAUTO-
and -LITE.] An obsolete synonym of ALLAMITE.
1818 Philos. Mag. May 398 The tautolite seems to be

related to the chrysolite, as the ceylanite to the spinelle.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 286 Bucklandite is anhydrous
allanite in small black crystals.. .Tautolite.. is probably the

same species.

Tautologic (tStoV'djik), a. ran. [f. Gr.

TouToXo-yfo TAOTOLOOY + -10 : cf. the adv. TOUTO-

\oyiitws in Eustathius c 1160.] next, I.

I8a8 Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 906 Dr. Johnson, .he charges
. . with a plethoric and tautologic tympany of sentence. 1858
CARLYLK Fredfc. Gt. vn. v. (1872) II. 287 No end of florid

inflated
tautologic

ornamental balderdash.

Tautological (tu>l?-dgikal), a.
[f. as prec.

f -AL : see -ICAL.]
1. Pertaining to, characterized by, involving, or

using tautology ; repeating the same word, or the

same notion in different words.
1610 T. GRANGER Div. Logihe 387 Lest thy discourse be

tedious, Tautological), erroneous. 1670 BLOUNT Law Diet.

s. v. Alnager, Measurer, and Alneger, which last, though it

be a Tautological expression (Aulnage and Measure, being
the same thing denoted in two Languages) yet long usage
and custom have brought them to distinct Offices. 1800 in

Four C. Eii. Lett. (1880) 355 Now and then, in the career

of declamation, he becomes tautological and ineffective.

1869 INGLEBY Introd. Mctaph. II. ii. 176 One writer.. des-

perately declares that the Laws of Motion are mere truisms,

or tautological judgments.
2. Of an echo : Repeating the same sound several

times. lObs.

1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 7 These return syllables and words,
the same oftentimes repeated, and may therefore be stiled

Tautological Echo's. 1807 JOYCE Set. Dial. xiii. (1846) 232
Called tautological or babbling echoes.

1 3. loosely. Of the nature of a repetition, identi-

cal (with). Obs. rare-1
.

1689 G. HARVEY Curing Dis. by Expect, xvi. 125 Com.

pound Waters, .tautological the one with the other.

Tautologicallv (tStokrdJjikali), adv. [f. prec.

+ -LY 2.1 In a tautological manner, with tautology.
1690 T. GRANGER Div. Logikevyi Handle the same matter

(homogeneously, not tautotogically). 1820 COLERIDGE Let.

C. A. Tulk 17 July (in Pearson's Catal. (1894) 14) At once

superfluous and defective, tautologically superfluous in the

l)r. Watts' sluggard in wismng tautoii

more sleep and a little more slumber '.

So Tautolo-gicalness (Bailey 1727 vol. II).

Tautologism (t t<rl6d,7,iz'm). rare. [f.
TAUTO-

LOGIZE : see -ISM.] The use or practice of tauto-

logy ;
an instance of this. Used by Farrar spec.

for the combination of two synonymous words or

syllables for the sake of precise expression of the

meaning, as in Chinese.

1815 Sporting Mag. XLVI. 117 Hard and callous, form a

tautologism. 1816 BENTHAM Chrestont. 293 The reproach

oftautologism, incurred . . by the observation. 1869 FARRAM

Font Speech iv. (1873) 122 This chaos [of homonyms in

Chinese] . . is reduced to order and meaning . . partly by what

may be called tautologism, i. e. by using a second synonym
to define the word which is vague ; in point of fact, by

making two vague words into one definite word.

Tautologist (tgtp-lodsist). [f.
as prec. + -IST.]

One who practises tautology.
ITOJ STEELE Funeral \. 14 Oh ! that Damn'd Tautologist

too That [Mr.] Puzzle and his Irrevocable Deed! 1717

BAILEY vol. II, Tautologist, one who says the same Things
over and over. 1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 649

All such literary tautologists are proper objects of epito-

"Tautologiae (tjtp-lodjaiz),
v. [f.

TAUTOLOGY

+ -JZK. (The Gr. equivalent wag TauroXoTfO-.)



TAUTOLOGIZES,.

Cf. APOLOGIZE.] intr. To repeat the same thing in

the same or different words; to use tautology.

Also with it (quot. 1656).

1607 TOFSELL Serpents (1658) 761 To take occasion to

tautologize, or to speak one thing twice. 1615 JACKSON
Creed iv. iv. i Even the most acute amongst the school-

men whiles they seek to clear this doubt do but falter_and

tautologize. 1656 S. H. Gold. Law i We are constrained

..to Tautologize it in repetitions, even to a wearying of

our selves and the world with words. ?i6.. Plutarch's

Mor. IV. 220 (L.) The tautologizing babler, if he be a physi-

tian, certainly is more troublesome than the disease.

Hence Tauto-logizer, one who tautologizes; a

tautologist.
1657 J. WATTS Vind. Ch. Eng. 241 A vain babler, a tauto-

logizer and a vain repeater.

TautologOUS (tgtp-logss), a. [f. Gr.ravTO-

\7-os repeating what has been said (f.
TOUTO the

same + -\oyos saying, f. Ki-ytiv to say) + -ous.]
=

TAUTOLOGICAL i.

1714 J. FORTESCUE-ALAND Pref, Forttscue's Alts. Sf Lijn.

Man. 67 The County of Devon, in the old way of Speaking. .

called the County of Devonshire, which is the constant

Expression in old Deeds, and signifies the same thing tho'

it be tautologous. 1786 H. TOOKE Purlcy i. ix. 406, I have

been purposely tautologous, that by my indifferent apphca-
tion of the two words /"and for,, the smallest., opposition
between these prepositions might be done away. 1853
Fraxr's Mag. XLVII. 358 Ihe circuitous jargon the

tautologous gabble .. of special pleading. 1884 SIR W. B.

BRETT in Law Times Rep. 10 May 315/2,
I have come to

the conclusion.. that the Legislature intended in this case

to be verbose and tautologous, and to say the same thing
twice over.

Hence Tauto-logously adv. = TAUTOLOGICALLY.
1865 J. P. COLLIER Bill. Catal. I. 109 It begins thus

tautologously: 'The present plagues that now we fele'.

1904 Westm. Gaz. 22 Oct. 3/2
'

Fraud-pilfered 'the indict-

ment is tautologously complete.

Tautology (tV-16d=!i). [ad. late L. tautologies

(350 in Mar. Plotin. Sacerd.), a. Gr. TauToAo-yi'a,
f. TaiiTo\6yos : see TAUTOLOGOUS ; in F. tautologie.\
a. A repetition of the same statement, b. The
repetition (esp. in the immediate context) of the

same word or phrase, or of the same idea or state-

ment in other words : usually as a fault of style.

1587 FLEMING Contn.Holinshed\ II. 1553/1 This ambassage
is reported in the historic of Scotland, wherevnto (for the

auoiding of tautologie) we refer the reader, a 1653 GOUGE
Comm. Heb. (1655) 99 To shew that there is no tautology,
no vain repetition of one and the same thing therein. 1686
GOAD Celest, Bodies i. xii. 56 The Taedium of Tautology is

odious to every Pen and Ear. a 1748 WATTS fmprov. Alind
II. ii. 4 By securing you from an appearance of tautology,
or repeating the same words too often. 1790 WESLEY Wks.
(1872) IV. 487 That villanous tautology of lawyers, which is

the scandal of our nation. 1869 FARRAR Fam. Speech iv.

(1873) 134 One leading syllable thrusting itself with the
most obtrusive tautology through a whole sentence.

o. With a and//. An instance of this ; a tauto-

logical phrase or expression ; fa repetition of
something already said (quot. 1599).
1579 FULKE Confut. Sanders 644 It is a foolish tautologie,

for you sayed the same immediatly before. 1599 Broughton's
Let. ix. 32 Euery later paperwork of yours is but a Tauto-
logy ofthe former. 1698 WANLEY in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden)
258, 1 called the library a venerable place; the Books sacred
reliques of Antiquity, &c. ; with half a dozen tautologies.
1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xix. i (1862) 309 Repeti-
tions and tautologies are used.

d. Applied to the repetition of a statement as
its own reason, or to the identification of cause
and effect.

1659 PEARSON Creed \\. (1839) 157 To assign any thing as
the cause or reason of itself, is a great absurdity, and the
expression of it a vain tautology. 1662 H. MORE P/iilos.
Writ. Pref. Gen. (1712) 15 The resolution of such Phaeno-

H- - , -_ V..-2-... v .w_jy,
. xxxix. 377 There is thus conceived an absolute tautology

between the effect and its causes. We think the causes to
contain all that is contained in the effect ; the effect to con-
tain nothing which was not contained in the causes.

e. transf. A mere repetition of acts, incidents,
or experiences ; in quot. 1650, used for the sending
of a thing to its place of origin.
1650 FULLER Pisgak H. v. 128 Some wil object it was a

real tautology to bring purples to Tyre, seeing the best of
the world were made in that place. 1657 W. DILLINGHAM
Contii. Siege of Ostendin Sir. F. Vere's Comm., It was so
thick stuck with bullets, that the Ordnance could scarcelyshoot without a tautologie, and hitting its former bullets.
1687 NORRIS Coll. Misc. (1699) 324 Our whole Life is but a
nauseous Tautology. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE Skats. Char.
1. 14 Ihe poet has avoided a dramatic tautology (if I may
so use the term) in bringing about the death of two worthymen immediately upon the heels of each other.

Tautomerism Ctgt()-meriz'm). Chem.
[f. Gr.

TOUTO-, TAUTO- + /pos part, after ISOMEEISM ; ren-

dering Ger. tautomerie (Laar 1 885).] The property
exhibited by certain organic compounds of behaving
in different reactions as if they possessed two (or
more) different

constitutions, that is, as if the
atoms of the same compound or group were
arranged in two (or more) different ways, ex-
pressible by different structural formula (e. e. the
group -CH:C(OH)_, or -CH..CO-, in ethyl
aceto-acetate). So Tautomer (tj-Wmsj), any one
of the forms of a tautomerie compound in relation
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to another; Tautomerie (tgtome-rik) a., pertain-

ing to or exhibiting tautomerism ; Tautomery

(tptfvmeri) [ad. Ger. tautomerie}, tautomerism.

1883 CONRAD LAAR in Ber. Dtscli. Client. Gcs. XVIII. 652

Urn die gegenseitige Beziehung gleichberechtlgter tormeln

..kurz bezeichnen zu konnen, schlage ich hierfur den

Ausdruck ' Tautomerie
'

vor.l 1886 tr. Richiers Organic
Chem. (1899) I. 55 Laar .. assumes that such compounds
consist of a mixture of structural isomerides, in that an

easily mobile hydrogen atom oscillates between two posi-

tions in equilibrio, and thereby the entire complex becomes

mobile. He designates the phenomenon as tautomery. 1890

GOLDSCHMIDT& MEISSLER in Jrnl. Chem. Sac. LV1II. 499

Assuming that in the reactions of tautomerie compounds
which take place under the influence of electrolytes, the

intramolecular change is brought about by the free ions.

1890 NEF ibid. 983 A discussion of the alleged cases of

tautomerism in ethyl succinosuccinate and analogous com-

pounds. 1901 DIXON ibid. LXX1X. 543 Hitherto no iso-

merism (or tautomerism) has been established amongst
mineral derivatives analogous to that subsisting between

the normal and liothiocyanates of organic radicles. 1903

Amer. C/um. Jrnl. May XXIX. 406 It [thio urea] may
react with the metal [silver] to form a sulphide, or its tau-

tomer may form an insoluble silver compound. 1904 Ibid.

Dec. 606 There are ten possible tautomerie formulas for this

phenylacetylurazole, and four possible positions for the

acetyl group. 1905 WALKER Chem. Soc. Annual Rep. 9 It

is suggested that an absorption band appears wherever

there is tautomerie change within the molecule.

Tautometric to Tautozonal : see TAUTO-.

Tavarn, obs. form of TAVERN.
t Tava-sco. Obs. Variant of TABASCO.
1652 WADSWORTH Clwcolate 14 Some doe put into it

[chocolate] black Pepper, and also Tauasco.

Tave (t^'v), v. Now dial. Also 7 tauve, 8-9
taave, 9 teave. [app. ofNorse origin : cf. Norw.
dial, tava to toil or struggle without much effect, to

fumble, be exhausted.] intr. To move the limbs

ineffectually, to sprawl ; to strike out at random
with the arms or legs; to throw oneself abont,
as a person in a passion, in a fever, etc. ; to act

violently in any way ; to strive, toil, labour, or

struggle in work, difficult walking, etc.

ciyf>St.MaryMagd.ifi\ in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

85 Sethin it [the child] swelid and turned & tauyd. 14..
Beryn 2061 Sith yee of hym be sesid, howe evir so yee
[? hee] taue, Let hym nevir pas. 1566 DRANT Horace A iv,
Where now and then (O just rewarde) in raginge surge
sum taves. 1674 RAY N. C. Words 47 To Tave ; Lincoln,
to rage. 1691 Ibid. 73 Sick People are said to tave with
the Hands when they catch at any thing. 1681 HICKERINGILL
Black Non-Conf. Postscr., Wks. 1716 II. 168 Him that

bespoke a Picture of a Horse lying (tauveing) upon his
Back. 1790 MRS. WHEELER Westmld. Dial. (1821) 40,
1 wur sae teerd wie maanderin up an dawn an teaavin ith

ling, I laaid me dawn on a breaad Scar, an scan fel asleep.
1825 BROCKETT N. C. Words, Taving, irregular motion ;

picking the bed-clothes in febrile delirium. 1828 Craven
Glass., Tave, to kick with the feet like a distracted person.
1855 ROBINSON Wkitty Gloss., To Teeave, to paw and
sprawl with the arms and legs. 1891 T. HARDY Tess xii, See
how I've got to teave and slave, and your poor weak father
with his heart clogged like a dripping-pun .

Tave = to liave : see T' l and HAVE v.

tTavel, st>. 06s. Forms: i tesfl, tefel, 3
teevel, tavel. [OE. tafel fern.,

= WGer. *tatal
t

ON. tafl, OHG. zabal, ad. lateL. or Com. Romanic
tav(o}la : L. tabula table, board, esp. board to play
on, in which sense it was taken app. bef. 400 into
WGer. See TABLE.] A die for playing with

; also, a
game of chance, or the board on which it is played.
Also attrib. Hence (in OE.) teefl-stan, a piece
or 'man' for playing with, a die; (ME.) teevelbred
= TABLE-BOARD i, ON. taflborS; (OE.) teeflere,
a player at tavel or with dice.

i,?*??,
E

,

fSurt Gloss. 6 Alea, tefiL c 1000 ^ELFRIC Voc. in
Wr.-Wttlcker 150/21-5 Alea, tafel. Alex, tzfelstanas.A leator, taiflere. Pirgus, cyningstan on t;efle. Tessere,itel
lefusculx, feSerscite tjefel. c 1000 in Thorpe Codex Exon
331/19 Dryhten . . dasleS sumum taifle craft, bleo-bordes
Sebregd. Ibid. 345/2 Hy twejen sceolon tajfle ymb sittan
..habban him ^omen on horde. 1:1205 LAY. 8133 Summen
pleoden on tieuelbrede. c 1275 Ibid., Somme pleoide mid
tauel.

t Ta-vel, v. Obs. [OE. tyfiian, f. txfel, TAVEL
sb.~\ intr. To play at dice.
anoo Vac. in Wr.-WUlcker 267/8 Cotizo, ic txfle. a ioOwl f, Night. .666 Ria swa me gred be manne a scbam^

pat taueleb & forleost bat gome.
Tavel, early var. of TEVEL v. Obs. or dial.

Tavelett, obs. form of TALLET.
t Ta-velin. Obs. Also 5-6 tavelyn, 6 -yng,

-mg, tavalyn. [app. ad. It. tavolino '

any little

boord, table, tablet (or some cognate word), dim.
from tavola 'a table, planke, or flat boorde'
(r lono).] Formerly, with furriers, (in//.) app. the
boards between which small packages of skins were
imported; hence, a small package of skins or
certain portions of fur (usually or always four)
put up between two boards. (Cf. TIMBER, applied
to a package of forty skins between two stout
boards of timber (Skene).)
1439 l"v. T. Burgh (Comm. CrL., Lond., Prowet 22), xxxose

avelj-ns xvd ,503 Pray Purse Exf. Eliz. of York
(1830)89, inj tavelyns ofshankes for the coler and fent of
the said gowne, ijj. ,505 A cc. Ld. High Trias. Scot. III.
42 Iiem, for xmj tavalyns of ermyng to the sauiyn gouu,

TAVERN.
brocht be the Quenis maister of wardrob ; ilk

pece ij s. iiij d,
summa. .vili. xs. 1543 Rates ofCustoms Cvij b, Tauelynges
the hundreth vj s. viij d. 1586 Ibid. E viij, Taueling the c,

xiij s. iiij d.

fTa'vell. Silk-weaving. Obs. exc. as Fr.
tavelle (tave-1). Also 6 tavel, tavyll, taviL [a.
F. tavelle (in sense 2), app. ad. L. iabella

tablet.]
1 1. The bobbin on which silk is wound for use

in the shuttle. Obs.

1523 SKELTON Garl. Laurel 791 To weue in the stoule
sume were full preste, With slaiis, with tauellis, with
hedellis well drest. a 1529 Agst. Comely Coystrvwne 34
Wele sped in spyndels and turnyng of tauellys. 1530 PALSGR,
279/2 Tavell an instrument for a sylke woman to worke with.

Liciatorium.

il
2. (mod. Fr. tavelle.) A large drum or bobbin

on which the silk is wound off the cocoons.
1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 286 These

[machines] consisted of, ist, a series of tavelles to wind,
clean

;
and equalize the threads during their automatic

winding off [etc.].

Taver (tei-V3.i), si. Sc. Also 9 taiver. [app.
of Norse origin : cf. Norw. tave clout, rag, any torn

piece of stuff, Da. tave fibre, filament of tow, wool,
etc.] A mere shred or filament

; a '

rag
'

(ofmeat).
1808 JAMIESON, Taivers, s. pi. tatters ; as, boiled to taivers.

File. 1819 TENNANT Papistry Storm'd (1827) 15 Sorrow gin
Paip was boit'd to taivers, And I'd a platefu' o' the bree !

1822 GALT Steam-boat xii. 288 They don't know how to
cook yonder. .they boil the meat to tavers.

Taver (U'-vaj), v. Sc. Also 9 taiver. [freq. of
TAVE

z>.] intr. To wander vaguely or aimlessly ;

to wander mentally, to talk incoherently as one
delirious; to talk idly and foolishly. Hence
Ta-vering vbl. sb. and ppl. a., wandering, etc. ;

Ta-vert///. a., fatigued or exhausted with wander-

ing, or with toil or struggle ; incoherent, confused,

stupefied, stupid ;
also Ta-versome a., fatiguing,

exhausting.
I53S STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 420 Fra hill to hill

rynnand as tha war byrit. In mure and mos so tavert war and
tyrit, a 1598 ROU.OCK Strm. Wks. 1849 I- 435 He callis our
warkis tavering, going out of the way. Ibid. 436 His
actiounis ar tavenngs, all wandring out of the way. \So
tv/. 1599; ed. i6i6wauering, wauerings.] 1808-18 JAMIESON,
Taiver, to wander ; . . to rave as mad. . . Taiversum, tiresome,
fatiguing. Taivert. 1812 GALT Sir A. Wylie xxx, Ye
wouldna hae me.. to sit till I'm taver't?..! fin' the wine
rinnin in my head already. 1823 Entail xviii, I would
na trust the hair o

1 a dog to the judgment o' that tavert

bodie, Gibby Omit. 1887 J. SERVICE Dr. Duguidxm, The
taivert tenets of the Antiburgher Kirk.

Tavern (tae-vsan), sb. Forms : 3-7 taverne,
(4 tavarn, 5 tawern, 6 taverin, Sc. taveroun),
7- tavern, [a. OF. taverne (1256 in Littre) : L.
taberna a shed constructed of boards, a hut, booth,
stall, shop, workshop, also a tavern or inn (so in

earliest French and Eng. examples). Cf. TABEKN.]
L In early use, A public house or tap-room where

wine was retailed ; a dram-shop ; in current use
PUBLIC HOUSE a b.

See also humorous use (word-play on Kane NewInn Hall)
in quot. 1904.
[1286 Memoranda K. R. 14 $ 15 Edw. I 3 b, Tauernes ke

sunt en meimes la Meisun ke est assise par entre la Meison
Thomas le Vineter vers le Su.] 1297 R. GLOUC (Rolls) 4024
Hor ydelnesse hom ssal bringe to sunne of lecherye, To
tauerne & to sleube, & to hasardrie. 1303 R. BRUNNE
Haiidl. Synne 1025 Tauerne ys be deuylys knyfe Hyt
sleb be, ofer soule or lyfe. 1340 Ayenb. 56 J>e

tauerne

ys be scole of be dyeule huere his declples studieb. c 1440
Jacob's Weil 147 pe tauerne is welle of glotonye, for it

may be clepyd be develys scolehous. 1570 B. GOOGE
Pop. Kingd. iv. 53 This done, they to the Taverne go, or
in the fields they dine. 1591 SHAKS. Rich. 11, v. lii. 5
Can no man tell of my vnlnriftie Sonne ? . . Enquire at

London, 'mongst the Tauernes there. 1611 COTGR., Taver-

nicr,. . a Victualler, of whom (as in our Tauernes of Lon-
don) one may haue meat, and drink for his money. 1693
Humours Town 108 The Taverns are the Nurseries of
Profaneness and Treason. 1710 SWIFT Lett. (1767) HI.
14, 1 dined to-day at a tavern with Stratford. 1785
TRUSLER Mod. Times III. 76 When we reached London.,
we put up at one of those taverns called hotels. 1809
KENDALL Trav. III. Ixxii. 128 The doctor keeps a public
house, or, as the term is, a tavern. 1840 DICKENS Bam.
Rudge ii, This tavern would seem to be a house of call for

all the gaping idlers of the neighbourhood. 1904 Westm.
Gaz. ii May 1/2 Richard Shute the only first-class man
ever produced by the defunct

' Tavern
',
as New Inn Hall

[Oxford] used to be called.

1 2. A shop or workshop attached to or under a

dwelling-house ; often under ground, a cellar. Cf.

CELLAR t, WINE-CELLAB. dial. Obs.

1521 in Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 4 Al my tymber and hordes
in the Taverne, except a kilnehouse of x postes that lieth in

the laithe and in the gaitehouse. 1566 in S. 0. Addy
Evolution Eng. House (1905) 96 William Tomson for his

taverne stare, iiij d. 1575 Ibid. 95 Payd to ij dykers for

casting earth furth of the taverne iiij daies, ij s. viij d. 1583
Will Myles Fox (Somerset Ho.), My Shop with two under-

shops or Taverins. 1703 THORESBY Let. to Ray (W. Yorksh.

Words), Tavern, a cellar. 1905 ADDY (as above) 94-5 In

England shops in front oftown houses were sometimes known
as taverns ',. -and were below the surface of the streets,

like cellars. . . These ' taverns
'

were entered by stairs.

3. As a rendering of L. taberna: see the ety-

mology.



TAVERN.
1381 WVCLIP Acts

xxyiii. 15 Whanne bretheren hadden
herd, thei runnen to vs til to the chepirig of Appius, and to
a place that is clepid Thre tauernes {Vulf. trcs T;it
1611 HIUI.K ibid., They came to meet vs as farre as Appii
forum, and the three Tauernes.
4. atlrib. and Comb. a. Attributive, as tavern-

bill, -boy, -bully, -bush (Busn sb. 1
5), -chair, -dis-

course, -door, -drawer (DBAWEB st. 1
3), -fellow,

-house, -lady, -lantern, -man, -music, -quarrel,
-reckoning, -score, -supper, -talk, -wine, etc. b.

Objective and obj. gen., as tavern-frequenter,
^-ganger, -goer, -haunter, -hunter, -hunting, -keeper,
-tracer, c. Instrumental, locative, etc., as tavern-

gotten, -tainted &&)*. d. Special combs. : ftaveru-
fox, in phr. to hunt a tavern-fox, to get drunk :

see Fox sb. I d and v. 2
; tavern-token, a token

given in change by a tavern-keeper, which he will

again accept in payment; f to swallow a tavern-

token, to get drunk (obs^.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. v. iv. 161 You shall. .fear no more

'Tauerne Bils. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St. -Pierre's Stud. Nat.
(1799) III. 286 The appellation of 'good man' so frankly
bestowed on him by the 'tavern-boy. 1851 THACKERAY
Esmond u. i, A 'Tavern-bully beaten. 1570 FOXE A. f,
M. (ed. 2) 1206/1 Seeing good wyne nedeth no "taueme bushe
to vtter it. a 1668 DAVENANT News ft: Plymouth Wks.
(1673) 2 In the Metropolis,.. Where still your Taverne Bush
is green and flourishing. 1787 SIR J. HAWKINS Johnson
87, I have heard him assert, that a *tavern-cbair was
the throne of human felicity. 1660 R. COKE Justice
Yitid. Pref. 12 The subject of all 'tavern-discourses. 1474
Coventry Lett Bit. (E. E. T. S.) 400 Yf he sell any feetirT

wyn his 'Tauerne durre to be sealed Inne, and he to make
a fyne at the kynges wyll. a 1704 T. BROWN Land. 4 Lace-

Drawer, or a Box-keeper at the Play-House? 1809 Month
June 613 The roystering joviality of Prince Harrys 'tavern-
fellow. 1635 J. TAVLOR (Water P.) Old farrdj b, Nor
did bee ever hunt a *Taverne Fox. 1483 Cath. Angl.
378/2 A 'Tawern ganger, attabemio. 1797 T. PARK
Sana. 82 Meeting with some 'tavern-goer. 1538 ELYOT,
Circumcelliones, *tauerne haunters, or raylers aboute. 1583
GOLDING Calvin on Deut. li. 305 These Tauernhaunters or
Alehouse Knightes which counterfeit the preachers. 13..
Cursor M. 28462 (Cott.) Til "tauerne huse my-seluen was
wont, And draun men ber.til vmstont. 1553 BECON Reliqttes
ofRome (1563) 28 The

aforesayd pope made, .a decree, that

priestes should be no "tauern-hunters. 1641 MILTON Anim-
adv.xm. Pr. Wks. (1847) 69/2 Their laziness, their "tavern,

hunting, their neglect of all sound literature. 1611 COTGR.,
Tavernier,. .a *Tauerne-keeper. 1779 Mirror No. 46 p 23
Familiar.. to the very tavern-keepers of this city. 1763
MRS. F, SHERIDAN Discovery n. i, I don't doubt but he
is going to some of his "tavern-ladies. 1664 ETHEREUGE
Love in Tub iv. ii, Go with a "Tavern.Lanthorn before
me at Noon-day. 1755 JOHNSON, *Tavernman, one who
keeps a tavern. 1843 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. n. 9
That vulgar and "Taverne-Musick. 1820 HAZLITT Led.
Dram. Lit. 30 Marlow was stabbed in a 'tavern quarrel.
1714 MANDEVILLE Fab. Bees (1724) I. 19 Those, that re.

main'd,..when they paid their "Tavern Score, Resolv'd to
enter it no more, a 1680 BUTLER Rein., Chctrac. (1759) 1 1. 439
He is the Whores Jackal,., and at Night has his Share in a
'Tavern-Supper. vjGaCautionstoOfficersAriiiy 124 Tavern-
Suppers are generally expensive. 1609 Ev. Woman in Hum.
in. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, Urge no more, 'tis 'Taverne
talke. 1638 FORD Lady's Trial n, ii, You are grown a
tavern-talk, Matters for fiddlers' songs. 1598 B. JONSON Ev.
Man in Hum. i. iii, Drunk sir?, .perhaps he swallow d a
'tauerne token, or some such deuise sir. 2604 Meeting
Gallants 17 Indeed he had swallowed downe many Tauerne*
tokens, and was infected with the plague of drunkennes.
1604 DEKKER Hon. Wh. i. iv, If he have but. .a spleene
not so big as a taverne token.

Hence (mostly nonce-wds.~), Ta-vernize v. intr.,
to frequent taverns; Tavernless a., devoid of

taverns or inns; Ta'vernly a., smacking of the
tavern

;
Ta'vernous a. [after cavernous], tavern-

like; Ta-vernry, tavern-expenses ; Ta-vernwazds
adv., towards a tavern.

1851 Fraser's Mag. XLIV. 425 The frequent "tavernis-

ing, if we may coin a word, is another peculiarity. Pepys
was

_a giant in this way, and sang and roystered . . in the

public nouses of the day. 1897
' MARK TWAIN ' More

Tramps Abroad Ixxi, The Bishop..was once making a
business-progress through the "tavernless

vejt.
1611 SHEL-

TON Quix. (1746) 1. in. ii. 119 So returning him Thanks with
"Tavernly Phraze for his large Offers. 1866 LD. HOUGHTON
Sp. in Life (1890) I. ii. 75 The low.. ill-lit, cavernous,
'tavernous gallery, a 1670 SPALDING Troub. Ckas. 1 (i8ji)
1 1. 102 Thay comptit and reknit for thair "tavernrie with
ther mistressis. 189* Daily News 10 Mar. 2/4 Thirty young
fellows.. were promptly on the 'double' "tavernwards.

Ta'vern, v. Now rare or Obs. [f. prec. sb.,

as a rendering of med.L. tabernare, i. laberna

(common in 14-15111 c.).]

) 1. trans. Of a leaseholder or copyholder : To
subdivide his tenement ;

? orig. to erect a cottage

(taberna) on his holding, and apportion a piece of

land to it. north. Obs.

Johanne Anderson pro licencia tabernandi unum cotagmir
1402 Charta (Du Cange), Ne scolarjbus detur occasio
mercandi seu Tabernandi.] 1534 Augin, Ojff"^ Convent.

Leases, Yorks. No. 888 That the said Thomas and Roger
his sonne.. shall not taverne the said fermhold nor no

parcell therof bot to dwell and remane of the said fermhold

apon payn [etc.]. 1551 Richmond W-7/& (Surtees) 72 If it

happ my wife to latt or taverne any parte of said fermehold,
(not beyng of habilitie to occupie the same) then I will that

117

Roland my eldest sonne have it. 1575 [see TAVERNING i],

1577 Keel. f'rx. Up. JSarnts (Sntttuj 18 And doe not let

out, lease out, or taverne out, their livings.
2. intr. To frequent taverns ; also to tavern it.

1580, clc. (see TAVKRNING 2]. 1610 Ilistrio-m. \\. 209
Kach. .taverns it with drunken suppers still.

fb. trans, with out : To spend in
'

taverning'.
1618 FKLTHAM Kesolvts u. |i.J Ivii. 164 When, like Nero,

thou should'st Taverne out thy time with Wantons.

Taverner (tarvaanaj). Also 4 tavernyer,
tavarnere, 5 tawerner, -yrner, tavernere, 6

-ar, Sc. -eir, 7 -o(u)r ; (5 taberner). [a. AF.
taverner OF. tavcrnier used in senses I and 2

below (c 1 200 in Godef. Compl.},{. taverne, TAVERN,
or : post-cl. L. tabernarius shopkeeper.]
1. One who keeps a tavern ; a tavern-keeper, arch.
13.. Sir Beues (A.)14357 He askedeat be tauarnere, pat

armede folk, what it were. 1340 Aytnb. 44 And zeflcb

ontreweliche, ase dot) bise tavernycrs bet uelleb be mesure
myd scome. 1381 WYCLIF Ecclus. xxvi. 28 The tauerner
shal not be iusti6ed fro synnes of lippis. 14 . . Norn, in
Wr.-Wiilcker 688/19 Hie tabernarius, taberner. 14..
Lytyll Thanke 19 m Ritson Anc. Songs (1792) 78 They
callyd the tawyrner to ffyll be quarte, And lette note for
the cosle. 1500-10 DUNBAR Poems xxxiv. 46 (R. MS.) ' Be
Godis bluid ', quod the taverneir,

' Thair is sic wyne in my
selleir As neuir come in this cuntrie '. 1530 FALSER. 279/2
Tavernar a wyne sellar. tauernier. 1603 HOLLAND Plu-
larch's Mor. 46 Are you become indeed a Tavernour, Whose
father was a woorthy governour? 1710 STRVPE Stow's
Surv. II. 194/1 This Company anciently consisted of. .The

Vinteners, who were the Merchants that imported Wine. .,
and the laverners, who kept Taverns for them, and sold it

out by Relay!. I7o J. ADAMS Diary Wks. 1850 II. 85
[He] may.. multiply taverns and dram shops, and thereby
secure the votes of taverner and retailer. 1868 E. EDWARDS
Ralegh I. iv.66 Under the powers of the assigned patent, [he]
considerably increased the number of licensed taverners.

f 2. One who frequents a tavern or taverns ; a

tippler. Obs.

1340 Ayeno. 51 Vor alberuerst he becomb tauernyer,
banne he

playb
ate des. 1579 TWYNE Phuicke agst. Fort.

11. xc. 278 b, There is..nothyng more vayne then typplers
and Tauerners. 1613 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus i. 7 (1619)
129 So should I be a swearer 'i a taverner '( a drunkard 1

Ta'verning, vbl. sb. Now rare or 06s, [f.

TAVEHK v. + -mo 1.] The action of the verb
TAVEBN.
fl. See TAVERN v. i. Obs.

1575 SIR J. FORSTER in St. Papers Eliz., Borders XIX.
81 (P.R.O.) When anye Inhabitant here hath, .a Tenement
..scant sufficient for the meinteignaunce of one person, yf
he chaunce to dye havinge two sonnes, he devydeth the
said Tenement betwixt them bothe, and thus the taverninge
of the Queynes lande ys hinderance for kepinge of hors and
armor.

2. The action or practice of
frequenting taverns.

1580 in Liturg.Serv. Q. i'/j'z.tParker Soc.) 574 The Sabboth
days.. is spent full heathenisbly, in tavenimg, tippling,
gaming, playing and beholding of Bear-baiting and Stage
plays. 1597-8 Bp. HALL Sal. II. l, Or wicked Rablais dronken
revellings, To grace the mis-rule of our tavernings. 1654
WHITLOCK Zootomia 503 Another cries out on the ones

Taverning (where he would not spend a six pence, he never
knew any come to good that did). attrib. 1837 New
Monthly Mag. LI. 41 No wonder that, with these taverning
habits, Jonson lived poor and died no richer.

3. The keeping of a tavern.

"774 J- WENTWORTH in F. Chase Hist. Dartmouth Coll,

(1891) I. 264 Inquiring into the reasons of granting license
to Mr. Payne for taverning and retailing.

Tavert, ///. a. : see TAVER v.

Tavism, variant of TAOISM.
t Ta-vistock. Obs. In 6 Tave-. A woollen

cloth formerly made at the town of Tavistock.

1535-6 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. i23 Any clothes called Tave-

stockes, Westerne doseyns, Friseys, Kendalles, Cottons, and
all manner of course clothes made for lynynges. 1545 Ratesof
Customs d iij b, vj.Tauestockes for a clothe. [1551-2 Act 5

ft 6 Ed-w. VI, c. 6 29 Any Clothe or Clothes made in the
Towne of Tavestoke in the Countie of Deuon..commenlye
called Tavestoke Clothes.]

Tavistockite (tx-vist^ksM). A/in. [Named
by Dana, 1868, from Tavistock, a town in Devon-

shire, where found: see-iTEl.] 'Hydrous phosphate
of aluminum and calcium, found in microscopic
acicular crystals' (Chester Names Mfin.~).

[1865 A. H. CHURCH in Jml. Chem. Soc. 264 Our present
mineral is from Tavistock, Devonshire.] 1868 DANA Min.
582 Tavistockite.

fTavorsay. Old Cookery. Obs. [?] A dish of

spiced cod's head and liver.

c 1450 Two Cookery-bits. 114 Tauorsay. Nym ye bed of

ye codlyng & ye liuere, & pike out ye bones, cast therto

goud poudre of piper & gyngiuer, and gif forth.

t Taw, sbl Obs. rare. [f. TAW z-.i]

1. Tawed leather ; white leather.

c 1561 in J. T. Gilbert Calr. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1891) II. 83
Gloves, purses, whit tawe and sucbe like wurke apperteyn-
inge to thoccupacion of glover.

2. A thong, whip, lash.

Perh. a different word ; app. the sing, of TAWS, TAWSB
(which is evidenced much earlier).

1787 GROSE Provinc. Gloss., Taw, a whip. N. 1853 W.
WATSON Poems 28 (E.D.D.) The nippy taw Comes whiskin'
whiles athort us a'. [1864 WEBSTER, Taw,.. (fl.}. A whip
or instrument of punishment used by a schoolmaster.]

Taw (t), sb* Also 8 tau, 9 tor. [Origin

unascertained, and order of senses uncertain: pern.,
like alley, ALLY sb?, an abbreviation.]

TAW.
A large choice or fancy marble, often streaked or

variegated, being that with which the player shoots.
1709 Sn.i , i. TatUr No. 30 T i He is hiding or hoarding

his Taws and Marbles. ,i 1761 CAWTHOKN It'll + Liar,,.
roenu (1771) 48 H nun taw. 1807,1833

'

,

J *-
2
)- l37 Ktt. xiv, After en.

quiring, whether he had won any alley tor* or iuiiimone)l
lately. 1843 1 IIACKEKAV lrih .V*. Hk. xxiv, Large agatemarbles or taw . a 1845 HOOD Clatham Aca,t. xiv, Five
who stoop I he marble taw to speed. ,857 lUcints Tom

ox i. in, His mall privau box wag full of peg.tops,
ul.ile marbles (called 'alley-taws 'in the Vale), [etc)' 1876GRANT Burgh $ch. Scott, n. v. 179 A still greater favourite
is shooting a taw , which requires no small dexterity.

b. trans/. A game played with such marbles.
1709 STKELE Taller No. na p 3 A Game of Marbles, ncX

unlike our modern law. 1784 COWPEK Tiroc. 307 To kneel
and draw The chalky ring, and knuckle down at taw. 1708

: Starting Mag . XII. IDG At cricket, law, and prison-ban,
I He bore away the bell. 1840 THACKKRAY Paris Sk.-bie.
\ (1869) 45, I would lay a wager that., their school learning
I carried them, .only to the game of taw.

c. The line from which the players shoot in

playing the game. Hence in phrases : see quota.
1740 DVCHE & PARDON s.v. Knuckle,, They frequently

I say, Knuckle down to your taw, or fit your hand exactly in

i the place where your marble lies. 1854 Miss BAKKK
I

Northatnpt. Gloss. s.v., 'Shoot from taw*. 'You don't
stand at taw '.. .' If you don't do so and so I'll bring you to
(aw '. 1881 Leicester*. Gloss, s.v., A ring is scratched on
the ground, and at some distance from it a straight Hue
called taw. Ibid., We thus get the phrases..'come up to
scratch

'

and ' come up to taw '.

t Taw, sb.'& Obs. rare. [Derivation unascer-

tained.] A rootlet, a fibre of a root.

1615 W. LAWSON Country Housew. Card, (1626) 16 Though
they get some hold in the earth with some lesser taw, or

tawes, which giue some nourishment to the body of the tree.

I('id. 24 To dressc the roots of trees, to take away the tawes,
and tangles, that lap and fret and grow superfluously. 1670
CAPT. J. SMITH Eng. Improv. Reyiitd j8

A Plant by its

Roots and Tawes, or Fibres, sucks in the Juice of the Earth.

1765 Museum Rust. V. 117 Its root.. is round, and thick
set with taws.

Taw (tg), v. 1 Forms : I tawian, 3 (Orm.)
tawwenn, 3-4 tauwen, 4-6 tawe, 6- taw. [OK.
tawian = MLG., MDu., Du. touwen, LG. tauent

t'owwen to prepare (leather), to tan, to curry,
OHG. *awjan t zowjan (MHG. zottwen, zouwen}
to prepare, make, Goth, taujan to do, make :

OTent. *tawdjan and *tawjan ; from a stem taw- t

tdw-y not certainly found in pre-Germanic.]
1. trans. To make ready, prepare, or dress (some
raw material) for use, or for further manipulation ;

e. g. to soften (hides) by beating, to heckle (hemp),
etc. ; f in early use, to till (land).
a 900 tr. Bxtfa's Hist. iv. xxix. (1890) 366 pa bxd se Codes
man bat him man isern geloman mid hwaete ftyder brohte

J>.ut land mid to tawienne. c 1*00 OK.MIN 15903 All swa
summ be nowwt i plob pe turrnenn erbe & tawwenn. 1545
Rates of Customs C v, Sylke tawe[d] and died the pounde
viiis. 1555 \V. WATREMAN Fardle Potions n. ix. 193 He.,
taweth the skinne betwixte his handes, vntill it become very
souple and soft. i68 Robin Goodfellovj n. (1841) 28 And
whilst that they did nimbly spin, The hempe he needs must
taw. 1651 Bices New Disf. Pref. 7 Being tawed open by
wedge after wedge. 1861 Jrnl. Brit.Arcnaeoi.Assoc. Mar.
20 A slick'Stone for tawing or softening hides by friction.

2. spec. To make (skins) into leather by steeping
them, after suitable preparation, in a solution of

alum and salt ; the product is white and pliant, and
is known as alum, white, or Hungarian leather*

(In early quots. not separable from sense i.)

a 1*25 Ancr. R, 418 pet heo [ower clones] beon unorne
& warme, & wel i-wrouhte uelles wel i-tauwed. a 1300
Sat. People Kildare ix. in E. E. P. (1862) 154 Dabeit be
setter bat tawib ;ure lebir. c 1410 Master ofGame (MS.
Digby 182) vi, pe furrure. .is not feyre ; and also it styaketh
euer, but if bit be wele ytawede. 1474 Coventry Leet Bk.

(E.E.T.S.) 401 The sise of a whittawer is that he make
nor tawe no maner of lether but Shepes lether, Gettes

lethir, deris ledur, horse-lethir, or houndes-lether. 1560
Ltt. in Hakluyt Voy. (1508) I. 507 If you send 100 of them
[seal skins] tawed with the haire on, they will bee solde,
or else not. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 45 The
hides . . being tawed and wrought artificially they make
garments of them. 1613 FLETCHER, etc. Captain lit. iii,

Yes if they taw him as they do whit-leather Upon an iron.

1711 Lond. Gag. No. 4862/4 Mills.. where they shall Tan,
Taw or Dress, .any such Hides. 1877 KNIGHT Dict.Meck.,

Tawing, a process of tanning in which mineral agents are

substituted for vegetable extracts. 1870 CasselCs Teckn.
Educ. IV. 88/1 Carefully-prepared goat-skin, tanned, tawed,

dyed, and grained.

1 3. Jig. To treat (a person) abusively or with

contumely ;
to vex, torment ; to harass, afflict ;

to abuse, outrage, profane. Obs.

c 893 K. ALFRED Oros. iv. L { i |>a be bzr gefongne waeron,
hie tawedan mid bzre nuestan unieonesse. c 1000 ^LFRIC
Saints* Lives (1890) II. 102 ForSan 5e he godes tempi
tawode to bysmore. c 1000 Hoi*. II. 486 And se deolol

eow tawode burh his drymen. a 1013 WULPSTAN Horn.
xxxiii. (Napier) 162 [Hi) scendaS and tawja3 to bysmore
bzs bejnes cwenan and bwilum his dohtor. 13.. Minor
Poems jr. Vmon MS.

liy. 76 To a piler I was I-piht,

Togget and tauwed al be niht. 1549 CHALONER Erasm. OH

Folly G ij. To be briefe, they are not tawed nor plucked
asunder with a thousand thousand cares.

b. To whip, flog, thrash. Obs. exc. dial.

1600 HOLLAND Livy vm. xxviii. 301 He caused him to be

stripped naked ,and whipping cheare to be presented unto him.

The poors stripling thus pitteously tawed and torn, ran



TAW.

forth inlo the open street. 1614 B. JONSON Earth. Fair iv.

iv, You know where you were taw'd lately, both lash'd, and
slash'd you were in Bridewell. i68a D'URFEY Butler's

Ghost 43 Truss'd on her Knee she'd briskly taw him, And,
like Virago, clapperclaw him. 1863 SALA Cttpt. Dangerous
viii, I grew sick of being tawed lor offences I had never
committed. 1883 CLELAND Inchbracken xvi. 126, I would
have her tawed through the town at the cart's tail.

Taw (tg), v2 Chiefly dial. [f.
TAW sb?]

intr. To shoot or aim with a taw or marble.

1863 MRS. TOOGOOD Yorks. Dial., You don't taw fairly.

1883 A Imondbury q liuddcrsf. Gloss, s.v. Hundreds, When
. . the one who is on for his pizings manages to taw into the

hole, the game is concluded. 1898 [see TAWER 2
].

Taw, obs. form of TAU, Tow.
II Tawa (la-wa, cottoq. tatra). [The Maori

name.] A tall and handsome forest tree of New
Zealand, Beilschmiedia (Nesodaphne) Tawa, N.O.

Lauracese, with damson-like fruit
;

allied to the

Taraire, but inferior as timber.
1866 Treas. Bot. 786/1 Called Tawa by the natives. 1883

J. HECTOR Handbk. N. Zealand (1886) 106 Tawa, a lofty
forest tree 60 ft. to 70 ft. high, with slender branches. The
wood is light, and soft, and is used for making butter-kegs.

t Tawak, = to awake : see T' 1.

c 1315 SHOREHAM Poems L 1412 Ta-wak Hy bet slepe)> ine
senne slep.

Tawbern, -bron, -burn, Sc. var. TABOHK Obs.

Tawche, tawcht, obs. Sc. forms of TALLOW.
Tawoht, obs. Sc. f. taught : see TEACH v.

Tawd, obs. Sc. f. told, pa. t. and pple. of TELL v.

t Tawder, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. TAWDBY a]
trans. To deck out in tawdry garments.
1716 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to C'tess of Bristol

22 Aug., A sort of shabby finery, a number of dirty people
of quality tawdered out

Tawdrily (tg -drill), adv.
[f. TAWDBY a.+

-LY a
.] In a tawdry manner

; with cheap finery.
1736 PULTENKY Let. to Swift 21 Dec., A rabble of people

. .seeing her very oddly and tawdrily dressed, took her for
a foreigner. 1816 Sporting Mag. XLVIII. 189 A lady
observing her neighbour in a public room, dressed very
tawdrily. 1879 VROVDKSkortStiid. (1883) IV. v. 351 Thetwo
figures, .are tawdrily coloured in white and red and gold.

Tawdriness (tg-drines). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being tawdry.
1670 Moral State Eng. 161 There was a kind of tawdri-

ness in their Habits. 1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty vi. 35
That tawdriness may not destroy the proper effect ofvariety.
1841 GALLENCA Italy (1848) 1. 139 The tinsel and tawdriness
of an imitative dauber.

t Taw-drum. Obs. nonce-wd.
[f. TAWDBY,

with L. ending : cf. nostrum] A tawdry decoration.
1680 BETTERTON Revenge v. iv.6s No matter for Lace and
1 awdrums.

Tawdry (tg-dri), si. and a. Also 6 tauthrie,
tawdrie (see next); 7 taudrey, tawdery, 7-8
taudry. [As sb. short for TAWDHY LACE, q. v. ;

hence referring to the showy but cheap quality of
these in the I7th century.]
A. sb. 1 1. Short for TAWDHY LACE. Obs.

1612 DRAYTON Poly-olti. ii. 46 Of which the Naides, and
the blew Nereides make Them Taudries for their necks.
Ibid. iv. 50 Not the smallest Beck But with white Pebles
makes her Taudries for her neck.
2. Cheap and pretentious finery.
a 1680 BUTLER Ran. (1759) I. 223 Applaud th' outsides of

Words, but never mind, With what fantastic tawdery th'are
Ira d. 1747 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) II. xx. 139 Only for
the sake of having a little more tawdry upon his housings.
1831 Examiner 390/1 A dress circle !.. look at the tawdryand the ennui ! 1867 SMILES Huguenots Eng. (xSSo) maA poor bedizened creature, clad in tawdry.
B. adj. 1. Of the nature of cheap finery; showy

or gaudy without real value.
1676 ETHEREDGE Man of Mode n. ii, A Woman that Can

doat on a senseless Caper, a Tawdry French Riband, and a
Formal Cravat. 1686 BURNET Lett. (1708) 288 A Tawdry
Imbroidery of Gold and Silver. 1711 STEELE Sfect. No. So
P 3 A gay West Indian, who appeared in all the Colours
hich can affect an Eye that could not distinguish between

, - --i o-- . .o mt.M*umijr lilwrV.
tb. Untidy; slovenly; ungraceful. Obs. rare

1671 GREW Anat. Plants v. 3 A Flower without its
i-mpalement, would hang as uncouth and taudry as a Ladv
without her Bodies, eitao JOANNA BAILLIE Summer', Day
o
?
er theTeld

"^ h 'S tawdry armf > [of hay]

2. transf. Of persons or their condition: Tawdrily
dressed or decked out ; cheaply adorned.

, etc. ; hence of a

1696 R L'EsiRANGE Seneca'sMor.(<A. 6) Afterth 12 With

satires. ,808 Scol;, toL^L^^t ^^^
Lockhart, His language is too no^and "en taVdry.

'"
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t Tawdry lace. Obs. [See T (the letter) 7.]

In the earliest quotation St. Audrey's lace, i.e. lace

of St. Audrey, Etheldrida, or ^ihelSryb (daughter
of Anna king of East Anglia, and patron saint of

Ely) : A silk
' lace

'

or necktie, much worn by
women in the i6th and early 1 7th c. ;

sometimes

taken as a type of female adornments.
[As to the origin of the name, it is told, originally by

J',a;da (Eccl. Hist. iv. ix.), and after him by jElfric in the

Life of St. jEbelSryth, Virgin (/Elfric's Lives ofSaints, ed.

Skeat, 1885, xx. II. 49-60), that St. Audrey died of a tumour
in her throat, which she considered to be a just retribution,

because in her youth she had for vain show adorned her

neck with manifold splendid necklaces, 'forSan be ic on
iuo3e frsetwede mine swuran mid mzenisfealdum swur-
beasum*. In the i6th century, N. Harpsfield, Archdeacon
of Canterbury under Philip and Mary (died 1588), after

relating the story in his (Latin) Hisloria Anglicatta Eccle-

siastica (Douay 1622), adds ' Our women of England are

wont to wear about the neck a certain necklace [torguem
quendam\, formed of thin and fine silk, perchance in memory
of what we have told '. See also, more particularly, quot.

1674 below. Skinner in his Etymologicon (licensed 1668),

explains Tawdry lace as '

Ties, fringes, or bands, bought
at the fair held at the fane of St. Etheldreda, as rightly

points out Doctor Th. Henshaw '. There is no discrepancy
between the two statements. 'St. Audrey's laces' would
naturally be largely offered for sale at her fair, and though
this did not give the article its name, it doubtless made it

more widely Known, and led to the production of cheap
and showy forms for the 'country wenches '(see Nares s.v.),

which at length gave to tawdry its later connotation.]
[1530 PALSGR. (ed. i) 63/2 Seynt Audries lace, cordon.} 1548
PATTEN Exftd. Scotl-Ptef. civb, Pardon Beades,Tanthonie
belles, Tauthrie laces, Rosaries, Collets. 1579 SPENSER
Shepk. Col. Apr. 135 Binde your fillets fastCj

And gird in

your waste, For more finesse, with a tawdrie lace. 1593
Jack Straw ill. Div, Queen... I will speake for thee. T. M.
Will you in faith, and I will giue you a tawdrie lace. 1610
FLETCHER Faithf. Sheph. iv. i, The Prim-Rose Chaplet,
taudry-lace and Ring, Thou gavest her for her singing.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iv. 253 Come you promis'd me a
tawdry-lace, and a paire of sweet Gloues. 1674 BLOUNT
Glossogr., Taudrey Lace, so called from St. Audrey (Ethel-
reda) who thought her self punished for wearing rich Neck-
laces of Jewels; and therefore women after that wore
Necklaces of fine silk, called Taudrey Laces, c 1750 SHEN-
STONE Elegies xi. 18 To deck my native fleece with tawdry
lace!

t Taw-dryne. Obs. nonce-wd. [App. an arbi-

trary formation on tawdry] =
prec.

1386 W. WEBBE Eng. Poetrit (Arb.) 84 See ye not your
selues doo demeane too rudely : Bynd the fiUets : and to be
fine the waste gyrt Fast with a tawdryne [WAbe's rendering
in sappbics of Spenser's stanzas : see quot. 1579 in prec.].

Tawed (tgd), ///. a. [f. TAW v.i + -ED i.]

Made, as white leather, by the process of tawing.
Also transf. (cf. tanned).
1545 Rates of Customs biv, Graye tawed, the tymber

vi. s. vm.d. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Induct. xxxix.With tawed
handes, and hard ytanned skyn. 1641 T. LECHFORD Plain
Dealing (1867) 115 For the Winter they have boots, or a
kind of laced tawed-lcather stockins. 1711 Lond. Gaz.
No. 4862/4 Hides and Skins, Tanned, Tawed or Dress'd.
1852 MORFIT Tainiinf % Currying (1853) 412 The tawed
leather is the raw skm combined with subchloride of alu-
minium. 1879 Cassclfs Tec/in. Educ. I. 150/2.

Tawer 1
(tg-a-i). Forms: 4-5 tawier(e, 4-7

tawyer, (5 toyar, 6 tawhear, 8 tawar), 5- tawer.
[f. TAW z.l : see -EB 1. With the earlier tawyer,
cf. lawyer, sawyer] One who taws; one who
prepares white leather ;

= WHITE-TAWER.
[1311 Letter Bk. D. Lond. If. 127 Walterus le Whitawyer.

1346 AW./?. If. 1 26 b, Les bones gentz Megucersappellez Whit-
lawyers.] 1381 WYCLIF Acts ix. 43 Many dayes he dwellide in

Joppe, atbymound,sumcoriour[^/wjortawier,t/. rr.tawer,
tawiere]. 1480 [see TAWING i]. 1481-90 Howard Househ.

(Roxb.) 505 Payd to the toyar for
iiij. boke skynnys.

1559 MACHYN Diary (Camden) 208 A tawhear of skynnes
1570 LEVINS Manip. 74/44 A Tawer, alutarius. 1607 TOP-
SELL four-/. Beasts (1658) 169 The skins of this Beast are
dressed by Tawyers, with the fat of fishes and Alum. 1658
R. * RANCH North. Mem. (1821) 280 There live the tannere
lawyers, fell-mongers, parchment, and vellum-dressers. i?<K
Statist. Ace. Scotl. XIV. 552 There are 17 tanners, 18 cur
ners, and rj tawers. 1883 Century Mag. XXVII. 75 In this
part of Pans live all tanners and tawers and their kindred
Tawer *. [f. TAW .] One who aims a taw
1898 ALICE B. GOMME Games II. 113 If one player knocks

out a marble, he is entitled to
' taw '

at the rest in the fine
until he misses; and if a sure 'tawer

'

not one of the others
may have the chance to taw.

Tawern, obs. form of TAVEBN.
Tawery (tg-ari). rare. [f. TAWEB 1 or TAW z/.l :

see -EKY.] An establishment where skins are tawed.

Tawes, obs. form of TAWS.
Tawght, tawhte, obs. ff. taught see TEACH v.
III Tawhai (ta-hwai). Also tawai. [Maori.]

l He native name in New Zealand of several species
of beech, called by the settlers birches

timr
CV

'''^ Y""?"
E*hib" T''. large and durable

U r
' "^' " r sl

^pers. ,883 I. HECTOR Handbk. ff.

the barkV fh
IO

H
Taw>""' Red-birch (from the co,our fthe bark). A handsome tree, 80 ft. to 100 ft. high.

\\ Tawhori (ta,hwrri). Also tawiri [Maori.]Native name of the New Zealand tree Piltosforum
temnfohum, noted for its fragrant white blossoms

TAWNY.
1872 A. DOMETT Ranolf\\. i. I08 Its floor . . with faint tawhiri

leaves besprent. 1884 T. BRACKEN Lays Maori 21 The
early breeze that, .stole the rich Tawhiri's sweet perfume
Tawie (tg-i), a. Sc. dial. [? f. TAW p. -y in

sense
'

easy to taw ': cf. wieldy.] Tractable, docile
easy to manage.
1786 BURNS To Avid Mare v, Ye ne'er was donsie : But

namely, tawie, quiet, an' cannie, An' unco sonsie.

Tawing (tjnrj), vtl. sb.
[f. TAW v.i + -ING 1.]

1. The action or process of preparing white
leather : see TAW .l 2.

1408 Lift. RedBk. Briitol{iyx>) II. 99 Qe nulle homme
ne vse ascun manere tawing de ascuns pealx en lez ditz
schopes. 1480 Wardr. Ace. Edw. IV (1830) ,21 And lo

Jph n Massy tawyer for tawing of a tymbre of hole sables
lllJ 'SI?-'* m Swayne Sarum Churchw. Ace. (1896) so
For Tawynge of Buckys skynnys to couer ij Mase Bokys
xlj d. 1711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4862/4 Their Places of tannins
tawing, or dressing of such Hides. 1884 KMGHT Diet
Mech., Tawing, tanning a lamb-skin with the wool on it

'

attrib. 1588 L M. tr. Bk Dyeing 49 Take your tawing
stocke, and taw it [black leather] well therewith :88a
PATON in Enevcl. Brit. XIV. 389/2 They receive, .a second
treatment with the tawing mixture.

b. (fl.) concr. (See quot.)
1611 COTGR., Megis, tawings; the oflals, or peeces cut

from skmnes in tawing.

1 2. The action of flogging or punishing. Obs.

ingly I

Tawlohe, obs. Sc. f. TALLOW. Tawld, obs.
Sc. f. told: see TELL v. Tawie, obs. f. TALL.
Tawm, dial. f. TALM v., to faint.

tTawn,t<. Obs. rare- 1
, [app. an alteration of

IAN v. under the influence of TAWNY a.] trans.
To make tawny ; to bronze,

'
tan '. So f Tawn

sb., the bronzing of the skin produced by exposure
I7 RAMSAY Tartana 94 While scorching Titan tawns

the shepherd s brow, a 1734 NORTH Z/(i826) III. 96 It
was a considerable time before this upper lip having been
long shaded . . took the same tawn as the rest of his face,

t Tawne, tanne, w.1 Obs. [Early ME. tmvti-

e(n, taun-e(n, aphetic form of *at-awne(n, at-

aune(n, f. h.i-pref.1 + awne(n, in Ormin awwnenn,AWN (E z-.2, to show, exhibit. OE. "awnian has not
been found, but ME. t-avinen is parallel to MLG.,
MDu., LG. t-foten, Du. t-oonen, MHG. z-ounen to
show. These point to an OTeut. *at-awnSjan, as
a by-form of Goth, at-augjan (OS. t-ogian, OE.
st-eowan, xt-iewan) to bring before the eyes, to

show, f. OTeut. *augon-, augn-, awn-, stems of

augon- eye. See Feist Got. Etymol., s.v. Augo,
Brugmann ed. 2, 165, 681, Schade s.v. Mugan,
Kranck s.v. toon, toonen]
trans. To show, manifest, exhibit.
c IMO Bestiary 767 Ful wel he [Christ] taunede his luue to

man. c 1150 Gen. $ Ex. 636 God. .Taunede him in 8e
walkene a-buuen Rein-bowe. Ibid. 1022 Dis time o3er jer
Sal ic me to 8e taunen her. Ibid. 2034 To tawnen 3 Se
soSe her-bi. Ibid. 3444 On oSer daises morjen quile, God
tauned moysi quat he wile.

t Tawne, v.* Sc. Obs. rare- 1
. [?Deriv.ofTAW

v. 1
;

? for taw-en.] trans. To tame, subdue, soften.
1606 BIRNIE Kirk-Buriall xv. D iv, The sore sight of that

saint his syres death, did so tawne the truculent turke.

Tawiiiiiess (tg-nines). [f. TAWNY a. + -NESS.]
The quality or condition of being tawny.
c 1550 LLOYD Treat. Health F viij, Coluer dounge ground

in vyneger and smeared ouer thy face putteth away at

morphewe & tawmnes. 1633 MIDDLBTON More Dissemblers
Besides Worn. v. ii, She's tne sun's masterpiece for tawni-
ness. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Tawniness,..the Being of the
Colour of tanned Leather. 1875 BROWNING

Aristofk. Apol.,
Herakles 406 He spread The tawniness behind nis yellow
head Enmuflled by the brute's,

t Tawnish, a. Obs. rare. [f. TAWN(Y a. +
-ISH l.] Somewhat tawny ; tanned.

2675 Lond, Gaz. No. 1020/4 Having black strait hair, a
tawnish complexion. 1684 Ibid. No. 1972/4 A tall slender

Man,, .of a Tawnish Complexion.

Tawnt(e, obs. forms of TAUNT.

Tawny (tg'ni), a. and sb. Forms: a. 4-7
tauny, 5- tawny ;

also 4 tawne, (4-5 taunde),
(6 tawueye, 6-7 -ie, 6-9 -ey). /3. (chiefly north.

and Sc.) 5 tannye, tannee, 5-6 tanne, tany,

5-7 tanny ; see also TENNE. [ME. tauny, tawne,
a. AF. taune, OF. tanf (i2-i3th c. in Godef.

Compl.), later taniu', 'fonci comme le tan', f. tan,

TAN ji.l The au, aw appears to have arisen from
the OF. pronunciation, in which the a before

was nasalized, tone (tann) : cf. pawn, aunt, t de-

maund, -^frounce.]
Name of a composite colour, consisting of brown

with a preponderance of yellow or orange ;
but

formerly applied also to other shades of brown.

A. as adj. Having, or being of, this colour.
a. 1377 LANGL, P. PI. B. v. 196 panne camcoueytise..in

a tauny tabarde of twelue wynter age. 1395 E, E. Wills

(1882) 5, I deuyse to..my doughter a tawne bed of silk.

1487 in Surrey Archxol. Soc. Collect. (1865) III.
163,

I

bequeathe my tawny velvet gowne to be made a chcsible
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thereof. 1538 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 85 My tawney
chamlett dublelt. 1578 I.YTE Dadoens I. xxi. 32 Peruincle..
The floure most commonly is blew, & sometimes white, &
tawnie, but very seldome. 1590 DAVIES Immort. Soul
clxxxvm, As the World's Sun . . Slakes the Moor black, tin

European white; Th' American tawny. 1601 B. JONSOI
Poetaster III.

iv,
We must haue you turne fiddler againe,.

get a base violin at your backe, and marche in a tawnie
coate. 1631 LITHGOW Trail, iv. 162 The other Turkes whicl
are borne in Asia major and ^Egypt . .are of a greater stature
tauny. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. 6), Tawny, that is of a tanned
or yellowish, or dusky Colour. 1791 COWPER Iliad x. 21
Alton's tawny skin Around him wrapp'd. 1844 DICKICN.S
A/art. Chuz. xii, That port, being a light and tawny wine
1856 DELAMER Ft. Card. (1861) 60 Hcmerocallis Jlara.
Day Lily; a plant with yellow or tawny flowers. 1004

r.j3yBlackw. Afaff. 3 The patched old tawny sails.
'

.

P. CI4< tr. Arderne's Surgery (E.E.T.S.) 27 Puluer o
gallez and psidie and puluer tanny. 1564 Keg. Privy
Council Scot. I. 308 Sex pece of broun and tanne clayih
a 1585 I'OLWAHT flytingm. Montgomerie 736 Tanny cheeks
I think thou speiks with thy breeks. 1638 JUNIUS Faint
Ancients 270 They resemble the similitude of a tanie or a
white man. 1651 J. WRIGHT tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox 362Her complexion (which is somewhat tanny by beeing much
exposed to the Sun).
B. asrf. L Tawny colour. In Her. TENNE.

<i 1400-50 Alexander
'4355 Nouthire to toly ne to taundc

transmute we na vebbis, lo vermylion ne violett ne variant
littis.

panni coloris de tawne pro vestura choristarum. 1601 HOL.
LAND Fluty xxiv. iv. 178 Without forth of a light tawnie
or yellowish red. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry i. iii. (1660) 30
Tawny (saith Leigh) is a Colour of Worship, and of some
Heralds it is called Bruske. 1641 G. SANDYS Parafhr. Song
Sol. 1. 1. This Tawney from the Sun I took. 1756 C. LUCAS
Ess. Waters I. 103 The bright red is reduced to some-
what of a tawny. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xxiv, I ain't

particular about a shade or so of tawny,
t 2. Cloth of a tawny colour. [Cf. OF. tannt]

. 1416 in Somerset Med. Wills (1901) 75, j joup de Taune

some Orenge colours and tawneis. 1571 in Feuillerat Revels
Q. Eliz. (1908) 187 Of Satten Tawnie twelve yardes. 1587
FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1338/1 Clothed in white,
yellow, & orange tawnie.
p. 1461 Paston Lett. II. 103 Your son wolle haue to hys

jakets murry and tany. 1494, ijoa Rowane tanne [see
ROWAN']. 1497 Ace. Ld. Higk Treat. Scot. I. 343 For iij
elne and ane half of Rowane tannee. 1501 Ibid. II. 49, iiij
elne Franch tanne.

f b. pi. Garments made of this cloth. 06s.
cstoo R. CUMBERLAND John de Lancaster (iSog) III. 116

The. .livery-men brushing up their orange tawnies.
3. A brown-skinned person; = TAWNY-MOOR, arch.
iMo F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 347 There are

Tawnies amongst them, they weare in their eares rings of
gold and silver. z(S8x Land. Gaz. No. 1672/4 Run away.,
a Tall slender Indian Tawney. 1751 FRANKLIN Observ.
Wks. 1887 II. 234 In America, where we have so fair an
opportunity, by excluding all blacks and tawnys, of increas-

ing the lovely white and red. 1830 SMEDLEY Frank fair-
left xxx, Rajah somebody or other . . on his elephant,
attended by a train of tawnies.

1 4. A sweet beverage, so called from its colour.
ft. c43o Two Cookery-bks. 26 Take almaunde Mylke, &

Sugre, an powdere Gyngere, & of Galyngale, & of Canelle,
and Rede Wine, & boyl y-fere : & J>at is gode tannye.
6. A local name for the common bullfinch, from

the colouring of the female.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Tawny, a bullfinch. Somerset. 1885
SWAINSON Provinc. Names Birds 67 The same parts in the
female are reddish-brown ; hence Tawny (Somerset).

C. Combinations and special collocations, a.

Parasynthetic, etc., as lawny-coloured, -faced,
-haired, -skinned, -tanned, -visaged, -whiskered.
1571 in Hakluyt Voy. (1600) III. 465 The people of the

countrey are of a good stature, tawny coloured, broad faced,
flat nosed, a 1618 SYLVESTER Spectacles x, When the Leaves
in Autumn wither With a tawny-tanned Face. 1687 Land.
Gas. No. 2298/3 A tawny visaged Man. 1740 PINEDA Span.
Diet. s. v. Denostar, A tawny fac'd Woman dress'd up, reviles
the fair one. 1839 BAILEY Festus v, (1852) 65 Red, black
or whi^e, olive, or tawny-skinned. 1850 GEO. ELIOT A.
Bede v, Some tawny-whiskered, brown-locked, clear-corn'

plexioned young Englishman. 1861 BURTON Bk.-Hunter i.

18 He was not a black.letter man. .or a tawny-moroccoite
[collector of books bound in tawny morocco].

b. With other names of colour, expressing a
modification by tawny, as tawny-brown, etc.

1501 Privy Purse Exf. Eliz. ofYork (i8jo) 9, iiij yerdes
..of sarcenet of tawny grene. 1715 DE FOE Voy. round
World (1840) 121 The people were black, or rather of a
tawny dark brown. 1751 Affect. Narr. o/Wager 97 Their
Colour a Tawney Olive. z8xa SIR H. DAVY Cnem. Philos.
380 It . . becomes of a tawney yellow colour. 1839 URE
Diet. Arts 619 For. .tawny-gray,. .the stuff must receive a
previous blue ground by dipping it in the indigo vat. 1905
Westm. Gaz. 4 Mar. 2/3, 1 looked across the desert, tawny-
gold beneath the pitiless sun.

o. In special collocations, esp. in names of

particular species of animals of a tawny colour, or

plants with tawny flowers, as tawny bunting,
monkey, owl, thrush, vulture ; tawny day-lily,

sedge ; also in collectors' names of moths, as tawny
pinion, tawny wave, etc.

; tawny emperor, col-

lectors' name for Apatura herse, a large butterfly

(cf. EMPEROB 4); also f tawny-coat, an eccle-

siastical apparitor, from the colour of his livery.
1766 PENNANT Zool. I. ii2*Tawny Bunting. 1501 SHAKS.

I lien. VI, I. iii, 56 Out "Tawney.Coatcs, out Scarlet Hypo-
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crite. 1634 HIYWOOD Mayden-head Lost \. Wks. itjt IV
1 14 Though I was neuer Tawuy-coate, I haue playd th
summoners part. 1768 PENNANT Zool. \. 158 The "lawn
Owl.. .The color of this kind is sufficient to disi;

from
every other. 1859 Miss PRATT Brit. Grasses 35 C[arex

fulva ("lawny Sedge). 1783 LATHAM Synopsis III. 2
*
Tawny Thrush, Arct. Zool. . . Head, back, and wing covert

tawny.
^
1891 Cent. Diet, s.v., Tawny thrush, the vecry, o

Wilson's thrush, Turdtis fuscescens, one of the four song
thrushes which are common in eastern parts of Nortl
America. 1781 LATHAM Synopsis Birds I. 19 'Tawny
Vulture. ..Inhabits Falkland Islands.

Hence f Tawny v. trans., to make tawny ; to
tan. Obs. rare.
1601 IJRETON Mother's Blessing (Grosart) 9/1 The Sunne

so soone, the painted face will tawny. 1613 HEYWOOD
Brazen Age n. li, He smels all smoake, and with his nasty
sweate Tawnies my skinne.

tTawny-moor. Obs. [f. TAWNY + MOOR .t*. 2

cf. BLACKAMOOR.] A name given to the tawny or

brown-skinned natives of foreign lands; prob
originally to natives of northern Africa.
1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire v. (1892)41 They seeme more

like tawney Moores, then people of this lande. 1650 K
STAPYLTON Strada's Low C. Warres I. 22 Military Revells
wherein the Emperour himself ran a tilt, habited like a
Tauny.moor. 1686 J. DUNTON Lett.fr. Ntw-Eng. (1867) 27
Tho' he was a Tawney.more Indian, yet he was a Convertet
one. 1717 MRS. CENTLIVSE Bold Stroke/or Wife 1. 1(1749
14 There's a Black, a Tawnymoor, and a Frenchman. [184*A tawny Moor : see MOOR si.' i.J

Tawpie, tawpy (tg-pi), si. and a. Sc. Also 9
taupy, taupie, tawpee. [Prob. from Norse : cf.

Norw. taap
'
half-witted person, chiefly of women

'

(Ross), Da. taabt fool, simpleton, Sw. tap simple-
ton, tapig foolish, weak-minded.]
A. sb. A foolish, senseless, or thoughtless girl

or woman ; idle tawpie, a slattern.

1718 RAMSAY Monk 4- Milter's Wife 135
'

Pottage ', quoth
Hab,

'

ye senseless tawpie !

'

1787 BURNS Verses at Selkirk
iv, Gawkies, tawpies, gowks, and fools, Frae colleges and
boarding-schools. 1814 Miss FERRIED Inker, xl, That light-
headed tawpee [a servant] is off to a sick mother. 1834
Tail's Mag. I. 610/2 Many of his female friends were very
accomplished, whom he thought useless tawpies for all that.

1901 Ardrossan % Sal/coats Herald 5 June 3 The word
taupie meaning a foolish petted person.
B. adj. Foolish, senseless, empty-headed. (Said

in reference to a girl or woman.) Now rare.

\*H Saxon >, Garl\.
~

taw
Thi .. ____ r ^.
tfocl.Antbr. Wks. 1855 1. 174 Great langlegged, tawdry and
tawpy limmers standm at closes. 01836 AFFLECK Poet. Wks.
So (E.D.D.) Taupie Meg is just as bad, A common limmer.

Tawridore, obs. form of TOREADOR.

Taws, tawse (tz), st>. Chiefly Sc. Forms :

6 tawis, -os, 8 tawz, taz, 8- tawse, 9- taws,

[app. plural of TAW si.l a (but evidenced much
earlier) ; sometimes treated as a singular.]L A whip for driving a spinning top ; esp. one
made of a thong: see quot. 1892. (In quot. 1513
prob.//. as in 2.)

1513 DOUGLAS sEnfis VH. vii. 91 As. .the round top of tre

[wooden top] Hit with the twynit quhyp, dots quherle, we
see..smyttm wyth the tawis dois rebound, And rynnis about,
about, in cirkill round. 1899 Ballymena (Antrim) Observer

(E.D.D.), Tawse, a few strips of leather tied to a shaft, used
by boys m spinning tops.

2. spec. An instrument of family or school disci-

pline, used in Scotch and many English schools,

consisting of a leathern strap or thong, divided
at the end into narrow strips. Also transf. txAfg.
In Sc. const, as plural, and in phrase a.fair oftaws.
a 1585 POLWART Flyting w. Montgomerie 57 In thy teeth

bring tnee the tawes, With beckes my bidding to abide.
Ibid. 571. 1719 RAMSAY ?nd Answ. to Hamilton vi, I've
kiss'd the tawz, like a good bairn. 1721 Lucky Spence
ix, Vild hangy's taz ye'r riggings fast Makes black and blae.

1715 Gentle Shefh. v. iii. Prol., The tawz Was handled by
revengefu' Madge. 1815 BROCKETT^V". C, Words, TOWS.&
fair of taws, a leather strap used by schoolmasters for

chastising children. 1815 CARLYLE Early Lett. (1886) II.

329 A pedagogue called Fate : he is an excellent teacher,
3Ut his fees are very high, and his tawse are rather heavy.
1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (1863) 207, I took out the

Tawse, and laid them on the closed Bible as a terror to
evil doers. 1865 R. CHAMBERS Ess. Sen it. 79 He carried
a pair of short but impressive taws. 1893 Schoolmaster
31 Dec. 1165^2 Nottingham School Board. The Board
luthorises assistants to administer corporal punishment to
he extent of a light stroke with a cane or tawse. Mod.Sc.
Sehave yoursel', or you'll get the taws.
Comb. 1865 G. MACDONALD-4./'(7r3w49 The smile, which,
n spite of pain, had illuminated his tawse-waled cheeks.

1885 'S. MUCKLEBACKIT' Rural Rhymes 142 The ancient
tawse-swasher pled weariness.

Hence Tawse v. trans., to chastise with the taws.

1790 SHIRREFS Poems Gloss., Taz, to whip, scourge,
>elabour. 1883 Mem. A. Maclean 240 He was tawsed for
lis obstinacy.

Tawt, var. TACT v. Tawte, tawth, obs. ff.

aught : see TEACH v. Tawyer, obs. var. TAWEB.
Pawz, obs. f. TAWS.
Tax (tseks), J<M Also 4-7 taxe, Sc. 5-7 text
6 taxte). [app. f. TAX v. Appears earlier than
r

. taxe (1405 in Godef. Compl. ;
rare bef. i6th c.),

. taxer vb. ; also earlier than med.L. taxa in Du
^ange. In ME., laxe and taste, TASK st., were at

first almost synonymous; but in their sense-develop-

TAX.

ment they were differentiated, lax following that of
the corresponding verb, as an assessed money pay-
ment.]
1. A compulsory contribution to the support of

government, levied on persons, property, income,
commodities, transactions, etc., now at fixed rates,
mostly proportional to the amount on which the
contribution is levied.

Tax ' K the most inclusive term for these contribution.,
csp. when spoken of as the matter of taxation, and in such
phrases as direct and indirect tax (ice DIRECT a. 6 e, In-
DIRECT 2 c). including also similar levies for the support of
the work of such local or specific bodies as county or muni,
cipal, councils, poor law or school boards, etc. But in British
practice few of the individual imposts re called by the
name, the most notable being the INCOME TAX LAND TAX
and PROPERTY tax (also dog-tax, match-tax, m'ndmv-tar'
the rest being mostly styled

'
duties ', as excise, import

export, estate, house, slantf, death duties, etc. The 'taxes'
levied by local bodies

t To fay double taxes (quot. 1759), L e. to have two resi-
dences on which the assessed taxes were paid.

paie no subsidie ne taxe. c 14*0 'Brut 383 pere was
grawnted vnto pe King, to maynetayne his warres, bothe of

spiritualte & temporalte, an hole taxe and a dyme. c 1430
SyrGener. (Roxb.) 5537 Taxe geteth he noon of Perse lend.
1480 CAXTON Chron. England cxlix, Kyng lohan . . let
arere an huge taxe thurgh oute all englond, that is to say

- --- . Jg tbair taxtis for furnesing of
wageouris. 153$ COVERDALB i Kings ix. 15 The summe
of the taxe, that kynge Salomon raysed to the buyldinge
of the house of the Lorde. 1551 HULOET, Taxe or subsidye
graunted. 1607 COWELL iHterfr., Task, alias Taxe, . . is

such a kinde of tribute, as being certainly rated vpon euery
towne, was wont to be yearely paide...Now is it not paide,
but by consent giuen in Parlament, as the Subsidie is. 1651
HOBBES Leviath, u. xx. 106 Men ought to pay such taxes
as are by Kings imposed. ! HUME Ess. * Treat. (1777)
I- 344 A tax on German linen encourages home manu-
factures. 1759 DILWORTH Pofe 116 Pope, .was able to pay
double taxes, and lived like a man in a genteel independance.
1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. viii. 308 The land tax, in it's

modern ^shape, has superseded all the former methods of
rating either property, or persons in respect of their pro-
perty. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. v. ii. (heading) Part 11, Of
Taxes. Ibid. (1869) II. 461 A direct tax upon the wages of
labour, . . though the labourer might perhaps pay it out
of his hand, could not properly be said to be even advanced
by him. iSor. HAMILTON Wks. (1886) VII. 192 There is,

perhaps,
no item in the catalogue of our taxes which has

been more unpopular than that which is called the direct
tax. 1840 McCuLLOCH in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XXI. 95 A tax

may be either direct or indirect. It is said to be direct
when it is immediately taken from income or capital ; and
indirect when it is taken from them by making their owners

pay for liberty to use certain articles, or to exercise certain

privileges. 1846 (title) The Local Taxes of the United
Kingdom. 1878 JEVONS Prim. Pol. Econ. xvi. 597. 129 In
England the taxes amount to something like ten per cent.,
or one pound in every ten pounds.

t b. The rate at which anything is charged.
'455 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 308/2 Eny Dismes or Subsidies.,

aftir the taxe or quantite of an hole Disme.
C. The taxes, the tax-collector, colloq,

1874 W. S. GILBERT Charity m, Nobody calls on him
except the taxes. 1888 STEVENSON Popular Authors n,
Even the Rates and Taxes, .have actually read your tales.

2. Jig. Something compared to a tax in its inci-

dence, obligation, or burdensomeness ; an oppres-
sive or burdensome charge, obligation, or duty ;

a

burden, strain, heavy demand.
a 1618 F. GREVIL Let. to Hon. Lady iv. Wks. 1870 IV. 267
When Nature.. foresaw this distresse or taxe. like to fall

vpon her freedome. 1(91-8 NORRIS Pract. Disc. (1711) III.

65 Sleep, that great Tax and Custom of Nature upon the
life of man. 1713 STEELE Guard. No. 85 F i To suffer
scandal . . is the tax which every person of merit pays to the

publick. 17*7 DE FOE Eng. Tradesman xix. (ed. 2) 258 A
young beginner has such a tax upon him before he begins.
:hat he must sink perhaps, .half, .bis stock in painting and
gilding, wainscoting and glazing, before he.. can open his

shop. i8a6 DISRAELI I'ir. Grey n. xiv, You great men
must pay a tax for your dignity. I am going to disturb

you. 186* H. SPENCER First Princ. i. i. 5 8 The greatness
of the question, .justifies even a heavier tax on the reader's
attention.

1 3. = TASK sb. i, 2 b. 06s. rare.

1390 COWER Conf. I. 94,
'
1 bidde nevere a betre taxe

3uod sche,
' hot ferst, cr thou be sped, Thou schalt me leve

such a wedd, That [etc.] '. 1559 Mirr. Mag. (1563) O j, A
certayne taxe assygnd they have To shyne, and tymes
divyde. 1564 Advertmts. in Card well Doc. Ann. (1839) I.

294 The archedeacon shall appoynte the curates to ccrtainc
axes of the Newe Testamente to bee conde without booke.
And at theire nexte synode to exact a rehearsall of them.

f 4. The action or an act of taxing or charging a
>erson with some offence ; a charge, accusation ;

censure. Obs.
1611 BEAUM. & FL. Kttt. Burn. Pestle Induct., Flie far

rom hence AH private taxes, immodest phrases. What e'r

may but shew like vicious. i6i VENNER Tooacco in Via
tecta, etc. (1637) 354 They shall not passe without my tax.

634 JACKSON Creed vn. xiv. S 6 It was not a prophecy but

sharp reproof or tax. 164* Declar. Lords <fr Com. 7 Nov.
After many high taxes of Us and Our Government.

f5. A price-list, tariff. [So V.taxe. Obs.rare-*.



TAX.

i6as D. GORDON (title) Pharmaco-Pinax, or a Table and
Taxe of all the Pryces of all usuall Medicaments.

t 6. Phr. To have in tax, to have laid upon one,

to have in hand. To lake in tax, to take to task.

1635 Voy. Foxe ff Janus to N. W. (Hakl. Soc.) 422 They
being pertinent to the purpose I have in taxe. 1667 PEPVS

Diary 16 May, Sir Edward Savage did take the said Moyer
in tax about it.

7. attrib. and Comb. a. General : attributive,

as tax-claim, -law, -levy, -master, -mistress,

-money, -paper, -rate, -return, -revenue, -system ;

objective and obj. gen., as tax-assessor, -collector,

-controller, -dodger, -dodging, -extortioner, -farmer,

-farming, -layer, -levying adj., -receiver; instru-

mental, etc., as tax-born, -bought, -burdened,

-free, -laden adjs. b. Special combs. : tax-bond

([7.S.), a state bond receivable as taxes (Funk's
Stand. Diet. 1895); tax-book, a list of property

subject to taxation, with the amount of the taxes ;

tax-oertiflcate (U.S.}, a certificate given to a

purchaser at a tax-sale by the authorized official,

entitling the holder to a tax-deed at a certain date

(Funk) ; tax-deed (U.S.), a conveyance made and
delivered by the authorized official to a purchaser
of land at a tax-sale (Cent. Diet. 1891); tax-

duplicate (U.S.), a duplicate record of all tax-

assessments, furnished to a tax-collector (Funk) ;

tax-eater, one who is supported from the public
revenue ; so tax-eating sl>. and a. ; tax-lien

(t7.S.), the lien held by the state on property sub-

ject to taxation, which has priority over all other

claims (Funk) ; tax-list, tax-roll = tax-took ;

taxman, a tax-collector; tax -sale (C7.S.), a sale

of the property of a delinquent tax-payer, made in

order to defray the taxes due by him (Cent. Diet.) ;

tax-title (U.S.), the title conveyed to the pur-
chaser of property sold for taxes (Funk). See also

TAX-CART, TAX-GATHERER, TAX-PAYER, etc.

1892 Daily News 20 Feb. 6/7 Any one who has had deal-

ings with *tax assessors will not easily be convinced that

they are men to be hoodwinked in this simple way. c 1630
RISDON Surv. Devon 76 (1810) 78 So I find it in the "tax-
book of England. 1846 M"CuLLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire \

(1854) II. 211 A certificate .. that this portion was entered in

the public tax-books, for an amount of land-tax entitling the

possessor to a vote. 1823 BYRON yuan xi. xli, If he found
not this spawn of *tax-born riches. 1831 E. ELLIOTT Corn-
Law Rhymes, Caged Rats i, But ye are fat, ..And fill'd

with 'tax-bought wine. 1904 Q. Rev. July 182 Plunging
his "tax-burdened people into the horrors of a sanguinary
and needless war. 1899 Daily News 24 Nov. 4/7 Dr. Robert
refused as Mayor to sign the 'tax-claims. 1862 Miss
BRADDON Lady Audley xxi, Does she still take me for a
"tax collector? 1876 Nation (N. Y.) 30 Mar. 202 The 'tax-

dodger is one _who, finding that the rate of taxation in
Boston is too high for his means, flies.. to some rural town.
1895 Westm. Gaz. ^ Sept. 2/3 What the Tax-Dodger thinks
he is doing is to defraud Sir William Harcourt's successor
at the Exchequer of the gains of a tyrannical impost. Ibid.,
[Those] who practise the gentle art of 'tax-dodging in this
respect are in the long run defrauding their own order. 1818
COBBETT Pol. XegisterXX.'X.Ul. 350 If you were to see one
of my sons now becoming a *tax-eaterf as a commissioned
officer in the army. 1817 Whs. XXXII. 25 Who
look upon the poor as rivals in the work of 'tax-eating.
1833 Rur. Rides (1885) I. 151 Some one of the tax-
eating crew had . . called me an '

incendiary '. 1003 D.
M'LEAN Stud. Apost. x. 141 Palestine.. fell under this 'tax-
farming system. 1704 ADDISON Italy (1733) 126 The Fowl
and Gibbier are 'tax free. 1841 MULL in Nonconjf. II. 201
The "tax layers and the tax payers. 1892 GRIFFITH tr.
Fouard's St. Peter 45 To exempt them from the 'tax-levies
every seventh year. 1902 Westm. Gaz. 5 June 4/2 Repre-
sentation in the law-making and 'tax-levying assembly
1898 ANTROBUS tr. Pastor's Hist. Popes VI. 91 The 'tax-
list.. has been preserved, and is interesting. 1830 MRS
BH,\Y Talon x. 83 The griping 'taxman, and the conquered
and taxed Moor. 1891 R. DOWLING Isle Surrey 2r The tax-
man and the gasman and the waterman. 1796 MORSE
Amur. Geog. II. 549 Plundered by collectors and 'tax-
masters. 1738 Gentt. Mag. VIII. 193/1 [Fashion] keepsthem perpetually busy in doing and undoing ; and Folly is
her Prime Confident and 'Taxmistress. 1610 Histrio-m
VI. 205 Soft, sirs, I must talk with you for "tax-money To
relieve the poor. 1658 J. HARRINGTON Oceana 77 The
Parishes having Levied the Tax money, . . shall return it
unto the Officers of the Hundreds. 1858 E. B. RAMS;

.are daily becoming more exorbitant.
1830 COBBETT

. T. v S^V. ' * jyy in cam-
pama. nonorius was compelled in the year 395 to expunger

,?

I

Yi!5 Vs become utterly waste, more than threehundred thousand acres of land

tTax, sb? Obs. Also in 6 taxe. fad L
tax-us yew.] The yew-tree (also tax-tree) transf.a bow made of the wood of the yew
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unbridled Muse (can) securely run Undaunted through the

rage of Tax or Gun.

Tax (tseks), v. Also 4-7 taxe. [app. a. OF.
taxe-r (i3th c. in Littre

1

), ad. L. taxare to censure,

charge, tax with a fault; to rate, value, reckon,

compute (at so much), make a valuation of; in

med.L. also to impose a tax. The inherited form

was OF. tausser, taucer (later, by assimilation,

tatixer), It. tassare, Sp. iasar, Pg. taxar. Senses

i, 3, 6 are all in French.]
I. 1. To estimate or determine the amount of

(a tallage, fine, penalty, damages, etc.) ; to assess

rarely, to impose, levy (a tax) ; also, to settle

the price or value of. Obs. exc. in Law, to assess

(costs). Const, f to (the amount).
[680 K. C/EDUAI.LA Grant in Earle Land-Charters 281

Hanc libertatem sub estimatione LXX tributariorum tax

auimus.] c 1290 Beket 397 in .5". Eng. Leg. 1. 118 A taillage
bov taxt fram ?er to }er boruj-out al bi londe. [1314-15
Rolls ofParlt. I. 290/2 La partie serra atteynt du trespas
..& les damages taxes a la volunte son adversair.] 13..
Cursor M. 27321 (Cott.) [To] knau be circumstances o
be plight, for to tax be penance right. 1387 TREVISA

Higden (Rolls) VIII. 271 pe chirches of Engelond were
i-taxed to be verray value [orig. secundum valorem tax-
atx sunt}. 1494 Paston Lett. I. 13 The damages .. wert
taxed to cxxh. 1530-1 Act 22 Hen. VIII, c. 15 Fines anc
amerciamentes affiered, taxed, sette, extreted, or judged.
1551 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 207 Tax-
able.. to suche taxe and tallenge as shall be uppon hym
taxed and sessyd. 1552 HULOET, Taxe damages in sute, acsfi-

tnare litem. 1592 Acts Court Requests 97 The costs to be
taxed to the vttermost charge approved due. 1768 BLACK-
STONE Comm. III. xxiv. 400 These costs on both sides are
taxed and moderated by the. .proper officer of the court. 188

Daily Tel. 24 Dec. (Cassell), A returning officer, whose bL_
of costs has been taxed on the application of the candidates.

1 2. To impose, ordain, prescribe (a thing) to a

person ; also, to order (a person) to or to do some-

thing. Obs.

and come ayein [etc.]. Ibid. 287 Such a Statut thanne he sette,
And in this wise his lawe taxeth. c 1450 Songs, Carols, etc.

(E.E.T.S.) 79/249 [Fortune] as her-self liste ordre & devise,
Doth euery man his pane deyide & taxe. c 1500 Melusine
210 We taxe you to pay to this noble pucelle all such dom-
mages that she hath had at your cause. 1814 SCOTT Diary
6 Aug. in Lockkart, The islanders retort, that a man can do
no more than he can

; that they are not used to be taxed
to their work so severely.

t b. To settle, fix, determine the extent of. Obs.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 223 Whan Salomon his bone hath
taxed, The god of that which he hath axed Was riht wel paid.
3. To impose a tax upon ; to subject to taxation.

Also/,?:
(1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 247 )>e dettes bat men

bam auht, per stedes S per wonyng, Wer taxed S: bitauht
to be eschete of be kyng. 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III.

342 For oon mai seie bat. .he [the Pope] hab power singuler
to taxe gracis as him likib. 1453 Rolls of Parlt. V. 233/1
Rightfully charged or taxed to the Dismes. 1560 DAUS tr.

Sleidanf's Comrn. 360 It shalbe lawfull for euery Magistrate
to taxe y people for ye same cause. 1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I.

486 The people of the countrie. -being taxed and pilled so
often as he thinketh good. 1627 SIR E. COKE in Rushw.
Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 501 The King cannot tax any by way
of Loans. 1657 in Picton L'pool Manic. Rec. (1883) I. 214The same Ley.. being unduly taxed. 1776 ADAM SMITH
\V. N. v. ii. (1869) II. 420 In the Venetian territory all
the arable lands which are given in lease to farmers are
taxed at a tenlh of the rent. 1857 BUCKLE Civilii. I. vii.

351 It was in the same reign that there was settled the right
of the people to be taxed entirely by their representatives.

b. To tax into or out ofsome state.

1891 SCRIVENER Fields f, Cities 70 Proposals have been
made, .to tax the landlords out of existence.

^- fig- To burden; to make serious demands
upon ; to put a strain on.
1672 MARVELL Rehearsal Trans?. I. 51 Some Critical

People, who will, .tax up an old-wife's fable to the punctu-
ality of History. 1697 DRVDEN SEneid Ded., Ess. (ed. Ker)
II. 232 What had become of me, if Virgil had taxed me with
another book. 1772 MACKENZIE Man World 11. v, I have
no right to tax you with my sorrows. 1832 LVTTON EugeneA.
i. x, We will not tax the patience of the reader. 1853 KANE
Grinncll Exp. xxxvi, My ingenuity was often taxed for
expedients. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. in. xxvi, Most men
are afraid of being bored or taxed by a wife's family.
5. U.S.(Ksy.NewEngl.}colloq. To price (a thing

at so much) ; to charge (a person so much for a
thing).
1846-7 MRS. WHITCHER Widow Bedott Papers 218 (Bartl.)

In trading
wjth

the clergy [he] only taxed his goods at half

me
Ar

II. 6. To censure ; to reprove, blame (a person,
his action, etc.) ; to accuse, charge ; to take to task,
call to account.

oems in C.
;
,

TAXABLENESS.
which seems to tax the envy and rapaciousness of Clarence
as the Causes of the dtssention. a 1806 Bp. HORSLEY Sernt
(1816) II. xvi. 39 Eve.. taxes the serpent as her seducer
1873 TRISTRAM Monb v. 96, I was next taxed, and renliS
that [etc.].

b. Const, ^for, of (now rare), with (now usual)
falso inf. and obj. clause (ots.).
1548 PATTEN Exfed. Scotl. Eviij, Apertly to tax their

goouernour w y note of dissimulacion. 1603 KNOLLFS
Hist. yr*j(i62t) 1375 All the world would taxe him iohave
violated the law of nations. 1615 BRATHWAIT Strata,!,,
(1878) 82 Thy lippes.. so modest as nere taxt of si,

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginian. 159, 1 know I shall bee taxed
for writing so much of my selfe. 1651 Life Father Sarfii
(1676) i r T axing him to be an Usurper and an unjust Tvrant
1665 DRYDEN Ind. Emperor m. ii, None shall tax me with
base Perjury 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. Pref. (,72,) I. 86A celebrated f rench Writer taxes him for permitting ^.neas
to do nothing without the assistance of some God 1701Rules Civility 262 A Magistrate . . has been taxed that
instead of Administring Justice fairly, he sells it to the
highest Bidder. 1726 POPE Odyss. xx. 437 Tax not. Of
rage, or folly, my prophetic mind. 1777 [see sense 7]. i8
HT. MARTINEAU Berkeley i. iii, I do not mean to tax Rhoda
with falsehood. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 322 Cham
which an after-time shall tax of vanity never.

'

t O. absol. To censure, find fault. Obs.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsic l. xv. (Arb.) 48 In those
days when the Poets first taxed by Satyie and Comedv
there was [etc.], 1621 BURTON A nat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr V
I did sometime laugh and scoffe with Lucian, and Satyricailv
taxe with Menippus.*

f7. To call in question ; to challenge, dispute (a
statement, etc.). Obs.

1614 SIR R. DUDLEY in Fortesc. Papers (Camden) 8 In all
wherin my honour nor honestye may not be taxed 1641ROGERS Naaman 24 Prone to taxe Gods wisedom, and call
him to our barre. 1777 PRIESTLEY Matt, ft Spit: (1782) I
xvi. 191 If. .any person will tax my opinion.. I shall tax him
with great stupidity.

III. f 8. Used to render Gr. airoypcupav, to enter
in a list, to register, enroll, enter in a list or state-
ment of property. Obs. rare.
1526 TINDALE Luke ii. 3 And every man went in to his

awne shyre toune there to be taxed. Ibid. 5 And Josephalso ascended from Gallic, .in to a cite of David, which is

called bethleem. .to be taxed. 1534 (ed. 2) Ibid. ii. i Ther
went oute a commaundment from Auguste the Emperour,
that all the woorlde shuld be taxed [iszfiihnlde be valued ;

Vulg. describeretur ; WVCLIF schuld bediscryued ; Geneva
1611 taxed ; Rhtitns, 1881 (R.V.) enrolled].

Taxable (tae-ksab'l), a. (sb.) [a. AF. taxable

(i3th c. in Godef.), f. taxer to tax + -ABLE.]
tl. Liable to be assessed (to a tax, impost, or

charge); assessable. Obs.

1474 Rolls o/Parlt. VI. 115/2 Which to the Dismes with
the Possessions of the Clergie be not taxed nor taxable.
1551 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (O.H.S.) 207 The
same to be taxable.. to suche taxe and tallenge as shall be
uppon hym taxed and sessyd. 1569 Anp. PARKER Let. to
Sir IV. Cecil 18 May, Benefices of xxxff. and upward tax-
able to the provision of armour.

2. Liable to be taxed ; subject to a tax or duty.
In quot. 1685, liable to the taille in France, from which

nobles were exempt.
1583 GOLDINO Calvin on Deut. xcv. 587 Whereas there

are some persons which are still taxable (as they terme it). .

whether it be in their goods or in their persons. 1647
Virginia Stat. (1823) I. 341 A just and exact list of all tax-
able goods, land and tithable persons. 1683 Apol. Prot.
France iii. 2 They ruine all the Protestants that are Tax-
able in France. 1685 COTTON tr. Montaigne (1711) I. xv.68
Both himself and his Posterity [were] declared ignoble,
taxable, and for ever incapable of bearing arms. 1762 tr.

Bustling's Syst. Geog. VI. 319 This structure is reckoned a
taxable house. 1817-18 COBBETT Resid. U. S. (1822) 84 To
learn . . the taxable capacities of their farms. 1870 Sat. Rev.
2 Apr. 432 The consumers of taxable commodities had no
reason to complain of Mr. Lowe's Budget 1908 Daily
Chroit. ii Jan. 4/3 He forgot that if taxation has increased,
o also has what the politicians call

' taxable capacity '.

t 3. Liable to a charge or accusation ; chargeable

(with some fault) ; censurable, blamable, reprehen-
sible. Obs.
1610 HEALEY St. Augustine

1

sCitie ofGod, To affect souer-

lignty. .is taxable of indecency. 1617 HIERON Wks. II. 402
Men . . worthily taxeable with this doctrine. 1654 H.
L'ESTRANCE Chas. I (1655) 266 Not taxable with any vice.

1690 NORRIS Beatitudes (1692) 10 Taxable for a too earthly
and downward disposition of soul. 1792 W. ROBF.RTS

Looker-on No. 2 (1794) I. 20 The Old Bachelar was thought
too taxable a shape to appear in.

4. Law. Of legal costs or fees: Liable to be

taxed or reduced by the taxing-master.
1828-31 WEBSTER, Taxable.. 2. That may be legally

charged by a court against the plaintif or defendant in a
suit ; as, taxable costs. 1885 Law Times 14 Feb. 286/3
The fees of a manor steward as such, though a solicitor, are

not taxable.

B. sb. One who or that which is subject to taxa-

:ion ; esp. in //. persons or things liable to a tax.

Orig. U.S.
1662 in Mag. Amer. Hist. Jan. (i884)39(Act of Assembly,

Maryland) That every householder and freeman .. should

ake up ten shillings per poll . . for every taxable under their

charge and custody. 1701 Maryland Laws v. (1723) 17 To
evy such Tax by the Poll on the Taxables of such Parishes.

1825 JEFFERSON Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 32 He. .was for

heir voting.. according to the number of taxables. 1861

L G. SHEPPARD FallRome x. 565 Thus, the population was

livided in the language into horsemen and taxables.

Hence Taxability, Ta'xaWeness, the quality

or condition of being taxable ; liability to taxation ;



TAXABLY.

Ta'xably adv., in a taxable manner; in quot. 1906,
in relation to taxability.
1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. II. 351 When one considers

the easy taxability of the rent derived from all this shipping,
and of that yielded by our lands, houses, [andj machines.

1847 WEBSTER, Taxableness, Taxably. 1865 MERIVALE RMH.
Emp. VIII, Ixvii. 289 The citizenship with its attendant

taxability was bestowed on many. 1006 Content^. Rev.
Jan, 94 Its Lowland-Scots virtues of thrift and adhesive-

ness, which made the province taxahly so capable.

Taxaceous (tseks^Jas), a, fiot. [f. mod.L.
Taxaee-te (f. taxus yew) + -ous : see -ACEOUS.]
Belonging to the N.O. Taxcueas (often made a
suborder of Coniferse\ including the yew. So
Ta-xad (tarksad) [cf. AKAJJ], Linclley's name for

a tree or shrub belonging to the Taxacex.
1846 LINDLEY Veg. Kingd. 230 Mr. Bennett, .is of opinion

that Taxads should not form a distinct Natural Order, but

ought to be associated with Conifers. 1904 Jrnl. R. Mi*
erase. Soc. Feb. 78 Taxoxylon PhilpH .. represents the first

taxaceous fossil wood from Queensland.

f Ta'xage. Obs. rare. [f. TAX v. + -AGE : cf.

med.L. taxagium ( 1 2 1 6 in Du Cange). ] Taxation.
1483 Cath. Angl. 378/3 A Taxage, taxacio.

Taxameter, -metric : see TAXIMETER, -BIO.

Taxaspiclean (taekseespi-dzan), a. Ornith. [f.

mod.L. Taxaspidea, neut. pi. (f. Gr. r<its arrange-
ment + affiris shield) + -AN.] Belonging to the
division Taxaspidea of passerine birds, having the
metatarsus regularly scute-Hated behind.

1899 A. H. EVANS in Cambr. Nat. Hist. IX. 488 The
taxaspidean metatarsus is moderate or short in theThamno-
philinae, and remarkably long in the Grallariinse.

Taxation (taeks^'Jan), Forms : 4 taxacioun,
5-7 -acion, 6 -atioun (Se. taxtatioun, 7 taxtion,
taction), 6- taxation, [a. AF. taxacioun =
OF. taxation (i3th c. in Godef. Compl.\ ad. L.

taxation-em^ n. of action f. taxdre to TAX.]
1. The fixing of the sum of an impost, damages,

price, etc. ; assessment, valuation. Obs. exc. Hist.

[i97 Rolls of Parlt. \. 239/2 E la taxacioun des Biens de
ceaus des villes seit fete par autres loiaux gentz.] c 1325

Poem^ Times Ed-w. If 301 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 337 If
the king in his lond maketh a taxacioun. 1387 TREVISA
Higden (Rolls) VIII. 271 pe chirches of Engelond were
i-taxed to the verray value, and se[jbe voyded pe taxacioun
of Nor^wiche [I* taxatio Norwycensis} pat was made by
l>e fourbe Innocencius. 1543-4 Act 35 Hen. VIIl% c. 10
Suche somes as . . shal be taxed . . for satisfaccion of any suche
breakyng and defacyng . . shal be paide . . w'in ten dayes
next after the snide Taxacion, 1591 WEST ist Pt. Symbol.
24 Buying and selling is perfected, by the certain ap-

pointing of the thing to be sold, and the taxation of the

price thereof, with the mutuall consent of the buyer and
seller. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. I. v. 225, I bring no ouerture
of war re, no taxation of homage ; I hold the Olyffe in my
hand. i6za BACON Hen. VUG? When the Commissioners
entred into the Taxation of the subsidie in Yorkeshtre, . .the

people vpon a sudaine grew into great mutinie. 1859
EYTON Antiq. Shropshire IX. 28 The Taxation of 1291
values the Church.. at

"

Univ. ofMiddle
joint board of buro
established from the earliest times in all medieval Studia.

b. Taxation ofcostst
the allowing or disallowing,

by certain officials of courts of law, of the charges
made by solicitors or other persons (e. g. arbitrators)

subject to the jurisdiction of the court.

1553 HULOET, Taxacion, or assessment of a taxe or sub-

sidye, or of costes in lodgement, taxacio. 1760 FOOTE
Minor \. Wks. 1799 I. 235 He is generous, and will dis-

charge your bill without taxation. 1883 Wharton's Law
Lex. s. v.

, As between party and party a taxation of costs is

always had.

2. The imposition or levying of taxes (formerly
including local rates) ; the action of taxing or the

fact of being taxed ; also transf. the revenue raised

by taxes. With a and//., an instance of this.

1447-8 Shillingford Lett. (Camden) 79 Al other taxacions

taliages and charges . . to the Kyn owre soverayne lord

graunted. aiyjB LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.)
II. 260 Thair was gret taxtatiounis layd on thame befoir.

1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, n. i. 260 He hath not monie for these
Irish warres: (His burthenpus taxations notwithstanding).
1647 in Picton L'fool Munic. Rec. (1883) 1. 143 Agreed that
a Ley or Taxacion of xii1 be imposed upon the Towne.

1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. v. ii. (1869) II. 442 There are. .two
circumstances which render the interest of money a much
less proper subject of direct taxation than the rent of
land. 1781 GIBBON Decl. <$ F. xvii. II. 61 The policy
of Constantine and his successors preferred a simple and
direct mode of taxation, more congenial to the spirit of an
arbitrary government. 18*7 WHATELY Logic (1837) 318
Taxation the revenue levied from the subject in return for

the protection afforded by the Sovereign. 1838 THIRLWALL
Greece V. xlii. 205 A new valuation of all private property
had been made with a view to a more equable system of
taxation. 1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. iv. i. (1876) 518 Taxa-
tion implies that the right to levy a tax is given by law.
attrib. 1886 CHAMBERLAIN in Pall Mall G. 22 Apr. n/i

It is to deal with three-fourths of the taxation revenue of
Ireland. 1905 Daily Chron. 26 Apr. 5/2 The railways .. are

not merely a transport agency, but are utilised as a machine
for taxation purposes.

f 3. A charging with a fault or offence ; accusa-

tion ; censure, reproof, blame. Obs.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. iii. 6 Sbarpe taxation Of
Bribes, Ambition, Treason, Avarice, 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L*
i. it. QI You 'I be whipt for taxation one of these daies. 1631
BP. WEDBE Ouietn. (1657) 147 Some, .there are who deserve
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this sharp taxation. 01653 GOUGE Comtn. Heb. (1655) 474
The Apostles taxation of the Hebrews non-proficiency.

f4. Enrolment, registration, census. Cf. TAX
v. 8. Obs. rare~ l

.

1686 PLOT Staffbrdsh. 324 The last taxation, numbering,
or review of the Provinces, taken under the Caesars Vespa-
bians Father and Son, both Emperors and Censors.

Hence Taxational a., of orpcrtaining to taxation.

1879 R. H. ELLIOT Written on Foreheads \. 205 You will

have no taxational draft on your capital till you have coffee
to meet it.

Taxative (tse-ksativ), a. rare, [ad. med. or

mod.L. taxativus (Alciatus c 1530), f. ppl. stem
of taxare to TAX : see -ATIVE. (Cf. F. taxativt-

ment, Littre Suppl.)]
j-1. Of limiting or defining nature, rare.

1676 FOUNTAINHALL in M. P. Brown Suppl. Decis. (1826)
1 1 1. 67 Where it allows them to work in such and such work,
which fell not naturally and properly under the subject-
matter of their own occupation, the same is so far from being
taxative, that it is demonstrative and in their favours. 1716
[implied in TAXATIVKLYJ.
2. Having the function of taxing ; of or pertain-

ing to taxation.
1861 R. H. PATTERSON Ess. Hist,

ty
Art 174 A taxative

system which., had been in operation for two thousand
years. 1870 STUBBS Set. Charters Introd. 50 This completed
the taxative powers of parliament. 1902 Cambr. Mod. Hist.
I. 301 Upholding the representative legislative and taxative

body by frequent sessions of Parliament.

Hence Ta'xatively adv. y in a taxative manner.
17*6 AVLIFFE Parcrgon 330 If these Ornaments or Furni-

ture had been put Taxatively and by Way of Limitation,
such a Thing bequeath'd as a Legacy shall not be paid, if it

wants Ornaments-or Furniture.

Taxator (tseksfftfi). Also 5-6 -our. [ad.
med.L. taxator, agent-n. from taxdre to TAX. So
F. taxateur (i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. One who assesses a subsidy, impost, or tax ; an

assessor ; one who levies a tax. Now Hist.

14*4 Sc. Acts Jos. I (:8i4) II. 5 J>at ilk biscbop in ilk

denry of his diocise gar his omciall and his dene summonde
all pe tenandis and frehaldaris befor him, and cheiss
taxatouris. 1585-6 /?*#; Privy CouncilScot. IV.47 Allegeing
that the saidis taxatouris hes stentit thame.. abone thair

habilitie. 1848 Frasers Mag. XXXVIII. 129 The loan is

under the surveillance of the Woods and Forests, and
pinched by the long-clawed taxators.

2. In the mediaeval universities : TAXER i b.

(In contemporary use as a Latin word.)
1831 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) 412 In the same year

[1231] Taxators are established in both Universities. 1897
A. GORDON in Diet. Nat. Biog. LII. 182/2 In 1608 he [R.
Sibbes] was appointed taxator [Camb.].

t Tax-cart. Obs. = Taxed cart': see next, 2 a.

1806-7 J. BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life xx. Poet. Eftst.
29 While each tax-cart and shay To the Fairjolts away. 1837
HOWITT Rurt Life vi. x. (1862) 503 Away they go, in gigs
and tax-carts, or on scampering horses. 1858 SIMMONDS
Diet, Trade, Tax-cart^ a spring-cart paying a low rate of

duty. 1884 DOWELL Taxation III. in. iii. 231 Vehicles not
over the value of 21 1., formerly termed * taxed carts *, and
since their exemption from tax, usually called, in the pro-
vinces, tax carts.

Taxed (tsekst), ppl. a. [f.
TAX v. + -ED 1.]

1. f a. Assessed, determined by authority. Obs.

b. Subjected to a tax.

1483 Cath. Angl. 378/2 Taxed, taxatus. 1552 HULOET,
Taxed, census'. Ibid.) Taxed by the po\et .,ca#ite census.

1689 BURNET Tracts I. 5 To buy of it at a taxed price. 1773
Taxed duty [see 2 cj. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. v. ii. (1828)
III. 446 The rise in the price of the taxed commodities.

1848 W. C. TAYLOR Anc. Hist. xvii. 8 (ed. 3) 544 His pay-
ment of the tax, by buying the taxed article, seems to be

voluntary.
2. In special collocations, a. Taxed cart, a

two-wheeled (orig. springless) open cart drawn by
one horse, and used mainly for agricultural or trade

purposes,on which was charged only a reduced duty
(afterwards taken off entirely),

1795 Act 3$Ge0.//f,c. iog2 For and upon every Carriage
with less than four Wheels,, .which shall have the Words
* A taxed Cart ', and also the Owner's Name and Place of

Abode, there shall be charged and paid the yearly Sum of
ten Shillings, iSoz W. FELTON Carriages Suppl. vi. 115
Taxed Carts. 1837 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) IV.

279 The remission of taxation upon what by an odd perver-
sion is called a taxed cart. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A.Bede xxxviii,
The inn-keeper..offered to take him back to Oakbourne in

his own ' taxed cart '.

b. Taxed costs : see quot.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Taxed-costs^ the allowed

charges of a solicitor, which have been legally examined
and assessed before a taxing-master.

C. Taxed ward, formerly, in Scottish land

tenure, a wardship in which a fixed annual sum
was paid to the superior in lieu of the whole

profits.
1603 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. r. VI. 545 To grant

the warde landis in taxt warde. 17x0 FOUNTAINHALL in

M. P. Brown Suppl. Decis. (1826) IV. 788 Part of the

lands holding black or simple-ward, and part taxed-ward.

1773 ERSKINE Instit. \\. v. 5 If the ward was taxed,
the minor retained the possession, and the superior had
nothing to demand but the yearly taxed duty.

Taxeopodous (taeks*>p<Jd3s), a. Zool. [irreg.
f. Gr. roi? (gen. ro^eus) arrangement + -iroSos

-footed (f. TTOUS foot) + -ous.] Having each one of

the carpal or tarsal bones of one row articulated

with one ofthe other row ; opposed to di$tarthrou$ t

TAZIARCH.
So Ta-reopod, a. ---

taxeopodous ; sb. a member of
the division Taxtopotia of ungulate mammals (com-
prising the /Vvfajn&a and the extinct Ctmaylar-
thra}> having this arrangement of the tarsal bones;
Taxeo-pody, taxeopodous condition.
1887 K D. COPE in Amer. Nat. XXI. 987 AH ungulates in

passing Irom the taxtupodous to (he diplarthroiu **ftgfr.
traversed theamblyopodous. 1890 //V/.May 471 Inthe equine
Hue, alter the development of diplarthry m the posterior
foot, a tendency to revtrt to taxeopody appears. 1891 C.-nt
Diet., Taxeopod, a. and **. 1897 COI-K in Atm-r. .Vat. June
485 In this order of Ungulates the carpus b taxeopodous
Taxer, taxor (tx-ksai, -pi}. Forms: 4

taxour(e, 6-9 taxor, 6- taxer. [a. AF. taxour,
agent-n. from taxer to TAX ; with suffix subseq.
reduced: see -EB ^

3.]

f 1. One who determines the amount of a tax, fine,

price, etc. ; an assessor. Obs.

(1197 Rolls of Parlt. I. 239 Qe en chescun Counte seient
deus Chivaliers, Taxours e QuiUeurs, ou un Chevalier & un
Serjaunt.] 1377 LANCU P. PI. B. vi. 40 powgh 30 mowe
amercy hem, late mercy be taxoure. ia HULOET, Taxer
of prises, agoranomus. 1611 COTGR., Tnuxeur, a rater,

taxer, assessor, prisor, praisor. 1695 KENNETT Par. Antiq.
ix. 313 In every Deanery new Taxers were commission'd.

D. spec. In the ancient universities, An officer

(one of two) who fixed the rents of students' lodg-
ings. At Cambridge, where the 'Taxors* also

regulated the prices of commodities, kept the
standard of weights and measures, and punished
those who offended in these matters, the office

and title (taxor) continued into the loth c. Now
Hist.

1534-3 Act 21 Hen. VIII.C. 1 9 loThis Acte.. shall not.,
bee prejudiciall . . to the Chancellers Vychancellers Proc-
tours Taxers & Scholers,.of the VnyversUies. 1563 ABP.
SANDYS in Strype Ann. Re/. (1709) I. xxxv. 359^ I was
scrutitor, I was taxer, I was proctor, and I was vicechan-
cellor. ci6i8 MORYSON /tin. iv. iv. i. (1903) 315 The vni.

versityes of Germany, haue no Taxers (or Clarkes of the
Markett) for the price of vittles (as our vntversityes haue).
Ibid. 429 [At Bologna] two Taxers are chosen to taxe the
Students lodgings, and see that they pay not more then in
former yeares, 1797 Cam&r. Univ. Calendar 141 The taxa-

tores,taxers or taxors in this university, . .were first appointed
to regulate the price of the lodgings of the students. 1841

G.^PEACOCK Stat. Cambr. 25 The two taxors were regents ap-
pointed by the house of regents, who were empowered, in con-

junction with two burgesses, to tax or fix the rent of hostels
and houses occupied bystudents, in conformity with the letters

patent of Henry III (1331). They also assisted the proctors
in making the assize of bread and beer, and in other affairs

relating to the regulation of the markets. 1895 RASHDALL
Universities in Middle Ages II. 361 It is worthy of notice
that the office of Taxor, which has only recently been
abolished in the University of Cambridge, was the earliest

University office at Oxford [c 1209].

2. One who levies a tax or taxes.

1603-4 BACON Sp. touching Purveyors^ Instead of takers,

they become taxers
; instead of taking provision for your

Majesty's service, they tax your people ad redimendain
vexationem. i8ao LAMB iYfV* Ser. i. Tivo Races Men, He
[the borrower] is the true taxer who 'calleth all the world

up to be taxed'. 1884 DOWELL Taxation I. v. i. 06 The
taxors and collectorsand their clerks., were accused ofacting
in an arbitrary . . manner.

f3. One who finds fault or censures. Obs.
1601 W. PARRY Trav. Sir A. Skerley 8 The Turks (our

Taxers) told us. itfzi SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. (1623)

559 [They] were also. .his most bitter Taxers.

Ta'X-ga therer. arch. A collector of taxes.

[1552 HULOET, Taske gatherer, exactor.] 1693 DRVDEM
Disc. Orig. % Progr. Satire in Ess. (ed. Ker) II. 77 Casau-

bon..says that Horace, being the son of a tax-gatherer.,
smells everywhere of the meanness of his birth. 1771
GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. (1780.) IV. 271 The oppressions of the

tax-gatherers.. were considered as so severe, that the army
once more rose to vindicate their freedom. 1816 SYD. SMITH
Let. on Cath. Quest. Wks. 1859 II. 232/1 The tax-gatherer
is the most indulgent and liberal of human beings;, .and is

candidly and impartially oppressive to every description of
the Christian world. 1904 Expositor Mar. 213 Christ..

certainly had a tax-gatherer for one of his chief disciples.

Taxi (tae'ksi). Also taxy. Colloquial abbrevia-

tion of TAXIMETER; also of TAXI-CAB.

1907 Daily Chron. 26 Mar. 6/7 Every journalist, .has his

idea of what the vehicle should be called. It has been
described as the (i) taxi, (a) motor-cab, (3) taxi-cab, (4)

taximo,..(7) taximeter-cab. 1908 Ibid. 4 Feb. 4/7 Within
the past few months the ' taxi

'

has been the name given to

the motor-cab. 1908 Daily News 30 Apr. 2 Many ladies. .

now take a 'taxy' regularly for the morning's shopping.
There are about 350 horsed

'
taxics

'

on the road. 1908
E. V. LUCAS Over Bemertons iv, He went away in a taxi.

attrib. and Comb. 1907 Daily Chron. 27 Aug. 4/7 'Take
me to the New Theatre', said the fare. 'Which one, sir?'

respectfully asked the 'taxy' driver. 1909 Daily News
3 Mar. 6 You can safely leave the rest to the taximen.

1909 Westtn. Gaz. 20 Sept. 5/4 To qualify for the taxi-

driving
'

profession '.

Taxiarch (toc-ksiiaak). Anc. Gr, Hist. [ad.
Gr. rafiapx-of, f. TO^I-J, TAXIS + dpx&i * PX il/ to

rule.] The commander of a taxis : see TAXIS 3.

1808 MITFORD Hist. Greece I. v. iv. 287 The rank of the

[Athenian] Taxiarch.. was nearly that of our colonel. 1837
WHEELWRIGHT It. Aristophanes II. 269 A taxtarch or general,
to receive some share of honour. 1846 GROTE Grttce n.

viii. II. 607 The tribe appears to have been the only military
classification known to Athens, and the taxiarch the only
tribe-oflicer for infantry, as the phylarch was for cavalry,
under the general-in -chief. 1873 fowETT Plato {ed. a) V. 33
The generals thus elected shalf propose the taxiarchs or

brigadiers.
Id



TAXI-CAB.

Taxi-cab, taxicab (ta-ksi,kseb). [Short for

TAXIMETER cab, and itself shortened to TAXI.] A
cab for public hire, fitted with a taximeter; esp.

an automobile or motor-cab so furnished.

1907 Daily Chron. 28 Mar. 2/5 The ' taxicab
',
as the new

taximeter motor-cab is called, is fast becoming a familiar

feature in the streets of London. 1907 Ibid. 3 May 8/3

London has taken kindly to the Taxicab. 1908 West,,,.

Gaz. 7 May 4/2 How much the taxi-cab has done.. to edu-

cate the non-motoring public to the utility of the motor-car.

attrib. and Comb. 1907 Daily Chron. 3 May 8/3 Any
taxicab driver who demands payment for an extra passenger
is breaking the law. 1909 Ibid. 12 Jan. 1/4 She made

quickly for her taxicab door, which was held open by police.

Taxicorn (tre-ksik^m), a. and sb. Entom. [a.

mod.L. Taxicornes pi. (Latreille, 1817), app. f. Gr.

rafts order, arrangement, a row or series + L.

comu horn : perh. after Gr. rafi<f>v\\os with leaves

set in rows.] a. adj. Having perfoliate antennae,

as the beetles of the obsolete family Taxicornes

(now mostly referred to Tenebrionidx). b. s/i.

A beetle of this family. Also Taxico-rnate,
Taxico-rnons adjs.
1841 BRANDE Diet. 5Vr.,etc., Taxicorns, [L.] Taxicornes.

..The name of a family of Coleopterous insects, including
those in which the antenna? gradually augment in size as

they extend from the head, or terminate in an enlargement.
1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Taxicornate.

Taxidermal (teksidSMmal), a. [f.
TAXI-

DEKM-Y + -AL.]
= next.

1877 COUES & ALLEN N. Amer. Rod. 20 At first, we
thought this was a taxidermal or other accident, but all the

specimens show the same thing. Ibid. 67. 1898 Naturalist

171 The material More turned out from his taxidermal or
herbaria! laboratories.

Taxidermic (taeksidS'jmik), a. [f.
as prec. 4-

-1C.] Of or pertaining to taxidermy.
1847 in WEBSTER. 1860 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Taxidermist (tae-ksidSimist). [f. TAXIDERMY
+ -1ST.] One skilled in taxidermy ; a professional
stnffer of animals for preservation. Also attrib.
2828 in WEBSTER. 1849 LONGF. Kavanagh xv, The taxi-

dermist., was not there. 1851 MANTELL Petrifact. ii. 3.
108 note, The eminent taxidermist . . to whom 1 entrusted
the skins of Notornis, Apteryx, &c. to be stuffed and
mounted. 1869 Eng. Mech. 31 Dec. 381/1 The glass eyes
used by taxidermists are generally too spherical.

Taxidermize (tsrksidaumsiz), v.
[f. as prec.

+ -IZE.] a. trans. To treat by taxidermy ; to pre-
pare, preserve, and set up (a skin, etc.). b. absol. or
intr. To practise taxidermy {Funk's Stand. Diet.

1895). Hence Ta'xideTmized ///. a., prepared
by taxidermy.
1889 Pop. Set. Monthly Apr. 779 His [the buffalo's] head

taxidermized . . fetches as much as the robe or even more.
1890 LEFFINGWELL Shooting 307 Game pictures, taxiderm-
ised specimens, wood-paintings of birds.

Taxidermy (tarksidsMtni). [mod. f. Gr.

raft-s arranging, arrangement + Sippa skin : cf. Gr.

waxvSfpitta thickness of skin.] The art of prepar-
ing and preserving the skins of animals, and
stuffing and mounting them so as to present the

appearance, attitude, etc. of the living animal.
1810 (title) Taxidermy : or the Art of Collecting, Prepar-

ing, and Mounting Objectsof Natural History. FortheUse
of Museums and Travellers. 1843 BRANDE Diet. Sc., etc.
s.v.

;

The most popular treatise on taxidermy is Mr. Swain-
son's volume in Lardner's Cyclopedia. 1854 BADHAM
llalieut. 112 The inhabitants of the sea cannot be preserved
except as mummies ; they are the opprobrium of taxidermy
Taxildar, variant of TAHSILDAR.
Taximeter (teksi-ntftai). Also 9 taxameter.

[ad. F. taximetre, i. iaxe tariff* -metre = -METER.
The form taxameter, used a few years earlier, was
from German : cf. med.L. taxa tax. (An earlier
German name from c 1875 was taxatiom.)']
An automatic contrivance fitted on a cab or

other vehicle to indicate to the passenger at any
point the distance traversed and the fare due.
The earliest forms of this indicator were simply distance-

recorders, but it was soon made to comprise an automatic
fare-reckoner and index.
a. [1890 German Patent Spec. 56310 Taxameter-Fabrik

Westendorp & Pieper in Hamburg.] 1894 Times 2 June
19/1, I have severally interviewed the proprietors of ihe
taxameter', owners of cabs at Hamburg, and several of

their employe's. !898 Daily Chron. 21 Mar., An illustra-
tion and description of the taxameter has been sent us
1898 West,,,. Gaz. 30 Apr. 7/3 Each vehicle will be pro-vided with a taxameter the little instrument for registering
distance which has found such favour in Paris and Berlin
0. 1898 Daily News 14 Apr. 7/2 One of the new P,erlin

taximeters, attached to a London hansom cab, on which it
has been in operation for the past six months in an experi-
mental way, was shown [etc.]. 1907 Ibid. 4 Feb. 7/5 The
Committees report.. declared strongly in favour of the
taximeter as a means of regulating fares. 1908 lYhi/alter's

wlX r434-
A Th/ fare pay"01" for the hiring of a Motor

cney Carriage fitted with a Taximeter shall be. .(a) Not
exceeding one mile, or. .ten minutes . . 8d. 1909 Westm.
i.,az 22 June 7/3 A taxi-meter was tried on horse-cabs inLondon over

halfa-century ago.
b. attrib. and Comb., as taximeter cab, -driver,

hansom, -maker, scale, system, vehicle.
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1903 Daily Chron. 16 Nov. 4/5 Some years ago there was

an attempt to introduce the taxameter system, which is the

rule in all big German towns. The London cabman would

have none of it. 1906 Ibid. 20 Feb. 4/1 A few minutes

later a taxameter motor brougham drove up with the bride.

f. 1907 Daily News 18 Mar. 9 By the end of this week
London may expect that about sixty taximeter motor cabs

will be plying for hire in the streets. 1907 Daily Citron.

23 Sept. 3/4 A horse cab driver.. was charged with assault-

ing [a] taximeter cab driver.

Hence Taxi-metered a. (also Taxlme-tric a.),

provided with a taximeter.

1907 Daily Chron. 18 Mar. 4/7 The competition of the

"taximetered motor-cab will entitle the poor old four.

wheeler more than ever to the name of '

growler '. 1908
Even. Standard I Feb. 1/3 Seventeen taximetered hansoms
took the London streets to-day. 1906 Westtu. Gaz. 15 Mar.

2/3, 1 have just returned from Paris, where most cabs are

now **taxametric'.

Taxin (tse'ksin). Chew. [f. L. tax-its yew +

-IN 1
.]

'A resinous substance obtained from the

leaves of the yew-tree
'

(Watts Diet. Cbem. (1868)
V. 702). So Ta xine (-ain) sb., a poisonous alka-

loid found in these leaves (Syd, Sac. Lex. 1899).
1907 Daily News 21 Dec. 9 A p_ost-mortem

examination
showed that he had eaten a quantity of yew leaves, which
..contained taxine, a very active poison.

Taxine (toc-ksain), a. Bol. [f. as prec. + -INK 1.]

Pertaining to, connected with, or resembling the

genus Taxus; yew-like.
1888 DAWSON Geol. Hist. Plants 22 The deTjris of fossil

taxine woods, mineralised after long maceration in water.

Ta'xing, vbl. sb.
[f.

TAX v. + -ING '.] The
action of the verb TAX in various senses.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxiv. 83 To these

shyrreues belongeth to punysshe mysdoers by taxyng of
money. 1526 TINDALE K.$ ii. a This taxynge[WycLiF dis-

cryuyng, Rheitns enrolling, R.V. enrolment] was fyrst exe-
cuted when Syrenus was leftenaunt in Siria. 1535 COVERDALE
i Esdras ii. 19 They shal not only refuse to geue try-
butes and taxinges, but also rebell vtterly agaynst the kynge.
1676 DRYDEN Aurengzebe n. i, Impose; but use your power
of Taxing well. 1737 WHISTON Josephus, Antiq. XVMI. ii.

(1812) III. 60 The taxings were come to a conclusion. 1841
MYERS Cath. Th. iii. 35. 128 This is an undue taxing of
any man's faith, a 1859 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxiii. (1861)
V. 56 The only power which. .Washington and Franklin
denied to the Imperial legislature was the power of taxing.

b. attrib. and Comb. Taxing district (U. S.) :

see quot. ; taxing-master, an officer in a court of
law who examines and allows or disallows items in

a solicitor's bill of costs when disputed.
1890 Cent. Diet. s.

y.
District

l "Taxing district, in the
United States, the territory or region into which (for the pur-
pose of assessment merely) a State, county, town, or other
political district is divided. U. H. Emmons. 1848 WHAR-
TON Law Lex.,

*
Taxing masters, officers of the courts,

who examine and allow costs. 1882 H. C. MERIVALE Faucil
o/B. II. i. xvii. 22 That exquisite and rational product of
British law, the taxing-master.

Ta-xing, ///. a. [f. TAX v. + -ING 2.] That
taxes, in various senses of the verb.

1798 Anti-Jacobin xix. (1852) 84 Again the taxing-man
[Pitt] appear'd No deadlier foe could be. 1813 SCOTT
Let. to Joanna Baillie 10 Dec. in Lockhart, As to the tax-
ing men, I must battle them as I can : they are worse than
the great Emathian conqueror. 1859 DICKENS T. Two
Cities n. ix, All the taxing authorities were armed.

Taxinomy (taeksi-nomi), a more etymological
form of TAXONOMY. So Taxino-mic a. = TAXO-
NOMIC

; Taxi-nomist = TAXONOMIST.
1865 BENDYSHE tr. Blumexbach's Anthrfpol. Treat.

Pref. ii Truths whose importance no one can dispute in

anthropological taxinomy. 1866 Reader 15 Dec. 1066 Those
sciences of life which modern teaching has, with inexact
taxinomy, and worse Greek, termed Biology. 1899 Nature
21 Sept. 489/2 The position that all taxinomy (which form he
prefers, on etymological grounds, to the more usual '

taxo-
nomy ') must conform to logical requirements. Ibid.,
Laboursofscientific taxinomists. /i/rf^oo/i Allwhoengagem taxinomic work.

II Taxis (tse-ksis). [a. Gr. rafts arrangement,
order, n. of action from raaaetv to arrange.]
1. Stirg. A manipulative operation employed for

replacing parts which have quitted their natural
situation, reducing bernia. *>tp.

ie icuucuon was compleated, by again hi
the inverted position and the taxis. 1887 L\ MAGUIRE
Massage iii. (ed. 4) 43 The taxis which surgeons use on
ruptures, is but. .a methodical pressure used by the hand on
a ruptured tumour for reducing it.

f2. Arch. Structural adaptation of elements;
the adaptation of parts to the end for which a build-
ing is erected

; ordonnance. Obs.

1727-4". CHAMBERS Cycl., Taxis.., in the ancient archi.
lecture, signifies the same with Ordonnance in the new, and
is described by Vitruvius to be that which gives every partof a building its just dimensions, with regard to its use.
a. Anc. Gr. Hist. A company of soldiers, esp.

foot-soldiers ; a division of troops varying in size
in different military organizations, and accordingly
answering to a modern company, battalion, regi-
ment, or brigade ; in Athens, the quota of foot-
soldiers supplied by each of the ten local tribes or
Phylae.
1850 GROTE Greece n. Ivi. VII. 108 Each taxis or com.

pany,..had Ms own taxiarch. 1856 Ibid. ii. xcii. XII. So

TAXONOMY.
The Macedonian Phalanx. ..The largest division of it whichwe find mentioned, .is called a Taxis. How many of these
Taxeis there were in all, we do not know.
4. Pltilol. Order or arrangement of words.
1885 Amer. Jrnl. Pnilol. VI. 361 The double taxis feram.

matical and logical) of the Latin.

5. Nat. hist. Classification, taxonomy.
1891 in Cent. Diet.

6. Biol. The reaction of a free organism to exter-
nal stimulus by movement in a particular direction.
1904 Science 14 Oct. 487 The mechanical interpretations of

the tropisms and taxes as held by Loeb, Betheand Uexkull
1908 DBIESCH Sc. t, Philos. Organism II. 9 In the simple
free directive movement or '

taxis
'

it is the typical relation
between the direction of the stimulus and the direction of
the effect, with regard to the main axis or the plane of sym.
metry of the organism, which separates this type of motion
from others. Itid.

ij
' Taxis

'

signifies the specific orienta-
tion of a specific axis of the organism with regard to the
direction of any directed agent of the medium.

Taxless (tse-ksles), a. [f. TAX j<M-r-LESs.l
Free from taxes or taxation ; untaxed.
1615 SYLVESTER Job Triumphant m. 555 If Tithe-lesse

Taxe-lesse, Wage-lesse, Right-lesse, I Have eat the Crop'
or caused the Owners dye. 1845 LD. CAMPBELL Chancellors
(1857) IV. Ixxviii. 61 They depicted .. the happy tranquil,

j

taxless times which the more aged might still remember
1909 Daily Chron. 3 Sept. 4/4 Compelled to fly the Channel!
and seek some taxless shore.

Hence Ta xlessly adv., without taxation.

1894 J. S. MORTON in'Forum (U. S.June 389The most effica-
cious remedy.. is, to give the farmers of the United States
the right to taxlessly buy in the markets of all the civilized
world wherein they are compelled to sell.

Taxman, obs. f. TACKSMAN
; see also TAX jiU 7.

t Taxment. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. TAX v. + -MKNT :

perh. a. AF. taxement (13-15* c. in Godef.), med.
L. taxantentum.] Assessment of a tax.
1611 in W. M. Williams Ann. Founders' Co. (1867) 226

Pd. . . to the Chamberlain of the Cy tie of London for the laste

payment of
^35. for the taxmenLs for Ireland . .7. 10. o.

Taxo-, irreg. used as combining form of Gr.

Tofis arrangement (of which the comb, form in
Greek is raff-, taxi-} : see TAXOLOGY, -ONOMY, etc.

Taxocrinid (tJeksokri-nid). Palsont.
[f. mod.

L. Taxocrinidx, i. Taxocrinus, name of the typi-
cal genus, f. Gr. rafos yew + xplvov lily : see -ID s.]A member of the extinct family Taxocrinida of
articulate crinoids. So Tazocrinoid (-kri'noid) a.,

belonging to this family ; si. = taxocrinid.

UTaxodium (tasksoa-dii-m). Bot. [mod.L., f.

Gr. rafoi, L. taxus yew : see -ODE.] An American
genus of coniferous trees, comprising the bald

cypress, T. distichum, of the United States, and
the Mexican cypress, T. mucronatum.
1836 J. MITFORD Lett. I, Remin. (1891) 82 You will out.

live all the Ba-o-babs and taxodiums in the world.

Taxodont (tae-ks<%nt), a. Zool.
[f. Gr. rafts

arrangement + 68ot, i>Sovr-, tooth.] Of a bivalve
shell : Having the hinge formed by a long series of
similar teeth and sockets, as in the group Taxo-

donta, containing the ark-shells and the genus Leda.
Said also of the hinge, and of the arrangement.
1896 Science 27 Nov. 771 A series of vertical crenulations

or taxodont denticles.

Taxology (taeksjrlod^i). rare-",
[f. TAXO- +

-LOGY.] The science of classification
; the study of

taxonomy.
1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Taxologiet,. .applied by Deve-

reux to all that relates to classification : taxology.

Taxonomy (treksp-nomi). [ad. F. taxonomie

(De Candolle 1813), irreg. f. Gr. rafts arrange-
ment, order (see TAXIS) -t- -vopia distribution : see

TAXO- and -NOMY. See also TAXINOMY.] Classi-

fication, esp. in relation to its general laws or

principles; that department of science, or of a

particular science or subject, which consists in or

relates to classification.

[1813 DC CANDOLLE Theor. Elem. de la Botanique.} 1818 in

WEBSTER. 1831 Encycl. Brit.(cd. 7) V. 70/2 Taxonomy;is
that

branch of botany which has for its object the combination
of all our observations on plants, so as to form a system or

classification. 1839 G, ROBERTS Diet. Geol., Taxonomy,
the classification or putting things in their proper order.

1851 DANA Crust, i. 59 The long posterior legs of certain

Maioid species have been allowed to have the same value in

Taxonomy. 187* COUES N. Amer. Birds 40.

So Taxo'nomer, a scientific classifier; Taxo-
no'mic, -ical adjs,, pertaining or relating to taxo-

nomy, classificatory (hence Taxono'micallyff(/.);
Taxo'nomlst = taxonomer. (See also taxinomic,

iaxinomist, s. v. TAXINOMY.)
1885 Athemunt i Aug. 146/2 It is now generally admitted

by *taxonomers that their affinities are. .close. 1897
Naturalist 94 One instance wherein the author differs from
most recent taxonomers. 1851 DANA Crust. \. 10 We deem
it of so little "taxonomic importance. 1894 NEWTON Diet.

Birds 820 The taxonomie position of the Palamedeidx . .

lias been much debated. 1875 C C. BLAKE Zool. Pref., A
sub-class which vindicates the value of its "taxonomical
character by its numerical superiority- 1880 HUXLEY in

Times is Dec. 4/1 The palaeontological facts which_have
come to light . . have completely broken down existing
taxonomical conceptions. 1899 Nature 14 Sept 460/1 To
successfully handle *taxonomically groups so dissimilarly
ordained as the Bony Fishes and Echinoderms. 1877
HUXLEY Anat.lnv.Anim.xu. 656 The views of "Taxonomists



TAXPAYER.
..are undergoing., incessant modifications. 1904 Atkcnfitm
6 Aug. 175/3 Tnen the pendulum swung in the opposite
direction :.. field botanists were placed on a level with
postage-stamp collectors, taxonoinists were looked on as
laborious trtflers.

Taxor, -our(e : sec TAXKII.

Ta xpay er, tax-payer. One who pays a
tax or the taxes generally; one who is liable to

taxation ; in U. S. including local rate-payers.
1816 T. KENNEDY in A. McKay Hist. Kilmnrnock (1880)

229 Only 2,700 have a right of voting for members of Par-

liament;.. 197,300, although tax-payers, directly or indirectly,
having no more right of voting than if they were an impor-
tation of slaves from Africa. 1853 luaug. Address .Mayur
of Boston (U.S.\ [Of] interest to every water taker and
tax payer in the

City. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Kng. xix. IV.

324 Some part, .mignt, with advantage to the proprietor, to
the taxpayer and to the State, be attracted into the Treasury.
1878 JF.VONS Print. I'ol. Econ. xvi. 130 To demand a tax
when the taxpayer is likely to be able to pay it.

So Ta-xpay ing sii., the payment of taxes ; a.,
that pays taxes (or rates) ; subject to taxation.

1851 Inaug. Address Mayor of Boston {U. .S'.), The sale
would cause discontent.. to a very large number of tax.

checked by the rage of the taxpaying classes.

Taxt, obs. So. f. TAX sl>. 1 ; var. of TAXED.
Ta'X-ta :ker. One who takes or collects taxes ;

a levier or receiver of taxes.
1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie o/Godn. xix. 85 Even the very

soldiers and taxe-takers themselves would heare and regard
well. 1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalini's Advls.fr. Parnass.
11. Ixxxii. (1674) 334 Their grievances were encreased by the

greedy Tax-takers. 1831 HT. MARTINEAU Each ft Allul.

S3
We

t
must reach the extreme.. of having our whole pro.

uce in the hands of land-owners and tax-takers. 1860
DICKENS Lttt.(iSSo) II. 117 The tax-taker was the authority
for the wretched creature's impoverishment.
Taxt ward : see TAXED 2 c.

II Ta xus. Obs. Mediaeval Latin name of the

badger : formerly sometimes used in English.
1535 COVERDALE Eaek. xvi. io, I made the shues of Taxus

lether. 1567 MAPLBT Gr. Forest 104 b, Of Taxus or the

Badger. 1577 tr. Bellinger's Decades MI. v. (1592) 340 Three
coucrings more, the vppermost whereofwas ofTaxus leather.
wel able in rain to keep water out. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.
Stiff. t Taxus, in zoology, the name of the badger.

Taxwax (tae-ks,wseks). Now dial. Also 9
taxy waxy. [Var. of PAXWAX.] The tendon of
the neck : = PAXWAX.
1700 BLAIR in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 78 From above this

Tax-Wax in the Neck, do arise two Muscles. 1713 DERHAM
Phys.-Theol. vi. iti. 362 That strong tendinous and insen*
bible Aponeurosis, or Ligament Called the Whitleather,
Packwax, Tax wax, and Fixfax. 1839 J. HUNTER Hallamsh.
Glass., Tax-wax, the tendon of the neck. 1879 Miss
JACKSON Shrofsh. Word-bk. s. y ., Gie the baby that piece o'

taxy waxy, it's better than india-rubber,

Taxy : see TAXI.

-taxy, comb, element, ad. Gr. -Tafia, f. TOIS

arrangement, order ; as ip ATAXY, PHYLLOTAXT.

tTay, toy. Obs. Also 5 teye, 6 taie, 6-7 taye.

[In 5 teye, a. obs. F. fete, in Palsgr. taye (in senses

2. 3) : L. t(K]eca : Gr. fcymj case, covering, sheath.]
1. A case, sheath, outer covering.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 487/2 Teye, of a cofyr or forcer, teca,

thecarium.

2. A web or cataract in the eye.
1547 RECORDE Judic. Ur. 59 b;

It healeth creythys, and
also the webbe and the ley in the eye. 1597 LOWE
Chirurg. (1634) 31 Some cataract or taye which covereth
the prunall called the windowe of the eye. Ibid. 166 The
Cataract or tey.

3. The outer membrane of the brain. [Cf. F.

fete dure = dura mater."] Also taken as ' skull ',

and ' brain '.

a 1568
' My -wofull ffairt ',

etc. 44 in Bannatyne Poems
(Hunter. Cl.) 83 Vpoun my held thay thrang a croun of

thorn,. .The thorne pykis thay to my tay dang doun. c 1580
TEFFEJME Bugbears I. i. in Archiv Stud. Neu. Spr. (1897)
XCVill. 306 In slide of taies, he bathe bugbeares in his head.

Tay, obs. or dial. f. TEA, THEE, TIE, TOE ; obs.

form of THKT after a dental.

Tay, taye, variants of TAEL.

II Tayassu, taya^n (Uiyas-). Also tajacu,

tajassu. [Tupi tayafu- (Diaz Dice. Ling. Tupy
1858), tania-eater, f. tana, taja, TANIA +

(: to

eat.] The common or collared peccary, Dicotyles

torquatits (D. tajacu).
[1580 DE LERY Voy. Brtsit 312 Taiasou, sanglier du pays.

1648 MARCGRAVE Hist. Nat. Brazil, vi. vii. 229 Tajacu.

Brasiliensibus, porcus est silvestris.] 1608 TYSON in Phil.

Trans. XX. 137 The Tajacu, or the Mexico Musk Hog.
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. III. 183 That animal which, .most. . . .

resembles an hog,, .is called the Peccary, or Tajacu.

Taych, variant of TAOHE sb.z, sugar-pan.

Tayel, Tayewe, obs. ff. TAEL, TAU.

Tayke, obs. form of TAKE v. and sl>.

Tayl(e,tayll(e,obs.ff. TAEL, TALE, TAIL, TEAL.

Taylage, tayllage, obs. ff. TALLAQE sit

Taylagier : see TALLAOEB.

Tayler, -or, -ur, etc., obs. ff. TAILOB.

Taylorism (tfi'lariz'm). [f. the name of N. W.
Taylor, of New Haven, Connecticut (1786-1858) :

see -ISM.] The theological system of N. W.
Taylor, a modified form of Calvinism.
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1882-3 Schatf's Encycl. Rtlig. Knowl. III. 23,36 It wa.
popularly termed 'The New Haven Theology '. SonutinM

tiled 'Taylorism'. 1885 C. A. IiKtccs in Encycl.
Brit. XIX. 700/1 Puritan theology had developed in New
England into Edwardism and then into HopkiiiM.un m,
KinmoiiMMii, and Taylorisni.

Taym.e, obs. or dial. f. TAME, TIHK. Tayn e,
ol>^. var. taut, ta'en, pa. pple. of TAKE. Taynt(e,

j

Taynter, obs. ff. TAINT, TENT, TK.NTKR.

t Tayout, obs. form of TALLY-HO.
1808 Scon in Strutt't Queenhoo Hall iv, Gregory. .fol-

lowed, encouraging the hounds with a loud layout.

II Tayra (tai'ra). Also taira. [Tupi (aira.l
Native name in Brazil of a mammal of the weasel

i family, Galera (or GaJictis} barbara.
1854 Zoologist XII. 4^83 The Tayra is another American

form, whose marten-like agility renders it always con-

spicuous. 1896 List ofAnimals Zool. Sac. 85 Galictis bar-
bara (Linn.). Tayra . . South America.

t Tays, teys. Ol>s. 1 Some material or accessory
used for vestments.

1350-1 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 381 In lure, orfrays,
tcyses, frengesj tilo. 1380-81 If'ul. 389 In ij peciis de lays
empt. pro vestimentis, ij s. l3gS-6 Ibid. 392 In freyns, lays,
carde, et aliis diversis necessanis, xxx s. j. d. 1404 Ibid. 395
Item liij pecie de tayses de cerico pro vestimentis.

Tayse, var. TEISE sli. and v. Obs. Tayt, var.

TAIT a. Obs., cheerful. Tayte, north, dial. f.

TOTE Obs., hill. Taythe, Tayu, obs. ff. TITHE,
TAU. Taz, Tazel(l, -ill, tazle, obs. ff. TAWSB,
TEASEL.

II Tazza (ta-ttsa). PI. tazze (ta-tts*). [It.
tazza : see TABS 8.] A shallow ornamental bowl
or vase ; properly, one supported on a foot.

1841 Civil itf. tr Arch, Jrnl. IV. 141/1 The symmetrical
forms of the many elegant vases and tazzas. 1877 Times
17 Feb. (Stanf.), Silver vases and tazze. I&77MAR. M.GRANT
Sun-maid viii, Beautiful tazzas of jasper, lapis-lazuli, and
malachite.
attrib. and Comb. 1871 E. J. WORBOISE Nobly Bom 404,

I saw her take up her large tazza-glass, and dispose of its

contents. 1878 NKSBITT Catal. Glass Vessels S. Kens. Mus.
118 Tazza Bowl. Plain glass. i8j9S Daily News 24 May 6/6
A fine green jade tazza-shaped dish.

T-bandage, -bar, -beard, etc. : see T i, 3.

Teh-, occas. used for CH- (tj"), esp. in foreign
words.

Tcha, tchah (tja, tfa), int. An exclamation of

impatience or contempt ;
= PSHAW.

1844 DICKENS Mart. Chua. xxxvii, 'Tcha, Mr. Pinch!'
cried Charily, with sharp impatience. 1887 FENM Duk o'

Feiu (1888) 22 Tchah 1 who cares? I don't.

t Tcheir, tohyre, obs. Sc. forms of CHAIR.
1535 LYNDESAY Sntyre 1941 Heir sail the Carle clim vp and

sit in the Kings tchyre. Ibid. 1953, I sail sit heir, into this

tcheir.

II Tchetvert(tje'tvert). Also chetvert. [Rus-
sian tchetverP quarter, f. tchetvero four.] A Russian

measure of capacity,
= -68 of an imperial quarter.

1855 Englishwoman in Russia 184 The landowners in

Russia, .sent millions of tchetvas of corn out of the country,
and left their own people in a state of absolute starvation.

1890 Daily News 5 Nov. 5/6 Of rye, . . there were_ yielded

113 million tchetverts, the Russian quarter, as against 112,
the average for the last five years.

Tchibouk, variant spelling of CHIBOUK.

Tchick (tfik), sb. Also chick, tchek. A repre-
sentation of the click made by pressing some part of

the tongue against the palate and withdrawing it

with suction. Properly, the unilateral palatal click,

used to urge on a horse; in quot. 1849, the dental

click used to express vexation (in this case also

spelt 'ts, or //). So Tchick v. intr., to utter this

exclamation, or to make a sound resembling it.

1833 SCOTT Qitentin D. xiv, Summing up the whole with a

provoking wink and such an interjectional tchick as men
quicken a dull horse with. 1814 Rcdgauntlct Let vii,

under a garden knife.

HTchin (tf*h). [Russian THHT. rank.] Rank;

person or persons of quality.
1885 Contemf. Rev. Jan. 105 The name of the father is also

the same: the tchin (rank) likewise 1 1904 Daily Citron.

29 July 4/4 M. Plehve . . well knew that the Tsar, the amiable

youngster,.,was a tool in the hands of the omnipotent tchin.

Comb. 1904 Contemf. Rev. Aug. 165 The dismal tchin.

ridden Russian villages.

II Tchincou (tJrrjkS). [Javanese.] A black-

crested monkey of Java, Semnopithectts mtlalophus.
1891 in Cent. Diet.

Tohu, tchuh (tjo), int. An exclamation ex-

pressing impatience, dissent, or the like.

1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede ii, 'Tchu 1' said Ben, ..' what's

folks
r
s kin got to do wi 't ! Not a

chip
'. 1861 Silas M.

vii,
' Tchuh I ', said the farrier. And then he asked, . . How

much money might there be in the bags, Master Marner?

Tchyre, obs. Sc. f. CHAIR : see TCHEIR.

Tck, int. [Palatal click formed by suction.] An
exclamation of surprise or vexation : cf. TCHICK.

1803 KIPUNG Many Invent. 199 Tck 1 Tck ! And thou art

in charge.

Te, var. TEE *>.l Obs. ; obs. f. To prep.

TEA.

Te, ME. assimilated form of THE, THEE, after

dentals, etc. : ee T 8.

Te-, obs. or dial, variant of To- pref.Tea (to, ib. Forms : 7 (9) tay, tey, ^ ti, th,
the, 7-8 tee, thea, 7- tea. See also CHA, CHIA.
[- F. the, S|>. tf, It. te, Du. and Uc-r. tltee. Da.,
Sw. U, mod.L. thea

; ad. (pcrh. through Malay te,

teh) Chinese, Amoy dialect (e, in Fuchan fid
Mandarin cA'a (in ancient Chinese prob. tia);
whence Pg. and obs. Sp. cha, obs. It. da, Russian

chal, Pers., Urdu U. cha (loth c.), Arab. ^ll thay,
Turkish ^U. cAay. The Portuguese brought the
form cha\.which is Cantonese as well as Mandarin)
from Macao. This form also passed overland
into Russia. The form te (the!) was brought into

Europe by the Dutch, prob. from the Malay at
Bantam (ifnot from Formosa, where the Fuhkien or

Amoy form was used). The original English pro-
nunciation (tf), sometimes indicated by spelling tay,
is found in rimes down to 1 762, and remains in many
dialects ; but the current (t;) is found already in

the 1 7th c., shown in rimes and by the spelling lee.}

1. The leaves of the tea-plant (see 3), usually in

a dried and prepared state for making the drink

(see i); first imported into Europe in the I7th

century, and now extensively used in various parts
of the world.

According to Meyer, Konvtrsations.Lexikon, the first

mention of it in Europe is due to the Portuguese in 1559
(under the name cha) ',

chia is mentioned in Maffei's tlis-

toria Indica in 1588. Under the name te, thee, it was
imported by the Dutch from Bantam (where brought by
Chinese merchants from Amoy) c 1610 ; first known in Paris

1635, in Russia (by way of Tartary) 1638, in England about

1650-55.
[1598 W. PHILLIP tr. Linschoten i. xxvL 46/1 The aforesaid

warme water is made with the powder of a certaine hearbe
called Chaa.] i6 tr. Seiiiedo's Hist. China i. iii. 19 Chd is

a leafe of a tree, about the bignesse of Mirtle ; [marg. note]
its called also Tay. c 1660 [T. GARWAY] (title) An Exact

Description of the Growth, Quality, and Venues of the
Leaf Tee, alias Tay. c 1665 Ibid., These are to give notice
that the said Thomas Garway hath Tea to sell from sixteen
to fifty shillings the pound. 1667 Land. Go*. No. 206/3
The most considerable Wares being Cinamon, Ebony, Thea,
and Camphire. 1667-8 E. Ind, Co.'s Let. 24 Jan. (Letter
Bks. IV. 137), Wee desire you to procure and send us by
these ships ico'b. waight of the best Tey that you can gett.

1676 BEAL in Phil. Train. XL 586 The tops of red Sage in

blossom,, .dried in the shade, ..did excel the famous Thea.
the Chinois themselves being Judges. 1680 Land. Gaz.
No. 1573/4 A small parcel of most excellent tea . . to be

sold,, .the lowest price is 305. a pound. 1718 MRS. DKLANY in

Life (( Corr. Ser. l. (:86r) I. 172 The man at the Poultry
has tea of all prices, Bohea from thirteen to twenty shillings,

and green from twelve to thirty. 183* Veg.Subst. Food 375
Tea.. first imported into Europe by the Dutch East-India

Company, in the.. seventeenth century. 1838 T. THOMSON
Cheat. Org. Bodies 858 Tea. . is composed of the dried leaves

of the thea bohea and thea viridis.

b. With qualifying words, denoting various

kinds, chiefly distinguished by the mode of pre-

paration (also applied to the beverages made from

these: see 2): the main classes being black tea,
which is exposed to the air for some time, so as to

produce fermentation, before roasting ; and green
tea, which is roasted almost immediately after

gathering, and often also artificially coloured.

Black teas include BOHEA, CONGOU, OOLONG, PEKOE,

i

SOUCHONG ; green teas, GUNPOWDER (or PEARL), HYSON, etc.

See also brick-tea (BRICK so. 1
io), \cawslif tea (CowsLip 3).

1704 Land. Gat. No. 4059/4 Green and Bohee Tea. 1711
ADDISON Sfect. No. 328 Green, Imperial, Peco, and Bohea.
Tea. 1785 Rolliad 53 What tongue can tell the various

kinds of Tea f Of Blacks and Greens, of Hyson and Bohea ;

With Singlo, Congou, Pekoe and Souchong, Couslip the

fragrant, Gun-powder the Strong. 1795 ANDERSON Brit.

Embassy China 186 The Imperial and gunpowder teas .-. .

the former .. collected from the first, and the other from the

successive blossoms of that plant. 183* Vet- Subst. Food

379 There are three kinds of green tea. .one called hyson,

hayssuen, is composed of leaves . . carefully picked. 1888 J.

PATON Tea in Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 97/2 Black and green
tea are made indifferently from the leaves of the same plant.

2. A drink made by infusing these leaves in hot

water, having a somewhat bitter and aromatic

flavour, and acting as a moderate stimulant; largely

used as a beverage.
[1601-1615: see CHIA. 6ji BONTIUS Hist. Nat. et 3lea.

India Orient, l. vL(l6s8) 12 Dur, Memineras de Chinenslura

7VlvocatoPotu,quidtudeeosentis? Bont. Herbulaunde
hoc The conficitur [etc.11 1658 Mercurius Polilicus 23 Sept.

887 Advtn That excellent.. drink called by the Chineans

Tcha, by other Nations Tay alias Tee. 1660 PEPYS Diary

25 Sept., I did send for a cup of tee (a China drink) ot which

I never had drunk before. 1663 DRYDEN WildGallant i. it,

I sent for three dishes of tea. 1679 LOCKS in Ld. King Lift

(ed. Bohn) 135 Foreign drinks to be found in England are. .

coffif, thd and chocolate at coffee houses. 1694 CONGREVE
Double Dealer L i, They are at the end of the gallery, re-

tired to their tea and scandal, .after dinner. 1711 ADDISOS

Sfect. No. io f 2 All well-regulated Families, that set apart

an Hour in every Morning for Tea and Bread and Butter.

1711 POPE Rafe of Lock in. 8 Here, thou, great Anna!
whom three realms obey, Dost sometimes counsel take and

sometimes Tea. c 1710 PRIOR To Ynr. Gentl. in Lore 58

He thank'd her on his bended knee ; Then drank a quart of

milk and tea. v^tGentl. Mag. Apr. 187/2 No crowding syco-

phants from day to day, Came to admire the babe but more
16-3



TEA.

get quite cold.

3. The plant from which tea is obtained, a shrub

of the genus Thea (now often included in Camellia),

N.O. Ternstrcemiacex, with white flowers, and

oval pointed slightly toothed evergreen leaves ;

cultivated from ancient times in China, Japan,

India, and adjacent countries. (Now chiefly in

comb., as tea-leaf, -plant, etc.)

different species), of China and Japan, and T, (or C.) assa.

mica, of Assamandlndia; the latter is found wild in Upper
Assam, and is by some supposed to be the original type.

1663 BOVLE Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. 11. ii. 104 That Herb,
which the French and we call Thi, or T{, which is much
magnified here. 1683 J. CHAMBERLAYNE

Cojffee^
Tea ff

Choc. 38 The most excellent leaves of Cha, or Pea, are

found in the provinces of Kiangnon. 1745 P. THOMAS jrnl.
Ansons Voy. 193 Because warm Water is unpalatable..,

they [the Chinese] bethought themselves of putting some
Leaves of a Tree into it, to give it a better Taste. Those of

Tea seemed to be the best

4. A meal or social entertainment at which tea is

served ; esp. an ordinary afternoon or evening meal,
at which the usual beverage is tea (but sometimes

cocoa, chocolate, coffee, or other substitute).

High tea, meat tea: see HIGH a. 2i,MEATJA.6. Teaand
turn-out : see TURN-OUT.

1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. Introd. 2 Whether they meet.,
at Meals, Tea, or Visits. 1778 Miss BURNEY Evelina(^i)i)
I. xx vi. 144, 1 was relieved by a summons to tea. 1789 WESLEY
Wks. (1872) IV. 453 At breakfast and at tea, on these two
days, I met all the Society. 1833 Hi. MARTINEAU Loom -\

Lugger i. iii, She asked Rebecca if she would come to tea
at their house. 1881 FR. A. KEMUI.E Later Life II. 187 My
first introduction to 'afternoon tea' took place during this

visit to Belvoir [in 1842}. I do not believe that the now
universally-honoured institution of

'

five o'clock tea
'

dates
further back than this. 1897 ^ lss HARRADEN H. Strajford,
Kemitt. Man

iii,
A rattling good tea hot rolls, fried

potatoes^ and quail. 1901 CLARK RUSSELL Skip's Adv. iv,
Mrs. Brlerly spread a liberal tea upon the table.

b. To take tea with (colonial slang) : to have

dealings with, associate with
; esp. to deal with in

a hostile manner, engage with, encounter.
1888 'R. BOI.DREWOOD' Robbery under Arms xxxvli,

'

Maybe we'll take tay with the rest of 'em now ', They didn't
know the man they were after, or they'd have just as soon
have gone to

' take tea', as they called it, with a tiger. 1896
KIPLING Seven Seas, Lost Legion ii, Take tea with the

giddy Masai. 1905 Daily Chron. 2 June 3/3 In polite circles

genealogies are tabooed, the slightest trace of hybridity
barring ^taking tea

',
as the local phrase has it.

5. Used as a general name for infusions made in

the same way as tea (sense 2), usually from the

leaves, blossoms, or other parts of plants; mostly
used medicinally, sometimes as ordinary drinks.
Commonly with defining words, as alehoof, balm, beef,

camomile, camphor, cojffee, cowslip, hartshorn, laurel,
lemon, lemon-grass, poppy, rosemary, sage, saloop, sassa-
fras, senna, tilleul, valerian, willow (etc.) tea : see these
words. So humorously limestone tea (quot. 1723).
1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 250 They dry. .Sage-leaves, .and

prepare them like The, and . . get for one pound of it, four times
as much The. 1699 EVELYN Acetaria 27. 27 Some of them
[dowers] are Pickl'd, and divers of them make also very plea-
sant and wholsome Theas, as do likewise the Wild Time, Bu-
gloss, Mint,&c. i7i3STUKELEYZ.e/.22july,in^l/.(Surtees)
III. 249, 1 am just drinking your health in a swinger of lime-
stone thea [Bath water]. 1724 WATTS Logic I. iv. 4 Tea,
which was the proper name of one sort of Indian leaf, is

now-a-days become a common name for many infusions of
herbs, or plants, in water : as sage-tea, alehoof-tea, limon-
tea, etc. 1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E, Ind. II. 1. 222
He treated me with Tartarian Tea,which I took to be Beans
boyled in Milk, with some salt. 1731 Gentl. Mag. 1. 314 Of
some of these Ingredients [Marsh Mallow, &c.] so dried
make Tea, as you do common Tea, with boiling hot Water.
1778 R. JAMES Dia. Fevers 135 Any syrup, jelly of cur.

"795 'r. Thunberg's Trav. I. 128 Ofthe leaves of the barbonia
cordata the country people made tea. 1863 BATES Nat.
Amazon iv. (1864) 92 The men had madeafire in the galley,
to make tea of an acid herb called ' erva cidreira '. 1866
Trias. Bat. 1127 Lemon-grass Tea, an infusion of the leaves

-- - W>M .-t*.i,.j m uiic ui me Miruu
that produces the cotton of commerce. 1893 BARING-GOULD

sendfit toslef
' *"' ^ *' " ^^ P PPy "*' and that

6. With defining words, applied to various plants
whose leaves, flowers, etc. are used in the same wayas tea, either for beverages, or medicinally (also to
the leaves etc. themselves, or the drink infused

.
t cassinoides ;

ttona, or Prints glaber. Arabian
i furnish a Stimulatingbeventre u ~ed in A K" /M _* aiiiiiuitimg

SS^SffiSSSTs-S;

124

Bay tea (Morris A ustral Eng. 1898). Barbary tea, the

box-thorn or Duke of Argyll's tea-tree, Lycitim tarliamm.
Bencoolen tea, Glaphyria nititia (Leptospermum nili-

dum), of the Malayan islands. Blue Mountain or

Golden Rod tea, Solidago odora of North America, from

whose leaves and flowers a beverage is made. Botany
Bay tea, an Australian species of sarsaparilla, Smilajc

glycyphylla, also called sweet tea. Bourbon tea =
Faham tea. Brazil or Brazilian tea, Stachytarpha
jamaictnsis. Bush tea, Cyclopia genistoides of S.

Africa. Canada tea=TEA-BERRY: see CANADA. Canary
tea, Sida canariensis (S. rhombifolia\ Carolina tea,
Ilex vomitoria: = Appalachian tea, (6). t Ceylon tea,
Elxodendron glaucum: see TEA-TREE 3 (obs.). Faham
tea, a tropical orchid, Angrzcum fragrans. t False
tea = Paraguay tea. Hottentot's tea, Helichry.
sum serpyllifolium (see HOTTENTOT 3). Jesuits' tea,
(a) Psoralea glandulosa (see JESUIT so. 4 c) ; (b) ~
Paraguay tea (Cent. Diet.). Kaffir tea, Helichrysum
nudifolium (see KAFFIR 4). Labrador tea, Ledum
latifolium and L. palustre (see LABRADOR). Malay tea,
(a) = Bencoolen tea

', (b) Eugenia variabilis. Marsh
tea, Ledum palustre (Cent Diet.). Mexican tea, (<i)

Ambrina (Chenopodium) ambrosioidfs % (b) = Jesuits' tea,

(a): see MEXICAN A. b. Mountain tea = TEA-BERRY:
see MOUNTAIN gd. New Jersey tea, Ceanothus ameri-
canus (see quot. 1858). New Zealand tea, Lcpto-

spertttum^ scoparium : see TEA-TREE 2. Oswego tea, a
N. American aromatic labiate, Moitarda didyma, used as

a tonic and stomachic. Paraguay tea, Ilexparagvay-
ensis, extensively used in S. America as a substitute for tea:
see PARAGUAY i. St. Bartholomew's tea = Paraguay
tea (Cent. Diet.). St. Helena tea, Beatsonia (Frankenia)
forlulacifolia. Soldiers' tea = MATICO. South Sea
tea = Paraguay tea ; also an erroneous name for Caro-
lina tea. Surinam tea,

' various species of Lantana '

(Miller Plant-n.'i. Sweet tea = Botany Bay tea.

Teamster's tea, a N. American plant, Ephedra anti.

syphiliiica, used as a remedy for venereal affections.

Theezan tea, Sageretia Iheezans, a thorny rhamnaceous
shrub of S. China, whose leaves are said to be used for tea

by the poorer classes. West Indian tea. Capraria
biftora, also called goat-weed. Wild tea, a N. American
leguminous shrub,A morpha canescens, also called lead-plant.
1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., South-Sea tea [see PARAGUAY ij.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 321 Osweego Thea, Mo-
narda \didyma\ Ibid. 329 False Tea, Ilex. Ibid., New
Jersey Tea, Ceanothus. Ibid., Paraguay Tea, Ilex. Ibid.,
South-sea Tea, Ilex. 1764 Museum Rust. II. xxxviii. 117
The South-Sea tea, which is thought to be the same plant as
tbe Paraguay tea; but whether it is the same as the tea

brought from China, is yet undetermined. 1788 D. CONSI-
DEN Let. to Banks in Hist. Rec. N. S. Wales (1892) I. n.

220, I have sent you some of the sweet tea of this country,
. . it is a good anti-scorbutic. 1790 J. WHITE Voy. N. S,
Wales 195 The sweet-tea is a creeping kind of vine.,
the taste is sweet, exactly like the liquorice root of the shops.
1814 ROXBURGH Hort. Bengal. 18 Elxodendrum glaucum,
Ceylon Tea. 1857 HENFREY Elem. Bot. 508. 336 (The
leaves] of Ilex Paraguayensis, called Mate' or Paraguay
Tea, resemble Tea in property. 1858 HOGG Veg. Kingd.
Ixvi. 237 The leaves of Ceanothus ameruanus were used
during the revolutionary war as a substitute for lea, and
hence it is called New Jersey Tea. Ibid. cxv. 482 The
leaves [of Gaultheria procumbens]. .make an excellent sub.

- . ippositi ..

same plant as I.paragitensis. 1866 Treas. Bot. 49 Am.
brina ambrosioides, or Mexican Tea, . . long naturalised in
the south of Europe, is used medicinally. Ibid. 369 The
leaflets of [Cyclopia genistoides] are used at the Cape in in-
fusion or decoction for promoting expectoration. . . It is

called Bush Tea. [Ibid. 1005 S\ageretia\ thcezans, the Tia
of the Chinese, is a thorny shrub, with . . finely-toothed egg-
shaped leaves . . somewhat resembling those of the tea-shrub.]
Ibid. 1090 [The] leaves [of Stachytarpha jamaicensis] are
sometimes used to adulterate tea, and in Austria they are
sold under the name of Brazilian tea. Ibid. 1127 Tea,
Abyssinian, . . Appalachian [etc.], . . Arabian, . . Australian
[etc.]. 1904 Dunglison's Diet. Med. (ed. 23), Matico...
the leaves of Piper angustifolium or soldiers' tea or herb.
7. slang, a. Spirituous or intoxicating liquor,
fb. Urine (obs.-).

1693 Remonstr. Batchelors'mHarl.Misc. (ed. Park) IV. 505

. . He understood that this was a slang term for drink.
8. Florists' abbreviation of TEA-KOSE.
1889 Pall Mall G. 6 July 3/2 At Cheshunt about 200,000

standard rose seedlings and 40,000
'

teas
'

are sown every
year. 1901 Eliza. t, German Card. 17, I wish now I had
put teas there. 18, 1 made my teas face a northern winter.
9. allrib. and Comb. a. attrib. Of, pertaining or

relating to, dealing or connected with tea as a
commodity, as tea act, bill, -broker, -dealer, -duty,
-hong (see HONG), industry, merchant, -shop, -tax,
trade, warehouse ; or as a beverage, as tea-breakfast,
-dinner, -dregs, junketing, picnic, soirie, -supper,
-visit; containing or intended to contain tea, as
tea-bowl, -hamper, -jar, -pail; of or pertaining to
:he tea-plant or its cultivation, as tea crop, cultiva-
tion, culture, district, estate, -farming, -field, -hill,

nursery, plantation, -seed, -tract, b. Objective and
obj . gen., as tea-blender, -grower, -packer, -producer,
-sipper, -spiller; tea-blending, -growing, -loving,
-packing, -picking sbs. and adjs. ; instrumental and
parasynthetic, as tea-coloured, -covered, -inspired,
-sodden adjs.
1746 LOCKMAN To tsl Promoter CamMct * Tea Bills 13
ote. Since the Tea-Act pass'd last session, the revenue

TEA.
is increased 8s,coo/. per annum. 1904 Wtstm. Cm. ijAue
6/2 The big "tea-blenders naturally took advantage of this
cheapness to push and extend their business. 1901 Daily
Citron. 6 May 9/3 Man wanted for "tea blending warehouse
1865 G. MEREDITH Rhoda Hcmittg xxxii, The squire
drank, defying ladies and the new-fangled subserviency to
those flustering "tea-bodies. 1886 Guide Galleries Brit.
Mus. 209 On tbe upper shelves are examples of.. "tea-bowls!
1815 HONE Evtry-day Bk. I. 951, I . . got up to a hot "leai
breakfast. 1770 Chron. in Ann. Keg. 154/2 A "tea-broker
charged with forging a warrant for the delivery of three
chests of tea. 1902 Westm. Gaz. 31 Dec. 9/3 The "Tea
Clearing House has succumbed to the attack of tea pro-
ducers, importers, dealers, and brokers. 1829 W. H. MAX.
WELL Stories Waterloo 1. 194 Short tights of "tea-coloured

jeather. 1897 J. A. GRAHAM Threshold Three ClosedLands
ii. 30 As our eye follows up one of the "tea-covered spurs it

lights on the houses of Darjeeling. 1906 Month Feb. 177
Sides green with sprouting "tea crops. 1841 Penny Cycl.

missioners of excise. 1886 C. E. PASCOE Lontion of To-day
xxii. (ed. 3) 216 The premises of one of the oldest firms in
London those of the Messrs. Twining, tea-dealers and
bankers. 1862 R. C. MAYNE Brit. Columoia 121 We lunched

Penny Cycl. XXIV. 286/1 There are green tea and black
"lea districts. Ibid. 291/1 The tariff of 1842 has made no
alteration in the *tea*iuty. 1886 Pall Mall G. i9May6/i
The new industry of "tea-farming.. promises to become a
new source of wealth to Ceylon. 1895 CLIVE HOLLAND Jap.
Wife no The cemeteries and "tea-fields stretched below
us. 1888 J. PATON in Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 98/1 Compara-
tively few regions are suited for practical "tea-growing. Ibid.

99/1 The capacities of Assam as a tea-growing country.
1854 Zoologist XII. 4206 The "tea-hills in tbe province of

Chekiang. 1885 Cornh. Mag. Mar. 281 [The tea-leaves are]
fired under their own supervision in the great "tea-hongs.
1888 J. PATON in EncycL Brit. XXIII. 102/1 Next to the
United Kingdom, the greatest "tea-importing nation is the
United States. Ibid. 99/1 The "tea industry has developed
in Ceylon with marvellous rapidity. 1891 B. E. MARTIN
Footpr, Chas. Lamb iii. 65 Hazlitt, with, .his "tea-inspired
turgidity. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. xxvi. (1859) '89

which alone are gathered for "tea manufacture. 1841
Penny Cycl. XXIV. 291/2 The number of "tea merchants
who resort to Canton. Ibid. 286/2 When the "tea nurseries
were established in Assam. 1904 Daily News 13 Oct. 12
The dispute between the "tea-packers and the management
of the Co-operative Wholesale Society. 1898 Daily Chron.

-picking.
1841 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 286/2 The *tea plantations estaB.
lisbed in the Kumaon and Gurhwal districts. 1894 ll'estm.
Gaz. 5 Jan. 6/3 The British have become, .the greatest "tea-

producers, .in the world. 1888 J. PATON \nEncycl.Brit.
XXIII. 98/2 Till well into the igth century .. China and
Japan were the only two "tea-producing countries. 1786
M. CUTLER in Life, etc (1888) I. 190,1 have no doubt the
"tea seed, .may be obtained from the East Indies in a vege-
tative state, a 1745 SWIFT (J.), The mistress of the "tea

shop. 1860 J. R. EDKINS Chinese Scenes (1863) 153, 1 shall

try to give you a little picture of the tea-shop. 1756 HANWAY
Ess. Tea viii. 245 Were they the sons of

"tea-sippers,
who

won the fields of Cressy and Agincourt ? 1849 THACKERAY
Pendennis xliv, A brilliant *tea soiree. 1877 G. W. BALFOUR
in EncycL Brit.\ll. 482/1 "Tea-sots are well known to
be affected with palpitation and irregularity of the heart.

1837 W. PHILLIPS in C. Martyn Lift (1890) 96 Certainly we
sons of the "tea-spillers are a marvellously patient genera-
tion ! [Cf. TEA-PARTY 23.] 1891 ZANGWILL Childr. Ghetto I.

198 The story-book which Moses read out after "tea-supper.
1888 J. PATON in Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 101/1 Dependent on
China for its "tea supply. 1907 Edin. Rev.July 97 The "tea-

tax strikes tea-drinkers only. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 286/2
At first only a few [indigenous] "tea-tracts were discovered

[in Assam], 1756 HANWAY Ess, Tea xii. 258 The "tea trade

employs six hundred seamen . . together with six ships, which
we annually send to Canton. 1888 J. PATON in Encycl.
Brit. XXIII. 102/2 The only other considerable "tea-using
nation is Russia. 1765 J. BROWN Chr. Jrnl. (1814) 331
Yonder professors come from a "tea-visit. 1807-8 W. IRVING

Salmag. i. (1824) 7 When ladies paid tea-visits at three in

the afternoon. 1888 Pall Mall G. 9 May 10/1 Certain "tea

warehousemen of the City of London.

c. Special Combs. : tea-basket, a basket con-

taining the requisites for afternoon tea in a rail-

way train or the like; tea-bell, a bell rcng to

summon a household or company to tea; tea-

billy ( BILLY 2 i c), a tin can used by Australian

bushmeu as a tea-kettle or tea-pot ; tea-boiler, a

vessel used for boiling tea; tea-box, a box for

containing tea ; in quot. TEA-CHEST 2 ; tea-

boy, a man-servant (Ireland) ; tea-bread, a kind

of light bread eaten at tea ; tea-broom, New
Zealand name for Leptospermum scoparium and

Z. ericoides (= MANUKA a, b, TEA-TREE 2); tea-

bug, a destructive insect which infests tea-plants ;

tea-bush = tea-shrub ; tea-caddy, a small box

with divisions for holding tea(
= CADDY 1

i) ;
tea-

cake, a light kind of flat cake to be eaten at

tea; in quot. 1892 attrib. resembling a tea-cake;

tea-canister = tea-caddy ; also, slang for
'

brandy-
flask

'

(cf. 7 a) ; tea-case, a case for holding a set

of small articles, as spoons, etc. used at tea (Cent.

Diet.} ; tea-china, china tea-cups and saucers,

etc. ; tea-circle, a group or society of persons who
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meet and take tea together; tea-clam, a name in

U. S. for a very small clam (CLAM sl>? I d : see

quot.); tea-clipper, a clipper or fast-iailing vessel

formerly employed in the tea trade ; tea-cloth,

a cloth used for wiping tea-things after washing
them

; (6) afternoon I., a small table-cloth used

at afternoon tea ; tea-coat, a garment worn by
women at the tea-table (cf. COAT 16. 2 b, and lea-

jacket} ; f tea-conversation (see CONVERSATION

9, quot. 1787) ; tea-cooper, a workman at a dock

who unloads tea and does any necessary repairs to

the packing, etc. : cf. COOPER sbl I ; tea-cosy, a

covering for a tea-pot to keep it hot (see COSY

B. 3) ; t tea-dish, old name for a tea-cup (cf.

DISH sli. I b) ; tea-drunkard, one who habitually

drinks tea to such excess as to suffer from its toxic

effects; t tea-equipage = tea-service, lea-things ;

t tea-faced a. , ? having a sallow or effeminate

countenance like one addicted to tea-drinking;

tea-fight, colloq. or slang, humorous name for a

tea-party or tea-meeting; tea-frock, tea-gown,
names for special fashions of garments worn by
girls and women at tea

; ftea-grouter (see qnot.) ;

tea-hour, the hour at which tea is taken, or the

time occupied by it ; tea-house, a refreshment-

house where tea is served (esp. in China or Japan) ;

tea-jacket, a garment worn by women at tea(cf. tea-

coat} ; tea-lead, an alloy used for lining tea-chests

(see quot.) ; tea-maker, (a) a person who dries the

leaves and prepares
the tea of commerce ; (i) one

who makes or infuses tea ; (c) a vessel or apparatus
for infusing tea ; so tea-making s6. and a.

;
tea-

meeting, a public social meeting (usually in con-

nexion with a religious organization) at which tea

is taken ; tea-night, an evening on which guests
are entertained at tea ; tea oil, (a) an oil resem-

bling olive-oil, obtained from the seeds of species
of Camellia (allied to the tea-plant), and used for

various purposes in China and Japan ; (o) a nar-

cotic essential oil obtained from tea-leaves; tea-

punch, punch containing tea as an ingredient;

tea-roller, a machine for rolling or curling tea-

leaves for the market ;
so tea-rolling ; tea-room,

a room in which tea is served in a refreshment-

house, etc. ; notably, that of the British House of

Commons, the scene of numerous informal meetings
of members ; tea-root, the root of a tea-plant; tea-

sage, a species or variety of sage used for making

sage-tea ; t tea-saucer, a saucer for supporting a

tea-cup; tea-scent, 'a European fern, Nephro-
dium montanum' (Cent. Diet.}; tea-scented a.,

having a scent like that of tea : applied to a

variety of rose (see TEA-ROSE); tea-scrub, a scrub

or thicket of 'tea-trees' (in Australia, etc.) : see

TEA-TREE ; tea-service, tea-set, a set of articles

used in serving tea at table ; a set of tea-things ;

f tea-shine, colloq. a tea-party (cf. tea-fight} ;

tea-ship, (a) a ship engaged in the tea-trade; (*)

a tea-stand with two or more shelves or ' decks
'

;

tea-shrub, the common tea-plant (see 3); tea-

sifter, (a) a person engaged in sifting tea ; (6} an

apparatus for sifting tea ; tea-stall, tea-stand, a

stand on which cups, saucers, plates, etc. are placed
for use at tea; tea-stick, a stick cut from the

Australian tea-tree; tea-stone: see quots.; tea-

things sb.pl., the articles used for serving tea at

table, as tea-pot, milk-jug, sugar-basin, cups,

saucers, plates, etc., together forming a tea-set or

tea-service ; tea-time, the time at which the meal

called tea is taken (see sense 4) ; t tea-tongs, a

former name for sugar-tongs; tea-urn, an urn

with a tap, placed upon a tea-table, to hold hot

water for making tea ; tea-ware, vessels, etc. for

serving tea, tea-things; tea-water, (a) water for

making tea; (*) Sc. the beverage tea (= sense 2};

tea-wine, a fermented liquor made from tea (see

qnot). See also TEA-BERRY, -BOARD, -CHEST, etc.

1901 Wide World Mag. VIII. 135/1 There is a lump of

133 A number of "tea-billies were ranged on the clay hobs,

some with tea already brewed, and some with water only.

1825 T NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 632 The lead which

lines the Chinese 'tea-boxes is reduced to a thinness which

our plumbers cannot, it is said, approach. 1848 THACKERAY
Van. Fair TO.\\\, Major O'Dowd..was..as obedient to his

wife as if he had been her tay-boy. 1831 JANE PORTER

Sir E Seaward"s Narr. \. 229 Some johnny cakes, a West

Indian sort of "tea-bread. 187* A. DOMETTRanal/Notes 505

Manuka. ..The settlers often call it "tea-broom . 1893

Athenxum 16 Dec. 853/3 Mr. Waterhouse . . exhibited male

and female specimens of a Helopeltis (the "tea-bug),, .and

stated that it had occurred only in Assam. 1908 Dollar

Mar Mar. 32 The 'tea bushes were miserably poor just

there. 1837 HowmRur. Life vi. ix.(i82) 500 'Tea-caddies,

workboxes of rosewood and pearl. 1866 R. M. BALLANTYNE

Shift. Winds xvii, [She] went to a cupboard . . and took

125

therefrom a tea-caddy, which she set on the table. 1892

Daily News 31 Dec. 2/1 The bonnet of the moimMit is srt

well back on the head, forming a sort of garland above the
' 'teacake 'coiffure. 1897 K. Hicntss Londoners'. 156 Mr.

Bush.. was closely engaged with a tea-cake. 1800 HELENA
WELLS Constant!* Ifaiille (ed. 2) HI. 121 The "(ea-can-

nister contained only Congou of no very superior qualm
1859 F. FRANCIS Newton Dogvane (1888) 184 Pass us the

tea-canister. 1830 Miss lUTTOBD Village Ser. IV. 332
The dresser was . . adorned with the remains of a long

Itulutt. U. S. A. 47 Some are taken so small that 2,000 are

required to fill a barrel ; these, when about one inch m
diameter, are called "tea-clams'. 1895 Mem. fits. Ander-
son ii. 8 Mr. and Mrs. Anderson set sail from London in a

tea-clipper. 1888 Casielfs Encycl. Diet., *Tea-cloth, a

cloth used in washing up tea-things. 1891 Cent. Diet.,

Tea-cloth, a cloth for a tea-table or a tea-tray. 1890 Wettni.

Gaz. 12 Aug. 2/1 She came into the room, .in a black-and-

blue sort of "tea-coat. 1887 Pall Mall C. 19 Sept. 2 Years

ago the 'tea-coopers, who are skilled workmen, had a

union. 1871
' M. LEGRAND '

Caino. Freshm. 18 The elabo-

rate worsted-work teapot cover technically termed, I believe,

a "tea-cosey. 1886 [see COSY B. 2l 1711 EUSDEN Sped.
No. 87 F 8, I saw a gentleman turn as pale as ashes, because

an idol turned the sugar in a "tea-dish for his rival. 1716
LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett. 10 Oct. (1887) I. 129 They
showed me . . a cup, about the size of a tea-dish, of one entire

Scotsman 5 Mar. 7/5 The good people. .organise a
splendid

weekly tea-fight and concert for our behoof. 1903 Westm.
Gaz. 27 Aug. 4/1 The "tea-frock the form of the tea-gown
nice for the younger folks. 1878 The World in Royal Ex-
change 9 Nov., Ladies, who a few years ago would have
considered the idea appalling, calmly array themselves in

the glorified dressing robe known as a ' "tea gown '. 1891
Woman 15 Jan. 4/1 The factor which has revolutionised

the novelistic attire of to-day is the evolution of the tea-

gown, a 1833 J. T. SMITH Bk. for Rainy Day (1905) 76
A prognostication announced to my dear mother by an old

star-gazer and "tea-grputer. Note. A fortune-teller by tea-

leaves, the leaves being
'

grouted ', or turned over in the

cup. 1884 G. ALLEN Phtlistia I. 109 Monopolised the.,

visitor himself for almost the entire "tea-hour. 1689 Load.
Gaz. No. 2481/4 Catalogues are given at . . Mr. Main-

waring's 'Tea-house. 1909 Daily Chron. 7 June 4/6 This

revolution, -practically commenced when in 1657 Garraway

opened his famous tea-house in Exchange-alley. 1896

Daily News 5 Dec. 6/4 The increasing neatness of the tea-

gown is perhaps partly owing to the smartness of cut of its

rival, the 'tea-jacket. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sc.
ff
Art

I. 52 The metal with which tea-chests are lined, familiarly

called "tea-lead, is an alloy principally composed of lead and
tin. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 286/1 The process., as

practised in Assam and Java by the Chinese 'tea-makers.

1868 HOLME LEE B. Godfrey ii, The parson asked the

tea-maker for another cup. 1900 Daily News 18 Sept.

that exotic, . . "Tea-making. . . By a Tea Dealer. 1833
T. HOOK Parson's Dau. i. xii. The operation, which, at

Cambridge, is not called by so gentle a term as tea-mak-

ing. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. loo/i In Chinese tea-

making that juice is squeezed out of the leaves. 1894
MRS. DYAN All in a Man's K. (1899) 207 Without a falter

she performed the dainty little service of tea-making. 1897

St. James's Gaz. 18 Feb. i i/i The posting of
bijls

for soirees

and "tea-meetings. 1814 SCOTT St. Ronan's xxxiv, To
secure the necessary degree of crowd upon her 'tea-nights,

Lady Penelope was obliged to employ some coaxing. 1837
R. D. THOMSON in Brit. Anit.isB "Tea oil. 1838 T. THOM.
SON Chem. Org. Bodies 430 Tea oil is expressed from the

seeds of the Camellia oleifera. 1718 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.

Punch, Punch Royal. Milk-Punch. "Tea-Punch. 1890

Pall Mall G. i Oct. 2/3 The "tea-rolling machine repre-

sented in our view.. is the first 'tea-roller which has been

used on English soil. 1796 MME. D'ARBLAY Camilla I.

167 They were proceeding to the "tea-room. 1884 Pall

Mall G. 26 Sept. 2/2 Even a tea-room compromise [be-

tween political parties] would be welcome at the pre-

sent moment. 1690 EVELYN Diary n Mar., I much ad-

mired the contortions of the 'Thea root, which was so per.

Florist's Jrnl. 207 Coupe de Hebe ("tea-scented). 1849

Florist 318 Tea-scented Roses cannot be cultivated with

success as border Roses, unless in the extreme south and

west of England. 1853 MUNDY Our Antipodes (1857) 13

Shady paths,, .winding among the ' "tea-scrub ',
or skirting

the rocky shores [at Sydney]. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,

Tea-service, Tea-things. 1869 TROLLOPE He knew he was

right i, He gave silver cups when the girls were born, and

now bestows tea-services as they get married. 1849 LYTTON

Caxtons i. iv, I would rather the best 'tea-set were broken.

1838 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. (1883) I. 08 Two "tea-shines went

off with Mat. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. IV. 1. 273 The
Boston 'tea-ships had sailed. 1905 Westm. Gat. ii Nov.

3/1 The servant went out, and, returning with a three-decker

tea-ship, asked whether anything else was required. 1704

PETIVER Gatophyl. m. xxi.The'Thea Shrub is here Figured.

sifters having the Royal crest engraved upon them. 1901

Westm. Gaz. 31 Jan. 2/1 The wheeled 'tea-stall which ap.

pears at about four o'clock in all large stations. 1697 m
14th Ret. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. II. (1894) 59* "ur Lord

who broke the "tea-stand. 1865 H. KINGSLEY Hillyarst,

Burtons Ixii, You should have a 'tea-stick, and take them

[dogs] by the tail,, .and lay on like old gooseberry. 1848

TEACH.
S. W. WILLIAMS Middle Kingd. xiii. II. 116 Spectacles are
cut. .from. .a variety of rose quart/ ;

Rorm stone, which the Chinese call ^ha-tsint;, or 't

from its color. 1860 J. SCA* Ttuttvt Yrt. China , Shaded
..by a huge pair of tea-stone spectacle*. 1747 H. V,

Lett, (1846) II. 193 You will think I have removed my phi-
HMOpby from Windsor with my '! t. 1869
TROLLOPE // knctukewas Kighi xxxi, I>uiutl,yw
behind the urn and tea-things at a large table. 175$ I'ol.

liallads (1860) II. 332 And now being 'tea-time.. we put on
the kettle. 1781 Miss BuBOY Cecilm vl. iii, Sometimes he
appeared again at tea-time. 1889

'

J. S. WIMKK '

Mri. Hob
(1891) 46, 1 shall be back before tea-time. 1738 SWII-T I'al.

Coitverstit. iii. 200 Lady Smart mistakes tfic 'Tea-tongs
for the Spoon, 1797 Nicholson's Jrnl. Nut, Pkihs. I. 61
Bended up in the figure of a pair of tea-tongs. 1786 Cow-
PER Let, to Lady Hcsketfi 24 Dec., You may purchase. .a
"tea-urn. i8o8T. MACGILL Trav. I. xviii. 231 The Russian tea-

urns. . are made of brass . .in
place

of an iron heater.they have

long tubes, into which live charcoal is put. 18x5 J. N ICHOL*
SON Operat. Mechanic 483 The insidesof *tea-wareare well

fast wi' us yoursell ye ken how to manage thae porringers
of tea-water. 189* WALSH Tea (Philad.) 203 A pleasing
drink is also prepared by treating the ordinary infusion

with a little yeast and sugar, a 'tea-wine being produced
from it.

Hence (nonec-wds.) Tea'ey a., having the char-

acteristic properties of tea ; Tea iah a., resembling
or relating to tea ; Tea-ism, addiction to tea.

1890 Spectator 3 May, We believe Indian tea has con-

quered because it is the most "tea-ey of teas. 1836 Tail's

Mag. III. 572 The "teaish propensities of her inamorato.

1904 E. NESBIT Phoenix % Carpet vii. 134 The meal, .was

not exactly tea. Let us call it a tea-ish meal. 1904 G. S.

HALL Adolescence ix. H. 14 Excessive teaism, coffeeism,

etc, ..to the prejudice of appetite for plain, wholesome

nutritives,, .jeopard the highest maturation of powers.

Tea, v. colloq. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To supply or regale with tea; to enter-

tain at tea ; to give a tea to.

1811 SIR R. WILSON Diary (1861) I. 250 General Tor.
manssow fed us, and the duke lea'd ; so the day passed well.

1844 J- T. HEWLETT Parsons Q W. xxxvi, I breakfast, tea,

and sup my lodgers. 1888 FREEMAN in Stephens Life ff

Lett. (1895) II. 386 We tea the local body on Wednesday.
2. intr. To drink tea; esp. to take the meal

called tea, to have one's tea.

1823 in Spirit Pub. tfmls. 551 Twas moved to proceed
To the half of debate, where my Lady had

' tea'd 1

'

1863-5

J. THOMSON Sunday at Hampstead IV. i, Eight of us pro-
mised to meet here And tea together at five. 1891 FURNIVALL
Hoccleve's Minor P. Introd. 47 We dined on the bank oppo-
site Hampton Court and teaed on Tatham's island.

Hence Tea-ing vbl. sb. and///, a. ; also Tea-er,

one who takes tea, or attends a tea-meeting.
1851 R. S. SURTEES Sponge's Sp. Tour xx. (i 893) 94 Staying

guests have the advantage over mere dining or teaing ones,

inasmuch as they cannot well be talked over . . as those who
go away are. 1874 ALDRICH Prud. Palfrey xi, Picnics up
the river..and innumerable teaings on shore. 1891 Sat.

Rev. 30 July 141/2 But 270 Congregational teaers would

surely require more than eight quarts of milk?

Tea-act, -basket, etc. : see TEA sb. 9.

Tea --be :rry. The American wintergreen,
Gaultheria procumbcw : see quot. ; also called

Canada tea or mountain tea. Also, the fruit of this.

1858 HOGG Veg. Kingd. cxv. 482 The leaves [of Gaullhc-

riaprocut6ens\..^^n . . dried . . makean excellent substitute

for tea, ..and the plant is on that account called Tea-berry
and Mountain Tea. 1884 Casselts Fain, Mag. Mar. 239/1
Here [in Houston, Texas).. the tea-berry tree, and huge

ly white capilla
like some rare perfume.

Tea'-board. Now local. A tea-tray, esp. a

wooden one.

1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. Ivii. (1760) II. 202 The coming
of a servant with the tea-board prevented my presump-
tion. 1771 MRS. HAYWOOD New Present 256 Tea-boards

are cleaned by rubbing them well with an oily flannel.

1780 Newgate Cat. V. 270 They doubled a silver tea-board

together, .and carried it away. 1868 HOLME LEE B. Godfrey

vi, The teaboard at the top of the table.

Hence Tea'boardy a. nonce-wd., like a tea-board.

1890 Athenaum i Mar. 283/1 The hardness, smoothness,

and laboured polish of the surface, almost fit to be called
1 teaboardy '.

Tea-boiler to -case : see TEA sb. 9.

Teach (tnj), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. taught
(tot). Forms: see below. [OE. tscan, tscean,

pa. t. txhte, pa. pple. (&&& :-OTeut. "taikjan,

cognate with OE. tdcn, Goth, taikns, OS. titan,

OHG. teihhan, TOKEN, from an ablaut icries

teik-, taik-, tik- to show, pre-Teut. dig-, deig-, also

dak-, in Skr. dif-, Gr. Sfin-vvvai, Stlypa. Not

found elsewhere in Teutonic ; Ger. zeigen, OHG.

zeig&n to show, has the same root. The vowel of

the OE. pa. t. and pple. tsht(e was apparently
shortened before the two consonants, giving the

Early ME. tahle, ta)tt, whence the later taught,

which appears already * 1300 dialectally as taut(e.

But In the pa. t a form with the long vowel sur-

vived to c 1300 as txAte, tlhte, teihte, laihte, teite,

taile. A normalized form tecuhed (cf. reached} has

been in partial use since the Hth c., but is not

now accepted in educated speech.]
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A. Illustration of Forms.

1. Injin. i t&c(e)an, 2-3 tachen, 3 teachen,

(Orm.) teechenn, 3-4 tache, (theche), 3-5 te-

chen, 3-6 teche, 4-6 tech, teiche (4-5 teyche,

5 techyn, 6 teich, teache, teatch), 6- teach.
c888 K. XunxoBoetk. xxxviii. 3 Ic )?e mceg gjet t;ecan

offer |ing. 971 Blickl. Hom. 109 Him taecean lifes wej.
c 1200 ORMIN 3468 To taechenn hemm. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Hom. 17 Ic wile. .tachen hit ew. cizo$ LAY. 2419 He..
sculde-.tuhlen him teachen. 1315 Spec. Gy Warw. 141
Tweie Binges it wole J>e teche. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
(1810) 115 Of |>e bisshop Thurston haf I comandment, pe
clerkes forto tech. c 1375 Cursor M. 18710 (Fairf.) pe
trau(> to teiche [other MSS. teche]. Ibid. 27391 pen agh

J>e
leche Calde medicine bar to teyche. c 1375 Theching [see

TEACHING vbl. sb. 2]. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Sam. i. 18 To teach
the children of luda the bow. 1536 WKIOTHESLEY Chron.
(Camden) 1. 55 The curates should, .teatch their parishiones
the

' Pater noster '. 1538 STARKEY Englandi. iv. 132 Scbold

prech..and tech the pepul. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's
Hist. Scot. i. (S.T.S.) 125 Our prsedecessours .. appoyntet
stlc magistrates..to teiche thame..to the people.
2. Itnper. i tce, teec, 3 teke, 3-5 teche, tech,

4 teyche, 6 teache, 6- teach.
?rt 1000 [see B. 6c]. ciooo ^LVRicNotit. I. 258 Leof, taece

us hu we magon us jebiddan. a 1340 Ureisttn in Cott. Hom.
183 Ihesu teke |>et tu art se softe and se swote. a ij
LuueRon 198 in O. E.Misc. 99 Tech hit ober maydenes wel.

13. . Cursor M. 20795 (Cott.) Teche til him bat all might.
c 1400 Cato"s Morals 188 m Cursor M. p. 1671 Teyche pou
be vnwise. 1564-78 BULLEYN Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 53
Teache me a Pomeander. 1573 TUSSER Hitsb. (1878) 137
Troth twise to thee teached, teach twentie times ten.

3. Pres. Indie, a. ist pers, sing, i ttece, 3-5
teche, 6 teache, 6- teach., ,

.

c 1000 vELFRic Gram, xxviii. (Z.) 173 Ic taece sumum men
his wej. a 1272 Lune Ron 83 in 0. E. Misc. 95 Ich teche
be enne treowe king.

b. 2nd pers. sing, i taeest, 4 teches, teychis,
4-5 techest, 6- teachest.
nooo Xt-rmc Exod. xix. 12 pu tascst Israhela folce

Semaero. 13.. Cursor M. 12189 (Cott.) fat bou teches l^-'.

teychis ; Tr. techest] til ober men.
c. yd pen. sing. \ tfecp, t&hB, 2 tec5, 2-5

teohe)), 3 tekeSe, 4 tekp, teychis, 4-6 teoheth
(c, -ith,6 -yth), 6- teaoheth (now arch.'), teaches.
c looo jELFRic Ceit. Pref. 4 Se be taecb of Ledene on

Englisc. c 1000 Horn. I. 322 Se Halja Cast Se taehS
rihtwisnysse. a 1225 Ancr. R. 50 pe blake cloo also tekeoe
buocnunge. c 1230 Hali Meid. 13, & techeS her on eorSe . .

be liflade of heouene. 1340 Ayenb. 54 To huam be holy
gost tekb to hyealde ordre. Ibid. 56 Alle uelbe he tekb ber.
c 1375 Cursor M. 12250 (Fairf.) Sum angel .. teychis him
alle atte he melis. 1377 LAKGL. P. PI. B. i. 13 As his worde
techeth [v. r. thccheth). 1388 WYCLIF Prov. xiii. 24 He that
loueth him, techith bisili. 1538 STARKEY England i. ii. 38
Vertue hyt ys that techyth vs al.

d. //. i teeoaU, 3-5 teohen, 3-6 teche, j-6
Sc. techis, 6 teaohe, (-en), Sc. teiche, 6- teach.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 5159 As ye me teche. a 1425 Cursor M.

biivuiia. i. i^vu 1 i/. jitt. <y i*. foetus uoooj 198 wnanne
bei bee techen. 1563 Homilies 11. Peril Idolatry in. (1859)
242 As the Scriptures teachen. 1580 J. HAY Demands 8 40
in Cat/i. Tractates (S.T.S.) 44 As ye teiche.

4. Past tense, a. 1-3 tsehte (i ge-), i north.

tahte, 2-4 tahte, tachte, (2 tahhte, tochte), 3-5
ta}te, tauhte, taute, 4 tawhte, tawghte,
(taghtte), 4-5 taghte, tauhte, taughte; 4-5
tajt, tauht, taght, tau;t, tawht, taw;t,
tawght, Sc. tacht, 5 taut, tawt, 5-6 Sc. taucht,
tawcht, 5- taught ; (5 toght, towght, 6 tought).
<iooo tr. Bxda's Hist. in. viii. [x.] (1896) 180 Him mon

sell tffihte. C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xii. 38 And tahte ml
Ixrde Basm ml hlm [et docebat eis]. [So 973 Rushw. Cost ]
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. I. 68 Symle 3u tashtest mildheortnysse
c 1030 Byrhtfcrth's Handboc in Anglia d88s) VIII. 304 An
snotor wita me jetaehte bisne craft. a 1200 fices H Virtues
27 Bis ne tahte 3e non eorolic mann. a 1200 Moral Ode
268 Al bet be labe gast hechte to and tachte. c 1200 ORMIN
1071 Hiss hoc himm tahhte. <ri2os LAY. 804 Brutus heom
taute [c 1275 tehte]. 1225 Juliana 62 pat te engel to be
tahten. (71250 Gen. , Ex. 3392 God tajte hem weie. ,71330R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 196 God |>at bam it tauht 17
Cursor M. 741 (Cott.) Graitli taght \v.rr. ta?t, taujte] he
him begin. Ibid. 17074 (Fairf.) Ther tawghtyst \T. taujtest]
bpu vs the way. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce 11. 130 He taucht
him siluer to dispend. 1386 CHAUCER Pard. T. 36 As
thilke hooly lew oure eldres taughte \v,rr. taghte, tauat
taujte, tauht]. 1390 GOWER Con/. I. 285 Nature/.tawht

Afiol.

,
.

. . 25 aure.tawt
licm so. c 1400 Afiol. Loll. 42 pus He tawt hem to do
c 1400 Emare 973 Emare thawjte her sone Jynge. 1447
BoKENHAH Seyutys (Roxb.) 12 And tawth hyr the feythof (rlc* TBCII *.r,f,.., ,. r ./- f, ^..r / Vt IVJlll

... .... ^,i , . ,. i5 laug 3t nym priuely to a sted,lo feche the hors corne and bred. 1568 GRAFTON Chron.
1. 15 Those also he taught his invention.
A 2-3 tehte

; 3 teihte, taihte, taite, 3-4 teiate,
toito.

"'"'
,
107 He us tehte ' CIKO Trin - Coll.

wise witese here wisdom, ciaoo

"? 8 st hem tihte to a"~
- ~ 'dh'e "s openliche. n 1275

34 ,n O. E. Misc. 136 Wel worbe be wid,p"be first taite. c 1290 Christopher ,73 in 5.^ i I 276emete ^ ri?te bi'leue - f '3o HarrL.HMu teitest me bene ri^te wey.

//"7S
a' h"'*

1

M rnS* "^

1 4. To show what is to be observed or done
;

to direct, appoint, prescribe, decree, enjoin. Const.
as in II. Obs. or absorbed in II.
c897 K.

ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xxi. 161 Eft he him
tahte to fultome oaet he him Rename ane iserne hearste-
pannan. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Exod. xix. 12 pu tacst Israhela
folce. semaero abutan bone munt. a 1023 WULFSTAN Hoin.
xxxni. 165 paet hy betan heora misdaeda, swa swa bee
tascan. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 107 Uten don elmessen swahe us tehte, godc to luue. ciaso Long Life 23 in O. E
Misc. 156 Do ase he [Solomon] be tahte b. r. tauTite). 1362LANCL. P. PI. A. n. 7, I lokede on be luft half as be ladi me
lauhte. c 1380 WVCUF Set. Wks. 1 1 1. 43, Cerimon^es of be

^. w.i.o./ 45 oyue
the warld for to pas.

II. To show by way of information or instruc-
tion. (Now the leading sense.)

J?l,
th
!tgr0

"ptheorjginal Construction had an accusativeof the thing imparted, with dative of the person or recipientwhen
expressed; The loss of the dative mflexion, or,

-
^IS. u

?-
S
i,'

tS
-

'd
.="'ification with the accusative,
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Law Arms (S.T.S.) 38 [He] techit the folk of that con-

tree to male housis. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. iv.(S.T.S.) 232 Godhe m<m..quha. .teiched the Scotis.

Ibid. 242 Sigenie, a Scotis Preist. .teichet his peiple. 1608
WILLET He.vapla Exod. 714 They were taught, and teached
not. 1890 W. A. WALLACE Only a Sister x. 75 Old Mary
Morley teached me that when 1 was growed up.

5. fast pple. a. i *seteeht, 2-4 taht, (tahht),

3-4 (i)ta5t, 4 itawt, 4-5 taght, tauht, taut,

tauw;t, (ijtaujt, (y)taw3t, itaught, tawht,
tauwjt, (y-tawjtte), St. tawcht, 5-6 Sc. taucht,
5- taught ; (5 toght, towght, 6 tought).
c 1200 ORMIN 18741 He buss haficle uss tahht. a 1300

Floriz #r Bl. 404 Floris hath iwrojt As daris him hap itajt
\v. r. itawt]. 13.. Cursor M. 24243 (Edin.) Ik haf him taht

\v. rr. tagh, lajt, taght] to bi seruis. 1340-70 A lex. <$ Dind.
217 We weren tauht Of oure doctourus dere. 1362 LANGU
P. PI. A. xi. 169, I grelte..his wyf..And tolde hire be
tokenes bat me I-tau^t were. 1377 Ibid. B. xx. 185 Euel-
ylawjle elde. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Paulus) 201 To
thre knychttis bane wes he tawcht. c 1380 WYCLIF Wits.

(1880) 157 No man schulde here goddis lawe tauw;t. c 1386
CHAUCER Melib. p 300 Whiche of hem ban. .taught yow best
conseil. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 118 The king hath. .His
brother tawht. 1:1400 Destr. Troy 881 The tokyn hym
taght. Ibid. 9232 When he hade.. loght hym logo. 14..
Six Ballads (Percy Soc. No. 50) 14, I wyll nowyse be
towght. 14.. in Babees Bk. (1868) 357 The wyse man hath
hys sone y-tawjtle. 1570 B. GOOGE Pop. Kingd. 6 That
Christ himselfe had tought. 1573 Satir. Poems Reform.
xlii. 20 His toung weill taucht. 1746 FRANCIS tr. Hor. t Sat.
n. vii. 125 But should not you wilh heavier Stripes be taught ?

ft. 4 techid, 4-5 -ed, 6 Sc. techit, teichit, 6-7
(-9 dial.) teached.
13.. Cursor M. 1 8760 (Cott.) Quen iesus had. .teched bam

al bat he wild. Ibid. 6450(0011.) Crete chargis..bat fell to

gastlines, Suld techid be thoru moyses. 1544 Suppl. to
Hen. VIII in Four Supplic. (1871) 34 He hathe enslructe
and teached the people. 1560 HOLLAND Seven Sages 31 Is
this jour sone . . [That] hes bene teichit ? 1560-78 Bk. Discifl.
Ch. Scot. (1621) 38 Experience hath teached us what pesti*
lence hath been mgendered in the Kirk.

B. Signification.
I. To show, etc. [OE. or early ME. (exc. 3 b).]

t 1. trans. To show, present or offer to view,
a 900 tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. i. 2 (MS. T) Taehte ba bam

biscope. .sumne gedefne munuc, baes noma waes Andreas.

t 2. To show or point out (a thing, the way, a

place, etc.) to a person. Obs.

0900 tr. Bxda's Hist. in. viii. [x.], Him mon sell tactile,
and he seel mid him set basm symble. Ibid. v. xvii. [xix.]

4. 971 Blickl. Hom. 109 pa men be beam habban..
him taecean lifes weg. c 1000 J^LFRIC Gram, xxviii. (Z.)
173 Ic ta:ce sumum men his wej. c 1150 Gen. fy Ex. 3392
God ta^te hem weie, wis and perl, c 1400 Destr. Troy 7836
He. .went wilh bo worthy, & be way laght.

1 3. To show (a person) the way ; to direct, con-
duct, convoy, guide (to, front a place); to send

away ; also, to direct or refer (to something). Obs.
Orig. with dative of person and prep, (to, into, over, from),

as if elliptical for teach him (the way) to aplace.
893 K. ALFRED Oros. in. iii. i Ic sehwam wille barto

[= to pinum bocumj taecan be hiene his lyst ma to witanne.

??S~35 ^Lavjs of Athelstan n. c. 22 Non mon ne taece
his jetihlledan mon from him. ccjSi ^ETHELWOLD Rule
St. Benet Iviii. (1885) 97 Taece him mon siooan to nigcu-menra manna huse. a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 2900 (Gr.) On
baere stowe be him se stranga lo, waerfest metod wordum
lashte. 13 . . K. A/is. 5204 (Bodl. MS.) He shulde hem leche
to sum Ryuere. Ibid. 5206 He hem taujlle ouer a wode.
c 1386 CHAUCER tfun's Pr. T. 129, I shal my self to herbes
techen yow That shul been for youre hele. 1:1425 Cast.
Persev. 553 in Macro Plays 93 pou art a nobyl knawe to
techyn men fyrst fro goode ! a 1440 Sir Degrev. 914Damesel . . Teche me lo thai ylke place, c 1450 Merlin xx.
316 Oo hym laught in-to a chamber wher Ihei were, raicoo
hyngff Hermit 136 inHazl. E. P. P. 1. 18 Lale Ihy knave
go, To teche me a myle or two.

b. Ship-building, (absol.) Of a line : To point
in a particular direction.
c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weak) 155 We say,

'

let the line

TEACH.
5. To teach a thing: To impart or convey the

knowledge of
; to give instruction or lessons in (

subject) ; f to make known, deliver (a message)
\Yith simple obj. or obj. clause

(a message)

971 Blickl. Horn. 43 pa "massse.preostas.. sceolan heora
scrift-bec mid nhte taican and beran. '<a looo K si&Mvf
Boeth. xxxiv. 9 (MS. B.) paM bu. .ne forgite bat' bit ic
table. <riooo JEueuc Hom. I. 322 Se Ha!*a Cast oe tlhS
nhlwisnysse. nii7S Cott. Hom. 229 [Christ] tochte richwi,,.
nesse and soSfestnesse. 13. . Gau,. !, Gr. Knt. 1485 pou hatz
for-selen jederly bat Sslerday I lajlte. 1340-70 Alex,, Dind
1077 PIS kanede sonde pat pus tibinge tolde & tauhte biswordus. c ,380 WYCLIF IVks. (,88o) 235 Crist & his aposll stauten neuere..siche profession. 1451 CAPGRAVE Life St
Aug. I2 He cam first hom. .and per taute he gramer. 1560'

.._ "T*" v* "ut*i m;
What subjects does he teach in the school?
6. To teach a person a thing, a thing to a person

(or agent) : To communicate something to a person
by way of instruction

; f to inform.
c8SeIK. ALFRED Botth. xxxviii. 3 Ic be ma:? xiet tzcan

oSer bing. a 1050 in Sax. Ltakd. III. 256 Eac 5ewi,"
l us swa taecaS. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hom.

bairn quat tai sul don. ,4,6 LYDG. D, Guil. Pilgr. 36ihynges that I shal teche the. 1564-78 BULLEYN Dial

& A ^'-..t
1888) 53, I praie you teache me one or twookmde of Pilles. 1715-20 POPE Iliad vi. 108 Thou Hector

1857 BUCKL* Civilit. I. xii. 667 It was English literature
which taught the lessons of political liberty, first to France
and through France to the rest of Europe. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. vn. I i. 35 The sufferings of the Protestants
had failed to teach them the worth of religious liberty.

b. The subject of the passive voice was origin-
ally the thing taught ; it is now usually the person
or indirect object.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16324 Oui askes Jwu? il es be forthwil

taght. 1390 GOWER Can/. II. 363 Upon the pointz, as we
ben taught, Slant sacrilege. 1573 TUSSER Husk. (j878) 30As huswmes are teached, in stead of a clock, How winter
nights passelh, by crowing of cock. 1637 (t'tU) Romvlvs
and Tarqvm. First Wrillen in Italian by the Marques
Virgilio Malvezzi: And now taught [= translated into]
English, by H. Cfarey]. 1745 BUTLER Serm. Wks. 1874 II.
276 It 15 true. .children may be taught superstition, under
the notion of religion. 1825 R. H. FROUDE Ran. (1838) I.

190, I am being taught French.
o. With the thing taught expressed by an infini-

tive (or sb. clause) : To show or make known to
a person (how to do something, etc.).
971 Blickl. Horn. 43 pa lareowas sceolan synnfullummannum eadmodtice Uecan and laeran ban, hie [etc.]. ?aiooo

K. Alfred's Boethius Final Prayer (MS. B.),Tac me binne
willan to wyrcenne. c\i*p O. Kentish Serin, in 0. E.
Misc. 35 Ne apostle ne prechur . . ne hem tachte hu [h]i solde
[etc.]. a 1300 Cursor M. 15373, I sal yow teche him for to
knau. i35i MINOT Poems (ed. Hall) ix. 3 pe north end
of Ingland leched him to daunce. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur
vn. xvii. 238 His [the red knight's] wyly fyghtyng taughte
syr Beaumayns to be wyse. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Afofh.
II. 342 b, For which we saie in Englyshe to teache our dame
to spynne. 1616 WithaCs Diet. 575 You teach your good
Maister : teach your grandam to grope her duck. 1750
GRAY Elegy 84 Many a holy text . . that teach the rustic
moralist to die. 1868 V.VSKIH Arrows o/Chace (1880) II. 178
Education . . means teaching children to be clean, active,
honest, and useful.

fig. c 1400 Rom. Rose 3319 He tought it [my heart] so hym
for to obey. 1625 BACON Ess., Of Delayes (Arb.) 525 To
teach dangers to come on, by ouer early Buckling towards
them, is another Extreme. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl.
xi. iv, Thou, .taught'st his heart to frame his Canlo's best.

1715-jo POPE Iliad ix. 723 Is it for him these tears are
taught to flow? 1825 T. HOOK Sayings Ser. n. Sutherl.
(Colburn) 35 James's lank hair . . was taught to curl gracefully
a la Brutus.

d. Used by way of threat : To let one know the
cost or penalty of something.
1575 Gamm. Gurton IIL iii. CiijID, And I get once on foote

. . ile teach the what longs to it. a 1619 FLETCHER Mad
Lover in. ii, I'll teach you to be treacherous I 1697 DRYOEN
I'irg. Past. in. 76 I'll teach you how to brag another time.

1778 Miss BURNEY Evelina (1791) I. xxxvi. 191 She will.,
teach you to know who she is. 1889 A. LANG Pr. Prigio ii.

10 I'll teach you to be too clever, my lad.

7. To teach a person or agent (with personal object

only) : To impart knowledge to, give instruction

to
; to inform, instruct, educate, train, school. To

teach (a) school : see SCHOOL rf.l i d.
ciooo Eul. Iratit. 20 in Thorpe Ags. Laws II. 414

Hi; sceolon swide lustlice his onfon, and him estlice taccan.
c 1250 Hymn Virg. 34 in Trin. Coll. Hom. 256 Maide dreij
& wel itaucht. a 1275 Prov. jElfrcd 442 in O. E. Misc.

129 He sal banne bal wijt pat him first taste. 1325 Sfec.
Gy Warw. 570 Houre swete lord..Hise deciples Degan to

teche. 1391 LANGL. P. PI. C. 1. 120 Je sholde be here fadres
and techen nem betere. 1484 CAXTON Fables ofAuian iii,

He whiche will teche and lerne some other, ought first to

corryge & examyne hym self. 1558 Peebles Burgh Rec.

(1872) 244 The haill inqueist ordanis Walter Haldane to teche
thair Grammare Scoill. 1596 DAJ.RYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. vin. (S.T.S.) no A wyfe..weil taucht and brocht vp.
i667MiLTON P.L.xti. 446 All Nations they shall teach. 1722
in Picton L'fool Mxnic. Rec. (1886) II. 75 A charity school



TEACHABLE.
..for teaching .-ind instructing poor children in. 1877-9
RUSKIN St. Mark 's Rest ii. S 18 There i, nothing like a
little work with the fingers for teaching the eyes. 1908
[Miss KOWI.KK] Ketra. Trent ff Ancholme 21 Master Teanby
..taught him and others.

b. With prepositional extensions (to teach of,

etc.). f To teach to : to train to, to accustom to
the use or practice of (obs.}.

1x97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3197 Men bet itei)t to ssofle & to
spade. 1381 WYCLIF Matt. xxi. 17 There he dwelte, and
taujte hem of the kyngdam of God. c 1450 St. Ciitlit'ert

(Surtees) 6659 A clerke. . pat cputhe teche his men to faythe.
a '553 UDALL Royster D. I. iii. (Arh.) 24, I haue not bene
taught to kissing and licking. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le
Blanc's Trav. 166 These Lions.. are taught to it, when
they are young.
8. absol. or intr. To communicate knowledge ;

to act as a teacher
;
to give instruction.

ciooo ^ELFRIC Ham. I. 143 jif se lareow wel taece..do3
swa swa he taicS. 1340-70 Alex. 4 Dind. 237 Folk bat
fain is to teche. 1381 WYCLIF Matt. xl. i Jhcsus . .

passide
fro thennes for to preche and teche in the citees of

hem. 1-1440 Gesta Ram. xlv. 178 (Harl. MS.) The whiche
prophesied and tawte a}enst synne. 1551 HULOET, Teache
in a schole, didascolo. 1651 Honnp.s Leviath. 11. xxvii.
158 One that teacheth by publique Authority. 1674 (Mar. 15)
If 'arrantfor appreh. Bunyan, OneJohn Bunnyon . . Tynker
hath divers times within one month last past .. preached or
teached at a Conventicle meeteing or assembly. 1878 R. W.
DALE Left. Preach, viii. 226 He must learn how to teach.

III. 1 9. To deliver, hand over, give ; to give
in trust, commit, entrust, commend to the keeping
of some one. Obs.
In OE. usually expressed by letican, BETEACH: even

quot. c 1000 below is difficult to separate from sense 4.
c 1000 JLFRIC Ham. I. 46 Da jeselnysse Se us Moyses

taehte
[F*/jf. tradidit nobis Moyses]. c IMJ LAY. 22399 Ich

tache be mine leofen sunen. a 1300 Cursor M. 15349 His
bodi suld be taght His fas bat war felun. Ibid. 15411 In
handes yur i sal him teche. 1300 Havclok 2214 Hauelok
his sone he him tauhte, And hise two douhtres, and al his
auhte. CI37S Sc. Leg. Saints xxii. (Laurentius) 84 To
sancte Syxt bane tacht [he] It. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce x. 43
To the gud lorde of Douglas,.. He taucht the archaris
euirilkane. ci4*> Aittnrs ofArth. 605 Swylke a touche
at bat tyme he taughte hym in tene. c 1475 Rau/Cailyar
772 Ane Chalmer with Armour the King gart richt than Be
taucht to ane Squyar.

fl>. To commend or commit (a person) to

God; to bid adieu to ; to wish (good day) to: cf.

BETEACH v. 4, 4 b. Obs. rare.

1400 Rowland !, O. 1268 Charlies .. Taughte hym to

godde. a 14*5 Cursor M. 8068 (Trin.) pe kyng . . tauhte hem
god & good day.

Teachable (trtfab'l) ,
a. [f. TEACH v. + -ABLE. ]

1 1. Able or apt to teach. Obs.

1483 Cath. Angl. 378/2 Techeabylle, docibilis, quifaciliter
docet alias; docilis, qui /aciliter docetur. 1641, 1695
[implied in TEACHABLENESS 2].

2. Capable of being taught (as a person) ; apt to
receive instruction ; docile ; tractable.

1483 [see in i). 1583 GOI.DISG Calvin on Devt. ii. 7 And
let such knowledge make us teachable. 1684 J. SCOTT Chr.
Life (ed. 3) 160 To keep our Minds in a teachable temper.
1725 BERKELEY Proposal, etc. Wks. 1871 III. 226 They are
. . less conceited, and more teachable. 1855 KINCSLEY Heroes
Pref. (1868) 12 These old Greeks were teachable, and learnt
from all the nations round.

3. Capable of being taught (as a subject) ; that

may be communicated or imparted by instruction.

1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles I. in. v. 63 He brings in Socrates
refuting that opinion of the Stoics, That virtue was.. teach-
able. 1816 BENTHAM Chrestom. 17 The subject, in so far
as teachable by exhibition of figure, colour, and other
sensible qualities, will be taught. 1860 RUSKIN Mod.
Paint. V. viii. ii. 12. 174 To teach you., everything that is

teachable.

Hence Teachabi'lity = next I, 3.
1876 Daily News 4 Dec. 3/1 It requires an unusual modesty

and teachability of disposition. 1882 Pop. Sc. Monthly
XXI. 436 Carnivores.. exhibit only moderate teachability.
1887 ST. G. STOCK Plato's Meno 26 The same diversity of
opinion, .with regard to the teachability of virtue.

Tea-chableness. [f. TEACHABLE + -NESS.]
The -quality or state of being teachable.

1. Aptness or capacity for being taught ;
readi-

ness to receive instruction, docility.
1571 GOLDINO CaMn on Ps. xxv. o This teachablenesse

will nowhere bee founde, as long as the mynde [is] lifted op
with pryde. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Rapt. 105 Not only Docible,
but Exemplary, for their Teachableness. 1716 SWIFT
Gulliver iv. iii, My teachableness, civility, and cleanliness,
astonished him. 1863 HOLLAND Lett. Joneses xii. 172 The
prominent characteristic of all really great men is teachable,
ness. 1897 Bp. CREIGHTON in Life fy Lett. (1004) II. vii. 255
Humble submission and teachableness to a higher law.

1 2. Capacity of teaching ; instructiveness. Obs.

1641 MILTON Aximadn v. Wks. 1851 III. 224 Wherefore
wee should not attribute a right Method to the teachable,
nesse of Scripture, there can bee no reason given. 1695
TRYON Dreams ff Vis. iv. 57 There would be much teach.
ableness in Dreams, as they are derived from, and demon-
strate [etc.].

8. The quality of being communicable by in-

struction.

1871 JOWETT Plato I. 109 Protagoras began by asserting
. .the teachableness of virtue.

Tea-chably, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY *.] In a
teachable manner ; with docility.
1804 EUGENIA DE ACTON Tale without Title 1. 143 If these

superficial gentry would . . be teachably humble. 1849
MACAULAY Hut. Eng. \. I. 47 The child who teachably and
undoubtingly listens to the instructions of his elders.
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Teaohe, variant of TACHE si/:-''

Teaohed (t/tJO, ///. a. Obs. or dial. TAUGHT.
1639 I.i). DIGBY, clc. Lett. cone. Ktlig. (1651) 96 By the

frequent misapprehension of the teached,. .either let ^lip i,r

supplanted. 1644 G. PLATTES in Hartlib's Legacy (1655)
176 The Teachers and the Teached were nothing else but
the blind leading of the blind.

Teacher (trtjsj), sb. Forms : see TEACH v. ;

also 4 Sc. -ure, 5-6 -ar, St. -our. [f.TEACH v. +

-KB!.]
tl. That which shows or points out; an indi-

cator
; the index-finger. Obs. rare.

c 1190 .?. Eng. Leg. I. 308/314 The feorbe finguer hatte
techere

', for bere-with men techez i-wis.

2. One who or that which teaches or instructs ;

an instructor ; also fg. ; spec, one whose function
is to give instruction, esp. in a school.

13.. K. Alls. 17 (Bodl. MS.) For Caton seib, be godo
techer, Obere marines liif is oure shower, c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xl. (A7/a) 98 Scorne it ware gret to se pe thechuie
suld vnkennand be. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. xxii. 35 Oon of
hem, a techer of the lawe, axede Jhesus, temptynge
hym. 1439 Coventry Leet Bk. 190 To sette hys chylde to
skole to what techer off Gramer that he likyth. 1456 Sin
G. HAYE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 16 Fals prechouns and
techouris of errouris. 1538 STARKEY-V^/<*WI. iv. 136 For
lake of gud techarys and instructarys. 1661 PLAYFORD^;?/
Mm. i. xi. (1674) 48 Experience is the Teacher of all things.
1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 303 The retirement of Dr. Matthew
Baillie,as a teacher of anatomy. 1807 \VoRnsvf.StfHgFeast
Brougham Castle 162 His daily teachers had been woods
and rills,.. The sleep that is among the lonely hills. 1870
Act 33 ff 34 Viet. c. 75 j 3 The term 'teacher' includes.,
every person who forms part of the educational staff of a
school. 1884 H. COXWELL in Contemp, Rev. Oct. 533 The
French are our acknowledged teachers in ballooning.

b. Formerly, in New England Congregational
churches, One of several officers appointed to teach.
1834 BARNES On Romans xii. 7 The churches in New

England had, at first, a class of men who were called
teachers . . distinct from the pastor.

o. Teacher's node (Path.), name given to a
chronic inflammation of the vocal chords, charac-
terized by minute whitish nodules on the upper
surface of the chords. (Cf. NODE sb. 3 a.)

1897 Allbutt'sSyst. Med. IV. 832 Chorditis tuberosa, or
1

singer's nodule
',
or '

teacher's node
', is a clinical variety of

pachydermia.
3. attrib. and Comb., as teacher-habit, -student,

training; teacher-ridden adj.; teacher edition,
an edition of a work prepared especially for the
use of teachers.

111704 T. BROWN Two Oxford Scholars Wks. 1730 I. M
They have been Teacher-ridden for many Years. 1865
DICKENS Mut. Fr. n. i. Perhaps it scarcely required the
teacher-habit to perceive that [etc.]. 1894 Westm. Gaz.
28 Mar. 2/2 Our only example of the teacher-training insti-
tution. Ibid., A certain number of teacher-students. 1900
STODDARD Evol. Eng. Novel 63 A picture of the soul-life
of the struggling teacher-governess of Haworth.
Hence f Tea cher v. Obs. rare, trans., to tutor,

prompt,
' coach

'

; Tea'cherdom, the community
of teachers ; Tea'oheress, a female teacher.

1619 VISCT. DONCASTER in Eng. ff Germ. (Camden) 164
Finding him as 1 thinke .."teachered by some higher
directions (whether it be of Rome or Spayne or both in
one). 1908 Times, Lit. Supp. 6 Aug. 252/1 She ruled her
staff and spread her unconscious influence throughout
*teacherdom. 1381 WYCLIF Wisd. viii. 4 Forsothe the
"techeresse [Vulg. doctrix] it [wisdom] is of the discipline
of God. 1657 J. SERGEANT Schism Dispach't 630 The word
Mistress may signify.. a Teacheress (as I may say) or one
which instructs, and so is coincident with Magistra.

Teachership (tf-tjaafip). [f. TEACHEB + -SHIP.]
The office, function, or position of a teacher.

1846 THORPE SElfric's Horn. II. 35 Stephen.. is first in

martyrdom, and first in teachership. 1868 M. PATTISON
Acadent. Org. vi. 253 The teacherships are filled by men of
real knowledge. 1870 Athenaeum 14 May 643 The most
pressing wants of the University, in which they included. .

a Demonstratorship of Chemistry and Teachership of Palae.

ontology and Modern Languages. 1885 Harper's Mag.
LXX. 210 If she had succeeded in getting the little town
school teachership.

Tea'-chest. [f. TEA sb. + CHEST ji.i]

f 1. = Tea-caddy : see TEA sb. 9 c. Obs.

1740 MRS. DELANY in Life ff Corr. (i860 II. 97, 1 have
got a very neat tea-chest for Mrs. Yate, which shall be filled

with tea, and delivered to her. 1775 ASH, Teachest, a
small kind of cabinet in which tea is brought to table. 1780
MME. D'ARBI.AY Diary Apr.^ I was putting away the tea-

chest, c 1850 [Remembered in use at Cambridge].
2. A large box or chest of cubical form, lined

with sheet-lead, in which tea is packed for trans-

port : cf. CHEST sbj- 6. Also attrib.

1801 HULME in Phil. Trans, XCI. 403 Flat lead, such as
lines Chinese tea-chests. 1893 F. F. MOORE 1 Forbid Ba>ins
(1899) 100 The furniture had not the appearance of being
made out of flour barrels and tea-chests. There was not
much of the tea-chest look about the old oak dresser.

Teaohie, Teachily, obs. ff. TETCHY, TETCHILY.

Tea'ching, vti sb. Forms : see the verb. [f.

TEACH v. + -ING i.] The action of the verb TEACH.
yl. Showing the way ; direction, guidance. Obs.

13. . Cursor M. 11656 (Gptt.) Forth bai went bar wai fra
ban Widvten teching of ani man.
2. The imparting of instruction or knowledge;

the occupation or function ofa teacher.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 93 Alle beo..him ihersummede efter

godes tecunge. c 1*75 Passion 255 in 0. E. Misc. 44 He

TEA-DRINKER.
his disciple-, n

u irf' -Sa"l/' * X1
172 Thru thechine"" 8

-n,s..waldnouther tak itching na chastisement of

&sJsg3i33&Sib. That which is taught; a thing tanEht doc-
trine, instruction, precept.

1,213
C
"7Tu ^-.^SSAndifbou halds mi lecheync : Obe sal com bath prince and king. 1J77 LANG,., f. Ft I!.

E-'elnam l"b
'" Calounes l ch

"
"* M8" <"* /

a nobylle document and techyng. ij-3 ActV* ,!Hen. VIII, c. i Suche bookes, writingeT teaching*! and
instructions, as be pestiferous, and noysome. 1853 J H
NEWMAN Hist. St. (1873) II. i. iii. ,3, In the i

' ffl

, , ,

and colour, but in its inward spirit.. Divine.
1 3. Delivering, handing over. Obs. ran.
c 1300 Cursor M. 15416 (Colt.) In handes yur i [Judas] sal

him teche;.. And godder.hail ban sal bou se, For luue o
bis techeing.

4. attrib. and Comb.
1617 HIERON Wks. II. 169 God.. hath put this teaching,

businesse into their hands. Ibid. 283 Vnable to performe
this teaching-seruicc. 1849 ROCK Ck. ofFathers I. iv. 3001 he Church is the teaching-house of holiness. 1870 P.

Tea-ching, ///. a. [f. as prec. -t- -JNG 2.] That
teaches, or has the quality or function of teaching.

J. CuMMiKG Foresliadows vii. (1854) 188 The great
'

.

typical and teaching disease. 1899 AlliuU'i Sysl. tie
VIII. 2ij Differences of opinion between the teaching an

teaching university.
Hence Tea'chingly adv. rare, in a way that

teaches, instructively.
1870 SPVRCEON Treat. David Ps. xxx. 7 How touchingly

and teachingly God corrected his servant's mistake.

TeachleSS (tftjies), a. rare. [C TlACH v. +
-LESS.] Without teaching, untaught.
1819 SHELLEY Julian ff Madilalo 164 The religions and

old saws..Which break a teachless nature to the yoke.

t Tea-chment. Sc. Obs. [f. TEACH v. +
-MENT.] Teaching, instruction.

1561 WINJET Cert. Tractates i. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 5 Hes
not mony throw inlak of techement in mad ignorance mys.
knawin thairdeuty? 1563 DAVIDSON Confiit. Kennedy in

Wodrmy Sac. Misc. (1844) 200 Without teacbement and
inslructione of uthers. a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscotlie) Chron,
Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 147 To abolische and put away the rude
maner of teicbment.

Teaohy, obs. form of TETCHY.
Tea-circle to -crop: see TEA sb. 9.
Tea'-Cup. A cup from which tea is drunk :

usually of small or moderate size, with a handle.
1700 CONGREVE Way of World iv. xi, Let Mahometan

Fools . . be damned over Tea-Cups and Coffee. 1714 ADOISON
LoverNo. ioP4_The fashion of the teacup., has run through
a wonderful varietyof colour, shape, and size. ITTOGOLDSM.
Des. Vill. 235 While broken tea-cups .. Ranged o'er the
chimney, glistened in a row. 1884 H. P. SPOFFORO in Har-
per's Mag. Nov. 889/1 In a sort of Oriental divination they
always turned their tea-cups, .. after the tea-drinking which
they loved. Mod. The subject has been mentioned ' over
the tea-cups

'

[i*. unofficially ; speaking of the establishment
of a public institution].

'

b. As much as a tea-cup contains, a teacupful.
1757 PULTNEY in Phil. Trans. L. 81 She took something

more than a tea-cup of the infusion.

o. Phr. A storm in a tea-cup : a great commotion
in a circumscribed circle, or about a matter of

small or only local importance : see STORK.
1873 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xix, She has raised a storm in

a tea-cup by her. .unwarranted assault. 1884 Pall Malt G.

19 Sept. 4/1 M. Kenan's visit. .to his birthplace in Brittany
has raised a storm in the clerical teacup. 1900 G. C. BROD.
RICK Mem. ff Intpr. 360 Here the storm in the Oxford tea*

cup raged as furiously as in the open sea.

d. attrib. Tea-cup-and-sauccr comedy, comedy
of a mild and '

proper
'

character.

1830 TENNYSON Talking Oak xvi. Beauties, that were
born In teacup-times of hood and hoop, Or while the patch
was worn. 189$ Athcnxtim 8 June 748/2

'

Tea-cup-and-
saucer comedy '..was the invention of Thomas Purnell.

1898 Westm. Gaz. 30 Mar. 2/3 A little too much like, .the

tea-cup business of Alice in Wonderland, loos Daily
Chron. 23 Sept 3/3 Young girls.. find a gentle interest in
her mild heroics of tea-cup-and-saucer comedy.
Hence Tea-cupful, as much as a tea-cup will

contain. (PI. leacupfuls ; erron. tea-cups full.)
ITOJ Phil. Trans. XXV. 1790 [I] took about a Tea-cupful.

1789 PILKINCTON View Derby. 1. viiL 355 The dose 2 tea-

cups full or more. 1838 Q. Jrnl. Agric. IX. 290 A salt*

spoonful of salt and a tea-cupful of warm water.

Tead, teade, var. TEDE Obs., torch.

Tea-dealer to -dregs : see TEA sb. 9.

Tea--dri:nker. One who drinks tea, tip. one
who drinks it habitually or in large quantities.



TEA-DBINKING.

1756 HANWAV Ess. Tea v. 225 The pernicious effects o

tea as it is used by the bulk of tea-drinkers. 1888
J[.

PATON

\n Eticycl. Brit. XXIII. 101/1 The quantity of theine con

sumed by even the most hardened tea-drinker is exceedingly

minute.

So Tea'-drl'nking
1

, a. vU. sb. the drinking o

tea ; f also, a social gathering at which tea is pro
vided (olis.) ; t\W>altrib.\ b. ///. a. that drinks tea

1756 HANWAY Ess. Tea viii. 243 (heading} The Prevalency
of Example in Tea-drinking. 1799 MAR- EDGEWORTH Lot-

tery i, She learned to love gossiping and tea-drinking-s.

1813-14 T. SOMERVILLK Life .J-
Times (1861) 280 The indi-

viduals who met at a tea-drinking party one afternoon.

1675 WVCHEELEY Country Wife n. i, Every raw, peevish,

out-of-humoured, affected, dull, *tea-drinking, arithmetical

fop, sets up for a wit. 1845 AGNES STRICKLAND Queens Eng.
VIII. 310 Catherine of Braganza was certainly the first tea-

drinking queen of England.
Tea-drunkard to -frook : see TEA sb. 9.

Teaer, Teaey : see after TEA v., sb.

Tea-garden.
1. A garden or open-air enclosure, connected with

a house of entertainment, where tea and other

refreshments are served.

iSoa Picture of London 370 Shepherd and Shepherdess
Tea Gardens, &c., City Road. ..Much frequented in the
summer time by tea parties, &c. 1819 DE VEGA Jrnl.
Tour ix. (1847) 81 A charge of three-pence is demanded
on entering the delightful 'Tea Gardens . 1900 DailyNews
12 Nov. 6/3 Tea garden resorts, .have entirely vanished.

2. A plantation in which tea-plants are grown.

(Cf. hop-garden.)
1882 SPONS Encycl. Manuf. v. 1994 There is scarcely a

tea-garden but what is mainly filled with hybrids, .between
these two species [ Theft chinensis and T. assamica}. 1888

J. PATON in Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 98/2 Undulating well-

watered tracts..are the most valuable for tea gardens.
Hence Tea--g-a rdened a., having a tea-garden ;

Tea'-gu rdener, the keeper of, or a worker in, a

tea-garden ; Tea'-fra:rdeny a., colJoq. resembling,
or having the style of, a tea-garden (sense I).

1843THACKERAY IrishSk.-Bk.\\\, What aprim, ..green-rail-

inged, tea-gardened, gravel-walked place would it have been.
i86a G. H. KINGSI.EY Sport * Trav. (1900) 368 The public
gardens, small and insignificant enough, indeed a little tea-

gardeny. 1879 Dickens
l

s Diet. Thames (1880) 120/2 There
is little, .of the ancient abbey to be found among the pre-
sent tea-gardeny ruins. 1903 Daily Ckron. 16 Sept. 6/7
Miura, a [Japanese] tea gardener, assures his young and
pretty wife Ghana that she is unsightly.

Teagle (t'g'l), sb. [A dial. var.,chiefly northern,
of TACKLE ; cf. the forms taikle, teakle, -kit, s. v.]
A hoisting apparatus :

= TACKLE sb. 3 ; esf. one
used for moving goods from floor to floor of a

warehouse, etc. Also attrib.
1828 Craven Gloss., Teagle, a crane. 1835 URE Philos.

Mannf. 45 This apparatus is called a hoist or teagle. 1887
Manchester Courier 21 May 7/2 The teagle did not hang
over the street, hut was in a recess. He saw no one guid-

ing the teagle rope. 1901 Act i Edw. VII, c. 22 10 Every
hoist or teagle and every fly wheel.

b. transf. (See quot.)
1908 Times, Lit. Supp. 4 June 180/3 A detestable method

qi
IILI

uent. 1909 Spectator 21 Aug. 269/1 A law was passed
laking it illegal to catch any bird by means of the teagle.
Hence Tea'gle v. trans., (a) to hoist or raise with

or as with a teagle ;
= TACKLE v. 2 ; (b) to catch

birds with a teagle (see b above), dial.

1841 R. W. HAMILTON tfugx Lit. 355 To Teagle is t<

Tea-gown to -growing : see TEA sb. 9.

Teague (t?g, tfg). colloq. Obs, or arch. Also
7 teg, 8 teigue. [Anglicized spelling of the
Irish name Tadhg, variously pronounced (teg, tfg,
taig), fancifully identified with Thaddeus and its

familiar form Thady.} A nickname for an Irishman.
[1583 in Dillwyn Contrib. Hist. Swansea (1840) 18 William
legeand Darnell John, Irishmen, made suet to beadmytted
Fremen.] 1661 Merry Drollery II. 143 Let not poor Teg and
Stone Vender from der houses. i68aNew Newsfr. Bedlam
3 Those Sham Intrigues, From French, from English, and
from Irish Teagues. 1689 in Harl. Misc. (1746) VIII.
603/1 Irish Frize..to rig a whole Regiment of his new.
raised Teagues. c 17*0 PRIOR On Person who wrote ill,His case appears to me like honest Teague's, When he was
run away with, by his legs. 1717 SWIFT Market-hill Thorn
Wks. 1755 IV. i. oo Pigs and fanaticks, cows and leaguesTo tear thy hedges join in leagues. 1865 LOWELL Pr.

phi __ , t V...i.,s . l lu,o 1IU1
Irish Tadhg or Teig or Thady, s. poet, which gives rise alsu
to

/cap?,
a name not now in use, but formerly a sobriquet

(like the modern Paddy) for an Irishman. 1000 S J.WEYMAN Sophia i, A raw-boned, uncouth Teague
Hence tTea-gruism, the characteristics of a
league or Irishman; f Tea-jrueland, Ireland;
t Tea-frnelander, an Irishman. Obs.

men. 1710-1. SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 30 Mar., Sir ThomasManseL.saw Patrtck, and swore he was a feaguelander!

128

1732 SIR C. WOGAN Let. to Swift 27 Feb., The English
writers take the hints from them [Irish]., and delight ii

gratifying the flattest nonsense.. upon teigueism.

Tea-hamper to -junketing : see TEA sb. 9.

Teaish, Teaism : see after TEA sb.

Teak (tzk). Forms : 7-8 teke, 8 teek, tecka,

8-9 teok, 9 tick, task, teake, 8- teak. [ad. Pg
teca (1602-1644 in Yule), ad. Malayal. tekka; in

Tamil tekku, Telugu tekit, Tnlu tekki, Canarese

tlgu, tcga, Ithgu.]
I. A large East Indian tree (Teetona grandis,
N.O. Verbenaceee), with opposite egg-shaped leaves

and panicles of white flowers; more usually, its

timber, a dark, heavy, oily wood of great strength
and durability, used largely in the construction o)

ships and railway carriages, and in India also for

building houses, and for sleepers, furniture, etc.;

distinctively called Indian Teak.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India t, P. 142 The Sheds here were

round, thatch'd, and lined with broad Leaves of Teke (the
Timber Ships are built with). Ibid. 178 Teke.. is the
firmest Wood they have for Building. 1757 J. H. GROSE
Voy. E. Indies 174 As to the wood, it is a sort, called teak,
to the full as durable as oak. 1783 JUSTAMOND tr. Raynafs
Hist. Indies II. 244 Their ships .. of a very strong wood
called Teck. 1793 HODGES Trav. India 87, I found the

teek, a timber remarkable for its hardness and size. 1808
A. PARSONS Trav. x. 215 This timber and plank are pecu-
liar to India only;. .it is called tick. 1811 Niebuhr's Trap.
Arab, cliv, That excellent wood called Tack. 1853 WAY-
LAND Mem. Jndson I. xi. 413 Large forests of teak have
been discovered in the interior [of Burma]. 1883 Chambers'*
Encycl. IX. 325/1 Indian Teak (Teetona grandis).
2. Applied, usually with defining words, to other

trees which produce strong or durable timber, or
otherwise resemble the Indian teak ; as
African Teak, Oldfieldia africana (N.O. Euphorbia-

cex), or its wood, which is too heavy to be exclusively used
in shipbuilding. Bastard Teak, an East Indian tree,

Pterocarpus Marsupinm, from which kino is obtained ;

yielding hard and durable timber. Ben Teak, Lager-
strcemia microcarpa, of tropical Asia: also, a poor quality
of teak. Teak of New South Wales, a small tree,
Endiandra glauca, N.O. Leeuminosx, the wood of which
is fine-grained and dense (Miller Plant-n. 1884). Teak of
New Zealand, the PURIKI, Vitex littoralis. White
Teak, of Queensland_, a species of Flindersia, N.O.
Meliacex. In Australia also applied to Dissilaria talo-

ghioides, N.O. Euphorbiacea (Morris Austral Eng.).
1842 BRANDE Diet. Sc., etc. 1217/1 A species of timber

called African teak is pretty largely imported . . from the
west coast of Africa... It is not teak. 1858 HOGG Vtg.
Kingd. 663 African Teak, or Oak, is the wood of Oldfieldia
africana. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1128 Ben Teak, the wood of
Lagerstrdmia microcarpa ; also applied to inferior Teak.
New South Wales Teak, Endiandra glauca. 1878 H. M.
STANLEY Dark Cont. II. vi. 156 Many a village stood, .em-
bowered in the thick shade of tamarind and bombax, teak.

1883 Chambers's Encycl. IX. 325/1 The leaves of many
different trees have been brought to botanists as those of
the African teak. 1884 MILLER Plant-it., Vitex littoralis,New Zealand Teak or Puriri-tree.

3. attrib. and Comb., as teakforest, ship, timber,
tree, -wood; teak-built (in quot. fig.), -lined, -pro-
ducing adjs. ; teak-oak, the teak (sense I ).

1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. I. xv. 177 Gundavee
. .

,
where good Quantities of Teak Timber are cut. 1783 J.

PRICE Tracts I. igi(Y.) Ships. .built in India of tekewood,
and bound with iron spikes and bolts. 1783 RENNELL Mem.
Map Hindoostan vi. 89 note, Teek ships 0*40 years old and
upwards, are no uncommon objects. 1800 Misc. Tr. in
Asiat. Ann. Keg. 187 During the two last days I had oc-

casipnally observed the teak-tree. 1848 DICKENS Domley
xxxii, That teak-built and trim ballad. 1869 Sin E. J. REED
Iron-Clad Ships ii. 26 In the '

Bellerophon ', the armour,
plating is 6 inches, and the teak backing 10 inches thick.
1884 MILLER Eng. Plant.n., African Teak-tree, OlitfieUia
africana. 1896 Daily News 30 Dec. 6/3 The library at
Oroote Schuur is a cosy, teak-lined room.

Tea'-ke ttle. A kettle in which water is boiled
for making tea.

1703 Lond. Caz. No. 4063/4 A Tea Kettle, a gilt Tea.
Pot. 01774 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 397 lie that
snatches up the copper handle of a tea kettle, and burns his
fingers. 1865 Times 23 Aug., Wiesbaden . . is as close and
hot in the summer as a steaming tea-kettle.

transf. 1857 DuFFERlN.rtt. HighLat.'w. (ed.shSThere
was a great demand in Australia for small river steamers.
. . The difficulty, however, was to get such fragile tea-kettles
across the ocean.
attrib. 1746 MILES in Phil. Tram. XLIV. 55 The Spiritswere such as we use for the Tea-kettle Lamp. 1837 DICKENS

Pickw. vi, Crimson silk tea-kettle holders. 1896 Peterson
Mag. Jan. 63/2 Martha dropped the tea-kettle cover with a
bang.

Teakil, -kle, obs. forms of TACKLE.
Teal (t*l). Forms: 4-6 tele, 5 teill, 5-6
;eele, 6-7 teyle, teale, 7 teU, tayle, 8 teall, 7-
teal. [ME. tele, exemplified early in I4th c., but

pointing
to an unrecorded OE. txle, tile: WGer.

'taili. Du. has a deriv. form taling, teling masc.
n Kilian teelingh, MDu. teling, teiling, MLG.
teltnk masc., teal. (Connexion with Du. teling
fern., generation, LG. teling fern., brood, from Du.
and LG. if/en to breed, is improbable.)]
1. A small fresh-water fowl, Querquedula or
Anas crecca, or other species of the genus, the
smallest of the ducks, widely distributed in Europe,
Asia, and America ; also locally applied to other
enera of the Anatidx. Also as collective pi.

TEALT.

1314 in Wardrobe Ace. Edw. II 21, 2 teles *< c >i>r
Class. W. de Bibbesw. in Wright Vac. 151 Tur'be d'e cen-5
\gl. teles]. 14. . VK. in Wr.-WOlcker 563/45 .X,t, aTe I
C
^"/.f*c?'A n ""'A *S7/t

Tde
' bryiJ ' '""'"a, turbcl/a

1486 bk. St. Albans d j, I haue seen them made sum to sle
the

pie
sum to sle the Tele vppon the Reuer. 1530 PALSCR

279/2 Teele a byrde, plignon. c 1531 Du WES Introd Fr.

ibid. 912 The teyle, le cercelle. 1338 ELYOT, Quernutdula
a waterfowle callyd a teale. 1575 TURBERV. falconrie .,
borne water plashet or pitte where wylde fowle lye a<
Teales or suche lyke. 1614 MARK HAM Cheap Husb

'

vn
xviii. (1668) 123 So you may nourish Teils, Widgens Shel-
drakes or green Plovers. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. f, Min
183 ieales and Widgins.. .Commonly they are very fat and
sweet of taste. 1773 G. WHITE Selborne xxxix. go I saw
young teals taken alive in the ponds of Wolmer Forest
.n-,-. (1 /" ii,,.,. ,. i r.,..,. j . .. i, J ____ _ A -*"**

winter
loch

occasionally

b. The flesh of this bird as food.
47S Sqr. lowe Degre 320 With deynty meates that

were dere,..The tele, the ducke and the drake 1610
VENNER Via Recta iii. 65 Teale. .excelleth all other water
fowle. 1735 SHEHIDAN in Swift Let. to Mrs. Whiteu'ay
8 Nov., His teal was spoiled in the roasting.
2. With distinctive prefixes, applied to various

species of Querquedula and allied genera : as
American, or Green-winged Teal, Q. cartlmauis;Baikal or Japanese Teal, t>. (Eunetta)/ormosa ; Blue,

winged Teal of N. and S. America, Q. discors or cya
noptera ; BrazilianTeal, Q. brasiliensis ; Chilian Teal
Q. Jlavirostrts^ ', Cinnamon or Redbreasted Teal, Q

duck, Aix galericulata ; Goose Teal: see GOOSF sb
Salt-water or Brown Diving Teal, the RUDDEB.,/
(G. Trumbull Came Birds 1888).

1678 RAY Willughty's Ornith. 378 Of the Summer-Teal
called by Gesner Ana circia. 1754 CATESBY Carol. I. (

ganeyTeal! Ibid. 153 Mexican Teal 1837 "pennyCytl. ix!
181/2 The beautiful Anas (Boschast/ormosa, Sw., or Baikal
Teal of methodists. Ibid. 182/1 Such a species is actually
the blue-winged Teal of North America. 1896 List Anim.
Zool. Sac. 447 (Seven species named]. 1896 NEWTON Diet
Birds 049 In ordinary talk ' Teal '

stands for any Duck-like
bird of small size. Ibid., In the same loose sense the word
is often applied to the two most beautiful of the Family
Anatidx, belonging to the genus /Ex. the Carolina or
Wood-Duck of North America, JE. sponsa.., and the
Mandarin-Duck of China, ^. galericvlala.
3. attrib. and Comb., as teal-catcher, -duck,

-flapper (FLAPPER sb. 3), -shooting, -springing;
teal-house = lealery (see below).
1668 WILKINS Real Char. n. v. 4. 156 To the Teal-

kind should be reduced that other fowl. .called Gargane.
1845 Statist. Ace. Scot. XIV. 122 Teal-duck .. are feund
here. 1874 J. W. LONG Amir. Wild-fmvl xv. 193 In no
other branch of wild-fowling is a breech-loader of more
advantage than in teal-shooting. 1888 '

R. BOLDREWOOD '

Robbery under Arms iii. (1890) 16, I was off the old pony
and into the water

jike
a teal-flapper. 1901 T. W. WEBBER

Forests Upper India xviii. 247 A. .canoe., which belongs to
the teal-catchers. Ibid., Most bungalows in Gorakhpur have
a teal bouse, .where teal are fattened.

Hence Tea -lory, a place in which teal are kept
and fattened.

1890 Cornh. Mag. July 17 Here are. .the cow-house, and
the tealery, and the quailery. 1894 E. BRADDON in Blackw.
Mag. Sept. 387/2 The teal, .kept and fattened in a tealery.

Teal, Tealer : see TELE, TIL, TILL, TILLER.

Tealde, obs. f. told : see TELL v.

Teale, dial, form of TALE.
Tea'-leaf. The leaf of the tea-plant ; esp. in

//. the leaves after being infused to make the

beverage.
1756 HANWAY En. Tea vi. 237 You have also heard

that your maids dry your tea-leaves, and sell them. 1796
Monthly Mag. July 30/1 Texeira, a Spaniard who visited
the East Indies about the year 1600, saw the dried tea-leaves
first in Malacca. 1831 MAYHEW Land. Labour II. 133/1 An
extensive trade.. is carried on in tea-leaves .. after their

having been subjected, in the usual way, to decoction. Ibid.

133/2 The tea-leaves are often reserved. .to be thrown on
the carpets when swept, as a means of allaying the dust.
c 1865 Circ. Sc. I. 351/2 The tea-leaves have, .to be infused
with boiling-water.
.So Tea-leaved (trl/vd) a., having leaves like

those of the tea-plant: specifically applied to a

species of willow (Salix phylicifolia).
1806 GALPINE Brit. Bot. 409. 1861 Miss PRATT Flmcr,

PI. V. 106.

Tealess (tHes), . [f. TEA sb. + -LESS.] With-
out or destitute of tea ; not having had one s tea.

i8ai Blackw. Mag. X. 562 Day pass'd, defrauded of its

moistest meals, Breakfastless, milkless, tealess, soupless.

1849 THACKERAY Pendennis Ixiv, He . . sat . . rapt in wonder,
teafess,and bread-and-butterless. i8s8TROLLOpp.Z)r. Thorne
xxx, There she waited till ten o'clock, tealess,

tTealt, a. Obs. [OE. tealt adj. (whence
tealtian, tcaltrian, to be unsteady, shake, totter) ;

ipp. not represented in the cognate languages.]

Jnsteady, insecure, shaky; Jig. unreliable, pre-

carious, uncertain. Hence t Tealte adv., insecurely.
a 1000 Rnnic Poem xxi. (Gr.), ^if hi sculun nedan on
lacan teattum,andhisaey5aswi5ebre3a3. n 1023 WULFSTAN
'-lorn. xxx. (N.) 149 Swa tealte syndon eorSan welan. Ibid.

.273 Hu laene and hu lyore bis lif is, ..hu tealt. 1315
5HOKEHAM i. 231 For gef bat water his kende lest, pat
ristning slant te tealte.



TEAM.

Team (tn), sl>. Korms: 1-4 team, tern, (2-7
theam, theme), 3-6 teme, 4 teom(e, tyme, (3-7
them), 4-7 teeme, teem (9 dial.

, 6 teyme, 6-7
teame, 7 talme, Sf. tharae, 7- team. [OE. Ham

OFris. tdm, WFris. team, bridle, also progeny,
family, line of descendants; OS. ttm, MDu., Du.
loom bridle, rein, Du. dinl. loom brood, Nl'iis.

loom rope, LG. loom draught with the net ; OI HI.,
MIIG. ZOIIIH, Gcr. sauia bridle, rein, ON. taui/ir

rein, bridle, rope, cord : OTeut. *taumir, prob.
from "laugmcr the action of drawing, draught,
from ablaut series teu/i-, lauh-,tith-, tug-, to draw,
L. ituclfre to lead : 'cf. TKK v.l The original literal

sense is not found in OK., but perh. appears later in

sense 9 ; our sense I is known also in OFris., and
in Dutch dialects. The developed branches II and
III are only in Eng. German has, in senses I, 2, 8,

9, the cognate zucht : OTeut. *//M/?.l
I. 1 1. The bringing forth of children ; child-

bearing. Obs. [Cf. MIIG. tint ziehen to bring
forth children, Ger. viehzucht cattle breeding.]
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Hont. in Assmann Ags. Horn. (1889' 20/159

(>aet eald wif sceole ceorles brucan, |>onne heo forwerod bya
and teames fctealdod. Ibid. 38/339 His wif. .wear8 mid..
Esau and lacob. and hco gcswac 8a teames. c 1100 Ti in.
Coll. Horn. 133 God ches two lifholi men him [Seint iohan

baptiste] to fader and to moder, be weren bo3e teames ateald.

b. A family or brood of young animals
; now

dial, applied to a litter of pigs, a brood of ducks.
In quot. a 1225 //<,'.

c looo ^EuFRlc Horn. II. loBeon: hi tyma3heora team mid
ckennysse. a 1335 Ancr.R. 336 Drauh togedere al bene team
[ofsins] under be moder. 14. . foe. in Wr.-Wulcker 579/39
Editcaiitett, a teme of checonn. 1511 MS. Ace. St. John's
ffes?., Canterb.i For a teme off ix pygys iiijs iijd. 1767 G.
WHITE Selborne xi, We have a few teams of ducks, bred in
the moors. 1887 Kentish Gloss., Team, a litter of pigs or
a brood of ducks.

1 2. Offspring, progeny, issue, family, line of
descendants ; race, stock ; cf. BAIRN-TEAM. Obs.

901 in Thorpe Charters (1865) 152 Dreo witebeowe men
. .oa me salde bisceop & ba hiwan to ryhtre aehta & hire
team. 6-950 l.indisf. Gosp. Mark xii. as De aefterra onfeng

129

your teme, For to defende your real me. 16x1 MASSIM-
CER & DBKKKII I'irf. Martyr iv. ii, Hear me, my little

team of villains, hear me. 1644-7 CLKVKI.ANO Char.
Loud. Dt'urn. 6 Beleeve him (CromwcllJ as he whistles

to his Cambridge Teeme of Committee-men. 1859 DICKKNS
'/'. Two Cities i.ii, The team had capitulated and returned to

their duly. 1885 Manch. Exam, ip July 5/1 The Northern

(cricket) team, halting first, were disposed of for 102. 1688

/W/y News 20 July 7/3 'A learn' [in hoot-making] here
would consist uf three men, while in America there would
Ix: six in 'a team'. 190* Wcitm, daz. 28 Apr. 5/2 'I hey
were beaten by a [football] team superior to themselves. Ibid.,
Tin- two teams took up their positions.
5. Two or more beasts, or a single beast, along

with the vehicle which they draw; a horse and

cart, or wagun with two horses (now dial.} ; also,

U.S. loca^ a cart, wagon, or other vehicle of

burden for one horse (single teant} or two horses

(tioitble team\
1641 Boston (U. S.) Toivit Records 27 Sept., The Richer

. .Inhabitants shall afford three dayes' worke of one man,
except such as have Teames. 1675 ? Inhumane Alttrthi-rs 2

He being out with his Father, in-Law's Teame .. to fetch

Coals. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. 339/3 A \Vaine,or Oxe
Taime, when drawn by Oxen, and hath a Waine Cop. 1787
(Mar. i) Massachusetts Statute (toi'\<\ze-lo\\), Toll, .for each
team drawn by more than one beast, nine pence. 1806

(Mar. 4) Ibid., Toll . . for each cart, sled, sleigh, or other team
of burthen, drawn by one beast, sixteen cents.

Mag. XI. 48 He was returning from Cowley

Rubric^ Hu he Noe bearh and his wife and his teame aet

bam miclan Mode, a i*5 yuliana 60 Weox swa his team
pat ne mahte hit namon tellen. 1*97 R, GLOUC. (Rolls)

5241 Is foure gode sones woxe uaste ynou, Adelbold & adcl-

bri^t, adelred & alfred, pis was a stalwarde tern [v.rr. teme,
lyme]. (1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 4794 Cassi.

bolan was Androcheus eem, Luddes broker of pat teem.

1330 Chron. (1810) 20 Ethelbert-.Adelwolfes brober,
of Egbrihtes team, c 1435 Torr. Portugal -tow This child

is come of gentille teme.

II. 3. A set of draught animals ; two or more

oxen, horses, dogs, or other animals harnessed to

draw together. (Plural, after a numeral, team?)
f< 825 Ves. Hymns v. 34 Mid feoSurtemum [L. cum quad-

fiat's].] ciooo &LFRIC voc, in Wr.-Wiilcker 120/32-3 Imus,
oxa on bam forman teame. Minus, on bam aefteran teame.

11250 Owl fy Night. 776 An hors..drahb bi sweore [v.r.

biuore] grete temes. (1290 St. Lucy 129 in E. E. Poems
(1862) 1. 105 Stronge temes ne let fecche : of Oxen menie on.

136* LANGL. P. PI. A. vii. 127 Bole Treube schal techen
ow his Teome for to dryue. 1377 Ibid. B. ix. 257 Grace

gaue Piers a teme [C. xxn. 262 teome] foure gret oxen.

1486 Nottingham Rcc. III. 349 Drawyng berof. .with a
teme of oxen. 1590 SPENSER /'"*. Q. in. iv. 33 A teme of

Dolphins raunged in aray Drew the smooth cnarett of sad

Cymoent. 1621 G. SANDYS Ovid's Met. xii, A log he tooke
Which scarce two teeme could draw. 1633 G. HERBERT
Temple, Praise in. Hi, Not alt the teams of Albion in a row
Can hale or draw it out of doore. \G8&Andro$ Tracts III. 89
Greatly disappointed by this loss [of a horse] which was all

the Teame he had. 1805 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 258
The cannons are. .dragged about with a team of eight
horses. 1835 SIR J. Ross Narr. znd Voy. xix. 292 Drawn
by a team of six good dogs. 1840 THIRLWALL Greece VII.
Iviii. 298 A thousand team of cattle conveyed the timber to

the coast. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. HI. 283 With
jingling bit and trace Came the grey team from field.

D. trans/. The stock or *
lot

'

of horses (or other

beasts) belonging to one owner or stable, dial.

1655 tr. Com. Hist. Francion vii. 6, I would have laid

Pyebald against the best Mare in my Brother-in-Laws teem.

1876 Surrey Gloss, s.v.,
' A good team of cows

'

is the

general expression for a nice lot of cows.

4. a. fig. Applied to persons drawing together.
1614 B. JONSON Barth. Fair n. v, 'Twere like falling Into

a whole Shire of butter: they had need be a teeme of

Dutchmen, should draw him out. 1668 Hi 1

. HOPKINS Serm. t

Vanity (1685) 123 They are so enslaved to the work of the

devil, that he puts them into his team, makes them draw and
strain for their iniquities. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (\*\i)

VII. x. 61, I will add a string of bells to it, to complete
thee for the fore-horse of the idiot team. 1837 CARLYLE
Fr. Rev. I. in. vi, When a team of Twenty-five Millions

begins rearing, what is Lomcnie's whip?
b. transf. A number of persons associated in

some joint action ; now csp. a definite number of

persons forming a side in a match, e. g. in a football

match or a *

tug-of-war* ; in Shoe-making, etc., a

company of workmen each of whom performs one

operation in completing a process.
A 1529 ?SKELTON Vox Populi 204 AH theise men goo to

wracke, That are the body and the staye Of your graces
realme allwaye. .. Thei must be .. Your streinghe and

VOL. IX.

i of burthen, drawn by one beast, sixteen cents. 1798 Sporting
Mag. XI, 48 He was returning from Cowley with a loaded
team. 1808 Boston Even. Transcript 23 Feb. 16/3 To make
the hill less perilous to the poor horses obliged to drag
teams up or down it.

t b. A team-load. Obs. rare.

1789 Trans. Sue. Arts VII. 36 The quantity of manure
was two teams of dung to each pit, value three pence per
team.

6. A flock of wild ducks or other birds flying in

a line or string,
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. xiii. 311/1 Team of ducks.

1697 DRYDEN JEneid vii. 965 Like a long team of snowy
swans on high, Which clap their wings, and cleave the liquid

sky. 17*6 POPE Odyss. xix. 627 A team of twenty geese
(a snow-white train I). 1720 Humourist Ded. 5 [He] took
a trip to your Dominions upon a Team of wild Geese. 1848
H. W. HERBERT Field Sports II. App. B. 334. 1871

' STONE-
HENCE' Brit.Sports\.\x. i Wild-fowl Nomencl...A 'team'
of ducks (when in the air).

7. Phrases, a. Naval : see quots.
1829 MARRYAT /'. Mildmay\\\\, Nothing can be more dull

and monotonous than a blockading cruize
'

in the team ', as
we call it ; that is, the ships of the line stationed to watch an

enemy, 1867 SMYTH Sailor's WordJ>k. s. v., Ships blockading
a port, being generally formed in a line, are said to be '

in the
team .

t b. To lay in team : to couple, join together.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 37, I schall me poruay pacyence, &

play me with bobe j For in be tyxte, bere byse two am in

teme layde, Hit arne fettled in on forme, be forme and be
laste.

III. In Anglo-Saxon Law.
(In this sense recorded only in Eng. j but in MHG. the

cognate vb. ziehen was used to express the bringing of an

action, and the action is expressed by zug in Gewakrzug.)
8. In a suit for the recovery of goods alleged

to have been stolen, the action or procedure by
which the holder transferred or referred it back
to a third person (generally the party from whom
he received the goods) to defend the title to them ;

vouching to warranty. Obs. exc. Hist.
In med. (Anglo) L. advocatio ad tvarantum

',
in Anglo-Fr,

revockt garaunt \ called by Liebermann GewAhrzugt by
Schmid Gew&krschaftszug (Gesetze Glossar s.v.).

800 Laws Hlothnxrt iff Eadric (c 685) c. 16 ponne tame
he to wic to cyngais sele to bam mxn be him sealde, gif he
bane wite and eet bam teame &ebrengen mae^e. 901-924
Laws Eadweard i, c. i i And gif hwa butan porte ceapige,

mon nEenne team [Lat. text cenningam] jebafian. 960-975
in Ii'arle Land Charters 201 Da tymde Wulfstan nine to

/Eftelstane set Sunnanbyr^. Da cende he tern, let done
forberstan, forbeh flone andajen. 997 Laws JEthelred\\\,
c 6 Mlc team and aelc ordal beo on ba:s kyninges byris.

1027-34Laws Cant u. c. 24 i And jyf . . he byllicesewitnesse
nxbbe, ne beo ba;r nan team, ac agyfe man bam ajenfri^an
his agen. 1x30-35 Laws Edw. Conf. c. 22 3 Team [v. rr.

Theam, Them] : quod, si atiquis aliquid interciebatur [v.r.

intertieturj super aliquem.et ip.se non potent warantum suum
liabere, erit foresfactura et iusticia ; similiter de calumpnia*
tore, si deficiebat. 12 . . Leges Burgornm c. 12 in Scot* Stat,

(18^4) I. 335 Per legem burgi se defendet nisi sit de pro-
dicione vel de them \c 1400 transl. thruch lauch of burgh he
sail were liyni hot gif it be of tresoun or of theme], 1387
TREVISA Higde* (Rolls) II. 95 tsee also in c] T/ieaw,
Frensche, reuocke garant [^1431-50 tr. Higden ibid., Thean,
that is, to lawde the auctor, in Frenche, reitoucJteg\a\raunte ;

orig. Theam [v.r. t/iem], id est, laudare auctorem ; Gallice,
reuoucher garaunt\ 1628 COKE [see c]. 1900 A. LANG
Hist. Scot/. I. vi. 148.

b. The right or prerogative of jurisdiction in a
suit of tfant, together with the fees and profits
thence accruing; from the nth c. usually included

in charters granting land (in which it regularly
followed toll) esp. in the formula with sac and soc

t

toll and team^ infangthief, etc.).
Saca and socne (without toll and team} is first found in a

charter of 1020 or later (see INFANGTHIEF); toll and team
(alone) is known first in a charter a 1023; the formula com*

bining them appears just after the accession of Edward the

Confessor, 1042, and occurs in numerous charters ascribed

to him, mostly existing only in later copies.
It occurs also

in the Laws of Win. I and Henry I. The meaning of team

TEAM.
own when the '

I .a.-. <

were compiled c 1130-35 (see above). After the lath c. it

:>n obsolete term, the meaning of which was largely
a matter of conjn lure, and was.generally mistaken : see c.

>66 .orpe Charters (1865) 405
Dona vi alib.iii l'.adwi>.<i . . < oiiMittudincm <jue
teames. a 1400 in .SVo/, .W*M 1644) 1. 74.1 I )c Curia de theme.
1664 SI'EI.MAN (,/Wj. 543 s.v. Team 1. Theam, i heant
MKiiilM are vidclur juii^iuionem cogixAceudi in Curii fctlA

de ftdvocftlioiiibttf, *ive intertiatU; ho< -.'ttad
ll'arrantiatit. 1895 I'oi I.<XJK & liATTLAMO///. l.ng. Law

,
II. i57o/<-, Ttwtoun of the An. ---ems
to be the right tu hold a court into which foreigner-, i.c.

; persons not resident within the ju.

1017*3 Chu>t<r of sKl/ifetint A-> Land
Charters 2 (6\ And toll and team sy a^if.

1046-60 Charter of Ealdred /Sis/ivp (Kemble No. 805), Ul
fialitani cl [>ossitleant iurc aecclesiastico perpetua hatred i-

i late, cum saca et socne, tolle et tcamr, reditibus et campU
I [etc.]. 1046-60

Charter F.d-w. Cox/. (Kemble No 829, later
1 copy), And ice an heom eft alswa oat hi babben oarto sacc

and socne, toll and team. infangeneSef and ftemenesfermiN
[etc.J. a 1066 Charter (Kemble No. 843) [see INFANGIMM >

j

1090-1x35 Laws of Win. /, c. a 3 E cil francs horn lei ad e
sache e ;< che e toll e tern e infangentbeef, se il est enplakle

, [etc.]. 1114-18 Laws Hen. /, c. 20 f 2 Archiepi&copi, epis-
copi, comites. .sacamet socnamhabent.tolet theam etinfon-

gentheaf. it.. Reg. Maj. \. ii. in Scot. Stat. (1844) I.

App. i. 234 (Jui habent et tenent terras suas cum soko et
sako furca et fossa toll et them et infangandthefe et vtfan.

gandthefe. [SKENB tr. Judges., quha Ties power to bald
their courts, with sock, sack, g.tllous, and pit, toll, and thame,
infang-thief, and outfang-thief.] 1657 SIR W. Mi HE Hist.
Rowallane Wks. (S. T. S.) II. 241 The Mures. .being free

Barones
y'of, holding in cheife of the crowne, infeft cum

furca et fossa, sock et sack, thole et theam, infang theif

et outfang theif. t9ys FKEKMAN Norm. Cong. IV. xviii.

208 One among them, whether by seniority or by hereditary
right, further enjoyed the profitable privileges of tolland team.

IT C. By the end of the 1 2th c., the process of

Mam being obsolete, the meaning of the word was
to a great extent forgotten. Legal writers erro-

neously explained it from sense 2, as
'
the property

of the lord in the team or offspring and posterity
of his serfs '.

This appears in a 12-1 3th c. Latin version of a charter
of Edward the Confessor, whence it was regularly repeated
by later writers, some of whom, as Higden, Rastall, islcene,
and Coke, offer both explanations.
1100-25 Latin version ofCharter ofEdtv, Conf. (Kemble

No. 843) [ .. saca and socna, toll and team] cum priui-

legio habendi totam suorum seruorum propaginem. c 1*50
; Expositio b'ocao. in Placita de Quo Warranto (1818) 275/2

Them, aver progeny de vos humes. cxaoo FLETA i. xlvii.

> g 9 Them, acquietantiam amerciamentorum sequelae pro*
priorum suorum. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 95 [see
also in a] Somtyme 7 heant is i-clepea be sewte of bonde men
[orig. Them . . quandoque dicitur sequela nntivorumj.

1579 Expos. Terms Law 177 b, T/teint that is that you shall

haue all y* generations of your Villaines wyth ther suites &
cattel wheresoeuer they shall bee found in England. 1597
SKENE De Verb. Sign., Theme, is power to haue servandes
and slaues, quhilk ar called nativi,0ottdit t>T//ani\and all Bar*
ronnes infeft with Theme, lies the same power : For vnto
them all their bond-men, their bairnes, gudes, and geare

properly perteinis, swa that they may dUpone thereupon at

their pleasure. x6a8 COKE On Lift, u. xL S 172. 116 Theme
(sometime written Theame corruptly) is an old Saxon won!,
and signifielh Potestatem habendi in natives sive villanos
emit eortttn scquclis, terris, botiis *,- catallis. But Teame,
sometime corruptly written Theam,.. is also an old Saxon
word and sigmheth where a man cannot produce his War-
rant of that which he bought according to his Voucher. 1895
POLLOCK & MAITLANU Hist. Eng. Law I. 566 Then [i3th c.}

team is taken to mean the brood, the offspring, the
*

sequela
'

of one's villeins; but this we may be sure is a mistake.

U d. At other times team was app. taken as a mere

complement to toll, and was evidently thought to
1 be some kind of impost.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law A rms (S.T.S.) 238 Pilgrymes . . suld

nouthir pay toll na teme, aucht na custume, ha payage,
quhill thai ar on thair voyage.

IV. Later senses related to II.

(But sense 9 may represent an Anglicizing of ON. tattmr.

|

In that sense also, apparently sometimes associated with

|

L. timo a beam, pole, tongue of a plough, carriage, cart, etc.)

9. Part of the gear by which oxen or horses were
harnessed to a plough, harrow, or wain. In mod.
dialect use,

* a chain to which oxen are yojced in

lieu of a pole
'

(Eng. Dial. Diet?) ;

'
in plough

equipment- the main or leading chain, by which
the whole of the oxen or horses drag the imple-
ment* (F. T. Elworthy). Foot-team, the foot-

chain of a plough.
c xjso NominaleGalL-Angl. 858 Trecterset /#(ww,Plowe-

stryngges and tern, c 1415 i 'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 665/20 No-
mina pertinencia ad carectariam... Hoc plaustrum, wayne.
Hec tt-nta, teme. Htc torques, wythe. 1483 Cath. Angl.
379/3 A Teme, temo. 15*3 FITZHERB. Huso. 4 Yf he wyll
haue his plough to go a narowe forowe. .he setteth his fote-

teame in the nycke nexte to the ploughe.beame. Ibid, \ 15
An oxe-harowe..the formes[t] slote must be bygger than
the other, bycause the fote-teame shall be fastened to (he

same with a shakyll, or a withe to drawe by. 1530 PALSGR.

*79/
"

Lyt

their. _ . _, __

208/17 A Teame, cheane, temo, onts. 1575 Richmond
Wills (Surtees) 255, ij yoolcs furnysshed viij*, ij teyme<;,
. , i _. r L__L -L__t_:ii i _ 1

y pa^re
Ktdtng
n horse-

teames. x6x6 SUHFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 533 When
they draw two and two together in the bearegeares then

there is needfull the plow-cruise, and teame [etc.]. 1788

Wills (urtees) 255, yoocs urnysse vn, t

>

j horse draught, i buck shack;)}, j ptewghryng, ij

toggwethes, ij axill nayles iij*. iiii*. 1605-6 in N. Ri
Kec. (1884) I. 27 Duos torques ferreos, Angl. Iron h



TEAM.

W. MARSHALL Yorksh. Gloss., Team, an ox-chain, passing
from yoke to yoke. iBSg.V. II'. Line. Gloss.

, Team, . . (2) har-

ness for a draught of horses or oxen.

10. dial. A chain (generally).
1828 Craven Gloss., Team, a strong iron chain. 1840

SPURDKNS Suppl. to Forty's Vac. E. Anglia s. v., A string
or chain of sausages is called 'a team of links'. 1904 f'*'ig

Dial. Diet., Team..3.n iron chain usually with a ring al

one end and hook at the other. Used for putting rounc]

stones to fasten the crane chain to when lifting. ^V. Yorksh.,

V. 11. attrili. and Comb., us, in sense 3, team-beast',

-driving, -horse, -labour, -length, -master, -plough ',

in sense 4 b, team-game, -tiialch, -play, -race, -sys-

tem, -training also team-band, a fastening for

securing the drawing-gear to the plough, etc. ;

team-boat, a boat drawn or propelled by horse-

power ; f team-land, = PLOUGH-LAND ; team-
man (also teamsman), a teamster; team-rail-

way, a railway system worked by horse-power

(Ogilviei882); team-shovel: see quot.; fteam-
ware, (a) a team of horses, etc. ; (i5)

= team-land ;

team-work, (a) work done with a team of beasts ;

(/5) the combined action of a team of players, etc. ;

(c) work done by a team of operatives.
1808 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon 115 A swing-plough with

a beam.. at the end of this beam is occasionally fastened

a graduated iron to which the "team-hand is affixed. 1847-
78 HALLIWELI, Teant-bantts, the same as Start-chains.

1573-80 BARET Alv. Tp6 A *Teame beast, euerie beast
that draweth or beareth burdens. 1818 Pict. Nno York 222

A *team or horse boat sails.. to Brooklyn every quarter of
an hour. 1820 Boston (U.S.) Daily Advert. 26 Apr. 2/4
A team-boat propelled by twenty-five horses. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's Word-big., Team-boat, a ferry-boat worked with
horses by paddle-wheel propulsion. 1895 Forum (N. Y.)
May 378 The

' team-boat
'

(
or ferryboat propelled by horse

power, . . ran for some time in competition with steam
ferries. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 3 Feb. 10/3 As recently as last

week he was. .able to give lessons in "team-driving. 1907
Daily Chron. 18 Jan. 9/5 The very essence of all 'team
games is unity of action. 1698 FRYEH Ace. E. India <V P.
58 Such Trappings as our finest *Team-Horses in England
wear. 1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric., Digest 18

Sheep are profitable . . because they save, considerably, the

expence of "team.labour. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls)
VIII. 177 lohn. .toke anon tribute of everiche "terne lond
[orig. hydti, id est carucata} in Engelond bre schelynges.
1617 SPEED England xxviii. 3 In the Booke ofDomesday
Caruca the Teame.land was in quantitie of Acres pro-
portioned to the qualitie of Soile. 1904 N. ff Q. loth Ser. I.

354/2 The extent of the plough or teamland. 1387'fREVisA
Higden (Rolls) VII. 225 I-leide bre *teme lengpe from be
stok. 1867 MORLEY Burke vi. 56 He would talk of. . the
turnips, and the hay, with the *team-men and the farm,
bailiff. 1909 Daily Nems I Mar. 12 Their demands are for
an increase of wages of *teamsmen to 281. 1894 Watm,
Gaz. 13 Dec. 7/2 The Manhattan Chess Club lias sent by
mail to the British Chess Club a challenge for a *team
match of five boards, to occupy one sitting, the moves being
cabled. 1895 Outing (U. S.) XXVI I. 247 Our game [Cana-
dian football], .abounding in combined skill and *team play
unknown to English experts. 1805 DICKSON Pract. Agric.
I. 346 The breast-spade or common "team-plough.. will be
found preferable. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mec'h., 'Team-
shovel, an earth-scraper. A scoop drawn by horses or oxen.
1895_Daily Neivs 15 Apr. 2/3 The ' "team system

'

[in boot-
making] is also strongly resisted, as tantamount to a decline
in the remuneration. 1567 GOLDING Ovid's Met. v. (1593)
125 His sacred *teeme-ware through the aire to drive abroad
agen. 1577 HARRISON England \. viii. in Holinshed I. 12/2,
600 families which are all one with H idetandes,Plowghlandes,
Carrucates, or Temewares. 1828 WEDSTER, ''Team-work,

warden^
Account Book ,887 MRS. H. CAMPBELL Prisoner's

ofPoverty n. 26 (Funk) What is known as ' team work ', flaps
[of shirts] being done by one, bosoms by another, and so

excellent
^ team-work of the lbase-ball] nine is

Team (tfm), v. Also 6 teem. [f. TEAMJ*. II. :

cf. to yoke, to harness, etc. A late formation, the
original derivative verb being TEEM z).l]
1. trans. To harness (beasts) in a team ; to yoke.

Also/^.
iSS HULOET, Teame horses togyther, dextero, as. Ibid.

leame oxen togither, iugo, as. 1597 MIDDLETON Wisdom

2. To convey or transport by means of a team,
b. aosol otintr. To drive a team, to do teamster's
work. U.S. Cf. TEAMING.

o ,

.....
7fr i6"ut;> \ji A v^iinauian winter.

o. trans. 1 o get (work) done by a team or teams
Jf workmen ; to let (work) to a contractor who
employs teams of workmen. U. S.
1877 [see TEAMING]. 1891 in Cent. Diet.
fence Teamed///, a, harnessed in a team.

Tea-maker, etc. : see TEA si. o c.

Teaman, tea-man ttftnfa);
i. A merchant who deals in tea; a tea-dealer
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1837 WHITTOCK, etc. Bk. Trades 441 Teaman. Such is the

simple title assumed for their trade by many distinguished
dealers in London indeed, the most distinguished. They
are generally those who deal in tea only. Ibid., This

system of tasting is what constitutes the acme of the great
Teaman's trade. 1891 Daily News 16 May 5/4 The Chinese
tea-men are reported to maintain a sort of incredulous non-

chalance. .in the face of that almost complete capture of the

English market by the Indian and Ceylon teas.

2. Prison slang. (See quot.)
1877 5 1 'ears' PenalServitude ii. 85

' Tea men '
. . have the

privilege, .of having one pint of tea every evening instead

of gruel.

Teamer (tfmai). [f. TEAM sb. or v. + -KB'.]
One who drives a team

;
a teamster.

1840 Civil Eng. f, Arch. Jrnl. III. 391/2 These latter.,

discharging their contents, and leaving none to be shovelled

out by the teamers. 1879 Daily Neiys 8 Apr. 3/7 A horse

was instantaneously killed by a flying brickbat, but the

teamer, who stood near, ..escaped uninjured. 1895 Ibid.

4 Dec. 3/7, I let my ten acres of glel>e to an industrious

fellow once a ' teamer
'

or team man on a farm near by.

Tea'ming, vbl. sb. [f. TEAM v. + -ING J
.] The

action of the verb TEAM. Also attrib.

'733 w- ELLIS Chiltern f, Vale Farm. 317 A Team-
ing-pm of about eleven Inches long. 1829 Glover's Hist.

Derly I. 182 The breeding of heavy, or teaming horses.

1852 WIGGINS Embanking 115 Cutting and filling 5</. per
yard. Teaming Sths of a mileo3</. per yard. 1877 KNIGHT
Diet. Meek., Teaming. .1. The operation of transporting
earth from the cutting to the embankment. 3. A certain
mode of manufacturing work, which is given out to a boss,
who hires a gang or team to do it, and is responsible to the
owner of the stock. 1883 Harper s Mag. Aug. 390/2 All the

teaming is done with one-horse carts.

Tea-mless, a. rare. [f. TEAM sb. + -LESS.]
Without a team : cf. TEAM sb. 5.

1894 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 5 Sept., The majority of
the pioneers brought with them no personalty.. bave their

teams,..some came even teamless.

Teamster (trmstaj). [f. TEAM sb. + -STEB.]
The driver or owner of a team

;
a teamer.

1779 Boston (Mass.) Town Records 19 Feb. Ibid. 17 Aug.,
Thomas Chase.,had agreed with a Number of Teamsters
for the Publick service at the rate of eighteen Shillings a
Mile. 1814 W. IRVING T. Treco. I. 219 Drovers and teamsters
who travel that road. 1840 J. BUEL Farmer's Camp. 144
In_ using the harrow, the teamster should understand the
object, and take care to accomplish it. 1901 Census Sche-
dule Instructions, Agricultural labourers should be entered
according to the particular work on which they are usually
engaged, such as. .Teamster on farm.

Teanel (tfnel). Now n.-w. dial. Forms : I

taenil, -el, tenil ; 5 tenel ; 9 teanal(e, teauel,
tennil. [OE. tstnil, -el = MHG. zeinel, deriv. of
OTeut. *lainja, in Goth, tainjt wicker basket,
OHG. zeinna, zeind, MHG. zeine weak fern., ON.
*leina, pi. teinur basket, creel

; deriv. of *laino',
ON. teinn (-.-leinr), OE. tdn, OHG. zein twig,
osier-wand.] A basket.
-1700 Epinal Gloss. (O.E.T.) 4o3 Fiscilla, tacnil. a 800

Er/urt Gloss. 403 Fiscella, tenil. c 1000 J*LFRIC Saints'
Lives (1890) II. 44 Him on hand enam senne lytelne tamel
mid caricum jefylleilne. a noo Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker
336/9 Sportella, ta:nel. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 489/1 Tenil,
ojcre\e,cartallus. Ibid., Tenel, vessel, tcnetla. 1869 I.ons.
dale Gloss., Teanel, an osier fish-basket. i88a Lanes. Gloss
Tennil, a large basket.

Tea-night to Tea-pall: see TEA sb. 9.
Teany, var. TENNE, the heraldic tincture.

Tea--party.LA party assembled to take tea together; a
social entertainment at which tea is taken.
1778 M'ss BURNEY Evelina (1791) I. xvi. 61 The arched

recesses that are appropriated for tea-parties [at Ranelagh].
1843 J.HACKERAY Men's Wives, Mr. % Mrs. Berry ii, The
Reverend Lemuel Whey is a tea-party man. 1851 1)
JERROLD St. Giles xix. 196 As comfortable as any dowager
at a tea-party.

2. trans/, (colloq. or slang. ) a. Boston tea-party,
a humorous name for the revolutionary proceeding
in 1773, when the tea was thrown overboard from
the ships in Boston harbour as a protest against
the taxation of the American colonies by the British
Government, b. A lively proceeding, a disturbance
1864 WEBSTER Aff., Names Fiction, Boston Tea-party.

1874 O. W. HOLMES Ballad of Boston Tea-party 28 The
storm broke loose, but first of all The Boston teapot bubbled !

1903 Westm.6,13.20 Jan. 9/2 An electrician's 'tea-party'
is brought about by a short circuit... In particularly badcases . . explosions of the circuit breakers occur, and showers
of molten copper, which often start fires, render the '

lea-
party of the liveliest description.

Tea'-plant.
1. The plant from which tea is obtained, the tea-

shrub : = TEA sb. 3.
- ------ j~l. s.v. Tea, The Tea plant affects

i,
and the feet of mountains, and a stony soil. 1770

in Plul. Trans. LX. 525 One of the first tea-plantsthat has been produced from seed in this kingdom 1888
J PATON mEmyel. Brit. XXIII. 97/2 The teafplant is cuUtivated in China as an evergreen shrub.
2. Applied to various other plants : see TEA sb. 6
1798 Monthly Mag. Mar. 21 1 The tea plant of St. Domingo I

Caprarm b.flora,. .the leaves of which are employed forthe same purpose as the tea of China and Japan Ye&Jjttnenzum 10 Dec. 788/2 Leptospermum, the tea-olant of
Australia. ,866 Treas. Bot. 701 L\yciun\ tarbaVnm s
commoner known as the Tea plant. ,884 [see TEA TR?E 3 ?
1903 A. C P. HAGGARD Sporting Yarns 136 (Canada) The
ong grass and Labrador tea-plants on the banks

TEAR.

Tea'-pla nter. One who makes it his busi-

ness to cultivate tea-plants. So Tea'-pla nting
1888 J. PATON in F.Hcycl. Srit._\\lll. 09/1 Tea-pbuUlnj

has also been successfully established in Natal. 1897 Daily
News 19 June 2/2 Japan must .. abandon her primitive
methods of tea-planting in small patches. 1897 t\tUmtt'x

'

Syst. Mett. III. 736 A case that I saw some years ago in a
tea-planter. Mod. He is now a tea-planter in Assam.

Tea'-pot. A pot with a lid, spout, and
handle,

in which tea is made or brought to table.

[16x6 COCKS Dinry (Hakl. Soc.) I. 215, I sent.. a silver
chaw pot. .to Capt. China wife. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Ulan,
delslo's Trav. II. (1669) 156 There have been Tsia-pots, which
had cost between six and seven thousand pound sterling.)

1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4063/4 A Tea Kettle, a gilt Tea-Pot.
1784 COWPKR Task iv. 776 There the pitcher stands A frag-
ment, and the spoutless tea-pot there. 1867 TROLLOPE
Chron. Barset II. Ixix. 261 She sat behind her old teapot,
with her bauds clasped. 1874 [bee TEA-PARTY 2).

b. Phr. Tea-pot tempest, tempest in a tea-pot
i (U. S. ) : = storm in a tea-cup (see TEA-CUP 4).

1854 ANDREWS Lat. Diet. s.v. Shupulitm, Excitarejluctus
in siinpulo, . . to raise a tempest in a teapot. Cic. Leg. 3. 16,

36. 1891 Cent. Diet. s. v. Tempest, A tempest in a tea-pot, a
great disturbance over a small matter. 1896 Peterson Maq.
Jan. 104/1 What a ridiculous tea-pot tempest 1

Hence Tea-pot v. nonce-wd., to present with a

tea-pot; Tea*potful,as much as a tea-pot contains.
1854 'C. BEDS' Verdant Green n. v, Gentlemen who get

upon their legs to return thanks for having been '

tea-potted
'

_O_- \\T \\t~ 7J_/ _ a -r. I' _.- " . .1.1 .

, W. WRIGHT Palmyra tf Zenobiet xxii. 255 The teapot.
ful of dirty water.

II Teapoy (trpoi). Anglo-Ind. Also tepoy.
[f. Hindi tin, in comb, tir- three + Pers. tie, pai
foot. The legitimate Persian name is sinfaya or

sipai; the Hindi tirpad or tripcul (Yule).]A small three-legged table or stand, or any
tripod ; (by erron. association with tea), such a

table with a receptacle for tea or a tea-caddy.
1828 MRS. SHERWOOD Lady of Manor VI. xxix. 246 A

low teapoy of seuoo wood. 1844 l?SlR J. KAYE] Pere-

grine Pultwiey I. v. 112 A tepoy or tinpoy is a thing with
three feet, used in India to denote a little table. 1887 VAN
PHOU LEE When I was a B,y in China 25 [The tables]
were flanked by two rows of chairs, .with tea-poys between
that served to hold the cups of guests.
1838 SIMMONDS Diet, frade, Tea-fry, an ornamental

pedestal table, with lifting top, enclosing caddies for holding
tea. 1886 YULE & BURNELL Hobson.yobson, Teapoy,, .often
in England imagined to have some connexion with tea, and
hence, in London shops for japanned ware and the like, a
teapoy means a tea-chest fixed on legs. But this is quite
erroneous,

Tear (tlj), sbl Forms: see below. [OE.
tear - OFris. tar, ON. idr (Sw. t&r. Da. laar,

laare), contr. from earlier OE. *tcahr, *feagr,

teaser, ONorthumb. tehr - OHG. zahar, zahhar
(MHG. taker, zdr, Ger. zakre), Goth, tagr; cogn.
with Gr. Scutp-v, OL. dacriina (L. lacrima, -urna),
OPr. doer, dlr, Welsh dagr tear. The medial h
or ), alreadylost inOE.,is found as ch in i6th c.Sc.]
A. Illustration of Forms.

a. OE. teasor, ONorthurab.teher.tasher.tehher,
tehr; 5-6 St. techyr (//. techrys), tichwr,
teioher.
Guthlac (E. E. T. SJ 1340 Teajor ySum weol hate hleor.

dropan. a 950 Kituale Eccl. Dunelm. (Surtees) 40 Folces
tehhero eft bisih (gloss on populi lacrimas respice). Ibid.

192 Pund saltes, ofSon sindon salto tehero. c 950 Lindisf.
Gosp. Mark ix. 24 MiS teherum he ecux3 ic selefo. Luke
vii. 38 Mi6 tieherum zr/tearum. Ibid. 44 Mi3 tearum vel
tehrum. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneis iv. xii. 5 With cheikis freklit,
and all of tlchwris \ed. 1553 teris] bysprent. Ibid. XIII.

Prol. 26 At euery pills point and cornis croppis The techrys
[ed. 1553 teicheris] stude, as lemand beriall droppis.
0. 1-3 tSar (teor), 1-6 ter, 2 tiar, 3 ti(e)r, teer,

4 tyar, 4-5 teer, 4-6 tere.s terre, 5-6 teere.tyer,
5-8 Sf. teir, 6-7 tearo, 6- tear.
c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. x, Fulneah dead for tearum & for

unrotnesse. <iooo tr. Bxda's Eccl. Hist. IV. xxix. [xxviii. j

2 Mzeni^e bara broSra . . tearas guton. ^975 Rushiv.
Gosp. Mark ix. 24 Mi3 teorum \Lindisf. teherum] he gi-
cwae8 ic jilefo. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 292 Wib mist &
wib ter. 1175 Cotton Horn. 217 Al swa an huni tiar feile

upe jiure hierte. c 1200 Vices ft yirt. 57 Mid bitere teares.
<riaoo ORMIN 13849 purrh beske & sallte taeress. (11300
K. Horn 654 Wib tieres al birunne. Ibid. 060 Spak
bidere tires. i.. Cursor M. 35551 Wit \en\Gsft. ter] of

'eno. 173 Y-kuegt..be tyares of ssrifte. c 1380
I. Wks. II. 205 She pis hap waished my feet

ei. 1340 Ay:

wib teeris.

haue..Seyn thy terris. <r 1440 Promp. Parv. 489/1 Teere,
of wepynge, lacrima. c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn xxxiii.

123 He fonde him the terres at the eyes of hym. 1500-20
DUNBAR Poems ix. 15 With teiris of sorrow. 1563 WINJET
Four Scoir Thre Quest. $ 46 Wks. (S. T. S.) 1. 107 Mourning
and teris. 1584 POWEL Lloyd's Cambria 199 The women
check their tears. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, n. Y. 76 Weepe
wretched man: lie ayde thee Teare for Teare. a 1600
MONTGOMERIE Sonn. iv. 5 With bendit brou, and luinkling
teirs, I trou. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Aniui. A> Mi". 72 The
teares found dry in the corners of the eyes.
B. Signification.

1. A drop of the limpid fluid secreted by the

lachrymal gland appearing in or flowing from the

eye ; chiefly as the result of emotion, esp. grief,
but also of physical irritation or nervous stimulus :

usually rn.pl.

Beowulf 1872 Hruron him tearas blondenfeaxum. 971
Blickl. Horn. 189 )>a wieron his eagan jefyllede mid tearum.



TEAR.
f 1175 Lamb. Horn. 159 pe ter bat Mon schet. c 1300 /Azrr-

,17 ,,
5 n was

i"
ani a tcr igrotcn. 1377 LANGL. />.

/ /. B. xni. 45 But if bei synge for bo soules and wcpe .salt
terra. MM, 1593, a,6oo [see A. p]. ,737 [S. BERIHGTON]
C. tit Lucca s .Mem. (,738) 62, I saw his [Eyes] swimming
in Tears. 1781 Cowni Let. to W. Umvin 4 Nov., You
tell me that John Gilpin made you laugh tears. 1808 SCOTT
alarm, i. Introd. 186 Drop upon Fox's grave the tear, Twill
trickle to his rival's bier. 1853 BAIN Senses t, Int. n. iv. f 22
1864)297 1 here are also tears of joy. 1866 HUXLKY /'Art.

(1869) ix. 25 Under certain circumstances, -the secretion
of the lachrymal gland exceeds the drainage power of the
lachrymal duct, ami the fluid, accumulating,. .overflows in
the form of tears.

b. As the visible feature of weeping : hence, put
for this, or as the expression of grief or sorrow.
In tears, weeping, in sorrow or commiseration.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxxv. 6 pa bat dos goed werkis

in terys of penauncc. 1388 WYCLIF Pi. cxxvji). 5 The!
that sowen in teeris ; schulen repe in fill out ioiyng
I43S MISVN Fire ofLowe 18 Is not >is ]K vayl.; of tcris &
tnbulacion? 1560 DAUS tr. Slcidanc's Comm. 18 The
peopn..* all in teares and mournyng. 1637 Mil TON
I.yculas 14 He must not Mote upon his watry bear.. With-
out the meed of som melodious tear. 1719 DE Foi Grume
(1840) II. i. 7, I was happy in listening to her tears. 1750GRAY Elegy, Epitaph ii, He gave to MisVy all he had, a tear
1814 WORDSW. Laodamia 164 Yet tears to human suffering
are due.

2. trans/. anAjig. A drop of any liquid ; spec, a
drop or bead of liquid spontaneously exuding.
(Sometimes with allusion to grief or lamentation : cf. i b.)
1900 CYNEWULF Crist 1174 Da wearS beam monis blodi.

Surn tearum birunnen. ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 28 geiiim
alebpman ., & hunixes teares. a 1175 (see A. /)]. a 1140
(Jreisutt in Cott. Ham. 200 Swete iesu .. min huni ter.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///.v. iii. 284, I would these dewy teares
were from the ground. 1616 SURKL. & MARKH. CountryFarme 609 The vine sometimes poureth forth great store
of teares, whereupon . . it looseth his force altogether, a 1626
BACON Jfeio Ail (1650) 29 The Teares or Woundings of
Trees. 1697 DRVDEN Virg. Georg. in. 505 The pearly tears
Jf Morning Dews. 1820!.. HuNT/xrf/ca/orNo. 20 1. 156 The
tears of the sky at least were dried up. 18. . B. TAYLOR
Manuela Poems (1866) 316 With the tears of amber drop,
ping. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. xiv, Hawse-holes long dis.
coloured with the iron's rusty tears. 1883 Century Mag.
Oct. 873/1 Carrying large candles, which drip their waxen
tears along the road [at a funeral],

fb. //. The Italian sweet wine known as
LACHBYMA CHMSTI. Oh. rare 1

.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (1531) 53b, There gro.weth the myghty
swete wynes, as malueseys, tyeres & muscadels.
3. spec. Applied to various gums that exude
from plants in tear-shaped or globular beads, which
then become solid or resinous.
a 1000 ^LFRIC Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 139/28 Ofooalsamum,

balsames tear, a 1400-50 Alexander 4974 par trekild doun
of ha tcres of iemmes, Hoyland out of pe Darke bawme &
mirre. 1578 LYTE Dodocns in. xvL 308 Evphorbium is the
gumme or teare of a certayne strange plante growing in

Lybia. 158$ T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy. n. vi. 36The Mastic is the teare or droppings of the Lentiscus. 1604
E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xxviii. 286 One
kinde.. which they call Opobalsamum, which be the very
teares that distil. 1686 W. HARRIS tr. Lemery's Course

i8s J. NICHOLSON Operat.
Mechanic 753, \ oz. mastic in tears. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem.
Org. Bodies 671 Gum arabic . . b in small rounded drops or
tears. 1895 Daily News 25 Nov. 7/1 Fine tears of frank,
incense, the gum resin produced by an Indian tree.

4. Anything resembling or suggesting a tear : see

quots. ; e. g. \a) a defect in glass caused by a small

particle of vitrified clay: see quot. 1832; (6) a
detonating bulb, or Prince Rupert's drop.
1831 G. R. PORTER Porcelain# Gl. xi. 249 Tears are, perhaps,

the greatest defect that can be found in glass. Ibid., Wher.
ever these tears exist, the material is brittle in a very high
degree, so as frequently to crack, without any apparent
cause. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 15/1 The smaller and rounder
the eyes, the better the cheese is reckoned. They should
contain a clear salt liquor, which is called the tears. 1839URE Diet. Arts 746 It [Plomb-gomme] has been found only
at HueJgoet, near Poullaouen, in Brittany, covering with its
tears or small concretions the ores of white lead and galena.
Ibid. 1250 The block of metal is heated till it becomes
brittle, when.. it is broken to pieces, and presents an ag-
glomeration of elongated grains or tears ; whence it is called
grain tin. 1857 LIVINGSTONE Trav. xxxi. 650 It [iron]
occurs generally in tears or rounded lumps. 1858 O. W.
HOLMES Aut. Breakf.-t. ii, A Prince-Rupert's-drop. .is a
tear of unannealed glass. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Tears,
the vitreous drops from the melting of the walls of a furnace.
6. With defining words, in special senses: as

glass tear [F. larme de verre], (a) a detonating
bulb (see DETONATING ///. a.) ; (t) a. pear-shaped
glass-drop used for ornament (Cent. Diet. 1891);
St. Lawrence's tears, a popular name for the Per-

seids, the meteors occurring about St. Lawrence's

day, Aug. 10
; tears of St. Peter, a West Indian

plant, Anthacanthus microphyllus ( Treas. Bot.} ;

tears of strong tuine, drops of liquid forming on the
inner sides of a glass partly filled with strong wine.
Also CROCODILE tears, JOB'S tears, JUNO'S tears.

1899 R. H. ALLEN Star Names 335 In the later Middle
Ages they were known as the Larmes de Saint Laurent,
Saint Laurence's Tears, his martyrdom upon the red-hot
gridiron having taken place on the loth of August, 258.
6. attrib. and Comb. : a. attributive, as tear-bath,

-drop, -flood, -fount, -spring ; b. objective and obj.
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j
gen., as tear-compeller ; tear-compelling, -creative,
-distilling, -falling (FALL v. 49), -shedding, -wiping
adjs. ; c. instrumental, as tear-baptized, -bedabbled,
-bedewed, -besprinkled, -blimleJ, -commixed, -com-

posed
1

, -Jewed, -dimmed, -distained, -dropped,
-drowned, -filled, -fraught, -freshened, -glistening,
-shot (cf. bloodshot), -stained, -stubbed, -swollen,
mashed, -wet, -worn, -wrung adjs. ; tear-nourish
vb.

; d. of other kinds, as tear-bright, tear-like,

tear-shaped, tear-thirsty (cf. bloodthirsty) a<ljs.
i6i4(jLAKi.Ksi/<"/'j.Von. Div. Poems(i7i7)35oMy'tears-
aplm:,! l.uve. a 1600 in Farr S.P. KHz. (1845) II. 444 Thou

let st me wash thy fecte in my 'teare-bath. a 1644 QUAKI fs
;

.So/. Recant, ch. xii. 5(1645) 58 To meet Thy tMr-Udabled
fun rals in the Street, c 1010 God Hears, etc. in Farr S. P.
7**' /(l848) no Thy "teares-bedewed praiers, And thy re.

I

pentantsighes.shallhaueaccesselieforethethroncof heaven.
1906 United Free Ch. Haf. Mar. 28/1 Crowds with tear-

bear her funeral pall. 1874 M. COLLINS Frances II. 191Her hazel eyes 'tear-bright with glee. 1868 Sweet
Anne Page I. 210 That "tear-compelling tragedy, a 1618

j

SYLVESTER Pantliea Author's Invoc. 5 In this "teare-com-
posed terrene Globe, a 1600 J. BRYAN in Karr S. P. Elii.
(1845) II. 333 Heare, heare with acceptation The *teare-
dew d words I speake. i8n W. BRISTOW Little Wanderer
n. She cannot sec my "tear-dim'd eye. 1593 SHAKS. Lucrecc
1586 About her *teare-distained eye Blew circles stream'd

J799
H. GURNKV Cupid f, Psycltc 10 (Jod.) No "tear-drop fills

his frozen eye. 1830 TENNYSON Talking Oak xii, A teardrop
trembled from its source, And down my surface crept. 1776
MICKLK tr. Camoens' Lusiad vn. 298 The *tear-dropt bough
hangs weeping in the vale. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bar/as n. i.

it. Imposture 406 His "tear-drown'd eyes, a night of Clouds
bedims. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, IV. ii. 66 "Teare-falling
Plttie dwells not in this Eye. a 1631 DONNI Valediction
n, No "teare-flouds, nor sigh-tempests move. 01600 J.
BRYAN in Farr S. P. Eliz. (1845) II. 334 My long "teare.
fraught eics Haue scene thy plagues redoble Vpon mine

TEAR.

Tree, .by and by droppeth and distilleth a certaine humor,
in a manner "tearlikc. 1873 E. BRENNAN Witch of Nemi,
etc. 70 For she "Tear-nourishes the bud her true love bare
Unto her lord. 1631 LITHGOW Trav. i. 5 *Teare-rent Sophyre,
Synon-like bctrayd What votall oathes, loues Sterne fort,
ne'er bewrayd. 1893 HODGES Elem. Plwtogr. (1907) 88
"Tear-shaped markings may be produced. 1598 DRAYTON
Heroic. Ep. Matilda to K. John, If all remorcelesse, no
"teare-shedding eie. My selfe will moane my selfe. 1840
BROWNING Sordello in. 744 Lashless eyes Inveterately*tear-
shot. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, u. iv. 16 He prepare My "teare-
staynd eyes, to see her Miseries. 1808 ADAH I. MENKEN
Infelicia (1883) 120 Take my cold, tear-stained face up to
yours. 1593 NASHE Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 12 That
which my *Teare-stubbed penne. .hath attempted. 1768 C.
SHAW Monody i. These "tear-swoln eyes beheld her fall. 1570
GOSSON Sch. Abust (Arb.) 49 Calling [Mars] the bloody God,
the angry God,. .7roAu6apu9 the "tearethirstyGod. 1755 J.
SHEBBEARE Lydia (1769) II. 431 The "tear-washed eye sur.
veyed the severe trials. 1630 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems
Wks. (171 1) 33 Her "tear-wet locks hang'd o'er her face. 1605
SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. i. Vocation 151 O contrite
heart's restorer ! *Tearswiping tame-griefe t 1786 BURNS
Lament viii, My toil-beat nerves, and "tear-worn eye. 18*3
BYRON Areo/Bronzt xiv, They voted . . "tear-wrung millions
why? for rent 1

e. Special Combs.: tear-bag, (a)
=

tear-pit; (6)= tear-gland; tear-duct, (a) the lachrymal or
nasal duct, which carries off tears from the eye to
the nose ; (b) the lachrymal canal, which supplies
tears to the eyes ; tear-gland, the lachrymal gland ;

tear-passage, = tear-duct
; tear-pit, the lachry-

mal or sub-orbital sinus found in many species of

deer, a fold or cavity beneath the inner corner
of the eye, containing a thin waxy secretion ;

=
LARMIER 2 ; tear-pump (slang) [cf. PUMP sb. 1

d,
v. 6], the source of tears shed effusively or in

feigned emotion; tear-punotum : see PUNCTCM
4 b ; tear-sac, =

tear-pit. See also TEAR-BOTTLE.
1893 LVDEKKER Horns r Hoofs 64 The lachrymal fossa

in which rests the gland termed the crumen, larmier, or
'

"tear-bag '. 1892 PallMMG. 30 Mar. 4/3 The treatment
of obstructions of the "tear passages. 1834 Penny Cycl. II.

69/1 The possession of lachrymal sinuses, or, as they are
vernacularly called with reference to the stag and fallow-
deer, "tear-pits,.. distinguishes the greater number of the
antelopes, 1903 FARMER Slang Diet. s.v., To work the
*
tear-pump, . . to weep. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surf. I. 348
The "tear puncta . . lie in contact with the ocular conjunctiva.

Tear (tej), sb? [f. TEAR z.i]
1. An act of tearing or rending ; the action of

tearing; hence, damage caused by tearing (or
similar violent action) ; usually in phr. tear and
wear, wear and tear, including- damage due both
to accident and to ordinary wear : see WEAR ; also

used^. in reference to body or mind.
1666 PEPYS Diary 29 Sept., The wages, victuals, wear and

tear. .will come to above 3,000,000. 1705 R. CROMWELL
Let. in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1898) XIII. 123 A third for wages
tare and ware, and upholding the stock. 1765 FOOTE Com-
missary i. Wks. 1795 II. 12 At that time of life, men can
bustle and stir..; it is the only tear and wear season. 1767
A. YOUNG Farmer's Lett, to People 282 With ease to the
horses, and not half the tear of irons, &c. 1874 BLACKIE
Self-Cult. 65 Plated work will never stand the tear and wear
of life. 1901 Scotsman 6 Mar. 9/7 The tear and wear of the
campaign is telling severely on the . . Yeomanry.

a 2<r' A lor"
l'an '"

I'
1 -'"

J
a rent < fissure.

1011 Core.
, De,chirure, a teare, a relit. 1755 JOHNSON,

,, \i" T'";
" ''""" I8*T Mks- CAMK.ON Pint, Tippet

V ach dui^ana'te'
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.
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$"*
1'i't.il., This copy has the title cut tOUtStufmtjimlut, few
slight tears in matins, in one case the tear extends lo text.

D. 1 u Hue along which a pla;e of c | ol h or the
like naturally tears.

"r ofihe one b"CT or''lo?'
W}M * *'***' WOU 'd

. An act of tearing, in senses 8 and 9 of the verb,
a. A rushing gallop or pace ; csp. in advb. phrase
full tear, full tilt, headlong, b. A spree /

slang}, c. A rage or passion ; a violent flurry, d.
Here may belong the Irish intcrjcctional phr. tear
andages Caches), wounds, expressing astonishment
a. iSjSDlcKKNsO. 7 TOM/ xxxiii, He could have, .galloped

away, full tear, to the next stage. 1891 Sat. Rev. 2 Jan
i 10/1 1 he rattling tear across country.

b. 1869 U. HAUTE 11mi Santa Claui.ctc. Wlu. (1872) 363
j

May be ye d all like to come over lo my house tr>night and
!

/
f 'f""'d- 8S Outing (U. S.) XXVII.

109/2 Ihen I should go on a tear a regular one you know
and not come home for three whole days. 1896 tfarmer's

Maf.XCH. 775/' Opt me off on a tear somehow, and by the
time I was sober again the money was 'most all gone.
0. 1880 W. Cornwall Clots, s. v. Taer,

' She got into a
i pretty taer'. 1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. III. 128 If
you keep quiet you may see a way out of the difficulty that
you most certainly would not if you got in a '

tare '.

Tear (teJ), a. and so$ Now techn. Forms : 5
ter, 5-6 tere, 5-7 teer(e, 6 teir, teyre, 7 teare,
7-8 tare, 7- tear. [Known c 1400; app. from
Du. or LG. : cf. MDu., MF1., MLG., LG. teer, tfr,
contracted from feeder, tlder fine, thin, delicate,
tender : cf. OE. Hedre, tydre, tydder tender.]
fA. adj. Fine, delicate; of the best quality.

(Said esp. of flour and hemp.) Obs.
c 1400 Trevisa't Hifden (Rolls) III. 9 Salomon his mete

|

was euery day brilty conies of clenc \v.rr. teer, tere, let)
;

floure and foure score corues of mele. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal.
lion. 1.542 Damisflure, tere pyle, quhairon thair lyis Peirle,
Urpnany qunilk euerie stall renewis. 1531 Tat. Eoor.
(Surtees) VI. 34, ij pare of harden sheltes, y pare of bempe
tere, and ij pare of lynan shettes. 1544 loid. 214 A pare ol
newe hempe tere shetes. 1541-1 in Lane. WilU (1857) 80A xj payre of teir hempen shells.

B. sb. (The adj. used absol.) Something of the
finest or best quality: fa. The finest wheaten
flour. Obs. b. The finest fibre of flax or hemp.
a, (: 1440 Promp. Pan. 489/1 Teere, of flowre, amolum.

1511 WHITINTON Gram. B vj, Pollis vclpollen..est idem in
trittco quodjtos in siligine, the tere of floure. 1511 Coventry
Leet Bk. 660 But on haly-cake, and that they pat no more
theryn but the Teyre of thre stryke of whele.
b. JS4J- in Lane. Wills (1857) 81, xxv teir of hempe

shppingis, 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xix. i, As for the good* lax indeed, which is the teere or marrow as it were within
of the Line. 1657 W. COLES Adam in Eden cclxxxi, Thebummer Hemp affbrdeth most Teere as they call it 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. 6), Tare of Flax, the finest dress'd part of
it made ready for the Spinner. 1805 Use/. Proi, in Ann.
Keg. 851/2 A machine for discharging a woolcomb or combs,
by separating the tears from the noiles. 1837 WHITTOCK,
etc. Z(*. Traiies (1842) 238 (Flax Dresser) The strike is to
pass through a fine hackle, and the hurds coming from
thence saved for middling cloth, and the tear itself for the
best linen.

Tear (tea), z>.l Pa. t. tore (toj), arch, and
dial, tare (tei). Pa. pple. torn (t<frn). Forms :

see below. [OE. ter-an, pa. t. tar, pi. txron, pa.
pple. toren, = OLG. "teran (MD., MLG. teren,
Du. teren, OHG. xeran (MHG, zeren, tern, Ger.
zehren) to destroy, consume, Goth, gatairan to

destroy. OTeut. *tcran (tar, td'ron, to'ran-) was
cognate with Gr. Siptiv to flay, OSlav. dera to tear

asunder, Skr. dar- to burst. The OE. pa. t. tier

(:tar) survived as tare to 1 7th c., when it gave
place in standard Eng. to tore, with * from pa.
pple. toren, torn : cf. fort, swore:. A weak pa. t.

and pple. tefede, tered, found in 1 5th c., are still

dialectal, along with a mixed form tered, tord.1
A. Illustration of Forms.

1. Infin.iaAPres.Sleni. i terau (teoran,tearan)
(3 fers. sing. tir, tyrp); 3-5 teren, 3 teoren,
3-6 tere, 4 teere, 5 teer, 6- .S^teir, 6-7 teare,
6- tear. dial. 7- tare, 9 teer, teear (tfr, tiki).
a 850 Lorica Gloss, in O. E. T. 172/3 Lacerandum, to

teorenne. c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxii. ( i He be tirS on
Sa brotan. (-950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark ix. 26 Suioe jetearende
bine. 975 Rnsh. Gosp. ibid., Monize teorende bine.
a looo Riddles xxii. 14 (Gr.) Fast and foroweard fealleb on
sidan daet ic [a plough] tobum tere. a 1050 Liber Scintill.

105 Hit tyrb ealswa snaca. a iaoo TereS [see B. 2]. \a 1115
Juliana 12 Ichulle leoten deor to teoren ant to luken be.]

,
. .. , .

1567 Satir. Poems Reform, xi. 58 With glowing gunne that
man to teir. i66a Rump Songs (1874)!. 192 To tare the
Rochet to such rags as these.

taar,

tar,
17-a

ocet to suc rags as tese.
2. fast Tense, o. 1-1 tor, 3-5 tar, 4-5 t

4-7 tare ; 6 St. (9 dial.) tor, 7- tore (9 dial,



TEAR.

Sc. tuir (t<tf)).
/V. i-' taeron, 3 tiere, 3-4

tare(n, 4 tare(n, 4-5 ter, 5 terre ; 5- same as

a. c 1000 jELFHic Gen, xxxvii. 29 Da taer he his clacSas

[L. scissis restitus}. ciooo in Cockayne Nut-rat. (1861) 15

Hie mid \>xm |>a men wundodon and taeron. __c 1273 LAY.

132

MS.) Hij ne shulle hem wib toob tere. c 144 <!<''"'
""

//!. viii. QI To tere her skynnes bothe. 1516 IINDALE

^/ar* ix. 20 As sone as the sprete sawe him, he tare him.

1573-80 BARET A hi. T 297 All his bodie is rent, or tome..

lacerate est toto corfore. 1697 DRVDKN Virg. Gcorg. ill.

an' a-tord the winder?

t d. Phr. To tear a (the) cat : to play the part
of a roistering hero

; to rant and bluster : cf. tear-
cat in TEAR- 2. Obs.
1590 SHAKS. Mitts. N. \. ii. 31, I could play Ercles rarely,or a part to teare a Cat in, to make all split. 1610 Histrio.,,,.

8 tilrrha is this you, would rend and teare the cat upon a
stage ?

2. To wound or injure by rending ;
to lacerate.

amnEcgbcrts Confessional 40 (Thorpe Laws II. 164)
Sif hyfewin] deade men teraS \laccravtrint\ a. 1030 Liber
Scintill

ij,
lerende weleras his he *efrem3 yfel. ,,1200

Moral 0*274 (Lamb.) peor beo naddren and snaken..pa
tere3 and freteS be uuele speken. 13.. A'. Alls. 5969 (Bodl.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) ix. 81 And there weren Marie Cle-

ophee and Marie Magdaleyne, and teren here heer. 14..

HOCCLEVE Compl. Virgin 239 A modir bat so soone hir cote

taar Or rente. [1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xn. x. 129 Hyr rosy

chekis to-tor and scartis sche.) c 1530 Hickscorner A ij b,

The knottes the skyn tare. 1611 BIBLE 2 Satu. xiil. 31 Ihe

king arose, and tare his garments. 1653-4 WHITELOCKE

Jrnl. Swed. Emb. (1772) I. 378 Three Dutch men of war

. ., whom she tore, and killed many of their men. 1828

Craven Glass, s. v. Tar, He tar his breeks to tatters.

0. 5 terede, terid, 6 teared, tearde, teard.

[01450 Alexander 4148 All baire tents it to-terid.) 1578

BOWES Let. to Burghley in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) IV. 317

The king, .teared his hairs. 1593 Pass. Morrice (1876) 78

Now tearde she her haire. 1599 M[OUFET] Submarines 73

Whilst herbage greene with vnseene teeth they teard.

3. Pa. pple. a. 1-7 toren, 5-8 torne, 5 toryn,

6- torn. P. 4 i-tore, 4-9 (now itiat.) tore. y.

5 teryd, 6 teard, 6-7 (9 dial.} teared, 9 dial.

tored.
o. \a TOGO Aldhebn Glass. 5386 in Napier

O. E. Glosses

135/2 Lacerari, totorenj c 1325 Deus Caritas 25 in E. E.

f. (1862) 127 Crist was toren vche a lym. 1489 CAXTON
SannesofAynwn ii. 62 Many heres pulled and many gownes
toren. 1499 Prowp. Parv. 522/2 (Pynson) Weryd or worne

or torne. 1619 S. ATKINSON Gold Mynes Scotl. (Bann. Cl.)

15 Forced andtorn from his bedd. <ti63l DONNE Hymn to

Christ i In what torne shipp
soever I embark. 1658 WOOD

Life May (O. H. S.) I. 253 Toren downe.

ft. 1387 TREVJSA Higdett (Rolls) IV. 331 Whan )>ey were

i-tore. a 1400 Leg. Rood (1871) 143
Til trie fruit weore tore

and toyled. c 1422 HOCCLKVE Mm. Poems (1892) 227 Hir
|

clothes hath shee al to-rent& tore. 1730 A. GORDON Maffets
Amfkith. 103 They were tore to pieces. 1777 Horx Slit-

secivx 427 (E. D. D.) Joan's pitcher is tore.

y. c 1440 Promfi. Parv. 522/2 Weryd, or teryd, or torvon.

a 1529 SKELTON Col. Cloute 1203 To be teared thus and
torne. 1358 PHAER &neid\\. D j b, By Grekes shall Troy
not now be teard. a 1649 DUUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks.

(1711) 37/1 Kingdoms got by wrongs, by wrongs are tear'd.

1879 Miss JACKSON Shrapsh. Word-bk. 432 I've tard my
throck. 1897 E. PHILLPOTTS Lying Propk. \. vi, Just a rag
tored off a petticoat.

B. Signification.
1. 1. trans. To pull asunder by force (a body

or substance, now esp. one of thin and flexible

consistence, as cloth or paper), usually so as to

leave ragged or irregular edges; to rend. (Ex-

pressing either partial or complete separation of

parts ;
in the latter case usually with adv. or advb.

phr., as to tear up, to tear in (or to) pieces, etc.)
c 1000 [see A, 2], 13.. Seuyn Sag. (W.) 782 The gre-

hound wolde nowt sessed be, Til that adder ware toren of
thre. c 1386 CHAUCER Shipmans T. 136 Though men me
wolde al in to pieces tere, a 1440 Sir Degrev, 1688 Leve
syre, where have 56 bene, Joure clothus to tere. 1530
PALSGR, 754/2 He hath torne my gowne a foote and more.

1593 SHAKS. Rom. ty Jul. v, iii. 35 By heauen I will teare
thee ioynt by ioynt. 1649 BP. REYNOLDS Serm. Hosea \.

32 The Serpent can sting, but he cannot teare in pieces.

1709 M. PIERREPOINT Let. to Mrs. Worthy in Lady M. \V. i

Montagu's Lett. Ixiii. 104 She will.. tear the letter, and
never answer it. 1777 COOK Voy. Pacific n. vii. (1784) I. 291
They are always careful to join the small pieces lengthwise,
which makes it impossible to tear the cloth in any direction
but one. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy f, It. Isl. III. 96 The
unpopular minister of finance was torn in pieces by the mob.
1857 HUGHES Tom Brown i. vii, Engaged in tearing up
old newspapers, .into small pieces. 1902 BUCHAN Watcher
by Threshold 268 The boy had torn his clothes.

b. transf. To make (a hole, etc.) by tearing.
1593 SHAKS. Rich. If, v. v. 20 How these vaine weake

nailes May teare a passage through the Flinty ribbes Of
this hard world. Mod. You've torn a hole in my coat.

c. To break (a hard solid body) by force or
violent impact ; to shatter, split, rive. Now dial.

1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castankeda's Conq, E. Ind. i.

Ixxi. 145 b, Their Fregates . . were torne in pieces and sunke.
1588 SIR W. WYNTER Let. to J. Hawkyns 28 Feb. (P.R.O.),
This winters weather, .hath, .torn many of our blocks, pul-
leis and sheevers. a 1600 HOOKI-:R Answ. to Travers
25 As water spilt or poured into a torn dish, c 1626

Dick of Devon, i. ii. in Bullen 0. PI. (1883) II. 16
From the armed winds an hoast brake forth which tare their

shipps and sav'd ours. 1746 FRANCIS tr. Horace, Art of
Poetry 642 Like a baited Bear, If he hath Strength enough
his Den to tear. 1828 Wheeler's itlag. Nov. 481 In this

county [Hampshire] break is used for tear, and tear for

tearing the wood when cutting against the grain.

al'sot. ciooo /ELFRIC Horn. 11.532 Ne sceal he teran ne

bitan swa swa wulf. 1545 BRINKLOW Compl. 46 b, 1 o teare

lyke bearys, and to byte lyke cruel woluys.

3. In variousy?^. applications; esp., in later use,

to split into parties or factions.

c 1000 St. BasiCs Admonitia v. (1849) 46 Ne 5u hine ne

tsel ne ne ter mid wordum. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidaiie's

Comm. 122 The members of the churche tore a sondre.

'593 SHAKS. Kick. II, in. iii. 83 Though you thinke, that

all, as you haue done, Haue torne their Soules. 1602

Ham. in. ii. ii To see a robustious Pery-wig-pated Fellow,

tear a Passion to tatters. 1609 Ev. Woman in Hum.
D iij, A Rogue . .so tearing the sence, I neuer met with. 1697
DRYDEN Yirg. Georg. u. 707 Nor, when contending Kindred

tear the Crown, Will set up one, or pull another down. 1779
Mirror No. 21 f 2 My sneezing, .which, she said, tore her

poor nerves in pieces. 1845 S. AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Kef.
III. 113 Christendom itself was torn with divisions. 1908

Daily Nms 24 Mar. 6 He, too, tears his finish, while he

still has his old fault.

t b. To tear (the name of) God, the body of

Christ, etc. : to blaspheme ; esp. to swear pro-

fanely by Christ's limbs, etc. Obs.

CI32S Song ofMercy 150 in E. E.P. (1862) 123 We stunt

nober for schame ne drede To teren vr god from top to to.

[c 1386 CHAUCER Pard. T. 146 It is grisly for to heere hem
swere Oure blissed lordes body they to-tere.] 1539 [see

TEARING vbl. sb) i]. 1557 F. SEAGER Sch. Verttie xi. C vij,

What better art thou for this thy swearyng Blasfamouslye,
the name of god tearyng ? a 1624 Bp. M. SMITH Strut.

(1632) 126 Did not the Spaniards sweare, and curse, and
teare God ?

o. Used of the effect of sounds, esp. loud or
'

piercing
'

noises, on the air, etc. :
= REND v. 4 b.

1591 SHAKS. Rom. \ Jnl. n. ii. 162 Else would I teare the

Caue where Eccho lies,..With repetition of my Romeo.

1607 Cor. v. iii. 151 To teare with Thunder the wide
Cheekes a' th' Ayre. 1671 MILTON Samson 1472 What

-
noise or shout was that ? it tore the Skic. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg~. Georg. iv. 665 All her fellow Nymphs the Mountains
tear With loud Laments. 1812 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Praise

Chimneysweepers, A shout that tore the concave.

d. To harrow, wound,
' rend

'

(the heart, soul,

feelings, etc.).
1666 BUNVAN Grace Ab. 46 Now was I tore and rent in

heavy case for many days together. 1718 POPE Iliad xxn.

526 Grief tears his heart. 1859 HELPS Friends in C. Ser. IT.

I. i. 28 That man torn by domestic affliction. 1872 BLACK
Adv. Phaeton xi, The young man is torn asunder with
doubts and fears.

4. To tear (out} the hair in a frenzy of grief or

anger : now a hyperbolical expression.
cxooo Judith 281 He ba. .on;an his feax teran hreoh on

mode & his hraegl somod. c 1330 K. Tars 100 He tar the
her of hed and berd. c 1489 CAXTON Soicnes of Aymon \.

34 He..wrange his handes and pulled his berde and tare
alle his heres. 1580 LYLY Euphites (Arb.) 374 He tare his

haire, rent his clothes. 1700 DRYDEN Pal. ff Arc. I. 523
He roared, he beat his breast, he tore his hair. 1848
THACKERAY Van. Fair Ii, She might tear her long hair and
cry her great eyes out. 1855 R^ose fy King ix, Bulho began
to cry bitterly, and tore quantities of hair out of his head.

5. To pull, wrench, or drag by main force from
its attachment or fixed place. (With various advbs.
or preps, according to sense.)
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) Apr). XX. 188 Hare fon come here,

Adoun of his hors henrt hi tere Mid yrene crokes. 1:1400
Rom. Rose 7315 That men ne may in no manere Teren the
wolf out of his hide, c 1400 Destr. Troy 1966, 1 shuld tere
out bi tunge and bi tethe euyn. 1x1425 Cursor M. 9072
(Trin.) My Kingis robe of me ?e tere. a 1533 Ln. BERNERS
Hnon Iv. 188 He.. tare of helmes & strake out braynes.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. ll. x. 36 The noble braunch from th'

antique stock was torne Through discord. 1614 RALEIGH
Hist. World \\. (1634) 481 A great Earth-quake, which did
teare downe halfe an Hill. 16*7 WooDiy4(O.H.S.)II. 121,!
find many leaves .. toren out. 1699 DAMPIER Voy. II. in.
vi. 67 By tearing up the Trees by the Roots. 1704 SWIFT
Bait. Bks. Misc. (1711) 239 Who had tore off his Title.

Page. 1705 ADDISON Italy 7 (tr. Lucan i.) Ships from their
Anchors torn. 1821 SCOTT Kenilw. xl, I could tear out
mine eyes for their blindness ! 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Etig.
iii. 1. 387 The porters, .tore down the placards in which the
scheme was announced. 1899 Allbult's Syst. Med. VIII.
872 They [molluscan tumours] may be easily torn out of the
skin when mature.

b. fig. To take away or remove by force or vio-
lence

; to force ; refl. to force oneself away.
1574 HELLOWES Gueuara's Fain. Ep. (1577) 310 Despiteful

wordes that . . breake her hart, & teare y teares out of her
eyes. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. HI. ii. 287 What, will you teare
Impatient answers from my gentle tongue? 1647 MAY
Hist. Part. i. vii. 77 Ha King will suffer men to be torne
from him, he shall never have any good service done him.
1797 MRS. RADCLIFFR Italian i, At length he tore himself
away. 1829 LYTTON Denereux in. ii, I think I see her now,
as she stood the moment after 1 had torn myself from her
embrace. 1888 ].?KmMyst.Mirbridgelf&. Tauchn.) II. it
27 Before the gentlemen come in and tear you away from me.
6. intr. To perform the act of tearing ; to make

a tear or rent. To tear at, to continue to pull at
in order to rend or lacerate.
1526 Pitgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 258 b, Ye, and manymoo sorowes dyd teare & thryll thorowe her herte. 1848

TEAR-.

W. E. BURTON Waggeries, etc. 25 (Farmer; They . .

kept on
learin at each other like a pack o' wolves. 1867 AUG. J. E.
WILSON Vaskti xxxi, His hands, partially confined, were
tearing at the inflamed flesh.

7. intr. (for reft, and pass.} To become torn or

rent ; dial, to burst asunder, split, snap, break.

1526 Pilgr. Pcrf. (W. de W. 1531) z6ob, His handes &
fete dyd rent & teare for the weyght of his hlessed body.
1703 MOXON Mech, Exerc.

i^cj
The Boards will Tear or

Shake, which is in vulgar English, Split or Crack. 1710 J.
CLARKE Rohattit's Nat. Phil. (1729) I. 229 Cloths and other
Stuffs of this Colour must tear and wear sooner than those
of any other Colour. 1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796)
III. 352 Veil before the capsule swells, 4-sided; afterwards
It tears into 2, 3, or 4 segments. 1838 URUMMOND in Mag.
Zool. ff Bot. II. 156 If attempted to be restored without
. . being first damped, the specimen tears through the
middle. 1865 KINGSLEV Herew, vi, AH of a sudden. .the

clouds rose, tore up into ribands, and . . blew clean away.
II. 8. intr. t To rant and bluster as a roisterer

(0ds.); + to vociferate (obs.} ; to 'go on' violently,
to rave in anger or excitement, to rage (dial.\
1601 B. JONSON Poetaster in. iv, Hee will teach thee to

teare and randj Rascall, to him. 167* DRYDEN Marriage
(i'la*Mode MI. i, Three tailors., who were tearing out as
loud as ever they could sing. 1690 Andros Tracts I. 207
Towns . . which Rant and Tear at a great rate, because of a
smalt Rate. 1736 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (1783) s.v. Tear,
To rant, or tear along, tumnltuor^ de&acchor, vocifera-

tionibus mas incessu itnflere. 1853 THACKERAY &" num.
i. (1858) 33 He goe% through life, tearing, like a man pos-
sessed with a devil. 1897 G. BARTRAM People o/Cl<>j>ton v.

132 She stamped and foamed, and swore and tore.

9. intr. To move with violence or impetuosity ;

to rush or ' burst
'

impetuously or violently, colloq.
Sometimes with the notion of a force that would tear its

way through obstacles.

1599 MASSINGER, etc. Old Law v. i, The nimble fencer

this, that made me tear And traverse 'bout the chamber'?

1637 SUCKLING Aglaura v. i, (Stage direct.) Enter, tear,

ing in, Pasithas. 1770 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary Nov., I

cannot bear to see Othello tearing about in that violent

manner. 1786 tr. Btckford's b'nthek 56, I thought I heard
. . the shrieks of a thousand bats, tearing from their crannies.

1841 THACKERAY Miss Tickletoby's Lect. ix, Edward came
tearing down to the borders on the news. 1877 A. B.
EDWARDS Up Nile vi. 142 The boat tears on before the
wind. 1894 FENN / Alfine Galley I. 43 This river tore

down the narrow valley with headlong violence. 1901 H.
FURNISS Con/ess. Caricaturist I. iii. 79 The animals snorted
. . and , . tore off. . at a tremendous rate.

Tear (tl*j), v. 2 Now rare. [f. TEAR j^. 1
]

1 1. intr. To shed tears, to weep. Obs. or dial.

950 Lindisf. Gos. John xi. 35 Tzeherende [Rushiv.
teherende] uaes se haelend. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Mankode
ii. Ii. (1869) 95, I bigan to tere and to weepe and to sigh.

1599 T. M[OUFET] SHkwormes 9 Its mother..Who absent
blear'd and tearM as much for him. a 1660 Contemp.
Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archaeol. Soc.) II. 60 Eneas himself., too
often teared for the losse of Troye. 1719 HAMILTON in

Christ. Instructor (1832) 694 Some of them were so
affected that they teared also. 1806 COCK Simple Strains

(1810) I. 103 (E.D.D.), I fell in wi' Geordy Brown, And
he, poor saul, was tearin'.

f b. trans. To pass (time) in weeping. Obs.

1575 GASCOIGNE Fruite of Fetters iii, I teare my time (ay
me) in prison pent.

o. Of the eyes : To shed or emit tears.

c 1000, 1537 [see tearing ppl. a. below], 1650 in Ritchie
Ck. St. Baldred(\W*$ 86 Putting sneishen in his eyes tg

mak them tear. 1879 [see tearing vbl. sb. below].

2. trans. To fill or sprinkle with or as with tears.

(.1620 Z. BOYD Zion's Flowers (1855) 112 Feare teares

/our eyes. 18 . . Century Mag. XXXVII. 54
The lorn lily teared with dew.
your eyes. 18 . . Century Mag. XXXVII. 545 (Cent. Diet.)
Che lorn lily teared with dew.

Hence Tea-ring vbl. sb. and ///. a.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 79 Wi5 tyrende ea^an, genim J>a

ylcan wyrte betonican. ijay ANDREW Brunswyke's Distylt.
Waters Civb, The same is good put in the iyen agaynst
tering iyen.

a 1660
Contemf.

Hist. Irel. (Ir. ArchJcoT. Soc.)

II. 135 The tearinge and fatherlie intercession of the saide

religious persons. 1879 St. George^s Hosfi. Rep. IX. 778 A
white spot formed on the cornea, along with much '

tearing
'

and '
fear of light '.

Tear, obs. form of TEEB v.
t
to plaster, smear.

Tear-, the stem of TEAR z/.l in comb.
1. With adv., forming sbs. or adjs., as tear-away,

adj. t characterized by impetuous speed, tearing

(cf. TEAR v^ 9) ; sb.t one who or that which
*
tears

'

or rushes away, or acts with great impetu-

osity ; tear-off, adj., adapted to be torn off;

sb., a sheet or slip of paper so attached as to be

easily torn off; tear-up sb,, an uprooting ;
a violent

removal (Cent. Diet. 1891).
1833 T. HOOK Parson's Dau. HI. vii, To mount a great

*tear-away chestnut horse. 1891 N. GOULD Double Event

67 The tearaway (a horse] of that morning . . had suddenly

developed into a mild, affectionate creature. 1901 S. F.

BULLOCK Irish Past. iv. 100 Now that lassie's a tear-away.

1903 Windsor Mag. Sept. 394/2 The substitutes also were

tear-away bowlers, but they were not so fast as the first

pair. 1889 Pall Mall G. 21 Dec. 3/1 Blotting pads, with

a *tear-oflt engagement-sheet at the side.

2. With sb. in objective relation, forming sbs.

or adjs., as ftea*r-brain : see quot. ; tear-brass a.,

rowdy, prodigal; tear-bridge a. t
that tears or

destroys bridges : used as epithet of a river; tear-

cat, aay.j swaggering, ranting, bombastic (see

TEAR z.' id); sb. t
a bully, swaggerer, 'fire-

eater
'

; f tear-mouth, an epithet applied to a

ranting actor; f tear-placket, ? a cutpurse; ftear-
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TEARABLE.

rogue, ?a roistering disreputable fellow; + tear-

throat, adj. ,
that '

tears
'

or irritates the throat ; sb.,

a ranting actor
; tear-thumb, two species of Foly-

gonuiii native to North America (and Asia), the

halberd-leaved tear-thumb, P. arij'olium, and the

arrow-leaved, f. sagittatuin ;
so called from the

hooked prickles on the petioles and angles of the

stems.

1796 G. M. WoODWAcm Kcftiitric
Kxcurt. So Another

urious liquor called "tear-brain, composed entirely of Rum
./id Iliandy. 1880 T. HAUUY Trumpet-Major ix ( To.,
provide coods for liis breaking, and house-room and drink

or his "lear-brass M:I. 1598 SvLvesihn /' Bartas 11. ii.

JH. Colonies 429 The di'pry verges Of 'tear bridge Tygri*.
1606 DAY //eo/Ciils Prol. (1881) 6, I had rather heare two

Kood baudie icsls then a whole play of such 'teare-cat

thunderclaps. 1611 MIDDLKTON S: DKKKKK KoaringGirt
D.'s Wks. 1873 III. 215 D. What's thy name fellow souldier ?

7". I am cal'd by those who haue seen my valour, Tear-Cat.
1811 SCOTT Kenilw. xii, A man of mettle one of those

ruHliiiH tear-cats, who maintain their master's quarrel with
sword and buckler. 1601 Ii. JONSON Poetaster III. iv, You
grow rich, doe you? and purchase, you two-Denny *teare-

mouth ? 1819 SCOTT Let. to Southey 4 Apr., in Lockhart,
A copper-laced, twopenny tearmouth. c 1600 DAY Begg.
Betinall Gr. iv. i, 1 have spent many a gray groat of
honest swaggerers and "tear-Plackets.. that I never drunk
for. 1685 Drpos.fr. Cast. York (Surtees) 275 He was a
Monmouth "teare-rogue, and.. had raysed men.. for Moil-

mouth's service. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) 1'raise Hftttp-
seed Wks. III. 65 The *teare-throat cough and tUick, From
which, to health men are restor'd by Physicke. 1654 GAYTON
Pleas. Notes i. vii. 24 The Poets of the Fortune and red

Bull, had alwayes a mouth-measure for their Actors (who
were terrible tearc throats). 1866 Trtas. Bot. t

* Tear.thund<.

Tearable (teVrab'l), a. [f.
TEAR z>.i + -ABLE.]

Capable of being torn.

1859 [implied in UNTEARABLE]. 1895 Daily News 7 Jan.
3/3 Everything that was breakable was broken in fragments,
and everything tearable torn in pieces,

Tear-bottle (tI'J|b(; t'l). A bottle containing
tears (cf. Ps. Ivi. 8

'

put my tears into thy bottle ');

also trans/. ; spec. LACHRYMATORY B. i, applied
to small bottles or phials, such as are found in

ancient tombs, supposed, with doubtful correctness,
to have contained tears shed for the deceased.

1658 fsee LACHRYMATORY B. i]. l66a J. BARGRAVE Pope
Alex. f//(i867) 122 Called lackiymalorij, or tear-bottles,
because the friends and relations of the defunct were in

ancient time accustomed at the funeral to carry each of them
a lachrymatorlo in his hand, to save his tears that he shed
for his deceased friend, and then leave those bottles behind
them with the immuralld corps. 1884

' H. COLLINGWOOD
'

Under Meteor Flag 259 Stow away the tear-bottles, coil

down all tender feeling out of sight. aitrib. 1904 BUDGB
yd <r +th Egypt. Rooms Brit. Mus. 35 Glass vessels.. of

the well-known lacrimariunt, or 'tear-bottle' type, and

belonging to the Roman period.

Tearce, obs. form of TERSE, TIERCE.

Teard, -e, obs. pa. t and pa. pple. of TEAK vl

Teare, obs. form of TEAR, TIER.

Tearer (teT3j). [f.
TEAR v.1 + -ER V]

1. One who or that which tears or rends.

In quot. 1828 applied to a (? canine) tooth; in quot. 1862,

to a mechanical device for tearing something; in quot. 1886

to a '

tearing
'

cold.

1615 MASSINGUR New Way v. i, I know you are a tearer.

But I'll have first your fangs pared off, and then Come
nearer to you. 1682 Sec. Plea Nonconf. 4 The Tearers of

the Church have made at me, ..but. .have hurt their Nails

and Fingers. 1719 D'URFRY Pills II. 81 To Wearers and
Tearers Of Manteau and Gown. 1818 FLEMING Brit. Zool.

pin the lower jaw [of the badger], the bruiser is small, the

chewer large, and there is an additional tearer. 1861 Jrnl.
Soc. A rts X. 329/2 The doughy mass is put into an iron

box, or tearer, in which an iron cylinder, with iron teeth,

rapidly revolves, tearing it into shreds. 1886 C. KEENB
Let. in Life xi. (1892) 359, I suppose I've been boasting of

my immunity from colds, for I've just had a tearer, so hoarse

that I couldn't sound a note.

t b. Tearer of God, a blasphemer or profane
swearer (see TEAR o.1 3 b). Obs.
a 1550 Hye Way to StyttelH. 851 in Hazl. E.P.P. IV. 61

These blasphemers and these God terers. 1570 FOXE A. ty

M. (ed. a) 2303/1 Blasphemous and abominable swearers

or rather tearers of God.
2. A person who tears or rushes along or about

;

a ranter, roisterer, swaggerer, bully.
i6s, 1681 [see sense \\ 1664 COTTON Scarron. i. Poet Wks.

(1717) 8 A huffing Jack, a plund'ring Tearer. 1693 CONGRKYK
Old Back. iv. ix, Hist ! hist ! bully; dost thou see those

tearers [Araminta and Belinda masked] ? 1818 WEBSTER,
Tearer, . . one that rages or raves with violence. 1862

M'GILVRAY Poems (ed. 2) 56 (E.D.D.) For faith she is a

tearer, She frights the very swine.

Tearful (tiuful), a. [f.
TEAR sb?- + -FUL.]

1. Full of tears; weeping; lachrymose.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia ill. (1598)372 My Pyrocles said she

(with tearefull eyes and pitlifulfcountenance). 1597 J. PAYNE

Royal Exch. 28 Sory and fearefull, yea penitent and teare-

full. 17*6 POPE Odyss. xxi. 233 With tear full eyes o'er all

their master gaz'd. 1855 HT. MARTINEAU Autobiog. ii.

(1877) 30 The old folks and their daughters came out to

meet us, all tearful and agitated. 1884 Mem. f'r. Alice

16 The parting was tearful, but full of hope.

2. Causing tears ; mournful, melancholy. ? Obs.

i6n CHAPMAN 7/iorfxix. sisThen the warre, was tearefull

to our foe, But now to me.

Hence Tea-rfolly adv., in a tearful manner, with

tears ; Tea-rfulness, the state of being tearful.

1810 L. HUNT Indicator No. 37 (1822) I. 296 A breath-

ing tearfulness. 1835 LYTTON Kienzi I. i, Anxiously and

133

tearfully he looked. .up the steep ascent of the Avemine.

1863 MONSELL //>'/, *O worship tin Lord' iv, Morning*
of joy. .for evenings oftavfulMM

Tearing (te'rirj),^/.^.
1
[f.TEAR z/.l + -ING 1.]

1. The action of TEAU v. l
y
in various senses.

14.. Beryn 644 The warrok .. held hynt right a square,

by Jjat othlr syde, As hoUum was at that tyinc, for tereing
of his hy<lf. 1539 ToNSTAt-L Serin. Palm Suttd. (1823) 80

The learynye ofgoddis name, and particular mention of all

the woundcs and peynes that C'hnsie suffered for v*. 1768
KR Lt. Nat. (1834) 1. 640 Tcarings of ravenous 1>

slings of venomous serpents. 1904 BENSON C/ialloners ix, It

. .cut like a blunt knife with sawing and tearing.

2. The result of this action : a. A wound made

by tearing, b. A fragment torn off.

1607 Toi-suLL/tfwrj/C Keastt (1658) 3^6 Their flesh also

being eaten, doih quickly cure and heal the bitings or tear-

ings of a ravenous DOR. 1891 E. AK.NOLO Lt. p/iyorkiw.
103 Truth, Lord ! but crumbs fall, and the dogs may cat

The children's tearings 1

3. attrib. Tearing-machine : see quot.
1877 KNIGHT Diet. MecA. t Tearing-machine , a machine

for disintegrating woven fabric to make fiber for reworking.

Tea'ring,///.^.
1

[f.
TEAR v.i+ -ING '<] That

tears, in various senses of the verb.

1. Generally (chiefly in_/f^. applications); esp.
that wounds the feelings ; severely distressing,

harrowing ; also, causing
a sensation as of

rending.
i6o6SiiAKs. Ant. ffCl. iv. xiv. 31 She.. Then in thetnidd *t

atearing grone did breake The name of Anthony. 1686 BUR-
NET Lett, (1708) 235 The tearing Anxieties, that Want brings
with it. 1736 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (1783) s.v., A tearing,
or

very loud, voice, vox stentora vincens, 1839 MRS. CAR.
LVLB Lftt.i to Mrs. Aitken *i Nov.^toos) I. 86 One might
think one's maid's tears could do little for a tearing head*
ache; but they do comfort a little. 1898 AllbutCs Syst.
Med.V. ii The cough [in bronchitis is described] as 'tearing'.

2. Of a wind or storm : So violent as to tear

things up or in pieces ; raging.
1633 T. JAMES Voy. 29 We had a tearing storme at North.

1889 HARRIS Window in Thrums aoi A tearing gale had
blown the upper part of the brae clear.

3. Moving with impetuous speed ; rushing.
1765 STERNE Tr. Shandy VII. xix, You do get on at a

tearing rate. 1876 WorldV. No. 106. 18 Soon afterwards
the band began to play a tearing galop the sign of the
conclusion. 1887 T. A. TROLLOPE Wh<\t I remember II.

iv. 66 Readers who are not in such a tearing hurry as the

unhappy world is in these latter days. 1908 ll'cstrn. Gas,
ii Aug. 10/3 To that [traffic] there has lately been added
the tearing motor.'buses.

4. Violent or reckless in action or behaviour ;

TEASE.
1 the favourite colours are imperial yellow, Nile Uue, tea

rose ami cardinal. 1900 St. JameS <,a*. 31 Sept. 6/a A
\

bolero of Ua-rose silk.

Tearae, obs. i. TIEHCE. Teart, obs. and dial,
f. TABT. Teartane, obs. f. TABTAN

" "

Now

full of excitement ; headstrong, passionate ;
rant-

ing, roistering; boisterous, rollicking, exuberant.

toltoq* or slang. (Now rare.)
*

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. xxi. 271 Some tearing
Tragedy full of fights and skirmishes. 1667 PEPVS Diary
7 Oct., There was so much tearing company in the house,
that we could not see the landlady. 1673 S. C. Art of
Complaisance 65 Like the two tearing fellows which the

poet had designed for the characters of gentlemen. 1790
Bystander 343 Half a dozen young tearing rascals. 1813
SCOTT /Vwrr/xxxviii, So in stole this termagant, tearing

gallant 1869 J. R. GREEN Lett. 111. (1901.1 232, 1 am in such

tearing spirits at the prospect of freedom.

b. Impressive, splendid, grand ;

*

"ppi"g
'

'rattling', 'stunning', cottoq. or slang. (Nowraw.)
1693 Hwnours Town icoThat so she may make a notable

Figure, and a taring show the next Sunday in the Village-
Church. 1711 AMHERST Terrx Fil. No. 33 (1754) 176 Persons
..who cut a taring figure in silk-gowns, and bosh it about
town in lace ruffles, and flaxon lye-wigs. 1850 GUMMING
Hunter** Life S. A/r. (1002) 29/1 A large bright comet,
having a tearing, fiery tail. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 270/2
A mighty fine woman and a tearing beauty besides.

6. quasi-oafo. Furiously. (Ci. raving mad.)
1691 R. L'ESTRANGE Fables ccxtv. 2ii Tliis Bull.. that

ran Tearing Mad for the Pinching of a Mouse.

Tearing, vbl. s&.'2 and ppl. a? : see TEAR z>.2

Tearless (tiules), a. [f. TEAR sbl + -LESS.]
Void of tears; shedding no tears, not weeping.
1603 NORTH Plutarch (1612) 1123 This dayes iourney

was called for them the tearelesse battell. 1591 SYLVESTER
Du Bartas i. ii. 870 Canst thou tear-lesse gaze, .on that

prodigious blaze, That hairy Comet? 1743 SHENSTONE
Elegies xix, Ye saw with tearless eye When your fleet

perish'd on the Punic wave. 1868 LYNCH Rivulet cxxxn. vt

A star, that.. Shines., to point thy way On to the tearless

country bright.
Hence Tea'riessly adv., in a tearless manner,

without weeping ; Tea-rleues, the quality or

condition of being tearless.

1853 C. BRONTE Villette xxx, He watched tearlessly.

1894 Westtn. Gaz. i Mar. 3/1 What could be more . . tear-

lessTy pathetic ?

Tearlet (tl*ulet). [f.
TEAR j. l + -LET.] A little

or tiny tear.

1858 BAILEY The Age 201 The sun's bright tearlets.

Tearm, Team, obs. ft. TERM, TARN.

Tea-roller, etc. : see TEA sb. 9 c.

Tea'-ro'se, tea rose. A variety (or group of

varieties) of cultivated rose, derived from the species
Rosa indica, var. odorata, having flowers of a pale

yellow colour, with a delicate scent supposed to

resemble that of tea. Originally, tea-scented rose.

1850 Florist Aug. 101 The delicate and odorous Tea Rose
fated to be admired and to languish in the drawing-room.
1881 Garden ii Mar., Tea Roses may be pruned in April.

b. The colour of this rose. Also attrib.

1884 Chr. World Fam. Circle 4 Nov. 260/4 Amongst

.

Tear (tiTi), a.
[f. TEAK j*.

used with tears

, .

1. Full of or suffus

.i + -Y.]

s; tearful.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 793 (821) She can for Borwe
anon Hire teryface alwixc hire armeshyde. 41541 WYATTHow Lover perishetk in his delight, With my teary eyn,
swulnc, and vnstable, 1848 LOWKLL Bigleiu /*/. Ser. i.

Courtin' xxi, All kin' o' smily roun' the lips An' teary loun'
the lashes. 1863 W. MILLAR in Whittle Binkit (1890) I.

473 My e'eaw dim and learic. 1890 I'.illMallG. 18 Dec.
v/i As we drop down the grey Thames we aie a teary and
a melancholy company.
2. Of the nature of or consisting of tears, rare.

(-1410 LYOC. Story of Thebes HI. Chaucer
'

Wks. (1560)

372/.Z
Whan the stormes, and the leary shoure Of her

weping, was somwhat otiergon. 1594 CONSTABLE Sottn. v.

viii, And on the shoare of that salt tearie sea. a 1600
MoNTGOMERiE Mitt, Poems xxxviL 4 A tearie fluid does
blind thir ees of myne. 1830 Crater's Mag. I. 503 Did the
God of Hell., weep., the iron sleet of teary shower?

Teasable (trzab'l), a.
[f. TEASE Z/. 1 + -ABLE.]

Capable of being teased.

1865 G. MACDONALD A. Forbes viii, Children.. are ready
to tease any child who simply looks leasable.

Tea-sage to Tea-sorub : see TEA sb. 90.
Tease, sb. Also 7-9 teaze. [f.

TEASE z>.*]

1. The action of teasing, f Upon the tease, uneasy
from trifling irritation (obs,}. rare.

1693 C. MATHER Wond. Im'ts. World (\Mn) 162 After she
had undergone a deal of Teaze from the Annoyance of the

Spectre. 1706 MRS. CEKTLIVRE Basset-Table in. ^There's
i One upon the Teaze already. 1707 Platonick Lady v.

61, I left her upon the Teaze. 1878-9 LAMER Poemt, Indi.

I'iiiuatity 10 No pitiless tease of risk or boKomry.
2. A person addicted to teasing ; one who irritates

another in a trifling or sportive way. coUoq.
1851 DICKENS Bleak Ho. xxx, What a teaze you are. 1899

Miss HARRAUEN Fowler n. v. 190, 1 am a tease by nature.

Tease (tfz), z>.* Forms: i t&Ban, 4-5 tese, 5

toese, 7 teise, 7-9 teize, teaze, 8 teez, teas, 6-
tease. [OE. txsan to tear or pull to pieces,
tease (wool, etc.), wk. vb. =OLG. +ttsan (MLG.,

' LG. tesen, MUu. then, Du. tcezcn to draw, pull,

scratch, NFris. tiese\ OHG. ztisan str. vb., MHG.
zcisen wk. vb., Ger. dial. (Bav.) zaisen,

(Schade) to tease, pick wool : OTeut. *taisjan and
*fai$an ; cf. also TOASE v

.]

1. trans. To separate or pull asunder the fibres

of; to comb or card (wool, flax, etc.) in prepara-
tion for spinning ;

to open out by pulling asunder ;

to shred.
c looo Sax. Lcechti. III. 112 Kim banne wulje & tses by.

?ci39o Forme ofCttry in Warner Antiq. Culin. (1791) 17
Take the brawn, and tese it smaL 14.. Noble Bk. Cookry

(Napier 1882) 102 Then teese the braun of capon or benn
small. 1591 PERCIVALL Sf>. Diet., Carmenar%

to picke wooll,
to tease wooll, cartninare. 1611 WOOPALL Sttrg, Mate
Wks. (1653) 344 Take Saffron .. then tease it, I mean, pull
the parts thereof asunder. 1634 MILTON Cowtts 751 To
ply The sampler, and to teize the huswifes wooll. 1683
MOXON Meek. Exerc.. Printing xxiv. p 19 [HeJ Teizes his

|

Wooll, by opening all the .. malted knots he finds in it.

i8a8 P. CUNNINGHAM IV. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 151 While
teasing out the tobacco-leaf to charge his pipe. 1851
Art Jrnl. Illustr. CataL. p. iv**/a The quick moving cards
teaze out the fibres, and gradually, very gradually, disen-

tangle them. 1875 HUXLEY & MARTIN Elem. Biol. xi.

(1876) 122 Tease out a bit of the liver in water, and examine
with i obj. 1893 A. N. PALMER Hist. Wrexkam IV. 10

The flax dressers prepared the flax for the linen spinners
and weavers by

'

teasing
'

it.

b. To comb the surface of cloth, after weaving,
with teasels, which draw all the free hairs or fibres

in one direction, so as to form a nap.
'755 JOHNSON. Tease,..to scratch clotb in order to level

the nap. 1829 J. L. KNAPP Jrnl. Nat. 48 Many of these

[teasel] heads are fixed in a frame; and with this the

surface of the cloth is teased, or brushed, until all the ends
are drawn out. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. III. 172
Blankets were made of goats'-wool, teased into a satiny
surface by little Teazel-like brushes of bamboo.

f c. To tear in pieces. Obs.

a 1550 Hye Way to
Sfyttel

//. 888 in Hail. E. P.P. IV.

63 Lyke as wolues the snepe dooth take and tease.

2. To worry or irritate by persistent action which
vexes or annoys ; now /. in lighter sense, to disturb

by persistent petty annoyance, out of mere mischief

or sport ; to bother or plague in a petty way.
1637 [see TEASED 2]. 1679 C. HATTON \nH.Corr. (Camden)

210 After be had thus teised them for 2 or 3 houres he left

them. 1686 tr. Ckardin's Trav. Persia 162 Teizing me for

two Hours together with a Thousand Impertinencies. 1710
SWIFT Lett. (1767) III. 23 Lord Halifax is always teazmg
me to go down to his country house, which will cost me a

i guinea to his servants, and twelve shillings coach hire.

I 1774 PENNANT Tottr Scot, in 1772, 283 The violent squall*

j
of wind . . teized us for an hour. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.
Hist. IV. 74 To avoid teizing the reader with a minute

description. 1782 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary 8 Dec, [They]
resisted reading the book till they were teased into it.

iSa? D. JOMNSON/^. Field Sports 208 A boy. .was teizing
the animal to make it bite him. 1881 BESANT & RICK

Ckapl. of Fleet I. 14 Harry ceased to tease and torment

them with little tricks and devices of mischief.

fig. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. \. 54 The earth.. constantly
teized more to furnish, .luxuries, .than, .necessities. 1836



TEASE.

MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh i. 1050, I.. teased The patient
needle till it split the thread. 1893 Wcstm. Gas. 17 Feb.

3/1 It is all done with that flowing brush.., and there is

nothing teased or overworked in the whole of it.

b. absol. or intr. (With first quot., cf. TouSEzO
1619 FLF.TCHtR .17. Thomas v. vii. What a coyle has this

fellow kept i' th' Nunnery, . .Pray Heavens he be not teas-

ing. 1693 DRYDEN 'Juvenal vi. 377 Conscious of Crimes
her self, she teizes first. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 144
p 6 To teize with feeble blows and impotent disturbance.
a 1861 MRS. BROWNING Little Mattie vii, Love both ways,
kiss and tease.

3. slang. To flog. ? Obs.
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Tease, to flog or whip. 1865

[see TEASING vbl. st'. 1 3].

Tease, v.'-* local. Also teaze. [ad. mod.F.
tiser (technical)

( to introduce fuel into a melting-
furnace' (Littre) ; to fire a furnace; app. aphetic for

altiser = It. attizzare, Sp., Prov. atizar to stir (the

fire), f. a : L. ad to -f- It. tizzo, Sp. tizo, L. litio,

burning brand, fire-brand.] trans. To feed (a fur-

nace fire) with fuel ; to attend to (a fire or furnace).
1818 J. ADLEY Coal Trade (Northumh. Gloss,), You must

have furnacemen to teaze and rouse the fire. 1894 [see
TEASING nil. si.*].

Teased (t&d), /// " [f- TEASE z;.i + -ED i.]
1. Having the fibres pulled asunder : see TEASE
.* I. Inquot. 1 620 Jig. Also teased out.
c 1430 Two Cookcry-bks. 22 Caste ber-to tesyd brawn.

i6ao BRINSLEY tr. Virgil 58 To sing a teased verse, .a pas-
torall song.., drawne out small like wool) in spinning. 1851
Art Jrnl. llluslr. Catal. p. iv**/iThis cylinder is cleaned
of the teazed cotton by means of brushes. 1875 HUXLEY
MARTIN Elem. Biol. (1877) 258 Treat a fresh bit of teased-
out nerve with chloroform.

2. Irritated or annoyed in a petty way.
1627 MAY Luean in. 527 Vntill the townesmens teased

valour broke. .The fence. 1851-5 M. ARNOLD Faded Leaves,
River v, This teased o'erlabour'd heart.

Tea-se-hole. [f. TEASE -v.'i + HOLE sb.]
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Teaze-hole, the opening in

the furnace of a glass-work, through which coals are put in.

Teasel, teazle (t*Vl), sb. Forms : a. i teesi,

tissel, 3-5 tesel, 5 tesell, -yl(l, tesle, 5-7 tessel,
6 tesill, teasell, teassell, teysyll, 6-7 tessele,
teazell, tezel, -ill, 7-8 teasil, 7- teasel, teasle,
teazel, teazle, 8 testle. ft. 4-6 tasel, 4-7
- 11

. 5 -y!> -ylle, -ul, -elle, taysill, 5-7 tazel,
6 tasill, -yll, tassyll, 6-7 tasell, tasle, tazell,
tassill, 7 tassel, tazill, tazle, 8 tassell. [OE.
tassel, /^/=OHG. zeisala, -ila, str. fern., MHG.
zeisel : OTeut. *taisila, f. "taisan, OE. txsan to

tease, with instr. suffix -la. Hence AF. teizel.]
1. A plant of the genus Dipsacus, comprising

herbs with prickly leaves and flower-heads; esp.
Fullers' Teasel, D.fullonum, the heads of which
have hooked prickles between the flowers, and are
used for teasing cloth (see 2) ; and Wild Teasel,
D. sylvestris, held by some to be the original type,
but having straight instead of hooked prickles.
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Sluc- Leecn'i- I- 282 Bros wyrt be man camelleon
alba & obrum naman wulfes ta;s] [MS. B. taisel] nemneb 1

CliSs Voc. Names Plants in Wr.-Wiilcker 559/7 Uirra
fastoris, wilde tcsel. 1336 LcttM. Land. E. If. 168 in RiieyMemorials (1868) 150 [The thistles that in English are
called] taseles. 1381 WYCLIF Isa. xxxiv. 13 Ther slml
springe in his houses thornes and netles, and tasil in the
strengths of it. a 1387 Siuon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.)
43/1 Virga pastoris, i. carduus agrestis, herba est qua:multum assimulatur carduo fullonum, an. wilde tasel
c 1440 Pa/la,/, on Husb. iv. 128 The tasul now in donced
lond is sowe. 14.. Voe. in Wr.-Wiilcker 570/41 Cardo, a
thystell, or a tesell. c 1450 Gotistmu Reg. 648 All tethe of
tesyls that longyn to the office of fullers. 1598 STOW Sum
xviu. (1603) 167 There were Tasels planted for the use of
Cloth workers. 1601 HOLLAND P/i,,y II. 2So The Tazill
called in Greske Dipsacos, hath leaues much resemblinz
Lectuce i6z6 A. SPEED Adam out o/ Ed. ix. (1659) 62
Tassels for Cloath.workers, .will thrive, .in England. 1630DRAYTON Muses' Elysium Nymph. HI. Iv, By stinging
Nettles, pricking Teasels Raysing blisters like the mealed
1715 R. Bradley s Fan. Diet, s.v., They sow their Lands
L1/W.1. -ft

f EsseX with Teasils, ' dress their Daysand Cloth with. 1871 OLIVER Elem. Sot. n. 193 The coil- i

nate leaves of Common Teasel, .collect the rain and dew
that trickle down the stem.
2. The dried prickly flower-head or bur of the

fullers' teasel (see i), used for teasing or dressingcloth so as to raise a nap on the surface
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b. As a heraldic bearing.
1660 Guillim's Heraldry iv. vii. 289 Sable, a Cheuron

Krmine, between two Habicks in chief, and a Tessell in

base, proper. This is the bearing of the worshipful! Com-
pany of the Cloath-workers. 1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist. <y

Poji. xxi. ii (ed. 3) 369 A tezel slipped in base or.

C. Jig.
1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Water Cormorant's Comfl.

Wks. in. 14/1 Though from terme to terme it be worne

long, 'Tis drest still with the teazle of the tongue. 1863
COWDEN CLAKKE S/iaks. Char. viii. 200 She is never content

except when plying the teazle upon one hapless pate or other.

3. iransf. A mechanical substitute for the natural

teasel in cloth-working.
1835 URE Philos. Manuf^. 193 Many contrivances have

.. been made for substituting metallic teasels .. mounted
in self-acting machines, for the thistle balls.

1 4. Cf. TEASEL 11. b. Obs. rare.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury HI. 334/1 In good Tessel, (is)

I ground in good order for Plowing and Sowing.

6. allrib. and Comb., as teasel crop, seed; teasel-

\
like adj. ; teasel-bur, teasel-head, teasel-top,

i

the dried flower-head of the teasel: (
= sense 2);

teasel-frame, a frame in which teasel-heads are

fixed for dressing cloth (so teasel-board, teasel-

cylinder, teasel-rod) ; teaselwort, in pi., Lind-

ley's name for plants of the N.O. Dipsacacex.
1835 URE Philos. Manu/. 195 Springs that shall support

the 'teasel-boards when mounted on the barrel. i8ai
CLARE Vill. Minstr. II. 135 Lone spots ..Where wildness
rears her lings and *teazle-burs. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Meeh. s. v.

Tcascling-machine, The teasel-burs . . press . . upon the whole
width of the cloth which passes beneath them. 1766 Museum
Rust. VI. 4 This crop b no injury to the "teasel crop the
first year. 1835 URE Philos. Manu/. 196 Conduct the
cloth over the 'teasel-cylinder, and keep it smoothly dis-
tended. Ibid. 193 Two men,. .seizing the "teasel-frame by
the handles, scrubbed the face of the cloth. 1764 Museum
Rust. III. 242 After cutting off the 'teazel heads, and tying
them in bunches. 1844 G. DODD Textile Manu/. iii. 105
The use of teazle-heads is a remarkable feature in the
process ; for no combination of wires has yet been found
that will effect the required object so efficiently as the
little elastic prickles on the surface of these teazles. 1835
URE Philos. Manu/. 202 Cleaning the *teasel-rods and
handles. 1711 MORTIMER Husk. (ed. 5) II. 202 The latter
end of February or the beginning of March they sow the
*Teasil-seed. 1901 CORNISH Naturalist Thames 91 The
forest of tall "teazle-tops. 1846 LINDLEY Vcg. Kingd. 699
Dipsacaceae. "Teazelwoits. 1866 Treas. Sot. 249.

Tea'Sel, tea'zle, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
raise a smooth nap on (cloth) with or as with
teasels

; to tease. Also trans/. Hence Tea-soling
(teasling) vbl. sb. (also attrib.\
[1464 Act 4 Edw. IV. c. i Qe chescun fullour. .en sa arte
& occupacion de fuller scalpier ou tezeiler de drap excer-
cise & use teizels & nulls cardes.] 1543 transl. That euery
fuller.. in his crafte & occupacyon of fullynge rowynge or
taseylynge of clothe, shall exercise tasels and no cardes. 1603

TEA-SPOON.

rough state. 1879 Casselts Tcehn. Educ. IV. 289/1 The
teaser [for gutta-percha] .. a drum containing a rotating
cylinder armed with teeth.

Comb. 1881 W. GIBSON Remin. Dollar 152 The teazer.
house with all its contents was burnt down.
2. One who teases or annoys : see TEASE .l 2.

1659 Commonwealth Ballads (Percy Soc.) 200 Old Oliver
was a teazer. 1711 STEELE Stcct. No. 288 p 3 One who
would lessen the Number of Teazers of the Muses 1844
DICKENS Mart. Ckuz. xi, She's a regular teazer.

b. Local name of several birds which chase gulls
and force them to disgorge their prey, as the skua.

(Cf. dung-teaser, DUNG $c,gu/!-teaser, GULL lc.)
1833 C. Montagu's Ortiith. Diet. 143 Teaser...A provname for Buffon 's Skua, Lcstris Buffonii. 1885 SWAINSOM

Promnc. Names Birds 210 Richardson's Skua. Gulls..
when engaged ill fishing, are pursued and harassed by theie
birds till they disgorge their prey. . . Hence the name Teaser.

c. An inferior stallion or ram used to excite
mares or ewes.
18131

BEE-.Diet. Tur/s.v. 1888 ELWORTHY W. Somer.
set Word-ill., leaser, a young ram which is allowed to run
with the ewes, but is artificially prevented from copulation.
f d, A hound used in hunting : see TEISEK. Obs.
e. In elephant-hunting : see quot.

1888 Pall Mall G. 30 May 6/1 When we find them, the
teasers, who are the most courageous of the hunters, bcein
to tease the leaders of the herd. The bulls soon become
angry and excited and give chase to the teasers.

S. Something that teases, or causes annoyance;
something difficult to deal with, a '

poser '.
collo,]

In Pugilistic slang, an opponent difficult to tackle
or overcome.
1759 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 380 He plyed them

with another leaser. i8ia Sporting Mag. XL. 66 The
writer cannot encourage the beaten man with hopes of ever

! being a teazer in the gymnastic line. 1844 DICKENS Mart.

|

Chui. \, It was a teaser to read. 1883 E. PENNELL.ELM-
HIRST Cream Leicestersh. 75 The next [fence] is indeed a
teaser, where the best horse, .might crack under the saddle.

b. slang. A flogging. ? Obs.
1831 Examiner 188/1 What they had done was 'not big

enough for transportation, nor for a teaser
'
(a whipping)

Tea'Ser-. local. Also 8 tisor. [ad. mod.F.
tiseur a fireman; cf. TEASE v.*] a. One who
'teases' or attends to a fire or furnace; a stoker,
fireman.

1797 P. WAKEFIELD Mental Imprmi. (1801) I. 148 The
tisors, or persons employed in heating the large furnaces.
1835 SIR J. Ross Narr. md Vcy. xxvt 377 Two mates, and
one of the fire teaseis. if>s8.SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, Teaztr,the stoker or fireman in a glass-work who attends the
furnace. 1894 [see TEASING r,ll. sb?].

b. An instrument for '

teasing
'

a fire ; a poker.
1839 URE Diet. Arts 63 The furnace and implements used

for assaying in the Royal Mint and the Goldsmiths' Hall.
Fig. 56, the teaser for cleaning the grate. Fig. 67, a larger
teaser, which is introduced at the top of the furnace, for
keeping a

complete supply of charcoal around the muffle.
Te

workers shoppe, where with Cardes and Teazels.. he made
him to be carded, scraped, and teazled so long, untill he died
of it. 1607 MARKHAM Caval. VI. (1617) 55 Dride sinewes
ofanOxe, well tasled and mixt with well tempered glewe. i ip__ - /,J.

~
Y~~~T/ ,, rr n-

1733. P. LINDSAY Interest Scot. ,09 We understand the '

Tea?"W (" 2
!
n )> vbl- sb -

1

[
(- ^ASE

picking of Cloth., but we are not so adroit at the tassellinc i
"INS 1

.] The action of TEASE tf.l
it. 1835 URE Philos. Manu/. 192 The object.. is to raisi
Ji) the Inrttf* filir*ic i\f t Jm >utn. :__

ea-service, etc. : see TEA sb. 9.
t Tea-sicke, obs. illit. f. PHTHISIC, consumption.a 1585 MONTGOMKRIE Flyting 321 The teasicke, the tooth-
ike, the titles and the tirles.

v*33 vnc- '*f*. jrianu/. iQ2 JL ne ooject..is to rais
up the loose fibres of the woollen yarn into a nap by
scratching it either with thistle-heads called teasels, or with
teaslmg-cards or brushes, made of wires. Ibid. 193 Moisture
also softens their points and impairs their teasling powers
1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Teaseling.machine, . .inT which
woolen cloth is teaseled to raise a nap upon it.

t b. trans/. ? To dress or improve the surface of
(land). Cf. TEASEL sb. 4. Obs. rare.
iSio W. FOLKINGHAM Art o/ Survey i. x. 28 They teasil
heir perring wild sand with stall dung.
Teaseler (tVlai). Also 5 tesel(l)er, 7 tasler

8 teazeller. [f. TEASEL sb. + -EB i. AK. tcizclcr. ]
1. One whose occupation is to teasel cloth.
14... Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 570/42 Cardinarius, a teselere

1485 in loth R,/,. Hist. MSS. Com,,,. App. v. 318 Frizersand resellers dwellyng.. within the citie: 1779 KELHAM
Diet. Norm. Lang., Teizeler de drap,, a teazefter of cloth
2. An implement for teaseling; inquot., a comb

for thinning out a horse's mane, etc.
1607 MARKHAM Caval. v. (1617) 28 If your horses maynebe too thicke..you may with a tasler made of yron with

three or foure teeth make it.. as thinne as you please
Teasement (tfzment). [f. TEASE v^ + -MENT ]

1 he action of teasing ; petty annoyance.
..1888 KIPLING Wee Willie WMie, Baa Baa, Black Sheet
n, Beyond reach of.. Harry and his teasements.

Teaser 1
(tfzaj). Forms : 4 tezir, 5 teser, 6

teasor, 7 teyser, 7-9 teazer, 8 teizer, 8- teaser.
[f. TEASE z/.l + -EB 1.] One who or that which
teases, in various senses.
1-

o
aVOne who teases wool

> cotton, or the like.
1403 <-ath. AngU 380/2 A Teser, carfonarius icoi
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b. An instrument or machine for teasing wool etc
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1. The pulling asunder of the fibres of wool, hair,
animal tissue, etc. : see TEASE .

1 i. Also at/rib.,
as teasing-nctdle.

"5?i PERCIVALL
Sf. Did., Carmenadura, teasing, earmi-

natio. 1851 A rt Jrnl. lllustr. Catal. p. iv'*/i The web of
cleaned cotton, .is passed through a lapping machine, and
undergoes a further teazing. 1873 T. H. GREEN Introd.

scopic examination.
2. Petty irritation : see TEASE v.l i.

1678 BUTLER Hud. HI, n. 452 Not by the force of Carnal
Reason, But indefatigable Teazing. 1731 SWIFT On Pulleny
i Sir Robert weary'd by Will Pulteney's teazings. 1858
UORAN Crt. Fools 212 He was compelled to endure the
leazing of the domestics.
3. slang. A flogging : see TEASE .l 3. ? Obs.
1865 Daily Tel. 27 Oct. 5/2

' When I've had another
teasing, said a boy thief.. alluding to the hangman and his

cat, I shall be as good as Tommy So-and-So'.

Tea-sing, vbl. sb* local,
[f. TEASE v* +

-ING l.] The keeping up of the fire in a furnace.
In quot. altrib.

1894 Northumbld. Class, s. v. Teaser, The glass-house
teasers wore broad-brimmed felt hats, .to protect them from
the scorching fires. They also wore ' hand-hats

'

of thick
felt, to enable them to hold the long iron teasing pokers.

Tea-sing, ppl.a. [f. TEASE P.I + -me *.] That
teases; pettily irritating, annoying, or vexations.
1694 ADDISON Ovid"s Met. u, Coronis 19 And by a thousand

bethe sport of a teasing hope without reason.
Hence Tea-singly adv., in a teasing manner.
"754 RICHARDSON Graitdison (1781) IV. xxviii. 206 You

are disposed to be teazingly facetious. 1906 Athenxutn
"T^Iar. 321/3 He never becomes teasingly minute.

Teasle, teassell, obs. variants of TEASEL.

Tea-sodden, etc. : see TEA sb. g.

Tea'-spoon. A small spoon, usually of silver

or silvered metal, of a size suitable for stirring tea
or other beverage in a cup.
1686 Land. Gai. No. 2203/4 Three small gilt lea Spoons,



TEASPOONFUL.

1704
Ibid. No. 4055/4, 4 Spoons, and 5 Tea-Spoons. 1815

'

I. HOOK Sayings Ser. 11. Passion \ Princ. i, Mr. Welsted
..in his agitation knocked the tea-spoon out of his glass of
negus. 1849 DICKENS Dm: Caff, hx, We have something
in the shape of tea-spoons. . . Hut they're Uritannia metal.
Hence Tea-spoonful, as much as a lea-spoon w ill

hold
; in medical prescriptions taken as equal to I

fluid-drachm.

1731
MOKTIMKK in nil. Trans. XXXVI I. 170 Not above !

a lea Spoonful of Water. 18*5 J. NEAL Bro. Jonathan
II. 53 A tea-spoonful of the ashes. 1844 KMEKSON I.ect.,

Yng. American Wks. (Bohn) II. 301 Agricultural chemistry
. . offering hy means of a tea-spoonful of artificial guano, to
I urn a sandbank into corn. 1847 J. K. SOUTH It'aitsh. Surg,
(1880) 27 Adding a teaspoonful of laudanum. 1904 MARIE
COKELLI God's Ci'ti. Mait viii, Two . . teaspoonfuls of cream,

Teast.obs. or dial. f. TASTE v. Teast, Teastor,
Teasty, etc., obs. ff. TEST, TESTER, TESTV, etc.

Teasy (irzi), a. colloq. rare.
[f. TEASE z<.' + -v.]

Teasing, irritating.
1908 igtA Crnl. Jan. 188 It's a teasy job.

Teat (tft). Forms : a. i tit, titt, 3 titte, 3-5
tytte, 9 dial, tit (dim. tittie). 0. 3-6 tete, 4-5
teet(e, 4-7 teate, 6- teat. f. 4-6 tette, 4-8 tet,
8 tett. S. 4 tute. [OE. //'/(/ masc., cognate with
MLG., MDu. title, LG. lit(t, titte (Du. dial, tet},
late MUG.zitse fern. , Ger. s*Vz masc. str.,/s*masc.
and fern. wk. Tit (tittie) is now dialectal. The
v-form tette, tett, tet, and perh. also the 0-form
ttte, leet(e, teate, whence the current teat, appear
to represent F. tette, in OF. tele (u-i3th c.),
tette, taite ; but the form-history is not clear, and
in ME. there was probably mixture of the OE.
and OF. forms. The OF. as well as Sp. teta, It.

tetta (and zizza) are themselves generally held to
be of German origin, and point to an OLG. titte

fern. Ulterior etymology unknown. (The ordinary
OHG.word tutta,tuta fern., tutto,tuiomasc.,1AHG.
lutte, tute fern., was app. unconnected.)]
1. The small protuberance at the tip ofeach breast

or udder in female mammalia (except monotremes),
upon which the ducts of the mammary gland open,
and from which the milk is sucked by the young ;

the nipple. Formerly also applied to the whole
breast or udder. (In early use, and still dial.,
of women ; now usually of

quadrupeds.)
a. ^950 Lindisf. Gosf. Luke xi. 27 Radix, womb vet hrif

seSe Bee zebair & oa titto vcl 3a breosto oa ou jediides
\c 975 Ruslnv, da tito vel oa hreost 3a 3u deoedes]. c loco
Sax. Leechd. 1. 112 WiS titta sar wifa \x beo5 melee, c 1105
LAY. 5025 _pu ejert mi bsern deore. Loka her ba titles pet
bu suke mid bine lippes. Ibid. 11936 Ich heom wullen alle
for-don & bi (>an titten [c 1175 tyttes] an-hon. 1387 TKEVISA

Higden (Rolls) 111.43 A wolfesse..fedde.. be children, and
made hem ofte souke of here owne tetes [v. r. tyttes].
a 1815 FORBV Voc. E. Aiiglia, Titties, Tits, s. pi. teats.

8. cixo S. Eng. Leg. I. 473/376 panne may mi luytel
sone to hire tete take. 1381 WVCUF Luke xi. 27 Blessid. 1381 .

be
the^

teetis whiche thou hast sokun. c 1386 CHAUCER
Miller's T. 518, 1 moorne as dooth a lamb after the tete. 1450-
1530 Myrr. ourLadye 233 Blysse we . . the grete lorde, souck.
ynge the maydenly teates of the moste meke vyrgyn. 1578
BANISTER Hist. Matt i. 9 The fashion of Tetes in a Cowes
vdder. 1661 GuRNALtCAn ittArm. verse 17. i. v. 1(1669)
255/2 Here his soul sweetly sleeps, as the Child, with the Teat
in its mouth. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 103 The
teats of some, as in the ape and the elephant, are like
those of men, being but two. 1844 STEPHENS Bit. Farm II.

700 Sometimes there are more pigs littered than the sow
has teats to give to each.

y. a 1315 Tettes [see bj. 13. . S. E. Leg. (MS. Bodl. 779)
in Herrig Archiv LXXXII. 342/322 pis me lykeb bet pan
me dede in my Jou(>e mylk of any let. 1565-73 COOPER
Thesaurus s. v. Admitlo, Admittere pastum ad vbera, to
receiue to the tette. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 323
The Cows Dug by some is called the Tet. 1709 PRIOR
Ca///<irfj'irf/7>i/<73r

'/jV-55KindAmaltheareach'd
her Tett, distent With Milk.
S. c 1400 /?. Glove's Chron. (Rolls) App. G. 196 peos tutes

[v. r. tetys] bou soke ylome.

tt>. In allusive expressions, as at the teat, (a

suckling) at the breast ; from the teat(s, from
infancy.
a 1315 Prase Psalter xxip]. 8 pou art myn hope from be

tettes of my moder. 1:1440 CAPGRAVE St. Kath. i. 242
Mercy fro be tetys grew wyth hyr. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. n.
iii. 145 Euen at thy Teat thou had'st thy Tyranny. 1601
2nd Pt. Return /r. Parnass. ill. v. 1454 Vs our kinde
Colledge from the teate did teare. a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm.
Reg. (Arb.) 26 He left a plentiful Estate, and such a Son,
who, as the vulgar speaks it, could live without the teat.

t C. fig. A source of nourishment or supply. Obs.
c 1440 Jacob's Well 232 Putte fro be be tetys of ydylnes,

bat bou souke no more ber-of for no dely)t ! 1569 Irish
Act 11 Eliz. Stat. HI. c. i Preamb., That.. most detestable
coyne and liverie, which was the very nurse and teat that

gave suck and nutriment to all disobediences, a 1631
DONNE Lett. (1651) 102 The channels of God's mercies run
through both fields, and they are sister teats of his graces.
1675 ROBBES Odyssey vn. (1686) 88 His Riches was a never-
dying Teat.

2. transf. A structure, natural or artificial, re-

sembling a teat ; a nipple : see quots.
1587 MASCALL Govt. Cattle, Oxen (1627) 12 Such super.

fluous flesh on the tongue of cattel wit hinder the beast
oftentimes in eating bis meate, being called of some
husbandes the Barbes, Teates. 1774 GOLOSM. Nat. Hist.

11776) VII. 253 Nature has supplied this animal [spider]
with.. five dugs or teats for spinning it into thread. 1835
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KIIIBV l!,tb. \ Insl. Anim. xix. 1 1. 284 These teats are con.
nr> tt-fl with internal reservoln, U!IK!I yield the fluid nmtu-r
forming ihc thread or well. 1804 WKIISTER, I tat . . 2. (Macli.t
A small nozzle resembling a teat. 1877 KNIGHT Du t. M,r /i

,

Teat, a .-mall, rounded, perforated projection, otherwise
called a xifflc, as that of a gun. 1890 [sec teal drill in 3).

3. a//rib. and Comb., ns teat-like adj. ; teat-cup,
teat drill (see quots.) ;

teat-fish (Australia), a

sea-slug of the genus Holothuria, esp. //. mamwi-

fe, so called from its papilla;; float-head, the

nipple ; teat-stud, one of the metal studs, com-
monly called '

buttons', with which the front of a

page's jacket is ornamented; teat-worm, the
common thread-worm (Ojytiris vcrmicularis).
1861 Morn. Star 19 June, The cow.milker., consisting of

two diaphragm pumps .. to which four "teat-cups are attached
for receiving the teats of the cow. 1895 Weslm. Gai. 8 Oct.
8/2 A glass lid.. enables the attendant to see when a cow
is finished, and then by simply turning a stop-cock the teat-

cups f.,ll off. 1890 Cent. Diet. s.v. Drill, 'Teat drill, a
sc|uare-faced cylindrical drill with a sharp, pyramidal pro-
jecllon or leat issuing from the ccnler of Ihe cutting face.

1894 IS. THOMSON .V. Sea Yarns 256 The reef swarmed with
teal. fish. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 347 Such beasts as be

very fruitful, .haue many nipples or "teat heads all along
their belly. .816 KIRBY & St. Entomol. III. xxx. 149 A
great number of Lepidopterous larvae.. have between the

the tiny plated or gilt buttons which are sewn as closely
together as possible down the front of a page's jacket. The
teat-stud or tit-stud is quite unique in shape. 1899 CACNF.V
Jaksch's Clin. Diagn. vi. (ed. 4) 226 Oxyuris vermicularis
(common thread-worm or "teat-worm^

Teat, obs. form of TATE, tuft, etc.

Tea--ta ble. [f. TEA sb. 4 + TABLE sb. 6.]
1. A table at which tea is taken, or on which tea-

things are placed for a meal.
a. As a special piece of furniture, usually small

and of a light and elegant make.
In quot. 1804, a table for the sale of tea and refreshments.
1703 Lomt. Caz. No. 3891/3 Lackered Tea-Tables. 1740

LADY HARTFORD Corr. (1806) II. 12 The Duchess of Dorset
was presented with..a tea-table with a gold tea-canister,
kettle and lamp. 1804 Naval Chron. XII. 307, I fell foul
of a., woman's tea-table, at the corner of a street, and had
like to have thrown the. .tea-things all about. 18986. B.
SHAW Plays 1 1. You never can tell 274 The bamboo tea

table, with folding shelves.

b. A table spread for tea, or as the place of
a social gathering for tea and conversation.
1688 SHADWELL Syr. Alsatia EpiL 37 Here no Chit chat,

here no Tea Tables are. 1700 CONCREVK Way of World
iv. v, To the Dominion of the Tea-table I submit .. but .. I

banish all Auxiliaries to the Tea-table, as Orange-brandy,
all Aniseed [etc.]. 1791 A. M UKPM v Ess. Johnson 88 During
the whole time he presided at his tea-table. 1854 MRS.
GASKELL North ft 5. x, She stood by the tea-table.. as if
she was not attending to the conversation, but solely busy
with the tea-cups.

2. transf. The company assembled at tea.

17x1 ADDISON Sped. No. 536 r i The. .publication of it

would, .oblige., a whole tea-table ofmy friends. 1856 KANE
Arct. Exfl. II. i. 19 Explaining to the tea-table this even-
ing's outfit.

3. attrib. (chiefly in reference to social gather-
ings : see I b).
1700 CONGREVE Way ofWorld iv. v, Restrain yourself to

..simple Tea-table Drinks, as Tea, Chocolate, and Coffee.
As likewise to genuine and authorised Tea-table Talk Such
as mending of Fashions, spoiling Reputations, railing at
absent Friends. 1714 RAMSAY (title) The Tea-table Miscel-

lany. 1779 (title) Tea-Table Dialogues, between a Governess
and Miss Sensible. 1851 H. SPENCBR Use fy Beauty in Ess.
(i 858) 387 While ghost-stories . . enliven tea-table conversation.

Hence (humorous nonce-ma's.'}if Teatabe'lUcally
atlv., at the tea-table, in familiar conversation at

tea ; Tea-ta'bular a., pertaining to the tea-table.

1768 TUCKER LI. Nat. (1834) I. 475 The vast Pacific
Ocean, commonly, yea, vulgarly, not to say, news-paperi-
cally, nor yet, teatabellically, . . called . . the South-sea. 1855
liAGF.Hor Lit. Stud. (1895) I. 125 Torpid, indoor, tea-
tabular felicity.

Tea-taster (tft?tai). One whose business
is to test the quality of samples of tea by tasting
them

;
a tea-expert. So Tea'-ta-sting

1

, the occu-

pation or business of a tea-taster.

1858 in SIMMONDS Diet. Trade. 1859 All Year Rauml
No. 2. 38 The tea-tasters and clerks of the different English
and American houses. 1888 J. PATON in Encycl. Brit.
XXIII. ico/2 The qualities of a sample of tea and its com-
mercial value can only with accuracy be determined by
actual infusion and trial by a skilled tea-taster. 1907
Gentl. Mag. May 494 Tea-tasters use the weight of a new
sixpence to three and a half ounces of water.

Teated (Wted), a. [f. TEAT + -ED 2.] Fur-
nished with or having teats. Also in comb.
1661 LOVELI. Hist. Anim. 4- Mia. 90 The Lionesse is

smooth and teated. 1769 Aclome Inclos. Act 2 A customary
. . payment of three half-pence for every new teated cow.
1891 T. HARDY Tcss xvii, The milkers formed quite a little

battalion of men and maids, the men operating on the hard-
teated animals.

Teater, obs. f. TETTER. Teath, var. TATH(E ;

obs. f. TITHE. Teather, obs. f. TETHEB. Teathy,
var. TEETHT.

Tea-things, -time, etc. : see TEA sb. 9.

Teatish, Teaty: see TETTISH, TKETY.

TEC.

tTea'tling. Obs. ran-', [f. TEAT + -MM:.]A young animal at the- teat
;
a suckling.

1631 Celeitim, n. 1)0 -|h.- : .,- which sucLo
both bat damm'i lu, and t,,

Tea-total, etc. : st-t
- T>.M..,.\I..

Tea'-tray. -\ tiay on which tea llnngs are
placed.

773 If. Clay's I'al. in .S/rM Kef. l>,-f. Kfr. App n. i6t

,yL*n
.
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-r.. Screens, <

Teatre, obs. form of THEATRE.
Tea'-tree. 1. properly, The shrub or low tree,

the dried leaves of which form the tea of com-
merce ; TEA sb. 3.

1760 J. LEI Introd. Hot. App. 129 Tea-tree, Then. 1771
Chron. in Ann. Rig. 151/2 The Duke ofNorthumberland has
at this time a tea-tree in full flower. It is the first that ever
flowered in Europe. 1831 Veg. Subit. food yjj The flowers
of the tea-tree are white, and resemble the wild rose. 1888
J. PATON in Eucycl. Brit. XXIII. 97/2 An indigenous tea-
tree, .is found in Assam.
2. transf. Applied in Australia, Tasmania, and
New Zealand to various shrubs or trees of the

myrtle family, chiefly of the genera Leptospermum
and Melaleuca, of which the leaves have been used
as a substitute for tea.

(Often spelt ti-tret, occasionally ti-tri, as if a native name.)
Also with qualifying words denoting different species.
1790 J. WHITE V<y. N. S. Walts 229 Tea Tree of New

South Wales. Melaleucat Trinenia. 1801 HARRINGTON
Hist. N. S. Wales ix. 331 The roof was bark, resembling
that of the Tea-tree at Port Jackson. 1858 HOGG Veg.
Kingd. xc. 350 Leftosferaium scofarium, or New Zealand
Tea-tree. ..The leaves of this species were used by Captain
Cook's crew as a substitute for tea. 1866 Trias. Hot. 674
L[eftosfentnim} lanigerum, . . commonly called Tea tree on
account of its leaves having been used by the early settlers
..as a substitute for tea. 1885 MRS. PRAED Australian
Life in The bottle-brush flowers of the ti-trees. 1891 Coo-ee
(ed. Mrs. P. Martin) 282 The brown twisted branches of the
tt-trees. .shook their scented bottle-brush blossoms in our
faces. 1891 Cent. Diet. s.v. Broad-leaved tea-tret, a myrta-
ceous shrub or tree, Callittewon salignus, of Australia
and Tasmania. . . Prickly tea-tree, same as naambarr [Mela,
leuca styfhelioidct, of N. S. Wales]. Red Scrub tea-tree,
the Australian Rhodamnia tritiervia, a myrtaceous shrub
or tree. 1909 Westin. Gat. 16 Aug. 4/1 A Winter Scene in
Australia. . . Down by the sea the lea-tree is commencing to
weave its veil of flowers.

b. attrib., as tea-tree bark, bush, marsh, scrub.
1820 C JEFFREYS I'ait Dietnan's Land iii. 133 For tea

they [the Bush Rangers] drink a decoction of the sassafras
and other shrubs, particularly one which they call the tea-
tree bush. 1818 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 13
Building comfortable huts of tea-tree bark. 1835 J. BATMAN
in Cornwallis A'tw World (1859) 1. 406 A dense tea-tree scrub,
which we knew to be the surest indication of good water in

its neighbourhood. 1883 C. HARPUR t'oems 78 Why roar
the bull-frogs in the tea-tree marsh ?

8. Applied to various other trees : see TEA sb. 6 ;

in Great Britain esp. to the flowering shrub

Lycium barbarum or chinense (N.O. Solanacex), a
native of China, also called Duke ofArgyll's tea-

tree (see quot. 1838). African tea-tree, Lycium
afrum ; fjeylon tea-tree, etc. : see quots.

X777 G. FORSTER Voy. round World 1. 130 The spruce and
the tea-trees. 1811 Airro Bat, Card. I. 113 Ceanothus
Americanus, New Jersey Tea-tree, 1838 LOUDON Trees ff

Shrubs Gt. Brit. HI. 1269 One species, l.\yciuitt\ barba-

ruiit, is commonly called the Duke of
Argyll's

tea tree from
the circumstance of a tea plant, ( Tltea viridis), having been
sent to the Duke of Argyll at the same time as this plant,
and the labels having been accidentally changed. 1858
HOGG Veg. Kingd. Txiv. 231 Elxodendron glaucum, a
native of Ceylon and Coromandel, has been introduced
[into S. Africa] under the name of Ceylon Tea Tiee. 1884
MILLER Plant-n., Tea-plant, or Tea-tree, .. African, Ly-
cium ofruin.. . , Blue Mountain, or Golden-rod, Solidago
otlora.. ., St. Helena, Beatsonia portulacsffolia. . . , Suri-

nam, various species of Lantana. 1909 ll'esttir. Gaz,
24 Feb. 5/1 The plant commonly known as the Duke of

Argyll's tea tree, belonging to the same natural order
(Sotanaceig) as the potato and tomato.

Tea-urn to Tea-wine : see TEA sb. 9.

Teave.var. TAVE. Teaw,-e, obs. forms ofTKW.
Teaz, app. earlier form of TEE sb.*, v. 3 (Golf.)
Teaze, Teazel : see TEASE, TEASEL.

Teaze-tenon (tr-z, tenon). Carp. 1 0bs. Also
teazle-tenon. (See quotations.)
1703 T. N. City <( C. Purchaser 30 If it be a Timber

Building, the Teazle Tennons of the Posts are Framed.
Teazle Tennons are made at right Angles to those, .on the
Posts. i83 P. NICHOLSXJN Pratt. Build. Gloss., Teaze-
tenon. 1842-76 < Iwii.r Arthit. Gloss., Tease Tenon, a tenon
on the top of a post, with a double shoulder and tenon from
each for supporting two level pieces oftimber at right angles
to each other.

Teazle, variant form of TEASEL.
Tec (tek),j*. slang. Abbreviation for DETECTIVE.
1888 Pall Mall G. II Oct. 2/1 Tecs and inspectors

examine the place, make notes, and go away. 1888 Daily
News 27 Dec. 7/2 Witness seized Wright and said

'
I am

a police officer '. Wright replied
' You are no 'tec ; give me

a chance ', struggled violently, and got away.
Hence Tec v. trans., to watch as a detective.

1900 G. SWIFT Somerlty 57 Let's watch the 'head 1

; he

might be a kleptomaniac, or whatever they call it.. .I'd like

to tec the ' head '.

Tecal, Tecat : see TICAL, TICKET.



TECBIB.

[| Tecbir (te'kbi*a).
Also tekbir. [Arab.

.^S^i tekbir
'
to magnify, proclaim the greatness

of; inf. of 2nd form of J-H kabura. to be great.]

See quot. 1 708.
1708 OCKLKY Saracens 1 1 1 The poor Christians, assoon as

ever they heard the 7Vc^/r,(so the Arabs call the crying out

Allah Acbar [' God is greater ']) were sensible that the City
\vaslost. 1823 MRS. HEMANS Siege \

f
alcncia\\. The Moor

is on his way ! With the tambour-peal and the tecbir-shout.

1904 J. PARKINSON Lays Love <$ War 44 Shout the tekbir

loiul and long : On ! swords of Islam.

Tecch(e, techch(e, obs. ff. TACHE rf.i Tecohy,
obs. f. TETCHY. Tech, var. TKTCH, TACHE Obs.

Teche, obs. f. TEACH ;
obs. f. techy : see TETCHY.

Techie, Techlly, etc., obs. ff. TETCHY, etc.

Technic (te-knik), a. and sb. [ad. L. technic-us

(Quint.), a. Gr. rfx^it-os of or pertaining to art, f.

Tf\vrf art, craft : see -1C. So F. technique (i? 21 'n

Untz.-Darm.).]
A. adj. 1. Pertaining to art, or to an art :

= TECHNICAL. Now rare.

1612 STURTEVANT Metallica iii. 49 Define the Technick part.

1714 MANDEVII.LE Fab. Bees (1729) II. vi. 347 AH technick
Words. .and Terms of Art, belong to the respective Artists

and Dealers, that primarily and literally make use of them
in their Business. 1760 Phil. Trans. LI. 756 Terms, .used

in the strict technic sense. 1845 R. W. HAMILTON Pop. Educ.
(ed. 2) viii. 187 The inhabitant of a manufacturing town has

frequent proof of the intellectual difference between the

rural, and the technic labourer. \ya$Conie}iip. Rev. Mar. 425
Our practical problem is now a technic and constructive one.

2. Skilfully made or constructed. [After Gr.

Tixwitos (Hippocrates).] rare 1
.

1877 BLACKIE Wise Men 245 What a wealth of sounds
Wends through the technic chambers of the ear.

B. sb. 1. A technical term, expression, point, or

detail ; a technicality. Chiefly U. S. rare.
1826 T. FLINT Recoil. Valley Mississippi 86 A process,

which, in the technics of the [Mississippi] boatmen is called

bush-whacking. 1872 T. L. CUYLER Heart Th. 8 A right
estimate of sin.. is a vital point in the soul's salvation : it

is more than a technic of theology. 1875 EMERSON Lett, ff
Sec, Aims, Greatness Wks. (Bohn) 111. 272, 1 find it easy
to translate all his [Napoleon's] technics into all of mine.
2. Technical details or methods collectively ; the

technical department of a subject ; esp. the formal
or mechanical part of an art (now more commonly
TECHNIQUE, q.v.).

(1798 WILLICH Adelnng's Eltm. Crii. Philos. 181 Tech-
nic i, in a proper sense, means art, causality according to
ideas, purposes.] 1855 LEWES Goethe I. I. v. 49 His im-
patient susceptibility which, .prevented his ever thoroughly
mastering the technic of any one subject. 1867 M. ARNOLD
Celtic Lit. 142 Icelandic poetry, .shows a powerful and
developed technic. 1887 LOWELL OldEng. Dram. (1892) 56
In the technic of this art, perfection can be reached only by
long training.

b. Collective pi. Technics in same sense : also
construed as a singular.
1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mailer's Anc. Art 237 Antique

vases.. also, very grandly and beautifully designed, of the
more perfect style of technics. 1871 MORLEY Crit. Misc.
Ser. I. 256 Conformity to the accepted rules that constitute
the technics of poetry. 1909 Contemf. Rev. Aug. 204
Literary technics, especially that of the novel, depends on
reproducing experiments from life.

3. The science or study of art or arts, esp. of the
mechanical or industrial arts: = TECHNOLOGY i.

Usually in pi. Technics.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1865 S. H. HODGSON Time r Space

n. ix. 68 Technic and Teleologic are the two branches of
practical knowledge .. and are both together, as Ethic
opposed to Theoretic. 1874 R. TYRWHITT Sketch. Club 87You must study history, literature, and technics.

||
Technica (te-knika). [Latinized form of Gr.

rtxvixd neuter pi.
= technical matters, and ofTIXVIKTJ

fern, sing.]
= TECHNIC R 2, TECHNIQUE.

1796 BURNEY Mem. Metastasio III. 359 Definitions of the
technica of ancient music. 1855 tr. Labarte's Arts Mid.
Ages 2 Christian art, unable so immediately to create for
itself a new technica, adopted the style of antiquity in its
then degenerate state.

Technical (te-knikal), a. (sb.) [f. Gr. TiX>>iK-6s

(see TECHNIC) + -AL.]
1. Of a person : Skilled in or practically con-

versant with some particular art or subject, rare.
1617 HALES Serm. 2 Pet. iii. 16. 19 Not to think themselues

sufficiently provided vpon their acquaintance with some
aotitia, or systeme of some technical! divine. 1817 Us
MILL Brit. India III. iu 81 The managers .. not beine
technical men.

t2. Of a thing: Skilfully done or made- cf
'

TECHNIC a. 2. Obs. rare".
1656 BLOUNT Chssofr., Technica! (lechnicus), artificial,

cunning done like a workman. [Perhaps never in Eng.]
B. belonging or relating to an art or arts

; appro-
priate or peculiar to, or characteristic of,a particular
art, science, profession, or occupation ; also of or !

pertaining to the mechanical arts and applied !

sciences
generally, as in technical education, or i

technical school.
Technical dij
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either in books of science or technical dictionaries. 1835

MACAULAY Hist. Ear. xv. III. 714 Torrington had. .been-- '

en about

lice of the applied sciences. 1909 Kelly s Directory ofOxf.
128/2 The City of Oxford Municipal Technical Schools, .are

secondary and technical schools under the regulation of the

Board of Education. . .They consist of chemical and physi.
cal laboratories and lecture rooms, workshops, art rooms,
and class rooms.

b. spec, said of words, terms, phrases, etc., or of

Lord
'

or of '

the word of God '

is ri nxwt'av, that is a word
or term whose full importance cannot be had from any
ordinary lexicon, unless it be such as is proper unto

divinity.] a 1652 [implied in TECHNICALLY adv.], 1704 J.
HARRIS Lex. Tcchn. I. s. v., The Terms of Art are com-

monly called Technical Words. 1739 LABULVE Short Ace.
Piers ll'esttii. Bridge p. iv, Avoiding as much as possible
all technical Terms. 1778 JEFFERSON Autobiog. App.,
Wks. 1859 I. 146 Preserving . . the very words of the es-

tablished law, wherever their meaning had been. .rendered
technical by usage. 1809 SYD. SMITH Charac. Fox Wks.
1859 I. 153/1 In a science like law there must be technical

phrases, known only to professional men. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) IV. 420 No former philosopher had ever carried
the use of technical terms to the same extent as Hegel.

c. transf. Of an author, a treatise, etc. : Using
technical terms

; treating a subject technically.
1779 Mirror No. 48 F i, I have since been endeavouring

to make it a little less technical, in order to fit it more for

general perusal. 01832 MACKINTOSH Rev. of 1688 Wks.
1846 II. 295 The Crown lawyers. .. Powis was feebly techni-
cal, and Williams was offensively violent. 1896 tr. ft Q.
8th Ser. IX. 160/2 [The book] is somewhat too technical
for any one who is not a botanist.

d. Technically so called or regarded ; that is

such from the technical point of view.
1860 MOTLEY Ntthtrl. (1868) I. i. 20 Permission for soldiers

to retreat with technical honour. 1868 [cf. TECHNICALLY],
B. sb. In pi. Technical terms or points ; techni-

calities.

1790 Bystander 352 Prone to.. scold in technicals which
they know not how to apply. 182$ Eng. Life II. 254 The
cramped and barbarous technicals of law. 1863 D. G.
MITCHELL My Farm of Edgetvood 236 The latter has a
wall about him of self-confidence, ignorance of technicals.

Hence Te-chnicalism, technical style, method,
or treatment

; addiction to technicalities ; Te ch-
nicalist, one versed in or addicted to techni-
calities ; Te-chnicalize v. trans., to make techni-

cal, give a technical meaning to ; Te-chnicalness,
the quality of being technical, technicality.
1808 BENTHAM .SVr. Reform 80 Such ingenuity is not

wanting to English-bred 'technicalism. 1857 TofLMiN
SMITH Parish Pref. in Not frozen-up in dry technicalism,
but dealing with the human reality attaching to an
important Institution of free men. 1802-12 BENTHAM
Ration. Judic. F.vid. (1827) II. 415 Not altogether a secret
to the *technicalists. 1884 Tinas 9 Feb., Every technicalist
takes too narrow a view. 1852 LEWIS Methods Obs. 4
Reason. Politics I. 78 Words current in the language of
ordinary life. .were (if we may be allowed the expression)
*technicali7ed. 1828-32 WEBSTER,

'
Technicalness.

Technicality (teknikse-liti). [f. prec. + -ITY.]L Technical quality or character; the use of
technical terms or methods.
1828-32 WEBSTER, Technicalness, Technicality, the qualityor state of being technical or peculiar to the arts. Forlter.

1857 JOULMIN SMITH Parish 266 The case is a very simple
one.

,

when
.

divested of technicality. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE
Shafts. Char. in. 88 He dilates upon the weapons, .with an
accurate and professor-like technicality.
2. A technical point, detail, term, or expression;

something peculiar or specially belonging to the
art or subject referred to. Usually in //.
1814 SCOTT Wav. Iii, A sort of martinet attention to the

rninutiz and technicalities of discipline. 1859 GULLICK itHUBS fanit. I90 Various other technicalities and artistic
appliances may also be explained. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours
in Library (1892) I. vu. 261 To translate the technicalities
of Kant into plain English. 1885 S. Cox Expositions I
xxxn. 372 This phrase, 'the Saviour of the world

', has cometo be little more than a technicality, which we use withoutmuch thought or emotion.

Technically (te-knikali), adv.
[f. as prec. +LY "-J In a technical manner; in relation to the

arts and applied sciences, or to a particular art or
subject ; according to technical methods ; in tech-
nical phraseology ;

in a technical sense.
a 1652 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. vi. 247 That part of divine

inspiration, which was more technically and properly by
xii

JrT f n
d
P'oPj^y. '774 WARTONAW. Kg. pletry

Deak.e^n- 'il-f^. SlL^L?^*? English satirist, to- - ,

nically,,, bishop Joseph Hall. iSiVsJ- PHILLIPS

"5',li,
;l

l"^A VI-
5JS/I Confined to what k-

Nmr " Crust of "" Earth - l8" FREEMAN
<rtn. Lony. Il.vm. 223 A family which, though perhapsnot
technically noble, was . .eminent and honourable.

Technician (tekni-Jan). [f. TECHNIC + -IAN.]
a. A person conversant with the technicalities of a
particular subject, b. One skilled in the techniqueor mechanical part of an art, as music or painting.

TECHNOLOGICAL.
i 1833 SARAH AUSTIN Charac. Goethe I. 216 Grammarians
and technicians are bound . . to acknowledge these his efforts
1893 H. A. KENNEDY in igl/i Cent. Aug. 33I The mere
technician cnn never interest ; the literary man, even if

inexpert in stage technique, may do so in a high degree
1905 Times 20 May 8/3 The modern violinist is not neces-
sarily a mere technician. 1909 Athenxum 7 Aug. 1-8/3The

book._.not being sufficiently detailed for the technician.
Technician! ^te-knisiz'm). [f. as prec. + -ISM-

cf. mod.L. technicistnus, Kant 1 790.] A technical
term or expression, a technicality.
1799 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1821) V. 263 Bewildered in a

maze of scholastic technicistns.

Technicist (te-knisist). [f. as prec. -I-
-IST.]= TECHNICIAN ; one who has technical knowledge.

1881 T. HARIJY Laodicean III. xi, Somerset himself [an
architect] as chief technicist working out his designs on the
spot. 1906 Academy 20 June 617/1 Turner's greatest
admirers are the painters, and Mr. Wyllie. .enjoys it [T.'s

work] with the exquisite pleasure ofthe teclmicist.

TechnicO-, combining element from Gr. Tt\v{-
KOS (see TECHNIC). Technico-logy, = TECHNO-
LOGY (senses I and i). Technico-philist, nonce-
tvd. [Gr. -<t*\os -loving], a lover of technicalities.

1849 SEARS Regeneration in. xii. (1859) 242 The barren
techmcologies of schools and sects. 1880 W. SENIOR Trav.

A? Trout in Antipodes 80 Reading out the botanical
technicology. 1884 Maiich. Exam. 17 May 4/8 Schools
and museums of technicology scattered over the Continent.
1861 Zoologist Ser. n XIX. 7290 This word .. has the
merit, always prized by "techmcophilists, of being more
difficult to pronounce.

Technics : see TECHNIC B.

Technique (tekm-k). [a. F. (la) technique,
snbst. use of technique adj., TECHNIC. Cf. (Jer.

die technik.~\ Manner of artistic exeqution or per-
formance in relation to formal or practical details

(as distinct from general effect, expression, senti-

ment, etc.) ; the mechanical or formal part of an

art, esp. of any of the fine arts; also, skill or

ability in this department of one's art ; mechanical
skill in artistic work. (Used most commonly in

reference to painting or musical performance.)
1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. I. iv. 83 Illogical phrases.,

which hold so distinguished a place in the technique of
ordinary poetry. 1875 FORTNUM Maiolica xii. 122 Mr.
Robinson speaks of this specimen as '

being of the most

GROVE Diet. Afus. I\^. 66 A player may be perfect in

technique, and yet have neither soul nor intelligence. 1885
Spectatoryt May 704^2 [Victor Hugo's] improvement ofthe
technique of versification. 1886 Mag. Art Dec. 42/1 (Stanf.)
His technique is somewhat sketchy,, .and his colours

extremely light. 1900 jfrnl. Sch. Geog. flJ.S.) June 213
The technique of raising cotton, or celery, or Indian corn.

Technism (te-kniz'm). rare-", [f. Gr. r(x>"l

art, or Eng. TECHN-IO + -ISM ; cf. mechanism]
'Technicality' (Webster 1864). So Te-chnist,
one who deals with a subject technically.
1885 Nature 5 Feb. 314/2 The light of that comet was of the

kind familiarly known among technists as 'the candle-

spectrum '.

Techno- (tekno), repr. Gr. T(XO-, combining
form of Tt'^i"; art, occurring in TECHNOLOGY, etc. ;

also in the following rare terms : Technofrraphy
(-p-grafi) [-GRAPHY], the description of the arts,

forming the preliminary stage of technology
(TECHNOLOGY i); hence Techno'grapher, one
versed intechnography; Technogrraphic (-gravfik)
a. Te chno-mecha-nic a. (nonce-wd.}, pertaining
to mechanical art (in quot. absol. as sb.). Techno-
nomy (-fnomi) [-NOMY], the practical application
ofthe principles of the arts, forming the final stage
of technology ; hence Technonomic (-np'mik) a.

(Cent. Did. 1891).
1833 SARAH AUSTIN Charac. Goethe I. 187 Persuaded of

the co-operation of the Techno-mechanic with the Dynamo-
ideal. [I] had Seebeck's cross embroidered like damask, and
could riow see it in whatever light I chose, clear or dim, on
an uniform surface. 1881 MASON in Smithsonian Rep. 01

Observing and descriptive stage. . . Technography. Inductive
and classifying stage.. .Technology. Deductive and pre-
dictive stage. .. Technonomy. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet.,

Technographic. 1900 Anter. Anthropologist Jan.-Mar. 164
There are two ways of looking at human inventions, the one

ethnographic, the other technographic. Ibid., The techno-

grapher pursues a single art over time and place until he
knows it thoroughly.

Technologic (teknolfdjik), a. rare-", [f.

as TECHNOLOGY -t -ic. Cf. mod.L. terminus techno-

logicus (Alsted Encycl. 1630) ;
F. technologique

(1812 in Hatz.-Darm.).] = next. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Technological (teknoV-d^ikal), a. [f. as prec.
+ -ICAL.] Pertaining or relating to technology.
1. Belonging to technical phraseology or methods:

esp. of terms, words, senses ;
= TECHNICAL 3 b.

Now rare.

1627 in Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram, a iij, Each Science
termes of Art hath wherewithall To expresse themselues,
calld Technologicall. 1704 NORRIS Ideal World ll. Pref. 20

considered in a technological sense, may be described a* au
alkaline silicate.
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TECHNOLOGIST.

2. Relating to or dealing with the study of the

arts, esp. the industrial arts.

1800 Monllily Mnf. June 468/2 A new work ...

crated entirely lo the arts and manufactures, in the v.

annals or technological memoirs. 1864 DASHNT Jest -V

JiarntsHiBj}) II. 34 The dreary columns of a technological

dictionary. 1868 Kep. U.S. Commissioner Agric. (1869)59
The exposition of the industrial and the technological value

of the mineral wealth of the country.

Technologist (teknplSdjht). [f. next + -INT.]

One versed in technology ; one who studies or

treats of arts and manufactures.

1859 R. F. BURTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Sx. XXIX.
437 European technologists have.. vainly proposed theo-

retical methods for the. .operation. 1884 P. HIGGS Kffl.
Dynamo-KUctr. Much. vi. 140 In a book such as this, in-

tended for the use of technologists, it will be necessary to

discuss those theoretical principles.

Technology (teknp-lodsi). [ad. Gr. TfX"o-

Ao-ym systematic treatment (of grammar, etc.), f.

TfX"l art, craft : see -LOGY. So F. technologic

(1812 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. A discourse or treatise on an art or arts; the

scientific study of the practical or industrial arts.

1615 BUCK Third Univ. Eng. xlviii. An apt close of this

'eneral Technologic. 1618 VENNKR Baths o/Batlteq Heere
J cannot hut lay open Baths Technologic. 1706 PHILLIPS

(ed. Kersey)j Technology, a Description of Arts, especially
the Mechanical. 1802 12 BENTHAM Ration. Jitdic. Evia.

( 1 827) 1. 19 Questions in technology in all its branches. 1881

P. GEDDES in Nature 29 Sept. 524/2 Of economic physics,

geology, botany, and zoology, of technology and the fine

arts. 1881 Mechanical World 4 Mar. 130/1 The Depart-
ment of Applied Science and Technology.

b. transf. Practical arts collectively.

1859 R. F. BURTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Ceog. Soc. XXIX.
437 Little valued in European technology it [the chakazi, or

'jackass' copal] is exported to Bombay, where it is con-

verted into an inferior varnish. 1864 Dakome II. 202

His technology consists of weaving, cutting canoes, making
rude weapons, and in some places practising a rude

metallurgy.
2. The terminology of a particular art or snbject ;-

technical nomenclature.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus v. 70 The mother of

Life and Fountain of souls in Cabalisticall Technology is

called Binah. 1793 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rei*. XI. 563
The port-customs, the technology, and the maritime laws,

all wear marks of this original character. 1801-1* BENTHAM
Ration, yudic. Evid. (1827) IV. 252 An engine, called, in

the technology of that A*y,/ork. 1861 Morn. Star 21 May,
Aluminium, and its alloy with copper which the manu-

facturers, with a slight laxity of technology, denominate

bronze.

t 8. Or. rtxvo\oyia : see etym. Obs. rare* 1
.

1683 TWF.LLS Exam. Gram. Pref. 17 There were not any
further Essays made in Technology, for above Fourscore

years ; but all men acquiesced in the Common Grammar,

t Techomahac, obs. form of TACAMAHAC.

1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 622 The Techomahac-Tree from

Mexico.

Teohy, obs. and arch, variant of TETCHV.

Teck, obs. form of TEAK.

t Te-ckelite. Obs. [f.
name of Count Teckely,

a Hungarian Protestant leader who rose against

the persecuting Austrian government, and allied

himself with the Turks, whom he joined in the

siege of Vienna in 1683.] In Eng. Hist., A nick-

name given in 1683 to the Whigs, alleged to

sympathize with Count Teckely in waging war

against a Roman Catholic government.
1683 R. L'EsTRANGE Obseroator 29 Aug., Why where hast

thou been Bury'd of late, that thou know'st Nothing of the

Teckelites ? There's Another Design afoot, for the Recon-

ciling of the True-Protestants, and the Mahometans. 1684

DRYDEN Epil. Corataiitine Gt. 22 Besides all these, there

were a sort of wights, ( I think my author calls them Teckel-

ites,) Such hearty rogues against the king and laws, They
favoured even a foreign rebel's cause. 1688 Loud. Gaz.

No. 2348/1 (AdJr.fr. Carlisle) We likewise thank Your

Majesty for Your Royal Army, which really is both the

Honour and Safely of the Nation: Let the Teckelites

think and say what they will.

Teckle, obs. Sc. form of TACKLE : cf. laikle.

Tecno* (also tekno-), repr. Gr. rmvo-, com-

bining form of riievov child (as in -rexvo-fovm bear-

ing children, etc.); used in Eng. in a few rare

technical words. ||Tecnooto-nla [Gr. -KTOKOJ mur-

derer], child-murder, infanticide. || Tecnogo-nia

fGr.-yoKiJ generation], t () the age of a father at

his eldest child's birth ; (b) child-bearing, pregnancy.

Tecnology (teknp'lodji) [-LOGY], the scientific

study of children ; pwdology. Tscnonymy, tek-

(teknfrmmi) [Gr. oVo/ia, oVvfia name], the practice

among certain peoples of naming a parent from

his or her child; so Tecno-nymous (tek-) a.,

practising tecnonymy.
1857 DUNI.LISON Med. Lex., "Tecnoctonia. (11677 HALE

Prim. Orig. Man. 178 Partly by adding 100 Years to

that "Technogonia of the Patriarchs before Abraham, have

made the Period larger by 884 Years. 1860 MAYNE Expos.

TvLORTn^rii/. Anihrop. ~Inst. (1889) Feb. 248 Another

custom. . is the practice of naming the parent from the child.

..There are above thirty peoples spread over the earth who
thus name the father, and, though less often, the mother.

They may be called, coining a name for them, 'teknony-

Vol.. IX.

137

mats peoples. When beginning to notice tlic wide distribu-

tion of ihis uiiMnin of *tiknonyiny [elc.J. 1888 Atknmtm
i 1 1.

, .

~
(

,
, , Another Lustnui, here called leknonymy (by

I )r. K. It. 'I'ylor]. .: as an example was mentioned the name
of Ra-Mary, or Father of Mary, by which Moffat was

generally known in Afi i< :i.

II Tecoma irk<>-ma;. Hot. [mod.L. (Jussieu

1789), from Aztec tccomaxochitl, mistakenly sup-

posed by Jussieu to he the name of a species of the

genus to which he gave this name (t>ut really the

native name of Solcindra guttata, N.O. Solanacese').

The Aztec name is a compound of tfcomatl + xochitl
'

rose, flower
'

; the plant being named from the resemblance

of its flower to Inat of the tctotnatl or Calabash-tree

(Crescentia Cujtte, N.O. liiKnoniacex), lit.
'

pot-tree ',
f.

ttcomatl earthen vessel, pot.]

A large genus of Jiignoniaceif, mostly natives of

warm climates, consisting chiefly of shrubs (erect,

climbing, or twining), with leaves usually pinnate,
and showy trumpet-shaped flowers of various

colours (chiefly different shades of yellow and red),

whence the name trumpet-flower ; many are culti-

vated in greenhouses, etc. for their beauty.
Some shrubby species have sometimes been reckoned in

separate genera Tecontaria, Stfnolobium, Cattitfsis (or

CaiHpsidittnfi, and Pandorea \ others (of which some are '

tall trees used for timber and in medicine) formerly included

in Ttcoma, but with digitate leaves, are now separated as

Tabebuia. Several species are also often called Bignonia. ,

1846 Penny Cycl. Suppl. II. 614/1 Several .. species of

Tecoma have reputed medicinal virtues. 1884 Mag. Art \

Mar. 181/2 In the foreground the brilliant tecoma climbs .

a tall ailanthus tree. 1888 MRS. M'CANN Poet. Wks. 197
'

Its nest the lyre bird weaves with tecomas twining o'er it.

fTeeon. Obs. rare-'. A fish mentioned by
Walton as a kind of salmon : see qnots.
1653 WALTON Angler vi. 141 There is more then one sort

;

of them [salmon], as namely, a Tecon, and another called in
j

some places a Samlet, or by some, a Skegger : but these. .

may be fish of another kind. 1760 HAWKINS Note, There is

another small fish,. . called the Gravel Last-Spring, found only
in the rivcis Wye and Severn.. .Perhaps this is what Walton
calls the Tecon. 1853

' El HEMERA
' Note ibid., All the fish

named, except the gravel-lasl-spring, aie salmon-fry of dif-

ferent ages, from three or four months to twelve. Walton s
( tecon

'

may be the parr.

j-Teot, sb. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. tect-um roof,

prop. neut. of tectus, pa. pple.
' covered

'
: see next.] !

A roof. In comb, te-ot-demo-lished a., having the

roof demolished, disroofed.

1631 LITHGOW Trail, x. 432 Tect-demolished Churches,

vnpassable Bridges.

t Tect, /// a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. teci-us, pa. ,

pple. of tegire to cover.] Covered, hidden. (Const,

as pa. pple. See also TECTLY.) So t Te-eted.

1440 Pallad. on Hnsb. vi. 180 With chaf or fern this i

boordis do be tecte. Ibid. vm. 79 The tuppe is chosun fair

of altitude, Ywombed side, and tecte in whitest wolle.

c 1557 ABP. PARKER Ps. cxv. 332 Why els no doubt, the

Heathen sect, Would say where is their God so tecl? 1657

TOMLINSON Kenan's Disp. 459 The shells wherewith they I

are tected.

||
Tec-tec. [?from its note.] A species of

|

whinchat (Pratincola iybilla} found in some of the
'

islands off the E. coast of Africa.

1886 H. A. WEBSTER in Encycl. Brit. XX. 492/2 (Reunion}

Among the more familiar birds are the ' oiseau de la vierge
'

(Jlfuidfeta liorlionica), the tec-tec (Pratincola sybilla).

Tectibranch (te'ktibraerjk), a. and sb. Zool.

[f. L. teft-us covered + branchisb (Gr. Ppdyx'a)

gills.] a. adj. Belonging to the order or sub-

order Tectibranchiata of gastropod molluscs, com-

prising marine forms having the gills covered

by the mantle, and small shells often concealed by
the mantle, b. si. A gastropod belonging to this

division. So Teotibra-nchian, Tectibra'nchiate

acijs. and sis. in same senses.

1836-9 Todd"sCycl.Anat.\\.-$\l\ The internal or dermic

shells are foimecf in many of the..tectibranchiate orders.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 322/1 Gastropods are divided into

the following orders..: i. Nudibranchians. . . 3. Infero-

branchians...3. Tectibranchians (etc.). 1851 WOODWARD
Mollnsca I. 34 The respiratory organs form tufts, .protected

by a fold ofthe mantle, as in the Inferobranchs and Tecti.

branchs of Cuvier. 1894 Free. Zool. Sac. 20 Nov. 666 The ,

posterior pallial lobes of various genera of Bulloid Tecti. ,

branchs.

Tectiform (te-ktifim), a. Zool. [ad. mod.L.

tecliform-is,(.Uct-uinroo(:
see -FORM.] a. Roof-

shaped ; sloping
downwards on each side from a.

\

central ridge. D. Serving as a covering or lid.

Th

tr. Ciaus* Zool. l"x. 582 'Of sTender build and with large

wings, which in repose are tectiform. 1895 Funk's Stand.

Diet., Tectiform, having the form of a roof; serving as a

cover or lid : as, tectiform maxillaries.

t Te-ctly, adv. Obs. rare. [f.
TECT ///. a. +

-LT ^.1 In a concealed manner, covertly.

1587 HOUNSHED Chron. lrel.ll. 176/2 He laid verie close

& tectlie a companie of his men in an old house fast by the

castell. 1687 Catholic Balance 29 Opposing these Doctoral

Principles either tectly or openly.

Tectocephalic (tektos/Tse-lik), a. Path. [f.

L. tect-um roof )- Gr. <paA*j head -t- -10 : cf.

CEPHALIC.]
- SCAPHOCEPHALIC. So Tectocephaly

(-Se-Sli)
= SCAPHOCKPHALY.

TED.

1888 CI.KVISI.I K in Ainff. .\',it. July 614 The tv,
arc tecti> '

|.yr:.mid*l, or

lu/cngc-sh;ii>e(l faces, due lo jectioo,
and narrow foir:

Tectology i;. Biol. [ad. Gcr. ttkto-

logic (HacckeV, for ^tektoMflo^if, I. < ir. vitro*

carpenter, builder (cf. A sec -LOGY.]
(See quot., ami ef. 1 So Tecto-
lo'gicul a.

t pertaining to tcct<>!

1883 P. (IMMJES in /;,-.!</. Jirit. XVI. 842 'i In 1866
apj>eared the (itnerelle Morjhelofie of H;ir,;.-l. Here
pure morphology is distinguished into :

r^, the
first purely strm.tm.tl, tectology, which regards the orgftnUm
as composed of organic individuals of different orders ; the
second essentially stereometric, preitiorphology,
Tectonic (teklpTlik).* [;ul. latcL. tectonicus,

a. Gr. Tfjrroi'iJrof pertaining to building, f. ii*T<uv,
-ov-

t carpenter, builder.]
1. Of or pertaining to building, or construction

in general ; constructional, constructive : used esp.
in reference to architecture and kindred arts.

1656 Bi-ouNT Glossogr.) Tectonick (tectonittts), of or be-

longing to a builder. 1864 Daily Ttl. i Aug., That law of

necessity and of demand which is at the foundation of all

tectonic art. 1903 G. H. BROWN Art* itt Early Eng. II. 178
A form produced., by the exigencies of construction or, to

use a convenient term familiar in Germany, a tectonic form.

2. GeoL Belonging to the actual structure of the

earth's crust, or to general changes affecting it.

1894 BOYD-DAWKINS in Geol, Mag. Oct. 459 The relation

existing between the tectonic anticlines and
synclines

in

the districts of South Wales, Gloucester, and the West of

England. 1901 LD. AVEBUBY Scenery Eng, 213 The primary
configuration of the country's surface is no doubt due to

tectonic causes. 1005 Atktnmnm i Apr. 404/3 Whilst the

most powerful and destructive disturbances are of this

tectonic character, many other earthquakes are no doubt
connected with volcanic phenomena.
So Tecto'nica [= Ger. tektonik], term for the

constructive arts in general ; t Trctonist (obs.

nonce~wd.}> a constructor, a builder.

1634 W. WOOD New Eng* Pros}, n. xx. (1865) 106 As is

their husbands occasion these poor tectonists (the squaws]
are often troubled like snailes, to carrie their houses on

their backs. 1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Afal/tr
1
* Ane. Art

8 22 A series of arts which form and perfect vessels, imple-

ments, dwellings, and places of assembly. ..We call this

class of artistic activities tectonics.

Tectorial (tektoTial),a. Anaf. [f. L. ttctfri-

urti covering, a cover (f. teftdrius : see next) + -AL.]

Covering like a roof : applied to a membrane in

the internal ear (see quot.)

I

1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., Tectorial membrane, a

.elatinous structure covering [the] organ of Corti, stretching

From upper part of the limbus spiralis over the outer hair-

cells.

t Teoto-rian, a. Obs. rare-", [f. L. tectorhts

serving for covering walls, from teg/re to cover.]

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tectorian (tectoriui], of or be-

longing lo covering, pargetting, washing or whitelyming.

II Tectrix (te'ktriks). Ornith. Usually in pi.

tectrices (tektrai-s/z). [mod.L. tectrix (fern, of

L. lector), f. tect-, ppl. stem of tegire to cover : see

-TBIX. So F. tccmce.] Each of the feathers that

cover the base of the quill-feathers of the wing and

tail in birds : = COVERT sb. 5.

[1768 PENNANT ZooL I. *in Lesser coverts of the wings.

Tectrices primal .. Greater coverts. Tectrices secundz.

184* BRANDE Diet. Sc., etc., Tectrices, Coverts, the name of

the feathers which cover the quill feathers and other parts

of the wing.) 1874 COUES Birds N. W. 693 Under parts,

including the inferior alar teclnces, pure while. 1896

NEWTON Diet. Birds 950 Each lectrix being placed on the

proximal side of its corresponding remex.

Hence Tectrioial (tektri-Jal) a., pertaining to

the tectrices. 189' '" Cmt. Diet.

t Te'Cture. Obs. [ad. L. teclura a covering.]

A covering (lit. oryff.) ; a canopy, a roof.

1614 F. WHITE KefI. fisher 579 Your. . Blandishments are

but Maskes and Tectures of lalenl perfidiousnesse. 1631

LITHGOW Trav. x. 443 This palatial cloyster is cuiadrangled

foure stories high, the vppermost whereof, is window-set in

ihe blew lecture. 1651 Raleigh's Ghost Pref., He may seem

to shadow .his blasphemy under the lecture of some weak

and feeble reasons. 1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 471'

Caves were their houses, the lectures of wood their collages.

Hence t T'oturd a., canopied, roofed ; formed

with or as a roof.

1631 LITHGOW Trav. vm. 366 The streetes being couered

aboue, . haue large Lights cut through the tectur'd tops.

Tecul, obs. form of TICAL.

Ted (ted), p. 1 Form: 5-6 tedd, 5-7 tedde,

6 teede, 7 tede, 6- ted. [Known from isth c. ;

app. representing an OE. *t(ddan, cognate with

Icel. let/a, pa. t. lailJa, in special sense, to dung,

manure, prob. to spread (manure) or spread (the

ground) with manure: see TATHE. The more

general sense appears in OHG., MHG., and mod.

HG. dial, zftten to spread out, scatter: "tatjan:

OTeut. *tadjan. The non-appearance of this vb.

in OE. and ME., and in LG. and Du., is notable.]

1. trans. To spread out, scatter, or strw abroad

(new-mown grass) for drying. Also absol.

Somelimes including the turning of the gra when dried

on one side: sec quot. 1669; but tedding and turning are

propeily distinct processes: cf. quots. 1577, 1616, 1746.

H.. [implied in TEDDER). 14*1-90 U TEDDING). is3
18



TED.

FITZHERB. Husb. 25 Whan thy medowes be mowed, they
wolde be well tedded and layde euen vpjxm the grounde.

138

1561 TURNER Herbal n. 89 A tede is a fat and roseny pece
if a pyne or pich tre, which hewen of, serueth for torches.

and turned in the Sommer. 1616 SURI-I.. 8: MARKH.
Country Farjite 500 After you haue mowed it, and tedded
it, you shall turne it twice or thrice ere you cocke it. 1669
WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 333 To Ted, to turn or spread
new mown Grass. 1746 Poor Robin (Nares), Tedding,
turning, cocking, raking, And such bus'ness in hay making.
1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. <y Art II. 624 In Middlesex,
. .all the grass mown on the first day, before nine o'clock in

the morning, is tedded, that is, uniformly strewn over the field.

(,1830 Glouc. Farm Rep. 14 in Lilir. Use/. Knoivl., Hitsb.

Ill, The hay-making machine is put to work in the field to

ted or shake out every day's work.

2. trans/, andJig. To scatter ; to dissipate.
c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.) xxi. 23 Thow held hir curage

he on loft, And ted my tendir hairt lyk toft. 1580 LVLY
Eufhufi (Arb.) 228 Then fall they to al disorder that may
be, tedding that with a forke in one yeare, which was not

gathered together with a rake, in twentie. 1589 Papfe in.

Hatchet Lyly's Wks. 1902 III. 412 What foole more
couetous than he, that seekes to tedd abroad the Churches
goods with a forke, and scratch it to himselfe with a rake.

1788 E. PICKEN Poems Gloss. 246 Ted, to scatter, to spread.

1813^
Misc. Poems I. 120 (E.D.D.) Megg tedd the saut

upo the stool. 1870 J. HAMILTON Moses xi. 188 A day-
dreamer gets hold of a beautiful . . thought, and teases and
teds it, and tosses it out into a cloud fine and filmy.
8. dial. a. To spread out (cut corn or flax) on

the ground to dry. b. To dress (flax). C. To
arrange, tidy (the hair, a room, etc.).
1706 Monthly Mag. Apr. 223/2 When the mowers went

afield The yellow corn to ted. 1811 WILLAN IV. RidingGloss.
(E.D. S. B. 7), Tedding,..applied. .also to the dressing of
hair and flax. 183* J. BREE St. Herbert's Isle 13 To mark
the vale-hind ted the ripened shock. 1847-78 HALLIWELL,
Ted,, .to turn flax when it has been laid on the ground to
dry. Wtsl. 1858 K. S. SURTEES Ask Mamma Ixviii. 306
Producing a black.. pocket-book, and tedding up a lot of
characters, bills, etc. 1887 Jamieson's Sc. Diet., Stiff, s. v.,
Ted your hair, and tedd up the house : West of Sc.

Ted, v? local techn. [app. local var. of ME.
ttth, TEETHE.] trans. To give a finely-toothed
or serrated edge to (a reaping-hook or sickle).
Hence Te'dded///.a., Te-dder, Te-dding vbl. sli.

"833 I. HOLLAND Manuf.Metal\\.$$ The next operation
1m making sickles) is cutting or toothing, or tedding as it is

technically called. Ibid. 56 There is.. a peculiarity in the
handling of his hammer and chisel by a sickle tedder, which
it requires considerable practice to attain. 1888 Sheffield
Glass., Tedded, serrated, indented. Sickles are tedded in
order to make them cut better. [Cf. c 1440 Pronip. Parv.
498/2 Tothyd.or tod wythe teethe, dentatus. 1781 HUTTON
Tour Caves Gloss., Tod, to tooth sickles.]

Teddar, -er, -ir, obs. forms of TETHEB.
Tedded (te-ded), ppl. al [f. TED z;.l + -ED I.]

Spread out for drying, as grass.
1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 450 The smell of Grain, or tedded

Grass, or Kme. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm 1 1 1. 970 The hay-
rm j'i

em
,
p oyed to rake the 'edded grass into a windrow.

Tedded, ppl.a.
'*

: see TED v.2

Tedder '
(te-dai). [f. TEDZ/.I + -EKI.] One who

teds new-mown grass ; also, a machine for doing
tiiis; a tedding-machine.

-r'i'j
yoc

\
in Wr --wiilcker 578/44 Disgerbigator, . . a

Teddere lb,d. 587/48 Herlarins, . . a teddere. 1800 HURDIS
Put, Village 22 Thick swarms the field with tedders 1877KNIOHT Diet. Meek., Tedder,..* machine for stirring and
spreading hay, to expedite its being dried. 1886 P S
ROBINSON Valley Teet. Trees 141 The mowers and tedders
sitting in the shade with their bread and cheese.
Tedder 2

: see TED v.l

Tedding (te-dirj), vbl. sbl
[f. TEDW.I + -ING V]The action of spreading out or scattering (new-mown grass) to be dried by the sun and wind.

he

A
Pine. 1637

'

-

tede is lighted now.

t Tede, a. Obs. rare '. 1 Tied, joined together.
13. . E. . Allil. P. B. 1634 Fyrst telle me be tyxte of be

tede lettres, & syben be mater of )>e mode, mene me ber-after.

Tede, Teder, obs. forms of TED v., TETHER.

II Tedesco (Ude-skff),^. (sA.) Pl.tedeschi (-kz).

Also tedesque (-e'sk). [It. tedesco German ; ad.

med.L. theodisc-us : cf. Goth.fouitisi, OE. ftodisc,
OHG. diutisc, MHG. tiutsch, diulsch, Ger. dentsch :

ste DUTCH.] The Italian word for German
; esp.

used to express Teutonic influence as shown in

some spheres of Italian art.

1814 BYRON Jrnl. 20 Feb. in Moore -#(1830) I. 501 The
Tedeschi dramatists. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain I. 551/2
The Coro Alto was carved in a quaint tedesque style. 1874
T. G. APPLETON in Longfellow's Life (1891) III. 232 Achifle
denounced the Tedesco with the traditionary hatred of the
Austrian. 1883 C. C. PERKINS Itnl. Sculpture i. iv. 51 note,
Minute works in the 'semi-tedesco

'

style, then in fashion.

II Te Deum (t/
1

d/-m). [From the opening
words of the Latin original, Te Deum landamus,
'

Thee, God, we praise '.]
An ancient Latin hymn

of praise in the form of a psalm, sung as a thanks-

giving on special occasions, as after a victory or

deliverance; also regularly at Matins in the
R. C. Ch., and (in an English translation) at

Morning Prayer in the Church of England.
961 ^ETHELWOLD Rule SI. Benetxi. (1885) 35 .rEfter ba:m

florian
pas feorban repses beginne se abbod pa?ne lofsang

[e
deum laudamus. [So in c 1200 \Vinteney Rule St. Benet

xi.47 .] CI386CHAUCER .$<>>. T. 158 Te deum wasoure song
and no thyng elles. c 1485 Digliy Myst. in. 2140 Te Deum
lavdamus lett vs syng. 1547-8 Rtc. St. Mary at Hill 387
Item, for iiij conge bokes of te deum in Englisshe.. viij d.

1613 SHAKS. Hen, VIII, iv. i. 92 The Quire With all the
choysest Musicke of the KingdomeTogether sung Te Deum.
1811 BVRON IVernerv. i. 94

rTe Deum '

peal'd from nations.
1896 C. K. PAUL tr. Huysman'i En Route viii. 107 Stand,
ing, he intoned the ' Te Deum '.

b. With a and in//. Te Deums, in reference to
a recital of this, or (allusively) to any public utter-
ance of praise to God

; also, a service of (public)
thanksgiving marked by the singing of this hymn.
1679 SHADWKLL True IVidino i. 3 At home they are

alwayes roaring out Te Deums for Stealing of some Town
or other. 1711 Land. Gaz. No. 4794/3 Letters from France
begin to own that their Te Deum cost them exlreamly dear.
1903 MORLEV Gladstone I. iv. x. 615 The archbishop ordereda Tt Deum. Neither te-deums nor prayers melted the
heart of the British cabinet,

c. A musical setting of this hymn.
o
8<
H!/

a
,
c
J'
s
,
<

V
1 s T

'.
D"

regularlyusedinchurchservices.)1880 W. H. HUSK in Grove's Diet. Mus. I. 625/1 In addi-
tion_to the before-named compositions, Greene produced a
1 e Deum in D major, with orchestral accompaniments.
d. attrib. and Comb.

TEDIOUSTB.

irksome, f. Isedium, TEDIUM : see -ous
; perh

partly ad. OF. tedieus, -eux (1387 in Godef.).]
1.

' Wearisome by continuance
'

(J.) ; long and
tiresome : said of anything occupying time, as a
task, or a journey ; esp. of a speech or

narrative,
hence of a speaker or writer : prolix, so as to cause
weariness.

1411-10 LVDG. Chron. Troy iv. xxxiii, Me lisle no more of
hir woo to endite Leste vn to ?ow that it were tedious, c 1475Babees Bk. 75 Many wordes ben rihte Tedious. 1516 TIN.
DALE Acts xxiv. 4 Lest I be tedeous vnto the. 1549 Comfl
Seal. vi. 62, I pray the to decist fra that tideus mclancolic
orison. 1551 LVNDESAV Monarche 4065 Hot tiddius it wer
to tell. 1551 HULOET, Tedious speaker, or patterer, Imtlo-
logus. 1591 SHAKS. Kom. f, Jnl. v. iii. 230, I will be briefe
for my short date of breath Is not so Ions as is a tedious
tale. 1603 Meas.for Al. n. i. IIQ Come: you are a
tedious foole : to the purpose. 1675 T. TULLV Let. Baxter 27The tediousest taske I ever yet undertooke. 1709 STEEI r St.

AUDISON Tatter No. 75 f 8, I would not be tedious in this
Discourse. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters I. Pref., A series
of teadious and laborious experiments. 1819 SCOTT Let
to Ld. Montagu 4 Mar., in Lockhart, Tedious hours occur
on board of ship. 1873 JOWETT Plato (M!. 2) V. 36 If I nm
to discuss all these matters, I cannot avoid being tedious.

fb. humorously. Long (in time or extent). Obs.
J6oi SHAKS. AlCs Well n. iii. 33 Nay 'tis strange, 'tis very

straunge, that is the breefe and the tedious of it. 1630

(T.inrl 'ho,,
"

00 T> ,7 """ " "*w """-"- 1'UJMH.C IU lllilKe
good hey. ,688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 72/2 Tedding is

iSHSfSf'ST " ^^f

.'fc

b. attrib., as ledding-machine.
[1826-44 LOUDON <r^/. ^V. <20 The hay-teddine

machine, invented about 1800, by Salmon of Woburn.l 1841

7raZ' *""; H?'
IV' "' 482 Mr- w dlake. .produceda spreading or tedding machine. ,847-78 HALLIWELL,

flay IK /' ~!c
"g s"ck

T
used for turning or tedding

eddini 'ih Ik ,'" ?S June 14/3 The old custom of

Tending,ttt:^T^* " av ided '

Teddy, pet-form of certain Chiistian names, as
Edward, Edmund, Theodore, attrib. in Teddybear

(te-di,beu), a stuffed figure of a bear, made of
rough plush used as a toy or as a kind of mascot.

called in I

'

H"-
'n' V gUe about IOO7' alld was s

dent of U g
lnorous allusion to Theodore Roosevelt (Presi-

aloit
7
the

)

'"^ifKT"' i
3 Se

P'" 4/7 W1>ile Europe is sending

s
d dS'^rl"^^;^y-^^S:

^Tede, rf. Obs. Also
te'ad(-e. [ad. L.

i
; a wood-torch.

Princes. 1896 Daily Ntaa'\"fg"i% A' Te"Deum" mass
in celebration of the birthday of the Empiess Dowager of
Russia took place yesterday at the Orthodox Chuich in theRue Daru in Paris.

Hence Te--De-tuning' (nome-wd.), the singing of
a Te Denm or Te Deums.
1861 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xm. vii. (1873) V. 82 With much

processioning, blaring and le-dmrn-mg. 1864 Ibid. xv. i. V
270 J e^ieum-mg on an extensive scale.

Tedge(ted3). rare-". [Etymology unknown.]= INGATE sb* see quots.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Ingale, an aperture in amould for pouring in metal; technically called the tedge.1877 KNIGHT D,et Meeh., T.-dge, the ingate or aperture ina mold through which the molten metal ii poured
fTedia-tion. Obs. rare~\ [n. of action f. late

L. leediare to feel loathing: see -ATION Perh
aphetic for ated(y]acyon (also in Caxton), a. OF.
see ATTEDIATION.] The action of wearying or
condition of being wearied,

t d ,

XTON C/las - Gt. 112 Ye shall do lustyce wyth lasse

tTedi-ferous, a. Obs. rare-",
[f. L. tadifer

(f. tedo, torch + -Jer bearing) + -ous : see -FEROUS.]
.Bearing a torch.
1656 BLOUNT Clossogr., Tediferous (tcdi/er), that bearetha torch or taper. ,658 in PHILLIES. ,71, in BAILEY.
T Te-dify, v. nome-wd. [irreg. f. L. tedium,TEDIUM + -FY, after edify,.] trans. To affect with

tedium
; to weary, bore. So f Tediflca-tion.

1613 I. ADAMS Sinner's Passing-bell Wks. 1861 I 348 An
odious, tedious, endless inculcation of things doth often tirethose with whom a soft and short

reproof would findI good
i^P'f^'Sv f

h
j
whlles thev would intend to edify, do in

till Vfi
y' l6 '6- Dh'ine Herbal il>id. 1 1. 442 Too often

till edification turn to tedificalion. ,633 _ Ext 2 Peter111. A \n he nil ,..t& . - . **. *~ip. * feier

Teding-penny, obs. f. TITHINQ-PEMNY.
Tedious (tfdias), a. Forms: 5 ted(e)u8,ted,-, fadiose s-7 tedy-, 6 tede-, tide-, tydy-

?"' ; \
' 6" 7 teydi-' 7-8 teadi-, 8

tedi-, s- tedious. (Also 6 tedy'-, tiddius, A.
tiden., -ews, 6-7 tedius.) [ad. late L.

R. "Johnson's Kingd. t, Comnnu. 56 An old sheep-biter
with a nose too

tedious,
for his face.

2. Wearisome in general ; annoying, irksome,
troublesome, disagreeable, painful. Obs. exc. dial.

X454 Paston Lett. I. 279 To arere a power to resyst the
sayd riotts, which to hem on that holy tyme was tediose
and heynous. 1516 TINDALE Rom. xii. 1 1 Let not that busy.nes which ye have in honde be tedious to you. c 1689
I. WHICKER in Arb. Garner VII. 375 A sort of flies, .drew
blisters and bladders in our skin, .which were very tedious
for our bodies too. 01691 TuxoTSON.S'v.(i742) 111. 181,
I may be tedious, but I will not be long, c 1845 in y. Mil-S r

<\j
Lett. 4- Rein. 143 Johnstone ain't a drinking man nor

a wife-beater, but he makes her a tedious husband. 1868
ATKINSON Cleveland Ghss., 7Va7oi,..fidgetly, uneasy
requiring constant attention t of an infant or young child
when teething, or poorly. 187, R. ELLIS Catullus I. 17UiU 1, a poem Write, my tedious anguish all revealing.
t3. Tired, wearied, exhausted; also, disgusted

or annoyed, esp. by iteration or excess
; bored.

,430-40 LYDG. Bochas vni. viii. (MS. Bodl. 263) If. 375
Galenus..Throuh at \sic\ thorient wex victorious Til he for
age, gan wexen tedious. ,509 BARCLAY ShypofFolyidfyA
II. 148 So whan the Father is ledyous and old. 1540-,hLYOT Image Cm. (1544) Bij, Being also tedious of his
abhommations. Ibid, xxviii. Qiijb, Beinge tediouse of that
beaslely lycence.
4. Late, tardy, dilatory, slow. Obs. exc. dial.
c ,485 Dlfty Myst. iv. 1079, I was to tidiose, That holy

sight to see. ,605 BACON Adv. Learn. \. ii. 7 The most
active or busy man . . hath . . many vacant times of leisure . .

except he be . . tedious and of no dispatch. ,698 CONGREVK
Snofru, i, Though thou hadst on lightning rode, Still
thou tedious art, and slow. ,718 MORGAN Algiers II. iii.

249 Barbarossa was not . . very tedious in gratifying their
curiosity. ,833 T. HOOK Parson 's Dau. II. i,

'
I expect Lord

Weybridge i we are not ready for dinner till his lordshipcomes. What can make him so tedious 1
'

said Maria-Jane.
1898 [see Eug. Dial, Diet.}.
So Te-disome, Tedionsome a. (Sc.), tedious;

tTedio-sity, f Tediouste [= Of. ttdieusete,
I5th c.], tedionsness.
f a ,411 LYDC. Two Merck. 900 Lest tediouste your eiys

did assayl. ,611 Two Noble K. in. v, What tediosity and
disensanily Is here among ye I 1814 SCOTT St. Ronan's
xxu, It was an unco pleasant show, .. only it was a pity it
was sac tediousome.

Tediously (trdissli), adv. [f. prec. + -LV *.]
In a tedious manner; at great and wearisome
length ; tiresomely ; slowly, tardily.
31557 MRS. M. BASSET More's Treat. Passion M.'s Wks.

J3/0/I
Oftentimes tediousely without any nede thei weie

fame to repete twise euery worde they said in their praiour.
1583 HOLLVBAND Catiipo di Fior 323 Thou hast made me to
forget it interrupting me so tediousely. ,599 SHAKS. Hen. y,
IV. Chorus 22 The

creeple-tardy-gatcd Night, Who like a
foule and ougly Witch doth limpe So tediously away. 1653WALTON Angler To Rdr. 2 Not to read dull, and tediously.
1779-81. JOHNSON L. P., Milton Wks. II. 154 [Comus] a
drama in the epick style, inelegantly splendid, and tediously
instructive. 1837 HALLAM Hist. Lit. in. ii. 5 72 Hall.,
dilates upon it sometimes more tediously, but more appo-
sitely.

Tediousness (irdiasnes). [f. as prec. + -SKSS.]
The quality or condition of being tedious.
1. \V earisomeness on account of long continuance ;

tiresome lengthiness, prolixity ; also, wearisome-
ness in general; irksomeness, troublesomeness;
trouble, annoyance (oh. or dial.).
,431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 229 Tubal exercisede firste

musike to alternate the tediosenes pastoralle. Ibid. IV. 255
The vthe age of the wprlde . . afflicte with moche tediouse-
nesse [orig. crebris malis quassata]. 1553 T. WILSON Ktt,-t.

(1580) 139 Euen in this our tyme, some offende much
in tediousnesse. 1599 DAVIES Immort. Soul cccix, She
distastes them all, within awhile; And in the sweetest,
finds a tediousness. ,658 ROWLAND Mou/efs Thcai. Ins.

936 The bloud of beasts, which with great tediousnesse
and pain he [the bee.fly] sucks out. ,798 S. & Hr. LEE
Canterb. T.,Yng.Ladys T. 11.434 He. .resolved rather to
endure the tediousness of a passage by sea. 1881 Times
gApr. n/3 Ecclesiastical litigation abuses the common legal
privilege of tediousness.

1 2. Weariness, ennui ; disgust, distaste. Obs.
1481 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 25 Vnlo the tedusnes of
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some stondyng by, he thankyd owr lord and redemer . . for

innumerabulle benefetis. c 1561 VEHON Free-wilt 46 To

.ng to their pur ,

ncsse. 1684 Contempt. St. Man II. v. (1699) 171 All there

know God without Error.. .Love him without Tediousness.

3. Slowness, tardiness; clilatoiiness. Obs. exc. dial.

1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent, 6 Its tediousness in

bringing on and off. 1741 H. WALTOLK Lett, to Mann
(1834) I. xlviii. 189 By the tediousness of the post and dis.

lance of place I am still receiving letters from you about the

Secret Committee. 1900 [see Eng. Dial. Dict.\.

Tedium (trdiflm). Also 7-9 teedium. [.
I., tstdium weariness, disgust, f. tied-Hre to weary.]
The stale or quality of being tedious; wearisome-

ness, tediousness, ennui.

1662 PETTY Taxes ii. I 37 Whereby the charge and tedium

141 A more infallible specific against tedium and fatigue.

1814 SCOTT /Kaz'. xxv, When he remembered the taedium

uf his quarters. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. v. i. 216 In

some of the stories., there is the tedium of the old romance.

Comb. 1827 CAKLYLE Germ. Lit. Misc. Ess. 1873 I. 28

One or two sleek clerical tutors, with here and there a

t< dium-stricken 'squire.

Tedure, -yr(e, obs. forms of TETHKB.

Tee (t)> i*- 1 [The origin of senses 2 and 3 is

obscure : possibly they do not belong here.]

I. 1. The name of the letter T ; also applied to

objects having the form of this (T or |- ). See

also T (the letter) 2.

1610 GUILLIM Heraldry IV. v. (1611) 199 He beareth

Argent, a cheveron betweene three Text Tees, sable, 1877
KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Tec, a T-shaped pipe-coupling.

i88a

Wore. Ejchib. Calal. lii. 5 Connections, elbows, tees, syphons.
1891 Times 28 Sept. 3/6 The demand for angles ana tees is

nuiet, but bridge and roofing makers are taking fair lots.

ii. 2. Sc. (See quot. 1882.)
1494-5 Ace, Ld. High Trias. Scot. 1. 228 To mak knoppis

and fassis to the harnysing of briddillis and teis, xxxij pirnis
of gold. 1505 Ibia. III. 160 For ane courpale and tee..xs.

1675 CUNNINGHAM Diary 27 July (1887) 56 Sent to Glasgow
for a new Curpell and T ee. 1776 R. t ERGUSON in Whitelaw

pended from a horse's collar for attachment to the shafts of

.1 vehicle, or for connecting the bit and bridle ; also, the

ropes by which a sailyard is suspended.

3. Mining. (See quot. 1851.)
1653 MANLOVE Lead Mines 266 Fell, Bous, and Knock-

barke, Forstid-oar, and Tees. 1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet.

S ij, After crossing of Pees, Tees, Braks, Jumbles, or what

other disorder may happen that the Vein cannot be easily

made out. 1851 TAPPING Gloss. Lead-mining Terms,
_
Tee,

or Tye, is where a cross vein approaches another vein_ at

nearly right angles, whose side it joins without intersecting

or breaking through it.

IH. 4. attrili. Shaped like a T, having a cross-

piece at the top or end, as tee-frame, -iron, -joint,

-piece, -square; also in other combs., as tee-headed,

-shaped adjs. See also T (the letter) 3.

1819 PECKSTON Gas-Lighting joo Wrought-iron tee
:pieces

for branching off from the principal service-pipe in two

directions. 1822 IMISON Sc. fy Art II. 344 Tee-squares are

rulers made in the form of the letter T. 1877 KNIGHT Diet.

Meek., Tee-iron, a rod with a cross-bar at the end, for with-

drawing the lower valve-box of a pump. 1884 Health
Exhib. Cataf. p. liii/2 Fire and Thief-resisting Safes . solid

teeframe, andsolid flange lock case. 18870. A. LowMac/uiit
Draw. (1892) 18 At (c) is shown a tee-headed bolt. 1904

Daily Chron. 4 May 3/2 Tee-shaped and substantially

built, the new pier . . has a frontage of 650 ft.

Teeft*)'^-2
Golf. Orig. Sc. [app. a curtailed

form ofteaz, used in 1 7th c., the origin of which

is not ascertained. For the formation cf. pease,

pea.'] The starting-place, usually a little heap of

earth or sand, from which the ball is driven in

commencing to play each hole.

1673 Wcddcrburn's Vocab. 37, 38 (Jam.) Baculus, Pila

clavaxfa, a goulfe-ball. Stalumen, the Teaz. 1711 RAM-
SAY Ode to Ph ii, Driving their baws frae whins or tee.

1875 W. A. SMITH Lnvsiana 147 Each [shell] is seated

on a sandy
' tee ', formed by the wind sweeping away the

sand around it. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 765/1 In starting

from the hole, the ball may be teed (i.e. placed where the

player chooses, with a little pinch of sand under it called a

tee). 1905 Daily Ncitis j Jan. 12 At two o'clock, . . the

golfing party were at the first tee.

attrib. 1901 Daily Chron. 7 June 8/3 Vardon was beaten

in the tee shots.

Tee (t'Oi ^-3 Curling, etc. Orig. Sc. [Origin
uncertain : perh. orig. the same word as TEE .',

from the use of such a mark to define an exact spot.

(A suggested derivation from ON. tjd to show, mark,

note, is untenable.)]

The mark, a cross made on the ice and surrounded

by circles, at which the stones are aimed ; applied
also to the 'jack

'

at bowls, and the ' hob '

at quoits.

1789 D. DAVIDSON Tli. Seasons, Winter 167 Clim o' the

Cleugh . .A slow shot drew, wi' muckle care, Which settled on

the tee. 1812 Sporting Mag. XL. 51 A mark is made at each

end [of the rink] called a tee, toesee, or witter. 1820 Blackw.

Mag. VI. 572 Each player endeavouring to possess himself

of a birth near the Tee, 1885 New Bk. Sports 100 (Curling)

The players who open the game begin by playing short of

the tee. 1888 W. BLACK In Far Lochaber ii. 1. 66 A trimly

kept bowling-green, in which the club-members practise

the gentle art cf reaching the tee.

b. attrib. and Comb. , as tee-shot ; tee-drawn adj.

1850 J. STRUTHERS Winter Day n.ix, Tee-drawn shots the

smooth-lead fill, Or ports are wick'd with hair-breadth skill.

1853 W. WATSON i'ocnis 64 (E.D.D.) [He] Sen's up a tec-

shot to a hair.

II Tee (t/), sb.* Also htee. [Burmese Kli

umbrella.] A metallic decoration, in the shape of

an umbrella, usually gilded and hung with bells,

surmounting the topes and pagodas of liurina and i

adjacent countries.
1800 M. SY.MES Embassy Ava v. 188 The whole [build- ,

ing] is crowned by a Tce,or umbrella, of open iron-work,
from which rises a rod with a gilded pennant. The tec or

umbrella is lo be seen on every sacred building that is of a

.piral form. 1858 H. YULE Mission lo Ava ii. 42 [The
jauda-palen Temple at Pagan] is cruciform in plan . .

crowned by a spire and htee. 1882 Eiiin. Rcv.^
Oct. 360

|

On the summit of the tope was a square construction known
among archaeologists as ihe ' tee '.

t Tee, v. 1 Obs. Forms : see below. [OF., lion
|

(contr. from Mohan}, pa. t. tc'ah, lufpn, pa. pple.

lo^en,
a Com. Teutonic str. vb., cogn. with OSax.

liohan, I6h, tugun, gitogan (MLG. lien, /en,

M L)u. lijen, lijghen, LG. teen, EFris. tten, Kjen,

tleii), OFris. tia (WFris. tjean, Saterl. tejen,

NFris. tjiti), OHG. ziohan, zSh, zugun, gizogan

(Ger. ziehen, zog, gezogeti), ON. pa. pple. toginn,
Goth, tiuhan, tauh, tatihum, tauhans, to draw,

lead; = L, due-Ire to lead, draw. A primitive

Aryan vb., still important in German, but lost in

Eng. by 1 500. Derivatives of the same root sur-

vive in taut, learn, lie, light, tough, low, tuff.']

A. Illustration of Forms.
1. Present stem. a. Inf. i teon, 2-4 teon, 3-4

tuen, 3-5 teen, ten, teo, tee, te ; 5 tegh.
971 Blickl. Horn. 241 gif eow swa licfoe..hine teon burh

bisse ceastre lanan. 1205 LAY. 791 Icb wille teo [1275
go] to-foren. c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 1344 To bersabe he gunne
teen. Ibid. 1953 lo-warde egipte he gunne ten. C12QO.V/.
Eustace 165 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 214 To londe
he moste te. c 1300 Harrow. Hell 234 Alle. .bat mine buen
shule to blisse wij> me tuen. c 1320 Cast. Love 821 porw on
of beos bayles he mot teon. Ibid. 877 porw be fasle }at he
con in teo. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2541 Let hym tegh to be

tempull. 1425 Cast. Perstv. 1564 in Macro Plays 123

pedyr rabely wyl I tee. c 1450 LOVELICH Grail xiii. 56 Owl
of the castel of Come bat he wolde te.

b. Pres. Indie., Imper. I teoh, too, tio, 3-4
tee, te ; 2 (Subj.~) tye ; //. i teon, 3-4 teen, ten.

Imper. I teoh, 3 tin.

(897 [see B. ib], c 1000 ./ELFRIC Gram, xxviii. (Z.) 176

Traho, ic teo, . .pertraho, ic teo swySe. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.

John VL 44 Buton se feeder.. hyne teo \c 1160 Hatlon G.

nyne tye]. Ibid. Luke v. 4 Teoh hit on dypan. 1027-114
Secular Laws Cnut c. 70 Ne teo se hlaford na mare on his

xhta. c 1205 LAY. 17416 Vther, tih be a$an. c 1220 Bestiary

353 De hertes . . If he fer fecchen fode, and he ouer water ten.

13.. E.E.Allit.P. B. gThayteen vnto his temmple. Ibid.

1262 Er he to be tempple tee. 13.. Guy Warw. (A.) 2018

Er be sonne doun te.

c. Pres, Indie., 2nd pen. sing, i tiehst, tyhst,

yd. pers. sing, i tiehp, tyhp, tihp, 2 tiB, 3 tijth,

tihth, te, tec*, 4 te;t.
< 897 K. S&LFREU Gregory's Past. C. xxxv. 241 He tiehS

his heafod in to him. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. 1 1. 256 Lgecedom
se }>;et yfel ut tihS of bam milte. Ibid. 362 ppnne bu . .

tyhst blod. 1175 Lamb. Horn, 27 Hit hine tio to ban
bittre de5e. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 37 lefned to be deore

[hjwuas geres he forSteoS. c 1220 Bestiary 64 Up he te3,

Til Sat he 3e heuene seS. a 1250 Owl ff Night. 1435 An
sum sot man hit tyhb \v.r. tihb)>ar to. c 1315 SHOREHAM
iii. 236 As he tejt atte font-stone.

2. Pa. t. I teah, 2 teah, 2-3 teh, teih, tseh,

tah, 3-4 tej, teij, tey, teye, teije, 4 tyh, 5 teje,

tegh. PI. r tuson, 3 tujen, tuhen, tuwen, 5 tyen.
acpo CYNEWULF Judith 09 [Heo] xenam Sa bone hzoenan
mannan fa;ste be feaxe sinum, lean hyne. 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 129 purh hwam ure drihtan teh to him al moncun.
c 1205 LAY. 640 He tah hine ajein. Ibid. 805 He him seolf

teih [CI275 code] bi-foren. Ibid. 1641 Taeh [see B. Ik],

longe, that [etc.]. I37S Joseph Arim. 57 loseph ten to

non hous bole euene to be temple. 1390 GOWER Conf. II.

318 Unto his centre horn he tyh. 1400 Destr. Troy 12907

He light into hauyn,..Tegh vnto Tuskan,& turnyt to londe.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke v. n And his >uSon hcora ^VP 11

to lande. c 1205 LAY. 1834 Heo tujen [^1275 drowen] alle

to gadere. Ibid. 2619 Him tuwen hired men to. a 1225

St. Marher. 22 Ant tuhen alle to hire bodi. c 1400 Sefe

Jerus. 843 His burnes Tyen to her tentis myd tene bat bey
badde.

3. Pa. pple. i se)toxen, 3 l-tojen, i-tohen,

i-towen, -un, tojen, 4-5 towen.

971 Blickl. Horn. 241 Se eadija Andreas wa:s to^en. c 1205

LAY. 10099 Luces wes wel itojen. a 1225 A net. R. 108 Heo
is a grucchild, & ful ilowen [v. r. itoben]. Ibid. 204 pe nome
one muhle hurten alle wel itowune earen. c I2JO Gen. ft Ex.

3647 Dis folc is after softe to?en. 13.. Caw. $ Gr. Kitt.

1093 For ?e haf trauayled, towen fro ferre.

B. Signification.
1. trans. To draw, pull, drag, tug.
a 900 tr. Baeda'sHist. v. xiii. [xii.](i8oo) 428 Tujon heo 3a

werjan gastas. c 1122 O. E. Chron. an. 1052, Godwme eorl

..teah ba up his se*l. 01225 Juliana 8 Ant tuhen him
aont te tun, from strete to strele. a 1225 Ancr. R. 324
Hwo is bet durstc slepen beo hwule bet his deadhch fo

heolde on itowen sweord ouer his heaued ? c 1275 LAY.

499j pane hem jeo vp teii \f 1203 i-ta:li] to hire ciuroii wel

TEE.

neh. 13. . K. A fit. 7070 To shirm he may hem beren & teen.

1375 UARBOUK Bruce xv. 282 He gert men..Salys to the

toppis t'-. c 1400 Drttr. Troy 10182 To tech as a ttaytor,
and traile vuon be erlhc. 1446 LYTX;. .\'iglttingalt Poems
ii. 166 The lewes my tle^sb asonder dide tee.

b. To draw to oneself, to take to or upon one-
self.

c 897 K. /Eu- RKU Gregory's fast. C. xvi. 97 Dzl he I io I

teo) on hine selfne oScria monna icylda. 925-35 La:vi Atkel-
stanu. c.gUaet he hit on folc ryht him to teo. 1:1205 LAY. 1641
He..txh nit to his a^re hui.d. c 1315 SHONMIAM iii. 285
For al hys befte bat man lejt. ^1400 SI. Alrxiut (Trin )

449 pat writ be drouj ii 3ci lie uij. a 1500 Sir Jliuei (S.)

2319 His ryng he gan to him tee.

e. To lead, bring (an army, etc.;. Only OE.
.1 900 tr. ISxJa's Hist. in. xiv.

[xviiLJ (1890) 208 Penda
Mercna cyning teah here and fyrd wi3 Easlenglc.
Z. fig. To draw, lead, entice, allure; to bring

into some condition. Const, to.

c 888 K. /Ki.i- KKD Boeth. xxvi. 9 i Sio gecynd eow tihfl to

5a:m andxite. [971 llliiltt. Horn. 37 Seo
oferfylljbae*

licho-

man x,etyh}> bone mon tpsynnum.J c 1200 Trin. Cotl.Hem.

139 And teh folc to him to beren his wise word, a 1250

[see A. i '

|.

3. To bring up, train, discipline, educate, teach.

c 1000 /Ki.i- Kic Gram. (Z.) 166 {motto, ic ty \v.r. ic teo] o3Se
ic l:tre ; imbui, ic teah. c 1205, a 1225 [see A, 3]. a 1250
Owl t Night. 1725 Heo wes ilowen [v.r. itoynj among
mankunne. c 1250 Gen. 4- Ex. 1913 He wulde 8at he sulde

hem ten Dat he wel-flewed sulde ben.

4. To bring forth, produce. Only OE. (Cf.

TEAM sb., TEEM v.i)
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gen. \. 20 Teon nu ba waeteru for6 swim-

mende cynn. Ibid. 21 Eall libbende fisccinn. .be ba wxteru
luzon for8 on heora hiwum.
o. To draw out, protract, prolong.
i2oo Trin. Colt. Htm. 149 Wumme..bat min biwist U

te^ed here swo longc.

6. a. refl. To betake oneself; to withdraw. (Cf.

DRAW v. 67.)
c 1205 LAV. 640 He tab. hine a?ein ane browe. c imltid,

20086 pis i-seb Arthur, .and teh hine [c 1205 thehte nine] a

bacward.
b. intr. To proceed, go : =DBAWK. 68. (Cf.

Ger. ziehen. The most usual sense in ME.)
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxv. J 7 He. .teah to wuda.

ciii2 O. E. Chrou. an. 1096, Fela..ham tujon. 1205
LAY. 18274 pat folc ut of wude teh. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

4370 So gret folc of romeins . . bat sone wolleb out te [v.r.

teo]. c 1300 Harrow. Hell 8 pat alle mosten to helle le.

13.. Sir Beuti (AJ 501 Forb be knijtes gonne le, Til bat

hii come to be se. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 87, I schal tee

in-to Tarce, & tary bere a whyle. c 1450 LOVEUCK Grail
lii. 568 Ajens that knyht je scholen not Te. c 1450 Cov.

Jlfyst. UL (1841) 33 As to my fadyr, lete us now tec.

t Tee, v? Obs. rare. [OE. tlon,Uon, contr. from

*ll/ian, = OS. Khan in ajlthan to refuse, OHG.
zlAati, MHG. zt/ien to accuse, show to be gnilty,

inform against, ON. tjd from "Ilka to show, tell,

relate,report,Goth.B-/<rM<i toshow.make known.

Orig. a strong vb. "tihan (tdh, ti&on, tffen), of

ablaut series tih-, iaih-, lih-, cognate with Gr.

Sfix-vvmi to show, L. dic-fre to tell, Skr. di(- to

show, point out. But already in OE. confused in

inflexion with lion from *liohan to draw, TEE .',

in consequence of the falling together of the con-

tracted pres. stems tio-, M-. Rare in ME. In quot.

^1440 lyxste app. =
tyhsl.} trans. To accuse.

(In qnot. a 1300, ? to show, make known ; or ? to

tell, relate.)

871-901 Laws of'Ml/red^ 33 Gif hwa oSerne. .lion \v.r.

teon] wille, bact he hwelcne ne jeUcste bara pe he him

jesealde [etc.]. Ibid. c. 36 8 i Gif hine mon tip \v.r. teo]

lewealdes on Ssere daede, setriowe hine be bam wile, c loco

/ELFRIC Gen. xxxL 31 Nu bu me stale tyhst. Ibid. xhv. 7

Hwi tihb ure hlaford us swa micles falses? 01300 Betel

1 180 Holi churche he aboute dure [v. r. a-bou)te deore]

that me ti}th on wide [v. r. tellez of wel wide), c 1440

York Myst. xxxii. 287 Kaiph. .. Fye on the, traytoure

attaynte, at bis tyde i Of treasoune bou tyxste hym, bat

triste be for trewe.

Tee (ti)i v.3 Golf, [f. TEE s6.2, and like it

app. a dipt form of the I7th c. feaz.]

a. Irons. To place (a ball) on the tee. b.

intr. with off. To play a ball from the tee.

1673 Wedderbum's Vocab. 37, 38 (Jam.) Slatumina

pilam arena, Teaz your ball on the sand. 1737 [see teed

'below]. 1828 SCOTT Jrnl. 14 May, I can only tee the

ball; he must strike the blow with the golf club him-

self. 1862 Chambers Encycl. IV. 823/2 An attendant,

called a caddy, who carries his clubs and * tees
'

his balls.

1895 LINSKILL Got/a, (ed. 3) 10 To tee a ball for driving, it

is usual to place it on some small eminence on the surface of

the turf...A ball is sometimes teed on a few short blades of

773 The golfer proceeds to the tee-ing off spot, tees up his

ball, mentally imagines that he is standing on a species of

gridiron, and places his feet in the position [etc.].

Hence Toed (tfd) ///. a., placed on or played

from a tee; Teeing (tfirj) vbl. sb. ; also attrib. as

teeing-ground, a small patch of ground from

which the ball is teed off.

hundred yards . . distance from the teeing-ground. 1893

STIVENSON Catriona xviii, They had taken a word from the

Soiling green, and called me the ' Tce'd Ball '. 1903 U'estm.

lo ~ 3



TEE.

Gas. ii Sept. 4/2 Far better to recognise that placing is vir-

tually teeing, and have done with it.

Tee, i'.
4

[f-
TEE !'

r

'-
1
] trans. To connect or

branch off by a tee-piece. (In quot. absol.~)

1908 Installation News II. 83/1 Bring a 4-in. tube. .to

the light in the hall, teeing off to the switch on the wall and

from thence to the living room lights.

Tee, obs. f. TEA ;
obs. and dial. f. TIE.

Teeder, obs. form of TETHEB.

Teedle (tfd'l), v. Sc. [? Echoic. Cf. Jeedle in

Eng. Dial. Diet. ;
also doodle, toodle, tootle] trans.

To sing (a tune) without words
;
to hum.

?rti8oo Sc. Song) Had awa frae me Do,ialtt_(]zm.\
Cut

rock your weeane in a scull And teedle Heelan sing, Matam.

1824 MACTAGGART Gallovid. Encycl. (i 876) 444 Teedling, sing-

ing a tune without accompanying it with the words. 18*7
SCOTT Chron. Cartons-ate v, My little Highland landlady. .

stood at the door 'teedling' to herself a Highland song as

she shook a table-napkin over the fore-stair.

Teehee, variant of TEHEE.

Tee-hole (r-h0ol). dial. The hole forming the

entrance to a bee-hive.

1669 WORLIDGB Syst. Agric. ix. 3. 160 At the bottom of

your little [bee-hive] doors, .make an open square place just

against the Tee-hole. 1891 DOYLE White Comp. vi. I. no
As thick as bees at a tee-hole.

Teek, obs. f. TEAK. Teel, dial. var. TILL v.

Teel, teel-oil, teel-seed: see TIL, sesame.

Teeld(e, obs. pa. t. and
pple.

of TELL v. ; var.

TELD sb. and v. Obs., tent. Teele, obs. f. TEAL.

Teem (tim), z>.l Forms: I ti'eman, ttfman,

timan, tteraan, 1-2 teman, 3 timen, teomeim

(Orut.'), teamen, tumen(;V), 3-5 temen, 3-6 teme,

(4 tern, 5 temyn), 6-7 teeme, 7-8 team, 6- teem.

[OE. tieman, etc. :*taumjan, f. OE. team:

*laum : see TEAM sb.]

I. Belonging to TEAM si. I.

1. trans. To bring forth, produce, give birth

to, bear (offspring). AlsoJig. Obs. or arch.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Hoin. I. 238 Hit biS ponne . . ban ' Nan wer

ne wifaS, ne wif ne ceorlao, neteam nebiS getymed'. Ibid. \

II. 212 pxt folc tymde micelne team on 8am westene. c 1200
ORMIN 2415 Wurrbenn swa wibb childe tsemenn hire tjem

wibb himm Alls opre wimmenn tzemenn ? a 1225 Ancr. R.
220 Two tentacions..pet temep alle be core. 1230 Halt
Meid. 33, & cleopeo" ham wunne & weolefulle bat teamen
hare teames. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, v. ii. 51 The euen
Meade..Conceiues by idlenesse, and nothing teemes But

!

hateful! Docks, rough Thistles, Keksyes, Burres. 1607
Timon iv. iii. 179 Common Mother, thou Whose wombe
vnmeasureable, and infinite brest Teemes and feeds all.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notfsm. viii. 126 My Mother, ..whose
very picture I am, when she teem'd me under the Line. 1667
MILTON P. L. vn. 454 The Earth obey'd, and.. teem'd at a
Birth Innumerous living Creatures. 1675 PLUME Life
Hacket (1865) 8 It was uut a small lustre.. that the place
where any man was teemed could cast upon him. 1786
tr. Sviedcnborg's True Chr. Relig. x. 585 The earth., I

being their common mother.. brings them forth, that is, j

teems them from her womb into the open day.
f2. intr. To bring forth young, bear or produce

offspring ; to be or become pregnant. Obs.
c 1000 jELFRic Gen. vi. 4 Codes beam tymdon wi5 manna

j

dohtra and hij cendon. c 1000 Ham. I. 250 Fujelas ne I

tymaa swa swa core nytenu. lliid. II. loSindon beah-hwa:- I

Sere sume gesceafta be tymaS buton haemede. . ; ba;t sind
beon. 01023 WULFSTAN Hum. xiii. 81 \Va 8am wifum be
bonne tymao. <:izoo ORMIN 130 Forr 3ho wass swa bifun-
denn wif patt jho ne niihhle taemenn. a 1225 Ancr. K. 308
Fares & Zaram ne temeS heo neuer. c 1250 Cm. 4- Ex. 982An angel . . seide }he sulde sunen wel And timen and
clepen it Ismael. 1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 644/2
Lest it should febleTiys fleshe..and hyndre hys harlot of
temmg. 1591 Trout. Raigne K. Joint (1611) 15 Thou saist

she_teemde sixe weekes before her time. 1604 SHAKS. Olh.

3. intr. To be full, as if ready to give birth ; to
be prolific or fertile ; to abound, swarm. Usually
const, with.

593 [s TEEMING ffl.a.' 2], 01719 ADDISON (J.), A
nation where there is scarce a single head that does not teem
with politicks. 1746 SMOLLETT Reproof* Hallowed be the
mouth That teems with moral zeal and dauntless truth!
1748 GRAY Alliance 6 The soil, tho' fertile, will not teem in
vain. 1802 PALEY Nat. Theol. xxvi. (1819) 404 The air, the
earth, the water, teem with delighted existence. 1838-9

people. 1868 E. EDWARDS Ralegh I. Introd. 33 A mind which
..was still teeming with projects for a good time to come.

II. Belonging to TEAM sb. III.

t4. trans. In Anglo-Saxon law: To refer or
trace (property), for evidence of ownership, to a
third person representing the party from whom it

c- 75- 0800, 960-975 [See TE'AM sb. ,].
TO. intr. 1 refer or appeal to for confirmation or

A? .lyl *?.?"'?. I call God to witness.

140

a 1300 Cursor M. 5070 (Colt.) And al was for i laid a drem

pat cummen es now, to godd i tern. Ibid. 12797. Ibid. 14791

pe bok is wittnes for to tern.

f6. intr. To attach oneself (to any one) in fealty,

dependence, trust, or love; to turn or draw to. Obs.

<ri205 LAY. 1265 He bi-heihte hire biheste & he hit wel

laste pat to hire he wolde teman [c 1275 hire wolde he louie)

& wrchen hire ane temple. Ibid. 16800 Al hit trukeS us an

bond bast we to temden. Itiid. 24816 }if bu i bissen twa^lf

I wiken temest to ban rihten and bu wult of Rome bolien zi

|

dome. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Syntie 9546 Al bat euer to

Cryst wylteme, Behouejj be baptysed yn watyr and creme.

13. . St. Erkcn-.mlde 15 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 266

He turnyd temples bat tyme bat temyd to be deuelle. 13. .

E. E. Allit. P. C. 316 5et surely I hope, Efte to trede on

by temple & teme to by seluen. c 1400 Deslr. Troy 3306
Tho truly bat are takon and temyn to you, Shalbe plesit

with plenty at pere playne wille.

1 7. trans. To acclaim (as lord) ; to offer or dedi-

cate (to God) ; to bring into a position or condition.

c 1205 LAV. 1956 He wes ihaten Brutus . . pa Troinisce men
pa temden bine to heerre \c 1275 makede hine louerdj. 13 . .

Cursor M. 6170 (Cott.) pe forbirth o pair barntem Fra pan
bai suld to drightin tern, c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame HI.

654 But myghten temen vs opon bere.

1 8. intr. or refl. To betake oneself, to repair, go,

proceed to
;
trans, to repair to (q. c 1330). Obs.

c 1205 LAY. 1245 Albion hatte bat lond.-per to bu scalt
'_j_i p. ! I : 1.: rl.:J

[v. r. tumbde]. (71320 Sir Tristr. 431 For drede bai wald
him slo, He temed him to be king, c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 11177 Fot-folk pat come to fro, Innes for to
teme & take.

f b. intr. To lead to (an issue). Obs.
c 1205 LAY. 9135 Ic wolde iwite art be. .to whan bis tocne

wule ten, to wulche binge temen.

Teem (tfm),v* Now dial, and iechn. Forms :

4-6 teme, 5 Sc. teym, 6 Sc. teim, 7 teame,
teeme, 7-9 team, 8 tern, 7- teem. [ME. teme-n,
a. ON. tceina (Sw. tomma, Da. tiimme) to empty :

*tdmjan, f. #/> empty, TOOM.]
1. /raw. a. To empty (a vessel, etc.) ; to dis-

charge or remove the contents of; to empty (a
wagon, etc.).
a 1300 Cursor M. 12020 Bath be ditted be water lade, And

temed lakes bat he made. 41340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixvii.

27 Fayre saules, bat has temydpaire fleyss, and driyd it of
be humor of syn. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxv. (Julian) 544
Scho..temyt be poyttis thre. 6-1440 Promp. Parv. 488/1
Temyn or maken empty. ., vacua, er'acuo. c 1470 HENRY
Wallace vni. 213 Saidlys thai teym off hors hot maistris
thar. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxviii. 36 The fetteris
lowsit and the dungeoun temit. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's
Hist. Scot. iv. (S. T. S.) 204 Quhen he had teimed the hartes
of mony of the foul puddil of errour and vice. 1650 H.
MORE Observ. in Entlius. Tri., etc. (1650) 92 Magicus will
not stick to teem Urinals on your heads. 1789 BRAND
Hist. Newcastle II. 684 note. Above ground.. two banks-
men . . take off the corves at top, and empty, or, as the work-
men call it,

' teem '

them. 1854 Miss BAKER Northampt.
Gloss., Teem, to empty, to pour out. 'Teem the tub.

1

b. To discharge (something out of or from a
vessel, a cart, etc.); to empty out, pour out.
1482 Burgh Rcc. Edint. (1869) I. 45 Gudis ventit or temyt

in the rade havin or toun of Leith. 1562 TURNER Baths 5
They teme or emptye out euel humores. 1648 HERRICK
Hesper., To Primroses, Just as the modest morne Teem'd
her refreshing dew. 1729 SWIFT Direct. Servants, Butler,You immediately teem out the remainder of the ale into the
tankard. 1812 J. J. HENRY Camp. agst. Quebec 96 The
contents were teemed into a large bason. 1863 MRS. GAS-
KELL Sylvia's L. II. xv. 13 Better help her t' teem t

1

milk.
1863 MRS. TOOGOOD Yorks. jP/aA,Team the water out of
the kettle. 1889 Q. Rev. July 138 Blister steel is.. poured
or teemed into suitable ingot moulds.

C. absol.

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 36 Wee have allwayes ,

one man . . whose office is to helpe to teame, that the
waines be not hindered. 1855 J. R. LEIFCHILD Corn,
ivall Mines 38 Six men were teaming from the bottom into
the pump. 1896 Warwickshire Class., This teapot don't
teem well.

2. intr. Of water, etc. : To pour, flow in a
stream, flow copiously ;

of rain : to pour.
1828 Craven Gloss, s.v., It rains and teems, a 1846 C.DARLEY Soiif, Sweet in hergreen dell' ii, Down from the

high cliffs the rivulet is teeming, a 1880 Jack f, William
n. in Child hng. 4- Sc. Pop. Ball. (1884) I. 444/2 The bloodwas teeming down. 1880 Leeds Mercury 13 Sept. 8 The
water then came teeming down the shafts.
Hence Teem sb. dial., a 'pour', a downpour of

rain : see Eng. Dial. Did.
tTeem.^.3 Obs.rare-\ [app. either the simple ,

oot-verb of BETEEU vl, or perh. more prob. short-
!

and some to the woman at R. H.

Teem, a. dial., empty : see TOOM. Teem, -e
obs. or dial. ff. TEAM. Teeme, obs. f. THEME.
Teemer !

(trmsa). rare, ff. TEEM z/.i + -EB 1 1
One who or that which teems or gives birth.

we
Teemer 2

(tfmai). Now dial, and techn. Also
erron. teamer.

[f. TEEM K.2 + -ER1.] One who
teems, empties, or unloads.
1667 ? MARVELL in Roxb. Ball. (1883) IV. 546 Weeoine to see.he.rsons degenerate: His Romans taking up the "feme"

\

TEEMING.
I trade, The Britons jigging it in masquerade. 1866 I. E
BROGDKN Provinc. IVords Lincolnsh. 204 Teamer, the man
who empties the grain from a laden cart to the stack. 1801
Labour Commission Gloss., Tfenters, men employed at the
top of the coal-shoots by means of which coal is tipped into
the hold of the vessel. 1894 Nfrtkumbld. Gloss., Teemer
the man at a coal shipping staith who lets the coal out of
the waggons.

Teemful (trmful), <z/i [app. f. TEEM z/i +
-FUL: cf. forgetful. OE. had Uamfull, f. TEAM sb.,
in the same sense.] Prolific, productive, fruitful!

teeming. Hence Tee'mfulness, prolificness.
[a 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 238/3 Fetose, tudderfulle

teamfulle, r/tuddre. c 1000 Lambeth Ps. cxliii. 13 Scean
heora teamfulle & berende.] 1755 JOHNSON, Tecmful pree
nant, prolifick. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil I. 34 As standing

j

corn To teemful tilths, so thou all grace to thine. Ibid 47
! But do thou, if teemfulness Our flock shall have recruited

be ofgold. 18639. H. CALVKHTG</&. vi. 79 Exhilarated
by hope, which is the teemful mother of the ideal.

Teem-full, teemful (lfmfu-1), a.2 Jial.
Also team-, [f. TEEM v.'l + FULL a.] See quots.
1674 RAY N. C. Words 47 Teamfiti, Brim-ful, having as

much as can be teemed in. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Teemful
full

up to the Top. 1787 in GROSE Provinc. Gloss. 1876
Whitby Gloss., Tecam-Jiill, brim-full; requiring to he
poured out. 11900 in most northern glossaries: see E. D.D.

Teeming (tFmirj), vbl. sbl
[f. TEEM .i +

-ING '.] The action of TEEM v.l

t 1. The production or bringing forth of offspring ;

breeding; child-bearing. Also/?y. Obs.
c 1430 Hymns Virg. 4 Heil bat alle wommen on doon

calle in temynge, whanne bei ben hard bistadde ! 1540HYRDE tr. Vives' litstr. Chr. Worn. n. ix. (1557) 104 To haue
enui at other for their beautie, & their welfare, or plentous
teming. i549CovERDALE,etc.m. Par. Rom. lofhoughe
hymself was feble, and his wyfe lykcwyse passed temynx
1607 MARKHAM Ccaial. i. (1617) 50 The onely time of danger
is at the first conception, and at the time of teamim; 1672
MARVELL Reh. Transp. i. 148 Mr. Bayes in the Preface of
his Defence to excuse his long teeming before it were brought
forth. 1705; HlCKERWciLL Pries/-cr. in. Wks. 1716 III 160
They were Twins . .and if old Eve had miscarried of them at
her first Teeming, I think it had been no great loss.

t b. concr. Offspring, produce, progeny. Obs.
i654.

wHiTi,ocK Zootomia 429 The Suns, .that shined with
gladding Influences, on worthy Teemings of a fruitfull Brain.
2. Abundant productiveness, fecundity, fertility,

fruitfulness.

1856 DOVE Logic Chr. Faith v. i. $ 2. 279 The prolific
teeming of the everbearing World. 1879 Times 6 Sept.,T he rushing of water from the .. rills keeps pace with the
teeming of the earth and with the ripening of its fruits.

3. atlrib. and Comb. : f teeming-date, teeming-
time, breeding-time, reproductive period.
1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, v. ii. 91 Is not my teeming dale

drunke vp with time? (11700 Roxb. Ball. (1890) VII. 117And Teeming-time we are loath to lose, and why should
not Damsels go? 1737 FIELDING Tumble-down Dick Wks.
(1766) 25i/! What shall I do to get another son, For now,
alas I my teeming-time is done ?

Tee-ming, vbl. sb? Now dial, and //&. Also
erron. teaming, [f. TKEM z>.2 + -INC 1.] The
action of emptying, pouring out, or unloading;
spec, the pouring of the molten steel into the ingot-
moulds in steel-manufacture. Also atlrib.

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 36 Wee usually leade to
one place till such time as it beginne to bee troublesome
teaminge, and then goe wee to another. 1840 Civil Eng. f,

Arch.^frnl,
III. 391/2 The wagons when teamed retaininga third of their contents plastered to the sides and bottom,

and so requiring double the time for teaming. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Meek. 1183/2 The operation of pouring the metal is

called teaming. 1877 Ibid., Teeming-punch, one for starting
or driving a bolt out of a hole. A drift.

Tee-ruing, ppl. a.i [f. TEEM 0.1 + -ING 2]
1. That bears or breeds offspring ; pregnant, gravid,

'

breeding '. arch, and dial.

IS3S Goodly Primer, Litany, That teeming women may
have joyful speed in their labour. 1597 DRAYTON Eclogues
x. 46 Their teeming Eawes to helpe when they did yeane.
1676 GREW Auat. Flowers n. i. 3 As Teeming Women,*

ces. <n7ioAD-
- ' "- "

practice of teeming mothers previous to the birth of an
illustrious offspring.

t b. Fructifying ; germinating, sprouting. Obs.
1704 POPE Windsor For. 53 Kind seasons swell'd the

teeming grain. 1835 URE Phil. Manuf. 231 The teeming
seed is now covered with a sheet of paper pierced with holes.

2. Abundantly productive ; fertile, prolific.
1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, n. i. 51 This blessed plot, this earth,

this Realme, this England, This Nurse, this teeming
wombe of Royall Kings. c_

1600 Sonn. xcvii, The teeming
Autumne big with ritch increase. 1768 BEATTIE Mitutr.
n. I, Where Nature loads the teeming plain With the full

pomp of vegetable store. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Kludge xl,
The plan .. which had suggested itself to the teeming brain
of his . . commander.

b. transf. Abounding ; swarming ; crowded.
1715 Pattern True Love in Halliw. Yorks. Anthol. (1851)

13 Odd tales which heretofore Did so amuse the teeming
throng. 1725 POPE Odyss. iv. 240 With teeming plenty to
reward their toil. 1838 PRESCOTT Fenl.

ft
I'. (1846) II. ix.

464 The teeming treasures of the Indies. 1869 TOZER
Highl. Turkey II. 202 The teeming multitudes which must
have crowded the cities. 11873 DEUTSCH Rem. (1874) 136
It shews us the teeming streets of Jerusalem.
Hence Tee mingly adv., productively; Tee'm-

ing-ness, productiveness, fecundity.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk <y Sr'fo. 120 The hand giving a



TEEMING.
kind of teemingness to the spring. 1895 Clarion 2 Nov.
1/4 Our cause spreads teemingly.

Tee ming, ///. a* Now dial. [f. TEEM v.-

+ -ING-.] That 'teems* or pours, pouring.
1695 LD. PRESTON Roeth. i. 2 The weeping Muse.. whose

teeming Eyes Keep time with her's. 1880 A. II. Toon Poet.
Wks. (1907) 222 The streams, swoln by the teeming rain.

Tee-mless, a. rare. [f.
TEEM v. 1 + -LESS.]

Not bringing forth young or fruit ; barren.

1687 DRVUEN Hind -V /*. i. 228 Such fiery tracks of dearth
Their /eal has left, and such a teemlcss earth.

Teen (tm), J<M arch. Forms: 1-3 teonu, (i

te"on, teane), 1-5 teone, (3 tuone, toune, tone),

4(v4>wM.)tyene,3-6tene,(4 lean), 4-5 ten, 4-5
(6 Sc.) teyn(e, 4-7 teene, (5 tyune, tuene), 6 Sc.

teine, 6-9 St. tein, 6- teen. [OE. ttona masc.

hurt, trouble = OFris. tiona, tiuna injury, OS. tiono

wrong, injury; also OE. tton neut. = ON. tj6n
neut. and fern, damage, loss. Cf. OFris. tiona^
tiuna vb. to injure : see TEEN

z/.l]

fl. Harm inflicted or suffered; injury, hurt, mis-

chief; damage. Obs.

971 Blickl. Horn. 51 ^Et baem ytmestan daje eal hit him
wyrpto teonan. cyj^Ritshw. Gosfl. Matt.xx. 13 Freond, ne
do ic 3e teane. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. ibid., Eala jm freond, ne
do ic pe naenne teonan. 117$ Laiitb. Horn. 15 Ne do he
pe neure swa muchelne teone. c 1205 LAV. 6013 While he
dude us tuone \c 1175 teone]. a 1300 Cursor M. 7980 (Cott.)
His fas philistiens, pat had don him mani tenis [v, r. -es].

c 1400 Rule St. SfMetq-fS It be-houes folk of religioun Suffer
tenes & tribulacioun. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. xn. 18 Gainst
that proud Paynim king that works her teene. 1609 HOLLAND
Attitn. Marcell. x.xxi. i, 399 Working much teene and losse.

2. Irritation, vexation, annoyance ; anger, wrath,

rage ; spite, ill-will, malice. Obs. exc. Sc.
ciaoo ORMIN 19606, & forrbi let he takenn himm To

wrekenn hise tene. 1340 Ayenb. 66 pe dyeuel beginb bet
uer of tyene and euel wyl uor to becleppe. 136* LANGL.
P. PI. A. viii. 100 Pers for puire teone pollede hit a-sonder.
c 1386 CHAUCER Kiit's T. 2248 Neuere was ther no word
hem bitwene Of lalousie or any oother tene. c 1400 Destr,
Troy 1978 Lest the tyrand in nis tene hade turnyt hym to
sle. c 1500 Lancelot 3237 So hard o knycht he strykith in

his ten. 1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. n. iv, Before a tem-
pest's rough regardlesse teene. 1690 W. WALKER Idiomat,

Anglo-Lat. 534, I will wreak my teen on them. 1719
RAMSAY 2nd Answ. to Hamilton xi, Pegh, fry, and girn,
wi* spite and teen. 1819 W. TKNNANT Papistry Storm'J
(1827) 37 He waxed wud wi' vera teen.

tb. transf. Something vexatious, a cause of

annoyance ; a trouble. Obs.

971 Blickl. Horn, 47 pis weorc bip deoflum se maesta teona.
c 1175 LAY. 10087 Ac he ne lifuede noht longe ; pat was
mochel teone [1205 pat wes his leodene hzrm]. 13.. Gaiv.

9f Gr, Knt. 1008 For to telle berof hit me lene were. 1496
Dives $ Paup. (W. de W.) iv. ix. 172 The fooll child is

wrathe & tene of bis fader, and sorowe of his moder.

3. Affliction, trouble, suffering, grief, woe. arch.
c 1290 Beket 1533 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 150 $wane a man is In

mest soruwe and teone, panne ts ore louerdes grace next.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10472 Vp sco ras and yod a-wai, And
went hir peben in tene and trei. 13.. in Pol. Rel. <V L.
Poems (1866) 224 Teone and trauail snal beo my lif. 1387-8
T. USK Test. Love \. i. (Skeat) 1. 13 Mirth is chaunged in

to tene. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xiv. 7 Abraam for al bus
good hadde muche teene, In gret pouerte he was yput.
c 1460 Towneley Myst, in. 533 With tray and with teyn and
dreed mekill wogh. 1556 LAUDER Tractate 488 Syne turne

Sour myrth and loye in teine. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, iv. i.

97 Each howres ioy wrackt with a weeke of teene. c 1620
Verses Death R. W. in Farr S. P. Jos. I (1848) 103 Such
is the verse compos'd in mournefull teene. 1719 D URFEY
Pills (1872) IV. 268 And bloody Knife did end the Smart,
Which she sustained in wofulTeen. 1801 WORDSw, CWX:<
ff Night, xxxviii, The God of Love afflict thee with all teen.

1885-94 R- BRIDGES Eros 9f Psyche Aug. xxi, The wan face

spent with tears and teen.

b. Trouble or pains taken about something.
arch.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B.VI. 135 5e wasten bat men wynnen
with trauaille and with tene. 1435 MISVN Fire ofLove n. i.

70 Contemplacion in greet tynn & with greet labour is

gettyn. 1600 TOURNEUR Transf. ftletamorph. Ixxvi, Much
teen they bide in search for such an one. 1880 Contentp. Rev.
Mar. 428 Art's high toil and teen.

f O. Pain, physical suffering. Obs.
c 1400 Song Roland 632 He shall tell in the town, who the

tale neris, That it is correct, for lean of his eyres. 1430
LYDC. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 133 For hunger I [Chlche-
vache] feele so grete teene. ? a 1500 Chester PL {Shaks. Soc.)
I. 224 Lazarre . . Lyeth sicke..And suffereth moche teene.

1 4. Name of a disease of hawks. Obs.

1486 Bk. St. Albans B vj b, A medicine for an hawke that
hath the teyne. An hawke that hath the teyne. .will pante
more for opn batyng then an other for iiii. 1678 PHILLIPS

(ed. 4), Teine, a disease in Hawks that makes them pant,..

growing heavy, and losing her breath when she flies.

1 5. Phr. To take teen, ?to take heed.

Perhaps a different word. (But not an error for tent.)

f a 1500 Chester PI. vi. 734 Her hand roted, as you have

scene, Wherby you may take good teene, That unbeleefe is

a foule synne.

Teen (tfn), J^.2 Usually in pi. teens (t/hr).

[The element -TEEN in numerals treated as a

separate word, usually in plural.]
1. //. The years of the life of any person (rarely^

of the age of anything) of which the numbers end
in -teen, i. e. from thirteen to nineteen ; chiefly in

phrases in, out vfones teens.

1673 WYCHERLEY Gentl. Dancing Master iv. i, Your poor
young things, when they are once in the teens, think they

141

shall never be married. 1693 f/nniours Touw 98 A young
Girl in the. Teens. 1709 E. \V. Li/e Donna Rosina 10
Her Daughter, who was by this time come into the Teens.
1763 Cm KCHII.I, Proph. Famine 3 The stripling raw, just

,
enier'd in his teens. 1809 MAI.KIN Gil Bias i. i. f i A
chamber-maid who was not exactly in her teens. 1818
KKMS L(t Wks. i88y III. 101 Your friendship for me is

|
now getting into its teens. 1883 i-'wtn. Ra\ Feb. 296 The

i Republic, in the art of government . . is still in its teens.

R. sing. 1834 T. HAWKINS Mem. Ichthyosauri 30, I was
too young, .and as inquisitive as a boy jn his fust

'

tccn
'

could possibly be. attrib. 1886 KT.SKIN r>.t!oita I. viii.

252 It must have been about the beginning of the teen period.
b. transf, pi. Young persons in their teens.

iBao I. TAYIOK (title) Advice to the Teens; or, Practical

Helps to the Formation of Character.
2. The numbers of which the names end in -teen.

1885 /Ifai-fai: Mag. Apr. 548/1 We are to change the small
hours of out afternoons into teens and twenties.

Hence Tee-ner, one in his or her teens
;
Tee'n-

hood, the state of being in one's teens ; Tee ning*
., in one's teens; Tee'niBh a., characteristic of

persons in their teens, youthful.
1894 BLACKMOHI; Perlycross 242 This rigid man was wound

Kean. 1818 Rtligio Clerici 169 "Tcening misses, for a day-
school pri-te, Transpose the types, and mar the prophecies.
1811 Morn* Post 20 Dec., Their *teenish tricks, at fifty-six,
all wise folks should forego. 1818 Blackw. Mag. IV. 256
She's just of age 1 shall teenish frailties wrong her ?

tTeen, a. Chiefly north. Eng. and Se. Obs.
Forms: 4-5 teyn(e, 4-6 tene, 6 teene, 7 teen,

[app. f. TEEN sb.^\
1. Angry, vexed, enraged.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1808 Entyses hym to be tene,

telles [MS, telledj vp his wrake ; Ande clannes is his com-
fort, and coyntyse he louyes. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxviii.

(Margaret) 542 pane wes pe tyrand vondir tene Quhene
he hard bis of be maydine clene. c 1400 Alelaync 710
Kyng Charts. .At the

byschoppe was so tene. 1536 BELLEN-
DEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 202 He wox sa tene, that he gart
drown ihis woman. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xxi. 53 It

suld ?ow mufe all to be tene. 1674 RAY N. C, Word* 47
Teen, angry. 1828 Craven Gloss., Teen, angry.
2. Vexatious

; troublesome, distressing.
ci47O Golagros ft Gaw. 33 With oulin beilding of blis, of

bern or of byre ; Bot torris and tene wais, telrfull quha tellis,

51 3. ? Corruption of keen. rare.

1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 34 The freshest colours soonest
fade, the teenest Rasor soonest tourneth his edge. 1580
Ibid. 249 Setting a teene edge, wher thou desirest to hauc
asharppoynt. [Soedd. 1580-1587; e</. 1595- keenest, keen.]

t Teen, v.1 06s. or dial. Forms : a. i te"onian,

3-4 teone(n, 3-6 tene, 4 tyeny, 4-6 teyn (pa. /.

and pple. teind, teynt), 4-7 teene, (5 tuene, 6

pa. t. teynd, 7 pa. pple. teend). 0. i *tfenan,
tynan, 4 (Ayeni.} tyenen, [a. OE. ttonian> f.

//(?: V/ww-jTEEN^.1 = OS. (ge}tiunean\*tiun8-
Jan. ^. OE. *t{enatt) tynan: */i*/a = ON. tyna,
ODa., Sw. dial, tyne to injure, destroy, lose; see j

TINE; thence in i4th c. Kentish, tyeny^\

1. trans, a. To vex, irritate, annoy, anger, enrage.
a. ciooo Lambeth Ps. cv. 16 Et irritaverunt gl. And by

teonedon vel hix gremedon. a 1*15 A tier. R. 118 Pellican
is.. so wreflful pet hit sleaS ofte uor grome his owune
briddes, hwon heo teone<5 him. 1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. xi.

136 Bote Teologye hab teoned [B. x. 180 tened ; C. xn. 129
teened] me ten score tymes; For be more I muse peron pe
misiiloker hit semep. c 1440 Pronip. Parv. 480/1 Tenyn, or

wrethyn, or erlyn ..^irrito. 1496 Dives $ Paup. (W. de
W.) vn. iv. 279 Ne tene, ne angre thou not the poore in

his myscheue. i5a World ff Childin HazL DodsUy I. 251
There is no emperor so keen, That dare me lightly tene.

a 18*5 FORBY Voc. E. A nglia t Teen, v. to trouble ; to vex.

0. 971 Blickl. Horn. 47 Ne ablinnan we.. pact we Code
cwemon, & deofol tynan, daeges & nihtes. c 1000 St. Basil's

Admon. iv. (1849) 44 Se wellwillenda man wyle..forberan
gif hine man ahwzr tyn3. ciooo Laws of Ethelred vi.

c. 48 And pset hy lelbeodige men . . ne tyrian ne ne tynan.

b. To inflict suffering npon ;
to afflict, harass ;

to injure, harm.
c 1175 Orison ofour Lord 22 in O. E. Misc. 139 Wunder-

liche burn wacche and fast pi swete lychome pu teonedest.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 759 If pat twenty be trwe I tene
hem no more. 1363 LANGL. P. PI. A. vn. 40 Loke Km
teone [1377 B. vi. 39 tene ; 1393 C. ix. 36 tene, v. r. tuene] no
tenauntoote treu^e wol assente. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 8228
Then the grekes. .turnit to the Troiens, tenit bom full euill.

1:1430 Hymns Virg, 62 Quod wrabbe, Moke pou bere pee
bolde; What man pee teene, His heed pou breest '.

C. To cause (physical) pain or injury to ; to hurt.

1399 LANCU Rich. Redeles in. 79 pey bablid with her billis

how pei bete were And tenyd with twiggis two and twenty
jeris. c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 319 Hold alwey thy
knyfe sure, by self not to tene. a 1550 Christis Kirke Gr.
x, That torment so him teynd. 1607 WALKINGTON Opt,
Glass xi. i3i The body is teend and accloid with divers. .

maladies.

2. To cause grief or sorrow to ; to grieve, dis-

tress : in various const, a. trans. ; also absol.

01300 Cursor Af, 10470 pan was soruful son dame anna,

?uen
vtaine hir bad tened [v.r. greuid] sua. Ibid. 15694

o wacken bam ne wald he noght, bat teind war wit trai.

1340 Ayenb. 142 Alle wordes him tyeneb and greueb, hole

yef hi ne by to god, ober of god, oper uor god. Ibid, 161

And pus beginb Jtis wordle to tyeny. .Jw more pet tyenep
bis lif, pe more me wylneb pet ober. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf
Manhode u. cxxix, (1869) 125 Oollieres ioye tecneih me;
ootheres sorwe is my mete.

b. impersonal grieves.

TEENFUL.
"

'???
Cursor M. ,,,,,,t (Cull. Al hair

talking bam lenid
"''I;';'" """ "ntd ""'I' ' Tumiale's Vis. (Wagner)2288 tulle sore hym tened al hymsclf than.

C. re/I, lo be vexed, to be angry; (o dwre^
oneself, grieve, be grieved.
a 1300 Lunar M. ,046 3 (Coll.) Viaine hir cn wit bis lo
MM.

itf^Aftnt. 7 i N ,, c a lylt alld ne |yene
|>e nav.to bise bri binges. Kid. 99 [>et non ne Bokte him

teonede'hm^'Teol
88'' '** ''*'""'".

'' ''' A - " 8 3 f" 1

Destr. Tray 4600 If ye lary ouer tj me bailenehom | licit!
d. intr. (for re/l.) c.

13. . Cursor M. 10462 (Colt.) Vlayne wid bU word can
"="L .f

M
;50

AUxandtrnm pentcnrd be! hebees foRce.
1:1460 l.nvneley .Myst. m. 210 We women may wary all ill

Imsbandis; I haue oone, bi mary!..If he teyn I n
now so

t

euer tt tuwa, 1566 DRANT Horace A vij, IHeJ
teenes if thru his neyghlxjurs goate a bygeer bagge dolh
beare Then his. 1611 COTGB. s.v. Dutit, They tiple now
as much as erst they teend.

I knee fTee-ning vlil. si'., injuring, wrong-
doing ; affliction ; sorrowing, grief.
a ioo Moral Ode 253 pc luueden tening and stale, a 1300

Cursor M. 244 j9 (Cott.), I sagh him dei, i torud ai,..Mi
tening es sa togh.

Teen, v? dial, form (chiefly Kentish) of TINE
(OE. tynan) to fence, hedge in, make a hedge with
raddles: see TINE. Hence Tee-noge, Tee-net, -it,

brushwood for fences and hedges ; Tee'ner, a man
who teens or keeps in order a raddle fence ; Teen-
hedge, a pleached or raddle hedi;e.
c 1700 KENNETT MS. Laitsil. 1033, If. 389 To 'Teen (Lane,

to Titie), to hedge or to enclose a field, in Kent the longer
wood cut for the use of hedghine is calld 'Teenage. 170*
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Tteitage, (Country-word) Brush-wood
for Hedgesor Fences. 1901 Kentish Express 29 Mar. 10/2
(N. r Q. loth Ser. X 1. 57/2) For sale, stakes binders, "tenet,
peasticlcs, good cheap, to clear. 1616 MS. Ace. SI. "John's
Hosft., Canlero., For bread and drink for the 'tellers and
wood-makers. 1638 lUil., Payd . . for brishinge of the
*leene-hedge downe ji. \jj.

Teen, obs. or dial. f. tend, TIND v. to kindle,
TINE v. to lose ; dial. f. TEIND.
-teen (t~n), combining element. [OE. *-tlene,

-tyne,-Une, ME. -line = OFris. -Una, -tine, OS. -lein

(/'a),LG.-/, Du. -lien, OHO. -zehan (-zekeni),
Ger. -zehn."\ An inflected form of TEN, added to
the simple numerals from three to nine, to form
the names of those from thirteen to nineteen.
Hence -teenth (-t/nb), forming ordinal numerals

from the cardinals in -teen, from thirteenth to
nineteenth. In ME. this took the place of earlier

-te]>e, OE. tJofe : cf. TENTH and -TH.
In early OE.,as in the cognate tangs., the simple numerals,

from four upwards, had an inflected and an uninflected form,
the latter commonly used before a sb., sec/on ttafas, the
former in other positions, e. g. swa ealle seofone. The
inflected forms were sbs. of the -i declension, with nomina-
tive pi. in * (neut. , -o). Subsequently these forms were
levelled, the numerals up to t-velre retaining the uninflected

form, those from thirteen to nineteen the inflected, as ttoit,

ten, fiftene, fifteen. In ME. the final of -tene, -teene
became mute ; in mod. Eng. .teen it is no longer written,
but the stem vowel remains long.
These compounds had originally the stress on the first

element (ba'Jtfn), as in drei'zelin, tre"tieciiii, trfdici, dwjca,
etc. In modern Eng. this is retained in counting :

'

twelve,
thirteen, fou'rteen, fi'fteen', etc., also before hundred, as
'ei'ghtecn hundred and ni'nety'; but before a sb. there is

a secondary stress on -teen, as '

ei'ghtee
:n me'n '. Otherwise

the two elements have usually equal stress, thi'rtee'n,
se'ventefii, ei'ghtee'n, which in the pause may become:
(not ), as *at the age of thi :rtee'n

',

' sweet se : ventee*n'.
This stressing may have arisen to distinguish them clearly
from the numerals in -ty :

*
not se'ventee'n but sc'venty

'

;

'the fo'rty days have been reduced to fou :rtee'n '. The
stressing of the ordinals in -tecnth follows the same lines.

Teenage : see TEEN v.*

Teend, obs. f. TEIND, tithe , tend TIND v. to

kindle. Teener : see TEEN si. 2
,
TEEN v."

t Tee-nful, a. Ots. or dial. Forms : see TKEN
j<M [OE. tecmful, ME. tetteful, i. TEEN rf.l +

-FDL.J" Full of ' teen
'

: see TEEN si.l

1. Causing trouble or sorrow
; vexations, trouble-

some, painful, grievous, distressing.
c xooaAgs. Ps. (Spelman) Ixxvii. 10 Msegb teonful,ffwir/V*

exasperans, a 1013 WULFSTAN Horn. I. (1883) 273 Hu laene

and hu lySre bis hf is, hu sarlic and hu sorhful and hu
xeswincful and hu teonful. a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxviii. 8
bat bai ne be als bar fadres fals, Getynge wik and tene-fulle
als. 1340-70 Alisaunder 282 Hee made a nery uow auenged
too beene Of bat teenefull tach bat hee tooke bere. c 1350
Will, ralerne 2666^6 grettli aren a-greued . . For bise tenful

trauayles. c >4>S Cast. Purser. 1755 in Macro Plays 129
Tenefiil talys I may bee sey. a 18*5 FORBY Voc. . Amglia,
Teenful, troublesome ; vexatious.

b. Harmful, injurious.
(In first quot. perh. Lamentable, deplorable : cf. x.)

1340-70 Alex, ff Dind. 566 Many men vp-on molde made
hue by slithe To haunte hure in hordom..Of hure tenful

tach ?e taken ensample. a 1400-50 A lexattder 3007 Wild
berys. .With ilka tenefull tothe as tyndis of harowis.

2. Angry, wrathful ; malicious, spiteful.
c los LAV. 4585 )>er breo & fifti scipen . . In ba teonfulle sz

torneden sxiles. tr 1400 Destr. Troy 12252 pen Thelamon
was tenfull, & tumyt into

yre. 1570 Sat. P. Kef. xiii. 89 O
Teinfull tratouris 1 157* Ibid, xxxli. 97 O tenefull Tyrane !

b. Feeling sorrow ; sorrowful, grieved, sad.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Loot n. v. (Skeat) 1. 49 O bad and
straite been thilke, that at their departyng, niaketh men
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teneful and *orie. 14. . Siege "Jcrus. 213 Ac without tribute

or trewes tenfulle wyes, pe knyjtes with be kerchef comen
ful blyue.
Hence t Tee'nrully adv. Obs., sorrowfully, sadly,

lamentably, grievously ; harmfully, injuriously ;

angrily, wrathfully.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 160 Greuing, and gretyng, and

gryspyng harde Oftebe tenfully to geder. ?rti4oo Mort<>

Artn. 272 He askyde me tyrauntly tribute of Rome, That

tenefully tynt was in tyme of myne elders, c 1400 Dcstr.

Trey 12233 Than Thelamon. .tenfully spake. .all in grym
yre. c 1460 Tovjneley Nyst. xvi. 56 Free men ar his thrall

full teynfully torne.

Teenhood, Teening, Teenish : see TEEN sb?

t Tee-nous, a. Sc. Obs. rare-", [f. TEEN j*.i

+ -ous.] = TEENFUL. Hence f Tee-nously ailv.

TEENFULLY.
<i 1600 Flodden F. 88 in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 321 Our

prince was moued theratt. .& returned him right teenouslye.

-teeilth : see -TEEN.

Tee-nty, a. U. S. colloq. [From TEENY a.2] Very

tiny, delicately small,
' wee '.

1894 C. F. WOOLSON in Harper's Mag. Feb. 429 You
were six months old a little teenty baby. 1896 Chicago
Advance zo Feb. 260/2 Saving our teenty, dainty roses.

Teeny (trni), <i.l Obs. exc. dial. [f. TEEN si.*]

Characterized by
' teen

'

;
malicious ; peevish.

1594 CAREW Tasso (1881) 7,02 [He] growes so teasty, that

by teeny spight, Past reasons bounds he is transported

quite. 1825 J. NEAL Bra. Jonathan I. 342 A. .teeny, mis-

chievous, good for nothin'. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Teeny..
(2) Fretful ; peevish ; fractious. Lane.

Tee'ny, .
2 dial, and colloq. An emphasized

formof'llNY; esp. in childish use. Also in comb,

teeny-tiny, teeny-weeny.
1847-78 HALLIWELL, Teeny. (r)Tiny; very small. Nortk.

1867 Nevj Comical Nursery Rhymes 157 With a teeny-
tiny thump It broke her teeny nose. 1888 'R. BOLDRE-
WOOD '

Robbery under Arms li, All the small, teeny bits of
a man's life. 1889

' LKWIS CARROLL '

Sylvie $ Bruno xvii,

Such delicious tiny music it was ! Such teeny-tiny music I

1894 BARING-GOULD Queen pf L. I. 32, I am a teeny-weeny
mite. 1905 ELINOR GLYN Viciss. Evangeline 85 He did
look such a teeny shrimp, climbing after me \

Teepe, teepee, var.TEPEE, N. Amer. Indian hut.

Teer (ti-i)> v. Now dial, and techn. Also 5

tere, 7-9 tear, 8 tire, 9 teere. [ME. teren,

teeren, app. a. OF. terer, terrer to cover or spread
with earth, to plaster, to daub, f. terre earth.]
L trans. To spread or cover with earth

; to daub
with clay, to construct (a wall, etc.) with clay or

cob ; to coat with plaster or the like, to plaster.

tiden, it [a wall] with fen with outen chams : Vulg. limebant
eum luto absque paleis : French Bible, 1543, ilz le terroient
de mortier sans paille.] 14.. foe. in Wr.-Wulcker 616/11
Terro, i. terram alicui supponere, to tere or daube. 1426-7
Rec. St. Mary at Hill 66 Also for ij lode lomb for teringe
of be chambre. . . Also for a lode lyme. c 1440 Promp. Parv,
489/2 Teryn, or hylic wythe erbe, terriculo. 1632 in
Prater's Mag. Oct. (1864) 518 P* for tearing of the house
& chimney, 8. o. 1742 in Graham Sac, Life Scotl. in
i8M C. (1901) I. viii. 55 note, For colouring and tearing the
church doors and lettering them and colouring and tearing
the wall opposite to your burial-place and lettering the
same, 8 sh. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Teer, (3) to daub with
clay. Hence a clay wall is sometimes called a teer-iuall.

Teere, to plaster between rafters. Lane.
b. To plaster or spread thickly (butter, etc.).

c 1830 Northampt. Dial., You teer the butter all over the
bread just as if it cost nothing. 1881 Leicester Gloss., Teer,
to smear i daub ; spread. . .' Teer the treacle

',
i. e. spread it

on bread.

2. Calico-printing. (See quot. 1839.)
1839 URE Diet. Arts 226 The colour is teared [ed. 1875

leered].., or spread even, with a wooden scraper as broad as
the canvass. 1899 WALLACE Schoolmaster ix. 354 Teerer,
a boy or girl employed to teer. .the colour-sieve stretched.,
on a frame at printworks.
Hence Tee-ring vbl. sb. (from sense l), daubing

or plastering with clay or cob ; also, plastering or

daubing generally ; Tee-ring///, a. that 'leers' ;

esp. in teering-boy (also teer-boy, tire-boy), in

calico-printing, a boy whose work was to spread a
fresh surface of colour on the printer's

'

pad
'
each

time he used it
; also Tee-rer (see quots.) ; Tee-ry

a. dial., sticky, smeary.
1426-7, 1632 Teering [see sense r]. 1780 A. YOUNG Tour

Irel. II. 36 Twelve printers. Twelve tire boys. Three
print cutters. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 226 The instant before
the printer daubs the block upon the canvass, the tearer
[ed. 1875 teerer], boy or girl, runs the scraper across it to
renew its surface. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Tiring-boy, one
wno stirs the colour about in printing cloth, &c. Lane.

a boy whose duty was to spread evenly the colour on a

Ris
P
bTockT

C
' -

surfac
?'
on to

.
which the P"nter dipped

Teer, obs. f. TAB, "TEAK, TIER til Teeroel
Teerd, Teerme, Teers, obs. ff. TERCEL, TIBED'
IEBM, TIERCE. Teery-leery, etc. : see TIRBA-
UBBA. Teese, obs. f. TEASE

; var. TEISE v 2 Obs
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HTeesoo (tr-sw). E. Ind. Also teeu, tesoo,

teeso, tisso. [Hindi, etc. iesii.] The brilliant

orange-red flowers of the DHAK or PALAS of

India (Butea frondosa and B. superbti), or the

yellow dye obtained from these. Also attrib.,

as teesoo-flower.

1823 PLAVFA.R tr. Tale ofShereefm Tesoo. 1835 ROVLE
Bot. ofHimalayas 195 Teesoo, Keesoo. 1848 IKVINK Mat.

Medica Patiia 475 Tesu. 1855 J. F. ROVLE Fibrous Plants

India 297 Useful from its large flowers, called teesoo and

keesoo, yielding a beautiful dye. iBsSSiMMONDS/Vc/. Trade,

Tceso-Jlmvcrs, Keesoflowers, the large flowers of ISutea.

frondosa. 1862 BALFOUR Timber Trees 61 Tesu. 1871

in Cycl. India s. v. Butca frondosa, Tesu, Kisu (names of

the flowers in Deccan].

Tee-square: see TEEji. 1
4, andT (the letter) 3.

Teest (list). [Origin unascertained.] A small

anvil which is set in a socket on the ordinary
anvil or bench.

1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Teest, a stake or small anvil

used by sheet-iron workers.

Teest, Teester, Teestif, obs. ff. TEST, TESTER,
TESTY

; Teet, -e, obs. forms of TEAT.

II Teetee J
(t/-tf). Also titi. [Native name in

Tupi.] A name for Brazilian monkeys of the genus
Callitkrix ;

a sagoin.
1832 MACGILLIVRAY Humboldt's Trav. xvii. (1836) 230

The titi or Simia sciurea seems to have been a special
favourite with Humboldt. 1879 E. P. WRIGHTA nim. Life
49 The Collared Teetee .. is of a dark reddish-brown. . . It

inhabits Brazil. 1883 Athenxum 28 Apr. 545 The Secre-

tary. .called special attention. .to an American teetee mon.
key of the genus Callitkrix. 1896 List Anim. Zool. Soc.

40 Genus Callitkrix. . . Moloch Teetee . . Black-fronted Tee-
tee . . Brown Teetee. . Grey Teetee . . Black-handed Teetee.

Teetee- (tftf). Also ti-ti. [Maori name.]
A name in New Zealand for the Diving Petrel

(Pelecanoides or Halodroma urinatrix], and for

allied species.
1882 OGILVIE (Annandale), Tee-tee. 1891 Australasian

14 Nov. 963/1 (Morris) The petrels there are nine kinds, . .

the short-billed ti-li, the long-billed ti-ti [etc.]. 1898 MORRIS
Austral Ettg., Ti-ti, a Maori name for the sea-bird Pcle-
canoides nrlnairix.

Teeter (trt3a),rf. dial, and U.S. Alsoteater,
teter. [f. TEETER v.]
1. A see-saw ; a see-sawing or swaying motion ;

the game ofsee-saw; alsoyf^.hesitation between two

alternatives, vacillation. Also attrib., teeter-board.

1867 LOWELL Biglffw P. Ser. u. iii, I tell you you've gut
to larn thet War ain't one long teeter Betwixt I wan' to
an 'T wunt du. 1883 U.S. Patent No. 292254, In a teeter,
the stands A, having inclined posts a, that are connected on
lop by the socketed pivot-castings *, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth. 1887 HAVERGAL Hereford Gloss.

34
'
All on the teater '. 1895 N. Brit. Daily Mail 15 Oct. 5

The 'teter
1

or undulating motion.. in the present cars is

entirely got rid of. 1897 Chicago Advance 30 Sept. 437/2We [in the U.S.] are not on a teeter-board and have no need
to be incessantly concerned about the balance of power.
2. See quot.
1848 BARTLETT Diet. Amer., Pcet-mect . . the spotted

Sandpiper.., better known.. by the name of. .Teeter and
Tilt-up or Tip-up, from its often repeated grotesque jerking
motions.

Teeter (trtaj), v. dial, and U. S. Also teter.

[var. of TITTEB v. to totter, move unsteadily.]
1. intr. a. To see-saw.
1846 WORCESTER, Teeter. .

,
to seesaw on a balanced plank,

as children, for amusement. (U.S.) 1847 WEBSTER, Teeter,
v. (prov. Eng. titter, to tremble, to seesaw..), to seesaw.
(U.S.)

b. To move like a see-saw ; to sway from side
to side ; to move unsteadily j esp. of a person or
animal, to walk with a swaying motion ; to balance
oneself unsteadily on alternate feet. So teeter-
totter, teter-totter.

<ri8$o E. G. PAIGE Serin. I. 184 You tip and teeter about,
thinking that you excite the admiration of all. 1854 THOREAU
IValden ix. (1886) 184 The peetweets. .' teter

'

along its stony
shores all summer. 1888 J. W. RILEV in Voice (N.Y.)
21 June, Turn to the lane where we used to 'teeter-totter ',

Printing little foot-palms in the mellow mold. 1904 WINSTON
CHURCHILL Cratsixfll. xiv. 422, I felt the ground teetering
under my feet. 1904 in Eng. Dial. Diet. (Essex), A watch-
maker said ofa wheel ofwhich the pivotwas bent/It teeters '.

2. trans. To move (anything) with a see-saw
motion

; to tip up and down, to tilt.

'874 COUES Birds N. W. 30 All the while '

teetering
'

its

body, and performing odd, nervous antics. 1906 Daily
Ckron. 14 Feb. 3/3 The author escaped the charge of a
rhinoceros by the animal stepping on the same log on which
Mr. Whitney was standing, and thus '

teetering
' him aside.

1907 Black Cat June 36 As he teetered the fretting baby on
his knee.

3. Comb. Teeter-tail, the American sandpiper:= TEETER sb. 2.

Hence Tee-tering vbl. sb. and///, a.
1878 MRS. STOWE Poganuc P. xxxv, Settled herself.. on

the back seat of the creaking, tetering old stage on the wayto Poganuc. 1884 Century Mag. Jan. 359/1 The steady
rolling and teetering of the ship.

Teeth, plural of TOOTH, q. v. for phrases, etc
Teeth, teethe, obs. ff. TITHE.
Teethe (tfS), v. Forms : 5 teth, 8-0 teeth,

9 teethe, [f. teeth, pi. of TOOTH: there might
also have been an OE. *UtSan from *tanbian\ cf.

BLEED, FEED.]

TEETOTAL.
1. intr. To develop or '

cut
'

teeth. (Now only
in pr. pple. and vbl. sb. : see TEETHING.)
c i^aMasterofCame (MS. Digby 182) vi. If. i 7 b, pei teth

twyse in be yere whan bei be wolfes [7'. r. whelpes]. 1731
[see TEETHING vbl. sb. i). 1755 JOHNSON, Ttttk v.

., 10
breed teeth ; to be at the time of dentition. 1865 PRINCESS
ALICE Mem. it Mar. (1884) 90 Victoria is teething, which
makes her pale and poorly.
2. trails. To furnish with teeth, to set teeth in

Chiefly dial.

1775 in ASH. 1794 BURNS Song, O merry hae I been
teethm' a heckle, And merry hae I been shapin

1

a spoon.
1832 W. A. FOSTER in Minstrelsy Merse (1893) 153 Out
through the mark the arrows flew, They teethed it like a
harrow. 1865 E. BURIUIT Walk Land's End 424 The
cliffs that teeth the rift look as if they would shut into each
other.

3. To '

point
'

(a wall, etc.) with lime or mortar.
1794 St. Ace. Scot. XI. 482 Stone walls teethed with lime.
Hence Tee -thing///, a. (in sense i).
1832 MARRYAT N. Forster xxiv, The teething infant.

1897 Alltrutt's Syst. Med. III. 761 Looseness of the bowels
..common in teething infants.

Teethed (tf>t), <* Chiefly &. and dial.
[f.

teeth, pi. of TOOTH sb. + -ED^.] Furnished with
or having teeth ; toothed.

'775 ASH, Teetked, furnished with teeth. 1825 J. NICHOL-
SON Operat. Mechanic 659 Some persons imagine . . that
teethed wheels and rackwork would be necessary where the
railway was not perfectly level. 1879 J. WHITE Jottings 49
(E.D.D) The instrument used for reaping in our young day,
was the teethed sickle.

b. In parasynthetic compounds, zspearly-tcetheJ.
1844 W. CROSS Disruption xxiii. (E.D.D.), A lang-teethed

Teethful (U-}>ful), a. [f. teeth, pi. of TOOTH sb.

+ -FDL.] Full of teeth: = TOOTHFUL a. i.

1729 SAVAGE Wanderer v. 632 Fishers.. With teethful tri-

dents strike the scaly train.

t Teething (tf bin ), sb. Obs. rare-1
, [f. teeth,

pi. of TOOTH st>. + -ING 1.] Material on which to

exercise the teeth ; provisions, food.

1673 F. KIRKMAN Unlucky Citizen 210 By such time as he
and his are fitted with Clothing, Teething and Tooling, his

money is gone.

Teething (tfCin), vbl. sb. [f. TEETHE v. +

1. The action of the verb TEETHE ; the process of

developing teeth, dentition ; usually applied to the

cutting of the milk-teeth.

1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules ofDiet iv. in Aliments, etc. (1736)
414 When the Symptoms of Teething appear, the Gums
ought to be relax'd by softening Ointment 1872 L. P.
MEREDITH Teet/i (1878) 31 Fatal diseases incident to early
childhood, .not caused by the irritation of teething.
2. The pointing of the interstices between stones

in a wall, or slates on a roof, with lime or mortar.
1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm 1. 198 The putting them [slates)

on, including dressing, holing, pins for the slates, and nails
for the laths, cost only 155., and with moss for bedding is.,
. -and lime for teething 35., 225. the rood.

3. attrib. and Comb., as teething fever, period,
rash; teething bannock, teething plaster, an
oatmeal cake given in Scotland to a child begin-
ning to cut its teeth ; teething powder, a medi-

"wf
GREOOR 'Dial. Banffihire, Teething-bannock. 1881
Folk-lore 9 The teethm bannock . . was baked of oatmeal and
butter or cream. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 586

' Red
gum ',

'

teething rash ', usually regarded as a sweat rash.

Teethy (tfbi), a.l Now St. and north, dial.

Forms : 5 tethee, 6 tethy(e, 9 teath7, teethy.

[Etymology obscure : app. another form of TEETY,
TETTY.] Touchy, testy, peevish, crabbed.
c 1460 Towueley Mytt. iii. 186 She is full tethee, fibr litill

oft angre, If any thvne wrang be, Soyne is she wroth. 1566
DRANT Horace v. H iv b, The testie, tethye, waspishe churle,
with pratlynge is offended. 1825 BROCKETT N. C. Words,
Teethy, cross, fretful, peevish ; generally spoken of children.

1825 JAMIESON s. v., A teethy answer ', a tart reply. 1828
Craven Gloss., Teathy, peevish, cross. 1891 Bovo 25 Yrs.
St. Andrews II. 06 Nor did he fail to condemn wrong doing
in a fashion which Scotch folk call teethy.
Hence Tee'tliily adv., testily.

1879 P. R. DRUMMOND Perthshire in Bygone Daysxiv.8i
The Colonel pointed to a letter lying open on the table and
said teethily [etc.].

Teethy (t*"J)i), a. 2 [f. teeth, pi. of TOOTH sb.

H- -Y.] Well supplied with teeth.

1805 A. SCOTT Poems (1808) 160 (E.D.D.) At his expense
our teelhy faes are fed. 1835 D. WEBSTER Scot. Rhymes
r}6 (E.D.D.) With hero's heart and teethy jaw, Nane like

him could badger draw. 1887 Jamieson's Dictn Suppl.,

Teethy, Toothy, having many or large teeth.

Teetotal (t<l<wtal), a. (si>.)
Also erron. tea-.

[A kind of emphasizing reduplication or extension

of the word TOTAL : see Note below.]
1. Of or pertaining to total abstinence from

alcoholic drinks; pledged to, or devoted to the

furtherance of, total abstinence.

1834 Preston Temperance Advocate Apr. 20/2 (Letter

signed) A Lover of Sociality, and a ' Tee-Total Abstainer.

Ibid. 30/2 He. .is now a tee-total abstinence member, and is

an ornament to the Society. Ibid. May 38/2 The same
man has since.. signed the tee-total pledge. Ibid. Sept.

65/2 The tee-total system is a saving of time, a saving of

money. 1837 Hid. Apr. 29/1 A request, that a return should
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las for even
ying circum-

1840 DR. W. PATTON in Jrnl. Amer. Temp. Union June 87
Total abstinence from all intoxicating drinks is a principle
of English manufacture... So they adopted what they call
the teetotal pledge (though I don't like the name) ; and itu-y
sent that back to us. 1883 KUNCIMAM Skippers $ SA. 14
You've made me be teetotal for three months. 1809 All-
butt's Syst. Med. VIII, 234 Much stress has been laid by
teetotal advocates on the paramount influence of parental
intemperance on the procreation of a mentally deficient

progeny.
2. dial. Absolute, complete, perfect, entire. (More

emphatic than total?) Cf. TEETOTALLY.
1840 MARRVAT Olla Podr.

t
S.W. and by IV. jf W ,

A man
in Bedlam is a very useless member of society, and a tee-total

non-productive. 1849 -J' O'CoNNEr.L Parl. Recoil. II. 136
'1'he Corn Law Abolitionists the Teetotal men.. of course
saw through Sir Robert Peel's speech at once. 1884 Lays
V Leg. N. Irel. 69 The Divil well knowin'.,his teetotal
want av contrition.

B. sb. (The adj. used absol.
; now rare or dial.'}

a. The total abstinence principle or pledge ;
teeto-

lalism ; a society for the promotion of total absti-

nence, b. A total abstainer
; a teetotaller, rare.

1834 Preston Temp. Adv. May 38/1 The number of
members is about 106: the tee-totals about 30. Ibid. Nov.
Ss/i Every system that does not go on the basis of tee-total
is quackery. Ibid. Oct. 77/2 Mr, H. Snell..then came
forward and signed the tee-total. Ibid. Nov. 83/2 There is

no remedy for'the sufferings of the working classes except
joining the tee-total. 1845 DISKAELI Sybil 11. x, Glass of
water for the Secretary of the Mowbray Temperance and
Teetotal. 1855 O. W. HOLMES Poems 200 Statesmen grow
merry, lean attorneys laugh, And weak teetotals warm to
half and half. 1857 J. STEWART Skt Scot. CAarac.,etc. 149
(E.D.D.), I maun join the Teetotal.

Hence Teetcrtal v., intr. to practise or advocate
total abstinence ; whence Teeto'talling///. a.

1839 Brit. Critic "No. 50.267 The case of Timothy. .is. .

made a text for
(

tee-totalling
'

discourses. 1843 Eraser's
Mag. XXVII. 408 The regular.. religious and teetotalling
artisan.

^ 1883 Cambridge Staircase lii. 37 We alt indulge
in intoxicants.. except Westbury, who teetotals.

[Note. The most specific account of this word is that it

was first used (in sense i) by a working-man, Richard
Turner of Preston, about September, 1833, in a speech advo-
cating total abstinence from intoxicating liquors, in prefer-
ence to abstinence from ardent spirits only, as practised by
some early temperance reformers. Among those present on
the occasion was Mr. Joseph Livesey. one of the ' Seven
men of Preston ', who there formed the first Total Abstinence
Society on 22 March 1832, and in whose A utobiography
(1867-8), included in his Life <fr Labours by John Pearce
(1885), particulars will be found. The Preston Temperance
Advocate^ a monthly magazine started by Mr. Livesey in

Jan. 1834, shows the rapid advance of 'Dicky Turner's
word

'

from a humorous or allusive to a fully adopted term
(see quots. above). The issue for April 1836 has a full-page
portrait of '

Dicky Turner, now celebrated as being the
author of the word Tee-total '. This statement is also made
on his tomb-stone at Preston, where he died 27 Oct. 1846.
It has been suggested that Turner only used a word collo-

quially current in Lancashire in the general sense 2. But
to this the whole tenor of contemporary evidence is opposed :

and the examples of tee-total in sense 2 in the Eng, Dialect
Dictionary are all of much later date. But there is proof that
the adverb tee-totally, as an emphasized form of totally^ was
used in U.S. in 1832, and it has also been said to have been
common in Ireland from a much earlier date. Totally is

much more frequent in colloquial use than total, and it is

quite possible that it was strengthened to tee-totally much
earlier, and that tee-total in the specific sense arose inde-

pendently, and without any knowledge of the adverb. It
Has also been asserted that, in the total abstinence sense,
the word arose at Lansing, New York, in Jan, 1827, from
the use on pledge cards of T. to indicate 'total

', and the

consequent collocation 'T.-totaP. This is particularly
stated in the Century Dictionary 1801, on the authority of
the Rev. Joel Jewell, but without any contemporary evi-
dence ; while the correspondence in the Life of Livesey
above mentioned (Pt. I. cviii-cxv) shows that the total
abstinence movement in U.S., and with it the use of teetotal

%

followed and was greatly influenced by the Preston move-
ment. By Worcester, 1846, teetotal is called

* a modern cant

word", the letter T standing for temperance: 'that is

temperance-totalism
'

j for it reference is made only to

Hritish^periodicals. So to Webster 1847 Tee-totaler was
' n cant word formed in England '. Cf. 1840 in sense i. ]

Teeto talish, a, [f. prec. + -ISH V] Inclined
or tending to teetotalism.

1836 W. E. FORSTER in T. W. Reid Life (1888) I. in. 96,
1 was teetotalish for my stomach's sake, before I left Nor.
wich. 1847 B. BARTON Select. (1840) 32 A song of which
the chorus was certainly not teetotalish.

Teeto*talism. [See -ISM.] The principle or

practice of total abstinence from alcoholic liquors.
1834 Preston Temp. Adv. Aug. 62/2 The flame of real

tee-totalism was communicated at this meeting. 1839 W.
JAY in Autobiog. x. (1854) I04 The subject of Teetotatlism
I have examined physically, morally and Cbrtstianly.
1863 J. FACET Paradoxes $ Puzz/es, Ess. Art iii.

(1874) 456 Mr. Cruikshank has embraced the doctrines
of teetotalism with the zeal natural to his genius. 1897
W. H. G. TEMPLE in Chicago Advance 18 Nov. 712/2 [On
the] question of drink, there is but one safe, one reasonable
stand that of absolute teetotalism.

Teeto'talist. Now rare. [f. as prec. + -IST.]
TEETOTALLER.

1840 Fraser's Mag. XXI. 154 It joins the Teetotalists
and avoids a thimbleful of alcohol. 1865 Pall Mall C.
25 Nov. 9 Is Mr. Wood the builder not a teetotatist, but a
firm and sensible man?
So Teeto-talize v. trans. , to convert to teeto-

talism ; hence Teeto'talized ///. a.

1847-8 H. MILLER First lmt>r. v.dSs?) 69 Al
teetotalized human nature, when placed in try
stances 1

Teeto'taller, -aler. [f. as prec. + -KuV]
One who abstains (esp. one who pledges himself

to abstain) from the use of any intoxicating liquor ;

a total abstainer.

1834 Preston Temp. Aifo, Aug. 57/2 What is the whole
matter in dispute betwixt the moderates and thetee-totallers?

1835 (Jan. 23) E. C. PEI.AVAN Let. in Life of y. Livesey i.

p. exit, We [in U.S.] begin to feel the influence of your
nutile example. Our people bylbottMUldl are becoming /cf-

totnlUrs. 1836 (title) Uncf Sketch of the Life of Charles
Watson, a Tec-Totaller in Liverpool. 1839 MAKRYAT Diary
Amer. Ser. r. III. 182 Massachusetts is now divided into

i two very strange political parties, to wit, the topers and

|

the teetotallers. 1869 E. A. PARKKS Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3)

I

268 The 84 th Regiment . . numbered many teetotallers.

Hence Teeto'tallereaa nonce-wd., a female

I

teetotaller.

1854 THACKERAY J. Letch's Pice. Lift fy Char. Wks. 1900
XIII. 484 And there was George [Cruikshank].. handing
some teetotalercsses over a plank to the table where the

pledge was being administered.

Tee to 'tally,
adv. dwl.w&U.S. [Redupli-

cated form of IOTALLY.] Totally, entirely, wholly.
1832 JUDGE IAS. HALL Legends of If, Philadelphia 38

[Kentucky backwoodsman says] These Mingoes.. ought to
be essentially, and particularly, and tee-totally obflisticated
off of the face of the whole yearth. 1836 HALIBURTOM
Clockm, xix, (1837) 195, I hope I may be tee-totally ruinated,
if I'd take eight hundred dollars for him. 1839 DeOuiNCEV
Casuistry Rom. Alea/s Wks. 1854 III. 277 An ugly little

parenthesis between two still uglier clauses of a teetotally
ugly sentence. 1888 DR. TANNRR Sp. Ho. COM. 20

July,The division, if it were taken now, would be taken entirety
and tee-totally (great laughter) upon party lines. 1890
*R. BOLDREWOOD CW. Reformer (1891) 232 They weren't

tee-totally lost.

b. With allusion to TEETOTAL i.

1841 HOOD Tale Trumpet xxxviii, The man teetotally
wean'd from liquor. 1850 Tail's Mag. XVII. 548/1 [Drink]
a thing accursed, to be tee.totallyabhorred and abandoned.

Teetotum (tAdu'tz?m),j&l Forms: 8 T totum,
8-9 te(-)totum, tce(- totum, 9 (erron.) te-to-

tum, tee-to-turn ; see also TOTUM. [Orig. Ttotuin,
formed by prefixing to L. tStum 'all, the whole',
its initial T, which stood for it on one of the four

sides of the toy (itself in earlier use called simply
a TOTDM, as in iyth c. French totum, now totoii}J\
1. A small four-sided disk or die having an initial

letter inscribed on each of its sides, and a spindle

passing down through it by which it could be twirled

or spun with the fingers like a small top, the letter

which lay uppermost, when it fell, deciding the

fortune of the player ; now, any light top (some-
times a circular disk pierced by a short peg), spun
with the fingers, used as a toy.
The letters were originally the initials of Latin words, viz.

T totum, A aufer, D depone, N nihil. Subsequently they
were the initials of English words, T being interpreted as
take-all: see quot. 1801. On the French totum or toton^
the letters are T, A, D, R, meaning, according to Littre,

Totum, tout, Accipe, prends, Dat donne, Rien (nothing).
1720 DE FOE Life J). Campbell (1841) 50 A very fine ivory
T tolum, as children call it. 1778 Miss BURNEY Evelina

(1791) II. xxxvii. 245 And turn round like a tetotum. 1800

Sporting Mag. XV. 48 A man was lately convicted.. for

selling a teetotum. 1801 STRUTT Sports ff Past. iv. iv. 341
When I was a boy the te-totum had only four sides, each of
them marked with a letter; a T for take all j an H for half,
that is, of the stake; an N for nothing; and a P for put
down, that is, a stake equal to that you put down at first.

1818 MOORE Fudge Fam. Paris v. 23 Though, like a tee-

totum, I'm all in a twirl, Yet even (as you wittily say) a tee-

totum Between all its twirls gives a letter to note 'em.

1893 W. S. GILBERT Utopia u, She'll waltz away like a
teetotum.

b. Jig. (a} Sc. A very little person, (b} Some-

thing very unsteady,
x8tt GALT Sir A. Wylie III. xxvi. 221, I didna think

Miss Mary would ever tak sic atee totum. 1860 THACKERAY
Round. Papers, Week's Holiday 223 Who knows how long
that dear teetotum happiness can be made to spin without

toppling over ?

2. A game of chance played with this device.

1753 SMOLLETT Ct. Fathom (1784) 65/1 Continue to divert
ourselves at all fours, brag, cribbidge, tetotum, &c. 1849 S.

LOVER Handy Andy xiv, O'Grady gruffly broke in with
* You'd better ask him, does he love teetotum '.

3. attrib. and Comb. t whirling like the top.
1819 Metropolis II. 97 Mrs. S m-rstetotum-like turn, not

without grace or activity, but with a sportive kind of

oddity. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE Shaks. Char. x. 258 His
own teetotum brain is upset.
Hence Teeto'tum, Teeto'tumize vbs. t intr. to

spin like a teetotum, to gyrate; Teeto'tumism

(nonce-wet.'), the condition of being
'
in a whirl'

like a teetotum ; Teeto'tumwise adv., in the

manner of a teetotum.

1831 MOORE Summer Fite 556 No blither nymph *te-

totumed round To Collinet's immortal strain. 1897 MARY
KINCSLEV W. Africa 109 If that wretch, the current.. did
not grab hold of the nose of my canoe, and we teetotummed.

1841 T, NOEL Kymes <y Roundelays 212 Brother bards

..Ye, who.. Set yjour brains "tetotum-izing. 1813 W.
BULL in Mem. xvi. (1864) 350 The whirligigism of your
situation, I might have said the "teetotumism, for I think

your brain must very much resemble a teetotum. 88

DaityNews i Feb. 5/4 The Mevlireeyek, profanely called

Dancing Dervishes, still revolve *teetotum-wise.

TEGMEN.

TeetO'tum, st>.* [A whimsical formation from
TEETOTAL, app. after prec.] A teetotal or temper-
ance restaurant.

1891 Independent 10 Apr. 231/3 There U lilllo to dis-
tinguish the 1'cetotum' from thr ordinary Coffee Tavern or
Temperance Club except the peculiarity of being *a tied
house . 1891 Daily tfna a4 j unc 2/8 H it Royal High-
ness.. expressed satisfaction..M the starting of'tee-to-ium-,',
or temperance restaurant*. 1895 ll'estui. i'.ai. 7 Jan. 7 i

A kind of cross between the Gothenburg system and the
lee-to-tum scheme.

Teety, tetty, a. Now dial Also o teaty,
(tedy). [Of obscure origin : cf.TlKTHTa'l (See
quots.)

testy or touchy.

Teewit, etc., var. TKWIT <///., peewit, lapwing.
Teez, obs. form of TEASE,
I! Teff (tef). Also tef, taff

, erron. thaff; theff.

[a, Amharic t?f, ttf/t Tigre
1

{&/, native names in

Abyssinia.] The
principal cereal of Abyssinia,

Poa (Eragrostis) alyssinica, producing minute red
or white grains from which bread is made ;

intro-

duced elsewhere as a fodder plant. AUo/r//ri.
1790 J. BRUCE Trav. Source NileV. 77 Teff is used by all

sorts of people from the king downwards, and there are
kinds of it which are esteemed fully as much as wheat. 1797
Entycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 333/2 There are three kinds o|
meal made from teff, of which the best, .is as white as flour,
. . the second is of a browner colour ; and the last . , is nearly
black. 1858 HOGG Veg. Khigd. 823. 1887 AYw Bulletin
Jan. 2-6, 1894 Ibid. Nov. 378 A slender annual grass,
known in Abyssinia as 'Taflf', *Tihcflr, or 'Thaff'. .culti-

vated for the sake of its grain all over Abyssinia...
According to Richard there are green, white, red, and
purple Teffs.

Teffites, obs. Sc. form of TAFFETA.
[Teft a., in Peele Tale of Troy ed. 1589, appa-

rently mispr. for toft togkt, TAUT, as in ed. 1604.]

Teg (teg), tag (treg). Forms : o. 6 tegge, 6-9
tegg, 7- teg; 0. 6-7 tagge, 9 tag. [Of uncertain

origin; perh. Scandinavian: cf. Sw. tacka a ewe.]
1. A sheep in its second year, or from the time it

is weaned till its first shearing ; a yearling sheep ;

= HOG j.l 4, HOGGET 2. Formerly restricted to

the female
;
now applied to both sexes (ewe and

wether tegs}. Also attrib. as teg sheep,
woof (see b).

1537 in Priory of Hexham (Surtres) I. App. 130 One
Stringer, that brought a tegg from Wresill. 1607 TOPSELL

Four-f. Beasts (1658) 495 The first year, we call it . . a Lamb,
. . the second year a Hog, Lam-hog, or Teg if it be a female.

1674 RAV S. \ E. C, Words 17 Tagge, a sheep of the first

year. Suss. 1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2346/4, 20 Sheep.,
whereof 15 were Wethers, and 5 Tegs. 1733 TULL Horse-

Hoeing Huso. x. 104 Lambs of three Weeks old.. are called

Tegs. 1789 Trans. Soc. Arts I. 141, I turned in my Tegs
(or one year old sheep). 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 39
In England, .sheep bear the name of lamb until 8 months
old, after which they are called ewe and wether teggs until

once clipped. 1866 [see HOG sb,
1
4 b].

attrib. <z 171* LISLE Husbandry (1757) 388, I had a few

teg or hog-sheep. 1889 Daily AVmr 16 Dec. 3/5 With
regard to teg sheep, weaned within a fortnight of each other.

b. Ttgwool, also ellipt teg. (Cf. HOG so.1 40.)
1854 Miss BAKER Northampt. Gloss. II. 223 The fleeces

of the first shearing, amongst wool-dealers, are called indis-

criminately Tegs or Hogs. Ibid. 331 Teg wool is the wool
of the first shearing when the sheep is little more than
a year old. 1879 Cnsse/fs Techn. Edue. IV. 259. 1886
ELWORTHY W. Somerset Word-bit.^ Teg,,\& not so often

applied to the sheep as '

hog ',
but more frequently to the wool.

1 2. A doe or female deer in its second
year.

Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 279/3 Tegge or pricket, saillant. 1568
Hist. Jacob 9f Esau i. i. Aiij, If we haue lucke thys day to

kill Hare, Teg, or Doe. 1636 Althorp MS. in Simpkinson
Washington* (1860) App. 78 A journey to Wormlcighton
with a bucke and a tegg. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862)
I. u. v. 329 The female is called a doe\ the first year,

&fawn ; and the second, a tegg.

f 3. Applied contemptuously to a woman. Obs.

a 15x9 SKELTON El. Rummyng 151 Full vntydy tegges,

Lyke rotten egges, Agst. Garnesche i. 31 Your wynde
schakyn shankkes, your longe lothy legges,. . Bryngges yow
out of fauyr with alle femall teggys.

Teg, obs. var. TEAGUE, an Irishman.

Tegh : see TEE w.l, TIE v. Teght, tejt, pa. t,

of TIGHT v. Tegir, obs. f. TIGEB.

IITegmen (te-gmen). PL te-gmina. [L. teg-

men (tegimen, tcgumen) covering, f. teg-tre to

cover; soF. tegnten.] A cover, covering, coating,

integument. (Only in scientific use.) a. gen.

1807 HEAORICK Arran 61 The pitchstone assumes a

greyish legmen, or crust, by exposure to the air.

D. Entom. (pi.) The wing-covers, i.e. the fore

wings when modified so as to serve as coverings for

the hind wings ; esp.
those of orthopteroua

insects

(corresponding to the elytra of beetles).

1817 KiRiiV & Sp. Entontol. xxiii. (1818) II. 350 Probably
in the next order (Orthoptera) t

the Tegmina. or wing-covers
..assist them in flying. x86 /bid. xlvii. IV. 371 The hori-

zontal portion of one tegmen lies longitudinally over that of

the other. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim, vii. 400 The
female [cockroach] has moveable tegmina.

C. Bot. The thin inner coat of a seed, imme-

diately enveloping the nucleus ; the endopleura.



TEGMENT.

[1812 LINDLEV Introd. Bot. 183 The internal integument,

endopleura of De Candolle, hilofere and legmen of Mirbet ]

1857 HENFREY Bat. 296 The inner integument, the legmen
or endopleura, is not generally distinguishable.

d. Anat. Tegmen tympani, a plate of bone

forming the root of the tympanum of the ear, being
a part of the temporal bone.

1890 in BIL-LINGS Nat. Med. Diet.

e. Ontitli. (pi.}
= Tectrices : see TECTRIX.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

Tegment (te'gment). rare. [ad. L. teginent-

ttui : see below.] A covering, integument, t a.

gen. Obs. rare', b. = TEGMENTUM (i and a).

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tegment (tegmentum), a covering,
a garment or cloathing. 1888 Cassell's Encycl. Diet., Teg-
ment. ..i. Anat.: The upper part of the cnira cercbri.. .2.

Hot. (PI.) : The scales of a bud. 1899 Allbutts Syst. Med.
VI. 769 Cells, whose axis-cylinder processes pass as root

fibres vertically through the tegment and pyramids.

Hence Tegrnented (te'gmcnted) ///. a., covered

as with a roof, roofed over.

1801 Cent. Diet, s. v. Teiidx, A family of. . lacertilians, . .

having . .supratemporal fossse not tegmented or roofed over.

Tegmental (tegme-ntal), a. [f.
as prec. + -AL.]

Of or pertaining to the tegmentum.
1890 in BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet. 1899 Allbutt's Syst.

Med. VII. 351 Lesions of the tegmental region are specially

apt to affect the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth nerves.

II Tegmentum (tegme'ntum). PI. -a. [L.

collateral form of tegumentum TEGUMENT.]
1. Bot. Each of the scales forming the covering

of a leaf-bud ;
a bud-scale.

1832 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. 51 Thus, in the Beech, the

tegmenta are thin, smooth, and dry. 1842 BRANDE Diet.

Sc. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. (1870) 94 These external modi-

fied leaves, .. termed scales, .. have also received the name
of tegmenta.
2. Anal. The upper and hinder portion of each

of the crura cerebri.

1879 St. George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 670 Those on the oppo-
site surface of the crus, which form the tegmentum. 1893
SIR W. R. GOWERS Dis. Nerv. Syst. II. 438 There may be

hemianaesthesia from softening of the tegmentum ofthe crus.

Tegminal (te-gminal), a. rare- , [f. L. teg-

men, tegmin-, TEGMEN + -AL.] Of the nature oi a

legmen ; covering, protecting. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

Tegre, obs. form of TIGER.

II Teguexin (tegwe-ksin). Zool. [ad. Aztec

tecoixtn, tecouixin (tekwi'Jin)
a lizard.] A large

South American lizard of the genus Teius, esp.

T. teguexin.
[1540 SiGWVHHistoriadeNiicvaEspanaxi. iv. (1829) 202

Hay lagartos en esta tierra, y llamanlos tecoitijcin.]

1879 E. P. WRIGHT Anim. Life 376 The Teguexin (Teius

teguexin) is not uncommon in Surinam and the Brazils.

It attains a length of from three to four feet. "892^
W. H.

HUDSON Natur. La Plata 74 The large teguexin lizard of

the pampas, called iguana by the country people, is a notable

snake-killer.

II Tegula (te'girfla). Entom. PI. -. [L., a

tile, f. teg-tre to cover.] a. A small scale-like

structure covering the base of the fore-wing in

hymenopterous and other insects, b. Each of a

pair of membranous scales (PREHALTEKES) in front

of the halteres in dipterous insects.

1826 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. xxxiii. III. 377 Tegulz..,
small corneous concavo-convex scales, which in many
Orders, particularly Hymenoptera, cover and defend the
base of the Upper-Wings. Ibid, xlvii. IV. 381 The tegulse,
or base-covers, .cover and defend the base of their wings.

Tegular (te-girflai), a. [f. as prec. -f-AR;
cf. F. ttgulaire.] a. Pertaining to or of the nature

of a tile; composed of or arranged like tiles.

b. Entom. Pertaining to or of the nature of a

fegula (Cent. Diet. 1891). Hence Te-gnlarly

adv., in the manner of tiles
;
so as to overlap like

tiles. So Te'gulated a., (of armour) composed of

overlapping plates.
1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 162 In flat hexa-

liaedral masses tegularly accumulated or implicated. 1828

WEBSTER, Tegular, pertaining to a tile ; resembling a tile ;

consisting of tiles. 1834 PLANCHE Brit. Costume 72 A suit

of .. tegulated armour, .composed of small square plates of

steel, lapping over each other like tiles. 1842 Blackvj.

Alag. LII. 171 In rastred, or ringed, or tegulated armour.

|| Te-gumen. rare~. [L.,var. form of legimen,
TEGMEN.] = TEGMEN.
1881 OGILVIE, Tegmen, Tegumen.

Tegument (,te'gi*<ment). [ad. L. tegument-um
covering, f. teg-ere to cover : see -MENT. So OF.
tegument (isth c. in Godef.).] Something that

serves to cover; a covering, coating,envelope, invest-

ment, integument, a. gen. (natural or artificial).
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 20 Ffor sunne and wynde hem
make a tegument, Lest they in this be shake, in that
to brent. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. iii. 32 Whatever
was the solid Tegument, we finde the immediate covering to
be a purple peece of silk. 1674 Phil. Tram. IX. 205 They
have only a few teguments to cover themselves with in the
night. 1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. lit. i. 64 Beds., lying
under that upper Stratum, or Tegument of the Earth.
1830 HOR. SMITH Addr. Mummy xiii, Why should this

worthless tegument endure If its undying guest be lost for
ever? 1888 A. S. WILSON Lyric Hopeless Lave cvm. 315
Beneath the tegument of clay.

b. Nat. Hist, and Anat. The natural covering
of the body, or of some part or organ, of an animal

'144

or plant; a skin, coat, shell, busk, or the like;

spec.
= TEGMEN b (Brande Diet. Sd., 1842). Now

rare or Obs. ; mostly replaced by INTEGUMENT.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. u. vi. 97 A harder tegu-

ment or shell [in the nutmeg], which lyeth under the

Mace 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. I. ix. (1765) 19 Corolla an

Calyx, are the Teguments or Covers of the Stamina and

Pistillum. 1822 IMISON Sc. * Art I. 250 It [the eye] is

composed of three coats, or teguments, one covering the

other. 1864 MAX MULLER Sc. Lang. Ser. II. u. (1868) 74 If

we never find skins except as the teguments of animals.

Tegumental (tegirfme-ntal), a. [f. prec. +

-AL.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a tegu-

ment ; integumental:
- next.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 463 The order of

the tegumental lamina:. 1888 HUXLEY & MARTIN Elem.

Biol, iv. 276 Visual and tegumental sense organs.

Tegumentary (tegirime-ntari), a. [f.
as prec.

+ -AEY 1
: cf. F. t4gltmentttirt\ Constituting, or

serving as, a tegument ; pertaining to or occurring

in the tegument ; integumentary.
1828-32 WEBSTER, Tegumentary, pertaining to teguments,

or consisting of teguments. 1831 R. KNOX Cloguefs Anat.

235 They communicate with the vessels of the tegumentary
membranes. 1848 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (ed. 4) II. 227 The
nucleus has only one tegumentary membrane. 1853 H.

WALTON Dis. Eye (1875) 138 Tegumentary mole is a con-

genital tumour, often spoken of as naevus.

t TegU-ryon. Obs. rare-*, [ad. L. legurium,
also tigurium, tugurium, a hut, cottage, f. teg-fre

to cover; in med.L. also tegorium a shrine (Du
Cange).] A shrine, a canopy over a tomb.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 100/1 The hows of saynt denys..
the teguryon of marble whyche is vpon hym.

Tehee (tz-h*-), int. and si. Forms : 4-8 ti-,

4-9 te-, 6-7 ty-, 6-9 tee-, 7 teh-, tih-, tigh-, 9 tie- ;

4-9 -he, -hee, 6 -heegh, -hei, -by, 7 -hi, 7-9 -hie :

as one word, or as two, or hyphened.
A. int. A representation of the sound of a light

laugh, usually derisive. In qnots. usually in female

use. Cf. HE int.*

c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 554 Tehee [;. rr. Te hee ;

Cambr. Te he ; Corpus Tehe i I'etw. Ti he), quod she,

and clapte the wyndow to. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxv.

22 ' Tehe 1

'

quod scho, and gaif ane gaufe. c 1550 Peblis to

the Play xxi, Than all the wenschis Te he thai playit. 1588
N. YONGE Mas. Traxsalpina xli. Fjb, When 1 lament my
case thou cryest . . ty hy, and no no no. 1654 GAYTON Pleas.

NotesTo Rdr., Monsters where be yee? I'm Hercules, club

too, Ti-hee, wi-hee, 1773 MASON Heroic Ep. to Sir W.
Chambers 134 And all the Maids of Honour cry Te ! He !

B. sb. A laugh of this kind
;
a titter, a giggle.

1593 G. HARVEY Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 273
The Tutt of Gentlemen, the Tee-hecgh of Gentlewomen.
1600 E. BLOUNT Hasp. Incur, f'ooles 116 As manic tigh-

heesaseuercameoutofgod Liber or Bacchus hismouth. 1753
A. MURPHY Cray's-fax Jrnl. No. 58 (1756) II. 36 Tehees and
Titters in the Women . . totally destroy their Beauty, a 1754
FIELDING Chnrac. Men Wks. 1784 IX. 411 The various

laughs, titters, tehes, c. of the fair sex. 1837 CARLYLE
Fr. Rev. I. II. v, Our poor young Prince gets his Opera
plaudits changed into mr>cking tehees. 1858 Fredk. Gt.

vl. vi. (1872)11. 109 Astonishment,,/?^//*? ludibrinm, tragical
tehee from gods and men, will come of the Duel 1

Hence Tehee' v., ititr. to utter tehee in laughing ;

to laugh affectedly or derisively ;
to titter, giggle.

Hence Tehee'ing vbl. sb. and///, a.

?ai3OO Proverb. I'erses in Rel. Ant. II. 14 Liber lok
and tuinkling Tihing and tikeling. 1580 HARVEY Lett.
betw. Spenser % H. Wks. (Grosart) I. 61 The Gentlewoomen
..tyhying betweene them selues. 1598 B. JONSON Ev.Man
in Hum. i. iii, And the wenches they doe so geere, and
ti-he at him. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 96 They fell

to teighing, and now they laugh youtoskorne. 1622 MABBE
tr. Aleman's Guztnan d'Al/.l. 158 My money. .began to

laugh and tighie in my purse. 1721 D'URFEY ^r/rtnWil. i,

Oh ! how she would Teehee, ana simper, and sneer. 1886
STEVENSON Kidnapped xiv, What frightened me most of all,
the new man tee-hee'd with laughter as he. .looked at me.

II Tehr, tahr (tei). Also tare, tahir, (thar).
[Name in the Western Himalayas. (Sometimes
confused with thar, the Nepali name of the gural
or gooral, a goat-antelope of Nepal.)] See quots.
1835 B. H. HODGSON in Proc. Zool. Soc. Land. 492 The

Western type of the Himalayan wild goat, called Tehr at
Simla and Musuri. 1867 A. L. ADAMS Wand. Nat. India
214 Herds

o_f
Tare (Capra jemlaica, Smith) were often

observed during my excursion. The short triangular horns
of this species of goat distinguish it from any of its allies.

1867 JERDON Mammals India (1874) 286 Tehr. 1885 Cycl.
India (ed. 3) III. 840/1 Tehr, the Himalayan wild goat
Hcmitragus Jemlaicvs, Jerdon, pronounced Tare, also
Tahir, It is the

Jharal
ofNepal. 1893 I.VDEKKEK Horns

9f Hoofs 123 The Tahr is found in forest regions.
Tehsildar : see TAHSILDAB.
Tei, Teiche, obs. Sc. forms ofTIE ^..TACHE sbl

Teicher, Sc. and north, f. TEAS sb?- and z>.2

II Teichopsia (taikp-psia). Path. [f. Gr. TXOT
wall + o^it sight + -IA !

.] Temporary blindness
sometimes accompanying ophthalmic headache.

objects, and other curious optical illusions, are familiar pre-
cursors of migraine.

Teiob.o-scopy. [ad. Gr. rtixoaxoma, f. TXOT
wall + -axoma, from -O-KOTTOI -looking.] A looking
from the walls; a descriptive title of the third
book of Homer's Iliad.

TEIND.

1875 Cantemfr Rev. XXVI. 263 He [Ulysses] is by far

the most prominent person in this portrait gallery of ihe

Teichoscopy.

Teie.obs. f. TIE v. Teigh, teij-e, pa. t. of TKE v.i

Obs.; obs. f. TIE v. Teighing: see TEHEE v.

II Te igitur (tf,i-dgitw). [L., = '
thee there-

fore ', the opening words of the prayer.] The first

prayer in the canon of tlie Mass in the Roman and
some other Latin liturgies ;

hence extended to the

liturgical book itself.

1819 SCOTT Ivanlioe xliii, Bring forward the crucifix and
the Te igitur {Gloss. The service book on which oaths were

sworn]. 1877 J. D. CHAMBERS Div. Worship iv. v. 349
Ihe subsequent petitions are taken. .from the ' Te Igitur'
or first part of the Canon.

Teigue, -ism, obs. f. TEAGUE, Irishman, etc.

Tell (til). Now rare or Obs. Forms : 6 tilie,

6-7 teyle, 7 teile, tiel, 7-8 tile, teyl, 9 til, 7-
teil. [Partly ad. L. tilia linden-tree

; partly a. OF.
til (i2-i4th c. in Godef.), teil (i3-i7th c., and
mod.dial. , Berry), masc. forms collateral with tille,

teille, ad. L. tilia
;

cf. It. tiglio, f tilio, beside f tilia

(Florio), Sp. tilo, tila, Pg. til, tilia. (Mod. F. has

lilleul:L. *tiliolus, dim. of */'/.)] The lime or

linden tree, Tilia europssa. Usually teil-tree.

[1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvn. cxcii. (MS. Bodl.)
If. 238b/2pe tre tilia. .bene hauntej> be floures berof and
gadreb ^erof swetnes of bony.] 1589 FLEMING Yirg. Georg.
i. 7 The light wood of the Tilie tree is cut downe for a yoke.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 395 Some of Ihem practise
diutnation with the leaues of the Teil-tree whkh they fold

and vnfold in their hands. 1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 26 A faire

meadow,, .wherein is a faire Lynden or teyle tree. 1646 J.
HALL Horse Vac. 87 Like the shade of a Tile tree, very plea-
sant though the tree be unfruitfull. 1658 ROWLAND Mou/et's
Thtai. Ins. 1032 They live on softer leaves, especially on
the Tiel-tree. 1694 ADDISON Virg. Georg. iv. 233 From
purple violets and the teile they [bees] bring Their gather 'd

sweets, and rifle all the spring. 1721 New Gen. Atlas 120
There are stately Walks of Tile-trees on its North Bank.

1837 WHEELWRIGHT tr. Aristoph. I. 270 note, Boards of the
ten or linden. 1866 Treas, Sol., Til-tree, Tilia europxa.
attrio. 1731 J. MONCRIEFF in Graham Soc. Life Scotl. in

iSlfi C. (1901) I. vii. 52 A little tile-tree water.

b. In the Bibles of 1568 and 1611, used in one

place to render Heb. rw Hah (elsewhere rendered
' oak ' and once ' elm ').

1568 BIBLE (Bishops') tsa. vi. 13 As a Teyle tree [so 1611 ;

Vulg. terel'inthus, WYCLIF terebynt, COVERD. terebyntes,
CRANM. terebintes, Geneva elme, Douay and R. V. (1885)

terebinth] and the Oke in the fall of their leaues haue yet
the sappe remayning in them. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Phil. iv.

10 It had.. withered, as an Oak in winter. .and as a Teyl
tree whose sap is in the root.

Teil(l, obs. form of TAIL, TEAL, TILL v.

Teild, var. TELD v. Obs., to pitch a tent.

Teim, Tein, obs. Sc. ff. TEEM v2, TEEN.

Teind(trnd), (a.}sb. Sc. ttnc\nortk. Forms: 3-5
tende, tend, 4-6 teynde, 4-7 teinde, (5 tyende,

teend), 5-7 teynd, (6 teand, 8-9 tiend), 4-
teind. (Also 5 tene, 6 teine, 9 teen, tein.)

[Early ME. tende, adj. and sb., collateral form of

TENTH, q. v. : cf. also TITHE.]
A. adj. See TENTH A. i 7, and 3.

B. sb. fl. The tenth part (of anything); a tenth.
a 1300 Cursor M. 068 (Cott.) O bi winning giue me be

tend [.'. r. tende] ; Of alkin fruit haf bou be nine, For I wil

bat e tend [Fair/, teynde, Trin. tenbe] be mine. 13..
Ibid. 16968 (Gott.) All be tunges of bis werld cuth noght
tell be tend [Call, teindj. ^1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810)

145 pat burgh no Citez of taliage suld non teile, {> tende
suld be nouht, no be tuende non make, c 1375 BARBOUR

Troy-bk. I. 475 That mene lest nocht be teynde to here.

e 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xii. (Matkias) 265 Of thre hundir
be teynd leyly, bat cumys be raknyne to thretty. c 1475
RanfCoilyar 474 The teind of his lewellis to tell war full

teir. 1475 Golagros $r Ciaiu. 1083 Forony trety may tyde,
I tell the the teynd [rimes, schend, freynde, wende].

2. spec. A tenth part of the produce of land or

labour paid (voluntarily, or by legal enactment)
for the support of religion :

= TITHE sb i
; now,

in Scotland, that portion of the estates of the laity
which is liable to be assessed for the stipend of the

clergy of the established church. Now chiefly in pi.

[c 1200 ORMIN 2715 TojjifennGodd te tende del Off all in

a^henn ahhte. 6125 Offall batt god te birrj? bin Godd pe
tende dale brinngenn.J a 1300 Cursor M. 1062 (Cptt.) Right-
wis he was, and godds freind, And leli gaf he him his tend

[v.r. tende]. 13 . . Ibid. 27249 Quar he las til his teindis tent.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixxvni. i pai gedire baire tendis

and ofirandis, And reckis noght of pe saules bat bai sould

kepe. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. V. ix. 1810 Teyndis or monay
That wes gevin in offerand. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 168

Go byd be preste feche bis ton of wyne for his tend, e 1450
St. Cuthliert (Surtees) 5438 pare was a monke be teend ast.

'535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 94 For to the kirk

no teyndis tha wald pa. 1588 Wills tr Inv. N. C. (Suttees)

II. 256 note, \ geue vnto my wyffthe holle teand of Foul-

burye. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. iv. (S. T. S.)

226 This escheit suld first, of the first 5eirlie teines, be payet
to the Preistes. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 28

Theteindsare the Kirk's patrimonie, whereby the ministrie

and the poore ought to be Entertained. 1799 J. ROBERTSON

Agric. Perth 78 The livings of the ministers.. are fixed by
the supreme court of this country, acting as a court of

inds or tithes. 1844 W. CROSS Disruption xiii. (E. D. D.),

aizin a plea against the laird for sumthing they call the

ens. \B&)Chamlvrs' Encycl. III. 528/1 The CourtorCom-
ission of Teinds, in which questions relating to the law of

teinds or church tithes were decided.



TEIND.

b. transf. The payment, institution or system o
teinds.

c 1817 HOGG Talis f, Si: II. 150 A wearisome debate 01
the rights of temd. 1905 Sat. Rev. 4 Feb. 14/2 Dr. Browi
considers that teind was felt as an '

iniquitous oppression '.

O. The teind to hell (folk-lore), in reference to
the reputed obligation of the fairies lo furnish a
victim to Satan every seventh year : see Scolt

Minstrelsy Introd. to Young Tamlane.
17 .. Young Tantieme xxxvii. in Scott Minstr. Scat. Border

(1869) 478 For aye, at every seven years, They pay the teinc
to hell. 185* Afite Lcartnont i.\. 124 There cam up tha
black road the Evil Ane,..He took back nae mortal, but an
elf, as the teind to hell.

3. atlrib. and Comb. a. atlrib. Of or pertaining
to teinds or tithes, as teind-hara, court, day, -lathe

(
= tithe-barn), law, -master, office ; paid as tithe, as

leindcalf, coal, corn, fish, grice, hay, lamb, shenf,
silver, skate, wheat, b. objective, etc., as teind-

payer ; teind-free adj.
In some of these, teind may have been at first merely

the adj. -tenth, as teind sAea/tenlh sheaf or tithe sheaf.
1885 W. Ross Aoerdour f, Inchcolme v. 145 Conveying the

teind-slieaves..to the "teind-barns at Aberdour. a 1555LYNDESAY Tragedy 300 ?e wyll not want teind cheif nor
otfrandis, Teinde wolf, teind lambe, "teind calf, teind gryceand guse. 1475 in fine/tale Priory (Surtees) 37 For *tende
cole in Le wood. Ibid. 30 An accion..in the Consistory..
for tyende cole of our coaf minez. 1463 Burgh Rec. Edin.
(1869) I. 21 The said fermoraris, sallgif. .the "tene corneof
all comes of the said mylne. 1841 J. AITON Domett. Econ.
(1857) 54 Another proof that the "Teind Court are set upon
paring down the income of the clergy to a mere existence.
l8as SCOTT Jrnl. 7 Dec., "Teind day; at home of course.
547 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 69 As to the "teynd fische

ot the Kirk of Kynfawnyes. i6ai Se. Acts Jos. F/(i8i6)
IV. 612/2 Act declairing summes Grasse. .to be "teyndfrie.
1507-8 Ace. Lli. High Trtas. Scat. IV. 103 For tua ;cris
"teynd hay of ane medow that the Kingis hors eit. 1547
Test. Ekor. (Surtees) VI. 265 The teynde haye of the hall
banke. 1586 Reg. Privy Council Scot. IV. 73 Ressaving
his 'teynd lambis. 1818 Craven Gloss., 'Teen lathe, tithe.

i-iiiii, -ttma-masiers, are tnese wno nave Kignt to Teinds.
1890 Oliver^ Boyfs Edin. Almanac 91 The tables have
been prepared from official documents in the "Teind Office.
1685 RENWICK Serm., etc. (1776) 151 Then shall "teind.

ryers
be paid home. 1446 Rental St. Cufar-Angus ( 1 879)

125 Our landis..and the "tende schef of the sayd landis.
1876 A. LAING Lindores Abbey xiv. 133 Patrick Leslie
granted a tack of the teind sheaves of the parish of Dudhope
to James Scrymgeour. igog Ace. Ld. High Trtas. Scot.
III. 171 Payit..the "teynd silvir of the Kingis staggis in
tua 3eris..xvjrf. 1819 W. TENNANT Papistry Storm'd
(1827) 13 He'd sooner fling them back i' the sea Than gie
ae "teind-skate to the bishop. 1837 LOCKHART Scott an. 1806
II. iii. 103 There is also another blank day every other
week, the *Teind Wednesday, as it is called, when the
Judges are assembled for the hearing of tithe questions.

Teind (tfnd), v. Sc. and north. lObs. Forms :

see TEIND sb. [f. TEIND sb. : cf. to tithe.]
1. intr. To pay teinds or tithes.

"375 Creation 490 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 130
perfore wel to tenden bub lef [=be glad]. 13. . Cursor HI.
39324 (Cott. Galba) pam . . |>at witandly with-haldes tendes Or
falsly tendes. <r 1460 Towneley Myst. ti. 294 If thou tend
right thou gettis thi mede;..if thou teyncf fals, thou bese
alowed ther after als.

2. trans. To assess or take the tenth or tithe of.

1483 Cath. Angl. 379/2 To Tende, decimare. 1566
Reg. Privy Council Scot. 1. 480 To pas and teynd the cornis
of the saidis toun. 1567 Glide $ Goittie B. (S. T. S.) 188
The hirdis teindit all the come. 1641 BEST Fartn. Bks.
(Surtees) 26 As for the

wool}, it may be teended and wayed
that wee may knowe what is of it. a 17*3 FOVNTAINHALL
Deris. (1761) 391 Herrings taken on the coast of Fife, though
teinded there, yet if brought to Dunbar, pay again.
Hence Tei'nder, one who pays or takes teind or

tithe ; Tei'nding vbl. sb., tithing.
13.. Cursor M. 27267 [Inscrift be preist sal frain] Anentes

til-men of enuie And o pair tending [v.r. teindingj namli.
1440 Gestfi Rom. vi. 17 (Harl. MS.) pe lewde men most

holde vp. . men of holy chirch, thoroj almesse ofTryngys, and
tendingys. 1627 in A. Allan Hist. Channelkirk (1000) 147
Quhen the ground is punishit, the heritour and teinder must
nott be frie. 1655 Records Baron Crt. StitcMlt (S. H.S.) 2
Until the first day of the teynding be past 1884 J. TAIT in
United Presbyt. Mag. Apr. 156 The arrangement of thirders
and teinders described by Arthur Young. 1905 C. B. GUNN
Baron Crt. Stitchill Introd. 15 The minister might delay
teinding until the weather was breaking.

Teind, obs. Sc. f. TEND, TIND v.

Teine, Sc. f. TEEN, TINE, si. 1
;
var. TEYNE Obs.

Teing, obs. f. tying: see TIE v.

Teinland, erron. f. thcgenland, THANELAND.
Teinoscope (t3i-noskVp). [f. Gr. -ttivnv to

stretch, extend + -SCOPE.] An optical instrument
in which prisms are so arranged and combined as
to increase or diminish the apparent linear dimen-
sions of objects, while the chromatic aberration of
the light is corrected.

Memoir on Telescopes without Lenses...The Instrument
which I propose to describe, .was invented and constructed
in its simplest form about the beginning of the year 1812.

1831 Nat. Philos. II. Optic. Instr. xvi. no. 55 (Usef.
Knowl. Soc.) Amici's keinoscope consists of four right angu-
lar prisms, having their refractive angles different and con.
nected by pairs.
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Teint, -e, obs. ff. TAINT, TENT, TINT.

Teinter, obs. f. TESTER. Teir, obs. Sc. f.

TEAB
; Sc. f. TERE Obs., difficult. Teiroe, teirsj

-e, obs. ff. TIERCE. Teis, obs. Sc. pi. of TIE sb.

tTeise, taise, sb. Obs. Also 5 teis, leys,
tayse, tese. [ME. a. OF. teise (i ith c. in Godef
Compl.}, mod.F. toise, => It. tesa : late L. tensa (sc
orachia) the outstretched arms.]
1. A lineal measure of six feet, a fathom; =ToiSE
13.. SirBcues (A.) 1417 In me prisoun bow schclt abide

Vnder (>erbe twenti teise [v.rr. paisc, pasc). e 1330 Floricc

J Bl. (r8s7) 241 A thousand] taistn l his heilie. . And a.

hundre[dj taises he is wid And imaked with mochcl prid.
2. A superficial measure, a square toise.

14*6-7 Kcc. St. Mary at Hill 66 A pavier and his man to
paue..v leys ij s xid. 1477-9 Ibid. 89, For pavyng xj teis
of pament for euery teis viid vjs vd. 1486 Nottingham

t Teise, taise, v.i Obs. Also 4 teyse, tese,
4-6 tayse, 5 tase, 6 tais. [a. OF. teser, 3rd sing,
pres. teise, toise (i3th c. in Godef.) : late L. type
*tesare -.tensdre to stretch, bend (a bow), f. tens-us

stretched, bent.] trans. To stretch, to bend (a

bow) ; hence, to fit (an arrow or quarrel in a bow
or arbalest) in order to shoot ; to aim or direct (a
shaft, etc.) ; to poise (a weapon) in taking aim.
Also absol. or intr.

13.. SeuynSag, (W.) 1978 And in his hond an arblast
heldand, And therinne a quarel taisand. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13699 He teysed his dint, Bokkes to
smyte. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce v. 623 He tasit the vyre and
leit it fle, And hit the fader in the E. 13.. Minor Poems
fr. Vemon MS. xliv. 43 So dob be ffisschere wifc his hok :

Hou he tesep on be Banke A hrodly breyd I be Brok.
1381 WYCLIF Wisd. v. 22 As at the teising the bone of
cloudis bent, c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 6938 Paris at him
euel taysed. c 1411 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 5262 Sore
in pe bowe of treccherye he teisyth. c 1450 Merlin 590
Kynge llan . . spron^ge that wey with his swerde vp teysed to
hym that badde his knyght slayn. 1513 DOUGLAS jEneis
x. viti. 102 A bustuus lance. .That lang quhile taysit he in
proper tenc, Leit gird at Pallas. Ibid. vi. 106.

t Teise, z.2 Obs. Also 4 tayse, 5 teyse
(6 teese), 7 tease, teaze. [Origin unascertained.
The forms agree with those of TEISE tv.l, with
which however the sense does not seem compatible.
Both forms and sense separate it from TEASE v.,

although in late use it may have been sometimes
associated with the latter in its modern sense, and
hence confounded in spelling with it.] trans, app.To drive (esp.a hunted beast) ; to chase; to urge on.
13.. Caw. t, Gr. Knt. 1169 Bi bay [the deer] were tened

at be hyje, & taysed to be wattrez. c 1410 Master ofCame
(MS. Digby 182) xxxv, Who so be teysoures to be kynge. .

as ofte as any hert cometh oute, he shulde..blowe a moot
and rechate and late renne after to teyse it forth, c 1475
Partenay 1295 Into see thay went, the sayl vp gan reise,To cipresse contre ther shippes gan teise. 1550 Mirr. Mag.
(r562) B b ij, A shyppe vpon the stormy seas, Which . . From
shore to shore the wynde and tide do teese. 1615 WITHER
Sheph. Hunt. in. in Juvenilia (1633) 407 My eager Dogs. .

Then I began with quicker speed to follow And teaz'd them
on with a more cheerful hallow. 1819 KEATS Isabella
xxviii. They.. did tease Their horses homeward, with con-
vulsed spur. [Cf. 1888 ELWORTHV If. Som. Words, Tease
(t*z),

t
to drive ; to harass. The only way to get rid o 1

they
rabbits is to keep on tazin' o'm.]

Teise, obs. bad spelling of TEASE.

tTeiser. Obs. Forms: 5 teysoure, 6 teiser,

6-7 teaser, teazer, 7 teizer. [Agent-n. from
TEISE tv.

2
] One who rouses the game ; spec. one

of the first brace or leash of deerhounds let slip.

(In later use confused in spelling with TEASER.)
c 1410 Master ofCame (MS. Digby 182) xxxv, pe firste

teysoure and be resceyuour that draweth hym doune, shull
pane be skynne. Ibid, [see TEISE ."]. ij TURBERV.
yenerie 266 By this worde teasers is ment, the first grey-
houndes or brase or lease of greyhoundes which is let slip.

cijoo GREENE Fr. Bacon \. 5 The loftie frolicke bucks,
That scudded fore the teisers like the wind. 1616 SURFL. &
MARKH. Country Farme 686 Asneere the couert as you can
xmueniently, you shall place your Teasers, that is, the first

jrace of greyhounds for the course, which should be the

ightest, nimblest, and swiftest dogges you haue. 1688 R.
rlOLUE Armoury III. 189/1.

fig. 1641 FULLER Holy 4- Prof. St. 11. v. 66 But these Tea.

zers,
rather to rouze then pinch the Game, onely made

tVhitaker find his spirits. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. v.

I 339 The Lord Paget likewise, who., had been one of their

Teizers, to broach those bold, high Overtures. 1796 Cam.
paigns 17^3-4 II- v. 21 Francis himself, the great Carmag-
10! teizer.

Teistie (tsi'sti, tf-sti). local. Also 8 taiste', 9
;yste", -ty, -tie, -toy, teisty, testie, tlestie. [Of
vTorse origin : cf.Norw. teist(e, Qlcx\.peist,pcisti]
The Black Guillemot.

1774 Low Fauna Oread. (1813) 106 The taiste build in

loles of the earth i lay but one egg. 1837 R. DUNN
Ornith. Orkney >, Shell. 102 Uria Grylle. . .Tystie. Black
Guillemot. Greenland Dove. 1847 Zoologist V. 1909 The
ilack guillemot.. or the testie. 1876 D. GORRIE Summers
r IVint. Orkneys v. 153 Bevies of teisties were disporting
hemselves in front and rear. i8oa G. STEWART Shetland
Fireside T. iv. (ed. 2) 27 He turned as fat as a tiestie.

893 COZENS-HABOY Broad Norfolk 50 Sometimes there is

TELANGIECTATIC.

I"'
1

?.,

f
,

a .of the same origin. Thustncl, ack Guillemot is. .the tyitc, taiite. totst, and t*it,
Teisty, Teize, obs. !t TLHTV, TKASK
Tek Tekat, ,,| )S . forms O f TICK sb., TICKW.iekbir: see TECIIIH.
t Teke, teken, adv. and prep. Obs. Forms :

rn? ^T' '^toekeCn, 3 teken (tekenn), teke.
[OE. tttacan, (. to to, for + {oca addition, KKK.]a. adv. In addition, besides, moreover, eke. b.
prep. In addition to, besides.

'SSS-VT
(see EK ,b.<- 4]. cm Rush. Cosf. Matt,xxv. 20 Obre fife ic to-eke

gestrionde.
c ix> O.,x ,886,S. tekenn batt he wass nhhtwis He was arfmod & milde

I'

'"5 i"fi
K - 7* T'kC

'"Sf
I>C StiS

' t1' 1 'ilcnce & ine
hope schal beon vre strencJSe. Ibid. 170 Let ter teken b
je beon swifte ase be sunne ^leam. c ,,30 ///, Mttd.ltleke be murh3c & te menske in heuene. 13 Guy Warm
(A.I ,855 To cken bat bou art mi lordes nevou
Teke, obs. form of TEAK, TICK.
t Te-kelite. Obs. slang. [? I.

'
Tektl: weighed

in the balances, and found wanting
'

(Dan. v. 27)+ -ITE!.] (In the cant of the Debtors' Prison,
Whitecross Street, London) A defaulter, a default-

ing debtor.

1834 Neiu Monthly Mag. XL. 328 This, though expressly
denominated '

the defaulter's table
',
the only one to which

the poor
'

tekelite
'

has right of access, is invariably appro-
priated by the free and unexcepted knit-tits to the washine
of cups and platters.

Teket, obs. Sc. f. TICKET. Tekno- : ee TECNO-.
Tekoretin (tflwrftin). Chan. Also tee-.

[Named 1839 bX Forchhammer, app.
'
f. Gr. Tr/xttr

to melt, dissolve + /Jr/rfcr; resin, because separated
by solution in hot alcohol' (Chester).] A resin
similar to or identical with Fichtelite.
1858 T. E. CLARK in Amer. Jrxl. Sc. Ser. 11. XXV. 167

Tekoretm, being less soluble than phylloretin, crystallized
first. 1868 DANA Min. 736 Tecoretin was obtained from
pine trees [Pinut tylvetlrii] in marshes near Holtegard in
Denmark. The resin from the wood, .was found to contain
two substances.. .The tecoretin was the least soluble.
t Tel. Obs. [Shortened from OE. letcel, rettl

early MR itel: cf. TALE
tb.~] Number.

c 1000 .*LFRIC Horn. I. 536 Heora tel bi3 swa menizfeald
baM [etc.], a uaj Ancr. R. 372 Hundred is ful tel. & noteo
perfectiun.

Tel: see TELE sb., TELL, TILL.
Telacoustic : see TELE-.
II Telaesthesia (teles-, teUsfi-sia). Psychics.

[mod. L. (Myers, i882),f.Gr.Tr}A far off (see TELE-)
+ aiaSriaa perception + -IA 1.]

'

Perception at a dis-
tance ; direct sensation or perception of objects or
conditions independently of the recognized channels
of sense

'

(Myers Human Personality, Gloss.).
1881 MYERS in Proc. Soc. Psychical Research I. n. 147 We

venture to introduce the words Telxsthesia and Telepathy
to cover all cases of impression received at a distance
without the normal operation of the recognised sense
organs. '93 Human Personality I. r36. 1908 Nation
26 Sept.oo7/i Telepathy, telaesthesia and the subliminal partof man's mental being play a vast part in all these curious
psychical phenomena.
Telaesthetio (telesj^-tik, -ftjjetik), a. [f. as

prec. + ^ESTHETIC.]
1. Having physical perception of things at a

distance.

1890 C. Lu MORGAN Anim. Life f, Intell. (1891) 249
This temperature-sense, unlike the sense of touch, maymake us aware of distant bodies. It is what we may term
a telaesthetic sense in contradistinction to a contact sense.

Sight like hearing is a teUesthetic sense. Through it we
become aware of certain vibratory states of more or less
distant objects.

2. Psychics. Of or belonging to telsesthesia.

1903 MYERS Human Personality I. p. xlv. This may be
done through., telarsthetic d reams or visions. 1903Athenxum
28 Feb. 277/1 Examples of apparently clairvoyant, or tele.

pathic, or telxsthetic cases.

Telamon (te-lam/n). Arch. PI. Telamones
ou-m'z). [In pi. a. L. telamones, = Gr. rAa-

, pi. of Tf\aftwv name of a hero in mythology.]A figure of a man used as a column to support an
entablature or other structure : = ATLAS si. 1 i b.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Telamones,. .Ac Images of
Men that seem'd to bear up the Out.jeltings of Cornishes in
the Roman Buildings, which among the Greeks were call'd
Atlantes. 1797 HOLCROFT Slolberg's Trav. (ed. 2) III.
[xiv. 12 Male statues of this kind were called. . Telamones.
1881 FENNELL tr. Michaelis* Anc. Jtfaro. Gt. Brit. 594A kneeling youth .. serves as a Telamon or Atlas, bearing
on his head and his fore-arms a large, low cup, which forms
the top of the whole candelabrum.

Telanemograph : see TELE-.

II Telangriectasis (tflrndfLrktUte). Path.
PI. -BOB (-siz). [mod.L., f. Gr. ri\os end + Afytior
vessel + Ixraats extension, dilatation.] Dilatation
of the small blood-vessels, producing small red or

nirjde tumours in the skin ; one of such tumours.
\lso Telangle-ctasy [ad. mod.L. telangiectasid\.
Hence Telangiectatic (-tse'tik) a., pertaining to
or resulting from telangiectasis.
1831 J. F. SOUTH Otto's Path. Anal. u. 342 In telan-

giectasy, there is a peculiar degeneration of the blood-
vessels connected also with widening of the smaller vein*.
868 T. G. THOMAS llis. Women (1872) 486 Tumors thus
iflfected have been styled telangiectatic tumors. 1873 T. H.



TELAB.

GRKKN Ifttrod. P^athoL (ed. 2) 178 The various forms of

nzvi, and telangiectasis. 1899 Allbutt's Xyst. Mcd. VIII.

833 Telangiectatic warts. Ibid., The telangiectases range
themselves in little groups.

Telapoi, telapoon : see TALAI-OIN.

Telar (tflai), a. rare-", [f. L. tela web +
-AK 1

.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a web.
Hence Te'larly adv., in the manner of a web. So
Telarian (tzle-rian) a., that spins a web, as a

spider; sb. a spider that spins a web; \ Te'lary a.

telar, telarian adj.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. xix. 262 We will not

dispute the pictures of Telary Spiders, and their position in

the web. 1658 Card. Cyrus Hi. 58 Conformable to the

Spiders web, and the Radii in like manner telarely inter-

woven. 1853 G. JOHNSTON Nat. Hist. E. Borit, I. 126
Slender spokes . .

*

telarly interwoven
' somewhat after the

fashion of the spider's web. 1891 Cent. Diet., Telarian.

Telar, -are, obs. forms of TILLEB.

Telau-togram. [f.
next : after telegram.] A

record produced by a telautograph.
1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

Telautograph (telg-Wgraf). Also (less cor-

rectly) teleautograph. [f. Gr. ri/Af far off (see

TELE-) + AUTOGRAPH, after telegraph.'} A tele-

graphic apparatus by which writing or drawing
done with a pen or pencil at the transmitting end
is reproduced in facsimile at the receiving end, by
means of an electric current conveyed along a wire,
and (in the usual forms of the instrument) com-
municating movements to the receiving pen corre-

sponding to those made with the transmitting pen
or pencil. Hence Telautogra-phic a., pertaining
to the telautograph ; Telanto-graphy, the use of
the telautograph.
1884 KNIGHT Diet. Meek, Supp., Telautograph, an elec-

trical device for transmitting autographs, or copying designs.
..The possibility of deception and the impossibility of auto-
matic unquestionable record . .are removed, it is said, by the
employment of telautography. 1883 Tribune (Chicago)
25 June, Prof. Eljsha Gray, .is perfecting an invention with
wonderful possibilities... The 'Telautograph' is the name
by which the instrument will be known. 1888 Daily News
9 Aug. 5/7 What is known as the telautographic system,
invented by Professor Elisha Gray. 1894 Westm. Gaz.
ao Dec. 7/1 The electricians . . were shown numerous slips
of paper covered^ with autograph writing traced by the
telautograph receiver in Paris, in obedience to a person
writing in London with the telautograph transmitter. 1905
Daily Chron. 10 Jan. 5/6 Some very successful experiments
in telautography were made yesterday between the Paris
Central Telephone Office and the Rouen Bourse Exchange.
Telbent, obs. form of TURBAN.
t Teld, s/>. Obs. Forms : 1-5 teld, i, 4-5 telde,

(3 tjeld), 4 tield, teeld, 4-5 tilde, 5 tild, tyld,
-e, telte. [OE. teld, pteld = OLG. *teld (MDu.
telde, telte, Kilian), MLG. telt, telde, LG. telt;
OHG. ult (mostly gizclt), MHG. zelt (usually
art**), Ger. zelt; ON. tjald (:-*teld), pi. tjfld,
Norw. tjeld, Sw. tail, dial, tjall, Da. telt, tent,
pavilion, app. a deriv. of teld-an str. vb. to cover
(cf. OE. beteldan, o/erteldan). The late form telte

may have been influenced by continental forms:
see also TILT.] A tent, pavilion, covering ; hence,
a tabernacle, dwelling.
rtooo Ir.Bxda's Hist. in. ix. [xi.J 2 (Camb. MS.) Moil

teld \v.r. seteld] ba:rofer abradde. c 1000 JEl.FRic Gen

m'\ 9
')

l'a
I
n

.;

e 'd
,

e
,.
he

.V
s - 10

37 in ThorPe Charters
(1865) 566/32 And Alfnc biscop I liqueoe mine teld andmm bedreaf. c 1105 LAY. 1749! Nije fmsend teldes. Ibid
2.1436 per weore on uelden moni husend telden. c 1330 R
V,mKKRChron.Wacc (Rolls) i2598)>ey come to beEmptrours
Jf'vSSa! H?.

we
.
re

."
h
!
s
??">!""" ->y !>-E.nt=?Jk doun.

- ' ~ - tciuis. iqoo 50 fttfxaluur
4581 How suld je lelle withouten toles or any tild rere?
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 4656 The! reysed vp bothe halle
and tylde. 1440 Promp. Para. 438/r Telte, or tente
tcntonum ? a 1500 Chester PI. vii.6 From stif slormes my
sheepe to sheild. .Under Tildes them to hyde.

b. The tilt or awning of a boat or vessel : cf. TILT
1307-8 Ace Exch. K. R. Bd. 14 No. 14 (P.R.O.), Tieldes

emptis.. pro dicta Bargia ,495 Will, Doctors' Commons
(Camden) 3 The barge with bailies, tilde, and ores belongingto the same.

c. A cage for carrying hawks.
. I39 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 88 Pro tieldes per
ipsum ernptis ibidem ad cariandum les haukes, xiiij scot.

a. Comb., asteld-stede, dwelling-place,
'

taber-
nacle ; teldwyrhta (OE.), tent-wright, tentmaker.
ciooo XLFRK f/oia. I. 392 Paulus..se3c wzs on woruld-

crzfte teld-wyrhta. a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxix. [cxx.l 5 Wa
tome, for mi telde-stede swa Forth-ferred es me fra [1388WVCLIF ,hd., My dwelling in an alien lond is maad long],
t Teld, tild, v. Obs. Forms: Inf. I *teld-ian

2-3 teld-en, tild-en, 3-5 teld(e, tild, 5 tield.
la. t. a. i teldede, -ode, 4-5 tilded(e, teildid.

ii? *&\ 4 tilde> t^de. 4-5 teld, telt, tilld
(tiUede), tulde, tilte, 4-6 telde, 5-6 tild.

iL&Z' "V L *(se)telded. 3 l-tselded, 3-4
v * V telded

' 4-S
-id

- '"' 5 t-teldyde, 6
Ac. tyldit, -et. 0. 4 y-telde, y-tielde 4-5 ytelt
(i-tilled) teld -e, 4 teeld, -e, s y-tel'd, y-tilde,tild. [OE. teldtan wk. vb., f. TELD sb. ;

- ON.
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tjalda. In ME. the d of the stem was often merged
in that of the pa. t. and pa. pple. This brought the

vb. into contact with TILL v., pa. t. tilde.}

1. trans. To '

spread ', set up, pitch (a tent'; ;

hence, to erect (a building of any kind), to build,

raise. Alsoyijf.
c 725 Corpus Gloss. (O. E.T. ) 59 1 Con[n]ectit, teldat. c izoj

LAV. 17489 Weoren a ban walde teldes lUelded. 13..

K. Alis. 3434 (Bodl. MS.) Pauylouns were alle wl)>inne

TELE-.

Strongelicn'ytelt {Line. Inn A/S/y-tielde) by gynne. Itid.

464 pe kyng her telt [v. r. teildid] his i

["here biside his pauylouns, Weren y-telde by d;

dovnes. 13 . . Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 795 Towre telded bytwene

3464
The

pauylouns. Ibid. 5885
by dales and

s. 13 . . Gaw. t, Gr. Knt. 795 Towre telded bytwene
trochet ful f>ik. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. n. 44 Ten bousend of

Tentes I-tilled [v.rr. I-teldyde, teldit, teled) be-sydes. 1388
WVCLIF 2 Sam. xvi. 22 Therfor thei tildeden Absolon a taber-

nacle in the soler. 1400 Destr. Troy n664Herehetildvp
a temple of a trew godde. a 1400-50 Alexander r 159 A hi;e

tilde as a toure teldid on schippis. Ibid. 2174 (Dubl. MS.)
To tergarontes he ti;t bar telde was a mynster. 1460

Launfal 263 A pavyloun yield he sygh. 1515 Scot. Field

38 in Chetham Misc. (r8s6) II, Beside the towje of Tirwin,
our tentes downe we telden.

2. intr. To pitch one's tent ;
to encamp ; to take

one's station or residence ;
in pa. pple. encamped,

lodged, stationed.
c 1350 Gen. *r Ex. 1840 Jacob fro 5e5en wente, ic wot,

t;elt on a stede, and cald it sochot. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chroii. Wnee (Rolls) 12588 [OnJ bat playne..were be

Romayns telded. c 1330 Chron. (1810) 242 Biside a more
a mod quayntly was ne teld. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xv.

150 Ry^t as traianus, be trewe knygnt, tulde [j'.rr. lillede,
telde ; R xn. 210 tilde, tilte, dwelte] nat deep in helle.

a 1400 ristill ofSusan 56 peos perlous prestes . . turned fro

his teching, bat teeld [-:rr. teelde, told] is in trone. <: 1440
York Myst. x. 14 Wher I was telde vnder a tree.

3. trans. Sc. To cover with an awning or curtain.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. i. 435 Reparrellit was that god-
like plesand wone Tyldit abone, and to the eirth adoun.
1825 JAMIESON s.v. Tyld, A window is said to be tyldit,
when it is covered in the inside with a cloth or curtain.

4. To spread (a net), set (a trap or snare). (See
also TILL z>.)

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Thorpe) xxxiv. 8 Hi teldedon gryne and
oa^ehyddon. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 53 penne be mon wule
tilden his musestoch he bindeS uppon ba swike chese.
ciaoo Triii. Coll. Horn. 211 At pleje [be deuel] telded be
grune of idelnesse. a lias Alter. R. (Corpus MS. : Camden
334), Triste is per me sit mid te greahunz forte kepe be
heare, o3er tildeS [so Cleop., Cains ; Titus tildes J Nero
tillen; Vern. tilleb) )>e nettes a3ein him. w$Hlgr.Smvle
(Caxton 1483) i. xviii. 14 Teldyng nettes, arrayng trappys
and other engynes. 1:1440 Pallad. on Huso. iv. 164 A
green another hath for hem ytilde.

Hence f Telding (tildunge) vbl. sb., laying of
snares.
a 1125 Ancr. R. 278 Seint Antonie bet iseih al bene world

ful of bes deofles tildunge.

Teld, -e, -en, obs. inflexions of TELL v.

tTele, tel, sb. Obs. Forms: i tsel, 4 tel,
teyl, 5 tele. [OE. tsel fern, (also tal: see TOLE)= OHG. sola danger, snare, trap, ON. tdl bait,
allurement. OTeut. *tld str. fern., had app. some
such general sense as '

hostile or malevolent attack,
persecution ', whence the specialized senses in the
various langs. See also TELE

z>.]
1. Evil speaking, detraction, calumny, blame.
e8gj K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C, xxxiii. 222 JE\c

aweora, & zlc ierre..& tzl sie anumen fram eow. a 1000
Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 196/16 Blasphemia, uituperatio, lx\.
Ibid. 220/23. '303 R. BRUNNE Hnndl. Synnt 2042 But pogh
a man sey neuer so weyl Vnlo hys sawys men fynden teyl.
2. Deceit ; enticement, allurement.
c 1300 Hayelok 191 pat he sholde yemen hire wel With,

uten lac, with-uten tel Til bal she were luelf winter hold
a 1450 MYRC Par. Pr. 368 So with cha[r]mes & wyth tele, He
ys l-bro}te ajeyn to hele.

t Tele, v. Obs. Forms : I t&lan (telan), 2-3
tselen (3 (Orm.) tselenu, 3-5 tellen), 2-4 telen,
3 74 tele. [OE. (VVSax.) txlan (Angl. telan) = ON.
tsela to deceive, betray, entice :-OTeut. *tljan,
f. t&la : see TELE sb. Cf. OHG. zdlon (\-tlfy'an)
to rob, pillage.]
1. trans. To speak evil of, or to

;
to revile,

calumniate
; to mock, scorn, deride.

c888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. xxxviii. 3 Ic wolde unSeawas
telan & goode herian. c 890 Laws K. Alfred c. 37 Ne tel
ou Sinne Dryhten. aooo Kentish Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker
55/19 Etdetraxerunt, and his teldan. Ibid. 75/13 Deridet
teld. Ibid. 76/31 Detra/ient, telaS. 1:950 Lindisf. Cost
John xn^48 SeSe mec teles

[^975 Ruskw. tele3J. 10

. sp, t

5jff
batt tu willt Izlenn me fe birr^ ec hire talenn. a ueo

Prov. JEljfrediyi in O. E. Misc. 116 Byfore he be meneK
by-hynde he be teleb. c 1490 Promp. Parv. 488/1 (MS. K.)
lellynge, or grochyngc, murmnracio.

.

ig's Archhi LVII."^276 But
faste he fondeji mon to tele. Vre lord vs schilde from his

Horn (Vernon MS.) in Herri
faste he fondeji mo
teolyng.
Hence f Tellny vbl. sb. (also 3 teolunge, 4 -yng

teliinge,4-5 telyug,tee!ing), deception, sorcery,
witchcraft.

a Has Ancr. R. 208 Sigaldren, & false teolunges, leuunee
on ore & of swefnes & alle wichchecrefles. c 1315 SnoRt.
HAM ill. 178 By-lef bou in no wychecraft, Ne ine none
teliinge. 13 .. [see TELE v. 2]. 1387 TUBVISA ///><& (Rolkj
III. 343 He triste on his endynge [v.r. endltyngej and
tellynges [v.rr. teelingis, telyngs, tellyngys] as olde wife
useb. a 1430 MVRC Par. Pr. 360 Wychecrafle and tejvnra
c 1490 [see TELE v. i].

Tele, obs. f. TEAL, TELL v., TILE sb., TILL v.

Tele- (te-U) (before a vowel properly tel-, but
more often in the full form), repr. Gr. rijAe- com-
bining form of TJjAe afar, far off

; used in numerous
(chiefly recent) scientific and technical terms,
mostly denoting or connected with special appli-
ances or methods for operating over long distances
also in several terms connected with psychical re-

search, denoting actions or impressions produced
at a distance from the exciting cause, independently
of the normal means of communication. (The
second element is properly and usually from Greek,
exceptionally from Latin or English.) The earlier
and more important of these words will be found
in their alphabetical places ; others follow here.
Telacon-stlc a., Psychics [ACOUSTIC], pertaining

to or involving the perception of a sound beyond
or apart from the possibility of ordinary hearing
(cf. teloptic below)., Teleiane'mograph,

'

an ane-

mograph that records at a distance by means of

electricity
'

(Cent. Did. 1891). Teleba'rograph,
' a barograph that records at a distance by means
of electricity

'

(ibid.). Te lebaro'meter, 'a baro-
meter that registers its indications at a distance by
means of electric apparatus

'

(ibid.). Telece-ntrlc
a., Optics, applied to a lens system of which the

aperture or stop is at the principal focus. Tele-
chi-rograph [Gr. xf hand], a form of TEL-
AUTOGRAPH [cf. definition of TELAUTOGRAPH].
Telecry -ptograph, a form of printing telegraph
adopted for secret or private communication.
Tele-ctrograph, Tele'ctroscope: see telelectro-,

Telehydrobaro-meter [Gr. vSvjp water: see BARO-

METER], an instrument for recording electrically at
a distance the pressure of a head of water or other

liquid. Te le ico-nograph [Gr. (\KUIV image : see

-GRAPH], an apparatus consisting of a telescope
combined with a camera lucida, by which images
of distant objects may be cast upon paper and
traced. Te-lekin [mod., f. Gr. Kiv-tiv to move],
a device for the electric control of machinery from a
distance.

|| TeleMne-i, Psychics [mod.L., f. Gr.

mVijan motion], movement of or in a body alleged
to occur at a distance from, and without mateiial
connexion with, the motive cause or agent ; hence
Teleklne'tlo a., belonging to telekinesis. Telc-
le'ctric a. , producing mechanical motions or effects

at a distance by electrical means. Telele-ctro-

graph, shortened tele-ctrograph : cf. ELECTHO-
GKAPH, an apparatus for producing at the receiving
end a copy of a photograph or print at the transmit-

ting end, by means of electric telegraphy. Telele-c-

troscope, shortened tele'ctroscope [cf. prec. and

SCOPE], an apparatus for reproducing at a distance
a visual image, as that in a camera obscura, by
means of electric telegraphy. Telemano meter,
a manometer which registers at a distance by means
of electricity. Telernecha-nics, the art of trans-

mitting power to a distance, esp. by etlierial vibra-
tions as in wireless telegraphy ;

so Teleme chan-
ism. TelemetacaTpal a., Comp. Anat., having
vestiges only of the dislal portion of the first and
fifth metarcarpals, as in one group of the Cervidst.
Teleme teorograph, a meteorograph which re-

cords electrically at a distance ; a combination of

telethermograph, telebarograph, and teleanemo-

graph ; hence Teleme teorogra'phic a., Tele-
me teoro-g-raphy. Telemi'croscopc, an optical
instrument combining the functions of a telescope
and a microscope ; e. g. in enlarging a telescopic

image or in projecting a microscopic image to a

distance (e. g. upon a screen). Te lemo tor,
an apparatus for transmitting motive power to

a distance ; esp. a device for steering a ship from
some part distant from the tiller, by means of

hydraulic or pneumatic pressure, etc. Tele-ne'ga-
tive a. in telenegative lens, the negative element in

a telephotographic lens: cf. TELEPUOTOGRAPHica. 2
,

quot. 18928. Telengyscope (-e-ndgisk^p), incor-

rectly -engi- [see ENGYSCOPB], an optical instru-

ment combining the powers of a telescope and

microscope (Cent. Diet. 1891). Tele-obje'ctive
a., having an object-glass adapted to photograph-
ing distant objects ;

as a tele-objective camera ;

sb, (see quot.). Telepla'stic a., Psychics [PLASTIC ;

after telepathy, etc.] : see quot. 1 890. Tele-

pola'riscop*, an optical instrument consisting of



TELE-.

a telescope combined with a polariscope. Tele- ,

pO'Bitive a., Optics: see quot. Teleira'dio-

phone, a radiophone producing sounds at a dis-

tance by means of an electric current as in tele-

graphy. Te'lergy, Psychics [after energy], the

supposed force operating in telepathy, regarded a<

correlated with the various forms of physical

energy, or as directly affecting the brain or organ-
ism of the percipient ;

so TeleTgically adv., by
means of telergy. Teleselsm (tc'1/saiz'm) [SEISM],
n distant or remote earth-tremor as recorded

on a seismograph. Te'leseme (-s/"m) [Or. erf/jra

sign!, an electric signalling apparatus used in

hotels, etc., fitted with an indicator which shows

the article or service required. Te lesoma tic a..

Psychics [Gr. auipa. body] : see telcplastic, quot.

1890. Tclespe ctroscope, a combination of a

telescope and a spectroscope, fc^spectroscopic ob-

servations of the heavenly bodies. Teleste'reo-

scope, an instrument with two pairs of mirrors so

arranged that distant objects viewed by means of

it appear to stand out in relief, as in a stereoscope. |

Telethe rmograph, a thermograph which records

electrically at a distance; a self-registering telether-
j

mometer ; hence Telethe'nnogram. Te lether-

ttio'meter, a thermometer furnished with an appa- \

ratus which electrically exhibits its indications at a

distance ; hence Telethermo'metry, the use of a

telethermometer. Teletopo meter [Gr. TOH-OS

place : see -METER], name for a special form of tele-

meter TELEMETER i). Te-letype, a type-printing

telegraph; hence Teletypic a.; Teletypograph,
a form of machine telegraph which records its mes-

sage by perforating a tape that sets in motion a type-

setting machine. Televi-sion, vision_of
a distant

object or scene by means of an apparatus (not yet

perfected) which electrically reproduces an image of

it at the receiving end : cf. TELEPHOTE. Telewriter

(telfrai'tai), an instrument which electrically repro-
duces in facsimile a written message; a form of

TELAUTOGBAPH ; hence Te-lewrltew. (nonce-vid.),

to send a message by a telewriter. Telo-ptio a.,

J'sychics [OPTIC], pertaining to or involving the per-

ception as if by sight of an object beyond or apart
from the possibility of ordinary vision (cf. telacoiistic

above) ; so Telo'smio a. [Gr. 6oyj smell], involv-

ing the perception of a smell in a similar way.
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DOOMM* DI * i_umuiiuii<vii VM a *-<f>ivciciiL t nil a uivcTgcni
system placed at a distance apart. 1890 MM us in J'nx.
Si'i. /'j_t'c/i. Research. Dei;. 669 M. Aksakof uses the term
1 lelesomatic

'

for the phenomena of so-called 'materialisa-

tion "... It would be bei ter, I think, to give the name *tcle~

plastic \.QI\\ this class of alleged phenomena. 1893 Chicago
Advance 31 Aug., Certain telepla>tic, tclacou--tic, teloplic,
and telosmic occuirence.s. 1878 LOCKYCR Stiirgasingwi
The 'Telepolariscope. 1905 Set. Ani<r, t .S"///. 30 Sept.
24861 This

lens,
called tcU-nfgatitvt need not be connected

permanently with the ordinary objective (which is called
*
tcfopositivt}) a loose connection by means of a removable

short tube being quite sufficient. 1881 Nature i
; Oct.

576/3 Multiple inverse electric *teleradiophone, by M.
Mercadier. 1908 SIR O. LODGE in Hibbcrt Jrnl. Apr.
575 A foreign intelligence, acting either telcpathically
through the mind or *telergically by a more direct pro-
cess straight on the brain. 1884 GI;KXKY & MYERS in I9/A
Cent. May 814 Unless some such relation (of telepathy
to space and to matter] can be demonstrated we cannot
it-; i- Mi.ibly speak of a psychical "telergy an action of mind
on mind at a distance as correlated with any energy which
we have learnt to measure. 1903 MVKRS Hutu. Person-

ality I. Gloss., Telergy. 1801 Cent. Diet.* "Teleseme. 1899
Wcsttn. (t'as. 8 June 10/3 The bedrooms are fitted with a
model kind of call, the Teleseme a dumb waiter. 1901 F.

HARRISON in roM Cent. June 916 Life in the States is one

Stectr. Anal. liii. 247 Young's 'tele-

spectroscope. i88a YOUNG Sun Hi. 77 The combined in-

strument is then often called a tele-spectroscope. 1864
\VEBSTER,

*
Telestereoscofe. a stereoscope adapted to view

distant natural objects or landscapes ; a telescopic stereo-

scope. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXlI. 541/1 Von Helmholtz

tograph of Messrs. Siemens and Halske also deserves notice.

1909 Daily Mirror 13 Aug. 14/2 The pictures
were wired

from Manchester to London last night m six minutes by the

Thome-Baker *telectrograph. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mec/t,

Supp., *Telectroscope% an apparatus for reproducing by tele-

graph the images obtained m the camera obscura . . based on
the property possessed by selenium of offering a variable

and very sensitive electrical resistance according to the

of a complexity of motions. 1890 MYERS in Proc. Soc.

Psyck. Research Dec. 668 Extrantediumistic operations,

as thought-transference, telepathy,
"telekinesis (Fernwir-

kung\ or movements of objects without contact. Ibid. 669
For the alleged movements without contact.. M. Aksakofs
new word **telekinetic

'

seems to me the best attainable.

1905 Sat. Rev. 19 Aug. 250 Of the other phenomena.
.

that of telekinesis, or movement of objects without material

contact. 1909 Cent. Dict.> Suppl. s. v., An organ with

a *telelectrfc attachment. 1898 Daily News 10 Mar.

6/3 It is called the '
Telelectroscope ',

because it renders

objects visible in their natural colours at a distant place by
means of electricity. I6id, t

If we had had the ' Telelectro-

scope' in operation some time ago, we might have gone
into a, theatre in London and witnessed the eclipse

of the

sun in India for ourselves. 1891 Cent. Dict.^ *Telemano-

meter. 1909 Athenxnmb Mar. 293/1 The researches now

being made, .into what is called *tele-mechanics, or the art

of transmitting power to a distance by waves in the ether

and without wires. 1907 Ibid. 29 June 798/3
The pheno-

mena, .of *tele-mechanism, or the operation of machines at

a distance, 1878 Proc. Zool. Soc. Land. 887 Plesiometa-

carpal and *telemetacarpal limb characters.. closely corre-

sponding with the distribution of the Cervidae. 1881 Nature

14 Apr. 564/2 On March 26 .. There were repeated at the

Brussels Observatory experiments with Van Rysselberghes*

*telemeteorograph, which prove that the registration of the

meteorological elements.. may be made automatically at

very great distances. /&<, The author explained to the

Minister a plan of International *Telemeteorography. 1883
Science I. 88 The establishment of an international *tele-

meteorographic system. 1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex. t
Teltomi-

croscopium t ..&n instrument for enlarging or increasing the

forms ofmore remote or indistinct objects: a "teleomicroscope

[sic]. 1895 Arena (Boston) App. 13 Prof. D. S. Holman, the

celebrated microscopist...His lectures .. are illustrated
by

the tele-microscope, which projects upon a screen nearly all

conceivable experiments. 1897 Tit-Bits n Dec. 207/3 A
10 in. telescope can, by means of the new telermcroscope be

made to magnify 25000 diameters. 1890 Nature 3 Apr.

516/2 The steering motor is placed directly on the quadrant
of the tiller, and is actuated from the bridge by means of

what the author describes as a *telemotor, 1897 Daily
Ntws 20 Sept. 3/1 A new steam steering engine has been

TELEGRAPH.
(This term encountered at first muc.h o|>iHiiion from

scholars, as not being formed on Greek analog!*-
give, as in mod.CJr., T^A.-yoo^iua, TKLEC.rilf!r.; but it>

"1 ill a few year* to its general adop-
' llic rnnmure t'apers it take* the place of '

tele-

graphic despatch
'
from u Oct. 1855. Cf. alo TELEC.RAFH < >

185. Albany Kitit . Jrnl. 6 Apr. (Barlleu.i, A friend desire,
us to give notice that he will ask leave.. to introduce a new
word. ..It is telegram, instead of teUgrafnic disfatth, or
tfurrmfUe UHtnaudaMtn. 1855 I,o. CLAKKMXIN 31 May
in I'aninitre Pafers (1908) I. ai8 A message should go forth-
with by telegram. 1857 LADY CANNIS<; Ltt.fr Calcutta

If. 140

*

which two telescopes are used, zoos Daily Chron. 9 Feb.

3/6 To the instrument, known as me teletopometer, a tele-

scope is fixed, in which appear two pictures of the distant

object. One picture is stationary, while the other moves
and is brought to cover the first. A scale attached . . indi-

cates at once the distance of the object. 1909 Athenaeum
25 Sept. 367/3 The efforts made by Prof. Rukmer of Berlin

to realize
'

"television '. 1908 Times 5 Dec. 16/3 An Appara-
tus called a '

*telewriter
'

for electrically reproducing at a
distance handwriting, drawings [etc.]. 1908 Daily Chron,
21 Dec., The Lord ^^ayor, "telewriting

'

to the Lord Mayor
of Manchester, tendered his cordial greetings to him and hU
fellow-citizens from the City of London and himself. 1909
Ibid. 13 Jan. 6/r Telewriters with telephones attached will

be put in in the case of a limited number of original sub-

scribers without any rental charges or other initial expenses.

1893 "Teloptic, "Telosmic [see teleflastic above],

Telearch (te-U'iaik). Gr. Hist. [ad. Gr. rt\i-

apxs, ( TXOS office : see -ABOH.] The title of a

magistrate in ancient Thebes.

"797 ^- JOHNSTONE tr. Becknuinris Invent. II. 23 At
Thebes the streets were under the inspection of the telearchs.

Teleautograph : see TELAUTOGRAPH.

TelebarographtoTelectrosoope: seeTELE-.

II Teledu (te'ledw). [Native name in Javanese.]
A carnivorous animal ofJava and Sumatra (Mydaus
meliceps), allied to the skunk and of similar habits ;

also called stinking badger or stinkard.

1814 HOFSFIELD Zool. Res. Java, Tllldu, in the language
of Java, East of Cheribon. Ibid., The covering of the

Teledu is adapted to the elevated and cold regions which it

j
inhabits. Ibid., The entire neighbourhood of a village is

: infected by the odour of an irritated Teledu.

Teledynamio : see TELODYNAMIC.

II Telega (telega). Also 6 telego, 9 telaga,

telegga,teljdga, (telegue). [a. Russ. Teawa, tel-

jlga ;
whence also F. tstegue.~\ A four-wheeled

Russian cart, ofrough construction, without springs.

1558 in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) 315 With these Telegoes

they caried our stuflfe from Vologhda vnto the Mosco.

1807 SIR R. WILSON Jrttl. 7 Sept., in MhM>)II. viii. 365,

I mounted my telaga and drove to Lord Gower's. 1833 ^.

PINKKRTON Russia 2i Government couriers travel in tefegas,

or four-wheeled simply-constructed carts. 1877 MAR. M.
GRANT Sun-Maid x, We travelled for weeks in a teljega, a

sort of queer snow carriage. 1903 igtA Cent. Mar. 421 A
party of poor telega-drivers.

Telegony (tHe'goni). Biol. [f. Gr. ri;\e, TELE-

+ -70^10 begetting; cf. Gr. TyMyovot 'born far

from one's fatherland'.] The (hypothetical) influ-

ence of a previous sire seen in the progeny of a

|
subsequent sire from the same mother.

'893 ". N. PARKER tr. Weismantt's Genii-Plasm xii. 383
The phenomenon generallyknownas 'infection of thegerm ,

which, in case it really exists, I should prefer to speak of

as telegony. 1899 Daily News 20 June 8/5
' The Penycuik

Experiments', ..undertaken to try and throw some light

upon reversion and the difficult problem of telegony. 1900
Brit. Jrfed. Jrnl. No. 2046. 638 Telegony might prevail in

the case of hereditary predisposition.

Hence Telego-nio a., of or pertaining to tele-

gony ; Tele'gonous a.,
'
of, pertaining to, or pro-

duced by telegony' (f'uni's Stand. Diet. 1895).

1893 F. FINN m Nat. Science Dec. 436 Cases which seem

difficult of explanation on any other than the Telegonic

theory. 1897 Ibid. Feb. 80 Telegonic influence of the zebra

will be looked for.

Telegram (te-1/grsem). [f. Gr. -rijA.*, TELE- +

-GRAM; so F. ttltgmmmt (1867 in Littre), Ger.

telegranim (1865 in Sanders).] A message sent by

telegraph ; atelegraphic dispatch orcommunication.

y.i A. ll;ire Two Notle Lint (1893) iLua'AUb-
gram 'a new Yankee word for a telegraphic despatch. 1*57

;e TELEGRAFIIKMK). 1857 MAJ. flium Let .-, Apr. inj

florii. Cliron. i) Oct. 4/5 X tele; rwine'effect
has this day been transmitted to y<ni [etc.}. 1858 CAat/if>.

JtitL IX. 75/2 The Longmans have promised to include
the word tthgratit in their forthcoming dictionary. 1859
LYTTON What will he do xn. xi, 1 sent a telegram (oh that
I should live to see such a word introduced into the English
language !). iSfio LYTION (' O. Meredith ') LttciU n. iv. f 5

note. Ere a cable went under the hoary Atlantic, Or the
word telegram drove grammarians frantic. 1873 F. HALL
Mo<t. Eng. 158 note, There is, as against the exact, but

surfeiting, ttleKraphcme, our lawless telegram.
atlrih. and Coini. 1875 G. AGKK (title} 1 he Telegram Code,

for the Use of Hankers, Merchants, and Shipowners. 1881

Rlackvj. Mag. Apr. 470 The general telegram-sender. 1895
Daily News 3 Dec. 5/3 For some years past the Parisians

have had the benefit of a system of '

telegram postcards
'

which are sent by pneumatic tubes.

Hence Telegram v. (rare, ? Obs.\ intr. to send

a telegram, to telegraph ; trans, to telegraph to
;

Te legrame'ce (nonee-wd.) * TELEGRAPHESE I ;

Te legrarnma tic, Telegra mmic adjs., of or per-

taining to telegrams ; concise or condensed like a

telegram. All rare.

1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 77 July, Every patriotic man u
bound to resent. .any insult offered to the flag of bis country
. . without being told or "tclcgrammed to shoot anybody.
187$ E. FITZGERALD Let. 2 Aug., I ought to have telegramed
back to you. 1894 ^'"^ M*" Mag. Mar. 733 It [the tele-

gram] was not written in *telegramese, and it cost more

money than it ought. 1866 VISCT. STKANCFORD Selection

(1869) II. 14 The "telegrammatic battle is no longer a simple
duel between Athens and Constantinople. 1864 WEBSTER,
*
TeltgrammiCi . . in the nature ofa telegram ; hence, laconic ;

concise ; brief; succinct. 1866 London Rev. 25 Aug. 216/1

People insist that thought should be expressed with tele-

grammic brevity. 1891 G. MEREDITH One of our Cony. II.

ix. 237 The letter was telegramic on the essential point.

Telegraph, (te-lfgraf), sb. [a. F. UUgraphe.

(Chappe 1793), f. Gr. TT}A afar + -ypaip-os that

writes, writer: see TELE- and -GRAPH; so Ger.

telegraph.
Miot de Mclito states in his Mtmoirts I. 38, that

Chappe
the inventor proposed to call his invention a tachygrapne,
but was told by Miot that the name was bad, and ought to

be ttli-graphi, which he at once adopted. (See Littrrf.)]

1. An apparatus for transmitting messages to a

distance, usually by signs of some kind. Devices

for this purpose have been in use from ancient

times, but the name was first applied to that

invented by Chappe in France ill 1791, con-

sisting of an uprignt post with movable arms, the

signals being made by various positions of the

arms according to a pre-arranged code. Hence

applied to various other devices subsequently used,

operating by movable disks, shutters, etc., flashes

of light, movements in a column of liquid, sounds

of bells, horns, etc., or other means. (Now rare

in this sense, such contrivances being usually called

semaphores or signalling apparatus.)
[1704 Europ. Mag. Sept. 166/2 It was announced to them

by the Telegraphe from Lisle.] 1794 Hist, in Ann. Reg.

394 The invention of the telegraph. ..A number of posts are

erected at convenient distances ; and on each . . U fixed a

transverse beam with two moveable arms, the beam itself

being also moveable. The different forms which the

machine is capable of assuming i-s 16, and these represent
the telegraphic alphabet. 1795 Times 30 Dec., in Ashton

Old Times (1885) 127 A chain of Telegraphs is erected from

Shiner's Hill to Dover. 1798 Hull Advertiser 14 Apr. 2/4

Orders were, .transmitted by the telegraph and by express
to Portsmouth. 1805 in A. Duncan Nelson (1806) 297 Lord
Nelson conveyed the following sentence by telegraph, to the

fleet' England expects every man will do his duty '. 1813

J. W. CROKER in Cr. Papers (1884) I. ii. 53 The Plymouth
telegraph announces another complete victory of Lord W.
over Soult on the 30th. 18. . MOORE Fragm. Character v.

Scarcely a telegraph could wag Its wooden finger, but Ned
knew it. i8as PASLEY (litli) Description of the Universal

Telegraph for Day and Night Signals. 1834-47 J. S.

MACAULAY Field Fort!/. (1851) 256 A soldier makes an

excellent telegraph . . varying the gestures to meet the

various circumstances. 1863 W. LADD in Kef. British Assoc.

19 On an Acoustic Telegraph.
b. Applied retrospectively to ancient devices.

1794 Times 20 Sept., in Ashton Old Times (1885) 125 The
invention of the Telegraphe is now traced hack to 1655, and

particularly mentioned m a little book.. by the Marquis of

Worcester. ..He there gives it the name of Visual Corre-

spondence, and calls it his own invention. 1808 J. MAC-

DONALD Telegraphic Commtm. 37 Julius Afncanus minutely

details a mode of spelling words by a Telegraph. I

appears, that fires of various substances, were the means

made use of. 1841 Penny CycL XXIV. 145/2 Bishop Wilkins,

..after describing this telegraph of Polybius, mentions

another which requires only three lights or torches.

0. fig-

1795 O'KEEFF. Irish Mimick l. i, Love is a monstrous

telegraph. 1817 COLERIDOI 'Blessed art yt 103 When
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princely capitals are often but the Telegraphs of distant

calamity.
2. In full, electric (or magnetic) telegraph: An

apparatus consisting of a transmitting instrument

(transmitter), a receiving instrument (receiver),

and a line or wire of any length connecting these,

along which an electric current from a battery or

other source passes, the circuit being made and

broken by working the transmitter, so as to pro-
duce movements, as of a needle or pointer, in the

receiver, which indicate letters, etc., either accord-

ing to a code of signs, or by pointing to characters

upon a dial
;
in some forms the receiver works so

as to print or trace the message upon a prepared

strip of paper.
Also, an apparatus for wireless telegraphy: see WIRELESS.

1797 Monthly Mag. Feb. 148 Dr. Don Franciso Salva had

read, at the Royal Academy of Sciences, at Barcelona, a

Memoir on the Application of Electricity to the Telegraph,
and presented . . an Electrical Telegraph of his own invention.

1813 RONALDS (title) Descriptions ofan Electrical Telegraph.

1834 BREVVSTER in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) VIII. 582/1 Mr. F.

Ronalds . . erected at Hammersmith an electrical telegraph,
on which the inflections of the wire

composed
one con-

tinuous length of more than eight miles. Ibid. 662/2 Some
German and American authors have proposed to construct

galvanic telegraphs by the decomposition of water. 1849

fenny Cycl. XXIV. 154/1 It is to the joint labours of Messrs.

W. F. Cooke and Professor Wheatstone that electric tele-

graphs owe their practical application. Ibid. 155/1 The electro-

magnetic telegraph, ..The longest continuous line yet com-

pleted is that from Paddington to West Drayton. Ibid., It is

reported (July, 1842) that an electric telegraph is about to be

laid down along the South-Western Railway, from London to

Gosport. 1845 COL. HAWKER Diary(i%93) II. 264, I saw the

magnetic telegraph at the railway station. 1854 G. B.

RICHARDSON Univ. Code v. 7420 Have you received any

(1879) i More than one hundred years ago Lesage
established a telegraph in Geneva by the use of frictional

electricity. 1881 W. M. SPRINGER in N. Amer. Rev.
CXXXII. 369 In . . thirty years the telegraphs of the world
have grown to nearly half a million miles of line, and more
than a million miles of wire. fig. 1864 LOWELL Fireside

'

Trav. 123 The magnetic telegraph of human sympathy
flashes swift news from brain to brain.

f3. A message sent by telegraph ; a telegram. Obs.

1850 D. WEBSTER Lett. (1902) 392, I received your Tele-

graph last eve. 1857 LADY CANNING Let.fr. Calcnttai-2 May
in Hare Two Noble Lives (1893) II. 161 A telegraph had
come telling ofa violent outbreak ofthe 3rd cavalry at Meerut.
i 1861 CLOUGH Poems (1869) II. 423 He. .found a telegraph
that bade him come Straight to the country. 1862 Miss
VONGE Stokesley Secret x. 149 Suppose a telegraph should
come !

4. In Cricket, A board upon which the numbers
of runs obtained and wickets taken are exhibited

during a match in large figures so as to be visible

at a distance; a scoring-board. Also a similar

device used in other athletic sports (see telegraph-
board, quot. 1868, in 8).

1839 All Year Round No. 13. 305 There was a proper
telegraph to show the

'

runs got
'

and the '

wickets down '.

5. slang. A scout or spy.
1815 C. M. WESTMACOTT Eng. Spy I. 162 Dick's a trump

and no telegraph. 1888 ' R. BOLDREWOOD '

Robbery under
Arms xxiii, Warrigal [was sent out] to meet one of our
telegraphs..and to uring us any information he could pick
up. 1890 Miner s Right xviii, These 'bush telegraphs',
as the modern robber slang has dubbed them, are of all avo-
cations and both sexes.

1 6. A fancy name for some kind of carriage. Obs.
1810 S. GREEN Reformist II. 130 The whimsical vehicle

which conveys the man of high ton, be it either dog-cart,
telegraph, or barouchette.

7. Used as individual name of a newspaper, a

variety of plant, etc.

1794 COLERIDGE Lett. I. 122, 1 will accept of the reporter's
place to the '

Telegraph
'

and live upon a guinea a week.
1882 Garden 14 Jan. 31/1 A few seeds of Telegraph
[cucumbers] may now be sown in small pots.
8. attrib. and Comb., as telegraph boy, cable

(CABLE sb. 3), clerk, dial, Aouse, instrument, line

(,LiNE sb.z i e), message, office, service, wire
;

telegraph-block, Naut. a number of small brass
sheaves in a long narrow shell, with which several

flags may be hoisted at the same time : used in

making signals ; telegraph-board - sense 4 ; tele-

graph-carriage (see quot.) ; telegraph-clock,
a clock connected with another in a different
room or building by means of a telegraph-wire
conveying an electric current, so that the move-
ments of the one are controlled by those of the

other, and thus both indicate the same time ;

telegraph-cock,
' a compression-cock operated by

a
pivoted lever like the key of a telegraphic trans-

mitter" (Funk's Stand. Diet.); telegraph form,
a paper printed with spaces in which the words of
a telegram are to be written for dispatch (FORM
1 2 b) ; telegraph-key, a small lever or other device
in a telegraphic transmitter, worked by the hand,
for making and breaking the circuit (KEY ji.l
1 2 a) ; telegraph-plant, an East Indian legumin-
ous plant, Desmodmm gyrans, remarkable for the
spontaneous movements of its leaflets, suggesting

148

signalling ; also called movingplant ; telegraph-

pole, -post, one of a series of poles upon which a

telegraph wire or wires are carried above the

ground ; telegraph-reel, a reel on which is wound

the strip of paper on which the messages are traced

in a recording telegraph; telegraph-register, a

telegraphic receiver, or part of one, which gives a

permanent record of the messages received.

1868 H. F. WILKINSON Mod. Athletics 17 "Telegraph
Board... Before each race or heat, the numbers of the

starters, .should be posted on the board. 1897
' TIVOLI

(H. W. Bleakley) Short Inning iii. 48 The hundred

appeared on the telegraph board. Still the batsmen hit.

1860 lllustr. Land. Netvs 25 Feb. 187/1 The servant girl,

and even the "telegraph boy stand staring. 1855 Lardncr s

Museum Sri. $ Art III. IV. Index, 'Telegraph-cables,

durability of. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 2507/1 The
essential features of a submarine telegraph-cable are a wire

or wires for conducting and a protecting compound. Ibid.,

*Telegraph<arriage,v.\&M:\<z provided with the apparatus

necessary for opening temporary communication with a per.

manent line.. used .. where no line of telegraph is imme-

diately at hand. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, ''Telegraph-

clerk, a subordinate officer in a telegraph-office. 1879 Daily
'

J. Manners, .stated that. .Wews i Aug. (Ho. Comm.), Lord.,.
the name of telegraph clerks had been changed to that of

telegraphists. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., "Telegraph-
clock. Ibid., 'Telegraph-dial. 1805 "Telegraph form [see

FORM si. 12 b). 1813 in Cobbett Kur. Rides (1885) I. 268

For what reason this pretty name [Semaphore] is given to

a sort of "Telegraph house.. I must leave the reader to

guess. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., "Telegraph-instrument.

1897 FLANDRAO Harvard Episodes in [It] sounded like the

clicking of a telegraph instrument. 1877 KNIGHT Diet.

Mech., "Telegraph-key. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,

"Telegraph-line. 1860 TROLLOPE Framley P. xxxii, A "tele-

graph message makes such a fuss in the country, frightening

people's
wives. 1886 C. E. PASCOE London of To-day

xxvi. (ed. 3) 242 Post-offices and railway stations opened for

the receipt and dispatch of telegraph messages. 1858

J. B. NORTON Tafia 69 On the night of the 24th, the

"telegraph-office was burnt down. 1884 MILLER Plant-n.,

"Telegraph-plant, Desmodiitm gyrans. 1869 Daily Nevis
20 Dec., She is now 83 years old, and erect as a "telegraph

pole. 1884 J. TAIT Mind in Matter^ (1892) 71 As callous as

29 Sept., The church of Fromelles. .was reduced to ashes

by lightning. ..An individual.. in the belfry, on the "tele-

graph service, perished in the flames. 1875 URE Diet.

Arts, etc. II. 242 "Telegraph wires are suspended to poles
byinsulators of earthenware, glass, or porcelain.

Telegraph, z>. [f.prec.sb.j ti.li .telegraphier.]
L a. intr. To signal or communicate by tele-

graph ; to send a telegram.
1815 J. CAMPBELL Trav. S. Afr. xlii. 508 On the succeed-

ing morning.. the Carmarthen Indiaman, after hailing us,
and finding we had no news, telegraphed, as follows :

' Peace
with France!! Buonaparte dethroned !!!' 1831 TRELAWNY
Adv. Younger Son I. 253 We saw the frigate hoist the
recal signal . .

,
and

telegraph
to her companion. 1858 DICKENS

Lett. (1880) II. 79 We have telegraphed to know. 1870
Miss BRIDGMAN Rob. Lynne II. ix. 181, I should like

Charles telegraphed for.

b. trans. To send, transmit, or announce (a

message, news, etc.) by telegraph (with simple obj.
or obj. c!.). In Cricket, etc., to exhibit (the score,

etc.) on the telegraph-board (see prec. 4).

1805 CAPT. CRUMBY in iqth Cent. Nov. (1899) 720 Seeing the
Admiral telegraph to Captain Black wood.. 'I rely on your
keeping sight of the enemy through the night '. 183*
MARRYAT jV. Forster xli, The reconnoitring ships tele-

graphing 'a French squadron'. 184* DICKENS Amer.
Notes ii. (1850) 15/2 Soon afterwards the Britannia steam-
packet, from Liverpool, eighteen days out, was telegraphed
at Boston. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 9 May 5/3 The play was again
spirited, and in less than ten minutes 200 was telegraphed.
jig. 1885 RANNEY in Harper's Mag. Mar. 636/2 The eye..
telegraphs the outline., to the cells in the cortex.

c. To send a message to (a person, etc.) by
telegraph ;

to summon by a telegram.
1810 CAPT. MAURICE in Naval Chron. XXV. 218 The..

gun-brig was telegraphed to send a boat. 1828 Sporting
Mag. XXII. 130 The pointers were telegraphed, and so
were his attending boys. 1891 F. W. ROBINSON Her Love
r His Life vn. v, Felix has been telegraphed to town.
2. Jig. a. intr. To make signs, signal (to a per-

son), b. trans. To make (a signal) ; to convey or
announce by signs. O. To signal to (a person).
Now rare.

i8s [see telegraphing below], 1815 C. M. WESTMACOTT
Eng. Spy I. 167 Never telegraph'd the big wigs. 1841 S.
LOVER Handy A ndy viii, Tom Durfy . . began telegraphing
Biddy, who. .had shoved herself well before the door. 1844
ALB. SMITH Adv. Mr. Ledbury xiii, Emma telegraphed a
nod of assent. 1848 THACKERAY St. Snobs \, They tele-

graphed each other with wondering eyes. 1888 BURGON
Lives 12 Gd. Men II. v. 63 He telegraphed to me (I was in
the area) to come up to him.

Hence Te-legraphed (-graft)///, a., Telegraph-
ing vbl. sb. and ///. a. ; also Te legraphee , the

person to whom a telegram is sent.

i8g T. HOOK Sayings Ser. n. Sutherl. (Colburn) 15 Nor
was this telegraphing wholly unnoticed by George, a 1837WARREN Diary Late Physic. (1838) III. 275 A kind of tele,

graphing courtship was carried on between them daily. 1875K INGLAKE Crimea V. vi. 91 note, Telegraphed signals. 1894

that there was no property in a special telegram, though
it may have cost the telegraphee a thousand pounds to
procure.

TELEGRAPHIC.

t Te:legraphe
-me. [ad. Gr.

typeTr/A.e-vpa<fu)/m,
f. *Tr/\cfpa<t'itv to TELEGRAPH. (Both used in mod.
Gr.)] A word suggested instead of TELEGRAM, as

being more correctly formed
; but never generally

adopted.
1857 R. SHILLETO in Times 15 Oct. 7/5 May I suggest to

such as are not contented with Telegraphic Despatch
'

the
rightly constructed word '

telegrapheme'? I do not want
it, but . . I protest against such a barbarism as '

telegram '.

1867 Roitttcdge's Ev. Boy's Ann. Jan. s^The word tele-

gram superseded telegrapheme. 1873 [see TELEGRAM]. 1896
WestiH. Gaz. 22 Feb. 8/2 The public.. absolutely revolted

against telegrapheme, and insisted on telegram, though
the famous Cambridge scholar Shilleto always talked about
'

sending a telegrapheme
'

never a telegram.

Telegrapher (te-1/grafsj). [f. TELEGRAPH
sl>. or v. + -ER 1

.]

1. One who works a telegraph. (Now rare : the
technical term being telegraphist.) In first two

quots., one who signals by means of a semaphore
or other mechanical means (TELEGRAPH sb. i).

1795 EDGEWORTH in Trans. R. Irish Acad. (1707) VI. 95
Flushed with victory the young telegrapher forgot his signal.
1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 151/2 Standing.. with both discs
held down and turned edgewise to the observer, the tele-

grapher indicated ' attention . c 1865 J. WYLDE in Circ.
Sc. I. 262/1 Another.. source of annoyance to telegraphers.

b. Telegrapher's cramp otpalsy: telegraphist's

cramp : see TELEGRAPHIST b.

1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., Telegraphers' cramp,
neurosis analogous to writers' cramp, affecting muscles of
forearm of telegraph-operators.
2. One who telegraphs a message or news ; the

sender of a telegram.
1865 Mom. Star 2 Feb., The telegraphers take the liberty

to assert [etc.]. 1890 Spectator 19 Apr., If he had been
flustered by the noisy memorialists and telegraphers who
did their best to disturb his judgment 1901 IVestin. Gaz.
17 Dec. 2/3 He has not succeeded enough to induce the tele-

grapher to desert the wiring mode for the wireless.

Telegraphese (te-l/graffz). colloq. or humorous.

[f. TELEGRAPH sb. + -ESE.]
1. The concise and elliptical style in which tele-

grams are worded.
1885 Pall Mall G. 26 Sept. 2/2 We shall gradually give

up English in favour of Telegraphese, and Electric Tele-

graphese is as short and spare as Daily Telegraphese is

longwinded and redundant. 1905 Athenigitm 7 Oct. 469/2We rather relish the leisurely semicolons and sentences of
the eighteenth century after, .the 'telegraphese

'

of many a
modern stylist.

2. An elaborate or inflated style, such as was
attributed to leading articles in the (London) Daily
Telegraph newspaper.
1885 [see i], 1889 Universal Rev. Oct. 215 The man who

writes for the Telegraph must write Telegraphese. 1891
Leisure Hour May 455/2 The elaborate, rounded, allusive

style which has gone down to fame as Telegraphese. 1895
Wcsim. Gaz. 9 Dec. 3/1 Sala was not only the patentee of

Telegraphese. He was also the first, and in some ways
the best.

Telegraphic (teligra-fik), a. [f. as prec. +
-1C. Cf. F. ttUgraphiquc.]
1. Of, pertaining to, of the nature of, or con-

nected with a telegraph; made, sent, or trans-

mitted by telegraph, a. In reference to the earlier
'

telegraphs
'

or signalling devices. Now rare.

1794 [see TELEGRAPH so. i], 1794 Gentl. Mag. LXIV. H.

815/2 The new-invented telegraphic language of signals. 1794
European Mag. Sept. 166 By a new Telegraphic Machine,
invented by Citizen Chapelle the news.. has been received
. . in one hour. 1805 CAPT. CRUMBY in vjth Cent. Nov. (1899)

722 Lord Nelson made the telegraphic signal,
'

England ex-

pects that every man will do his duty'. 1808 J. MACDONALD
Telegraphic Contmun. 36 Homer is the first who mentions
the Telegraphic art. 1819 MARRYAT F. Mildmay vi, Look-

ing for the telegraphic signal-box. 1843 ALISON Hist. Europe
(1850) XIII. Ixxii. 85. 569 On the morning ofthe 3d March,
a telegraphic despatch from the prefect of Toulon announced
the landing of Napoleon.

b. In reference to the electric telegraph.

[18*3 RONALDS Descr. Electr. Tel. 8 By the use of a tele-

graphic dictionary a word, or even a whole sentence could
be conveyed by., three discharges.] 1840 [see TELEPHONIC].
1841 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XXI. 689/2 Wheatstone's Electro-

magnetic Telegraph..We are convinced..will not be con-

fined to long telegraphic lines, but will also be extensively

employed in public and private establishments. 1854
B'NESS BUNSEN in Hare Life (1879) II. iv. 168 We received

yesterday the telegraphic announcement [etc.]. 1854 GIL.
FILLAN Life K. Blair B.'s Wks. 128 As if on telegraphic
wires. 1857 LADY CANNING in Hare Two Noble Lives (\&)-$)

II. 199 The wording of telegraphic messages requires the

utmost care. 1877 W. THOMSON Voy. Challenger I. i. i

The wonderful project of establishing a telegraphic com-
munication between the old world and the new.

2. fig. f a. Large and conspicuous, like the letters

exhibited by some early forms of telegraph. Obs.

b. Making signals (as by glance or gesture) ; con-

veyed by a sign or signal : cf. TELEGRAPH v. 2.

? Obs. o. Resembling an (electric) telegraph ;

conveying impulses or intelligence as by electricity.

d. Abbreviated or concise like a telegram.
1809 SIMEON Let. in Cams Life xi. (1847) 276 His attacks

on me were frequent, with my name in telegraphic char-

acters. 18.. T. MOORE Country Dance % Quad, xxix,

Watchful chaperons,..Who intercept all signal tones, And
read all telegraphic faces. 1838 BUCKSTONE Shocking
Events (French's ed.) 9 Sir.. I cannot allow any telegraphic

dispatches with my female domestic no winking here.



TELEQBAPHICAL.

1871 TYNDALL Fragni. Sci. (1879) I. iii. 95 Who ..
put the_

soul into this telegraphic body'/ 1896
'

Ct-'Rris YORKE
Tkose Children vi, [His] words. .were few, and his speech
as telegraphic as though each word were paid for.

Hence Telegra'phlcal a. (rare), telegraphic;

Telegra-phioally adv. [see -ICALLY], by means of

a telegraph, by telegraph or telegram ; in relation

to a telegraph.
1808 J. MACDONALD Telegraphic Commun. Prcf. 34 When-

ever a word is to be spelt. Telegraphically. 1846 WOKCESTKR,

Telegraphic, Telegraphical. 1847 DK HriNihY in Tails

Mag. XIV. 668 Brought down telegraphically from some

altitude inaccessible to himself. 1883 Standard 1 4 Feb. 5/4

He was summoned telegraphically. 1905 Daily Niwi

17 Mar. 7 Queenstown is cut off telegraphically, all the

poles having been blown down.

Telegraphist (tr-,tele-grafist,te-irgrafist). [f.

as prec. + -IST. Cf. F. UUgratkitte^ A person

employed, or skilled, in working a telegraph ;
a

telegraph-operator.
1854 Lardner's Museum Set. ft Art IV. 60 Different

telegraphists have very different powers as to celerity.

c 1865 J. WYLDE in Circ. Sc. \. 261/1 No one suddenly
became an expert telegraphist. 1876 PRKKCB & SlVE-

CKAPH Cltrn. 1908 Daily Citron. 3 June 1/4 A wirele:

graph ist had a terrifying experience during a terrific thunder,

btonn. ..where the wireless station was struck by lightning.

b. Telegraphist's cramp: a paralytic affection of

the muscles of the fore-arm, to which telegraph-

operators are liable : cf. CHAMP sb.l

1899 Alltutfs Syst. Med. VI. 539 The so-called
' Profes-

sional hyperkineses
'

(writer's cramp, histrionic spasm,
pianist's cramp, telegraphist's cramp, &c.) admit of a similar

explanation. 1908 Daily Chron. 26 Nov. 6/2 The supple-

mentary report..recommended that telegraphists' cramp
should be added to the compensation list.

Telegraphone (t?- F tclc'grafJn). [Short for

telegrapnophone, f. TELE- + GRAPHOPHONE, after

telephone.'} A form of telephone in which the

spoken message is recorded at the receiving end

magnetically on an iron ribbon, so as to be capable
of reproduction ; invented by Ponlsen of Copen-

hagen about 1900. (See also TELEPHONOGBAPH.)
[1890: see next.) 1900 EngineeringMag. XIX. 757/1 The

lelegraphon, or magneto-telephonograph, an invention of

the Danish engineer, Valdemar Poulsen, makes use of the

fact of permanent magnetism to record, .sounds.. so that

they can be reproduced whenever . . desired. 1901 tfar.
J..*.*, nr^,, ITaK tnf, Thic nnriarafiK. .has been variOUSlV

149

Telephone Co. . . would, .supply London with a penny Tele-

logue in. .addition to the. .sixpenny Telegram. 1884 P.<ll

Mall G. if Apr. 5/2 They resolutely refuse to allow the

United Telephone Company to give the public a penny

telelogue. 1898 (Heading ofa book offarmsfor Mercantile

use} Confirmation of Telelogue.

Teleman, obs. Sc. form of TII.LMAN.

Telemanometer, etc. : see TKLK-.

Telemeter (tf-,tdMB*tei). Also telemeter,

[f. TELE-, TKLO- Z + -METEB. Cf. F. UUmitrt,

1852 in Cosmos II. 223.]
1. An instrument for ascertaining the distances of

objects: applied to instruments of various kirn's

ana me magneiopuonogidpu HI i>uiuut.

So Telegraphophone (teUgrse-fofoun) : see quot.

[1890 Voice (N. Y.) 13 Feb., A new instrument called the

telegophone.] 1891 Cent. Diet., Tclegraphophone, an appa-
ratus for reproducing at a distance the sounds which pro-

duced a graphophomc record ; also, an apparatus for pro-

ducing a graphophomc record at a distance by means of a

telephonic circuit.

Telegrapliy(U'-,tele-grari,te-l<rgran). [f.TELE-

+ -GBAPHY. Cf. Ger. telegraphic (Bockmann 1794),

F. UUgraphie (Mozin Diet, franc., -alltm. 1812).]

The art or science of constructing or using tele-

graphs ; the working of a telegraph or telegraphs.
Wireless telegraphy: see WIRELESS.

1795 EDGEWORTH in Trans. R. Irish Acad. (1797) VI. 96

Tamerlane's telegraphy was not very refined... Whenever

he laid siege to any town he used to employ three signals

the first day he set up a white flag [etc.]. Ibid, in The

advantages which by means of Telegraphy would result to

commerce must ..be extensive. 1847 in WEBSTER. 1858

Times 28 Aug. 10/6 The cause of telegraphy has too many
demands upon the labours of. . these practised cable layers,

to permit them to be idle here. 1861 W. FAIRBAIRN Addt:

to Brit. Assoc., In land telegraphy the chief difficulties have

been surmounted, but in submarine telegraphy much remains

to be accomplished. 1878
HUXLEY Physiogr. 101 In these

days of electric telegraphy every one is familiar with the. .

galvanic or voltaic battery. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 7 Oct. 10/1

It was on July 25, 1837, that the first practical trial of tele-

graphy was made between Euston and Camden, on the Lon-

don and North-Western Railway, by Cooke and Wheatstone.

fig, 1864 Daily Tel. 26 May, That kind of social telegraphy

which seems to convey intelligence with a mystery and

rapidity quite as wonderful as the electric wire. 1891

MARK TWAIN' in Harpers Mag. Christm. No., (title)

Mental Telegraphy.

Telehydrobarometer, -iconograph: see

TELE-.
Teleianthous (tebi,ae-n]>3s),

a. Sot. rarer".

[f. Gr. ^t\t\.of perfect + ocfios flower + -ous.J
1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Teleiantlms, .. applied by

Wachsendorffto plants provided with stamens and pistils:

teleianthous. ,

||
Teleiosis (tebi|0"'sis). rare 1

, [a. Or. TfXei-

ojo-15, f. T(\(tovv to perfect, to complete.] Per-

fection, completion, consummation. So f Telei-

o-tical a. Obs. rare 1
, making perfect, perfective.

1601 BP. W. HARLOW Defence 91 The teleioticall or finall

cause eternall life. 1898 GLADSTONE in Times 5 Jan., Truth

and beauty, truth the first, and beauty the handmaid or

teleiosis of truth, are the divinely appointed sustenance of

the human soul.

Telekinesis to Telelectrosoope : see 1 ELE-.

Telelograph : see TELLOGRAFH.

Te-lelogue (-l?g). [f.
TELE- + Gr. \6yos word.]

A message transmitted by telephone, a telephonic

message ;
= TELEPHEME.

1881 I. W. BATTEN in Times 10 Nov. 8/3 The United

G. RICHARDSON Patent Specif. No. 2102 Ihu im-

proved instrument (which in commerce I intend to call a

telometer). 1869 Pall Mall G. 31 Aug. 4 Of two batteries

coming into action, the one willl and the olher without a

telemeter, a difference of about a minute in opening hi

would make the difference between accurate shooting and

shooting by guesswork. 1888 A. W. WHITE in Smcyet. /'< it.

XXIII. 126/1 Telemeter, or Rangefinder. . .Telemn
been made on three distinct principles, and classified as

acoustic, optical, and trigonometrical respectively. Ibid.

126/2 The Nolan range finder.. was the first telemeter

used by the British artillery. 1500 H. M. WILSON Taffgr.
Surv. xiii. 274 The gradicnter ts used as a telemeter in

measuring horizontal distances in two ways.
attril: 1900 H. M. WILSON Topogr. Surv, 236 The stadia,

telemeter, or subtend system [of measuring distances].

2. An apparatus for recording the readings of any

physical instrument at n distance by means of an

electric current; a general term including the

teleanemograph, telebaromcter, telelhermometer, etc.

(see TELE-). 1891 in Cent. Diet.

Hence Telemetrlo (teUme'trik), Teleme-trical

adjs., pertaining to, connected with, or serving as

a telemeter ; also Telerae-trograph, an instrument

for measuring and drawing plans of distant objects

or areas (Set. Amer. Supp., I Aug. 1885, 7075).

1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2513 Another form of telemctric

marine-glass. ..Thetelemetrical telescope of Captain Gautier.

1900 H. M. WILSON Topogr. Surv. xiii. 282 The range-finder

furnishes a.. rough telemetric method of obtaining a fairly

accurate measure of inaccessible distances.

Telemiorosoope, etc. : see TELE-.

Teleo- * (te-l<, before a vowel tele-, repr. Gr.

TfXfo- (TfXtio-), combining form of rt'Xtos, rcXfios

perfect, complete, f. T'Xos end : employed in Eng.
in some scientific terms. Teleobranchlate

(-bne'rjkiA), Zool. [Gr. 0j>o7X'a gills], a. belong-

ing to the division Teleobranchia of gastropod

molluscs, having the respiratory organs specially

developed ; si. a gastropod of this division. Teleo.

cephalous (-se-ialas) a., Ichth. [Gr. 4>aXr)

head], belonging to the order Teleocephali of teleo-

stean fishes, having the full number of bones in the

skull; so Teleooe-phal, a teleocephalous fish.

Teleodesmaoean (-desnvi-Jian), Zool. [Gr.

Seovto's band], a. belonging to the group Teleo-

desmacea (Amer.Jrnl. Sc. Dec. 1889) of bivalve

molluscs, having a specially developed hinge to the

shell ; sb. a mollusc of this group. Te-leodont

(-od^nt) a., Entom. [Gr. Mow, 0801/7- tooth],

applied to that form of the mandibles in stag-

beetles in which the projections or 'teeth' are

most highly developed. Te'leopliyte (-fait), Biol.

[Gr. <pvrov plant], a plant of perfect or complete

organization; one of the higher plants. Teleoptile

(-p-ptil, -ail), Ornitft. [Gr. wriXoi/ down-feather],

one of the later or mature feathers of a bird : opp.

to NEOSSOPTILE. Te-leosaur (-sji), Pateont. [Gr.

aavpos lizard], a crocodile of the extinct genus

Teleosaurus or family Teleosauridas; so Teleo-

satvrian a., belonging to this genus or family;

sb. = teleosaur. Teleote'mporal, Anat. and Zool.

[TEMPORAL a. 2], a. and sb., a name for the bone

called POSTCLAVICLE. ||
Teleozoon (-lifirpn), Biol.

(pL -zoa) [dr. fyoc animal], an animal of perfect

or complete organization ; one of the higher ani-

mals; hence Teleozoio (-z<?-ik) a., pertaining to

the teleozoa. See also TELEOSTEAN, etc.

1800 Amer. Nat. May 481 Txniosrmii. Teleocephal

withthe scapular arch subnormal, posttemporal undivided

and closely applied to the back of the cranium. 1883

LEUTHNER
y
in Trans. Zool. Soc.

Lond._ (.885 1 XI. 400 lh

the smallest prioSont. 1863 H. SPENCER Biol. (1864) 1. 11.1.

41 100 A tree is an assemblage of numerous united shoots.

One of these great "teleophytes is thus an aggregate o

iXewlOli X/It. uirii* ^41 *ti^. . .
-

hatched bird consists of. .soft feathers, .possessing ..char

acters which make it advisable to distinguish them, by th

TELEOSTEAN.
>4i OWEM in Ref. Brit. Assoe. X. 76 The ulu in the
'eleowiur corresponds e^entially with that of the Croco-
iles. Ibid. 70 They are longer in proportion to their
readth than most of the *Teleosaurian .scutes, 1896 H.
WOODWARD Guidt Fossil Reptiles lirit. .!/*. 6 Long and
cnder-jawcd Teleosauri and Steneouurs. 1860 HUXLEY
i Q. Jrnl. Cent. Stc. XXVI. 47 The ilium of a Teleo^u
ian. 1865 H. SpKSctR AVo/. (iB^HI.iv. iv. | 169. 77 Among
le Protozoa, .and from the minute anatomy of all creature*
bove these, up to the *

Teleotaa.

Teleo- -, before a vowel tele-, combining form

cpr. Gr. Tt'Xos end (stem TX- : cf. TKLEABCH),
is in TELEOLOGY and its derivatives, q. v. : also in

Teleopho-bla [mod.L. : see -PHOBIA], an aver-

ion or unwillingness to admit the existence of

Icsign or final causes in nature
; Teleorga'nic a.,

serving the purposes of an organism ; necessary to

irganiolife(t//. Diet., 1891;. (See alo TELO- '
.)

Teleologic (teUVV-djik), a. and so.
[f.

TE-

.EoLOGY-r-ic.] A. adj.
= next.

1842 DK QUINCEV in Blackw. Mag. LII. 730/2 The pecu-
iar beauty of a kitchen-garden, or of a machine, wliiih

must be Jerived from their tendency to certain ends ot

ises, is called teleologtc beauty. 1848 MILL /V/. Eco*. in.

. $ a (1876) 264 Value in use, or as Mr. De Quincey calls it,

eleologic value, b the extreme limit of value in exchange.

B. sb. The science of final causes
;
that branch

}( knowledge which deals with ends or purposes.
1865 S. H. HODGSON Tina ft Space n. ix. J68. 566 Technic

ind Teleologic are the two branches of practical knowledge,
bunded respectively on conation and feeling.

Ideological (tel|<n<vd3ikal), a. [f. as prec.

4- -ICAL.] Of, pertaining to, or involving teleology ;

relating to ends or final causes ; dealing with de-

ign or purpose, esp. in natural phenomena.
TL . . **-!_ fc .* , l.o.o. Iff -O_ A ._l_n

physicO'theological, or ideological proof Le. they infer the

existence of a Creator from the works of creation. 1875
SIR W. TURNER in Encycl. Brit. I. 799/1 The special ana-

tomy of an animal may be studied . . (c) with reference to

the function, use, or purpose performed by a part or struc-

ture.., termed Teleological or Physiological Anatomy.
1907 J. R. ILLINOWORTH Doctr. Tri*. xii. 248 The reat

Ideological question . . what is the end of man t what u the

true purpose of life's voyage ?

Hence Teleolo'gically adv., in a ideological
manner ; in relation to teleology.

1841 DEQuiNCEYinS/arfai;.Mag. LII. 73O/2Teleologically,
that is, considered as means to an end diamonds have as

undeniably a value in use as any other article. 1907 J.
R.

II.LINGWORTH Doctr. Trin.'n. 176 The context of a rational

and ideologically ordered world.

TeleOlOgist (teli^-lodjist). [f. as prec. +

-1ST.] A believer in or maintainer of the doctrine

of teleology ;
one versed in this.

1864 H. SPENCER Princ. Biol. Lit. vii.j 79. 234The explana-
tion of the teleologist is untrue,., things are not arranged
thus or thus for the securing of

special
ends. 1881 G. J.

ROMANES in Nature XXIV. 2 The burden of proof lies with

the Ideologists to show that any special cases.. are to be

regarded as inexplicable.

So Teleo'loglBm, ideological theory or doclrme.

1880 Pop. Set. MonMf June 278/1 In the course of his

transition from strict teleologism to the full acceptance of

the theory of evolution.

Teleology (teU>'16dgi). [ad. mod.L. leleo-

logia (Chr. Wolf, 1738) ; f. Gr. TfXot end (see

TELEO- 2) + -Xo-yio (see -LOOT), whence also Ger.

teleologie, F. tiUologie^
The doctrine or study of ends or final causes, esp.

as related to the evidences of design or purpose in

nature; also trans/, such design as exhibited in

natural objects or phenomena.
[1718 WOLF Logica i 85 Datur. .prater eas alia adhuc phi-

losoph'ue naturalis pars, qua; fines rerum explicat,
nomine

adhuc destituta, etsi amplissima sit et utilissima. Dtci

posset Teleologia.\

X 151 The subject of Teleology, or the doctrine of final

causes, was one which occupied the thoughts ofLe Sage.

1868 F. BUCKLAND in Bompas Life x. (1885) 224 This is the

doctrine of Teleology: Le. the doctrine that every organ is

adapted to a special use. 1881 G. J. ROMANES m Nature

27 Oct. 604/2 Teleology in this larger sense, or the doctrine

that behind all the facts open to scientific enquiry.. there

is
' Mind and Will

'
as the ultimate cause of all things-

does not fall within the scope of scientific method. 1893

H. DRUMMOND in Barrows Parl, Relig. II. 1322 Darwin has

not written a chapter that is not full of teleology.

Teleometer, erron. form for TKLEMETKB.

1801 in Cent. Diet. , _

TeleophobiatoTeleosaurian:seeTKLEO-i,
z

.

Teleostean (telt,(rstan), a. and sb. IchtH.

[f. mod.L. teleosleus ((. Gr. WXtos, -iot finished,

complete, TELEO- 1 + oari-ov bone) 4- -AN.J a. adj.

Belonging to or characteristic of the order Teleostei

(Joh. Miiller 1844) or osseous fishes, having the

skeleton (usually) completely ossified, b. so. A
fish of this order.

1850 DASWIN Orig. Sftcia in. 305 Some pateontotogutt

believe that certain much older fishes, .are really teleostean.

1871 Ibid. x. (ed. 6) 285 If the teleosteam had really appeart

suddenly.. at thecommencement of thechalk formation. iBW

ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim.
Life

90 The Perch.. .Its

skeleton is typically Teleostean. lliiJ. 420.



TELEOSTEOUS.

So Te'leost s />. and a., also teliost (
- V. ttttoste),

Teleo'gteoua a. = TELKOSTBAN.

6216 (figure) Skull of Pike {Esox lucitis), a teleost fish.

Teleostome (te-l|flt0m). Ichtlt. [ad. mod.L.

teleostom-us, f. TELEO- 1 + Gr. oro/ia mouth.] A
fish of the division Teleostomi (Th. Uill 1872),

including the teleosts and ganoids (i. e. all the

higher fishes), characterized by well-developed

maxillary, dentary, and membrane bones. So

Teleo-stomate, Teleostomatous (-stfmatas'),

Teleo stomous atlfs., belonging to or having the

characters of the Teleostomi.

1896 H. WOODWAKD Guide Fossil Reptiles Brit. Mas. 109
A break in the series of Teleostomatous fishes. 1900 Nature
20 Sept. 505/2 The Crossopterygii are a group of Teleosto-

nious fishes. 1901 Ibitl. 14 Nov. 38/1 The difference be-

tween the typically meroblastic egg of the shark and the

holoblastic egg of such a teleostome as the sturgeon.

Teleotemporal to Telepzoon: see TELEO- I.

Telepathy (t/"-, tele-pabi, te-irpajbi). Psychics.

[f. TELE- + Gr. -iraSfia feeling, perception : see

-PATHY.]
' The communication of impressions of

any kind from one mind to another, independently
of the recognised channels ofsense

'

(Myers Human
Personality, Gloss.).
1882 MYERS in Proc. Sec. Psychical Research I. II. 147

[see TKL.ESTHESIA]. 1888 Athenxum 18 Aug. 213/3 '"

after-dinner experiments. .telepathy, thought-reading, and

hypnotism are trifled with as amusements. 1894 H. DRUM-
MONO Ascent Man 234 Telepathy is theoretically the next

stage in the Evolution of Language.
So Telepatli (te'ttpseb) sb., Tele-pathist, an

adept in, subject of, or believer in telepathy ;
Te'-

Icpath v., (a) trans, to convey or transmit by
means of telepathy ; (/i) intr. to practise telepathy ;

Telepathe'tic (iionce-wd'.'), Telepathic aiijs.,

pertaining to, of the nature of, or effected by tele-

pathy; Telepa'thically adv., in a telepathic

manner, by means of telepathy ; Te'lepathi ze v.,

(a) trans, to communicate with or affect (a person)
by telepathy ; (6) intr. to practise telepathy.
1907 Westm. GHZ. g Feb. 3/2 There is a pleasant mystery[_!.-.. 1. - _.-__ _*>.C_ .

'
I II . . ., I r. , .1about the origin of the 9-in. shell which startled Selsey the

other day. . . It looks as though the "telepaths would have to
be called in to account for its origin. 1886 Sat, Rev. 4 Dec.

75 i/iWhether spooks are *telepathed about.,by promiscuous
persons, or whether the Thibetan Adepts go spooking
astrally through the world. 1891 Kei'irm of Rev. 15 Oct.

347/2 As soon as a man begins to speculate as to how he
lelepaths, he loses the power of telepathing. 1895 Edin.
Rev. Jan. 93 It may be that these communications have
really been (

telepathed
'

from some living mind. 1892 Sat.
Rev. 6 Aug. 157/1 Was there,then, some

' communication
'

of
a '

"telepathetic
'
sort ? 1884 GURNEY & MYERS in io/A Cen-

tury May 800 We hope to show that the lowest 'telepathic
manifestations may be used to explain and corroborate the
highest 1903 MYERSHuman Personality 1 1. p. xv.Telepathic
intercourse, if carried far enough, corresponds to possession
or to ecstasy. 1884 in Proc. Sac. Psychical Research.
vn. 219 Drawing a picture which he feels to be "tele-

pathlcally presented to his mind's eye. 1886 GURNEY, etc.
Phantasms of Living I. in His aspect, .is telepathically
perceived. 1894 Wistm. Gaz. 12 Sept. 3/3 Knowing myself
now to be a "telepathist, ..I look with regret to the many
opportunities I have missed. 1900 PallMallG. 31 Oct. 3 Mr.
Andrew Lang discourses . -of three female professors of tele-

pathy, concluding that Joan of Arc was a true telepathist.

Telepheme (te-Uffin). [f. TELE- + Gr. ^pr,
voice, report, message, etc.] Name for a message
sent by telephone; a telephonic communication.
1881 W. BALESTIER in Rochester (N. Y.) Post-Express

5 Aug. (Cent.), We shall ask a dispensation to permit us to
introduce a new word, .telepheme. The use of such phrases
as telephonic communication', 'telephonic message , 'news
by telephone ',

and the like seems a little clumsy 1898
R. O. HESLOP Let. to Editor, Telepheme: a telephonic
message. The term is occasionally met with in commercial
correspondence.

Telepherage : see TELPHERAGE.
Telephone (te-ltt?n), sb. [f. Gr. Tfj\t afar,

TELE- + o^avf/ voice, sound, -<cw-os -voiced, -sound-

ing (as in fvipavos sweet-voiced).]
L An instrument, apparatus, or device for con-

veying sound to a distance. Now chiefly Obs.
ta. Name for a system of signalling by musical notes,

devised
by Sudre in 1828. tb. An instrument like a fog-

horn, used on ships, railway trains, etc., for signalling by loud
sounds or notes. t c. A tube or other device for convey-
ing the sound of the voice to a distance, as a speaking-
tube, d. Lovers' or Siring Telephone, a toy consisting of
two stretched membranes or metal disks connected by a
tense cord which mechanically transmits sound-waves from
the one to the other.
(The name has also been applied by writers to an apparatusinvented by Wheatstone, called by him 'the Enchanted
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Alarum and Signal Trumpet', by Captain J. N. Taylor,

R. N. 1849 Chambers' Jrnl. 30 June 408 Mr. Whishaws
inventions: among these are speaking-tubes,, .we are, It

seems, to be able to speak to a distance without any con-
:

necting tube at all : across the inner quadrangle of a building,

for instance, by means of large concave gutta-percha re-

flectors. .the portable telephone would be available where

the telegraph.. does not admit of application. 1851 Catal.

Exhibition I. 442 IF. Whishaw's] Gutta percha telephone.

1860 WHEATS-TONE Patent Specif. No. 2462 Telephones in

which musical pipes or free tongues are acted upon by wind.

Compressed air or gas is admitted to the pipe by means of

a valve acted upon by the magnetized needle of an electro-

magnet. The alternation of long and short sounds may be

grouped in a similar manner to the long and short lines in

the alphabet of a Morse's telegraph. 1877 KNIGHT Diet.

Afech., Telephone, an instrument for conveying signals by
sound. ..The term, until lately, has been particularly applied
to a signal adapted for nautical or railroad use, in _which a

body of compressed air is released from a narrow orifice and
divided upon a sharp edge, in the manner of a steam-whistle.

1879 tr. Du Monccl, The Telephone 2 One step more led to

the membrane employed in string telephones.

2. An apparatus for reproducing sound, esp. that

of the voice, at a great distance, by means of

electricity; consisting, like the electric telegraph,

I of transmitting and receiving instruments connected

I
by a line or wire which conveys the electric current.

a. Applied to an instrument devised by P. Reis

i
in Dec. 1861, and called by him (in German)

! Telephon.
In this the sounds were received on thin vibrating mem-

branes, whose motion was transmitted electrically to an

electromagnetic receiver. This was never perfected as a

practical means of communication.
1866 R. M. FERGUSON Electricity 257 The Telephone. 158.

This is an instrument for
telegraphing

notes of the same

pitch. Reis's Telephone (invented 1861) accomplishes this

in the following way. 1883 S. P. THOMPSON P. Reis 49 We
have now shown that Phihpp Reis was the undisputed in-

ventor [1861] ofan instrument which he called the Telephone.
1889 PREECE & MAIER Telephone 3 Philipp Reis, of Fried-

I richsdorf, wrote [in German] in 1868: I succeeded in in-

venting an apparatus . . in which also one can produce tones
of all kinds at any desired distance by means of the galvanic
current, 1 named the instrument '

Telephon *.

b. Applied to the ' Electrical Speaking Tele-

phone' of Alex. Graham Bell, introduced in 1876,
and to its various modifications by Elisha Gray,
Edison, Runnings, etc.

In this the sounds of speech or music are received on and
reproduced by thin vibrating disks or diaphragms. On the

telephone, connected with a system of telephonic intercom-
munication.

1876 (May 10) A. G. BELL in Proc. Anier. Acad. Arts Q
Sc., I placed the membrane of the telephone near my mouth.
1876 (Dec. 9) Patent Specif. No. 4765. 8 The telephones
being illustrated separately in figs. 19 and 20. 1878 EDISON
in N. Anier. Rev. CXXVI. 534 The phonograph will perfect

|

the telephone, and revolutionize present systems of tele-

graphy. 1879 Casscll's Techn. Educ. IV. 154/2 The tele-

I phone and microphone have far distanced any previous
attempts to convey sounds from one place to another. 1879

,
tr. Du Moncel, The Telephone 8 Mr. Elisha Gray, .arranged

!
in fact about the isth Jan. 1876, a system of speaking tele-

phones. 1884 C.G.W.LVKW0r*.r/K5tf :/(/* Ser. III. 189/2
The telephone proper differs from other instruments of a

i
like class, in that it reproduces instead of merely conveying
vibrations. 1905 F. YOUNG Sands of Pleasure n. iv, The
hotel in the Rue de Calais was not on the telephone. 1906
IPtstm. Gaz. 29 Aug. lo/i 'It is the wonder of wonders'
exclaimed Sir William Thomson (now Lord Kelvin) after

: he had tested the first telephone shown to the public at the
Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia in 1876.

O. transf. zn&jig.
1878 MRQ. SALISBURY Sf, Ncwsp. Press Fund 19 May, He

j

will see the telephone [Le. the reporters] by which these
arguments and facts are conveyed to persons still open to
conviction. 1898 J. ARCH Story of Life xvi. 396 Now the
agricultural labourer has his political telephone of his vote,
his Board Schools, his County Council, his Parish Council.
3. attrib. and Comb., as telephone bell, drum

\
(sense I b), instrument, message, -receiver, -stud,
trumpet, -user telephone exchange, the office
or central station of a local telephone system,
where the various lines are brought to a central

switchboard, and communication between sub-
scribers is effected

; sometimes applied to the
switchboard itself, as in an ' automatic exchange

'

;

telephone girl, a girl employed at the switch-
board to connect the wires so as to put two persons
into communication.
1844 Times 19 July 6/5 [see sense i). 1844 lllustr. Land.

JVnus 24 Aug. 118/1 The Indicator, .to be placed on the
Telephone Drum, to denote the signals made. .. The Tele-
phone gamut notes are arranged for numbers either by the
public or private key. 1855 (May 10) Bill, Polytechnic
lust., Lecture by J. H. Pepper, Esq., on Professor Wheat-
stones experiments.., illustrated by a Telephone concert,
in which sounds of various instruments pass inaudible
through an intermediate hall, and are reproduced in the
lecture room. 1878 EDISON in ff. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 535
Were.. our telephone-conversation automatically recorded
1879 Print. Trades Jrttl. xxvm. 6 On Saturday the
1 elephone Exchange commenced operations. 1889 PREECE& MAIER Telephone 1 1 1 The object of the Button Telephone
is to replace the press button of an ordinary electric bell by

TELEPHONOGRAPHY.

Telephone, v . [f. prec. sb.]
1. a. intr. To convey sound to a distance by or

|

as by a telephone ; esp. to send a message or

communicate by speaking through a telephone.
1880 Times 22 Sept. 7/6 Mr, Bell.. has succeeded in

telegraphing, or rather
'

telephoning ', along a beam of
I:_LI _aa_ *-,.. */*.... . I Til_ c? :.Vr . > .

wires can be successfully accomplished.
b. trans. To convey or announce by telephone

(in quot. 1879 by sound generally).
1879 CALDERWOOD Mind ft Br. 139 He will interpret such

signs as whistling, calling, ..and.. proceed to the execution
of the fresh orders so '

telegraphed ', perhaps I should say'

telephoned '. i88a Daily News 25 Aug. 3/1 You may

h.
, *- "* ' "- -I J "..*" *! J fill UMmtUUlWD

ich was going to do away with the telephone girl. 1907H. WyNDHAM Flare Footlights xxviii, The warning tinkle
of the telephone bell on the office wall.

distances. 1888 Montreal Weekly Witness 13 June 1/4
The news was at once telephoned to Mrs. Cleveland.

O. To speak to or summon by telephone.
1889 WESTGASTH Austral. Progress 153 As he might be

there, they would 'telephone' him. 1894 HOWELI-S in

Harper's Mag. Feb. 378 She telephoned you on the impulse
of the moment.
2. To furnish with telephones ; to establish a

system of telephones in (a place).
1901 Speaker 14 Dec. 296/1 The London County Council

prepared. .estimates for telephoning London in 1898. 1904
Daily Nans 19 Apr. 2 K the United Kingdom were '

tele-

phoned
'

in the same proportion there would be nearly
800,000 instruments on its various exchange systems, instead
of some 250,000 only.
Hence Telephoned ///. a.

; Telephoning
vbl. sb. ; also Te'lephoner, one who telephones.
1884 Whitaker's Almanack 385/1 Remarkable trials of

long distance telephoning. 1891 Cent. Diet., Telephoner.
1894 Telephoned words [see TELEGRAPHED]. 1901 IVcstm.
Gaa. 26 Aug. 1/3 When one has had actual experience of a
thoroughly telephoned town.

Telephone-tics, sb. pi. noncc-wd.
[f. TELE-

PHONED., &hixphonetics; or f. TELE- + PHONETICS.]
The practice ofusing a telephone; also (quot. 1893)
signalling by sounds.

1877 Daily News 30 Nov. 5/1 The general public ..must

apparently be content for the present to indulge in tele-

phonetics only between. . 10 p.m. and 10 a.m. 1893 Church
Q. Rev. Oct. 242 There was also what may be almost styled
a code of telephonetics among the Benedictines, who under-
stood what the Abbot meant when he jingled his spoons.

Telephonic (tel/fy-nik), a. [In earlier use, f.

Gr. TA (TELE-) + ^xuvrj voice + -10 : in later use,
f. TELEPHONE sb. + -ic.] Transmitting, or relating
to the transmission of, sound to a distance, t a-

Applied to a system of signalling by musical
sounds: cf. TELEPHONY I. Obs. b. Of, pertaining
to, of the nature of, or conveyed by a telephone.

orders [etc.] to any distance. 1835 Musical Library Aug.
Suppl. 78 This Telephonicsystem is one ofthe most ingenious
contrivances we ever witnessed. 1840 WHEATSTONE Let. in
Cooke Electr. Telegraph (1857) ' "4 The most efficient. .

means of establishing a telegraphic (or rather a telephonic)
communication between two remote points. 1877 Daily
News 30 Nov. 5/1 We do not exactly anticipate that tele-

phonic offices will have to be superadded by the Post Office
to its existing arrangements. 1878 G. B. PRESCOTT Sp.

Telephone^ (1870) 17 In the summer of 1876 Professor A. G.
Bell..exhibited a telephonic apparatus. Ibid. 39 Mr. Edi-
son has recently invented a telephonic repeater, which is

designed to be used . .for increasing the distance over which
(the telephone] may be made available. 189* Montreal
Weekly Gaz. 21 July 8/7 The Public may now obtain tele,

phonic communication over its long distance metallic circuit

lines, fig. 1884 J. TAIT Mind in Matter (1892) 09 Mind
segregates itself. .from the matter.. on whose telephonic
powers it depends for intercourse with the world.

Hence Telepho-ideally adv., in the manner of

or by means of a telephone.
1879 S. P. THOMPSON in Nature XXI. iSo Sounds trans-

mitted telephonically. z88j Pall Mall G. i May 4 It is

connected telephonically with the hotel at Dalmally.

Telephonist (tf-, tele-Kfaist, te-ltfonist). [f.

TELEPHONE sb. + -IST.]
a. A person employed in transmitting messages

by telephone ; one who works a telephone, b.

One versed in telephony (rare- ).

i88a OCILVIE, Telephonist, a person versed in telephony,
or who operates on the telephone. 1884 Pall Mall G.

9 May 4/2 The female voice is always clearer, and . . a clear

voice.. is one of the chief requirements of a telephonist
1898 Daily Nttvs 13 Sept. 6/5 Employed as season tele-

phonist at the observatory on the summit of Ben Nevis.

Telephonograph (tel/Ku-n^graf). [f.
TELE-

+ PHONOGRAPH, or f TELEPHONE + -GRAPH.] An
instrument consisting ofa combination oftelephone
and phonograph, by which telephone messages can

be recorded and subsequently reproduced. Also

applied (in U.S.) to Poulsen's TELEGEAPHONE.
Hence Teaephonogra-phic a., pertaining to or of

the nature of a telephonograph ; Te^lephono--

graphy, the working or use of a telephonograph.
1878 G. B. PRESCOTT St. Telephone (1879) 549 The phono-

graph
and telephone, when combined, form an instrument

nown as the telephonograph. 1889 Telegr. Jrnl. $ Electr.

Rev. 10 May 523/2 Mr. J. Hanmer, the originator of the

recent telepboiiograpbic experiments between New York



TELEPHONY.
an-! i'hiiadelphia. 1889 Ib'ut. 17 May 558/2 Aftci tho
recent improvements made in the phonograph.. the problem
of telephonography lias naturally cropped up. 1901 Harper *

Mag. Feb. 496 The Poulsen telephonograph in its ordinary
form does not speak louder than an ordinary Bell telephone.

Telephony (lA, tele-0ni, te-lff<;ni). [f. Cr.

rfj\t afar, TELE- + -tjwvta -sounding, forming abstr.

sbs. from adjs. in -fxavos, -voiced, -sounding. So
mod.Ger. teleplionit, Y. tiUphonie.]
1 1. Name for a system of signalling by means of

musical sounds, and for the practice of other early
forms of telephone. Obs.

1835 Athenxum July 531 M. Sudre. whose new system of

telegraphic communication, or telephony fas he calls it) we
mentioned some weeks ago. 1835 A/ecfi. Alfig. XXIII. 269
(JiefuUng) The Telephony, or Musical Telegraph.
2. The art or science of constructing telephones ;

the working of a telephone or telephones.
[1861 (Dec.) P. REIS in Jahres-BcricM, Frankfurt. Pltysik.
\'erein (title) Ueber Telephonic durch den galvanischen
Strom.] 1876 A. GRAHAM BELL in Proc. Attier. Acad. Arts
*t Sc. 10 May (Title of Lecture) Researches in Telephony.
1876 in Boston Advertiser . . Oct., Telephony. Audible
speech conveyed two miles by telegraph. Prof. A. Graham
Dell's Discovery. 1878 G. B. PRESCOTT Sp. Telephone (1879)
53 When I commenced my researches in electric telephony.
1884 St. James's Gaz. 23 Oct. 5/1 The Belgians, .have
just started a system of public telephony. 1885 1'all Mull
G. 18 Sept. 6/2 The solution of the problem of long distance

telephony and along with it the much more important
question of submarine telephony is said to be within sight.
1900 \Vestin. Gaz. 20 June 10/2 Some interesting experi-
ments in wireless telephony are being conducted by the
Post Office between the. .Skerries Island and Anglesey.

Telephotal (-f<Ju'tal), a. [f. as TELEPHOTE d,
TKLKPHOTO + -AL.]

= TELEPHOTOGBAPHIO a?
1905 IVesttn. Gaz. 29 Aug. 5/1 Several.. observers will be

taking photographs [of the sun at an eclipse] with small
cameras some with telephotal lenses.

Telephote (te-lff<?t), so. Also telephot. [f.

Gr. TTJ\( afar, at a distance, TELE- + ijajs, <fxat-,

light.] A name employed or proposed for various

devices or apparatus used or projected : a. A
means of transmitting signals or messages from a

distance by means of light, (a) by flashing beams
of light by a mirror (cf. HELIOGRAPH) ; (i>) by
letting out flashes from a brilliant lamp by means
of a moving shutter ; (<r) by using flashed beams
to work a sensitive photo-electric receiving appa-
ratus (cf. PHOTOPHONE). b. A device for the electric

transmission of pictures, so that they are reproduced
as pictures at a distance : cf. TELBPHOTOQRAPH!,
teleleclrograph in TELE-, c. A projected or sug-

gested device for the electrical transmission to a

distance of visual images of things, persons, or

actual scenes (cf. teleleciroscope in TELE-) : not yet

practically realized, d. An apparatus for photo-

graphing at a great distance ; a telephotographio
lens or camera : see TELEPHOTOGRAPH 2

.

1880 [implied in TELEPHOTE r.]. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
Supp., TeUpliot?, an instrument or apparatus for conveying
messages or images by transmission of light. 1880 Scott.

Leader 26 July 7 M. Courtonne. .has deposited under seal

his description of a new apparatus called a telephote,
which enables one to see at a distance as the telephone
enables one to hear at a distance. 1896 Current Hist.

(Buffalo, N. Y.) VI. 950 A 'telephot '. .invented by Dr.Robert

d'Unger, of Chicago, ill. [for picture telegraphy]. 1903
Sci. American 27 June 486/1 (heading) The 'Tclephot^a
novel apparatus for photographing at great distances. Ibid.

486^2 The 'Tele'phot' may, moreover, be, at a moment's
notice, converted into a terrestrial or astronomical telescope.

Hence Telephote v.. to transmit an optical

image to a distance by means of electricity. Tele-

photic (-fjrtik) a., of or pertaining to a telephote

(actual or conceived), or to TELEPHOTV.
1880 Engineering 7 May 361/2 Visual Telegraphy... An

image of the object to be '

telephoted
'

is focussed on the
mirror by means of a lens, and the resulting current started

in each [selenium] square of the mirror by the portion of the

image falling on it is transmitted by the corresponding wire

to the distant station. 1889 tr. Jules If
erne in Tablet 16 Feb.

249/1 Each reporter . . has in front ofhim a set of commutators
which enable him to communicate with anydesired telepho-
ne line. 1896 FLAMMAJON in .A/. Aixer. Kev. May 557 We
need to be able to enter into telephotic communication with
them [inhabitants of Mars).

Telephoto [cf. PHOTOS], abbrev.of TELEPHOTO-

QBAPBIO a. 2

1898 Westm. Gaz. 26 Jan. 5/3 By means of a tele-photo
lens.. Mr. Lodge has secured many photographic records

of great value to the ornithologist. 1900 H. M. WILSON
Topographic Snrv. xli. 869 An attachment called a telephoto
combination, which consists in the addition of a negative or

magnifying element in the rear of the combination proper.
This produces larger images of distant objects.

Telephotograph, st. 1
(telfl0o-t<graf). [f. as

TELEPHOTB st. D, c + -GRAPH.] A picture or image
electrically reproduced at a distance, a (electro-

graph ; also, an apparatus for doing this. So Tele-

photographic (te:lff<?tO|grae-nk) a.1 , applied to an

apparatus (tclephotographic instrument] for produc-

ing photographs at a distance by means of an elec-

tric current. Telephotography 1
(ted/fot(rgran),

the reproduction of pictures or scenes at a distance

by means of the electric current as in the telegraph
and telephone ;

= TKLEPHOTY, phototelegraphy.
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\Irus .'ipplicatiuii ;f tcUfhotograph ami ii.s derivatives had
priority of d;ite over that of TELEi-HOTOGRAPH 3

, by whidi
it has been almost superseded in current use.)
1681 S. I'linwbi.i. in Xatitre 10 Feb. 344/1 {heading) Tele.

photography. Ibid. 345/1. I made a pair of 'tele-photo-
graphic

'

instruments. . .'Itn-y jr><!uce<l a '

tele-photograph
'

of a gas-flame. Ibid. 563 Mr. Shelford Bidwell's telephoto.
graphic machine. 1881 Standard 30 Dec. 5/3 Mr. Shelford
Bidwell's Telephotograph has gone far to prove that, .the
actual handwriting of the sender of a message, as well as

drawings, .may be transmitted by telegraph and reproduced
at the other end. 1891 G. M. MINTIIIN in rhilos. J/.r,

1

.

Mar. 335 The second problem. .is the electrical transmission
of an image to any distance \ in other words the construc-
tion of a telephotograph. 1895 Current /list. (1'uffalu,
N. V.) V, 962 The Telephotograph. This Swedish in-

vention will reproduce to the eye pictures transmitted from
a distance.

Telepho'tograph, sb? [f. Gr. r%\e (see TELE-)
+ PHOTOGRAPH; a back formation from

, the first-formed word of this group ;

see note there.] A photograph of a distant object
taken with a telephotographic lens.

1900 Artny tf Navy Jrnl. 14 July 1097 Good telephoto*
graphs have been obtained ata distance of over forty miles,
and those taken beyond artillery range (ten miles) are on a
sufficiently large scale to be uf practical use. 1904 Times,
Lit. Sufi}. 8 Apr. 100/3 We must give the palm to the

striking telephotograph, facing page 184. 1909 MARRIAGE
Sculptures C/iartres CathedralYvtf, 8 Those . . illustrations,

generally speaking,
in which the detail is on the largest

scale are telephotographs.
Hence Telepho'tograph v,

t
trans, to photograph

with a telephotographic lens or apparatus ; Tele-
photo*grapher, one who takes a telephotograph.
So Telephotography-', the art or practice of

taking photographs of distant objects by a camera
with a telephotographic lens.

1900 U'estut. Gaz. 27 Jan. 4/3 Owing to haze it was
impossible to 'telephotograph the Boers. 1899 Pall MallG,
21 Dec. 3 The would-be "telepbotographer was turned back.

1899 PALLMEYEX (title) "Telephotography, an Elementary
Treatise on the Construction and Application of the Tele*

photographic Lens. 1899 Pall Mail G, ai Dec. 3 It is

difficult to understand why the War Office has not taken

advantage of telephotography.

Telephotographic (te^f^t^gne-fik), a.2

[f. Gr. TTjAf afar on + PHOTOGRAPHIC a.

This word is properly formed and clearly expresses its

meaning ; its use and that of Us derived group (see prec.\
has practically superseded that of TF.I.KPHOTOGRAPK ' and its

derivatives coinciding in form, with these, which were

differently composed, and of quite different application.]

Of, pertaining to, or used in the photographing
of distant objects, within the field of sight but be-

yond the limits of distinct vision, esp. in ttlephoto-

graphic lens, a lens or combination of lenses for

this purpose. (Invented by Dallmeyer 1891.)
1892 T. R. DALLMEYER Paper read to Camera Club 10

Mar.,Acompound Telephotographic Lens. ify*DailyNeu-s
26 Sept. 2/6 A remarkable view of Mont Blanc taken at a
distance of 56 miles, with Dallmeyer 's *tele-photographic
lens. 1893 Nature 1$ Dec. 161/2 In the simple telephoto-

graphic lens the anterior element, which is of large aperture
and short focus, is a positive lens, while the posterior is

negative, and of a fractional part of the focal length of the

former lens. 1904 Archxol* Surv. Ceylon^ Epigr. Zeylanica
I.p.iv,The new telephotographic apparatus should be used
for inscriptions on which an ordinary camera cannot be

brought to bear. 1906 Atltenyum 3 Mar. 268/2 Khan
Tengri from the south, the telephotographic view ofthe same

peak from the north.

Telephoty (te'lffcmti). [f. as TELEPHOTE +

-Y.] Tne art or practice of reproducing pictures
or views at a distance by means of the electric

current; the theory and practice of the telephote ;

= TELEPHOTOGRAPHY 1.

1908 Westm. Gaz. 30 Apr. 5/2 The problem of '

seeing

electrically
'

really resolves itself into the problem of

electrical reproduction^
and many men have been more or

less successful in solving it. The system of 'telephoty',
which is gaining some attention just now, was well known
amongst specialists twenty-five years or more ago, but
hitherto all the men who have experimented with it have

given up sooner or later.

Teleplastic to Telergy : see TELE-.

fTe*ler. Obs.rare 1
. [app- a AF. *tefer =

QF.tetier,/et/zerj F. toilicry Vi.telier, Cat. tehr

: late L. telarius (Du Cange), f. tela web, cloth.]
A maker or seller of cloth ;

a cloth-merchant.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 1586 Taliours, Telers, Turners of

vesselles.

Teler, obs. form of TILEB, TILLER.

Telescope (te-l/sk^p), sb. Also 7 tellescope.

[ad. It. telescopic or mod.L. teUscopiutn, the former

used by Galilei, 1611, the latter by Porta in Italy

and by Kepler, 1613, f. Gr. TiyXe^oTr-osJar-seeing,
f. TT)\ afar off, at a distance + <JKQ*-W to look,

-O-KOTT-OS looker : see -SCOPE. The earliest English

examples are in the L. and It. forms.

Telescopio is frequent in letters of Galilei from i Sept.

1611, but does not appear to have been invented by him ;

J. B. Porta, member of the Roman Academy of the Lincei

(to which Galilei also belonged), in a letter assigned to 161 3,

appears to attribute the name to Prince Cesi, founder and
head of the Academy: 'Telescopium multis ostendi (lubet

hoc uti nomine a meo principe reperto)
'

(GalileiOfere (1901)

XI. 611). Galilei had previously, in 1610-11, used perspi*

ciltum, Kepler in 16:0 perspicilluM % coHspicillum, specil-

lutn, penicilliut.\

TELESCOPE.
1. An optical instrument for making distant

objects appear nearer and krger, consisting of one
or more tubes with an ariainjement of lenses, or of
one or more mirrors and lenses, (jy which the
rays of light are collected and brought to a focus
and the resulting image inagn-

(the EVF,. .

e kindl
arc used by avtronurm-rx The MiulUr hand.lelescopo re
al v.iys refracting, and consist of two or more tuba made to
slide one within another for convenience of packing into a
narrow compass and for adjusting the leni.es as required f*
focusing the image ; cf. TELKScorc tr. i.

(161? BlmHUnu Deter. Late Comet 19 For the more
perspicuous distinction whereof I vsed the Ttletcofium or
Trunke-spectaclc

]
1648 HOVLC Serafli. Love xi. (1663)

59 Galileo's outiclc Glasses, .. one of which Telescopioes
that I remember I saw at Florence. 1657 W. KAND tr.

Gassendi's^ Life Peiresc I. 143 Galilzus, by his newly
invented Telescope had discovered certain great and wonder-
full sights, concerning the Stars. Ibid

1

., The cause of the
effects of the Telescope, or Perspective-GIasse. 1671 MII.TOS
/'. K. IV. 41 By what strange Parallax or Optic skill Of
vision multiplyed through air, or glass Of Telescope. 1774
MACKENZIE Maritime Surv. I. iv. 37 Turn the Theodolite fill,

through the Telescope, you see the Pole A at the vertical Wire.

1837 DICKF.NS rickw. li, Mr. Pickwick, .with his telescope
in his great-coat pocket. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 163 i It is

. . manifest that reflecting telescopes, or optical instruments

containing combinations of mirrors and lenses, were known
in England before the end of the sixteenth century. 1855
BKEWSTKR Nevjton I. iii. 59 Sir William Herschel . . completed
in 1789 his gigantic telescope, forty feet in focal length, with
a speculum forty-seven and a half inches in diameter ! 1865
'

L. CARROLL' Alice in Wonderland i, Oh, how I wish I
could shut up like a telescope ! 1870 EMERSON Soc. *t Solit.,
Art Wks. (Bohn) III. 16 Dollond formed his achromatic

telescope on the model of the human eye. 1875 R. ADAM-
SON in Emycl. Brit. III. 221/2 He [Roger Bacon] certainly
describes a method of constructing a telescope.

b. Jig. and allusively.
1656 OWEN Mortification Sin Wks. 1851 VI. 65 We see

through a glass darkly. . . It is not a telescope that helps us
to see things afar off. 1666 ]. FiuatxPoiictraii. (S.H.S.)
18 It [History] b indeed that telescope by which we see
into distant ages. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler Wo. 176. p it

Others are furnished by criticism with a telescope. 1885
J. K. JEROME On the Stage p. v, Now that . .duty no longer
demands that memory should use a telescope.

C. Astron, (Also in moil. I., form Telescopium.
Name (introduced by Lacaille in 1752) of a con-

stellation south of Sagittarius.
2. attrib. and Comb., as teleseope-maker, -stand,
tube ; telescope-shaped adj. ; also applied to various

things consisting of or having parts which fit or

slide one within another like the tubes of a hand-

telescope (cf. TELESCOPIC 4), as telescope-bag,

-chimney (on a steamboat), -joint, -rod, -table;

also telescope-carp, a monstrous variety of gold-
fish, having protruding eyes ; also called scarlet-

fah; telescope-driver, a clockwork apparatus
for driving an astronomical telescope so as to

follow the apparent movements of the heavenly
bodies and thus keep the same object continually
in the field of view

;
so telescope-driving adj. ;

telescope-eye, an eye which can be protruded and

retracted like a telescope-tube, as in gastropod
molluscs ; telescope-flab = telescope-carp ;

tele-

soope-fly, a fly of the genus Diopsis, having the

eyes on long stalks ; telescope-shell, the long
conical shell with numerous whorls of an Indian

gastropod(7V/r0/'>./Kic/) ; telescope-sight,
a small telescope mounted as a sight upon a fire-

arm or surveying instrument, a telescopic sight.

1804 SHAW Gen. Zool. V. 211 "Telescope Carp. . .Scarlet-

Carp, with protuberant eyes, all the fins half white. 1874
Sm E. BECKETT Clocks * Watchrt 213 The following plan
for a "telescope-driving clock. .. A still simpler telescope-

driver. 1875 Zoologist X. 4501 The so-called
'

'telescope
fishes

'

are common gold-fishes with double tails and pro-

jecting eyes. 1881 OCILVIE, *TeIesrope-fijr, a dipterous
insect of the genus Diotiis. 1858 SIMMONUS Diet. Trade,

"Telescope-maker, Telescope-stand. 1891 CONST. MAC-
EWEN 3 Women in Boat 73 We began to fish. We had
three little common Japanese "telescope-rods. 1867 LATHAM
Black H White 76 In the telescope-shaped jacketed guns.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. App., TeUscope-sktll, the

English name of a species of turbo, of a conic figure, with

plane, striated, and very numerous spires. 171} tr. Gregory's

Astron.t,\-j^G> 1.284 Instruments.. furnished with 'Telescope

Sights. 1881 YOUNG Ev. Man hismun Mechanic S 763A "tele-

scope-table must be studied in all its parts and movements
before any attempt can be made to mend or make one.

Telescope, v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. a. trans. To force or drive one into another (or

into something else) after the manner of the sliding

tubes of a hand-telescope : usually said in reference

to railway carriages in a collision.

1871 Ainer. K. K. Jrnl. 20 Apr. 493 Telescoping, .car

raised up and sent through the advancing car, after the

manner of a closing telescope. 1876 WorldV. No. 112. 14

No one has ever yet been killed in a Pullman, in which,

says its inventor, you can never be '

telescoped '. 1879 Times
ii Oct. 5/6 A Pacific express train, .ran into a locomotive,

completely telescoping the baggage wagons of the express

1890 CLAKK RUSSELL Ocean Trag. II. xviii. lot He closed

the glass with a ringing of the tubes as he telescoped them.



TELESCOPED.

fig. 1894 Conih. nraf. Mar. 289 The stages which occupy
the broom for the whole of its lifetime are telescoped, as it

were, in the gorse into the first three weeks. 1900 Expositor

July's? It would then be just possible that St. John had to

this slight extent
'

telescoped
'

the two accounts together.

b. intr. To slide, run, or be driven one into

another (or into something else) ;
to have its parts

made to slide in this manner (see quot. 1882, s.v.

telescoping below) ;
to collapse so that its parts fall

into one another (quot. 1905).
1877 KNIGHT Diet. Jl/ecA. 2524/2 Two screws.., one work,

ing within the other, and both sinking or telescoping within

the base. 1877 O. W. HOLMES Horn not to settle it 92 They
telescoped like cars in railroad smashes. 1881 Metal_ World
No. 19. 295 The proposals to stop a train by applying the

power on the locomotive, which .. would cause the carriages
to 'telescope'. 1905 BOND Gothic Archit. 594 Chichester
central tower telescoped within the memory of man.

2. trans. To make into or use as a telescope.
1861 [see telescoped below). 1889 Macm. Hag. Apr. 419/1

Telescoping my hand, [IJ sent a long searching look into

ihe length of the dingy shadow.

Hence Telescoped (-skoupt) ppl. a. ; Te-lesoop-

ing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1861 THORNBURY Turner (1862) II. Donate, Looking
through his telescoped hand. 1881 Standard 2 Aug. 3/5
[He) had a telescoping rod in his hand. 1890 Nature
ir Sept. 473/1 The telescoping of the limbs and other organs
within the body of an insect larva. Ibid., What may be
termed the telescoping ofancestral stages one within another.

1898 IVestm. Gaz. 3 June 3/2 The telescoped carriages
and the injured men and women lying about.

Telescopic (telftk<rpik), a. (si.) [f. TELE-
SCOPE sb. + -1C.]

1. Of or pertaining to a telescope ;
of the nature

of or consisting of a telescope, as telescopic sight =
telescope-sight (TELESCOPE sb. 2) ; done by means
of a telescope, as telescopic observations.

1705 J. HODGSON in Phil. Trans. XXV. 1630 The Brass

Quadrant .. with Tellescopick Sights. 1855 BREWSTER
Newton I. iii. 66 The limits of telescopic vision have not
been reached. 1907 J_.

R. ILLINGWORTH Doctr. Trin. vii.

138 Like the telescopic discovery of a star which mathe-
matical calculations have already prophesied.
2. Seen by means of a telescope ; spec, of a

heavenly body, visible only through a telescope (cf. !

MICROSCOPIC 3). Ellipt. as sb. a telescopic star.

1714 DERHAM Astro-Theol. Pref. (1726) Avjb, It is not '

very easy to distinguish which are Satellites, and which are

Telescopick Stars. 1784 HEKSCHEL in Phil. Trans. LXXV.
83 About i degree n. of. . the six telescopies. 1831 BREWSTER
Nat. Magic VI. (1833) r43 The general telescopic appearance
of the coast. 1893 SIR R. BALL Suit 18 These asteroids.. '

are .'.entirely telescopic.

3. Having the property of a telescope ; having
the power of distant vision, far-seeing ; contemplat-
ing something distant, (lit. andyijf.) In quot. 1886,

admitting of distant vision.

1781 COWPER Truth 98 Turn eastward now, and fancy
shall apply To your weak sight her telescopic eye. 1856
EMERSON Eng. Traits, Ability, These Saxons, .have, .the

j

telescopic appreciation of distant gain. 1886 BURROUGHS
Signs fy Seasons, Sharp Lookout 6 When the atmosphere is

telescopic, and distant objects stand out unusually clear
and sharp, a storm is near.

4. Consisting of parts made to slide one within
another like the tubes of a hand-telescope, so as
to be capable of being lengthened or shortened.
1846 Penny Cycl. ist Suppl. II. 665/2 The commissioners

i

express a very decided opinion against the safety of tele-

scopic axles.,by which the wheels. .might be shifted at
!

pleasure to suit different gauges. 1864 WEBSTER s.v., Con-

structed^ of concentric tubes, either stationary, as in the
!

telescopic boiler, or movable, as in the telescopic chimney
of a war-vessel. 1871 B. STEWART Heat 83 Water or gas
pipes are fitted to each other by telescopic joints.

Telesco-pical, a. Now rare. [f. as prec. :

see -ICAL.] 1. = prec. I.

i67a Phil. Trans. VII. 4004 Telescopical Tubes may be
\

considerably shortned without prejudice to their magnify-
'

ing effect. 1711 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. v. 8t Surveyed. . !

by the help of.. telescopical glasses. 1793 SIR G. SHUCK-
BURGH in PHI. Trans. LXXXIII. 103 For telescopical
observations of the planets. 1864-90 WEBSTER, Telescopic-
ally, in a telescopical manner.
2. =

prec. 2.

1665-6 Phil. Traits. I. 150 By Telescopical Stars are
understood such as are not seen, but by the help of a Tele-
scope. 17.. BOLINGBROKE Ess. Human Knowl, iii, There
are microscopical corpuscles in bodies, as there are tele-

scopical stars in the heavens.

Telesco'pically, adv. [f. TELESCOPIC, -AL :

see -ICALLY.J In a telescopic manner.
1. By or as by means of a telescope ; as, or as if,

seen through a telescope.
1846 WORCESTER, Telescopically, by use of a telescope.

'867-77 G. CHAMBERS Astron. i. i. 7 When telescopically
examined. 1879 NEWCOMB& HOLDEN/!stron. 373 Telescopic-
ally, .we might classify them with Mercury and Venus.
2. In the manner of the tubes of a hand-telescope ;

by the sliding of one part within another.
1894 BARING-GOULD Queen of L. I. vi. 67 It appeared as

though the pole were collapsing telescopically. 1898 SEDG-WICK Text-bk. Zool. I. viii. 299 The foot or pseudopodium
lin Kotifera] may be jointed, and the joints are often tele-
scopically retractile.

Telescopiform (teirsk^-pif^m), a. Entom.
[f. TELESCOPE + -[I]PORM.] Having the form of a
telescope ; consisting of a series of joints or tubes
retractile one within another.

152

I 1826 KIRBY & SP. External. IV. xlvi. 352 Ovipositor..

, Telescopiform. 1848 Jrnl. R. Agiic. Sac. IX. I. 190 With

her telescopiform oviduct she . . pierces the cuticle.

Telescopist (tr-,tele-sk,?pist, te-lzskupist). [f.

TELESCOPE + -IST.] One skilled in using a telescope ;

one who makes telescopic observations.

1870 PROCTOR Other Worlds Pref. 6 One of the most

; surprising phenomena ever witnessed by the telescopist.

1878 NEWCOMB Pop. Astran. in. iii. 291 The earlier tele,

scopists. .scrutinized the planets very carefully.

Telescopy (<-'"-, tele-skcpi, tt'lAkopi). rare-".
'

[f. as TELESCOPE + -Y, after Gr. words in -a/conia.
'

Cf. MICKOSCOPY.] The art or practice of using the

telescope, or of making telescopes.
1861 in COOLEV Diet. 1879 m WEBSTER Supp.

Teleseme : see TELE-.

f Tele-sia, sb. pi. Obs. [mod.L., a. Gr. reXiaia,
'

pi. neuter of TeAfVi-os finishing, completing, per-
i feeling. In Fr. Ulisie (Hatiy 1796).] A name for

1 the precious stones composed of crystallized alu-

mina, as the sapphire and its class.

1812 SIR H. DAW Chem. Philos. 357 Alumina.. in its

crystallized form coloured by small quantities of iron, . .

constitutes a beautiful class of gems, distinguished by the

name Telesia, including the ruby, the sapphire, the oriental

i topaz. 1819 Pantologia, Telesia,.. a. name given by Hauy
I to the sapphire.

II Telesis (te-lesis). [mod.L., a. Gr. type
*Ti\e<rts (f.

T(\dv to finish, complete, f. T&.OJ end)

implied in compounds, as Te\ftri5poftos completing
the course.] The intelligent direction of effort

toward the achievement of an end.

1898 L. F. WARD Outl. Sociology 181, 186-190. 1905
DEALEY & WARD Text-bk. Sociology iv. xvi. 280. 037 If

we regard all the forces of nature . . as so many means to the

ends of man and society, telesis becomes the adjustment of

means to ends, and all human effort is expended upon the

means.

t TelesurrgiC, a. (s6.) Obs. [ad. late Gr.

TAe(T<otip7iKos, f. Tfteaiovpyiiv in its later sense

(Pollux ^176 A. D.) 'to perform mystic or magi-
cal rites '.] Relating to the performance of mystic
or magical rites; = TELESTIC. b. as si. pi.

Telesiu-rglcs, telesiurgic matters or subjects.

1678 CUDWORTH fntell. Syst. i. iv. 8 16. 293 Julian a
Chaldean and Theurgist. .(who wrote concerning Dxmons
and Telesiurgicks).

t Telesm (te-lez'm). Obs. Also 7 telesme,
-isme. Also in Gr. form telesma, fl. -mata.

[ad. late Gr. TtA.<r/ja completion, performance,

religious rite (a 200 Clem. Alex.) ; later, a con-

secrated object endowed with a magic virtue to

avert evil ; {. TfKeTv to complete, fulfil, perform

(rites), officiate (in the mysteries), consecrate ; f.

T(\OS end, etc.]
= TALISMAN 2 i ; esp. in Byzantine

Greece, and in Asia, a statue set up, or an object
buried under a pillar or the like to preserve the

community, house, etc. from danger.
1646 J. GREGORY Notes *, Obs. (1650) 33 The Claudi and

the Qeci..were no other than those.. Statuary Telesmes so
much celebrated of old, which unless they kept the City,
the watchman laboured but in vaine. Ibid. 38 Apollonius
fetching a deep sigh, refused to make any further 1'elesmes

against the Earthquakes. 1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. viu.

xv. 432 Gaffarel tells us a very reverend story of a Telesme
against Fire found under a bridge at Paris. 1693W. FREKE
Sel, Ess. iv. 32 Thus Telesmes, or Talismans also, are a

spawn of Astrology.

Teleama-tio, a. rare,
[as

next + -ic.]
= next.

1877 SYMONDS Kenaiss. Italy lit. 143 Telesmatic virtues
were attributed to figures carved on temple-fronts and friezes.

t Telesma'tical, a. Obs. [f. Gr. TeXV/xT-,
stem of Tf'\tff/ja, TELESM + -ICAL.] Of or pertaining
to a telesm

; talismanic
; magical.

1646 J. GREGORY Notes ff Obs. (1650) 41, I undertake not
that the golden Mice were so ceremoniously consecrated,
yet that they had a Telesmaticall way of preparation. 1658
ROBINSON Endoxa x. 52 The Rain bow hath a Telesmatical

signification, for the preservation of the Universe from
Inundation. 1693 J. EDWARDS Author. O. <$ N. Test. 145
The telesmaticaf figure of a stork.

Hence Teleama'tically adv. , magically.
1646 J. GREGORY A^o/w 4- Obs. (1650) 32 The Part of For.

tune.. was mysteriously included in a Statue of Brasse,
Telesmatically prepared, . . the Statue was called The Fortune
of the City. Ibid. 33 Silver statues.. Telesmatically con-
secrated. .against the incursions of the Barbarians.

Telesomatic, etc. : see TELE-.

tTele'stic, a. Obs. [ad. Gr. Ti\(aTiK6s, f.

TfXeimJs hierophant in the mysteries, f. TeAtfi' : see

TELESM.] Of or pertaining to the mysteries, or to

a hierophant ; mystical.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 293 Julian, in the time of

Marcus Antoninus . . wrote the Theurgick and Telestick
Oracles in Verse. Ibid. 792. 1788 T. TAYLOR Proclus I. 19
By the highest and most mystical step, he ascended to the

greatest and most consummate or telestic virtues. 1822

Apuleiusx.l.?76note, As the telestic art, through certain sym-
bols and arcane signatures, assimilates statues to the Gods.
Telestich (t/-, tele-stik, te'lestik). [irreg. f.

Gr. T-iKos, re\(- end + <m'xor a row, line of verse,
after ACROSTIC.] A short poem (or other compo-
sition) in which the final letters of the lines, taken
in order, spell a word or words. (Cf. ACROSTIC.)
a 1637 B. JONSON Underwoods Ixi. 39 Had I pump'd for..

Acrostichs, and telestich-;. 1673 S' too him Hayes 44 The

TELINGA.
arrantest dunce that ever made acrostick, telestick, or ana-
gram. 1862 H. B. WHEATLEY Anagrams 46 A very in-

genious form of the double acrostic, called the Telestich,
has been invented. 1883 H. KENNEDY tr. Ten Brink's
E. Eng. Lit. 36 A predilection for other metrical diversions,
especially the acrostic and telestich.

Telethermograph, etc. : see TELE-.

Teleutospore (tf-, teliK-t*poj). Bot.
[f. Gr.

TfXtuTT; completion, end (f. rt'Xos end) + SPOBE.] A
special form of spore, usually produced at the end
of the period of fructification, in parasitic fungi
of the family Uredineie. Hence Teleutosporic
(-spp'rik) a., of or pertaining to a teleutospore. So
Teleu'to-fo rm, that form or stage of the fungus
which produces teleutospores.
1874 COOKE Fungi 202 These spores.. may conveniently

be called resting spores, or as De Bary calls them, teleuto-

spores, being the last which are produced. 1882 VINES
Sachs' Bot. 331. 1884 Athenzum 18 Oct. 490/3 The pro-
bability that the teleutospore of Piiccinia is also analogous
to an egg, the uredospore being

'

probably a pupa state '.

1891 Ibid. 23 May 671/1 The extraordinary abundance.. of
the teleutosporic stage as compared with the comparative
scarcity of the xcidial stage. 1898 tr. Strasburger s Bot.
367 The genus Cronartium, with uredo- and teleuto-forms
on Vincetoxicuin and Ribes.

Television, Telewriter : see TBLE-.
Telford (te-lfaid). Surname of a celebrated

civil engineer, Thomas Telford (1757-1834), used
to designate the kind of road constructed by him.
1896 J. O'DONNELL in Voice (N.Y.) 2 Jan. 3/1 This gutter

track takes care of the water perfectly. It cost less than a
macadam or telford road.

Telic (te-lik), a. [ad. Gr. T\IK-OS final, f. r^Xot

end.]
1. Cram. Ofa conjunction or clause : Expressing

end or purpose.
1846 in WORCESTER (citing Prof. Stuart). 1856 AI.FOKI.

Crk. Test. III. 90 note/i [In Eph. ii. 9 Iva u.j\ rit jeauvij.

a7)rai] tra has in matter of fact its strictest tehc sense. With
God, results are all purposed. 188* FARRAR Early Chr,
II. 507 note, St. John s use of iva is far wider than that of
classical writers. It often loses its telic sense ('in order
that ') _and becomes simply ekbatic or explanatory, as in

Luke i. 43, John xv. 13. 1904 Sat. Rev. 9 Apr. 460/1 It

expresses a purpose or intention, and i therefore telic.

2 Directed or tending to a definite end; purposive.
1889 MIVAR Truth xxv. 438 The telic series of cyclical

changes which are characteristic of all duly organized living
I. !:..- ._-. T E* \ir . n <- _ . *n

causes in a manner wholly its own, and thus produces effects.

1906 DEALEY & WARD Text-bk. Sociology 280 Civilisation

chiefly consists in the exercise of the telic faculty.

Teliferons (tfli-ferss), a. [f. L. *telifer dart-

bearing, f. tllttm dart : see -FEROUS.]
1 1. Bearing darts or missiles. Obs. rare.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Teliferous,. .which beareth darts,
arrows or weapons. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

2. Zool. Armed with nematocysts or stinging cells,

as the Telifera, a division of the Ccelenterata com-

prising all except the Sponges (fonfera).
1860 GOSSE Hist. Brit. Sea-Anemones Intrpd. 22 Teli-

ferous System.. .The Actinaria are furnished with a system
of armature of most extraordinary character. . . Their tissues

contain excessively minute bodies, in the form of oblong or

oval transparent vesicles, which have the power of shooting
out a long thread of extensive tenuity.

Teligraph, variant of TELLIGRAPH.

Teling, vbl. sb. : see TELE v.

Telinga (teli'rjga) sb. and a. Also 8-9 Tel-

linga, 8 -ger, -gy, Telingee, Talinga. [Of un-

certain origin : supposed by some to be the original
form of the word Telugu, and held to be itself

derived from Skr. Trilinga meaning
' the three

lingams ', according to an alleged tradition that the

god isiva descended in the form of a lingam upon
three mountains said to mark the boundaries of the

Telugu country. But Dravidian scholars are in-

clined to view this as a mere etymological figment,
and even doubt whether Telugu and Telinga have

any original connexion. It is certain however that

1 7th c. English writers called the language Telinga,

and that in Hindustani a Telugu is called Tilanga
and the Telugu country Tilangana: cf.Rajputana.]
1. The TELUGU language. (As si. or a.)

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India 4- P. 33 Their Language they
call generally Centu.. .The peculiar Name of their Speech
is Telinga. 1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg. 186/2, I had now
entered on that part of India which bears

t
the name of Tel-

lingana, whose inhabitants are called Tellingies, who speak
what is denominated the Tellingy language.

2. One of the Telugu people.
1800 [see i]. 1840 MALCOM Trav. 19/1 This people, whose

name is often written Telinga, or Kalingat
are generally

called, by European writers, Gentoos.

fb. spec. A native Indian soldier disciplined and

dressed in quasi-European fashion ; a sepoy. Obs.

1760 in J. Long Select. UnfuU. Records (1869) 235 (Y.),

300 Telingees are run away, and entered into the Beerboom

Rajah's service. 1761 Ibid. 258 Tellingers. 1766 GROSE Voy.

E. Ind. (1772) I. Gloss. (Y.), Sepoys, sometimes called Tel-

lingas. 1789 Seir Mutaqkerin II. 92 (Y.) Hindu soldiers,

armed and accoutred and disciplined in the European
manner of fighting ; I mean those soldiers that are become

so famous under the name of Talingas. 1817 SCOTT Surgeon s



TELL.

Dau. xiii, I have been a Telinja. .in tlie Company's service,
and have eaten their salt. 1883 Sat. Rev. 27 Jan. 120/1 The
Oriental portions of Clive's army were known to the Bengalis
of Nuddea as Telingas, because they came, or were supposed
to have accompanied him, from Telingana or Madras.
3. (See quot.)
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Ttllinga,* dhoney or native

coasting-vessel on the coast of Coromandel.

4. attrib. Telinga potato, Amorphophallits cam-

panulatus : see POTATO 4.

Teliost, variant of TELEOST.

Telisman, Sc. var. TILLSMAN Obs.

Tell (tel), **.l Now dial. [f. TELL .]

1. What one tells or has to tell ; a tale, a state-

ment, an account.

1741 H. WALPOI.E Lett, to flfann 29 July, I am at the end
of my tell. 1817 F. COOPER Prairie I. ii. 32 From his tell,
it must be a considerable stream. 1899 WKSTCOTT David
Harttm xxx, As near 's I c'n make out f'm Dave's tell, he
must 'a' ben red-headed.

2. A talk, conversation, gossip.
1864 MRS. LLOYD Ladies Pole. 101, 1 made so bonld as to

come to see if you'd plase to have a bit of a tell with
me afore I goes. 1901

' ZACK ' Tales Dunstatle Weir 99
Having a tongue she dearly liked a tell.

II Tell (tel), sbt Also tel. [a. Arab. $3 tall

a hillock.] The Arab name for an artificial hillock
or mound, usually one covering the ruins of an
ancient city.
1864 W. F. AINSWORTH Camm. Xenopkoris Anabasis 285

The hill.. appears to have been one of the numerous arti-
ficial mounds, topes, or tells, sometimes sepulchral, some-
times heaps of ruin, which abound on the plain of Babylonia.
1878 CONDER Tentwork Pal. (1879) II. 46 We may next
notice the most remarkable of its antiquities, namely the
Tellul or Tells there found. 1878 MACI.EAR Bk. Joshua
xv. (1880) 149 The tell is very strong and it rises about 200
feet high. 1882 F. S. DE HASS BuriedCities ill. v. 380 (Funk)
Tells or conical hills.., many of them the craters of extinct
volcanoes.

Tell (tel), v. Pa. t. and pple. told (Wuld). Forms:
see below. [OE. tfllan, pa. t. tealde, pa. pple.
(e)ieald, cognate with OFris. talja, tella, OS.

ttfljan (talda, gitald), senses as in OE. ; MLG.,
MDu., LG., Du. tellen to count, reckon, etc.,
OHG. *z(lljan, zfllen (za/ta, gizalt}, senses as in

OE. (MHO. zgln, Ger. zdhlen to reckon, count),
ON. {(I/a to tell, relate, say, count, speak, Sw.
talja, Da. tselle to count, number, reckon ; all :

OTeut. *taljan, f. *tala, OE. talu, TALE sb. OE.
had also a pa. pple. lettfed (in poetry, Beda,
Orosius, Lindisf. and Rushw. Gl.) ; Anglian had

pres. t. t(lesl, tf/ed, and pa. t. and pple. talde, Belaid

(Vesp. Ps.), whence ME. laid, and told. Tealde
remained in Early ME. in southern dialects. The
later dial, telld, telTd, telt is a new formation from
tell : cf. the forms of SELL z>.]

A. Illustration of Inflexional Forms.
1. Present stem. Inf. OE. tellau, ME. telle(n,

tel (4-7), Mod.E. tell.

c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. vii. 3 Ute nu tellan. Ibid, xviii.

3 Tele nu }>a lengu. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xi. 16 H wain
telle ic. a 1090, c 1175 Telle [see B. 2, i]. c izoo ORMIN
9500 Crist, .wrohhte wundre miccle ma pann ice 3uw ma}}
nu tellenn. c 1250 Kentish Serin, in O. E. Misc. 27 pet us
telb bet holi godespel. 13. . Cursor M. 96 Inogh to tell.

Itid. 10913 (Cott.) Wat fou cjuat for soth i tell [Catt.

tallel? Ibid. 11477 Cums again and tels me. t 1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints x. (Malhou) 30, I thinke to tel here why [etc.].

c 1386, c 1440 Telle [see R ij. 1513 DOUGLAS ^Kueis vm.
viit. heading, Evander telland Eneas thingis seir. a 1593
GKEENE Vision Wks. (Grosart) XII. 200 Thus to tellen all

the truth, He infected Romes youth. 1632 Tel [see B. 3 (&>].

2. Pa.t. a. 1-4 tealde (i telede), 3 ttelde, 4
teelde.
c 888, c 1000 Tealde [see B. i). a 1000 Andreas 1105 (Gr.)

Hi. .hluton. .teledon. c 1*05 LAY. 13181 pet heo nane manne
ne taelden. c 1315 Tealde [see B. 4],

/3. i, 3-5 talde, 4-6 tald, 5-9 Sc. tauld.
a 900 CYNEWULF Elene 909 pone ic xr on firenum faestne

talde. c 1205 LAY. 1350 A steores*man ham talde. Ibid.

26884 Al heo talden [c 1275 tolde] bene \v;ei. 13. . Cursor
A/. 511 Als i tald [Fairf. talde] ar. 1375 BARBOUR Bnicei.

563 The Cwmyn raid to the king. .& tald all this cass. 1567
Tauld [see B.

17],
1816 SCOTT Old Mort. xxiv, Only he

tauld me about it.

7. 3-6 tolde, 4- told. (Also 5 toold, tolled,

tolded, 6 tould(e, 8 dial, towd.)
c 1250 Gen. ft Ex, 3449 Moyses tolde Sis israel. c 1340
He told [see B. 2]. c 1340 HAMPOLE Medit. Passion Wks.
1895 I. 93 ppu toldist it him biforen. 1418 Aup. CHICHELE
in Ellis Or iff. Lett. Ser. 1. 1. 5, I., toold him owre comim
avis, c 1449 PECOCK Refr. 353 Which

appering Constantyn
toold in greet secretnes to the same Eusebi. c 1450 LOVELICH
Grail xhii. 225 >it tolded thow it Neuere to non Man. 1540
HVRDE lr. fives' Instr. Chr. Worn. (1592) F viij, What hurt
should come, Cato tolde before. 1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr.

Castanhedas Conq. E. Ind, I. vi. 15 b, All which things the
Generall tolde him. 1601 Told [see B. 5]. 1790 MRS.
WHEELER Westmld. Dial. 90 He towd Sammy he wor baun
et wed wie his Cusin Ann.

8. 4 tellde, 4-5 telde, 4-6 teld, 5 tellid, 5-6 -yd,

5-6 (9 dial.) tolled, 9 dial, tell'd, 6-9 dial. telt.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 82 per men him teld, who
was nis aduersere. 13. . Cursor M. 871 (Gott.), I teld [Cott.

laid) \>e. c 1380 WYCLIF Semi. SeLWks. 1. 166 If God tellde

him specialy. 1399 LANGL. Rich. Kedelfs n. 151 Trouthe..
telde somme her sothes. 1453 AGNES PASTON in P. Lett. I.

VOL. IX.
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255 Gurney tellyd hym he had byn at London, 1537 LATIMER
Let, to Crontwcil 14 Oct. in Kent, (Parker Soc.) 384, I telled

him plainly my mind therein. 1554 Cat. Anc. Kec. Dublin
(1889) 436 The sam telt to the wywes. 1596 SPENSI-H /'". Q.
vi. i. 44 Sir Calidore upcheard.and to her teld All this accord.

1790 MRS. WHEELER U'estmtd. Dial. 14, I telt Bet I wad
drive tea it. 18*5 BROCKETT N. C. Words s. v., Aw tell'd

him on't. 18*6 J. WILSON Noct. Anibi. Wks. 1856 I. 144
Mr. Scroope telt Sir Walter.

3. Pa. pple. a. i-2 (se)teald, 3 teald, 3~4i-teld,
4 teeld.
c 1000 Leg, Rood (1871) 5 Da bis bam mxran kasere

constantine xeleald was. c isoo Trin. Coll. J/<mt. 215 Swo
ich iteld hal.be. 1380 WVCI.IK Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 169
Crist hal> teeld bat

j>is hi^e charite tcchib a man toputtehis
lyf for love of hise frcndis.

0. 3 i-tald, 4 y-tald, taald, 4-8 tald(e, 5 Sf.

tallde, 5-9 Sf. tauld, 6 tawld.
c 1105 LAV. 12093 Nes hit neowhar itald. Ibid. 23999 Par

nas na cniht wel itald [c 1275 itoldl. 13.. Cursor M. 3330
Til he bam had his errand tald. Ibid. 8765 pis tre i haf of
fonvit taald. 1340 Y-tald Jsce B. ij. 1488 Ace. L,f. High
Treats. Scot. J. 79 Tauld in presence of the Chancellare.
1588 A. KING tr. Canisiiis

1

Catech. 185 As 1 haue tauld in

tymes past. 17*5 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. in. ii, Do you
get them tald you in your sleep? 1816 SCOTT Old Mort.
.\\Aviii, I wadna hue tauld ye.

7- 3~5 i-told (-e), 3- told. (Also 3-7 tolde, 4-5
toold (5 y-tolte), 6 tould, towld, (tollyd).)
c IMO Bestiary 758 in O. E. Misc. 24 Ilk der, .fole^en him

[the panther].. For <5e swetnesse Se ic ju hauc told. 1*97
R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1634 King aruiragof wan weabbebitold.
Ibid 7569 As me ab er ytold. 1303 Tolde [see B. i]. 1382
WVCLIF 2 Sam. iii. 23 So it is toold to Toab of tellers. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VIII. 149 Rehersed how it was
i-told. c 1400 Destr. Troy 12816 Tithinges nor tolde were.
ci4ao Chron. Vilod. 1830 Hit was.. To seynt Dunston
ysende&by tokontohymy-tolte. c 1430Hymns Virg. 37/69
Theise .iij. bat y haue of toold. 1538 STABKEY England
i. i. 22 A tale tollyd among deffe men. 1584 in Cath.
Rec. Soc. Pvbl. V. 64 Yt was towld him by his cosine. 1586
HUNSDON in Border Papers (1894)1.367,! toulde him of
sondrie cawses.

8. 4 telld, 4-6 teld, 5-6 (8-9 dial.) telled, 6-9
telt, 8-9 dial, tell'd, Sc. tell't.

13 . . Cursor M. 4640 (Gott.) Nou has he Teld me. Ibid.

6752 (Cott.) It sal be slaghter telld o man. c 1489 CAXTON
SonnesofAytnon 174 Nowe have I telled you that that ye
have asked me. 1560 PILKINGTON Expos. Aggeus (1562) 13
The thinge is true which is telled. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. VM.
vi. 27 Witnesse, ye Heavens, the truth of all that I have teld.
a 1818 in Scott Hrt. Midi. Introd., In a* thae wee bits o'

ways I ha'e tell't ye. 18*4 SCOTT St. Ronan*s ii, I hae been
tell'd by ane that suld ken. 1900 Telled [see B. 8 b].

E. Signification.
1. To mention in order, narrate, relate, make known,

declare. II. To enumerate, number, count, reckon. III. To
reckon, estimate, esteem, account (qualitatively).

I. To mention in order, narrate, make known.
* trans. To tell things or a thing.

. f 1. To mention or name (a series of things) one
after another in order ; to recount, enumerate ; to

give a list of. Obs.
c 888 K. ^ELFRED Boeth. xxxvii. a Do 3ass lean to Ssem

forsprecenan goodum be ic be aer tealde on baere briddan
bee. c 1000 ^LFRIC Horn. (Tb.) II. 428 Se sunder-hatga
..He. .tealde his godan daeda. c**j$i.a>nb. Hom.g Feole
o3re. . werke be nu were long eou to telle. c laoo Trin. Coll.

Horn. 71 pere we shule tellen alle ure gultes. c is$o Gen. ff

Ex. 497 Ic wile ri^t tellen, if ic can, Adam, Seth, Enos,
Caynan, Malaleel, lareth, Enoch. 1303 R. BRUNNE HandL
Synne 12624 3OW to withholde Fro be synnes bat byfore are
tolde. 1340 Ayenb. 24 Alle bise guodes of kende bet ich

habbe ssortilicne y-tald. c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prof.

$ T. 246 Arsenyk sal Armonyakand Brymstoon And herbes
koude I telle eek many oon. 11440 Jacob's Well 152 Out
of euyll tunge springeth x. braunchys. pe v. I telde jou be
ober day, be obere v. I schal telle sow now.

2. To give an account or narrative of (facts,

actions, or events) ; to narrate, relate. (With
simple obj. or obj. clause ; sometimes with indirect

obj. as in 3.) Also to tell over.
CIQQQ Leg. Rood (ifyi) $ Hi..tealdon him ba browunga

be ure haelend on baere rode Srowode. a 1090 O. E. Chron.
an. 1085, peah ic hit lengre telle. a 1154 Ihid. an. 1 137, 1 ne
can ne i ne mai tellen alle be wunder. ana$ Juliana. 40
Pah ich be talde al del ne mahte ich be tellen pe wundres.

1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7198 po gan be to tellen }>is [vision].
a 1300 Cursor M. 141 par neist sal be sythen tald How bat

ioseph was boght and said, c 1340 Ibid. 1330 (Gott.) He. .

told him all bat he had sene. ^1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. II.

105 pis gospel tellib furbere how bes Jewis pursueden Crist.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur \\. xiii. 91 It telfeth after in the

sangraylle that syre Percyualis syster halpe that lady with her
blood wherof she was dede. 1536 TIN-DALE Acts xv. 12

Barnabas and Paul.. tolde what signes and wondres God
had shewed. 1671 MILTON P. R. n. 306 Others of some
note, As story tells, have trod this Wilderness. 1746 FRANCIS
tr. Hor. Sat. n. vt 163 A country mouse, as authors tell, Of
old invited to his cell A city

mouse. 1779 Mirror No. 23
p 5 These [actions] were told to his honour. iSai SCOTT
Kenilw. xvj, Thou art. .a tattling knave to tell over again
his fooleries. 1833 CRUSE Euscbtus vn. xi. 289 After these

. .he proceeds to tell what happened to him. c 1850 Arab.
Nts. (Rtldg.) 552 She then went on with her narrative, and
told him in what manner she had obtained an audience.

Mod, What happened to him there has often been told.

b. With the narrative as obj. Now only with

tale or story : see 17.
1576 GAScolcNE Philomene (Arb.) 92 She by whom I

meane To tell this woful Tragedie Was called Phylomene,
O. intr. for pass. To be related with a particular

effect ; to sound (well, etc.) when told.

1984 HUDSON Du Bartas' Judith in Sylvester ( 1621) 696

TELL.
Then, fathers, choose your warres ; for txtter tls To lo*

J!*e
Jewe*, then winne like inlidek 1781 Miss HLRN>V

Cecilia vi. ii
t I had as lieve the things were fah* a-, not, for

they tell as well the one way as the other.
3. To make known by speech or writing; to com-

municate (information, facts, ideas, news, etc.); to
state, announce, report, intimate. Usually const,
with indirect obj. (dot.} or to.

(a) With the direct
object a sb. or//ow.

F.xamples of the direct passive are included here; for the
indirect passive with the person as Mibj., se

" '

noght. 1340-70 Alex. fy Dind. 207 Tel me |>e sobe. c iBo
WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 300 Poul telli^ here a rewele batcmun
men shulden holde. i3OoGowFnO//. III. 368 Kch hi&oghne
avis Hath told, on that, an other this, c 1400 Brut UiL 57
Telle me beenchesone wherefore I ame to)ow brou^t. 1474
CAXTON Chesse u. iv. (1883) 47 And they told hym the trouthc.

1513 DOUGLAS j&neit vm. iv. heading^ Evander tellis till

Knee but baid. The verray caus. 15*6 TINDALE Luke L 45
Thoose t hinges .. which were tolde the from the lorde.

Acts xxvii. 25, I beleve God that so it shalbe even as it

was tolde me. 1611 BIBLE Gtn. xxiv. 33, I will not eate,

yntill
I haue tolde mine errand. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. % Cr. i.

iii. 284 This shall be told our Louers. 1673 Sftoo him Hayes
93 I'le

tel} you one
piece

of my mind. 1746 FRANCIS Hor.
Epist. i. vi. 74 I>et's buy a Slave to tell each Voter's Name.
1759 JOHNSON Idler No. 63 r 6 The studious and ambitious
contend. .who shall tell their thoughts in the most pleasing
manner. 18*1 SCOTT Kenifav. xv, Tell us your mystery of

multiplying. 1856 J. H. NEWMAN Sertti. Var. Qccas. (1881)
i. 12 Nor, even though it be told to her, can she enter into
it. 1896 Standard \$ Jan. 7/2 He said much, but told little,

at to-day's meeting. Mod. Who told you that?

() With direct obj. a clause^ with or without that.
In the direct passive the clause usually follows the vb.,

its place before the vb. being supplied by it (It was told him
that, etc.). For the indirect passive, see 8b.
c nai O. E. Chron. an. 1046, pa. .Sweden,

.tealde baet his

sciperes woldon wiendon fram him buton he be raSor come.
1207 R. GLOUC, (Rolls) 5357 pou ssalt btwille abide as ich be
abbe ytold here, a 1300 Cursor M. 4843 Tells me quat kin
man yur fader be. c 1380 [see A. 3 a], c 1440 Jacob's Weil
303, 1 teld 3ou bat a schouyl hath iij. partys : a scho, an heued,
& an handyl. 1*35 LYNDESAY Satyre 1506 Now I will rin,
but rest, And tell that all is ready. 1535 COVEHDALE i Sam.
xxiii. 7 Then was it tolde Saul that Dauid was come to

Cegila. 1560 DAUS tr. Sieitfane's Comm. 90 b, He tolde to
the other playnely that, .he would take from him the ward-

shyp of his nephewe. 1611 BIBLE Acts xxiii. 30 When it

was tolde me, how that the lewes laid waite for the man. 163*
SANDERSON Semi, 6 Yet Salomon tels us, the poore mans
wisdome b despised. 1681 6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (1747) III.

523 Our Saviour himself tells us, that the Father judgeth
no Man. 1790 BURNS Tarn O'Shanter 19 She tauld thee
weel thou was a skellum. 1833 T. HOOK Parson's Dau.
I. v, And I say, Charles, tell her we are coming to coffee

forthwith. 1838 LONGFELLOW Ps. Life* Tell me not, in

mournful numbers. Life is but an empty dream ! 1908
R. BACOT A. Cuthbert xxviii. 367 There had always been

something mysterious about Anthony Cuthbert, the doctor
told himself. Mod. It was told me that you had been in-

quiring about me.

b. To declare, state formally or publicly ; to

announce, proclaim, publish. Also^^".
Tell it not in Gath (from 2 Sam. i. so\ publish it not to

the enemy, or to the Philistine, or to the world.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xviii. [xix.] i Heuens telles goddi-;

blisse. aiysProse Psalter^xlix. 7 [1. 6} peheuensshul tellen

his rigt ful nes. Ibid. 1. 16 [Ii. 15] My moube shall tellen

byn heryyng. 1381 WYCLIF 2 Saw. i. 20 Woleth )e not
telle in Geth, ne telle 36 in..Aschalon. 1389 Acts xvii.

18 He [Paul] telde to hem Jhesu and a^en rysing. 1535
COVERDALE Ps. xcv[i]. io Tell it out amonge the Heithen,
that the Lorde is kynge. 1601 SHAKS. Ham. i. ii. 126 No
iocond health that Denmarke drinkes to day But the great
Cannon to the Clouds shall tell. 1656 EARL MONM. tr. Bocca-
linCs Advts.fr. Parnass. u. xxxviii, (1674) 100 The Master
of the Colledge, told in the name of the whole Senate,
That [etc.], c 1795 COWPER Needless Alarm 34 Ere yet
with ruthless joy the happy hound Told hill and dale that

Reynard's track was found. 1819 KEATS Isabella x. xix,

Many a chapel bell the hour is telling. 1904 MARIE CORF.LLI

God's Gd. Man xx, The fact is but tell it not in Galh I

was happier without them t

c. Jig. To make known or indicate as if by lan-

guage ; to bespeak.
1809 HEBER Poems, Europe 29 May those bleak summits

tell The field of Anger where the mighty fell. 1827 CLARE
Sheph. L'al. 148, 1 care not what this foolish trifling tells.

4. To utter (words) ; to say over, recite (a passage,

composition, etc.) ; to say. Now dial.

ci3i5 SHOREHAM iii. 120 Many man. .hym ne douteb
of no breche Of godes hestes healde [

= old] j Ac he not nefer

wat hy beeb, Ne neuer by ne tealde. 138* WYCLIF Ps.

cxviii.[cxix.j 171 My lippis shuln tellen out an
impne. 1390

(\o\\.v.Conf. I. 107 Itsemeth that a belle Lik to the wordes
that men telle Answerth riht. 1567 Gttde 4- Godlit B.

(S. T. S.) 201 His [the Pope's] numeral Aueis, and Psalmes
tauld. 1373-80 BARBT Ah'. T 105 To tell by heart, recito.

a 1653 BINNING Strut. (1845) 445 You use to tell over some
words in your prayers. 1841 HELPS Ess., Self-Discipline
(1875) 21 To think that a man can find nothing better to

do, in the presence of his Creator, than telling off so many
words 1 1880 Cornwall Gloss, s. v., Can you tell your
lessons? 1884 AUGUSTA J. E. WILSON Vashti vii. (IT.S.\
* Did Ulpian tell you good-bye ?

' *
No, I have not seen him.

b. To utter, speak, say (things).

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 408 $"f I bidde any bedes. .pat I

telle with my tonge is two myle fro myne herte. 1535
COVERDALE Ecclus. XXL 25 The lippes

of the vnwyse wylbe
tellynge foolish thinges. 1628 HOBBES Thucyd. (1822) 79

Many prophecies were told and many sung by the priests of

the oracles. i7-o POPE Iliad ix. 412 Who dares think
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TELL.

one thine and another tell, My heart detests him as the

gates of hell. 1787 BURNS Birthday Oite 47 Till all the

frighted echoes tell The blood-notes of the chase ! 1888

ELWORTHY IV. Sam. Class, s.v., Don't tell up such stuff.

c. To express in words (thoughts, things known).
c ijoo Moral Ode 285 Ne mai non heorte it benche, ne no

tunge ne can telle. c 1150Death 57 in O. E. Misc. 172 Ne mi?te

no tunge tellen pat euer wes iboren pe stronge pine of htlle.

a 1300 Cursor M. 96 (Cott.) Qua sa will of hyr fayrnes spell,

Find he sa! inogh to tell, c 1430 Freemasonry 664 The vertu

therof no mon telle may. 1650 CROMWELL Let. 12 Sept., in

Carlyle, Which speaking the instructed, the edified and

comforted can best tell the energy and effect of. 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) 1. 82 Let me tell you the pleasure which

I feel in hearing of your fame.

d. To tell out, away (dial.} : to drive away
(pain, etc.) by uttering incantations.

18*1 HIBBERT Shell, /si. (1891) 272 (E.D.D.) The religious

charmer of Shetland would mutter some words over water,

. .and limbs were washed with it, for the purpose of telling

out pains. 1869 REID Art Rambles in Shell. 25 Papa
Stourians believed that the beadle of the kirk had the power
of '

telling
'

the sparrows away so as never to return. 1879
Low Tour Ork. fy Shetl. 203 When she was a child.. she

has heard from others that a pain or a stitch has been telled

out in that manner.

5. To disclose or reveal (something secret or

private); to divulge. To tell tales : see TALE sb. 3 c.

a 1400 Plstill ofSusan 141 We schal telle trewely We toke

be wib a-voutri. 1445 tr. Claudian in Anglia XXVIII.

277 Thise goddis the telle bin enemyes sleightes, and lede to

be couchis of fraude. 1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. H. iv. 113 She
neuer told her loue. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 73 Many there

are that undertake to tell fortunes. 1819 KEATS Isabella.

v, I may not speak. And yet I
wjll, and tell my love all plain.

1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xviii, She told no more of her

thoughts now than she had before.

t b. To reveal (something future) ;
to foretell,

predict.

1340-70 Alex. $ Dind. 776 Tokne of bat turment tolde

;oure eldren. 13.. Cursor M. 9265 (Fairf.) Crist was talde

wib prophecy. 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel, Wks. II. 2 pis

Gospel of Mark bigynneb how Crist was teld in be olde lawe.

a 1400-50 Alexander 200 Alle be sawis of baire Syre as

Siraphis tald pare gan bai graithly bam graue. [1884 tr.

Lotze's Logic 303 No perception can tell us the future

with the present.]

t 6. To pray for, beg, ask. 06s. rare.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. vm. 298 Ich praye Jow, peers,

paraunter yf }e metep Treuthe, telleb to hym bat ich be
excused. 14.. Trentalle St. Gregorii in Tundale's Vis.

(1843) 79 God moder my dere dame. .Of Code to tell mercy
thou gine. 14. . Lybeaus Disc. 1755 To the castell he rod, . .

To Jhesu bad and tolde, To sende hym tydynge glad.

7. To discern so as to be able to say with know-

ledge or certainty ; hence, to distinguish, recognize,

decide, determine.

1687 A. LOVELL tr. Tkevenot's Trav. 11. 142 It is hard to

tell whether it be a Horse or an Elephant. 1746 FRANCIS
tr. Hor. Sat. H. iv. 58 None before me so sapient to engage
To tell the various nature, or the age Of fish and fowl. 1840
R. H. DANA Be/. Mast xiii. 29 They can be told by their

complexions, dress, manner, and also by their speech.
1883 GILMOUR Mongols xvi. 195 An ordinary man of
common intelligence can tell a wall raised by.. a competent
builder from the attempted imitation ofa bungling amateur.

1899 A. BIRRELL in Daily News 4 Nov. 3/2 Is it possible to
tell a good book from a bad one ?

b. Preceded by can : To be able to state ; to

know ; to discern, perceive, make out, understand.

Usually in negative or interrogative sentences, as

Nobody can tell, Who can tell ? Cf. SAY t/.l 6 b.
? 1370 Robt. Cicyle 244 Wher such clop was to selle, Ne

ho hit made, coube noman telle. n 1400-50 Alexander 248
pai can swylh of a sweuyn all be swepe tell, c 1449 PECOCK
Repr. in. xii. 353 No man can telle who wroot it. 1526
TINDALE John xvi. 18 We cannot tell what he saith (Gr, ov
oifiajuti' TI AaAei: R. V. 1881 We know not what he saith].

"553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 160 Neither can he otherwise
chuse but stumble: that gropyng in the darcke can not tell

where he is. 1783 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. T/irale 23 July,
Whether this short rustication has done me anygood I cannot
tell. 1838 ARNOLD Hist. Rome (1848) I. 99 Nor can any one
tell at what time they attained to their present shape. 1873
MRS.OLIPHANT Innocent 1 1. 231 Itwas. .adog-cart..hecould

[

tel! as much by the sound. 1888 'J. S. WINTER' Bootle's
Childr. vi, Jane doesn't seem to like it I can't tell why.

** trans. To tell a person (the originally indi-

rect or dative personal object becoming the direct).
Some uses, as 9, hover between * and **.

8. To inform (a person) of something ; to make
aware, apprise, acquaint ; to instruct. Also colloq.
and dial. To direct the attention of (a person) to
a fault or the like by way ofadmonition. Const, of,

about; also so (representing that, or an object
clause, and thus coming very near 3 a (a, &").

cms LAY. 12946 Ic be wulle tzellen Of uncuSe spxllen.
"97 ..R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 322 Of be maumet hii tolde brut
bat hu fonde bere. Ibid. 3510 Me tolde him of a gret due
pat net theldryk. a 1300 Cursor M. 11393 (Cott.) Vs telles
alsua lohn. .Of a folk Terr and first vncuth. c 1440 Jacob's
Well 152 The ober day, I told ?ow of be wose of glotonye
c 1470 HENRY Wallace i. 263 He tald his modyr of his sodane
c?5- "573-80 BARET Alv. T 108 He shewed me, or tolde me
of my fault. 17,3 BERKELEY Hylas f, Phil, iii, Moses tells
us of a creation. Mod. Sit down and tell us about it.

y told
us so at the station.

b. The passive is not only used with the const.
of, about, but is often substituted for that of sense 3
(a), as in he was told the truth, we were not toldthe

154

;

reason ;
nnd now usually for that of 3 (), as Iwas

told that you were coining.
1600 SHAKS. A. V. L. III. ii. 361, I haue bin told so of

many. 1607 Timon iv. iii. 214 Thou wast told thus.

1611 Wint. T. n. ii. 31 He must be told on t, and he

shall. 1781 COWPEK Exfost. 66 Pleasure is deaf when told

! of future pain. 1811 SCOTT Kenilw. xxxvi, Wherefore was

I not told of all this? 1898 MKS. H. WARD //<- I. v. 101

He's that masterful he woan't be towd. 1900 H. SOTCUm
Shameless Wayne xiii. 170 He's gelten a petting cough. ..

but he willun't be telled. Mod. Has any one been told

about it?

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, in. vii. 113, 1 was told that, by one

that knowes him. 1599 Much Ado v. iv. 96, I was told,

rwere
in a consumption. 1863 KINGSLEY Lett. (1878)

149 When I am told that the Lancashire system is per-

fect. 1895 KAY in Lam Times Kef. LXXIII. 623/1 He
asked if his wife was there, and being told she was not,

he.. left the lodge.

9. To assert positively to; to assure (a person).

Often parenthetically in expressions
of emphasis.

c 1440 York Myst. xxx. 452 This touches no tresoune, I telle

you. 1526 TINDALE Luke xii. 59, I tell the thou departest

not thence, tyll thou have made goode the vtmose farthynge.

111596 Sir T. More \. i. no And he is in a good forward-

nesse, I telle ye, if all hit right. 1711 STEELE Sfect. No. 480
F 3 Give me leave to tell you, Sir, this is the reason. 1733
BERKELEY Alcifhr. iv. 8 ? Let me tell you I am not to

be persuaded by metaphysical arguments. ^ 18x7 T. L. PEA-
COCK Melincoitrt vii, Very orthodox old wine in the cellar,

I can tell you. 1905 F. YOUNG Sands Pleas, i. iii, I tell you,
it got on my nerves.

10. To order or direct (a person) to do something ;

to bid, to request authoritatively.
"599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. n. i, Place your mirror in

your hat, as I told you. [In Passive, as you were told.] 1693
R. LYDE RetailingShif called Friend'sA dventure 10, 1 told

him to knock down that Man at the Helm. 1879 T. L. CUT-
LER Pointed Papers 19 Christ nowhere tells sinners to wait
for revivals. 1891 Miss DOWIE Girl in Karp. 19, 1 told the

mantogoon. [Inpassive, The man wastold togoon.) 1899
KIPLING Stalky i. 15 Tell the Sergeant to keep his eye open.

1 11. To direct (a person) to a place : cf. TEACH
v. 3. Ois. rare.

1470-85 MALORY A rthitr xvi. x. 678 Canst thpw telle me
vnto somme chappel where that I may burye this body?

*** Intransitive uses.

12. To give an account, description, or report.
Const, of, about, (inlr. of I and 2.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 2139 Begine we now to tell at sem And

siben of his bern-tem. Ibid. 4238 Leue we now iacob in pis
care To tell of ioseph and his fare. 1:1440 Alphabet o/
Tales 164 Seneca tellis of a philosopher pat hight Picta>

goricus. 1590 SPENSER /'. Q. L v. 26 What art thou, that
telst ofNephews kilt? 1738 GRAY Prvpertius in. 59 Sailors
to tell of Winds and Seas delight 1811 CRABBK Talcs u.

510 He told of bloody fights. 1830 Scorr Hrt. Midi. vi.

note, A near relation of the Author s used to tell of having
been stopped by the rioters, and escorted home in the
manner described.

f!3. To make a statement, communication, or

announcement
;
to speak, discourse. Ol>s. (inlr. of 3.)

r888 K. ALFRED Boeth. vii. 3 Ute nu tellan beforan
swilcum deman swilce bu wille. 13.. Seuyn Sfir.(W.) 1228
4 Sei on dame 1

' and sche bigan To tellen als a fals wimman.
1381 WYCLIF Isa. vii. 2 And tliei tolden to the hous of Dauid,
seiende, Siria rested vp on Effraym. c 1450 Merlin i. 21,
I pray the . . tellith to Blase my mcxlers confessour. 1535
LYNDESAY Sa/^re 2154 Tell on. Ar^e content? 1558 PHAER
JEneid. n. C iij b, They, .fixt with eies ententiue did behold,
Whan Lord tineas. .from hie bench thus he told.

14. Jig. To give evidence, be an indication of.

(intr. of 3 c.)

1798 CoLT.KiDcKAnc. Mar. vn. x, All was still, save that
the hill Was telling of the sound. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU
Briery Creek v, There was so little that told of delusion in
the calm

simplicity of the doctor's countenance. 1853
KINGSLF.Y Hypatia i, His hard hands and sinewy sunburnt
limbs told of labour and endurance. 1873 TRISTRAM Moab
vi. iii Blocks of basalt.. telling of a still more ancient
Moabite city.

15. To speak, talk, converse, gossip. Cf. TALE
v. 6. Now dial. (inlr. of 4.)
a 1651 BROME Damoiselle i. i. Wks. 1873 1. 385 At his Inne

in Holborne Telling a little with the Host. 1888 ELWORTHY
IV. Somerset Gloss, s. v., I zeed 'em tellin' together, .the
night avpre. 1891 SARAH HEWKTT Peasant Sf. Devon 21
'E's behind telling tu Mr. Baker.
16. To disclose something wished to be kept

secret ; to play the informer, inform, tell tales, blab.
Const, on, of (a person), (intr. of 5.)
"539 BIBLE (Great) i Sam. xxvii. 11 Dauid saued nether

man nor woman alyue . . for feare (sayeth he) leste they shuld
telle on vs. 1818 SCOTT Rob Royxi, I ask no questions no
man bound to tell on himsell. 1835 MARRYAT Jac. Faithf.
xxxiii, I had resolved to tell, and did so, narrating distinctly
the circumstances by which the money had been obtained.
1860 GEO. ELIOT Mill on Fl. i. v, He didn't want to 'tell'
of Maggie. 1897

'

TivoLt
'

(H. W. E\KnUey)Snort Innings
xiv, Oh, I'll not tell if you don't want me to. 1897 C M.
CAMPBELL Deilie Jock \. 16 Bobe. .used to get mair than his
fair share o

1

the tawse as it was, without my tellin' on him.
**** Phrases and locutions.

17. To tell a tale, to relate a story or narra-
tive ; to tellone's tale, to relate one's story ; also,
to say what one has to tell, to deliver one's mes-
sage : see TALE sb. 3.

.
c "75 Passion i in 6. E. Misc. 37 One lulele tale, pat

ich eu wille telle. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 79?That ech of
yow to shorte with cure weye In this viage shal telle tales
tweye. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione I. xvii. 19 pou art called to
suffre & to labore, not to be idel & telle tales, a 1548 HALL
Chron., Edm. IV 199 b, The erle had not halfe tolde his

TELL.

tale. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 63, I thynk it best that euyrie
ane of vs tel ane gucle tayl or fabil, to pas the tynie
quhil cuyn...Than the eldest scheiphird began, and al the
laif follouit, ane be ane in ther auen place. 1567 Satir.
Poems Reform, vii. 4 Eich of thame his taill in ordoure
tauld. 1506 SHAKS. Merck. V, iv. i. 276 When the tale
U told, biq her be

iudg;e.
1601 WEKVER Mirr. Mart, iv,

One tale is good, untill another's told. 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 208 A great part of the day after they sit

at Gardes, or telling of Tales. 1875 JOWETT /Ya/0(ed. 2) V.
366 My tale is one which many a man would be afraid to tell.

In the passage 1631 MILTON L'Allegro 67 'And every
Shepherd tells his tale Under the Hawthorn in the dale

,

tells his tale probably belongs here, though some modern
editors refer it to sense 21, taking it as '

counts his
number or sum (i.e. of sheep)

1

; but no instance has been
found before the i9th c., of

'
tell his (or a) tale

'

in a numerical
sense : while the expression in its ordinary sense has been
common since the i3th century. Cf. also quot. 1549 for the

telling of tales by each shepherd in turn, and see the whole
passage, also the context of quot. 1613 in sense 21, where
* underneath a hawthorn' appears as the place of the

shepherds' recreation.

b. To tell tales : see TALE sb. 3 c.

C. So to tell a story : see STORY.
<zx5 Attcr, R. 154 Me schal. .tellen ou Jos stone, uor

hit were to loRg to writen ham here. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err.
i. i. 121 To tell sad stories of my owne mishaps. 1681 DRY-
DEN .Span. Friar iv. ii, Before I tell my fatal story out.

1798 tERRiAR Illiistr, Sterne ii. 45 Another of his speakers
tells the following story. 1840 W. H. MILL Observ., etc. i.

114 The experience and^iistory of mankind tells, uniformly,
a different story from this. 1841 LANE A rob. Nts. I. 97 This
is not a time for telling stories, when I am in this prison.

18. To tell (the) truth (f sooth}t to make a true

statement ; to state or report the fact or circum-
stance as it really is. Also used parenthetically (to

tell the truth) truth to tell, etc.) to emphasize a

statement: cf. SAY z.l B. 7. So to tell a lie (a

falsehood, an untruth), to make a wilfully false

statement or report. (See also the sbs. SOOTH,
TRUTH, LIE, etc.)
c 1350 Will. Palcrne 54 SoJ forto telle, al his cler colour

comsed forto fade. Ibid. 160 But trewbe for to telle whan
time come of daye [etc.]. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2338, 1 shall
telle you the trewthe how me tyde euyn. 1536 CHEKE Rem.
Sedition B ij, All thynges telle truthe but man. 1596 SHAKS.
i Hen, IV^ in. L 58 Tell truth, and shame the Deuill. 1506-
[see LIEJ^.I ij. 1764 GRAY J. Twitchcr 27 The prophet
of Bethel, we read, told a lie. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair
Hi, It was not the habit of this dear creature to tell false.

hoods, except when necessity compelled. 1855 H. ROGERS
Ess. II. vii. 323 Sooth to tell, the narrative of the achieve-
ments. .draws largely on our faith.

19. To hear tell (f told) ; usually const, of: see

HEAR . 3 c. Now chiefly dial, and colloq.
C xuo Herd told, 1297 Hurde tell [see HEAR v. 3 c]. c 1330

R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 101, I haf herd told of bis duke
Roberd. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce ii. 46 That Ik herd neuir in

Romanvs tell c 1400 Melayne 47 That Charts was thare
be herde telle. 1545 ASCHAH Toxoph. i. (Arb.) 100 Was
never sene nor hard tel on yet. 1589, 1603, 1861, 1893 [see
HEAR v. 3c]. 1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped ii. 9, 1 asked him
if he had ever heard tell of a house they called the house of
Shaws.
20. In various colloquial expressions :

Never tell me, don't tell me, expressing incredulity or

impatience. Do tell! (U. S., NewEngl.), an exclamation
of surprise, = '

is it possible ? ',

'

you don't say so 1

'

I'll tell

you what = '1*11 tell you what it is ', or
'
I'll tell you some.

thing ', To tell any one his own : to tell him frankly of his

faults.

1604 SHAKS. Oih. i. i. x Neuer tell me, I take it much
vnkindly. 1764 FOOTE Patron in. Wks. 1799 I. 356 Not t

be spoke with 1 Don't tell me, Sir ; he must, he shall. 1841848,

J.
H. NEWMAN Loss $ Gain in. ix. (1904) 323 Error of

judgment ! don't tell me. I know how these thin

3uite
well. 1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amer. s. v.

airy-

ngs hags happen
. Do, The

iry-maid after hearing the story through, exclaimed, Do
tell! 1596 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, i. i. 51 My Lord : He tell

you what, If my yong Lord your Sonne, haue not the day
[etc.]. 1877 TENNYSON Harold'i. ii, I'll tell thee what, my
child ; Thou hast misread this merry dream of thine. 1897
VIOLET HUNT Unkist, Unkind \\

t
I tell you what, Janet,

we must have a man down who doesn't shoot to amuse
us 1 1519 HORMAN /''/c/c'- 61, I shall tell hym his owne,
in a lytell byll of myne owne hande. 1865 R. HUNT Pop.
Rom. W. Eng. Ser. 11. 182 Every one is humorously

'
told

their own \ without offence being taken.

H. To mention numerically, to count, reckon.

21. trans. To mention or name (the single
members of a series or group) one by one, speci-

fying them as one, two, three, etc. ; hence, to ascer-

tain from the number of the last how many there

are in the whole series ; to enumerate, reckon in ;

to reckon up, count, number. Also absol. Now
arch, or dial.

ciooo JLFRIC (Hejtat.) Gen. xv. 5 Telle f>as steorran.

Num. Hi. 15, 16 Telle aelcne wepnedman . . Moises fa
tealde. c 1175 /.a///. Honi. 87 Fram ban halie hester dei

bod italde fifti da^a to bisse deie. c iw OKMIN 4550, &
whase wile tellenn hcmni Bi tale he findej>b ehhte. ^1205
LAY. 24377 To tellen hat folc of Kairliun Ne mihte hit na
mon idon. a 1300 Cursor M. 13302 (CotL) Tuelue bai war
to tell in tale. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vm. xxi.

(Bodl. MS.), He knowithe how many >ei bene Jat nombreb
and telleb f>e sterres. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 143/2 He
tolde atte table syttyng xin poure pylgryms. _ 15*3 Frrz-

HERB. Husb. 30 Let hym goo to the ende of his lande, and

begynne and tell .ix. sheues, and let hym caste out the .x.

shefe in the name of god. 1535 COVERDALE i Sam. xiv. 17
Tell and se which of vs is gone awaye. And whan they
nombred, beholde, lonathas & his wapen bearer was not

there. 1613 W. BROWNE Sheph. Pipe V. i,
Morne had got the
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start of night..When the shepheards from the fold All their

bleating charges told. 1657 J. WATTS Vind. Ch. Ettg. 43

Kvery countreyman can tell his Geese, and reckon right.

1710 DE FOE Crusoe (1850) 236 He could not tell twenty
in English, but he numbered them, by laving so many stones

in a row, and pointing to me to tell them over. 1748 J.

MASON Elocut. 24 A Comma stops the Voice while we may
privately tell one, a Semi-colon two ; a Colon three : and
a Period four. l8ai CLARE Vill.Minstr. II. 31 Theshephcid
had told all his sheep. 1869 [see TELLING ffi sb. 3).

b. spec. To count (voters or votes). Also ahsol.

To tell noses, to count.heads : see NOSE sli. 6 <1.

1511 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 4 Foster

dtsyrcd off the mayre . . to tell the fremen . . for thalecc'on off

a alderman J.. they were men truly told. 1657, a 1734 [see

NOSE sk. 6 d). 1669 MARVELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 289
The tellers for the ayes chanced to be very ill reckoners, so

[hat they were forced to tell severall times over. 1731 SWIFT
To Cay 60 Nor think yourself secure in doing wrong By
telling noses with a party strong. 1870 /)a//y Jtosttf 7 May
2/1 After the division Mr. Dodson brought to the knowledge
of the Committee the circumstance that he had appointed
Sir II. B. a teller, but that that hon. baronet had refused

to tell. 1899 Jrnls. Ho. Coiltm. 18 May, The House was
told by Mr. Speaker, and, 24 members only being present,
Mr. Speaker retired from the Chair until four of the clock,
when the House was again told.

O. Phrases, (a) To tell one's beads (rosary) : see

HEAD sb, ab; so to tell one's prayers. fAlso
allusively to tell tears, to weep (qnot. 1588).
1388 T. L. To Ch. Rome (1651) 18 Thow.. canst not goe
owne and sit, and tell tears with him. 1641, 1759 [see

Ivanhoe xl, Richard., beheld the jovial friar on his knees,

telling his rosary. 1851 ROCK Ch. of Fathers III. ix. 326
That noble Anglo-Saxon lady Godiva told her prayers on

gems threaded together for that purpose. 1857 EMERSON
Hermione i, On a mound an Arab lay, . . And told his amulets.

1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Eur. x. (1894) 350 The women.,
kneel reverently, .whilst they diligently tell their beads.

t (S) To tell the dock, to count the hours as shown

by a clock ; hence, to pass one's time idly ; cf.

tell-clock in TELL-. Obs.

1678 BUTLER Hud. in. m. 577 An old dull Sot, who'd
told the Clock For many years at Bridewel-dock. 1738
tr. Guazzo's Art Conversation 14 They are fit for nothing,
unless it be to tell the Clock \ed. 1586 count the clock),

which they always think goes too slowly.

(c) To tell (so many) years : to have lived (so

many) years ; to be aged (so much). Cf. NUM-
BER v. 6. Ots. or arch.

1810 S. GREEN Reformist I. ro3 The little girl had not

quite told five years. 1818 LAMB Elia Ser. 11. Wedding,
[She at] nineteen was [married] by her. .cousin..who told

some few years older. 1835 limemXtouit, iv, Thou hadst

told but thy tenth year.

(d) All told : when all are counted ;
in all.

1850 SCORESBY Cheever's Whalem. Adv. ii. (1858) 24 They
are four hundred all told. 1858 J. S. MANSFIELD in Merc.
Marine Mag. V. 19 The hands numbered 19 all told. 1883
LD. WOLSELEY in Times 22 Jan. 5/4 Stewart's force was
about 1,500 all told.

22. To count out (pieces of money) in payment ;

hence, to pay (money) ; now chiefly to tell down,

out, into one's hand, etc. arch, or dial.

c wgo Gen. <$ Ex. 1093 So michel fe Sor is hem told, He

270 He [h]is master to bame said, For thretty pennys to

hym talde. ry,$Scot. Field 40 They paid him tribute trulie :

many told thousands, that the[y] might liue in their land.

Vieillard 84 His promise should passe for ready pay, and
for money toldon the nayle. 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryala, Tri.

Faith (1845) 34 Should any buy a field of land, and refuse to

.....jey'd Man fell to telling o\

Shillings. 1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe xxxiii, Tell down with all

speed an hundred crowns. 1893 W. RAYMOND Genii. Upcott

it, Biddlecombe drew a bag from his pocket and told the

money out in gold.

Kg. 1637 SHIRLEY Gamester iv. 11, Let her tell down Her

virgin tears on Delamore's cold marble.

b. To reckon up or calculate the total amount

or value of (money or other things) ;
to count. Also

to tell out, over. arch.

c 1000 Afs. Cosf. Luke xiv. 28 Hu ne sytt he aerest & teleS

\Lindisf. G. getelles] ba andfengas be him behefe synt.

85 Forto numbre and telle the quantite and porcion of

everie manis part that they broughte. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/.

(W. de W. 1531) 160 b, Yf I sholde tell money or carue,

wryte, or sowe ony subtyll worke, whiche requireth synglar
or specyall study. IS94 GREENE& LODGELooking Gl. Wks.

(Rtldg.) 121/2 Come, sir, will you dispatch, and tell your

money? 1653 MARVELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 4 Those
who weigh and tell over money. 1713 DE FOE Col. Jack

(1840) 78 What his cargo amounted to I knew not, for I never

told it. 1817-35 WILLIS Wife's Appeal 99 As a miser tells

his gold.

o. intr. with refl. or passive sense: To be

counted; also to tell for, (up) to: to count as,

count for, amount to. Now rare.

1361 LANGU P. PI. A. v. 128 Putte hem in a pressour and

pinnede hem ber-Inne Til ten jerdes ober twelue tolden out

ittcne. 1774 BURKE Corr. (1844)
I. 488 Lord Verney..

> told in parliament, including himself, for four members.

c 1794 SUSANNA BLAMIHE Poems, Meeting ii, Our butter tells

to fourteen pun'. 1815 ESTIIKR HEWLETT Cottage Comforts
vi. 45 Put it in the savings' bank, and it will tell up to

something.
d. To be telling: to be worth or as good as (so

much) to
;
to be to the advantage or credit of (a

person). Sc. and north, dial.

i6o Orkney Witch Trialm County Folk-lore (1903) III.

79 Haid (she) leltin yow abid with your brother it haid

bene telling hir x\.. 1811 Corspatrick ofRaymondsholm
II. 8 (Jam.) It wad hae been telling some that are now
safe frae skaith gin it had never been blither. 1875 P.

I'ONDER Kirkcuimiooit 85 (E.D.D.) It wud be tellin' the

pairish an' himsel' gin Josey gaed less aboot the Wallace
Arms. 1889 H. JOHNSTON Chron. Glcnbuckie vii. 80 It

would have been telling me a ten-pound note [if I had taken

your advice]. Mod. Sc. It would be telling some people if

they took a leaf out of his book.

23. With adverbs : a. Tell out : to separate or

exclude by counting ; to count out. arch, or dial.

1535 COVKHDALE 2 Chron. ii. 2 Salomon .. tolde out thre

score and ten thousande men to beare burthens. i8n
Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 138 Burn, .had been long told out

of the London list as a cur.

b. Tell off': to count off from the whole number
or company ; to separate, detach, esp. so many men
for a particular duty; hence gen. to appoint to

a particular task, object, position, or the like.

i82 SCOTT Jrnl. 29 Jan., How could the castes be dis-

tinguished or told off in a populous nation ? 1837 MARRYAT
Dog.Fiend I, The troops were told-off into the boats. 1858
FROUDE Hist. Eng. III. xiii. 173 Ten knights were then
told off, and ten followers for every knight, to ride down to

Doncaster. 1890 Guardian 23 July 1159/3 A constable had
been told oft* to watch the defendant. 1893 FORUES-
MITCHELL Kemin. Gt. Mutiny 84 The sentries were posted
on the ramparts and regular reliefs told off.

o. Tell off (intr. for reft.). Mil. Of a rank or

troop of men : To number themselves in succession.

1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry I. 86 The men are to be
instructed to tell off by files and by threes.

III. To account, or estimate, qualitatively.

f24. To account, consider, reckon, estimate,

esteem as being (something). With cpmpl.
orfor. Obs.

c 897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. iii. 35 He fleah txt

rice, & tealde hine selfne his suioe unwierane. c 1000 Agt.

Gosp. Matt. xi. 16 Hwam telle ic bas cneorysse jelice?
c 1130 HaliMeid. 43 Sone so bu telles te betere ben an ooer.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wate (Rolls) 2789 3yf men dide

hem any wo, Hit was teld for felonye. lend. 10555 He [a

knight] was told of non honour Bot he had ben wyb kyng
Arthour. c374 CHAUCER Troylus Hi. 765 (814) Wordly
selynesse Which clerkes tellyn fals felicite. 1411 Rolls of
Parlt. III.65r/i They schall tellen hem well payed with
favour and grace, c 1415 Eng. Conq. Irel. i Leynyster, that

is I-told be fifte partc of Irland. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.)

4132 Doo way, quod the king. ., I tel hir myne.

fb. To tell scorn: to count it scorn, to scorn (to

do something). Obs.

1477 Pastott Lett. III. 185 The fawcon Which is alofte,

tellitn scorne to loke a down.

f25. intr., or trans, with cognate obj. (to tell

tale} : To make account of; to have a specified
estimate or opinion of-, to think (much or little)

of; to set (much or little) store by (to). To tell

(more, etc.) price : see PRICE sb. 8. Obs.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 147 An oSer is bet he telle swa lutel

tale erof. a IMS Leg. Kath. 89 To. .beou icleopet lefdi,

pet feole telleti welto. a 1250 Owl # Night. 793 Telstu bi

me be wrs for ban pat ic bute enne craft ne kan? 1380
WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 468 Whanne)>ey tellen more bi a cronycle
of foly..ban bey tellen bi cristis lawe. (1400 Rom. Rose

5053 For litel sholde a man telle Of hir, that wplle hir body
selle. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 2178 The! tolde right nau;t of

thyn awe. c 1450 LOVELICH Grail xlv. 38 This peple, he

seide ful Schortly, Nis non thing Forto tellen by. 1475

Partenay 3029 Thys Geaunt noght told of hym in no degre.

26. intr. To count (for something) ; to be of

account or weight ; to have its effect, be effective,

act or operate
with effect ; to make an impression.

Perh. orig. a pugilistic expression.

1797 Monthly Mug. III. 546 Every blow that they receive

upon their projecting surface, tells. 1811 LAMB Genius <$

Char. Hogarth Wks. (1895) 277 Everything in theprint. to

use a vulgar expression, tells. T&\*SportingMag. XXXlX.
102 Several blows of consequence told. 1833 L. RITCHIE
Wand, by Loire 24 These peculiarities make the place tell

well in an outside view. 1865 KINGSLEY Hercvj. iii, Martin

Lighlfoot saw that his appeal to the antipathies of race had

told. 1887 SIR R. H. ROBERTS In the Shires ii. 32 Going. .

at a pace.. that began to tell upon the horses.

b. To have weight or influence in favour of or

against.
1799 DUNDAS in Owen Weltcslcy's Desp. (1877) 637 It is a

transaction which tells in our favour. 1870 FREEMAN Norm.

Conq. I . App. 648 1 1 tells somewhat against his interpretation.

Tell-, the stem of TELL v. in combination with

a sb. (in objective or attributive relation), used

as sb. or adj. : Tell-box, tell-oard, contrivances

used by card-sharpers, to enable them to turn up
a particular card ; f tell-oause, Rhet. : see quot. ;

f tail-clock, one who '
tells the clock

'

: see TELL
v. 21 c (A) ; an idler who merely marks time

;
tell-

fare -= TELL-TALE a f ; t tell-love : see quot. ; tell-

pie, tell-piet, a tale-bearer: cf. tale-piet, TALE
so. 10. See also TELL-TALE, TELL-TBUTH.

1865 Athenaeum No. 1941. 13/1 This simple "tell-a-story

style. 1894 MASKELYNE Sharps I, Flats viiL'194 The con-

trivances..are known as
'
"tell-boxes '. Ibid., Any card

j

which lies immediately upon the smooth face of a '"led-

card' will slip easily. 1589 PLT^NHAM Eng. Poesie in.

xix. (Arb.) 236 'I :
. ,n of cause the Greekes called

Ktiologia, which if we might without scorne of a new
inuented terme call 'Tell cause it were right according lo
the Greeke originall. 1609 KI.I.UMME .S/.

on Pott-nati 17

They are called thither by the Kings Writ, not to sit as
"Tell-clockes, or idle hearers. 1618 S. WARD Jrthro's
Justice (1627) 65 Is there no meant betweene busiebodies

86s

. . . .. .. u..uu... ->/, vriuuc. IIMO Lra.-fH 0SS.,

Tcll-pve, a tell-tale. 1897 SA.AII GUANO Bltk Bk. xii, If

you tell secrets, you know, you're a tell pie. Ibid, xv, Don't
you be put upon by tell. pic-tils. i8u ROBINSON Ifliittr

Gloss.,"rell-tyet or
Telly.fit,

a tale-bearer, a tell tale.

Tell, telle, obs. ff. TILL v., prep., and conj.

Tellable (te-lab'l), . [f. TELL D. + -AULK.]

Capable of being told or narrated ; fit to be told ;

worth telling.

1483 Cath. Angl. 370/1 Tellabylle, fW spekatiylle. 1818

MOORE Mem. (1853) II. 196 Practical jokes, not easily
tellable. 1830 GRF.VILLE in Mem. (1875) I. vii. 272 The
details of his life are not tellable.

Tellar, var. TILLER j*. ;l
,
a young tree.

Tell-box, etc. : see TELL-.

Tellen (te-ltn). [ad. L. tellina, a. Gr. TfAAntj
a kind of shell-fish. So F. telline, It.

lellina.}
A

bivalve of the genus Tellina or family Tellimdse.

c 1711 PETIVER Gaiophyl. Dec. vii-viii. Tab. 78 Rib-

welted Limington Tellen. 1833 I'ennr Cycl. I. 466/2 They
are supposed to have long syphons, like the Tellens.

_
1854

WOODWARD Mollitsca n. 310 The Tellens arc found in all

seas, chiefly in the liltoraland laminarian zones.

Comb. 163)Penny Cycl. XIV. 319/1 Tellen-like Nymphidz.

Teller (te-lai). Also 4 -ere, 6 -or. [f.
TELL v.

+ -ER I.] One who or that which tells, in various

senses.

1. 1. Onewhorelates,makesknown,orannounces.
13. . ff. Alls. 1577 Teller of jeste is ofte myslike. 1381

WYCLIF Acts xvii. 18 He is seyn for to be a tellere of newe
deuelis. 1547 64 BAULDWIN Mor. Phihs. (Palfr.) 125 There
b no difference betweene a great teller of tydings and a Iyer.

1548 UDALL, etc. Ereum. Par. Mark xii. 76 We knowe
ryght well that thou arte a teller of trouthe, and feareste no
man. 155* HULOET, Teller of fortune, ominator. Ufl trix.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. * Cl. I. ii. 99 The Nature of bad newes
infects the Teller. 1815 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Stage Illusion,

The teller ofa mirthful tale has latitude allowed him. 1874
L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) I. iv. 145 Hebad been

a teller of stories before he was well in breeches.

b. A thing that makes known or announces.

17*1 BLISS in Phil. Trans. L11. 176 Mr. Phelps lost the

final contact, by mistaking the teller of the clock. 1877
N. ft Q. 5th Ser. VII. 164/1 At Frisby and elsewhere these

tolls [Tor the dead] are called 'tellers'. 1898 TYACK Bk.

about Bells i. 8 The use of bells as tellers of the passing
time. 1909 DEEDES & WALTERS Ch. Bells Essex 149 We
now come to the uses of the tellers, for which the normal

custom is 3 X 3 strokes for a man, 3 X 2 for a woman
t
in-

cluding children, usually both beginning and end of tolling.

H. 2. One who counts or keeps tally ; now

esp. one who counts money ; spec, an officer in a bank

who receives or pays money over the counter.

1480 Howard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 9 John Fytzherberd,
one of the tellers of the money. 1535 AU 27 Hen. VIII,
c. 14 S 2 Eueryporte..where no tellers nor packers at this

present time be. 1576 GASCOICNE Sttele Gl. (Arb.) So

When Siluer sticks not on the Tellers fingers. 1601 J.

KEYMER Obs. Dutch Fish. (1664) 7 Shee [the Herring-Buss)

imployeth . . at Land . . Packers, Tellers, Dressers. l6

BROME Court Begg. l. i. To put you to some Tellers Clearke

to teach you Ambo-dexterity in telling money. 1766 ENTICK
London IV. 342 [At the mint) A weigher and teller,.,

blanchers, momers, &c. 1843 Civil Eng. 4 Arch. Jrul.

VI. 278/2 The inconveniences to which the '
tellers were

subjected in weighing gold for the public. 1887 Times
26 Aug. 8/4 The bank, in which there were only the teller

and a clerk.

b. One of four officers of the Exchequer formerly

charged with the receipt and payment of moneys.
The office was abolished in 1834, the duties being now

performed by the Comptroller of the Exchequer.

1488 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 34 William Page oon of

the Tellers of the Kyngs said Receipt 1583 in Feuillerat

Revets Q. Elii. (too8) 360-1 Table iii, One of the Tellers of

the saide receipte. 170* Land. Gat. No. 3782/sOne of the

Four TellersofHis Majesty's Exchequer. 1811 WHITBREAD

Sp. Ho. Comm. 7 May. The. .emolument drawn by the late

first Lord of the Admiralty as Teller of Exchequer. 1884

T. WALDEN in Harpers Mag. Aug. 424/2 At the entrance

of the Hall.. you passed the Exchequer. You may yet see

over the doorway the grotesque effigies of the teller.

c. In a deliberative assembly (esp. the House of

Commons), A person (usually one of two or more)
who counts the votes on a division.

1609 [see TELL v. 21 b]. i68 N. O. Boileau's Lutrin iv.

146 Let faithful tellers take the Poll, and note The Ay's and

Noe's. 1775 BURKE Corr. (1844) 1 1. 8 Rose Fuller was. .one

of the tellers on the division. 1857 TOULMIN SMITH Parish

62 The tellers must then give in to the Chairman the number

found on each side, as agreed on between them. 1888 Times

(weekly ed.) 29 June 10/1, 644 members, including the

Speaker and tellers.

III. 3. Pugil. slang. A telling blow.

1814 Sporting Mag. XLIII. 70 He sometimes put in some

good tellers on his opponent's body. 1834 H. AINSWORTH

Rookwood iv. ii, A teller vos planted . . upon his smeller.

Teller, dial, variant of TILLER, sapling.

Tellership (te-bjjip). [f. prec. + -SHIP.] The

office or position of a teller.

1788 W. EDEN in G. Rose Diaries (1860) I. 77 Ought I to

seek for my son the second reversion of a Tellership ? 1807



TELLICHEBBY.

W. TAYLOR in Ami. Rer. V. 565 Abolishing tellerships and

auditorships of the exchequer. 1875 Contetnp. Rev. XXVI.
454 The interesting history of the Exchequer, its sinecure

tellerships,. .its clerkships of the pells.

Tell-fare: see TELL-.

Te-llicherry bark.
[f. Tetticherry, a town on

the Malabar coast, north of Calicut.] The bark of

Wrightia dysenterica ; also called CONESSINE bark.

1822-34 Goad's Study ofMed. (ed. 4) I. 626.

Te'lligr/aph. Hist. [ad. med. (Anglo-) L.

ttlligraphum, -ium, irreg. f. L. tellus land : see

-GRAPH.] A description of the boundaries of land ;

a charter oflands in which the bounds are described :

= TERRIES 1.

[816 in Haddan & Stubbs Councils (1871) III. 582 Tamen
serventur libros primordiales cum aliis telligraflis, ne inposte-
rum aliquod scrupulum contra_ditionis

innitere conantur.

1783 REEVES Hist. Ear. Law I. i. 8 An Anglo-Saxon charter

of land has also been called Telligraphum, .. but this appella-
tion has been given to them most likely since the Conquest, as

a translation of the word Landboc.\ 1883 W. BEAMONT
Domesday Bk. (ed. 2) Introd. 6 The witnesses would probably
produce the teligraphs by which they held their lands. 1903
G. F. BROWNE St. Aldhelm 249 These land-books were
sometimes called telligraphs, a word which sounds curiously
modern.

t Tellinet. Obs. [f. L. ielllna TELLEN + -ET.]
A small shell of the genus Tellina.

1708 Phil. Trans. XXVI. 79 Tellinites, the Tellinet, or
Lesser Muscle-shell.

Telling (te-lirj), vM. sb. [f. TELL Z/. + -ING!.]
The action of the verb TELL.
1. Theactionofrelating,making known, orsaying;

relation
; communication, conversation (now dial?),

13. . CursorM. 29163 (Cott. Galba) If be prest. . Be vnwise
in his gifing, Or els be synful in his telling. 1382 WVCLIF
2 Mace. ii. 25 The tellyngis of stories. 1390 GOWER Conf.
I. 296 So wolde I my wordes plie, That mihten Wraththe
and Cheste avale With tellinge of my softe tale. 1546
J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 67 A good tale yll tolde, in the

tellyng is marde. 1700 DRYDEN Pref. Fables Wks. (Globe)
496 The form which he has given to the telling makes the tale

Ins own. 1789 MRS. Plozzi Journ. France I. 117 The theatres
here are beautiful beyond all telling. 1906 Athenxum
13 Oct. 434 The narrative loses nothing in the telling.

b. An account, description.
Now dial, or arch.

1382 WYCLIF i John i. 5 This is the tellyng, that we herden
of him, and tellen to 3011. 1904 Black. Mag. Dec. 811/2
The father was a terrible man by all tellings.

c. Phrase that's telling(s, that would be to

divulge something secret, colloq.

1837 MARRYAT Dog-Fiend xiy,
' Where is this cargo to be

seen, and when?'..' That's tellings ', replied the man. 1878
E. JENKINS Haverkoliite 178

' How do you get your informa-
tion ?

' ' That's tellings ', said the Monsignor.
2. The action of counting or numbering.
1387-8 T. USK Test. Love 11. i. (Skeat) 1. 114, I can not

passen the tellinge of thre as yet. f 1440 Proinp. Parv.
488/1 Tellynge, or nowmerynge, numeracio. 1589 [? LVI.Y]
Pafpe i(i. Hatchet Ej b, I thinke them [sheep] woorth neither
the tarring, nor the telling. 1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. in. 89 There
must bee no time lost in the telling [of the money], 1689
Answ. Lords ff Commoner's Sp. 12 Notwithstanding the
often telling of Noses. 1847 Infantry Man. (1854) 60 The
telling off by threes. 1901 Scotsman 13 Mar. 9/4 This
mixed telling did not mean mixed voting, for the division
closely followed party lines.

fb. transf. Value, amount, force. Obs. rare~ l

.

1636 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 188 There is much telling
in Christ's Kindness 1

3. Comb., as ^telling-board, -house: see quots.
1552 HULOET, "Tellinge bourde or table for exchaunge to

tell money. 1597 Catal. Anc. Deeds (1906) V. 485 In the
Telling howse usuallie appointed for receiptes and pai-
mentes. 1869 BLACKMOKE Lorna D. ii. note, The '

telling-
houses' on the^moor are rude cots where the shepherds
meet, to tell their sheep at the end of the pasturing season

Telling, ppl. a. \t. TELL . + -ING 2.] That
tells ; effective, forcible, striking.
1852 J. A. ROEBUCK Hist. Whig Ministry II. i. 129 This

observation. .was. .what is called in debating language, a
telling reply. 1859 DE QUINCEY Wks. XI. Pref. 18 Into
this great chef-itauvreot Milton, it was no doubt Johnson's
secret determination to send a telling shot at parting. 1870
STANHOPE Hist. Reign Anne (1872) I. i. 28 It was drawn up
with telling force. 1903 Times, Lit. Supp. 8 May 143/1 He
is master of a singularly lucid, nervous, and telling style.
Hence Te-llingly adv., effectively.
1860 THACKERAY Round. Papers, Notes Week's Holiday,How tellingly the cool lights and warm shadows are made

to contrast. 1875 WHITNEY Lift Lang. xiv. 299 A curious
fact, and one tellingly illustrative.

Tellinite (te-linait). Palxonl. [ad. mod.L.
tellinites, f. telllna : see TELLEN and -ITE i.] A
fossil shell of, or resembling, the genus Teflina ;

a fossil tellen.

1799 R. KIRWAN Geol. Essays 252 A number of shells,
mostly tellinites, filled with striated shining hornblende.
i8oj-3 tr. Pallas's Trav. (1812) I. 515 Hard layers.. inter-
spersed throughout with pectinites, tellinites, and oolites.

Tellograph (te-lograf). [Short for *telelogo-
graph, f. Gr.TJ;A.f (TELE-) + \6yofword + -GRAPH.]A form of '

telegraph
'

or signalling apparatus in-
vented by R. L. Edgeworlh, consisting of a number
of posts, each carrying a pointer in the form of an
isosceles triangle which could be turned into various
positions so as to express different numbers, the
combinations of which denoted letters or words
according to a pre-arranged code.
1793 EDCEWORTH in Tram. K. Irish Acad. (1797) VI.

156

126 I shall, with a slight alteration, adopt it [the name

telegraph] for the apparatus which I am going to describe.

Telegraph is a proper name for a machine which describes

at a distance. Teleloffraph, or contractedly Tellograph, \s

a proper name for a machine that describes words at a dis-

tance. 1796 Let. 17 Nov. in itfh Rep. Hist. MSS. Comiit.

App. via. 288 Your plan for establishing a communication

of intelligence between Cork and Dublin and between Dublin

and Belfast, .by means of a tellograph of your invention.

Hence Tellogra'phio a.

1797 EDCEWORTH in Trans. R. Irish Acad. VI. 138 The

meansofTellographiccommunication whichlhave invented.

Teller, obs. form of TELLER.

Tell-tale (te-l,tfil),
sb. (a.)

1. One who tells tales (TALE sb. 3 c) ;
one who

idly or maliciously discloses private or secret

matters; a tale-bearer, a tattler. So, in nursery

phrase, tell-tale-tit.

a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. If 2 b, He. .was very glad (as

tell tales and scicophantes bee..) to declare to the kyng
what he had heard. 1597 MIDDLETON Wisd. Solomon
xvii. 18 Babbling Echo, tell-tale of each sound, a 1639 W.
WHATELEY Prototypes in. xxxix. (1640) 4 Most men will

hate such as complaine of them, and call them tel-tales.

1731 SWIFT Streplwn * Chloe Wks. 1755 IV. i. 158 A tell,

tale out of school Is of all wits the greatest fool. 1841 HOOD
Tale of Trumpet iii, Falsehood, or folly, or tell-tale-tit.

1877 BLACK Green Past, xxxi, Peace, you chatterer, you
tell-tale. 1906 Times 10 Oct. 5/1 Booksellers .. who had
failed to receive the library orders, .played tell-tale-tit to

the Publishers' Association.

b. transf. A thing that reveals or discloses some-

thing not intended to be made known.
1778 (title) The Fashionable Tell-Tale ; containing a Great

Variety of Curious and Interesting Anecdotes ofKings [etc.].

1829 StvnAnneofG. xv, This gown may be a tell-tale.,

help me to pull off my upper garment. 1849 M. ARNOLD
Memory Picture 42 Paint those eyes, so blue, so kind, Eager
tell-tales of her mind.

c. A name of species of Sandpiper (spec, in

U. S.\ from their loud cry : see qnots.
1824 STEPHENS in Shaw Gen. Zool. XII. 154 Tell-Tale

Sandpiper (Tetanus melanoleucus). It is a noisy and clamo-
rous species. . ; it is much dreaded by sportsmen, .upon the

appearance of any one it immediately sounds the alarm, and
totally frustrates his intentions. [1876 BLACK Madcap V.

xxii, That abominable wretch the curlew, for he is a scream-
ing tell-tale.] 1882 in OGILVIE. 1896 NEWTON Diet. Birds,
Tell-tale, the name long used in North America for Totanus
melanoleucus and T.flavipes. . . from '

their faithful vigilance
in alarming the ducks '.

2. Mech. A device for mechanically indicating or

recording some fact or condition not otherwise

apparent ; an indicator, a gauge.
spec. a. A pointer or the like attached to an organ to show

the state of the wind-supply. b. Nant. An indicator
near the wheel which shows the position of the tiller; an
automatic or patent log; a tell-tale compass: see 3 c. c. A
turnstile ^which registers the number of persons who pass
through it. d. A gauge which indicates the pressure of
wind, or of steam or gas in a cylinder or the like ; also, an
apparatus attached to the meter at a gasworks which
registers any irregularity in the production of gas. e.
A row of cords or straps suspended over a tramway or rail-

way in_such a position as to give warning of one's approach
to a bridge or other overhead obstruction (Cent. Diet. 1891).
f. An indicator of distance travelled or fare due in a cab,
etc. ; also called tell-farc ; a TAXIMETER. g. = tcll-talt
clock ; see 3 c.

1832 Examiner 801/2 A contrivance called the tell-tale,
which denotes any error in the working of the machinery.
1881 Chicago Times 4 June, An ingenious machine, called
the '

tell-tale
', lias been introduced recently on the Erie

railroad. It registers the speed of trains, when and where
they stop, and how long. 1884 C. G. W. LOCK Workshop
Receipts Ser. in. 68/2 Electrical apparatus is eminently

one side of the keys, by a string, one end of which being
attached to the bellows within, rises as they sink, and
apprises the performer, in what degree the wind is exhausted.
b. 1815 BURNEY Falconer's Diet. Marine, Tell-tale (axio-
metre, Fr.), a small piece of wood, traversing in a groove
across the front of the poop-deck, which, by communicating
with a small barrel on the axis of the steering-wheel, indi-
cates the situation of the helm. 1858 H. BURRIDGE in
Merc. Marine Mag. V. 53 The steering-compass at the
wheel, and a tell-tale in the Master's berth. o. 1824
Examiner 552/1 He paid the toll, and went through the
piece of machinery called a tell-tale. d. 1877 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech., Telltale,. .4. Gas-making. A device attached
to a station-meter to point out any irregularity in the
production of gas. f. 186} GASKELL Patent Specif.
No. 2989 Improvements in Telltales or Indicators for
Cabs, &c. g. 1832 BABBAGE Econ. Manuf. viii. (ed. 3) 55The instrument, aptly

called a tell-tale, informs the owner
whether the man had missed any, and what hours during
the night.
3. attrib. or as adj. a. That tells tales, that is a

tell-tale. Now rare or Obs. in lit. sense.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 149 Let not the Heauens

beare these Tell-tale women Raile. 1678 DRYDEN & LEE
Chdipus in. i, This tell-tale ghost Perhaps will clear 'em both.
1824 [see i c.J.

b. Applied to a thing : That reveals or betrays
something meant to be kept secret.
a 1577 GASCOIGNE Ada. F. I. Wks. (Roxb.) I. 416 This

teltale paper. 1579 G. HARVEY Lctter-bk. (Camden) 75This wofull letter with the telltale obligation. 1628 E
SPENCER Britain's Ida n. iii, The thicke-lockt bowes shut
out the tell-tale Sunne. 1743 R. BLAIR Graft 508 The tell,
tale echo, and the babbling stream. 1821 SCOTT Kenilw.
xxxvi, I hese tell-tale articles must not remain here. 1862
MRS. H. WOOD Mrs. Hallib. Trout, i. iii, He might have
accomplished it better, but for his tell-tale face.

TELLUBIAN.
c. That gives notice or warning of something.
Tell-tale clock, a clock with an attachment of some kind

requiring attention at certain intervals, by which the vigi.
lance of a watchman may be checked; tell-tale compass
see quot. 1877 ; tell-talepipe, a pipe from a tank or cistern
which overflows when the contents reach the level at which
it is fixed.

1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-Ik., Tell-tale shake, the shake
[i. e. shaking] of a rope from aloft to denote that it wants

e e cr s ownwar, so at t s vs
below, and enables the captain to" detect any error or irregu.

larity
in steering. 187} Nature 12 June 145/2 A small '

tell.
tale pipe from the cistern . .

, designed to show when the
cistern had been filled. 1890 Times 21 Jan. 9/3 There should
be tell-tale clocks to afford evidence of the punctual discharge
of their duties.

Tell-truth. 1 Obs. Also 6 -troath, 7-8 -troth.
1. One who or that which tells the truth

; a
veracious or candid person or writing.
1558 Cranmer's Confut. Unwritten Verities Pref. B ivb

Which sermon & al other tel truthes, opcninge the abuses
and tirannye of the bishop of Rome, are now put to silence
1580 H. GIFFORD Gilloflmucrs (1875) 147 Is not Tom teltroath
euerywhere, A busie cockcombe deemfdje? 1600 I I ANF
T-____ T-.I j__ *r. - TI__ . 1:1___ _n ____ .

IHf
"

Milton's Def.Pof. v. M.'s Wks. !8S i VII. 139 But hear what
follows, my honest Tell-troth. 1700 ASTRY tr. Saavcdra
Faxarda I. 345 Would these Tell-truths be guided by
Prudence.. a Prince would more value Truth. 1800-10
COLIRIDGE Friend vi. (1865) 27 Tell-truths in the service of
falsehood we find everywhere.
2. The telling of the truth

; candour, rare.
a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) II. 419 He was very seldom

guilty of offence to any except in the way of tell-truth, which
he could scarce ever forbear.

Te'llur-, tellu'ri-, Chem., used as combining
forms ofTELLUBlUMin certain names of compounds;
as Tellure-thyl, ethyl telluride, (C,H5),Te, also
called tellurhydric or hydrotelluric ether ; Tellur-
hydrio acid, a synonym of hydrogen telluride;
t Tellu -pi-salt, a salt of telluric or tellurous acid.
1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. III. 215 Tellurethyl. 1864W

.

ATTS ?* Chem. II. 550 Tellurethyl is a deep yellowish-
red liquid heavier than water. . . It appears to be very
poisonous. 1871 Fcrwncs' Chem. (ed. 11) 215 'Tel-
lurhydric acid is a gas, resembling sulphuretted and

tion of tellurides with tellururets . . : a "tellurisalu

Tellural(teHuTal, te-liural), a. [f. L. telliir-em
the earth + -AI.] Of or pertaining to the earth ;

terrestrial. 1847 in WEBSTER ; and in later Diets.

fTe-llurane. Chem. Obs. [f. TELLTJB-IUM +
-ANE a a.] Davy's name for tellurium chloride.
1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 410 When tellurium is

burnt in chlorine an easily fusible substance is formed,
which rises in vapour at a strong heat, and crystallizes.. .It

appears this compound, or tellurane, consists of 2 in weight
of metal to 1.83 of chlorine.

Tellurate (te-liurit). Chem. [f. TELLOR- +
-ATE lie.] A salt of telluric acid.
1826 HENRY Chem. II. 112 It not only unites as a base

with acids, but also itself possesses the character of an acid,
and forms a class of salts, which may be called tellurates.
1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 716 Tellurates. Telluric acid
forms with the alkali-metals, neutral, acid, and hyperacid
salts, represented by the formulae, M aTeO4 , MHTeO4 , andMHTeO4.H aTeO4 , respectively.

Telluret (te-liuret). Alsottellvrruret. Chem.
Now rare. [f. TELLURIUM : see -URET.] A com-
pound of tellurium with hydrogen or a metal, as

telluret ofsodium, TeNaa : now usually TELLUBIDE.
1842 PARNELL Chem. Anal. (1845) 259 Tellurets. 1854 J.

SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sc., Chem. 476 Metallic bismuth is

liberated, and sulphuret and telluret of sodium formed. 1860
MAYNE Expos. Lex. s. v. Tellururetum, Berzelius reserves
this name for a combination of tellurium with an electro-

positive metal, in which the atomic relations are the same as
in the bases : a tellururet.

Telluretted (te-liureted), a. Chem. Now
rare. [f. as prec. + -ED.] Combined with tellu-

rium, as in tellure(f)ted hydrogen, a gaseous com-

pound of hydrogen and tellurium, TeH a , formerly
also called hydrotelluric or tellurhydric acid, and
now hydrogen telluride.

1819 CHILDREN Chem. Anal. 49 Telluretted Hydrogen
Gas. 1826 HENRY Chem. II. 502 Tellureted hydrogen is

absorbed by liquid potassa, but not by acetate of lead. 1869
ROSCOE Elem. Chem. (1871) 146 With hydrogen tellurium
forms a colourless gas, telluretted hydrogen, which cannot be

distinguished by its smell from sulphuretted hydrogen.

Tellurian (teliu-rian), a. and sb. [f. L. telliir-

em the earth + -IAN.] A. adj. Of or pertaining to

the earth ; earthly, terrestrial.

1846 DE QUINCEY Syst. Heavens Wks. 1854 III. 172 They
absolutely hear the tellurian lungs wheezing, panting,
crying. 1862 Parthenon 26 July 405 The stratified cemetery
of the '

tellurian
'

crust. 1887 A. LANG Myth, Ritual, <J-

Relif. II. 120 There were, .solar, lunar. .. [and] tellurian ..

methods of accounting for a myth.
B. sb. An inhabitant of the earth.

1847 DE QUINCEY jfoano/ Arc Wks. 1854 III. 237 If any
distant worlds.. are so far ahead of us Tellurians in optical
esources. c 1851 Ess. Finlay's Greece Posth. Wks. 1893
[I. 75 Our own case, the case of poor mediocre Tellurians.



TELLURIC.

Telluric (teliQa-rik), a. 1 Chem. and Min, [f.

TELLURIUM + -ic.] Derived from or containing tel-

lurium. Applied to compounds in which tellurium

is present in a smaller proportion than in tellurous

compounds, as telluric acid, H/TeO, ;
telluric

oxide = tellurium trioxide, TeO3 , etc. Also in

telluric gold, silver, bismuth, the tellurides of these

metals occurring as native alloys : see TKLLURIDE.

Telluric ochre = TELLUKITE I.

1800 HKNRV Efit. Chem. (1808) 255
Carbonated and pure

alkalies precipitate the telluric oxide. 1841 BRAHU Diet.

Sc., etc. s. v. Tellurium, It forms a protoxide and a peroxide,

often called tellurous ami telluric acids. 1864 WEUSIEK s.v.,

Telluric silver, a mineral consisting of tellurium and silver

in combination. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 30 Telluric liismuth.

Hit/. 50 Telluric Silver. 1873^
WATTS Fawnes' Chem. (ed. ll)

214 Crystallised telluric acid is freely, although slowly,

soluble in water. 1881 Kef. to Ho. Kefr. free. Met. IS.S.

607, I have only found, as yet, telluric gold in two mines in

Nevada County.
Telluric (teliu'rik), a. 2 [f. L. tellur-em the

earth + -1C.] Of or belonging to the earth, terres-

trial ; pertaining to the earth as a planet ; also, of

or arising from the earth or soil.

1836 I. TAYLOR Phys. The. Another Life ii. 24 The equal

periods that are marked for us by the celestial and telluric

revolutions. 184* United Service Mag. I. 289 The great

problem of telluric magnetism. 1849 Si I. STEPHEN Eccl.

Biog. (1850) II. 433 If my ideas had still obeyed those laws
of association to which, in my telluric state, they had been

subject. 1861 T. J. GRAHAM Pract. Med. 566 Epidemic
influences.. dependent in a great measure upon obscure

atmospheric or telluric conditions. 1883 St. James\ Gaz.

21 Dec. 5/1 The spectrum..exhibits great breadth in the

telluric or atmospheric lines,..due to aqueous vapours, .in.,

the atmosphere. 1884 loM Cent. Feb. 320 A '
telluric poison

'

is generated in it [the Campagna] by the energy of the soil.

Telluride (te'liuraid). Chem. [f.
TELLUH-IUM

+ -IDE.] A combination of tellurium with an

electro-positive element (e.g. hydrogen or a metal),

or with a radical ; as telluride of hydrogen, hydro-

gen telluride, the same as telluretted hydrogen,
H2Te ; organic tellurides, those of organic radicals,

as ethyl telluride.

Telluride of bismuth, telluric bismuth, tetradj;mite,
or

native as NAGVAGITE. Telluride of silver, bitelluret of

silver, AgaTe, found native as HESSITE and PETZITE.

1849 D.CAMPBELL Inorg. Chem. 307 Telluride of hydrogen
. . is colourless, and in odour resembles sulphide of hydrogen

gas. . It forms with metals tellurides, analogous to the

sulphides. 1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 707 The tellurides

belong to the class of metallic alloys : those of bismuth, gold,

lead, and silver are found native. Ibid. 708 Organic tellu.

/, yell(

. .having a most intolerable odour." 1897 Daily News 30 Apr.

2/7 The vein contains telluride of gold, good quality.

attrib. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines % Mining 305 The

prominent mines of the teliuride belt. Ibid. 311 Small

seams of the usual telluride ore.

Tellurion (teliuVrijm).
Also tellurium, [f.

L. telliis, tellur-em the earth.] An apparatus

illustrating the effect of the earth s diurnal rotation

and annual revolution and obliquity of axis in

causing the alternations of day and night and the

succession of the seasons ; a simple kind of orrery.

1831 Mechanics' Mag. XIV. 370/2 When the tellurion\lfr.

ian) is to be used, the sign Cancer must be set toward the

north. 1841 FRANCIS Diet Arts, Tellurion, an instrument

for showing the effect of the earth's motions and the

obliquity of her axis. 1891 Cath. News 24 Jan. 4/4 lire-

verent persons echoed the inquisitive auditor's query as to

the uses ofa tellurion.

Tellurious, a. : see TELLUROUS.

Tellurism (te-liuriz'm). [f.
L. tellur-em the

earth + -ISM : in sense i = Ger. tellurismus, in

sense 2 = F. tellurisme.]

l^A magnetic influence or principle supposed by
some to pervade all nature and to produce the

phenomena of animal magnetism ;
also the theory

of animal magnetism based on this, propounded in

1822 by Kieser in Germany.
1843 HARTSHORN tr. Deleuzc's Anim. Magn. x. 209 There

are in magnetism two different actions. One which depends

upon a
gnetism two different actons. ne wic epens
ital principle spread throughout nature, and circu-

of Animal Magnetism, or Tellurism, or Geisterkunde.

2. Influence of the soil in producing disease.

1800 in BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet. 1899 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Tellurite (te-Mreit). [f.
TELLUR-IUM + -ITK!

2b, 40.]
1. Min. Native oxide of tellurium, foundm minute

whitish or yellow crystals ;
telluric ochre.

1799 Monthly Rev. XXX. 349 Among the metals, are

overlooked the Tellurite, the Chromite, and Titanite. 1849

NICOL Min. 429. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 188.

2. Chem. A salt of tellurous_acid :

1847 in WEBSTER. 1868

lurites. Tellurous acid

neutral and acid salts analog' -
:

sclenites. Ibid., Tellurites are mostly fusible. 1869 ROSCOE

Elem. Chem. (1871) 1,6
When tellurium or a telluritc is

fused with nitre, potassium tellurate is formed.

or teuurous acm.
[868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. ;r4 Tel.

,cid forms, with the alkali-metals,

ts analogous to the sulphites and
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Tellurium (tel'us-riiim). Chem. [mod. L.,f. L.

telliis, ttlliir-cin the earth + '/, suffix of names of

metals. So called by Klaproth, 1798, prob. in

contrast to uranium (Gr. oiipavos heaven), a metal

which he had discovered in 1789.
Cf. Klaproth in Crcll's Chem. Annnleu 1798, pi. I. 100,

'welchemichhiermitdcnvonderalteiiMutlererdeentlehnten
Nainen '1'elliiriuin beylcge '.]

One of the rarer elements, a tin-white shining

brittle substance, formerly from its outward charac-

ters classed among the metals, but in its chemical

properties and relations belonging to the same
series as sulphur and selenium. It occurs native in

rhombohedral crystals, isomorphous with those of

antimony, arsenic, and bismuth. Symbol Te;
atomic weight 128.

1800 lr. Lagrangt's Chem. I. 447 With sulphur this metal

forms a grey sulpnuret of tellurium, of a radiated structure.

1801 HATCIIETT in Phil. Trans. XCII. 63 Olher metals
,

lately discovered, such as uranium, titanium, and tellurium. I

1816 P. CLEAVELAND Mix. 565 Native Tellurium is never

perfectly pure. It always contains a greater or lessquantlty
of gold, and sometimes embraces iron, silver, lead, copper,
and sulphur. 1861 MiLLER/i/tw/. Chem.(cA. 2) 111.52. 1881

LUBBOCK in Nature i Sept. 409/2 In Aldebaran . . we may
infer the presence of hydrogen, sodium, magnesium, iron,

calcium, tellurium, antimony, bismuth, and mercury; some
ofwhich are not yet known to occur in the sun. i88z ROSCOE
Elem. Chem. 121 Oxygen, sulphur, selenium, and tejlurium
form a natural group of elements, each uniting with two
atoms of hydrogen to produce a series of bodies possessing

analogous properties.

b. With qualifying words, applied to minerals

or ores containing a preponderance of tellurium, as

blsmuthic tellurium ;
black tellurium, foliated

tellurium, synonyms of NAOVAOITE ; graphic tellu-

rium, yellow or white tellurium, synonyms of

SYLVANITE. (Dana Min. 1864.)
1849 D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Chem. 304 The [ore] named

bismuthic tellurium is that from which it is most easily

obtained. 1864 [see c.].

o. attrib. and Comb, (a) attrib. -= ' of tellurium ,

in names of chemical compounds, as tellurium

bromide, chloride, dioxide, salts, nitrate, sulphate,

etc. ; in other uses, as tellurium acids, alloys,

minerals, ores
; (6) in obj. relation, as tellurium-

bearing &&]. ; (c) tellurium glance Mia., nagya-

gite, or black telluride of lead.

1834 PKOUT Clum., etc. i. ix. 3 (1855) "3 Sulphur acids,

selenium acids, and tellurium acids. 1853 URK Did. Arts

II. 200 They are celebrated for their tellurium ore. 1864
DANA (Webster), Tellurium glance, a blackish or lead-gray
sectile mineral, of a splendent luster, consisting chiefly of

tellurium, sulphur, lead, and gold j called also black tellu-

rium. 1809 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. (1882) 121 When heated in

the air it [tellurium] burns with a bluish-green flame, forming
white fumes of tellurium dioxide, TeOj. 1874 RAYMOND
Statist. Mines ft Mining 298 The belt of tellurium-bearing

veins is found to extend from the Gray Eagle lode.., in a

southerly direction. 1877 Hid. 304 In all, the characteristic

tellurium minerals have been found. 1877 WATTS Fawnes'

Chem. (ed. 12) I. 227 Tellurium salts sulphate, nitrate, oxa-

late, chloride. Ibid. 228 Tellurium sulphides, .chlorides.

Tellurous (te'l'uras), o. Chem. Alsopftellu-
rious. [f. TELLUR-IUM + -ODS

;
substituted for the

more regularly-formed tellurians.] Characterized

by or of the nature of tellurium; said of com-

pounds containing a greater proportion of tellurium

than those called telluric; as tellurous acid,

H aTeOs ;
also formerly applied to tellurous oxide

(= tellurium dioxide),

ltd
II hyd:
bitter metallic taste. 1854 J. SCOFKERN in Orr's Circ.Sc.,

Chem. 476 Two oxides of tellurium are known, tellunous

acid Te O2 , and telluric acid Te Oj. 1869 ROSCOE Eltm.

Chem. (1871) 146 With water thedioxide forms tellurous acid.

Tellururet : see TELLURET.

II Tellus (te-lfc;)- [L.///j.] In Roman mytho-

logy, the goddess of the earth ; hence, the earth

personified ;
the planet Earth, the terrestrial globe.

c 1430 LVDC. lain. Fount (Percy Soc.) 24 Tellus and Ymo
be dullid of theire chere. i6o SHAKS. Ham. Hi. 11. 166

Neptunes salt Wash and Tellus Orbed ground. 1608

Per. iv. i. 14, 1 will rob Tellus of her weede. 1681 COTTON

Wond. Peahe (ed. 4) 28 The Spring swell d by some

smoaking Shower, That teeming Clouds on Tellus surface

poure. 1738 Centl. Mag. VIII. 544/2 Reason, like Sol to

Tellus kind. Ripens the products of the mind. 1818 KEATS

Endymion in. 71 Tellus feels her forehead s cumbrous load.

TelmatolOgy (telmat^lodsi). [f. Gr. Tt'X/w,

Tt\nar- a bog-f-OLOOY.] That department of

physiography which deals with peat-bogs.

1903 olssoN-SEi.FERinXn^ar. XXXVII. 784 A name

of a more international character, telmatology, . . has been

used by some authors (Klinge, J., for example, nearly

twenty years ago), and seems acceptable.

Telo- 1
(telo), combining form repr. Gr. n\os,

T(\e-m end, occurring in a few scientific (biological,

etc.) terms : see also TlLEO- 2
. Te-loblast [Gr.

/SXaffTos germ], each of a number of proliferating

cells at one end of the embryo in segmented

animals, as insects and annelids. Teloleoithal

(-le'sibal) a. [Gr. Xi0os yolk], applied to an ovum

having food-yolk collected at or near one end (opp.

TELPHER.
to alecithal and centrolecithal}. Te lophas* (-f^i)

[PHASE], term for the final stage of mitosis 01

cell-division in an ovum. Te lopore [!'OEE j*.'],
an opening at one end of an embryo, formed by
imagination of the ttlablasts. Iloto-mlat a.

[f. Gr. <JTO>I-OK dim. of a-riiua mouth], having the
mouth at one end of the main axis of the body.
1890 PATTEN in Q. Jr,il. Micro*. Sc. Aug. 360 A forward

continuation of the anterior wall of the terminal pore or

lelopore. Ibid., Three longitudinal sections, showing
successive stages in the formation of a lelopore by the

invagination of leloblasts. 1880 HALFOUR Camp. Emtryol.
I. iii. 90 The ova in which the yolk i* especially concentrated
at one pole I should propose to call leloieciihal. 1888
E. R. LANKESI KK in Nature 20 Mar. 507/1 The clarifica-
tion of animal eggs proposed by Balfour is adopted, \i/.

alecit! i, and centrolecithal. 1900 G.C.BOURNE
Comp. Anat. iii. 115 The last stages of mitosis are known as
the "Telophase. Ibid. n6The centrosomata. .divide very
precociously during the telophase. 1890 "Telppore [see />/

ttmtA 1877 E. K. LANKKSI KK in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. Oct.

422 Radial and bilateral symmetry and 'telostomiate and

prostomiate conditions. Ibid. 423 A specialisation of the cili-

ated ectoderm at a lime when the organism was telostomiate.

Telo- 2
j repr. Gr. TijAo-, combining form of

TIJA or TijXoC far off, occurring exceptionally
instead of TijAf- (TELE-), as in TnAo'Tnr. far-flying.

Rarely used in Eng. compounds, as in TELODYNA-

MIO, telemeter (see TELEMETER), TKLOTYPI.

Telodynamic (te^lodinse-mik, -dsi-), a. Also

(more regularly) teledynamic. [f. TKLO- 2 *

DYNAMIC.] Term applied to a cable used for

transmitting mechanical power to a distance.

1870 J. ANDERSON in Eng. Meek. 14 Jan. 427/1 A given

pressure on the piston .., like the telodynamtc cord, will

transmit mechanical work in proportion. 1877 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech., Telodynamic Cable, a means for transmitting

power,.. in which high speed is employed to give the

momentive effect of great mass. 1889 E. MATHESON Aid
Bk. Engineer. Enterpr. u. 466 The tefedynamic cables as

the endless, transmitting ropes are called are of compara-
tively recent introduction.

Telemeter : see TELEMETER. Teloogoo : see

TELUQU. Teloptic, Telosmic : see TELE-.

II Telos (tc-lf*). [a. Gr. T'A,OS end.] End, pur-

pose, ultimate object or aim.

1904 Daily Chron. 5 Aug. 3/2 The triple aim which had
formed the telos of every development. 1005 F. HARRISON
Herbert Spencer Lecture, The Telos of Philosophy is a con-

structive reorganization of all human knowledge in a syn-

thesis, or correlation of parts. The Telos of human life is

the practical and continuous amelioration of the material,

social, and moral conditions of the Human Organism the

unity of the Brotherhood of Man on this planet.

Telotroch (te-l<rtrf>k). Zool. [f.
Gr. -riKm

end (TELO- !) + rpox^f wheel. Cf. rnod.L. Telo-

trocha nent. pi., as name for larvae having this

structure.] A zone of cilia circling either, or each,

end of the preoral (and perianal) segments of a

free-swimming polychaetous annelid larva. b.

A larva of this kind. Hence lelo-trochal, Telo'-

trochous aajs., possessing a telotroch or telo-

trochs; of the nature of a telotroch.

1877 E. R. LANKESTER in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. Oct. 426

The telotroch appears to be a metameric repetition of the

architroch, or of its branchiolrochal moiety. 1877 HUXLEY
Anat. Inv. AuiiH. 186 This larva exactly resembles those

forms of polychaitous Annelidan larvz which are called

Telotrocha. Ibid. 192 The free Rotifers present marked

resemblances to the telotrochous larvz of Annelids. 1878

BELL Cegentaurs Comp. Anat. 137 By these the larvz of

the Chaetopoda are divided into mesotrochal, telotrochal,

and polytrocbal forms.

Teletype (te'lotaip). [f.
TELO- 2 + TYPE.] An

electric telegraph that automatically prints the

messages as received ; also, a telegram so printed.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade Products, Teletype,
the name

given to a printing electric telegraph. 1877 KNIOHT Diet.

Mcch., Teletype, a printed telegram.

Telpher (te-lfaj), a. and sb. [Syncopated from

telepher or telephore (see quot. 1884 in TELPHER-

AGE), f. Gr. TiJAf,
TELE- + -<t>opot bearing.] a. adj.

or attrib. sb. Of or relating to a system of telpher-

age ; telp/ur line; railway, a light overhead line

on which the haulage is worked by electric power ;

so telpher train, b. sb. Any travelling unit on a

telpher line ; also, the plant and rolling stock of a

655/2 We are enabled to start or stop any number of telpher

trains without disturbing the running of others. 1884 6/.

Rev. 31 May 712/2 In hilly country, where roads are

difficult to construct, the telpher line might be eminently

useful. 1888 W. E. AYRTON in Timet 10 Sept. 11/3 The

first track on which electric trams were run in series was

the experimental 'Telpher line
'

erected in Glynde in 1883. .

for the automatic electric transport of goods. mnMunsty i

Mag XXV. 363/1 The traveling unit is called a telpher

The fixed cable serves as a rail . . , and above it, in the same

vertical plane, is a feed wire from which the telpher, takes

current. 1904 Jml. Franklin Inst. Oct. 266 W,lh a machine

and an assistant, a telpherman can convey 250 tons per day

over a distance of 1,000 feet.

Hence Telpher v. trans., to transport (goods,

etc.) by means of telpherage.

1885 F. JENKIN in G.I. Words 132 We may possibly here-



TELPHERAGE.
after speak of telphering goods as we now speak of tele-

graphing messages. 1890 \V. E. AYETON in Spectator

19 Apr., To electrically propel may be aptly named to
4

teluphcr ', or, say
'

telpher
'

as an abbreviation.

Telpherage (tc-lfaredg). [f. as TELPHER f

-AGE.J Transport effected automatically by the aid

of electricity ; spec, a system adapted to the con-

veyance of minerals and other goods in vessels

suspended from a cable, and moved by means of

an electric motor supplied with current from an

adjacent conductor. Also attrib.

1883 Engineering 23 Nov. 481/2 The transmission of

vehicles to a distance by electricity, independently of any
control exercised from the vehicle, is called

'

Telpherage
'

by
Professor Fleeming Jenkin. 1884 F. jENKmin Jrnl.Soc.Arts
XXXII. 648/2 The word [telpherage] is intended to desig-
nate all modes of transport effected automatically with

the aid of electricity. According to strict rules of deriva-

tion, the word would be '

telephorage
'

; but in order to avoid

confusion with '

telephone '. . I have ventured, .to substitute

. .' telpher
'

for '

telephore '. 1888 W. H. PEEECE in Times

7 Sept. 5/3 Goods, minerals, and fuel can be transmitted by
telpherage.

Telson. (te'lsan). Zool. [a. Gr. riKaov a limit.]

The last segment of the abdomen or its median
axis in certain crustaceans and arachnidans, as the

middle flipper of a lobster's tail-fin, the long sharp

spine of the king-crab, or the sting of the scorpion.
1855 C. SPKNCE BATE in Brit. Assoc. Rep. 28 The last

[appendage of the abdomen], which for convenience we
shall designate by the name of Telson,. .is a rudimentary
appendage, modified upon the type of the preceding three.

1872 NICHOLSON Palzont. 144 The last segment of the abdo-
men is known as the ' telson

',
and it is variously regarded as

a somite without appendages, or as an unpaired appendage
placed in the middle line of the body. 1880 HUXLEY Cray-
fish i. 19 The abdomen [has] a terminal flap which is called
the telson.

Telthe, obs. form of TILTH.

II Telngu, Teloogoo (te-lg), sb., a. Also
8 Telougou, 9 Telug. [Native name of the

language, and of a man of the race. Origin and
derivation uncertain. The language is also called

Tenugu, which native pundits treat as the original
form, and explain as ' mellifluous

', from tene

honey. The relationship of either of these names
to TELINGA, formerly applied to the same language
and people, is disputed. The Tamil name for the

language is Vajugu or ' the Northern
'

; thence
the old Portuguese name Badages, and the old
German Waruga.]
1. The name of a Dravidian language, spoken on

the Coromandel coast of India, north of Madras.
[1731 T. S. BAYER Let. to La Croze, Hinc nationeTamulis,

Tamulica; Warugis, Warrugica. 1748 J. F. FRITZ Orient.
u. Occident. Sfrmckm. 87 Alphabethum Telugicum sive

WarugicumJ 1813 Q. Rev. Oct. 257 Languages and Dia-
lects.. .Sanscrit, ,'lelug. 1850 S. HisLopin G. Smith Li/e
iii. (1889) 82 The Telugu began to be spoken even at that
village. 1856 BP. CALDWELL Dravid. Gram. Introd. 5
The Telugu is spoken all along the eastern coast of the
Peninsula, from the neighbourhood of Pulicat, where it

supersedes the Tamil, to
Chicacolej where it begins to yield

to the Uriya ; and inland it prevails as far as the eastern
boundary of the Maratha country and Mysore. 1886 YI:I.E
& BURNELL Hobson-jfobson, Teloogoo, the first in point of
diffusion, and the second in culture and copiousness, of the
Dravidian languages of the Indian Peninsula. Hid,, Tclugu
is the name given to the language by the people themselves,
as the language of Telingana. 1803 Madras Manual of
Administr. 111. s.v., Teloogoo is the softest of all Eastern
languages, .but Teloogoo is a very poor language in every,
thing except outward appearance.
2. One of the Dravidian people or race who

speak this language. (See also GENTOO.)
1789 Stir MutaqheriH II. 93 note (Y.), The first Sipahees

that came in Bengal, .were all Talingas or Telougous born
1893 Madras Manual of Administr. III. s.v., The pro-
nunciation of Sanscrit amo_ng the Teloogoos corresponds
with the purest pronunciation used at Benares. 1003 J
IOHRANCE Story Maratha Missions viii. 65 A Telugu
applied for baptism.
3. altrib. or adj. Of or pertaining to this

language, people, or country.
1888 G. SMITH S. Hislof iii. ( t 889 ) 83 The Hislops marched

slowly south to Nellore, the Telugu station of his Church.
4. Comb, as Telugu-speaking adj.
1903 United Free Ch. Scat. Mission. Record Aug. 352/2

i here are always in them Telugu-speaking girls.

t Telwe, v. Obs. rare. [a. ON. telgja to cut to

shape, cut with a knife : prob. introduced into late
DE. as *{lian, or into Early ME. as *tel)en : cf.

Q]L.ft/ffan, ME.fo/jcfi,fofaen, to FOLLOW.] trans.
To thwite, to whittle (a stick).
C1440 Promp. Parv.jSS/i Telwyn.orthwytyn W.twhytyn,

, ii FT**** atscc
, rcseco. Ibid., Telwynge, or twhytynge

m lVwn l'nge or whytynge), scissulatus.

ielyevie, teljevie, var. TAILYEVEY Sc. Obs.
Tern, phonetic var. olfem, THEM, after a dental.
lemantale : see TENMANTALE.
Tembre, obs. form of TIMBER.
t Teme, v. Obs. Forms : i tgmman, temian

tymiau, 2-3 temien, 3 temie, 3-4 teme, 4 tyme.
[OE. ttmrnan, ttmian, = OLG. *temmjan (MLG.,MDu. temmen, temen, Du., LG. iemmen, LG. tH-
men),OHU "zammjan, tejmman (MHG. urn (m\en.Ger. tahmen], ON., Norw. tpnja (Sw. tamja, Da!
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temme), Goth, tamjan, f. OTeut. *tamol
, TAME a.

The OE. regular form tpnman was superseded by

ttmian (Sievers Ags. Gram. 400 Anm. 2), whence

ME. temien, teme, which was displaced in ijthc.

by tamen, TAME v., conformed to TAME a. (The
forms tymian,tymen, are irregular.) The cognate

langs. have preserved the umlauted form.]

1. trans. To bring (a wild animal, etc.) under the

control of man ; to reclaim from the wild state, to

domesticate; = TAME v. I.

c 1000 ^LFRlc Gram. xxiv. (Z.) 138 Ic temige, domo.
ciooo Sax. Leechd. III. 184 Nytenu tymian. Ibid. 200

Wilde deor temian. ciiqaS.Eng.Leg. I. 39/173 peBollokes
1

wilde were.. For buy ne scholden heom temie nou. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) 11.357 Hercules.. temede fe world.

2. To bring (a person, passions, etc.) under

! control; to subdue, subjugate, curb; = TAME v. 2.

897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. Ivi. 433 Mon temeb
nis unaliefde lustas mid oa?m wordum ^aere hal^an lare.

I 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark v. 4 Naenij monn imehte hine

temma. [So ^975 Rvshvj. Gosp.~\ citoo Trin. Coll. Horn.

\
63 To temien be hchames orguil. 1306 /W. Sattgj(Camden)
214 So hue [bishops and barons] were temed tho. a 1340
HAMPOLE Psalter Ixvii. 27 Fayre saules, bat has temyd baire

fleyss. c 1304 P. PI. Crede 742 Y mi3t tymen bo troiflardcs

to toilen wip be erbe.

Teme, obs. f. TEAM, TEEM, THEME.
II Temenos (te'menfw). Gr. Antiq. [a. Gr

Tf/tfvos, f. rf/i-, stem of rt^v-fiv to cut off, sever.]
A piece of ground surrounding or adjacent to a

temple ;
a sacred enclosure or precinct.

1820 T. S. HUGHES Trav. Sicily I. iv. 108 Tradition says,
that this square formed in very early ages the temenos oi

a temple. 1885 Times 3 Jan. 12 Pious sons had set up. .a
dedicatory inscription in a temenos, or sacred enclosure.
atlrib. 1891 A. B. EDWARDS Pharaohs, Fellahs f; Expl.

29 Close outside the Umenos-wall of one of these temples.

t Te-mera-re, a. Sc. Obs. Also 6 temerar, -air.

[a. F. temeraire (1461 in Godef. Compl.), ad. L.
tenterarius: cf. next and TEMERARY.] - next, i.

1549 Coinpl. Scot. (1873) 6, 1.-hes tane ane temerare con-

TEMEBOUSNESS.
iuggeraent. 1650 GENTILIS Cons. 176, I should be reputed
rash and temerary.

b. Civ. and Eccl, Law. Reprehensibly heedless
or careless

; culpably negligent : cf. TKMERAMTY.
1681 CONSETT Pract. Spir. Crts. i. iii. I. 2 If it.. appear

there was.. Administration granted by any other Judge

salt to present to Jour nobil race ane tracteit of the fyrst
laubir of my pen. Ibid. xvii. 153 Kyng cresus vas temerair

in_his question. 1581 Sat. Poems Reform, xliv. 333 Of haly
Kirk sour temerar dispysing.

Temerarious (temereVrias), a. Now only
literary, [f. L. temerari-us fortuitous, rash (f.

temere blindly, rashly (see TEMEROUS) + -dri-us
;

cf. contr-arius, extr-aritis, necess-arius) + -OL'S.]
1. Characterized by temerity ; unreasonably ad-

venturous ; reckless, heedless, rash.

1531 MORE Coii/nt. Tindale Wks. 620/2 He is somwhat
ouer temerarious & bold, a 1533 FRITH Ansiv. More (1548)E vj b, Because they shall not of temeraryous presumpcion
reiect this olde father. 1611 SPEED Ililt. Gt. Brit. IX. xvi.

37 The King was one of the first that entred [the breach],
choosing rather to be thought temerarious than timorous.
1645 HAMMOND View Infallib. 38 Your resolves are teme-
rarious and presumptuous. 1781 JOHNSON in Bosvicll (1887)
IV. 130 Does it not suppose, that the former judgment was
temerarious or negligent ? 1890 J. R. LUNN in Ch. Times
21 Feb. 196/4, I do not think any one will be temerarious
enough to maintain that.

1 2. Acting or happening at random
; fortuitous,

casual, haphazard. Obs.
1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. ix.(i 7oi) 386/1 Now in heaven

nothing is produced casually, nothin'g temerarious. 1682
MORRIS h'{erodes 53 But we should ascribe nothing.. to
a fortuitous and temerarious cause. 1775 HARRIS Pltihs.
Arrangem. iii, These two principles are not merely cajual
and temerarious.

Hence Temera'riousness.
1711 in lo/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 133 He was

oyerruled^by the temerariousness of Orange. 1775 ASH
Temerariousness, rashness, temerity.

Temera rionsly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2]
1. With temerity ; rashly.

,

T
S3S. JOVE A/>ol. Tindale (Art.) 24 Thus temerariously and

abominably to write. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Tray. (ed. 2)
310 They account them happiest, who out of a frantick
zeale, temerariously throw their naked bodies in the way
ni74S SWIFT Disc. An/if. Eng. Tongue ad fin., I have
ventured (perhaps too temerariously) to contribute my
mite to the learned world. 1863 LYTTON Caxtoniana I 50lo be. .corrected in any subsequent edition of the work in
which such descriptions had been temerariously adventured
1 2. At random

; fortuitously. Obs.
1660 Address yng; Gentry Eng. 86 As temerariously and

blindly they [Gamesters] cast round about them these fire-
brands. 1678 CUDWORTH tnttll. Syst. I. iv. 7. 198 The
Atheists make the Universe.. to be devoid of Counsel, and
therefore., to be carried on Temerariouslyand Fortuitously

tTemera-rity. Sc. Law. Obs. [f. L. temera-
n-us : see next and -ITT.] Reprehensible or cul-
pable heedlessness or negligence.
I47S Sc. Acts Jos. ///(i8i4 ) II. H2/I Gif it be fundin b'
e first assise acqwite be trespassour be temerarite sa
mony as beis conuict of b' temerarite to be punist eftir be

^i"^i.,\f
<">ld kw. 1499 Keg. Privy Seat Scotl. I. 62

his said bara
Wy temerarite perseverand in

tTe-merary, a. 06s. [ad. L. temerdrius for-

tuitous, rash, f. temere : see TEMERODS and -AHY 1.
Cf. TEMERARE.] Rash, reckless; = TEMERARIOUS i

1410 LOVE Bonavent Mirr. xv. (1908) 93 A presump.tuouse and temerane demere of othere men c I4ic tr
Arderne's Surgery (TL.K,T.S.).4 That he beno,t y-foundentemerarie or

bpsteful in his seymgis or in his dedes. c 1450
tr. De Inntatione i. Contents i Of eschuying of temerary

and that it is evident touching their temerary Adminibtrine
Ibid. vi. i. i. 18 In a Matrimonial Cause. .a Testamentary
Cause, a Cause of Temerary Administration.
Hence t Telnerarily adv., rashly.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatiane HI. xxix. 98 Ofobir inclines dedes

or seienges deme no pinge temerarily.

t Te-merat, a. Sc. Obs. rare- 1
. [In form, ad. L.

temerat-us, pa. pple. of temerare: see next.] Ad-
venturous, headstrong, forward.
c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.) xxx. 37 Thocht wemen self

be temerat, Thay luve no man effeminat.

tTe-merate, v. Obs.
[f. L. temerat-, ppl.

stem of temerare, f. temere rashly; as if to treat
I presumptuously or irreverently.] trans. To violate
or break (a promise, bond, etc.) ; to profane.
1635 SIR S. D'EwES AutoMog. (1845) II. 131 They have

temerated the oath theyhad taken. 1637 BASTWICK Litany

tcmerated and slighted their Faith with hiir

t Temera-tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action from
prec.: see-ATioN; cf. post-cl. l^.temeratioa forging ]

Violation, profanation.
1641 SIR S. D'EwES in Rushw. Hist. Cotl.(i6gi'i in. I. 3 , 4

After the reiterated temeration of his Faith and Promise*.
16.. JER. TAYLOR 2nd Serm. Ministers' Duty T (, Those
Cryptick ways of institution by which the Ancients did hide
a light, and keep it . . from the temeration of ruder handlings.
Temeritous (t/me-ritas), a. [f. TEMERIT-Y +

-ous; cf. iniquitous.'] Full of temerity ; rash.
1891 Daily Chron. 18 Feb. 3/2 And his book is dedicated

to Professor Dowden. O temeritous Mr. Shorter ! 1900
Academy 21 July 51/1 The attempt to define is, we know,
foolishly temeritous.

t Teme-ritude. Obs. rare-*, [ad. L. temeri-

tftdo.]
= next.

1623 COCKERAM n, Rashnesse. . Temeritudt.

Temerity (t/me-riti). Forms : 5 -yte, 6 -ite,

-atie, 6-7 -itie, 6- -ity, (6-7 timeritie, 7 -ity).
[ad. L. temeritas, -totem, rashness, f. temere adv.

by chance, blindly: see -ITY. So F. t(mtriti(i^n. c.

in Godef. Compl.).]
1. Excessive boldness

; rashness ; foolhardiness,
recklessness.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 467 Infancy ioyethe in

age in debilite. 1551 Bp. GARDINER Exilic. True Cath.
Faith 20 b, To auoyde the temerite of deniyng (as neuer) or

affirmyng (as euer) which be extremities. 1598 BARCKLEY
Felic. Man vt. (1603) 595 Fortitude referred to any other
thing, then to godliness, falleth into temeritie or rashness.
1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. vm. (1701) 336/2 Affirming, that

they have done wickedly, is not to be attributed to their

timenty, but to Fate. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 19 f 9
Marlborough might have been made to repent his temerity at
Blenheim. 1803 REPTON Landscape Card. (1805) 33 There
is. .no more temerity in marking trees to be taken down than
those to be planted. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch ft Clockm. 80
Mr. Dentson's temerity was justified by his success.

b. with a and//. An act or instance of rashness.
a 1677 BARROW Serm. Titus iii. i Wks. 1687 I. 237 Among

all temerities this is one of the most noxious. 1847 LEWES
Hist. Philos. Introd (1857) 33 The unhesitating temerities
of Plato and Plotinus.

1 2. Chance, fortuity : cf. TEMERARIOUS a. Obs.

1678 CUDWORTH Inlell. Syst. i. iii. 23. 168 Although there
be not the least appearance of fortuitousness or temerity in
it. Ibid. iv. { 24. 415 Of all things, .most opposite to Chance,
Fortune, and Temerity.

Temerity, -itie, var. TIMEBITY Obs., timidity.

Temerosity, obs. f. TIMOBOSITY, timidity.
Temerous (te-meras), a. Now rare. [f. L.

type *tcmcrosus rash, f. temere adv., by chance,
blindly, heedlessly : see -ous.

(Temere is generally held to be the loc. sing, of a sb.
*temos Skr. tdmas darkness, hence in darkness, blindly.)]

Rash, foolhardy; = TEMERARIOUS i.

1461 [implied in TEMEROUSLY]. 1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII,
c. 20 i Diuers..dispise the.. decrees of the ecclesiastical
courtes..in more temerous and large maner than before
this time hath ben sene. a 1562 G. CAVENDISH Wolsey
Prol. (1893) 2 Thus may all men of wisdom and discretion
understand the temerous madness of the rude commonalty.
1622 M ISSELDEN Free Trade 88 Temerous, rash, and litigious
suites of law. 1678 COLEMAN Two Lett. i. 3 Our Parlia-
ment .. by the temerous Counsels of our Ministers, who then

Governed, could never be useful. 1888 Atlantic Monthly
Feb. 281, 1 have not the temerous intention of disputing.,
the correctness of the modern Latin pronunciation.
Hence Te'meronsly or/z'., with temerity; rashly,

presumptuously; Te'merousness, rashness, te-

merity.
1461 Rolls </ Parlt. V. 463/2 Henry.. temerously ayenst

rightwisnes..rered were at Flynte in Wales. 1550 COVER-
DALE Spir. Perle xiii. (1588) 140 [They] attempt not any
thing temerously and rashly. 1562 WINJET Last Blast
Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 40 Osias, quha temeruslie in his arrogance
ingcrit him self to make sacrifice at the altare of God. 1507
A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurf. 42 b/i Or els throughe
:emerousnes & timorousnes of the Chyrurgian. 1727 BAILEY
Vol. II, Temerousness, Rashness, Unadvisedness.

Temerous, obs. form of TIMOROUS.



TEMIA.

II Temia (t^-mia). Ortiilh. [The native Java-
nese name of the bird.] (See quots.)
1809 SHAW Gen. tool. VII. 372 TemiaCrow. Con-nt Tcmi,,.

..Size of a Thrush, but longer bodied: bill ami legs t,U k
1890 Cent. Did. s. v. Cryfsirhina, The teinia or so-called
variable crow of Java.

Temir, ot>s. Sc. var. litnmer, TIMBER.
Temize, Temmes, obs. ff. TEMSE, THAMES.
TemnoSpondyloUS (temnospp-ndilDs), a.

Camp. Anat.
[f.

Gr. Tfiiv-ftv to cut + anaySv\.-os

vertebra + -ous.] Having vertebra: composed ol

separately ossified parts.
1901 GADOW in Camb. Nat. Hist. VIII. viii. 286 The

verlebnt: are typically lemnospondylous, consisting each ol
three pairs of separately ossified pieces.

Temp, Sc. form of TEMPT.

Tempo (te-mpj). [a. L. Tempi, a. Gr. TViri).]
The proper name of a charming valley in Thessaly,
watered by the Peneus, between Mounts Olympus
and Ossa

; used (already by the Roman writers)
as a general name for a teamiful valley ; hence for

any delightful rural spot.
IS94 NASHE Terrors of Night Wks. (Grosart) III. 264

Farre vnworthie am I to spend the least breath of com-
mendation in the extolling so delightful! and pleasant a
Tempe. 1611 DRAVTON Poly-olb. To Rdr., Refusing to
walke forth into the Tempt and Feelds of the Muses.
1616 SURFL. & MAHKII. Country Fartne To Rdr., Seeing
that the whole earth was once a Tempe, an Eden (that is,
a place of all pleasures and delights). 1770 H. WALTOLK
Let. la G. Montagu 17 July The gay solitude of my own
little Tempe.
Hence Tempera (tempj-an) a., of or pertaining

to Tempe ; resembling Tempe in natural beauty.
1864 in WEBSTER ; hence in mod. Diets.

Temper (te-mpai), si. Forms : 4-6 tempre,
5 tempere, -yr, -our, -ure, tymper, 6- temper,
[f. TEMPEB v. Cf. rare OF. tempre proportion,
etc. (nth c. in Godef. Compl.), later and mod.F.
trcmpt (i 5th c.) tempering, temper of steel, physical
constitution of man.]

I.
J

1

!. The due or proportionate mixture or
combination of elements or qualities ; the con-
dition or state resulting from such combination ;

proper or fit condition
; in temper, out oftemper,

in, out of proper condition, etc. Now rare or Ohs.
1387 TREVISA Higiicn (Rolls) I. 75 pere is helbe, for be aier

is in tempre, no|>er to hole nober to colde. 1411 tr. Sccreta
Secret., ^riv. Priv. 246 Als longe as the natural hette

duryth in ryght tempure by euenesse of the foure humores.
1548 UDALL Erasm. Far. Luke ijc. 86 b, The delectable
swetenesse of the glorie should be brought to a tempre with
the mencion of death. 1573 Treas. Hid. Secrets (1633) xviii,

Keepe your water in a temper ; and, when it is very not, let

it out, and put it in cold water. 1579 LYLY Ettfhues (Arb.)
138 For the curing and

keeping in temper of the body. 1607
HIERON Wks. I. 191 It shall be wisedome for vs. .to sing of
mercy and iudgment too ; both together will make an excel-
lent temper. >6za Rel. Eng. Plant, in Plymouth N. Ettg.
in Arber Pilgr, Fathers (1897) 448 To make our pieces and
furniture ready, which by the moisture and rain were out
of temper. 1651 T. STANLEY Poems 106 As soon as the cup
was brought tempered with water, they call on Jupiter . . the
author of temper and commixtion. i6ssMouFET& BENNET
Health's Irnfr. (1746) 389 Health itself is but a kind of
Temper gotten and preserved by a convenient Mixture
of Contrarieties. 1734 tr. Ratlin's Anc. Hist. (1827) I. 82
To keep their limbs pliable and in a right temper. 1743
Land, ff Country Brew. II. (ed. 2) 120 The London Brewer
..lets in a parcel of cold Water directly and thereby brings

is much neglected in popular speech.]

2. Proportionate arrangement of parts; regula-
tion, adjustment ; hence, mean or medium, a middle
course ; a compromise ;

a settlement, arch.

15*3 FITZHERB. Hush. 4 Their most speciall temper is at
the bolster, where as the plough beanie lyeth. [Cf. TEMPER
v. 17.] 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxvi. 5 A moderate,
indifferent temper, betweene fulnesse of bread, and empti-
ness^. 1647 TER. TAYLOR Lib. Proph. Ep. Ded. 24 There,
fore they made Decrees of Toleration, and appointed tem-
pers and expedients. 1692 BURNET Past. Care viii. 95
So strongly does the World love Extreams. and avoid
a Temper. 1757 BURKK AbridgiH. Eng. Hist, in. iv.
The king, .compiled a new body of laws, in order to find
a temper between both. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiii.

III. 200 He would probably have preferred a temper
between the two rival systems, a hierarchy in which the
chief spiritual functionaries should have been something
more than moderators and something less than prelates.

3. Mental balance or composure, esp. under pro-
vocation of any kind ; moderation in or command
over theemotions.esp.anger; calmness, equanimity:
now usually in the phrases to keep or lose (one's)

temper, to be out oftemper.
1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. H. ii. 185 Neuer could the

Strumpet. .Once stir my temper. 1611 B. JONSON Catiline
IV. ii, Restore your selves unto your temper, fathers, And,
without perturbation, hear me speak. 1659 HAMMOND On
Ps. civ. 9. Paraphr.sii It observes, .a temper in its madness.

1694 CONGKEVE Double Dealers, iv, Let your wild fury have
a vent ; and when you have temper, tell me, 1697 COLLIER
Intmor. Stage iii. (1698) 120 Creon keeps himself within

Temper, and gives no ill Language. 1703 ROWE Ulyss. Ded.,
The Temper which you have restor'd to our Councils. 1711
STEKLE Spect. No. 140 f ti, I keep my Temper, and win
their Money. 1743 J. MORRIS Serm. vii. 191 The good
man was out of temper. 1781 V. KNOX Ess. (1819) II. IxxxvL

159

148 Public affairs arc seldom treated with temper cither in

writing or conversation. 1838 THIKLWAI L dreece V. xxxvii.
20 Tcleulias entirely lost his temper. 1840 I>iLKtss II. int.

Rudge xxxii, It would put me out of temper, wlii, h U
a state of mind I can't endure. 1871 SMII.KS Charac. i.

(1876) <j A weakness. . was his want of temper; his genius
was sacrificed to his irritability. 1878 S. WALPOI.K Hist.
Kng. II. 458 Sir Joseph Yorke told him that he would lose

liisplace if he did not keep his temper.
II. *t"4. The constitution, character, or quality of

a substance or body (orig. supposed to depend upon
the 'temper' or combination of the elements);= TEMPERAMENT 3. Obs.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurgie 332 Coo Id mater . . nc schal not

be putt awci wi|> repercussiuis, but wi^ medicyns bat ben
hoot and drie in tempere. 1483 < 'at/t. AtigL 379/3 A Tempyr
. .temperacio rerum. rfMB.O[MTO]zrJ4MteV/r?/.
Indies IV. iii. 209 In the highest mountains and inaccessible

TEMPER.
temper: i|l

hi IU.IN..H .:,,. II 'hiliuH.lay

ally
their natural temper 17

VII.

allow no tpeeth 1660
Did ,|,,

II

rockes of a rough temper. 16x5 N. CARPENTER Gecg. Del.
i. in. (1635) 45 [HeJ found the causes of most magneticall
motions hid in the magneticall temper and constitution of
the Karth. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 67 Examine the
Temper of your Stuff, by easy Trials, how the Plane will
work upon it, 1707 MORTIMKK Hush. (1721) I. 6(3 In sowing
of Land great regard ought to be had to the Weather, and
the Temper of the Land you design to sow. 1759 J. MILLS
Dttnamtft Hitsb. i. ix. (1762) 52, 1 come now to your lands
of a light temper,
fb. Of things immaterial: Character, quality.

1598 B. YOUNG tr, Montemayor's Diana 109 His strength
and courage was not of such a temper, that mortall wounds
could daunt his minde. 1601 Life T. Cromwell u. i. 86
Now, sir, your heart is fram'd of milder temper. 1635
PACITT Chrisfianogr. i. iii. (1636) 125 The Georgians have
..a peculiar language of a middle temper, which well
agreeth with the position of their country, betweene the
Tartarians and the Armenians. 1651 BACON Disc. Govt. Eng.
it. Ixii. 194 Treason was anciently used only as a crime of
breach of trust or fealty., t now it grows into a sadder temper,
and is made all one with that of Laesa Majestas,
6. The particular degree of hardness and elasticity

or resiliency imparted to steel by tempering : see
TEMPER v. 14.
ci47o HENRY Wallaces. 189 O wareide suerd, of tempyr

neutr trew. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons 4 Rapier
blades.. made of a vene hard temper to fight in pnuat
fraies. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VIt n. iv. 13 Between two
blades, which beares the better temper. i6ti CORYAT
Crudities 340 Milanese Cutlers, .are accounted very excel-
lent workmen for making of kniues, targets, and swordes of
a singular temper. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 61 The blew
Colour gives the Temper to Springs in general. i88z Metal
World 8 Oct. 338 The temper of steel is due to the chemical
union of the iron with the carbon.

fi$. 1601 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. (Qo.) n. H. 73 Not
caring how the temper of your spirits [Fof. metal of your
minds] Is eaten with the rust of idlenesse. 1784 COWPER
Task v. 664 Harden'd his heart's temper in the forge Of
lust, and on the anvil of despair. 1866 J. MARTINEAU Ess.

I.4i Intellectual implements of more ethereal temper.

*( 6. The condition of the atmosphere with regard
to heat and cold, dryness and humidity ; the

prevailing condition of the weather at a place ;

CLIMATE sb. 3, TEMPERAMENT 4. Obs,
1483 Cath. Angl. 379/3 A Tempyr,. .temperics Aeris est.

1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. clxvi. [clxvit.J 500 The wether
was fayre and clere, and the ayre in good temper. 1604 E.

G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies r. ix. 33 It is a land of
an excellent temper, being in the midst of two extremes.
i6u Rel. Eng. Plant, in Plymouth N. Eng. in Arber Pilgr.
Fathers (1897) 490 For the temper of the air here, it agreeth
well with that in England. 1697 DRYUEN Virg. Georg. \.

565 With the changeful Temper of the Skies, As Rains con-

dense, and Sunshine rarities. 1705 ADDISON Italy 208 The
Temper of their Climate. . relaxes the Fibers of their Bodies.

1 7. The relative condition of a body in respect
of warmth or coldness ; TEMPERATURE 7. Obs.

1569 TURNER Baths 16 Let therefore your both meat and
drinke be in such temper, that they be not cold but warme.
1626 BACON Sylva 326 This will be performed partly by
the Temper of the Fire. 1657 R. LICON Barbadoes 27 The
other foure months it is not so hot, but is neer the temper of
the aire in England. 1677 YARRANTON Eng. Improv. 109
The Cloth is always kept in a constant heat and temper.
1693 E. HALLEY in Phil. Trans. XVII. 655 The Thermo-
meters.. in use are of Two sorts; the one shewing the

differing Temper of Heat and Cold by the Expansion of

Spirit of Wine, the other by the Air. 1733 MILLER Card.
Diet. s. v. Tan, The Hark will begin to heat, and when it is

found of a due Temper, the Plants may be removed into it.

1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch $ Clockm, 75 Sufficient heat will

pass along the wire to lower the temper of the hole.

t 8. Bodily habit, constitution, or condition. Obs.
Sometimes attributed to the various proportions in which

the four humours are combined ; sometimes to the combina-
tion of physical qualities : see TEMPERAMENT 3, 6.

1509 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. u. i. A creature of a most
perfect and divine temper : one, in whom the humours and
elements are peaceably met., he is neither too., melancholy,
too . .phlegmatic [etc.]. 1615 CROOKB Body of Man 272
The Temper of the whole body is to be esteemed according
:o the Temper of the

principall parts, especially of the
tieart and the Liuer. 1634 W. WOOD New Eng. Prosp.
i. ii, Agreeing well with the temper of our English bodies,

1650 [see EXQUISITENESS d], 1653 H. MOKK Anlid. Ath. u.

x. | 7 (1712) 71 The Hare, whose temper and frame of body
are plainly fitted on purpose for her Condition. 1661 LOVELL
Hist.Antm. ff Mitt. Introd.,As for their [serpents'] temper,
some are cold, and others hot. 1707 FLOYER Physic. Pulse-
Watch 300 All the Climates above 45 towards the /Kquator
lave exceeding Pulses, and Choleric thin Tempers and
Habits.

9. Mental constitution ;
habitual disposition ;

= TEMPERAMENT 7.

1599 SHAKS. John \. ii. 40 A noble temper dost thou shew
n this. 1611 Wint. T. iv. iv. 478 You know my Fathers

VII. in A Ijdyof a ^wecl lemper, stria Virtue. 1754
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1O. Actual slate or attitude of the mint) or feel-

ings ; frame of mind
; inclination, humour

a 16.8 PBMTOS Ntu, C<vt. (1634) 118 If thy heart continue
in that temper, it u impossible. 1680 BI-INF.T Rotheiter
(1692) 63 1 hereby to nourish a devout temper in ui. 1719DB Fo Crum i. 320 He brought me an Account of the
Temper he found them in. 1777 BUK Let. Sheriff,
Onitti Wks. III. 162 A conciliatory temper must precede
and prepare every plan of reconciliation. 1838 LvnoM
Leila iv. vii, The excitement, the wrath of the troops, pro.
duced the temper most fit for action. 1855 MACALI.AV lliit.

Eng. xv. III. 501 The Commons were in no temper to listen
to such excuses. 1875 JOWETT //<!/ (ed. i) IV. 317, 1 would
recommend you . . not to encourage yourself in this polemical
and controversial temper.

b. In GOOD-TEMPER, II.L-TEHPIB, tad temper
(the latter leading to sense r i).

17*8 [implied in GOOD-TEMPERED). 1791 A. Yotnro Trm.
France 69 A feature of that good temper which appears to
me so visible every where in France. 1793 BURKK Ccnd.
Minority Wks. VI I. 267 He would not be able to get the
better of the ill temper, and the ill doctrines, he has been the
means of exciting. 1818 WEBSTER s. v., Disposition of mind ;

the constitution of the mind, particularly with regard to the
passions and affections ; as, a calm temper ; a hasty temper :

a fretful temper. This is applicable to beasts as well as to
man. a 1831 BINTHAM Deontology (1834) 1. 26 note, The tran-

quillityand good temperof a disputant. 1855 Bad temper
(see BAD a. 6]. 1881 J. Hk\.\.Chr.H<mu iS9Servants.. some-
times suffer from tbe ill-temper of their employers.
11. =

Ill-temper: Heat of mind or passion,
showing itself by outbursts of irritation or anger
upon slight provocation ; explosive ill-humour.

t
i88 WEBSTER, Temper.. 5. Heat ofmind or passion; irrita-

tion. The boy showed a great deal of temper when I

reproved him. So we say, a man of violent temper, when
we speak of his irritability. (This use of the word is

common, though a deviation from its original and genuine
meaning.) 1836 SMART, Temper^ .from the original sense,
calmness, moderation ; by a special application of tbe latter
derivative senses, beat, irritation, a 1846 J. W. CROKER
(Wore.), Johnson, when the first ebullition of temper had
subsided, felt that he had been unreasonably violent. 1880
CHURCH Cathedral ff Univ. Serm. (1892) 107 What we all

understand when we speak of a man '

showing temper '.

1900 ELEANOR GLYN Visits Elizabeth (1906) 21, I can't tell

you, Mamma, what a temper I was in.

III. 12, Concrete senses, in technical use.

t a. Applied to mortar or plaster. Obs. rarc~ '.

1504 PLAT Jewtll-lio. i. 18 An olde wall whose temper was
made of Lime and Sand.

b. Sugar-making. A solution containing lime
or some other alkaline substance serving to neu-
tralize the acid in the raw cane-juice and clarify it.

1657 R. LICON Barbadoes 90 A liquor made of water and
Withs which they call Temper. 1797 Etuycl. Brit. (ed. 3)
XVI II. 59/i When the clariner is filled, a fire is lighted, and a
quantity of Bristol quicklime in powder ..called temper, is

poured into the vessel. 1839 URK Diet. Arts 1202 If an
excess of temper be used, the gluten is taken up again by
tbe strong affinity which. ,exist[s] between sugar ana lime.

o. An alloy of tin and copper.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,Pcv>terer't Temper, an alloy of

i parts tin and I copper. 1885 Kncycl. Brit. XVIII. 725/1
The finest pewter (sometimes called 'tin and temper ') is

simply tin hardened by the addition of a trifle of copper.

IV. 13. attrib. and Comb., asiemper-flaw; tem-

per-spoiling, -trying adjs.
1788 COWPER Poet's M- Y. Gift ii, To wish thee fairer is no

need, . . Or more ingenious, or more freed From temper.flaws
unsightly. 1893 Outing (U.S.) XXII. i2[/a Fly-fishing is

pretty, but it is a futile and temper-spoiling art on a narrow,
crooked, bush-grown brook. 1895 KIPLING in Daily Chrtm.

3 July 3/7 The mass of profitless, temper-wearing detail

that attaches itself to any extended market-work.

14. Special Comb.(perh. from stem of TEMPEB .):

temper-pot : see quots. ; temper-screw, a set-

screw for adjustment ; esp. in boring, a screw-

connexion for automatically adjusting the drill as

the boring proceeds. See also TEMPER-PIN.
1875 URE Diet. Arts III. 67 When. .the ladle becomes

chilled, it is dipped into a small vessel containing lead of a

higher temperature than that which is being worked, and
known by the name of a "temper-pot. 1884 C. G. W. LOCK

Workshop Receipts Ser. in. 361/2 The temper-pots hold

about a ton of metal each, a 1864 GESNER Coal, Petrel., etc.

(1865) 28 The "Temper Screw is attached to a rope which
connects with the end of the walking-beam, and serves to

regulate the descent of the drill, without the inconvenience

ol lengthening the rope at short intervals. 1877 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech., Temper.screvj,. .one which brings its point

against a bearing or an object. 1883 Ceutury Mag. July

330/1 Then there is the '

temper-screw
' which lowers tbe

drilling apparatus inch by inch as it goes down.

Temper (te-mpai), v. Forms : I temprian, 3

temprien,(0r".) temmprenn,3-4 tempren,3-6
tempre, (4-5 templre, 4-6 -ere, -ir, -or, 5 -yr,

-ore, 5-6 -ier), 4- temper. See also TAMPER v.

[OE. temprian (so also in OS. temperon), ad. L.



TEMPER.

temperare to divide or proportion duly, to mingle in

due proportion,
to combine properly ;

to qualify,

temper ;
to arrange or keep in due measure or

proportion, to keep within limits, to regulate, rule.

Thence Qf.temprer (i2th c.), later (tremprer)

Iremper, I3th c. in Godef. (whence TRAMP zi.
a to

soak) ;
also temperer (learned form after L.) to

moderate by some mixture. The sense-develop-
ment of the Eng. verb was prob. influenced by
the French. A differentiated form is TAMPER z>.l

L. temperare is generally held to be a deriv. of tertipus,

tempor~ a time or season, the proper time or season ; but
the sense history of both words is prehistoric and obscure :

see Walde Lat. Elymol.}
I. 1. trans. To bring (anything) to a proper

or suitable condition, state, or
quality, by mingling

with something else; to qualify, alloy, or dilute

by such mixture or combination. Msojig. arch.

a 1000 Blickl. Glosses^
Ps. ci. 10 Potum meum cum fletu

temperabam, glossed ic temprede. 13.. K. Alls. 7850
Venym he tok, and tempred nit with wyn. 138* WYCLIF
i Cor. xii. 24 But god tempride the bodi [Vulg. Deus tern-

peravit corpus}, jyuynge more worschipe to it, to whom it

failide. c 1415 tr. A rdfrne's Surgery (E.E.T.S.) 72 pe jolk
of a raw ey tempered with bole armoniac to sich bikknes bat

it may by a clistery be ;etlc into be lure. 1486 ///.'. St.
A Ivans \>v}\>, Take Oyle of spayne and tempere it with
clere wyne. 1544 PHAER Pestilence (1553) Mv, In a hote
season it is good to temper y* said wine with a title rose,

water. (21591 H. SMITH Serin. (1637) 134 As wine is

tempered with water, so let discretion temper zeale. 1660
BURNEY Kp5. Aupof (1661) no To compound an absolute
one (Temperamentum adpandits'] of the other 3 forms of
Government [Spartan. Athenian, Roman], as the ingredients,
and ..tampering witn Monarchy. 1711 ADDISON Spcct.
No. 106 P 3 The good old Knight.. tempered the Inquiries
after his own Affairs with several kind Questions relating to

themselves. 1756 NUGENT Montesguieu'sSpir.Lawsh-jfi)
I. iv. viii. 55 There was a necessity for tempering them with
others that might soften their manners.

2. To modify (some unsuitable or excessive state

or quality, or some thing or person in respect of

such), esp. by admixture of some other quality,
etc. ;

to reduce to the suitable or desirable (middle)
degree or condition free from excess in either direc-

tion ; to moderate, mitigate, assuage, tone down.
ciooo /ELFRII: Horn. II. 46 And eft getemprie seo bj|e.

witnys baet
fyr,

baet hit to reoe ne sy. a 1050 Liber Scintill.
x. 52 Bryne lichamena mid cealdrum estum to tempri^enne
ys [L. temperandus est}. c laoo ORMIN 2893 Forr 335 birrb
rihhtwisnesse ben Purrh mildheorrtnesse temmpredd. a 1340HAM POLE Psalter cvi. 29 [>e persecuciouns he tempird
and made bairn surTrabil. 155* HULOET, Temper sorow with
mirth. 1596 SPENSER State Irel. Pref. 2 We may wish that
in some passages it had bin tempered with more moderation.
1596 BACON Max. % Use Com. Law Ep. Ded. (1636) 3 Kings
which. .do temper their magnanimity with justice. 1768
STERNE^M/. yam.(ijjX)ll. 176 (Maria) God tempers the
wind, said Maria, to the shorn lamb. 1781 J. MOORE View
Soc. It. (1790) I. xxxix. 420 Our admiration of the Romans
is tempered with horror. 1834 MRS. SOMERVILLE Connex.
Phys. Sc. xxvi. (1849) 291 The cold currents from the poles
tempering the intense heat of the equatorial regions. 1871
MACDUFF Mem. Patmos x. 132 He. .who tempers judgment
with mercy. 1878 HUXLEY Physwgr. 80 In tempering the
activity of the oxygen with which it is associated.

b. intr, (lor pass.)
1860 DICKENS Uncomm. Trav. ix, A flavour of damaged

oranges, which, a little further down towards the river, tern,

pered into herrings, and gradually toned into a cosmopoli-
tan blast of fish.

3. To mix, mingle, blend (ingredients) togelher,
or (one ingredient) with another, in proper pro-
portions. Alsoyff. arch.
c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yearn. Prol. ff T. 348 Er bat the pot

be on the fir ydo Of metals with a certeyn quantitee My
lord hem tempreth and no man but he. c 1440 Pnmp.
Parv. 488/1 Temperyn, or menge to-gedur, commisceo,
mhceo. 1530 PALSGR. 754/1 Whan metalles be well tern,

pered togyther they wyll be all as one. 1671 J. WEBSTER
Metallogr. v. 88 They are said to grow of sulphur and argent
vive rnixt and tempered together. 1759;. MILLS Dnhamets
Husb. i. viii. (1762) 21 To fling and temper amongst it ashes
or chalk. 1876 BLACKIE Songs Relir. t, Life 195 If widely
you temper, and skilfully blend The hard-headed Scot with
the quick-witted Grecian.

4. To prepare by mingling; to make by due
mixture or combination; to concoct, compound,
compose, make up, devise. AV.and^%. Obs. 01 arch.
1390 GOWER Con/. III. 10 In cold I brenne and frese in

liete : And thanne I drinke a biter swete With dieie lippe
and yhen wete. Lo, thus I tempre mi diete. 1541 UDALL

strong medicine a temperyng. 1600 HOLLAND Livy viii
xviii. 294 That certain dames of Rome, .boiled and tempered
ranke poisons (to kill their husbands). 1650 BULWER
Anthropomet. 155 Sometimes they will temper a certain
Colour, with Hens dung and Saffron.

to. To restore the proper 'temper' or 'tem-
perament' to; to bring into a good or desirable
state of body or health ; to cure, heal, refresh.
c looo .LRIC Ham. I. 474 Se Se wile mid soSum tece-

craefle his lichaman

. . r -t yown
ayme yowre hawke with in .iiij.

hawke, that is to say ensa>
days, I meruell ,561 HOIXYBUSH"//"^?^M.'V'b/Henaydnnk. a htle wyne vpon it, to tempere'hys mou h of
the bitternesse. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage \\\

160

i Callus, a riuer..the waters whereof, temperatly drunken,

J

did exceedingly temper the braine, and take away inadnes.

6. To bring into a suitable or desirable frame

!

of mind; to dispose favourably, to persuade; also,

to appease, mollify, pacify. Obs. or arch.

1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. xci. (Ixxxvii.] 271 If he be

nat reasonable, the duke of Berrey and the duke of Bur-

goyne wyll so temper hym, that ye shal be frendes and

, cosyn to the kynge. 1546 St. Papers Hen. K///, XI. 44

I
How moch the Einperour hath doonc soo to tempre the

I French King, it appered in his last bargayn with Fraunce.

i
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. iv. 100 Now will I to that old

! Andronicus, And temper him with all the Art I haue, To
1

plucke proud Lucius from the warlike Gothes. 1678
i TEMPLE Let. to Sir L. Jenkins Wks. 1731 II. 470, I found

|
both the King and the Duke growing so angry upon it, that

I thought it my part to temper them as far as I could. 1710
STEELE Tatler No. 194 r 7 The Lady so well tempered and

;
reconciled them both, that she forced them to join Hands.

i 1874 BUSHNELL Forgiven, % Law 59 Is it true that God
must be gained or tempered transactionally. .in order to

the letting forth of grace upon his enemies?

II. 7. To keep, conduct, or manage in just

measure; to regulate; to control, direct, guide,

rule, govern, overrule. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1000 Sax, Lcechd. III. 250 Ac heo [seo sunne] tempraS
3a eorSlican waestmas sender Re n wast me ge on ripunge.
13. . Coer de L. 659 Kyng Rychard the fyre bet, Thomas
to the spytte hym set, Fouk Doyjy tempryd the wood.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 7616 |>ai (the heavens] tempre
be streng[t]he of alle be elementes. c 1400 GOWER Praise

of Peace 160 Though thou the werres darst wel undirtake,
Aftir reson yit tempre thi corage. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
488/1 Temporyn, or sette yn mesure, temfero. 15*8 TIN-
DALE Obed. Ckr. Man 148 b, All the Apostles chose two..
and cast lottes desyringe God to temper them that the lotte

myght fall on the most ablest. 1576 GOSSON Spec. Hum. vi.

in Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 77 Thou God .. that .. turnes the

spheares, and tempers all on hie. 1591 SPENSER M. Hub-
berd 1294 His snakie wand, With which the damned ghosts
he governeth. And furies rules and Tartare tempereth. 1650
LEAK Waterwks. 32 There is a Pipe with a Cock.. which
serves to temper the course of the Water. 1715 POPE
Odyss. iv. 326 Supremest Jove Tempers the fates of human
race above. 1835 D. WEBSTER Orig. Scot. Rhymes 153
(E.D.D.) This birkie bodie can wi* speed Temper yer ilka

thrum and thread.

8. To restrain within due limits, or within the

bounds of moderation ; in later use often simply,
to restrain, check, curb.
a 1050 Liber Scintill. xxviii. (1889) 107 Forbi hi na tempre.

don [L. non ternperauerunt] jefernysse hatan. 1197 R.
GLOUC. (Rolls) 1624 He dude horn ssame ynou & temprede
horn vol wel & made bom sone milde ynou bo hii were rebel.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 775 $if bou tynez bat toun. tempre
byn yre. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 743 To toilen wib (w er>e,
Tylen & trewlicne lyven & her flech tempren. c 1400 Brut
31 Lud hissone..gouernede wel be lande, and miche honour-
rede gode folc, and temprede and amendit wickede folc.

1538 STARKEY England \. iv. 120 Yf we coude fynd a way to

tempur and refrayne thayr malyce. 1599 Warn. Faire
Worn. n. 737 Learne to temper your excessive griefe. 1777
ROBERTSON Hist. Attier. II. v. 8r Cortes, .was more solicit-

ous to temper than to inflame their ardour. i8ai BYRON
Sardan. l. ii. 347 Since they are tumultuous, Let them be

temper'd, yet not roughly.

fb. reft. To control or restrain oneself. Obs.
ciooo ^ELFRIC Horn. I. 360 An is, bset gehwa hine sylfne

getempri^e mid xemete on aHe and on wane. 13. . Cursor
Al. 17244 (Colt.) For-sak bi sere o silk and line, And temper
be wit[h] alle and wine. 1531 ELYOT Gov. in. xxiv. (1883)379
He coulde nat tempre him selfe in redyng Greke bokes wnyles
the Senate was sittyng. 1600 HOLLAND Livy v. xlv. 209 So
as they could scarcely temper themselves and forbeare, but
presently set upon them. 1651 HOBDES Govt. $ Soc, vii. 4.

114, I wish that not onely Kings, but all other Persons..
would so temper themselves as to commit no wrong.

fc. ?-/?. To restrain oneself orrefrain/r<w;(f <?/").

1560 DAUS tr. Slfidane's Comm. loob, Warnyng men to

tempre themselues from entryng in to wycked wanes. 1561
T. NORTON Calvin s fust. i. 42 If the readers will temper
them of curiositie, and not more gredily than mete is, seke
for combersome and entangled disputations. 1658 W. BURTON
Itin. Anton. 180, I could not temper my self, .from causing
his discourse to be transcribed hither.

9. To regulate suitably to need or requirement ;

to fit, adapt, conform, accommodate, make suit-

able. Const, to. Now rare or Obs.
M5<>-i53 Myrr* our Ladye 86 The sufferaunce of god,

whyche temperyth all thynges to hys seruauntes, as they may
hereto theyr moosteprofyt. 1573-80 BARET^/K. T 113 To
i emper his talke to the fantasie and pleasure. 1649 MILTON
Eikon. \. 5 They were indeed not temper'd to his temper.
1661 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr, n. v. 8 God tempered the
Ceremoniall Law much according to the condition and
capacity of the persons it was prescribed to. 1665 MANLEY
GrothixLowC. Warres 243 If the one King.. had tern.

pered himself and his Laws, according to the strength and
prevalence of parties.

III. Various technical uses.
10. To bring (clay, mortar, etc.) to a proper con-

sistence for use by mixing and working it up with
water, etc. Alsoj^f.
13.. Cursor M. 22940 (Fairf.) |>e potter.. al new he tern -

pns his
clay._ 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 271 Whan

pat stoon is i-tempred wij> water and torned to playstre.
c 1400 Brut 57 Wille 50 slee me for my blode forto temper wib
Soure morter? 1535 COVERDALE Ecclus. xxxviii. 30 He
fashioneth the claye with his arme, and with his fete he
tempereth it. 1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 32 Lime tempered,
not with water, but with wine, incredibly durable. 1719YOUNG Busiris v. i, Yes, I will., temper all my cement with
their blood. 1884 C. T. DAVIS Manuf. Bricks, etc. v. (1889)
130 The object of tempering the clay is to thoroughly mix
it, and prepare the material for the use of the moulder.

TEMPER.

1 11. To moisten (a substance, usually medicinal
or culinary ingredients in a comminuted

state) so

I

as to form a paste or mixture ; to mix to a paste.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxi. 94 Take be lefes. .and stampebam and tempre bam with water and drink it. c 1400 Rom

Rose 4180 A piastre dolorous. .Which is not tempred with
;

vynegre, But with poverteS indigence, c 1440 X<r. Cookery
in //OKjf/i.CW. (1790) 426 Take soden porke and gryndehit
sinal, and tempur hit with rawe yolkes of eyren. 1563 T
GALE Antidot. n. 15 The herbes must be mixed and tern'

pered with Axungia. 1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol
Anat. i. ix. 22 Some moisture to temper the meat and
make it liquid. 1674 RAY Collect. Words, Smelting Silver
115 With water tempered into a pa&t to a due quality.

b. spec, in Painting: To prepare (colours) for
use by mixing them with oil, etc.

1531 EI.YOT Gov. in. xix. (1883) 318 In temperynge his
colours, he lacked good size, wherwitli they shuide have
ben bounden, and made to endure. 1691 RAY Creation
I. (1692) 97 The most skilful Painter cannot so mingle and
temper his Colours. 1837 SIR F. PALGRAVE Merch. t, Friar
(1844) 9 The metallic or body colours are to be tempered or
mixed with oil. 1859 SALA Gaslight H D. ii. 25 Colours
ground in water, and subsequently tempered with size.

t!2. To steep or dissolve (a substance) in a

liquid (cf. TRAMP v?) ; fig. to drench, suffuse. Obs.
1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn 147 Wyth eyen all tempred

wylh teerys. 1530 PALSGR. 754/1, I temper, I laye breed
or other thynges in stepe. . . You muste temper your breed
in vynayger. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxx. xv. 750 Which
[poison] nee commaunded him to temper in a goblet of wine
and to carie it to Sophonisba. 1669 STURMY Mariner's
Mag. vii. xxxiv. 50 Take blew Smalts, temper it in Water,
and rub the Picture with it.

1 13. trans. To soften (iron, wax, etc.) by heat-

ing; to melt. Also intr. for pass. 06s.
1535 COVERDALE Isa. xliv. 12 The smyth taketh yron, and

tempreth it with hole coles, and fashioneth it with hammers
1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons 19 b, The Archers did vse
to temper with fire a conuenient quantitie of waxe, rosen
and fine tallowe together. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. If, iv. iii.

140, I haue him alreadie tempering betweene my finger
and my thombe, and shortly will I seale with him.

14. To bring (steel) to a suitable degree of hard-
ness and elasticity or resiliency by heating it to the

required temperature and immersing it, white hot,
in some liquid, usually cold water ; applied also
to the hardening of copper, etc. Also^ff.
c 1381 CHAUCER Parl. Foulcs 214, I say Cupide . . hise

arwis forge & file..And wel his doughtyr temperede al this

whyle The heuedis in the welle. 14.. Tundale's Vis. 1059A
t
S men shuide temper irne or stele. 1530 PALSGR. 754/1

They have a great advauntage in Spayne. to temper their
blades well, bycause of the nature of their ryvers. 1603
HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 115 We must doe as the Smithes
who temper yron : For when they have given it a fire, and
made it by that meanes soft, loose and pliable, they drench
and dip it m cold water, whereby it becommeth compact and
hard, taking thereby the due temperature of stifle steele.

1758 REID tr. Macquer's Chym. I. 64 The hardness of Steel

may be considerably augmented by tempering it ; that is,

by making it red-hot, and suddenly quenching it in some
cold liquor. 1881 Metal World No. 8. 121 This they con-
verted into the purest steel, and tempered to the hardest
and yet the most elastic pitch.

b. intr. (for pass.).
1881 RAYMOND Mining Class, s. v., A metallic compound

in which these qualities [hardness and elasticity] can thus
be produced is said to temper, or to take temper. 1884
W. H. GREENWOOD Steel #r Iron xvii. 669 Mild steel con.

raining from 0-05 to 0-20 per cent, of carbon will weld, but
does not temper.

1 15. To tune, adjust the pitch of (a musical in-

strument). Obs. exc. as in b.
c 1300 Prov. Hending x. in Salomon ft Sat., etc. (1848)

272 He nul no gle bygynne er he haue tempred is pype.
1390 GOWER Con/. III. 301 He takth the Harpe and in

his wise He tempreth, and of such assise Singende he harp,
eth forth withal. 1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 41 For fyling
Ms napkin, temperd a string or too with his wreast. 1593
Bacchus Bountte in Harl. Misc. (Main.) II. 274 Whereupon
M. Barlycap tempered up his fiddle, and began.
b. spec. To tune (a note or instrument) accord-

ing to some temperament : see TEMPERAMENT 10.

See also TEMPERED i e.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Temperament, To mend
these imperfect concords, the musicians have bethought
themselves to temper, i. e. give them part of the agreeable-
ness of perfect ones. . . All such divisions of the octave are
called tempered, or temperative systems. 1788 CAVALLO
in Phil. Trans. LXXVIII. 250 All the fifths, all the thirds,
and in short all the chords of the same denomination, are

equally tempered throughout. 1875 A. J. ELLIS tr. helm-
holtz' Sensat. Tone in. xvi. 509 It is clearly not necessary to

temper the instruments to which the singer practises.

16. To bring into harmony, attune. Const to.

Obs. or arch.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. m. met. xii. 84 (Camb. MS.) And

there he [Orpheus] temprede hise blaundysshynge soonges
by resownynge strenges, 1637 MILTON Lycidtis 33 Mean
while the Rural ditties were not mute, femper d to th'

Oaten Flute. 1754 GRAY Progr. Poesy 26 Thee the voice, the

dance, obey, Temper'd to thy warbled lay. 1860 WASTER
Sea-board II. 367 If we make melody in our hearts, and if

our souls are tempered to harmony, then is the Divinity

enlarged within us.

17. To set or adjust the share and other parts of

(a plough) in the proper position for making the

furrow of the required depth and width. 1 Obs.

1513 FITZHERB. Husb. S 4 It is necessarye for an housbande
to knowe howe these plowes shuide be tempered, to plowe
and turne clene, and to make no reste balkes. Ibid., All

these maner of plowes shuide haue all lyke one maner of



TEMPERA.

temperyng in the yrens. 1844 STEPHENS Bt. Farm I. 33
The ploughman will be able to afford him ocular proof how
he places (tempers) all the irons of the plough in relation to

the state of the land. lind. 404 To
'

temper a prough
'

is the

great aim of the good ploughman.

f!8. To regulate (a clock). Sc. Obs.

1538 Aberdeen Rcgr. (1844) I. 157 For his gud scruice to

be done in keiping and temporinKof thair knok within the

tolbutht, for his fee. 1592-3 in Spottisivoode Misc. (1845)
II. 269 Wnderstanding the great pains and travels of Archi-

bald Stedman in tempering the knock.

Temper, obs. var. TAMPER v. ; obs. f. TEMPTER ;

var. TEMPHE a. Obs.

II Tempera (te-mpera). Also 9 tempra. [It.

tempera, in phr. pingere a tempera to paint in dis-

temper.] The method of painting in distemper:
see Dis EMPKR sl>.'& I.

1832 GJ:LL Ptnnpc'mnft I. viii. 148 A beautiful Venus

painted in tempra. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 1^7/2 Tem-

pera is called in Italy
' fresco a secco

'

as distinguished from
'fresco buono ',

or true fresco, painted on freshly laid patches
of stucco, a 1890 W. B. SCOTT A utoHogr. Notes I. 168 The
best preserved early pictures there [Italy] are tempera, not

fresco.

b. Comb., as tempera-painting, -picture.
1862 THORNBURY Turner I. 142 Passages of transparent

colour, either upon white grounds, or introduced to enrich

tempera pictures. 1898 HUEFFER in Contcntp. Rcv.^ Aug.
185 In the same year, he again attempted tempera-painting.

Temperable (te-mpsrab'l), a. Now rare.

[prob. ad. med.L. temperabil-is; but perh. f.

TEMPER sb. and v. + -ABLE : cf. agreeable, custom-

able, peaceable] f a Of weather or climate : =
TEMPERATEO.S. fb. Ofa person:

= TEMPERATE a. i.

i 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 16 In somer he muste haue

temperable eir. c 1450 LOVELICH Grail xxxvi. 496 That he

myhte beste herberwed to be, Into Most temperable place
Abowtes be see. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 4/18 Temperable,

temperatilis, 1618 BOLTON Florin i. viii. 30 That the fierce

people might bee made temperable, through the feare of the

Gods. 1629 MAXWELL tr. Herodian (1635) 31 Yet for a

while, was the Prince more temperable, out of respect to his

Fathers memory, and his Counsellors gravitie.

o. That may be tempered or made plastic.

1841 EMERSON Ess., Hist, r 44 The fusible, hard, and

temperable texture of metals.

t Tempera-de. Obs. (See quot.)
i7oo B. E. Diet. Cant. Crciv, Temperade, an East-

Indian-dish, now in use in England, being a Fowl Fricasied,

with high Sauce, Blancht Almonds and Rice.

Te-mperal, a. nonce-wd. [f.
TEMPER sb. + -AL.J

Of, pertaining to, or resulting from tempering.
1816 ACCUM Chem. Tests (r8i8) 106 Other articles of steel

..either bend or lose their shape in the hardening. .or resist

the tool, when wrought in the temperal state.

Temperal(l, -alite, -alte, obs. if. TEMPORAL,

-ALITY, -ALTY.

t Temperality. Obs. Humorous misuse of

TEMPER.
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, n. iv. 25 Me thinkes now you are

in an excellent good temperalitie.

Temperament (te-mperament), sb. Also 5

temperment. [ad. L. temperamcntum due mixture,

f. temperare to TEMPER : see -MENT. So Fr. lem-

pirament (ifith c. in Godef. Compl.")]

I. fl. A moderate and proportionable mixture of

elements in a compound ;
the condition in which

elements are combined in their due proportions.
? a 1412 LYDG. Two Merch. 303 YifT. .heete or blood passe

his temperament, In to a fevere anoon a man it leedith.

1576 NEWTON Lemnie's Complex. (1633) 50 Crasis or

Temperament.. is an agreement, and conveniency of the

first qualities and Elements among themselves : Or, an

equall mixture or proportion of the qualities of the Elements,

wherein no excesse blame-worthy or faulty is to be found.

1658 PHILLIPS, Temperament, a moderate and proportion-

able mixture of any thing, but more peculiarly of the four

humours of the body. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Comfit, iv.

124 The cure of a wasting Flux., consists in the restitution

of the temperament. 1684 J. P. tr. Frambresar. Art

Physick i. 18 A Temperament is a proportion of the four

chief Elementary Qualities proper for the true exercise of

the Natural Functions.

1 2. State or condition with respect to the propor-

tion of ingredients or manner of mixing; consistence,

composition ;
mixture. Obs.

1471 RIPLEY Camp. Alch. iv. xiv. in Ashm. Tfieat. Chem.

Brit. (1652) 147 A temperament not so thyk as the Body ys,

Nother so thyn as Water. 1610 BARROUGH Meth. Physick
viii (1639) 469 Boyle it again until it come to the tempera-

ment of an ointment. 1641 MILTON Reform, n. Wks. 1851

III. 57 The best founded Commonwealths.. have aymd at

a certaine mixture and temperament, partaking the severall

venues of each other State. 1660 N. INGELO Bentiv. * Ur.

n. (1682) 203 That the Soul is not a Temperament of

Corporeal Humours is manifest, a 1673 J. CARYL in

Spurgeon Treat. Dav. Ps. Ixvi. 12 A due temperament of

heat and cold, of dryness and moistness.

II. f3. In the natural philosophy of the Middle

Ages : The combination of supposed qualities (Jiot

or cold, moist or dry) in a certain proportion,

determining the nature of a plant or other body

(
= COMPLEXION sb.\); characteristic nature ;

known

spec, as ^miversal temperament (cf. 6). Obs.

1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. i. xviii. in Ashm. Thlal. Chem.

Brit. (1652) 133 For soe to temperment ys brought our

Stone, And Natures contraryose, fower be made one. 1578

LVTF Dodoens \. Ixvi. 97 Some men write of this nerbe

VOL. IX.
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[Water Plantayne], that it is of temperament colde and dry. |

1612 WOODAI.L Surg. Male Wks. (1653) 209 Let no man
attribute to all salts one temperament. 1665 ('.. HA\ KKS /'.

dclla I 'allc's Trar. I-'.. India 70 Of temperament, 'tis licld

to be hot, and good to promote digestion, a 1677 I'

rn'ni. Vr/f. Man. it, iv. 153 The experience of various

temperaments and operations of those Herbs.

4. The condition of the weather or climate as

resulting from the different combinations of the

qualities, heat or cold, dryness or humidity; cli-

mate. Obs. or arch.
1610 BARROUGH Meth. Physick iv. xiii. (1639) 245 Of all

temperaments of the aire, the worst is that which is not and
moist. 1684 R. WAI.LKR Nat. Kxper. 10 Not onely from
the season of the Year, and temperament of the Air, but

from the Nature of the Soils and Countries themselves.

1713 UKRIIAM Phys..Theol. I. ii. 17 The Cause assigned to

mafignant, epidemical Diseases; and that is, an hot and
moist Temperament of the Air. 1822-34 Good's Study tied.

(ed. 4) I. 459 Change of air . . where the difference of

temperament, or even of temperature, can be rendered very
considerable. 1875 JOWETT Plata (ed. 2) 1 . 49* Tn? tempera-
ment of their seasons is such that they have no disease.

|-5. Condition with regard to warmth or cold-

ness ;
= TEMPERATURE 7. Obs.

1658 A. Fox Witrtz' Surf. iv. i. 304 Wound Unguents and
wound Plaisters should alwaics stand in one lemperament.
a 1704 LOCKE Elem. Nat. Phil. xi. (1754) 51 Bodies are

\

denominated hot and cold in proportion to the present

temperament of that part of our body to which they are

applied. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece n. iii. 352 To keep up
your Heat to the same Temperament. 1799 Phil. Mag.
III. 419 A given quantity of cold water, or water of any
given temperament.
6. In medixval physiology : The combination of

the four cardinal humours (see HUMOUR sb. 2 b) of

the body, by the relative proportion of which the

physical and mental constitution were held to be

determined ;
known spec, as animal temperament;

also, The bodily habit attributed to this, as a

sanguine, choleric, phlegmatic, or melancholic tem-

perament (see the adjs.). See TEMPER sb. 8.

In modern use the term lemperament and the names of

the four temperaments continue, without any theory of

combination of humours.
1628 FELTHAM Resolves n. [i.] xxx. 95 Though the soule

be not caused by the body ! yet in the generall it followes

the temperament of it. 1652 BP. HALL Invisible World
n. i Galen was not a better Physician than an ill

Divine, while he determines the soul to be the complexion
and temperament of the prime qualities. 1657 TOMLINSOM
Renou's Disp. ip That [Medicament], .which.. doth work
a manifest mutation on our bodies, .. either in temperament,
in matter or form. 1676 DRYDEN Aurengzcbe Ded., Our
Minds are perpetually wrought on by the Temperaments of

our Bodies. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The ancient

physicians brought these animal temperaments to correspond
with the universal temperament. . : the sanguine temperament
was supposed to coincide with hot and moist, the phlegmatic
with cold and moist [etc.]. 1818 T. L. PEACOCK Nightmare
Abb. i, This gentleman was naturally of an atrabilanous

temperament. 1836 A. WALKER Beauty in Worn. 202 The
ancients classed individuals in one or other of four tempera-

ments, founded on the hypothesis of four humours,, .the red

part [of the blood], phlegm, yellow, and black bile. ..Hence

were derived the names of the sanguine, the phlegmatic,
the choleric, and the melancholic temperaments. 1843 R- )

GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med. xxxi. 421 Edward Fitzgerald,

labourer,, .temperament sanguineous.

7. Constitution or habit of mind, esp. as depend-

ing upon or connected with physical constitution ;

natural disposition ;
= TEMPER sb. 9.

1821 BYRON Jnan m. liii, He was a man of a strange

temperament. 1842 MRS. BROWNING Crk. Chr. Poets 135

The poetic temperament. 1843 LYTTON Last Bar. in. v,

Despite this general smoothness of mien, his temperament
was naturally irritable [and] quick. 1856 EMERSON Etig.

Traits, Truth Wks; (Bohn) II. 55 A slow temperament
makes them less rapid and ready than other countrymen.
1868 Miss BRADDON DeadSea Fr. III. v. 64 Visions. .such

TEMPERANCE.

'speaker 2 May j^'/i'The unbiassed temperament which

is essential to the true historian. 1894 W, B. CARPENTER

Son of Man amg. Sons of Men v, Temperament is a con-

venient phrase to describe those qualities and dispositions

which belong to him from birth.

HI. The action or fact of tempering.

8. Moderating, moderation ; lightening, allevia-

tion, mitigation ;
due regulation. Obs. or arch.

I47S Rolls of Parlt. VI. 144/2 That a dewe moderation

md temperament be observed. 1576 NEWTON Lemnie's

~omplex. (1633) 3 Unlesse he have the knowledge of his

noV'admVtted'to'puTge'hTms'eff'byan Oath. 1861 Temple
Bar Hag. IV. 54 That a certain temperament of speed was

ensured. ..

9. The action of duly combining or adjusting

different principles, claims, etc.
; adjustment, com-

promise. Obs. or arch.

1660 Trial Regie. 12 There is that excellent Temperament
in our laws, that, .the King cannot rule, but by His Laws.

1678 SIR G. MACKENZIE Crim. Laws Scot. n. xxiv. 6 (1699)

261 By this just Temperament, the Interest of the Common,

wealth, and the Imbicility of Minors are both salved. 1686

F. SPENCF. tr. barillas' Ho. Media's 52 The friends of Piero

1818 HAM.AM Mid. Axes fiS;-j) II, iv. 43 As a fuitmutle

temperament of Uw ami justice with the ruyal ami
b. A middle course or state between txticuiti

of any kind
;
a medium, mean. Of'S. or arch.

1604 R. CAWIJHKY Taf>!e Alpft., Tfiirptntiru-tit, trmperate-
nesse, meane, or due proportion. 1656 I'.imsi (.tlossogr.,

1741 MIDDLE-TON Cicero II. xi. 476 Rewards and pm,i-!i.
menls; in which. .as ill every thing else, a certain medium
and temperament is to be observed. 1823 I'-KMHAM Not
Paul 249 The causes, .of this

temperament this mezzo ter.
m/0^this middle course. 1827 I!AM.AM Canst. //iit.(i8-j6)
I. ii. 5 4. 88 A judicious temperament, which the r,

'

would have done well to adopt in some other points.

10. Jlfiis. The adjustment of the intervals of the

scale (in the tuning of instruments of fixed intona-

tion, as keyboard instruments), so as to adapt them
to the purposes of practical harmony : consisting
in slight variations of the pitch of the notes from

true or '

just
'
intonation in order to make them

available in different keys ; a particular system of

doing this. (Sometimes extended to any system
of tuning, including that of just intonation.)
The chief temperaments that have been practically used

are mean tone temperament (see MIAN TONE); and equal
temperament (now almost universal), in which the octave is

divided into twelve (theoretically) equal semitones, so that

the variations of pitch are evenly distributed throughout
all keys.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Temperament, . . in music, denotes

a rectifying or mending the false or imperfect concords, by
transferring to them part of the beauty of the perfect ones.

1788 CAVALLO in Phil. Trans. LXXVII I. 242 This alteration

of the just lengths of strings, necessary for adapting them to

several key-notes, is called the temperament. 1881 BROAD-

HOUSE Mus. Acoustics 354 Mean tone temperament was

Corr. (1844) IV. 253 There is no medium, there_
is no

temperament, there is no compromise with Jacobinism.

divide the octave into twelve exactly equal parts, though it

does not actually so divide it. 1898 STAINKR & BARRETT
Diet. Mus. Terms 437/1 The question of melodic progres-

sions, as affecting the excellence of temperaments, is too

extensive for our limits.

Temperament, . rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

To endow with a temperament; in Te-mpera-
mertted, Te'mperamenting///. adjs.

1855 EMERSON Woman Misc.(i884> 349 Men are not to the

same degree temperamented. 1870 Soc, tf Soltt., Work <y

Days Wks. (Bohn) III. 70 The earth with its foods ; the intel-

lectual temperamenting air ;. .are given immeasurably to all.

Temperamental (temperame-ntal), a. [f.

TEMPERAMENT sb. + -AL.] Of or relating to the

temperament (chiefly in sense 7) ; constitutional.

1646 SIR T. BROWNS Pseud. Ep. 18 By a temperamentall

inactivity we are unready to put in execution the suggestions

or dictates of reason. 1650 CHARI.ETON Paradoxes 139 The
constitution or temperamentall disposition of the organ. 1812

COLERIDGE in Lit. Kern. (1836) I. 381 These temperamental

/ru-virtues will too often fail. 1824 Ifew Montlily Mag. XI.

321 In spite of her temperamental gaiety.. she had moments

of intense melancholy. 1907 H. WALES The Yoke i, People

there are who appear to have been given a special tempera,

mental adaptation for an ascetic and abstinent life.

Temperame-ntally, adv. [f. prec, + -LY 2.]

By temperament ; constitutionally.
1861 Romance Dull Life xxviii. 204 They were both

temperamentally incapacitated for catching a prevalent

emotion. 1908 Timet, Lit. Supf. 17 Dec. 479/1 Persons

who are temperamentally faddists.

Temperance (te-mperans).
Also 4-5 tem-

perans, 4-6 -aunoe, 6 -anse ; (5-6 temporaunce,

7 -ance). [a. AF. temperaunce (R. Grosseteste

a 1250), ad. L. temperantia moderation, f. temper-

ant-em, pr. pple. of temperare to TEMPER. As to

previous history, see Note below.]

I. 1. The practice or habit of restraining one-

self in provocation, passion, desire, etc.; rational

self-restraint. (One of the four cardinal virtues.)

a. Self-restraint and moderation in action of

any kind, in the expression of opinion, etc. ; sup-

pression of any tendency to passionate action ; in

early use, esp. self-control, restraint, or forbear-

ance, when provoked to anger or impatience.

[a 1250 R. GROSSETESTE (in Godef. Compl.), C'est force et

temperaunce.]
a io HAMPOLE Psalter xxxm. 2 Debonere men bat has

*T
: 11 .i. .,,, *.jt* Wvf-i ic CnL 111, 12 Therfor*:

R.V. meekness], and pacience. <r 1386 CHAUCER /-ra*(. J.

57 On euery wrong a man may nat be wreken, After the

tyme moste be temperaunce. .4.- in Tundale s V,s. (1843)

135 Hys hart dawnt so by temperance To voyde rancour

and plante in sufferaunce. 14.. m Wo.rs Eng.rn France

(1864) II. 521 The iiii. cardmalle verluse, named Justice,

Prudence, Force, and Temperaunce. IS" COLCT Serm.

Conf. * Kef. B vij b, The lawes that commaunde schemes

and temperance in adournynge of the body. 1552

HULOET, Temperaunce ..is a moderate gouernaur.ce o

reason, and also as one of the car[di]nall venues. 1500

SPENSER F. Q. i. viii. 34 He. .ralmd his wrath with goodly

temperance. 1654 WHITELOCKE 7ml. Swed. Eit. (1772)

II 421 Yett it pleased God to give me much patier

and temperance to bear. this.. ingratitude. 1781 GIBBOS

Decl, t, F. xxviL III. 9 The choice of a venerable old man.

announced to the court of Constantinople the gravity and



TEMPERANCE.

temperance of the British usurper. 1851 HUSSEV Papal
Power iii. 162 The moral force ofthe testimony. . is weakened

by the manifest defects of the case, and some want of

temperance in the mode of conducting it.

b. Self-restraint in the indulgence of any nntural

affection or appetency ;
moderation in the pursuit

of a gratification, in the exercise of a feeling, or in

the use of anything ; in early use often =
chastity.

1340 Ayenb. 124 Temperance [lokej? fxine man] J>et he ne

by be none kuede loue amerd. 1526 TIKDALE Acts xxiy.
25 As he preached of lustice, temperaunce [I'ulg, casti-

tate, WVCI.IF, COVURD. chastite, Rhem. chastitie], and Judge-
ment to come, Felix trembled. 1535 COVERIMLE Gal, v.

23 The frute of the sprete is loue, ioye, peace,. .gooclne.ise,

faithfulnes, mekenesse, temperaunce. 1576 FLEMING ranopL
Epist. 270 She forgetteth temperance, and waxeth inconti-

nent. 1603 HOLLAND rfatarch sMor. 65 When itrulethand
ordereth our lust or concupiscense, limiting out a certaine

measure, and lawfull proportion of time unto pleasures, it is

called Temperance. 1656 STANLEY Hist.Pkilos, v. (1701) 164

Temperance, the Principle ofsubduing Desires, and yielding
to no Pleasures, but living Moderately, 1846 TRENCH Mirac.
i. (1862) 112 The secret of temperance lies not in the scanty
supply, but in the strong self-restraint. 1875 MANNING
Mission H. Ghost x. 266 Temperance is the excellence of
the will in controlling the passion for pleasure.

2. spec. The avoidance of excess in eating and

drinking ; esp., in later use, moderation in regard
to intoxicants, sobriety. Now often applied to

the practice or principle of total abstinence from
alcoholic drink ; teetotalism.

[1509 FISHER Funeral Serin. C'tess of Richmond Wks.
(1876) 293 Her sobre temperaunce in metes & drynkes was
knowen to al them that were conuersaunt with her.) 1541
BOORDE Dyetary ix. (1870) 251 Surfetes do kyll many men,
and temporaunce doth prolonge the lyfe. 1697 DAMPIER
I7oy. (1729) I. 69 Having .. agreed upon some particular
Rules, especially of Temperance and Sobriety, a 1718
PENN Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 009 Temperance,., Properly and
strictly speaking itreferstoDiet. 1727 BAILEY voL II, Tent*

ferance . . the two Species of it are Sobriety, which moder-
ates our eating and drinking, and Chastity. 1727-46
THOMSON Summer 1609 Sound Temperance, Healthful in

heart and look. 1775 ASH, Temperance, Moderation, the
opposite to gluttony and drunkenness. 1826 (title) American
Society for the Promotion of Temperance. 1849 COBDEN
in Morley Life xviii. (1902) 69/1 With a delicate frame.. I

have been enabled, by temperance, to do the work of a strong
man. 1887 Miss BKADDON Like $ Unlike i, Where I can
enjoyastiff glass ofgrog with myfeet on the hobs, and with
nobody to preach temperance. 1890 BESANT Demoniac i,

Not the least breath of suspicion had ever rested upon him
in the matter of temperance.

b. attrib. usually, Pertaining to, practising, or

advocating total abstinence, as temperance associa-

tion^ drink, lecture, man, meeting, movement, refor-
mation, society, work ; temperance hotel, inn,
one where no intoxicants are sold or provided.
1836 J. HUME Sp. f/o. Com. 24 Mar., There were perhaps

many present, who were advocates ofTemperance Societies.

1837 DICKENS Pickw. xxxiii, The Brick I^ne Branch of the
United Grand Junction Ebenezer Temperance Association.

1850 E. ELLIOTT More Verse fy Prose, Beware Dogmas 9
James. .keeps, abjuring rum and gin, A Temperance inn.

1855 Zoologist XIII. 4681 Assisting Father Mathew in the

temperance-movement. 1886 C. E. PASCOE Londonof To-
day \\\. (ed. 3)55 One of the best 'temperance Mining-places
in London. 1890 BESANT Demoniac v, Captain and crew
must be all temperance men : there is not to be one single
drop of di ink.. put on board. 1890 DAWSON BURNS (title)

Temperance History,
II. t 3, a. The action or fact of tempering ;

mingling or combining in due proportion, adjust-
ing, moderating, modification, toning down, bring-
ing into a temperate or moderate state (see TEM-
PER v. 1-5) : = TEMPERAMENT 8, 9.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. xli. (Bodl. MS.), For

temperans and keling of be lifte side, c 1440 Alphabet of
Tales 280 Be temperans of a mervalos evynhed, ather of
fciim loste ane ee. 1530 PALSGR. 279/2 Temperaunce,
atrenipance, af

temperance. 1531 ELYOT Gov. in. xxiv, By
the whiche mutual! conjunction and iust temperaunce of
those two sludyes he attayned to suche a fourme in all his
gouernaunce. 1552 HULOET, Temperaunce or temperynge,
or moderation of mynglyng thynges togither, temj>eratura.
1596 DALKVMPI.E tr. Leslie^s Hist. Scot. i. (S.T.S.) in A
forme of commoune weil, quhair the people haue the hail
authoritie,..bot w' sik temperance, that cheif vpon thair
king, and counsel. .the Repub. does depend.
tb. Atemperedorproperlyproportioned consist-

ence, constitution, or state; temperate condition,
moderateness: = TEMPERAMENT i, 2. Obs.
1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. iv. iv. in Ashm. Theat. Chew.

Brit. (1652) 145 And so promotyd unto most perfyt temper-
ance. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1539) i b, Fyre..is the
clanfier of other elementes, if they be vyciate or out of their
natural! temperaunce. Ibid. 17 They be in the highest
degree of heate and drithe, aboue the iuste temperaunce of

perance. 1638 COWLEY Love's Riddle in. i, But were ahMen of my Temperance, and Wisdom too, You should woo us.

t o. The keeping of time in music. Obs.
1549 Compl. Scotl. vL 39 Ther syndry soundis hed nothir

temperance nor tune.

f4. Moderate temperature; freedom from the
extremes of heat and cold; mildness of weather
or climate; temperateness ; cf. TEMPERAMENT 4 s

TEMPERATURE 6, 7. Obs.
i43*-So tr. Higdcn (Rolls) I. 75 Hit ioyethe in temper-nunce ,

/elenge
neither coldenesse ne heete. c 1440 Alphabet

of I ales 96 Whar ^er was temperans of be ayr& sownd of

162

watir rynyng, & syugyng of burdis, and glide smell of

flowris. 1542 BOORUI; Dyetary viii. (1870) 247 In your beed

lye not to hute nor to colde, but in a temporaunce. 1596
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 5 Sa grett
clemencie and temperance of the wathir. 1610 SHAKS.

Temp, n. i. 42 It [the island] must needs be of subtle, tender,

and delicate temperance.
\Note. L.temperantiii (whence F. and Eng. temperance) was

used by Cicero to render Plato's trta^ipoavvr)
' soundminded-

ness, prudencCj moderation, sobrietj-, self-control ',
in Plato

and in the Stoics, one of the original four (cardinal) virtues,

^potojffis, iiKcuoavi'ij, ai-Speia, o-w$pofft>M), rendered in L.

by Jerome and Augustine pntdcntia, institia, fortitttdo,

tempcrantia ; also in Albertus Magnus, Aquinas, and the

mediaeval writers generally, and in the med.L. version of

Aristotle's Nicom. Kthics. Thence the use of temperaunce
by Grosseteste, and the earlier Eng. use. But teniperantia

v. 23.

L, modestia
tb

By Wyclif, however, tt-mperannce was used to render
moderation ', in the Rhemish, modestie. In

ie Eng. versions from Tindale onward, temperance or tent-

f "rancie, renders Gr. fyupdreta
'

self-mastery or restraint,
1

esp. of certain sensual impulses ', in L. commonly continen-
I

tia. In Acts xxiv. 25 Tindale, Cranmer, Geneva, 161 1, and
! Revised have temperance, where Vulgate has castitate,

Wyclif, Coverdale, Rhemish chastite, -tie. In 2 Peter i. 6

(bis) T. and Cov. have temperancy, Cr., Gen. etc., temper-
aunce, -ance; V. abstinentia, W. and Rhem. absty-, absti-

nence. In Gal. v. 22, T., Cr., Gen., have tcmperancy(e,-ie,
Cov., 1611, Rev., tempera(u}ncef ; Vulg. (whicll interpolates

i 3 additional '

fruits 01 the spirit '), conlinentia, Wycl. and
Rhem., contynaunce, continencie. Of the Engl. senses

above, i a. corresponds to the L. temperantia, Gr. aw0po-
'

OVCTJ ; i b. in general to Gr. evxpareia, of which sense 2 may
j

be considered a specialized use.]

I Te'mperaiicy. Obs. Also6-ie. [ad. 'L.tcm-

perantia : see prec. and -ANCY.] =
prec., as a

quality or state, in senses I, 2, 3b; esp. modera-
tion. Common in i6th c. ; rare after 1630.
As to use in N.T. translations, see note to prec.
1516 TINDALE Gal. v. 23 The frute off the sprete is love,

, ioye, peace, longe sufferynge, .. meknes, temperancy [so
CRANMER]. 2 Pet. L 6 In vertue knowledge, and in

knowledge temperancy [so COVERDALE], and in temperancy
pacience. 1545 RAVNOLD Byrtk Mankynde iv. iil. (1634)
190 If the matrix be distempered., then must ye reduce
it againe to temperancie, by such remedies. 1577 tr.

Bullinger's Decftdetdyyz) 237 Some, .will haue temperancie
to extend farther than continencie. 1594 T. B. La Pri.
wand. Fr. Acad. II. 232 According to the temperancie or

intemperancie that is in vs, the affections of the soule also
will be more moderate or immoderate. 1620 VENNFR Via
Keclaix. (1650)26} Variety, .of meats may offend with immo-
deration, never with temperancy. 1635 A. STAFFORD Fern.

Glory (1869) 21 She knew Temperancy to be Gods, and
Natures Favorite.

t Temperant, a. (si.) Obs. Also 5 -aunt(e.
[ad. L. temperdnt-em, pr. pple. of temperare to
observe moderation : see TEMPER v. So K. tern-

pjrant (i6th c. in Godef. Compl.'}.}
1. Of persons : Observing temperance or modera-

tion; sober, temperate.
1381 WVCLIF i Tim. iii. 3 Not aouun moche to wyn, not

smyter, but temperaunt \v.r. and 1388 temperat]. 1381
Tit. iii. 2 Amoneste hem . . for to be not litygious but tem-
peraunt [glass or pacient ; v. r. and 1388 temperat] schew-
mge al myldenesse to alle men. a 1400 HVLTON Scala Perf.
(W. de W. 1494) II. xxxix, Sleeth lustes of glotenye & makyth
the soule sobre & temperaunte. 1594 T. B. La Primatid.
Fr. Acad. II. 235 If the body be not temperant, hardly wil
the soule be ; and if the soule be intemperate, the body
desireth not to be temperant.
2. Of climate : Temperate, mild, equable.

.
c I44O Pallad.oii Husb. I. 121 Northwarde in places hote,

in places colde Southwarde, and temporaunt in Est and West.
B. s6. (//.) Medicines that correct sharp

humours; palliatives: = med.L. lemperanlia.
1661 LOVELL Hist.Anim. * Mix. 418 The catarrhe, cough,

and difficulty of respiration . . are . . cured by temperants and
impedients.

Temperate (te-mper<ft), a. Forms : 4-7 tem-
perat, (4-6 -orat(e), 6-7 temprate, 5- tem-
perate, [ad. L. temperat-tis tempered, regulated,
restrained, pa. pple. of tctnperare to TEMPER.]
1. Of persons, their conduct, practices, etc. :

Keeping due measure, self-restrained, moderate.
a. in earlier use esp.

=- L. modeslits, Gr. lirieim/s,
Not swayed by passion, gentle, mild, forbearing ;

in later use esp. not extreme, violent, or strongly
partisan ; moderate, dispassionate.

1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 305 Clene religioun . . is chast,
pesible, temperat, tretable. 1381-8 [see TEMPERANT i).
1538 LLVOT, Moderates, moderate, temperate. Modestus,
temperate, well aduised. 1546 J. HEVWOOD Prmi. (1867) 61
Without any temprate protestacion, Thus he began. 1560
UAL-S iT.Sltidanft Comm. 378 He waxed hote.. and rayledmoste bitterly on them both, being a Germain,.. both the
bpanmrdesand Italians were a great deale more temperate.
'595 SHAKS. John it. i. 195 Peace Lady, pause, or be more
temperate. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian xvii, Their con-
duct was more temperate. 1840 Mli-l Din. * Disc. (1875)
' t7 This is a temperate statement. 1849 MACAULAY
IIist. Eng. iv. I. 490 He belonged to the mildest and most
temperate section of the Puritan body. 1888 BKYCE Amer.
Coinimv. (1889) II. Ixxxv. 337 A majority is tyrannical when
it. .suppresses fair and temperate criticism.

-j - -i -o i ingii-vvjuiagcu *nu temperate.
b. Moderate and self-controlled as regards the

indulgence of appetites or desires; abstemious,

TEMPERATE.
sober

;
continent ;

in late use spec, moderate or
abstemious in the use of alcoholic drinks.
c 1430 LYDC. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 66 Temperat dyete,

temperat travaile. 1531 ELVOT Gtw. in. \\, He that is

temperate fleeth pleasures voluptuous, and with the absence
of them is nat discontented. 1573-80 HARKT Alv. 'i

1

1,6 A
moderate and temperate supper. 1598 BAKCKLEV Felic.
Man (1631) 503 A temperate man that is contented with little*.

1678 tr. Lessius, etc. (title) The Temperate Man, or the right
way of Preserving Life and Health. 1709 S. & HT. LKE
Canterb. 7', Old Worn. (ed. 2) 1.367 [His] temperate habits
made him look on luxury with disgust. 1836 J. HUME .S'/
Ho. Com. 24 Mar., I would wish to bring the people round
to temperate habits by giving them cheaper wine-;. 1875

t JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 76 The temperate life has gentle
pains and pleasures. 1890 BESANT Demoniac ii, Tlint a
young man of strictly temperate habits should thus suddenly
become a drunkard.

2. Of things, actions, qualities, conditions, etc. :

Tempered, not excessive in degree ; moderate.
1398 TREVISA Itartk. De P. R. v. xxiii. (Bodl. MS.), He

malceb be voice smebe & euen & temperatte. Ibid. x. viii.

(1495) 379 By temperate blasteofwyndesparklesbenkyndlyd,
andcjuenchyd bystronge blaste. 1471 KIPLEY Camp. Alch.
v. xviii. in Aslitn. (1652) 152 Make thyfyre so temperat. Ibid.
x. xi [see QUINARITV). 1551 TURNER Hertali. F ij.Thys herbe
semeth to be of a temperate warmnes. 1610 HOLLAND
Camden's Brit. (1637) 689 Yorkeshire. .is thought to be in
a temperate measure fruitful!. 1625 BACON Ess., Planta-
tions (Arb.) 533 Let not the Gouernment. .depend vpon too
many Counsellours, . . but vpon a temperate Number. 1687
A. LOVELI. tr. Thevcnoff Trav. i. 144 They put their Eggs
in Ovens, which they heat with so temperate a warmth,.,
that chickens are.. hatched in them. 1844 H. H. WILSON
Brit. India I. i. viii. 561 With respect to extending Chris-
tianity. .it must proceed from temperate and gradual pro-
ceedings. 1855 PRESCOTT Philif If, I. i. iv. 51 At the tem-
perate nour of nine, the bridal festivities closed.

3. spec. Of the weathei, season, climate, etc. :

Moderate in respect of warmth : neither too hot
nor too cold ; of mild and equable temperature.
1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 239 That tyme was as the

temperate tyme of yer. 1484 CAXTON Fables of&sop v.

viii, This yere shalle be the most temperate and the moost
fertyle.. that euer thou sawest. 1587 Mirr. Mag., Alba-
nact xliv, So cleare the ayre, so temperate the clime. 1615
N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. n. ii. (1635) 22 Who findes not by
experience one Countrey hot, another cold, a third tem-
perate? 1098 FRYER Ace. E. India f, P. 186 It enjoys a
Temperater Air than would be allowed by the Poet under
the Fifth Zone. 1781 GIBBON Did. $ F. xvii. (1869) I. 437
The climate was healthy and temperate. 1830 LYELL
Princ. Geol. 1. 107 Mild winters and less temperate summers.

D. Temperate zone : Each of the two zones or
belts of the earth's surface lying between the
torrid and frigid zones

;
i. e. the north temperate

zone between the tropic of Cancer and the arctic

circle, and the south temperate zone between the

tropic of Capricorn and the antarctic circle.

1551 RECORUE Cast. Knovol. (1556) 64 Betweene those
Frozen zones, and the Burning zone, they appointed two
Temperat zones. 1695 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. \. ix. (1635)
206 The Temperate Zone is the space contained betwixt the
Tropicke and the Polar circle. 1880 HAUCHTON Phys.
Geog. iii. 125 The temperate zones owe very little of their
heat to the latent heat of vapour formed in the torrid zone.

4. Of monarchy or sovereignty, hence also of the

sovereign : Restricted in extent of authority ; not
absolute ; limited ; constitutional. Obs. or arch.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comitr. 307 Themperour hath
done herein the duty of a temperate Prince. 1604 E.
G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies VH. x. 525 These
Barbarians, of temperate Kings became tyrants. 16*1 BUR-
TON Anat. Mel. 11. iii. in. (1651) 325 Whether Monarchies
should be mixt, temperate, or absolute. 1852 TENNYSON
Ode on Wellington vii, That sober freedom out of which
there springs Our loyal passion for our temperate Kings.
1 5. Of clay or earth : = TEMPERED i d. Obs.

1574 HYLL Planting 85 Close it with good temperate
earth about the graffe.

6. Music. = TEMPERED i e.

1876 tr. Blaserna's Sound vit. 137 The fruit of these
manifold attempts.. is the temperate scale, which reached
its full development in the middle of the last century,
especially by means of the works of Sebastian Bach.

t 7. = Tempered, pa. pple. of TEMPER v. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. m. xix. (1495) d vj b/i By the

drawynge of the ayre the brayne is temperat & comforted.

1634 HOLLAND Pliny xx. xiv. II. 61 [Nep] mixed with a
third part of bread, and so temperat [ed. 1601 tempered]
and incorporat with vinegre to the form of a liniment.

t Te'mperate, Obs.
[f. ppl. stem of L.

temperare to TEMPER. (Occurs earlier as pa. pple.
= L. teniperatus : see prec. 7 : cf. -ATE 3

3-5.)]
= TEMPER v.

1. trans. To mix suitably ;
to moderate, qualify,

mitigate, allay ;
= TEMPER v. I, 2 ; to bring into

a proper state or condition ;
= TEMPER v. 5.

01540 BARNES Wks. (1573) 217/1 For mollifying, and

temperatyng of those thinges, that seemed to bee somewhat
hardly spoken. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 53 The verteous heyt
of it [the sun] temperatis al the sternis of the firmament.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Cliirurg. *iv, I endevoured
to temperate the rigoure of the first Chyrurgians. 1607 TOP-
SELL Four.f. Beasts^ (1658) 431 The same, -doth temperate
and confirm the brains of any man. 1615 G. SANDYS Trar.
228 A clime.. exceeding hote;.. yet sometimes temperated
by the comfortable winds. 1698 CROWNE Caligula iv.

I>ram. Wks. 1874 IV. 407 If I were wise I'd temp'rate love

with art. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler 17 f 10 Nor is fear.,

less to be temperated by this universal medicine of the mind.

2. To rule ; to curb, restrain ;
<= TEMPER v. 7, 8.

a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. (Arb.) 112 This fulnes as it is not



TEMPERATED.
to be mislikecl in a yong man, so in farder aige..it is to be

temperated, or else discretion and iudgement shall seeme
to be wanting in him. 1642 H. MORE SangofSoitl n. i. tl.

xliii, She temperates Her starrie orb, makes her bright
forms to wend Even as she list. 1648 I.KJHIFOOT Horag
Hcbraiae (1684) II. 572 Let him. .learn from you to tem-

perate his passions.

HenceTe'mporated///. a., tempered, moderated;

Te'mperating vbl. sb. and///, a.

a 1540 Tempcratyng [see sense ij. 1643 -PRYNNK Sim.

Power Parl. App. 77 Placing the power in such sort in the

King, that the temperating of it should be in the middle

ludge. 1737 BOYSE The Olive xviii, Hence the mild

Sweets of temperated Sway. 1753 N. TORUIAXII tiiia^r.

Sore T/troat 22 Broths mixt with Juice of aperitive and

temperating Herbs. 1788 Misc. in Ann. Rcr. 134/2 The
moon was lUirtint; her temperated rays through the shade. !

1831 J. DAULS M.innat M<it. Mt'tt. 5 Acids, when weak or

diluted, act.. as refrigerant and temperating medicines.

Temperately (te'mptr^li), adv. [f. TEM-
1'EUATE a. + -LY

'*.]

In a temperate manner or degree ; moderately ; in

or with moderation, without excess.

1398 TREVISA Bartk. De P. R. v. xxv. (Bodl. MS.), If l>e

heed is temperatlich greete and be nolle of \>c nekke somme-
dele greet. 1528 PAYNELL Salerne's Regint. a iv b, Blud
. . is temperatlye hotte and

moyste. 1542 BOORDE Dyetary
xi. (1870) 262 Breade..must be temporally salted. 1594
BLUNDEVlLjr^rr.lv. xix. (1636) 474 Venus is temperatly cold

and moyst. 1670 EACHARD Cont. Clergy 91 Oh, how^prettily
and temperately may half a score children be maintained
with almost twenty pounds per annum ! 1870 J. BRUCE

Life Gideon xvii. 316 The Lord's own quiet and kindly
admonition would excite temperately the fears of Gideon.

b. With self-restraint ; without violence or pas-
sion ; dispassionately ; chastely.
1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. xii. 127 [He] determyned in

hymselfetoanswere temporally. 1556 J. HEYWooD^/rrVr.y
F.v. 31, 1 temprately must temper mine inuension, To pleade
my right in reason not in rage. 1613 FLETCHER, etc. Hon.
Mans Fort. I. iii, When our affections had their liberty,

Our kisses met as temperatelie as The hands of sisters, or

of brothers. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 32
It must be pardoned by those, who are very regularly and

temperately in the wrong. 1818 A. THOMSON in Landreth

Life ft Min. iv. (1869) 168, I and other dissenting ministers

firmly but temperately remonstrated against this. 1869
H. AINSWORTH Hilary St. Ives n. xxiii, When you speak
more temperately,..! will answer you.

c. With moderation in eating and drinking ;

soberly, abstemiously.
ci4<x> MAUNDBV. (Roxb.) xxxii. 144 pai liffe so temper-

ately and so soberly in meet and drink. 1617 MORYSON
Itin. III. 87 He could not.. use it temperately, but either

would allow us no wine at all, or at one meale drunke off a

whole great bottell. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero I. vi. 449 The
more temperately they would use it. Mod. A hot climate

is not dangerous to those who live temperately.

Te'mperateness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being temperate.
1. Moderateness, moderation; freedom from ex-

cess; temperance.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. xxvii. (Badl. MS.), pe

spirltes bat comeb fro he senewes and veynes ben isaued by

lemperatnes and ynorsched. Ibid. vm. iii, It was nede bat

here were wateres to bringe bat heuenlich heete to tern-

perattnes. 1592 WYRLEY A rmorie, Ld. Chandos 56, I . .

would not spare But liberall be, fraught with temperate-
nesse. 1631 Life ofBucer in Fuller's Abel Rediv. (1867) I.

186 He was much admired.. for his temperateness in his

diet. 1746 R. JAMES Health's Impr. Introd. 56 All Heat

beyond Temperateness . . must necessarily be pernicious in

all Distempers, where there is a Tendency to an alcalme

Putrefaction.

b. Self-restraint ;
freedom from passion or men-

tal heat ; mildness, calmness.

1595 DANIKL Civ. Wars (1609) i. xxv, Langley ; whose

mild temperatness Did tend unto a calmer quietnesse. 1865

Sat. Rev. 18 Feb. 184/2 The peculiar temperateness of asser-

tion, . .for which extremely young men are so notorious. 1871
Atkenieuin 15 July 84 The same temperateness and fair-

ness is displayed ; while the author maintains what is com-

monly called orthodoxy.

2. spec. Of climatic conditions: Freedom from

extremes of heat and cold or atmospheric disturb-

ance ; equability and mildness of climate.

1525 LD. BERNEKS Froiss. II. clxxi. [clxvii.]5o6 By reason

of this hayle the ayre was brought into a good temperate-
nesse. 1963 GOLDING Cxsar Pref. (1565) 7 The fertility of

the soile, the temperatenesse of the aire. 1603 KNOLLES

Hist. Turks (1638) 265 Where the temperatenesse of the

aire, and liuely springs, with the fruitfulnesse of the soile,

doth euery where yeeld plenty. 1610 HOLLAND Cainden s

Brit. i. 2 The temperatenesse.. of this Hand. 1828 WEBSTER

s.v., The temperateness of the weather or of a climate.

f Tempera'tion. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. tem-

peration-em, n. of action from temperare to TEM-

PER.] The action of tempering ; qualification.

1615 CKOOKE Body of Man 408 The end also is the

same, to wit, nutrition, temperation or qualification, and

expurgation.

Temperative, a- Now rare or Obs. [ad.

late L. temperdtlv-us, f. temperare : see TEMPEK

v. and -1VE.] Having the quality of tempering ;

alleviative, mitigating ; tending to temperateness.
, LYDG. Min, Poems (Percy Soc.) 196 Ayer

of nature

yev"
""

tiff.

heartsTea'te"." 1825 J- W'EDDE'L'L Voy.! 95 This climate appears

tobe in general much more temperatwenow than it was forty

years ago.

163

b. Mus. Having the purpose of tempering or

producing temperament: see TEMPKIIAMKNT 10.

1727-41 [see TE.\U-KR v. isbj.

t Te-mperator. 06s. rare. In 6 -our. [ad. L.

teiperator."\ One who tempers, rules, or directs.

1591 Si'AKKV tr. Cattail's Gcoinancie 25 They called \l

[Saturn] the Father of the gods, and tetnperatour of times.

Temperature (tc'mper&tiiu). [ad. L. tem-

pi'riiiiira the process or result of tempering, due

measure and proportion, f. ppl. stem of temperiti-e :

see -UHE. Cf. K temperature (1539 in Goclef.).]

1 1. The action or process of tempering, in various

senses of the verb ; mixing or combination (of ele-

inunls:. Obs.

1550 LATIMEK Serin, at Stamford Serm. (1562) 100 We
should .learne viatn tii'i, Goddes waye, and that truly,
withoute mixture, temperature, blaunching, powderyng. 1569

J. SANFORD tr. Agrifpa's Van. Artes 159 Plinie declaretn

that, in the time of '1'iberius . . the temperature of glasse
was invented. 1600 HOLLAND Livy ix. xlvi. 350 Upon this

good temperature of degrees, he purchased the surname of

Maximus. 16.. HOLLAND (Webster, 1864), Made a tempera,
ture of brass and iron together. 1677 Cleveland's Poems
Life, He was Judge Advocate, .and, by an excellent

temperature of both, was a just and prudent Judge for the

King, and a faithful Advocate for the Countrey.

t b. concr. That which tempers. Obs. rare.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) Ezek, xiii. Contiii., A wal of clay or

morter without straw or other temperature, is washed away
with rayne.

t 2. The fact or state of being tempered or mixed,
mixture ; also, the condition resulting from the

mixture or combination in various proportions of

ingredients or elements ; the composition, consist-

ence, or complexion, so produced. Obs.

1533 ELVOT Cast. Hclthc (1541) 8 By the increase or

diminution of any of them [the four humours] in qu.mui i<-

or qualytie, ouer or vnder their natural assignement, ineuuall

temperature commelh into the body. 1538 Diet. Addit.,

Crasis, a greke worde, sygnyfieth complexion, temperature,
or myxture of natural! humours. 156* TURNKR Herbal II.

28 b, There b in it a small temperature of the principales
of the ayer and fyre. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxiv. ix. II.

505 The last temperature is that, which in Latino they call

Ollaria, as one would say, the rwt-brasse, for it taketh the

name of that vessell whereto it is most emploied ; and
this is by tempering with every hundred pound t

weight
of brasse, three or four pound weight of argentine lead

or tin. 1602 How Man may Chuse Cd. Wife iv. iii, Hath
he not.. Upon that crimson temperature of your cheeks,

Laid a lead colour with his boist'rous blows ? 1605 TIMME

Quersit. I. ix. 36 Ashes have not exactly one temperature.

1675 Art Contentm. iv. xii, In all the concerns [of human
life], .there is such a temperature and mixture, that the good
do's more than equal the ill. a. 1768 SECKEK Serin. (1770)

1 1 1. i. 6The first of these, and the Foundation of all the rest, is

a properTemperatureof Fearand Love. 1786-7 BONNYCASTLE
Astron. xxi. 374 It is not credible that beings of our make
and temperature could live upon them. _x826 R. HALL
Wks. (1832) VI. 53 Such a temperature of light and shade

as that which distinguishes all his discoveries of himself.

f3. Due measure and proportion in action, speech,

thought, etc. ; freedom from excess or violence ;

moderation. Obs.

1536 CROMWELL in Merriman Life ff Lett. (1902) II. 3 To
haue the same vsed and setfurthe in suche a temperature,
as by your wisedome ye shall thinke may conduce^ to

thadvauncement of his affayres there. 1539 ll'id. 172 Vsing
. . in the proposicion therof & answers to be geven that

I sobernes and temperature as he may perceive is to be vsed.

! 1609 HOLLAND Anna. Marcctl. xxvi. ii. 286 As I hope,
Fortune. .will give the same unto me, seeking diligently. .

1

after a temperature and moderation. 1659 C. NOBLE Mod.
Ansvi. Iininad. Queries 14 If he would but say and do with

that moderation and temperature as the late Protector..

has said and done.

f b. A middle condition or position, a mean
between opposites ;

a middle course, a compromise.
1594 Mirr. Polide (1599) D iij, A vertuous temperature

betweene two vicious extremities. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny

(1634) I. 37 In the midst of the earth there is an whole-

some mixture from both sides : . . the habit of metis bodies of

a mean and indifferent constitution, the colour also shewing
a great temperature. 1652 NEEDHAM tr. Seldens Mare Cl.

37 To finde..some kinde of temperature, whereby the

Kepublick might receive the Rights belonging thereunto

from the Austrian subjects sailing those Seas. I7ja
1 HUGHES

Sfect. No. 467 P 9 His Constitution is a just Temperature
between Indolence on one hand and Violence on the other.

1 4. The character or nature of a substance as

supposed to be determined by the proportions of

the four qualities (Jut or cold, and dry or moist) ;

= TEMPEKAMENT 3. Obs.

1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1539) 17 Of the temperature of

meates to be receyued. Ibid. 34 b, Drythe. .happeneth in

the substance of the body, either by to moche labour, or by

the proper temperature of age. 1578 LVTE Dodoeiis Ixiv. 95

Harles Home is colde and dry in temperature much like

Plantayue. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvll. xxii. I. 529 tne

ground be of a middle temperature, there ought to bee a

space of fiue foot distance betweene every vine. 1610

GUILLIM Heraldry ill. xii. (1611) 120 The general received

opinion is that the life of all things doth consist in cahdo

and humido which is the temperature of blood. 1616 SURFL.

& MARKH. Country Farme 589 As concerning the tempera,

ture of beere there is no doubt but that it is hot. [1771 Luc-

KOMBE Hat. Print. 366 An unproper temperature of the

Tympan . .is, when it is dry in one placeand moist inanother.J

1 6. The combination of ' humours in the body ;

also, the bodily habit or constitution attributed to

this
;
= TEMPEBAMENT 6. Obs.

1561 HOU.YBUSH Ham. Afotti. 15 b, To know by what

TEMPERATURE.
:- :<ion or temperatur y di . "i. -11577

SIK L. SMITH i hody fuure
\iuns ur tni|cratui ~e, sanguine. !

ni.iiiqiieftc melan,.holii|ue. 1600 HAIU.LVI I'ay. ( 1810) II I.

,MO 1 tie Victual! uf the count icy., illicit have been thought
t.i have altered our tetr.peralures. a 1618 KALKIOII /

(l6t4l t
I

I '

,j, t|,ai niel , Jiffcr very iiiuiji in
the temperature of their bodie~. 1750 JOII.VSON KaiiiHtr
No. 43 p i There is no temperature so exactly regulated
but that some humour is fatally predominant. 1837 T. J
C/ir. It'aniarK. vi. 97 He [Satan) observe* the temperatureand complexion of sudi a man. If he be lanfuUM .. he
tempts linn to incontineiiLy.

fb. Constitutional bent of mind; disposition;- TKMI'Ell.MIENT 7. Obs.

1594 SI-KNSEI; Aiu^tctti xiii, In that proud port. V
goodly temperature ye may descry ; Myld humUe-se, i

with awfull majesty. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. L iii. I 4 As
touching the manners of learned men.. no doubt there be
amongst them, as in olher professions, of all temperature*.
1610 BARROUGH Metk. Pliyiick I. xxviii. (1639) 45 It. is

chiefly engendred of melancholy occupying the mind, and
changing the temperature of it. 1768 STERNE Sent. Jovm.
(1778) I. 167 Anyone may do a casual act ofgood-nature, but
a continuation of them shews it is a part of the temperature.

f6. A tempered or temperate condition of the

weather or climate; also, a (qualified or specified)
condition of these. Obs.

1531 ELYOT Cov. in. xxvi, The temperature or dislempera-
ture of the regions. 1578 T. N. tr. Com/. W. India 217

Desiring of Him by Prayers to give raine and tem-

perature, lhat the Earth may bring foorlh Corne. Fruite,

Hearbes, .. and all other necessaries. 1585 T. WASHING-
TON tr. Nicholay's Voy. IV. xxiv. 139 Thracia. .[isj of an yll

temperature, the ayre being vnwfiolesome, & not health-

full. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia it. 21 The temperature
of this Country doth agree well with English constitutions.

1697 DAMPIER I'oy. I.xix. 529, I look upon this latitude [the

Cape of Good Hopel to be one of the mildest and sweetest

for its temperature,
of any whatsoever. 1727 SWIFT Slat*

Irel. P35 A country so favoured by nature, .both in fruitful-

ness of soil, and lemperature of climate.

7. The state of a substance or body with regard
to sensible warmth or coldness, referred to some
standard of comparison ; spec, that quality or con-

dition of a body which in degree varies directly

with the amount of heat contained in the body,
and inversely with its heat-capacity; commonly
manifested by its imparting heat to, or receiving it

from, contiguous bodies, and usually measured by
means of a thermometer or similar instrument.

(Now the ordinary sense.)
1670 BOYLE (title) Of the Temperature of the Submarine

Regions as to Heat and Cold. Ibid, iii, This person I dili-

gently examined, .as to the temperature of the lower parts
of the sea (the knowledge of which is that alone that con-

cerns us in this place) ; he several times complained to me of

the coldness of the deep water. 1710 STEELE Taller No. 1 79
P 7 A moderate Expence of Fire,, .serves to keep this large

Room in a due Temperature, a 1743 G. MARTINE Ess. r

Obs. Thermometers (1772) 46 There is a Thermometer in

frequent use in England, wherein they conceive the middle

temperature of the air as neither hot nor cold, which., they
mark Gr. o, and number both above and below. 1791 tr.

Pictet's Ess. Fire n The thermometer will show, by the

degree observed on its scale, the temperature of the liquid.

1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. <jr
Art II. 47 The cause of

them is, the difference in temperature between the air over

the land and that over the water. 1820 W. SCOKESBY Ace.

Arctic Reg. I. 48, I have determined the mean temperature
of the month of May. 1860 TYNDALL Ctac. I. xvi. 113 To
record the lowest winter temperatures at the summit of the

mountain. 1876 BKISTOWE The. ft Pract. Med. (1878) 99
The normal temperature of the body has been variously

estimated ; but, on the average, seems, in the adult, to range

between 98-4 and 99-5. 1878 HUXLEY Pliysiogr. 72 A
comparison of the temperatures shown by the two thermo-

meters. 1888 Miss BRADDON Fatal Three I. v, I took their

temperatures this morning before I went to church.

fig. 1862 STANLEY Jew. Ch. (1877) I. xiv. 272 The tempera-

ture of the zeal of the different portions of the nation.

b. (colloq.) To have a temperature, i.e. one

higher than the normal, as in fever.

1898 P WHITE Millionaire's Dau. (ed. Tauchn.) 88 Do
you

think I have a temperature? 190* E. F. BENSON Chat-

loners (ed. Tauchn.) 318 He has.. had a temperature for

nearly a week.

t 8. The temper of steel ;
= TEMPEB sb. 5. Obs.

1580 FRAMPTON Iron f, Stale in Joyf. News (1596) 145

Iron so harde..lhat being wrought, it serueth for Steele,

chiefly with a temperature that is giuen to it. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny xxxiv. xiv. 1 1. 514 All our steele is of a more

soft and gentle temperature than iha^of
the Levant. 1603

f9. Music. = TEMPERAMENT sb. 10. Obs. rare-1
.

1592 LYLV Gallathea. ill. iii, An Organist to tune your

temperatures.
10. allrib. and Comb., as temperature-compensa-

tor, correction, log, sense ; temperature-alarm :

see quot. 1877 ; temperature-ohart, (a) a chart or

card containing a temperature-curve or its equiva-

lent ; (6) a chart of a region indicating tempera-

tures at different points, as by isotherms; tempera-

ture-curve, a curve showing variations of tempera-

ture, usually in relation to equal peiiods of lime,

esp. in clinical use.

1871 W. SQUIRE (fillet Temperature Variations in the

Diseases of Children. 1877 Kl)IOHT ni
.

ct- ^'ch -< Tempera-
lure alarm, a device which automatically makes a signal

when the temperature of the place where it is exci
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or falls below a determinate point. 1888 H. MORTEN
Hospital Life 29, I admire her neat temperature chart,
and then pass on to Nurse Lorna. 1893 A. S. ECCLES
Sciatica 59 It appears to be possible, by close attention
to the distribution of hyperEeslhesia, temperature-sense
for heat, and loss of cutaneous temperature, to localize

in a measure the extent to which the nerve-trunk or its

branches is involved. 1899 AllbntCs
Sy_st. Med. VII. 639

A high temperature, marked fluctuations in the temperature
curve, a rapid pulse. 1901 Daily News 12 Jan. 6/2 All the

levers, . . connecting rods, carriers, supporting rods, bell

cranks, temperature compensators.
Hence Te'mperatnred a., in comb., having tem-

perature of a stated kind.

1892 Temple BarMag. Nov. 444 The inner door shuts her
. .into this pleasant-temperatured privacy.

Tempers, var. TEMPKE a. Ola.

Tempered (te'mpaid), a. [f. TEMPKU v. and
sb. + -ED.]

1 1. Brought to or having a proper or desired tem-

per, quality, or consistence (usually by mixture of

elements or mingling of qualities) ; hence, of an

intermediate or moderate quality free from either

extreme ; temperate. Obs. except as below.

^'375 Sc. Leg. Saints xliv. (Lucy) 288 pat [pyk & bryn-
stanj grewit hyre nomare Na It a tempryt bath ware. 1422
tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 222 '1'he fryste tokyn ofgood
complexcion Is temperid flesshe betwene nesshe and harde,
and namely be-twen lene and fatte. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour
(1906) 9 It is good to serue God. .and lyue tempered and
moderat lyff. 1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 422
Leaving in the midst a court, open to the tempered aire.

b. with adverbial qualification.
1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 284 To worke in us the

impression of an excellently tempered complexion. 1726
LEONI Albertts Archil. I. 101/2 Wine . .kept in a dry cool

place, always equally tempered. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)
III. 692 In the heaven above an excellently tempered
climate.

c. That has been brought to the required degree
of hardness and elasticity,assteel; also said vaguely
or poetically of other metals.

1655 MRQ. WORCESTER Cent. Inv. 85 Such . .bolts, .being
made of tempered Steel. 1697 DRYDEN^/ir/V/vm. 699 The
temper'd metals clash, and yield a stiver sound. 1717 GAY
Fables xii. 6 Some.. head the darts with tempered gold.
1789 R. Hous Arthur v, No temper'd mail resists Fiacha's
might. 1884 C. G. W. LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. in

271/1 The word 'tempered' (as applied to steel) should

properly apply
to all degrees of hardness denotable by coloui

it] the colour test.

d. Mixed or compounded in due proportion ;

worked np to a suitable consistency.
1697 DRYDEN Virg. Ceorg. i. 259 Delve of convenient

Depth your thrashing Floor; With temper'd Clay then fill

and face it o'er. 1707 MORTIMER Husk. (1721) II. 255 Cover
the Head of the Stock with temper'd Clay, or with soft
Wax. 1778 Dr. LOWTH Transl. Isaiah Notes 158 Bricks,
made with tempered clay and chopped straw.

e. Mas. That has been tuned or adjusted in

pitch according to some TEMPERAMENT (sense 10).
1727-41 [see TEMPER v. 15 b]. 1788 CAVALLO in Phil.

Trans. LXXVIII. 250 One may easily perceive, how small
is the difference between the perfect fifths of the latter, and
the tempered ones of the former. 1829-32 GEN. P. THOMPSON
Extrc. (1842) II. 139 Nobody denies that the different keys
on tempered instruments have different qualities. 1875
ELLIS tr. Helmholtt' Sensat. Tone in. xvi. 510 We cannot. .

fail to recognise the influence of tempered intonation upon
the style of composition. 1879 C. H. H. PARRY in Grove
Diet. Mus. II. 11/2 The larger intervals contained in the
tempered octave arc all to a certain extent out of tune.
2. Constituted or endowed with a specified tem-

per or disposition (in various senses of temper).
a. Qualified by an adv.
1390 GOWER

Con/. I. 266 For his corage is tempred so,T hat thogh he mihte himself relieve, Yit wolde he noghtan other grieve. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S (119He that is vertuous in the vertu of that force, is ay temperit
that he excedis nocht. 1529 MORE Dyaloge I. Wks. 162/2
It is so meruaylously tempered that a mouse may wade
therm, and an Olyphaunt be drowned therin. 1615 BRATH-
WAIT Strappado (,878) 143 Perseus (one better tempered,Then to behold a Virgme slaughtered, Without assayd
reuenge). a 1628 F. GREVIL Sidney (1907) 13 A quiet and
equally tempered people

" " "

b. Qualified by an adj., so as to become a para-
synthetic deriv. of TEMPER sb. : Having a temper of
inch a kind (mild-tempered = of mild temper).

M* ' qUO 'Sl show the Sradua! change from a.)

~\y ^
>

"V'yls
" rtliu "oss-ieered witnal.

Modified by the admixture or influence of some
her element; seasoned; moderated, mitigated,

allayed, toned-down ; limited

tempered monarchy who bears a decided hatred to monarchy
itself. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho xliv, They
proceeded to a third room with a more tempered step. i8z8

D'ISKAELI Chas. /, I. vi. 157 At this crisis, the tempered
wisdom of the Queen saved the nation. 1893 IVestm. Gtiz.

23 Mar. 2/3 He.. listened to his tempered speech it was
a much milder note than on Tuesday.

Temperel, obs. form of TEMPORAL.

Temperer (te-mpsraa). [f.
TEMPEK v. + -El.]

One who or that which tempers.
1. f One who mixes (obs.) ; one who prepares

(clay, mortar, etc.); one who tempers (steel).
a 1617 HIERON IVks. II. 2 Still there will be., some

temperers of leaven with the sweet lumpe of Gods sacred

truth, a 1619 FOTHERBY Atkeom. (1622) Pref. 6 Temperers
of Lyme and Mortar. 1629 in Cochran-Patrick Rec. Coinage
Scotl. (1876) II. 19 The Wardane Counterwardane Sinker
and Temperer of the yrnes. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 883 The
needles are now ready for the tempering, .they, .are carried

in boxes to the temperer. 1896 Chambers'* jfrnl. XIII.

22/2 The temperer requires a supply of water for the suffi-

cient moistening of the clay.

t 2. One who or that which allays or mitigates.
1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. <V Cominiu.6 Whereas cold can

without doors i eceiue no temperer ; heat on the contrarie is

capable of very many. 1638 RIDER Hor. Odes i. (1644) 32
O thou my labour's sweetest temperer [L. lcnimen\.
3. One who uses or advocates temperament in

music : see TEMPERAMENT 10.

1829-32 GEN. P. THOMPSON Ejcerc. (1842) II. 140 Do the

temperers maintain . . that it is possible to mend tbis passage
by any alteration in the intonation ?

1 4. = CRATER i, mixing vessel. Obs.

1675 HODBES Odyssey 32 Then Nestor bids one fill the
temperer With wine that aged was eleven year. 1676
Iliad i. 452 Filled with sweet wine the Temp'rers stood.

Tempering (te-mpsrin), vbl. sb. [f. TEMPER
v. + -ING l.] The action of the verb TEMPER, in

various senses ; an instance of this.

1382 WYCLIF Prop, xii. 11 Who is sweete, liueth in

tempringis [1388 temperaunces]. Ezek. xiii. 14 [see
TEMPERURE i], c 1440 Promp. Parv. 488/2 Temperynge,
or mesurynge ofsundry thyngys to-gedyr. 1486 Nottingham
Rec. III. 241 To a warkman for temperyng of morter.
1523 FITZHERB. Husk. 4 The temperynse (of the plough] to
go Erode and narowe is in the settyng of the culture. 1538
[see TEMPER v. 18]. 1592 SHAKS. Yen. ^ Ad. 565 What waxe
so frozen but dissolues with tempering? 1600 HOLLAND
Livy XLI. xxv. 1113 Proxenus..dranke a cup of poison of
his wives tempering, whereof he died. 1655 RIOUFET &
BENNET Healths linprov. (1746) 90 Concerning the temper-
ing of the Air in our Houses. 1661 BOYLE Unsuccecding
Exper. Wks. 1772 1. 341 The tempering of steel. 1726 LEONI
tr.AUtrtft Archil. I. 42/1 The Workman's.. Manner of
Building depends jjartly upon.. his Stone, and partly upon
the tempering of his Mortar. 1839 [see TEMPERER i]. 1848
R. I. WILBERFORCE Doctr. Incarnation xiv. (1852) 409
Through the happy tempering of His natural qualities.
1875 OUSELEY Harmony v. 67 This interval.. in tuning
a keyed instrument, will require a much greater alteration,
or tempering.

b. attrib. and Comb., as tempering-bar, -bath,
-furnace, -machine, -screw, -wheel: see quots.
1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. Amusem. 138 The fusion is to be

raised to the tempering height, 1825 ). NICHOI.SON Operat.
Mechanic 668 The tempering screw . . is , . added to keep the
waggon in its proper situation, in whatever way the spring
of the weighing machine may be acted upon by the friction.
1864 WEBSTER, Tempering color, the shade of color that
indicates the degree of temper in tempering steel. 1877KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Tempering.fnrna^e, . . one specially
contrived for imparting an equal heat to the articles to be

v\.n, tn.. *uya \..lrll. J.flit., I CHlpcrlng-tTUell, in glabS-
manuf., an annealing-oven used fter the melting-oven.

Te-mpering, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ING
.]

That tempers ; softening, mitigating.
:" SELDEN Draylon's Poly-olb. vi. Notes 97 Those that

influence of the ocean.

Te;mperless, a. rare. [f. TEMPER sb. + -LESS.]
Having no moderation of temper.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Panarelus 1374 So swelling proud : so

surly-browd the while; So temper-lesse.

Temperment: see TEMPERAMENT 3, quot. 1471.
Temperour, variant of TEMPERUHE Obs.

Temper-pin. Sc. [f. TEMPER sb. + PIN
j/5.]

1. The wooden screw used in regulating the
tightness of the band of a spinning-wheel; fig.
temper, disposition.

prure, Founded vppoun charytc, Of concord and fraternylc
2. Adjustment of pitch, tuning ; tunefulness.
1390 GOWER Conf. I. 39 Arion, Which hadde an harpe of

such temprure, And therto of so good inesure [etc.]. Ibid
III. 303 Of hire Harpe the temprure He tawhte hire ek
3. Condition of the weather or climate

; esfi

temperate or good condition
;
= TEMPERATURE 6

1387 TKEVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 179 Good corn contravwhere here is good temperure of heuene and of wedir \coeli
ttmperies]. Ibid. II. 291 pe temperure bat comeb of hii.
nesse and lownesse of sterres and planetes, comeb asen to
temperure at be fiftibe sere, a 1485 FOKTESCUE limits. (1860)
477 I emperour of the ayre, clerenes of the sea.
4. = TEMPER sb. 5 (of steel, etc.), TEMPERATURE 8
CI407 LYDG. Rcson f, Sens. 1101 A bryght helme..of

5. Temperance, self-control, moderation.
1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. II. 256 J>e bridde vertue is

temperoure in cure dede. c 1440 Jacob's Well 142 Glotonvo
is, whan pou hast a talent, wyth-outyn temperure & mesure
to mete or drynke.

Tempest (te-mpest),rf. Forms: 3- tempest-
also 3-6 tempests, 4-5 tempast, -e. [a. OF. tem-
peste, fem. (nth c. in KolancT) =

It., Prov. tem-
pesta :-pop.L, *lempesta-m, for cl. L. tempestas,
-dtem season, weather, storm, f. tempus a time,
a season; also a. OF. tempest masc. (i3th c. in

Godef.) = Prov. tempest :-L. *lempestum. OF.
had also *lempeste, ace. sing, tempeste, pi. teni-

pestez (i2th c.) = Sp. tempestad, Pg. tempeslade,
It. -ate, -ode, : L. tempestas, tetnpesta-t-em.]
1. A violent storm of wind, usually accompanied

by a downfall of rain, hail, or snow, or by thunder.
ci2o Old Kentish Serin, in O. E. Misc. 32 So hi were in

bo ssipe so a.ros a great tempeste of winde. 1297 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 1151 Hor folc hit lore in |>e se boru tempest [:/ r
tempestej mom on. a 1300 CursorM. 6027 (Cott.) Israel for
J>is tempest \Gott. tempast] Was nobcr harmed, man ne beist
13. . K. Alts. 5810 (Bodl. MS.) (>e wederes stronge and tern,
pestes pat hem duden grete molestes. c 1386 CHAUCER Mai,.

rr,,, 197 erc cr
,'^ga >;

n ":n'Pcst andrayn. i3oGowER
Lonf.Ul. 203 A cruel king lich the tempeste, The whom no
Pile myhte areste. ciioo Destr. Troy 12467 Trees thurgh
tempcstes, tynde hade here leues. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Kings
u, i Whan the Lorde was mynded to take vp Elias in the
tempest. IS SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 389 Seven wl.ole
dayes and nights this tempest lasted. 1697 DRYDEN fire
Ceorg-. iv. 608 A Station safe for Ships, when Tempests roar

- r --& .j ...... *T . .. i, s ^. uu A uc wuoieair
tilled .. with a tempest of sand driving in your face like sleet.

b. A thunder-storm, dial.
c 1532Du WES Introd.Fr. in Palsgr. 946/1 To be killed with

of the fatal effects ofa tempest. .at a considerable distano
from the spot . . where the violence of the lightning appeared
to have been chiefly exerted, c 1860 Northamp Dial
It s very still and black. I think we shall have a tempest
to-ntght. 1883 Hampsh. Gloss., Tempest, a thunder-storm.
2. transf. and Jig. A violent commotion or dis-

turbance ; a tumult, rush ; agitation, perturbation.
Tempest in a tea-pot : see TEA-POT.
c 1315 SHOREHAM vii. 642 pat best . . bat hyt hedde ine
hym y/nome Soche a tempeste. 13. . Gar Warm. (A.) 273

pest ofthyangry frowne. 1606 S. GARDINER Bk. AnglingWaues of tribulation, tempests of tentations. 1770 BURKE
Corr. (1844) I. 243 In the midst of all this tempest the
ministers, .seem much at their ease. 1894 H. NISBET Busk
G'rCs Rom. 61 Helen Craven was very pale and very silent
during this parental tempest. 1909 Daily Chron. 3 Dec.
1/2 This fine passage . . drew a tempest of cheering,
t b. Calamity, misfortune, trouble. Obs.

CI330 R. BRUNNE C/<ro. Wace (Rolls) 16541 Moryne &
hunger . . had reft . .al be folk wy|> tempest vnkynde. c 1470HENRY Wallace vn. 394 For sleuth nor sleip sail nayne
remayne in me, Off this tempest till I a wengeance se.

3. A confused or tumultuous throng ; f a crowded
assembly : cf. RUBRICATE 2 b (obs.} ; a rushing or

tearing crowd.
1746 SMOLLETT Advice ytnote. Not unaptly styled a drum,

from the noise and emptiness of the entertainment. There

- - . _...... MJ..V,,, t iCTUtui iiiiuu u me lempe
pin, whan doon gaed Bessie an' the wheel. Ibid, x Mr G ''

*c 'n
E.
er P'n wa

?
nae wise improved by the.. catastrophe.

t A. A tuning-screw or peg of a violin, etc. Obs.
1786 BURNS Ep. Maj. Logan iv, Heaven send your heart,

strings aye in tune, And screw your temper-pins aboon
1788 bHiRREFS Poems (1790) 339 Gin the temper-pin ye'll
screw, And gi'es a sang.

?emper-pot, -screw: see TEMPER sb. 14.
t Temperure. Obs. Also 4-5 temprure,
iemperour(e. [a. O,(eifi-fim(i2thc.inGodef.)

\ L. temperdtiira ; see TEMPERATURE.]
1. Tempering; concr. tempering liquid, etc.
1388 WYCLIF Etck. xiii. 14, Y sghal distrie the wal, which

and tempests. 1866 CA'RLYLK in Morning Star 5 Apr. 5/5
It turned out to be a tempest of wild horses, managed by
young lads who had a turn for hunting with their grooms.

b. A person of stormy temper.
1852 MRS. STOWE t/a<r/e Tom's C. xxiii, Henrique is a regular

little tempest his mother and I have given him up long ago.
t 4. A time ; a period, an occasion. (A verbalism

of translation.) Obs.
1382 WYCLIF 2 Chron. xxviii. 9 In that tempest [Vulg. ca

tciiipestatc} was ther a prophele of the Lord. 1387 TREVISA
Higdcn (Rolls) II. 337 In (>at tempest [sut ea tentpestate]
went out bat man bat heet Liber pater.
5. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as tempest-

anger, -cloud, -filch, -rack (RACK si.1 3), -shock,
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-ipeed, -spirit , -tinic\ b. instrumental, etc., as

tcmpest'beaten, -blown, ~born^ -driven, -flung,

-han-owcd) -rent, -rocked, -swept, -torn t -troubled^

-winged, -worn adjs.; also TKMTEST-TOSSKP ;
c.

objective, etc., as tempest-bearing^ -clear, -loving,

-proof, -scoffing, ~tual&ingw\y&. also tempest-raiser.
1898 \V. WAI SUN PoeniSy Tomb pfBurns ^ Byron's "tcmpest-

anger, tempest-mirth. 1747 DUNKIN in Francis's tr. //<J>VKV,

Ep. n. ii. 307 Nor yet expos '<! to "Tempest-bearing Strife.

1591 SYLVESTEK Du Bartas i. v. 433 Tne "tempest-beaten
Ve-ssel's stern, 1759 JOHNSON Rasielas xxi, I rejoiced like

a tempest-beaten sailor at his entrance into the harbour.

1865 l>.\KiNo-Goi;n> Werewolves x. 177 To leave the summer
cirrus and turn to the "tempest-born rain-cloud. 1868
M. COLLINS Sweet Anne Page I. 149 Always (he white sky
should be *lempest-clear. 1849 tr. De la Mottc Foityuc's
Sir Elittoc 166 His "tempest-driven heart. 1776 MICKLE tr.

Canteens* Lusiad 80 On many a *teinpest-barrowed ocean
tost. 1727-46 THOMSON Summer 1123 The "tempest-loving
raven scarce Dares winy the dubious dusk. 1660 HUM*
Scut. Keif. 403 LikeoneShip . .

* ternpest-proofupon a troubled
Sea. 1844 LOWELL LegetidofBrittany n. xi, Before its eyes

186 Must I be thus *tempest-rent? ciSto S. ROGERS
Italy, Cam^, Florence 176 Now "tempest-rocked, now
whirling round and round. 1837 Spirit of the Woods 84M id sorrow's "tempest-shock. 1854 J- S. C. ABUOTT
Napoleon (1855) II. iv. 79 Struggling along the drifted and
*tem pest-swept defile. 1633 FORD Broken H. iv. ii, Like
"tempest-threaten'd trees unfirmly rooted. 1598 DBAYTON
Heroic Ep., Brandon to Q, Mary 77 After long trauaile,

"tempest-torneand wrack'd. 1815 RICHARDSON Sonnets 141,
I marked the "tempest-troubled wave. 1717-46 THOMSON
Summer 344 Till, *tempest.\ving'd, Fierce Winter sweeps
them from the face of day.

Tempest (te-mpest, ftempe'st), v. [ad. OF.
tempeste-r (i2th c.), f. tempests : see prec.]
1. trans. To affect by or as by a tempest; to

throw into violent commotion, to agitate violently.
1390 GOWEH Con/. II. 167 And whan fair list the Sky

tempeste, The reinbowe is hir Messager. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf
Man/iode iv. i. (1869) 174 Tempested it was gretliche, ofgret
tempestes and of wyind. 1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xi. xix,
The wyndes. -renne so radely, that nothing may lette them
to tempeste alle the see. 1638 Penit. Con/. (1657) 346 Rooted
most when most tempested. 1667 MILTON P.L. vn. 412
Fish . . part huge of bulk Wallowing unweildie, enormous in

thir Gate, Tempest the Ocean. 1715-20 POPE Iliad xxi. 30
The huge dolphin tempesting the main. 1830 H. N. COLE*
KIDGE Grk. Poets (1834) 129 As when two winds the north
and west ..suddenly tempest the sea. '^S? H. MILLER
Test. Rocks Hi. 137 Its wonderful whales.. of the reptilian
class, .must have tempested the deep.
2. fig. To disturb violently (a person, the mind).
1374 CHAUCER Boeth. \\. pr. iv. 28 (Camb. MS.), I haue

som what conforted the so bat thow tempest the nat thus
with al thi fortune, a 1415 LVDGATE Temple of Clas 1157
For no turment, bat he fallen shal, Tempest pe not. 1521
FISHER Serin. mfarWkfc (1876)312 loannes wicclifFwith
other moo which sore tempested the chyrche. 1621 T.
WILLIAMSON \\.Goularfs WiseVieillard%$ Tempested with
disordered thoughts and vnruly passions. 1762 GOLDSM.
Cit. W. xlvii, A mind, .tempested up by a thousand various

passions. 1819 CAMPBELL Spec. Brit. Poets I. 164 A man. .

nas hardly tied the fatal knot when his house is tempested
by female eloquence.

3. intr. Of the wind, weather, etc., and impers. :

To be tempestuous, to blow tempestuously; to

rage, storm. Alsoy?^. ? Obs.

c 1477 CAXTOS Jason 56 Sone after the winde began to rise

and tempest horrible and impetuouse. 1530 PALSGR. 754/1
Herde you nat howe it tempested to nyght ? 1601 B. JONSON
Poetaster v. i, Other Princes.. Thunder, and tempest, on
those learned heads, Whom Caesar wilh such honour doth
aduance. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 207 (tr. Ovid's Met, xi.

521) Blind night in darkness tempests.
Hence Te-mpested///. a., tossed or afflicted by

a tempest ; Te*mpesting vbl. sb.

a 1631 DONNE Serin, xxxvii. (1640) 366 No repentance
[can] stay his tempested and weather-beaten conscience,

1811 SHELLEY St. Irvyne ix. Pr. Wks. 1888 I. 196 And the

moon dimly gleam'd through the tempested air. 1846
TRENCH Miracles iv, The Church of Christ has evermore
resembled this tempested bark. 1882 MYERS Renewal of
Yotftk 288 Rocked by strange blast and stormy tempestings.

f Tempesta-rian. Obs. rare- 1
. In 8 (erron.)

tempestrian. [f. med.L. tetnpestari-us (8th c. in

Du Cange) + -AN.] (See quot.)
1708-22 BINGHAMA ntiq. xvi. v. 6 (1840) VI. 68 The capitu-

lars of Charles the Great, where decrees were made against
calculators, enchanters, and '

tempestrians ', as they are

called, that is raisers of storms and tempests.

f Tempestative, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. obs. K.

tempestatifi -ive (i5th c. in Godef.) : sec TEMPEST
sb. and -ATIVE.] That raises a tempest.
1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xx, If I come near thee. .and

chastise thee like any Tempestative Devil.

Tempesteous, -ious : see TEMPESTUOUS.

Tempestive (tempe'stiv), a. arch* [ad. L.

tempestivtis timely : see TEMPEST and -IVE.]
1. Timely, seasonable.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. 60 That prouidence
which the King of Scotland., vsed, was, as more tempestiue,
so more commendable. 1620 VENNER Via Recta vii. 107
The moderate and tempestiue

vse of them may be very good
and profitable. 1635 HEVWOOD Hierarch. vin. Comni. 532
The chearefull and tempestiue showres. 1852 Eraser's Mag.
XLV. 172 After the tempestive banquet at two o'clock.

^f 2. errou. = TEMPESTUOUS 2.

1848 Tail's Mag. XV. 118 Every reader will.. point out

living examples amid brawling and tempestive politicians.

165

Tempe Stively, adv. arch. [f. pice. 4 -I.Y -,J

Seasonably, opportunely.
1621 IJi'iaoN An<tt. Mel. in. Ji. in. iv. (1676) 305/2 Dancing

is a pleasant recix-atimi >/f buily and mind, .if lem;
uicd. 1654 H. L'KSTRAM.K C '/irtj. 7(1655) '3 1 The seveiall

proces.ses..will more tcmpeslively occurrc in the ensuing
scries of this nanation. 1701 UAYNARD in Sir J. Floyer
Hot ft Cold Bath, n. (1706) 367 Hot and Culd Laths. .tern-

l>t.-btivt:ly, cautiously, and wisely prcscrib'd.

f Tempesti-viouB, a. Obs. rare 1
* [Erron.

for *tempestivoit$) f. as prec. + -ous.] Seasonable ;

TKMPE.STIVE I

'574 NEWTON Health Mag. 6 Exercise fittest to be vscd. .

in seasonable and tempesthiious times of the yeare.

t Tempesti'vity. 06s. [ad. L. tempestivitas,

f. tempestjv-us TEMI-ESTIVE : see -ITY.]
1. Scasonableness, timeliness.

1576 NEWTON Lemnie'sComplex.(\fty& 134 Appointing to

each function his proper turnc, and tempestmity. 1646
Sin T. BROWNE Pseud. F.. 287 Since their[jews']dispersion
and habitation in Countries, whose constitutions admit not

such tempestivity of harvests. 1656 BLOUNT Gtossogr.^

Tcmpestwity,. .fancssK of time, seasonablencsse.

2. A season, a time of a particular character.

1569 NEWTON Cicero's Olde Agt 21 b, To euery part of

n mans life and age, aregeeuen hys conuenyente tymes and

propre tempesliuytycs. 1649 S. ASHE Best Refuge 19 Times.
The word signifies the tempestivily, the season of time.

The Septuagmt renders it right, Ei* evtcmpiai*. 168* E.
HOOKER Pref. Ferriage's M, /to'. 20 In these last Dales mere
wil hang over us..periculous tempest!vities, hard seasons.

t Te'mpestous, a. 06s, [a. AF. tempestous^
OF. -eus, ad. L. type *tempestos-us> forL. tetnpestuos-
us ; in It. tempestoso, Prov. tempestos and tempestnos

(Littre*).]
= TEMPESTUOUS i, 2.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. Proem 5 This see clepe I be

tempcstous matere Of
deeper

bat Troylus was Inne. c 1500
Three Kings Sons 131 If bifore dyner he were hote and

tempestous, now is he colde and sobre. 1508 FISHER 7 Penit.
Ps. xxxviii. i. Wks. (1876) 69 The tempestous trybulacyons
wherwith the herte of synners is troubled & vexed.

Tempestrian : see TEMPESTARIAN.

Te*mpest-to:ssed, -to;st (-t^st, poet, t^sed),

a. Tossed by or as by a tempest. Hence Te'mpest-
tcrss v. trans, and intr.^ to toss or pitch about as

a tempest or a tempestuous sea ; to agitate or be

agitated violently ; Te'mpest-to'Bsing
1

, violent

agitation by or as by a tempest, etc.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. ff Jut. HI. v. 138 The windes thy si^hes
. .will ouer set Thy tempest tossed body. 1605 Macb.
I. iii. 25 Though his Barke cannot be lost, Yet it shall be Tem-

pest-tost. 1681 Roxb. Ball. (1886) VI. 77 Where peevish

coyness and disdain Do tempest-toss the mind. 1747
FRANCIS tr. Horace^ Ep. i. xi. 19 Though by strong Winds
your Bark were Tempest-tost, 1867 H. MACMILLAN Bible

Tench, xii. (1870) 233 Those very afflictions and tempest-
tosslngs which the Church bewails.

f Tempe'Stuate, v. 06s. rare '. [f. L. tem-

pestu-, stem of next: see -ATE 3
7.]

= TEMPEST v.

1708 C. MATHER Magn. Chr, vir. vi. (1852) 577 Those parts
of New England, .were thus tempestuated bya terrible war.

Tempestuous (tempe'stiwas), a. Forms: a.

5 tempesteuous (?
= -evous), 6 -ecus, -yous,

6-8 -ious ; &. 6 -uouse, -uus, 6- tempestuous.

[In the form, ad. L. tempestitds-us : cf. tempestu-s^
collateral form of tempeslas TEMPEST ; so obs. F.

tempestuens, -uos (i4th c.), mod.F. tempHueux =>

Pr. tempestuoS) Sp., Pg. tempestuoso* The a forms

appear to be analogical, after other adjs. in -eoust

-iouS) of various etymology.]
L Of, pertaining to, involving, or resembling a

tempest ; subject to or characterized by tempests ;

stormy, very rough or violent.

a. 1509 HAWES Fast. Pleas, xxxvii. (Percy Soc.) 104 It

thondred loude wyth clappes tempestious. a 1548 HALL
C/iron., Hen. IV 18 b, A great tempesteous rage and furious

storme. 159* MORYSON Let. in /tin. i. (1617) 37 The weather
was very tempestious, and not likely to change.

ft, 1538 STARKEY England i. ii. 61 The trowblus and

tempestuus see. 1538 ELYOT, Teniestuosum t tempestuous or

stormy. 1610 HOLLAND Catnden's Brit. (1637) 501 A turbu-

lent and tempestuous storme arose. 1639-40 LAUD Diary
25 Jan., A very blustering and a tempestuous day. 1799
HT. IsttCanterb. T., Old Worn. (ed. 2) 1.348 The weather

grew lowering and tempestuous. 1878 BOSWORTH SMITH Car.

thageiii The dangerous storms to which the south of Sicily
was exposed after the rising of the tempestuous Orion.

2. transf. and Jig. Characterized by violent agita-

tion or commotion ; turbulent, tumultuous ; im-

petuous, passionate; agitated as by a tempest.
a. 1447 [implied in tempesteuously : see next]. 1509
HAWES Past. Pleas, xxvii. (Percy Soc) 120 O Mars ! me
suocoure in tyme tempestyous. Ibid, xxxiv. 177 So shall

you swage the tempesteous floode Of their stormy myndes.
a 1586 SIDNEY Ps. xxxi. xi, In that tempestious hast, I said,

that I from out thy sight was cast. 1710 Brit. Apollo III.

No. 25, 3/1 Tempestious Ills, in wild Confusion hurl'd.

p. 1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas, xxxiii. (Percy Soc.) 169 To the

last ende of my matter troublous, With waves enclosed so

tempestuous. 1648 HERRICK Hesper.^ Delight in Disorder^
A winning wave (deserving note) In the tempestuous petti-

cote. 1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn., Moles 21 The tempes-
tuous persecutions of her own kindred. 1663 DAVENANT
Siege of Rhodes Wks. (1672) 2 The Shriller Trumpet and

Tempestuous Drum. 1781 Miss BURNEY Cecilia, vin. iv,

Cecilia was still in this tempestuous state. 1865 SWINBURNS
Atalanta 1016 Fill the dance up with tempestuous feet,

Teiupe stuously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.] In

a tempestuous manner.

TEMPLAB.
1447 I'OKI.SHAM .SYyx/.u Ko.xh. 75 '!

tempetteuously. 1596 v.

-'!-- I fip- 1 1 ... ! v \: rin

164* Mn i,,s .I/ . ,851 III. a;'
thai In- in. -.nil tc long to be most tempestuously U

'

1731 R. KEITH tr. T. .i AV/////J
1

.S /

xvi. 230 The Air may of a sudden U lerapesti
1876 K. HARUBOM C\oic4 &b.(x886) 138 The eviU of uln, h
you tcmpcstuui:

Tempe-stuousuess. [f. as prec. + -NMS.]
'I lie state or quality of l:infj tcni|H:ituous or

stormy ; stormines.-;, tiirliultncc.

1648 HEXIIAM Dutch />ict. it, n, ttucng/irft der Zct, ll.t

tcmpcsluousiiCNSc, or the MormloMH of the Sea. a 1651
I. SMITH Set. Disc. x. iv.

(1673) 461 Tliat iin|>ciu
Icnce and tenipestuousnesa wan which men are acted in

pretensions of Religion. 1798 Hist, m Ann. Kif. 1 5</j The
tempestuousness of the times appeared favourable to such
:in attempt. 1877 DowDKN Slinks. I'rittt. vi. 117 I

no tempestuousness of passion and no artistic mystery.

Tempir(e, obs. forms of TESII-EK v.

Templar (te-mplii), sb. Forms: 3-7 templer,
4-5 -ere, (5 templeer), 5- templar, [a. AK.

templer, OK. tcmplitr (c \ 200 in Godef.), ^ mexl.L.

templarius (Du Cange), f. temptum, TEMPLE si.1 :

see -ER 2 3 ; also tetnpl&rls, pi. of cl. L. tcmpl&ris,
in papal document of 1157 in Muratori /In/if.,
J)iss. xi. (1774) II. 329. For later spelling see

-AB 2.]

1. A member of a military and religious order,

consisting of knights (Knights Templars, Knights
or Poor Soldiers of the Temple), chaplains, and

men-at-arms, founded c 1118, chiefly for the pro-
tection of the Holy Sepulchre and of Christian

pilgrims visiting the Holy Land : so called from
their occupation of a building on or contiguous to

the site of the Temple of Solomon at Jerusalem.

They were suppressed in 1312.
cizgo liftet 1264 in S. Eng. Lig. I. 171 He [K. Hen. II,

as part of his penance] scholde finde to bundret knyjtes to

fi^te Al ane vex with J>e teniplers for holi churche ri^te.

13.. Coerde L. 3920 Hys..Templeres and hys Hospytalers.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. (1810) 305 A templer of

pris,
Sir

Brian be geayt Maister templere he was on bis half be se.

1387 1 REVISA Higden (Rolls) VIII. 293 pe fifte Clement was
pope., he dampned ^>e ordre of Fiere Tern piers. 14..
NOIH. in Wr.-Wiilcker 681/23 Hie tcniplarius, a templer.
1598 HAKLUYT Voji. I. 146 The Templars which were therein
returned home out of Fraunce. 1603 KNOU.ES Hist. Turks
(1638) 29 Hugh Paganus first Master of the Templets.,
returned: wilh a great number of zealous Christians^ ready
to lay down their Hues for defence of the Christian faith and
religion. 1610 HOLLAND Camtlcns Brit. (1637) 4^27

A church
for Knights Templars, which they had newly butlt according
to the forme of the Temple neere unto the Sepulchre of Our
Lord at Hierusalem. 1700 TYRRELL Hist. E*g. II. 745 One
Durand a Knight-Templar. 1839 KEICHTLEY Hist. Eng.
I. 266 It was in the reign of Edward II that the potent and

wealthy order of Knights Templars was suppressed through,
out Europe. 1910 C. PERKINS in Eng. Hist. Rev. Apr. 224
There do not appear to have been over fifteen or twenty
knights in the total of 144 Templars in the British Isles.

b. Phrase.

1653 URQUHART Rabelais i. v. 26, I drink no more then a

spunge, 1 drink like a Templer Knight [orig.Je boy comme
ung 1'emplier]. 1819 SCOTT Ivanhot xxxv, Now, to drink

like a Templar is the boast of each jolly boon companion !

2. A barrister or other person who occupies
chambers in the Inner or Middle Temple (see

TEMPLE sb.i 5).

1588 Marfret. Epist. (Arb.) 26 Let the Templars haue
M. Trauers their preacher restored againe vnto them. 1628

in Crt. >t Times Chas. f (1848) I. 311 On Saturday last, the

by this Stratagem of my Alice, a 1760 H. BROWNE Pipe
Tobacco, /mil. v, Blest leaf! whose aromatic gales dispense
To Templars modesty, to Parsons sense. 1813 LAMB Let.

to Southey 6 May, I am a Christian, Englishman, Londoner,

Templar. 1818 SCOTT I/rt. Midi, i, The part which is com-
mon to the higher classes of the law at Edinburgh, and which

nearly resembles that of the young Templars in the days of

Steele and Addison. looa I. HUTCHINSON (title] A Catalogue
of Notable Middle Templars.
3. a. A member of an order of Freemasons

calling themselves Knights Templars, extensively

established in the United States.

!859 (title) A Service for the Encampments of Knights

Templars together with a Sketch of the History of the Order.

Ibid. 30 [see TEMPLARY st. 3). 1878 [see ENCAMPMENT i].

1904 Westm. Gai. 2 Aug. 2/3 The Royal Arch degree, the

possession of which in these later times has been held essen-

tial to a Knight Templar.
b. Short for GOOD TEMPLAB, q. v.

1874- [see GOOD TEMPLAR). 188$ Daily Chmi. 3 Sept.
(Cassell) He had often feared lest any of . . their juvenile

templars should be decoyed away on their journey to or

from the meetings. 1905 Daily News 30 Oct. 8 The Baton

. . being by no means a templar according to the jargon of to-

day' templar
'
or ' teetotaler ',

whatever the phrase may be.

4. An official of the Jewish temple, nonce-use.

1884 H. W. BEECHER in Ckr. World Pulpit XXV. 11/3

1 1 was this [the raising of Lazarus] . . that brought . . the deter-

initiation of the templars that He should perish.

5. attrib., as Templar Knight, order, etc.

c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 233 Cesarius tellis how some

tyme|>er was a preste of be Templer ordur. \ysjOrig. r

Sprynfe Secies 15 Templare Lotdes. Ibid. 16 Templare

Knyghtes. 1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe xxxviii, A huge volume,

which contained the proceedings of the Templar Knights.



TEMPLAR.

Hence Te'mplardom, the community or body of

Templars ; ( Templa'rian a. Obs., of or pertain-

ing to the Templars ;
Te mplarism, the principles

of Templars (in any of the senses, e. g.
= Good

Templarism~) ;
Te 'niplarlike adv., like a Templar.

1877 G. H. KINGSI.EY Sport <$ Trait. (1900) 345 The most
temperate races of the world are apt to burst out. .to the
utter confusion of all 'Good *Templardom '. 1600 W.
WATSON Dccacordon (1602) 19 Seditious *Templarian lesuiti-

call sectaries. 1612 T. JAMES Jesuits' Dtrwnf. 48 Foras they
liue iust Templarlike in all things, so there will be a right
Templarian downefall. 1888 J. SHALLOW Templars Trials

69 M. Loiseleur dilates.. on the difference between Gnostic-
ism and *Templarism. 1893 Voice (N. Y.) 15 June, He
spoke of the drink question as affecting native races, and
the spread of Templarism in India, Africa and Australasia.

Templar (te-mplaa), a. [ad. late L. templdr-is,
f. templum, TEMPLE sb. 1 : see -AR l.] Of, pertaining
to, or characteristic of a (or the Jewish) temple.
1728 R. MORRIS Ess. Anc. Archil. 3 The Example of..

Solomon in Templar and Domal Architecture. 1812-29
COLERIDGE in Lit. Kent. (1838) III. 112 It would be better
to regard solitary, family, and templar devotion as distinc-
tions in sort, rather than differences in degree. 1840
MILMAN Hist. Chr. 11.415 In the East, where the churches
retained probably more of the templar form. 1845 J. MAR-
TINEAU Misc. (1852) 1 18 They have no templar and sacer-
dotal duties, can offer no sacrifice, absolve from no sin.

Templary (te-mplari), sb. Also5//.-arijs. [ad.
nied.L. templdri-us, TEMPLAR sb. : see -ABY 1.]

1 1. = TEMPLAR sb. i. Obs.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 293 pis pope..dampned
the ordi-e of Templaryes \ordinein Templariorum), 1460
CAPGKAVE Chron. (Rolls) 177 He procured the distruccion
of Templaries. c 1460 tr. Oseney Regr. 108 J>e templarijs.
1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. i. 35 (an. 1249) The [holy] land.,
might soone be woon to Christendome, were it not for rebel-
lious Templaries, with the Hospitalaries, and their followers.
1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos., Templaries, certaine Christian
souldiours dwelling about the Temple at Hierusalem, whose
office was to entertain Christian strangers that came hither
for deuotion. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Templaries, Knights
of the Temple.
t2. An estate or benefice belonging to the

Knights Templars. Obs. rare~ l
.

1592 Sc. Acts fas. K/(i8i4) III. 564/1 be rentaillis of all

bischoiprikis, abbacies, priorijs, proveslnes, . .chaiplanries,
templanes, and vtheris benefices,

3. Templars collectively; Hist, the system or

organization of the Templars; in ipth c., the
Masonic and Temperance societies so called.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Oxford. (1662) n. 329 The Holy

Land, where thorough the Treachery ofTemplary, cowardize
of the Greeks, diversity of the Climate, distance of the
place, and differences betwixt Christian Princes, much time
was spent,. .many lives lost, ..but little profit produced.
1859 Service for Encampments of Knights Templars 30
Any attempt, .to make Masonry perfect without Templary,
or on the other hand, to perpetuate an order of Templars
independent of Freemasonry must only shew ignorance of
the real history of both Societies. 1874, 1897 [see GOOD
IEMPLAR). 1904 Westm. Gaz. 2 Aug. 2/3 At Louisville [in
looij .a colossal pageant descriptive of the history of
Knight Templary from the time of the Crusades.
t Te'mplary, a. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. tem-

plaris pertaining to a temple : see -ARY 2.]
1. Of or pertaining to a temple : = TEMPLAR a.
1607 Schol. Disc. agst. AiUichr. i. i. 55 We scorne papistes

that pretende a ciuill worshippe in templarie bowing.
2. Of, pertaining to, or named from the Temple

at Jerusalem ; Templary Knights = Knights Tem-
plars : see TEMPLAR j*. i.

1617 MORYSON Itin. I. 84 In the Priory of St. lohn, belong,
ing of old to the Templary Knights, and now to the Knightsof Rhodes or Malta. Ibid. 190 (Pan's) On the left hand as
you come in, is the house of the Templary Knights
Template, variant of TEMPLET 1.

Temple (te-mp'l), rf.i Forms: 1-2 tempi
tempel, (3 Orm. temmple), 3- temple. Also 4
tempel, -ele, -ile, -ille, (templee), 4-6 tempil(l
-yll, 5 -yl(e, -ul, 5-6 -ull(e, 6 -ell. [OE. tempi,
lempel, ad. L. templum ; reinforced in ME by F
temple (roth c. in Godef. Compl.} = Pr. temple'
Sp., Pg. templo. It. tempio :-L. templum.]

I. 1. An edifice or place regarded primarily as
the dwelling-place or ' house '

of a deity or deities ;

hence, an edifice devoted to divine worship.
a. In a general sense. (Often, as in quot.

' 2 5 going back to a specific use.)Cmoc cavern-temple, a natural cave used as a temple,'xlvn 10 We onfengun god mildheort-

. ,529

r
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b. Historically applied to the sacred buildings of

the Egyptians, Greeks, Romans, and other ancient

nations ; now, to those of Hinduism, Buddhism,

Confucianism, Taoism, Shintoism, and the ethnic

religions generally.
971 Blickl. Horn. 221 He man!; tempi S: deofolgyld jebrzc

&efylde. nooo./ELFRlc.//0/. II. 574 [Hi] 5am felatempla
arardon. c 1205 LAY. 10178 Alle ba templen [1:1275 temples]

be |>a heoene hafden itimbrid. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 318
A temple hii vovnde vair inou & a maumet amidde. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints v. (Johannes) 293 pe tempil of dyane. c 1400
Destr. Troy 1358 All tight to be tempull of bere tore goddes.
1596 PALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. n. (S.T.S.) 135
margin, Tempilis & places of sacrifice to prophane Godls.

1634 SIR T. HERBKRT Trav. 205 The Citie [Meaco in

Japan] has seuenty Temples, in one of which are set three

thousand three hundred thirty three gilded Idols. 1667
MILTON P. L. i. 402 The wisest heart Of Solomon he

[Moloch] led by fraud to build His Temple right against the

Temple of God. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) 11.441
The temple of the Sibylla Tiburtlna spoken of by Lactantius.
1860 GARDNER fait/is World II. 588/2 Pagoda. .In Hin-

dustan, Burmah, and China, .implies a temple in which
idols are worshipped. Ibid. 894/1 Their [Taoists] priests
live in the temples, and are supported by the produce of the

grounds attached to the establishment.

o. spec. The sacred edifice (or any one of the

successive edifices) at Jerusalem, the ' House of the

Lord
', and seat of the Jewish worship of Jehovah.

c 897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xxxvi. 252 pa stanas
on oaem mseran temple Salomonnes wa;ron aer swas wel
gefegede. 971 Blickl. Horn. 27 He bine asette ofer \>xs
temples scylf. c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt. iv. 5 Da Rebrohte se
deofol hine..and asette hine ofer bses temples heahnesse.
ci2oo ORMIN 11880 Te deofell brohhte Crist Uppo batt
halljhe temraple. c 1325 Metr. Horn, 75 In the temple land
thai

(

than SeyntSymeon. 1382 WYcLipJl/a//, xxi. 12 Jhesus
entride in to the temple of God. a 1425 Cursor M. 10946
(Laud)Zakarie to tempille yede. Ibid. 13745 (Trin.) Ihesu
.. say noon in be tempul leued. 1533 GAU Kicht Vay
(S. f. S.) 23 The rewlers of the tempil and the cheif prestis.
1611 BIBLE John viii. 2 Earely in the morning hee came
againe into the Temple. 1877 C. GEIKIE Christ Ivii. (1879)
692 The Temple was built of white stones of great size, the
length of each about 37! ft., some even 45 ft.

d. transf. andyfj'.
c 1607

;
DONNE Lett., 'to Sir H. Goodere i4Aug.(i6si) 116

That time [for the outward service] to me towards you is

Tuesday, and my Temple, the Rose in Smith-field. 1771
Junius Lett. lix. (1820) 311 The temple of fame is the
shortest passage to riches and preferment. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. i. li. 19 A temple of science now in ruins. 1877 C.
GEIKIE Christ xxxi. (1879) 370 The true worship has its

temple in the inmost soul. 1870 STAINER Music of Bible 5Whose temple of worship was the canopy of heaven.
2. transf. A building dedicated to public Chris-

tian worship ; a church : esp. applied to a large or

grand edifice.

1399 LANCL. Rich. Rcddes Prol. 3 A temple of be trinite
[in Bristol]..That cristis chirche is cleped. 1538 STAHKEY
England n. i. 176 Magnyfycal and gudly nousys, fayr
tempullys and churchys. 1560 DAUS tr. Slcidanc's Comm.
367 Whan the last of them are come to the church, the
Souldiours by and by discharge their pieces: and.. about

TEMPLE.
How could his Spirit's dwelling in us constitute us Temples
of God, unless he himself were (iod? a 1700 DRYDEN tr
Hymn, 1'eni, Creator Sfiritus 6 From sin and sorrow set
us free, And make thy temples worthy thee. 1839-51 UAII EY
Feslus (ed. 5) 464 My favoured temple is an humble heart
1875 MANNING Mission H. Ghost i. 21 Yet they have been
made temples of the Holy Ghost.

II. f4. The head-quarters of the Knights Tern-
plars, on or contiguous to the site of the temple at

Jerusalem ; hence, the order or organization of the

Templars. Obs.

, e empeo aomoiAnd in bat temple duellen the knyghtes of the temule ti
weren wont to be clept Templeres, & bat was the fumla.
ciounofhereordre. ciqxlSrut 148 Amonge be castell
he made an house of be temple. 1656 BLOU.NT Cbssogr.,
leniplaries, or Knights of the 1 emple.
5. spec. Name of two of the Inns of Court (see
INN sb. 5 c) in London, known as the Inner and
the Midtlle Temple (see quot. 1727-41), which
stand on the site of the buildings once occupied bv
the Templars (of which the church alone remains)
<ri38fi CHAUCER C. T. Prol. 567 A gentil Maunciplewas

ther of a temple 1461 J. PASTON in P. Lett. 1 1. 92 To my,,
ryth reverent, .fader, John Paston, beyng in the Inder
Temple. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 97 The xviii
day of August [1556] the mayer dynned at the redercs
denner at the Tejiipulle. 1591 SIIAKS. i Hen VI 11 v 10We sent vnto the Temple, vnto his Chamber. 1656 BLO'UNT
Glossogr. s.v. Templaries, These Templars first founded and
built the lemples or Templars Inne in Fleetstreet 1700
STEELE Taller No. 60 T i A Student of the Inner Temple
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Temples,, .two inns of court thus
called, because anciently the dwelling-house of the kniehis-
templars.. They are called the inner and middle tempic, in
relation to Essex-house, which was also a part of the house
of the templars, and called the outer temple, because situate
without Temple-Bar. 1905 C. T. MARTIN (title) Minutes
of Parliament of the Middle Temple.

b. Name of the place in Paris which formed the

head-quarters of the Templars in Europe.

160/2 Louis VII .gave them a piece of marsh land outside
Paris, which m later times became known as the Temple,and was the headquarters of the order in Europe.

III. 6. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib., in

senses 1-3, as temple-book, -building, -captain,
-chamber, -chief, -companion, -court, -door, -end,

-fellow, -festival, -fronton, -gate, -gift, -guard, -hill,

-hospital, -land, -master, -ministrant, -mount,
-music, -musician, -pavement, -pediment, -porch,
-priest, -priesthood, -prophet, -revenue, -roof, -ruin,

-sanctuary, -sculpture, -service, -shrine, -singe:

-staff, -stair, -stead, -system, -lax, -treasury, -union,

-veil, -vision, -wall, -warden, -wardenship, -wor-

- -. , , .. . ,.
,

ship, -yard; in sense 5, as temple-exchange,
theTemple kepe warde till the counsell breake vp. 1849 i -garden, -hall, etc.; appositive, as temple-house,MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 471 The king determined to I

-talace -Pyramid -tomb tirwrr h Ol,ihear mass with the same pomp with which his predecessors
'

\-
Wn

- -

"' UbJ- ar
ecessors

had been surrounded when they repaired to the temples of
the established religion. 1867 D. DUNCAN Disc. 120 By some
classes of professing Christians, their places of worship are
called temples, .and are reverenced as sacred or holy. 1876
Haydn's Diet. Dates 706/2 The

'

City Temple ', a dissenters'
chapel . . was opened 19 May, 1874,

b. spec. In France and some French-speaking
countries., a Protestant as distinguished from a
RomanCatholic place ofworship (the term

' church
'

(fglisc) being usually confined to the latter).
1566 CLOUGH in Burgon Life Cresham (1839) II. , 54 note,he hv

gen., as temple-keeper, -robber, -sweeper,
-visiting; temple-haunting adj.; instrumental,

similative, etc., as temple-crowned, -like, -sacred,
treated^adjs. c. Special combs. : temple chil-

dren, girl children enslaved to the service of hea-

then temples in India
; Temple church : see 5 ;

t temple diamond (see quot.) ; temple-found-
ling, ?a foundling deposited at the Temple
(sense 5) ; Temple parliament, - PABI.IAME.NT
s6. 1 5b; t temple-pickling (oh. slang): seei , i -V e>"" v" " \<Jy; n. 154 nc'ic. "" 3 " \

&f^te^^fc^sY^ r'n'
tem?le-. (- qnot,)i. temple-title,

chell s, which ys very handsomely trymmed for a preaching I .

"am
?or a prea

place. [1843 Murray'sFrance 465/2 Thereare I2,ooo P

temple.
c. The central place of worship of the Mormons.

pe.
3. fg. Any place regarded as occupied by the

divine presence ; spec, the person or body of a
Christian.

C97S. Kslm:.Cosp. John ii. 19 Un-duaSSone tempel Sis &
Ibid. 2, He wutudlice

under which a deceased Chinese emperor
is worshipped ; temple-trotter (see qnot.). Also
TEMPLE-BAR.
1448-9 METHAM Amoryus <J- Cleopes 28 Ther othe the!

toke, Sweryng vpon the *tempyl-boke. 1857 J. HAMILTON
Lessons /r. Gt. Biog. (1859) 219 The occupants of these

temple-chambers. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The chief
officer was the master of the temple... And from him the
chief minister of the "temple-church is still called the master
of the temple. 1846 GKOTE Greece I. xi. 263 Pindar,.. Eu-
ripides and Apollodorus, name Erichthoniui. .u the being
who was thus adopted and made the *temple-coiroanion of

Athene.
"" " "

.. .

a5un''c awecco ost

best of them are made in the temple at Paris, are vastly
short of the genuine ones. 1760 FOOTE Minor I. Wks. 1799
I. 239 He sits, .every evening, from five till eight, under the

clock, at the
*Temple-exchang_e. 1614 SELUEN TitltsHo*.

Pref. Cj, Honor and deserutng Vertue..were "Temple-
fellowes in old Rome. 1905 Athenaeum 29 July 146/1 The
last of the *Temple foundlings, Mary Ann Littlefield, sur-

vived as late as 1865, and was supposed to have been the

original of Miss Flite in Dickens's ' Bleak House '. 1591
SHAKS. i Hen. VI, n. iv. 125 This brawle to day, Growne
to this faction in the 'Temple Garden, Shall send betweene
the Red-Rose and the White, A thousand Soules to Death
and deadly Night. 1593 SPENSER Epithal. xii, Open the

*temple gates unto my love, Open them wide that she may
enter in. 1605 SHAKS. lifoco. i. vi. 4 This Guest of Summer,
The *TempIe-haunting Martlet. 113.. All Saints 41 in

Herrig's Archiv LXXIX. 435 Thus was ordeynd bis *tem-

ple-hous [the Pantheon] Off all deuyllus, to haue bel

cours. 01670 SPALUINC Trout. Chas. I (1829) 63 He
gave them the superiorities of the haill 'temple-lands with-

in their burrow. 1663 GERBIEK Counsel^ iij, Representing



TEMPLE.
Solomons "Temple-like Foundations of a State. 1860
PUSEV Mitt.

Profit, 398 Habakkuk must have been entitled
to take part in the "temple. music, and so mu?,t have been a
Levite. 1891 CIIKVNK Psalter ii. 69 It [Ps. 37] is evidently
the work of a "tempie-musician. 1851 /''urn;/ City Ka*t
Ninci'ek vij. 105 The architecture of tin: Assyriai. ,

trated in its only relics, the great *Templr.(i.i: ( i- <,. 1641
W. MOUWTAOU in ttucclcuck .l/.V.V. (H^t. MSS. Comm.) I.

285 Friday is the day of 'Temple parliament. 1005 !>,tilv
Neivs 15 July 4 The transactions of the Middle Temple
'

Parliaments
, beginning from the year 1501. a 1700 11. K.

Diet. Cant. Crew, ^Temple-tickling^ the Pumping cf

Bailivcs, Huini:i i 'ick-poclcets, &c. a 1711 Ki s

Ihmnothfo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 77 The 'Tern;
tuo .irdied Cioysters fl.iuk'd. 1711 HICKKS Tn'<> T>-,-ni.

t'/ir, Priesth. (1847) II. 251 A dissolution of the *f mpl<--
priesthood. 1905 D. SMIIH Days His I- Ifsit vlL 59 Every
adult Israelite, .had to pay an annual tax of half a shekel to
the "Temple-revenue. 1877 W. JONI-.S /''ingcr-ring zy8
Another betrothal ring, .called

'

"temple
'

or ' tower , from
the figure of the sacred temple placed on their summit.
1637 NABBHS Microcosm, in Dodsley O. PI. IX. 163 The
*iemple-robber..to the altar flies. 171661 HOLVDAY Juve-
nal (1673) 249 Temple-robbers.. stealing away plates of
gold from the statues of the gods. 1857 J. HAMILTON
Lessons fr. C,t. Biog. (1859) 86 He heard from the "temple-
rx>f a whisper in his ear. 1860 PUSEV Min. Propk. 24 The
condition, .in which there should be none of ihe special*
Temple-service, a 1711 KEN Hymnotkeo Poet. Wks, 1721
111.73 Hymnotheo. . Kiss'd the Saints' feet, who trod the
'Temple-Stairs. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. 209 Now

167

killed him with a 'temple shot from my Metford. 17*1
GOLDSM. Cit. W. Iv, He had more powder in his hair, ..a

pair of "temple spectacles, and hi.s bat under hi. .

Temple (te-mp'l), sk* [a. F. temple fern, (also

templet, temploir, tcniplu\ Littre
1

: perh. orig. the
same word os temple, tempe, TEMPLE

sk.'*]

1. A contrivance for keeping cloth stretched to its

proper width in the loom during the process of

weaving. Usually pi.
In the hand-loom, a pair of flat rods, having toothed ends

which caught the selvedge on each side ; in the power-
loom, various rotary devices are u

TEMPLIZE.

tower. 1873 BROWSING Red Colt. Nt.*ap 680 A quaint
device, Pillared and 'temple-treated Belvedere. 1861
Sat. Rev. 30 Nov. 560 An extremely low lawyer's clerk, of
the genus which in old professional slang was called "Temple-
trotter'. 1:1340 Cursor M. 16762+85 (Colt.) pe "temple
vayl clef in twoo. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Zeph, i. 4 The
names of the "templewardens with the priests, 1904 \V. M.
RAMSAY Lttt. to Seven C/t. xvii. 232 The fourth "Temple-
Wardcnship seems to be of Artemis. 1680 ALLEN Peace <$

which chiefly gave directions about the temple-worship.
Hence Te mplefnl, as many or as much as fills a

temple ; Te-mpleward adv., towards the temple,
1868 \ViimiERltfeetinp2i Nor ritual-bound nor temple-

ward Walks the free spirit of the I-ord I 1909 Expositor
Oct. 316 A whole templefut of men whose consciences kept
them from casting a stone.

Temple (te-mp'l), s6.3 Also 4-5 tompil, 5
-elle, -ylle, 6 Sc. tympille. [a. OF. temple
fern, (nth c. in Roland), = Prov. templa, It. tem-

pia: pop.L. type "tempula, *templa, app. for

cl. L. tempora, pi. of tempus
'

temple of the head
'

(taken later as fern. sing. : cf. BIBLE). Of. temple
(still in Diet. Acad. 1694-1740) is represented in

mod.F. by tempe (already in Palsgr., 1530).]
1. The flattened region on each side of the (human)

forehead. (Chiefly mfl.)
(-1310 St. Margaret^ 219 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

j

231 Sche toke him bi be temples [earlier version bi be i

toppe] ; about sche him swong. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter
cxxxi. 5 pe tempils of bi heued waxis lieuy. a 1400 Poem
on Blood-letting in Ret. Ant. I. 189 Two [places] at the

templys thay mot blede. 14.. K<wr. in Wr.-Wiilcker 631/2
Tempelle, tempora. 1535 COVERDALE Judg. iy.

31 Then
lael.. smote the nale in tnorow the temples of his heade, so
y l he sancke to y* earth. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med.
II. 12 Let no dreames my head infest, But such as Jacobs
temples blest. 1703 POPE Vertunvitts 34 And wreaths of
hay his sun-burnt temples shade. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby i.

viii, A scorching clime, And toil, had . . Roughened the brow,
the temples bared. 18x4 GARY Dante, Paradise xxv. II,
I . . shall claim the wreath Due to the poet's temples.

b. transf. A corresponding part in lower animals.

1769 E. BANCROFT Guiana 181 The temples, rump and
belly are of a violet colour. 1826 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol.
III. 365 External anatomy of insects. .. Tempora (the

flesh frorq the temple of the elephant. 1860 MAYNE Expos.
Lex., Temple,.. Ornithol., Zool. Applied to the lateral

region of the head comprised between the eyes and ears.

1 2. //. Ornaments of jewellery or needlework

formerly worn by ladies on the sides of the fore-

head. O6i.
c 1430 LVDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 56 A fowle visage

with gay temples of atyre. 1439 E. E. Wills (1882) 116
(C'tess Warwick) That my grete templys with the Baleys
be sold to the vtmest pryse. (1656 DUGDALE Antiq.
Warwick. 330/1 [marg. note on quot. 1439] Jewels hanging
on womens foreheads by Bodkins thrust into their hair.]

3. Each of the side-members or limbs of a pair
of spectacles, which clasp the sides of the head of

the wearer. U.S.

1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Temple. .one of the bars on
the outer ends of the spectacle bows [i.e. rims of the lenses]

by which the spectacles are made to clasp the head of the
wearer. [Hence in later Diets.]

4. attrib. and Comb., as temple-bone, -pulse, -shot
;

temple-spectacles, spectacles having jointed side-

limbs that grasp the temples.
1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 583 Where it yssueth out of

the "Temple.bone it is broader and thicker. 1793 HOLCROFT
LaTater"s Physiogn. xiv. 75 The temple-bones .. are slow in

coming to perfection. 1891 Daily News 28 Oct. 7/2 The
witness was feeling the "temple pulse white administering.

,

1809 I*'- V. KIRBY Sport E. C. Africa x*i. 232, I ran in and

into the selvage of the Cloth it is kept open while it is in

Weaving. 1753 I'. I.IM.SAY Interest Scotl. 169 The Sum
that is now given for the Encouragement of that Branch
(Weaving], exclusive of the Reeds, Harness, Sin;

! Temples. 1863 J. WATSON Art Weaving 150 The Breast
Beam is the rail in front of the loom.. .It is on this nil that
the self acting temples are fixed. 1888 ELWORTHY ll'tst

Somerset Word-bk.^ Temples^ a wooden stretcher of adj un-
able length, having points at either end, used by weavers to

keep the cloth as woven of the proper width in the loom.
..Often called a 'pair o' temples'. 1898 Leeds Hferciiry
Suppl, 10 Dec. (E, IX D.)

(
The temples on looms to-day

..consist of wheels on either side of the woven piece,
having projecting pins all round their circumferences.
2. -= TEMPLET! 3 . Also attrih.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. ix. 394/2 Temple Moulds..
'

are Boards cut in that for[m] as the Stone is to be cut.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Temple-mold, a pattern, or mould u-,ed

|
by masons in fashioning their work.

Temple (te-mp'l), v.
[f. TEMPLE sb.*]

1. trans. To enclose in or as in a temple, to en-

j

shrine ; to honour with a temple or temples, to
I build a temple to or for. Alsojtg.

1593 SOUTHWELL Sf. Peters Compl. 27 Christ, as my God.
I was templed in my thought. i6a8 FKLTHAM Resolves it, (i. ]

Ixxxiv. 342 The Heathen (in many places) Templed and

j

adored this drunken god. 1838 S. BELLAMY Betrayal 57
Templed, and taught, and riled as thou art. 1830 BAILEY
Festus xxxi. (1852) 514 Immured.. In ..her holy home,
With many a lovely handmaiden around In starry palace
templed.
2. To make or fashion into a temple.
'839-49 [implied in TKMPI.I:H ///. a. v],

T" o. intr. To reside or dwell as in a temple. Obs.
asjsi KEN Hymns Evang, Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 62 Bless'd

Jesu ! deign to Temple in my Mind, Sion ibid. IV. 412O Jesu,. . I feel thee templing in my Heart.
Hence Te'mpling vbl. sb.

a 1638 MEDE Wks. (1672) 641 The Deifying and invocating
of Saints and Angels,., the adoring and templing of Reliques.
1677 GALE Crt.

Gentiles^ II. nt. 105 In the Demon-worship
they had many other rites, as worshipping of Columnes,
Templing of Reliques.

Te:mple-ba*r. [f. TEMPLE ^5 (because of its

position close to the Temple buildings) + BAB sb.*

13.] The name of the barrier or gateway closing
the entrance into the City of London from the

Strand; removed in 1878.
[1314-15 Rolls o/Parlt. I. 302/2 Le pavement du chemyn

par entre la Barre du Novel Temple de Lundres.] 1354
Ibid. II. 262/r Qe 1'Estaplede Westmr, comence sa bounde
a Temple-barre. c 1400 Brut 238 Seynt dementis cherche
wi^out Temple-IJarr. 1467 8 Rolls of ParIt. V. 579/2 A
Tenement wtthoute the Temple Barres of London. 1598
STOW Surv. (1908) I. 193 The Queenes Maiestie.. entered
the citie by Temple Barre, through Fleetstreete, Cheape
[etc.]. 1727-41 [see TKMPLE i^. 1

5]. 1773 JOHNSON 30 Apr. in
Boswell Life (1887) II. 238 When we got to Temple-bar he
[Goldsmith] stopped me, pointed to the [rebels'] heads upon
it, and slily whispered me ' Forsitan et nostrum nomen mis.
cebitur istis '. 1851 London as it is To-day i. (1855) 9 At [the]
extremity [of Fleet St ], separating the cities of London and
Westminster, stands Temple Bar, the only one of the city
boundaries now remaining. 1864 Chambers' Bk. Days II.

233/2 The heads of these two [Jacobites executed in 1746]
were, .stuck over Temple Bar, where they remained till 1772.

Templed (te-mp'ld), ///. a.
[f. TEMPLE v. or

sb. + -ED.]
1. Enshrined in a temple.
1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet. i. xx, Gods of wood, Of

stocks, and stones, with crowns of laurell stood Templed.
1854 S. DOBELL Balder iii. 15 The seat of templed Power.
2. Made into or like a temple.
1839 BAILEY Festus i. (1852) 3 O'er which ye rise in templed

majesty. 1849 QUINTON Heaven's Antid. Curse Labour 42
Canticles ofpraise will resound through the templed cottage.
3. Furnished or adorned with a temple or temples.
185* Meandering* ofMein. I. 1 14 We . . Rambled such river

sides and templed lands. 1878 H. RICE Sel. Poems 35 Go
tread the templed hills of Orient clime.

Templeless (te-mp'l.les), a. [f. TEMPLE j<M
+ -LESS.] Having no

temple, destitute of a temple.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxui. 493 He shuld make vs

tempylles, And gar it cleyn downe fall. 1642 FULLER Holy
f( Prof. St. in. xxiv. 221 And yet that the Persians were
wholly Temple-lesse will hardly be believed. 1848 LYTTON
Caxtons iv. ii, Druidism, passing from its earliest temple-
less belief into the later corruptions.

Templer, -ere, obs. forms of TEMPLAR.

Templet T
(te-mplet). Also 9 template. [Of

uncertain origin.
L. templum

'

temple
' had also the sense

'
rafter '; templet

in sense i here (but hardly in sense 2) might possibly be a
dim. from this. F. templet is given by Littre only as a
synonym and presumably a derivative of temple fern.,
a weaver's stretcher, TEMPLE *.' The spelling template
is evidently pseudo-etymological, after plate.}

\. Huildmg. A horizontal piece of timber in
wa II, or spanning a window or doorway, to ta
and distribute the pressure of a girder, or of joists
or rafters

; a plate.

a
take

Portland ceni, i ,re being wedged up tighlly
b. Shipbuilding. One of the wedge* lor a block

under the keel 1877 in KKIOHT Diet. Mtch.
2. An instrument used as a gauge or guide in

bringing any piece of work to the desired shape ;

usually a flat piece of wood or melal having one
edge shaped to correspond to the outline of the
finished work ; also used as a tool in moulding,
and as a guide in forming moulds for castings or

pottery, in an automatic lathe, etc.

1819 P. NICHOLSON Archil. Did., Templet, a mould used
in masonry and brickwork for the purpose of cutting or
setting the work. 1813 Pracl. build. 359 It will be
necessary to have one templet made convex, to try the faces
of bricks la 1815 J. NICHOLSON Oferat. Mechanic 566
Form a templet or cradle to the surface intended. 1844 Civil
Elgin, f, Arch. jfmt. VII. 187/1 The propeller was of cast
iron, and was moulded in loam without a model, by means
of iron templates cut to the required curve. 1863 SMILES
ludust. Biog. 271 His [R. Roberts's] system of templets and
gauges, by means of which every part of an engine or tender
corresponded with that of every other engine or tender of
the same class. 1879 CasielCs Techn. Educ. i. 3/2.

b. A flat plate or strip perforated with holes
used as a guide in marking out holes for riveting
or drilling. Also attrib.

Also, a wooden frame corresponding to the base of any

Elece
of machinery that requires to be fixed by bolts, having

oles by means ofwhich the permanent holding-down bolts
can be previously fixed in concrete in the exact position to
pass through the bolt-holes in the base in question.
1874 THEARLE Naval Archil. 08 Templates are used for

taking account of the rivet holes in the inside strakes
corresponding to those in the frames, when the plates are
too heavy to be held in place, and there marked. 1877
KNIGHT Diet. Meek, 2529/2 Perforated templets are used by
boiler-makers and others to lay out the holes for punching.
1895 A. J. EVANS in Jrnl. Hellenic Stud. XIV. 320 The
symbol might have been a simple kind of stencilling plateknown as a '

template ', such as is still in use among decora-
tows. Ibid. 323 The template symbol.

Templet 2
, -ette. [In sense I, a. F. templette,

dim. of temple fern, (in mod.F. tempe), TKMPLE sli*

Sense 3 may be a different word.]
t 1. An ornament worn by women on the head ;= TEMPLE sl<? 2. 06s.

'S3 I'ALSCR. 279/2 Templet a thynge made of latyn,
templele. c I53a Du WES Introd. J-'r. in Palsgr. 907
(Names of womens remente.s) The templettes, lei templeltes.
2. Each of the four-sided facets which surround

and 'support' the table of a brilliant.

1889 Cent. Diet., Bezel..?, the oblique side or face of
a gem ; spec, one of four similarly situated four-sided facets
on the top or crown of a brilliant, which are sometimes called

templets.

Templet 3 . Weaving, [dim. of TEMPLE si.*:
as mod.F. templet (which may be the source!.]

TEMPLE sb? i.

1831 G. R. PORTER Silk Manx/. 223 The woven silk b kept
at its proper degree of extension by small hooks, called

templets. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mcch, 2529/2 The templet of
the horsehair-loom is a pair ofjaws for each selvedge-

Templet 4
(te-mplet). Also -ette. [f. TEMPLE

s&.l + -ET.] A small or miniature temple.
a 1843 i Southey Comm.^l. Bk. III. 657/1 Fagittal, a

beechen temple or templet under Jupiter Fagutahs. 1848
I. G. WILKINSON Dalmatia, etc. 1. 183 A little round temp,
let, or open lantern on columns, in style and name worthy
ofa tea-garden. 1899 Harpt-r's Mae. Aug. 355/1 This temple

it is so small that they might call it a templette.

Te'mplify, v. rare. [f. L. templ-um, TEMPLE
sb.\ + -FT.] trans. To make into a temple.
1615 BP. AnoREWEsSfrtii., Johnu. 10 (1841) II. 361 If we

can take order that while we be here, before we go hence,
our bodies, we get them templified as I may say. 1690 C
NESSE O. ft N. Test. I. 101 The body must be a stately
structure which is thus templify'd by the Holy Ghost.

Te-mplin-oil. [ Ger. Tcmpliniil, Pharmacent.
L. oleum templimtm, said by Fliickiger {Alittheil.

nalnrf. Gesellsch. Bent, 1855, 139) to have been
used by Haller, 1 755 : origin unascertained.] (See

quots.)
[i86oMAVNE Expos. Lex., Tfmplinutnoteunt,.. oil obtained
from the cones or nuts of the pine-tree. Germ. syn. TanHfit-

zap/enSI.) 1868 WATTS Diet. Ckem. V. 719 Ttuiplinoit.
oil0SPine*ones..\sf>mcr\<: with, and very similar to, oil of

turpentine, obtained by distillation of the cones of Finns
Pumilio.., and in some parts of Switzerland from the cones
of the silver-fir {Abies Picea).

t Te-mplize, v. Ol>s. nonct-ivd. [f. TEMPLE si. 1

+ -IZE.] intr. To assume the form or character

of a temple.
1650 FULLER 1'tsgah Iv. iv. 72 The Kabbins conceive that



TEMPO.

during the abode thereof at Sliiloh, the Tabernacle began
to templize, getting walls. .round about it, chiefly because

about that lime it is thrice termed a Temple.

li Tempo (te-mpo). Fl. tempi (te'mpi). [It.,

:-L. tempiis time.]

1. Mas. Relative speed or rate of movement
;

pace ; time ; spec, the proper or characteristic

speed and rhythm of a dance or other tune (in

phr. tempo di gavotta, tempo di marcia, tempo di

minuetto, etc.).

Tempo primo, first or former time; a direction to resume

the original speed after an alteration of it. Temfo rttltato,

'robbed or stolen time; time occasionally slackened or

hastened for the purposes of expression
'

(Stainer & Barrett).

1714 Short E.rflic. For. Wds. in Mus. Bis., Temfo, Time.

Thus, Tempo Di Gavotta, is Gavot Time, or the Time or

Movement observed in playing a Gavot. Tempo Di Minu-

etto, . . Tempo DiSaralianda. 1839 LONGF. Hyperion IV. iv,

In his hurry he got the tempo about twice too slow. 1866

ENGF.L Nat. this. ii. 63 They sing in a more subdued tone ;

the tempo is slower. 1884 F. TAYLOR in Grove Diet. Mas.

IV. 82 Verbal directions as to tempo are generally written in

Italian. 1888 Athenzmn 17 Mar. 349/1 The composer has

reconsidered the tempi ofsome portions..; he also indulged
..in the tempo rifbato.

\ 2. A term in fencing : see quot. Obs. rare.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. xix. (Roxb.) 159/2 A Tempo,
is to take heed neuer to make a thrust or blowat aduersarie,

without thou hast a faire opportunity to hit, or within

measure, that he be within thy reach.

Temper, -e, obs. forms of TEMPER v.

Temporad (te-mporsed), adv. Physio!, [f.

TEMPOK-AL a. * + -ad, as in DEXTKAD, etc.] Towards
the temples.
1808 BARCLAY Muscular Motions 470 Rotatory motions

Mesiad, and Temporad. Ibid. 471 In such motions the

coronat rectus is made to turn the pupil coronad ;..the

temporal, temporad.

Temporal (te-mporal), a.1 and sbl Also 4-7
-er- ; 4-5 -el, -ell(e, -ale, 4-6 -alle, 4-7 -all.

[ad. L. temporal-is, i. tempus, tempor-, a space or

point of time, time ;
in B. 2, ad. eccl. L. leiporale.~\

A. adj. 1. Lasting or existing only for a time;

passing, temporary. Now rare or merged in 2.

1382 WYCLIF Matt. xiii. 21 He hath nat roote in hym self,

but it is temporal ; that is, it lastith hot a litit tyme. 1382
2 Cor. iv. 18 Sothli tho thingis that ben seyn, ben

temperal, or duryng by short tyme. 1598 SYLVESTER
DM Bartas II. ii. i. Ark 500 [Rainbow] A temporall beauty of

the lampfull skies. 1761 tr. Backing's Syst. Geoff. I. 49
Others begin to run in spring,..and cease again towards

autumn, and are called temporal Springs. 1879 STEVEN-
SON TraT. Ctvenncs (1886) 127 What seems a kind of tern,

poral death to people choked between walls .. is only a . .

living slumber to the man who sleeps a-field.

2. Of or pertaining to time as the sphere of

human life ; terrestrial as opposed to heavenly ;
of

man's present life as distinguished from a future

existence ; concerning or involving merely the

material interests of this world
; worldly, earthly.

(Opp. to eternal or spiritual?)
CI375 Sc. Leg. Saints vi. (Thomas) 315 pat bai..)amis til

hafe na temporale gild, outane anerly clath & fud. c 1380
WYCI.IF Wks. (1880) 5 Temperal almes. c 1400 Rom. Rose

7066 So that the tour were stuffed wel With alle richesse

temporel. c 1532 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Falser. 1036 The
ly tell goodes temporals that it hath pleased to God tosende
me. 1685 BAXTER I'araphr. N. T. Mark ii. 15 He would
not set up a temporal Kingdom. 177* PRI ESTLEY Inst. Relig.
(1782) I. 306 The Jews, .expected ..a temporal prince. 1832
HT. MARTINEAU Lift in Wilds vii. 91 Fear for the temporal
prosperity of the whole race.

3. Secular as opposed to sacred ; lay as distin-

guished from clerical. Of law : civil or common
as distinguished from canon. Of rule, authority, or

government : civil as distinguished from ecclesi-

astical. Lords Temporal : see LORD s/i.g. (Opp. to

spiritual?)
CI340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 24 Itt longith to som tem.

poralle men the which han soueraynte. 1*1400 MAUNDEV.
(1839) v- 43 He was Lord Spirituelle & Temporelle. 1440
Brnt 468 "pe King, .borowed a somme of gold burghout be
Reame, of temporall peple, bat amounted a c. M 1 marc of

money, to sende his peple ouer the see. 1451 CAPGRAVI-:

Life St. Aug. 27 Ambrose had. .mad neuly many ympnys,
for all be temperal ympnys ar ny of his making, as primo
dierum omnium, & boo pat folow. 1578 Knaresborough
Wills (Surtees) I. 130 And after come to practice as a tem-

porall Lawyer. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. iv. i. 190 His
Scepter shewes the force of temporal! power, The attribute
to awe and Maiestie. 1672 PETTY Pol. Anat. (1691) 36 The
Government of Ireland is by the King, 21 Bishops, .and the

Temporal Peers. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scot, in 7772 149
A charter erecting the lands belonging to the abbacy into
a temporal lordship. 1898 C. H. BOWDEN Diet. Cath.,
Temporal Power ofthe Pope. i. His right to possess and
govern the Patrimony of St. Peter and other States of the
Church ; 2. His rights as Vicar of Christ in relation to other

sovereigns and states.

1 4. Applied to '
artificial hours ', i. e. twelfths of

an '
artificial day

'
: see ARTIFICIAL 5. Obs. rare.

1594 BLUNDEVII. Exlrc. III. 1. lii. (1636) 370 Note also that
the unequall houres are called sometime artificial], and
sometime temporall houres.
5. a. Gram, and Pros. Relating to or depending

on the quantity of syllables (i. e. the time taken in

pronouncing them). Temporal augment (Gr.
Gram.) : see AUGMENT sb. i.

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Temporal Augment, an Augmenta-
tion which is made in a Greek Verb, by increasing in several
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Tense:ses, the quantity of the first Vowel or Dipthong, as nyo
. 1860 MARSH Led. Eng. Lang. 540 The ancient tern-

is used in all verbs which begin with a vowet

b. Gram. Of or pertaining to the tenses of a

verb
;
of tense ; also, expressing or denoting time,

as an adverb, a clause, etc.

1786 H TOOKE Purley n. viii. (1798) 650 Our language has

made but small progress, compared either with the Greek or

with the Latin, .even in this Modal and Temporal abbrevia-

tion. MtW.G.Hux\nAmtr.yr*LPMlol.'VlI.4SpTtn
tenseless phrase in order to, used alike for present and past

purposes in English, fails to convey the temporal ideas con-

veyed by the Latin present and imperfect subjunctive. 1889

Itid. X. 334 In Latin all the uses of the ablative absolute

sprang from the temporal use of the ablative.

6. In general sense: Of, pertaining, or relating

to time, the present time, or a particular time.

1877 MALLOCK NfM Republic II. in. ii. 15 Merely tem-

poral people, who are just as narrow-minded and dull as. .

merely local people the natives of a neighbourhood. 1886

A. WEIR Hist. Basis Mod. Europe(\Wfj> 481 A vast quantity
of temporal and spatial experience. 1906 D. W. FOKREST

Authority Christ vi. i. 309 In speaking of the last day we
are using a temporal expression for an unspeakable and

i
timeless reality.

B. sb. 1. a. That which is temporal: esp. in

j //. Temporal things or matters.

holi cherche of temporE-,

1471 FORTESCUE IVks. (1869) 534 In his persone and his king,

dome, which bothe be temporales onely. 1635 BURGES
Pers. Tithes 16 Hee that partakes of Gods blessing in

Temporals. 1755 YOUNG Centaur iv, Joy from temporals,
is a terrestrial joy, And, like all things terrestrial, has a dreg

H. DRUMMOND Ideal Life 140 Trying by some
other way than through these homely temporals, to learn the
in it. 1897

v:iy ill:

spiritual life.

b
"

i. Temporal power, possession, or estate ; TEM-
PORALITY ; chiefly in //.

= temporalities.
CH$/Q HOLLAND Howlat 277 That sen it nechit Natur,

thar aliens mastriss, Thai couth nocht trete but entent of

the Temperale. 1545 BRINKLOW Cornel, xxu. (1874) 51 Of
their temporals, let .viij. or jc. pound and not aboue ofeuery
hundreth be granted to the Kyng. 1594 K. ASHLEY tr.

Lays le Roy 54 b, The Pope commaundeth ouer the tern-

porall of the Church called S. Peters patrimonie, as King.

'795 ABBE BARRUEL ///.r*. Clergy during Fr. Rev. 99 They
did not reject the new French constitution, or the laws con-

cerning temporals. 1863 BLYTH Hist. Fincham 39 The
temporals were such lands or other property as may have
accrued to the church by gift or purchase, and belonged
chiefly to the regular or monastic clergy. 1880 BROWNING
Dram. Idylls Ser. n. Pietro 362 I'll to Rome, before Koine's

feet the temporal-supreme lay prostrate 1

2. (Also in L. form Temporale (temporal-!;,

-altf).) That part of the breviary and missal which

contains the daily offices in the order of the eccle-

siastical year, as distinct from those proper for

Saints' days : cf. SANCTOEALE.
14.. Table Lessons, etc. in Wyclifs Bible IV. 690 Here

endith the Temperal, and here bigynneth the Propre Sanc-

torum, c 1475 Pict. Voc, in Wr.-Wulcker 755/21 Hoc
temperaliunt, a temperal. 1483 CAXTON Gold, Leg. 63/2
This is the Rewle of the temporal thurgh the yere. 1517
in Archaeologia LXI. 83 Item a legend hoole of the tern-

porall. . . Item a legend hoole of the Sanctorum. 1878 Tem-
porale [see SANCTORALE).

Temporal (te*mporal), a. 2 and $b2 Anat,
Also 6 tymporall* [ad. L. temporal-is^ f. tempera
the temples: see TEMPLE j. 2

] Of, belonging to,

or situated in the temples : esp. in names of struc-

tures, as temporal artery', bone, muscle, vein, etc.

Temporal canals, small passages for vessels and nerves

through the malar bone to the temporal surface ; temporal
lobe, the lowest lobe of the brain lying below the Sylvian
fissure \ temporalfossa, that in which the temporal muscle

originates.
J597 A. M. tr. Guillemeaus Fr, Chirurg, 11/2 We should

not hurte the tempora-lle muscle. Ibid. 29 b/i Thethirde is

called the temporall, or vayne of the temples, which in divers
branches ascendeth in the temples of the heade. 173*
ARBUTHKOT Rules of Diet in Aliments, etc. 327 Copious
Bleedingbyopening thetemporal Arteries. 1842 E. WILSON
Anat. Vade M. (ed. 2) 25 The Temporal Bone is. .divisible

into a squamous, mastoid. and petrous portion. 1854 H.
SPENCER PersonalBeauty Ess. 1891 II. 390 The chief agents
in closing the jaws are the temporal muscles.

B. sb. Elliptical for temporal artery, bone^

muscle, etc.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. Fj, Those
[muscles] .ire called tymporalles, and are ryght noble and
very sensyble,& therfore theyr hurt is

very peryllous. 1758
J. S. Le Dran's Qbsero. Surg. 8 The Temporal became

ossified^ 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VII. 228 The muscles
of mastication the masseters, temporals, and pterygotds.
1900 J. HUTCHINSON in Arch. Surg. XI. No. 41. 23 The old
woman's temporals were scarcely, if at all, enlarged.

|| Temporale : see TEMPORAL sb.1 2.

Temporalism (te'mporaliz'm). [f. TEMPORAL
a^ + 'iSM.]
1. The spirit of * the world* (as opposed to a

religious spirit) ; secularism ; addiction to temporal
or mundane interests.

187* Dublin Rev. Jan. 10 Exhibition of the evil spirit
which we have called (

temporalism ',
in that hatred of

restraint and subordination. 1897 N. York Voice 16 Sept.
3/1 He. .takes leave of animalism, temporalism, provincial-
ism, and becomes consciously a son of God.

TEMPORALTY.
2. The principle of the temporal power of the

Pope.
1899 Spectator 7 Jan. 15 This war, which is not the war-

fare, nor in the interest, of the Roman Catholic Church, but
of temporalism, is carried into every field where intolerant
Catholicism has any power.
So Te'mporalist, one who maintains or supports

1

the temporal power of the Pope.
1901 Mission. Record U. F. Ch. Scot. June 272/1 The

next Pope will be a strong Temporalist.

Temporality (tempone-Hti). Also 5 -er-
;

4-6 -ite, 5 -yte, -itee, -ytee, 5-6 -itie, (6 tem-
porallytie). [ad. \6te\*temporalita$ (Tertullian',
f. temporal-is i TEMPORAL : see -ITY. Substituted

' in 1 4- 1 5th c. for temperaltt, TEMPORALTY, q.v.]
fl. Temporal power, jurisdiction, affairs, pro-

perty, etc.: esp. the temporal property of the

clergy; = TEMPORALTY i. Obs.

1393 LANCL. /*. PI, C. xxm, 128 Prelates thei maden, To
I holde with Antecrist here temporalite to saue. 1497 Ace.
\
Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 314 Resauit fra Maister Johne

|

Frtsel, elect of Ros, for the compositioun of his admissioune
to the temporalitee of Ros. 1501 Reg. Privy Seal Scotl.
I. 93/1 A Precept of Admission made to Jane Forman,
Prioress of Eklis, to tlie temporalite of al landis, rentis, and
possessionis of the sammyn. 1613 SHF.RLEV Trav. Persia

3 The lesser Princes of Italy bein^ not likely to endure the
Churches so great encrease of 1 emporality. 1818 SCOTT
Hrt. Midi. xlii[i], That the said incumbent might lawfully
enjoy the

spirituality
and temporality of the cure of souls at

Knock tar li tie.

b. //. Temporal or material possessions (esp. of

the church or clergy).
c 1475 Harl. Contn. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 546 Thecomons

putte up a bylle in the parlement to the kynge as for the

temporalytees beynge in the handes of the spirituelte.
a 155* LELAND Itin. VI. i The Kynge had reteynid the

Temporallyties of the Byshoprike for a tyme. 1593 in

Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 150 To considder what
great prejudice the Kirk sustains by the erecting of the
tithes of diverss prelacies into temporalities, so that these
kirks cannot be planted. 1660 R. COKE Power <f- Snbj. 204
The Pope. .gave to the said Nicholas the said Abby, with
all the said Spiritualities, and Temporalities. 1726 AYLM-I-K

Parergon 129 After all which, the Bishop is introduced into
the King's Presence to do his Homage for his Temporalities
or Barony. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. <$ Schtn, xxv. (1857) 546
The Church .. might, I believed, have to forfeit the tempor-
alities, if her decision differed from that of the law courts.

2. The body or class of temporal persons; =
TEMPORALTY 2.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Amis (S.T.S.) 24 The Emperour
..to be lord and juge..of the temporalitee. c 1470 HENRY
Wallace x. 1002 The byschoprykis inclynyt till his croune,
Bathe temperalite and all the religioune. 1543 HEN. VIII

Sp. Parl. 24 Dec., in Coll. Poems 165 You of the Tern-

porality be not clean and unspotted of Malice and Envy.
1679 BURNET Hist. Ref. I. 582 Here both the temporality
and spirituality gave great subsidies to the king.

3. The quality or condition of being temporal or

temporary ; temporariness ; relation to time.

1634 RAINBOW Labour (1635) n Though in the act of our
labours, .we place temporality, yet ought wealwayes before

our intentions to set
Etternity. 1659 H. L/ESTRANGE Alii-

mice Div. Off. v. 158 As the Western Church observed this

very day (All Saints day], so did also the Eastern, or at

least some other, in temporality and point of time very near

it. 1678 T. JONES Heart fy its Right Sev. 587 What can any
mortal excellency, that has. .perishing temporality stamp'd

upon it signifie to Christians, who are not of this world ?

1909 IVestin. Gat. 15 May 4/1 Gaining thereby the attributes

of eternity, without losing its own qualities of temporality.

Te'mporalizCf v< rare. [f.
TEMPORAL a.i +

-IZE.] trans. To make temporal in character, a.

To secularize ; b. to limit ir time.
1828 PUSEY Hist. Eng. \. 146 They led to the ultimate

temporatizing and annihilation of everything peculiarly
Christian in the system. 1890 Spectator 5 July, Many who
turned from a worship which seemed to localise and

temporalise the Divine.

Te*xnporallyf
adv. [f. as prec. + -LY 2

.]

1. For a time, temporarily, rare.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladyc 185 The maker of all thynges
rested temperally in the,..thow vyrgyn.
2. In regard to temporal matters; in, or with

respect to, this world ; in the present life.

^1380 Antecrist in Todd 3 Treat. Wyclif 119 Antecrist

havyng glorie of Je world temporally. 1456 SIR G. HAVE
Law Anns (S.T.S.) 20 As evHl bitter wateris gerris mony
folk dee temporaly, sa dois. .heresy and lollardry the saule

dee spiiitualy. 155* ABP. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 39
Punitions quhilk God sendis to synnaris temporallie. 1679
WHITEBREAD in Speeches Jesuits 2, I pray God bless His

Majesty both Temporally and Eternally, a 1716 SOUTH
Serm, (J.), Sinners who are in such a temporally nappy con-

dition, owe it not to their sins, but wholly to their luck.

Te'inporalness. rare. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being temporal.
161 1 COTGR., Secularitf, . . worldlinesse, temporallnesse.

Temporally (te'mporalti). Obs. or arch. Also

4-6 temper-; 4-5 -el-; 4-6 -te, -tee, 4-7 -tie,

5-6 -tye, (6 temporalltie). [app. a. AF. *tem-

poreltt = F. temporality (isth c.), f. OF. tern-

porel^ TEMPORAL : see-TY. Cf. commonalty^ cruelty,

loyalty^ etc. In 14-151!! c. assimilated to the L.

form, as temper-, temporality-, now TEMPORALITY.]
1. Temporal or secular things, affairs, business;

temporal authority. ? Obs.

1396-7 in Ens- V'S(< R- O^ ?) XXII, 299 Temporelte



TEMPORALWARD.
and spirituclte ben to paitys of holi chtrchc. c 1400
M.u'NDi.v. (Koxb.J iii. 10 He es hare lorde bathe of tempe-
raltee and of spiritualtee. i 1^3 CAXTON Dialogues 45
Cfst grand folyc De tionner le ctcrnalite Pour U tempo-
raliUi it is grete folye Kor to gyve the eternalite For the

temporalte. c 1511 ist ting. Bk. Anier, (Arb.) Introd. 30/2
In ye temperalte haue they one Emperour. i6ai BURTON
Anat, Mel. in. i. i. ii. (1651) 415 The mutability of all

temppralties. 1651 Life Father Sarpi (1676) 47 J,ands
that in the temporally are subject to the state of Venice, and
in the spirituality are under the Arch-Bishop of Milan.

1700 ASTKY tr. Saavcdra-l-'axartta I. 18 { The Spiritualty
and Temporally are iwo distinct Jurisdictions.

b. Chiefly//. Temporal possessions; esp. those
of an ecclesiastical person or body : TKMI'MR-

AUTY I b. ? 06s.

[1306 Rolls of Parlt. I. 220/1 Out donez lerres, tenements,
& avoesons,& tieles autres temporautez,as Prelalz de seinte

Eglise.) 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. 127 Prelates be'i hem
maden, To nolden with antecryste her temperaltes to sane.
c 1380 WycLiH Wks. (1880) 103 Subsidies & dynies for here

tempe rallies. 1449 Rolls ofParit. V. 157/2 Prouffitez of the

temperaltees of Bisshuprichez. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb.
Kent (1826) 229 A stately Monasterie (the temporalties
whereof did amount to a hundreih fiftie and five poundes).
1607 COWF.LL Intcrpr., Temporalties of Bishops {Tempo*
ralia Episcoporuuffae. such reuenewes,lands,and tenements,
as Bishops haue had laid to their Sees by the Kings and
other great personages of this land from time lo time, a 1715
BURNET Chun Time I. iv. (1724) 760 The Cardinal was chosen
by ihe Chapter Vicar, or Guardian of the temporalties.
2. The body of temporal persons or laymen, the

laity ;
the temporal estate or estates of the realm,

i.e. the temporal peers and the commons.
1387 TREVISA Higdtn (Rolls) VII. 335 Kyng William was

sterne..and rulede bobe temperalte and spiritualte at his
owne wille. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxllv. 301 Ther
was graunted vnto the kyng..bothe of spiriluelte and of

temporalte an hole taxe and a disme. 11599 SKELTON
Col, Clovte 61 For the temporalte Accuseth the spiritualte.
i6ax ELSING Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) App. 129 The
subsidies of the Temporally and the Clergie brought into
the House from the King, a 1715 BURNET Own Time
an. 1663 (1823) I, ii. 340 The convocation gave.. four sub.

sidies, which proved as heavy on them, as they were light
on ihe temporalty. 1874 S. WILBERKORCE Ess. II. 191 The
old compact between the spirituality and the lemporalty.

fb. The condition or estate of a layman. Obs.
c 1440 Bone Flor. 1032 Ther was lefte no man in that

town..That was of temporalte. 1488 Monk of Evesham
(Arb.) 38 Sothely some flowryd in prosperite in the spyrytu-
alle. Some in ihe temporalte and some in relygyon.

Te'mporalwa rd, adv. rare. [f.
TEMPOBAL a.2

+ -WABD.] Towards the temples or temporal
region ;

= TEMPOKAD.
1904 TITCHENER tr. WMidi's Physiol. PsychoL I. 236

Retinal points that lie temporal ward.

Temperance, obs. form of TEMPERANCE.

t Tempora'neal, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f. as next

4- -AL.]
= next (in quot. in sense 2).

1625 JACKSON Creed v. xviti. 2 As if the temporane.il
coexistence of these two effects had sufficiently argued the

one's causal dependence upon the other.

TempOraneons (tempor^fmas), a. Now rare

or Obs. [f. L. temporant-us timely, opportune (f.

tempitS) temper- time) + -ous.]

f 1. Lasting only for a time, temporary. Obs.

1656 [see 2], 1681 HALLYWELL Melampr. 68 (T.) Those

things may cause a temporaneous disunion. 178* A. MONRO
Compar. Anat. 120 The temporaneous grinders are placed
..upon the internal set. 1806 W.TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. IV.

244 This book is so driftless, so useless, so temporaneous.
18x8 [implied in temporaneously, -ness \ see below].

2. Pertaining or relating to time, temporal.
1656 BLOUNT Glosso%r. t Tetnporafteousl

done suddenly, at

a certaine time, pertaining to time ; variable for the time.

1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 67 A Temporaneous progressive
motion of the parts of the Air at the rate of 276 Paces in a
second Minute of time. 1878 F. FERGUSON Pop. Life Christ

x. 40 He uses only the connective particle and and not

the temporaneous
' then '.

Hence Tempora*neously adv., for the time ;

Tempora-neousness, temporary character.

17*7 BAILEY vol. II, Temporaneousness. 1818 G. S. FABER
Horjg Mosaics I. 328 His title to the perpetually entailed,

though temporaneously alienated, inheritance of his fore-

fathers. Ibid, II. 208 The testimony which it bears respect-

ing its own temporaneousness.

Temporarily (te-mporarili), adv. [f. TEM-
PORARY a. + -LY ?] In a temporary manner.

1. For a time (only); during a limited time.

1604 in Somers Tracts (1748) I. 193 Derogatory to the

Kings Prerogative, relative to Parliaments, and temporarily

changing the very Constitution thereof. 1803 GODWIN Life
Chaucer III. 189 (Jod.) An oligarchical council temporarily

administering the affairs of the nation. 1873 Act 36 5 37
Viet. c. 88 7 The vacancy shall be temporarily filled.

2. In relation to time, temporally, rare.

1877 E. CAIRO Philos. Kant ii. xi. 447 All spatially or

temporarily determined phenomena.

TempOrariliess (te'mporarines). [f. next +

-NESS.] The quality or state of being temporary.
1695 J. SAGE Article^ etc. Wks. 1844 1. 197 The perpetuity

or temporariness of it doth not affect its nature. 1876 W.
BATHCATE Deep Things ofGod \\. 36 The., suddenness and

temporariness of the physical process of breathing.

Temporary (te*mporari), a. (*&) [ad. L.

temporari*us> J. tempus t ttmfor- time : see -ARY.]
1. Lasting for a limited time ; existing or valid

for a time (only) ; not permanent ; transient ;

made to supply a passing need.

VOL. IX.
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1547-64 IlAri.mvm Affr. i'hilos. (Palfr.) 60 The autlioiily
of princes & gouernors. .is truely to be called temporarie,
that is, but for a time. i6a8 PKKSION New Cov(. (1634) 45
The creature is temporary, whereas the soul is immortal!.

1651 HOBHI.S I.eviatli. II. xix. 99 For their perpetual!, ami
not temporary -security. 1777 COOK Voy. Pacific IT. vii. (1784)
I. 292 A lar^e .space had been cleared, before the temporary
hut of this Chief. 1817 JAS. Mii-i. liiit. India II. iv. ix. 29.3
The adaptation of temporary expedients to temporary exi-

fencies.
1858 I. H. NKWMAN Jlist.Sk. 11875) 111- v - ' 434

nconveniences which they felt to be only temporary.
b. Temporary star (Astron.), a star which

appears suddenly, shines for a time, and then
almost or entirely disappears ; temporary tooth,
a deciduous tooth, milk-tooth.
i8oa MeH. Jrnl. VIII. 559 The first teeth, or those of

childhood, the author calls temporary, the set which suc-
ceeds them he terms permanent. 1833 HERSCHEL Astron.
xii. 383 The ph&nomeifa we allude to are those of temporary
stars. 1841 K. WILSON Anat. Vnde M. (ed. 2) 51 The
Temporary teeth are 20 in number, 8 incisors, 4 canine, and
8 molars.

f c. Belonging or relating to the particular time ;

of the period ; hence, of passing interest, ephe-
meral. 1 Obs. (or merged in i).

1777 BURKK Corr. (1844) II. 164, I send you a trifling

temporary production, made for the occasion of the day, and
to perish with it. 1778 MUSGRAVB 25 Apr., in Boswell

Johnson, A temporary poem always entertains us. 1805
W. COOKE S. Foott I. 152 Though it [' Devil upon Two
Sticks '] admits of some temporary strokes, such as the
ridicule on the college of physicians, . ,&c., [it) exhibits them
worked up in so brilliant and general a manner, as to be
always new.

t 2. Belonging to the present life or this world :

= TEMPORAL a\ i. 06s.

(In quot. 1603, of a person : 'not a meddler with temporal
or secular affairs '.)

1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. v. i. 145 Duke. Know you that
Frier Lodpwick that she speakes of? Peter. I know him for

a mail diuine and holy, Not scuruy, nor a temporary medler,
As he's reported by this Gentleman. 1668 HOWE Bless.

Righteous (1825) 63 In our temporary state, while we are
under the measure of time. 1674 OWEN Holy Spirit (1693)

207 Spiritual and Eternal things are more excellent than

things Carnal and Temporary. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 153 p 13 The wise use of temporary riches.

1 3. Metaph. Occurring or existing in time (not
from eternity). Obs. (Cf. TEMPORAL <*.! 6.)
a 1677 HALE Prim, Orig. Matt. l. ii. 69. Collectively they

make up a good moral evidence touching a temporary in*

ception of the humane Nature. 1678 CUDWORTH Intelt.

Syst. i. i. 31. 39 They who conceived the World to have
had a Temporary Beginning or Creation, held the Coevity
of all Souls with it. 1701 NORRIS Ideal World 327 These
truths are temporary,

because those relations could not be-

gin to exist before those created beings were produced.

1 4. = TEMPORAL a.- 4. Obs. rare.

a 1656 USSHER Ann. To Rdr. p 10 That from the evening
ushering in the first day of the World, to that midnight
which began the first day of the Christian sera, there was
4003 years, seventy dayes, and six temporarie bowers.

B. sb.

\\. pi. Things belonging to this life, temporal
goods. Cf. TEMPORALITY i b. Obs.

1596 H. CI.APHAM Brie/f Bitle n. 218 Wee haue taken
Bread and other temporaries without begging them at thy
hands. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 172 A large

Castle, which now by age or war (the canker-worms of all

temporaries) is moth-eaten.

) 2. A person whose religions life or devotion

endures only for a time. (In allusion to Matt. xiii.

21, etc.) Obs. (In qnot. 1903 used (? by misunder-

standing) for : A time-server, temporizer.)
1619 W. SCLATER Exf. i Thta. (1630) 50 Our Tempora-

ries, or rather Temporizers, .are carried full saile to the pro-
fession of Faith ; whom yet the least note of reproach . .

makes ready to deny and abiure the Truth. 1647 TRAPP
Conmt. 2 Cor. xiii. 8 A temporary may so fall away as to

persecute the truth that he once professed. [1903 A.

SMELUE Men o/Cmt. xxiii. (1904) 253 A Temporary, one
who tries year in and year out to

'

carry his dish level ',
and

adjusts his sails to catch the changing winds.)

j 3. A contemporary. Obs.

1649 Alcoran 6 We left this punishment, as an advertise,

ment to their temporaries and posteritie.

4. A person employed or holding a post tem-

porarily ;
a ' casual '.

liable to dismissal at any time, but are practically fixed,

some having been in the service from eight to ten years.

1907 Westm. Gaz. t July 7/2 Servants who are merely
casuals (i.e., temporaries) m purely private families.

Temporat(e, -aunco : see TEMPERATE, -ANCE.

Temporicide (te'mporisaid). nonce-wd. [f.

L. lempus, temper- time + -CIDE.]

1. The '

killing' of time.

iSgl Chambers' Papers for People IX. No. 72. 9 Short

romantic stories, adaptable for purposes of temporicide.

1856 GRINDON Life xxiv. (1875) 305 Pleasure.. such as will

outweigh whole nights of the mere temporicide popularly
esteemed the teau ide*l of pastime.

2. One who ' kills
'

time.
a 1876 M. COLLINS Th. in Card. (1880) II. 208 D., who

would catch the tide, G., with his notions wide, Each is

temporicide Time's reckless murderer.

t Te -

mporist. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -IST : cf.

TEMPORIZE v.] A temporizer, a time-server.

1596 NASHE Sajffrou-H'aldtn Wks. (Grosart) III. 123

Heilding Dicke..is a temporist that hath faith inough for

TEMPORIZER.
all Religions. 1607 MABSTOS \\'ha; i, Why,
lurne a temporist, row with tfie tide, 1'ursew th-- rut, thr
fashion '

.650-06 WMAKTON I'oems Wks. (1680
3 J3 I ouch me not, Traytor ! . . I am no Ten.

Temporization (tenpfiiaiz^JM). [f. next +

-ATiu.v.J The action of tem|xjrizing.
1. Time-serving, 'trimmini;'; cumpron.
I73JOHNSOS .Misc. Lives, Ascliain Wks. IV. 611 i

of temDOrtzalion and compliance ha<l Mjinewh.it sullinl his
i.'put.mim. 1839 Frastr', .Mar. XX. 97 H
of temponutton. 1851 Ifrid. XI. III. i J5 A u

sequently thought of, as the best means of tempori,
2. 1'rocrastination, delay ; gaining of ti:

1888 'Hints 19 Oct. 5 i The inevitable reaction ftgainu
the policy of adjournment and temporu;tn

Temporize (te-mporsiz), v. [a. F. lemporiser
(14-1 5th c. in Hatz.-D.iim.) to pass one's time,
wait one's time, med.L. temporizare = tcmpor-
nre to put off the time, delay (Du Cange), It.

temporcggiarc to observe, obey, or follow times

(Florio), f. L. tempus, ttmpor- time: see -IZE.]
1. inlr. To adopt some course for the time or

occasion; hence, to adapt oneself or conform to

the time and circumstances ; to 'trim'.
: cf. TEMPORIZER i.) 1579 G. HABVEV LetterJilt.

tmclen) 69, I pray the spare the world And gi
leave to temporize. 1617 MORYSON /tin. u. si Most part
of the rest temporised with the State, openly professing
obedience, .but secretly relieuing the rebels. 195* FIELDING
Amelia tx. ix, How do you expect to rise in the church, if

you cannot temporise, and give in to the opinion of your
supporters? 1849 MACAULAY Hist. En%. viiu II. 298 Penn,
therefore, exhorted the fellows. . to submit, oral least to tem-

porise. 1877 FROUDE Short Stud. (1883) IV. i. til 38 The
pope . . had privately advised Becket to avoid a quarrel with
the king and to temporise.

f b. trans. Obs. rare.
1600 [see TEMPORIZED below).

1 2. intr. To let time pass, spend time,
' mark

time
'

; to procrastinate ; to delay or wait fora more
favourable moment. Also with it. Obs. exc. as in 3.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 358 Charging them they
should not stir, and only to tempori/e and forbear, untillthe

Enemies came within a stones cast of them. 1600 HOLLAND
Livy xxiv. xiii. 517 So Anniball contrariwise temporised,
being not so readie now to credite the Nolanes. 1633 T.
STAFFORD Pac. ////>. i. xiii. (1821) 147 Having temporized
all this while. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xviii. (1737) 76
We lay by and run adrift, that is, in a Landlopers Phrase,
we temporis'd it. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Temporize ..also,
to delay, to take time to consider.

8. intr. To act, negotiate, parley, treat, deal

(with a person, etc.), so as to gain time.

1586 J. HOOKER /list. fret, in //W'M/WII. 118/1 They did

yet so temporise with them, as they gained time, till further

order might be taken. 1586 DAY Eng. Secretary \. (1625)
A iij b, My prouision is too small to perfect on a sudden so

spacious a ground-worke, I will temporize with those duties

which., by time maybe in me supported. 1871 FREEMAN
Nori. Cony. I V.xvui. 133 William was still temporizing with

Stigand ; the time for his degradation was not yet come.

4. To negotiate, to discuss terms ; to arrange or

make terms, to effect a compromise (with a per-

son, etc., between persons or parties),
1579 FENTON Guicciard. L (1599.) 4 Knowing discretely

ho\ve to temporise betweene Princes confederate. 1586

J. HOOKER Hist. Irel. in Holinshed II. 142/1 His lord,

ship granted hir request, and temporised with the earle.

1636 E. DACRES tr. Machiavefs Disc. Livy 1. 137 The safer

course is, to temporise with it, then strive forthwith to ex-

tinguish tt. z83 SCOTT Peveril xxxvi, I have behaved like

a fool . . i I ought to have temporised with this singular being,

learned the motives of its interference, and_ availed myself
of its succour. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea I. iii. 48 This calm
Mahometan . . strove to temporise as well as he could betwixt

the angry Churches.

t b. trans. 1 To negotiate, manage, accomplish

(a result). Obs. rare.

1596 WARNER Alt. Eng. x. Ivii. (1612) 251 Of ancient

Peeres, of valiant Men, great Lords, and Wise men all, By
forced Warre, or fraudfull peace to temporize the fall.

IT 5. trans. To provide for the time, improvise,

extemporize. (Erroneous use.)
1880 J. NICOL Poems t, Songs 41 Nofire nor firing, goblet,

pan, nor pot Nor wherewithal to temporize a bed.

Hence Te-mporized///. a. ; tTe-mporlmnt
(tit. nonce-wd.), - TEMPORIZATIOH i.

1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 20 Whether then

all religious zeale, being turned into temporized platformcs,

to cast omnia fro tempore, nikil pro veritate. Ibid. 33

[The Jesuits] were vnworthy the name of temporized statists

..if they should not denie all and change their opinions,

agreeing to time, person and place. 1647 M. HUDSON Div,

Right Covt. Ep. Ded. 5, I hope.. [to] vindicate the inno-

cency of my thoughts from all such unworthy Sycophancy
and TemporizemenL

Temporizer (te-mporeizai). Also 6 -our, St.

-ar, 7 -or. [Agent-noun f. prec. : cf. F. tempori-

seur (a 1600 in Littri).] One who temporizes.

1. One who complies for the time, or yields to

the time; a time-server, a 'trimmer'.

555 R - P[OWNOLL] tr. Musculns (title) The Temporisour
(thatistosay, the ObserverofTyme) translated into Inghshe.

1563 Wmrf^rSatr 7-*C''.ToRdr.,Wks. (S.T.S.)

I. 53 Werray fin?eit hypocritis, and temperizaris with the

tyme contrare thair conscience. 1563-87 FOXE A. < M.

(1596) 1885/1 One by iudgement reformed, is more worth

then a thousand transformed temporizers. 1611 SHAKS.

Wint. T. I. ii. 302 A mindlesse Slaue, Or else a houering

Temporizer. 1617 MoKYSOS Itin. II. 290 They would neuer

be dissembling temporisors. 1710 NORRIS C/ir. Prud. ii. toi



TEMPORIZING.

The Policy of Temporizers, men tliat steer their course l>y

the compass of Worldly Interesls. 1812 SHELLKY Address
Prose Wks. 1888 I. 258 The dangers which lie benealh the

foolsleps of the hypocrile or lemporizer.

2. One who seeks to gain time
;
a procrastinator,

delayer ;
one who waits for a favourable time.

1609 HOLLANDAmm.Marcell. 370 Like unto lhalauncient
and warie temporizer [Q. Fabius Maxinuis]. 1636 FEATLY
Clavis Myst. xxix. 383 Doth Satan play the temporizer
and time all his suggestions? 1736 Gentl. Mag. VI. 469/1
The famous Advice.. which oughl lo be observed by all

Temporizers ; viz. Time was ; Time is : bul lake Care lo lay
hold on the Opportunity before the Time is past.

Temporizing (te-mporaizirj), vbl. sb. [f.
as

prec. -f -ING l.] The action of the verb TEMPORIZE.
1. Temporary compliance, etc.

; time-serving,

'trimming'; parleying: see TEMPORIZE i.

Ijpo J. SMYTHE in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 64 By your
Majesties bearinge and temporizinge with the woonderfull
disorders and abuses. ri6i8 MoRYSON/fV. (1903) 287 Our
Ministers could not safely liue [in Ireland] without some
temporising, and applying himselfe to thaire humours. 1707
NORRIS Treat. Humility iii. 98 By temporizing or time-

serving, I mean, when a man conforms his principles or

practices to the times, ..so as to be ready lo take up new

principles, ..whenever a new turn of the times.. shall make
il for his advantage so to do. 1757 BURKE Abridgin. Eng.
Hist, viii, John, deserted by all, had no resource but in

temporizing and submission. z8x6 SCOTT OldMart, xxxviii,
This. .is no time for temporising with our duty.
2. Putting off, delaying, procrastination; nego-

tiation so as to gain time : see TEMPORIZE 2, 3.

1586 J.
HOOKER Hist. Irel. in Holinshed II. 113/2 By

temporising and gaining of time all matters were pacified.

1653 H. COCAN tr. Pinto's Trav. xlvii. 270 Without further

temporising, he passed over the very same day to the other
side of the river. 1685 Crucian's Courtiers Orac. 49 A
rational temporizing ripens secrets and resolutions.

Te'mporizmgf, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -INGV
That temporizes: see the verb.

1. Time-serving, 'trimming'.
1600 E. B_LOUNT Hasp. Incur. Fooles a ij, Another puts on

the Foxe with lemporizing humililie. 1680 C. NESSE Church
Hist. 210 Thai lemporizing parasitical priest. 1693 DRYDEN

venal Ded. (1697)65A Temporizing Poet, a Wefl.manner'd
urt-Slave, and a Man who is oflen afraid of Laughing in

Ihe righl place. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII.
87 They, .consider a temporizing meanness as the only
source of safely, 1828 J. W. CROKER Diary i-z July, ]

thought a timid or temporising course would creale great
dissatisfaction.

2. Designed to gain time.
1800 Misc. Tr. in Asiat. Ann. Reg. 140/1 My people

became so clamorous that temporizing measures were no
longer to be pursued. 1843 R- J- GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med.
xvi. 191 His treatment was purely expectantand temporising.
1903 J. GAIRDNER in Camb. Mod. Hist. II. xiii. 447 Henry
wrote a temporising reply.
Hence Te-mporizingly adv., in a temporizing

way, in a way designed to gain time.
1847 in WEBSTER. 1894 Temple Bar Mag. CII. 136He . . talked lemporizingly, with suggeslions of possible

arrangements.

Temporo- (te-mpow), before a vowel some-
times temper-, used in Anal, as combining form
of L. tempora temples (of the head), forming adjec-
tives in the sense 'pertaining to the temple or

temples and (some other part)', as temporo-alar
belonging to the temporal region and the wing :

noting a muscle in birds, -auricular, -facial,
hyoid, -malar, -mamiibular, -masloid, -maxillary,

-occipital (also temporoccipital), -parietal, -sphenoid,
-sphenoidal, -zygomatic.
1842 E. WILSON Anal. Vade M. (ed. 2) 400 The "Temporo-

facial gives off a number of branches which are distributed
over Ihe lemple and upper half of Ihe face. 1899 A llhitfs
Syst. Med. VIII. 168 The distribution of the 'temporo-malar
or any other sensory nerve. 1842 E. WILSON Anal. Vade
M._ (ed. 2) 337 The

'Temppro-maxillary vein formed by Ihe
union of the temporal and internal maxillary. 1890 BILLINGS
Nat. Med. Diet., *Temporo.occipital artery. .."Tempora.
parietal suture, lhal between temporal and parietal bones
1870 St. George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 341 Between the frontal
and temporo-sphenoid lobes. 1890 HILLINGS Nat Med
Diet., "Temporo-zygomatic surface, exlernal surface of
great wing of sphenoid.

Tempour, Tempra, obs. ff. TEMPER, TEMPERA.
Temprate, obs. variant of TEMPERATE.
tTe'mpre, a. Obs. Also 4-5 temper(e, e

tempur(e. [a. AF., OF. tempri( i 2 th c. in Godef.),
pa. pple. of temprer to TEMPER. The final -e,

originally pronounced, became at length mute cf
ASSIGN, COSTIVE.] Tempered ; temperate.

. -
,, , rt jj lilt_c icmpure.

lempre, -en, obs. forms of TEMPER v
tTemprely,<r<fo. Obs. Also 4 temperel(l)y.

[f. TEMPRE a. + -LY
2.] In moderation, temperatelyC* S

So fTe-mpreness ^tempurnes), temperateness.

170

1486 Bk. Si. A/tans, Her. aij, That oilier theirde parte
of the worlde which shall be calile aiFrica, that is to say the

centre of tempurnes.

Temprure, variant of TEMPERURE Obs.

Temps, Tempse, obs. ff. TENSE, TEMSE.

Tempt (tem"t), v. Forms: 3- tempt, 3-7

temt, 4-6 (Se. -9) temp. [a. OF. and AF.

tempte-r (i2-i4th c.), learned form, beside the

popular form tenter, tauter: L. temptare, tern-

tare to handle, touch, feel, try the strength

of, put to the test, try, attempt : cf. Pr. templar,

Cat., Sp., Pg. tentar, It. tentare. The Eng.
form has always followed L. tem(p)tart, the form
tent being very rare (see TENT .*) ; but the sb.

temptation had from I3th c. the collateral form

tentation, which during the i6th and I7th c. was
much used by theological writers.

In inscriptions and early MSS., the Latin vb. is always
tempt- or tcmtare \ this became in due course tentare in

Romanic (see above, and ci. promptiis, pronto, etc.) ; about
the i3th c. scribes began to introduce Ihis spelling in Latin

MSS., whence it came into printed books and Latin Diets.,
being supported by an assumed etymology as freq. of ten.

dSre, teiiluttt lo slrelch, slrive, aim, endeavour, Iry (meet ing
al length with sense 3 below) ; but this is now rejected in

favour of a root tern-, temp- : see Walde Lat. Elyin. Worttr-
buch s. v. tctnpto.
Sense 4, a later development in L., common in the Vulgate

and Christian use, is the earliest recorded in Eng.]
I. To test, put to the test, try.

1 1. To try, make trial of, put to the test or

proof; to try the quality, worth, or truth of. Obs.
exc. as in 2.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5030 Lauerd . . (>at . . lempled abraham H
dere Of his aun sun offrand to mak. 1382 WYCLIF Gen.
xxii. i Aftyr Ibat thes thingis weren doon, God lemptide
[1388 assaiede] Abraham [1535 COVERD. ibid., After these
actes God templed Abraham ; 1611 BIBLE ibid.. It came
to pass after these things, thai God did tempt [1885 (R.V.)
prove] Abraham]. 1382 Dan. i. 12 Tempte [gloss or
assaie ; 1535 COVERD. Proue with; t6n, 1885 Prove] vs
Ihi seruauntis ten days, and be potage ;ouen to vs for to etc.
c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 402 He hadde assayed hire ynogh
bifore..what neded it Hire for lo lemple and alwey moore
and moore? 1390 GOWER Con/. III. 45 Wilh questions
echon of tho He tempteth ofte. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg.
73/1 The quene of Saba cam fro fer contreys to see hym &
lo tempte hym in demaundes and questyons. 1538 STARKEV
England u. i. 176 To haue some [sick persons] lo go about*
. .10 proue and tempi theyr louyng charyle. 16. . SIR W.
MURE Sonn. iii. 6 To Iry my Ireuth and temp my loyall loue.
111644 QviRLKS/titrogfyJ/i. xiii. Wks. 1881 III. 195 Tempt
not your Salt beyond her power.

fb. trans/. Toact nponasa 'trial' or severe test ;

to try with afflictions
; to afflict sorely, distress.

Cf. ATTEMPT v. 4. Obs. rare.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 283 Felle temptande lene towched
his hen. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. i52b/2 And thise xvii
nrsl yere I was moche lempted by the brennyng of the sonne
moche asprely.
2. To make trial of, put to the proof, or test, in

a way that involves risk or peril.
a. To tempt Cod: to put to the test, or experi-

ment presumptuously upon, His power, forbearance,
etc. ; to try how far one can go with Him

; hence
sometimes passing into '

to provoke, defy '. So to

tempt providence, etc.

god pat
god will

TEMPTABLENESS.

01340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixxvii. 21 pai temple
puttis [>aim selfe in any perill forto fande if , ....
delyuer bairn. 1382 WYCLIP Dent. vi. 16 Thow shall not
temple the Lord thi God, as thow hast temptid in Ihe place
of templynge 1390 GOWEK Con/. III. 43 He temptethhevene and erlhe and helle. 1533 GAU Richt Vay (S T S )
12 Thay sine alsua aganis ihis command that lempis god.
1552 HULOET, Tempt or prouoke, pellitio, tfnla, temto,vena 1611 BltutActs v. 9 How is il that yee have acreeo!
together, to tempt the Spirit of the Lord? JJIA SWIFT
Pres. St. Affairt T 22 Religion teacheth us, that provi-dence ought nol lo be tempted. 1715-20 POPE 7/rVi/v. 44Nor tempt the wralh of Heav'ns avenging Sire.

b. Into tempt fate, fortune, etc., the sense ap-
proaches a.

i&pKNOLLEs Hut. Turks(i6*i) ,,9 Wholhusoverlhrowne, !

resolved no more to tempi forlune. 1693 CREECH in Dry.dens Juvenal'xiii. (,697) 33, Thy Perjur'd Friend will
quickly lempt his Fate. 1746 FRANCIS tr. Hor., Epist. i. i q
Wisely resolv d to tempt his Fate no more.

c. To tempt (the storm, flood, sea, etc.) : to ad-
venture oneself in or upon ; to risk the perils of
(Cf. ATTEMPT v. 2.) Chiefly poet. Also to tempt
the worst, tempt reprisals, etc.

l=e mine? 1704 POPE Windsor For.

ih. ,-. r.i.
'

.'"' i iut=yj preierrea to tempt

Iwellf
mountain rather than remain in their own

t 3. To try, endeavour, essay : with inf. (to do
something), or eqniv. clause

;
= ATTEMPT v i

Sometimes aphelic for ATTEMPT.

thei temptiden [CovtKD. proved, 1611 assayed] for to co
into Bithinie. 1494 FABYAX Chroa. v. cxiv. 88 Whan Chil-
perich had tcmplyd by manysondrye meanes to hauc theym
out of the sayde preuylege. 1538 STAKKKY England i i

21 Yet in some tyme and certayn place hyt ys not to be
temptyd of wyse men (to meddyl wylh materys perteynyng
to the wele of hys hole cuntreyj.

vain I 'tempt too high a flight.)

t C. To make an attempt upon, to try to obtain
;

to assail. (Aphetic for ATTEMPT.) 06s.
41721 PRIOR Henry ff Emma 518 O wretched maid!
Whose roving fancy would resolve the same With him, who
next should tempt her easy fame. 1746 FRANCIS tr. Hor.,
Epist. 1. xviii. 127 Be not by foolish Love betray'd To
tempt your Patron's favourite Maid.

II. To try to attract, allure, incite, induce.
4. trans. To try to attract, to entice (a person) to

do evil ; to present attractions to the passions or
frailties of; to allure or incite to evil with the

prospect of some pleasure or advantage. Const.
to something, to do something. Also alisol. (The
earliest use in Eng.)
111125 Alter. R. 60 Tauh ne rouble heo neuer bauh he

{rouble toward hire, & were of hire itempted [MS. Celt.
ifondet). Ibid. 226 Strongliche was he itemted er he so
ueolle. a 1300 Cursor M. 15654 (Colt.) Rises vp, and wakes
we'i Ar yee tempted [Gatt. tempid] be. 31340 HAMPOLE
Psalter Iv. i pe deuel, bat neuyre styntis to temp bi
seruauntis. c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 107 To praye bat
we be noujt ytempted of be fende. ^1440 Alphabet of
Tales 127 Ane vnwyse confessur began to lempe hur vnlo
syn. <ri4so Cov. Myst. xxv. (Shaks. Soc.) 240 Thryes I

tempte hym..Aftyr he fast fourty days. 1500-10 DUNBAR
Poems xxxiv. 2 Me thochl the Devill wes tempand fast The
peple. 1530 PALSGR. 754/1 He halh lempled me. lo go a
thevynge with hym. 1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke iii.

48 b, Adam also was tempted, and ouercomed : ChrKle
beeyng tempted, ouercame the lemptour. 1606 SHAKS. Tr
Sr Cr. iv. iv. 93. 1665 tAkumiGrotins' LowC. Warns 3 , 7

! Then they tempted the Fidelity of Caspar Ensem the
! Governour, both by Rewards and Terrour, but he was

resolv'd against both. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 296 For hee

1851 MRS. STowE'cVVS'TVwK'jC.xixTOnfy when" I Ve been
very much lempted. 1869 SPURGEON J. Ploughm. Talk 9
Idle men lempl Ihe devil to tempt them.

b. To try to draw (a person) to contradict, con-
fute, or commit himself, arch.
(In N.T. versions, repr. Vulg. lem(p)tarc, Gr. ir.pfi>O
1382 WYCLIF Malt. xxii. 35 Oon of hem, a techer of the

lawe, axede Jhesus, lemptynge hym, Maistre, whiche is a
greet maundemenl in Ihe lawe ? John yiii.

6 Solhli ihei
seiden this tiling temptinge him, that thei myjten accuse
him. Mark xii. 15 What tempten 36 me? brynge je lo
me a peny, lhat I se. 1526 TIN-DALE ibid., Why temple
ye me? Brynge me a peny, that 1 maye se yt. [So 1611
and R. V. 1881.)

5. To attract or incite to some action or to do

something ; to allure, entice, invite, attract ; to

dispose, incline. Sometimes, contextually, To in-

duce, persuade.
1340-70 Alt*, f, Dind. 98 pat i ne am lemted ful lid lo

turne me bennus. a 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV 226 b, The
vsing of such genlill fashions toward them, ..so tempted
theim thai they could none otherwise do. a 1674 CLARENDON
Sun.'. Lcviatk. (1676) 15 Which might temt him to under-
value. 1716 GAY Trivia i. 164 The rowing crew, To
tempt a fare, clothe all their tills in blue. 1742 W. COLLINS
Pers. Ed. IV. 31 Unhappy land ! whose blessings lempl the
sword. 1825 SCOTT Betrothed xix, He was tempted lo
think that he had been something hasty in lislening to Ihe
arguments of Ihe Archbishop. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)
V. 42 The sick are templed by pleasanl meals and drinks.
Mod. One is tempted lo Ihink that it had been pre-arranged.The fine morning had templed many out.
Hence Te'mpted///. a. (also absol.}.
<ri34o HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 5 Sothely I haue na wondyr if

be temptid fall. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. n. vi. 8 If thou
hast sin d. Teach me (thy tempted subiect) to excuse it.

1603 [see TEMPTER i]. c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad x. 436 Lest
from their templed rest Some other God should stir the foe.

1667 [see 4). 1839 BAILEY Festus xxix. (1852) 484 May God
forbear, To judge the tempted purpose of my heart I 1844
MRS. BROWNING Brown Rosary x\v. The Tempted is sinning.
t Tempt, sb. 06s. rare. [app. aphetic f. AT-

TEMPT sb.]
-.- ATTEMPT sb.

'597 HOOKER Eat. Pol. v. Ixxvi. 8 6 By the issues of all

tempts they found no cerlaine conclusion but this. 1652
BENLOWES Tkeoph. Vlli. xxxvii, Because Gods ^Kqual, Ser-
pents templs are quell'd. a 1668 LASSELS Yoy. Italy (1670)
I. 114 Which [Castle] slaveth off all templs of strangers.

Temptable (te-m'tab'l), a. Also 9 -ible. [f.
TEMPT v. + -ABLE.] That may be tempted ; liable
or open to temptation.
1628 FELTHAM Resolves n. [i.JIxvL 188 There is sometimes

a selfe-conslancie, thai is not temptable. 1678 CUDWORTH
Intell. Srsi. i. iv. 15. 268 Whelher or no a Philosopher be
temptable by it, or illaqueable into it. 1724 SWIFT Drapier's
Lett. iv. T 21 If the parliament of Ireland were as temptable
as any other assembly within a mile of Christendom. 1819
COLERIDGE in Lit. Rent. (1836) II. 239 Macbeth's mind, ren-
dered temptible by previous dalliance . . with ambitious
thoughts. 1883 J. PARKER Apost. Life II. 319 In all points
temptable though invulnerable.

Hence Temptabi'lity, Te mptableness, accessi-

bility to temptation.
1682 H. MORE Annot. Glanvill's Lux O. 78 What can this

freedom of Will consist in so much as in a temptableness by
other Objects That are of an inferiour nature? 1825 COLK-



TEMPTATION.
RIDGE Aids Rfjl, (1848) I. 223 A soul surrounded with

temptation, ancf having the worst temptation within itself

in its own temptability.

Temptation (temPt/i'jDn). Forms: a. 4-

terapt-, 5-7 temt-
; 0. 3-7 (9 arch.~] tent-, [a.

QF.teniptaciitH,-tation (uth c.), tentation (ijthc.
in Godef. Compl.}, ad. L. tempt-, tentntion-em, n.

of action from temptare, tentare to TEMPT, q.v.]
1. The action of tempting or fact of being tempted,

esp. to evil
; enticement, allurement, attraction.

(Sometimes with more or less approach to senses 3 and 3.)

The Temptation (\nChristiait Tltetil. and /4r/),that of

Jesus in the wilderness (Matt, iv, etc.). Also used of those

of mediaeval saints by evil spirits, e.g.
' The Temptation of

St. Anthony '.

o. 1340 Ayettb. 158 Huanne he [the devil] comb ine gyse
of angle . . banne is be temptacion mest strang. Ibid. 228

Temptaciun. 13. . Matt. vi. 13 in Paues \\!h C. Eng. BM.
Version, And ne lede us not in temptacyon. c 1450 Mankind
219 in Macro Plays 9 The temtacyon of be flesch, se must

resyst lyke a man. 15*6 TINDALE Matt. xxvi. 41 Watche
and praye that ye fall not into temptacion. 1667 MILTON
j3

. L. vtll. 643 And all temptation to transgress repel.
[bid. ix. 364 Seek not temptation then, which to avoide Were
better. 1837 DICK ENS Piclew. ii, The temptation to take the

stranger with him was equally great. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. i.

(1862) 112 But man is to DC perfected, not by exemption from

temptation, but rather by victory in temptation. 1877
MOZLEY Univ. Serin, xvi. 271 Old-established rank has the

temptation to luxurious indolence and pride. 1887 CLARA
BELL tr. Woltmann tf Woermanrts Hist. Paint. II. in. II.

i. 109 [Martin Schongauer's] well-known plate of the

Temptation of S. Antony.
ft. 1447 BOKENHAM Seynlys (Roxb.) 9 As for the cardiacle

that tentacyoun Betoknyth. .Of oure gostly enmye. 1534
MORE Comf. agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1177/2 The first might we
cal tentation, the second persecucion.. . So is tentacion tribu-

lacion to a good man. 1567 WINJET Four Scoir Thre

Quest. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 120 1Tie guid in the battell throw
tentatioun may fall. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 58 To
suffer this tentation from evil spirits. 1650 (Scottish) Psalms
in Metre xcv. 8 Then harden not your hearts, as in the pro-
vocation, As in the desert, on thedayof the tentation. 1678
SIR G. MACKENZIE Crt'm. Laws Scot. i. xvii. 6 (1699) 89
He is more guilty, seing he wants the natural tentation of

the Adulterer.

b. With a and pi. An instance of this.

o. a us Ancr. R. 32 peo bet beo8 ine stronge tempta-
ciuns. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxvi. 6 If temptacyona wax

ageynes me. 1491 Chast. Goddes Chyld, 1 The more

knoweng a man hathe the stronger ben his temptacyons.
1848 MAURICE Lord's Prayer vii. 91 We shall gain little.,

by changing that word for '
trials ', as if every

'
trial

'

did not

of necessity involve a temptation.
f. a IMS Alter. R. 246 Al soa muchel tentaciun, bet is )>es

feondes bles. a 1568 COVERDALE Hope Faithf. xvii. (1574)

136 Bodely fraile lustes and tentations. I6a5 DONNE Serin.

iil. (1640) 22 Such a measure of grace as shall make me dis-

cerne a tentation and resist a tentation. 1693 Apol. Clergy
Scot. 43 The many Incumbrances, Tentations, Weaknesses,
that we daily encounter. x8i8 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xliii. When
ye are pressed wi' ensnaring trials and tentations and heart-

plagues.
c. Tempting quality, enticingness. rare, t Ola.

c 1430 LYDG. Mi*. Poems (Percy Soc.) 108 Lordes and lay-

men and spryttualle her gave chase, For her fayer beawte

grette temtacyon she base. 1760-71 H. BROOKE Fool of

Qual. (1809) III. 5 The.. trees reached forth fruits of irre-

sistible temptation.

d. transf. A thing that tempts ;
a cause or source

of temptation.
1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. i. ii. 106 Set a

deepe glasse of

Reinish-wine on the contrary Casket, for if the dmel be

within, and that temptation without, I know he will choose

it. 1676 DRYDEN A ureng-z. v. ii, Dare to be great, without

a guilty crown! View it, and lay the bright temptation
down. 1786 BURNS Address to Unco Guid vi, Ye're aiblins

nae temptation. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i. 17 The
command of a permanent military force was a temptation
to ambition.

2. The action or process of testing or proving ;

trial, test. Obs. or arch.

1381 WYCLIF i Mace. ii. 52 Wher [1388 Whether) Abraham
in temptation was not founden feithful. 1535 COVERDALE

Ecclus. xxvii. 5 The ouen proueth the potters vessell, so

doth tentacion of trouble trye righteous men. IJ5 ABP.

HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 21 Thair is temptatioun ouhairby
man temptis God. 1677 GILPIN Demonol. (1867) 58 Tempta.
lions are distinguished into trials merely, and seducements.

i88s BIBLE (R.V.) Dent. iv. 34 To.. take him a nation from

the midst of another nation by temptations [so all versions

from Wyclif : marg. Or, trials; or, evidences], by signs,

and by wonders.

f 3. A severe or painful trial or experience ; an

affliction, a trial. Obs.

c 1595 CAPT. WYATT R. Dudley's Voy. W. Ind. (HakL Soc.)

43 Theire victuall spent and fresh water consumed, they

susteyned a great temptacion. <ri6io Wotnen Saints
_ 198

Troubles and tentations which I endured by being.. drmen

out of my contrie. 1651 CROMWELL Let. to Ld. Wharton

30 June in Carlyle, [They] may be too great a tentation to

her spirit.

4. Comb., as temptation-proof, adj., etc.

a 1631 DONNE Semi. Ix. (1640) 603 To bring me to thinke

myselfe tentation-proofe, above tentation. 1691 NORHIS

Pract Disc. 197 The Greatness of the happiness there. .

will make him Temptation.Proof against any present good

or evil. 1889 C. C. R. Upfor Season 101, I leave without

reluctance your temptation-guarded fold. 1908 Wcstm.

Gaz. 30 Oct. 13/3 The champion temptation-resisters.

Hence Tempta'tional a., of the nature of tempta-

tion ; Tempta-tionless a., without temptation, to

which there is no temptation.

1643 HAMMOND Serm. John xviii. 40 Wks. 1683 IV. 513

An empty, profitless, temptalionless sin. i88a J. CALDWELL

171

in Homilctic Q. Mag. VI. 106/2 The two verbs used here

to ilc-seribe the temptational agency of Lust.

Temptations (tem't^-J'ss), a. Also 8 tent-,

[f. prec. : see -ous.] Full of temptation ; tempt-

ing, seductive, alluring.
1601 CHKTII.E& MONDAY Death Root. Earl o/Hunting-

don 11. ii. F j, I my Liege, I : O 1 that
temptatious tongue

H;K! no where to be plac't but in your head. 170* C.

MATHER Magn. Chr. in. I. iv. (1852) 329 His removal.. was

clogged with many temptatious difficulties. 1724 R. WEL-
TON Chr. Faith >t Pract. 3ioTho.se that in this tentatious

world deny their religion. 1889 Harper's Mag. Mar. 665/3
There was something . . winning and temptatious in it.

t Te'mptative, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.TKMiTz>.

+ -ATIVK; or ad. med.L. temptativ-us 'seducens,

fallax
'

(1377 in Du Cange).] = prec.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. (Rolls) 105 The natural temptatyue

wrecchidnessis which other men haue.

t Tempta'tor. Obs. [a. L. lemptalor, tentatcr,

agent-n. from temptare to tempt. Cf. F. temptaletir

(i4th c. in Godef.), mod.F. tetttateur.'] -TEMPTER.
1491 CAXTON I'ilas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) I. xlviL 85 b/->

Whanne we haue good hope, we ouercome the deuyll our

temptatour. i6w LITHCOW Trav. X. 438 First they be

Imitators; next, Mutators; thirdly, Temptators.

Te-mptatory , a. rare. [f. ppl. stem of L. tempt-
are to tempt + -OKY 2

; cf. F. tenlaioire tempting

(Palsgr. 279/2).] Oftempting nature ; temptations.
1900 G. SWIFT Somerley 88 We were jolly ready to spend

an hour or so with the temptatory damsel.

Tempter (te-m'taj). Also 4-6 -our. [ME.
temptour = obs. F. tempteur (i4th c.), tenteur

(i6th c.), OF. *temfteor, in nom. temptere, -teire

(13-14111 c. in Godef.) : L. temptator-em, agent-n.

from temptare to tempt.]
1. One who or that which tempts or entices to

evil ; the tempter, (spec.) the devil.

21380 St. Bernard 717 in Horstm. A Itengl. Leg. (1878) 53
To pe temptour softeliche He seide peos wordus. 1381
WYCLIF Matt. iv. 3 And the tempter cummynge nij, saide

to hym, ?if thou be Goddis sone, say that these stoons be

maad looues. 1533 GAU Richt Vay (S.T.S.) 95 We haiff in

tempers (and we ar tempit be iii vayis) quhilk is of ye body
of the dcwil and of ye vardil. 1548 Temptour [see TEMPT
v. 4). 1603 SHAKS. Meas./or M. n. ii. 163 The-Tempter, or the

Temoted, who sins most? 1673 O. WALKER Educ. 60 That

the Temter may find no bait to cover his poyson. 1788
WESLEY Wks. (1872) VI. 377 Because he is

continually
inciting men to evil, he is emphatically called

' the Tempter .

1907 SANDAY Life Christ in rec. Res. I. L 28 There are three

scenes in which the Son of God is assailed by the Tempter.

f2. One who tests; a taster of ale or bread. Obs.

c 1450 Godstow Reg. 101 That they shold have ben temp-
ters or tapsters of brede and ale in the said towne.

Te'mpting, vbl. sb. [f.
TEMPT w. + .iNo 1

.]

The action of the verb TEMPT ; temptation ; t try-

ing (ods,~).

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 7506 Ihesu..sagh weyl

hys grete temptyng. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 4054 The

temptyngs of the werld ere many. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. Vlll,
i. ii. 55, I am much too venturous In tempting of your

patience. 1618 WITHER Brit. Rememb. i. 709 He having
meanes to doe His pleasure, and perhaps, strong temptings
too. 1903 W. H. GRAY Dili. Sheph. iv. 71 If others tempt
us let us not yield to their temptings.
attrib. 1814 BYRON Lara i. xviii, And this same impulse

would, in tempting time, Mislead his spirit equally to crime.

Te'mpting,///. ". [f. as prec. + -ING ^.J That

tempts.
1. That entices to evil, or with evil design.

1546 BALE Eng. Votaries Pref. A iij, The more part of

their temptynge spretes they haue made she deuyls. 1644

MILTON Jdgtn. SucerxKu.Wks. 1851 IV. 336 Let us see what

our Lord answer'd to the tempting Pharisees about Divorce,

and second Marriage. 1850 MRS. JAMESON Leg. Monast.

Ord. (1863) 329 A tempting demon.

2. Seductive, attractive, alluring, inviting.

1596 SHAKS. Tain. Shr. Induct, i. 118 With kinde em-

bracements, tempting kisses. 1680 OTWAY Orphan v. i, If a

TEMULENT.
. Jan.affliction. 1883 (i. H, : Harffrs

179/1 St. Anthony and his unclrapcd temptress.

Te-mptsome, a. rare. [f. TKMIT v.

Apt to tempt, tempting.
1849 Taft's Mag. XVI. 629 Temptsoiuc bargains catch

her eager gaze.

Tempur(e, -nes, var. TKMHIK, -NESS, Obs.

Tenise (terns, temz), sfi. Now dial. Forms :

i temea-, 4 temys, 5 temeze, tymze, 5-7 teme,
tem(m)e, tempse (9 dial.

, 7 temize, 7-9 terns,

5- tenuie ; 9 dial. tommU, timae, teems. [OE.
*t(_mes (in te_mes-pile, tfmeriaii), app. Common
\V(-er. ; cf. MLCi. temes(e, temse, I,G. terns (tarns) ;

MI Hi. tems(f, teems(e, Du. teems; KFris. tems(e,

ldms(et NKris. terns; HG. dial, sims; all fern.,

meaning
'
sieve

'

; the cognate OHO. ztmisa renders
'

furfures', i.e. bran, siftings. These forms point to

a Common \VGer. *tamis(j}S-, coinciding with the

Romanic stem tamisio- of F. tamis. It. tamigio

(Florio), med.L. tamisium (Dn Cange), by many
thought to be from WGer. A Celtic source has

been conjectured, but Thurneyjen finds no satis-

factory Celtic root.]
1. A sieve, esp. one used for bolting meal; a

scarce, a strainer. In mod. local use esp, a sieve

used in brewing.
[a 1050 Gere/a c. 17 in Liebermann Gesetze 455 Man sceal

habban syfa. .hriddel, hersyfe, txmespilan (
=* temsing-staff),

fanna.] 1 13*J Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 566 Produabus

temys emptis pro pistrina, ij s. c 1435 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker

633/4 Hoc taratantarum, temse. c 1440 Prontp. Pant. 488/2

Temze,sive (K. t /'.temse, syue,^. temeze), setariutn. c 1483
CAXTON Dialogues 38/33 Ghyselin the mande maker Hath
sold . . his temmesis to dense with [ F. a rtndu . . ses tammis].

1483 Cath. Altgt. 379/3 A Tempse (A. taratantorium).

I5S7 in Wills *, lm>. N.C. (Surtees) I. 159 A borde w* ij

m. fv."i3S~The profits of the Indian trade were so

tempting.

f 3. Afflicting, distressing,
'

trying . Obs.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 383 Felle temptaude tene towched

his hert.

4. Comb., as tempting-looking.

8?S J- p - HOPPS Princ. Relig. xv. (1878) 47 If you are

told not to eat this_or
that tempting-looking berry, and you

disobey and get poisoned.

Hence Te-mptingly adv., Te'mpttnsness.
1593 NASHE Christ's T. 3 b. They erred most temptingly

and contemptuously. i8o BENTHAM JI/. * Corr.Vfks.

from me
LADY Bi . -, . -

apparel are temptingly displayed.

Temptive (te-mniv), a. rare. [f.
TEMPT v. +

-IVE.I Tending to tempt, tempting.
1886 J. M. LUDLOW in Homilet. Rev. (U.S.) Sept. 360

While.. every man '
is tempted by his own lusts ,

we are

unwise to overlook the temptive occasions.

Temptress (te-m"tres). [f. TEMPTBE + -ESS.]

A female tempter.
1594 NASHE Unfort. Tray. Wks. (Grosart) V..to The

place.. was a pernicious curtizans house named Tabitha the

Temptresses. 1633 FORD Broken H, v. ii, Be not jealous,

Euphranea j I shall scarcely prove a temptress. i86 SCOTT

Woodst. ii, That the daughter . .would, like the wicked wife

of Job, become a temptress to her fatb.tr in the hour ol

tres'tes & ij temeses ij' viiH. i6ia CAPT. SMITH Map Vir.

gtnia 17 They use a small basket for their Temmes. 1616

SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farnie 577 The boulter which
is for this purpose must bee a course searse or a fine temze.

1674 RAY N. C. Words 47 A Temse, a fine sierce, a small

sieve .. whence comes our Temse bread. 1715 [see temms.
maker in 2]. 1904 Eiig. Dial. Diet., TemsU, teems, temes,

temis, tempse, temzj tintse [in various dialects, Roxb. to

Lancash., Notts., Lincoln]. .. 3. A sieve used in brewing.
W. Yks. Still common. Used when speaking of the strainer

used in brewing to separate the hops, etc., from the ale.

f A suggested substitution of temse for Thames in 'to

set the Thames on fire
'
has no historical basis : see THAMES.

2. attrib. and Comb., as temse-mater, -sieve ;

temse-bread, -loaf, bread or a loaf made of finely

sifted flour, temsed bread.

1600 CHKTTLS & DAY Blind Begg- " (><) 24 Good
Beef, Norfolk *temes bread, and Country home bred drink.

1611 COTGR., Miche, ..the countrey people of France call

so also, a loafe of boulted bread, or Terns bread. 1674

[see i]. l Will of Leppingwell (Comm. Crt. Lond.),
A "Temes loffe. 1573 TUSSER Huso. (1878) 39 Temmes lofe

on his table to haue for to eate. 1715 Lond. Gaz. No. 6433/6
Hosea Emmott, late of Bridgehouses . . ."Temms-maker.
Temse (terns, temz), v. Now dial. Forms :

see prec. [OK. tttn(e~)sian, f. t^nuse (see prec.) :

cf. MLG. temesen, MDn., Dn. temsen, (eemsen to

sift.] trans. To sift or bolt (flour, etc.) with a temse.

cgy> Lindisf. Gasp. Mark ii. 36 Huu inn-eode hus g'odes

.. & hlafo fore-jeiearwad vet temised jebrtc. c 1440

Promp. Parv. 488/2 Temzyn wythe a tymze (S. temsyn
with a tenze), . . attamino, setario. 1483 Cath. A nel. 379/2
To Tempse, taratantarizare. 1600 SURFLET Countrie

Farme v. xx. 714 Barley bread must be made.. of that.,

which hath beene temzed and cleansed from his grosse bran.

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 103 To measure the mealc

afore it be temsed. 1809 T. DONALDSON Poems 73 Sifting

meal . . Or timsing flour. 1818 Craven Gloss., Terns, to sifu

1904 Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v., Fifty years ago flour was not

very common with cottagers espy and when they wanted

some they would temse some rough meal.

Hence Tenured ppl. a. ; temsed bread = temse-

bread (see prec. 2) ; Te-mintr vbl. sb., chiefly in

comb, as tcmsing-bread, -chamber, -staff, -trough.

Also Te-mser, te'mier = TEMSE sb. I.

t4 BEST farm. Bks. (Surtees) 104 Our own tempsed-
breade. Ibid., An upheaped bushel! of tempsed meale.

1777 Horn Suoseavx 428 (E.D.D.) Tems'd or temmas

bread, white [bread] made of flour finely sifted. 1696-7

in Kennett MS. Lansd. 1033 If. 4
* Temur, a range or coarse

Temnlence (te-mifllens).
rare. [f. as next :

see -ENCE.]
- next.

1803 D. H. URQUHART Comm. Class. Leant. \<t.Eur,p,dcs

149 An eulogium on wine and temulence. i860 MAYN

Expos. Lex., Temulentia,,. temulence.

Temulency (te-miiJlensi).
Now rare. [ad.

post-cl. L. temulentia drunkenness, f. temulent-us :

see next and -ENOY.] Drunkenness, inebriety.

1643 COCKERAM, Temulencie, drunkennesse. a 1640 JACK-

SON Creed x. vii, Without impeachment to his sobriety, or

censure of temulency. 1731 ARBUTHNOT Rules ofDiet in

Aliments, etc. 260 Used in great Quantities it will produce

Temulency or Drunkenness. 1853 BADHAM /YoZrVx/. (1854)

525 The vigorous lines in which Crabbe depicts the progress

of temulency amongst a club of topers.

Temuleilt(te-mi<Jlent),a. Now rare. [ad.L.



TEMULENTIOUS.

timulcnt-us, from root tent- in timilum intoxicat-

ing drink, after vinoleutus from vinurn wine.]

Drunken, intoxicated ; given to, characterized by,

or proceeding from drunkenness ; intoxicating.
1628 JACKSON Creed vi. xiii. i Clytus, whom he had

newly slain in his temulent rage. 1668 G. C. in H. More
Div. Dial. Pref. i. (1713! 14 Such tipsie and temulent Rap-
tures, a 1770 CHATTERTON in Europ. Mag. (1804) XLV. 85
Sooner.. Than I, to frenzy temulent, with love, False to its

palpitating precepts prove. 1822-34 Good's Study Hied.

(ed. 4) III. 494 Sometimes it produces a temulent effect.

Hence Te'nmlently adv., Te'mulentness; also,

tTemule-ntlous, fTemule-ntive <#>., drunken.

1652 UnQUHART 7w/Wks. (1834) 210 The Spaniards are

proud : The French inconstant t.. the Dutch *temulencious.

1628 FELTHAMtf0/7'Mii. [i.Jlxxxiv. 241 A swimming Eye ;

a Face both roast and sod ; a *temulentiue Tongue. 1623
COCKERAM )l, Drunkenly done, *tentlently, 1727 BAILEY

vol. II, Temiilentfy, after a drunken Manner. "Temukut-
ness, Drunkenness,

Temys, Temze, obs. ff. TEMSE, THAMES.

Ten (ten), a., sb.(adv.). Forms: a. uninflected:
i tfen, t<5n, later ttfn, (north. t<5a), 2 tyen, teon,

4-6tenn,4-7tenne,6tien; i-ten. /3. inflected:

i tiene, tyne, 1-5 t6ne. [OE. tlen, -e, Anglian

tin, -e, Comm. Tent., = OLG. *tehan, OFris. ttan,

tfen, OS. tehan (t!an,tein),(MT>n., Dn. lien, MLG.
tern, LG. tein, tfen, EFris. tcin, tian, lien) ;

OHG.
zehan (MHG. zehen,ztn, Ger.sehn); Goth, taihun ;

ON. tin, llo (Norw. tie, tio, Sw. lio, Da. It) :

OTetit. */exan, beside *tex"" = pre-Tent. *tie'km,

L. dutm, Gr. Sim, OS1. desja(t*), Skr. da(a(n-. As
final regularly fell away in OTeut., the normal

form for OE. would have been "teha, tta (as found

in ONorthumbrian) ; but the actual form, as in

OFris., OS., and OHG., had final -, app. taken

from the inflected form, whence also the nmlant in

tlen, tyn, tin. The inflected form, a plural i- stem

(\-texani*), in OE. tiene, etc. (neut. -, -o, gen.

-a, dat, -(), ME. tine, was used when the numeral
stood absolutely (sense 2) ; the uninflected was used

with a sb., and at length, in ME., in all positions.

(But see -TEEN, from -line.}']

The cardinal numeral next higher than nine ; the

number of the digits on both hands or feet, and hence
the basis of the ordinary or decimal numeration.
Expressed by the figures 10, or symbol X, x.

A. adj. 1. In concord with a sb. expressed.
(888 K. /ELFRED Botth. xxxviii. g i pa wicron hi sunie

ten xear on bam xewinne. c 897 Gregory's Past. C. xvii.

124 pa staenenan bredu be sio a;w waes on awriten mid tien

bebodum. a 900 tr. Baida's Hist. l. xiii. [xxiii.] i preotteno

Jer & syx monao & tyn dagas. c 1050 Charter ojEadwine
in Kemble Cod, Dipl. IV. 259 Ic an Sat lond..buten ten
acres ic glue 5er into Sere kirke. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 219 He
Kescop tyen engle werod. a 1300 Cursor M, 7015 Tene
\v, r. ten] yeir nad [Manigath] be folk in yeme. 1382
WYCLIF Matt. xxv. i The kyngdam of heuenes shal be lie

to ten virgynys. .11400 K. Glow:. Chron. (MS. B) (1724)
430 Hys dorter was a ten ^erold. a 1400-50 Alexander 649
Ten acre of age. 1502 ARNOLDE Chron.(i%u) 189 The rood
ofreynysh wyne of Dordreight is x. awames. 15x3 MORE
RicJt. Ill (1641) 299 Which rage of water lasted tenne dayes.
1571 Act 13 Eliz. c. 8 The rate of tenne pound for the lone
of one hundred pound for a yeare. 1653 HOLCROFT Proco-
pius, Pers. Wars 1. 4 A narrow passage, for ten Horse abreast.

1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. i. v, Ten squires, ten yeomen,
mail-clad men, Waited the beck of the warders ten. Mod.
I shall be with you in ten minutes.

b. As multiple of another higher cardinal num-
ber, as in ten hundred, ten thousand, etc.

;
also in

the ordinals of these, as ten thousandth.
C 95 Lindisf. Gos. Matt, xviii. 24 Tea Susendo crxftas.

' 975 Kushw. Gasp, ibid., Ten busende. c 1000 Ags. Gasp,
ibid., Tyn busend punda. c 1160 Hatton Gosp. ibid., Teon
busend punde. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 107 Sunnar is be prayor
hard of o buxum man, ban tenbowzand of a dispicer. 1560
DAUS tr. Steidane's Comm. 257 b, The footemen were teen
thousande. 1685 BOYLE Enq. Notion Nat. iii. 53 The
celestial part of the universe, in comparison of which the
sublunary is not perhaps the ten thousandth part. 1700
CHANDLER Effort agst. Popery Tis Ten Thousand Pities
that a Difference in Opinion and Practice herein should
cause such Distances and Withdrawings. 1782 PRIESTLEY
Corrupt. Chr. I. i. 5 The subject [is] considered by
thousands and ten thousands. 1893 Gow Cotnf. Sch. Classics
xxxiii. (ed. 3) 303 The ten-thousandth part of each grain
must make a proportionate part of noise. 1905 Westm. Gat.
23 Mar. 2/2 The guarantee for the ten-million loan.

c. Used vaguely or hyperbolically, esp. in ten

times, tenfold, and the like. Cf. HUNDRED,
THOUSAND.
For hyperbolical use of ten thousand see THOUSAND.
1388 WYCLIF Baruch iv. 28 5e. .schulen seke hym ten sithis

so myche. 1508 DUNBAR Fitting 87 Suppois thy heid wa:

able than any moral profession could have done,

t d. Occasionally used in the sense of the ordinal
TENTH. Obs.
(But in 10 Jan. 10 Viet., etc., usually read tenth.)
14. . m Todd rhree Treat. Wyclifp. xxvii, Sib be ten part

1 r S'l.
1' irN fru3? suffidde > r allc I*5 c'SW5- S7

ll.rS / /"T'
P
Z"-

' Commytyd the x. day of

/""1,
15<

i,.
158"

.

L ' KlRBV '> Allen Martyrd. Campion
.908) 77 This morning, the x of Januarie, he was committed

to the dongeon. 1586 W. WEBBE Ens. Poetrie (Arb.) 62
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Make short either the two, foure, sixe, eight, tenne, twclue

sillable, and it will. .fall out very absurdly. 1597 J- PAYNE

Royal Exch. 24 Letvs solace our selves with these words in

the tenn of the Hebr.

e. In special applications.
t Ten tones, the ten fingers: by these ten bones (ellipt.

these ten), also ten ends ofjlcsh and Mood, an oath (obs. ).

Ten Commandments (also iteooiie, bodnwrds, hefts, etc.),

the Mosaic decalogue; slang, the ten fingers; see also

COMMANDMENT 2, 3. t Ten groats, formerly a lawyer s fee,

or that paid to the priest for reading the marriage service

(obs.). Ten tribes, the lost tribes of Israel ; humorously,
the Jews, as money-lenders-
c 1483 Difly Myst. (1882) i. 20 By thes bonys ten thei be

to you vntrue. c 1537 Thersites in Hazl. Dodsley I. 429 By
this ten bones, She served me once A touch for the nonce.

1562-3 yack Juggler ibid. II. 125, I am a servant of this

house, by these ten bones. 1601 CHETTLE& MUNDAY Death
Root. Earl of Hiintingtm v. i. ibid. VIII. 305 By these

ten ends of flesh and blood I swear. 1621 B. JONSON Masque
Gipsies vL Wks. (Rtldg.) 621/2, 1 swear by these ten, You
shall have it agen.
971 Blickl. Hom.y, We sceolan b* '" bebodu healdan.

c 1200 ORMIN 4377 pa tene bodewordess. 1362 LANCL. P.
PI. A. vin. 170 To Breke be ten hestes. <: 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xxxiv. (Pelagia) 213 pe commaundmentis tene, pat

god mad for to teche men. c 154 } HEYWOOD Four P'l

in Hazl. Dodsley I. 381 [That] thy wife's ten commandments
may search thy five wits. 1902 SNAITH Wayfarers vi, She's

not seen you use your ten commandments, young man.
1601 SHAKS. Affs Wettn, ii. 22 As fit as ten groats is for

the hand of an Atturney. a 1625 FLETCHER Woman's Prize
l. iii, I'll take Petruchio In's shirt, with one ten groats, to

pay the priest, Before the best man living.

1889 DOYLE Micah Clarke 118 The ten tribes have been

upon me, and I have been harried.. and despoiled.

2. Absolutely or with ellipsis of sb. (which may
usually be supplied from the context).
Often short for ten years of age ; also for ten shillings, in

ten and six{pencc, or other number of pence, len-and.

sixpenny. In OE. and Early ME. inflected, nom. -e, neut.

o, -it ; gen. -a, dat. .urn.

Beowulf 2847 Da hild-latan. .tyne aet-somne. 950
Lindisf. Gosp. Mark x.

41,
& ;e-herdon 3a teno. 975

Rushw. Gosp. ibid., & iherdun Sa tenu. riooo Ags.
Gosp. ibid., pa ge-bulgon ba tyne hi. c 1160 Hattott
Gosp. ibid., pa ge-bulje ba teone hyo. a 1000 Ags. Gloss.
in Wr.-Wiilcker 217/21 Qecanvs,. .lyna aldor. 1205 LAY.
3388 Do we awai bane twenti, a tene \c 1275 ten] beo5
inohge. Hid. 31930 Bi sixe bi seouene, bi tene bi eolleue,
bi twelue bi twentt. a 1300 Cursor^ M. 4848 Elleuen breber
es we liuand, An at ham, ten in bis land, c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints^ xviii. (Egipciane) 514 Sone I fand Of gongmen
tenne in a place stanand. 1377 LANGU P. PI. B. xln. 270
In e date of owre dryjte.. A pousande and thre hondreth
tweis thretty & ten. !<zisoo Chester PI. xxii. 143 But of
the Tenne the first three sone wear consumed away. 1548-9
(Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Catechism, Q. Tell me how many
[commandments] there bee. A. Tenne. 1726 DE FOE
Hist. Devil i. x. (1840) 169 Ten of the twelve tribes. 1814
SCOTT Wav. xv, When I was a girl about ten, there was a
skirmish fought. 1823 BYRON Juan x. xxxiii, Thermometers
sunk down to ten, Or five, or one, or zero. 1874 T. HAIJDY
Farfr. Madding Crowd xy.v\, Am I any worse for breaking
the third of that Terrible Ten than you for breaking the
ninth? 1891 C. JAMES Rom. Rigmarole 25 Two girls of,

perhaps, eight and ten. 1908 Installation News II. 30/2
Witness our first attempt of a ten-and-six-penny kettle.

b. esp. of the hour of the day : orig. ten hours,
ten cf the clock : see CLOCK rf.1 3.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. Prol. 5 Ten of the clokke it was

tho as I gesse. [1427 [see HOUR i b]. 1582-8 Hist. Jas. Vf
(1804) 116 At ten hor in the morning.] 1681 T. WHITE in
nth Rep. Hist.MSS. Comm. App. v. 55 Yesterday about
tenne in the morning. 1712-13 SWIFT yrnl. toStella 27 Jan.,He went away at ten. 1753 HANWAV Trav. (1762) IL i. v.

25 There is admittance till ten, fora toll of one stiver each
person. 1795 tr. Morilz's Trav. Eng. ii. (1886) 17 It might
be about ten or eleven o'clock. 1810 SCOTT Let. to Miss J.
Baillic 30 Jan. in Lockhart, The play, .lasting till half-past
ten. 1843 BORROW Bitle in Spain xxxix. (Pelh. Libr.) 268
About tenat night, Maria Diaz. .arrived withherson. 1897
Daily News 18 Nov. 8/5

' You are the ten o'clock man ,

meaning that he came on duty at that time.
c. In phrases and specific uses.

t Ten in the hundred, a rate of interest on loans formerly
current ; hence usury ; also transf. a usurer. Ten to one,
ten chances to one ; odds often times the amount offered in
a bet ; hence, an expression of very strong probability.The Ten, \(a) the Decemvirs, (t) the Council of Ten : see
COUNCILJ&O. Cardoften: seeCARDi*.3

2. Hart often: see
HARTib. Upper ten( = upper ten thousand): seeUppERa.
1594 Death of Usury 10 He that puts forth money dare

not exceedc the rate of 10. in the 100. 1618 Epitaph J.
Combe in Brathwait Rem. after Death (ad fin.), Ten in the
hundred must lie in his graue, But a hundred to ten whether
God will him haue.

1589 Hay any Work 30 Ten to one [I haue bin] amongsome of these puritans. 1650 W. BxovcnSacr. Princ. (1659)
481 Is it not ten to one odds if ever thou be called? 1782Miss BURNEY Cecilia vi. vii, Ten to one but that happens
to be the very thing I want. 1889 I. K. JEROME Three Men
in Boat 248 Bet us ten to one we didn't.
1636 E. DACRES tr. Machiavers Disc. Livy I. 231 As it

appear d in the example of Manlius, and in that of the
tenne. 1820 BYRON Mar. Fal. in. ii. 193 A sceptic of all
measures which had not The sanction of 'the Ten '. 1878VILLARI Life t, Times Machiavelli (1898) I. IV. iv. 205 The
old Magistracy of the Ten for war affairs was preserved.
laid. II. in. 4l The Ten brought swift and exemplary
justice to bear.

ci4io Master of Game (IKS. Digby 182) xxii, An hynde
commonlyche hathe..more openn be clee before benn an
herteof tenn. 1486 Bk. St. Allans Ej b, Then shall yecall
hym forchyd an hert of tenne. 1637 B. JONSON Sad Sheph.
i. ii, A hart of ten, I trow he be.

B. sb. (With plural tens ; and (less usually) pos-
sessive

ten's.)

TEN.

1. The abstract number; also, a symbol or the

figures representing this.

950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt., Prol. (1887) 4 OSer . .tal. .Se to
tenum wi5 fore-cyme. c 1000 Sax. Ltcchd. III. 228 Tele

bu..oo baet bu cume to brittiga foh eft on bone niwan oft

tyne. c 1200 ORMIN 4312 PC firrste staff is* nemmnedd I,&
tacnebb tale off tene. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xix.
cxxiii. (1495) 923 The nombre of ten passyth nyne by one.
c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 488/2 Tenne, nowmyr, dccem. 1530
PALSGR. 367 Dix, tenne, x. 1594 BLUNDEVIL /-'xerc. i.

(1636) 84, 12 tens, which do make 2 sixties. 1837 WHEWKLL
Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) 1. 52 Ten is a perfect number. Mod.
Five tens are fifty.

b. In a nmnl)er expressed in decimal notation,
the digit expressing the number of tens, e. g. in

1837 the figure 3.

1542 RECORDE Gr. Artes 1 16 b, Then come I to the articles

of tennes, where in the fyrste summe I fynde 90, and in the
seconde summe but only 40. 1806 HUTTON Course Math.
1.9 Set .. the numbers under each other,.. that is, units under
units, tens under tens, hundreds under hundreds, &c. ..Add
up the figures in the column or row of units, and find how
many tens are contained in that sum.

C. A thing or person distinguished by the number
ten, usually as the tenth of a series. Also number
ten.

1888 H. MORTEN Sk. Hasp. Life 70, 1 say, tell Ten I am so

sorry for him. I wish I could go to the ward ! 1907
CasselCs Mag. Feb. 295/1 For fourteen (days] he was put
on ' 10 A ', wnich is short for no grog, no tobacco. Mod.
Number ten, it is your turn to play.
2. A set of ten things or persons.
Ten of rupees, a unit of account in Indian money.
<:o6i ^ETHELWOLD Rule St. Benet xxii. (1885) 47 Tynum

and twenti^um on anum inne setgaedere restan mid neora
ealdrum. 1539 BIBLE (Great) Gen. xviii. 32, 1 wil not destroyc
them for tens sake [1885 BIBLE (K. f.) for the ten's sake].
1611 BIBLE Dent. i. 15, I .. made them .. captaines ouer
tennes. 1894 Held f> June 839/1 They came fotth in their

tens, for thirty-eight members turned out on the occa-
sion of the first meet. 1895 Westm. Gas. 4 Sept. 5/1 The
revenue was better by 74,000 tens of rupees. 1897 FLANDHAU
Harvard Episodes 94 One never said of Wolcott, as is said
of some fellows,

' He made the first ten of the Dicky '.

3. Coal-mining. A measure of coal, locally

varying between 48 and 50 tons, being the unit of

calculation on which the lessor's rent or royalty is

based. (See quot. 1894.) n. dial.

1590 Wills t, Inv. N. C. (Suttees) II. 181 At the grannde
lease pitts, ccclxxxviij tenns of coolls, the twelfth parte is

xxxij tenns, and the thirde parte of a tenn, praised worths
2' per tenn is 64' I3/- 4*. 1789 BRAND Hitt. Newcastle II.

279 In the year 1622 there were vended by the society of
hostmen of Newcastle 14,420 tens of coals. 1851 GREEN-
WELL Coal-trade Terms Norlhumb. I, Durh, 54 Ten, the
measure of coals upon which the landlord's rent is paid. It

usually consists of 440 bolls of 8 pecks, but vanes much
under different landlords, generally, however, within the

range of from 418 to 440 bolls. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss.,
Ten, a measure of coals upon which the lessor's rent or

royalty is paid. In the seventeenth century the term meant
ten score bolls, barrows, or corves of cuitl.

4. A playing-card marked with ten pips. Catch
the ten, a card-game played in Scotland in which
the ten of trumps may be taken by any honour-

card, and counts ten points, the game being a
hundred. Lang ten, the ten of trumps in this

game : cf. long trump (LONG a.1 5 b). See also

quot. 1870.
1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, v. i. 43 But whiles he thought to

steale the single Ten, The King was slyly finger'd from the
Deck. 1680 COTTON Compl. Gamester xv. (ed. 2) 94 The rest

follow in preheminence thus ; the King, the Queen, the Knave,
the Ten. Ibid, xvi. 97 You are not to play a ten first. 1816
SCOTT Old Mort. xli, These were Claver'se's lads a while

syne, and wad be again, maybe, if he had the lang ten in

his hand. 1870 Modern Hoyle, Cribbage 77 The court-cards
and the ten of each suit count ten, and they are all indiscri-

minately spoken of as '
tens

'

during the game. 1887 P.
M'NEILL Blawearie 146 They are playing at 'catch the
ten ', the stake being a few pence a-head.

5. Short for (a) ten-oared boat ; (b) ten-pound
note.

1875 BLAKE-HUMFREY Etmt Boating Bk. p. ix, The first

eight had a strong picked crew, whilst the ten bad several
'

courtesy
'
oars. . . Mr. Canning was sitter in the ten. 1894

A. ROBERTSON Nuggets, etc. 190 To their intense disgust
they only got about 200 in notes (chiefly tens).

6. a. Short for tenpenny nail (i.e. costing lod.

a hundred) ; double ten, a nail costing the double
of the tenpenny (i. e. 2od. a hundred), b. A
tallow candle weighing ten to a pound.
1572 in Feuillerat RevelsQ. Eliz. (1908) 175 Nayles vc of

single tenns iiijs. ijd. c. Bubble tens xviij d. 1629 J/.S.

Ace. St. John's Host., Canlerb., Itm halfe a hundred of
double tennes xd. 1665 J. WEBB Stoue-Heng (1725) 124 An
huge old Nail, in Shape somewhat like those which we call

commonly double Tens, or Spikes, such as are used in

Scaffolding. 1717 [see DOUBLE A. 6], 1802 Sporting Mag.
XX. 15 Some have gone so far as to illuminate our discus-
sions with tens instead of long-sixes.

t C. fuasi-a.dv. Ten times, tenfold. Obs.

1330 Kingof Tars (Ritson) 336Thaugh heoweore ten so
briht.

1:1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 736 (Thisbe) Forbede
a loue & it is ten so wod. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II.

177 pe lengbe of a manis body. .be. .ten so moche as be
depnesse bat is from be rugge to be wombe. 1399 LANGL.
Rich. Redeles in. 168 pei ffor be pesinge paieth pens ten
duble That be clobe costened. c 1400 Siege of Troy 396 in

Archiv neu. Spr. LXX1I. 21 Ector is ten so strong as bou
{older version, ten sibe streyngor ben bow], c 1420 Sir
A madas (Weber) 746 Yette was Y ten so glad When that
thou gaffe all that thou had.



TEN.

D. Combinations.
1. a. Adjectives, formed by ten with a sb.,

meaning consisting of, containing, measuring, or

costing ten of the things named (also occasionally

ellipt. as sb.), as ten-acre, -bell, -cell, -cent, -course,

-day, -dollar, -drachm, -grain, -guinea, -horse,

-hour, -inch, -league, -mile, -minute, -month,

-point, -second, -shilling, -stone, -syllable, -toe, -ton,

etc. ; also, phrases thus formed prefixed to a simple

adjective, forming a compound adj., as ten-mile-

long, ten-inch-thick, etc. See also 2, and TEN-
PENNY, b. Parasynthetic adjs., formed on such

phrases as those in a, as ten-acred, -armed, -barrelled,

-coupled, -cylindered, -fingered, -fooled, -headed,

-horned, -jointed, -keyed, -oared, -parted, -peaked,

-rayed, -rilibed, -roomed, -spined, -stringed, -sylla-

bled, -talented, -taligned, -toothed (also -teethed},

-wheeled, Ac. o. Parasynthetic sbs. (see -EH* l),

as ten-beddcr, -knoiter, -sealer, -tanner, -wheeler ;

see also ten-pointer in 2, TENPOUNDKR. d. Com-
pounds of ten sb., as ten bed (

= bed No. 10), ten-

bore, ten-gauge, ten-team (team of ten) ;
also ten-

shaped adj. (
= X-sh,iped); tentale [TALE sb. 6],

used attrib. ill plir. tentale rent : see quots.
1826 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. 11. 55 (Copse'} On inquir-

ing my destination, and hearing that 1 was bent to the Men-
acre copse. 1871 KINGSLEY At Last ii, Having a consider-

able quantity of land in each parish allotted to ten-acre men
(i.e. white yeomen). 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813)

377 A "ten-acred enclosure might be as.. proper a size as

any other. 1881 Times 15 Jan. 5/6 The short 'ten-barrelled

Catling was brought to the front. 1888 H. MORTEN Sk.

Hasp, Life 69 [He] operated on that boy in "Ten bed ; but,
I fear, unsuccessfully. 1899 KIPLING Stalky \\\. 79 She's busy
in the middle of King's big upper "ten-bedder. 1905 Daily
News 24 Apr. 2 In 1817 a "ten-bell record of 12,312 changes
of Grandsire Caters was rung on these bells. 1892 GREENER
Breech Loader 127 The *io-bore duck-gun full-choked,

weighing 8J Ibs. and over. 1876 PREECE & SIVEWRICHT

Telegraphy 28 A 'ten-cell Leclanche' [battery]. 1903 J. K.

JEROME Tea Table Talk (ed. Tauchn.)3i The "ten-course

banquet. 1898 Wcstm. Gaz. i Nov. 10/1 The "ten-day fog
of 1880, credited with such heavy mortality. 1891 H. HER-
MAN His Angel 138 Underwood took three "ten-dollar bills

from his wallet. 1886 Guide Exhib. Galleries Brit. MHS.
145 A "ten-drachm piece of Athens. 1894 Outing (U. S.)

XXIV. 443/1 A couple of "ten-gauge breech-loaders. 1861

Photogr. Nevjs Aim. in Circ. Sc. (1865) I. 160/2 A "ten-

grain "silver solution. 1753 FOOTE Taste I. Wks. 1799 I. 8

A poor "ten-guinea job. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in. n. 1117
And turn'd the Men to "Ten-Horn'd Cattel, Because they
came not out to Battej. 1837 P. KEITH Bot. Lex. 107 It is

as if there was a certain ponderable mass which the applica-
tion of a "ten-horse power was utterly incapable of moving.

>95 Westm. Gaz. 7 Mar. 5/2 The new scale is calculated

on a "ten-hour basis. 1903 Ibid. 18 June 5/1 The shell

which was being filled was a "ten-inch shell. 1839 Penny
Cycl. XV. 84/1 In the genus Melolontha the antennae are

"ten-jointed. 1843 BORROW Bible in Spain xxxi. (Pelh.

Libr.) 228 After the "ten-league journey of the preceding day.

1876
' OUIDA

' Winter City ix, A "ten-mile stretch across

the open country. 1806 LAMB Let. to Manning 5 Dec.,

They all had their "ten-minute speeches. 1711 SHAFTESB.

Charac. (1737) III. 265 To find a plain defect in these "ten-

monosyllable heroicks. 1886 C. SCOTT Sheep-Farming 64
"Ten months old lambs. 1800 Hull Advertiser 16 Aug.
1/4 A "ten-oared cutter . . with twelve volunteers. 1874
GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Med. (1880) 297 Capsule ovoid,

inflated, "ten-ribbed. x88a Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal II.

ix. 180 The shabby little "ten-roomed house in South

Belgravia. iS&Westm. Gaz. 30 Nov. 5/3 Doubt, .whether

the Oriten "ten-seater
1 machine exhibited at the Stanley

Show could be ridden. 1007 Daily Chron. 30 Nov. 4/6 More

technically known as the 'crux decussata 'the "ten-shaped
cross

',
because its form is identical with that of the Latin

numeral X. 1748 M. FOLKES Eng. Gold Coins 9 Double-

crowns or "ten shilling pieces. 1900 Daily News 4 Dec. 6/1

A "ten-stone man, who has to ride, is of more use than a
twelve-stone man. a 1300 E. E. />

M#-cxliii[i]. 9 To be sal

I sing in "ten-strenged sautre. 1535 COVERDALE ibid., That

I maye syngepraysesvntothevponatenstryngedlute. 1881

H. MORLEY Eng. Lit. Q. Viet. iii. (ed. Tauchn.) 89 The all

pervading couplets of *ten-syllabled lines. 1883 GRESLEY

CoaLJiIining Gloss.,
* Tentail rent, a rent or royalty paid

by a lessee upon every ten of coals which are worked in

excess of a minimum or certain rent. 1888 NICHOLSON Coal
Trade Gloss. s.v. Rent (E.D.D.), A surplus or tentale rent

payable for the coal worked .. above the certain quantity.

1901 Daily Chron. 17 July 5/2 One "ten-team of one N. C.

officer of any rank and nine lance-corporals or privates from

any regiment, battalion, or depot. 1883 Harpers Mag.
Aug. 442/2 Some of the rated "ten-tonneis were . . over

twenty.two tons in displacement. 1844 STEPHENS Bk.

Farm II. 536 The wheels, .are "ten-toothed. 1904 Westm.

Gaz. 28 Dec. 3/2 Powerful "ten-wheeled tank engines. 1904

Ibid. 29 Jan. 5/1 This mammoth "ten-wheeler cost 5,000.

2. Special combinations and collocations : ten-

finger, a species of star-fish : cf. FIVE-FINGER 2
;

ten-foot a., measuring, or having, ten feet ; ten-foot

coal, a thick seam in Yorkshire ; ten-foot rod, a

levelling-pole ; ten-hours act, a law limiting the

hours of work in factories ; spec, the popular name

of the Act 10 & n Viet., c. 29; so, in U.S.A.,

ten-hour law (Cent. Diet. 1891); ten-o'clock,

an American name for Ornithogalum umbellatum,

the flowers of which open late in the morning(C(/.
Diet. 1891); also, a light meal taken at ten

o'clock ; ten-pointer, a stag having antlers with

ten points ;
a '

hart of ten
'

; ten-pound a., of

or involving the amount or value of ten pounds ;
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also, weighing ten pounds ; spec, ten-pound land

(Sc.}, land of the annual value often pounds; ten-

found householder, ** TEN-POUNDER 2 b
;

ten-

spot a., having ten spots, as 'ten-spot ladybird',
Coccinella decem-punctata ; s/>. (U.S.), a ten-dollar

'bill'; also, a playing-card, = TKN 1^.4; ten-

strike, in the game of ten-pins, a throw which
bowls over all the pins ; hence Jig. ;

ten-week

stock, Matthiola annua, said to continue ten

weeks in flower ; ten-yard coal, a very thick seam
of coal near Dudley ; ten-year a., of ten years'

duration or standing, as ten-year-old, also as sb. ;

spec, ten-year-man, at Cambridge University : see

quot. 1903. See also TENPENNY, TEN-PINS, etc.

1701 MOXON Math. Instr. 19
* Tenfoot Rods, See Station-

staffs. 1793 ANN,\ SEWARD Lett. (1811) III. 322 The iambic

accent, unmixed with the trochaic, especially in the ten-feet

couplet. 1834-5 J. PHILLIPS Man. Geol. (1855) 190 The
thickest coal in the district,, .that called the thick or

ten.fpot coal in Yorkshire. 1838 HOWITT Rur. Life I.

II. iii. 161 Betty mean-time has put up their 'luncheons'
or '

"ten-o'clocks '. 1883 E. L. PEEL in Lotigm. Mag. Nov.

72 We had. .stalked and slain a fine "ten-pointer upon the

Caenlochan marches. 1673 S'too him Bayes 5 You . . would
have lost your "ten pound wager. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil ii.

vi. It is a great thing in these ten-pound [franchise] days to

win your first contest. 1855 J. R. LEIFCHILD Cornwall
Mines 263 Send the author a ten-pound-note for his advice

good in either event 1 1863 H. Cox Instit. I. viii. 106 A
new uniform qualification [to vote], .frequently designated
that of the

'

ten-pounds householders '. 1890 Cent. Diet.
s. v. Pound, Ten-found Act, a statute of the colony of New
York (1769) giving to justices of the peace and other local

magistrates jurisdiction of civil cases involving not more
than the sum named. 1888 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 6 Nov.

2/3 The point was seen at once, and the ' "ten spot
' was

forthcoming, c 1895 Thompson St. Poker Club 65 The
Rev. Mr. Smith dealt Mr. Williams two cards,, .helped him-
self to the last ten-spot remaining in the pack. 1850 HAW-
THORNE in Bridge Pers. Recollect. (1893) in, I may calcu-

late on what bowlers call a "ten-strike. 1889 FARMER Did.

Amer., Ten-strike, where., all the men are bowled over at

one throw. ..Hence, .a fortunate occurrence: a thoroughly
well done and complete work. 1785 MARTYN Rousseau's
Bot. xxiii. (1794) 323 The Annual or "Ten-week Stock
differs in having an herbaceous stalk. 1909 Daily Chron.
20 Mar. 7/6 A well-grown aster or ten-week stock is a
beautiful object in itself. 1834-5 J. PHILLIPS Geol. in

Encycl. Metrop. VI. 594/2 The upper part of the "ten-

yard coal separates from the rest of the beds. 1839 URE
Diet. Arts 980 The very remarkable seam near the

town of Dudley, known by the name of the ten-yard coal,

about 7 miles long, and 4 broad. 1693 G. STEPNEY in

Dryden's Juvenal viii. (1697) 216 Courage to sustain a
"Ten Years War. 1813 Genii. Mag. LXXXIII. ii. 530.

1816 Ibid. LXXXVI. i. 200/1 A query respecting the

Ten-Year-Men at Cambridge. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick.

xxx, Ever since he had first played the "ten-year-old imps
in the Christmas pantomimes. 1868 Rep. U. S. Com-
missioner Agric. (1869) 443 The average yield for a three-

year old vine is one peck;.. full grown, ten-year old vine,

twenty-five bushels. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 17 July 8/1 What
terrible tyrants these ten-year-olds are 1 1900 Ibid.

7_
Mar.

7/1 What the terms of the new war loan for thirty millions

in ten-year bonds will be, or ought to be. 1903 Daily
Chron. 4 Feb. 5/1 The Ten Year man. .being over twenty-
four years ofage, was admitted,and after keeping his name on
the boards of a college for ten years was allowed to proceed
B.D. on payment of certain fees, 1906 Ibid. 18 Aug. 4/4
An average of 11.4 in the previous ten-year period.

t Ten, obs. variant of TENN^, Her.

1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. To Rdr. bij b, If ever hereafter I

shall meet with any bearing Purpure, Ten, or Sanguine ; . .

Ten [shall be represented] with lines salter-ways, mixt of

Vert and Purpure.

Ten, obs. form of TEE .i, TEEN st. 1

Tenabi-lity. [f.next: see-iTY.] =TENABLENESS.
1845 S. WILBERFORCE in Ashwell Life (1879) I. viii. 303

Only to maintain in the abstract, the tenabihty of a certain

position. 1865 MASSOS Rec. Brit. Philos. 201 When one

looked again at his own position .. one could not see its

superior tenability in the new conditions of the campaign.
1875 RUSKIN Fors Clav. Ii. 67 note, Discussing the relative

tenability of insects between the fingers.

Tenable (te-nab'l, f t'n-), a. Also 7 teneable.

[a. F. tenable (i2th c. in Godef.), f. ten-ir to hold

+ -ABLE : see -BLE, and cf. TENIBLE.]
1. Capable of being held (in various senses of

HOLD v.) ;
that may be kept, kept in, kept back,

retained, restrained, or held in control. Now rare.

1601 SHAKS. Ham. I. ii. 248 (Qo.) If you have hitherto

concealed this sight Let it be tenable [Foi.* treble] m your

silence still. 1649 HEYLIN Relat. t, Observ. it.
j
That Parly

cliff had got in some degree settled into a tenable form.

2. Capable of being held against attack ; that

may be successfully defended.

I do not think the position taken at Louvain is tenable.

1855 PRESCOTT Philip 11, I. iv. iii. 421 They might retire

from a post that was no longer tenable.

b. fig. Of statements, opinions, etc. : Capable

of being maintained or defended against attack or

objection.
1711 ADDISON Sfect. No, 186 f 5 The Atheist has not

found his Post tenable, and is therefore retired into Deism.

1796 BURKE Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 67 The lartanan

TENACIOUS.
doctrine is the most tenable opinion. 1837 WIIEWELL Hist
Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 286 The letter of their theories U no
longer tenable.

3. Capable of being held, occupied, possessed,
or enjoyed.
1840 THIRLWALL Greece VII. Ivi. 142 The office was ten-

able for four years. 1883 L'pvtl Courier 5 Oct. 4/9 The
scholarships.. are tenable lor ihrce

ycais.
Tenable, -s, corruption <>i ;

Tenableness (te-nab'lnes). [f. TF.HABLE +

-NE.SU.] The quality of being tenable.
1647 SPHIGCK Anglia. Kediv. iv. vii. (1854) 266 Distrusting

their own strength, or the gartison's lenablene&s. 1849
J. H. NF.WMAN Disc. Mixed Cont;rtgat. Ded., A doubt.. of
the tcnableness of the theological theory.

Tenace (te-iu's). ll'kist. [ad. Sp. tenaza, lit.

'

pincers, tongs ', used in card-playing as here. Cf.
also F. demeurer tenact (Diet, de Trevoux, 17..)
'
to have the tenace '.] A name given to the com-

bination of two cards of any suit, consisting of the

next higher and the next lower in value than the

highest card held by the other side, esp. when this

combination is held by the fourth player : see quot.
1 746. Used esp. in phr. to have the tenace, for-

merly tenacts.

1655 J. COTGRAVE Witt Interpr. (1662) 3^6 If you have
Tenaces in your hand, that is two cards which, if you have
the Leading, you are sure to lose one of them ; if the Player
lead to you, you are sure to win them both. 1710 SWIFT
Lett. (1767) III. 17 Then in that game of spades, you
blundered when you had ten-ace. 1746 HOVLE Wliht

(ed, 6) 70 Having the Tenace in any Suit_supposes the having
the fust and third best Cards and being the last Player,
and consequently you catch the Adversary when that Suit

is play'd. 1870 Modern Hoyle 12 Tenaces. .. ist major
tenace ace, queen. 2nd major tenace king, knave. 3rd

major tenace queen, ten.-.ist minor tenace four, two.

2nd minor tenace five, three. 3rd minor tenace six, four.

Ibid. 19 Tenaces are always most valuable, because most

certain, to the fourth player.

Tenacious (tih^i'Jss), a. Also 7 -atiotu,

-aoeous.
[f.

L. tendx, tendci- holding fast (i.

ten-Ire to hold) + -ous : see -ACIOUS.]
1. a. Holding together, cohesive ; tough ; not

easily pulled in pieces or broken.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 152 The bones of Fishes

are more tenacious. 1750 tr. Leonardus* Mirr. Stones 71
Amiaton is ..like feathered alumii, but more tenacious.

1834 Brit. Uusb. I. xiii. 310 It acts as manure physically,
or substantially, through the effect of the clay in rendering
soils tenacious. 1869 Roscoxlem. Chem. (1871) 185 Gun-
metal, or bronze, is a hard and tenacious alloy.

b. Adhesive; viscous, glutinous; sticky.

1641 WILKINS Math. Afagick n. xii. (1648) 251 Provided,
that this oyl. .bee supposed of so close and tenacious sub-

stance, that may slowly evaporate. 1607 DRYDKN Virg.

Georg. iv. 58 Not Birdlime, or Idean Pitch,rjroduce A more
tenacious Mass of clammy Juice. 1784^ COWI>ER Task i.

216 Female feet, Too weak to struggle with tenacious clay.

1868 CARPENTER in Sci. Opinion 6 Jan. (1869) 174/2 The
bottom consisted of a bluish-white tenacious mud.

2. Holding fast or inclined to hold fast ; grasp-

ing hard ; clinging tightly.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tenacious, that holds fast, ..goodand
sure. 1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Mfd. Wks. Vocab., Tenacious,

holding or cleaving fast. 1800-14 CAMPBF.LI. I'oems, Chaitur

$ Windsor 4 Old oaks. .Whose gnarled roots, tenacious

and profound. 1869 TOZER Highl, Turkey I. 232 The pal-
luria. .is covered all over with tenacious hooked prickles.

3. Keeping a firm hold, retentive ^'something.
ci645HowELLic. (1650) II.ii.aThe Badger, .is said to be

so tenacious of his bite, that he will not give over his hold,

till hee feels his teeth meet. 1716 LEONI Albertfs Archil.

I. 27/1 The Fir .. is .. very dry, and very tetiacious of the

Glue. 1758 R. BROWN Compl. Farmer II. (1760) 23 All.,

are very tenacious of water on the surface.

4* fig. Strongly retaining or inclined to retain,

persist in, preserve, or maintain (a principle,

method, secret, etc.) ; holding persistently J of

memory, retentive. Const, of.

1640-1 LD. J. DIGBY.?/. in Ho. Coin. 9 Feb. 13 A man
tenatious of the liberty., of the subject. 1656 EARL MONU.
ir. BoccalinfsAdvts.fr. Parnass., The tenacious memory of

benefits received. 1657 JER. TAYLOR Disc. Friendship T 13

Free of his money and tenacious of a secret. 1708 ROWE
Royal Convert 1. 1, Tenacious of his Purpose once resolv'd.

1800 MAYOR Nat. Hist. (1811) 230 The frog is remarkably
tenacious of life. 1877 FROUDE .Short Stud. (1883) IV. I.

xii. 145 He had read largely, and his memory was extremely
tenacious. 1898 J. T. FOWLER Durham Cath. 63 So tena-

cious are boys of traditional terms.

5. Persistently continuing ; persistent; resolute;

perseveringly firm; obstinate, stubborn, perti-

nacious.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tenacious, . . also hard to be

moved, stiff necked. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. * Min.

Introd., The life U more tenacious in them, than in the

sanguineous. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 14 T 14.
He is

hot and dogmatical, quick in opposition and tenacious in

defence. 1861 STANLEY East. Ch. vi. (1869) 193 Tenacious

adherence to the ancient God of Light.

f 6. spec. Unwilling to part with or spend money
or the like

; close-fisted, niggardly. Also transf.

1616 DRYDEN Aurengzel-e \. i. 82 True love's a Miser ; so

tenacious grown, He weighs to the least grain of what s his

own. i68i-< J. SCOTT Chr. Life (174?) 111. Give me a

covetous, a niggardly and tenacious Man; I will return him

to thee liberal.

1 7. Persistently chary of or averse to any action.

(erroneous use.) Obs.



TENACIOUSLY.

1766 Cflittpl. Farmer s. v. Tttl'Ctvse, Mons. Le Cour, of

Leyden . . for many years was so tenacious of parting with

any of the roots.. that he caused them to be cut in pieces,
that lie might have the vanity to boast of being the only
person in Europe who was possessed of this flower. i8oz

MARIAN MOORE Lascclles I. 142 Since the adventure. . Mrs.
Carisbrooke had been very tenacious of being late on the

road. 1811 A". Cecil's ll'&s. I. 6y Mr. Cecil. .was tenacious
of being interrupted in his pursuits.

Tenaciously (t/najosli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY a

.]
Iii a tenacious manner ; with a strong hold;

persistently, stedfastly, stubbornly.
(11667 jER.TAYLOR-SVrw.yt>>- Year Ill.i. (1841) 352/2 Tore-

sent an error deeply,, .to remember it tenaciously, to repeat
it frequently, a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 250 Ocellus
Lucanus.. tenaciously asserted the Eternity of the World.

1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Anicr. I. n. in Columbus adhered

tenaciously to his original opinion. 1808 SCOTT in Lock-
liart (1837) I. i. 37 My memory.. seldom failed lo preserve
most tenaciously a favourite passage of poetry. 1882 A. W.
WARD Dickens i. 16 It is not surprising that.. the name
should have clung to him so tenaciously.

Tenaciousness (tthf-jmttt). [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] The quality of being tenacious ; tenacity.
1. = TEXACHY i.

1658 ROWLAND Motifefs Tlieat. his. 1069 Clammy stufle

that drawes like Bird-lime, which loseth not its tenacipus-
nesse by drinesse nor by moysture. 1794 SULLIVAN l-'icw

Nat. II. 44 The tenaciousness of their cohesion. .seem[sj to

prove them to consist of viscous parts.

2. = TENACITY 2.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 128 Fourthly and lastly, the Tena- I

ciousnesse ofselfe : I meane when she is put hard to it. 1669
W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 122 Solidity of judgement, and
tenaciousness of memory. 1786 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II.

!

78 What 1 learn of the temper of my countrymen and their
j

tenaciousness of money. 1860 All Year Round No. 43.
|

380 Extraordinary examples of tenaciousness of life.

Tenacity (t/nas-siti). [ad. rare L. tenacitas,
f. tenax, tenaci- tenacious : see -ACITV. So F.
tenacity (I4th c. in Godef. Compl.).] The quality
or property of being tenacious.
1. Cohesiveness, toughness ; viscosity, clamminess

(of a liquid) ; also, adhesive quality, stickiness.

1555 EDEN Decades 145 A certeyne .. iuise, whose sub-
staunce is of suche tenacitie and clamminesse, that it wyll
neuer weare awaye. 1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys. Mich.
ii. 41 Water, lo which Sope has given a Tenacity. 1718
QUINCY Co/lift. Disp. 3 For the same reason.. many light
Substances have such strong Cohesions or Tenacities. 1805-
17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 261 By tenacity is

understood, .thedifferent degrees of cohesion of the particles
of minerals. 1866 ROGERS Agric. ft Prices I. xxi. 538 No
doubt the bigness of the [plough-] shoe varied.. with the
lightness or tenacity of the soil.

2. The quality of retaining what is held, physically
or mentally; firmness of hold or attachment;
firmness of purpose, persistence, obstinacy.
1516 Pilfr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 175 Some whose tena-

citc tc hardnes is reptoued in this peticyon. 1682 SIR T.
BROWNE Chr. Mor. n. 5 The tenacity of Prejudice and
Prescription. 1704 PALEY Evid. i. i. (1817) 21 They clung
to this hope.. with more tenacity as their dangers or calami-
ties increased. 1823 Spirit Put. Jrnls. (1824) 492 They.,
began tugging him towards the door, he.. clinging to every
hold he made with astonishing tenacity. 1830 J. W.
CROKER in C. Papers 14 May, That tenacity of fife which
his family have constitutionally. 1878 LECKY Eng in
I&M C. \. iv. 552 The tenacity of the English bull-dog.

b. Retemiveness (of memory).
1814 SCOTT Wav. iii, A memory of uncommon tenacity.

1871 LLACKlK/Vwr Pliases I. 93 What animal when it has
learned anything can retain the lesson with equal tenacity?
to. Tendency to keep fast hold of money;

miserliness, niggardliness, parsimony. Oi'S.

1586 DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 32 Vnbridled lust
couetous tenacitie, prodigality, or detestable excesse. 1651HOBBES Lniath. n. xxix. 173 The passage of mony to the

i

pubhque Treasure obstructed, by the tenacity of the people
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tenacity, fast-keeping, sure hold-
ing, niggardlmesse, misery. 1706 in PHILLIPS.

Tenacle (te-nak'l). Now rare. [ad. L. tena-
culum holder : see below.]
1 1. //. Forceps, pincers, nippers; cf. next, I. Obs.

'

1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 308 pou schalt take vp be skyn
wi|> tenaclis, and putt in>in hoot iren boru? be hole of |>e !

fr. Chirurg. 15 b/2 Rounde pmsers or tenacles, to take
away the trepanede percelle of bone.
2. That by which a plant, a fruit, etc. is upheld

or supported: f a stalk, peduncle, or petiole (obs.) ; \

in pi. the organs by which some climbing plants I

attach themselves.

ll'-'fr^
01
-"?? ";

G dSr U on Pattad. 157 The furste
[kind of cherry] hath shorte tenacles v. stalkys. 1658 SIR TBROWNE Card Cyrus iv, Ivy, divided from the Toot wehave observed to live some years, by the cirrous parts com-
S2 y

T.
C "celvKl but as "=nacles and holdfasts unto it

So IRENCH Serai. Wcstm. Abb. xxvi. 305 We all know
the ivy. .casts out innumerable little arms and tenacles

by which it attaches and fastens itself.

', a I
holster or te like in which to hold the

attoi a standard or flag when borne. Obs.
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a tenacleVs. tenachej.
J.enaouil, obs. form of T'JNICLE
II Tenacwlum

(tfnarkiaiSm). Pl.-ula [moduses of L. tenaculum a holder, i ten-eri"to holt]1. burg. A species of forceps : see quots.

from the Forceps. 1857 DUNGLISON Mcd. Lex.. Tcnaculuin,

AssalinCs, . .consists ofa folceps, or double tenaculum. 1899

Syd. Soc. Le.r., Tenaciilitin, a variety of artery forceps for

arresting haemorrhage.
b. See quot. io'42.

1842 BRANDE Diet. Sc. etc., Tenacnlum, a surgical instru-

ment, consisting of a fine sharp-pointed hook, by which the
1 mouths of bleeding arteries are drawn out, so that in

j
operations they may be secured by ligaments. 1860 J. M.

i
CARNOCHAN Operat. Sttrg. 62 (Cent.) These [arterial

blanches] are difficult to tie, even when picked up by the

tenaculum.

2. Enlom. The abdominal process by which the

springing organ is retained in the Poduridx or

spring-tails.
1878 PACKARD Guide Stud. Insects 622 The Collembola

[are characterized] by their spring (clatcr), its holder

(tenaciilum) [etc.],

II Tenaille (If-, ten^-1). Forms : 6-8 tenaile, 7

tenal, 8-9 tenail, 7- tenaille. [F. tenaille

\ (tena'y) forceps (i2th c. in Godef. Conipl.), also

in Fortification as in sense 2 (i6th c. in Littre) =
I Pr. tenalhia,\i.tanaglia:'L.tenacula, pi. of tena-

culum holder : see prec.]
fl. //. Pincers, forceps: cf. prec., I. Obs.

1597 LOWE Chirurg. (1634) 98 To doe that operation, thou
shalt be meetest, and with smallest paine to be done, with
Tenals incisiues. 1727 Bradley's Fain. Diet. s.v. Crayfish,
They have forked Claws, in the Form of black Tenails, or
Pincers.

2. In Fortification, A small low work, consisting
of one or two re-entering angles (single or double

tenaille'), placed before the curtain between two
bastions. Tenaille of the place, the face of a
fortress: see FACE sb, 17.
1589 IVE

Forlif.-jj The defences in so small Forts as these
proceede chiefly, either of bulwarks, halfe bulwarks, and
tenailes [etc.]. 1677 R. BOYLE Treat. Art War 81 All sort of
Works by which the Camp is invironed, and shut up, as
Redoubts, Bastions, Ravelins, Forts, Tennailes, Hornworks
[etc.]. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 63. 4/2 They will fill up the
Ditch, in order to storm the Tenaile. 1886 N. L. WALTORD
Part. CcncralsGrt. Civ. Warz\i A second party of forty or
fifty men . . attacked a tenaille which by its fire flanked one of
the breaches.

II Tenaillon (tenarli/n). For/if. [F. tenaillon

(t/ma'yon) in same sense, f. tenaille (see prec.).]A work sometimes placed before each of the faces
of a ravelin, leaving the salient angle exposed.
1842 BRANDE Diet. Sc. etc., Tenaillon.. .Seldom adopted.

1845 STOCQUELER Handblt. Brit. India (1854) 287 On the
north side where Lally attacked, the bastion and demi-
bastion are detached and the works near the sea covered bya tenaillon. 1859 F. A. GRIFHTHS Artilt. Man. (1862) 262
LunettesanA Tenaillanszaz works (consisting of two faces)
constructed on each side of ravelins.

II Tenalia, sb. pi. Obs.rare. [med.L. tenalia

forceps (Du Cange), latinized from F. tenaille(s,
It. ianaglia.]
1. Pincers, forceps: = TENAILLE I.
In quot. for tearing the flesh.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 1119 Some they roasted,and some they put unto the Tenalia.
2. Forlif. = TENAILLE a.

1649 CROMWELL Let. 16 Sept., in Carlyle, Colonel Brandlydid with forty or fifty of his men very gallantly storm the
Jcnalia; for which he deserves the thanks of the Slate
Itid. 17 Sept., There wasa Tenalia lo flanker the south wall

Wi
r wn ' between Duleek Gate, and the corner Tower

Tenancy (te-nansi). [f. TENANT : see -ANCY ;

representing med.L. tenentia (1116 in Muratori
Anhquitates IX. (1776) 430), also tenanlia (c 1200
in Du Cange). Cf. OF. tenance (i 2th c. in Godef.).]The state or position of being a tenant

; the hold-
ing or occupation of lands, etc. ; tenure.
1. Law. A holding or possession of lands or tene-

ments, by any title of ownership.

1 '?3
' S

.

w 'NBU '!N
r
? Testaments 72 Besides this men married

lost their tenanc[i es by the curtesie, women their dowries
finally the prince hlmselfe lost the profits of the landes of
persons attainted. 1598 KITCHIN Courts Leet(i6i$) 484 The
J

er
pP ,Jr

sev
.

eral Tenancy. 1614 SEI.DEN Titles Hon.266 By the substance, I mean their being immediat
mancies of the Crown, or as we say in chief. 1766 BLACK-STONE Comm. II. xii. 194 As to the incidents attendinga tenancy in common. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) 1. 51 The

practice of creating manors or tenancies in gross was eflectu-

k ,

C
r

rt at
5
rst hdd thls"' be

"
a teMncy in corr^mon ; but afterwards upon good consideration it was ad-

judged to be a joint tenancy, for so it was implied.

,~r
' <JcctlP !"icy oflands or tenements under a lease.

(The ordinary current sense.) Also (contextually)the duration of a tenure
; the period during which

a tenement is held.

a'betsf A
RST Sc0' y

{"
anie V ! ' Tis a" one' for life to 1*a beast, A slaue, as haue a short term'd tenancie. 1817

^'th* ,
?

,

W N
r
'S
i
Prius (ed ' ' " 6" A notice to quit

T M"P current year of the tenancy. 1834"TINEAU Moral n. 75 Partnership tenantcies affect
erty bv rendering one tenant answerable

'
o

(,8 c:
l8?S Kt*"* '" w df" Law Landl. -

theastlearl'
9
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c
,

oun"es PaV for n guano used inast j ear but one ofthe tenancy. 1876 Dicuv Real Prop

TENANT.
v. i. 208 A tenancy at will is where the land is held bv
the tenant so long as lessor and less.ee please that the
tenancy should continue, attrib. 1906 Westni. Gaz. 30 July
5/2 Conspiring by false pretences to acquire several valu.
able tenancy agreements in various parts of London.
2. Occupation or enjoyment of, or residence in

any place, position, or condition.

1597-8 lip. HALL Sat. IV. ii. 124 Thine heyr, thine heyres
heyre, and his heire again,.. Shall climbeupto thechancell
pewes on high, And rule and raigne in their rich tenancie
1856 FROCDE Hist. Eng. I. v. 425 The queen was at Ampthilf
..having entered on her sad tenancy, .as soon as the place
had been evacuated by the gaudy hunting party, altrili

1903 IVestm. Gaz. 2 June 2/1 The district contract systemwas expanded into a district tenancy system, wherein the
whole of the business was conducted by the contractor.

1 3. That which is held by a tenant, a. A hold-

ing, a TENEMENT, b. A post or office; occupa-
tion, employment. Obs. rare.

'579 J- STUBBES Gaping Gulf I) iij, The greatest castelles
honors, and manors are but mesnalties or rather very
messuages and tenancyes paraual. 1580-1 Act 23 Elii. c 4Pane of the same Habytacions, Tenauncyes and Farmes
have byn reduced rather to pasturing of Cattell then to the
Maynlenaunce of Men of Service. Ibid., What Tenauncyesand Howses of Habitations be . . ruyned and decayed. 1597-8Pnc. Star Chamb. in Ribton-Turner Vagrants t rarr
(1887) 123 The said John Scripe had. .divided a Tenement
in Shordicb, into, or about seventeene Tenancies or dwell-
ings, . . inhabited by divers persons. 1670 BLOUNTLaw Diet
Tenancies (23 Eliz. c. * are Houses for Habitation, Tene'
ments, or places to live in, held of another.

Tenant (te-nant), sb. Forms : a. 4-6 tenaunt,
-aunte, -ante, Sc. -ente (4 //. -auns), 5 ten(e)-
awnte, -awunt, //. -aunee, 5-6 tennaunte, 6-7
-ant, -ent(e, 7 -ent, 7-8 tenent, 4- tenant. B.
Sf. and . dial. 4-6 tenand(e, 5 tennend, 5-6
-and, 6 tenaind. [a. F. tenant sb. (i2lh c. in

Godef.), orig. pr. pple. oitenir:]^. tenfre to hold.]
1. Law. One who holds or possesses lands or

tenements by any kind of title. (In English Law
implying a lord, of whom the tenant holds.)
[1292 BRITTON I. i. 13 En counteez et hundrez et en

Court de chescun fraunc tenaunt.] 1330 R. BRUNKF
A ?J {l8lo) '' Adelwolf of Westsex, after his fadere dede,

r'
re

5,
et

,'f *Vi parlement, his^ tenant! berto bede.

frendes,
=1. Wks.

. . i -.-.. .~viyve me into bere

i

SISWCI4S HoLLAND Howlal 609 An ilk scheld in that
place Thar tennend or man was. 1460 FORTP.SCUE Abs
f, Lint. Man. x. (1885) 134 By escheittes ber mey not so
muche lande fall to any man as to be kyng, by cause bat no

to the disheritmg of the right owner. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. 111.
iv. iv. 481 Where be thy Tenants, and thy followers ? 1607COWELL Interpr. (1672), Tenant or Tenent, . .one that holds
or possesses Lands or Tenements by any kind of Right be
it in Fee, for Life, Years, or at Will. 1766 BLACKSTONE
Comm. II. v. 59 The thing holden is therefore styled a tene-
merit, the possessors thereof tenants, and the manner of their

possession a tenure. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist (1876) II.
ix. 129 The military tenants were frequently called upon in
expeditions against Scotland, and last of all in that of 1640.
1845 POLSON Eng. Law in

Encycl. Melrop. II. 828/1 He
is called tenant [in fee simple] in virtue of the doctrine.,
which treats the king as the universal landlord a doctrine
so far recognised by our law, that in corporeal inheritances

:
.the tenant in fee simple is formally styled as being seised

in his demesne as offee.
b. With qualifications indicating the species of

tenure, the relation between lord and tenant, etc.,
as customary, kindly, mesne, several, sole, very
tenant : see the adjs. Also JOINT-TENANT ; tenant
in burgage, in capile, in chief, in common, by
courtesy, in dower, paravail, etc. : see these words,
and quots. here. Tenant through law of England= tenant by courtesy; tenant to the prxcipe, a
tenant against whom the writ prajcipe was brought,
being one to whom an entailed estate had been

granted by the owner in order that it might be
alienated by a recovery; see RECOVERY 4. See also
TENANT AT WILL.
a 1325 MS. Ra-.vl. B.jX} If. 17 b, pat is i-seid for women

holdmde in dowere, ant tenauns poru lawe of yngelonde.
1461 Rolls of Parlt. V. 485/2 The same halfendele ..

enjoye to hym, for terme of his lyf, as Tenaunt by the Cur-

test^. 1475 Ibid. VI. 149/1 That the said Maude have.,
actions by Writts of Dower, .. ayenst all persones Tenaunt
or Tenauntes of the Frehold. 1495 Ibid. 508/2 Discon-
tinuances made by Tenauntes in Dower. [1602 COKE
Reports in. Case a/Fines 88 Entant qu'il ne fuit tenant al

Precipe.) 1607 CowELL/^r/r.(i672), Tenantper Statute-
Merchant, that holds Land by vertue of a Statute forfeited
to him. . . Tenant in Frank-marriage . . , he that holds Lands
or Tenements by vertue of a Gift thereof made to him upon
Marriage between him and his Wife.. .Tenant by Elegit,
that holds by vertue of the Writ called an Elegit. Tenant
in Mortgage, that holds by means of a Mortgage. Tenant
ly the Verge in ancient Demesne . .

, is he that is admitted by
the Rod in a Court of ancient Demesne. Tenant by Copy
ofCourt-Roll, is one admitted Tenant of any Lands, &c.
within a Manner, which time out of mind have been demis-
able, according to the Custome of the Mannor. . . Tenant by
Charter, is he that holdeth by Feoffment in Writing, or
other Deed.. . Tenant in Chief, that holdeth of the King in

Right of his Crown. . . Very Tenant, that holds immediately
of his Lord. . . For if there be Lord, Mesne and Tenant, the
Tenant is very Tenant of the Mesne, but not to the Lord
above. . . There are also Joynt-tenants, that have equal



TENANT.
Right in Lands . . by vertue of one Title. . . Tenants in Com.
man, that have equal Right, but hold by divers Title-...
Sale tenant.., he tliat hath no other Joyned with him.
Several tenant is opposite to Joynt-tenant, or Tenants in
Common. Tenant al Prycipe is he against whom the Writ
Prxcipe is to be brought. . . Tenant in Demesne . . , is he that
holdelhtheDemeansofaMannorfora Rent without Service.
Tenant in Service . . ,is he that holdeth by Service. .. Tenant
by Execution.., that holds Land by vertue of an I

tion upon any Statute, Recognisance, &c, 1818 CRI.ISI;

Digest (ed. 2) V. 333 So that he could make a good tenant
to the prxcipe. 18*7 JAKMAN Pmvell's Devises (ed. 3) II.

1 13 It was held that the reversion in the settled lands p.r, <- t !,

although the wife was tenant for life, and the daught-T
tenant in tail, in those lands under the settlement. 1844
SIR J. STF.PHKN Eccl. Biog. (1850) 1. 26 And held them [their
crowns and mitres], .immediately.as tenants in capite^ from
the ONC legitimate representative of the great postle. 1863
H. Cox instit. i. iii. ii The right of all lenants-in-chief of
the Crown.. to be summoned to a common council uf the
realm.

2. One who holds a piece of land, a house, etc.,

by lease for a term of years or a set time. (The
ordinary current sense. Correlative of landlord?)
1377 LANGL. P, PI. B. xv. 305 To take of her tenauntz

more ban
treuth_ wolde. CtdoWYCUV.fr/. ll'its. 111.414

He begges not bis rent of bo lordis tenaunte, 1479-81 Rec.
St. Mary at Hill no Yevyn to ther tenauntes at the
Receyvyng of the Rentes, and in potacions amonge them..
xs. vd. 1513 KITZHERB. Huso. 123 Than shall hi* farme
be twyse so good in profyte to the tenaunt as it was before.

15*6 TINDALE Mark xii. a When tyme was come he sentt
to the tennauntes a servaunt that he mygbt of the tenauntes
receave of the frute of the vyneyarde. 1639 HORN & ROB.
Gate Lang. Vnl. xxxii. 386 He is a tenant, to whom house
and grounds, and hired farms are, for a certain rent, let out
to farm for a set time. 1770 yunitts Lett, xxxvi. (1820) 179
Like broken tenants, who have had warning to quit the

premises. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xvi, Of this chamber,
Nicholas became the tenant; and having. .paid the first

week's hire in advance [etc.]. Mod. (Title} The Law of
Landlord and Tenant.

3. transf. and/??. One who or that which inhabits
or occupies any place ; a denizen, inhabitant, occu-

pant, dweller.

1388 WVCLIF Job xix. 15 The tenauntis of myn hows, and
myn handmaydis hadden me as a straunger. i6oa SHAKS.
Ham. v. i. 50 That Frame [the gallows] outliues a thousand
Tenants. 1718-46 THOMSON Spring 788 While thus the
gentle tenants of the shade Indulge their purer loves. 1764
GOLDSM. Trav. 65 The shudd'rmg tenant of the frigid
zone. 1774 Nat. Hist. (1824) II. 327 One of the most
splendid tenants of the Mexican forests. 1799 CAMPBELL
Pleas. Hope i. 268 The dim-eyed tenant of the dungeon
gloom. 1827 SCOTT Highl. Widow v, As if sorrow, or even
deep thought, should as short a while as possible be the
tenant of the soldier's bosom. 1879 Daily News 27 Sept.
6/3 Tenants of our British waters. 1882 Daily Tel. 19 May,
Mr. Bettesworth was the incoming tenant [I. e. batsman], and,
after some slow play, the 50 went up.

4. attrib. and Comb. Simple attrib., as tenant-

holding (HOLDING vbl. sb. 3), -risk, -system ; ap-
positive, as tenant-cultivator, -farmer (hence
tenant-farming sb. and adj.), -occupier, -purchaser,
-soul \ also tenant-sted a. Sc.t occupied by a tenant.

See also TENANT-BIGHT.
1860 All Year Round No. 71. 485 Those down-trodden

vassals, the *tenant farmers. 1887 Edin. Rev. Oct. 301
In Rhflne..*tenant-farming is unprofitable. 1891 Daily
News ii Dec. 6/4 He came of a tenant farming race. 1591
in A. M'Kay Hist. Kilmarnock (1880) 359 We give and
grant all the *

tenant-holdings, free holdings [etc.]. 1906
Westm. Gaz. ^

Nov. 9/2 Entitled to be on the list as the
*tenant-occupier of a dwelling-house, being part of a house,
and such part being separately occupied. 1895 J. . RED-
MOND in iQ/A Cent. Dec. 913 The *tenant-purchasers have
been remarkably punctual in their payments. 1880 A.
ARNOLD Free Land 68 *Tenant-risk and the absence of

175

Hence Te-nanted ///. a., held by a tenant or

tenants, occupied ; Tenanting vbl. $b. and ///. a.

So Te'nanter, one who tenants, nn occupant.
'798 J. HIXKS /V///J 4,4 The little family of IUJJH-, '1 j,. :

young-ey'd tenanters of upplncu. 1886 rail Malt (,'.

22 Apr. 8/2 The immediate landlord of any tenanted estate.

1903 MORI.KV Gladstone I. ii. 38 An eager pilgrimage to the

newly tenanted grave of his hero.

Tenant, obs. form of TKNKNT, TKNO.V.

Tenantable O nantab'I), a, [f. TENANT v.
and sb. + -AHLK.]
1. Capable of being tenanted or inhabited ;

fit fur

*tenant-sted. 1906 Daily Chron. 13 Sept. 5/7 The canteen
ts run on the ""tenant system.

Tenant (te-nant), v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To hold as tenant, to be the tenant of

(lancl, a house, etc.) ; esp. to occupy, inhabit.

1634 HABINGTON Castara (Arb.) 125 To the cold humble
hermitage Not tenanted but by discoloured age. 1667
PRmxnCityfyC.Buitd. 34 Houses., without Tenants,decay
sooner than those which are Tenanted. 1711 STEELB Spect.
No. 107 F 5 The greatest Part of Sir Roger's Estate is

tenanted by Persons who have served himself or his Ances-
tors. 1795 SOUTHEY Vis. Maid of Orleans i. 96 Damsel,
look here! survey this house of death; O soon to tenant it.

1830 LYELL Princ. Geol, (1872) 1. 1. xiv. 300 Birds, quadru-
peds,

and reptiles, which tenanted the fertile region. 1855
TENNYSON Brook 222We bought the farm we tenanted before.

b. fig. To occupy, fill, take up (a space, etc.).

1670 J. NEWBURGH Qbserv. Cider in Evelyn Pomona 54 A
Barrel newly tenanted by small Beer. 1806-7 J- BERKSFORD
Miseries Hum. Life (1826) vi. x, A pair of boundless slip-

pers that have been tenanted by a thousand feet. 1873
Miss BROUGHTON Nancy II. 183 Alternate clouds and sun-
shine tenant the sky.
2. intr. To reside, dwell, live in. rare,

1650 WELDON Crt. fas. 1 133 Surely never so many brave
parts, and so base and abject a spirit tenanted together in

any one earthen Cottage. 1851 S. WARREN Lily <$ Bee 11.

190 A sparrow.. In yonder tree he tenanteth alone.

f 3. trans. To let out to a tenant or tenants, rare.

17*1 STRYFE Eccl. Mem. I. xvi. 123 Three acres more he
converted into a highway..; and the rest ne tenanted out.

1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. v. iii. (1869) II. 536 The lands in
America and the. West Indies, indeed, are in general not
tenanted nor leased out to farmers.

occupation.
"54* AV<r///;>rt'JF/#i(.Surlees)32 Ye same howse so to be

inayde tenandhable, 1576 in W. H. Turner ,SWr/. AY,.

Oxford (1880) 383 To leve yt repayred and tenaunteaMe.
1633 FORD Love's Sacr. iv. ii, A good tenantable and fer.
tile womb. 1753 HEKVEY Thcrou fy Asp. (175?) I. xii. 473

i It [the body] iskept in tenantable condition for the sou],
I 1849 DE QUIMCBV Eng, Mail Coach Wks. 1862 IV. 992 Tin;

j

only room tenantable l>y gentlemen. 185* HEARS* in Jrnt.
R. Agrie. Soc. Eng. XIII. i. 90 He therefore cannot keep
the property in tenantable repair.
2. [f. the sb.] Befitting a tenant, rare.

1856 H. UKOOMB Comtn. Common Law 15 A tenant. .is

bound to use a farm in a good and tenantable manner, and
according to the rules of good husbandry.
Hence Te*nantablene>s, tenantable condition.

17*7 in BAILEY vol. II.

Te nant at wi 11. Law. A tenant who holds
at the will or pleasure of the lessor. Also^f.
c 1500 Lic/tfield Gild Ord. (E.E.T.S.) 14 It is ordenyd that

..no tenaind at wyll shall make a tenand. 1598 Child-
Marriages 164 Acceptans of the said Robert Fletcher to be

i his tenaunte at will of the said shoo. 1628 COKE On Litt.

|
55 The lessee is called Tenant at will, because hee hath no

, certain nor sure estate, for the lessor may put him out at
what time it pleaseth him. 1746-7 H ERVBY Medit. (1818)27
Let us look upon ourselves only as ' tenants at will *; and
hold ourselves in perpetual readiness to depart at a moment's
warning. 1878 JEVONS Prim. Pol. Econ. x. 92 Tenants at
will have no inducement to improve their farms*

Tenantcy, erron. form of TENANCY.
Tenanting : see TENANT

z/., TENONING.
Te-nantism. nonce-wd. [f. TENANT sb. + -ISM,

after landlordism.] The principles and practice of

tenants; tenantry; the tenant interest collectively.
1880 Daily JVe^t'S 3 Nov. 5/6 Exacting 'landlordism * and

i recalcitrant
' tenantism

'

seem . . to have said their last word.

Tenantless (te-nantles), a. [f. as prec. +

-LESS.] Without a tenant or tenants ; untenanted,

unoccupied, empty, lit. and fig.

1591 SHAKS. Tioo Gent.v. iv. 8 Leaue not the Mansion so

j
longe Tenant-lesse, Lest growing^ ruinous, the building fall.

j

1814 GARY Dante, hif. xx. 85 Plying her arts, remain'a, and
lived, and left Her body tenantless. 1826 DISRAELI Viv.
Grey\i. ix. Is it true that all the houses.. are tenantless?

I 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 181 Also a desert lies this

region, a tenantless island.

b. Const, of: Untenanted by.
1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit, Past. H. ii. 46 Or haue the

Parcas.. Left some friends body tenantlesse of life? 1868

Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agrtc, (1869) 346 Streams hereto-
fore tenantless of fish are now well stocked artificially.

Te-nant-right. [f. TENANT sb, + RIGHT sb.]
In general sense, The right that a person has as a
tenant (of any kind). With special applications
varying in time and place, as a. the right of a

customary tenant : see quot. 1886; b. the right of
a tenant at will or for a term of years to compensa-
tion for unexhausted improvements : C. the right
of a tenant at will to sell his interest and goodwill
to the incoming tenant. Ulster tenant-right : see

quot. 1878.
154* Richmond Wills (Surtees) 27 Item I gyve and

bewheth mye hole tityll and tenandright off my bowse and
farmehold.., aftere my decesse, unto Thomas Borowe.
1596 Calr, Border Pap. II. 134 The said tenantes hould the
seuerall landes and tenementes aforesaid by a custumary
estate, which they call and claime to be, Tennant right.
i66< MANLEV Grotius* Low C, Warres 906 There is extant
a Charter, .which grants to the Earl of Holland, to possess
as his own Free-hold, what before he enjoy'd but by a kind
of Tenant-Right. 01734 NORTH Lives {1826} I. 289 In
Cumberland the people had joined in . .

, pretending a tenant-

right; which, there, is a customary estate, not unlike our

copyholds. 1778 Phil. Surv. S. Irel. 315 So it is with us,
where the present occupier is supposed to have a tenant-

right. 1851 SIR F. PALGKAVE Norm. <J- Eng. I. 519 The
tenant right of the beneficiary or feudal vassals. 1868 T.
HUGHES Sp. Ho, Com. in Morn. Star 13 Mar., Tenant right
was really an immemorial custom prevailing in a great
portion of Ireland, but unrecognised yet in courts of law. or
statute books, under which the ordinary tenant at will has

acquired the right of selling the succession to his holding.
1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. (1875) I. iii. 52 The practice of
careful husbandry demanded for the cultivator a tenant-

right in his allotment. 1878 JEVONS Print. Pol. Econ. x. 93
Tenant right, which consists in giving the tenant a right to
claim the value of any unexhausted improvements, which he

may have made in bis farm, if he be turned out of it. Ibid,,
Tenant right., has existed for a long time in the north
of Ireland, where it is called the Ulster tenant right. Anew
tenant there pays the old tenant a considerable sum ofmoney
for the privilege of getting a good farm with various im-

provements. 1880 LD. DUFFERIM in Times 4 Jan. (1881) 4/4
Under the Act of 1870, if the landlord buys up the tenant-

right of a farm, it is declared to be extinguished for

ever. 1886 H. HALL Soc. Eli*. Age App. i. 154 The
customary tenants enjoy (in 1583] the ancient custom called

tenant-right : namely,
' To have their messuages and tene-

TENANTRY.

Curing their liy *, ;..! after ihetr decw*e
to the eldest u*ues of their bodies Uwfullv
altnh. 1713

being C
mitunct.
Hence Te-nant-lighter (colloq,\ an advocate or

supporter of
tenant-right,

1865 Morn. .Star 13 M.,, ., Mr. Greer, you are aware, U
a great lenant-nghter, and in the palmy days of ihe league
lie occup; i

y |8W pa ,

t
Mail G. 4 <)u. 8/1 Recognized ;is a prominent represent**
live of his CUM in the North and ax a strong tenant-richter

Tenantry t< luntri . Forms: 4-SV.toneindri,
4-6 Sc. ten^njandry, -endry, 5-6 tenentry, <I
tenantry, [f. TKNANT sb. + -HY.]
1. The state or condition of being a tenant

; occu-
pancy as a tenant ; tenancy ; tenantship.
1391 in Kraser Lennox (1874) 11.43 Murthow..l mdow

nir in the barony of the Kedehall with the apportcnamU in

tenandry and in demayn. 1597 SKESR De verb. Sign. s. v.

Munus, The King may be thereby prejudged in bit ten.

nendrie, dewtie and service. 1606 WAKSKK Alb. Eng. xvi,
ciii. 406 To take the foyson I-ords haue skill, On 'J ainters

seUingTenentries,oftforExpencesill. 1846 J. BAXTER/./^.
/'met. Agric. (ed. 4) I. p. xxi, It was only by the tenantry
of the peaceful monks that the land was even tolerably
tilted. 1889 Cornh, Mag. Dec. 563 The Miss Tremenheeres
had almost come to an end of their tenantry at Kim Place.

2. Land held ofa superior ; land let out to tenants;

also, the profits of such land.

1385 in W Ret. Hist. AfSS. Comm. 410/1 Somonde at
the chef plazof the teneindri of Lytilton. 143867. Andrews
Regr. (Bann. Cl.) 430 Ovirmalga&k is fundin a tenandry in

yhour awyn court of be fornemmyt lordschip. c 1460
Oseney Regr. 20 With all churchis and chapells londis reniis
tenauntries and tithes possessions and other thynges to be
saide church ofseynte George perteynyng. 1584 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. III. 673 Thair said is tennendreis salbe annex t

to the Kingis Majesteis propirtie as his propir rent. 1597
SKUNK De Verb. Sign. s.v. Recognition. Lands.. annahed,
and sauld be them [heritably, to be balden of themsclucs
and their aires, ceasis to be

propertie to them, and becomes
tennendry immediately balden of them and their aires.

t b. The holding of a tenant ; a piece of land,
a dwelling-house, or the like, hem by a tenant
under the landlord. Also transf. Obs,
c \qtpGodstovj Regr. 140 Tolete tooony man the foresayde

tenantry ne no perte of hit with-owte speciall licence of be
foresayde abbesse. 1465 MARC. PASTON in /'. Lett. II. 176
Ther be dyvers of your tenantrys at Mauteby that had gret
ned for to be reparyed. 15*1 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp.,
Canterb.^ The wyndowes of the tenauntry in Doklane. 1518
TINDALE Obed. Chr. Man 50 b, Let Christen londlordes be
contente with their rent and olde custodies not. .lettinge ij.

or iij. tenauntryes vntooneman. i^j Act \ Edtv . f-'/,c. 389
Tenauntries cotages or other convenient howses to be lodged
in. 1613-14 Taxt Roll 20 Jan. in Glasgow Daily Herald
(1864) 24 Sept., Cruix&fie propertie and tennandrie, loolib.

C. A set of houses owned by tenants collectively.
1905 Westm. Gaz. 23 Aug. 8/3 It is here sought to prove

as a sound economical principle, .the collective ownership
of a house with individual responsibility. No one tenant
owns any distinct house in any

'

tenantry ', but the profits
that accrue from that particular

'

tenantry ', after the deduc-
tion of interest on the money, cost of repairs, &c., are shared
amongst the tenants.

3. spec. That part ofa manor or estate under com-
mon or open-field husbandry (Tusser's

*

champion
countrie ', Husb, Ixiii.) occupied by tenants, as dis-

tinct from the lord's demesne (as in Domesday
Survey,

'
terra in dominio* and '

terra in viUcnagio*}.

Hence, locally applied to the condition or system
of tenancy under open-field husbandry. See also

tenantry acre tfield\Jlockt land, in 5.
X7Q4 T. DAVIS Agric. Witts. 14 The abolition of common-

field husbandry (or as it is called in Wiltshire '

Tenantry ').

lbid. t Modern improvements . . cannot be adopted to any
extent, in lands lying in a state of tenantry. Ibid.) Tenantry
yard-lands (or customary tenements) . .are still subject to the

rights of common. 1844 LITTLF. in Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. Eng.
V. i. 178 Most of these commons arc now enclosed ;.. some
still remain in pasture, and the common field husbandry,
or *

tenantry ',
as it is called, is abolished.

4. The body of tenants on an estate or estates.

(Now the most usual sense.)
1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb, VH. 752 That they have

begger'd halfe their Tenantry. 1781 COWPEB Hope 252
Kind souls 1 to teach their tenantry to prize What they
themselves, without remorse, despise. 1868 MILL Eng. 4-

Irel. 37 Those landlords who are the least useful in Ire-

land, and on the worst terms with their tenantry. 1875
MRS. RANDOLPH H'. Hyacinth I. 46, 1 shall introduce you
to the tenantry as their future mistress.

b. trans/, A set of occupants or inhabitants.

1798 H. MELVILLE in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxix. 18

The tiny tenantry [of a drop of water] are carrying on their

usual concerns. 1880 E. KIRKE Garfield^ Under the sway
of terrestrial laws, winds blow, waters flow, and alt the
tenantries of the planet live and move.

5. attrib. and Comb.t as, in sense 3, tenantry atrc,

down, field, flock, landt road\ tenantry dinner,
a dinner given to the tenants on an estate.

1794 T. DAVIS Agric. Wilts. 61 In the common fields. .the

usual rule is, to allow one thousand sheep to fold what they
call a "tenantry acre (about three-fourths of a statute acre)

per night. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 9 Jan. 7/2 The 'tenantry
dinner. 1794 T. DAVIS Agric. Wilts, 58 The old custom of

the "tenantry fields of Wiltshire was., to give a year's fallow

previous to wheat. 1813 Ibid. Gloss., Tenantry Fields and
Downs, fields and downs in a state of commonage on the

ancient feudal system of copyhold tenancy. 1793 A. YOUNG

Agric. Sussex 69 A "tenantry flock [of sheep] (the joint



sb. Obs. rare.
[f. TEND z,.l]action or fact of tending ; aim, tendency.

The

TENANTSHIP.

property ofseveral people) belonging to the parish of Dentpn.
1833 W. D. COOPER Sussex Gloss. 65 note, The proportion
between the tenantryand the statute acre is very uncertain.

The 'tenantry land was divided first into laines, of several

acres in extent, with good roads, .between them; at right

iingles with these were formed .. 'tenantry roads,, .dividing
the laines into furlongs.

Tenantship (te-nSntJip). [f. TENANT s6.+

-SHIP.] The condition or position of a. tenant,-

tenancy, occupancy.
1883 A. WILDER in Max MfiUer/wtteiL 67 The tenure and

law of inheritance varies with the different native races, but

tenantship for a specific period seems to be the most common.
r88g T. GIFT Not for Night-time 127 He handed me the

key in token of my new tenantship. 1892 Daily Nezus

25 Mar. 4/8 To aim at the extension of tenantships as well

as that of peasant proprietorships.

t Te-nanty. Obs. [? erroneous form, or mispr.]
= TENANCY 3 a.

1612 DAVIES lyliy Irel., etc. 168 By the Irish Custome of

Gauellkinde, the inferiour Tennanties were partible amongst
nil the Males of the Sept. [1873 So quoted in MAINE Hist,
lust. vii. 185.)

Tenar, obs. variant of THENAB.

Tenasm(e, -asmus, obs. forms of TENESMUS.
t Tena-smon. Obs. rare. [a. obs. F. tenas-

tnon (isth c. in Godef.), f. med.L. tenastmis,

TENESMUS, q. v.]
= TENESMUS.

c 1425 tr. Ardtrne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 39 He shal fele

..akyng, stiiryng, and prikkyng, and tenasmon; bat is,

appetite of egestion. Ibid. 71 Tenasmon is a sekenez within
be lure bat inakeb f>e pacient for to desire purgyng of his
womb byneb-forb.

Tenaunt(e, obs. form of TENANT, TENON.
Tenax (le-nseks, tf-naeks), a. and sb. [a. L. tenax

tough .- see TENACIOUS.]
t A. adj. Tough, tenacious. Obs. rare~l

.

1603 TIMME Qucrsit. m. 1 44 The substance of sulphur., is

tenax & retentiue.

B. sb. A trade name of fine carded oakum used
as a surgical dressing (Billings).
1889 Athenxnm 31 Aug. 28^/r She. .made a pillow for the

back out of a piece of pink cambric stuffed with tenax [at

Ladysmith]. 1891 Scenes Life Nurse 20 Some tenax (a
kind of oakum) was lying with some other dressings on the
side table.

Tence, obs. form of TENSE.
Tench. 1

(ten/). Also 4-6 tenche, 5 tenych,
6 teyns(h)e. PI. tenches, collect, tench, [a.
OF. tenche (in Colgr. ; cf. Picard tenke in Godef.

Compl!), mod.F. tanche (isth c. in Littre) : late L.

1. A thick-bodied freshwater fish, Tinea vulgaris,
allied to the carp, inhabiting still and deep waters;
also, the flesh of this fish as food.

1390 Earl Derby's Exp. fCamden) 73 Pro tenches et
roches.., lilj scot, xij d. 1392 Itid. 155 Pro xij tench et xij
anguillis grossis, iijs. vjd. 1415 }'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker
614/24 Suclns, a tenche. Hid. 615/43 Teiigiagio, a tenche.
c 1440 Promf. Part'. 488/2 Tenche, fysche, tencha. 1483
Nottingham Rec. III. 240, ij grete eles and a grete tenche.
a 1552 LELAND /tin. V. 73 A pieati Poole wherin be good
Luces and Tenchis. 1633 WALTON An'ler ix. 175-6. 1787
HEST Angling (tA. 2) 49 The tench the fishes physician (so
called because his slime is said to be very healing to wounded
fishes). 1802 HINGLEY Anim. Biog. (1813) III. 80 Tench are
partial to foul and weedy waters. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling
iii. (1880) 86 The tench is a very curious fish in his habits.
2. attrib. and Comb., as tench-broth, -fishing;
tench-weed, a local name of pondweed.
1398 Kpularia I j, Halfe a pint of Pike or 'Tench bioth.

1888 GOODF. Anier. Fishes 419 The season for "Tench fishing
in Germany is from July to October, a 1825 FORBY I'oc.
E. Anglia, 'Tench-weed, a sort of pond-weed, having a
slime or mucilage about it. .. It is Potamogeton natans
t Tench *. Sc. Obs. rare. [a. Picard tenche,
OF. tence dispute (12th c. in Godef.), f. tender,
tencer to contend : pop. L. type *lentiare, ('.

lentus, pa. pple. of tendlre to stretch, strive, etc.]
(?) A taunt, reproach.
1513 DOUGLAS SEneis ix. Prol. 23 The ryall style, clepyt

lieroycall,..Suld be compilit but tenchis or voyd word
Tench 3

(ten/), slang. Abbreviation of detention,
penitentiary.
1850 Broad Arrow ii. 32 (Farmer) Prisoners' barracks,Mr us calls it Tench (Hobart Town Penitentiary). 1887HORSLEY Jottingsfr. Jail L 12,

'
I. .got remanded to the

tench (House of Detention). 1897 P. WARL-NG Tales Old
Klginil 143 We were all sent to a place called a tench and
theie we were signed off to Deferent masters.

t Tendon (te-nfan). Obs. Also -chon, -cyon.
[ad. OF. teuton, tenclion, tenson (i2th c.) a con-
test, a quarrel = Pr. tenso, It. tenzone, ad. L.
tension-em, f. tend-fre to stretch, strive, contend.]A

contention, dispute, quarrel.

.
M7

u
CA"ON Rccuyell (Sommer) 521 A grete strif or

tenchon [F. une lenc.on et debat] that is fallen betwene
"em. 1474 Chesse in. vi. (1883) 120 Hit happeth ofle

tymes that ther cometh of glotonye tencyons slryfs ryottes

hem\nwo\
4
li^,d

y
un''c'ions

That "*^ ^ surmounted

Te-n-city. Obs. rare~\ Literal translation
ol Or.

Ai/rawA.;, Decapolis, a district of Roman
;stme

comprising ten cities.

eet number from galilee.
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1635 MRQ. WORCESTER Cent. Inv. Ded. ii. (1663) A vij. The

taking off such Taxes or Burthens, .which, I dare say, is the

continual Tend of all your indefatigable pains.

Tend (tend), v. 1 Also 4-7 tende, (5 tenne).
Pa. t. and pple. tended (5 tende). [Aphetic form

of ATTEND v., ENTEND v., INTEND v., F. attenJrc,

entendre, which largely ran together in sense in

OF. and ME.]
fl. To turn one's ear, give auditory attention,

listen, hearken ;
- ATTEND v. I. a. intr. Obs.

13. . CursorAf. 2542 (Gott.) Abram.. all bad till himtendand
\Cott. tentand] be. 1340-70 Alisaundcr 7 Tend yee tytely

_. o ._,
'

,- c!-j . TJ ... ir;-.-.'- 1- L_

them good lyfe and longe That lysteneth to my songe, Or
tendeth to my tale. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. I. i. 8 Take in the

toppe-sale : Tend to th
1

Masters whistle. 1816 G. Mum
Clydesdale Minstr. 61 'Tend to my plaint, ye bonny lasses.

fb. trans. To turn one's ear to, listen to. Obs.

1340-70 Alisanndfr 997 Whan bis tale was tolde & tended
of all. 1340-70 Alex, ff Dind. 365 Tale tende we non bat

turneb to harme.

2. To turn the mind, attention, or energies ; to

apply oneself, a. intr. with to, unto : to attend to,

look after (a thing, business, etc.) ;
= ATTEND v.

2, 4. Obs. exc. dial.

13.. Cursor M. 255 (Gtitt.) Sum quat to bat thing to
tende [C. tent] pat hai bair mede may wid amende. 1330
R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 655 pat scheo tende to no
bynge elles. c 1380 Sir Fervmb. 5122 pe AmyraL.ne mijt
1105! tendy ber-to. c 1460 Play Sacram. 195 Ye owe tenderli
to tende me tylle. 1523-4 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 323 For
blowyng the Orgons and tendyng to the chirch euery
sonday, to haue ij d. 1901 Cornh. Mag. Nov. 678 Some
folks, .cassn't besatisfite wi* 'tendin* to their own [business].

1901 J. PRIOR Forest Folk ii. 14 To let me tend to the
commoners first.

t b. with inf. To turn one's attention, apply one-
self to do something ;

= ATTENDS. 4 d, INTEND v. 9.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14100 pey tenden

nought hem self to fende. 1340-70 Alex, tr Dind. 846 5e
tende nauht to tulye |>e erbe. 1623 WHITBOUKNE AV:c-
foundland 82 Three men may fetch a-land salt, and tend to
wash fish, and dry the same. 1682 BUNYAN Greatness Soul
Wks. 1853 I. 136 He could tend to do nothing but to find
out how to be clothed in purple and fine.linen, a 1688

Accept. Sacrif, ibid. 691 There is none else that either
understand or that can tend to hearken to Him. ..But now
the broken in heart can tend it.

c. trans. To attend to, mind (a thing) ;
= AT-

TEND v. 4, INTEND v. 12. Now rare.

1349 CHALONKR Erasm. on Folly O ij, How many princes
..dooe..onely tende theyr owne pleasure. 1594 BARNFIELD
Affect. Sheph. n. Ivi, Speake ill of no man, tend thine owne
affaires. 1630 JER. TAYLOR Holy Liviiigiv. 6 (1727) 224We rest aUo that we may tend holy duties. 1741-2 GRAY
Agrippina 7 To tend Her household cares, a woman's best
employment. 1847 HELPS Friends in C. I. i. Ii Your busi-
ness, .will be best tended in this way. 1866 Jut- KAVANACH
Sybil's Second Love i, Tending the fire.

3. trans. To apply oneself to the care and service
of (a person) ; now esp. to watch over and wait

Upon, to minister to (the aick or helpless) ;
=

ATTEND v . 6, INTEND v. 1 1 b.
c 1489 CAXTON Sottnes of Aymon xxv. 539, I . .praye you

that ye tende well my children. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. xviii.

520 Jeoly..had been sick for 3 months: in all which time I
tended him as carefully, as if he had been my Brother.
1712-14 POPE Rape Lock n. 91 Our humbler province is to
tend the Fair. 1722 Dr. FOE Plague (1840) 84 Nurses to
tend those that were sick. 1805 SCOTT Last Mimtr. L
Introd. ii, That they should tend the old man well,

b. To have the care and oversight of; to take

charge of, look after (a flock, herd, etc.) ;
= AT-

TEND v. 5. Said also (now dial, and U. S.") of a
shop, toll-gate, bridge, etc.

1313 BARCLAY Egloges iv. (1570) C iv, Nedes must a
Shepheard bestowe his whole labour In tending his flockes.
'593SHAKS. 3 lien. \'I,\\. v. 31 So many Houres, must I tend
my Flocke. _ 1602 ROWLANDS Tit Merrie 16 My Husband's

fed and ill tended among the Grampians. 1889 FARMER Diet.
Anier. s

; v., Shops, stores, and businesses of every descrip.
lion are in America tended and not kept,

C. To bestow attention upon, attend to ; esp. to

foster, cultivate (a plant, etc.) ;
to work or mind

(a pump, a machine, etc.).
1631 GOUGE God's Arrows in. 5 95. 367 By peace .. gardens,

vineyards, and other like fruitfull places (are) tended. 1667
MILTON P. L. ix. 206 Well may we labour still to dress This
Garden, still to tend Plant, Herb, and Flour. 1703 Lond.
Gaz. No. 3915/3 The Men., not being able to tend the
Pumps, she sunk. 1838 ARNOLD Hist. Rome I. xi. 203 This
Lucius Quinctius let his hair grow, and tended it carefully.
1863 KINGSLEY Here, x, He. .tended the graves hewn in
the living stone. 1883 S. Cox Expositions xxix. 386 Always
seeking to multiply the seed they sow and tend.
4. To wait upon as attendant or servant; to at-

tend on
; to escort, follow, or accompany for the

purpose of rendering service or giving assistance := ATTEND v. J. Now dial.
a.'4'5o Alexander 4534 Appollo with a quite swan is

paid him to tende. 1c 1300 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 418 It is
oidered .. that the new Mayor tenne the old Mayorat his owne
house and goe home with the sword before him. 1394 SHAKS
Rich. 1/1, iv. i. 93 Go thou to Richard, and good Angels
tend thee. a 1623 FLETCHER, etc. fair Maid Inn ll. ii, By
your leave, Sir, I'll tend my master, and instantly be with

TEND.

you. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) II. xii. 248 The man that
tended the carpenter had a great iron ladle in his hand
1888 ELWORTHY (K Somerset Word-Ht. s. v., A mason's
labourer always describes his work '

I do tend masons '.

b. intr. To attend on or upon; spec, to wait at
table ;

ATTEND v. 7 b, c. Also_/^.
1393 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, m. ii. 304 Three.fold Vengeance

tend vppn your steps. 1641 BEST Farm. Kits. (Surtees) 117The brtdegroome and the brides brothers or freinds tende
alt dinner. 1042 ROGERS Naaman 41 Not [to] expect till
Klisha tend upon him. 1722 DE FOE Plague (1840) 106

I I tend on them, to fetch things for them. 1818 MHS'
|

SHELLEY Frankcnst. i. (1865) 35, I loved to tend on her
1859 TENNYSON Enid 1772 And Enid tended on him there
5. trans. To give one's presence at (a meeting,

! ceremony, etc.) ;
= ATTEND v. 1 2. Now dial, and

U. S. Also intr. with f of (obs.), on
(dial.).

1460 Kolls o/Parll. V. 375/1 So that the seid Waulter
may tende dally of this youre Parlement, as his dute is to
doo. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 290 Cato said that
Scipio. .tended Plays, Comedies, and Wrestlings. 1801 H
MACNEILL Poet. H'ks. (1856) 220 (E.D.D.) Our lads are doine

j

little but tending the drill. 18.. Maj. Jones's Trav (Bart-

j

leu), Most ofthe passengers. . had been up to Augusta to tend
the convention. 1890 Dialect Notes I. i. 22 U. S One
'lends out on

'

church, 'tends out on' the public library
looi Eu G. HAYDEN Trav. Round our Vill. x. 168 I 'tends
church reg'lar 1

6. trans, f To wait for, await ; to look out for

expectantly; = ATTEND v. 13; also, to watch,
observe (obs.) ; in dial, use, to watch for and scare

! away (birds), = TENT .l 6.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. 3. 182 Then tend thy turne
when neighbors housen burne. 1669 STURMY Mariner's
Mag. n. xiv. 85 Tending the Sun until he be upon the
Meridian. 1673 BUNYAN Light in Darkn. 178 Now the
boul can tend to look about it, and thus consider with it self
1818 KEATS Endymion n. 185 By all the stars That tend thy
biddmg. 1873 Sussex Gloss, s. v., He goos to work rook-
tending, and he comes home of nights that hoarse that youcan t hardly hear him speak.
t b. atsol. or intr. To wait in expectation or

readiness; = ATTEND v. 16. Obs.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. iii. 83 The time inuites you, eoe

your seruants tend. Hid. iv. iii. 47 The Barke is readie
and the wmde at helpe, Th' Associates tend.
7. To have it in the mind as a purpose to do

something ;
= INTEND v. 18. (Cf. ATTEND v. IV.)

Obs. exc. dial. (After 1500 chiefly Sc.)
1340-70 A Ifx. ft Dind. 1128 Now tende we to louche

more of bis tale. 1300 Melusine 128 We tende & purpose
to gyue bataylle to the Sawdan. 1323 Sc. Acts "Jas. V
(1814) 11.293/2, I ncnirujit did hir grace ony harme.. nor
neuer tendis to do. 1380 Reg. Privy Council Scot. 1 1 1. 291
1 ending . . to be fugitive fra the law. a 1613 Cron. Erlis of
Ross (1850) 6 The sepulture of his fathers, qtihair he tendit
to be buryed. 1897 R. M. GILCHRIST Peakland Faggot 95
I m tendin' to do well for them. 1900 N. LLOYD Chronic
Loafer i. 13 [U. S.], I didn't 'tend to open it.

1 8. trans. To understand or apprehend (a matter,
a word, etc.) ;

= INTEND v. IV, ME. entende, F.
entendre. Obs.
f '37S Cursor M. 21803 (Fairf.i Qua-sim bis tale can beter

tende \Cott. a-tend] For cristis loue he hit amende, c 1430
HOLLAND Hovilat 434 The siluer in the samyn half, trewly
to tend, Is cleir corage in armes.

Hence Te-nding vbl. sb.l and///, a.; tending-
string, a leading-string; tending boy, a boy
employed to 'tend

'

or scare birds.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. i. v. 38 One of my fellowes. .almost
dead for breath.. Giue him tending, He brings great
newes. 1816 T. CHALMERS in Hanna Mem. (1849) '* iv.
81 The shrubbery, in absence of the tending hand, had
become a tangled wilderness. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. II.

73 The cowboy.. Leading tam'd cattle in their tending-
strings. 1863 DICKENS Mut. Fr. in. viii, In its tending of
the sick. 1898 Agric. Caz. 7 Mar. 276/3, I am dressing the
seed with tar, otherwise tending boys would be at a premium.
1909 Lady's Realm Feb. 466/1 The large log-house, .and
the tending slaves.

Tend (tend), z<.2 Forms: 6-7 tende, 6 Sc.

teind, 4- tend. See also TENT z/.s [In branch I,

a. F. tend-re (nth c.) : L. tendfre to stretch,
stretch out, extend, also intr. for tendere cursum,
gressum, passus, to direct one's course, one's steps,
to proceed in any direction. The main sense-de-

velopment took place in L. and F., and the Eng.
sense-groups II and III have been taken in at

different times, and not in logical order.]
I. To have a motion or disposition to move

towards, and derived senses. [
= OF. tendre

(nth c.), L. tendlre intr.]
1. intr. To direct one's course, make one's way,
move or proceed towards something, a. lit. of

persons or things in motion. Obs. or arch.

CI3SO Will. PalerxeijSi To me tended bei noujt, but tok

forj> here wey wilfulli to sum wildernesse. 1426 LYDG. De

29 i ending to ane utner place, A journay going evene day.
1667 MILTON P. L. I. 183 Thither let us tend From off the

tossing of these fiery waves. 1745 Paraphr. Sc. C/t. xxvn.

xi, As the Rains from Heaven distil Nor thither tend again.

b. Of a road, course, journey, series of things.
1374 Calr. Scott. Papers V. 9 Leith wes his port quhair-

unto his course teindit. 1703 MOXON Mcch. Exerc. 256
Arches.,whose Joints tend to the Center. 1863 HAWTHORNE
Our Old Home (1879) 64 A green lane, .tended towards a

square, gray tower. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thult xxv, Under-

standing that their voyage should tend in that direction.



TEND.

c. intr. To have a natural inclination to move

(in some direction). (Cf. 2, 3.)

1641 WILKINS Math. Maeick i. ii. (1648) 12 Whereby con-
densed bodies do of themselves tend downwards. 1711 POPE
Temp. I''aine 429 As weighty bodies to the centre tend. 1776
ADAM SMITH (('. ff. iv. vii.

(1869) II. 217 That part of the

capital .. which .. tended and inclined, if I may say so,
towards the Kast India trade. 18*8 HUTTON Course Math,
II. 140 The power or force in moving bodies, by which they
continually tend from their present places. 1834 MRS.
SOMUVILU Conae.r. Phys. Sc. xxxvii. (1849) 432 Ihougji
the stars in every region of the sky tend towards a point in

Hercules.

2. intr. Jig, To have a disposition to advance,

go on, come finally, or attain to (unto, tmvards)
some point in time, degree, quality, state, or other

non-material category ; to be drawn to or towards

in affection.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. 1. pr. vi. 17 (Camb. M S.) Remembres
thow. .whider bat the entensy[o]n of alle kynde tendeth?

CI440 Gestn Rom. Iv. 238 (Karl. MS.) Whcnne I saide |>at

ober was thi childe, bou tendeist al to him, and dispisidist
bat obere. 1538 E i.\of,Spccto . . , to behold, . . to tende to some
conclusion, 1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Corn'. HI. (1586)

127 b, Nature alwaies tendeth to the best. 1659 PEARSON
Creed (1839) no Towards the setting of the sun, when the I

light of the world was tending unto a night of darkness.

1776 BURKE Corr. (1844) II. 96 It is to this point nil

their speeches, writings, and intrigues of all sorts, tend.

1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 517 The trust being expressly
limited for life, the same did not tend to a perpetuity. 1893

J. A. HODGES Elem. Photogr. (1007) 157 Their use..cer-

tainly tends in the direction of uniformity.

b. Tending to, approaching (in quality, colour,

etc.) ; having a tendency to.

1600 HAKLUYT Voy. III. 51 A temperate aire rather tend-

ing to cold. 16x5 W. LAWSON Country Housrto. Gartf.

(1626) 18 A faire and broad leafe, in colour tending to a

greenish yellow.

3. intr. To have a specified result, if allowed to

act
;
to lead or conduce to some state or condition.

Const, to, rarely against.
1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Prov. x. 16 The labour of the righteous

tendeth to life. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 289 The place doth
not greatly tend vnto tranquillity. 17*9 LAW Serious C.

xxii. (1732) 441 [Not to] do anything to us, but what

certainly tended to our benefit. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2)

IV. 558 The register acts would tend much more to the

security ofpurchasers and mortgagees . . if it were established

[etc.]. 1847 HELPS Friends in C. I. iii. 34 To indulge in

despair as a habit.. manifestly tends against nature. 1868

FARRAR Silence ft V- ii. (1875) 35 We know that righteousness
tendeth to life.

b. To lead or conduce to some action, (a)

Const, to with noun of action.

1565 Keg. Privy Council Scot. I. 36 Tending to the

furthsetting of thair Majesteis autontie. 1651 HOBBES
Ltviath. ii. xxiii. 126 Other acts tending to the conserva-

tion of the Peace. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. xv. 422
Such declaration cannot now tend to the reformation of the

parties. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 484 None of

them said anything tending to his vindication. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. ii. 5. 82 The King's reforms tended directly

to the increase of the royal power.

(*) Const, to with inf.

1604 BACON Apol. Wks. 1879 I. 436 A sonnet directly

tending and alluding to draw on her Majesty's reconcile-

ment to my lord. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. iv, 10

It may further tend to clear the truth of the Scriptures.

1710 Land. Gaz. No. 4688/2 All the. .Warlike Preparations
..tended only to amuse the King of Sweden. \tooMed.

Jrnl. IV. 337 If they tend in the least to diminish the

sufferings of the child. 1851 CARPENTER Man. Phys. (ed. 2)

378 It tends to undergo a rapid and complete degeneration.

1870 M. ARNOLD Mixed Ess., Democr. 10 To live in a

society of equals tends . .to make a man's spirits expand.

4. ffaut. Of a ship at anchor : To swing round

with the turn of the tide or wind.

The ship begins to tend to leeward. 1818 WEBSTER, Tend. .

lo swing round an anchor, as a ship.

b. trans, (app. a causal use of prec. ; in quot.

1867, erroneously associated with TEND v. 1 6).

1794 Rigging fy Seamanship II. 300 To tend a ship for a

weather tide. The simplest way of tending a ship, is to

keep each tide to leeward of her anchor. 1815 BURNEY
Falconer's Diet. Marine 553/1 To Tmd..K to turn or

swing a ship round when at single anchor, or moored

by the head in a tide-way, at the beginning of the flood or

ebb Hid., To Tend a Ship with the Wind a few points

across the Tide. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word.bk., Tend, to

watch a vessel at anchor on the turn of a tide, and cast her

by the helm, and some sail if necessary, so as to keep the

cable clear of the anchor or turns out of her cables when
moored.

II. [= F. tendre.]

f 5. trans. To offer, proffer ; spec, in Law =

TENDER w.1 1. Obs.

1475 Rolls of Parlt, VI. 148/1 Uppon the same Travers

tended, or title shewed. 1483-4 Act i Rich. Ill, c. 6 t

The seid defendaunt..may. .tende an issue [F. de tendre

issue}, that the same contract. .was not. .made within the

feire tyme. is Act 21 Hen. VIII, c. 5 8 i Suche testa-

ment beyng laufully tended or offred to them to be proved.

b. To furnish, provide, supply ;
to reach or hand

(a thing) to some one. 06s. exc. dial.

1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 130 Dilligcnt in tending and

prouiding all things necessary. 1881 JAGO Cornwall Gloss.

s. v., One boy tended the stones as the other threw them at

the apples.
VOL. IX.
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f 6. intr. To extend, stretch, or reach (to a point,
or in a particular direction). Alsoyf^. Ol>s.

1604 K. G[RiMSTONt] D'Acostti's Hist. Indies \\. vi. 444
All the knowledge of the Chinois, tendcs only to reade and

write, and no farther. 1630 A'. Johnson"
1

* KiHgd. *t Couture.

223 That huge tract of Land, \vhich tendeth from Cape
Aguer, to Cape Guardafn. 1715 DE FOE Voy. round

fwrw(l84Q) MS The land tending to the west.

III. [Later senses from !'. tendre and L. tend?re.~\

t 7. trans. To stretch, make tense or taut ; to set

(a tin]), snare, etc.). Obs.

1646 H. LAWRENCE Comm. Angells 45 Their nets are

alwayes spread i they tende their snares alwayes. 1677
PLOT Oxfordsh. 289 The longer, or less tended, any string

is, the farther it moves. 1799, 1834 [see TENDRD///. a.-\.

t 8. To bend or direct (one s steps) : cf. L. temiere

gressum, passns, 06s.
1611 RICH Honest. Age (Percy Soc.) 17 Whether ill you

tend your steppes, a 1644 QUARLES Sot. Recant, ch. in. xx,
Both tend Their paces to the self-same Journies end.

1 0. To relate or refer to ; to concern, (trans.,

or intr. with to.} 06s.

1571 SIR R. LANE in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
I. 224, I have received your letter with a packet. ..The
matter which they do tend indeed requireth speed. 1576
FLEMING Panopt. Epist. 156 My taulke tendeth to matters
of such moment and weight. 1647 N. BACON Disc. G<n>t.

F.ng. l. Ixxi. (1739) 196 The rule foregoing tended only
to

Freemen and their Lands. 1654 MARVELL Corr. Wks.
(Grosart) II. IT Which I attributed to our dispatch, and
some other businesse tendinge thereto.

Hence Te-nding vol. si*.'*

1587 GOLDING De Mornay ii. (1592) 18 The whole worlde
and all things contayned therein, do by their tending vnto

vs, teach vs to tend vnto one alone. 1846 D. KING Lord's

Supper vi. 175 It is all outward in its tendings.
b. Kant. 1776 FALCONER Diet. Marine, Tending, the

movement by which a ship turns or swings round her anchor
in a tide-way, at the beginning of the flood or ebb. 1867
SMYTH Sailors Word-bit., Tending, the movement by which
a ship turns or swings round wnen at single anchor, or

moored by the head, at every change of tide or wind.

Tend, obs. f. TEIND so. and v., tithe ; earlier form

of TIND v. 06s., to kindle.

t Te-ndable, a. Obs. [f.
TEND v.* + -ABLE :

cf. suitable^ Ready to give attention ;
attentive.

c 1450 [implied in TENDABLY]. 1509 HAWES Joy/. Medit.

xxvii, Vnto our souerayne be meke and tendable. 1530
PALSGR. 327/1 Tendable, as one that dothe wayte well . .

entenlif. 1533 MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 943/2 Good sad

honeste vertuous wydowes, that wolde be tendable &
tender to sicke folke. 1547 BOORDE Brev. ofHealth Pref.

S Let euery person be tendable aboute theym [physicians]
and do as they shall commaunde them. 1654 GAYTON Pleas.

Notes iv. ii. 180 Wherein shee is very tendable, and handy.
So f Te'ndably adv., attentively, with care.

c 1450 in Aungier Sy&n (1840) 312 Eche of them schal

enforme suche as be assygned to them, .charitably and

tendably.

Tendance (te-ndans). Also 8-9 (improperly)
tendance. [Aphetic form of ATTENDANCE, or

sometimes f. TEND v. 1 + -ANCE.]
1. The attending to, or looking after, anything ;

tending, attention, care.

1573 TUSSKR Huso. (1878) 128 Hops dried in loft, aske

tendance oft. 1667 MILTON P. L. vin. 47 They at her

coming sprung And toucht by her fair tendance gladlier

grew. 1790 H. BOYD Ruins ofAthens, What cautiouscare

The propagation, tendence, nutriment Of this ethereal

seminary claim. 1835 TRENCH Justin Martyr, etc. (1862)

17 That by careful watering And earnest tendance we might
bring The bud, the blossom and the fruit. 1897 Scotsman
10 Nov. 8/4 The working and tendence of every machine
..should be reserved for its members.

b. The object of care or attention, rare'1
.

1645 MILTON Tetrach. i. Wks. 1851 IV. 153 Whether it

[loneliness] be a thing, or the want of somthing, I labour

not ; let it be their tendance, who have the art to be indus-

triously idle.

2. The bestowal of personal attention and care
;

ministration to the sick or weak.

1578 Chr. Prayers in Priv. Prayers (Parker Soc.) 544 That
I may not have need of so great strength, tendance, and

cunning. 1683 KENNETT tr. Erasrn, on Folly 42 How trouble,

some our tendance in the cradle. 1760-71 H.BROOKE Foolof
Qual. (1809) IV. 39 My.. affectionate tendance shall. .com-

pensate for my want of address. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan.
Der. Ixvi, His daughter's dutiful tendance,

b. Attendants collectively ;
train or retinue.

1607 SHAKS. Timon I. i. 80 All those. .Follow his strides,

his Lobbies fill with tendance. 1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles in.

vii, Now torch and menial tendance led Chieftain and

knight to bower and bed. 1868 GEO. ELIOT Sp. Gipsy i.

113, I shall send tendance as I pass, to bear This casket to

your chamber,

f3. Waiting in expectation. Obs.

1591 SPENSER M. Hubberdyfc Unhappie wight . . That doth

his life in so long tendance spend I

Tendance, obs. form of TENDENCE.

fTe-ndanoy. Obs. rare-1
. In 8 (improp.)

-ency. [f.
TEND vl + -AHOY.] Attention, care.

a 1774 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 86 Man. .may, indeed,

contrive machines that shall go a little way in performing
his works ;. .but then they require correcting, repairing, and

continual tendency.

Te'ndant, a. and sb. arch. Also 4 -aunt, 7

(improp.) -ent. [Aphetic f. ATTENDANT.]
A. adj. Attending, giving attention or service,

waiting (upon).
13.. Cursor M. 19034 (Gatt.) Thre hundreth men and

wiuis, pat desseli bath late and are par tendant to pe

TENDENCY.
.iposilisware. ^THEVISA ,

.vay u-ndauhl in a sijiiil but was Uleped demon.
'W Wum Alt. tag. vnl. xliii. (1612) 206 Henty llir

|.un whom the Scolch-Kin^ lendanl was. 1814
i knight Rode man)

a p;iv;c and armour-bearer bold.

B. sb. All attendant.

1586 DAY Kng. Secretary it. (1625) in A farre other end
and purpose, then of euery ordinary lendunl IM o
required. 1614 T. ADAMS Devil's Banquet 24 Great men
arc vnincrcifull to their TMi:mt\ Unit they may be ouer-
mercifull to their TendenU; Iliat streti.li them as fart as they
retch the others, 1631 VICAHS /Kneid IV. 114 Her tendants
saw her fal'n upon her sword.

Tendant, obs. f. TKNDEST a., tending.
Tende, obs. f. TEIND; var.TIND v.Obs., to kindle,
TINE i/.

1
,
to enclose.

Te'nded,///. .'
[f.

TEND v.i + -n>>.] At-
tended to, looked after, cared for.

1667 MILTON P. L. v. 32 Mark how spring Our tended
Plants. 1866 NEAI.K Sequences ff Hymns 82 Year by year,
the steeple-music O'er the tended graves shall pour.

t Te-nded, ///. c. 2 Obs. [f. TEND?.* 7 + -KD
t.]

Stretched ; taut, tense.

1799 YOUNG in Pkil. Trans. XC. 134 It may be
proved,

that every impulse is communicated along a tended chord
with an uniform velocity. 1834 MRS. SOMF.RVILLE Connex.

Phys. Sc. xvii. (1849) 164 A body vibrating near insulated

tended strings.

Tendence (te
-

ndc!ns). Now rare and literary.

Also 7-8 -anoe. [ad. med.L. tendentia (Bona-
ventura a 1274, Duns Scotus a 1308), f. L. tcnjcnt-

eni, pr. pple. oitendire: see TEND v.2 and -ENCK :

cf. F. tendance (i 2th c. in Godef. Compl.).]
= next.

1. TENDENCY i.

1617 SANDERSON Serm. I. 259 There shall appear . . a
direct tendance to the advancement of Gods glory. 1669
GALE Crt. Gentiles 1. 1. i. 7 The scope and tendence of this

Discourse is to Demonstrate, that [etc.]. 1714 R. FIDDIS
Pract. Disc. II. 219 Afflictions have, .a tendence to promote
our spiritual good. 1833 SARAH AUSTIN Charac. Goethe\\.

331 A melancholy proofof the modern realistic tendence.

1 2. = TENDENCY i b. Also/f. Obs.

1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xi. (1658) 116 These atoms.. are

forced from the complete effect of their tendance, by the

violence of the current. 1645 OWEN Two Catech. xii.

Wks. 1855 1. 482 note. The death that Christ underwent was
eternal in its own nature and tendence. 1698 TYSON in

Phil. Trans. XX. 118 The Tendence or Direction of the

Muscular Fibres of this Pair.

b. attrib. : tendence-writing, a writing with a

purpose (Ger. tendenz-schriff). Cf. TENDENCY 3.

1875 M . ARNOLD in Contemp. Rev. XXV. 068 Our Gospels
are more or less Tendcnz-Schriftcn, tenaence-writings,

writings to serve an aim or bent of their several authors.

Tendence, -ency, obs. ff. TENDANCE, -ANCY.

Tendencious, variant of TENDENTIOUS.

Tendency (te-ndensi). [f. as TENDENCE : see

-ENCY.]
1. The fact or quality of tending to something ; a

constant disposition to move or act in some direction

or toward some point, end, or purpose ; leaning,

inclination, bias, or bent toward some object,

effect, or result.

1618 T. SPENCER Logiclt 53 If any inquire how tendency..
can haue an actuall exercise vnto doing. 1671 FLAVEL
Fount. Life vii, He did not..do an Act.. but it had some

Tendency to promote the great Design of our Salvation.

1679 C. NESSE Antid. agst. Popery Ded. 6 Gods preva-
lent actings, in tendency to our deliverance, a 1680 BUTLER
Rem. (1759) II. 185 He seldom converses but with Men
of his own Tendency. 1710 J. CLARKE Rohault's Nat. PHI.

(1729) I. 80 A Body in Motion has always a Tendency
to describe that Line, which it would describe if it were
at liberty. 1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minnies Agric. 13 Sent.

an. 1774, Placed. .with their points tending forward, the

line of their tendency making an angle with the horizon

of about 45, 1806 A. HUNTER Culina (ed. 3) 104 Where
there is a gouty tendency, this dish must seldom be indulged
in. 1870 JEVONS Elem. Logic xxxi. 267 A tendency.. is a
cause which may or may not be counteracted. 1870 J. H.

to be the circle, though ever nearer fulfilment, never in

fact gets beyond a tendency.

fD. Movement or advance in the direction of

something ; a making toward something. Obs.

1654 2. COKE Logick A ij, As if the Donations of Heaven
were opposed, subordinated in mans tendency to Bliss and

Glory. 1661 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 2), Tendency..* going

forward, a making toward. 1711 BRADLEY I'hilts. Ace,

Wks. Nat. i Which time of their Tendency to Perfection I

shall., call the Time of their Growth.

c. Drift, trend, or aim of a discourse ; in recent

use, conscious or designed purpose of a story,

novel, or the like. (- Ger. tendenz.)

1731 BERKELEY Alciphr. n. J 21 Upon hearing this, and

other lectures of the same tendency. I7S JOHNSON Rambler
No. 153 T 2 My narrative has no other tendency than to

illustrate and corroborate your own observations. 1791

BURKE App. Whigs Wks. VI. 132 Neither can they shew any

thing in the general tendency and spirit of the whole work

unfavourable to a rational and generous spirit of liberty.

1831 HT. MARTINEAU Demerara. i. 12 The tendency of all he

said was to prove his own merits.

1 2. A relation to, or bearing upon something.

1651 BAXTIR Inf. Baft. 195 They will say that all their

obedience hath no other tendency to their salvation and final!

Absolution, but as meer signs.

3. attrib. Tendency drama, novel, story, one com.-
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TENDENT.

posed with an unexpressed but definite purpose.

[After Ger. tendttu-Jrama, -rowan, etc.]

1838 DK MORGAN Ess. Prehab. 23 They may all be referred

either lo that [assertion] just made, or to a tendency arsu-

nient of the same character. 1889 JACOBS &sop 206 The
Fable.. is a Moral Tendency- Beast-Droll. 1909 Cent. Diet.

Suppt., Tendency thcory..the theory of the Tubingen school

that the books of the New Testament . . were put together for

the purpose of upholding current opinions, and that they
thus have a '

tendency '.

Tendent (te-ndent), a. Now rare. Also 4-7

-ant, 6 -aunt. [a. OF. tendant, pr. pple. oi tendre

to stretch, to proceed: see TEND v?~\ Tending,

having a tendency (to or towards some end). 06s.

before i8th c. ; revived late in igth.
a 1340 HAMI'OLE Psalter iv. g It is tendant in til lastand-

nes and vnchaungeabile ioy. 1512 Hclyas it] Thorns Prose

Rom. 11828) III. 92 Tendaunt to the ende to take and holde

in his hande the said duchy. 1657 Dh'ine Lover 14 Wee. .

shal remayne vnable as not tendant towards our foresaid

end. 1900 STODDARD Evol. Eng. Novel 103 The historical

novel is magnetized history in which every fact is quiver-

ingly tendent toward some focal pole of unity.

Tendent, obs. var. TENDANT.

Tendential (tende-njal), a. [f. as next + -AL.]

Of the nature of, or characterized by having, a

tendency ; spec.
= next.

1889 J. M. ROBERTSON Ess. Crit. Method Pref. 3 A divi-

sion of thinking men into tendential parties, in each of

which there is a substantial agreement, resulting in different

degrees from bias, prejudice, and reasoning towards con-

sistency. 1904 Amer. Jrnl. Relig., etc. May 75 (Cent. D.,

Supp.) Deliverance, .from the power of those other tenden-

tiafideas against which he has been struggling.

Tendentious (tende-nfas), a. Also -cious.

fas if f. med.L. tendenti-a TENDENCY + -ous, after

G. ttndcmios.] Having a purposed tendency ; com-

posed or written with such a tendency or aim.

1900 T. DAVIDSON Hist. Educ. i. iv. 70 Xenophon's Cyro-

pxdia..\s a mere edifying, tendentious romance, intended

to recommend to the Athenians the Spartan type of educa-
tion. 1905 Times, Lit. Sitppl. 28 Jufy 239/2 He [Zimmer,
in 'Die Keltische Kirche J thinks that the legend of

St. Patrick was tendencious, springing up to support a special
ecclesiastical thesis. 1909 C. LOWE in Contemp. Rev. July
42 A false and tendencious account of what had taken place.

Tender (te-ndsj),^.
1 Also 5 -our. [f. TEND

z/.
1 + -EB !, or aphetic form of ATTENDEE.]
1. fOne who tends, or waits upon, another; an

attendant, nurse, ministrant (obs.) ; a waiter ; an as-

sistant to a builder or other skilled workman (dial.'}.
c 1470 HENRVSON Orpheus ff Eur. 20 The anseane and sad

wyse men of age Wer tendouris to sung and Insolent, To
mak bame in alt vertewis excellent. 1601 R. JOHNSON
Kingd. 9f Commiu. 139 Two hundred horsemen in Moscouie,
require three hundred packehorses, and so many tenders,
who must all be fedde.

1637^
BRIAN Pisse-Proph. iii. (1679)

25 Some nurse or tender of sick persons. 1683 TRYON Way
to Health 285 As Waiters, Tenders or Servitors to execute
and obey the Commands of the Spirit of the Lord, a 1825
FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Tender, a waiter at a public table,
or

place
of entertainment, c 1830 Glove. Farni Rep. n in

Lior. Usff. Knoivl., Huso. Ill, On the other rick there
are one or two builders, with a sufficiency of tenders to carry
on the work with expedition and efficiency. 1880 /K Corniv.
Gloss., Tendar, a waiter at an inn ; the guard of a train.

2. One who attends to, or has charge of, a

machine, a business, etc., as bar-tender (a barman),
bridge-tender, machine-tender ; now esp. U. S.

1825 J. NICHOLSON Offrat. Mechanical That the engine
tender may not be at a loss when to throw his machinery
into geer. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traitsv\. 107 The machines
..prove too much for their tenders. 1883 Daily News
16 Oct. 6/2 The bar tender [in U. S.].. demanded payment.
1897 RHOSCOMYL White Rose Arno 94

' Show thy brass then
',

said the bridge-tender. 1910 Times 18 May 10/2 Dissatis-
faction among the power-loom tenders at their scale of pay.
..The wages of the tenders, .were increased to 35*.
3. A ship or boat employed to attend a larger

one in various capacities, a. Originally, A vessel
commissioned to attend men-of-war, chiefly for

supplying provisions and munitions of war, also
for conveying intelligence, dispatches, etc. Now,
in the British Royal Navy, A vessel commissioned
to act (in any capacity) under the orders of another
vessel, her officers and crew being borne on the

ship's books of the latter (called the parent ship).
In current use the term includes torpedo-boats and torpedo-

boat destroyers. All the '

destroyers
'

of a flotilla are techni-
cally tenders of the depot-ship, although this exists merely
in order to carry stores for them, and the necessary staff for
doing their clerical work.
1675 Land. Gaz. No. 1054/2 Here are arrived five Dutch

Men of War, and four Tenders. 1710 Ibid. No. 4677/3
Yesterday . . came down hither her Majesty's Ship the Lyme
with the Star-Bomb and her Tender. 1732 LEDIARD Sethos
II. IX, 291 The greater seetn'd only to be the retinue or
tenders upon the less. 1772 Hist. Rochester 18 A tender
in the nver.. employed in pressing seamen. iSia SHELLEY
Let. to Miss Hitchener 10 Mar., A Magistrate, .gave him
',,?,r

tc
,

r tlve of 'he tender or of military servitude. 1808
'I" 1"1"'' Almanack 22 3/! Cockchafer, 2nd cl. gunboatTT

fW \ r\ ai

-"."lieu. . iui service in t
(Nore) Destroyer flotilla as tender to the St. George.

D. In general use, A small steamer used to carry
passengers, luggage, mails, goods, stores, etc., to or
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from a larger vessel (usually a liner), esp. when not

otherwise accessible from shore. Also, in U. S.,

a boat or ship attending on fishing or whaling ships,

to carry supplies to them, and to bring the fish, oil,

or whalebone, to the ports or landing-places.

1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxi. (1856) 162 It was wisely
determined by . . old Sir John that he would leave the Mary,
his tender of twelve tons. 1868 Daily News 20 July, As
the tender was puffing out to us in Queenstown Harbour.

1887 J. BALL Nat. in S. Attier. 28 To go on board a small

tender that lay alongside ofa half-ruined wharf. 1910 AGNES
WKSTON Life among Bluejackets $i, We waited at the Royal
Hotel, Plymouth, for the signal that the tender would

shortly put off.

C fig-
1700 CONGREVE Way of World n. v, Here she comes, i'

faith, full sail, with . . a shoal of fools for tenders. 1865 Even.
Standard 6 June, [A weekly newspaper) a tender to this

I peculating concern.. conducted upon tne same principle, or
' with the same lack of principle. 1889 Daily Nf.us 27 Dec.

2/3 They are jolly tars and . . have a couple of smart-looking
tenders [sweethearts] in tow.

4. A carriage specially constructed to carry fuel

and water for a locomotive engine, to the rear of

which it is attached.

1825 MACLARKN Railways^ note, A small waggon bearing
water and coals follows close behind the engine, and is called

the Tender, Le. the 'Attender'. 1878 F. S. WILLIAMS
Midi. Railvj. 662 The tender will hold 2320 gallons of

water, it has a coal space for 4 tons.

attrib. 1838 Civil Eng. f, Arch. Jrnl. 1. 134/1 The same
apparatus may be attached to the tender axles. 1894
Westm. Gaz, 6 Feb. 7/2 In the outrush of water from the

tender tank. 1897 Daily Nezvs l Sept. 2/2 He applied the
vacuum brake and the fireman the tender brake, but could
not stop the engine.
5. In specific technical uses : see quots.
1877 KNIGHT Did. Mech., Tender, .a small reservoir

attached to a mop, scrubber, or similar utensil. 1804
Northumbld. Gloss., Tender, in a pit, the former name for

a small rapper or signal rope.

Tender (te'ndsj), sb.t Also 6 tendre, tendour.

[f.
TENDER v.1] An act of tendering.

1. Law. A formal offer duly made by one party
to another.
Tender of amends, an offer of compensation by the de-

linquent party. Tender ofissue, a plea which in effect invites

the adverse party to join issue upon it.

1562-3 Act 5 Eliz. c. i 5 17 All suche persons shalbee

compellable to take the Othe upon the seconde Tender or
Offer of the same. 1647 HAMMOND Power of Keys iv. 60
This magisteriall affirmation having no tender or offer of

proof annext to it. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. i. 15 If
tender of amends is made before any action is brought.
1848 WHARTON Law Lex. s. v., A tender of satisfaction is

allowed to be made in most actions for money demands, ..

and a tender to one of several joint creditors is sufficient.

1872 Ibid. s. v. Amends, Tender (^Amends, is by particular
statutes made a defence in an action for a wrong.

b. spec. An offer of money, or the like, in dis-

charge of a debt or liability, esp. an offer which
thus fulfils the terms of the law and of the liability.
Plea of tender, a plea advanced by a defendant that he

has^ always been ready to pay and has tendered to the

plaintiff the amount due, which he now produces in court.

1542-3 Act 34 * 35 Hen. VIII, c. 2 2 The same Col-
lectour..as shall so make tendre of all suche money. 1544
tr. Littleton's Tenures (1574) 70 Where such lawefull
tender of the money is made. 1817 W. SELWYN Law Nisi
Pris (ed. 4) II. 966 The defendant pleaded non-assumpsit
as to all except 3/., and as to that a tender. 1863 A. J.
HOKWOOD Yearbks. 30 ij- 31 Edw. [, Pref. 26 note, The
reason for the tender of the demy-mark in a writ of right.
1883 Wharton's Law Lex. s. v., By the Coinage Act, 1870. .,
it is provided that a tender of payment of money, if made
in coins legally issued by the Mint . .shall be a legal tender.

2. gen. An offer of anything for acceptance.
*577 HARRISON England Pref., I dare presume to make

tendour of the protection thereofvnto your Lordships hands.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. iii. ico O. He hath my Lord of late
made many tenders Of his affection to me. P.. .Doe you
beleeue his tenders, as you call them? 1761-2 HUME
Hist. Eng. (1806) V. Ixxi. 286 (He) made a tender of his
sword and purse to the prince of Orange. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 287 They had not yet been put into
possession of the royal authority by a formal tender and a
Formal acceptance. 1871 R. ELLIS tr. Catullus 1. 6 Tenders
jocular o'er the merry wine-cup.
3. Comm. An offer made in writing by one party

to another (usually to a public body) to execute,
at an inclusive price or uniform rate, an order for
the supply or purchase of goods, or for the execu-
tion of work, the details of which have been sub-

mitted, often through the public press, by the
second party.
1666 PEPYS Diary 14 July, The business of Captain Cocke's

tender of hempe. 1691 Land. Gaz. No. 2636/3 The Principal
Officers and Commissioners of Their Majesties Navy,, .will
. . be ready to receive any Tenders . .

,
and to Treat and Con-

tract with the Tenderers thereof. 1851 MAYHEW Lend.
Labour I. 291/2 The privilege.. is disposed of by tender.
l8S8 ROGERS Pol. Econ. xxiii. (1876) 312 The Government.,
may fix the sum and invite tenders for the lowest amount of
interest at which borrowers will be willing to make the loan.
1882 Statist X. 485 The lowest tender was accepted.
4. (esp. legal, lawful, or common tender.) Money

or other things that may be legally tendered or
offered in payment ; currency prescribed by law as
that in which payment may be made.
In the British Isles, current bronze and silver coins are

legal tender for sums not exceeding one shilling and forty
shillings respectively ; current gold coins are legal tender

TENDER.
for any amount. Bank of England notes are legal tender
(except by the IJank of Kng.) in Kngland and Wales only.
1740 W. DOUGLASS Disc. Curr. Brit. Plant. Amer. 20

France never made their State Bills a common Tender.
1765 T. HLTCHINSON Hist, Mass. I. i. 27 Indian corn, .was
made a tender in discharge of all debt. 1777 Jrnls. Auter.
Congress 14 June, Recommended . . to pass laws to make the
bills of credit, issued by the Congress, a lawful tender, in

payments of public and private debts. 1838-42 ARNOLD
Hist. Rome II. xxvii. 73 Land and caltle became legal
tender at a certain fixed rate of value. 1866 CRUMP Banking
iv. 95 A cheque is not a legal tender, and for that reason

maybe objected to. 1883 GM.MOLR Mongols xxxii. 369 In

Urga, brick tea and. silver are the common tenders.

Tender (te'ndaj), a. (adv.) and sb.'& Forms:

3-6 tendre, 4- tender; also 4 teyndir, 4-5
tendyr, -ere, 4-6 (chiefly St.) -ir, 5 -ire, -ur(e.

[a. F. tendre (i ith c.)
- Pr. ienre^ tendre

t Sp. tierno,

Pg. tenro^ It. tenero'.L. tener-um (nom. tencr]
tender, delicate.]
A. adj. I. Literal and physical senses.

1. Soft or delicate in texture or consistence;

yielding easily to force or pressure ; fragile ; easily

broken, divided, compressed, or injured ; of food,

easily masticated, succulent. f Tender bread
',

newly baked bread (obs.).
Formerly (and still dial.) used in wide sense as a synonym

of so/I (e. g. of stone or coal).
a 1225 Ancr. R. 114 Vor his fleschs was al cwic ase is be

tendre eien. a 1300 Cursor M. 18844 (Colt.) Forked fair fie
chin he bare And tender berd wit mikel hare. 13. . . E.
Allit. P. B. 630 A calf, .pat watz tender & not toje. 13..
Coer de L. 3413 Eet theroff. .As it wer a tendyr chycke.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. xxxiii. 150 pe tendre erthe was remowed
fra his place and bare become a valay, and be hard erthe
habade still. 14*9 tr. Secreta Secret.^ Priv. Priv. 247
Tendyr brede makyd of the floure of Whete. a xjoo Sir

being sodin,. .is maist tendir. 1650 BULWER Anthropowet.

very freely, but is often lost when struck, his mouth being
very tender. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 272 Moorstone
. . being a tender kind of stone in respect to the union of its

component parts. 1833 LYELL Princ. Gfol. II, 281 Many
tender and fragile shells. 1881 BINNS Guide Wore, Porce-
lain IVks. (1883) 24 The ware up to this point.. is most
tender, and can only be handled with the greatest care.

fis- c X3W CHAUCER Merck. T. 946, I haue . . a spule for to

kepe . . and also myn honour And ofmy wyfhod, thilke tendre
flour. 1700 STEELE & SWIFT Tatlcr'No. 67 P 12 There is

Nothing of so tender a Nature as the Reputation and Con-
duct of Ladies.

b. Of the ground : Soft with moisture ; easily

giving way beneath the feet ; 'rotten', dial.

1789 Trans. Sac. Arts VII. 68 Some of the lands are so

tender, that a board or patten . . is fixed to each foot of every
horse. 1904 Eng. Dial, Diet, s. v. (Warwick), Behand
Spetchley the roads was very tender.

O. Tenderporcelain : soft porcelain ;
see quots.

1839 URE Diet, Arts 1021 There are two species of porce-
lain . . ; the one is called hard, and the other tender. Ibid,
1022 Tender porcelain, styled also vitreous porcelain . .

always consists of a vitreous frit, rendered opaque and less

fusible by the addition of a calcareous and marly clay.
1884 KNIGHT Diet, Meek. Suppl., Tender porcelain^ a soft

body porcelain made in Europe.

1 2. Frail, thin, fine, slender. Obs. rare.

1390 GOWEH Con/. III. 52 The happes over mannes bed
Ben honged with a tendre thred. 1703 MOXON Meek.
Exerc. 208 That . . it draw not the thin and tender Blade of
the Hook into it.

II. Transferred from I.

3. Of weak or delicate constitution
; not strong,

hardy, or robust ; unable or unaccustomed to endure

hardship, fatigue, or the like; delicately reared,
effeminate.
a 1225 Ancr, R. 112 Codes fleschs. .bet was inumen of J?e

tendre meidene. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6441 Nonbyleued
nere, Bote b tueye jonge sones, bat so feble & tendre were.

1340 Ayenb. 31 pou ne milt na?t do be greate penonces. pou
art to tendre. 138* WVCLIF Deut. xxvili. 56 A tendre
womman and a delicate. 1484 CAXTON Fables of SEsop
v. x, I shalle not etc the, For thow sholdest hurte my tendre
stomak. 1535 COVERDALE Susanna 31 Now Susanna was
a tender person, and maruelous fayre of face. 1551 HULOET,
Tender man not able to indure hardnes, effxminatiis. a 1627
MIDDLETON More Dissemblers HI. i, A tender, puling, nice,

chitty-fac'd squal 'tis. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 395 To stoop
and kiss the tender little thumb, That crost the trencher as
she laid it down.

b. Of animals or plants: Delicate, easily injured

by severe weather or unfavourable conditions ; not

hardy ; needing protection. Cf. HARDY a. 4b.
16x4 MAKKHAM Cheap Ilitsb. vn. xvii. (1668) 121 Turkies

when they are young are very tender to bring up. 1657
AUSTEN Fruit Trees i. 56 The May-Cherries are tender,
the Trees must be set in a warm

place. 1791 E. DARWIN
Bot. Card. i. Note xiv. 27 The bulbs.. are found in the

perennial herbaceous plants which are too tender to bear
the cold of the winter. 1796 C. MARSHALL Garden, xii.

(1813) 161 Fig trees will mostly survive hard winters, when
in standards,, .though shoots trained to a wall are tenderer.

C. dial. In delicate health, weakly, frail.

1645 R. BAILLIE Let. to G. Young 8 July, Mr. Hender-
son is much tenderer than he wont. 1747 WESLKV Prim.

Physic (1762) p. xviii, Tender People should have those

..who are much about them sound and healthy. 1818
SCOTT Hrt. Midi, v, I had been tender a' the simmer, and
scarce ower the door o' my room for twal weeks. 1864 Ln.



TENDER.
HOUCHTON </. in Li/c (iBgi) 11. 124 It keeps me rather
tender and nervous.

4. Having the weakness and delicacy of youth;
not strengthened by age or experience; youthful,
immature. Chiefly in phrases lender age, years
(also f tender of'age].
c 1330 R. BRUNNK Chron. (1810) 252 He was tendre & ^ing.

13.. E. E. Alltt. P. A. 412, I watz ful $ong & tender of
a^e. 1454 Rolls ofParlt, V. 242/1 An Acte ma.!.- in the
tendre age of the Kyng. 1530 UIHLE (Great) C.cn. xxxiii. 13

1586 Let. Earle Leicester 8 Infected with Poperie from her
tender youth. 2610 HOLLAND Caniden's Brit. (1637) 250 He
departed this life in his tender yeares. 173* BERKELEY
Alcifihr. i. 5 Early instruction instilled into our tender
minds. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xix. 3 (1862) 332
The great evil of imprisoning boys and girls of a tender age.
5. In reference to colour or light (rarely, sound) :

Of fine or delicate quality or nature
; soft, sub-

dued ; not deep, strong, or glaring.
1503 DUNBAR Thistle ff Rose 50 The purpour sone, with

tendir bemys reid. c 1694 PKIOR Celia to Damon 67 The
tender accents of a woman's cry Will pass unheard. 1754
GRAY Pleasure 8 April . . Scatters his freshest, tender. ,st

green, 1812 J. WILSON lsleofPalms\. 19 A zone of dim and
tender light. 1894 FENN In Alpine Valley I. 42 The tender
green of the young ferns.

0. Of things immaterial, subjects, topics, etc. :

Easy to be injured by tactless treatment ; needing
cautious or delicate handling; delicate, ticklish.

162$ BACON Ess.
t Cunning (Arb.) 437 In Things, that are

tender and vnpleasing, it is good to breake the Ice, by some
whose Words are of lesse weignt. 1647 N. BACON Disc.
Govt. En?, i. vi. (1739) 14 The times were too tender to endure
them to be declarative on either part. 1725 DE FOE Voy.
round Wortd (tyo) 325 They considered not.. upon what
tender and ticklish terms their navigation stood. 1821 SCOTT
Kenilw. xi, Fearful of touching upon a topic too tender to
be tampered with.

III. Tender toward or in regard to others.

7. Of an action or instrument : Not forcible or

rough ; gentle, soft
; acting or touching gently.

1340-70 Alex. 9f Dind. 952 In tendere touchinge of Jring& tastinge of swete. 1592 SHAKS. Ven. <$ Ad. 353 Her
other tender hand his faire cheeke feeles: His tendrer
cheeke, receiues her soft hands print. i6oa MARSTON An*
tonio's Rev. m. i, I presse you softly with a tender foote.
a 1628 PRESTON Breastpl. Faith (1630) 128 The smoking
Flax, he did blow with a tender breath to kindle it more,
hee dealt not roughly with it. 1833 COLERIDGE Table-t.

30 Aug., The more exquisite and delicate a flower of joy,
the tenderer must be the hand that plucks it.

fb. Easy; not '
hard

'

or difficult. Obs. rare'*-.
13. . Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 2436 How tender hit is to entyse

teches of fylbe.

8. Of persons, their feelings, or the expression of
these : Characterized by, exhibiting, or expressing
delicacy of feeling or susceptibility to the gentle
emotions; kind, loving, gentle, mild, affectionate.
The tender passion or sentiment, sexual love.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24245 (Cott.) Mi suet moder, tender of

hert. c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints vi. (Thomas) 444 Synciane, bat
wes vorthy, & tendir frende to mygdony. c 1420 Brut 346
He kept pat office but iiij wokis, because he was so tendir
and gentill vn.to be cetezens of London. 1534 MORE Treat.
AtfflMlWfa. 1273/1 The wily wrech perceiued.. the tender

my^nde that the man had to hys make. 1535 COVERDALE Ps.
xxiv. Ixx v.] 6 Call to remembrance, O Lorde, thy tender
mercies & thy louing kindnesses. 1576 in Feutllerat Revels
Q. Eltz. (1908) 416 In tendre consideracion wherof may yt
please your honour. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent.

p. cxxiii, Seamen . . are entituled to a more tender Protection
from the Crown than other Subjects are. 1775 SHERIDAN
Duenna i. iii, I delight in the tender passions. 1848
THACKERAY Van. Fair xxxvii, His little sisters, in whose
welfare shestill took the tenderest interest. \96jAthenafutn
20 July 77/2 The rivalry of the class-room is unfavourable
to the tender sentiment.

-f-b. transf. That is the object of tender feeling;

tenderly loved ; dear, beloved, precious. Obs.
c 1430 HOLLAND Hoivlat 439 As his tenderest and deir In

his maist misteir. 1485 Sc. Acts Jas. Iff (1814) II. 171/1
His1 hienes has diners tymez..maid suppHcacioun. .for be

promocioun of his tendir clerk & consalour. 1591 SHAKS.
Two Gent. v. iv. 37 How I loue Valentine, Whose life's as. .

tender to me as my soule. 1611 BIBLE Prov. iv. 3 Tender
and onely beloued in the sight of my mother [Covi-iKu.

tenderly beloved of my mother],

f c. Sc. Nearly related, akin ; esp. in phrase
tetider of blood. Obs.

1508 DUNBAR Poems vii. 15 Welcum our tendir blude of
hie parage. 1565 Q. MARY in Keith Hist. (1734) App. 103
Lady Margaret Countes of Lennox, being alswa sa tendir

of Blude to hir Majestic. 1630-56 SIR R. GORDON Hist.
Earls Sutherlaitd{ifa$ 125 One who wes so tender of kinred
and blood to him.

0. Tender of (for, on behalf oj\ etc.) : Careful of

the welfare of ; careful to preserve from harm or

injury ; considerate of, thoughtful for ; fond of.

ciios St. Kenelm 136 in E. E. P. (1862) 51 His norice..

Tendre was of bis child, for heo him hadde deorest ibo?t.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 905 Whar-to ban es man..Swa
tendre of his vile body? a 1400-50 Alexander 3317 Be
tendire of my kni}tis. 1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 33
Then should all Capitaines. .be tender ouer their poore
wairiours and base Soldiours. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn.
i. iii. 10 Some person, tender on the behalf of philosophy,

reproved Aristlppus. 1642 Declar. Lards fy Coin, in Rushw.
Hist. Coll. ( 1721) V. 45 The Priviledges of Parliament, which
the Contrivers.. seem to be so tender of. 1709 SWIFT Vind.

Bickcrstaff? i, I am too tender of his reputation to publish

179

them. 178? BL-RKE AJfairs India Wks. XI. 334 Mr. Harwell
..ought to nave been tender for his honour. i86fc
yW. /.">. x\ii. (1876) 240 So tender is the leg^latun: of |,i>,

Interest.

b. Solicitous or careful to avoid or prevent
something ; chary of\ scrupulous, cautious, cir-

cumspect ; reluctant, loth. Const,
of,

in.

1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. En%. \\. xxvu. (1739) 120 He
was tender of the least diminution of hi-, Honour. 1656
IMS KIT /;>/-. Anibass. 41, I was tender in taking any course
without liis Lordship's direct ions. 1667 PF.PYS /?/Viry a8 Oct.,
I confess, I am sorry to find him so tender of appearing.
17*9 LAW Serious C. xxiii. (1732) 478 Very tender in

censuring and condemning oilier people. 1840 LAIY C.
Butv Hist. Flirt xix, Her heart sliould be tender of ridi-
culing their suffering.
IV. Easily aftected, sensitive.

1O. Sensitive to, or easily affected by, external

physical forces or impressions; spec, f*- Having
a delicate or finely sensitive perception of smell.
C 1410, 1 700 [see tender-nosed in. C.], 1445 tr. Clandian in

Angli* XXVIII. 277 As blode houndys with her tendir
nose tel thingis or thei appiere. 1593 SHAKS. Lvcr. 695
Looke as the full-fed Hound, or gorged Hawke, Vnapt for
tender smell, or speedie flight.

b. Sensitive in relation to bodily feeling or touch.
c 1600 SHAKS. Sott.c\\\. 6, I doe not loue thee with mine

eyes. ..Nor are_ mine eares with thy toungs tune delighted,
Nor tender feeling to base touches prone. 1715 DESAGULIEHS
Fires Impr.41 The difference between the Action of Cold
Air upon animate and tender, or inanimate and insensible
Bodies.

C. spec. Acutely sensitive to pain ; painful when
touched

; easily hurt.

[16x3 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, ii. ii. 144 But Conscience, Con-
science ; O 'tis a tender place, and I must leaue her.]
1709 [implied in TENDERNESS 3]. 1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 159
The tumor being hard, and very tender. 1898 Alloutt's
Syst. Med. V. 749 The skin over the pericardium was tender
and sensitive.

fd. Of scales for weighing : Delicate, sensitive.

1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 232 If I had had., tender Scales.

e. Of a ship : Leaning over too easily under

sail-pressure; crank, not 'stiff'.

1711 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 190 The ship.. was leaky
and tender. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World 5, 1 told

them,
*

if the ship was tender, it was caus'd by her being
pester 'd so much aloft '. 18*3 SCORF.SBY Jrnl. Whale Fish.

293 We found the ship so tender (yielding greatly to the
influence of the wind), that we could scarcely carry sail.

1899 F. T. BULLEN LogSea-wai/ 20 1 We. .slid gently down
the coast under easy sail, the vessel being

' tender
'

from
scanty allowance of ballast.

f. Of a horse : To go tender, to go as if lame or

sore-footed and unable to put down his foot freely.
1849 LEVER R. Cashel II. 269, I defy any one to know

whether a horse goes tender, while galloping in deep ground.
11. Susceptible to moral or spiritual influence;

impressionable, sympathetic ; sensitive to pious
emotions. Now chiefly in phrase

' tender con-

science
*

; formerly also of persons.
c 1586 BRYSKETT Mourn. Muse Thestylis 55 Your teares

a hart of flint Might tender make. [1613: see sense 10 c.]

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. n. vi. 21 The sight of him made
all tender Beholders Cripples by Sympathie. 1660 CHAS. II

Declar.fr. Breda> We do declare a Liberty to tender Con.
sciences. 1671 G. Fox Jrnl. %

The people being generally
tender and open. 1685 EVELYN Mrs. Godolphin 46, I found
her. .all in feares, for never was Creature more devout and
tender. 1728 P. WALKER Peden Pref. (1827) 23 Which have
made so many tender Christians to scruple and scunner to
take the Food of their Souls out of their unclean Hands.
1788 WESLEY Wks. (1872) VI 1. 191 One ofa tender conscience
is exact in observing any deviation from the word of God,
whether in thought, or word, or work. 1844 LD, BROUGHAM
Brit. Const, xvi. (1862) 250 The form of words used, out of

regard to tender consciences.

fb. as adv. Tenderly, impressionably. 00$.

$24 Coventry Lect Bk. 96 That causyd the people the
more & tenderer to her his prechyng.
12. Sensitive to injury ; ready to take offence ;

*

touchy*. Obs. exc. asjiff, from loc.
a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 46 On such

trespasses
she was quick and tender, and would not spare any whatso-
ever. 1645 FULLER Good Th. in Bad T. (1841) 3, I am
choleric by my nature and tender by my temper. 1749
CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) II. 300 Men are in this respect
tender too, and will sooner forgive an injury than an insult.

1857 BUCKLE Civtlis. I. x. 613 The nobleSj however, who
felt that they bad been aggrieved in their most tender

point, were not yet satisfied.

f!3. transf. Sensitively felt ; that touches sensi-

tive feelings or emotions. Obs.

1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. 1. 115 Which cannot but. .make
the Sense of present Sufferings more tender and afflicting.

1779 Mirror No. i (1787) I. 5 A misfortune of the tenderest

kind threw me, for some time, into retirement.

B. sd. [absolute use of the adj.]

f 1. Tender state or condition. Obs.
c 1400 Brut 254 pat be Kyng, for tendre of his age, shulde

be gouernede be tuelf grete Lordes of Engeland. a 1691
BOYLE Hist. Airxx. (1692) 196 Not only to blast the Fruit,
but the

very
Leaves of such Trees..just in the Tender,..

/. c. when they are newly expanded out of the Buds.

f2. Tender feeling, tenderness. (Cf. TENDRE.) Obs.
1668 DRYDEN Evenings Love v. i, To disengage my heart

From this furious tender, which 1 have for him. 1710 MRS.
CENTLIVRE Man's Bewitched Pref., "Tis Natural to have
a kind of a Tender for our own Productions, Ibid. v. adfin..
I had a kind of a Tender for Dolly; but since she's dispos'd
of, I'll stand as I do. 1749 RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 113 Let
the Musick express, as I may say, Love and the Tender,
ever so much.

TENDER.
+ 3. Tender consideration

; care, regard, concern.
(Cf. TlVDU r.2 3.) Olis. rare.

i SHAKS. i //,. tr, v. iv. 49 Thou hist, .shew'd Ihoumakst some under of my life In ihu faiie rocue thou

SL'
b

.

r ugl
!'

to '"" 16 S /-""- ' 'v - 3 The redressti
nich in the tender of a wholesome weale, Might in ihtir

working do you that offence.

C. Combination* ; chiefly Tarasynthetic adii ,

tcniitr.bearJeJ, -kladed, -Mie^-bowcllc,!, -faced,

.Special Combs. : tender-dying a., (lying youne-
tender-eared a. (J!s.\ sensitive to blame or crili'
asm

; tender-eyed a., (a) having tender or sore
eyes; f (b) fond, doting, partial; tender-flow
[
FLOSS

:'] : see quot. ; tender-foreheaded a.,
modest, ready to blush ; t tender-hefted a., set in
n delicate 'haft' or bodily frame ; hence, womanly,
gentle ; tender-mouthed a., (a) of a horse : having
a tender mouth, answering readily to the rein ;

t(*) fastidious, dainty, choice ; (f) gentle in speak-
ing, not harsh ; t tender-nosed a., (a) keen-
scented ; (i) timid, timorous; tender-sided a.

[? after crank-sided], -= sense loe (Cent. Diet.

1891); f tender-skull, a variety of walnut;
t tender-tinder, ? readily inflammable material

(in qnot. fig.*). See also TENDEE-COSSCIEKCED,
TENDERFOOT, etc.

1591 SVIVESTKH Du Bar/as I. iii. so6 A Tree, whose
tender-bearded Root being spred In dryest sand. 1804 tr.

Ovitfi Remedy of Lmie i. 102 (Jod.) The 'tender-bladed
grain, Shot up to stalk. 1607 SHAKS. Car. \. iii. 6 When yet
hee was but "

tender-bod ied. 1650 J E. TAYLOR Holy Living
(1717) 162 Be 'tender-bowelled, pitiful, and gentle. 1849
CLOUCH Amours de Voy. i. 116 One of those natures Which
have their perfect delight in the general "tender-domestic.
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, in. iii. 48 As lookes the Mother on
her lowly Babe, When Death dolh close his "tender-dying
Eyes. 1529 MORE Dyaloge iv. Wks. 248/1 The bad themself
be not so "tendereared, that for the only talking of their
faultes they would banish the bokes that were good in other
thinges besyde. 1683 KKNNETT tr. Erasm. on Fully Pref.

(1709) 8 Which makes me wonder at the tender-eared humour
of this age. 1535 COVERDALE Gen. xxix. 17 Lea was "tender
eyed [WycLlF.wuh blerid eyenj. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet.,
PltalUtt. bleare eied, tender eied. <i 1619 FLETCHER Wit
without M. in. i, You must not think your sister, so tender
eyed as not to see your follies. 1813 w. TAYLOR in Mirror
12 July, He [Thomson] was so 'tender-faced .. and so
devilish difficult to shave. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 712 If its

fracture be contorted, and contains a great many empty
spaces or air-cells, the metal [cast iron] takes the name of
cavernous-floss, or *tender-floss. 1659 *Tender-foreheaded
[see FOREHEADED i]. i8ag COLERIDGE Aids Rejl. Apb. xvii.

67 What need that Christians should be so tender-fore-
headed as to be put out of countenance. 1605 SHAKS.
Leant, iv. i76Tby*tender-hefted [Q0> bested] Nature shall
not giue Theeo're to harshnesse. 1624 MIDDLETON Gameat
Chess in. i, Thy conscience is so *tender-hoofd of late, Every
nail pricks it. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas u. Ded. 12 Observe
a while our "tender-imped Lark. 1605 SHAKS. Lear v. iii.

31 To be "tender minded Do's not become a Sword. 1610
VENNER Via Recta

^
iv. 72 Some (That are very 'tender

-
, Lift

(1886) 313 Also I am "tender natured, for it troubles my
conscience tokillafly. 1:1410 Master o/Game (MS. Digby
182) xxxiii, pe redyer and moste *tendrenosed houndc.

1700 R. CROMWELL Let. in Eng. Hist. Rev. XIII. 120 The
other tow tender nosed gentlemen would not come. 1819
KEATS Lamia n. 238 The "tender-personed Lamia. 1679
EVELYN Kal. Hort. (ed. 5) 38 Wallnuts, the Early nut: the

"Tender-Scull, the Hard shell. 187* SYMONDS lutrod. Stud.
Dante 248 Most "tender-souled of feudal heroes, a 1821

KEATS Last Sonnet, Still, still to hear her 'tender-taken

breath, And so live ever or else swoon to death. i88a F. M.
CRAWFORD Mr. Isaacs ii, Arab stallions,.. sure-footed as
a mule, and "tender-tempered as a baby. 1615 BRATHWAIT
Straffado (1878) 04 "Tender-tinder of Affection, If I barhour
thee againe, I will doe it by direction Of some graue
experienc't swatne. 1560 BECON New Catech. Wks. I. 542 b,

The children, whiche eyther are tender, or "tender witted,
or fearefull, or easye to be reclaymed: the Scholemaster

ought gently to entreat.

Tender (te'ndai), z.l Also 6-8 tendre. [a.
F. lendre to hold out, offer (nth c. in Godef.

Comfl.) : L. tendire to stretch, hold forth. (The
retention of the ending of the French infinitive is

unusual, but cf. RENDER z>.)]

To offer or present formally for acceptance.
1. trans. Lam. To offer or advance (a plea,

issue, averment ; evidence, etc.) in due and formal

terms ; spec, to offer (money, etc.) in discharge of

a debt or liability, esp. in exact fulfilment of the

requirements of the law and of the obligation.

iS4-3 Act 34 it 35 Hen. VIII, c. 1 1 2 If . .the saide Col-

lectoures. .tendre paiement of all suche money, .within the

saide three monethes. 1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures (1574)220,
The Lorde maye tender a conuenient manage wythout
disperagyng of such an heire female. 1607 COWELL Interfr.
s. v.. To tender his law of nott Summons.. is to offer himselfe

ready to make his law, whereby to prooue that he was not

summoned, c 1611 CHAPMAN ///W xxn. 302 Iften or twenty
times so much, as friends would rate thy price, Were tendered

here. 1611 ELSINO Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 97 Sr John
Bennett was ready to tender his apperaunce. *7y>~6 BAILEY

(folio), To Tender an Averment (in Law), to oner a Proof or

Evidence in Court, a 1774 TUCKER LI. Nat, (1834) II. 120
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TENDER.

In all courts ofjudgment the burden of the proof lies upon
him who tenders the issue. 1848 WHARTON Law Lex. s. v.,

No copper coin can be tendered when the debt is such an

amount that it can be paid in silver or gold. 1885 Law
Times Rep: LIII.Si/2 Evidence was. .tendered on behalf

of the appellant to prove the construction of the furnace.

fb. Tender down: to lay down (money) in

payment : cf. pay down. Also transf. Ol>s. rare,

1602 HEYWOOD Worn. AV/<&Wks. 1874 II. loSSir I accept
it [money], .. Come gentlemen, and see it tendred downe.

1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. ir. iv. 180 Had he twentie heads
to tender downe On twentie bloodie blockes, hee'Id yeeld
them vp. 1607 Timan i. i, 54 You see how all Condi-
tions, -tender downe Their seruices to Lord Timon.

2. gen. To present (anything) for approval and

acceptance ;
to offer, proffer.

1587 HARRISON England ji. xxii. (1877) I. 340 Then doo

they tender licences, and offer large dispensations vnto
him. 1593 SHAKS. RicA. II, n. iii. 41 My gracious Lord, I

tender you my seruice. 1607 DEKKER & WEBSTER ///*/.

Sir T. Wyalt Wks. 1873 III. no Who was it yonder, that

tendered vp his life To natures death ? 1635 A. STAFFORD
Fern, dory (1869) 149 All tendred their respects. 1713
ADDISON Ct. Tarijfr 21 As he tendered his ears. 1786 tr.

Beckford's Vatluk (1868) 45 The governor.. tendered every
kind of refreshment. 1840 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 101

Several Aldermen, who.. loved neither Popery nor martial

law, tendered their resignations. 1853 C. BRONTE Villette

xii, She tendered not even a remonstrance. 1871 R. ELLIS
Catullus Ixv. 15 Vet mid such desolation a verse I

tender.
jflff. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. n. i. 244 As lewels in Christall

..tendring their own worth from whence they were glast.

b. To tender an oath, to offer or present an oath

to a person, that he may take it
; to put it to any-

one to take an oath. {Rarely to take the oath :

quot. 1838.)
1562 Act 5 Eliz. c. i 6 To tender or minister the Othe

aforesayd, to every.. Kcclesiasticall person. 1710 HEARNE
Collect. (O.H.S.) II. 355 The Oaths are also order 'd to be
tender'd to them. 1838 PRESCOTT Fcrd. <$ Is. (1846) I. v.

222 The principal grandees, .soon presented themselves from
all quarters, in order to tender the customary oaths of alle.

giance. 1871 MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. i. y. De Maistre
(1878) 107 The authorities vainly tendered him the oath.

f c. To offer to do something. Obs. rare" 1
.

a 1618 RALEIGH Maxims St. (1651) 31 Especially if it

tender to take from them their commodities.

3. [from TENDER sb? 3.] inlr. To offer by
tender/iv a proposed contract, or the like.

1865 Pall Mall G. 12 Oct. 5 Cases, .in which the grocery
supply.. is regulated by friendship [with] some particular
grocer a condition under which open tendering becomes
altogether a farce. 19x0 Times g Feb. 4 Seven firms tendered
in competition. ., the tenderers all sat at a table.

Hence Te'ndered (-aid) ///. a. ; Tendering
vbl. sb.

1613 T. GODWIN Rom. Anliy. (1658) 112 A certain ticket
or token . . at the tendring whereof . . certain doles and
measures ofcorn were given. (11677 BARROW Wks. (1686) II I.

xxxvi. 404 His tendering upon so fair and easie terms an
endless life in perfect joy and bliss. 1883 Pall Mall G.
12 May 4/1 Mdlle. Jeanne receives the tendered homage
with the condescension of well-acknowledged desert.

Tender (te-ndai), v? arch, or dial. [f. TENDER
a. : cf. OF. tendr-ir.]

t 1. inlr. To become tender
; to be affected with

pity ; to grow soft, soften. Obs.

1390 GOWER Can/. I. 270 The wo the children made,
Wherof that al his herte tendreth. e 1400 Laud Troy Bk.
17447 The kynges herte ful sore tendres. 1:1489 CAXTON
Saom of Aymon xix. 430 Whan Reynawde herde his
brother Rycharde speke so to hym, his herte tendred with
all ryght sore. 1553 Resputlica in. iv. 753, I on youe soo
tendre.

2. trans. To make tender (in various senses), a.
To render gentle, compassionate, or contrite

;
to

soften. 1 Obs. exc. among Quakers.
1390 GOWER Conf. 1. 115 Al naked hot of smok and scherte,To tendre with the kynges herte. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg.

14 b/2 He added therto wepyng. .to tendre our hertis. 1678R. BARCLAY Atol. Quakers v. xvi. 147 It works powerfully
upon the Soul, mightily tenders it, and breaks it. 16 .

PESN To J. H., etc. (Cent.), I pray God forgive you, open
your eyes, tender your hearts, a 17x8 Life Wks. 1726 I
61 We were all sweetly tender'd and broken together. 1797LAMB To CAas. Lloyd 15 Deal with me, Omniscient Father !

as thou judgest best And in thy season tender thou my heart!
1812 MRS. FRY in Clay Prison Chaplain (1861) 81, I heard
weeping, and I thought they [female convicts] appearedmuch tendered.

fb. To make less stringent or strict; to miti-
gate. Obs. rare.
a 1656 BP. HALL Specialties Life Rem. Wks. (1660) 10 I . .

Ijesought him to tender that hard condition.
C. To make tender or delicate. Now dial.

1725 CHEYNE Ea. Health vii. 7 Much and heavy Cloalhs
..tender anddebilitate the Habit, and weaken the Strength.
1805 R W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. II. 1042 Manure, .blanch,
ing and tendering the grass plants in the spots where it
remains. 1886 S. W. Line. Gloss., Tender, to make tender ;
as It 11 tender him for the winter '.

d. To make (physically) tender, soft, or weak ;
to soften, weaken. Now dial, and leckn.
1764 Museum Rust. Il.lxxvi. 261 The band seldom breaks

Th, fi'h fV
le

.
nder

;
d 'WoAMm H Down Gloss s. v.,Ihe fibre (of flax) tendered by excess of moisture.

d. lo feel or act tenderly towards
; to regard or
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treat with tenderness : with various shades of

meaning, a. To have a tender regard for, to

hold dear ;
to be concerned for or solicitous about ;

to treat with consideration ;
to regard, care for,

value, esteem, arch. See also f.

1439 Rolls of Parlt. V. 8/2 peir worshipp which pel
tendre most of any ertly thing. 1469 Paston Lett. II. 352
Be my trowthe ther is no gentylwoman on lyve that my
herte tendreth more then it dothe her. 1524 [see f.].

1579 GOSSON ScA. Abuse (Arb.) 30 Dion . . forbiddeth . .

gentlewomen that tender their name and honor, to come to

Theaters. 1633 Bp. HALL Hard Texts, N. T. 87 It must
needs be more cause of joy to all that tender the glory of

God. #1677 BARROW Wks. (1687) I. viii. 98 Byour charity and

benignity to those whose good he tenders. 1786 Francis
the Philanthropist III. 72 He advised me, as I tendered my
own safety, to keep aloof from his house. 1828 SOUTHEY in

Q. Rev. XXXVIII. 560 As we tender the safety of the

Royal Oak. 1857 [see f].

t b. To regard or receive favourably ;
to attend

to or comply with (a request) graciously. Obs.
c 1430 Life St. Katk. (1884) g Besechynge gcwre ] _ ,

excellence to tendre our desyr and to graunte vs . . a

graciouse answer. 1523 SKELTON Carl. Laurel 56 My
supplycacyon to thee I arrecte, Whereof I beseche you to

tender the efiecte. 1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 534 Then for ihy
husband and thy childrens sake, Tender my suite.

t c. To regard or treat with pity ;
to take pity

on, have mercy on ; to feel or show compassion for.

1442 HEN. VI in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 78 That
ye

soo tendryng thees cure necessitees wol lene vnto vs for trie

socours and relief of cure said Duchie [etc.]. 1523 LD.
BERNERS Froiss. \. ccxxxi. 311 To knowe yf he wolde
receyue you.. and for pytie somwhnt to tendre your nede
and necessyte. 1581 T. HOWELL Denises (1879) 183 The
Lyon doth tender the beast that doth yeelde. 1649 ROBERTS
Clavis Bibl. 25 Seeing he so tenders them in affliction.

d. To treat with affectionate care ; to cherish,
foster ; to take care of, look after. Obs. or dial.

1449 Rolls ofParlt. V. 152/2 Fadres of the Church, that
shula most specially tendir pe dere bought monnys soule.

155* J- HEYWOOD Spider fy F. Ixvii. 15 He tenderlie
tendreth his childerne and wife. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt.
Brit.iK. ix. (1623) 617 He rather ought to haue tendred him
as a Father, a 17x1 KEN Hymns Festiv. Poet. Wks. 1721
I. 386 You in their Infant-age, To tender them engage.
1844 MRS. SHERWOOD Hist. J. Marten xxv, [Irish lad says]
I was obliged to lead him about,..and tender him, and
help him, as if he had been a girl.

t e. To have regard or respect to as something
to be dreaded and avoided. Obs.
1615, 1625 [see f

]. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. i. viii.

(1821) 113 Beseeching your Lordship .. not to faile, as you
tender the overthrow of our Action. 1672-1901 [see f ].

f. Phrases. Royal Proclamations formerly ended
with the phrase 'as they [you, etc.] tender our

pleasure
'

(in sense a above), which was used as late

as 1701, but in the i^th c. was largely supplanted
by 'as they tender our displeasure' (see sense e),
which occurs as early as 1615, and remained in

use in proclamations for continuing persons in office,
issued on the accession of a sovereign, down to the
accession of Edward VII, after which the Demise
of the Crown Act (of July 1901) rendered such

proclamations unnecessary. Proclamations for

general fasts or thanksgivings have from 1641 ended
with the phrase 'as they tender the favour of

Almighty God '.

1490 Warrant in Coventry Led Bk. 539 Fayle ye not
herof . . as ye & every of yowe tendre our singler pleasir and
woll eshewe be contrane. 1524 HEN. VIII in Buccleuck
MSS. (Hist, MSS. Comm.) I. 220 We. .commaunde you..
to..suffre hym so to do, without any your let, chalenge,
or contradiccion, as ye tender our pleasur. 1618 (July 6)
Prod. 16 Jos. J, (Inhibiting all persons, etc.) as they tender
Our pleasure and will avoid Our indignation and displeasure.
1619 (Nov. jo) Procl. 17 Jas. I, As they tender Our pleasure,and will avoide the contrary. 2669 (June 23) Procl. 21
Clias. II. 1701 (Mar. 9) Procl. i Anne (Continuing Persons
in Office) as they and every of them tender Her Majesty's
pleasure.

1615 (Dec. 9) Procl. 13 Jos. I (Requiring the Residencie
of Noblemen, etc.) as they tender Our indignation and dis-
pleasure. 1625 (May 26) Procl. i CAas. I (For reforming
disorders in His Majesty's Household) as they will give
account to Us thereof and tender Our high displeasure fo

TENDER-HEARTED.
1 Hnsb. n. (1586) 92 b, Diligent in the 'tendering of the tree.

1640 Bp. REYNOLDS Passions xxvii, Out of a tendering of
i its own safety. 1684 O. HEYUOOO Diaries (1885) IV. 104

and every of them tender Our Displeasure. 1701 (Mar. 81
Prod, i Anne (Continuing Persons in Offices) as they and
every of them tender Her Majesty's utmost displeasure
1704 N. N. tr. RoccalinCs Advts.fr. Parnass. III. 156 But
above all things, as lie tender'd his Majesty's Displeasure,
lie should take particular Care never to part with any of
em. 1727 (June 16) Procl. i Get. II, as they and every of
them tender Our utmost Displeasure. 1901 (Jan. 23) Procl
i Ed. VII, [same words].
1625 (July 3) Procl. i CAas. I (For a public general! and

solemn Fast) as they tender their duties to Almighty God
and to their Prince and Countrey. 1641 (Jan. 8) Procl 17
CAas. / (For a general Fast) as they tender the favour of
Almighty God. 1805 (Nov. 7) Procl. 46 Ceo. Ill (For a
*SH? Thanksgiving) [same words). 1857 (Sept. 24) Procl.2i Viet. (For a day ofSolemn Fast) [same words).
Hence Te'ndered fpl. a. 2

; Te'nderiny vbl. sb
a making or becoming tender ; Tendering///, a

sweet humbling, tendering time. 1824 Summary Vievj of
Amer. x. 137 He kissed one, took another in his arms, and
proved himself so affectionate a father, that it was a tender-
ing sight.

Te-nder, z/.s [f. TENDER rf. 1
] trans. To ship

(mails, luggage, etc.) on board a tender.

1905 Westm. Gas. 4 Dec. 12/1 The work of '

tendering
'

and stowing the bags accomplished, the usual special train
run on occasions of the kind left Plymouth Docks at

6.43 p.m. ..and arrived at Paddington at 10.53 p.m. 247
miles in 250 minutes.

Tenderable (te-ndsrab'l), a. Comm.
[7.

TENDER v.1 + -ABLE.] That may be tendered
;

available for delivery in fulfilment of contract.
1882 Manch. Guard. 29 Oct. 4 The supply of '

tenderable
'

American [cotton] in Liverpool, that is to say of qualities
suitable to be accepted in fulfilment of contracts for future

delivery. 1884 Pall Mall G. 13 Dec. 5/2 By the existing
rules of the Petroleum Association the oil tenderabie in ful-
filment of a contract must be American. 1891 Standard
7 Feb. 6/2 The rapid rise has naturally made a large volume
of tea tenderable.

t Te'nderance. '

Obs. rare. [f. TENDER v?
+ -ANCE.] Tender treatment or regard.
'454 Rolls ofParlt. V. =57/2 For the grete tenderaunce,

trust and love, that the seid James.. hade. 1500 MEDWALL
Nature (Brand!) 20 Of great tenderaunce and spyrytuall
loue that god oweth to mankynde. Ibid. 606 To accept

hym to your fauour and tendraunce.

Tender-conscienced (te-ndajikp-nfenst), a.

[Parasynthetic f. tender conscience (TENDER a. n)
+ -ED2.] Having a tender conscience

; scrupulous.a 1617 HIERON Wks. II. 446 As if you were so tender
conscienced that you would not keepe ought from him that
were his. 1710 Let, to Hew Member Parlt. in Harl.
Misc. (1810) XI. 156 Those tender-conscienced people, our
moderate dissenters. 1880 SWINBURNE Stud. Skaks. 1691 he high-hearted and tender-conscienced Hamlet
Tenderee-. [f. as next )- -EE 1.] The person

to whom a tender is made.
"883 JUDGE T. MILLER in New York Retorts XCI. 536Where a tender is made, for the purpose of obtaining pro-

perty.. sold and in the hands of the tenderee claiming to
own the same.

Tenderer 1
(te-ndarai). [f. TENDER z-.l + -KB'.]

One who tenders or makes a formal offer; spec.
one who tenders for a proposed contract.
1630 J. MUSGRAVE Pressures $ Grievances Jf. C. 21 M'

Chambers at Allhallowes, tenderer of oath for the Lord
Newcastle. 1691 [see TENDER si.' 3]. 1865 Pall Mall G.
i Nov. 4 We announced that the workhouse contracts must
in future be given to the lowest tenderer.

Tenderer 2
(te-ndarea). [f. TENDER t>.2 + -ER!.]

1. One who tenders or treats with pity.
1584 LODGE Alarum (Shaks. Soc.) 72 Fatherly, and prudent

tenderers of gentry crown into povertie.
2. One who or that which makes something tender.
1890 Set. A rner. 8 Mar. 158/1 Inventions. . . Steak tenderer.

Tenderfoot (te-ndaifut). U.S. and Colonial.
PI. -foots,.feet, [(.tenderfoot: seequot. 1887!.]A name given, originally in the ranching and
mining regions of the western U. S., to a newly
arrived immigrant, unused to the hardships of

pioneer life; a greenhorn; hence, a raw, in-

experienced person.
1881 L. P. BROCKETT West. Empire I. vii. (1882) 72 (Funk)

ucai 01 came in tne Dusmess. 1891 1'all Malt G. 4
2/1 Waitings of inexperienced men and ' tender foots '.

'

b. attrib. or as adj
1888 San Francisco Wkly. Bulletin (Farmer Diet. Amer.),

The boys were of the tenderfoot kind. 1897 Daily News

finian
11, In my tenderfoot inn

jr the washing arrangements.

Te'nder-foo'ted, a. [f. as prec. + -ED*.]
Having tender feet; hence, moving wilh or as
with tender feet ; also_/f^. cautious, timid. Hence
Te'nderfoo'tedness.
1682 Land. Gaz. No. 1694/4 Stolen . . ,an Iron Grey Gelding,

. .a little tender-footed on the Stones. 1690 Ibid. No. 2535/4A white Stone-horse . . tender- footed before. 1854 J. W.
GRIMES in N. Amer. Rev. CXXIII. 189 My friends were
Lender-footed, and did not wish me to denounce the Ne-
braska infamy. 1891 Cent. Diet., Tenderfootedness.

Te'nderful, a. Obs. or dial. [f. TENDER a. +
-FCL.] Full of tenderness; affectionate, tenderly
kind or attentive. Hence Te'nderftilly adv.
1640 O. SEDGWICK Christs Counscllis Oh how cheerfully,

low tenderfully, how much more fully and fruitfully is thy
ioule inabled after those duties rightly performed. 1901
ZACK '

Tales Dunstable Weir 136 Tenderful for others.

Te'nder-hea'rted, a. [Parasynthetic f. ten-
der heart + -ED 2.] Having a tender heart

; easily
moved by f fear, pity, sorrow, or love ; f timid

;

pitiful, compassionate; loving; impressionable.



TENDER-HEARTEDNESS.

1539 BIBLE (Great) 2 Chron. xiii. 7 Whan Rehoboam was

young & tender hearted. 1560 (Genev.) Efih. iv. 32 Be

ye
courteous one to another, & tender hearted [1539 mercy,

full], forgiuing one another. i6jj2
KIRKMAN Cleric *r Lo-ia

69 Tenderhearted mothers bewail the loss of their dear chil-

dren. 1888 '

J. S. WINTER '

Bootle's Childr. vii, Terry was

very tender-hearted when women and children were con.

cerned.

Hence Te-iuler-lica-rtedness.

1607 HIERON Wks. I. 186 Few men haue that tender-

heartednesse, toaccount themselues . . parties in thecalamities
of other Christians. 1798 SOUTIIEY Grandmother's T. Poet.

Wks. 1838 III. 12 She little thought This tender-heartedness

would cause her death ! 1876 L. STEPHEN.^. Th. in i8r7j C.

II. XII. vii. 444 They lay a new stress upon the advantage
of tender-heartedness and sympathy.
So Te-nder-heart, a tender-henrted person.
1904 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 513/1 Cheer up, little tender,

heart.

Te-nderish, a. [f. TENDERS. + -ISH 1
.] Some-

what tender, rather tender.

1796 C. MARSHALL Garden, xix. (1813) 354 The variegated
[snapdragon] (as all stripes are) is tenderlsh.

Tenderize (te-ndaroiz), v. rare. [f. as prec. +

-IZE.] trans. To make tender : = TENDER, v? i.

1733 M. L. KILLIGREW in Jrnl. Roy. ftist. Cornui. (1887)

Dec., At his going away, his behaviour had tenderised me.

1772 Test FilialDuty 1 1. 182 This pastoral life has tenderized

you prodigiously.

Tenderling (te'ndsrlirj). [See -LING!.]
1. A delicate person or creature ; contemptuously,
an effeminate person. Now rare.

1541 COVERDALE tr. Ckr. State Matrimonye (1543) 86 b.

The more gorgiouse tenderlynges they be, the better shall

they please theyr
heade the deuell. 1556 OLDE Antichrist

9 As for the talkes of some fyne fyngred tendrelinges, they
are not worth the hearing. 1649 W. SCLATER Comm.
Malachy (1650) 123 Those tenderlings unused to hardship,
how doth a little affright them 1 1802 BEDDOES Hyglia.
v. 29 Persons, accustomed to be buffetted by storms.. much
exceed the inactive fireside tenderling.

2. A person of tender years ; a young child.

1587 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 628/1 The vene tenderlings
who might appeare to be toward and teachable. 1606

WARNER Alb. Eng. xtv. Ixxxiii. 348 His Highness then a

Tenderling. 18. . G. MASSEY Bate Christabcl, Poems (cd.

1880) 13 They (angels] snatched our little tenderling, So

shyly opening into view.

to. pi. The soft tops of a deer's horns when

they are coming through. Obs.

1575 TURBERV. yenerie 129 The Noombles, handes and

tenderlings, which are tie soft toppes of his homes when

they are in bloude, doe pertayne to the Prime or chiefe per-

sonage. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. 189/1.

Te'nderloin. U.S. [f. TENDER a. + Lorn si.']

1. The tenderest or most juicy part of the loin of

beef, pork, etc., lying under the short ribs in the

hind quarter, and consisting of the psons muscle ;

the fillet or ' undercut' of a sirloin. Also attrib.

1828 in WEBSTER. 1869 T.W. HioGlNsoN/lr-/)/Z.rXi87o)

37 Is it customary to help to tenderloin with one's fingers?

18840. P. KEF.SE in Harpers Mag. July 299/1 The division

ismadeintothe various pieces here named, . . viz., loins, ribs,

. . hams, shoulders, tenderloins, striploins, sirloins, butts,

rump butts, strips, rounds, and canning beef. 1906 Breakfast

Menu, S. Y. Argonaut 10 July, Tenderloin Beefsteaks.

2. slang. In full tenderloin district: applied
to the police district of New York which includes

the great mass of theatres, hotels, and places of

amusement ; thence extended to similar districts

of other American cities.

Understood to have reference to the large amount of
'

graft
'

said to be got by the police for protecting illegiti-

mate houses in this district, which rendered it the 'juicy

part
' of the service.

1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet. 1898 N. York Voice 6 Jan. 4/3

If laws generally suitable to a city do not suit some Slavic,

Polish, or other quarter, or some ' tenderloin
'

district, the

local police must pass upon those laws. 1907 Amer. Trial

in Daily Chron, a Feb. 5/3 This loose tattle of.the Tender-

loin. 1908 H. TRAIN True Stories Crime xi 317 Apart
from a handsome weekly stipend to his sister, Hummel s

money all went into the Tenderloin or the race-track.

Tenderly (te-ndsili), adv. [f.
TENDEB a. +

-LY 2
.] In a tender manner ; with tenderness.

1. With delicacy or softness of touch, action, or

treatment ; softly, gently.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. Prol. 171 And Zepherus and

flora gentillyYaf to the floures softe and tenderly. 1:1440

York Myst. xxx. 135 Tendirly me louche. 1604 SHAKS.

Oth. i. iii. 407 The Moore.. will as tenderly be led ty th

Nose As Asses are. 1712 STEELE Sfect.
No. 526 r 3, I

should be glad to have them handled a little tenderly. 1885

At/annum 23 May 669/1 Sous Sots.. is another tenderly

painted, broad, and expressive piece.

f b. So as to be tender or soft, f 0. In a slight

or fragile manner. Obs.

1604 E. GKIMSTONE Hist. Siege Ostend 220 Old shooes

tenderly sodden. 1721 BRADLEY Philos. Ace. Wits. Nat.

142 The Body of the Bee is divided into three Parts, very

tenderly join d together.

2. With tender feeling, a. With affection or

compassion; lovingly, dearly, kindly; pityingly,

mercifully, leniently.
3 Cursor M. 17288+ 281 Oute-taken his moder pat

loued him tenderly. rlf^Paston Lett. II. 200, 1 pray yow
that ye will tenderly understond this letter. 1593 SHAKS.

Rich. II, ill. iii. 48 The which..My stooping dutie tenderly

shall shew. 1663 BUTLER Hud. 1. 1. 226 Rather than faiL

they will defy That which they love most tenderly. 1826

PENH in Pa. Hist. Soc. Metn. I. 204 Thy remembrance..!

tenderly received. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 640
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He will generally connive at it, or punish it very tenderly.

1891 K. PEACOCK N. Brtndon I. 230 She looked at liasil

tenderly. 1900 Westtn. Caz. 30 July 7/2 A tenderly-worded
message of condolence.

t b. With kind or friendly consideration or

attention ; indulgently. (Cf. TENDER v? 3.) Obs.

1-1380 WYCLIK Wks. (1880) 371 pel fore lordis schuldcn take

liede fulle tendirly to bis voyce of criste. 1571 in Fcuillerat

Revels Q. Elis. (1008) 408 All which I beseech your honour

tenderly to consider. 1594 WEST *ntt 1't. Symbol., Chan.
eerie 98 The premisses tenderly considered.

c. With tender emotion ;
with acute sensibility

or sensitiveness.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14308 Tenderli he wep, and said,
* And

qiuir haf yee his bode laid ?
'

c 1400 M AUNDKV. (Koxb.) xi.

46 Pelrc grette full tenderly, when he had forsaken Criste.

1609 DANIEL Civ. Wars Mil. Ixxxii, The Lady Bona lakes

most tenderly To be so mockt. a 1674 CLARENDON Life
(1750) 1. 163 [This] the Chancellor took very heavily, and
the Lord Falkland out of his Friendship to him, more

tenderly. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat.

(1709) II. 320 Greece alone, you tell me, presents scenes and

points of view so tenderly affecting.

3. With delicate nurture
; softly, indulgently ;

effeminately ; also, with the tenderness of youth.
c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaw's T. 171 Sent. . Fro freendes

bat so lendrely hire kepte. c 1440 Jacob's Well 104 pou
hast be noryscned tenderly. 155* HULOET, Tenderlye, mot.

liter, tnuliebriter. 1638 JuNlt'S Paint. Ancients 182 Poly,
cletus made Diadumenon tenderly youthfull. 1848 MBS.

JAMESON Sacr. * Leg. Art (1850) 369 Such works . . as

tendcrly-nurtured women shrink from.

4. Timidly, charily, cautiously. (Cf. I.)

a 1628 PRESTON Breastpl. Love (1631) 149 When a man
hath no ground to set his foote on, he will doe it tenderly
and wanly. 1822 LAMB Elia^ Ser. n. Detached Th. on

tills.. The poor gentry . . venturing tenderly, page after page.

t Te-nderly, a. Sc. 06s. rare. [f. as prec. +
-LY 1.] Of a tender sort.

1567 Sc. Acts Jas. K/(i8i4) III. 13/2 Experience of the

naturall afTectioun and tenderly lufe he hes in all tymes borne.

Tenderness (te-ndajnes). [f. TENDER a. +

-NESS.] The quality or state of being tender.

1. Physical softness or delicacy ; fragility ; in-

ability to stand rough usage; weakness, frailty;

f youthfulness (obs.) ; effeminacy, womanishness.

13. . Cursor M. 25337 (Cott.) Thoru tendernes of vr flexs.

1387 TREVISA Hitden (Rolls) VI. 301 pou doost rijlfulliche

..bat confortest pe tendernesse [= newness] of my profes-

sioun. 1:1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 220 How
myght I the woo endure, In tendrenesse of wommanheede?
1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 19 In

tendirnes of thair flesh thay [sheep] are lyke the catlel.

1623-33 FLETCHER & SHIRLEY Night-Walker i.
iii,

Alas

poor gentlewoman, Must she become a nurse now in her

tenderness? 1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 35 Accord-

ing to the tenderness or hardness of the Coal. 1774 PEN-
NANT Tour Scotl. in. r/}2 258 Through the age and ten-

dernessof the parchment, little could be read. 1856 KUSKIN
Mod. Paint. I V. v. xx. 4 [Such a person] can hardly be said

to know what tenderness in colour means at all.

b. quasi-o>-. Tender substance.

1382 WVCLIF Jer. li. 34 He fulfilde his wombe with my
tendernesse. 14.. Mclr. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 627/7 Thye,

eras, hepe,yiv//r, the tendurnesse of be UtyttJonuH, 1548
THOMAS Ital. Diet. (1567), Lanngine, the tendernesse or

downe of a yonge bcarde.

. 2. The quality of being tender in regard or treat-

ment of others ; gentleness, kindness, compassion,
love ; considerateness, mercy, leniency.
a 1300 CursorM. 9994 (Colt.) Takening . . O tendernes and

truth stedfast. c 1450 Merlin \. 2 Crete loue he hadde to

man and gret tendirnesse. \c?f,Pilgr. Per/.(\V. de W. 1531)

58 b, So longe as suche tendernes is to the no distraccion

fromgoostlynes. 1668 OWEN Exfos, Ps. cxxx. Wks. 1851 VI.

415 What love and tenderness there is in God to receive us,

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 179 r 3 Deformity itself is re.

garded with tenderness rather than aversion. 1844 LD.

BROUGHAM\Brit. Const, xix. 5 (1862) 343 Who visited, their

offences with tenderness.

b. with a and pi. An instance of this.

1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 284 Then there was

amongst us such a tyde of tendernesses. 1850 LVNCH Theo.

Trin. \x. 154 Hypocritical exhibitors of prettynesses and

tendernesses.

3. Sensitiveness to impression; impressionable-

ness, soft-heartedness ; sensibility to pain, esp.

when touched ; crankness (of a ship).

ci44o Partonope 2713 Som wept for tendyrnesse of hert.

1594 CAREW Huarte's Exam. Wits vi. (1596) 78 Memory is

nothing els but a tendernesse of the brame, disposed.. to

receiue& preserue that which the imaginatiue apprehendetn.

j709STANHOpE/><wa//<r-. IV. i76Till the Patient beawaken d

into Tenderness and Smart, there is no Hope of a Cure.

a 1716 SOUTH Serni. (J.), True tenderness of conscience is

nothing else but an awful and exact sense of the rule which

should direct it. 1781 GIBSON Decl. * F. xxix. III. 113

ribands. 1887 Daily Tel. 10 Sept. 2/5 She stood up well

under her canvas. She showed no signs of tenderness.

t Te-ndership. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec. +

-SHIP.] Tenderness ; tender regard or esteem.

c 1460 Wisdom 634 in Macro Plats 56, I serue myghty

lordeschyppe, Ande am in grett tendurschyppe.

i-Te-ndftU, a. 06s. rare- 1
, [f.

TEITO .i +

FULL] Assiduous in tending ; attentive.

a 1697 AUBREY BriefLives (1898) II. 209 A good woman
. . who was very carefull and tendfull of him.

TENDON.

tTe-ndicle. Ohs. /-are-", [ad. I.. r,i:

snare : see next.]
1727 BAII.KY v,,l. II, Tendiclc (tendicula, L.), a

Snare to take Birds or llcasts, &c. 1780 in SHMUDAX.
t Te-ndicule. Sitrg. Obs. rare. fad. L. ten-

dieuln, I. tendJrt to stretch : tee -ODULJ Name of
an instrument for dilating an opening ;

a dilator.

1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. J-iitut,,, etc. at pan lake l.e

tendicule and putte )>e snowle of be nedle in be hole of be
fistule in puttyng it strongly.

Tendinal (te-ndinal), a. rare- 1
, [ad. mod. L.

type "tendinal-is, !. mod.L, Undo, -din-tin : ice
TENDON and -At.]

= TKKDINOUS. So Tendineal
(tendi-n/al) a. ran- 1

.

1887 Science 24 June 624/2 A tendirul
slip U shown cut

short,. .which evidently l>elongs to this muscle. Ibid. 5 Aug.
71/2 [The propatagial slip] also raises the elongated neck-
feathers, while special development of its tendineal portion
aids in strengthening the tensorfrofatagii.

Tendinous (te-ndinas), a. [ad. F. tendinsux

(Pari, l6th c.), f. med. or mod.L. tcndo, tendin-em

TENDON.] Of the nature of a tendon ; consisting
of tendons.

1658 ROWLAND Monfefs Thent. Ins. 931 His head 'is full of

sinewes, his body soft, his tail tendinous. 1715 CIIKYNK
t'hilos. Princ. Relig. i. no The Elasticity of Tendinous
Bodies. 1822 J. PARKINSON Outt. Oryctot. 194 A bivalve

shell adherent to marine bodies . . by a tendinous cord. 1875
HUXLEY & MARTIN Elem. Biol. (1883) 200 The pectoral

region ; part, .only covered by tendinous tissue.

fTendite = to endite : see T* and INDITE v.

c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame \. 38r To longe tendyte. c 1385
L. G. W. i345(Z?/fiV>) So gret a reulhe I haue for tendlte.

t Te'ndle. Obs. or ? dial. Also 9 tennle, ten-

nel. [A deriv. of OE. lend-an, TIND v. to kindle,

light: perh. a variant of TANDLE sl>. Cf. also

TINDLE.] a. In 1 5th c. Exact sense uncertain:

perh. (as suggested by editors of Destr. of Troy)
' a splint of resinous wood used as a candle

'

; but

perh. rather = TANDLE, a beacon-fire or bonfire.

D. In later use: see quot. 1887.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 6038 Erode fins & brem beccyn in be

ost, Torchis and tendlis the tenttes to light. Ibid, 7353
Tore fyres in the tenttes, tendlis olofte ! 1887 DONALDSON
Sitppt. to yantiesoM, Tendle, Tennle, 'fennel, lit. Firewood ;

dried twigs, furze, scrub, &c, gathered for fuel. [No
authority or locality given.]

t Te'ndment. Obs. rare. [Apheticf. ATTEND-
MENT. Cf. TEND v.1 and OF. tendement intention.]
1. Meaning, significance. [Cf. K. enlendeinent.}

1519 HORHAN Vulg. 77 That wordc may haue double

tendement.

2. Care, attention.

1597-8 BI-. HAU. Sat. n. iv. 21 Whether ill tendment, or

recurelesse paine Procure his death.

II Tendo (te-ndo). Anat. [med. or mod.L. : sec

next.]
= TENDON : frequent in tcndo Achillis (see

next), and in comb, as tendo-synovitis, inflam-

mation of the synovial membrane of a tendon.

[1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Tendo, a Tendon,
a similar nervous part annexed to M uscles and Bones.) 1874
CARPENTER Ment. Pliys. L ii. 30 (1870) 30 Pulling upwards
the heel by means of the great Tendo Achillis. 1890
Alll'utts Syst. Med. VI. 528 Hence the terms '

elbow-jerk ,

'

wrist-jerk ',

'

tendo-Achillis-jerk '. Ibid. 598 Tcndo-syno-
vitis of the flexor tendons of this finger.

Tendon (te-ndsn). Also ft. 6 tenaunt, tennon,

7 tenon, tendant, 8 tcndont. PI. 6-7 (]>erh. Lat.)

tendones. [ad. med.L. tendo, tendon-em and

tendin-em, app. ad. Gr. rivw, TIVOVT- sinew,

tendon, influenced by L. tend-!re to stretch ; so

F. tendon (i6th c.), also It. Undone, tendine, Sp.
tendon.
To Celsus, A. D. 50, revtav was still a Greek word. In

Caelius Aurelianus, c 400^420, it retains Gr. inflexions, e. e.

ace. pi. tenontas ; but in Theod, Priscianus has L. abL
pL

tenontibus. In med.L. it became tendon or tendo: trie

latter in Theod. Gaza, tr. Aristotle's Hist. Anim.
{

1476.

The pi. occurs as tendones in the tr. of Galen by Nicolaus

Calaber of Reggio a 1350, and there U later evidence that

the a was long, tendines. Another pi. tendines (alter

ordines, etc.) was used in l6th c- and later. (I. Bywater.)
The B-forms tenon, tenaunt perh. preserve traces of the Gr.

forms, confused with other words.]

A band or cord of dense fibrous tissue forming

the termination of a muscle, by which it is attached

to a bone or other part ;
a sinew : usually applied

to such when rounded or cord-like, broad flat

tendons being called fascix and aponeuroses.
Tendon of Achilles (L. tendo Achillis), the tendon of the

heel ; the tendon by which the muscles of the calf of the leg

are attached to the heel, being the principal extensor of the

foot. So named from the mythological account that when the

infant Achilles was dipped by his mother Thetis in th

Styx, to render him invulnerable, he was held by the heel,

which thereby escaped dipping and remained vulnerable.

.543 TRAHERON Vigo't Chirurg. i b/t Chordes or ten-

done?. is3 T. GALE Enchmd. 41 b (Stanf.) Nerues,

tendons, ligamentes. 1578 BANISTER Hist. Man m. 44 b,

A tendon is the white part in the Muscle beyng hard,

thicke, and shynnyng. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Cilie ofCoif

xiv xxiv. (1620) 498 Small sinews and Tendones. 1726 GAY

in Swift's Lett. (1766) II. 59 The surgeon, .told him, that

his fingers were safe, that there were two nerves cut, but no

tendon. 1872 MIVART Anat. 149 The radius,. .its posterior

surface is grooved for the passage of tendons.
.

8 1541 R. COPLAND Guydons Quest. Chtrurg. F iv, The

tenauntes moeuyng the heade and the necke, whiche are



TENDONOUS.

.xx. in nombre. Ibid., The tenauru muscles and the

strynges. .that maketh the heade bowe. 1598 FLOEIO, Ten.

dini, as Tendoni, the tennons. 1607 MARKHAM Caral. vli.

(1617) 7 There is one maine tendant or sinewe. 1630 J.

TAYLOR (Water P.) Praise Cleane Linnen Ded., Wks. II. 166

The Legge . . ennamel'd with Sinewes, interwoven with Mem.
branes, intermix! with Tenons, embost with Ankles. 1708
Lend. Gaz. No. 4484/1 Convulsive Motions of the Tendents.
'

b. Enloin. (See quot.)
1826 KIRBY& SP. Entomol. III. 381 Tenth (the Toulon),

a strong bristle, or bristles observable at the base underneath
in the under-wingsof many Lepidoptera, which plays in the

llaiwis of the upper-wings.
c. altrib. and Comb., as tendon cell, corpuscle

(see quot.), jerk (JERK s6.1 2 b), muscle, reaction,

reflex (REFLEX sb. 6), sheath, thread.

1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., *T[endoti\ culls or corpus-
clcs, connective tissue cells found in tendons and ligaments,
arranged in rows following the course of the fibres. 1899
Allbutfs Sysl.Med. VII. 62 The increased activity of the

tendon-jerks is manifested by an excessive jaw-jerk. 1541
Tenaunt muscles [see ft. above]. 1878 Med. Times 2 Feb.

107 [Erb] applied to it the name ' *tendon-reflex '. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 519 The knee-jerk is sometimes

spoken of as a ' tendon reflex '. 1897 Ibid. III. 67 Effusior

into the "tendon sheaths. 1906 SIR F. TREVES in Dail)
1897 Hid. III. 67 Effusion

, i SIR F. TREVES in Daily
Chron. 3 Aug. 3/4 Skins sewn together with a bone needle
and a "tendon thread.

Tendonous (te-ndonas), a. [f. prec. + -oi'S.]
= TENDINOUS. Hence Te'ndonousness, rare~ l

(in quot. 1597 = tendinous part).
1597 A. M. tr. Guilleineau's Fr. Chirurg. 20^2 We must

avoyde the synnuishe tendonousnes of the right muscle.
1660 BOYLE New Exp, Phys. Mcch., Digress. 341 Having
stabb'd himself, and pierced the Diaphragme in the thinner
or tendonous part. 1753 HERVEY Theron ft Asp. (1757) I.

xii. 450 An assemblage of fine tendonous fibres. 1877
ROSENTHAL Muscles % Nervesx\. 199 The natural ends of the
muscle-fibres while still closed with the tendonous substance.

Tendoor, -our, var. ofTANDOUB, Persian stove.

Te-ndotome. Surg. An improper form ofTENO-
TOME, assimilated to tendon.
i88a in OGILVIE (Annandale).

Tendour, obs. form of TENDER sb.\ 2.

Tendrao, variant of TANBEC.
II Tendre (tandr'). Now rare. [F. tendre sb.,

from tendre, TENDER .] A tender feeling or re-

gard ; a fondness, an affection
;
a tenderness.

1673 DRYDEN Marr. a la Mode in. i, I have such a tendre
for the court, that I love it even from the drawing-room to
the lobby. 1695 CONGREVE Love for L. i. xv, I will, because
I have a tendre for your ladysnip. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod,
Rand, xlii, A pretty maid, who had a tendre for me. 1833
T. HOOK Parson's Dau. n. ii, I am quite relieved.. since

you tell me there had been no tendre between her and Mr.
Harvey. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xv. You poor friend-
less creatures are always having some foolish tendre.

t b. An expression of tenderness. Obs. rare.

1703 VANBRUGH Confed. iv. i, O Pox 1..I desire none of

your Tendres,

Tendre, obs. form of TENDER, TINDER.
Tendren, obs. form of TENDROW.
II Tendresse. Obs. exc. as Fr. [F. lendresse

(tandre-s), i/jln c. in Godef., f. tendre, TENDER a.]= TENDERNESS.
1390 GOWER Con/, I. 195 For Moderhed and for tendresse.

'399 RollsofParlt. 111.451/2 To have rewarde to tendresse
of her age. a 1766 MRS. F. SHERIDAN Sidney Bidulph IV.
64 But have not you at the same time a small tendresse for
her fortune? 1830 W. IRVING in Life f, Lett. (1864) IV. 76
The fair Truffi, for whom I still cherish a certain degree of
tendresse, 1885 A thenzum 17 Oct. 503/2 The . . sister who
conceals her tendresse for the hero in maidenly fashion.

Tendril (te-ndril), sb. Also 6 -yll, -elle, 6-8
-el, 7 -ell, 8 -ill. [Origin uncertain ; app. from L.

tendire, F. tendre to stretch; in its actual form and
sense only in Eng. See Note below.]
1. A slender thread-like organ or appendage of

a plant (consisting of a modified stem, branch,
flower-stalk, leaf, or part of a leaf), often growing
in a spiral form, which stretches out and attaches
itself to or twines round some other body so as to

support the plant. (Distinguished from a twining
item by not bearing leaves.)
1538 ELYOT, Capreolus, . . the tendrell of a vyne, whiche

wyndeth dluers ways, called also Pampinus. 1578 LYTE
Dodoens in. Ixxxviii. 44! Litle claspers or tendrelles, where-
withal it taketh holdefast vpon hedges, trees, poles, and
rayles. 1611 COTGR., Tendron.. & tendrell, or the tender
branch, or sprig of a plant. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 307 Her
. .tresses, .in wanton ringlets wav'd As the Vine curies her
tendrils. 1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. (1778) II. 175 (Maria)

,
c
,
ou

j?'
e * v 'ne 'eaves, tied round with a tendril. 1807

eny ecome spra. 15 ARPENTER Veg.
r><-ys. 538 Nearly all the plants of the group are climbers,and most of them support themselves by tendrils.

b. transf. Something resembling a tendril of a
plant : as, a slender branch of a vein

;
a curl or

, .. n e poung ps.c. Jig., esp. in reference to a '

clinging
'

affection
or attachment.
Oil EMERSON Led., Man the Reformer Wks. (Bohn) II

238 Inextricable seem to be the twinings and tendrils of this

182

evil. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xxii, Her own
earnest nature threw out its tendrils, and wound itself

around the majestic book. 1891 T. HARDY Test 1 1. xiv, Her
foolish soul sent back tendrils of yearning towards it (her

father's house],

1 2. Used to render F. tendron bud (see TENDBON)
in fig. sense '

young girl '. Obs.

1603 FLORIO MoHtaigucm. ix. (1632) 554 Continually stored

with young tendrels or lasses, to keepe his old-frozen limbs

warme a nights. 1639 S. Du VEKCJER tr. Camus Admir.
Events 313 Hee sends this tendrell to schoole againe.

3. nttrib. and Comb. a. altrib. Having or bear-

ing tendrils, as tendril brier, hop, -vine ; of or be-

longing to a tendril, resembling or consisting of a

tendril, as tendril-ring, -talon. b. objective, in

strumental, parasynthetic, etc., as tendril-bearer

-climber; tendril-footed, -like adjs.

1872 DA_RWIN Orig. Spec. vii. (ed. 6) 196 Gradations,
between simple twiners and "tendril-bearers. ^1711 PETI
VKR Gazophyl. vi. Tab. Iviii, Triangular *Tendril Bryar. .

A very odd Anomalous Plant. 1875 BENNETT & DVKR
Sachs' Bot. 197 A distinction is drawn between Tendril
climbers (as Vitis) and Stem-climbers (as Phaseolus

Humtilus, Convolvulus, &.C.). i843CARPENTER/4B//. Phys
94 The class Cirrhipoda, or "tendril-footed animals. 1755
DYER Fleece l. 62 The curling growth Of "tendril hops
4 The class Cirrhipoda, or *

_JYER Fleece l. 62 The curlii .

that flaunt upon theirpoles. 1836-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. II

146/3 The *tendril-like branches of the arteria profunda
1791 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. n. 150 Long horrent thorns his

mossy legs surround, And *tendril-talons root him to the

ground. 1743 FRANCIS tr. Hor., Epod. xv. 3 When rounc

my Neck as curls the Tendril-Vine (Loose are its Curlings
if comnar'd to thine). 1896 IVestm. Gaz. 20 Oct. 10/2
Framed in Romanesque "tendril work.
Hence Te-ndril v. (tionce-wd.} intr. to curl like

n tendril
; Te-ndrilled, -iled (-ild) a., having a

tendril or tendrils (in quot. 1839 transf. curly) ;

Tendril!-ferous a. [-FERGUS], bearing tendrils
;

Te-ndriUy, Te-ndrilons adjs., full of tendrils;

resembling a tendril.

1894 CROCKETT Lilac Sunoonnet 18 Fair hair, crisping and
*tendrilling over her brow. 1806 GALPINE Brit. Bot. 319
Fumaria.. stem climbing: petioles *tendrilled. i8 Hortus
Angl. II. 126 A[ntirr/iinum] Cirrhosa, Tendriled Toad
Flax. 1839 BAILEY Festtis xx. (1852) 375 Some young thing
with tiny hands, And rosy cheeks, and flossy tendrilled locks.

1900 W. WALLACE in Ann. Bot. Dec. 639 A *tendriliferous
liane. 1863 HOLME LEE Annie Warleigh. III. 25 A
Virginian creeper twined its thousands of "tendrilly sprays
up the rustic pillars. 1857 WOOD Com. Objects Sea Shore
58 The long, curling, *tendrilous appendages . . affix them-
selves to sea-weeds, .and..anchor the egg firmly.

\Note. With tendril, cf. F. tendrillon bud, tender sprout
or shoot, dim. of iendron in same sense, also fig. a

' bud
',
a

young girl ; also cartilage ; which Hatz.-Darm. refer to
lendre adj. tender. But Pare

1

(i6th c.) took tendron as
synonymous with capreole tendril, clasper (' La visne par
ses tendrons ou capre'oles tortues embrasse toutes choses '),

and L. capreolus (rendered by Elyot 1538
'

tendrell *) was by
R. Estienne, 1536, glossed by tendon, a deriv. of L. tendlrc,
F. tendre to stretch. There was thus in i6th c. F. some
confusion between tendon and tendron, which appears to
have influenced the Eng. use of tendril and associated it

with tendre to stretch rather than with tendre tender. See
also Weekley in Trans. Philol. Soc. 1909.]

Tendron. (te-ndren). Also 5 tenderon, ten-

drone, 5-6 -ren,-ringe, 7 -ering,8-ring,9-erone.
[a. F. tendron bud, young sprout or shoot; also

cartilage ;
f. tendre, TENDEB a. : but see prec.]

1. A young tender shoot or sprout of a plant ;

a bud. Now rare.

14.. Stockh. Med. MS. i. 340 in AtyliaXVlll. 303 Take
be Icwys of be reed docke, pe tendronys in be mydward
awey do knocke. 1 1420 Liber Cocorunt (1862) 34 Take
tenderons ofsauge . . And stop one [cofyn] fulle up to po ryng.
cmaPromp. Parv. 488/2 Tendrone.of avyne..,&>/r/o. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny (1634) 1 1. 28 So soon as new budsand tendrons
appeare aboue ground from the root. Hid. 196 The juice
drawne and pressed out of the tendrons or yong sprouts of
brambles. 1707 MORTIMER Hust.djii) II. 152 Cut off all
the Blossoms that are likely to bear no Fruit, also the small
tendrings, the barren Branches. 1893 W. RAYMOND Try.
phena in Love 5 The inconstant shade of leafy tendrons
quivering in the wind.

t b. transf. A small branch, as of a vein. Obs.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Alan \. 7 The little Tendringes or

Spnggie braunches of veines.

2. (//.) The cartilages of the ribs (esp. in

Cookery, of a deer or calf).

i ** inamw.) 54 Bake dowcetts and tendrens and thi
liver r?stid. 1768 Chron. in Ann. Keg. 170/2 The bill of far<v nlson . Tendrons, Quails. 1806 J. SIMPSON Cookery
(iBi6) 43 (Stanf.) The tenderones are the gristle bone of the
breast of veal cut into thin slices. 1845 BREGION & MILLER
Pract. Cook 43 Tendrons. (Veal), are found near the ex.
tremityoftheribs.

tTendry. Obs. [f. TENDER z>.l, F. tendn : cf.

OF. tend(e)ric (i4th c.) the act of stretching, etc.,
f. tendre to stretch; cf. RENDRY.]
1. An act of tendering or offering; a tender, offer,

proffer ; a formal offer.

TENEBRIFIC.

2. spec. The tendering or delivering of something
to be mentally accepted or considered

; hence, a
doctrine delivered or presented for acceptance,
a deliverance

; pi. articles of belief, tenets.

1624 BI-. MOUNTAGU [mined. Addr. 146 In Gods Precepts
and Tendries of beleefe, I will subiect..my enquiring into

plaine beleefe. 1636 HEYLIN Sabbath i. Pref. Av, You
would not shut yo'ir eyes, against the tendrie of

'

those
truths. 1653-62 Cosmogr. i. (1677) 209/1 Arianism: not
ejurated till the year 588, when that whole Nation did
submit to more Catholick tendries. a 1662 Laud{ibf&)
261 The general Tendries of the Protestant, Lutheran, and

made no tendry of this Champart, and so it lay amongst
concealments, a 1667 JER. TAYLOR Reverence due to A liar
Wks. 1849 V. 319 A tendry of our service. 1681-6 J. SCOTT
Chr. Life it. VIL 5 God. .had as undoubted a Right to
exchange them with Christ's for his Life, upon the free
lendry which he made of it.

:quit itself well, and give a Rational and
Satisfactory account of its Tendries, it must be bored
through the Tongue with a red-hot Iron for an Heretic.

[Tendsome : see List ofSpurious Words.
In 1847 WEBSTER and later Diets.)

t Tendure = to endure : see T'.

1480 CAXTON Descr. Brit., Irel. 27 These swyne may not
be kept, .for tendure in likenes of swyne ouer thre dayes.

Tendy, obs. inf. of TEND v\
Tone, obs. f. TEEN

; var. TIND v. Obs,, to kindle.

Teneble, -blus : see TENEBRES.
II Tenebrae (te-neb, -bre). R. C. Ch. See

also TENEBRES. [L. tenebrse darkness
; in med.

L. in the eccles. sense : see Du Cange.] The
name given to the office of matins and lauds of the

following day, usually sung in the afternoon or

evening of Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday in

Holy Week, at which the candles lighted at the

beginning of the service are extinguished one by
one after each psalm, in memory of the darkness
at the time of the crucifixion. Also attrib.

1651 in Morris Troubles Cath. Fore/, i. vi. (1872) 304 We
were forced to read our Office and even the Tenebra: Matins
in the work chamber. i6g6 BLOUNT Glossogr. s.v., The
service or mattins used in the Roman Church, .cal'd tene-
brx (thence tencbrx Wednesday, l/iursday, $c.). 1708OZELL Boileau's Lutrin iv. (1730) 192 Others more sad and
phlegmatick than he Guess'd it the Toning of the Tenebrae.
1753 CHAI.LONBX CatA. Ctr. /nstr. 219 Called the Tenebrz
Office. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN Apol. i. (1904) 21/1 We attended
the Tenebra, at the Sestine, for the sake of the Miserere.

tTe nebrate, ///. a. Obs. rare. [ad. L.

tenebrat-us, pa. pple. of tenebrare to darken, f.

tenebrse darkness.] Darkened, dark. So Tenebra -

tion, rare-" [ad. L. tenebralion-em : see -ATION],
darkening, obscuration.
1401 RYMANA*IJ Ixxxv. 3 in Hemp'sArcAtvLXXXIX.

255 The orient Phebus And the tenebrat nyght In nature
be full different. 1863 A. J. COOLEY Diet., Tenebration.

tTe-nebreS. Obs. Forms: a. 5-9tenebres;
in sing, form 5 tenebre, 6 teneber, tenabur. 0.

5 teneblua, 5-6 tenables ; in sing. 6 teneble,
-byll, tenable, [a. F. tenures (l ith c., in sense l),
ad. L. tenebrse, -as, darkness. The i8-forms were

corruptions, confusing the word with tenable.']
1. Darkness, obscurity.
o. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) in. iii. 51 Enuy is the

doughter of the grete tenebre. 1483 CAXTON Cold, Leg,
420 b/i Thou shalte deye here in tenebres or derknesse.

1483 C. tie la Tour I vj b, For grete pyte .. to see them
goo and falle in the tenebres of helle. 1490 Eneydos ii.

14 Under the tenebres and derkenes, departed Eneas. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr., Tenebres. ., darkness, obscurity.

ft. 1530 PALSGR. 184 Les tenebres.. a. sodayne darkenesse
or tenables, ..or want of lyght in the night season.

2. = TENEBR.E.
*S39 Bk. Ceremonies in

Strype
Eccl, Mem. (1721) I. App.

cix. 202 The same service is called tenebres. 1658 PHILLIPS,
Teueores. 1703 in Cath. Rec. Soc. PiiU. VII. 146 M' Nelson
. . was wtk him at ye Tenebres at S' Tho". 1801 Lusignan
IV. 138 [HeJ arrived there at the hour of the tenebres.

ft. a 1450 MYRC Festial 117 Hyt ys called wyth you tene-
btus ; but holy chyrch cully}*: hit tenebras, pat is to say,
derkenes.

b. atlrib. in sing, form tenebre, teneber (but
the former may be the L. tenebrx), as tenebre

candle, lesson, matins, service, Tenebre Wednesday.
1477-9 RCC- $* Mary at Hill 91 Paid to Roger Middil.

ton,wex Chaundeler,for..tapris, prickettes and tenebre can-

dill, for euery Ib, ob xj s. ix d. 1525 in Nichols Churckw.
Ace. (1797) 273 For makyng of the paskall, w* the tenabur
candell. 1529 MORE Dyaloge I. xviii. Wks. 143/2 In the
enebre lessons leueth her candel burning styll. 1530 PALSGR.

Jn/2 On Tenebre wednysdaye, le tnercredy des Tenebres.
a 1548 HALL CArox., Hen. VI11 199 b, Which Richard, .was
>oyled in Smythfelde the Teneber wednisday followyng.
ft. 1530 PALSGR. 280/1 Teneble wednisday, . . tnercredy

:aint. 1554 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 397 Lyghtes that was
mrned of tenebyll weddyns day. 15.. in Brand's Pop.
Antiq, (1849) I. 48 Tenable candylls for the Judas. 1588
'ARKE tr. Meitdoza's Hist. China 151 [He] ariued at the
mouth of the riuer Pagansinan vpon tenable Wednesday.

Tene'bricose, a. rare. [ad. L. tenebricos-us,

'. tenebric-us dark, gloomy: see -OSE.] Full of

darkness; dark, obscure; gloomy.
1730-6 in BAILEY (folio). 1817 T. L. PEACOCK Melin-
ourt xxxi, He.. has taken a very opaque and tenebricose

aew of how much of the spheroidical perception belongs to

he object.

Tenebrific (tenfbri-fik), a. [f. (?mod.L. teite-

<nfic-us, f.) L. tenebrss darkness : see -Fie.]

Causing or producing darkness; obscuring. (In

[uot. 1785 loosely for 'dark, gloomy'.)
Tenebrific stars or constellations : see TENEORIUCOUS.



TENEBRIPICATE.

1785 BURNS ./. toDarie x, It lightens, it brightens, The tene-
brific scene.

i8asCARi.VLK.SV/(/(/c'rill.(1873)99 Its interpreters
with us have been like '

tenebritic stars '. 1817 Mist. Ess.,
St.Gtrtti. Lit.( 18^01 1. 92 These are its 'tenebrific t.onstclU-

lion', from which it 'duth rayout darkiu- , 'ow i Mir cuilu
1848 LawxLLBiglowPi Poems 1890 II. 113Grammar,atopic
rendered only more lenebrtfic by the labors of Iii

1858 CAKI.YI.K Fredk. Gt, iv. i. I. 383 Hooks done by pedant:-,
and tenebrific persons under the name of men. 1868Bum N-

-

iNt; Ringfy /)'/'. HI. 789 Now begins The tenebrific pasxi^:
of the tale.

So Tenebri'ficate T. rurc, trans, to darken,

obfuscate; f Tenebri -ficous a. 0/>s. t tenebrific.

c 1743 in Mem. KHz. Carter (1808) II. 147 The complete
science of circumlocution, and the whole art of confound-

ing, perplexing, puzzling, and *tenebrificating a subject.
16 . . 'W.RAMSEY (quoted in VytaVa/i'?': see nextquot.),There
are "tenebrificous and dark stars, by whose influence ni^hl
is brought on, and which do ray out darkness and obscurity
upon the earth as the sun does light. 1714 Sped. No. 582 p 5,
I could mention several Authors who are tenebrificous Stars
of the first Magnitude, 1852 K. H. DIGBY Con.-pitmn VI. 8.

II Tenebrio (tene-brw). Also 7 tenebrion.

[L. tenebrio one who lurks in the dark, f. tenebres,

darkness ; F. ttnibrion (Rabelais, i6th c.).]

f 1. One who lurks in the dark ; a night-prowler ;

also, n. night-spirit, a nocturnal visitant. Obs. rare.

1656 BLOUNT Gfossogr., Tenebrion, one that will not be
seen by day, a lurker, a night-thief; also a night-spirit, a

hobgoblin, a 1693 Urquharfs Rabelais lit. xxiv, The
approach of the Suns radiant Beams expelleth Goblins,
Bugbears, . .Night-walking Spirits, and Tenebrions. a 1734
NORTH Exam. i. i. 7 (1740), The very rankest of [the

Hackney Libellers], which . . came forth, like Nocturnal
Tenebrios, from the dark and dirty Recesses of the Party.
2. Entom, The typical genus of the family Tene-

brioniddt of heteromerous beetles, which live in dark

places on decaying matter and excrement (hence
known as stinking beetles). It includes the two
meal-worms, Tenebrio molitor and 7*. obscurus,
and numerous species that live in decayed trees.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suty. App., Tenebrio. . . Mouffct
has called it the blattafoetida, 1811 PINKERTON Voy. X.
190 The women of Arabia and Turkey make use of another

tenebrio, which is found among the filth of gardens. 1833
A. CRICHTON Hist. Arabia II. ix. 462.

Tenebrions (tene'brias), a. [app. altered form
of TENEBROUS : not on L. analogies.] Of or per-

taining to darkness; of dark nature; = TENEBROUS.
1594 Selimus Aivb, The caue tenebrious, and damned

spirits holt. 1624 HEYWOOD Gnnaik. ix. 459 A place so

palpably tenebrious, into which the eyes of Heauen cannot

pierce and see me. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 963 Were
Moon, and Stars, for Villains

only
made? To guide, yet

screen them, with tenebrious Light ? 18x0 FOSTER Ess.
Evils Pop, Ignorance 216 All this therefore passes before

him with a tenebrious glimmer, and is gone. 1907 Speaker
19 Jan. 471/1 Thoughts tenebrious and impassioned,
Hence Tene'brionsly adv., darkly.
1861 J. THOMSON Ladies ofDeath xv, Thy Hdless eyes

tenebriously bright.

Tenebrity (tene'briti). [f, as next + -ITY.] The

quality of being dark ; darkness, material or mental.

1793 A. YOUNG Trav, France 1^7
With all these shades

of darkness, these clouds of tenebrity, this universal mass of

ignorance.

t Te'iiebrize, v* Obs, [f. L. tenebrx darkness

+ -IZE.] intr. To pass one's time in darkness.
a i6$7_

R. LOVEDAY Lett. (1663) 68 So long as I tenebrize

it here in this blind corner; where I almost live like a flye
in winter.

Tenebrose (te'nJbr^us)^ a, [ad. L. tenebrosus

dark, f. tenebrx darkness : see -OSE.] Dark.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xv. 53 The sprynge of the daye. .

hadde putte awaye the nyghte tenebrose. 1801 Lusigiian
IV. 215 The tenebrose gloom of the place. 1830 W.
PHILLIPS Mt. Sinai n. 274 At night's meridian tenebrose.

b. jig. Mentally or morally dark ; gloomy ;

obscure in meaning.
1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles \\, in. 208 Those times were very

tenebrose. 1825 New Monthly Mag, XIII. 4^0 All this

was wormwood in the teeth of the tenebrose Visigoth of the

middle ages. 1839 Blcickw. Mag. XLV. 533 That most

ten*J>rose of all poets, Fulke Greville, Lord Brooke.

Tenebrosity (tenHjrp-siti). [a. F. t&ie'brosm

(i4th c. in Godef.), f. L. tenebrds-us : see prec.
and -ITY.] Darkness; obscurity.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos \. 13 The thicke tenebrosite of the

blacke smoke. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch
%

$ Mor. 1080 That

tenebrosity or darknesse is directly opposite unto light and
cleerenesse. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr,

Tenebrous (te'nfbras), a, \sb.} [a. OF. tene-

brus (nth c.), mod.F. ttntbreuX) Pr. tenebros,

Sp., It. tcnebroso, ad. L. tenebros-us TENEBROSE.]
I. Full of darkness, dark.

c 1410 ? LYDG. Assembly ofGdds 1169 Tyll Cerberus Had
hem beshut withyn hys gates tenebrus. ^1489 CAXTON
Blanchardyn xxxii. 121 A tenebrouse & derke dongeon.
(1530 LD. BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt, (1814) 204 Theaduen-
tures of the Tenebrous, or Darke Tower. 1608 R. JOHNSON
Seven Champions n. T iv, Therewith drewe on the darke
and tenebrous night. 17*5 Bradiey's Fam, Diet. s. v. Ver.

tigo, The other they call Scotomia, or Tenebrous Vertigo,
wnen the Eyes are darkned and. as it were, cover'd with a

Cloud. 1847 LONGF. Ev. ii. ii. 29 Over their heads the tower-

ing and tenebrous boughs of the cypress Met in a dusky arch,

b. JEft Obscure, gloomy.
1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 220 To.,

run astray., raking out of the dust-heape or charnell house
of tenebrous eld, the rottenest relique of the monuments.
a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais nt. xvil 137 Heraclitus, the
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grand Scotist, and tenebrous darksome Philosopher. 18*3
AiW Monthly Mag. VIII. 13 The most tenebrous holesand
corners of their author's obscurity. 1849 ttlarffv: M.
I.XV. 307 Kven in that tenebrous philosophy which he h;is

imported, .he is very niucli at fault.

f2. as $b. D.irKncss. Ol>s. nue~^.
1,1450 I,OM:LICU Grail Ivi. 418 At vire (Jastcl there is

Suieli tenebrowse, that No man there Other May se.

Hence Te'nebrousne (rtire~"), darkness.

1727 in HA i LEY vol. II.

t Tenedish. Ot>s. See quot.
1688 K. Hoi ME Annoury in. 152/3 A TenedUh, which is

a piece of Lead imide liki: a Muscle shell, in which the b1a< V

(culled Painter) is kept niuisi to work withal. (? Some error :

Tin-dish and tctnt-dhh have been conjectured. See N, *t

Q. iithSer. II. 394-]

Tenel, obs. f. TKANKL, a basket.

[Tenel, -ing, in /;. E. Allit. P., etc. : see TEVKL.]
tTene'llons, a. Obs. rare-''. [f.L..tfneff-us,

dim. vitencr tender-,- -ous.] Somewhat tender.

1651 Dices New Dfsfi. 285 How much of more tenellous

meats is swallowed in a surfet.

Tenement (te'n/me'nt). Also 5 tonne-, 6

tennand-, tena-. [a. AF., OF. tenement (i2th
c. in Godef.), ad. med.L. tenemcnt-um (1081 in

Muratori AntiquitcUts IX. (1776) 660), also tent-,

tena-, tencamentnnt (i2th c. in Du Cange), f. L.

ttnere to hold + -mentum^ -MENT.]
t 1. The fact of holding as a possession ; tenure.

Free tenement FRANK-TENEMENT, FREEHOLD.
As by the theory of English Law all land is held immedi-

ately or ultimately ofthe sovereign, 'tenement
'

embraced all

forms of proprietorship or occupation of real property.
a 1325 MS* Rawl. 8.520 If. 41 poru suuche dede sokage

is ibore out in to fre tenement, c 1330 R. BRUMNE Chron,

(1810) 34Tododoun Edwyataparlement, & tille his brober

Edgare gyf be tenement. Ibid. 83 William passid be se, per
of he mad |?e skrite, Of France to hold V?t fe of ofc>er

tenement alle quite. Ibid, 255 Depriued bei our kyng of
alle be tenement Of londes of Gascoyn. 1651 G. W. tr.

Cmvefs lust. 79 Free Tenement or free-hold is, where Lands
and Tenements are held only for life of the Tenant.

2. Land or real property which is held of another

by any tenure
;
a holding.

Tenement at will, a tenement held at the will of the

superior; also./?.
[1315 Rolls of Parlt. I. 349/2 Tohan de Eston demaunda

cesTenementz,.. come son dreit.) ciuoR. BRUNNE Ckron.

<i8io) 48 If he saued to his heyers oi^er lond or tenement,
c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. ff Lini, Alon. iii. (1885) 114 Somme
of thaim bat were wont to pay to his lorde for his tene-

ment, wich he hiryth by the yere, a scute, c 1489 CAXTON
Blanchardyn xvi. 52, I shal. .make hym pryuated from
all his tenementes that he holdeth of me. 1593 SHAKS.
Rich, Ilt n. i. 60 This deere-deere Land,.. Is now Leas'd
out . . Like to a Tenement or pelting Farme. 1700 TYRRELL
Hist. Eng. II. 812 The Tenement (i. e. the Real Estate)
of the Deceased. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. ii. 16

Tenement is a word of still greater extent [than land], and

though in it's vulgar acceptation it is only applied to houses
and other buildings, yet in it's original, proper, and legal

sense, it signifies every thing that may be hoiden, provided
it be of a permanent nature ; whether it be of a substantial

and sensible, or of an unsubstantial ideal kind. i8aa

WORDSW. Scenery of Lakes ii. (1823) 44 The multitude of
tenements (I . . mean . .small divisions ofland, which belonged
formerly each to a several proprietor, and for which separate
fines are paid to the manorial lord at this day).

b. //.
* The technical expression for freehold

interests in things immovable considered as sub-

jects of property, they being not "owned" but
" holden

" '

(Digby Real Property ii. a) ; esp. in

lands and tenements, i. e. lands and all other free-

hold interests.

In the common modem usage of English lawyers lease.

holds are included, though some authorities think this

incorrect, for the reason that, being (in England) personal
Property, they are not the subject of tenure in the strict sense.

[1193 BRITTON i. xix. 4 Et ausi des terres et des tenementz
alienez par felouns.] a 1315 MS, Rawl. B. 520 If. 29 b,

No religious or ani ober ani londes ore tenemens buche ne

sulle .. on ani maner .. ware boru thulke londes or tene-

mens in ani manere mi?tte comen in to dede hond. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VIII. 265 Kyng Edward and be

lordes made a statute ajenst maynmort, so bat after bat

tyme no man schulde jeve . . ne by obere title assigne londes,
tenementis ne ober rentes to men of religioun wibouten
be kynges leve. 1494 FABVAN Chron, vn. 390 Statutes

made to refourme suche persones as mysused the landes and

tenementes, commynge to theym by reason of the dower, or

landes of theyr wyues. 15*9 CROMWELL Will in Merriman

Life ff Lett. (1902) I. 56, I will myn executours undernamed
..shall purchase londes tenementes and hereditamentes to

the clere yerelye value of xxxiij
11

vj viij*. 1530 PALSCR.

280/1 Tenementes, revenues. 1541 Richmond fftV/r (Surtee.s)

33 The one halff off all the saide lands, tennandments,
rents and all other servyces, with revertions and apperte-
nawnces belonging ye same. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 142
The Shirifes of London at those dayes might lawfully enter

into the towne of Westminster, and all other Tenementes,
that the Abbot had within Middlesex. 1580 LVFTON Shyila
141 All deedes and writings of any lands, tenements, houses,

woods, or such like, that are solde. x6u CALLIS Sta/.

Sewers (1647) 108 The word Tenements is of larger extent

then Lands; for it containeth all which the word Lands
doth, and all things else which lyeth in Tenure. 1691 WOOD
Ath. Oxon. I. 322 He [was] then possessed of several lands

and tenements in Taunton. 1818 CRUISE Digest (cd. 2) VI.

219 The words lands, tenements, and hereditaments, will

pass every species of property. 1848 WILLIAMS Law Per-
sonal Property'(1870)1 In ancient times property wasdivided
into lands) tenements and hereditaments on the one hand,

a-ndgootts andchattels on the other, 1876 DIGBY Real Prop. \

ii. 2. 72 note.

TENEMENTAL.
3. gen. A building or house lo dwell in; a

dwelling-place, a habitation, residence, abode.
14*5 Hrut /v; So w.is Lc hruml lo J Whil-l

'r ; and fc>re wa-, do and m;ule a r

M--!f. 1588 knareiln>rox>i ll'ith iSurteo) I. 159 'I

. .in Ihc icnenient wlrerc I now dwell. 1607 Nnm,ts.VKT'.
DlaL in. 106 Whether ate there within this Mannor, any
new erected Tenements or C

,
Walls. 1779

K.nmiM ]',-)'. .V. Guinea yj The tenement
families, who live in cabins on each side of n wide common
hall, that goes through the middle of it. 1833 Hi. M >
liriety Creek iii, The resources which they wasted would
have, .turned their habitation of logs into a respectable bricV
tenement. 1844 WILLIAMS Real Prop, (1875) 13 The word
tenement is often used in law, as in ordinary unguage, to

signify a house. 1848 DICKENS Dombey vii, The dingy tene-
ment inhabited by Mi*5 Tox was her own.

b. transf. and_/f^-. An abode ;
a dwelling-place,

esp. applied to the body as the abode of the soul ;

also, the abode of any animal.

1591 G. HARVKV Four Lett. iii. Wks. (Grosart) I. 195 The
poore tennetnent ofhis Purse. . hath bene the DiueU Dauncing
schpole, anie time this halfe yeare. 1604 T. \VRIGHT Passions
iv. ii. 136 Doubt not but selfe-loue and vanitie possesse the

best tenement of his heart. 163* QUARLES F.mbl. in. i.

40 My weary soul, that long hathbcen An inmate_
in this

tenement of sin. a 1639 T. CAREW Efil. Laify M. Villitrs *

The purest Soule that e'er was sent Into a cfayie tenement.

ni668 DAVKNANT Jeffereidos n. Wks. (1673) 316 Snaile..

with all his Tenement on *s back. i774Got-psM. Nat, Hist.

(1776) III. 371 Their nest is generally the original tenement
of the squirrel. 1847 C. BRONTE J. Eyre xxi, That spirit-
now struggling to quit its material tenement.

4. spec. a. In England, A portion of a house,
tenanted as a separate dwelling ; a flat ; a suite of

apartments, or even a single room so let or occupied.
'In modern Eng. practice, a tenement is anything that

can be separately held, including therefore aflat, etc.' (Sir

F. Pollock).

'593 NASHE Christ's T. 53 b. Almes-houses . . let out in Tene-
ments. 1615 (May y) Procl. i Chas. / (Concerning Build-

ings), That no person .. within the City of London. .doe

diuide any dwelling House . .into or for any more Tenements
or dwellings, then are at this present., vsed within the same.

1817 (April) D. WEBSTER Speech in Goodrich Cast U. S.

(Cent. Diet.), The two tenements, it was true, were under
the same roof : but they were not on that account the same
tenements. 1898 Daily News 14 Nov. 5/1 The Council

never have any unlet, except a few four-room tenements for

which there is less demand than for those with only two or

three rooms. 190} Ibid. 28 Sept. 9 Mr. I. Keir Hardie, M.P.,
claimed as occupier of a tenement at Nevill's-court.

b. In Scotland, more particularly applied to a

large house (i.e. edifice under one roof) constructed

or adapted to be let in portions to a number of

tenants, each portion so separately occupied being
considered and called a 'house'. Called also

tenement of houses, land of houses (= tenement

house in 5).
Thus a 'house* in England may form one 'tenement',

or contain a number of 'tenements
'

(and is then a 'tenement
house

'

: see 5) ; in Scotland, a ' tenement
'

may form one
' house ', or contain a number of ' houses

'

or dwellings.

1693 STAIR /tut. La7u Scot. tt. vii. 6 When divers Owners
have parts of the same Tenement, it cannot be said to be a

perfect division, because the Roof remaineth Roof to both,
and the ground supporteth both. 1808 JAMIESON, Tenement
. .often denoting a building which includes several separate

dwellings; as a tenement of houses. i8< R. CHAMBERS
Tradit. Edinb. 172 How the great ofthelandcould live in the

fourth and fifth flats ofwooden tenements, the various apart-
ments of which, as occupied at present by humble mechanics,
seem confined and inconvenient to the last degree. 1841 in

Rankine Treat. Ownership Lands Scot, xxxiii. (1879! 509
Houses so often found in Scotland, called technically'lands',

or ' tenements of land
'

terms which have been defined as

applicable to 'a single or individual building, although con-

taining several dwelling-houses, with, it may be, separate
means of access, but under the same roof and enclosed by

Tenement, No. 12 St. Bernard's Crescent.

o. The offset at the back of a honse. (Devon
and Cornw.) ; cf. OUTSHOT I, quota. 1817, 1820.

5. atlrib. and Comb. : tenement house (orig.

U. S.), a house or edifice let out in flats or sets of

apartments for separate tenants ; tenement house-

holder, a tenant in a tenement house ; t tene-

ment man, an owner of tenements, a landlord.

1879 H. GEORGE Progr. 4 Pan. ix. iii. (1881) 405 To sub-

stitute for the "tenement house, homes surrounded by

gardens. 1884 Q. Rtv. Jan. i*fl Tenement-houses, i. e.

which no landlord resided, on the householders' list...

'Tenement householders have ever since been regarded not

as lodgers but as householders, c 1500 Merch. /t San ^ in

Hazl. E. f. P. I. 133 He was a grete "tenement man, and

ryche of londe and lede.

Teneniental, a. [( med.L. tenement-tun

TENEMENT + -AL.] Of, pertaining to, or of the

nature of a tenement ; let out to tenants.

1786 BLACKSTOSE Comm. II. vi. 90 The other, or tene-

mental, lands they distributed among their tenants. 1875

MAINE Hist. fast. v. 130 The Manor with its Tenemental

lands held by the free tenants of the Lord. 1887 Kitin.

Km. Jan. 10 In the fifteenth century the land was divided



TENEMENTARY.
into the private demesne of the lord of the manor and the

tenemental land of the association.

Teneme'ntary, a. [f. as prec. + -AEY 1
:

cf. med.L. tenementdri-iis.'] a. Leased to tenants.

b. Consisting of tenements or dwelling-houses.
See also FEANK-TENEMENTAKY.
a 1641 SPELMAN Feuds fy Tenures vii, Such were the

Ceorls among the Saxons ; but of two sorts, one that hired
the Lord's Outland or Tenementary Land (called also the

Folcland) like our Farmers. 1701 CfflvelFs Interpr. s. V-,

The Saxon Thanes who ppssess'd Bocland, or Hereditary
free Estates, divided them into.. Inland and Outland... The
Outland was granted out to Tenants under Arbitrary Rents
and Services, and therefore call'd Tenementary Land, the
Tenants Land, or the Tenancy. 1872 B'haitt Daily Post
28 Feb. 7/2 Assisting her mother who was the owner of some
small tenementary property at Saltley. 1905 Daily Chron.

31 Jan. 3/5 By doing this he [a landlord who removes from
one of his tenement houses to another] converts the lodgers
into tenementary occupiers and the tenementary occupiers
into lodgers, the result being that all of them lose their votes

..through no fault of their own.

Te'iiemented, ppl. a.
[f.

TENEMENT + -ED 1.]

Let in tenements or separate dwellings : said of a

building, house, or house property.
1883 Pall Mall G. i7_Feb. 4/1 They have..crowded into

tenemented property in the immediate neighbourhood.
1888 Ibid. 24 Nov. 5 Most of the population of Glasgow
living in the rooms of tenemented buildings. 1890 Daily
News 18 July 2/4 The Chancellor of the Exchequer.. stated
that tenemented houses of less than sot. per annum were

exempt from house duty whether they had two front doors
or not, so long as they were intended to be dwelling-houses
within seven and sixpence per week.

Te'nementer. [f. as prec. + -ERI. Cf. med.
L. ttntmentator ( 1 2 14 in Du Cange).] The holder
of a tenement; a lease-holder or tenant. Frank-
tenementer = FKEEHOLDEB.
1574 Reg, Privy Council Scot. II. 353 Alexander Dunbar

frank tenementarofCumknok. 1588 in Scott. N. <? Q. Mar.
(1890) 184 Robert Erskine, Elder, Frank tenementer of Dun,
my grandschir. 1875 A. SMITH Hist. Aberdeen. II. 724 The
holders of the Rawes appear to have been only tenementers.

II Teneudas (tfiie-nd&s). Se. Law. [L. ace.

pi. fern, ofgerundive ottenere to hold = '(the lands)
to be held '.] See quot. 1710.
1681 STAIR Inst. Law Scot. xiii. 15. 236 In all Charters,

both by King and Subjects, the Clause Tenendas useth to be
insert. fjiaDict. FeudalLaw, Tenendas, is that Clause of
a Charter, which expresses what way and manner the Lands
are to be holden of the Superior. 1765-8 ERSKINE Inst.
Law Scot. n. iii. 24 The next clause in a charter is the

Tenendas, so called from the first words, Tenend. prsdictas
terras. 1815 R. BELL Treat. Conveyance ii. 16 The charter,
as an original right, necessarily contains the tenendas, by
which the nature of the holding is expressed.

II Teuendtun (tfne-ndz>m). Eng. Law. [L.,=
' to be held ', neut. gerundive of tenire to hold.]
That part of a deed which defines the tenure by
which the things granted are to be held (cf.

HABENDUM).
1628 COKE On Litt. 6 There haue beene eight formall or

orderly parts of a deede of feoffment, viz. i. the premisses
of the deed implied by Littleton. 2. the habendum.. .3. the
tencndum. ..4. the Reddendum. 5. the clause of warrantie
[etc.]. 176* BLACKSTONE Comm. II. xx. 298 Next come the
habendum and tenendum. . . The tenendum ' and to hold ', is
now of very little use, and is only kept in by custom. It
was sometimes formerly used to signify the tenure by which
the estate granted was to be holden. 1787 C. BUTLER Coke
On Litt. io8a note, Those grants from the crown which in
the tenendum are expressed to be ut de honors et non in
capite. 1862 WASHBURN Amer. Law Real Prof. (1864) II.
612 (Funk) The tenendum, limiting and denning the tenure
by which the lands are to be held, and once an important
clause in the deed, is useless in this country. 1884 ELPHIN-
STONE Conveyancing 100 The tenendum was of use before
the passing of the Statute of Quia Emplores to state
whether the purchaser was to hold of the vendor or of his
lord ; but it is now useless.

t Tenant, sb. 06s. Also 7 tenant, [a. L.
tenent 'they hold', 3rd pers. pi. pres. indie, of
tenere to hold.] = TENET.
Etymologically a tenet ought to be the opinion of one,what he holds, a tenent the opinion of a number, what they

hold; but
this_ distinction, if ever observed in using the

words as English, was soon lost. Tenent was apparentlymore used in the i7th c. than tenet, but became obs. c 1725.
iSS ABP. BROWNE (ofArmagh)Serm. in Phenix (1721) 1. 134
1 hey shall be your greatest enemies, speaking against the Te.
nents ofRome, and yet be set on by Rome. 1618 HALES Gold.

,"?', !'
<l673> 59 Ep'scopius.. required that it might be

lawful for them to set down their own Tenents. 1621 BUR.
TON Anal. Mel. n. ii (1651) 254 But. .to grant this their
tenent of the earths motion. 1643 FULLER Semi. 27 Mar.

rctciveo. lenents, ana commonly presumed Truths. 1721
WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. v. in People of differing religions

mge condemn each other by their own tenents.
Tenent (te-nent), a. rare- 1

, [ad. L. tenent-em

. MwmMui Mua , in auusion 10 tneir omc
Tenent, -ry, obs. ff. TENON, TENANTBY.
1 ener, obs. f. TEENER, TENNER, TENOB,TENURE.
Teneral(te-neral),. Entom.

[f. L. tener tender
+ -AL.] Said of the imperfect imago of a neu-
ropterous insect, when it has just emerged from the
pupa state, and is still soft. In quot fig

184

iBgi in Cent. Diet. 1902 Sat. Rev. i Mar. 256 The
Liberal League has now emerged in triumph, though at

present perhaps in a tenera! state, not yet endowed with its

full brilliancy of colour.

t Tene'ritude. Obs. rare l
. [ad. L.teneri-

tfido, !. tener tender.] Tenderness, softness. So

fTene'rity Obs. fad. L. teneritas], in same sense;

j-Te'nerous a. Obs. [f. L. /WWH--OCS], tender.

c 1440 Pallad. on Hush
yi. 157 So wol their fatnesse and

*teneritude With hembestille. 1623 COCKERAM, *Teneritie,

softnesse, tendernesse. 1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul II. iii.

in. Iviii, Faithfulnesse, heart-struck teneritie ; These be the

lovely playmates of pure veritie. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),

Tenerity, a Philosophical Word for Tenderness ; as ' The
tenerity of Young Plants '. 1397 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's
Fr. Chirurg. 34/1 Engendring a "tenerouse fleshe, which

by little and little, hardeneth.

II Tenesmus (t/he-zmfe). Path. Also 6-8

tenasmus; ft. (from Fr.) 6-7 tenasm(e, 7 tinesm.

[med.L. tenesmus, tenasmus (Du Cange), = L.

lenesmos (Pliny), a. Gr. Tftvea/ife, Ti/yea/xos strain-

ing, f. Tflvtiv to stretch, strain. So F. ttnesme

(i6th c.).] A continual inclination to void the con-

tents of the bowels or bladder, accompanied by
straining, but with little or no discharge.
1527 ANDREW Brunswyke's Distyll. Waters D ij b, Payne

of the gutte of the fondament named tenasmus, that is whan
a man thynketh that he wolde go to stole, but he can do
nothyng. 1578 LVTE Dodoens n. xxviii. 182 Good for them
that haue the laske, the blouddie flixe and Tenasme. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny (1634) II. 443 The broth of fish . .dispatcheth
those sharp and fretting humors which are the cause of the
Tinesm. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet in Aliments^, etc.

423 Attended with a Tenesmus. 1748 Anson*s Voy. i. iv. 39
Afflicted with fluxes and tenasmus's. 1754-64 SMELLIE
Midwif. \. 120 Something like a tenesmus at the os uteri.

1876 BRISTOWE The. ft Pract. Med. (1878) 684.
fig. 1642 MILTON ApoL Smect. vi. Wks. 1851 III. 294 This

tetter of Pedagoguisme that bespreads him with such a
tenasmus oforiginating. tfA^Address HopefulYng. Gentry
Eng. 48 That exulcerate feebleness of reason which by an
impotent tenesmus betrays the infirmities ofthose we almost
idoliz'd to scorn and hatred.

Hence Tene'smic a., of, pertaining to, or of the
nature of tenesmus. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

Tenet (te-net, ftfnet). [a. L. tenet ' he holds
',

3 sing, of tenere to hold. See also TENENT sb.
Prob. adopted from mod. Latin writings, in which it intro-

duced the opinion or doctrine that a person, church, or sect
holds. Cf. similar use of hatitat, incipit, explicit.}A doctrine, dogma, principle, or opinion, in

religion, philosophy, politics, or the like, held by
a school, sect, party, or person.
111619 FOTHERBY Atheom. n. iv. 3 (1622) 230 And this

. . is not onely his owne particular opinion . . ; but the gene-
rall Tenet, of all the Philosophers, a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU
Acts fy Man. (1642) Summary 3/2 The Church of Englands
Tenet, that no salvation, but by Christ alone. 1706 PHILLIPS
(ed. Kersey), Tenet, or Tenent, a Doctrine, or Opinion.
1791 BURKE App. Whigs Wks. VI. 210 The practical conse-
quences of any political tenet go a great way in deciding
upon its value. 1858 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1869) II. i. 51 The
liberality of every sect depends, not at all on its avowed
tenets but on the circumstances in which it is placed.

b. More trivially : Any opinion held.

102 You have infinitely verified the Tenet which all the
Literati have of you. 1742 Land. $ Country Brew. i.

(ed. 4) 42 Vouching it to be a true Tenet, that, if Hops are
boiled above thirty Minutes, the Wort will have some or
more of their worser Quality, c 1765 GRAY Satire 28 The
Master of Benet Is of the like tenet.

Tenetz, teneys, obs. forms of TENNIS.
Teneur, obs. form of TENOB.
Tenfold (te-n&uld), a. and adv. [See -FOLD.]
A. adj. 1. Ten times as great or as much ;

ten times increased or intensified
;
also indefinitely,

many times as great.
c 1200 Trin. CM. Horn. 135 His michelnesse was unhiled

on ten fold wise and mo. 1557 RECORDE Whetst. Bij,
Decupla.. 10

;

to i: 20 to 2. . . Tennefolde. 1588 SHAKS.
Tit. A. in. ii. 6 Thy Neece and I. .cannot passionate our
tenfold

griefe, With foulded Armes. 1625 N. CARPENTER
Geog. Del. n. ix. (1635) 149 The Aire. .being by a Tenne.fold
proportion thinner then the Water. 1849 MACAULAV Hist.
Eng. iii. I. 4r2 His mind reacted with tenfold force on the
spirit of the age.

b. As predicate, passing into substantive use
;

cf.

HUNDREDFOLD C.
1769 HOME Fatal Discov. iv, Euran ! whate'er the lavish

Pict has promis'd To tempt thee to betray thy master's
house, Tenfold I II give thee to preserve thy faith. 1832
SOUTHEY Hist. Penins. War III. xxxvii. 219 But the loss
had been tenfold of what was there stated.

2. Ranged in ten folds, or ten deep, nonce-use.
i8m J. BARLOW Columb. i. 316 Stretch'd o'er the broad-

back d hills, in long array, The tenfold Alleganies meet
the day.

B. adv. Ten times (in amount or degree).
1538 ELVOT, Decuplo.M it be an aduerbe, it sygnifyeth

tenne times, or tenne fold. Decuplum, like wyse. 1606
SHAKS. Ant. e, Cl. iv. vii. 15, I will reward thee Once for
thy sprightly comfort, and ten-fold For thygood valour. 1667MILTON P. L. n. 705 The grieslie terrour.. So speakingand so threatmng, grew ten fold More dreadful and deform.
1827 Svp.

SMITH Wks. (1850) 485 Is not the Church of
tngland tenfold more rich and more strong than when the
separation took place? 1884 TENNYSON Becket i. iii, False
to himself, but ten-fold false to me !

TENMANTALE.
Hence Te-nfoldness, the condition or quality of

being tenfold.

1891 J. E. H. THOMSON Books which influenced our Lord
in. i. 382 There is no explanation of the tenfoldness exhibited
in the symbols.

Te-nfold, v. [f. prec.] trans. To increase
ten times ; loosely, to multiply indefinitely.
1858 BUSHNELL Nat. f, Supernal, xiii. (1864) 420 Tram-

forming the world, tenfolding its forces and uses, and all

i
that constitutes its value. 1858 Serin. New Life viii.

(1869) 102 The capacity of religion, .may be fivefolded, ten-

folded, indefinitely increased. 1902 KROPOTKIN Mitt. Aid
vi. (1904) 208 It tenfolded their forces.

Tenful, variant of TEENFUL Obs.

Tengerite (te-rjareit). Min. [Named after a

Swede, C. Tenger, who examined it : see -ITE l.]

According to Svanberg and Tenger, a carbonate of

yttrium, found as a whitish coating on gadolite.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 710. 1889 Nature 19 Dec. 163/1

Many more [minerals], such as cyrtolite, molybdite, allanite,
tengerite..have been found.

Tenia, Tenioid, var. T^ENIA, TJENIOID.
Tenible (te-nlb'l), a. rare. [f. L. type *tenibil-

is, f. ten-ere to hold : cf. docible.]
f 1. Capable of being held

;
= TENABLE 2. Obs.

1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. n. viii. (1821) 320 Corke was
a weake towne and not tenible against a powerful! enemy.
2. Able to retain or hold in (i. e. in quot., the

saliva), rare.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus xliii. 3A nose among the larger. Feet
not dainty, . . Mouth scarce tenible [L. nee ore sicco}, hands
not wholly faultless.

Tenis, tenise, obs. forms of TENNIS.
Tenker, obs. form of TINKER.
Tenmanland. Obs. exc. Hist. A local name

in East Anglia, in I2th and I3th c., for an aggre-
gate of ten holdings ; containing 1 20 acres, and so
= CABTTCATE. So, in same sense, Tenmanlot
(-loth).
c 1225 Ely Inqu. in MS. Claudius C. xi If. 193 (Vinogr.)De multibus et libere tenentibus... Jacobus le franceis et

Thomas de Northwaude tenent dimidium tenmanland, scili-

et Matheus..et eorum participes tenent unam tenmanland,
scilicet sexies viginti acras terre. 1892 VINOCRADOFF Vii.
lainage in Eng. n. i. 255 In the Norfolk lands of Ely Min-
ster we find tenmanlands of 120 acres in the possession of

,

custom of the manor of Walpole, a division of the land
according to tenmanlands or tenman-lots.
c 1200 Ingu. of Walepale in MS. Cott. Tit. B. ii If. 167 b,

Willelmus Franceis et Thomas de Nordwolde tenent dimi-
dium tenmanloth, scilicet sexaginta acras.. .De Consuettidi-
nariis. Galfridus de Cattestone et participes tenent unam
tenmanloth, scilicet sexcies uiginti acras pro decem solidis.
la 1244 Anc. DeedA. 7435 (P.R.O.), Confirmauimus thome
filio Alant de Walepol. .sextam partem vnius tinmanlot in
villa de Walepol.

Te-iimantale, teumentale. Obs. exc.
Hist. Forms: 2 tieu, tyen, ten manna tale,
tenmanne tale ; the(n)manetale, temantale;
teuemen-, teneman-, 7 te(n)men-, 8- te(n)-
man-tale. [OE. type *tien manna talu ' nume-
rum decem nominum

', a number (tale, or reckon-

ing) of ten men.]
1. According to the ' Laws of Edward the Con-

fessor ', the contemporary Yorkshire (or ? general
Danelaw) name of the Anglo-Saxon TITHING, and
also of l\ie frij>borh or FRANK-PLEDGE by which the
members of a tithing were made sureties for each
other.

(The only known ancient authority for this is the ' Laws
of Edward the Confessor', compiled 1130-35. The alleged
addition to the Treaty ofAlfred andGuSrum, from which
the term is quoted by Spelman and Du Cange, is found in
no MS., and is apparently of later authorship.)

"3-3$ Lam* Edw. Con/, c. 20 Alia est pax ..scilicet
sub fideiussionisstabilitate,quamAngliuocant fri[th]borgas,
preter Eboracenses, qui uocant earn tyen \v.rr. ten, tien]
manna tale, hoc est numerum x hominum. a 1200 HOVE-
DEN Chron. (Rolls) II. 228 (quoting prec.) Quod sit Frithborg,
quod Eboracenses vocant tenementale, id est, sermo decem
hominum, 1664 SPRLMAN Gloss., Tementale, vet Tenmen-
tale, Sax. tienmantale, Decuria, Tithinea. 1872 E. W.
ROBERTSON /fVtt!, Ess. 118 ATything, or Tenmantale, of the

Hundred, in which a Decanus, annually chosen in the Hun-
dred-court, presided in the petty court in the place of the

Tungreve \tun-erefd}.
2. In parts of England under Danish influence,

a name in 1 2th and I3th c. for the land tax levied

on a carncate ; the carucage.
In this sense the name was perh. connected with the ten.

manland or tenmanlot, and tale may have had the sense
(

sum, account, reckoning '.

CII35 Charter of Wm. Paganellus to Drax (Charter
Roll 4 Edw. II m. 4), Quam. .defendemus contra omnes
homines de murdre de Danegelde, de The[n]mantale.
a 1154 Cartular. Alb. de Rievalle (Surtees) 142 Etii solidi

de Danegeld, id est Thefnjmanetale, quoquo anno eveniebant

super illas ix carrucatas. il66-76Ca/r. Charter Rolls (1908)
111. 342 Tenementa predicta [at Lessness, Kent] habeant
et teneant libera et quieta ab omnibus geldis et danegetdis
et scutagiis et murdrp et latrocinio. . et clausuris et hidagiis
et scotagiis et quereliset s[c]yriset hundrediset tethingiset
tenemannetale. 1194 HOVEDEN Chron. (Rolls) III. 242 Rex
constituit sibi dari de unaquaque carucata terra? totius Angliae
duos solidos,quod ab antiquis nominatur Temantale. a 1 200



TENNANTITE.
IVhMy Cartul. (Surtces) I. 196 Quod Monasterium michi
. .duos solidos antmatim persolvent, ct Themantel, pro
omnibus s-erviciis. 1747 CARTE Hist. En*'. I. 760 An impost,
called by some writers Carucage, and Teniautale, but in
the Pipe-rolls termed Hidage.
Tennand, -ant, obs. ff. TENANT, TENON.
Tennandment, obs. corrupt f. TENEMENT.
Tennautite (te-nSntait). Mia. [Named, 1819,

in honour of Smithson Tennant : sec -iTKl.l A
sulph-aisenide of copper and iron, closely related

to tetrahedrite (Chester).
1839 DE LA BECHE Rep. Geol. Cormvall, etc. xv. 590 From

among them tennantite has been separated by Phillip*.

1851 MANTKLL Petrifact. ii. i. 78 In this case ate speci-
mens of .. variegated copper ore; Tetmantite. 1900 1..

FLETCHKR in llrit. MHS. Return 156 A crystallographicand
chemical research . . , the result of which has been to establish

the specific identity of Hinnite and Ttnnantite.

Tenne, tenny (tc-ni), a. and 56. Her. Also

7 tenney, 9 teany. [a. obs. F. teniii! (i6th c.),
var. of tanni, TAWNY j cf. iennet, var. of lannet

tawny cloth (1 4th c. in Godef.).] 'Tawny' as a

heraldic colour : variously described as '

orange-
brown" or 'bright chestnut'; in engraving repre-
sented by diagonal lines from sinister to dexter,
crossed by others, according to some authors,

vertically, according to others, horizontally.
156* LKIGH Annorie ip Now to the sixth coloure, wliiche

we calle Tawney, and is blazed by thys woorde, Tenne.
It is a worshipfull colour, and is of some Herhaughtes
called 6ruske,..it is made of two bright colours which is

Redde and Yellowe. 1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 39 The
Fess Tenny, which iz a cooler betokening dout suspition.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Tenny',
or Tmvttey, ..is

expressed in Engraving by thwart Strokes or Hatches. 1882

CUSSANS Heraldry 51 Tenne (bright chestnut).

Tennement, Tennendrie, obs. ff. TENE-

MENT, TENANTRY.
Tennent, obs. form of TENANT, TENON.
Tenner (te-nai). colloq. [f. TEN + -ER!.] A

term applied to a number or amount of ten
; spec.

a. A ten-pound note ; in U. S. a ten-dollar bill.

1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at Ox/, xix, 'No money?
1

1 Not much ; perhaps a tenner.' 1884 G. ALLEN Philistia

1II.3I8, 1 had in my purse., five tenners liank of England
ten-pound notes, you know. 1887 BLACK Sabiita Zembra
xxi. 208 You might make the fiver a tenner. 1893 SALTUS
Madam Sappkira xvi, At the late of eight dollars a column
and a tenner for the ' beat '.

b. A period of ten years.

Newsy Nov. 9 [He] has been chief magistrate., for the oasi

nine years uninterruptedly, and. .the Corporation has jus:

asked him to extend it and make a ' tenner' of it.

Tenner, obs. form of TENOR ; var. TANDODB.
Tennes, -Ice, obs. ff. TENNIS. Tennet, dial,

variant of TINNET. Tenney, obs. f. TENN\
Tennikill, obs. Se. form of TUNICLE.

Tennil, var. TEANEL dial., basket.

Tennis (te'nis), s6. Forms : a. 4-5 tene-tz, 5

teneys, 6 ten(n)es ; 0. -5 tenyce, tenyys, 5-6

tenys, -yse, tennys, -yse, 6 tentee, tennysse,

(tinnls),6-7 tenis,-ise,tennise, -ice, (7 Sc. tin-

nets), 6- tennis. [Known c 1400 in form icne'tz,

later teline's, teneys, -ys, -yce, teni-se ; in It. men-
tioned in the Cronica di firenze of Donato Vellnti

(who died in 1370) as lenes, and said to have been

introduced into Florence by French knights early in

the year 1325. For ulterior history and etymology
see Note below.]
1. A game in which a ball is struck with a racket

and driven to and fro by two players in an enclosed

oblong court, specially constructed for the purpose,
and (in the developed form of the game) having an

enclosed corridor on one of the long sides roofed

over by a penthouse.
.The game had originally a much simpler form, the ball

being struck with the palm of the hand (hence F. la paunie).
It was also played in the open air, as still in some places in

France, and down to about 1800 in England under the name

field-tennis, of which lawn-tennis (sense 2) may be con-

sidered a greatly modified revival.

c 1400 GOWER In Praise ofPeace 205 Of the Tenetz \ea.

ia tennes] to winne or lese a chace, Mai no lif wite er that

the bal be ronne. c 1440 Promp. Para. 488/2 Teneys, pley,
teniludus (P. manupilatus, tenisial. 1441 Court Roll

Pershore, Wore. (Westminster Ch. Munim.), Nullus eorum
. . frequentabit ludum qui vocatur the tenyse plavng in

communi viadomini Regis nee in aliquo loco private ibidem.

c 1460 Towneley Myst. xiii. 736, I bryng the bot a balle :

Haue and play the with alle, And go to the tenys [rime

pennys). 1463 Mann. $ Houslh. Ext. (Roxb.) 221 Pleyynd
at the tennys. a 1470 TIFTOFT Tulle on Friendsh. (C'axton

1481) C iv, Lyke corage & disposicion to pleyeng atte tenyce.

1535 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. xxvi. 74 Gascone and his

brother yuan fell out toguyder, playeng at tennes. 1535
Act 27 Hen. VI'II, c. 25 8 Any open . . place for common

bowling, dysyng, carding, closhe, tenys, or other unlawful!

games. 1540 MORYSINE fives' Introd. Wysd. Cjb, Oft

tymes he commeth vp a pase, that can playe
well at tennysse.

IMO CROWLEY Last Trumpet 562 To play tenise, or tosse

the ball. 15*5-73 COOPER Thesaurus s. v. Bonus, Good at

tennice. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) 1. 190 Pythus was the

first plaier at tennise. 1601 SHAKS. Ham. it. i. 59. 6'7

MINSKEU Ductor. Tennis flay., aut a tenez Gal: i. honld,

which word the Frenchmen, the onely tennis players, vse to

speake when they strike the ball, at tennis. 1634 ROWLEY

VOL. IX.

1B5

NMc Smldicr ir. ii, I ha been at Tennis, Madam, with the

King. I gave him 15 and all hU faults. 1679 C.HMK.N
in //. Corr. (Camden) 189 Last Wednesday hi-, M:i l?

play'd at tcni*. 1789 MRS. I'tozzi Journ. 1-rtimc II. -.-6

He invited them to.. play a great match at tennis. 1793
Sporting Mag. zg Sept. 371 Field-tennis threatens ere long
to bowl out cricket. 1865 MKKIVALK Ront. Kinp. VIM.
Ixiv. 116 Then he uses strong exercise for a conMtl<-]-:i!i!>:

space at tennis. 1878 JULIAN MARSHALL (title) The Annals
of Tennis.

fig. 1611 TOURNEUR Ath. Traff. n. iv, Drop out Mine
eye-bals and let entiiotis Fortune pta At tennis willi Vin.

1654 WHITLOCK Zoototnia 463 In the Tennis uf 1 mluti'-.

1899 S. K. HOCKING in Daily Neiys 2 Sept. 6/3 He had a
decided objection to

'

playing tennis with the seventh com.
mandment '.

2. Short for LAWN-TENNIS (q. v.), a game played
with a ball and rackets on an unenclosed rectan-

gular space on a smooth grass lawn or a floor

of hard gravel, cement, asphalt, etc., called a court.
Introduced about 1874 (see LAWN-TENNIS) ; reduced to its

present form in 1877.
1888 St. James' Gaz. Aug., It is melancholy to seeaword

which has held its own for centuries gradually losing its

connotation. Such a word is
' tennis ', by which nine per.

sons out of ten to-day would understand the game of recent
invention played on an unconfined court. 1895 SCULLY
Kafir Stories 80 The tennis-ground was overgrown with

grass his predecessor's family evidently had not cared
about tennis.

3. altrib. and Comb. a. Of, belonging to, or used
in playing tennis (sense i), as tennis coat, tennis

game ; see also TENNIS-BALL, -PLAY, etc.

1516 Harl.MS.lzSfW. 21 Blew velwetefor a "TenesCote
for the king. 1551 HULOET, 'Tennyse game, or playingeat
tennyse, sphatromachia.

b. Of, pertaining to, used or worn in lawn-tennis,
as tennis-bag, -game, -ground, -hat, -jacket, -lawn,

-racket, -suit ; tennis-arm, -elbow, -knee, an

arm, elbow, or knee sprained in playing lawn-
tennis ; tennis-ground, a piece of ground laid or

marked out for the game of lawn-tennis; a lawn-
tennis court or set of courts. See also TENNIS-BALL,
-COURT, -PLAYER.

1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 466/1 Each with a flannel
*

tennis-bap in her hand. 1908 R. W. CHAMBERS Younger
Set viii, Eileen, .strolled houseward across the lawn, switch-

ing the shaven sod with her "tennis bat. 1883 Pall Mall G.

30 May 3/1 If 'tennis elbow becomes anything like as usual
an ailment as tennis playing is an accomplishment. 1891

*J. S. WINTER* Luniley v, He was sitting on the garden
seat near the "tennis-ground. 1890 Arnty ft Navy Stores
Catal. Mar. 1180 'Tennis Hats various colours from i/'o.

1888 EARRIE When a Man's Single xiv,A man in a "tennis

jacket, carrying a pail. 1901 Brit. Med. Jrnl. No. 2097.

562 The country doctor called it a ' 'tennis-knee ', which

might mean anything. 1899 E. J. CHAPMAN Drama Two
Lives 13 The "tennis-lawns and pathways all Are bright
with beauty. 1892 F. M. CRAWFORD Three Fates II. iv. 95
Her first "tennis-racquet, now battered and half-unstrung.

1897 ANNE PAGE Afternoon Ride 7 A. .girl with a tennis-

racket in her hand. 1908 R. W. CHAMBERS Younger Sec

viii, Yes, I've plenty of "tennis-shoes. Help yourself. 1897
MRS. RAYNER Type-writer Girl\,A baronet in a 'tennis suit.

Hence Te'nnisdom, the world or realm of tennis-

(or lawn-tennis) players; Te-nuisy a., colloq.

addicted to lawn-tennis.

1890 Blackw, Mag. Feb. 256/2 As with horsy women,. .

tennis-y girls . . become intolerable nuisances to their neigh-
bours. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 464/2 The reputation
of the Rentley brothers had gone forth into tennisdom with
a very high brand on it.

[ffolf. The introduction of some form of tennis into

Florence by the French knights in 1325, and the use of the

name tenes, appear not to be recorded elsewhere than in

Velluti's Cronica, nor does either game or name appear to

have been long retained ; the name was manifestly foreign,
and opposed to Italian word-formation. But its use in

Florence at least 30 and perhaps 70 years before the earliest

known English example, implies either that the Eng. name
came from Italy, or that both had a common source.

^
The

latter is the more likely ; it was French knights who intro-

duced the game at Florence, and the Eng. tene'tz, teittys,

with their final stress, imply French origin. The difficulty

is that the game has app. never borne any such name in Fr.,

where, from 1350 or earlier, it has been called la faulitte,
la paume. The only Fr. word akin in form is tent*

(AF. tenetz\ 2 pers. pL pres. indie, and imper. of tenir ' to

hold', also 'to take, receive what is offered '. Hence
the suggestion made by Minsheu 1617, and favoured by
Skeat, Jusserand, and others, that the name originated
in the Fr, imperative tenez 'take, receive', called by the

server to his opponent. There is of course the difficulty

that no mention of this call has yet been found in
French^

where it must have been used if thence taken into It. and

Kng. But in the Colloquies of Cordier and Erasmus, the

server's call is latinized as accipc and excipc, and in the

Carmen de ludo pilx relimb of R. Fressart, Paris, 1641,
'

excipe ',
'

pilam excipe ',
' mitto pilam in tectum, excipe ',

with other uses of excipere and accipere, occur eight

conclusion that this call gave rise to the i4th c. It. and

Eng. name.]

t Te'nnis, v. Obs. Also 6 -esse. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To toss to and fro like a ball at tennis.

Also absol.

1565 W. ALLEN in Fulke Cotifut. Purg. (1577) 145 How
fast they will tennesse one to an other in talke. 1596

SPENSER Slate Irel. Wks. (Globe) 652/2 These fowre gam.
sons issuing foorthe. .will so drive him [the enemy] from

one side to another, and tennis him amongest them, that

he shall finde no where safe.

TENNYSONISM.
2. inti: To play tennis. Hence t T'nnling

vtl. sb., tennis-playing ; also t Te-nnlr, a tennis-

player.
"'475 Myrc's Par. Pr. n Hole, Danseyng, colteynz

hollyng, tenessyng, han.ll ,.,11, f,, tl lull, ..toil ball S all Duma
otht

Tennis-ball, [f. TKNMS sb. + IULL^.I*.]
The small ball used in tennis or lawn-tennis.
c 1450 Brut ccxliv. 374 Yn scorne & despite he [the Dau-

phin]
sent to hym [Km*; Henry V] a i ,,,nc fulle of tencyv

ballis, be-cause he ichulda haue sumwhat lo play uith-allr.

1561 1'. NOKTON Cafvin's Inst. \. 60 As if God did t

himself pastime to tosse men like lennUebaJlcx 1599 SHAKS.
Hen. yt

i. it 258. 17*6 SWIFT Guiltier n. v, iju

bangs., as if I had been pelted with tennis-balls. 1805
SCOTT Last Minstr. u. xxxi, Like tennis-ball by raquet
tossed. attrib. 1786 ADKRCROUBIE Arr, in Card. At$ift.

p. vii, Tennis-ball cabbage lettuce.

b.
Jig* \ esp* a thing or person that Is tossed or

bandied about like a tennis-ball.

1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. vi. xxx. 151 Vulcan, Vemu,.*
Daphne tumd to Tree.. tennis balles to euery tongue of

euery Deitee. 1610 HOLLAND Camden'$ Brit. (1637) 570
The very tennisse-ball, in some sort, of fortune. 1641 H.
MQU'K SongofSoul i\. App. Ixxxviii, A cluster of them makes
not half a Moon, What should such tennK-balls do in ihe
skie? 1890 DAKYNS Xetwphon I. p. xciv, We find this great
Athenian captain playing the ignoble part of tennis-hall to
rival Spartan harmosts.

Te'nnis-court. [f- TENNIS sb. + COCBT sb* 4.]
1. Theenclosednuadrangulararea, or building, in

which the game of tennis is played.
1564 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 143 Boards to

make a tennyse court .1.0.0. 1611 COTCR., Bltmte** close
Tennis court, or a Tennis court in a hall, hauing a house on
either side toserueon. 1630 in Froc. So*.. Antiq, Scot. (1896)
XXX. 57 The tinneis Courtis thairof and all utheris houses.

1763 Brit, Mag. IV. 55 It was agreed to build a new
theatre, where the Tennis-court then stood, in Lincoln's-

inn-fields. 1791 MACKINTOSH Vind. Galliot Wks. 1846 III.

34 They were summoned by their President toalenni*.
Court, wheie they were reduced to hold their assembly. 1878
JULIAN MARSHALL XfU'o/* e/TettxisiiAQneof the greatest
obstacles to the spreading of the love of Tennis has always
been the scarcity of Tennis-courts. [Ibid, 113 Their num-
ber [in England] at the present moment is twenty-one.]

fig. 1605 EABL STIRLING Alexand. Trag. v. i, 1 thinke the

world is but a Tenis-court wheie Fortune doth play State*,
tosse men for Balls. 1738 G. LILLO Marina i. ii, Winds
and waters, In their vast tennis-court, have, as a ball, Used
me to make them sport.
Comb* 1597 SHAKS. a Hen, II', u. ii. 21 But that the

Tennis-Court'keeper knowes better then I. a 1637 B. JONSO*
Eng. Gram. viii. noftt Ssepi tritt coagmentantur nomina

t

ut, a foot-ball-player, a tennis-court-keeper.

2. The plot of ground prepared and marked out

for lawn-tennis.
1881 'RITA' My Lady Coquette i, I wanted to see the

tennis-courts made.

Te'nnis-play. [f. as prec. -* PLAY sb.]

1. The game of TENNIS; playing at tennis.

c 1440 Promp. Parv.6B/i Chace oftenys pley,or ob>T lyke,
sistencia. 1530 PAUGR. 280/1 Tennysplay,^^ de Inpatthne.

1594 NASHE Christ's T* To Rdr., Prouided it bee not a

Tennice-play of Pots and Cups, like the Centaurs feast.

1651 HOBBES Lfviath. H. xxv. (1839) 349 He that useih

able seconds at tennis play, placed in their proper stations.

f2. TENNIS-COUBT. Obs.

1507-8 Court of /'rank-pledge, Oxford* Four men pre-
sented for keeping tenysplayes, an illegal sport. i577-*7
HOLINSHED Chron* III. 1223/1 In Wisbich was a garden, a

tennise plaie, & a bowling allie walled about with oricke.

Comb. 1530 in yicary's. Anat. (1888) App. iu lot Item, for

Anthony Annesley, tenesplay-keper vj s viij d.

Te'nnis-j)lay:er. [f.
as prec.] One who

plays at tennis ; now, usually, at lawn-tennis.

to Sir j. Temple Wks. 1731 II. 297 We were both together

Soung
Travellers and Tennis Players in France. 1801

TRUTT Sports $ Past. n. iii.(i876) 161 We have. .authority

to prove that Henry VII was a tennis player. 1884

Harper's Mag* Jan. 304/2 The champion tennis-players.

So Tc-nnis-playing
1

, playing at tennis.

1441 [see TENNIS i]. 1495 Act iz Hen, Vl!t c. 2 5 5

Where, .tenys pleiyng
bowlesClossh or any other unlawful)

game..shalbe used. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Abut. n. (1882)

33They spend it in dicing, carding, bowling, tennise plaieng.

Tennon, Tennor, -our, Tenny, Tennye,
-yse, obs. ff. TENON, TENOR, TENN, TENNIS.

Tennysonian (tenise -man), a. andj. [f. the

name of the poet Alfred (Lord) Tennyson (1809-

l892) + -IAN.J
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Tennyson, his works,

or his style.

1853 LONGF. in Life (1801) II. 249 [M- Arnold's poems]

Veryclever; with a little of the Tennysonian leaven in them.

i86z Times 10 Oct., His success exceeds that of his pre-

decessors who have attempted the rendering of this Tenny-
sonian classic [Catullus}, 1876 STEDMAN Viet. Poets vi.

(1887) 227 These effects, which the Laureate employs with

such variation and continuance that the resultant style is

known as Tennysonian, were Dorian first of all.

B. sb* An admirer, imitator, disciple, or student

of Tennyson.
1883 Harper's Mag. Feb. 460/1 By all the Tennysonians

of this generation it will be deeply regretted.

Heuce Tennyso-nianism, Te nnysonism. a

24



TENO-.

characteristic trait or mannerism of Tennyson's

style ;
an imitation of that

style.
1843 MRS. BROWNING Let. to C. Matkcivs 14 Mar. (in

Davcy's Catnl. (1895) 15), I had been pleased with the

poetical sense of his [Lowell's] book, which he sent me long

ago, notwithstanding the Tennysonianisms of it. a 1849
POE C/ianniiii,' Wks. 1864 III. 234 The affectations the

Tennysonisms of Mr. Channing.

Teno-, combining element, arbitrarily formed
from Gr. rivoiv, TENDON : cf. TENONTO-. Teno-

graphy (ten<i'grafi) [-GDAPHY], description of

tendons. Tenoiogy [-I.OGY], that part of anatomy
which relates to the tendons. Teno'rrliapliy [Gr.

ficuf'fi
a seam], suture of a tendon. Te'nosu:ture

[L. siitlira a seam], = tenorrhaphy. Te :no-syno-
vi-tis [see SYNOVIA and -ITIS], inflammation of

a tendon and its sheath. See also TENOTOMY.
1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., Tenography, *Tenology,

"Tenorrhaphy. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Teno-sutnre, the

sewing together of the divided ends of a tendon. 1890
BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., "Tenosynovitis. 1896 A Mutt's

Syst. Mfd. I. 379 The results [of massage] in sprains, teno-

synovitis and the like, are sometimes amazing.

Tenon (te'nan), sb. Forms : a. 5 tenown, 5-

tenon, (6-8 tennon) ; 0. 6 tenaunt, -e, 6-7 (9

dial.) tenant, 7 -ent, 7-8 tennant, -ent. [a. F.

tenon (i5th c. in Godef. Compl.), f. tenir to hold +
suffix -on (

= L. -oncni). The /3-forms show assimi-

lation to the word TENANT, and to L. tcnent-em

pr. pple., holding : cf. talon, talent, and see -ANTS.]
1. A projection fashioned on the end or side of a

piece of wood or other material, to fit into a cor-

responding cavity or MOKTISE in another piece, so

as to form a close and secure joint.
a. 14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 616/1 Tentum, a tenon, quod

poniturin commissnra. 1440 Promp. Parti. 489/1 Tenown,
knyttynge of a balke or oj>er lyke yn tymbyr (S. tenowre),
. . tenaculym, gnmfus. 1545 ELYOT, Cat-do . . it is also the

tenon, whiche is put into the mortayse. 1577 tr. Bullinger's
Decades (1592) 339 Euery boorde had two tenons like pikes,
whereby they were stucke into the sockets, a 1661 FULLER
Worthies (1662) in. Stafford. 38 There is a fair House on
London Bridge, commonly called Nonesuch, which is re-

ported to be made without either Nailes or Pins, with
crooked Tennons fastened with wedges and other (as I

may term them) circumferential devices. 1852 WRIGHT Celt,
Rom. if Sax. ii. 59 Each of the upright stones [at Stone-

henge] had two tenons or projections on the top. 1889
Work 29 June 227/1 In cutting dovetails and tenons.

/3. 1551 RECORDE Cast. Knoivl. (1556) 51 Then must you
make lyke morteyses . . to receaue those tenauntes. a 1677
HALE Prim. Orig. Man. iv. iv. 330 If Chance could make
a Beam . .

,
and . . Tenents at either end,yet it is not possible to

conceive that Chance could .. fit the Mortises of other pieces
of Timber to those Tenents. 1703 MOXON Meek. Exerc.
116 Ttnnat..z square end fitted into a Mortess. 1778
Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Yardley, The spire . . for want of
tennents being pinned down, was blown off.

b. Tenon and mortise (also mortise and tenon :

see MORTISE sb. I b), the combination of these.
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. 251 With a small tenents

and mortescis. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xii. 3.
I

267 Fastned with tenons and mortaises, the one into the
other. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xviii. (Roxb.) 139/1
Fastned in them with a Mortals and Tenent. 1856 EMER-
SON Eng. Traits,Stonehenf;e Wks. (Bohn) II. 124 The good
beasts must have known how to cut a well-wrought tenon
and mortise.

fc. The lower part of a graft which is cut thin
so as to be inserted into the stock. Obs.
1523 FITZHERB. Huso. 139Take thy graffe and cut it in the

loynt to the myddes, & make the tenaunt therof half an
inche longe or a lytell more at on the one syde. 1641 in
Maidment Bk. A'cotl. Pasquils 131 Whose tennons small, if

they be left in ground, Like ill weeds soon will waxe.
t d.

Jig.
That which firmly connects or unites

two things. Ol>s. rare~'.
1617 HIEHON Wks. II. 145 There are then two things

concurre in the producing of man... This I thinke to bee
the surest tenon.

2. attrib. and Comb., as tenon-helve, -joint,
piece ; tenon-auger, a hollow auger for forming
tenons on the ends of spokes, chair-legs, etc.

;

tenon-saw, a fine saw for making tenons, etc.,
having a thin blade, a thick back, and small teeth

very slightly
'
set '.

1881 RAYMOND MiningGloss., "Tenant helve, see Frontal-
hammer. 1865 Reader No. I33 . 73/3 Mortice and "tenon
joints. 1901 y. Black's Carp, f, Build., Home Handier.
14 A pin ol hard wood. .driven in through the "tenon pieceand the mortise. 1549 Privy Council Acts (1890) II. 351
Tenant sawes, iiij. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 103 The

Tennant-Saw, being thin, hath a Back to keep it from
bending. zSi^ P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 251 The
lenon-saw derives its name from being used for forming
the shoulders of tenons.

Tenon (te'nan), v. Also 7-8 tenant, tennant,
8 tenent, tenont. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To fix together with tenon and mortise.
1649 BLITHE Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653) 203 The beam.,

runs down into the plough-head, and is there tenanted and
pinned into the head. 1665 J. WEBB Stone-Heng (1725) 9,If mortised and tenanted. ,71, W. SUTHERLAND Ship.
",\ yf ,y tenant [in Errata corr. to Tenon] theFost into the Keel. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789)

?!.'J.Hf^-P05
.'.'

'

I
s

!?."
e"'?d into the keel. Sgj

186

tenon both these together, as antecedent and consequent.

1659 O. WALKER Instruct. Oratory 18 The several pieces of

Invention, .must next be sowed and tenanted together.

1856 WHITMAN in Scott. Rev. (1883) 285 My foothold is

tenon'd and mortis'd in granite.

2. To furnish or fit with a tenon.

1771 LUCKOMBE Hist. Print. 302 These two Rails are each

of them tenoned at each end. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L.

174 Cramping the stones together, as well as tenoning the

ends. 1873 J. RICHARDS Wood-w. Factories 156 For this we
have the remedy of tenoning both ends at the same time,

b. intr. To engage or fit in by or as by a tenon.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 404/1 The two beams. .

should be placed conformable to the two uprights, so that

they may tenon in them. 1842 Civil Kng. ff Arch. Jritl.

V. 361/2 They tenon between the strings e and .

Hence Te'noned///. a., furnished or made with

a tenon ; Te-noner, a machine for forming tenons.

1771 LUCKOMBE Hist. Print. 323 [ He] besmears the whole
tenoned ends and tenons well with soap. 1875 Carpentry
ff Join. 49 The tenoned and mortised ends of the pieces.

1891 Cent. Diet., Tenoner.

Tenon, obs. and dial, form of TENDON.
Teuonian (teWn-nian), a. Anat. [f. name of

J. R. Tenon, a French anatomist (1724-1816) +

-IAN.] Discovered or described by Tenon ; as in

Tenonian fascia or capsule (Tenon's capsule}, a

delicate band of fascia with involuntary muscle

fibres disposed round the eyeball (Syd. Soc. Lex.~).
So Tenoni'tis, inflammation of Tenon's capsule.
1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., Tenon's capsule. Ibid.,

Tenonitis. 1891 Cent. Diet., The Tenonian fascia or cap-
sule. 1901 Brit. Med. yrnl. No. 2097. 575 The symptoms
of tenonitis.

Te'noniiig', vbl. sb. [f. TENON v. or sb. + -ma l.]

a. The process of jointing or joining together
with tenon and mortise, b. Furnishing with

tenons. So Te'noning- ppl. a., that tenons or

furnishes with a tenon.

1678 Land. Gaz. No. 1327/4 As in Plaining,. .Mortessing
and Tennanting, Moldings, &c. 1769 FALCONER Diet.
Marine (1789), Assembler, to unite the several pieces of a
ship, as by. .scarfing, scoring, tenenting, &c. 1847 SMEATON
Builder s Man. 112 Little need be said. .as to morticing
and tenoning, or dovetailing.

c. attrib. and Comb, (of the vbl. sb. or ppl. a.),
as tenoning attachment, a mechanical fitting for

converting a moulding machine into a tenon-cutter;
tenoning chisel, a double-blade chisel which
makes two cuts, leaving a middle piece which
forms a tenon (Knight Diet. Mech.); tenoning
cutter, tenoning machine, a machine for cutting
timber with a tenon.

'898 Daily Chron. 6 Dec. J/5 Moulding Machine (4-cut.
ter) with *tenoning attachment, band-saw, vertical spindle.

TENOR.
This i.s tlie tenour of the New Covenant. 1703 Loud. Caz,
No. 3953/1 (Scotl.) Act for proving the Tenor in Favours of
Anna Cockburn. 1825 JEM-KKSON Aiitobiog. Wks. 1859 '

10 The tenor of these propositions being generally known.
1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot, s. v. Proving, The terms of
a deed which has been lost or destroyed may be proved in an
actiori peculiar to the Court of Session, called an action of

I

proving the tenor. 1870 L'EsrRAXGE Miss Mitford I. i.

20 Sucn was the general tenour of Mrs. Mitford's letters.

p. [1191 BRITTON VI. iv. 9 Solom la tenure del Pone (tr.
according to the tenor of the Pone).] 13.. K. Alis. 1707
(Bodl. MS.), A letter par amoure Of whicne swiche was be
tenure. 1427 Rolls o/Parlt. IV. 332/2 Ayeins the teneure
and forme of the saide Statutes. 1512 Act 4 //<;/. V[IJ c
11 Certen Indentures wherof the tenure hereafter ensuyth'
1596 SHAKS. Merclt. V. iv. i. 235 Bid me teare the bond.
/civ. When it is paid according to the tenure. 1682 Land.
Caz. No. 1733/4 According to the Tenure of his Majesties
Letters Patents.

b. concr. An exact copy of a document, a tran-

script. (In quot. 1523, a written statement.) Now
techn. : see prec. sense.
c 1450 Godstow Reg. 366 Even as hit apperith of submys.

.ions of the same parties, Tenouris of the which folow

b. fig. To join or fix firmly and securely
1596 BP. ANDREWES Sena., Luke xvi. 2; (1841) II. 86 We

backward and forward is the main labour in operating a
"tenoning machine. z88i YOUNG Ev. Man his own Me.
chanic 216 Tenoning and trenching machines.

Tenonitis, Tenon's capsule : see TENONIAN.

Tenpnto-. [f. Gr. rivaiv, TWOVT- tendon.] A
formative of technical terms relating to the tendons :

cf. TENO-. Tenontography (ten^ntfgrafi), = I

TENOGKAPHY. Tenontology, = TENOLOGY. Te-
nontophyme (tenjvntofaim) [Gr. <t>Sfui growth],
Teno-ntophyte [Gr. tfarrov plant], a tumour or
morbid growth on a tendon. Teno'ntostome
[ostoma, OSTEOMA], an osseous tumour in a tendon.
1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Tenontographia . . tenonto-

graphy. . . Tenontologia . . tenontology. . . Tenontophyma.. !

tenontophyme. . . Tcnontophylum . .tenontophyte. . . Tenonto.
stoma . . tenontostome. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex., Tenontophyte.
Tenor (te-nai), rf.l (a.) Also 4 tenur, 4-6

-oure, 4-9 -our, 5 -owre, -eur, 6 -ore, -er,

tennour, (teanor), 6-7 tennor, 7 tenner. 0.

4-8 tenure (5 teneure). [a. OF. tenor, -our,
1 3th c. (also tenoire, -cure, -ure, 13-141)1 c.),
mod.F. teneur fern., substance, import of a docu-
ment, etc. : L. tenor-em course, import (of a law,
etc.), f. tenere to hold. The musical term was in

14-151(1 c. F. tenor masc. and fern.,
' a tenor part,

voice, or singer ', mod.F. tenor masc., after It. tenore
and med.L. tenor, to which also the English word
in all senses has been conformed. Confusion with
TENURE prevailed from 13* to i8th c. : see 0.]

I. 1. The course of meaning which holds on or '

continues through something written or spoken;
the general sense or meaning of a document, speech,
etc. ; substance, purport, import, effect, drift.
In technical legal use (as in Fr.) implying the actual word-

ing of a document, or a transcript thereof (distinguishedfrom effect) : cf. b. Priming o/ the tenor (Sc. Law) see
quot. 1838.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17614 pai did ban for to write a writt

Pis ban was e tenur of hit. 13.. K. Alls. 2977 Anothir
lettre he sent heom tho, And of a more bitter tenour. 1:187
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 35 pe tenor of his laws was
suche. 1413-22 MARG. OF ANJOU Lett. (Camden) 22 Youre
gracieux letters of prlve seal, the teneur of the which we
have wel understand. ,5*6 TINDALE Acts viii. 32 The tener

ceiues letters of strange tenor. 1664 H. yioRT.Myst. tnicj.\il

title and send vp onely a Tenor (or Transcript) as I sayd of
the Record. 1841 S. GREENLEAF Evidence (1844) I. 502.
575 In such cases, nothing is returned but the tenor, that is
a literal transcript of the record, under the seal of the Court.

c. The value of a bank note or bill as stated
on it : in phr. old tenor, middle tenor, new tenor,
referring to the successive issues of paper currency
in the colonies of Massachusetts and Rhode Island
in the i8th c. Hist.

1740 W. DOUGLASS Disc. Curr. Brit. Plant. Amcr. 40
All Bills of the old Tenor when brought into their Treasury,
to issue out no more. 1811 J. ADAMS Witt. (1854) IX. 638
It is worse than old tenor, continental currency, or any other
paper money. 1878 F. A. WALKER Money xv. 319 In 1741
the Assembly made 6s. gd. of the new-tenor equal to
27 shillings of the old. Ibid. 320 By act of 1770, the old-
tenor notes were to be exchanged at this rate.

2. fa. The action or fact of holding on or con-

tinuing ; continuance, duration. Obs.
1308 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vi. i. (Bodl. MS.), pe age

is of a man not? elles is but tenour and during of kinde
vertues. 1502 Ord. Crystett Men v. iv. (1506) 393 The melodye
of the glorye of the blessyd shall not haue tenoure yf the
paynes of the dampned were not eternal!. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Mel. l. i. I. v. (1651) 12 Tis most absurd. .for any
mortal man to look for a perpetual tenor of happiness in
his life. 01694 TILLOTSON Serin. (1742) IV. 539 Let not
a perpetual tenor of health and pleasure soften and dissolve
your spirits.

b. Continuous progress, course, movement (pj
action, etc.); way of proceeding, procedure.
1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P. R. vill. ii. (Tollem. MS.),Heuen with his roundnesse and cerclis forsakeb noujt, nober

leueb be sadde tenor of his ordre. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv.
vii. 47 Ne ought mote make him change his wonted tenor.
1676 HALE Contempt, i. 400 The constant tenour of a just,
virtuous, and pious life. 1750 GRAY Elegy 76 Along the
cool sequester'd vale of life They kept the noiseless tenour
of their way. 1784 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Thrale 26 June,Of doing good a continual tenour of distress allowed him
few opportunities. 1814 CARY Dante's Inf. x. 133 She of
thy life The future tenour will to thee unfold. 1865 SEELEY

|
Ecce Homo iv. (ed. 8) 29 The contrast between Christ's pre-
tensions and the homely tenour of his life.

0. 1710 W. GIBSON Diet. //rjxii. (1731) 185 Acontinued
easy Motion, and constant Tenure in Feeding.

o. The length of time that a bill is drawn to run
before presentation for payment.
1866 CRUMP Banking v. 100 The tenor [of foreign bills).,

depends upon a variety of circumstances, and may be ex-
tended to almost any period, provided the parties thereto
are agreed. Had. 101 The term ' usance . . denotes the
customary tenor at which bills are drawn.
3. Quality, character, nature; condition, state,

t a. in physical sense
;
in early use esp. quality of

tone (cf. 4). Obs.

"S3O PALSGR. 47 The redar shall sounde them all under one
tenour, and never rest upon them nor lyft up his voice.

1595 SPENSER Epithal. a Your string could soone to sadder
tenor turne. 1618 Bp. HALL Serin, v. 103 There can be no
harmony, where all the strings or voices are of one tenor.

7S muttnfl Fam. Diet. s. v. Flat, The Tenor of the
Grain irtokes it also fit for all Kinds of Carved-Work. 1729
SHELVOCKE Artillery 11. 90 The Air in them must be of the
same Tenor with the circumambient Air.

b. in non-physical sense : the way in which a

thing continues; esp. habitual condition of mind.
Now rare or merged in 2 b.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesic in. v. (Arb.) 163 No fault

or blemish, to confound the tennors of the stfcs for that
cause. 1697 DRYDEN jfcneid XH. 305 Nor shake the stead-
fast tenour of my Mind. 1756 BURKE SvU. f, B. n. viii,
The senses, strongly affected in some one manner, cannot
quickly change their tenour. 1831 CARLYLE Misc. (1857)
II. iqo Spiritual, of calm tenour.

II. 4. Mus. a. The adult male voice intermediate
between the bass and* the counter-tenor or alto,

usually ranging from the octave below middle C
to the A above it ; also, the part sung by such a

voice, being the next above the bass in vocal part-
music.
So called app. because the melody or canto fermo was

formerly allotted to this part.
1388 (see COUNTER-TENOR i b]. c 1430 LYDG. Minor Poems

(Percy Soc.) 54 Treble meene and tenor discordyng as I

gesse. c 1460 Wisdom 620 in Macro Plays 55 Mynde. A
tenowur to vow bottle I brynge ; . . Wyll. And, but a
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trebull I owt wrynge, The deuell hym spede, bat rnyrlhe

exyled ! 1530 FALSER. 280/1 Tenour a parte in pricke

songe, teneur. 1597 MORLKY Introd. Mus. ll. 100 You
haue your plainsong changed from parte to part, firste

in the treble, next in the tenor, lastlie in the base, 1638-

56 COWLEY Diivideis I. Wks. (1669) 13 Water and Air

Be for the Tenor chose, Earth made the Base, the Treble

Flame arose, a 1791 WESLEY Wks. (1872) VIII. 319 When
they [singers] would teach a tune to the congregation, they

must sing only the tenor. 1873 HALE In His Name vi. 49
The voice was a perfectly clear and pure tenor.

b. A singer with a tenor voice
;
one who sings

the tenor part ; a tenor singer.
>.c 1475 Sqr. louie Dcgre 782 Than shall ye go to your

cuensong, With tenpurs and trebles a mong. 1552 HULOET,

Tenor, or he that singeth a tenor, succenlor. 1616 Cheque
Bit. Chapel Royal (Camden) 9 The next place that shall.,

fall voyd by the deathe of any tenor. 1821 BYRON Juan
iv Ixxxvii, The tenor's voice is spoilt by affectation. 1884

!'. M. CRAWFORD Rom. Singer \, He asked me if I would

nut let him educate that young tenor.

O. = Tenor bell: see B. I. Second tenor (quot.

1541), the next bell to the tenor. Also (quot. 1563)

applied to a string of tenor pitch in an instrument,

as a harp.
1541 Ludlovj Churchill. Ace. (Camden) 7 Payde . for

mendynge the whele of ye secounde tenor.. ij d. 1562 J.

HEYWOOD Prm. fy Epigr. (1867) 186 Which string, .wouldst

Ihou. .harpe on. Not the base. .Nor the standyng tennor.

..Nor the counter tennor. a 1627 MIDDLETON M,<yor

Queeno. v. i, Let the Bells ring.. .'Las the Tenor's broken,

ring out the Treble. 1909 Daily Chron.
j

Oct, 7/2 The

present
' tenor ', as the deepest bell of a peal is always called,

was cast here in 1738.

d. A name for the tenor violin or VIOLA.

1836 DUBOURG Violin i. (1878) 11 The tenor, or viol da

I'raccia, was larger than the modern tenor, or viola. 1883
H. R. HAWEIS in Genii. Maf. July 48 He learns the violon-

cello or tenor. 1884 Girl's Own Paper Nov. 21/2 The
viola is sometimes called the tenor, but the former is the

preferable name.
B. attrib. or adj., and Comb, (in sense 4 above).

1. attrib. or adj. Applied to a voice, part, instru-

ment, string, etc. of the pitch described in sense 4
above, or intermediate between bass and alto.

Tenor tell, the largest bell of a peal or set. Tenor C, the

note an octave below middle C, being the lowest note of a

tenor voice. Tenor clef, the C clef when placed Uon the

fourth line of the stave. Tenor violin It vial), the viola.

1422 MS. Ace. St. John's Hasp., Cantert., For a bawdryk
to "the tenoure bell. 1597 MORLEY tntrod. Mus. I. 21 In

the Tenor part of the Gloria of his Masse A ue Maris Stella.

1609 B. JONSON Masque QueenesVfks. (1616) 964 That most

excellent tenor voyce. 1662 PLAYFORD Still Mus, (1674) 99

The Tenor-Viol is an excellent inward Part, a 1670 HACKET

Abp. Williams H. 33(1693) 30 The Bishop himself bearing
the Tenour part among them often. 1806 CALLCOTT Mus.

Gram. ii. 10 The Tenor Clef is used for the middle voices

of men. 1838-9 FR. A. KEMBLE Resid. Georgia (1863) 127

Their voices seem oftener tenor than any other quality.

2. Comb.
,
as tenor-maker (sense 4 d), -wheel (4 c).

were excellent tenor-makers.

Hence Tenor z/.l inlr. (with it), to sing tenor;

Te'norless a., having no tenor or purport.

1893 Seritiier's Mag. XIV. 61 A tame cornet tenored it

throatily Of beer -potsand spittoons. 1810 BENTHAM Packing
(1821) 265 The purely conjectural, tenorless, uncognosclble,

and impostrous state of unwritten, alias common law.

Tenor, ^.2 Now dial. Also 5 tenowre, 8-9

tenner. Corrupted form of TENON sb. Tenor-

saw = Tenon-saw. Hence Tenor v* = TENON v.

a 1485 Promf. Parv. MS. S. (1008) 47 Tenowre, knytting

of a balk or odyre lyk tymbre, cenaciilum. 1747 HOOSON

Miner's Diet. Q iij,
Instead of a Collar made on the Forks,

we make Tenners, so that the Forks are Tennered at both

ends, and the Sliders are Slotted at both Ends to receive

the Forks. 1851 W. ANDERSON Rhymes (1867) 116 (E.D.D.)

You're just as rough's a tenor saw. 1877 ff. W. Line.

Gloss., Tenner, a tenon.

Tenor, obs. form of TENURE.

tTenoral, Obs. rare. [f.
TENOR**.1 +-AL.]

Of or pertaining to the tenor or ordinary course.

1606 BIRNIE Kirk-Buriall xvi. (1833) Ej, Bunall exemple,

in all the which there is a tenorall processe so equally and

vnchangeably. .obserued.

Tenorist (te-norist). [= F. tenoriste (15-

i6th c. in Godef.), It. tenorista, f. tenore, TENOB sb.l

4: see -1ST.] (See quot. 1898.)

[1714 Short Explic. For. Wds. in Mus. Bits., Tenorista,

one that has a Voice proper for a Tenor.] 1865 tr. Sfohrs

Aulaiiaf.il. 155 We were so successful as to engage., the

tenorist Gmet of Hamburg. 1898 STAINER & BARRETT

Diet. Mus. Terms, Tenorist, one who sings the tenor part,

or plays the tenor violin.

Tenorite (te-norait). Min. [Named, 1841,

after Prof. G. Tenore, President of Naples Academy :

see -ITE !.] Black oxide of copper, found in thin

iron-black scales on lava at Vesuvius : see quot.

1865 M ASKELYNE in A thenzum No. 1980. 472/3 Crystallised

Melaconite and Tenorite. 1868 DANA Min. 804 As the

names tenorite and melaconite were given the same year,

and tenorite was made non isometric (hexagonal) by its

describer, it appears lo be right that tenorite should be

sustained for the above mineral, and melaconite be left for

the isometric kind, if-Shy-such proves to be a native species.

Tenoroon (tenor-n). [f.
TENOR + -oon in bas-

soon, or short for tenor bassoon.'] a. An obsolete

wooden reed-instrument intermediate in pitch be-

187

twecn the oboe and the bassoon ;
also called tenor

oboe or tutor bassoon. Also attrib., as tenoroon ohot.

b. A reed-stop in an organ, resembling the oboe

stop, but not extending below tenor C. Also

applied to any stop not extending below tenor C ;

also attrib., as lenoroon diapason.
1849 Chambers' Inform. People II. 766/2 The tenoroon, a

wood instrument played with a reed, is seldom employed.

1879 STAIXICK .tlnsic of Bible 79 The tenor oboe or tenoroon.

1881 C. A. EDWARDS Organs xxii. 155 When it ceases at

tenor C this slop [double open diapuson] is named the

Tenoroon. 1884 W. H. STONE in Grove ait I. Mus. IV. 81

Tenoroon, a name. .given to the Tenor Bassoon or Alto

Fagotto in F...U has entirely gone out of use. 1898 STAINER

& BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terms, Tenoroon . . (2) A word
affixed to an organ stop to denote that it does not proceed
below tenor C, as tenoroon hautboy. A tenoroon diapason is

a double diapason which does not extend below tenor C.

Tenorrhaphy, etc. : see TKNO-.

tTe-nory. Obs. rare l
. [Alteration of TEN<m

sbl or It. tenure: cf. ijth c. F. tenoire, as if :-!-.

*tenoria."\
= TENOR sb. 4.

41460 Towncley Myst. xiii. 186 Primus ftutor. Lett me

syng the tenory. ljus pastor. And I the tryble so hye.

Teiiotoniy (itmp-tomi). Surg. [ad. K. teno-

tomie : see TENO- and -TOMY.] Cutting or division

of a tendon ;
also attrib., as tenotomy knife. So

Te'notome (te'niftomn), a surgeon's slender knife

for (subcutaneous) division of tendons ;
Tno--

tomist, a surgeon who performs tenotomy ;

Tencvtomize i'. /raj.,to perform tenotomy upon.
1841 Lancet 31 Dec. 509/1 Discussions in the Academic

Royale de la Medicine on the subject of Tenotomy, or the

section of the muscular tendons for the relief of club-foot

and other .. deformities. Itid., Thete are two classes of

tenotomists, the scientific and able.., and the empirical, or

ignorant operators. 1846 BRITTAN tr. Malgaigtie's Man.

Oper.Surg. 7 Subcutaneous Incisions.. may be made with

the common straight bistoury, with the tenotome or tendon-

knife, or any other special instrument, 187* T. G. THOMAS
Dis. Women (ed. 3) 123 Performed subcutaneously by an

ordinary tenotomy knife. 1891 Cent. Diet., Tenotomize.

1901 A. H. "luBBtm Lancet 12 Jan. 91/2 The tendons on the

radial side were tenotomised.

Tenoun, -own, Tenour(e, -owr(e, obs. ff.

TENON, TENOB, TENURE.

Tenpence (te-npens). [TEN a. + PENCE.] A
sum ofmoney equal to ten pennies ;

a foreign coin

of about this value, a franc, a lira ; sometimes used

contemptuously, because the amount wants some-

thing of a shilling : cf. next.

c isoa MARLOWE yew of Malta iv. iv, Gentleman ! he

(louts me : What gentry can be in a poor Turk of tenpence ?

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xiv. iii, As sure as ten-pence,

this is the very young gentleman. 18.. RUSKIN in B'ham
last. Mag. Dec. (1896) 71, I never pass abegging friar with-

out givinghim sixpence, or the equivalent fivepence of foreign

coin, extending the charity even occasionally as far as ten-

pence, if no fivepenny bit chance to be in my purse. 1903

FARMER & H ENLEY Slang s. v., Only tenfeiue in the shilling,

3. description of weak intellect.

Tenpenny (te-npeni), a. (s6.)

1. Valued at, costing, or amounting to ten pence ;

sold at tenpence the piece, dozen, hundred, pound,

quart, gallon, yard, or other customary unit (see

also b) ;
also in contempt : cf. twopenny. Ten-

fenny piece
= B. i. Tenpenny-ivorth, the amount

of anything to be bought for tenpence.

1592 Arden of Feversham v. i, All the tenpenny ale-

with a uart ot in their

ran* EBSTER es. oe . . . .

If all the great Turks Concubins were but like thee, the

ten penny-inndell should neuer neede [etc.). c 1645 HOWELL
Lett. (1650) I. v. vii. 141 Lieutenant Felton . . made a thrust

with a common tenpeny knife . . at the Duke, a 1668 DAVK-

NANT Newsfr. Plymouth Wks. (1673) " A cloth Of Net-

work edg'd with a Ten-penny- Lace. 1724 SWIFT Drapur s

Lett. i. ? 36 A yard often-penny stuff. t8ai SCOTT Kenllvi.

ii, A tenpenny.woith of cord. 1841 S. LOVER Handy Andy
xxi, She had given him a tenpenny-piece. 1875-7 RUSKIN

Morn, in Florence Pref., I have done more work than you

willeverknow of, tomakethem good ten-pennyworths to you.

b. Tenpenny nail: originally, a nail sold at ten-

pence a hundred : see PENNY 10. Now, vaguely,

a nail of large size.

14.6-8 [see PENNY 10]. 1486 Naval Ace. Hen.

16 Xpeny nailes. am HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII

(Camden) 172 To makethe whole matter fast and sure, as it

were with a tenpenny nail. 1666 W. BOGHORST Loimo.

graphia (1894) 66 Stomacks hke Ostriches able to digest a

tenpenny nail. 1826 SCOTT Woodst. xil, Were his nails

tenpenny nails, and his teeth as long as those of a harrow.

B. sb. 1. A piece of money :
= TENPENCE. a.

The token of the Bank of Ireland for iorf., issued

in 1805, 1806, and 1813. b. A franc or lira.

1824 A. THOMSON in Life * Min. iv. (1869) 217 A gentle

man., sent me seven ten-pennies 51. io(i Irish. 1815 l(ut
Little Pat in Houlsto* Tracts I. No. ii. 12 Having received

a present of a tenpenny from a gentleman. 1904 ttm

Dial. Diet. s.
y. Ten, (Guernsey) When I get a bad te

penny I put it in my purse and pass it.

2. a. A tenpenny nail. b. A child's school-book

(originally) costing tenpence : formerly the thin

book used in teaching to read. Sc.

1810 J. H. REYNOLDS Fancy (.906) l* We ve driven a

hundred tenpennies already. i893CnocKETT.y/:.WU
iii. 35 They stammered like a boy new into the tenpenny.

TENSE.

Ten-ping (te-npin/ ,
i/>. pi. Chiefly [/. S. A

game in which ten pins (see Pix ji.l 8 or ' men '

are set up to be bowled at
; cf. NINEPINS ; spet.

a game so played in U. S., tailed in England
'American bowls'. Also, the pins with which
this game is played ;

in sing, teiifiu, one of these.

(1600 ROWLANDS Lett, llumoitri IJhoit iv. 64 To play at

loggels, nine holes, or ten pinnes.) 1807 CRABUK l\ir. Keg.
in. ic6 When justice winked on every jovial crew, And ten-

ins tumbled in the parson's view. 1842 DICKER
otes vi, Ten-Pins being a game of mingled chance and

kill, invented when the legislature pah&cd un act forbidding
vlmc-Pins. 1884 H. C. BUNKER in Harper's Mag. Jan.

'ball and ten-pin* are in no gieat favor. 1893
Vation (N. Y.) so July 54/2 Even a len-pin must be set up
efore it is knocked down.

b. altrib. and Comb., as ten-pin alley, hall.

1868 M. H. SMITH .Sunshine f, Xhadmi .V. York 218 The
lick of the billiard ball, and the booming of the ten pin

alley, are distinctly heard. 1895 Outing (U. S.) XXVI.
44/1 You rush to the bottom like a ten-pin ball sent

pinning down its alley.

Ten-pounder (te-nipau-ndaj). [Parasynthetic
'. ten pound(s + -EH *.]

1. a. A thing (e. g. a ball, a fish) weighing ten

rounds
; spec, a fish, Elops saurus, about three

eet long, inhabiting the warmer parts of the Pacific

and Atlantic Oceans; also called Big-eyed Her-

ing. b. A cannon throwing a ten-pound shot.

1695 Lond. Gas. No. 3112/3, 69 Pieces of Cannon,., vi/.. .

o ten Pounders. icoo DAMHKR Voy. II. 11.71 Tenpounders
are shaped like Mullets, but are so full of very small stiff

Bones. . that you can hardly eat them. 1888 GOODE Amer.
Fishes 407 The 'Big-eyed Herring' or 'Ten-pounder ,

Elops saurus.

2. Something of the value of, or rated at, ten

pounds, a. A ten-pound note. b. A voter in a

borough who was enfranchised in virtue of occupy-

ing property of the annual value of ten pounds.

1755 JOHNSON s. v. Pounder, A note or bill U called a

twenty pounder or ten pounder. 1829 MARRVAT F. MM-
may iv, I pocketed the little donation it was a ten-pounder.
1834 Oxford Univ. Mag. I. 46 No candidate would venture

to present himself before a body of ten-pounders. 1880

DISRAELI Endym. xyii,
There were several old boroughs

where the freemen still outnumbered the ten-pounders.

Hence Ten-potrndery noncc-wd., the body of

ten-pound householders.

1840 Prater's Mag. XXI. 237 He was hanged lo oblige

the tenpoundery of the day.

Tenrec : see TANBEO.

Tense (tens), sb. Also 4-6 ten, temps, 6

tenoe. [a. OF. tens, 11-13* c. (also tans, n-
i6th c.) ; mod.F. temps from I3thc. = Pr. temps,

Sp. tienipo, Pg., It. tempo :-L. tempos time.]

f 1. Time. Obs. (exc. in allusion to a).

c 1315 SHOREHAM Poems i. 1061 And foluellc bat remc-

naunt Ine purgatoryes tense Eft-sone. c 1380 WYCLIP

Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 377 fe Gospel of Maudelen Dai is red on

Fridai in Quarter Tense in Seplembre among Fenals.

[Editor's note.
'

Quatuor Tempora ', or, as it is called i

ff T. 322 1 1 is to seken . .That future temps hath maad men dis-

seuere, In trust ther-of. from al bat euere they hadde. 1509

HAWES Past. Pleas, xiiv. (Percy Soc.) 214 For onely of hym
it is especiall,. .in finall.The future tence to knowe directly.

[1843 CARLYLK Past It Pr. it.
y,

There are three Tenses

Tempora, or Times ; and there b one Eternity.)

2. Gram. Any one of the different forms or

modifications (or word-groups) in the conjugation

of a verb which indicate the different times (past,

present, or future} at which the action or state

denoted by it is viewed as happening or existing,

and also (by extension) the different nature of such

action or state, as continuing (imperfect} or com-

pleted (perfect) ; also abstr. that quality of a verb

which depends on the expression of such differences.

1388 WYCLIF/VO/. xv. 57 A participl of a present tens, .may

be resoluid into a verbe of the same tens, and a comunccion

copulatif. 1530 PALSCR. Introd. 31 These thre accidentes,

mode, tens and declination parsonall. 1571 GOLDING Calvin

Ps. vii. 2 The tenses or tymes of verbes are oftentymes

lion OI me picsclll icitit/J. .yrt " , _
i Thou praterpluperfect tense of a woman. 1643 sin I.

BROWNE Relig. Med. i. n In Eternity there is no distinc-

tion of Tenses. 1751 HARRIS Hermes l. vii. Wks (1841) 152

The tenses are used to mark present, past, and future time.

1871 ROSY Lat. Gram. II. xvi. i 549 (In Latin there are]

Six tenses... Three, denoting incomplete action. .. 1 hree,

denoting completed action. 187*'.MASON Eng. Gram. (

21) 213 The tenses of the English verb arc made partly

ofTerbal Vense-making. /8B6 Amer. Jml-PhiU,!. Dec.
OI vcruiu itii3.->*""et > . i _~, j -j

448 That the present subjunctives of fosse and vtden. .can

..become tense-expressing.

b. fig.
or allusively, in conjunction witn mood :

see MOOD j*.2 2 b.

Tense (tens), a. [ad. L, lens-us, pa. pple. ol

tendlre to stretch.]

1. Drawn tight, stretched taut; strained to still-



TENSE.

ness ; tight, rigid
'

chiefly said of cords, fibres, or

membranes. Opposed to lax, flaccid. Mso/ransf.
of a sensation, the breathing, the pulse.

1670 Phil. Trans. V. 2059 Whether the Mercury .. be

sustain'd by the external Air, or by a Tense matter within.

1676 WISEMAN Surg. (R.), The skin was tense, also rimpled
and blistered. 1718 RUTTY in Phil. Trans. XXXV. 563
She complatn'd .. now and then of a tense Pain and a

Difficulty in Respiration. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters \.

75 Fiddle-strings are. .much more tense in wet weather than

in dry. i8oa Med. Jrnl. VIII. 518 A small spasmodic and

very tense pulse of 120, which as the pain increased, re-

sembled the vibration of a mu=ical string. 1834 J. FORBES
Laennecs Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 529 The arteiy remains full

and tense, and resists strongly the compressing finger. 1879
TOURGEE Foors Err. xxxvi. 254 With every muscle as tense

as those of Ihe tiger watting for his leap.

b. Enloin. Applied to the abdomen when not

divided or transversely folded, as in spiders.
i8z6 KIRBV& SP. Entomol. IV. 350 [Abdomen] Tense..

when it is not folded. K.\. Most Arantidae.

2. jig. In a state of nervous or mental strain or

tension; strained; highly strung;
' on the stretch ';

excited, or excitable; keenly sensitive.

1821 COLERIDGE in Blocktv. Mag. X. 254 These distinc-

tive faculties being in a tense and active state. 1845-6 DE
QUINCEY Notes Giljillan's Lit. Portr. Wks. 1859 XII. 281

This collapse of a tense excitement. 1860 HOLLAND Miss
Gilbert ix, Her sensibilities, kept tense through the long
winter,.. refused to respond. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. in.

xxi, Gwendolen. .looked at her with tense expectancy, but
was silent. 1902 R. HJCHENS Londoners 161 The house-

party were now tense with excitement.

3. Comb., as ttnse-drarwn, tense-fibred, etc.

1761 PULTENEY in Phil, Trans. LII* 353 Robust and
tense fibred. 1891 KIPLING Light that Failed\\\. 134 The
Americans, whose rasping voices.. strain tense-drawn nerves
to breaking-point. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 15 May 2/1 The hag-
gard, tense-eyed men, the expensively attired, withered, yet
beautiful women.

Tense, v. rare.
[f.

TENSE a. ; perh. at first in

pa. pple. tensed, repr. L. lensus stretched, strained.]
trans. To make tense ; to stretch tight. So Tensed

///. a., stretched tight, tense.

1676 H. MORE Remarks 141 In his supposed tensed and
rarefied bodies. Ibid. 156 The contraction or restitution of
the tensed matter. 1884 Mind Jan. 109 A maximal effort

of tensing the extensor instead of the flexor muscles.

Te'iiseless, a. [f. TENSE sb. + -LESS.] Having
no tenses or distinctions of tense (loosely, not hav-

ing the ordinary function of a tense, i. e. not ex-

pressing time). Hence Te'nselessness.
1886 Tenseless [see TEMPORAL a.' 5 b]. 1887 W. G. HALE

in Amer. Jrnl. Philol. Apr. 59 A sweeping doctiine like
that of the tenselessness of all dependent subjunctives.
1889 Classical Rev. Feb. 9 Maintaining that the tenses of
the subjunctive are not tenseless . .

, but have each their

proper temporal significance.

Tenselle, obs. form of TINSEL, loss.

Tensely (te-nsli), adv. [f. TENSE a. + -LY 2
.]

In a tense manner. 1. Tightly.
1781 A. MONRO Compar. Anal. (ed. 3) 16 The cellular

pait of the peritoneum, .is tensely stretched over them.

1839 LONGP-. Beatrice xiv, Even as a cross-bow breaks,
wlien 'tis dischaiged, Too tensely drawn the bow-string and
the bow. 1846 HAWTHORNE Mosses \. v, And girdled tensely
by her virgin zone. 1860 O. W. HOLMES Elsie V. xxiii, To
keep the thong tensely stretched between his neck and the
peak of the saddle.

Z.fig. With intellectual, mental, or nervous strain

or tension
; intensely.

1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric., Digest 2 Mathe-
matics (. .perhaps this, in preference to every other science,
teaches and habituates Mankind to think systematically
and tensely). 1849 Tail's Mag. XVI. 220 We left,, .deeply
moved, and with nerves more tensely strung. 1893 Nat.
Obscrv. 23 Dec. 127/2 There are dozens most tensely
anxious for the restitution.

Tenseri, variant of TINSEN Obs.

Tenseness (te-nsnes). [f. TENSE a. + -NESS.]
The state or condition of being tense (lit. or

Jig-.).
1707 FLOYER Physic. Pulse-Watch 29 The Tenseness

makes the Distemion less. 1776 SAUNDERS in T. Petcival
Ess. (1776) III. App. 307 According to the uniformity there
is between the tenseness of the fibres of the several boards,
and the tone of the different pipes. 1904 W. M. RAMSAY Lett,
to 7 Ch. xix. 261 [Grace] strains the city like a lyre into
tenseness harmonious with itself.

Tenser, -or (te-nsai). Obs. exc. Hist. Also 5
-ur, -ure, 6 tenssar. [a. OF. "tensier = med.L.*/e-
sarius, f. OF. tense, fence defence, protection (

=
med.L. *tcnsa), f. OF. tenser = med.L. tensare to
defend, protect : cf. OF. tense-, tencement, med.L.
teiisamentum, defence, protection, also a pay-
ment to a lord for his protection and defence ; also
OF. tenserie : see next. Ulterior etymology uncer-

tain.] An inhabitant of a city or borough who
was not a citizen or freeman, but paid a rate for

permission to reside and trade ; a denizen.
1444 Rolls

o/Parlt. V. 125/2 Yef eny Burgeys or Tenser
of the seid loun [Shrewsbury] be attached for eny

seid cite, put out eny wolle in hurting of the seid cite.
laid. 394 lhat eueiy tensurc that hath ben w'yn the cytea yere or more dwellynge, . .be warned to be made cite,
zen,. .and yf he refuse that, that he shalle yerly pay to the
comyn cofre xW ,5.. Early Chron.ShnwA.m Trans,
bhropsh. Archatol. Soc. (1880) III. 246 This yeaie [1449-50]

188

the burgesses and tenssars in Shrewsbury dyd varye. 15x9

Corfor. Accts. in T. Phillips Hist. Shmutb. (1779) 168

Ordered that Tensors selling ale should pay 6d. quarterly.

1770 T. PHILLIPS Hist. Skrewsb. 161 Tensors fines, to be

levied before the feast of St. Catharine. 1891 F. A. HIBBEKT

Kng. Gilds 156 There could no longer be any invidious

distinction between freemen and non-freemen . .gildsmen and
tensers.

So f Te-nserie Obs. [corresp. to OF. tenserie pro-

tection, = med.L. tenseria, "lensaria payment for

protection, tallage (Dn Cange) : see above], a

tallage or tax exacted by lords from their vassals or

tenants, in name of a payment for protection and
defence ; Tensership, the status of a tenser, or

rate paid for this privilege.
[1151 Concilium Londin. i. (Du Cange), Ut ecclesuu et

possessiones ecclesiastic* ab. .exactionibus, quas vulgo ten-

serias sive tallagias vocant, omnino liberx permaneant.]
1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137, Hi Iseiden

Xseildes o be tunes. .& clepeden it tenserie. [1176 Pipe
Roll 22 Hen. II (1904) 75 Baldwinus Spine reddit compo-
tum de .xx.s. pro tenseria [C. R. tensaria] (]uam accepit de

Brantona]. 1700 GOUGH Hist.ofMyiidU 128 This Richard
Muckleston .. commenced a suite against the Towne_of
Shtewsbury for exacting an imposition upon him which

they call tensorship. 1747 Pollfor Borough ofShrewsb.
20-30 June in Trans. Sliropsh. Archsol. Soc. III. 234_This
Tensersbip is a (Tine or acknowledgment commonly paid by
persons following trade in Ihe town that are no Burgesses.

Tensible (te'nsib'l), a. [ad.mod.L.*tensMl-is
that may be stretched, f. tens-, ppl. stem of tendire

to stretch.] Capable of being stretched ;
= TEN-

SILE I. Hence Tensibi lity.
1626 BACON Syhja 327 Gold, .is the Closest., of Metals :

And is likewise the most Flexible, and Tensible. 1861
FAIRBAIRN Iron 101 Direct tensible strength, compressive
strength. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 707 What is the matter,
structuie, tenacity, feasibility,,

.and various use of Fibres?

TenBify(te'nsifsi),. rare. [f. L. tens-us, TENSB
a. + -[i]py.] trans. To make tense.

1869 BUSHNELL H/om. Siijffrafc Ui. 50 Fibted, tensified
and toned for action.

Tensile (te-nsil, -ail), a. Also 7 tensil. [ad.
mod.L. tensil-is capable of stretching, f. tens-, ppl.
stem of tendere to stretch : see -JL, -ILE.]
1. Capable of being stretched ; susceptible of

extension
;
ductile.

1626 BACON Sylva 845 All bodies ductile, and tensile,
that will be drawn into wires. 1666 J. SMITH Ola Age
(1676) 173 The dry, solid, tensile, hard, and crusty parts of

theTwdy. 1794 MKS. Piozzi Synon. I. 175, I have omitted
tensile on the list, . .only because 'tis out of use in talk. 1874
TAIT Rec. Adv. Phys. Sc. xiii. (1876) 313 It [a soap-bubble]
has two tensile surfaces with a layer of water between them.
2. Of, of the nature of, or pertaining to tension

;

exercising or sustaining tension.

1841 Civil Engin.t, Arth. Jrxl.\\. 31/2 Cast iron.. will
bear a very considetable tensile strain. 1857 WHEWF.LL
Hist. Induct. Sci. (ed. 3) II. 444 Wi ought iron yields to

compressive somewhat more easily than to tensile force.

1868 JOYNSON Metals 90 It possesses a tensile sttength
double that of good malleable iron. 1898 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. V. 936 This tensile strain is due to the stress of the

hypertiophied left ventricle.

3. Of a musical instrument : Producing sounds
from stretched strings. rare~.
In recent Diets.

Hence Te-nsiled a. (rare ),
' made tensile ;

rendered capable of tension' (Webster 1864);
Te-nsilely adv., in relation to tension; Tensi-lity,
tensile condition or quality.
1871 Standard 28 Jan., Small forgings are generally ten-

silely sttonger proportionately than large ones. 1659 H.
MORE Immort. Soul it. x. (1662) 102 The libration or reci-

procation of the spirits in the tensility of the muscles. 1910
Daily News 14 Apr. 6 A tensility which almost doubles
when the metal is wrought and drawn.

Tension (te-nJan), sb. Also 7-8 tention. [prob.
a. F. tension (a 1530 in Godef. Compl.), ad. late L.

tension-em, n. of action f. lendfre to stretch (pa.
pple. lens-us, tent-us). But the Eng. word may
have been direct from i6th c. medical Latin.
With tension agi ee distension, extension, pretension ; the

variant tention agrees wit h attention, contention, intention. ]

The action of stretching or condition of being
stretched : in various senses.

1. Physiol. and Path. The condition, in any part
of the body, of being stretched or strained

; a
sensation indicating or suggesting this; a feeling
of tightness. (The earliest use in English.)
1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1541) 59 b, There is felt within

the bulke of a man . . a weyghtynesse with tension, or thrust,
yng outwarde. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 656 The
veines . . upon the tention and commotion whereof, .drunken-

nesse^ doth proceed. 1615 CKOOKE Body of Man 739 The
first is a streatching or Tention not without strife or con-
tention. 15104 F. FULLER Med. Gymn. (1705) 30 What I
mean by this Tension or Tone of the Parts. 1725 Bradley's
Fain. Diet. s. v. Vomiting, The tention of the Hypocondria
and confus'd Sight. 1756 BURKE Subl. St S. IV. iii, An un-
natural tension of the nerves. 185$ H. SPENCER Princ.
Psychol. n. xi, 55. 213 A correspondingly strong sensation
of muscular tension.

b. Bot. Applied to a strain or pressure in the
cells or tissues of plants arising from changes taking
place in the course of growth.
1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs' Bot. 708 Causes of the

condition of Tension in Plants. The elasticity of the
organised parts of plants results ill tension chiefly from the

TENSION.

operation^ of _three causes. Ibid. 713 In a turgid cell, the

! beginning to thicken that the tensions become perceptible.

2. fig. A straining, or strained condition, of the

j

mind, feelings, or nerves, a. Straining of the

j

mental powers or faculties ; severe or strenuous
intellectual effort

;
intense application.

a 1763 SHENSTONK Economy I. 151 When fancy's vivid

spark impels the soul To scorn quotidian scenes, .. what
nostrum shall compose Its fatal tension? i8a6 W. GIKFORD
Let. in Smiles Mem. J. Murray (1891) II. xxy. 172 It is a
fearful thing to breakdown the nnnd by unreniiited tension.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 12 The mind cannot be
always in a state of intellectual tension.

b. Nervous or emotional strain
;

intense sup-
pressed excitement

;
a strained condition of feel-

ing or mutual relations which is for the time out-

wardly calm, but is likely to result in a sudden

collapse, or in an outburst of anger or violent
action of some kind.

1847 DISRAELI Tancred iv. vi, The expression . . of extreme
tension.. had disappeared. 1851 MRS. STOWE UiicltToins
C. v, As the danger decreased with the distance, the super-
natural tension of the nervous system lessened. 1878 LECKV
Eng. in x8M C. II. vii. 311 Society cannot permanently
exist in a condition of extreme tension. 1885 L'paol Daily
PoU ii Apr. 64/7 A tension of feeling which has had no
parallel since the outbreak of the Crimean war.

3. Physics. Aconstrainedconditionoftheparticlcs
of a body when subjected to forces acting in oppo-
site directions away from each other (usually along
the body's greatest length), thus tending to draw
them apart, balanced by forces of cohesion holding
them together ; the force or combination of forces

acting in this way, esp. as a measurable quantity.
(The opposite of compressiott or pressure?)
1685 BOYLE Effects ofMot. viii. 92 If you cut the string

of a bent bow asunder, the . . extreams will fly from one
another suddenly and forcibly enough to manifest that (hey
were before in a violent state of Tension. 17811 V. KNOX
Ess. xxi. I. 101 The string which is constantly kept in a
state of tension will vibrate on the slightest impulse. 1825
T. NICHOLSON Opcrat. Mechanic 570 The strain occasioned
by pulling timber in the direction of its length is called ten-
sion. 1853 KANB Grinnell ExJ>. xxviii. (1856) 232 The ten-
sion of the great field of ice over which we passed must
have been enormous. It had a sensible curvature. 1881
Metal World No. 18. 277 A weight being placed on a beam
or girder (..resting on the support at each end..), the topis
..thrown into compression and the bottom into tension.

b. Inexactly used for the expansive force of a

gas or vapour, properly called pressure.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. v. 851 A pressure upon the

! optick nerve, by reason of a tension of the inlermedious air,
i or aether. 18*6 FARADAV Exp. Res. xxxiii. 200 The air . . has
a certain degree of elasticity, or tension. 1844 Civil Engin.
<$ Arch. Jrnl. VII. 155/1 The steam.. is retained between
the boiler and the plate until by its

' tension
'

or elasticity it

is forced downwards and underneath the edge of the plate.

1863 TVNDALL Heat i. o (1870) 8 He wishes to apply the
force of his steam, or of the furnace which gives tension to
his steam, to this particular purpose.

c. transf. A device in a sewing-machine for

regulating the tightness of the stitch. Also tension-

device.

1877 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. s. v., By adjustment of the pres-
suie at the tension device, the required tightness of stitch is

obtained... There are many. .kinds of tensions, in different

machines. Fig. 6509 shows the.. automatic tension... The
automatic tension-device.. is placed in the standard of the
machine.

4. Electr. The stress along lines of force in a

dielectric. Formerly applied also to surface density
of electric charge, and until about 1 882 used vaguely
as a synonym for potential, electromotive force,
and mechanical force exerted by electricity : still

so applied, in industrial and commercial use, in

high and low tension : see sense 5.
i8oa Nicholson's Jrnt. Nat. Phil. I. 137 (tr. Volta) In the

one case, as well as in the other, the electric tension \la
tensione elettrica\ rises, during the contact, to the same
point. 1833 FARADAV Exp. Res. (1855) I. 97 The attractions
and repulsions due to the tension of ordinary electricity.

1837 BREWSTER Magnet. 159 The sun heating and illumi-

nating the earth, ana producing a magnetic tension. 1839
G. BIRD Nat. Phil. 218 On their separation they are found
to possess, .a certain quantity of free electricity of low ten-

sion. 1841 W. FRANCIS (tr. Ohm 1827) in Taylors Set.

Mem. II. 416 (Ohm's Law) The force of the current in a

galvanic circuit is directly as the sum of all the tensions \die

Summe alter Spannungcn\ and inversely as the entire

reduced length of the circuit. 1849 NOAD Electricity (ed. 3}

J 35 Tension, Mr. Harris applies to the actual force of_a
charge to break down any non-conducting or dielectric

medium between two terminating electrified planes. 1866
R. M. FERGUSON Electr. (1870) 64 Tension is the power to

polarise and effect discharge. 1871 TVNDALL Fragm. Sc.

(1879) II. xvi. 439 Such machines deliver a large quantity of

electricity of low tension. 1873 MAXWELL Electr. $ Magn.
(1881) I. 59 Finding the phrase electric tension used in

several vague senses, I have attempted to confine it to..

the state of stress in the dielectric medium which causes
motion of the electrified bodies, and leads, when continually

augmented, to disruptive discharge. 1881 S. P. THOMPSON
Electr. $ Magn. 203 note, The word tension.. is so often

misapplied in text-books... The term would be invaluable if

we might adopt it to denote only the mechanical stress

across a dielectric, due to accumulated charges. 1881 Nature
12 Oct. 570/2 M. Cariel breaks free from servitude to the coa-
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secrated term ' tension
', so often misused as a synonym for

potential, electro-motive force, and we know not what.

fig* 1859 KINGSLEY Misc. (1860) II. 75 Everything, .has

exasperated, not calmed, the electric tension of the European
atmosphere.
5. High tension : a high degree of tension (of

any kind) ; a. esp. in Electr. a term for a high degree
of electromotive force or difference of potential :

now chiefly used by makers of motor-cars, and of

magnetic and induction coils. So Low tension.

(See sense 4.) Chiefly attrib. as in high or low
tension system (of electric lighting, etc.) ; also h. tt

or /. t. charge, contact
', currents/use, etc.

1889 Daily News 7 Oct. 3/1 Mr. Crompton does not say that

the high tension system will not succeed. He says both will

succeed ; but that the low tension system is safer and cheaper.
1891 Cent. Did, s. v. Tension, A body is said to have a
high-tension charge, or a charge of high-tension electricity,
and a conductor to carry a high-tension current, when the
stress in the medium surrounding the body or the conductor
is hii;h. 1900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 715 When required
for high-tension fuses, the armature of this exploder is wound
with very fine wire; when for low-tension, with coarse wire.

1903 Motor. Ann. 221 The low tension system is one which
will undoubtedly come to the fore. In this the actual current
from the battery, or magneto machine, is interrupted inside
the cylinder, thus causing a spark. 1906 Westm. Gaz.
13 Nov. 4/2 High-tension magneto, it is noted, is gaining
in popularity the low-tension system being con finea almost

exclusively to the very high-priced cars. 1907 Ibid. 5 Dec.
4/2 The low-tension make and break is made on platinum
points by means of a cam, whiUt the high-tension contact b
made through metal contacts by a revolving carbon brush.

b. Of the pulse : cf. TENSE a. \ (quot. 1802).
1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 983 The low-tension pulse

presents marked fluctuations of the base line. Ibid. 1024 Sir
W. Broadbent considers that this modified high tension pulbe
is almost constant in mitral stenosis.

6. attrib. and Com&. t as tension area, device (see

30), thrill; spec, applied to parts of a structure

subjected to tensile stress, as tension-bar, -member,
-rod\ tension-bridge, a bridge in which there is

tensile stress between parts of the structure, as

a bowstring-bridge (see BOWSTRING 3, and quot.

here) ; tension-fuse, a form of electric fuse which
is fired by a spark at a break in a circuit ; tension

magnet (see quot.) ; tension-pulley, -roller,
a free pulley or roller over which a belt, etc. passes
to keep it stretched tight ; a tightening-pulley ;

tension-rail, a rail for stretching cloth during the

process of printing; tension-spicule, in sponges
(see quot.) ; tension-spring, a spring for carriages,
etc. composed of inner and outer leaves, connected

at the ends, but free in the middle, so as to elongate

independently under strain.

1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. I. i. 20 At the beginning the
vis viva was zero and the ^tension area was a maximum.
1877 KNIGHT Diet. Meck. t

*
Tension-bridge, a bridge con-

structed on the principle of the bow, the arch supporting
the track by means of tension-rods, and the string acting as

a tie. 1890 Cent. Diet. s. v. Fuse,
*Tension-fuse, an electric

fuse in which the conducting circuit is not complete, the

firing being accomplished by the passage of a spark. 1891
Ibid. s. v., An electromagnet surrounded by a coil of many
turns and high electrical resistance was called by Henry a
*tension magnet. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 303 For the

purpose of keeping a due degree of tension on the chain, a
small movable "tension pulley is applied. 1890 W. J.

GORDON Foundry 169 To. .draw in the apparently endless

plain white calico, zigzagging it over *tension rails, and

running it on, giving it an extra colour at every turn. 1838
Civil Eng, $ Arch. Jrnl. I. 126/1 Each pair of rafters is

tied by means of a ''tension rod. Ibid, 381/1 The platform,
or roadway, was laid upon cast iron beams, suspended from
the main chains by perpendicular iron bars or tension rods,

about five feet apart. 1835 UKE Philos. Mann/. 196 The
*
tension or stretching-roller has its axle mounted in the

segment-racks as usual. 1886 VON LENDENFELD in Proc.

Zool. Soc. 21 Dec. 564 Called Flesh-spicules or Microsclera

(' Tension-spiculc$Q$ Bowerbank). 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Aleck.,

^Tension-spring a spring for wagons, railway-carriages,
etc.. .The outer leaves .. impart a tensile strain to the inner

ones> 1893 T. E. BROWN Old John, etc. in To him the

sorrows are the 'tension-thrills Of that serene endeavour.

Hence Te'nsion v. trans. , to subject to tension,

tighten, make taut (hence Te'nsioned ///. a. t

Te'nsioning vbl. sl>.} ; Te'nsionala., of, pertain-

ing to, of the nature of, or affected with tension ;

Te*nsionless a.
t
without tension, unstrained.

187* Daily News 28 Feb., The whole nation was hanging
in a 'tensioned spasm of fear, a 1879 TVNDALL (Webster

Supp,)i A highly tensioned string. 1893 DE LONG in Chicago
Advance 28 Sept., How tensioned are our nerves ! 1898

Cycling 48 Upon the correct tensioning of the spokes [of a

bicycle] depends the
' truth

'

of the wheel. 1006 CycL Tour.
Club Gaz. Aug. 311 The tensioning is done by turning the

three screws at the back of the saddle upwards from the

right to left, so as to withdraw them. Most riders make the

mistake when tensioning the saddle of turning the screws
the wrong way. i86a Catal. Internal. Exhib. II. x. 6 The
"tensional parts of a pair of rigid trusses. 1881 Athenssmn
2 July 16/3 The total energy of vibrations as being made up
of two parts, one statical or tensional, and the other kinetic.

1905 Dundee Advertiser 22 Dec. 9/2 A lecture on the sub-

jectof 'The "Tensionless Drive . The lecturer treated of

the efficacy of belts as a means of transmitting power.

Tensity (te-nsiti). [f. L. tens-us TENSE a. +
-ITY : cf. intensity.'] The quality or condition of

being tense ;
a state of tension.

a. lit. (chiefly Physiol.

189

1658 PHILLIPS, Tensity, stiffnesse, or a being stretched out
h;ird. 1676 COLK in Phil. Trans. XI. 604 There could be,

jn
that supposition of a Continuity of fibre, tensity enough

in the Intestins to carry on such a motion. 1717 J. KEILI.
Anint. Often. (17^8) 161 That robust Tensity of the Fibres,
which makes strong People the less liable to aciiiK'uts.

i86a CARI.YI.K Fredk. 6V. xi. vii, (1872) IV.gs It braced him
inly Mich a tensity of spirit. 1884 W. COLLINS / say No
i. ix.The first change of expression which relaxed the iron

tenbity of the housekeeper's face showed itself.

Tensive (tc-ns-iv), a. [a. F. tensif, -ive (Pare
i6th c.), f. L. tens-, ppl. stem of tcndtre (see
TENSE a. and -IVK). Cf. intensive.] Having the

quality of stretching or straining ; causing tension ;

in Path, applied to a sensation of tension or tight-
ness in any part of the body.
170* J. PURCELL Choliclt (1714) 95 After violent Excretes

we always feel a Tensive Pain in the Left side. 1897 All-
butt's Syst. Med. IV. 149 The pain is usually dull and
tensive.

Tensome (te'n,s#ra), a, (sb.) Sc. [f. TEN +

-SOME.] Ten together, consisting of a company or

set of ten. Also as sb. A set or cluster of ten.

1563 WINJET tr. Vincent. Lirinensis Wks. (S. T. S.) II. 75
Al tu the haly number of that table of ten-sum at Ephesus.
a 1584 MONTGOMERY Chttrrie ty Sloe 453 Maire honor is to

vanquisch ane, Nor feicht with tensum and be tane. 1898
J. PATON Castlebraes ix. 284 The glee o' Tensome an'
Twalsome Faimilies.

II Tenson(te'ns9n,tarisoh). Alsoptenzon. [F.
tenson =* Pr. tenso, a poetical contest ; in OF. con-

tention, contest : see TENCION.] A contest in verse

beween rival troubadours; apiece of verse or song
composed for or sung in such a contest
1840 BROWNING Sordcllo it. 686 While, out of dream, his

day s work went To tune a crazy tenzon or sirvent. 1883
A. H. WODEHOUSE in Grove Diet. Mns. III. 585/1 The
tensons, or contentions, were metrical dialogues of lively

repartee on some disputed point of gallantry. 1895 H.
GAELYN To Elise, Would I could write for my Elise Trim
triolets and tensons tender !

Tensor (te-ns^i, -ai). [a. mod.L. tensor, agent-
n. from tendfrc to stretch.]
1. Anat. (also tensor muscle} : A muscle that

stretches or tightens some part. Opp. to laxator.
In mod. use, distinguished from an extensor by not altering

the direction of the part.
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Tensors, or Extensors* are

those common Muscles that serve to extend the Toes, and
have their Tendons inserted into all the lesser Toes. 1709
HOME in Phil, Trans. XC. 10 The combined action of the
tensor and laxator muscles varying the degree of its [the
membrana tympani] tension. 1808 BARCLAY Muscular
Motions 384 The biceps., being a flexor and supinatorof the

fore-arm, and at the same time a tensor of its fascia. 1879
St. George's Hasp. Rc$. IX. 591 The functions of the ad-
ductors and tensors are more delicate.

2. Math. In Quaternions, a quantity expressing
the ratio in which the length of a vector is in-

creased.

1853 HAMILTON Elem. Quaternions u. i. (1866) 108 The
former element of the complex relation . . between . . two
lines or vectors [viz. their relative length], is. .represented

by a simple ratio. ., or by a number expressing that ratio.

Note, This number, which we shall, .call the tensor of the

quotient,, .may always be equated.. to a positive scalar.

1886 W. S. ALOIS Solid Geoin. xiv. (ed. 4) 235 Since the

operation denoted by a quaternion consists of two parts, one
of rotating OA into the position OB and the other of

extending OA into the length OB. a quaternion may be.,

represented as the product of two factors,., the versor. .and
..the tensor of the quaternion.
b. Combn as tensor-twist

t
in Clifford's biquater-

nions, a twist multiplied by a tensor.

Tensor, tensur, -ure, var. ff. TENSER Obs.

t Tensue = to ensue : seo T* and ENSUE v.

1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburie, ind Balade 16 The for

tensue, that art theyr lode-sten e.

tTe'nsure. Obs. [ad. mod.L. tensura stretch-

ing, f. tende're to stretch; see -UKE.] Stretching,
strain ; TENSION.
1611 BARREY Ram Alley Epil. in Hazl. DodsleyK. 380 But

he., Submits the tensures of his pains To those, whose wit

and nimble brains Are able best tojudge. 1626 BACON Syha
is This Motion upon Pressure,and the Reciprocal! thereof,

which is Motion upon Tensure; we use to call (by one
common Name) Motion of Liberty. 1653 R. G. tr. Bacon's

Hist. Winds 318 As for the freeing from tensure or stretch-

ing. 167* WALLIS in Pkil. Trans. VII. 5165 Its Spring
being of a like tensure with that of the outward Air.

Tensyn, variant of TINSEN Obs.

Tent (tent), *M Forms : 3-6 tente, (5 teinte,

teynte, 5-6 tentt(e, 6 tenthe), 4- tent. [a.

OF. tente (i2th c. in Godef. Compl.} :-L. tenta,

pi. of tentum t pa. pple. of tendfre to stretch ;
==

med.L. tenta, tentuni tent (in Du Cange) ; cf. also

It., Pr. tenda
y Sp. tienda

t
med.L. tenda (i$th c. in

Du Cange), assimilated to tendfre.]

1. A portable shelter or dwelling of canvas

(formerly of skins or cloth), supported by means of

a pole or poles, and usually extended and secured

by ropes fastened to pegs which are driven into the

ground ; used by travellers, soldiers, nomads, and

others ; a pavilion ; also, a similar shelter erected

on a travelling boat or wagon.
i97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4156 Hii come to barbesflet & pi^te

\<-,i ui syde Hoi unus & bur pauilotis. a 1300 Cursor M.

TENT.

g

E39

He nett his tentes in a dale. Ibid. 7714 paiwent, Vn.t.i

kings aun tent, cijjo R. BHUNNE tkron. (1810) 67 pr
.,''n /?."

lc" lis VP ?"" k'SS*- 1387 THE\ ISA Hlgdrn
(Kolls) III. 125 Antecni .,we in his one lent in

\K mount Olyuete. c 1400 Dtstr. Troy 1011,0 The i

laky. i (*,<: tcnltes, turnyt horn vndi-r. c 1450 Mrrlin iii.

46 How he wuldc come be nyght hyin self lo hi-, leynle.
"MS Covf.ROALE i Kings xil. 16 Get the to Ihy lente,
|V'Ui, lurneajenmtothi labernadh.) O \f>K\\Gueva,
1611, I o your tents, Ol^acl). I55j HiLotr.Tenl or boulhem a fayre or maiket. a 1570 in Feuillrrat Krttli O. Eli;.

M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Attt Conli 17 My, The
already gone to his tents, and all his Couit. 1719 L)v FOE
Crusoe l. 285 H'liday and I, in about lo HourO line, made
a very handsome Tent, cover'd wilh <>M SaiJa 1844 LOHOr.
Day is done 43 The cates, that infest the day, hall fold
their tents, like the Arabs, And as rilatlyaml awuy. 1844
[see PITCH v. 1

4].

t b. A sheet or screen of canvas or the like.

157* in Feuillerat Kevfls Q. Eli*. (1908) 179 Hanging up
Tcnles to keepe away the wynde & snow from dryvmg inlo
the hall.

2. transf. Something likened to or resembling a
tent ; spec. b. in J'/iologr., a curtained box serving
as a portable dark-room

;
o. the silken web of a

tent-caterpillar.
JS99 DAVIES ////wwr/. Souliv. xxi, Heav'ns wide-spreading

Tent. i86j B. TAYLOR foeft yrnl. HI. Myst. Sunnuer 52
Its little bell expands, for me, A lent of silver lily fair.

d. The name given to a local '

lodge" or '

habita-

tion' of the Rechabites; also of the Zionists.

[From the tents in which the ancient Rechabites dwelt, Jer.
xxxv. 7, and those in which Israel dwelt in the wilderness.)
1886 Rechabite Mag. July 151 (CasselU The sick funds in

the possession of the various tents. 1897 E. REICH in tgM
Cent. Aug. 261 At the head of religious Zionism are the

numerous 'Tents' of the 'Lovers of Zion'. Ibid. Oct. 633
The English Association, known as the Chovevi Zion . . has

35 established 'Tents', spiead through the length and
breadth of the United Kingdom.

e. Applied to a hut.
a 1873 DEUTSCH Rein. (1874) 178 The people dwelling during

their lifetime in tents of mud. 1887 HALL CAINE Deemster
xxxvii. 247 A little disjointed gipsy encampment of mud-built
tents pitched on the bare moor.

Q.jig. An abode, residence, habitation, dwelling-

place ; esp. in phrases to have, pitch one's tent(s.
c 1366 CHAUCER A. B. C. 9 Bountee sofixhath in bin herte

his tente. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. lxxxiii[ij. 10 To dwell in

the tentes of the vngodly [1611 tents of wickedness*:].

1624 DAVIES Psalm xv, Lord 1 who shall dwell in thy bright
tent with Thee? 1700 DRYDEN Theodore ff Hon. 59 To
Chassis' pleasing plains he look his way, There pilched his

lents, and there resolved to stay. i87 Edin. Weekly yrnl.
28 Feb., They . . spoke of the theatre as of the tents of sin.

1887 HALL CAINE Coleridge iv, Roscoe invited him to pilch
his tent in Liverpool.
4. Sc. A portable pulpit set up in the open air

for the preacher on sacramental or other occasions

when the worshippers are too numerous to be

accommodated in the church.

1678 LADY METHVEN Let.'m Ladies ofCovt. (i853)Introd.

34 They had their tent set up upon your ground. 1680 in

haithfttlContendings (1780) 381 A tent being set up before,
Mr. Shields continued ill his lecture. 1785 BURNS Holy Fair
xiv, But, hark 1 the lent has changed its voice. 1837 LiitK-

HART .SV0/1 May an. 1819, Every kirk in the neighbourhood
being left empty when it was known he was to mount the

tent at any country sacrament, 1885 EDGAR Old Ctt. Life
Scot. 177 Besides a church, every parish required a tent.

This. .was not a tabernacle of canvas for sheltering the

worshippers, but a moveable pulpit made of wood for the

preacher to stand in.

5. altrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib.
'
of, con-

sisting of, belonging to, used in, dwelling in, a

tent or tents ', as tent accommodation, -cloth, -cur-

tain, -fashion, -fellow, -frame, -house (also Jig.'],

-life, -male, -pole, -post, -roof, -rope, -sail (SAIL

j*.1 7), -school, -skirt, -staff, -table, -tomb, -wagon ;

objective and obj. genitive, as tent-holder, -keeper,

-owner, -pitcher, -pitching; instrumental, etc., as

tent-clad, -doited, -dwelling, -like adjs. ; also, in

sense 4, tent-preaching, -reader, -sermon.
? 1780 W. CARTER DistandedSubaltern 22 Close at the bot-

tom of this "tent-clad hill. ISS HULOET, 'Tenle clolhes,

wherwith tentes are couered. 1836 Uncle Philip'sCoKvers.Whalt Fishery 13 The sinews .they use in sewing iheir

coats and tent cloths. 1648 OWEN Strtn. Hat. iii. i-Q
Wks. 1851 VIII. 98 The 'tent-dwelling Arabians. 1856
KANE Arcl. Exfl. II. xvi. 176 Their neat canvas housing

. .

'tent-holders at Southern! .. it was pointed out that, accord.

ing to legal advice, the tent-owners were in the position of

trespassers. ifasBalcarres Proclam.Ho. 1431 "Tent-keeper.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xix. (Roxb.) 164/1 Dayly

pay..Pioners each is. Tent Keepers each i8d. 1858 G.

RHODES (title) Tents and 'Tent-Life, from the Earliest Ages
to the Present Time. 186$ THKVKLYAN Compel. Wallah

(1866) 114 Tent-life in the winter months is very enjoyable.

1840 LONGP. Spanish Stud. m. v, Behold, how beautiful she

stands Under the 'lent-like trees 1 i6fc tr. Colbatch's New
Lt. Chirurg. put out 48 Seeing some of his 'Tenl-mates, I

asked them if he was distracted? 1875 SIR T. SEATON
Fret Cutting^ Tell your "tent-pitcher to give me two long

No. 4180/4

,
. . , oles. 1*55

MILMAS Lat. Chr. V. 13 The Mamelukes..UeU him to >

tent-pins and two short ones. 1706 Lonti. COM.

Out of the Albion Frigat, . . Piclures, "Tent-Poles. 1*55
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"tent-post with his hands behind his back. 1815 JAMIHSON i

s.v., Scottish Presbyterians.. still feel some degree of par-

tiality to -tent-preaching,
a i? PENNECUIK Wtt. (1815)

-i^(E DD ) He was "tent-reader of our service book. 1414

3fcc.'.Mi (Surteert 111. 151 Pro
'J.

ellraP'sL!J_I
l
f"'

e
; I

drawing a "tent-sail over them. 1909 Jrnl. Educ. Apr.
(

294/2 South Australia.. .A new plan for the education of

children in remote parts of the State. . .The first *lent school

has already been established and is to be found in the Hun-

,v. 106 Al lasl Ihey caught the *tenl-skirt in their hand's

And emered one by one. 1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist. <$
/ of.

xx\. ii (ed. 3) 369 The *tent-staffand pennon all or. 1893

Month Apr. 523, I live in a *
tent-wagon.

b. Special Combs. : tent-barge, a barge hav-

ing a tent-like canvas awning; tent-bottom, a

board floor fitted to a tent ; tent-caterpillar, the

gregarious larva of a North American bombycid

moth, Clisiocampa, which spins a tent-like web;

tent-fly : see FLY sb.1 4 b ; also, an exterior sheet

stretched over the ridge-pole so as to cover the

ordinary tent-roof with an air-space between;

tent-man, (a) a tent-dweller; (b) one who has
|

charge of a tent
;
tent-master : see quot. ;

tent-

pin =- TENT-PEG ; tent-tree, a species of screw-

pine : see quot. See also TENT-BED,TENT-DOOB, etc.
'

1796 STEDMAN Surinam II. xix. 71 A decent *lent-barge ,

with six oars. 1901 Fortu. Rev. June 988 The wooden lenl- I

boltomsare placed outside the lents and thoroughly scrubbed

three times a week. 1884 ROE Nat. Ser. Story iv, A colony .

ofjays would soon destroy all ihe *lenl-calerpillars. 1001

Board Agric. Leaflet No. 69. i Two species of so-called
' Tenl Caterpillars

'

are frequently found on various fruit

trees. 1897 H. PORTER in Cent. Mag. Apr. 831 A hospital

tent-fly was stretched in front of the office tent so as to

make a shaded space. 1880 L. WALLACE Ben-Hur 231 I

Drink, for this is the fear-naught of the 'tenlnien. 1660

HEXHAM, Em Tenlen-meester,^TfM-maO.er, or a Marshall
j

of a Canipe. 1807 WILKINSON in Pike Sources Mississ. n.

(1810) App. 24 We found, .many "lenl-pins made of wood.

1875 [see tent-pitcher in a]. 1884 MILLER Plant-n.,
* Tent-

tree, of Lord Howe's Island, Pandanus Forsteri.

Hence Te'ntful, as many as fill a tent
;
Te'nt-

wards adv., towards a tent ;
Te-ntwise adv.^-, in

the manner or shape of a tent.

1897 Daily News 24 May 6/5 The whole *tentful of people
rose and Ihe genllemen reverenlly uncovered. 1893 \Vestm.

Gaz. 7 Oct. 2/1 Four weird figures tramping *tenlwards

after a long day abroad. 1530 TINDALE Exodus Table

Expound. Words, Tabernacle, an house made Hentwise, or

as a pauelion. 1846 MKS. GORE St. Eng. Char. (1852) 39
A genteel youth, .whose straighl, yellow hair is combed up,

lent-wise, on the top of his head.

Tent (tent), sb2 Now Sc. and north, dial. Also

4-5 tente, (5 teynt). [Aphetic for ATTENT and

entent, INTENT : cf. TEND v.1
,
of which tent is practi-

cally a deriv., as a/tent of attend, intent of intend.}
1. Attention, heed, care; nearly always in the

phrases fgive tent, to give heed, pay attention

(olis.), and take tenl, to take heed, take care ; with

to, to pay attention to, take heed to ;
= ATTENT

si. 1,2, INTENT sb. 2.

a 1300 Cursor M. 661 Lok for-bi, bat }ee tak lent pal }ee
ne brek mi commament. Ibid. 19464 A child highlsaulus
..Tok lenl lo-quils to bair wede. Ibid. 19514 par be folk

wit full assent Til his wordes gaf bair tent, c 1325 Songo/
Mercy 8 in E. E. P. (1862) 118 Of whucbe, to on i loke

goode lenl. c 1330 R. BRUNNK Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7025 pe
kyng lil hym gafnolent. 1382 WYCLIF /'j.lxxvii. i Takelh
lenle, my puple, lo my lawe. i Tim. iv. i In Ihe lasle

lymes summen schulen deparle fro ihe feilh, ^yuynge tent
lo spiritis of errour. 1388 Ps. xxxix. [xl.] i He }af tent
to me. (1400 Laud Troy Bk. 4^33 To theire schippis
hadde thei no leynt. 1533 GAU Rich! I'ay (S. T. S.) 65 .

Tak tent lhal Ihow sine na mair. a 1637 B. JONSON Under-
woods, Eupheme l. viii, The high parliament Of Heaven ; I

where Seraphim take tenl Of ordering all. 1728 RAMSAY
Last Sp. Miser xvii, I look good lenl, That double pawns
. . Lay in my_ hands. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. xliii, 'This is

the way ',
said the little giil ; 'follow me, gin ye please, sir,

but tak tent to your feet '. 1855 ROBINSON \Yhitby Gloss.
s. v., Mind and tak tenl on 'em.

1 2. Intent, purpose ;
= INTENT sb. i, ATTENT .

sb. 3. Obs.
it 1300 Cursor M. 14288 Bot mari was in a-uober lenl [v. r.

cntent] Wit hir lauerd to speke sco went. 1399 LANGL.
Rich. Redeles II. 97 Trouthe habe deterinyned be lenle lo
be ende. 14.. Beryn 126 For ethir-is bou^t & lenl was,
olhir lo begile. c 145067. Cuthbert (Surlees) 18 pe aulours
of his lenle he lellys.

Tent (tent), sl>.3 Surg. Also 4-7 terite, 6

teynte, 6-8 taint, 7 taynt. [a. F. tente (i2th c.

in Godef. Compl.), sb. f. tenter : L. temptare, ten-
tare

;
see TENT v* : cf. It. tenta, Sp. tienta a probe.]

1 1. A probe. Also//. Obs.
c 1375 Cursor M. 26638 (Fairf.) A tent be wers to hit will

reche Quen hit rolls for defame ofleche. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. f,

i "i,"i
lS Modest Doubt is cal'd. .the tent that searches

2. A roll or pledget, usually of soft absorbent
material, often medicated, or sometimes of a medi-
cinal substance, formerly much used to search and

190

cleanse a wound, or to keep open or distend a

wound, sore, or natural orifice.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 34, I heeld be wounde open

aldai wib a lltil smal tent & a schorl, c I45 T. Arderne s

Treat. Fistula 34, I putte in tuo lenles or bre..in |>e

larger holes. IM7 BOORDE Bra,. Health Pref. 4 Let them

be sure in serchynge of the depnes of woundes and fys-

tules, and accordyng to the depnes to make the tentes.

1610 MAKKHAM Masterf. n. cxin. 407 Haumg cleansed the

soare by tying a taint of flaxe or fine linnen cloth. 1639

T. DE GRAY Comfl. Horsem. 292 A linnen clowl rowled up

in the fashion of a great taynt. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suff.,

Tents] in surgery, .are of service [i.J to convey medicines

to the most inner recesses .. of the wound. 2. To prevent

the Lips of the wound from uniting before it is healed at

the bottom...Tents whose office is to enlarge.. the mouth

of any wound, or ulcer . . are usually called sponge-tents.

1867 HARRIS Diet. Med. Terminal., Sponge Tent, a. tent

made of prepared sponge. .871 T. G. THOMAS Dis. H omen

78 Preparation of sea-langle tents.

fie, a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. V 35 b, Now to finde a

remedy for a mischief and a tent to stop a wounde, the

Cleigy . . agreed to offre . . a greate some of mon-y. 1671

T JORDAN Land. Triumphant 15 But yet our wounds have

neither tent nor balm, We freeze in Fire, drown in a Calm.

j-3. transf. (from the shape or appearance.) Ots.

1578 LYTE Dodoens vi. Ivi. 730 After these tentes or catkens

the leaues begin to showe.

f4. A paste which sets hard, used m setting

precious stones : see quot. 1656. Ots.

[This may be a different word.]

1594 PLAT Jcwell-ho. in. 62 An excellent tent for a Dia-

mond. Bvrne luorie in a crusible..into a blacke powder,
then take a little.. thereof, and mingle it with a few drops
of. .Oyle of Maslicke, and in the setting of the stone you
must haue care that it touch not the lent. 1647 R. STAPYLION

juvennl Ep. Ded., Just as a pigmey should throw away a

diamond bigger then himselfe, only because the tent it stood

upon was black. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s. v., Jewellers call

that Tent which they put under Table Diamonds when they
set them in work, and is made of mastick and turpentine.

Hence Tentwise adv?, iu the way of a surgical

tent or plug.
1639 T. DE GRAY Comfl. Horsem. 272 A salve .. which

musl be applyed eytber plaisler-wise or taint-wise.

Tent (tent), st.* Forms : 6 tynt, tente, teynt,

7 tint, 7- tent. [ad. Sp. linto dark-coloured :

L. tinctus, pa. pple. of tingfre to dye : see TINCT,
T:NGE. Cf. Sp.

' vino Tinto, a blackish wine in

Spaine' (Minsheu 1599).] A Spanish wine of a

deep red colour, and of low alcoholic content.

Also tent wine. (Often used as a sacramental wine.)
1542 BOORDE Dyetary x. (1870) 255 Also these hole wynes,

as. .caprycke, tynt. 1380 FRAMPTON Dial. Yron Sj Steele

159 Casting wine called Tente vpon burning yron. i6i in

Halyburton's Ledger (1867) 335 Sackes Canareis Malagas
Maderais..Teynts and Allacanls. 1645 HOWELL Lett.

(1650) II.lv. 74 The Vinteners make Tent (which is a Name
for all Wines in Spain except white) to supply the place of it.

1748 Ansou's Voy. n. x. 246 Spanish wines, such as tenl and

sherry. 1881 Med. Ten,f>. Jrnl. XLVIII. 199 Tenl.. is

the least objectionable of intoxicating wines.

Tent, st.5 10is. [f.
TENT v.3; or shortened

from TENTEE stJ] A frame on which embroidery
or tapestry is kept stretched while making ;

a

stretching frame for various purposes.
1548 ELYOT, Tentficula . . a nette or snare to take byrdes

or beastes in, also a leynler, and a lent that brotherers

woorke on. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xxi. (Roxb.)

251/2 A long square of wood, made after the maner of an
Embrautherers tent to slip up and down, a 1704 Compl.
Servant-Maid (ed. 7) 62 To wash and starch Points. Take
your Points and put them into a Tent, then lay your Tent

upon a Table. 1741 LADY POMFRET Lett. (1805) III. 113
The working of the tapestry, which is done in a different

manner. ., the tent being set edgewise.

f Tent, a. Sc. Ots. rare. [Aphetic f. ATTENT or

INTENT a.] Attent, watchful
;
intent.

1789 DAVIDSON Seasons 77 Up cam Tarn Tell an' Sutor
Sam.. As lenl upo' the aftergame, As hounds loos'd frae

a kennel. Ibid. 90 Up starled Rosy Dougan, As tent as if

she had been a puss.

Tent, v. 1 Now Sf. and north, dial. [Closely
related to, and app. formed from, TENT sb? : perh.
short for take tent

;
but cf. also TEND z/.l]

f 1. inlr. To give or pay attention, to ' take

tent
'

; to attend, give heed, take notice. Const.

to, unto, till; TEND z/.1 i, 2. Ots.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16910 Armed knightes bar bai left pat

to be tumb suld tent. Ibid. 19034 pai. .desseli balh late
and are War tentand lo be aposlels lare. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. (1810) 91 pe Kyng was in affray, he might not tent
beito. c 1380 WYCLIF Sertn. Sel. Wks. II. 294 pei tenten
neiber to bodi ne to soule. a. 1425 Cursor M. 3619 (Trin.)
His modir tent \Cott. & Gott. tok tenl] to ysaac And herde
bo wordis bat he spac. c 1475 Golagros fy Gaw. 342, 1 rede

ye lent treuly to my teching. 1530 PALSCR. 754/2, I tenle
lo my busynesse, I lake hede to the thinges 1 have in hande.

1572 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxviii. 99 Tent to ^oursellis.

t b. Const, to with inf. Ots.
a 1300 Cursor AT. 21167 Symon zelote..His lauerd al lo

serue he lenl. 1357 Lay Folks Catech. (MS. T.) 194 Noght
than for to tent to tary with the world, Ne lyue in lykyng
ne lusl. 1410 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. xxxiii. (1908) 159
Onely tenlinge lo plese god.

c. trans. To give or pay mental attention to
;

to attend to, give heed to, take notice of (a person,
his words, a matter) ; cf. TEND v. 1 i b.

CI730 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13630 pey ne
roughle where bey }ede Ne nought rewarded how \v.r. no
tentid not] bey were in drede. 13. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 935
pay loken hit as-tyt & lenled hil lyttel. Ibid. C. 59 Wyl ;e

TENT.

tary a lyttel tyine & tent me a whyle. t 1400 Destr. Troy
10237 He blainyt full bilturly ban his blithe qwene, pat cuer

he tenlil hir lale. 1724 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph., To Burchet

viii, Yet, tenl a poet's zealous prayer. 1785 BURNS Death
A> Dr. Hornbook ix, Ye're maybe come to stap my breath ;

But tent me, billie; I red ye weel, tak care o' skailh, See,
ihere's a gully [= big knife] !

2. To attend to the safety and needs of, to take

or have charge and care of; lo look after, see to,

mind, attend to, tend (a person, flock, plant,

machine, etc.). Now dial. esp. Sc.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 676 pis ilke wy? bat wendez with

oure lorde, For to teul hym with tale it teche hym be

gale, c 1430 Syr Gener. 2832 Felows he had ihe toure to

tent Which were redic at his comaundmenl. c 1450 Bk.

Curtctsye 430 in Babces Bk. 312 The lordys chambur, iho

wadrop lo, po vssher of chani&ur schalle lent bo iwo. 1557
in Sharp Cov. Stysl. (1825)73 Paj'd for lynlyng Ihe yerthe-

quake, liij d. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surlees) 120 After that

[he] setlelh a boy or girle lo tente them. 1686 G. STUART
Joco.Ser. Disc. 64 When Foxes preach tenl weel your
Geese, 1728 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc., There's my Thumb iii,

Tenling my flocks lesl they should wander. 1789 BURNS
Capt. Grose i, If there's a hole in a* your coals, I rede you
lent it. 1844 G. DODD Textile Manuf. iv. 125 This
'

plucker
'

is generally attended or ' tented , to use a factory

pnrase, by a boy. 1859 Autobiog. Beggar Boy 51, I soon

got engaged lo tent a herd of oxen for the day.
3. To take (ocular) notice of, observe, watch. Sc.

1721 RAMSAY Prospect o/Plenty ^ Tent how the Calido-

nians, lang supine, Begin, mair wise, lo open baith Iheir

een. 1875 W. WALSH Poet. <y Pr. Wks. i When young you
heedless lent the sky. 1888 A. REID Sangs Heatherland
(1894) 86 Tent her when she hides her face.

4. To be careful, to beware (with clause). Sc.

1737 RAMSAY Scots Prov. xxxiv. 88 Tent wha ye take by
the hand. 1789 Shefh. Wedding (ed. 2) 15 (E.D.D.) Tent
what you say !

5. To take care to prevent or hinder (a person)

from doing something, north, dial.

1781 HUTTON Tour Caves (ed. 2) Gloss., Tent, to watch
or guard from doing a thing. 1863 MRS. TOOGOOD Yorks.
Dial. s. v., He was going into toon but his father lented
him. 1868 Accrington Times 16 May (E.D.D.) Tenl 'em
fro' breyking aol o' th' ranks. 1874 Sht-ffield Indep. tibid.l,

He thinks to come here, but I'll tent him [i. e. take care that

he does not].

6. To watch for and scare away (birds) ; also, to

guard (corn, seed, etc.) from birds, north, dial.

1858 BAILEY Age-j^ I'd give you the congenial occupation Of
scaring crows, and 'tenting

'

vegetation. 1877 N. W. Line,

Gloss.j
Tent., .lo scare birds from corn. 1889 Ibid

1

, (ed. 2),

Tent is used either of the things watched over, or the Ihings
guarded againsl.

* Oor Bill's tentin'-lo'nup-sead e' lh' Beck-
boddoms. When I was a lad I spent moast o' my time
tenlin' craws an* stock-duvs.'

Hence Te'nted ///. a., Te'nting vbl. sb. and

///. a. ; tenting-lad dial., a lad or boy employed
to watch the crops and scare birds. Also combina-

tions of the verb-stem, as tent-boy tenting-lad.
c 1645 T. TULLY Siege ofCarlisle (1840) 14 Daily skirmishes

..about* y felching in of Callell, or y* tenting y in

their places of pastures. 1721 RAMSAY Prospect of Plenty
37 The tempting bait, and tenled siring, Beguile ihe cod,
Ihe sea-cat, tusk, and ling. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss.,

Tenter, Tenting-lad, a boy who scares birds from corn.

1888 L. WILSON in J. Brown Lit. Laureat. (1890) 63 Here
sealed in his ruslic grace, The '

tent
'

boy blew his horn.

t Tent, v.2 Obs. [a. F. tent-er = Sp. tentar, It.

tentare:^. temptare to TEMPT, in med.L. (after

Romanic langs.) lenlare.~\ A variant of TEMPT,
occasionaldown to 1 6th c. Hence t Tenting^/, sb.

a 122$ Ancr. R. 228 Nu an oSer elne ouh muchel urouren

ou, hwon ae beo5 itemed. .. God .. is tieowe: nul he neuer

bolien bet le deouel templi us ouer bet he isih5 wel bet we
muwen idolien. Ibid. 230 Ure Louerd, hwon he idoled bet

we beo5 itented, he plaito mid us. c 1440 York Myst.
xxviii. 243 Euelle spiritis is neghand full nere, That will sou
tarie at bis tyme with his tentyng. a 1555 Br. GARDINER
in Foxe A. * M. (1563) 738, 1 know your Grace onlytenteth
me with such reasones.

tTent, .
3 Obs. Also 5 tente, teynt. [Con-

nected with L. tendlre, tent-urn, F. tendre to stretch ;

also with TENT sb.*>, TENTEE sb. 1 ; but exact history

not evidenced.] Hence f Tenting vbl. sb.

L, trans. To slretch (cloth) on tenters :

TENTER v. i.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 447 Cloth . . is noujt comly lo were

Tyl u is fulled vnder fole . . Ytouked, and ytenled [a. r,

y-teynted] & vnder tailloures hande. c 1440 Promf. Pan.
489/1 Tente clothe, extendo, lacinio. 1463-4 Rolls o/Parlt.
V. 501/1 Brode dole.. after almanere rakkyng streynyng or

teyntyng therof.

2. (?) To embroider in a tent or frame.

1507 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 79 Payit lo Ihe broud-

slar for half ane hank gold threid for tenting, and gret papir
for the Kingis doublal.

Tent (tent), v.* arch. [app. f. TENT 10.3 j
but

cf. F. tenter in obs. sense (
= sonder) to try the

depth of, to sound ;
= med.L. tentare to try.]

t a. trans. To probe (obs.). b. To treat by
means of a tent ; to apply a tent to (a wound,

etc., also to a person) ;
to distend or plug with a

tent. Also^f. Hence Te'nting vbl. sb.

1597 A. M. ir. Guitleineau's f'r. Chirurg. 51/2 Elher in

lenling of Ihe wounde, by inscisione, by caulensalion.

1612 WEBSTER White Devil v. ii, Search my wound deeper;
lenl it wilh the steel That made it 1639 SHIRLEY Maifs
Rev. I] i. vi, I have a sword dares tenl a wound as far As any.

1685 CROWNE Sir C. ffice iv. Dram. Wks. 1874 III. 32

Yes, if you 'noint il presenlly wilh a good dish o jelly,

broth, and tent it with a bone o' roast bee 1693 Ir. Col-
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hatch's New LI. Chirurg. Put out 32 Stitched them up. .

for fear they should have been kept open by tenting. 1828
SCOTT /'. M. Pert/i vii, Methinks 1 can tent this wound,
and treat it with emollients.

t Tent, .5 Olis. rare. [var. form of TEND v.~,

perh. on analogy of TEND z/.l and TENT i/. 1]
1. trans. Lena. To offer, proffer : = TEND v? 5 ,

TENDER K.I i.

1459 Rails a/ l'ar/1. V. 371/1 An cliques! takyn aforne
his Eschetour..the which Offices John J'astulf Kny^ln,
and othir, tentid to traverse, and by that meane hadd
the said Mature. 1512 Act 4 Ifen. VIII, c. 18 24 All
Traverses peticions monstrance de droit..to be tentyd or
sued by eny persone or perviin-s.

2. inlr. To direct itself, be directed (to some
end) ;

= TEND v.2 2.

1551 UUALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark xii. 184 ThU dcceipt-
ful propheme tented [ft/. 1548 tended] to this end, that if

he had geuen sentence for the phariseis, then should he haue
bene accused of the Herodiansforan authour of rebellion, or
insurreccion agaynst the Kinperour.
Tent (tent), v.G [f. TENT rf.l : a number of

unconnected uses.]
1. intr. To abide or live in n tent ; to encamp.

Also to tent it.

1856 KANE -2nd Grinnell Exp. I. xxvii. 357 We will be
gone for some days probably, tenting it in the open air. 1867
LADY HERBERT Cradle L. 154 Our travellers tented on a
small level sward just outside the Convent-gates. 1881 MRS.
HOLMAN.HUNT Chilttr. yerus. 189 Do you think we shall
ever go tenting again, mother? 1893 Scrioner's Mag. June
703/2 The river crew is tenting out and clearing the stream.

D. fig. To dwell temporarily; to sojourn, to
tabernacle ; to have one s abode

;
of a thing : to

have its seat,
'
reside '.

1607 SHAKS.CVr. MI. ii. u6The smiles of Knaues Tent in my
cheekes, and Schoole-boyes Teares take vp The Glasses of
my sight. 1751 R. SIIIKKA in Rein. (1850) 52 He tented or
tabernacled in flesh among us. 1871 MACDUFF Mem.
PatmosxKii. 305 The Word came and dwelt (or lit. 'tented')
among us. 1893 E. G. HIRSCH in liarrows Part. Ktlig. II.

1304 Wherever man may tent, there also will curve upward
the burning incense of his sacrifice.

2. trans. To cover or canopy as with a tent.

1838 MRS. BROWNING Seraphim 11. 604 The heavy dark.
ness which doth tent the sky Floats backward as by a
sudden wind. 1883 LD. R. GOWER My Remin. I. xx. 410A garden flanked by colonnades and covered passages had
been tented in.

3. To accommodate, put tip, or lodge in tents.

1863 LD. LYTTON Ring' A masts II. 81 Powers we can
neither summon nor dismiss, are camped upon the brain
and tented in the veins of men. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract.
Hygiene (ed. 3) 481 The men should be tented, the tents
should be well ventilated. 1882 ARMSTRONG Garland fr.
Creecet Orithyia 8, I have tented the nymphs of the rills in

pavilions of frozen spray. 1898 Daily News g Mar. 3/2 All
officers are tented in the same manner as the men.

f4. To pitch or spread (a tent); to put up, fix

up, stretch, as a tent or its canvas. Obs.

1553 Douglas's Mnei$\\\\. x. 23 That from the top of the

hillys hyght The army all thai mycht se at a sight With
tentis tentit [ed. Small, stentit] strekand to the plane.
1634 W. WOOD New Eng. Prosp, i. ii. (1865) 7 By good fires

they sleepe as well and quietly (having their mayne sayle
tented at their backes, to shelter them from the winde) as
if they were at home.

Tent, obs. and dial, form of TENTH.

Tentability (tentabHiti). rare.
[f. Lat. type

*tentabil-is t OF. tentable liable to be tempted
(^1340 in Godef.), or from Eng. *tenlable forTEMPT-
ABLE : see -BILTTY,] = TEMPTABILITY.
1844 W. H. MILL Serm. Tempt. Christ ii. 39 The tenta-

bility of the Incarnate Lord. 1860 ELLICOTT Life our
Lara \i\. 112 note, In estimating the nature of our Lord's
tentability. 1863 A. BARRY in Smith's Diet. Bible III.

1148/2 It is this tentability of man, even in his original
nature, which is represented in Scripture as giving scope to
the evil action of Satan.

Tentable (te-ntab'l), a, [f. med.L. tentare for

temptare to try, or f. TENT z>.4 to probe, etc.

+ -ABLE.] Liable to be probed,
'

picked *, or
'

tried': cf. TENTATION 2 a.

1862 Catal. Intemat. Exhib. II. xxxi. 10 Locks with

crypted guards, not tentable by instrument or true key.

Tentacle (te-ntak'l). [ad. mod.L. TENTACU-

LUM.] ZooL A slender flexible process in animals,

esp. invertebrates, serving as an organ of touch or

feeling ;
= FEELER 3, PALP.

1762 Du PONT in Phil. Trans. LIII. 58 The fingers, or

tentacles, end in a deep blue. 1835 KIRBY Hab. $ Inst.

Anim. I. v. 181 An infinity ofcells., from which the tentacles

issue to collect their food. 1857 WOOD Com. Obj. Seashore
v. 53 On the arms, legs, feet, or tentacles of the cuttles, are

arranged rows of suckers. 1866 TATE Brit. Mollusks iii.

47 The head [of a snail or slug] bears two long slender
tentacles or horns. 1868 OWEN Vertebr. Anim. I. v. 411
Tentacles depend from the rostral prolongation of the

Sturgeon, and from the mandibular symphy&is of the Cod.

b. Bot. Applied to a sensitive filament, as the

viscous gland-tipped leaf-hairs of the Sundew,
1875 DARWIN Insectiv. PI. i. 5 A tentacle consists ofa thin,

straight, hair-like pedicel carrying a gland on the summit.

1879 LUBBOCK Set. Led. \. 4 In our Common Sundew.. the

rounded leaves are covered with glutinous glandular hairs

or tentacles.

o. fig.
= FEELER 2 b.

1847 DE QUINCEY Secret Societies Wks. VI. 235 This plot
..stretched its horrid fangs, and threw out its forerunning
feelers and tentacltst into many nations, 1883 H. DRUMMOSU

' Nat. Law in Sfir. W. viii. (ed. 2) 300 The soul.., waving
Us tentacles piteously in the empty air, feeling after God ii

so be that it may find Him. 189; MAHAKFY Kmpirt Ptolt-
nues x, Prepared to fall easily into the tentacles of the
all-devouring Republic [Rome]. 1901 Scotsman 7 Mar. 7/5
One of De Wet's tentacles had been stretched out to obscure

< the approach of Nesbitt's horse.

d. altrib. and Comi>.,tttlttack-UklA\.\ tent-

acle-sheath, the sheath-like structure surrounding
the base of the tentacles of many molluscs.
1835 6 Tai/ifr Cycl. Anat. I. 683/2 Their tentacle-likc

arms [i. e. of Cirripeds] resemble the antennae of lobsters.

Hence Tentacled (te'ntak'ld) a., furnished with
or having tentacles.

1857 GOSSK Ompliali's 1 19 Every individual cell, . . inhabited
by Its tentacled Hydra, has. .budded out from a branch.

Tentacular (tenUe-kUWi), a. [f. mod.L.
TENTACULUM + -AU 1.] Of, pertaining to, or of the
nature of a tentacle or tentacles.
1818 STARK Eleni. Nat. Hist. II. 117 With two conical

petforated and tentacular papillae at its upper extremity.
1870 ROLLESTOM Anim. Life Introd.

84^
The mouth is sur-

rounded by a cartilaginous ring, carrying anteriorly tenta-
cular outgrowths.

Tentaculate (tentarkirflrt), a. (sb.) Zool.

[f. as prec. + -ATE 2
.]

1. Furnished with tentacles or tentaculiform ap-
pendages ; rarely = TENTACULIFORM.
1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 320 Polyps obsolescenlly tenta.

culate. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. fin*. Anini. ii. 109 In the
Acinetae, the tentaculate stage is the more permanent, the
ciliated stage tiansitory.

2. Of or pertaining to the Tentaculaia, or stalked
Echinoderms. b. sb. A member of the Tentacu-
lata

;
a pelmatozoan.

Tentaculated (tentse-kirffcited), a. Zool. [f.
as prec. + -ED!.] =

prec. I.

1804 SHAW Gen. Zool. V. n. 359 Tentaculated Shark...
Shark with serrated snout tentaculated on each side. 1880
BASTIAN Drain iii. 58 Sedentary forms of life, like the Hydra,
the Sea-anemone, or some of the tentaculated worms.

Tentacule (te-ntakiwl). Zool. [a. F. tentactile,
ad. mod.L. TENTACULUM: see -CULE.] TEN-
TACLE. Also in Comb, as tentafule-like adj.
1835-6 Toiiifs Cycl.Anat. 1.37/1 Very extensile tentacule-

like cirri. 1851 RICHARDSON Gtol. viiL (1855) 2i6The mouth
. . is surrounded with numerous filaments or tentacules . . fur-

nished with vibratile cilia. 1870 P. M. DUNCAN Transform.
Insects (1882) 77 It suddenly pokes out a spotted tentacule.

Teiltaculi- (tentre-kirfli). Combining form
of mod.L. TENTACULUM, used in zoological terms.
Tenta:cnlibra'nchlate [L. branchm gills], a. of
or pertaining to the Tentaculibranchia, i. e. the

Bryozon or Polyzoa, regarded (by Lankester

1877) as a class of the branch Lipocephala of the

phylum Mollusca ; sb. a member of this class.

Tenta'culicy at TENTACULOCYST; henceTenta -

culicystic a. Tenta-cnliform a., having the
form or appearance of a tentacle. Tentaculr-
fferons a. [-GEROUS], = next.

1902 CasseUs Encycl. Diet., Suppl., *Tentaculibranchiate.

1891 Cent. Diet., 'Tentaculicyst. 1837 Penny Cycl. IX.
258/1 It. .gives exit to*tentaculiformcirrfti. 1880 W. S. KENT
Infusoria 1. 396 A prolonged tentaculiform appendage. 1877
HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. iii. 174, m. *tentaculigerous canal.

Teuta culi-ferous, a. [f. mod.L. TENTACUL-
UM + -(I)FEROUS.] Bearing tentacles : said of an
animal or organ; spec, of or pertaining to the

Tentaculifera or Acinetaria, a division of the

Plegepod Protozoa
; sometimes, pertaining to the

Tentacttlifera or Glossophora, among Mollusca.

1830 I. E. GRAY in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) XXI. 592/1 Its

edge divided into four or eight diverging, tentaculiferous
lobes. 1835 KIRDY Hab. q Inst Anim. I. v. 167 The tenta-
culiferous mouths of the polypes. 1880 W. S. KENT (title)

A Manual of the Infusoria : including a Description of all

known Flagellate, Ciliate, and Tentaculiferous .Protozoa.

1883 in Nature 8 Mar. 433/1 In other tentaculiferous

animals, such as a sea-anemone, tubiculous annelid, or cuttle,

fish. 1885 E. R. LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 431/2
The tentaculiferous

' arms '

of the Brachiopoda.

Tentacnlite (tentas-kitflait). Palseont. [ad.
mod.L. Tenlaculites : see TENTACULDM and -ITE 1

2 a.] A fossil mollusc of the genus Tentaculites

or family Tentaculitida (thought by some to be
allied to the Pteropods) of which the conical

usually ringed shells abound in the Middle Devo-
nian strata.

Tcntaculitebeds, strata of the Ilfracombe group of Middle
Devonian age, characterized by the abundance of Tentacu.
lites scalaris. Tentaculite limestone, in the New York

Geological Survey, a subdivision of the Water.lime group
of Upper Silurian strata, similarly characterized.

1839 MURCHISON Silur. Syst. n. 628. 1863 DANA Man.
Geol. 252.

Tentaculocyst (tentse-kirfl^si-st). Zool. [f.

TENTACULUM + Or. KVO-T-U bladder, CYST.] One of

the vesicular or cystic tentacles of a hydrozoan,

representing a reduced and modified tentacle : see

quots. Also TENTACULICYST.
1880 E. R. LANKESTER in Nature 4 Mar. 414/1 What I have

elsewhere termed '

tentaculocysts ', modified tentacles which
act as auditory organs and have often eye-spots on them as

well. 1881 in Encycl.Brit. XII. 555/2 Combined visual

and auditory organs in the form of modified tentacles (tenta*

culocysts).

TENTATORY.
Tentaculoid t< m;. , ,,>/. ff.

-OIO.]
* * * 1 = '"
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L. tent<uul- t
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). PI. -a. [mod.. . .

L. tent<uul- tun, {. tenta-, e *- UmptUrt to feel, try-
cf. TENTACLE, TKNTACUI.K, and see -CULK.] A
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' The UPP ! 'P is prominent
beyomf the rest of the mouth, and has two tenucula
1804 SHAW (7, . Zool. V. n. 360 From each side springs a
long and flexible tenlaculum or feeler of a flattened shape
1880 I.ASIIAN Krain iv. 71 This ganglion receive! branches
Iron the tentacula guarding the orifice of the oral funnel.
fig. 1867 liAcKiior Eng. Comtit. ix. (1882) 275 The politkal

characteristic of the early Greeks, and of the early Romans
too, is that out of the tentacula of a monarchy they
developed the organs of a republic. 1893 MCCARTHY
Dictator xxiv, He had seen only loo clearly which way her
love was stretching its tentacula.

Tentage (te-ntedg). [f. TENT si.i + -AGE.]
Equipment of tents, tent accommodation.
1603 DKAYTON Bnr. Wars n. xv, Upon the Mount the

King his Tentage fixt. 1870 Daily News 27 July 5 Eah
mess was complete for all purposes of camping ancf tentage.

Ii Teutamen ,tcnu'i-mcn;. PI. tentamina
(-te'mina). [L. tentdmtn, (. tentare = lemplarc to

try: see TEMPT.] An attempt, trial, experiment.
1673 MAHM:[.I. Reh. Transp. II. 284 After this Tentamen

of your veracity you tax me for saying,
' Tis demonstrable

[etc.]'. 1736 CKESTERF. in Fog's JraT. No. 376 An essay or
lentamen to some greater design. 1863 N. W. SENIOR Biog.
S&.^8j (Bacon's EssaysJ were intended, ..as the word essay
in its original acceptation expresses, to be tentamina ; not
finished treatises, but sketches, to be rilled up by the reader.

Tentar, obs. form of TENTER jiM
Tentation (tentri-Jsn). [ad. L. tenUtion-em ,

late form (after Romanic) of temptation-eiu, n. of
action from temptare (tentare} to try, TKMPT.]
1. Obsolete form of TEMPTATlON.q.v.: sometimes

specially expressing experimental trial, as distinct

from enticement to evil.

2. techn. A mode of working or adjusting by
trial or experiment.
a.

'

(Locksmithing.) A mode of picking locks in which the
bolt is pressed backward constantly, and the tumblers re-

leased one by one from the stud
'

f
b.

'

(Compass-adjusting.) Professor Airy s mode of adjust.
ing compasses in iron ships, in which boxes of iron chain and
magnets are experimentally placed and shifted.. until the

disturbing influence of the iron hull is neutralized
'

(Knight
Diet. Atech. 1877 s. v.).

Tentative (te-ntativ), a. and sb. [ad. med.L.
tfnldtivus adj. (tentativa sb. in Schol.L.), f. tenldt-,

ppl. stem of tentare for templare to try: see

TEMPT v. and -IVE. So F. tentative sb. (i6th c.

in Godef. Compl.), examination, attempt ; also as

adj., experimental (ois.).]
A. adj. Of the nature of an experiment, trial,

or attempt ; made or done provisionally at an ex-

periment ; experimental.
1588 [implied in TENTATIVELY]. 1616 Bp. H ALL Conteiiipl^

O. T. xx, iii, Falshood, though it be but tentative, is neither
needed nor approved by the God of truth. 1768 JOHNSON
Pref. to Shaks. Wks. IX. 240 Works tentative and experi-
mental must be estimated by their proportion to the general
and collective ability of man. 1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann.
(1863) II. IV. ii. 241 The interpretations must therefore be

regarded as tentative. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. vii. { 3.

364 A policy of this limited, practical, tentative order was..
best suited to the England of her day.
B. sb. Something done as an experiment or trial ;

an essay, an attempt ; ta hostile attempt (oos.}.

1633 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Eromena 175 They had no
time to get out. .any tentative of theirs serving them to no

purpose, for that the citie was walled round about. 1687
RYCAUT///J/. Turks II. 321 He was going to make a tenta-

tive upon Palotta, a place of good strength. 1691 TEMPLE
Mfin. Wks. 1731 I. 431 They tried some little 1'entatives

upon us, whether we would be content to leave out all

Mention of his Majesty's Mediation, as well as that of the

Pope's? 1898 Pop.Sci. Monthly Sept. 609 Tentalives were
made in both directions.

b. Trying, experimenting ; experimentation.
1865 GROTE Plato I. xvii. 493 A process, more or less

tedious, of tentative and groping.

Tentatively (te-ntativli), adv. [f. TENTATIVE
a. + -LY ".] In a tentative manner ; by way of

trial or experiment ; experimentally.
1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl.

j
But to put the case, and . .

to proceede tentatiuely, and discoursiuely, as the foresaid

schoolemen vse to call it. 1637 JACKSON ydSerm. Jer. xxvi.

19 Wks. 1844 VI. 95 He said it solemnly and publicly, not

tentatively or by way of trial only. 1874 GRFP.N Short
Hist. iv. 2. 170 It was only slowly and tentatively that

this principle was applied.

Te'utatiyeness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being tentative ; experimental character.

1861 DR. WOODHAM WEBB in Mul. Times 18 May 526/1
In Hospital work especially, we want the steadying influence

of age. .as well as the impetuous tentativeness of youth.

1894 Athenaeum 6 Jan. 11/2 It only produces an appearance
of uncertainty-land tentativeness.

f Te'ntatory, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f. L. ten/at-,

ppl.stemof/*/<5
= temptare to try : see TEMPT v.

and -out *.]
= TENTATIVE a.



TENT-BED.

,11624 B'1
- M- SMITH Scrm. (1632) 27 The question is

tentatory, (will you also go away?) I haue deserued better

of you.

Te'nt-be'd. [f.
TENT**. 1 +BKDrf.] a. A small

and low bed used in a tent; a camp bed. b. A bed

having an arched canopy and covered sides. Hence
tent-bedstead.

1751 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1846) II. 432 Offered heratent-

bed, for fear of bugs in the inns. i8oa ANNA SEWARD Ltlt.

(1811) VI. 9 His daughter could be constantly with him, and

sleep in a tent-bed in his apartment. 1815 SCOTT Guy M.
xliv, One of the bed-posts of a sort of tent-bed was broken

down. 1827 ROBERTS
l''oy.

Centr. Amer. 231 [I found him

lying] in an English tent-bed. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, xi,

In the other stood an old tent bed-stead.

t Te'ntbob, erron. form of * taint-bob : see TAINT

sb. C. 3. Obs.

1696 AUBKKY Misc. (1857) 138 The little red spider, called

a tentbob (not so big as a great pins head).

Tent-boy : see TENT v.i

Tent-door (te'nt,do3
-

j). The entrance or open-

ing of a tent.

1535 CovERDALEfo. xviii. i He sat in his tent dore in the

heate of y
e dale. 17*5 DE FOE P'oy. round World { 1840) 336

Looking out at their tent-door. 1816 KEATINCE Trtiv. (1817)
I. 205 [They] seat themselves cross-legged, . . before the

Bassa's tent-door. 1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L. v. 152
There are still women, .preparing the fatted kid at the open
tent-door.

Tented (te-nted), a. [f. TENT sbl and r.c]
1. Of a place : Covered with or full of tents.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. iii. 85 These Armes of mine . . haue vs'd

Their deerest action, in the Tented Field. 17*5 POPE Odyss.
IV. 584 Fast by the deep, Along the tented_ shore. 1773
WHEELER in Gentl. Mag. XLII I. 343/1 On Poictou's tented

plains by valour won. 1833 LONGF. Coplas de Matirique Ix,

In tented field and bloody fray.

2. Formed or shaped like a tent or pavilion ;

made into a tent-like structure.

1747 COLLINS Ode on Poet. Charac. 26 He, who call'd with

thought to birth Yon tented sky, this laughing earth. 1835
SCOTT Talism. vi, Weapons . . were scattered about the
tented apartment, or disposed upon the pillars which sup-
ported it. 1839 BAILEY Pcstus xix. (1852) 296 High as the
tented mountains of the earth.

b. Having the wings when at rest meeting in a

ridge over the back.

1849 HELPS Friends in C. n. 187 The tented moth said

suddenly to me with a clear crisp voice.

3. Of persons : Lodged in, or furnished with, a
tent or tents, \\sofig.
1811 WORDSW. F.pist. to Sir G. H. Beaumont 100 Wastes

where now the tented Arabs dwell. 1902 SIR E. ARNOLD
Nativity in Delineator Dec. 575 Grander than stricken fields
and tented armies.

Tenter (te-ntaa), rf.l Forms : 4-5 teyntur, 5
tayntour, tentowre, 5-6 teutour, 5-7 taynter,
teynter, tenture, 5-8 tentor, 6 teynto(u)r, -tree,
tentar, 6-7 tainter, teinter, -or, 6- tenter. [The
varieties of the suffix make the exact origin some-
what obscure : the forms in -ur, -our, -or, -er, -at;

point to an AF. or OF. *tentour, L. *tentdr-em

stretcher, agent-n. from tend-tre to stretch, which
suits the sense; but neither the OF. nor the L.
word is known in the sense '

tenter '.

The rare form tenlure is equated by Promp, Parv. with
L. tentura, but this ought to mean the process of stretching
or its product: cf. F. tenture action of stretching, also
tapestry hangings ; which does not agree with the sense of
'stretching instrument or apparatus'. On the other hand
if the word were merely an Eng. agent-n. from TKNT r'.", it

would be difficult to account for the various forms of the
ending. The forms in teyut-, tnynt-, tcint-, taint- also offer
difficulty, suggesting some association with F. teint dye.]
1. A wooden framework on which cloth is

stretched after being milled, so that it may set or

dry evenly and without shrinking. Also fa pair
of tenters (obs. rare) and in pi. form tenters.
Formerly tenters of the length of a web of cloth stood in

process ol drying and stretching is now gen
much more rapidly in tcntcr-hotises by tenter- or tcnterinr-
uiachincs.

n.. Charter Holy Ghost (Vernon MS.) in Hampolc's
Wlu, I. 361 Whon be lewes hedden bus nayled Criston be
cros as men dobclo)) on a teyfnjtur [v.rr. streynour, rakkel
1408 Nottingham Rec. II. 60 Johannes London occupatunum croftum cum taynters. 1435 Coventry Leet Bk. 172No walker off the Cite of Couentre . . Shall Rakke no Clothe
on the Tey[n]tur that schall be solde ffor wette-clothe
CW {/.'"/ /'a'*'. 489/1 Tenture, for clothe (S. tentowre),

p- F',,; .V tl"'ura <p- conslrictorium). 1483 Act !
Rich. Ill, c. 8 i Many of the seid Clothes . . ben sett uppon
la,^T-.^.dr?rn

.
out

.
in 'evngth and brede. ,495
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feet and a half high, and for length exceeds that of the

longest piece of cloth. 1791 HAMILTON Bcrthollefs Dyeing
II. n. n. v. 108 It is dried on the tenters in the open air.

1849 C. BRONTE Shirley ii, The cloth was torn from his

tenters and left in shreds in the field.

fig. 1602 DEKKER Satirom.Wks. 1873 1. 247 O Night . .That

like a cloth of cloudes dost stretch thy limbes ; Vpon the

windy Tenters of the Ayre. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. IX.

xvii. 4 Albeit his Words intended no Treason.. yet. .the

tenture of the Law made them his death. 1674 N. FAIRFAX

Bulk fy Selv. To Rdr., As the one had wrackt and limm'd my
thoughts, with endless tenters and boundless retchings out.

f2. - TENTEK-HOOK i. Obs.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i. III. Furies 708 Then
Avarice all-arm'd in hooking Tenters. 1678 Massacre
in Ireland

1

3 Two Boys [were] wounded and hung upon
Butchers Tenters. 1743 Phil. Trans. XI.II. 425 The little

Papillae.. on the Surface of the Arms assist them like so

many Hooks or Tenters to hold their Worms barely by
touching them. 1795 Wol.coiT (P. Pindar) Liberty's last

.Squeak Wks. 1812 III. 422 And hang their Hearts, like

Butcher's Meat, on tenters. iSzo CRABBE Borough I. 130
Fences . . (With tenters tipp'd) a strong repulsive bound.

fig. 1635 QUARLES Embl. I. v. 17 Abused Statutes had no

tenters, And men could deal secure without indentures. 1849

J. STERLING in Frasers Mag. XXXIX. 416 Slight Folly's

pen, not Passion's burning tenter, Tears up our roots,

t b. transf. A hooked organ or part. Obs.

1613-16 W. BROWNE /?r/V. Past, n.i, Thornes and tangling
bushes Whose tenters sticking in her garments sought.. to

help her. 1817 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. (1818) II. xxiii. 323
Palms, pattens, or soles [of flies' feet].. beset underneath
with small bristles or tenters.

1 3- fig- esp. in phrases : a. To fut, set, stretch,

etc. on (the) ienter(s, to set on tenter-hooks ; to

rack : see TENTER-HOOK 2, 2 b. Obs.

S33 I'D- Kv.mwsGald.Bk. M.Aurcl. d546)Ccijb, Ye
haue strayned it on the tentours, and drawen it on the perche.
a 1556 CRANMER Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 60 But the papists
have set Christ's words upon the tenters, and stretched
them out so far, that they make his words to signify as

pleaseth them, not as he meant. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus.
H. (1882) 33 They inhance the rents, and set their fines on
tenter. 1656 Artif. Handsom. 133 Nor ought the conscience
in these to be set upon the rack and tainter. 174* RICHARD-
SON Pamela III, 341, I have

pity'd
him many a time, when

I have seen him stretched on the Tenters to keep thee in
Countenance.

b. To be on (the) tenter(s, i.e. in a position of

strain, difficulty, or uneasiness ; to be in a state of
anxious suspense. Now rare or Obs., superseded
by on tenter-hooks : see TENTER-HOOK 2 c.

1633 FORD Broken //. i. iii, My very heart-strings Are on
the tenters. 1716 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle (1768) 27, I was upon
the Tenters to know the Reason of my Confinement. 1796
SCOTT Let. to Miss C. Rutherford 5 June, Your curiosity
will be upon the tenters to hear the wonderful events. 1806
FESSENDEN Democr. 1, 39 Stretch'd on the tenters ofanxiety
By blunder, crime, or impropriety.

t4. A stretching implement : ? = TENT sb? Obs.
1607 TOPSEI.L Four-/. Beasts (1658) 147 Put in the Oppo-

nax, and of both together make like taynters or splints, and
thrust them into the wound. Ibid. 808 This applied to the
bitten place in a linnen cloth, and tentures twice a day, did
perfectly recover her health within a month. 1681 GRCW
Musscum iv. i. 360 A Hox of Anatomick Instruments; sc.

Saws, Steel and Ivory Knives,, .a Tenter.

5. atlrib, and Comb., as tenter-stretched adj. ;

tenter-balk (-bank), -bar : see quots. ; tenter-

field, -place, = TENTER-GHODND ; tenter-frame
= sense i ; tenter-house, -machine : see sense i

(note) ; tenter-timber, timber for making tenters.

See also TENTER-GROUND, -HOOK, -YARD.
1876 Whitby Gloss.,

*
Tenler-l>auks, the beams to which

the butcher's meat-hooks are fastened. 1877 KNIGHT Diet.
Mech., *Tenter.bar, a device for stretching cloth. 1844
G. DODD Textile Manuf. iii. 104 The cloth is stretched out
and hung up to dry. This used to be done in the "tenter-
fields. 1835 URE Philoi. Manuf. 192 When the fulling is

finished, the cloth is stretched once more on the 'tenter-
frame, and left in the open air lill it is dry. 1861 C. C.
ROBINSON Leeds Gloss, s. v. Tenters, The tenter-frames are
upright bars placed at a short distance from each other and
connected by other horizontal ones, top and bottom, having
an array of hooks at equal distances on which the cloth is
fastened by the listing of both sides. 1457 in Arnolde
Chron. (18:1) 72 All thoo in the said cite or subbarbis that
ocupye.. 'teynter placys for fullers. 1641 SIR B. RUDYARD
in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 167 Not to press such
Tenter-stretched Arguments. 1562 Richmond mils (Sur-

HEENE Upst. Courtier in Harl. Misc.

rguments. 1561
tees) 152 Stees, stanggs, peatts, old 'tenture tymber, xs.

Tenter (te-ntaj), stf
[f.

TEST
One who lives or lodges in a tent.
1888 Harper's Mag. Oct. 801/1 The pretty girl of our

civilization, who pushes into the canvas home of the
tenters. 1907 Daily ffaus 27 Nov. 3/2 Originally intended
for the benefit of gipsies, the evangelism . . has attracted
adherents from all clai
'

tenters '.

, .

-ERI.]

:lasses, now proud to style themselves

,j -. >,-, ""*, i*iiu mere nanged

doth h SSfM:'3' A tenture tentCT to =icloth in. 1717-4, CHAMBERS Cycl, Tenter, Tryer, or
rover,, .in the cloth manufactory, .is usually about four

Tenter (te-ntsj), sbfl dial. [f. TENT z.i + -EH i.]
1. One who minds, or has charge of, anything

requiring attention, as a machine, a flock, etc.
i8a8 CravenGloss., Tenters, watchers, moor-tenters. 1861MRS. TOOGOOD Yorks. Dial., I will hire that boy as a

tenter for my sheep. 1870 Inquiry Yorks. Deaft, Dumb
59 bimeon Smith, cropping-machine tenter. 1885 Manch
JSxam. 20 Feb. 5/3 The engine tenter .. found the doors of
the mill unlocked.

b. Applied to a watch-dog.
1844 S. BAMFORD Walts S. Lanes. 47 (E.D.D.) Will he

do for a tenter? will he bark at night?
2. An attendant on a skilled workman, who giveshim unskilled help, supplies materials, etc.
1894 Labour Commission Gloss., Tenters, assistants to

TENTER-HOOK.
the weaver, generally children, who have gone through n
short process of probation.

Tenter (te'ntai), .
[f. TENTER ji.i]

1. traits. To stretch (cloth) on a tenter or tenters.

1437 Coventry Leet Bk. 187 Yen" so be that hit wol-not
bere the seyde lengeth than that the walker Teynter hym
out to the lengethe offxv yerdes. 1473 in Arnolde Chron.
(1811) 78 The vntrouth falshtd and desept ..now daily
vsed in the fullyng teynteryng or settyng and sheryng of
wullen cloth. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Alms. n. (1882) 24 After
they haue bought their cloth, they cause it to be tentered,
racked, and so drawne out, as it shall be both broader and
longer than it was. 1626 BACON Sylva 12 As when..
Leather or Cloth tentured spring back. 1673 O. HEYVVOOD
Diaries, etc. (1882) I. 354 Having some land.. where his
cloth is tentered.

17^89
BRAND Hist. Nczvcastle II. 320

The ordinary of this society, called anciently walkers,
. . enacted that no brother should . . tentor cloth on a Sunday.
1876 CUDWORTH Bradford vii. 466 Returning home.

., the
cloth was ' tentered

'

that is, if weather permitted.

t b. transf. To hang or stretch as on a tenter
or tenters. Obs.

1615 CBOOKK oify ojMan 244 If the heart needed any
tension, it might better haue beene tentered, and with
shorter stringes to the spine of the back. 1648 Bp. HALL
Easter at Higham Rem. Wks. (1660) 194 Do the cruel
tormentors tenter out his pretious limmes? a 1677 BARROW
Expos. Creed Wks. 1716 1. 430 We may easily imagine what
acerbity of pain must be endured in his limbs being stretched
forth, racked and tentured.

f2. fig. To set gn the tenter, or on tenter-
hooks : see TENTER sbl 3, TENTER-HOOK 2 b. Also,
to injure or pain as by stretching ; to rack, torture

(the feelings, etc.). Obs.
1619 R. FENTON Usury 38 Verily if vsurie were not, men

would tenter their wits, either in trading themselues or im-
ploying others. 1611 FLETCHER Beggar's Bush n. iii, He
does stretch, Tenter his credit so. 1651 J. WRIGHT tr. Camus'
Nat. Paradox ill. 49 It might be done without tentering
his_Conscience. a 1734 NORTH Exam. n. iv. 32 (1740) 247
It is plain.. that Pepys, being once tentered, should have
come off secundum artem.

f 3. intr. Of cloth : To admit of being stretched
on the tenter; to bear tentering. Obs. rare- 1

.

i66 BACON Syfaa 841 Parchment or leather will stretch,
paper will not ; woollen cloth will tenter, linen scarcely.
t Te -

nterbe:lly. 06s. [f. TENTER v. + BELLY
One who distends his belly ; a glutton.

comparison of this Nicolaitan, Kentish tenterbelly.
Tentered (te-ntsjd),///.a. [f. TENTER v. and

s6.1 + -ED.]
1. Stretched on or as on a tenter

;
racked.

1651 BENLOWES Theoph. vn. xxxvii, As my tenter'd Minde
its Spirits still Strains forth. 1835 URE Philet. Mani/f. 203
In order to dry the tentered clothwithin it.

2. Stuck or studded with tenter-hooks.
1768 TvcKSi.Lt.Arat. (1834) I. 222 Another person, .might

still expect uneasiness in the tentered cask, nevertheless,
might choose it as the lesser evil. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ojArc iv. in How Maximin,..In such deep fury bade the
tenter'd wheel Rend her life piecemeal.

Te-nter-groiuid. Obs. [f. TENTER s6.* +
GROUND sb.] Ground occupied by tenters for

stretching cloth, etc.

1714 Land. Can. No. 5266/8 In the Tentor Ground by the

Dog house in Bunhill fields. 1769 GRAY Let. to Wharton
18 Oct., I entered Kendal almost in the dark, and could
distinguish only a shadow of the castle on a hill, and
tenter-grounds spread far and wide round the town. 1887
LECKY Eng. in i8M C. VI. xxiii. 247 To steal woollen clotii
from a tenter-ground.

Tenter-hook (te-ntar.huk). Forms : see TEN-
TER rf.l

; also 5 tayntyr-, tentyr-, 6 tentur
,

7 teutry-. [f. TENTER sb.\ + HOOK sb."\

1. One of the hooks or bent nails set in a close
row along the upper and lower bar of a tenter, by
which the edges of the cloth are firmly held

;
a

hooked or right-angled nail or spike ; dial, a metal
hook upon which anything is hung.
1480 ]Vardr. Ace. Edw. 7^(1830) 139 Tentourhokes.ee.

1491-3 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 186 Item, for tayntyrhokes
and nor wachyng of the sepulture, xij d. a 1518 SKELTON

The King of Marocco may stab his Subjects, throw them to
the Lions, or hang them upon tenterhooks. 1688 R. HOLME
A rmoury HI. 348/1 ThcTentry Hoot is a Nail with a crooked
Head, yet sharp pointed, that it may strike into any thing
hung upon it. 1777 HOWARD Prisons Eug. (1780) 404 The
partition between this and the garden . . strong palisades
with tenter-hooks. 1815 WATERTON U'and. S. Amer. in.

iii. 254 On examining his teeth I found that they were all

bent like tenter-hooks, pointing down his throat. 1888

Sheffield Gloss., Tenter-hooks, the hooks upon which the
valances of a bed are hung. 1889 f?. IY. Line. Gloss.

(ed. 2), Tenter-hooks, strong iron hooks
put

in ceilings and
. .joists . . , on which bacon and other such things are hung.
b. transf. = TENTER sb.l 2 b.

1665 HOOKE Microgr. xxxv. 164 It was arm'd likewise with
the like Tenterhooks or claws with those of the sheath. 1713
DERHAM Phys.-Theol. To Rdr. 6 The Beards (or Tenter-
hooks [ofa bee's sting] as Dr. Hook calls them) lie only on
one side of each Spear, not all round them. 1816 KIRBY &
SP. Entomol. xxiii. (1818) II. 323 These tenter-books in the
suckers of flies.. are mere fancies.

2. fig. That on which something is stretched or

strained
; something that causes suffering or pain-

ful suspense. C TENTER sl>.
1

3.



TENTER-HOOKING.
1532 MORF. Conful. Barnes vm. Wks. 797/1 The churche i

..is stretched out in the stretcher or tenter hookes of the

crosse, as a churche well washed and cleansed. 1601
CHKSTEU Love's Mart. (1878) 138 Ract on the tenter-

hookes of foule disgrace. 1823 BYRON Juan xiv. xcvii, [It]

keeps the atrocious reader in suspense ; The surest way for

ladles and for books To bait their tender or their tenter-houks.

b. esp. in phrases to put, set, strain, stretch on
the tenter-hooks: to strain, distort the sense of

(words) (?ol/s.) ;
to strain (conscience, truth,

authority, credit, etc.) beyond the proper, normal,
or natural extent, limit, or scope ;

to put a strain

on (a faculty, power, or capacity). Now rare.

1583 Sll'mtKS Anat. Abus. n. (1882) 29 He racketh it,

stiaineth it, and as it were so setteth it on the tenter hookes.

1603 H. CROSSE Verities Commw. (1878) 58 By setting the
conscience on the tainter-hookes, to rise vp by his fall. 1630
R. Johnsons Kined.*,- Commw. 134 Nor doe I here stretch

my discourse on the lenter-hookes of partiality. 1700 W.
KING Transactioncer 57 The poor People have set their

Wits, as if it were on the Tenter.hooks, to make Turnep-
Bread in Essex. 1841 D'IsRAELl Ainett. Lit. (1867) 213

'

(Invent. Printing) Honest men . . sometimes strain truth
j

on the tenter-hooks of fiction.

c. To be on (the} tenter-hooks : i. e. in a state of

painful suspense or impatience : cf. TENTER s6.l 3 b.

1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, xlv, I left him upon the
tenter-hooks of impatient uncertainty. 1812 SIR R. WILSON
Pr. Diary (i860 I. 127 Until I reach the imperial head-

quarters I shall be on tenter-hooks. 1897 Sat. Rev. 25 Dec.

754/1 The author keeps, .the reader, .on tenterhooks.

3. attrib.

1576 FLEMING tr. Caius' Dogs (1880) 37 This dogge..is
violent in fighting, & wheresoeuer he setteth his tenterhooke

teeth, he taketh such sure & fast holde, that a man may
sooner teare and rende him in sunder, then lose him and

seperate his chappes. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 12 Sept. 2/1 What
may be called

'

tenterhook living
'

or existence on the crust

of a volcano.

Hence f Te'nter-hoo^kingr a. , laying hold with

tenter-hooks (in qnot.yfj".).

1615 BRATHWAIT Strappado (1878) 197 Avoid such tenter-

hooking men.

Tentering (te-ntarirj), vtl. sb. [f. TENTEB v.

+ -INO 1
.] Tie action of the verb TENTER; the

stretching (of cloth) on tenters or by means of

other mechanical devices.

1483-4 Act i KicA.///,c.S%j Nomaner persone..set nor
drawe . . any maner of Wollen Cloth . . by the meane of

teynteryng or otherwise. 1597-8 Act 39 Eliz. c. 20 (.title)

An Acte aginst the deceitful! stretching and taintering of

'Northerne Cloth. 1677 JORDAN Land. Tri. 20 The Ten.

tering I wot Must not be forgot. 1706 A. BOYER Ann. Q.
Anne IV. 28 The tentring or stretching of any the aforesaid

draperies. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Tenlering, a techni-

cal term for stretching woven goods to dry, after being
stiffened or dyed.

b. attrib., as tenlering-house, -machine, -room.

1877 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Tentering-machine, a machine

for stretching fabrics. 1881 Daily News 21 Jan. 5/6 Her

body was found in the ruins of the tentering house, c 1890
W. H. CASMEY Ventilation 19 These fans are supplied
with warm air from the finishing and tentering rooms

adjoining.

t Te'nter-yard. Obs. [f.
TENTEB rf.1 + YABD

sb.] A yard or enclosure with tenters for stretch-

ing cloth, etc.

1481-90 Howard Honseh. Bks. (Roxb.) 303 He to have

his howse that he dwellyth in, and the teynter yerd. 1545
Act 37 Hen. VIII, c. 12 10 Any mansion house with a.,

tymber yarde, teyntree yarde, or gardeyne bilonginge to the

same. 1598 STOW Surv. (1908) I. 127 The fields on either

side be turned into Garden plottes, teynter yardes, Bowling

Allyes, and such like,

Tentful, sb. : see TENT rf.l

Te-ntful, a. Now dial. [f. TENT sb2 + -rut.]

Careful ; full of attention.

1450 HOLLAND Homlat 420 And vthir signess, forsuth

syndry I gess, Off metallis and colouris in tentfull atyr.

1870 LADY VERNEY L. Lisle vL 77 He's a very 'tentful man.

Tenth. (tenJO, a. and sb. Forms: see below in

A. i. [Various formations from the cardinal

numeral TEN, at earlier and later stages of its

history. The early forms represent Indo-Eur.

*dekmtos (Gr. Sixaros, Lith. desziititas, OSlav.

desjatyl) simply, or with assimilation to the form

of the cardinal ; the later are new formations on

ten, with the suffix -th, -d, -t, ablaut forms of pre-

Teut. -tos. Like the other ordinals, only of the

weak declension : in OE. with sing. masc. -a,

fern, and neut. -e, pi. -an. The form-groups are :

a. OE. (Anglian) *teog>15a, -effa, -Sa (Northumb.

teMe}Sa, tetSa), corresp. to OFris. tegotha, -atho,

-etha, OS. tegolho, -atho (MLG. tegede, teigede, LG.

tegede, tegde), going back through *teff]>o, to

OTeut. "teiunto-. Its mod. repr. is TITHE. /3.

The ordinary OE. (WSax.) teoHa (early ME. tile},

app. from *teoh(eySa, going back through *tehulo,

to "tehunla-, with h in place of under the influ-

ence of the cardinal *tehun. This form is found

only in Eng. ; it survived dialectally to the i6thc.

as tithe, y. Early ME. tende (later lend, teind),

appearing in Ormin c 1200, but probably existing

earlier, also in Kentish in the Ayenbite 1 340. It

corresponds in consonants to OFris. ttanda, ttenda

(Du tiende), OS. tehando, OHG. zehanto ; Goth.

VOL. IX.

in pe teope ;ere also, a 1300 j-aii

[1862) 13 For pe prude of lucifer

elle. c 1315 SHOREHAM in. 329
1 tou ojer marine J>ynge. 1387 Te

193

',
Norse tlonde, tlunde. S. Early ME.

tenfe (/yenSe, teonSe), tenfe, now TENTH, a new
formation from ten with suffix -TH. t. MK. tent,
also from ten, with suffix -/. Now dial., chiefly
northern and north midl. See A r

ote below.]
The ordinal numeral corresponding to the cardinal

number TEN
; that which comes next to the ninth.

A. adj. 1. In concord with a substantive ex-

pressed or understood.

a. i Anglian. teosofta (in teogoSian TITHE v.),

teoxeUa, teo^Riv ; Northumb. (texUa : in teffiignn
TITHE v.), teixBa, teitSa, 2-3 tijelSe, 3 tiyBe, 4-5
tipe, type [4-9 tithe, tythe, etc. : see TITHE A],
1900 tr. Bxda's^ Hist. v. x.\ii[i]. i Dy teox.eban \v.r.

teooan] da^e lunius monbes. 950 O. E. Martyrol.(if)oo)
80 On jjone teojSan [HIS. C. teoban] dasg ba:* mon3es. Ibid.

116 On 3one teoje^an [MS. C. teo3an) dajg bass monies.
c 950 Liitdisf. Gosp. John i. 39 Tid uses suelce 3io teis3a

[Afs. G. teooe lid]. Ibid. Matt Prolog. X Canon. Skeat 3,

1. 18 In regula 3a teiSa. c 1250 Ti}5e [see A. 3]. 1297 R.
GLOUC, (Rolls) 8935 Het was ido in be tef>e [v. rr. teobe,

tenbe} }er of be kinges kinedom, & enleue hondred & be tibe,

bat vr louerd an-er^ com. c 1375 Tybe [see A. 3].

0. i tgo'Sa, t<a, 2 tiotfe, tielie, 3-4 teope,
teothe, tepe.
c 900 tr. Bxdti's Hist. v. xxii[i]. i py teoSan [Co. teoxe-

ban] dae^e lunius monbes. Ibid, Te3an [see A. 3]. 955
O. E. Chron, an. 955 He ricsade teobe healf Xear. c 1000
/ELFRIC Gen. viii. 5 And ba waetera .. wanedon ob baene
teoban monb. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 219 Swa fele be memihte
bat tioSe hape fulfellen. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 137 J>e tieSe

[wise] is bat michele hereword bat ure helend him gal. c li

.9. Eng. Leg. \. 76/205 In be teobe ^ere also, a 1300 Fa
'

Passion 15 in E. E.P. (1862) 13 For
tebe angle fille in to Jiel!

tebe hest be for-bet Wyl t<

(see A. 2].

y. 2-5 tende, 4 teinde, teynde, 4-5 tend,
teind, 5-6 teynd [8 tiend, etc. : see TEIND].
c 1200 ORMIN 4518 pe tende bodeword wass sett burrh

Godd forr bine nede. Ibid. 12745 Summ itt off batt da$ be
tende time wasre. c 1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 3141 De tende dai it

sulde ben la?t, And ho(l)den in 3e tende najt. 1340 HAMPOLF.
Pr. Consc. 3990 pe tend [token] es of be grete dome final.

1340 Ayenb. 2 pe tende godes heste. Ibid. 13 pe tende
article is bellich. 13.. Teind [see ]. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce
iv. 460 On the tend day. .the king.. Arivit. c 1460 Towneley
Myst. i. 144 Thou art fallen, that was the teynd, ffrom an

angell to a feynd.
8. 2 tenfce (tyentte), 2-4 teonlSe, 4 tenpe (tentpe,

tennyth), 4-6 tenthe, 4-5 tienthe, 5- tenth.
a 1130 MS. (in Anglia XI. 370), On ban tenoen daei^e.

(11175 Cott. Horn. 219 pat teon3e werod abreaS. Ibid.,

pa wes bes tyenoes [ed. tyendes] hapes alder swibe feir

isceapen. CH75 Lamb. Horn. 117 pe teonoe [ed, teouoe]
unbeau is bet biscop beo gemeles. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks.
(1880) 354 pe tentbe [ed. tenteb] propirte bat suib. 1382

John i. 39 The our was as the tenthe. 1398 TREVISA
Earth. De P. R. IX. xxxiii. (Bodl. MS.), In the moneb of

September . . on tenbe dai of bat moneb. 1480 CAXTON
Tienthe [see quot. 1387 in A. 2]. 1495 Trevisa's Barlh. De
P. R. ix. xxxiii. 369 The tenth daye of Septembre. 1526
TINDALE John \. 39 It was about the tenthe [1539 tenth]
houre. 1530 PALSGB. 372/1 Dixiesme, tenthe. I599SHAKS.
Hen. V, i. ii. 77 King Lewes the Tenth. 1828 SCOTT F. M.
Perth xiii, Not a man claiming in the tenth degree of

kindred but must repair to the brattach of his tribe.

. 4- tent (St. 5-6 teynt).
13. . Cursor M.515 (Cott.) pe tent [v.rr. tende, teind] ordir

for to fullfill. c naoDestr. Troy 4480 To saile somyn vnto

Troy. .And the tent yere truly.
.Pere worship to wyn. 1513

DOUGLAS &neis xi. vi. 156 The Grekis conquest . . prolongit
was quhill the tent jeir. 1562 WINJET Cert. Tractates ii.

Wks. (S.T. S.) I. 18 The lent day of Marche, 1561. 1657
SIR W. MURE Hist. Rowallane Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 251, 1415,

the tent year of his governale. 1905 [Tent is now the local

form in Scotland, most of England down to Shropsh.,

Worcester, Leicester, Lincolnsh., and parts of Ulster. See

Wright, Eng. Dial. Gram. 269.]

2. The last of each row or series of ten ;
each or

every tenth individual or part.
c 890-901 Laws K. ALlfrcd\t\ua&. c. 38 pine teo5.it] sceat-

tas & bine frumripan. .agif bu Code, a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen.

2122 (Gr.)Da=shereteameseallesteo3ansceat Abraham sealde

Godes biscope. 1297!*. GLOuc.(Rolls)67i3,& tolde of horn be

tebe out, & fe nine slou. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) 1. 395

_ epaip
the tent penny suld half. 1551 CROWLEY Pleas. , Pain

343 The tenth increase by sea and lande. 1617 MORYSON
lUn, li. 37 Disarming the souldiers and executing the tenth

man. 1759 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 55 note, The French court

have stopt the payment of. .the rents created on the two sols

per pound of the tenth penny. 1844 Lu. BROUGHAM Brit.

Caitst.xi, In 1205 a Parliament, .ordered every tenth knight
to be raised and mounted at the charge of the other nine.

b. Tenth wave : every tenth wave was formerly

held to be larger than the nine preceding waves ;

hence allusively. (Cf. DECDMAN i.)

1585 Hioms jfimius' Nomencl. 400/1 Fluctus decumanus,
the tenth waue, that is a mighty, huge, violent and great

waue or surge. 1628 LEGRYS tr. Barclay's Argenis 297 This

tenth waue will either put an end to the storme or sinke my
beaten barke. 1752 YOUNG Brothers iv. i, This, Fate, is

thy tenth wave, and quite o'erwhelms me. 1884 Harper s

Mag. Aug. 472/1 A mighty tenth wave of cheers and cries.

8. Tenth part (t deal, \dole), any one of the ten

equal parts into which a whole may be divided.

TENTH.
Code to aelme^um flearfuni seal-Ie. 971 Blickl. Hont. 35We sceolan . . wllan bone teoban dacl ure worldspeda. c 1200
ORMIN 6125 Off all bait god te birrb bin Godi! [><: tcndc dale

brinngenn. c 1250 (,V. f, A'.r. ^95 Habrani ?af him oc
tijoedclOfallclhlisbi-jtic. a 1300 t ursorM. 20026 A thu.

sandyeirmoghti:
ofhtrlouing. c 1350 ll'ilt. Palernt 4715 What wise i mi)le
quile be tenbedfl. c.1375 K. K. All:!. I'. II. ill 1; ,i her h

trntbetybedoolafhiitoui ry. he. i i4ooMAUM>Kv. (Roxb.)
xix. 87 Vnnethes will any Crisien man suffer half so niykill,
ne be tende pane. ^1460 Tawneley Mrit. i. 257 I

[v.r. teynd] rnrle felle downe with me. IHd. xx. 277 Of
the tresure thai to vs fell, the tent pane cucr with me went.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. t, Cr. in. ii. 95 Discharging lesse then ihe
tenth part of one. Mod. Not a tenth part of his income.

B. atisol. and sb. [Orig. the adj. used elliptically
or absolutely, and declined ax adj., pi. fia tcatan ;

but from c j 200, treated as sb. with pi. (ti)ej>es,

tithes, tethes, tendes, tenlhes) tenths. In sense i b,
form a was retained in standard Eng., and form -y

in Scotland and north. Eng., giving TITHE and

TKIND, q. v. for these differentiated uses.]
1. A tenth part (A. 3) ^anything ; any one of ten

equal parts into which a whole may be divided.

Submerged tenth (i. e. of the population) : see SUBMERGED.
a 1300-1. 1475 [see TEIND]. 1600 W. WATSON Decacordon

(1602) 139 Neither all, nor halfe, nor third, nor tenths of
all shall be saued. 169* LOCKE Lower. Interest 52 Money
now is Vlo less worth than it was the former year. 1707
MORTIMER Hnsb. (1721) II. 97, i Foot 5 Inches and 2 tenths

of an Inch. 1873 LKLAND fcgypt. Sketch Bit. 291 English-
men of culture, who have not seen one-tenth of the great
cathedrals of their own country. 1909 DailyChrtm.t^ July
4/7 There are things in the world that you can get lor a
tenth of a penny.

b. spec. A tenth part of produce or profits, or of

the estimated value of personal property, appro-

priated as a religious or ecclesiastical due, a royal

subsidy, etc.

In the ecclesiastical use, t() orig. = TITHE, TEIND. (i)

spec. The tenth part of the annual profit of every living
in the kingdom, originally paid to the pope,

but by Act
26 Hen. VIII, c. 3 (1534) transferred to the crown, and
afterwards made a part of the fund known as Queen Anne's

Bounty (BOUNTY 5 a). As a royal subsidy or aid formerly
levied, seequot. 1765, and cf. FIFTEENTH B. i.

[anoo Laws of Athelstan i. 2 Ic "de wille jesyllan
mine teoban. Ibid. $ 3 gif we ure teooan jesyllan nyllab,
us fla nygon dxlas bib astbrjedene, & se teopa an us bib

tolaf. ci2ool'i3ebest see TITHE B.r. c 1250 Tithes : see ibid.

1300-*: 1450 : see TEIND.] 1474 CAXTON Chesse ill. i. (1883)

77 That they rendre and gyue to god the tienthes of her

goodes. 1496-7 [see FIFTEENTH B.I]. 1535-6 Act 27 Hen.

VIII, c. 42 The said firste (rules and tentbe. 1560 DAUS tr.

Steidants Comm. 39 b, The fyrst fruictes, & the lenthes.

1587 HARRISON England n. i. (1877) I. 24 To returne to our

tenths, a pniement first as deuised by the
pope. 1987

FLEMING Contti. Holinshed III. 1378/1 An vniuersall taxation

was made in nature of a tenth and fifteenth ouer all the

counlrie of Kent. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. (1623)

628 The Tenths of the Clergie.. should haue been receyued.
1686 tr. Chardin's Coronal. Solyman 147 They pay both Tri-

bute and Tenths. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. \. viii. 308 Tenths
and fifteenths were temporary aids issuing out of personal

property, and were formerly the real tenth or fifteenth part

of all the movables belonging to the subject. Originally the

amount was uncertain, but was reduced to a certainty in

the eighth year of Edward III., when new taxations were

made of every township, borough, and city in the kingdom,
and recorded in the Exchequer. 1792 A. YOUNG Trav.

France 537 No such thing was known in any part of France

..as a tenth: it wasalways a twelfth, or a thirteenth, or even

a twentieth of the produce. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Etig. xv.

HI. 557 The hereditary revenue . . was derived from the rents

of the royal domains,, .from the first fruits and tenths of

benefices [etc.].

t 2. Every tenth number (below a hundred) in

the natural series of numbers ; //. the multiples of

ten, the 'tens'. 06s.

1543 KECofDEGrautido/'Artes 136These be all the nombers

from i to 10, and then all the tenthes within 100. Ibid.

136 b, Loke how you did expresse single vnilies and tenthes

in the lefte hande, so must you expresse vnilies and tenthes

of hundredes, in the ryghte hande. Ibid., So the fourme of

euery tenthe in the lefle hande serueth [in the ryghte hand]
to expresse lyke nomber of thousandes, so y" fourme of

40 standeth for 4000.

3. Mm. A note ten diatonic degrees above or

below a given note (both notes being counted);

the interval between, or consonance of, two notes

ten diatonic degrees apart.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 71 PH. Which distances do

make vnperfect consonants? Ma. A third, a sixt, and their

eightes : a tenth, a thirteenth [etc.]. 1694 HOLDER Har.

many iv. (1731) 40 A Tenth ascending is an Octave above

the Third. 1869 OUSELEY Counter}, xvL 122 Double

counterpoint at the tenth is that in which either of the part

is transposed a tenth, the other remaining unmoved. 1880

wasstma & zppla & hrajjla oone teoSan [Co. teoan] dael for

C. Comb.: tenthmetre, a metre divided by the

tenth power of ten (= one ten-millionth of a milli-

metre) ; tenth-rate a., of the tenth rate or relative

quality, very inferior ;
so tenth-remove a.

1876 G. F. CHAMBERS Atlron. x. iii. 848 The wave-lengths

of the principal Fraunhofer lines expressed in 'tenthmetres

a tenthmetre being the i-io">of ametre. 1834 Tail's Mag.
I 440/1 He tears himselfaway from the smiles ofa'tenth-rate

figurante of the Academie Kiyale. 1889 Spectator 9 Nov.

626/2 A people seeking nothing but material prosperity of



TENTH.

the tenth-rate kind. 1905 Weslm. Caz. 28 Mar. 4/1 Con-

stable is too remote and difficult, but a 'tenth-remove

derivative, properly browned, will serve their turn.

[Nate. The etymological history of some of the prec. forms

(as in other numerals) presents points of which the explana-
tions are more or less conjectural. The direct OTeut. repr.

of Indo-Eur. *dtkmto's was by Verner's Law *tegitnaos ;

with this the Gothic taihunda, OS. tehando, OHG. zchanto,

agree, except in having A for g, apparently under the influ-

ence of the cardinal *tehun, -an. The OTeut. *teitnj>o-,
whence OS. and OFris. tegotho, -a, OAnglian te o}g<'fa,

implies a pie-Teut *dekm'tos, with shifted stress (implied
also in some other ordinals). Assimilation of this form also

to the cardinal would gjve *tekun}>o- ) whence *tchua,
leoh(o)(la, teofta. The history of Unite is more uncertain :

the four ordinals, sefende, e^tende, neynde^ tende
t
in ME.

Indo-Eur. uMfpHtfl. OE. nifenda (a 1066), OS. nigundf,
OHG. niunto, Goth, niunda, had prob. a parallel history.

The ME. ehtende appears to have been conformed in its

ending to seftnde ; and tende, from its late appearance, was

prob. formed from ten on the same model. Ten-th has the

suffix which in OE. appears in feoroa, seofotia, eahtoSa,

nirooa, leorefia, and which has now been extended to all

the ordinals from fourth onward. On the other hand, ten-t

has the form of the suffix which was regular in OE.///?a
(OS. and OFris. /I/If, -la, OHG. fimfto, Goth, fimfta,
OTeut "fiinfto.), and sixla (OS. and OHG. se/isto, Goth.

saihsta, OTeut se\sto-), which in OE. was also used in

enlefla (ellefta) and twelfta, and in North, and North-
Midld. dialects has since been extended to all the ordinals

(tomfourt to hundert.]

Tenth, v. rare. [f.
TENTH s6.] trans. To

decimate, to tithe.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warres l. ii. 9 As did lulius Caesar. .

Dezimare or tenth the ninth Legion by sound of the borne.

1647 TRAP? Comm. Ef., Hut. vii. 6 371 Received tithes of
Abraham. Gr. Tithed or tenthed Abraham. 1878 HOOKER
& BALL Marocco 470 At last came the holiday t'ashora, or
the day of the Sultan's tenthing.

Tenthe, obs. form of TENT rf.i

Tenthly (te-nfli), adv. [f. TENTH a. + -LY 2
.]

In the tenth place.
1623 in Fasti Atcrd. (1854) 282 Tentlie, that [etc.]...

Tuellftlje,
that [etcj. 1648 D. JENKINS Wks. 38 Tenthly,

wee maintaine that [etc.]. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Tenthly, in

the tenth Place or Order.

t Te-nt-hook. Obs. rare. In 5-6 taynt-. [f.
TENT sbf> + HOOK si.] A tenter-hook.

1491 Chitrchw. Ace. St. Dunstan's, Canlerb., Payde for

threde and
taynt

hookes j d. 1533 MS. Ace. St. John's
Hosp., Canterb., For taynt hokys j|d.

II Tenthredo (tenprfdo). Entam. [Latinized
form of Gr. tivOprfilov, -Sov-, a kind of wasp ; the
stem being taken erroneously as tenthredin-.\ A
saw-fly : in early use vaguely applied ; in modem
scientific use, after Linnaus 1748, and as re-

stricted by Leach 1819, a genus of hymenopterous
insects, typical of the family Tenthredinidx, com-
prising the large saw-flies called hornet-flies. Hence
Tenthre dinid, a. belonging to the Tctiihredinidx;
sb. a member of this family.
1658 ROWLAND Ktoufet's Theat. Ins. 929 Now let us pro-

ceed to the Insect called Tenthredo. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey), Tenthredo,. .the lesser Hornet, or Bastard Hornet
an Insect. 1752 J. HILL Hist. Anim. 81 The black Ten-
thredo, with clavated antennae. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff.,
Tenthredo, in natural history, the name of a fly of the
stinging kind. [1874 LUBBOCK Orig. ft Met. Ins. ii. 33 !

Although Tenthredinidae and Siricidae are caterpillars, more !

or less closely resembling those of Lepidoptera.]

fTe'Utible, Obs. rare.
[f. TENT z/.l to

attend -I- -IBLE.] Apt to attend, attentive.

1603 H. CROSSE Vertius Commw. (1878) 29 If these see but
a small moate amisse, a wrinkle awry, how tentible they be
to mend it Ibid. 120 The minde is nothing so tentible at
a good instruction, .as at a vaine and sportiue foolerie

t Te-nticle. Obs.
[f. TENT sb.\ as if after a

L. type *tenticula : see -CULE.] A small tent.

1548 FATTEN Exped. Scot!. Kiv, These whyte ridges.,
wear the tenticies or rather cabayns and couches of theyr
souldiours. 1587 FLEMING Contti. llolinshed III. 988/2
Foure miles on this side Edenburgh, occupied in largenesse
with diuerse tents and tenticies.

Tentie, variant of TENTY a.

t Tentiginous (tenti-d^inas), a. Obs. [f. L.
ientigo, -in-em (see next) + -ous.j
1. Excited to lust ; itching, lecherous.
1616 B . JONSOH Devil an Ass 11. iii, Were you tenti-

gmous? ha? Would you be acting of the Incubus?
2. Provocative of lust ; lascivious.
1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Comfit, xvi. 569 What he here orders

to be given is heating and therefore tentiginous. 1704 SWIFT
Mech. Operat. Spirit ii. Misc. (1711) 308 Nothing affects the
Head so much as a tentigenous Humour, repel'd and elated
to the upper Region.

II Teatigo (tentsi-go). Obs. [L. itntigo tense-
ness, lust.] An attack of priapism, an erection ;

lecherousness, lust.

num. .Old term for Priapism

tTe;ntik, a. Obs. rare-\ Aphetic form of

appl

Ti

194

II Tenti'llum. Zoo!. [mod.L.,f.L.itmft-,icnt-,
stem of tcmptare, tentare to feel + dim. suffix : cf.

tentacle.] One of the unbranched twigs which stud

the retractile tentacles of some Siphonophora.
1898 SEDGWICK Text-lik. Zool. I. iv. 140 These aggrega-

tions of thread-cells are especially found upon the tentilla,

where they give rise to. .the cnidosacs or batteries.

Tentily (te-ntili), adv. Sc. rare. [As if f.

TENTY a. + -LY 2
; but perh. a worn-down form of

TENTIVELY (sce-iVE), TENTY not being found until

much later.] With care and attention ; carefully.
la 1400 Marie Arth. 3618 Tolowris tentyly takelle they

ryghttene. 1711 RAMSAY Cupid Thrown v, He tentily

Myrtilla sought. 1768 Ross Helenore i. 9 Back with the

halesome girss in haste she hy'd, An' lentyly unto the sair

ily'd.

'eating (te-ntirj). [f. TENT vf> + -ING 1.]

1. vbl.sbS Lodging in or as in tents; encamp-
ing; sojourning. Chiefly attrib.

i8$8 MACDUFF&OT in Cloud (1870) 32 Tenting-time here

resting-time yonder. 1870 Standard 14 Dec., They were
in excellent marching trim, carryed neither knapsack nor

tenting equipage. 1873 TRISTRAM Moab xiii. 234 A little

plain . . , a lovely tenting spot. 1883 'ANNIE THOMAS '

Mod.

Housewife 8r That a bouse in the country, a short distance

from London, was a more expensive form oftenting than an

equally highly-rented one in the heart of the great metropolis.

2. sb.
[T.
TENT sb.1

;
cf. bedding, sat/ring.] Material

for tents ; in quot, attrib.

1887 Pall Mall G. 4 June 8/2 The rain, instead of running
off as it should have done on first-class tenting material,

dripped through persistently, until the tents were perfectly
uninhabitable.

Tenting, vbt. s6.2-o : see TENT .!-*.

Te-nting, ///. a. [f. TENL^.I + -ING 2.J Re-

sembling a tent ; converging as the sides of a tent.

1818 KEATS Endym. IL 400 Coverlids .. Not hiding up an
Apollonian curve Of neck and shoulder, nor the tenting
swerve Of knee from knee, nor ankles pointing light.

t Tention 1. Obs. rare. Short for INTENTION.
1587 FLEMING Contn. Holituhed\\\. 1417/1 To further our

tention and honorable and iust actions at that time in such
sort 1653 SCLATER Fun. Serm. 25 Sept. (1654) 13 In the
will, perfect fruition of the Divine glory; tention, and (for
the measure of the Creature) Comprehension.
t Tention 2. Obs. rare. Short for CONTENTION.
1602 FULBECKE -znd Pt. Parallel Introd. 6 My neyghbours

are full of sension and tention, and so cunninge, that they
will make you beleeue, that all is gold, which glistereth.
Tention a

('tention). Shoit for ATTENTION (5).

Tention, obs. form of TENSION.

Teiltive, a. Obs. exc. dial. A 1304-5 -if(e, -yf,
6 -yue. [a. OF. tentif(\4,\h c. in Godef.), aphetic
form of F. atentif; or aphetic form of INTENTIVK
and (in later use) ATTENTIVE.] = ATTENTIVE.
c 1386 CHAUCER Melik. r 149 (Harl MS.) As to warisching

of joure doujter..we schullen do so tenlyf [v.r. enlentif]
besj nes fro day to night ^at . . sche schal be hool. la 1400
Gala's Mor. 337 in Cursor M. p. 1673 Loke bou be tentife, if
bou haue lered alle bi life. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform.
xxiii. 66 With tentyue eir vnto my tail! attend. 1581 STANV-
HURST sEneis n. (Arb.) 43 Wyth tenliue lystning eeche wight

GILCHRIST natives of Milton 97
capable as onyone could be.

So Te-ntively ad-v. = ATTENTIVELY
; Te-ntive-

ness = ATTENTIVENESS.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 2258 ?if je 'tentifly take kepe & trewe

be to-gadeie. Ibid, 5124 But tentyfli (jow help, bat al bis
lond be lad in lawe as it ou;t 1438 Rolls ofParlt. V. 439/11 hei put tentiflye their hole labours and diligences for his
worship. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Tenli_fly,..v\A attention.
1382 WYCLIF Wisd. xii. 20 If fprsothe the enemys of thi
seruauns, . . with so myche "tentifnesse, thou tormentedist,and dehueredest. 1610 J. MELVILL Diary (Wodrow) 556Want of skill, tentivnes, faithfulness and guid effectioune

Tentless (te-ntles), al Sc. [f. TENT s6* +
-LESS.] Heedless, careless, inattentive. Hence
Te-ntlessness.

halting moments speed. 1836 J. STRUTHERS DychnicPoet Wks. 1850 II. 49, I With tentless step was wont .
roam. 1883 D. R. SELLARS in Mod. Scot. Poets vl 157 His
tentlessness he rues In calmer mood.
Tentless (te-ntles), a.2

[f. TENT rf.i + -LESS.]
Without a tent or tents ; having no tent.
1814 BYRON Laran. xi.The tentless rest beneath the humid

sky. 1820 MILMAN fall Jerus. (i8si! 39 The wind That
sweeps the tentless desert. 1901 KIPLING Kim xiii, They
lay out somewhere below him, chartless, foodless, tentless.

Tentlet (te-ntlet). [f. TENT st>.i + -LET.] A
miniature tent.

1879 STEVENSON Trav. Cevennes 7 In case of heavy rain
PP sed to make myself a little tent, or tentlet.

tTe-ntly, adv. Obs. [f. TBNT a. -H-LY 2
.] At-

tently, attentively.
? a 1400 Colo's Mor. 303 in Cursor At. p. 1673 pe mare bou

art of prise, And gracious to office, Seine bou mare tentli,
Pat pou ne be calde vn-wise.

Te'nVma:ker.^ 1. One who makes tents.
He that weareth

TENTWISE.

2. (See quot., and cf. TENT sb. I 2 c.)

1863 L. L. CLARKE in Intell. Observer IV. i Micro,
lepidoptera. (Coleophora, or Tent-makers.)
So Te-nt-ma king, the business of making tents.

1641
' SMECTVMNUUS '

I'ind. Answ.xii. 113 We pardon his

..comparison betweene S. Pauls Tent-making. .& the State
iinployment of our Bishops.
Tent-man : see TEXT rf.l 5 b.

Tentor, obs. form of TENTER.

Tento'rial, a. Anal. [f. L. teuton urn (see
below) + -AL.] Of or pertaining to the tentorium.
1863 HUXLEY Alan's Place Nat. iii. 149 Longitudinal and

vertical sections of the skulls of a Beaver. .anda Baboon.,
the tentorial plane. 1881 MIVART Cat 69 The ossified
tentorial plate. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex., Tentorialangle, angle
formed by the intersection of the basic-cranial axis with
plane of tentorium.

So
)
Tento'rian a. Obs. rare".

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tentorian, belonging to a tent or

pavilion.

II Tentorium (tentoTim). [L. tentorium
tent, f. tend-fre, tent- to stretch : see -OBIUM.]
fit A tent-like covei ing; an awning; a canopy.
1661 EVELYN Fumifug. Misc. Writ. (r8os) i. 230 If there

were a solid tentorium, or canopy over London.
2. Anal. A membranous (sometimes ossified)

; partition between the cerebrum and cerebellum.
1800 Phil. Trans. XC. 435 There is a very uncommon

peculiarity
in it, which is, that there is a bony falx of some

breadth, but no bony tentorium. i8or HOME ibid. XCII.
78 The tentorium is entirely membranous. 1854 OWFN
Skel. ff Teeth in Orr's Circ. Sc. I. Org. Nat. 232 The parts
of the dura mater or outer membrane of the train, called
'

t
tentorium

'

t
. .are ossified. 1863 HUXLEY Man's Place A'at.

ii. 99 What is termed the tentorium a sort of parchment-
like shelfor partition which . . is interposed between the cere-
brum and cerebellum. 1878 BELL Gcgcntaur'sComp. Anal.
512 In many Mammalia the tentorium is ossified.

t Te'ntory. Obs. [ad. L. tentori-um tent : see
i -ORY 1

.] A tent; the awning of a tent.

1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy n. 7100 Wher be kyng sat in
his tentorie. Ibid. iv. 2515 For lak of socour pe Grekis
wern eche in his tentorie Of Troylus slayn. 1664 EVELYN
Syh'O. iv. viii. (1775) 615 The women . . who are said
[2 Kings xxiii. 7] to weave hangings and curtains for the
grove, were no other then makers of tentories, to spread
from tree to tree.

fTentour. Obs. rare- 1
. [In quot., rendering

L. tentoria tents : cf. -OR 3.] A tent.
a 1325 Frost Psalter, Hat. iii. 7 Y se?e be tentours [Vulg.

tentona; LXX.crjnjwu/xaTo] of Ethiopfor her wickednes,&
be skynnes [Vulg. felles; LXX. CTJ^TOI] of \>e londe of
Madian shui ben trubled.

Tentour, -owre, obs. forms of TENTER.

Te'nt-peg. One of the (usually wooden) pegs,
with a notch at the upper end, to which when
stuck in the ground the ropes of a tent are fastened.
Hence Te-nt-pe g-ging-, an Indian cavalry sport,
in which the player, riding at full speed, tries to
transfix and cairy off, on the point of his lance, a

tent-peg fixed in the ground. Also attrib. So
Te nt-pe g-g-er, one who takes pait in this exercise.
1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 326 Between the

tent-pegs of every tent 1878 N. Amer. Ker. CXXVII. 155'

Tent.pegging
'

is a very favorite amusement of the sowar.
1900Daily News 26June 3/1 The tugs-of-war, tent-peggings,
V.C. races, etc., were well contested. 1901 Daily ihron.
31 May 6/2

' Bobs '. .was himself the champion tent-pegger
against all comers.

Tentral, erron. form of TRENTAL.
t Tentretene = to entertain : see T*.

1481 CAXTON Godeffroy iii. 21 This puissaunt kynge ..

assigned grete reuenues therto for tentretene it [the temple]!

Te-nt-stitch. Also ten-. [First element
uncertain. One conjecture would refer it to TENT
sb$\ A kind ofembroidery or worsted-work popu-
lar in the 1 7-1 8th c., in which the pattern is worked
in series of parallel stitches arranged diagonally
across the intersections of the threads. Also called

petit point. Also attrib. So Tent-work, needle-
work done in tent-stitch.

1639 MAYNE City Match iv. i. Let me never more Be
thought fit to instruct young Gentlewomen, Or deale in
Tent-stitch. 1669 MRS. THORNTON Autubiog. (Surtees) 12
Blacke velvett, imbroidered with flowrs of silke worke in ten
stich. ^1710 CELIA FIENNES Diary (1888) 296 Many fine

pictures under Glasses, of tentstitcb, sattin stitch, ..and
Straw work. 1798 EOGEWORTH Pract. Educ. xx. II, 530 Our
great grandmothers distinguished themselves by substantial
tent work {ed. 1811 ten-stitch] chairs and carpets. 1800 MRS.
HERVEY Mouttray Fam. III. 199 During the interesting
scene, by the tent stitch frame. 1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD
Diet. Needlewk., Tent Stitch, a stitch employed in Tapestry
Work and in fine Embroideries, . . produced by crossing over
one strand of canvas in a diagonal direction, sloped from

right to left, and resembles the first half taken in Cross
Stitch. ^1908 Wtstm. Gas. i July 2/1 An oval fire-screen

in tent-stitch, of quaint pattern and beautiful execution.

t Tent-taker. Obs. [TENT si," i.] One who
' takes tent

'

or gives heed.
c 1430 in Pol. Rel. $ L. Poems (1866) 187 To triflis y haue

be a greet tent taker.

Tenture(te'ntioi). rare. [a. F. tenlttre tapestry

hangings, ad. L. type *tentura stretching, f. tendlre,
tent- to stretch.] Hangings for a wall

; wall-paper.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

Tenture, obs. form of TENTER.

Tentwise, adv. >,
^

: see TENT si.1 , 3.



TENT-WORK.
Te'nt-work 1

. [f. TENT rf.i + WORK **.] a.

The work of tent-making, b. A work of the

nature or form of a tent. c. Work done or

carried out in tents or under canvas.
1645 lip. HALL Remedy Discontents 92 There we find the

most glorious Apostle .. stitching of skins for bis Tent-
work. 1866 H . COLLINS Cilttrdax Order 53 They erected
a tent-work with some pieces of blanketing. 1878 CO.NUEK
(.title) Tent-Work in Palestine.

Tent-work -
: see TENT-STITCH.

Tent-wort (te-ntwtm). Also 6 teynt-. [?f. i

TAINT sl>. : see quot. 1727.] An old name for a

small fern, the Wall Rue, Asplenium Kuta-muraria.
c 1550 LLOYD Treas. Health Y ij, Agaynst the Tertian of

yellowe i holer., take y* rotes of fennel, parcely, teynt wort,

inayden heare, endyue [etc.], 1666 MKUKMT Pinajc Brit. 2

Adiatitkum albwn, sive Kuta muraria, sive Salvia Viuc,
Wall rue, and Tentwort. 1717 THRELKKLD Syn. StirfesHMerit. Aij, Our ancestors gave it [the Ruta muraria] the
name of Tent-wort, deeming it a sovereign remedy against
the.. Taint, doubling of the Joints, and in a more general
word, Rickets. 1860 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Tent-wort. 1866
Treats. Bat., Tentwort.

Tenty(te-nti), a. Sc. Alsotentie. [Later form
of ttntif, TENTIVE, with -if reduced to -it, -y : see

-IVE.] Watchful, attentive, observant, cautious.
c 1555 MAITLAND in Pinkerton Anc. Scot. Poems (1786) 276

lie wyse, and tentie, in thy governing. 1728 RAMSAY Tea^t.

Misc., Bonny Scot
hi,

Fair winds and tenly boat-man. 1785
BURNS Halloween viii, Jean slips in twa wi* tentie e'e ; Wha
'twas, she wadna tell. 1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped xii. 112
Never a gun or a sword left .. but what tenty folk have
hidden in their thatch.

t Te nuate, v. Obs, rare. [f. L. tenual-, ppl.
'

stem of tenudre to make thin, f. tenu-is thin.] ;

trans. To make thin or slender ; to attenuate.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tenuate,. .to make small, thin or
slender. 1657 TOMLINSON Renous Disf. 505 To tenuate !

and prepare humours.

II Tenue (tn). [Fr. tenue deportment, sb.
|

use of fern. pa. pple. of tenir to hold, keep ;
= Pr.

tengiida, Sp., It. tcnuta.] Carriage, bearing, de-

portment ; also, costume,
'

rig '.

189* C- Rev. Apr. 380 To the end that he might appear
in proper tenue at any place of fashionable resort. 1901
Ibid. Apr. 325 The Queen had an extreme respect for tenue
in all its forms.

Tenues, pi. of TENUIS.

Tenui- (teni|i). Combining form of L. tennis
'
t bin, narrow, slender ', in scientific use in adjectives,

as te nuico'state [L. costa rib], having slender

ribs ; so te^nuifa'seiate [^L.fascia band], t&nui-
flo'rous \L.jios,jlorem flower], te uuifo'lious [L.

folium leaf), having narrow or thin leaves, te'nui-

pede [L. pes, ped-em foot], te nuistri-ato [L.
stria groove], having slender striae.

1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Tcmticostatus,.. "tenuicostate.

Ibid., Tenuiflorus, . . 'tenuitiorous. 1657 Physical Diet.,

*Tcnuifoli9us, thin leav'd. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card.

Cyrils iv, Why Coniferous trees are
tenuifolipus or narrow-

leaved? 1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., 7Vw//&#;, ..tenui-

folious. Ibid., TVnui^rr,.. having the feet small and com-

pressed : *tenuipede. Ibid., 7VWM/r/rt?w,..*tenuistriate.

f Te-nuine, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
L. tenu-is thin,

app. aftergenuine.] Attenuated; weak; weakened.
a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Jr.

Archjeol. Soc.) II. 79 To
continue, .in such tenuine condition as he was at present.

Tenu'ious,''- Now rare. [f. L. tenui-s thin +
ous (cf. lugubri-ous}.] Thin, attenuated.

1. = TENUOUS i.

'495 Trevisa's Earth. De P. R. v. Ixiv. I viij b/i The
skynne of the vysage is more tenurus [?tenuius; orig. alijs

tenuior] & thynne. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tenuious,
Tenuous,., slender, thin [etc.], 1659 STANLEY Hist. PAt'tos.

xill. (1701) 563/1 A natural Philosopher, who conceived
that all things are generated of tenuious little Bodies. 1698
KEILL Exaui. Th. Earth (1734) 185 Not huge lumps ofsolid

matter, hut little tenuious particles or small dust.

2. = TENUOUS 2.

1634 T. JOHNSON Party's Chirurg. xt. (1678) 274 The
Aqua vilae . . is of so tenutous a substance, that it presently
vamsheth into the air. 1606 WHISTON Th. Earth tv. (1722)

317 The Atmosphere would, .become in a greater degree
tenuious. 1757 WALKER in Phil. Trans. L. 130, 1 observed
a tenuious hi ueish vapour rising. 1760-7211-. Junn^ Ulloas

Voy. (ed. 3) 1 1. 73 These mists are so tenuious.

3. fig.
= TENUOUS 3.

1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. I. v. 148 The tenuious, loose,
remisse phantasy. 1885 G. MEREDITH Diana xii, Emma
went through a sphere of tenuious reflections in a flash.

TenuirOSter(te:ni|irf-st3.i). Ornith. [ad. F.

ienuirostre, ad. mod.L. tenuirostris, f. tenui-s thin

+ rostrum beak, bill.] A member of the Tenui-

rostres, passerine or insessorial birds with slender

bills ; a slender-billed bird. So Te nniro'stral a.,

of or pertaining to the Tenuirostres ; also next.

To nuiro strate a., slender-billed.

1837 SviMHsonNat.Hist.qCIassif.Birdsm.'M. II.ijThis
we think is the tenuirostral type of the circle. 1837 Penny
Cycl. VIII. 146/2 According to Mr. Vigors, the Certhiadae
on one side lead the way to the Tenuirostral group. 1841
BRANCH Diet. Sci., Tenuirosters. 1860 MAVNE Expos. Lex.,
Tenuirostrate. 1874 WOOD Nat. Hist. 305 The large group
of birds which are termed Tenuirostral, or Slender-billed.

II Tennis (te'n<|ts). Gram, and Phonology.
PI. tenues (te-niiz). [L.,

= thin, slender, fine :

used in Craston's Latin version of Lascaris's Greek
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Grammar 1480, and in other early Greek gram-
mars, to translate Gr. tyt\uv

*

bare, smooth \

applied by Aristotle to the consonants K, r
t
v (for

which Priscian's term was Ifvis smooth), as opposed
to the aspirate or aspirates (in Gr. 5ewT'a, pi. of5aav

rough, thick).]
One of the Greek letters *, T, TT, or the correspond-

ing /, /, p of Latin, English, and other languages ;

esp. the sounds represented by these
;
also called

surds, hard mutes, and by liell breath stops.
1,1480 CRASTON Lascaris Erotemata a iij, Mulse..quarum

tenues <|uUiem tres, cappa, pi, taf.)

1650 L. REEVE Introd. Gk. Tongue 38 The Tenuis conso-
nant.. Ls changed into his aspirate: as, *' rjuw for ano
Tfuwc. 1841 [sec MEDIA i). 1843 Proc, Philol. Soc. I. 7
When the final letter of the verb was one of the tenues. .

/ was substituted. 1887 MAX MULLER in Fortn. Rev, May
705 The tennis becomes aspirate in Low-German.

Tenuity (tcni/i'Iti). [ad. L. tenuitds thinness,
f. tenuis thin : see -ITY. So F. ttnuitt (i5th c.).]

1. Thinness of form or size ; slenderness.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man iv. 47 The other [muscle].,

sustaynetb his sinewie tenuUie to the hard lunicle of the eye*
a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 8 If we consider, .the many
parts thereof, that either in respect of their tenuity or

distance escape the reach of our Senses. 1777 JOHNSON
22 Sept. in Boswell, He is not well-shaped ; for there is not
the quick transition from the thickness of the forepart, to

the tenuity the thin part behind, which a bull-dog ought
to have. i8oa PAI.KY Nat. Theol. ix. (ed. 2) 150 The tenuity
of these muscles [in the iris of the eye and the drum of the

ear] is astonishing. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. i. L 3 Mica, .is

sufficiently tough to furnish films of extreme tenuity. 1882

Nature 12 Oct. 587/1 Platinum has been rolled into sheets

which, .reach the surprising tenuity of less than one twenty-
five-thousandth of an English inch.

2. Thinness of consistence; dilute or rarified

condition ; rarity.

x6oj HOLLAND PlutarcKs Mor. 740 By reason of this

tenuitie and conttnuitie when oile doth froth or fome, it

suffereth no winde or spirit to enter in. 1658 R. WHITK
tr. Digbp's Powd, Sytnp. (1660) 23 It becomes part of the

aire, which in regard of its tenuity U invisible unto us. 1759
JOHNSON Rasstlas vi, Precipices, .so high as to produce
great tenuity of air. i8oa PLAYFAIR Illustr. Hutton. Th.

415 The tenuity and fineness ofthe mud. 1860 MAURY Pkys.
Geog. Sea (Low) L 27 Air may be expanded to an indefi-

nite degree of tenuity.
b. Faintness (of light) ; thinness (of voice).

1794 G. ADAMS Nat. $ Exp. Philos. IV. xliv. 206 The

great distance of the planet Saturn, and the tenuity of its

light. 1832 L. HUNT Sir R. Esher 123 He ran into high
tenuities of voice. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. fy It. Note-Bits.

II. to A shrill, yet sweet, tenuity of voice.

3. fig. Meagreness ; slightness, slenderness,

weakness, poverty.
1535-6 Act 27 Hen. V/f/t c. 42 i By reason of the tenuy tie

of lyvyng. 1648 Etfeoti Bos. xvii. 178 The tenuity and con-

tempt of Clergy-men will soon let them see, what a poore
carcasse they are, when parted from the influence of that

Head, to whose Supremacy they have been sworn. 11734
NORTH Lives (1826) I. Pref. 14 My tenuity of style and

language. 1867 BURTON Hist. Scot. (1873) I. x. 341 The
tenuity of the evidence. 1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly July 386

Any cause which makes for intellectual tenuity.

114. 'Simplicity, or plainness. (Obs.y, Webster

1864 : hence in later Diets. App. an error.

Tenuous (te*niW|3s), a. [A syncopated forma-

tion from L. tennis thin + -ous
;
the etymologically

regular form, preserving the L. stem tenui- t being

TENUIOUS, now obs. or rare.]

1. Thin or slender in form
;
of small transverse

measure or calibre ; slim.

1656 [see TENUIOUS ij. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. \\. 134
The uppermost surface of the Quicksilver .. is dilated into a
tenuous Column, or Funicle. 1666 T. SMITH Old Age (1752)

77 A most tenuous vestment for the humours. 1822 Blackzv.

Mag. XII. 411 The spider .. touches his tenuous Hoc.

2. Thin in physical consistency ; sparse ; rare,

rarified, subtile ; unsubstantial.

1597 LOWE Chirurg. (1634) 147 When the vaines are

rcpleat with a tenous blood. 1635 J. SWAN Spec. M. v.

2 (:643) 171 Their [wind and air] substances being top
tenuous to be perceived. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I. xvi.

192 Air. .is too subtile, too tenuous a substance. 1864 SIR

F. PALGRAVB Norm, $ Eng. IV. 456 Just as a tenuous film

of breath, imperceptible to our senses, prevents the globules
of mercury from coalescing. 1892 Leisure Hour Aug. 706/1
A very tenuous medium called the ether exists everywhere.

1909 Eng. Rev. Apr. 70 Your dress brushed the shrubs : it

was grey and tenuous.

3. fig. Slender, of slight importance or signifi-

cance ; meagre, weak ; flimsy, vague, unsubstantial.

a 18x7 T. DWICHT Theol. (1830) I. xv. 254 A subject per-

haps as tenuous, and difficult to be fastened upon. 1858
BUSHNELL Sertn. New Life 312 The tenuous and fickle

impulse. 1881 Standard ^ Mayj A more tenuous or un-

satisfactory claim could hardly exist, 1903 Speaker $ May
145/1 The poems of the three somewhat tenuous singers.

1905 Athenaeum 5 Aug. 166/1 [They] are sure to live as

letters apart from,. the tenuous storv in which they are set.

Hence Te'uuoualy adv., thinly, sparsely ; Te-nu-

onsness, thinness, tenuity.

189* ZANGWILL Bow Mystery i, When King Fog masses

his molecules of carbon in serried squadrons in the City,

while he scatters them tenuously in the suburbs. 1901
Yorksh. Post 28 Nov. 6/6 The bubble.. is better pricked
than left to burst of its own tenuousness.

Tenur, obs. form of TANDOUR, TENOR, TENURE.

Tenure (te-niuu). Forma ; o. 5- tenure, (5 te-

[a
O

TENURE.
nur, 7 tenuer); 0. 6 tener, ten(.n,or, 6-7 t*nour.
a. AK, OK. tenure (I3th c. in Gorlef.) :-earlicr
F. tcnciire (u-ijth c.), in med.I.. Unttnra,

Uneiitra (c 1200 in I)u Cangc), f. tent-re to hold :

see -UKE. Med.L. had also (from OK.) tenettra,
tenura (nth c. in Du Cange). OK. had in same
sense tenor, -<?r, tencttr, app. by some confusion
with TENOK si>. t whence the fl-forms in ME., etc.
A further result of this tue of tenor in sense of tenure inOK and ME. was that tenure was alto used for TKNOK;

see the latter.]

1. The action or fact of holding a tenement
(esp. in Eng. Law} : see TKNEMENT i.

a. [1*9* BUTTON i. xix. f 7 Kn let queus dreiu nul ne se
deit eydcr par excepciuun dc lounge tenure (tr, to aid him-
self by exception of long tenure).] 1441 SrMrJ/&&(iMf)
18 We. .serched a tenement,.. in J>e lenurof John Wetelay.
1546 Altm. Kipon iSurtees) III. 16, xv acres of arable Unde
..in tholdinge of Kichard Carlell xvs, one tenements in

Nurthstanley in the tenure of John Hyrde v. 1614 SEL-
DEN Titles Hon. 31 Those inferior Kings are like in ome
proportion to tho*e of Man, who haue Bad it a Iwaves by a
tenure from their soueraigns, the Kings of England. 1614
RALEIGH Hist. World \\\. (1634) 113 Some land there was in

the tenure of the Locriaiis. 1651 BAXTKK Inf. Bapt. too Is not
the Law of the Land . . the cause of. . every mans right in the
Tenure of his Estate t 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. ii. 34
We have not the mark system, but we have the principle of

common tenure. 1878 SIMPSON ScA. Shaks. I. 53 Hooker
wrote to Carew . . that the Barony of Odrone was in the

tenure of a sect called the Cavanaghs.
ft- c 'SOS Pfampton Corr, (Camden) 200 A cerUyne land

in Rybstone, of long tyine in the tennor of one John Ample-
forthe. 1589 Wills f Inv. N. C. (Surteesj II. 166 My glebe
land in Learmouth, now in the tenor of Johne Moore, for

xxj yeares. i6ia-i3 in A'. Riding Rec. (1884) II. it A par-
cell of meadow called the Wraie in the tenour of Rich.
Michel). 1658 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) II. 237 A mes.

suage with land . . now in tenor of William Wilkenson,

b. gen. and fig. The action or fact of holding

anything material or non-material ; hold upon
something ; maintaining a hold

; occupation.
1599 B. IONSON Cynthia's Rev. v. iv, Lady, vouchsafe the

tenure or this ensigne. 1638 ROUSE Heav. Univ. (1702)
Pref. t A Christians tenure of religion U far more excellent
and assured than that of the Pagan. 1738 Geml. Mag.
VIII. 411/1 They were more One than either Espousals.
or a Joint-Tenure of the Throne, could make them. 1810
WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1838) V. 407 Their existence
in safety at Seville depends upon the tenure of the pass of
Monasterio. 1844 Ln. BROUGHAM Brit, Const. App. ii. (1862)

414 Their salary cannot be altered during their tenure of

office. 1855 BREWSTKR Newton II. xxvi. 378 Warned of

his slight tenure of life. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 330
The tenure of the priesthood should always be for a year
and no longer.
2. The condition of service, etc., under which a

tenement is held of the superior ; the title by which
the property is held ; the relations, rights, and
duties of the tenant to the landlord. Tenure at

will : cf. TENANT AT WILL.

1436 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 501/2 Y Five Portes and tenure
of Gavelkynde. 15*3 FITZHERB. Surv. 12 All these tenauntes

maye holde their landes by dyuers tenures, customes, and

seruyces : as by homage, fealtte, escuage, socage . . burgage
tenures, and tenure in vyllenage. Ibid.^ Also it is to be

enquered . . who holdeth by charter and who nat, and who by
the olde tenure. 1554 Act i <* 2 Phil. -V Mary, c. 8 5 54
The Donor.. maye reserve to him and his heires for ever

a Tenure in Franck Almolgne. 1605 CAMDEN Rem, (1637) 132
As he that held Land by tenure to say a certaine number of
Paler nosters for the soules of the Kings of England. 1607
COWELL s.v., Tenure is the manner, whereby tenements are

houlden of their Lords. i6a8 COKE On Litt. 85 b, Tenure
in Socage, is where the Tenant holdethofhisLotdthetenan-
cie by certaine seruice for all manner of seruices, so that the

seruice be not Knights seruice. 1641 CAPT, MERVIN in

Rushw. Hist. Coll. HI. (1692) I. 214 The abortive Judg-
ment of the Tenure in Cafite,

where no Tenure was ex-

prest. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comni. I. Introd. iii. 73 A very
extensive comment upon a little excellent treatise of te.

nures, compiled by iudge Littleton m the reign of Ed-
ward the fourth. Ibid. xiii. 398 Those, who by their mili-

tary tenures were bound to perform forty days service

in the field. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scot, in 1772, 45 The
right of voting is vested by burgess tenure, in certain

houses. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. a) L 7 The circumstance

of annexing a condition of military service to a grant of

lands does not imply that they are held by a feudal tenure.

1. 549 J

texture of rights and tenures, which almost defied unravell-

ing. 1875 J. CURTIS Hist. Eng. 396 The statute 12 Car. II,

c 24 which abolished the military tenures, converting them

into freehold. 189* PallMallG. IT Mar. 7/1 The new and

purely tenure -at-will system gradually gaining ground.

1908 FenlandN.% Q. Apr. 177 Keyhold Tenure at Crow-

land.. .That house was his because he built it, and because

he held the key which admitted him to it and enabled him
to keep other people out of it.

B. 7 1510 PYNSON (title} Leteltun tcners newe correcte.

1535 (ed. 1562) Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 26 | 2 After the

english tenour without diuision or parcion. 1633 T. STAF-

FORD Pac. Hit. i. ii. (1821) 38, I hold my Lordships and

Lands. -by very ancient Tenour, which Service and Tenour

none may dispence withall. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch.^

Rich, //, Ixi, And some (who were in law more Conversant),

Demand release of Tenors.

b. trans/. Terms of holding ; title ; authority ;

hold over a person or thing ; control.

1871 FREEMAN Hist. Ess. Ser. i. vii. 184 Few Englishmen
understand the difference between the English tenure of

Bouideaux and the English tenure of Calais, a 1879 in
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TENURER.

Drysdale I'/tilciuoa Introd. 21 To understand the tenure of

Philemon over Onesimus, we should keep in mind the strin-

Rency of Phrygian bondage.

C. fig. (Cf. I b.)

1659 HAMMOND On Ps. xxxiv. 8 Paraphr. i8r There is no

such assured tenure in or title to all the felicity in the world.

1726 SWIFT Gulliver in. iii, The office of a favourite hath a

very uncertain tenure. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 42 Render-

ing their government feeble in its operations, and precarious
in its tenure. 1840 ALISON Hist. Europe (1847) XI.
xlix. 7. 54 The mutable tenure of popular applau.se. 1863
W. PHILLIPS Sp. iii. 53 Republics exist only on the tenure

of being constantly agitated.
ft 1682 H. MORE Annot. GlanviltsLux O. 117 Whether

Regeneration be notastrongertenour for enduringHappiness.
3. concr. A holding; = TENEMENT 2. Now rare.

1439 Rails ofParlt. V. 16/2 Thesaide Tennauntz dare nat

abide in thaire Tenures and Places, ne no laboure there do.

1461 Ibid. 476/1 All Tenures within the same Lordship been

Chartre land, and Free land. 1766 ENTICK Lotuion IV. 443

Greenwich-park, .is still a royal tenure.

4. attrib. and Comb., as tenure land, roll.

1859 EYTON An/iff. Shropshire IX. 39 The Tenure- Roll of

1285 brings up another Ralph de Clptley. 1891 Pall Mall
G. 22 Sept. 7/2 Property, consisting of a mansion and
several miles of tenure land (twenty-one villages) ..in North

Jutland.
Hence f Te'nurage, 06s., what belongs to a

tenure or tenures ; general conditions of tenure ;

fTe-nurer, Obs. = TENANT; t Te-nnrist, Otis.,

one who deals with or treats of tenures.

1610 W. FOLKINCHAM Art of Survey in. ii. 68 Tenant in

the first signification sometimes imports duety of "Tenurage :

as Tenant by Knight-seruice, Socage, Tenant in Villenage,

Burgage. Ibid. iv. Concl. 88 Inroll all the Feudataries &
Suiters to the Court with their Fees, Tenurage, Rents, and
Seruices. 1660 WATERHOUSE Arms & Arm. 106 Nor could

they be chargable with what should disable the "Tenurer to

do his service. 1588 FRAUNCE Laiviers Log. Ded. pij, It

cannot bee, sayde one great "Tenurist, that a good scholler

should euer prooue good Lawyer, a 1628 DODERIDGE Eng.
Lawyer (1631) 53 Defiled by the Feudary Tenurist writers
of the middle age.

Teuurial (teniu>rial), a. [f. med.L. tenura
TENUBE + -IAL.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature
of the tenure of land. Hence Temrrially &/>., in

respect of tenure.

1896 F. W. MAITLAND in Eng. Hist. Rev. Jan. 18 The
borough court is not founded on a tenurial or feudal

principle. Ibid., The burgesses were a tenurially heteroge-
neous

g_roup. 1898 Township $ Borough 69 The tenurial
rent paid by tenant to lord becomes practically indistinguish-
able from the mere rent charge which implies no tenure.
Ibid. 72 Because feudally, tenurially, the borough is patch-
work. 1908 Spectator 20 June 978/1 All land-holding
having become tenurial, the lord's consent was necessary
to each alienation.

II Tenuto (tenu-to), a. and adv. Mm. [It.,
=

held.] Held, sustained : a direction to a per-
former to sustain a note its full length. Usually
abbreviated ten.

Tenys, -yse, obs. forms of TENNIS.
Tenzon, variant of TENSON.
II Teocalli (t/lokse-li). Also 7 teucalli. [Mexi-

can teocalll, f. teotl god + callt house.] A struc-
ture for purposes of worship among the ancient
Mexicans and Central Americans, usually con-

sisting of a four-sided truncated pyramid built ter-

race-wise, and surmounted by a temple.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vni. xii. 670 Gomara saith, that

this and other their Temples were called Teucalli, which
signifieth Gods house. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico n. viii. (1850)
I. 304 The floor and walls of the teocalli were then cleansed,
by command of Cortes, from their foul impurities. 1844
LONGF. Arsenal at Springfield v, And Aztec priests upon
their teocallis [rime palace] Beat the wild war-drums. 1851
TH, Ross Humboldt's Trav. Introd. 17 A description of the
teocalli, or Mexican pyramids.

Teology, Teorn(e, Teon(e, obs. ff. THEOLOGY,
TEAM, TEEN, TUNE.

II Te'opan. [Shortened from Mex. ten-, teu-

pantll temple, f. to//god+/a///wall.] A Mexi-
can temple, a teocalli. jSgi in Cent. Diet.

II Teosinte (t/>si-ntz). \ln.tt!osinl<!(Bull.Soc.
cfAcdiiii. 1871, 38), ad. Mex. teocintli 'seu spica
Maizii montana' (Hernandez Op. 1790, II. 120),
app. f. teotl god + cintli, centli dry ear or cob of
maize. In Ramirez Sinon. Plant. Mex.d-j teoxintli.']An annual grass of Central America, Eitchlsena

luxuriant, of large size, allied to maize; now
widely cultivated as a valuable fodder plant,
sometimes also as a cereal.

1877 Gardener's Chron. 55 Teosinta. 1878 Kem Retort
13 Teosintd 1880 SCHOMBURGK (S. Australia) in Kern Bulle-
tin (1894) 380, 1 have now cultivated Teosinte for three years,and it is one of the most prolific fodder plants. 1894 Ibid.
Nov. 575 A very valuable fodder grass belonging to this
group is the Teosinte (Euchlxna luxurians). Ibid. 381 The
great value of Teosinte as a food plant has been established
in many parts of India. 189. Experiment Station Reed.
IX. 346 Analyses were made of samples of corn-stover and
teosinte from the inside and outside of the shocks.
I eothe, Teothinge, obs. ff. TITHE v., TIMING.
Tep, early form of TAP v?, to strike.
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Tepat(e, tepet, obs. forms of TIPPET.

Tepee (t-p*', t'pr). Also teepee, tepie,

teepe. [Sioux or Dakota Indian Ifpi tent, house,

dwelling, abode (Rigg, Dakota-Bug. Diet. 1890).]

A tent or wigwam of the American Indians, formed

I

of bark, mats, skins, or canvas stretched over a

frame of poles converging to and fastened together

at the top. Also attrib.

1872 W. F. BUTLER Gt. Lone Land ix. 125 One has to

travel far. .before the smoke of your wigwam or of your

tepie blurs the evening air. 1877 BLACK Green Past, xlv,

At length we descried . .three teepees tall, narrow, conical

tents with the tips of the poles on which the canvas is

stretched appearing at the top. 1899 STUTFIELD in Blackiv.

Mag. Mar. 546 That evening we dispensed with the teepee
and camped in the open air. Ibid. 542 ^Now and then we
saw the teepee poles of old Indian camping-grounds.

Tepefaction (teptfsrkfan). rare-", [n. of ac-

tion f. L. tepefacere : see next and -FACTION.]
1658 PHILLIPS, Tepefaction,..^ making lukewarm.

Tepefy (te'pffsi), v. Also tepify. [f. L.

| tepe/acfre to make tepid, f. tepe-re to be lukewarm :

see -FY.] a. trans. To make tepid or moderately
warm ; to warm. b. inlr. To become tepid.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tepefie.., to make warme. 1745
COOPER Power Harm. I. 17 The flood of life, Loos'd at its

source by tepefying strains. I774GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862)

II. in. ii. 323 Except.. the shallows at the edges of the

stream become tepified by the.. rays of the sun. 1847

WEBSTER, Tepefy, v. i. To become moderately warm. 1866

J. B. ROSE Virg. Eel. ff Georg. 129 As vital humours tepify.

Ii Tepliillini, -in (tz'frll/m, -m), sb. pi. [Rabb.

Heb. D'S'Sn (phillim, Aramaic f fphilKn,

heteroclite pi. of H?Sn fphilldh prayer.] A name
for Jewish phylacteries, or (qnot. 1863) for the

texts inscribed on them : see PHYLACTERY i.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage n. xv. 162 This peece of worke

ing the Tallitk or shawl with fringes, and the Tephil-
lin or phylacteries, because this was the hour of mornin

prayer. 1863 Smith's Diet. Bible III. 1167/2 (Scribe

Repeating their Tephillim, the texts inscribed on their phy*
lacteries.

Tephrite (te-frait). Min. [f. Gr. rf<pp6s ash-

coloured (f. rtippa. ashes) + -ITEX Cf. L. tephrltis

(Pliny) an ash-coloured precious stone.] Name
given to a class of volcanic rocks related to the

basalts. Hence Tephritic (-i'tik) a., pertaining to

or consisting of tephrite; Te'phritoid, a variety of

tephrite containing no nepheline.
1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks xiii. 253 The tephrite?, or those

rocks which are characterised by the presence of nepheline
or leucite in conjunction with plagioclase. 1889 Amer.
Nat. Apr. 259 According to the predominance of one
or other of the constituents they are divided into basaltic,
doleritic and tephritic varieties.

Tephroite (te-fii3it). Min. [ad. Ger. tephroit

(Breithaupt, 1823), irreg. f. Gr. Tempos: see prec.
and -ITE !.] A silicate of manganese, occurring in

crystalline masses of an ashy grey or reddish colour.
1868 DANA Min. 259.

Tephromancy (te-fromsensi). Also erron.

tephra-. [f. Gr. Ti<ppa ashes + -MANCY.] Divina-
tion by means of ashes : see quots.
1651 GAULE Magastrom. xix. 165 Tephramancy \pr. Tu-],

by ashes; CapnomaHcy, by smoak. 1661 BLOUNT Glossogr.
(ed. 2), Tephramantie.. divination by ashes, blown or cast

up in the air. a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais 111. xxv, Have
youamind..to have the truth. .more fully, .disclosed. .by
tephromancy: thou wilt see the ashes thus aloft dispersed,
exhibiting thy wife in a fine posture. 1846 WORCESTER,
Tephramancy, divination by the ashes of a sacrifice.

Tepid (te-pid), a. Also 5 teped, 6 tepit.

[ad. JL. tepid-us lukewarm, f. tepere to be warm.
So obs. or dial. F. Upide (i6thc. in Godef.).]
Moderately or slightly warm ; lukewarm.

a. lit. (Usually in reference to liquids.)
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cinirgie 137 He worchib rijtfulliche

bat vsib teped oilis. 1626 BACON Sylva 346 For as a great
heat keepeth bodies from putrefaction, but a tepid heat
inclineth them to putrefaction. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hart.
(1729) 201 Let the Water stand in the Sun till it grow tepid.
1744 BERKELEY Siris 78 A blister on the spot, and plenty
of tepid tar-water. 1884 F. M. CRAWFORD Rom. Singer ii, A
cold sirocco, bringing showers of tepid rain from the south.

b. Jig.
= LUKEWAHM 2.

1513 DOUGLAS SEncis xi. Prol. 60 Gyf Crystis faithful!

knychtis lyst ws be,.. Than man we..Nowder be abasit,
tepit, nor

}it
blunt. 1641 GAUDEN Love of Truth 30 A tepid

and Laodicean love. 1740 CHEYNE Regimen 333 Of the
two Evils, Infidelity and Tepidity is. .the worst, .in regard
of the Infidels and Tepid themselves. 1873 H. SPENCER
Stud. Social, viii. (1874) 179 Remind them of certain pre.
cepts. .in the creed they profess, and the most you get is a
tepid assent.

Hence Te'pidly adv., in a tepid or lukewarm
manner ; Te-piduess = TEPIDITY. So f Te'pid-
ous a. Obs., tepid, lukewarm.
1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), 'Tepidly, lukewarm. 1873 H.

SPENCER Stud, Social, vhl (1874) 179 The precepts tepidly
assented to. 1821 BYRON Diary Poet. Wks. (1846) 510/2Some */jW-ness on the part of Kean, or warmth on that
of the author. 1903 LD. ROSEBERY in Westm. Gaz, 13 Oct.
8/2 This may explain a slight tepidness on the part of
Australia. 1607 J. CARPENTER Plaine Main Plough 186

TEB-.

I Those Angells. .which were sometime 'tepidous and backc-

[

ward.

llTepidarium (tepide-Ttom). PI. -la. Also

j

6 in anglicized form tepidarie. [L., f. tepidus
TEPID: see -ABIUM.] The warm room in an
ancient Roman bath, situated between l\iefrigiJa-
riuin and the caldarium.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy. n. xxi. 58 b,

[Bathers] doe first goe in to the Tepidarie too make them-
selues sweate. 1818 E. BLAQUIERE tr. Pananti 223 He
successively passes through the frigidarium, and tepi-
darium, until he reaches the calidarium of the Romans.
1834 LYTTON Pompeii i. vii, The more luxurious departed by
another door to the tepidariiim.

Tepidity (tzpi-diti). [ad. late or med.L.

tepiditas (631 in Gallia Christiana II. 186), f.

, tepidus TEPID. So F. tfyidite' (i4th c. in Godef.

C0///.).] The quality or condition of being tepid ;

moderate or slight warmth ; lukewarmness. a. lit.

the weather, is gradually recovering its natural tepidity.
b. fig.

a 1631 DONNE Select. (1840) 220 This heat may ouercome my
former frigidity and coldness, and . . my succeeding tepidity
and lukewarmness. 1740 [see TEPID b]. 1819 Metropolis
I. 48 The mawkish tepidity of his manner. 1884 Fortn.
Rev. Jan. 138 Tepidity of political belief.

Tepit, obs. form o'f TAPET sb., TEPID.

tTepor. Obs. Also 7 -our. [a. L. tepor, f.

tepere to be lukewarm. So obs. F. tepeur (i4thc.).]
Moderate or slight warmth ; tepidity. Alsoy?^.
[1608 BP. ANDREWES Serin., Mark xvi. i-j (1629) 404 An

hower offervor, more worth then a month of tepor.} 1657
TOMLINSON Kenan's Disp. 389 They will not grow.. unless
they find tepour. 01735 ARBUTHNOTIJ.), The small pox.,
grew more favorable by the tepor and moisture in April.
So t Te-porons a. (Obs. rare], tepid.
iSii SIR J. D. PAUL Rouge et Noir 29 The spirit must be

tame, indeed, and teporous That's frightened by a scare-
crow dress'd in dudds.

Tepoy, variant of TEAPOY.
Ter, obs. f. TAB, TABE, TEAR ; var. Ton a. Obs.

Ter- (tai), the L. adv. ter '

thrice', in comb.
1. Prefixed to adjs., in sense '

thrice, three times',
as ter-tri-nal, consisting of three sets of three ;

also expressing a high degree, as ter-sa-ered [L.
ter safer], thrice sacred.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) Pref. Avjb, The

tersacred Apostolical! Romane Church. Ibid. 7 Directing
his hand to that tender tersacred and euer blessed heart.
1876 DOUSE Grimm's L. 25. 53 It is certain that the sym-
metrical ter-trinal trinity constituted by all these three
systems together cannot have existed from all time.

b. Prefixed to adjs. and sbs. : expressing three-
fold recurrence or continuance

; as ter-diu'rnal a.,

occurring or done thrice a day; ter-mi'llenary
[aftertercentenary], a three-thousandth anniversary.
1891 LD. KELVIN Presid. Addr. R. Soc. 30 Nov., The

largeness of the solar semi-diurnal, ter-diurnal, and quarter-
diurnal constituents found by the harmonic analysis. 1864
Realm 15 June 6 The festivities held there by so many
mjllions of our dusky fellow-subjects in honour of the ter-

mitlenary of that sweet swan of Nerbudda.
c. See also TEBCENTENABY, TEBOEMINATE, etc.

2. Chem. With the names of classes of com-
pounds, as acetate, bromide, chloride, chromate,
fluoride, iodate, nitrate, oxide, sulphate, tannate,
etc., expressing the presence of three atoms, mole-

cules, or combining equivalents of the element or
radical indicated by the rest of the word, as ni-

trogen terchloride, NC13, potassium terchromate,
K2O.3CrO3 , or K2Cr3O 10 , ternitrate of bismuth,
Bi(NO3)j, etc. Now mostly superseded by TBI-.

1836 BRANDECAOB. (ed. 4) 773 Terchloride of Chromium.
(Cbr+OsC.) 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 258 It is

..a tertannate. 1840 D.CAMPBELL Inorg.Chem. in Besides
this iodate of potash, there are other two, namely, a binio-

1853 UR Diet. Arts I. 1058 The explosive compound, the
teriodide of nitrogen. 1856 MILLER Elem. Chem. II. 914
Terfluoride of chromium forms deep red fumes of chromic
acid. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 230 A third salt, termed
ter-chromate [ed. 1882 trichromate], KzCrjOio, crystallizes
out. i&iHardwicn's Photogr. Chem. (ed. Taylor) 55 There
are two Chlorides of Gold viz., the Protochloride and the
Terchloride. The latter is the one used in Photography.

b. In other compounds, as t ter-ato'mio a., of

three atoms, TBIATOMIC ; ter-equi
-

valent, -valent
a. = TBIVALENT ; te-r-valenee TKIVALENCE.
1860 FRANKLAND in Q. "Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XIII. 192

Organo-metallic compounds . . are uniatomic, biatomic, ter.

atomic, or quadratomic, according to the number of mole-
cules requisite to complete their saturation. 1866 MACADAM
G. Wilson's Inorg. Chem. 1109 The Triatomic, Trihydric,
or Terequivalent (Terivalent) elements. 1869 Eng. Meek.
12 Nov. 198/3 The elements are classified as . . triatomic or

tervalent, with three attractions, as nitrogen. iy*$Athenxunt
3 Jan. 22/2 We wish that the translator had avoided the
use of such hybrid words as monovalent, divalent, trivalent,

tetravalent, and pentavalent when he had to hand the

equally expressive and less mongrel words univalcnt, bi-

valent, tervalent, quadrivalent and quinquevalent

Terabracioun, Terafyn, Terage, obs. forms

of TEBEBBATION, TEBAPHIM, TEBBAGE.



TERAGLIN.

Teraglill (te-raglin). [Aboriginal name.] A
fish of New South Wales, Otolithus alelodus, some-
times called Silver Jew-fish.
1880 Kef. Royal Comm. Fisheries N. S. Wales 30 One of

our species, the Teraglin. 1883 K. P. RAMSAY Food-Fiihcs
JV.S. W. 17 (Fibh. Exhib. Publ.) The Teraglin.. is in many
respects very like Ihe Jew.fish..but does not grow to such a
large size, and the flesh is of a finer grain. \9yClmuil<er?

moist (land), f. tar moist, damp), name of a belt

of unhealthy marshy and jungly land, lying
between the lower foothills of the Himalaya! and
the plains, where this form of hat was first worn
by hunters and travellers.] A wide-brimmed felt

hat with double crown and special ventilation,
worn by travellers, hunters, and white men
generally in sub-tropical regions where the heat is

not so intense as to necessitate the use of the sola

topee or
pith sun-helmet. More fully lerai hat.

1899 F. V. KIKBY Sport E. C. Africa xix. 207 Nothing
beats a broad-brimmed terai, with double crown, well,
ventilated with holes at the sides. 1899 WARNER Caff, of
Locusts 188 Replacing on his head a '

Terai
'

hat. 1904
D. SUDCN Lovers in Japan xi, Silk puggarees folded to a
hair round their broad-brimmed grey terai hats.

Terand, -ane, Terandry, obs. ff.TYBANT,-RT.
Terap- : see THEHAP-.

Teraphim (te-rafim). Forms : a. //. 4 thera-
phym, -yn, teraphyn, -fyn, 4-6 theraphim, -in,
6- teraphim (7 -in) ; also const, as sing., whence
7- //. teraphims. 0. 9 sing, teraph, //. teraphs.
[a. eccl. L. theraphim (Vulg.), Gr. itpcupiv (LXX),
ad. Heb. D'SID f"raphlm, or Aram. -in.

A Heb. word of doubtful origin and meaning, plural in

form, but often (as a pi. of majesty) sing, in use. Occurs 15
times (on 8 occasions) in O.T., in all ol which it is retained

a3
, and other renderings ; Vulgate theraphim^ idolat^ also

statuam
t simulacrum% ~acra, idolatria, figuras idolarutnt

once each. In Genesis xxxi. 30, Laban the Aramaean calls them
nSH rw eth tlShai '

my gods *.]

A kind of idols or images, or an idol or image ;

app. esp. household gods ; an object of reverence
and means of divination among the ancient He-
brews and kindred peoples.

a. Plural or indefinite.

1381 WVCLIF Jitdg, xvii. 5 Mychee . . made a cocpe [1388
ephod], and theraphyn [1388 theraphym, v.r. a theraphym],
gloss that is, the prestis clooth, and mawmett.s [1388 ydolsj.
1381 Has. iii. 4 The sonys of Yrael shuln sitte. .with out

teraphyn. 1388 Ibid., With out terafyn [gloss that is,

ymagis]. 1539 BIBLE (Great) Judg. xvii. 5 And the man
Micah bad a temple of goddes, and made an Ephod and
Theraphin, (That is to saye, a garment for the prest, and
Idolles). [1560 (Geneva) Teraphim.] 1641 MILTON Prel.

Episc. ad fin., If any shall strive to set up his ephod and
teraphim of antiquity against the brightness and perfection
of the gospel. 1707 M. HENRY Serm. Wles. 1853 II. 596^1
Some think Laban's teraphim were the effigies of his

ancestors. 1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 563 The teraphim were
used as instruments of divination. 1862 STANLEY yew. Ch.

(1877) I. iii. 52 Rachel stole the teraphim %
the household

gods of her family.

b. as sing, with a
; pi. teraphims.

1388 [see a]. 16*4 T. GODWIN Moses $ Aaron ix. (1641)

170 Michal tooke an Image, (a Teraphim) and laid it in the
bed. 31631 DONNE Select. (1840) 198 Without an ephod,
and without a teraphim. a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts fy

MOM. vii. (1642) 382 Commonly they had Teraphims, Altars,
Groves in hih places. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain \\. 671/1
The silversmiths.. by whom many workmen are employed
in making little graven images, teraphims and lares. 1856
STANLEY Sinai fy Pal. (1875) 396 A teraphim, and a graven
image, and a priesthood of irregular creation.

C. sing, teraph ; pi. teraphs.
1801 SOUTHEY T/ialaba \\.\x, Khawla to the Teraph turn'd,

' Tell me where the Prophet's hand Hides our destined

energy?' "850 KITTO Bible Illustr. xxxiii. 6 (1881) 240
Michal has a teraph. 1886 FARRAR Hist, fnterpr. vii. 366
Scripture was declared to be a sort of oracular teraph.

a. Comb.
1848 KINGSLEY Saint's Trag. v. ii, My magic teraph-bust,

full packed, and labelled. 1903 J. ORR Prodi. O. Test, v.

134 Teraphim-worship, human sacrifices and the like were

prominent features of the religion.

Terapin(e, obs. form of TERRAPIN.

Teraplene, obs. form of TERREPLEIN.

Terassed, obs. f. terraced: see TERRACE v.

II Terata (te-rata), sl>. pi. Biol. and Path.

[mod.L., = Gr. rc'para, pi. of rlpat a marvel,

prodigy, monster. ] Monstrous formations or births.

1903 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 5 Apr. 850 The.. type of double
terata known as pygopagous twins. 1904 Ibid. 17 Dec.

1643 In describing the embryonic terata.

Teratical (terse-tikal), a. rare. [f. Gr. rtpas,

rtpar- (see TERATA) + -10 + -AL.] Relating to

marvels or prodigies. So Teratism (te'ratiz'm),

(a) love of the marvellous or prodigious; (b)
*
monstrosity

1

(Cent. Diet. Supp.).
lyaa WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. iii. 16 (1738) 56 Herodotus,

possibly delighting in teratical stories. 1901 Folk-Lore
Mar. 20 That attitude of mind for which Mr. Marett has

invented the term Teratism.

II Teratogenesia (te
:

rat0,dge'nesis). Biol. and

197

l\ith. [minl.l.., i. Gr. Tj'pot, rtpar- (see TERATA)
+ ytWis <

iKjiKNis.] The production of monsters

prmifthapen organisms. SoTeratogenyf-^'d^eni)
in same sense; Teratogenetio (-djj/he-tik), Te-
ratog-enic (-d^c'nik) adjs., pertaining to terato-

, genesis ; producing monsters.

1857 DUSGLISON Med. Lex
, Teralogeny, the forinatiMi of

monsters. 1879 tr. DeQitatrefages'Hum. Spec. 112 Among
microcephali a leralogenic cause . . acted on part of the

iiism. 1901 Nature 11
Ap_r. 579/1 On the comparative

\:ihie of saline and sugar solutions in experimental terato-

genesis. 1901 Cassclfs Entyct. Diet., fluff., Tcratogenetic.
1904 liril. Med. Jrnl. 17 Dec. 1643 A very able historical
account of the theories of teiatogencsis.

Teratoid (te-ratoid), a. /Hoi. and Path, [f.
Gr. xYpas, Tcpar- (see TKKATA) + -oin.] Having
the appearance or character of a monster or mon-
strous formation; teraloid tumour = TKRATOMA.
1876 BmsjowK The. !r Pract. Med. (1878) 51 Tumours

originating in proliferation, which he subdivides into histioid

tumours,. .organoid,. .and teratoid, or those conipilsing a
I combination of organs. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet.,

|
Teratoid tumour, congenital tumour due to inclusion in one
fcetus of portions of another.

Teratolite (te-ratobit). Min. Also erron.

terratolite (Cent. Dict.\ [ad. Ger. teratolith

(Glocker, 1839), ' ^" r> T(P'i "par- marvel, pro-
digy + Ai'tfos stone (see -LITE), in allusion to the

earlier names Saxonische tvundererdc and terra

miraculosa Saxomse (C. Richter, 1 732), due to its

supposed sovereign virtues.] An impure clay-like

hydrous silicate of aluminium, allied to pholerite.
1868 DANA Min. 473 A. Knop holds (Jahrb. Min. 1859,

546} t hat the teratclite is an impure lithomatge-like pholerite.

Teratological (teTatol^'daikal), a. [f. TERA-
TOLOGY + -10 + -AL.] Of or pertaining to terato-

logy ; treating of monstrosities or abnormal forma-
tions in animals or plants ; involving monstrosity,
monstrous. Also Teratolo'gic a. (rare).
1857 E. C. OTTE tr. De Quatre/ages' Kamtles Nat. I. 346

note, A normal, and not a teratological or abnormal state.

1878 N.Amer.Rev. CXXVII. 507 Teratological researches.

1804 Naturalist 56 Singular from the teiatologic view-

point. 1898 Allbutfj Syst. Med. V. 708 Works on Terato-

logical Anatomy. 1909 J. W. JENKINSON Exper. Einbryol.
155 Experiments.. of the highest interest from a general
teratological point of view.

Teratologist (teralp-lodjist). [f. next +

-1ST.] a. One who deals in stories of marvels or

prodigies, b. One versed in teratology (sense 2).
i88a in OGILVIE; hence in later Diets.

Teratology (teratp-lodai). [f. Gr. rtpas, rtpar-
a marvel, prodigy, monster + -LOGY. So F. terato-

logie (Littr<5).]

1. A discourse or narrative concerning prodigies;
a marvellous tale, or collection of such tales.

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Teratology,*), discourse of prodigies
and wonders. 1727 BAILEY Vol. II, Teratology . . is when
bold Wiiters, fond of the sublime, intermix something gieat
and prodigious in every Thing they write, whether there be
Foundation for it in Reason or not, and this is what iscall'd

Bombast. [Hence 1755 JOHNSON, Teratology, bombast,
affectation of false sublimity.) 1856 C. J. ELLICOTT in

Cambr. Ess. 158 The aimless fables and teratologies of
Thomas the Israelite or the Gospels of the Infancy. 1884
BIACKMORE Tommy Upm. II. 104 Big enough to exhaust
even his teratology.

2. Biol. The study of monstrosities or abnormal
formations in animals or plants.
1842 in BRANDE Diet. Sc., etc. 1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,

Teratology. . . name given by M. J. GeorTroy de St. Hilaire,
to the study or consideration of monsteis, or anomalies of

organization. 1869 M. T. MASTERS (title) Vegetable Tera-

tology. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 17 Dec. 1643 Almost the

whole of embryonic pathology is .. included within the

limits of teratology.

II Teratoma (teratOT-ma). Path. PI. terato-
mata (-fmata). [mod.L., f. Gr. Ttpas, repar-

(see TERATA), after sarcoma, etc.] A teratoid

tumour : see quots.
1890 BILLINGS Nat. Mcd, Diet., Teratoma, a tumor com-

posed of various tissues or systems of tissue, as bone, teeth,

etc., which do not normally exist at the place where the

tumor grows. i&cfiAllbutt'sSyst. Med.\l. 100 Teratoma or

dermoid cyst is another variety of dermoid tumour.. .It b
affirmed that a teratoma never originates in the lung.

Hence Terato-matous a., of the nature of a

teratoma. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

TeratosCOpy (teratjrsWpi). rare. [f. Gr.

Tfpar.TfpaT-marvel, prodigy 4- -aitoirta observation.]
Observation of or augury from prodigies.

1663 J. SPENCBR Prodigies (1665) Pref., When the Sun-

shine of the Gospel hath discovered the transparency of all

those thin and curious Arts, ..why should their contempo-
rary, Teratoscopy, survive them all ? Ibid. 298 Teratoscopy
. . was anciently only_

a rational attendance to those.. signs
with which the Providence of Nature . . was noted to preface
her works of greater note.

Terawndry, Terawnte, obs. ff. TYRANTHY,
TYBANT.

Terbentine, -yne, early forms of TURPENTINE.

Terbium (taubitfm). Chtm. [mod.I-, from

the last two syllables of the name of Ytterby in

Sweden : cf. ERBIUM.] One of the rare metallic

elements found (together with yttrium and erbium)

TERCEL.
in gadolinite aii-1 rak S.i Te rbia
[after KHBIA], the caith or oxide of terbium.
'*43 MO'.AM. Ik in /... /;., ^ />.//, -Ill ,

what cbeomta I

ronMst of one oxide only, l,ut ;

tmeofat l.-;,st i| M .-r.. If ,u ,

the strongest of theie bates, and the next in older icceive
the name of oxide of terbium, wliilc the weAnl ba calltd
oxide oferbium, we find [clc.V 1907 k
t/
"'""'7"- ?3j '!>' ... cxiM.

ence of the eailh oiiKinally called er]
denied by Beilin (18601. and by Hahi and liunsen d86l,butwas confirmed by Dlfontaine (1878) and by Marignac. It
Ihtrn received Ihe name of terbia. ..Pure teibium conipuundi
were first obtained by Urbain (1905, 1906*.

Terce U '"*) Also 5 teir, Uir, 7 tearoe.

[A variant of TIEHCE,IIOW used in a special sense.]
1. Obsolete, archaic, or variant form of TIEBCE,

(j.
v. in various senses.

2. spec, in Sc. Law, A life-rent competent by
law to a widow (unless she has accepted some
other special provision) of the third of the herit-

able subjects in which her husband dies infeft,

provided that the marriage has endured for a year
and a day, or has produced a living child. Cf.

DOWER j*. a i.

1473 '" Laing Charters (1899) 43 The quhilk our teirs

exlendis }crly till viij markis. Ibid., Tairs. 1476 Ada
Auditontm 19 July, Hir brefe of terce anent ye land of
Lethbeit. 1568 Rig. Privy Council Seat. I. 619 Thair sub-

wassellis, ladiis of terce, conjunct feai is, and fyverentaris.
XS97 SKENE De Verb. Sign. s. v. Brei<e, The brieue of Terce.

1665 J. FRASER Polichronicon (S. H.S.) 197 Shee, haveing a
tearce of the lordship, was well furnished., with all manner
of provision. 1681 Sc. ActtChas. //(i82o) VI II. 247/2 (title)

Act concerning wives Terces. 1752 J. LOUTHIAN Form o/
Process (ed. 2) 286 That Services of Relicts to their Terce
pay one Half of special Services. 1868 Act 31 <y 32 Viet.
c. 101 { 1 18 All rights of courtesy and terce competent to the
husband or wife ofany such creditor.

b. attrib. Terce land, the land of which the
rent is assigned to a widow's lerce (usu. in //.).

'55? Keg. Prhy Council Scot. I. 129 Spiritual! menu
fandis, togidder with all waird landis, teice and conjunct
fie landis. 1565 in J. Fraser Polichronicon (S.H.S.) 152 Item
upon her tetce lands of Lovat five oxen. 1581 Re%. Privy
Council Stot. III. 409 Hir haill fermes of hir terce landis of
Westiaw.
HenceTe -

rcer(ttiercear),awido\v whohas terce.

c 1575 Bal/our's Practicks (1754) 336 A Lady tiercear, or

conjunct-fear, havand ane tierce or conjunct-fie of ward
landis, or blanche landis. 1773 ERSKINE Instil. Laws Scot.
ll. ix. $ 44 The widow [is hence styled] the tercer. 1808-25
JAMIESON, Tercer, fiercer, .a term still commonly used in

our LOU its of law.

Terce, var. TARSE 06s. ; obs. f. TERSE.

Tercel, tiercel (ta-js'l, tius'l). Form*: o. 5

tercelle, -8ell(e, 5-7 -cell, -sel, 6-8 -sal (7

terssell), 4- tercel, ft. 5-7 tarcel(l, -sell, 6

-sail, 7-8 -sel, 8 -eel. -v. 5-7 tassell, 6-9 tassel

(7 -il(l, 6 tossell). 8. 6 tyercelle, 7 -cell, 7-
tiercel. [a. OF. tercel (a 1 200 in Godef.), beside

terevel (12-1 3th c.), also tresuel, tercieul,*=r.
tersol, trtsol, Sp. tenueh, It. ten(u)oh : pop. L.

tertiolus (i3th c, in Du Cange), dim. from L.

tertius third : cf. L.
filius,

dim. filiolus, It.

fgliuolo, F. Jilleul. With the tar- forms, cf. bark,

tarn, clerk, etc. ; the -/-forms confuse tarsel and

tassel; the S-forms are influenced by mod.F.]
The male of any kind of hawk

;
in Falconry esp. of

the peregrine falcon (TERCEL-GENTLE) and the gos-
hawk. Tercel jerkin [JERKIN

2
] : see cjuot. 1623.

Said by some to have been so called as being one-third

smaller than the female bird, by others because a third egg in

a nest was believed to be smaller and to produce a male
bird : cf. quot. s. v. TERCELLENB.
a. 1381 (MSS. 1430-) CHAUCER 1'arl. Foules 405 And

therwithal the tersel \u. rr. tarsell, tercel, tersell] gan she
calle. 14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wulclcer 701/28 Hie terallus.a,

tercelle. 1486 Ilk. St. Aloans A iij, If she be a Goshawke
or Tercell that shall be reclaymed euer fede hytn with
washe meete at the diawyng. 1615 BOYLE in Lismore

Papers (1886) I. 78, I sent a Tercell of a goshawk to my
co/en. 1613 COCKBRAM ill. sv. Hawks, A Gerfalcon, the

male is called the Tercell Jerkin thereof. 1834 R. MUDIK
Brit. />ffr (1841) I. 86 The falcon always means the female,
and the male is called the tercel. 184*1 BROWNING Count
Gismond xxi, And have you brought my tercel back?

t/3. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker6i5/24 TVirrfor/w, a tarcel.

a 1500 Chaucer s Parl. Foules 415 (MS. R. 3. 10, Trin. C.C.)

Thys Royall Tarcelj spake and taryed nought. 1500 ao

DUNUAR Poems xxxiii. 81 The tarsall gaif him tug for tug.
c 1640 J. SMYTH Lives Btrkeleys (1883) I. 303 The falcons

tarsells, and other hawkes. c 1704 PRIOR Henry 9r Emma
no When Emma hawks: With her of tarsels and of lures

he talks. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) II. 11. L 30 The
male is called by falconers a tarcel; that is, a tierce or third

less than the other [the female].
tv. i49j/lc/ii/iV<i. Vll,z. 17 1 3 Any Hawke ofthe brede

of Englond callid Nyesse, gossehauke, tassell, ..or fawcon.

1545 Rates ofCustoms b iv, Gosbaukes the
pece

xiiiJ. ii'ri.d.

'fhe tassell vi.j. viii.rf. 163* SWAN Sftc. M. (1670) 355 The
Tassel of the Saker is called a Hobble, or Mongrel Hawk.

1717 Bradley'sFam Diet. s. v. Hawk, The Male ofan Eyess
is an Eyess-Tassel, . .and of a Haggard, the Haggard-Tassel.
S. 1575 TURBERV. Falconrie 3 All these kynde of hawkes

haue their Tyercelles, whiche aie the male byrdes and
cockes. 165* PHILLIPS, Tiercel, . . the same as Tassel (1678

adds] and Tercel. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 23^1 A
Tyerclet, or Tyercell of a Goshawk. 1865 Cornh. Mag.
May 615 Tiercels are better than falcons for magpie-hawking



TERCELET.

as they are unqueslionably quicker amongst hedgerows, and

can turn in a smaller compass.

b. jig. Applied to a person.
a 1585 MONTGOMERY Flytingtf, Koule . . lersell of a taide!

1611 CHAMUAN May Day Plays 1873 II. 355 Whose foole

are you? are not you the tassell of a Gander? 1856 BOKER

Lconor dc Guzman l. ii, The ragged tercel that takes all

our wealth. *

Tercelet, tiercelet (ta-jslet, tiuslet).

Forms: 4-5 ters-, terce-, terse-, tarse-, 4-6

taroe-, 6 tierse-, -let (-lett) : 4- tercelet, 6-

tiercelet. [a. AF. tercelet,
= F. tiercelet (dim. of

OF. tercel, TKHCEL), whence later F-ng.]
=

prec.
[1363 Kollso/Parll. 1 1. 282/2 Quiconque persone qul troeve

Faukoun, Tercelet,. .ou autre Faucoun.] ctjSl CHAUCER
Part, foules 529 Foulis of lauyne Han chosyn .. The
lerselet of the facoun. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tang,
Pn Sacret, the tiercelet of a Saker. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH.

Country Farme 711 The Faulcon, as all other birds of prey,

hath her Tiercelet, and they are called of the Latmes
Pomiliones. 1710 MRS. MANLEY Power-of Love (1741) 249

He made bold to present his Lordship with a very excellent

Tercelet of a Faulcon. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby VI. 11, Perched

on his wonted eyrie high, Sleep sealed the tercelet's weaned

eye. 1851 R. F. BURTON Falconry Valley Indus ii. 13 The
tiercelet or male, is, as usual, much smaller than the female.

Tercel-ge'ntle. [f.
TERCEL (q. v. for Forms),

after FALCON-GENTLE.] The male of the falcon.

1486 Bk. St. Albans D iij b, Ther is a Fawken gentill, and

a Teicell gentill, and theys be for a prynce. 1546 Will of
Brinckley (Somerset Ho.), Unto the vicar of Boston my
tossell gentle. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. iv. 49 A Tassell gent,
Which after her [a dove] his nimble winges doth straine.

1673 HICKERINGILL Greg. F. Greyt. 203 The tassil-gentle, once

upon the wing., makes a stoop at a jack-daw. 1839 LONUF.

Hyperioniv. i, Thou art not less a woman, because thoudost

not sit aloft in a tower, with a tassel-gentle on thy wrist.

b. in fig. and allusive use.

159* SHAKS. Rom. ff 'Jul. n. ii. 160 Hist Romeo hist, o for

a falkners voyce, To lure this Tassel gentle back againe.

1630 I. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. 11.95/2 So She. .by casting
out the Lure, makes the Tassell Gentle come to her fist.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Tercel-gentle, a Knight or

Gentleman of a good Estate; also any rich Man. i8ao

SCOTT Abbot iv, Marry, out upon thee, foul kite, that would
fain he a tercel gentle I

t Tercellene. Obs. rare- 1
, [deriv. of TEBCEL.]

= TERCELET, TERCEL.
a i68a SIR T. BROWNE Tracts v. (1683) 119 When they

[hawks] lay three Eggs, . .the first produceth a Female and

large Hawk, the second of a midler sort, and the third a
smaller Bird, Tercellene or Tassel of the Male Sex.

Tercentenary (taise'nt/hari, -sentrnari) a.

and sb, [f.
TEH- + CENTENARY, after L. ter centeni

three hundred each. For the special use in refer-

ence to years cf. CENTENARY.]
A. adj. Of or belonging to the number of three

hundred ; usually, of or pertaining to a completed
period of 300 years ; tercentennial.

18445. R. MAiTLAND/Jar^^^jxiii. 221, 1 mean no offence

to the gentleman from whose tercentenary sermon it pur-

ports to be an extract. 1881-3 Schajfs Encycl. Relig.
Knowl. III. 2421/1 Bishop Francis David. .died in 1579,
an event which received in 1879 us tercentenary celebration

in the land of his martyrdom [Transylvania].
B. sb. A duration of three hundred years ; the

three-hundredth anniversary of an event, or a cele-

bration of it.

1855 W. G. CLARK in Cambr. Ess. 283 The grammar-
schools, which have for the most part celebrated their ter-

centenary. 1879 Sat. Rev. 4 Oct. 412/1 Duo-centenaries, ter.

centenaries, and quin-centenaiies have all lately taken place.
1884 Noncoiif. tir Indep. 17 July 698/2 The tercentenary of
the death of William of Nassau., has been celebrated this
week at Delft.

Hence Terceutena rian a., that has lasted three
centuries ; three hundred years old (cf. centen-

arian) ; Texcente'narlze v. trans, nonce-wd., to

celebrate the tercentenary of.

1881 Sat. Rev. 23 July 116/2 The wholesale excommuni-
cation of a tercentenarian Established Church. 1866 Pall
Mall G. 14 Nov. 10 How Shakspeare was lately tercen-
tenarized everybody knows.

Tercentennial (ts^sente-nial), a. and sb. [f.
TER- + CENTENNIAL.] a. adj. Of or belonging to

a period of three hundred years ; of three hundred

years' standing ; ofor relating tothe three-hundredth

anniversary, b. ib. The three-hundredth anniversary
</an event; a tercentenary.
1881-3 Schafs Encycl. Relir. Knaiul. III. 2007 The third

tercentennial jubilee of the Reformation (i8i7)marksareturn
to the doctrines and principles of the Reformers. 1884 Lit.
World (U. S.) 23 Feb. 58/2 The forthcoming celebration of
the ter-centcnnial of the University of Edinburgh.
Terceroon (tajsera-n). rare. Also 8-9 ter-

ceron, 9 tiereeroon. [a. Sp. *lerceron, f. ter-
cero a third person, f. tercio third : cf. cuartcron,
yuinterm.'] The offspring of a white person and
a mulatto, being third in descent from a negro;- QUADROON i a : see note there. (Distinguished
from QUADROON i b.)
1760-71 tr. yuan f, Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) I. 29 The Terce.

rones, produced from a White and a Mulatto, with some
approximation to the former, but not so near as to obliterate
their origin. 1819 W. LAWRENCE Lect. Physiol., etc. 296

,i

r

P
e
?!

1S atld Mula"s produce Tercerons (sometimes also
called Quarterons, Moriscos, and Mestizos). . . Europeansand lercerons produce Quarterons or Quadroons. 1878HARTLEY tr. Topinards Anihropol. n. vii. 374 The mixed
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breeds of negroes and Europeans have various names. . .

The first are called mulatoes, the second, tierceroons.

Tercet (taMset). Forms : 6-7 terset, 7 teroett,

(terzetta), 7-9 terzet, 8 -ett, (9 terzetto), 7-9

tiercel, 9 tercet, [ad. It. terzetto, dim. f. terzo

(:-L. terlius) third + -etlo, -ET. Thence also obs. F.

tiercel (c 1500 in Jean Le Maire) and mod.F. tercet

(i 7th c. in Boileau), whence the later Eng. forms.]

1. Pros. A set or group of three lines riming to-

gether, or bound by double or triple rime with the

adjacent triplet or triplets ; spec. a. each of the

triplets of the Italian TEBZA HIMA
;
b. each of the

two triplets usually forming the last six lines of

a sonnet.

1598 FLORIO, Terzetto, a terset of rymes, rymes that ryme
three and three. 1636 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalinis Adtits.

fr. Parnais. i. Ixxvi. (1674) 93 The .. Princes .. were proof

against every pungent Terzetta. Hid. n. xiv. 154 The

pleasant Tersets. 1755 JOHNSON, Tierat..n. triplet ; three

lines. 1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. II. n. v. 8 44. 208 The
first lines or quartets of the sonnet excite a soft expecta-

tion, which is harmoniously fulfilled by the tercets or last

six lines. 1885 A. J. BUTLER Dante, Paradise x\x. 257 note,

Observe the structure of this and the following tercets.

2. Mus. a. A third. (?An error.) D. A triplet

(Cent. Diet. 1891).
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Tercet, a Third in Musick.

[So 1711 BAILEV, 1775 ASH, and many igth c. Diets.)

Tercia: see TERTIA. Tercian, -ane, etc.,

Terciar, obs. ff. TERTIAN, TEBTIAR.

Tercine (tausin). Sot. [= F. tercine (Mirbel

1828), f. F. tiers, tierce, or L. tertius third: see

INK 1
.] A third integument supposed by some to

occur in certain ovules : cf. PRIMINE.

1831 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) V. 52 note. The extensible side

of tne secundine, and even of the tercine or nucleus, soon
ceases to increase. 1861 BENTI.EV Man. Sot. (1870) 323 The
embryo-sac is surrounded by a thin layer of cells, which
has received the name of tercine.

Tercio, tertio (ta'jsio, tsujw). Now only
Hist. See also TERTIA. [a. Sp. tercio (Minsheu),
obs. It. tertio (Florio), mod.lt. terzo, Pg. terfo a

regiment : L. terlium a third.] orig. A regiment
of the Spanish infantry of the 16-1 7th c. ; applied
also to the Italian forces of that period ; hence, A
body of foot forming a main division of an army.
1583 STOCKER Civ. Warres Lowe C. n. 65 Hee..sent

thether Sardigne his Regiment or Tertio, with the Maister
of his Campe, and three Ensignes of the Regiment or Tertio
of Lombardes. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapon* job, A
Tercio is not to bee holden for compleate of anie smaller
number than of 3000. soldiers. 1598 BARRET Thcor. Warres
1 5 The Campe is deuided into sundry Tertios or Regiments.
1631 F. MARKHAM Bk. War v. i. 161 The Colonell of a
Foot-Regiment . . amongst the old Romans . . commanded
a Tertio or Regiment. 1904 Edin. Rev. July 116 The deep
formation in solid squares that of the renowned tercios

was still dominant.

Tercyary, obs. form of TERTIARY.

Terdle, obs. f. TBEDDLK, dung of sheep, etc.

Terdye, obs. form of TARDY.

tTere, teir, a. Sc. and north, dial. Obs,

[Origin obscure. From the variant readings in

Wars of Alexander 1404 and elsewhere, it would
seem to have been an alteration of tore, TOB a., in

the same sense, under the influence of tere vb. to

TIBE ; or to have arisen out of tere vb. by change
of syntax and identification ofthe resulting adj. with

tore.'] Difficult, tedious, tiresome, toilsome.

aiqocr-so Alexander na^(tAS. A.) It ware terefJl/.S'. D. It

wald terejany tongetoofhis turnesrekyn. //*/'. 4918 Itware
to tere me to tell pe tirement to-gedire. a 1400 Anturs of
Arth. 121 To telle }>e todes bereone my tonge were fulfe

tere \v.r. were to tere]. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 1409 To tell

here metus was tere, That was served at here sopere.
c 1450 HOLLAND ffowlat 578 The order of thar armis, it

war to tell teir. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.)
27 Mony otheris that tere is to tell. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneii
xi. Prol. 197 For sa schort renovne [thay] warryn so bald
To sustene weir and panis teir ontald.

So fTe-refaU (5 teirfull, tyrefull) a. Sc. Obs.
c 1450 HOLLAND Hewlett 421 It war tyrefull to tell, dyte

or address. 1475 Golagros ft Ga-w. 760 It war teirfull to
tell treuly the tend Of thair strife sa strang. Ibid. 33, 42.

Tere, obs. form of TAR, TEAR, TEER.
Terebate : see under TBREBIC.

II Terebella (terfbe-la). PI. -SB. [mod.L., dim.
of terebra a borer.]
1. Zool. A genus of worms, typical of the Tere-

bellidse, a family of marine tnbicolous polychsetous
annelids ; a member of this genus.
1816 GOOD Bk. Nat. (1834) II. ii Another genus of mol-

luscous worms is the terebella. 1857 WOOD Com. Obj. Sea.
shore viii. 95 Sometimes the terebella becomes ambitious, and
. .affixes a stone of some size to his tube. 1874 CARPENTER
Ment. Phys. \. ii. 43 (1879) 43 A Terebella (a marine Worm
that cases its body in a sandy tube).

f2. Surg. = TEREBELLUM i. Obs.
1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Terebella... Med., Surg. Old

name of an instrument with which bones were pierced ;. .it

was the trepan or trephine.
3. Enlom. The ovipositor of a saw-fly.
1826 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. III. 391 Terebellx, instru-

ments by which the insect saws or bores a passage for its eggs.

II Terebellum (tetfbe-ltfm). PL -a. [mod.L.
dim. of terebrum, collateral f. terebra : see prec.]

TEREBINTH

1 1. Surg. A trepan or trephine. ? Obs.

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Terebellum, a Chyrurgions instru-

ment. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury III. 420/2 The Terebel-
lum. .an Instrument to take up broken or bruised Skulls.

2. Zool. Lamarck's name for the genus Seraphs of

bivalve molluscs.

1851 WOODWARD Mollnsca 106 The animal of tcrebcllum
has an operculum like strombus.

Terebene (teTcbfn). Chem. [f. TEKEB(INTH)
+ -ENK.j
tl. A name given by Soubeiran and Capitaine

1839 (Comftes Kendus IX. 654) to a liquid
obtained by decomposing artificial camphor,
C, HJ6HC1, with lime. Obs. b. Used by Deville

1840 {Ann. Chimie LXXV. 38) for a liquid ob-

tained by the action of sulphuric acid on pinene,
now known to be a mixture of terpenes together
with cymene : one of the drugs of the British Phar-

macopceia ;
hence atlrib., terebene soap, etc.

Brit. Pliarmac. 334 Terebenum. Terebene, a mix.,

lure of dipentene and other hydrocarbons, obtained by
agitating oil of turpentine with successive quantities of sul-

phuric acid [etc.], 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 37 The. .

inhalation ofsteam medicated with terebene. 1900 T. X S. A .

Price List, Index, Terebene hair-wash, lozenges, soap.

1 2. Sometimes a synonym of TEBPENE. Obs.

1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. III. vii. i. 437 These iso-

meric bodies may be subdivided into two metameric classes ;

in one of which the molecule is represented by CzoHie;
. .the members of which are termed terebenes or cawpho-
gens. 1871 ROSCOE Elem. Cluin. 426 Oxidation products
of the terebenes.

Hence Terebe'nio a., in terebenic acid, synonym
of TEBEBIC acid: see quot. 1868 s. v.

Terebenthene (terebe-nj)<n). Chem. [a. F.

teribenthenc, f. F. leribenth-ine, ad. L. tere-

binthina (resina) : see TEREBINTHINE, TUBPEN-
TINE ; with sufhx -ENE as in BENZENE.] Name
given by Berthelot to the TEKPENE which forms the

chief constituent of French turpentine-oil, obtained
from Pinus Pinaster (P. maritima).
Terebenthene b the Ixvorotary form of pinene, and b

now usually called lyvopinene, as distinguished from dextro-
pinene, the chief constituent of American turpentine oil

(that most used in England), obtained from Pintts australis,
whence formerly calledA ustroterebenthene and A ustralene.

1857 MILLER Elem.Chcm. III. 439 According to Berthelot,
if the ordinary Bordeaux turpentine be distilled in vacua,
after saturating the acids which it contains, a homogeneous
hydrocarbon, terebentkene, . . isobtained. 187^ ROSCOE Elem.
Ckem. 426 The best known natural varieties are tereben.
thene from Pinus maritima. . possessing a left-handed rota*

tion of 43 3', and Austroterebenthene from Pinus au.
straits.

Terebe'ntic, a. Chem. [f. L. ter(e]bent-inus

(see TEBEBINTHINE) + -ic.] Of the nature of

turpentine ; in tcrebcntic acid, CgHuO., a crystal-
line substance obtained by digesting oil of turpen-
tine with oxide of lead.

1894 MORLEY & MUIR Watts' Diet. Chem. IV. 657.

Terebentine, -tyne, early forms of TURPEN-
TINE. Cf. TEBEBINTHINA, TEBEBINTHINE B. 2.

Terebic (tere-bik), a. Chem. [f. TEREB(IHTH)
+ -ic.] Of, belonging to, or derived from turpen-

tine, as in terebic acid, C7H IOO4 ,
a dibasic acid, a

j product of the action of nitric acid on turpentine-

j

oil also called turpentinic, terebenic, and tere-

;
bilic acid. So terebic ether, an acid ether of terebic

acid. Hence Te'rebate, a salt of terebic acid.

1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. III. vii. i. 502 The com-

pound . .deposits when left to itself for some weeks small

four-sided prisms with an oblique terminal face. This sub-

stance is named terebic acid. 1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V.

723 Terebic acid. . discovered by Bromeis . . , who called it

turpentinic etcid', further examined by Rabourdin. ., who
designated it as terebitic or terebenic acid. Ibid. 724 Terebic
acid is dibasic. .. The neutral terebates all contain water of

crystallisation.

t Terebilene (te-rebiUh). Chem. Obs. [Arbi-

trary from TEBEBENE.] Name given 1839 by
Soubeiran and Capitaine (Comptes Kendus IX.

654) to a liquid now regarded as a mixture of

terpenes.
1857 tSaJUuSltm.CteiH. 1 1 1. vii. 1.440. 1868WATTS Diet.

Chem. V. 925 Terebilene is a hydrocarbon obtained by dis-

tilling the liquid monohydrochlorate of turpentine-oil with

quicklime or with potassium. . . It smells like terebene, and U
optically inactive.

Hence Terebile-nio a., in terebilenic acid,

C7H8O4, crystallizing in small prisms or needles,

or in trimetric forms. So Terebi'lic a., synonym of

TEBEBIC: see qnot. 1868 s. v.

1894 MORLEY & MUIR Watts' Diet. Chem. IV. 657/2
Terebilenic Acid.

Terebin, obs. form of TERRAPIN.

Terebinth. (te-rebm. Forms: 4 theribynte,

terebynt, 5-6 therebinthe, 6 terebynte, -bint,

-binthe, teribinth, 6- terebinth. [= OF.

therebint(e (lyUa. c. in Hatz.-Darm.), -binthe,

-bin, terebinte (Godefroy Compl.),
= Sp., It. tere-

binlo; ad. L. terebinth-us (Pliny), a. Gr. Tipc

PivSos, earlier Ttpfrpflos and Tipnivffos, prob. a

foreign word.]
1. A tree of moderate size, Pistacia Terebinthm,



TEREBINTHACEOUS.
N.O. Anacardiaeeit, a nntive of Southern Furope,
Northern Africa, and Western Asia, the source of
Chian turpentine, nnd a common object of venera-
tion ; also called turpentine tree, and Algeiine or

Barbary mastic tiee.

1381 WYCLIF Gen. xxxv. 4 [Jacob] indcluede hem vndur
an theribynte, lhat is bihynde the c lie of Sichem. 1381
f-cclus. xxiv. 22, I as lerebynt strei^te out my braunchis.

J535
CovEiitiAi f. ha. vi. 13 As the Tereliyntes and Okelrees

bring* forth their
[rules, 1578 BlBLI (Gentv.) Ecilus. xxiv.

18 margin. Terebinth is a bard tree. . wheieout runneth y"
gumme called a pine turpentine. 1579 SPENSER Slitfih. Cat.
July 86 Here growes Melampodc. . And Teribinth, good for
Gotes. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 389 In Syria glows the
Terebinth or Terpentine tree. ..This fruit of the Terebinth
ripenelh with grapes. 1609 BIBLE (Dnuay) r Kings xiii. r4
He. .found him sitting under a teiebinth. 1860 TRISTRAM
Gt. Sahara vii. 112 The terebinth is a fine oak-like tree,wnh a close-grained hard black wood ..standing usually in

solitary dignity. 1863 W. A. WRIGHT in Smith's Diet. Hil'le
1. 858/1 (Idolatry) The terebinth at Mamie, beneath which
Abraham built an allar. 1885 HIBLE (R. V ) Isa. vi. 13 As
a terebinth, and as an oak.

b. Also terebinth tree.

iJ7 BOSSEWELL Anuorie in. 23 b. The fielde is of the
Moone, a Therebinlhe tree, Saturne, floured and leafed,
Veneris. 1861 Miss E. A. BEAUFORT Exyft. Sc]>ut. t etc. II.
xvi. 36 All about Kedesh there is still a remarkable number
of lofty terebinth tiees.

1 2. The resin of this tree ;
= TURPENTINE. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 51 b/i Presente to that man yeftes,
a lytyl reysyns and hony..therebinthe and dates. 1585 T.
WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy. IIL xv. 09 b, To make
(their hair]grow..they vse bycontinuall artifice Teiebinthe
and vermsh. t7-3G HEW Anal. Kootsi. iii.2i The Root of
Common Woi mwood bleeds. . a true Terebinth, or a Balsame
with all the denning properties of a Terebinth.
Hence

) Terebi'nthen (in 5 terebynten) a., of
terebinth

; fTerebl-nthlal.-lan aJjs., of or belong-
ing to the terebinth, or to turpentine ; terebinlhine.

1440 Pallad. on Huso. in. 1018 Putte in euery hole a
wegge or pyn, A birchen here, a terebynten there. 1747
Gentl. Mag. Mar. 146/2 The Irish prelate's Terebinth'an
draughts Dilute all Antilrinitarian thoughts. 1750 G.
HUGHES Barbadoes 158 These and every other Part of this
Tree have so much of a terebmthial Quality in it, lhat it
will, .burn like a candle,

TerebinthaceOUS (terebin)vi'j3s), a. Bat.
Also -taceous. [f. mod.L. Terebinthaces, f. L.
terebinthus : see prec. and -ACEOUS.] Belonging
to the N.O. Terebinthaceif, in some classifications
a synonym of Anacanfiaceie, or including both
that and Burserafeie.
'830 LINDLEY Nat. Sysl. Bot. r26 From Anacardiacese

and other terebmtaceous ordeis they [Connaracex] are at
once known by the total want of resinous juice. 1851 TH.
Ross HumMdt's Trav. I. vi. 213 note, Among terebintha-
ceous plants, the Rhus glabrum.

|| Terebrnthina. [med.L. terebinthina sb.,
short for terebinthina resina terebinlhine resin : see
TEREBJNTHINE B. 2.] The pharmacopceial name
of turpentine.
1693 tr. Blaniard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Terebinthina, is

twofold, vulgar and Venetian. 1859 GULLICK & TIMBS
Paint. 209 By Turpentine and Terebinthina is understood
the generally light-coloured resinous liquid which flows
from many kinds of trees. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex s. v., Tere.
binthina (Ph. U. S.) is the concrete oleo-re^in..; also the
juice of Pitius australis and other species of Pinus.

Terebinthinate (terebi-n}>in/t), a. and sb.

[ad. med.L. terebinthinat-us, f. terebinthina tur-

pentine: see -ATE', a
.]

A. adj. Impregnated with turpentine; having
the nature or quality of turpentine ; terebinthine.
1680 BOYLE Prodtic. Client. Princ. nr. 123 The Tere.

binlhinate Oyle. 1701 H.VAUGHAN in Phil. Trans. XXIII.
1244. 1 ordered him a Terebinthinate Clyster, 1811 W. P. C.
BARTON Flora N. Alitfr. I. 103 Emitting a terebinthinate
odour, 1874 GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Med. (1880) 246
Copaiva acts as a stimulant like other terebinlhinate drugs.
B. sb. A terebinthine product ;

a medicinal pre-

paration of turpentine.
17.. FLOYER (J.), Salt serum may be evacuated by urine,

by terebimhinates ; as tops of pine in all our ale. 1811-34
Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 248 The balsam of copaiba.,
is. .a tetebinthinate of another kind. 1844 COPLAND Diet.
Pract. Med. (1858) II. 130/1 The terebimhinates..are the
most efficacious means of arresting the discharge.

So Terebi-nthinate v. trans., to impregnate with

turpentine; hence Terebi'nthinated ///. a.

1651 FRENCH Distill, iv. 91 Take Spirit of Wine terebinth-
inated ten ounces. 1898 Alloutt's Syst. Med. V. 88 The
inhalation ofan oxygenated and terebinthinated atmosphere,

Terebinthine (terebi'njrin), a. and sb. Also (i

terebynthine, -bintine, -thin, 7 teribinthine,

[ad. L. terebinthinus, ler(e}btntinus, f. Gr. type
*rfptBiv9ivoi, [. T(pff}iv9-os terebinth: see -INK 1

.

Cf. F. tMbenthine turpentine.]
A. adj. 1. Of, pertaining to, of the nature of,

or allied to the terebinth.
c 1550 LLOYD Treas. Health ft iij, Make a coife or cappe of

waxe terebintine. .and put it vpon the head. 1555 W.
WATREMAN Fardle Factons u. vii. 159 The fruicte of the
Terebinthine tree. 1658 PHILLIPS, Terebinthine, .. belong.
ing to the Terebinth, i. the Turpentine tree. 1838 JACKSON
Krummacher's Elisha i. 2 Under the shade of the terebin.
thine groves of Mamre. 1846 KEIGIITLKY Notes Virg.,Fhrti
393 It appears that it [a tree] was of the terebinthine, and
not of the coniferous family.
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2. Of, pertaining to, or consisting of turpentine ;

turpeiitinic, tiupentiny.
1656 RI.OUNT Gtosiogr., Terebinthine, of or belonging to

turpentine, or the tree i,ut of which it issues. 1664 EVELYN
Sylva 55 These knots . at e well impregnated with th:it 'I crc-
binthine and Resinous matter, which. .preserves them so
long from putrifaction. 1710 T. Fl'i.l.H Pnarm. Extern
291 Copayba. . hath a bitter, hot, Terebinlhine Taste. 1790
MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 191 Its knots and roots being full of
the terebemhine oil. 1880 Scribncr's Mag. Feb. 505 Pine
r;iils.. spicing the air wilh their ten-binthine perfume.
B. sb. (elliptical uses of the adj.)

tl. (= Terebinthine tree.} The terebinth. Obs.
[.looo Sax. l.etclid. II. 326 Kim ?a wyrt |>e haltc on

suberne lerebintina. swa micelsuaele berse.) 1513 DOUGLAS
sfcncis x. in. 39 Mair semcly. .than omyd the Male tertb> n.
thine Growis by Orycia, and as the geil dois schyne.

,
t2. (= TirtHnlhine resin : cf.TEBKBiNTHi.vA.)

Turpentine. Obs.

, '57* LVTE Dodotns vi. xcii. 776 The Rosen [of the larch)
is called.. in Douche.. Teimenthiin, or Terbenthiin, that is
to say, Terebinthin, or Turpentyn. l6o< TIMME Qui-riit. i.

xiii. 64 Out of teribinthine. .a mercuiiall spirit, .may bee. .

extracted. 1715 SLOANE "Jamaica 1 1. 90 T riangular berries

..smelling like terebinthine.

So Terebl nthinous, f Terebi'nthions attjs.
1718 J. CHAMBERLAYNE Ktlie. Philos. (1730) II. xxiii. 29The wonderful Particulars of Flowers, such as. .their Store-

Houses of
slimy and terebinthious Matters. 1840 F D

BENNETT Whaling Voy. II. 352 Every part of the tree has
..a terebinthinous odour. 1860 Eng. Mech. 24 Dec 354/2
Produced by a. .species of Aphis on a terebinlhinous plant

II Terebra (te-tfbia). Also 7-8 terebrum.
[L. terebra, terebrum a borer.]
fl. An instrument for boring; in Surgery, a

trephine, or the boring part of it ; also, a miner's
drill. Obs.
1611 COTGR., TirefonJJe Chirurgien, a Surgeons Terebia,

or Piercer; an Instrument which he puts vnto diuers vses
1704 RAY Disc. n. v. (1713) 224 This ends at the Place which
the Woikmen pierce with their Terebia. ..The Tereora
sometimes finds great Trees. 170* PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),
Terebra, or Tereirum,..a\K> an Instrument to engrave on
Stones. 1750 Meat. Key. Atad. Surf. Paris I. 162 Instru-
ments hitherto used to raise the bones of the cranium
depressed on the dura mater are . . the Terebra. 1787 C. B.
TRYE in Med. Commun. II. 149, I made several perforations
in the cranium with the terebra of the trephine.
2. Ent. The modified ovipositor of certain fe-

male insects, esp. terebrant Hymenoptera, with
which they puncture leaves, fruit, etc., in ordtr to
insert their eggs.

TERENITE.
'**J C C"V ' a "imbling. i>6 BACO.VV" I <3 It Ulh |.ecn toutljcd 1 ,< -f, ,', that

/'./,"'-
...'.
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''?.!-

m:
'~

c
!
h<:m Pro'P" '"Her. ij

Phys..Theol. VIM. vi. .|29"The..Oak'.Ball Ichneumon strikes
its Terebra into an Oak-Apple,
Terebral (teTfbial;, a. [f. prec. + -AL.] Of

or pertaining to, or of the nature of a terebra.
1836-9 Todd"s Cycl. Anal. II. 868/2 The serrated terebral

ovipositor,

Terebrant (te-tfbrant), a. (sb.) [ad. L. tere-

brdnt-em, pr. pple. of terebrare to bore. So F.

tiribrant.] Boring, or having the function of

boring ; belonging to the division Terebraniia of

hymenopterous insects, having a boring ovipositor.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. xlvii. 373 Taflof the female

without a terebrant, or pungent multivalve ovipositor. 1860
in MAYNE Exfos. Lex.
B. sb. BORE sb2 3. humorous notue-nse.

1890 O. W. HOLMES Over the Teatnfsiv, Many a terebrant
I have known who' was great nor knew how great he was '.

Terebrate (te-rjbr<t), a. Ent.
[f. L. terebra

borer + -ATE '*

2.] Furnished with, or formed as,
a terebra (TEREBHA a).
1901 in Casselfs Etuycl. Diet. Supp.
Terebrate (te-r/br<it), v. Now rare. [f. ppl.

stem of L. terebrare to bore.] trans. To bore,

pierce, perforate ; to penetrate by boring. Also
absol. In quot. 1 7 74, to form by boi ing. In quots.
'855, 1869 humorously for BORE .'*

terebrate. 1683-4 ROBINSON in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 475
The Insects suck and terebrate the Tree. 1758 J. CLUBBR
Misc. Tracts (1770) 100 An incrustated surface, .too hard for

my finer sort of gimblets to terebrate. 1774 G. WHITK
Selcorne 26 Feb., The bank-martin terebrates a round and
regular hole in the sand or earth. 1855 O. W. HOLMES
Poems 250 O for a world where, .blunted dulness terebrates
in vain 1 1869 Sat. Rev. 14 May 582 They [women] succeed
by dint of perseverance ; their terebrating powers are, in the

long run, irresistible,

Terebration (terrtnv'-Jsn). Now rare or Obs.
Also 5 terabracioun. [ad. late L. ttrebraliSn-em,
n. of action f. terebrare to bore ; cf. F. tMbration
(i 5th c.).] The action of boring or perforating.
a. Surf. The operation of trephining.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 140 In almaner durtynge of be

heed to vsen terabracioun ei^r remeuynge of pe boon wib
handliche instruments. 1676 WISEMAN Surg. v. ix. 389,
I.. made a circular Incision, and raised up that part of the

Hairy scalp in order to Terebration. 1767 GOOCH Treat.
Wounds I. 261 Making terebrations to the Diploe. 1860
MAYNE Expos. Lex..Tert6ratia,..Q\A term for the operation
of applying the trephine : terebration.

b. gen. .The action of boring, as with an auger ;

perforation (esp. of fruit-trees).

__ . >"* i, IHC uriKiinournooo.
'\ Terebratula (ter/bne-tWli). Zool. and

Palxont. }']. -aB, also -as. Also (after K. ; tere-
bra-tule. [mal.I.. ..Uwyd, l69o),qt- itau of

t-
leSel>r

"'!'
s
' fem

-.
-". Pa- PP'c- ol tertbran to bore.., ' '

e.
So F. Krcb,atulc.\ A genus of Lrachiorxxli, mostly
extinct: so called from the perforated beak cf
the ventral valve. Formeily used more widely to
include any (esp. fossil) members of the Tcrc-
bratuKdm and related families ; the lamp-ihells.1811 J. FLINT /-.//. Amer. 102 Limestone, is literally
conglomerated with organic remains. Amongst these, the
most remarkable is a species oftrrebratula. i8ia! PAHKIX
SON Ovtl. Oryetoi. 250 Some of the multilocubr univalves
and of the terebratulas. 1851 WOODWARD MMuica i. 12
Deepest of all, the icrebrattilxm found, com monlyat fifty,and son.etimes at one hundred fathoms even in Polar
seas. 1853 TM - Ross l/tiwooldl's Trar. III. xxix. 165 Petri-
factions of pecten, cardites, terebratules, and madrepores.
Hence Terebra-tnlar a., of or pertaining to a

terebratula; Terebra'ttUiform a., having the
form of a terebratula ; Terebra Inline a., belong-
ing to or having the character ofthe Tcrcbratulidx;
Terebra-tnlite, a fossil Terebratula or lamp-
shell ; Terebra-tnlold, a. resembling or related
to the genus Terebratula

; sb. a species or congener
of this genus.
18*.

J. PARKINSON Out/. Oryctol. 334 In the masses of
mountain limestone.. are immense accumulations of crinoi.
deal and 'terebratular remains. 1864 WEBSTER, 'Tmbra-
tuli/briit, having the gcnrral form of terebratula shell. 1891
Cent. Diet., "Terebratuline. 1830 LYELL Princ. Geel. I. 127A great calcareous formation, .. in which are included coral-
lines, produclz, 'terebratulites, &c. i8 TH. Ross Hum-
ttUff Tna: III. xxix. 166 nvte. The -Roche a ravels

'

of
Martinique and Hayti.. is. .filled with terebratulites, and
other vestiges of sea-shells. 1895 F. R. C. RM.D Briuhwtods
(Fossil) in Cam6. Nat. Hist. III. 512 The 'Terebratufoids
can be traced back to the primitive type Kenssoellaria.
Terebrum : see TEREBHA.
Terebynt(e, obs. form of TKREBIKTH.
II Teredo (ten-do). PI. teredines (ti'rfdimz),
teredos (ter*-doz). [L. terldo, ad. Gr. np^SJav a

wood-gnawing worm, f. T/>-, root of rtlptiv to nib
hard, wear away, bore.]
1. Zool. A genus of lamellibranch boring molluscs;

esp. the ship-worm, T. navalis, well known for its

destruction of submerged timbers in ships, piers,
sea-dikes, etc. by boring into the wood.
In accordance with the etymology, the name was formerly

applied vaguely toany species ofworm or larva that wears its

way into woodi the ship-worm was at first supposed to be
a worm, and was only in 1733 recognized as a mollusc.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. K. xvil. xxiii. (Bodl. MS. 1

,

Cedre..is neuer deslroied wib mow;te no(>er wip terredo
bat is pe tree worme. IHd. xvuu cvi, pe worme teredo is a
lilel worme of a tree,.. and freteji & gnawep moche hard
treen. 1616 T. ADAMS Soul's Sickness Wks. 1861 I. 505The body's infirmities, .are few and scant, if compared to
the soul's, which being a belter piece of timber, hath the
more teredines breeding in it. 1654 THAPP Comm. Jonah
IV, There is a worm lies couchant in every gourd to smite
it, a teredo to waste it. 1707 MORTIMER Huso. (1721) II. 77
The Teredo . .and ether Worms ying between the Body and
the Bark. 1791 E. DARWIN Bat. Card. i. 123 Meets fell

Teredo, as he mines the keel With beaked head. 1830 G.
ROBERTS Diet. Geol. s. v., The shield of the Teredo furnished
Mr, Brunei with the idea for the shield used in the Thames
Tunnel. 1850 Miss PRATT Comm. Things Sea-side iii. 202
The teredo works with astonishing rapidity, and will com-
pletely riddle a hard and sound piece of wood, in the space
of five or six weeks. 1879 * R- """CB Australas. x. 209
The jarrah... an almost indestructible timber, which U free
from the attacks of teredo and termites. 1879 E. P. WRIGHT
Aitim. Life 562 The teredo was first recognised Fa bivalve
mollusc by Sellius, u ho wrote an elaborate treatise on the

subject in 1733.

ft:*. 1813 SIR D. BREWSTER in Home Life (1869) viii, If
some teredo ofan engineer cut out a tunnel beneath. 1861
W. H. RUSSELL in Times 23 Sept, Others of his colleagues
.. are the teredos of every plank in the Ship of Slate.

2. trans/.
'

Any disease in plants produced by the

boring of insects
'

( Treas. Sot., 1806).
Tereen, obs. form of TCREKW.
II Terek (te-rek). [From the name of the river

Terek.] A species of Sandpiper, Terekia cinerea,
with a slightly recurved bill, found near the Caspian
Sea, esp. about the mouth of the river Terek. Also
called Terek Avotet, T. Snipe, T. Godwit.

1785 LATHAM Gin. Svn. Birds V. 155 Terek Sn(ipc). 1785
PENNANT A ret. Zool. II. 502 American and Terek Avoset.. .

Terek. Scolopax cinerea. 1814 STEPHENS in Shaw Gtn.
Zool. XII. I. 83 Terek Godwit. ..This curious species is

probably referable to a distinct genus, as its beak materially
differs in form from that of the true Godwits.

Terella, obs. form of TERBELLA.

Terene, obs. form of TERRENE, TUREK.V.

Terenite (te'rfnait). Alia. [Named by Ktninons,

1837, f. Gr. rtpr/r tender + -its 1
,
from its brittle-

ness.]
' An altered acapolite, of greenish or yellow-

ish color, near algerite
'

(Chester).
1846 in WORCESTER. iMB DANA Min. 323.



TEHENTIAN.

Terentian (tere'njan), a. [ad. L. Tcrenliaii-

us, f. Terenti-tis Terence.] Pertaining to, or in the

style of, the ancient Roman dramatic poet Terence.

'599 B- JONSON Ev. Man out ofHum. Induct., According
to the Terentian manner. 1902 BOND in Lytys Wks. III.

168 A new departure, an essay in Terentian comedy.

Terephthalic (teref)>fe-lik), a. Che/n. [f.

TERE-BIC + I'HTHALIC.] Derived from or containing

terebic and phthalic acids, as in terephthalic acid

(also called insolinic acid), C 8H 6O4 Cr,H t

(CO.H),, a dibasic acid produced as a white

tasteless crystalline powder, nearly insoluble in

water, alcohol, and ether.

1857 MILLER Elem. Cheat. III. vii. i. 443 The second

is isomeric with phihalic acid, and is hence termed tere.

phthalic acid. 1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 725.

Hence Terephtria-lamide, an amide of tere-

phthalic acid : see quot. 1868
; Tere'plitlialate,

a salt of this acid.

1868 WATTS Diet. diem. V. 726 Terephthalate of Am-
monium.. crystallises, by slow evaporation, in small crystals

having a strong lustre. Itid., Terephthalic amides, i. Tere-

phthalamide, C8H sN2O!i=NH ( . (C8HiOj)", produced by
the action of ammonia on terephthalic chloride, is a white

amorphous body, not dissolved by any solution.

Terepoile : see TERPOILE.

t Tere'sa. Obs. Also there-se. [prob. from

the name of the Empress Maria Theresa (1717-

1780).] An article of female attire in the i8th c. :

see quot. 1846.

ver the ladies' head-dress about 1786.

Teresiail, Theresian (terf'sian), s6. and a.

Also 9 Teresan. [f.
the name of St. Teresa (a

Spanish Carmelite nun, 1515-1582) + -IAN.] a.

sb. A member of a reformed order of Carmelite

nuns and friars founded by St. Teresa in the i6th c.

b. adj. Belonging to this order.

1619 WADSWORTH Pilgr. vii. 73 There is..a monastery of

the English poore Teresians at Antwerpe. 1767 S. PATERSON
Another Trav. I. 352 That (sisterhood] of the Theresians is

reckoned the poorest and most pitiable. 1882-3 Schaff's

Encycl. Relig, Ktunvl. III. 2348 [St. Theresa] founded at

Avila a convent for the Barefooted Carmelites, also called

the Theresians. 1897 J. P. RUSHE (title) Carmel in Ireland :

..the Irish Province of Teresian, or Discalced Carmelites.

Terester, Terestr- : see TERR-.

Terete (terft), a. Also 7 teret (9 crron.

terate). [ad. L. leres, teret-em rounded (off).]

Rounded, smooth and round; now almost always
in Nat. Hist., having a cylindrical or slightly

tapering form, circular in cross-section, and a

surface free from furrows or ridges.
a 1619 FOTHEKBY Atheoni. n. xi. 6 (1622) 326 Round and

teret, like a globe. [1760 J. LEE Introd. Bat. in. v. (1765)

184 Leaves are, Teretes, round like a Pillar ; when they are

for the most Part cylindric.) 1811 W. P. C. BARTON Flora
N. Amer. I. 18 Stem about two feet high, terete. 1845
LINDLEY Sch. Bot. v. (1858) 68, Fruit terete, obovate, covered
with scales or tubercles. 1877 COUES Fur Atiitn. iv.

bushy or ver

haired, with a terminal pencil.

.

Tail long, terete, uniformly bushy

.

ry slender and close-

b. Comb., as terete-elliptical, -linear adjs.

1847 W. E. STEELE Field Bot. 177 Serials] and petfols]
ovate-lanceolate, as long as the terate-elliptical, mucronate

caps[ule]. Ibid. 108 Pods terate-linear.

Hence Tere tish a., somewhat terete. Also

t Tere'tial, f Te'retous adjs., terete (obs.).

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iv. 176 Why. .there are
so few [plants] with teretous or long round leaves? 18..

OWEN cited in Cent. Diet, iottcrctial. 190. R. TUCKERMAN
N. Amer. Lichens i. 22 (Cass. Supp.) Either narrowed and
somewhat channelled, with teretish tips, or dilated.

Tereted : see TERRIT.

Teretenaunt, obs. form of TEHHE-TENANT.
Tereti- (te'rtli), combining form of L. leres,

teret-, TERETE; used in a few scientific terms.

Te reticau'date a. [L. caticia tail], having a

rounded tail, round-tailed (Cent. Diet.). Te -

retifo'lions a. [L. folium leaf], having terete

leaves. Te:retiprona-tor, the round pronating
muscle of the forearm (pronator radii feres).

\\ T&retisca'pular [SCAPULA], the greater round
muscle (teres major) of the shoulder-blade.

1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's Disp. 351 This setum. .rather..
than any other., teretifolious esculent. 1890 BILLINGS Med.
Diet, cites COUES for tereti-pronator and tereti-scapularis.

t Te'retism. Obs. rare l
. [ad. Gr. TtpiTurim

twittering.] Twittering ; fig. unmelodious writing.
1597-8 Bp. HALL Sal. iv. i. 3 Rough-hewne Teretismes,

writ m th' antique vain.

Te'reto-, irregular combining form of L. feres

(see TERETI-). Te-reto-seta'ceons a. [L. seta

bristle], having smooth round bristles. Te^reto-
sn-lralatea. [L. subula awl], terete and awl-shaped.
1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 593 A stony axis, . . tereto-subulate

and truncate. Ibid. 663 Branches erect, tereto-setaceous.

Tereu (tfrw-). A feigned note of the nightingale.
Tlreu vocative of Gr.-L. Tlreus, name in mythology of

the husband of Philomela's sister Progne, and father of Itys :

all, according to Ovid Met.
yi. viii, transformed to birds J

the nightingale s note being still a piteous cry to Tereus.
1576 GASCOIGNE Compl. PhilomcnemSteeleGl.,<*c. (Arb.)no And for hir foremost note, Tereu Tereu doth sing. 1598
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BARNFIELD Ode Poems (Arb.) 120 The Nightingale, .(poore

Bird)..sung the dolefulst Ditty, That to heare it was great

Pitty. Fie, fie, fie, now would she cry Teru Teru, by and

by. a 1627 MIDULETON Father }liM:ar(ts T. Wks. (Dyce)

V. 603 Away she flew, Crying Tereu ! 1657 THORNLKY tr.

Longus' Daphnis , Chine 124 The Nightingales began to

jug and warble their Tereus and Ity's again.

Terf, obs. form of TURF.

Tergal (tavrgal), a. Zool. [f.
L. terg-um the

back + -AL.] Belonging to the tergum ;
dorsal.

i8o MAYNE Expos. Lex., Tergatts . . tergal. 1870 N ICHOL-

SON Man. Zool. I. xxxiv. 192 The tergal elements of the

thoracic rings. 1870 ROLLESTON Anint. Life 91 I he eyes

and antennae do not really belong to the tergal aspect of the

..segment. 1880 HUXLEY Crayfish ii.yi When the dorsal or

tergal wall of the thorax is taken away.

Tergant (ta'Jgant), tergiant (ta-jd.^iant), a.

Her. rare", [f.
L. tergum the back, after raw-

pant, passant, etc.] Showing the back ; having

the back turned towards the spectator : said of an

animal borne as a charge. (Cf. RECURSANT.)
c 1828 BERRY Encyct. Her. I. Gloss., Tergant, or Tergiant,

showing the back part . . : by some termed invertant, or

recursant. . . Tergiant, volant, flying, showing the back

part. Tergiant, displayed, an eagle, displayed, showing
the back. Tergiant, surgant, or surgiant, as an eagle,

&C. rising, with the back to sight 1894 I'arkers Gloss. Her.,

Tergiant,ol& Tortoise, &c., having the back turned towards

the spectator.

Tergat, Terge, obs. forms of TARGET, TARGE.

Tergeminate (ts^dge-min^t), a. Bot. [f. as

next + -ATE 2
.] (See quots.)

1793 MAHTYN Lang. Bot., Tergeminum folium, a Terge.
minate or thrice-double leaf. 1832 LINDLEY Introd. Bot.

IV. i. 391 Tergeminate . ., when each oftwo secondary petioles
bears towards its summit one pair of leaflets, and the

common petiole bears a third pair at the origin of the two

secondary petioles.

Terge-minous, a. rare. [f.
L. tergemin-us

(poet, for trigeminus, i. tri- three +geminus born

together) triple : see -ous.] (See quot. 1656.)

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tergeminous. .threefold, triple;

one of, or the three borne at, the same time. 1851 Poems on
Hatuick A uld Brig 4 The arch tergeminous which spanned
the stream.

Tergett, Tergiant, var. TARGET, TERGANT.

Tergiferous (t5idgi-feres), a. Bot. ran-".

[f. L. terg-um the back : see -FERGUS.] Bearing the

fructification on the back of the frond, as a fern :

= DORSIFEROUS i. Also tTergife-tons a.

[Fffiius] in same sense.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Tergefxtaus Plants, such

Herbs . . as bear their Seeds on the backsides of their Leaves.

1847 WEBSTER s. v., Tergiferous plants.

t Te-rgiment. Obs. rare ". [ad. med.L. tergi-

ment-um, f. tergere to wipe, to correct.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tergiment, that which is put into

the scales to make weight.

Tergite (ta-adjait). Zool. [f. L. terg-um back

+ -ITE i
3.] A back-plate, formed by the fusion

ofa pair of serial plates of one of the somites or seg-
ments of an arthropod or other articulated animal.

1885 Athenaeum 5 Dec. 736/2 On the opposite interior

surface of the last tergite are chitinous points. 1899 G. H.
CARPENTER Insects i. 21 The pronotum . .is larger than the

two succeeding tergites (mesonotum and metanotilm'}.

Hence Tergitic (tajdsi'tik) a., of or pertaining
to a tergite. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

Tergiversant (taudjivaasant), a. and s6.

[ad. L. tergiversant-cm, pres. pple. of tergiversari:
see next.] a. adj. Tergiversating, shuffling, eva-

sive, shifty, b. sb. One who tergiversates ; a turn-

coat, renegade.
ijioBrit. Apollo III. No. 17.2/1 A Future Bride, but yet

under her First Courtship, and at first Opposite, Recusant
and Tergiversant. 1833 MOZLEY Let. 4 July in Ess. (1878)
I. Introd. 20, I expect tne tergiversants will be a consider-
able party.

Tergiversate (ta-jd^ivsjs^'t, -vausiit), v. [f.

L. tergiversat-, ppl. stem of tergiversari to turn

one's back, shuffle, practise evasion, f. terg-um the

back + vers-, ppl. stem of vertlre to turn (cf. versari

to move about).]
1. intr. To practise tergiversation ; to desert

one's party, turn renegade, apostatize ; to shift,

shuffle, use subterfuge or evasion ; f to refuse to

obey, act the recusant. Hence TeTgiversated
ppl. a., renegade, apostate ; TeTgiversating vbl.

sb., tergiversation,
'

evasion ; ppl.a., apostatizing,

renegade ; t recusant ; evasive, shifty.
1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes n. vi. 61 That tergiversating

and back-sliding Lady. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. L iv.

36. 569 Plotinus..as if he were conscious that this assu-
mentuiti to the Platonick Theology, were not so defensible
a thing, doth himself sometime as it were tergiversate and
decline it by equivocating in the word Henades. 1831
J. WILSON in Blackw. Mag. XX IX. 725,

'
I am liberal in

my polkics ', says some twenty-times tergiversated turn-
coat. 1852 Miss YONGE Cameos (1877) IV. xviii. 203 Wyatt
was examined again and again, and wavered and tergiver-
sated a good deal. 1862 WRAXALL Hugo's Mistrables v.

xvii, Tergiversation is useless, for what side of himself does
a man show in tergiversating?
2. lit. To turn the back (for flight or retreat).
1875 POSTE Gaius w. Comm. (ed. 2) 509 If the defendant on

being summoned to appear before the magistrate tergiver-
sates or attempts to flee.

TEHQUM.

Tergiversation (ts^d/ivajs^-Jan). [ad. L.

tergiversation-cm, n. of action f. tergiversarl: see

prec. and -ATION.]
1. The action of 'turning one's back on', i.e.

forsaking, something in which one was previously

engaged, interested, or concerned; desertion or

abandonment of a cause, party, etc.
; apostasy,

renegation. Also with a and pi., an instance of

this ;
an act of desertion or apostasy.

1383 STUBBF.S Anal. Abus. II. (1882) 96 Their tergiuersa.
lion and backsliding from their duties. 1618 MYNSHUL Ess.
Prison Ep. Ded., I haue now put rny name to my Hook
(without tergiuersation or turne coating the letters), a 1631
DONNE Serrti. (ed. Alford) V. 16 Nt> tergiversation, nor

abandoning the noble work he had begun. 1721 AMIIERST
Terras Fil. Pref. (1754) 16 It will be very unreasonable for

them to., charge their own fickleness upon those, who., will

not join with them in their new counsels and tergiversa-
tions. 1878 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xviii. 187 If betrayal
or tergiversation is to be imputed to any.

( b. Refusal to obey ; recusance. 06s. rare.

1676 OWEN Worship of God 114 All tergiversation and
backwardness in persons duly qualified and called, a 1740
WATERLAND Sertti. Matt, xxvi. ft Wks. 1823 IX.i26Jonas
the Prophet discovered the like tergiversation and backward*
ness as to the errand he was sent upon to the Ninevites.

2. Turning in a dishonourable manner from

straightforward action or statement ; shifting, shuf-

fling, equivocation, prevarication. Also with a and

//., an instance of this; an evasion, a subterfuge.
1570 FOXE A. fy M. (ed. 2) 1505/1 For all hys crafty cauteles

and tergiuersations alledged out of the lawe. 1660 H.
MORE Myst. Godl. vn. vii, 304 For the preventing of all

Cavils and Tergiversations. 1760 TORTIN Erasmus II. 265
Here is a little tergiversation, and Erasmus seems to retract

what he had advanced in many places. 1821 SCOTT Keniliv.

xxxv, The duplicity and tergiversation of which he had been

guilty. 1871 G. MEREDITH H. Richmond xxxviii, Applying
to friends to fortify him in his shifts and tergiversations.

3. 1 a. The literal turning of the back. rare.
1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc** Trav. 200 He holds a

stately gravityt
allowing audience to none but on the knee,

nor tergiversation in retiring.

b. The turning of the back for flight ; flight,

retreat (lit. andyff.). 1 06s.
a i6s J. SMITH Sil. Disc. x. iii. (1856) 475 Wicked men..

seek to avoid
the_

dreadful sentence of their own consciences

by a tergiversation and flying from themselves. 1654 H.
L'EsTBANGE Chas. I (1655) 17 The Captain Governour of
the Castle viewing the tergiversation and flight of his party,
1660 BURNEY Ktpo. Awpo>(i66i) 129 The fear of the Lord is

to hate evil. Evil has a tergiversation from holy fear.

Tergiversator (taudjivajs^i-tsi). [agent-n.
f. TERGIVERSATE : see -OR ; cf. late L. tergiversator

boggier, laggard.] One who tergiversates; a

renegade ;
a shuffler.

1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. II. 225 The same learned
Arian Tergiversator. 1819 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) IV. 129
[To] deliver King and country from a set of tergiversators.

1855 J. STRANG Glasgow ft Clubs^(1856) 485 Nothing better

than a political recreant and tergiversator.

So Terglve'rsatory a., shuffling, shifty.

1891 Sat. Rev. 12 Sept. 295/2 The tergiversatory per.
formances of Mr.- and Mr.-*

Tergiverse (ta-adaivSjs), a. rare. [f. L.

tergum back + versus turned, pa. pple. of verlfre to

turn.] That has turned his back or practised

tergiversation ; renegade ; shifty.

i8s ROEBUCK Hist. Whig Min. o/iSjo I. 290 note The
tergiverse administration discovered, when too late, that

they had broken the staff of their strength.

Tergiverse (taudgivais), v. rare, [ad. L.

tergiversari to TERGIVERSATE
;
so F. tergiverser.]

fl. trans. To turn backwards, to reverse. (In

quot. in ppl. adj. TeTgiversed.) 06s.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 23 A stay made of

the planets course and heauens motion, by reason that pri.
mum mobile, in a tergiuersed violence of opposite race to

the rest, runs a course against the haire.

2. intr. = TERGIVERSATE. Hence TeTgivers-
ing vbl. sb,, tergiversation.
1675 (title) Quakerism Canvassed: Robin Barclay, .found

vc

BL ------- . ----- , _ .

Entertainer No. 36. 243 If they don't intirely tergwerse,
and become Deserters. 1896 H. REID Cameraman Apostle
vii. 109 The arbitrary dissolution of one Assembly, ..the
'

tergiversing
'

of the Moderator and Clerk.

TergO- (tsjgo), combining form repr. L. tergum
the back, used instead of the regular tergi- in a

few rare scientific terms. Tergola-teral a. Zool.,

pertaining to the tergum and the lateral plates of

the shell in cirripeds. Tergorha-bdite, Enlom.,
one of the pieces forming the tergum or upper
surface of the abdomen in an insect, esp. when

modified to form part of the ovi-positor (cf. RHAB-

DITE 2).

1831 DARWIN Cirripedia Introd. (Palaeont Soc.) 10

In Pollicipes the margin of the Scutum adjoining the

Tergum and Upper Latus, is not divided . . into two distinct

lines, as in Scafpellum, and is therefore called the tergo-

lateral margin.

Terguette, obs. form of TARGET.

II Tergum (tSugftn). PI. terga. The Latin

word for ' back '

(synon. with DORSUM) : in special

scientific uses. a. The back, or upper surface or



TERIN.

portion, of an arthropod or other articulated ani-
mal ; more usually, the upper plate of each somite
or segment of such an animal (= TERGITE) : opp.
to sternum, b. Each of the two upper plates of
the shell in cirripeds.
l8a KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. III. 387 Tergnm, the upper

or supine surface of the abdomen. 1851 DAKWIN Cirripedia
Introd. (Palseont. Soc.) 2 In almost all the Lepadida: the
lerg.i (i.f. the upper or posterior lateral valves) are not
characteristic. 1880 HUXLKV Crayfish iii. 06 Each ring [of
the abdomen] consists of a dorsal, arched portion, called the
tergum [etc.].

Teribinth, etc., obs. form of TEREBINTH, etc.

Terif, obs. form of TARIFF.

t Te'rin. Obs. [ad. OF. tarin, terin (i4th c.),
F. tarin, of unknown origin.] The siskin.

1 a 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 66$ Thrustles, terins, and
mavys.

llTerjiman. Oh. [ad. Arab, iaiy'aman: see

DRAGOMAN, TRUCHMAN.] Interpreter, dragoman.
i68a in Magens Insurances (1755) II. 691 The English

Consul.. at Algiers.. shall be permitted to chuse his own
Terjiman (Interpreter) and Broker.

Terleis, Terlyst, obs. Sc. form of TRELLIS, -ED.
t Terlerie, -lery. Obs. [? Related to OF. tire-

lire, a kind of rhythmical utterance or refrain in

singing or dancing.] In the following combinations

applied to jinking or whisking about, or performing
rapid circumvolutions, with the accompaniment of

rhythmical meaningless words. Cf. TIKKA-LIKRA.
(Cf. 1c 1500 Cov. CorpusChristi Plays 31 They sange terli

terlow i So mereli the sheppards ther pipes can blow!) 1509
NASIIE Lenten Stuffe 25 So many heades so many whirfe-
gigs ; and if all these haue terlery-ginckt it so fnuolously
of they reckt not what, I may [etc.]. 1611 BEAUM. & Fu
Knt. Burning Pestle v. iii, With hey tricksy terlerie-whiskie,
The world it ruris on wheels.

t Terlether, obs. Sc. form of TABLEATHEK 1.

c 1500 Colkclbie Sow 349 (Bann. MS.) A flekkit sowis skyn
faw, With terletheris tyit hy.

Terli terlow : see TERLERIE.

tTerllng. Obs. rare. [a. ULG.terlint (Schiller
Sc. Lubben), name of a pack (app. of cloth) of a
definite size or quantity, dim. of (ere, name of a

pack or bale twice the size. Derivation uncertain.

It is not clear whether the Du. teerling (Kilian
teerlinck)

'

cube, die ', is connected. The quots.
refer to rates at Antwerp.]
a 1500 in Amolde's Chrott. (1811) 197 Item for a grete

packe, the tollc ij s. g'. Item for it myddel packe, the tolle

xviii gret. Item for a terlyng, the tolle xij. g'. Item for a
fardelfcthe tolle vi g1

. Ibid., Item for a terlmg in ye krane
iiij. g.
Term (t5im), sb. Forms: 3-7 terme, (4-5

teerme, 5 tierme), 5-7 tearme, 6-7 tearm, 4-
term. [a. F. terme (in Roland, nth c.) limit (of
time or place) :*termne :- L. terminum limit,

boundary; = Pr. terme, It., Sp., Pg. (ermine.']
I. A limit in space, duration, etc.

1. That which limits the extent of anything;
a limit, extremity, boundary, bound (e. g. of a terri-

tory, region, or space). Usually in //. Limits,

bounds, borders, confines. Now rare or arch.

13.. E. E.Allit. P. C. 6t Hit bitydde sum-tyme in (.e

termes of lude. 1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 51 That
water of Seuerne. .was somme tyme a terme of Englonde
and of Wales. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 530/1 Fro the
laste termes of egipte ynto the

ytterist
endes of the same.

1570 BILLINGSLKY Euclidi. def. iii. 2 Pointes .. are .. only the
termes and endes of quantitie. Ibid. xiii. 3 A limite or

terme, is the ende of euery thing. i6a6 BACON Sylva 328
Corruption is a Reciprocall to Generation : and they two,
are as Natures two Terras or Boundaries. 1656 STANLEY
Hist. Philos. viii. (1701) 326/2 A Superficies is the term of a
Body...A Line is the term of a Superficies...A Point is the
term of a Line. 1855 BAIN Senses % Int. n. ii. 12 (1864)
202 The power of movement without contact or resistance,

except at the extreme terms.

^. Utmost or extreme limit, end ; esp. end of

duration or existence, final cessation, close, con-

clusion, termination. Now rare or arch.
a 1300 Cursor^ M. 11287 (Cott.) At be terme of fourti dais

. .bai bar be child.. vn-to be temple. 1481 CAXTON Myrr.
in. xxi. 182 No goodes what someuer they be shal neuer haue
terme ne ende [in heaven]. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Col. Dec.
127 So now my yeare drawes to his latter terme. 1631
MILTON On University Carrier n. 14 Too long vaca-
tion hastned on his term. 1781 GIBBON /V,:/. 4. F. xxiv.

(1869) 1. 695 He had now reached the term of his
prosperity.

1881 JOWETT Thucyd. I. 123 That the term of their happi-
ness is likewise the term of their life.

c. That to which movement or action is directed

or tends, as its object, end, or goal; (less com-

monly) that from which it begins or proceeds,

starting-point, origin. Now rare or Obs.
c 1435 Found. St. Bartholomew's 39 We become for oure

synnys to the butte and terme or marke of vniuersall kynde
of man. 1551 lie. GARDINER Kxplic. Calk. Faith 108 b,
Wherin eche chaunge hath his special ende and terme,
(whervnto). ^11628 PRESTON New Cffvt. (1634) 184 There
must be a place, a terme to which you walke, some whither.

421769 R. RICCALTOUN Notes Galatians (1772) 33 The term
from which they removed, was the Gospel which Paul

preached. 1800 Hist. hut. in Asiat. Ann. Reg. 2/2 The
island of Ceylon . . was the usual term of their navigation.

1849 M. ARNOLD Sonn. to Dk. Wellington 12 Vehement
actions without scope or term.

VOL. IX.
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2. Astral. A certain portion of each sign of the

zodiac, assigned to a particular planet : see quots.
c 1386 CHAUCEK Frankl. T. 560 He. . knew the arisyng of

his moone weel, And in whos face, and terme, and euerydeeL
c 1450 Treat. Astral. (MS. Ashm. 337) Jf. 7 b, Terinys of
pianettes bene certen nombris of greis in eucry signe in
which degreis a planet makith gret impression. 1652 GAULK
Magastrotn. 263 There was Venus in termes, and in the

,

house of Saturne. 1819 J. WILSON Cotnpl. Diet. Astral. 27
Essential Dignities are only five, viz. House, Exall.iii. n,

Triplicity, Term, and Face. Ibid. 382 Terms are certain

degrees in a sign, supposed to possess the power of altering
the nature of a planet to that of the planet in the term of
which it is posited.

II. A limit in time ;
a space of time.

3. A definite point of time at which something is

to be done, or which is the beginning or end of a

period ; a set or appointed time or date, esp. for pay-
ment ofmoney due. Obs. or arcA. exc. in specific nses.
a 1115 Ancr. R. 208 Etholden oSres hurc, ouer his rihte

terme, nis hit strong reflac? 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5777 pe
welisse king..sende him bes wolues fram jere to sere, pre
bousend at certein terme. 13.. Cursor M. 5939 Sett vs term
wen We sal for be prai. c 1450 Merlin iii. 41 Vortiger..so-

mpwned his peple a-geyn the tierme that Merlyn hadde
seide. 1479 Bury Wills (Camden) 51, x marcs at too termes
of the yeer. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixix. i They all

haue. .their set. .termes, before which they had no being at
all. i66 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. i. vL 5 3 There was no
certainty in the ancient Grsecian history, because they had
no certain term.. from whence to deduce their accounts.
1793 Atiier. State Papers (1833) I. 143 State securities..
reimbursable on a given term. 1817 SCOTT Chron. Canon-
gate ii, Fortune is apt to circumduce the term upon us.

b. spec. Each of the days in the year fixed for

payment of rent, wages, and other dues, beginning
and end of tenancy, etc. ;

= TERM-DAY, QUARTER-
DAY. Chiefly Sc. (Cf. F. terme in same sense.)
The quarterly terms in Scotland, fixed by Acts of 1690 and

1693, were Candlemas Feb. 2, Whitsunday May 15, Lammas
Aug. i, Martinmas Nov. ii. At the change of style in

17521 Old Style was observed in most parts of Scotland for

the terms, making the dates practically in use eleven days
later. By an Act of 1886, the ' Removal terms ', for change
of houses, etc., were fixed as May 28 and Nov. 28, the dates
fixed 1690-03 remaining for purposes of rent, interest, etc.

1426 Coldstream Ckartul. (1879) 42 Payand till ws Jerli
xl s. . , at tbua vsuel termes of ye ?her vat is to say Quvitson-
day and Martimes. c 1450 Godstow Reg:. 104, xij. d. of rente

yerely . . to be resceived of Raf Marchaunte and his heires at

ij. termes of the yere, that is to sey, vj. d. at the fest of oure
lady in Marche and vj. d. at the fest of seynt Michell. 1584
Exch, Rolls Scot. XXI. 600 Sa far as thay ar detbound
of the said Witsounday terme. 1670 Moral State Eng. 30
By the next Term [he] is presented with an Execution, from
his Taylor, or Landlord. 1837 LOCKHART Scott xxvL The
term of Martinmas, always a critical one in Scotland, had
passed before this letter reached Edinburgh. 1843 MRS.
MATHESON Mem. G. Ewing v. (1847) 219 The usual term in
Scotland for entering on possession ofa dwelling house.

4. transf. A portion of time having definite

limits ; a period, esp. a set or appointed period ;

the space of time through which something lasts or

is intended to last ; duration, length of time.
a 1300 Floriz ff Bl. 432 Bituene bis and be bridde day. . .

pulke terme him bu^te long. 13. . Senyn Sag. (W.) 64 That
dar I vndertak. .Within the terme of seuyn yere. 1444
Rolls ofParlt, V. 112/1 Departyngof Seryauntz..atteende
of theire termes. 1483 CAXTON Cato E iv, The prophete
demaunded terme and space for to answere . . and the kynge
gafe hym terme of thre dayes. 1579 FENTON Guicciard.

\

(1618) 360 For that the tearme was expired. 1610 K. JONES !

Muses Card. Delights xiv. ii, Full many lovely tearms Did
passe in merrie glee. 1691 CONSETT Pract. Eccl. Courts
(1700) 107 A Term-Probatory is said to be that time or delay,
which was given to the Plaintiff, wherein he might prove
what he Pleads or Sueth for. 1781 Scot. Paraphr. xv. i, As
long as life its term extends, Hope's blest dominion never
ends. 18*3 BYRON Juan x. Ixvi, Seven years (the usual
term of transportation). 1868 M. E. G. DUFF Pol. Sitrv.

164 Presidents elected for a term of years.

D. esp. in phrase_/iv (f to) term of (one's) life :

formerly often without/tw or to : chiefly in legal use.

1340-70 Alisaunder 16 Amyntas..Maister of Macedoine,
be marches hee aught, ..Trie toures, & tonnes, terme of his

life. 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 171 And ther he lyueth in

ioye ana in honour Terme of lyue. 1544 tr. Littleton's

Tenures (1574) 7_
The husbande hath Estate in the special!

tayle, and the wife but for terme of lyfe. 1610 HOLLAND
Camden's Brit. (1637) 725 That Henry the Sixth should

enjoy the right of the Kingdome for tearme of life only.

1788 V. KNOX Winter Even. I. iii. 34 What men draw from
their education generally sticks by them for term of life.

6. spec. Each of the periods (usually three or four

in the year) appointed for the sitting of certain

courts of law, or for instruction and study in a

university or school. Opposed to vacation.

Commonly used without article, as in term = during the

term. To Keep terms : see KEEP v. 13.

1454 Rolls ofParlt. V. 239/2 An action by Bille in Michell'

terme last past. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. ii. 350 Orl. Who
stales it [time] stil withal ? Ros. With Lawiers in the vaca-

tion : for they sleepe betweene Terme and Terme. 1610
HOLLAND Camdetfs Brit. (1637) 431 At certaine set times

(wee call them Tearmes) yearely causes are heard and

tryed. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4) s. v.. The first is called Hilary
Term.. .The second is called Easter Term.. .The third..

Trinity Term. ..The fourth and last .. Michaelmas Term.

1705 HEARNE Collect. 4 Dec. (O.H.S.) I. 114 He might be
admitted to the Degree of Master of Arts, without., keep-
ing Terms. 1841 ARNOLD in Life ff Corr. (1844) II. x. 323,
I am obliged to give up. .the hope of coming to Oxford this

term. 1867 MRS. H. WOOD Orville College xui, The explana-
tion which he had deemed it well to defer until the [school]
term should be over. 1883 Wharton'i Law Lex. (ed. 7),

ne
earme,

ime.

TERM.
Terms, thi- periods durinR which the superior couru at

M- were opt-].. ::rinf,. Hylhejudica-u
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is abolished, and MIUIIK are subMituted for it.

T D. tramf. The session of a law-court during
such a perio.l ; the couit in session. Obs.
1515 I.D. HKRNEI.S Prtiu. II. cciv. 629 Than Mycheltr

,.
----- - '-""ituucu uui otic da

adjourned to Westminster. ,59, G.SE Z),. Cono
Pret 2 Ihe noore man, that commeth to the Terme to t
his right. 1*48 D. JENKINS Wkt. 45 At Yorke the T
were kept for seven yeares, in Edward the firM's tim.
6. Law. An estate or interest in land, etc. for a

certain period ; in full, term of or/oryears
Outstanding term, Satisfied term: An estate for a long-term of years was given, usually to the trustees of a Mrict

settlement, to secure to beneficiaries under the settlement
the payments due to them periodically from the tenant of the
settled land. If these payments were not made, the trustees
could take possession of the land for the term, and sell or
mortgage it, to raise the money needed to make them.
When the purposes for which the estate was created were
fulfilled (e.g. by the death of all the beneficiaries) it was
called a satisfied term; but unless express provision had
been made that it should then cease, or unless it was con-
veyed to the tenant of the freehold so that it was destroyed
by merger in the freehold, it continued to exist for the period
for which it was created. It was then known as an out-

standing term, or an attendant term, i. e. a term accom-
panying the inheritance. By Act 8 & p Viet. c. 1 12 provision
was made for the cessation of satisfied terms.

M4 R. FLORK in E. E. Wills (1882) 58, I wul bat. .my
sone haue my termes bat I haf of Westminster in be person-
age of Okeham. 1591 WEST ist ft. Symbol. \ 41. Bivb,A Particuler estate which is but onely a terme, is an estate

interminable by limitation of time. 17(6 BLACKSTONK
Comm. II. ix. 143 Every estate which must expire at a period
certain and prefixed, . . is an estate for years. And therefore
this estate is frequently called a term. 1818 CRUISE Die's!
(ed. 2) I. 502 Where a satisfied term is assigned to a trustee,

upon
an express trust to attend the inheritance, the owner

of such inheritance acquires a right to the term, by the
declaration of the parties. 1870 Wood/alts Law Landl. r,

Tenant (ed. ii) 42 A man possessed of a term of years in

right of his wife . . has power to grant and convey the same.

7. a. The completion of the period of pregnancy;
the (normal) time of childbirth.

1844 LOUISA S. COSTELLO Beam 4- Pyrenees II. fa The
Princess of Navarre, being near her term. 1889 J. M.
DUNCAN din. Lect. Dis. Worn. vi. (ed. 4) 32 The dangers
attendant upon delivery of a child at or near term. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 729 Children who. .are born at
full term.

) b. pi. The menstrual periods ; transf. the men-
strual discharge, catamenia, menses, courses. Obs.

S45 RAVNOLD Byrth Mankynde (1564) 26 Termes be called
in Latin Menstrua. . . In Englyshe they be named Termes,
because they retume eftsoones at certayne seasons, tymes,
and termes, 01648 DIGBY Chyni. Seer. u. (1682) 259 It

provokes the Terms. 1714 JONTEL Jrnl., etc. 143 When
the_Women have their Terms, they leave the Company of
their Husbands.

III. Limiting conditions.

8. pi. Conditions or stipulations limiting what is

proposed to be granted or done. Rarely in sing. ;

in qnot. 1771, that which is so required or de-

manded, a condition or prerequisite of something.
c 1315 SHOREHAM Poems v. 165 po bat he scholde y-offred

by In be templo domini, Ase la^e )ef be termes. c 1400
Laud Troy Bk. 79 How fele termes and trewes Were \MS.
Where] take be-twene Troyens and Gruwes. 1599 SHAKS.
Hen. y, v. ii. 357 Wee haue consented to all tearmes of
reason. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 751 Unable to performe Thy
terms too hard, by which I was to hold The good I sought
not. 1718 HICKES & NELSON J. Kettleivell in. Ixvi. 353
The Church doth . . prescribe her Terms of Communion.
X7S4 HUME Hist. Eng. (1761) I. ix. 200 He was obliged . . to
offer terms of peace. 1771 WESLEY Whs. (1872) V. 61 This
faith is the term or condition ofjustification. 1861 MRS. H.
WOOD East Lynne I. xiii. They acceded to all his terms.

b. Phr. i ) In terms : (a) (pred.) engaged in

making or arranging conditions, in treaty, negotiat-

ing; t(*) (advb.)=0/WOTj(<i).
-

3) Onotitpon
terms : (a) (advb.) on (such and such) conditions ;

also (without qualification) on certain conditions,

conditionally; (6") (pred.) = in terms (a).
-

3) To
come to terms : to agree upon conditions ; to come
to an agreement about something to be done : so

to bring to terms.-4) To keep terms : to keep up
negotiations, to have or continue to have dealings
with ; to deal vfith or treat in a particular way ;

also_/if-. to
' have to do with ', be connected with.-

5) To make terms : to agree upon conditions,

come to a settlement {=* come to terms).
-

6) f To
stand on or upon terms : to insist upon conditions ;

to stand upon one's rights or dignity.
i) 1619 DRAVTON in Drumm. ofHawtk.'s Fam. Ef. Wks.

(1711) rsj,
I have done twelve books more,. .but it lyeth by

me, for the booksellers and I are in terms. 1736 Gent 1. Mag,
VI. 730/2 No Sum of Money. .is to be.. given.. except m
the Terms prescribed by this Bill. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod.
Rand. (1812) I. 451 He was already engaged or at least in

terms with Mr. VaudaL-2) 1611 J. MOKE in Buccleuck
MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 101 He hath not as yet taken

a lease himself, but is upon terms to make up his four
years

to come 31 years. 1619 MASSINGER Picture m. vi, I left

a letter m my chamber-window Which I would not have
seen on ny terms. 1*47 CLARENDON Hist. Ret. 1. 1 146 A
Peace was made with both, upon better terms, and condi-
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tions. 1693 DRYDEN Pcrslns' Sat. vi. 124 Well ; on my Terms
thou wilt not be my Heir ? 1708 Lonft. Gaz. No. 4468/1
The Fortress.. had surrender'd upon Terms. 1795 T. PEAKE
Cases NisiPrius sfrtnarg., \ fgoodsare delivered on the terms
of sale or return. 1825 CARLYLE Schiller in. (1845) 241 The
copyright . . for which he was on terms with Cotta ofTiibingen.

1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. 94 It offers initiation.. on the
easiest terms. 1884 Manch. Exam, u June 5/1 To. .call in

the help of the other Powers on their own terms. 3) a 1729
CONGREVE Impossible Thing Wks. 1730 III. 363 He to no
Terms can bring One Twirl of that reluctant Thing, a 1734
NORTH Lives (1826) 11.231 The creditors.. rather than to

contest accounts, came to terms, and agreed to take shares.

1855 PRESCOTT Philip II, I. vi. (1857) 1O3 He had no choice
but to come to terms with the enemy at once. 4) c 1483
in Chron. White Rose (1845) 231 Seeing the evil terms that
the King hath kept (with) him, and cast him out of the Realm.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VI. i. 2 What terms wouldst
thou have me to keep with such a sweet corruptress ? 1806
R. CUMBERLAND Memoirs (1807) 1. 184 A profusion of finery,
that kept no terms with simplicity. 1856 MERIVALE Rom.
Emp. (1871) V. xlii. 141 The chief of the state need keep
terms no longer with the popular assemblies. 5) 1856
FROUDE Hitl. Eng. I. i. 58 Capital supported by force

may make its own terms with labour. 1884 Times (weekly
ed.) 17 Oct. i4/r The Amarars have made terms with the

Hadendowas, giving them a number of cattle. 6) 1586
DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 88 Before that time, I stood
on some tearmes doubting the malicious dealings of the
aduerse parties against me. 1611 COTGR., Accrcster..\.f>

strout it, or stand vpon high tearms. 1716 ATTERBURY Serm.,
Matt.

xvi_.
20 (1734) I. viii. 224 One of those Great and

Philosophical Minds, who stand upon their Terms with God.
c. spec. Stipulations for payment in return for

goods or services
;
conditions with regard to price

or wages ; payment offered, or charges made.
1670 R. COKE Disc. Trade 50 The Dutch have Pitch, Tar,

Hemp.. in greater quantities, and for less terms than the
English can, out of Norway. 1751 JOHNSON Ramoler
No. 132 F6 The terms offered were such as I should willingly
have accepted. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM A. Lunelll. ii. 23, I
was not very nice as to terms and agreed for my board and
fifty louis a year. 1856 W. COLLINS Rogue's Life iii, To a
member of the family, I suppose your terms will be moderate.

9. pi. Standing, footing, mutual relation between
two persons or parties : in phrases t in, on, upon
terms : a. with various qualifying words, as on

(t*, upon)equalterms,goodterms, speakingterms,
visiting terms, terms of intimacy, etc.

1543 SEYMOUR Let. in Maclean Life Sir P. Carnu (1857)
142 Fforasmuche as we doo stande in verye doubtefull
tearmes with ffraunce, and yet there is no playne warre.
1605 SHAKS. Lear i. ii. 171 Parted you in good termes?
Found you no displeasure in him? 1653 H. COGAN tr.

Pinto's Trav. xiii.42 Though we stood in the terms of good
friends with them, a 1660 Cont. Hist. fret. (Ir. Arch. Soc.)
I. 139 When they were in tearmes of greatest defiance.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IP, v. L 10 Tis not well That you

and I should meet vpon such tearmes, As now we meet
1669 R. MONTAGU in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist- MSS. Comm.)
1.422,1 was the willinger to put you upon good terms with her.
1670 DRYDEN znd Pt. Conq. Granada m. i, The Brave own
Faults when good Success is giv'n ; For then they come on
equal Terms to Heav'n. 1748 Anson's Voy. i. ix. 02 At
war, or at least on ill terms with their Spanish neighbours
1758 L. TEMPLE Sketches (ed. 2) 64, I could live upon goodTerms even with a Deist; provided he keeps within the
Bounds of Decency. 1796 Hist, in Ann. Rtg. 115 Spain
was. .on friendly terms with France. 1877 FREEMAN Norm
Conq. (ed.3) II. vii. 97 On the closest terms of friendship.
1881 R. BUCHANAN God f, Man I. 211 There never was a
time when our folk were on speaking terms with these
yeomen. 1885 SIR J. HANNEN in Law Rep. 10 P. D. 91
They had previously been on the most affectionate terms.

b. without qualification : On terms, on friendly
terms, friendly, sociable; in sporting slang, on terms
of equality, on an equal footing (with) ; also in
reference to the score at cricket.

1864 TROLLOPE Small House at Allington xvii, The earl
and Lord Porlock were not on terms. 1887 SIR R. H
ROBERTS In the Shires ii. 27 So quickly did the hounds geton terms with their fox. 1897 Daily News 23 July 4/5 In
the end Yorkshire got on terms and ran their total to within
four of the southern county.

flO. //. Condition, state, situation, position,
circumstances ; (in Shaks.) vaguely or redundantly :

relation, respect (rarely in sing.). Oes.
1382 WYCLIF Matt. vi. 16 Ypocritis . . putten her facis

out of kyndly termys [Vulg. txterminant fades suas\
that thei seme fastynge to men. Ecclus. xxi. 21 As
an hous set out of termes, so a wisdam to a fool. i 570-80NORTH Plutarch (,676) 5 He found the Common-wealth
turmoiled with seditions . . and . . the house of Mgeus in
very ill termes also. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. n. i 13 In
tearmes of choise I am not solie led By nice direction ofa maidens eies. 1602 Ha,,,, iv. vii. 26 A Sister driuen
into desperate tearmes. 1604 Oth. i. i. 39 Be iudgeWhether I in any iust terme am Affin'd To loue the Moore ?
1642 ROGERS Naaman Ep. Ded. 2 They liued at. . oore

. 1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalints A<ivts. fr
. u.xcii. (1674) 245 [He] shewed.. him in his naked

termes.
Par, .

tearms of devillish hypocrisie.

IV. Uses leading up to the sense
'

expression '.
See Note at end of article.

11. Math, (a) Each of the two quantities com-
posing a ratio (antecedent and consequent), or a
fraction (numerator and denominator). fAlso.

formerly, each of two quantities multiplied together

(pbs.
; now caUed/forj)- (6) Each of the quanti-

ties (of any number) forming a series or progression.
(0 Each of (two or more) quantities connected bythe signs of addition + or

ye signs of addition ( + ) or subtraction (-) in
algebraical expression or equation.

Absolute term, that term in an equation which does not

involve the variable or unknown quantity. Lowest (t least)

terms (in phrases to reduce to its lowest terms, in its lowest

terms) : Math, the form of a fraction when the numerator
and denominator are the least possible, i.e. have no common
multiple ; hence fig. the simplest condition of anything.

1542 RECORDE Gr. Aries (1575) 356 You call the_
Numera-

tour and Denominatour, the Termes of the Fraction. 1570
BILLINGSLEY Euclid v. def. iii. 127 tiiarg., In proportions two

quantities required, which are called termes. 1669 STUR.MY
Mariner's Mag. I. ii. 34 As 16 to 7 : So is 8 to what ? Here
. . the second Term is less than the first. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey), Diapente (in Mustek), the second of the Concords,
whose Terms are as Three to Two. Ibid., Term of a Pro-

gression, . . is every Member of the Progression, whether it

be Arithmetical, or Geometrical. 1806 HUTTON Course
Math. I. 13 Both the multiplier and multiplicand, are, in

general, named the Terms or Factors. Ibid. 191 Divide
both the terms of the fraction by the common measure thus

found, and it will reduce it to its lowest terms. 1859 BARN.
SMITH Arith. ty Algebra (ed. 6) 104 When several quantities
are connected together by the signs + and , or either of

them, each of these quantities is called a Term. 1881
BURNSIDE & PANTON The. Equations Introd. (1886) 2 The
term pn, which does not contain x, is called the absolute term.

b. In terms of: (Math.} said of a series or ex-

pression stated in terms involving some particular

quantity; hence gen., by means of or in reference

to (some particular set of symbols, ideas, etc.) ; in

the modes of expression or thought belonging to

(some particular subject or category) : often associ-

ated with sense 14, as if = in the phraseology of.

1743 EMERSON Fluxions 38 If a Series be required to be
express'd in Terms of that Quantity whose 2d, 3d Fluxion,
&c. is in the Equation. 1862 H. SPENCER first Princ. n.
v. 58(1875) 188 The continuity of Motion, .is really known
to us in terms of Force. 1866 HERSCHEL Fam. Led. Sc. 102
The nearest distance of the orbits of Venus and the earth
was concluded in terms of the earth's diameter. 1890 W.
jAMES^/V/Ht. Psychol. xviii. II. 63 Most persons, on being
asked in what sort of terms they imagine words, will say

'
in

terms of hearing '.

c. trans/. A member or item of any series ; each
of the things constituting a series. Also more
vaguely, an element of any complex whole.
1841 MYERS Calk. Th. in. iii. 8 The Bible contains a series

[of revelations] of which the earliest terms are the least.

1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. IIL i. 2 (1862) 48 A series in
which hydrogen forms the lowest term. 1863 LYEI.L ,4

;;//</.Man xxi. 419 Certain genera of plants, .consist of a con-
tinuous series of varieties, between the terms of which no
intermediate forms can be intercalated. 1881 WILLIAMSON
in Nature i Sept. 416/1 The lower terms of the series are
distinguished from one another by differences of boiling
points approximately proportional to the number of atoms of
carbon and hydrogen by which they differ from one another;
whilst the higher terms, .are distinguished, .by differences
of melting points.

12. Logic, etc. Each of the two things or notions
which are compared, or between which some rela-
tion is apprehended or stated, in an act of thought,
or (more commonly) each of the words or phrases
denoting these in a verbal statement

; spec, in rela-
tion to a proposition, each of the two elements,
viz. subject and predicate, which are connected by
the copula ;

in relation to a syllogism, the subject
or predicate of any of the propositions composing
it, forming one of its three elements (major term,
minor term, middle term), each of which occurs

Propositions) must not enter into the conclusion, because
the other twoo paries called Termini, bee proued by this].
Ibid. 2b, There ought not to be mo termes in an argu-
mentation [= syllogism] then three, for otherwise there is no
good argument. 1618 T. SPENCER Lofick 258 If the middle
terme be both affirmed and denyed of both the extreames :

then it is the second figure. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. vi.
16 General Propositions . . are then only capable ofCertainty,when the Terms used in them stand for such Ideas, whose

agreement or disagreement, .is capable to be discovered by
us. 1725 WATTS Logic in. i, The matter of which a syllo-
gism is made up, is three propositions; and these three
propositions are made up of three ideas, or terms, variously
joined. 1771 Junius Lett. liv. (1820) 282 He changes the
terms of the

proposition. 1817 WHATELY Logic ii. i. 2 (ed. 2)
57 Each proposition containing two terms ; of these terms,
that which is spoken of is called the subject ; that which is
said of it, the predicate; and these two are called the terms
(or extremes) because, logically, the Subject is placed first.andthe Predicate last: and, in the middle, the Copula, which
indicates the act of judgment. 1837-8 SIR W. HAMILTON
Lope xvi. (1866) I. 298 The word term is applied to the
ultimate constituents both of propositions and of syllogisms.
1843 MILL Logic L ii. 5 (1856) 1. 31 A non-connotative term
is one which signifies a subject only, or an attribute only.A

cpnnotative term is one which denotes a subject, and
implies an attribute. 1866 FOWLER Deductive Lofic i i
V lerm (so called from terminus, a boundary, because the

13. A word or phrase used in a definite or precise
sense in some particular subject, as a science or
art ; a technical expression (more fully term of art)
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xn. 237 Ac of briddes and of bestes

lerned out of som decree. _ Frank!. T. 538, 1 ne kan no
termes of Astrologye. - Cm. Yeom. Prol. * T. ,99 Wesemen wonder wyse, Oure termes [of alchemy] be7n so

clergial and so queynte. Pard. f-ral. S5 (Harl. MS.)
Sayde I wel can I not speke in terme? 1486 Bk SV
AttansDi), Som folke mysuse this terme 'draw

', and say
that thayr hauke will draw to the Ryuer. 1590 SIR I

SMYTH Disc. Weapons 2 b, To vseourancienttermesbelone
ingtomattersof warre. l6gjW. Vi.ColbatcKs NewLt. Chtr
Put out p. xi, Why he hath used so few Terms of Art is
because he designs Plainness. 1703 Moxow Meek. Ex'erc
109 An Explanation of Terms used among Joiners 1748
SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. (1812) I. 376 The barrister who had
recollected himself and talked in terms. 1862 GROVE Corr
Phys. Forces (ed. 4) 96 The idea involved in the term latent
heat. 1876 TAIT Rec. Adv. Phys. Sc. i. (ed. 2) i Explana.
tion of new scientific terms. 1881 WILLIAMSON in Nature
i Sept. 419/1 A chain of evidence involving the use of
chemical terms.

b. In wider application : Any word or group of
words expressing a notion or conception, or de-

noting an object of thought ; an expression (Jor
something). Generally with qualifying adj. or

phrase (as an abstract term, a term of reproach).
Contradiction in terms : see CONTRADICTION 5 b.

"477 CAXTON Jason 21 A trew louer vseth neuer suche
termes as ye speke of. 1490 Eneydos Prol. 2 Some
gentylmen ..desired me to vse olde and homely termes in my
translacyons. 1530 PALSGR. 518/1, I disconsolate.. .This
terme is nat yet [= no longer] comenly used. 1586 DAY
Kng. Secretary \. (1625) 2 Aptnesse of worde and sentences
consisteth in choice of good tearmes. 1605 Play ofStuclet
in Simpson Sen. Shaks. (1878) I. 258 Can there issue from
your

lips
a term So base and beggarly as that of flight?

affixed, a 1860 WHATELY Comnifl. Bk. (1804) 265 A term
of reproach is one that denotes something which is denied
and thought wrong by the person to whom it is applied
1883 H. DRUMMOND Nat. Lava in Stir. W. vii. (1884) nt.The apostles.. accepted the term in its simple literal sense.
14. Only in pi. Words or expressions collectively

or generally (usually of a specified kind) ; manner
of expressing oneself, way of speaking, language.
(Most commonly preceded by in.)
c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's Pnl. 63 Right in his cherles

termes
wpl

I speke. ,71470 HENRY Wallace n. 92 The
stwart..thocht Wallace chargyt him in termys rude. 2489
CmoxFaytes ofA. u. xx. 133 Thys present werke hathe
spoken in general termes. 1590 SHAKS. Midt. N. iv. i 63She in milde termes beg'd my patience. 1600 A. Y. L.
n. vii. 16 Who laid him downe. .And rail'd on Lady Fortune
in good termes, In good set termes, and yet a motley foole.
1651 HOBBES Lcviath. in. xxxiii. 205 Which question is
also propounded sometimes in other terms. 1759 ROBERTSON
Hist. Scot. v. Wks. 1813 I. 374 The accusation .. was con
ceived in the strongest terms. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
vu. II. 194 William .. replied, in general terms, that he

.,* 8at interest in English affairs. 1885 Athenxum
23 May 660 Of the dialogue we can speak in terms of the
very highest praise.

fb. In terms: in express words, expressly,
plainly, 'in so many words' (also by terms). Obs.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 1052 Alle be apparaylmente . . As

lohan be apostel in termez tyste. c 1380 WYCLIF IVks. (1880)
384 So oure clerkis..wban f>ai wilf speke in termis of her
religion, cuxp HOLLAND Howlat 253 AH this trety has
he tald be termess in test. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage iv.
iv. 305 Deuouring in hope, and threatening in tearmes all
those Asian Proumces. 1667 PEPYS Diary 29 July, He says
in terms that the match, .hath undone the nation.

V. 15. Arch. A statue or bust like those of
the god TERMINUS, representing the upper part of
the body, sometimes without the arms, and termin-

ating below in a pillar or pedestal out of which it

appears to spring; a terminal figure. Also the

pillar or pedestal bearing such a figure. (Cf. HERJI.)
1604 DEKKER King's Entertainm. Wks. 1873 I- 278 On

either side of the Gate, stood a great French Terme, ofstone.
1630 B. JONSON Chloridia Wks. (Rtldg.) 656/2 An arbour..

17I J. JAMES tr. Le Blond's Gardening 76 Busts, Terms!
Half-length Figures. 1753 SPENCE in Phil. Trans. XLVIII.
486 Another brass bust, on a term, of a youth. 1891 T
HARDY Tess xii, She. .lifted her face to his, and remained
like a marble term while he imprinted a kiss upon her cheek
16. Ship-building. (See quot.)
c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 155 Terms or term-pieces,

pieces of carved-work placed under each end of the taffrail,
apon the side stern-timber, and reaching as low down as the
foot-rail of the balcony.

VI. 17. attrib. and Comb., as term-end, -keep-

ing (see sense 5 and KEEP v. 13); term-cata-
logue, a catalogue of the books and other publi-
cations during a term or quarter ; f term-driver,
? = term-trotter (a) ; term-fee (see quot.) ; term-
figure = sense 15 ; term-piece = sense 16

; term-
policy, an insurance policy issued for a definite term
or period ; f term-suitor, a suitor (during term) at
the law-courts ; t term-trotter, (a) one who comes
up to the law-courts for the term ; (/>) see quot.
1 782. See also TERM-DAY, TERM-TIME.
a 1704 T. BROWN Dial. Dead, Seas. Oaths Wks. 1711 IV.

84 One of 'em preaches against Oppression and Covetous-
ness once a Month at least, and perhaps has appear'd in a
"Term.Catalogue upon that Subject. 1906 E. ARBER (title)
The Term Catalogues 1668-1709 A.D. A Contemporary
Bibliography of English Literature in the reigns of Chas. II,
Jas. II, Wm. and Mary, and Anne. 1625 MASSINGER
New Way n.

ii, This "term-driver, Marrall, This snip of an
attorney. 1828 WEBSTER, *Term-/er, among lawyers, a fee
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or certain sum charged to a suitor for each term his cause is

in court. 1880 WAKRKN Book-plates iii. 23 Male and female

term-figures, busts of fairies. 1887 RL-SKIN Przeterita II.

143 Some formal "term-keeping at Oxford. 1896 Allbntt's

Syst. Med. I. 476 *Term policies are issued for short or long

periods. i6oj CAREW Cornwall I. 89 The "Terme-suilcrs

may best speed their businesse. 1607 MIDDLETON ftuUUX
I. iv, I have been a *term-trotter myself any time this five

and forty years. 178* V. KNOX Ess. I. 336 The majority
are what are called term-trotters, that is, persons who only

keep the terms for form-sake .. to qualify them for degrees.

[Note to branch IV. Gr. opot denoted '

boundary mark '

and thence 'a boundary', as m Euclid (sec 1570111 sense i).

Hence in Arithmetic, applied to each of the terms m a ratio,

e. g. 2 : 4 ; also in a proportion, and in any related series of

numbers ; in the statement ofa mean between two numbers, as

6:9 : 12, 6 and 12 were the opotopoi 'extreme terms '.and, by
extension g was called ^te'tjo? opos

' the mean term '. In Logic,

iipos was applied to the terms in an analogy, e. g.
' as A is to

B, so is C to D ', where A, B, C, and D were iipoi ; also to the

terms (subject and predicate) in a proposition ; hence to the

terms in a syllogism, the major, minor, and middle (the last

being analogous to the
' mean term

'

in Arithmetic).
^
By

late Latin philosophical writers, opo? in the geometrical,

arithmetical, and logical senses was rendered by terminus

(constantly used by Boelhius a 524). The application of

opos and terminus to the definition or limitation of a
word appears in Petrus Hispanus, and led finally to the

application of terminus to any word used in a definite or

limited sense (as in sense 13 above). In Aquinas (isth c.)

terminus is s_ynonymous with dictio, locutio, not/ten (see the

Thomas Lexicon s. v.). J

Term, v. [In sense i prob. a. OF. termer

(i4thc. in Godef.) to bring to an end; to limit,

fix ; in sense 2, f. TERM sb.\

1 1. trans. To bring to an end or conclusion ;
to

terminate. Obs. (Cf. AF. OYEB et lerniiner.)
c 1410 [see terming below), c 1450 Godstow Reg. 89

They shold here the cause, and . . terme hit with a dew ende.

1570 LEVINS Matiip. 210/43 To Tearme, terminare.

2. To express or denote by a term or terms, t a.

To express in particular terms, or in a specified
form of words ; to phrase. (Usually with or.) Obs.

a 1557 tr.M'ore's Treat. Passion Wks. 1376/2 Now doth this

man . . two ways . . continue his pilgrimage, that is to witte as

maister Gersonne in the Latin tong termethit,..inanaturall
continuance, and in a moral continuance. 1557 RECORDE
Whetst. N iij b, Scholar. This rule is very obscure in

woordes. Master. Then will I terme it thus [etc.]. 1584
in lott Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 433 No merchant
. . should transporte . . any goodes that apertayned to unfree-

men (as it is termed).

b. To give a particular or specified name to ;

to name, call, denominate, designate. Now only
with compl. (for which as is substituted in a rela-

tive clause) ; formerly with other constructions.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm.^ Master of the
holy

Familr
Famiheof Loue. x63LiTi _ . .

may be tearmed wise guides. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig.

Med. l. 36 The brain, which we tearme the seat of reason,

17*6 SHELVOCKE Voy. round Worldly Incensing the people

against.. Officers, whom he term'd Blood-suckers. 1872
MIVART Elem. A nat. 282 Such muscles are termed rotators.

fo. With obj. and inf. : To state, affirm.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 1212/1 His enimies

(whome he termed to be sir Oswold Ulstrop, and maister

Vaughan) were about the parke. 1590 SIR J . SMYTH Disc.

Weapons Ded. 7 Terming those to be best soldiers that could

Hue without pay. 1631 LITHGOW Trav. in. 107 Tearming vs . .

to haue monstrous backes, against the execution of lustice.

f 3. To spend or pass (time) as in term. Obs.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 4 They Terme away their Dayes
in Obsequious services of others, not allowing Themselves

a Dayes vacation.

Hence TeTming vbl. sb. ; also attrib.

1:1410 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) Prol., Men wote

well that the grettest termynge \Bodl. MS. termynynge] of

sekenes >at may be is swote. 1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm.
Par . Eph. Prol., To seke the edification of the playne
vnlearned by playne termyng of wordes. 1591 SPARRY tr.

Cattan's Geomancie 176 The place, house, or fygure ls ..all

one thing.. yet there is some difference in the tearming.

1643 TRAPP Comm. Gen. xxiii. i We read in the Gospel of

minstrels and people making a noise at the terming-house,
as they call it.

Termagant (tS'imagant), rf. (a.) Forms: a.

3 teruagant, 3-5 -aunt. 0. 4-7 termagaunt,
6 turmagant, Sc. tarmegant, termygant, 7

tarmagant, -gon, 7-8 termagant, 8 termigant,
6- termagant. [In early ME. Tervagant, OF. Ter-

vagan (in La Fontaine 1 7th c. Tat vaganf), proper
name in Chanson dt Roland a 1 100, as in sense i

here. So It Trivigante (Ariosto, a 1516). For

ulterior history cf. Skeat Etymol. Diet. s. v.]

1. (with capital T.) Name of an imaginary deity

held in mediaeval Christendom to be worshipped

by Mohammedans: in the mystery plays repre-

sented as a violent overbearing personage. (Cf.

MAHOUND i.) Obs. or arch.

In Lay. applied to gods ofthe Romans and heathen Saxons.

c 1*05 LAY. 5353 For jif hit wulled Teruagant be us [is] oure

godofbisselond[Rome]. Ibid. 16427 pehedene..cleopeden
' Ure godd Teruagant I whi trukest fm us an bond? c 1*90

.S. Enr. Leg. 1. 468/205 Ne bilieuez nought opon Mahun, ne

on teruagaunt, [h]is fere. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl.Synnt
197 pe sarysyne to hys god jede, And askede cunseyl. . .Pan

answered hys termagaunt. 01400 Octouian 919 The Sowdan,
that left [

= believed) yn Teruagaunt. 1570 FOXE A. f, M.
(ed. 2) 680/2 If he had made hym [Ld. Cobham) some Ter-

magant or Mahounde out of Babilonia. 1597 BF. HALL
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Sat. I. i. 4 Nor fright the Reader with the Pagan vaunt
Of mightie Mahouna, and great Termacaum. i6oaSllAKS.

Haiti, m. ii. 15, I could haue such a Fellow whipt for o're-

doing Termagant: it out-Herod's Herod. 1637 HtvwooD
Koyall Kiiigll. ii, I'le march where my Captaine leads, wer't

into the Presence of the great Termagaunt. 1815 :-

Talism. hi, Down with Mahound, Termagaunt, and all

their adherents.

In form Tryvigant (from Italian).

1591 HARINGTON Orl, Fur. xii. xliv, Blaspheming Try-
uUant and Mahomet \Ariosto: Bestemmiando Macone et

Trivigante], And all the Gods adord in Turks profession.

2. A savage, violent, boisterous, overbearing, or

quarrelsome person (or thing personified) ;
a blus-

terer, bully. Now rare exc. as in b.

1500-apDi'XBAR/towjxxvi. 115 Thae tarmegantis(Ersche-
men], with tag and tatter, Ffull lowd in Krsche begowth to

clatter. 1542 BALE Ytt a Course, etc. 39 b, Thys, terryble

termagaunt, tbys Neroth, thys Pharao. 1593 G. HARVEY

Pierces Super, 12 Ob, but Agriupa w.is an vrcheon..

Sigonius a toy, Cuiacius a bable to this Termagant. 1618

T. ADAMS God"s Bounty ii. Wks. 1861 1 149 Wealth may do
us good service, but if it get the mastery of our trust, it will

turn tyrant, termagant. 1824 SCOTT St. Ronan'sxM, The._.
consequences that might follow from the displeasure of this

Highland termagant [Captain MacTurk]. 1884 SIR S. ST.

JOHN Hayti vii. 769 Bazin, the military termagant who led

the prosecution, .browbeat the witnesses, bullied the jury,

b. spec. A violent, overbearing, turbulent, brawl-

ing, quarrelsome woman ; a virago, shrew, vixen.

(Now the ordinary sense.)

1659 Lady Alimony i. iv. B ij, And just so must all our

Tavern Tarmagons be us'd. 173* GAV Achilles IL Wks.

(1773) 239 This girl is. .such an arrant termigant, that I

could as soon falfin love with a
tygress.

1861 THACKKRAV
Four Georges iii, Yonder is Sarah Marlborough's palace,

just as it stood when that termagant occupied it. 1896
' IAN SIACLAREN

' Kate Carnegie v. 77 A vulgar termagant
. . who would call her husband an idiot aloud before a

dinner-table.

3. allrib. or adj. Having the character of a

termagant; savage, violent, overbearing, turbulent,

brawling, quarrelsome, a. Generally. Now rare.

1596 SHAKS. i ffen.fl^,v,iv. niTwas time to counterfet,

or that hotte Termagant Scot had paid me scot and lot too.

1596 NASHE Saffron Walden 49 Termagant inkhorne

tearmes. 1695 Remarks some late Serm. (ed. 2) 3 Consider

the fine Knack these Gentlemen have got at Representation
and Character ; which you will find so luscious and terma-

gant, as would shame even the Modesty of the Stage. 1711
M. DISTAFF' Char. Don Sacheverellio 5 A Man of great
Brawn and Muscle, Large, Tall and Termagant. 1869

J. MARTINEAU Ess, II. 213 His dialectic assumes a teima-

gant character.

b. spec. Of a woman (or her attributes).

1667-8 DRYDEN & DK. NEWCASTLE Sir Martin Mar-all
i. i, His wife, who is a termagant lady. 1678 DRYDEN
Limbcrhatn 1. 1, But this Lady is so Termagant an Empress 1

1761 MRS. F. SHERIDAN Sidney Bidulph II. 66 The most

termagant spirit that ever animated a female breast. 1818

SCOTT Hrt, Midi, xviii,
'
I tell ye '.raising her termagant

voice, 'I want my bairn 1

'

1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.
II. viii. 375 The plans of his own termagant niece Queen
Constance.

Hence Termaguncy (taumagansi) [after nouns in

-ANCT from adjs. in -ANT 1
], termagant quality,

violence oftemper or disposition ; Te'rmagfantlsh

a., resembling, or partaking of the character of, a

termagant; TeTmagantly art'z'.,like a termagant,
with violence of temper, outrageously.

1709 MRS. MAULEY Secret Mem. (1720) III. 198 The good

Emperor, mortifyed by the 'Termagancy of his Mother.

1716 M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. II. 318 Exasperated by the

sawcyTermigancy ofsomefew insolent Dissenting Preachers.

i?S3 Miss COLLIER Art Torment, n. ii. 115 By a violent

termagancy of temper, she may never suffer him to have a

moment's peace. 1813 in Spirit Put. Jrnls. 408 Mrs.

Scarsfield had something so very "termagantish in her

appearance. 1707 Reflex. Ridicule it. 375 To see.. how

termagantly they treat their Husbands.

Termagant, obs. erron. form of PTARMIOAN.

Termage (ta'imeds). [f.
TEKM si. + -AGE.]

fl. Name for the winnings in some form of

gambling or cheating. Obs. slang.

1591 GREENE Conny-Catching II. Wks. (Grosart) X. 87 In

Vincents Law. . He that is coosened, the Vincent. Gaines

gotten, Termage.
2. attrib. Termagefee = term-fee (see quot.).

1834 Regula. Generalis Michaelmas, in Bingham New
Cases I. 411 Every attorney ought to pay to the clerk of the

warrants . . his termage fees, being eight pence in every term.

Termasliaw, erron. spelling of TAMASHA.

1841 DE QUINCEY Philos. HerodoiusWa. 1862 VIII. 181.

Termatic (tajrnie-tik), a. (s6.) Anat. [f. Gr.

Tfppa (Tfp^aT-) end, limit + -1C.] Belonging to the

lertna or lamina lerminalis of the brain, a thin

layer of grey matter in front of the third ventricle.

Also as sb., ellipt. for termalic artery.

1885 WILDER in New York Med. Jrnl 21 Mar. 325 The
termatic artery, a small vessel arising from the junction o:

the precerebral arteries. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet.

Termatic artery, branch from anterior cerebral or anterior

communicating arteries to region of lamina terminals.

Te'rm-day. A day set as a term (TEBM.fi. 3)

a day appointed for doing something, esp. for pay-

ment of money due. (In quot. e 1375, a final or

concluding day ; f tut terme day, without end, fo-

ever.) 1 Obs. exc. as in b, c.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14040 Quen it com to |>e term dai, pa
had noght quar-of for to pai. 1:1369 CHAUCEK Detlte

Blaunche 730 He had broke his terme day To come t"

TERMINABLE.
hir. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiii. (George) 8 4 > To duel
with byme but terme day. 1470-81 MAUWY Arthur iv.

xxvm. 158 Whan it drewe nygh the lerme day that tyr
gawayn syr Marhaus nd yre Vwayue shold mete,

b. spec. Each of the Scottish quarter-days, ep.
Whitsunday and Martinmas day, at which house*
are taken, and servants engaged for the summer or
winter half-year : see TEBM sb. 3 b.
1818 Scorr Hrt. Midi, viii On the very term-day when

their ejection should have taken place. 1893 Ifnlm. G*i.
3 Apr. 6/3 'Ihe understanding.. wasthat the bank which has
now stopped might hold out till the isth of May, which U
Ihe Scotch 'term' day. 1906 feat. Rev. i Feb. 123/1
Candlemas Day is known to business men in Scotland as
one of the quarterly term days.

c. Each of a series of days appointed for taking
systematic scientific observations, e. g. of meteoro-

ogical phenomena. In quots. attrib.

1843 Proc. Attur. Phil. Soc. II. 247 To keep up the term-

lay
observations. 1856 KANK Arct. Expl. I. xiv. 153 note,

Who bore the brunt of the term-day observations.

tTerment. Ob:. Forms: 4-6 terement, 5

tyrrement, 5-6 tyr(e)ment, terment, 6 terre-

uont. [Aphctic form of INTERMENT.] Burial,

funeral : - INTKUMKNT
; also, a funeral service.

1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 92 pe skeueyns shullen don seyn
>o messes wyhtinne vj. day after pe terement- 140*
E. E. Wills (1882) ii Atte day of my terment. 1:1440

^romp. rant. 404/2 Tyrrement, or inlyrrement, fiinerate.

1568 GRAKTON Citron. II. 578 King Henry caused a.solempne
obite and terrement to be kept within Paules Church of

Condon, for Sigismond the Emperor.

Termenteyne, obs. corrupt f. TuRPESTraK.

Termer (ta-jmsj). Also 6-7 tearmer. [f.

TEKM sb. + -EB i.]

1. One who resorted to London in term, either

For business at a court of law, or for amusements,

intrigues, or dishonest practices. Common c 1550'

1675 ; now only Hist.

'55* ) HEYWOOD Spider I, F. xiv. ii In Westminster hall

I. .may be a tenner all tymes and howrs. sees ROWLANDS
Greene's Ghost (1860) 22 There be a band of more needy
mates called Termers, who trauell all the yeere from faire to

faire, and haue great doings in Westminster Hall. Ibid. 48
A Countrey Gentleman, .walking in Poules, as tearmers

are wont that wait for their lawyers. 1607 MIDDLETON
Michaelmas Term \. i, He was here three days before the

Exchequer gaped Rearage Fie, such an early termer? 1646
SUCKLING Goblins in. Wks. (1694) 274 Country Ladies twelve.

Tearmers all. a 1668 DAVENANT Epilogue Wks. (1673) 300
To cry Plays down Is half the business Termers have in

Town. 1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 221 Being noted
' termers ', they met at the Goat and Tun. 1875 A. W.
WARD Hist. Eng. Dram. Lit. (1899) II. vi. 516 note,
' Termers

' was a name of opprobrium applied to persons
who came up to town to make their harvest in term-time.

) 2. gea. or allusively. One who is bound to a

particular time for doing something ; one who
holds office only for a term or limited period. Obs.

i634R.CLERKEinSpurgeon Trtas.Dav. Ps-cxxxvi. i Salva-

tion is no termer ; grace ties not itself to times, a 1641 Br.

MOUNTAGU Acts I, Man. ii. (1642) 107 The High Priests being
the ordinary standing Rulers of that people, .and those of

ludah but Termers.
+ 3. Obs. form of TEBMOR, q.v.

II Termes (ts-jmfz). PI. termites (ti-imiUz).

[mod.L. (Linnaus 1748), a. late L.terma (Isidore)

a wood-worm, earlier also tarmes, i. root of L.

terere, Gr. rdp-ttv to rub, bore.] TERMITE.

[1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Tertnes, (Lat.)-.ako a little

Worm commonly call'd a Death-watch; a Maggot, or

Gentle.) 1781 Termites [see TERMITE). 1800 Asiat. Ann.

Reg. 5/2 The tennes, or what b called the white ant,

infests this island. 1834 PRINGLK Afr. Sh. viii. 287 The
termes of South Africa is not the destructive species.

Tennigame, -gant, obs. ff. PTABMIQAN, TERMA-

GANT. Termin, var. TEHMIKE sb. Obs.

Terminable (trjminab'l), a. (st.) [f.
TKB-

MINE v. + -ABLE. Cf. OF. tcrniinoble that comes

to an end, not eternal (isth c. in Godef.).]

fl. That may be or is to be terminated, deter-

mined, or finally decided. Obs.

1414 Acts PrivyCmnc. III. 149 Alle the billes that compre-
hende materes terminable at the commune lawe . . be remitted

there to be determined, c 1450 Or. Myst. xxv. (1841) 246

Caffhas. . . Of the lawe of Moyses I have a chef governawns,
To severe ryth and wrong in me is lermynable. llnd. xxix.

391 My sovereyn Lord, heyest of excillens, In }ou alle

jewgement is termynabyle.

2. Capable of being or liable to be terminated ;

that may come or be brought to an end (usually,

in time) ; limitable, finite ;
not lasting or perpetual.

Terminable annuity, an annuity which comes to an end

after a definite term : see ANNUITY 3 ; terminable annuitant,

one who holds a terminable annuity.

be finite in power, or terminable, when there may be

assigned a number of finite spaces or times, as of paces or

hours. 1810 G. G. CAREY Funds 79 To find the cost .. of a

terminable annuity. 1858 W. M. CAMPION in
Corner.

igo Treated as a mere terminable annuitant. 1874 MOTLEY

Sarneveld II. xv. 185 Terminable at pleasure of any one.

t B. sb, in phr. in terminables : ? in definite

terms, definitely (ct in terms, TKBM sb. 14 b.

Obs. rare-1
.

a 1568
' Far Helth ofBody ',

etc. 70 in Bannatyne Poems

(Hunter. Cl.) 198 Woyd all drinking with lymmam and



TERMINABLENESS.

lechouris, And this I say in terminablis, I gess, Off dyce

playeris and conmioun hasardouris.

Hence Terminability, Te rminableness, the

quality of being terminable; Terminably adv.,

in the way of being terminable; in quot. 1584,
within definite limits of space.
1584 R. SCOT Discav. Witchcr. (1886) 470 The holie spirit

is [not] in us as a bodie placed in a place terminablie. 1846

WORCESTER, Terminableness. 1850 D. THOMAS Crisis Being
iii. 51 Hell, its existence or non-existence, its terminable-

ness or eternity. 1858 GOLDIV. SMITH in Oxford Ess. 279
The choice between holding the fellowship perpetually as

a resident, or terminably with leave of non -residence.

1884 Q. Rev. Jan. 9 He relies.. on the terminability of the

office. 1887 SAINTSBURV Hist. Elizab. Lit. ix. (1890) 344
An exception to the general rule of the terminableness of

copyright.

Terminal (ta'jminal), a. and sb. [ad. L. ter-

minal-is, i. termin-us end, boundary : see -AL.

Cf. F. terminal (i6th c. in Godef.).]
A. adj. fl. Her. (See quots.) Obs.

1486 B/t. St. Allans, Her. B j b, Ther be .ix. dyuisionis of

cotarmures .v. perfite & .iiii. vnperfite. The .v. perfite be

theys Termynall Collateral! Abstrakte Fixall and Bastard.

Ibid., Termynall is calde in armys all the bretheren of right

lyne hethir by Cadre or by modre may here the right heyns
cotarmure with a differens calde Enbordyng. 1586 FERNE
Blaz. Gentrie 155 All these coates were called TerntinaU
because that they were terminated or limited within their

embordinges, as afore sayd.
2. Belonging to or placed at the boundary of a

region, as a landmark; in qnot. 1744, presiding
over boundaries (cf. TERMINUS 2).

1744 PATERSON Comm. on Milton's P. L. 218 The emblem
of ms being the terminal god, defending the borders of that

nation. 1847 GROTE Greece n. xvi. III. 283 A terminal

pillar set up by Croesus at Kydrara,
b. Applied to a statue, bust, or figure termina-

ting in and apparently springing from a pillar or

pedestal; also to the pillar or pedestal itself; and
often inexactly to a pedestal which narrows towards
the base. See TERM sb. 15, TERMINUS 3.

ies only
.-. 1858
irns and

vases, terminal figures, temples.
3. Situated at or forming the end or extremity of

something : chiefly in scientific use ; spec, in Cryst.

applied to the faces, edges, or angles of a crystal
at the extremities of its longest axis

;
in Zool. and

Anat. situated at or forming the (outer) end of a

part or series of parts ;
in Bot. growing at the end

of a stem, branch, or other part, as a bud, flower,
or inflorescence, a style, etc. (opp. to lateral and

axillary). Terminal moraine (Geol.), a moraine
at the lower end of a glacier : see MORAINE.
1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 104 Terminal edges

are formed by the junction of lateral and terminal planes.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. 308 Mouth. .. Terminal ..

When the mouth terminates the head. 1817 STEUART
Planter's G. (1828) 448 Plantations . .pruned .. by the re-
moval of Terminal Shoots, and Terminal Buds. i8 I.

DUNCAN Beetles (Nat. Libr.) 217 Terminal lobe ot the
maxilla; ending in a tuft of fine hair. 1847 W. E. STEELE
Field Bot. 132 The uppermost whorl terminal and capitate,
1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. viii. 264 The rocks and debris
carried down by the glacier are finally deposited at the
lower extremity, forming there a terminal moraine. 1869
PHILLIPS Vcsuv. x. 274 A prism with a six-sided terminal
pyramid. 1876 PREECE & SIVEWRIGHT Telegraphy 160 By
a terminal pole is meant not only the last pole at each end
of the

line^to which the wires are terminated, but also any
pole at which the wires form an angle approaching to 90 .

i884HuLMEW..p.vi,Innorescencelerminalandaxillary.
b. Situated at the end of a line of railway ;

forming, or belonging to, a railway terminus.
1878 F. S. WILLIAMS Midi. Railw. 68 The cost including

two terminal stations and rolling stock, averaging ^24,000
a mile. 1881 Times 13 July 6/3 In regard to terminal ser-
vices the respondent [railway] company allowed a rebate.
1907 Daily Chron. 10 Sept. 4/6 When the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company selected the spot for their western ter-
minal port on the shores of the Pacific.

4. Occurring at the end of something (in time,
or generally) ; forming the last member of a series
or succession ; closing, concluding, final, ultimate.
1831 For. Q. Rev. VII. 378 Alliterative metre b formed

without . . dependence upon the aid of terminal rhyme.

with which they continue to descend. 1873 H. SPENCER
&tud. Social, xiv. 336 The human being is at once the ter-
minal problem of Biology and the initial factor of Sociology
1877 DOWDEN Shaks. Prim. iv. 4 t These may be found as
terminal words in the blank verse of Milton and of Words-
worth 1885 Act 48 * 49 Viet. c. 58 2 The sums charged
..shall, .cover the costs of delivery, .within.. one mile of

/ ~r
.

mlnal telegraphic office. 1893 Daily News 14 Dec.
9/4 The terminal market, though dull, has been steadier
prices marking a recovery of 3d. to 6d. on the week.

D. Path. Applied to a morbid condition forming
the final stage of a fatal disease,

t^fi
Cft'

?'*''
T'rminal dementia, dementia forming

,;?
a

?.
P"man

,

ent "age of many cases of acute

aMSnaP? "" *^ M'd- V" t" In the moribund
K T? i

1
?ucocyt<is is frequently observed.

o. Belonging to or lasting for a term or definite
period ; esp. pertaining to a university or law term
occurring every term or at fixed terms; termly
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1827 Q. Rev. XXXVI. 259 Strict terminal examinations,

on the topics of the college lectures, have been generally

introduced. 1873 STUOBS Const. Hist. II. xv. 260 This

council sitting in terminal courts assisted the king in hear-

ing suits. 1885 SIR N. LINDLEY in Law Ret. 29 Ch. Div.

593 This terminal rent-charge is an incumhrance on the

inheritance. 1883 Law Times LXXX. 5/1 A set of rooms

in college . . at a yearly rent payable by three terminal pay-
ments. 1885 M. PATTISON Mem. 87 A share in the ter.

minal examinations called
' Collections '.

6. Logic. Pertaining to a term (TEEM sb. i a).

1872 in LATHAM. 1891 Cent. Diet., Terminal quantity,
the quantity of a term, as universal or particular.

B. sb. f 1. //. Rendering L. Terminalia, name
of an ancient Roman festival held annually in

honour of the god Terminus : see TERMINUS 2, and

cf. Saturnals, SATUKNAL B. a. Obs. rare".
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Terminals (terminalia), feasts.,

kept in February at the eighth calends of March.

2. A terminal part or structure, i. e. one situated

at or forming the end, or an end, of something ;

spec. a. in Electr. each of the free ends of an open
circuit (by connecting which the circuit is closed),

or any structure forming such an end, as the car-

bons in an arc light, or the clamping-screws in a

voltaic battery by which it is connected with the

wire that completes the circuit ; b. Physiol. the

end or end-structure of a nerve fibre or neuron ;
C.

a carving or other ornament at the end of some-

thing, as a finial.

1850GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces (ed. 2) 82 I f the two platinum
terminals of a voltaic battery be immersed in water, oxygen
will be evolved at one and hydrogen at the other terminal.

1865 Morn. Star 27 Feb., Seats, .panelled with oak, the
elbow rails having carved terminals. 1869 MRS. SOMER-
VILLE Molec. Sc. \. i. ii. 52 When the copper conducting
wires are fitted with charcoal terminals and brought near to
one another, the dazzling lights combine in one blaze. 1874
CARPENTER Ment. Phys. L li. 89 (1879) 99 The terminals
of the sensory tract of the axial cord. 1899 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. VIII. 325 The ultimate naked fibrils (collaterals and
terminals). 1904 WINDLE Rent. Prehist. Age Brit. 100

Chapes or terminals to scabbards which may have belonged
to daggers or to swords.

3. A final syllable, letter, or word ; a termination.

1831 Westm. Rev. Tan. 61 The derivation of one word
from another. ., or rather the different states in which a root

presents itself with terminals added. 1866 Sat, Rev. 21 Apr.
474 Madlle. Orgeni (German in spite of her patronymic
terminal) comes directly from Berlin. 1904 Athenaeum
21 May 646/2 Mr. Coleridge transposes the rhyming ter-

minals '

healthy
'

and '

wealthy '.

4. //. Charges made by a railway company for

the use of a terminus or other station, and for

services rendered in loading or unloading goods,
etc., there : see quot. 1887.
1878 F. S. WILLIAMS Midi. Railw. 188 There was a sum

of 5000 or j6coo for ' terminals '. 1884 Pall Mall G.

27_ May 3/1 To charge a reasonable sum for station ter.

minals. 1887 Contemp. Rev. Jan. 82 The cost of collection,
loading, covering, unloading, and delivering, ..are the chief
items included under the denomination of '

terminals '.

5. A terminal station or premises on a railway, a
terminus ; a terminal point of a railway, a place or
town at which it has a terminus. U. S.
1888 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. ^ Aug. 3/2 The Canadian

Pacific .. company has purchased extensive dock property
and terminals at Windsor, opposite Detroit. 1900 Jrnl.
Sch. Geog. (U.S.) Apr. 135 The seaboard terminal is New
York, with its three million of people. 1004 KITTREDGE
Old Farmer? In 1801, King's Tavern, Boston, was the
1 terminal

'

for the stages for Albany, New York, &c.
0. A terminal figure : = TEKM sb. 15, TERMINUS 3.
1876 GWILT Archil. Gloss., Term or Terminal. Ibid.,

Vagina, the lower part of a terminal in which a statue is

apparently inserted.

Terminally (tavnninali), adv. [f. prec. adj.
+ -LY 2.]

+ 1. In relation to, or within, a term or limited

period. Obs.

1657 GAULE Sapientia Justif. SgThat Death which reigned
from Adam to Moses, . . if you take the time of Deaths reign-
ing to be betwixt them two, terminally and exclusively.
2. At the end or extremity.
1854 OWEN Skel. t, Teeth in Orr>s Circ. Sc. I. Org. Nat.

182 The. .terminallyconfluent parapophyses. 1875 BENNETT& DYER Sachs' Bot. 460 Female flowers.. consisting of a
naked axis.. bearing the erect ovules terminally or laterally.
0. Every term, once a term.
1868 Times 26 Sept. 3/5 No house (at Oxford] can be

licensed until it has been inspected by the delegates, and
lodgings must be visited by them terminally. 1885 Law
Junes LXXIX. 366/2 An annual rent is paid by the under,
graduate . . in some cases quarterly, triennially, or ter-

minally. 1896 Oxford Univ. Go*. 10 Nov. no/i The
Scholarship is ofthe annual value of 45, payable terminally,and tenable for two years.

Terminant (tsuminant), a. (so.) Now rare
or Obs. [ad. L. terminant-em, pr. pple. of ter-
minare to TERMINATE.]
1. Terminating, concluding, final. Also as sb.
A final syllable, termination, terminal.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie u. viii. (Arb.) 94 If one

should rime to this word (Restore) he may not match him
with (Doore) or (Poore) for neither of both are of like ter.
mmant, either by good orthography or in naturall sound
Ihd. 95 Gower.. to make vp his rime would, .write his ter.
mmant sillable with false orthographic. Ibid. in. xvi. 185
Your clauses in prose should neither finish with the same
nor with the like terminants.

TERMINATE.

t 2. Determining, defining. Obs.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1044 The terminant and
defining power loveth the universall and indivisible, a 1610
HEALEY TheophrastusdbfflTQ Rdr., There being certaine

properties almost in every language, which cannot, word for

word, in terms terminant be expressed in another.

tTerminary (ta-jminari). rare. [ad. med.
L. terminari-us (in Du Gauge) pertaining to the

end or boundary, f. termin-us end : see -AHY. So
F. terminaire.] A building or structure placed at

the end of a walk or vista to terminate a view.

1790 W. WRIGHTE Grotesque Arckit. Title-p., Hermitages,
Terminates, Chinese, Gothic, and Natural Grottos.

Terminate (taumin<?t), ppl. a. [ad. L. ter-

minat-us, pa. pple. of terminare : see next.] Ter-

minated, in various senses : see the verb.

1. Limited, bounded
; ended, brought to an end

;

having a definite limit or limits
;
of determinate

form or magnitude. (In early quots. const, as

fa. pple?) Now rare or Obs.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 79 Inde is terminate from the
este with the rysenge of the sonne, of the sowthe with the
occean [etc.]. 1639 G. DANIEL Ecclus. xli. 38 What if the
vncertaine Date Of Mortalls in ten years be Terminate.
1645 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xxviii. i. 301 A terminate \ed.

1644 determinate] quantity or multitude of parts. 1750 tr.

Leonardus' Mirr. Stones 35 Colour is the extremity of the

perspicuous in a terminate body.
b. Math. Capable of being expressed in a finite

number of terms ; esp. of a decimal, not recurring
or infinite ; opp. to INTEBMINATE I b. rare.
i88a OCILVIE, Terminate, a., capable of coming to an end ;

limited ; bounded ; as, a terminate decimal.

1 2. Determined, decided. Obs. rare, (aspa.pple,.)
43-SO tr. Higden (Rolls) VII. 275 The pope decrete

that mater to be terminate afore the kynge of Ynglonde and
bischoppes.

1 3. a. Directed to a specified object. Obs. rare.

1624 F. WHITE Refl. Fisher 283 Their worship is ter-

minate in the verie Image.
t b. ? Directed to some point ; having a definite

direction in space. Ofa. rare.

1676 H. MORE Remarks xxiii.
37,

I demand, if the mobility
of water upwards be not as intnnsick to it as downwards . .?

for where the water is rightly placed, it has no terminate
motion at all.

Terminate (t5uminit), v. [f. L. terminal-,
ppl. stem of terminare to limit, end, f. termin-us

end, boundary.] I. Transitive senses.

1 1. To determine ; to state definitely. Obs. rare.

1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. 18 Who made them so priuie
to the secrets of the Almightie, that they should foretell the
tokens of his wrath, or terminate the time of his vengeaunce.
1706 PHILLIPS, To Terminate, . . to determine, or decide.

1 2. To express in terms or words, to denominate.
Obs. rare 1

.

1389 NASHE Pref. Greene's Menaphon (Arb.) 13 Which
strange language of the firmament . . makes vs that are not
vsed to terminate heauens moueings in the accents of any
voice, esteeme of their triobulare interpreter, as of some
Thrasionical huffe snuffe.

3. To direct (an action) to something as object
or end (cf. TERM sb. I c). Const, in, to, upon. In

quot. 1 599,To destine to a place. lObs. (Cf.senseS.)
1599 NASHE Lenten Stujfe (1871) 73 Leander . . they

terminated to the unquiet, cold coast of Iceland. 1645
RUTHERFORD Tryalft Tri. Faith Ded. 12 The first opening
of the eye-lids of God is terminated upon the breast of
Christ. 1651 GAULE Magastrom. 127 Idolatrous worship
came, .to be terminated upon other inferior creatures. 1724
R. WELTON Chr. Faith 4 Pract. 188 When they terminate
their thoughts upon secondary instruments. 1746-7 HERVEY
Medit. (1818) 147 The niggardly wretch whose aims are all

turned inward, and meanly terminated upon himself.

fb. Of a thing: To be the object of (an action).
1656 JEANES Mixt. Schol. Div. 81 This union., is wrought

by the whole three persons, terminated unto the second

person onely ; that alone terminates suppositall, or personall
dependence of the manhood. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr.
in. i. 3 An Idea.. is nothing else but the objective being
of a thing as it terminates the understanding. 1704 NORRIS
Ideal world n. iii. 108 The ideas that terminate our

thoughts (and which therefore are the only true objects of

them).

4. To bring to an end, put an end to, cause to

cease ; to end (an action, condition, etc.).

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xx. 02 Her eyes Opened with

teares, in care of her estate, Which now, her friends resolu'd

to terminate To more delaies ; and make her marry one.

1623 COCKERAM, Terminate, to end. 1732 ARBUTHNOT
Rules ofDiet in Aliments, etc. 304 [It] will sooner terminate
the cold Fit. 1796 MME. D'ARSLAY Camilla IV. 277 She
had every hope that this, .would terminate every perplexity.

1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. viu. ix, They had assisted in termi-

nating a disastrous schism which had distracted Christendom.

b. To come at the end of, form the conclusion of.

1798 SOPHIA LKE Canterb. T., Yng. Lady's T. II. 497
Cold thanks for her civilities .. terminated the visit. 1799

Monthly Rev. XXX. 345 We cannot also but approve the

choice of passages., which terminate this publication.

1 5. To bring (something) to a stop, so that it

extends no further ; to put a limit or limits to
;
to

restrict, confine to (in). Obs.
a 1628 PRESTON New Covt. (1634) 157 When a man will so

enjoy these things that he can terminate his comfort in them.
1660 R. COKE Power $ Subj. 80 Where it is not slavery,
there the Masters power is terminated to years, moneths,

weeks, daies, or houres. 1674 HICKMAN Hist. Qiiin^tiart.
(ed. 2) 118 Both creation and generation are terminated
to substances.
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6. To bound or limit spatially ; toforra the material

extremity of
;
to be situated at the end of.

1634 SIR T. HKRBKKT Trav. 42 The South [of Guzerat] is

terminated by the Sea. 1713 POPE Guardian No. 173 f 5

(Odyss. vn. 168) Beds of all various herbs, for ever green, In
beauteous order terminate the scene. 1746-7 HBKVKY
Mcdit. (1818) 103 On another side, the great deep terminates
the view. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 404/2 That
which comes under the foremost beam of the gun-deck may
terminate the fore part of the orlop. i88 STARK Elcin, Xat.
Hist. II. 391 Abdomen. -elongated, conical, terminated in

the female by a long perforator. 1840 LAKDNKR Geom. 264
Two such semi-diameters, .will be terminated at points

holding corresponding positions in the elliptical quadrants.
7. f a- To give a definite border or outline to,

render distinct, define (visual objects). Obs. rare.

1756 FRANKLIN in Phil. Trans. LV. 190 Distant objects

appear distinct, their figures sharply terminated. 176*
MASKELYNE ibid. LI I. 610 M. de la Caille had a refracting

telescope . . which . . did not terminate objects distinctly.

b. fo finish, complete, rare.

1825 CiiALMKHS in Hanna Metn. (1851) III. iv. 56 Our science
ts a rudimenta! and not a terminating one. 1857 J- S.
HARFORD Michael Angelo I. xi. 245 During this interval of
calm and prosperity, be [Michael Angelo] terminated two
figures of slaves, .in an incomparable style of art.

II. Intransitive senses (corresponding to refl. or

pass, uses of those in I.).

8. To be directed to something as object or end.

1699 BURNET 39 Art. xxii. (1700) 240 In the Presence of
the King, all Respects terminate in his Person. 1856 Dove
Logic Ckr. Faith Introd, 6. 23 The other [says]

' My
thoughts all terminate in God '. 1909 SIR O. LODGE Ether
of Space App. in. 153 The free portion [of ether] .. is not
amenable to either mechanical or electric forces. They are
transmitted by it, but never terminate upon it.

9. To come to an end (in space) ; esp. to have its

end or extremity at a specified place, or of a speci-
fied form

;
to end a/, in t or with something.

1644 EVELYN Diary 27 Feb., A spacious gravel walke
terminating in a grotto. 1675 OGILBY Brit. Pref. 3 Ascending
till it terminate at the Top of the. .Scroll. 1769 COOK Vey.
round World 24 Apr. i. x. (1773) II. 99 These hills.. con-
tinued for about three miles more, and then terminated in a
large plain. 1796 MORSE Ainer.Geog, I. 227 Their tails ter-

minate with a hard horny spur. 1861 STANLEY Jew.Ch. (1877)
I. v. 107 The spot where the present gulf terminates. 1868
OWEN Vertebr. Anim. III. 414 The left extremity of the

stomach is bifid, and terminates in two round cul-de-sacs.

b. Of a word : To end in (a letter or sound).
1824 L. MURRAY Eng.Gratn, (ed.s) I. Hi. 84 Sometimes also,

when the singular terminates in ss, the apostrophic s b not
added : as,

rFor goodness' sake '. 1863 Pall Mall G.

25 July 4/1 Greek compounds terminating in 'on
'

are very
fashionable, and have a truly learned smack.

ID. To come to an end, so as to extend no further ;

to have its end or terminus in something ; f also,

to be confined or restricted within specified limits.

1613 JACKSON Creed i. xx.v. 5 The like fearful earth-

quakes, .fell out in Trajan's time at Aiitioch
; but the harms

[did] not terminate within her territories or the cities about
her. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 130 The testimonies

of ancient Writers, .are but derivative, and terminate all in

one Aristeus. a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man, it? MyUnder-
standing doth truly conclude that all this vicissitude of

things must terminate in a first cause of things, a 1784
JOHNSON in Boswell (1816) I, 23 The rod produces an effect

which terminates in itself.

11. To come to an end (in time) ; to end, cease,

conclude, close.

1815 WORDSW. Sonn.,
* The fairest brightest hues

'

2 The
sweetest notes must terminate and die. 1843 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. ix. II. 519 At length the repast terminated. i8?a

YEATS Techn. Hist. Cotnm. 375 The Middle Ages may be

said to terminate with the invention of printing.

b. To issue, result (in something) : END z/.
1
5 b.

1710 LUTTRBLL BriefRel. (1857) VI. 620 There has been
a 2d battle in Spain, which terminated in favour of

King Charles. 1775 J. BRYANT Mythol. II. 308 The fate of

Sermramis terminated in her being turned into a pigeon.

1867 H. MACMILLAN Bible Teach, x. (1870) 204 A career of

worldliness and sin terminates in impenitence and despair.

Hence Terminating vbl. sb. and ppL a.

1656 tr. Hobbes" Elem. Philos. (1839) 179 Within the same

terminating lines there can be no more than one plane

superficies. 1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) II. 187
Lateral and terminating fruit stalks. 1807 HUTTON Course
Math. 1 1. 75 At 954, the end of the first line, the p denotes

its terminating in the hedge. 1837 G. PHILLIPS SyriacGram.
4 The addition of a terminating consonant.

Termination (taimin^i'Jan). [ad. L. termina-

tion-em^ n. of action f. termindre to TERMINATE ;

in some sensesperh.a.OF./^/w*tf/w(i3-i4thc,).]
I. The action of terminating or fact of being

determined (in various senses).

f 1. The action of determining ; determination,
decision. Obs.

ci450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 359 The abbes.. schal make
al the terminacions in the chircne. 1455-6 Col. Anc. Rec.

Dublin (1889) 290 Wythoute eny contradiccyon aftyr the

termynacyon aforesayd.
a 16*5 FLETCHER Lovers PUgr. u.

i. You can consider The want in others of these terminations,
And how unfurnish'd they appear. 1660 R- COKE Justice
Vind* Pref. 13 If I could not ultimately resolve the dictates

of my reason, .into plain places of Scripture, so well as any
Geometrician would any proposition of Geometry into the

principles of Euclid's elements ; I would be content to let

them wander for ever without any termination.

f 2. Alleged name of some operation of alchemy.
1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. xiv. i, Their. .amalgaming

..terminations, mollifications and indurations of bodies.

3. The action of ending, f a. Bounding, limiting,
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separation by spatial limits (pbs.). b. Putting an

end to
; bringing to a close.

1604 K. CAWDREY Table Alph., Termination, an ending,.,

finishing or bounding. 1646 Sift T. BWOWNE Pseud. Ej>. I

55 The water entring the body, begets a division of parts,
and a termination ofAtoms united before unto continuity.

1658 PH i \.\.\v*,Ttr>nination,.. a limiting, ending, or bounding.
J

IQIO Expositor Oct. 290 Adultery alone justifies the termina* :

tlon of a marriage union.

f4. Direction to something as an object or end ;

purpose: cf. END sb. 14. Obs.
?l6.. WHITK (J), It is not an idol ratiant termini, in

respect of termination ; for the religious observation thereof
is referred . . to the honour of God and Christ.

II. The point or part in which anything ends.

5. End (in time), cessation, close, conclusion.
c 1500 Klelusine xxiiL 156 Ermyne said she wold sec first

the termynacion of her faders syknes or she shuld procide
ony ferlher. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Ilydriot. iv. (1736) 31
Christians have handsomely glossed the Deformity of

Death, by. .civil Rites, which take off brutal Terminations.

'755 JOHNSON, Terniination . . 3. End; conclusion. 1848
IHACKERAY Van. Fair xliii, She abruptly put a termination
to a flirtation which Lieutenant Stubble.. had commenced.

1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II. u iv. 160 All human
power has its termination sooner or later.

b. Outcome, issue, result :
= END sb. 1 3.

1806 V. KNOX Serin, fsa. xx^'iii. 16 Wks. 1824 VI. 393 A
good commencement has ever been found, .auspicious to a

good progress and a happy termination. 1894 SCOTT St.

Ronaii's xxix, If they do not indeed drive her to suicide,
which I think the most likely termination. 1884 Manch.
Exam. 3 May 5/1 Dissensions which could hardly have other
than a hostile termination.

6. The ending of a word
; the final syllable,

letter, or group of letters ; spec, in Gram, a final

element affixed to a word or stem to express some
relation or modification of sense; an (inflexional
or derivative) ending, a suffix.

1530 PALSGR. Introd. 27 In the

endelh no masculyne adjectyve syngular. 1588 FRAUNCE
Laiuiers Log. I. xii. 50 b, The aiuers fallinges and ter-

minations of woords. 1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. Pref.,
T :_ V-.l .L_ T 1

' 1. - .1 _1 II t U...Lai is but the Turkish termination pluralL a 1677 HALE
Prim. Orig. Man. 165 Many times the Literati and
Scholares coyn

new Words, and sometimes.. give Termi-
nations and Idiotisms sutable to their Native Language,
unto Words newly invented, .out of other Languages. 1788
GIBBON Decl. 9t f. 1. (1790) IX. 227 [Mecca] was known to the

Greeks under the name of Macoraba;..the termination of
the word is expressive of its greatness. 1845 STODDART in

Encycl. Metrop. (1847) I. 108/1 The addition of an adverbial

particle, like pur prefix, a, or termination, ly.

7. A limit, bound; an end, extremity (of a
material object, or of a portion of space).
I755 JOHNSON, Termination ..

2.^
Bound ; limit. 1828

WEBSTER s. v., The termination of a line. 1830 BOOTH L'pool
fr Maneft. Railw. 42 To improve the termination of the line

at the Liverpool end. 1860 TYNDALL Clac. i. xvii. 120 To
trace the glacier to its termination. 1870 F. R. WILSON Ch.

Lindisf. 101 At the west end is a bell -cot, with a pyramidal
termination.

b. //. Used for
' trousers

'
or ' breeches '.

1863 R. F. BURTON Wand. W. Africa I. 32 The men are

in shirts, and long terminations, or femoralia.

(8. ?A term, word, expression. Obs. rare.

1599 SHAKE. Muck Ada n. i. 255 Shee speakes poynyards,
and euery word stabbes : if her breath were as terrible as

[her] terminations, there were no liuing neere her.

Termina'tional, a. Chiefly Gram. [f. prec.
+ -AL.] Of, pertaining to, or forming a termina-

tion or terminations; closing, final (quot. 1874).
1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Cram. (ed. 5) I. 347 We seem to

have the three great principles
of accentuation : namely, the

radical, the terminational, and the distinctive. 1861 CRAIK
Hist. Eng, Lit. I. 33 It expressed the relations of nouns
and verbs . . by terminational or other modifications. x86z

W. P. DICKSON tr. Mommsetl's Hist. Rome (1875) 1. 12 The
richer terminational system of the Greeks. 1874 T. HARDY
Far fr. Maitding Crowd vi, His superiority was marked
enough to lead several ruddy peasants . . to speak to him

inquiringly,, .and to use
'
Sir

'

as a terminational word.

Terminative (t5'amin<ritiv, -tiv), a. [ad. L.

type *terminativus : see TERMINATE v. and -ATIVB.

Cf. F. terminatif.~\ Having the function of termin-

ating (in various senses).
1. Forming a boundary or limit, bounding (lots.) ;

forming the termination or extremity of something.
M3*-5<> <r- Higden (Rolls) II. sr The water of Thammyse

. .was somme tyme as a cause terminative of men of Kente,
of Este Saxones, West Saxones, and ofmen of the Marches.
Ibid. IOQ Mersee in Englische sowndethe as a see termina-

tiue [Higd. terminans mare\ for hit disterminate[d] oon
realme from an other. 1750 tr. Leonardos' Mirr. Stones 36
Some colour, which should be the terminative colour of the

perspicuous and opaque.

f2. Constituting an end, final, ultimate; esp.

constituting the ultimate object or end of iome
action (nearly = OBJECTIVE a. i). Obs.

1614 F. WHITE Kepi. Fisher 224 Neither is the Picture or

Image, .the terminatiue object of Lpue.. or Worship. 1681

FLAVEL Meth. Grace ix. 195 No duties or ordinances (which
are but the waves or means by which we come to Christ) are

or ought to be central and terminative to the soul 1694 R.

BURTHOCGE Reason fr Nat. Spirits 244 That the Soul is but

a Mediate Subject while it is in the Body, and not a Termi-

native. 1701 NORRIS Ideal World i. v. 235 There can be no
act of the Divine understanding above them

[the
Divine

Ideas], but what must ef necessity suppose them as the

terminative forms of it.

f b. Directed to something as ultimate object.
1660 JEK. TAYLOR Duct. DMt. u. u. vi. 5 27 To take off

TEBMINE.
this trifle of woi ship Relative and worship TermtnaUve. 1679C Nuse Antid. agit. Paper? 38 '1 heir worship being not . .

terminative in the creature.

8. Hringing or coming to an end ; finishing, con-

cluding ; conclusive ; in /'a/A. - TERMINAL a. 4 b.
a 1680 CHARNOCK Sin/ulnex f, Cure Th. Sel. Wks. (1844

109 Thoughts an usunmialive in
the understanding, terminative in all the other faculties.

1813 11 BCHTHAH Ontology il. | 9 Terminating or lennina-
live motions. 1887 T. HAKDY Woodlandcr, i, The interior,
as seen through the window, caused him to diaw up with
a tcrminauve air and watih. 1899 AUkutts Sytt. M.J.
VIII. 417 Cases of. .old standing tcrminauve dementia.
4. Gram. Denoting destination or direction

towards.

1903 A mer. Anthropologist Jan.-Mar. 13 Besides a general
locative some of the most frequently occurring [suffixes) are
inessive, superessive, introesslve, ablative, and tenninative.

TeTiiiinatively, aJv. [f. prec. + -LV -.] In
a terminative manner.
1. So as to terminate or form the end or extremity ;

in the way of a boundary or limit.

1570 DuKjIfatA. Pre/.t), Though a Poynt be no Magnitude,
yet Terminatiuely we reckcn it a thing Mathcmaticall . . by
reason it is. .the end and bound of a line.

1 2. In the way of direction to something as

ultimate object; in relation to, or as, the object

(nearly - OBJECTIVELY i) ; ultimately. Obs.

ic7 Br. HALL Best Bargaint Wks. 515 This truth, being
the thing it selfe subiectiuely, in words expressiuely, in the
minde of man terminatiuely. 1661 H. D. Disc. Liturgies
45 Some . . Pagans. . might terminatively worship the Sun and
Moon, as thinking those noble Creatures were the very

first

movers and principles. 1664 JER. TAYLOR Dissuas. Popery
i. u. S ii (1686) 107 It [the worship] is terminatively to Christ
or God, but relatively to the image. 17*0-1 Lett. fr. Afisfs

Jrnl. (1722) II. 55 After which that eminent Person is

neither terminatively, or relatively mentioned.

3. So as to terminate, i. e. come or bring to an
end ; finally ; conclusively.
1891 T. HARDY Tess xvii, 'O ay, as a lad I knowed your

part o' the country very well ', he said terminatively.

Terminator (t5umini?itsj). [a. late L. ter-

minator, agent-n. f. termindre to TEBMUTATE.]
1. One who or that which terminates.

1846 WORCESTER, Terminator, he or that which terminates
or bounds. 1890 Illustr. Land. News 27 Dec. 810/2 The
terminator of delights, . . the desolator of abodes.

2. Astron. The line of separation between the

illuminated and unillnminated parts of the disk of

the moon or a planet.
1770 HORSLEY in Phil. Trans. LX. 435 note, A great circle

passing through the poles of the terminator. 1868 LOCKYER
Elcm. Astron, HI. xvi. (1870) 92 The terminator the name
given to the boundary between the lit-up and shaded por-
tions [of the Moon]. 1876 G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. 69
Schruter found the terminator [of Venus] slightly concave.

Te'nninatory, a. rare. [See prec. and -OBV 2.]

Forming the end or extremity ; terminal.

1756 J. HILL Hist. Plants 156 (Jod.) The blite with spicated
terminatory heads. 1775 J. JENKINSON Descr. Brit. PI.
Gloss, s. v., By a terminatory flower is meant the end flower.

1853 TH. Ross Ifumboldfs Trav. HI. xxx. 219 The termina.

tory point of the group of little mountains.

tTermine, sb. Obs. Also terrain, [ad. L.
termin-us boundary. Cf. OE. termcn, OF. terniine

(i2-i4thc. in Godef.).] = TERM sb. in various

senses : boundary, limit ; end, extremity ; limited

time or period (in quot. 1609) ;
in quot. a 1625

TERM si. i.

[c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 228 On bam teoSan stent se

termen baet gemaere si hwylc hit si.]

1570 LEVINS Manip. 133/31 A Termin, bound, terminus.

1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy vi. xlix, Our great England*
Ihoue. .Hath at their suite granted a termine Truce. 1616

[see TERMININE]. a 1625 FLETCHER Bloody Brother iv. ti,

[The sun] hath his Termin In the degrees where she [the

moon] is, and enjoys By that six dignities.

t Te'Mnine, v. Obs. Also 4-5 -yue,-yn, -one.

[a. F. termine-r (in Wace, uth c.), ad. L. termi-

ndre to TERMINATE.]
1. trans. To determine, decide, settle. (With

simple obj. or obj. cl. ; also alisol.)

a 1325 MS. Rawl. B. 520 If. 30 b, pat alle be quo wnran tes

ben . . iplaited ant itermined in Eyre of lustises. 1381 Wvcur
i Sam. xx. 33 Jonathas vnderstood, that it was full!

termyned of his fader, that Dauyd shulde be slavn. a 1400-

50 Alexander 3979 Lat vs twa termyn be taite be-twene v

alane. 1413 Rolls ofPartt. IV. 256 May inquere, here, and
termine all the defautes. 1490 Dives 4- Paup. (W. de W.)
iv. xxvii. 194/2 They wyll entermete them of euery cause. .

& termine euery cause by thcr wylt. 1618 T. SPENCER

Logick 47 By the forme the essence is termined vnto some

speciall kinde. 1705 W. WALL Hist. Inf. Bapt. (j84s) I.

464, I have not termined anything by definitive authority
as if I would be the author of any dogma.
2. To state finally or definitely; to declare,

affirm. (Const, as in i.)

1-14*0 LYDG. Thebes in. in Chaucer's Wks. (1561) 370/2
Thus selde is sen, the trout he to termine That age and youth
drawe by O line. 1416 De CuiL PUgr. 22599 And o"~ my
ffyle to termyne. It is I -called Dyscyplyne. 14*9 p l- fl**"
(Rolls) II. 144 Folwe discrecioun Of thy fader,, .plainly to

termyne, Late hvm by thy myrrour and thy guyde. c 1475

Hart. Contin. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 521 The fifthe Henry,
of knyjhtehode the lodesterre, Wyse and fulle manly, pleynly
to termyne.
3. trans. To cause to end in or at something ; tnlr.

to end in or at something : - TKBMINATE v. 3, 8.

i34 Br. HAU. Contempt., N. T. iv. v, How absurd had
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Coinpl. Woman i. 18 The other goodly qualities, .all termine
in Conversation, as in their Center. Ibid. II. 38 All their

travel! termines at volupluousnesse. 1668 CULFEFPER &
COLE Barthol. Attat. i. 26 Arising from the Caecum, is

termined in the Rectum.
4. irons. To set bounds to, bound ; to define, out-

line ; usually in pass, to be bounded, have its limit

or end : = TERMINATE v. 6.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DC P. R. XIX. ii. (1495) 862 Clere

thynge well termined [Bodley MS. If. 291/1 ytermyned] is the
matere of colour. 1555 EDEN Decades 269 Towarde the

west & north it is termined with an vnknowen ende of
landes & seas. 1625 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. I. v. (1635) 99
An imaginary point, conceiued in a magnitude deuoyde of
all quantity, yet bounding and termining all Magnitudes.

D. To confine or enclose within something.
1477 NORTON Qrd. Alch. v. in Ashm. Tlteat. Chetn. Brit.

(1652) 66 The shining of Gould is caused.. Of pure and
subtile Water termined full well. Itid., For of a Mirrour
the cause none other is, But moisture termined, as all Clerks

gesse. 1631 I. DONE Polydoron 51, I find in the most
centrall and Terrestriall (that is) the Metalline bodies their

life is termined, shut, imprisoned within themselues.

5. To bring to an end ; to end, finish, conclude :

= TERMINATE v. 4.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 168 Which to mi ladi slant enclined,
And hath his love noght termined. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk.

9629 The trevves is passed and alle termened, And alle ben

redy. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxviii. 207 When he had
termynd that fight he skypt outt of his wede. c 1500 Mclu-
sine xxii. 149 Before my dayes be termyned. a 1618 SYL-
VESTER New Hicrusalem 75 For, Death is dead, Time
termined, Corruption conquer'd clean.

b. To form the end or termination of: cf. TER-
MINATE v. 4 b.

c 1531 Du WES Introd. Fr, in Palsgr. 933 They [verbs]
be all termined with the above sayd termination. 1552
HULOET, Poyiue terminynge a sentence, comma.
Hence f Te-rmining vbl. sb.

c nytPitgr. LyfManhode iv. Ixiii. ( 1869) 206 Deth.. which
is be ende of alle eerthliche thinges, and be lermininge,

Terminer \ in oyer and terminer : see OYEK.
t Te'rminer 2

. 0/>s. Also 5 termynour. [a.
AF. terminour = F. lermineur (i3thc. in Godef.),

agent-n. from terminer to TEEMINE.] a. One who
or that which terminates, ends, or limits, b. One
who or that which determines or decides.

[a 1400 LANGL. P. PI. C. iv. loglseeTERMisoNquot.].) 1496
Dines ff Paiif. (W. de W.) VH. xv. 301/2 Consuetude or
custome in lawe posytyue..is exposytour & termynour of
the lawe. 1675 WOODHEAD, etc. Paraphr. St. Paul 38 The
terminer and bound ; the scope and aim ; the perfection and
accomplishes

t Te-rminine. Obs. rare-1
. ? Error for ler-

mining, or extended form of TERMINE sb.

c 1590 MARLOWE Faust, vi. 42 One axletree. Whose termi-
nine [ed. 1616 termine] is termd the worlds wide pole.

Terminisni (ta-jminiz'm). [mod. f. L. termin-
us end, limit -f- -ISM. So F. terminisme, G. ter-

minismus.] a. Philos. The doctrine that univer-
sals are mere terms or names :

= NOMINALISM b.
b. Theol. The doctrine (maintained by Reichen-

berg at Leipzig in the i?th c.) that God has

appointed a definite term or limit in the life of
each individual, after which the opportunity for
salvation is lost. So Te-rmlnlst (cf. med.L. ttr-

minista), one who holds or maintains terminism
(in either sense) ; hence Termini' stic a.

1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl,, Terminists, Terminislx, a sect
or party among the Calvinists. 1758 JORTIN Erasmus I.

335 note, The Terminists were Sectaries in the high Schools.
. . They oppose the Thomists, the Scotists, and the Albertists
they are also called Occamists. 1764M ACLAINE tr. Mosheim's
Eccl. Hist. xv. ii. i. 7 The Realists maintained a manifest
superiority over the Nominalists, to whom they also gave
the appellation of Terminists. 1860 GARDNER Faiths of
World, Terministic controversy, a dispute which arose to-
wards the end of the seventeenth century on the question,
Whether God has fixed a terminus gratiae, or determinate
period in the life of an individual, within which he may
repent... Those who agreed with Reichenberg received the
name of Terminists. 1882-3 Schaff's Encycl. Relig.Knowl. III. 2317 (heading) Terminism and the terminislic
controversy.

Terminize (ta-jminoiz), v. rare.
[f. L. termin-

us TERM + -IZE.] trans. To supply with terms
; to

furnish a nomenclature for.

J9_Artny t, Navy Jrnl. 19 Aug. 1221 (Cent Supp.) The
adoption [in French] of so many English words, a condition
that is paralleled in the terminizing of sports, such as foot-
ball and bicycling, which crossed the Channel southward.

Terminology (taiminp-lodgi). [mod. f. L.
termin-us, in its med.L. sense ' term ' + -LOGY :

used in Ger. 1786 by Prof. C. G. Schutz of Jena :

see Kant's Briefwechsel (1900) I. 446 ; so termino-
logisch 1788.] Etymologically, The doctrine or
scientific study of terms ; in use almost always, The
system of terms belonging to any science or sub-
"t

; technical terms collectively ; nomenclature.

u. _. nuuvc languages, relating lo diseases wilh a Lat
exp anation.. 18.5 KiR.lv & Sp.^rST^ I. PrefIn Ihe terminology or whal, to avoid the barbarism of

system of terms employed in the description of objects of

natural history. 1847 LEWES Hist. Pliihs. (1867) II. 452

Kanl, who. -gave old ideas a novelty by giving ihem a new

terminology. 18548. THOMSON Wild Ft. in. (1861) 146 Some
knowledge.. of botanical terms Terminology is requisite.
1880 HUXLEY Crayfish n Every calling has its lechnica!

lerminology.
Hence Te^rminolo glcal a., pertaining to ter-

minology (whence Te rminolo glcally adv.);
Termino'logist, one versed in terminology.
1861 F. WINSLOW ptsc. Dis. Brain tf Mind iii. (ed. 2)

36 Who can only distinguish terminologically and locally
Ihe coarser wheels of Ihis piece of intellectual clockwork.

1894 Pall Mall G. i Nov. 3/1 A winding road ankle deep
in mud. .called Orchard-street. Why an orchard was so

persistenlly associated with Ihis God-forsaken region is a
question a terminologist only can answer. 1906 W. CHURCHILL
Sp. Ho. Com. 22 Feb., It could not. .be classified as slavery
. . in the extreme acceptance of the word, without some risk

of terminological inexactitude. 1907 Month July 57 Lynx-
eyed censors, keenly on Ihe look oul for Ihe leasl hint of

terminological inexactitude.

Terminus (.ta-jminra). PI. termini (-ai).

[L.,
= end, limit, boundary ; also as in sense 2.]

fli Math. = TEBM sb. u. Obs. rare.

1571 DIGGES Pantom. u. xx. Q iv, When anye proportion
is geuen, there are two Numbers wherewithal! it is expressed,
and they are called Termini.

2. Anc. Rom. Myth. (With initial capital.) The
deity who presided over boundaries or landmarks.
1600 HoLLANDiiVx i. Iv. 38 The seat and house ofTerminus

was not stirred, and he the god alone that was not displaced
and called forth of the limits to him consecrated. 1638 SIR
T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 15 This land is the furthest part
of the old knowne world, god Terminus here especially
triumphing.
3. A statue or bust of, or resembling those of,

the god Terminus ; also, the pedestal of such a
statue : see TERM sb. i j. Sometimes, a boundary
post or stone.

1645 EVELYN Diary \ Mar., Stalues and antiquities.,
amongst which is.. a Terminus thai formerly stood in ihe
Appian Way. 1754 Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 822 Al Ihe
several angles of Ihe square was a lerminus of marble.
'758 J. KENNEDY Curios. Wilton House (1786) 3 Such
Termini were sel at their Doors without, as the Limits and
Boundaries of their houses. 1841-76 GWILT Archit. HI. i.

2686 What is called a terminus, which is, in fact, nothing
more than a portion of an inverted obelisk.

4. The point to which motion or action tends,

goal, end, finishing-point; sometimes that from
which it starts

; starting-point. = TERM sb. I c.

a 1617 BAYNE On Eph. (1658) 42 This condition belongeth
nol to the chusing but to the terminus to life. 1651 Ir. Life
Father Sarpi (1676) 86 Thai perfeclion. .is the very Ter-
minus whereunto ihe Church, and every faithful man ought
to prelend. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. in. iii. 310 Some of
these are Absolutely delermined, eilher lo Molion, or lo
Resl, or Ihe Terminus of molion. 1868 LEVER Bramleighs
of Bf.'s Folly I. xviii. 271, I go slraighl to my lerminus,
wherever it is.

b. esp. in phr. terminus a quo (= 'term from

which'), terminus ad quern (=
' term to which ').

[Phrases originating in Scholastic L.: a 1250 in Albertus
Magnus, Phys. 5. 2. 2 j also in Aquinas Roger Bacon, Duns
Scolus, etc.]

." '555 CRANMER Lord's Supper (Parker Soc.) 272 In nulri-
lion terminus a quo is ihe hunger and Ihirsl of ihe man ;

and terminus ad quern is ihe feeding and salisfying of his
hunger and Ihirsl. 1618 T. ADAMS Viet. Patience Wks.
1861 I. 96 So Ihere is terminus a quo, from whence we are
freed ; and terminus ad quern, to which we are exalted.
1905 J. R. HARRIS Guiding Hand ofGod vii. 107, I do not
regard death . . as a terminus, but more and more as a
Starting-point . . It is a terminus a quo and not a terminus
adquem. 1906 Hibbert Jrnl. Jan. 270 The terminus ad
quern, or the end whither the theological movement of our
age tends.

5. A boundary, limit, rare.

1673 RAY Journ. Lovi C. 122 These Sutures I found, .to
be the Termini or boundings of certain Diaphragms or

parlilions, which seemed to divide the Cavity of the Shell
into a multitude of.. Cells. 1818 HALLAM Mitt. Ages (^2)
1 1. vn. 1 1. 233 The retrocession of the Roman terminus under
Adrian.

6. The end of a line of railway ; also, the station
at the end ; the place at which a tram-line, etc.
ends. (The common current sense.)
1836 Mech. Mag. XXV. 317 Perhaps it would be well to

substitute the plain English termination for the Latin
terminus. 1837 R. ALDERSON in Papers Corps Engineers
II. 94 Both lines commence from the same terminus. 1841
Penny Cycl. XX. 272/1 A class of buildings that have
sprung up of late years, namely railway termini. 1848
LONGF. in Life (1891) II. 137 Long walk. .to Ihe railway
lerminus on the sea-shore. 1878 F. S. WILLIAMS Midi. Railw.
226 Ihe.. competition thai arises from Ihe working of two
independent routes between the same termini. 1886 C. E.
PASCOE.London ofTo^lay xix. (ed. 3) 192 Hand-bills and
time-lables lo be easily had al any terminus or railway book,
mg-office in London. attrib. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 12 Mar.
10/2 With the coming of railways..came terminus hotels,
many of which were now palatial.

b. trans/, or gen. An end, extremity; the point
at which something comes to an end.
1855 BAIN Senses 4 Int. i. ii. 8 (1864) 30 The grey matter

[of the brain] is a terminus ; to it the fibrous collections
tend, or from it commence. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xxiii
1 60 I he., glacier pushes its huge terminus right across the
valley. 1888 GOODE Amer. Fish 36 It is frequently found
far above the terminus of the tide. 1891 Cent. Diet.,

TEBMON.
TeriniHus. . .6. The point to which a vector carries a given
or assumed point. 1906 Blackw. Mag. May 461/2 The
rugged lerminus of England seems lo possess a charm of
Us own.

fTermison. Obs. rare~ l
. In 5 -yson, -isoun.

[app. an imperfect adaptation of F. terminaison

TERMINATION.] = TERMINATION 6.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. iv. 409 An adjectif Of bre treue
tennysons [MS. M. lerminours].

Termite (tSumsit). [ad. L. tcrmes, termit-em :

see TERMES. So F. termite (Diet. Acad. 1835).
In early use always in pi. termites, orig. the L. plural, in

3 syllables, of lermit, but at length Ireated as Eng. and Fr.
pi. in z syllables, whence singular termite: cf. -ITE 2.]A pseudoneuropterous social insect of the genus
Termes or family Termitidee, chiefly tropical, and
very destructive to timber

; also called -white ant.
1781 SMEATHMAN in Phil. Trans. LXXI. 160 These turret

nesls, buill by two different species of Termites i8is
KIRBY & SP. Entomol. ix. (1818) I. 261 None of them do
their business so expeditiously or effectually as the Termites
1859 R. F. BURTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Ceog. Soc. XXI xl
178 They [ant-hills] are generally built by the termile under
some shady Iree, which prevents too rapid drying. 1880
Even. Standard 3 Apr. 4/3 The. whole village is said to be
infested with the termite, which in the head resembles greatly
the ant.. . It attacks woodwork, which it eats away.

b. attrib., as termite ant ; termite-hill, a conical
mound constructed as a nest by termites.

1849 5*. Nat. Hist.,Mammalia IV. 208 The Great Ant-
eater, or Ant-bear. .. T&e limbs are. .furnished wilh hu^e
hook-like claws well adapted for making forcible entrance
into Ihe solid dwellings of the termile ants. 1871 TVLOB
Prim. Cult. II. xv. 187 Rivers, lakes, and springs, . . termite,
hills, trees.

Hence Termitary (ta'jmitari), also in mod.L.
form termitaTium [-AEY! B. 2, -ARIUM], a ter-

mites' nest; Termitio (tsjmi'tik) a., of, per-
taining to, or formed by termites; Termitid
(taumitid), Termitine (tsumitain) a., belonging
to the Termilidfe ; sl>. an insect of this family, a
termite; Termitophagous (-p-fagss) a. [Gr.
-<t>ayos eating], feeding upon or devouring termites;
Termitophilous (-p-fibs) a. [Gr. <pi'Aos loving],
inhabiting the nests of termites, as certain beetles;
so Te-rmitophile, a termitophilous insect.

1863 BATES Nat. Amazon II. i. 63 The endless ramified
galleries of which a *Termitarium is composed. 1816 KIRBY
& SP. Entomol. IV. xlix. 478 The formicary, the "termitary,
the vespiary, and the bee-hive send forlh their thousands
1881 PINTO How I crossed Africa I. v. 121 A soil.. of
termilic formation. 1898 E. P. EVANS Evol. Ethics vi. 21 1

An advanced stale of termitic civilization. 1899 Camo.
Not. Hist. VI. 171 One member of this genus [Leptogenys]
is of 'Termitophagous habits. 1886 SCHWAHZ in Proc.
Entom. Soc. \Vashington I. 160 In North America only a
few 'lermitophilous species have hitherto been observed.

Termless (taumles), a. [f. TERM sb. + -LESS.]
1. Having no term or limit ; boundless, endless.
C-IJ86 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXXIX. xii, In tearmlesse

lurnes, my tearmlesse Irulh assuring. 1596 SPENSER Hymn
Heavenly Love 75 Ne halh Iheir day, ne halh their blisse,
an end, But there their termelesse lime in pleasure spend.
1651 BENLOWES

Theofh. iv. xl, That pen was dipt i'ith

Slandish oflhyBiood Which wrot th' Indenlure of our lerm-
less Good 1 1851 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. I. n. iv. iii. 14 The
same., laws which require perfecl simplicily of mass, require
infinite and termless complication of detail.

2. Incapable of being expressed by terms; in-

expressible, indescribable, poet, (Cf. PHRASELESS.)
1597 SHAKS. Lover's Compl. 94 His phenix downe began

but toappeare Like vnshorne veluel, on that termlesse skin.

3. Not dependent on or limited by any terms or
conditions

; unconditional.

1901 Westm. Gaz. 14 Oct. 1/3 Not a peace by interrup-
tion of hostilities ; but the simple, unconditioned, termless

peace supplied by a '

fight to the finish '.

Termly (ta-imli), a. Now rare.
[f. TERM sb.

+ -LT 1
; cf. daily, weekly, monthly^ Occurring

every term or at fixed terms ; periodical ; esp. paia
or due every recurrent term or at fixed terms.

1598 LAMBAHDE Alienations in Bacon's Wks. (1879) '

595/1 The clerks are partly rewarded by that mean also

[petty fees] for their. . writings, besides that termly fee which
they are allowed. 1693 Sc. Acts Will.

///, c. 64 (1822) IX.
459/2 Men.. who.. earn their living by daily wages or by
termly hire. 1829 SCOTT Rob RoyInlrod., Chapel Errock,
where Ihe tenants of the Duke were summoned to appear
wilh their termly rents. 1851 HANNA Mem. Chalmers IV.
xvii. 329 Termly subscriptions for the support of the
ministers, .were obtained.

Te'rmly, adv. [f. as prec. + -Lt 2.] Term by
term ; every term, or at fixed terms ; periodically.
1484 Exch. Rolls Scotl. IX. 284 note. To be pait therof

yerely and termely at the termes foresaidiis. 1598 LAM-
BARDE Alienations in Bacon's Wks. (1879) 1. 595/1 The fees,
or allowances, that are termly given to these deputies,
receiver, and clerks, for recompence of these their pains.
1685 Act ofSupply (Edin.) in Land. Gaz. No. 2036/3 Pay.
able at two Terms, viz. Whitsonday and Mertimas each

year, beginning at Whilsonday next .. and soforlh termly.
1818 SCOTT Rob Roy ii, I would.. put it in order for you
termly, or weekly, or daily.

Termon (tSuman). Irish Hist. [a. Olrish
termonn (Annals of Ulster, 810, 830), mod.Ir.

tearmann,
'

church-territory or -liberties, privilege,

sanctuary, protection ', ancient adaptation of L.

terminus '
limit, bound '

; cf. the use of Ir. crich
'

finis, terminus ', in the sense
'

territory ', L.Jines.]



they were granted to sundry servitors. Ib
doth signify, in the Irish tongue, a

liberty,
..all Church-lands whatsoever are called T

TBRMONER.

Anciently in Ireland, Land belonging to, or form-

ing the precinct or liberties of a religious house,
which was free and exempt from all secular charges
or imposts; church land. Hence termon-land,
church land; Te'rmoner, termon-mau (Ir. tcar-

t/iariftaf/i), a tenant of church land.

'533 ^- Papers Hen. VIII, II. 164 That no Inglish lordc
. . malte any bande or covenaunte with any I ri^hnum to have

right ought of him, or bering of men of warre, or termons,
to his awne use. 1537 Calr. CarcwMSS. 116 Termoners.

1607 DAVIES \st Let. to Earl Salisbury Tracts (1787) 233
The rest of the spiritual lands, which the Irish call Tfrmons,

rs. Ibid. 247 Termon

erty,
or freedom, and

lled Termon-lands by
the Irish. Ibid, 248 Glebe-lands, the tenants . . whereof
were called Termon men, and had privilege of clergy. 1764
W. HARRIS tr. Ware's Antiq. Ireland II. i. xxxv. 233 To
him [the Erenach or Herenach] also and to his Family were

antiently appropriated Lands called Tertnon-Land$t as

being Lands freed and discharged from all Secular Imposi-
tions, but which were liable to certain Pensions and refec-

tions, payable yearly to the Bishop. 1848 O'DONOVAN tr.

Ann. Irei, 1229 All the termoners of the province. 1890
J. HF.ALY Insuta Sanct. 275 He plundered Clonmacnoise
and its ternion lands three times.

Termor (taum^j). Law. Also 4 -ur, 6-7 -our,
-er. [a. AF. termer, f. terine, TERM : see -EB 2

. In

med.L. ^rwzHrt/7^(DuC.).] One who holds lands

or tenements for a term of years, or for life
;
one

who has a term (TERM sb. 6).

[1292 BRITTON n. xxxiii. 4 Sicutn en cas ou le chief seig-
nur engette termers.] a 13*5 MS. Rawl, B. 520 If. 72 J>e

prou berof were be termurres. 1529 Act 13 Hen. VI[f> c.

15 i The same Leasors .. have .. put the same Termers
from their said Terms. 1508 KITCHIN Courts Leet, etc.

(1675) 89 Glass fixt by the Termor, the Lessor cannot dis-

train for his Rent, a 1631 DONNE ToR. Woodwardy.\)\Je&
are but termers of our semes, yet may, If we can stocke our

selues, and thriue, uplay Much, much deare treasure for the

great rent day. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) I. 500 When
terms for years became fully established, and the interest of
the termor was secured against the effect of fictitious re-

coveries, long terms for years were frequently created.

Te'rm-time. The time of term.

a. The period during which the law-courts are

in session
; the period of study at a university or

school : see TERM sb. 5.

1426 Rolls ofParlt. V. 408/2 That oute of Terme tyme,
nothyng be spedd in the Counsaille. 1435 Ibid. I. 491/1
All the high Courtes . . been sette and holden.-duryng all

the four terme tymes of the yere. 1561-3 Act 5 Eliz.

c. 23 2 One Writ of Capias.. returneable in the same
Courte, in the Terme tyme. i6oo-ia ROWLANDS Four
Knaves (Percy Soc.) 6 A country blew-coate serving man,
In tearme-time sent to towne. 17*1 AMHERST Terry Fil.

No.47 (1754)251 The heads of colleges and halls., are obliged
to assemble .. every monday throughout the year, in vaca-

tion-time as well as in term-time. 1849 THACKERAY Pen-
dennis xxix, In term-time Mr. Pen showed a most praise*

worthy regularity in.. eating his dinners in Hall,

b. In Scotland, the time or season of either term,
Whitsuntide or Martinmas.
Mod. The rent payable at term-time.

Tern (tain), sbJ- Also 7 terne. [Of Norse

origin : cf. Da. terne, Sw. tarna, Norw. and Fsero.

terna : ON. perna t the tern or sea swallow.
Some consider tent to be related to stearti, stern, which

occurs in OE. as a bird-name, and, in the form starn t is a
name in E.Anglia of the Common and the Black Tern ; it is

mentioned by W. Turner Avium prgecipuarum historia t

1544, as '

nostrati lingua sterna appellata ,
whence Linnaeus

took Sterna as a generic name.]
The common name of a group of sea-birds of the

genus Sternat or sub-family Steminx t akin to the

gulls, but having generally a more slender body,

long pointed wings, and a forked tail ;
a sea swallow.

Of the species, which are widely diffused from Arctic to

extreme southern coasts, the British Museum Catalogue
reckons more than 50, of which 33 are placed in the genus
Sterna^ and about 18 distributed in ten other genera. Of
these, six are considered indigenous to the British coasts,

and many more to those of N. America. The Common
Tenv of Britain and N. America is Sterna, hirundo (or

ftuviatilis)\ the Sandwich T., the largest British species,

now scarce, is S. cantiaca ; the Arctic T., S. macntra ; the

Roseate T., S. dougalli ; the Little T., S. minuta. ; the Black

Tern, Hydrochelidon (formerly Sterna) nigra.

1678 RAY Willughby's Ornith. 352 This (Black Tern,
Sterna nigra} is also the brown Tern ofMr. Johnson. Ibid.

353 In the Northern parts they call them Terns, whence
Turner calls them in Latine, Sternx. 1785 LATHAM Gen.

Syn. III. n. 356 Sandwich Tern... This species is pretty
common on the coasts of Kent. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Ella
ofGar. iii, The terns and gulls screaming. 1888 NEWTON in

Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 189/1 The Sandwich Tern, S. sandvi-

censis or S. cantiaca . . is the largest of the British species.

Tern (twn), a. and sb."* [As adj., ad. L. term

three each. As sb., app. a. F. terne (i5th c.).]

f A. adj. Bot. Arranged in threes ; ternate.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. in. xxii. (1788) 242 The Peduncle
. . is said to be . . Tern, or three from the same Axilla. Ibid.

xxiiL 252 In respect to Opposition, opposite Leaves will some-

times become tern, quatern, or qume, growing by Threes,

Fours, or Fives. 1828 in WEBSTER.

B. sb. 1. A set of three ; a trio, triplet, spec.

t a. //. [F. un terne, formerly ternes :-L. ternas]
A double three in dice-playing. (In quot. ;$?.) Obs.

b. In a lottery, three winning numbers drawn to-

gether ; a prize gained by such a drawing. O. A
group of three stanzas.

207

13. . Coer lie L. 2009 King Richard held a tronchon true '

..Ternes and quernes he gave him there. 1856 MBS.
BKOWNING Aur. Leigh vn. 1247 She'd win a tern in Tl:

Hay's lottery. 1869 BROWNING King tr />. xu. 158 I'.ui

tluit lie forbid The Lottery, why, Twelve were Tern Quatern!
1879 KUKNIVALL Chaucer's Afin. I'. 419 This late Poem
\Kttvoy to Scogan\ composed of two Terns and an Envoy.

2. Math. A system of three pairs of conjugate
triads of plnnes which together contain the twenty-
seven straight lines lying in a cubic surface (i. e.

one represented by an equation of the third degree). ,

1891 in Cent. Did.
3. A three-masted schooner; a three-master.

(Local, New Eng.) (Cent. Diet. 1891.)

fTern, v. Obs. Also 5 teern. [ad. med.L.
tern-are ? to treble : cf. F. terner ' to throw a trefy]
or three' (Cotgr. 1611).] ?To throw a tern or

terns in dice-playing. Hence f Terned ///. a.,

t Te-rning vol. sb.

c 1440 Promp. Piiru. 489/2 Temyd, in pley or ober thyngys
(S. teernyt in pley or other lyk), tcrnatus. Ternyn, yn
gamys pleyynge, temo. Ternynge, ternatus, ternacio.

Tern : see TERNE a.1 ; obs. var. TURN v. and s6.

Terna (ts-ona). [a. L. lerna (nomina) three

(names) at once.] In K. C. CA. A list of three

names submitted to the Pope or other authority
to choose from.

1895 Tuolet 28 Dec. 1030 A terna has been received at

Propaganda for the appointment of a Coadjutor to the Bishop
of Southwark. 1003 Daily Chroit. 20 July 5/3 While
Abbot is prominent on the terna, I am assured that the

Bishop of s name . .does not appear.

Ternado, obs. form of TORNADO.

Temal(t3'.tnal),a. rare. [ad. med.L. ternal-is,
(. tern-i distrib. numeral, 'three by three*, f. ter

thrice : see -AL. So OF. ternal (isth c. in Godef.).]
1. Consisting of three ; threefold, triple.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Pkysicke 193/1 Madefye
therm a ternall reduplicated cloth [explained^ by

' trebled
'

in
' The Expositione of such wordes as are in this Booke

derived of the Latines ']. 1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disf.
652 The Oyl . . by its ternal maceration . , acquires more vertue.

a 1680 CHARNOCK in Spurgeon Treat. Dav. Ps. xcix. 3 A
ternal repetition of his holiness.

2. Third (ofeach group of three) ;
= TERNARY 3.

1804 SOUTHEY in Ann. Rev. II. 526 [OfLyteaus Desconus]
The four ternal linesrhyming .. and also the two first couplets.

[The stanzas rime : aad, aad, bbd, ccd.J

Ternar, terner (ta-Jnsa). Obs. exc. Hist.

[ad. lateL. terndri-us: see TERNARY.] A student

of the third or lowest rank at St. Andrews, and

app. in other of the Scottish Universities.

1698 (July) Minute, St. Leonard's Coll., St. Andrews,
Many are of opinion that the distinctions of Primar,

Secondar, and Ternar, ought to be taken away. 1807
GKIERSON St. Andrews 160 The Terners had gowns of an
inferior sort of cloth, without trimming, and paid one guinea
and a half of fees. Seconders and Terners are the only dis-

tinctions now in use. 1827 Evid, Commissioners Scot. Univ.

(1837) III. 35 (St. Andrews) The Primars are the sons of

Noblemen ; the Secondars are what they call Gentlemen
Commoners in England ; and the Ternars are those of the

common ranks of life. They pay different fees according to

the rank they hold. 1907 LANG Hist. Scott. IV. xiii. 407
Men who could afford to pay a Secondar's fee often entered

themselves as Ternars.

Ternariant (taineVriant). Math. [(. TERN-
ARY + the ending of INVARIANT, etc.] (See quots.)
1882 SYLVESTER in Atner. Jml. Math. V. 81 note, I am

inclined to substitute the word binariant for subinvariants,
and to speak of simple, double, treble or multiple binariants.

The functions similarly related to ternary forms will then be

styled simple or multiple ternariants. 1890 FORSYTH ibid.

XII. r note. It has proved convenient to use the word '
ter-

nariants
'

as a generic term for concomitants of
_
ternary

quantics, instead of giving it the signification which Prof.

Sylvester, .proposed,, .viz. the leading coefficients of those

concomitants.

Ternary (t5unari), a. and sb. [ad. late L.

terndritis consisting of three, f. lern-i : see TERNAL
and -ARY l. Cf. F. ttrnaire (isth c.).]

A. adj. 1. Pertaining to, consisting of, com-

pounded of, or characterized by a set (or sets) of

three ; threefold, triple. Ternary system (of

classification), one in which each division is into

three parts.
1:1430 Art Nombryng 19 Some vsen fortp distingue the

nombre by threes, and ay begynne forto wirche vndre the

first of the last ternary other uncomplete nombre. 1596
BELL Sun. Pofery n. 11. vi. 169 The ternarie number doth

not determine the apparitions in themselues, 1603 HOLLAND
Plutarch's Mor. 1302 This ternary or threefold number.

1659 OWEN On. Orif. Script. Wks. 1853 XVI. 340 The

Trinity.. is a trinity m unity, or the ternary number of

persons in the same essence. 1715 CHEYNK Philos. Princ.

Relig. ll. 129 The Profane and Ignorant may make a Jest of

this Ternary Chain. 1714 WATERLAND Further Vini.

Christ's Div. iv. 10 The equality is mentioned as belong

TERNATED.

binary form], or in which the principal subject
recurs three times ( rondoJm
U597 MOKLEV Intro*. Mat. Amiot., The last of the two

mininies is marked with a prick*, .fix perfections sake, that
the ternary nuniW rnuy be obserued.) 1717-41 CHAMBERS
( 'yd. .. v. Measure, Ternary, or triple measure, is

two minimi are
played during a fall, and but one in a rise.

1898 STAINKR& DAURETT Diet. Mus. Trrini, Tenmi
rondo form. Ternary ,neaiure,\i\\hx\\nw. iy& Athenaeum
18 July 78/1 Another it,: :it ion jj
that of binary form, which by expansion Decamp ternary.

O. Cliem. ami J//'. < ompoundecl or consisting
of three elements or constituents.

t I'v Dalton used in the sense 'Consisting of three atoms'.
1808 HENKY in I'liil. Tram. XCV11I. 283 Oxygen, hydro-

gen, and carbon, united in the form of a ternary compound.
1808 DALTON Cliem. 1'hilot. l. 213 If there are two bodies
A and It, .. tatom of A + aatomsof li -- i atom of D. ternary.
1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 92 These ter-

nary compounds, such as starch, gum, sugar, . .are non-

nitrogenized. 1851 RICHARDSON Geol. 464 Perfect granite
is a ternary compound of quartz, felspar, and di-axial mica,
universally diffused. 1864 H. SPENCER Biol. I. n In chemical

stability these ternary compounds. .are in a marked degree
below the binary ones. .

d. J!ot. Arranged in threes around a common
axis : usually in reference to the parts of a flower.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 251 The ternary division of
the flower of Monocotyledons is often departed from . . ; many
Dicotyledons have also ternary floral envelopes. 1866

Treas. Bot., Ternary, temale, when three things are in

opposition round a common axis. 1870 HOOKER.?/**/. Flora
12 Berberidea; . . analogy, .in the 3-nary floral whorls with

Monocotyledons.
e. Math, Constructed on the number three as a

base, as ternary logarithm, ternary scale (of nota-

tion) ; involving three variables, as ternary quanlic.
1860 CAYLF.Y Math. Papers IV. 604 The number of

variables (the function being homogeneous) is denoted by
the words binary, ternary, &c. 1898 Ibiii. XIV. Index, Ter-

nary Quadratics. . . Ternary Quadncs. . . Ternary Quantics.
f. Astron. Ternary system, a system of three

stars which revolve under mutual attraction, or

round a common centre.

1 2. Ternary part, one of three equal parts ; a

third part, Obs. rare~ l
.

1590 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer't Bk. Pkysicke 108/2 Which
poulder we must diuide into 3 jequall portions, then take
therof a ternary pane.
3. Last of each successive group of three ; third.

1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 339 [In extracting roots]

Squares, .are to be marked with Points, .over every Binary
or second Figure. Cubes over every Ternary Figure.

4. Third in subordination, rank, or order.

18x6 KIRBY & Si>. Entomol. xlviii. IV. 443 This system
. . in its ternary groups, equivalent to the Orders of Linne

[etc.]. 1819 GEN. P. THOMKON Exerc. (1842) I. 135 The
only wonder is, that when they went to the secondary sense,

they did not go to the ternary. 1831 CARLVLE Misc. (1857)
II. 263 In a secondary and even a ternary reflex.

B. sb. fl. A set or group of three ; a ternion,

a trio. Obs.

1460 CAPGRAVE Citron. Ded. (Rolls) 3 Make in ymre soule

to [
= two] ternaries, on I

-
one] in feith anothir in love :

beleve in God Fadir, and Son, and Holy Cost : love God
in al joure hert, al ?oure soule, and al ?oure mynde. 1542
RECOKDE C,r. Xrirf (1575) 48 Put a pricke ouer the fourthe

Figure, . . ouer the vij. . . and so forthe, still leauing two figures

betweene eche two pricks. And those two roomes betweene
the prickes, arecalled Ternaries. i6u WHITLOCK Zootomia

377, I conclude this Ternary of Worthies with Cato. 1686

tr. Lhy 1. I. xxiv. 15 There happened to be. .three Brothers

in each Army. . .The two Kings treated with these two ter-

naries of Brethren. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Cray T 28

The second ternary of stanzas [in The Progress o/Poetry].

ing to the ternary number,here considered asa figure ofthe

Trinity. 1881 WESTCOTT & HORT Grk. N. T. Introd. 152

Ternary variations in which each of the three groups approxi-

mately attests a different variant. 1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. s. v.

Symmetry, If [the angle is) i2o,or the crystal repeats itself

three times, the symmetry is threefold or ternary and the

axis is a triad axis.

b. Mas. Ternary measure or time : triple time

(? olis.). Ternary form : the form of a movement
which is founded on three principal subjects (cf.

Almightyl
ist Afoi. to B. Tylcken 79 There was Joy in Heaven I'M

Ternario Sancto, m the Holy Ternary.

f2. Anumber which isamultiple of three, rare- 1
.

'557 RECORDI Whetst. (1558) O ivb, Thei muste all waies

bee ternaries, as 3.6. 9. or 12. &c.

Hence f Te'rnarlne Obs. rare, ternary condi-

tion. So t Terna-rian, f TernaTiotu adjs.,

TERNARY a.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Ternary, Temarina, of or belong-

ing to three. 1661 J. CHANDLER Van Hebnont's Oriat. 266

So the likeness cf lernariness shall cease, & such an image
shall badly square with the Type, whose image it is believed

to be. 1715-10 POPE Iliad 1IL 214 The ternarian number.

Ternate (tsunA), a. [ad. mod.L. terndt-us

(in Linnseus 1750), in form pa. pple. of med.L.

terndre(Promp. farv.) to treble or make threefold.

Cf. F. terni ( 1 783 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
Produced or

arranged in threes ; spec. Bot. applied to a com-

pound leaf composed of three leaflets, or to leaves

arranged in whorls of three ;
also to leaflets borne

on secondary or tertiary similarly arranged petioles

(biternate, triternate).

1760 J. LEE Inlr/xi Rot. in. vi. (1765) 188 Biternate. or

Duplicato-Ternate, when there are three Folioles on a

Petiole, and each Foliole is Ternate. 1785
MARTYN Rous-

seau's Bot. xvi. (1794) 177 The species is distinguished by-

its ternate leaves. i8ia New Bot. Card. l. 28 Tbe leaf [of

Anemone nemorosa} is doubly ternate. 1861 Miss PRATT

Flower. PI. I. 4 A ternate leaf consists of three leaflets on

a common stalk, as in the Clover.

So t Te-rnated a. Obs. rare 1
.

1752 CHAMBERS Cycl, Suff. -v. Leaf, Ternated Leaf,

a compound one,, .of three leaves on a common petiole.



TERNATELY.

Ternately (taunrtli), adv. [f.
TERNATE a. +

-LY
-*.]

In a ternate manner; in threes.

1860 in WORCESTER citing GRAY. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora

167 Angelica. . . Leaves ternately 2-pinnate. 1897 A. DRUCKER

tr. Ihcrings Evol. Aryan 120 According to their duodeci-

mal system, the Babylonians must have calculated their

time for work and rest ternately : three sets or relays of

working periods, each of three hours.

Ternatisect (tam^-tisekt), a. Bot. [f. mod.

L. ternat-us TERNATE + sect-its cut.] Cut into three

lobes, the divisions extending to the midrib.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora. 8 Ranunculus bulbosus. .leaves

3-foliolate or ternatisect.

Ternato-pinnate (ts.m?:t0pi
-

n<?t), a. Bot. [f.

mod.L. ternat-us TERNATE (after Greek combining
forms in -<?) + PINNATE.] Applied to a compound
leaf having three pinnate divisions proceeding from

a common petiole.
1857 HENFREY Bot. 60 What are called biternate and tri*

ternate compound leaves are in most cases pinnate leaves

with unijugate and terminal leaflets. Such leaves should

perhaps be called ternato-pinnate or bi-ternato-pinnate, &c.

Terne, a. 1 C^-
1
) Obs. exc. as F. torn). Also

6 tern. [a. F. terne dull, tarnished (15* c. in

Godef.) ; of doubtful origin : see TARNISH v.]

fl. Gloomy; fierce. Sc. Obs. Also t Terned a.

1508 DUNBAR TuaMariit Ifemtnrfi Thought je as tygris

be terne, be tretable in luf. a 1568 O wicket Wemen, etc. 15

in Bannatyne Poems (Hunter. 00769 Als terne as tygir, of

tung vntollerable, O thow violent virago vennemous. 1638
R. BAILLIE Lett.

<J Jrnls. (1841) I. 160 The Moderator

a most grave and wise man yet naturally somewhat terned

took me up a little accurtlie.

fb. as sb. Gloom. Sc. Obs. rare -.

1500-10 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxv. (.Ballat ofOur Lady] ^ Our
tem inferne for to dispern, Helpe rialest rosyne.

||
2. (as Fr.) Dull, lacking brilliancy of colouring.

1901 Daily Ne-MS 5 Feb. 6/5 In the large sketch from
Tintoret's

' Adoration ',.. the colour is dull and terne.

Terne (tS-tn), a? and sb? [The first element in

terne-plate as a separate word.] a. adj. Of or

pertaining to terne-plate. b. sb. = TERNE-PLATE.

1891 Pall Mall G. 9 Sept. 6/3 The terne mixture does not
adhere to the sheets of iron, but runs off like quicksilver
from certain parts of the sheet. 1904 Daily Chron. 15 Dec.

5/5 To the end of November he thought they would have

shipped more tin, terne, and galvanised sheets than during
any year in the history of Great Britain.

Terne, obs. f. TABN. Terned : see TERNE a.1 r.

Terne-plate (taunpl^it). Also tern-, [prob.
f. TERNE a.1, dull, lacking brilliancy, in reference

to the dullness of terne-plate, in comparison with

tin-plate.] Thin sheet-iron coated with an alloy
of lead and tin ;

an inferior kind of tin-plate ;
a

sheet or plate of this. Also attrib.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Tcrne*plates, thin sheet-iron

coated with an amalgam of tin and lead. 1880 Echo 15 Oct.

2/4 Some unscrupulous packers are using terne plates instead
of tin plates. 1892 Pall Mall G. 10 Dec 7/1 Inferior plates,
known as tern-plates and mostly used for roofing, contain

208

mound or hillock, the site of a prehistoric village,

and still in many cases occupied by a village or

church, in parts of Friesland below sea-level or

liable to inundation. Also attrib.

These terpen, like the Italian ierremare or tcrramarcs,

have in modern times been excavated for the sake ol t

fertilizing soil which they yield, and more recently for the

prehistoric
remains found in them ! the name has thus passed

mto_archaeological
us*;.

th,

om
1866 "Jrnl.R.Agric. Sue. xf. II. I. J53 On the seaside

little hillocks, 13 feet to 19! feet high, may be observed at

short distances : they are called / erfens. I hese hillocks

Terner : see TEBNAB.

Ternery (taunsri). rare. [f. TERN st>.1 + -EBY.] :

A place where terns congregate to breed.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

Ternion (tauni^n). [ad. L. ternion-em a com-

pany of three, a triad.]
1. A set of three (things or persons) ; a triad.

1587 HOLINSHED Chrpn. III. 207/2 A quadrangle in geo-
metric compriseth in it a triangle, and a quaternion in
arithmetike conteineth a ternion. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxv.
v. 548 The Senate., agreed that there should bee chosen two
Ternions of Triumvirs. 1651 Bp. HALL Invis. World i. 7
Disposing them [angels] into Ternions of three general
Hierarchies, a x66i FULLER Worthies, Surrey (1662) in. 83
That happy Ternion of Brothers, whereof two eminent Pre.

lats, the third, Lord Mayor ofLondon. 1820 SOUTHEY Wesley
\. 56 When I have such a Ternion to prosecute that war.
2. A quire of three sheets, each folded in two.
1609 Skene's Reg. Maj. H h iij b note, All the letters, .are

Ternions, or thrie sheetes in one, except H h in the last

Alphabet. 1886 Anier. Jrnl. Philol. Apr. 27 They say
that a given manuscript is composed of quaternions and of
ternions.

Ternity, tprnyte, obs. forms of TEINITT.
Ternstrcemiaoeoua

(tainstn-imi-n-Jss), a, Bot.

[f. mod.L. Ternstrcemiaccas (f. Ternstrcemia, a
genus named after Ternstrom, a Swedish naturalist)
+ -ous.] Belonging to the Ternstratmiacese, an
order of tropical trees and shrubs, with showy white
(sometimes pink or red) flowers, generally borne in

|

racemes ; it includes the tea-plant and the camellia,
j

and many plants valued as flowering shrubs.
1885 H. O. FORBES Nat. Wand. K. Archip. 400 Through

dense forest, full of Ternstroemiaceous trees.

t Tercvgatores, obs. aphetic f. interrogatories :

see INTERROGATORY sb.

1511-11 Kec. St. Mary at Hill 279 Costes of be spiritual!COUme ' ' P wryting of the terogatores, iij s. iiij d.

II Terp (tarp). PI. terpen (also erron. used as
sing.). [WFris. terp village mound, pi. terpen,= EFris. terp (Saterland), NFris. tlrp (Sylt), sarp
(Amrum) village :-OFris. thcrp, umlaut variant of
JFris. thorp village : cf. THORP.] An artificial

or .

were formed by the hand of man ; and when opened, their

contents prove that they belong to an ante-historical epoch.

1880 Scott. Leader 15 Jan. 7/1 An account of a visit to a

terp mound at Aalzum in North Friesland..by Dr. Robert

Munro. Ibid., The general character of the antiquities

found is that of the Iron Age. In the museum at Leewar-

den there are two rooms devoted exclusively to the antiqui-

ties from the terpen mounds. 1899 MUNRO Prehist. Scotl.

x 401 Double-edged combs like those from the Terp-mounds
in Holland. Ibid. xi. 436 The terpen are largely excavated

on account of their rich ammoniacal deposits.

Terpene (t5-jpfn). Chem. \f.terp-\nterp-enttn,

obs. f. TURPENTINE, with suffix -ENE, used in form-

ing the names of hydrocarbons related to BENZENE.

Formerly called TEREBENE.] A general name of

hydrocarbons having the formula C10H18 , many of

which occur in the volatile oils of plants, chiefly of

the coniferous and anrantiaceous orders. The
commonest is PINENE, the chief constituent of

turpentine-oil.
Sometimes usedJo include hydrocarbons of formula CjHs,

ani*
'

3
existing in plants. 1885 REM'SEN Org, Chem. (1888) 311
Artificial camphor . . when heated alone, or with bases, . . gives
off hydrochloric acid, and a terpene different from the oil of

turpentine is formed. 190* POND tr. Heusler's Chem. Ter.

penes 17 Those hydrocarbons which have the empirical con-

stitution C^Hg are termed terpenes. Four main classes are

recognised: Hemiterfents,C,Ht, Terpenes proper, CioH* 6,

Sesquiterpcnes, Ci5H z< , Polyterpetus, (CjHsJjr.

Hence Terpeny lie
[f.

TEBPENE + -YL + -ic], in

terpenylic acid, a white crystalline compound,
CgH12O4 ,

obtained by oxidizing a terpene, as

turpentine-oil, with chromic acid.

1881 WATTS Diet. Chem. VIII. 1907 Terpenylic acid..U
obtained at first in the form ofa syrup resembling glyceroU
. .Terpenylic acid is monobasic.

Terpentin, early form of TURPENTINE.

Terpiche, i. e. tar-pitch : see TAR sb. 4.

Terpin (taupin). Chem. Also -ine. [f. as TEB-
PENE + -IN !.] A derivative of pinene and other ter-

penes, C10H. g(OH)j, of which two modifications

are known, cisterpin, melting at 103 C., and trans-

terpin, at 156 C. Terpin-hydrate, a crystalline

compound obtained by shaking turpentine-oil with

alcohol acidified with sulphuric or nitric acid.

1848 Chem. Gaz. i Aug. 296 On the so-called Hydrate of
Oil of Turpentine. . . Its name had consequently to be altered,
and the author [Dr. C. List] adopts that of terpine, proposed
for it by Berzelius. 1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 923 Terpin-
hydrate usually crystallises in large rhombic prisms. 1894
MORLEY & MUIR Watts' Diet. Chem. IV. 665/2 Terpin is

best known in the form of its hydrate, . . a beautifully crystal.
line compound which on heating to 100 loses water and
leaves terpin as a vitreous mass.

Hence Te'rpinene, a terpene occurring in oil of

cardamom
; Terpi-neol, formerly (and still in

Pharmacy) Te'rpinol : see quots. ; Terpi'nolene,
a terpene obtained by Wallach in 1885.
1848 Chem. Gaz. i Aug. 207 Terpinole is a colourless, very

liquid oil, with the agreeable odour of hyacinths. Ibid. 298
When terpine is heated with concentrated hydriodic acid, it

is converted into terpinole. 1857 MILLER Eltm. Chem. III.
vii. i. 442 Terpinol. 1894 MORLEY & MUIR Watts' Diet.
Chem. IV. 665/1 Terpineol . . is a viscous liquid, having an
odour of white lilac, tooa POND tr. Heusler's Chem. Tcr-
penes 105 Terpinolene is obtained by boiling terpine hydrate,
terpineol, or cineole with dilute sulphuric acid. Ibid. 112

Terpinene escaped the notice of the earlier investigators
because they assumed that it was identical with dipentene.
Wallach recognized it as a definite terpene. Hid. 254 The
name terpineol was formerly used to designate a substance
which to-day is recognized as a mixture of isomeric alcohols.

C, Hi,OH.
t Terpo-dion. Obs. [app. f. Gr. rfyir-eo/ to

delight + ySfi song: cf. melodion, etc.] Name
given to a musical instrument, invented in 1816 and

improved in 1832, but never actually in use.

1834 Mus. Libr. Suppl., Sept. 60 A concert has been given
here by Prof. Buschmann and his son, both playing on the
terpodion invented by the father. 1842 Mech. Mag.XXXVII. 563 Nearly allied to the instrument consisting
of tuning forks is the terpodion [fir. -ian], but the vibrating
springs instead of being in the form of forks are cylin-
drical rods of metal. 1898 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus.
Terms, Terpodion, an instrument . .resembling in appearance
the pianoforte, but the tone was produced from blocks of
wood struck with hammers.
t Terpoile, a. Sc. Obs. Also 6 tere pyle.

[a. OF. a treis foils three-pile.] Of patterned
velvet, etc. : Three-pile ; pile upon pile.
1489 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 135, v elne and a half

TERRACE.

of terpoile veluus for a halff lang gowne to the King. 1501
DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. 542 Saline figures.., Damesflure, lere

pyle, quhairon thair lyis Peirle.

II Terpsichore (tajpsi-korz). [a. Gr. 1fp\fjixop1
*

dance-enjoying', name of the Muse of dancing
and of the dramatic chorus, f. Tfpireiv to delight *-

Xopos dance, CHORUS.] The Muse of dancing ;

hence, a female dancer ; dancing as an art.

1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) I. 317 The Thalia's, the

J"

Stranger, approach, behold this homely chair, Which e
1

Terpsichore herself might chuse. 1906 igi/t Cent. Mar. 457
We should lament the death of Terpsichore.
Hence Terpsichorean (tajpsikorran) a., of, per-

taining to, or of the nature of dancing; saltatory.
So Terpsichore al a. (rare) in same sense ; hence

Terpsichore'ally adv., by means of dancing.
1869 Daily News 19 May, The loving couples .. hold

themselves aloof from the busy hum, or mix in it for

*terpsichoreal or restorative purposes only. 1900 Ibid.

12 Mar. 8/4 A poem,
*

Voltigia ', which poem the ' Tenth
Muse '

condescends to interpret *terpsichoreally. 1825 T,
HOOK Sayitifs Ser. H. Sutherl. (Colburn) 26 She had seen
their *Terpsichorean evolutions. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr.
l. xi. An entirely new view of the Terpsichorean art. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 98 Sometimes a series of co-

ordinated gestures and movements [in hysterical persons!
constitute a regular terpsichorean display.

Terpylo-nic. a. Chem. [f. as TEBP-ENE +
-YL + -ONE + -ic.] In terpyIonic acid, C9H,4O, a

product of the oxidation of turpentine by mixture
with chromic acid.

1894 MORLEY & Mum Watts' Diet. Client. IV. 672/2.

Terr, obs. form of TAB.
Terr., abbrev. for TEBBACE, TERRITORY (U. S.).

II Terra (te-ra). L. (and It.) terra earth, used,
with qualifying adjectives, to form the names ofmedi-
cinal and other earths, boles, and the like, as terra

alba, pipe-clay ; terra cariosa, tripoli or rotten-

stone; terra chia, also chia terra, Chian earth,
an astringent and cosmetic bole formerly obtained
from the island of Chios; see also quot. 1615;
terra foliata (tartari),

= foliated earth of tartar,

potassium acetate ; terra merita = TURMERIC
;

terra nera [ Ital.
' black earth '] ,

see quot. ; terra

nobilis, an old name for the diamond (Ogilvie,

Annandale, 1882) ;
terra ponderosa, barium sul-

phate, heavy spar. See also TERRA FIRMA, T.

JAPONICA, etc.

1871 NAPHEYS Free, tr Cure Dis. I. ii. 79 The insoluble
white clay known in commerce as *terra alba. 18*13 CRABB
Teeknol. Diet.,

* Terra cariosa .. rotten stone ; a species of
non effervescent chalk, of a brown colour. 1615 G. SANDYS
Trav. 12 It [Chios] hath, .a certaine greene earth like the
rust of brasse, which the Turkes call "Terra Chia : but not
that so reputed of by the ancient Physitions. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp. s. v., Chia Terra, in the materia medica of the

antients, an earth of the marie-kind, found in the island of
Chia Ibitt., *Terra foliata tartari. 1758 REID tr. Mac-
fuer's Chym. I. 122 This solution being evaporated to dry*
ness leaves a matter in the form of leaves lying on each
other; on which account it hath obtained the name of

Terra Foliata. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., *Terra merita,
. .a name given by some. .to the curcuma, or turmeric-root.
1882 OGILVIE, *Terra nera.. a. native, unctuous pigment,
used by the ancient artists in fresco, oil, and tempera paint*

iug. 1794 SULLIVAN View Not. I. 250 "Terra ponderosa,

II Terra a terra. Obs. Also 7 terra terra,

(territerr), 8-9 terre a terre. [It. terra terra

level with the ground, influenced by corresp. F.

terre a terre, Sp. tierra d tierra.]
1. An artificial gait formerly taught to horses,

resembling a low curvet.

[1611 COTGR., Manege de terre <i terre, a manage more low,
and more quicke then the ordinarie gallop, or cimiet.] 1614
MARKHAM Cheap Husb. (1623) 29 In this practise you teach

him [the horse] perfectly three lessons together, that is the

turneTerra Terra, the Incavalare, and theChambetta. 01648
LD. HERBERT Lift (1886) 74 The most useful cur, as the

Frenchmen term it, is territerr. 1730 BAILEY (folio), Terra
a terra...is a Series of low Leaps made by the Horse for.

ward, bearing Sideways, and working upon two Treads.

2. Applied to a kind of dance. Also Jig. and

attrib. Without elevation of style.

(Fr. tern a terre
'

pas de danse qui s'execute sans sauter
'

Roquefort 1829.)

1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Terra a terra .. applied by the

French to dancers, who cut no capers, nor scarce quit the

ground. And hence it is also figuratively applied to authors,

whose style and diction is low and creeping. 1797 Encyel.
Brit. (ed. 3) V. 668/1 The grander sort of dancing, and terrea

terre, is the best adapted to such dancers. 1888 A thenxum
6 Oct. 443/3 His very matter-of-factness, his tcrre^t-terre

fidelity to his authorities. 1898 Daily News 25 Oct. 2/3
It is so ' true ', and yet just removed from that terre-a-terre

fact which distinguishes so much portraiture.

Terrabill, terrable, obs. ff. TERRIBLE.

Terrace (te-r/s), sb. Forms : a. 6 terries, 6-7
terras.se, (6 terres, 6-7 terris, 7 -ice), 7-9 terrass,

-as, (8 -ase), 6- terrace. 0. 6-7 tarrass(e,

(tarris, -es), 6-8 tarras, -aoe, 7 tarasse, (tar-

rase, taras), taris, tarries, [a. F. terrace (l 2th c.^
also terrasse, tarrassc (ith c.), rubble, a platform,
a terrace,

= It. terraccia, -asza bad earth or soil,

'filthie earth' (Florio), also a terrace, later ^ter-

raccia, now terrazzo, Sp. terrazo, Pg. terrafo ter-



TEKBACE.

race, med.L. tcrrtlcca, -dcia an earthen mound,
a raised terrace, a flat roof, lerrScium useless earth

(Du Cange) : L. *terracea fern, of *terraceus adj.,

earthen, of the nature of earth, earthy, f. terra

earth : cf. -ACKOUS. This suffix was in the Ro-
manic langs. used to form sbs., similative, aug-

mentative, or pejorative ;
hence the primary sensr,

useless earth, heap of earth or rubbish, whence

earthen mound made for a purpose. See also

TABBAS (formerly terras, terrace), a differentiated

form of the same word in the sense ' rubbish ',

'

rubble', as in It. and OKr.]
1. A raised level place for walking, with a vertical

or sloping front or sides faced with masonry, turf,

or the like, and sometimes having a balustrade
; esp.

a raised walk in a garden, or a level surface formed

in front of a house on naturally sloping ground,
or on the bank of a river, as ' The Terrace

'

at the

Palace of Westminster.
a. 1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 48 Hard all along the Cast!

wall iz reared a pleazaunt Terres of a ten foot hy & atwelue
brode, 1611 BIBLE 2 Chron. ix. n And the king made.,
terrises to the house of the Lord. 1669 WORI.IDGE Syst.

Agric. (1681) 333 Terrasse, a walk on a Bank or Bulwark.

1693 EVELYN De la Quint. Contpl. Garii. I. 47 It might be
allow'd twelve [foot) or more, it being a Terras,, .since the

Terrasses adjoyning to a House can hardly ever be too

broad. 1711 LADY" M. W. MONTAGU Let. to IV. Montagu
9 or ii Dec., The terrace is my place consecrated to medita-

tion. 1739 GRAY Let. to West 21 Nov., Gardens and marble
terrasesfull of orange and cypress trees. 1786 MRS. BARBAULD
in Mem. 70 Y. vi. (1883) 62 A kind of terrass. .commands a

most extensive view. 1814 SCOTT lyav. ix, The garden . .

was laid out in terraces, which descended rank by rank from
the western wall to a large brook. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt

ii, The glass door open towards the terrace.

X579~8o NORTH Plutarch (1595) 570 Lucullus selfe

would also many times be amongst them, in those tarrasses

and pleasant wafkes. 1587 CHURCHYARD IVorth. U'atfs(i&i6)

104 Like tarres trim, to take the open ayre. 1599 B. JONSON
Ev. Man out ofHum. n. i, Stancl by close under this tarras.

163* BURTON Anat. Mel. n. ii. iv. (ed. 4) 269 Euery Citty
. .hath his peculiar walkes.Cloysters.Tarraces. 1653 GREAVES

Seraglio 14 Two men may walk a breast upon the Tarrase.

b. transf. tm&fig.
1605 BACON /f (to. Learn, i. v. ii A tarrasse for a wan-

dring and variable minde, to walke vp and downe. 1655
M. CARTER Hon. Rcdiv. (1660) 193 A Gennet of gold
enamelled black and red, upon a terrasse or bank of flowers.

1758 REID tr. Macquer's Chym. I. 399 These rows of aludels

are supported from end to end by a terrass, which runs from
the body of the building, wherein the furnaces are erected.

1896 Daily Neivs 10 Nov. 2/2 The living terraces of cripple

children., added.,their shrill plaudits to the general welcome.

TC. Mil. An earthwork thrown up by a be-

sieging force ; see also qnot. 1816. Obs.

1579 FENTON Guicciard. XL (1599) 510 Certaine of the

Spanish footemen got vp to the terrasse or heape of Earth,
and began to assaile the breach. 1600 HOLLAND Lay v. v.

182 What should I speake of the tarraces, torteises, rams,
and all other engins of assault and batterie? 1816 JAMES
JHilit. Diet. (ed. 4) s. v., A terrace likewise signified.. a sort

of cavalier, which was carried to a great height, in order to

overlook and command the walls of a town.

2. A natural formation of this character ; a. a

table-land ; b. spec, in Geol., a horizontal shelf or

bench on the side of a hill, or sloping ground.
The latter is usually of soft material, formed by the action

of water, and exposed by the upheaval of the sea-margin,
by the deepening of a river channel, or by the diminution

in volume of a lake or river.

1674 JOSSELYN Voy. New Enf. 202 The white mountains,
..the highest Terrasse in New-England. 1753 HANWAY
Trav. (1762) I. vii. xcvL 446 Some of the steepest hills are

supported by many terrasses. 183* DE LA BECHE Geol.

Man. 159 Captain Vetch describes six or seven terraces or

lines of beach on the Isle of Jura.., which appear to have
been successively raised above the present level of the ocean.

1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. xvii. 278 It is not uncommon to

find successive terraces of gravel. i88a GEIKIE TextJik.

Geol. VI. V. 901 Regular terraces, corresponding to former

water-levels of the Take, run for miles along the shores aC

heights of 120, 150 and 200 ft.

f O. The ground on which anything stands, rare.

'735 MAHON tr. L'Abbafs Fencing Pref., By turning it

too much it [the foot] would have no hold of the terrace.

1 8. A gallery, open on one or both sides
;
a

colonnade, a portico ;
a balcony on the outside of

a building ; also, a raised platform or balcony in a

theatre or the like. Obs. (The earliest sense in Eng.)
XS15 Witt J. Fowler (Somerset Ho.), To be buried w* in

the Terres of the church of the Monastery of Syon. 1588

in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 692 For paving the

Inner court and the tarris without it. 1596 Bp. W. BARLOW
Three Serm. L 17 Wee haue dyned abroad in our Tarrises

and open Galleries for the great heat. 1617 MOHYSON Itin.

1. 145 This yard is compassed with a building all of Marble,
which lies open like a Cloyster (we call it a terras). Ibid.

in. 306 This place of ludgement is commonly jn a Porch

or Terras under the Senate-house, hauing one side all open
towards the market place. 1690 The Gt. Scanderbeg 131

A little Terrass, which rendred my Apartment very pleasant.

1703 T. N. City it C. Purchaser 258 Tarrace, or Tarras,
an open Walk, or Gallary.

f 4. The flat roof of a house, resorted to for cool-

ness in warm climates. Obs.

1571 ABP. PARKER Let. to Ld. Burghley 13 Dec., This shop
is but little and lowe and leaded flatt, . . and is made like the

terris . .fitt for men to stande vppon in any triumphe or shewe.

1581 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda's Cony. E. Ind. i. x.

27 Many faire houses of lime and stone, builded with many
VOL. IX.

209

lofts, uith their windowes .11

earth. [1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 268 To vnderprop
the Terrat-a, or roofe.] 1687 A. LovtLL tr. Tkci'cnet j

//.:'. i. 10 All the Houses of it aie built with a terras, or

flat Roof, and one may go from one street to another upon
the ferrates of the houses. 17*4 HARMKR Otserv. in. iii.

>eping on the terraces of their houses is only in

lime. i8oj K. RKKVI s Ho:c:<'<i'<l In'itrtd 203 On
.!-. are '

u-rrjices ', guarded by high parapets, where
the inmates sit in the cool of the evening.

5. A row of houses on a level above the general

surface,or on the face of a rising ground; improperly,
n row of houses of uniform style, on a site slightly,

if at all, raised above the level of the roadway.
(Common in street nomenclature ; Adelphi Terrace (for.

nierly Royal Terrace), London, is one of the earliest

examples.)
1769 (23 June) Lease (in Mortgage 20 Aug. 1782), A parcel

of Ground. . [whichl adjoineth towards the north on vaults

situate under the houses built on The Royal Taras [Adelphi,

London]. 1796 New Plan K/ London [has]
' I-ambeth Ter-

race, behind Lambeth Palace '. 1839 Penny Cycl. XI V. 1 1 3 !*

The terraces in the Regent's Park, Hyde Park Terrace near

Bayswater, and that in St. James's Park. 1850 KINGSLF.Y

Alt. Locke i, My earliest recollections are of a suburban

street : of its jumble of little shops and little terraces.

6. A soft spot in marble, which is cleaned out and

the cavity filled up with a paste. Cf. TEBKACV a.

1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Terrases (Masonry), hollow
defects in marble or fissures filled with nodules of other

substances. The hole, being cleared out, is filled with
marble dust and mastic of the same color.

7. attrib. and Comb. Of or pertaining to, having,

forming, or consisting of a terrace or terraces, as

terrace-bank, -bower, -garden, -region, -roof, -stair,

-step, -walk, -wall, -work ; obj. and obj. genitive, as

terrace-keeper, -maker ; terrace-mantling adj. ; ter-

race-cultivation, the cultivation of hill-sides in

terraces ;
so terrace-culture ; terrace-epoch

(Geol.}, see qnot. 1885.
1834 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Seine 94 The "terrace-banks of

the Seine. 1813 Joanna Bailtie's Collect. Poems 119 Each

whisper'd sigh Of the soft night-breeze through her 'terrace,

bowers Bore softer tones. 1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 144
The *terrace-cultivation, ..clothing with fertility the moun-
tain-sides. 1903 Bradford Antiquary July 346 Signs of

terrace-cultivation are to be met with in different parts of

the county. 1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. ll. vii. (1876) 212

The establishment of "terrace culture on the hills. 186*

DANA Man. Geol. 554 The time when they were raised . .

corresponds to the "Terrace epoch ; and during the process
other parallel terraces were formed. 1885 GEIKIE Text-ik.

Geol. in. n. ii. 3. 369 In North America, the river-terraces

exist on so grand a scale that the geologists of that country
have named one of the later periods of geological history,
during which those deposits were formed, the Terrace Epoch.

1705 ADDISON Italy 39. I "nt to see the *Terrace-Garden

of Verona, that Travellers generally mention. 1824 CAMP-
BELL Theodric 37 Clustering trees and 'terrace-mantling

vines. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 472/2 Ten or twelve inter-

mediate formations, constituting the 'terrace-regions. 1801

Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life tj Writ. (1832) III. 161, I

have a 'terrace roof. 1841 FRANCIS Diet. Arts, Terrace

Roof, those which are flat like terraces, a 1668 DAVE-
NANT Mans the Master IV. i, Pass through the gall 'ry

up the 'tarras-stairs into my closet. 1865 J. H. INGRAHAM
Pillar of Fire (1872) 218 We soon landed at the grand

"terrace-steps of the quay. 1637 SUCKLING Aglaura III. i,

Eleven ;
under the "Tarras walke ; I will not fade you

there. 1693 LUTTRELL Brief Ret. (1857) III. 174 The

queens tarras walk at Whitehall, facing the Thames, is now
finished. 1711 J. JAMES tr.Lt Blond's Gardening 2$;

A low

"Terrass-Wall, from whence you have a View of the Country
round about. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xv. (1856) 108 Its

edges . . were abrupt precipices, resembling the 'terrace-

work of trap-rock.

Hence Te'rracer, one who stands or walks on a

terrace: cf. TERRACING 2; Te-rraoe-wards adv.,

towards the terrace; Te-rrace-wise adv., in the

manner of a terrace.

1786 MME. D'ARBLAV Diary 7 Aug., All the 'terracers

stand up against the walls, to make a clear passage for the

Royal Family. 1909 Daily Chron. 20
July i/i Pilgrims

who arrived on the Westminster Bridge and bent their gaze
"terrace-wards. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 156

TERRA.CY.

Tarrasing any Story which is i;i danger of darkne&*e. 1631
HEYWOOD London's Jut lien. Uk, 1-74 IV. ,76 A faire
and curious structure ariht and Tarresl aboue. ituSlK I .

HEKBKRr Trav. 4,, i j e flat and tarraked atop.
J. intr. (nonce-use.) To rise in terraces (inquut.,

used of ranges of houses).
1900 Sfealier 39 Dec. 342/1 I'ink and white and blue

tenements. . terrace reck Icisly above each other fromlhe river
to the sky. line.

Terraced (te-rAt), ///. a.
[f. TEBBACB sb. or v.

I

+ -Hi).] Formed into or furnished with a terrace or
terraces ; arranged or constructed in terrace form.
In quot. 1644, Furnished with a colonnade or covered

ambulatory.
1644 KVELYH Diary 4 Nov., The court is square and

tarrass'd. 1717-46 THOMSON Summer n*t To Ck
terrass'd height, and Esher's groves. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE
Itiil,

\, Its terraced roofs crowded with spectators. 1869
TOZIR Highl. Turkey I. 108 The dwellings. .are. .niched
. .in the terraced clifls. 1880 C. R. MARKHAM I'eruv. Bark
365 The space between being sown with rice in terraced
fields. 1904 J. T. FOWLKR J>urh. Univ. 63 The rebuilt keep
conspicuous on a terraced mound.

Terraceous (tcr(i-J.->s), a. rare.
[f. L.

type
*lerrdce-us (see TEBHACK) + -oca: cf. -ACIOUS,] Of
earthy nature or composition.
1863 MOUAT Adv. Andaman Island. 151 The progress

that we made through the terraceous compost was neces-

sarily slow.

Terraciform (tera-sifim), a. rare. [f. TIB-
BACK sb. (or med.L. terraci-a) + -FOBM.] Having
the form of a terrace.

1890 Smithsonian Inst. Kef. 71 The formation is some-
times fashioned into terraces; and some of its best develop-
ments in the District of Columbia..are terraciform.

Terracing (te-r/sirj), vol. si. [f. TEBBACE v.

or sb. + -ING 1J
1. The formation of terraces, b. concr. A ter-

raced structure or formation ;
a series or range of

terraces ; a platform or stand with rows of seats

rising in tiers behind each other.
1816 CHALMERS in Hanna Mem. (1851) III. viii. 128 [We]

enjoyed . . the noble terracing, and orange house. l86a DANA
Man. Geol. 558 The terracing of the borders of the lakes and

amid a perfect paradise of greenery.

Terrace, obs. form of TABBAS.

Te rrace, v. Forms : see the sb. ; also 7 pa.

pple. terassed. [f.
TEBBACE s6., or a. F. terrasser

(i6th c. in Godef. Compl.).]
1. trans. To form into a terrace or raised bank ;

to fashion or arrange in terraces. Also to terrace

WHELER Jourtt. Greece i. 13 The Walls also being well

Terrassed. i8aT KEBLI Chr. Y. 3rd Sund. Advent, Moun-
tains terrass'd high with mossy stone. 1848 MILL Pol.

Econ. II. viii. 3 The plots, terrassed up one above another,

are often not above four feet wide. 1880 Miss BIRD Japan
I. 85 Fields formed by terracing sloping ground. 1895

Westm, Gat. 7 Oct. 2/2 The Kusi River in Bengal . . brings

down enormous quantities of silt,,, making fertile plains,

terracing the land, changing its bed, destroying forests.

f 2. To furnish with a '

terrace
'

or balcony ; to

provide (a house) with a loggia or terrace-roof.

(Chiefly in passive : cf. next.) Obs.

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. i. 31 (Minarets] tarrast aloft on the

out side like the maine top of a ship. 1614 WOTTON A rchit.

in Relig. (1651) 260 Which [light] we must now supply..by

[of the extinct lunar volcano Copernicus) is mainly due to the

repeated alternate rise, partial congelation, and subsequent
retreat of a vast sea of lava. 1903 Daily Ckron. 8 Apr.

5/1 The terracing which collapsed with such disastrous results

during the football match at Ibrox Park on Saturday.

2. Walking or promenading on a terrace, rare.

1786 MME. D/ARBLAY Diary 24 July, Here we have coffee

till the Terracing is over. This is about eight o'clock.

|| Terra-COtta (te-ra,k<>-ta). [It, lit. baked

(cooked) earth :-L. terra coda. So F. terre cuitc.]

1. A hard unglazed pottery of a fine quality, of

which decorative tiles and bricks, architectural

decorations, statuary, vases, and the like are made.

1721 J. RICHARDSON Statutes, etc. Italy 177 A Model
in Terra Cotta as fine as ever was done. 175* HOLLIS
in Lett, Lit. Men (Camden) 390 Many things in glass,

many in terra cotta. 1841-76 GWILT Archil. \ 624 The
west front of the church of Sta. Maria in Strada, a most
elaborate work in brick and terra-cotta. 1867 W. W. SMYTH
Coaltf Coal-mining 190 The Romans have left us numerous

examples in bronze and terra cotta.

b. With a and//. : An object of art, as a statuette

or figurine, made of this substance.

1810 T. COMBE (.title) A Description of the Collection of

Ancient Terracottas in the British Museum. 1849 Smith's

Diet. Grk. * Rom. Antiq. s. v. Fictile, They reckoned

some of their consecrated terracottas . . among the safe,

guards of their imperial city. 1865 Athenaeum 28 Jan.

127/3The terra-cottas include some very remarkable coloured

statuettes orfigurine of Greek production.

2. The colour of this pottery, a brownish red of

various shades.
1881 Daily Neivs 3 June 3/1 That colour which the un

initiated would call golden brown, but which milliners call

tcrra-colta. 1890 Pall Mall G. 25 June 2/1 The splendid
terra-cottas of the rocks and the bright greens of the trees.

1900 Westm. Gaz. 23 Apr. 3/2 An underdress of pale blue

brocade over which is arranged a tunic of terra.cotta.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. Of or pertaining to terra-

cotta, as terra-cotta works, b. Made of terra-cotta,

as terra-cotta bust, figure, vase; c. Of the colour

of terra-cotta, as terra-cottafeather, paper, velvet;

also terra-cotta tinted adj.

1859 R. HUNT Guide Mus. Pract. Geol. (ed.2> 96 Figures
. . manufactured at the Mill Wall terra cotta works. 1868

Pall Mall G. 2 Dec. 8 Seventy-four terra cotta busts of the

Roman Emperors and their families. 1877 W. S. W. VAUX
Grk. Cities Asia Minor iv. 162 In 1853, Mr. Newton ob-

tained many terracotta vases of a very archaic type. 1888

Lady 25 Oct. 378/1 Trimmings of terra-cotta faced cloth.

1891 Trutk 10 Dec. 1242 All the doorways were draped with

terracotta silk. 1899 H'estm. Gas. 19 July 3/1 Roofs.,

terracotta tinted.

Te-rraculture. rare", [irreg.
t L. terra

earth + CTJLTUBS : cf. agriculture.}
= AQBICHL-

TUBE. Hence Terraou'ltural a. = AQBICULTL-BAL,

1847 in WEBSTER ; whence in later Diets.

Terraoy (te-rfci), a. [f.
TEBBACE sb. 6 + -Y.] Of

i marble : Containing terraces or soft spots.

17x7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. More-It, Terracy Marble,

that with soft places in it, which must be filled up with

! cement, as that of Languedoc.



TEEBA DAMNATA.

II Te -rra damna'ta. Alchemy. Obs. [L.,
=-

condemned or finally rejected earth.] = CAPUT
MOBTUDM 2 : see quot. 1 704.

1633 B. JONSON Tale Tub I. iii, She's such a vessel of faeces :

all dried earth, Terra damnata! 1704 J. HARRIS Lex.

Techn. I. s. v. Earth, Earth, which the Chymists call Terra
Damnata and Caput Mortuum, is the last of the five

Chymical Principles, and is that which remains after all the

other Principles are extracted by Distilation, Calcination,

c. 1710 T. FULLER Pharm. E.rtcmp. 146 (Stanf.) Calcin'd

Harts-horn being a meer Terra Damnata.

t Te rrssfi lial, a. Obs. rare. [f. next, with

filial from filius.} Earthly, worldly, sordid. So
Te-rrsefl'lian a., of or pertaining to a terrsefilius.

1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. vm. 277 Men of the world, the terrse-

filial breed, Welcome the modest stranger to their sphere.

1783 BURNS Let. to J. Murdoch 15 Jan., Can he descend

to mind the paltry concerns about which the terrafilial race

fret, and fume . . ? 1887 SAINTSBURY Hist. Elizab. Lit. x.

(1894) 364 His merits as well as his faults have a singular

unpersonal, and, if I may so say, terrxfilian connotation.

II Terrae filius (te-rz fi-lira). PI. terra filii.

[L. terrse,filius, a son of the earth, a man of un-

known origin.]
1. A person of obscure parentage.
[c 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon ix. 51 Those geomantic spirits,

That Hermes calleth term filii.} 1621 BURTON Anat._Mel.
n. iii. H. (1676) 199/2 Let no terrae filius, or upstart, insult

at this which I have said, no worthy Gentleman take

offence, ifiaa MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. I. HI. L

186 As if my father had beene term Jilius. 1679 NESSE
A ntichrist 7 This is the Terrsefilius, the base-born beast that

springs out of the earth. 1883 Sat. Rev. 2 June 688/2 Abd-
el-Kader himself was very far from being terraeJilius.

2. Formerly, at the University of Oxford : An
orator privileged to make humorous and satirical

strictures in a speech at the public 'act'. (In

quot. 1882, applied to a similar orator at Dublin

University.) Cf. PREVARICATOR 4.

1651-93 WOOD Life [passim : see ed. Clark (1900) V.

151/2], 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Terrx-filius . . the foole

in the Acts at Oxford. 1674 Ibid. (ed. 4), Terrge-Jilius, . .we

may call him the ban drol in the Acts at Oxford, who must
be a Master of Arts, to qualifie him for this Office, and is

commonly chosen out of the best Wits of the University.

1669 EVELYN Diary 10 July, The Terry filius (the Univer-
sitie Buffoone) entertain'd the auditorie with a . . sarcastical

rhapsodic. 1670EACHARDCont. Clergy 37Wits . .whenever. .

were at all inspir'd from a Tripus's, TerrEe-filius's, or Prse-

varecator's speech. 1713 STEELE Guard. No. 72 p 2 In my
time. .the Terras-filius contented himself with being bitter

upon the Pope, or chastising the Turk. 1721 AMHERST
Terrx Fit. Ded., It is very uncertain when Terrz-Fitius will

be able to regain his antient privileges in the Sheldonian
theatre. Ibid. No. 5. 23 All men are not Terrx-Fitius's.
1882 Q. Rev. Apr. 389 A scurrilous harangue, .for the deliv-

ery of which, in the character of Terrse Filius, one of his

[Swift's] College acquaintances narrowly escaped expulsion.

II Terra firma (te-ra fauma). [L., = 'firm

land ', used in med. or mod. L. in special senses =
It. terra ferma, F. terre fertile ; cf. G. festland.
In 1 7th c. partly a. It. terraferma.']
fl. A mainland or continent, as distinct from

portions of land partly or wholly isolated by water.
1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 31 He [Ptolemy] draws

his Terrafirma only to 10 degrees South from the Equator.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Terra firma, the Continent, or
main Land ; so call'd by Geographers. 1725 DE FOE Voy.
round World (1840) 164 Our men.. said that about three

leagues off to the southward, there seemed to be a Terra
Firma, or continent of land. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Terra
firma. -is sometimes used for a continent, in contradistinc-
tion to islands.

f 2. spec. a. The territories on the Italian main-
land which were subject to the state of Venice. Obs.
1605 B. JONSON Volpone II. i, Gentlemen of your City ;

strangers of the terra-firma ; worshipful merchants ; ay,
and senators too. 1645 EVELYN Diary June (1819) I. 192We went to Padua. . . The first terra firma we landed at
was Fusina, being onely an inn, where we changed our
barge. 1832 tr. Sismondis Itai. Rep. xiv. 308 The two
monarchs agreed to divide between them all the terra firma
of the Venetians.

t b. The northern coast-land of South America
(Colombia), as distinguished from the West India

Islands; also, in narrower sense, the Isthmus of
Panama. Obs.

1780-72 tr. Juan$ Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) I. p. vii, Geographical
descriptions .. of the country about Carthagena, . . the Terra
Firma. 1827 ROBERTS Voy. Centr. Amer. 71 A race of

people . . more civilized than most of the other tribes,
inhabiting this part of Terra Firma.
3. The land as distinguished from the sea; dry

or firm land
; in

cpot.
1 785, the earth. Alsofig.

1693 RAY Disc. I. iii. 24 The whole terra firma, or dry
Land. 1707 NORRIS Treat. Humility iii. in Here we have
some terra firma to fix and stay our footing on. 1779
Hist. Mod. Europe II. 1. 65 They again got footing on terra
firma. 1785 BURNS Ep. to W. Simpson 105 While terra
firma, on her axis, Diurnal turns. 1820 T. MITCHELL
Anstoph., Com. I. 72 That their feet find no resting-placeon sea Or terra-firma. 1887 Miss BRADDON Like f, Unlike
xxxiv, I was not often upon terra firma after I left Mar-
seillcs.

t*. humor, and colloq. Landed estate ; land.
1698 FARO.UHAR Love t, Bottle ill. ii, I have five thousand

acres of as good fighting ground as any in England, goodim-r/i firnia c,.. , , iy T? j-i -.., f.'.^. ' SYT7
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fTe-rrage. Obs. Also 5 terage. [a.
OF.

lerage (isth c. in Godef.) :-pop. L. terraitcum

(869 in Du Cange), f. L. terra earth : see -AGE.

Hence med.L. terragium (1030 in Du Cange).]

1. Land
;
a territory, district.

728F- ----- _/"..., tin i^amLC in XjilllU, lyzi
IELDING Love in Sev. Masyues v. vi, Does your estate It

in terrafirma, or m the stocks ?

Pant 489/1 Terage, erthe, humus, solunt, terragium.

2. Old Law. Some kind of payment or duty.

(Actual meaning uncertain ;
see quots.)

The statements of the i?th c. law diets, are guesses. Gross

takes it as = PICKAGE. But, as some charters have terrage

besides stallage &i\Afickage, the meaning may be payment
for the ground or 'stance' occupied at a fair or market

without breaking the ground.

[1301 Lincoln Charter in Cat. Charter Rails III. 9. 1349

in W. Hare
'

agio, pesagi_, r -,
Diet., Terrage (Terragium) [quotes the prec. patent, and

says] which 'seems to be an exemption d Prxcarils, viz.

Boons of Plowing, Reaping, &C. and perhaps from Money
paid for digging or breaking the Earth in Fairs and Markets.

1749 in Pote Hist. Windsor 120 (Transl. of a Charter) That
the said Gustos or Canons and their tenants should for ever

be free from payment of Toll, Picage, Paviage, .. Terrage
[etc.], [1890 GROSS Gild Merchant II. 420 Terragium.
The same as Picagium (413), Duty paid by a stranger on
markets and fairs to break the ground and erect a stall.]

3. ?A toll or duty paid for landing ; landing dues.

[1318 Grimsty Charier in Cal. Charter Rolls III. 41 1 [tr.

quit of toll . . hansage, anchorage, terrage, quayage, passage,
and pedage].] 1664 HALE Treat, n. iv. in Hargrave Coll.

Tracts (1787) I. 57 The defendants.. shewed usage to have
had certain customs called land-leave, terrage, &c. Ibid. vi.

76 Terrage, for the necessary unlading of goods before they
come up to the common key.

|| Terrai-gnol. Obs. rare* , [obs. F. ter-

raignol (Cotgr.), ad. It. terrdgnolo 'drooping,
downe looking, dull, heauy, as some heauy-going
horses

'

(Florio) ; f. Oil. terragno (Dante= terreno}
: med.L. terrdneus ofthe earth + -olo, L. -plusdim.]
A heavy-going horse : see quot.
1717 BAILEV vol. II, Terraignol,. .is a Horse who cleaves

to the Ground [etc.], .in general, one whose Motions are all

short, and too near the Ground.

Terrain (terei-n), sb. (a.) Also 8-9 terrein (9

terrane, in sense 3). [a. F. terrain (also terrein),
OF. terain (Wace rath c.) : pop. L. *terrdnum =
cl. L. terrenum TERRENE.]
1 1. (See quot. 1737.) Obs. b. Standing-ground,

position.
i<jvj BAILEY vol. \\, Terrain, . . is the Manage-Ground upon

which the Horse makes his Pist or Tread. 1753 in CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp. 1816 in JAMES Milit. Diet. 1831 LISTKR
Arlington II. vii. 117 Viewed in the same light, and from
the same terrain from which they view it themselves.

2. A tract of country considered with regard to

its natural features, configuration, etc. ; in military
use esp. as affecting its tactical advantages, fitness

for manoeuvring, etc. ; also, an extent of ground,
region, district, territory.
1766 W. DIGBY Let. to G. Selwyn 12 Apr., in Jesse 5. $

Contemp. (1843) II. 13 We rode to reconnoitre the terrein.
1816 JAMES Milit. Diet., Terrain, ..generally any space or
extent of ground. 1879 Casselts Techn. Ednc. IV. 95/1
Without reference, .to the physical irregularities of the
terrain. 1889 BADEN-POWELL Pigsticking 9 Taking in at a
glance the peculiarities of the terrain.

3. Geol. (Usually spelt terrane.) A name for a
connected series, group, or system of rocks or for-

mations
; a stratigraphical subdivision.

1823 tr. Humboldt's Geognost. Ess. Introd. 2 The union of
several formations constitutes a geological series or a district

(terrain) ; but the terms rocks, formations, and terrains, are
used as synonymous in many works on geognosy. 1864
DANA Man. Geol. 8 1 (Cent. ) Terrane . . is used for any single
rock or continuous series of rocks of a region, whether the
formation be stratified or not. 1889 in O. Jrnl. Geol. Soc.
XLV.63 The word terrane proposed by Prof. Gilbert to be
used for a stratigraphical subdivision of any magnitude.
1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly Sept. 694 The slates of the Cam.
bnan terrane.

B. adj. Of the earth, terrene, terrestrial, a.

Terrain tide, a (supposed) rise and fall in the
earth's crust, caused by the attraction of the sun
or moon. b. Terrain cure : see quot.
1882 MILNE in Nature 8 June 125/2 To determine the

existence of a terrain tide, a gravitimeter might be estab-
lished. ..If terrain tides exist, and they are sufficiently great
from a geological point of view. 1897 Allbittt's Syst. Med.
IV. 621 Regulated exercises, such as the gentle climbing,
especially in mountain districts, known as the terrain cure.

II Terra incognita (te:ra inkp-gnita). PI.
terras incognitas (erron. terras incognitas).
[L., = 'unknown land'.] An unknown or unex-

plored region. Oftenfig.
1616 CAPT. SMITH Descr. NewEnf.61he Spaniards know

. . not so much as the true circumference of Terra Incognita,
whose large dominions may equalize the greatnesse and
goodnes of America. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Gt. Eater
Kent Wks. I. 143/2 The place of his birth, and names of his
parents are to me a meere Terra incognita. 1756 LADY
M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Ctess of Bute i Apr., Your pro-
vinces of politics, gallantry, and literature, all [are] terra
incognita. 1821 ANNA M. PORTER Village of Mariendorpt
II. 121 His friend and the field-marshal! were nearly terras
incognitas to each other. 1901 Scotsman n Mar. 6/4 The
country within a day's ride, .is almost a terra incognita.

TERRAPIN.
1 Terrains, obs. form of TKRKENE.

II Terra Japonica (te^ra dgapp-nika). [mod.
L., = 'Japanese earth

'

: see note s. v. CATECHU. So
F. terre du Japan.] = CATECHU, formerly also
known as Japonic earth.

[1654, 1679,] 1683 [see CATECHU]. 1693 tr. Blancard's Phys.
\

Diet. (ed. 2), Catechu, improperly called Terra Japonica.
1725 Lend. Gaz. No. 6366/1 Half a Ton of Terra Japannica.
1845 Encycl. Metrop. XXII. 474/1 The exports from Nepal
are rice, ginger, terra Japonica (*'. c. the gum, or inspissated
juice of the Mimosa catechu),

II
Terra! (tera-1). [Sp., f. L. terra land

;
so

F. ierral^\ The land-breeze.

1884 H. COLLINGWOOD Under Meteor Flag 299 Obliged to
take to our sweeps to get across the calm belt between the
terral and the trade-wind.

II Terra Lemiiia. [med. or mod.L., = ' Lera-

!
nian earth ', f. Lemnos, an island in the Aigean sea.

i
So F. terre de Lemnos (Littre), It. terra lenia

(lt\vAo),Q,lemnischeerde.~\ = TERRA SIGIM.ATA
;

known also as Lemnian earth.

1613 HARCOURT^ Voy. Guiana, in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) III.

192 The earth yieldeth bole-armoniack and terra-lemma.
1633 [see TERRA SIGILLATA i], 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)
IX. 784/2 Lemnian Earth, Terra Lemnia, a medicinal,
astringent sort of earth, of a fatty consistence and reddish
colour.

Terralla, erron. form of TEBRELLA.
Terramare (terarMu, -meu). PI. -ares.

Also 0. in It. form terrama'ra, pi. terrema-re.

[a. F. terramare (1867 Kev. des Deux-Mondes, 653,
in Littr^), ad. dial. It. terramara (nsed in Emilia,
about Bologna), for terra-mama (Bellini), f. terra
earth + mama (dial, mara) MARL.
Introduced into anthropological use by Strobel and Piga-

riiii, 1862.]

An ammoniacal earth found in the valley of the

Po, in Italy, and collected as a fertilizer ; it occurs
in flat mounds, identified as the sites of dwellings
of a people of the later neolithic period. Hence
trans/, (pi.) The prehistoric settlements themselves.
Also attrib.

a. 1866 8 BARING-GOULD Curious Myths Mid. Ages,
Leg. Cross

(18^7) 365 These quarries go by the name of
terramares. 1 hey are vast accumulations of cinders, char-

coal, bones, fragments of pottery. 1871 TYLOR Prim. Cult.
I. ii. 55 Relics discovered in gravel-beds, caves, shell-

mounds, terramareSj lake-dwellings.
0. 1890 HUXLEY in igth Cent. Nov. 761 The pre-historic

people of the terremare. 1899 R. MUNRO Prehist. Scot.
yi.

205 Combs of bronze have been found both in the Swiss
lake-dwellings and in the Terremare. Ibid. xi. 434 There
is.. in the eastern part of the Po Valley another class of
ancient habitations known as terremare, . . they may be
regarded as land palafittes.

Terrandry, -anye : see TYKANTBY, TYBANNY.
Terrane : see TERBAIN.
Terranean (ter^-man), a. [f.

as next + -AN.]
Pertaining to, or proceeding from, the earth.

1653 W. RAMESEY Astral. Restored 107 It is a terranean
and earthy Angle. 18.. Electr. Rev. (U.S.) XVIII. i. 9
(Cent.) The great strain on the trolley wire, .would be a

necessary incident of terranean supply.

Terraneous (ter/i-mas), a. rare. [f. L. *ter-

raneus (of. subterraneus} , i. terra earth : see -ous.]
Of or pertaining to the earth ; terrestrial.

a 1711 KEN Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 210 As long as
this terraneous Globe endur'd. 1715 Brief's Weekly Jrnl.
26 Nov. i There may be some Sea-Shells dug at Land con-

taining Terraneous Insects.

b. Bot. Growing upon land.
1882 in OGILVIE (Annandale).

Terrapin (te-rapin). Forms: 7 (torope),
tarapine, 7-9 terrapine, 8 tor-repine, terebin,

8-9 tarapin, 9 terrapene, terapin, tarrapin, 8-
teirapin. [Of Algonquin origin ; torope repre-
sented the Abenaki turepi (also tourept) in Rasles

Abenaki Diet, rendered '

tortue", in Delaware tulpe.
The origin of the final -in, -ine is obscure.]
A name originally given to one or more species

of North American turtles ; thence extended to

many allied species of the turtle and tortoise

family, Testudineas, widely distributed over North,

Central, and South America, the East Indies,

China, N. Africa, and other countries. In N.

America, spec, the Diamond-backed or Saltmarsh

terrapin, Maloclemmys palustris, famous for its

delicate flesh.

Among other well-known American species are the Red-
bellied Terrapin, Pseudemys rugosa, the Alligator Terrapin
or Snapping-turtle, Chelydra serpentina, and the Pine-

barren Terrapin, Box-turtle, or Gopher, Cistudo Carolina.
The Catalogue of Animals in the London Zoological Gar-

dens, 1896, contains thirty-three species of Terrapin, with
distinctive appellations, as Caspian, Ceylonese, Floridan,
Spanish, Annulated, Black-hcaded, Ocellated, Painted,
Roofed, Speckled, Wrinkled, Bennett's, Standing's, Menu's,

Oldham's, Spenglcr's Terrapin. These are distributed in

fifteen genera.
1613 A. WHITAKERG</. Newesfr. Virginia 42, 1 have caught

with mine angle pike, carpe, eele,. .creafish, and the torope
or little turtle. 1672 JOSSELYN New Eng. Rarities 34 The
Turtle that lives in Lakes and is called in Virginia a Terra-

pine. 1671 J. LEDERER Discov. 4 Every Nation gives his

particular ensigne or arms, the Sasquesahanaugh a tarapine
or small tortoise. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Terrapine, a word



TERRAQUEAN.
used among the Virginians for that which we commonly
call a Tortoise, and many call a Turtle,. . the Lake Turtle
which lives in Lakes,.. is that most properly called the
rerrapine. 1714 J. LAWSON Hist. Carolina 133 Of tere-
bms there are divers sorts, all which., we will comprehendunder the distinction of land and water terehins 1711
BCVERIBV Virginia MI. iv. 15. I5 i A small kind ofTurtle,
or larapms(aswecallthem). Ibid. iv. MX. 8 So. 265 Si

lerrapins, and such like Vermine. 1764 SMOLLETT Tra->.
xlx. (1766) I. 302 The land-turtle, or terrapin, is much
better known at Nice, as Ijciiu; a n.uiv. ,,f ,!,,.. country.
1844 /'. Parley's Ann, V. 115 The growth of the; terrain-lie
l.i very slow. 1854 OlVEX Sktl. f; Teelli in Orr's Ci'c. .SV.
I- Org. Nat. 217 The Australian long-necked terrapene
tfffdriufll laMffeeUUl. i86j THOLLOPK JV. Am?r. \. 467The

terrapin
is a small turtle, found on the shores of Mary

land and Virginia, out of which a very rich soup is made,
1908 Times 12 Feb. 13/3 Three-keeled terrapin .. from
(iuateinala.

b. The flesh of this animal as food.
1867 DIXON New Amur. (ed. 6) II. 335 Gentlemen sitting

at table sipping soup, picking terapin. 1891 F. M. CRAW-
FORD Three Fates II. 130 He had eaten terrapin and can-
vas back off old Saxon China.

c. attrib. and Comb., as terrapin meat, shell,
soup; terrapin-farm, a place where diamond-
back terrapins are reared for the market ; terrapin
paws, a name, in Chesapeake Bay, for tongs used
in capturing terrapins.
1775 ADAIR Amer. Ind. no Torrepine-shells containing

pebbles. 1845 J. COULTER Adv. in Pacific ix. no, I put to
it some terrapin meat. 1862 RUSSELL Diary North $ S.
(1863) 340 The Terrapin soup excellent, though not compar-
able to the best turtle. 1901 H. GADOW in Camb. Nat.
Hist. VIII. ix. 360 Enterprising men have established terra,
pm-farms or 'crawls' for the keeping and breeding of
terrapins.

Terraplaln, etc. : see TEKREPLEJ.N.

Terra-quean, a. rare- 1
. = next

1861 Macm. Mag. Apr. 471/2 All the places on this terra-
quean globe.

Terraqueous (ter^-kwz>s), a. [f, L. terra
earth + AQUEOUS. Cf. F. terraqu4(e (Voltaire
Memnon 1747) from Eng. ; so Sp. (el globo)
terrdcueo.]
1. Consisting of, or formed of, land and water j

nearly always in terraqueous globe.
1658 PHILLIPS, Terraqueous, composed of earth and water

together. 1664 POWER Exf. Philos. n. 99 The halituous
Emuxions and Aporrhcea's of this terraqueous Globe below.
1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst. i. iii. 37. 171 The whole
terrestrial (or terraqueous) Globe. 1742 YOUNG Iff. T/t. I.

286 A part how small of the terraqueous globe Is tenanted
by man 1 1781 COWPER Charity 122 Providence enjoins to
every soul An union with the vast terraqueous whole. 1834-5
I. PHILLIPS Ceal. in Encycl. Metrof. VI. 701/1 margin,
Relation of terraqueous agencies in ancient and modern
eras. 18^6 PAGE Adv. Text-bit. Geol. iii. 72 The maintenance
of a habitable terraqueous surface.

2. Living in land and water, as a plant ; extending
over land and water, as a journey.
1694 WESTMACOTT Script, Herb. 164 These Reeds belong

to the terraqueous plants. 1844 JEFFREY in Ld. Cockburn
Life (1852) II. Let clxxiv, We drove down to the pier and
resumed our terraqueous promenade.

Terror, terror. OPS. exc. Hist. Also 6
tarrer, 9 erron. terrarer. [ad. med.L. terrarius
in same sense, f. terrdrius adj., pertaining to land or
lands (f. terra earth, land), whence also terraria,

-arium, a piece of land, landed property, pi. ter-

raria possessions, lands, terrarius a tenant or
holder of land, terrarius liber, also terrarium,
terrerium a register of lands, rents, etc. (TERRIER 1

).]
An officer of a religious house, who was originally
bursar for the farms and manors belonging to the

house, receiving rents and making disbursements on
account of these ; but whose office by the i6th c.

at Durham was mainly connected with the enter-

tainment of strangers.
1401 Rotuli Terrariorum in Durham Ace. Kails (Sur-

tees) 209 Compotus fratris Willelmi Barry Terrarii Dunelm.
1393 Rites ofDurham (Surtees 1903) 99 Dane Roger Wat-
son the Terrer of y* house. The larrers checker was as yea
goe into y geste Haule...His office was to se that all y8
geste chambers to be cleanly keapt [etc.] . . and he provyded
provender for there horses [etc.], 1864 RAISE Priory of
Hexham I. p. cxxxiv, The Terrarer, the cellarer, the
chamberlain and the bursar acted by his advice. 1901 J. T. ,

FOWLER in Durk. Ace. Rolls Introd. 31 The Terrar had
three copies of each roll written out. Ibid., Expenses of
the Terrar riding to Auckland . . and other places.

Terrar, obs. form of TERRIER.
Terrarium (tere-ri2>m). PI. -a. [mod. f. L.

terra earth, after aqttarium. Also in Fr. (1873 in

LittnS Suppl^) and Ger. (Meyer Conv. Lex.).] A
vivarium for land animals ; esp. a glass case, or the

like, in which small land animals are kept under
scientific observation.

i&yoScience 10 Jan. 24/2 [He] describes the ways ofa snake,
. . which he kept in his terrarium in Zurich. 1895 Proc. Zool.
Soc. Land. 160 Usually after they have lived for some time
in the terrarium they get dark spots, especially on the sides
of the body.

Terras, -ass(e, obs. ff. TABRAS, TERRACE.

II Te'rra Sie-nna. Obs. Also terra di (de)
Sienna, [ad. It. terra di Siena, in F. terre de

Sienne, lit.
' earth of Sienna '.]

= SIENNA. Also
attrib.
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I7o SHENSTONE Wks. $ Lett. (17;?) III. 309 A terra-
sienna or very rich reddish brown, a 1817 T. DWIGHT Trav.
New Eng. (1821) I. 35 A beautiful yellow earth.. which
yields a handsomer colour than ihe Terra de Sienna. It is

called Terra Columbiana. 18*3 P. NICHOLSON Pract.
Ruild. 413 Terra di^Sienna is a native ochre, and is brought
from Italy, where it is generally found. 1844.}. T. HEWLETT
Parsons f W, xxviii, That light terra sienna lint which
maybe seen in many of our cathcdral>.

II Terra sigillata (te-ra sid^iUi-ta). Also 5-6
terre sigillate, 6 terra aygyllata. [med.L., =
'

scaled earth
'

: so F. terre sefltte (Cotgr.), terre

tigitUt (Littr<5), It. terra sigillala(V\ono), G.sifgcl-
erde. For the reason of the name, see quot. 1802.]
1. An astringent bole, of fatty consistence and

reddish colour, obtained from Lemnos ; formerly
esteemed as a medicine and antidote

; sphragide ;

known also as \sealed earth (SKAI.KD ///. a. I d),
sigillate earth, Lemnian earth, TEKKA I KMNIA.
Also applied to similar earths found elsewhere.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvi. xcvii. (Bodl. MS.),A
Certcyn veyne of erbe is iclcped Terra sigillata, and is

singulerliche colde and druy. r 1400 Lanfranc's Cirvrg.
61 Take be pouder of crabbis brent vj. parties, gencian .uj
parties, terre sigillate oon partie, make poudre. c 1550 LLOYD
Treas. Health H ij, Take one parte of Terrasygyllata, and
an other of the gumme called Sarasenicum. 1631 LITHGOW
Trav- "' 97 The soueraigne mineral! against infections,
called Terra Lemnia, or Sigillata. 1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour
1 1. 59 Germany is famous for that sort ofearth, seldom found
any where else, called Terra sigillata. 1801 Brookes'
Gazetteer (ed. 12) s.v. Lemnos, This earth [of Lemnos]..
is called Terra Sigillata, being formed into small loaves
sealed with the grand signior's seal, and thus dispersed over
various parts of Europe.
1 2. Red pigment ; ruddle. Obs.
1563 WARDE tr. Alexis' Seer. IL 27 b, Terrasigillata or

ruddle. 1608 CAPT. SMITH True Relat. 35 Two Indians,
each with a cudgell, and all newly painted with Terra-
sigillata, came circling about me as though they would have
embed me like a hare.

Te-rrasphere. rare. [f. L. terra earth +
SPHERE : cf. planisphere]

= TELLUBION.
1891- in American dictionaries.

Terra verd, vert, variants of TEBRE-VJERTE.
t Terre, sb. Obs. rare- 1

, [a. F. terre :-L. terra

earth.] Land; //. lands, possessions.
ss*6 in Dillon Customs of Pale (1892) 83 Also he shall

forfet to the kinge all his terres and tenements.

t Terre, v. Obs. rare. [a. F. terrer (a 1200 in

Godef.) f. terre earth.] trans, a. To cover with

earth; = TEER v. I. b. To throw on the ground.
c 1440 Promf. Parv. 489/2 Teryn, or hylle wythe erbe,

temculo. 1586 WARNER Alt. Eng. in. xvi. 72 Lo heer my
gage 1 (he terr'd his gloue) thou knowst the victors meed.
Terre, obs. f. TAR, TARE, TEAR jt.i ; obs. pa. t.

pi. of TEAR #.l

j-Te-rreal, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f. L. terrc-us

earthy, earthly + -AL.] Of or pertaining to the

earth; earthly, terrestrial, mundane.
1598 GALLOWAY Let. in Napier's Mem. (1834) 295 The

knowledge of sens, as most confused and terreall, is the lowest.

t Te-rrean, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec. + -AN.]

Of the earth ; of earth.

1704 HEARNE Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 184 Dr. Burnet sup-
poses his Terrean Crust which had for 1500 Years held in the
Waters of the Abyss was by the heat of the Sun so parch 'd

and crack' J, that at last it broke.

||
Terre bleue. Obs. rare- 1

. [F.,
= blue earth.]

An earthy form of the blue mineral Azurite (a

hydrated basic copper carbonate) ; as a pigment,
known as Lambert's Blue.
1718 WOODWARD Metk. Fossils 3 note, Terre bleue.. is.,

a light, loose, friable Kind of Lapis Armenus.

Terreer, obs. form of TERRIER!.
Terrein, obs. f. TERRAIN, TERRENE.
t Terre'ity. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. terreitds

(c 1 250 in Vincent of Beauvais, Spec. Doctr. xil.

109) : see -ITT. So obs. It. terreita (Florio 1598).]
The essential quality of earth ; earthiness.
1610 B. JONSON Alch. n. v, The Aqueitie, Terreitie and

Sulphureitie Shall runne together againe, and all be an-
null'd. 1757 tr. Henckets Pyritol. 114 Such a body as
returns not to its universal terreity, but is arrived to a more
heightened degree of metalliety.

f Terrell. Obs. rare- 1
.

next.] = next, sense I.

1619 BAINBRIDCE Descr. late Comet 13 The rest inter-

mediating in their motion, according to their distance from
this little terrell, for whose vse especially those vast plane-
tarie globes were created.

llTerre'lla. Obs. [mod.L. dim. of terra earth:

cf. L. terrula, and see -EL 2
.]

1. A little Earth ; a small orb or planet.
1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) 1. 162 Only signifying

His making greater worlds, and not these microcosm ter-

rellas. 1681 H. MORE Annot. GlamiMs Lux O. 141, I

should rather suspect .. that the Fire will more and more
decay till it turn at last to a kind of Terrella, like that

observed within the Ring of Saturn. Ibid. 142 To let its

Central Fire to incrustate it self into a Terrella.

2. A spherical magnet, having like the earth two

magnetic poles; sometimes, for experimental pur-

poses, marked with lines representing the earth's

equator, meridians, parallels, etc. : used to illustrate

the dipping of the needle, and other phenomena of

terrestrial magnetism. Also, a small artificial globe

TERRENE.
having a magnet within it, which behaves in the
same way, and serves the same purpose*.
1013 M. Rm, Ky MagM. Bodies 4 The first form of

[Anglicized form of
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t
Te;rremote. Obs .

[a . OK. terremou c.
in Ocxlet), ad. L. terra, me/us earthquake. In It
and Sp. terrenu>to.\ An earthquake.
1390 GOWEK Con/. III. 75 Wherof that al the halle quokAi it a terremote were, c 1450 Mi,;,,,r Saluatio.m 461 en-emote and of graves notable apercionne.
Terremotive (tc-r/mJo-tiv), a. rare. [f. L.

terra mdtus earthquake + -IVE, after motive.] Of
or pertaining to an earthquake ; seismic.
1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) III. 459 The fre-

5uent
sympathy of volcanic and terremotive action. 1840

>hilos. /mtuct. Sc. x. iii. { 4 II. 138 The greatest known
paroxysms of volcanic and terremotive agency.
t Terre'nal, a. Obs.

[f. L.terrfn-us TEBBENI
+ -AL

; cf. OF. terrenal (i3th c. in Godef.).] Of
or pertaining to the earth ; terrestrial

; earthly ;= TERRENE a. i.

a isss PHILPOT Exam. , Writ. (Parker Soc.) 359 They
looked for a terrenal kingdom. 1581 MABBECK Bk. Notes
934 That the Sacrament is made of two natures, of an
heauenly nature, and of a terrenall and earthly nature. 1588PARKE tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 397 The riuer Ganges,
one of the foure that comme foorth of paradice terrenall.

Terrene (terfn), a. Forms: o. 4- terreno
(6-8 terene, 7 terrheno). /9. 5 terreyn, 6 -ein,
-aine. 7. 6-7 tenon, [ult ad. L. terrln-us, f.

terra earth ; an Anglo-Fr. terrene occurs in Wright
Lyric Poetry (Percy) 4. Stressed terrene, and
sometimes spelt terren, down to c 1 700 ; but terre'ne
is instanced as early as 1635 ; te-rrene in 1797 and

1865. (The 1 5-1 6th c. spellings in -ein, -eyn,
-aine, suggest F. origin, and may have been in-

fluenced by F. terrain, or Unit*.)]
1. Belonging to the earth or to this world

;

earthly; worldly, secular, temporal, material,
human (as opposed to heavenly, eternal, spiritual,

divine) : = TEBBESTBIAL i.

a. 13.. K. Alls. 5685 Paradys terrene is rijth in l>e Est.

1509 BARCLAY Shyp Folys (1570) 192 From terrene lucre

omies u. acrament i. (1859) 443 Not as especially
regarding the terene and earthly creatures which remain.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. ft Cl. in. xiii. 153 Alacke our Terrene
Moone is now Eclipst, 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Urania
xxxii, To keepe their Quecne secure from terrene treason.

1635 QUAKLES EmH. iv. i. (1718) 190 The common period of
terrene conceit. 1638 Sin T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. a) 301
They are in apparition terrhene Idolls. 01711 KEN Wks.
(1721) IV. 80 With zeal wash your own spirit clean From all

concupiscence terrene. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Catarina to
Camoens xix, Whatsoever eyes terrene Be the sweetest his
have seen. 1865 SWINBURNE Atalanta 525 Nearer than their
life of terrene days.
P. a 1450 Kut. de la Tour (1906) 4 And yeuithe longe lyff

and stont in this terreyn and wordly thing [F. chases max.
(fairies et terriennes] like as hym lust. 1546 LANGLEY Pot.

Verg, De Invent. IV. v. 80 To declare that thei oughte to
reiect terrein and yearthly substaunce. 1576 R. HILL in
TfatiS.P.Eliz. (1845)11.30; You worldly wights, that haue
your fancies fixt On slipper loy of terraine pleasures here.

y. 1579 W. WILKINSON Confut. Familye ofLoue 17 b, Our
earthly and terren nature. 1620 J. WILKINSON Of Courts
Leet 140 True faith and loialtie youshal beare of life, member,
and terren honour. 1637 HEYWOOD Dial. v. Wks. 1874 VI.
200 Bury the thoughts of all such terren drosse.

2. Of the nature of earth (the substance) ; earthy.
1601 HOLLAND

Pliny\\. c. I. 44 Because ouermuch ofthe dr'ie

terrene element is mingled in it. 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica
it Here the soil is generally terrene or earthy. 1807 VAN-
COUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 301 Combined with the finest

particles of terrene matter the tidal waters could hold in

suspension. 1863 J. G. MURPHY Cotnm. Gen. i. 2 The..
aerial, aqueous, and terrene materials ofthepreexlstent earth.

3. Occurring on or inhabiting the land as op-
posed to water : = TEBBESTRIAL 5.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. ff Min. Introd., Members com-

mon with the terrene quadrupeds. 1774 GOLDSU. A'IT/.

Hist. I. 20 These [shells], .are considered as substances

entirely terrene. 1854 BREWSTER Mare Worlds iv. 86 In

any terrene vertebrate.

4. Of or pertaining to the earth (as a planet) :

= TERRESTRIAL 2.

1635 SWAN Spec. M. (1670) 81 That the nature of the
place

above the Moon doth sufficiently deny the ascent of any
terrene Exhalation. i7O9-9 V. MANDEY S^st. Math.,
Geogr. 595 Of the Dimension of the Terrene Globe.

6. absol. or as sb. a. The earth, the world, b.

A land or territory ; alsofig.
1667 MILTON P. L. VL 78 Many a Province wide Tenfold

the length of this terrene. 1735 SOMF.RVILLE Chase iv. 16

The teeming rav'nous Brutes Might fill the scanty Space of
this Terrene. 1830 W. PHILLIPS Mt.Sinai u. 474 The vast

terrene, Hereby deep shaken to its extremes! bounds. 1863
COWDEN CLARKE SAa&s. Char. ix. 215 That rich terrene of

anthology, the pages of Shakespeare. 1894 R. J. HINTON
in Voict (N. Y.) 18 Oct. 3/5 The conservation .. of our ..

whole terrene may yet be found through irrigation.
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TERRENELY.

Terrene, var. TEBKINE, early f. TUREEN.

Terrenely (ten-nil), adv. [f.
TEBBENE + -LY 2

.]

1 1. As regards landed estate
; territorially. Obs.

c 1475 Partenay 5014, I Hym make my proper enheritour,
For yut shall he be wurthy terrenly.

2. In a terrene manner
; mundanely.

a 1638 MEDE Wks. (1672) 290 Opposed.. to an offering

earthly and terrenely sanctified, as were the Typical Sacri-

fices of the Law by Fire and Bloud. 1747 RICHARDSON
Clarissa (1810) I. xxxi. 213 Thos;e confounded poets, with

their terrenely celestial descriptions. 1906 ll'estttt. Gas.

9 Apr. 4/1 Let not thy plaited eyes be cast Terrenely on the

pansied past.

Terre'lieness. rare. Also 7 terreness. [f.

as prec. + -NESS.] Terrene quality ; earthiness.

1651 FRENCH Yorkik. Spa xiv. 106 He saith, that all

kinds of lasts arise from a kind of terreness more or less

adust. 1670 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Ess. 90 The vapours of

the burning bitumen and adust terreness therewith. 1727
BAILEY vol. II, Terrencncss, Earthiness.

tTerre'nity. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ITY; cf.

med.L. terrenitas (Du Cange).] The quality or

condition of being earthy ;
concr. earthy matter.

1617-77 FELTHAJI ResolvesT^ (L.) [It] debases all the spirits

to a dull and low terrenity. 1650 CHAHLETON Paradoxes
Prol. 23 The Acid Spirit, immersed in an excessive quantity

ofTerrenity, becomes.. languid.

II Terrene (terwno). [
= It. (piano') terreno : L.

terrenmii TEBBENE.] Aground-floor; also, a parlour.
1740 H. WALPOLE Let. to H. S. Convjay 9 July, I have a

terreno all to myself. 1750 Let. to Afann 1 1 Mar., lam
already planning a terreno for Strawberry Hill. 1787 BECK.
FORD Lett. Italy XVL (rSos) I. 156 The terreno, or ground-
floor, where they live chiefly in summer, is excellent.

tTeTreOUS, a. Obs. [f. L. terre-us earthen,

earthy (f. terra earth) -)- -ous.] Earthy, of earthy
nature ; pertaining to earth or ordinary soil.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. v. 87 There remaines a

grosse and terrepus portion at tne bottome. 1650 Ibid. vii.

xiii. 312 According to the temper of the terreous parts at

the bottome. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I. xxix. 421 By the
concretion of terreous and other particles, which . . make
either adamants, pebbles, or free-stone.

town by aslope of 45. 1879 Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV.
I
3.8/r Bastions are termed 'full' when the interior is level
with the terre-plein of the rampart on either side of it.

trans/. 1848 Blackw. Mag. July 99/2, I went out to the
narrow terre-plain over the craig.
2. The level base (above, on, or below the natural

surface of the ground) on which a battery is placed
in field fortifications

; sometimes, the natural sur-

:aken

face of the ground (quots. 1669, 1756, 1853).
[This latter use is manifestly connected with the mist

derivation from plana, plaine, plain.]
1669 STAYNRED Fortification 8 The Height of the Ram.

pire ought to be..r8 Foot above the Terra Plana. 1756
i i r

fa
' ctc ' s' v- Foundery of Bells, They first diga hole of a sufficient depth to contain the mould of the bell,

;etder with the ear or cannon under ground, and six
'

i M" than the terrePlam where 'he work b done

may be classed as follows, viz. :

Terreplein (teu,pl/in, || tp()plpi). Fortif.
Forms: a. 6-7 terraplene, 7 -plana, -plane,
teraplene, 8-9 terraplain. /3. 6 terreplaine,

8-9 -plain, 9 -pleiue, 8- terreplein. [In a. ad. I

It. terrapieno, in Sp. terrapleno, in same sense ; cf.

It. tcrrapienare, Sp. terraplenar, to fill up with

earth, f. terra earth + pieno (: L. plenus) full ;

in /3. a. corresponding French terreplein. Both in

F. and Eng., the second element was sometimes

erroneously taken as It. piano, F. plain plane, flat,

level (so in Littre), whence the former spellings

-plain, -plane : cf. sense 2. A form terrapin app.
from It. terrapieno appears in F. in 1567 (Godefroy

Comply ; cf. TEBBEPLEIN v. below.]
L Originally, The talus or sloping bank of earth

behind a wall or rampart ; hence, the surface of a

rampart behind the parapet ; and strictly, the level

space on which the guns are mounted, between the

banquette and the inner talus.
a. 1598 BAHRET Theor. Warres 130 Vpon these Terra-

plenes should trees be planted. Ibid. Gloss. 253 Terraplene,
an Italian word,, .the earth that is rampircd and filled vp
vnto the inside of any wall or bulwarke. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury in. xvi. (Roxb.) 100/1 The Terraplane or walk of
the

Rampire. 1689 G. WALKER Siege ofDerry 9 The out-
side Wall of Stone, or Battlements above the Terra-plene is
not more than two Foot in thickness. 1712 J. JAMES tr. Le
Blond's Gardening 118 The Platform sustained by the
Walls or Banks of the Terrasses. .in Fortification, is call'd
the Terra-plain. 1839 Sun 17 Sept. 1/5 The insignificance
of their batteries and the smallness of their terraplains,

constructed the parapet.
*

2591 Carrara's Art Warre 317 (Stanf.) If. .you cannot !

make Trauerses vppon the Terreplaine, for that the Enemy \

doth hinder it. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Terre-flain, i

in Fortification, is the Platform or Horizontal Surface of the
i

Rampart. 1830 E. S. N. CAMPBELL Did. Mil. Sc. 88 The

212

I which the terreplein is sunk below the surface of the ground.
i

* Elevated batteries ', in which the terreplein is on or above

the natural surface of the ground.
Hence fTe'rreplein (corruptly terrapiu)z/. Obs.

rare, to furnish with a terreplein.

1678 in Fort St. George (Madras) Rcctts., Whither the

I

Curtains of the Christian Town to bee strengthened and
:

Terrapined.

t Terror. 06s. rare. [f. terre, TAB v.- + -EB 1.]

A provoker, vexer : cf. teryare s. v. TABY v.

1383 WYCLIF Ezek. xxiv. 3 Thou shalt saye bi prouerbe
! a parable to the hous, terrer to wraththe [Vulg. ad domutn

irritalricem]. 1388 Ibid. ii. 7-8 Thei ben terreris to

wraththe [1382 wraththers] . . Nyle thou be a terrere to

wraththe, as the hows of Israel is a terrere to wraththe.

Terrer, variant of TEBUAK.

Terrer(e, Torres, obs. ff. TEBBIEB, TEBBACE.

Terre sigillate, obs. f. TEBBA SIGILLATA.

[Terresity, mispr. in Arb. Garner II. 1 14 for

fe?r.tf>7Vz (see TEKBESTBITY, quot. 1568),whence in

dictionaries ;
in some assumed to be for *terrosity.]

Terresterity, erron. form of TEBBESTKITY.

t Terre'Stre, a. Obs. Also 4-6 terestre, 4-7
-er. [a. F. terrestre (i 2th c. in Godef. Compl.}, ad.

L. terrestr-is earthly, f. terra earth.]
= TJSBBES-

TBIAL
; chiefly in phr.paradise terrestre [QH.parais,

paradis terrestre (i2-i3th c.), mad.Fr. paradis /.]

earthly paradise, the Garden of Eden.

1340 Aycnb, 50 Ase he did to euen [
= Eve] and to Adam in

paradys terestre. c 1386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 88 Wyf is

mannes helpe and his confort, His Paradys terrestre and his

disport, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) v. 44 The Ryvere of Gyson
. .cometh out of Paradys terrestre. X484CAXTON Chivalry i

In gouernynge and ordeynynge the bodyes terrestre and
erthely. 1550 J.

COKE Enr. ff Fr. Heralds 133 (1877) 97
A marvelous puissaunce and . . army marytayne and terrestre.

1663 GERBIER Counsel a vj b, After his Building up of
Terester Seats.

Terrestreity : see TEBBESTBITY.

t Terrestrene, a. Obs. rare- '. [f. TEBBESTBE,
after TEBBENE.] Terrestrial, earthly.
1599 A. M. tr. GatMoiier's Bk. Pkysicke 235/1 It will

helpe her, if any terrestrene thing will helpe her.

Terrestrial (tere-strial), a. and sb. Also 5

-yall(e, 5-7 -iall(e, 7 tere-. Also 5-8 terrestial(l
after celestial, [f. L. terrestri-s (f. terra earth) +
-AL. Cf. obs. F. terrestriel (i6th c. in Godef.).]
1. Of or pertaining to this world, or to earth as

opposed to heaven
; earthly ; worldly ; mundane.

1432-50 tr. Higdeti (Rolls) II. 183 The hieste powere
inteljectiue. .separate somme tyme from substauaces ter-

restrialle. t- 1460 in Pol. Rel. ff L. Poems (1866) 82 Graunt
to man the blysse cternalle When he passith thys lyfe ter-

restryalle. c 1470 ASHBV Active Policy 592 What man is he
that is terrestial But of hym thus sadly wol speke & telle?

1516 TINDALE i Cor. xv. 40 There are celestial! bodyes, and
there are bodyes terrestriall. a 1548 HALL Ckron., Hen, VI
182 b, Depriued of his terrestrial Croune, to be recompensed
with an heauenly garland. 1593 NASHE Christ's T. 1' iij b,
Their eyes are dazeled with terrestiall delights. 1750 JOHN-
SON Rambler No. 67 P 2 The happiest lot of terrestrial

existence. 1868 LAW Beacons ofBible (1869) 47 The guilty
have then no terrestrial refuge.
2. Of, pertaining, or referring to the earth ; often

in terrestrial ball, globe, sphere, the earth.

IS93SHAKS. Rick. II, HI. ii. 41 From vnder this Terrestriall
Hall. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 6 Extended to the
plaineof the terrestriall Horizon. l64sEvELYNZ>/ar)'2i Feb.,
The celestial, terrestrial, and subterranean deities. 1669
STURMY Mariner's Mag. v. v. 19 The Sphericality of this
Terrestial \fd. 1684 -trial] Globe. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-
Pierre's Stud. Nat. I. 563 The two terrestrial Hemispheres
are not projected in the same manner. 1837 WHEWELL Hist,
induct. Sc. (1857) 1 1 1 . 38 The subject of terrestrial magnetism,
t b. Proceeding from, or belonging to, the solid

earth or its soil ; not atmospheric. Obs.

1658 J. ROWLAND Moufet's Tkeat. Ins. 908 Terrestrial or

earthy Honey we call that, because the dew going away, it

is suckt out of the very sweat of the earth. 1660 BOYI.E
New Exp. Phys.-Mecft, xviii. 139 The Terrestrial Steam
may. .considerably alter the gravity or pressure of the
Atmosphere.

O. Consisting of earth or soil, (humorous.*)
1844 O. W. HOLMES Lines Berksk. Jubilee 48 No soil

upon earth is so dear to our eyes As the soil we first stirred
in terrestrial pies 1

d. spec. Terrestrial globe, a globe with a map
of the earth on its surface : see GLOBE sb. 3 ;

) terrestrial line (obs.) : see quot. 1 704 ; terrestrial

telescope, one used for observing terrestrial objects.
'559 [see GLOBE sb. 3). 1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 31 In the

Clocke [of Strassburg Cathedral]., there b a terrestrial globe.
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Terrestrial Line. . . Lint
Terrestrial, in Perspective, b a Right Line, wherein the
Geometrical Plane, and that of the Picture or Draught
intersect one another. 1815 I. SMITH Panorama Sc. ft Art
I. 487 The Terrestrial Telescope, or Perspective Glass.
1837 GORING & PRITCHARD Microfr. 153 Terrestrial tele-

scopes will not have received their finishing touch, .. until
their secondary image is just as perfect as their first. 1869
TYNDALL in Fortn. Rev. i Feb. 245 The poles, equator, and
parallel of latitude of an ordinary terrestrial globe.

1 3. Of the nature or character of earth, esp. as

being dry and solid or pulverulent; possessing
earth-like properties or qualities ; earthy. Obs.
1594 PLAT Jemell-ho. i. 21 [Quick lime] whose moisture is

altogether exhaled, so as there remaineth therein nothing
else, but the terrestrial parts replenished with a fiery vertue.
1668 CULPEPPEH & COLB Barthol. Anat. I. xviii. 49 The thick

TERRESTBJTY.
and terrestrial Excrements of the Kidneys. 1664-5 BOYLE
Alin. Waters 29 Of the division of the Cap. Mort. into
saline and terrestrial and other parts no't dissoluble in
Water. 1756 Phil. Trans. XL1X. 903 Acids.. do dissolve
animal calculi, by acting upon their terrestrial parts.
4. Of, or pertaining to, the land of the world, as

distinct from the waters.
1628 HOBBES Thucyd. (1822) 20 We offer you a naval not

a terrestrial league. 1644 EVELYN Diary 7 Nov., The ter-
restrial and naval battailes here graven. 1839 ALISON Hist
Europe (1849-50) VII. xiii. 8 55. 136 While England was..

! extending her naval dominionr . Napoleon was., advancing
in his career of terrestrial empire.
5. Nat. Hist. Occurring on, or inhabiting, land :

a. Zool. Living on the land as distinguished from
the waters, or on the ground as distinct from the
air ; applied spec, to birds of the order Terrestres,
and to air-breathing molluscs and crustaceans.
1638 RAWLEY tr. Bacon's Life ff Death (1650) 54 Fishes

need lesse Refrigeration than Terrestriall Creatures. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Bird, Birds are usually divided into

terrestrial, and aquatic. 1830 LYELL Princ, Geol. I. 470 The
subserviency of our planet to the support of terrestrial as
well as aquatic species. 1859 BAKWIN Orig. Spec. xii.

('873) 34' The distribution of terrestrial animals. 1888
ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 455 A few Gastropoda
are terrestrial and air-breathers.

b. But. Growing in the soil ; distinguished from

aquatic, marine, parasitic, or epiphytic.
1831 J. DAVIES Manual A(at. Med. 424 Fungi. Terrestrial

or parasitical plants of very variable consistence, but never
of a green colour. 1849 LYELL *nd Visit U.S. (1850) II.

305 Land covered with a luxuriant vegetation of terrestrial

plants. 1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs Bat. 660 The autumn
crocus, tulip, crown imperial, terrestrial orchids.

B. sb. (The adj. used absol.) a. A terrestrial

being ; esp. a human being, a mortal ; in quot. 1598,
a man of secular estate, a layman, b. The ter-

restrial world, the earth (rare), c. //. Terrestrial

animals, orders, or families : see quot. 1843.
a. 1598 SIIAKS. Merry If. in. i. 108 (Qo. i) Giue me thy

hand, terestiall . . Giue me thy hand, celestial!. 1725 POPE
Odyss. xix. 691 Heav'n that knows what all terrestrials

need, Repose to night, and toil to day decreed. 1873

598 i ho
a nook Of thb obscure terrestrial. c. 1843 BRANDE & Cox
Diet. Sc., etc., Terrestrials,, .the name of a section of the
class Aves, corresponding to the orders Rasores and Cur-
sores ; also of a family of Pulmonated Gastropods, and of a
division of Isopodous Crustaceans.

Hence Terre strialism, worldliness (as a way
of

life), secularity; Terre'strialize v., trans, to
make terrestrial or earthly.
1856 GRINDON Life xxiii. (1875) 297 Falling neither into

fanaticism nor terrestrialbm. 1829 WILSON in Blaclew.
Maf.XXV. 389 Every breath of air we draw is terreslrialized
or etherealized by imagination. 1901 Edin. Rev. Apr. 357 Once
terrestrialised, life, .is

' not a dream but may become one '.

Terrestrially, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]
1. In a terrestrial manner; after the manner of

earthly or worldly things.
1604 DRAYTON Moses n. 366 These plagues seem yet but

nourished beneath, And even with man terrestrially to

Examiner 220/2 Our own terrestrially transient duration.
2. As regards the ground or soil.

1857 T. MOORE Handbk. Brit, Ferns (ed. 3) 19 Indication
that the locality is moist, either atmospherically or terrestri-

ally, or both.

So Terre'strialness rare (Bailey vol. II, 1727).
t Terre-strian, a. Obs. rare '. [f. L. terreslri-s

terrestrial + -AN.] = TEBBESTBUL 5 a.

1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 635 The signes of such as
are hurt by the Chalidonian or Chersaean Asp, and the
Terrestrian are all one, or of very little difference.

Terrestriety : see TEBBESTBITY.
t Terre'Strify, v. Obs. rare. [f. as next 4-

-FY.] trans. To make terrestrial.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. xiii. 231 Though we
should affirm, .that heaven were but earth celestified, and
earth but heaven terrestrified. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,
Ter[r]estrz/y, to make earthly or like earth.

t Terre'strions, a. Obs. [f. L. terrestri-s

terrestrial + -OUB : cf. illustrious.}
1. Having the nature of earth ; earthy.
1600 SURFLET Countrie Farme in. xlix. 539 [The] terre-

strious and earthie temperature which all sorts of peares
doe much consbt of. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep, 322
Beside the fixed and terrestrious Salt, there b in naturall
bodies a Sal niter referring unto Sulphur. 1741 MONRO
Anat. Nerves (ed. 3) 25 Saline and terrestrious Particles.

2. Of or consisting of the land surface of the earth.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. ii. (1650) 40. This varia-

tion proceedeth not only from terrestrious emmencies, and
magnetical veins of earth laterally respecting the needle.
i86j MARSH Lect. Eng. Lang. 24 The geographical centre
of the terrestrious portion of the globe.
3. Of, pertaining to, or inhabiting the land ;

-
TEBBESTBIAL 5.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xxiv. 169 Some [animals]

in the Sea.. hold those shapes which terrestrious formes

approach not. Ibid. 170 That nomenclature of Adam, which
unto terrestrious animalls assigned a name appropriate unto
their natures.

tTerre-strity, terrestre'ity. Obs. [ad.

med.L. terrestritas (a 1330 in Du Cange), f. ierrt-
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stri-s earthly : see -TY, -ITV. \\enc.eV.terrestrite', \

-etc', Eng. teri-estrity. In i6th c. the L. form was

altered to ttrrestreitas (1533 in Du Cange), app.
after words properly in -eitas, from adjs. in -etts, as

terreitds, paneilds, vineitas, etc., and this was

imitated by It. terreslreita (Florio), F. ttrrestriiti

(Roquefort), Eng. terrestreity. Terresti-itty is an

individual error.] The quality or condition of

being earthy, or of containing earthy matter ;
usu-

ally concr. earthy matter
; applied esp. to gross or

residual substances.
a. 1568 TURNER Of Wines Byiij, Rhenni-sh wync..hath

fewer dregges and lesse terrestritie [mispr. in Arlj. Garner
j

II. 114 terresity] or grosse earthlynesse than the Glared

wine hath. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's !\lor. 658 Referring
all to the tcrrestrity of the sea : for that in sea water there

is mingled much earthlie substance. 1605 TIMME Quersit. n.

it. 107 Salt peeter pure and seperated from all terrestritie

and heterogeneal.. substance.

3. 1605 TIMME Quersit. ill. 153 The spirit of vitriol,

seperated from all terrestreitie. 1661 MERRETT tr. Nerfs
Art of Glass iii. 12 The salt yields no more terrestriety, or

dregs. 1681 Phil. Collect. XII. 105 That all the terrestreity

thereof comes to be separated. 1683 SALMON Doron Med. n.

392 Freed from all its terrestreity \misftr. -terity]. 1750 tr.

Lconardiis Mirr. Stones 42 From their own terrest[r)eity

[ong. (1533) sux terrestreitatis\ they will sink in water.

Terret, -it (te'ret, -it). Forms: 5-8 tyret,

teret(t,tyrret,6 tyrette, 7tirret,terriet, 9 terret, i

-it. See also TORRET. [In 15th c. tcret, tyret, \

collateral form of loret, a. OF. toret, totiret, dim. of
i

OF. tor (i2thc.), tour a round, circuit, circum-

ference: see TOUB. The phonetic change from

toret, luret to teret, tyret is unusual.] General

sense : A round or circular loop or ring, esp. one

turning on a swivel, by which a string, ribbon, or

chain is attached to anything.
a. A ring on a dog's collar, by which a string

can be attached, etc.

[1376-7 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 387 In uno lese et

uno pare de turetteis pro domino de Hilton. 1386: see

TORRET]. 1530 PALSCR. 281/2 Tyrettes for a grayhoundes
coller, boucclettes. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 186/2 The

Grey-hound, hath his Collar, and the Spaniel hath his Terriet.

D. Each of the two rings by which the leash is
'

attached to the jesses of a hawk.

1486 Bk. St. A loans, ffa-w&ingbvb, The lewnes shulde

be fastened to theym [jesses] with a payre of tyrettis [fit.

1496 tyrrettys) wich tyrettis shuld rest vppon the lewnes,

und not vppon the gesses, for hyngyng and fastynyng

vppon trees when she flyeth.. .The terettys serue to kepe hir

from wyndyng whan she backes. [1801 STRUTT Sports <y

Past. \: ii. 9 [from Bk. St. Albans] The lunes, or small

thongs of leather, might be fastened to them [the jesses]

with two tyrrits, or rings.]

O. A ring or the like by which any object can be

attached to a chain ;
= TOBEET c.

1515 in Carte Life ofOrmonde (1736) I. Introd. 43 A white

horn of ivory, garnished at both the ends with gold and corse

thereunto of white silk barred with barres of gold and a tyret

of gold thereupon. 1570-80 Fabric Rolls York Minster

(Surtees) 118 For making a tyrret and a rynge of yron to

the masons well buckett, rorf. [1586-7 Ibid, no Fora lowpe
for the mason well buckett, i,d.\ [1900 J. T. FOWLER Let.

to Editor, The ring by which the chain is attached to a

watch is now called the
'

torret
'

or ' turret ', but the word

is going out, and they call it the ' bow '.]

d. In horse-harness, One of the two (brass) rings

fixed upright on the pad, or saddle, and on the

hames, through which the driving reins pass. Also,

any ring attached elsewhere to the harness for a

similar purpose, as a head-terret : see quot. 1 794.

[1429 : see TORRET.] 1714 BAILEY, Tyreis, Ornaments for

Horse-Harness. 1794 FELTON Carriages (1801) II. 144 Ihe

Ten-its are what screws in the saddle, or housing, for the reins

to run through...A short territ is often fixed at the top of a

bridle called a head-territ, for the leading-reins to go through.

1840 Nevi Monthly Mag. LX. 173, 1 saw a leader's rein break

halfway between the head-terret of the wheeler and the pad-

terret of the leader. 1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour I. 358/2,
'
I . .found I could make my pad territs

'

(the round loops of

the harness pad, through which the reins are passed),
' my

hooks, my buckles, my ornaments.., as well as any man.

Hence Te-rreted (fte-reted, tirr-, tyrr-) a.,

provided or fitted with a terret.

1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie it. 55 b, Three Greyhoundes

cursante, of the Moone, with colours Ruble, studded and

tereted, Solis. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry iv. xi. (:6n) 218

Three greyhounds collars argent edged studded and tyr-

retted or. 1688 R. HOLME A rmoury ill. xvi. (Roxb.) 76/2

A dog collar,.. edged, studded and Tirretted.

Terret, obs. form of TUBBET.

Terre-tenant (teU|te:nant). Law. Also 5-6

tere-, 6-7 terr-, 6-8 ter-. [a. AF. terre tenaunt

'holding land', f. terre land + tenaunt TENANT.]
One who has the actual possession of land

;
the

occupant of land.

[1308-9 Rolls o/Parll. I. 275/2 Les heirs & les terres

tennauntz Gregorie de Rokesleye.] 1439 Itui. V. 9/1 The
said Feoffes, her Heirs, Executours and Teretenauntz.

1511-11 Act 3 Hen. VIII
t
c. 23 Preamble, Processe made . .

ayenst theim . . their heires executours or teretenauntes.

l6oi- FULBECKE ist Pt. Parall. 14 All the terre tenants of

the village haue caried away their corn & hay except one

man onely. 1607 in COWELL Interpr. 1701 Lett. fr.

Soldier to Ho. Com. 19 They chusing rather to rely on the

Oaths of the Tertenants and a View of the Lands. 1706

BLACKSTONE Comin. II. vi. 91 These mesne or middle lords,

who were the immediate superiors of the terre-lenant, or
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him who occupied the land. 1818 H.\LLAM Mid. Ages (1841)
I. ii. 151 The terre tenants in villenage, who occur in our
old books, were not villeins.

Terretour : see TEHRITOIUE.

II Terre-verte (t^vjit). Also 7-8 terra-vert,
S terraverd. [F. terre verte (De Lisle 1783), terre

verde (Cotgr.), It. terra verde '

green earth
'

;
cf. G.

Kriinertlc.] A soft green earth of varying com-

position used as a pigment ; esp. that obtained from

Italy (Verona), Cyprus, and France; CELADO-
KITE or green forth, a variety of glauconitc.
1658 W. SANDERSON C,raf>hicc%? Earth colours are best, as

all Okers..Terrc-vert. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury II. 313/2

Mafftfl Amphith. 9 Crisocolla or Tcrraverd. 1748 ). HILL
fossils 31 Blueish green indurated Clay, tailed by the painters
Terre Verte,. .one of the best and most lasting greens they
have. 1884 ]. C. STAPLES in Girft Own Mag. 8 Mar. 354/1
Emerald green and terre vert among the greens.

Terreyn, terrhene, obs. ft. TEBBE.NE.

Terrial. ? Error for some term in hawking;
1 for TERBET b.

1601 HEYWOOD Wom. Killed. AVW/MJJ Wks. 1874 11.99
Mine [hawk)., seisd a Fowlc Within her talents; and you saw
her pawes Full of the Feathers : both her petty singles [toes],

And: her long singles, grip'd her more then other ; The
Terrials of her legges were stain'd with blood. i886CoRBETT
Fatt ofAsgard II. 25 That we may strike, .with claws and
bill of steel, and soak our terrials with his blood.

Terriar, obs. form of TEBRIER 2
.

Terribility (teribi-llti). rare. Also 5 terry-

blete. [a. obs. F. terriblete, also later terribiliti

(r 5th c. in Godef.), ad. L. terribilitds, i. terribilis :

see next and -ITY, -TY.]
= TERRIBLENESS.

1471 CAXTON Recnyell (Sommer) 41 And the tcrryblete of

the tyrant lichaon is not to be redoubtyd whan hit bleuyth

vnpunysshid. 1595 ^' HARVEY Pierce's Super, 58 Their

valour and terribility in warre. 18*3 G. D_ARLEY in Lend.

Mag. Dec. 648/2 The energy, passion, terribility, and sublime

eloquence of the stage.

Terrible (te-rib'l), a. (sb.) Also 5-6 terry-,

6 terra-, terre-, tirre-. [a. F. terrible (lath c.),

ad. L. terribilis, f. terrlre to frighten : see -BLE.]

1. Exciting or fitted to excite terror ; such as to

inspire great fear or dread ; frightful, dreadful.

c 1430 LYDG. Mix. Poems (Percy Soc.) 142 Ther rocs up

stangand as edderis. 1565 in Sir J. Picton L'fool Mimic.
Rec. (1883) I. 108 The marvelloussest and temblest storm.

1613 BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. xxvii. (1627) 277 In very many
schooles. .the whole gouernment maintained only by con-

tinual! and terrible whipping. 1731 STHYPE Eccl. Mem. II.

i. v. 36 Punished . . to the terrible example of all others. 1791
COWPER Iliad iv. 515 The Greeks.. With martial order

terrible advanced. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. vii. 50 A foe more
terrible than the avalanches. 1870 SWINBURNE Ess. % Stud.

(1875) 311 Superb instances of terrible beauty undeformed

by horrible detail.

2. Exciting some feeling akin to dread or awe ;

very violent, severe, painful, or bad
;
hence colloq.

as a mere intensive : Very great, excessive. (Cf. the

similar use of tremendous, awful, frightful, etc.)

1596 DALRYMPI.E tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 128

Thair constant amitie .. to thair nychtbouris the Britanis

brocht a terrabill feir. 1628 EARLE Microcosm. (Arb.) 49 He
is a terrible fastner on a piece of Beefe. 1670 MARVELL
Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 315 The terrible Bill against Con-
venticles. 1737 L. CLARKE Hist. Bible iv. (1740) 227 The
terriblest blow of all. 1779 Mirror No. 41 T 6, I was told

it was a great way off, ancf over terrible mountains. 1839
LYTTON Devereux i. ii, He was a terrible caviller at the holy
mysteries of Catholicism. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz. xl,

She's a terrible one to laugh. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp.
xxxiv. (1856) 301 Even you, terrible worker as you are, could

not study in the Arctic regions.

3. quasi-<fo.
= TERRIBLY. (Chiefly in sense 2.)

c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon L 42 The duke, .spored

hys horse terryble. 1606 S. GARDINER Bk. Angling 13 The
world is a Sea. .terrible salt thorough sin. 1634 SIR T.

HERBERT Trav. 5 The weather being terrible hot. 1796

JANE AUSTEN Lett. (1884) I. 126 We were so terrible good
as to take James in our carriage. 1877 FREEMAN in Life ft

Lett. (1895) II. viii. 158, I was in a terrible bad way.

4. Comb., as terrible-browed, -looking.

1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. liv, He seemed to her a terrible,

browed angel. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 21
Apr. 4/1 There was

only one burglar, by no means a terrible-looking fellow.

B. sb. A terrible thing or being ; something that

causes terror or dread. Usually in //.
a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. i. xii. s (1622) 133 Which

maketh the cogitation of death, of all other terribles, to

seeme the most terrible. t68a FLAVELL Fear ii. 9 Job calls it

the king of terrors, .or the most terrible of terribles. 1850

J. STRUTHERS Poet. Wks. II. 149 One has, between Grecian

and Gothic story, generated a new race of terribles.

Terribleness (te-rib'lnes). [f. prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being terrible ; frightfulness, dread-

fulness, awfulness.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Tvij, The

most terrible, and the laste terrible of all terriblenes. 1535

COVKRDALE Dcut. xxvi. 8 The Lorde .. brought vs out of

Egipte . . with create tenyblenesse thorow tokens and

wonders. 1651 FULLER Abel Redfa. (1867) I. 257 He did not

only bear the terribleness of imprisonment. 1710 ABP. SHARP

Serm.Actsxvii.31 Wks. 1754 VI. 188 The., majesty.and ter-

ribleness of his appearance. 1887 SMILES Life ft Labour 431

The sadness and terribleness of some of the aspects of life.

TERRIE.

t Te-rribliae, v. Obi. mmce-wi. [f. TBIIBIBU.
+ -IZE.] trans. To make or render terrible.

1605 SYLVESTLR DH Bartas II. iii. I. location 371 Both
Camps approach, iheir bloudy rage doth rise, And even
the face of Cowards terriblize.

Terribly (te-ribli), adv.
[f.

as prec. + -LY '.}

In a terrible manner.
1. So as to excite terror or dread ; dreadfully.
15* I'ilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 1456, Impenitent

synners. .drawen downc to hell ntoost terribly or feerfully.
1610 SHAKS. Tcmf>. u. i, 313 We heard a hollow bunt of

bellowing Like liul.\ or rather Lyons,. -It strcoke mine
care most terribly. 1718 PUIOR Solomon t. 639 This ample
azure sky, Terribly large, and wonderfully brighi. a 1848
R. W. HAMILTON A'ra/. f, Punishm. viii. (18531 362 It i at
death that the cun^quMiLts of guilt are often most terribly
revealed.

2. Very severely, painfully, or badly ; passing

colloquially into a general intensive : Exceedingly,

extremely, excessively, very greatly.

1604 E. G[RiusTONE] D'Atostas Hilt, fnJiet in. xx. 184
It rallies and snowes

terribly. 1707 Curias, in Huso. *r

Gurtt. 274 Tulips are charming to the Sight, but terribly
offensive to the Smell. 1774 GOLDSM. ftat. Hut. (1776)
VI. 101 Relying on its courage, and the strength of its bill,

with which It [the puffin] bites most terribly. 1*67 TROLLOPE
C /WDM. Barslt II. Iviii. 147 You must be terribly in want of

your dinner. 1871 JOWETT Plato I. 49 Why then are they
so terribly anxious to

prevent you
from being happy? Mod.

I am at present terribly busy.

tTe-rrie. Obs. ran-',
[f.

L. ttrr-a earth +

-ic.] (See quot.)
1611 STUHTEVANT Mela/licit a. v. 59 Terrica is an Ignick

Inuention, for the cheaper making of all kinds of Burnt-

earthv-wherevpoii '>* MaterialU made by this Ait, are

called Terricks.

Terrice, obs. form of TEBEACK.
Terricole (te-rikl), a. (sb.} [ad. L. terruola

earth-dweller, f. terra earth + col-ire to inhabit.]

1. Hot. Growing on the ground, as some lichens.

1881 J. M. CROMBIE in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 562/1 With

respect to terricole species [of lichens), some prefer peaty
soil.., others calcareous soil.

2. Zool. Living on the ground or in the earth.

1899 Prx. Zool. Soc. 6 June 715 Some living specimens of

the 'Harmut', Clarias lazera.., from Damietta . . This

curious Siluroid Fish. .Mr. Boulenger was not able to con-

firm, .the account of its terricole habits.

B. sb. An animal living on the ground, or

burrowing in the earth ; spec, a member of the

Terricolx, a group of annelids containing the

common earthworm.
1896 Naturalist 78 The head-pore of aquatic species is

wanting in adult terricoles.

Terricoline (teri-kdlsin), a. Zool. [f.
as prec. +

-INK 2
.]
= next.

1805 in funk's Standard DM. 1901 in WEBSTER Sufft.

Terricolous (terrWflw), a. Zool. [f. as prec.

+ -OU8.] Inhabiting the ground, not aquatic or

aerial ; living in the earth ; spec, of or belonging
to the Tcrricolx or earthworms ;

- TEBRICOLE i.

1835-6 Todtfs Cycl. Anat. I. 167/1 In the terricolous

annelida there are no cirri. 1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,

Terricolits, .. living on or in the earth, as the Harpalus
terricola. Applied by Lalreille and JIacquarl to a group
. . of the Tipularia which deposit their eggs in the earth . . :

terricolous. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. v._22o In the

terricolous forms (Lumbricus) the vasa deferentia are con.

tinuous with the lestes. 1881 DARWIN Veg. Mould 247 In

the same manner as gallinaceous and struthious birds

swallow stones to aid in the trituration of their food, so it

appears to be with terricolous worms.

t Terrrorepant, a. Obs. rare-", [f.
L. lerri-

crep-us, f. stem of terr-ire to frighten + crep-drc to

rattle, make a noise ; cf. crepdnt-em pr.pple.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Terricrepaxt . . that rebuketh

terribly or bitterly.

t Terri'culament, so. Obs. Also 7 in L.

form -mentum, pi. -ta. [ad. L. terriculamcnt-utn

(Apuleius) a bugbear, f. terriculum something that

excites terror, f. terrlre to frighten : see -MENT.]

A source or object of dread, esp. of needless dread ;

a bugbear.
1548 W. PATTEN Exped. Scotl. Pref. c iiij, His vaine terri-

culaments and rattelbladders. 1567-8 ABP. PARKER Corr.

(Parker Soc.) 315 Afeared or dismayed with such vain tern-

culaments of the world. i6jr BURTON Anat. Mel. in. iv. ll.

vi. (1651) 720 Such terriculaments may proceed from natural

causes. 01661 FULLER Worthies, fforw&t (1811) II. 404

Those who are not Terriculamenta, but Terrores, no fancy-

formed Bugbears, but such as carry fear and fright to others

about them. 1674 JOSSELYN Vcy. Ifew Eng. 182 Such like

bugbears and Terriculamentaes.

Hence t Terrl-oulament v. Obs., to inspire with

groundless fear.

1644 J. GOODWIN Innoc. $ Truth Triumph. (1645) 14 Th
man to whom the shadowes of the mountaines seemed men,

was very prudent and advised in his feare, in respect of him

that is terriculamented with such apocryphall pretences

of feare as these.

llTerridam, terrindam. [Native Indian

name.] (See quot.)
1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Muslin, There are various

kinds of muslins brought from the East-Indies i chiefly

Bengali ! betelles, tarnatans, mulmuls, tanjeebs, terrindams,

doreas, &c. 1891 Cent. Diet., Terridam.

t Terrie, terry. Obs. rare- 1
, [app. a. OF.

terry, terri (i6th c. in Godef.), diaL forms of terns

bank, mound, trodden ground.] A trodden path,
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sometimes a balk or ridge of earth separating fields

or allotments.

1563 Homilies II. Rogation Week IV. (1859) 496 They do

wickedly which do turn up the ancient terries of the fields,

that old men beforetime with great pains did tread out.

t Te'rrieH| a. Obs. Also 5 -yen. [a. OF.

ter\r)ien terrestrial, seigniorial (i2th c. in Godef.

Conipl.) f. terre land + -ien, -IAN : corresp. to a

L. type *terrianus^\ Earthly, worldly ;
territorial.

[1392 BRITTON in. iv. 21 Fey a noster Seignur le Roi . .de

vie et de membre, de cors et de chateaus et de terrien

honour.] c 1450 Merlin xx. 334 The kynge Arthur, that is

oure lorde terrien. 1484 CAXTON Chivalry 24 ThofTyce of

a knyght is to mayntene and deffende his lord worldly or

terryen. 1489 Faytes ofA. I. L 5 Emperours, kynges,
dukes & other lordes terryens.

Terrier '
(te'riai). Now only Hist. Forms :

5 terrere, 5-9 terrar, 6 tarrar, terrour, -ore, 7

terreer, 7-8 terror, 6- terrier, [a. OF. terrier

(13- 15th c. in Godef. Compl.) rent-roll, subst. nse

of terrier adj. (cf. F. registre terrier (i$th c.)

= med.L. terrarius liber) : med.L. terrarius, f.

terra land. Thence med.L. terrerium rent-roll

(Du Cange).] A register of landed property,

formerly including lists of vassals and tenants,

with particulars of their holdings, services, and

rents ; a rent-roll ;
in later use, a book in which

the lands of a private person, or of a corporation
civil or ecclesiastical, are described by their site,

boundaries, acreage, etc. Also, in extended

application, an inventory of property or goods.
1477 Paston Lett. III. 206 Increse the rente, and make a

new terrar and rentall. 1492 Bury Wills (Camden) 78, I

wyll that . . the terrere wyth that oon partye of thys indentur

be putte and kepte in the hutche of the Gyldehalle. 1527
Luton Trin. Guild (1906) 192 A terrore of y land y' was
Thomas Colemakeis. 1569 Nottingham Rec. IV. 136 A
tarrar of alle the landes and medowes..belongeng to the

towne. 1584 ff. Riding Rec. (1894) 231 An auncient and
true terrour . . declaringe the limits [etc.], 1594 WEST 2rf
Pt. Symbol., Chancerie 87 The deedes, evidences, muni-

ments, terriers. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. viii. 17 Some
Diocesses in this Terreer were exactly done, and remain

fairly legible at this day. 1670 BLOUNT Law Diet., Terrar
..is a Book, Survey, or Land-Roll, wherein the several

Lands.. are described; containing the quantity of Acres,

boundaries, Tenants names, and such like, a 1695 WOOD
Life (O.H.S.) I. 398 That there was no terrier taken of the

goods he had, which were bought at the college charg.

1707 E. CHAMBERLAYNK Pres. St. Eng. n. ix. (ed. 22) 129 The
Churchwardens, whose Office is to see.. that there be an
exact Terrier of the Glebe-Land. 1879 Times 22 Sept., The
dimensions of each plot by number are preserved in the

official parish terrier.

b. transf. andyf^v
a 1640 JACKSON Creed xi. xxii. 5 Some..give a more

particular terrar or distinct map of this heavenly life or

kingdom. 1646 OWEN Country Ess. Wks. 1851 VIII. 55
What bounds, what terriers are to be assigned to the one or
to the other, a 1649 R. HOLDSWORTH in Spurgeon Treas.
Dav. Ps. cxix. in The holy terrier of the Celestial Canaan.

Terrier 2
(te-riai). Forms: 5 terrere, ter-

ryare, 6 terryer, taryer, terrour, 7 terriar,

terrar, tarier, tarriar, tarryer, 7-8 (9 vulgar)
tarrier, 6- terrier, [a. F. (chien) terrier, also as

subst. terrier
' a hunting-dog used to start badgers,

etc., from their earth or burrow
'

(cf. TERRIER 3)
=

med.L. terrarius, f. terra earth (see prec.).]
1. A small, active, intelligent variety of dog,
which pursues its quarry (the fox, badger, etc.)
into its burrow or earth ; the numerous breeds are

distinguished into two classes, the short- or smooth-

haired, as the fox-terrier, black and tan terrier, etc.,

and the long- or rough-haired, as the Scotch terrier,

Skye terrier, etc. (See also BULL-TERRIER, TOY
terrier, etc.) Formerly also terrier dog.
c 1440 Prontp. Parv. 489/1 Terrere, hownde (r/. r. terryare),
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[Sarrasin in Mem. Acad. Sci., Paris, 1704, p. 64] says there

are some Beavers called Terriers [Castors terriers], which

Terrarius. Another sorte.. which hunteth the Foxe and
the Badger or Greye onely, whom we call Terrars, because
they..creepe into the grounde. i6oa 2nd Pt. Return fr.
Parnass. n. v. 871 An open table forall kinde of dogges. . He
hath your. .Terriers, Butchers dogs, Bloud-hounds. 1644-7
CLEVELAND Char. Land. Diurn. 3 Who fitter to unkennell
the Fox, then the Tarryer, that is a part of him. 1648
Hunting ofFox 25 Like so many Tarriars we must fasten

upon them with tooth and naiL 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.
II. 166 The tarrier is a small kind of hound with rough
hair. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxii, A rough terrier dog . .

scampered at large. i86a HUXLEY Lect. Wkg. Men no It
is a physiological peculiarity..that impels the terrier to its

rat-hunting propensity. 1863 H. KINGSLEY A, Elliot v,

Rough long-legged English fox terriers, which ran on three
legs, like Scotch terriers, and held their heads on one side

knowingly.

1533 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 695/1 We shall.. set in
such terryers to him, that we shall. .eyther course him
nbrode or make him euyll rest within, c 1623 FORD, etc.
Witch Edmonton i. ii, Bonds and bills are but tarriers to
catch fools. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Otway Wks. II. 220
Hunted.. by the terriers of the law. 1818 SCOTT Hrt.
Midi, xxxin, The opening quest of a well-scented terrier of
the law drove me from the vicinity of Edinburgh.
t2. A name given to certain beavers said to

burrow instead of building. Obs.
1733 MORTIMEK in Phil, Trans. XXXVIII. i 77 He

Arcf, Zool. I. 103.

3. A punning appellation for a territorial : see

TERRITORIAL 4 b. (Cf. TERRY sb.V)

1908 Daily Chnm. 31 Mar. 5/3 It may.. be argued that
'

Territorial
'

is not very much longer than ' Volunteer , but

it is just the little that makes all the difference. . . [Of three

suggestions, 'Terror', 'Terrier', 'Torral', it was] yesterday
rather thought that

' Terrier
'

would carry the day. Jtiii.

18 June 3/4 Next year, which will be the jubilee of the

force now known as the ' Terriers ', to distinguish them from
the ' Tommies '. 1008 Daily News 5 Aug. 4 The admirable

spirit in which his [Mr. Haldane's]
' Terriers ', as the wit of

London has nicknamed our Home Army.have met the [etc. J.

4. attrib. That is a terrier ;
of or like a terrier.

(For terrier dag see I.) Also in comb., as terrier-

like adj.

1809 SCOTT Lei. to G. Ellis 8 July, in Lockhart, A terrier

puppy of the old shaggy Celtic breed. 1858 LEWIS in

Youatt Dog(N. Y.) v. 169 The imaginary beauty of a terrier

crop consists in the foxy appearance of the ears. 1894
BLACKMORE Perlycross 292 Endowed with the terrier nose
of suspicion. 1895 SCULLY Kafir Stories 133 Hebad a wiry
and terrier-like appearance.

t Terrier 3
. Obs. In 5 terryer. [a. F. terrier

(i4th c. in Littri) : late L. terrarium mound of

earth, hillock, burrow, f. terre earth : see prec. sbs.]

The earth or burrow of a badger or fox.

1484 CAXTON Fables ofj'Esop v. ix, The foxe..was within
a terryer nyghe to the lodgys of the lyon.

Terrier, Terriet, obs. ff. TARHIER 2
,
TERBET.

Terrif, obs. form of TARIFF.

Terrific (teri-fik), a. (si.) [ad. L. ierriftc-us

terrifying, f. stem of terrlre to frighten : see -FIC.

So obs. F. terrifique (151(1 c. in Godef.).]
L Causing terror, terrifying; fitted to terrify;

dreadful, terrible, frightful.

1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 497 The Serpent .. with brazen

Eyes And hairie Main terrific. 1718 POPE Iliad x, 300 In
arms terrific their huge limbs they dress'd. 1706 MORSE
A mer. Geog, I. 345 Even Canonicus . . the terrific Sachem of
the Narragansetts, sued for peace. i8ai CRAIG Ltd, Drawing
iv. 214, I cannot.. advise you to attempt any species of the
terrific in painting. 1809 WARD Hist. Drain. Lit. (ed. 2) 1.

307 A terrific woodcut depicts the most sensational situation

in the story.

2. Applied intensively to anything very severe or

excessive, colloq. (Cf. awful, terrible, tremendous. )

1809 J. W. CROKER in Croker Papers 12 OcL, I am. .up to

my eyes in business, the extent of which is quite terrific.

1855 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. (1883) II. 262 The crowd was
immense, and the applause terrific. 1899 J. HUTCHINSON in

Arch, Surf. X. No. 38. 177 The sensation of tingling burn-

ing pain remaining the same, while the itching is
*
terrific '.

B. sb. in //. Terrific things.
1798 ANNA SF.WARD Lett, (1811) V. 174 To exhibit, among

his mock-terrifies, some pictures that have the genuine
grandeur of horror.

Hence Terri-flcly adv. = TERRIFICALLY; Terr!'-
!

ficness, the quality of being terrific.

1727 BAILF.Y vol. II, Terrifukness, Terribleness. 1894

Outing (U.S.) XXIV. 360/1 A low mountain, .over which
a ternficly steep path led. 1904 Adv. Elizabeth in Rncgen
lor Her family wept and . . told her the terrificness of

marrying a widower with seven children.

Terrrfical, a. rare.
[f.

as prec. + -AL.]
-

TERRIFIC.
1831 FR. A.KEMBLB Jrnl. m Recall. Girlhoad(i%j%) III. 47

In the evening we had terrifical ghost stories. 1855 Miss
MANNING Old Chelsea Bun-Ho. xvii. 286 Abundantly more
terrifical.

Terri'fically, adv.
[f. as prec. + -LT 2

: ^g
-ICALLY.] In a terrific or terrifying manner ; fright-

fully, dreadfully, shockingly.
1814 C. CLAIRMONT in Dowden Shelley (1887) I. 452 note,
A most terrifically dirty inn. 1817 J. SCOTT Paris Revisit.
(ed. 4) 79 The reports of the distant war sound terrifically in

the ear. 1846 MRS. SHERWOOD in P. Parley's Ann. VII.
228 Arches of rock, which hung terrifically over my head.
1904 HICHENS Card. Allah Prel. vi, Terrifically greater,
more overpowering than man.

b. colloq. in intensive use : Alarmingly, exces-

sively, extremely. (Cf. awfully, dreadfully.)
1859 DARWIN in Life $ Lett. (1887) II- 160 My corrections

are terrifically heavy. 1883 J. PARKER Afost. Life II.
188 Always be terrifically hard upon yourself. 1885 G.
MEREDITH Diana Crossways ii, Terrifically precocious, he
thought her.

Terrification (te'rifik^i -Jan). Chiefly.fr. [ad.
L. terrificdtion-em, n. of action from terrijicare to

TEREIFY.] The action of terrifying; the fact or
condition of being terrified; consternation, extreme

alarm, terror, fright.
1611 in W. James Deeds East Lothian (1899) 29 For ane

examplar terrificatioun to all Godles harlottis to file and
abhorre the lyk. 1797 EARL MALMESBURY Diaries <y Corr,
III. 504 Now and then he tried terrification, by letting out
some strong Jacobin phrases. 1833 GALT in Fraser's Mag,
VIII. 657 He was in an awful terrification.

b. trans/. A source of alarm or dismay ; a terror.
a 1806 MRS. GRANT Lett.fr. Mount. (1806) III. 180 She

was a terrification to me.

Terriry (te-rifai), v. [ad. L. terrificare to

frighten, f. terrificus TEBBIFIC: see -Ft. Cf. F.

lerrifar (Littre).]

TEREISONOUS.

1. trans. To make much afraid, to fill with terror,
to frighten or alarm greatly. Also absol.

iSlBCAr. Prayers in Priv. Prayers (Parker Son) 501 Thou
terrifiest none but such as most horribly are afraid of thee.
1638 Penit. Con/, ii. (1657) 15 No Conscience to accuse, no

'Devil to terrific. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 338 Terrifi'd Hee
fled, not hoping to escape, but shun The present. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 215 The fowler then dis.
covers himself, and terrifies the quail, who. .entangles him.
self the more in the net, and is taken. 1868 MORRIS Earthly
Par. I. Son cf Crtesus xxiii, Girls, sent their water-jars to
fill, Would come back pale, too terrified to cry.

b. To drivefrom, out of, into, etc. by terrifying ;

to deterfrom ; to frighten out of, into, etc.

1575 tr. Luther's Coriitn. Gal. iii. 3. 100 b, To exhort the
Galathians, and to terrific them from a double daunger. 1690
NESSE Hist. * Myst. O. $ N.T. 1. 53 Those very angels which
terrified them both from the tree. 18x4 SCOTT St. Ronan's
xxxvii, It may terrify her to death in the present weak state of
her nerves. 1867 SMILES Huguenots Eng. iv. (1880) 55 The
people whoremained were at length terrified into orthodoxy.
2. To irritate, torment, worry, harass, annoy,

tease. Now only dial.

1641 MILTON Ch, Govt, n. iii. Working only by terrifying
Plaisters upon the rind and orifice ofthe Sore, a 1845 FORBY
Voc. E, A nglia. Terrify, to teize ; irritate ; annoy. A blister
or a caustic is said to terrify a patient. 1876 N. f, Q. 5th Ser.
VI. 56/1 He has been terrified all night by those insects.

1898 J. A. GIBBS Cotswold Vill. viii. 164
'

Terrify him, sir i

keep on terrifying of him '. This does not mean that you
are to frighten the fishtj on the contrary, he is urging you
to stick to him till he gets tired of being harassed.

t3. To make terrible. Obs. rare~ 1
.

1643 MILTON Divorce H. iii, If the law, instead of aggra-
vating and terrifying sin, shall give out licence, it foils itself.

Hence Te'rrified (-fsid)///. a, (whence Te'rri-

fiedly adv.) ; Te-riifying vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

(whence Te'rrifyingly adv.) ; also Te'rrifler

(-fsi.aj), one who or that which terrifies.

1821 SCOTT Kenihv. xxxiv, Elizabeth, .hastened, .along
the principal alley of the Pleasance, dragging with her the
"terrified Countess. 1865 DICKENS Mvt. Fr. \, \, Her terri-

fied expostulation stopped him. 1890 Temple Bar Mag,
Nov. 313 She is still *terrifiedly clutching his hand. 1617
COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely SuppL 548 In stead of a "terrifier, he
hath brought him about now, to be a praiser. 1870 R. C.

JEBB Sophocles' Electra (ed. 2) 72/1 The terrifier of horses.

1617 J. WOODFORD in Bucclench MSS. (Hist. MSS. Cpmm.)
I. 199 A gibbet having been set up. .for the "terrifying of
the people. (1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps, LXXXVIII. xi, Thou
dost me fill..With "terrifying feares. 1746-7 H ERVEY Medit.
(1818) 269 At the least terrifying appearance, they start from
their seats. 1849 STOVEL /f>(x Caittte's Necess. 71 Exhi-
bitions of terrifying depravity. 1805 SURR Winter in
Land, (1806) I. 271 If your honour had not been so 'terrify-

ing! y flurried, I should have given you the message before.

t Terri'genal, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. tcrrigcn-

us earth-born + -AL.]
= TEBBIGENOUS i.

171734 NORTH Lives (1826) III, 547 Even his terrigenal
men would be void of ambition, or knowledge of wants,

t Terri-genist. Obs. rare. [f.
as prec. + -IST.]

One born of the earth.

Terrigenous (teri-djAas), a. rare. Also

erron. terrigeneoua. [f.
as prec. + -oos.]

1. Produced or sprung from the earth ; earth-born.

1684 T. BURNET Th. Earth 1. 189 Our terrigenous animals
must have been wean'd as soon as they were bom. 1830
L.VELLPrfnc.Geo/.l,l. iii. 31 Either these were terrigenous, or

..the animals they so exactly represent have become extinct.

f 2. Chem. A term for those metals of which the

oxides are called earths. (Cf. CALCIGEKOUS.) Obs.

1854 J. SCOFKERN in Orr's Circ. Sc., Chem. 433 Silicates,

either of the terrigenous or the calcigenous class, c 1865 J.

WYLDE in Circ, Sc. I. 394 Tests for the terrigeneous earths.

3. Geol. Land-derived: applied to marine de-

posits derived from the neighbouring land.

i88a GEIKIE Text Bk. Geol. in. H. it 6. 437 Mechanical

deposits of the sea.. Land-derived or Terrigenous. 1884
Nature 22 May 84/2 Terrigenous deposits in deep water
near land.

Terrine (term). [Original form of TUREEN.]
1. = TUREEN, arch. exc. as French.

1706, etc. [see TUREEN oj. 1888 TRAILL in Eng. tllmtr.

Mag, Apr. 508/2 A part of South America where the earth's

crust seems to be so absurdly thin that you can almost

see the internal contents of the telluric pie or terrine, as it

may perhaps be appropriately called. 1901 Speaker 19 Oct.

66/2 In a few moments the Republican had set before him

. .a terrine of Paid de Foie Gras.

||
2. Cookery. A French dish : see quots.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Terrine, .. in Cookery, a Mess
made of a Breast of Mutton, cut into pieces,

with Quails,

Pigeons, and Chickens, cover'd with slices of Bacon..and

stew'd in a Pan between two gentle Fires. 1736 BAILEY

chickens, and a breast of mutton cut to pieces ; bake or

stew them in an earthen pan between two gentle fires [etc.].

Terring, provocation : see TAR, TAHBE v?

Terris, obs. form of TERRACE.

t Terri-sonant, a. Obs. rare-". [f.L. terrison-

us, f. stem of tcrr-ere to frighten + sonare to

sound ; cf. sonant-em pr. pple.] (See quot.) So

t Terri-sonous a. Obs. rare~".

1656 BLOUNT Glassogr., Terrisonant, that sounds bitterly

led. 1674 terribly]. 1658 PHILLIPS, Terrismant, sounding

terribly. 1721 BAILEY, Terrisonous, that soundeth terribly.



TERRITOIRE.

Territ, variant of TEBBET.

t Territoire, -tor, -tour. Obs. Also terre-.

[ad. F. terriloire.'] TEBRITOBY 1
; land.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 115 That it be
nocht our [= over] hye set,, -or in our harde dry territoire,
or our myry erde. 1547 Aberdeen Regr. (1844) I. 250 The
terretour of the est part of the said burgh. 1589 Fl-KMiNe;

Virg. Georg. n. 24C?esar Who..Doostturne away th' vnwar.
like Inde from territors of Rome. 1606 HOLLAND Sudan.
Annot. 21 The Inhabitants of it, and the territour there about.

Territoire, variant of TKRRITOBY *.

Territorial (terito'rial), a. (sf>.) [ad. late L.

territorial-is, f. territori-um TEBHITOBY 1. Cf. F.

territorial (i8th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Of, belonging or relating to territory or land,

or to the territory of any state, sovereign, or ruler.

1768 R. WOOD Ess. //<v<.-r(i769) 22 Three other litigated
cases with regard to territorial property and dominion. 1798
WASHINGTON Let. Writ. 1893 XIV. 20 An actual Invasion
of our territorial rights. 18458. AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Ref.
in.

iy.
II. 135 Freeing themselves from the territorial juris-

diction of the temporal and spiritual princes. 1875 BKDFORD
Sailor's Pocket Ilk. vi. (ed. 2) 231

'

Territorial water
',
in its

essence means any water over which, or over the entrance
to which, the Power possessing the coast can throw shot.

Custom has given an arbitrary range of three miles. 1906
Daily News 28 May 9/1 The Jewish Territorial Organiza-
tion, whose aim is to secure an autonomous home for the

Jews in territory under the British flag.

b. Of or pertaining to landed property.
1773 Gentl. Mag. X 1,11 1. 109 It will be more beneficial

to the public and the East India Company, to let the terri.

torial acquisitions remain in the possession of the Company
for a limited time. 1800 Proc. Par/, in Asittt. Ann. Kef.
49/2 That the dead stock and territorial revenue of India
were enlarged very much, he was ready to allow. 1844
H. H. WILSON Brit. India III. 492 A plan.. for keeping the

territorial and commercial accounts distinct in future. 1855
DELAMER Kitck. Card. (1861) i Territorial possessions are

too highly prized in England for men lightly to yield even
a fraction of such property at a fair value.

o. Possessed of land, owning or having an estate

in land
;
landed.

1838 SIR F. PALGRAVE Rise Eiig. Commw. I. i. 15 The terri-

torial aristocracy. 1867 R. CONGREVE Ea. (1874) 173The terri-

torial and moneyed aristocracy . . is being brought daily into

more direct . . opposition to the people which it has governed.
1884 Manch. Exam. 25 Mar. 5/1 The preservation of that

ascendency which the territorial class now enjoys.

2. Of or pertaining to a particular territory,

district, or locality ;
local.

i6s BP. MOUNTAGU App. Cstsar i. 8 Each particular . .

Church, for special! and particular and territoriall questions
& qujerees. 177* PRIESTLEY Inst. Relig. (1782) II. 131
The gods . . were local and territorial divinities. 1857 TOULMIN
SMITH Parisli 4

' The Parish ',
whether as a mere territorial

division or an active Institution, is not ecclesiastical either

in origin or in purpose. 1868 GLADSTONE Juv. Mttndi iv.

(1869) in Phthie itself is. .the only territorial name [etc.]. .

which we find in the Greece of Homer.

b. Sc. Law. Ofjurisdiction : Extending over and

restricted to a defined territory: see TEKBITOBY 1 Ic.

1765-8 ERSKINE Inst. Law Scot. i. ii. ir Because this

kind of jurisdiction was incident to, and followed the lands

or territory to which it was annexed,, .it got the name of

territorial. 1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. s. v., Territorial

Jurisdiction was at one time universal; but, becoming
formidable, was repeatedly discouraged by different acts,.,

and by 20 Geo. II. c. 43, all heritable jurisdictions. .were

abolished or annexed to the Crown, with the exception [etc. \

o. Sc. Of or pertaining to an ecclesiastical dis-

trict, not a parish. Territorialchurch, one organized

to serve a particular district, esp. a poor and thickly

populated one, without regard to the existing parish

boundaries. So territorial minister. Now little

used. (Introduced by Dr. Chalmers.)
1821 CHALMERS Sf. Gen. Assembly 24 May, Notes 52

The assignation of a territorial district to each chapel.

1863 A. H. CHARTERIS J. Robertson viii. 231 A territorial

church furnishes the best of all means for leavening the

people. 1863 W. G. BLAIKIE Better Days for Working
People v. (1864) 119 They are the heart-breaks of the city

missionary, the territorial minister and the district visitor.

1873 X COCHRANE Home Mission Work vi. (1885) 144 A
humble labourer in the territorial field.

3. Of or belonging to one of the '
territories of

the United States : see TEBBITOBY l
4.

1811 BRA.CKENRIDCE Views Louisiana (1814) 99 The
territorial governor [of Missouri] acts as well in ^the capa-

city of a general agent for the United States, as in that of

civil magistrate. Ibid. 142 In 1805, it was erected into a

territorial government .. by the name of
the_Territory

of

Louisiana. 1888 BRYCE Amer. Commw. 1. 1. xiii. 167 There

are also eight Territorial delegates, one from each of the

Territories.. not yet formed into States.

4. Mil. a. Territorial Regiments, the regiments

of infantry of the line of the British Army, nnder

the scheme of Army reorganization of 1881, by
which each regiment is associated in name, depot,

etc., with a particular county or locality.

1881 Queen's Regul. I Precedence of Corps. ..The Terri-

torial Regiments. 1885 Whitaker's Aim. 158 Territorial

Regiments ofthe Line.. .Arranged alphabeticallyby the titles

directed to be used in official correspondence.

b. Territorial Army or Force, the British Army
ofHome Defence instituted (on a territorial or local

basis) in 1908. Also Territorial as sb. a member

of the Territorial Army.
1907 Outlook 30 Nov. 706/2 There is no evident reason

why any old Volunteer should hesitate about joining the

Territorial Army. Ibid., There is nothing to deter the ex-

215

Volunteer from becoming a Territorial. 1908 ll'estw. Gas.

23 Mar. 7/3 So soon as the Reserves of the Regular Army
were called out, the Territorial Force, the secondline, should
be mobilised to so into war training. 1008 DnilyChron. I Apr.

7/4 Yesterday the existence of the Volunteers as such ter-

minated, and lo-day the Territorial Army comes into being.

Territorialism (terito'rializ'm). [f. prec. +

-ISM.] A territorial system.
1. A system which gives predominance to the

landed class
;
landlordism.

TERRITORY.
1. fa. The land or district lying round a city

or town and under its jurisdiction. Chiefly as a

rendering of L. territdrium. Obs.

icy
whu

. . KAY in Macm. Mag. XLVI. 150 The anomalic , COB-

sequent on the various reigns of feudalism and territorialisni.

i8&j M^anch. Exam. 19 June 5/1 The old flag of Tory
tcrrltorialism or the new ensign of Tory democracy.
2. Rendering (Jerman Territoriallystem, applied

to a theory of church government which places
the supreme authority in the civil power. Cf.

COLI.EQIAI.ISM.

i88-3 Schafs Encycl. Rclif. Knmul. III. 1821 [PfafTJ
defended the collegia! system against the reigning terrj.
toriuliMu. 1888 SCHAFF Hist. C/ir. Ch. VI. i. viii. 25 Terri-

torialisni, whose motto is Cujus regio, ej'us rcligio,

3. Sc. The organization of church work on

territorial lines; the extension of the parochial

system to smaller areas : see TEBBITOBIAL 2 c.

1873 T. COCHRANE Home Mission Work vu (1885) 133
The grand practical work of Territorialism. 1904 J. WF.LI.S

J. H. Wilson vL 51 Territorialism is the parochial system
in its perfection, adjusted to the needs of a great city.

4. The organization of the Army on a territorial

or local basis : see TEBBITOBIAL 4.

1903 Sat. Rev. 24 Oct. 503/2 Territorialism may often be

good as a recruiting principle, but seldom as a limit to a

regiment's definition.

Territo'rialist. [f. as prec. + -IST.]

1. A member or representative of the class of

land-owners : cf. TEBBITOBIAL I c.

1865 Pall Mall G. 22 July 10/2 [The candidate] has no
land in the county, and very little influence over the terri-

torialists. 1867 B. CRACHOFT in Brodrick Ea. Reform
164 If we add 246 to 256 we get 502 as the ascertained

number of the territorialists in the House of Commons.

1901 Daily Record ff Mail 2r Dec. 4 A compulsory dis-

posal of the land from territorialists to settlers.

2. A member of a Jewish organization, whose
aim is to secure a separate territory for the Jews :

cf. qnot. 1906 s. v. TEBBITOBIAL I.

1905 Daily Chron. 31 July 5/3 The territorialists.. were
bent on forcing [the Zionist] congress to accept the Gnas

Ngishu plateau as a counsel of despair. 1909 Ibid. 9 Sept.

3/4 The. .'Territorialists '..maintain that the true aim of

the Jews ought to be to obtain an autonomous ^settlement
anywhere Uganda, for instance, or even Argentina.

Territoriality. [f. as prec. + -ITT.] Terri-

torial quality, condition, position, or status.

1894 E. P. EVANS in Pot. Sc. Monthly XLIV. 305 The
consciousness of what might be called common territoriality

tends.. to bind together. 1906 Daily Chron. 17 Nov. 4/4
Lord Rosebery urged that Jerritpriality was of the essence
tends.. to bind together. 1906 Daily Chron. 17 Nov.
Lord Rosebery urged that territoriality was of the ess

of good recruiting. 1907 Sat. Rev. 10 Aug. 163/2 Times
have changed, and ability, common-sense and general know-

ledge must be added to territoriality.

Territorialize (teritoTiataiz),z>. [f.
as prec.

+ -IZE.] trans. To make territorial ; to place upon
a territorial basis ;

to associate with or restrict to

a particular territory or district. Hence Terrl-

to rializa'tion.
1818 COLERIDGE in Lit. Kern. (1836) I. 158 The Pope had

recently territorialized his authority to a great extent. 1897

Nov. 379 What is called by students of railway questions
the ' territorialization

'

of railways has been wellnign accom-

plished. 1901 Scotsman n Mar. 6/3 His plan..demanded
the territorialisation of the army.

Territorially, adv. [f.
as prec. + -LY *.] In

relation to or in respect of territory.
1828 in WEBSTER citing E. EVERETT. 1885 J. FISKR in

Harper's Mag. Feb. 408/2 The formation of the tribe,

territorially regarded. 1899 F. V. KIRBY Sport E. C. Africa
ix. 98 British Chinde was '

territorially
'

smaller than on my
last visit. 1900 G. C BRODRICK Mem. tj, Impr. 148 This

little borough [Woodstock].. belonged politically as well as

territorially to the Marlborough family.

Territo-rian. [f. L. territsri-um TEBBITOBY 1

f -AN.] An inhabitant of a territory.

1887 MRS. D. DALY Digging, etc. S. Austral. Introd. 4
The magnificent harbour of which all Territorians are so

proud [i. e. those of the Northern Territory of S. Australia].

Te-rritoried, a. rare. [f.
next + -ED 2.] Pos-

sessing a territory. (Usually in comb.)
a 1634 SELDEN Eng. Epin. ii. Wks. 1726 III. n Their

plurality of narrow-territoried princes.

Territory 1
(te-ritori).

Also 5 teri-, tery-.

[ad. L. territori-um the land round a town, a

domain, district, territory. Etymology unsettled :

usually taken as a deriv. of terra earth, land (to

which it was certainly referred in popular L. when

altered to ttrratSrium) ; but the original form has

suggestedderivation barnterrere to frighten, whence

*lerritor frightener, territorium '?a place from

which people are warned off' (Roby Lot. Gr.

$ 943). So F. territoire (1378 hi Godef. Compl.) :

see also TEBBOIB.]

MB^-S lr - Higden kolK) V. jti !;<*< ins.. was throtelede
in the territory Mediolanense. i 1460 Osrnty Keg. 99, ij.
acres of Arable londe In be irrmorye or growndc of t ude.
lynton. 1483 Rolls of Parlt. VI. aj6 ,> yng
Lands and Tenements in the seid Netheracaslre.and within
the territory of the same. 1538 KLVOT, Ttrritortum, the
fyeldcs or toumraye lyenge within the iurisdiction and
boundesof acitie, a terriiorie. 1598 MANWOOD Laim 1-ortit
i- 1 3(1615) 19 This, word [ Territorie} is most properly a circuit
of ground, contayning a libcrtie within it wife, wherein
diners men hailing bud within it, and yet the Territorie it

selfe doth lie open and not inclosed. 1651 HOBBES /.friattt.
11. xxii. 118 As they governed the City of Rome, and Terri-
tories adjacent.

b. The land or country belonging to or under the
dominion of a ruler or state. Often applied con-

textually to the land or country itself of a state,
as French territory (

= France, the land of France).
1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 304 A cytie or towne, called

Menne or Meune, within the londe or territorye of y"
etnpcrour. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erosiit. Par. Acts xxviii. 86
We came to Rhegium, a citic in ye borders of Italy situate

and lyinge within the territory that belongeth to the Ilru-

lians. 1591 SIIAKS. i Hen. VI, v. iii. 146 Welcome braue
Earle into our Territories. 491687 PETTY Pol. Arith. x.

(1691) 114 Not being above a sixth or seventh of the whole

Territory of England. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. Introd.
iv. 93 The kingdom of England, over which our munici-

pal laws have iurisdiction, includes not, by the common
law, either- Wales, Scotland, or Ireland, or any other part
. .except the territory of England only. 1789 Constitution
U.S, iv. 3 Rules and regulations respecting the territory
or other property of the United States. 1790 HT. LEE
Canterb. T., Old Worn. T. (ed. 2) I. 359 A small

port,
still

within the Neapolitan territories. 1835 THIRLWALL Greece
1. i. 3 The original Hellas was included in the territory of a
little tribe in the south of Thessaly. 1908 A thenanm 12 Dec.

754/1 The rearrangement of frontiers and territories by
Napoleon.

O. Sc. Law. (See qnots.)
1765-8 EKSKINE tnst. Law Scot. I. ii. I 16. 97 Since no

judge can pronounce sentence on persons or subjects with-

out nis territory, civil jurisdiction cannot be founded, unless

the defender either, first, reside within the judge's territory,
or, 2dly, be possessed of some estate or subject within
it. 1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot., Territory ofa Judge is

the district over which his jurisdiction extends in causes and
in judicial acts proper to him, and beyond which he has no

judicial authority.

d. transf. Each half of a football ground con-

sidered as belonging to one of the teams : to in

hockey, baseball, etc.

1896 Field 4 Jan. 22/2 A moment later, the visitors.. in-

vaded the home territory. Here Jones got smartly away
..and.. scored a. .try.

2. A tract of land, or district of undefined

boundaries; a region.
1610 HOLLAND Camdeii's Brit. (1637) 112 The most fertile

territories of Anjou. 1834 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Seine 5

It was necessary to wrest a territory from the sea itself for

[Havre's] foundation. 1870 YEATS ffat. Hist. Comm. 89
The central territory is covered with forests. 1890

' R.
BOLDREWOOD '

Co/. Reformer xvii. 2or Fascinating territories

of limitless mulga-downs.
3. jig. a. The domain, space, or region of fact,

action, meaning, etc. belonging to or included in

a science, art, class, word, etc. ; sphere, province.
1640 BP. REYNOLDS Passions xxxyiii. 485 [Going] beyond

their owne bounds, into the Territories (as I may so speake)
of another Science. 1851 H. ROGERS Eel. Faith (1864) 271
The whole field of historic investigation seems more or less

the territory of scepticism. 1867 J.
MARTINEAU Ess. \\. 2

Psychology, -has been allowed i title, but not its territory.

1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. vii. no It is the customary office

of a word to cover, not a point, but a territory, and a territory

that is irregular, heterogeneous, and variable.

b. Anat. A tract or region of the body pertaining

to a particular organ or structure.

1897 AllbutftSyst. Med. IV. 125 The supply of blood to

the corresponding hepatic territory is cut off. 1899 Ibid.

VI. 716 The symptoms may be confined to the territory of

a plexus. //'/,/. VIII. 493 A va.so-motor. .disturbance, con-

fined to the territory of the vessels concerned.

4. In the United States, One of certain regions in

the West belonging to and under the government
of the American Republic, and having some

degree of self-government, but not yet admitted as

a State into the Union.

1799 J. ADAMS Wks. (1854) IX. 41 The organization of the

government of the Mississippi territory.. should perhaps be

mentioned to Congress. 1806 PIKE Sources Mississ. (1810)

90 A certificate that he had paid the tax required by a law

of the Indian territory, on all retailers of merchandize. i86

J. E. CAIRNES Rev. Amer. 22 A '

territory '. .is a portion of

the domain of the Union which is not yet a 'watt'. 1888

SCHAFF Hist. Cnr. Ch. VI. I. xi. 84 The law of the United

States is supreme in the Territories.

5. attrib. and Comb.

1898 Westm. Gat. 28 Oct. 7/2 There can be no compro-
mise., about the territory rights. 1901 Ibid. 21 Mar. 7/2

The Powers have been territory-hunting.

f Territory 2, territoire. Obs. Erroneonsly

used by Caxton to render F. tertre, a rising ground,

hill, or eminence.

CI477 CAXTON Jason 70 b, We shal enhabite with peple

the lowe montaignes & the territoires. 1481 Godeflroy

xxi. 53 They..began to reassemble, and gadred them to

gydre on a territorie. Ibid, clviii. 233 Archys is a Cyte of

the lande of Fenyce, and standeth atte foote ofa montayne

named Lybane, in a tereilorye moche stronge.



TERB-OCEANIC.

Territour : see TEKBITOIRE.

Terr-oceanic (te^ri^ijj'ae-nik), a. rare 1
,

[f.

L. terra earth + OCEANIC.] Of or belonging to

both land and ocean : terr-oceanic basin, a basin

or hollow consisting of a sea-basin with the sur-

rounding land within its watershed.
ciS6o R. MALLET in Q. Rev. Apr. (1909) 495 The lines of

elevation which mark and divide the great oceanic or terr-

oceanic basins, .of the earth's surface,

Terro-ceme'nt. [f. terra-, taken as combining
form of L. terra earth.] Cement of earthy nature.

1838 Civil Eng. fyArch. Jrnl. I. 373/2 Every one is aware

that mortars and terro-cement, like other earthy matters,

are non-conductors of heat.

t Terroir. Obs. rare. [a. F. terroir, OF.
tereoir (i 2th c. in Godef. Compl.},terrotter(i 3th c.) :

med.L. terratariuHi(DuCange: in fi.terrador) =
L. territorium TERRITORY l, q.v.]

a. = TERRITORY l. to. Soil.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 18/2 For to berye it in the terroir

of the cyte of Losane. 1660 Charac. Italy 83 Italy is the

Garden of Europe, the Terroir being gentle and copious.

Terror (ICTSJ), sb. Also 4-6 -cure, 6-9 -our.

[ME. terrour, a. F. terreur( I4th c.) : L. terror-em,

nom. terror, f. terrere to frighten : see -OR i.]

1 . The state ofbeing terrified or greatly frightened ;

intense fear, fright, or dread. Also, with a and

pi. , an instance of this.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiii. (George) 701 He. .but rednes
ore terroure Ofgoddis son wes confessoure. 1500-20 DUNBAK
Ballat ofPassion 137 For grit terrourof Chrystis deid, The
erde did trymmil quhar I lay. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Ps.
Iv. 4 The terrors [CoVERD. fear] of death are fallen vpon me.

1605 SHAKS. Lear IV. ii. 12 It is the Cowish terror of his

spirit That dares not vndertake. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 20

By little and little [they] descended as their terrors forsooke

them. 1657 THORNLEY tr. Longus' Daphnis <$ Chloe 46 Pan
sends a Terrour upon the Methymnaeans. 1711 ADDISON
Spect. No. 7^3 This Remark struck a pannick Terror into

several who were present, a 1763 SHENSTONE Ess. xiii. Wks.
1765 II. 51 The gloom of night. .was productive of terrour.

1794GODWIN Cal. Williamsons The terrors with which 1 was
seized . . were extreme.

1837^
WHEWELL Hist, induct. Sc.

(1857) I. 227 Showed hesitation, alarm, increasing terrour.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 338 You shall a son see born
that knows not terror, Achilles.

2. transf. The action or quality of causing dread
;

terrific quality, terribleness ; also concr. a thing or

person that excites terror ; something terrifying.
1528 ROY Rede me (Arb.) 41 Threatnynge with fearfull

terroure. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidaite's Comm. 209 He vseth hys
name sometime, only foraclookeandaterrour. 1667 MILTON
P. L. n. 704 So spake the grieslie terrour. 1712 ADIJISON
Spect. No. 333 p 22 The Messiah appears cloathed with so
much Terrour and Majesty. 1788 GIBBON Decl. $ F. L (1846)
V. 16 The ferocious Bedoweens, the terror of the desert.

1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles vi. xvi, Clearing war's terrors from
his eye. 1841 EMERSON Ess., Prudence Wks. (Bohn) I. loo
The terrors of the storm. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. ii. 61
He became, .the terror of all the well-disposed within the
district. 1900 G. SWIFT Somerley 14 There we kept up the
reputation of 'little terrors 'that we had earned with Miss
Graten.

3. King of terrors, Death personified.
1611 BIBLE Job xviii. 14 His confidence.. shall bring him

to the king of terrours [1560 King of feare ; COVERD. very
fearfulnesse shall brynge him to the kynge]. 1682 FLAVELL
Fear 9 Job calls it the king of terrors, .or the most terrible
of terribles. 1794 GODWIN Cal. Williams xxiv, It surely is
not worse to encounter the king of terrors in health,.. than
to encounter him already half subdued by sickness and
suffering. 1827-47 HARE Guesses (1874) 88 It is the only
voice which can triumph over Death, and turn the King of
terrours into an angel of light.

4. Reign of terror, a state of things in which the

general community live in dread of death or out-

rage ; esp. in French Hist, the period of the First
Revolution from about March 1 793 to July 1 794,
called also the Terror, the Red Terror, when the

ruling faction remorselessly shed the blood of
persons of both sexes and of all ages and con- :

'iitions whom they regarded as obnoxious.
Hence also White Terror, applied to the counter-revolu.

lion that followed the Red Terror, and to other periods of
remorseless repression in various countries.
iSoi HEL. M. WILLIAMS Sk. Fr. Rep. I. xviii. 231 This

Touraine. 1877 MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. n. 132 A White

roastings, plunder of arms, and a reign of terror [in Irelandm 1797]. 1893 Tablet 9 Dec. 934 A little Terror reignedover the provincial commune.
5. Comb. a. attributive, as terror-drop, -fit,
-gleam; b. objective (with pr. pples.), as terror-

breathing, -giving, -inspiring,-preaching, -stirring,
-striking, etc., adjs. ; c. instrumental (with pa.
pples.), as

terror-crazed, -fraught, -haunted,
-mingled, -ridden, -riven, -shaken, -smitten,'

2in"'
~strttck > etc

->
adJs- ! so terror-strike vb.

1598 "RAYTON Heroic Ep., Mortimer to Q. Isabel 114S
-:?r

?,
U
,
gVthe ste 5 ""a" of "terror-breathing

** [Convicts] who sweatd ..errorTops

216

their stamped blankets. 1868 I,. HOI-GHTON Select.fr.

Wks. 199 At doubt and "terror-fit he only laughed. 1868

FARRAR Seekers i. vii. (1875) 98 All this "terror-fraught

interspace between heaven and earth, a 1743. SAVAGE
Public Spirit 127 Instant we catch her "terror-giving cares.

1844 LONGFELLOW Norman Baron vii, The lays they
chanted Reached the chamber "terror-haunted. 1854 GRACE
GREENWOOD Haps <y Mishaps 91 Enrolment in this honour-

able ^terror-inspiring, omnipresent corps. 1799 CAMPBELL
Pleas. Hope n. 255 Nature hears, with *terror-mingled

trust, The shock that hurls her fabric in the dust. 1630
DRAYTON Noak 225 This good man, this "terror-preaching

Noy. c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xxu. 320 Then all the Greekes

..admir'd his "terror-stirring lim. 1845 HIRST Com. Mam-
moth 16 Our "terror-stricken warriors quailed. 1871 MAC-
DUFF Mem. Palmos iii. 35 He cowers like a terror-stricken

child. z6xi BARKSTED Hircn (1876) 74 So her beames did

"terror-strike his sight. 1598 DRAYTON Heroic Ep., Owen
Tudor toO. Kath. 23 His dreadfull '"terror-striking name.

1799 HT. CEB Canterb. T., Frenchm. T. (ed. 2) I. 270 She
found herself alone,., "terror-struck, bewildered. 1824 LAMB
Elia Ser. n. Blakeswoor in H shire, A sneaking curiosity,

"terror-tainted.

Hence Te'rrorful, TeTrorsome aajs., full of

or fraught with terror, terrifying.

1870 Conteinp. Rev. XIV. 491 The points . . show themselves

..with that dark jaggedness and terrorful meaning which

[etc.]. 1890 Leeds Merc. 3 Feb. 5/1 A writer, .makes it

terrorsome by the following anecdote.

Te'rror, v. Obs. or arch. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

To strike with terror, to terrify. Also absol.

1633 HEVWOOD Hierarch. VIII. 515 They, terror'd with
these words, demand his name. 1655 FULLER Ch. Mist, IV.

ii. Dd., A Law. .as all other penal Statutes intended but to

terrour. 1878 P. W. WYATT llardrada 3 The terror'd heart
of Tostig.

Terrorism (te-roriz'm). [a. F. terrorisme

(1798 in Diet. Acad., Suppl.), f. L. terror dread,
TERROR : see -ISM.] A system of terror.

1. Government by intimidation as directed and
carried out by the party in power in France during
the Revolution of 1789-94; the system of the

'Terror' (1793-4) : see TERROR sb. 4.
J795 Hist- in Ann. Reg.i\zl-2 It would, .renew the reign of

terrorism. 1817 LADY MORGAN France VIII. (1818) II. 357
He was obliged to remain abroad during the whole reign of
terrorism. iS6x GOLDW. SMITH Irish Hist. 85 Like.. the
terrorism of the Jacobins, .it was a moral epidemic.

2. gen. A policy intended to strike with terror

those against whom it is adopted ;
the employment

of methods of intimidation ; the fact of terrorizing
or condition of being terrorized.

1798 MATHIAS Purs. Lit. (ed. 7) 132 The causes of rebellion,
insurrection, . . terrorism, massacres, and revolutionary
murders. 1847 GROTF.Grftce n. xxx. IV. 155 He could not
but be sensible that this system of terrorism was full of peril
to himself. 1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. n. ix. (1876) 248 If

anyone should disobey the decision of the meeting, he would
subject himself, .to a social terrorism.

Terrorist (te-rorist). [a. F. terroriste, f. L.
terror TERROR : see -IST.]
1. As a political term : a. Applied to the Jacobins

and their agents and partisans in the French Revolu-

tion, esp. to those connected with the Revolutionary
tribunals during the '

Reign of Terror'.
'795 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 169 The terrorists, as they were

justly denominated, from the cruel and impolitic maxim of
keeping the people in implicit subjection by a merciless
severity. 1795 BURKE Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 75
Thousands of those Hell-hounds called Terrorists. .are let
loose on the people. 1818 HERVE Beauties ofParis II. 296
(Jod.) He assisted La Fayette in endeavouring to defend
the king from the terrorists. 1877 MORLEY Crit. Misc.
Ser. n. 83 That pithy chapter in Machiavelli's '

Prince
'

which treats of cruelty andclemency . . anticipates the defence
of the Terrorists.

b. Any one who attempts to further his views by
a system of coercive intimidation

; spec, applied to
members of one of the extreme revolutionary
societies in Russia.
1866 FITZPATRICK Sham Sqr. 180 Miss G

,
the daughter

of a Wexford terrorist, directed many of the tortures which
were so extensively practised. 1883 Harper's Mag. Jan.
315/2 _To [Russian] Terrorists it guarantees. .security on
condition of a . . pledge to abandon . . the revolutionary party.
1905 Westm. Gaz. 20 Sept. 2/1 Several notables are believed
to be more or less implicated in the actions of the Terrorists.

2. Dyslogistically : One who entertains, professes,
or tries to awaken or spread a feeling of terror or
alarm

; an alarmist, a scaremonger.
1803 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859) I. 26/1 The terrorists of this

country are so extremely alarmed at the power of Bonaparte.
1805 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XIX. 570 Some book
of the religious terrorists, which tended to infuse the alarm
of foul perdition. 1861 GEN. P. THOMPSON A tidi A It. Part.
III. clxxv. 209 What becomes of the pretended terrorists at
home who affect to be alarmed for the condition of every
white female in the Antilles?
3. attrib.
1801 HEL. M. WILLIAMS Fr. Rep. I. xi. 113 The defeat

of the terrorist-party. Ibid. xvi. 194 Under the terrorist
government of France. 1856 GOLDW. SMITH in Oxford Ess.
205 An advanced and slightly terrorist school of philanthro-
pists. 1884 in Pah'.Mall G. n Sept. 7/2 In the struggle we
are engaged in with the terrorist and autocratic Govern-
ments of Europe, and especially with that of Russia.
Hence Terrori'stic, -i-sticol adjs., characterized

by or practising terrorism.
1850 Bentley's Miscell. XXVIII. 407 This was the Govern-

ment styled
'

terroristical
'

by the Austrians ! 1875 POSTH
Gams i. Comm. (ed. 2) 81 This terroristic law . . was not

TER-SANCTTJS.

I abrogated till the time of Justinian. 1884 STEPNIAK in
Conteinp. Rev. Mar. 327 The gradual progress of the

1 terroristic tendency under the influence of Government
repression. 1887 Century Mag. Nov. 54 The leaders of the
'

terroristic or extreme revolutionary party.

Terrorize (te-roraiz), v. [f. TKKROR -t-
-I/.E.]

1. trans. To fill or inspire with terror, reduce to
a state of terror ; esp. to coerce or deter by terror.
1823 Douglas, or, Field ofOtterburn II. iii. 33 This wa's

alas f no crafty schem to terrorize my mind. 1874 H R*
REYNOLDS John Bapt. iv. v. 260 He bade them [soldiers'] to
terrorize no one. 1885 CLODD Myths f, Dr. i. ii. ,B Super,
stitions which yet more or less . . terrorise the ignorant.
2. intr. To rule, or maintain power, by terrorism

to practise intimidation. (After tyrannized)
1856 LEVER Martins o/Cro' M. xxxvii, It is one of Kate's

fancies to terrorise thus over weak minds. 1870 Daily News
9 Sept. 6 Count Bismarck, .openly, .terrorized over the
Prussian Chamber by relying upon the support of the army
Hence Te-rrorized ppl. a. ; Te-rrorizing^/. s/>.

and ///. a. ; also Terroriza'tion, the action of

terrorizing ; Te'rrorizer , one who terrorizes.
1889 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 26 Jan., The White Caps

..began their cowardly ancf brutal work of *terrorization in
the great state of Ohio. 1903 Conteinp. Rev. Oct. 586 The
Powers can do much by terrorisation. 1865 Sat. Rev
22 Apr. 470/2 The whimpering and "terrorized suppliants
against High Church domination. 1892 Ibid. 19 Mar. 3^0/1
Night gangs of masked "terrorizers. 1880 MCCARTHY O-jin
Times 1 V.liv. 133 It began to be common talk thatamong the
trades-associations there was systematic "terrorisine of the
worst kind.

-

., . .
,

arth. 1711 BAILEY, Terrulency, an Earthiness, a fulness
arth. Ibid., Terrulent, full of Eatth. 1717 vol. II,
rulentness, Earthiness, earthy Nature or Quality.

erry (te-ri), sbl, a. [Origin uncertain : it is

Devoid of terror ; exciting no dread.
1813 SHELLEY Q. Mabti. 61 How terrorless the triumph of

the grave ! 1886 RUSKIN Praeierita 1 viii. 248 Like a
cloudless and terrorless Arctic sea.

[Terrosity : see TERHESITT.]
Terrour, obs. form of TERRIER, TEBROB.
t Te-rrulent, a. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. temtlent-

us, f. terra earth : see-ULENT.] (See quots.) Hence
tTe'rrulentness. SofTe-iTulency Obs. rare-".
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Terrulent . . earthy or earthly, made

of earth. 1711 BAILEY, Terrulency, an Earthiness, a fulness
of Eart
Terru

Terry
not clear whether the word was orig. sb. or adj.
If adj., it may have been a corruption of F. tirf drawn j

cf. Ger. gezorener Sammet
' drawn velvet '.]

A. sb. 1. The loop raised in pile-weaving (PILE
si.6 3) left uncut ; also short for terryfabric, terry-
velvet, etc., see B.

1784 J. BENNETT Patent Specif. No. 1437 The Prince's

everlasting union pearl or terry. Ibid., The silk and mohair,
pearl or terry, or wove, to float as a sattin. 1853 URE Diet.
Arts I. 380 (Carpet weaving) Inserting a tag or wire to form
the rib or terry. 1861 Abridgm. Spec. Patents, Weaving
Index 1093, Terries raised on weft. 1879 WEBSTER Suppl.,
Terry, i. A kind of heavy silk and worsted material used in

upholstery. 2. Heavy red poplin for ladies' dresses. 1888
HoWKLLsAnttitKilburn xi,The furniture was in green terry.
2. In rope-making, An open reel.

1877 in KNIGHT Diet. Mtch. (Perh. not the same word.)
B. adj. Of pile-fabrics: Looped, having the

loops that form the pile left uncut, as terry file,

terry velvet (in F. velours fpinglf). Also, Of or

pertaining to such a fabric.

1835 Ladies' Cabinet Jan. 64 The new ones [hats} are

composed of. . plain velvet, and Terry velvet. Ibid. Feb. 202
A toque of pink terry velvet. 1851 Mech. Mag. 5 Apr.
278/2 Joseph Burch...For improvements in printing terry
and pile carpets [etc.]. ..Patent dated September 28, 1850.

1853 URE Diet. Arts I. 380 The fabric produced will be

plain or unornamented, with a looped or terry pile. 1878
BARLOW Hist. Weaving -zio Both cut and terry velvets are

now woven in power looms.

C. Comb., as terry-riiibed adj., terry-tveaving.
1885 Girfs Own Paper Jan. 202/1 The majority are made

of terry-ribbed silk. 1907 Macnt. Mag. Jan., Notes 19/2
New sections on terry weaving, the automatic supply o(

weft to looms, and warp stop motions, have been added.

Terry (te'ri), sb* A colloquial abbreviation of

TERRITORIAL, applied to members of the Terri-

torial Army ;
= TERRIER 2

3.

1907 Daily Chron. 31 Dec. 3/4 The
'

Terries
'

will be made
to feel that there is little or no difference between them and
the Tommies. Ibid. 4/7 Obviously some kind of a nick-

name must be found for the new Territorial Army. ..Upon
another page Mr. Charles Lowe boldly calls our soldiers of

the future ' The Terries '.

Terry, sb.'& : see TODDY.

Terry, var. TABY v. Obs., to provoke.

Terryare, -yer, obs. ff. TERRIER 2
, 3.

t Te-rrye. Obs. Short (or error) for TERRIER 2
.

1608 SYLVESTER Dit Bartas n. iv. Decay 939 The eager

Dogs are cheer'd with claps and cryes,. .And all the Earth

rings with the Terryes yearning.

Terryen, var. TERRIEN Obs., earthly.

t Te-rsail. Sc. Obs. In 6 tersaill. [app. ad.

OF. tercel, tiercel,
' a measure of wine

'

(Godef.),
deriv. of tiers third, TIERCE.] = TIERCE (of wine).
IS-. Aberdeen Regr. (Jam.), Tersaill of wyne. [1825

JAMIESON. Tersaill,.. the third part of a pipe, a tierce.]

Tersal, Tersan, obs. ff. TERCEL, TERTIAN.

II Ter-sanctns (t5:jsse-ijkts). [L. ter thrice +
sanctus holy.] See quots., and SANCTHS, TRISAGION.

1832 W. PALMER Orig. Liturg. I. 39 After this follows the



TERSE.

hymn Tcrsanctus. 1842 HonK Cti. Diet., Tersattctits, the
|

Latin title of the hymn iti the Liturgy beginning 'Willi

Angels and Archangels', &c...In the Liturgy of Milan it

has been used from time immemorial, under the name of

Tris(iiniii. *&9* ^- WHUAKKR Stud. Aid Prttytr /<-. 81

The Triumphal or Seraphic Hymn. This hymn is sometimes
called Ter-Sanctus (Thrice holy). It is indeed a Bibli-.il

Ter-Sanctus, but it is not the '

Liturgical Trisagion '.

Terse (tais), a. Also 7 terce, tearce, teirce.

[ad. L. ters-us, pa. pple. of tergere, -Ire to wipe.]
j

fl. Wiped, brushed ; smoothed; clean-cut, sharp-
cut ; polished, burnished

; neat, trim, spruce.
1601 B. JONSON Poetaster III. i, I am enamour 'd of this

street.. 'tis so polite and terse. 1607 DKKKEH & WKHSTER
Northiv. Hoe it. i, 1st neate, U it terse ! am I hansome?
ha ! 16x5 CROOKE Body ofMan 20 This Man. .so laboured

vpon it, that he left it smooth and terce. 1613 COCKRRAM,
Teirce, fine, neat, spruce. 1640 WII.KINS New Planet ix.

(1707) 256 The concave Superficies of that Sphere (the

Moon] is usually supposed to l>e exactly terse and smooth.

1824 Miss MITFORD tillage Ser. 1.39 (Mod. Antig.) Mrs.
Frances' features.. were rather terse and

sharp.
t 2. Jig. Polite, polished, refined, cultured : esp.

in reference to language. Obs. (passing into 3).
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. in. xv. (1628) 132 A polite

and terse Academicke. 1631 MASSINGKR Emperor East i. ii,

Your polite and terser gallants. 1695 J. EDWARDS Perfect.
Script. 6 Castellio. .hath turned the whole Bible into pure,
terse, elegant Latin. 1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry \

Diss. ii. (1840) I. p. cxviii, Henry of Huntingdon, .was like*

wise a terse and polite Latin poet of this period. Ibid. II.

xxvii. 365 A terse conciseness of sentences.

8. spec. Freed from verbal redundancy ; neatly
concise ; compact and pithy in style or language.

(The current use.)
1777 W. WHITEHEAD Coat's Beard i In eight terse lines

has Phaedrus told. .A tale of goats. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. vi. II. 16 note, An eminently clear, terse, and spirited

summary. 1866 FELTON Anc. ft Mod. Gr. I. II. i. 286 The
tersest simplicity and most pregnant brevity of speech. 1868
FREEMAN Nornt.Conq. II. x. 475 note. The Peterborough
Chronicler is almost startling in his terse brevity.

f 4. Applied to claret ; also absol. as sb. Obs.

(Perh. not the same word. Some suggest Thiers, name of
a wine.producing place in Puy-de-Dume.)
1671 SHADWELL Humourists iv. Wks. 1720 I. 179 Must

I stay 'till by the strength of terse claret you have wet

yourself into courage. 1687 SEDLEY Bellamira n. i, 1 am
so full I should spill terse at every jolt. Ibid., He grudg'd
his money for honest terse.

Terse, var. TARSE Obs. ; obs. f. TIERCE.

Tersel, -ell(e, -elet, obs. ff. TERCEL, -CELET.

Tersele, variant of TAESEL Obs.

Tersely (tausli), adv. [f.
TERSE + -LY 2

.] In

a terse manner or style. fa. In a refined or

elegant manner
; elegantly, politely. Obs.

1590 B. JONSON Ev. Man out of Hum. Dram. Pers.,

Fastidious Brisk.. swears tersely, and with variety. 1648
HERRICK Hesper., Country Life 27 Thus thou canst tearcely
live tosatisfie The belly chiefly ; nottheeye. a 1661 FUI.LKR
Worthies (1662) 11. Lincoln. 165 That one living in so igno.
rant and superstitious a generation could write so tercely.

b. In relation to language : Neatly, concisely.

1874 GREEN Short Hist. ix. 10. 704 The cry of the York
mob. .expressed tersely the creed of the English trader. 1903
Times i Apr. 9/5 The Judge has tersely summed this up.

Terseness (t5-jsnes). [f.
TERSE a. + -NESS.]

The quality of being terse : fa. of being clean-cut
;

sharpness or smoothness of outline. Obs.

1801 PALEY Nat. Theol. xv. (ed. 2) 294 The compactness
of its form, arising from the terseness of its limbs. 1828

Miss MITFORD Village Ser. in. 183 (Hay-carrying) A well-

made little man . . with considerable terseness of feature.

b. Polish, elegance, or neatness of style; in

mod. use, Neat and forcible conciseness.

1782 J. WARTON Ets. Pope II. 314 Gay.. wrote with neat-

ness" and terseness. 1808 HAN. MORE Calebs I. ii. at For

giving a terseness and a polish to conversation.. nothing is

equal to the miscellaneous society of London. 1864 Sat.

Rev. 31 Dec. 801/2 Landor had a. .terseness and force of

expression, whicharrested the attention and won the admira-

tion of his immediate contemporaries.

Terset, Tersia, obs. ff. TEKCET, TARSIA.

tTersion (ta-jfsn). Obs. rare. [ad. L. type

*tersion-em, n. of action from tergere (-?re), ters-

to wipe : see -ION.] The action of wiping.
1676 BOYLE Meek. Origin of Electr. Wks. 1772 IV. 347

Another observation . .about these bodies, is, that they require
tersion as well as attrition;, .weaker electricks require to be

as well wiped as chafed. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I,

increased its susceptibility of [electric] excitation.]

t Te'rsive, a. Obs. [f. L. ters-, ppl. stem of

tergere, -Ire (see prec.) + -]VE.] Having power to

cleanse as by wiping ;
detersive ; detergent.

1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 359 For the Eye-waters, I con-

ceived them more strongly tersive, and clearing the Eyes.

1677 PLOT Oxjonlsh. 49 Such a pleasant titillation, as invites

the Patient to rub on the tersive water.

Terslet, Tertane, Tertenant, obs. ff. TERCE-

LET, TABTAN.TERRETENANT. Terter.var. TERTRE.

t Ter-terrify, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [See TEU-.]
trans. To terrify threefold ;

to frighten extremely.
01618 SYLVESTER Mysterie Wks. (Grosart) II. 3'7A

Destroyeth, Buildeth, .. Confounds, Confirmesj Ter-terri-

fies, Sweet Consolation sings.

Te-rtia. Now Hist. Also 7 teroia. [app. an

altered form of TERCIO, TERTIO, due to obscurity
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of final vowel.] A division of infantry : see qnot.
'

1870; aTKRcm; a regiment; also transf.
1630 H. JoNsns AV7i- Inn III. i, 'Twill !>e desired Only, the

expressions were a little more Spanish ;. .To call Ihrni

lertias tertia of the kitchen, Terlia of the cellar, tertia of

the chamber, And tertia of the stables. 1644 R. SYMOSDS

Diary Civ. War (Camden) 159 When the King's army was
in Cornwall, the infantry was divided into three Trt '

and every tertia should consist of three brigades. Ibid, i< 7

Lord Aslleys 'IVnia of foot made the approaches. 1670
1 IRVDKN 2rf I't. I

'i'if. Granada I. i, That tertia of Ital

did you guide. 1819 SCOTT Leg. Mnntrose ii. 1870 C. K.

MARKHAM Life Ld. l-'airfax vii. 6t A foot regiment was. .

formed in solid square battalions ten deep, called tertias, the

pikes in the centre, and the musketeers on either flank.

Tertial(,ta'jjal),a.andrf. Ornith. [t.]-..terti-us

third + -AL.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to the third

rank or row of
quill-

or flight-feathers in the wing
of a bird. b. so. A flight-leather of the third row ;

sometimes erroneously applied to secondaries on
the elbow-joint. See TERTIARY B. 3.

1836 SWAINSON Nat. Hist. Birds I. I. iii. 81 They [Quills]
..form three divisions, distinguished as the primaries, the

secondaries, and the tertials.. .The tertials. .have their origin
from the humerus. 1842 UKANDE Diet. Sc., etc., Tertials.

1874 COUES Birds ff. W. 665 The color ofthe mantle extends
. .to the tips of the tertials.

Tertian (t5uj"an), a. and sb. Forms: 4 ter-

tiane, 4-6 -oian(e, -cyan, 6 -cyen, -san, (tar-

oian), 8 terclon, 6- tertian. [ME. in fever ter-

ciane, or terciane, ad . 'L.febris tertiana, also tertiana

sb., f. tertius third : see -AN. Cf. OF. iicrcain(e

adj.(i3thc.inGodef.),///:rj-aj*sb.afever(i2thc.).]
A. adj. L Path. Of a fever or ague : Character-

ized by the occurrence of a paroxysm every third

(i. e. every alternate) day.
In eajly use following the sb. as in F. ; cf. QUOTIDIAN.
c 1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. T. 139 Ye shul haue a ffeuere

tercmne Or an Agu. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vii.

xxxix. (Bodl. MS.), A Feuere Terciane.. greueb fro be brid

daye to the brid and namelich aboute be brid houre. 1625
HART Anat. Ur. I. v. 48 During her husbands sicknesse,

being a long and tedious, first Tertian, then double Tertian

feauer. 1712 tr, Pontet'sHist. Drugs 1. 37 To cure Quotidian,
Tertian and Quartan Agues. 1834 J. FORBES Laennec's Dis.
Chest (ed. 4) 318 Sometimes it is attended at the beginning
by chills, which return with the tertian, double tertian, or

quotidian type.

1 2. Third in order. Obs.

1592 WVRLEY Armorie, Capitall de Bus 123 They made
three battels and a reregard, The first had Glesquine, . .The
Earle of Aucer ruld the second ward, Th'arcn priest did

their tertian battell hold.

3. Alus. Applied to the mean-tone temperament

(in which the major thirds are perfectly in tune).

1875 A. J. ELLIS Helmholtz's Sensat. Tone 649 Mean-

tone, Mesotonic or Tertian Temperament.

4. Tertian Father : in the Society of Jesus, a

member of the order who is passing through the

last of the three stages of probation, which pre-

pares him for admission to the final vows.

1855 [implied in TERTIANSHIP]. 1876 J. MORRIS in J. H.
Pollen Life vii. (1896) 181 Three different communities under
one Rector the novices, scholastics, and Tertian Fathers.

B. sb. L Short for tertian ague orfever.
Double tertian, one in which there are two sets of par

oxysms, each recurring every third (i. e. alternate) day.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. xn. Bo Mi name is feuere, on be

fer(>e day I am a-brest euere : . . men haue I tweyne, pat on

is called cotidian . . ,
Tercian bat oper, trewe drinkeres bobe 1

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 291 He fel in a tercian, that

continued many dayes. 1565 BLUNDEVIL Horsemanship
IV. v. (1580) 4 Manie other speciall kinds, as Quotidians,

Tertians, Quartanes. 1651 WITTIE Primrose's Pop. Err.
in. 151 Lying sick of a Tertian. 1844 LEVER T. Burke Ixxiii,

The tertian of Egypt, so fatal among the French troops, now
numbered him among its victims,

f 2. An obsolete liquid measure for wine, oil, etc.,

the third of a tun, i. e. 84 wine gallons (
= 70 im-

perial gallons) ; also, a large cask of this capacity ;

a puncheon. See also quot. 1542. Obs.

1423 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 256/1 The Terciane iiii" iiii

alons. 1531-2 Act 23 Hen. Vlll, c. 7 Euery butt of

dalmesey shuld conteyne cxxvi galons,.. euery tarcian or

poncheon Ixxxiiii galons. 1542 RECORDE Gr. Artes (1575)

206 Of wine and oyle the Tertian holdeth 84 Gallons. . . But

. .there bee other kindes of Tertians : for there be Tertians

(y
1 is to saye) Thirdles of Pypes. of Hoggesheaddes, and

Barrels. 1740 Phit. Trans. XLVI. 53 It is declared that

the Tun of Wine, Oil, and Honey, should contain.. 252

Gallons; the Pipe or Butt 126; the I'ertian 84.

8. In Scottish Universities (now only at Aberdeen),

a student in his third year. Also altrib.

1857 CLERK MAXWELL in Life x. (1882) 296 Where Tertian

and Semi are hot in dispute And the voice of the Magistrand
never is mute. 1894 W. L. Low D. Thomson iv. 83 During

my Tertian year we were examined by him only once. 1805

ANNA M. STODDART J. S. Blackie I. 228 He followed the

Natural Philosophy and Moral Philosophy courses as a

tertian and a magistrand.
4. A mixture stop on an organ, consisting of a

tierce and larigot combined.

1876 HILES Catech. Organ x. (1878) 77. 1898 STAINER &
BARRETT Diet. MHS. Terms, Tertian, an organ stop com.

posed of two ranks of pipes, sounding a major third and

fifth of the foundation pipes, in the third octave above : a

Tierce and Larigot on one slider.

5. Geom. A curve of the third order, a cubic, rare.

1891 in Cent. Did.
Q. Short for Tertian Father : see A. 4.

galo
Mal

TERTIARY.
Hence Te-rtianihip

'

'K. C. Cli.], the position of

rxring a Tertian Father 'see A. 4 .

1855 R. Bovi.i. /,'. v. H'isemait 56 After he has been
-

lie is reqifned to retire into, what is technically
called, a tertianship, or a third year's probation. 1892 J II

N Acts Enr. Martyrs 358 He a Minister of ihe
lerliaiiihip al Ghent and then Prefect and Confessor at
Si. Oiucrs.

t Tertiar, v. Obs. rare. Also 6 terciar. [d.
It. terliare 'to thiide the pike' (Florio 1598), or
ad. Sp. terciar (la pica) 'to shake or brandish

pike, to come to push of pike with the enemy
'

(Minsheu 1599).] (See quots.)
1598 BABRET Theor. Warres 17 He ought, being a pike-

man, to tertiar or charge his pike. Ibid. in. ii. 4; The pike*
being Terciard or charged ouer hand. {Ibid. Clow.. Ter.
tiare, a Spanish word, and is to third the pike, eiil..

beare the same vpon his shoulder, or to charge the some
ouer hand.]

Tertiary (ta-ijiari), a. and sb. Also 6 tcrcy ary.

[f. L. tertiari-us of the third part or rank, f. ttrti-

tis third : see -ART 1. So F. tertiaite]
A. adj. 1. Of, in, or belonging to the third

order, rank, degree, class, or category ; third.

1656 BLOUNT Gloiiagr., Tertiary, . . of, or belonging to the

third, or third sort, tertian. 1831 BREWSTER Optics ix. 84
When one prism of a different angle is thus made to correct

the dispersion of another prism, a tertiary spectrum is pro-
duced. 1860 MAYNK Expos. Lex. s. v. ( A tertiary peduncle
is the second degree of ramification of a compound peduncle,
or a bough of the branch which gives off the peduncle. 1865
RUSKIN Sesame i. 8 5, 1 venture to assume that you will admit

duty as at least a secondary or tertiary motive. 1871 EAKI v.

Philol. Eng. Tongue f 428 The adverb is the tertiary or third

presentive word.

b. Cheui. Applied to the substitution ammonias
formed by the replacement of all three hydrogen
atoms by an alcohol or acid radical.

1857 MILLER Elem. Chent. III. 337 The tertiary amides
are readily prepared from such silver salts of the secondary
amides. 1862 Ibid. 423 Tertiary Monatnidts. ln these

bodies the 3 atoms of hydrogen in ammonia are displaced

by a corresponding number of radicles, one of which at least

must be of an electro-negative character.

2. Geol. Forming a third series in point of origin
or age. t Applied by early geologists to moun-
tains of the most recent formation, b. In modem
geology, Of or pertaining to the third series of

stratified formations : formerly including all those

above the chalk ; now restricted to the strata from

the Eocene to the Pliocene, both inclusive. Also

called CAINOZOIC.
[G. ARDUINO Lett, in Nxova Raccolta d"ofusc. sclent.

VI. 159 (1760) Monti, .primitivi o primari. .secondari. .e ter-

7iari, h monti e colli del terzo ordine, che sta a ridosso del

secondo e talvolta anche del prime..] 1704 SULLIVAN yiev
Nut. I. x. 78 He [Pallas] maintained, that in addition to

these primordial mountains, there were others_of a more
recent origin. These he called secondary and tertiary. [18. .

CrviER & BRONCW. Descr. Geol. Env. Paris(i&T2) 9 Terrains

tertiatres.] a 1812 KIRWAN (Webster 1828), Tertiary mountains

are such as result from the ruins of other mountains pro-

miscuously heaped together. 1822 CONYBEARE & PHILLIPS

Geol. Eng. ft >r. I Tertiary Rocks. Comprising the Forma-
tions above the Chalk. 1824-5 D. Ol MSTED Geol. N.Caro-
lina (Webster), Tertiary formation, a series of horizontal

strata, more recent than chalk beds... It comprehends the

alluvial formation .. and the diluvial formation. 1830 LYBLL
Princ. Geol. I. 49 Arduino, in his memoirs on the mountains

of Padua, Vicenza, and Verona, first recognized the distinc-

tion between primary, secondary, and tertiary rocks, 1833

IHd. III. p. vii, A large collection of tertiary shells. 1862

M'CosH Supernatural n. ii. 2. 183 Nor does Man descend

from the mammals which preceded him in the tertiary age.

1863 LYELL A ntif. Man i. 3 Previously to the year 18,33,
. .the

strata called Tertiary had been divided by geologists into

Lower, Middle, and Upper.
8. Painting: Applied to a colour formed by the

mixture of two secondary colours.

1848 WORNUM in Led. Paint, an toll. Although there

are but three primitive colours, painters have nine.
t
These

are yellow, red, blue;.. orange, purple, green, _which are

secondary ;. .russet, olive, citnne, which are tertiary, being

compounds of the secondaries.

4. Path. Of or belonging to the third or last

stage of syphilis.
1875 H. C. WOOD Thcrap. (1879) 404 In tertiary syphilis,

including in the term all cases of syphiHtic bone, visceral,

or nervous disease, the remedy is really of inestimable value.

1899 Allcutt's Syst. Med. VII. 668 It has. .been
considered_

inappropriate in this article to introduce the terms'secondary'

and 'tertiary 'as applicable to the incidence ofthe phenomena
of cerebral syphilis.

5. K. C. Ch. Of or belonging to the Third Order

in certain religions fraternities: see B. I.

A Third Order, of lay members not subject to the strict

ng tti

(See Catholic Diet.)

1891 R. H. BUSK in ff. , Q. 7th Ser. XI. aV The

Franciscans, who loved [Dante], and in whose tertiary

habit he was shrouded in the supreme hour. 1899 ll'es/m.

Gaz. i Sept 2/3 The Tertiary- Sister was discharged yester-

day. 1902 Daily Chron. i Sept. 5/6 The murderer was a

tertiary lay brother of the Dominican order.

6. Ornith. Applied to certain feathers of the

wing : see B. 3. Cf. TKRTIAL.

1858 J. WILSON in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) XVI. 733 'i The

tertials or tertiary feathers are derived from the humerus or

arm-bone.



TERTIATE.

B. sb. 1. K. C. Ch. A member of the Third

Order of certain religious fraternities : see A. 5.

1550 linage Ipocr. iv. 213 in Skelton's Wks. (1843) II. 441/2

Some be Tercyaris, And some be of St. Marys. l8zo SOUTIIEY

Wesley II. 565 It may.. deserve to be recognized as an

auxiliary institution, its ministers being analogous to the

regulars, and its members to the tertiaries and various con-

fraternities of the Romish Church. 1909 Westm,Gaz. zsjuly

3/3 The late Marquis [of Ripon], besides being a fervent

Tertiary of St. Francis, was a friend in need to the Franciscan

Order.

2. Geol. A stratum or formation belonging to the

Tertiary system : see A. 2.

1851 WOODWARD Mollusca i. 45 In the miocene tertiaries

of Asia .Minor. 1885 Lyelts Elem. Geol. ix. (ed. 4) no The
whole of the Tertiaries were at first confounded with the

superficial alluviums of Europe.
3. Ornith. (pi.) The quill- or flight-feathers that

grow upon the humerus in the wing of a bird.

1834 MUDIE Feathered Tribes Brit. Isles (1841) I. 10

The tertiaries or third quills of the wings. 1871 COUF.S

If. Amer. Birds 36 The Tertiaries. .are, properly, the

remiges that grow upon the upper arm. [Cf. TERTIAU]

4. Path, (pi.) Tertiary syphilitic symptoms : see

A. 4.

1897 J. HUTCHINSON in Arch. Surf. VIII. 218 Those who
remain well and never present tertiaries.

5. Painting. A tertiary colour : see A. 3.

1854 FAIRHOLT Diet. Terms Art s. v. Secondary Colours,

When two secondaries are mixed together . . they cannot

neutralise each other, but only form half-tones or tertiaries.

1897 Daily Ifems 20 May 7/4 Mr. Rhead is fortunate in

handling effectively the most brilliant of positive colours as

well as the quieter tertiaries.

t Tertiate (ts'-iji^t),
Obs. [f. ppl. stem of

late I,, tertiare, f. tertius third.]
1. trans. To do (anything) for the third time : in

quot. 1628, to introduce for the third time or

support as third spokesman.
1623 COCKERAM, Tertiate, to doe a thing three times.

1628 WOTTON in Reliq. (1672) 559 The Personage that should

first, or second or tertiate your business with the King.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tertiate. . to Till ground, or do any
thing the third time [ed. 1674 adds to tri-fallow].

2. Mil. To poise (a lance or pike) : cf. TERTIAB.

(11691 BOYLE Hist. Air xix. (1692) 183 They tertiate

their Lance,., that is, they poise it in their Hand.

3. Mil. To ascertain the strength of a cannon by
measuring its thickness by means of caliper com-

passes, in three places : see quot. 1 704.
1672 J. ROBERTS Compl. Canonier 35 To tertiate a Piece

of Ordnance. 1704 J. HARRIS <r;r. Techn. I. s. v., To Tertiate

a Great Gun, is to Know the thickness of the Metal at the

Touch-hole, the Trunnions, and at the Muzzle. 1838 J. M.
SPEARMAN Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 393 To tertiate a piece of

ordnance, is to examine whether it has the due thickness of
metal at the vent, &c.

So f Tertia-tion.

1658 PHILLIPS, Tertiation, . . a dividing into three, also
a doing anything the third time.

Tertip, variant of TEKCIO Obs., a regiment, etc.

Te-rtio-geniture. nonce-wd. [f. tertio-, fr. L.
terli-us third, after primogeniture.] Right of suc-

cession or inheritance belonging to the third-born.

1855 M. BRIDGES Pop. Mod. Hist. 420 Austria had a pros-
pect . . of ultimately succeeding to the beautiful dominions of

Este, as a tertio-geniture for her family.

II Tertium quid (t5ufim kwi-d). [L., app.
rendering Gr. Tpirov TI, 'some third thing'.]

Something (indefinite or left undefined) related in

some way to two (definite or known) things, but
distinct from both.

(Gr. TpiVof Tt occurs in Plato Sophist 250. The Latin form
is in Irenaeus Adv. Her. z. i. 3 (c 196), where it doubtless

represents TPITOV rt of the lost Greek original ; also, in
Tertullian Adv. Praxean 27 (a 220), and tertium nescio quid
in Hilary Synod. 73 (358). The passage in Tertullian
mentions electrum as an example of a body produced by
the mixture of gold and silver ; and app. tertium quid was
used by the alchemists of a third substance different from
its two constituents : see quot. from Bailey, and cf. next.

Examples of the phrase in English context are late.)

[1613 Theatrjim Chemicum, Index, Tertium quid. 1101,
1085.] 1724 BAILEY, Tertium Quid, (among Chymists) the
Result of the Mixture of some two Things, which forms
something very different from both. L[atin}. [1809-10
COLERIDGE Friend (s&l$> I. 157 The baleful product or ter-
tium Aliquid, of this union retarded the civilization of
Europe for Centuries.] 1826 Edin. Rev. Sept. 255 Balancing
the opinions of Gall against those of Spurzheim, or com-
pounding out of them a tertium quid. 1881 R. ADAMSON
Fichtt v. 1 10 While . . we appear to assert that the two orders
of facts make up all that is, we have in reality placed along-
side of them, .the thinking subject or mind, a tertium quid
which certainly stands in need of some explanation. 1902
MENZIES Demonic Possess. If. T. vi. 187 The achievement
was either devilish or divine. There was no tertium quid.

IITertium sal (tauji&n sari). Client. Obs. [med.
L., = ' third salt

'.] See quot.
"753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Tertium Sa!, a third salt,

a term used in chemistry to express a salt resulting from
the mixture of an acid and an alkali, which partakes so of
the nature of both, as to be itself neither acid nor alkali,
but neutral. 1860 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

II Tertius (ta-jjife). [L. tertius third.] In
some public schools, appended to a surname to
designate the youngest (in age or standing) of
three boys of that name. Cf. MAJOR A. fc,MINOR A. 7 b, PKIMUS A. 2, SECUNDDS.
i87o(At Mill Hill School this year there were) Smith Major,
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Minor, and Tertius. 1899 Kii'LiNC Stalky vi. 175
The Head

called them over, too-majors, minors, and tertmses.

f Tertre. 06s. Also terter. [a. F. terlre a

hillock (Roland nth c.).] A little hill; a rising

ground ;
an eminence. Cf. TERRITORY 2

.

1480 CAXTON Ovid's Mel. x. iv, He sat vpon a terlre in a

playn felde. 1481 Godcffmy cxxii. 185 The barons acorded

that they wold close this litil terter and waye.

II Tertulia (tert-ka). Also 8 tertulla, 8-9

tertullia. [Sp. tertulia a conference, an evening

party, soiree.] An evening party in Spain.

1785 BECKFORD Italy, Spain [etc.] (1834) II. 305 Of goings

to balls, theatres, and tertullias. 1828 VV. IRVING in Life t,

Lett. (1864) 11.573,1 have become one of the most dissipated

men upon town ; continually at soirees and tertullias. 1845

FOKD Handl'k. Spain \. ii. 161 They meet in church, on the

Alameda, and at their tertulias.

Tertudliana-de. [f. as next + -ADB.] A tirade

or invective after the manner of Tertullian.

1819 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XC. 182 A Philippic,

or, rather, a Tertullianade, against theatricals.

Tertullianism (tajt-lianiz'm). Eul. [f.

proper name Tertullian, ad. L. Tertullian-us.]

The doctrine of Tertullian, a famous Christian

writer of the late 2nd and
early 3rd c., a modifica-

tion of Montanism, or the rigid ascetic discipline

connected with this. So Tertu-llianist, one of

a sect who followed this doctrine and discipline.

1701 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. in. i. i. 14. IQ/I He [Mr.

Cotton] practically appeared in opposition to lertullianism,

by proceeding unto a Second Marriage. 1710 Brit. Apollo
II.No. 84. 2/1 He. .gave name to a Sect calt'd Tertullianists

about the Year 245. 1831-3 E. BURTON Eccl. Hist. xxii.

(1845) 463 A sect of Tertullianists..continued at Carthage
till the end of the fourth century.

Teru.Teruagaunt.obs. ff.TEBED.TERMAGANT.

II Teru-tero (te'r c
te

r

ro). Also tero-tero, teru-

teru. [From its noisy cry.]
The Cayenne lapwing or spur-winged plover,
Vanellus cayennensis.
1839 DARWIN Voy. Nat. vi (1873) ir4 The tem-tero . . is

another bird, which often disturbs the stillness of the night.

1884 W. B. BARROWS in The Auk July =78 (Funk) Tero-

tero. .is the bane of all water-fowl shooting in the marshes.

Terve, variant of TlBVE v. 06s., to torn.

Tery, Terytory, obs. ff. TARKY v., TERRITORY.

11 Terza (te-rtsa),a. and.!*. Mus, Also (masc.)
terzo. [It. terza, fern, of terzo third : L. Urtia\
a. adj. The third, as in opera terza, the third work ;

violino terzo, third violin, b. sb. A third ; also

in terza, in three parts ; terzo = TBIO.

1734 Short Explic. For. Was. in Mus. Bks^ Terza, a
Third. .. Opera Terza,.. I'iolina Terza. Ibid., In Terza,
. .Songs or Tunes in Three Parts, the same as Trio below.

Terzain (tojz^i-n). rare 1
, [app. ad. It. terzina,

after quatrain.} A stanza or set of three lines.

1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. xi. ix, The sublime terzains of Dante.

II Terza rima (te-rtsa n-ma). [It.,
= ' third

rime
'.]

An Italian form of iambic verse, consist-

ing of sets of three Hues, the middle line of each

set riming with the first and last of the succeeding

(a /i a, b c
l>,

c d c, etc.).

1819 BYRON ProfA. Dante Pref., The measure adopted is

the terza rima of Dante. 1869 TOZEH ///// Turkey\\. 252
Italian in Dante's time rendered more manageable the intri-

cacies of the terza rima.

Terzet, -zetta, -zette, variants of TERCET.

II Terzetto (tertse-tto). Mns. PI. -i (-). [It,

terzetto : see TEHCET.] A (small) trio, esp. vocal.

1734 Short Explic. For. Wds. in Mus. Bits., Terzetto,
little Airs in Three Parts. 1816 T. L. PEACOCK Headlong
Hallx\\\

t
Mr. Chromatic,, .with the assistance of his two.,

daughters, regaled the ears of the company with the

following terzetto. 1833 C. MACFARLANE Banditti fy

Robbers (1837) 187 (StanfV) At the conclusion of the duetto

they begged for the grace of a terzetto.

II Terzina (tertsf-na). [It. terzina a triplet.]
A stanza or set of three lines

;
= TEKCET.

1836 Pop. Encycl. 1 1. 592/1 The terzina first reached its

perfection in the time of Dante. 1893 Nation (N. V.)
16 Feb. 129/1 Dante arranges his poem in stanzas of three
lines each, and rarely overruns from terzina to terzina.

Tescare, -cana : see TEZKEUE.
Tesohemaeherite (tej/moe'kareit). Min.

[Named after its discoverer E. F. Teschemacher :

see -ITE 1 i b.] Acid carbonate of ammonium,
found in yellowish crystals and masses in guano.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 705 Tcschemacherite. Bicarbo-

nate of Ammonia.
Teschenite (te-Jensit). Geol. Also tesehin-

ite. [f. Teschen (see def.) + -ITE ! I b.] A name
given to certain eruptive rocks, occurring at Teschen
in Austrian Silesia and elsewhere, intercalated and
intrusive in the Cretaceous formation.
Used by different geologists with very varying extension.
1866 LAWRENCE Cotta's Rocks Class. (1878) 140 Teschinite

is the name given . . to a rock whose mass is chiefly felsitic,
and in which hypersthene forms long black needles. 1888
RUTLEY Rock-I-'orming Min. 115 A constant constituent of
the rocks termed Teschenites.

Tese, obs. f. TEASE ; var. TEISE sb. and v.l Obs.

t Teseke, obs. form of PHTHISIC.
c 1460 Play Sacram. 538 in Non-Cyclt Myst. Plays (1909)

74f>e poose, be sneke, or be teseke.

Tesel, tesill, tesle, obs. forms of TEASEL.

TESSELLATE.

t Test(e. Obs. Ofuncertain origin and meaning.
If the meaning is 'task

', cf. F. tactic, OF. tascke.

1596 HARINGTON Apology Bb vij b, I haue good authorityes,
for my teshe. 1596 Mctam. Ajax D v, I must still keep
me to my tesh. 1596 Ulysses upon Ajax D v b, But
return we to Misacmos' teshe, I long to hear his conclusion.

16*5 BRATHWAIT Five Senses 309 The more numerous and
odious they were ; when they came to the Tcsh.

|| Tesho-, Teshu-lama : see LAMA. Teskari,
teskere, etc. : see TKZKERE. Teslet, -lot, obs.

forms of TASLET. Tesmoingnal, -monage :

see TESTIMONIAL, -MONAQE.

Tessara- (te-sara), also tessera-, a. Gr. fia-

aapa, -epa, neuter pi. and comb, form of -riaoapes,

-fxs four, used in Greek compounds, and forming
the first element inafew English words adopted from
or formed on Greek. Te ssarade-cad [DECAD],
a group of fourteen. Tessaradecasyllabon
[DECASYLLABON], a line of fourteen syllables.

Te-ssaraglo t a., in, of, or pertaining to four

languages ;
= TETRAGLOT. Te'ssarako st [ad.

Gr. rfaaapaKoarq a fortieth] : see quot. Tessa-

ra-phthong [after DIFHTHONG], a group of four

vowels. Te^sserato'mio a. [after dichotomic},

involving division into four parts.
1855 W. H. MILL Applic. Panth. Prim. (1861) 152 In the

text
o_f

St. Matthew, dividing the "tessarodecads at the

captivity. 1874 FARRAK Christ 8 The symmetrical arrange-
ment into tesseradecads. c 1610 BOLTON Hypercritica iv.

3 Chapman's Iliads, those I mean which are translated
into *Tessara-decasyllabons, or lines of fourteen Syllables.

1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. 111.73 Whose "Tessaraglott
Bible [Complutensian Polyglot] was finish'd about 1517.

1851 BORROW I.avenzro xiv. I. 191 A tessara-glpt grammar
..of the French, Italian, Low Dutch, and English tongues.
1850 GROTKGreece n. Ixiii. VIII. 138 Receiving.. three *tes-

sarakosts (a Chian coin of unknown value) for each man
among his seamen. 1887 Sat. Rev. 17 Dec. 818 What Mr.
Gladstone would call the trichotomic, or rather the *tes-

seratomic, division of parties.

t Te'ssel. Obs. rare. [ad. L. or It. tessella.

So F. tesselle (Littre).]
= TESSELLA.

1657 TOMLINSON Return's Disf. 132 Matter formed into

Pils. .or planed into Tessels.

So f Te'sseled a. [peril, ad. It. tessellato, pa. pple.
of tessellare ' to make or worke checker-worke or

inlaid worke' (Florio), f. tessella a small tessera:

cf. F. tesselU (Littre)], tessellated.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 543 Yea all the house
was paved with checker and tesseled worke.

Tessel, -e, obs. forms of TEASEL.

II Tessella (tese-la). PI. -SB
; rarely -as. Also

8 -ela. [L., dim. of TESSEKA.] A small tessera.

1693 tr. BlancariCs Pays. Diet. (ed. 2), Tessellm, the same
with Rotulx or Tabellx. 1717-41 [see TESSELLATED i].

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., fesselx, a word used in

pharmacy to express lozenges cut into regular figures. 1885
Athenxum 29 Aug. 278/3 No endeavour is made to fasten

loose tessella! into their sockets.

Tessellar (te-selai) ,
a.

[f. prec. + -AB. ] Of the

nature or form of tessellse.

1847 in WEBSTER. 1899 Todtts Cycl. Anat. V. 253/2 It

[Lunaria Vulgaris] consists originally of a single layer of
tessellar cells.

Tessellate (te-selft), a. (sl>.) Also -elate,

[ad. late L. lessellat-us : see next.] = TESSELLATED.
i8a6 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 289 Tessellate,..

painted in checquer-work. 1872 LONGP. Wayside Inn HI.

Azrael s King Solomon..on the pavement tesselate Was
walking. 1876 J. ELLIS Caesar in Egypt 30 Along the

floor, Chromatic, tesselate with marbles rare.

B. sb. in Variegated tessellate, an American

butterfly, Hesperia montivagus, found in Florida,

Mexico, and the Rocky Mountains.

1909 in Cent. Dict^ Suppl.

Tessellate (te-sek't), v. Also 8-9 tesselate.

[f. ppl. stem of late or med.L. tessellare (pa. pple.
tessellat-us : cf. also It. tessellare in Florio), f. L.

tessella TESSELLA. The pa. pple. tessellated occurs

earlier than the finite vb. : see next.]
L trans. To make into a mosaic; to form a

mosaic upon, adorn with mosaics; to construct

(esp. a pavement) by combining variously coloured

blocks so as to form a pattern.
1791 E. DARWIN Bat. Card. i. 95 And dull Galena tessel-

lates the floor. i8a6 P. POUNDEN France <$ It. 27 The floor

is tesselated with great elegance. 1862 RAWLINSON Anc.
Mon. I. v. 125 Pieces of marble used for tesselating.

b. transf. antijig.
1817 COLERIDGE Satyrane's Lett. iii. in Biog. Lit., etc.

(1882) 264 The wood-work, .in old houses among us..being

painted red and green, it cuts and tesselates the buildings

very aily. 1858 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 269 It is

most ingeniously tesselated into a sort of Epicurean Eclogue
in a Persian Garden. 1869 LECKY Europ. Mor. I. ii. 335
The affectation of some to tesselate their conversation with

antiquated and obsolete words.

2. To combine so as to form a mosaic; to fit

into its place in a mosaic. In quots. fig.

1838-9 [implied in TESSELLATID 2). 1861 J. PYCROFT Ways
* Words 17 The sentences [of Sir J. Mackintosh] are rather

tessellated than constructed ; each word fitting admirably
into its own place, but defying all transposition. 1879
FARRAR St. Paul II. 189 Many writers have maintained

that this meaning is vague and general, . . impossible to

tesselate into any formal scheme of salvation.



elegant Tessellations, are beautified otherwise in their site

with as great curiosity. 1828-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4)

IV. 500 The whole surface of the body.. having exhibited a

TESSELLATED.

Tessellated (tc -suited), fpl.a. [f.
L. tes-

sellat-tis or It. tcsstllato in same sense, with Eng.
suiTix. Used earlier than TKSSELLATE v.^ of which
it subseq. became the pa. pple.]
1. Composed of small blocks of variously coloured

material arranged to form a pattern; formed of or

ornamented with mosaic work.
1712 HKAKNK CotL-ct. (O.H.S.) III. 311 The u-s^lhitcd

ravijinciit at Stan.stkkl. 1727-41 CHAMHKKS Cycl., Tcss<:t-

latcd pavement^ pavintcntitin Tessellation^ a rich pave-
ment of mosaic work, made of curious small squai'e marbk-s,
bricks or tyles, called tessetx, from the form of dies. 1877
C. GEiKiEC'/W^lxii. (1879) 758 The old golden .seat ofArche-

\

laus, was stt down in the tcssclatcd floor of tho tribunal.

fig. i8a8 MACAU LAY Misc. Writ. (1860) I. 224 Laborious
and tesselated imitations of Mason and Gray. 1864 Sat.
Rev, 31 Dec. 789 The fall of a dovetailed and tesselated
Cabim-t. 1868 GLADSTONE Jnv. Mnndi xiv. i (1869)490
The several squares of that tesselated nation, each with its

local patriotism and limited traditions.

2. Combined or arranged so as to form a mosaic.
1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. IV. iv. v. 51. 253 The mind is

pleased to recognise the tesselated fragments of Ovid and
Tibullus. 1853 C. L. BRACE Home Life Germany 116 The
floors are. .of the most minutely tesselated marble.

3. transf. Consisting of or arranged in small

cubes or squares ;
in Bot. and Zool. having colours

or surface-divisions in regularly arranged squares
or patches ; chequered, reticulated.

Tessellated cellst cells arranged in layers. Tessellated

epithelium^ pavement epithelium (PAVEMENT sb. 4). Tessel~
lated

Pyrites^
iron pyrites, crystallizing in cubes.

1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 198 Crystal-
lized Ores, and Minerals, e.g... the tessellated Pyrttae, or
Ludus Parocelsi. 1777 WATSON in Phil. Trans. LXVIII.
866 A very pure specimen of tessellated lead ore. 1828
Miss MITFORD Village Ser. m. 60 (Quiet Gentlew.) A bit

of white mosaic, a tessellated quilt. 1829 LOUDON Encycl. PI.

(1836) 113 Fruit, .a fleshy tesselated berry. 1839 DARWIN
Voy. Nat. v. 97 The apar [armadillo] . . having only three
moveable bands ; the rest of its tesselated covering being
nearly inflexible. 1854 Pereira's Pol. Light 237 What
Dr. Brewster has termed tesselated or composite crystals. .

consist of several crystals . . united so as to form a compound
crystal. 1873 SIR W. TURNER in Encycl. Brit. \. 847/1
Tessellated.. or squamous epithelium is situated on the free

surface of the mucous lining of the mouth.

Tessellation (tesel^'Jwi). [n. of action f.

TESSELLATE v. : see -ATION.]
1. The action or art of tessellating; tessellated

condition ; concr. a piece of tessellated work.

1813 J. FORSYTH Italy in The work is not mosaic, for

there is no tessellation. i86a MERIVALE Rom. Em*. VII.
Ixvii. 540 Like the several pieces of a variegated tessellation.

a 1878 SIR G. G. SCOTT Lect. Archit. (1879) II. 253 Wide-

spreading floors, rich with marble tesselation.

fig. 1840 H. ROGERS Ess. (1874) II. v. 250 Numberless

passages of Jeremy Taylor, .area little better than a curious
tesselation of English, Greek, and Latin. 1863 LE FANU
Ho. by Ckyd. (ed. 2) III. 307 The writings of the Apostolic
Fathers are, in a great measure, a tesselation of holy writ.

2. An arrangement or close fitting together of

minute parts or distinct colours : cf. TESSELLATED 3.
1660 SHARROCK Vegetables 144 Yet they, instead of _those

sordid tesselation of crusts. 1905 I. ORR Probl. O. Test.

vij. 201 The newer criticism with its multiplication of

documents, .and its minute tesselation of texts.

Tessellite (te*setoit). Min. Also tesselite.

[f. TKSSELLA + -ITE 1
.] A variety of Apophyllite,

exhibiting in polarized light a tessellated structure.

1819 BREWSTER in Edin. Phil. Jrnl. June 5 The tessel-

lated structure . . is a property so singular and so distinctive,

that I would propose to mark it by the name of Tesselite.

1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 416 Tesselite, from^ Faroe, is a cubical

variety, exhibiting a tesselated structure in polarized light.

II Tessera (te-sera). PI. tesserae. [L., f. Ionic

Gr. TffffftptSj -pa,
= Attic Tfffffapcff -pa four.]

1. Anc. Hist. A small quadrilateral tablet of

wood, bone, ivory, or the like, used for various

purposes, as a token, tally, ticket, label, etc.

Tessera of hospitality (= L. tessera hospital*s\ a die

broken between host and guest, and kept as a means of

recognition.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. t Tessera, a thing in every part

square as a dye ; also a watchword, or signal, a note, mark
or token, &c. 1846 KEIGHTLEY Notes Virg.^ Georg. \\. 508
In the ancient theatres .. each spectator's tessera designated
the cuneus and row in which he was to sit. 1850 LEITCH tr.

C. O. Mutters Anc. Art 412 (ed. 2) 569 One brings him
a tessera of hospitality from Sisyphus. 1886 Guide Exhib.
Galleries Brit. Mus. 186 Objects in bone and ivory, such as

caskets, gladiatorial tesserae, tickets for the theatre, dice.

b. fig. A distinguishing sign or token ; a watch-

word, a password. (The earliest use in English.)
1647 JER. TAYLOR Lib. Proph. i. 17 That Creed made so

explicite as a tessera of a Christian. 1656 [see prec. ]. 1662

OWEN Animadv, Fiat Lux ii. Wks. 1855 XIV. 29 Making
subjection to the pope in al! things the tessera and rule of

all church communion. 1795 in Calderwood Dying Testi-

monies (1806) 460 Exacts it from them as a tessera of their

loyalty. 1890 HATCH Hibbert Lect. xii. 344 It was, so to

speak, a tessera or password.

2. spec. Each of the small square (usually cubical)

pieces of marble, glass, tile, etc., of which a mosaic

pavement or the like is composed. Usually in pi.

1797 S. LYSONS Rom. A ntig. Woodchester 4 The tesseree of

which this [mosaic] pavement is composed, are, for the most

part, nearly cubes of halfan inch. . .Many are triangular, and

219

of various other shapes. 1843 Civil Kng- 'V sl>'c/t. Jrnl. VI.

125/1 The next point to be observed with refeieuce to the

Kniniin l<^-.cr;c, is tlic want of uniformity in tin it

shape. 1894 TTffMf 5 Mar. 14/1 The wofWMn had
to set the tessera:, one by one and each in its pi uper place,
into the cement on the wall.

b. traiisf. Any one of the quadrilateral divisions

into which a surface is divided by intersecting lines
;

c. k
r
. by the lines of latitude and longitude.

1873 MAXWKI.I. Klcctr.t, .t/,:f;>i. (iE8il I. 108 So that the

spherical surface is divided into quadrilaterals or tessera;.,

bounded by meridian circles and parallels of latitude.

c. Zool. Each of the plates of which the carapace
of an armadillo is composed.
1909 in Cent. Diet., StiffI.

t 3. (See quots.) Obs.

1815 ]. SMITH I'anoraiita Sc. # Art I. 257 John's tessera
is perhaps the best of those artificial compositions which are

designed for roofing. 1841-76 GWILT Arc/fit. Gloss., Tts-
sera.. this name was.. applied to a composition used some

years ago for covering flat roofs, but now. .quite abandoned.

Tessera- : see TESSAKA-.

t Tesseraic (tesercHk), a. Obs. rare. [f. Tss-
SKRA + -IO, after mosaic.'] Of, pertaining to, or

composed of tesserae ; mosaic, tessellated.

<ii7ii SIB R. ATKYNS///I/. Gloucester (1711) 778/1 Stidcot

. .where some of the Tesseraick Work of the Romans has

lately been dug up. 1778 Eng, Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. Wood-
Chester, There is a tesseraick pavement of painted beasts and
flowers in its church-yard.

Tesseral (te-seral), a. [f. TESSEBA + -AL.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or resembling a tessera or

tesserae ; composed of tesserse.

1846 WORCESTER cites Edinb. Rev,
2. Cryst.

= ISOMZTHIO 3, CDBIO a. I c.

1854 Pereira'i Pol. Light 191 The cubic or octahedral

system, Synonymes. The regular, the tessutar, the tessera),

ortheisometricsystem. i&flGvKKsi Crystalfofr. 37 Crystals

possessing this highest possible degree of symmetry are said

to belong to the Cubic or Tesseral System.
3. Math. Relating to the tesserae of a spherical

surface (see TESSKBA a b), as in tessera! harmonic,
a spherical surface harmonic which is the product
of two factors depending respectively on latitude

and longitude.
1873 MAXWELL Electr. <fr Magn. (1881) I. 106 We may

now write the expressions for the two tesseral harmonics.

Hid. 198 To find the surface integral of the square of any
tesseral harmonic taken over the sphere. 1887 HODSON in

Trans. Camb. Philes. Soc. (1889) XIV. 211 The zonal and
tesseral harmonics .. are exhibited as series.

f Tessera'rian, a. Obs. rare. [f.
L. tessera-

rius pertaining to tessene or dice + -AN.] Of or

pertaining to dice or to gaming. Tesserarian art

[L. ars tesseraria\, the art of dice-playing. So

f Tessera-rions a. Obs. rare ,
in same sense.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tesserariovs . .of, or belonging to

a die, or to tessera. 1781 GIBBON Decl. fr F. xxxi. III. 209
A superior degree of skill in the Tesserarian art(. .the game
of dice and tables). 1797 Sporting Mag. X. 44.

Tesserate(te-ser^t), a. rare 1
, [f. TESSEKA.

+ -ATE a
. Cf. obs. F. tester/ (Cotgr.).]

= TESSEL-

LATED. So Te-sserated a. rare. ? Obs.

1717 TABOR in Phil. Trans. XXX. 549 A Description of

the tesserated Pavement at East Bourne, near Pevensey.
i8ia HOBHOUSE Journ. 1. (1813) 969 The tesseraled mosaic [in

S. Sophia's] with which the concave above the windows and
the dome are encrusted. 1897 F. THOMPSON New Poems 139
With the gold-tesserate floors of Jove.
Tesseratomic : see TESSABA-.

il Tessitu-ra. Mus. [It.] The part 01 the

total compass of a melody or voice-part in which

most of its tones He. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

II Tesson (te-ssn, || teson). [F. lesson piece of

broken glass or earthenware (i.3th c.), deriv. of

OF. test pot.] A fragment of glass or pottery.
1858 BIRCH A nc. Pottery II. 238 The lessons used for Mosaic

pavements were made of marbles, gloss, and of a red brick.

Tessular (te'sirflaj), a. Cryst. [f. mod.L. *tes-

sula, irreg. dim. of TESSERA + -AB.]
= TESSEKAL 2.

1706 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I, 139 In nodules, or in

half rounded masses, or tessular. 1805-17 R. JAMESON
Char. Min. (ed. 3) 132 Where there are many crystals

together, but merely simply aggregated ; and these are

either, i. On one another ;.. [this] occurs principally in

tessular crystals, as in galena or lead-glance, and calcareous-

spar. 1854 Pereira's Pol. Light 165
The equiaxed crystals

constitute one system, called the cubic, octohedral or tessular

system. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesmi. x. 294 The crystallization is

on the tessular pattern.

Test (test), J*.1 Forms : 4~5//. testes, -is, 6

teste, taest, 7 tast, teast, 6- test. [a. OF. test

masc., a pot (i2th c.), mod. F. tit a cupel, etc. :

L. testum, testu neut., collateral form of testa a

tile, earthen vessel, pot. In OF. lest and teste (L.

testa) were sometimes confused, and teste some-

times occurs in i5-i6th c. Eng. In modern use,

treated mainly as noun of action from TEST z>.
2
.]

1. orig. The cupel used in treating gold or silver

alloys or ore ; now esp. the cupel, with the iron

frame or basket which contains it, forming the

movable hearth of a reverberatory furnace : see

CUPEL sb. i.

c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prol. * T. 265 Of oure siluer

citrinacion..Oure yngottes testes and many mo. 155* in

P. H. Hore Wex/ord (1901) II. 237 Of 1031 Ibs. weight of

TEST.

'555Bom
in a baync or Icstc >,t 1. ;u! . 1594 I'i .1 'jcm<U-h0.\:

in. 1621 M.M.vMs.lnt. Lavi.Mt,.
or 1 .

With tliu U-.ul. 1674 HA, ,

(E. D. S.) 9 '1 an oval figure, and occiipi'
the bottom of the furnace. 1758 Knu u. flac./ucr's Chyin.
1.315 Put one half of this l.ca.l into a t

equally tbcnon. 1853 UKI: nut. Aril II. 6W The l>cd or
bottom of the furnace, when in i ,rmed by a
shallow elliptical vessel, called a test or test-bottom. 1*77
KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2535/2 The test is fixed as a cupeling
hearth in the reverberatory furnace.

2. That by which the existence, quality, or

genuineness of anything is 01 may be determined
;

' means of trial
'

(J.) ; hence, in phrases to bringoi
put to the test, to bear or stand the test, the testing
or trial of the quality of anything; examination,

trial, proof.
(Cf. 1651 FRENCH Distill, v. 138 Prove this tree at the tot,

and it yeeldcth good gold. 1661 ULOUNT Glosspgr. (ed. 2)

S. v., A broad instrument . . on which Refiners do fine,

refine and part gold and silver from other Mettals, or (as we
use to say)/w/ than to the Test.)

1594 NASHB Unfort. Trav. 40 A delicate wench ..

which 1 would faine haue had to the grand test, whether
she were cunning in Alcumie or no. zoos SHAK& Horn.
in. iv. 142 It is not madnesse That I have vttered ;

bring me to the Test 1610 Temp. IV. i. 7 Thou Hast

strangely stood the test. 1754 CHATHAM Lett. Nephe
iv. 25 The noblest sentiment of the human breast is he

brought to the test. 1813 SIB H. DAVY Agric* Chem. (1814)
ii Simple tests of the relative nourishing powers of the

different species of food. 1810 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. II.

148 Invaluable maxims which have borne the test of time.

1838 JAMES Robber iv, I will not put them to the test.

1873 SVMONDS Grk. Poets iii. 89 Time, says Theognis, and

experience and calamity are the true tests of friendship.

1904 NICHOLSON Keltic Researches Pref. 4 Even as between
the Irishman and the Welshman, the language-test is not a
race-test

t b. A proof, sample, specimen. Obs. rare.

1760 COOK Voy. round Worldu. iii. (1773) II. 328 Rather
satisfied with having given a test of their courage by twice

insulting a vessel so much superior to their own, than
intimidated by the shot

C. Cricket. Short for test-match : see 7 b.

1908 U'cstm. Gaz. 16 Jan. 7/1 England is now a game to

the bad, and there are only two more '

Tests
'

to play. 1900
Ibid. 6 Sept. 10/4 We are to play sixteen matches in all,

including five Tests.

3. That by which beliefs or opinions, esp. in

religion, are tested or tried ; spec, the oaths or

declarations prescribed by the TEST ACT of 1673 ;

esp. in phrase to take the test; also, either of the

test acts.

1665 Sf. Speaker Ho. Comm. to King 31 Oct in Lords

Jrnls. XI. 700/1 We have prepared a Shiboleth a Test to

distinguish amongst them, who., give Hopes of future Con-

formity, and who of . . evil Disposition remain obdurate.

1678-3 (Mar. 12) in Grey's Deb. Ho. Comm. II. 97 [Mr.
Harwood] Tendered a proviso for renouncing the doctrine

of transubstantiation for a farther test. 1675 (May 10) Calr.

St. Papers, Dam., Chas. // 1 12 The Test as now agreed
on : I, A. B., do declare [etc.]. 1682 in Scott. Antiq. July
(iqoi) 4 One of the late regentis .. having demurred to

take the test apoynted by act of parliament, a 1715
IJURNET Own Time an. 1685 iv. (1724) 1.654 The King, .had

declared that he would be served by none but those who
would vote for the repeal of the Tests. 1789 Constitution

U. S. Art. vi, No religious test shall ever be required as

a qualification to any office. 1797 HEY Lect. Drv. II. in.

xiv. 15. 155 A Man is deemed a Member of the Church of

England, who takes the Sacrament according to the usage
of the Church of England, and declares against Transub-
stantiation ; from whence the Tests are called sacramental

5
Cent. May 717 The belief in tests ought to be as dead as the

belief in witches.

4. a. Chem. The action or process of examining
a substance under known conditions in order to

determine its identity or that of one of its consti-

tuents ; also, a substance by means of which this

may be done.
1800 HENRY Epit. Chem. (1808) 322 The readiest method

of judging of the contents of natural waters, is by applying
what are termed tests, or re-agents. i8i< [see RIAGEKT i).

1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr'sCirc. Sc., CAax.pg Arseniuretted

hydrogen . . employed, as a means of removing and discover-

ing arsenic, is called Marsh's list. 1900 Buccs & STEWART

fnarg. Chem. Gen. Direct., The student is advised to learn

the tests for each metal and acid. 1900 SHKNSTONE Elem.

Inarg. Chem. xxv. 396 A solution of baryta affords us a

most delicate test for carbon dioxide,

b. Mechanics, etc. The action by which the

physical properties of substances, materials,

machines, etc. are tested, in order to determine

their ability to satisfy particular requirements.
Among these are tending test, compressive t., drop t.,

tensile t., transverse t., etc. ; also with sb. in objective rela-

tion, as boiler, brake, engine test.

1877 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 2539 Observations are made at

short intervals.. until the test is closed by rapid heating.,

and excessive increase of friction. 1884 Ibid. , Suppl. 88

The machine requires but little change for making tests in

Meek. Engin. Pocket Bk. (191^. __

strength of bars of rectangular section is found to vary

directly as the breadth of the specimen tested, as the square
28-3
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of its depth, and inversely as its length. IHd. 864 Com-

petitive tests were made of fourteen boilers.

5. Microsc. A lest object : see 7 b.

1831 GORING in Pritchard MterOKi Cabinet xviii. 175 A
test is an object which serves to render sensible both the

perfection and imperfection of an instrument, as to defining
and penetrating power. 1837 GORING & PRITCHARD Microgr.
160 A., representation of an excellent and very beautiful test,

a feather from the wing of Morpho Menelaits, (being the
lirst object in which I observed the very remarkable pro-

perty of the lines as tests.1
.

6. An apparatus for determining the flash-point
of hydrocarbon oils.

1877 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Test,..^. An apparatus for

proving petroleum and similar hydrocarbon oils by ascer.

taining trie temperature at which they evolve explosive
vapours.

7. attrib. and Comb. a. General combs. :

' of or

pertaining to a test ',

'

taken, done, or made as a

test' ; as, in sense 2, test-bar, -ground, -log (Loo
sb.l 6), -piece, -fit, -plaster, question, -room, -run,

symptom, -valve, -work
;
in sense 3, test-formula,

-law, -man, -monger, -oath ; also test-free, -ridden

adjs. ; in sense 4, test-bottle, -liquid, -liquor, -phial,

-solution, -spoon, -stirrer.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 71 We pour into the "test bottle

z thousandths of the decline solution of silver. 1890 Tablet

5 July 14 A "test-ground for the historian. 1687 Reasons
to Move Protest. Dissenters 3 You cannot say it is a Divine
Law that requir'd the Parliament to make this "Test-Law...
To abolish the Test-Laws therefore is Lawful. 1862 Catal.
luternat. Exhib. II. xni. 12 Apparatus for centigrade
testing, .. preparation of the *test liquors. 1904 Electr.
World ff Engirt, o Jan. 90 (Cent. Suppl.) A typical "test-log

upon a sso-hp engine. 1693 SHADWELL Volunteers HI. i, A
furious agitator and "test-man. 1687 Reasons for Repeal
of Tests 4 In the Year 1675 the same Test was set on
Foot in Parliament, by the "Test-Mongers, with design to
have made it more Extensive. 1715-16 in J. O. Payne
Eng. Catk, Nonjurors of 1713 (1885) o, I cannot take
the "Test and Abjuration Oaths enjoined by Acts of Parlia-
ment 1863 H. Cox tnstit. in. viii. 718 In consequence
of his inability to take the test-oath. 1876 PREECE & SIVE.
WRIGHT Telegraphy 179 The electrical resistance of the
wire, .and the resistance of each *test-piece. 1909 Service

for the King May 103 The heat is gauged by the potters . .

who place in the oven
test-pieces

of pottery, which can be
drawn out. 1896 MARY H. FOOTE in Atlantic Monthly
May 606/2 Sinking "test-pits through layers of crusted con-
sciousness into depths of fiery nature. 1897 Daily Neivs
19 Jan. 3/6 Continued movement of the front is manifested
by the cracking of "test plaster put in the fractured groining
..six months ago. 1867 FURNIV. & HALES Percy Folio I.

247 The "test question put to the page before the assigna-
tion is disclosed. 1889 PallMall G. 3 July 2/2 This is why . .

English "test-ridden Theology lags so much behind German.
1905 Wcstm. Gas. 20 Sept. 8/t The methods of the test-
room are being applied . . to the degree of moisture quicker
methods involve. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines ft Mining
302 A "test-run made upon about three tons showed it to
contain 51 ounces of silver and 41 per cent, of lead per
ton. 1871 GARROD Mat. Med. (ed. 3) 428 The volu-
metric solutions of nitrate of silver and of iodine are also
made use of as "test-solutions for qualitative analysis.
1910 lYesttit. Gaz. 19 Jan. 4/2 She wanted to test the gas at
the purifier .. but found the "test-valve choked. 1895 DailyNews 19 Feb. 9/2 Service in relieving distress, .by means of
carefully-planned "test-work.

b. Special Combs. : test board {Electr.} : see

qnot. ; test-boiler, a boiler for testing fuel or

steam-apparatus, or supplying steam-pressure for

testing other boilers (Cent. Diet., Suppl. 1909) ;
|

test-bottom, = sense I
; also, the cake of gold or

\

silver formed in the bottom of a cupel; test-
box ( Telegr^), a box fitted with terminals through
which the wires are led, for convenience in testing ;

test case (Law), a case, the decision of which is
!

taken as determining that of a number of others
',

in which the same question of law is involved
;

test-cook, (a) a valved cock for clearing a steam
engine cylinder of water ; (b) a tap through which
a sample of fluid may be drawn for examination

;

(c) a tap by means of which the level of water in
a boiler or the like may be ascertained

; test-frame,
the iron frame or basket in which a cupel is

placed : see sense I
; test-furnace, a reverberntory

refining furnace in which silver-bearing alloys are
treated

; alsoyff. ; test-glass, a small cylindrical
glass vessel for holding liquids while being tested

;

test-hole, a tap-hole in a furnace
; test-lead, pure

granulated lead used in silver assays (C. D., Suppl.
1909); test letter, (a) a letter sent as a test of
the honesty of the messenger ; (*) see test-type
(C. D., Suppl. 1909); test-lines, the lines on a
test-plate (Cassell's Encycl. Diet. 1888) ; test-
match (Cricket), one of a series of matches played
as a test which is the better of two bodies of
players (e.g. of England and Australia); test-
neal, a meal of specified quantity and composi-
ion, given as a test of digestive power- test-
meter, (a) a meter for testing the consumption of
gas by burners

; (b) a meter used as a standard bywhich others are tried (Flint's Stand. Diet. i8oO
test-mixer: see quot. ; test object, (a) a minute
object used as a test of the power of a microscope :

Wanobjectuponwhichatestingexperiment is tried;

220

test-paper, (a) a paper impregnated with a chemi-

|
cal solution which changes colour in contact with

i certain other chemicals, and thus becomes a test

! of the presence of the latter ; (6) U. S. a document

produced in court in determining a question of

handwriting (Webster, 1847) ; (c) a paper set

beforehand'to try whether a student is fit and ready
for an examination ; test-piece ^ test-specimen ;

i test-plate, (o) a glass plate ruled with very fine

lines, used in testing the power of microscope

objectives (Knight Diet. Mech. 1877) ; (ff) a piece
of pottery on which colours are tried before being
used on the pieces to be decorated (Cent. Diet.

1891); (c) a slip of glass used in mixing test-

solutions (Knight); test-pump, a force-pump
used in testing pipes, cylinders, and the like

;
test-

j

ring, (a) see quot. ; (If)
a ring-shaped piece of

j
iron, etc., taken as a sample of the metal of which
it is made (Cent. Diet., Suppl. 1909) ; test-roll,

(a) a roll signed by those who have complied with

j

a test or tests as prescribed by the various test acts ;

I (6) the roll signed by a member of the House of

Lords or Commons after having taken the oath or

made the declaration required of him as such
;

test specimen, a piece of metal, etc. prepared for

a mechanical test ; test-type, letters of graduated
sizes used by opticians in testing sight. Also TEST

ACT, TEST-TUBE.
1901 T. O'C. SLOANE Stand. Electr. Diet. App., "Test

Board, a board provided with switches or spring-jacks con-
nected to separate lines, so that testing instruments may be

readily connected to any particular line. 1853 "Test-bottom
i

(see sense ij. 1869 Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc7\l. 92 A cake
or test-bottom [of silver], . . Its weight was 4343 ounces Troy.

'

1876 PREECE & SIVEW. Telegraphy 273 The wire is. .put to
earth at the "test.box there. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet.,
* Test-case. 1906 Daily News 25 Apr. o/i Important

I charges of street betting, which were regarded by the police ,

! as test cases. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., *Tcst-cock (Steam-
engine), a small cock ntted to the top or bottom of a cylinder

|

for clearing it of water. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 1131 In !

[

forming the cupel, several layers of a mixture of moistened
bone ashes, and fern ashes,.. are put into the "test-frame.

1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
f ^Test-furnace, one form of

refining furnace for treating argentiferous alloy. 1896
Godey's Mag. Feb. 186/2, I don't believe that the immortal
Sara Bernhardt could have gone through the fierce test-

J

furnace of this role more superbly. 1837 FARADAY Chew.
Manif. 619. 285 On the top of a "test-glass. 1897
Daily News 14 Apr. 7/5 The prisoner [a postman] was
suspected. A *test letter was sent, and it was not delivered. !

1899 Westm. Gaz. 27 June 5/1 Not far below his big "test-
match average. Ibid. 15 Aug. 5/3 Two test-match records
were broken during the day. 1891 Cent. Diet.,'" Test-meal.
1897 Alltntt's Syst. Med. III. 409 When the contents of I

the stomach are examined after a test-meal, the total

acidity is found to be diminished. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. I

Mech., *Test-mixer, a tall cylindrical bottle.. graduated
into.. equal parts.., and.. used in preparing test-alkalies, I

test-acids, and similar solutions. 1830 GORING Microscopical
lllustr. 2 The difficulty of demonstrating many "test

objects satisfactorily is very considerable. 1904 tr.

Hueppe's Etiology Infectious Diseases iii. 27 Guinea-pigs
are so susceptible that we use them as the best test-object

papers. 1871 GARROD Mat. Med. (ed. 3) 68 The solution is

neutral or slightly alkaline to test-paper. 1877 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. 2537/2 The angle through which the "test-piece
yielded before its fracture became complete. 1881 RAYMOND
Mining Gloss., *Test-ring, an oval iron frame for holding a
test or movable cupelling-hearth. 1879 T. E. MAY Part.

'

Practice (ed. 8) 204 So soon as a member has been sworn, !

he subscribes the oath which he has taken, in a book, at the
table, commonly called the '

"test-roll
'

; and is then intro- '

duced to the Speaker by the clerk of the house 1884
Ninth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 68/2 Certificate.. :

Produced this day (17 Nov. 1675] on his taking the oaths
and signing the Test Roll. 1894 LINEHAM Mech. Engin.
378 Shackles for "Test Specimens should be carefully de.
signed. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet.,

* Test types.

Test (test), sb* [ad. L. testa a piece of burned
clay, a brick, tile, a piece of baked earthenware or
pottery, an earthen pot or vessel, a potsherd, a
shell of a mollusc or tortoise, a shell or covering of
anything. Cf. also TEST sbl, and TESTA.]
fl. A piece of earthenware, an earthenware

vessel
; a broken piece of pottery, a potsherd. Obs.

'545 JOVE Exp. Dan. iv. D iij, Then was y test or pot.
sherd, the brasse, gold & sylver redacte into duste (Cf
Vulg. Dan. ii. 45 testam et ferrum et zs.J 1600 SURFLET
Country Farm i. xii. 76 It is good, .to haue a dish of the
plane tree or a test of earth.

2. a. Zool. The shell of certain invertebrates.
1842 Penny Cycl. XXII. 37r/i This external covering or

test, extremely delicate and fragile towards the umbones of
the valves. 1854 WOODWARD Mollusca H. 214 The vascular
processes by which, in many ascidians, the 'tunic' adheres
is r* ,

test ' I8?a NICHOLSON Palxont. 60 Rhizopoda in
which the body is protected by a shell or '

test '. 1888 [seeTESTACEA 2].

t b. Sot. The skin of a seed : = TESTA i. rare.
1846 SMART Suppl., Test (or Testa. .), the skin of a seed.
Test (test), s/,.3 Qbs. exc. <///. Also 6-7 teste.

[In sense I, app. ad. L. test-is witness. In senses 2
and 3, perh. aphetic for atest, ATTEST

sb.']
tl. A witness. Cf. TESTIS!. Obs. rare.

TEST.

1518 ROY Rede me n. (Arb.) 109 To prove it shall nede no
testes. 1614 W. B. Philosophers Banquet (ed. 2) 157 The
faithful teste or witnesse. a 16*6 Bp. ANHREWES Sertir.

Holy Ghost (1661) 488 A Witnesse is requisite. There is
no matter of weight with us, if it be sped authentically, .but
it is with a Teste. (Quot. 1528 may belong to TESTIS'.)
1 2. Evidence, witness borne. Cf. ATTEST sb. i.

[t 1450 HOLLAND ffmvlat 253 All this trety has he laid be
termess in test.J 1604 SHAKS. Oth. I. iii. 107 To vouch this,
is no proofe, Without more wider, and more ouer Test'
[Cf. 1606 Tr. $ Cr. v. ii. 122 That test \Qo. th' attest) of
eyes and eares.) 1658 SIR T. BROWNE llydriot. ii. (1736) 21
The lasting Tests of old Boundaries.

t 3. = TESTE *. Cf. ATTEST sb. 2. Obs.
1709 STRYPE Ann. Re/. I. xxvi. 277 In the term next after

j

the test of the said writ. 1752 I. LOUTHIAN Form of
Process (ed. 2) 174 The Court shall issue another Writ
of the same Test, Return and Import with the former.
4. A will : = TESTAMENT sb. i. Se.

1890 J. SERVICE Thir Nolandums iii. 13 By ane eik to
;

his test, he left to Peter Scartle the scorn of five shillings.

Test (test), v.l [orig. a. OF. tester to bequeath,
ad. L. testari to bear witness, give evidence, attest,
make one's will, f. testis witness

; but in 3 app. from
TESTE sb? 2, and in 4 perh. aphetic from ATTEST.]

I. 1 1- tram. To leave by will or testament, to

bequeath. Sc. Obs. rare- 1
.

'W1 Ac'a D >- Cm^- ('839) 208/1 He allegeit It westestit

gudis,^
he Intromettit barw' as executour.

2. intr. To make will, execute a testament.

(See also TESTING vbl. j*.i i.) Qfo. exc. St.
i$8a N. T. (Rhem.) Heb. ix. 17 For a testament, .is yet of

. no value, whiles he that tested, liueth. 1681 STAIR Inst.Law Scot. xxx. 18 Persons .. condemned of Infamy could
not test. 1812 SCOTT Pirate vi, I will test upon it [Note, i. e.

: leave it in my will] at my death, and keep it for a purse-
penny till that day comes. 1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot.

\

a v. Testament, A wife has power to test without the con-
sent of her husband. 1880 MUIRHEAD Ulpian xxiii. 10 [InRoman Law] Soldiers are allowed to test in any way they like.

II. 3. trans. Eng. Law. To date and sign the
teste of a writ, etc. (see TESTE sb.* 2).
(The pa. pple. appears in Blackstone as teste'A, as if formed

immediately on teste, but it U usually written and pro-
nounced tested.)

1717 ASGILL Metam. Man 249 His title.. is tested and
dated from the Death and Resurrection of Christ, as the

.....- . v.-c* *,v.i
, .. J.AI. *ut> r* .ui.tin irum me cniei,

or other,justice of the court of king's bench extends all over
thekingdom: and is tesle'A, or dated, England. 1883 Whar.
ton's Law Lex. s. v., All writs . . were formerly tested in the
name of the Lord Chancellor if issuing from the Court of
Chancery, or of the Lord Chief Justice if issuing from the
Queen s Bench, etc.

4. Sc. Law. To authenticate a deed or written
instrument by a testing clause (TESTING vbl. sb.1 2)
duly drawn up in statutory form and signed by
witnesses.

1838 W. BELL Diet. Lam Scot. s.v. Testament, A testament
. .must be properly tested and signed before witnesses ; but
if it be in the testator's own handwriting, witnesses are not
required. 1911 T. HUNTER Let. to Editor, The Scottish
law requires writings (except those in re mercatoria) to be
cither holograph or tested.

Test (test), t>.2
[f. TEST rf.i

(Before 1800 chiefly in pa, pple. ! the simple vb. was con-
sidered by Southey as an Americanism.)]
1. trans. To subject (gold or silver) to a process

of separation and refining in a test or cupel ; to

assay.
1603 [see Tested below]. [1661 : ? implied in TESTER '.]

1818 WEBSTER, Test, v., 3. In Metallurgy, To refine gold
or silver by means of lead, in a test, by the destruction,
vitrification or scorification of all extraneous matter. 1871
[see Tested below]. 1872 RAYMOND Statist. Mines $ Mining
120 The ore tested yielded 25 per ton. Ibid. 335 These
lodes have not been tested by the repeated and continuous
milling of the ore raised from them. 1873 SYMONDS Grit.
Poets iii. 89 You may test gold and silver, but there are no
means of getting at the thoughts of men.
2. To subject to a test of any kind ; to try, put

to the proof; to ascertain the existence, genuine-
ness, or quality of.

1748 [see TVjte/below]. 1760-71 H. BROOKE Fool ofQual.
'

1
??9

. -1 . ROOKE oo oua.
(1809) I. 48 You have been sufficiently tested, a 1799
WASHINGTOM Address (Webster 1828), Experience is the
surest standard by which to test the real tendency of the
existing constitution. 1815 JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV.
260 Materials which test the truth it contains. 18*0 Blackw.
Mag. Sept. 591/1 They have not the means of testing the
statements. 1834-43 SOUTHEY Doctor cxlv. (1862) 397 But I
will test (as an American would say . . ) I will test Itfr. Camp.
bell s assertion. 1837 J. H. NEWMAN Proph. Office Ch. 324The Church is bound ever to test and verify her doctrine.
1838 GLADSTONE State in Ret. Ch. (1839) '86 This theory
however has not been tested experimentally. 1888 Miss
BRADDON Fatal Three I. v, I have tested the water in all

the wells.

1 3. To require or compel to fulfil the conditions
of the Test Act as a necessary qualification for

holding a public office. Obs.
1687 Reason of Toleration 36 There is no reason they

4. Cliem. To subject to a chemical test.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 71 (Assay) The testing of the normal
liquor. .is. .less tedious than might be supposed. 184*
PARNELL Client. Anal. (1845) 35 Oxide of silver is most con-

veniently applied, in liquid testing, in the form of nitrate of
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silver. 18460. E. DAY tr. Siiwn s Atiim. Client. 1 1. 135 The
urine, must be tested with litmus paper. 1864111 WtlssitK.

Hence Te'sted ///. a. (in senses i and 2) ;
in

quot. 1689, having taken the test-oaths.

1603 SHAKS. Metis, far At. n. ii. 149 Not with fond

magistrates we may expect little good from their hands.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) III. xxxi. 187 She cannot

break through a well-tested r.wilrMy. 1871 TKNNVSON Last

Ti'itru. 284, I . . heard it ring as true as tested gold.

Test, obs. .Sc. form of TASTE.

II Testa (te'sta). [L. testa a tile, earthen pot,

shard, shell, etc. : see TEST s6.2]

1. Bot. The skin or coating of a seed.

1796 DK SKKRA in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 500 (fnict. of
Atgx), Their very viscous albumen answers, .all the pur-

poses the testa accomplishes in other eggs. 1807 I. E. SMITH

Phys. Bot. 294 Testa, the Skin, contains all tne parts of

a seed above described. 1877 HUXLKY & MARTIN Elem.
Biol. 86 Carefully peel off the outer coat (testa) of the seed.

I 2. Zool. The shell of certain invertebrates : =
TEST si.- ^ a. Obs. rare. 1847 in WEBSTER.

t Testable (te-stab'l), a.l Obs. [ad. late L.

lestabilis that has a right to bear testimony

(Gellius), f. testari: see TKSTATE a. and -ABLE;
of. obs. V. testable capable of making a will (1514
in Godef.) from the same source.]
1. a. Legally qualified to bear witness, b. Le-

gally able to make a will.

1611 COTGB., Testable, testable; that can make a Will;
that may be deuised by Will. 1676 R. DIXON Two Test. 25
A Deed solemnly testified by the Testimony, .of Seven
Testable Persons that are . . worthy to be believed. I7x
BAILEY, Testable.., that by the Law may bear witness.

2. Devisable by will.

1693 STAIR Inst. Law Scot. w. xlii. 21 A power of lega-

ting., the Deads part of Movables, which is., most ordinarily
the third of Testable Movables. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comm.
1 1. xxxii. 494 Such of his goods as were testable.

Testable (te-stab'l), a* rare. [f. TEST z-.2 +

-ABLE.] That may be tested or tried. (In quot.

app. 'That on being put to the test prove to be'.)

1647 TRAPP Comm. Matt. xii. 30 So are all testable in.

difTerents, out of God's book of remembrance. Mai. iii. 17.

II Testacea (test^-Jia), si. pi. [L., nent. pi. of

testace-us adj., consisting of tislgt, i.e. tiles, shells,

etc. ; also, covered with a shell : see -ACEA.]

tl. Testaceous substances, as limestone, chalk.

Cf. TESTACYE. Obs. rare-'1 .

1743 Loud. & Country Brew. in. (ed. 2) 241 Chalk and
other Testacea will answer the same, but not so well.

2. Zool. A name for various groups of invertebrate

animals having shells (excluding Crustacea), spec.

f a. (ft)
used by Linnaeus to designate his third

order of Verities, comprising the shell-bearing

molluscs ; (b} by Cuvier applied to the shell-bear-

ing molluscs of his class Acephala. (Obs.) b. In

present use, (a) A suborder of pteropod molluscs

including all having calcareous shells, otherwise

called Tkecosowata ; (6) an order of Protozoa hav-

ing shells, with apertures through which the psendo-

podia are protrusible.
1818 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 4 In the last edition

of his Systema ffaturx, Linnaeus, . . in the third and

fourth divisions of his third order, Testacea, places those

possessed of shells. 1830 LYELL J'rinc. Geol. I. 52 Soldani. .

explained that microscopic testacea and zoophytes inhabited

the depths of the Mediterranean. 1860 HAHTWIG Sea ft

Wand. I ii Pholades and Lithodomas are marine testacea,

that have the power of burying themselves in stone. 1888

ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 905 The Amabinamzy
be classified as . . i i. Nuda s. Gymnamacbx : devoid of a test.

. . 2. Testacea s. Lepamtetz : a test either chitinoid . . or

composed of chitinoid or siliceous plates cemented together.

Testacean (testa-Jian), a. and sb. Zool. [f.

prec. : see -AClAN.]

4.. adj. Of or pertaining to the TESTACEA;

shell-bearing ; chiefly applied to molluscs.

1846 in WORCESTER, citing LYELL. 1871 LYELL Elem. Geol.

Ix i to Value of testacean fossils in classification.

B. sb. A member of the testacea ;
a shell-bear-

ing invertebrate, esp. a mollusc.

1842 BRANDE Diet. Sc. etc., Testaceans. Testacea. 1847

WEBSTER, Testaceous (Zool.). marine animals covered with

shells, especially mollusks ; shell-fish.

Testacel, -elle (te-stasel, -e4). Zool. [ad.

mod.L. testaoella (also in Eng. use), dim. of

testacea, fern, of testace-us adj. : see TESTACEA.] A
uenus of carnivorous land-slugs, typical of the

family Tcstaccllid&, having a small oval shield-

like shell, which covers only a small part of the

back. They live upon earthworms, and inhabit

Southern Europe ; one species is sometimes found

in England.
1846 SMART Suppl., Testacel, a

litt]e shell; applied as the

eneral name of a slug which is furnished with a diminutive

hell that forms a shield to the heart. 1851 WOODWARD
Mollusca i. 13 The testacelle.. preys on the common

earth-worm, following it in its burrow, and wearing a buck-

ler, which protects it in the rear. 1910 Daily News 9 May
4 The slug which

'

by good fortune we may catch sight of

eating a worm ', is testacella.

Hence Teatace'llid, Testaoe-llldan culjs., of or
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pertnining to the family TcstaeetliJif ;
sin. a member

of this family; Testace'llold a., resembling the

Testaiclla or Testaeellidse.

1895 tank's Stan*/. I'ict. ,
Testacellid . . Teslacelloid. 1895

Cambridge A't. Hist. 111. 440 Jaw present, radula Testa-

cellidan, central tooth present.

Testaceo- (testJi-j/o), combining form of L.

testaceus, used a. as in Testaceo'graphy, de-

scriptive testaceology (Webster, 1828); Testa-

ceo-logy, the /oology of the testaceous animals ;

hence Testaceolo'gloal a. rare
;
Testaceo-theo-

lotry, natural theology as illustrated by the study
of testaceous animals, b. in sense 'of brick-red

colour ', as in Testaceo-fuscous, Tetaco-
piceons, etc. ad-'s. : see the second elements.

1803 MATON in Trans. Linn. Sec. VII. 119 (hading) An
Historical Account of Testaceological Writers. Ibid. 121

Aristotle, .seems to have been also the first writer, and the

inventor of method, in Testaceology. IJSS tr. Pontofpidan's
Nat. Hist. Norway Pref. 7 That circumstantial examiner n

of every part which hath been undertaken and. .executed

by Fabricius, in his pyro- and hydro-theology,. .Lesser, in

his litho- and testaceo-theology.
b. 1847 J. HARDY in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. v. 247

Legs lestaceo-fuscous. Ibid. 256 The first joint testaceous,

the rest testaceo-piceous.

Testaceous (tests'/as), a. [f. L. testace-us

consisting of tiles, shells, etc.
;

brick-coloured ;

covered with a shell : see TEST sb.- and -ACEOUS.]

f L Made of baked clay ; pertaining to or of the

nature of earthenware or a potsherd. Obs. rare.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE HyJriot. iii. 22 In many Bricks,

Tiles, Pots, and testaceous works. 1674 J. B[RIAN] Harvest
Home ii. 6 Testaceous Vessels ; obnoxious To casualties, that

are most various. 1675 EVELYN Terra (1729) 15 Exotic Plants

. .confined, .to their Wooden Cases and Testaceous prisons.

2. Having a shell, esp. a hard, calcareous, un-

articulated shell, t Testaceousfish shell-fish.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 203 All [fishes] that are

testaceous, as Oysters, Cocles, Wilks, Schollops, Muscles,
are excluded. 1759 STILLINGFL. tr. Bibergs Econ. Nat.
Misc. Tracts (1762) 57 Testaceous worms.. eat away the

hardest rocks. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. iv. iii, The testa-

ceous marine animal, known commonly by the vulgar name
of Oyster. 1875 C. C. BLAKE Zool. 232 When the shell is

so much enlarged that the contracted animal finds shelter

beneath or within it, the animal is said to be testaceous.

3. Of the nature or substance of shells
; shelly ;

consisting of a shell or shelly material.

i68 WILKINS RcalChar. 122 Exanguious Animals . . whose

bones ale on their outside .. testaceous ; of a mpre_ hard

and brittle substance. 1676 GREW Exptr. Lactation i. 8 21

Millipedes, Egg-shells, or any other testaceous Bodies of the

same strength. 1794 SULLIVAN Vina Nat. I. 89 The testa-

ceous matter of marine shells. 1881 WATSON in Jrnl. Linn.

Sec. XV. 265 Operculum testaceous.

f b. Pharmacy. Of a medicinal powder : Pre-

pared from the shells of animals. Obs.

1710 T. FULLER Pharm. Extemp. 392, I think testaceous

Powders exert their Virtues much easier and sooner when
fine. 1789 W. BUCHAN Dam. Afed. (1790) 549 To give the

pearl-julep, chalk, crabs eyes, and other testaceous powders.

1853 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Testaceous, . . a powder, consist-

ing of burnt shells.

4. Of the colour of a tile, a flower-pot, unglazed

pottery, etc. ;
dull red

;
in Zool. and Hot. applied

to shades of brownish red, brownish yellow, and

reddish brown.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 275/3 The upper part of the

Body is testaceous, or potsheara colour. 1783 LATHAM Cen.

Synopsis IV. 393 Testaceous Lark. Bill black: upper parts

of the body testaceous. 1887 W. PHILLIPS Brit. Discomycetes

136 Cup.. testaceous yellow. Ibid. 420 Testaceous, brick,

coloured,.. not so bright as laieritious.

Hence Testa-ceousness (rare~).
1717 BAILEY vol. II, Testaceousness, shelly Nature or

Quality.

Te'St act. [See TEST rf. 1 3.] The name given

in English History to various acts directed against

Roman Catholics and Protestant Nonconformists ;

particularly, the act of 1673 (25 Chas. II. c. 2) by
which the provisions of the Corporation Act of

1661 (see CORPORATION 7) were extended to in-

clude all persons holding office under the Crown,

and a declaration against transubstantiation was

introduced. It was repealed 9 May, 1828.

Also sometimes applied to (a) an act of Elizabeth, 1563,

imposing the oath of allegiance, and abjuration of the

ge
sh

Church of all holders of municipal and government offices.

1708 Lett. Gent. Scotl. agst. Sacr. Test 5 This Test Act

requires an End in the Receiving of the Sacrament, that

must consequently prophane it. a 1715 Bl'RNET Own
Time an. 1673 (1823) II. 13 A sure law against popery,

. .all that continued in office after the time lapsed, they

not taking the sacrament, and not renouncing transub-

stantiation (which came to be called the test, and the act

from it the test act) were rendered incapable of holding any
office ; all the acts they did in it were declared invalid and

illegal, besides a fine of five hundred pounds to the dis-

coverer. 1738 NEAL Hist. Purit. IV. 458 This is commonly
called the Test Act, and was levelled against the Duke of

York and the present Ministry, who were chiefly of his per

TESTAMENT.
Hiit. vii. i 6. 400 But iht Test Act (of 1563) placed the

, in PiolcbUiit h-inil-. 1886 A. I-KHGLSON L*it.t

ofLag iii. 36 The famous Te>l Act was passed by the Scots
Parliament atone sitting un the 30 August 1681.

Testacy (te-stani,. Law. [I. '1'LMATE a., after

1 % OK ACVJ The state of being testate
;
the con-

dition of leaving a valid will at death.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1875 Posi t Gaiui n. Comm. (ed. 2) 119
ComaMuulM |**:sii<>n w.*-, som<-tim> . equivalent l<j

intestacy, sometimes to p.utLd le^uu
y.

1880 (JLADSIONE
.S/. Ho. Comm. 15 Mar., The Chancellor of llic Exchequer
. .has treated testacies and intc^;iuc>, j, if they were some-
thing like equal. 1885 Lam Ref. 29 Ch. L>. 278 The uit

settles us regards him the question of Icstacy Of intestacy.

t Te-staoye. 06s. rare', fad. L. testaceum:

see TESTACEOUS.] Name for a kind of cement.
c 1440 Pnllati. on Httsb. vl. 102 Now yotc onthalscynieiit

clept testacye Sex fynger thicke.

Testament (te-stamcnt), s6. Also 5 teste-

ineiit, 5-6 testment. [ad. L. testament-urn a will
;

also, in early Christian Latin, used to render (jr.

&oflr/*n covenant (see IL), f. lestdri to be a wit-

ness, attest, make a will, etc. : see -MBNT. With

the form lesle-, testment, cf. OK. leslement, beside

the more usual testament.]
1. In original sense of L. testanientunt.

This is app. later in Eng. than branch II.

1. Law. A formal declaration, usually in writing,

of a person's wishes as to the disposal of bis pro-

perty after his death ; a will. Formerly, properly

applied to a disposition of personal as distinct from

real property (cf. c). Now rare (chiefly in phrase
last will and testament').

[1306 AVA o/Parlt. I. 22o/t Les executors de lieux testa-

ments.] 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) pre (>ousand
marke he gaf with testament fulle light. 13.. Cursor M.
28323 Ic seketur made of testament, Ne folud noght . . pe
testament for to fulfill. I3 LANGL. /'. PI. A. vii. 78, I

wole, ar 1 Wende write my Testament. 1463 Bury Willt

(Caindcn) 36, 1 . .calle vponhym to do bis part in alle thinges

longyng to my testement and wille. 1464 Rolls o/Parlt.
V. 549/2 Ayenst the Testament and the last Wille of your
seid noble Progenitour. 1590 SwiSBtRNK Testaments 3 A
testament properly vnderstoode, is one kinde of last will,

euen that wherein Executor is named. 1637 PKYNNE in

Documents agst. P. (Camden) 99 Whom I make sole

executois of this my last will and testament, revoking all

former wills. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. i. i2The right of

disposing one's property, or a part of it, by testament. 1818

HALLAM Mid. AgcsWiy) II. viL 3rrThc ecclesiastical tri-

bunals. .took the execution of testaments into their hands,

on account of the legacies to pious uses, which testators were

advised to bequeath. 1880 MUIRHKAD Ulfian xx. f i A
testament is the testification of our will, in the form pre-

scribed by law, made solemnly, on purpose that it may be

effectual after our death.

b. trans/, undfig. (Cf. legacy.)

7111400 Morlc Arth. 668 Take here my testament of tre.

soure fulle huge, As I trayste appone the, be traye thowe

me never ! c 153* Du WES Introd. f'r. in Palsgr. 1064 The
masse is the testament the which our Lorde made before

his deth & passyon. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. vi. 27 And so

espous'd to death, with blood he seal'd A Testament of

Noble-ending-loue. 1607 JEK. TAYLOR Dissuas. Popery II. I.

iii. 1 10 The Gospels are Christ 's Testament ; and the Epistles

are the Codicils annex'd. 83i-3 E. BURTON Eccl. Hist.

xix. (1845) 403 The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. .

rofesses to contain prophecies and exhortations delivered

y the sons of Jacob shortly before their death.

j-C. trans/. Testamentary estate; personal as

distinct from real property. Obs.

14x4 E. E. Wills (1882) 56, I.. declare my last will.., als

well of my testament as of my land bat standez in feRei

handes.

2. Sc. Law. The writing by which a person

nominates an executor to administer his personal

or movable estate after his decease. This writing

is styled, in the decree of the Court granting con-

firmation (i.e. probate), a testament-testamentar

(or -ary), and the executor is an executor-nominate.

When no executor has been nominated, an txecutor-

ifative is appointed by the Court, and the decree

appointing him is styled a tetment-dative.

(The latter answers to Letters of Administration

in English Law.)
.5*5 Sc. Acts Jos. V <r84> " 3/' Quharonysic per.

souns deis w'in age |>at may no> mak bar testamentis.

1564 Acts ofSederunt r 3 Apr. (1700) 6 To the collectors

and ressaveris of the quoits, for confirmation of the testa-

ments of the personis decessand within cure realm. 1606

! Ibid. 28 Feb. 99 If there be no nomination or testament

made by the defunct, or if the testament testamenlar shall

not be desired to be confirmed. IMet. 101 Of all testaments,

: both great and small, which shall be confirmed, as well of

testamenls dative, as others. l8l STAIR Inst. Law Scot.

' xxx S it 170 The Nomination of Executors, ts properly

called a Testament. 17*8-73 ERSKIN. Inst. Sc. iem in.

ix. 7 Though nuncupative testaments are n

to support the nomination of executors, yet nuncupative or

erbal legacies are valid to the extent of L. looScotiots. Ibid.

executor upon a person of his own nomination, it is Myli

the confirmation of a testament-dative. 1838 in W. Ill

Diet. Lam Scot.

1 3. erroneously.
= TESTIMONY ; witness.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Lena Anns (S.T.S.) 8 The pape con-

vcrtlt sanct Tiburce, land) sanct Valere be his testament.



TESTAMENT.
beast slial come from (he bottomles pit.. and shal slay them.

1904 in Daily Citron, 21 Oct. 5/7 There is (irst.hand tc.sta-

ment to my slatrments.

II. In Christian Latin use of teslaincnhtni.

Orig. a misuse of the word, arising from the fact that

C.j. Stagier], 'disposition, arrangement', was applied both
lo a covenant (factual, ftcdus} between parties, and to

a testament or will (tdstiimeiituni). Prob. largely due to

the use of 6ia0ijxj (in the sense ' covenant ') in the account
of the Last Supper immediately before Christ's death, and its

consequent association with the notion of a last will or
testament. See also historical note s. v, COVENANT sb. 7.

4. Script. A covenant between God and man :

= COVENANT sb. 7. Obs. or arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12718 Quen drightin gan to sprad his

grace.. pe testament bigan he neu. Ibid. 12886 pe aid
testament hir.wit nu slakes, And sua be neu begining
takes, c 1315 SIIOREHAM i. 541 pys hys be cbalis of my
blode Of testament newe. a 1340 HAMTOLE Pstilter cxxxl.
12 If bi sunnys hafe kepid my testament. 1382 WYCLIF
Bamak ii. 35 And Y shal selte to them an other testament
euere durende. Acts vii. 8 He 3af to him the testamenl
of circumcisioun. i Cor. xi. 25 This cuppe is the newe
testament in my blood, c 1430 LYDG. Lctabuntlus 248 in

Min. Poems, In Reioysshyng of Crystes glad comynge ;

Two testamentys that day wer maad bothe Oon. 1509
HAWES Past. J'leas. xliv. (Percy Soc.) 216 His elect mother
and arke of testament, Of holy cnyrche the blessed lumynary.
1611 BIBLE 2 Cor. iii. 6 Able ministers of the New Testa,
ment [Gr. (Vocoi ous >ui-<js oiaQijxiis : WYCLIP, able mynistris
of the newe testament, 1881 K. V. ministers of a new cove
nant]. Ibid. 14 In the reading of the old testament [R. V
at the reading of the old covenant J.

5. Hence, through the application of iraXdid and

xaiv^i SiaSrjKt], in the Itala and Vulgate vetus and
novum testamentum, to the Mosaic and Christian
'covenants

'

or 'dispensations' (cf. 2 Cor. iii. 6, 14
cited in 4), the term passed in early Christian Latin

(and thence in the languages of the West) to the
books or records of the old and new covenants.
(This transition of sense took place many centuries before

the adoption of the word in English, where the name was
simply taken over from L. or Fr. in this transferred use.)

a. Each of the two main divisions of the Sacred

Scriptures or Bible, the Old and the New Testa-

ment, consisting of the books of the old or Mosaic
and the new or Christian covenant or dispensation
respectively.
a 1300 Cursor M. 120, I sal yow schew wit myn entent

Brefli of aibere testament. 01340 HAMPOLE Psalter Prol.,
pe larc of be aid testament & of be new. 1387 TREVISA
Higden (Rolls) II. 293 In be olde testament me redeb...
In be newe testament. 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.)
Introd. 3 As the old testament beryth witnesse. 153* ELYOT
Let. to Dk. Norfolk in Gov. (1880) Life 79 Thei..doo
peruse euery daye one chapitre of the New Testament.
c 1710 CELIA FIENNES Diary (1888) 235 A Large window full
of fine paintings the history of the testaments. 1711
ADDISON Sfect. No. 160 T 4 In the Old Testament we find
several Passages more elevated and sublime than any in
Homer. 1859 DICKENS T. Two Cities L ii, The coachman
could. .have taken his oath on the two Testaments.

b. The New Testament as distinct from the Old
;

a copy of the New Testament
; a volume contain-

ing this. Common in Greek Testament.
1500-10 DUNBAR Poems xiv. 14 So quhene the Psalme and

Testament to reid Within this land was nevir hard nor
sene. 1831 R. SHKNNAN Tales, etc. 53 (E.D.D.) The Testa,
ment was his school-book. 1834 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) IX.
355 He [Erasmus] had for some time been.. employed in
preparing an edition of the Greek Testament. 1843 BORROW
Bible in Spain viii. 49, I had brought with me a certain
quantity of Testaments. 1869 M^LENNAN Peas. Li/Cl.xvn.
( L. D. D.), The Testament, and next '

the Bible
', are regular

class-books. 1888 MRS. WARD A'. Elsmere 118 Her little
well-worn Testament open on her knee.
6. attrib. and Comb., as (sense i) testament-

maker, -making, (sense 4) testament-book
; testa-

meut-man, a disciple of the New Testament.
1573 Nem Custom 111. i. in Hazl. Dodsley III. 50 Here,

take at my hands this "Testament-book. 1533 TINDALE
.^uf/ierofLordV, vj, Where soeuer isa testament, there muste
the death of the "testament maker go betwene. 1880 MUIR-
HEAD Gaius n. 113 A female acquires the right of "testa,
ment-makmg on reaching twelve. 1819 W. TENNANT
Pap,stry Storm'd in. (1827) 103 That mad ill-gainshon'd
Dyke O lest ment-men that doth us fyke.
Hence Te-stament v., intr. to make a will;

trans, to leave by will, bequeath ; whence Te-sta-
mentlng vbl. sb. ; Te-stamented a. nonce-wd., in-
cluded in the Old or New Testament Scriptures
1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie II7 In diuers cafes in the

matter of testamenting a knight is priuiledged. a 1878 H
AINSUE_ P,kr. Land Burns (,892) I98 What's cross'd

r
cra

5-,,
Can neer bc testamented. 1907 C. GREGORYCanon S, TextN. T. 220 He [Clement] mikes short com?

ments on all the testamented Scripture.

Testame-ntaire, a. Sc; Obs. rare-\ [a. F.
tcstamentaire

testamentary.] Of or belonging to a
testament; Old Testamentaire, of or pertaining to
the Old Testament or Mosaic Covenant.

a,?-
1*7

r ',t
R
:,
MacW="-d True Nonconf. i. 19 The resist-

anu-quate
Maccabees was Old Testamentaire, and now

Testamental (testame-ntal), a. Now rare.
[ad. late or med.L. testamental-is, f. L. tesldment-um TESTAMENT: see -AL.] Of, pertaining to, or of
le nature of a testament
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is, a Testament or Disposition .. may be named a te-,ta.

mental! covenant, or a covenanting testament, a 1647
HABINGTON Snrv. Wore, in Wore. Hist. Soc. Proc. III.

436, 1 omytt theTestamentall tombestone of William Kdd-.ii

of Darlingscott with his. .last will. 1825 J. MONTGOMKKY
Hymn 'According to thy gracious word* ii, Thy testamental

cup I take, And thus remember thee.

Hence Testame'iitally at/v., in a testamental

manner, by way of a testament or will ; Testa-

me'ntalness, testamental quality or nature.

1774 T. WEST Aiititj. Fitrness vL 133 As well amongst the

living, as testamentally. 1669 Bp. PATRICK Friendly Debate
35 A fourth tells them there is a special Mystery in looking
at the Testamentalness of Christ's Sufferings.

Testame'lltar, a. Sc. Law. [ad. F. tista-

mentaire (i6th c.), or L. teslamentdr-ius : see

TESTAMENTARY and-Ati 2
.]
= TESTAMENTARY i, 2.

Testament-testamentar : see TESTAMENT 2.

1546 Reg. Privy Council Scot, I. 50 Tutrix testamentar
to htr barnes and said umquhile Hew. 1661 Charters nl.

Glasgaiu (1906) II. 41 Mary..tutrix testamentar of Esmy
duke of Lennox. 1681 STAIR Insiit, I. vi. 5 There be three
kinds of Tutors... The fiist is, Tutor Testamentar, or
nominate.

Testamentarily (testame-ntarili), adv. rare.

[f. TESTAMENTARY a. + -LY 2
. Cf. obs. F. testa-

mentairement by will (1517 in Godef.).] In a

testamentary manner, by will.

1774 T. WEST Antiq. Furness ii. 35 By these presents,
I will, command, and testamentarily confirm. 1880 MUIR-
HEAD Gaius Digest 601 The manumitter was entitled todeal
with it testamentarily as part of his own estate.

t TestamentaTious, a. Obi. rare , [i.
L.

testamentari-us (see next) + -ous.]
1656 BLOUNT

Glossogr.^ Testamentarioits, of, or belonging
toa Testament or last Will. Hence in PHILLII-S, BAILEY,ASH.

Testamentary (testame'ntari), a. Also 6
erron. -ory. [ad. L. testamentdri-us, f. testament-
utn TESTAMENT

; see -ABY i. Cf. TESTAMENTAR.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or having relation to a testa-

ment or will ; of the nature of a will.

Testamentary capacity, capacity to make a will. Tata,
mentary estate, estate subject to disposal by will.

1456 Paston Lett. 1.373 My Lord Chaunceller..is..souve-
rain juge and ordinarie principalle under the Pope in a cause
testamentarie. 1596 BACON Max. ft Use Com. Lmv n. (1635)
24 Its not an estate testamentory. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist.
Scot. u. Wks. 1813 I. 113 No matrimonial or testamentary
cause could be tried but in the spiritual courts, a 1837
in Jarman Powelfs Devises (ed. 3) II. 169 All the residue
of his 'goods and chattels, rights, credits, personal and
testamentary estate whatsoever'. 1885 Manch. Exam.
3 Feb. 5/1 Mrs. IS. was not of testamentary capacity.
2. Made or done by will

; appointed by will.

'547 Bk. Marchauntes e j b, To haue some aniuersari
foundacion, or other testamentary gift. 1659 Gentl. Coiling
v. 24 Some testamentary charities, a 1794 FEARNE Poith.
Wks. (1797) 435 In regard to testamentary dispositions
of land. 1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 1016 A tutor-
nominate or

_ testamentary, is he whom the father . . has
nominated, either in a testament, or in some other writing.
1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. III. xii. 218 The groundwork
of William's claim as testamentary successor to tad ward.

b. Expressed or contained in a will.

176* STERNE Tr. Shandy V. x, This testamentary proof he
gave of his affection to his master. 1851 HAWTHORNE Ho.
Sev. Gables xviii, In compliance with his testamentary
directions. 1910 Daily News 20 July 4/2 It has carried
out the testamentary request.
3. Of or pertaining to the Old or New Testament.
1849 W. FITZGERALD tr. Wkitaker's Disput. 28 These

books., are comprised in the old and new Testaments, and
are therefore styled Testamentary. 1905 J. ORR Probl.
O. T. viii. (1906) 272 Delitzsch postulates written 'testa-
mentary discourses and laws of Moses.

t Testamenta'tion. Obs. rare-'1

, [n. of
action f. med.L. testamentdre to give by testament,
whence some dictionaries have as Eng. Testa-
me-ntatep.] The making of a testament; the dis-

posing of one's property by will
; TESTATION 2.

t Testamenti-ferous, a. Obs. nonce-wd. [f.
L. testdment-um + -FEROTJS.] Bearing the covenant :

applied to the Jewish
' ark of the covenant'.

1771 NUGENT tr. Hist. Fr. Gerund II. 92 And whither
went wandering this concave testamentiferous ark?

tTestame-ntive,o. Obs. rare- 1
, [irreg. f. L,

testdment-um TESTAMENT + -IVE.] Of the nature of
or pertaining to a testament or will.
162* MABBE tr. Aleman's cfAl/. IL 242 Other writings,

processme, . . testamentiue, . . and infinite other the like.

tTe'stamentize,!'. Obs. rare. [f. TESTAMENT+ -IZE.] intr. To make one's will.
"ISO! FULLER Worthies.Denbigh. (1662) w. 34 Whether
t was. .because Welsh Bishops in that age might not Testa.
mentize without Royal assent.

II Testamur (test^i-mw). [From the L. word
testamur ' we testify ', used in the document, from
testan to

testify.]
In University use : A certificate

rora the examiners that a candidate has satisfied

TESTATUM.
ESCOTT Sac. Trans/. Viet. Age xiv. 182 In the place of the
SmalU testamur, .the special student was tested .

Testate (te-stA), a. and sb. [ad. L.
test/tt-ns,

pa. pple. of testan (also teslarc) to bear witness,

attest, make one's will, etc.]
A. aiij. 1. That has left a valid will at death.

1475 Rolls o/Parlt. VI. 139/1 Persones cliyng Testate and
Intestate. 1589 WAKNEB Alb. E,iK. v. xxvii. (1612) 136 Nor
all die testate. 1726 AYLIFI'E Parergon 132 The lawful
Distribution of the Goods of Persons dying both Testate
and Intestate. 1906 Times 27 July 3/6 He clearly desired
when he died to die testate and not intestate.

2. transf. Disposed of or settled by will. Testate

CMUW lu me KiLiuuciii aiiu uescein 01 estates, testate ind
intestate. 1875 PosTEGa/Ki n. Comm. (ed. 2) 229 His suc-
cession was partly intestate, partly testate. 1880 GLAD-
STONE Sf. Ho. Comm. 15 Mar., Between i,ooo and i,soo/
the old testate duty was 30^. ; the new .. is to be 3i/.
B. sb. tl. One who has given testimony; a

witness; also (app.) testimony, evidence. Obs.
1619 BRATHWAIT New Spring Cijb, When thousand

1 estates shall
produced be, For to disclose their close hypo-

t. IV.crisie. 1624 HEYWOOD Caftivesm. ii. in Bullen O. PI.

estamur from the leading Luthe^i^r'the'congress. 1897 i

Paradox a j, Reader, this Testate is just.

f2. The final protocpl ofaroyal writ; .

a 1604 HANMER Chron. Irel. (1809) 345 He granted a
Charter to the towne of Kilkenny.. with the testate of
Thomas Fitz Antony. 1641 EARL MONM. tr. Biondfs Civil
lyarres i. 3 Such gifts being of no validity without a tes-
tate of the great Seale.

3. One who at death has left a valid will.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1871 Daily News 21 Apr. 2 To place

all personal property, whether of testates or intestates, on
the same scale. .of a 2 per cent. duty.
Testate (te-st<nt), v. rare.

[f. ppl. stem of L.
testan (or -are) : see prec. and -ATE 3

5.]
1. intr. To bear witness, to testify, to attest.
1624 HEVWOOD Gunaik. i. 2 As Epiphanius testates of him.

lout. 15 In Bauron..she was likewise honoured, and as
Lucan testates, in Taurus, a mountaine in Sicilie. 1908
IVestnt. Can. 22 July 9/4 Prisoner was also charged with
..forging the handwriting of the testating witness to the
same deed.

2. To make one's will.

1891 Pall Mall G. 21 June 2/1 As good Mdme. Dubrai
remarked whilst testating, with tears in her eyes,

' He [acat]
has all his life been accustomed to his little luxuries

'

Testation (test^-Jsn). [ad. L. tcslalion-em,
n. of action f. testari {-are) : see TESTATE a. Cf.
obs. F. tcstacion (i4-i6th c. in Godef.).]
t L Attestation, testimony. Obs.
i6u H. MORE SongofSoul u. iii. n. xxix, A true testation

Of the souls utter independency On this poor crasie Corse.
a 1656 BP. HALL Satan's Fiery Darts quenched (R.), How
clear a testation have the inspired prophets of God given of
old to this truth? 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.
2. The disposal of property by will.

1831 GEN. P. THOMPSON in Westm. Rev. Apr. 298 That
the right of testation. .is, prima facie, nothing but an ex-
tension of the simple right of disposition, to the doing in
a convenient way what must otherwise be done in an incon.
venient one. 1861 MAINE Anc. Law vi. 196 It is doubtful
whether a true power of testation was known to any original
society except the Roman. 1876 DIGBY Kent Prop. viii. 343
Testator (tesWi-tai). [In sense I, a. AF. testa-

tour = F. -teur (i3th c, in Godef. Comfl.), ad. late
L. testator-em, agent-n. from testari to witness,
make a will. In sense 3 direct from L.]
1. One who makes a will; esp. one who has died

leaving a will.

[1306 Rolls o/Parlt. I. 220/1 La volume de chescun
testatour.] 1447 Ibid. V. 129/2 Ther remayneth due to the
saide Executours, for their saide Testatour, . .the sum of vn
or viii m. marcs. 1535 tr. Littleton's Nat. Brev. 29 b, The
executours.. brought a wrytte of Erroure of vtlawry pro-
nounced agaynst the testatoure in hys lyfe. 1664 Protests
Lords (1875) I. 30 Provision made by the testator to pay
honest debts. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. xxiii. 376 That
all devises of lands and tenements shall not only be in writ-
ing, but signed by the testator. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Trails,
Cockayne Wks. (Bohn) II. 64 A testator endows a dog or a
rookery, and Europe cannot interfere with his absurdity.
1 2. One who or that which testifies

; a witness.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 350 Come false witnes,

come true testator. 1631 LITHGOW Trav. x. 435 To all

which, and much more haue I beene an occular Testator.
1698 in Col. Kec. Pennsylv. I. 549, I am a perfect Testator,
by report of David Evans acquittance.
Hence Testa-torship, the position or office of a

testator ; Te-statory a., pertaining to or of the
nature of evidence.

1624 BP. ANDREWES Sena., Hel. xiii. 20-31 (1629) 584
Both, in His [Christ's] Pastor-ship, and in His Testator-
ship. 1907 Daily News 23 May 6 Whether anything would
be gained by giving it a judicial position instead of a testa-

tory we must be allowed to doubt.

Testatrix (test^-triks). [a. late L. testatrix,
fern, of testator: see prec.] A female testator.

1591 Knaresborough Wills (Surtees) I. 175 This testatrix
and her heires. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779) I. vii. 57
Mr. H... who was generously remembered by the testatrix.
1880 J. W. SHERER Conjuror's Daughter, etc. 279 The
Testatrix desired to mark her high sense of [his] merits and
services.. by leaving the property unreservedly to him.

il Testatnm (test^i-tm). Law. [L., neut. pa.
pple. of testari (-are) to attest, etc.]



TESTATUK.

1 1. A writ formerly issued when .1 writ of capias
was returned, the sheriff to whom it was first

addressed testifying that the defendant was not to

be found within his jurisdiction : see quots. Obs.

1607 COWF.I.L Interpr. s,v. ( If the Shyreeue return (niliil

habet in balliva inea),. .another writ .shall be sent out into

any other Countie.. which is termed a Testatum, because
the Shyreeue hath formerly testified, that he found nothing
in his Bayliweeke to seme the ttirne. 167* T. COKV Course

ff Pract. Comm.'Pl. 27 Until! . . there be an Execution in tin;

Proper County emrcd upon the Roll, ami a 7V'.vAi/w>//

awarded. 1848 WHARTON La-w Lex., Tcstatum writ, a

process of execution which is issued into a different county
than that in which the venue was laid in the declaration.

2. The witnessing-clause of a deed.

1844 WILLIAMS Real Prop. (1875) 193 The testatum, or

witnessing part,
' Now this Indenture witnesseth '.

||
Testa-tur. [L.,

' he testifies', from testari to

bear witness, etc.] An attestation.

1702 Rouse's Heav. Univ. Advert. 3 To which lie pre-
fixed his most solemn Vidit and Testatur.

t Teste 1
. 06s. rare. [a. OF. testa (nth c.),

mod.K. tele head : L. testa an earthen pot, in late

L. a skull, in pop. L. head.] The head.

13.. K. Alis. 7112 (Bodl. MS.) For Cades was a ferly
beste pries shett teeb weren in his teste. 1450 Two
Cookery-bks. 112 Teste tie cure. Nym rys..& hray hem
al to doust : tempre it vp with almand mylk, cast therto

poudur and safron & sugur [etc.].

Teste 2
(te-stz). Also 6 testey, -ty, J -tee.

[a. L. teste, abl. of testii witness.]
1. The L. word teste in ablative absolute constr.

with a pronoun (e. g. meipso myself) or name of a

person, as used in the authenticating clause of a

writ, etc. : see sense 2 ; hence, in same construc-

tion, in non-legal use, before the name of a per-
son cited as witness or authority,

= (So and so)

being witness, on the authority or evidence of (So
and so) ; teste meipso, seifso, on my or his own testi-

mony or authority ;
also as sb. one's own evidence.

[c 1194 : see Note to sense 2.) 1607 COWELL Interpr., Teste,
is..so called, because the very conclusion of euery writ

wherein the date is contained, beginneth with these words

(teste meipso, etc.).

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes IV. xxiii. 277 This proofe a Teste

seipso, is not so current as the other. 1686 SOUTH Serm,

(1727) II. 340 Presently the Sot..vouched also by a Teste

Meipso,.. steps forth an exact Politician. 1842 BARHAM
Ingot. Leg. Ser. n. Blasphemer's Warn., Many . . com-
manders * Swore terribly (teste T. Shandy) in Flanders '.

1848 LOWELL Biglvui P. Ser. i. ii, The Devil, teste Cotton

Mather, is unversed in certain of the Indian dialects.

2. The final clause in a royal writ naming the per-
son who authorizes the affixing of the king's seal.

Where (as in letters close and patent) the king himself

authenticates the sealing, the clause has, since Rich.^ I,

begun teste meipso
* witness I myself. Where a high

official authenticates (as in judicial and exchequer writs,

and during the king's absence), his name and (usually) office

are stated. As such a clause generally stated place and
date of sealing, the term became practically

= DATE st>.%

1423 in Letter-bk. I Lotid. (1909) 298 The teste of the

which maundement ys the xx day of Feverer, the second

yeer of his regne. 1467-8 Rolls of Parlt. V. 603/2 Oure
said Letters Patentes, wherof the Teste is at Westm* the

xtx'i" day of Juyn. 1542-3 Act 34,$ 35 Hen. VIII, c. 26 14

The teste of euerye bill and judiciall proces that shall passe
undre the saide judiciall Seall, shalbe undre the name
of suche of the saide Justices .. in lyke maner and forme

as is used in the Common Place in Englande. 1577-87
HOLINSHED Chron. III. 1245/1 It was doone by the son

in the fathers name, and vnder the teste of the son, the

father yet being king in shew. 1588 LAMBARDE Eiren,

it. ii. 106 Which, .may bee in the name of the Queene, and
vnder the Teste of the lustice of the Peace, thus . .Witnesse

the said G. M. 1653 Acts $ Ordin. Parl. (1638) 275 From
and after the six and twentieth day of December, 1653, the

Name, Style, Title and Teste of the 'Lord Protector, .of

the Commonwealth of England, Scotland, and Ireland, and

the Dominions thereto belonging ',
shall be used, and no

other. 1658 Practick Part ofLaw 6 This Writ may bear

Teste out of the Term. 1672 CORY Course ft Pract. Comm..
PI. 23 Of the Teste 's and Retorns of Writs in all Actions

real and personal. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. ii. 172 No
candidate shall, after the date (usually called the teste) of

the writs. .give any money or entertainment. 1792 Act

Congr. in Bouvier's Law Diet. (1898) s. v,, AH writs and

process issuing from the supreme or a circuit court shall

bear teste of the chief justice of the supreme court 1818

CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 396 It appeared the teste of the

warrant of attorney was after appearance.

b. Hence, more generally, a clause stating the

name of a witness (as to a charter in writ-form).
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vil. xliv. f 45. 380 His name

is continually set downe, as a Witnesse in the testees of his

fathers Charters. 1617 in Hardy Rot. Chart. (1837)

Introd. 30 There was some question about the marshalling

of these testes in there due place. Ibid. ,
Whether the Duke

..should take his place in the teste as Earle of Richmond

or Duke of Lenneux.

fc. Evidence, proof. Oft.

1567 FENTON Trag. Disc. 214 Whyche kynde of courtyng

thamarus Luchyn forgatt not too prefer as a testey of hys

seruice and a furtherer of his sutc. 1585 Faire Em n.

L loo Whose glauncing eyes.. Giues testies of their Maisters

amorous hart.

Teste, obs. form of TEST rf.1, 3.

Tested, teste'd, ppl. a. : see under TEST v.

f Testee-. Obs. rare. [Irreg. formation from L.

testis witness, perh. with ending -EE as in trustee,

etc.] A witness. Cf. TESTED

223

1654 VILVAIN Epit. Est. vi. Ixxvi, No Murdrer be:
|

WborsUri Theef: fals Testee [rime thee]. 1682 K. WAKE
J'^.i'i's

.5 1'ircbr. n. 23 Three Testees were to wait on these
Houses weekly, to take out whatsumms there were thrown in.

Tester 1
(tc-staj). Korms : a. 4- tester

; 5 -ere,

-our,-ir, -ur(e,testre, .SV. tyster, -yr, 5-6 teester,
6 (q) tester, 6-7 -ar, teaster (9 dial.), 7 taister. !

0. 6test-,teasterne, testorue, 7 -arri,-ern. [prob. I

from OK. : cf. testre fern. (i5th c., one example in

Olodef.) the vertical part of a bed behind the head ;

also OK. testtire, mod.K. tlttirc a covering for the

head, etc., It. lesliera, Sp. testera, med.L. testera,

-eria (see TESTER*); also med.L. testerium, tcs-

trum, testura, also tcstale, all, according to Du
Cange, = ' the upper part, top, or upper covering
of a bed ', derivatives of L. testa, in late pop. L.

and Comm, Romanic ' head*.
The historical relations of these words are not quite clear,

but app. med.L. testerium, -cria. It. testiera, Sp. tester^,
OK. testicre, and ME. tester?, go together in form, as ilu

med.L. testrum, OK. and ME. testre, and perh. also med.L.
testura and ME. testnr', though the senses are specialized
in different langs. The other Eng. forms appear to have
been assimilated to various endings in -er, .ar, -or, -our, and

(erratically) -era, *>rn.\

1. A canopy over a bed, supported on the posts
of the bedstead or suspended from the ceiling;

'

formerly (esp. in phrase tester and celure), the

vertical part at the head of the bed which ascends

to and sometimes supports the canopy, or (as some

think) the wooden or metal framework supporting
the canopy and curtains.
a. 1380 WYCLIF Wki. (1880)434 In aparel of chaumbre,

as in proud becldis, testeris & curteyns. 14.. Voc. in

Wr.-Wulcker 615/17 Tapisterium, an" a Testour. a 1440
Sir Degrev. 1474 Hur bede was off aszure, With testur and
celure. Ibid. 1485 Ther was at hur testere The kyngus
owne banere. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 489/2 Teester, or teth-

tere of a bed, capitellum, 1449 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) II. 156
Testur. 1454 .. fYtfj(i8S2) 133 Mybed. .wibthe testour

& Canape ther-lo. 1530 PALSGR. 280/1 Testar for a bedde,
dossier. 1548 in Strype Ecfl. Mem. (1721) II. xvi. 129 A
bedstead gilt, with a tester and counterpoint, with curtains

belonging to the same. 1556 WITHALS Diet. (1568) 51/1 A
teaster ouer the bedde, canopus, 1670 F. SANDFORD Order
Funeral Dk. Albcmarle (1722) 5 A Bed of State of black

Velvet . . with black Plumes at the four Corners of the

Tester. 1801 tr. Gatriellfs Myst. Husb. III. 4 The tester

of a bed . . was suspended by cords to the lofty ceiling. 1899

Q. Rev. Apr. 394 The tester, carved and panelled, is sur-

rounded by a cornice, inlaid with lighter wood, from which
a crimson silk valance and curtains hang.

ft. 1546 in Willis & Clark Ca/x*fc<; (1886) III. 351 Abed-
stok with cortins of dornix, and testerne of the same. 1565-

73 COOPER Thesaurus, Cotupeum . . a Canapie. . . Some haue

vsed it for a testorne to hang ouer a bed. 1599 Nottingham
Rec. IV. 232 One olde thinne silke teasterne for a bedd. 1653
tr. Com. Hist. Franchn iv. n He took a Base Violl from

the testern of his Bed.

2. transf.xfAfig. Something that covers or over-

hangs ;
a shrine

;
a canopy carried over a dignitary ;

the soundboard of a pulpit, etc.

1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vi. x. 773 (Cott. MS.) He mad a

tystyr \v.r. textuerej in bat qwhile, Qwhar in was cloyssit

be Ewangile, Platit oure withe siluir bricht. 1598 FLORIO,

Baldacchino, . .a testerne carried ouer Princes. 1611 COTGR.,

Surciel, the tester of a cloth of State. 1830 GALT Laivric

T. iv. iv, A night under the starry tester of the heavens.

1846-75 PARKER Gloss:Archit.^., The canopy over Queen
Eleanor's tomb at Westminster is called a tester in old docu-

ments. 1008 Atlienxum i Aug. 119/3 The remarkably fine

pulpit and tester of the church of Bishop's Waltham.

3. attrib. and Comb., as tester-bed, -bedstead,

rail ; tester-covering adj.
1622 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xxvi. 85 The rich and sumptuous

xxiii. (Pelh. Libr.) 160, I was stretched on the tester bed.

1873 Sat. Rev. 29 Nov. 707/1 The mother of St. John the

Baptist is supported by cushions in a tester bedstead.

Hence Testered (te-stsid) a., having a tester.

1790 MRS. A. M. JOHNSON Monmmth I. 70 The lofty

testered bed. .was in a ruinous state.

tTe'Ster 2
. Obs. Also 5 teste-re, teestee-r,

tester, Htestiere. [a. OF. iestiere (izth c, in

Godef. Compl.) 'any kind of head-peece, parti-

cularly a scull, sallet, or steele cap, also the

crowne of a hat' (Cotgr.), mod.F. tltiire covering

of the top of the head, coif, headstall of a horse,

= It. testiera
' head piece, a caske or helmet,

testerne or head of any thing, head-stall of a bridle
'

(Florio), Sp. testera
' armour for the forehead of a

horse' (Minsheu), Pg. testeira 'anything to cover

the front', med.L. testera, testeria (Du Cange), f.

testa, OF. teste head.]
A piece of armour for the head ; a head-piece, a

casque ; also, a piece of armour for the head of a

horse ;
a kind of mask or visor with holes for the

eyes, apertures for the ears, etc.

1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1641 The sheeldes brighte,

testeres [. rr. testers, teesteers], and trappures, Gold hewen

helmes, hauberkes. 1465 Matin, f; Househ. Exp. Eng.

(Roxb.) 285 The man that maketh his tester of mayle.

1484 CAXTON Chivalry 67 To his hors is gyuen in his hecle

a testiere to signefye that a knyjt ought to do none armes

without reason.

Tester 3
(te-staj). arch. Forms : a. 6 testourn,

TESTICLE.

teastern, 6-7 tostern, -erne, -orn, -orne
; 3. 6-7

tester, 7 -ar, teaster, 6- tester, [app. tin

of a series of corruptions or perversions of TESTON.]
for the TCCTOI of Hi my VIII,

debased and dqircciali c!
; nbteqnCDtl; a colloquial

or slang term for a sixpence.
a. 1546 WmniiiEsLF.vr/m)*. (C.imden) I. 176 Condemned

1560 in />.-.

Af.SS. 1IU. MSS. Comm.) I. 11 j Knu ledge of the better
1 '!"- >v:. 1579 (;. Htkvt.v l.elttr.tk.

(Cundu TJ Eloquence..wen cm,i, ., crackd
testerne in his purs,. i6i4j.CiK. . Quoane
Diij b, A testerne or a shilling to a scruant that brings you
a glasse of l>eere, liinrl. s liK haiiils t<, hK lippes.

ft. 1567-8 in nM Rep. Dtp. Kpr. Ir,l. 160 Wiih not more
than two testers a day each. 1597 SHAHS. 2 Hen
ii. 296 Hold, there is a Tester for thee. 1608 DAY Lam
Trickes in. i, Prethce giuc the Fidler a testar and send him
packing. 1613 TM-V t'tithw. Knovil. 53 There is also the
Tester or halfe shilling which is 6d. 1765 POOTK Commis-
sary i. Wks. 1799 II. 8, I hope youll tip me tl

to drink. 1822 LAMB A'//>r Ser. i. 1'rtiiu Cnimneyrweepers,
If it be starving weather, .the demand on thy humanity
will surely rise to a tester, a 1839 PKAED Poems (1864) f.

94 Well I it was worth a silver tester, To see how &he
frowned when the Abbess blessed her.

Tester 4
(te-stoj). [Agent-n. f. TEST v? or jiU :

see -KB 1
.] One who tests or proves, or whose

business is to test the quality or condition of any-

thing; a device for testing. In quot. 1697, (?) a

supporter of religious or political tests.

1661 BOYLE Style ofScript. {1675) 128 Those wary testers,

that like not to be cheated. 1697 ISABEL WIIIOHT in Collect.

Dying Test. (1806) 42 Testers, Banders, Bloodshedders,

14 Jan. 8/1 A train, .stops ; a tester is going round with his

hammer striking the wheels. igioJUJ. 8 Mar. 5/2 A device

which commends itself to.. owners of motor-cars generally
is the Acer brake horse-power tester.

t Testern, v. 06s. nonce-wd. [See TESTEU 3.]

trans. To present with a tester ; to '

tip '.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. i. i. 153 To testific your bounty, I

thank you, you haue testern'd me.

Testern(e, obs. form of TESTER ', s.

Teatea, pi. of TESTIS. Testey, obs. f. TESTE .

Testibrachial (te:stibr^-kial), a. Anat. [f.

mod.L. testibrachi-um (f. testis TESTIS + brachium

arm) + -AL.] Of or pertaining to the testibrachium

or prepeduncle of the cerebellum, being the process
from the cerebellum to the testis of the brain.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

llTesticardines (te^stikaudiniz), sb. pi. Zool.

[mod.L., f. testa shell + cardo (cariiin-) hinge.] A
primary division of brachiopods, having hinged
shells ; opposed to Ecardines. Hence TesticaT-

dine a. rare, Testica'rdinate a., having a hinged
shell.

1878 BELL Gegenbaur's Comp. Anat. 308 In the Testi-

cardinal process to which are attached the divaricator

muscles. 1895 Cambr. Nat. Hist. III. xvii. 467 On the

inner surface of the shell of the Testicardinate Brachiopoda
. . are two lateral teeth.

Testicle (te-stik'l). Also 5 testieule. [ad.
L. testicuius, dim. i. testis TESTIS *: see-cuLE. Cf.

F. teslicule, Sp., Pg. testiculo, It. testicolo.] Each

of the two ellipsoid glandular bodies, constituting

the sperm-secreting organs in male mammals, and

usually enclosed in a scrotum ;
= TESTIS * i a.

c 1425 tr' Artferne's Treat. Fistula 14 His testicules war
bolned out of mesure. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr.

Chirurg. 21 b/i This swelhnge..of the testicles. 1646 SIR

T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. HI. iv. 112 That a Bever to escape
the Hunter, bites off his testicles or stones, is a tenent very
ancient. 1783 JUSTAMOND tr. Raynafs Hist. Indies I. 307

It is very certain, and has often been observed that the

Hottentot men have but one testicle. 1876 BRISTOWE The.

fy Pract. Med. (1878) 171 (Small-pox) Inflammation of the

ovary or testicle b occasionally observed.

b. Rarely applied to the corresponding organs in

non-mammals : see TESTIS 2 I b.

(1634 R. H. Salenie's Regiment 36 Testicles or Stones, and

especially stones of fatte Cockes..be very good and great

nourishers.] 1713 WARDER True Ainatons 10 [The Drone

has] a large pair of Testicles, as big as great Pins Heads.

1841-71 T. K. JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 282 Both the

ovary and testicle are evidently temporary organs. 1877

HUXLEY Anat. Imi. Anim. vii. 389 The testicle is an elon-

gated sac which lies on the ventral aspect of the intestine.

f c. transf. The ovary in females. Obs.

X545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde I. (1634) 69 The right

stone or testicle in a Woman. 1684 tr. Sonet's Mm.
Compit. x. 364 The Womb with its Ligaments and the

Testicles may hurt the Loins. 1691 RAY Creation n. (1692)66

Membranes.. capable of a prodigious extension, as we see

in the Hydatides of the female Testicles or Ovaries.

t d. //. An old name for an orchid, from the

form of the tubers : in quot app. applied to

Spiranthes aulumnalis. Obs.

1597 GERAXUE Herbal I. cii. 169 The first is called. .in

English sweete smelling Testicles or Stones.

e. attrib. and Coml'.



TESTICOND.

lea. 4) 474 r.neiy granular icMicic-cciib.

Testicond (te-stikcnd), a. '/.ool. [f. L. testis,

TESTIS 2 + cond-tre to conceal.] Having the testes

contained within the body, as the Cetacea.

1864 DANA cited in WEBSTER.

Testicular (testi-kiz/lai), a. [f. I,, lesliculus

TESTICIE : see -AB 1
; cf. F. Utticiuaire.]

1. Of or pertaining to, containing, or having the

nature or function of a testicle or testicles.

1656 BI.OUNT Glossogr., Testicular, . . belonging to the
stones ofman or beast. 1775 in ASH. 1841-71 T. R. JONES
Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 255 The fifth segment [of the earth-

worm], from behind, is again testicular,. .so that the first and
the last segments in this region are testicular, the three
intermediate ones being ovarian. 1899 CAGNEY tr. Jaksch's
Clin. Diagn. ix, The spermatic or testicular secretion.

2. Resembling a testicle in form ; testiculate.

1769 E. BANCROFT Guiana 73 Berries of a reddish yellow
colour, and testicular form. 1821 W. P. C. BARTON Flora N.
Amer. I. 53 The genus orchis.. derives its name from the
testicular shape of the roots in many species.

Testiculate (testi-kizH/t), a. [ad. late L.
testictilatiis : see TESTICLE and -ATE ^.] Formed
like a testicle (

=
prec. 2) ; also, applied to the

twin tubers of certain species of Orchis.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Rot. HI. xxii. (1765) 220 In Orchis,
where the Species are known by the Roots being fibrose,
round or testiculate. 1828 in WEBSTER.
So Testi'culated a. [-EIJ

l
2] in same sense.

1715 SLOANE Jamaica II. 95 Berries,. . two always sticking
close or being join'd together, as if testiculated. 1717
BAILEY voL II, Testiculated Sftf..ex*uS*U of two Knobs,
resembling a Pair of Testicles. 1751 WATSON in Phil.
Trans. XLVII. 178 From this testiculated appearance they
called these plants males. 1775 in ASH.

fTesti-culatory, a. Obs. rare-*, [f. as prec.
'

+ -OBY 2
.] Generative.

a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais m. xxvii. 224 Testiculatorv
Ability.

Testicule, obs. form of TESTICLE.

t Testiculose, a. Obs. rare-", [f. L. testicul-us
TESTICLE + -OSE 1.] So t Testioulous a.

1711 BAILEY, Tesliculous, that hath great Cods. 1717
vol. II, Testiculose,. .that hath large Cods. 1775 in ASH

Testie, dial. var. TEISTIE, Black Guillemot.
||
Testiere : see TESTER 2.

Testif, -yf, obs. forms of TESTY.
t Testificate. Chiefly Sc. Obs. [ad. L. iesti-

'

ficat-um (that which is) testified, subst. use of neut.

pa. pple. of testificarl to TESTIFY.] A writing
wherein a fact is attested ; a certificate ; spec, in Sc.
Law: see quot. 1838.
1610 in Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 277 To requyre

..a testificatof his conversation past.abilitie, and qualifica-

258 Which Testificate he desired. 1676 W. 'Ravi' Contii
Bla,rs Autobiog. xi. (1848) 366 Throe testificates were sent
over to the Committee, a 1712 FOUNTAINHALL.OOT.I. (176.)
II. 394 A testificate being returned that there was no such
thing to be found in their books.

1838 W. BELL Diet. Law
.'.cot., Testificate, was a solemn written assertion, not on
oath, used in judicial procedure. . . The term is now obsolete

D. fig. Evidence, indication.
1590 GREENE Never too late (,6oo) 98 The wenches eyes

are a testificate. .637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 349 Take
Christ s testificate wilh you out of this life 'Well done
Rood and faithful servant !

'

.833 GALT in Frascr's Mag.VIII. 65 He gave a deep sigh, which was a testificate tome that the leaven of unrighteousness was still within him
Testification (te:stifik^-J3n). Now rare. [a.

obs. F. testification (1400 in Godef.), or ad. L
testification-cm, n . of action f.

tesiificari to TESTIFY.]The action or an act of
testifying ; the testimony

borne
; a fact or object (as a document, etc.) serving

as evidence or proof.
c 1450 Cov. Myst. vii. (1841) 69 Wyttnessynge here, be trew

testyficacion, That maydenys childe xal be prince of pe"
'593 ABP. BANCROFT Daung. Posit. ,. iii. ,o A testificationwas made of their mtentes. 1633 SANDERSON Serm. (1681)
II. 30 Honour.. is an acknowledgment or a testification ofsome excellency or other in the person honoured, by some
reverence or observance answerable thereunto. 1640-1 Kirk
cudbr. \Var.Co,,,m Min. Bk. (1855) 42 That he shill bringMargaret Sampell s testification that he is her hired servant
'671 FLAVEL Fount. Life xi, Thankofferings, in Testifies..on of Homage, Duty and Service. 17,8 H^KES & NELSONJ.KettltweU n. xxxii. 139 For the perpetual Testificationwhereof there was an Instrument drawn up. 1865 G MFRE*Rhoda Fleming ix, The thin

blue.and-pinTpaper andthe foreign postmarks-testifications to Dahlia's journey
.
Testificator (testi-fitetai). rare. [Agent-nm Latin form f. L. testifican to TESTIFY : see -OR 1
One who testifies or attests ; a testifies
1730 in BAILEY (folio). 1755 in JOHNSON. i8W WATFHWORTH

prig. A,,glicanis?n\ There has bee* from"he"
Apostolic days, an uninterrupted body of testificators

Testificatory (testifikr.-tari, testi-fikatari), a.
|
see prec. and -OBY 2

; cf. QF.
testificatoire(\i'&>f) \

224

Testified (te-stifsid), ///. . [f.
TESTIFY v. +

-El) 1
.] Attested; made known, declared.

155* HULOKT, Testified or knowen of all men, testatus.

1648 MILTON Tenure Kings (1650) 4 Justice . . is the Sword of
God. .in whose hand soever., his testified will is to put it.

Testifier (te-stifai|3a). [f. TESTIFY v. + -ER 1.]

One who testifies ; a witness.

the lestifier. 1752 J. GILL Tnnilyi. 13 Ihough the rather,
Word, and Spirit are one, yet not one person ; because if so,

they could not be three testifiers. 1854 E. G. HOLLAND
Mem. J. Badger xi. 209 Testifiers to the same fact.

Testify (te-stifai), v. Also 5-6 testy-, 5-7
teste-; 4 -flje, 4-6 -fye, 4-8 -fie, 6 (Sc.) -fei.

[ad. late or med.L. testificare, cl. L. tesiificari to

bear witness, proclaim, f. tesli-s witness +fic-us
making : see -FY. So obs. F. testifier (i6th c.).]
1. trans. To bear witness to, or give proof of (a

fact) ; to assert or affirm the truth of (a statement) ;

to attest.

'393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xm. 172 Meny prouerbis ich myghte
haue of meny holy seyntes, To testifie [v.rr. testefie, teste-

fige] for treuthe be tale bat ich shewe. c 1420 ? LVDG. As-
sembly of Gods 452 That can Dame Nature well testyfy.
'495 Act ii Hen. VII, c. 10 S 2, ij witnesses or moo that
woll witnesse and testefie the seid payment. 1526 TINDALE
John iii. ii We speake that we knowe, and testify that we
have sene. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleiilane's Comm. 55 b, A signe
wherby he maye testifie, that he careth for vs. 16 . Rolls
of Parlt. II. 438/1 It b testified by the said Earle..that
the said Arnold was taken. 1820 JEFFERSON Writ. (1830)
IV. 325 The superlative wisdom of Socrates is testified by all

antiquity.
b. intr, (usually with of) and absol.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. E. xm. 93 panne shal he testifye of
a trimtee and take his felawe to witnesse. 1513 BRADSHAW
St. Werturge i. 2448 That they shulde testyfy with hym in
this case. 1526 TINDALE John ii. 25 Jesus, .neded nottthat
eny man shulde testify off man. For lie knewe what was in
man. 1579 W. WILKINSON Confut. Familye of Loue To
Rdr. *iv b, ITiose which take in hand to testine of any matter
whatsoever. 1746-7 HERVEY Medit. (18181 192 Drop down,
ye Showers, and testify as you fall, testify of His grace
'884 J. QUINCY Figures ofPast 228 [He] testified to me of
the affection with which he was regarded by his slaves.
2. transf. of things : a. trans. To serve as evi-

!

dence of; to constitute proof or testimony of. b.
intr. and absol.

'445 >n Anglia XXVIII. 271 Also thi writyng testifieth
'"'

y.f'
es

pe
not streyned. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. yf, iv. ii.

1 158 I he brickes are aliue at this day to testifie it. 1644EVELYN Diary 12 Nov., Dipclesian's Bathes, whose mines
testifie the vastness of the original foundation. 1704 SULLI.
VAN Viewtfat. II. 132 Do not these shells testify apresenl,or a former communication between these contending ele-
ments of fire and water? 1849 HANNAH/CM/. Chalmers I. ii.

42 Ihe manuscript volumes. .still remain to testify his dili-
gence. 1879 HUXLEY Hume vi. 1 16 The proposition . . must
mean . . that the-fact is testified by my present consciousness.
1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. iii. 131 Why heere is the note of

the fashion to testify... Reade it. 1879 M. PATTISON Milton
in. 37 His three Latin epigrams addressed to this lady . testifyto the enthusiasm she excited in the musical soul of Milton.
o. trans. J'o profess and openly acknowledge (a

fact, belief, object of faith or devotion, etc.) ; to
proclaim as something that one knows or believes.
Chiefly biblical, b. intr. To bear testimony.
1526 TINDALE Acts xx. 24 The ministracion which I have

receaved of the lorde Jesu to testify the gospell of the graceof god. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Esdras ii. 36, I testifie mysauioure openly, a 1631 DONNE Serm. vii. (1640) 72 To
testifie our fall in Adam, the Church appoints us to fall
upon our knees. 1841 LANE Arab. Nls.l. ii i, 2 He
stood upon his feet,. .and exclaimed, I testify that there isno deity but God. ,867 Viscr. STR'ANGFORD.Select. (1869)

a
3 r

test
,'
fv their faith therein openly and aloud,

tk'^-r-n*''^*
Tas* v- 856 In vain thy creatures testify of

'V.
ee

' J'" th u proclaim thyself. 1818 SCOIT Hrt. Midi
xn, Ihem that witnessed, and testified, and fought, and enldured pit, prison-house, and transportation. 1853 KINGSLEY
23t- t***'3

i

!
ey had no mind to be martyrs, for they had

nothing for which to testify.
4. intr. and traits. To declare solemnly =
PROTEST v. i. Obs. exc. in biblical use.
1526 TINDALE John xiii. 21 Jesus.. was troubled in his

sprete and testified sayinge : verely verely I saye vnto you,that won off you shall betraye me. - Gal. v. 3, I testifie
agayne to every man. .that he is bounde to kepe the whole
lawe. 2 Tut. iv. i, I testifie therfore before god andbefore the lorde Jesu Christ, .preache the worde, b? ferventbe it in season or out of season. .535 COVERDALE i Sam.
kvn'^flf f n

n
'- thcm' and shcwe them the law= f >>*

kvnge that shall raigne ouer them. Ps. xlix 7 Let ir
testine amonge you, o Israel- I am find <.,,' iK. r~>
1582 N T (Rhe \ A T - V euen toy ood.

?nH
M
r,
V

?-'i

g' tatificms ' '"rlicr ,v. witnessing]tc.

a
ie^

I^Lri? .
P2a

>?
e toward God and faith in our Lord

Sire a. ,^ MiLTON7>.. XI . 72I At length a Reverend
fains among them came,. .And testified against thir wayes.5. trans To give evidence of, display, manifest,
express (desire, emotion, etc.). 06s. or arch

^^^^na^^sissi-a
o^einroufylungTrfnce^

M
,

adri
w eStified * C"1 **"

37 Nothing was too much to testify the Peoples Joy'JOni V/JW^C v,r,n :.. TJ- ... ._ *! 1
* *'

TESTIMONIAL.
Hence Te'stifying vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1575-85 Ann. SANDYS Serm. (Parker Soc.) 87 A testifyine
of our godliness towards him. 1596 NASHt Saffron Waldcn
Wks. (Grosart) III. 19 For a testifying incouragement how
much I wUh thy encrease in those languages. 1651 BAXTEP
Inf. Baft. 222 A seal is an engaging or obliging sign or at
least a testifying. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xix, A man
exercised in the testimonies of that testifying period. 1901
C. G. M'CiiiE Ch. Scotl. II. i. 151 It reveals no advance
upon the testifyings of New Light Burghers
t Te-stify, sb. Obs. rare- 1

. In 6 Sc. pi. teste-
feis. [f. prec.] A certificate or testimony.
1600 Sc. Acts Jos. C/(i8i6) IV. 246/2 That ..they mav

. .produce sic testefeis of thair antiquiteis as may informe
the saidis commissionaris.

Testily (te-stili), adv.
[f. TESTY + -LY 21 jn

a testy manner; irritably.
I75S in JOHNSON.. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, xxxiv

'What does the idiot mean?' cried Ralph, testily xSSe
Manch. Exam. 9 Jan. 5/4 The Lord Mayor rather testily
cut short his rhodomontade.

t Testimonage. Obs. rare. In 5 testy-, 6
tesmonago. [ad. OY.tesmonage (f. tesmoigner :

med.L. testimonial to testify), with assimilation
to the L. form.] = TESTIMONY sb. i.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 436/2 Thys same epystle may
also gyue vs testymonage that our lord wyl descende [etc ]
1490 Eneydos xv. 53 She made it to couertely and close
wythoute testymonage and wythoute the knowleche of
lubyter. 1510 10 Comfl. too late Maryed (!862) 14 Adam
bereth wytnesse and Tesmonage.
t Testimoner. Obs. rare*, [app. f. TESTI-

HON(Y v. + -EB 1. Cf. OF. tesmoigneur.] One who
or that which bears testimony ; a witness.
1607 R. CfAREw] tr. Estienne's World of Wonders 214oure and certen testimoners of sinnes.

Testimonial (testimonial), a. and sb. Also
5 tesmoingnal; 5-6 testy-; 5 -mone-, 5-6
-rnony- ; 5 -ell, 5-7 -all(e. [a. OF. tcsmoignal
and testimonial, in phr. lettres tes(ti)moniaulx
( 1 3th c. in Godef. Compl.), ad. late L. testimdnialis,
(litleree} testimoniales credentials

; f. OF. tesmoin,
L. testimoni-tim TESTISIONY : see -AL.]
A. adj. (now arch, or technical.} Of, pertaining

to, or of the nature of testimony ; serving as evi-
dence ; conducive to proof. Testimonial proof,
proof by the testimony of a witness ; parole evi-
dence. (Quot. c 1430 may belong to the sb.)
c 1430 LVDC. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 254 To have memory

upon thy passioun, Testimonial of my redempcioun 1570
LEVINS Manif. 15/25 Testimonial!, testitnonialis. ie88 JHARVEY Disc. Probl. in Which argument how artfficiall
it is, being barely lesdmoni.il], or how fete.) 1646 SIR T
BROWNE Pseud. Ef. i. vii. 25 We become emancipated from
testimonial! engagements. 1680 J. C. Vind Oaths *
Swearing (ed. 2) 6 An Oath in matters Testimonial and per-
taining to Witness-bearing is the highest proof and con-
firmation that can be. i8oa-ia BENTHAM Ration. Jndic

fb. Letter testimonial, rarely testimonial
letter (usually pi. letters testimonials) : a letter

testifying to the bona fides of the bearer ; creden-
tials ;

= B. 3. Obs.

[1421 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 158/1 Havynge lettres testi-
monyalx sufficeantz of on of those degrees of the Universite.]
1425 Hid. 289/2 That the same Marchant . . brynge Lettres
1 esmomgnals . . under seel.. of Maieur. 1439 Ibid. V 33/2Who so., come without Letters Testimoniall of the Chif-
teyn. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. I'ol. v. Ixxvii. 10 Is it the bring-
ing of testimonial! letters wherein so great obliquitie con-
sisteth ? 1678 W. DILLINGHAM Serm. Funeral Lady Alston
26 St. Paul . . hath recourse unto his own Conscience for his
Letters Testimonial. 1751 LAVINGTON Enthus. Meth. ,

Papists in. (1754) 134 She was furnished with Letters Testi-
monial to obtain Provisions on the Road.
B. sb. [Cf. obs. F. testimonial sb. (Cotgr.).]
1 1. Verbal or documentary evidence ;

= TESTI-
MONY sb. I. Obs.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 251 Permenides, after the
testimomalle of Boice, . . laborede and founde the arte ofMMUA ic vi untie, . . iduureue ana lounae tne arle ot

logike. 1533 BELLENDEN Lhy n. xxii. (S.T.S.) I. 222 Als
V.rgin.us..studc in testimoniall of his meritis and loving.
1621 ELSINC Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 35 Fowles being
brought to the barre agayne, desyred that the testimonyall
of theis dyers may not be used against him. 1707 (title) A
Cry from the Dcsart, or Testimonials of Several Miraculous
i hmgs lately come to pass in the Cevennes.
t 2. Something serving as proof or evidence

;
a

token, record, manifestation. Obs.
'495 in S. P. H. Statham Dover Charters (1902) 278 Onlesse

. . y" said . . purcer shew under auctentik, sufficient, or evi-
dent testimomalle y' y" is founde sufficient.. surete inothir
places. 1549 Compl. Scot. xiv. 113 Annibal send to cartage
thre muis of goW ryngis..for ane testimonial of his grit
victor.e. a 1647 HABINGTON Sum. Wore, in Wore. Hist.
Soc.Proc. 111.436 Without Armes or Inscription, as a testi-
monial^ of her priveleadge. a 1716 SOUTH Serm. (1744) XI.
126 When he required a testimonial of Peter's affection.

1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 182 In this second part numerous
testimonials of the truth of this doctrine are given.
1 3. A written attestation by some authorized or

responsible person or persons, testifying to the
truth of something; an affidavit, acknowledgement;
a certificate; spec, an official warrant; a passport
(as given to vagrants, labourers, discharged soldiers
or sailors, etc.) ; a diploma ; a credential or other

authenticating document. Obs.



TESTIMONIALIZE.

1461 ranitm Lett. II. 22, I .scud to yow a te&lymonyall,
which is maita by a greet a>sent of meet multitude of
coinons, to send to the Kyng. 15*6 TINOAI.I-: Matt. v. 31
Hit ys sayd, whosoever put uwayt: !iis v.yte, let hyiu gcve
her a u-stymonyull of her devorcemunt. 1545 Aberdeen
Rtgr. 11844) I- 223 Quhcn ony stiangcar ctinns with toll-
men iale, to cum and aduerteis the bailee that sic an strangear
bat the port with testimonial*. 1560 UAI-S tr. su-idanc's
Cotittn. 143 b, After whan he had exhibited the testimonial I

of his Ambassade, he proccdcth. 1563 Reg. rrivy Council
Scot. \. 249 To direct out i-oinini^Mciiis under the testi-

monial! of the greitseill. 1597 8 Act 39 Eliz.c. lyfaEuery. .

wandring Soldycr or Marryner. .shall, .hauea Testymonyall

vnder the Hand of some one Justice of the Peace. 1622

MABBE tr. Alematfs Guzman tfAlf. \\. 332 Gluing euery
one of vs a Testimoniall of his sentence, wee were all

chained one to another. 1698-9 Ad 1 1 Will* ///, c. 18 i

Such Vagabonds or lleggers . . very frequently forge or
counterfeite Passes TestimonialIs or Characteis. xyoa\V. J.

Bruyn's Voy. Levant v, 12 Nor brought along with them
Testimonials of their being iti Health. 1796 JKFFEBSON
Writ, (1859) IV. 140, I will forward the testimonial of the
death of Mrs. Mazzei. a 1806 C. J. Fox Reign Jas. If
(1808) 119 The severity withwhich he had enforced the test,
obtained him a testimonial from the Bishops of his affection
to their Protestant Church.

fb. (Perron.*) A will, testament. Obs.rare 1- 1

.

1616 R. C. Times* Whistle 135 To disjjossesse His
children of his goodes & give her all By his last dying
testimonial!*

4. A writing testifying to one's qualifications and

character, written usually by a present or former

employer, or by some responsible person who is

competent to judge ;
a letter of recommendation of

a person or thing. (The current sense.)
In quots. 1571, 1727-41, = TESTIMONIUM i.

1571 Act i^JS/iz. c. 12 4 None shalbe made Mymster..
under thage of foure and twenty yeres,

nor unles he fyrst

bring to the Bisshop..aTestimonialf. .of his honest lyfe[etc.l.

1609 Sc. Acts Jos. VI (1816) IV. 406/2 A sufficient testi-

moniall of the bischop of the dyocie..Testifeing and ap-
proveing the said pedagog to be godlie and of good
religioun. \-jvj~\i CHAMBERS Cvcl.* Testimonial^ a Kind
of certificate ..required before holy orders are conferred.

1^76 J. ADAMS in Fam. Lett. (1876) 144 The testimonials in

his favor I shall inclose to you. 1798 M. CUTLER in /.//<,

etc. (1888) II. 7 We have full testimonials that Mr. Perkins
is a young man of an unblemished character. 1836 SIR H.
TAYLOR Statesman xxix. 220 He is to make small account
of testimonials and recommendations, unless subjected to

severe scrutiny and supported by proved facts. 1868 M.
PATTISON Academ, Org. v. 216 Testimonials seem in theory
an unexceptionable mode of obtaining information.

5. A gift presented to some one by a number of

persons as an expression of appreciation or acknow-

ledgement of services or merit, or of admiration,

esteem, or respect.
1838 Lo. COCKBURN yrnl. 1. 211 The growth of the modern

things called testimonials is very curious... It has^comeof
late to denote . . a sort of homage always as a donation, and

generally in a permanent form, to supposed public virtue.

1856 W. COLLINS AfterDark ii. Prol. (1862) 148 The portrait
was intended as a testimonial, 'expressive. .of the eminent
services of Mr. Boxsious in promoting and securing the

prosperity of the town'. 1859 THACKERAY Virgin. xxxv,The
late lamented O'Connell,..over whom a grateful country
has raised such a magnificent testimonial.

6. attrib. and Combn as testimonial craze
,
-writer ;

T" testimonial-man, a person having a testimonial

(sense 3) or passport.
1725 Land. Gaz. No. 6396/4 Robert Mair, late of Liver-

pool, Testimonial-Man. 1895 Pall Mall G. 27 Sept. 1/3
The testimonial craze is becoming quite a nuisance, and is

highly inconvenient to people of moderate means. 1905

Academy 6 May 489/1 A good many other professional and

unprofessional testimonial-writers.

Testimonialize (testim^u-nialaiz), z. [f. prec.

+ -IZE.] trans. To furnish with a letter of recom-

mendation; also, to present with a public testi-

monial : see TESTIMONIAL sb. 4 and 5. (In quot.

1899 Improperly, To ask for testimonials.)

i8ga Tail's Mag. XIX. 344 Hanging is going out of

fashion, and testimonialising is coming in. i8 THACKERAY
Newcotttcs Ixiii, People were testimonialising his wife. 1886

West. Morn. News 27 Apr. 4/6 Sir E H is to be
testj.

monialised. 1899 C. SCOTT Drama of Yesterday I. xii.

417, I resolved.. to testimonialise the influential mends of

my father.

Hence Testimo'nlaUzed///. a. ; Testimonial-

izing- vbl. sb. and ///. a. ; also Testinumializa--

tion, celebration by means of testimonials ; Testi-

mo'nializer, one who furnishes, or contributes to,

a testimonial.

1898 G. B. SHAW in Daily Chron.
13

Oct. 4/4 The celebra-

tion and *testimonialisation of remarkable events and emi-

nent men will always be cherished in England as a means

themselves into the business with a truly heroical enthu-

siasm. 1891 E.KINCLAKEAustralian at H. 53 "Testimonial-

ising has been rather overdone of late.

II Testimonium (testimJ"*nu>in). [L., f. Usti-s

a witness + -mffnium : see -MONT.]
1. A letter of recommendation given to a candidate

for holy orders testifying to his piety and learn-

ing; also, a certificate of proficiency given by a

university, college, professor, etc. : TESTAMUR.

1692 SWIFT in Earl Orrery Remarks (1752) i x, I am still to

thank you for your care in my Testimonium. 1705 HEARNF
Collect. 21 Aug. (O.H.S.) I. 32 p'- Mill sent to me a Testi.

mon'ium to be sign'd for Cyprian & Paul Appia, Vaudois,

VOL. IX.

225

that they may be admitted into H. Orders. 17*1 A
'J\t-/\f /'/'/. No. 13. (1754)

66 Punishing under-graduate>, <n

disposing of fellowships, degrees, and teslimoniunu. 1709
: ii in Jay Man. <( Lett. (1843! 49 Mr. Whitefield

desired me to procure liini a [rstmi'.mmn (if iny
different places whither I had gone. 1903 'I'imes 24 Oct. lo/i
III 1860, a year after he became B.A., he obtained 1

inuniiim in ihe divinity school.

2. Law. That concluding part of a document,

usually commencing with the words 'In witness

whereof, which states the manner of its execution
;

also tcslimoititiM clause. C(. TKSTATTM, TKSTK-.
1852 Act 15 ff 16 Viet. c. 24 i The words of the testi.

inoiiiuin clause or of the clause of attestation. 1905 Lti-at

S.-c. C:iz. Dec. 16 Blanks had been left in the lestunonium
for the day and the month.

Testimony (te-stimani), sb. [ad. L. testi-

monium : see prec. Cf. OX I
1

', testimonie, OF.

testi-, lestemoine (nth c. in Godef.), learned forms

from Latin ; the inherited OF.word \x\ngtesmoigne,
now tfinoin, whence also tismoignic and tesmoi-

gnage, now ttmoignage: see TESTIHONAGE.]
1. Personal or documentary evidence or attestation

in
support

of a fact or statement ; hence, any form

of evidence or
proof.

1432-50 tr. Iligaen (Rolls) II. 423 Hit bathe somme testi.

mony and wittenesse. Ibid. V. 393. I526T1NDALE John\\\\.

17 Itt ys also written in youre lawe, that the testimony of

two men ys true. 1553 EDKN Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.)

9 Plinie rehearseth the testimonie of Cornelius Nepos.
1577-87 HOLINSHKU Chron. I. 121/3 None of the cleargie. .

comming from anie other place should be admitted, except
he brought letters of testimonie with him. 1651 HOBBF.S
Leviath. I. xiv. 70 Where a mans Testimony is not to be

credited, he is not bound to give it. 1719 DK FOE Crusoe i.

303 He shewed all the Testimony of his Gratitude that he
was able. 1805 FOSTER Ess. ill. iii. 58 Determined by the

testimony of facts. 1838 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xxxiii.

(1866) II. 177 Testimony, in the strictest sense of the term,
therefore, is the communication of an experience or.. the

report of an observed phenomenon, made to those whose
own experience or observation has not reached so far. 1843
R. R. MADDEN United Irish. Ser. n. II. xvii. 367 The
Battalion ofTestimony . .a set of hired spies, informers, and

witnesses, kept in the pay of the [Dublin] Castle,

b. Any object or net serving as proof or evidence.

15517 HOOKER Ecd. Pol. v. Ixxix. 2 [Offerings] are Testi.

monies of our affection towardes God. 1601 SIR W. CORN-
WALLIS Ess. II. xxvii, To smell of sweat, the testimony of

labour.

f 2. A written certificate, a testimonial. 06s.
a 1589 "Jcnkinson's Voy. ft Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) II. 375

When any man or woman dy_eth . . they . . put a testimony in

his right nand, which the priest giueth him, to testifie vnto
S. Nicholas that he dyed a Christian. 1617 MORYSON Ilia.

i. 252 They that goe by land in Italy, must bring a Testi.

monie of Health called Boletino, before they can passe or

conuerse. 1657 J. WATTS Vind. Ch. Eng. 97 The Arch-

Deacon, having befoie examined us in private, and seen our

publike Testimonies, presented us all to the Bishop.

f 3. A sponsor. 06s. rare.

1547 HOOPER Anftv. Bf. Winchester E iij, The testimonies
of the infant to be Christeynid ar examynid in the be halfe

of the chyld.

4. In Scriptural language (chiefly in O.T.). a.

sing. The Mosaic law or decalogne as inscribed

on the two tables of stone, as in ihe two tables of

testimony (Ex. xxxi. 18); ark of (the) testimony =
ark of the covenant, the chest containing the tables

of the law and other sacred memorials ; sometimes

called simply the testimony i tabernacle or tent of

(the) testimony, the tabernacle containing the ark

with its contents.

[A literalism of translation, repr. Vulg. tittimonium, LXX.
TO nafrrvptov, rarely ij fxapTupt'a, Heb. sing, rvrj? tediith,

pL rrtTJ f-idwlth.\

138* WYCUF Exod. xxx. 6 The veyle, that hongith before

the arke of testympnye. Itid. xxxii. 15 Moyses..berynge
in hoond two tablis of testymonye wrytun on eithir side.

1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Exod. xxv. 16 Thou shalt put in the

Arke the Testimonie which I shal giue thee. Ibid. xxxii. 15

Moses.. went downe from the mountaine with the Two
Tables of the Testimonie [1539 wytnesse] in his hand.

Num. x. ii The cloude was taken vp from the Tabernacle

of the Testimonie [1539 of witnesse]. 1611 BIBLE Num. L

50 Thou shalt appoint the Leuites ouer the Tabernacle of

IR.Y. the] Testimonie. Iliid.ix. 15 The Tabernacle, namely
the Tent of the Testimony. Ibid. xvii. 4 Thou shalt lay
them vp in the Tabernacle, .before the Testimony.
Trans/. Pre/. 3 The forme [of Scripture being] Gods word,
Gods testimonie, Gods oracles. 1667 MILTON P. L, xn. 75 1

Therein An Ark, and in the Ark his Testimony, The Records

ofhisCov'nant.
b. //. The precepts (of God), the divine law.

Rarely in sing.

1535 COVERDALE Ps. xviii. (xix.) 7 The testimony of y"
Lorde is true, & geueth wisdome euen vnto babes. Ibid,

cxviii. [cxix.] 83 So shall I kepe the testimonies of thy
mouth. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.) 3 Kings xxiii. 3 That they
shulde waike after the Lord, and kepe his commandements,
and his testimonies, and his statutes. 1611 BIBLE Dent. vi.

17 You shall diligently keepe the Commandements of the

Lord your God, and his Testimonies, and his Statutes.

6. Open attestation or acknowledgement; con-

fession, profession. 06s. or arch.

To sealone's testimony with one's blood, to die as a martyr
for one's religious profession.
1550 (title) The Image of both Chvrches...Compyled by

lohn Bale an exyle also in this lyfe, for the faithful! testi.

mony of lesu. 1581 N. T. (Rhem.) Ren. i. 9, I. .was in..

Patmos, for the word of God and the teslimome of lesvs.

TESTING.

'597 HOOKI'R F:tl. l\'l. v. In. j 5 To
llicrcof with dciilli. !07
111 teslimonie of Truth ha-l born I 1687
A. SHIELDS (title} A Hind let loose; orn lli.totical Rtpie.
lenlation of the Teuimoi, :aiid
01710 Stwn, ///. Quakers v.

[Quakers in New England] that waled iheir Testimony
with their Blood were William K hike
oteven&on.

b. spec. An expression or declaration of dl-
approval or condemnation of eiror

; a protestation.
IJSJi N. T.fkhem.) Mart vi. i, Shake of the dun from

your fecte for a testimunie tu them. 1818 SCOTT lltt. MM.
is, Mony an afternoon he wad sit and take up his testimony

ihe Paip. 1850 WHITTIER Ol.l fortr., T. Ellwttd
Wks. 1889 VI. 38 Plain, earnest men and women .. having
withal a strong testimony to bear against carnal wit and
outside ihow and ornament. 1863 NlRl. GAIKU.L Sjlviai
L. xxxix, Alice Rose was not one to tolerate the coarse,
careless talk. . without uplifting her voice in many a testimony
against it. 1876 C. M. DAVIES Vnorth. Land, oo A 'ten'.

mony
'

was. .circulated some years ago to the bishops and
clergy of the Church of England.

t Testimony, v. 06s. Also 4 testlmon.

[ME. ad. ONF. testimoin-er (nth c. in Littre
1

),

testimoni-er, -moi^ner, testemogner (uth c. in

Godef. Compl), learned forms ad. med.L. ttsti-

moniart (8th c. in Du Cange), f. testimfniuiu

TESTIMONY. (The inherited popular Fr. form of

the L. is tesmoi(g)ner, mod.F. Umoigner']. In later

use f. prec. sb.]
L trans, and intr. To bear witness, testify (to).

CI33O R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 8 Henry of Huntyngton
testimons bis title, c 1400 Etttare 1039 A grette feste ber
was holde..As testymonyeth bys story, e 1450 Ccv. Myit.
xxv. (1841) 351 To se and recorde and testymonye. 1611
TOURNEUR A th. Trap. i. ii, I salute you both . . and will testi.

monie to the integritie . 164* EARL CLANRICARDE in

Carte Ormonde (1735) III. 82 My Lord President will testi-

mony with me in what a dangerous condition, .the whole
Province was in at that time.

2. trans. To test or prove by evidence.

1603 SHAHS. Meas./or M. in. ii. 153 Let him be but testi-

momed in his owne Dungings forth, and hee shall appeare
to the enuious, a Scholler, a Statesman, and a Soldier.

Testiness (te-stines). f. TESTY + -NESS.]
The quality or condition of being testy ; petulance.
1516 Pilfr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 93 b, Testinesse or im-

pacyency is a frayle & hasty disposycyon, or rather accus-

tomed & vsed vyce of angre. 1574 HELLOWEI Guevara's
fain. Ep. (1584) 114 Ire groweth of an occasion, and testi-

nesse of euil condition. 1593 G. HARVEY Pierce s Super. 196,
I haue knowen few . . so contrary to frowardnesse, or testiue

nesse. a 1641 Bp. MOUNTACU Acts ff Mon. iv. (1642) 304
Extreame choler, wrath and testivenesse had cleane spent
him. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Utiderst. n. xxii. S 10 Testiness is

a Disposition or Aptness to be angry. 1838 DICKENS With.
Nick, v,

'

Mighty fine, certainly ,
said Ralph, with great

testiness.

Testing (te-stirj), vbl. sb.1 [f.
TEST z>.l + -INO i.]

The action of TEST .l

1. The making ofa will ; the disposing of property

by will.

1681 STAIR Itut. Law Scot. xxx. J 37 The power of Testing
is competent to all Persons, who have the use of Reason.

1788 PRIESTLEV Led. Hist. v. xlviii. 362 The power of

testing was first introduced by Solon. 1880 BLACKIB in

Content^. Rev. Jan. 44 The freedom of testing, which w
derive from the law of the Twelve Tables. 1889 STIVFNSON
Master o/B.ii6l(l had been put to my oath, I must have
declared he was incapable of testing.

2. Sc. Law. Testing clause : see quot. 1838.
(Here testing may be ffl.a.)

1765-8 ERSKINE Inst. Law Scot. n. iii. 33 That all pre-

cepts, .should be ingrossed in the charter, towards the end
of it ; that is, immediately before the testing clause. 1838
W. BELL Diet, Lam Scat, s.v., The testing clause is the

technical name given to the clause whereby a formal written

deed or instrument is authenticated. 1888 Lav ft eft. 13 App.
Cas. XIII. 376 The testing clause was..' In witness whereof

I and my said wife have subscribed these presents '.

Te'Sting, vbl. sb? [f. TEST z>.
2 + -INO

1.]
The

action of TEST v.z ; putting to the test, trying,

proving; in quot. 1687, subjecting to the Test Act.

1687 Good Advice 61 The end ofTesting and Persecuting.

1817 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rent. (1839) IV. 317 A philosophy,
which has for its object the trial and testing of the weights
and measures themselves. 1830, 1841 [see TEST v.' 4). 1860

Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 141 The application of a severe

strain in testing has an injurious effect on a cable.

b. altrib. and Comb. Pertaining to or used for

testing, as testing-box, -machine, -office, station, etc.

1876 PREECE & SIVEWRIOHT Telegraphy 272 At certain

stations along the line the wires are led into testing-boxes for

the purpose of affording facilities for crossing, disconnecting,

and putting them to earth...The testing station is always
the most important station on the circuit. 1877 KNIOMT

Diet. Mich. 2538/2 In Fairbanks's testing-machine, the

crushing, breaking, or deflecting force is applied.. by a

cross-head. 1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry in fn the same

range as the roller shop is the laboratory, and further on is

the testing-office. 1905 Daily Chron. 22 Apr. 6/4 A six-

cylinder racing car with a testing body passed at a speed

that was not less than forty-five miles an hour.

Te-sting, ///. a. [f.
TEST v.* + -io 2

.]
That

tests or puts to the test or proof.

1847-8 H. MILLER First Imfr. viii. (1857)123 His writings

. . had stood their testing century but indifferently well. 1878

GLADSTONE Clean. (1879) L 179, I will add another and

a very testing question. 1884 Pall Mall G. 13 Nov. i/i 1

is a testing crisis for English democracy. 1885 BEDDOE

Kates Brit. 271 An edifice of wood and stubble, which may
. .be consumed by the testing fire.
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and valued il 1560 at 4jrf. and -j^ii. Quot. 1562 refers to

the red or 'brazen
' colour of the debased testons.

TestiS 1 OI'S. PI. testes (tC-Stfz). The Latin I

There appear
a^l

5o 10 have been counterfeu t^tonsdiffi.

Joal tor 'witness' : from its legal use (c-. TKSTJS *),
cult lo **"<B* fro ' 'he deb^ ^ln-age c

occasional in Knglish context.

In quot. a 1483 in Latin construction cum testibus
'

with the witnesses '.

a 1483 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 67 The Soveraynes here may
send it with the testibus under theyre scales into the

Chauncerie. 1525 LD. BERNERS 1-roiss. II. cci. [cxcvii.] 616

The charter .. named in the endemany wytnesses of prelates
and great lordes of Englande, who were for the more suretie

testes of that dede. 1563-87 FOXE A. tf M. (1596) 532/2 As
the saide Edward Hall, your great maister and testis, was
about the compiling of his stone. 1611 [see TESTIKIER].

1 Testis a
(.te-stis). Anat. Cliielly in pi. testes

(te'stiz). [L. : etymology uncertain.

An assumed identity with testis witness (quasi 'the witness

or evidence of virility ') is rejected by Walde, who suggests
connexion with testa, pot, shell, etc. In i6th c. Fr., however,

tesmoing
' witness

'

appears in this sense : see Godef. s. v.]

1. = TESTICLE, a. in man and mammals.
[1693 tr. Blancarits Pliys. Diet. (ed. 2), Testes virilcs,

Mens Testicles.] 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Teehn. I, Teslcs,
the Testicles of a Male, c 1720 GIBSON Farrier's Guide I.

ii. (1738) 16 Next to the Yard, the Testes, or Stones properly
take place. 1807-26 S. COOPER First Lines Surg. (ed. si

495 The formation of such adhesions between the bowels and
testis before birth, mayalso sometimes prevent. .its descent.

1881 MIVART Cat 241 Two glandular structures, the testes.

b. in other animals.

1841-71 T. R. JONES Anita. Kingd. (ed. 4) 445 In Crabs,
the mass of the testis is exceedingly large. 1870 ROLLESTON
Anim. Life Introd. 54 [In Birds] The testes are always
retained within the abdomen anteriorly to the kidneys. 1877
HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. iv. 179 The testes and vasa
deferentia generally have the form of two long tubes. 1888

ROLLESTON & JACKSON A nim. Life 680 The testis [in Nema.
toda] is single; very rarely paired,

t c. transf. The ovary in females. 06s.

[1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Testes Miilictres.}

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Testes, ..the Organs of Seed in

Men and Women. 1841 RAMSBOTHAM Obstetr. Med. (1855)

43 Previously to the time of Steno, who first asserted that

they were analogous to true ovaria, they were called the
female testes.

2. transf. pi. a. The posterior pair of the optic
lobes or corpora quadrigemina, at the base of the

brain in mammals.
1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Wks. Vocab., Testes, certain

tubercles in the brain of a man and beasts, so called because
like to the stones of a man. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn,
I

, Testes Cerebri, are the two lower and lesser Protuberances
of the Brain. 1899 Allbutt's Sjrst. Med. VII. 345 The

posterior
tubercles or testes are connected by the posterior

brachia with the corpora geniculata interna.

t b. The tonsils. 06s.

1776 J.'CoLLlEK Mtts. Trav. 44 (Stanf.) There are other

superfluities besides the testes and glands of the throat
which obstruct the free course of the voice.

Testive, -nesse, obs. ff. TESTY a., TESTINESS.

II Testo (te-su>). Mus. [It. testa: L. texlu-m

TEXT.] a. The text or words of a song; the
libretto of an opera, b. The text, theme, or sub-

ject of a composition.
1724 Short Explic, For. Wds. in Mus. Bks., Testo, the

Text or Words ofa Song. 1801 BUSBY Diet. Mus., Tesio,..
the text, subject, or theme, of any composition. ..When the
words are well written, the song is said to have a good
testo. 1891 in Cent. Diet. 1898 in STAINER & BARRETT.

Teston, testoon (te-stan, testa-n). Obs. exc.

Hist. Also 6 testoune, -yon, 6-7 -one, (Sc. -an,

-ane), 7 -ooue. [a. obs. F. teston (in Godef.

Contpl.) = obs. It. testone, augmentative of testa,

head : see -OON. See also TESTERS.]
1. orig. The French name of a silver coin struck

at Milan by Galeazzo Maria Sforza (1468-76),
bearing a portrait or head of the duke, and called
in Italian testone ; then of the similar coin struck

by Louis XII after his conquest of Milan, for

currency in Italy, and by Francis I (1515-47) for

use in France. Both in Italy and France, the
name was soon applied to equivalent silver coins
without a portrait ; but always to pieces heavier
than the gros.
'545 Keg. Privy Council Scot. I. 2 All smaller peces sik as

halff testanys and halff soussis be taken efter the quantite of
the prices forsaidis. 1547 BOORDE Introd. Knawl. xxvii.
(1870) IQI In syluer they [the French) haue testons, which
be worth halfe a Frenche crowne ; it is worth .ii. s. .iiii. d.

sterlyng. 1579 J. STvaBEsGa^ixfCrii/Cvij, He [Monsieur]
is not able to dropp halfe testons for king Phillip's pistelas.
1617 MORYSON Itin. 1. 185, 1 payed [in France] two testoones
and a halfe for a paire of shooes. Ibid. 288 Those of
Solothurn . . coyne a peece of mony, which the Sweitzers call

Dickenffenning, and the French call Testoone, but it is
lesse worth by the tenth part then the Testoone of France.
1686 tr. ChardMs Trail. Persia 7 This Money of theirs [the
Dutch].. chiefly consists of Crowns, Half-Crowns, Testons
or Eighteen-penny pieces, and pieces of Fifteen Sous. 1901
tr. Hugo's Notre Dame xxvii. 275 To gain a few testons in
his turn [he] was parading round the circle.
2. In England, A name applied first to the

shilling of Henry VII, being the first English coin
with a true portrait ; also to those of Henry VIII
and early pieces of Edward VI. It was declared
in '543 to be equal to 12 pence, but being of de-
based metal it sank

successively to lorf., act and
6J., and was recalled in 1548. Subsequently those
still in circulation were rated even lower : see quota-
tions 1560 and 1635.

'

highnes coyne, nowe current, specially of the pece> of

commonly named Testons. 1549 LATIMER yd Serin, bef.

Ed-w. VI (Arb.) 83 Thy syluer is turned into, what ? into
'

testyons? Seoriam, into clrosse. 1560 Roy. Proclam. in

I Arch. Bodl. F. c. n If. 30 For discernyng and knowyng of

the basest Testons oftwo pence farthing, from thother Teston

of foure pence halfpeny. 1561 J. HEYWOOD Prov. % Efigr.

I (1867) 189 Of Testons. Testons be gone to Oxforde, god
be their speede : To studie in Brazennose, there to proceede.
Of redde Testons. These Testons looke redde:..they
blushe for shame. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Ckron. III. 1066/2
In the moneth of luhe [1551] .. he abased the peece of

twelue pence, commonlie called a teston vnto nine pence.

1592 Sc. Acts jfas. K/(i8i4) III. 527/1 Ordanis the inghs
testane to haue cours heireftir w'in this realme vpoun the

pryce of viii s. [Scotch]. 1635 N. R. Camden's Hist. Elu.
i. 36 Reducing the Teston of sixpence to foure pence, another

Teston to two pence farthing, for more silver there was not

in them. 175* CARTE Hist. Eng. III. xyi. 229 This gentle-

man[SirW. Sharington, an. 1549] had coined a vast quantity
of testons, 'of a base alloy and under standard.

fb. A name for the sixpenny piece ;
=TESTER 3.

'577 HARRISON England 11. xxv. (1877) I. 362 Six pence
vsuallie named the testone. 1598 B. JONSON Ey.Man in

Hum. iv. i,
You cannot giue him lesse then a shilling,.. for

the booke. .cost him a teston, at least.

fo. Proposed name for a suggested new coin

of the value of is. ^d. Obs.

1601 LOCKE Lower. Interest Wks. 1727 II. 90 The present
Shining and new Testoon, going for fifteen Pence. 1695
LOWNDES Ess. Amend. Silver Coins 63 One other Piece
which may be called the Testoon, or Fifteen Peny Piece.

3. Name of a Scottish silver coin bearing a por-
trait of Mary Stuart, issued in 1553, and weighing
about 76 grains ; also applied to coins of the same

weight, without the portrait, struck in 1555.
1566 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 441 He sail., pay for his

absence ane testane. 1577 Ibid. II. 616 His Hienes awin
silver money of testanis and xxx,xx,and ten schilling pecis.

1583-4 Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1882) IV. 322 The payment of
ane thowsand pund in Scottis fyue schilling testanes. 1621

Compt Ilk. D. Wedderburne (S.H.S.) 171 Promisit him a
mark for ilk testane he advances thairon.

4. The Portuguese testao or tostao, a silver coin

first coined by Manoel \, c\ 500, and weighing
121 grains; now = 100 reis, weighing 51.6 grains,
and worth about 2\d. Also an obsolete Italian coin.

1598 W.PHILLIP Liiisclioten (Hakl. Soc.) 1. 1. xxxv. 241 Par-
daus Xeraphiins . .which is as much as three Testones,or three
hundred Reijs Portingall money. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne
i. xlviii. (1632) 160, I saw the Prince of Sulmonaat Naples
..shew all manner of horsemanship: to hold testons or reals

under his knees. 1676 W. B. Man. Goldsm. 114 Portugal
Teston. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s.v.,The Testoon of

Portugal is worth is. jtt. Of Spain and Navarre is. 8<r*. Of
Switzerland is. +d. Of Italy is. t,d. 1717 BERKELEY Tour
Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 524 The owner of the horse gave him
a testoon. 1740 H. WALPOLE Let. to R. West 16 Apr., What
the chief princes [in Italy] allow for their own eating is a
testoon a day.

t Te'Stor. Obs. rare. [f.
TEST v.1 + -OB 2 d.]

One who testifies; a witness.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 170/37 A Testor, testator, *>ris. 1621
BURTON Anat. Mel. in. iv. ll. iii, Conscience..a continual
testor to give in evidence, to empanel a jury to examine us,
to. .cry guilty.

Testor, -orne, -ourn, obs. forms of TESTER 3.

t Te-stril. Obs. [A dim. alteration, or corrup-
tion of TESTEK 3.] A sixpence.
1601 SHAKS. Tivcl. N. n. iii. 34 To. Come on, there is sixe

pence for you. Let's haue a song. An. There's a testrill of
me too. [1905 Athenseum 25 Mar. 366/3 Plenty of readers . .

ready to expend their testril on such an attractive booklet.]

Te-st-tu.be. [f. TEST s6.l + TUBE.] A cylinder
of thin transparent glass closed at one end, used to
hold liquids under test. Also transf.
1846 G. E. DAY tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. II. 176 The

sediment must then be placed in a test-tube . .and gradually
raised to the boiling point. 1860 F. WINSLOW Obscure Dis.
Brainf, Mindtm. (L.), There is no possibility of the medical

expert placing the diseased mental element.. in a psycho-
logical crucible or test-tube. 1888 RUTLEY Rock-Forming
Min. 6 The test-tube, .is plunged into cold water.

b. attrib., as test-tube experiment; test-tube

cultivation, culture, the raising of bacteria in a
nutrient medium contained in a test-tube.
1886 H. M. BIGGS tr. Hueffe's Bacterial. Invest. 1^2

In
Border to do this, test-tube cultures are employed, in

which.. many peculiarities of growth can be better noted.
1899 CAGNEY Jaksch'sClin. Diagn.\\. (ed. 4) 212 Thebacteri-
cidal power of such serum has been established by numerous
test-tube-experiments. Ibid. x. 444 It is usually expedient
to make plate and test-tube, .cultivations together.

Testudinal (testizj vJinal), a.
[f.

as next + -AL.]
Pertaining to a tortoise ; shaped like a testudo ;

vaulted, arched.

1813 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 594 Testudinal Ceilings:
those formed like the back of a tortoise. 1818 in WEBSTER.
Testndinarions (testidineVri3s), a. [f. L.

testudo, testudin-em (see TESTUDO) + -AKIOUS.]
Having the character of a tortoise; marked or
coloured like tortoise-shell.

TESTY.

1826 Kiimv & Si'. Entouwl. IV. xlvi. 288 Tatutiinaruiiis. .,

painted with red, black, and yellow, like tortoise-shell. 1864
in WEBSTER.

Testudinate (testi-dina), a. (d.) [ad. late

L. testudinat-us, f. as prec. : see -ATE -
2.]

1. Formed like a testndo; arched, vaulted.

1847 in WEBSTER.
2. Of or pertaining to tortoises.

1850 MRODEM? Leaves Note-bk. Nat. (1852)264 The various
modifications of testudinate life.

B. sb. A tortoise.

1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl. (N.Y.) IV. 454 Cope, .enumerates
. . 13 sea*saurians, 48 testudinates, and 50 sea serpents.
So Tesftrdinated ppl. a. sense I above.

1717 BAII.EY vol. II, Testudinated,. .vaulted, made like

the Shell of a Tortoise. 1822 MRS. E. NATHAN Langreatk
II. 267 Smoky ceiling, testudinated with cobwebs.

Testudineal (testiudi'nial), a. rare. [f. as

next )- -AL.] Pertaining to or resembling a tortoise.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

Testuclineous (testiwdi-nzas), a. [f. L. teslu-

dine-us, f. TESTUDO, testfidin-em : see -ECUS.]
1. Resembling the shell of a tortoise, or a testudo.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Testudineous, . . belonging to, or

bowing like the shell of a tortoise, vaulted. Also pertaining
to that ancient war-engine called Testudo. Hence in

BAILEY, JOHNSON, and later Diets.

2. Slow, dilatory, like the pace of a tortoise.
a 1652 BROME Love-sifk Crt. in. iii, With a countenance

dejected, And testudineous pace. 1860 O. W. HOLMES Prof.
Brealtf.-t. ii, I don't think there b one of our boarders quite
so testudineous as I am.
Testudinian (testiadi-nian), a. and sb. Zool,

[f. L. testudin-em tortoise + -IAN.] a. adj. Of or

pertaining to tortoises, b. sb. A member of (he

tortoise family.
1854 OWEN Skel. tf T. in Orr"s Circ. Sc. I. Org. Nat. 213

Side-walls.. are added in the .. land-tortoises (testudinians).

Testu-dinous, a. rare", [f. as prec. +-ous.]
= TESTUDINEOUS.
1692 COLES, Testudinous, belonging to or like a Testudo.

Testudo (testiK'do). Also 7 (in anglicized

form) testude. [a. L. testudo tortoise, etc., f. testa

a pot, shell, etc. : see TEST sA.%]
1. Path. = TALPA 2 : see quots.
1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurf.yis Testudines..ben engendrid

of hard neume. 1693 lr- Blancartfs Phys. Diet. (ed. a),

Testudo, a soft, large Swelling, or not very hard, in the

Head, broad, in form of an Arch or Tortoise. 1727-41
CHAMBERS CycL, Tcstutio. 1857 DUNGLISON Diet. Med. Sc.,

Testudo,. .an encysted tumour, which has been supposed to
resemble the shell of a turtle. . Ta I pa.

2. Zool. The typical genus of the tortoise family,
Tcstudinidx ; a member of this genus.
^ 1520 L. ANDREWE Noble Lyfe xcv, Testudo is a fysshe

in a shelle & is in the se of Inde & his shelle is very great
& like a inuskle. 1706 PHILLIPS, Testudo,. .(he Tortoise,
or Shell-crab. 1752 J. HILL Hist. Anim. 112 The Testudo
has four legs, and its body is covered with a firm shell.

3. Roman Antiq. a. An engine of war used by
besiegers, consisting of a screen or shelter, with a

strong and usually fire-proof arched roof; it was
wheeled up to the walls, which could then be

attacked in safety. Also applied to similar con-

trivances in more recent times.

1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xxm. iv. 223 There is a

mightie Testudo or frame made, strengthened with very
long pieces of timber. 1622 PEACHAM Compl. Gent. ix. 73
All engines of warre . . Sambukes, Catapuftes, Testudo s,

Scorpions. 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Eromena 150 A
Ram-engine, .which, together with its testude, they setled

on its wheels. 1644 Lane. Tracts (Chetham Soc.) 187 A
kind of testudo, a wooden ^engine running on wheeles, rooft

towards the house with thick planks.
b. A shelter formed by a body of troops locking

their shields together above their heads.
a 1680 BUTLER Rem. (1759) II. 174 He will join as many

Shields together as would make a Roman testudo. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Testudo, . . a Target-Fence. 1801

RANKEN Hist. France I. 65 A testudo preceded the main

body; and two detachments .. were ready. .to rush out on

the enemy's wings. 1827 ROBINSON Archaeol. Gran a iv. ix.

(ed. 2) 372 The military testudo, .. was when the soldiers

were drawn up close to each other, and the rear ranks,

bowing themselves, placed their targets above their heads.

e. transf. saidJig. (See quots.)
1877 KNIGHT Diet. Alech., Testudo, . . is now applied to

objects . . employed as defenses for miners, etc. when working
in ground or rock which is liable to cave in. 1903 Daily
Chron. 30 Mar. 6/4 The stands were crowded, and a vast
' testudo

'

of gleaming umbrellas showed during those wild

two hours how much the wretched dared.

4. Ane. Music. (See quots.)
1702 SIR T. MOLYNEUX in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1270 Who

. .could compose such sweet Harmony upon the Guilded

Lyre or Testudo. 1727-41 CHAMBERS CycL, Testudo, in

antiquity, was particularly used among the poets,_&c.
for the

ancient lyre ; by reason it was originally made, by its inventor

Mercury of the . . shell of a .. sea tortoise. 1776 BURNEY Hist.

Mus. (1789) I. i. 294 It is disputed whether this 'yre B the

same as the cithara or testudo.

5. Comb., as testudo-shaped adj.

1875 POLLEN Ane. fy Mod. Furn. 19 Occasionally they
were covered in wholly with a testudo-shaped roof.

Te'stule. Bot. [ad. L. testula, dim. of testa

shell.] The silicified crust or shell of a diatom :

more usually called FBUSTULE. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

Testy (te'sti), a. Forms: a. 4-5 testif, -yf,

5 teestif, 6-7 testive. 0. 5 testi, 6-7 -ie, 6-



TESTY.

testy. 7. 6-7 teastie, 6-7 (9 dial.) tcasty (7
'

teiaty). [a. AF. teslif, -ivc (cf. OF. leslu heady,

headstrong, obstinate, moil.F. tttu), f. tcstc head.

For the reduction to -ie, -y see -IVK, par. 3.]

f 1. Of headstrong courage ; impetuous ; precipit-

ate, tasli ;
in later use (passing into the next sense),

Aggressive, contentious. Obs.
< 1374 OiArcKK Troylits v. 802 This 1 Homedc . .\V;i, .

Hardy, testyf, strong and cheualious. 1 1386 Reeve's T,

84 Clerkes two, .Testif [v. rr. lestyf, leeslif] they were and

lusty for to pleye. 1412-20 LYDG. Chrvn. Tr<>y u. 4*113

Hasty, teslif, to smyte rek[ejles. 1489 CAXTON l-'aytcs ofA.
i. vii. 17 That he be not lestyf, haslyf, hoot, ne angry. 1510
BAIICLAY Mirr. Git. Manners (1570) G iij, If any teslle foes

..Assayle thee. 1611 COIGR., Testu,. .testie, headie, head-

strong, wilful], obstinate. 1658 1'iiiLLH'S, 7Vj///"(old word)

wild-brained, furious.

2. 1'ione to be irritated by small checks and

annoyances ; impatient of being thwarted ; resent-

ful of contradiction or opposition ; irascible, short-

tempered, peevish, tetchy.
'

crusty '.

15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 106 b, Whiche wyll
snffre his pacyent though he be neuer so testy or angry.

1530 PALSGK. 327/1 Testy angrye . . ireux . . testu. llid.

777/2, I waxe testy, Ie deuiens testyf, or testu. 1549
CIIALONEH Erasm. on Folly K j, Some men there be so way-
warde of nature, and so testiue. 1600 HOLLAND Livy
xxxix. v. 1025 A chollericke and testie Consult, a 1713
KLLWOOU Antobiog. (1714) 70 This made the Warden not

and testy, and put him almost out of all Patience. 1822

W. IRVING Braceb. Hall ii, A testy old huntsman as hot PS

a pepper-corn. 1887 Spectator 27 Aug. 1147 Folks less

intractable and testy than such prejudiced disputants.

b. Of words, actions, personal qualities, etc.

1538 CROMWELL in Merriman Life ft Lett. (1902) II. 128

How can your testie wordes..dclite me? 1601 SHAKS. Jut.
C. iv. iii. 46 Must I stand and crouch Vnder your Testie

Humour? 1637 HEYWOOD Dial. Wks. 1874 VI. 329 We a

mistresse feare, And from her teasty fingers blpwes oft

beare. 1806 SIR C. BELL Anal, fy Phil. Expression (1872)

172 The testy, pettish, peevish countenance. 1858 LYTTON
What will he do i. vin, He resumed his pipe with a pro-

longed and testy whiff.

to. Of a stream, current, etc. :

'

Angry '. Obs.

1610 HOLLAND Catnden's Brit. i. 697 It is made more fell

and leasty with a number of stones lying in his chanell.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Charmed Sea i, You will not cross

the testy sea to-night.

Testy, obs. f. TESTS 2
. Testy-: see TESTI-.

Testyon, obs. form of TESTON.

f Tesyk(e, obs. form of PHTHISIC.
a 1400-50 Stockk. Med. MS. 23 Tesyk. c 1483 CAXTON

Dialogues 41/40 2Vy.7K..Tesyke.

Tesyl(l, obs. forms of TEASEL.

tTet = thee't, lliee it; see T 8 and THET. Obs.

i; IK ORMIN 5264 Forr ;iff bu lufesst Godd, let birrb Wibb

gode dedess shaewenn, Itid. 18279, & let ma?} ille likenn.

Tet, obs. f. TEAT. Tetan(e: see TETANUS.

Tetanic (tftse-nik), a. (f*.) [ad. L. tetanic-us,

a. Gr. Ttrcu'iKos.] Of, pertaining to, or of the

nature of tetanus ; characterized by tetanus.

1717 BAILEY vol. II, Tclanick, having a Crick in the Neck
or Cramp in it, that holdeth it so stiff that it cannot bow.

1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV. 304 In the warm climates, where

tetanic affections very often follow the great operations.

1822-34 Good's. Study Mcd. (ed. 4) III. 495 Clomc agitation

instead of a tetanic spasm. 1809 E. A. PARKES Pract.

Hygiene (ed. 3) ica Convulsive and tetanic symptoms.

b. as si. (See quot.)
1857 DUNGLISOM Diet. Mcd. Sc., Tetanic, . .a remedy, which

acts on the nerves, and, through them, on the muscles, occa-

sioning, in large doses, convulsions.

So f Teta'nical a., tetanic. Obs. rare-". Hence

Teta-nically [see -ICALLV] adv., by, or as by
tetanus ; spasmodically.
1656 BLOUNT Clossogr., Telanicai,..&M hath the crick m

the neck [etc.]. 1877 ROSENTHAL Muscles <t Nerves 36 The

muscle, .contracts tetanically.

Tetaniform (te'taniffjm), a. [f.
TETAN-US +

-FORM.] TETANOID.

Allbutt'sSyst. Mcd. VII. 531 Tetaniform tonic convukions.

Tetanigenous (tetani-ds/uas), a. rare. [f.

TETAN-DS + -gcnous : cf. -GEN and -ous.] Produc-

ing tetanus. l89' '" Cent. Diet.

|j Tetanilla (tetani'la). [mod.L., irreg. dim.

of TETANUS.] = TETANY.
1800 BILLINGS Nat. Mcd. Diet., Tetanilla,. -tetany. 1899

Allbutt'sSyst. Med.\\U. 47 Tetanilla; Remittent Tetanus.

Tetanine (te-tanain). Chem. [f.
TETANUS +

-INE .] t * An old name for strychnine, b. A
ptomaine, C^HjoNjO. , obtained from meat extract

containing Rosenbach's microbe, the tetanus bacil-

lus ; occurring also in decaying corpses.

1857 DUNGLISON Diet. Mcd. Sc., Tetanine, Strychnia.
1888 BRIEGER in Jrnl. Chem. Sac. LIV. 1317 Tetanine and

Mytilotoxine..the hydrochlorides of these bases decompose

gradually and lose their toxic properties. 1895 CACNEY

JakscKs Clin. Diagn. i. (ed. 4) 55 From cultivations of the

[tetanus] bacillus, Brieger has isolated several ptomaines

tetanin, tetanotoxin, and spasmotoxin.

t Te-tanlsm. Obs. rare. [f.
TETAN-US + -ISM.]

The action of tetanus.

1681 tr. Willis" Rein. Med. Wks. Vocab., Tetanism, a

kind of cramp that so stretcheth forth the member, that it

cannot bow or bend any way.
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Tetanizant Cte'tanaizant). [a. F. ttlanisant,

pr. pple. of tManiscr to TWANIZE : see -ANT.] An

agent or substance that causes tetanus.

1875 H. C. WOOD Thcrap. 11879) 357 One a tclanuant, tlie

other .1 paruly/unl.

Tetanization (tetanaizt'i'Jan). [n. of action

f. TETAMZK: cf. V. tttaniiatwtt.] The production
of tetanus or tetanic contraction in a muscle.
1881 TYNUAI.L Floating Matter t>fAir\\. 102 He found

tlie rapidity of putrefaction to correspond with the violence

of the lelanizalion. 1887 G. T. LAUD Physiol. I'syclwl. iii.

4. 106 The application of rapidly repealed shocks to the

nerve, such as would produce
'

tetanic conltaclion
'

of lite

n.i: ,. 1.
, may be called the 4

tetanizalion of a nerve*.

Tetanize (te-lanaiz), z>. [f. TETAN-US 1- -IZE :

so F. tctaniscr^ trans. To produce tetanus or

tetanic spasms in. Hence Te-tanized ///. .,

Te-tanizing vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1849 NOAU l:U\tritity(c&. 3) 473 They then assume the

tetanized condition, during wnicli their limbs become com-

pletely stiffened. 1855 Fraser's Mag. LI. 544 The omimnn
crab, ..finding itself a prisoner, draws in its legs rigid, as if

tetanized by the touch. 1874 GARROO & UAXIKK Mat, Med.
(1880) aoo As a tetanising agent, it is inferior to strychnia
and brucia. 1897 AMutfs Syst. Med. IV. 819 A double

electrode being applied to the posterior wall of the larynx
so as to tetanise the interai ytenoid.

Tetano- (tetano), combining form of Or. rira-

vot TETANUS, as first element in some scientific

terms. Te tano-ca nnabine Chem. [Gr. ttamaffis

hemp], an alkaloid causing tetanic spasms, ob-

tained in colourless needle-like crystals from Indian

hemp, Cannabis indica. Tetano'lysin [Gr. Auffij a

loosening] ,
a toxin produced by the tetanus bacillus,

to which the hxmolytic action of tetanus poison is

due. Te tanoiuo tor : see quots. Te tanospa s-

inin [SPASM], a poison produced by the tetanus

bacillus, to which tetanic convulsions are due (Cent.

Diet. Suppl. 1 909). Te.-tanoto'xin : see quot.
1883 HAY in Pharm. Jrnl. I, Trans. XIII. 999 To this

alkaloid 1 propose to give the name "tetano-cannabme, as

indicative of its action. 1902 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 12 Apr. 920
Ehrlich and Madsen have studied "tetanolysin. 1904 ISU.
10 Sept. 569 Expressed by a curve quite like the tetanolysin
curve. i86oAr

i>(/.5c.K<rar^*.3sAmechanical"Tetano-
moter. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Mcd. >ict., Telanomotor, ..

\

electro-magnetic instrument for producing muscular tetanus

by repeated shocks. 1899 Syd, Sue. Lex., Telanotnotor,
Heidenhain's instrument for producing rapid direct me-
chanical stimulation by an ivory hammer attached to the

vibrating spring of an induction machine. 1890 BILLINGS

Nat. Mcd. Diet.,
"
Tetanotoxint, CsHnN, a base obtained

from beef.bruth cultures of the tetanus bacillus. It produces

spasm and paralysis. 1899 [see TETANINE].

Tetanoid (te'tanotd), a. (s6.) [f. TETAN-US +

-OID.] Of the nature of, or resembling tetanus.

b. ib. A tetanoid spasm or attack.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xix. 231 Obscure tetanoid

symptoms, .disclosed themselves. Ibid, xxxii. 447 If one of

these tctanoids should attack them on the road.

II Tetanotlirum (-<5"')>rm). Obs. Fl. -othra.

Also 6 tetanother. [L. tetanothrum (Pliny),
a.

Gr. Teravaiffpov, f. m-avovv to stretch, strain, f.

Ttravosstretched, smooth.] Acosmetic forremoving
wrinkles.

1519 HORMAN Vnlg. 169 b. They fylle vp theyr frekyllys:

and stretche abrode theyr skyn with tetanother. ins
YOUNG Centaur v. Wks. 1757 IV. 214, I fear they would

prefer a tetanothrum loan apotheosis. iSajCxABB Tcchnol.

Diet., Telanothra.

II Tetanus (te-tanos). Forms : a. 5-7 tetane,

7 tetan. 0. 5 tethanus, 7-8 tetanos, -on, 7- -us.

['L. tetanus (Pliny), a. Gr.TtTavos muscular spasm,
f. reiv-tir to stretch. Formerly anglicized letan(e.]

1. A disease characterized by tonic spasm and

rigidity of some or all of the voluntary muscles,

usually occasioned by a wound or other injury. (Cf.

LOCKJAW.)
a. CMOO Lanfranc's Cirurg. 104 If bat a man haue a

crampe or ellis a tetane [pat is a sijknes bat halt be membre
lich streit on bobe sidis. c 1608 DONNE Let. in Gosse L iff

(1899) I. 195 [My sickness] hath so much of a tetane, that it

withdraws and pulls the mouth, a 1614 Bio9ai-a7 (1044)

171 In Tetans, which are rigors.. in the Muscles.

/3. 1398 TKEVISA Bart/i. De P. R. vii. xiii. (Bodl. MS.),

This . . Crampe . . hab bre manere kinde . . be Jmd hatte Tetha-

nus,andiswhannepeforbcrsenewesand>ehinderschrinket>.
1576 NEWTON Leumic's Complex. (1633) 24 In the Apoplexie,

Palsey, Tetanus, and many diseases moe. 1753 N. TOR-

KIANO Non-naturah 66 In Epilepsies and Distractions,

swooning Fits, Tetanus's and Catalepsis. 1846 J. Baxters
Litr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 430 Tetanus is one of the

most formidable and fatal diseases to which the horse is

liable. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. XL (1862) 232 Paralysis with

contraction of the joints, .when united, as it much oftener

is in the hot climates . . than among us, with tetanus.

2. Physiol. A condition of prolonged contrac-

tion produced by rapidly repeated stimuli.

1877 ROSENTHAL Muscles # Nerves 34 Enduring contrac-

tion of this sort is called tetanus of the muscle to distinRulsh

it from a series of distinct pulsations. 1877 FOSTER P/iys.

in. v. i (1878) 471 The changes in which may be compared
to the changes in a motor nerve during tetanus.

3. altrib. and Comb., as tetanus antitoxin,

bacillus, culture,poison ; tetanus-afflicted, -like acijs.

1857 DUFFERIN Lett. High Lat. vii. (ed. 3) 92 Our dinner

went off meirily | the tetanus-afflicted salmon proved excel-

lent. 1896 Alllmtfs Syst. Mcd. I. 237 The diphtheria and

tetanus antitoxins act directly on the toxins. 1899 Hid. VI.

TETCHY.

541 In some cases, .there are tetanus-like tcuuiti. 1004
lirit. .)//. Jrnl. No. ...->, c/

1908 J Kin HI* in Cartttfit
Tiutt AY/V -$ 'I ! icuiuus toxin on the t-emi.il

nervous system.

Tetany s te-tiuii;. [ad. F. Manic inK-rmiltcnt

tetanus, I. prtc.] A tetanoul affection characterized

by intermittent nmsculai Also attrib.

1890 lilLllNGs -Va/. Mcd. Ill, I., ;.:a>, ., 5,11 tension of
tunic muscular spasmM, mostly following one
another .11 incKulai interval:,. 1899 Alltutl\ Syit. Mt'i.
V1I1. 47 Tclany i-, an all- iscd by tonic
muscular spasms involving especially the distal poi lion of
the limbs. Ibid. 48 The teuny spainu ceased the day after

a tape-worm bad been expelled.

Tetar, obs. form of TKTTEU.

TetartO- (t/la-Jto), combining form of Gr.

TjVapTos foutth (cf. TKTUA-), in scientific tcim-,

belonging chiefly to crystallography. Tet&rto-
he'dral a. [Gr. (Spa base], having one fourth of

the number of faces required by the highest or

holohedral degree of symmetry belonging to its

system ; hence Teta rtohe drally adv., in a

tetartohedial manner. Teta rtohe'dric, -he-dri-

aalad'js.,
= tetartohedral. Teta rtohe drUm, the

property or quality of crystallizing in tetartohedral

forms ; the condition in which a crystal symmetri-

cally develops only
one fourth of the number of

planes demanded by holohedral symmetry. Te-
ta rtohe -dron, a tetartohedral crystal. Teta rto-

he'dxy, = tetarlohedrism. Teta rtohexa-gonal

a., having one quarter of the number of normals

belonging to the hexagonal system. Tetrto-
prismatio a., Teta rtopy ramid : see quots.
Teta rtoaynirae-trie, -trymmetrical atf/s. : see

quot. Teta^rtosymmetry, a variety of mero-

symmetry, in which only one fourth of the faces of

the holosymmetrical form are retained. Teta rto-

Bystema'tie a., said of a form in which only one

fourth of the origin-planes are extant.

1838 DANA Mi*, (ed. 4) 49 They are tetartohedral forms,
or contain only one-fourth the number of planes occur-

ring under complete symmetry. 1864 WATTS Diit. Chem.
U. 144 Quartz likewise exhibits other forms of lelartohedral

development. 1888 RUTLKV Rock-Forming Miit. 64 The

development of certain plagihedral, or tetartobedral, faces.

found in Titanic Iron, and is called rhombohedral "tetarto-

hedrism. 1895 STORY-MASKELVNE Cryttallogr. 160 The

ambiguity in which the terms hemihedrism, tetartohedrism,

etc. are involved. Ibid. 231 There can only be a single kind

of "tetartohedron in the Cubic system. 1864 WATTS Diet.

Chem. II. 144 *Tetartokedry. Quartz affords a remark-

able example of a combination in which only one-fourth

of the possible faces are present. 1895. STORV.MASKU.VIII

Crystallogr. 284 Six faces corresponding to three nor.

mals: *tetarto-hexagonal diplohedral forms. Three (aces

corresponding to three normals : tetarto-hexagonal haplo-
hedraf forms. 1847 WEBSTER, *Tctarte>prismtLtic, .. one

fourth prismatic, applied to oblique rhombic prisms. Mohs.

1851 Richardson's Ceol. v. (1855; 98 Classification of Mohs. .

V. The Tetartc-Prismatic is composed of the oblique rhomb-

oidal prism. 1891 Cent. Diet., "Tetartotyramid, . . aquarter-

pyramid : said of the pyramidal planes of the triclimc

system, which appear in sets of two (that is, one fourth the

number required by a complete pyramid). 1805 STORV-

MASKELYNE Crystailogr. 159 Mero-symmetrical forms may
be hemi-symmetrical-.or *tetarlo-symmetrical, presenting

one-quarter only of the faces of the holo-symmclrical form.

Ibid. 160 "Tetarto-symmelry, where the form is (i) henu-

systematic and haplohedral, (li) 'tetarlo-systcmatic and diplo-

hedral. Ibid. 308 Tetarto-systematic haplohedral forms.

b. Path. || Tetartophyla [Gr. 4>mj growth],

a remitting quartan fever.

1857 DUNGLISON Diet. Mcd. Sc., Tctarttitkia,..* quartan,

in which the intermission is inordinately snort or imperfect.

1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., Tclartoflijria.

Tetaug, var. TAUTOO, N. American fish.

Tetclx (tetj).
Now only dial. Also 7 tech.

[Origin uncertain : see TETCHY.] A fit of petu-

lance or anger ; a tantrum.

1641 ROGERS ffaaman 98, I mean not that such a tech as

i Naaman look here, may do it. Ibid. 143 An offer.. which
I thou biddest faire for and forsookest at last in a lech. feia.

379 Meer fetches and pritches, very toyes and conceits, can

alienate their love. 01734 NORTH I.hics, La. Cuiljord

(1826) II. 218 But this frantic fellow took tetcb at somewhat,

and ran away into Ireland. 1876 J. RICHARDSON Cnminei-

land Talk Ser. n. 73 Naler began to tak t' tetcb. wid him,

an' wadden't be mead ghem on enny langer.

T 1613 COCKERAM, Tctfk, thriftiiiesse. (App. a mistake.)

Tetoh.(e, obs. forms of TACHE ji.l, .

Tetchy, techy (te-tji),
a. Forms : a. 6-9

techy, 7 teohie, teachy, -ie, 9 dial, teachy,

tooohy. 0. 6- tetchy ; also 7 tetchie, teechy,

titchie, tlchy, 9 dial, titchy, tertchy. -y.
dial.

8-9 tatchy, 9 tachy. [In form, a deriv. of TCTCH,

but that word being both less common and app. of

later appearance, may be a back-formation from

this. Derivation from TATCH si.1 (in MF_ tecche,

i6thc. tetche} has been suggested; but there arc

difficulties both of form and sense.]

1. Easily irritated or made angry ; quick to take

offence : short-tempered ; peevish, irritable ; testy.

29-2



TETCHY.

(Cf. TOUCHY, which has been associated with this

from early in the I Jlh c.) a. Of persons.
o. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. f, Jut. \. iii. 32 (Qos.) Pretty foole, to

see it teachie, and fall out with the Dugge. 1639 W. PERKINS

in Lismore Papers Ser. n. (1888) IV. 55 Hee is as tcachy as

any wasp. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 99 A techie toy, that is,

his prejudicate and forestalled heart. 1674^
RAY 6". ff E, C.

Words (1691) 117 Techy, i. e. Touchy, peevish, cross, apt to

be angry. 1817 J. GILCHRIST Intell. Patrimony log This

pure and honourable body was very techy
and ticklish on

the point of privilege. 1853 W. IRVING in Life -V Lett. (1864)

IV. 159, 1 was a little techy under your bantering.

0. 1596 HARINGTON Ulysses upon Ajax vj b, For

spurre ; hence also, titchie, that will not indure to be touched.

164: in
'

Smectymnuus
'

Vind. Ansvj. 2. 29 We are

sullen.., tecchy and quarrelsome men. 1641 ROGERS Naa-
titan 267 Jonas, .was wondrous tetchy. 1733 Swif-T Let. to

D'chess Qucensberry 20 Mar., You are grown very tetchy
since I lost the dear friend who was my supporter. 1851
TRENCH St. Aug. on Serm. on Mt. Introd. v. 69 note,

Jerome . . whom none can deny . . to have been somewhat

tetchy and prompt to take offence.

y. 1746 ExmoorScolding(E.T>S.'i 21 Ya purling, tatchy,

. .mincing Theng. 1891 HEWETT Peas. Sp. Devon 132, I

niver zeed zich a tatchy, ill-contrived little twoad.

b. Of qualities, actions, etc. : Characterized by
or proceeding from irritability.

1592 Nobody ff Somcb. in Simpson Sch. Shaks. (1878) I.

279 Nay, now youle fall into your techy humour, ifiio

GUILLIM Heraldry in. vii. (1660) 134 The Nettle is of so

tetchie and froward a nature. 1653 Mod. Policies in. (1653)

Colasterion, King-killing,. .1 know it a techy subject. 1841
LEVER C. O'Malley xxx, Gradually increased to a sore and

techy subject. 1864-5 WOOD Homes without H. xxiii.

(1868) 425 A mere stinging creature with a tetchy temper.

2. fig. Of land : see quots. dial.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Tetchy., .applied to land that is diffi-

cult to work or to manage. 1904 in Eitg. Dial. Diet,, If yer

plough or roll when 'tis wet yer dew more harm nor good ;

that land's wonnerful tetchy, I can tell yer.

Hence Te tchily adv. ; Te-tchiness.

1647 TRAPP Comm. Ep. 664 As any man is more industrious

and ingenious, so he teacheth more *teachilyand painfully.
'755 JOHNSON, Techily. 1862 F. W. ROBINSON Owett iv. vi,
'
I'll not touch bit or sup to-day ',

she cried, tetchily ;

'

you
can't do better than leave me to myself. 1623 Bp. HALL
Contempt., O. T. xix. viii, Not the unjust fury and *techiness

of the patient shall cross the cure. 1793 ANNA SEWARD Lett.

(1811) III. 246 The froward tetchiness; the unprincipled
malice ; . . which generally darkened . . the man's brain. 1905
Times 5 Mar. 10/3 Were it not for M. K 's tetchiness..

1 should feel inclined to. .issue. .a classic excuse.

II Tete (l|tt, tin). Obs. exc. Hist. [F. tlte

head.] A woman's head of hair, or wig, dressed

high and elaborately ornamented, in the fashion of

the second half of the i8th c.

1756 C. SMART tr. Horace, Sat. l. viii. (1826) II. 71 Sagana's
towering tete of false hair. 1772 R. GRAVES Spir. Quixote
(1820) I. 140, I sell as many wigs or tetes as any barber in

town. 1813 Sk. Ckarac. (ed. 2) 1. 81 By way of Grecian

tctes, they had large cockades of hair stuck at the back of
their heads. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. vi, This unparalleled tete,
which her brother was wont to say was fitter for a turban
for Mahound or Termagant, than a head-gear for a . .

Christian gentlewoman. 1884 Pall Mall G. 7 May 6/1 She
[a lady of time of Geo. Ill] wears what is called a tete, the
monstrous head-dress that was fashionable in her time.

b. Comb., as tile-maker.

1789 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Snej.for Paint. To Rdr.,Wks.
1816 II. 121 Tetemakers, perfumers, .. parliament speech-
makers.

Tete, obs. form of TEAT.

II Tete-a-tete (t^i-tat^-t, || ttatft), adv., sb. , and
a. Also 7 tate a tate. [F. tete & tete adv. and
sb., lit. 'head to head' (i7thc. in Moliere); cf,

teste/l teste together (in single combat), i6th c. in

Goclef. Coipl.]
A. adv. Together without the presence of a third

person ;
in private (of two persons) ; face to face.

1700 CONGREVE Way of World \. i.\, Ay, tete-a-tC-te, but
not in public. 1713 SWIFT Hor. Sat. n. vi. 106 My lord and
he are grown so great, Always together tete-a-tete. 1790
SCOTT Let. to W. Clerk 3 Sept., I dined two days ago tete ft

tete with Lord Buchan. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xxix,
The General and I were moping together tete-a-tete.

B. sb. (pi. tete-a-tetes.')
1. A private conversation or interview between
two persons ; also concr. a party of two.
1697 VANBRUGH Relapse iv. iii, I. .havepretended Letters

to write, to give my Friends a Tate a Tate. 1738 Geuti.
Mag. VIII. 31/1 The Morning Moments; which I take to
be the Mollia Tcmpora, so propitious to Tete a Tetes.
1768 MME. D'ARBLAY Early Diary 16 Nov., 1 had the
pleasure of a delightful Tete a Tete with him. 1880 MRS.
t ORRESTER Roy iff V. I. 55 Seated together on a low couch
made expressly for such a tete-a-tete.

2. The name of some special types of sofa, settee,

etc., made of such a shape as to enable two persons
to converse more or less face to face.

1864 WEBSTER, Tete-a-tete, . . a form of sofa for two
persons, so curved that they are brought face to face while
5''lmS on different sides of the sofa. 1877 KNIGHT Diet.

Mech.,^ Tete-a-tete, two chairs with seats attached and
lacing in opposite directions, the arms and backs forming an
S-shape. 1889 Miss C. F. WOOLSON Jupiter Lights xiii.MB Ihe sofa of this set was of the pattern named tete-
a-tete, very hard and slippery.
C. adj. (attrib. use of the sb.) Of or pertaining

to a tlte-a-tlte
; consisting of or attended by two

persons ; tete-a-tete set, a tea-set for two.
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1728 VANBKUCH & ClB. Prm'.Husb. II. i, A pretty cheerful

tete-a-tete dinner. 1779 JOHNSON 26 Mar. in Boszuell,\ou
must not indulge your delicacy too much : or you will be

a tete-a-tete man all your life. 1847 C. BRONTE J. Eyre
xxiv, I was determined not to spend the whole time 111

a tete-a-tete conversation.

II Tete de mouton. Obs. [Fr., lit. -sheep's

head '.] A head-dress of close frizzly curls formerly

worn by women.
1737 in LaJy Suffolk's Lett. (1824) II. 159, 1 beg she will

not leave off her tete de mouton and her pannier. 1738
Himible Retn., etc. mAua. Reff. I. 374/1 It may. .become
a French friseur, to acquaint the public that he makes
a tete de mouton, or simply a tete.

II Tete de pont (tf t d? po-n). PI. tetes de

pont. [Fr., Tit. 'bridge head'.] A fortification

defending the approach to a bridge ;
a bridge-head.

1794 Amer. St. Papers, Mil. Affairs (1832) I. 89 There

ought to be . . close to the chain, a small tete de pont.
1812 Examiner 31 Aug. 549/2 One bridge upon the Beres-

sina, with double tctcs-dc-pont. 1829 SCOTT Annco/G.ix,
They were not long of discovering the tete-du-pont on which
the drawbridge, wTien lowered, had formerly rested.

Teter: see TEETEK, TETTER.

Teterrimous(tfteTimas),a. rare, [t.l^.telerriiii-

us most foul, superl. of tseter (tiler) foul + -ous.]
In phrase tcterrimous cause, after L, teterrima belli

causa 'the most foul cause of war', i.e. woman
(Horace Sat. I. iii. 107).
[1704 SWIFT T. Tub ix. 1823 BYRON Juan ix. Iv, Oh thou

'

teterrima causa
'

of all
'

belli '. 1845 FOKD Handbk. Spain I.

iii. 362 A Christian woman now was the teterrima causa of
the Moslem downfall.] 1864 Daily Tel. 24 Aug., 1 pronounce
Orangeism the teterrimous cause of the war that has been

waged for two weeks past in the heart of the town.

Teth, obs. form of TEETH, TEETHE.

Tethanus, obs. form of TETANUS.

Tethe, Tething, obs. ff. TITHE v., TITHING.

Tethee, obs. form of TEETHT, testy.

Tether (te-tfai), sb. Forms: a. 4 tethir,

(thether), 6 teyther, 6-8 leather, 7 tither, tei-

ther, 6- tether, ft. 4-5 tedyr, 5 -yre, 5-7 teder,
6 teddir, tedure, teeder, 6-8 (9 dial.) tedder,
7 teddar (tedir). [At first a northern word :

app. a. ON. tj6Sr
' tether

'

(Icel. and FXT. IJdSur,
Sw. tjuder); corresp. to I5th c. WFris. tyader,

lieder; MLG., MDu. t&der, tudder, LG. tiider,

tiiJder, t'ddcr, tider, tier, tir, Du. tuier, all in sense

'tether'. Cf. also OHG. *ziotar, zeotar, MHG.
zieter (still in Bav. dial., Hess, zetter) in sense
'

fore-pole or team '. A corresponding OE. *t{c$or
has not been found.
The word points to an OTeut. *teudra-, pre-Teut. *deutro-,

from a vb.-stem. *deu. to fasten, with instr. suffix -tro.]

1. A rope, cord, or other fastening by which a

horse, cow, or other beast is tied to a stake or the

like, so as to confine it to the spot.
I37^~7 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 386 In duobus

thethers et j feterlok pro equis. 1394-5 Ibid. 599 In iij

Tethirs cum paribus de langalds. 1396-7 Ibid. 214, j tedyr.
14.. Nominate in Wr.-Wiilcker 728/1 Hoc ligatorinm, a
tedyre. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 148 But make thy hors to

longe a tedure. 1562 Willt ft Inv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 207,
ij wayne roopes, j haire teder xij

1

'. 1589 GREENE Menaplwjt
(Arb.) 38 Who coueteth to tie the Lambe and the Lion in
one tedder maketh a brawle. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees)

145 A peece of an olde broken leather. 1669 Caldwell
Papers (Mixitl CI.) 1. 133 Ane hair tediro. 13.4. 1688 Land.
Caz. No. 2368/4 Stolen out of the Tether .., a dark brown
Gelding. 1782 BURNS Death ofMailie i As Mailie, an her
lambs thegither, Were ae day nibbling on the tether, a 1854
II. REED Led. Brit. Poets (1857) II. 70 A delicate colt at
the end of each tether.

2. Applied to a rope used for other purposes,
f a. A boat's painter ; a tow-rope. Obs.
1503 HAWES Exattip. Virt, ii. i Wher was a boote tyed

with a teeder. 1818 W. MUIR Poems 12 (E.D.D.), I saw
her in a tether Draw twa sloops after ane anither.

b. A rope for hanging malefactors
; a halter.

. -. 175 iney tune ane narclm tedder and bangl ......

ower the brlge of Lawder. 17.. Sheriff-Muir xvii. in
Set. Coll. Sc. Ballads (1790) III. 65 Then m a tether He'll

swing from a ladder. 1819 W. TENNANT Papistry Storm d
(1827) ii Weems cried out,

'

Hang it in a tether \
3. Jig. The cause or measure of one's limitation

;

the radius of one's field of action ; scope, limit.

1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim. 18/1 Men must not
passe their tedder. 1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. il.

xxx. (1739) 137 A large 'leather, and greater privilege than
ever the Crown had. 1706 BAYNARD in Sir J. Floyer Hot ff
Cold Bath. n. (1709) 272 The length of his short Tedder of
Understanding. 1734 POPE Let. to Swift 10 Dec., We
soon find the shortness of our tether. 1865 G. MACDONALD
A. Forbes 51 Gin his mither has been jist raither saft wi*
him, and gi'en him ower lang a tether.

b. A bond or fetter.

1609 F. GREVIL Mustapha Chorus ii, We scorne those Arts
of Peace, that ciuile Tether.'Which, in one bond, tie Craft
and force together. 1817 BYRON Beppo xviii, When weary
oyne matrimonial tether. 1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 413Why should we expect new hindrance, novel tether?
4. Phrases: f Within (obs. ), beyond one's tether,

within, beyond the limits of one's
ability, position,

or reasonable action ; the end (t extent, length) of
one's tether, the extreme limit of one's resources.
1533 FnzuEKu. Husb. 148 As longe as thou etest within

TETRA-.

Tedure. 1549 Lfttiincr's ?nd Serin, bcf. Edw. VI, To Rdr.
( Arb.) 51 Learne to eat within thy leather. 1627 SANDERSON
Serin. I. 276 He shall not be able to go an inch beyond his
tedder. 1690 LOCKE tluiit. Utidcrst. i. i. 4 To prevail
with the busy Mind.. to stop, when it is at the utmost
Extent of its Tether, a 1734 NORTH Exam. m. viii. 57
(1740) 627 As to Ihe last Order.. which properly belongs to
the next Reign and so beyond my Tedder. 1809 MALKIN Gil
Bias X. iu P 8 At length she got to the end of her tether, and
1 began. 1860-70 STUBBS Lcct. Europ. Hist. (1904) i. ii. 23
They had got to the length of their tether.

5. attrib. and Comb., as tether-end, -length, -rope,

-string; tether-ball, a ball fastened to or sus-

pended from a pole by a string ; the game played
with this (Webster Suppl. 1902); tether-peg,
-stake, -stick, -stone, a pin or stake of wood or

iron, or a stone, fixed in the ground, to which
an animal is tethered.

1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. \. ii, He'll look upon you as

1859 CORNWALLIS Panorama New World I. 144 They look

my tether rope, and commenced making me fast to a tree.

1884 Lays ff Leg. N. Irel. 13 Put a tether-stone up on the
face av the hill.

Tether (te-Sat), v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To make fast or confine with a tether.

HS^Cath. Angl. 379/1 To Tedyr, restringcrc, retentare.

1523 FITZHERB. Sura. xlj. (1539) 58 To tye or tedder theyr
horses and mares vpon. 1577 Nottingham Rec. IV. 170
No man shall not teyther [his beasts] ainongs the hey vnto
it be gone of the ground. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe I. 174, I

tether d the three Kids in the best part. 1800 WORDSW.
Pet Lamb 6 The lamb was all alone, And by a slender cord
was tethered to a stone. 1882 E. O'DoNpvAN Mem Oasis
I. 396 Hundreds of horses were tethered in every direction.

2. To fasten, make fast generally.
1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest. % 35 Wks. (S.T.S.)

I. \<x>margin, Heir loh. Knox be liis awin senlence aganis
wtheris, is fast tedderit in the girn. 1674 GREW Anat.
Trunks n. vi. j 4 The said Roots tethering it, as it trails

along, to the ground. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Hill ff Vail, i,A gate,. .too well tethered to be quickly opened. 1898
Allbutfs

Syst. Med. V. 744 The heart is tethered to the
bottom of the pericardium.
3. Jig. To fasten or bind by conditions or circum-

stances
; to bind so as to detain.

c 1170 HENRYSON Orpheus f, Eur. 456 Suld our desyre be
soucht wp in be speris, Quhene It Is tedderit on pis warldis
breris. 1624 Bp. HALL Contempt., N. T. n. iii, He, that
bounded thy power, tether 'd thee shorter. 1790 BURNS Tom
O'Slianter 67 Nae man can tether time or tide, The hour
approaches Tarn maun ride. 1879 H ' JAMES R. Hudson I.

65 She would fain see me all my life tethered to the law.

Hence Te'thered /^>/. a., fastened with a tether;

limited, confined,
' tied

'

; Te'thering vbl. so. and

ppl. a., fastening with a tether or the like.

573 TUSSER Huso. (1878) 42 Get home with thy brakes, er
an sommer be gon, for *teddered cattle to sit there vpon.
n 1680 CHARNOCK Attrib. God (1834) I- 237 Our contracted
and tethered capacities. 1843 R. W. HAMILTON Pop. Educ.
iii. (ed. 2) 43 All this may be preferable ; but it is a tethered
freedom still. 1890 DOYLE White Company 185 A dozen
tethered horses and mules grazed around the encampment.
1671 GREW Anat. Plants iii. App. 9 By the Linking of
their Claspers, and..by the *Tethertng of their Trunk-
Roots, being couched together. 1862 HISLOP Prov. Scot. 35
Better hands loose than in an ill tethering. 1863 WHYTE
MELVILLE Gladiators 367 Not a vestige remained of halter
or tethering ropes.

Tethery (te-S3ri),a. rare. [f. TETHER sb. + -Y.]

Apt to become tangled or ravelled : said of long-

stapled wool, the fibres of which cling together.
1894 C. VICKERMAN Woollen Spinning IX. 167 It is very

obvious, .that a long tethery wool would be extremely dim.
cult to divide from the lap, either by the Bolette or Martin
machine.

Tethlnge(s, var. tithing(s, TIDINO(S.
fTethy, a. Obs. rare. Also 5 tithy, thethy.
Of uncertain origin and meaning.
The sense of TEETHY a. 1 seems unsuitable. Can it be a

corruption, or rather a series of errors, for TIDY a,, which
occurs in this poem (and elsewhere) as an epithet of appro-
val or praise, = good, excellent, worthy, apt, brave, doughty?
But such an alteration of vowel and consonant in tidy is

unknown elsewhere, and is phonetically unwarranted.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2198 }eof Tebet ere tried, be tethiest

[D. thethiest] on erth. Ibid. 2784 Of our wale princes Twa
of be tethiest [D. tithiest] ere tint, & termynd of lyue.
(Cf. Ibid. 2367 Ware no^t be tulkis out of Tire be tidiest

[D. triest] on erth. Ibid. 2371 Was nott be Thebes bar-to
be th[r]eyest f? thebeest ; D. tithiest] of othire.)

Tetle, obs. f. TITLE. Tetotum, var. TEETOTOJI.

Tetra- (tetra), before a vowel tetr-, a. Gr.

Tfrpa-, combining form of the numeral rerrapes,

rirrapa four, forming the first element of many
words adapted from existing Greek compounds, and
thence used in new analogous formations, mainly
scientific and technical.

1. As a general etymological element.

II Tetrabelodon (-be-Wdpn) [Gr. Pi\m a dart,

oBous, oSovr- tooth], a genus of extinct croco-

dilian reptiles. Tetrabla'stic a., Biol. [Gr. P\a-
O-TOJ germ], having four blastodermic membranes
or germinal layers, as animals having a true ccelome
or body-cavity. Te-trabrach (-br:ek), Ane. Pros.

(also tetrabrachys) [Gr. T(Tpa0pax-vt in same

sense], a word or foot of four short syllables, as

Jacinora, hominibus ; as a foot usually called
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proccleusmatic. \\ Tetrabrachius (-brse'kiys), pi.
-ii [Gr. 0paxia>v arm], a monster having four arms
(Billings Nat. Med. Diet. 1890). Tetraca-marous
a., Hot. [Gr. ga/iAfa vault], having four closed car-

pels. Tetraca-nthoua a. [Gr. a/tai-fla thorn] .having
four spines, as a fish, etc., or thorns in groups of four,
as a plant (Mayne Exp.L. 1 860). Tetraca'rpellary
a., Bot. of a compound fruit : having four carpels.
Tetracerous (tArarseras), also f Tetroce ratons,
adjs., Zool. [Gr. rfrpaxtpun four-horned], having
four ' horns

'

or tentacles
; belonging to the Te/ra-

cera, a family of four-horned gastropods. ||
Tetra.

chienium (-ala-nim), Hot., pi. -ia [see ACHEXK],
a fruit formed of four adherent achenes. Tetra-
chjetons (-la-tss) a., Entom. [Gr. \ai-rrj mane,
hair], pertaining to the Tetrac/iselie, a division of
the brachycerous Diptera, comprising those in
which the proboscis is composed of four pieces.
|| Tetraohirns (-ksi-rus) [L., ad. Gr. nrpaxftp],
a monster with four hands (Billings 1890). Tetra-
chroma-tic a., of, pertaining to, having, or distin-

guishing four colours. Tetrachromic (-krifu-mik)
a., of four colours

; capable of distinguishing (only)
four colours of the spectrum. Te trachromist,
one who holds a theory of four colours ; cf. POLT-
CHROMIST. Tetrachronous (t/trse'kronss) a., Anc.
Pros. [Gr. rerpAxpoyo! containing four times],= tetrasemic. Te-traclone (-kl<fn) [Gr. n\wv
twig, spray], a four-rayed sponge-spicule with
branched ends (Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909). Tetra-
ooccous (-kp-kas) a., Bot. [Gr. o*os berry],
having four cocci or carpels; also, applied to
bacteria when in four segments (Jackson Gloss.
Bot. T. 1900). Tetraco-ral, one of the Tetra-

coralla, a division of corals (
= Rugosa) in which the

septa are in multiples of four ; so Tetra.co-rall.ine

., of or pertaining to the Tctracoralla. Tetra-
cotylean (-kptilran) a., Biol. [Gr. xo-n^rj cup],
having four rounded pit-like suckers on the head
or scolex, as a tapeworm. Tetracrepid (-krf pid)
a. [Gr. */>i)iri's, KprjniS. boot, groundwork], a desmic

sponge-spicule formed on a tetract nucleus. Tetra--
oron, Geom., pi. -a, -ons [Gr. aicpov summit], a
solid having four vertices or solid angles, a tetra-

hedron; cf. POLYACKON. Tetracy-clic a., having
four cycles or circles; spec, in Bot., having four

whorls of floral organs. Tetrade'nous a., Bot.

[Gr.iSijx gland], having four glands (Mayne 1860).
Tetraete-rld, also

||
-Is [Gr. rerpafTjjpU, -iS-, {.

eras year], a space of four years, a quadrennium.
t Tetrafo-liate, fTetrafo -lions adjs., Bot.,
four-leaved ;

=
tctraphyllotis ; bijugate (Mayne).

Tetraframelian (-garm'lian) [Gr. 70/177X105 bridal],
a. belonging to the Tetragamelia, a division of
discomedusans (Hydrozoa Acraspeifa} having four

subgenital pits; sb. a member of this division.

Tetragamy (tttne'gami) [Byz. Gr. Ttrpayaiua],
a fourth marriage. Tetragenous (tftravdg/has)

a., Bacterial. [-GEtf! and -ous], forming square
groups of four, as certain micrococci. Tetra -

giiath [Gr. rerpdyvaS-os], a. having four jaws ;

sb. a kind of spider with four jaws ;
so f Te-

tragna'thian a.
\\ Tetragon! dium, Hoi., =

TETBASPORE. Tetraleioclone (-\3\-ok\ffari) [Gr.
\ii-os smooth : see tetraclone], a four-rayed sponge-

spicule with smooth arms (Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909).
Tetrale'mraa, Logic [cf. DILEMMA], a position

(resenting four alternatives. Tetralo'phodont a.

_Gr. A(5</>-os ridge + oBow, &SOVT- tooth], having
molars with four transverse ridges, as the sub-genus
Tetralophodon of mastodons. Tetrama sthous a.

[Gr. fiaaOos breast], having four breasts. Tetra-

ma'stigate a. [Gr. ftaanf, itaany- whip], having
four flagella (Cent. Diet. 1891). Tetramyrme-
clone (-maumilclJon) [Gr. /ityyirj/nd wart: see

tctrac!oni\, a four-rayed sponge-spicule, the arms
covered with tubercles (Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909).
Tetranephrlc (-ne'frik) a. [Gr. vfppus kidney],

having four nriniferons or Malpighian tubes. Tetra-
no'mial a., Math, [after BINOMIAL], consisting of

four (algebraic) terms ; quadrinomial. Tetra-

phala'ngeate a., Camp. Anat., having four pha-
langes. || Tetrapha'rmacon (also in L. form

-pharmaoum) [Gr. nrpaipapitaKov], a medicine

or ointment consisting of four ingredients ; hence

Tetrapha rmacal a., compounded of four ingre-
dients. Tetra-phony [Gr. <jxavri voice], in early
mediaeval music, diaphony for four voices. Te-

traphyle'tic a. JGr. tpv\(Ti/c-6s, f. <fv\(rr]s tribes-

man, <f>v\fi tribe] : see quot. Tetraphyllous a.

Bot. [Gr. <pv\\ov leaf], having or consisting of

four leaves; abbreviated Aphyllous. Tetraplo-
caulous a., Bot. [Gr. Tfrpankovs fourfold + /rauAu-s

1<
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stem]: sec quot. Tetrapneumo'nian, Zool.,a,alot
pertaining to the Tetrapneumones, a division of

spiders with two pairs of lung-sacs (Cent. Diet.

1891) ; sk. a spider of this division. Tetrapnetr-
monons a., /.ool., having four lungs or respiratory
organs; applied to the Tctra/>mtti/ioiies(seeprcc.)
and to the Tetrafneiiinona, a group of holothurmns

(sea-cucumbers). Tetrapo lar a., Biol., having
four (instead of only two) poles or centres of radia-
tion: said of a karyokinetic figure. Te'trapousi.
[Gr. Troiis foot], four-footed. Tetrnprioni dian ,/.

[(ir. iipiaiv a saw: cf. Diprionidian], applied to

i^raptolites having four rows of theca' showing
four serrated edges. Tetraproatyle (-prfstsil) a.

[Gr. ir/xJffTt/A-os having pillars in front], of an
ancient temple : having a portico with four pillars
in front, t Tetra ptative, a. rare [see APTATK .],

that combines four things. Te-traptote, (Jraiu.

I [Gr. TtrparrruT-os], a noun with (only) four cases.

Tetra-ptych (-ptik), rare [Gr. ITTWX- fold], a fold-

ing picture or the like in four compartments; cf.

! triptych. Tetrapylon [ad. Gr. TeTpairi>\ov], a

building or structure with four gates. Tetra-
pyramld, Ciysl., in the triclinic system, that form
in which each of the two faces intercepts the three

crystallographic axes, f Tatrapyre'nous a., Bot.

[Gr. irwpiji/ fruit-stone], having four stones, as a fruit.

Tetraque'trons ., i>ot.[moA.L.tetracjuetr-us four-

angled], having four sharp angles. Tetrascele :

|

see tetraskele.
\\ Tetrasoelns (mrarsils) [Gr.

Ttr/xi(7/A-ijs four-legged], a monster in which the

legs are duplicated (Billings 1890). Tetraschistic

j (-ski'stik) a., Biol. [Gr. ax'orot cloven], dividing
1

into four by fission. Tetrasele'nodont a. [SELE-
KODONT], having four crescentic ridgts, as a molar
tooth ; also said of a ruminant that has such teeth.

Te'traseme, Pros. [Gr. Tr/>a<rij/t-os adj.], sb. a
foot consisting of or equal to four short syllables ;

a. = tetrasemic. Tetrase mic a., Pros., equiva-
lent to four morse or short syllables. Tetra-
se'palous a., Bot., having four sepals. Te tra-

skele, also to'trascele (-sil) and tetraske-liou

[see tetrascelus\, a figure consisting of four limbs

radiating from a centre ; spec, the FYLFOT (C. D.
Suppl. 1 909). || Tetraspa ston [Gr. -amaros,
-ay, drawn] : see quot. Tetraspe'rmous a., Bot.

[Gr. cnrfpf^a seed], having four seeds, or seeds in

fours
; so Tctraspc rmal, Tetraspe'rmatous

adjs. Tetrasphe'ric, Tetrasphe'rical adjs.,

Math., of or pertaining to four spheres. Tetra-
synimctry, Biol., symmetry characterized by
division into four similar parts, f Tetrasyncrasy
[Gr. ovyitpaois : see CRASIS], a mixture of four

elements. Te trateuch nonce-wd., a name for the
first four books of the PENTATEUCH. Tetrathe cal

a., Bot. [Gr. 17*17 case, cell], four-celled, as an

ovary. Te'tratheism, the doctrine of four per-
sons in the Godhead. Te tratheite, a believer in

tetratheism. Te'tratone, Mas., also in form
tetra'toiion [ad. Gr. reTparoi'-ov'], an interval

containing four whole tones ; an augmented fifth.

Te-tratop [Gr. TOIT-OS place],' the four-dimensional

angular space inclosed between four straight lines

drawn from a point not in the same three-dimen-
sional space" (Cent. Diet. 1891). Tetra'xlal a.,

having four axes, as some sponge-spicules ; so
Tctra'xile a. in same sense. Tetra'xon [Gr.
o<ui/ axis], sb. a. sponge-spicule with four axes

radiating from a centre
; adj. having four axes

of growth; hence Tetraxo man a. = tetraxon

adj. Tetrazo'mal a. (s6.) Geom. [Gr. u)/za

girdle], applied to a curve having an equation of

the form y U + VV + */W + ^/T 0, in relation to

which the four curves VU = 0, VV =
0, etc. have

properties of the nature of girdling : cf. POLYZOME.

Tetrazo'oid, Biol., any one of the four ascidio-

zooids developed from the germinal disk in the

ascidian genus Pyrosoma (Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909).

1904 Athenxvm ^ Aug. 133/3 Prof. Lankester gave a
curious theory of his own as to the derivation of the ele-

phant's trunk from the soft upper jaw and nasal area of the
extinct "Tetrabelodon. 1891 Cent. Diet., "Tetrablastic.

[1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., *Tetracamarus,..applied by
Mirbel to the etairium which is composed of four camarz.)
iSoi Cent. Diet., Tetracamarous. 1900 R D. JACKSON
Gloss. Bot. Terms. 1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Tetraceratus,
.."tetraceratous. 1891 Cent. Diet., "Tetracerous. 1856
HENSLOW Diet. Bot. Tertns,

* Tctrachseniurn.., a fruit

formed by the separating of a single ovary into four nuts ;

as in the Labiatae. 1902 BALDWIN Diet. Philos. ft Psycltot.
II. 703 Ordinary vision, which is *tetrachromatic,..was
called, under the dominance of the colour.triangle, trichro-

matic. 1903 igt/t Cent. Apr. 605 The vision of the second

eye was "tetrachromic, 1903 Nature ig Nov. 71/3 The
second olass of the colour-blind see five, four, three, two, or
one colour, according to the degree of their defect, and are
called pentachromic, tetrachromic, etc. 184* WORNUM in

TETHA-.

ient

Teu.
Smith'i Diet. Grk. f, Ron,. A nil,;. .. v. fnixlixf | 3 Anci
tetrmchromiiuor polychromUii 1891 Cent. Diet., "Teu.
'J2!

1

?,
U5-'"''4A- GllA1 ! '" '< '

TttrecKc,*,.
[ .888 Kotuvrmi & JACKSON Anim. Life 743 The P.Ueoroic
Lorals arc for the most part clarified as Kugoia >. Titra

-
ar care as ugoia >. itra

. .The scpla .re arranged in four ,.y,teim, which are
either disposed l.i a bilaterally symmetrical manner .. or else
are regularly rad,ate.J 1909 Ct,t. Di.t. Aufft.. 'Telia.
cotylean. 1888 .>//, K,t. X\ V p. Ii,. 1,
..is in some ca, 'he af,nce of a vi,,ble
rep,s, whether a desma is ihalidocrepitl or 't

^;>^,.1
.
c
."

* '7 >.

one*
hi

these

, \, ' '" itra,and Astrologers, a NKWTOM Ckronol. A*t*dl i.

(1728) 75 [The Greeks) omitted an intercalary month
in eight years, which made their Octaetcro. OM hi
which was their Telraetem. .88. LAMKKST^ in En
ffrlt.Xll. 557/1 In the "

I etragamelian Rkisoiton,* t

pits remain distinct from one another.., but in the Mono-
gamelian Rhixoitomx they unite to form one continuous
sub genital cavity. i86a J. C. ROBERTSON Hist. Christ Ck
iv. v. II.

zp2 note. He [Symeon Magister J says that the lawful.
ness of *tetragamy

' was believed to have been revealed to
huthymiu*. 1888 Science 15 June 283/2 The constituent*
of th

' ------------ J

Ash-coloured 'Tetragnath.doth not by his biting infuse anyvenom or like hurt. Ibid^ If a man be wounded of the
*Tetragnathian Spider, the place waxeth whitish, with an
intolerable, vehement, and continual pain in it. 1835 KIRBV
Ha&.fy fnst. Anim. II. xvi. 85 Those Phalangians which
are denominated Tetragnatha

t or having four jaws. 1881
VISKS Sachs' Bot. 289 The asexual organs of reproduction
are gonidia : since four are usually formed in a mother-cell,
they are termed *T*tragOHidia... When the thallus consists
of rows of celts, the tetragonidia are produced in the apical
cell of lateral branches. 1867 ATWATER Logic 151 The
names Trilemma, 'Tetralemma, Polylemma have been some-
times given to this sort of Syllogism according to the
number of members or horns. 1889 NICHOLSON & LYDBKKER
I'alseont. (ed. 3) II. 1308 In the 'Tetralophodont group the
number of ridges in the cheek-teeth is greater than in the
former group. 1860 MAYNE Expos. Ltx. t Tetramasthou*.
1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., Tttratiteuthous, having
four breasts. 1898 A, S. PACKARD Text-bit. Entomol. 355
In at least one case (Melolontha), the 'tetranephric is

ontogenctically derived from the bexanephric condition by
the suppression of one pair of tubules. 1817 H. T. COLE-
BROOKB Algebra^ etc- 280 Put the binomial root for first

term;. .then put the trinomial, and afterwards the *tetra-

nomial, for first radical term ; until the proposed number be
exhausted. 1898 Nature 3 Feb. 310/1 In the full-grown
foetus of a Vesfiertilio the fourth digit of the manus u>

"tetraphalangeate. 1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 143 The
"Tetrapharmacal unguent, which consists.. of Wax, Rosine,
Pitch and Bulls fat. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., "Tftra-

fAartitacum, . . denotes any remedy consisting of four
ingredients. 1843 BRANDS Diet. Sc. t etc., Tetrapkarntacon,
an ointment composed of four remedies; namely wax, resin,
lard, and pitch. 1000 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Ttmu,
*Tetrapkyletic t applied to hybrids with four strains in
their descent, 1731 BAILEY voL II,

*
Tetraphyllous. 1775

J. JENKINSON Descr. Brit. PI, 158 The cup [ofChamock] is

tetraphyltous and erect. 1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot.
Terms, *Tctraplocaiiloust having quaternary axes. 184*
BRANDE Diet. Sc., etc.

t *Tetrapneuwoniaast Tetrapnt-n-
/(?,.. a section of spiders..comprehending those which
have four pulmonary sacs. 190* D. J. HAMILTON in Entycl.
Brit. XXXI. 514/1 (Description of Plate) D. *Tetra-

polar karyokinesis. E. Another form of tetrapolar division.

[1890 BILLINGS Nat. Mcd. Diet., Tctrafus, having four

feet.] 1899 Syd. Sec. Lex^ "Tetrapous. 1888 CatselTs
Encycl. Dict. % 'Tetraprionidian. 1891 Cent. Diet., 'Tetra-

prostyle. 1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alck. tv. via. in Ashm. Tktat.
Chem. Brit. (1652) 146 The thyrd manner and also the
last of all, Fowre Elements together whych joynvth to

abyde, *Tetraptative certainely Phylosophers doth hyt call.

1656 BLOUNT GLossogr.^ *Tctraptotc, declined in four cases.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Tttrajt>tes,..such defective

Nouns, as have only four Cases ; as /'/us, which wants the
Dative and Vocative Singular. 1904 H. C BUTLER Arckit.
ff Other Arts xii. 393 Conjectured to have been vaulted

*tetrapylons at the crossing of the thoroughfares. [1717
BAILEY vol. II, *Tetrafyrcnost which has four Seeds or

Kernels, as Agrifolium, Holly, &c.J i88a MAW in Jrnl. Bot.
XI. 88 The Scape. .is either *tetraquetrous or triquetrous.
1885 LANKESTER m Ettcycl, Brit. XIX. 834/2 They [chloro-

phyll corpuscles] multiply by fission, usually *tetraschi.stic,

independently of the general protoplasm. 1890 Amer. Nat.
May 471 To sustain the view that the 'tetraselenodont
forms are the descendants of the pentaselenodont Attio-

dactyla. 1895 GILDERSLF.EVE Lat. Gram. (ed. 3) 459
* 1'etraseme long. 1891 Cent. Diet., 'Tetrasemic. 18*9
LOUDON Encycl. PI. (1836) 1069 A

"tetrasepalous tetrape-
talous flower. 1841 BRANDE Diet. Sc.t etc.,

*
Tetraspaston^ in

Mechanics, a machine in which four pulleys all act together.
1860 MAYNR Expos. Lex,, Tetrasperntatus^ .. four-seeded :

*tetraspermal : "tetraspermatous. 1760 J. LEE Inirod. Bot.
u. viii. (1765) 89 \lonopetalous *Tetraspermous. 1889
F. A. BATHER in Q. JmL Geol. Soc. XLV. 11. 30* The
structure above described for EugtniacriMtts is . . also
found, .with the necessary modifications due to 'tetruym-
metry, in Tetracrinus. 1651 BIGGS New Disp. | 246 If

they will have the pus to be made out of a 'Tctrasyncrasy
or commixture of the humors. 1906 Rev. of Thtol. -V Pkilot.

Jan. 457 An elaborate work on the Pentateuch (or rather
the "Tetrateuch, since Deuteronomy is lightly passed over).

1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. ft 405 A quadrUocular..or "tetra-

thecal.. anther. 1899 Syd. Soc. Ltx. t Tetraikfcal, Biol.,

applied to a four-chambered ovary. 1874 J. H. BLUNT
Diet. Sects * Heresies s. v. Damiartists, Their theory led

to the conclusion that there are four Gods, the three

separate and subordinate Hypostases and the one superior
Avro0K, hence they were also named "Tetra theites. 1775
ASH, *Tetratonon, the superfluous fifth, 1801 in BUSBY
Diet. Mus. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 810
Tetract ina : spicules to a great extent

*
tetraxile. 1886 Proc.

Zool. Soc. 21 Dec. 581 Spicules more or leu clearly "tetnucoo,



TETRABASIC.

often branched. 1887 SOI.LAS in Eniycl. Brit. XXII.

416/2 (Sponges] Tetraxon Quadriradiate Type (Calthrops).
Growth from a centre in four directions inclined at about

110 to each other. 1867 CAYLEY Math. Papers VI. 485 On
the Trizomal Curve and the "Tetrazomal Curve. Ibid. 486
The tetrazomals are each of them a curve of the order 4?-,

and they intersect therefore in only ibr2 points.

2. In Chemical nomenclature, in the names of

compounds and derivatives with the general sense

of ' four- ',' four times', a. In substantives: (a)

Prefixed to names of binary compounds of ele-

ments or radicals, names of salts, etc., to signify
four atoms, groups, or equivalents of the element

or radical in question ; as telmchloride, a com-

pound of four atoms of chlorine with some other

element or radical ; so tetrasulphide, tetriodide,

TETROXIDE, tetrahydroxide, tetramcthide, tetra-

cetate, tetraphosphate, etc. (b) Prefixed to names
of elements or radicals (or the combining forms, as

iiromo-, nitro-, oxy-, phospho-, azo-) entering into

the name of a compound, to signify that four atoms

or groups of the element or radical are substituted

in the substance designated by the rest of the name,
as te-.trabro-mobe'nzene, C6H2Br4 ,

in which four of

the hydrogen atoms of benzene, C6
H6 ,

are replaced

by four bromine atoms
;

so tf-tranie-thylbcnzene,

C,H2(CH3) 4 . (c) In some words used irregularly,
as te-trasa-licylide, C28H 1SO,, : see quot. 1875

2
.

1866 ODLING Anim. Client. 59 C Cl i, Carbon tetrachloride.

1869 ROSCOE Elein, Chem. xi. 121 Fluorine forms, with the
silicon contained in the glass, a volatile compound called

Silicon tetrafluoride. 1875 WATTS Diet. Chem. VII. 1032
When the barium salt [of pyromucic acid] mixed with soda-
lime is heated, a compound called tetraphenol, C<HtO,
distils over. Ibid. 1067 Schiff. .prepares sahcylide, CyHiO^,
and tetrasalicylide, C^sHiaQg, by the action of phosphorous
oxychloride on salicylic acid. 1880 Athenaeum ir Dec.

781/3 The Formation of Carbon Tetrabromide in the Manu-
facture of Bromine. 1880 ROSCOE & SCHORLEMMER Treat.
Chem. II. n. 434 Rhodium tetrahydroxide Rh(OH)^..this
compound separates out as a green powder. 1888 MORLEY
& MUIR Watts Diet. Client. I. 555 Tetrabromobenzene,
C(;HaBr4 ; from /-nitro benzoic acid and Brat 280. 1899
SMITH Richter"s Org. Cliem. I. 187 Lead tetramethide,
Pb(CH 3 >4, boils at 110. 1500 Jrnl. Soc. Dyers XVI. 7 The
solutions of the tetracetate in chloroform.

b. Prefixed to adjectives, in the names of acids,

alcohols, aldehydes, ethers, salts, etc.; as tetra-

so'dic, containing four sodium atoms ; so tetrabo-ric,
etc. ; tetrethylic, containing four ethyl groups ; so

tttramylic, etc.

1868 WATTS Diet. Cliem. V. 730 Tetraphosphamic acids .. are
amic acids derived from tetraphosphoric acid. 1868 Foivnes'
Cliem. (ed. 10)347 Tetrasodic Phosphate or Sodium Pyro-
phosphate is prepared by strongly heating common disodic
orthophosphate. .and re-crystallising. 1888 MORLEY & MUIR
H'atts' Diet. Chem. I. 528 Pyroboric (or tetraboric) acid,
2BaOj-HX3 (= H2B4O7).

C. In verbs and their pples. derived from sbs. as
in a., as tetrabrominated, -chlorinated, -hydrated
(containing 4 molecules of water).
1857 MILLER Elem. Client. III. 46 Tetrachlorinated

Hydrochloric Ether, C( HC1.C1. 1873 WATTS Founts'
Client, (ed. ii) 767 Propyl-benzene .. forms with excess of
bromine a viscid tetrabrominated compound.
Tetrabasic (tetrah?i-sik),. Chem. [f. TETHA-
+ BASIC.] Of an acid : Containing four atoms of

hydrogen replaceable by more electropositive ele-
ments or radicals. Of a salt : Derived from such
an acid.

1863-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. 1. 459 Modes of distinguishing
between monobasic, dibasic, tribasic, and tetrabasic acids.
1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. xv. 154 Pyrophosphoric Acid..
HiP^Jr. . .This acid is tetrabasic, the four atoms ofhydrogen
being replaceable, either all or in part, by metals.

Tetrabelodon to -braohius : see TETBA-.
Tetrabranch (te-trabrarjk), sb. and a. Zool.

[f. TETKA- + Gr. PpdyXia gills.] a. si. A four-

gilled cephalopod : see next. b. adj.
= TETBA-

BRANCHIATE a. {Cent. Diet. 1891).
1851 WOODWARD Mollusca i. 83 The Tetrabranchs could

undoubtedly swim, by their respiratory jets. 1877 LE CONTE
Elem. Geol. n. (1879) 305 If we divide all known Cephalopods
into Dibranchs (two-gilled) and Tetrabranchs (four-gilled).

Tetrabranchiate (tetrabrse-rjkitf), a. and si.
Zool. [ad. mod.L. tetrabranchiat-um : see prec.
and -ATE 2

2.] a. adj. Belonging to the Tetra-

branchiata, an order of cephalopods (mostly ex-
tinct) having four branchiae or gills, b. sb. A cepha-
lopod belonging to this order ; a tetrabranch.
1835-6 ToMsCycl Anal. I. 557/1 The Sepia .. manifests

. .a near affinity to the 1 etrabranchiate order. 1851 WOOD-WARD Mollusca i. 78 The shell of the tetrabranchiate cepha-
lopods is an extremely elongated cone. 1872 NICHOLSON
v \f

I
-

8' Tetrabranchiate forms, with chambered
snells, attained their maximum in the.. Silurian period
letracamarous to -chirus: see TETBA-
II Tetracaulodon (-kg-l<%n). [mod.L., f.

lETRA- + Gr. rauAo-s stem + SSovs, oSovr- tooth.]An extinct elephantine genus having four tusks
"

1833 Baltimore Med. * Surf. Jrnl. Oct. (Mayne). .~
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Tetrachord (te'trakpid). [ad. Gr. rerpaxopSov

(sc. opfavov), a Greek musical instrument, f. rerpa-,

TETKA- + xopfy string.]

1. An ancient musical instrument with four strings.

1603 HOLLAND Plularcli Explan. Words, Tetrachord, an

instrument in old time of foure strings. 1814 Maim. % Citst.

in Ann. Reg. 490/1 Most of the Greek women sins in a

pleasing manner, accompanying themselves with a tetra-

chord, the tones of which are an excellent support to the

oice. 1849 DONALDSON Theat. Greeks (ed. 6) I. ii. 15 Ter-

pander. .substituted the

tetrachord.

. . . .

he seven-stringed cithara for the old

2. Mas. A scale-series of four notes, being the

half of an octave, fb. The interval between the

first and last notes of this series ; a perfect fourth.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Klor. 1254 It was not for

ignorance that in the Dorian tunes they forbare this Tetra-

chord. 1694 W. HOLDER Harmony iv. (1731) 66 (Table of

Intervals), 4th, Diatessaron, Tetrachord. 1704 T. HARRIS
Lex. Tec/in. I, Tetrachord, in Musick, is a Concord or

Interval of 3 Tones. The Tetrachord of the Ancients was
a rank of four Strings. 1847 GROTE Greece n. xvi. HI. 285
Such were the three modes or scales, each including only a

tetrachord, upon which the earliest Greek masters worked.

1890 Athenxum 4 Jan. 24/3 The tetrachord [on an Arab
lute] thus comprised c, D, E fiat, E, and F.

C. iransf. A stanza of four lines, rare.

1817 N. DRAKE Shakspcarel. 54 The Octant, of two tetra-

chords of disjunct alternate rhime. Ibid. 55 Three tetra-

chords in alternate rhime.

Hence Tetracho-rdal a., of or pertaining to a

tetrachord or tetracborcls. Also ||
Tetracliordoii

(-kpudfn) [see quot.], an instrument like a cottage

pianoforte in form, in which the strings are pressed

against a revolving cylinder to produce the tone.
? 1850 SARAH A. GLOVER (title) Manual, containing a

development of the "tetrachordal System. 1876 STAINKR it

BARRETT Diet. Mus. Termss.
y.

Tonic Sol-fa, Miss Sarah A.

Glover, of Norwich, about thirty years ago projected and
taught, .a system which she called the tetrachordal system,
which was the Tonic Sol-fa notation in its original form.

Ibid., *Tetrat.hordon .. [so] called .. from an idea that its

sounds are similar to those produced by a suing quartet.

Tetrachotompus (tetrak/vtomas), a. Zool.

and Dot. [f. Gr. T(rpa\a in four parts + -TO/MS cut

+ ous.] Ramifying into four branches or divisions ;

doubly dichotomous. So Tetracho'tomy, divi-

sion into four branches.

1819 LOUDON Encycl. PI. (1836) 403 note, Peduncles [of
Euphorbia\. .often dichotomous, trichotomous, or even tetra-

chotomous. 1858 C. J. ELLICOTT Destiny Creature Notes
172 Bull's theory is, in fact, really a

'

tetrachotomy
'

body,
soul, spirit, and Holy Spirit

Tetrachromatlo to -ehronous : see TETRA-.
Tetraclade (te-trakl/id), a. Zool. [f. TETBA-
+ Gr. Xd8-os shoot, sprout.] Branching in four ;

having four arms or rays. So Tetraclodine
(-kL?i-d3in)a.,of or pertaining to the Tetraclddina,
a suborder of lithistid sponges having spicules
branching into four or more processes ; also Tetra-
cladose (-kl<Fi'dons) a. in same sense.
1881 P. M. DUNCAN in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XV. No. 86. 324

The quadrifid or tetraclade spicula. 1887 SOLLAS in Encycl.^rjt\ XXII. 417/1 (Sponges') Some or all of the rays of the
primitive caltbrops . . may bifurcate once or twice and finally
terminate by subdividing into numerous variously shaped
processes! such a tetracladine desma characterizes one
division of the Lithistid sponges. Ibid. 422/1 A distinct
passage can be traced from the Tetracladose to the Rhabdo-
crepid group. Ibid., The scleroblast . . in the Tetracladine
LitKistids lies in an angle between the arms.

Tetraclone to Tetracron : see TETBA-.
II Tetracplon (tetrak^-l^n). PI. -cola. Gr.

Pros. [a. Gr. TfrpaietaKov, adj. neat., having four
members : see TETBA- and COLON

*.]
A metrical

period consisting of four cola or members.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Tetracolon, .. a Stanza, or

Division in Lyrick Poetry, consisting of four Verses or
Lines. 1903 Daily Chron. 18 Dec. 3/1 The verses from the
pen_ of Joseph and Eugenius, with their diversity and
intricacy of metre (including a tetracolon heptastichon).
Hence Tetracolic (-kju-lik) a., of or pertaining

to a tetracolon
; consisting of four cola.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

Tetract (te-trsekt), a. and sb. Zool. [f. TETBA-
+ Gr. a/er-is, &KTIV- ray.] a. adj. Having four rays
or branches; quadriradiate. b. sb. A four-rayed
sponge-spicule. So Tetra'ctinal a., Tetxa'cUne
a. and sb., Tetra'ctinose a.

Rep. XXV. p. lix, Tetractitic. When all four actines of a
tetraxon are present it is.. a tetractine, but as the full

designation of this
required to distinguish it from a tetracti-

nose triaxon is tetractine tetraxon, we shall substitute for it
the equivalent

'

calthrops '. 1891 Cent. Diet., Tetractinal.

Tetractinellid (tftraktine-lid), a. and si.
Zool. [ad. mod.L. Tetractitullidx (f. Gr. Terpa,-,
TETBA- + duris (aKTiv-) ray + L. dim. -ella) : see

-ID.] a. adj. Belonging to the Tttractinellidse

(also called
Tetractina), a sub-order of siliceous

sponges with four-rayed spicules. b. sb. A sponge
of this order. So Tetractine-llidan a. and si.,
Tetractine-lline a.

189. Cent. Did., Tetractinellidan, Tetractinelline. 1892

TETRADACTYLY.
Nat. Sc. Mar. 20 Tetractinellid spicules.. occur, .in the
shallower regions. 1892 Atlienxnm 13 Feb. 218/2 The
sponge remains . . belong largely to the Monactinellidai
though tetractinellid, lithistid, and hexactinellid spicules are
also present

II TetractyS (tttrarktis). Also 8 tetraohty(s,
9 tetraktys. [a. Gr. 7eTpaTt/s.] A set of four

;

the number four ; esp. the Pythagorean name far
the sum of the first four numbers (i +2 + 3 + 4=10)
regarded as the source of all things.

'

,

oth. 1653 H. MORE Conject. Cabbal. Pref. (1713) 4 The
Pythagoreans Oath, swearing by him that tauglit them the

mystery of the Tetractys, or the number Four, a 1774
TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) " t'S Pythagoras had his tetrachly,
his mystic numbers, his symbols. 1865 GKOTI: Plato I. i. 12
note. The tetraktys (consecrated as the sum total of the first

four numbers 1+2+3+ 4 = I0)>

Hence Tetra-ctysm, the Pythagorean doctrine of
the tetractys.
1846 T. W. JENKYN Baxter's Wks. Pref. 50 Those who

understand . . what Tetractysm was to the Pythagoreans will

..comprehend what Triadlsm was to Baxter.

Tetracyclic : see TETBA-.
Tetrad (te'trad). [ad. Gr. rfrpca (rtrpaS-) a

group of four, the number four.]
1. A sum, group, or set of four

;
four (things, etc.)

regarded as a single o"bject of thought.
1653 H. MORE Conject. Coital. (1713) 82 It was a solemn

Oath.. to swear by him that delivered to them the mystery
of the Tetractys, Tetrad, or number Four. Ibid, [see
TETRACTYS]. 1832 COLERIDGE Table Talk 24 Apr., The
adorable tetractys, or tetrad, is the formula of God. 1895
At/ieiizum 2 Feb. 151/1 The great tetrad ofsenior wranglers
of 1840 to 1843.
2. In spec. uses. a. Chem. An element, com-

pound, or radical having a combining power of four

units, i. e. of four atoms of hydrogen ; a tetravalent

element, etc.

l8
*f>

Rea êr ' APr' 372/3 A tetratomic atom or tetrad.
1866 ROSCOE Elem. Chem, xxvii. 242 As in mineral chemistry
we have radicals some of which are monads, and some
dyads, triads, or tetrads. 1868 Fownes' Chem. (ed. 10) 259
Silicmm and titanium are tetrads.

b. Biol. (a) A group of four cells, e. g. spores,
pollen-grains, (b) A group of four chromosomes
formed by the division of a single chromosome.
(c) A quaternary unit of organization differentiated
from a triad.

1876 tr. Schiitzcnberger's Ferment. 52 In the tetrads ar-

ranged in the form of a cross, we observe, also, two plane
surfaces at right angles. 1881 VINES Sacks' Bat. 456 The
cavity of the sporangium becomes filled with a granular
plasma in which lie the mother-cells and the tetrads of
spores... All the spores of the sixteen tetrads formed in the
rnicrosporangia reach maturity. 1883 (see 3). 1895 OLIVER
tr. Kerntr's Nat. Hist. Plants II. 101 In Rhododendron

Embryol. 108 Granules of chromatin took the place of the
tetrads and were unequally distributed to the spindle poles.

c. Mus. A chord of four notes (after TBIAD).
1881 BROADHOUSE Mus. Acoustics 332 The great majotity

of major tetrads in Palestrina's Stabat Mater are in the

positions i, 10, 8, 5, 3, 2, 4, 9.

d. In ancient systems of arithmetical notation :

A group or series of four characters corresponding
to successive powers of ten.

1883 SIR E. C BAYLEY Cental. Mod. Numerals n. 90 They
[the Greeks] had however a system of octads

'

and '

tetrads
'

for expressing numbers of very high value.

e. Math. (See quot.)
1889 CAYLEY Math. Papers XII. 590 The term '

tetrad
'

is

used in two distinct..senses, viz. a tetrad denotes any four

points ; and it also denotes the four vertices of a self-conju-
gate tetrahedron in regard to a quadric surface. ..Two or
more tetrads, in regard to one andthesame quadric surface,
are called similar tetrads.

3. attrib., as tetrad metal, term
; tetrad-deme

Biol., an aggregation of tetrads : see 2 b (i) and
DEMK* 2.

1866 ODLING Anim. Chem. 17 The fourth or tetrad term
of our series of typical hydrides. 1868 Fownes' Chem. (ed.io)
445 Tin is a tetrad metal. 1863 P. GEDDES in Encycl.
Brit. XVI. 843/2 Starting from the unit of the first order, the

plastid ormonad, and termingany undifferen tinted aggregate
a deme, we have a monad-deme integrating into a secondary
unit or dyad, this rising through dyad-demes into a triad,
this forming Mad-demes, and these when differentiated

becoming tetrads, the Botryllus-colony with which the
evolution of compound individuality terminates being a
tetrad.deme.

Tetradactyl (tetradarktil), a. and sb. Also

-daotyle. [ad. Gr. T(TpabaxTv\-os having four

digits, f. Ttrpa-, TETBA- + OOKTI/XOS finger.] a.

adj. Having four fingers or toes. b. sb. A four-

toed animal (esp. a vertebrate). Hence Tetra-

dactylity, Tetrada'ctyly, the condition of having
four digits ; also Tetrada-ctylous a. = a.

i8 KIRBY Hat. f/ Inst. Anim. xvii. II. 194 The foot of
birds is most commonly *tetradactyle, with one toe or thumb
at the heel and the other three in front. 1847 WEBSTER,
Tetradactyl, an animal having four toes. 1891 Nature
5 Feb._32o/2 If. .a man has a finger amputated, his *telra-

dactylity is a somatogenic property. i8a8 WEBSTER, *Tetra-

dactylous. 1851 MANTELL Petrifact. i.
3. 70 Narrow-toed

tridactylous or tetradactylous species [of birds]. 1869 GILL*



TETRADARCHY.
MMHI. ir.

/'ii'uitf's Kef1. , /lint's v. 421 The feet tctradac-
lylous, and furnished with long and strong claws. 1904 Anttr.
.Vat. XXXVIII. 3 From the ancestral canid Cynodiclis of
the Oligcweiie and lower Miocene,. .to Lycaon in whii.li
structural 'telradactyly prevails.

Tetradarchy (te-tradaaki). [ad. Gr. rtrpa-
tapxia, !. Tcrpas TETRAD + -ap^la rule.] = Tt-
THAKCHY.

1839 THlRLWAU.Gr VI. xlv. 14 Philip revived the dis-
tinction of the tetradarchies. 1842 Smith's Diet. Grk. ft
Rom. Antiq. s. v. Tagits, The four divisions of the country,
tetrarchies or tetradarchies, which he re.estahli.shed.

Te-tradeca:ne. Chem.
[f. Gr. nrpa- four +

Sim ten + -ANE 2 h.] The saturated hydrocarbon
or paraffin of the 1 4-carbon series, CUH30 , tetra-

<lecyl hydride ;
a waxy solid.

1877 WATTS Fo-.vnes' Chem. (ed. 12) II. 50 The boiling
iwints and specific gravities of the higher paraffins of un-
known structure. .are as follows: .. Tetradecanc CnH30 .

Boiling point 236-240.
So Tetradecene -

tttradecylene. Tetrade cenyl, the
radical CuHsv, as in tetradecenyl alcohol, CnHjv.DH t

aldehyde, etc. Tetradecenoic a. in tetradecenoic acid,
CnH?8O2, a liquid boiling in vacuo at 275 to 280 C. ; /.

aUehyde, CuHajO, an oil not solid at -20 C Tetra-
de cinene Ci4H 2 = CMeJC . C, i HM. Tetradeco'ic a.

,
in

t. acid, CnHzsOa GvHn.CHKCyHjgJ.COaH, a liquid (not
solid at -10 C), got by the action of moist argentic oxide,
AgjO, on the aldehyde ; tetradecoic aldehyde, Ci 4Ha8O,
obtained in tables very soluble in alcohol, a product of the
action of sodium on an ethereal solution of cenanthol.
Tetradexyl or Tetrade-catyl, the monatomic alcohol
radical, CuHf* of this series; also attrib. ^tetradccylic,
as in tetradecylalcohol. Hence Tetradecylic a., of or per-
taining to this radical; so Tetradexylene, the olefine of
this series, CUHM = CH2 : CH . CijHK ,

a liquid substance;
also attrib. as in tetradecylene glycol.
1868 WATTS Diet. Cheat. V. 728 Tetradecyl, or Tetra.

decatyl. .also called Myristyl. The fourteenth term of the
series of alcohol-radicles, CnHan+i. Tetradecylic hydride,
Ci i HSO, is one of the constituents of American petroleum. . .

Tetratleeylic or Myristic Alcohol, or Methal, CiiHsoO, is
one of the constituents of spermaceti.

Tetradecapod (tetrade-kapfXl), a. and sb.

Zool. [ad. mod.L, Tctradecapoda, f. TETRA- +
DECA- ten : cf. DEOAPODA.] a. adj. Having fourteen
feet ; belonging to the Tetradecapoda, an order of
Crustaceans, b. sb. A crustacean of this order.
So (in same senses) Tetradeca podan a. and sb. ;

Tetradeca podous a.

1852 DANA Crust, it. 1528 The two types, the Decapodan
and Tetradecapodan. Ibid, 1576 Among the Tetradecapods
there is the Chilian genus Aatphoroidea. 1854 Chatitl'.

Jrnl. I. 26/1 Attached to each of them was a small, pale,
tetradecapodous animal. 1862 DANA Mart. Geol., Crust,
153 Fourteen-footed species or Tetradecapods.
t Tetradiapa son. Mm. Obs. [f. TETRA- +
DIAPASON.] An interval of four octaves

1704 J[.
HARRIS Lex. Tee/in. I, Tetradiapason, a Quad-

ruple Diapason,, .otherwise called a Quadruple Eighth, or
Nine and Twentieth, 1801 in BUSBY Diet. Mus.
Tetradic (tftrardik), a. [f. TETRAD + -ic. Cf.

F. tetradique (in Cotgr.).] Of, pertaining to, or
of the nature of a tetrad.

1788 T. TAVLOR Proclus (1792) I. 179 The tetradic ternary,
and the triadic quaternary.

b. Chem. That is a tetrad ; tetravalent.
1868 Ftnunes' Chem. (ed. 10) 257. 1871 WATTS Diet. Chem.

c. Anc, Pros, (a) Containing four different metres
or rhythms, (b} Composed of groups of systems,
each of which contains four unlike systems.
1891 in Cent, Diet,

Tetradite(te-trad3it). Ck. Hist, [ad. late Gr.

TfTfwSi'rip, pi. -oi, f. Ttrpas, -aS. TETRAD: see

-ITE I.] (See quots.)

17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Tetraditae, Tetradites, in anti-

quity, a name given to several different sects of heretics, out
of some particular respect they bore to the number four.

1849 BRANDE Diet. Sc. eta, Tetradites, . . the Manichees and
others, who believed the Godhead to consist of four instead
of three persons, bore this name. 1882-3 Scliaff's Eticycl.

Relig. Knozvl. I. 601 Their adversaries called them Tetra.

dites, TcrpaSiTac, because they had four gods, the Father,
the Son, the Holy Spirit, and the Divine Being in which
those three were united.

Tetradon : see TETRODON.

Tetradrachm (te'tradraem). Gr.Antiq. Also
in L. and Gr. forms 6-9 tetradraohraa, 7-8
-drachmon. [ad. Gr. TerpA.Spa\ftov : see TETRA-
and DRACHM.] A silver coin of ancient Greece, of

the value of four drachms : see DRACHM i.

1579-80 NORTH Pltarch{\*ft$ 313 Foure Tetradrachmas
a day. 1770 SWINTON in Phil. Trans. LXI. 92 A fine Punic
tetradrachm. 1807 ROBINSON Archaeol. Grxctt v. xxvi. 567
The less ancient tetradrachms were current during four or

five centuries. 1879 H. PHILLIPS Notes Coins 6 The cisto-

phori are tetradrachms bearing as their generic type a wreath
and berries of ivy, surrounding a chest whence issue serpents.

Hence Tetradrachmal (-drx'kmal) a., of or

pertaining to a tetradrachm.

iTToSwiNTON in Phil. Trans. LXI. 98 The medal . .is of the
tetradrachmal form. 1771 KAPER ibid. 533 Had the first

Denarius been Didrachmal or Tetradrachmal, so well-

informed a writer must have known it.

Tetradymite (tftne-dimait). Min. [a. Ger.

tetradymit (\V. Haidinger, 1831), f. Gr. nTpaSvp-

231

oj fourfold 4- -ITE'.] Telluride of bismuth, found in

pale steel-yrey lamina
1 with a bright metallic lustre.

(The name has also been applied to WEHRLIIK.)
1850 A-.S1KD Klein. deal. S 491 Telradymitc, Tellurium,

and bismuth. 1859 PACE t/MUfU.Gat Terms(\V>$, Trlra-

4"M#*..,SulpboleUuride of bismuth .. from the quadruple
maclcs in whicli its crystals usuully appear. 1874 /V<f.
AHU-I: Phil. Soc. XIV. 224 The sulphurous variety of telra-

dyinite has been observe<l at several new localities.

Tetradymons (t/trce-dimas), a. Hot.
[f. Gr.

rtrpdSvu-os (see prec.) + -ous.] Said of an agaric
having each perfect lamella or gill separated from
the next by four equal short lamella; and three

longer ones alternately placed, thus l||i|; see
also qrtots.

[1856 HENSI.OW Diet. Hat. Ttrms, Telradyiitus, where
every alternate lamella of an Agaric is shorter than the two
contiguous to it, and one complete lamella terminates a set
of every four pairs of short and long. ..Also, where four cell*
or cases are combined. 1 1866 Treat. Bat., Tetradymmu,
having four cells or cases.

II Tetradynamia (te:tradin^-mia). Rot.

[mod.L. (Linnaeus, 1735), f. Gr. rtTpa-, TETRA- +
Swa/i-is power, strength + -IA '

: cf. DIDTNAMIA.]
The fifteenth class in the Linnaean Sexual System,
comprising plants which bear hermaphrodite
flowers with six stamens in pairs, four of which
are longer than the others ; corresponding to the
N.O. Crucifenr. Hence Tetradjrna-mian a.,

=

Tctraifynamons; st., a plant of the class Telra-

dynamia; Tetradyna-mious, Tetradynamous
adjs., of or pertaining to this class; having four

longer and two shorter stamens.
1760 J. LES Introd, Bot. ll.ii. (1765) 74 Tetradynamia...

\
There are in the Flowers of this Class six Stamina, four of
which are longer than the rest. 1785 MARTVN Rousseau's
Bot. ix. (1794) 92 Tetradynamia is..one of your first

acquaintance under the gentler appellation of cruciform
flowers. 1828 WEBSTER, Tetradynamian. 1830 LINDLEY
Nat. Syst. Bot. 20 The stamens are occasionally tetra-

dynamous. 1860 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Tetradynamious,
or tetiadynamous.

Tetraedral, etc. : see TETBAHEDRAL, etc.

Tetraeterid to -gnathian : see TETRA-.

Tetraglot (tetragl^), a. [ad. Gr. type *TTJK-
yXorrr-os, f. Trpa-, TETRA- -f- y\oarra tongue: cf.

POLYGLOT.] Speaking four languages ; written or

composed in four languages. So ( Tetraglo'ttlc,
fTetraglo'ttical adjs, Obs. in same sense.

1580 FLEMING in BareCs Alv. Aaaaj, This Quadruple
Dictionarie, or Lexicon tetraglottical. 1682 WHELEH Journ.
Greece i. 32 He hath printed a Dictionary Tetraglot, Ancient
and Vulgar Greek, Latin, and Italian. 1721 BAILEY, Telra-

glotticlt. 1881 N. <r Q. 6th Ser. III. 456/2 A tetrnglot

dictionary, a century older still.

Tetragon (te-tragpn), sb. (a.). Also 7 -gone,

[ad. Gr. mpayuvov a quadrangle : see TETRA- and
-CON. So late L. tetragon-urn, F. tclragone (i-fth
c. in Godef. Compl.}.]
1. Geom. A figure having four angles and four

sides
;

a quadrangle considered as one of the

polygons. Regular tetragon, a square.
1630 LENNARD tr. CJiarron's Wisd. (1658) 22 In figures

the Pentagone contains the Tetragone. 1690 LEYBOURN
Curs. Math. 588 Half the Angle of the Tetragon or Square.
1827 HUTTON Course Math. I. 283 An Equilateral Triangle
is also a Regular Figure of three sides, and the Square is

one of four : the former being also called a Trigon, and the
latter a Tetragon.
2. A square fort ; a quadrangular building or

block of buildings. Cf. QUADRANGLR sb. 3.
'

i A Tetragon or Square Fort.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 57 The Fort is a Tetragone
from Corner to Corner. 1884 Daily AVutf 5 Feb. 5/7 Popu-
lations living in immense tetragons of brick and stone.

b. A quadrangular court surrounded by buildings
or walls, e. g. a college quadrangle.
S.^Aslrol. The aspect of two planets when they

are 90 distant from one another relatively to the

eaith ; the square or quadrate aspect.
a 1626 Bp. ANDREWES Serm. (1856) 1. 185 In the horoscope

of Christ's nativity... Whether a irigon or no, this tetragon
I am sure there was. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Tetragon,
. .an aspect of two planets with regard to the earth, when
they are distant from each other a fourth part of a circle, or

90. . . The tetragon is expressed by the character Q . [1819

J. WILSON Compl. Diet. Astrol., Tetragonus.]

B. adj. Four-cornered, tetragonal, quadrangular.
1794 MORSE Atner. Geog. 553 The remains of an ancient. .

fortification : it is now a regular tetragon terrace, about four

feet high, with bastions at each angle.

Tetragonal (tlUse-gonal), a. (sb.~) Also (in

sense 4) -el.
[f. prec. + -AL. So mod.F. tetragonal.]

1. Of or pertaining to a tetragon ; having four

angles ; quadrangular.
1571 DIGGES Pantom. iv. Tjb, When anyequiangle tri-

angle, square, or Pentagonum is. .described within a circle,

. .their sides are called the trigonall, tetragonall and penta-

gonal! Cordes of that circle. 1667 Phil. Traits, II. 627 Two
Tetragonal Prismes of Tendons. 1874 COUES Birdt N. IV.

592 An elongated pyramid with a tetragonal base.

2. Bot. and Zool. Quadrangular in section, like a
'

square
'

rod ; tetraquetrons.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff, s. v. Leaf, A leaf that has,

instead of three ribs or edges, four or five, is. .called tetra-

gonal, pentagonal, &c. 1853 ROYLE Mat. Med. (ed. 2) 641

TETRAGRAMMATON.
Ni.rxay S|,ni,_r I _ ;

,; ,3-,
' C. Bun.2M 109 Th* bill belonula,
a- n ruinate.

'! -Istrol. -
Ql'ARTILElI.,giMI,RATKi/

1646 Six T. llBowNK /,,,/. //. iv. ii. ..,, K>, koning 0,1
h .lay, the M,,m- .ill U i,, ., Tctragomllor Quadrale aspcu. il

,. , ,,. M ,OVC ,| ,,

herein the disease began.
4. Her. Ki-picsni'cd as quadrangular : ce quot.
e .828 HERKY Encycl. l/.r. |.CIo, Tetrafmfl I'.

piles are generally .unsidcr.
, wtdges iht v

are sometimes borne .. square, in which latter cai they
may be "ermed s<iuare piles, or let, asmel pyramid, re-
trsed. 1889 fci-viN Diet. Her., Tet, aKo,,al Pyramid,.
5. I ,ysl. Applied to a system of crystallization

in which the three axes are at right anjjlcs, the two
lateral axes being equal, and the vertical of a
different length.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) Introd. 21 Crystallography

systems of crystallization...Having only the lateral >e<
equal. The Tetragonal and Hexagonal. iM GutxtY
Crystallogr. 38 If four symmelral planes only intersect in
the same straight line it is called an axis of tetragonal
symmetry. 1879 RIITLEY Stud. Rottt u. 77 Crystals
Ixrlonging to the tetragonal and hexagonal systems are
singly refractive when viewed in the direction of the
principal crystallograpbic axis.

t B. sb. TETRAGON I. Ots. rart~'.

i6B4tr./(;nX#a''^i./4rtfToRdr..TheinlricateGeome-
Irician will imprison me in his Triangles and Tetragonals.
Hence Tetra gonally adv., in a tetragonal

manner or form ; Tetra'ffonalnesB.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Tetragonalneis, the having four

Comers, Squareness. 1888 CasulFs Encyet. Diet., Telia-
gonally.

Tetragonidium : see TETBA- i.

Tetragonism (tftrse-goniz'm). ? Obs. fad. Gr.

TfTpayutriapts squaring, quadrature ; see TETRA-
GON and -ISM.] The squaring of the circle ; the

quadrature of any curve.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Teckn. I, Tetragonitm, with some
Foreign Writers is the same as the Quadrature of the
Circle. 1715 tr. Pancirollus" Rerum Mfin. II. xvii. 331
[Theyl affirm the Invention of the Tetragonism we are

speaking of. 17*7-41 *n CHAMBERS Cycl.
So t Tetra-gonlst, one who attempts the squar-

ing of the circle; f Tetragoni'rtio, fTetrtv-
goni'stical adjs., of or pertaining to tetragon ism ;

tetragonistic(al calculus, the differential calculus.

1674 BOYLE Excell. Theol. i. iii. 104 Such famous writers
as Scaliger, Longomontanus, and other Tetragonists. 1710
J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. II, Tetragonistick Caltulus, is the
same with the Summatory or Differential Calculus of
Leibnitz. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Tetrogonistical Calculus.

Tetragonons (tftrje-gonas), a. Bot. [f. TETRA-
GON or late L. tetragan-ui tetragonal + -oi's.]

Having four angles ;
= TETRAGONAL a. i.

17*0 J. LEE Introd. Bot. II. xxii. (1765) 125 Seed, a single
one, oblong, often tetragonous, 1870 HOOKER Stttd. /-'fora

245 Convolvulus arvensis . . peduncle . . 4 gonous. 1872
OLIVER Elem. Bot. App. 310 [Common Wheat] Inflorescence

spicate, . . tetragonous.

Tetragrani (te-tragraem). [In sense i,ad. Gr.
T& TeTp&ypafiiiov (Clem. Alex. 666),

'

the (word)
of four letters', f. 7-07x1- four- + ipaniia letter; in

sense 2 from ypapuri stroke, line.]

1. A word of four letters ;
= next.

1870 BREWER Diet. Phrase < Falle s.v. Tetraeram.
ntaton. The Greek Zeus, Latin Jove and Deus, Persian

Soru, Assyrian Adad, Arabian Alia, Egyptian Anton,
German Gait, and a host of other words significant of

Deity, are tetragrams. 1882-3 SchajQTs Encycl. Relig.
Knowl. \. 27 The Jews pronounced the tetragram YHWH
by giving to it the vowels of Adonai.

2. Geom. The figure composed of four straight
lines in a plane and their six points of intersection :

commonly called complete quadrilateral.
i863R.TowNSENDMvr'. Geom. I.vii. 145 Thus, for instance,

in a tetrastigm or tetragram every line of connection of two
points or point of intersection of two lines is said to be the

opposite of that of the remaining two.

|| Tetragrammaton (te^tragrae-matfm). PI.

-ata. [a. Gr. (TO) TeTpaypapfiaToi' (Philo a. 153),
' the (word) of four letters', neut. of TtTpaypafiparot.

adj. f. TCT/XI- four -I- 7f>a/ifia(T- letter.] A word of

four letters; spec, the Hebrew word written mrp =
YHWH or JHVH (vocalized as Tanwen, jaaven, or

jeHovaH, q.v.); often substituted for that word

(regarded as ineffable), and treated as a mysterious

symbol of the name of God; sometimes used as

a title of the Deity (see quot 1689).
a 1400-50 Alexander 1592 pe grettest of all gods names,

pis title, Tetragramaton. 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades

(1592) 608 Among all the names of God that is the most

excellent, which they call Tetrarrammaton, that is (if w
may so say), the fower lettered name. 1606 N. BAXTER
Sir P. Sidney's Ourania Cj b. Some call him mightie Tetra-

grammaton Of letters fower in composition. 1649 J ER. TAYLO*
Gt. Exemp. i. Ad Sect. v. 61 The Tetragrammalon or

adoreable Mystery of the Patriarchs. 1689 T PLUNKCT
Char. Gd. Commander 44 But the tremenduos Tetragram.
niaton Will not, not always be a looker on. 1768 TUCKER
LI. Nat. (1834) I. 463 The Quaternion is the holy Tetra.

grammaton, the same awful name variously pronounced

among the sons of men: whether Jeva, Isis, Jove, *(,
Zeus, or Deus ; or . . Tien, Alia, Dios, Idio, Dieu, or Lord |

for these are all Tetragrammata. 1891 T. K. CHEYNK

Orig. Ps. vL 300 The earliest Greek copies reproduced the

Tetragrammaton.



TETRAGRAMMATON.
b. gen. with a and pi. A word of four letters

used as a symbol.
1656 H. MORE Enthus. Tri. (1712) 50 In a Tetragram-

maton there are five Parts, four Letters, and the Tittle Jod,
from which come Nephesh, Ruach, Neschamah, Cliajah,

and Jachidah, five Persons of the Soul. 1665 Wmn K

I. ant's Prayer 17 Our English tongue as well as the

Hebrew hath a Tetragrammaton, whereby God may be

named; to wit, Good.

t o. fig. Aii emblem or symbol of something
sacred. Obs. rare.

1601 A. COPLEY Aasw. Let. Jesuit. Cent. 79 They are

flo passing vain-glorious a Societie, that call ye it the verie

Tetragrammaton of the Catholicke church.

fd. zsadj. Consisting of four letters. Obs.

a 1610 BABINGTON Exp. Cath. Faith n. (1637) 195 O name
that cannot bee expressed ! O name truly tetragrammaton !

1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 50 The Tetragrammaton name of

the Almightie.
Hence t Tetragrramma'tical a., consisting of

four letters ; pertaining to the or a tetragrammaton ;

Tetragranuuato'ttic a. [irreg. for -atic\, of or

pertaining to the tetragrammaton.
'759 J. YEOMANS Abecedarian (title-p.), A Discourse on the

Word, or A-Tau, tetragrammatical. 1895 Funk's Standard
Diet., Tetragrammatonic.

II Tetragyuia (tetradgi-nia), a. Sot. [mod.L.,
f. TETBA--(-Gr. yvrij woman, female, taken in

sense 'female organ, pistil'.] The name of an

order or division in many of the classes of the Lin-

nsean Sexual System of plants, comprising those

having four pistils. Hence Te'tragyn (rare), a

plant of thisorder; Tetragynian, Tetragynious,
Tetra-gynousa^V., belonging to this order of any
class ; having four pistils.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. u. viii. (1765) 92 Tetragynia, com.

gylllfl

Tetragynius, . . tetragynious. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex., Tetra-

gynous, having a gynecium of four carpets. Mod. Ilex, the

Holly, is an example of Tetrandria, Tetragynia.

Tetrahedral (tetrahrdral, -he'dral), a. Also

8-9 tetraedral. [f. late Gr. rerpacSpos (see TETRA-

HEDRON) + -AL.]
1. a. Having four sides (in addition to the base

or ends) ;
enclosed or contained laterally by four

plane surfaces, as a tetrahedral prism or pyramid.
Tetrahedral angle, quoin, one bounded by four

planes meeting at a common apex.
1794 G. ADAMS Nat. $ Exp. Philos. II. xiv. 46 The

internal cavity is found to be lined with beautiful tetra-

hedral prisms. 1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 124 Four
particles may compose a tetrahedron, five a tetraedral pyra-
mid, six an octaedron. iSzSSTARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 139
Body tetraedral, furrowed above. 1878 GURNEY Crystallogr.
85 The tetrahedral quoins . . of the rhombic dodecahedron.

b. Quadrilateral, quadrangular. (Also in comb.'}
1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xxvii. (1818) II. 491 Cells with

regular tetrahedral bottoms. Ibid. 494 The tetrahedral.
bottomed transition cells.. still preserved their usual shape
of hexagonal prisms.
2. Of or pertaining to a tetrahedron

; having the
form of a tetrahedron

; spec, in Cryst., belonging
to a division of the isometric system of which the

regular tetrahedron is the characteristic form.
1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 200 Tetrahedral

(Hauy tetraedre), when the crystal has the regular tetra-
hedron as a secondary form. Example, Tetrahedral blende.
1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 360 The spores are minute,
tetrahedral granules, each presenting four facets, and are
minutely ridged by a hexagonal network. 1903 A. GRAHAM
BELL in Nat. Geog. Mag. June 225 The Tetrahedral principle
in Kite Structure. When a tetrahedral frame is provided
with aero-surfaces of silk or other material.. it becomes a
tetrahedral kite, or kite having the form of a tetrahedron.
Hence Tetrahe'drally adv., in a tetrahedral

manner or form. So Tetrahe'dric, Tetrahe'dri-
cal adjs., tetrahedral.
1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Tetrahedricus,. .tetrahedrical

1864 WEBSTER, Tetraliedrally (citing Dana). 1882 VINES
Sac/is' Bot. 13 The four spores or pollen-grains do not lie in
one plane but are arranged tetrahedrally, and have more-
over a somewhat tetrahedral form. Kid. 438. 1890 Smith,
sonian Rep. 367 This latter [double Jinking] is an immediate
consequence of the tetrahedric conception.
Tetrahedrid (tetrahr-drid,-he'drid),a. Cryst.

[f. as prec. + -ID 2.]
= TETRAHEDRAL a. 2.

iSgsSTQRY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr. 208 Tetrahedrid mero-
symmetry. The second case of holo-systematic hemi-sym-
metry, in which every normal is represented by a single face
is that letc.]. Hid. 206, 207, 210.

Tetrahedrite (tetrahf-drait, -he-dreit). Min.
[ad. Ger. tetraedrit (W. Haidinger 1845), f. as
prec. -I- -it, -ITS 1 2 b.] Native sulphide of antimony
and copper, with various elements sometimes
replacing one or the other of these, often occurringm tetrahedral crystals ; fahlerz, fahlore.
1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 729 Large tetrahedral crystalsof tetrahedrite, having mostly a rough dull surface, are found

in the Cornish mines near St. Austel. 1900 L. FLETCHER
in Brit, Mus. Return 156.

Tetrahedroid (tetrahz-droid, -he-droid), a.
andrf.

[f. asprec.-r-0!D.] a. adj. Resembling
or approaching the form of a tetrahedron, b. si-.
Geom. The envelope of a quadric surface which
touches eight given straight lines.
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1889 Carly's Math. 1'apers I. 587 note, The surface here

considered, the Tetrahedroid, is the general homographie
transformation of the wave surface. 1899 Geog. Jrnl.

Mar. 251 Causes, which.. would go in the direction of pro-

ducing tetrahedral, or tetrahedroid, deformation.

Tetrahedron (tetralu-drffa, -he'dr/n). Geom.

PI. -a or -ons. Also 6-9 tetraedron ;
6-8 tetra-

(h)edrum. [ad. late Gr. TtTpaeopov sb., prop. neut.

of rerpaeopos adj. four-sided, f. rerpa- four + (Spa

base.] A solid figure contained by four plane tri-

angular faces.atriangularpyramid; spec, the regular

tetrahedron, the first of the five regular solids, con-

tained by four equilateral triangles. Hence, any
solid body, esp. a crystal, of this form.

Orthogonal tetrahedron, one in which the opposite edges,
taken in pairs, are at right angles to one another. Polar

tetrahedron, one of which the faces are polar to the vertices

of another tetrahedron.

1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid xi. def. xxii. 319 A Tetrahedron

is a solide which is contained vnder fower triangles equall
and equilater. 1571 DIGGES Pantom. iv. T ij, Telraedron . .

a body Geometricall. Kid. martin, Tetraedrum. 1653 H.
MORE Antid. Ath. i. vii. 5 The notion or idea of God
. . is no more arbitrarious or fictitious than the notion of a
cube or tetraedrum or any other of the regular bodies in

Geometry. 1706 W. JONES Syn. Palmar. Matheseos 234
The Tetraedrum of 4 solid /s. 1800 tr. Lagrangc's Chem.
1. 359 Susceptible of crystallizing in tetraedra. 1875 BENNETT
& DYER Sachs' Bo!. 50 They [crystalloids] appear as cubes,

tetrahedra, octohedra, rhombohedra, and in other forms. 1878
GURNEY Crystallogr. 92 Tetrahedrons are contained by four

equiangular triangles.

Tetrahexahe'dron. Geom. [f.
TETRA- +

HEXAHEDRON.] A solid figure contained by twenty-
four planes, fa. See quots. 1805-17,1860. Obs.

b. = TETBAKIS-HEXAHEDRON. Hence Tetrahexa-
he'dral a., pertaining to, or having the form of, a
tetrahexahedron.

1805-17 R.JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 204 [A crystal is] tetra-

hexahedral . . when its surface consists of.. four .. ranges of

planes, disposed six and six above each other. 1828 WEBSTER,
Tetrahexahedra!. in crystalography, exhibiting four ranges
of faces, one above another, each range containing six faces.

1847 Ibid., Tetrahexahedron, a solid bounded by twenty-
four equal faces, four corresponding to each face of the cube.
1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Tetrahexahedron, . . a figure

having four ranges of bases, or faces, six in each range.

Tetrahydric (tetrahsi-drik), a. Chem. [f.

TETRA- -f HYDBIC.] Applied to an alcohol con-

taining four hydroxyt groups, e. g. erythrite,
C

4
H 8(OH)4 .

1888 MORLEY & MUIR Watts' Diet. Chem. 1. 101 Erythrite
is the only fatty tetra-hydric alcohol known.
Tetra-lCOSane (tetra|3i-kffix?in). Chem. Also

tetrak-, tetrao-. [f. Gr. Tfrpa- four + KO<TI

twenty + -ANE 2 b.] The saturated hydrocarbon
or paraffin of the 24-carbon series, C24H, =
CH3(CHa)22CH3 ,

a solid waxy substance.

1894 MORLEY & MUIR Walts' Diet. Chem. IV. 673/1
Tetra-icosane, C2iHr,o. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., Tetra-
kosane. 1909 Cent. Diet. Snppl. , Tetracosane...j
powder, very soluble in hot alcohol, occurring in

the soap got by heating carnaiiba wax with aqueous
NaOH.
1894 MORLEY & Mum Watts' Chem. Diet. IV. 673/1.

Tetrakaidekahedron. [f. Gr. reTpamuSeica-
fourteen + (Spa base.] A fourteen-sided solid

figure. Also tessarescsedecahedron (Cent. Diet.).
1894 Athenaeum 17 Feb. 216/3 At the request of Lord

Kelvin.. Mr. J. J. Walker exhibited and described Lord
Kelvin's models of his

'
Tetrakaidekahedron '.

Tetrakisa-zo-. Chem. [f. Gr. TCTpd/ns four
times + Azo-.] Occurring in names of compounds
containing four azo- groups.
Te trakisdtvdecahe-dron. Cryst. [f. Gr.

T6T/WKU four times + DODECAHEDRON.] A solid body
bounded by forty-eight triangular planes ; also called

HEXAKISOCTAHEDRON, octakis-hexohedron, tetra-

konta-octahedron, and forty-eight scalenohedron ;

esp. the variety of this described in quot.
1895 STORY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr. 204 The complete

form has the character of a pyramidion developement of the
rhomb-dodecahedron, each face of the latter figure being
surmounted by a rhomb- based pyramid, to which it forms a
conterminous base. These therefore are the forms that may
be correctly designated as tetrakisdodecahedra. or dodeea-
hedridpyratnidions.

Te:trakis-hexahe'dron. [f. Gr. Ttrpa/eis
four times + HEXAHEDRON.] A solid figure con-
tained by twenty-four equal triangular planes,
having the appearance of a cube with a low pyra-
mid raised on each of its six faces. (In Cryst. be-

longing to the isometric system.) In Geom. the name
is specially applied to the figure when the pyramids
are of such a height that all the adjacent faces are

equally inclined to each other, so that the figure
meets the sphere circumscribing the fundamental
cube at fourteen points. Also called tetrahexa-
hedron (b), cube-pyramidion, anAjluoroid.
1878 GURNEY Crystallogr. 86 A four-faced cube, or more

technically a tetrakishexahedron. 1887A thenxum 10 Sept.
345/2 The new crystals are sharply defined cubes, of which
some have the edges replaced by faces of the rhombic
dodecahedron or of a tetrakishexahedron. 1895 STORY-

TETBAMETEB.
MASKEI.VNK Crystatlogr. 195-6 The tetrnkis-liexalicdron..

presents the aspect of a cube each face of which is sur-
mounted by an obtuse pyramid, and it may, on this account,
be termed the cube-pyramidion. . -The figure i.s a twenty-
four-faced isoscelohedron.

Te-trakism. nonte-wd. [irrcg. f. Gr. Terpanis
four times + -ISM.] A theory or doctrine of four

(persons, aspects, etc.).

1856 EMERSON Eng. Trails i. 18 Coleridge .. went on
defining, or rather refining .. talked of 'trinism' and
'

tetrakism ', and much more.

Tetraleioclone, -lemma : see TETKA- i.

t Te'tralogue. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. Ttrpa-,
TETRA- + Ao-yos speech, word, etc., after monologue,
dialogue : cf. next.] A conversation between four

persons or parties ; also = TETRALOGY.
1649 ROBERTS Clavis Bibl, 384 This song is also digested

in forme, .of a Tetralogue betwixt the Bridegroom, Christ ;

the Bridegrooms friends,..The Bride her selfe,..And The
Churches Companions, 1822 T. MITCHELL Aristopfi. I.

p. cxxvi, The works of Plato are usually divided into

tetralogues.

Tetralogy (tftrae-lodgi). [ad. Gr. rcrpaXoyta,
f. Tfrpa-, TETIIA- + -\oyla, -LOGY. Cf. F. titralogie.\
1. Gr. Antiq. A series of four dramas, three tragic

(the trilogy) and one satyric, exhibited at Athens
at the festival of Dionysus.
1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 158/1 He made a

compleat Tetralogy (fou Drama's, as the manner was, when
they contested, to be presented at four several Festivals).

1840 tr. C. O. Mailer's Hist. Lit. Greece xxiv. 2 In the
several tetralogies, however, the satyrical drama must have
been lost or perhaps never existed.

b. Hence, Any series of four related dramatic or

literary compositions.
"1742 [WARBURTON] Rieardus Aristarchtts in Pope's

Dunciad^(1743) p. xxxi, May we not then be excused, if for

the future we consider the Epics of Homer, Virgil, and
Milton, together with this our poem, as a complete Tetra-

logy, in which the last worthily holdeth the place or station
of the satyric piece? 1862 GOULBURN Pers. Relig. iv. xii,A Tetralogy of Parables. 1883 St. James' Caz. 3 Feb. 5

Wagner's
*

tetralogy
'

of operas.
2. A set of four speeches. Cf. TETEALOGUE.
1661 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. a), Tetralogie (Gr.), a speaking

or writing in four parts. 1866 FELTON Anc. f. Mod. Gr. II.
i. ix. 163 They [speeches of Antiphon] are in the form of

tetralogies, each tetralogy containing a speech and a reply
i

of the plaintiff and the defendant. 1874 MAHAFFY Soc. Life
Greece v. 127 note. Discussed in Antiphon 's second tetralogy.
Hence Tetra,lo'gic a., of or pertaining to a

tetralogy.
1889 HAIGH Attic Theatre 27 But although the generic

terms trilogy and tetralogy were of relatively late origin, it

was customary at a much earlier period to give a common
name to groups of plays composed on the tetralogic system.

Tetralophodont to -mastigate : see TETBA-.
TetramerOUS (t/lras-meras), a. [f. mod.L.

tetramer-us (ad. Gr. Tfrpapepfis four-parted, f.

i Ttrpa-, TETBA- + pep-os part) + -ous.] Having, con-

sisting of, or characterized by four parts, spec. a.

Hot. Having the parts ofthe flower-whorl in series of

j

four. (Often written ^-merous.~) b. Entom. Having
the tarsi four-jointed, as the Tetramera among
Coleoptera. O. Having four rays, as a starfish.

f
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. xxxv. 684 Tetramerous

insects are those in which all the tarsi consist of four joints.
1835 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 316 Tetramerous, if [a
flower consists of organs] in fours. 1857 HENFREY Elem.
Bot. 230 Papaveracex. . . Flowers regular, 2-merous or

4-merous. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. vil. (1873) 173 All the
other flowers on the plant are tetramerous. 1861 HULME
tr. Moqnin.Tandon n. in. vi. 157 A tetramerous Coleopter
belonging to the family Rhyncophora.
So Tetra iiieral a., having parts in fonrs

; also,

belonging to the Tetrameralia, a subdivision of

the Hydrozoa Acraspeda in Claus's classification ;

Tetramera-lian a. = TETBAMEBAL ; sb. a mem-
ber of the Tetrameralia

; Te'trainere, a division

of the fourth order in the supporting reticular

skeleton of the extinct siliceous sponges (Cent.
Diet. Suppl. 1909) ; Tetra merlsm, the condition
of being tetramerous ; division into four parts or
into sets of four.

[1888 ROLLBSTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 789 I. Tetra-
jneralia'. with four radial sectors. ..II. Octomeralia: with

eight sectors.] 1888 Amer. Nat. XXII. 941 The morpho-
logical significance of the primary subdivision into four
or tetramerism of the germ-bands of Stenovothrtts and
CEcanihus. 1809 Syd. Soc. Lex., Tetramerism.

Tetrameter (tftrae-mto). Pros. [ad. L.

tetrametr-us sb., a. Gr. TfTpdiurp-os adj., f. rerpa-,
TETHA- +nerpov measure. So F. tttrametre^ A
verse or period consisting of four measures.
In ancient prosody, a trochaic, iambic, or anapaestic tetra-

meter consisted of four dipodies (= eight feet); in other

rhythms a tetrameter was a tetrapody or period of four feet.

The name was given specifically to the Trochaic Tetrameter
Catalectic or Septenarius, as in 'Cras a met qui j nunqu' al

mavit
|| qulque almavit | eras almet '.

ifiiz SELDEN Illustr. Drayton's Poly-alt, iv. 67 The
first are couplets interchanged of xvi. & xiiii. feet, . . the
second of equall tetrameters. 1693 DRYDEN Juvenal (1697)
p. xlt, He makes no difficulty to mingle Hexameters with

lambique Trimeters ; or with Trochaique Tetrameters.

1837 WHEELWRIGHT tr. Aristoph. 1.93, I ask.. what thou
thinkest the most perfect measure, The trimeter or the tetra-

meter? 1869 TOZEB Highl. Turkey II. 250 The metre.. is

the iambic tetrameter catalectic.



TETEAMORPH.
b. attrib. or as adj.

1770 LASUIIOKNK Plutarch V. 272 A poem, entitled Pontius

Guillens,..written by him [Cicero], when a boy, in tetra-

meter verse. 1811 KI.MM i.v in Kdin. Rev. Nov. 72 To iim.i.

duce these refractory names into tetrameter trochiiics,

Aristophanes has twice used a choriambus, and once an ionic
a minot-e, in the place of the regular trochaic dipoditt.
18*7 TATK (,>/(. Metres % 10.

Tetramorph(te'trampif). Christian Art. [a<l.

Gr. rnpanop<l>ov, prop. neut. adj. four-shaped, f.

Tfrpa- four- + poppr) form.] A composite figure

combining the symbols of the four evangelists (de-
rived from Rev. iv. 6-8 and Ezek. i. 5-10).
1848 MKS. JAMKSON Sac;-.* Leg. Art (1850) So The Evan-

gelists, or rather the Gospels, are represented as the tetra-

morph, or four-faced creature. rtfyYMVLHOLT Dict.TtniisArt

J3O/2
Tetratttorph. (dr.) In Christian Art, the union of the

jur attributes of the Evangelists in one figure, winged, stand-

ing on winged, fiery wheels; the wings being covered with
eyes. 1875 R. ST. J. TVRWIIITT in Smith I, Cheetliam's Diet.
Clir. Antiq. I. 634/1 The most interesting 6th century
representation of them [symbols of the evangelists]., is the

Saatntly
but most grandly-conceived tetramorph of the

abula MSS. 1898 C. HELL tr. Huysman's Cathedrals.
177 With Christ enthroned, .between the winged beasts of
the Tetramorph.

Tetramorphic (tetramp afik), a. [f. as prec.
+ -1C.] a. l\at. Hist. Occurring in four different

forms, b. Of or pertaining to a tetramorph.
a. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 79 Oxalis, Wood-sorrel. . .

Tetramorphic flowers occur. 1901 A. G. BUTLER in Proc.
Zool. Soc. 15 Jan. 25 Limnas chrysippns is te'tramorphic
both at Aden and on the White Nile.
b. 1901 A', f, Q. 9th Ser. VIII. 530/1 The tetramorphic

emblems.. date perhaps from c. 860 A. D.

So Tetxamo-rphlsm, the phenomenon of ex-

hibiting four different forms
;
in Chem., the pro-

perty of crystallizing in four several forms.

1909 in Cent. Diet., Suppl.

Tetramyrmeolone.-nephrlo.etc.: seeTETBA-.

II Tetrandria (tetrse-ndria). Bot. [mod.L.
(Linnaeus, 1 735), f. Gr. rerpa-, TETRA- + AvSp-, stem
of ar/ip man, male: cf. POLYANDBIA, etc.] The
fonrth class in the Linnaean Sexual System, com-

prising plants bearing hermaphrodite flowers with
four equal stamens. Also an order in the classes

Gynandria, Monoecia, and Dicecia, having four

stamens. So Tetra-nder, a plant having four

stamens (Webster 1828); Tetra'ndrian a., having
four stamens (ibid.} ;

Tetra'ndrions (Mayne
1860), Tetra'ndrons adjs., having four equal
stamens ; belonging to the class Tetrandria.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot, n. xxiii, (1765) 130 Tetrandria,
comprehending such Plants as have four Stamina. 1806
GALPINE Brit. Bot. 261 Tetrandrous : spikes filiform,

panicled. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 72 Penaea has also

tetrandrous flowers. 1872 OLIVER Elem. Bot. i. iv. 39 In
the Nettle, then, we have.. in the male flower, stamens

hypogynous, tetrandrous.

Tetrane (te-tr?n). Chem. [f. TETBA- 2 + -ANE
2 b.] The saturated hydrocarbon or paraffin of

the tetracarbon series, CjHm, also called butane,

quartane : see TETRTL.

1893 THORPE Diet. ApplicdChcm. III. 813 Tetryl hydrides.

Tetranes, butanes, i. Normal tetrane, w-butane... Occurs
in crude petroleum.
Tetrant (te'trant). [ad. L. tetrans, tetrant-em

(Vitruv.), ad. Gr. Tfrpas.]
= QUADBANT so. 1 4 (*).

1860 WEALE Diet. Terms (ed. 2), Tetrants, the four equal

parts into which the area of a circle is divided by two
diameters drawn at right angles to each other.

Tetraodon, etc. : see TETRODON.

Tetraonid (trtr^vnid), a. (sb.) Ornith. [f.

mod.L. Tetraonidte, f. L. tetrao (-oneni), a. Gr.

Tfroaoiv, applied by Pliny to the Black Grouse and

Capercailye, perh. also to other birds : see -ID 3.]

Pertaining to the family Tetraonidte of gallinaceous

birds, including the gronse and allied forms ; also

asxji. a member of this family. (The term has

also been used more widely to include the partridges,

quails, and other birds.) So Tetra'onoid, a. allied

in form to the Tetraonidse ;
sb. a tetraonoid bird

(Funk's Stand. Diet. 1895) ;
Tetra-onlne a., be-

longing to the Tetraoninx, as a subfamily of

the Tetraonidx : see above and GROUSE sb. I.

1847 WEBSTER, Tetraonid, a term denoting a bird belong,

inglothetribeofwhich the tetrao is the type, as the grouse,

partridge, quail, etc. i86 D. WILSON Preh. Man I. iii. 63

The name ofthe English partridge. . is
applied

to one Ameri-

can tetraonid ( Tetrao umbelhts), the pheasant . . to another,

T. cupido. 1868 HUXLEY in Proc. Zool. Soc. 14 May 299
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PETUT.R Guzophyl. x. 96 Scarlet and blew tetraprtnlose

Tetrapetalous (tetrape-talss), a. Bot. [f.

mod.L. tetrapctalus (f. Gr. Ttrpa- four- + viraXov

I'r.i'Ai. f
-OI.-.H.] Having four petals.

1607 rhil. Trans. XIX. 435 A wonderful strange Heath-
leaf a Tetrapetalous. . Plant. 1704 J. HARKJS Lex. Ttcltn.

I, Tetrapetalous /'7ou>fr..is that which eunsUls of but fuur

Te-tra-paper. Chem. [Abbrev. of the full

tetra-paper (tetramethyl-paraphenyl-diamine). Ibid. vu. 382

Tetra-paper..
immersed in the fluid will show the presence

of ozone by taking a blue colour.

t Tetrape-talose, a. Bot. Obs. [f. as next :

see -OSE 1.1 = TETRAPETAI/OUS.

1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 278 Tetrapetalose deformed

Flowers coming out of the Scales of the Leaves, c 1711

VOL. IX.

single coloured Leaves (which the Botanists call Petala).

1837 Kmn Hot. Lex. 80 If the petals of a letrapetalous
< mll;i are so disposed on their receptacle as to sprr:i<l cmt
in the form of a cross, they are said to be cruciform.

Tetraphalangeateto -phyllous : seel'ETRA-.

t Tetraphy-line. Min. Obs. [ad. Ger. tetra-

phylin (Berzelius, 1 836), f. TKTBA- + Gr.^OArj tribe :

see -INE 5
.] An obs. name for TRIPHYLITE.

1836 R. D.f, T. Thomson's Rec. Gen. Sci. 1 1 1. 477 Trim-
phylline. This appears to be a variety of the preceding
[Triphylline]. 1896 CHESTF.R Diet. Namts Min., 'J'<t>.i-

phyline. . . An obs. syn. of triphylite, the name given when
a fourth base was discovered in it.

II Tetrapla (te'trapla). Also 7-8 anglicized

tetraples. [a. Gr. Terpair\a, neut. pi. of Tfrpa-
irAoCs fourfold, f. rtrpa; TETRA- + -irXoos -fold. Cf.

F. tdtraplcs (Littri).] A text consisting of four

parallel versions, esp. that of the Old Testament
made by Origen. Cf. HEXAPLA, OCTAPLA.
1684 N. S. Crit. Enf. Edit. Bible xviii. 178 He maintains

that the Tetraples and Hexaples of Origen.. were call'd

Tetraples, because they contain'd a fourfold Version ;

Hexaples because they comprehended six Versions. 1705
HICKERINCILL Priester. iv. (1721) 242 Origen's Tetraples,
Hexaples, and Octaples. 1831-3 E. BURTON Eccl. Hist.
xxiv. (1845) 516 Origen appears at first to have published
the three versions of Aquil.i, Theodotion, and Symmachus,
together with the Septuagint : they were arranged in four

parallel columns, and the work was called Tetrapla.

Tetrapleuron (tetraplfla-r^n). PI. -a or -ons.

[a. Gr. Tfrpan\fvfoy a figure with four sides, f.

Terpa-, TETRA- + vKtvpov rib, side.]
1. A square column.

1837 Penny CycL IX. 315/1 Square pillars or
tetrapleurons,

with either a statue, or a caryatid figure standing before.

2. Morphol. PI. TetrapleuTa : Organic forms

with bilateral symmetry having four antimeres or

corresponding opposite parts. Cf. DIPLEUHA.
1883 [see DIPLEURA].
Hence Tetrapletrral a., IMorphol., zygopleural

with four antimeres. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

Tetraplocaulous, etc. : see TETRA-.

TetraplOUS (te'traplss), a. [f. Gr. TTpair\oos,
-ir\oCs fourfold +

-OL'S.J Fourfold, quadruple.
1809 Proc. Zool. Soc. 1 6 May 684 Down the centre of the

back is a series of tetraplous bright red spots.

Tetrapod (te-trapfd), a. and sb. [ad. mod.L.

tetrapod-us, ad. Gr. rtroairom, TtrpoiroS- four-

footed, f. rtrpa-, TETBA- + iroSs (iro5-) foot Cf.

F. tttrapode.] a. adj. Having four feet or four

limbs ; spec, in Entom., belonging to the Tetrapoda,
a division of butterflies having only four perfect

legs, the anterior pair being unfitted for walking.
b. sb. A four-footed animal ; one of the Tetrapoda,

applied by Credner to all vertebrates higher than

fishes ;
in Entom., a butterfly belonging to the

Tetrapoda. Hence Tetrapodichnite (-i-knait),

Ceol. [ICHNITE], the fossil footprint of a four-footed

beast ; Tetrapodo'logy, a treatise on quadrupeds ;

Tetra'podous a. = sense a. above.
1816 KIRBY & SP. Kntomol. IV. xlvi. 343 Tetrapod, . . an

insect having only four perfect lees. 1835-6 Toad's Cycl.
Anat. I. 265/2 No species of Bira ever deviates .. from the

tetrapodous type of formation. 1844 PAGE Rudim. Geol.

215 (1851) 126 note, Professor Hitchcock adds a third class,

tetrapodichnites, or the footsteps of some unknown four,

footed animal. 1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Tetrapodologia..,
term for a treatise on quadrupeds ; tetrapodology.

Tetrapody (tttrarrxMi). Pros. [ad. Gr. nrpa-
iroSm, f. TfT^airoS- : see prec.] A group of four

metrical feet; a verse of four feet. So Tetrapo'dic

a., consisting of four metrical feet.

1846 WORCESTER, Tetrapody. 1889 Amtr. Jrnl. Philol.

July 225 The Bactrians and Indians, .appear to have found

the tetrapody short enough. Ibid., It seems more natural to

assume the tetrapody as the primitive march-verse, and the

tripody as an intentionally differentiated form for purposes
of recitation. 1891 Harper's Mag. Mar. 570/2 Most folk,

songs are constructed upon tetrapodic periods. Ibid.

[see DIPODV). 189$ GILDERSLEEVE Lat. Gram. (ed. 3) 458

bipody . .Tripody . . Tetrapody.

Tetrapolar: see TETBA- i.

II Tetrapolis (tftrarpfflis). [a. Gr.nrpanroKn of

four cities ; also sb.] A district of four cities ;
a

state or political division consisting of four towns.

1846 GROTE Greece i. v. I. 141 The inhabitants of the

insignificant tetrapolis of Doris Proper. 1884 BOSCAWEN
Lect.'m Builder 6 Dec., It was a tribe called the Akkadians

who.. founded the tetrapolis of Nimrod.

Tetrapolitan (tetrapp-litan), a. [ad. mod.L.

tctrapolitan-us of four cities, f. prec., after metro-

politan] Of or pertaining to four cities. Tetra-

politan Confession, a confession of faith drawn up

by the four cities Strasburg, Memmingen, Con-

stance, and Lindau, presented to the diet of Augs-

burg (1530).
1847 PRANOI tr. Cantu's Re/arm. Europe I. 103 Those

TETRARCHIC.
\vhn w.rr nnuilliiig in admit (he real presence, diew up
another 'teii ,.,-.

I'-rtr. Reformers f.t TW nerally styled the
Tetrapolitan from the foi; *-, called the Slra*.
burg Confession.

Tetrapous to Tetraprionid : see TETBA-.

Tetrapterous tftrn.-pi>.Taj, a,
[f. mod.L.

tetraptcr-tu (a. Gr. rtTpanrtpot fonr-winged, f.

Tfrpa- four- + wrtp-tn, wing) + -OUB. Cf. F. tftra-

flere.} Having four wings; spec, in Entom. ap-
plied to four-winged flies; in Bot. having four

wing-like appendages, as certain fruits. So
Tetra-ptr (see quot. 1846); Tetrapteran a.,

letrapterons ; sb. a four-winged insect.
1816 KIKBV & SP. Kntomol. III. xxix. 66 A Tetrapteroai

insect, the genus ofwhich is uncertain, is Mud, when it i* taken,
to discharge its eggs like shot from a gun. Ibid. IV. xU
A substance intermediate between that of the elytra of Colt,

optera and that of the wings of the Tetrapterous Order*.

1841 BRANDE DM. Sc.
etc., Tetraptrrans. Tetrapttra,..

applied by some entomologists to the insects which have
four wings, and which thus constitute an extensive primary
division of the class. 1846 SMART Suppl., Tetraplers,
insects with four wings t fossil fishes having four fins. 1860
MAYNE Expos. Lex., Tetrapterus. . Bot., having four wings,
as the fruit of Tttragonia tetraptfrn. 1866 Treat. Bot.,

Tetrapterous, four-winged.

Tetraptote to -quetrous : see TETBA-.

Tetrarch (te-t-, tf-trajk), sb^ Forms: 4
tetrarke, 5 -arche, 5- tetrarch

; also 4-6 in L.
form tetrarcha. [ad. late L. tetrarcha (Vulgate),
cl. L. tetrarchis, a. Gr. r<Tpapx^>f, ftrpa- four- +
-aPX1* mling, ruler. Cf. F. Mraryue (13th c.).]

1. Rom. Hist. The ruler of one of four divisions

of a country or province ; at a later period applied
to subordinate rulers generally, esp. in Syria.

[c 1050 Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia VIII. 299 Qua-
drans on fyden on grecisc ys xecweden tetrarcha.] 138*
WYCLIF Matt. xiv. i Eroude tetrarcha

[floss
that is, prince

of the fourthe part ; 1388 tetrarke], berde the fame of J hesu.

1434-50 tr. Higdfn (Rolls) IV. 233 He and his breber were
made tetrarches, as hauenge the iiij

ue
parte of a realm, from

proctors. 1480 CAXTON Citron. Eng. IV. (1520) 26/1 The

Kmperoure. .the halfe of the lury and Idumea gaue to

Arcnylaus vnder name ofTetrache. 15*6 TINDALE Matt. xiv.

i Herod the tetrarcha. 1611 B. JONSON Catiline^ i. i. All

the earth, Her kings, and tetrarchs, are their tributaries.

17x8 Rows tr. Lucan vn. 334 Kings and Tetrarchs proud,
a purple Train. 1877 C. GEIKIE Christ Ix. (1879) 735 The
tetrarch Antipas had come up from Tiberias, to show how
devoutly he honoured the law.

2. trans/, andJig. a. A ruler of a fourth part, or

of one of four parts, divisions, elements, etc. ; also

a subordinate ruler generally.
1610 Histrio-m. n. 19 For this aboundance pour'd at

Plenties feet You shall be Tetrarchs of this petty world. 1651
DAVENANT Gondibert Pref. 45 The heads ofthe Church (where
ever Christianity is preach'd) are Tetrarchs of Time; of

which they command the fourth Division. 1671 MILTON
! P, R. iv. 201 If I . . have propos'd What both from Men and
' Angels I receive, Tetrarchs of fire, air, flood, and__on the

earth Nations besides. 1797 BURKE Regie. Peace iii. Wks.
I VIII. 307 It is not to the Tetrarch of Sardinia.. that we
' mean to prove [etc.],

attrib. 1641 FULLER Holy % Prof. St. in. xxi. 209 Men in

whose constitutions one of the tetrarch Elements, fire, may
seem to be omitted.

b. One of four joint rulers, directors, or heads.

a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Cornw. (1662) i. 213 This was he

who was one of the first four Tetrarchs or Joint-managers in

chief of Marshall matters in Cornwall. 1901 BARING in

Kncycl. Brit. XXVIII. 406/2 The Parnassian school [had)

as their tetrarchs and judges Theophile Gautier, Leconte

de Lisle, Baudelaire, and Banville.

3. a. The commander of a subdivision of an

ancient Greek phalanx. (The quot. may belong
here or to sense I .)

1846 LANDOR Imag. Conv., Scipio, I'olyb., 4 Pan. (1853) 351

His bringing into the front of the center, as became some

showy tetrarch rather than Hannibal, bis eighty elephants.

b. In Fourier's social organization : A ruler of

the fonrth (ascending) rank.

1848 Tail's Mar. XV. 706 There will be duarchs for four

phalanx, triarchs for 12, tetrarchs for 48.

Te-trarch, a. (rf.
2
) Bot. [f. TETBA- + Gr.

i.pxh beginning.] Proceeding from four distinct

points of origin : cf. DIABCH.

1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 363 Triarch and

tetrarcb bundles sometimes occur in thick roots of species

which are usually diarch. Ibid. 354 In the case of diarch

and tetrarch structure of the main root. 1900 W. WALLACE
in Ann. Bot. Dec. 643 The tetrarch or triarch root [of

Actinostemma} has no pith and. .no internal phloem.

B. sb. A stele containing four protoxylem groups.

1805 VINES Students' TextM. Bot. 179 The stele may
have in different structures one to many protoxylem

(primitive wood) groups, and is accordingly described as

monarch . . diarch . . triarch . . tetrarch . . polyarch.

Tetrarchate (te-trajk^'t). Also 7 -at. [f.

TETRARCH so.1 + -ATE 1
: cf. exarchate and F.

tetrarchat.] The office or position of a tetrarch.

Galilee. "1874 H. R. REYNOLDS John Bafi.l
J..4'

It was

Herod's feverish desire to emulate the title of King.. that

cost him his tetrarchate.

Tetrarchic (tftra-ukik), a. [ad. Gr. T<rpap-

Xios of a tetrarch : see -ie.] Ofor pertaining to four

rulers ; pertaining to a tetrarch or to a tetrarchy.



TETRABCHICAL.

1818 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXXXV. 528 The

tetrarchic government is criticized. 1898 W. M. RAMSAY
in Expositor Aug. 132 Now began tetrarchic and then

monarchic rule.

Tetrarchical (tftraukikal), a. Now rare.

[f. as prec. + -AL.]
=

prec. ;
also t of a country :

Ruled by tetrnrchs; divided into tetrarchies (oh.).

1638 SIR T. HEKBEHT Trav. (ed. 2) 21 The whole He is

Tetr.irchicall, 4 severall Kings swaying their Ebony Seep,

ters in each Toparchy. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep,
v. x. (1650) 212 The Tetrarchicall or generall banners, of

not easy to distinguish them.

Tetrarchy (te-traaki). [ad. L. telrarchia, a.

Or. rirpap\ia, f. nrpapxw TETHAHCH si.^ Cf. F.

titrarchie (isth c. in Godef. Compl.).]
1. The district, division, or part of a country or

province ruled by a tetrarch; the government or

jurisdiction of a tetrarch.

143* 50 tr. Higdm (Rolls) IV. 291 Wherefore Octouian..

^afe to Archelaus the halfe parte ofthe lewery, and Ydumea,
in the name of a tetrarchye. 1591 G. FLETCHER Kusse
Comimu. (Hakl. Soc.) 3 These shires and provinces are

reduced all into foure jurisdictions, which they call chetfyrds

(that is), tetrarchies, or fourth-parts. 1656 BLOUNT Gtossgr.,

Tetrarchy, the government of the fourth part of a countrey

[1674 adds] or a government of the whole by four persons.
1862 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. VI. lix. 540 The tetrarchy of

Agrippa..menaced Galilee on its eastern flank.

2. transf. anAJig. A government by four persons

jointly ; a set of four tetrarchs or rulers ;
a country

divided into four petty governments.
c 1630 RlsDonSura. Devon (1810) 3 The Danish tetrarchy.

1641 MILTON Reform, n. Wks. 1851 III. 53 Hee ought to

suspect a Hierarchy. .to bee as dangerous and derogatory
from his Crown as a Tetrarchy or a Heptarchy. 1716
M. DAVIES Athftt. Brit. III. Diss. Physick 12 The honour-

able Tetrarchy of Physicians, or Doctors,. . Chirurgians,

Apothecaries, and Chymists. i86a RAWLINSON Anc. Man.
I. i. 19 In each of these districts we have asort of tetrarchy,
or special pre-eminence of four cities. 1885 Spectator
8 Aug. 1033/2 Mr. Chamberlain's proposal for a tetrarchy
in the guise of Local Government.
Tetrasoele to -spherical : see TETRA-.

II Tetraspora-ngium. Bot. PI. -ia. [mod.
L., f. TETRA- + SPORANGIUM

;
or f. TETRASPOKE +

Gr. dy-ffiov receptacle.] A sporangium producing
or containing tetraspores. Rarely anglicized as

Te-traspora nge (Cent. Diet. 1891).
1800 Athenxum 21 June 805/2 On the Development of

the Tetrasporangia in Rkabdochorton rothii.

Tetraspore (te'tra,spoaj). Bot. [f. TETKA- +

SPORE.] A group (usually) of four asexual spores,

resulting from the division of a mother cell, in the

Floridefe, a group of Algie.
1857 BERKELEY Cry/>tog. Bot. 88. 108 Tetraspores,

mostly immersed in the fronds. 1867 BRANDE & Cox Diet.

Sc., etc. III. 754/2 Tetraspore [is] one of the forms of fructi-

fication found in some sea-weeds. It consists of little clusters
of spores, in most cases four in number, but very rarely
eight. 1875 J. H. BALFOUK in Ettcyil. Brit. I. 508/2 Spores
have a tendency to divide into four ; such compound spores
are called tetraspores.
Hence Tetrasporic (-spp'rik), Tetrasporous

(tetraispoa'ras, t/trae'sporas) adjs., composed of or

producing tetraspores.
1857 BERKELEY Cryptog. Bot, % 172. 195 Distinguished by

their alinost constant production of tetrasporic, instead of

polysporic,
moniliform threads. 1874 COOKE Fungi 26 [He]

has demonstrated that they are habitually tetrasporous.

Tetraster (truse-stai). Biol. [mod.L., f.

TETHA- + Gr. aorrip star.] A karyokinetic figure
formed in the modification of a cell-nucleus by the
combination of four star-like masses of chromatin
united by spindles or filaments.

1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., Tetraster, the figure
presented when there are four centres of radiation during
the indirect division of a nucleus into four daughter-nuclei.
1909 J. W. JENKINSON Exper. Embryol. 128 In the case
where two sperm-nuclei unite with the egg-nucleus a tetras-
ter is formed, that is four asters united by spindles in a
square or rhombus.

Tetrastich, (te-trastik, trtrse'stik). Pros. Also
7-9 tetra-stic(h)on, (pi. -a); 7-8 tetrastic,
-stieke,. 7-9 -stick, [ad. L. tetra-stichon a quat-
rain, a. Gr. rtrpaarixw, neut. of nrpaarixos con-

taining four rows, f. rerpa.-, TETRA- + em'xos row,
line of verse. Cf. F. titrastiche, -iyue.'] A stanza
of four lines.

1580 SPENSER Let. to Harvey Wks. (Globe) App. ii. 709/1Here I let you see my olde use of toying in Rymes turned into
your artificial straightnesse of Verse by this Tetrasticon.
1625 VssHERAnsw. ymltm Therefore doth Theodorus
1 rodromus begin his Tetrastich upon our Saviours Resurrec-
tion. 1701 Burlesque o/K. L'Estrange's Vis. Quev. 62 What
Man though always in the Pouts The following Tetrastick

con in om
1865 R. PALMER Bk. Praise 489 The two tetrastichs com-
posing toe first stanza are transposed.
Hence Tetra'aticlial, Tetrasti'chio adjs., of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of a tetrastich,
or consisting of tetrastichs ; Tetra-gttchisjn, the
formation of tetrastichs.

234

1882-3 SchaJTi Encycl. Kelig. Knowl. III. 1955 The alpha,

betical psalm(xxxvll)..is almost entirely tetiasticluc. 1890

G. BICKELL in Atlienxum 22 Nov. 700/3 There are hexastl-

chic strophes throughout Prov. xxx..and tetrastichic ones

in i. 7-ix. 18. 1895 Q. Rev. Jan. 128 A tetrastichal metre

should be chosen. 1898 R. ELLIS in Classical Kev. XII.

120 The process which Rutherford . . aptly calls tetrastichism,

i. e. reduction of a larger original to a total of four verses.

Tetrastichous (t/tree-stikss), a. .ft*, and Zool.

[f.
mod.L. tetrastich-US (a. Gr. rerpa.an\ix : see

prec.) + -OU8.] Having organs or parts in four rows.

1866 Treas. Bot., Tetrastichous, having a four-cornered

Tetrastigm(te'trastig'm). Geom. [f.Gr.Ttrpn-,
TETRA- + a-nyiia prick, mark, point.] The com-

plete figure composed of four points in a plane and

their six connecting straight lines
; commonly

called complete quadrangle. iSfij [see TETRAGRAM a],

II Tetrastobn (Utrarstoipn). Arch. PI. -oa.

[a. Gr. rtrpaaroov, neuter of rerpaaroos having four

porticos (f. rerpa- + arm porch).] A court-yard

having open colonnades on each of its four sides.

1838 BRITTON Art f, Archseol. Mid. Ages, Tetrastoon,..

a court-yard with porticos, or open colonnades on each of

its four sides. 1008 W. M. RAMSAY in Expositor Nov. 411
This atrium is what Eugenius calls a tetrastoon.

Tetrastyle (te'trastail), sb. and a. Arch. [ad.

L. tetrastyl-os adj., tetrastyt-on sb., a. Gr. rtrpa-
aru\oi (neut. -ov) with fonr pillars, f. rerpa-, TETRA-
+ arvKm pillar. Cf. F. tarastylc]
A. sb. A structure having four pillars or columns;

a group of four pillars.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Tetrastyle , ,\s> a Building
which hath four Columns in the Faces before and behind.

1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. 1 . 369 An Organ of very good
Workmanship, and supported by a Tetrastyle of beautiful

Gothic Columns. 1841 FRANCIS Diet. Art, etc., Tetrastyle,
a building having four columns in front.

B. adj. Having or consisting of four columns.

1837 Aiitiq. Athens 42 Including the tetrastyle portico
and that of the Caryatides. 1838 T. L. STEPHENS Trav.,
Russia 85/1 A tetrastyle Ionic temple of the purest white
marble. 1843-76 GWILTA rchit. Gloss. s.v.Cotottnattt, If the
columns are four in number, it is called tetrastyle.

So Tetrastylio (-sti'lik) a. = B. ; also Tetra-

sty'lous a. Bot., having four styles or
pistils.

1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Tetrastylns,. .having four styles
. .: tetrastylous. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., Tetrastylic.

Tetrasyllable (tetrisi-lab'i), sb. (a.) [f.
TETRA- r SYLLABLE ; cf. Gr. rerpaav\\af)os of fonr

syllables.] a. sb. A word of four syllables, b.

adj. Tetrasyllable.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie ii. Hi. (Arb.) 82 Euery

sillable being allowed one time, either short or long, it fell

out that euery tetrasiljable had foure times, euery trissil.

lable three, and the bissillable two. 1749 J. MASON Numbers
in Poet. Comp, 17 Any two..joined together in a different
Position make a different tetrasyllable Foot.

So Tetrasylla bic, Tetrasylla bical adjs.. con-

sisting of four syllables.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr^ Tetrasyllabical, that hath or

contains four
syllables. 1775 ASH, Tetrasyllable, con-

taining four syllables. 1804 MITFOHD Inquiry 343 note,

Describing the antient feet, classing them as dissyllabical,
trissyllabical, and tetrasyllabica).

Tetrasymmetry to -theite : see TETRA-.
Tetrate : see TETRIC a.2

Tetrathionic (tetra,l)3i,(;-nik), a. Chem.
[f.

TETRA- + Gr. Otiov sulphur + -ic : see -THIOKIC.] In
telrathionic acid, H 2S4O?

, a colourless, inodorous,
very acid liquid, containing four atoms of sulphur
in the molecule. Hence Tetrathi onate, a salt of
tetrathionic acid.

1848 Chem. Caz. i Jan. 13 A double salt of the penta.
thionate and tetrathionate of potash. Ibid. 15 Sept. 369
Under the name of polythionic acids the author [F. Ressner]
comprises the trithionic, tetrathionic and pentathionic acids.

1852 Fownes' Ghent, (ed. 4) 140 Tetrathionic Acid . . was dis-
covered by. . Fordos and Gelis [1843). 1854 J. SCOKFEKN in
Orr*s Circ. Sc., Chem. 285 Bisulphuretted hyposulphuric
acid (Tetrathionic acid). 1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 641
Tetrathionic Compounds. Ibid., Tetrathionate of Barium,
Ba"S4 C>6 2 H 2O,. .is obtained in large tabular crystals.

TetratomiC (tetratfJ-mik), a. Chem.
[f.

TETR(A)- -t- ATOMIC.] Containing four atoms in
the molecule, f b- ~ TETRAVALENT, QUADRIVA-
LENT. 06s. t c- = TETRAHVDRIC. O&s.
1861 MILLER Etem. Chem. (ed. 2) III. 52 Tetratomic, or

Tetrabasic elements, each atom of which in combination is

equivalent to H, or four atoms of hydrogen. 1865 Reader
i Apr. 372/3 Carbon has been shown by Kekulc [1857
Annalen tier Chemie 104, p. 133] to be tetratomic. >87
WATTS Diet. Chem. VI. 237 Carbon, which combines with
4 atoms of hydrogen, is tetratomic, tetradic, or quadrivalent.
1880 CLEMINSHAW Wurtz' Atom. The. 120 Both vapours are
tetratomic, or, in other words, the molecules of phosphorus
and arsenic are formed of four atoms.

Tetratone, -top : see TETRA-.
Tetratricontane (tetra,treikp-nt?n). Chem.

[f. TETRA- + Gr. rpi(a)Korra thirty + -ANE.] The
saturated hydrocarbon or paraffin of the 34-carbon
series, C^H,,,.
Tetravalent (tftrae-valent, tetrawi-lent), a.
Chem. [f. Gr. rcrpa-, TETRA- + L. valent-em, pr.
pple. otvalire to be worth.] Combining with four
atoms of hydrogen or other monovalent element,

TETBOBOL.

or with four monovalent radicals, or capable of

replacing four atoms of monovalent elements in a

compound ; thus the atoms of carbon and of lead
are tetravalent in the compounds CH 4 , Pb(CsH 5 )1

.

Also called quaitrivalent. So Tetravalence, the

quality or fact of being tetravalent
; quadrivalence.

1868 WILLIAMSON Chem. for Students 124 Oxygen is.,

called a divalent element. A similar reasoning shows nitrogen
to be trivalent ; and carbon is tetravalent. 1887 Atlienzum
13 Aug. 217/1 Proof is thus afforded that these elements

[sulphur and selenium] are at least tetravalent in function.

Tetraxial to Tetraxonian : see TETRA-.

Tetrazole (te'traz0l). Chem. [f. TKTBA- +

Az(o- azote + L. oleum oil.] A colourless com-

pound ofcarbon, nitrogen, and hydrogen, N 4
CII Z

=

jjj^CH.NH, having acidic properties, crystal-

\ N =N lizing in lustrous prisms or plates.

i8pa
BLADIN in yrnl. Cftem. Soc. LXII. 1009 Tetrazole..

is obtained as a yellowish, crystalline mass, and is purified
by crystallisation from alcohol.

Tetrazomal, Tetrazooid: see TETBA- i.

Te'trazone. Chem. [f.TETBA- + Az(o- + -ONE.]
Name of a class of bnsic compounds containing four

nitrogen atoms, with the formula R
2NN:NNRj,

in which R is any monovalent group. Ethyl
telrazone, (CaH5 )2NN : NN(C,H,)2 , is a basic liquid
of alliaceous odour. .

1895 in Funk's Standard Diet. 1899 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Tetremimeral (tetr/mi-maral), a. Pros. [I.

Gr. rerpa- four- + jj/u/wp-rjs half, halved (f. ij^i- half

+ fi(p-os part) + -AL
;

after fenthemimeral.] Oc-

curring at the end of four half feet

1906 SAINISIII UY Hist. Eng. Pros. I. 270 He mainly
observes the tetremimeral caesura, which is realty important
in rhyme-royal, very carefully.

II Tetrevangelium (tetrevaend.je'lii'm, -ge--

\\irn). [After med.L. tetrevangelia, pi. f. Gr.

rfrpa- four- + evaftekiov gospel, EVANGEL.] The
four gospels collected into one manuscript or book.
1898 N. York Independent 27 Jan. (Cent. Suppl.) Codex

Bezas goes back not into a tetrevangelium, but into a
detached collection . . in which the Lucan writings were
a separate factor, unconnected with the rest. rqp$Expositor
Aug. 123 We find it in the Tetrevangelium, a collection
which was very probably made in Asia.

t Te-tric, tf. 1 06s. Also 6 tetrik, 7 tetrick e.

[ad. L. tsetric-us, tetric-tis forbidding, harsh,

gloomy, f. tifter foul : see
-ic.J

= TETBICAL.
1533 BEH.ENDEN Liiy i. viii. (S.T.S.) I. 45 In be tetrik and

soroufull science vsit amang be sabynis. i6jo VBNNER I'itt

Recta iii. 23 It [wine] . . correcteth the tetrick qualities which
that age is subiect vnto. 1682 SIR T. BROWNE ll'ks. (1835) IV.
276 Her youthful days are over, and her face hath become
wrinkled and tetrick, x8n H. MARTYN Diary in Mem.
(1825) in. 378 Amongst the others who came and sat with
us, was my tetric adversary, Agra Acher.

So fTetri-city [L. tstricitns], f Te'tritude [L.

tsetritudo], the quality of being
'
tetric ', harshness,

sourness ; f Te-trlcous a. = TETBIC a.l

1623 COCKERAM, Tetricitie, the sourenesse of the counte.
nance. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tetricity, sournesse or
sadnesse of countenance. Tetritude, idem. 17*7 BAILEY
Vol. II, Tetricous, sour in Countenance, crabbed, morose.

Te trie, <*.
2 Chem. [f. Gr. rerpa-, TETBA- 2 +

-ic.] In tetric acid, a substance described by
Demar9ay in 1877, now believed to be C10H,,O,,
or C 5H 6O3 . It is a colourless body crystallizing
in triclinic prisms. Its salts are Tetrates.
1881 WATTS Diet. Chem. VIII. 1918 Tetric acid and its

homologuesj . . are formed by the successive action of bromine
and alcoholic potash on the ethylic ethers of aceto-acetic
acid and its homologues.
Tetrical (te'trikal), a. Obs. or arch.

[f.
as

TETBIC a.1 + -AL : see -ICAL.] Austere, severe,

harsh, bitter, morose.
a 1519 SKELTON Replic. Wks. 1843 I. 209 Touching the

tLtr ycnll theologisacioun of these demy diuines, and Stoicall

studiantes. 1617-77 FELTHAM Resolves i. viii. n It is not

good to be too tetrical and virulent. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,
Tetrical, rude, rough, unpleasant, sower, crabbish, hard to

relish. 177* NUGENT tr. Hist. Fr. Gerund II. 81 Some so

tetrical, so cross-grained, and of so corrupt a taste. 1901
M. HUME Span. People 488 He had none of the forbidding,
tetrical Spanish form of devotion.

Hence Te'tricalness, the quality of being tetrical.

1653 GAUDEN Hierasp. 170 It requires .. diligence .. to

contend with younger ignorance, and elder obstinacy, and
aged tetricalness.

Tetiicity,-cous,Tetritude : see after TETBIC '.

[Tetrifolie, error in Holland (whence tetrifoil

in Daniel) for tre-trifoly, i.e. tree-trefoil.
Trc-tri/oly was applied by Turner to the Cytisus of the

ancients (Mcdicago arborea). The black-wooded Cytisus
of

Pliny was the laburnum (Cytisus Laburnum).
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvi. xl. I. 490 Yet the Cytisus or

Tetrifolie is blacker, and seemeth most to resemble the
Ebene. 1606 DANIEL Queen's Arcadia v. i. 85 And seek
out Clpuer for thy little Lambes, And Tetrifoil to cheerish

vp their Dammes.]
Tetrobol (te'trtlyl). Also 7-8 tetrobolon,

-urn, 9 -us. [ad. mod.L. tetrobol-um, a. Gr.

rerpuiflo\ov a four-obolus piece, f. rerpa- four +
6/3o\oj OBOLUS.] A silver coin of ancient Greece
of the value of four oboli.

1693 tr. BlancaroTs Pliys. Diet. (ed. 2), Tetrobolon, four

Prams. 1706 PHILLIPS (:d. Kersey), Tetroboluin, a Coin
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of four Oboli, about four Pence half-penny of our Money.
1841 Smith's Did. C.rk. ,\ K. Autiq. s. v. llracliiim,
mens of the letrobolus, triobolus, diobolll-s, three-quarter-
obol, half-ohpl,..are still found. 1805 Athcii.riim j } Nov.
723/1 An MgmeOC hemi-drachm of about 40 grains., was
equivalent to the Corinthian drachm or Attic teuobol.

Tetrode (te-troud). Xool. [f. TKTUA- + (Jr. uK,',i

way.] A spongc-spicule with four equal rays in

the same plane.
II Tetrodou ^te'tr<%n). Ichthyol. Also tetra-

odou, tetradou. [mod.L. (Liniuuus 1766), f. (Jr.

TtTpa- four + o&ovs, oBoi/r- tooth. So F. tdlrodon^
A genus of plectognathic fishes, typical of the

family TetrotloutiJiK, in which the jaws are divided

longitudinally by a groove, giving the appearance
of four large teeth

;
a fish of this family, a globe-

fish. Hence Tetrodo-nic a., of, pertaining to, or
derived from fishes of this genus ; Chem. applied
to a poisonous acid obtained from the roe of a fish

of this genus (Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909) ; Tetro-
clo-nin, a crystalline base obtained with tetrodonic
acid. So Te troclont (also tetraodont), a. having
(apparently

1

) four teeth
; belonging to the Tetro-

dontidse ;
si. a tetrodou or globe- fish. Hence

Tetrodo ntid, Tetrodo'ntold adjs. and sbs.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 237 These are the Sun
Fish, the Tetrodon, the Lump Fish. 1821 34 Good's Study
Med, (ed. 4) IV. 214 The genus tetradon, in one species,
secretes an electric fluid. 1854 BADHAM Halitut. 409 The
tetraodons seem as unsafe for food as the diodons. 1858
KuKi> Cycl. Nat. Set. s. v. Diodontidx, The true diodonts, . .

the tetraodonts, . . and the sun-fishes. 1883 Spectator 19 May
639 The tetradon, a knobbly, bladder-shaped creature, used
by the Chinese as a lantern, when he has been scooped.
t Tetronymal, a. 06s. rare-",

[f. Gr. type
*f(Tpuvvn-os (f. Tfrpa- four + Svofta name) + -AL.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Tetronimal, that hath four names.

Tetrose (tetroos). Chem. [f. TETKA- + -OSK 2
.]

The name of the class of sugars containing four

carbon atoms in the molecule. 1909 Cent. D. Suppl.

Tetrous (te'tras), a. Now rare. [f. L. titter

(teter} offensive, foul + -ous.] Offensive, foul.

Sometimes from contiguity of form and sense confused
with TETTKROUS : so in quot. 1890.

1637 BRIAN Pisse-proph. (1679) 133 Your heart and head
are assaulted with a tetrous vapour, so that you are
melancholick and cannot take your rest. 1664 EVELYN
Sylva(,\Tj(>} 411 The Decoction [of Elder buds) is admirable
to assuage inflammations and tetrous humours and espe-
cially the Scorbutis. 1890 A. W. TOURGEE in Chicago
Advance 27 Mar., A leper whose tetrous spots threaten every
soul that looks upon them.

Tetro'xide. Chem. [f. TETRA- 2 a + OXIDE.]
A binary compound containing four atoms of

oxygen ; e. g. nitrogen tetroxide, NO4 .

1866 KOSCOK Klein. Chem. vii. 63 The same blue body
[nitric trioxide] is obtained by adding water to nitric

tetroxide and drying the distillate over calcium chloride.

187* WATTS Diet. Chem. VI. 239 The tetroxide. .appears. .

to be capableof existing in the two polymeric modifications
NO a and NjOi.

Tetroxy-. Chem. [f. as prec. + OXY(GEN).]
In comb, equivalent to tetrahydroxy-, denoting the

substitution of four hydroxyl groups (OH) in the

compound to the name of which it is prefixed.

Tetryl (tetril). Chem. [f. TETH(A- 2 + -YL.]
The monovalent radical of the tetracarbon series,

C tHe , also called BUTYL
; chiefly attrib. =

tetrylic,

as in tetryl hydride = TETRANE, tetryl acetate,

alcohol, aldehyde, chloride, oxide, sulphide, etc.
;

tetryl compounds, group, series, etc.

1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. III. 195 Tetryl, Butyl, or Valyl
, .is one of the products obtained during the electrolysis of

the valerate of potash. Ibid, 33 Valerianic or Tetrylformic
[acid]. 186* Ibid. 248 Tetryl Glycol (Butyl Glycol). 1868
WAITS Diet. Chem. V. 732 None of the tetryl-compounds
can be directly prepared from it [letrylj. /bid., Tetryl forms

compounds withother alcohol-radicles. Tetryl-ethyl, CgHn-
. .Tetryl-amyl, CHap. Tetryl-hexyl, CioHw.
Hence Te'trylamine, an amine or compound ammonia

of tetryl, also called BUTYLAMINE; Te'trylate, a salt of

tetrylic or butyric acid; Te'trylene, the olefine of the

tetryl group, CHa, also called Tetrene and BUTYLENE ;

attrib. as tetrylene-diamine ; Tetryle'nic a., pertaining to

tetrylene i Tetrylic a. of tetryl, in tetrylic acid, etc.

1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 737 With nitrate of silver,

*tetrylamine forms a tawny yellow precipitate. 1857 MILLER
Elem. Chem. 111. 190 Hydrocarbons homologous with
defiant gas. . . 4. *Tetrylene, Butylene, or Oil Gas fC8Hg) . .

was ascertained by Faraday to be one of the products
furnished by the destructive distillation of oil. 1868 WATTS
Diet. Chem. V. 738 Tetrylene at 18 is a colourless

mobile oil, having an ethereal but peculiar and penetrating
odour. Ibid. 739 "Tetrylenic alcohol, C^HioOa, TetryJ- or

Butyl-glycol^. .a colourless, viscid, inodorous liquid, having a

mild aromatic taste. Ibid., Tetrylenic bromide, C^HgBra..
Tetrylenic chloride, CH8C1? . 1857 MILLER Elem. Chem.
III. 127 *Tetrylic alcohol is a colourless liquid of high
refracting power, lighter than water.

Tett, tette, obs. forms of TEAT.

Tetter (te'tsi), si. Forms : i tetr, 1-6 teter,

4-5 tetre, 5 -yfi -ere, 6-7 -ar, 6-8 tettar, (J

teater, 9 dial, titter), 6- tetter. [OE. teter:

OTeut. *tetru-, pre-Teut. *dedru-, Skr. dadru a

kind of cutaneous disease, f. df to crack ; cf. Lith.

dedervine tetter. The simple word is not preserved
elsewhere in Teut., but cf. OHG. zitaroh (:
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*titniha), MHG. titcroch, 15av. dial. att(f)roch,
-en, Tyrol zittrich ; also mod.Ger. tittermal, zittcr-

Jlechte, Swiss zilterabel tetter, ringworm.]
1. A general term for any pustular herpiform

eruption of the skin, as eczema, herpes, impetigo,
ringworm, etc.

Crusted, pustular, running letter, iiujjctigo: fitting
t., lupus ;

Iwiu-ycitiitb t., favus ; lininiil or insist /., ix/cma ;

milky, t., milk-blotch ; scaly I., p . n '

11700 Efinal Gloss. (O.E.T.) 128 Hosts, teler. Ibid. 502
Inpctigo, tetr. Ibid. 791 Papula vet pustulu, spryng vet
tutr. C7s Corpus Glass. (O.E.T.J 128 linlsis, teter. 1897
K. ALraSD Gregory's Past. C. xi. 71 Sc donne ba^fcS teter
on his lidiomati sc uen UN his nnxle silsunj-a. c 1000 .Vm .

l.cti li,t. I. iju Hco ofjcnimS bone scruf & bone teter.
a 1050 Liber Scintill. xxv. 99 Teter witodlice ha;fS on
II' h.uiian. 1387 TKEVISA lligdeu (KolU; II. 61 pcre lx.-cb

hoote bathes, ^at wascheb of tcteres, ober sores and scabbes.

CI475 I'ict. Vac. in Wr.-Wukker 791/14 lice s, rf,,/o,. .a
tetere. 1584 COCAN llmeii Health xxviii. (1636) 48 For
a Tettar or Riog-wornu a little Mustard laid upon it within
a few dayes will cure it. ifios SHAKS. Hani. i. v. 71. 16*1
HAKEWILI. David's Vow viii. 284 It is good, -to kill a Tetter
before it spread to a Ringworme. 171* tr. Pomet's Hist.

Drugs I. 66 The true Oil of Cedar is admirable for curing
Tetters. 1850 BI.ACKIE /Eschytus I. 125 A leprous tetter
with corrosive tooth [would] Creep o'er my skin, and fasten
on my flesh.

fig. 1641 MILTON Reform, i. \Vk.s. 1851 III. 19 What a uni-
versall tetter of impurity had invenom'd every part, order,
and degree of the Church. 1647, 1705 [see RINGWORM 1 1>J.

1693 SOUTHERNS Maid's last Prayer \. i, The mercenary
itcn in an old woman ; 'tis the very tetter of that sex. 1819
W. TENNANT Papistry Stonn'd(\%*tf 145 In ran the aim by
chance, And lat out baith the wind and matter, That lang
had lodgit in that tetter.

2. A cutaneous disease in animals, esp. horses.

JSS HULOET, Tetter for horse, herpeta. 1575 TURBERV.
I'enerit 227 The Tettar commeth vnto many dogs naturally
or by kind or by age. 16x4 MARKIIAM Cheap Husb. (1623)
119 To heale any Tetter, or drie scabbe in Goates. 1708
Lorut. Gaz. No. 4400/4 A black Gelding . . a Tetter on the off

Breast. 1794 Sporting Mag. III. 156 A cure for warts or
tetters on Dorses. 1819 1'antologia, Tetter, called by farriers

the flying-worm, or ring-worm. It runs up and down the skin
in different directions, from whence it receives its name.

tTe'tter, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec.] trans. To
affect with, or as with, a tetter.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. L 79 So shall my Lungs Coine words
. .against those Meazels Which we disdaine should Tetter vs.

Tetter-berry (te-taaberi). The common
Bryony, Bryotria dioica; also, the berry of this

plant. Variously said to cure and to produce tetter.

"597 GERARDE Herbal u. cccvi. 720 In English Bryonie,
white Bryonie, and tetter Berrie. 1598 FLORIO, Vitall-a,
wilde vine or tetterberrie growing in hedges with red berries
. . the iuice whereof will cause the skin to blister. 1640
PARKINSON Theatr. Bot. n. xiii. 181 Good against all fretting
and running cankers, gangrenes and tetters, and therefore
the berries [are] usually called of the Country people, Tetter
berries. 1886 BRITTEN & H. Plant-n., TetterJierry . .

Hants., where children have an idea that the juice of the
fruit will, if it touches the skin, produce tetter.

Te-tterish, a. [f. TETTER so. + -ISH '.] Of the

nature of tetter: with quot. cf. 1758 in next.

1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 36. 4/2 It .heales all Tetterish

Humors,

Tetterons (te-tsras), a. [f. TETTER s6. + -ous.]
Of the nature of, proceeding from, or causing tetter.

In quot. 1758 perhaps an error for TETROUS, foul.

1719 QUINCV Lex. Physico-Med. (1726), Noti-me-tangtre,
touch me not, is a tetterous Eruption, thus call'd, from its

Soreness, or Difficulty of Cure. 1750 RUTTY in Phil. Tratts.

LI. 476 Scab, tetterous eruptions, scald head, and sore eyes.

>7S8 J. S. Le Dran's Observ. Surf. (1771) 131 A tetterous

Humour. .shall create an Obstruction.

. Tetter-totter, variant of TITTEH-TOTTEB.

Tetterworm (te'taiwoim). A cutaneous affec-

tion
;
= TETTER ; a form of ringworm.

1611 T. SCOTT Belg. Pismire 28 [It] ouerspreades the face

and body thereof, like a Canker or Tetter-worm. 1717 BAI LEV
vol. II, Tetter-lvorm, an Insect, a 1825 FORBY Voc, E.

Anglia, Titter-worm,, .a. cutaneous efflorescence, a series

or confluence of minute pimples,. .nor is it so troublesome
and obstinate an affection as the ring.\wnn. It is a miliary

eruption, in form rather vermicular than annular.

Tetterwort (te-taawzm). The common Celan-

dine, Chelidonium ma/us : so/called because sup-

posed to cure tetters.

a 1400-50 Stxk/t. Med. MS. 175 Celydonye or teterwort,
cetidonie. 1578 LYTE Dodoens i. xx. 31 Called, .in English
Celandyne, Swallowurte, and of some Tetterwurte. 1640
PARKINSON Theatr. Bot. v. Ixx. 618 Tetterwort .. the juice
often applyed to tetters . . will quickly kill their sharpenesse.

1879 PRIOR Pop. Names Plants (ed. 3) 235 Tetter-wort, from
its curing tetters.

b. In America, The Blood-root, or Red PUCCOON,

Satiguinaria canadensis. 1891 in Cent, Diet.

t Te-tterwose. Oes. rare~. [f.
TETTER sb. +

(?)OozEj*.3] The Common Germander, Teucrium

Chamsedrys.
a 1500 Voc., Wr.-Wulcker 569/47 Camedreos, . .Teterwose.

;

Te'ttery.o. [f. TETTER sl>. +-Y.] Of the nature

of tetter ; tetterous.

1697 R. PEIRCE Bath Mem. \. iv. 72 He came for a Tettery
Eruption in his Neck and Chin. i?ai Land. Gas. No. 5977/4
All Leprous, Tettery, Scabby, Scaly, Scurfy, or other. .

j

Breakings out upon the Skin.

t Tettish, teatish, a. Obs. [Origin of radical
i

part
tet or teat obscure : see also TSETY a.] Peevish,

j

irritable, fretful.

TEUTO-.

i57 GOI.HMG Ovid's Mel XIM. ti57s) 172 And \

.dfsauie (

M UM wiktonMM nlwin lu-ucr ny^lil did tjlnc. 1591
' PniUsst (ed. j) i', 1

re most waywjnl ..,! i^.,ii.,l, . ,,1619 I

II it
wtUyU .I/, v. ii, This, k.^uc.if he twTbeen sol;i,

sure had beatci
, i, 0,, a I i,ui-l, Knave. .6.1 _

i""" '''- U "J *'" U troublc.1 with a trliUh girU
l6.s ,, i-rix r. i, H.r sicklier Ilal nude

her nouwnU :

II Tettix (tc-tilis). [a. ( ; r . T<TT,f .]
1. The cicada or tree-cricket, a Immuuteious

winged insect : so called by the ancient '

and hence in reference to Greece, Greek poets, etc.
The South Kuropcan species is Cicada orni.
1775 K. CHANDLER Trav. Asia .If. (1825) I 3.3 Tin: ultix

or cicada in the day.lime is extremely UadSStOm .816
KIRBY & Si-. Kalamal. xxiv. (1818) II. 402 One bai'l
the shepherds to spare the innoxious Tcllix, that nightm
gale of the Nympb. 1871 M. COLLINS Inn of Straufe
Mt'ettngs 40 Anacreon's tcttix, singing in the trees. 1000
Daily News 13 IJec. 5/2 The much-Ming

'
tellix ', or cicada.

2. Entom. A genns of . Icridiidn, or short-homed

grasshoppers, typical of the orthopterous subfamily
Tettigime, having the pronotum horizontal and the
antennae thirteen- or fourteen-jointed. Two species
are known in Britain and nine in U. S.

3. Golden tettix (Gr. xpvaovt rirrif), an ornament
worn in the hair by Athenians before Solon's time,
as an emblem of their being aboriginal.
1874 MAHAFFY Sac. Life Grrtct \. 135 Fastened their hail

with a golden tettix. 1875 BROWNING Arislofh. Apol. 441
Citizens Like Aristeides and Like Miltiades Wore each a
golden tettix in his hair.

Tetty, variant of TEKTY, easily offended.

Tet-work, obs. or erron. f. Tirr-woaK, piece-
work. Teucalli, obs. fonn of TEOCALLI.
Teuoh, teugh, Sc, forms of TOOOH.
Teuchat, -it, Sc. variants of TEWHIT, lapwing.
Teucrin (ti-krin). Chem. [f. Bot. L, Teu-

cr-inm, generic name of germander + -Ml.]
1881 WATTS DM. Chem. yd Suppl., Teucrin, . . a glucosidc

obtained from Teucriumfruticans, a Sicilian plant used as
a remedy for intermittent fever.

Teuf-teuf : see TUFF-TOW.
Tent (tiwk). local. [From its note of alarm.]
The name given in East Anglia, Essex, and Kent
to a bird, the Redshank, Totanus calidris.

1859 ATKINSON Walks f, Talks (1892) 300 A man went wilh
a sailor to shoot teukes. 1891 Within an hour of Land.
(ed. 2) 256 The redshank.pool-snipe, teuke or took. (1910
Wcstm.Gaz. 29 Jan. 11/1 The Redshank. The clear

'
teuk-

teuk '
will break upon the stillness that reigns around,

showing your deadly presence is detected.) Ibid., The
teuk

', as they call the redshank in (the Essex marshes).
Teut (tit). Colloquial abbreviation of TEUTON.

Lang. *, Lit. Might. Scotl. i. 66 The Celts .. delight i

peculiar use of the nasal organ, unknown to the Teut,
whether in Saxony or in the British low countries.

Teutenage, obs. form of TUTENAO, zinc.

Teuthology (ti|yl6d3i). [ad. mod.L. teu-

thologia, irreg. (for *teuthidologia) i. Gr. rcvft's

(<8o-s) cuttle-fish, squid + -tooy.] That branch
of zoology which deals with cephalopods. Hence
Teutho loffist.
1886 HOYLE in Challenger Rep. XVI. 61 More explicit

information, .would be very acceptable to teuthologLsts.
1891 Cent. Diet., Teuthology.
Teu-tlose. Chem.

[f. Gr. T(VT\-W been- -OSE *.]
1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 740 Teutlose, . .a kind of sugar,

resembling glucose, said to exist, under certain circum-
stances, in the juice of beet.

Teuto- (tiato), before a vowel Teut-, combin-

ing form irregularly f. TEUTON, TEUTONIC.
1. Combined with other ethnic sbs. or adjs. in the

sense
' That is a Teuton, or Teutonic and . . . ', as

Teut-Aryan, Teuto-British, -Celt, -Celtic, etc.

1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., Teutc-Celtic, of mixed Teutonic
and Celtic blood, as the people of northern France. 1897
loM Cent. May 795 The early Aryan or better Teutaryan
children would seem to have used another word. 1909
Daily Chron. 24 Mar. 4/6 Sir Rowland Blennerhasset. .

belonged to that class of international publicists represented
by the Baron von Bunsen. ., his Teuto-British contributions
to our magazines will be much missed.

2. Formative of derivatives, as Tento ltir. the

idolizing of Teutonic or German nationality, ideas,

etc. ; Tentoma'nla, a mania for what is Teutonic

or German ; hence Tentoma'niac, one possessed
with Teutomania ; Teu-tophile, -phil si., a lover

or friend ofGermany and the Germans ; also asadj. ;

Teutopho-bia, an intense dread of or aversion to

Germany and the Germans
;
hence Teu tophobe,

one possessed with Teutophobia ; Tetrtophobism.
1893 Chicago Advance 17 Aug., Words of warning against

the danger of 4

*Teutolatry
'

[= blind attachment to German
biblical criticism). 1848 A. HERBERT in Todd Irish Nennius
Notes 42 That crotchet is as old as Verstegan, who says the

Picts were..phichtian or fighters... This was *Teutomania.

1899 O. Rev. Apr. 440 lo detest the Teutomania that

PsychoL f, Sci. Meth. 4 Feb. 58 (C D. Suppl) Worthy of

more attention than it receive* in the currant Teutophile
80-3
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philosophy. 1904 Daily Citron. 29 Mar. 4/6 The late Tsar

who, as a "Teutophobe, would never speak German. 1905

Daily News 9 Aug. 6 The misunderstandings, .are directly

attributable to the Teutophobe Press. 1903 Sat. Her,

14 Mar. 330/1 A reasoned protest against English 'Teuto-

phobia. 1904 Q. Rci\ Jan. 320 These articles, apart from
their "Teutopliobisin, are . . lucid surveys.

Teuton (ti't(7n, -t'n). [ad. L. Teuton-es,
Teuton-i (rarely sing. Teuton, -us), ethnic name.
For sense 2 see Note to TEUTONIC.]
1. In pi. (usually in L. form Teutones} applied to

an ancient people of unknown race, said to have

inhabited the Cimbric Chersonesus in Jutland c 320
B. c., who, in company with the Cimbri, in 1 13-101
B. c. devastated Gaul and threatened the Roman
republic.
1737-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Teutonic, belonging to the

Teutons, an ancient people of Germany, inhabiting chiefly
along the coasts of the German ocean. 1839 Penny Cycl.~X.IV.

420/2 The consul Manilius and the proconsul Ca?pio were
defeated by the Teutones and Cimbri in Gaul. 1879 FROUDE
Cxsar v. 41 Both Teutons and Cimbri were Germans.
2. A German ;

in extended ethnic sense, any
member of the races or peoples speaking a Ger-

manic or Teutonic language ; in Great Britain and
its colonies, and the United States, often used like
' Saxon

'

in opposition to
' Celt ', and in avoidance

of ' German *

in its modern political sense.

1833 D. MACMILLAN in Hughes Mem. ii. (1883) 20, I am
very glad that my mother is a Teuton. 1841 SPALDING

Italy q It. Isl. III. 221 These isolated Teutons constituted
under the Venetian government a sort of smuggling free
state. 1900 A. LANG in Blackw. Mag. Apr. 543/2 He is a

partisan of the pure Teuton.

Hence Tetrtondom, the land or domain of the

Teutons, Germany ; the German people or state
;

Teutone-sque a. [-ESQUE], of Teutonic character.
1880 STALLYBRASS tr. Grimm's Teutonic Mythol. I. 103

Those divinities of whom there is least trace to be found in

the rest of *Teutondom. 1889 R. B. ANDERSON tr. Rydberg's
Teutonic Mythol. 22 Did they look upon themselves as

aborigines or as immigrants in Teutondom? 1839 DARLEY
Beaumont $ Fletcher s Wks, I. Introd. 38 A "Teutonesque
consonantal language like ours, will, however polished, want
sufficient melodiousness,

Teutonic (titp-nik), a. and sb. Also 7 Theut-.

[ad. L. Teutonic-us, f. Teuton-es : see Note below.]
A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to the Teutons

;

German, esp. High German.
(1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. 80 The High Dutch or

Teutonic tongue is one of the prime and most spacious
maternal! languages of Europe. 1657 North's Plutarch,

which belong to Low-German.
3. Teutonic Knights, Teutonic Order (of

Knights) : A military order of German Knights
(in med.L. Teulonicus Ordo Militaris, F. FOrdre
Teutonique, Ger. Deutsche Ritter, in i6th c. Teut-
sclie Herren), originally enrolled c 1191 as the
Teutonic Knights of St. Mary of Jerusalem, for
service in the Holy Land.

S"' wa a Acre <<<* th " ?f 'he Latin

..The Order is now little known, tho' there is still a Great
Master of it kept up. 1845 S. AUSTIN Rankts Hist. Re/. I.

163 On the eastern frontier, where [in 1503] the Teutonic

knights were incessantly pressed upon by the Poles and
Russians. Ibid. II. ii. I. 373 Maximilian wished to hold
him in check, on the one side by the Grand Duke of Moscow,
on the other by the Teutonic Order,

4. Teutonic cross, a cross potent, being the

badge of the Teutonic Order.
1882 OGILVIE (Annandale), Teutonic Cross.

B. sb. 1. f The language of any Teutonic race,

spec, the German language (obs.} ; now by philo-

logists applied only to the common or primitive

speech, which afterwards broke up into the lan-

guages named in A. 2 ; also known as Germanic.

1631 WEEVER Ane, Fun. Man. 684 Although the Teutonic
be more mixed with other strange languages. 1668 WILKINS
Real Char. i. i. 3. 3 The Teutonic or German is now dis-

tinguished into Upper and Lower. 1717-41 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s. v. Mother tongue. Of mother tongues, Scaliger
reckons ten in Europe, viz. the Greek, Latin, Teutonic or

German, Sclavonic. .Irish and British. 175^ Gentl. Mag.
XXV. 150/1 An history of our language, in which it is

regularly traced from the old Gothic and Teutonic to

modern English. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. i. 14 All the

1724WATERLAND A than. Creed v. 67 There is in the emperor's
library at Vienna, a German, or Teutonick version of this
creed. 1770 (title) A Compendious View of the Grounds of
the Teutonic Philosophy. With considerations by way of
enquiry into. .the writings of J. Behmen.

b. Of or pertaining to the ancient Teutones.

_

1618 BOLTON Florus' Hist. (1636) 117 The Cimbrian,
Theutonicke, and Tigurin Warre. 1727-41 [see TEUTON i]. i

2. Of or pertaining to the group of languages
allied to German (including Gothic, Scandinavian,
Low German, and English), forming one of the
great branches of the Indo-European, Indo-Ger-
manic, or Aryan family, and to the peoples or
tribes speaking these languages : now often called

Germanic, and sometimes Gothic. (See Note below.)
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Teutonic language, is the

ancient language of Germany, which is ranked among the
mother-tongues. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comin. III. xxiii. 350
Stiernhpok ascribes the invention of the jury, which in the
Teutonic language is denominated nembda, to Regner king
of Sweden and Denmark. 1840 CAHLYLE Heroes i. (1872) 22
The word Wuotan, which is the original form of Odin a
word spread . . over all the Teutonic Nations everywhere. 1846
MCCULLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) II. 79 The Normans,
as well as the Saxons, were of Teutonic extraction. 1857
MAURICE Ef. St. John xx. 336 He raised up the Gothic or
Teutonic race. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. i. 5 The eastern

iiiv. uiuei,
,

r ;~r "J "" * ai*iHa, ana aeuvered boundto be beheaded. 17,7 BAILEY vol. II, Teutonic*1 Order.

fiatdan must have been ka-hald in the primitive Teutonic.

1 2. = TEUTOM 2. Obs.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 361 Verstegan (alias
; Rowley) [had not] dar'd to make us all Teutonicks. 1691
WOOD Ath. Oxon. II. 40 His Grandfather was by nativity
a Teutonic.

1 3. //.
=-- Teutonic Knights : see A. 3. Obs.

1693 tr. Emilianne's Hist. Monast. Orders m. 280 The
Knights of Rhodes.. and the Teutonicks. 1796 MORSE
Amer. Geog. II. 238 As grand Master of the Teutonics.
[Note. Late Roman writers reckoned the Teutones among

the peoples of Germania, and Teutonicus became a common
poetic equivalent for Germanicus. It is now however
held by many that they were not a Germanic

people. But,
before 900, German writers in Latin began to follow Latin

poetic precedent by using Theutonica lingua instead of the
barbarian or non-classical Theotisca, to render the native
liuliich, tintsch (OHG. diutisc, mod. deiilsch = OS. thiudisc,
OE. ptodisc, literally

'

national, popular, vulgar ') as a
designation of their vulgar tongue in contrast to Latin, as if

this German adj. were identical with the ancient ethnic
name. In 1200 lingua Teutortica was similarly used, and
thenceforth Teutonicus became a usual L. rendering of

Deutsch^ or German. Some Early German comparative
philologists (e. g. Bopp in 1820) used Teutonisch as trie name
for the family of languages including Gothic, German,
Scandinavian, and English ; but for this Germanisch is

now more used in German, and Germanic by many in

English. But in English there is an awkwardness and
sometimes _ambiguity in using Gertnanic beside German
(in its ordinary political sense), which does not arise in
German or French, where gertnanisck and eermanique
are entirely distinct from deutsch and alleinand. To avoid
this, many English scholars prefer

'

Teutonic
'

as the term
for the linguistic family, and it is commonly so used in this

dictionary.]

Teutonically (tit?-nikali), adv.
[f. prec. :

see -ICALLY.J In the manner of a 'Teuton' or
German ; in German style.
1859 J[.

MARTINEAU Ess., etc. (1891) III. 534 The position
leutonically proved untenable to all 'thinkers of any
force '. 1895 Athenxum 17 Aug. 232/1 Dr. Ffihrer justly,
if Teutonically, writes [etc.].

Teutonicism (tiatp'nisiz'm). [f.
as prec. +

-ISM.] Teutonic
(i. e. German) character or prac-

tice ; a Teutonic expression ; a Tentonism.
1842 SIR C LYELL in Life, etc. (1881) II. 63 The terms

bakery and bookbmdery seem useful Teutomcisms. 1901Westm. Gaz. 2 Oct. 4/3 Italian composers essaying the
more classical forms are impelled to out-Herod Herod in
the seriousness and Teutonicism of their productions.

Teutonism (ti-t6niz'm). [f. TEUTON + -ISM.]
1. An idiom or mode of expression peculiar to or

characteristic of the Teutonic languages, esp. of
German

;
a Germanism.

[1619 KEPLER Harnwnia Mundi iv. v. in Opera (1864) V
234 Idem quod vultus, facies

; quod etiam noster Teutonism us
habet, qui faciem solet nominare das Angesicht.] 1889L. E. f, D.Philos. Mag. Nov. 425 The translator has done
his part of the work well, although we detect distinct
I eutomsms here and there.

2. Teutonic or Germanic character, type, con-
stitution, system, or spirit ; German feeling and ac-
tion (either in the wider ethnical or the restricted
national or political sense).
1854 MILMAN Lat. Chr. 111. vii (1864) II. 101 Teutonic

*K>pe, orEurope sodeeply interpenetrated with Teutonism.
1881 Atlantic Monthly XLVII. 230 During most of classic
antiquity the centre of Teutonism seems to have been
farther east than Germany. 1900 A. LANG in Blackw. Mag.
Apr. 543/2 He regrets the Norman Conquest as an inter-
ference with unmixed Teutonism.

Teutonist (ti-tonist). [f. as prec. + -IST.]
1. One versed in the history, etc., of the Teutonic

race or languages ; one who makes much of Teu-
tonic influence in the history of England.
1882 Academy No. 511. 112 [J. R. Green's] 'Making of

England . . will probably long represent the last word ofthe
leutomst on the nature and extent of the primitive Englishsettlement 1883 T. KERSLAKK in N. I, Q. 6th Ser. VII
-01/2 A canon of the most profound English Teutonist, the
ate Air. Kemble.
2. One whose writings have a Teutonic character

or style.

1894 G. ALLEN in Watm. Caz. 25 July 3/1 You may
divide our poets. .into two great schools in this malter-
the Classicists and the Teutonisls, if I may venture so to
style them. . . To this latter dax-, belong Shakespeare

1

Keats, Coleridge, Burns, Rossctti, and the greater part of
1 our romantic poets.

Teutp'nity. [f. as prec. + -JTY.] The quality
or condition of being Teutonic ; Teutonism.
1877 Alhciixiiin i Dec. 696/2 The German lieutenant has

dropped some of his superfluous Teutonity. 1886 Pall .Mail
G. 24 July 3/2 If any one is inclined to think that the
termination tz must imply Teutonity, let him remember
that far from any German speech he will find such names as
Retz, liatz, and Biarritz.

Teiitonize (tuStoosiz), v. [f. TEUTON + -m:.]
trans. To make or render Teutonic or German.
1845 Blackw. Mag. LVII. 478 After Teutonising the

Hebrew in this manner, he next proceeds to the Egyptian
1867 FRKEMAN Norm. Cong. I. iii. 126 Those Celtic lands
. .had been, .to a great extent Teutonized. 1881 Sat. Rev.
17 June 768/1 Justified in treating, for all practical purposes
as Teutonic a nation so thoroughly Teutonized.

b. intr. To conform to Teutonism ; to play the
Teuton. i88a in OGILVIE (Annandale).
Hence Teirtonizing vbl. sb. ; Tentoniza-tion,

the action or process of rendering or being made
Teutonic or German.
i8MtLMAN.<rt.C*r.iv.x.(i864)II.435The Franks now

tion of Britain began. 1878 Fraser's Mag. XVIII. 571 His
style underwent a process of Teutonisation.

Teutouo-, combining form of TEUTON, as in
Teu tonoma-nia, Teu'tonopho be, Teutono-
pho bia: see TEDTO-.
1839 DONALDSON New Cratylus $ 97 (1850) 141 The

Hellenic or Teutono-Persic language f the North. 1886
Pall Mall G. 18 Oct. 3/2 It was in Russia that he dis-
covered the earthly paradise of Teutonophobia. 1897

|

Current Hut. (Buffalo, N. Y.) VII. 96 [He] is said to be
neither a Teutonophobe nor a Francophil. 1905 H. PAUL
in 19/4 Cent. Nov. 862 Ministers, .will do no good by
tampering with Mr. Chamberlain's exploded Teutonomania.

Te-vel, ta'vel, v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 3-4
tauel, teuel, 9 Sc. level, tevvel. [Origin and
primary meaning obscure; it is even uncertain
whether there are not here two different words.
Senses 2 and 3 suggest a possible connexion with TAVE v.

If sense i was ong.
'

to contend (in words) , we might
compare Norw. tevla, Sw. tdjia, 'to contend, cope, vie, rival,
strive, struggle 'i but these go back to ON. tefla to play at
tables or draughts, = OE. txfliax, ME. TAVEL, which
appears to have no connexion with this.]

1 1. intr, ? To talk, converse ; or perh. rather, To
discuss, argue, contend in words. Obs.
" 'S St. Marker. 15 Ich leole ham talkin ant tauelin of

godlec ant treowliche luuien ham, witSuten uuel wilnung.
aittsLff. Kath. 822 pel he bet is nomecu9est & meast
con cumecuae brof. .& teueli

[v. r. tauele] wiS me. Ibid.
1254 Swa awundret of hire wittie wordes, & swa offearet &
offruht, & alle hise feren, bet nefde hare nan tunge to tauelin
a tint wiS (a. r. teuelin a dint).

1 2. To struggle, strive, contend
; to labour. Obs.

13 . . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1 189 Trwe tulkkes in toures teueled
\Jmnted teneled] wyth-inne, In bigge brutage [= brattice]
of borde, bulde on be walles. 13. . Caw. 4- Gr. Knt. 1514
F[or] to telle of bis teuelyng of >is trwe knyjtez, Hit is be
tytelet, token, and tyxt of her werkkez.
3. intr. To behave in a disorderly or violent

manner
; to rage. Sc.

, o?
8 9A !-

VI-E Ltt - '<> J- Carfyle 25 Aug. in Froude Life
(1882) II. n. 37 pawn up and down the country levellingand screeching like a wild bear.

4. trans. (See qnot.) Sc.

i8s JAUIESON, Tcmel, to confuse, to put into a disorderly
state, Dumfr.
t Te veil. Sc. Obs. rare. [app. a. F. tavelle in

its obs. sense
' a small edging lace, a Crowne-lace'

(Cotgr. 1611): cf. TAVELL.] Lace.
1631 in I4/A Rep. Hist. KISS. Comm. App. ill. 235 Ane

goun of cloth of gold, laid over with tevell of gold. Ibid.,
Ane blak dames goun, laid over with sylver tevell.

Tew (ti), s6.1 Obs. exc. dial. Also o tue. ff.

TEW .l]

1 1. The tawing of leather : see TEW z>.l i . Obs.
c 1440 Promf. Part'. 489/2 Tew, or tewynge of lethyr.
1 2. The work of preparation ; labour. Obs.
1644 Hartlib's Legacy (1655) 286 Each Acre shall be worth

..at feast six pound, thirteen shillings, four pence for the
tew onely, and at least six pound, thirteen shillings and four
pence more for the seed.

3. Constant work and bustling ; a state of worry
or excitement, dial, and U. S.
iSaj BROCKETT N. C. Words a. v. Tue, Sare tues, great

difficulty in accomplishing any thing. 1866 E. TABOR
Rochets Seer. I. vii. 103 There was no end of the tew
and worry in a farm-house. 1880 TENNYSON Northern
Cobbler ix, When we coom'd into Meeatin', at fust she wur
all in a tew. 1883 HOWELLS lYomaris Reason (Taucbn.) II.

27 My wife was always in a tew about the danger.

tTew,**. 2 Obs. Also 6 tewe, (7 tewgh, tiew,
9 dial. tow). [Not known before ijth c. : app.
corresp. to WFris. tticA, late MDu., mod.Du. tuig,

MLG., LG. tiict, MHG. ziut, Ger. zeug, apparatus,
gear, tools, utensils, implements, tackle : f. ablaut
stem dug- of *tiuhan to draw, lead (TEEf. 1

).]
1. Fishing-tackle ; nets, fishing-lines, etc.
c 1449 Promf. Pan. 490/1 Tew, of fyschynge, fiiscalirt.



TEW.
in plurali, n-tiana [MS. red-]. 1529 Will J. Tha:in.tm
(Somerset Ho.), A mansfare of all tewe except sperlyn nelt.

1619 FLETCHER M. Thomas i. iii, Dar...'1'hc fool shall now
fish for himself. Alice. Be sure then His tewgh be titli ,n,<l

strong :..He'lratch no li-h else. 1622 MAI.VNES Am. /.aw-
Men-li. 246 Also that they shall be honest and true..beiin;
asked concerning the length and depth of their ropes or
tewes when they are in driuing; neither shalhhey wittingly
...suffer their tewes to flit and run ouer one another.
74' '.589 WARNER Ala. Eng. vi. xxix. (1612) 144 She (Queen
Catharine 14..] pitched Tewe, he (Owen Tudor) masshed.
l6oa Ihiil. lipit. 391 This Caidinall, conspiring with William
dc la l*oole,. .pitched their Tew to i mangle the same Pro-
tector. 1603 HARSNET/'iy*. Impost. i2Thegroundesoflheir
Art [were] layde sure and a little trying of their Tooles,
whether their Tew would holde or no.

2. Implements, tools, materials for work gener-
ally ; stuff. Also_/?.
1616 T. SCOTT Philomythie C vj b, When . . all your traines

and tew in order laid, a 1638 MEDE Wks. (1672) 815, 1 am
not unwilling to communicate unto you the most of my tew,
because, I perceive, you make some account of them. 1671
SKINNKR, Tew, ..Instrumentum, Materia, Anna, Arm.i-
menta. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk <fr Sth>. 36 Another Argu-
ment, .which may happily at first blush seem to have more
tiew in it than all the stands we have met with hitherto.

<n83S FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Tow, .. necessary tools or
apparatus for any purpose (pronounced like cow). 1904 Eng.
Dial. Diet., 7Vtt>, . .Obsol. w. Cy. Materials for work.

Tew, j*.3 Sc. [Etymol. doubtful: perh. from
same root as prec.J (?) The braces of a drum, or
the braces and cords by which a dram is tightened.
^1730 in Beveridge Culross f, Tulliallan xix. (1885) II. 90

The council . .allows the drummer to get als many new tews
as will serve the drum.

Tew (ti), z.l Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 4-7
tewe, s tewhe, tewyn, 6 teawe, 6-7 teaw, 7
tiew, tewgh, 8-9 tue, 7- tew. [In branch I. app.
a later collateral, derivative, or altered form ofTAW
f. 1

, with which it is synonymous; the form-history
is obscure. Branch II. corresponds to nothing in

TAW, and may be of other origin, though sense-

development from branch I. is conceivable.]
I. 1. trans. To convert skin into a species of

leather, by steeping, beating, and manipulation ; to
dress ;

= TAW .' 2.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12453 Ffu' manye
kynges had he (the giant Ryton] don slo, & flow be berdes
of alle bo ; Til a pane, as a furour, he did hem tewe. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 400/1 Tewyn lethyr,.A/0, corrodio. 1530
PALSGR. 754/2, I tewe leather, je souple. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny (1634) II. 473 Certaine skinnes of leather well tewed
and dressed yntill they be soft. i68z CHETHAM Anglers
Vade.m. xxxiv. 3 (1689) 186 After the skin is tewed in the
skinner's lime-pits. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 49. 4/1 Were
his Hide tew'd by 1 aimers, jig. 1709 Brit. Apollo II.

No. 29. 3/2 Tew her Hide with an Oaken Plant.

b. iittr. for refl. or passive.
c 1880 Northants. Dial., Take it [the leather] out again

and let it lie and tew.

2. To work (anything) into proper consistency by
beating, etc. ; to temper (mortar). Now dial.

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 138 Then doe wee water
it [the earth] and tewe it well att the first, and soe leaue it

for her that serveth to temper. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury
in. 88/2 7V.-I 1

,
to Batter or draw out a peece of Iron. 1731

BAILEY, To Tew. .to beat Mortar. To Tew Hemp, .to beat
or dress it. 1797 P. WAKEFIELP Meat. Improv. (1801) III.

2 Kneading and tewing the two earths together is the most
laborious part of the work. 1883 A Imondbury <$ Hvddersf.
Gloss, s. v., That lime wants better tewing.
8. transf. an&Jig. a. To deal with or employ.
1489 Churchw, Ace. Walbcrswick, Suffolk (Nichols 1797)

183 Y l i man, or 2 men shall rec. the town doollysof heryngs
and Sperlings, .and to tewe them to most profyte ofthe town.

t p.
To prepare or bring into a proper state or

condition for aome purpose. Obs.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xxx. 9 No man can giue him-
selfe cheerfully vnto prayer, till he bee thoroughly teawed
and well furbished by the crosse. a 1577 GASCOIGNE Floiuers

(1587) i These chattering teeth, this trembling toong Well
tewed with careful cries, a 1619 FLETCHER Wit without M.
in. i, So tewed him up withSack that he lies lashing a But of

Malmsie for his Mares.

f4. To beat, flog, thrash, belabour. Alsoyijf.
= TAW v.i 3, 3 b. Obs.

1598 DALLINGTON Meth. Trav. G ij, He left them all

France, tyned and tewed, as bare as a birdes bone. 1600

HOLLAND Livy 716 When they saw once the bodies of their

Tribunes tewed with rods. 1633 FLETCHER Begg. Bush in.

ii, Tew 'em, swinge 'em, Knock me their brains into their

breeches. 1664 J. WILSON A. Comtttenius n. i, He does so

tew the Pope ; That man of sin, The Whore of Babylon.
1670 NARBOROUGH jfrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. i. (1694) 75
The Trees are much weather-beaten,, .and the shore-sides

much tewed with the surge of the Waters.

t b. To lay on (a rod, scourge). Obs. rare.

1383 STOCKER Civ. Warres Lowe C. Ep. Ded. A ij b,

Wniche roddes and scourges, when he hath in his great
wisedome, teawed vpon them, for their amendement, he will

surely, .caste into the fire.

c. dial. To shake up, toss about, turn over (as

hay) ; to tumble, rumple, crease, disarrange (dress) ;

to pull about, pull in pieces ;
to discuss

;
to vex.

In Eng. Dial. Diet. ,
cited as in use from Northern Counties

to Warw., Northamp., E. Anglia.

n. 5. trans. To fatigue or tire with hard work ;

refl.
= 6. dial.

iSas BROCKETT If. C. Wards s. v. Tue, He tues himself.

1893 Carlisle Patr. 30 June 3/3<E. D. DO, S went down
before K , who was sair tewed in the operation...The
two giants could not be said to have tew'd themselves nmuh.
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' 1895 'FtlT
1

/foldfrneu Harvest 84 1'se been tcuiiu
mysen a'most to deead all forerioon.

6. inlr. To work hard, to exert oneself, to toil
;

to bustle about. Now dial, and I'. .V.

1787 GROSE Proinnc. Gfrss.,1o TVwv.also to work hard.

1825 HKOCKKTT N. C. Words, Tue, to labour long anil

patiently, to fatigue by repeated or continued exertion...A
tttinf life, a laborious life. A tuing soul, a hard work-
ing person. 1863 TKOI.LOPK St. Olavts II. 4 Little folks like

ion
an' me has to tew about and fend for V m both. 1894

JAKiNi;-<;ouLD(7M ofL. xii.I tew from morning till ni;;lii.

1900 Daily Neius 31 May 4 Onr male folk, who after
'

tewing
'

at the mill all the week are usually allowed to take their time
at the Saturday tea table.

Hence Tewed ^tUZd) ///. a.
; Tewing vbl. it.

(also attrib. ) and ///. a.
c 1440 Promt. Parv. 490/1 "Tevwyd, /runitns. 1488 in

Ripon CA. Acts (Suttees) 286, j bukskyn tewyd. 1611

COIGR., Tratasst, hurried, tossed tugged, tewed ; spoiled,
ouerworne, or misused, by much remouing. 1863 M t<s. TOO-
GOOD Yorks. Dial., Teived, tired, exhausted. 1892 CAR.
KITH in Kansas Univ. Mag. I. (U. S.)(E. D. D.). I'm tewed
and fretted. 1394-6 Cartular. Abb. tie It 'kiteby (Surtces)

623 Item pro *iewyng xiiii pellium luporum, i. s, ix. d. c 1430
LVDG. Mm. foetus (Percy Soc.f aoi Whoos tewhyng hath
coost many a crowche, Hire pylche souple for to make.
1851 R. S. SURTEES Sponge's Sp. Tour x, Bullfrog, whom
I bought him of, is very fat. .and can't stand much tewing
in the saddle. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Glass, s. v.,

' A tewing
hay time

', the season wet and unfavourable for the hay, . .

involving much extra labour. i88a OCILVIE (Annandale),
Tewing-beetle, a spade-shaped instrument for tewing or

beating hemp. 190* BARING-GOULD Ntbo tin Nailer xix,
She alway was a lewin' woman.

t Tew, v.~ Obs. Also 8 tue.
[app.

a deriva-

tive or altered form of Tow v., of much later

appearance ;
the phonology is obscure.] trans. To

haul, tow (a ship, net, etc.) ; to drag, pull, tug ;

= Tow v.

1600 HOLLAND Lay xxv. xxx. 571 Marcellus caused a
great hulke, laden with arjned souklioms, to be fastened by
an haling rope unto a gallic.., and so in the night by
strength of oares to bee tewed and drawne up after it into
Acraoina. 1613 DRAYTON Poly-alb, xii.

197^
The goodly

river Lee . . By which the Danes had then their full-fraught
navies tew'd. 1633 Ibid. xxv. (1748) 367 The toiling fisher

here is tewing of his net. a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais in.

ProL 7 He..tugg'd it, tew'd it, carry'd it [a tub). 1706
BAVNARD in Sir }. Floyer Hot y Cold Bath. n. 386 A Sprain
..tiled, hal'd and wrested by ignorant Bone-setters 1787
GBOSK Provinc. Gloss., To Tew, to pull or tow.

Tewch, Sc. form of TOUGH.

Tewel, tuel (ti'el). Now only dial. Forms :

4 tuelle, tuwel, 5 tewelle, touele, towel, 5-7
tewell, 6-8 tuell, 7 tuiU, tiwill, 4-8 tuel, 4-
tewel. [a. OK. tuel, tuelc, etc. ( 1 2th c. in Godef.)
a tube, pipe, tuyere, mod.F. tuyau, = ME. TUTEL
beak, Sp., Pg., Pr. tudel tube : Romanic type
*tiitellui, referred to a German word repr. by MDn.
ttile, Du. tuit pipe, nipple, etc., LG. tAte, tiite

beak, snout, pipe, etc. : cf. also ON. tuta teat-like

prominence, Sw. tut pipe, Da. tud spout. As to

ulterior etymology see Franck, s. v. tuit.'}

1 1. A shaft or opening for the escape of smoke,
etc. ;

a chimney. Obs.
c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame in. 559 Suche a smoke gan out

wenae..As dothe where that men melt lede Loo alle on

high fro the tuelle. 1483 Cath. Angl. 380/2 A Tewelle of a

chymnay, epicavsterium. 1567 FENTON Trag. Disc. v.

(1898) I. 236 The chamber where our Cornelio was rammed
up in the tewell of a chymney.

fb. trans/. The vent or opening m a pie-crust.
c 14*0 Liber Cocorum (1862) 38 In myddes |>o lydde an

tuel bou make, Set hit in bo ovyn for to bake ; Jete take hit

oute, fede hit with wyne.

t o. A conduit. Obs. rare~ 1
.

1715 PEARCE Laws ft Citst. Stannaries Introd. 13 The
said Conduit, which the Tinners commonlycall a 7*utf//,and

may properly descend from the Latin Word Tutela.

2. The anus ; the rectum, or lower bowel : now

chiefly of animals, esp. horses. [Not in OFr.]
c 1386 CHAUCER Sompn. T. 440 And whan this sike man

felte this frere Aboute his tuwel [v. rr. tuel, tewel, touele]

grope there and heere. c 1435 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula

(E.E.T.S.) 9 pe skynne atuyx be tewel & be fistule. 1533
FITZHERB. Husb. 8 85 Broken wynded is a yll dysease...
and appereth at his nosethryll, at his flanke, and also at his

tuell. 1578 LVTE Dodoens u. xcvii. 281 Swellings and in-

flammations of the tuell or fundement. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny xxi. xix. 106 Violets., a peculiar vertue they have.,

to helpe the procidence or falling downe both of tuill and
matrice. c 1730 W. GIBSON Farrier's Dispens. x.

(1734) 241

Keeping the Horses tail close to his TueL 1895 Gloss. E.

Anglia, Tewel, the vent or fundament of a horse.

3. (See quots., and TEW-IHON, TUYERE.)
1677 MOXON Mech. Exerc. No. i. 2 In the back of the

Forge.. is fixed a thick Iron plate, and a taper Pipe in it.,

called a Tewel, or (as some call it) a Tewl-Iron. .. Into

this taper Pipe or Tewel is placed the Nose or Pipe of the

Bellows. 1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metal I. 163 A stout

perforated core of.. iron, called the tewel or tew-iron.

Tewel(l, -e, obs. forms of TOWEL.

t Tewer. Obs. rare-", [f.
TEW v.1 + -EB 1.] One

who taws leather ;
= TAWEB.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 490/1 Teware, corridiator. 1483
Cath. Angl. 380/2 A Tewer of skynnes, . .cariarita.

Tewer, corrupt form of TUYERE.

Tewesday, Tewet, obs. ff. TUESDAY, TEWHIT.

Tewfikose (ti-fikons). Chem. [f. the name
of Mohammed Tewfik Pasha (Khedive of Egypt

TEWTAW.
|S 79-<J J

. +-OHK-.J A peculiar sugar found
(,

1 890- 1 )m the milk of the buffalo of the East, Bubalns
Rufftliis, taking the place of the ordinary milk
sugar. It yields Klucose when hydrohsed.

'

1891 Daily Citron. ,8 Mar. 8 5 A Miyar' of a hillietn
,| variety_ tewfiko*)', a.s it is proposed to lie

, all. .1 in lionour of the Khedive. 1903 ill WmsltR Supl.L
Tewgh, tewhe: see TKW ?.", T..

Tewhit, tewit (trhwit, trwit, tiit; also

t> AH, lyB'xit, ti-fit). Now lo<al. Forms : n.

5,8-9 tuchet,6 tueohlt, 9 teuchit , -at, tchucbet ;

0. 7 tuewhite, tequhyt, terwhite, 9 tuqubeit.
tewhit, teewheep, -whoap; 7. f> tuwyte. 7-
tewit (7-9 tewet, 7 teewitte; ; J. 8-9 tewfet,
tuflt, 9 tufat, teufet, teuflt, teaflt. [Orig.
echoic : see PBWIT. The o and /3 forms are Sc. ;

the others arc cited in the Eng. Dial. Did. from
Scotland to Yorks. and Chesh.] The common
Lapwing or Pewit, Vanellus cristattis.
a. CMSO HOLLAND llawlat^ Ttie Tuchct gird to the

Golk, and gaif him a fall. 1549 Comfl. Scott, vi. 39 The
tuechltU cryit theuis iK-k, quhen the piettis clattrit. 1746
FOKBKS Dominie Deposttl in. iii, Ti-s strange what makes
kirk-fouks so stupid,. . Far belter for them hunt the touchit.

1815 G. lltMTlt John o'Aritha (1826) 63 Tlie limid teuchit
slouch'd its crest. 1899 I. CULVILLE Scot. Vernacular it
The teuchat. .wailed out in circles round the intruder.
P. 1639 Orkney Witch Trial in Dalyell Darker Suferstit.

Scotl. (1834) 150 note, Get the bones of ane tequhyt, and
carry lliaine in your clothes. 1834 MACTAGGART Gallm-iil.

Encycl. s. v. Pirr, Eggs, somewhat like tewhit eggs in size

and colour. 1833 i-
"

WILSON Tales Borders I. 185/2 He
was just in the situation o' a tewhit that had lost its mate
te^v/teet I te-wheet 1 it cried.

y. 1593 Shuttlfworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 76 Towe
tuwytes and a snype, iij

d
. 1678 RAV Williigkbys Qrnillt.

307 In the North of England they call it the Tewit, from
us cry. 1688 J. CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XVII. 097 The
Tew its are smaller than the English, and have no long
Toppins. 1838 Craven Gloss., Tewet, a pewit or plover.
i. 1787 GROSE Provinc. Gloss., Tew/el, a lapwing. North.

1788 W. MARSHALL Yorkih. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Tvfit, . . the

peewit, or green plover. 1878 Ciimbld. Gloss., Tn/et.
Tew-iron (tiffataa). Also 6 tewe ireon, 7

teu iyron, 8 dial, tuiron, tuarn, 9 Sc. W-airn.

[Represents F. tuyere, through the form teatyre,

yre being taken as the dial, yre, ire, IBOJT : see

TUYERE.] See quots. 1825, 1888, and cf. TEWEL 3.

ISTO Wills 4 fnv. ff. C. (Surtees) I. 329, I do gyue vnto

John Dycheborne a pair of bellowis w' fc a tewe Ireon. c 1670
in Beveridge Culross f, Tulliallan xxi. (1885) II. 166 To be

discharged of their worke by stryking out of thair teu

iyron, and thair other workloums. c 1700 KENNETT (MS.
Lansd. 1033, If. 406), Four stones or walls, that next the
bellows is called the Tuarn or Tuiron wall. 1835 JAMIESON,
To-airn (o pron. as Gr. y), a piece of iron, with a perforation
so wide as to admit the pipe of the smith's bellows, built into
the wall of his forge, to preserve the pipe from being con-
sumed by the fire. 1840 Civil Eng. 4 Arch. JrnL 111.

42/1, 5 inches of the end nearest the tew iron were burnt

completely away. 1888 ELWORTHY II'. Sam. Wordblt.,
Tew-iron (tue'uy'ur), the nozzle of a smith's bejlows,

or of a

smelting furnace. .. lew-irons are regular articles of iron-

mongery.

Tewit, variant of TEWHIT, lapwing.
Te-wit, te-whit, also 6 teuy t, tueit, imitations

of the cry of some birds.
a 1518 SKEI.TON Magny/. 1005 And howe styll she (hawk]"

nitpl.

ndar)

, _ . Owl to

cry Tee-whit in some old barn.

Tewke, var. TUKE Obs., textile fabric.

Tewly (ti'li), a. Now dial. Forms : 6-7
tuly, 7 tuely, 8 tooly, 7, 9- tewly. [Derivation
uncertain : perh. from TEW s6.1 or v. 1

; but the early

spellings /-, too- do not favour this.] Weak,
sickly, delicate ; poorly, unwell.

1538 BALE Temttacyon (1870) 14 Ye are but tuly, ye are no

stronge persone doughtlesse. 1619 J. DYKE Caveat (1620) 32

Timothy was surely weake, and out a sickely, tuely man.

1691 RAY S. * E. C. Words, Tewly or tub, tender, sick :

tuly stomached, weak stomached. 1787 GROSE Proi'inc,

Gloss., Tooly, tender, sickly. A tooly man or wotnan.

Hamfsh. 1898 Longm. Mag. Nov. 50 His head's wise

enough, if his oody be tewly.

Tewly, var. TULY a. Obs. (of silk).

Tewne, Tewsdaye, obs. tt. TUNE, TUESDAY.

t Tewslite, v. Obs. nonce-tod, [perh. intended for

to-slitc, OE. tisUtan to rend asunder, distract the

mind of; but that vb. is not otherwise known after

1300, so that its actual survival is unlikely.]

1590 [TARLTON] Newt Purgat. (1844) 56, I have yet left

one chapter of choplodgick to tewslite you withall.

Tew-some, a. dial. [f.
TEW v. 1

, J*.1 + -SOME.]

Troublesome ; restless, unquiet.
1838 Craven Gloss., Tevghsotne, unquiet, restless,

' For

seur, this is lile teughsome barn '. 1881 Cornhill Mag. Oct.

392 A mother likes most the child that's most tewsome.

t TewtftW, sb. Ots. Also 8 tewtow, 9 dial.

tewter. [Goes with next.

If the sb. was the earlier, its derivation would prob. be

from TEW r.'+TAW sb.', or Tow sb. = 'that which tews

taw or tow '; but if the vb. was the earlier, TAW would

naturally be the vb., and /i> either TEW sb.
1 or some other

word. The origin of the second element was app. lost before

the word became tewter. Johnson knew only the vk;

which he considered a reduplicated form of tew.]

An implement for breaking hemp or flax.



TEWTAW.

1649
workli

549 UI.UHK Eng. fmprov. Impr. (1653)- 262-3 As lo the

rking of it, you must provide your Brakes and Xewtawca

both,, .the brake \vhkh bruises and toughens the harl, am
the Tc\vtau- [hat cuts and divides out the coare. 1727
UAILEY vol. II, A Tw-tiKV, a Tool lo break or beat Flax

with. 1847-78 HAU.IWELL, Tcivter, an instrument for

breaking flax, as a brake for hemp. Clics/i. 1879 Miss

JACKSON Shropsh. \Vord-bk., Tcwtcr.

(
Tewtaw, v. Obs. Also 9 dial, tewter. [Goes

with prec.,q. V.] trans. To beat or dress (hemp or

flax); TAW f. 1 Hence Tewtawing vbl. sb.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) II. 2 Before it can be occupied,
it must be watered, dried, braked, tew-tawed, and with

much labor ..reduced, .tu be as soft and tender as wool!.

1669 WUKI.IUOE Xyst. Agric. (1681) 333 To Tew-taw Hemp.
1707 MOKIIMER Husb. (1721) I. 155 The Method and Way
of Watering, Pilling, Braking, Tew-tawing, &c. of Hemp
and Flax. 1755 JOHNSON, Te'ivtaiu (formed from /(' by

reduplication), to beat, to break. 1879 Miss JACKSON
Sknp.sk. Word-bk., Tcivtcr, to beat and break the hemp-
stalk after it had been subjected to the action of fire.

Tewyre, corrupt f. TUYEUE : cf. TEW-IKON.

t Texalte -- to exalt : see T' l and EXALT.
c 1450 Story Alexander in Wars Alexander 281 God hath

sent me.. for texalte and magnifye hys lawe.

Texan (te-ksan), a. and sb. [f.
next + -AN.] Of

or pertaining to the State of Texas. In some

specific names of animals, plants, etc. : e. g.
Texan armadillo, the PEBA ; Texan fever = Texas

fever; Texan hare, the American JACK-KABBIT ; Texan
pride, Phlox Druinmottdii, a bright-flowered annual,
native in Texas ; Texan shrew-mole, Scahps Intimanns.
1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amer. 218 Jackass Rabbit, .known

also as Mule Rabbit, Texan Hare, and Black-tailed Hare.
1888 CasselCs Encycl. Ditt., Texan shrew-mole.

Texas (te-ksas). The name of one of the United

States, formerly a province of Mexico, then for a
short time an independent republic.
1. Western U. S. The uppermost structure of a

river-steamer, containing the pilot-house and
officers' quarters. Also attrib.

1872 DE VERE Americanisms 128 The cabins below this

[the upper deck] and above the grand saloon, where the
officers of the boat are accommodated, also belong to Texas.

1883
' MARK TWAIN' Life on Mississippi iv. 43 The boiler

deCK, the hurricane deck, and ttie texas deck are fenced and
ornamented with clean white railings. 1889 FARMER Diet,

.litter., Texas tender, the waiter on the Texas or upper
deck of a Mississippi steamer. 1901 W. CHURCHILL Crisis

xxi, He escorted the ladies to quarters in the texas.

b. ' The elevated gallery, resembling a louver or
j

clearstory, in a grain-elevator '.

1909 in Cent. Diet. Suppl.
2. In names of native Texan plants, animals, etc. : i

as Texas bead-tree, blue-grass, flax, grackle, millet, snake.
'

root, etc. Texas (cattle-) fever, a splenic fever, caused by
the protozoan Pyrosomct bigeminum, localized in the
Southern States, to which unacclimatized cattle are liable.

1858 SIMMONUS Diet. Trade, Texas Millet, the Sorghum
ccrnuum, a prolific bread-corn cultivated in the tropics,

j

1902 Westm. Gaz. 2 June 10/2 It is officially announced ;

that the cattle disease prevailing in Rhodesia is Texas fever
which is spread by ticks.

t Te-xed, ppl. a. Obs. rare-'1 , [f. L. tex-lre to

weave + -El) 1
; or peril, for text, ad. L. text-us,

pa. pple. of tex-Ire^ Woven.
1572 BOSSEWELL Aruwrie n. 105 Mounted on the nest

texed with the slipps of the vine.

t Texile = to exile : see T' l and EXILE v.

ci43o LYDG. Mitt. Poems (Percy Soc.) 14 From [us]
texile alle maner hevinesse.

Text (tekst), st>. 1 Also 4 tixte, tyxt(e, 4-5 tixt,
1-6 texte, (4, 7 (9 dial.) tex, 6 texe, 7 texed). [a.
K. texte, also ONF. tixte, tiste (I2th c. in Godef.),
the Scriptures, etc., ad. med.L. texlus the Gospel,
written character (Du Cange), L. textus (-stem) !

style, tissue of a literary work (Quintilian), lit.
j

that which is woven, web, texture, f. text-, ppl. stem
of tex-ere to weave.]
1. The wording of anything written or printed ;

the structure formed by the words in their order
;

the very words, phrases, and sentences as written.
13.. E. E. Allit. />. B. 1634 Fyrst telle me be tyxte of

be tede lettres. 13.. Caw. $ Gr. Knt. 1515 For to telle of
bis teuelyng of bis trwe knyjtez, Hit is the tytelet, token, &
tyxt of her werkkez. c 1500 Melnsine xii. 45 They delyuered
to Raymondyn the ground that was gyuen to hym after the
texte or tenour of hys lettres. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's
Comm. 65 b, For those wordes.., this is my body, Luther
vnderstode barely and symply after the texte of the letter
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. iv. 240 The most of Plato's
Followers.. offering all kind of violence to his Text. 1720
SWIFT To Stella 138 Say, Stella, when you copy next, Will
you keep strictly to the text 1 1888 BKVCE Amer. Commw.
II. liii. 326 Without venturing to propose alterations in the
text of the Constitution.

fb. Applied vaguely to an original or authority
whose words are quoted. Obs.
" I

^?
>"SS Alexander 214 It be-tid on a tyme be text me

recordis, pat be mode kynge . . fame out of toune. c 1400
Dtstr. Troy 4007 But truly I telle as be text sais.

o. fig. or in allusive use.
c 1440 York Myst. xxv. 535 Hayll ! texte of trewthe be

trew to taste. Hayll 1 kyng & sire. 1589 WARNER Alb.

f-ng-vi.
xxxi. 136 Ply Sir . .your busie trade, you are besides

the Tex. a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Keg. (Arb.) 23 It is not
without the text, to give a short touch on the helps, and
advantages of her reign.

d. The wording adopted by an editor as (in his

opinion) most nearly representing the author's i

238

'

original work ; a book 01 edition containing this;

also, with qualification, any form in which a writing

exists or is current, as zgooit, bad, corrupt, critical,

received text.

1841 MVEUS Cat/i. Th. m. 8. 26 Our present Received

Text has been a growth improved from many and various

sources. 1845 GRAVES Rom. Law in If.ncyLl. Mctrop. II.

770/1 Hand, the latest editor, has not inserted these seven

constitutions in his text. 1870 KUKEMAN JVivv//. Com/. (1877)

II. App. 658 The text seems very corrupt. 1875 SCKIVENER
Lcct. Text N. Test. 7 The vast importance of preserving
a pure text of the sacred writers, 1891 Atlu-ttxittn 15 Aug.
219/1 No attempt has been made lo settle the text.

S2. esp. The very words and sentences as origin-

ally written : a. in the original language, as

opposed to a translation or rendering ; b. in the

original form and order, as distinguished from a

commentary, marginal or other, or from annota-

tions. Hence, in later use, the body of any treatise,

the authoritative or formal part as distinguished
from notes, appendices, introduction, and other

explanatory or supplementary matter.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvn. 12 Dilige deunt $ proxinntin
titum,tfc. pis was beti.\te trewly..; peglose was gloriousely
writen. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. Prol. (MS. Gg) 86 The
nakedetixt in englis to declare. 1388 WYCLiH/VoAxv. 57 This

sample creature nadde myche trauaile, . . to studie it [Latin
Bible] of the newe, the text with the glose. a 1430 26 Pol.

Poems xx. i The tixt of holy writ,. .Hit sleeb, but glose be

among. 1332 MORE Confttt. 7Y*fa&Wks. 406/1 Nowecum-
meth Tyndale and. .sheweth that the latine texte and the

Greke may bee hys excuse and defence. 1576 FLEMING

Panopl. Epist. 179 margin, ii r<fi Aoyv sayth the Greeke
text : Quidnam oratione, saith the Latine interpretation.

1700 DRYDEN Cymon y Ijthig.
18 When his broad Comment

makes the Text too plain. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones in.

iii, Coke upon Littleton, where the comment is of equal
authority with the text. 1804 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp.
(1837) III. 25 As these accompaniments, or possibly the

text are seldom read. 1859 TENNYSON / Yz'/Yv/67o And none
can read the text, not even I ; And none can read the com-
ment but myself. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2} IV. 256 There
still remains an ambiguity both in the text and in the

explanation. 1908 Athenaeum 8 Aug. 147/3 Ail his references
are to Arabic texts.

O. That portion of the contents of a manuscript
or printed book, or of a page, which constitutes

the original matter, as distinct from the notes or

other critical appendages. In first quot.yfc.
(1369 CHAUCER Dttke Blaunelte 333 And alle the wallys

with colouris fyne Were peynted, bothe text and glose.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. Annot., I haue. .thought it best
to set downe in Annotations, such thinges as in the text

could not so commodiouslie be handled. 1778 WARTON
Hist. Eng. Poetry (1840) II. xxiii. 304 note, It Is not imine-

tliately formed from the Troye-boke of Lydgate, as I have
suggested in the text. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. l. v. S 8 (1876)
48 note, Consequently, as shewn in the text, her labourers
suffered. 1859 TENNYSON Vivien 669 Every marge enclos-

ing in the midst A square of text that looks a little blot.

f 3. spec. The very words and sentences of Holy
Scripture ; hence, the Scriptures themselves

; also,

any single book of the Scriptures. Obs.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 37 For in be tyxte, (>ere byse two
[Poverty and Patience] arn in teme layde. 1393 LANGL.
/'. PI. C. in. 129 Ich theologie be tixt knowe. c 1420
? LYDO. Assembly of Gods 1500 Fast by Doctryne, on that
oon syde, As I remembre, sate Holy Texte. 1542-3 Act
34 * 35 Hen. Vlll, c. i 10 It shalbe lawful! to everye
noble man . .to reade. .any texte of the Byble. .so the same be
doone quietlie. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv. ii. 7 To heare
with reuerence Your exposition on the holy Text. 111668
DAVENANT/VKJ (1672) 329 Since Holy Text bids Faith to

comprehend.
b. A copy of the Scriptures, or of a book of

the Scriptures ; spec, a volume containing the

Gospels. Obs. exc. Hist. (See also TEXTUS.)
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 371 lesus Crist apperede

to Patrik, and took hym a staf, and be text of be gospel pat
beeb in be contray in be erchebisshops ward, c 1450
St. Cnthbert (Surtees) 4431 He bare a boke..Of gospelles. .

with perle and stanes preciouse pat text richely seined
arayde. Ibid. 6800 pe text of wangels fell in be water.
c 1460 Oseney Regr. 174 Vppon the texte whee sware, both
I and my wiffe. 1536 in Antiy. Sarisb. (1771) 201 Textus
Evangehorum. A Text after John, gilt with gold and
having precious Stones an_d the relicks of dyvers saints.

1849 ROCK Ch, Fathers I. iii. 297 The curious reader has
only to look at that fine text, or book of the Gospels, bound
in silver parcel-gilt, and jewelled. 1883 W. H. RICH-JONES
Reg. St. Osmund I. 117 note. The 'Text

1

, also called
'

Evangelarium ', was a complete copy of the four gospels.
4. A short passage from the Scriptures, esp. one

quoted as authoritative, or illustrative of a point of
belief or doctrine, as a motto, to point a moral, or

esp. as the subject of an exposition or sermon.
In early practice these texts or portions of the holy text were

cited in Latin from the Vulgate, connecting this use with 2.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. in. 339 Quod bonum est tenete,
treuthe bat texte made ! Ibid. xui. 125 Pieres be plough-man..no tixte ne taketh to meyntene his cause, But
dilige deum and domine, yuis habitabit, &c. 1528 TIN-
DALE Wicked Mammon 45 b, This texte is playner than
that it neadeth to be expounded. 1579 FULKB Heskins*
Parl. 527 The Sixtieth Chapter treateth vpon this text
of S. Paule to the Hebrues: We haue an altar, &c.
1657 HEYLIN Hist. Re/. d66i) I. n. iv. 38 The Art of
opening, or rather of undoing a Text of Scripture (as
the phrase is now) was usurped by all. 1711 ADDISON
Sped. No. 46 P 6 A meer Sermon Popgun, repeating
and discharging Texts, Proofs, and Applications. 1782
PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. II. vin. 125 The preacher .. named
and opened his text. 1894 J. T. FottttR Adamnan Pref.

TEXT.
10 A discourse for Si. Columba's day on the text .vi de
terra tun.

b. A short passage from some book or writer
considered as authoritative ; a received maxim or
axiom

;
a proverb ; an adage ; in later use, esp.

one used as a copy-book heading. Now rare.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 177 He yaf nat of that text [v. rr.

tixt, texte] a pulled hen That seith that hunters belli nat
;

hooly men. Manciple's T. 132 (see TEXTUAL i]. 1588
|

SHAKS. L. L. L. IV. ii. 168 Societie (sailh the text) U llir

happinesse of life. 1592 Rom. f, Jul. iv. i. 22 What must
be shall be. P'ri, That's a certaine text. 1862 Sat. Kev.
8 Feb. 156

' Recreation is good for mind and body ',
as the

worn out governess writes for a text at the top of her

pupil's copy-book.
o. fig. The theme or subject on which any one

speaks ; the starting-point of a discussion
;
a state-

ment on which any one dilates.

1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. ii. 37 No more ; the text is foolish.

1706
E. WAKD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 18 The grand

Text they hold forth upon is the Behaviour of their Lieu,
tenants. 1821 SCOTT Kenilw. xi. Is it fit for a heretic
horse-boy like thee, lo handle such a text as the Catholic
clergy ? 1847 TENNYSON Princess Prol. 108 Then the Maiden
Aunt Took this fair day for text, and from it preach 'd An
universal culture for the crowd. 1870 J. BALDWIN BUOWN
Eccl. Truth 249 A fact is a text from another book, also of
God s writing.
6. Short for TEXT-HAND. Also attrib. See also

CHURCH-TEXT, GERMAN, to-/. Chapel-text, an ela-
borated kind of church-text
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 42 Faire as a text B. in a Coppie

booke. 1610 GUILLIM HeraJiiryn. v. (1611) 199 He beareth
Gules, three Text Esses, or. 1633 F RD Love's Sacr. v.

i, There shall be writ in text, Thy bastarding the issues of a
prince. 1740 DYCHE & PARDON, Text,.. sometimes, .means
a large net of writing. 1825 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks.
1855!. 10 Their names are baith down in round text in the
deevils doomsday beuk. 1904 Daily Citron. 23 June 4/6
Burns wrote a fine, bold hand.. as big as Cromwell's or
Bismarck's what is called in Scotland half-text '.

6. The words of a song ;
= TESTO.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

7. attrib. (see also sense 5) and Comb., as text-

bill, -copy, -critic, -critical adj., -criticism, -monger,
-mongering vbl. sb. and ppl. adj., -motto, -quoter,
-quoting ppl. adj., -transmission, -verse; text-

blindness, word-blindness; text-cut, -engraving,
-picture, an illustration occupying a space in the
text of a book ; te'xt-divi'der, a preacher who
didactically

'

splits up
'

his text ; so te-xt-divrd-
ing ; text-ink, ink used for the text of a manu-

script
or book; text-title, a half-title, at the

beginning of the text of a book. See also TEXT-
BOOK, -HAND, -LETTER, etc.

1610 Histrio-m. v. 62 Capt. Sirrah, what set you up there ?

Bel. "Text-bills for plays. 1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. "Text-
blindness. 1775 ASH, *Tcxtcopy,..& copy in text hand.
1870 MAGNUSSON tr. Asgrimsson's Lilja Introd. 27 Of no
aid tothe*text-criticoftheDresentedition. 1905 Expositor
July 22 [The Syriac N. T.) is quite invaluable from a 'text-
critical point of view. 1908 Q. Rev. July 70 Some centuries
later 'text-criticism arose. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 8 Mar. a/i
The first number . . contains two excellent plates and
numerous "text-cuts. 1670 EACHARD Cant. Clergy 53 Not
by every bungler and ordinary "text-divider. Ibid. 113
They have got.. such a peculiar method of "text-dividing.
1894 Daily Nevis 15 Nov. 6/2 Mr. Sheppard supplies a
"text engraving of mad Margaret Nicholson. 1511 in Rcl.
Ant. I. 3t8 To make "lexte ynke. 1883 W. S. LILLY in

Contemp. Rev. Feb. 228 He is speaking of 'textmongers.
1884 Anc. Relig. f, Mod. Th. 285 St. Augustine . .b speak,
ing of'textmongering. 1880 WARREN Book-plates xi. 122 The
text-motto occurring on Pickheimer's book-plate. 1905

Daily Ckron. ^ July 3/3 It has nearly twenty full-page
plates, and a great many "text pictures, a 1837 D. MNICOLL
Wks. 94 This "text-quotingvagabond. 1881 H. BKADSHAW
in Bibliographer Dec. 6/2 The 'text-title of Tindale's New
Testament of 1534-5, as reproduced by Mr. Fry. 1908 Q.
Rev. July 74The common accidents of "text-transmission.

Text, sb? rare- 1
, [ad. L. textus tissue : see

prec.] Texture, tissue.

1854 S. DOBELL Balder xxviii, And, if she were . .caught
of morning mist, or the unseen Material of an odour, her

pure text Could seem no more remote from the corrupt And
seething compound of our common flesh.

Text, v. Now rare.
[f.

TEXT rf.i]

1 1. trans. To inscribe, write, or print in a text-

hand or in capital or large letters. Also^f. Obs.

1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe (1871) 15 A chronographical
Latin table.. in a fair text hand, texting unto us, how, in

the sceptredom of Edward the Confessor, the sands first

began to grow into sight at low water. 1599 SHAKS. Much
Ado v. L 185 Yea and text vnder-neath, heere dwells Rene-
dicke the married man. 1607 DEKKER Wh. of Babylon
Wks. 1873 II- 265 Vowes haue I writ so deepe, ..So texted
them in characters capital!, I cannot race them. ci6i6
FLETCHER & MASSINCER Thierry $ Theod. n. i, Condemn
me for A most malicious slanderer, nay, texte it Upon my
forehead. 1624 HEYWOOD Gunaik. vu. 315 That such as
. . past . . might read them as perfectly and distinctly, as if

they had beene texted in Capital! Letters. 1631 T. POWELL
Tom All Trades i The Scriveners at Temple-barre had
no imployment, but. .texting of Bills for letting ofChambers
in Chancery-lane. 16*9 SHIRLEY Maid's Rev. in. i, Would
. .every character [had] Been tex'd with blood !

b. trans. To write in a text-hand upon. e. intr.

To write in text-hand.
io G. TOMLYN Patent Specif. No. 128 A new.. way to

text and flourish velumes and parchments in blacke and
white. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss,, Text, to write an engrossing
hand or German text. 1884 [implied in TEXTER]*



TEXTAKIAN.

1 2. a. intr. To cite texts, b. trans. To cite a

text at or against (a person). Obs.

1564-78 BULLKVN Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 13 jl/. ..And how
like you this texte? A. Texte how they will texte, I will

trust none of them all. 1615 SIR E. HOBV Curry-coitibi.' i. 1 1

When his wench told him that he kissed like a Clowter, he
could lext her with Labia Saccrdotiscnstodiunt sti/>it:ntiaiit.

Textarian (teksteVrian), a. nonce-wd. [f. TEXT
j/'. 1

, after tractarian, etc.] Dealing with or based

upon an isolated text, or texts.

1867 SEKUOIIM Oxford Reformers L f 2. n The scholastic

divines.. bad fallen into a method of exposition almost

exclusively textarian. IHd. 15 They (Colet's lectures at

Oxford 1406-7] were not textarian.

Text-book (te-kst,buk). [f.
TEXT sW]

1 1. (See qnot.) Obs.

1730 BAILEY (folio), Text-Book (in Universities) is a
ClasMtk Author written very wide by the Students, to give
Room for an Interpretation dictated by the Master, &c. to

be inserted in the Interlines.

2. A book used as a standard work for the study
of a particular subject ;

now usually one written

specially for this purpose ;
a manual of instruction

in any science or branch of study, esp. a work

recognized as an authority (cf. TEXT-WHITKK a).

1779 Mirror No. 38 The letters of the immortal Karl of

Chesterfield, which I intend to use as my text-book on this

occasion. 1795 SEWARD Anecd. I. 203 Lord Bacon's Essays
..have been the text-book of myriads of Essay-Writers.

1837 SIR F. PALGRAVEylArrcA. ft Friar Ded. (1844) 9 Andrew
Horne, the author of our ancient legal text-book,the Mirror of

Justices, a 1855 MANSFIELD Salts Pref. (1865) 32 The current

vocabulary of the chemical text-books. 1894 H. DRUMMOND
Ascent ofMan 10 In almost every department [of science]
the text-books of ten years ago are obsolete to-day.

3. A book containing a selection of Scripture

texts, arranged for daily use or easy reference.

1861 (title) The Scripture Text Book and Treasury. 1877
Bagster's Catal. 50 The Autograph Text Book ; Containing
a Text of Scripture, and a Verse ofPoetry . . under every Day
in the year.

4. A book containing the libretto of a musical

play or opera. 1891 in Cent. Did.

t Te'xted, a. Obs. [f. TEXT si.1 and v. + -ED.]
1. Skilled or learned in 'texts' or authors, rare.

(In this sense texted wel (v.r. ti'xt wel) appears in one

group of Chaucer MSS., where another has textuel. The
latter was prob. the original reading, but the change in some
MSS. p.i h. implies that texted was known.)
14.. Chaucer's Manciple's T. 131 (Harl. MS.) But for I

am a man not texted wel [so Corp. ; Lansd. texed, Pelw.
text ; 3 MSS. textuel] I wil not telle of textes neuer a del.

Ibid. 212 But as I sayd, I am nought tixted wel {Corp.,

Pctiu., Lansd. text ; 3 MSS. textuel, -eel, tixt-J.

2. Written in text-hand or text-letters
; engrossed.

i6ao DEKKER Dreamt i They beg nothing, the texted

pastbord talkes all ; and if nothing be giuen, nothing is

spoken. i6so-<56 WHARTON Poems Wks. (1683) 340 To
write Custodies in a Texted-hand. 1695 Lend. Gaz. No.

3125/4 Texted Indentures for Attorneys.

Texter (te'kstaj). [-ER
1
.] One skilled in

writing in a text-hand (sense a) ;
an engrosser.

1884 Law Times 20 Mar. 2/2 Wanted, a re-engagement
as Engrossing and General Clerk .. excellent writer and
texter.

Te'xt-hand. A fine large hand in writing, a.

orig. One of the larger and more formal hands in

which the text of a book was often written, as

distinct from the smaller or more cursive hand

appropriate to the gloss, etc. See also quot. 1688.

b. Now usually applied to a school-hand written

in lines about half an inch wide.

1541 UUALL Erasm. Apoph. 224 He had taken vp..an
instrumente written in greate letters of texte-hande. 1599

[see TEXT v. i]. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 414/2 These
are the form of the Letters . . used by the Germans ; and
are termed the Text Hand Letters. 1796 PECGE Anonym.
(1809) 475 It is called text-hand and text-letter because the

text was ever wrote in a large hand and the comment in

a small. As text-hand is both square and round, it means
little more than a large hand of each sort. 1821 SCOTT
Kenilw. xxxi, You seem wondrous slow in reading text hand.

+Te -

xtible, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

L. text-, ppl. stem

of texlre to weave + -IBLE.] That may be woven
;

textile. i?7 in BAILEY vol. II.

Textile (te-kstil, -ail), a. and sb. [ad. L.

lextil-is woven, textile (sc. opus) woven fabric, f.

text-, ppl. stem oltex-?re to weave. So F. textile.]

A. adj. 1. That has been or may be woven.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Textile, .. that is weaved or

wounden, embroidered. 1755 JOHNSON, Textile, .. woven j

capable of being woven. i8sa CONYBEARE & HOWSON St.

/>a/(i862) II. xx. 240 The wine and the textile fabrics of

Cos. 1868 ROGERS Pol. Econ. viii. (1876) 74 Cotton and
wool and other textile materials, .from all quarters.

b. Nat. Hist. Having markings resembling a

woven surface ; e. g. textile cone, a species of cone-

shell, Coitus textilis, so marked ; textile snake.

1801 SHAW Gen. Zool. III. 162 Textile Snake. Coluoer

Textilis. . . Yellowish-grey Snake, freckled with black, and
marked by numerous, undulated, transverse, bright-form,

ginous stripes. 1891 Cent. Diet., Textile cone.

2. Of or connected with weaving : see B. i b.

B. sb. 1. A woven fabric ; any kind of cloth.

(Usually in //.)
1616 BACON Sylva 846 In the warp and woof of textiles.

1870 ROCK Text. Fair. Introd. I. to The word '
textile

'

means every kind of stuff, no matter its material, wrought in

the loom. 1885 MaticK. Exam. 5 June 5/6 Machines for the

239

preparation of textile*. 1886 Pall Mall G. 3 May 4/1 The
prices of textiles have fallen considerably.

b. attrib* (or as atf/\) Of or pertaining to weav-

ing or to woven fabrics.

1844 G. DODD Textile Mannf, Introd. 6 By 'Textile

manufactures '

are meant those in which filaments of cotton,
of flax, of silk, or of wool, are wrought into a form fitted to lie

i

used in the making of garments. 1866 ROGERS A&>
Prices I. xxii. 569 The great.. centre of textile industry in

England was tht two north-eastern counties of Norfolk and
Suffolk. 1871 TVLOK Print, Cult, I. i. 7 Among textile ails

are to be ranged matting, netting, and several grail*

making and weaving threads.

2. Fibrous material, as tlax, cotton, silk, etc.,

suitable for being spun and woven into yarn,

cloth, etc.

1641 WILKINS Math. A/agitk n. xii. (1707) 141 The
Materials.. were not from any Herb, or Vegetable, as other

Textiles, but from a Stone called Amiaiuus. 1883 Nature
8 Mar. 430/1 As to textiles, the origin of flax Is somewhat

complicated. 1880 Science i Feb. 81/2 The discovery of
a new textile on the shores of the Caspian.
Hence Te-xtilist, one engaged in the textile

industry ; a weaver or seller of cloth.

1855 EccU'shlogist XVI. 275.The handicraft of the gold-
smith, stone carver, and textilist.

forth ,

of Freedom.

I Te xt-le:tter. Obs. [cf. TEXT-HAND.] A
large or capital letter in handwriting.
1511 in Ret, Ant. I. 318 I.ett yt stond iij. dayes. .and then

'

e for texte letter. 1600 E. BLOUNthou hast good y_nke
Incur. Fooles A iij, Where the renowmed folly of these men
may be scene.. written (as it were) in Text letters. 1605 \

BACON Adv. Learn, u. iii. fi 3 To write it in such Text and
I

Capital letters. 1657 W. MORICE Coena quasi Kou<ij xx. 177

Hypocrisie would . . in some Polilitians be written in Court-

hand, but in others in text-letters. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey),- Text-Letters, the Capital Letters in all sorts of
Hands that are usually written.

Text-man (te-kst,m*n).

fr 1. One learned in scriptural texts, and apt at

quoting them
; also, An advocate of literal inter-

pretation of the Bible. Obs.

1619 R. HARRIS Drunkard's Cup 26 A very iudicious

Diuine, and grounded Text-man. 1624 GODWYN Moses ft

Aaron (1641) 28 The Scribes clave to the written Word,
whence they were tearmed Text-men, or Masters of the

Text. 1647 TRAP? Comm. i Cor. \. 20 The Text-men, those

that proceed according to the literal! interpretation. 17O
C. AlATHER Magn. Chr. iv. iii. (1852) 61 He was a notable

text-mail, and one who had more than forty or fifty scrip,
tures distinctly quoted in one discourse.

2. The author of a. text-book, rare.

1900 H. G. GRAHAM Soc. Life Scot, in iSt/i C. xii. iii.

(1901) 464 Bacon, Locke and Evans, Pnffendorf and De
Vries were welcome text-men.

Textorial (teksto-rial), a. [f. L. lextor, -orein

weaver, textori-its pertaining to weaving + -AT,.]

Of or pertaining to weavers or weaving.
1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry Diss. iii. (1840) I. p. cxciv,

The cultivation of the textorial arts among the orientals.

1875 Nat. Hist,
!f Antif. Arran 333 They will resume their

textorial occupation.
So Texto'rian a. rare~".

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Textorian,..o(, or belonging to

a weaver, or to weaving.

t Te-xtour. Obs. rare. [a. AF. lextour, ad. L.

textor-em weaver.] A weaver.

[1429 Ac1 8 Hen. VI, c. 23 Les textours. .qunt ilsount overez

un drap.] isSfPeeo/ts Burgh Rec. (1872) 247 The baillies .

hcs nominat four werkmen textouris. .to exame Gilbert

Wilsone his sone . . and se gif he be qualinit to wirk on the

lynning lome or nocht.

Te'xt-pe:n. A pen specially suitable for writ-

ing text-hand, or for engrossing.

1589 NASHE Pasamls Retvrnc Wks. (Grosart) I. 134 The
Painter to bewray both his abuse of the Scriptures, and his

florish'with a Text-penne. 1394 PLAT Je-.mll-ho. in. 42
Lines drawne with a text-penne. 1858 SIMMOSDS Diet.

Trade, Text-pen, a metallic pen for engrossing.

t Te-xtrine, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. lextrtn-us,

f. texlor weaver.] Of or pertaining to weaving.
1713 DERHA.M Phys.-Tkeol. iv. xiii. 234 How so small

a Creature that emits no Web, nor hath any textrine Art, can

be able to convolve the stubborn leaf, and then bind it. .with

the Thread or Web it weaves from its own Body. Ibid.

VIII. vi. (1752) 388 The curious structure of all parts ministring

to this textrine power.
Textual (te-ksti,al), a. (sb.) Also 4-5 -uel.

[In form textuel, app. a. AF. (F. textuel only 1 5th c.

in Godef.), ad. L. type "textual-is, f. textu-s : see

TEXT si.1 and -AL. So Sp., Pg. textual, It -ale.

The later Eng. spelling is conformed to the L. type

(as in other adjs. orig. in -/)]
1 1. Ofa person : Well acquainted with '

texts
'
or

authors ;
well-read

; literally exact in giving the

text. [So F. textuel '

qui connait les textes ',1571
in Godef. Contfl., also in Cotgr.l Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Manciple's T. 131 (Ellesm.) But for I am
a man not textueel I wol noght telle of textes neuer a deel.

lUd, 212 But as I seyde I am noght textueel. Pars.

Pro/. 57 This meditacion I putte it ay vnder correccion Of
Clerkes for I am nat textueel [so Hart. & Henfwrt ; 4 MSS.
text wel. 7>jr/r/was prob. Chaucer's word, which being

app. unknown to some scribes was altered to text ivel and

TEXTUARY.
ttxtettwel: cf. TKXTUI i). 1613 R. CAWDHEY TaUe A/M.
(ed. 3), /Y.r/i<//, i mining in the text.

2. Of, pertaining to, or contained in the (or a)

text, esp. of the Scriptures.
1470 HKNRVSON Mar. 1-ab. lit. Cock f, Fox xxviii. (Chr.

t>-ns) 5it may s,c find anc sentence richt agreabill, Vnder ihir

fenjcit ler.ms textual!. 1570 I.tviss Manif. i S/6 Textuall,
te.ilualis. ,1 1638 MM.K U'ts. (,672) 347 So the Celhib or
textual reading hath it. 1731 WAIIRI.AND Serift. I

ll. 125 So stands the case, upon the fool of the Textual
Reading. 1859 ' TAYLOR Logic in Tkeol. vii. 309 'Ihe
admitted principles of textual crilkLsm. 1871 Mixio Kng.
Prose Lit. II. vi. 468 His sagacity in textual emendation-.

b. Of or belonging to the text-books.
1863 KMI-.RSON Misc. 1'aft,,, Tkoreau Wks. (Bohn) III.

324 Though very studious of natural facts, he was incurious
of technical and textual science.

t3. Recognizing only the text of Scriptni
authoritative. Also as sb. one that does this. Ol>s.

1613 PUKCIIAS Pilgrimage ll. viii. 123 They are called
Katrnini, liec.'iiise they would seeme Textual!, and
Scrtpuirc-men, disallowing Traditions [eti. 1614. i>. 143
Karaitn. that is, Bible-men, or Textual!*, and in Ihe Roman
tongue they call them Saduces}.
4. llascd on, following, or conforming to the

text, esp. of the Scriptures.
1614 UP. HALL Recoil. Treat. Ded. Aijb, Speculation

interchanged with experience, jH>sitiuetheolo>;ie with polemi-
cal!, textual) with discursorie. 1670 WALTON Life Donne
34 Incessant study of textual divinity. 1863 ROBINSON in

Milan, Ma^. Mar. 41^ The textual system .. has tended to
establish a persuasion that Christian doctrines can be.,

proved l>y detached quotations. lyti&Sat. Knt. it July 39/2
Possibly we have not got the quotation exactly textual.

Textualism '

te'kstiializ'ni). [f. prec. + -ISM.]
1. Strict adherence to the text, esp. of the Scrip-

tures ; the principles or method of a textualiit.

1863 M. PAITISON Kss. (1889) II, 286 The arbitrary texiu-

alism of the Puritan divines. 1895 Thinker \ll\. 405 He
feels unable.. to burden his audience with minutiae, subtle*

ties, pedantries, textualisms.

2. That department of scholarship which deals

w ith the text of the Bible ; textual criticism.

1888 Chvrcli Times 31% Reputations.. acquired merely in

the field ofgrammar and textualism, not in theology proper.

1908 Times, Lit. Supf. 5 Mar. 74/2 Textualism is not a

popular study.

Textnalist (te-kstiialist). [f.
as prec. + -1ST.]

a. One learned in the text of the Bible, b. One
who adheres strictly to, and bases his doctrine

upon, the text of the Scriptures.
16*9 LIGHTPOOT Misc. vi. 20 How nimble textualists and

Grammarians for the tongue the Rabbins are, their Comments
can witnes. But.. these that are so great textualist*, are

not best at the text. 1834 SOUTIIKY Doctor iii. (1848) i?

When 1 mention Arba, who but the practised textuallst can
call to mind that he was. .the father of Anak, and that from
him Kirjath-Arba took its name? 1885 SWINBURNE Mis* .

(1886) 181 A moderate Puritan and a textualist of the ol.l

Protestant school. 1903 J. MOFFAT in Expositor Dec. 470
One appealing to the textualist is Dr. R. Jansen's attempt
to reconstruct the Greek text.

Textnality (tekstiKiarllti). [f. as prec. + -ITV.]
= TEXTTALISM i.

1836 y. Martin's Discourses Memoir 34 Textuality, he
often said, appeared to him to be one of the chiefexcellences

of a sermon. 1888 M. W. STRYKKR in Interior^ (Chicago)

5 Apr., Deliverance, for those who have all their lifetimes

been subject to pithiness and apothegm would come by
the broadest textuality.

Textnally (te'kstiK,ali), adv. [f. as prec. +
-LV *. Cf. F. (extue/lemeut.]
1. In or as regards the text.

1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely it. ix. 351 As no lesse textually,

then marginally, both waies, you blaze it. 1847 DE QUINCEV
Orthographic Mutineers Wks. 1860 XIV. 104 In our

authorized version .. italics are. .used. .exclusively to indi-

cate such words or auxiliary forms as, though implied and

virtually present in the original, are not textually expressed.

2. In the actual words of the text ;
verbatim.

1837 SIR F. PALC-RAVE Merch. t Friar Ded. (1844) 10 As

they only exist in manuscript, I shall place them textually

before you. 1870 LOWKLL Among tny Bts. Ser. I. (1873)

205 The theory that his plays should be represented textu-

ally. 1884 Truth 4 Sept. 364/2 To report textually a

debate from 4.30 p.m. to 2 a.m. would fill thirty columns of

the Times.

t Te-xtuarist. Cbs. rare-', [f.
next + -IST.J

- TEXTCARY sb. 1. I7SS in JOHNSON.

Textuary (te'kstiiari), a. and sb. [ad. mod.L.

type *textuari-us, f. textu-s TEXT s6. 1 + -arius

-ART i. So F. texluaire sb. (1680 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
A. adj. 1. Of or belonging to the text ; textual.

1646 SIR T. BROWNK Pseud. Ep. in. xvi. 145 Pliny, .hath

differently translated it,, .whereby he extends the exclusion

unto twenty dayes, which in the textuary sense is fully

accomplished in one. 1817 COLKRIDGK Lay Serm. 411

Plucking away . . from the divine organism of the Bible,

textuary morsels, and fragments for the support of doctrines

which they had learned beforehand. 1854 *. WATERWORTH
Enr * Rome 62 note, The textuary proofs of St. Peter s

supremacy. i88j Sat. Rev. LIV. 639/1 It is as genuine a

result of textuary accommodation as any against which this

writer protests.

f 2. That ranks as a text-book ; regarded as

authoritative or as an authority. Obs.

l6M LIIHGOW Trav. IX. 305 Euclide the textuary Geomet-

triclan. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 374 He . .hath left

sixteen books ofOpticks, of great esteem with ages past,

and textuary unto our daies. 1681 Ckr. Mar. in. i 21

Let Pythagoras lie thy Remembrancer, not thy textuary

and final Instructor.



TEXTUIST.

t 3. That adheres strictly to the text of Scripture :

ef. B. 2. Obs. rare~\
1613 PURCHAS rilfriiiiazc in. x. 247 They hale the Per-

sians,.. like as the Traditionary lew doth the Textuarie,
and the Papist the Protestant.

B. sb. 1. One learned in the text of the Bible,
= TEXTUALIST a

;
a textual critic, scholar, or ex-

pounder ; also, one well acquainted with and ready
at quoting texts.

1608 Br. J. KING Serm. 24 Mar. 28 Is there almost a
worthier and prompter textnary in the world .. in that booke
of the Law? <zi66i FULI.EK Worthies, Lincoln. (1662) n.

167 He [Doctor Tighe] was an excellent Textuary and pro-
found Linguist, the reason why he was imployed by King
James in translating of the liible. 1677 Spottiswood's Hist.
Ck. Scot. App. 20 He was learned in the Hebrew, and wasa
great Textuary. a 1710 Bp. BULL Visit, Serm. (1714) 21 If by
a Textuary, we mean him who hath not only a Concordance
of Scriptures in his Memory, but also a Commentary on them
in his Understanding ; who thinks it not enough to be ready
in alledging the bare Words of Scripture, with the mention of

Chapter a?id Verse where it is written, unless he know the
Sense and Meaning of what he recites. 1730 SWIFT Let. Yng.
Pout i Dec., I have made it my observation, that the greatest
wits have been the best textuaries ; our modern poets are
all.. almost as well read in the Scriptures as some of our
divines. 1851 G. S. FABER Many Mansions 223 Mr. Scott,
. . than whom there probably never was a more accomplished
textuary, takes pretty much the same view of the question.

1879(2. AV7-. CXLVI II. 422 Having the Bible at their ringers'
ends.. .They were not merely accomplished textuaries.

f2. One who adheres strictly to the letter of

.Scripture ;
= TEXTUALIST b

; cf. TEXTUAL 3.

1737-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Tcxtnaries, Textnarii, a name
given the sect of the Caraites, among the Jews, Hillel
shone among the traditionaries, and Schammai among the
textuaries. 1828 WEBSTER, Textualist, Textuary. . . 2. One
who adheres to the text,

t 3. (See quot.) Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Textuary, a Law-Book, or
other Treatise, that contains only the bare Text, without
any Comment or Gloss upon it. 1730-6 in BAILEY (folio).

t Textuist. Obs. [f. L. text-us TEXT sbl +

-1ST.] A textual scholar; = TEXTUARY sb. i.

1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xii. 3. 125

Popery affording more allegorizing Origenists, than sound
Textuists. 1643 MILTON Divorce To Parl., When I remem-
ber the little that our Saviour could prevail about this doc-
trine of Charity against the crabbed texluists of his time, I

make no wonder. 1700 STRYPE Lightfoot's Rem. Pref. 3
The author designed it for some, that desired to be good
textuists.

Textularian (tekstile>rian), a. and s6. Zool.

[f. mod.L. Textularia, generic name (f. L. text-us

woven) + -AN.] a. adj. Belonging to Textularia,
the typical genus of Textulariidse, a family of per-
forate Foraminifera. b. sli. A member of this

genus or family.
1861 CARPENTER Microsc. fy Rev. (ed. 3) 317 A lessaber.

rant modification of the Globigerine type . . is presented in
the two great series which may be designated . .as the Textu-
larian and the Rotalian.

Textural (te-kstiiiral), a. [f. L. tcxtiira

TEXTURE + -AL.] Of or belonging to texture.

1835-6 To.iifs Cycl. Altai. I. 67/1 The textural properties
of the two sets of vessels. 1854 JONES & SIEVEKING Patlwl.
Anal, (1874) 23 The differences in textural quality, which
fibrine often presents. 1886 T. HARDY Mayor of Caster-
bridge ii, Her skin had undergone a textural change.

b. Painting see TEXTURE sli. 6.

1859 GULLICK & TIMBS Paint. 229 The gem-like impasto
and texlural richness of the old masters. 1887 PallMallG.
8 Feb. 2/2 ^Never has the French master shown greater
textural facility, power of expression, or frankness of colour.
Hence Te-xturally adv., in or as regards texture.
1866 Reader 19 May 500 The mare herself, with her beau,

tiful foal, are all, to our eye, texturally perfect. 187* Cot'F.s
V. Amer. Birds 22 The second class of crests those con.
sisting of texturally modified feathers.

Texture (te-kstifu), sb. [ad. L. textum a

weaving: see TEXT sA.l and -URE. So F. texture

(i6th c. in Godef. Conifl.).]
1 1. The process or art of weaving. Obs.
1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 145 Mynerve hyr self

wych hath the sovereynte Of gay texture, as declayryth
Oyyde. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. 256 Coats of
skinnes..a natural! habit .. before the invention ofTexture.
1656 ULOUNT Glossogr., Texture,, .a. weaving. 1716 POI-E
Odyss. xx. 87 Pallas taught the texture of the loom.

t*>. Jig. The fabricating, machinating, or com-
posing of schemes, conspiracies, writings, etc. Obs.

ja 1641 BP. MOUNTAIN Acts 4- Man, iv. (1642) 275 First they
began their malicious texture with secret whisperings, and
giving out in corners. 1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalini's
Advts./r. Parnass. n. xciv. (1674) 247 The exquisite dili-
gence used in the texture of those his Eternal Labours.
2. The produce of the weaver's art; a woven

fabric ; a web
; cloth, arch.

a 1656 Bp. HALL Rem. Wla. (1660) 260 The invaluable

sumptuousness of the Temple. .;.. the curious celatures, and
artificial textures. 1728-46 THOMSON Spring 642 Others
far in the grassy dale. .their humble texture weave. 1873BROWNING Red Colt. Nt.-cap 407 When the dyer dyes A
texture, can th red dye prime the white?

D. transf. Any natural structure having an ap-
pearance or consistence as if woven; a tissue; a
web, e. g. of a spider. Also fig

of'lLLT
8 Hi

i'- f-
an K- s6 The notabl<: ' !

of
Mtsenitrym 16,5 CROOKS Body of Man 499 That

phlegme. which distilleth out of that texture or web into
the ventricles. Itid. 525 That the spirits are Jenua ed
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I in the textures of the small arteries, & in the strayghtes
of those passages, a 1774 TUCKER Lt.^Nat. (1834) II. 43

j

Nor the spider entansle the heedless fly
in his texture. 1877

I TYNDALL in Daily News 2 Oct. 2/4 His physical and intel-

lectual textures have been woven for him during his passage
through phases of history and forms of existence which lead

the mind back to an abysmal past.

t c. A ' woven '
or composed narrative or story.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xxxviii. 9. 341 A peece of

ancient Saxon coine of Siluer, inscribed with his name,
Anlaf Cynyng, which for the antiquity of the thing, and
honor of the man we haue here imprinted, and placed,

though in the texture of our English Saxon Kings.
3. The character oi a textile fabric, as to its being

fine, coarse, close, loose, plain, twilled, ribbed,

diapered, etc., resulting from the way in which it

is woven.
1685 BOYLE Sahtbr. Air 79 The texture that belongs to

Linen. 1791 COWPKR Odyss. i. 556 Putting off his vest Of
softest texture. 1841 in Bischoff H'aollen Alanuf. II.

176 One piece of cloth of German wool, and another piece
of South Down wool., made of the same colour and 'exture.
1866 ROGERS Agric. <J-

Prices I.xxii. 573 The linen worn
by the wealthier classes differed materially in its texture.

4. In extended use : The constitution, structure,
or substance of anything with regard to its con-
stituents or formative elements, a. Of organic
bodies and their parts.
1665 BOYLE Occas. Medit. iv. iv, The Leaves . . of a Tree . .

are of a more solid Texture, and a more durable Nature
than the Blossoms. 1738 WESLEY Ps. cxxxix. ix, Thou
know'st the Texture of my Heart, My Reins, and every
vital Part. 1797 M. BAILLIE Klorb. Anal. (1807) 212 The
cartilage is smooth and thin, and very soft in its texture.

1844 STEPHENS Ilk. Farttt III. 905 Butter assumes a texture

according as it has been treated. 1883 Garden 18 Mar.

182^3 Flavour and texture should be our watchword in

raising Apples.
b. Of inorganic substances, as stones, soil, etc. :

Physical (not chemical) constitution
; the structure

or minute moulding (of a surface).
1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys. Mech. xxii. 165 Air is..

endow'd with an Elastical power that probably proceeds
from its Texture. 1663 Use/. Kxf. Nat. Philos. n. v. xiii.

242 Glass acquires a more or lesse brittle Texture, according
as . . it is baked. 1703 SMEATON Edystone L. 106 The
stone . . in point of hardness and texture much like the
Bath stone. 1811 PINKERTON Petralogyp. xxii, Mr. Kirwan
has justly observed the inaccuracy of Werner and his

disciples, who have confounded the texture with the
fracture. 1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Cheiu.

(1814) 5 Some
lands of good apparent texture are yet sterile in a high
degree. 1865 GEIKIE Sd'n. t, Gtol. Scot. viiL 220 Gneiss is

too various in its texture and the rate of its decomposition.
1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 63 The loose texture of snow.

o.Jig. Of immaterial things: Constitution; nature
or quality, as resulting from composition. Of the
mind : Disposition, as 'woven' of various qualities ;

temperament, character.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. xix. 9. 104 Albeit the very

texture of this Epistle carrieth with it the true Character of
Antiquity, a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 157 Hence it

is that .. the texture of Zeuxes or Apelles inclines him to the
invention or improving of Painting. 1693 KENTLKY Style
Lect. iii. 80 An argument, .of so frail and brittle a texture.
1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779) III. Ixxxi. 272 Had her
thoughts been ofa more tender texture. 1771 Misc. in Ann
Rcf. 161 /i The whole texture of the fable. 1837 POLLOK
Course T. n. 538 Creeds of wondrous texture.

6. In the fine arts : The representation of the
structure and minute moulding of a surface (esp. of
the skin), as distinct from its colour: cf. 4b.
1859 GULLICK & TIMBS Paint. 228 Impasting gives 'tex-

ture and 'surface'. 1877 MORI.EY Crit. Misc., Robespierre
'

Her. n. 64 It is transparent and smooth, but there is none
of lhat quality which the critics of painting call Texture.
7. attrib. and Comb., as texture-counter, a

|

thread-counter or waling-glass : see quot.
1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl., Texture-counter, a small magni-

fying-glass of low power, used in counting the number of
threads, within a given space, in the texture of a fabric.

t Te'xture, v. 06s. [f. prec.] trans. To con- i

struct by or as by weaving ; to give a texture to

(anything). Usually in pa. pple.
1694 R. BURTHOCGE Reason r A'at. Spirits 104 Now it is

certain.. that Matter is alter'd, figured, textur'd,and infinite
rays wrought upon and moulded by means of motion

65 A bright faultless vision tejttured out of mere sunbea'ms.

Textured (te-kstiiiid), a. [f. as prec. + -ED 2.]Of a (specified) texture.
1888 Daily Ncivs i May 5/7 One of the infinitely light-

textured homespuns. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 3 Oct. 3/2 The
addition of some very fine textured lace. 1905 [bid, 20 Sept.
8/1 A close-textured, nutty-flavoured, easily-digested loaf.

Te-xtureleSS, a.
[f. as prec. + -LESS.] De-

void of texture
; exhibiting no texture.

1851 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. II. in. n. v. 14 Simple patterns
upon textureless draperies. 1864 Daily Tel. 4 May, The
whole picture [is] . . disagreeablysmooth and textureless. 1884SHELDON in West. Daily Press 24 May 3/6 A salvy and
textureless mass.

Texturing (te-kstiiirirj). [f. TEXTURE sb. +
-ING 1.] The representation of the texture of a
surface in painting or engraving.
1883 HERKOMER in Artist i Feb. 38 To enable the en.

graver to render a disturbed surface by an ingenuity of
lining or texturing of bis own devising.

TEZKEBE.

t Te-xtury. Obs. ran 1
, [f. TEXTURK sb. +

-Y.]
Weaving.
1658 SIR T. BROWNE Gard. Cyrus ii, Which is beyond the

common art of textury, and may still nettle Minerva the
goddess of that mystery.

II Textus (te-kstiSs). [I,, textus TKXT.]
1. A manuscript or book of the Gospels ; a Bible;

<= TEXT sbl 3 b. Textus-case, a case or cover for
this (Cent. Diet. 1891).
1874 MILKLETHWAITE Mod. Par. Churches 52 The gospeller

having received the textus or gospel-book from the altar
1877 J. D. CHAMBERS Div. Worship 275 At Salisbury, 1222,was one great Textus. 1906 Athcnyinn 21 Apr. 478 A boss
of this value was originally affixed to the centre of a Textus
of the Gospels, . . often the chief ornament of early altars.

2. "J'exttts Keceptus, literally, received text
; spec.

the received text of the Greek New Testament.
Strictly applied to the text of the second Elzevir cdilion ol

1633, to which the publisher prefixed the assertion,
' Textum

ergo habes mine ab omnibus receptum
'

(Thou hast therefore
the text now received by all) ; but commonly extended to
any reprint of this (or of that of Stephanus 1550, on which it
was founded) with or without slight revision, but without
the aid of the early MSS. since discovered or published
1856 T. H. HORNE Introd. Text. Crit. ff. T. 124 From this

sort of boast sprang the expression
' Textus Keceptus

'

1885
At/ieuxum 5 Sept. 296/1 Pascal's. .' letters'. .suffered.,
from. .the. .partiality of uncultivated admirers for an inac-
cuiate textus reccptns. 1901 F. G. KENYON Handbk.
tx
fS^f CWfcJK 'J. 229 Some words of this re-translation

. .still linger incur Textus Receptus to the present day.
Text-writer (te-kst|i:tw).
1 1- A professional writer of text-hand, before the

introduction of printing; later, an engrosser of

legal documents. Obs.

1463 Canierb. Corporation Ace. (MS.), Thomas Howlet,
textwnter, alias scrivener, a 1490 BOTONER Itin. iNasmith
1778) 141 Sub custodia scriptons text-wryter commorantis
apud Seynt Mary Strond. 1491 in York Myst. Inlrod. 39
I ixt-wryters, luminers, noters, turners, and florischers.

2. Law. An author of a legal text-book.
1845 POLSON Law tfat. in Encyd. Metrot. 1 1 . 720/1 Text-

writers of authority, an authority which tney obtain when-
ever they record the usages and practice of nations.. in
a spirit of impartiality. 1863 H. Cox Instit. i. ix. 188 The
language of text-writers upon the right of the Lords to reject
money billsis uniform. 1901 SIR E. E. KEKEWICH in Law
'J'i>"es Rep. LXXXVI. 346/2 In dealing with a question of
this kind, one is thrown back on maxims and principles, and
the exposition of them by text-writers is important. 1903
JOYCE Ibid. 352/1 A dictum which.. is copied in the text-

books, and is considered by the text-writers to be law.

t Tey, variant of TAY Obs., outer membrane of
the brain, etc.

ci3S Nominate Gall.-Angl. 6 Toiip canal el lerttel,
Toppe tey and the brayne.

Tey, obs. f. TEA. Tey(e, obs. ff. TIE sb. and v.

Teyghte, obs. pa. pple. of TIE v.

Teyl, Teyle, Teylle, var. TELE Obs., blame,
obs. ff. TEAL, TEIL, lime-tree, TILB.

Teym, Sc. f. TEEM v.z Teyme, obs. f. TEAM.
Teyn, Teynd(e, obs. ff. TEEN, TEIND, tithe,

t Teyne. Obs. rare. [a. ON. iein-n twig, rod :

cf. gull-, jdrn-teinn rod of gold, of iron, MSw.
ten 'smal slang (af metall)', Soderwall; Sw. ten.

Cognate with OE. tan, MDu. tttn twig.] A
slender rod of metal.

f 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Pro!. 4 T. 672 He took out ot
his owene sleeue A teyne of siluer Which bat was nat but an
Ounce of weighte. Ibid. 676 He shoope his Ingot in lengthe
and eek in breede Of this teyne. Ibid. 777 This preest took
vp this siluer teyne anon And thanne seyde the Chanon let
vs gon With thise thre teynes whiche bat we ban wroght To
som Goldsmyth and wite if they been ouht.

Teyne : see TEEN sb.^, TIND v. Obs., to kindle.

Teynt(e, Teynter, -o(u)r, -ur, Teynt-wort,
obs. ff. TAINT, TENT, TENTER, TENTWOKT.
Teyre, Teyrse, obs. ff. THAR a. and sb.*, TIERCE.

Teys(e, var. TEISE Obs. Teyser, obs. f. TEASER.
Teyaoure, var. TEISER Obs.

Teythejmg, var. tithing, obs. f. TIDING.
Tezel, tezill, Tezlr, obs. ff. TEASEL, TEASER.
II Tezkere, teskere (te-zkere). Also 7 tes-

keria, -caria, 9 -car6, tischera, tezkera, teskari.

[Arab. )j tatikirah, in Turkish lezkere, lit. memo-

randum, record, note, f.
jJi Sa&ara, in deriv. conj.

to record, relate, remember = Heb. naf zdkar to

remember.] A Turkish official memorandum or

certificate of any kind
; a receipt, order, permit,

licence ; esp. an internal passport.
i6ia CORVAT in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) II. x. xii. 1825 A

Teskeria (this is a Turkish word that signifieth a Certificate
written vnder his hand). 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 115 We
could not passe without a Tescaria from the Cadee. 1817
Hy-Laws Levant Company 26 That the Company's privilege
of having tescares or certificates .. be not forfeited. 1818
KLAQUIERE tr. Pananti xiii. 247 No fgrain] can be exported
without a tischera, or written permit, bearing the Dey's
seal. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Tescare, Teskere, a
Turkish Custom-house certificate. 1890 Daily News 30 June
7/7 The Porte yesterday despatched a teskere to.. the
Armenian Patriarch, enjoining him to dissolve the Provincial
Council of Van. 1904 Daily Chron. 13 Jan. 5/2 A tezkera
or local passport costing 4*. 1905 Dundee Advertiser
29 Nov. 11/1 The teskari or passport is an essential inex-

orably demanded by the Turkish official.



TH.

TH,
in words of Old English or Old None origin,

and in words from Greek, is a consonantal di-

graph representing a simple sound, or rather (in Teu-
tonic words), a pair of simple sounds, breath and

voice, indicated in this dictionary by the OK. letters

(b) and (S) ; the former, as in thin, bath (fin, bab),

being the breath dental spirant akin to t, and the

latter, as in then, bathe (Sen, b/'S), the voiced dental

spirant akin to d. The group t, d, J>, 8, corre-

sponds to the group p, b, f, v. The breath spirant
is identical with modern Greek theta (0, 9), and

approximately with Spanish 2 (or c before e, i).

The Greek letter, whicli corresponds etymologi-

cally to Sanskrit *l dh (and so, by Grimm's

Law, to Teutonic and English D), was in early

inscriptions represented by TH, and was a true

aspirate; it was subsequently often written T9,
rff, and had prob. the sound (tb) ;

but by the

second century B.C. it had sunk into a simple
sound, = our ()>). The Romans, having neither the

sound nor the symbol, represented the letter by
TH, as in @a\fios, Thapsus, but app. this was pro-
nounced, at least in late Latin (whence in all the

Romanic languages), as simple/; cf. Greek fftupia,
L. theoria, It. and Sp. teoria ; in Pg. theoria, F.

theorie, spelt with tk, pronounced with t; also Gr.

Bw/jitv, L. Thomas, It. Toma, Sp. Toi/ids; Pg.,
F., Eng. Thomas all pronounced with T.

(2) In Teutonic the breath spirant (b) was very

frequent, being the regular etymological representa-
tive of Indo-Eur. t initially or alter the stressed

vowel, as in OTeut. *}rijiz, Goth, fret's, OE. freo,

Eng. three, = Indo-Eur. *treies, Skr. trayas, Gr.

rpett, L. ires; OTeut. *brfyer, Goth. Mftf, OE.

brojior, brddor, Eng. brother, = Indo-Eur. bhra-ter,
Gr. <t>pdrt]p clansman, 'L.fra ter. The voiced spirant
in broSor, etc., was a later development (c 700 in

English) from the breath sound between vowels or

voiced consonants, as in the parallel v and z from

/ and s. Initially, the same change of (b) to (S)

took place during the Middle English period in the

demonstrative group of words, the, that, and their

kindred, this, these, \tho, those, there, then, than,

thence, thither, thus, etc., and in the pronouns of

the second person singular, than, thee, thine, thy :

these constitute the only words in English with

initial (S). In the same group of words in the

cognate Teutonic languages (J>) has passed through

(S) into (d) ; thus Ger. das, Du. dot, Da., Svv. det
' that

'

;
in High Ger., Low Ger., and Dn. the

same has taken place even in other original th

words which retain (J>)
in English ; e. g. Ger. dach,

denken, ding, dick, donner, drei = Eng. thatch,

think, thing, thick, thunder, three.

(3) In the demonstrative and pronominal groups of words,

change of initial / to t, by assimilation to a preceding
dental (/, d, s), appears in earlier English. OE. )>xt pe \x-

came/<y/-te, fztte; fe fas }e appears in the nth c. as /<?

lieste, whence modern lest. In the last section of the OE.
Chronicle, from 1132, / after t or d regularly becomes te

(e.g. bat r> king, and le eorles). In the_Ormulum and the

Cotton MS. of Cursor Mundi, this assimilation is seen in all

the words of the the-thoti group {Omt. batt tatt te godd.

spell meneW>, wrohht tits hoc, and tatt te folk all bess te

bett ; Cursor, ne was tar, here and tare, scho serued taint,

als sais te sau). So in Ancren Riwle (and let is, et tesse

uerse, beo bet tus do6, and tes ofSer, etc.). In the course of

the i4tli c., this assimilation was given up, and the spirant

reappeared (as 3).

(4) In the Runic alphabet (futhorc) the breath

spirant had to itself a symbol ^ or b (called thorn) ;

but in the earliest known OE. writings in the

Roman alphabet this was represented by th, the

voiced spirant being often represented by d (d)

(sometimes by th). Before 700 probably, the char-

acter S, formed by a bar across the stem of 6, was

introduced ;
it appears in a charter of Wihttred, king

ofKent, 700-715 (Sweet Oldest EnglishTexts 428).

Apparently it was first used to denote the voiced

spirant : see the proper names in the Moore MS. of

liseda, c 737, and the Liber Vital, Cott. MS., c 800,

and charters before 800 generally. But in the ninth

century it was used for both spirants, as in theVespa-
sian Psalter, 1:825 (e. g. iv. 5 Sa Se cweoSaS), and in

a West Saxon charter of 847 (0. E. T. 433).

Somewhere about 800 apparently, the thorn, \>,

was adopted from the Runic futhorc, the earliest

charter showing it being one of Coenwulf, king of

Mercia, of 8 1 1 (O. E. T. 456) ; but it was not much
used till late in the gth c. A Surrey charter a 889

(ibid. 451) has 34 examples of S initial, and 35

medial or final, with 49 of )> initial, and i medial.

From the later years of the gth c. S and j>
were used

promiscuously in West Saxon works, with some

preponderance of b initially and S finally. This

continued in ME. till the I3th c. On the other

hand, the Durham Ritttale and the Lindisfarne
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Gospel Gloss, c 950, have uniformly S in all posi-
tions (except in the compendium for txt), as

has also the East Anglian Genesis & Jixodus,

1250; while the Mercian portion of the Rush-
worth Gospel Gloss, ^975, and Ormin, cuoo,
have only J>.

After 1250 the S speedily became
obsolete ; p remained in use, but was gradually
restricted more or less to the pronominal and de-

monstrative words. In later times its MS. form

approached, and at times became identical with,
that ofy (the latter being sometimes distinguished

by having a dot placed over it). As the contin-
ental type used by Caxton had no b, its place in

print was usually supplied by th for both sounds
and in all positions. But in Scotland, the early
printers, especially in the demonstrative and pro-
nominal words, continued the b as y, as in y",

yis,yat,you ( thou), a practice also common in

England in MS., and hardly yet extinct. Con-
fusion with the modern y consonant, ME. 3, was
avoided in Scotland, sometimes by writing the

latter .y/j, but usually by continuing ME. 3 in the

form 3 or z, so that ye zeir stood for pe jar, i. e.

the year. It is remarkable that, when OE.
)>
and

S were both in use, no attempt was made to

differentiate them as breath and voice spirants,
and app. no serious attempt even to distinguish
them as initial and medio-nnal, as was done
in Norwegian when the Roman alphabet was

adopted, c 1 200, and in Icelandic before 1 300.
At an earlier date (prob. t8oo) the character 8
was partially adopted from OE. in Old Saxon, and
was used generally in the middle and end of words,
while th was usual as the breath spirant initially.

(5) In a few compounds, as anthill, outhouse, lighthouse,
Chatham, Wytham, Yetholm, etc., / and h come together
but do not form a digraph ; and in a few foreign words,
chiefly East Indian, as Tktikoor, Thug, tk represents Skr.
"%t th or 7 th, the sound being a t or / followed by a slight

aspiration (t
b

,
th ), in Eng. commonly reduced to t.

In a few proper names and other words derived from or

influenced by French, as Thomas, Thompson, thyme, th is

pronounced as t; several other words were formerly so

treated, and even spelt with t, e.g. theatre, theme, theology,
throne, authentic, orthography : t has become fixed in

treacle, treasure. The late L. and Romanic treatment of
th as I often led to the spelling th where /was etymological,
as in Thames, Sathait ; in amaranth, amianthus, author,
etc., the corruption has also affected the pionunciation.
See the individual words. In some ME. MSS. th frequently

appears for t or for it : e.g. tho to, thyll till, myghth might,

nyghlh night,whythe white; thede deed, iheer deer, thegree

degree, thepartyth departed, tho do, thogh doth, abothe

abode, grouudeth grounded, iclodeth y.clothed, lowthe loud,
rathe rood, wither under. Early M E. scribes (prob. Norman)
often confounded the English letters b (or 3) and 5, writing
e. g. $efinge for lefinge, thieving, wi$, wor$, ivro$ for wip,

ivorf, wrap (in Auchinleck MS. of Florice and Bl,).

(6) Etymologically, modern Eng. Ik (8) often represents
an OE. d, esp. before r or er, as vafather, mother, gather,
hither, together, etc. ; dialectally, this sometimes extends to

other words, as bladder, ladder solder ; on the other hand
some dialects retain original d, and extend it to other words,
as brother, further, rather, southern.wood, wether. In

burden and murder, d represents the earlier 8 of burthen,
mitriher,

Dialectally th is sometimes substituted for/ and vice versa :

e. g. thane, thetch, thistolow, thrail, throe, throm, thurrow,
for fane, fetch (vetch), fistula, frail (flail), frae, from,
furrow, also Jill, Fuirsday, for THILL, THURSDAY. The
Welsh name Llavetyn appears in Eng. as Thlevitlyn (Rolls

ofParl. I. 463/1, Edw.Ior 1 1), and Fluellen (Shaks. Hen. V).

Th also occurs dialectally for wh, as in thirl, thortleberry,

thorl, for whirl, whortleberry, whorl. Conversely, Sc. has

whaing, whang, white, whittle, for thwaing, thwang,
thwile, thwittle.

1. The digraph th and its sound.

\c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xv. 71 We hafe in oure speche in

Ingland twa ober letters ban bai [Saracens] hafe in baire

abce, bat es to say, b and 3, whilk er called bom and &&.]

a\6yi B. JONSON Eng. Gram. Wks. (Rtldg.) 773/1 Tn
Hatn a double and doubtful sound. Ibid. 776/2 Some

syllabes, as the, tlun, there, that,. are often compendiously
and shortly written, asy'y" y'" y'. i66S O. PRICK Eng.
Orthogr. 24 Q. What is the sound of tk ? A. Tit makes a

hard sound in thunder, through, thick, thin [etc.]. But, ///,

makes a softer sound in that, //*/<?, worthy, father (etc.].

1730-6 BAILEY folio), Th, in English is. .but one Letter, ora
Litcra aspirata. 1863 MELVILLE BELL Princ. Speech 180

We confound the two sounds [b and 8J by using for both the

same digraph [MJ.

2. Th. is an abbreviation of TUOBIUII, THUBSDAY.

Til-, th.' (ME. ]>-), a clipped form of some

unstressed monosyllables, esp. when the following

word begins with a vowel or h.

1. = THE.
Still dial, in Lanes., etc. : cf. T' 2. See also I'TH'.

11540. -.C/i>w/.,peniunekes. .on cyricen byrleden babbot

hehlice. c laoo ORMIN 5937 Talt himm ummbeshorenn wass

Hissshappo balde wise. 1330 R. BRUNNK Chron. Wace

5734 papostles holy lyf. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 325 pacces
of anguych watz hid in my sawle. 1414-15 Plunipton Corr.

(Camden) p. cxx, Sir Marmaduke Constable thelder, knight,

..on thone partie, & Sir Robert Plompton..on thother

partie. 1485 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 8 To be levied

by thands of Thomas Combes. IS33 MORE Afot. 283

More old than thage of eyght hundred yere. 1613 Stinks, s

Learw. vi. 238 Least that th'infection. .take, .hold on thee.

Temf. n. i. 120 To th'shore. Ibid. 131 Which end o

THACK.
I lliVame should bow. 1883 Almondlmry * HudJ,rs/iildOUa. :, i'th mooin.

1 2. = THOU. Ubs.
c 1315 SHOKEHAM i. 94 porwe bat blod bi soule his [

-
is]

boutf .. And burwc bal water i-wessche bart. c 13*0 R.
Biuma Cluon. Wau (Rollsi 8015 per wot no man olwhatn
bart come, c ijoo Dtbale Carp. Tools 6 in H../I. K. I'. I:
I. 79 I h all nmer be thryfty man. a 1586 SION-KV .

ill. CnnirU .v,'.( - Vh \ ra u, cr woum ,,,y bhrcpe :

kilted witi.itrok*. ij^GtnxiA looot LfAiufClmta.

(Hunter. Cl.) 25 Well iirrha well, thart as than, and so ile
take thee.

f3. = THEY. 06s.
c 1540 in Weaver A,,c. Fa. Mo*. (1631) a82 God granthem euirlutyng lyff, To whom n ! ., ibju -jon. 1707 K.

WARD Una. Kciiiv. 11. vn. 18 Th'ad put the holy Puppet
on A Surplice.

-th, suffix'
1

,
a formative of sbs. a. from verbs;

in some words, as bath, birth, death, math, oath,
OTeut., repr. various Indo-Eur. suffixes, as -tos,

-ta, -tis, -tits, in which the I following the stressed

syllable regularly became/ in Teutonic ; in others,
as growth, tilth, going back to ON. or OE. ;

in others, as blowth, spilth, stealth, of later ana-

logical formation. In many words Indo-Eur. /

remained in consequence of its position, or/ was

subsequently changed to / : see -T suffix
3 a.

b. from adjs. (rarely sbs.), representing Indo-Eur.

-ita, OTeut. -/>?, Goth. -ij>a, OE. -J>u, -fa -J>,
with

prec.
'- umlaut, forming abstract nouns of stale :

as filth (OE. Jylf, OS. fulitha from ful foul),

health, length, mirth, strength, truth ;
in ME. ami

also in cognate langa., dearth, depth ; of later ana-

logical formation, breadth, sloth (cf. OE. slxwp),
wealth. In some words of this group,/ has, by

phonetic causes, become /, e.g. OE. hichfiit, ME.
heijfe, now height, ON. slsegt, ME. sleijjx, now

sleight : see -T suffix
3 b.

-tll| suffix
2

, forming ordinal numbers ; in modern

literary Eng. used with all simple numbers from

fourth onward ; representing OE. -J>a, -le, or -eta,

-ode, used with all ordinals except Jifla, sixta,

ellefla, twelfta, which had the ending -ta, -te ; in

Sc., north. Eng., and many midland dialects the

latter, in form -/, is used with all simple numerals

after third (fourl,Jifl, sixt, sevent, tent, hundert,

etc.). In Kentish and O.Northumbrian those from

seventh to tenth had formerly the ending -da, -de.

AH these variations, -th, -t, -d, represent an original
Indo-Eur. -tos (cf. Gr. jrt'/wTor.L. quin-lus), under-

stood to be identical with one of the suffixes of the

superlative degree. In OE.f/f/a, sixta, the original
t was retained, being protected by the preceding
consonant ; the -fa and -da were due to the position
of the stress accent, according to Verner's Law.
The ordinals from twentieth to ninetieth have *///, OE.

*>da, *j8e. Ill compound numerals -th is added only to the

last, as i^Vr, the one thousand three hundred and forty-

fifth part ; in his one-etnd<tiuentieth year.

Tha, pa, thaa, J>aa, OE. and northern forms of

THO Obs. Tha, dial, form of THOU, THEE.

Thaarm, obs. form of THABM, intestine.

Thaborite, obs. f. TABOBITE (Blonnt Cl. 1674).
Thach, Thacher, obs. ff. THATCH v., -ER,

Thack (Iraek), si. Now dial. Forms : I pseo,

4 Jjak, pakke, 4-6 (9 dial.) thak, 5 thakk(e, 5-6

(9 dial.) thake, 5-7 thacke, 6 thecke, thaec, 6-

thack (9 Sc. theek). [Com. Tent.: OE./<r-=
WFris. thek, OLG. *J>ak (MDu. dac (dake), Du.,

MLG., LG. dak), OHG. dach, dnh, thah (MHG.,
Ger. dach) roof, ON. fak roof, thatch (Sw. tak,

Da. tag) : OTeut. *pakcf
n

, (. root fek- to cover,

ludo-Eur. leg-, in L. teg-fre to cover, tog-a covering,

gown, tug-urium hut, cottage, Gr. riy-os, awj-ij

roof, atif-tar to cover ; Lith. stogas roof; Olr.

teg, Irish and Gael, tigh house. See THATCH v.~\

1 1. The roof of a house or building. Obs.

(1900 CYNEWULF Christ 1503 paet hi under eowrum baece

mosten in-sebuxan. ^975 Rushvi.Gosp.MiM. viii. 8 Drihten

nam ic wyroe p 8u ga under bacu minne. Ibid. xxiv. 17

Sebe on bajce siae ne sti;aS he niSer. ciooo Ags. Ps. (Th.)

cxxviii. 4 pam l>e on buses baece heah aweaxeo. c 1330 K.

BRUNNEC*ro. IKair(Rolls) 14689 In eueses bey (sparrows)

crepte, & in be bakkes. 1489 CAXTON faylet of A. n.

xxxvii. 156 They ought to mounte up to the wyndowes of

'"Tin

Aid Howses wherof the thak and coveremgs ar taken awe>-.

1516 in T. West Antiy. f'ur>uss(i$os> 133 The said tenant

to keep his hous tennantable, upon his own charges, wilh

thake and walle.

2. That with which the roof of a house or the like

is covered to protect it from the weather ; spec, the

covering of straw, reeds, or the like disposed so as

to carry off the rain : = THATCH sb. I.

0900 tr. Bxda's Hist. in. viii. [x.] (1890) 180 paes buses

I hrof..waesmidzyrdumawunden&midbaecebebeaht. Hid.

\
xiv. [xvi.J (1890) 202 On beamum & on raEftrum & on wagum
& on watelum & on Seacon. ciooo /KLFRIC Horn. II. 136

Da tear baet hors baet oscc of Saere cytan hrofe. 14. . Nom.
in Wr.-Wulcker n*fa Hectatura, lhak. 1486 Nottingham

ol



THACK.

Rec. III. 244 Thak bat the grete wynde blewe of be house,

nisoo Chaucer's Dreme 1773 That they would ever in

houses of thacke, Their lives lead. 1530 PALSGR. 280/1

Thacke of a house, chanme. 1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i T.

To be well aduised.. before he lay on Thack, Tile,.. or

Plaster. 1641 HEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 138 One to drawe

thacke, and the other to serve the thatcher. 1711 RAMSAY
Ode to Mr. F 30 Wa's of divots, roof 'd wi' thack. 1815

SCOTT Guy M. viii. Ye have riven the thack off seven

cottar houses. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede x, It puts me i'

mind o' the swallows as was under the thack last 'ear. Mod.
north, dial. Wet as thack.

(In Eng. Dial. Diet, from Scotl. to Oxfordsh., Beiksh.,

and from Worcester to E. Anglia.)

b. The covering of properly disposed straw with

which the sloping top of a stack of corn or hay-
rick is thatched. Thack andrape (Sc.), this thatch,

ing and the straw rope with which it is secured :

often rased allusively.

1786 BURNS Biifso/Ayr 26 An thack and rape secure the

toil-won crap. 1816 SCOTT Antif. xxvi, He kens . . wha
feeds him, and deeds him, and keeps a' tight, thack and

rape. Hid. Gloss., Under thack and rape means snug and
comfortable. 1896 Speaker 3 Oct. 353/1 All is secured in

the cornyard under ' thack and raip .

3. trans/. Covering (in quot. = skin).
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvii. (Vincencius) 276 pane of be

frame he bad hym tak, pat hale had nothir lith na bak.

4. attrib. and Comb., as thack-roof; thack-board,
a wooden roofing tile, a shingle; thack-broach =

lhack-pin, thack-prick, BROACH sb. 5 ; thack divot

(dowat) =//<</>/; thack-gate (Sc.): see quot.;
thack house, a thatched house; thack-lead, lend

with which a roof is covered ; thack-nail, -peg,

-pin, a sharpened pin or peg used in fastening the

thatch on a roof
; thack-prick, -prod, a sharpened

wand or stick for the securing of thatch
;
thack-

rape (Sc. and north, dial.), a rope (usually of
j

twisted straw) used in fixing the thatch on a rick or

cottage roof; thaek-stone, a thin flat stone (e.g.
Stonesfield slate) used for roofing ;

thack-tile [OK.
psecHiple ; cf. G. dachziegel], a roofing tile

;
thack

turf, a roofing tnrf or sod.

1354 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. qt In ccc de "thakbord
1

emp, pro stauro ecclesise. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce iv. 126

(MS. E.) For fyre all cleir Soyn throu the thak [v. r. thik]
burd can appeir. 1418 in Rogers Agric. fy Pr. (1882) 111.

402/1 Norwich, Thackboard. 1447-8 Durham Ace. Rolls
(Surtees) 186 In repar. molendini. .in Cm* Thakborde. 1573
in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 208 Hookes & eies with
*thackbroches. 1504 Ace. Ld. H. Treas. Scot. II. 424 For

\

theking of divers houses with *thakdowat. 1825 JAMIESON, 1

*
Thack-gate, the sloping edge of the gable-tops of a house, I

when the thatch covers them ; in contradistinction from the
wind-skews that are raised higher than the thatch. 1583-8
Hist. jfas. VI (1804) 209 He exposit . . sum of his souldiors

i

to sum 'thak housses besyd the West Port, in a windie
nyght, and pat the same in fyre. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle
Sheph. n. i, A snug thack house, before the door a green.

'

1894 Northuml'ld. Gloss., 'Thack boose'a thatched house.

1819 W. TENNANT Papistry Storm'd (1827) 214 Capper
and *lhack-lead art were tane. 1846 BROCKETT N. C. IVords
(ed. 3), 'Thack-nail, 'Thnck-peg, 'Thack-pin, a wooden
pin or stob used in fastening thatch to the roof ofa building. ]

i8>8 Craven Gloss., 'Thack-pricks, sharpened twigs for the
[

securing of thatch. 1876 Whitby Gloss., "Thack-reeaps,
the cords for securing the thatch. 1887 Suppl. to Jamieson,
Thack-rape. 1441 Calverley Charters (1904) 253, j acre of
soile..where he may gelt and tak "thakstone. 1611 Sc. Acts ;

Jas.VI, c. 26 (1816) IV. 622/1 To thaick be same againe w'
Sklait, or skail^ee, leade, tyild, or Thackstone. 1880 A. L.

j

RITCHIE Ch. St. Baldred 37 The roof of the east end of
Whitekirk Churchis covered with thackstones. ci*$Corpus
Gloss. (O.E.T.) 1043 Imbricibus, "b;ectij;ilum. 1477 Act 17
Ediv. IV, c. 4 Plemtile, autrement nosmer thaktile, roftile,
ou crestile. i6to W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey 4 Gallic
and Thacke Tiles, c 1800 S. PEGGB Anecd. Eng. Lang.
(1803) 279 In Yorkshire they call bricks wall tile, and tiles

thack tile. 1576 in Reg. Mag. Sir. Scot. 1580. 20/1 Pro :

108 oneribus focalium . . et "thak turffis.

Thack (p:ek), w.l NowdYn/. Forms: 5-6 (9 :

dial.) thak, 6 thacke, 7 thake, Sc. thaick, 6-
thack. [app. partly (in form thake) from OE.
pacian, f. J>s?c THACK sb. (so MHG., Ger. dachen to

roof, from dach) : cf. Sc. mak, tak, for make, take
;

\

but thak, thack, may also have been a later forma-
i

tion from the sb. See also THATCH v., THEEK v.] I

1. intr. To put thatch on houses
;
= THATCH v. 5. [

niioo Gere/a in Anglia (1886) IX. 261 Me nuecg 'in

Agusto and Septembri and Octobri dacian, ,oecgan and
(aid weoxian. 1486 Nottingham Rec. III. 247 Paid to a
thakker thakkyng on be same barne. 1513 KITZHERB. Huso.
27 To mowe theyr stubble, eyther to thacke or to bren.
53 Sun. xx. (1539) 42 He shall bothe thacke and daube

at his owne coste. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 139
Thatchers

allwayes beginne att the eize [eaves), and soe
thake upwards till they come to the ridge.
2. trans. To cover (a roof) or roof (a house)

with thatch, formerly also with lead, tiles, etc.;= THEEK v. i
; spec, to cover the top of a rick with

straw or other material so laid as to carry off the
rain.

c 1440 Promp. Pan. 490/1 Thakkyn howsys, sartalegti, ..

snrcitego. 1474 Coventry Leet-bk. 389 pat no maner man
trpnensturth thak ne couer his house with Strawe nor brome
within this Cite. 1530 PALSGR. 754/2 Sythe I can nat tyle
my house, I must Ije fayne to thacke it. 1551 Inr. Ch.
Goods (burtees No. 97] 9 The churche thacked with leade.
I<

IJ,,
S

.

ITED Hist- <' Bril
:
v- iv - 5- 22 Houses and cottages

. . which, as Diodorus Siculus saith were vsually thacked
with reed. 1621 [see thackstone, prec. 4]. 167! J. FKASKR

242

c;

rolichrm. (S.H.S.) 496 Tirr the Kirk to thack the quire.

a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. An$lia, Tliack, v. to thatch. 1863

MRS. TOOGOOD Yorlts. Dial., It will take two threave of

strea to thack the hay-stack.

Hence Thaeked(bsekt)///.o:., thatched ; Tha-ck-

ingvbl. sb., the action of thatching; also concr.

the material used for the purpose, thatch.

1530 PALSGR. 699/1 This is a mete man to sytte on a

"thacked house to scarre away crowes. 1597 isi Ft. Return

famass. I. i. 114 Some thacked cottage or some cuntne

...dl. 1602 2rf P't. Return fr. Parnass. v. ii. 2091 True

mirth we may enioy in thacked stall. 1828 Craven Gloss.,

77jac*W, thatched, c 144 Promp. Pan. 490/1 'Thakkynge,
snrtatectum. 1546 Yorks. Chantry Sitrv. (Surtees) 168

The reparacion of the belles, thakkyng and other necessaries

pertenynR to the sayd churche. 1613 MARKHAM Eng.
Husbandman I. I. xvii. (1635) 103 Whole Strawe Wheate. .

Husbandmen esteeme it so much for their thacking. c 1680

H. LKIGH in Macfarlane Geog. Collect. (S.H.S.) III. 252 The
common and ordinary thacking is ofa kind of Divet [

= sod).

Thack (jKek), .
2 Obs.exc.dial. [OE. paccian,

app. onomatopoeic. Cf. THWACK.]
fl. trans. To clap with the open hand or the

like ; to pat, slap lightly. Obs.

ctyj K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xli. 303 Swa [swa]
wildu hors, oonne we h[ie] aereso

1

gefangnu habbaft, we hie

c$accia5 & straciad mid bradre hande. a 900 in Cockayne
Shrine (1864) 185 Hine lyst bet paccian and cyssan ponne
oflerneon hzr lie. c 1305 LandCokayne 141 Tobemaid dun
hi fleebAndgeb be wench al abute, And bakkebal her white

toute. c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 1 18 Whan Nicholas had
doon thus euerideel And thakked \MS. Petw. twakked)
hire aboute the lendes weel. Friar's T. 261 (Harl.MS.)
This carter thakketh his hors vpon the croupe,

t b. intr. To beat, to shower blows. Obs.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxliv. 299 Our men of armes
and archyers that thakked on hem so thikke with arewes.

f2. trans. To clap (something) on or in a place.

1542 St. Papers Hen. VIIt, IX. 42 But here he thakked
on as many wordes, as he did bifore lawes in the other

parte. 1589 R. ROBINSON Gold. Itlirr. 31 The thorny
thumps that Thought did thacke Within my wofull breast.

3. mod. dial. To THWACK, beat, flog.
1861 QUINN Heather Lintie (1863) 22 (E.D.D.) Ye weel

deserve a thackin' For tellin [etc.]. 1904 in Eng. Dial. Diet.

(Norf.), He rarely thacked th' old dicky (donkey).

Tha cker. Now dial. [prob. representing an

OE. *fifcere, I. pacian to thatch.] One who covers

roofs with thatch ; a thatcher.

1420 Coventry Leet-tk. 21 Item, thakker, laborer, dawber,
and palyer. 1486 [see THACK ?'.' ij. 1573 TUSSER Hnsb.

(1878) 86 Wheat and the rie..Such Strawe some saue for

thacker tohaue. 1590 Shuttleivorths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.)
62 A thacker at Tyngreve thackinge three dayes, and onne
to serve him iij* vj*

1
. 1820 Rlackiv. Mag. Oct. 14/2 Hire

two-three thackers to mend the thack on the roofs.

Thackerayan (pre-k3r,an), a. nnd sb. [f.

proper name Thackeray + -AN.] a. adj. Of or per-

taining to, or characteristic of, William Makepeace
Thackeray (1811-63) or his works, b. so. An
admirer of Thackeray or his works. So Tha ck-

eraye'scrne a., Thackeray Ian a., Tha ckerayite.

(All more or less nonce-wds.)
1861 W. F. COLLIER Hist. Eng. Lit. 491 Those queer,

delightful, rambling, thoroughly Thackerayesque Round-
about Papers. 1885 Athemeum 17 Oct. 497/1 All interesting
enough.. to the professional Thackerayite. 1887 Illustr.
Loud. News 22 Jan. 88/2 This is.. almost Thackerayian,

(

indeed. 1888 Scott. Leader 3 May 7 A certain cynical
humour which is almost '

Thackerayan in quality.

ThaxkleSS, a. Now dial. = THATCHLESS.
rtiSoo Witch Cake in Cromek Rem.Nithsdale Song(iZlo)

284 Some priest maun preach in a thackless kirk. 1897
LD. E. HAMILTON Outlaws xviii. 209 The auld Redheuth
tower stands thakless and woefu' this day.

Thackster ()>:e-kstaj). Obs. exc. dial. Also

5 thae-, thakstare,6thaxster. See also THATCHE-
STER. [f. THACK zi.i + -STER.]

= THACKER.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 52/2 Broche for a thacstare,_y?rwtftru- h

lum. Ibid. 490/1 Thakstare, sartitector. 1533 in Blome-
field Hist. Norfolk (1806) III. 206 The Reders, Thaxsters,
Rede-sellers, ..with their banner. 1787 W. MARSHALL E.
Norf. Gloss. (E.D.S.), Thackster. a thatcher. a 1825 FORBY
Voc. E. Anglia, Thacker, Thackster, a thatcher.

Thad, obs. form of THAT rel. pron.
Thae (87,

1

5i), dem.pron. and adj. Sc. and north,

dial. Forms: (1-6 pa), 6 thai, 6-7 thay, 6-
j

Sc. thae, thea, 9 theae, n. dial, theea, thee. [Mod.
Sc. and north, dial. repr. of OE. and northern ME.
pa, tha, midl. and south. ME. THO. For the pho-
nology cf. mae, nae, sat, twae, iiahae,

= OE. md,
nd, swa, twd, hwd, Eng. mo, no, so, two, who.]
The Sc. and north, dial, plural of THAT, =
ME. pa, THO; mod. THOSE, a. pron.

583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 613 Gude Robert Melwene
of Carnebie I shuld not racken in with thea. ?x7.. Auld
Maitlandv. in Scott Minstrelsy Sc. Bord., Thou sail hae
thae, thou sail hae mae. 1780 J. MAYNE Siller Gun i,

Her exultation was exprest In words like thae. 1790
BURNS Tain o'Shanter 151 Now Tarn. O Tarn ! had thae
been queans. 1873 MURRAY Dial. S. Scot. 182 Dynna teake
theae (Don't take those).

b. adj.
11584 MONTGOMERY Cherrie 4 Sloe 85 To heir thae

startling stremis cleir, Me thocht it musique to the eir.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 22 Pent-
land it was called,, .evinas this day thae mountanis declairis
sa named. 1603 Philotus Ixxviii, And send to ^ow thay
clailhis vnsene. 1786 BURNS Dream ix, Thae bonny bairn-
time, Heav'n has lent. 1826 J. WILSON Noel. Ambr. Wks.

THALAMIC.

1855 I. 186 Thae broad vine-leaves hingin in the veranda.

1837 K. NICOLL Poems (1843) 76 But thae hames are gane.
1904 Enx. Dial. Diet. (N. Yorksh.}, Wheea's theea tweea
bairns? (Iforlhumb.} Thee kye ; thee folk.

Thaeh, J>S8h, early ME. form of THOUGH.
Thaem, faam, OE. infl. of THE, THAT ; f. THEM.
Thar, J>ser, obs. form of THKRE, THEIR.

Thsere, obs. infl. of THK, THAT ; obs. f. THERE.
Thees, obs. var. of THES, THESE.

Thafe, variant of THAVE v. Obs.

Thaff, obs. f. THOUGH ; erron. f. TEPF.

Thaft, Sc. f. thavght, THOFT (rower's seat).

Thag, Thagi, var. THUG, THUGGEE.
Thagh, tha;, pagh, }>aih, obs. ff. THOUGH.
Thai, obs. form of THEY ; obs. Sc. f. THAE.
t Thaie, thaye, dem. pron. and adj. Obs.
Forms : I pse, Case, 3 faie, paye. [Late OE.

fisege,
of obscure origin and history.

Generally held to be ad. ON./V, with r dropped (as in

Ormin's/cjj, THEY), and with -e added, after plurals like

ealle, surne, sivylce. But the local distribution of the word
does not favour a Norse origin.]

1. dem. (or per-s.) pron. - THOSE (THEY, THEM).
c looo Ags. Gosp. John x. 16 Hit sebyraS bset ic laede bzje

[Hatlon G. ba hyderl & his Rehyra8 mine stefne. Ibid. xiv.

12 He wyrc8 maran bonne taeje Synt [MS. A, ba synd).
a 1 100 MS. C.C.C. Catttb. No. 162 Da;xe wzron on fruman of
Codes orooe. .^esceapene. a llaa Salomon %Saf. (Kemble)
180 Saa me, hwaet hattomftaje? c 1275 LAV. 18474 paie
[c 1205 heo] were amorwe alle idon to deabe. Ibid. 28516
Paie he habbe nolde. a 1300 Cursor M. 20002 (Edin.) KuJ
mani a torfer suffrid bale [C., F., G., bai, Trin. bei],

b. as antecedent.

c7SLAY. 4240 Alle baie [1:1205 ba] bat astode hii fulde
to grunde. Ibid. 20775 paye >at her bi-^eteb eft hii leoseb.

2. dem. adj.
= THOSE (sometimes = THE).

to. . Ags. Gosp. Luke XL 5 (Marg. note} Dis sceal to gang-
ilason bzje twe^en da^as. c iaog LAY. 12644 He sende his
sonde. .aefter. .alle baie ihade gomes. Ibid. 19541 Alle baie

hal^en ba an hxfenene haeh^e sitteo [so 15015). Ibid. 20965
paie iljerde men heo Ixiden on gteden. c 1175 Ibid. 4532
He..ferde..to-^eines baie sipes. Ibid. 16008 Wat bi-tocneb
baie drakes [^1205 badraken]?

t Thail, thayl, theil, obs. forms of TAEI,.
1661 J. DAVIES tr. Mandelslo's Trav. I. (1669) 68 A Thei!

of Silver. Ibid, it . 106 Black Lacque, at ten Thails the Pico!.

Ibid. 147 Forty seven thousand 'lhayls, or crowns.

Thaim, -e, obs. and dial, forms of THEM.
Thain, -e, obs. forms of THANE, THEGN.
Thair, Sc. f. THAR v. imptrs., to need; var.

THIR Obs., this, these
; obs. Sc. f. THERE, q. v.,

also in Comb. : see THEREABOUT, etc.

Thair, -e, -es, obs. or Sc. ff. THEIR, -s. Thairf,
var. THARP. Thairm, Sc. f. THARM, intestine.

Thals(e, Thaive : see THOSE, THEAVE.
Thak, thakk(e, obs. and dial. var. THACK.
tTha-kln,a.,thosekind(of):seeTHOandKiNl6.
13.. CvrsorM. 27282 In bakin thinges. (Cf. THOSE II. 2C.)

llThaknr,thakoor(t
h
a-kr). East Ind. [a.

Hindi thakur, Skr. thd'kkura a deity.] A word

meaning Lord, used as a title and term of respect

(cf. dominus, don, seigtieur, etc.) ; also applied to

a chief or noble, esp. of the Rajpoot race.

1800 Misc. Tracts in Asiat. Ann. Reg. 312/1 Burwarrah,
which belongs to a Thakur named Bickermajeet. 1844
H. H. WILSON Brit. India n. x. II. 429 Under an active
and prudent Raja the Thakurs might Ije subjected to con-
trol. 1862 BF.VERIDGE Hist. India vn. vii, The leading

thakoorspr chiefs. 1895 MRS. CROKER Village T. 125 She
was married to the heir of a rich thakur. 1904 Q. Rev. July
234 He commended the Thakors for their consistent support.
Hence Tha-knrate, the district or territory per-

taining to a thakur.

1901 Mission Record United Free Ch. Scot. Aug. 363/2
Adjoining thakurates will share the boon.

Thalam, -ame(hx'lam). rare. [n&.'L.thalani-
us : see THALAMUS.] A nuptial chamber.
1791 W. BARTRAM Carolina 446 A booth or pavilion.,

formed of green boughs. .was the secret nuptial chamber.,
no one presuming to approach thesacred,mysteriousthalame.

II Thalamencephalon (h^lamense-faVn).
Anat. [f. THALAM(O- + ENCEPHALON.] That part
of the brain which develops from the posterior

part of the anterior cerebral vesicle, and includes

the optic thalami, optic nerves, and parts about the

third ventricle. Also called dieitcephalon, middle

brain, etc. Also anglicized Thalame'ncephal.
1875 HUXLEY in Encycl. Brit. I. 767/1 The optic nerves

are attached, as usual, to the floor of the thalamencephalon.
1875 HUXLEY &^!ARTIN Elem. iol.(i$8tf 185 The fore-brain,
which. .comprises three divisions; the thalamencephalon
the cerebral hemispheres, and the olfactory lobes. 1891
Cent. Diet., ThalamencephaL
Hence Tha laraencepha-lic (-s/fte'lik), a. Anat.,

of or pertaining to the thalamencephalon.
Thalamic (palse-mik, Jree'lamik), a. [ad. mod.L.

thalamic-i4s : see THALAMUS and -to.] Of or per-

taining to a thalamus ; in Anat., pertaining to the

optic thalamus.
1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Thalamictis, Bat., applied by

Lestibondois to the insertion which takes place upon the

receptacle : thalamic. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Afed. Diet.,
Thalamic nuclei, special collections of gray matter within

the optic thalamus. 1893 W. R. COWERS Dis. Nerv. Syst.
(ed. 2) II. 394 Internal thalamic hemorrhage. \9qpAllbutt's
Syst. Meil. VII. 615 Haemorrhage in the thalamic region.



THALAMIFLOEAL.
Thalarnifloral (r^lamiflo.-ra^, . Hot. [f.

mod.L. Thalamiflone, DcCandolle i8..(f. THALA-
MUS + L. flos, fiar- (lower) + -AL. Cf. F. thalami-

flore.\ Belonging to the sub-class Thalamijlorai of
dicotyledons, in which the stamens are inserted on
the thalamus or receptacle; hypogynous. So
Thalamiflo rous a.

1857 HKNKRKY Dot. 454 Some Thalamiflornu* Orders.
''"" 478 Parietal Thalamiflorul Orders. 1871 Oi.ivm
Earn. Sat I. v. 58 Thalaiiiifloral..as Buttercup and Wall-
flower. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bat. ix. 2. 340 Thalamiflo, oils,
Petau (distinct) and stamens on the torus, i.e. free.

Thalamite (I'se-lamait). Gr. Antiq. [acl. Gr.

6a\aniTTis, f. SaAa^os inner chamber, one of the

compartments of a ship.] In the ancient trireme,
a rower in one of the tiers of rowers, generally
supposed to be that which occupied the lowest
bench ; but the actual arrangement is disputed : see

quots. Cf. THHANITK, ZYCITE.
1886 KncyJ. Brit. XXI. 806/2 Behind the zygite sat the

lhalaimte, or oarsman of the lowest bank. 1906 Athenxum
1 Apr. 429/2 The three orders of rowers .. t here seems little
reason to doubt.. refer to the parts into which the ship was
longitudinally divided.. the thalamites [being] in the bows.

II Thalamium (bal<?i-miym). Bol. [mod L.
dim. of THALAMUS.] (See quot. 1866.)
1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. (1870) 375 The body of the

apotheciuin constitutes the thalamium. 1866 Treat. Bol.,1 lialanniim, a hollow case containing spores in algals ; also
the disk or lamina prolifcra of lichens, and a form of the
nyinemum in fungals.

Thalamo- CJwe-lamo), before a vowel thalam-,
combining form of Gr. 9a\anos THALAMUS, used as
a formative in some anatomical words. Thala-
moccele (haHam<ra:l) [Gr. xot\la cavity, ventricle],
the cavity of the thalamencephalon ; the third
ventricle of the brain. Tlia lamocrvrral a., of or

pertaining to the optic thalamus and to the cms
(erebri (Gnus 2 b). See also THALAMENCEPHALON.
1899 Syd.Soc. Lex., Thalamocasle, cavity of thalamen-

cephalon. The thalamic ccelia, or third ventricle. Ibid.,1 halantocrural.

II Thalamus (]>arlams). PI. -mi (-mai). Also
(in sense 3) in Gr. form thalamos. [L. thalamus,
a. Gr. 6d\ap.os an inner chamber.]
1. Anat. A part of the brain at which a nerve

originates or appears to originate ; spec, the OPTIC
thalamus.

[1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Thalami Ncrvorum
Opticorum, are two Prominences of the lateral Ventricles of
the Cerebrum ; so call'd, because the Optick Nerves rise
out of them.) 1756 Gentl. Mag. XXVI. 5I7/i The thalami
here appeared very thin, and the pia mater . . was overspread
with blood-vessels of an unusual size. 1856 TODD & BOW-
MAN Phys. Anat. II. 38 Each tract adheres to the outer side
of its corresponding thalamus for some distance. 1879 St.
George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 513 An abscess, .in the right optic
thalamus, opening just behind the tasnia.

2. Bot. a. The receptacle ofa flower, on which the

carpels are placed ; the torus, b. See quot. 1842.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Thalamus, in botany, a

term used to express that part of the flower.. where the
embryo fruits, .are lodged, and where afterwards the seeds
are contained. 1766 LEE Introd. Bot. Gloss., Thalamus,
. .the Receptacle. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 274/1 Thalamus
is also used in Cryptogamic botany, in common withThallus,
to express the bed of fibres from which many fungi spring
up. 1861 BENILEY Man. Bot. (1870) 208 The extremity of
the peduncle or pedicel.. is called the Thalamus, or some
times, but improperly, the Receptacle.
3. Archxol. An inner or secret chamber.
1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Muller's A nc. Art 48 The thalami,

secret chambers for the women. 1884 Times 15 Aug. 4 The
same pattern as that found on the roof of the thalamos.
Thalassal (false-sal), a. rare.

[f. Gr. 6a\aaaa
sea + -AL.]

= THALASSIC (in quot. in sense 2).
1887 Proc. Boston Nat. Hist. Sac. 417 The time required

for the accumulation of such a stratum in the thalassal seas
is probably great.

Thalassarctine : see THALASSO-.
Thalassian. ()>alse'sian), a. and sb.

[f. Gr.
0a\d<r<ri-os marine, f. Sa\aaaa sea + -AN.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to the sea, marine;

spec, applied to the marine tortoises and turtles.

1850 BRODERIP Notebk. Nat. x. (1852) 264 Nature has modi-
fied the Chelonian type into the Thalassian shape.
Comb. 1869 BROWNING Ring fj Bk. ix. 893 Pompilia

..Springs to her
fee.t,

and stands Thalassian-pure.
B. sb. A marine tortoise or turtle.

1850 BRODERIP Notebk. Nat. xi. (1852) 276 And now a few
words on the natural history and capture of some of these
Thalassians. 1900 F. T. BULLEN Idylls of Sea 164 The
Thalassians or oceanic tortoises, from which alone our
supplies are drawn.

t Thala-ssiarch. Obs. rare-", [f. Gr. OaXaaoi-
05 marine, maritime + -apxos ruling, ruler.] Hence
f Thala-ssiarehy Obs. rare~ . (See quots.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Thalassiarck, an Admiral or chief

Officer at sea. 1717 BAILEY vol. II, Thalassiarchy, the

Admiralship, or the office of the Admiral.

Thalassic (balse-sik), a. [ad. F. lhalassique

(Brongniart 1829), f. Gr. 0a\aaaa sea: see -1C.]
1. Of or pertaining to the sea

; growing or living
in, or formed in or by the sea ; marine, f In Geol.

applied after Brongniart to strata supposed to be
of marine formation (afs.).
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1860 MAVNI: A../,.,, l.e.r., T/ialatsims, Gcol., ;.:

Broneniart t" tlu: shau <>f Mi|jriur sediment, i. -. tli-,-,.-

found from the surface of the eaith to the limestone exclu-
sively: thalassic. 1890 (.',/. !):,!. s. v. / .

THALLIC.

Thale cress (K' l.krcs). [f. thale, ad. mod.L.
t/i,ili,,,i,i adj. (f. Thai the name of a German

.funned in deep water, or lhalasiic rotU. 1897 MAKY
KIHOM.EY W. Africa 423 Agnes rouses me fiom my
Uulusit couch and MI::L;O,L, .Mass at 5.30 a. in.

'A. Pertaining to the (smaller or inland) seas as
distinct from the pelagic waters or oceans.
1883 J. R. SKEI.EY K.ifaas. Eng. 87 [see POTAMIC). Ibid.,

European civilization passed from the thalassic to the
oceanic state. 1884 Q. Ken. July r 4o He (Lord Ilufleriiil
seems tohavegrasped the'oceanic 'rather tlianlhe' thalassic
nature of our Empire. 1899 Times 9 Jan. 6 The thalassic
civilization of the Mediterranean.
.So

-|- Thala ssical n. Obs. rare-" (see quot.).
1656 ULOUNT Glossogr., Thalassical, of a blew colour like

the sea-waves, sea-green or blew.

Thalassin (>alae-sin). Chem. [See -IN
'.] A

poison found in the tentacles of sea-anemones.
1909 in Cent. Diet. Suppl.

Thalassvnian, a. and sb. [f. mod.L. Thalas-
sina + -IAN.] a. attj. Of or pertaining to the Thalas-

stnidv, a family of long-tailed decapod crustaceans,
the scorpion-lobsters, b. sb. A crustacean of this

family. So Thala ssinoid a.

1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 274/2 Mr. Milne Edwards
ariangesthe family of Thalassinian*, or Burrowing Macrura,
between the Scyllarians and the Astacians. Ibiii., Crypto-
orancfiia'st ..z\\ the Thalassinians which are without respira-
tory appendages suspended under the abdomen.

Thalass(o- (Jalse-sW, Thala-ssi(o-, from
Gr. ffa\aaoa sea, and 0aAao-<7i-oj marine, formative
elements of learned words. Thalassa rctine a.
Zool. [Gr. apicr-os a bear], of or pertaining to the

i Polar Bear, Thalassarctos. Thalasslco'llidan [Gr.
1 xoAAa glue], a. belonging to the Thalassicollidse,
a family of single-celled radiolarians

; sb. a radio-
larian of this family. Thala'ssio-, Thala'sso-
phyte [-PHYTE], a plant of the Thalassiophyta (see
quot.) ; a seaweed, a marine alga ; hence Thalas.
sio'phytous a., belonging to the Thalassiophyta.
Thalasso-meter [-METER], a tide-gauge. Tha-
lassometri-cian nonce-wd., one who measures the
sea. Thalasso-philous a. [-PHIL], fond of the

sea, living in the sea. Thalassopho-bia, a morbid
dread of the sea. Thalassothe rapy : see quot.
See also THALASSOCBACY, etc.

1841 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 277/1 Thalassiofhytes . . is the
name given by Lamouroux to designate the vegetable pio-

|

ductions of the ocean. . . It is equivalent to the term Hydro-
! phytes of Lingbye, and the.. Marine Alga.-. 1900 B. D. JACK-
SON Gloss. Bot. Terms, Thalassophy te. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.
Trade,

*
Thalassometer, a tide-gauge. 1652 NEEUHAM tr.

I Selden's Mare Cl. 5, I have heard of.-. Geometrician, or one
that could measure Land ; but never of a*Thala>,somelrician,
one that could measure or fay out Bounds in the Sea. 1891
Cent. Diet., *Thalassophilous. 1897 tr. Kibots Psychol.
Emotions II. ii, 213 Every morbid manifestation of fear is

immediately fitted with a Greek designation,.. and we have
aicmophobia. belenophobia, *thalassophobia,potamophobiaf

etc. 1899 Sft. Soc- Lex., *Tlialassotherapy, treatment of
disease by sea bathing, sea voyages, etc.

Thalassocracy (Jwela-sjrkrasi \ Rarely -eraty.

[ad. Gr. SaXaaffoxparla, i. 6a\aaaa sea + -Kfarla,
-CKACY.] Mastery at sea ; the sovereignty of the sea.
1846 GROTK Greece I. xx. II. 151 The legendary thalasso-

craty of Minos. 1880 B. HEAD Guide Coins tf Medals Brit.
Afus. 6 The Phocsean Thalassocracy lasted from about
602-558 B. c. 1903 Cornh. Mag. Feb. 258 The existence of
the Phoenician thalassocracy can be proved in detail.

Thalassocrat (Jjalsrs^krat). [f. after prec.:
see -CHAT.] One who has the mastery of the sea.

1846 GROTE Greece i. xii. I. 311 An attempt on the part of
the great thalassocrat to conquer Sicily. 1847 llid. u.
xxxin. IV. 327 The earliest of all Grecian thalassokrats
or sea kings. 1905 G. G. A. MURRAY in Q. Rev. Apr. 352
At present England is the thalassocrat.

Thalassography (Jralaes/rgrafi). [f. THA-
LASSO- + -GBAPHY. Cf. med.Gr. SaXaaaoffcupos
describing the sea.] The branch of physical geo-
graphy which treats of the sea, its configuration
and phenomena ; oceanography.
1888 A. AGASSIZ (title) Contribution to American Thalasso-

graphy. 1888 Times 7 Apr. 5/3 The necessity for some such
term as oceanography or thalassography is significant of the
vast progress which has been made during the past 20 years
in our knowledge of the ocean depths.
Hence Thalasso-grapher, a student or investi-

gator ofthalassography ; Thala ssogra'phic, -leal

adjs., of or pertaining to thalassography.
1881 GIGLIOLI in Nature 18 Aug. 358/1 The war-steamer

of the Italian Royal Navy Washington, . . left Maddalena
on the 2nd inst. on her thafassographic mission. 1900 Ibid.

4 Jan. 228/1 Thalassographic researches in the Mediter-
ranean. 1893 Smithsonian lust. Rep. (1894) 370 note,
Biological and thalassographical investigations.

Thalatto- (balse'to), combining form from Gr.

flaXaTTa, Attic forflaAao-ffa sea, = THALASSO-, as in

Thalattocracy(-p-krasi),Tlialattocraty(-fkrati)= THALASSOCBACY ; Thalatto-log-y, that branch
of science which treats of the sea.

1839 T. MITCHELL Frogs of Aristoph. Introd. 80 The
first thalattocracy which the history of the world supplies.

1874 Proc. Physical Sac. Land. 7 Nov. I. 53 A sufficient

theory of thalattology. 1886 Eitg. Hist. Kev. 1. 626 To
reduce the Kyklades and establish a thalattokraty.

(lowers. Also called Thale Ktek-trut.
1778 LiiiHiKoor flan Scot. I. 358 Thale's Cress, or code.!

Mou^ar rtjs HOOKRR aril. Fbra (ed. 3) I.^oV Al/v*,.
l>r,uiit\ thalmnum. (common Thale<-ress)

II Thaler ^ta-Ur). [G. thaler DOLLAB.] A
German silver coin; a dollar: see DOLLAB i''' A

''"*"*'',
rrav Ger"'- '-*viiL4 Maki..B

tionary .. the true pri, c of which i, live

-Hv'. .

Thalerophagous (Jreler^figas),
a. lintoiu.

[f. Gr. Sn\fp6s blooming, fresh + -4>d-y-ot eating +
-ous.] Feeding on fresh vegetable substances.
_ 1819 MACLEAY llorx Entoinot. I. 27 Thalcrophagous
insects or such as live on green or fresh vegetable food.
1816 KIRBY & SP. Eutomol. III. xxxv. 604 The sapro-
phagous tribes of Mr. W. S. MacLeay are commonly of a
more daik and dismal aspect and colour than those which
feed upon such as are living and fresh, denominated thalero.
phagous by the same learned author. 1840 SWAINSON &
aiacKAKD lliit. liiifdsli. vi. 221 Thelhalerophagou?. groups.

II Thalia (babi-a). [a. Gr. 6oAia (' luxuriant,

blooming ', f. MXXr to bloom).]
1. The eighth of the Muses, presiding over comedy

and idyllic poetry ; also, one of the three Graces,
patroness of festive meetings.
1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1711 SHAFTKSB. Cliarac. (1737)

' 3'7 The Thalia s, the Polyhymnia's, the Tcrpsychore ,

the Euterpe's willingly join their parts. 1790 CAMPBELL
Pleas. Hope n. 168 Turn to the gentler melodies that suit
i halia s harp, or Pan's Arcadian lute.

2. Bot. A genus of aquatic herbaceous plants,
N.O. Maranlacesc, natives of tropical America.
1756 P. BROWNK Jamaica (1789) 112. 187* DARWIN in Lift

<V Lett. (i887)lll. 287 In Thalia cross-ferlilizalion is ensured
by the wonderful movement, if bees visit several flowers.

1 3. Zool. An old synonym of the genus SALPA *.

1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica (1789) 384 The Thalia, with a
square erect crest. . . The Thalia, with a rounded depressed
crest. 1841 BRANDE Diet.

Sc., etc., Thalidaiis, Thalides . . ,

the name of a tribe of Tunicailes, of which the genus Satfia
or Thalia is the type.

b. A genus of coleopterous insects.

1838 F. W. HOPE Coteoflet ill's Max. 11.70.
I. Astroa. The twenty-third of the Asteroids.

Thaliacean (baeli^-fian), a. and si. Zool.
[f.

mod.L, Thalidcea (f. Thalia : see prec. 3) + -AN.]
a. adj. Of or pertaining to the Thaliacea, an order
of tunicates, including the Salpidx, etc. b. so.

A member of this order.

[1888 ROLLESTON& JACKSON Anim.Life 44 1 The Thaliacea
aie free-swimming, and more or less barrel-shaped. . .The
test is very thin and delicate. .. The muscle fibres .. [are)
arranged in circular hoops round the barrel-shaped body.]
Thalian (balai'an, Julian), at

[f. THALIA +
-AN.] Of or pertaining to Thalia as the muse of

pastoral and comic poetry ; hence, of the nature
of comedy, comic.
1864 in WEBSTER. i88a I. WALKER Scotch Poems 100 My

wit can wimple Thro' Thalian songs like Kate Dalrymple.

Thalictrine (Jiali-ktrain). Chem. [f. next-t-

-INE 5.] A crystalline alkaloid contained in Tha-
lictrum macrocarpum, in poisonous action resem-

bling aconitin but less violent.
1881 DOASSANS in jfrn/. Chenu Sot. XL. 53.

II Thali-ctrrun. Bot. [L. thalictrum (Pliny),
a. Gr. flaAi/rrpoi'.] A genus ofperennial herbs (N.O.
Kanuncttlaceaf), bearing panicles, corymbs, or ra-

cemes of green, white, or yellow flowers, without

petals or involucre. There are several species, of

which three are British, T. favum being the
Common Meadow Rue; T. aijuilegifolium is an

Alpine species, known as the Feather Columbine.
1664 EVELYN A'ai. Hort., May (1729) 205 Flowers in

Prime,.. Prunella, purple Thalictrum. 1741 Coinpl. Fain..
Piece 11. iii. (ed. 3) 373 Featherfew, Thahctrums of several
kinds. 1883 Century Mag. Oct. 819/1, I saw the dainty
thalictrum, with its clover-like leaves, standing in thicket*

there, fresh and green.
Thalidan : see THALIA 3, quot. 1842.
Thallene (Jw-lih). Chem. [f. Gr. 9tiAX-<iK to

bloom + -ENE.] (See quot. 1 88 1.)

1871 H. MORTON in Chem. News 6 Dec. 272/2 The above*
described body, which I may as well call thallene hereafter.
1881 WATTS ./<:/. O4<-m. VI 11. 1918 Tliallcnt, a solid hydro-
carbon, isomeric with anthracene, obtained from the last pro-
ducts which pass over in the distillation of American petro-
leum. It is distinguished by a splendid green fluorescence.

Thallic (fsc'lik), a. Chem. [f. THALLI-UM +
-ic.] Of, pertaining to, or derived from thallium ;

spec, applied to compounds containing thallium in

smaller proportion, relatively to oxygen, than

thallious compounds. Thallic oxide Thallium

trioxide, T13O3 .

868 WATTS Diet. Chem, V. 750 In solutions of thallic

salts, the thallium may be estimated by reducing the thallic

it- 1



THALLIFEROUS.

to thallious salts with an alkaline sulphite. 1873 Fmuiics'

Client, (ed. 11) 411 The Trichloride or Thallic Chloride.

Thalliferous (Jraeli'ferss), a. [f. as prec. +

-FEKOUS.] Ikaring or containing thallium.

1867 Urc's Di.t. Arts, etc. III. 889 A very considerable

amount of the thalliferous deposit. 1868 WAITS Diet. Chftn.

V. 742 In burning thalliferous pyrites for the purpose of

manufacturing sulphuric acid.

Thalliform (bte'lif(Um), a. Bot. [f. THALL-US
+ -roiiM.] Having the form of a thallus.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

Thalline (bjE'lain), sb. Miami. Also -in. [f.

Gr. 0dA\-f if to bloom + -IKE fl

.]
A trade name lor

a colourless compound used as an antipyretic,

obtained by the reduction of the corresponding
chinoline derivative.

Chemically it is tetra- - ~ /CHg. CH;.

hydroparaiuethoxycJuinoline, CiijUCctljv ^^ ^J,^

1885*8 FACGE & PVE.SMITH Print. Med. (ed. 2) I. 205

Thallin(thesulphateorlartrateoftetra-hydro-parachinaniso|)
is, I am disposed to think, as efficient or more so [than Antl-

pyrin], and safer. 1898 Allbutfs Syst. Med. V. 234.

b. at/rili. Thalline periodide, thalline sul-

phate : see quots. ;
thalline urine, urine affected

by the use of thalline.

1899 Sjrif. Sac. Lex., Thalline periodide, T. periodasnl-

phatc. (Not official.) A combination of iodine and thalline

sulphate. Black and crystalline. .. Thalline sulphate. ..The

sulphate of a synthetically prepared base derived
t

from

chinoline. . . A yellowish white crystalline powder, with an

odour [like] coumarin. and an aromatic bitter taste.

Thalline (bje-lain), a. Bot. [f.
THALLUS +

-INK 1

.] Of or pertaining to a thallus.

T/tallfne excipitlitut or exeiple, an excipulum composed of

a portion of the thallus, which surrounds it and forms a

bowl-like rim. (Bennett & Dyer tr. Sachs' Bot. (1875) 269.)

1856 W. L. LINDSAY Pop. Hist. Brit. Lichens 45 This
thalline fringe is very conspicuous. 1871 W. A. LEIGHTON
Lichen-Flora 179 Thalline margin entire.

Thallious (fse-lias), a. Cheni. [f. THALLI-UM
-t- -ous.] Abounding in thallium ; spec, containing
thallium in greater proportion, relatively to oxygen,
than thallic compounds. Thallious oxide = Thal-

lium monoxide, T12O.
1868 WATTS Diet. Chein. V. 749 Thallic salts are easily

distinguished from thallious salts by their behaviour with
alkalis. Ibid. 750 [see THALLIC]. 1873, Etninifs* Chettt.

(ed. 11) 412 Thallious Iodide, Tl I, is formed by direct com-
bination of its elements, or by double decomposition.

tTha-llite. Min. Obs. [a. F. thallite (J. C.
j

Delame'therie, 1792), f. Gr. 0a\\-tii' to flourish,
'

bloom, or $a\\6s young shoot (in allusion to its

colour) + -iTfil.] A rejected name for EPIDOTE I

occurring in yellowish-green crystals.
i8oz BOUKNON in Phil, Trans. XCII. 291 The substance I

called thallite (the epidote of the Abbe Hatiy). 1868 DANA
>!//. (ed. 5) 284 Thallite. .was rejected because it was based
on a varying character, color.

Thallium (borlitfm). [f. Gr. 6a\\-6s a green
shoot (9oA.X>' to bloom), from the brilliant green
line distinguishing its spectnim + -IL'M.] A rare

metal, bluish white in colour with leaden lustre,

extremely soft and almost devoid of tenacity or

elasticity ; occurring in small quantities in iron and

copper pyrites. Atomic weight 204 ; symbol Tl.
1861 CROOKES in Cheni. Ncius 16 March, III. 193 On the

Existence of a New Element. Ibid. 18 May 303, I have
thought . . to propose for it the provisional name of Thallium,
from the Greek flaAAos, or Latin thallus, a budding twig. .

which 1 have chosen as the green line which it communi-
cates to the spectrum recals with peculiar vividness the
fresh colour of vegetation at the present time. 1871 ROSCOE
Eletn. Client. 162 Thallium was discovered in 1861 by
Crookes, by means of spectrum analysis, in the deposit in
the flue of a pyrites burner. 1874 tr. Lotnmel's Light 114
The splendid green light of Thallium is more strongly
refracted than the yellow light of Sodium.

b. attrib. and Comb., as thallium alloy, spectrum ; I

thallium glass, a variety of glass of great density
and refracting power, in the manufacture of which
thallium is used instead of lead or potassium; i

thallium green, the colour of the thallium line, |

Ihe vivid green line of the thallium spectrum.
1868 WATTS Diet. Client. V. 745 The length of the wave of

the green thallium-line is 0-0005348 millimetre. Ibid., Thal-
lium-salts are highly poisonous. Ibid. 758 Thallium-glass.
Thallodic (j>a%-dik), a. Bot.

[f. THALLUS 4-

-OUE + -ic.] Formed like, of the nature of, or per-
taining to a thallus. So Thallodal (-^i'dal) a.
1860 MAYNE^M. Lex., Thallodic. 1871 W. A. LEIGHTON

Lichen-Flora 179 Thallodal margin persistent.

Thallogen (J>se-L%en). Bot. [f. THALL-US +
-GEN, after exogcn, endogen,e\.c.'\

= THALLOPHYTE.
1846 LINDLEY Vcg. Kingd. z Those simpler plants which

exist without the distinction of leaf and stem, are also desti-
tute of flowers... Among the many names that Botanists
have given such plants, that of Thallogens is here preferred.
1857 BERKELEY Ctyptog. Bot. 55. 69 Thallogens (plants in
which there is a fusion of root, stems, and leaves into one
general mass). 1858 CARPENTER Vcg. Phys. 123.
Hence Thallosre'nic, Thallo-genous adjs., of

or pertaining to the thallogens ;
of the nature of a

thallogen.
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Thalloid (]rloid), a. Rot. [f.
TIIALL-I:s +

-oiu.] Of the form of a thallus. -So Thalloi'dal a.

1857 Hi'Niniiv Bot. 318 A lobed, green, thalloid stem.

Ibid. 321 The Thalloid Hepaticse have a broad, more ,.r

less succulent lobed leaf-like expansion in place of stem ami

leaf. 1875 BENNETT & DYISR tr. .Sachs' Bat. 160 In 1 hallo-

phytes and thalloid Hepatica, dichotomy is very widely pre-

vaient. 1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot. T., Thalloidal.

Thallome (Kfl^m). Bot. [ad. mod.L. thal-

lonia, f. thail-as + -oma : cf. rhizome.] THALLUS.

1875 BENSEIT & DYER tr. Sacks' Bot. 121 The thallome of

Stypocaulon. -shows how the apical cell of the lateral shoot

grows immediately from the apical cell of the principal

process as a lateral protuberance. Ibid. 130 It is now

agreed to apply to those vegetable structures in which the

morphological distinction of stem and leaves cannot be

carried out . . (and from which true roots are always absent),

the morphological term Thallus or Thallome.

Thallophyte (Jroe'Wfait). Bot. [f.
mod.L.

Tkallophyta, pi. f. Gr. 0ctAAo-s green twig + <t>vr6v

plant.] A plant belonging to the lowest of the

great groups in the vegetable kingdom, comprising
those of which the vegetative body is a thallus,

including Algae, Fungi, and Lichens; a cellular

cryptogam ;
= Lindley's THALLOGEN.

1854 BALFOUR in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) V. 142/2 These tribes,

from having no foliaceous axis but simply a cellular expan-

sion, have oeen called Thallogens or ThaUophytcs. 1875
BENNETT & DYEK tr. Sacks' Hot. 207 Thallophytes. Under
this term are comprised Algae and Fungi (Lichens being also

included in the latter section). 1885 GOODALE Ptiysiol. Hot.

(1892) 164.

Hence Thallophytic (-frtik) a. Sat., of or per-

taining to the thallophytes. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

Tha'llose, a. Bot. = THALLOID.
1900 in B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot. T.

Thallons (Irae'bs), a. Client, [f. THALL-IUM +
-ous : cf. aluminous, tanlalous.] THALLIOUS.
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 220/1 Thallic salts are related

to thallous pretty much as manganic are to inanguuous...
Thallous chloride.

II Thallus (tv-e-lys). Bot. [L. thallus, a. Gr.

fiaXAos a green shoot, f. 0a\\fit> to bloom.] A
vegetable structure without vascular tissue, in which
there is no differentiation into stem and leaves,

and from which true roots are absent.

i89 LOUDON Encycl. PI. (1836) 874 (Lichaus). .the thallus
. . is either pulverulent, crustaceous, membranous, foliaceous,
or branched and shrub-like, 1846 LiNDLEY^K^. Kingd. z

A thallus is a fusion of root, stem and leaves,into one general
niass. 1854 THOKEAU Waldeti xvii. (1857) 3215 The lobed and
imbricated thalluses ofsome lichens. 1875 J. H. BALFOUR in

Encycl. Brit. 1. 508/1 Algx . .consist ofa brown, red,or green,
flattened, cellular, leaf-like expansion, called a thallus.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. 67 Such are . . termed Corino-

ing order is this humble, thallogenic class.

or thallus.like stem. Ibid. 130 In contradistinction to

Tllallus-plants (Thallophytes), all plants in which leaves
can be . .distinguished might be termed Phyllophytes.

Thalmud, -ist, obs. forms of TALMUD, -1ST.

II Thalweg(ta'lveg,-ve"x
r
). Geog. [Ger.lhaiweg

bottom path of a valley, f. thai valley (see DALE)
+ zwy WAY. Also in Fr. (1815 Traiti de 1'aris,

LittrS).] The line in the bottom of a valley
in which the slopes of the two sides meet, and
which forms a natural watercourse

; also the line

following the deepest part of the bed or channel of

a liver or lake.
1862 WKAXALL Hugo's Misirables \. x.xii, The grand

sewer running along tnethalweg of the valley. 1881 Harper's
j\lag. LXIV. 275'l'halweg..is a German geographical term,
employed in the records of the congress of Berlin, which
designates the line of lowest level formed by the two oppo-
site slopes of a valley. 1894 (May 12) A^reenit. l>el-w. Gt.
Krit. >, Congo State in Part. Papers Eng.'X.CVl. 26 Thence
it [the boundary] shall follow the *thalweg' of the Nile
southwards to Lake Albert. 1897 Etiucat. Rev. XIII. 89
This thalweg which forms a nearly continuous waterway
from the Volga to the Amur.

Tham, obs. f. THEM
; obs. dat. sing, and pi. of

THAT, THE.
Thamarike, Thamarind, obs. ff. TAMARISK,
TAMARIND. Thame, obs. f. TEAM

; Sc. f. THEM.
Thames (temz). Forms : I Temes, 1-5
Temese, (4-5 Th-), 5 Temze, Temeze (Tamise),
6 Temys, Temmes(se, Themes, -ys, Themise,
Thamyse, 6-7 Thamise, 6- Thames. [OE.
Tfiese:*Tamisa, ad. L. Tamesa, Tamesis, ad.
Brit. Tamesa : cf. Welsh Tafwys, F. Tamise.'] The
name of the river on which London is situated : also
attrib. and Comb., as in Thames boat, Thames-
side ; Thames-built, -derived adjs.

1:893 K. ALFRED Oros. v. xii. 3 Neah baere ie be mon
hjBt

'femes [v. r. Temese]. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. XII. 161

. 1503 Ro
f/Parli. VI. 527/2 A Ryvere called the Thamyse, otherwyse
called the Temmesse. 1649 LOVKLACE To Altlieau, When
flowing cups run swiftly round With no allaying Thames
[i. e. water]. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xv. (Roxb.) 26/1
He beareth Azure, a Skuller, or a Thamise boate, Or. 1711
AUDISON Steel. No. 383 r 5 With a good deal of the like

Thames-Uitaldry. 1895 Daiy News aS Dec. 5/4 The

THAN.
Thames-dtrived waters show a marked improvement 1902
COKNISII XalKr.ilist Thainf* loy The crowning glory of Ilie

Thames-side flats.

b. Phrase. Toset the Thames onfire ($ set fire to

the Thames, f burn the Thames], to do something
marvellous, to work wonders. Usually with nega-
tive = to work no wonders, never to distinguish
oneself.
A writer in N. ft Q. of 25 Mar. 1865, p. =4^9, surmised that

'1 haincs here was urig. tcnisc a sieve, wlncli he supposed
that an active fellow might set on fire by force of friction.
This conjecture has no basis of fact. The phrase has also
been used of the Rhine (a 1638) and other rivers. Sec
N. f, Q. 8th s. VI. 502, and Skeat Stud. Past. 205-6.
1778 FOOTE Trip Culais in. iii. Matt Minnikin. .an honest

burgoisc,,. won't set fire to the Thames, though he lives near
the Bridge. 1787 [see BURN I/.Q c]. 17915 Groses Diet. Vulf.
TtHiguc s. v. Thames, He will not find out a way to set the
Thames on fire ; he will not make any wonderful discoveries,
he is no conjurer. 18.. W. E. NOKRIS (Dixon), I hardly
expect him to set the Thames on fire ; but 1 hope his mother
will never have reason to be ashamed of him.
Hence Thameser (te'mzai), one who is con-

nected with the Thames in some way ; Thames-
ian (temf'zian) a., of or pertaining to the Thames.
1614 T. GENTLEMAN Way to Wealth 43 By. .the yongmen

of the Sea-coast Townes, euen as. .amongst the Theamsers.
1859 SALA Gaslight f D. ix. 105 Floating on the muddy
bosom of the Tbamesian stream.

Thamin (bami-n). Also -ine, -yn, -eng.

[Burmese tAiimlu.'] A deer((V/i;j ettfij ofBurmah
and Siani, resembling the swamp deer.
1888 Casselfs Encycl. Diet., Thamyn.. Ritccn'ns eldi,

Eld's Deer, so allied from Captain Eld, who discovered it

in 1838. 1900 POLLOK & THOM Sports tittrrtiaiv. i ;6 In
the tree-jungle beyond, 1 shot a thamine and hung it up.
1903 Edin. Kev. July 197 A peculiar looking deer is the

thameng.

II Thammuz, Tammuz (tx-mz). Also 6

Thamus, 7 Thamuz, 7-9 Tamuz. [Heb. TOH
tammftz^ The tenth month of the Jewish civil

year,and the fourth ofthe sacred, containing twenty-
nine days, and corresponding to parts of June and

July.
Also the name of a Syrian deity, identified with the

Phoenician Addti or Adonis, whose annual festival began
with the new moon of this month.

1533 COVERDALE Ezek. \iii.i4 There sat women mournynge
for Thamus. 1614 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage \. xvii. 89 This is

called the mourning for Thamuz, which lunius interpreteth
Osiris whence the fourth moneth (commonly their Haruest)
is called Tamuz. 1667 MILTON/*. L. i. 446. 1827 KKBLE
Chr. Year i7th b. after Trin. 1853 KINCSLEY Hyfalia v.

1909 Whitaker's Altnanack 72 Jewish Calendar: June 20
New Moon, Tamuz i. July 6 Fast of Tamuz.

II
Thamnium (btE-mnitfm). Bot. [mod.L. a. Gr.

Oapviov, dim. of Bdfivot shrub.] (See qnot.)
1866 Treas. Bot., fhamniuin, the branched bush-like

thallus of lichens.

Than (<Vm, San; as a separate word called

Saen), any. Forms: o. 1-3 C-, Jjonne, (i Cone,
Ron) ; /3. i ttanne, Jreanne, 1-4 panne, 3 psene,
3-4 fane, 4-5 thanne

; 7. 2-5 penne, 2-3 J>ene,

(3 peone), 3-5 pen, (5 thenne, 7 yen), 4-8 then
;

S. i than, 2-6 pan, 3 (Orm.) pann, (4 pain), 4-
than (abbrev. 7-8 y", yn) ; . 5 an, 9 dial. 'n.

[QE.fane,fa>ine,fiaiatie', also/a,/0; originally
the same word as THEN (Qfe.}>anne,]>onne,)>&tine)i
the adv. of time. Its employment as the connec-
tive particle after a comparative ( L. quam, F.

yue) is a pre-English development, existing already
in WGer. : cf. OHG. thanne, danne, MHG. c/anne,

denne, Ger. denn (now largely supplanted by als),
OS. than, MDu. danne, dan, Du. dan, all used

after the comparative. (Not so in Gothic 01

Scandinavian.)
How the conjunctive use arose out of the adv. of time is

obscure. Some would explain it directly from the demon-

use ofOE./0(THEN6), '

When, when as ', thus 'When
as (whereas) his brother is skilful, John is more (so) '. The
analogy of L. quant favours a relative sense.
When interrogative or demonstrative words became con.

junctive or relative they lost their stress and were liable to

weakening. Already in the 8th c. OE. fnnne appears as

('.(;/, ///, than, a form exemplified in nearly every century
since, though down lo c 1500 the fuller contemporary fotms
of the demonstrative adv., faitne, fietinc, }nne, fene, etc.,

were also in use. When the adv. was reduced to pcn, front

the 15th c. spelt then, there was a strong tendency to spell
the conjunction in the same way, which during the i6tn c.

nearly triumphed; but in the 171(1 c. the tide turned, and
by 1700 or a little later the conjunction was differentiated

from the adv. as than. As the latter was, and is, pronounced
(dan), it is manifest that it might be written either then

(Sen) or than (dan) with equal approximation to the actual

sound.]
1. The conjunctive particle used after a com-

parative adjective or adverb (and sometimes after

other words : see 2-4) to introduce the second

member of the comparison ; the conjunction ex-

pressing the comparative of inequality (cf. As 3).

In use it is always stressless, usually joined accentu-

ally to the prec. word, e. g. more than, less than,
other than (mo'MSan, le'sSan,



THAN.
The two members of c he comparison are most coinmonly

ofUM now grammatical fonn, e.g. two clan.,...-, (the latter
ol which may be contracted in various ways.', two substan-
lives, two pronouns, two infinitives, two adjcclucs, two
adverbs, etc., but not invariably so: see the iiuots. (Two
infinitives connected by Aim in mod. KIIK. cither both have
la or are both without it ; formerly (until c 1800), esp. after
had rather had tetter, the second infinitive often hud to
when the first was without it.)

Instead of than after a comparative, as (like (Jer. ah) is

common in Scotland, the north of England, and in parls of
Ireland and the United States ; nor (nar, ticn appears to be
dialectal everywhere from Shetland to Hampshire and Corn-
wall, as well as in Ireland and America (see K.D.D.), but
seems never to have been literary except in Sc., where also
no. was formerly used. In Sc. the relation is sometimes
expressed by te (=by) as 'this field is bigger be thai'
(Jaimeson s. v. lli:).

a. c8,$ Vcsp. l'ialter\\. 5 [lii. 3] Du lufedus. . imrehtwis.
nisse mac Bon spreocan rehtwisnisse. ll'iil. l.\xxiii[i). 1 1 [ 10]
Ic eceas..bioll Jn nuse godes mae done eardian in ftelel-dum synfulra. ..893 K. .Ki.inED Ores. i. i. 19 Seo[s] is
bradre bonne 8:1115 man ofer seon majje. ciooo Afs.
Gos/i. John i. 15 He tries zr bonne ic. a 1175 Cat/, lloin.
219 Pafle hi wolde . . beon betere bonne he ^esceapen wxie.
tiw>5 LAY. 6515 pe mon..pe nime3 to him seoluen Maie
bonne [c 1275 ban) he majen walden.
P. 831 Charter of Katlwald'm O. E. Texts 445 Nis eocl-

mode ems Btghond neorSes cynnes 8anne eadwald. a 1000
XLtKK Colloquy (Disc. 3) ill Wr..\Viilcker 90 Leofre ys us
beon beswungen for lare ba:nne hit necunnan. alinCeH.Mom. 219 \Vursan banne ieni? o5er. c 1105 LAV. 3030 pe
king heo louede more panne [< 1275 ban] ba lueie be oore.
Ibid 8916-17 Leouere him weore bane [1:1275 ban] al his
loud, Dene al Ins seoluer, ba:ne al his gold, c 1220 Bestiary
267 Wore Sarnie man weneS. a 1450 Knt, tie la Tour
(1906) 24 With fairnesse rather llianne with rudenesse.
V
M.

<r

5 17?
Lamb, ffow. 17 Betere hit is bet heo beon

ispilled..benne mid alle fordon. Ibid. 139 pis dei is.,
seouensibc briclere bene be sunne. c is LAY. 11954 Ma
beone tc;2 75 bane] heo rohten. c i 7j XI Pains /Hell 121 in O, E. Misc. 150 pe stude is jmslrore belle be
nybt. olio Cast. Love 196 And raburehe dude his wyues
bode Pen he heold be heste of gode. c 1400 Laud Troy St.

J
010 T-na ' ladi..That is gentelour, then 3e or he. (.1420
taran. Yilod. 3195 A notlier gretter miracle jet benne
bis. a 1415 Cursor .If. 9452 (Laud) She levyd more the
fend Ihen god. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur ix. xxxv. 395, I
am more heuy that I can not mete with hym, thenne for al
the hurtes. 1535 COVERDALE fs. xcv[i]. 4 He is more to
be feared then all goddes. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. ill. i. 90A stranger Piramus, Ihen ere plaid here. 16.. SIR W.
MURE Soitu. to niargareit i. 13 With vertue grac'd far
more yen forme of face. 1611 BIBLE Ps. Ixxxiv. 10,
I had rather be a doore keeper in the house of my God,
then to dwell in the tents of wickednesse. 1667 MILTON
P. L. II. 745, I know Ihee not, nor ever saw till now
Sight more detestable then him and thee. 1684 EAKL
KOSCOM. Ess. Transl. ISersc 48 The fault is more the Lan-
guages then theirs.

i. 735 B.HDA Death-song 2 Naenij uuiurthit thonc snotturra
than him tharf sie. c ix> ORMIN 1985 patt wollde bettre
Drihhtin Godd..pann batt te larTdi; wsere shennd. Ibid.
15689 patt wass till Crist ?et ner bitahht pan hise posstless
wserenn. 1303 R. BRUNNE Hantil. Synne 6043 }yt hyt ys
wers ban ys be lore. 13. . Cursor M, 23240 (Cott.) Herder
ban [ittil. bain] es here irinn niell. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C.
ii. 144 And deye rabere ban lo do eny dedlich synne. c 1440
Jacob's Well 302 5e are more helhyne in joure werkys ban
we. 1474 CAXTON Chesse n. ii. b iv b, The chyld that so
wysely contriued the lye rather than he wold discouere
theyr counceyl. 1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. (1813) II. 538,
I had rather dye than once lo open my mouth . 168* SIR T.
BROWNE Chr. Mor. in. 25 Some had ralher never have
lived than to tread over their days once more. 1710 AUDI-
SON Tutler No. 220 p 3 Water, colder than Ice, and clearer
than Christal. 1731 BERKELEY Alciphr. in. 13 The
generality of mankind obey rather force than reason.

1766 GOLDSM. Vie. IV. xii, You have more circumspection
than b wanted. 1774 Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 30 They. .

rather tread their enemies to death than gore them. 1781
COWPER Mut, Forbearance 20 Some people are more nice
than wise. 1803 JEKKEKSON Writ. (1830) IV. 3, 1 had rather
ask an enlargement of power from the nation . . than to
assume it. 183* TENNYSON ToJ.S. ix,

Great Nature is

more wise than I. 1850 In Mem. xxvii. 16 Tis better to
have loved and losl, Than never to have loved at all. 1848
DICKENS Dombey xxxii, Being a whit more venturesome
than before. 1854 MRS. JAMESON Bk. of Tk. (1877) 27 We
all need more mercy than we deserve. 1875 JOWETT Plato
fed. 2) I. 36 Than which nothing.. can be more irrational.

1908 K. BAGOT A. Cuthbert \.i,\ She would have, .accepted
the results even of a misalliance, .rather than that Cuth-
bertsheugh should not pass to a son of mine. Hod. He
likes dogs better than cats. He likes dogs better than I.

That is easier said than done. He said he would sooner die
than yield.
abbrev. 1689 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 317 This may be

sooner and safer done yn returning me yt sum. 1705
HEARNECW&C*. 8 JuIy(C).H.S.) I. 2 His Latin is.. better yn
Salmasius's.

e. 1463 Somerset Medimal Wills (1901) 197 If their title

be better an myne. c 1900 New Engld. dial., Kicked him
higher 'n a kite.

b. With a personal or relative pronoun in the

objective case instead of the nominative (as if than
were a preposition).
This is app. the invariable construction in the case of than

whom, which is universally accepted instead of than who.
With the personal pronouns it is now considered incorrect.

1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Prov. xxvii. 3 A fooles wrath is heauier
then them bothe. 1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrippa's 1'an.
Aries 165 We cannot resiste them that be stronger then vs.

1718 PRIOR BetterAnswer 27-8 For thou art a girl as much
brighter than her, As he was a poet sublimer than me. 1768
GOLDSM. Cit. Wt xxxviii, I am, not less than him, a despiser
of the multitude, a 1774 Sum. Exp. Philos. (1776)!. 163
Others, later than him, who appeal to experience as well as

he, affirm the conlrary. 1792 WAKKMELD Mem. (1804) I.

108 He was much older lhan me. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xvii,

I. .could nol lie e.\p<c:lcd..l<> lie wisu lli. in lur. i 1815
Hi nnofcs Sctond Brother i. i, You are old, And many y< ;,i .

nearer than him to death. 1861 O'Ct KKY Lett. MS.
Materials 253 He is better lhan me, then.s.iid the monarch.
1548 UDALL, etc. Krauit. Par. Mark 67 Or els f>

Ihetn, then whome. .there is nothyng more deare vnto the.

1656 HI.YLIN J-'.ttran^tts I'apulans 313 An eminent Anti-

quary, than whom none can be filter to give Testimony.
1667 Mil. ION /-*. /,. n. 299 Beelzebub, .ihell whom, Satan

;>t, none higher sat. 1749 Fn.l.ins<; Tout 'JeHt-s xi. vi,
Sophia, than whom none was more cap.il.le of [etc.]. 1876
Hi

\\>**m\*. Homeric Synchr. 60 Mr. Newton, than t* Ii

one is of greater authority, refers them [etc.].

C. Followed by that, or by iiifin. expressing a

hypothetical result or consequence.
The modern idiom would often substitute too with the

positive followed by the infinitive, for the comparative with
than : e. g. in quot. 1611* the bed is too shorl for a man lo
stretch himself ; in quot. 1693

' he is too niodesl lo deny it '.

I58 TIN-DALE ll'iftfil J/auimoM 45!), This textc isplayner
than that it neadeth to be expounded. 1611 BIBLE Isa.
xxviii. 20 The Ijed is shorter, then that a man can stretch
lumselfe on it. 1779 81 JOHNSON /.. /'., Prior Wks. III.

131 Dryden had been more accustomed to hostilities, than
that such enemies should break his quiet.
1611 r.K.tr.M. & FL. Pailnsler i. i, Your nature is more

constant than to inquire after state-news. 1670 MILTON
Hist.

tiff. vi. Wks. (1847) 553/2 Of a higher spirit than
to accept her. 1*93 CONGREVK Old Bach. IV. xxii, He is
more modest. .than to deny it. a 1704-1871 [see KNOW v,
a bj. 1779 Mirror No. 2 r 6 M r. Creech . . knew his business
better than losalisfy their curiosity. 1801JAMES Milit.Dict.
s. v. Rijlcdgun, The bullet ought to be no larger than lo be
just pressed by the rides. Mod. He knows better than to
do thai. I think more highly of him lhan lo suppose he
would do that (or, I think too highly of him to suppose. ..J.
a 1677 BARROW Serin. Kphc;. v. 4 Wks. 1687 I. 302 It is a

. .than that it should be diverted.

2. Than is regularly used after other, else, and
their compounds (another, otherwise, elsewhere,
etc.). See also OTHEK, ELSE, etc.

[c- 1100 ORMIN 9305 Nohht ellcss ne nohht mare pann bait
lalt juw iss sett to don Ne do ?e.) a 1300 Cursor M. 7319
pal ask now ober \v.r. anober] king ban me. c\ya Cast.
Lore 1237 Ober God nis non ben he. 14*6 LYUG. De Guil.
Pilsr. 9251 Ys nat my body & I al on?..Ys he a-nolher
than am I ? 1531 RECORDE fatAw. Knovil. Pref., There
neadeth none other proofe Ihen Aristotle his testimony.
'573 G. HARVEY Lef.er-bk. (Camden) i If I do otherwise
then I shuld do. 1587 GOLDING De Moniay xxiv. 408 God
was not knowne and worshipped elswhcre lhan among the
people of Israeli. 1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes If Qua!.
(1667) 2 The diversity.. in Bodies must.. arise from some-
what else then the Mailer Ihey consist of. 1799 HT. LEE
Canlcro, T., Frenchm. T. (ed. 2) I. 255 [He was] no oilier
than Ihe rightful lord. 1896 Law Times C. 410/1 The acts
or defaults ofany person other than himself.

b. Hence sometimes after adjs. or advbs. of
similar meaning to ' other ', as different, diverse,

opposite, and after Latin comparatives, as inferior,
junior: usually with clause following. (Now
mostly avoided. See also DIFFERENT a. i b.)
f
c 1400 MACNDEV. (1839) viii. 109 J>ei ban also dyuerse cloth-

inge and schapp..ban ober folk ban. 1566 PAINTER Pal.
Pleas. (1813) I. 317 If the lorde of Mendozza were inferiour
in qualitie, nobility, and goods, than hee is. 1643 BAKER
Malvczzi's Disc. Tacitus liii. 498 He was now made
overseer of the building.., a much inferiour place than the
other. 1754 J. HILDROP Misc. Wks. I. 91 They imploy
their Wealth . . to quite opposite Purposes than were intended.
i8M J. YATES Let. to Parr 19 May, in P't Wks. (1828)
VIII. 250 Such a design. .has a right lo a far different head
than mine. 1901 Westm. Co:. 19 Aug. 2/3 How about the

following sentence ?
' Unless the London members behave

differently about the Bill for London than the country

for
'

differently ', and retain
' lhan '.]

3. Exceptional or peculiar uses. fa. With
ellipsis of preceding comparative : = rather than,
more than. Obs.

[c looo Ags. Ps. cxviip). 8 God ys on Dryhten georne to

benceanne, bonne on mannan wese mod to treowianne.
Lat. Bonum est confidere in Domino, quam confidere in

homine.] 13.. Minor PoemsJr. I'ernon MS. xxix, 46 He
was Counseyled [to] hewe of his leg : pen longe to suffre so.

CI449 PECOCK Repr. in. v. 307 It
spedith to thee that oon

of t In membris perische than that al thi bodi go into belle.

1647 TRAPP Comiii. Epistles 330 He did verily believe that

Job was tome and tortured by his interpritations, then
ever he had been by his botches and ulcers, a 1648 LD.
HERBERT Hen. yifl 68 The apprentices being encouraged
herewith, . . lhan do nothing, brake open some prisons.

fb. =Nor. (? ellipsis for any more than.*} Obs.
13. . Cursor M. 17586 (Colt.) Yeitt es he bar-wit ouer all,

. .And mist noiber in heuen ben (f>, rr. ne, ny] here. Ikid.

29114 Yee wate neuer dai ben night, Yur lauerd wil cum.
1479 Surtees Misc. (1888) 25 That no man. .bets unlawefull

wepyn to the kirk then in the market. 1473 RollsofParlt.
VI. 95/2 That this Acte of Resumption, then noon other
Acte made or to be made.,extend not neither be prejudicial!
unto [etc.].

c. =
Except, besides, but. (? ellipsis for other

than, else than, otherwise than.) Obs. or arch.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce i. 501 Thar b nothir man na page,. .

lhan thai sail be Fayn to mak thaim.selwyn fre. 1585 T.
WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy. in. iii. 74 b, There b

THANATO-.

l57 I

"" n ' ' ' him lluin I IK blood lh.,1
U P ? l |le horse:

10. .\fat hardly, stanely: _ When 'by confu-
bion with no sooner than

^t!r"*-tt ~
t4. Alter EBK, I.ts.s, NIGH : see these words.
H5. Erroneously used (instead of as) in com-

parisons of equality ; t Me than _ such as (obs ,

so . . than = so . . as.

i

1S9* N

|iTn" "V''- f"i\-'"-,)
1 - (l6ll) "5 A w ^o'

,
. -.

man Ins oler, nimselfe. one Sonne of his Like

l\ikit>4 lli<-ii uhich Ihe like waineuer heard before. 1601
U. KLACKWKLL in Arcnpricit Controa. (Camdeti) II. 216. I
can blame none so much for defect of Almes Ihen Mr. Col-
lington and Ins adlierenls. 1677 R. BOVLK Tr,at. Art ol
Ir'aril Their sulistaiilial Iliel, lhan which, none. .have so
good. 73 MAMIKYII I.K Fat. Bees (1733) II. 201 There is

nothing in which our Species so far surpasses all others, Uun
in Ihe Capacily [eluj.

t Than, dem.fron. Ol>s. [MK. repr. OE. /a/
dat. sing, of u, se'o, fuel, THAT.] After a prep. :

That; as infor fan, tor that (reason), therefore;
for ai fan, for all that (KoB 23 b) ; not (,ia ;/or
than, notwithstanding that. See also KOB-THAN.
1197 R. Cute. (Rolls) 1418 5ut for a) ban..Hii brojte

cure louerd ihesu crist lo dcbe on be rode, a 1315 Prose
Psalter, Athanasiau Creed 16 And na-fur-ban ber ne ben
noujt bre goddes. c 1450 LOVEI.ICH Grail xlv. 365 Never-
Iheless not for than the water In his Eyen stillc was than.

Than, pan, obs. and dial, form of THEN.
Than, thana, thane, OE. and ME. inflexions

of THAT, THE.

Thana(h, Thanadar, more correct spellings
of TANA, TANAJUK.

Thanage (M'nedg). Ots. exc. Hist. Also
thenage. [^ AF. thaynage, thanage, in med.L.
than-, thenagium, f. THANE (and its variants) + OF.
-age, med.L. -agium: see -ACE.] The tenure by
which lands were held by a thane ; the land held

by a thane, a thane-land ; also the rank, office, or

jurisdiction of a thane.
{inoKntiili Chart. (1837) 51/1 Scialis nos concessisse et. .

confirmasse Willclmo Bardulfet Elysabeth uxori sue et here-
dibus eorum totum thenagium quod. .Willelmus.. paler pre-
dicte Elysabeth lenuil in Hepedale et in Kokedale. tuS
in Feodar. Priorat. Dunelm. (Surtees) 224 Requisitus an
tenementum Henrici sit drengagium, dicit quod non, sed
thenagium, sed pater Henrici hberavit itlua a Ihenagio.
1130 Slat. Alex. II, c. 5 in Scot. Statutes (1844) I. 399 Si
vero in dominicis vel thanagiis domini Regis malefaclor ille

fuerit (14. . trans/, ibid. 400 And gif for sum bat Irespassour
be in be kingis maynis or thanaglsj. ?I3OS Rolls of Parlt.
1. 471/2 La terre approprie torcenusement a voslre 1 haynage
de Balhelui.J

14.. [see quot. 1230 above). 1613 in Thanes o/Cawdor
(Spalding Cl.) 260 All and haill Ihe lands of Ihe thanage and
barony of Calder..united into one entire and free thanage,
lo be called the Thanage and Barony ofCalder. 1641 Termes
rrV/o/.i')'255Thekingsthanagesigninethacertainpartoflhe
kings lands, or property, whereof Ihe rule & government ap-
pertaineth unto him, who therfore is called Thanus. 1807 G.
CHALMERS Caledonia I. in. v. 3. 366 Having no such lands [in
demesne], they equally appear to have had no thanages. 1871
E. W. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. 126 The Scottish Gerefa was
known as the Thane or M air, his district often as a Thanage.
1883 Ord.Surv. Gazetteer Scot. III. 18 It gave name to an
ancient lhanage.
Thanatio (panoe'tik), a. rare", [ad. Gr. 6ova-

TIK-OS, f. Odvaros death : see -ic.] (See quot.)
1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Thanaticus, of or belonging to

dealh ; . . deadly : tha'nalic. 1890 in BILLINGS tied. Diet.

Thanatism (bae-natiz'm). [f. Gr. favorers death
+ -ISM.] The belief or doctrine that at death the
human soul ceases to exist. So Tha-natlst, a
believer in thanatism.

1900 Academy i Dec. 512/1 For ourselves we prefer to say
thai even alheism and lhanalism are speculalions. 1901 J.
McCABE tr. Hacckefs Kiddle Unirerse xi. 67/1 We give
the name of * thanalism '. .lo Ihe opinion which holds that
at a man's death, .his 'soul

'

also
disappears, that is, that

sum of cerebral functions which psychic dualism regards as
a peculiar entity, independent of the other vilal procevses in

Ihe living body. Ibid. 69/1. 1901 W. S. LILLY in i?M Cent.
Mar. 466, I suppose lhal thanatisls, as it b the fashion to

call them, are really not very numerous.

Thanato- (bie-nato), before a vowel thanat-,

combining form of Gr. Oavarm death, chiefly in

scientific words. Tlia nato-biolo-yic a. (see quot.).
Thanatognomo-nic a., indicative or characteristic

of death. Thanato -graphy, nonce-wd. [after

biography\, an account of a person's death.

Tnanatoma-ntic a. [see -MASTIC], of or per-

taining to divination concerning death. Tha-na-
to-meter (see quots.). || Thanatopho'bia (also

thanato*phoby), morbid fear of death. ||
Thana-

to-psl [Gr. o-^it sight, view], a contemplation of

death. Thanatotypuns, malignant typnus.
1899 Syd. Soc. Lex., 'ThanatoJfiologic, pertaining to life

and death. i86aG. W. BALFOURK. Casper's Forensic Med.
55 II. vi. 239 The lungs in the more or less recent bodies

of those drowned, .present an appearance so peculiar as to
be truly *lhanalognomonic. 1839 THACKERAY Catherine vi.



THANATOID.
The excellent

'

Newgate Calendar
'

. . contains the biographies
and *thanatographies of Hayes and his wife. 1841 Fmser's

.Tfftg. XXV. 270 fhedeuteroscopic or *th;matomanlic faculty
of the Germans. 1860 MAYSEa'/(7i.Z,t'.i'., Thanatonietrunii
..term by Nasse [of Berlin] for a means of indicating the

actual presence of death; a death-measurer: a *thanato-
meter. 1899 Sytt. Sec, Lcx.^ Thanatonieter^^. thermometer

capable of being introduced into the stomach to determine
whether the depression of temperature is sufficient to be
looked on as a sign of death. 1860 MAYNE E.vfios. Lex.,
*
Thanatopkobifi) term for a dread or fear of death ; *thana-

tophoby. iQQ^Alien.fy NettroL May 170 Pessimism is fre-

quently associated with morbid fear of death (thanato-

phobia). 1816 W.C.BRYANT (//V/e-) 'Thanatopsis. i86oMAVNK
Expos. Lex.,

*
Tkanatotypkus. 1890 in HILLINGS Med.Dict.

Thanatoid (bce-natoid), a. Path.
[f.

Gr. Oava-

TOS death + -OID. Cf. Gr. OavaTwSTjs.'] (See quot.)
1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Thanatoid^ resembling death ;

apparently dead. 1890 in BILLINGS Nat. Med, Diet.

ThanatolOgy (Jjsenatp-lodgi). rare. ff. Gr.

Oayaros death + -LOGT. Cf. F. thanatotogie.\ The
scientific study of death, its causes and phenomena.
So Thanatolo'glcal a. t of or pertaining to thana-

tology ; Tlianato'logist, a student of or a person
versed in thanatology ; in qnot. 1901 (twnce-nse\
one who studies dead animals.

1842 DUNGLISON Med. Le.r.
t Thanatology^ a description,

or the doctrine, of death. 1862 G. W. BALFOUR tr. Casper's
Forensic Medt II. Title-p., Thanatological division. 1881

G. R. JESSB in Athenaeum 9 Apr. 504/1 This sums up the

thanatological results of an enormous amount of cruelty in

previous experimeiits. 1901 E. SELOirs/?m/ Watching viii.

224 We have studied animals only to kill them, or killed

them in order to study them. Our '

zoologists
'

have been
thanatologists. 1903 MITCHELL tr. Metchnikojf^ Nat.
!\Inn xii. (1004) 298 The scientific study of old age and of

death, two branches of science that may be called gerott'
tology and thanatology.

HThanatophidia (Jrenaton-dia), sb.pl. Zool.

[f. tkanal; THANATO- + OPHIDIA.] A division of

Ophidia, comprising the venomous snakes. Hence
Thanatophi diaii a., of or pertaining to the

Thanaiophidia ; so. a serpent of this division
;

Thanatophidio legist, a student of the zoology
of the Thanatophidia.
1871 FAYRER (title) The Thanatophidia of India, being a

Description of the Venomous Snakes of the Indian Penin-
sula. 1884 J. BONNET in Nature^ Mar. 504/1, 1 believe it to
be a generally accepted opinion among thanatophidiologists
that, from what is known of the virulent properties of snake,

poison, though fatal to man and other living beings, it is

innoxious in its effects to serpents of like nature. 1891 Cent.
Diet., Thanatophidian a. and sb.

|| Thanato-sis. Path. [a. Gr. eavarwaa a put-
ting to death, f. Oavtnovv to put to death.]
1860 MwHEExpos.Lex., Thanatosit,..txmlm Mortifica-

tion. 1890 in BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet,

Thane J
(Jx^n). Hist. Forms : i Jjegn, pegen, i

-in, (J>eng), 1-2 J>6n, peign (6-7 theigne), j

2 J>ening, 2-3 Jjein (6, 9 thein), 3-4 )>-,

theyn(e (6 theyn), 4 thain (8 -e), 4-6 thayn(e,
5- thane. See also THEGN. [OE. fegn, fe^en,
}4nt

= OS. thegan, OHG. degan boy, servant,

warrior, hero (MHG., G. degen}, ON. fegn free-

man, liegeman : OTeut. *pegno*, orig. child, boy,
lad :-pre-Teut. *Uk-n6- (cf. Gr. rixvov child), f.

root tek : tok to beget.
The regular modern repr. of OE. fefii, if the word

had lived on in spoken use, would have been thain (cf.

fain, main, rain), as it actually appears in some writers,
chiefly northern, from 1300 to near 1600. But thain was in
!5-i6th c. Sc. written thane (in L. thanus), and this form,
being used by Boece, Holinshed, and Shakspere (in Macbeth),
was adopted by Selden, Spelman, and the legal antiquaries
and historians of the i/thc. to represent the Anglo-Saxon

hil

revived the OE./<r as THEGN, q. v.)

1 1. A servant, minister, attendant
;
in OK. often

applied to (Christ's) disciples. Obs.

h, -
','.",'

~*J --" "-.. i-j VIA iS KCM-iuu ut:,sii

oga 1 971 Blictl. Horn. 67 lohannes, se deora begn. Ibid.
Lazarus baer was ana sittende mid Haelende ii mid hi
PeRnum- e looo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xx. 26 Sy he eower ben.
laid, John n. 9 pa benas soSlice wiston (>e bast water hlodon.
a.\\nCott,H<m. 229 An bera twelf Christes ^eijne se be

*n Death 177 in o. E. Misc. 179

to say,

1 2. A military attendant, follower, or retainer ;

a soldier. Obs.

Beowulf qx, Aras ba se rica ymb hine rinc manig bry5-
l>esna heap ,,800 CVNEWULF Eleue 549 (Gr.) pa cwombegna heap to bam heremeSlr -- " ;"* v

246

I Beowulf 2709 Swylc sceolde secg wesan, begn astSeaife.
! 893 K. /ELFKED Oros. in. vii. 2 gif ge swelce begnas sint,

i'

swelce ge wenad bait ge sien, bonne sceoldon ge swa lustlice

I
eowre agnu brocu arefnan. a 1*7* Luuc Ron 13 in O. E.
Misc. 93 peos beines bat weren bolde beob aglyden.

3. One who in Anglo-Saxon times held lands of

the king or other superior by military service;

originally in the fuller designation cyninges peyi,
'

king's thane, military servant or attendant ; in

later times simply thegn, as a term of rank, includ-

ing several grades below that of an ealdorman or

earI (EARL sb. 2) and above that of the ceorl or

ordinary freeman.
In this sense the name was superseded by baron and

knight in the i2th c., and continued
only

in historical use,
in which it was written thane in the i6th c. Recent his-

torians have revived the OE. form as THEGN.
805 Charter in O, E. Texts 442 Beforan wulfrede arce-

biscope..& esne cyninges 3egne. 1x900 O. E, Chron. an.

897, Manige bara selestena cynges J>cna. . . Eadulf cynges
begn..& Ecgulf cynges hors pegn. 971 Blickl. Horn. 211
Waes his feeder arrest cyninges begn, & da . . he wtes cininges
begna aldormau. c 1000 A.LFRIC Gram. \x.(Z.)y>Optintas,
oegn. (iooo Vac, in Wr.-Wulcker 155/20 /V/w<w, heafod-

I man, uel begn. Ibid. 155/23 Satrapa, begn. c 1029-60

|

Laws Ranks c. i in Liebermann Cesetze (1903) 456 /Klc be
i his masoe, ge eorl ge ceorl, ge begen ge beoden. 1:1050
i Byrhtftrth's HanMoc in Anflia (1885) VIII. 326 pegnas &

ceorlas habbaS landmearke. 1066 Writ of Eadwearti in

Earle Land-Charters 342 Eadward cyningc gret Hereman
| bisceop, and Harold eorl, and Godric, and ealle his begenas

[L. version baroncs], a noo O. E. Chron. an. 1086 (Laud
MS.) Ealle ba rice men ofer call Engla land, arcc biscopas,

I

& leodbisceopas, abbodas & eorlas, begnas & cnihtas. a 1175
Cott, Hotn. 231 Mid aerlen and aldren, mid cnihten, mid

I
beinen. 0300 Havelok 2260 Siben drenges, and siben

; thaynes, And siben knithes,and siben sweynes. c\y$Chron.
Eng. (Ritson) 585

Alle the theynes of Walschelonde He
made bowe to ys honde. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Ptrainb. Kent

I

(1826) 453 As for twel/ Pindinan, it was given to the Theyn
or Gentleman, bicausehislifewas valuedatTwelvehundrelh
shillings. 1998 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 126 If a Thein so thriued,
that he serued the king, and on his message rid in his

houshold, if he then had a 'I hem that followed him..he
j

became an Earle.
1577~87 HOLINSHED C/iron. 1.190/1 Harold, .slue thirtie

gentlemen of honor, or thanes (as they called them). 1614
SELDKN Titles Hon. 267 The neerest name for Baron was
that of Thane, anciently written also Thegn. c 1630 RISDON
Sun. De-t'oit 284 (1810) 296 The thane was descended of
ancient lineage, and such a one as we call gentleman. 1754
H UME Hist. Eng. (1761) I. App. i. 96 The nobles were called

thanes; and were of two kinds, the king's thanes and lesser
thanes. 1809 BAWDWEN Domesday Bk. 18 In Loctvsv (Loft-
house) two Thanes had four carucates to be taxed. 1853
Jos. STEVENSON tr. O. E, C/iron. an. 1036, Leofric the earl,
and almost all the thanes north of the Thames .. chose .

Harold for chief of all England. 1853 tr. Florence of'

poet. A warrior, a brave man. Cf. EAEL i b.

__ f
Thane. 1888 EARLEZnarf-CAarfen Introd. 71 These words
. . eorl, gesith, thane, knight, squire, gentleman. The last
two run abreast.

4. In Scottish Hist. A person, ranking with the son
of an earl, holding lands of the king ; the chief of
a clan, who became one of the king's barons.
tiJio Stat. Alex. If. c. 2, in Scot. Statutes (1844) I. 398 De

terris episcoporum abbatum baronum militum et thanorum
qui de Rege tenent.] 14. . transl. offree.. Of be landis of
bischopis abbotis barounis knychtis and thaynis bequhilkis
haldis of be Kyng. 1411 in Thanes of Cawdor (Spalding
Club) 10 To spouse and til haf to your wife, the douchter of
the saide Donald thayne of Caldor. c 14x5 WVNTOUN Cron.
vi. xviii. 1004 Lo, Bonder be thayneofCrumbaghty! Ibid. xtx.

2318 Makduf of Fif be thayne. 1470 HENRY Wallace
xi. 894 That Erll was cummyn off trew haill nobill blud, Fra
the aid thane, quhilk in his tym was gud. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scot. (Rolls)ill. 637 'The Thane of Glames, gude
morne to him ', said scho. [1596 DALKYMPLE tr. Leslie's
Hist. Scot. i. (S.T.S.) 112 timrgin, The first nobils in Scot,
land war called Thani ; thay war of the clan cheif. . . In aid
tymes Dukes war called Thani.] 1603 SHAKS. Macb, i. iii.

71 By Sinells death, I know I amThane of Glamis, But how,
of Cawdor? the Thane of Cawdor Hues. Ibid. v. iii. 50
Doctor, the Thanes flye from me. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj.
73b, Item, the Cro of ane Earles sonne, or of ane Thane, is
ane hundreth kye. Item, the Cro of the sonne of ane
Than, is thriescore sax kye. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot.
i. (1802) I. 229 The ancient Thanes were the equals and
the rivals of their prince. 1810 A. BOSWF.LL, Edinburgh
260 Hill after hill some cunning clerk shall gain, Then, in
a mendicant, behold a Thane 1

b. transf. to modern persons, in various senses ;

e. g. a Scottish lord. Often in allusion to Shaks.
Macbeth v. iii. 50. (See above.)
i7SO

|

SnENSTONE Odes, Rural Elegance 7 Ye rural thanes
that o er the mossy down Some panting, timorous hare pur-
sue, a 1764 LLOYD Poetry Pro/. Poet. Wks. 1774 I. 39 Hail
to the Thane, whose patriot skill Can break all nations to his

Addington in such unheard-oftroubles,
'

Doctor, the Thanes
fly from us.

1

1888 BRYCE Amer. Commw. Ixiii. II. 455 Some-
times however he is rebuffed by the powers at Washington
and then his State thanes fly from him.

6. Comb. Thane-right, the legal rights and
privileges of a thane; Thane-wer [OE. fan,
teer\, the wer-gild of a thane (sense 3).
looStseeTHEGN-wERj. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858)

II. xn. 234 note, His thane-wer, and thane-right in life and
in the grave means the same as his worldly goods, and
Christian sepulture.
Hence Tha'ness, a female thane ; a thane's wife.

THANK.
i8z7 SCOTT Surg. Dan. iii, All the rural thanes and

tbaoesses attended on these occasions. 1849 J. WILSON
Christopher under Canvass No. 5 The Thanes^ [Lady Mac-
beth] is self-stayed.

Thane '>, Sc. form of FANE*.
1496 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 286 Item, for xiij

clowbill platis to be thanis to the pail^ounis.. 1570 Satir.
Poems Rc/ortii. xxii. 84 Lyke wauering thane, thy proces
vane Will brew the bitter gall. 1716 in Thanes ofCawdor
(Spalding CI.)4I7 Thanes for the horse heads (at a funeral),

;8p. 1781 ORF.M Chanonry Aberdeen 21 With cross thanes
of iron on the top of each of them.

Thane, obs. f. THEN advl ; inflexion of THE.
Thanedom (Pfi-ndam). [f. THANE + -DOM.]
The domain or jurisdiction of a Scottish thane.
c 1415 WYNTOUN Cron. vi. xviii. 1910 In his south heid Off

bai thayndomes be thayne wes maid. 1579 Reg. Privy C,
Scot. III. 140 The lordschip and thanedome of Fettarcarne.
1776 PENNANT Tour Scot. II. Addit. 13 This thanedom was
transferred into the house of the Campbels. 1807 G. CHAL-
MERS Caledonia I. in. vii. 416 The titles of Glamis, and
Cawdor, were borrowed by Boece from thanedoms of more
recent origin. 1837 SKENE Highlanders Scot. (1902) II. v.

261 Thanedoms were certainly hereditary in Scotland.

i Tha nehede. Obs. [f. THANE', in sense i

' servant
'

+ -hede, -HEAD. Essentially an earlier

form of next, but unconnected with it in use, being
founded on an earlier sense of OK. j>fg>i.'\ Service,
servitude

; bondage, thraldom.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5404 (Cott.) Land and lijth wit bodi we

bede, pat bou vs tak in bin thainhede \v.rr. bonde-, bund,
bedel: In thainhed \Fairf. bondehede; Gait. & Tiin.
braldam, -domej tak our landes all, For sede we mai bam
sau wit-all. Ibid. 5791, 1 sal bam [Israel) bring vte of thain.
hede [v.rr. braldome, thralhede], In-till a land, a wonsun
thede. Ibid. 6900 In thain-hede ar bai worth to be, pat wil

noght thole, and mai be fre.

Tha'iiehood. [f. THANE (senses 3, 4) + -HOOD.
Cf. THEGNHOOD.] The condition or rank of a thane.

1897 E. CONVBEARE Hist. Cambs. 89 Raised to the Thane-
hood by their own or their forefathers' merits.

Thane-land. Now Hist, (See also THEGN-
LAND.) Land held by a thane, or by military tenure.
a 1641 SI'ELMAN feuds tf Tenures viii, For better mani.

festation that Thanelands were subject to no feudal Service,
consider. I pray you, the Words of the Saxon passage before
mention d, where it is said that a Thane must have three
Hides at least of his. .own Land. 1701 Cowers Interpr.,
Thane-Lands, Lands.. granted by Charters of the Saxon
Kings to their Thanes. 1809 BAWDWEN Domesday Bk. 370
Ulnod holds one oxgang of the same land in thaneland.

Thanen, panen, -ene, adv. : see THENNE.

Thaneship (J^i-njip). [f. THANE! + -SHIP:
cf. OE./ngj/.j The office or position ofa thane:

esp. in the Sc. sense. (See also THEGNSHIP.)
1766 STEEVENS Note Shaks*, Macb. i. iii. 48 The thane.

ship of Glamis was the ancient inheritance of Macbeth's
family. 1844 LIKCARD Auglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. App. 371
These lands ceasing to support an earthly thaneship or
service. 1865 KINGSLEY llerew. xv, He shall have.. a
thaneship in East Anglia. 1896 MANLY Notes on Macbeth
xoi Since Macbeth's accession to the thaneship of Cawdor.

Thanist, -stry, obs. forms of TANIST, -STBY.

Thank (Jraenk), so. Forms: o. 1-4 J>ano, (3

flhane), 1-5 parik, (3 Orm. pannk), 4 thane

(thang), 4-5 panke, 4-6 thanck(e, 4-7 thanke,
(6 thangke), 4- thank. /3. i thonc, 1-4 pone, 2

peonk, 2-5 bonk, (3 pong), 3-5 ponko, 4 poncke.

danc, D. dank), OHG., MHG. danc (G. dank),
ON. ]>okk (:-fanku fern.), Sw. tack, Da. tak,
Goth. fagks-.-OTevA. *fank<f, f. ablaut stem

penk : fank :J>unk: see THINK. The primary sense

was therefore thought,]
I. 1 1. = THOUGHT. Obs. (See also I-THANK.)

735 B*:DA Death-song 2 Naenig uuiurtbit thonc snotturra

[or thoncsnotturra] than him thaarf sie. a 900 Andreas
557 (Gr.) Saga bances gleaw begn, gif bu cunne, hu bst
gewurde be werum tweonum. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ixxx vii[i],

ii Ne on deostrum ne maeg, bances genygdum, aenigwislicu
wundur oncnawan. c 1160 Hatton Gosp. Matt. xv. 19 Of bare
heorte cumed ba yfele bankes [fiooo gebancas). c 1175
Lamb. Hotn. 3 Heo urnen on-jein him.. mid ufele beonke.
a 1200 Moral Ode oo He burbsicheb uches monnes |?onc.
(.1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 9 We..fol3e5 on bonke, and on

speche, and on dede, bat him is iqueme. a 1295 A net: R.
222 He. .put. .a swuc[h] bone in hire softe heorte. 1300
Prov. Hending \. in Sal. ff Sat., etc. (1848) 270 Gode bonKes
and monie bewes for te teche fele schrewes.

f2. Favourable thought or feeling, good will;

graciousness, grace, favour. Obs.
a 1000 Cxdtnon^s Gen. 796 (Gr.) bis is landa betst, ban wit

burh uncres hearran bane habban moston. c 1000 Ags. Ps.
(Th.) ci. 15 [cii. 17) Oft he bearfendra bene bance gehyrde.
1340 Ave Maria in Rel. Ant. I. 42 Hayl Marie of thonke vol

[Vulg. Luke i. 28 Ave 1 gratia plena]. 1609 BIBLE (Douay)
Ecclus. xii. i If thou wilt doe good, know to whom thou
doest it, and there shal be much thanke [Vulg. gratia multa]
in thy good deedes.

t D. The genitive case thanks, ME. thankes, lit.

' of thought ',

' of good will ', was used adverbially
in sense 'willingly, voluntarily', esp. with preced-

ing possessive pronoun, e. g. his thankes = with his

consent, good will, or approval : so Codes thankes

Deo volente. Cf. UNTHANKES, unwillingly. Obs.

c 888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. xiii, Sjege me nu hwae5er se bin

wela [bines] fiances swa diore seo, |>e forhisagenre gecynde.
1008 Charter ofBp. Tlieodredm Birch Cart. Sax. III. 209
Mines erfes bat ic begiten habbe & getbigete Codes bankes



THANK.
nnd hise hnlejen. 1066 O. F.. Chron. (MS. C), Tostiz,
. .nam of bam butse karlonsume mid him, sume bances sume
unbances. 1154 IHd. an. n 4o (MS. Laud), Hi of Nor-
muidl wenden alle fra (.e king.., sume here bankcs & sume
here un bankes. c 1175 Lamo. 1/om. 17 Al swa |m waldest
bet me dude be bines bonkes. a 1250 Oinl >, Nifht. 70 Ek
for be be suljie mosc Hire bonkes wolde be tolcise. c 1386
CHAUCER ^hipman's T. 188 Pardee, 1 wol nat faille yow, my
thankes. c 1400 MAUNDF.V. (Roxb.) xxxi. 140 pis ile dare na
pilgrim come in ne nere it, baire thankes. a 1450 Mvnc/'rtr.
f'r. 891 Koghe bow not benne by bonkes.

f 3. Kindly thought or feeling entertained towards

any one for favour or services received ; grateful
thought, gratitude. Rarely in //. Obs.
The sense of 'gralitude,kindlyor loving feeling for favour

or benefit
' must have been developed l>etween that of '

s<x><!
will, good feeling

'

generally, and that of 'the expression of
gratitude'. But the feeling passes so naturally into its

expression that it is not easy to separate them in the quota.
lions, except by the accompanying verbs : to express ear's
thanks, and the archaic to con thanks, ought to mean to
expressBone'sfeelings ofgratitude ; but togive, offer, return
or receive thanks, ought to mean to give or receive the ex-
pression ofgratitude ; so to have thanks, but this is less
clear. In many instances it is impossible to say which is
meant ; some of the examples given here may belong to 4.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9379 Muche bone were it vs of god

mid him vorto fi?te. 13.. Gam. >, Gr. Knt. 1380 Haue I

I'ryuandely bonk burh my craft serued 1 c 1374 CHAUCER
Troylus in. 1728 (1777) pis encres of hardynesse and myghtCom hym of loue, his lad yes thank to Wynne, c 1400 Dcstr.
Troy 12724 The lady.. bonkit hym broly with bonks in hir
hert. 1:1430 Brut 343 panne bei..went horn ayen yn-to her
owne cuntre, with grete loue & moche banke. 1500-10
PUNBAR Poems xvL 19 Or the gift deliuerit be, The thank is
frustrat and expyrd. a 1677 BARROW Wks. (1687) I. viii.

91 It was a satyrical answer (that of Aristotle), .who being
asked .. What doth the soonest grow old 1 replied . . Thanks,
4. The expression of gratitude ; the grateful ac-

knowledgement of a benefit or favour. (& in

sing. 06s.
't Gode }ank, God-thank [= L. Da gratias, F. grace A

Dieu\ thanks (be) to God, thank God.
Bemvulf 1779 paes sis metode bane, ecean dryhtne, bzs

8e ic on aldre ge-bad. f 888 K. ^ELFRED iloeth. xxxv. 4
pa xesceafta naeren nanes bonces ne nanes weoroscipes
wyroe. c 897 Gregory's Past. C. 2 Gode almiehte^um si
oonc %ette we nu rcni^ne on stal habbad lareowa. aiooo
Cxtimon'sGen. in6(Gr.) Himbaes bane sie. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xxvi. (Klycholas) 324 Thang to al-mychtty god he
5aulde. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 400/1 Thanke, grates, graci-
aruttt accio, grntulamen. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 195/2
Thanke and glorye to god & honoure to the vyrgyne. 1534MORE Treat. Passion Introd., Wks. 1271/1 Turning to god
with lawde and thanke. a 1553 UDALL Royster D. n. ii,

Douzhtie. He will thank you woman. Madge. I will none
of his thanke. 1643 ROGERS Naaman 385 Is this the
thanke which you returne to God 1

c 897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. 9 Gode Sonc. Ibid.
i. 27, ci20o Trin. Coll. Horn, ii Unbileue. .isaiwarealeid
and rihte leue arered godeoonc. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)
2578 pe King was gode bonk aboue in four batailes. c 1300
Havclok 2005 pus wolde be theues me haue reft, But god-
bank, he hauenet sure keft.

b. in plural, t Formerly sometimes const, as sing.
1340 Ayenb. 18 Me., him ne yeldeb bonkes of his guodes,

bet he ous heb ydo. 1481 CAXTON Reynard iv, (Arb.) 8
All hath he but lytyl thanks. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas.
iv. (Percy Soc.) 21 At whose encreace there is great
thankes rendred. 1538 ELYOT, Grates, thankes. 1588
SHAKS. Tit. A. I. 1/215 Thankes to men Of Noble
mindes, is Honourable Meede. 1593 Rom, <$ Jul. n. vi.

23 Else is his thanks too much. 1651 HOBBES Leviath.

riously at the fisheries, for nothing more than
thanks. 1805 R. FULTON in Sinclair's Corr. (1831) II. 64,
1 return it to you with my sincere thanks. 1871 R. ELLIS
Catullus xlix. 4 Thanks superlative unto thee Catullus
Renders. 1881 'RITA' My Lady Coquette Hi, Yolande
gives her a smile of thanks.

C. A thank (formerly also a thanks) : an ex-

pression of gratitude; a thanking, a thank-you.
Now rare.

t To pick (get, mill a thank : see PICK 7'.' 8 b. Obs.

13. . Gnitt, 9f Gr. Knt. 1984 Vche mon bat he mette, he
made hem a bonke, For his seruyse. 1474 CAXTON Chesse
in>. vii. (1883) 139 To thende that they myght haue a
thanke & be preysed. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm.
Pref. 5 b, Verye manye of those wryters seke to pike
a thanke. a 1577 GASCOIGNE Herbs, etc. Wks. (1587)

119 While Pierce the plowman hopes to pick a thank.

1579-1627 [see PICK v. 1
SbJS]. x6oz B. JONSON Poetaster

iv. vii, Without a thankes, to be sent hence 1 1678 R.
L'EsTRAVGE Seneca's Mor. I. XV. (1696) 81 He..contents
himself with a bare Thank for a Requital, a 1810 TANNA.
HILL Poet. Wks. (1846) 67 With his lordship's thank. 1839
LONGF. Black Kn. 47 The children drank, Gave many a
courteous thank.

II. Phrases and phraseological uses.

6. Thanks : a much abbreviated expression of

gratitude for a favour received or recognition of a

service ;
= Igiveyou my thanks, my thanks toyou,

or the like. Also many thanks, best thanks.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 559 If your Ladiship would say
thankes Pompey, I had done. La. Great thankes, great

Pompey. 1605 Macb. II. i. 30 Macb. Good repose the

while 1 Kanq. Thankes Sir : the like to you 1 1647 PEACHAM
Worth ofa Penny 14 He answers you with Monosyllables,

..Yes, No, That, Thankes, True, &c. 1803 Forest of
Hohenelbe I. 167 Thanks, Baron, for your good wishes.

1803 PITT in G. Rose's Diaries (1860) II. 16 Many thanks
for your letter. 1866 E. FITZGERALD More Lett. (1901) 82

Don't you dislike the way some People have of saying

perpetually
' Thanks!' instead of 'Thank you'?. .It is like

cutting Acknowledgment as short as possible. .. Thanks [is]

247

about one of tbe most rml'-oiu monosyllables, even in the
Englllh Language. 1870 Miss HKIIX.MAN Rob. l.ynne II.
xiv. 599

' Would you like to read the letter, Robert !
'

'No.
thanks'.

6. Thanks to : Thnnks be given to, or are due to ;

hence, Owing to, as a result of, in consequence of.

(Often ironical.) So no thanks (\thank) to, no
credit to, not by virtue or merit of; not because
or by reason of.

1633 KAHI. MAKCH. Al Maud* (1616) 115 It is no thankes to
a man to pay that willingly, which he must doe of nece&sitie.

1633 lip. HA, i. .}[,.,/,/. f, K7<'j(i85i) 150 It is scarce any
XT

'" me lh:" hc P"' 5- '*47 TRAIT Comm. Kev. iii. 4No thank to the Pastour, who was a mercenary ey<-

01687 PETTY Pol. Arith. vi. (1691) 99 No thanks to any
l.aws which have been made to that puriwxe. 1737 1 ''"'F-
Hor. Kpist. n. ii. 68 Hut (thanks to Homer) since I live and
thrive, Indebted to no Prince or Peer alive. 1813 s< m i

I Kolttl'y v. vi, It is a sight but rarely spied, Thanks to man's
wrath and woman's pride. 1894 H'estm. Gaz. 21 Aug.
3/3 The passengers thanks, I expect, to the bitter cold-
behaved more quietly at night than in the morning.
t7. hi (on) thank, to thank, with pleased mind,

with pleasure or satisfaction; pleasantly.graciously;
with thanks, gratefully. Obs.
a 1000 Andreas 1114 (Gr.) Hie ba lac hraSe be^on to

pance. a 1000 Cstdmon's Gen. 5442 Hie on bane curon

And als reward hym t[h]ankfully. c 1400 Kon. Rose 4577'He seyde,
'_In

thank I shal it take, And high maister eeke

IOUGLAS SKncts vn. v. 153, I grant thine axir

messinger, And jour rewardis ressauis in thank.

8. To tan, con, can (great, little) thank(s, to

acknowledge or express gratitude, to make known
gratitude, to give thanks, to thank. Obs. exc, dial.
See CAN z/.l 10, CON .' 4.

1 9. To have (or ge() thank : to be thanked
;

also, to be thought worthy of thanks, to get the

creditor, to have the merit or honour of (some-
thing) ; hence, contextually, thank = thanks due or

merited, recompense, reward, credit, merit, and

ironically discredit, blame. Obs.
1:950 Lindisf. Cost. Luke xvii. 9 Ahne Sonc hafeS esne
3zm forSon dyde Sa oe him xchaten ha;fde? ciooo Ags.
Gosp. ibid., Haef5 se beowa aent^ne bane forbam oe he dyde
bset [etc.]? c loio Rule St. Benet v. (Logeman) 25 He for

swylcere daede aeni^ne ne begitt bane, c 1175 Lamb. Horn.
137 pa 5e doS god for to habbenoer of a^en in bisse Hue,
nabbeS heo nenne bone on eche weorlde. 1197 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 9915 pe wrecche luber giwes. .a riche presant. . sende
bis noble kinge, ac hor bone was lute, a 1300 Cursor M.
13841 par-for haf he neuer thank ! c 13*) Sir Tristr. 2081
Maister, bank haue 50. For bou me bis bode brou^t Mi robe
5iuc y be. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. /K 452 For who so yeveth
a yifte or dooth a grace, Do it by tyme, his thank ys wel the
more. 1460 FORTESCUK Abs. $ Liin. Mon. vii. (1885) 125
Off somme man [h]is highnes shall haue more thanke ffor

..be auctorite of be said Valerius (bat he mycht barethrow
haue be thank

b_areof). 1539 BIBLE (Great) Luke VL 32 Yf
ye loue them which loue you, what thanke haue ye ? [so 161 1,
1881 J TINDALE, what thanke are ye worthy of? Rhetn.
what thanke is to you?). 1545 KLYOT Diet. s.v. Ineo,
Graliam inire, to get thanke or frendes with some pleasure
done vnto them. 1584 Mirr. Mag. 9 It is a work of more
thank to preserue health, then to cure Sicknesse. 1600
NASHE Summers Last Will Introd., He. .must be making
bimselfe a publike laughing stock, & haue no thanke for

his labor. 1633 Bp. HAUL Hard Texts, N. T. 4 The thanke
of this is Gods, not yours. 1669 R. MONTAGU in Buccleuch
MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 424 Lord Clarenden would
have the thanks and credit of it,

10. To give thanks (t thank, \todo thank(s), to

express gratitude ; spec.
= ' to give thanks to God ';

now esp. of saying grace at a meal. arch.

971 Blickl. Horn. 39 Don we..Drihtne bancas be us ba
waestmas sealde. Ibid. 191 pane ic do, Crist bu soda hyrde.
Ibid. 217 He../Elmihtix,um Code bffirejjife bane stezde.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes i To gyue therfore

synguler louynges& thankes. 15*6 TINDALE Matt. xxvi. 26

Jesus toke breed, and gave thankes, brake it, and gave it to

his disciples. 1596 SHAKS, Tarn. Shr. iv. i. 162 will you
giue thankes, sweete Kate, or else shall I? 1765 T. HUTCHIN-
SON Hist. Mass. I. 262 The general court., gave them thanks
for their good services. 1808-18 JAMIESON s. v. Grace^trink,
After the giving of thank sat the end of a meal. 1831 SCOTT
Ct. Robt, ix, All gave me fair thanks for the knightly manner
of quitting myself towards them, except one.

11. To return thanks, to render thanks in return

for a benefit or favour. Now chiefly used of the

formal or public expression of thanks, or of grace
at a meal.

I59i-i78o[see RETURN v. 20]. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU
Let. to C'tess Afar 18 Apr., I returned her thanks, and . .

took my leave. 1827 Kdin. Weekly yrnl. 28 Feb., He begged
leave to return thanks for the honour which had been con-

ferred on the Patrons of this excellent Institution. 1849 C.

BRONTE Shirley vii,
' Let us return thanks

',
said he ; which

he did forthwith, and all quitted the table.

III. 12. attrib. and Comb., as thank-receiver,

thanks-prayer; f thank-picking, thanks-freighted

adjs. ; t thank-render, a rendering of thanks, a

thanksgiving; thanks-day, Thanksgiving Day
(U.S.); thanksdoing, thanks-living (nonce-

wds., after Ma&-,f*z>.f),action or conduct indic.v

THANK.
live of a thankful spirit. See also THANK-OFFFR-
IN':, THANKS,. IVIM;, etc.

.163? FORB /.,,', Sacr. iv. i, Fxlged on by some 'thank-

? wil""il'm i'te ','

86t
''?."

" '" t'LadyllfsUlh 31 Jan.,

Ti-ivehrreal' r I'r. Masie
and

,.
'"' ourselves :,

.hv,ng. ,900 Month Feb. , 33 Passage,. .1,U1,
sejm

to have reference to this primitive ThankspraynThank (bcvnk), v. Korms: a. i-a bancian,
2-3 pankien, 3-5 panken, 4-6 thanken, 4-7
thanke,thanck,( 4 p-,thanc,4-S ))anky,thango),
5- thank. 0. i Uonoian, 2 ponkien, 3-5 bonkefn.
(.1 ponki, 4 ponkke), 4-6 thonk, (f-ft thongi.
\^\:. }inncian, fioncian = OS. lli.inl.vn \!I)u., l)u

dan/ten), OIIG. dankon (MUG., G. dankcri), ON
fakka (.Sw. tacka, Da. takke) :-OTeut. tank-Stan
(. *}anko* THANK sb]

Gosp, ibid., j^enom carlic bongade & salde heoin.

Ags. Gosp. ibid., He jenam bone calic banciende. c 1000

JLFRIC Horn. II. 400 Drihten oancode aroan oe he 8a
hlafas tobrsece. c 1190 St. Brandait 595 in .V. ting. Leg.
236 ludas bonkede reuiblliche. c 1500 Melusine xxxvL 247
Fayre lordes', said Geffray. .'that ought to be thanked

for [indirectfassive o/'ant ought to thank for that ').

1 2. intr. in particular constructions, a. To give
thanks to a person (orig. with simple dative, at

length treated as accusative : see 3). Obs.
(-888 K. ALFRED Boeth. v. j Donca nu Code bit he 8e

xefultumade. oiooo Cardmons Satan 536 [Hi] banceden
t^odne, bat hit bus selomp. <:iooo Ags. Gosp. Luke xvii.
16 He..feoll to his foten & him hancode. r 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 153, I bonked wuroe him [Let it be thanked to him).
01450 Le Morte Arth. 1478 On knes Felle thay..And
thankyd All to god. 1508 UUNBAR Gold. Targe 101 Syne
to dame Flora.. Thay saluse, and thay thank a thousand
syse. 1541 UDALL Erasni. Apoph. 145 That persone, to
whom onely..thou art bound to thanke.

fb. of ( on account of, for) a thing (orig.
genitive) : see c. Obs.

071 Blickl. Horn. 43 Nesccal he.. to lyt bancian heora
xlmessan. Ibid. 203 Hie. .bancudan bzs sises oe hie Refercd
hasfdon.

to. (combining a and b) to a person (dative), of
a thing (orig. genitive), the dative (mostly a pro-
noun) passing into an accusative : the usual constr.
in OE. and early ME. ; passing into 3 b. Obs.
Beowulf 1397 Se gomela gode bancode . . bscs se man
espra;c. a 1000 Cxrfmon's Gen. 357 (Gr.) He . sceolde his
rihtne bancian bzs leanes. c 1000 ^iLFRlc Saints' Lives

(1885) I. 104 luhanus ba sona baes bancode Gode. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 39 pet bu luuie bine drihten and him bonkien
alles binges, c IMO Yices >t Virtues 29 panke oar-of Sine
lauerde gode. c iioo Trin. Coll. Horn. 197 lob. .bonkede
him of ban wowe, alse dude ar of be wele.

3. trans. To give thanks to ; to express gratitude
or obligation to. (Orig. intr. with dat. : see 2 a.

By 1200 the dat. was treated as ace., and might be

subject of the passive voice.) Sometimes const, that.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hont. 3 panked be ure louerd ihesu

crist. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1154 Vaire he bonkede is gode
folc. Ibid. 9281 Ich bonke }ou . . pat ;e me so muche loue
sseweb. a 1300 Cursor M. 3321 tCott.) Thancand god. til

erth he fell, c 1350 Will. Paleme 2794 pat we so scabli ar

a-schaped god mowe [we] bonk. 136* LANCL. P. PI. A. xn.
48, I . . bankede hure a bousand sybes. c 14*0 Chron. Vilod.

461 pey thongedone god and mournedone no more. 1537
WRIOTIIESLEY Chron. (Camden) I. 6j The maior and alder-
men riding about the cittie thancking the people. 1598
SHAKS. Merty W. \. i. 293, I had rather walke here il

thanke you). 1648 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 250 Powley i

returned from London. He bnngs a most sleevles letter.,

which signifyes nothing. . .Judge if I thanked him. a 1796
BURNS Selkirk Grace, We hae meat and we can eat, Sae
let the Lord be thankit. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxxvii,
That he has subjects in Scotland, I think he may thank
God and his sword. 1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I. 114 The
young prince kissed his hand and thanked him. 1906 Out-
look 18 Sept 346 He who solicits a favour by letter not

infrequently concludes with the phrase,
'

thanking you in

anticipation ', which came into vogue some ten years ago.

fb. Const, of a thing. Obs.
The continuation of 2 c ; usual in ME.
c 1175 Lamb. Hotn. 7 >if we bonkiet ure drihten alles

binges be he us sent. 1130 HaliMeid. 19 To bonkigodd
of his grace & of his goddede. a 1300 Cursor M. 5304
Knele i sal befor be king, And thank him of his grett mens-

king. 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints v. (Johannes) 644 He.. bad
I suld. .thange lou of }ore gud vyl. ci4ii HOCCLIVR Dr
Reg. Princ. 1062 God thanke alwey of thyne ese and of

thyne smert. 11533 ^D- BERNF.RS Huon Ixi. 213, I thanke

you of your courtesye. 01548 HALL Chron., Eii-.i>. fl'

236 b, The Frenche kyng.. thanked the kyng of Englande
of his kj-nde offre.

c. Const, for a thing : now usual.

a 1591 H. SMITH Serm. (1637) 135 He is not thankful! before

God, which thanks him only for his benefits. 1653 HOLCROFT

Procopius i. it He thanckt the man much for his good will.

1715 DE FOE Fani. Instruct. I. i. (1841) I. 7 How must I

thank him for it ? 1764 GOLOSM. Trav. 72 And thanks his

gods for all the good they gave. 1910 W. H, HUDSON
tntrod. Study Lit. Pref. 6, I have to thank my friend . .for

the invaluable assistance which, .he has again rendered me.

d. fig. To make a return to a person in evidence

of obligation or gratitude. (In quot. ironical.)



THANKEE.
1821 SCOTT Kenihv, xxvi, I were like to be tlianked with

n horse-whip.
e. In the future tense, used to express a request :

/ will thank you to do so-and-so.

1843 THACKERAV Ravenswing vi, The page .. instantly

thanked her to pay his wages. 1852 Esmond HI. v, I want

to speak with your employer, Mr. Leach. I'll thank ye go
fetch him. Mod. I will thank you to hand me my field-

glass. I will thank you for a glass of water.

f. Phr. To thank one for nothing', esp. in (/)

Thank you for nothing, an ironical expression

indicating that the speaker thinks he has got or

been offered nothing worth thanks.

1703 MOXON Mec/i. Exerc. 60 But perhaps these Pre.

tenders mean the Iron or Steel shall be as soft as Lead,
when the Iron or Steel is red-hot ; if so, we may thank them
for nothing. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 391 F 3 Jupiter
thanked him for nothing. 1754 FOOTE Knights I. Wks.

1799 I, 67 Part with Favourite ! no, I thank you for nothing.

1848 [see THANK you].

g. Ejaculatory phrases, as thank God (f / thank

God (obs.), God be thanked, etc.), thank goodness,
thank heaven. - To thank onJs (or the] stars, to con-

gratulate oneself on one's good fortune : see STAB.

1330 R. URUNNE Chron. (1810) 134 panked be God of

heuen. 1340 Ayenb. 196 God be yhered and y-^onked. 1426
Test. Ebor. (Surtees) I. 76, 1 . . in gud mynd, thanket be God.
c 1480 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymen xxiv. 530 Hole & sounde,
thanked be god. 1530 PALSGR. 754/2. I am one of them,
(Jod be thanked ! 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado in. v. 15 Yes
I lhank God, I am as honest as any man Huing, that is

an old man, and no honester then I. 1796 MME. D'AHBLAY
Camilla III. 99 Now..! have not the gift of writing, at

which, thank God, I have left off repining, 1811 L. M.
HAWKINS C'tess $ Gertr. III. 283, 1 was all that, thank

goodness, as I always say, last grass. 1840 THACKF.RAY

Shabby-genteel Story ii, I am here, thank Heaven, quite
alone. 1872 [see GOODNESS 5].

1614 B. JONSOS Earth. Fair Induct., Yet I kept the Stage
in Master Tarleton's time, I thanke my starres. 1730
FIELDING Temple Beau iv. iii, Sir Harry, you may thank

your stars that conducted you to me. 1834 T. HAWKINS !

Affi/t. Ichthyos, 9f Plcsiosauri 42 But I should. .thank the
|

stars and the Cholera that it was no worse.

t4. With dative of person (indirect obj.) and
accusative of thing (direct obj.) :

= 3 b or c. Obs.

(Cf. TELL v. 3 (a}.}
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 5 We ahte to..t>onkien hit ure drihten

be hit us lende. a 1300 Cursor Al. 16219 Herod thankes be

pi sand. 1362 LANGI.. P, PI. A. vn. 17 We haue no lymes
to labore with ; vr lord we hit bonken. c 1475 RaufCoil-
yar 271 Mair the King spak nocht, I3ot thankit thame
thair deid.

b. "With the thing as sole obj. : To return thanks

for, express one's gratitude for; to repay, rare.
c 1470 ASHBY Dicta, Philos. 925 A gopde man thanketh

j

euery benefete, After the yeuers possibilite. 18x8 BYRON \

Mazeppa x.v, Charles forgot To thank his tale. 1819
Juan i. cxii, His young lip thank'd it with a grateful ;

kiss. 1867 MORRIS Jason xv. 226 And I am well aweary of l

it now, And of my toil, thanked with hard word and blow.

5. To give the thanks or creditor something to ;

to consider or hold responsible : esp. in ironical

use,
= to blame

1560 DAUS tr. Sletdane's Comtn. 180 Him that brought
hym vp, and whome both he and his father may thanke for

nil theyr good fortune. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 736 Who..
but. .will curse My Head,.. For this we may thank Adam ;

but his thanks Shall be the execration. 1794 MRS. RAD-
CLIFFE Myst. Udolpho xxxi, She might thank herself for

what happened. 1885 SIR N, LINDLEY in Law Rep.
14 Q.B.Div. 817 If.

.any
mistake was made by the sheriff,

the defendant had only himself to thank for it.

Thankee (J>e'nk*), vulgar colloq. for thank ye^
THANK YOU. See *E.
1824 in Spirit Pub. Jmls. (1825) 302 My friends, the

Yankees, For ten such plays, I guess, wouldn't give ten
thankees. 1848 DICKENS Dombey xl, Thankee my Lady.
Lord bless you, my Lady.

Thanker (^ae-ijkajj. [f. THANK v. + -ER
i.]

One who thanks.
a 1591 H. SMITH Senii. (1637) 132 Moe have gone away

speeders, then have gone away thankers. 1800 COLRRIDGE
ll'alleiuleiti iv. ii. in The devil take such thankers ! 1844
BROWNING Colombe's Birthday \\, Stay, Sabyne ; let me
hasten to make sure Of one true thanker.

Thankful ()>e-nkful),<z. [f. THANKA + -FUL.]
1. Feeling or expressing thanks or gratitude;
prompted by feelings of gratitude ; grateful.
971 Blickl. Horn. 169 WesaS (rancfulle |>on Hjelemle

eoweres andleofan. 1500-20 DUNUAR Poems Ixxvii. 72 lie
thankfull to this burgh of Aberdein. 1535 COVERDALE
i Sam. ii. Contents. The thankfull songe of Anna. 1592
SHAKS. Rom. Sf Jut. in. v. 149 Not proud you haue, but
thankfull that you haue. 1685 DRYDEN Thren. August.
383 Live then, thou great encourager of arts : Live
ever in our thankful hearts ! 1748 BUTLKR Serai. Wks.
1874 II. 317 The generality of mankind have cause to be
thankful that their station exempts them from so great
temptations. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. I. v. 430 We have
reason to be thankful that the thing, well or ill, was over,

tb. Satisfied, content. Obs.
a goo tr. BzJa's Hist. v. xxii[i|. (1890) 478 Scottas . . waeron

IxmcfuUe heora gemaerum. 1:1050 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker
367/18 Contentus, Sancful.

o. fig. Cf. GRATEFUL a. 2 b.
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. (1637) 273 The ground, .is

thankefull to the husbandman, in so much as it doth affoord
corne to be carried forth.

f2. Worthy or deserving of thanks, gratitude, or
credit

; pleasing, acceptable, grateful, agreeable.
c 1000 in Anglia (,890) XIII. 381 We halsia|>. .god j>a5t
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beow bin cync ure . . to be . . bancfull he mreje becuman.

cioso Suffl. JElfric's loc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 191/15 Gra-

tiosus, 3oncful. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce v. 278 He had done

mony a thankfull deid. 145* s
.i

O. HAYK Law Anns
(S.T.S.) 68 Unrychtwis offerandis ar nocht acceptable na

thankfull to his godhede. 1511 HEN. VIII Let. in Burton &
Raine Hmingirmfk 380 Wherby ye shall mintstre unto

us right singler and thankfull pleasore. 155* HULOF.T,

Thanckefull, acceptns. 1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist.

Scot. i. (S.T.S.) I. 130 The name of king was maist grate
and thankful to thame al. 1611 TOURNEUR Atk. Trag. l.

ii, His good successe shall be most thankeful to your trust,

tb. Sc. Of a payment: Giving satisfaction,

satisfactory. Obs.

1497 Ace. Ld. High Treat. Scot. I. 315, 1 resauit..for the

Erie Marschael his thankfull and reddy payment. 1517

CaldwcllPap. (Maitland) I. 61 Alslang and howlang ye said

Johnne and his airs mak to me and my airs gud and thankful

service. 1612 Sc. Acts Jos. VI (1816) IV. 472/1 To mak
thame thankfull teynding. 1671 in Proc. Sac. Ant. Scot.

(1892) XXVI. 194 To make tymeous and thankfull payment,

f 3. ? Done without reward or payment ; gratui-

tous : cf. next, 3. Obs. rare.

1:1380 WicLlfSerni. Sel. Wks. I. 282 pe fifte manere bat

prestis shulden have shulde be bankful traveilinge ; for jif pei

wolen have hank of God, bei shulden here He symonie, and
neiber sille her preching ne ober workes bat bei done.

Thankfully (Jra-rjkfuli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]

In a thankful manner.

1. With thankfulness ;
with thanks ; gratefully.

c looo jELFRic Saints' Lives (1890) II. 198 pa ongeat eusta-

chius baet seo fore-ssede costnung him da aet waes and banc-

fullice hi under-feng. c 1380 WYCLIF Stria. Set Wks. I. 130
Sib Crist suffride bus for synneof his breberen, beischulden
suffre bancfulli for ber own synne. 1567 Trial! Trcas.

(1850) 18, I cannot but thankefully render Such commenda-
tions as is requisite to be. 1611 SHAKS. Cytnb. \. vi. 79 Yet
Heauen's bounty towards him might Be vs'd more thank-

fully. 1715 DK FOE Vo?. round World (1840) 248 He ac-

cepted thankfully all my presents. 187$ JOWF.TT Plato

(ed. 2) V. 365 We will desire the one to give their instruc-

tions freely, and the others to receive them thankfully,

t b. With satisfaction ; graciously. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS sEtteis i. ix. heading. How Eneas with all

his rowt bedene War thankfullie ressavit of the quene.
i578LiNDESAY(Pitscoltie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 90 The

king grantit the same verray thankfullie. 1597 A. M. tr.

Guillemeaus Fr. Chirurg, *v, Receaue thankfully this my
laboure.

1 2. So as to gratify, please, or satisfy ; accept-

ably, pleasingly; satisfactorily. Obs.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. (Andreas) 877 He liffit sa thank-

fully to god and mane. 148* Exch. Rolls Scotl. IX. 284
note. That ye redily and thankfully content and pay to

the said Jonne..the said yerely pensioun. 1500 Ibid. XL
266 note, That ye cause hir to be thankfullie pait of hir

said pension. 1538 ELYOT, Placabiliter, thankefully, con-

tentfully. 1576 in Maitl. Cl. Misc. (1840) I. 16 The prices
tharof salbe thankfullie allowit to }ow in jour comptis.

1 3. Gratuitously ; for thanks alone. Obs.

1552 HULOET, Thanckfully, or for nothynge, or without
rewarde or deserte, but onelye for gramercye, gratim.

Thankfulness ()E-nkfulnes). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality or condition ofbeing thankful.

1. Gratefulness, gratitude.
155* in Vicary's Anat. (1888) App. xvi. 291 Whiche thyng,

with al due thanckefulnesse, thei receiued at his maiesties
handes. 1611 BIBLE Acts xxiv. 3 Wee accept it alwa

yes ..

with all thankfulnesse. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 158
O how shall I find Words to express my Thankfulness ! 1856
FROUDE Hist. Eng. I. v. 361 Such a resolution would
probably have been welcomed with passionate thankfulness,

tb. Contextually : Thanks. Obs. rare.

1647 MAY Hist. Part. i. ix. 104 The Scottish Commissioners
. . returned thankfulnesse to the Parliament . . for that great
sum of 30COOO/.

(2. Gratification, satisfaction. Obs. rare.

1500 Reg. Privy Seal Scotl. I. 70 The hartlie lufe. .he has
and beis to the said Jonet, and. .the thankfulnes done be
hir oft tymes to his gud grace.

Thanking (J>se-nkin), vbl. si. arch. [f. THANK
v. + -ING !.] The action or an act of giving thanks ;

the expression of gratitude ; thanks.
c 893 K. ALFRED Oros. i. iv. [viii.] i To wundrianne

bjet pa Egipti swa lytle boncunge wiston losepe. 1:950
Lindisf, Gosp. John vi. 23 Doncunge dedon Drihtne.

ffoin. II. 170 He underfeng 3a lac mid

1508 Bp. FISHER 7 Paiit. Ps. cii. Wks. (1876) 190 Gyuynge
thankynges vnto hym. 1611 SIIAKS. Cymb. v. v. 407 He
would haue well becom'd this place,and grac'd The thankings
of a King. 1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa. Guidi W. i. 239 We
thank you that ye first unlatched the door, But will not
make it inaccessible By thankings on the threshold.

Tha nkless, a. [f. THANK sb. + -LESS.]
1. Not moved by or expressing gratitude ; un-

thankful, ungrateful. Alsoy?^. of things : Making
no return, unresponsive.
1536 LYNDESAY Anstu. Kingis Flyting^ Full sair I rew

That euer I did Mouth thankles so persew. c 1560 A. SCOTT
Poems (S.T.S.) v. 65. 1598 MARSTON Sea. Villanie ill. ix, All
as thanktesse as ungrateful! Thames He slinks away, leaning
but reeking steames Of dungy slime behinde. 1637 MILTON
Lycidas 66 And strictly meditate the thankles Muse.
1792 COWPER Stanzas Bill Mortality i Thankless for
favours from on high. 1865 DICKENS Mat. Fr. i. i, How
can you be so thankless to your best friend 1

2. Of a task, or the like: Which brings no
thanks

; receiving or deserving no thanks.
a 1547 SURREY jp-tuid 11. 125 But whereunto these thank-

lesse tales in v.iine Do I reherse? 1591 SAVILE Tacitus'

THANKSGIVING.
Hist. n. lix. 88 A thancklesse office and displeasing. 1690
NORHIS Beatitudes (1694) I. 178 Not only a thankless, but
an odious, difficult and hazardous Undertaking. 1868 Miss
BRADDON Dead-Sea Fr. i, It is but a thankless task to

catalogue such a face.

3. Without thanks ; unthanked. rare.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Tray. (ed. 2) 168 The Ambassadoi
had no patience to digest it, save by equal! contempt to. .

send him thanklesse back againe. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 22 Feb!
2/1 Prince Max comes to the Court of Ferdinand to return,
thankless, a picture painted by Ferdinand.

Tha-nklessly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] In a

thankless manner ; without thanks
; unthankfnlly.

16*6 Br. HALL Contempt., O. T. xx. ii, The will of God
may be done thanklessly. 1881 in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps.
cxix. 75 Thanklessly receiving the gifts with no thought ol

the Giver.

Tha-iiklessiiess. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality or condition of being thankless
; ungrate-

fulness, unthankfulness.

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. vii. 41 Were it not too
shameful! a thankelesnesse in vs if wee shoulde not bee [etc.],
1628 WITHER Brit. Remtmt. iv. 404 Thy thanklesnesse,
And such like Sinnes. 1840 L. HUNT Legend of Florence
l. ii, Friendship ends, In treachery and in thanklessness

begun. 1860 PUSEY Min. Profit. 273 Thanklessness shuts
the door to God's personal mercies to us.

t Tha-nklewe, a. Obs. ran. [f. THANK sb. +
-LEW E.] ? Deserving of thanks, thankworthy ; or

? grateful, agreeable,
1430 in Sharpe Land, fr Kingd. (1895) III. 374 In per.

fourming at bis tyme of our prayer ye may do unto us sou
notable and panklewe service pat we wol wel considre hit in

tyme comyng.
f Tha-nkly, adv. Obs. rare- 1

, [irreg. f. THANK
sb. + -LY 2.] Thankfully.
1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas I. iii. 809 He giueth frank

what we thankly spend.

Tlia-nk-o:ffering. [f. THANK sb. + OFF
ING vbl. sb.] In the Levitical law, An offering pn
sented as an expression of gratitude to God

; hence
in ordinary use, An offering or gift made by way
of thanks or acknowledgement.
1530 TINDALE Lev. vii. 12 Yf he offer to geue thanckes, he

shall brynge vnto his thanckofferynge [1560 (Genev.) for his
thankes offringj swete cakes myngled with oyle. 1539
BIBLE (Great) 2 Chron. xxxiii. 16 He .. sacrificed theron

peace oflerynges, & thank offerynges. 1839 THIRLWALI.
Greece\l. xlix. 171 He dedicated the waggon in the citadel,
as a thank-offering to the king of the gods. 1888 BURGON
Lives 13 Gd. Men I. i. 45 He sent at once a thank-offering
for distribution among the poor.

t Tha-nksgive, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [Back-forma-

tion from THANKSGIVING.] trans. Togivethanksfor.
a 1638 MEDE Diatribe (1642) 55 Irenaeus also affirmeth,

That our Saviour, by the institution of the Eucharist had
confirmed oblations in the New Testament. Namely, to

thanksgive or blesse a thing in way to a sacred use, he took
to be an offering of it unto God.

Tha-nksgfi:ver. [f. as next + GIVER.] One
who gives thanks.
1611 AINSWORTH Annot. Song Sol. i. 3 Thankesgivings, in

Nehem. 12. 31 [are] for companies of thankesgivers. 1690
C. NESSE O. ff N. Test. 1.71 The life of thanksgiving is the

good life of the thanks-giver. 1818 BENTIIAM Ch. Eng, 123
Exhausted by that same grand effort, the stock of thanks-

givers is gone. 1883 J. PARKER TyneChylde 270 Thankful-
ness elevates and ennobles the thanksgiver.

Thanksgiving ()>se-nksigi:vin). [f. thanks, pi,
of THANK so. + GIVING vbl. sb.']

1. The giving of thanks
; the expression of thank-

fulness or gratitude ; esp. the act of giving thanks
to God.
1533 TINDALE Supper ofLord E iv b, One or other Psalme

or prayer of thankes giuyng in the mother tongue. 1539
BIBLE (Great) i Tim. iv. 4 For all the creatures of God are

good, and nothing to be refused, yf it be receaued with

thankesgeuynge. 1562 WINJET Cert. Tract, iii. Wks. (S.T.S.)
1 . 29 Gyf sic zeirlie memorial in blythnes and thankisgeifing
wes haldin. 1588 SHAKS. /.. L. L. n. i. 193, I cannot stay

thanks-gluing. 1658 \Vhole Duty Man v. I 8 The fifth part
of prayer Is thanksgiving ; that is, the praising and blessing
God for all his mercies. 1842 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange
Life (1870) III. ix, 159 Think how full of thanksgiving
were my prayers last night.

b. A public celebration, with religious services,

held as a solemn acknowledgement of Divine

favours ; also, a day set apart for this purpose ;

spec, in U. S., Thanksgiving Day (see 3 b).
1641 Nicholas Papers (Camden) 10 It was resolved that

there shalbe on y* 7
lb of September next a publique thanks-

giving for this good accord betweene y* 2 nacions. 1665
MAttLKYGrotius Low C. \Varres 217 Publick Thanksgivings
were Ordered to be given to God for this Victory. 1760 J.

ADAMS Diary 26 Nov., Night before Thanksgiving. 1869
MRS. STOWE Oldtown Folks xxvii, Great as the preparations
were for the dinner, everything was so contrived that not

a soul in the house should be kept from the morning ser-

vice of Thanksgiving.
2. An act or expression of thanks ; esp. a form of

words, a prayer or religious service used to render

thanks for Divine benefits.

General Thanksgiving, the first of the forms of thanks-

giving in the Book ofCommon Prayer, that for the blessings

of life in general. Great Thanksgiving, in early and oriental

liturgies : see quoL 1708-22.

'535 COVERDALE Ps. xxxix. [xl.] 3 He hath put a new songe
in my mouth, euen a thankesgeuynge vnto oure God. 155*
Hk. Com. Prayer (heading), The Thankes geuing of Women
after Childe birth. i66> laid.. Prayers & Thanksgivings
upon several occasions. ..A General Thanksgiving. 1708-2*



THANKWORTH.
J. BINGHAM Chr. Antiy* xv. iii. (1845) 770 After this the

priest
went on with the tv^afna-ria. properly so culled, that

is the great thanksgiving to God for all his mercies, both
of creation, providence and redemption. 1849 MACAUI.AY
Hist. Eng. ii. I. 185 The ministers selected from that

liturgy such prayers and thanksgivings as were likely to
be least offensive to the people.
3. attrib. and Comb.
1641 EvELVN/>/(jry Aug., The next Sunday was the thanks-

giving sermons perform VI in Col. Goreing's Regiment, 1814
SOUTHKY Carmen Triumph, xvi, With one consent, The
high thanksgiving strain to heaven is sent,. .Glory to God !

Deliverance for Mankind! 1859 MACAUI.AY Hist. Eng.
xxiii. (1861) V. 17 They had still in their cars the thanks-

giving sermons and thanksgiving anthems.

b. Thanksgiving day, a clay set apart for public

thanksgiving for Divine goodness; spec, in the

United States, an annual festival religions and

social, now appointed by proclamation and held on
the last Thursday of November.
The first celebration was held by the Plymouth colony in

1621, in thankfulness for their first harvest in America after

a year of struggle and privation, and the usage became
general in New England. After the Revolution, it extended
to the Middle States, and later to the West; after the Civil
War gradually to the South. Its national observance has
been annually recommended by the President since 1863.
1674 JOSSELYN Voy* New Bug. 214 Towards night I re-

turned to Boston again, the next day being Thanksgiving
day, on Fryday the Tenth day we weighed Anchor. 1704
LUTTRELL BriefKel. (1857) V. 460 Sir Christopher Wrenn
is erecting a throne in St. Pauls cathedral for her majestic
to sitt in on the thanksgiving day. 1714 S. SEWALL Diary
25 Nov., Thanks-giving day; very cold. 1844 WHITTIER
Pumpkin iii, Ah! on Thanksgiving day..When the gray-
haired New Englander sees round lus board The old broken
links of affection restored. 1903 Daily Chron. 6 Nov. 5/1
Thanksgiving Day long remained an institution peculiar to
New England, but it has been observed annually in New
York State since 1817.

t Tha-nkworth, a. Obs. [f. THANK sb. +
WORTH

<*.]
= next.

? 1436 Lett. Marg. Anjou $ Bp. Beckington (Camden) 33,
I
quyte

me soo to yow in that matere, .. as were thanke
worth. 1550 COVERDALE Spir. Perle Pref. i b, The more
daungerous be his sores and sicknes, and the more thancke
worth the cure therof. 16*7-47 FELTHAM Resolves 30 To
trust him for an estate when we have the evidences in our
iron chest, is easie ; and not thankeworth.

Tha'nkwo rthy, a. Also 6-7 thanks-.

Worthy of thanks
; deserving gratitude or credit.

1387-8 T.UsK Test. Love Prol. (Skeat) 1. 39 Although this

booke be lytel thank worthy for the leudnesse in trauail.

14*1 SIR H. LUTTRELL in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. IL I. 86
Wherfore..he ys thankworthy, 1^33 J. HEYWOOD Play
Weather (1903) 1125 Thy labour is ryght myche thanke-

worthy. 1534 TINDALE i Pet. ii. 19 For it is thankeworthye
yf a man for conscience towarde god endure grefe, sufferinge

wrongfully. 1594 CAREW Huarte's Exam. Wits xiiL (1596)
202 No lesse thanks-worthie a part of Seruice. 1672
WILKINS Nat. Kelig. 31 It would not be thank-worthy lor

a man to believe that which of necessity he must believe.

1891 T. K. CHEYNE Orig. Psalter Introd. 17 A faulty but
at that time thankworthy book.

Hence Tha'nkwo rthily adv.
y
in a thankworthy

manner ;
Tha*nkwo:rthiness, the quality or con-

dition of being thankworthy.
1553 BALE Gardiner's De vera Obed. C vij, To exercise

our selues goodly and "thankeworthyly. 1874 SWINBURNE
Bothwell i. i. 7 And we that do it, we do it for all men's

good, For the main people's love, thankworthily. 1847
WEBSTER, *Thank-worthmess.

Tha' ilk yon. [Aphetic for I thank you*] A
phrase used in courteous acknowledgement of a
favour or service. Thank you for nothing: see

THANK v. 31". So, rarely, Thank thee. Cf.

THANKEE.
IA.. Why / can't be a Nun 159 in E. E. P. (1862) 142

' Thanke yow, lady', quod I than. 1616 B. JONSON Devil
an Ass iv. ii, Eith. Thanke you good Madame. . . Thanke
thee, good Eyther-side. 1705 VANBRUGH Confed. i.i, Thank
you kindly, Mrs. Amlet, thank you kindly. 1738 SWIFT Pol.

Conversat. ii. 140 No, thank ye, Colonel. 1848 THACKERAY
Van* Fair xxiv, It's you who want to introduce beggars
into my family? Thank you for nothing, Captain. 1863
Miss YONGE C"te$s Kate ii. 34 She..said something meant
for

'

No, thank you
*

; but of which nothing was to be heard
but *

q
*

[i.e. k you]. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 206

(HeJ goes about learning of others, to whom he never even

says Thank you.

b. as sb. (written with hyphen or as one word) :

An utterance of this phrase,
1887 Chr. World^ Aug. 589 He utters a hearty

' Thank-
you P 1894 Westnt. Gaz* 21 Aug. 3/3 The majority of

passengers retreated from the tables regardless of their

running fire of
*

thankyous ', which were thankyous for

nothing. 1900 Ibid. 6 Sept. 2/1 We had not said nearly
enough

'

thank-yous *.

Thank-you-ma'am. U.S.
cotto^.

Also
thank'ee-marm. A hollow or ridge in a road,
which causes persons passing over it in a vehicle to

nod the head involuntarily, as ifinacknowledgement
of a favour ; spec, a ridge or hollow on a hill road

serving to throw off descending rain-water.

1849 LONGP. Kavaitagh xi. We went like the wind over

the hollows in the snow; the driver called them 'thank-

you-ma'ams
1

, because they made everybody bow. 1867
O. W. HOLMES Guard. Angel xiv, Life's a road that's got a

good many thank-you-ma'ams to go bumpin' over, says he.

1897 HOWELLS Landl. Lion's f/ead\q At one of the thank-

you-marms in the road, the sick man stopped, like a weary
horse, to breathe.

Thanna(h, var. TANA 1
,
Indian police station.
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Thanne, banne, obs. ff. THAN, THKX.
t Tha-nnic, a. Chem. Obs. [f. Thann (name of

a town in the Vosges where Kestner the discoverer

lived) + -1C.] In thannie acid: see quot.
1853 Pharmac. Jrml. XIII. no Racemic acid was. dis-

covered by Kestner, ..in the year 1820. Itwascalled thannie
acid by its discoverer.

Thape, dial. var./j/<; : see FEABERBY, gooseberry.

Thapsia (brc-psia). Bat. Also 4-6 tapsia.

[I., thapsia (tapsia), a. Gr. Oai//ia, said to mean a

plant brought from Thapsus.] A genus of umbelli-
ferous perennials, of the tribe I.aserpitiex, containing
four species, natives of the Mediterranean region.
That formerly in medical repute is T. garganica,
also called Deadly Carrot
c 1400 Lanfraiic's Cirurgie 195 pe place shal be frotid in

!" sunne wip an oynement of tapsia. c 1440 1'altad. on
Hiisb. i, 1044 This tapsia, this wermot, and eleure, Cucumber

THARF.

tl. Of bread, etc. : Not prepared with leaven,
unleavened. Obs. exc. in Tit A HP-OAK*.

xij.d. 1857 DUNGLISON Med. Ltx., Thapsia... The root

operates violently, both upwards and downwards.
b. attrib. and Comb. t as thapsia-plaster (Cent.

Diet. 1890), ^resin (see qnot.), -root.

1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet, Thapsia resirt, a soft

extract prepared by digesting thapsia.root in hot alcohol.

Ii Thapsus (JwpsiJs). Bot. Also 4-5 (8) tap-

sus, 8 thapsos. [med.L., a. Gr. 0a$os a plant
used for dyeing yellow (Dioscor.).] An old name
of the genus Verbascum. esp. of V. Thapsus, the

great mullein.
a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. 41/2 Tarsus barbastus, flosmus

idem. 1578 LYTK Dodoens t. Ixxxi. 119 Mulleyn is called

..in Shoppes Tarsus Barbatns. 1718 ROWE tr. Lucan ix.

1566 The Gummy Larch-Tree and the Thapsos there,
Wound-wort and Maiden-weed perfume the Air.

II Thar (t
h
ar), sb. Zool. [Native name.]

1. The native name in Nepal of a goat-antelope,
Nernorhxdus bubalina, belonging to the same

genus as the Goral (N. gorat).
1833 B. H. HODGSON in Proc. Zool. Soc. 10 Sept. 105 As

compared with the GhCral^ Antilope Goral* Hardw... the
Thar is a massive beast, twice the size, and has suborbhal

sinuses, and a mane along the back of the neck and shoul-

ders. Ibid. 24 Sept. in A cavity also exists in the osseous
core of the horns of the Thar Antelope. 1834 Ibid, iz Aug.
86. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 89/2 The Thar (A. thar, Hodg-
son) was described for the first time in a paper by B. H.
Hodgson, Esq., British resident in NepauL. .The thar in-

habits the central region of NepauL 1885 Cycl. India III.

885/1 Thar, the forest goat, is the Nepal name of Nemo.
rhsedus bubalina^ called Eimu and Ramu on the Sutlej and

Kashmir, and Serow in the hills generally.

2. Also applied to the TBHR, or Himalayan wild

goat {Hemitragusjemlaicus}*
1896 List A nim. Zool. Soc. 166 Hemitragus jemlaicus

(Hodgs.) Thar. 1902 WEBBER Forests Upper India

OHG. darba, ON.ipr/.] Need, necessity.
Beowulf 1798 Sele-pegn . . se for andrysnum eane oe-

weotede pejsnes bearfe. 735 B*EDA Death-song a Thonc
L i- .1 r _Tr o r ...I.} 1 O.

snotturra than him tharf sie. ciooo Sox. Lcechd. II. 84

jif bearf sie, sele hwilum wyrtdrenc. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.
Q Nis hit nan berf bet me her on pisse Hue for his saule

bidde pater noster. caao ORMIN 12247 Onn alle ba batt

haffdenn ned & barrfe to bin hellpe. c 1330 Arth. 4 Merl.
16 And wele ysen, )if bai willen, pat hem noparfneuerspillen.

Tharf.. Obs. 01 dial. Forms: I peorf, pearf,

(Sorof, serf), 3 (Orm.') J>eorrf, 4 perf, -e,

4-5 therf, 5 tharf, -e. See also THABF-CAKE.

[C)E./*/(: -fcrf),unleavened, unsonred ; ofmilk,

sweet ; Com. Teut. = OFris. therf, derf, MDu.

aV^(Kilian has '

derf-brood, panis azymus'), OHG.,
MHO. derp unleavened, Ger. derb solid, compact,

rough, coarse, ON. PJarfr unleavened, insipid.

With sense a, cf. the mod. Ger. sense of derb ; app.

referring to the solid, heavy, or stiff quality of un-

leavened bread. Pre-Teut. etymology unknown.]

a species of thar (Hemitragus) in southern Arabia. 1903

Spectator 4 Apr. 527/2 Open and high ground..more suit-

able for wild sheep, such as the thar.

t Thar, v. Obs. : see THABF.
Thar (tSar, par), ME., chiefly northern, form of

THEBE. Also in compounds, as far abutan, etc. :

see THEBEABOUT and other words to THEREWITH.

Thar, thare, obs. ff. THEIB ; var. THIB Obs.,

these; obs. gen. and dat. sing. fern, and gen. pi. of

THE ; 3 sing,
and pi. pres. indie, of THABF v. Obs.

Tharandite (tse'randait). Mia. [a. Ger. thar-

andit (Freiesleben, 1817), f. Tharandt in Saxony
(where it occurs) + -ITS !.j A variety of dolomite

occurring in greenish yellow crystals, containing a

small percentage of ferrous oxide.

i8s ANSTED Elem. Geol., Him. etc. 385. 1868 DANA
Min. 682 Tharandite, from Tharand, near Dresden, is

crystallized, and contains 4 p.c. of Fe.

Tharatour, Sc. : see THEBEATOUB.

Tharborough, corrupt form of THIBDBOBOL'GH.

Thar-, tharck-oake : see THABF-CAKE.

Thare, obs. f. TABE s6.1 ;
also of THEBE.

t Tharf, si. Obs. Also I pearf, 'Bserf, 2 perf,

3 (Orm.) parrfe. [f.
THABF v. Cf. OS. tharf,

.., Malt.xxvl. 17 tJ.ifonn.i
Sara Sorofra \RutSa*. cfra/or5erf] rnzla. , 1000
Horn. 1 1 . a 10 peorfe hUfai we bringao Gode !., I.,, c , 1000

A.tW. xii. ,9 Hi..worhton Korfe heo^
<-icoo &JOC r,-. in Wr.-Wnlcker 153/32 Aiimus, Seorf.
<:oo ORMIN 907 Brzd All beorrf wiMmlennbeirmr a tioo
fursor M.

6079 Wit therf bred and leius wil.l iili
Gen. xix. 3 He made a fet, stthede tberf Siecd, :.

clen. - Mart: xiv. i Pk and lh fecstc of therf IOOIK*
was aftir the secunde day. < 1400 MAUND.V. (Roxb.) iii. 10
pal say we erre bat makes be iacrcment of tharf breed.
c 141$ Voc. in Wr..Wiilcker 657/30 Pauls silifinins, tnarf.
bred, c mftPromp. Pan. 400/2 Therf, wythe owte lowrc
dowe. 1483 Cath. A ngl. 38 1/2 Tharfe, aanxt.
2. trans/. Lumpish, stiff, heavy, slow ; hence fig.

reluctant, unwilling, diffident, tardy, dial. Hence
Tha-rfih a. in same sense ; Tha'rfly adv., in a
tharf or tharfish manner.
1747 HOOSON timer's Diet., Ttar/lis] when a Vein ot

Pipe alters from its own inlrinsical Nature to another, that

is_more Hask, Barren, and Dry, and more bound up, and
stiff. 18*8 Cravi'n Gloss., Tharf, stark, stiff, metaphorically,
backward, unwilling. 1876 Mid-Yorks. Gloss., Tharf,..
Thauf, diffident ; unwilling; reluctant i tardy.. .toiotharf-
ish adj., and tharfy adv. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Tharf,
Tharfish, shy, diffident. Tharfly, slowly. 'The rain
comes nobbut tharfly '. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss., Tharf,
Tharfish, lumpish, heavy-countenanced, forbidding;. Ap-
plied to substances it means 'sad ', heavy, like liver in tex-
ture. Tharfly. slowly, reluctantly.

t Tharf, thar, v. Obs. exc. Sc. dial. Forms :

see below. [A Com. Teutonic verb, belonging to

the class of preterite-presents, in which the present
tense is an original preterite (cf. CAS, Dow, DARE,
etc.) : OE. 'fur/an, fies-fearfhir/on, pa-for/te,
= OFris. *thurva, t/iurf(thorf)lhurvon, OS.

thurban, tharf- thurtnn, t/iorfta, MDu. dorven,

i/orfte (Do., durven), ON. furfa, larffurfom,
burfta (Sw. tarfva}, OHG. durfan, darfdurfun,
dorfla (MHG. durfen, G. diirfen), Goth. *faur-
ban, f>arfJ>aurbum, faurfta : OTeut. *farf-,

*fur1>-; corresp. to a pre-Teut. ablaut series "terp-,

*torp-, *trp-, which has not been certainly identified.

The ME. /3-forms had lost thef or v, app. first in

the and sing, present learft, tcart-tu, fer-lu, leav-

ing a stem far-, her-, tor-, fur-, which was after-

wards often confused with the Jar-, dor-, dur- of

DABE v.l, so that the latter had forms in th. while

there are here forms in d, esp. in the 2nd and 3rd
person singular of the present : see 7. This con-

fusion of tharfanA dare is also found in the cognate
languages : see DABE K.1]
A. Inflexions.

1. Pres. Indie, a. ist sing, i pearf.
Beowul/xxyj Ic baet call xe-wrzc swa..[ne] rylpan bearf

grendeles maxa. aiocaCxdnton's Gen. 2176 (Gr.) Ne pearf
ic yrfestol eaforan bytlian.

b. 2nd sing. a. I pearft, i perft, (3 perf).
Bemvulf 1675 pact bu him on-dnedan ne pearft. c 1000

Sajc. Leechd. II. iSo Ne bearft bu bone wermod to don.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 37 Sooliche ne berft bu bidden namare.
a 1x25 Leg. Kath. 1160 pu wenest ;et baet tu wenen ne berf.

ft. 3 peart, pert, per(tu), 3-4 pers(tou),4 pertes-

(tow), 4-5 tharat, 5 thar, thare.
c 1105 LAY. 14482 Ne jpaert [MS. brxt] bu nauere habben

kare of uncuoe leoden. aius Ancr. R. 136 Ne per tu

notit dreden be attrie neddre of helle. c 1300 St. Brandaji
626 Ne therstou nothing drede. c 1330 R. BRUNNB Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 4877 Of Kent ne bertestow fle pat cost. 1390
COWER Con/. II. 61 Me semeth that thou tharst noght care.

a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 3285 Othure warke thou thare not

wene. c 1460 Towneley Myst. ii. 293 Thar thou nowther

fly te ne chyde.

1. 3 dert, 4 dars(tou, -tow).
c 1*05 LAY. 22923 Ne dert [c 1275 pert] pu nauere adrecle.

c 13*0 Cast. Love 975 Ne darstou on crbe benchen elles

nouht. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xiv. 55 Hi so pat bow be
sobre. .Darstow [v.rr. Tharst bow, Thardestow] neuere care

for come, ne lynnen cloth ne wollen.

O. yd sing. a. I Uearf, pearf (UorferjB, -e*), a

perf, 3 (Orm.) parrf, 3-4 parf, 4 tharf.
1:888 K. ALFRED Batik, xxiv. S 4 Ne oearf he nanes

binges. <T9So Lindisf. Gosp. John xiii. 10 Seoe ^eduaen is

ne 3orfae5 U"975 Rush-in, oorfed] baette aftoa hine. c 975
Rnshiu. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 3 Saecgap pact drybten heora Scarf!

c 1175 I. anil'. Horn. 9 Nu ne perf na mon his sunne mid
wite abuggen. a 1150 Prov. Alfred 161 in O. E. Misc. 113

Monymon weneb bat he wene ne barf longes lyues. c 1330
Amis H Amil. 935 Tharf the neuer haue of him drede.

H. 3 perh, 4 (tar), than, 4-5 par, thar, pare,

thare, there, 5 thane, tharth, p
Sc. dial. ther.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13554 Fra nu tnar n 'ra namar be ledd.

Ibid. 19870 (Edin.) pat to do bare be nochle lete, 1340
HAMPOLE/V. Consc. 2167 He bat hates bis lyfes lykyng Thar

noght drede be dedes commyng. ^1370 Robt. Cicylt 325
More then thars be an c. folde. a 1400-50 A Itxaader 5377

pe thare bot graunt me to geue quat guds as I craue. 1414

BRAMrrON PemU. Ps. (Percy Soc.) 45 Me thar no more but

aske and have, c 1415 Cursor lit. 10565 (Laud) For to aske

there no man Yf they were glad it loyfull ban. c 1475

Tharth [see B. >].

7. 3 derf, 3-4 darf, 4 darh, 4-5 dar, dare.

a 1140 Urrisun in Cott. Horn. 187 Hwa derf been un-

sauuet be hauep se mihti salue. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

6471 Me ne dar no^t esse weber he were kene bo & prout.

a 1300 Florit t Bl. 315 Ich wene ne darf me axi no?t.

^1310 Cast. Love 733 Ne dar he seche non ober leche.

a 1317 Pol. Songs (Camden) 250 Of gode knyhtes darh him
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nout fail, c 1425 Cursor ^/". lo.jfii (Laud) To myrthe me
dare \early MSS. bar] the not wene. c 1440 Sir Gourthtr

615 The dare not drede of thi werkys wyld.

d. plural, a. i Jjurfon, ISurfan, i -3 purfe, 3

pu.rven (-uen), porhfe, purve, Jjorve.
<r888 K. JELFRED Boeth. xiv. 2 pa Surfon swibe lytles,

oe maran ne willniaS |>onne genomes. Ibid. xxiv. 4 Hwzt
burfon [v.r. burfe] we nu ma. .sprecan? CQysRHS/izu.dosfl.
Matt. xxvi. 65 Hwaet burfe we leng sewitnisse ? c 1205
LAV. 24009 We ne buruen [c 1275 borhfe] na mare aswunden
liggen here, alias Ancr. R. 6. c 1290 S. ^-. Leg. I.

106/160 ?e borue {Hart. MS. bore] habbe of heom no kare.

0. 3 pore, 4 there, 4-5 thar, 5 Sc. thair.
c 1*90 .SV. Brandtm 121 in .$*. . Leg. I. 223 }e ne bore

nobing drede. c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. T 102 Yet thar ye nat

accomplice thilke ordinance but yow like. 1430 Syr
Gtner. (Roxb.) 6868 Ye thar not drede of hem y-wis. 1438
Bk. Alex. Grt. (Bann.) 9 }e thair nocht dreid na chaissing.
c 1485 Digby Myst. in. 1437 Of bis cors we thar nat a-baffe.

1825 Thair [see B. i].

7. 4 dorre, durre, 5 dar.

1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4 Of fon hii dorre [?/. r. heo durre)
be lasse doute bote hit be bor?gyle. c 1477 CAXTON Jason
42 Ye dar not be aferd of dethe.

2. Pres. Sulij. sing, i flyrfe, 1-2 burfe, 3 (Orm.
purrf'o, J)urve. //. I ISyrfen, purfen.
c888 K. JLFRED Boeth. xxvi. a Sam hi byrfen, sam h

na burfon, hi willaS beah. c 897 Gregory's Past. C. xliii

312 Oft oonne mon ma fasst Sonne he oyife. < 1000 Ags
Gosp. Johniv. isSyle me bast waster baet. .ic ne 3urfe [cn6o
Htitt. G, burfe] her feccan. c 1200 ORMIN 7766 patt ure nan
ne burrfe Ut off be rihhte we^e gan. c 1275 Woman
Samaria 26 in O. E.Misc. 85 Yef me bar-of to drynke pal
icb ne burve more to bisse welle swynke.
3. Past Indie, and Subj. a. sing. a. I fcorfte

2-5 purfte, 3 (Orm.) purrfte, 4-5 thurfte.
a. c 888 K. ALFRED Boetk. xiv. 3 Ne borfte he him naenne

ondrasdan. Ibid., Ne Sorftes bu Se nanwuht ondraedan.
Ibid. xxvi. 2 Ne Sorfte he no maran fultomes. c taoo
ORMIN 16164 Swa halt nan mann ne burrfte off himm.
a 1315 Poem Times Edw. II 321 in Pol. Songs (Camden;
338 Thurfte him noht seke tresor so fer. 14.. Sir Beues
4219 (MS. M.) Thurfte he never after to aske leche, That
sir Mylis myght ouer-reche.

0. 3 purhte, porte, 3-5 purte, 4 purt, port,
part, thourt, 4-5 thurt(e ; 4 purste, 4-5 burst,
4-5, 9 Sc. thurst.
c noo Trin. Coll. Horn. 35 He ne burte naure bolen hunger

ne burst, a 1272 Lime Ron 95 in O. E. Misc. 06 Ne burhte
be neuer rewe. a 1300 Cursor M. 23443 Ya forsoth thurt
[v.r. thort] naman mare, c 1330 Florice & Bl. 259 Now
thourt him neuere ful iwis WiTlen after more blisse. 1393
LANGU P. PI. C. x. 257 Ho so burste hit segge. a 1425
Chron. R. Glove. (Rolls) 6389 (MS. P.), He ne burst neuer eft
care of drynke ne clobe. c 14(0 Tmvneley Myst. xxv. 256
For no catelle thurt the craue. 1815 Thurst [see B. i).

b. plural, o. i porfton, -an. 0. 3 peorte(n,
3-4 purte(n, 4-5 thurte.

1:897 K. XLFRED Gregory's Past. C. 9 Hi his sume
oorfton. a 1000 GiMlac 423 (452) No we bus swiSe swencan
bprftan. 1275 LAY. 18650 For ne beorte be cnihtes buten
biwiten M castel ?at. c 1460 Toivticley Myst. xxx. 473
Thai thurte hot aske and haue thare boyn.
B. Signification.

1. intr. To be under a necessity or obligation (to
do something) : = NEED z.2 6, 8.
c 890-901 K. ALFRED Lams Introd. c. 28 xif. .he..z,ewit-

nesse haebbe, ne bearf he baet Jeldan. a 1000 Cstdmon's
Gen. 611 (Gr.) Ic hit be secgan ne bearf. a iioo Moral
Ode 44 Per ne berf he habben kare of jefe ne of jelde.
" 5 sultana 68 Arude me bat beos unselie ne burue nawt
seggen. c 1230 Halt Meid. 5 Ha nawiht ne barfof ooer bing
benchen. 1815 JAMIESON s.v.,

' Ye thair n fash', you need
not put yourself to the trouble. Ibid., 'Ye thurstn", ye
needed not.

2. impersonally. It needs, there is need, it is
needful [= L. opus est, Gr. Set], Const, dat. of

person and inf. a. without subject it.
c 1200 ORMIN 12886 Ne barrf juw nohht nu foll^henn me.

c Iioo Trin. Coll. ffom. 69 panne ne barf us noSergramien
ne shamien. a 1150 Ovilt, Night. 190 Ne barf berof beo no
tale, c 1175 Passion 17 in O. E. Misc. 37 Ne berft> ber non
adrede. c 1175 Duty ofChristians 37 ibid. 142 Ne barf vs
neuer a-gryse. c IMO Sir Tristr. 3053 Who wil lesinges
layt, parf him no ferber go. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 4145 Ne neuere hurt hem haue drad no tyde.
c '43 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 3 Ne thar him nat be idel long.
c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 361 Sho said hym burte not be
seke her-for. c 1475 Rauf Coilyar 538 Me tharth haue
nane noy of myne erand.

b. with subject it. rare.

CI430 PUgr. LyfManhode I. Ixxxvii. (1869) 39 It thurt
not recche to wite of this anoon. c 1460 Tawiieley Myst.
iv. 117 Myn ase shalle withe vs, if it thar.

Tharf-cake (Ja-ifk^k). Now dial. Forms :

4 perf, perue cake, 6 therfe, tharffe, Sc. thraf,
threfe cake, 7 tharok-cake, 7-9 tharcake. [f.
THABP a. + CAKB s6.] A cake of unleavened
bread

; now spec, a flat circular cake of oat-, rye-,
or barley-meal, unleavened, and sometimes flavoured
with butter and treacle ; in the latter case = PARKIN.
M. .E.E.A Hit. P. B. 635 Abraham . . prwe bryftyly ber-on
bo>e berue kakez. 136. LANCL. P. Pi. A. vn. 269 A berf
Cake, And a lof of Benes and Bren I-Bake for my Children
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Wks. (1862) 57 Twur os thodd'n os o Thar-Cake. 1825
BROCKETT N. C. Wds., Thauf-cake. 1828 Craven GL, Thar,

cake, a heavy, unleavened cake. 1888 Sheffield Gloss, s. v.,

A year or two ago I noticed that a shop-keeper.. advertised

tharf-cake for sale. . . They call it parkin instead of using the

old word. 1893-4 NorthimMd. Gloss., Tharf-kyek, Thaaf.

keahyk, Thaf-kyek, Tharth-kyek, Thaugh-cyek,Tharfy.

t Tha'rfling, the'rfling. Obs. rare. [OE.
Veorfling, f. Sear/ THARP a. + -LING.] Unleavened

bread or loaf
;
also attrib. Unleavened.

c 1050 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 348/28 Azimos, Seorflingas.
c I2op ORMIN 1588 Forr berrflinng brd iss clene braed, rorr
batt itt iss unnberrmedd.

Tharl(e, -dom, obs. ff. THRALL si.1 , THRALDOM.
Tharm (bairn). Now dial. Forms : i Angl.

tharm, parm, WSax. pearm, thearm ; 3 pserm,

perm, 3-4 parm, 4 pearm, 5 thaarme, 5- tharm ;

(6-7 dial, therm, 8-9 Sc. therm, thairm). [OE.
farm, pearm -= OFris. therm (WFris. term},
OLG. *parm (MDu. darm, darem, Du. darm,
OHG. darm, daram (MHG., MLG., Ge.. darm\
ON. parmr (Sw., Da. farm) :-OTeut. *parm-<f,
f. Indo-Eur. ablaut series ter : tor : tr to go through.
Cf. Gr. Tprjua perforation, rp&fui perineum.]
1. An intestine ; chiefly in //., bowels, viscera,

entrails ; in quot. c 1460 transf.
ajoo Epinal Gloss. (O. E.T.) 503 Intestiiium, thearm.

c 725 Corpus Gloss. 2140 Viscera, tharme, thumle. Ibid. 870
P'ibra, bearm. c 1000 ^LFRIC Gram. xiii. (Z.) 85 Exta,
bearmas. 1:1205 LAY. 818 Moni busend ber flowen, beermes
heo dro^en [c 1175 barmes idrowen], 1303 R. BRUNNE
Handl. Synne 702 Of be chylde bat she bare.. At to-drawe
were be barmys. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 949 pay stykede
bnr} guttes & bearmes, so foule with hem pel ferde. c 1440
Promfi. Parv. 490/1 Thaarme (or gutte), sumen, visctts.

c 1460 Towneley Myst. xiii. 391, I haue..A house full of

yong tharmes, . . wo is hym has many barnes. s COVERDALE
2 Mace. ix. 5 There came vpon him an horriblepayne of his

bowels, & a sore grefe of the tharmes. 17*1 KELLY Scot.
Prov. 137 He that has a wide Therm, had never a long Arm.
1877 ff. IV. Line. Gloss., Tharm, the colon.

2. An intestine as cleansed and prepared for

some purpose : see quots. Also, in sing., as a sub-

stance or material
; catgut for fiddle-strings, etc.

('545 ASCHAM Toxoph. n. (Arb.) no Eustathius..doeth
tel, that in oulde tyme they made theyr bowe strynges of
bullox thermes. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature
xvL 291 The strings made of Wolves will never tune right
with those made of the Thermes of Sheepe.) 1671 SKINNER
Etymol, Aug., Tharm, vox agro Line, usitatissima pro
Intestinis mundatis ad Botulos seu Farcinima paranda
inflatis. 1674 RAY A'. C. Wds., Tharm, guts prepared,
cleansed, and blown up for to receive puddings ; Lincolnsh.
"755 JOHNSON, Tharm, intestines twisted for several uses.
1786 BuRNS0r<fouz//ra vii, Come, screw the pegs wi* tunefu*
cheep, And o'er the thairms be tryin. 1787 To Haggis i,

Aboon them a* ye tak your place, Painch, tripe, or thairm.
r8l6J.Cl.t.u.t>D Rise ^fProgr. Glasgow (1820) 275 A work in
which Thermwas manufactured fromtheintestines ofanimals.
1814 SCOTT Redgaunllet Let, x, The best fiddler that ever
kittled thairm with horse-hair. 1881 W. ANDERSON in Mod.
Sc. Poets II. 238 Thairm, to mount a spinnin wheel.
3. altrib. and Comb., as tharm-band, -siring.
1786 BURNS Brigs ofAyr 202 O had M'Lauchlan, thairm.

inspiring Sage, Been there to hear this heavenly band
engage. 1788 G. TURNBULL Poet. Ess. 185 Therm-strings
for

spinning Wheels and fiddles. 1815 JAMIESON, Thairm-
iaitd, a string or cord of catgut for. .a spinning-wheel.

t Thorn, v. Obs. Forms: z(0rm.) parrnenn,
4parn,4-5tharn(e,(thorne). [ad.ON./a/wi,refl.
farnask to be without, lack, want, f. parna (earlier

*parf-nd) sb. need, f.farf- : see THARP
z>.] trans.

To be without; to want, lack, need; to be de-

prived of, to lose. Hence f Tha-rniug vU. sb.,

being without, lacking, want ; losing, loss.
c iioo ORMIN 10142 patt illke bmg batt tu full wel Ne

mihht te sellf nohht barrnenn. c 1300 Havelok 2835 Hise
children sulde barne Euere more bat eritage, pat his was
13.. Cursor M. 4284 (Colt) O guat pine es herder threst,
Pen tharn [Fair/, wante] be thing men luues best. 1340HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 7308 Right swa be tharnyng for ever
of bat syght, Es be mast payne in belle dyght c 1375 Sc
Leg. Saints xvi. (Magdalena) 443, & scho be lyfallane
allace ?] can thprne Fra bat ilke barne wes borne, c 1440York Myst. xliii. 12 The missing of my maistir tiewe..
Vfakis me to morne . . For tharnyng of his company, c 1460
Tawneley Myst. xiv. 272 Thy waryson shalle thou not tharne.

Tharre, Tharst, Tharth : see THARP v. Obs.

Tharst(e, var. ff. tkrast, obs. pa. t. of THRUST.
Thas, obs. form of THOSE

; obs.abbrev. olithas;
obs. infl. of THAT, THE : see THES.
That (set), dem. pron., adj., and adv. Forms :

see below. [In OE. J>set, nom. and ace. singular
neuter of the simple demonstrative pronoun and
adjective se, sio, fuet, the adjectival use of which
las also produced the 'definite article' THE,
under which the history and obs. inflexional forms
are given. The is the resultant form, used for all

;enders, numbers, and cases of the article ; that
he unweakened neuter singular, used as demonstra-
ive pronoun and adj. for all cases of the singular.
["he original plural in both uses wasyW, in ME. pa
and THO, q. v., surviving in Sc. and north, dial, as
CHAE, but superseded in literary English by THOSE.
The demonstrative was also used in OE. as a relative pro-
oun, for which see below.)
A. Illustration of Forms.

THAT.

1. In OE. inflected for gender, number, and case :

see the inflexional forms under THE. Some of the
inflexions remained in early ME., and in some
dialects even to 1400. A few examples of these,
in which the sense is demonstrative, follow here.
For the plural forms see THO and THOSE.
(The masc. and fem. pronouns se, s/o, and i4th c. Kentish

ze, zy, were often equivalent to ' he
',

' she
', and

'

it '.)

Beowulf(Z.) 470 Se waes betera oonne ic. Ibid. 506 Eart
ou se Beowulf se Se wi5 Brecan wunne? ^825 I/tsf. Ps
vii. 16 Sea3 [he] ontynde & dalf Sone [= eum}. Ibid. cxlv.
4 In 3zm [= illay deje. 0855 O. E. Chron. an. 597, Her
ongon Ceolwulf ricsian..Se wa:s Cubaing, Cujja Cynricing
(etc.). c 893 K. ,/ELFHED Oros. i. i. f 9 Seo jtgyptus |>e us
near is. Ibid. n. iv. 8 Seo ilce burs Babylonia, seo oe
maest wa;s & arest ealra bursa. Ibid. v. ix, Ic.. secgan
scyle, ..hwa bacs [=of that) ordfruman wasron. a 900 tr.
Bseda's Hist. \\. vii. (1890) 118 picm [Mellitus] sona asfter-

fylode lustus in biscophade. ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. x. 23Donne hi eow ehta>> on bysse byris, flco(> on ofre, and oonne
hi on pxre{Halton G. pare] eow ehtab, fleobon (iabryddan.

John iii. 29 Se Se bryde hxfd, se is brydguma. a 1175
Colt. Horn. 235 Si [the Law of Moses] jeleste sume wile.
c ll Lamb. Horn. 37 Do bine elmesse of bon bet bu maht
iforoien. fiaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 221 Se be her doJS ani
god. c 1200 ORMIN 17621 To bann comm ice off heffne dun.
c lajo Owl f, Night. 882 pat beo() her wo is horn bes. c 1300
Harrow. Hell (MS. O.) 65 pou mi?t wel witen be bi bon
[MS. E. 79 for ban] pat ich (am) more ben ani mon. 1340
Ayenb. 102 Zy bet ne seruep bole to onlepy manne. Ibid.
117 Ze bet ne hep bise uondinges.
2. Forms of the singular neuter, and, at length,

general uninflected form that.

1-3 *ast, pt, et,i-4 pet, (3 *at, put), 3-6 pat,
(3-5 !>*", 4 pate, S patte, 5-6 thate, 6-7 thatt),
4- that. (Also written 4-6 yat, 4-8 y, yt.)
BeOTvulf(Z.) 1372 Nis baet heoru stow. 835 Charter ofAbba

(Kentish) in O. . Texts 448 gifhijan Sonne o33e hlaford bast

nylle..5eunnan. 4:836 O. E. Chron. an. 787, pact waeron ba
aerestan scipu Deniscra monna be Angel cynnes lond gesohton.
CII34 Ibid. (Laud MS.) an. 1127, pet wes call ourh bone kyng
Ik-aim of Kngle land, c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 33 On cristes
prisune. .bet is in helle. ciioo patt [see B. II. ij. c 1105 LAY
4542 pet is bere quene scip. c 1250 Gen. f, Ex. 59 Dat was
oe firme morjen tid. . Wid Sat lijt worn angles wrojt. 1*97
R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6773 He was glad of but cas. c 1330 k.
BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1926 Englysche holden bate
heritage, c 1400 pat [see B. 1 1. 5). c 14x0 Chron. Vilod. 840He sayde he mervaylede muche of batte. c 1460 Tmuneley
Myst. i. 40 That at is dry the erth shalle be. 1533 BELLEN-
DEN Lwy n. i. (S.T.S.) I. 132 Tak away bat odious name
tarquyne fra be pepill. 1583 T. WATSON Poems (Arb.) 45
But I (alas) might curse yat dismall day. 1638 Hamilton
Papers (Camden) 45, 1 had lytill hoope of uoorking of thatt
by treatie.

B. Signification and uses.

The pronominal use goes back to the earliest
OE. The adjectival demonstrative use in OE.
corresponded to that of L. is, ea, id, or the un-

qualified French cc, cette, and is often indis-

tinguishable from that of the modem definite
article. But by 1200 the adjectival use of that

began also to be more definitely demonstrative

(= L. iste, ille, F. ce . . . la}, and to be implicitly
or explicitly opposed to THIS (

= L. hie, F. ce . . .

ci). As this appears first in Ormin, it may have
been due to the influence of Norse, in which the

adjectival use offat as a demonstrative, opposed to

fetta
'
this ', is of earlier appearance.

I. Demonstrative Pronoun. PI. fTHO (obs.),

THOSE, q.v.
* As simple demonstrative pronoun,

1. Denoting a thing or person pointed out or

present, or that has just been mentioned : cf. II. i.

a. a thing (concrete or abstract).
Often serving instead of repetition of the name of the

thing, and directing the attention back to it (thus more
emphatic than //). Abo, for emphasis, used pleonastically
in apposition to the sb. ; also, in mod. use, as in quot. 1880,
placed (as subj.) after the predicate sb., with ellipsis of the
copula. In quot. 1905, applied to a person contemptuously
spoken of as a thing or creature.

Beownlf (Z.) 2200 Eft baet ge-iode ufaran dogrum, hilde-
hUem-mum. c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxiii. 5 paet eart Su.
897 Gregory's Past. C. L 28 Soolice ca ea;an baet bioS

Sa lareowas, & se hrycg baet sint Sa hiremenn. c 1000 Sax.
Leechd. I. 346 Haran cyslyb geseald on wines drince, baet
wel gehaelep. 1303 R. BRUNNE Hnndl. Synne 12560 Pryue
synne and sacrylage, That loue y moste. 13.. \nHampole's
H'ks. (1806) 1. 108 Luk nogth efter ylke a mans wile to do
it, bot Ink whilke es myrie & do bat. 1451 CAPGRAVB St.

hech
'

Angustine 36 But be principal cause whech Augustin sup-
posed to spede, bat failed. 1436 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms
(S. T. S.) 14 And with that I sail put sik thing langand
warldly understanding. 1579 W. FULKE Heskins' Parl. 74
The errour of Vibicus. And that was this. 1665 BOYLE
Occas. Medit. iv. v, To serve him that can give That, and
much greater. 1709 Lond. Gaz. No. 4590/4 It had a black
Ribbon tied to it, and the Key of the Watch fastened to that.

1808 ELEANOR SLEATH BristolHeiress 1. 63 Rank, high life,

fashionable amusement that's the go. 1842 BROWNING Pied
Piper ivf

'

Bless us ', cried the Mayor,
' what's that ?

'

1878
T. HARDY Ret. Native vi. iv,

' What noise was that ?
'

said

Clym. 1880 TENNYSON Sisters 14 A sweet voice that you
scarce could better that. 1905 EL. GLYN Viciu. Evangeline
127

' Would you like to marry Malcolm ?
'

I asked.
'

Fancy
being owned by that ! Fancy seeingSt every day !

'

b. a person.\ Now noting a person actually

pointed out (not one just mentioned, exc. in em-

phatic pleonastic use as in a). Chiefly as subject



THAT.

of the verb to be in stating or asking who or what
that (person) is. (See also 6 c.)
Colloquially used in expressions of commendation, or in

mod. use ofanticipatory commendation by way of|wrsuasiun
or

encouragement (esp. to a child).

Beowulf(i.)-^ pact wa:s god cyning. 1197 R.GLOUC. (Rolls)
3044 ?if |>er is tny mon so wis fat beste red conne rede,
merlin bat is. a 1300 Cursor M. 18131 Pa' king o blis <jii.it
es he, bat? 13.. Gam. f, Gr. Knt. 3463 Ho wayned me
vpon bis wyse..pat is ho bat is at home, be aunclan lady.
1470-85 MALOHY Arthur I. xxv. 73 What damoyscl is that '(

_Vt
That is the lady of the lake. 1592 SHAKS. Rout, <y Jul. n.

iii.
4_7

That's my good Son. 1601 A It's Wellm. v. 81 J-fel.

Which is the Frenchman V Dta. Hee, That with the plume,
1606 Tr. q Cr. iv. ii. 36 Who's that at doore'f 1610
Temp. i. ii. ago After two daies I will discharge thee. Ar.
I h.it's my noble Master. 1651 ]. WRIGHT tr. Camus' Nat.
Paradox ix. 215 By my Soul if that bee a Lady, my Husband
may bee a Lady too. 1766 GOLDSM. K/f. (if W. vii,

'

Very
well

',
cried I, 'that's a good girl'. 1841 BKOWNING riffa

J'asscs in. 276 Why, there! Is not that Pippa.. under the
window? 1854 THACKERAY Rose A> King viii,

' Who's that
laughing?' It was Giglio laughing. Mod. Come along,
that's a good boy ! That's the man for me !

C. a fact, act, or occurrence, or a statement or

question, implied or contained in the previous
sentence : often used instead of repeating a clause
or phrase (cf. a).
In OE. and in Sc. often referring to a following statement,

where mod.Eng. commonly uses this. Cf. II. i, and THIS
1 '. I. i d.

a 855 O. E. Chron. an. 755, Da on morxenne sehierdun ban
b<Es cymnges begnu. . baet se cyning otUMXen wscs. a 900
CYNEWULP Elene 1168 (Gr.) paM is jedafcnlic, ban bu
dryhtnes word On hyjc healde. c 1000 Agt. Gasp. John i.

10 pan is lohannes jewitnes. a 1131 O. E. Chron. an. 1122,On bone lenten tyde bzr toforen for beam se burch on
Gleawe ceastre...pet wes bes dzies viii id' Mr.' 1197 R.
GLOUC. (Rolls) 10348 Wan pou seist, quab be king, bat bat
was mi pony, c 1410 (?) L\ua.AsscnMj>a/Goils3o}4 Goo we
hens, for that hold 1 best. \&6Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 3The iewes also se almyghty god, but that was in a more
excellent maner. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. i. 56 To be, or not
to be, that is the Question. 1693 J. EDWARDS Anttior. O. H
N. Test. 154 The Pagans would jeer the Jews for that.

1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. ii. 140, I can just carve Pudden,
and that's all. 18x4 SCOTT Redgauntlet ch. xx, I will say
that for the English,, .that they are a ceeveleesed people to

gentlemen that afe undef a cloud. 1838 RUSKIN Ess. Music
<r Paint. Wks. 1903 I. 285 If others do not follow their

example, the more fools they, that's alL

d. After various prepositions, referring to a pre-
cise time just mentioned, or an act or event in

relation to the precise time of its occurrence : e. g.

after that = after that time, or after that happened ;

by that = by that time, or by the time that

happened ; upon that, with that = as or imme-
diately after that was said, done, etc. See also the

prepositions.
In OE. prepositions governed other cases besides the

accusative, as the dative, e. g. xfter, xr, mid, oninang, til

tfzm, the instrumental, e. g. for }y, mid fly, etc. These
partly survived in early WE.; e.g. fro }an fat (see FHO
prep. 3).

13.. Cursor M. 2827 (Colt.) Bi bat [y. r. ban) began be
light o dai. c 1420 Antnrs of Arth. 565 The sone was
passed, by bat, mydday and mare, c 1425 Cursor M. 14360
(Laud) Fro that forth. .There folowjd Ihesu folk full fele.

c 1515 Cocke LorelCs B. 12 With that they cryed, and made
a sboute. 1526 TINDALK Acts xxvii. 33 In the meane tyme,
bitwixt that and daye. a 1715 BURNET Own Time (1724) I.

it. 278 A proclamation was upon that issued out. 1719 DE
FOE Crusoe (1840) II. i. 17 Some time after that.., they were

..agreeably surprised. i8oa JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) III.

496 Probably on the 24th, or within two or three days of
that. 1833'!. HOOK Parson's Dau. in. i, My young mistress
went to bed about eleven, and the Count went to bed before
that. i86a Miss BRADDON Lady Aitdley xl, With that the

surgeon goes to fetch the envelopes.

t e. In apposition with a following clause intro-

duced by that conj. ; chiefly in phr. with prep., as

for that thdt = for that cause that, because; in
thAt thdt = in that circumstance that, inasmuch as ;

to thdt thdt = to the end that, in order that. 06s.

.Taking the place ofOE. }tem, J>dm,}on, or/v, mforfdm
fie, onpdnt j>e, to 'dm }e,for faille, topy f>e or/*/.
1503 Ord. Crysten Men i. iii. (1506) 31 To that that he be

worthely dysposed to receyue the grace. 1513 MORE
Rich. 7/7(1883)2 In that that manyeofthem weredead. 153*

Canfiit. Tindale Wks. 659/2 The knowen cathohke
churche is proued to be the verye churche of Chryste, in that

that from the beginning it hath. . been .. kepte and <un-

tynued one. 1535 CROMWELL in Merriman Life fy Lett.

(1902) 1.417 In that that the said frensh kyng hathe..
answered at all tymes on the kinges parte. a 1548 HAI.L

Chron., Edw. IV" 222 Kynge Edward in these hys last

battayles was.. fortunate for that, that he at sondry. .tymes
..was persecuted .. of his enemyes.

f. Take that! (^have that!} : a phrase used in

delivering a blow, etc.

a 1425 Cursor M. 16290 (Trin.) Wib his bond a bu
m
tTet He

}af ihesus..He seide-.Take bat to teche be lore, c I4s
Cast. Persev. 3110 in Macro Plays, For bi coueytyse, haue
bou pat. 1 schal bee bunche with my bat 1590 SHAKS. Corn.

Err. n. ii. 23 Thinkst y" I iest 1 hold, take thou that, and that.

1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xii, I must do my duty, Sir, . . so

take that and that and that (thrashing the man with his

rattan). Ibid, xiii, Then I'll turn Protestant and damn the

Pope take that now, Father M'Grath.

2. Used emphatically, instead of repeating a

previous word or phrase, a. Preceded by and

(rarely but), and referring to something in the

previous clause. [Cf. L, el id, idque, F. ct ccla.~\

251

ciooo Sax. I.eechd. I. 278 On bam [berries] ys szd and
MM :.w< -art. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 121 Crist Kudus Mine wcs
ibuhsum..to ba de8f, and bet to swulch-- <l<j'V sw.i [etc.].

1386 CllAl'CKu Friar's T. 294, I haue bven syk, and lhal
ful many a day. c 1485 inKfy Myst. IV. 1067 We shall here
tunnies.., And bat 1 trust shurllye. 1535 COVEKIJAI.K
2 Kings iv. 3 Borowe without of all thy ncghboui's - n

vessels, S: that not a fcwc. ft. xlvi. 5 God helpelh her,
y' right early. 1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) (a

Exercise indeetle wee doc, but that very fore-backwardly.
1771 WKSLCY Jrnl. 2 June, A mon began to scream, and
th.u so loud that my voice was quite drowned. 1833 L.
RITCHIE Wand, by Loire 168 It was necessary .. to act, and
that promptly.

b. Representing a word or phrase in the pre-
vious clause or sentence : usually standing first in

its own clause, with inverted construction (that I
will = I will do that), eolloq.
ci3so Will. Pa/erne 4161 Hele hem bider wendc..pat i wol,

selde William, a 1450 Cm. Myst. xxiii. (1841) 222 Hath anyman condempnyd the? Mulicr. Nay forsolhe that hathe
ther nought, 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. iv. v. 60 Was there
a wise woman with thec? Fat. I, that there was. 1642
Suddaine Anno, to Sud. Moderatour 3 The Moderator
is full of Rhetorick and Oratory too, that he is. 1815 T.
HOOK Sayings Ser. n. Man of Many Fr. I. 196,

'
I can say

|emall!| 'That you can't '.said Tom. 1865 RUSKIN Sesame
l. 29 To feel with them, we must be like them ; and none
of us can become that without pains. 1871

'
L. CARROLL'

Through
t
Looking&lass vi,

'

They must be very curious
creatures.' '

They are that
, said Humpty Dumpty. 1900

F. P. DUNNK in Westm. Gaz. 13 June 1/3
'

They'll be out
here nex' week '. . .

'

They will that ', Mr. Dooley replied.
3. In opposition to this (cf. II. 2) : esp. in phr.

this and (or) that one thing and (or) another :

see THIS B. I. 3. Also occas. that . . that - one
thing . . another thing.

888 K. ALFRED Boeln. xxxiii. 2 ponne Iufa3 sum 3zt,
sum elles hwst. 1390- (see THIS B. I. 3). c 1450 tr. De
Iimtatioiie HI. xvi. 84 Wheber a good spirit or an euel stire
be to desire bat or bat Ibid. Iv. 130 Lete oon seke bat, a
nober bat, 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xvi, Lay that and that
thegither ! 1841 MARRYAT Perc. Keene xiv, Young as I was,
1 also could put that and that together.

b. spec, (after Latin idiom). The former : correl.

to this = the latter : see THIS B. I. 3b. Now arcA.
and literary.

1440-1868 [see THIS B. I. sbj. 1654 Z. COKE Logick
(1657) A iij b, Corruption of manners, and mazing Errors. . .

These delude and distract, that doth deboish a people.
4. As quasi-**., with pi. thats. Also (with capital

T) as quasi-proper name : see THIS B. I. 3 c, d.

1654-1895 [see THIS B. I. 30. d]. 1010 Contemf. Rev.
Mar. 307 The immediacy of faith, .will furnish us with the
That, whilst we may have to look to other sources for the
What.
6. Phrases, belonging to senses i and 2.

a. That is (more fully that is to say, f to wit,

etc.) : introducing (or more rarely following) an

explanation of the preceding word, phrase, or

statement (or a modifying correction of it).
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 105 pe ooer mihte is Castitatj bet is

clenesse on englisc. a 1225 Ancr. R. 348 Efter schrifte, hit
failed to speken of Penitence, bet is, dedbpte. 1340 Ayenb.
210 Huanne bou woldest bidde god . . wisliche and diligent-
liche, bet is ententifliche and perseuerantliche. 01440
Relig. Pieces fr. Thornton MS. 8 The thirde sacre-

ment es callede penance, bat es sothefaste for-thynkyr.^e
bat we hafe of oure synne. 1523 [COVER DALE] Old God tr

New (1534) B j, In all poyntes, y* is to wyte bothe in his

doctryne and also in his lyuynge. 1625 B. JONSON Staple
ofN. i. i, Look to me,..That is look on me, and with all

thine eyes. l8oa PA LEY Nat. Thcot. xxiii. (ed. 2) 440 Every
animated being has its sensorium, that is, a certain portion
of space, within which perception and volition are exerted.

1865 RUSKIN Sesame I. 21 Those who 'intrude* (thrust,
that is) themselves into the fold.

b. All that : all that sort of thing ; that and

everything of the kind. And all that, and so forth,
et cetera (see ALL A. 8 c) ; so, in same sense, and
that. Not so . . as all that : not so . . as that

amounts to ; not quite so . . as that. For all that :

see FOB 23 a. Like that, of that kind, or in that

manner : see LIKE a. l % adv. I.

c 1440 Jacob's Well 76 }itt for all bat, manye of be iewys
hadden gret indignacyoun of hem. 1638 JUNIUS Paint.
Ancients 36 It is for all that a greater matter toexpresse in

Achilles his picture the very same Art 1704 Mousegrown
a Rat 3 My mighty Bulk does even elevate and surprize,
and all that. 1719 DE Fog Crusoe (1840) II. vi. 150 Tptalk
of my repenting, alas ! 'tis past all that with me. ..It is too
late. 1743 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 127 If People will set

up for Virtue, and all that, let 'em be uniformly virtuous.

1811 CLARK /"///. Minstr. II. 89 Full of chat, In passing
harmless jokes 'bout beaus and that. 1848 THACKERAY I'mi.

Fair Ix, Dob reads Latin like English, and French and that

1884 RUSKIN Let. to<F. Randal Wks. 1907 XXX. Introd.

65 What do you think 1 would give to be your age, and
able to draw like that 1

C. At that (orig. U. S., eolloq. or slang) : esti-

mated at that rate, at that standard, even in that

capacity, in respect of that ; too ;

' into the bar-

gain
'

:
' a cant phrase . . used to define more nearly

or intensify something already said
'

(Bartlett).
Prob. extended from dear at that, cheap at that (price).

1855 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 324/2 'Now then, mister',

turning to the man at the bar, drinks round, and cobblers

at that '. 1883 STEVENSON Silverado Sq. 167 Yet water it

was, and sea-water at that 1884 F, M. CRAWFORD Rom.
Singer I. 226 A shoemaker, and a poor one at that. 1897
Trans. Amtr. Pediatric Sac. IX. 73 The infant was under-

fed, and did not receive the correct food at that

* Ai antecedent pronoun,
1 1 <//, (,. i. /!>, dtrjemge.)
6. As antecedent to a relative (pron or adv ) i

pressed or understood.

a. Of a thing, in general sense : that that, that
-whichr the thing which, what; so Ma/ a^/rAy,
wherein, wherewith, whence, etc.

anon to that that was prayed by the comon, tL? that thatwas evcll .. shuld be. .amended' in this Parl.mtnt. c 1400
tr. .&</ Secret., Cm. Lordsh. 48 pat bat semys to *>wVn
bys matere. 1514 TINDALE i Cor. XL 23 That which I cave
vnto you I receaved off the lorde. 1545 RAYNOLD ISyrth
Maiikynde 127 Though the chylde reiette and vomytt vp
agavne that the whiche it receaueth. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen IV
III. IL 226 Hah. .that thou hadst seene that, that this Knightand I haue scene. 1650 GENTILIS Considerations 23
Coriolanus, who could not attain to that as he wanted
should have forsaken that which he had received. 1674GREW Anal. Trunks n. ii. I 3 What the Mouth it, to an
Animal ; that the Root U to a Plant. 1875 F. HAU. in
f.ippincotfs Mag. XV. 341/1 There was that about the
place which filled me with a sense of utter dreariness.

b. Referring to a preceding sb., and equivalent
to the with the sb. : c. g. in first quot., that which
= ' the bread which '.

1634 HOLLAND Pliny II. 141 The Sitanian bread, i. that
which is made of three months corn. 1693 Ir. Blancard's
Pays. Diet. (ed. 2), Rimula Larynris, that which U
covered by the Cartilage of the Epiglottis. 1815 SCOTT
betrothed xv, Breaking into your apartment, (he) Irani-
ported you to that where I myself received you from bis
arms. 1815 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 68 The pro-
portion, .between the load at the maximum and that bywhich the wheel is stopped. 1859 RUSKIN T-wo Paths IL
J 54 Fine Art is that in which the hand, the head, and the
heart.. go together.

c. Of a person. Now only as in I b. In quot.
1 542 that which ' he who '

or ' one that '.

1541 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 35 He. .taunted Plato, as y
whiche in rebukyng hym did committe the veraye selfe same
faulte. 1591 SHAKS. Two Cent. iv. ii. 87 Who is that that

spake ? Mod. That was our member who spoke first at the
meeting.
7. With ellipsis of a following relative (snbj.

or obj. of the relative clause) : = that person or

thing (sc.
' that

'
or ' which '). Now only where that

is definitely demonstrative or emphatic, as in I .

In earlier use the antecedent pronoun was omitted : see
THAT ret. pron. 3. From the i6th c. onwards there are

examples in which it is difficult to say whether the single
that is the antecedent or the relative. Wherever it is

emphatic it may be considered the demonstrative. Cf. also
THAT ret. pron. 3 and 10.

[1513 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. 295 For that is myne is

yours.] 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. in. iii. 312 May be the
knaue bragg'd of that he could not compasse. 1601
Tivcl. N. v. i. 153 Be that thou know'st thou art, and then
thou art As great as that thou fear'st. 1601 jful. C. i. ii.

314 Thy Honorable Mettle may be wrought From that it is

dispos'd. 1850 NEALE Med. Hymns 20 Here vouchsafe to
all Thy servants That they supplicate to gain. 1851 M.
ARNOLD Tristram 9f fsevlt i. 7 Who is that stands by the

dying fire ? 1883 WHITTIER Our Country 12 The best is that
we have to-day. 1894 H. GARDENER Unoff. Patriot 49 She
was not of his fold \ It was that she thought of.

8. Followed by defining words (i^or other prep,
with a sb., or a pple. or other vbl. adj.) which
serve to qualify or particularize that in the manner
of a relative clause.

a. Referring to something just mentioned, and

equivalent to the with the sb. , or the one. (Cf. 6 b.)
L 1400 MAUXDKV. ii. (1839) 13 3if alleit be so, that men seyn,

that this croune is ofthornes. . . I haue seen . . many times that

of Paris and that of Costantynoble : . . thei were bothe . . made
of russches of the see. itio* CAREW Cornwall 54 b. So
doth their Pearch exceed that of other Countries. 1707 E.

CHAMBERLAYNE Pres. St. Eng. in. xi. (ed. 22) 387 That at

Radcliffwas founded by Nicholas Gibson. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp. s. v. Rubrica, The best in Englandis that from
several parts of Derbyshire. i8oa MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral
T. xii, Turning from the history of meanness to that of

enthusiasm. 18*5 T. HOOK Sayings Ser. it. Sutherl. I. 92
The post arrived, and brought letters. .. That from his sister

was full of tender solicitude. Mod. Which house ? That
with a verandah. That formerly occupied by Mr. A.

b. In general sense = the thing that is . ., what

is... (Cf. 6 a.)

1607 C. NEWPORT!! in yd Rep. Hist. MSS. Camm. 54/1

Not having any man to put in trust of the ship and that in

her. 1844 BROWNING Laboratory iv. That in the mortar

you call it a gum? 1867 MORRIS Jason VL 325 Careful of

that stored up within our hold.

fc. Referring to a statement or saying cited

immediately after : usually in that of (the author).
1661 STILLINGFL. Orit. Sacr. i. v. J 2 The ^Egyptians are

supposed to have been best skilled as to the form of the year,

according to that of Macrobius, Anni certns modus apua
solos semper /Efyptios/iiit. 1671 H. M.tr. Erasm. Callff.

309 Perhaps the largess may be the greater, according to

that. 'The booty which is sought for by many bands is

quickly acquired '. 1679 T. PULLER Modtr. Ch. Eng. (1843)

81-1



THAT.

147 Alleging tliat of St. Bernard; 'Such a number of fes-

tivities is fitter for citizens, than for exiles and pilgrims'.

II. Demonstrative Adjective. PI. as in I.

1. The simple demonstrative used (as adjective in

concord with a sb.), to indicate a thing or person
either as being actually pointed out or present, or
as having just been mentioned and being thus

mentally pointed out. (Now distinguished from
the definite article THE as being demonstrative t

i. e. pointing out, and not merely definitive^ i. e.

distinguishing or singling out.)
The use before a possessive, as in qtiot. 1551, is obs. or

arch.) the periphrasis with 0/"(see OF 44) being now substi-
tuted for the possessive.
In Sc, also referring to something mentioned immediately

after, where mod.Eng. uses this. Cf. 1. 1 c, and THIS B.I I. ib.
c ioo PKMIN 2490 pe Laferrd haffde litell rum Inn all Jwtt

miccle riche. 1250 [see A. 2], 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 205
Ich wills telle |>at cas. c 1350 Will. Palerne 671 He wend
to haue lau^t }>at ladi louefi in armes. c 1440 Alphabet of
Tales 63 Joseph. .said he sulde com agayn (>at day viij

dayes. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur n, iii. 79 That gentilwoman
was causar of my faders deth. 1551 ROBINSON tr. More's
Utop. Ep. to W. Cecylle (1895) 16 Though no commoditie
of that my labour .. should arise. 1661 WALTON Angler
xix. (ed. 3) 238 [This fish] was almost a yard broad, and
twice that length. 1746 P. FRANCIS tr. Horace^ Ep, n.

252

.............. , -he tyrant of the Chersonese Was freedom's
best and bravest friend j That tyrant was Miltiades ! 1825
T. HOOK Sayings Ser. n. Man ofMany Fr. I. 189 Sophy,
put down that knife Maria, that child will cut her fingers off.

1861 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 47 The gates were closed at
nine o'clock, and on no pretext opened after that hour. 1897
PallMallMag Feb. 188 The wife ofthe that time Governor.

b. Indicating a person or thing assumed to be

known, or to be known to be such as is stated.
Often (esp. before a person's name: cf. L. isle)

implying censure, dislike, or scorn
;
but sometimes

commendation or admiration. Freq. standing before
a noun or noun-phrase in apposition with another.
a ijooCursyrM.nSis pis herods. .pat caitif vn.meth and

vn-meke. a 1400 Stac. Koine 405 Pope petagius, bat holy
mon. c 1410 LOVE Bonavcnt. Mirr. (1909) 50 The aungeles
songen that ioyful songe Gloria in excelsis, 1526 TIN.

. 01 ooernes. .a s ea s
from his shoulders by that seely woman Judith. 1591
SPENSER Tears of Muses 401 Thy gay Sonne, that winged
God of Loue. 1611 SHAKS. Cymt. in. iv. 15 That Drug-
damn'd Italy. 1646 R. BAILLIE Lett. (1841) II. 349 Wfll
that fool Johnstone never take any course for your books ?

ones e ree s cren up to waste an pllage.
1865 G. MACDONALD A. Forbes 51 He's a dour crater, that
Murdoch Malison. 1866 G. MEREDITH Vittoria xxviii,
' Ah ! in that England of yours, women marry for wealth '.

o. Used with a plural sb. or numeral, instead of
those : now only with plurals treated as singulars
(e. g. means, pains) or taken in a collective sense.
In some Sc. dialects used before plural sbs. generally.
c 1330 Amis It Amil. 2492 And in on graue the! were leyde,That hende knyghtes both two. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 3605He come bere bat ladyes to. And tolde hem alle. 1545 RAY-

NOLD Byrth Mankynde Hh ij, From that vaynes that be
not yet affixed vnto the chorion. Ibid. 72 Also to wasshe
that paries in water. 1575 Reg. Privy Council Scot. 11.473
1 he present troublis quhairwith thai cuntreis ar inquietit.
1654-66 EARL ORRERY Parthen. (1676) 204, I will spare thee
that pains. 1710 SWIFT Examiner No. 16 r> 7 That ill

'

manners. . I have been often guilty of. 1768 GOLDSM. Good-n.Man I, There s that ten guineas you were sending to the
poor gentleman. 1861 TROLLOPE Framlcy P. I. xiii 252 iAs to that five thousand pounds. 1865 Miss BRADDON Onlya Clod xxiv, During that rainy six weeks. 1868 G. MAC.
DONALD R. Falconer i. xx, Maybe ye wad like lo luik at
that anes.

d. That once, that one time : see ONCE 9 c.

e. = The same
'

(obs. rare). That same, \ that
self: see SAME A. 5, B. 2, 4, SELF B. i, 2.

157? ImaSufluttt (Arb.) 190 The Rose that is eaten with
the tanker is not gathered bicause it groweth on lhat stalke
yat the sweet doth, neither was Helen made a Starre bicause
shee came of that Egge with Castor.
2. In opposition to this : properly denoting the

more distant of two things, but often vaguely indi-

cating one thing as distinguished from another.
Cf. I. 3 above.
13. . [see THIS B. I 3). 155,- [see THIS B. II. 2].
b. btrengthened by there (also abbrev. 'ere, 'air)

immediately following : see THERE B. 3 c. Cf. this
here (HERE adv. i d). dial, and vulgar.
3. In concord with a sb. which is the antecedent

to a relative (expressed or understood). Cf. 1. 6 7.
, Usually definitive rather lhan demonstrative, serving for
introduction or

anticipation of the relative clause, which
complete^

ihe descnplion ; ihus often interchangeable with

-M. . ? V 1 '

j
ut usua"y more "nphatic. (Similarlywith a

was here 'o
7>

. ,*s,u
Raymondin..stode..on that syde as

as'

'.' MoRE C "S>- Tindale
5aye the m:>n that we sPake of
at we 5Pake of was hcre '37

uvu icquncs mill lu UHUIU. i//y niiffuf i* u. gu r A u<XL

listlessness and languor which attend a state oftotal inaction.

1813 KUSTACE Italy (1815) III. xi. 394 On that peninsulated
rock called La Spilla, hanging over yonder deep cavern.

1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chem. iii. (1814) 56 The root is

that part of the vegetable which least impresses the eye.
b. In advb. phrases of time or place, with

following relative clause (with relative usually
omitted) ; e.g. t by that time (that) . . = by the time
that . . (0Ar.). (In quot. 1573 with advb. clause.)
Now rare (replaced by the), unless emphatic.
c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 3160 Fulle seke he was By \>&\. tyine

t>at he bedur bo come. 1523 Lu. BtaNm/Vv&ft 1.240 Jiy
that tyme it was day, they came to the mountayne. 1573
L. LLOYD Marrow ofHist. (1653) 93 That night before they
should sail in the morning, appeared unto Simonides the
self-same man. 1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus' Ann. i. ii. (1622)
21 [TheyJ beset the wood, that way the army should returne.

1656 S. HOLLAND Zara (1719) 65 By that time they were
half over Styx, they espyed an aged Person. 1760 Impostors
Detected, iii. II. 179 He..got me a wife by that time I

had attained my fifteenth year. 1805 EMILY CLARK Banks
ofDouro\.& Enraptured at that time the event took place.
4. Indicating quality or amount : Of that kind or

degree; such, so great. Const, that (conj.), as

(with finite vb. or inf.), inf. (without as), or rel.

pron. (also with ellipsis of the conj. or rel.) ; rarely
without correlative. Now chiefly arch, (or dial.).
(Cf. THAT dem. adv.}
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1906) 131 She..wepte for her

synnes, bat was the loue of God and the drede that she had
for her misleuinge. 1530 TINDALE Prol. Deut., When I am
brought in to that extremite that I must ether suffre or
forsake god. 1547 BOORDE Introd. Knowl. iii. (1870) 133
Saynt Partryckes purgatory, .is not of that effycacyte as is

spoken of. 1601 SHAKS. Ham. i. v. 48 From me, whose loue
was of that dignity, That it went hand in hand, euen with
the Vow I made to her in marriage. 1648 MILTON Tenure
Kings (1650) 57 With that cunning and dexterity as is
almost imperceavable. 1678 WALTON Life Sanderson 53An Error of that Magnitude, that I cannot but wonder. 1734DUCHESS QUEENSBERRY in Lett. C'tcss Suffolk (1824) II. 94
This enlivened us to that degree that we were mighty good
company. i8i SHELLEY in Lady S. Man. (1859) 155, I

hope that I have treated the question with that temper and
spirit as to silence cavil. 1848 DICKENS Dombey xlvii, He . .

struck her.. with that heaviness, that she tottered on the
marble floor. 1865 L. OLIPHANT Piccadilly (1870) 241 He
blushed to that degree that I felt quite shy.
1 5. As neuter sing, of the definite article : see
THE A. i c. 06s. (exc. in that ilk: see ILK o.i).
That one, that other = the one, the other : see
ONE 1 8, OTHER B. 2

; also TONE, TOTHER. Olis.

893 K. ^ELFHED Orosiusi. i. i Twejen daelas: Asia, and
tet ober Europe. 1107 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7017 pat be on

tlS***' ;'"
nede "''peP berc pa' ober. c 1400 Gamelyn 305

[Hej toke him by >at on arme & threw him in a welle.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur*, ix. 427 Two bretheren, that one
hyght Aleyn, and the other hyghte Tryan. 1500 Set. Cos.
Crt. Star Chamber (Selden) 194 Half of that brigge apper-
taigneth to the said abbot and that other half to the said
iown. 1576 GASCOIC.NE Steel Gl. (Arb.) 68 That one eye
winks. . . That other pries and peekes.

III. Demonstrative Adverb. [Closely related
to the adjective use in II. 4.]
To that extent or degree ; so much, so. (Qualify-

ing an adj., adv., or pple., f rarely a vb.) Now
only dial, and Sc. (exc. as in b).
c HS0 St. Cnlhtert (Surtees) 6279 His sekenes bat encrest,He gert beere him..Aboute be contre on a bere. 1616 in

J. Russell Haigsvu. (1881) 160 If I had been that unhappy
as to have such a foolish thing, a 1670 HACKET Abi.
Williams n. (1693) 67 This was carried with that little
noise that..the.. Bishop was not awaked. 1803 BOSWELI.
Change Ediu. 5 Gowd's no that scanty. 1851 DICKENS Bleak
Ha. xxiv, I was on my guard for a blow, he was that pas-
sionate. 1870 E. Drootiu. 1884 MKS. RIDDELL Bcrna
Boyle vn, The rooms are that small you might reach a book
off the opposite wall. 1888 ' R. BOLDREWOOD '

Rotbery nnderArms xxi, He was that weak as he could hardly walk, 1902
O. WISTER Virginian xxxv, You were that cool ! Mod.
Sc. He s grown that big ye wad hardly ken him. He was
that cunning !

b. With an adv. or adj. of quantity, e. g. that
/<( = as far as that),//ia/ much, that high : more
definite than so, as indicating the precise amount.
.
** RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 126, 1 repose that much

in His rich grace that He will be loath to change upon me
1805 JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 39 His family, wnich he
had sent that far in the course of the day. 1856 MRSbTOWE Drcd i. I. 5, I never liked anything that long [ = six
weeks). 1870 Miss BRIDCMAN Rob. Lynne II. xi. 224 'I
..recollect you that high 'holding her hand about six
inches off the table.

That (Sat, 9t), relative pron. Forms : see
below. [An unstressed and phonetically weakened
form of THAT dem. pron., used to subordinate ona
predication to another.
The Common Indo-Eur. had no relative pronoun, which

has been developed separately in the different linguistic
families. In Latin It was evolved out of the interrogative
'"

/.euto_
nic

chiefly out of the demonstrative. But even
within the Teutonic languages the relative is differentlyformed (see Wright Gothic Grammar 270, Old EarGrammar % 468). In mod. English it is expressed by thai,

TV, *
demonstra"ve pron, and by who (whom), which,what (after L. g,,,, g,,x, god, F. yui, gue, fuel) from the

interrogative pronouns. In northern dialect, ME. and
mod., it is commonly expressed by AT, 'AT, rel. pron. InOL. it was expressed (i) by the simple demonstrative te, seo,

THAT.

/a* ; (2) by the particle fe ; (3) by A' preceded by a personal
pronoun or the demonstrative. For A', see THE conjunctive
farlu lc. The use of the demonstrative as a relative appears
to have come about simply by the subordination of the second
of two originally consecume sentences to the first ; thus,

' he
came to a river ; that (or this) was broad and deep ', whence'

he came to a river that was broad and deep '. In OK. it is
sometimes impossible to determine whether the pronoun of
the second clause is still demonstrative or has become rela.
live. Thus the words in the OE. version of Bseda's History
I. xii. (1890) 52

' Hi waron Wihtgylses suna . bars fitder
was Witta haten . ba:s fsder waes Wihta haten . and has
Wihta fsder wass Woden nemned

', might be read either as
short consecutive sentences,

'

They were sons of Wihteyls
his father [lit. that's father] was called Witta ; his father
was called Wihta; and this Wilita's father was named
Woden '

; or '

They were sons of Wihtgyls whose father was
called Witta, whose father was called Wihta, and whose
(Wlhta's) father was named Woden '. Baida's Latin has
cujiis in all three

places, so that the translator apparently
used fxs as a relative. See also Waiting Syntax Alfreds
des Grossen I. 275. Now, and for a long time past, the
relative that has been stressless, and consequently with
obscure vowel ; but this unstressing and obscuration came
gradually, and was never

represented in writing, so that in
the written forms there is nothing to distinguish the relative
from the demonstrative.]
A. Examples of early inflexional forms.

(The inflexional forms were, to begin with, those of the
dem. pron. and definite article (see prec. and THE); but, as
relative, that is now invariable for gender, case, and number )

1:825 Ytsp. Psalter ix. 12 Singa3 dryhtne be [L.o;l
eardaS in Sion. Il/id. 26 Des [cnjus] muS awerxednisse& bitlermsse ful is. Ibid, cxxxii. 3 Swe swe deaw . . se astijeS
in munt Sion. c8as Vesp. Hymns xiii. 4 xehiowadas nlonoxm Itiii] oinre onlicnisse ondwliotan saldes xelicne. c 893K. ALFRED Oros. L L |l Oceanus.., bone man garsecg
hateo. Ibid. .11 Rin ba ea, seo wil3 of ba;m beorje be
mon Alpis haul. Ibid., Donua ba ea, bare aiwielme is neah
Rines ofre. Ibid. u. vii. 2 An burj in Africa sio Iftix] wa;s
neP ba:m sx. 3900 tr. llxaa's Hist. i. xii. (xv.J (1890) 52
Wihta.. )>a;s..fa5der wa?s Woden nemned. 1:950 Lindisf.
Gasp. Matt. xxiv. 15 Unfesernis slitnese Siu [Riisfiw. be]
Xecueden wa:s from 3a;m witgo. citoo O. E. Chron. an.
1093, Anselme. .se wsus air abbod on Bsc.
B. Signification.
The general relative pronoun, referring to any

antecedent, and used without inflexion irrespective
of gender, number, and case.

I. 1. Introducing a clause defining or restricting
the antecedent, and thus completing its sense.

(The ordinary use : referring to persons or things.)
Sometimes replaceable by who (of persons) or which (of

tilings), but properly only in cases where no ambiguity
results: cf. a, and see WHO, WHICH, rel. (For ellipsis of
that, see 10.)

c8s Vesp. Psalter vii. 7 In bebode 3an 5u bibude. 858
Cnarter'm O. E. Te.tts4}S Des landes boec. .Set cSelbearht
cynmg wullafe sealde. c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. v. i Ne
sece ic no her ba bee ac bzt 3zt ba bee forsfent. c 1000
Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ixxxviii. 41 [Ixxxix. 48] Hwylc manna is

, f"s
sene .. sawle Kenerije? 1175 Lamb. Horn. 3Ood [?go3] in bane castel bet is on^ein eou. Ibid. 79 pesMon bhet alihte from ierusalemin to ierico. a 1225 A tier.

R. 162 (>eo bet duden mid God al pet heo euer wolden.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22118 All bat he cristen finds bare. 1340
Ayenb. 39 pe ualse yulemde bet vlyeb. 1:1374 CHAUCER
boeth. iv.

pr. vii. 113 (Camb. MS.) pou bat art put in the
encrcs or in the heyhte of yerlu. 1377 LANCL. P. PI.
B. x. 38 po bat feynen hem folis. 1382 WYCLIF Matt, iv. 16
The peple that dwelte in derknessis say grete lijt. 1456 SIR
G. HAYE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 244 It that was wont to be
ealht law. (1460 FORTESCUE Abs. fr Lim. Mon. ix. (1885)
130 The kyng off Scotlis bat last dyed. 1500-20 DUNBAK
Poems xx. 8 He rewlis weill, that weill him self can gyd
1526 TINDALE John iv. 26, I (halt spake vnto the, am he.
1531 Test. Ebar. (Surtees) VI. 24 A distres that I loke of
hyr. 1596 DANETT tr. Comities (1614) 173 But this was not
it that giieued them. 1611 BIBLE Ps. Ixv. 2 O thou that
nearest prayer. 1712 ADDISON Sfect. No. 512 p 6 A Tree
that grew near an old WalL 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. n. v,We were the first that ever burst Into that silent sea. 1865
SWINBURNE Atalanta 76 How shall I say, son, That am no
sister? 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 342 This is about all
that he has to say. 1886 C. E. PASCOE Land, of To-day
xxx. (ed. 3) 269 The Westminster Hall that we now see.,
is the building of Richard II 's time.

b. As obj. of a preposition, which in this case
stands at the end of the relative clause (in OE. and
ME. sometimes immediately before the verb) : e. g.
the cup that I shall drink of = the cup of which I
shall drink ; ME. these that I have of told these
of which I have told.

(When whom or which is substituted for that, the prep,
precedes the relative.)
c 1200 ORMIN 462 piss gode prest, patt we nu maelenn

pffe, Wass . . )ehatenn Zacaryas. a 1300 Seven Sins 44
in E. E. P. (1862) 19 pe deuil is his executur of is gold
and

is^
tresure pat he so moch trist to. c 1400 MAUNDEV.

(1839) ii. 10 The naylles that crist was naylled with on the
cros. CI43P Hymns Vir/;. 37/69 Theise .iij. bat y haue
pftoold. 1473 Coventry Leet-Bk. 383 The which letter.,
is in kepyng in the Tour of Sent Marie hall in the same box
bat the kynges general! pardon graunted to this Citee is

Ine. 1526 TINDALE Matt, xx. 22 Are ye able to drynke off
the cuppe that y shall drinke of, and to be baptised with the

baptism that y shalbe baptised with? 1611 BIBLE Judges
xx. 48 All the cities that they came to. 1678 BUNYAN Ptlfr.
i. 40 The dangers that Mistrust and Timorus were driven
back by. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxix [xxx], The ship that

somebody was sailing in. 1841 S. WARREN Ten thousand
a-Year xiv, There's nothing.. that we need be afraid of.

Mod. The play that you were talking about. The hole that
the mouse ran into. The town that he came from.

2. Introducing a clause stating something addi-

tional about the antecedent ^the sense of the



THAT.

principal clause being complete without the rela-

tive clause). Now only poet, or r/ut., the ordinary

equivalents being who (obj. whom) of persons, and

which of things.
But the relative clause is often merely descriptive, stating

un attribute of the antecedent ; or it may give the reason or

a reason of the main statement, and thus he closely connected
with it ; the use in these cases approaches that in i. There
are thus many cases in which modern use allows either that
or who, which, and in which poets prefer thut. (That as in

quot. c 1450 is now impossible.)

4.893 K. /KLKRED Oras. I. i. 7 On Indea londe is xliiii

beoda butoa ba:m ixlandc Taprabane, bjet harfo on him
x byrs. <i 900 tr. Bzila's Hist. I. i. (iSjo) 24 Kreoton ist

garsecges ealond, ftajt waes iu ^eara Albion haten. c 1000

Affs. Gosp. Matt. vi. 30 Alcyres weod, b;ct 3e [Rtishw. |>a:l]

to daeg is & bi5 to moreen on ofen asend. a 1240 Ureisnn
in Lamb. Ham. 185 Ha haueb ober wilnej) after cunfort on

eorbe, bet is fikel and fals. a 1300 Cursor M. -9406 He
wroght a ft;lau of his ban Till Adam, bat was first allan

[v. r. his an], c 1320 Cast. Love 8-9 God (Fader and Sone
and Holigost, pat alle bing on eorbe sixt and wost, pat

jO God art and brilli-hod. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. ip Smale
foweles maken melodye, That slepen al the nyght with open
eye. c 1450 Gcdstoiv AY;/. 501 Yf hit happen the said priour
and Covent. .to faile in the payment of be seid yerely rente

(that god for-bede). 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAynton xxiv.

5 1 5 Reynaude, that sawc this harde batayll, shoved himselfe

among the thickest. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer,
Litany, O God mercyfull father, that despysest not the

sighinge of a contryte hearte. 1031 Bp. MOUNTAGU Diatribx
16 You are a merry man..that tell me, your selfe, you

are not

within. 1678 Gunpowder Treason in Select. Hart. Misc.

(1793) 252 Catesby .. thereupon engaged Sir Everard Digby,
that promised to advance fifteen hundred pounds towards it ;

and Mr. Francis Tresham, that gave him assurance of
two thousand pounds. 1824 LAMB Let. to W, Marten
19 July (in Sotheby's. Catal. 5 June (1902) 66), Pity me that

have been a Gentleman these four weeks and am reduced
in one day to the state of a ready writer. 1843 MACAULAY
Lays AHC. Rome, Horatius, False Sextus That wrought the
deed of shame. 1885 94 R. BRIDGES Eros ft PsycJte May 4

Lazy mists, that still Climb 'd on the shadowy roots of every
hill.

3. As subj. or obj. of the rel. clause, with ellipsis

of the antecedent.

a. Of things : thlit = (the thing) that, that

which, what. Very common down to i6th c. ;

now arch, onApoetic, what being the prose form.

In later use the single that may become emphatic, and is

then demonstrative with ellipsis of the relative : see THAT
tlcin. pron. 7.

c 888 K. ALFRED Roeth. xxvi. | i ponne 3u. .o3Se haefdest

bset 5u noldes o35e naefdest baet ou woldest. c 1175 Lamb.

c 1315 SIIOREHAM vi. ii J>ou hast y-ry?t bat was amys,
Ywonne bat was y-lore. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 7877 Antenor

did that In him was. 1477-9 R.'<- ?f- Ma.<y at Hilt 9 1 Paid

to hewe Clerk that he lackyd in his wagis. 1535 COVERDALE
Matt. xx. 14 Take that thine is [WVCLIF that that is thine]

and go thy waye. 01568 ASCHAM SchoUnt, I. (Arb.) 49
Where they should neither see that was vncumlie nor

heare that was vnhonest. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. ii.
77,

I earne that I eate : get that I weare. 1611 BIBLE JWxlh. 3

Therefore haue I vttered that I vnderstood not. 1887

MORRIS Odyss. XIL 301 In peace eat that ye have.

b. Of persons : that = (the person) that, he (or

him) that, one that; //. (persons) that, they (them),
or those who. Now only after there are and the

like : see THERE adv. 5 f.

1320 Cast. Love i Pat good benkeb good may do.

la 1400 Arthur i Herkene|>, bat loueb honour. 1400

26 Pol. Poems i. 122 That taken with wrong, are goddis
theues. 14. . Why I can't be a Nun 244 in E. E. P.

(1862) 144 Dame chastyte. .sum her loved in hert fulle dere,

And there weren that dyd not so. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.)

Woe [sc. to him] that too late repents. 1611 BIBLE Exod. ill.

14, I am that I am. a 1665 DIGBY Priv. Mem. (1827) 272 Of
her ancestors there have been that have exalted and pulled

down kings.

II. In various special or elliptical constructions,

in, some of which that passes into a relative or con-

junctive adverb. (Cf. next word.)
4. After same : sometimes strictly the rel. pron.

(i) ; sometimes with looser construction or ellipsis :

= as : see SAME A. i a, and cf. As B. 23.

c iioo, etc. [see SAME A. i
a],

a. 1575 tr. Pol. Vcrg. Eng.
Hist. (Camden No. 29) 181 William made the same awnswer

that befor. 1600 SURFLET Countrie Fame I. xxx. 200 The
mare-mule is subject to the same diseases that the horse.

1664 H. MORE Exp. 7 Epitt. viii. 124, I understand
by

<J)iAOLSeA<fii'a the same that ayim), universal Love. 1600 W.
WALKER [diomat. Angle-Lat. 387 They say Diana is the

same that the Moon is. 1771 LUCKOMBE Hist. Print. 404

He grasps his left hand about the Foot end of the Page in

the same posture that his right hand grasps the Head end.

1781 COLMAN ProseonSev. Occas., Notes Art Poetry (1787)

1 1 17 97 Other criticks have taken the text .. in the same sense

that I have here considered it. 1819 HAZLITT Pol. Ess. 421

If Mr. Malthus chooses to say, that men will always be

governed by the same good mechanical motives that they

are at present.

6. Preceded by a descriptive nonn or adj., in a

parenthetic exclamatory clause (e.g.fool that he is) :

= As B. 25.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 1516 (1565) Necc, how kan ye

e1 Crii

253

man that I am. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gtnt. v. iv. 28 O miserable, !

vn!iap|iy lltat I am. 1605 R. K. in Sylvester's Wks. (1880)

I. 15/1 Koole that I was, I thought in
younger

timi-i [uii .].

1855 HuowNiNii r.'pultirity i .Stand still, true poet that you
aie! I know you. 1877 E. W. GOSSE North. .SY/.rr

1

., *

Danish Poets! 1800) 227 A few months after Andersen poor
little forlorn adventurer that he was left that city.

6. t a- " As B. 1 3. 06s. rare- 1
.

c 1175 Credo in Lamb. Horn. 75 Alle 30 kunnen leste, bet

ich wene, ower credo.

b. In not that 1 know, and similar expressions :

= According to what, as far as. Cf. KNOW v. 18 c.

c 1460 Towncley Myst. xxi. 239 No word yil he spake That
I wysl. 1530 PALSGH. 762/1, I never trespassed agaynst
hyiu, lliat I wotte of. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. 11. ii. 155 Pol. Math
there bene such a time..That I haue possitiuely said, 'tis so,

When it prou'd otherwise? King. Not that I know. 1776
Trial of Nundocomar yiji, I was not at Monghccr ; nor

was he there, that I know of. 1819 SHELLEY Cenci i. iii, Can
we do nothing? Colon. Nothing that I see. i84oCARLYLE
Heroes iv. (1872) 126 But Protestantism lias not died yet,

that I hear of ! 1864 DASENT Jest t, Earnest (1873) II. 343

He had never seen Hall lhat he knew before that day. 1886

SIR N. LINDLF.Y in Law Rep. 31 Chanc. Div. 367 An injunc-

tion to restrain such proceedings has never that I know of

been granted since 1851. Mod. He is not here, that I can

learn. No one knows anything about it, that I can find.

7. After the word time, or any sb. meaning a

point or space of time : At, in, or on which
;
when.

Usually introducing a defining clause, as in i : sometimes

an additional statement, as in 2. For ellipsis of that, see 10.

Heowulf'2646 Nu is se dass cumen bast ure man-dryhten
irucKenes be-hofaS. aiooo CxdmonsGen. 585 (Gr.) Was
seo hwil bass lang, bast ic xeornlice gode besnodc. c 1000

|

/ELFRIC Num. xiil. 21 Hit waes 3a se tima \>xl winberian

ripodon. 1303 R. BRUNNI Handl. Synnt 862 Fro be fiyday
bat he deyde, To tyme bat he ros. 1386 CHAUCER
Reeve's T. 189 Alias quod lohn the day that I was born. .

1470-85 MALORY Arthur \\. xvi. 209 Thyne houre is come
that thou muste dye. 1515 LD. BERNERS I'niu. 1 1. 53 In the

meane tyme that our supper was a dressyng, this knight said
j

to me [etc.], 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. ii. 187, I was neuer
]

so berim'd since Pythagoras time that I was an Irish Rat
1611 BIBLE Gen. ii. 17 In the day that thou eatest thereof, :

thou shall surely die. 1760-72 H. BROOKK Fool o/Qual.
\

(1809) IV. 31 You speak. .like a sage. .at an age that our i

young nobility scarcely begin to think. 1801 MAR. EDGE-
WORTH Moral T. xii, The night that he went to the play.

1879 GEO. ELIOT Theo. Such \. 10 One day that I had in.

cautiously mentioned this inteiestine fact.

t b. = To the time that ; till, until. 06s.

971 Blictl. Horn. 237 Nu bry dajas to lafe syndon bizt

hie be willab acwellan. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 33 pah bu

liuedest of adames frumSe bet come bes deu c 1205 LAY.

229 pis lond he hire lende pat come hir hfes ende. 1320
Cast. Love 1412 From be tyme bat he Adam wroujte, fat
he vp-ros and vs for-bou^te.

\ c. = From the time that ; since. 06s. rare-'.

c 1205 LAY. 26294 Hit is feole sere pat heore braettes comen

8. Connecting two clauses loosely or anacoluthi-

cally, the relative or dependent clause being im-

perfect (the part omitted being suggested by the

principal clause) ; giving the effect of the ordi-

nary rel. pron. with ellipsis of a preposition, an

infinitive, etc. : cf. 7. (Now considered slipshod.)
c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. iv. xxv. 2380 Off be nycht next gane
beforn pat lulyus was slayn on be morn. 1:1530 Lp.
BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. 494 Oftentimes people speketh
of a thing that they knowe but lytle what the conclusyon

shall be. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. 11. vi. 9 Who riseth from a
feast With that keene appetite that he sits downe? 1673

Essex Papers (Camden) I. 51 Who put this Cltty into that

disorder that I found it. 1779 Mirror No. 29 p 4 His

fortune and his ancestry entitled him. .to appear m any

shape that he pleased. 1875 DASENT Vikings I. 146 If you
will only see things, .in the light that we see them.

9. That followed by a poss. pron. corresponding

to the antecedent (e. g.you thatyour, the man that

his, OE.je his, THE particle 3 d) is an ancient mode

of expressing the genitive of the relative = whose.

(The same idiom is used in many langs., e.g. Celtic,

Semitic, etc.). Still common dialectally.

1456 Sc, Acts Jos. II (1814! II. 45/2 Item, It is ordanyt . .at

ilk man b his gudis extendis to xx'J merckis be bodyn at [>c

lest w..a suerde and a buclare, a bow and a schaif of

arrowis. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur vill. xxxv. 327 There

came a man that sire Tristram afore hand had slayne his

broder. 1523 FITZHERB. Huso. 148 That man that thy

horse hath eten his corne or grasse wyll be greued at the.

1602 Ld. Cromwell \. u, Theres legions now of beggars..

That their originall did spring from Kings. [1873 MURRAY
Dial. S. Scotl. 196 When the Relative is used in the

Possessive Case (whose) it is necessary to express it by. .at

(t/iaf) and the possessive pronoun belonging to the antece-

dent i thus
' the man at bys weyfe's deid . .

' the wumman at

ye ken hyr sun '.]

tlO. The relative is very frequently omitted

by ellipsis, esp. in senses I, I b (chiefly as obj. or

pred.,less freq. and now only in certain connexions

as subj.) ;
also in sense J.

This (one of the commonest idioms in colloquial English,

and largely found in the literary language) prob, began

with the relativeAi T" E - cf- also THAT conj- Ia

ciaso Gen. + Ex. 297 Adam ben king and eue quuen Of

alle de dinge in werlde ben. 751 lie oing deieS opr-inne
is

driuen. 13. . Cursor M. 4802 Yon er theues . . And theif es he

bam hider send, a 1450 Le MorteA rth. 72, 1 drede we shall

THAT.

Philosophy doth. 1690 I.O.-KK Hum. Und. II. xxi. i

it self.. is a buti under the U
pressure of sui h 1781 CowrzK Ver>,
Selkirk i, I am monarch of all I survey. 1850 Ti
In Mem. iv. What is il m.,kcs me bcal so low J ll'i.i

l'"i i" i : ',oUen J.ff. ii.

n I Win i was il said AIIK-U'; 185^ .Ititaihtflloni
l, This is a spray the Bird clung to.

That (Cat, Cat), conj. Also i pat, 2-3 pet,
2-6 bat. [Uses of THAT &/. or nl. pron. in wliicli

it becomes a mere relative or conjunctive particle:
cf. THE particle. So in the other \VGer. Langs.
Cf. Gr. trrt from neuter of rel. pron. Semi, L. quoJ
from neuter of rel. qui. It che, Sp., Py, Kr. M.]

I. 1. Introducing a dependent substantive-clause,
as subject, object, or other element of the princi-

pal clause, or as complement of a sb. or adj., or in

apposition with a sb. therein.

The dependent clause as subject is most commonly placed
after the verb and introduced by a preceding iV, e.g.

'
it is

certain that he was there
' = '

that be was there, is certain
'

:

see IT 4 b. As object, it usually follows, e. g.
'
I have heard

that he was there . (For ellipsis of that, see 10.)

[This use of that is generally held to have at isen out of the

dem. pron. pointing to the clause which it introduces. Cf.

(i) He once lived here : we all know thiit; (2) That (now

this) we all know : he once lived here; (3) Weal) know Ma/
(or thii) : he once lived here ; (4) We all know that be onie
lived here; (5) We all know he once lived here. In i, 2, 3

that is a demonstrative pronoun in apposition to the state-

ment ' he once lived here
'

; in 4 it has sunk into a cunjunc-

tiveparticle,and(like the relative pronoun) has become sti ess-

less; in 5 it has disappeared, and 'he once lived here'

am certain of that : he once lived here '. But '

I am certain

that
'

may have arisen as another way of saying
'
1 know

that
'

; and so of the other expressions.!
c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. v. i 3 Ic wat )?zt zlc wuht from

Gode com. a 900 CYNEWULF Elene 815 Nu ic wat bast

bu eart gecyoed and acenned allra cyninga brym. laid.

1168 pact is xedafenlic, baet bu dryhtnes word on hyxe
healde. c 1000 ELFRIC Gen. L 4 God xeseah ba, bset hit

god waes. 1175 Lamb. Horn, in pe sixte unbeau is..

[>et he for mooleste ne mei his monnan don stere.

c 1205 LAY. 13 Hit com him on mode.. bet he wolde of

bat maide. 137} BARBOUR Bruce in. 481 pen hapnyt at bat

tyme.. pat be Erie of be Leuenax was Amang be hillis.

discouerid be, Off the loue is vs by-twene. 1578 TIMM*

Catiline on Gen. 164 When those things should follow are set

before. 1591 SHAKS. Rom. >, Jul. I. l. 212, I do loue a

woman, .and shee's faire I loue. 1611 BIBLE Gen. in. 5 In

the day ye eate thereof, then your eyes shalbee opened.

1676 GLANVILL Ess. Pref. a 3 b, It shews a particular service

what shal Iren doo ? c 1440 Generydes 2902 What think ye
best thanne..yt we shall doo? 1535 COVERDALE Exod. iii.

12 This shall be the token,yl I hauc sent the. 156; PAINTER

Pal. Pleas. (1813) II. 160 That I remaine in fielde it is to

me greate fame. 1611 BIBLE Prov. xix. 2 That the soule be

without knowledge, it is not good. 1726 G. ROBERTS Four
Years' Voy. 135

Their Opinion, that it was not real, but

imaginary Land we had seen. 1784 COWPER Task 1. 156 We
have borne The ruffling wind, scarce conscious that it blew.

i 1809 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 555 The story is as certain as

that Dr. Dodd was hung. 1873 MORLEY Rouistau I. vii. 284

{

Rousseau was persuaded that Madame d'Epinay was his

betrayer.
fb. Introducing a clause in apposition to or

exemplifying the statement in the principal clause :

= in that, in the fact that. Ots. or arch, (now

usually expressed by in with gerund).
This appears to be transitional between i and 2.

901-24 in Birch Cart. Sax. II. 236 Helmstan 3a undzJe

Sedyde, oaet he ^ESeredes belt forstasl. c 1489 CAXTOX
Sonnes ofAyman iv. no We have don evyll lhat we have

not taken surete. 1526 TINDALE Phil. iv. 14 Ye have wele

done, that ye bare parte with me ;in my tribulacion. 1611

BIBLE i Jfinfs viii. 18 Thou diddest well that il was in thine

heart, Acts x. 33 Thou hast well done, that thou art

come [so CRANMER : WYCL. & Rhem. in coming : TINDALE

& Geneva, for to come].

t c. Introducing a sb.-clause as obj. of a preceding

preposition : the fact that 06s. and rare, exc.

after certain prepositions with which that fofms

conjunctional phrases (after that, before that, by

that, etc.), sometimes with special meanings, and
~

chiefly obs. or arch. : see AFTEB C. i b, BEFOBE

C. i a, BY prep, ai c, FOB THAT I, IN prep. 39,
I UNTO, WITH, WITHOUT. 06s.

CH75 [see AFTER C. i bj. c 1200 [see BEFORE C. i a).

a 1300-1see BY prep. 21 c]. c 1440 {see IN prep. y)\ 1444

Rolls ofParlt. V. 121/1 To stonde and abyde for terme of

her lyves, with that they dwell continuelli within the seid

Toun or Fraunchise. 1484 CAXTON Fables cf Alfmut ix,

I shalle not Icue the goo, withoute that thow hold
jo

me
that [etc.). itl^Rolls of Parlt. VI. 35/2 Contynued their

possessions in the same! unto that Humfrey btafford..

entred into the said manners. 1525 LD. BERNKRS^IWIM. II.

554 The bysshoppe and the lorde de la Ryver were joyou-e

of that the herytaunce shulde abyde with the Vycount.

c 1530 - Arth. Lyt. Brit. 4?3.
I am angry wyth nolhyng.

but with that Florence shold thus
escape

us. 1557 N OKI i

Gneuara's Diall Pr. xx. 36 This shalbe scne by that they

succour the poore.

d. In periphrastic construction, following a

clause of the form it is (KM,etc.) + an adv. or advb.

phr., to which emphasis is given by the periphrasis

see IT 4 d. (The sense may be less emphatically

expressed by omitting it is (was, etc.) and that, e. g.

[It was] here [that] he fell.) Cf. Onions Advanced
'

'. Syntax 15 a, 6.



THAT. 254 THAT.

Beowulf 1362 Nis bait feor heonen inil-xe-mearces bast se

mere stanSeo. a 1150, etc. [see IT 4 d]. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur vi. viii. 194 Thou arte..lyke on kny5t that I

hate,.. so be hit that thou be not he I wyl lyghtly accorde

with the. 1673 MARVELL Reh, Transp. i. 219 Therefore

it is that they are agrieved. 1736 MRS. MANLEY Secret

Mem. II. 116 It is not always that we ought to judge by
Appearances. 1780 Mirror "No. 77 P 6 It is owing to this

circumstance, that a general lover seldom forms an attach
nient to any particular object. 1814 WORDSW. Yarrow
I'isitt'd 2$ Where was it that the famous Flower Of Yarrow
Vale lay bleeding? 1875 CROLL Climate fy T. 467 It is sel-

dom that the geologist has an opportunity of seeing a com-

plete section. 1877 Miss YONGE Cameos Ser. in. xv. 140 It

was for his own supremacy that he fought. 1890 SmC. S. C.
BOWEN in Law Times Rep. LXIII. 735/1 It was because
he failed to prove this that his case broke down.

e. Introducing an exclamatory clause (with or

without a preceding interjection or interj. phr.)

expressing some emotion, usually (now always)
sorrow, indignation, or the like. (Now usually
with should.}
Some of those with interj. or interj. phr. may be regarded

as belonging to 2 : cf.
'

I am sorry that ,.', also quot 1^35 in 2.

< 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. ix, Eala hut nanwuht nis faeste

stondendes weorces. c 1315 SHOREHAM v. 223 O bat hy were
blybe, bo hye here se;en So glorious alyue. a 1350 in

Hatiifiole's ll^ks. (1895) 1. 345 Whan Adam sau^ hym comen,
lord, pat he was glade ! Ibid. II. 360 Lord, bat be was wo
bigon in bat ilke tyde ! (1440 Jacob's Well 125 Alias, bat
euer gadryd I monye on hepe, to trustyn bere-vpon. c 1460
Towneley Myst. iv. 195 A, Lord, that I shuld abide this

day ! 1470-^5 MALORY Arthur xm. viii. 623 Alias sayd
she that euer I sawe you. 1604 SHAKS. Oik. \\. iii. 291 Oh,
that men should put an Enemie in their mouthes, to steale

away their Braines? 1610 Temp. i. ii. 67 That a brother
should Be so perfidious. 1819 SHELLEY Cenci i. ii. 54 Great
God ! that such a father should be mine ! Mod. That it

should ever come to this ! That he should turn against us,
after al! his professions of friendship t

II. 2. Introducing a clause expressing the cause,

ground, or reason of what is stated in the principal
clause. (See also i b, e.)
In OE. often fxs (, gen. of /ar/. For ellipsis of tfat,

see 10.

art, god banke and herie. 1445 in Anglia XXVIII. 273
Men..Merveileth bat thou so lowly art. 1533 BELLENDEN
Livy ii. xi. (S.T.S.) I. 169 For be commoun pepill reiosit
bat bewolchis war cummyn. 1535 COVERUALE /V. cxix. [cxx.j
5 Wo is me, y my banishment endureth so longe. 1611
BIBLE Isa. Ixiii. 5, 1 wondered that there was none to vphold.
1810 CRABBE Borough xviii. 208 Men . . bless their God
that time has fenced their heart. 1817 HALLAM Const. Hist.
I. 697 His sincerity in this was the less suspected, that his
wife.. was entirely presbyterian. 1842 MACAULAY in Life
* Lett. (1876) II. 114, I should be very sorry that it were
known. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bcde xxxv, Mrs. Poyser was
quite agreeably surprised that Hetty wished to go and see
Dinah. 1866 KEAIIE G. Gaunt (ed. 2) II. 14 She. .thought
of them all the more that she was discouraged from
enlarging on them.

(6) Also in constructions now obs. or arch,
a 1000 Andreas 276 (Gr.) Bio be meorS wi3 god, bait bu

us on lade Hoe weoroe. ciooo Ags. Gasp. Matt. xvi. 8
Hwajt benceie betwux eow..ba5t [Rushw. forbon ban] se
hlafas nabbaS? 13.. Coer de L. 831 Sche.. Wrong her
handes that sche was born, 1:1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce
Hen. VIl[ (Camden) 270 Then is there a quarrel picked
against the Popes that they made such restraints. 1567ALLEN De/. Priesthood-^ And S. Augustin excommunicated
County Bonifacius that he tooke from the Churche an
offender, a 1657 R. LOVEDAY Lett. (1663) 83 Honest J. is

ready to beat his wife that she forces his promise to so
slothful a performance. 1790 COWPER Let. 27 Feb., I am
crazed that I cannot ask you all together. 1829 CARLYI.E in
J<'or. Rev. r Cont. Misc. IV. 109 Neither should we censure
Novalis that he dries his tears.

b. Not that . . (ellipt.) : = < I do not say this
because . .

'

; or '
It is not the fact that . . ', 'One

must not suppose that..' (sense i): see NOT
adv. 6 a.

i. ix, Where is she staying now? Not that I care. if>7oHUXLEY Physiogr. 185 Not that a particle of this substance
is annihilated.

3. Introducing a clause expressing purpose, end,
aim, or desire : with simple subjunctive (arch.),
or with may (pa. t. might], should, rarely shall.
Formerly also preceded by as (As B. 21 b). See alsoMAY K.I B. 8 a. The meaning is now more fully expressed

by in order that : see ORDER sb. 29. After will, wish, fray,
beseech, and the like, the function of that seems to combine
senses i and 3.

0900 K.Bzda's Hist. n. xi. [xiv.] i pajr se biscop oft
waes, fret he fulwade bait folc in Swalwan streame. c 10

.!/,Moral Ode 313 Ac drihte crist he jiue us strencbe, stonde
l>at we mote. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 3742 Jyf bou
3aue euer cunsel or rede For yre, bat a man were dede.

,*Lady R. s

..

Rib5 ' 1<B3 Trial Ld. K
,8o7 ) p. xlvi, We pray for the King that the

challenge may be over-ruled. 1708 Lend. Gaz. No. 4434/3

anv M nv
ertlSe

r" PcrSOI1S
' that they do not le"d her

any Mony, a i774 GOLDSM. Sun. Exp. Philos. (, 776) I. 75

The bones of animals, .calcined in such a manner as that all

their oil should be exhausted. 1816 J. WILSON City ofl'lafue
i. ii. 67 Give me one look, That I may see his face so

beautiful. 1874 A. J. CHRISTIE in Ess. Rel. A- Lit. Ser. in.

50 Christ, .had prayed that Peter's faith should not fail.

f b. Introducing a parenthetic clause of purpose.
Obs. (Now expressed by the inf., e. g.

'

that we

speak of no more
' = to speak of no more.)

13. . Pol. Rel. 4- L. Poems (1866) 221 Hit beob breo tymes
on bo day, pat sobe to witen me mai. 1611 BIBLE Transl.

Pref. i Synods & Church-maintenance (that we speake
of no more things of this kinde) should be as safe as a

Sanctuary.
c. In exclamations of desire or longing : with

verb in subjunctive.
Now always with vb. \npast subj. (indicating improbability

of fulfilment), usually with preceding interj. (see also O int.

2), also (arch.) with would or -would God (sense i : see
would s. v, WILL v.). Formerly also with vb. in pres. subj.

(indicating possibility of fulfilment), where that is now
omitted. In quot 13 .. expressing a command (that he
war = let him be).

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6189 A due ber was.. pat was
tr.iytour ..

b_at god ^iue him ssame. 13.. SettynSag. 651
Goth, he seigh, to the prisone, And fechcheth forht mine
sone, And quik that he war an-honge. c 1350 Will. Palerne

2795 God mowe we bonk, & oure worbi werwolf bat wel
him by-tyde. 1535 [see O int. 3], 1618 CORBET Poems
(1807) 09 O that I ere might have the hap To get the bird
which in the map Is called the Indian Ruck 1 1790 COWFER
Rec. Mother's Picture i Oh that those lips had language 1

1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xli, Deep folly I yet that this

could be That I could wing my will with might [etc.]. 1855
Maud n. iv. i, O that 'twere possible. .To find the arms

of my true love Round me once again I

d. Introducing a clause expressing a hypotheti-
cal desired result : with verb in subjunctive or its

equivalent.
[1601 : see 10.) 16x0 SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 150 Oh heauens,

that they were liuing both in Naples The King and Oueene
there, that they were, I wish My selfe were mudded in
that oozie bed. 1760-7* H. BROOKE Fool of Oval. (1809)
III. 114, I would give a thousand pounds that he may
prove the man. 1821 BYRON Wks. (1835) V. 216, I would
gladly have given a much greater sum.. that he had never
been hurt. 1861 DASENT Burnt Njal II. 118, I would give
all my goods that it had never happened.
4. Introducing a clause expressing the result or

consequence of what is stated in the principal
clause : with verb usually in indicative.

a. With antecedent so or such, either in the

principal clause, or immediately before that in the

dependent clause (see So, SUCH).
Also (arch.) preceded by as : see As E. 19 c. For ellipsis

of tliat, see 10.

fiooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 54 He feerde hi;..swa bat
hig wundredon. a 1300 Cursor M. 9730 Sa wel i am ya
luued wit be pat bi wisdom man clepes me. 1387 TREVISA
Higden (Rolls) I. 419 Men lyueb so longe in bat hurste, pat
be eldest deijeb furst. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes o/Aymon iv.

119 So longe they rode, .that they came there as they were
borne. 1564 P. MARTYR Comm. Judges 272 To aske, not in
deede so apertely that his voice should be hearde. 1667
MILTON P. L. To Rdr., This neglect ..ofRime so little is to be
':aken for a defect, . . that it rather is to be esteem'd an exam*

he quitted the Surgery in a pet. 1849 MACAULAY Hilt,
t<f. vi. II. 85 He was_a man of morals so bad that his own

relations shrank from him.

b. Simply, without antecedent :
= so that. arch.

c 1 175 Lamb. Horn. 27 pe deofel . . rixat in-nan him bet he
nullenefre forleten hissunne. cl*>5 LAY. 1867 For8 com Cori.
neus..bat alle hit bi-heolden. ia97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2690
Pun king hii bounde uaste ynou bat reulich he gan crie. 1377LANGU P. PI. B. xiv. 64 Heuene was yclosed, pat no reyne ne
rone. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur MI. xvii. 687 Thenne were
they sore aflrayed that they fclle bothe to the erthe. 1541UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 136 b, Suche as bee naught I byte,
that thei smart again. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. v. i. 65 Then
I'ld shrieke, that euen your cares Should rift to heare me.
1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) I. v. 96 The fear, .made me that
I never slept 1858 G. MACDONALD Phantasies xix, I struck
one more sturdy blow, .that the forest rang. 1868 TENNY-
SON Lucretius 66 A fire, .scorch'd me that I woke.

O. Introducing a clause expressing a fact (with
vb. in indie.), or a supposition (with vb. in subj.),
as a consequence attributed to the cause indicated

by the principal clause (which is most commonly
interrogative) : sometimes nearly = in consequence
of which

; or (with indie.) = since, seeing that.
c looo JELFRIC Exod. v. 2 HwKt vs. se drihten, ]>a:t ic hym
uranscileand Israelafolc forlaetan ? c is LAY. 30280Whaet
'S

K'ivt
at *"* swa ^P*5' to-daif <TI4 C/iron. I'ilocl.

2769 What deseysse is come be to pat bou art now so sor.
wefulle? 1535 COVERDALE Ps. viii. 4 Oh what is man, yi
thou art so myndfull of him? Ibid, cxiii. [cxiv.] 5 What
ayled the (o thou see) that thou fleddest? 1591 SHAKS
Two Gent. iv. ii. 40 Who is Silvia? what is she? That all

him. 1787 COWPER Stanzas Bill Mortality 8 Did famine
or did plague prevail, That so much death appears? 1841TENNYSON Latly Clare vi, Are ye out of your mind that
ye speak so wild ? 1885 Sat. Rev. 21 Feb. 242/2 We are not
pigeons that we should eat dry peas.
5. With a negative in the dependent clause (the

principal clause having also a negative expressed
or implied) : = But that, but (= L. yuin): see
BUT conj. 12. (Now expressed by without with
gerund : e. g. in quot. : 809,

'
without her hearing '.)

Quots. c 1320, 1375 may belong to THAT rel. fron. 8.

ciooo JELVRic Saints' Lives (1885) I. 378 Man secwseman
ne ma;s twam hlafordum zt-somne bait lie ne forseo bone
ofierne. -1290 Beket 2128 in .V. A". Leg. I. 167 For ^wane
menpeyntiezan halewe.^e ne seoth itnou^t bi-leuedpatbere
nis depeint a Roundel al-a-boute be heued. c 1320 Cast.
Lmie 6 Ne neuer was wrou^t non vuel bing pat vuel bomt
nas be biginnyng. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvi. 280 Thar is no
man That he ne will rew vp.on voman. c 1440 Alphabet of
Tales 293 A long tyme sho mot nowder luke on je crucifyx
nor speke . . of be Passion . . bane nevur sho fell in swone as
sho had bene dead. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to Cong, v, I
never attempted to be impudent yet, that I was not taken
down. 1809 SOUTHEY Let. to Lieut. Sonthey 19 Sept, He
never turned in his bed during that whole time that she did
not hear. 1837 S. R. MAITLAND Six Lett., etc. 69, I have
hardly ever. .turned it over for five minutes, that some gross
error has not presented itself.

6. Added to relatives or dependent interrogatives
(who, which, what, when, w/ure, how, why, etc.).

t Also after the demonstrative advbs. then, there,
etc., when used as relatives. Obs. or arch.
c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xvi. 2, gif se nu sesawan hwelce

mus ban wa;re hlaford ofer o3re mys. 13.. Cursor M.
1247 (Colt.) Yai, sir, wist i wyderward (v.r. quejiirwardj
bat [zi. r. bere] tat vncuth contre were. -1374 CHAUCER
Troylus II. Prol. 36 Euery wyght wheche fat to rome
wente. 1:1386 Prol. 41 To telle yow. .in what array that
they were Inne. Can. Ycom. Prol. ty T. 17 And in

niyn herte to wondren I bigan What bat he was. 14.. in
Hist. Coll. Citizen London (Camden) 1:2 Faste be-syde thei
that the batelle was dorte. 1450 Rolls ofParlt. V. 202/1 In
whos handes that ever they were founde. c 1465 /:v
Chron. (Camden) 98 A wommanne the whiche that knewe
hym. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur xvn. xxii. 723 Wotest thou
wherfor that he hath sente me? 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. in. ii.

96 When that the poore haue cry'de, Caesar hath wept.
1613 Hen. VIII, HI. ii. 32 Wherein was read How that
the Cardinal! did intreat his Holinesse [etc.]. 01814
Spaniards iv. i. in New Brit. Theatre III. 234 When that
the crown, .shall bind the brows Of my unnatural brother.

t b. That alone had formerly the force of
' when that ',

' when
', after hardly, scarcely, or

some equivalent. So \just that (quot. 1648) -
just when, just as. Now that : see Now 1 2 b.

13.. Cursor M. 8160 Vnnethes had he moned his mode,
pat [v.r. quen] a lem fra be wandes stode. ? a 1380 St.
Ambrosias 488 in Horstm. Altengl. Lef.(\S}8) 16/1 Vnnebe
Ambrose and his meyne, Weoren passed out from bat citee

pat sodeynliche opened be eorbe. 1480 CAXTON Chron.
F.ng. ccvii. 189 The kyng had not yet fullych eten that ther
come in to the halle another messagyer. 1530- [see Now
12

bj. 1648 CROMWELL in Carlyle Lett. r Sp. (1871) II. 56
Until just that we came. 1780 Mirror No. 95 P I We spent
our time as happily as possible, till about half a year ago,
that my ill stars directed me to [etc.].

7. Formerly added with a conjunctive force to
various words that are now commonly used con-

junctionally without it ; e.g. because, if, lest, only,
the adv., though, till, while (see these words), arch.

or Obs.

(Cf. the OE. similar use offe ; also prec. sense.)
c ixoo [see IPS), a \yxt Cursor M. 14458 Bot al bat he wit

lime bam soeht, Enentis be luus al was for noght. Ibid.

22167 Pai sal be studiand in bair thoght, Queber bat he be
crist or nai. 1305 in Mem. Hen. VII (Rolls) 267 The kynge
..remembrithe that mater as cfectually as that hit were his
aune proper cause. 1590 SPENSER /'. Q. i. i. 30 The knight..
Who faire him quited, as that courteous was. 1602 DOLMAN
La Primaiid. Fr. Acad. (1618) III. 736 The property
thereof is to mount alwaies vpwards, vntill that it hath
attained to the place destinated vnto it. 1656 A. WRIGHT
Five Semt. 201 The reason is, cause that Ordinances are

nothing without the Lord. 1800 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895)
325 As to my schemes of residence, I am as unfixed as your-
self, only that we are under theabsolute necessity of fixing
somewhere. 1805 tr. Lafontaines Hermann fy Emilia 1 1 L
97 Hermann likewise trembled, because that their early
friendship was awakened in his breast.

8. Used (like Fr. que) as a substitute instead of

repeating a previous conjunction, or conjunctive
adverb or phrase. Now rare or arch.

4:1175 Lamb. Hoiil, 17 penne were bu wel his freond..
Gif bu hine ise)e bet lie wulle asottie to bes deofles hond. .

bet pu hine lettest, and widstewest. c 1489 CAXTON Blanch-

ardynxtx. 58 When they ..had seen themanere& therewle
of their enemyes, and that all wyth leyser they had seen
their puyssance. Ibid. 59 So began he to be.. all annoyed
of hym self by cause he was not armed tyl his plesure, and
that he myght not yssue out. c 1520 BARCLAY Sallust 55
Whan he had assayed many wayes, and that nothing came
to purpose. 1535 COVERDALE Esther ii. 14 She must come
vnto the kynge nomore, excepte it pleased the kynge, and
that he caused her to be called by name. 1569 J. SANFORD
tr. Agrippa's Van. Aries 1 74 b, When sleepe falleth vpon
men, & that they be in bed. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V, iv. i.

9 Since he stands obdurate, And that no lawful meanes can
carrie me Out of his enuies reach. [Also 27 other examples.]
1611 BIBLE i Chron. xiii. 2 If it seeme good vnto you, and
that it be of the Lord our God, let vs send abroad vnto our
brethren. [CovERD. Yf..yf. ..) Job xxxi. 38 Ifmy land

cry against me, or that the furrowes likewise thereof com-

plaine. (CovERD. Yf case be that. .or y'...] 1655 M.
CASAUBON Enthus. (1656) 126 Because I desire not to be

over-long, and that I would not glut the Reader. 1700
TYRRELL Hist. Eng. II. 823 So soon as the Death of

King John was. .known, and that the Earls, .could agree
where to meet. 1797 BURKE Regie. Peace iii. Wks. VIII.

330 When one of the parties to a treaty intrenches himself. .

in. .ceremonies,, .and that all the concessions are upon one
side. 1829 SIR W. NAPIER Penins. War ix. iii. (Rtldg.) II.

16 Although the rear was attacked, .. and that 50 men..were
captured.

1 9. After a comparative : = THAN. (Cfc Fr.

Obs. rare. (See also THE fart. I b.)



pal
bu

THATCH.
c 1305 SI. Kenelm ir,8 in f-:. Kiig. P. (1862) 50 For n man

iK-in.ii I'an obcr bet trecherie do pat [Limit J/.S'. bane]
bulke bat is him next, & he trist niest to. c

1330
K. BRUNNK

Chron. Wace (Rolls) 10602 More worschip ofTiym [Arthur)

spoke ber was pat of any of bo |>a ( spckes Gildas. 141* tr.

Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 175 He had Shiyne by trayson
two prynces bcttyr that he was. c 1450 l.ovi i i< u i,,,nl

xlviii. 35 And but be holyere man he be bat I konne wit,

Elles schal there non Man here syt.

If 10. The conjunction that is very frequently
omitted by ellipsis, esp. in sense I.

(The omission prob. began with the rel. conj. }e, THE.)

111250-1650 [see IT 4b). a 1300 Cursor M. 3665 (Cptt.1,
1 dred me sare, for benison He sal me glui; his malison.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 263 Joab..slowh Abner, for drede he

scholde be [etc ]. c 1460 Towneley Myst. ix. 137 Go jjrete

hym well, ..say hym 1 com. 1526 TlNDALI Jot. ll. 14

Though a man saye he hath fayth. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI,
It. v. 37 Direct mine Armes, I may embrace his Neck. 1599

Hen. F, v. i. 54 Thou dost see I eate. 1601 A It's II 'ell

li. iii. 66 I'de giue bay curtail, and his furniture My mouth
no more were broken then these

boy_es.
1611 l!nti.K/.7//vx\.

13 It may bee they will reuerence him. 1678 BUNYAN I'ilgr.

i. 3, I think I do. 1737 POPE Hor. P.p. \\. ii. 266 There
are who have not and thank heav'n there are. 1805
SCOTT Last Minstr. vi. xxv, So bright, so red the glare, The
castle seemed on flame. 1847 TENNYSON Princess vil. 281, 1

fear They will not. Mod. \Ve were sorry you couldnt come.

Thatch (foclf), ** Forms : 4-5 pacehe, 5-6
thacehe, thecche, thetche, 7- thatch. [A late

collateral form of THACK sb., conformed to THATCH

V., which has superseded thack in literary use.]

I. Material used in thatching; straw or similar

material with which roofs are covered ; particularly

(b.) that actually forming a roof, the thatching.
Palmetto thatch : see PALMETTO.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. K. XVH. clxvii(i]. (Bodl. MS.),

pe rafters beb stronge and square..& beb charged w'oute

w' sclatte and tile obre w' strawe and bacche \ed. 1495
thetche]. 1555 EDEN Decades 159 Theyr houses. . are. .

couered with reede & thetche. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's

Africa Introd. 20 Their houses are built round, al of earth,

flat-roofed, and couered with a kind of thatch. 17.. POPE
Imit, Spenser iv, Hard by a Sty, beneath a roof of thatch,
Dwelt Obloquy. 1850 PRESCOTT Pent in. viii. II. i6r

The roofs of their dwellings, instead of tiles, were only of

thatch. 1878 BATES Centr. Amer. iv. 41 Everywhere the

alms yield an abundance of poles and thatch available for

uitding purposes.
b. 1693 EVELYN De la Quint. Compl. Gar,!. 5 The Cieling

and Floor above ought to be. .clad in Winter with a Thatch
of Hay or Straw. 1816 in Life W. Havergal (1882) 13 The

eetty
thatch and white walls so common hereabouts. 1867

. G. M ITCHELL Rural Stud. 77 The roof a neat thatch of

wheat straw. 1889 DOYLE Micah Clarke 228 They shelter

the walls from the rain. .by great overhanging thatches.

C. trans/. A thatched dwelling.

1693 S. HARVEY in Dryderis Juvenal ix. (1697) 233 The
Poor Inhabitants of yonder Thatch Call'd me their Lord.

a 1790 T. WARTON Ode viii. Morning, Up mounts the mower
from his lowly thatch. 1793 W. HODGES Trav. India 67

For constant residence, these would be improved into the

various thatches and huts which I have seen.

2. fig. Covering ;
often humorously the hair of

the head.
a 1633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 284 The very Top and Cover,

my Thatch above.. growes gray. 1634 S. R. Noble Soldier

II. i. in Bullen O. Pi. (1882) I. 276 Had my Barbour Per-

fum'd my louzy thatch here and poak'd out My Tuskes more

stifle. i8ai CLARE Viii. Minstr. I. 129 'Neath the hazel's

leafy thatch. 1888 LOWELL Heartsease A> Rue 193 We..
Who've paid a perruquier for mending our Thatch. 1894

MRS DYAN All in a Man's if. (1899) 27 The damage he had

done to his ' thatch ',
as he graphically styled his hair.

3. Name in the West Indies for several species of

palms, the leaves of which are used for thatching :

see quot. and thatch-palm in 4.
1866 Treea. Bot., Thatch, Calyptronoma Swartzii, and

Copernicia tectorum. Palmetto Thatch, Thrinax parvi-

flora. Silver Thatch, Thrinax argentea.

4. attrib. and Comb., as thatch-cave, -roof, -straw,

-work (also attrib.') ; thatch-browed, -roofed adjs. ;

thatch-cloak, a cloak of any thatching material ;

thatch-grass, a grass or similar plant used for

thatching, as Cape T., Restio chondropetalus ;

thatch-hook : see quot. ; t thatch-house, a

thatched house ; thatch-palm, name for various

palms of which the leaves are used for thatching : in

W. Indies, the genus Thrinax ;
in southern U. S.,

the genus Sabal, esp. S. nmbraculifera ;
in Brazil,

Euterpe montana (funk's Stand. Diet. 1895); in

Lord Howe's Island, Howeaforsteriana (Cent. Diet.

1891); thatch-peg, -pin, -prick, a stick sharpened

at one end to fasten down thatch ; thatch-rake, an

implement with curved teeth for straightening the

thatching material as it is laid on the roof;

thatch-rod = thatching-rod; thatch-tree (see

quot. 1866); thatch-wood, brushwood arranged

as thatch : see quot.
1861 W. BARNES Poems in Dorset Dial.6i An byahouse,

where rwoses hung avore The "thatch-brow'd window,

an' the open door. 1844 B. MAYER Mexico xxiu. 166

An Indian shepherd-boy in his long "thatch-cloak of water-

flaes 1819 KEATS Ode to Autumn 4 The vines that round
.**.... . t* _eo. m .. . n >/.*'. *flrn_ Pan*

255

No man shall laiUl, make or rcpayre
am, ,

housse, for fear of fyre and burninge.., unlessc thtry
IK:

covered with sklattes. 1609 Ev. Wont, in thtm. iv. li. in

I'.ullrn t>. t'l. IV, 111- thai has not n li].!'

f a thatch house. 1866 Trta\. />'-/ i M? ' '/'//"" .

In J.i ..... ii .1 t]MM p.ilms are commonly known by the

name of "Thatch-palms. Ibut. The Silver Thalc h-p.
'

usually said to yield.. Palmetto Thatch, ..extensively em-

I'loyed for making palm-chip hats, baskets, and other fancy
articles. 1897 CiM.cukiST Pcakland 62 Busily whittling

thatch pegs. 1688 K. Hoi.MEXrwioKrmi.a66/iThatc,\,.

is to cover, .with Straw, Kerne, Rushes or Gorst, win

bound and held together by Laths, Windings, and "Than h

Pricks. 1847-94 PARKER Gloss.Her.s. v. Kai-e, The "that" li-

rake or (hatcher's rake. 1903 Q. Ka>. July 12 They were Us

thatch-rods. 1901 Westm.Gai. 15 Aug. 1/3 The 'thatch roof

ofa West-country cottage. 1847 I.ONI.I-. />. i. I'rel.o Where ;

is the "thatch-roofed village, the home of Acadian farmers 1

1844 STI 1'in :NS lit. Farm III. 1095 To give the 'thatch-

straw a smoothness, it should be stroked down with a long

supple rod of willow. 1758 P. BKOWNK Jamaica 344 The
'Thatch Tree. The leaves.. used for thatch. 1866 Wr,..-.

/>',./., Thatch-trte, a name applied to palms generally in the

West Indies. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., 'Thatch-mood

Work, . .a mode effacing sea-walls with brushwood. Under-

brush.. is cut down, fagoted at its full length, and spread
over the face of the banks. It is kept down by strongover the ace o te ans. t s ep own y sron

slakes, which have cross pins at their tipper ends to rest

upon the brush. 1895 WORKMAN Algerian Mini. xi. 113

Villages with
*
thatch-work houses.

Thatch (Jtj)i v. Forms : a. I peco(e>n, 4

theoche, 4-6 theche, 5 thetohe, 6-7 thetoh (7

dial, thesh). 0. 4 bacohen, 5-6 thaoche, 5-7

thaoh(e, 6 thatche, 6- thatoh. [OE. fecc(e]an

Du., LG. ckkken), OHG. decchan (MHG., Ger.

decken), ON. fekja (Sw. tacka. Da. tsekke} :-

OTeut. "pakjan, f. *]>ako
m

covering, roof, THACK sb.

The regular etymological form is thetch : the literary

thatch has app. taken its vowel from THACK sb.

Cf. also the cognate THACK 0.1, THEEK v.]

fl. trans. To cover. (Only O.E.)
Beowulf 514 pa git on sund reon baer jit agor-stream

earmum behton. a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 877 (Gr.) For

hwon wast bu wean & wrihst sceome, jesyhst sor^e & bin

sylf becest lie mid leafum. c vxaAgs. Ps. (Th.) cxlvi. 8 Se be

heofen beceS liadi urn wolcnum.

2. spec. To cover or roof (a house) with straw,

reeds, palm-leaves, heather, or the like, laid so as

to protect from the weather ; also, to cover the top
of (a rick or wall) in a similar way. t Formerly

also, to roof (a house) with slates, tiles, or similar

roofing material.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. xxxi. (Tollem. MS.),
In fe norbe londe men bacchen {ed. 1495 thetche) here

houseswith reed. 1 c \y*> HOTV Plowman lemcd his Paler.

Nostcricj in Hazl. E.P.P. I. 210 He coude theche a hous,

and daubeawall. 1555 EDEN Decades 101 Their houses are

. .thetched with the stalkes of certayne towghe herbes.

1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. (1637) 491 Reed for to thatch

their Houses. 1613-4 Althorp MS. in Simpkinson Wash-

ingtons (1860) App. 53 To Phipp one daie theshing the

dove house. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India *> P. 66 The Houses

Cheshire Gloss.. 'Thatch-hooks, iron hooks, driven into the

spars, to hold down the first layers of straw in thatching a

house. 1511 in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 399

buildings of the fort were all thatched . . with leaves of the

palmetto.

8. Jig. To cover as with thatch.

1589 Pappe m. Hatchet C iv, If that Martin could thatch

vo his Church, this mans scabship should bee an Elder.

1604 MIDDLETON Father Hut-turd's T. Wks. (Bullen) VIII.

80 My chin was well thatched with a beard. 1614 GORGES
Liicant. 166 Mount JEmus now was thatch't with snow. 1661

HIBBERT Body ofDiv. II. 135 Their faces thatcht over with

impudence. 1683 OWEN Serm. Chamb. Imagery Wks. 1855
VIII. 584 One lie must be thatched with another, or it will

quickly rain through. 1816 SCOTT Bl. Dwnr/i. or>, His

head was thatched with no other covering than long

matted red hair. 1857 EMERSON Poems 26 What if Trade

. thatch with towns the prairie broad. 1858 CARLYLK Fredk.

Gt. i. v. (1872) I. 45 As if there wascloth enough. .to thatch

the Arctic Zone.

4. Of a thing : To serve as a covering or roof

to ; to cover, to roof.

ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 242 Sio filmen (of the milt] bib bee-

cendc & wreonde ba wambe & ba innofaran. 1663 GERBIER

Counsel d vi b, Leaves of Trees do thatch their Domicihums.

1851 MRS. STOWK Uncle Tom's C. ix, The shock of hair

that thatched his head.

5. inlr. To do thatching ;
to thatch houses.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xix. 232 Somme he
taujte

to tilieto

dyche & to thecche. 1591 SPENSER M. Hubberd 264 To

hedge, to ditch, to thrash, to thetch, to mowe. 1795 AIKIN

& BARBAULD Evenings at Home vi. 105 Gubba. Can you
thatch? There is a piece blown off the cow-house. Alfred.

Alas I I cannot thatch.

Thatoh, variant of THETCH dial, vetch.

Thatched, thatcht
(J>*tjtj,

///. a. [f.

THATOH v. (q.v. for Forms) + -EDi.J Covered or

roofed with, thatch.

1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 373 That no chimneys of tre ner

thached houses be suflred wyn the cyle. 01548 HALL

Chi

THAUMASITE.
b. / i ns with thatch (in quot. i(o6,

with reference to its inllarmnnliilily.. Thalchcd-

head, one who hits matted linir.

1606 .->/ <V. Caoift.tff, in. i. in liullen O. I'l. (1884) III.

44 Su< I)
sj>;i

1

sit ions a fin: 1613 I

and think it justice? 1889 DOYLE Micah Cltu-kt l8 A
pair of great thatched eyebrow*.

Thatcher da-tj.u). [f. THATCH v. (q.v. for

I''orms) + -i;iii.]
( )ne who thatches ; esp. one whose

business it is to thatch houses, com or hay ricks,
etc.

(1440 Jacet'i ll'tll 40 Alle men of crafte, as wryite*,
smythes, .. baxterys, thaccherys, cordewanery .. owyn to

payin be tythe. i5*'3 Act 5 flit. c. 4 | 30 Tharte or

Occupation of a. .Thatcher or bhingler. 1641 BuT/Vii;//.
Bks. (.Surtees) 145 A thatcher hath usually two full:

waite on, viz. one to drawe out the thatch and make it int.,

bottles, and the other to make morter and serve him. 1879
JEFFERIES Wild Life in S. Co. 123 The wind never 1,1.

that was strong enough to please the thatcher.

So t Tha jtcheter (tha'chester), in same sense.

1583-4 Shuttleworths' Ace. (Cbetham Soc.) 18 Vnto a
thachesler for tliachinge-.towe dayes and a halffe xij*.

Thatching (bae-tfin), vtl. si. [f. THATCH 0.

(q. v. for Forms) + -ING '.] The action ofTHATCH v.

1. The action or process of covering a building
with thatch (t formerly, with any roofing material).

1393 LANGL. P. PI.C. IX. 199 Tho.. peers. .putte hem alle

to werke, ..In bresshynce, in becchyng. 1510 Maldon.

Essex, Liber S.V. 95 b, Circa le thechynge unius orei apud
Sabernes. c 1683 M. MACKAILE in Macfarlane Geog. Collect.

(S.H.S.) III. 6Gremsie aflbrdeth only slates for thatching of

houses. 1780 FOOTE Minor u. Wks. 1799 I. 250 Fine old

hay, ..damag'd a little last winter, for want of thatching.

1846 J. Baxter's Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. ,) II. 316 The
Somersetshire mode of thatching is preferable to all others.

It consists in using unbruised straw, provincially called

reed, instead of bruised straw with the ears on it.

2. concr. THATCH sb. I.

1671 H. M. tr. Eratm. Colloq. 311 The very rafters them-

selves which bear up the thatching. 1703 T. N. City 4 C.

Purchaser 260 This kind of Thatching will indure 40, 50, or

60 Years. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 405 Long straw

Ts,
which bound down the thatching of stacks.

attrib. and Comb., as thatching work ; thatch-

ing-fork, (a) a forked stick used for carrying straw

to the roof for thatching ; (A) see quot 1882 ;

thatching-rod,a long flexible rod laidon the thatch

to hold it down, and tied or pinned to the frame-

work of the roof; thatching-spale : see quot.

1882 ; thatching-stake, a pointed stake with

which the thatch is pinned down.

1641 BEST farm. Bla. (Surtees) 139 If thatchinge worke

come in hande in haytime. 1703 T. N. City <r C. Purchaser

259 In some parts of Kent they use no Withs to bind on

their Thatching-rods, but . . they use Rope-yarn. 1879 Jit.

FERIES Wild Life ix S. Co. 123 His small sharp billhook to

split out his thatching stakes. 188* OGILVIE, Thatching-

fork, Thatching-sfalf, an implement with a forked blade

and a cross handle at one end for thrusting home the tufts

of straw in thatching. 1887 MOLONEY Forestry W. Afr.

438 The leaves. .are used, .for thatching purposes.

Tha'tchless, a. [f. THATCH sb. + -LBM.]

Having the thatch of the roof missingor destroyed.
1882 Century Mag. XXIII. 912 Hingeless doors and

shutters, crooked and thatchless roofs.

Tha'tohy.o. rare. Abounding in thatch.

1864 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xv. xii. (1872) VI. 88 Thatchy
Trautenau, wooden too in the upper stories of it, takes

greedily to the fire.

That'n (Sae-t'n), adv. dial. Also 9 that-en,

thatn, that'ns. [perh. for an earlier *thatkin(s of

that kind, f. THAT dem. adj\ + KIN to.1 6b: cf.

THISKIN, THIBSEN. But no instance olthatkin has

been cited, and the termination may have a

different origin.] More fully a that'n, -s, in that

way, in that manner, like that.

1695 CONCREVE Love for L. HI. iii, An yon stand astern a

thal'n, we shall never grapple together, a 179* PECGE

Derbicisms, Thatn. a 1815 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, That KS,

. . in that manner. 1879 M iss JACKSON Shri>psh. WordJk.,

Aihatn, athatns. . . Thatn, . . adv. that way.., as of the

manner of doing a thing.

Thatness (Sa:-tnes). Philos. [f. THAT dem.

pron. + -NESS.] The quality or condition of being
' that

'
i. e. of existing as a definite thing.

1643 DIGBY Obsero. Relig. Med. (1644) 86 It is evident

that samenesse, thisnesse, and thatnesse, belongelh not to

matter by it selfe,..but onely as it is distinguished and indi-

viduated by the forme. 1889 MIVART Truth 2ir It appre-

hends what kind of a thing the object perceived may be-

lts Uhatness ', so to speak. .89. E. B. BAX Outlooks fr.

Jfew Standpoint in. 183 The phenomenon or sign of the

being or of the thatness which itself ever eludes us. Ml
sos Imparting to whatness a thatness. 1904 AtHeiixum

,. Dec 868/2 The investing of the content, which is in

Bradleian language a 'what', with self-existent reality or

' that-ness ',

t Thau, obs. form of TAD.

r48j CAXTON Gold. Leg. 317/1 A little af that he helde

tL hadde the signe of thau. 1701 C. WOLLEY Jrnl.

New York (1860) 31 That Rabbinical Critick the Oxford

Gregory upon Cain s Thau.

Angler i. 2 Sir, I know the thatcht house very well : 1 often

mate it my resting place. 1867 Miss BRADOON Aur. Floyd
Road-side inns with brown thatched roofs.

, pau- Pau?-
obs- ff- THOUGH.

,

Thauel, obs. form of THOIK J*. 1

Thaught, variant of THOUGHT, rower s bench.

Thaumasite (b^masait). Min. [mod. (Nor-



THATTMATO-.

denskiiilcl, 1878), f. Gr. 0au/ja<rt-o? wonderful, mar-

vellous + -ITU !
: so named ' on account of its

nnusual composition '.]
' A white, amorphous

mineral composed of silicate, carbonate and sul-

phate of calcium, and water" (Chester).
1881 in WATTS Did. Chcm. VIII, 1921.

Tliaumato- (bginato), combining form of Gr.

ffaSfta, OavpaT-, wonder, marvel. Thaumato gfe-

nist, a believer in or advocate of thaumatogeny.
Thaumato'geny, [-GEST], the origination of life

as a miraculous process : opposed to nomogeny.
Thaumato'graphy [-GRAPHY : mod.L. thaumato-

graphid], a writing concerning the wonders of

nature. Thaumato'latry [-LATUY], excessive re-

verence for the miraculous or marvellous. Thau-
mato'logry [-LOGY], an account of miracles

;
the

description or discussion of the miraculous.

1891 Cent. Diet., *Thaumatogenist (citing Owen). 1868
OWEN Verlebr. Anim. III. 814 Nomogeny or *Thaumato-
geny? 1869 MOZLEY Ess. (1878) II. 394 Independent of all

theories of elementary formation Evolution, Epigenesis,
Nomogeny, Thaumatogeny. [163* J. JOHNSTON (title]

*Thaumatographia Naturalis.J 1891 Cent. Diet., Thauma-
tography, 1827 HARE Guesses (1859) 98 The "thaumatolatry
by which our theology has been debased. 1851 J. H. NEWMAN
Cath. Eng, 296 In the Protestant's view . . who assumes
that miracles never are, our "thaumatology is one great
falsehood. 1904 Edin. Rev. Jan. 163 In which [volume] the
work of thaumatology is carried to its furthest extreme.

Thaumatrope (kg-matroup). [irreg. f. Gr.

Oavfia (see THAUMATO-) + -T/JOTTOS turning.] A
scientific toy illustrating the persistence of visual

impressions, consisting of a card or disk with two
different figures drawn upon the two sides, which
are apparently combined into one when the disk is

rotated rapidly; also applied to a disk or cylinder

bearing a series of figures which, on being rapidly
rotated and viewed through a slit, produce the

impression of a moving object (= PHENAKISTO-

SCOPE, ZOETROPE).
1817 J. A. P\msPhitos. in Sport III. i. 5 This toy is termed

the i'haumatrope. 1839 BREWSTER Optics xviii. (ed. 4) ^38
Thaumatrope [is] the name given by Dr. Paris to an optical
toy, the principle of which depends on the persistence of

Hence Thavtmatro-pical a., pertaining to or

having the nature or effect of a thaumatrope.
1829 Bladfw. Mag. XXV. 82 Having read Emerson on

this thaumatropical proceeding.

Thaumaturge (bj-matwds). Also 8-9 -turg
(-twg). [ad. med.L. thaumatfirg-us, ad. Gr. 6avfta-

Tovpyot wonder-working, a conjurer, f. Oav^ar-
wonder + -(pyos working; in form -urge, con-
formed to F. thaumaturge (1663 in Hatz.-Darm.).]A worker of marvels or miracles ; a wonder-worker.
1715 M. DAVIES jfMm. Brit. I. 125 Petavius.. attainted..

Ongen's wonder-working Scholar Gregory the Thaumaturg,
with Prsarianisme. 1760 WESLEY Jrnl. 20 Dec., You throw
out a hard word,. .Thaumaturg. 1826 SOUTHEY Vind. Keel.
AugL 479 The Thaumaturge.. knelt before the Image to I

intercede for them. 1860 Sat. Rev. X. 269/3 The half-
maudlin, half-cheating thaumaturg. 1881 AtAetiafuiii 12 Mar,

j

363/2 Pious mythologists have made out that she [St. Prides-
wide] was a thaumaturge of the first order.

Thaumaturgic (J^matzridz.ik), a. and sl>.

[f. as prec. + -ic.J
A. adj. 1. That works, or has the power of

working, miracles or marvels ; wonder-working.
1680 Dial, between Pofe f, Phanatick n The Thauma-

tergick word of Protestant Religion have done our Cause
such eminent service. 1818 G. S. FABF.R Horn fllosaicz I. !

356 The thaumaturgic and inspired prophet Moses. 1831 j

CARLYLE Sart. Kes. n. iv, The grand thaumaturgic art of
Thought. 1889 PATER G. de Latour 65 The witchery, the
thaumaturgic powers, of Virgil, or. .of Shakespeare.
2. Of, pertaining to, or involving thaumaturgy.
1825 CARLYLE Schiller n. (1873) 73 Various thaumaturgic

feats. 1894 STEVENSON Let. to Miss A. Boodle 14 July,
Never expect.. thaumaturgic conversions.
B. sb. f a. The art of constructing marvellous

or apparently magical devices. Ots.
1570 DEE Math. Pref. Aj, Thaumaturgike, is that Art

Mathematical!, which giueth certaine order to make straunge
workes, . .of men greatly to be wondred at.

b. //. Thaumatu-rgica [see -10 2] ; feats of

magic, conjuring tricks.

grapny, mainemaucal operations, and magical deception .

Thaumaturgical (hgmatS-jdgikal), a. [f.
as prec. : see -IOAL.] =

prec. adj.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. ii. iv. (1676) 179/1 Mills to

move themselves, Archita's Dove, Albertus Brazen head, and
such Thaumaturgical works. 1841 D'ISRAELI Atnen. Lit.
(1867)642 Artful impostures.. practised.. by the dealers in
thaumaturgical arts. 1904 R. J. CAMPBELL Serm. Indi-
viduals v. 74 The modern mind would . . repudiate the
lhaumaturgical element here.

Thaumaturgist (hg-matwdjist). [f. THAU-
MATURGY + -1ST.]

= THAUMATURGE.
1829 CARLYLE Misc., Gem,. Playw. (1872) II. 01 No con- ,

' u
.

r r
-;.
c?nanylon?erpassforatrue thaumaltirgist. 1817Ihd.Diainond Necklace xvi. V. 190 Cagliostro, Thauma-

turgist, Prophet and Arch-Quack. ,879 FARaAR SI /SJ !

256

I. 530 note, The city was visited by the thaumaturgi-t

Apollonius. 1882 Early C/ir. I. 116 Rome abounded in

Oriental thaumaturgists and impostors.

So Thau-matorgism, thaumaturgy (Cent. Diet.

1891) ; Thau'maturgi:ze v. intr., to act the

thaumaturge, perform wonders.

1891 ig/A Cent. Nov. 825 We find Father Anquieta thau-

maturgising (if I may use the expression) on the slightest

occasions.

||Thaumaturgus(bf>mat5-.igs). PI. -i. [med.
L. : see THAUMATURGE.] = THAUMATURGE.
i73oBAiLEY(folio), Thaumaturgus,. .aWorker of Miracles,

a Title which the Roman-Catholicks give to several of their

Saints. 1849 CDL. WISEMAN Ess., Mirac. N. Test. (18*3)

I. 188 Nor is there reason to suppose, that every simple
faithful was a Thannialiirgus. 1886 Edin. Rev. July 283

Nature, the great Thaumalurgus, has in the Vocal Memnon
propounded an enigma.

Thaumaturgy (J>2'matzud|i). [ad. Gr. Oav-

Harovpyia wonder-working, conjuring, f. THAUMA-
TO- + -fpyos working : see -Y. So F. thattmalurgic

(i 878 in Diet. Acad.}.'} The working of wonders ;

miracle-working; magic.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Tliauinaturgy [i73o(folio) also Than-

ttiatitrgicks], . .any Art that does, or seems to do Wonders,
or, as it is defin'd by Dr. Dee [cf. THAUMATURGIC sb. a], a
mathematical Science, which gives a certain Rule for the

making of strange Works to be perceiv'd by the Sense, yet
to be greatly wonder'd at. 1778 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry
xv. (1840) II. 178 This ait, with others of the experimental
kind, the philosophers of those times were fond of adapting
to the purposes of thaumaturgy, 1831 CARLYLE Sart. A'fs.

in. viii, A World of Miracles, wherein all fabled or authentic

Thaumaturgy, and feats of Magic, were outdone. 1872
MINTO Eng. Prose Lit. I. i. 38 Magic, both black and
white, thaumaturgy, and necromancy.

tThave, z1, Ots. Forms: I pafian, peaflan,
2 peafen, 3 peauieu, pauieu, Vauen, pafe, 3-4
faue. \QHnfafiani etymology unascertained ; not
known in the cognate langs.] trans. To consent
to ; to allow, permit ; to submit to, suffer, endure ;

to tolerate. Cf. I-THAVE.

835 Kentish Charter ofA bka in O. E. Texts 448 Ic ciolnoS
mid godes jefe aercebiscop Sis write and dearie, c 888 K.
/ELFRF.D Boelh. xxxviii. 6 ponne be oinco se earmra se
baet yfel deS Sonne se be hit bafaS. c loco Ags. Gosp. Matt,
vii. 4 Brobur bafa [c 1160 bafe] baet ic ut ado baet mot of
binum easan. 01023 WULFSTAN Horn. iii. (Napier) 23 Eal
past he for us and for ure lufan bafode and Solode. [1175
Lamb. Horn, 121 God ibeafede bet to alesendnesse alles
ilefifulles moncunnes.] c 1200 OR.MIN 5457 Godd ne bole
nohht Ne bafe labe gastess To winnenn oferhannd off uss
t>urrh heore labe wiless. r 1150 (?. $ Ex. 3130 Euerilc
hus-folc oe mai it Sauen On ^er sep oSer on kide hauen.
c 1300 Havelok 2696 Was neuere non bat mouhte baue H ise

dimes, noyber knith ne knaue.

Hence jTha-ving (in 4 pafung, etc.) vbl. si.,

permission, consent.

13.. Ancr. R. 344 (MS. Colt. Cl.) purch min bafunge
1-lfSS. Corfus, Ti. beafunge, Ca. bauunge).

Thave, variant of THEAVE.

Thavel, -il, thawle, dial, forms of THIVEL.
Thaw (>?), sh Also /3. 5 thowe, 5- thow
(now north, dial, and Sc.~). [f.

THAW v. : cf. ON.
fa thawed ground ; also ON. feyr, ONorw. feyr,
Sw. to, Da. iff thaw ; also Du. dooi thaw.]
1. The melting of ice and snow after a frost ; the

condition of the weather caused by the rise of tem-

perature above the freezing point.
14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 586/9 Gelicidiiint, thawe. 01552

LEI.AND Itin. V. 68 The Lake of Brecnok ons frosen over,
and than in a Thaue breking maketh marvelus Noise.
1568 GRAFTON Cliron. II. 441 Vpon a sodaine thawe, the
floodes agayneencreace. 1634-5 LAUD Diary Wks. 1853 III.
223 The Thames was frozen over, . . A mighty flood at the thaw.
1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 349 It becomes so furious
when swell'd by the Thaws of the Snow. 1726-46 THOMSON
Winter 900 The frost resolves into a trickling thaw. 1878
HUXLEY Physiogr. 142 liy heavy rainfall, or by rapid thaw
of snow.

ft. 1413-20 LYDG. Chroti. Troy n. 5079 Newe flodis of be
sodeyn bowe pe grene mede gan to ouerflowe. c 1440 Promt.
Parv. 492/1 Thowe, of snowe, or yclys or yce,. .deeelacio.
1725 RAMSAY Gentle Shefh. i. ii, Thick-blawn wreaths of
snaw,

^

or blashy thows. 1786 BURNS Brigs of Ayr no
Arous'd by blust'ring winds an spotting thowes ; In mony
a torrent down his sna-broo rowes. 1876 Wliittv Gloss
T/iow, thaw.

2. transf. andy?y.
1598 SHAKS. Merry W. in. v. 119 A man of my Kidney.,

that am as subiect to heate as butter; a man of continual!
dissolution, and thaw. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 113 If the
Sun of Righteousness will arise upon him, his frozen Heart
shall feel a Thaw. 1794 BURNS The Auld Man ii, But
my white pow, nae kindly thowe Shall melt the snaws of
age. 1817 BYRON Manfred n. ii. 202 Now I tremble And
feel a strange cold thaw upon my heart.

b. spec. A becoming less cold, formal, or reserved.
1848 DICKENS Dombey v, Such temporary indications of

a partial thaw that had appeared with her, vanished with

fe
r-

- f?7!-
BEOWNING RedCott. Nt.-caf in. 326 That thaw

Of rigid disapproval into dew Of sympathy.
3. attrib. and Comb., as thaw-rain, -time, -wind

(cf. G. tauwind) ; thaw-cloven, -swamped adjs.a 1715 BURNET Own Time n. an. 1672 (1823) I. 582 In the
minute in which they began to march [on the ice], a thaw wind
blew very fresh. 1814 BYRON in L. Hunt Autobiog. (1850) II.
318, 1 have been snow-bound and thaw-swamped . . for nearlya month. 1819 SHELLEY Prometh. Unt. n. nL 34 A howl Of
cataracts from their thaw-cloven ravines. 1820 Vision
of.Sea-}6 It splits like the ice when the thaw-breezes blow
1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. iii, She gave me one cold partiu"

THAW.
kiss upon my forehead, like a thaw-drop from the stone
porch. 1890 STEVENSON Let. to H. James 29 Dec., My
theories melt, and.. the thaw-waters wash down my writing.

Thaw (b), v. Forms : I Jjawian, (4 J>ewe),
5-6 thawe, 6 thau, 6- thaw. ft. 4 }>owe, thoue,
4-5 thowe, 5- thow (now north, dial, and Sc.\
fa. t. and pa. pple. thawed (dial, thowed,
fa. t. also thew) ; pa. pple. also 8-9 thawn.

MLG. doien, LG. daucti (Dahnert), Du. dooien,
EFris. deien, lieuen, doien

; OHG. douwen, dpucn
(cf. mod.Ger. verdauen to digest), ON. peyja

(:*f>auja),
ONorw. }>0ya, Sw. ton, Da. tee. The

late ME. and Sc. thowe docs not answer to OE.
pawian, but seems to require *p6wan or *j>dwan,
unrecorded. Ulterior history obscure.]
L trans. To reduce (a frozen substance, as ice

or snow) to a liquid state by raising its temperature
above the freezing point ; to melt (a frozen liquid)
Also thaw out (U. S.).
etooo Sax. Leechd. III. 274 Se wind [Zephirus] towyrpS

and oawao selcne winter. 1530 PALSGR. 755/1 Sette the
potte to the fyre to thawe the water. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V.
n. i S Where Phoebus fire scarce thawes the ysicles. 1615
N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. it. v. (1635) 79 Riuers..by a re-
mission of the cold are thawed, a 1704 T. BROWN Lnnri *
Lacedem. Oracles Wks. 1709 III. in. 138 After the Snow is

thawn 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 349 Mr. Bailly will sooner
thaw the eternal ice of his atlantic regions, than restore the
central heat to Paris. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 64 Until the
warmth of summer returns to thaw it [the snow],
0. 1:1384 CHAUCER H. Fame HI. 53 They (letters] were

almost of thowed so That of the lettres oon or two Was
molte away of euery name, c 1440 Prmtf. Parv. 492/1
Thowyn or meltyn, as snowe and other lyke, resolvo 1596
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 46 To thow
the

pypes
and schokles of yce. 1894 A. REID Sangs

Heatherl. 107 Storms that time had thowed.

IJJ9I SHAKS. Two Gent, n, iv. 200 lulia that I loue, (That
I did louej for now my loue is thaw'd . . like a waxen Image
"gainst a fire. . ). 1615 SIR W. MURE Misc. Poems viii. 43 Lat
beuties beanies then thau away.. The ycinesse of loues
delay. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. HI. iii. ProL, To whis-
per out his melting flame, And thow his lassie's breast.

1785 M. CUTLER in Life, etc. (1888) II. 228 This cold snowy
winter has considerably cooled my zeal, but when I get
thawed out, in the spring, perhaps it may return. 1821 SHEL-
LEY Adonais i, O, weep for Adonais ! though our tears
Thaw not the frost which binds so dear a head 1

2. intr. Of ice, snow, or other substance: To
pass from a frozen to a liquid or semi-liquid state ;

to melt under the influence of warmth : esp. by rise

of temperature after frost. Also thaw out (U. S.).
c 1325 Gloss. tV. de Siiptm. in Wright Voc. 147 Aprls

gell vent remoyl [gloss] thowyng. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) VII. 4^3 Many brugges . . were i-broke of be ow-
ynge \v.r. bewmge] of be yse. 1530 PALSGR. 755/1, 1 thawe,
as snowe or yce dothe for heate. 1552 HULOET, Thawe
as yse dothe, egelidor. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit.

(1637) 628 As often as the Vce thereon doth thaw. 1656
M. BEN ISRAEL Vind. Juti. 9 The pond thawd. 1703
MAUNDRELL Jmtni. Jcnts. (1730) 140 Abundance of Snow ;

which thawing in the heat of Summer [etc.]. 1880
HAUGHTON Phys. Geog. iv. 195 The water freezes in Novem-
ber and thaws in May. 1887 I. R. Lady's Rancht Life
Montana 33 Before I can begin to write this letter the ink
must be put down by the fire to thaw out, as it is frozen solid.

b. transf. and _/?.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. ii. 130 Oh that this too too solid

Flesh, would melt, Thaw, and resolue it selfe into a Dew.
1849 Miss MULOCK Ogilvies xxix, He . . thawed into positive
enthusiasm beneath the sunshine of her influence. 1865
SWINBURNE Atalanta 2104, I would that as water My life's

blood had thawn. 1905 A. C. BENSON Upton Lett. (1906)
293 The dreariness of my heart thawed and melted into

peace and calm.
3. impers. It thaws : said of the cessation of a

frost, when the ice, snow, etc. begin to melt.
c 1325 Gloss. IV. de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 160 Oregele,

freset; Ore remet, thouet. 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker
665/2 Degelat, thowes. 1530 PALSGR. 755/1 It thaweth a
pace. 1709 Land. Gaz. No. 4507/3 This Morning it began
to thaw. Mod. The frost seems to be giving way ; I expect
it will thaw before night.
4. trans. To free from the physical effect of

frost; to unfreeze; said usually in reference to a

non-liquid substance rigid with frost, also to a per-
son or animal affected by extreme cold.

1596 SHAKS. Tain. Shr. iv. i. 9 My very lippes might
freeze to my teeth, . . ere I should come by a fire to thaw me.
1665 Phil. Trans. I. 48 The frozen Bodies will be harm-
lessly thawed. 1728 RAMSAY Anacreontic on Love 21, I . .

his bandies thow'd. 1829 LYTTON Devereux v. ii, After I

was lodged, thawed, and fed, I fell fast asleep. 1883 W.
AITKEN Lays 98 (E.D.D.) The whusky thowed their Hielan'
bluid. 1887 I. R. Lady's Ranche Life Montana 144 You
have to thaw a bit before you can put it in a horse's mouth.

b. nonce-use. To make limp (anything stiff).
1821 SCOTT Kenihv. xl, Speak . . at farther distance, so

please you i your breath thaws our ruff.

6. intr. To become unfrozen
;
to become flexible

or limp by rise of temperature.
1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 46 Gif

ony frosin thing be put athir in the loch or in the riuer, it

thowis fra hand. 1687 A LOVELL tr. Thevcnofs Trav. it.

122 We found it worse when the Sun was up, and the ground
began to Thaw. 1850-6 O. W. HOLMES Spring 25 The bog's
green harper, thawing from .his sleep, Twangs a hoarse note.



ival

THAWED.
6. fig. a. trans. To soften to sympathy or

geniality ; to break down coldness and reserve.

1581 STANYHURST sEneis u. (Arb.) 48 Wee thawdc with
weeping doo pardon francklye the villeyn. 1677 GILPIN
Detnonol. (1867) 92 An extraordinary occasion \

thaws down the natural affections of men. 1741 RICHARD-
SON Pamela (1824) I. 102 She is a charming girl, and may
be thawed by kindness. 1883 GILMOUH Mongols (1884) 201
Tea even falls to thaw completely their reserve. 1889 J.
JEFFKRSON Autobiog. xii. (1891) 329 A hopeless endeavor
to thaw him out.

b. inlr. Of a person, his feelings, manner, etc. :

To become softened or 'melted in feeling; to

throw off coldness and reserve; to unbend.
1598 Bp. HALL Sat. iv. iv. Dj b, He thaw's like Chaucers

frosty laniuere ; And sets a Months minde vpon smyling
May. a 1631 DONNE Valediction my Name ix, And thou
begm'st to thaw towards him for this. May my name step in,

1817 POLLOK Course o/T. ix. 722 Pride of rank And office,
thawed into paternal love. 1000 EL. GLVN Visits Eliz. (1906)
18 He. .went on talking in the friendliest way, but I would
not thaw.

7. The verb-stem in combination forming sbs.,
as thaw-house, thaw point.
1891 Pall Mall G. 30 Aug. 7/2 Dynamite, .is received at

the work in a frozen state, and stored in a big magazine.
From this receptacje it is taken to the thaw-house as needed.
1901 Daily Citron. 28 May 8/5 When ' thaw '

points were
needed, through which steam was forced into the hard
ground, they were improvised out of rifle barrels.

Hence Thawed (J>gd) ppl. a., warmed so as to

melt (as ice), softened ; thawed out, also, put out
of work or action by a thaw

; Thawing ppl. a.,

that thaws, melting.
x6ja CRASHAW Mary Magd. Wits. (1904) 259 Thawing

crystal! I snowy hills, Still spending, never spent I 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 247 Clefts, from whence the
thawed water trickles out. 1800 HENRY Epit.Chem. (1808)

37 The temperature of melting snow, or of thawing ice. 1885
Harper's Mag. Dec. 86/2 The now thawed-out and almost
genial Miss Lisle. 1894 ll'esttii. Gaz. 19 Ian. 7/2 Th
thawed-out skaters equalised matters by holding a carniva
on wheel skates at the Wandsworth Rink last night.

Thaw, paw, pawe, obs. forms of THOUGH.
Thawer ()>'3.0- [f. prec. vb. + -EB i.] One
who or that which thaws; spec, in Mining, a
device or apparatus for thawing frozen ground.
1630 R. Johnson** Kingd. 9f Commta. 7 Even in that con-

tinual! neighbourhood of that great Thawer [i. e. the sun]
have you hils perpetually covered with frost and snow. 1900
Pop. Sci. Monthly Feu. 461 The introduction of mining
machinery, such as. . thawers . . has given fresh impetus.

Thawing (pg'irj), vbl. sA. [f.
as prec. + -ING 1.]

The action of the verb THAW (lit. orJig.). Also

in//, (in quot. 1886 concr.).
c 13*5, 1387 [see THAW v. 2]. 1586 HOLINSHED Chron.

III. 20/2 At their dissoluing or thawing, manie bridges both
of wood and stone were borne downe. 1681 FLAVEL Meth.
Grace vii. 152 Thawings of the heart under the apprehen-
sions of grace. 1861 THORNBURY Turner (1862) II. 135 The
occasional thawings of natures, however frozen by habit.

1886 M. K. MACMILLAN Dagonet 154^
The first thawings of

the hard-bound road clung impedingly to our shoes.

Thawless (>2
-

les), a. [f. THAW sb. or v. +

-LESS.] That does not thaw, or that never thaws.

1813 W. TAYLOR Eng. Synonyms 30 Thawless unmelting
obstinacy. 1838 MARY HOWITT Birds $ Fl. t Sunshine v,

Where rests the thawless snow. 1886 RUSKIN Praelerita I.

ix. 291 The winter gives them [flowers] rest under thawless

serenity of snow.

Thawrtouer, erron. form of THWARTOVEK.
Thawt, variant of THOUGHT 2

, rower's bench.

Thawy (fg'i), a. [f. THAW sb. + -Y.] Charac-
terized by thaw

;
of or pertaining to a thaw.

1718 T. SMITH Jrnl. (1849) 266 There has been no thawy
weather. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1866) 314 Thoughts
brisk as beer and pathos soft and thawy. 1891 Longm.
Mag. Dec. 206 If the day is a fine frosty one and the pre-
vious one happens to have been warm and '

thawy '.

Thay.pay, obs. forms ofTHAE, THEY, THOUGH.

Thayffe, obs. form of THEAVE.

Thayl : see THAIL, obs. f. TAEL.

Thaym, thayme, obs. forms of THEM.

Thayn, obs. form of THANE.

Thayr, -e, -es, obs. forms of THEIE, -s.

The (bef.cons. oe, Sa ; bef. vowel Si ; emph. 87),
Jem. adj. (' def. article ') and pron. Forms : see

below. [The reduced and flexionless stem ofthe OE.
demonstrative se, seo (later ]>e, }>eo),]>xt, the nentei

sing, of which has come down as the dem. pron.
and adj. THAT. Com. Teut. and Indo-Eur. : --

OFris. thi, thiu, thet, OS. (se), th(i}e, thiu (the],

that (the), (MLG., MDrt. de (die), dot, LG., Dn. de,

dat), OHG. der (de), diu, daz (mod. Ger. der, die,

das), ON. sa, su,pat, Goth, sa, sS,pata, also Gr. a,

i), TO, Zend ho, ha, tat, Skr. sa, sa, tat ; all the in-

flexional parts exc. the nom. sing. m. and f. having
the stem la-, Lith., Slav, to-, Gr. TO-, Zend, Skr.

to-, Indo-Enr. to-, found also in L. in tarn, turn,

tune, is-te, is-tud, etc. The nom. sing. m. and f.

in OTeut., as in Skr., Zend, Gr., belong to an-

other demonst. stem sa-, I.-Eur. so-, found also in

Jr., Gael., Gaulish so this, L. -se in
if-se.

But-

in OHG., OS. (in most dialects), and in late OE.

(loth c. in Northumbrian, and at length every-

where) the s- forms were superseded by forms in
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/- (OHG. </-), from the same stem as the neuter

f>Kt and the oblique cases, as well as the pi. fa,
later fo, THO. After the middle of the I3th c. the
j- forms are no longer found, exc. as a belated
survival (se m., zy f. ) in the Kentish dial, of the

Ayenbite (1340). The only surviving reprs. of the

OK^forms are the and that, Du. and LG. de, dat;
butwhile LG. dat (besides its other uses) is still the
neuter article, the Eng. that has ceased to be any
part of the article. In the following illustration

of Forms all the inflexions are illustrated, bnt the

special history of Jiirt and Jxi pi. will be found
under THAT, THO.
(The nom. fcm. sfo, sto corresponds in form not to Goth, it,

ON. stl, l.-Eur. "so, but to OS., OHG. siu
' she '. Some

identify it with Skt. tya fern, of the 'extended
'

demonstra-
tive sya, syA, tyat', others regard it as a special WG<-r.
formation related to Goth, si

' she '.)]

A. Illustration of Forms.
The OE. demonstrative and definite article was

thus inflected :

SING. MASC. FEM. NRUT. PLURAL.

Nam. se, later be sfo, sfo, later past b.1

(.. ., |>fu

MUN
b.i-r,-

MIC, baene

Km, I'.
MI

ba

(>afcm, bam
i>lra<bira)

Ace.
Dal.
Gen.
Instr. by, pon
The variants and later forms were :

I. Sing. 1. a. Nom. masc. a. 1-3 se (i see, 2

seo) [4 ze antec. pron.].
805 Charter of Cxtred in O. E. Texts 442 jESelnoS se

xerefa to Eastorexe. c8s Vesp. Psalter K. 25 Bismerad
dryhten se synfulla. 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark x. 24 Se
[Rnshw. de] haelend. .cuoeo. c xooo Sax. Leechd. III. 84
Sa ruwa xealle byd wexenda on ban innobe. lUd,, Se
blace gealle. a 1154 O. E. Citron. (Laud MS.) an.

113;, On
bis Xaere for se king Henri ouer sae. a 1175 Cotton Horn.
235 pis

is seo king, c 1150 O. Kent. Sernt. in O. E. Misc. 26
Se king of gyus. [1340 Ayenb. 117 Ze bet ne hep bise

uondinges.}

H Abnormal uses of se in oblique cases, and of sa

pi., ses gen. sing. (In some of these, s may be a
scribal error for/.)
exiii O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1114, pact duxed

baet waes . . mid se cyng. a 1131 ll'id. an. 1123, Dis waes
call ear xedon ourh se biscop of Seresbyrix, & purh se

biscop of Lincolne. Ibid., Hi..brohtenhimtoiorensekyng.
Ibid., xebletsod to biscop fram se biscop of Lundene. a 1175
Coil. Horn. 235 Ures hlafordes tp-cyme ses helendes ihesu
cristes. 1200 25 Peri Didaxeon in Sfi.r. Leechd. III. 94 I'o
dan sare be abutan sa earan wycst. Hid. 112 Wurm
banna sa handa & smyra bar mid.

P. 1-2 e (fly), 1-4 pe (2-4 te) ; 2-3 pa, 3-5 po.
The 0. E. Citron. 1122-31 has for the nom. masc. se, the

section 1132-54 has (exc. once, anno 1135) J>e (and te}.

C950 Lindisf. Gosf. Matt. ii. 3 Herodes ce cynig. Ibid.

"kron.ix. 15 Cued to him oe harlend. a 1154 O. E. Cn . (Laud
MS.) an. 1132, Was it noht suithe tang ber efter bat te king
sende efter him. Ibid. yen. 1135, pat ilcxaerwarth be king
ded. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 3 Hu be helend nehlechede to-

ward Jerusalem, c 1*05 LAY. 1327 Ne beo ba dai na swa
long, a 1240 Sawles Warde m Cott. Horn. 267 pe
feder an te sune an te hali gast. a 1300 Floriz fy Bl.

739 pe Admiral, .chaungede his chere. 13.. Cursor M.
6282 (Cott.) pe lauerd o might. Ibid. 20185 pan
angel. 413*5 MS. Rawl. B. fzo If. 3

-IxfClerke.[lustise] I

b. Nom. fern. a.

_ said te

3if bat te on

s6o, sfo, sin, (sa), 1-3 se,
2 sie, syo, 2-3 si, [4 zi, zy antec. pron!\.
r888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxix. 5 Sip godcunde xescead-

wisnes. c 893 Oros. ll. iv. 8 Seo ilce burx Babylonia,
seo de maest waes.. seo b nu la:st. ^975 Rushw. Gosp.
Matt. xii. 13 Swa siu oberu [bond], ciooo Ags. Gosp.
Mark xv. 40 Seo [c \\bollatton 67., sie] magdaleni&ce maria.
a 1x31 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1122, On bone lenten

tyde. .forbearn se burch. c xxfio Hatton Gosp. John xiL 17

Syo menio be waes mid him. a 1175 Cott, Horn. 233 Hwat
ded si moder hire beam ? c xa$o O. Kent. Strm. m O. E.
Misc. 28 Si Mirre signcfiet uastinge. [1340 Ayenb. 102 Zy
bet ne serueb bote to onlepy manne.]

0. i Ufo, *iu, 1-3 tfeo, J)6o, (3 pee, 2-3 pa,

2-4 po).
C9SO Lindisf. Gosp. John ii. i Uaes diu {Rtts/na. dio]

moder and de hxlend der. //'/(/. v. 25 Cymmes dio tid &
nu is. 971 Blickl. Horn. 65 peo deab-berende uncyst us is

eallum to onscunienne. ^975 Rushiu. Gosp. John xix. 20 Neh
dasr caestre wass dio stow, c xooo Ags. Gosp. ibid., pep stow
waes xehende bjere ceastre. c 1175 Lantb. Horn. 15 Hit wes

|>ala-,e. Itid. 87 po tid to estertide. c 1105 LAY. 4010 peo
uniseli moder. Ibul. 9815 pa: quene spac wid him pus.
a 1225 A tier. R. 282 peo heorte ne ethalt none wete of

Codes grace, a 1150 Owl$ Night. 26 po vie song hire tide.

c. Nom. and accus. neuter. I oset, 1-3 pset, 2-4

pet, 2-5 fat, that, (3 put) : see also THAT.

893 K. ALFRED Oros. i. i. 8 past land Cilia. Itid.,

Irnende on ban sond, & bonne besince eft on
^>aet

sand,

cxooo ^ELFRIC Houi. I. 264 past dridde gebed is. ct\n
Lamb. Horn. ^ pat ebreisce folc sungen heore lepf-song.
c 1205 LAY. 397 pat child was ihaten Brutus. Ibid. 7843

past weder heom strongliche drof. a xg Alter. R. 186 Nis

)>et child fulitowen bet schreped ajean ? <z 1150 Chvlfy tfiglit.

1259 pah ic hi warny al bat yer. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

12014 PO was but lond in pes. ciuo Cast. Love 139 To
delen bat vuel from be good. 1340 Aymb. 2 pet ober heaued
ofbe beste of helle.

2. Accus. a. masc. 1-2 pone, (r psene), a pana,
2-3 pene, 2-4 pane, pan, pen, (3 pun), 3-4 pon,

4 panne.
815 fosf. Psalter iv. 4 xemiclad dryhten done halxan

his. c nai O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1016, Eadric

THE.
eaUlormann xewende ba oaene cyng nnxean. a 1131 Ibid.
an. ii-j2, fa com se fir on ufen wean a 1175
Cott. lit,,,,. 2a , He w.jrlilc ba bane inan mid his haiiden.
<:il75 I.,,,Ht. lloni.j \>a,b btne hali.
ableow batia halia gast ofer ka aposllas. c I Boo / .

.

limn. 53 Urehelend..mkede pen heuenliche fader sehle
mid mankin. 1197 R. GLOI'C. (Rollj) 2184 To reie bon
strongewal. /*iZ 7,54 He.. ben caj.lelbu.lte. 1340 Ay,*b.
187 He ne may na^t kolye bane guode unel. .namorc banne
be

bptercl
banne smel of be vine, c sfo Sir J-t.nmt: 2419Ate laste ban gurdel he fond, c 1400 SoWo.* Bat. 108 To

Kgremoure bon nche Cite.

b. fern. 1-3 pa, 2 3 peo , 3 pie, po.
a 900 ir. BMiUs Hist. m. xii. [xiv.] (igjo* 196 S* bueopba gtMU ba eadmodnesse ba=s crnuigev c 1000 Ars Get*

John xix. 17 On ba stowe. c 117$ Lamb. Horn. 9 On ft
ealde la}e. Ib,d. 49 (pes put] bitacneo beo dcopneue of
sunne. c iloo Trin. Coll. Horn,

luj pie .iue god glued ech
man. Mi, peo giue he eiued mid be holi hmcl. c 1105
LAV. 31 He nom ba Engfisca hoc fa makede jeint Beda.
c 1150 O. Kent. Serin, in O. E. Misc. 29 We mowe babbe ko
blisce of heueriche.

8. Dative, a. mast, and neul. i pirn, 1-2 para,
(2 pa), 2-4 ben, pon, thon, pan, than, (3 pen;,
3-4 bo (ten).

Beowulfm S bacm feonde zt-wand. cm Ruskvi. Gotp.
Matt. vin. 24 On pzm sac. c xooo ^KLFRIC Gen. vi. 16 Binnan
bam arce. cxxax O. F.. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1087, Innan
|>am castele. 1131 Itid., On ba tun ba waes tenn ploxes.
a 1175 Cott. Horn. 227 Mid pan hefonlice feder. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 41 On bon deie. Ibid. 121 Ibuhsum |ian heuen-
liche federe to ba dede. c xaoo ft in. Coll. Horn. 25 For bo
be he us

shop,
c xao$ LAY. 8157 pu me smiten bi bon rugge.

Hid. 127 On pon londe. Ibid. 0266 He redde al baen kaeuere.
a I3S5 Ancr. R. 66 Al bat lescun..of ben epple. c 1350
O. Kent. Strm. in O. E. Misc. 16 Tc-janes bo sunne
i isindde. Ibid., Bi bo sterre. < 1315 SHOBRHAM v. 184
Fram ban tyme he was ybore. 1340 Ayenb. 12 At po daye.
c 1386 CHAUCER Friar's T. 51 To.. make hym grele feettes
atte nale [= at ten ale).

b. fern. 1-3 b&re (2 para), 2-3 pere, per, 2-4
pare, par.
c 888 K. /KLFIIO Boeth. xii. t 3 Mid pere ilcan sprsece.

c xooo Art. Gosp. John xvii. 1 1 On daere tide, c 1000 Sax.
Leechd. III. 86 Byd hy to bare wunda. a 1x75 Cott. Hot,,.

225 Binnan bara birie. Ibid. 235 To bar sawle. ^1175
Lamb. Horn. 3 He com to bere dune. le>id. 31 Cunie benne
to ber ilke chirche. ciaos LAY. 1233 Mid baere sae. ll>i,t.

4528 To bere sas. a xaas Alter. R. 36 Ualled to der eoroe.
a 1150 Owl <V Night. 31 pe N ightegale . . buhte wel ful of
bare vie. f 13x5 SHOREHAM ii. 118 pe sonne dym By-come
in bare tyde.
4. Genitive, a. masc. and neut. i-s , pa. 3

peos, Orm. peas, 2-4 pes, pas. See also THF.S adv.

893 K. ALFRED Oros. i. iv. $ 2 On bacs cyninges da^um.
c looo /KI.I-KIC llotn. I. 240 For daes folces hreddinge.
a 1131 O. E. Chron. an. 1122, pet

wes bes daeics viii idusMr.
c 1160 Hatton Gosp. Luke i. ip Ball wered pas folkes.

c xaoo Trin. Coll. llotn. 23 He sit on rihthalf bes almihtie
faderes. c iao$ LAY. 713 To bas [^1275 bis] kinges ferde.

ll'id. 806 To telde pass [c 1275 bis] kinges. Ibid. 7560 purh
beos {c XJ7S bes] sweordes wunde. a 1*50 Owl >t Night.
338 pu adunest pas monnes ercn bar bu wunest.

b. fern. 1-2 b&re, 2-3 pere, pare, 2-4 per.
-893 K. ALFRED Qtos. i. i. $ 14 On obre healfe barre eas.

(1205 LAY. 331 pere quene cun Heleine. a xao Owl \
Night. 28 Hit wes bare vie erdingstowe. c 131$ SHOREHAM
i. 79 Mannys blod Hys [ ys] ry)t ber saule yste.

5. Instrumental: see THE adv., THON, THY adv.

IL Plural. 6. Nom. and ace. 1-4 p&, (2-3 ta),

(3 Ja) 3-5 )x> (t) ; 3 )*<>, 4 theo. (See also

THO adj.)
a 700 Epinal Gl. (O.E.T.) woFunettisrinta, tha deat(h)li-

costan. c i*& Corpus Gl. 942 Da deadlicustan. c Bas '
'

es

Psalter v. 6 Da unrehtwisan. a isoo Moral Ode 103
swicen and ta forsworene. c 1100 Trin. Coll. Horn. 35
ba wurhliche weden. CMOS LAY. 2020 He. .soewede bea

[c 1275 be] leoden. Ibid. 2326 pa hehste of ban liirde. loid.

5654 peo [c 1275 be] cnihtes weoren vnwepned. xl.. Moral
Ode (Egert MS.) 192 He seal deme bo quike & to dede.
a 1300 Cursor M. 861 Amang ba trees, a 1400 K. A Its.

4108 Theo maydenes lokyn in the glas.

7. Dative, i b&m, pim, 2-3 bam, bon, ban,

3 pen.
<:893 K. ALFRED Oros. I. i. 5 28 Be bacrn xesetenum

ixlandum. cxooo Agt. Gosp. Mark v. 2 Of pam byrxenum.
cxi7S Lamb. Horn. 27 tor ban deoflaa Itid. 139 To
alle oon monnen. cxao< LAY. 714 To pon cnihten. Ibid.

747 Cud he wes ben cnihten. a ia*$ Xxcr. /T. 50 pe blake

clod, .ded lesse eile to ben eien.

8. Genitive, i-a bara, p&ra, 2 bera, 2-3 pere,

3 pare, per.
971 Blickl. Horn. 35 Ne bid bara faestendaxa na ma bonne

syx & britig. c xooo jEuRic //. 1. 12 Ealra pzra pinga

[a 1175 C<7//. ^t. 221 bara binge), a 1175 Co. Horn. 229
An bera twelf Christes beijne. c 1175 i<"*. Horn. 133

purh dere clerkene mude. c xaoo 7"r;ii. Co/A Horn. 121 per

apostlene lore. Ibid. 129 Nan bere prophete be }e wenen.

III. 9. General uninflected form, as definite

article in all cases, genders, and numbers.
This had come to beft, the by c 1150 in the East Midland

dialect, and may have been so even earlier in the Northern

dial., where fc was the nom. masc. for 0950. The nom.

masc. and fern, had become }e almost everywhere by 1300,

but the neuter fat, Ift remained longer before a vowel (see

i c) i and inflected forms of some oblique cases survived in

some southern dialects till 1400 (cf. 2 a and 3 above).

2-5 be, 2, 4- the (also written 5-8 ye, y").

(Also 2-3 pa, 2-4 te (see T 8), 3-5 bo, 4 pi, 4 thee,

4-5 peo, theo, 5 pey, 6 they, 8-9 dial. U, te,

da, de, 'ee ; abbrev. 2 b-, 5-6 th-, 7-9 (now dial.

and poet.) th
1

; 5-6 (8-9 dial.) f (see T'), 8-9
dial. d

p

.

*S3



THE.

a 1131 0. E.C/tron.(lAud MS.) an. 1 122, J>a com se fir. .and

forbearnde ealle be minstre. Ibid., Se fir weax..up to be

heouene. Ibid. an. 1123, He com aifterbe Rome scot. Ibiti.,

In be lenten ferde ie zercebiscop to Rome, a 1154 Ibid.

an. 1132, 1'o be king, .be muneces. . burh be biscop of Seres-

beri & te b'of Lincoln and te obre ricemen. Ibid, an. 1137, pe
land was al fordon . -In the bus . .on be circe. .alle be landes.

Ibid. an. 1140, pe kynges dohter Henries..Wyd bemperice.
Ibid,, And te cuen of France to da:lde fra be king, and scai

com to be iunge eorl Henri, cizoo ORMIN 1485, & gadd-
resstswa Jpe clene corn All fra bechafftogeddre. c 1250 Gen.

y Ex. 2949 But if it were in fle lend gersen, oor-inne

woren 8e ebrisse men. Ibid. 2962 For to bi-tournen oe kinges
3o?t. 13.. CursorM. 6859 (Cott.)Suilk was bilessun and bi

lare [v.r. be., be]. 6 1400 Rule St. Genet 12 Sua saistepro-

phete. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 1910 In be whyche water hurre
to wasshe. 11425 Cursor M. 9908 (Laud) The man that

thedir-ward is fled. Ibid. 10005 Thee iiij turret J>er e-sette.

1436 Coventry Leet Bk. 185 pat bey prior be not suffered
to make no more off be Stan wall vndur bey priory. 1470 -

85 MALORY Arthur n. xiii. 91 No thyng but thold cus.

tome. 1496 Pliiiitpton Corr. p. ci, The said lands . . &
t'ofice of the Steward. 1539 CROMWELL in Merrtman Life
<V Lett. (1902) 1. 58 Kept to thuse of my saide Soonne.

1539 in Vicarys Anat. (1888) App. 11. 100 Mr Whittington,
scolmaster to thenxmen. "'533 LD. BERNERS Hnon vi. 13
Out of temperours fauore. Ibid. Ixxxviii. 278 His vncle

themperour of Almayne. a 1548 HALL Citron., Rich. Ill
27 b, Lo ye honorable courage of a kyng. 1603 SHAKS.

Meas.for M. v. iii. 241 Come, come, to' lh' purpose. 1632
MILTON Peuseroso 60 Gently o're th' accustom'd Oke. 1748
YOUNG 1ft. Th. VI. 465 Th' Almighty Fiat, and the Trum-
pet's Sound.
dial, c 1746 COLLIER (Tim Bobbin) / 7,:;c Lane. Dial. Wks.

(1862) p. xxxix, By th' Miss, th'owd story ogen. 1884 J. C.
EGERTON Sussex Folks <fr Ways iii. 34, I can't swallow it

nohows in de wurreld. 1888 ADDV Sheffield Gloss. 13 T'
beeas has got into t' corn. 1890 QICVH.E*Surrey Hills xxix,
Let 'ee words as did vor yather do vor son. 1893 M. C.
MORRIS Yorks. Folk-talk ii. 19 Can inti d' hoos.

B. Signification.
I. Referring to an individual object (or objects).
*
Marking an object as before mentioned or

already known, or contextually particularized (e.g.
' \Ve keep a dog. We are all fond of the dog ').

1. The ordinary use.

805-01154 [see A. 1. 1 a a], c 950 Lindisf, Gasp. Matt. ii. 9
Stearra. .ftestod ofer oer (w/hwer) wa;s oecnzht {Rushw.
se cneht]. c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt. ii. 11 And gangende
into bam huse hi jemetton baet cild. John ii. 7 pa=t
hij ba falu m 'd waetere gefyldon. c 1175 Lamb. Horn, 133
Sum of besedefeol anuppebestane..sumbi beweie. cizoo
ORMIN 1082 He toe be recless & te blod & Jede upp to batt
allterr. 13.. Gaw. f, Gr. Knt. 405 Quod be gome in be
grene to Gawan be hende. 1340 Ayenb. 186 Wei ssolle we
habbe reube. .^e on of be obre. c 1386 CHAUCKR Prol. 845
(Corp.) pe sob is bis, be Cut fel to be knight, c 1415 Seven
Sag. (P.) 10 The emperour and is wif Loveden the child as
hare lyf. 1530 PALSGR. 45 Where they saye in frenche
le maistre, la dame, we saye in our tonge the tnayster, the
lady ; so that this word the, with us, counter vayleth bothe
le and la. 1695 CONGRKVE Love for Love iv. iv, What's
the matter now? 1818 CRUISE Digest V. 494 That the
recovery enured to the uses of the settlement, and therefore
that the purchaser had no title. 1901 GAIRUNER Hist. Eng.
Ch. i6M Cent. viii. (1903) 149 He re-considered the matter.

b. Placed before the relative pron. which (whilk)
(arch.) : see WHICH. The one, the other : see OKE,
OTHER, TONE, TOTHEB.
2. Used before a word denoting time, as the time,

day, hour, moment: the time (etc.) in question,
or under consideration; the time (now or then)
present. The while : see WHILK.
[c897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xlvi. 348 Hie nan-

wuht godes ne magon da hwile Code brengan to oances.)a 1415 Cursor M. 3889 (Trin.) pe while holde lya in bedde
penne shal ban rachel wedde. 1533 BELLENDEN Li-ay v.
xxiu. (S. T. S.) II. 227 pe said voce was conlempnit and
necleckit in be tyme. 1616 J. LANE Cant. Sor.'s T. viii. 213
And, iust at thinstant, all the canons plaien From towne to
Campe, from Camp to towne againe. 1780 Mirror No. 76
F 3 He comes there only as he does to the coffee-house to
enquire after the news of the day. 1848 DICKENS Domhey
liv, At the moment, the bell rang loudly in the hall. 1864IENNVSON Aylmer's F. 194 A tongue that ruled the hour.
1866 NEWMAN Gerontius ad fin., And I will come and
wake thee on the morrow.

b. Used before numerals denoting years.Now only with abbreviation, either in reference to certain
historical events (see FIFTEEN A. 2, FORTY-FIVE), or in ex-
pressions denoting a particular decade of a century or of a
person's life (see EIGHTY 2b, FIFTY B. 2 b, etc.).
74 R. WODROW Life J. Wodrow (1828) 60 Elizabeth

died..aboutthei684ofaconsumption. (11776 LD.AUCHIN-
LECK in Scotch Acts (1844) I. Pref. 188, I take this Manu-
script to have been wrote before the 1500, and it is clear it
was not wrote before the 1455. a 1797, 1814 [see FIFTEEN
A. 2). 1824 SCOTT Redgauntlet ch. xi, Ye have heard of
a year they call the Forty-five. 1861 BURTON Bk. Hunter
HI. 261 Dispersed over the Highlands to keep them in order
after the '45. 1880, 1889 [see FIFTY B. 2]. Mud. I think itwas in the early eighties.

c. The day, the morn, the night, in Sc. and
north, dial. = to-day, to-morrow, to-night.a 1300 [see MORN 3 c, d]. 13. . Cursor M. (Cott.) 702
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b (i)1-*
.^
efore the uame of a unique object or one so

considered, or of which there is only one at a time
e. S-'Aesun, the earth, the sea, the sky, the air, the
world, the universe, the Almighty, the Lord, the

Messiah, the Saviour, the Gospel, the Bible, the

abyss, ike pit, the Devil, the Emperor, the Pope,
the Kaiser, the Sultan, the Shah, etc.

1:975 Ruskw. Gosp. John iv. 6 De haslend forrton woerig
was of gonge. asooo Hocth. Metr. xxvi. 6 Aulixes under
haufde }>xm casere cynericu twa. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. 111. 254
Seo eorSe stent on aelemiddan. Ibid-. 268 Seo se and se mona
ge(jwajrlseca3 him betweonan. Ibid. 274 Seo lyft, bonne heo

astyred is, by3 wind, aitzs Ancr. K. 82 pe deoueL.is

leas, and leasunges feder. a 1140 Ureistin in Cott. Horn. 185
1 wend me from the worlde. c 1400 Brut xxxvi. 33 pe Empe-
roure..he..ordeynedeastrongepower. ci^Apol. Loll. 28

Hi lawe., of be kirk,., ilk prest hab be same power to vse be

key in to am man in bo poynt of deb, as be pope. 1580 in

Cath. Rec. Soc. Puitl. I. 69 To the Tuission of Thallmightie.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 32 The Sunnc, that measures heaven
all day long. 1611 BmLE Ps. xxiv. i The earth is the

Lords, and the fulnesse thereof. 1748 CHESTERFIELD Lett.

31 May, Sixtus the Vth . . raised himself to the Popedom by
his abilities. 1841 TKNNYSON Beggar Maid ii, As shines
the moon in clouded skies.

b. With names of rivers, as the Amazon, tlie

Thames; of mountains, groups of islands, or

regions, in the plural, as the Alps, the Azores, the

Indies ; of places or mountains, in the sing., now
only when felt to be descriptive, as the Land's End,
the Lizard", the High Street, the Oxford Road, the

Jungfrau, the Maltcrhorn, or when the has come
down traditionally, as the Lennox, the Merse; ex-

ceptionally in the Tyrol. Formerly often used
more widely.
c 893 K. ALFRED Orosius i. i. 8 21 Seo Wisle is swySe

mycel ea. ..Seo Wisle lid ut of Weonodlande, and lid in
Estmere. 1297 K. GLOUC. (Rolls) 164 pat ober wonder is

Vpe be hul of be pek. Ibid. 4740 Wippe was king of be
march, & adelfred of humberlond. 1633 MASSINGER& FIELD
Fatal Dffwry u. i, I would they were at the Bermudas 1

1653 HOLCROFT Procopius, Goth. Wars II. 43 When the Ve-
suvius casts out cynders. 1761 Char, in Ana. Reg. 52/1 The
Devizes. 1784 COWPER Task in. 583 Th' Azoies send Their
jessamine. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xxxix, The tiavellers now.,
reached the Torwood. 1822 Nigel x, I should like to see
the broad Tay once more before I die ; not even the Thames
can match it, in my mind. 1842 PRICHARD Nat. Hist. Man
(ed. 2) 467 The Tupi, or native inhabitants of the Brazils.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 119 Frlm the Land's
End to the Straits of Dover.

C. With names of natural phenomena, seasons,
etc., as the spring, the summer, the autumn, the

winter, the day, the night ; the wind, the cold, the

clouds, etc.
;
of the points of the compass, as the

north, the east (in OE. usually without article).
ciooaSax. Leechd. III. 274 Se wind haefd mistlice naman

on bocum. a 1300 [see EAST sb. 2]. 13. . . E.Allit. P. B.
953 |)e rayn ruekd adoun, ridlande pikke. 1382 WYCLIF
Matt. ii. a We han seyn his sterre in the este. c 1440
Alphabet of Tales i<& Vppon a fayr day, whar be wynde
blew. 1697 DKYUKN Virg. Georg. in. 378 They That wing
the liquid Air, or swim the Sea, Ot haunt the Desart. 1784
COWPER Task I. 749 God made the country, and man made
the town. 1791 Qdyss. ix. 194 The rosy-finger'd daughter
of the dawn.

td- Formerly sometimes used before abstract
sbs. See also DEATH 2, 12, LIFE 7, 7 b. Obs.
c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth, iii. 3 pa se Wisdom ba and seo

Gesceadwisnes bis leoo asungen haefdon. c 897 Gregory's
iB*

*"' " 3S ^n aere *esu"df"Inesse mon forgiett his
selfes. Ibid, xxxiii. 214 Da geoylde be is modur . . ealra
maesena . . Ihel forletu c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. Ixiii. 146
Pe pes stondlb more in very mekenes ban in propre exalta-
cion. 14. . Pol. Rel. * L. Poems (1903)257 Ase. .roust on be
knife, and ase de^to be life, c 1489 CAXTON Blaiichardyn
xxi. 70 The prouost..cam sone toward the proude inayden
in amours, and made to her the reuerence. Ibid, xxiii. 74So cam he toward blanchardyn. .And gaff hym the goode
nyght. 1525 LD. BERNERS fniss. II. ccxxiii. [ccxix.]6gs
If Lamorabaquy wolde gyue them the herynge. 1588ALLEN Admon. 11 A verie fable to the posterite.
4. With a class-name, to indicate the individual

example most familiar to one, or with which one
is primarily or locally concerned, e.g. the King,
the Emperor (in mod. use), the Lord Mayor, the
Town, the Mouse, the Court, the Tower, the Abbey,
the Kiver, the Channel, the Flood, the Reformation,
the Revolution ; the Gospel, the Epistle (for the day)
cii2t O.E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1106, To Eastran

wajssecyng aet BaSan. Ibid. an. 1120, An se arcebiscop
lurstem .. wearS burh bone papan wi3 bone cyne
acordad. a 1154 Ibid. an. 1140, Sume helden mid te kin?and sume mid bemperice. 4:1175 Lamb. Horn. 3 SeggeS
bet be lauerd haued bar-of neode. laid. 5 ?e iherden er on
(>e godspel hu ure dribten sende his .ii. apostles, a 1300Cursor M. 20502 pan spac bat leuedi..to bapostlis euer-
llkan. 01568 ASCHAM Scholem. i. (ArbJ 68 Ye great
ones in ye Court. 1621 ELSING Debates Ho. Lords (Cam-
ilen) 16 lo make his answere here at the barre. 1666
EVELYN Diary 13 Sept.,

The Queene was.. in her cavalier
riding habile. 1689 LUTTRELL BriefRtl. (1857) I. 557 The
house of commons.. ordered.. that the then judges should
attend the house. 1837 SIR F. PALGRAVK MercTi. t, Friar
Lied. (1844) i Any bibhopolist, in or out of the Row 1845
[see HOUSE sl.i 4 dj. 1875 TENNYSON Q. Mary i. i, Heswears by the Rood.
5. Formerly with names of branches of learning,

arts, crafts, games, and pursuits. Now chiefly dial.
Also generally with gerundial vbl. sbs. (arch.).
c 1325 [see CHESS sbl i\. 1470-85 MALORYXr//;rix. xvii.
?3 On a daykynge Mark played at the chesse. 1596 SHAKS.

the Me

THE.
Roman History. 1768 H. ST. JOHN in Jesse Selwya f,

Coiilemf. (1843) II. 309,1 regret the badness of our climate,
and the being obliged to pa>s the remainder of my life in

[it). 1824 MRS. CA.MERON/V Tippet iv. 22 What was the
l^e of my getting you taught the dress-making ? 1887
Wellington Wakfy News 3 Feb. (E.D.D.), Apprentices and
improvers wanted to the millinery, to the dressmaking, to
the currying. 1901 Union Mag. Apr. 150/1, I wad raither
hae seen ye at the joinerin' like masel'.

6. With names of literary or musical composi-
tions, as plays, poems, anthems, etc.

; also of

newspapers and periodicals.
a 1225 Ancr. R.iS pus doo . .et te biginnunse of be Venite.

ijSa Mirror No. 99 r>7 TheO<M/<r.r of the Greek poet. 1810
,

Scorr Let. in Smiles Mem. J. Murray 1891)!. 190' Kehanm'
'

. -will get it roundly in the Edinburgh Review. 1845 GOSSE
Ocean iv. (1849) J59 Plato, in the TlmEeus, gives the fullest
account. Mod. The Times has a leading article on the
subject.

7. Formerly with names of languages ; now only
in consciously elliptical phrases, as from the Ger-
man (sc. language or original).
1593 NASHE four Lett. Confut. Wks. (Grosart) II. 263 To

borrowe some lesser quarry of elocution from the Latine.
1596 SHAKS. Merck. V, i. ii. 77 You will, .sweare that I haue

(1799) 294 Every advantage that.. a complete knowledge of
the Arabic could afford. Mod. A new translation directly
from the Hebrew. ,

8. With names of diseases, ailments, etc. Now
more often omitted.
c looo Sax. Leechd. II. 314 Wi8 bacre jeolwan adle. .Renim

bass scearpan bislles moran and betonican. a 1300 Cursor
M. 11819 1" his heued he has be seal! pe scab ouer-gas his

dropesie. Ibid. 293 Of be cancre and be mormole. 1480,
1500-20 [see POCK sb. 2 a). i66oGAUDENZ>>omnr/^ 225 Sharp
fits of the stone. 1671 C'TESS WARWICK Atitobiog. (Percy
Soc.) o, I . .fell, .ill of the measles. 1743-1831 [see INFLUENZA].
1787 [J. 1ie.\Tnx]ScaiKisnisgi He has got the cold, the fever.

1809 SOUTHEY Let. to Landor 23 Apr., in Life (1850) 111. 228,
I instantly recognised the sound of the croup. 1839 Let.
to Mrs. Hodson 18 Feb. ibid. VI. 381 A serious attack of
the influenza. Mod. (/aniiliar) I have the toothache.
9. Elliptically with the names of ships, as the

(ship) Nicholas, and of taverns, as the Mermaid
(tavern), theatres, and other well-known buildings.
1450 Paston Lett. 1. 125 He was yn the Nicolas tyl Satur-

day next folwyng. 1480 WARKWORTH Chron. (Camden) 13
Casten in presone in the Marchalse at London. 1521 in
Essex Rev. XIII. 221 Out of the Barbara and the May.
flower, if God send them well home, a 1616 BEAUMONT To
Ben Jonson, What things have we seen Done at the Mer-
maid I 1710 SWIFT JrtU. to Stella 15 Oct., Prior and I ..

sat
at_

the Smyrna till eleven. 1779 Mirror No. 32 p 5
Stoppingat the*wfonhis wayhome. 1905 Daily Chrott.

24 Oct. 3/4 heading, Playlet at the Coliseum. Mod. The
Alauretattia has made a record passage.
10. Before higher titles of rank, as the Emperor,

King, Prince, Grand Duke, Marquess, Earl,
Count (but not now when followed by the name, as

King George, Prince Edward, Duke Humjihrey,
Earl Grey, Earl Simon), and with the correspond-
ing female titles Queen, Duchess, etc. ; also with
some courtesy titles, as the Right Honourable, the

Honourable, the Reverend, etc. See further LOBD,
LADY, and the other titles.

c 1 121 O.E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1090, Se eorl ofNorman-
disc. Ibid. an. r 1 1 7, Se cyng of France and se eorl of Flandra.
1340 Ayenb. 76 pe leuedy fortune went hare buejel eche
daye. 1472 SIR J. PASTON b P. Lett. III. 39 Robert of
Racclyff weddyd the lady Dymmok. 1553 in Rutland
Papers (Camden) 119 Therle of Oxford claymeth thofnce of
great chamberlayne of England. 1603 SIR R. WILBRAHAM
Diary (Camden) 60 The lord Thomas Howard made erle of
Suffolk. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, n. iii. 94 The Marchionesse
of Pemhrooke. 1707 E. CHAMBERLAYNE Pres. St. Eng. u.

my, trembling extremely. 1827 din. Weekly Jrnl.
28 Feb., The absence of the Right Hon. the Lord Provost.

b. With the surnames of some Irish and Scottish

chiefs of clans, as the O'Gorman Mahon, the

Chisholm, the MacNab.
1561 Inverness Sheriff Cri. Records II. 15 Apr. (MS.),

[Sederunt] the Dollace of Cantray. 1562 Ibid. 7 Apr.,
The jugis hes consignit bir to produce the samyn and
to wairne the Dollace upon ane xv dayis warning. 1847
THACKERAY Mrs. Perkins's Batl\. 4, I became acquainted
with the Mulligan through a distinguished countryman..
who. .did not know the chieftain himself. 1880 A. M. SHAW
Mackintoshes p. xxvii, Moy Hall, the residence of The
Mackintosh. 1910 Daily Chron. i Feb. 4/5 Three 'Thes'
have sat in the House ofCommons in our time The O'Conor
Don, The O'Donoghue of the Glens, and The O'Gorman
Mahon. The MacDermott, K.C., . . was an Irish law officer

in Liberal Governments.
C. Before names and titles of men, often in ME.

a corruption of F. de, as in Robert the Bruce, Sir
Simon the Montfort, the Mortimer, etc. arch.
1*9} R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 11134 Sir Roger be Mortimer.
375 BARBOUR Bruce i. 67 That . . Robert the brwys, Erie

of carryk Audit to succeid to the kynryk. laid. 435 The
Clyffurd sail thaim haiff. 11450 Brut 427 The Erie of
Somersette and his brotbir, and the Fytz-Watir. 1591
SHAKS. i Hen. VI, in. iii. 37 Charles. A Parley with the
Duke of Burgonie. Burg. Who craues a Parley with the

Burgonie? 1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles in. xxvii, As heroes

think, so thought the Bruce.



THE.

d. Before the names of well-known singers, ac-
tresses, etc., in imitation of French and Italian usage.
1786 MRS. A.M. \''Hit.TT Juvenile Indiscretions V.isThe

Slddons. 1796 I'uU. Advert. 18 Nov. in T. Campbell
Life Mrs. Sit/dons II. viii. 201 Last night the Siddons and
the Kemble, at Drury Lane, acted to vacancy. 1822 in
Kyron's H'/ts. (1846; 585/1 The Guiccioli was present 1845
DISRAELI SyiU v. vii, Well, what do you think of the
Dashville, F|UV
11. spec. Used emphatically, in the sense of ' the

pre-eminent ',
' the typical ', or ' the only . . worth

mentioning
'

; as ' Caesar was the general of Rome ',

i.e. the general par excellence; the being often
stressed in speech (Si), and printed in italics.

1824 L. MURRAY Eii?. Gram. (ed. 5)
I. 257 In the history

of Henry the fourth, by Father Daniel, we are surprised at
not finding him the great man. 1829 CARLYLE Misc., Germ.
Playwr. (1872) II. 97 Dr. Klingemann. .so superlative is
his vigour.. we might even designate him the Playwright
1863 R. B. KIMBALL Was he Successful' vi. (Cent.), JoelBum was a rich man, as well as the man of the place.
1865 LUBBOCK Preh. Times 131 The axe was pre-eminently
the implement of antiquity. 1904 S. G. TAI.LENTYRE Life
Voltaire II. xxxv. 144 His Commentary remains unrivalled,
and is still tht text-book on Corneille.
12. With any part of the body of a person

previously named or indicated, instead of the

corresponding possessive pronoun ; as ' he took
him by the hand ', i. e. his hand. So with heart,
soul, used

_/ijf. ; also with parts of personal attire.

IIS4.O. E.Chron. an. 1137, Me henged [heom] up bi the
fct.bi the bumbes, other bi the hefed. 13.. K.Alis.{$oA\.
MS.) 2276 Fulbor he smoot vpon >e rygge. 1390 GowERCVwi/C
II. 213 That love.. Ne schal noght take hem by the slieve.
1460 Towneley Myst. xxiv. 115, I shall knap hym on the

crowne That standys in my gate. 1583-93 GREENE Mamit-
lia u. Wks. (Grosart) II. 220 Ruffes ofa Syse, stifle starcht
to the necke. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. u. u. 206 To put the
finger in theeieand wcepe. 1789 MBS.PIOZZI Journ. France
I. 306 Heavy lace robbins ending at the elbow. 1838
DICKENS O. Twist Hi, To be hanged by the neck, till he was
dead. 1847 TENNYSON Princess vii. 209-12 Pale was the
perfect face.. And the voice trembled ana the hand.

b. Used colloquially with names of relatives, as
the wife, the mother - my (your) wife, mother.
1838 I. M. WILSON Tales Borders No. 210 (1839) V. 9/1What shall I say to the wife?

1853
' C' BEDE ' ^'^""t Green

I. vn, 'It's a long while since the governor was here '.re-
marked Mr. Charles Larkyns, very unfilially. 1888 The
Mater (see MATER

3]. 1891 DUNCAN Amer. Girl in Land.
82 T he mother and sisters would like to call upon you. 1900The pater. .the mater [see PATERS]. "9' W. CHURCHILL
R. Carvell xliv, [I] sent off an express to Patty and the
Mother last night.

c. Before OWN (a. 2 b) and SELF (C. I c), q. v.

13. Used before names of weights and measures,
in stating a rate : as (so much) the pound, gallon,
yard, day, etc. Cf. A adj? 4, PEB III. 2.

1416-7 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 65, iiij= hert latthc, pris
pe hondrid, vij d . . ij

1111 traunsum, be ml x d. 1488-9
Act 4 Hen. VII, c. 22 Sold for iij h. sterling the pack.
1551-* Act 5 s, 6 Edw. VI, c. 6 i That all colored
Clothes.. shall waye fourscore pounde the pece at the lest.

'59*-7 S. FINCHE in Hist, Croydon App. (1783) 153 Brick,

layers.. have xvd. apeece the day. 1631 WEEVER Anc,
Fun. Mon. 418 Appointing them xii d. the weeke to each
person. 1796 SOUTHEY Lett.fr. Spain (1799) 118 They are

very dear, ten reales the couple. 1851 MAYHEW Land.
Labour II. 284/2 The sherds run about 250 pieces to the
bushel.

b. So with prepositions by, in, f on . ., chiefly
with reference to time, as (so much) by the day
(so much) each day.
1477-8 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 79 Paid to Sir lohn Colyns. .

at vnjs. iiijd. by the quarter. i53oT]NDALE<4jt(/. Morem.
i. Wks. (1572) 304/2, 1 finde in all ages that men . . hauesuRred
death by the hundred thousandes in resisting their doctrine.

1533 Ace. Ld. High Treeis. Scot. VI. 151 To Thomas Scott

passing in Ingland with writtingis and credence to the King
. .to him on the day iij Ii. 1613 SHAKS.//M. VIII, v. iv. 33
What should you doe, But knock 'em downe by th' dozens?
1631 LITHGOW Trav. vi. 298 The Dromidory . . will ride
aboue 80 miles in the day. 17*7 POPE, etc. Art Sinking
xiii. 1 16 It may be . . let out by the day. 1848 DICKENS Dam.

'

bey^xxxix, He would sit and avail himselfof its accommoda-
tions.. by the half-hour together. 1883 SIR J. C. DAY in
Law Rep. 12 Q. B. Diy. 206 Etymologically considered, a
journeyman is one who is employed by the day.

**
Marking an object not before mentioned, but

now identified by a clause, phrase, or word.
14. Where the object is defined by a relative

clause, the stands before the object. (The relative

pronoun may be suppressed : cf. fsii.lrel.pron.io.)
In mod. Eng. more emphatically expressed by that : see

THAT dent. adj. 3. The OK. form did not distinguish these :

}xt spell may be rendered ' that story
'

or ' the story ',

WOOD tr. Bxda's Hist. Pref. (1890) 2 Ic oe sende ban
spell, ban ic niwan awrat be Angel oeode & Seaxum. 971
Blicki. Horn. 71 Seo meni^o be bjer beforan ferde. c 975
Rushui. Gosp. Mark ii. 4 pa bere in Ssere be eorS-crypel
UB& (.1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 104 pan sindon be teb be
bane mete brecab. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 3 pe holie tid

pat me clepeft aduent. 1*50 O. Kent. Serm. in O. E.
Misc. 26 Te dai ase ure louerd . . i-bore was. a 1300 Cursor
M. 14705 pe werckes bat i were in his nam. 1381 WYCLIP
Matt. ii. 9 Loo! the sterre, the whiche thei sayen in este,
wente bifore hem. 1471 J. PASTON in P. Lett. III. 75, 1 am
not the man I was. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. v. i. 83 The
man that hath no musicke in himselfe. .Is fit for treasons

[etc.], 1697 T. BROWN Dispens. l. Wks. 1709 III. ill. 67,
I have known the Time, when I could go out and pick up
10 or 12 1. in a Morning. 1715-20 POPE Iliad xxiv. 256 Let
us give To grief the wretched days we have to live. 1784
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COWPER Task iii. 141 The man, of whom His own coevals
took but little note. 1805 WORDSW. On Piele Castle, The
light that never was, on sta or land. 1850 J. H. NEWMAN
DiJ/U, Anglic, i. ii. (1891) 1. 48 But the passage I have quoted
suggests a second observation.
18. Where the object is defined by a following

phrase with prep. (esp. of, rcpr. an Oli. genitive).
971 Blicki. IIam. 55 pch M..(Ujm ba word bits Hainan

Rodspelles. cnai O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1116, On
pisum ylcan scare Iwerndc call baet inynstre of I'.uih. 1112

/MA, Si burchon Gleaweceastre. 1175 Lamb. Ham. 5]Heo habbea >e nonie of cristene. 1190 Kdmunii Can/.
3 87 '" '>' E*g. Leg. I. 442 In be toun of wyriccstre bi-liddc
l>at selue cas. 1387 TKKVISA Hidden (Rolls) 11.41 Tweie
perilous places in be see of myddel erjie. 1416-7 Rtc. St.
Mary at Hill 65 Also be thorUday in be Whitson wekc.
1513 DOUGLAS &neis IX. Prol. 7 Honeste is the way to
worlhviics. 1605 SHAKS. JMA l. vii. 45 Like the poore Cat

L , mf5 , "'734 NORTH ><uw. i. i. 33 (,740) jfi In
the telling of this Story. 1764 GRAY Candidate 13 lust like
the picture in Rochester's book. 1814 HKSIIUM lilt. Falla-
cies Introd. vii, The Sir Charles Sedley of political morality.
1870 MORRIS Earthly Par., Jan. 43 Alidmost the time 'twixt
noon and dusk. 1908 R. BKIOC.ES Sel. Poems ft. \V. Dixoii

(ioo9)p.xii,TheOxfordofi85owassingularlyunsympathetic.
b. With an object defined by an infinitive phrase

with to (where the may sometimes be rendered
' that . . needed or proper . . ').
c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame in. 066 Alle the folke that ysa lyve Ne ban the kunnynge to discryve The thinges that I

herde there. 1641 MILTON Soiin. viii. 13 The power To
save th Athenian Walls from ruine bare. 1687 A. LOVELL
tr. Thmeiiot's Trav. i. 225 We had the Comfort to be
pittied. 1850 J. H. NEWMAN Diffic. Anglic, i. iii. (1891) I.

So, 1 am not the person to be jealous of such facts.

o. With an object particularized by a pple.
1658 PHILLIPS, Safii, the u Priests of Mara instituted byNuma Pompilius. 1876 ROGERS Pol. Econ. (ed. 3) ix. 81

The privileges accorded.. to the merchants of the Hanse
Towns, Mod, The book lying on your table.

16. The stands before a sb. defined by another
sb. (usually a proper name) in apposition, as the

poet Virgil.
803 K. JEittao Oros. i. i. 8 Se hehsta beors Olimpus.

Ibid, 8 9 On westende Aflrica, neh bam beorjse Athlans.

te posstell Sannt Joban. ityf R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7956 pe
king .. made .. be bissop ode . . vorsuerie engelond. 1529
CROMWELL in Merriman Life f, Lett. (1902) I. 325 The
Jentylwoman your wyff. 1634 MILTON Camus 442 The
huntress Dian.

b. More usually the proper name precedes.
(Regularly so when the whole phrase becomes a
recognized appellation, as William the Conqueror?)
cgsft Lindisf. Gosf. Matt. xii. 39 Becon iones oaes wil;;o

salm. 13.. Stac. Same (Vernon MS.) 238 Seint Ion be
Ewangehst. 1400 Brut 299 About seint Lukes day fie

euanggli*t. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe (1871) 23 Their
barony by William the Conqueror, conveyed over to them.
1906 Edin. Rev. Oct. 334 Bourdalone the physician was
another favourite.

17. The is used with a sb. particularized or de-
scribed by an adjective. The adj. usually precedes,
but sometimes follows the sb. : in either case the
stands first as the good man, the church militant.
(An adj. or pple. with a modifying addition regularly

follows the sb., as 'the grass wet with dew', 'the tools
needed for the work '

: cf. 150.)
A particularizing adj. often becomes a permanent epithet,

as in the Black Prince, tlie Lesser Bear, the RedCamfiau,
the Great Exhibition, the Green Park, the Yellow Sea, the
Count orCounty Palatine, the Prince Imperial; the adj. and
sb. may then be treated as name ofa unique object, as in 3.

860 O. E.Chron.iu\. 853, pyilcanxeare sende jfebelwulf

cyning /Elfred his sunu to Rome. 885 Ibid., Se fore spre-
cena here. 888 K. ALFRED Boeth, xi 8 4 Her endaa sio
fiorSe hoc.. and ongino sio fifte. 971 Blicki. Horn. 5 Se
heofonlica cyning. 1008-1 1 Laws ofSEthelred-n. c. 22 8 i On
bam halgan da^e. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 5 pa odre men.,
sti^en uppeon be godes cunnes treowe. c 1386 CHAUCER
Knt.'s T. 1491 Among the goddes hye it is affermed . . Thou
shalt [etc.]. c 1400 Brut 26 She was be ryjt heire of bis

lande. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) v. VL (1859) 76 The
chirche militant, that laboureth here in erthe. a 1536
Calisto AT Melibxa in Hazl. Dodsley I. 64 The mighty and
perdurable God be his guide, 1575 GASCOIGNE Making of
Verse in Stale Gi., etc. (Arb.) 37 Vse your verse after

thenglishe phrase. 1662 PEPYS Diary 20 Oct., Saw the so
much desired by me picture ofmy Lady Castlemaine. 1710
STEELE Tatter No. 208 P i They had the quite contrary
Effect. 1750 GRAY Elegy xiv, The dark unfathom'd caves
of ocean. 1819 SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. in. iii, The progeny
immortal Of Painting, Sculpture, and rapt Poesy. 1863 H.
Cox Instil, l. xi. 262 The Long or Pensionary Parliament
of Charles II. 1866 S. J. STONI Hymn,

' The Church's one
Foundation '

iv, And the great Church victorious Shall be
the Church at rest.

b. So with proper names of persons or places :

e.g. the judicious Hooker, o. But when the adj.
becomes a permanent epithet, the and the adj.

usually follow: e.g. Alfred the Great; so with
ordinal numerals following names of sovereigns or

popes, as Edward the Seventh.
b. 893 K. ^ELFRED Oros. i. L S 8 pact land be mon haett

seo tessc Asia. 1410 ? LYDG. Assembly ofGods 269 Sate
the good lupyter. 1513 DOUGLAS jEneis x. i. 39 The
fresch gpldyn Venus, 1638 MILTON L'Allegro 86 Their

savorydinner. .Which the neat-handed Phillis dresses. 1743
EMERSON Fluxion* Pref. 13 The divine Newton (whose

THE.

THOMPSON* T
1*' " 10"g ** thC SU" an<l M00n) -

;"-V'</3 u ion riizayinon, ineldor, and W 11lam llvtsjll
the yongcr. .686 (ALLIX) l,isitrl. ; in W.uSSgZ
tramn,.s'13ody >, Bt. (,688) 8 Charle. the rakfihoU

bur'-h
Ge rgC 'he tourth " Brid in "in

18. spec. When a sb. is particularized by a super-
lative, or by an ordinal number (ice alo ire), the
latter is regularly preceded by Ike.

893 K. /ELFRID Oras. i. i. | 22 Se man it bet twiftotU
hors hafaS. 971 /;//,*/. //,/,. s Deofol beUac
a:restan wifmon. c looo Ags. Coif. John i. 39 Hit wa-Tb.
seoteo6etld[i/W<>/8iote1ioa). ciaoo-ais[>ce FifTHla 1225 Ancr. K. 60 Eien ueoiV.le ercsie armes of lecheries
pricches. 1300 Havelok 9 He was be wic[h)teste man >t
nedc. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. in. ii. 187 This was the most
vnkindest cut of all. 1620 C. POTTER tr. Sarff, Hilt.
Quarrels no The most Potent Princes of Italy. 1748
SMOU.KTT Rod. Rand. I, In terms the most hyperbolical.
'759 SARAH FIELDING Ctest of Dcthvyn I. 149 Ready to
take fire at every the least Provocation. 1848 MRS. GAS-
KELL M. Barton ix, Thlongest lane will have a turning.
1890 LD. ESHER in LcauTimes Rep. LXIII. 602/1 Thecase
. .is of the greatest possible weight. Mod. The first Con.
tul ; the hundredth time.

b. The also stands before the same adjs. when
used absolutely.

looo jULFRic Gram. xlix. (Z.) 282 Scxtus, se sixta. 1 175
PaterNatter in Lamb. Horn. 69 pet oridde is l>e monnes wit
1340 Ayenb. 33-4 per byeb zix poyns [of sloth), .be uerste is

onbov>amnesse . . be bridde is grochynge. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur xx. viii. 811 Amongethelhyckest oftheprees. 1526T iNDAUt Matt, xviii. i Who is the greatest in the kyngdom of
heven? ito*mStlonLi/eEartofDuxfcrmlinen.(itei) 141
''",|He) took sickness the first ofJune 1622. 1770 Mirror

No. 27 p i With the best and most affectionate of husbands.
1779 WARNER in Jesse Selwyu I, Contemp. (1844) IV. 14
Your letter of Tuesday the i 9th, was brought to me on
Monday. 1799 SOUTHEY Let. to T. SeutKy 5 Jan. in
Life (1850) II. 3 These vile taxes will take twenty pounds
from me, at the least. 1851 M. ARNOLD youth of Nat. 71
Too deep for the most to discern. Mod. The third appears
to be the best.

II. Referring to a term used genetically or uni-

versally.
* With a singular sb.

19. Before the name of an animal, plant, or

precious stone, used generically.
Not now used with man or ^voman. exc. as opposed to

child, bay, girl, or the like : cf. the dog is the friend of man,
man has tamed the dbf; the child is father of the man ;

you can see the woman in the little girl. Formerly se man,
si'ofiemne : cf. Ger. der mensch, F. Fhontme.

888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. xii. f 6 Ac se niann ana gxb
uprihte. 893 Oros. in. xi. 8 3 ponne seo leo brings his

hungre;um hwelpum hwan to etanne. 1175 Lamb. Horn.
53 Pe tadde..ne mei ilimien to eten hire fulle. .11225
Juliana 20 Hire leofliche leor..rudi as be rose. 13..
K. Alis. (Bodl. MS.) 1819 Men dreden bym..So chalf be
here, & shep |>e wolf, c 1440 LYUG. Hors,Shtpe, + G. 344 The
Goos maygagle, the hors may prike & praunce . . A-geyn the
lamb. 1553 EDEN Treat, ffewe Ind. (Arb.) 14 The Dia.
mande is engendred in the mynes of India, Ethiopia,, .and

Cyprus, a 1584 MONTGOMERY Ckerrie 4 Slaen The ban,
the hynd, the dae, the rae, The fowmart, and the foxe. 1622
DRAYION Poly-olb. xx. 45 The Colewort, Colifloure, and
Cabidge in their season. 1727-46 THOMSON Summer 147
At thee the ruby lights its deepening glow. 1797 HOLCROFT
Stolberg-s Trav. (ed. 2) II. xfiv. 93 They sell the heifer to
the butcher. 1831 MACAULAY Ess., Burrhley (1887) 236
Burleigh . . was of the willow, and not of the oak. 1854
BUSHNAN in Circ. Sc. I. 290/2 It purrs like the Cat.

b. Generally, with the name of anything used
as the type of its class

; e. g. with the names of
musical instruments, tools, etc.

looo Ags. Gasp. Matt iii. 10 Ys seo [Hatton syo] au to
oa;ra treowa wurtrumum asett. 1300 Havelok ^329 per
mouhte men here . . pe gleynicn on be labour dinge c 1450
HOLLAND Homlat 759 The rote, and the recordour,.. The
trumpe, and the talbum. 1589 PUTTENHAH Eng. Poesie
i. xix. (Arb.) 57 To be .. song to the barpe. 1591 SHAKS.
yen. >t Ad. 454 A red morne that . . betokend, Wracke to the

sea-man, tempest to the field. 1614 B. JONSON Bartk. fair
in. ii, A notable hot Baker 'twas when nee ply'd the peele.
1711 STRELE Sped. No. 52 f 3 The renowned British Hip-
pocrates of the pestle and mortar. 1746 FRANCIS Horace,
Epist. l. x. 7 You keep the Nest, I love the rural Mead, The
Brook, the mossy Rock and woody Glade. 1784 COWPER
Task ii. 620 The rout is folly's circle. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of
Isles ill. xxtii, The lad can deftly touch the lute, And on the
rote and viol play. 1839 LYTTON Richelieu n.ii. 308 The
pen is mightier than the sword. 1906 Edin. Rev. Oct. 448
Zola has democratised the novel in another fashion.

o. Before body, mind, soul, or parts, functions,
and attributes of these. (See also BODY so. i,

MIND sb. 17.)
888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxiv. 8 3 Seo fxernes..bs>s

lichoman. iooo Ags. Gasp. Matt. vi. 25 Hu nys seo sawl
selre bonne mete, c 1175 Lamb, flout. 153 Ine be eren.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 4 pe ooer riwle is al wiouten, & nwleo be
licome. 13.. A'. *4//f. (Bodl. MS.)6245 Afolk. .roujasbcre
lo be honde. 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 103

Rychesse . . ryven pe soule. tr 1400 tr. Secreta Secret*
Gov. Lordsk. 85 His effect is properly to comforte be

brayn, be herte, and be stomak. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems
xlvii. 6 Trew luve rysis fro the splene. 1594 R. ASHLEY tr.

Lays Ic Roy 24 Nothing offending, or displeasing the care.
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THE.

1601 SOUTH Sena. (1697) 1. 361 How accidentally oftentimes

does the thing.. offer it self to the mind. 1736 BUTLER

Anal. i. i. 30 To think the eye itself a percipient. 1841

THACKERAY Men S, Pict. 109 [They] pall on the palate.

d. With names of days of the week, as on the

Monday, i. e. on Monday of any or every week,

on Mondays generally.

1340 Ayenb. 213 pe zonday is more holy banne be zeter-

day. ^1450 CAPGRAVE Life St. Augustine 16 pat sche

used to fast be Satirday. 1:1500-1671 [see SATURDAY i).

1854 MACAULAY Stitches 409 On the Sunday he goes perhaps
to Church. Ibid. 553 He returns to his labours on the

Monday.
20. Before a word of individual meaning used

as the type of a class of persons.
'

, .

ii. (1890) 6 Done leornere ic nu..bidde and halsise. 1:1175

Lamb. Hoin. 27 Ah benne be preost hit de5 in his mube.

<zi225 Ancr. R. 84 pe vikelare ablent bene mon. 1388
WYCLIF Ps. xxxi[i.) 10 Many betyngis ben of the synnere.

1535 COVERDALE Ito. xliv. 13 The carpenter (or ymage
caruer) taketh me the tymbre, and spredeth forth his lyne.

1600 \V. WATSON Decacordan (1602) 334, L.craue patience
of the catholike Reader. 1660 HEXIIAH Eng. Dutch Diet.

(title-p.), A compendious Grammar for the Instruction of

the Learner. 1681 DRYDEN Abs. t, AMI. 655 But where the

witness failed, the prophet spoke. 1710 WATTS Mar. Songs
i. i,'Tis the voice of the Sluggard. 1787

' G. GAMBADO Acad,

260

that ; the pi. J>d pe those that, they that. (The

(59

TENNYSON Enid 1280 As careful robins eye the delver's toil.

b. esp. in phr. To act, be, play the man, the

soldier, etc. = to sustain the character of a man,
a soldier, etc. ; to do that which is manly, soldier-

like, etc. : see PLAY v, 34.
1416 AUDELAY Poems (Percy Soc.) 29 Thai play not the

fole. CI530 H. RHODES Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk. 84 Saue

thy selfe, play the man, being compelde. 1642 W. PRICE

Serin. 40 Playing Ihe drugslers or hucksters with it for

gaine, 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) I. iii. 47 To act the

rebel. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa Wks. 1883 VII. 486, I

will contrive to be the man. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend
iv. (1865)93 To act the knave is but a round-about way of

playing the foul.

21. With an adjective used absolutely, usually

denoting an abstract notion : e.g. the beautiful, that

which is beautiful.

c 1420 ? LYDG. Assembly ofGods 882 In stede of the bettyr
[

the worse ther they ches. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. iii.

80, I will be free, Euen to the yltermost. 1748 SMOLLETT
j

Rod. Rand, xxii, A nose inclining to the aquiline. 1756
BURKE (.title) Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the '

Sublime and Beautiful. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. cvi. 8

Ring_ out
th_e false, ring in Ihe true. 1878 T. HARDY Ret.

Native vi. iii, There is too much reason why we should do
the little we can to respect it now.

* * With a pi. sb. used universally.
22. With a sb. in the plural, chiefly the name of

a nation, class, or group of people, where tht =
' those who are

'

;

' the . . . taken as a whole '.

Also with family surnames, as ' the Joneses are of
Welsh origin '.

i 1200 ORMIN 188 He shall turrnenn burrh biss spell be
trowwbeleese leode. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 87 pe saxons
..Seve kynges made in engelond. 1548 W. PATTEN Exped,
Scot. Pref. c ij b, Neyther the Grekes [nor] the Ruthens.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage;(i6i4) 246 The bodie .. was afflicted

on the East by the Persians, on the West by the Gothes.

1783 JUSTAMOND Lr. RaynaCs Hist. Indies III. 380 The
Kima . .is not yet well know'n to the botanisls. 18x6 CRAUB
Eng. Synonymes 139/2 The Tarquins were banished from
Home. 1906 Edin. Rev. Ocl. 429 These laws of sight the
Greeks made it their business to analyse.
23. Before an adjective or participle having a

plural application (usually of persons), as the poor,
those who or such as are poor.
1:897 K. ALFRED Gregory's fast. C. xxiii. 175 Da worold.

wisan..da dyse_san. 111300 Prayer 26 in O. E. Misc. 193
>ieue be hungrie mete and te nakede iwede. 1362 LANGL.
P. PI. A. Prol. 18 Alle maner of men be mene and be riche.

1426 AUDELAY Poems 7 Vysyte the seke. 1526 TIKDALE
John xii. 8 The povre all wayes shall ye have with you.
1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 157 Nolhing will please the difficult
and nice. 1742 GRAY Ode Spring ii, How low, how little

are the Proud, How indigent the Great I 1812 BYRON Ch.
Har. l. xxxiv, Here ceased the swift their race, here sunk
the strong. 1817-18 SHELLEY Rosalind ft Helen 254-5 He
was a coward to the strong : He was a tyrant to the weak.

b. A pa. pple. so used may retain its verbal
construction or complement. (In this case those is

now more used than the.)
c 1000 Ags.Gasf.Mzlt. xxii. 3 He. .clypode ba Jeladodan to
bam gyftum. 1600 W. WATSON Dccacordon (1602) 49
Dignities which intille the inuested with them, with a pre-
heminence aboue all other persons. 1728 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s. v. Jesuit, The professed of this order renounce, .all pre-
ferment, and especially prelacy. 1817-18 SHELLEY Rosa-
lind ft Helen 474 Thou knowest what a thing is Poverty
Among the fallen on evil days.

C. as Demonstrative Cor ^a.rz-personal) pro-
noun. In late OE. and early ME., when pe was
substituted for the earlier masc. se, and subse-

quently became the general form of the definite
article (see A. I a and 9), it was also used for
some time as demonstrative pronoun, = the (man),
that, he, esp. as antecedent to a relative

;
thus early

MS./*/ oipepetioi OE. >r, = that (man) that,
he that. The fern, was pto le (for OE. set tf\ she

,

neuter was commonly pet pe or Jiette.)

C9SP Lindisf. Cosf. Matt. iii. 3 Des.is forSon 3e de

[Rushw. sebe] *ecuoeden wa=s derh esalas. Ibid.
xy.

24

De ml he [L. ifa] soolice onduearde. cnn Lmd>. Horn.

95 pe det bid mid ben halia gast llend. Ibid. 100 PC

deled elmessan for his drihtnes luuan, be bibut his gold

hord on heouene riche. a 1200 Moral Ode 217 (MS. Eg.) PC

de [MS. y. be bat] godes milce sechft, iwis he mal is \v.rr.

ha, hi] finde: Ibid. 2.9 pe oe [v.rr. Se bet, pe bat] de* his

wille mest, he haueo wurst mede. "1225 Ancr. A. 52

Mesire, beo ded also beo is betere ben ich am. Ibid. 86 Ase

j>e j;e seid to be knihte bet robbed [etc.].

t The, particle (conj., adv.}, relative pron. Obs.

Forms: 1-4 *e, pe, (2 pse, 2-3 pa). [OE. A', app.

an unstressed or worn-down case or derivative for-

mation from the stem pa- of THAT demonst. and rel.

pron. Thought by some to be a worn-down loca-

tive case. Cf. Goih.pe-ei,pt:i, conj., similarly used.]

1. Used as a conjunction introducing clauses of

various kinds : = THAT conj.

ne nyne swyll lor-nam. ciooo stgs. ra. VAII.J -*""' * """-*

is se manna, mihtij Drihten, be bu him cudlice cy(>an
woldest? 111250 Owl t, Night. 941 pe Nihtegale..wiste
wel . . be wrabbe binymeb monnes red.

b. spec. After comparatives : Than.

1:897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xliv. 318 Ne hie selfe

dy betran ne talien be Sa odre. 971 Blickl. Horn. 215 Da he

ba hxfde twasm laes be twenti; wintra. c IOOO.AJ.FRIC Horn.

I. 154 peos woruld..nis..degeliccred2ereecan worulde, be

is sum cweartern leohtum dsese. CH75 Lamb. Horn. 151

If ?e beo3 slrengre be heo. c 1200 Trtn. Coll. Horn. 119 pe
holi gost com..and alihte hem of brihtere and of festere

bileue be hie hedden er. a 1250 Oml r Night. 564 Na more
be deb a wrecche wranne.

o. As correlative conjunction :

'

hwa-per . . pe . . ,

'

pe . ,fe . .',' whether . . or . . '.

c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxiv. 6 Hwseberbincd be bonne
ban ba bincg sien, de Sara sodena jesajloa limu, be sio

xesaeld self? 971 Blickl. Horn. 97 Hwyder he jelacded sy,

pe to wite, be to wuldre. f 1000 /Ki.i-Ric Horn. II. 120 Da
Gregorius befran, hwseder bass landes folc cristen waure de
haeden. 61205 LAY. 16812 Do bine iwille Whader swa bu
wult don, pa us slan ba us an-hon. a 1250 Otul ff Night.

1064 Hweber bu wilt wif be meyde. Ibid. 1408 Sei me sob
if bu hit wost Hweber dob wurse fleys be gost. 1297 R.
GLOUC. (Rolls) 4507 In woch halfturne he nuste, boweber est

be west.

2. Relative particle, a. Appended to adverbs and
adverbial expressions of time, place, etc., to make
them relative or conjunctive. Cf. THAT conj. 6.

Also in for pan Pe because that, ar pan fe before

that, and the like.

835 Charter ofAbba in O. E. Texts 447 Da hwile de hia
hit mid clennisse jehaldan wile, c 1160 Hatton Gosp. Mark
viii. 24 pa bee he hine be-sea& c 1175 Lamb, Horn. 87 pa
be heo comen on midden bere se. c 1200 Trin, Coll. Horn.

35 pe fififeald mihten be god him gef bo be he him shop.
a 1*40 Ureisvn 36 in Cott. Horn. 193 per oe neure dead ne
com.

b. Hence as a temporal adverb (
= fa, }d pe) :

When.
c 1205 LAY. 263 peos ?unge v/iman iwerd hire mid childe,

be set leouede Asscanius. Ibid. 4150 pe [c 1275 bo] Dunewale
hauede isxd, al his folc luuede pene raed. a 1300 Harrow.
Hell (MS. L.) 42 pe [MS. E. ban] he com bere bo [MS. E.
ban] seyd he asse y shal noupe telle be.

3. As relative pronoun : That, who, which.
In OE. repr. any case or number. Also with ellipsis of

antecedent,= he who, that which, what, THAT rel. pron.-^.

805-31 Charter of Oswulf in O. E. Texts 444 Ic de das

gesettnesse sette. 847 CliarterofJ&oeIwul/'m O. E. Texts

434 Donon to 3a5m oeorge de mon hateo zet daem holne.
c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxiv. 3 His sio hea goodnes be
he full is. /^/W.xxxvi. 4 (3) past du mase dy bet elefan

de icde.. recce. 1:893 Oros. n.L 4 py ilcan scare be
Romana rice weaxan ongann. a 1000 Boeth. Aletr. v.

ii Seo be air gladu onsiene wies. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Malt,
vi. g Faeder ure bu be eart on heofonum. John i. 26 To.
middes eow stod be [Lindisf. done] se ne cunnon. 1154
O.E.Chron.zn. 1140, Alle be men be mid him heoldon.

111175 Colt. Horn. 221 AUra bara binge be on paradis
beod. c 1200 Trin, Coll. Honi. 45 pe bre kinges be
comen of estriche. 1:1205 LAY. 41 Wace wes ihoten pe wel
coube writen. a 1250 Owl f, Night. 1386 (Cott. MS.) For
heo beob wode, pe [v.r. bat] Bute nest gob to brode.

111300 Harrow. Hell (MS. L.) 24 Moyses, be holy wyht
[MS. whyt], pe heuede be lawe to 5eme ryht. 13.. Cursor
.]/. 24317 (Edin.) Wit hard thrauis be [other MSS. bat] he
brow pal sau bat he to ded him drew, c 1350 Will. Palernc
4422 Sche . . went Into a choys chaumber pe clerli was peinted.
c 1460 Oseney Regr. 166 He Bryngeth also Anober charter
. . the witnyssith [orig. Cartam . . que testatur] that the
Same Nicoll yafe [etc.], Ibid. 170 For be Spwle of my
ffadur Robert Doylly be bat same church foundid.

b. When the relative was governed by a preposi-
tion, the latter followed before the verb.
a 900 0. E. Chron. an. 885, He sende him. .basrerode dael

be Crist on browude. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark ii. 4 past bed
pe se lama on laeg>

c. In Old English the relative was also expressed
by addingPe to the demonstrative pronoun se, S&,
P&t; thus, se-fe, sto-pe, pset-pe or psette, fxs-fe,
pxm-pe, etc. ; but this combination scarcely sur-

vived after noo.
SjzCharterofAtba in 0. E. Texts 448 Swselc monn se de

to minum a=rfe foe. 1:893 K. ALFRED Oros. II. iv. 8 Seo
ilce burg, .seo de nuest waes. e 1000 ^ELFRIC Gen, vi. 2 Hig
..namon him wif of eallum bam, ba be hi^; securon. c iooa
Ags. Gosp. Matt. iii. 3 Dys ys se be cam Je sccweden ys.

THEAL.
a 1175 Colt. Horn. 227 Se sode sceppendt se be ane is god.
1:1175 Lamb. I/out, 5 He is iblesced be be her cumet on
drihlenes nomc.

d. To express the genitive case whose, of which,

pe or se Se was followed by a possessive pronoun :

cf. THAT rel. pron. 9.
a 800 CYNEWULF Elene 162 Se God.. be bis his beacen

wies. 1:850 O. E. fllartyrol. 118 patre fiemnan tid be hire
noma wags sancta Analolia. a 900 I'saln/ .\\.\ii. n(Thorpe)
Eadis byb biet kynn, be swylc God byd heora God. a 1123
O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1011, yElrna;r..be se artb.
/Elh;ah er generede his life.

The ('Se, Sa), adv. Also 3 ))8D. [OE./t', originally
locative or instrumental case of the demonstrative
and relative pron. se, s(o,psft. In OE. interchang-

ing with Py : see THY adv.]
1. Preceding an adjective or adverb in the com-

parative degree, the two words forming an ad-

verbial phrase modifying the predicate.
The radical meaning is

'

in or by that ',

'
in or by so much ',

e. g.
'
if you sow them now, they will come up the sooner

'

;
' he has had a holiday, and looks the better ', to which the

pleonastic
'

for it has been added, and the sentence at length
turned into

' he looks ihe better for his holiday '.

1:807 K. V,i i-Kin Gregory's Past. C. xvii. 122 Oft sio wund
biS Sacs be wierse & dy mare, c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 87 pa
cleopede god be ner Moyses him to. c 1205 LAY. 30597 Of
}>ere bredti he et sone ber after him wes bag bet. c 1290
Beket 1252 in .S

1

. Eng. Leg. I. 142 He chaungede is name,
be sikerloker forlo gb. 121300 Cursor M. 3651 (Coll.)

Pat he be mai be less mistru, pou sal sai bou ert esau. 1308
TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. xxxviii. (Bodl. MS.), He [the

stomach] is row^e. .to holde be better be mete bat lie fongib.
c 1430 Nffju Gd. Wife taught Dau. 191 in Babees Bk. 41 |-e

work is be sonner do bat nab many handis. 1526 TINDALE
John xix. 8 When Pilate herde that sayinge, he was the
moare afrayde [1388 WYCLIF, he dredde the more]. 1596
SPENSER F. Q. VI. ii. 33 That.. I may beare armes, ..The

rather, since that fortune hath this day Given to me the

spoile of this dead knight. 1621 FLETCHER Wild Goose
Chase iv. i, Tis not to be help'd now. Lit. The more's my
Miserie. 1782 COWPER Mut. Forbearance 24 Your fav'rite

horse Will never look one hair the worse. 1838 RUSKIN
Ess. Painting ft Music 24 Wks. 1903 1.285 Andifolhersdo
not follow their example, the more fools they. 1883 Law
Times 27 Oct. 425/1 What student is the better for master,

ing these futile distinctions?

f b. In phrase Mi less (the),{ = L. quominuf), OE.

Pe-lss pe, Early ME. (fa) Isste, now LEST conj, q. v.

[c 825 Vesf. Psalter ii. 12 Dyles hwonne eorsie dryhten.]

971 Blickl. Horn. 65 pe fees hi us besencean on helle grund.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John v. 14 Ne synga ba, be-lass be be on
sumon bingon wyrs Betide, a 1100 in Napier ( '. E. Glosses

L 3675 pe lasste sehremde. [1175 : see LEST conj.}

2. The . . the . . : by how much . . by so much
;

in what degree . . in that degree . . [
= L. quo . .

eo . ., Gr. oay . . roaoinip . .] : denoting propor-
tional dependence between the notions expressed

by two clauses, each having the + a comparative ;

one the being demonstrative, and the other relative.

The relative clause usually comes first, e. g.
' The

more one has, the more one wants '

; but the order

may be reversed, as ' One wants the more, the more
one has

'

;
and in either order the comparative in

the relative clause is sometimes followed by that,

e. g.
' the more that one has '. In OE. commonly

py; ME. pi,pe: see THY adv.

1:897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. Pref. 5 Da" her 3y
mara wisdom on londe ware, dy we ma jeoeoda cudon.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7547 pe more bat a mon can, be
more wurbe he is. 13. . Uwor Poems fr. yernon MS. LV.

xii. 95 pe more we trace be Trinite, pe more we falle in

Though the Camomile, the more it is troden, the faster it

growes ; yet Youth, the more it is wasted, the sooner it

weares. 1690 T. SAUNDERS in n/A Ref. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. vu. in As to our sea affairs. .the lesse I say
the better. 1771 in J. Watson Jedbiirgh Abbey (1894) 98 The
bells must be removed, and the sooner the better, c 1790

iMisoNiVA. Art i. 208 The smaller a lens is, and the more its

convexity, the nearer is its focus, and the more its magnify.

ing power. 1855 KINGSLEY Westw. Ho I iv, The less said the

sooner mended. 1874 MICKLETHWAITE Mod. Par. Churches
26 The higher the windows are from the ground the bctler.

Proverbial expression. The more, the merrier.

The, obs. form of THEE pers. pron., THEE v. 1
,

toprosper, THEY, THIGH, THOUGH.

The, th6, thea, obs. forms of TEA.

Thead (Jw'd). Now dial. Also 4 )>ede, 5-6
thede. [Etymology unascertained.] A brewer's

strainer ; TAP-HOSE : see quot. a 1825.

13.. E. E. AHit. P. B. 1717 Bifore by bordc hatz bou

bro^l beuerage in bede. c 1440 Promp. Para. 490/1 Thede,

bruarys instrument, qiialns. 1530 PALSGR. 280/1 Thede a

brewars instrument, a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Thfad,
the tall wicker strainer placed in the mash-tub over the hole

in the bottom, that the wort may run off clear, c 1850

Catalogue in Leicester Gloss. (j88i), Spiggot and thead.

1881 Ibid., Thead, a '

tap-whisk '.

Theaf(e, Theaft, obs. ff. THF.AVE, THEFT.

Theak, variant of THEEK v., to thatch.

t Theal, thele. Obs. Forms : (i pelu, pel,

Jjell), 6 thele, thel, theall, 7 (9 dial.} theal.

[In :6th c. thele, corresp. to OE. -pelu fern, occur-

ring in comb, bencpeht (also neuterpl.) 'bench-floor ,

and baruhpetu
'
castle- floor ', agreeing in sense with

Pel, pell, neut., board, plank, lloor, in one place
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(iron) plate'. These point to OTeut. forms '/

fern., *J>elo
m

neuter, whence also "peljon, *f>iljoii,

WGcr. *biUj5, OE. bille, ON./i# fern, deal, ])lank,

O1IG. ditto board, MLG. dele, Du. (for/deal, plank :

cf. also the Finnish borrowed word tcljo. The long

gap between the latest OE. example of -lelu and

the Eng. thele, after 1500, is noteworthy ; pern, the

word came down within a limited district. Cf.

the place-name fctlwul (0. E. Chron. an. 933),7/W-
wall in Cheshire.]
1. (OE.) A floor.

(icjQoBctnuiif/487 Kal benc-belu blode bestymed. [Cf. Ibid.

1239 Benc-beui beredon : hit seond-braideu wearo bedduni

ond bolstrum.] a. looo Fight at /''innesburg 30 liuruhoelu

dyncde.
2. A board, plank, deal. Cf. DEAL s6. 3

1517 in Market Ilarborough AVc.(i89o) 220, 1 wyll y
* Richard

Page.. shall have a lede, a mawnger, a rake and thelys,

beyngeat y sygne of Swanne in Haiborow. i&\ Notting-
ham Rec. III. 355 Item anoyer pres borde and a thele yat |

ley at the kycliyn dore. 156* Ludlmv Church. Ace.

(Camden) no For thele to mende the churche dore. 1586
Chitrchw. Ace. St. Martin, Leicester in N. * (?. 6th .".
VII. 249/2 Too plancke and too thels [for the library]. 1618

in Archxologia XLIV. 402 Item 4 greate theales of 30 foot

a piece 3 foot 3 inches broad and three inches
thicke._ 1614

AUhorp MS. in Simpkinson Washington* App. p. Ivii, AUL;.

7. To Butlin 3 dales sawing theales, & 2 daies making a dore
for M" Segrave's house oo 05 co. 1847-78 HALUWELL,
Thetil, a board ; a plank ; a joist. Leic.

Theam, theame, obs. ff. TEAM, THEME.

[t Theaming, ///. a. 1 Some error.

1509 : see ARSEDINE.]

Theandric (t'/ise-ndrik), a. [ad. eccl. Gr.

fffavSptitos, f. Oiavtipos god-man (f.
8tds god + Aviff

man) : see -ic.] Of or pertaining to both God and

man ; partaking of both the human and the divine.

1611 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus ii. 14 It was . . neither meerely

diuine, nor meerely humane, but (as Diuines speake) the-

andrike. 1828 E. IRVING Sermons 1. 140 + ?. Ixix, A class of

heretics . .asserting, that there was only one operation, The-

andric or Godmanly. 1843 J. B. ROBERTSON tr. Mahler's

Symbolik iii. 1 1 (ed. 3) 83 So that this regeneration con-

stitutes one theandric work.

So t Thea-ndrioal a. Obs. [see -IOAL].

1650 JEANES Fnln. Christ 36 To performe them as God
man, is appropriate to Christ. . -As ascribed unto him, they

are, say Divines; Theandrical, that is, divinely humane.

1693 OWEN Holy Spirit as Comforter i. Wks. 1855 IV. 358

He who worketh them [his mediatory operations] is God,
and He worketh them all as God-man ; whence they are

theandrical.

Theangeline (bz'iK-ndgelain). rare 1
. [f.Gr.

0<ry-YeAIS (-18-) an intoxicating herb (Pliny) + -INE.]

Name of a plant said by Pliny to grow on Libanns.

1835 BAILEY Mystic 33 The bruised theangeline, which

gives Prophetic sense.

Theanthropic (b/",senbr(?'pik), a. [f. eccl. Gr.

eicu/epamos, THEANTHROPO8 + -1C.] Pertaining,

relating to, or having the nature of both God and

man ;
at once divine and human.

i6sa BENLOWES Tlieofh. i. Ixxviii, The Theanthropick

Word, That Mystick Glasse of Revelations. 1864. m
WEBSTER. 1868 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) III. 55 The

theanthropic idea, the idea of God made man without

ceasing to be God, was.. familiar.. to the old mythology.

1879 in ig/A Cent. Oct. 765 An anthropomorphic or thean-

thropic system of marvellous imaginative splendour. 1881

CAVE & BANKS tr. Darners Chr. Doctr. 197 An image of

Christ.. which is actually and truly human and Divine at

once, that is theanthropic.

So Theanthro-pical a. rare [see -ICAL].

1846 WORCESTER cites Bib. Rep.

Theanthropism Quise'ujntfpiz'm). [f.
as prec.

4- -ISM.]
1. Theol. The doctrine of the union of the divine

and human natures, or of the manifestation of God

as man, in Christ.

1817 COLERIDGE Bug. Lit. xxiv. (1882^ 301 Sneaking theo.

logically and impersonally, i.e. of Psilanthropism and

Theanthropism as schemes of belief. 1867 WESTCOTT in

Content. Rev. VI. 417 If we might venture to use a word

not wholly without ancient precedent, it [Christianity] might

be described as Theanthropism. It proclaims not a con-

ception of God, but a manifestation of God. jSMLlGHT-

rooT Comm. Col. (ed. 2) 119 The monotheism of the Old

Testament is supplemented by the theanthropism of
the New.

2. Mythol. The attribution of human nature or

character to the gods.
Cf ANTHROPOPHUTSM, which word Mr. Gladstone, writing

to the Editor in July 1883, said ^e had given up and had
' token refuge in theanthropism '.

1878 GLADSTONE Prim. Homer IIL 50 Greatly out of keep-

ing with the anthropomorphism, or, as I would rather call it,

theanthropism, of the Olympian system.

So Thea-ntliropist, a believer in theanthropism

(also altrib. or as adj.} ; Theanthropo-lotry =

theanthropism.
1816 COLERIDGE in Lit. Hem. (1836) I. 394 This is evident,

that if the "theanthropist is a Christian, the
philanthropist

cannot be so. 1887 Dublin Rev. Apr. 248 T he theanthropist

or Christian doctrine. 1845 F. BARHAM A 9 "Theanthro-

pology or the doctrine of God in man and the form of man.

I! Thea-nthropos. Obs. [a. eccl. Gr.*Mfa-

nes god-man, f. 0is God + ar9/>anros man.] A title

eiven to Jesus Christ as being both God and man.

1635 QUARLES.E>*i./K. 33 Thou great Theanthro.

pos. that giv'st and crown'st Thy gifts in dust. i7o4 T.

BROWN\Dial. Dtael,Frit*cUUfV&. .7" IV. 54 \S hen this

261

great Deliverer came, they (the Jews] very fairly Muni- i M
liini; and from this Thttintri i'

> itUthitlbeChrwia
..their Religion. 1730 BAILEY (folio), Thca'niln

Hence Theanthropophagy (-<rfud./,i) [-PBAOTJ :

[-sornv],see quot. ; Theanthroposophy ,

a system of belief concerning the God-man ;

Theauturopy (-ac'nbrJpi) [ad. eccl. Gr. etavBpa-

wia], the fact of being God-man, the union of divine

anil human natuiis (.in ('hiist,.

1654 JER. TAYLOU Real I'm. xii. 14.281 Cardinal Perron

. .says, that they deny anthropophagy, but did not deny

ThautthlOpophagY, raying, that they did not cat the ll ii,

or drink the bloud of a nicer man, but of Christ wh..

God and man. 1817 COLKRIUUB Lett., la J. II. Green 1895) |

683 Of Schilling's Theology and "Theamhroposouhy, the

telescopic stars and nebula: are too many for my 'grwp Of

eve'. 1658 J. ROBINSON Entloxa i. 19 Christ.. by his

*Theanthropy..knew Judas to be one [a hypocrite). 1689

NOIIKIS Rejl., etc. (1691) 198 Here also we meet with a new

Thuantlirupy, a strange Composition of God and Man.

Thearchic (.bi,aMkik),rt. [ad. eccl. Gr. Otapx'-

KOS, f. Seapxia : sec next and -1C. In late L. thearchi-

cus (Scotus Erigena, c 860).] Of or pertaining to

thearchy.
1855 MILMAN ar.C4>-. xn. ii. (1864) IX.3 Jesus, .is the

Thearchic Intelligence, the super-substantial Being. 1890
HATCH llibbcrt Lett. x. 304 Initiated in the tEearchtc

mysteries.

Thearchy (Jw-aaki). [ad. eccl. Ur. $tap\ia, (.

fftut God + -apx'a a ruling.]
1. The rule or government of God or of a god ;

a theocracy.
1643 Subject ofSupremacie, etc. 41 There ends Monarchy

as a Tbearchie, or divine dynastic. 1643 Mmxum Un-

folded 8 Thearchie, or Gods Government in Families, a

Nation, and all Nations. 1863 WHYTE MELVILLE Gladia-

tors I. 254 His [the Jew's) belief in that direct thearchy, to

which he was bound by the ties of gratitude.

2. An order or system of deities. (Cf. HIKK-

ABCHY i, 3.)

1839 BAILEY Festus i. (1852) ii From rank to rank in

Thearchy divine, We angel raylets gladden in thy sight.

1876 GLADSTONE Homeric Synchr. 245 Pan was one of the

younger gods in the Hellenic thearchy. 1899 Literary
Guide i Dec. 178/1 When Jesus entered upon his ministry,

the Olympian thearchy. .was already tottering to its fall.

Thear(e, Thearme, obs. ff. THERE, THARM.

Theat (J"t). Sc. Also 5-9 thete, 6 tbeatt,

(tyghte), 8-9 theet. [Etymology obscure : deriva-

tion from ON. }ttt-r tight, has been suggested ; cf.

tyght in quot. 1573.] //. 'The ropes or traces, by
means of which horses draw in a carriage, plough,
or harrow

'

(Jam.) : now chiefly of the plough.
1496 Ace. Lit. High Treas. Scot. 1. 293 Item, for xnj stane

and a pund of towis to be thetis. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneism.
ix. 77 The renis and the thetis, Quharwyth hys stedis Jokklt

war in tbretis. [1573 ia<r. Witts (Chetham Soc.) III. 61

Twoo payre of tyghtes or trases for horses w" withes

of iren.l 1599 Aberdeen Regr. (1848) II. 183 Cutting with

his knyif the theattis of the said pleucht. 1791 Statist. .

Ace. Scot. IV. 395 The rashen theets [are supplanted) by the

iron traces. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 694 The sort of

harness with which he is first invested is that of the plough,

consisting of a bridle, collar,, .and back-band and chains, or

theats, as these are called in some parts of the country.

b. In fig. and allusive expressions: cf. traces.

Out of theats (also out ofthcet), out of bounds : see

quot. 1 710, and cf. 'to kick over the traces' (KiCK
v. 1 i c).

i68a PEDEN in Life f, Profit. (1868) 13 Good Lord, cut

their theets, that their swingle-trees may fall to the ground.

1710 RUDDIMAN Gloss. Douglas s.v. Thetis, Ye are out of

theet, Le. ye are extravagant or in the wrong. 1731 1.

BOSTON Mem. v. 53 They were going to call a new upstart,

one that broke the thetes. 1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny
Gibb ii, Keep baith laird an' tenan' straucht i the theets.

Theater, variant spelling of THEATRE.

Hence f Theate'rlan, one connected with the

stage; an actor (obs.').

1601 DEKKER Satirom. Wks. 1873 1. 344 One of these part-

takers .. (Players I means) Theaterians, Stage-walkers.

Theatine (Jw'atain), sb. (a.) R. C. Ch. Also 7

Tiatine, 7-9 Theatin. [ad. mod.L. theatlnus, f.

Teate, ancient name of Chieti in Italy : see -INK l
.

So F. tfUalitt, obs. It. theallni pi. (Florio).] A
member of a congregation or order of 'regular

clerks' founded in 1524 by St. Cajetan in conjunc-

tion with John Peter Caraffa (till
then Archbishop of

Chieti, whence the name, and later Pope Paul IV).

A corresponding order of nuns was founded c 1600.

1507-8 BP. HALL Sat. iv. vii. 32 Like to a false dissembling

Theatine. 163* LITHGOW Trav. x. 472 The Tiatmes would

twice a day visile mee. 1658 PHILLIPS, Theatins. 1686 tr.

Bouhoitrs' St. Ignatius II. 136 The great correspondence

THEATBE
Iheatnil-ii, f. thealnun 'I in 15 I-.

tMdtral{iWi. i.;.] Of, pertaining to, orcoaMd
with the theatre [ tlicatiical

;
dramatic.

'594 K- ASHLEY tr. Lay, te Kay 76 They pardoned Ros-
thuur of the law The.itral. 1665 URATHWAII C<w<-

tuent T-uio Tales i\ 1[<- (AI'vl-uiiJ. .in 'I liealral actions per-
l in his Majesty. 1755 in JOHNSON. 1904

'linuj i'. Au^. 5 j Imp[ev>iveoeu. .depend*, .on the vast
extent and l)ic.iual dts^sitiuii of the wliulc.

llenee The atrallz* v., tram, to adapt for

performance on the stage.
1815 CARI.YLE Schiller App. jio Schiller had engaged to

alizc his original edition of the Robbers.

Theatre, theater O" atsj), sl>. Forms : 4-5
toatre, 4- theatre, 5- theater, [ad. (directly,
or through OF.) L. theatrum, a. Gr. Si&rpar, a

place for viewing, esp.
a theatre, f. ttdatat to be-

hold (cf. 8ia sight, view, 0<aTr;t a spectator). The
word was completely naturalized in I.., whence It..

Sp. ttatro, Pg. theatre, OF. teatre, theatre (
12 -

1 3th c.), whence pcrh. the ME. forms, mod.F.

thf&lrc; also Ger., Dn., Da. thea'ter, Sw. tecrter.

The earliest recorded Eng. forms, c 1380, are theatre

and teatre; from c 1550 to 1700, or later, the prevalent

spelling was theater (so in Dictionaries from Cawdrey to

Kersey), but theatre in Hulland, Milton, Fuller, Drydeti.

Addison, Pope ; Bailey 1711 has both,
'

Theatre, Theater ':

and between 1720 and 1750, theater was dropped in Britain,

but has been retained or (1) revived in U.S. The pronuncia-
tion (p/Vaa-O, or its accentuation, appears in Lydgatc, and
is still in vulgar use; thc'ater is found as early as 1591.)

L Gr. and Koin. Antiq. A place constructed in

the open air, for viewing dramatic plays or other

spectacles.
It had the form of a segment of a circle j the auditorium

was usually excavated from a hill-side, the seats rising in

tiers above and behind one another; the orchestra, occu-

pied by the chorus, separated the stage from the auditorium.

c 1374 CHAUCER Botlh. i. pr. L a (Camb. MS.) Comune

strompetes of swich a place bat men clepyn the theatre.

1381 WVCLIK Acts xix. 29 Thei maden a sawt with oon

ynwit, or wille, in to the tealre [gloss or comune biboldyng

place]. i4-soLvuG. Chron. Trcyin. 5442 Incompleynynge,
pitously in rage. In be theatre, with a ded visage. 154 '

ELYOT Image Gov. 69 Many woulde resorte to the common
bouses called Theatres, and purposing some matter of

philosophy, wold there dbpute openly. 1591 SPENSER Ruins

of Time 92 High towers, faire temples, goodly theaters.

1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece i. viii. I. 37 fWcio*- was a Musick-

Theater, Built by Pericles. 1840 AUNOLD Hut. Rome xxxvii.

II. 477 The whole Tarentine people were assembled in the

theatre.

t b. An amphitheatre. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Kitt.'s T. 1027 Swich a noble Theatre as

it was, 1 dar wel seyn in this world ther nas. a 1548 HALL
Chron., Hen.IYi\>, Then he graunted them the battaill &
assigned the place to be at the citee of Covenlree . . where he

caused a sumpleous theatre and lisles royal . . to be prepared.
O. A natural formation or place suggesting such

a structure.

1651 Donne's Efirr. Poems 102 O wilt thou be Diana,
haunt these fields, This Theater both woods and fountains

yeclds? 1667 MILTON P. L. rv. 141 Shade above shade, a

woodie Theatre Of stateliest view. 1697 DRYDES JEneid
v. 377 A native theatre, which rising slow, By just degrees
o'erfook'd the ground below. 1717-46 THOMSON Summer
720 Mid the central depth of blackening woods, High-rais'd
in solemn theatre around. 1818 BYRON Ch. liar. iv. xlviil,

Girt by her theatre of hills. 1886 RUSKIN Prxlerita I. ix.

288 In Jura is a far retiring theatre of rising terraces.

T d. A circular basin of water. 0/>s.

i*4S EVELYN Diary 5 May, A streame precipitating into

a large theater of water. Jiirl., In one of these theaters of

water is an Atlas spouting up the streame to a very great

2. In modern ose, An edifice specially adapted to

dramatic representations ;
a playhouse.

Its essential parts, as in sense i, are the stage for the

actors, and the auditorium (the latter consisting of ranges of

seats, one above another) ; the stage is furnished with

movable scenes and more or less elaborate stage machinery

for their production and removal. In i6^-l7th c. the building

was only partially roofed; it is now entirely under cover.

At first apparently the proper name of a particular play,

house in Shoreditcn, outside the City of London, built 1576 :

see Arber, Gossans Schoalt of Abuse, Introd. 8, and early

Patent theatre, a theatre established or licensed by royal

letters patent (the first two of which were granted in 1603).

Their exclusive privileges were abolished in 1843. Saloon

two monksorThcatYnVas they call them, walking by them

rgy and the sanctmcation 01 me laiuuui.

b as adj. Of or pertaining to the Theatmes.

693 tr. Emilianne's Hist. Monast.Ord. xviii. 186 The]
1693

. 1903 E*f-
terrible personality of the Theatine bishop.

Theatral (Jw-atral),
a. Now rare. [ad. L.

"aufs Cross 24 If you resorte to tne l lire, me >-uiv

nd other placesof PlayesintheCitie.
Itid. 134 The gorgeous

Playing place erected in the fieldes. .as they please to haue

it called, a Theatre. 1393 SHAKS. Rick. II, v. iu 23 As in a

Theater, the eyes of men After a well grac d Actor leaucs

the Stage Are idlely bent on him that enters next. 1603

DRAYTON Odes vii. 56 Till with shrill Claps the Theater doe

shake, a 1658 CLEVELAND CMetdmn* Windows 215

Those that before our Glass Scaffolds prefer Would turn our

Temple to a Theater. 1701 Lend. Co*. No. 37S/4 1J
Patentees of the Theater-Royal in Covent-Garden. 1788

Act 28 Ceo. Ill, c. 30 Such Trajedies,
Comedies,. . Plays, or

Farces, as now are, or hereafter shall be acted, performed,

or represented at either of the Patent or Licensed T heatre*

in the City of Westminster. 1864 DOKAX Ami. of Staff

II. xi. Suppl. 186 List of the principal
Dramatic Pieces

produced at the Patent Theatres, from the Retirement of Gar-

rick to the End of the Eighteenth Century. 1888 \\ ILLIAM
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in Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 227/1 In the provinces patent
theatres were established at Hath by 8 Geo. 1 1 1. c. 10. Ibid.

227/2 The exclusive rights of the patent theatres were also

recognized in the Music Hall Act of 1752. 1892 Daily Ar
c.Ti

26 Sept. 2/4 To erect a roomy theatre of varieties which
seems to be modern English for music hall. 1902 Encycl.
Brit. XXXI. 45/2 (*,.\. Music Halls) The 'saloon theatres'

of the 'thirties were the music halls of to-day, and they
owed their form and existence to the restrictive action of
the patent theatres. Ibid. 46/2 The saloon theatres rarely
offended the patent houses, and when they did the law was
soon put in motion. 1911 London Opinion 13 May 248/1
A picture theatre [where] such films as Foxhunting . . the
Boat Race . . or the Derby are being shown.

f3. transf. a. The stage or platform on which
a play is acted. Obs.

1589 RIDER Bibl. Schol. 1484 A theater, or scaffold whereon
musitions, singers, or such like shew their cunning, orchestra.

1647 TRAPP Coiiim. Rom. i. 20 Clearly seen : As in a mirrour,
or as on a theatre. 1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos. III. in. 23
Some plead in the Forum, others act on the theater, a 1774
GOLDS.M. Nat.Hist. (1776) IV-93 Like the ghost on a theatre.

b. A theatreftil of spectators ; the audience, or
' house

', at a theatre. (Cf. HOUSE sb. 4 g.)
1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 31 The censure of the which

One [the judicious], must in your allowance o'rewaya whole
Theater of Others. 1634 HEYWOOD Maidenhead lost i. Wks.
1874 IV. 112 'Twas a glorious sight, Fit fora Theater of
Gods to see. 1894 GLADSTONE Hor., Odes xvii. [xx.] 29 The
theatre thrice clapped you then.

c. Dramatic performances as a branch of art, or
as an institution

;
the drama.

1668 DRYDEN Ess. Dram. Poesy Ess. (ed. Ker) I. 56 By
his encouragement, Corneille, and some other Frenchmen,
reformed their theatre, which before was as much below
ours, as it now surpasses it. a 1859 L. HUNT Shewe Faire
Seeming v. Poems (1860) 178 For much the stage he lov'd,
and wise theatre. 1880 Scribner's Mag. June 286 Their
chief delight is the theater or opera.

d. Dramatic works collectively.
1640 C. G. in Brome Antipodes To Censuring Criticks,

He fjonson] was often pleas d, to feed your care With the
choice dainties of his Theatre. 1703 ADDISON Prol. to
Stecle's Tender Husb.

p But now Our British Theatre can
boast Drollesof all kinds, a Vast Unthinking Hoast ! 1880
Cornh. Mag. Aug. 156 Any two plays in the whole Shake*
spearian theatre. 1881 SAINTSBURY Diyden iii. 38 Except in

Congreve's two editions and in the bulky edition of Scott,
Dryden's theatre is unattainable.

4. A temporary platform, dais, or other raised

stage, for any public ceremony.
1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1334/1 It was found

better for them by the aduise of the prince of Orange.. to
tarie for his highnesse vpon a theater which was prepared
for him. [1621 Execution at Prague in Harl. Misc. (Malh.)
III. 410 The theatrum, or scaffold of timber, which was to
be erected, and whereupon the. .execution of the prisoners
. . was to be performed.] 1680 Land. Gaz. No. 1475/3 Then
his Lordship conducted their Royal Hignesses to the Hall,
at the South end whereof, was erected a Theater of 42 Foot
in

_
length, and 40 in breadth, covered with Carpets and

rising five steps from the ground. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5),

T/uatir,..iM in general, of any Scaffold erected for
the performance or sight of any publick Ceremony. 1820
A. TAYLOR Glory ofRegality 178 A large platform called the
Theatre ; in the midst of this are placed the royal thrones.
1838 Order Coron. Q. t'ict., The Queen, .passes up through
the Body of theChurch,. .and soup the Stairs to the Theatre.
1902 Westm. Gaz. n Aug. 4/2 According to the original
order of service the King and Queen would have ascended
the steps to the ' Theatre 'a square platform which had
been erected in the central space under the ' Lantern '.

5. A room or hall fitted with tiers of rising seats
facinir the platform, lecturer's table, or president's

honorary degrees are given at the annual Commemoration.
1613 PVKHAS Pi/friwafe \i. xi. S2I That is now rather

become a Sepulcher of Sciences, then a Theater, there being
not above five Students. 1641 EVELYN Diary 28 Aug I
was much pleased with a sight of their Anatomy schole,

JJfSSft
and repository adjoyning. 1669 WOOD Life g July

at -vMuirf.uui aim convocation tnat ne had
tayd by 2000 Ii. for a purchase to keep the Theater in repayr.
1721 She donian theatre [see TERR* FII..US 2]. 1766 ENTICKLondon. IV. 264 The surgeons erected a theatre m the Old-
bailey. igIO Kelly's Directory of Oxford 52 Of the many
ceremonials and receptions which have taken place in the
theatre, the most imposing .. were the visit of the allied
sovereigns in 1814, and the installation of the last five
chancellors. Ibid. 37/2 The Radcliffe Infirmary and County
Hospital.. A new operating theatre was erected in 1898.
O. Jig. Something represented as a theatre (in

sense I or 2) in relation to a course of action per-formed or a spectacle displayed ; esp. a place or
region where some thing or action is presented to
public view (literally or metaphorically)
1581 in Confer, ll. (1584) Kiv, They.. are set before allSS/yeH.

n
c

'" 'he !"'*-* of the Theatre of the whole
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the sS w1f'
er

-
PrCSe

1
eS m re Wofu11 P8i> thenthe Sceane Wherein we play in. 1639 FULLER // War

placed him ,n a noble portion on th/theatre of
?

publ!c life".
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1877 BRYANT Ruins of Italica \\, A tragic theatre, where
Time Acts his great fable.

b. A place where some action proceeds ;
the

scene of action. Cf. SCENE, STAGE.

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. Ded. A vj, The most renowned
countries and kingdomes : , . the theaters of valour and
heroicall actions. 1654 tr. Martini's Cony. China 198 Which
Country was the Theater of all his Brutalities. 1720 OZKI.L
Verlot's Rom. Ref. II. xi. 194 The Theatre of a Civil

War. 1774 J. ADAMS in Fain. Lett. (1876) 26 To-morrow
we reach the theatre of action. 1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I.

199 The theatre of violent earthquakes. 1879 MENDKLL Art
of War iii. 75 The theater of operations of an army embraces
all the territory it may desire to invade and all that it may
be necessary to defend.

f 7. A book giving a ' view
'
or '

conspectus
'

of

some subject; a text-book, manual, treatise.

(Chiefly in titles of such books.) Obs.

? 1566 J. ALDAY tr. Boaystuau (title) Theatrum Mundi,
the Theatre or rule of the world, wherein may be sene the

(title)

Empire of Great Britaine : Presenting an exact Geography
, of the Kingdomes of England, Scotland, Ireland, and the

J

lies adioyning. 1640 PARKINSON (title) Theatrum Botani-
cum, The Theater of Plantes, or An Universal! and Com-
pleate Herball. 1657 S. PURCHAS (title) A Theatre of Poli-
ticall Flying- Insects. 1704 R. MONTEITH (title) A Theater
of Mortality ; Or, the Illustrious Inscriptions .. upon the
several Monuments .. within the Grey-friars Church.Yard
[etc.] of Edinburgh.
1 8. transf. A thing displayed to view ; a sight,

scene, spectacle ; a gazing-stock.
1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. i. Tropheis 343 All cast

their eyes on this sad Theater. 1640 Petit. A. Leighton in
Chandler Hist. Persec. (1736) 370 He was made a Theatre
of Misery to Men and Angels. 1646 EVANCE Noble Ord. 38
If there be any that are made a Theature unto the world, . .

it is such as Paul [cf. i Cor. iv. 9].

9. attrib. and Comb., as theatre-bill, coat, hat,
-house, -haunter, -light, -pit, -poster, -ticket, -train,
-tram, -wrap, etc. ; theatre-like adj. and adv.
1577 T. W[II.COCKS] Sen,,. Pawles Crossc 46 Beholde the

sumptuous Theatre houses. 1611 COTCR., Coeste, . . vsed
by the auncient Grecians in their Theater combats. 1626
BACON fyfoa 253 Some hills that stand encompassed
theatre-like. 1846 THACKERAY L. Blanchard Wks. 1900
XIII. 477 The young fellow, .. theatre-stricken, poetry-
stricken. 1856 KINOSLEY Misc., Plays $ Purit. (1859) II.

137 Theatre-haunters were turning Romanists. 1873 Rout-
ledge's Yng. Gentl. Mag. Apr. 282/2 Theatre lights are
lime-light jets fitted into square boxes 1897 Globe 18 Feb.
6/3 Very handsome theatre coats and jackets are worn at
the play in London. Ibid., The fashionable theatre bodice.
1905 Loiigin. Mag. Apr. 501 The people you meet in buses
and trains and theatre-trains.

b. Special combs. : theatre-floor : see quot. ;

theatre-goer, one who frequents theatres; so

theatre-going sb. and adj. ; theatre-land, the
district of a town (spec, of London) in which most
of the theatres are situated ; theatre-party ( U.S.),
a party in which the guests, besides being enter-
tained at dinner or supper, are taken to a theatre ;

theatre-seat, a seat of which the bottom is made to
fold back when not occupied, so as to leave a
wider passage ;

a tip-up seat used in theatres, also
on tram-cars, etc.

1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., *Tlieater-floor, an inclined
floor in a public building, as a lecture-half, affording a better
view of the platform from rear seats. 1874 Mactn. Mag.
Aug. 281 Theatre-goers, .who have long winced over the
pale and unwholesome jokes of patchy vaudevilles. 1855
Household WordsV 1. 63 The Parisians . . are evidently amo"
'theatre-going people than the Londoners. 1883 Harper's
Mag. June 126/1 Theatre-going and . . card-playing are . . per-

V>-'v I9 S Daily C!'r "- 28 Dec. 4/7 [St. Martin's parish]
Bishop Burnet described as ' the greatest cure in England .

Theatreland we name it now. 1907 H. WYNDHAM Flare
offootlights xxxvi, The comfortable little house [the Sheri-
dan theatre], situated in the very heart of theatre-Iand.
1885 A. FORBES Souvenirs ofContinents 239 A New York
'theatre party

1

. 1903 Smart Set IX. 145/1 I've given
theatre-parties to them, and watched them rustle in and fill
box after box.

Hence The-atre v., inlr. to go to the theatre ;

The-atredom, the domain or sphere of things
theatrical and persons connected therewith ; also, the
district in which theatres are situated; The'atre-
fttl, as many as a theatre will hold

; The'atreless
a., without a theatre or theatrical entertainments ;

The-atrewards adv., towards a theatre; The'atre-
wise adv., in the manner of a theatre.

""", lunu, u.cairea, ana supped. 1890 Daily News
29 JJec. 3/1 London "theatredom,.. if we may be allowed
the expression is, roughly speaking, about ten miles wide, g, aou en mes w
by six miles deep. 1004 Westm. Gaz. 5 May 1/3 Those
versed in the inner life of London theatredorn! 1901

8/6 Walking slowly *theatrewards.

W- __ ...jv , ^^j i u jxwwa ui young
omen, placed Theatre-wise one above another
Theatric (Mtetrik), a. (so.) [ad. late L.
(UUn&tt, ad. Gr. etarpiKos, f. fiarpov THEATUE :

THEATBICALISM.
see -1C. So F. f tkealrique (15-161(1 c. in Godef.).]
1. Of, belonging to, or of the nature of the

theatre; THEATRICAL a. i.

1706^ STEELE Prol. Vanbrugh's Mistake 29 By him
theatric angels mount more high, And mimic thunders
shake a broader sky. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. vi. ii. (1849)
318 Two buskined theatric heroes. 1812 Examiner 2 1 Sept.
603/1 Theatric amusements might be made objects of taxa-
tion. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. xiv. iv. (1864) IX. 183 Coun.
cils denounced these theatric performances [the Mysteries].

b. Resembling a theatre or amphitheatre in

shape or formation.

1764 GOLDS.M. Trav. 108 Its uplands sloping deck the
mountain's side, Woods over woods in gay theatric pride.
1781 MASON Eng. Card. iv. 225 Two broad Piazzas
in theatric curve. 1819 W. S. ROSE Lett. I. 27 Imagine.,
a city with something of a theatric form. 1819 WORDSW.
Malham Cove, Oh, had this vast theatric structure wound
With finish'd sweep into a perfect round.
2. = THKATKICAL a. i.

1816 J. GILCHRIST Pliilos. Etym. 208 A poor, dull, servile,
imitative, theatric set of artificial creatures, strutting about
the stage of life in pompous insignificance.
3. Suggestive of the theatre; = THEATRICAL a. 3.
1636 Artif. Handsom. 168 What is there inanycivill order

. . which doth not put on something Theatrick and pompous ?

1760 WALPOLE in Four C. Eng. Lett. (1880) 267 It was very
theatric to look down into the vault, where the coffin was,
attended by mourners with lights. 1788 MME. D'ARDLAY
Diary (1876) IV. iv. 343 So theatric an attitude. 1870M CCARTHY Own Times II. xxii. 139 He was picturesque
andperhaps even theatric in his dress and his bearing.

B. sb. In //. = theatricals (THEATRICAL sb. 2).
1807 W. IRVING Salmag. (1824) g Our theatrics shall take

up but a small part of our paper.
Hence Thea'tricable a. (nonce-wii.), capable of

being made theatric, i. e. dramatized.
1901 HOWELLS in N. Amer. Rev. CLXXII. 708 It is the

subordinate affair of the actor to adapt himself to the poet's
conception, and find it theatricable.

Theatrical (J>-trikal), a. [f. as THEATRIC
+ -AL : see -ICAL.J
A. adj. 1. Pertaining to or connected with the

theatre or '

stage ', or with scenic representations.
1558 PARKER in Burnet Hist. /VC(i68i) II. Collect. Records

" i. wit, 355 To dispense Gods Word.. in poor destitute
Parishes..more meet for my decayed Voice.. than in Thea-
trical and great Audience. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor.
19 The straunge fables and Theatricall fictions. 1637-50Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 6 There were also some
theatricall playes. 1730 A. GORDON MajffeCs Amphith. 335
The Power and Extent of the Theatrical Law. 1905 A. C.
BENSON Upton Lett. (1906) 72 He drifts up to London and
joins a theatrical company.

t b. = THEATRIC a. \ b. Obs
1766 AMORY Buncle (1770) IV. 22 In a theatrical space of

about two hundred acres, which the hand of nature cut, or
hollowed out, on the side of a mountain.
2. That '

plays a part
'

; ) representing or exhibit-

ing in the manner of an actor (obs.) ; that simu-
lates, or is simulated ; artificial, affected, assumed.
'649. J. H. Motion to Parl. Adv. Learn. 37 Man in busi-

nesse is but a Theatricall person, and in a manner but per-
senates himselfe. 1691 BOYLE Greatn. Mind \. 6 Philoso-
phers.. can easily distinguish betwixt that real Greatness.,
and that Theatrical one, that Fortune may have annex! to
his Condition. 1711 SHAFTESB. Cnarac. vi. iii. (1737) III.

368 The good Painter must, .take care that his Action be
not theatrical, or at second hand ; but original and drawn
from Nature her-self. 1830 MACAULAY Ess., Moore's Byron
(1887) 169 How far the character in which he [Byron] ex-
hibited Himself was genuine, and how far theatrical, it

would probably have puzzled himself to say.
3. Having the style of dramatic performance; ex-

travagantly or irrelevantly histrionic; 'stagy';
calculated for display, showy, spectacular.
1709-10 STEELE & ADDISON Taller No. 136 T3 His

Theatrical Manner of making Love. 1751 Affect. Narr.
of Wager 60 [He] read it to the Captain in a theatrical Tone.
1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. II. viii. 277 The signal. .was
given with a theatrical bravado. 1883 MRS. OLIPHANT
Sheridan ii. 57 Sheridan's art, from its very beginning, was
theatrical, if we may use the word, rather than dramatic.
B. sb. 1. pi. The performance of stage plays;

now, dramatic performance by amateurs, usually
in a private house (private theatricals'). Alsojig.
doings of a theatrical character; 'acting", pretence.

EVELYN Hist. Rettg. (1850) II. 291 Turning their
. . services and ceremonies into theatricals. 1804 Miniature
No. 21 (1806) I. 280 Private theatricals, when many of the
first personages in the land choose to make themselves
fools for the good of a large company. 1808 HAN. MORE
Ccelebs (1809) Il.xxxiii. 116 What the news-papers pertly call

Private Theatricals, a 1849 H. COLERIDGE Ess. (1851) II.
12 If Charles had not carried his love of theatricals to
church. 1897 MRS. E. L. VOYNICH Gadfly (1904) 30/2 It's

only the usual theatricals, because he's ashamed to face us.

2. //. Matters pertaining to the stage and acting ;

in quot. 1855 concr. = stage properties.
1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleomania 106 note, He . . dedi-

cated his mind to the study of theatricals. 1819 Censor
224 The depressed state of theatricals. 1855 DICKENS Lett.
(1880) I. 397, I have some theatricals at home.
3. A professional actor.

1859 SALA Gaslight $ D. ii. 18 How hard-working.. and
persevering theatricals. .generally are. 1863 DICKENS Let.
i May in Holman-Hunt Pre-Raphaelitism (1905) II. 238
That half-gipsy life of our theatricals. 1888 Harper's Mag.
Nov. 945/2 All the theatricals went there.

Thea-tricalism. [f. prec. + -ISM.] The
practice of what is theatrical

; theatrical style or

character
;

'

staginess '.



THEATRICALIST.

1854 LD. COLEMIDGE in Lift' I. 2JO The dangers of senti-

mentalism and thcatricalism in religion. 1884 J. W. M,\i.i-:s

Notes 9f Ess. Shaks. 73 Thtre is nothing normal or ' :tlni,

but incessant eccentricity and theatricalism. 1908 \\'estm.

Gaz. 18 Apr. 2,'^
The phrase has just enough of

lhe_
decla-

matory quality in it to give it that touch of thealricali->m

which was dear to the heart of the man who spoke it.

So f Thea-trlcalist nonce-U'd., one who takes

part in private theatricals.

l8oa in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. VI. 181 Pic-nic Thealricalists.

Theatricality ().<> trik.L-liu . [See -ITV.]

1. The quality or character of being theatrical;

theatricalness. With a and //. an instance of this.

1837 CARLYLK Fr. Rev. 1 1. I. ix, By act and word he

strives to do it ; with sincerity, if possible ; failing that,

with theatricality. 1880 R. L. NBrtlUHtf HtUtnUa 112

A tendency to theatricality and effusiveness. 1889 Tlmtt

27 Feb. 9/2 The absurd theatricalities with which the.,

campaign is now mainly carried on.

b. trnnsf. A theatrical personage.
1840 CARLYLE Heroes ii, This Mahomet . . we will in no

wke consider as an Inanity and Theatricality. i8oa Review

ofRev. Jan. 657 Two such theatricalities as Lord Beacons,

field and Lord Lytton.
2. A theatrical matter ; a dramatic performance.
1866 CARLYLE Remin. (1881) II. 164, I remember once

taking her to Drury Lane Theatre.. .Of the theatricality

itself that night, I can remember absolutely nothing.

Theatricalize (J>-trikslaiz), v. [f.
THEA-

TRICAL + -IZE.]
1. irons. To make or render theatrical.

1778 MME. D'ARBLAV Diary Sept., I shall occasionally
theatricalize my dialogues. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 2 June 2/1
The scene in which the unhappy hero has his epaulettes. .

torn from him, and his sword broken, though a little loo
' ihealricalised ',

is really very moving. 1909 Daily Chron.

9 Sept. 5/3 As Lamb has said, any attempt to theatricalise

the grandeur of Shakespeare's conception must fail.

2. intr. a. To act on the stage, b. To attend

or frequent theatrical performances.
1794 COLERIDGE Lett.,to Southey (itgd 86 It isan Ipswich

Fair time, and the Norwich company arc theatricalizing.

1833 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) 1. 20 He and I have been

theatricalizing lately. We saw an awful Hamlet the other

night.

Hence Thea tricaliia tion, the process of mak-

ing theatrical ;
dramatization ; &\sofig.

1875 HOWELLS Foregone Cone/, ill, Ferris was an uncom-

promising enemy of the theatricalisation of Italy. 1890

Jtuty i Oct. 160/1 Ravenswood, as Herman Merivale calls

his dramatization, or tliealricalization, of the story of ' The
Bride of Lammermoor '.

Theatrically (J)|e'trikaU), adv. [f.
as prec.
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i888 Seribrier's flfag: Oct. 439 f i It became necessary to
' theatreize

'

or idealize history.

Theatro- (|'atw, b/,;e-tr<>), combining form

of Gr. einrpov THKATUE. Theatro'oracy [Or.

SfaTpoHparia], absolute power exerciscil by the

ancient Athenian democracy, as exhibited at their

assemblies in the theatre ; ochlocracy. The'atro-

graph [-GRAPH] : see and quot. The atroma'nia

[-MANIA: cf. Gr. Ofarpofuirrif mini after plays],

1. In a theatrical manner or style ; in relation to

the theatre ; dramatically ;
as a public spectacle.

1647 TRAPP Comm. Epistles 637 The Pharisees.. did all

theatrically, histrionically,hypocritically,'lobeseen
ofmen .

1669 HP. HOPKINS Serm. i Pet. (1685) 71 Here royal and

sacred blood is theatrically spilt, cijo* POPE /mil. Earl

Dorset, Artemisia iii, Her voice theatrically loud. 1813

Examiner 29 Mar. 205/1 Whether good taste considers

such a deformity as theatrically picturesque. 1878 Bosw.

SMITH Carthage 407 Some forty years after Cams Marius

had so theatrically taken his seat amidst its^rums.

1 2. In rising terraces, like an amphitheatre. Obs.

1768 Misc. in Ann. Reg. 174/2 It has a strong appear-

ance of benches; which never rise theatrically m these

buildings abroad. 1778 Eg. Gazetteer^. 2)s.v. Wobu,-n,

On one side of this water.. there are high hills, that are

planted theatrically with evergreens.

Theatricalness ()w>-trikalnes). [f. as prec.

+ -NESS.] The quality or condition of being

theatrical.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Theatricalness, the being according

to the Custom or Manner of the Theatre. i86sBAC,BHOTin
Fortn. Rev. No. i. 15 A change of government.. is one of

those marked events which by us suddenness,.. its theatr

calness, impresses men more even than it should. 1890

Spectator 8 Feb., The thorough reality and absence of

affectation in her character make an admirable foil lor the

innate theatricalness of that of her fiance.

Theatricism (J>*,se'trisiz'm). [f.
THEATBIC a.

A mannerism or mode of action suited to

the stage ; artificial manner ;
= THEATBICALISM.

1871 Daily News 12 Apr. 4/6 The superb iheatricisms (if

we may employ such a word) of the elder Pitt, and the

sonorous solemnities of the younger. 1880 M-CARTHV Own
Times IV. Ixi. 357 The monstrous excesses, the preposterous

theatricism of the Paris Commune.
So Thoa-trlclze v., trans, to make or render

theatric or '

stagy
'

; to make like stage scenery.

1852 Fraser's Mag. XLV. 664 Theatricized Stolzenfels is

a Blaring example of the monstrosity which maybe bred

from restoration, with its pasteboard battlements and tawdry

gothic ornaments. ,.

Theatrize (bratraiz), v. [ad. Gr. etarpiC-eiv

to make a spectacle of, f. 9ls.rfov in the sense

' show, spectacle
'

; also intr. as in t : see -IZE.]

+ 1 trans. To make a spectacle or show of. Ut>s.

1678 J. BROWN Life ofFaith (1824) I. i. 13 They were

ex Dosed to . . public shame . .when made open spectacles and

SrUed ?6,9 /</ *" W W
"f "J^ffe^

were theatrized, brought to open scaffolds. 17" HICKES

7W Treat. Chr. Priesth. (1847) I. 279 He endeavours to

expose and theatrize us.

2. intr. To act theatrically, play a
part.

1839 Watchman 18 Sept., The Pope's mihtia..can splen-

didly theatrize in Protestant England.

3. trans. To make theatrical or dramatic ; to

dramatize, rare.

excessive fondness for theatre-going ;
so The atro-

ma'niac, one who is
' mad '

on theatre-going.

Th.e-atroph.il [-PHIL], a lover of the theatre ; a

theatre-goer. The atropho bia [-PHOBIA], horror i

of theatres and theatre-going. The'atrophone

[-PHONE]: see quot. 1891. Theatro'polia [<',i.

iro\is city], a town or district famous for its theatres.

The atroscope [-SCOPS] - KINEMAT<K;K U'H.

1810 T. MITCHELL Aristvph. I. p. cxi. They form tin-

comment on what Plato somewhere calls the "theatre i .n y

of Athens. 1877 RLSKIN Fors Clav. Ixxiii. 18 Instead of

aristocracy, .rose up a certain polluted theatrocracy. 1896

Daily Chron. 23 Mar. 3/4 At Olympia . .the large audiences

have been greatly pleased with Mr. Paul's
'

Theatrograpn ,

comprising realistic scenes from popular plays. 1896 Daily
News 2 Dec. 10/5 The theatrograph, now so popular at the

music-halls. . . The effect of the theatrograph is produced by
means of an ingenious apparatus, which causes an inter-

mittent light to fall upon the living performers, who thus

assume the hazy, tremulous appearance of the animated

pictures. 1891 Cent. Diet., *'l heatromania. 1903 Times,
Lit. Stlpp. 17 July 226/2 Your theatromania will lead to the

production of the very worst type of bad play. Ibid., Lamb
was a *theatromaniac.. without the dramatic faculty, tool

Referee 26 May 7 (Cass. Supp.) A point for "theatrophues.

1839 DARLEV in Beaum. t, Fletcher's Wks. I. Introd. 29, I

must acknowledge this sect justified, .in its most reasonable

"theatre-phobia. 1891 Pall Mall G. 29 May 6/2 The

theatrophone (writes a Paris correspondent) is intended to

transmit, by means of a clever adaptation .. of the ordinary

telephone, everything audible which goes on upon the stage

of the various.. theatres. Ibid. 10 Dec. 6/3 The theatro-

phone has found its way from Paris to London, and a pre-

liminary trial has been made at the Savoy Hotel with com-

plete success. 1897 'OuiDA 1 Massarenes xvni, A modern
woman of the world. As costly as an ironclad and as com-

plicated as a theatrophone. 1899 E. CALLOW Old Land.

Tav it. 302 The Gaiety commences what may be termed the

Theatropolis of London. 1904 Edin. Rev. Oct. 298 Paris

has not been theatropolis all these years for nothing. 1896

Daily Neivt 31 Mar. 7/6 A 'thcatroscope, the animated

photography of which gives the audience specimens of bur-

lesque, contortionist, and other scenes.

f Theatry. Obs. [app. an erroneous formation

for theatre.} THEATBE.
1513 DOUGLAS Mneis ly.

viii. 128 Or lyk Orestes, son of

Agamemnone On theatreis, in farcis mony one. Ibid. v. vi.

7 A playing place wes markit on the ground, Sic as that

clepft bene a theatry. 1567 FENTON Trag. Disc. L (1898) I.

47 The monument of your venues being . . advaunced to

the height of the highest theatrey in the worlde. 1571

Satir. Poems Reform, xxvii. 121 The throne of tryall and

theatric [v.rr. trettie, theatre] trew Is fibr to reigne.

Theats, traces : see THEAT.

Theave, thaive (Kv> J*^)- local. Forms:

a. 6 thayffe, 7 theafe, 8 theaf, thlet ft. 7-9

theave, 8-9 thaive, 9 thave. PI. 5-6 theyves,

6-7 theves, 7 theives, 6- theaves. [Known
from 15th c. : etymology unascertained.] The

name given in the midland and some southern

counties of England to a female sheep of a parti-

cular age: most generally applied to a ewe of

the first or second year, that has not yet borne a

lamb ; in some parts to a ewe between the first and

second shearing : see quotations.
In Eng. Dial Diet, cited in use from S.W. Yorkshire to

the Thames, and from Hereford to Essex
;
also in Berks,

Wilts, Dorset. In some districts app. identified with tegor

hor, in others with the age succeeding this.

1465 Paston Lett. III. 437 Item,..iiij hoggys and xl

theyves. 1517 in Eng. Hitt.Ra>.Wm)X.\'l. 234, 60 young
ewes or theaves. 1513 FITZHERB. tM. i 53 The ewes by

them-selfe, the share-hogges and theyues by them selfe.

1544 (Dec. 13) Will ofj. Borow o/S. Stole (MS.),A ihayHe

youe. 1596 Union Invent. (184.) 9 Two hundred tegges

and theves. 1607 TOPSELL Four./. Beasts (1658) 495 Ihe

first year we call it in English a Lamb . . , the second year, a

Hog, Lam-hog, or Teg if it be a female, the third year,

Hoigrils and Theives. 1614 MARKHAM Cheap Husb. in. L

(1668) 87 The second year ihe male is a Weather, and the

female a Theafe, and then she may be put to the Ram ; but

if vou let her go over that year also, then she is a double

Theafe. 1669 WORLIDCE Syst. Agric. (1681) 323 A Thtave,

an Ew of the first
year. [So 1691 RAY S. * t. C. Words,

Essex.] 1736 W. ELLIS AViw Lxper. Husb. 52 (E.D.S.)

The first year we call the ewe a lamb ; the second year a

ewe pug or tegi the third year a thaive; and the fourth

year a sheep. 1799 A. YOUNG Agric. Lincoln. 314 Theaves ;

ewe hogs. 184. Penny O/.xl. 356/1 After being shorn,

she is a shearing eii'l or gimmer, or theave or double,

toothed ewe; and after that, a two or three oit four shear

eive or theave. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 39 V'""
11
^!

3

are called theaves until they bear the first lamb 1863

MORTON Cycl. Agric. (E.D.S.), Theaves (West Engl.\ ewes

that have been shorn once. 1879 Miss JACKSON ^hropsli.

Word-tit. 437 Thave, a ewe sheep of the first year. 1886

C. ScoTtSAeep-Farminfit From first to second shearing...

Gimmer, Theave, Shearling ewe, 1904 Eng. D,al.D,et.,

Theave. Wiltsh. A ewe of the third year. Dorset. A sheep

three years old and therefore having six incisors.

Thlba-ia. Chem.
ff.

Gr. efjftz. Thebes + -IA 1

(after ammonia} : see THKBAIC *.]
- THEBAINE.

'1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. 111. 282 'TheoaJa,or Para.

THEBAN.
mtrphia (C,iHiiNO,). This alkali CTyst.-illire* from In
solution in alcohol or in eth<r. in v;iuit- p.

lustre, whu h have a ktyptic, acrid taste. 1869 A'. Ax/. Soc.
1'itnn. Retrospect 44^ Thcbaia is the first of the opium

' i>: activity.

Thebaic ; i
[ad. I.. 7/i <=/'<< us. ad.

O. eqfaiie.'.t, f.
erjdm, erjflr; Thebes.] Of or

[>er-

taining to the ancii-nt city of Thi-bei on the Nile,

formerly a centre of Kgjptian civilization ; ifff.

noting the Sahidic version of the Bible
Tkelaic marble, stone, the syenite of Thebes nd Upper

Ivjypt, famed in ancient times as material for column*,
pillars, vases, etc.

1687 A. l.uvEi.i.tr. Ther'etft't Trap. l. uj TV Vult [in
old wall lower* of Alexandria) is supported by great Pillar*

of Thehaii k Stime. 1773 Genii. Slaf. Aig. 399/1 Tbebaic
stone, from waste ev'n yet secure, With hieroglyphic l^arn'd

in\\ i> m^ht. I8jp TAITAM Pfypt. Gram. I'ref. 7 The term*

Coptic and Sahidic have been adopted in this work, in-

st- ..il of Memphitic and Tleb:ti;. 1839 Civil t-.ng. 4> Arch.

Jrnl. II. 453/1 It seems to be the Syenite of the ami-

or perhaps.. their Tbebaic marble. 1884 H M. SCOTT in

Chicago Aiftianct 31 Jan., Two, perhaps three, IrantU-

tions of the Scriptures, the Memphitic. for the Lower Kgyp.
tian Churches, and Ihe Tbebaic, for those of Upper Egypt.

Theba ic, a-2 rharm. Chem. [f. as prec., in

reference to the fact that Egypt is a chief source of

the opium of commerce.] Of or derived from

opium ; thebaic eitroft, tindttre, landannm.

1746 H. PEMBPRTON Dispensatory 153 Opium Mrained,

otherwise called the Tbebaic Extract. 17*3 W. KEIR in

Med. Comnnm. I. 129 An eighth part of thebaic tincture.

1797 F.ncycl. Brit. led. 3) XIV. Pharmacy I 558 Thebaic

powder. Ibid. | 604 Thebaic electuary-.

So Theba'Scine, Chem., a yellow amorphous alka-

loid, described by Hesse 1870, formed by boiling

thebaine with concentrated hydrochloric acid ;

Tnebalne (brlv.sin) [-IKE*], a highly poisonous

alkaloid, C,,Hj,NOj, obtained in colourless leaf-

lets or prisms from opium ; formerly alo called

paramorphine and TBEBAIA ;
also attrib. Th-

baism (|if-b<|iz'm), Path., the toxic action of the-

baine ; The-lnnine, Chem., an amorphous crystal-

line alkaloid, isomeric with thebaine, from which

it is formed by boiling with hydrochloric acid.

1875 WATTS Diet. Chem. VII. 1152 "ThebaTcine. 1894

MflR & MORLEV Watts' Diet. Chem. IV. 681 Boiling [in]

dilute H,SO converts it [Thebaine] into thebenine and

thebaicine. 1835 A'. D. 4 T. Thomson's Rec. Gen. Sc.\\.

381 Ammonia is next poured into the purified liquid, by
which means. Morphine and 'Thebaine are precipitated.

1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 759 Thebaine-salts do not crys.

tallise from aqueous solution. 1871
ROSCOE Elem. Chem.

420 It appears that thebaine is the most powerful of the

alkaloids. 1875 WATTS Diet. Chem. VII. 1153 "Thebenine.

Thebaid (J>rl*,id), * and st. [ad. Gr. erjfloff,

-i5-, L. Thebais, -id-.} a. adj. Pertaining to

Thebes ; usually b. si>. the territory belonging to

(a) Egyptian, or (/>) Boeotian Thebes ; the name of

certain poems, esp. that of Statins relating to

Boeotian Thebes.

[1687 LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. i. 175 Caplos, a Town
of the Thebais (the Ruines whereof are still to be seen lie.

twixt Cossir and Ghana).] 1717^41 CHAMBERS Cycl., The.

baid, Thebais, a famous heroic poem of Statius. 1776

MICKLE tr. Camoens' Ltisiad Introd. 146 The Iliad, the

Eneid, and all those poems which may be classed with the

Thebaid. 1839 Civil Engiii. f, Arch. Jml. II. 453/2

Thebaid [porphyry] red ground, with yellow spot?. 1854

WHITTIF.R Hrrmit of Thebaid 115 Its holiest saint the The-

baid lost, And found a man 1 1876 GLADSTONE Honierie

Synchr. 241 Ammon was the god especially of the Thebaid.

Theban (K'ban), a. and s/>. (Also 7 -ean, 8

-aean.) [ad. L. Thlban-us, f. Thebx, Gr. 8f}flai,

Thebes.]
A. adj. 1. Of or belonging to Thebes, capital

of ancient Bceotia in Greece.

c 1374 CHAUCERA nel. t, A re. 85 This theban Icnyght . .Was

,-onge. c 1374 - Troylns v. 601 So era. el . vn-to |>e blood

To curb ttiy spirit wun a iiicuani.ii.iiii. \^[_\_'r

lus(fd. 2) VII. Agst. Thebes iu>uote, Theassociation of! heban

cods Pallas, Hera, Artemis,.. Poseidon, Aphrodite, &c.

3. Of or belonging to Thebes, ancient capital of

Upper Egypt; - THEBAIC a.l

Theban liruf. opium or laudanum ; Theban marble, for-

fhyry=1t.<MC. stone; Thebanyear, the Egyptian year of

former peace restore. 1831-3 E. Bl

Hist, xxviii. (1845) 596 The martyrdom of the 1 heban lenion

may be said to have taken place
about ihe year 286 when

Herculeus was on his march into Gaul. 1839 i nil

Arch, Jml. II. 435/2 Theban Porphyry was black wuh

yellow spots.

B. sb. (also f Thebien). A native or inhabi-

tant of Boeotian Thebes, a Boeotian.

<ri374 CHAUCER Anel. f, Arc. 60. ci3*

1712 Thise two Thebans vp on either side, <rl4o Ifars

Alex. (Pro) 34 fe Thel.ienes also bat wer. T~.
and so grete exercyse hadde m armes. i6oj SHAKS

Lear III. iv. 162 lie talke a word with this same lerr,-d

Theban. 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch (18511 I. sW' They



THEBES.

proclaimed liberty to the Thebans. iSiJ T. MITCHEI.L

Ariitatk I 103 Flute-music ..was stigmatised as Theban.

like and consequently unfit for a gentleman. 1880 SWEN-

BURNE Study Shots. 183 To the simpler eyes of less learned

Thebans than these Thebes, by the way, was Dryden's

irreverent name for Cambridge.

Thebe, dial. : see FEABERKY, gooseberry.

Thebenine : see THEBAIC 2
.

(Thebes, sb.pl. 06s. Also5Tebes,(Thebies).

[?
a. OF. *

Thebes, i. L. Thlbx, -a.f,the city Thebes.}
= Thebans ;

see THEBAN st.

13.. K. Alis. 2819 Mawgre the Thebes everichon. Ilid.

2824 Theo Thebes stoden aboute his harme. a 1400-50

Wars Alex. 2333 (MS. A.) pe Thebies [MS. D. tebes) bam

ti^t be toun to defende.

Thebesian (bz'bfsian), a. Anat. [f. Thebesius,

name of a German anatomist (1686-1732) + -AN.]

Applied to structures in the heart discovered or

investigated by Thebesius :

Thebesianforamina, small openings into the right auricle,

believed to be the orifices of the Thebesian veins ; Thebesian

valve, the coronary valve ; Thebesian veins, small veins

bringing blood from the substance of the heart into the right

auricle.

1871 HUXLEY Anat. Vertelr. Anim. 407 In the heart [of

the porpoise] the fossa ovalis is distinct, but there is neither

Eustacnian nor Thebesian valve.

Thebolactic (JwboliE'ktik), a. Chem. [f.

THEB-AIO a. 2 + LACTIC.] In thebolactic acid: see

quots. Hence Thebola'ctate, a salt of this acid.

1867 N. Syd. Sac. Bienn. Retrospect 477 Messrs. T. and H.
Smith give directions for the preparation of thebolactic

acid, anew body discovered by them in opium. . . The process

depends on the ready solubility of the thebolactate of lime.

1874 GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Med. (1880) 191 Thebolactic

acid (CjHsOj), isomeric, or perhaps identical with lactic acid.

Turkey opium contains 2 per cent, of it.

II Theca O'-ka). PI. theca (bfsr). [L., ad.

Gr. Br/Kr/ case, cover.]
1. A receptacle, a cell ; spec. (Eccl.) = B0RSE i b.

iMiJ. BARGRAVE Pope Alex.VIl (1867) 121 Some of these

underground streets were for their burials, ..the corps were
..immuralld in thecas, or, as it were, in hollow shelves dug
into the wall. i68a LISTER tr. Gadarfs Insects 95 In this

Nest they [Bees] make a Theca, or small Cell. ..Every Bee

lays 9. little Worms in this T/ieca, or Cell.

2. Bot. A part of a plant serving as a receptacle ;

a sac, cell, or capsule ; spec, (a) an anther cell,

containing pollen; (K} a vessel containing spores
in various cryptogamous plants, as the capsule of a

moss, the sporangium of a fern, or the fructification

in certain lichens.

1676 GREW Anat. Fltnvers II. iii. 9 These Parts [anthers}
are all hollow ; each being the Tticca or Case of a great
many extream small Particles. 1819 LOUDON Encycl. /'/.

(1836) 874 Minci.. .Thecae many-seeded, solitary, furnished
with an operculum and columella. Ibid. Gloss., Thecae, the
cases that contain the sporulesof Cryptogamic plants. 1830
LINDLEV Nat. Syst. Bot. 307 Spornlcs, which are enclosed
in particular cases called thecz. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot.
vi. 6 (ed. 6) 251 The best technical name for anther-sac is

that of Theca. 1897 WILLIS Flower. PI. f, F. I. 77 The
anther has typically two main lobes or thecae.

3. Zool. and Anat. A case or sheath enclosing
some organ or part : as

(a) the horny case of an insect pupa ; (b) the loose
sheath investing the spinal cord ; (c) one of the fibrous
sheaths in which the digital tendons glide; (rf) the sheath
of the proboscis ofdipterous insects ; (e) a cup-like or tubular
structure in corals, containing a polyp.
1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 89 It becomes a Paftilio or Butter-

fly, in the Theca or Case. 1670 Ibid. V. 2099 Some of these
Ma

, . . .

111. xxxiv. 467 In all [mouths of Dipterous insects], the
theca or sheath is present. 1840 E. WILSON Anat. Vade-M.
(1851) 239 In the thecae of the fingers several small tendinous
fasciculi are generally found. 1875 HUXLEY in Encycl. Brit.
I. 130/2 In the simple aporose corals the calcification of the
base and side walls of the body gives rise to the cup or
theca. 1899 AMntt's Syst. Med. VII. 536 The water.
cushion which surrounds the cord within the spinal theca.

Hence The-cal a., of, pertaining to, or of the
nature of a theca ; The'cate a., having a theca,
sheathed.

1847 DRUITT Surf. Vade M. (ed. 4) 544 The tendinous
whitlow, or thecal abscess. 1861 J. R. GREENE Man.Amm.
Kmgd., C&lcnt. 160 A thecal corallum, in other Actinozoa,
at length comes to be formed. 1876 TOMES Dental Anat.
107 The tissue whence the dentine papillae arise blends
insensibly with that making up the substance of the thecal
fold. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. fnv. Anim. iii. 159 The thecal
canals of the Millepores. 1891 Cent. Diet., Thecate.

Thecaphore, etc., erron. forms : see THECO-.
Theeche, theche, obs. forms of THATCH.
Theci- (tsi), combining form of L. THECA, esp.

in botanical words. Theci-ferous [-FERGUS],
tTheci-gerons[-GEBOUs]a.,bearingthecseorasci.
The-ciform a., having the form of a theca.
1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Thecigerous. 1877 HUXLEY

Anat. Inn. Anim. iii. 152 The theciform projections of the
Graptolite stem. 1891 Cent. Diet., Theciferous.

HThecitis(b!sM-tis). Path. [f. THEC-A + -ITIS.]
Inflammation of a tendon and its sheath

;
= TENO-

synovilis. 1857 '" DUNCLISON Med. Lex.
II Thecium (brsim). Bot. [mod.L., a . Gr.

Or/itiov, dim. of ejiv, THEOA.] The HYMENIUM of
a lichen.

264

i88i J. M. CROVBIE in Encycl. Ttrit. XIV. 554/1 The two

principal parts of which an apothecium consists are the

hypothccinm ami the tlucmm. Ibid. 554/2 The thecium,

or as it is more frequently termed the fymnOHH, is that

part of the apothecium which contains the organs of the fruit.

Theok, Sc. variant of THKEK, to thatch.

Theclan (}>e-klan), a. Entoin. [f. mod.L.

Tliecla, generic name + -AN.] Belonging to thegenus
Thecla of butterflies, comprising the Hair-streaks.

1884 Stand. Nat. Hist. (1888) 11.478 Among the grandest
of the group are T\hecla\ coronata, T. imperialis, and T.

regalis, which are Brazilian species, and, as their names

imply, are the regnant beauties of the Theclan court.

Theco- 'bfka), erroneously theca-, combining
form of Gr. 0ij*i; case, receptacle (see THECA),
used in Botany and Zoology. Thecoda-ctyl(e

[Gr. 5dnTV\os digit], a. having thick toes whose

transverse scales furnish a sheath for the claw, as

in some lizards ;
si. a gecko of this type (Ogilvie

1882); so Thecoda-ctylous a. Thecog-lo'ssate
a. [Gr. y\5iaaa tongue], having a smooth tongue
furnished with a sheath, as the Thecoglossse, a

group of lizards. The-copliore [-PHOKE], (a)

a surface or receptacle bearing a theca or thecse

(Webster 1864); (*) the stalk which in some
flowers supports the ovary; = GYNOPHOBB I.

Thecoso'mate, Thecoso 'matons aJjs. [Gr. IJUIJM

body], belonging to the Thecosomata, a group of

pteropods having the body sheathed in a mantle-

skirt
;
so The'cosome, a thecosomatons pteropod.

The'cospore, a spore produced in a theca, an asco-

spore ;
hence Theco'sporal a., pertaining to a theo-

spore ; The'cospored, Theco sporous atijs., hav-

ing thecospores. The'costome [Gr. aruiut mouth],
the orifice of the hydrotheca in calyptoblastic hy-
droids. Theco'stomous a,, having the sucking

parts of the mouth enclosed in a sheath.

1891 Cent. Diet., *Thecodactylous .. "Thecoglossate.
1831 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. I. ii. 10. 139 Sometimes
the ovarium..is seated upon a long stalk. .. This stalk is

often called the 'thecaphore or gynophore. 1878 BELL
Gegenbaur's Comb. Anat. 321 The velum is largest in the

Gastropoda and the *thecosomatous Pteropoda. 1888 PEL-
SENEER in Challenger Rep. XXIII. 2 The Habits of the
Thecosomatous Pteropods. 1890 A thenxntn 12 July 66/2
The Hhecosomes being tornatellids modified for a swimming
life. 1891 Cent. Diet., *Thecasporal. 1858 CARPENTER
Veg. Phys. 405 The Lichens produce conceptacles, . .

called apothecia,. .which develope in their interior little

bodies, called 'thecaspores. 1881 J. M. CROMBIE in Encycl.
Brit. XIV. 555/2 In various "thecaspored fungi. 1879 WEB.
STER Suffi.,

*
Thecasforous. 1883 Challenger Kef. VII. XX. 7

On either side of the hydrotheca, nearly on a level with its

orifice or 'ihecostome. 1891 Cent. Diet., 'Thecoslomous.

Thecodont (bf-Wdjmt), a. and sb. Zool. [f.

THECO- + Gr. oSovs, oSovr- tooth.] a. adj. Of or

belonging to the Thecodontcs, an extinct family of
sanrians having the teeth fixed in sockets in the

jaw-bone, b. sb. A saurian having this character.

1840 OWEN Odontogr. n. iv. 110. 266 (heading'] Theco.
donts. //'/(/., A third mode of fixation is presented by some
extinct Saurians, .. the teeth being implanted in sockets..:
these may be termed the ' thecodont '

Lacertians : the most
ancient of all Saurians belong to this group. 1876 PAGE
Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xv. 282 The thecodont saurians seem
peculiar to the Permian. 1877 LE CONTE Elem. Geol. in.

(1879) 404 In the coal, are also found now some Thecodont
(socfcet-toothed) reptiles, allied to Crocodilians.
So The codontosan'rlan, adj. belonging to or

characteristic of the thecodont saurians; sb. a
member of this genus.
(1840 OWEN Odontogr. n. iv. 1 12. 267 In the same formation

as contained the jaw and teeth of the Thtcodontosaurns\
1869 HUXLEY in Q. yrnl. Geol. Soc. XXVI. 44 The Theco.
dontosaurian ilium. Ibid., I shall speak of the bones as
those of Thecodontosaurians.

II Thecomedu-sa. Zool. [f. THECO- + MEDUSA.]
1878 BELL G<fiar'jCc//./4<i/.98TheThecomedusa:

are polypoid Coelenterata provided with a test, and allied
to the Hydriformes.

Theddre, obs. form of THITHEB.
t Thede. Obs. Forms: I biod, 1-3 peod,

2 piode, 2-4 beode, bede, 4-5 thede, (4 bedd, 5
Sc. theid). [OE. )>!od, JxSod = OS. thioda, thiod,
OFris. thiade, OHG. diota, tAHG.diet, ON./#6",
Goth.//ifo: OTent. *feuctS, by Vemer's Law:
Indo-Eur. *teutd- fern. ; cf. Lith. tauta, Olr. ttiath,
Osc. (onto, Sabine touta people.]
1. A people, race, nation.
855 O. E. Chron. an. 627 Her Edwine kyning wses seful-wad mid his beode on Eastron. aiooo Hymns viii. o

tC'-r\ \Ma U.. 1 :_- L* J_ U 1
* . *~ ?

ORMIN 3438 Tatt j>eod wass hsebene beod. Ibid.
16057 To spekenn wel Wibb alle bede spaschess. eujo
den. Sf Ex. 2302 Queue he comen in vnkinde Seden.
a 1300 CursorM.w; (Cott.) Marchands ofan vncuth thede.
c 1400 Melayne 1008 The chefe of hethyn thede.

b. pi. (biblical.) The nations, the Gentiles.
C975 Rushui. Gasp. Matt. x. 18 To kyningum & seroefum

je biob selaedde..in cybnisse [h]eora & feodum. c looo

^LFRIC
Horn. I. 96 Se freoda lareow Paulus. a 1175 Cott.

Horn. 241 Ur hlaford sanctes paulus be is beoden lareaw.
2. The district occupied by a people ; a country.

THEE.

c888 K. ^r.FRF.n Boeth. xxxv. 7 An hearpere WEES on
3aere Siode 3a;t Dracia hatte. a 1300 Cursor AJ. 5792
(Cott.). I sal bam bring.. In-till a land, a wonsun thede.

13.. A". Alis. (Bodl. MS.) 7947 POU shalt haue Perce, &
Mede, And Babiloyne, ^isriche tcdc. a 1400-50 Alexander
1803 In thorps & in many thede t>ar$e bur^eride. ciyjoGoia-
gros ff Gaw. 174 All the wyis and welth he weildis in theid.

3. Comb., as thede-folk (OE. *ptod-folc\ people
of a country, natives. (The OE. combinations and
derivatives were very numerous.)
^725 Charter of N-unna in Birch Cart. Sax. I. 211 On

3eodwe?5 nor3 ofer ^one we^. a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xxix.
02 pact hi biowien swilcum biodfruman. c 1205 LAY. 26494
pusende of J?an Jwod-folke.

Thede, obs. form of THEAD.

Thedam, thedom, varr. THEEDOM Obs.

Theder, -ere, -ir(re, -ur, -yr,obs. ff. THITHER.

tThee, sb. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. THEE z>.i] Evil

thee : Evil speed ;
bad luck. (Cf. THEEDOM b.)

1509 BARCLAY Shyp ofFolys (1570) 25 Downe he commeth
with an euilt thee.

Thee ($7, oV, ftt},pers. pron. Forms: i (ace.)

J?ec (Northumb. 'Beh, Uech) ;
1-6 (dat. and ace,)

J>e, 3 (te), Jwo, 3-4 P? 4~5 pe, 4~7 the, 4-
thee (7 dial. they). For mod. dialect forms ee

Eng. Dial. Diet. (i) Ace. OE. tec, teh, later ;,

fe = OFris. thi
t OS. tkic, tht (MDu. di, MLG. (dik,

delt) dt, LG. ^/),OPG. dih (MHG.,Ger. AVA),ON.
J>ik (Norw. degt

de
t MSw./?^, tik^ tig^ thig, MDa.

thek,thfg, degt Sw., Da. dig\ Goth.//6:-OTeut.
*Je&, pre-Teut. *tege : cf. L. tft Gr. at, Doric T.
(2) Dat. (later also ace.) OE. ff/, /= OFris. thi

(NFris. di, WFris. dy\ OS. tht (MDu., MLG.,
LG. df) ; (dative only) OHG. (MHG., Ger.) dir>
ON. fr (Norw. deg (der), MSw. fxr, pir, Sw.,
Da. dig),.Goth, fas ; OTeut. *fez, pre-Teut. */.
The original OE. ace. tef still remained in Mercian
in the 9th c. and in North Anglian (J*c,Jxk,}*tk)
late in the loth ; in WSax. it ran together early
with the dative Se, J>e, and thenceforth (as in LG.
and Scand.) the two cases have had the same form,
so that the direct and indirect object are only dis-

tinguishable by position or by context. On the

original endings of the ace. and dat., cf. ME. The
e was orig. short, but was lengthened under stress.]
1. The objective case of the pronoun THOU, repre-

senting the OE. accusative and dative.
As to restriction of use see note to THOU pers.fron. i.

a. Accusative, as direct object of a verb,
c85 Lorica Prayer in O. E. Texts 174 Donne jehereft he

Sec dorh hiora Singunge. <:888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxviu
2 Ic ascise 8*..hwt bu swa manigfeald yfel haefde? ^950

Limits/. Gosp. Mark y. ^i >u ^csiist 3aet 3reat oringende oec.
c 1160 HattonGosj>. ibid.

, pas meni?,eo..brungen \>v. c 1200
ORMIN 670To beldenn & tofrofrenn be ^iffhebesebforrglopp-
nedd. a 1225 Alter, R, gS Hwo liaueft ihurt te, mi deore ?

c 1375 Cursor M. 5064 (Fairfj, I saghe be [Cott. yowl neuer
be-for bis day. 1382 WVCLIF Matt. v. 41 ^yhoeuere con-

strayneth thee a thousand pacis, go thou with hym other

tweyne. c 1440 Jacob's Well 258 pe feende schal puisewe
be, & sle be in soule. 1535 COVKRDALE i Sam. viii. 7

They haue not refused the, but me. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk.
Comm. Prayer^ Communion, We praise thee, we hlesse

thee, we worship thee, we glorifie thee. a 1660 Contentp.
Hist. /re/. (Ir, Archaeol. Soc.) II. 157 They (=thyj credu-
litie bringethey [

= theej within distance of his reache. 1784
COWPER Task v. 460 Thee I account still happy. 1842
TENNYSON Locksley H. 30 Dost thou love me, cousin?..!
have loved thee long.

b. Dative, as indirect object = to thee
;
also in

dependence on certain impersonal verbs.

^825 Vesp. Psattercxix. 3 Hwet bi5 saldde o35ehwet bid
toseted Se? c 1000 Ags.Gosp. John viii. 53 Hwaet binc8
be bxt bu sy? cizoo ORMIN 210 Hiderr amm ice seund
to pe piss blisse be to kibenn. 01125 Ancr. K 12 IcK
chulle scheawe be soolice hwat is God. a 1300 Cursor
M. 4424 Ful iuel es yolden be [Gott. ye]

bi mede. Ibid.

20185, 1 sai it te [v.r. (>e]. 1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. cxxix, Gif
the ne list on lufe ihy vertew set c 1430 Two Cookery-bits.
6 Asbesemylh best. 1584 R.W. Three Ladies Lond.'m Hazl.

Dodsley VI. 323 What avantageth it thee to win the world,
and lose thy soul withal ? 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 248
I haue..Told thee no lyes, made thee no mistakings. 1743
FRANCIS tr. Hor., Odes i. xxxviii. i, I tell thee, boy, that I

detest The grandeur of a Persian feast. 1808 SCOTT
Marmion vi. xiv, And, Douglas, more I tell thee here.. I

tell thee, thou 'rt defied ! 1864 (dial.) TENNYSON N. Far'
iner

t O. Style 68 Git ma my aale I tell tha.

c. As object of a preposition.
In OE. accns, or dative.

^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke i. 35 Gaast halfo ofer-cymeS on
3eh [Rushiu. oec]. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John iii. 26 Se oe mid
be \_Lind. 3ec] wxs. a izoo Vices ty Virtues 35 %if godd
wune5 on 3e. c 1275 Passion our Lord 138 in C?. E. Misc.

41 peyh alle of-schomed beo Ne schal me neuer schomye
louered for beo. 13.. Cursor M. 27483 If bou man gas bin

ofirand to mak, And bi brober haf gain pi [v. r. be] sak.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur i. xxtit. 70 Ther maye no knyght
ryde this wey but yf he luste wyth the. 1535 COVERDALE
Isa. lx. 2 His glory shal be sene in the. 1592 SHAKS. Rom.
^ JuL iv. v. 57 By cruel), cruell thee, quite ouerthrowne.

1656 in Jml. Friends' Hist. Soc. (1911) VIII. 20 To. Jay
before y* Henry Cromwell : who art Commander in Cheife
. .the ground ofmy Sufferings. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 35 To
thee I call, But with no friendly voice, and add thy name.

1733 POPE Ess. Man HI. 31 Is it for thee the lark ascends
and sings? 1820 SHELLEY To Skylark i Hail to thee,
blithe Spirit ! Bird thou never wert.

2. Reflexive-.
=

thyself, a. Accus., as direct object.



THEE.

cog" LiHitis/. Cosf. Matt iv. 6 S if sunu godes aril Su send
fieh [^,/j//i,. bee] ufa hidune. riooo /f^r. (;<) il.i.l
Asend be bonne nySer; a 1115 /},,. A'. .04 Holt tc i bine
chaumbre. 1 1300 Cursor M. 520 If bow wil be vm.think.
13.. Ibid. 2^575 bua bou mate might wasch bi [v. r. bee] wile
"IS" SKILTON Magnyf. 303 Go shake the, dogge. 1560
BIBLE (Genev.) Malt. xvi. 23 Get thee bchinde me Satan
IS94 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, I. iii. 143 Hijjh thee to Hell.. Thou
Cacodemon. 1678 OTWAY frUmWUt in F. 26 Get thee
gone for an Arch-wagg. 1887 .V. Cheshire Gloss. 60 Get
thee dressed wheil I wesh me.

b. Dative, as indirect object ;
or as object of a

preposition.
a\aaaCzdmoiis Gen. 518 (Gr.) Nim be bis ofat on hand,

niloo Leg. Road 15 }'u setuxe to be ealle j>a sawla. r 1300Harrow. Hell (M8.L.) 103 Heouene ant erbe tac to >e
c 1470 HENRY Wallace i. 395 Thow sail haiff leiffto fyscheand tak the ma. 1509 SHAKS. Much Ada II. i. 20 Thou
wilt neuer get thee a husband, if thou be so shrewd of thy
tongue. 1611 HIBLE i Kings xx.2s Number thee an armic
like the armie that thou hast lost.

C. After some intr. verbs of motion and posture ;

esp. sit
;
see SIT v. 30.

"593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, in. iii. 16 Be thou still like thy
selfe And sit thee by our side. 1599 Much Ado in. L I
Good Margaret runne thee to the parlour, There shall thou

3. Used as nominative, instead of thou.
Often so used dialectal!;-, and, in recent times, usually by

Quakers, esp. with vb. in 3rd pers. sing. ; but Ihi or thA
unempnatic often represents both thou and thee.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vi. (Thomas) 617 pe venys bat my

god wrath wil be with me. c 1470 HENRY Wallace II. QI Go
hens, the Scot, the mekill dewill the speid. 01590 HarrWit r Wisd. (1846) 12 Didest the nere se man before? 1596SHAKS. i Hen. IV, \. ii. 127 How agrees the Diuell and thee

. .

Friends Hist. Soc. IV. 74 If thee canst sell 250 acres of it

4. As sb. a. The person or 'self of the in-
dividual addressed. Cf. THOU pron. 2 a.
c 1600 SHAKS. Sonu. vi, That's for thy selfe to breed an

other thee. 1831 CARLYLE Sari. Res. i. ix, A warm movable
House, a Body round thy Body, wherein that strange Thee
of thine sat snug. 1859 E. t ITZGERALD Rubdiydt xxxiv,
Then of the Thee in Me who works behind 'file Veil, I

lifted up my hands to find A Lamp amid the Darkness.

b. The word itself as used in addressing a person ;

esp. in phr. thee and thou. Also attrib. in thee
and thou Quaker.

tainment. 1847 LONOF. Evang. n. v. 13 Her ear was pleased
with the Thee and Thou of the Quakers. 1894 HALL CAINE
Manxman 405 When he spoke it was always with the thees

t Th.ee O~), vl 06s. Forms : I pion, 1-3 peon,
3-4 fen, pe, 4-5 then, 4-6 the, 5 thene, theen,
5-6 pee, (6 thye), 4- thee. fa. t. i pah, pas,
pash, r-a peah, 1-3 pen, 2-3 peajh, 3 pe}, peu,
(5 thee) ; pi. i pungon ; pigon ; puson. Pa.

pple. 2-3pungen; pi}en; pojen.powen.powuen,
4 thowen. [OE. plan, plon, contr. from *plhan
(:-*J>iohan, *peohait)

- OS. ththan, Mhthigun,
githigan (Du. gedigen), OHG. (gi)dlhan, dth

digim,digan (MHG. (gt)dihen, G. gedeihen), Goth.

fieihan -pdih}>aihunlaihans\.o thrive: OTeut.

*J>iX-, earlier "peijx- (*Jayx-, VSTO ( the 3rd
ablaut series : Indo-Eur. root tenk. With the
elimination of the nasal before x the verb came
in prim. Germ, to be assimilated to the ist ablaut

series (i ai '); but traces of the primitive

conjugation survive in the OS. pa. pple. githungan,
and the OE. forms pungon, -en. The OE. con-
tracted {ram fton began to follow the inflexional

type of tfan :*teuhan (TEE w.i), whence fifth,

}&*,*&*]
1. tntr. To grow ; to thrive, prosper (arch, in

i6th c. nse).
BecnvulfZ He . . weox under wolcnum, weorS-myndum bah,

<:888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xix, peah hwa wexe. .and beo on
eallum welum. c 1000 MLFKIC Horn. II. 104 His waestmas
Senihtsumlice bugon. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke ii. 52 Se
lixtend beah on wisdome and on yfde. a 1050 Liber
SciHtill. Ixxxi. 221 Sume soblice on ae^brum beob. -1200
Trin. Colt. Horn. 161 And hit wacxs and wel peajh. Ibid.

177 Here tuder swioe wexe5 and wel bieS. c 1*50 Gen. fy

Ex. 2012 Vnder ioseph his weloe de}, c 1175 LAY. 24272 _pe
borh subbe ne beh. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 240 pe child

wax & wel ibej [v.rr. thee, ythei]. Ibid. 7086 pis chyld wax
so wel & beu. c 1300 Beket 149 He fond his sone . . peoinge
\pr. Theonige] fair and manliche. a 1310 in Wright Lyric
P. 23 3ef he beth thryven ant thowen in theode. 13. . Pol.
Rel. fy L. Poems 238 Ho bat me louit ssal be no more.
c 1400 Gamelyn 234 Come bou ones in my hond bou shalt

neuer the. 1416 AUDF.LAY Poems 4 Thai schal have grace
to thryve and thene. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 490/1 Theen, or

thryvyn, vigeo. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1874) II. 94
[He] is seldome sen to thye. a 1518 SKRLTON Magny/. 862

Abusyon Forsothe I hyght;..That vseth me, He can not
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thee. 1573 Ti SSER Husl. (1878) 19 Giue ouer to
that thmkest to thee.

b. Iii imprecations and asseverations.

. 01300 Cursor M. 5150 'Sais bou soth?
1

'yaa, a mot
'

'/? V-
*3 " s'rR"<" 2753 A swor, alse he moste ben, He

noldc him neiberhire nc sen. ? 1366 CHAUCER Rom. K,,,t
1067 Wel yvel mote they thryve and thee, And yvel
achyved mote they be. 1177 I.ANGL. P. /'/. B. v. 228 Ac
I swere now, so the ik, Jin synne wil I lete. c 1386
CHAUCER Can. yearn. I'rol. , T. 376 !!y cause our firnc
was nat maad of Beech, That is the cause, and oother noon,
so theech. c 1415 Seven Sag. 1548 (P.) Quod the kyng,So mot I the, Astow wylt hyt schal bee. <: 1450 Maniin.l
297 in Macro Plays 12 Code let hym neuer thene ! [rime
sene). 1586 FF.RNK fslaz. Gtntrie 22 Full ill mought they
both thee. 1598 1C. Gii.i-m Skial. (1878) 19 (t.ydia) So mote
I thee thou art not faire, A plaine brownetta when thou art
at best, to 1600 Old Rnbin of Portingalc xiv. in Child
hallads m. (1885)241/1 I fit be not true,..God let m. i

thye. 17. m Ritson Songs (1794) II. 132 He that spares,
ne er mote he thee. ai&oo in Kdinb. Mag. June (1819)
527/1 But wearie fa' the fairy wicht . .May he never thee.
2. trans. To cause to prosper ; to prosper. Ots.

*'*& Pray"- in Rel. Ant. I. 21 pe lavird >ieh be in
hevinlk place.

Hence t Thowen, po;en, powun///. a., thriven ;

grown up, adult.
c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 39 Mid-niht 3e bilimpeS to from-

berdligges, hanecrau be bilimpe3 bowuene men. Ibid 41Dese herdes wakieS biforen euen, banne be childrc wuel
bewuen. .he bo ful bojene turneS to godes bihoube. Ibid.
127 Alse wat se he was bo;en on wintre and on wastme.
Thee (8), w.2

[f. THEE pron.'] To use the
pronoun

' thee
'
to a person : see THOU v. Also to

thee and thou (cf. F. tutoyer). a. trans, b. intr.

(or a6sa/.). Hence Thee-ing vbl. sb.
a. i66a TATHAM Aoua Tri. 6 Though I Thee Thee, and

Thou Thee, I am no Quaker, a 1690 G. Fox Jral. (i 827) I .

103, I was required to Thee and Thou all men and women,
without any respect to rich or poor, great or small, a 1739
JARVIS Qiiix. \. iv. Ii, With the utmost arrogance he would
thee and thou his equals and acquaintance. 1836 T. HOOK
(,. Guruey v, There I saw.. two quaker children playingabout the place, thee'ing and thou'ing each other, with per-
fect French familiarity. 1884 A. DOHERTY JV. Barlom 28
Familiarly he '

thee'd and '

thou'd
'

the men. And cheekily
they

'
thee'd

' and '

thou'd
'

again.
b. 1679 [see THOU v. b]. 1696 C. LESLIE Snake in

Grass p. xv, This was the Bottom upon which the Quakers
first set up, to run down all worldly Honour . . ; to Thee
and Thou ; to call no Man Master, or Lord, and not to take
off their Hats, or Bow to any. 1760 I. RUTTY Sfir. Diary
(ed. 2) 148 At meeting, .was seen my insincerity in Theeing,
inconsistent with my writing. 1894 Du MAUHIER Trilby
L (1901) 19/2 There were ladies too en ctevexx..some of
whom thee d and thou'd with familiar and friendly afiectioii.

Thee, obs. and dial, form of THIGH.
t Thee'dom, thedom. 06s. Also 4 beodam,

5 thedam, -dame, peedom. [f. stem of THEE v.1

+ -DOM.] Thriving; prosperity.
i3a I.ANGL. P. Pi A. x. 105 pruft or beodam with hem

selden is I-seye. 1393 Ibid. C. vm. 53 And }ede a-bowte in

my 3outhe and ;af me to no bedom. c 1430 How the Good
Wife, etc. 209 (Babees Bk. 47) Now brif' and beedom mote
bou haue. 1511 World It Childm Hazl. DodsUy I. 261 My
thedom is near past.

b. Evil theedom, ill success, bad luck : used as
a maledictory phrase.
1:1386 CHAUCER Shifman's T. 405 What 1 yuel thedam

[v. r. thedom] on his Monkes snowte. c 1450 Cov. Myst.
xiv. (Shaks. Soc) 139 Evyl Thedom com to tni snowte 1

Theef(e, obs. forms of THIEF.

Theek, theik ()k), v. Sc. and north, dial.
Forms : 4-7 theke, 5 thicke, 6 Se. thik, thyk,
6-9 Sc. theik, thick, 7-9 theak(e, thake, 8-9
Sc. theok, theek. [A collateral form of THATCH
v. in use before 1400, of somewhat uncertain history.

Perhaps from OE. ptccan, the forms of the impera-
tive fiece and the 2nd and 3rd pers. sing, present
]>ecest,J>eceS being extended to the verb as a whole:
cf. streek, Sc. and north, form of STRETCH, OE.
strfccan.]

fl. trans. To roof (a building) with stone, slate,

tiles, shingles, lead, or the like. Obs.

1387 Charters t,c. ofEdini. (1871) 35 (St. Giles) The for. I

sayde v chapellys sal be thekyt abovyn with stane. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) x. 38 A full faire kirk, .thekid wele with
leed. i5 STEWART Cms. Scot. (Rolls) II. 568 Rycht
clene thickit was than all this tour, Weill gilt with gold.
Ibid. III. 190 Sanct Androis kirk. .That thekit wes with
coper in tha dais. 1559 Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1875) III. a '

To thik the southe syde of the towlbuyth with new sklaiu ;

157".
Satir. Poems Reform, xxxiii. 192, 1 se Jour tempilts

cassin downe and reuin : The maist part are bot theikit with
the heuin. i6a8 Extracts Burgh Rec. Glasgow (1876) I.

365 [To] theik the samyn [ruiffj with leid. 1710 SIBBALD i

Hist. Fife n. v. 2. 78 They (as the Proverb has it) tirr'd
|

the Kirk, to theek the Quire. 1777 J. ROBERTSON in McKay I

Kilmartwck (1880) 177 Water is gude for mony a purpose, I

although ye're a* aware we canna theek Kirks wi't.

b. spec. To cover the roof of (a house) with
thatch of straw or the like ; also, to protect the top I

of (a corn or hay rick) with straw laid so as to

carry off the rain.

1399 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 130 In v" travis de stra-
!

mine ordii emp. 5*., . . in salario j hoministegentis,..thekand
pnedictam domum per v dies, c 1440 Pallad. on 11us!/. \.

474 Thy berne also.. to thicke hit, thou ne lette. c 1450
Life SI. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7649 And thekyd it with hay
and thak. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eueis vm. xi. 30 Quhais rufis

laitly full rouch thykyt war Wyth stra or gloy by Romulus

THEFT.

I TI T^'l 'J'T*! Rovv //'"- Kirlt (Wodrow Soc.) <i;1 he fabric* of llie ki,k we, in w evill a condi.i,,,,, beinJ
theiked w,,h heather. ,67. T. W,,,,nv,,,,AM Diary Ic,*??n llest frm.Bt,.(Sun e^} I ,3 w./f.Wheatley ufSon ie

r is 10 theake Leono,,!,' | 1;lr ,,. , 7,, RAMSAY fl,"?^//
Mf2rv lu'V b

i*
l!

'

d a "*""' A"d lh~ k> <i >'

'

with rashes. 1863 Mm. foocooo York,. DM., 1 , 1W1to theak my rick. ,8~ C.,:Kr Men of .lfo,,.ff"The roof was daintily lieeked with green ruthei
2. trans/, la cover in general but often

allusion to thatching a roof).

^ { &pwWr (i

,%1&&S
117, I theek inr out, and line the imide of monv a i

/:'7'^/'T
h
i\'^/^'"

crw'' iv' in^M^;"'''^
r*, Wl ae lock o' his gowden hair, Well theek our notwhen il grows bare. 01810 TANNAHIU. Kai Rorrso*,n.nnet Poems (1846) ,,6 This bonnet that trS'"'

wonderful head. 1896 C*sx.*trt Cleg Kelly xlii. 283 A pumpIheekit frae the frost wi' strae rapesf
3. absol. or intr. (from I or a).

[

a 1518 SKELTOM Magttyf. sotj For it is I ihat olher whylePlucke down lede and theke with tyle. 1876 ll'hitty Gloss.

*l "'h'
mUn t 'leca 't WM '' tll 's cau<l weatner

'. put on extra

Hence Thee-ked, -it///, a., thatched; Thee-k-
ing vbl. st., the action (eoncr. the material or pro-
duct) of thatching ; ppl. a., that thatches or covers.
I79 BURNS Batie <r her Sfinnin Wheel ii, On ilka hand

the burnies trot, And meet below my 'theekit cot. a 1801
R. GALL Poems (1819) 28 She reached the theeked byre.
393 Regisl. de Aberbrothoc (liann.) II. 43 For the quhilki<
ihekyn and gulteryn the abbot.. sal pay till hym xxxv

marcis. 1579 Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1882) IV. 104 Wynd
tycht, waller lychl. in thyking, slating, . . and vther necessari*
1617 Mem. Si. Giles', Durham (Surtees) 47 To NychoUn
bparke for thekin 4 days, viij a day. a 1835 HOGG Tain,
Sheph. Col. xvii, Bread for the belly and iheeking for the
back. 1846 BROCKETT If. C. Words (ed. 3) s. v. TheaterA theakmg snow '

quietly but continuously falling, so u
to cover thickly, as a thatch does, a house,

Theeker (Kfc)- Sc. and n. dial. [f. THEEK
v. + -EH

'.] A thatcher ; in early nse, a roofer oi
houses.

14- Vc. in Wr.-Wulcker 650/27 Hicarchilecti>r,\\x\am.

1483 Cath. Angl. 382/2 A Theker, architector, lector (A.).
I5S4-5 Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1871) II. 360 hem, to ane thekar
to theik the thre choippis, . . xij'. 1658 N. Riding Rec.
VI. 4 To a Theaker by the day.. .With meate 6*. Without
rncate 12*. 1887 J. SERVICE Dr. Duguid\. xx. 132 Robin
Rigging the theeker. 1904 in Eng. Dial. Diet, (from Caith-
ness to N. Lincolnsh.).

Theeself (pe self, etc.) : see THYSELF.
Theetsee, var. THITSI, black-varnish tree.

t Thef. Obs. rare. In 3 Uef. [a. ON. fefr
smell, mod.Icel. pefur, Fser. ten, Norw. dial, lev,
Sw. dial, tdv, Da. tfo. Cf. THEVH v.] A smell.
c 1150 Gen. 4- jr.334o To dust he it [the manna] grunden

and maden bread, 3at huni and olies oef he bead.

Theft (>eft). Forms: o. i peofB, MeftJ,
pff; 2-4 peofpe, pefpe, 3-5 pufpe(), 4
(Ayenb.) piefpe, pyefpe, j thifthe. 0. i p#ft,
pfioft, 4-5 pift, peft, 4-7 thift, 5 thyft, 6
theaft, thieft, 4- theft ; 3-5 pefte, 4-6 thefte,

, {. "peuttf,THI + suffix -i>i
= L. -itat-cm :

see -TH l
b, -T 3 b. OE. showed two main dial, types :

WSax. Picjt, later }yfl with umlaut ; non-\VS.

feojp. In both, final / after/ became / by dis-

similation; pcofl became fcfi, theft. In ME. the
various forms often had final -e from the oblique
cases ; north, dial and Sc. had lift, lyft. thift

1. The action of a thief; the felonious taking
away of the personal goods of another; larceny;
also, with a and //., an instance of this.

a. 688-95 Laws of Ine c. 38 Be beofes onfenze set 8ief3e
[MSS. 67,H. oyfSel Ibid. c. 73 x,if hit bi8 niht eald biefj,

?ebeten
|>a bone eylt be hine fcefengon. 695-6 Laws of

r'ihtrxd c. 25 xil man leud ofslea an beofAc, liege buton
wyr-gelde. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. iS6 pyfo );estranga3.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 13 Ne do bu beofoe. a in< Ancr. K.
202 pe Vox ofjjiscunge haueo ptas hweolpes : Tricherie &
Gile, pcoiSe, Reflac. c 1190 Htkct 445 in S. Eng. Leg. I.

no 3if a clerk hath ane Man a-slawe, obur strong beffbe
i-do. 1197 R. GLOUC (Rolls) 10361 pe king.. let pnsouns
vorb bringe, pat uor bufbe were inotne, & uor ober binge.
1340 Ayenb. 37 pe ober 005 of auarice ys bj-efbe. 1393
LANGL.^. PI. C. ill. 92 In bargeyns and in brocages with fe
borghe of bufbe [v. rr. befbe, bcftej. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour
(1906)60 The theef dothe..delite hem in thifthe tille thei
be taken and pulte to dethe.

S. c 1150 O. Kentish Serin, in O. . Misc. 31 po grete
sennen bet biedh diadliche Ase so is. . befte. a 1300 Cursor
M. 15973 Iudas..Of his thift and his felunni. His moder at
he tald. 138* WYCLIF Afatt. xv. IQ Of the hertc con out yuel
thouyis, mansleayngis, auoulries, fornicaciouns, tneftis. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 383 Mauricius .. fondede to
forbede his knyjtes bifle \?.rr. peO^i ^eof)*!- c 4S" Brut
443 For treason & for bifi bat thei had done to be Kynge
& to bis liege peple. 1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. iv. ix.

251 To haue committed a smal theefte. 1551 HULOET, Theaft
in stealynge cattell, abigeatus. 1570 LEVINS Maiiip. 52/44
Theft,/r/w. Ibid. 118/5 Thift,furtitm. 1577 HOLINSHRU
Chron.,Hist.Scot. 1. 440/1 Accused of theft, and of rereiuing
and mainteining of theeues. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. n. iii. 151.

1619 SIR W. MURE True Cncifixt 1133 To bide the thifl.
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THEFT-BOOT.

1771 "Jun!us Lett.lxv. (1820) 328 The thief wns taken in tlie

theft. 1909 Q. Rev. July 176 His borrowings were not thefts

but prolific suggestions.

fb. By theft, stealthily, furtively, by secret

craft. Obs. rare- 1
.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace xi. 592 Thai be thyft hccht to put
Wallace doun.

2. concr. That which is or has been stolen ;
the

proceeds of thieving. Now rare.

962-3 Laws of Edgar iv. c. s 2 To 3y bast. .beof nyte,
hwzrhe byfbe [MS. C. beofte] befaeste. c 1175 Lamb. Jlom.

57 Ne bu na}est for to stele, Ne nan befbe for to heole. a 1300
Cursor M. 6754 pat be mai yeild again his thift, He sal be

saald. 1340 Ayenb. 38 pe byeues be uela^rede byeb bo bet

partebof>ebyefbe. 1413 Pilgr.Sovjle (Carton 1483) in. v. 53
The theft which they haue stolen ye haue you self receyued.

1530 TINDALF. Exod. xxii. 4 Yf the thefte [ WYCLIF, that that

he hath stoln] be founde in hishandealyue..he shall restore

double. 1665 G. HAVERS P. della I 'a/le's Tra-,: E. 1. 145
We found the theft in his breeches ty'd to his naked flesh.

1864 KINGSLEY Rom. IT Tent. x. 284 If a free man be caught

thieving,, .he replaces the theft, and pays 80 solidi, or dies,

3. attrib. and Comb., as theft-guilty adj.

1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. it. i, What store of houres

theft-guilty night had spent. 1907 Westm. Caz. 19 Oct. 9/2
The Police Commissioner, .gave it as his opinion that the

theft theory was the most probable.

Theft-boot, -bote. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 3,

6 thef-, 6 theefe-, 6-7 theif(e-. [orig. thef-I>ote,

f. thef, THIKP + bete, BOOT sbl Afterwards altered

(app. first by Scottish writers) to theftbote : cf.

THEFTDOM, THEFTLY.
The early form suggests an OE. *ftofM, but this has not

been found ; the nearest equivalent in the Ags. Laws being

Plof.gytd'm Laws of /Ethelred i.e. i 2,111. c. 4, and of Cnut
ii. c. 30 i.]

The taking of some payment from a thief to secure

him from legal prosecution ; either the receiving
back by the owner of the stolen goods or of some

compensation, or the taking of a bribe by a person
who ought to have brought the thief to justice.
Nichols (1865) in Britton, in note to quot. 1292, suggests

that the word '

originally signified the legal bote or com-
position for theft ', and was then *

applied to the illegal com*

pounding of theft, or taking money to maintain or connive
at such offenders '. But all our quotations refer to illegal

payment, a form of compounding a felony.
o. 1284 Stat. Wall.. izEdw. 1,0.4 De Thefbote, hoc est

de emenda furti capta sine consideracione Curiae Domini
Regis. 1292 BRITTON I. xxi. n Et puis soil enquis de ceux
qi ount pris thefbote. 1369 Liber Assisarum 5 (1606)

258 b, Et les lustices disoient q
1

vn home q' reprist son
chattel emblee dun laron ne fuit pas thefbote, eins thefbote
fuit proprement ou vn home prist ses chattels dun laron de
luy fauourer & mainteiner, et nemy auterment. 1579 Expos.
Termes Law 177 b/2 Tkefbote, is when a man taketh any
goodes of a theefe to fauour and mainteine him. And not
when a man taketh. his owne goodes that were stollen from
him &c.

/5. a 1450 Sc. Acts Robt. /, c. 9 (1844) 1. 109/2 (heading)Ot
be takyn of thyftbute {orig. rechatum de latrone]. 1515
Sc. Actsjas. ^(1814) II. 282/2 Gif this complenar . . wald
concord with the said theif and tak tbiftbute and put him
fra the Law, in that caice he sail vnderly the Law. 1597
[see next]. 1619 DALTON Country Just, cviii. (1630) 288
Some other seeme to take this for theeftboot and so to be
punishable.. onely by ransome and imprisonment. 1678
SIR G. MACKENZIE Criiir. Laws Scof. I. xx. i. (1699) 106
Theft-boot is committed by securing a Thief against the
punishment due by Law. 1745 Univ. Spect. 10 Aug., York-
shire Tom was committed to Clerkenwell-Bridewell . . for

Theft-boot, accepting of 17 Guineas and a half, not to
prosecute John Ditcher, a notorious Pick-pocket. 1769
BLACKSTONE Conim. IV. x. 133 The offence of theftbote,
which is where the party robbed not only knows the felon,
but also takes his goods again, or other amends, upon
agreement not to prosecute. 1814 SCOTT Wait, xv, The
Bailie opined that this transaction would amount to theft-

boot, or composition of felony. 1885 Law Times LXXX.
ii5/2_The offence of compounding a felony was really the
oid crime of theft-bote.

Theftdom. Sc. [Altered from *tkefdom,
THIEFDOM.] The action or practice of stealing;
theft ; thievery.
1566 Sc. Acts Jas, /,c. 154 That nouther Lord of Regalitie,

Schiref, Ban-one, na vthers sell ony theif, or fyne with him
of thiftdome done [Record ed. (1814) of thift done]. 1597
SKF.NE De Verb. Sign. s.v. Bote, Thieft-bote..quhen ony
sellis onie thiefe, or finis with him for thieft-dome done, or to
be done. 1854 MRS. OLIPHANT Magd. Hepburn 1. 221 Gentle
or simple maunna tell me that God's will is for villany and
theftdom.

tThe-ftftilly, adv. Obs. rare. In 5 thift-. [f.
THEFT + -FUL + -IT 2.] By stealth : = THEFTLY.
ci4oo Sc. Trojan War n. 1391 Vlixes.. frame Troy is

passit thiftfully With all bairn of his company.
Thefthorn, variant of THEVE-THORN Obs.

The-ftlesa, a. rare. [f. THEFT + -LESS.] a.
That is not a theft, b. Not liable to be stolen.
1656 S. H. Gold. Law 68 How punisht he poor Achan for

a theftless theft to see to ? 1803 LF.VDEN Scenes Infancy iv.

362 Teviot's sons . . devoid of fear Bind to the rush by night
the theftless steer.

tThe'ftly, adv. Sc. and north, dial. Obs.
[Altered from ME. }efly, THIEFLY.] By stealth,
furtively.
c 1400>Sc. Trojan War H. 271 He gyffande thiftely ws till
The palladmar at our will. Ibid. 623 Bycause be palladinar

SHorn ? r temple tone *yftly. a 1485 Promf. fan:.
(MS. S), Stelyngly (theftely),^,r, Mrocinaliter. 1498
Reg. Pr,vy Seal Scot. I. 23/,, ix catell thinly tane fra
Thomas Sowtar. imNottingham Rcc.\\\. 343 Reyseyvng
off Oder menys goodes theyftely.
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TheffcUOUS (be-ftiz/,3s),
a. Originally Sc.

Forms : a. 5 thiftwls, 5-6 thiftuis, 6 thiftewus.

P. 6-7 thifteous, (7 thiefteous, 6 thiftius).

7 6 thiftuus, 6-7 -uous, 7 theftous, 6- thef-

tuous. [ME. thiftwis, i. THEFT + WISE rf. : cf.

RIGHTEOUS from rihtwls.']

1. Of the nature of theft, thievish.

e 1400 [implied in THEFTUOUSLY]. 1491 Reg. Privy Seal

Scot. I. z For the thiftwis owtputtin and awaytakm of the

gudis. 1502 Ikid. 117/1 The thiftewus distruction of Johne
Mans gudis. 1569 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 22 In

thiftuous maner. 1593 Sc.Acts Jos. K/(i8i4) IV. 43/2 Pairt-

takaris in thair thifteous and wicked deidis. 1678 SIR G.

MACKENZIE Crim. Laws Scot. I. xx. 8 3 (1699) 108 Whoso-
ever, .assists them in their theftous Stealings. 1837 B. H.

HODGSON in Jrnl. Asiat. Sac. Bengal\l. 367 It is. .remark,

able.. for its theftuous propensities. iSSoMuiRHEAD Gaius

Digest 506 Theftuous removal of property.

b. transf. Furtive, secret, sneaking.
1881 MASSOS De Quincey xi. 138 A theftuous hope to

amuse an hour for you after dinner.

2. Of the nature of a thief; given to theft.

1631 LITHGOW Trail. (1906) 3631116 Hungarians have ever
beene thiftuous, treacherous and false. 1859 M. NAPIER
Visct. Dundee 1. p. x, That theftuous animal a cheap book-

seller's hack. 1883 Century Mag. XXVII. 183 Pettily

theftuous, like the English gypsies. 1885 St. James' Gaz,
28 Mar. 6/1 No man ever saw the most theftuous sparrow
ashamed of himself.

b. fig. Said of an animal or vegetable parasite.

1883 H. DRUMMOND Nat. Law inSpir. IV. (ed. 2) 342 By
means of its twining and theftuous roots it [Sacculina]
imbibes automatically its nourishment ready-prepared from
the body of the crab. 1883 R. TURNER in Gd. Words July
470/2 Some [plants].. living by theftuous practices alone.

Theftuously (be-ftiw.asli), ado. Chiefly Sc.

[f. prec. -f -LY ^.J In a theftuous manner
; by or

as by theft ; stealthily, secretly.
c 1400 Sc. Trojan War it. 1637 Vlixes stall thiftuisly

Away, as grauntand him gilty. 15*7-8 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. I. 609 The leid upoun the Cathedrall Kirkis . . is

thiftuouslie stowin and takin away. 1653 URQUHART
Rabelais n. xiv, One little villainous Turkic .. rogue came
thiefteously to snatch away some of my lardons. 1880
MUIRHEAD Ulpian vii. 2 If a husband have theftuously
abstracted anything of his wife's in prospect of divorce.

THEIR.

ay
MUIRHEAD Ulfiian vii. 2 I

ted anything of h
i88a Chamb. yr/. XIX. 73 On a late occasion, the tomb of
a noble family was theftuously rifled of its contents.

Thefysoh, obs. f. THIEVISH. Thegh, obs. f.

THOUGH, THIGH. Thegither, Sc. f. TOGETHER.

Thegn (b?n). Hist. A form used by some
recent historians to represent the OE. fiegn (ftgen,

pfn), THANE 1
, in its sense of tenant by military

service, and as a term of rank below the ealdor-

man or eorl and above the ceorl, corresponding in

its various grades to the post-conquest baron and

knight,
The purpose of this spelling is to distinguish the Anglo.

Saxon from the Scottish use of THANE' (sense 4), made
familiar by Shakspere.
1848 LYTTON Harold \. i, A Thegn forfeited his rank if he

-55 Closely. _

ftsitA is tb.Ma*...Thl thegn seems to be primarily the
warrior gesith ; tn this idea. Alfred uses the word as transla-

ting the miles of Bede. But he also appears as a landowner.
Ibid. 156 The name of thegn covers the whole class which
after the Conquest appears under the name of knights,
with the same qualification in land and nearly the same
obligations. 1890 GROSS Gild Merck. I. 185 The merchant
who made three voyages across the ocean at his own cost
became a thegn.
Hence The gn-born a., of noble or gentle birth.

The'gfndom.thepositionorrank ofthegn. The-gn-
nood, the condition or position of a thegn ; the
order of thegns, thegns collectively. The-g-n-land,
land held by a thegn. The gnly, a. and adv. [OE.
}egnUc,-Hce\, a. adj. of or pertaining to, or becom-
ing a thegn ;

b. adv. in a manner becoming a thegn.
The'gn-right, the legal rights and privileges of a

thegn. The-gn-shlp [OE. fegnscipe], the office,

function, or position of a thegn (in various senses).
The-gn-wer [OE. fegnwer], the wer-gild of a
thegn. The'gn-worthy a. : see quot.
1 c 935 Dunsxte c. 5 in Liebermann Gesetze (1903) 376 Sy he
oegenboren, sy he ceorlboren. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist.

I. vi. 156 The thegn-born are contrasted with the ceorl-born.
1897 RAMPINI Hist. Moray f, Nairn i. 46 The principle of
comradeship .. underlay English 'thegndom. 1867 FREEMAN
Norm. Conq. I. iii. 95 The growth of the "Thegnhood was
on the whole, depressing to the Ceorls. 1881 S. R. GARDINER
Introd. Stud. Eng. Hist. ii. 34 The thegnhood pushed its
roots down, as it were, amongst the fiee classes, a 1100
Charter of Will. II in Tabularis Ramesitnsi clxxviii
(Du Cange), Si terra de Isham., si vero Teinlanda tune
fuisse inveniatur. 1618 COKE On Lift. 86 In the book
of Domesday land holden by knight's service was called
Tainland. 1876 DIGBY Real Prof. i. 2 (ed. 2) 13 Tain- or
thegn-land. This seems to mean not a particular species
of tenure, but land which was as a fact held or owned bya kmg'sthegn. c 1000 ^LFRIC Horn. I. 586 Andreas . . is

sereht ^oexenlic. a 1038 Charter ofEanwene in Kemble
Cod. DM.IV. 55 Heo. .to Sam bejnon cwaeS : Do3 beinlice
and wel 1 Abeodao mine amende to Sam gemote. 1876 FREE.
MAN Norm. Cong. V. xxiv. 450 The words of Eanwene
when she bade the Scirgemdt of Herefordshire to 'do
thegnly and well . 1807 MAITLAND Domesday I, Beyond 53The men. .are usually men of thegnly rank. Ibid. 165
Each.. will be entitled to a thegnly wergild and swear a

thegnly oath, fxooo Oaths in Liebermann (1003) 464 Se
msessepreost . .bifl 'begenrihtes wyrbe. 1871 E. W. ROBERT-
SON Hist. Ess. 118 None could pretend to the privileges of
full thegn-right without the possession of at least a township,
959-6* Laws of Edgar in. c. 2 Se dema, se Se o3rum on
woh jedeme . . bolije a his "bejnscipes. ciooo JELFRIC
Saints'.,' (1800) 11.82 Beo3nuRehyrte..and healda3mid

a relationship, it becomes a status. 1008 Laws ofF.tkfh-fd
v. c. 9 pat he sy

*
begenweres & begenrihtes wyrSe. 1874

STUBBS Const. Hist. I. vi. 155 The ceorl who has acquired
five hides ofland, . . with otherjudicial rights, becomes *thegn.
worthy ; his oath and protection and wergild are those of a
thegn.

Thei, pei, obs. f. THEY, THOUGH.
Theic (J- ik). [f. mod.L. the-a TEA + -1C 3 : cf.

THEISM 2
.] One addicted to immoderate tea-

drinking, or who suffers from such excess ; a tea-

drunkard.
1886 MedicalNnos (U.S.) XLIX. 305 It is possible to be a

' theic
'

by profession or a '
theic

'

by passion. 1899 in Syd.
Soc. Lex.

Theid, Sc. var. THEDE Obs. Theie, theije,
obs. ff. THIGH. Theif, obs. f. THIEF.
Theiforni ( bf-ifjJrm), a. [ad. mod. L. theiform-h,

f. then TEA : see -FOKM.] Resembling the tea-plant.
1846 WORCESTER, Tkciform, being in the form of tea.

Everest. 1860 in MATNE Expos. Lex.

Theigh, peij, peigh, peist, obs. ff. THOUQH.
Theight, obs. f. TIGHT. Theign(e, obs. ff.

THANE, THEINE v. Theik, var. THEEK, to thatch.

Theil, var. THAU,, tael. Theim, obs. ff. THEM.
Thein, peln, obs. f. THANE ; var. THYNB 06s.,
thence.

Theine (pf-ain), s&. Chem. Also fthei-na.
[f. mod.L. thea TEA + -INE 6.] A vegetable alka-

loid, originally thought to be a principle peculiar
to tea, but found to be identical with CAFFEINE.
1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 295 Oudry has.. an-

nounced that he has discovered in tea a salifiabfe basis, to
which he has given the name of theina. 1849 Penny Cycl.
XXIV. 304/2 Thein, or Theina, the peculiar principle of tea.

1853 URE Diet. Arts\\. 834 Theine was obtained from coffee

by the same process slightly altered. 1863-72 WATTS Diet.
Chem. 1.707 Oudry. ., in 1827, found in tea a crystalline sub.

stance, which he called theine. 1881 A. GRIFFITH in Science

Gossip No. 203. 248 Tea contains from a half to five per cent,

of theine.

I Theine, theign, . Obs. Forms: i-a

pesnian (i ISsesn-), pgnian, 2 peisnen, 3 peeinen,

peine(n. [OE. legman, f.ieign, THANE = ON.
begna, OHG. deganon : OTeut. *fegnSjan, f.

*fegtuf THANE.] intr. To be a servant or minister,
to perform the duties of an office. With dative :

To minister to, wait or attend upon, serve (a

person) ; hence, quasi-rraw.
Beowulf 561 Ic him benode deoran sweorde swa hit gedefe

u:i:s. agoo tr. Baedas Hist. III. xvii. [xxiil] (1890) 232 pa
he 5a monix ger . . biscophad be^nade. 071 BlickLHom.
33 He wzs sob God, be him englas pe^nedon. 975
Rushiu. Gosp. Matt. viii. 15 Hiu aras & oee^nade heom.
c 1000 Ags. Gasp, ibid., Da aras heo & benode him. c 1160

HattonGosp. ibid., pa aras hyo & bejsnede bym. 01175
Cott. Hom. 239 Mid at ban be..la}elice her him benicX
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 109 VnwurSe bid be on elde bet him
otier men benien. c 1905 LAY. 24595 Per weoren a busen
cnihtes bald . . bat beineden ban kinge. /bid. 24621 A busend
hire code biuore .. to baeinen berequene. aiix&Sf. Marker.
23 peos breo in an ibeinet of engles. a 1250 Prop. jElfred
499 in ( '. E. Misc. 132 Loke bat bu him beine mid alle

Jijeuues bines.

Hence t Theinlng (peisnung. pening), ministra-

tion, service, office.

(888 K. ALFRED Bocth. xxxvii. i ^if him mon bonne
awint of ba clabas, & him oftiho bara benunga & baes

anwealdes. 0900 tr. Bzda's Hist. H. xiv. [xvi.] (1890) 144

Nasnis . . hrinan dorste ne ne wolde buton his nedbearflicre

be^nunge. 971 BlickL Hom. 209 Englas beoo to oe^nunge
gaistum fram Gode hider on world sended. c tooo Ags.
Gasp. Matt. XXVL 19 His se-gearwodon him easter-benunga.
*iii75 Cott. Hom. 233 His water [us werpo] drench and

Their (Sej), pass. pron. Forms : see below.

[In existing form their, in Ormin J>e))re, a. ON.
]>eir(r)a, genitive pi. of simple demonst. sti, iA,]>at

(
= OE. se, s(o, pstf), used in ON. also as pi. of 3

pers. pron. The 0- forms per, par, fere,e\c., were

prob. due mainly to the unstressed pronunciation
of their, thair, confused sometimes with that of the

adv. far, thare, THERE ;
but they may sometimes

represent OE./nz, late form of fdra, gen. pi. of

pd those, substituted for the same case of the per-
sonal pronoun. Cf. THEM.]
A. Illustration of Forms.

a. 3 (Orm.} pejjre, (tejjre), 4 peir(e, peyr,

payre, J>ayire, paier, 4-5 pair, paire, 5 peire ;

4-5 thaire, 5 thayre, 5-7 theire, theyr, 6 thayr,

(thier, 6-7 yair), 4- Sc. thair, 5- their.
c iioo ORMIN Ded. 84 All burrh be^re sinne. Ibid. 3933

patt te^re genge shollde ben purrh hall^he sawless ekedd.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 874 parefore bat day al holy
cnerche peyr seruyse of here bey werche. 13.. Cursor M.
794 (Cott.) Al baier kin. Ibid. 21800 (Edin.) Man! man..
"ate thair [v. r. bair] hele hauis getin bare, a 1340 HAM.
POLE Psalter Ixxvii. 51 He gaf . .baire trauails til pe locust.



THEIR.

1:1400 Deslr. Troy 6738 Mcnelaus, and Thetamon, ..with

thcire lite bateU. c 1440 I'allad. oil llusb. \. 1 16 Oule of

thaiie [z'. /. their] kynde eke secdes wol renewe. 1470-85
MALOKY Arthur vn. xviii. a<o All they felle vpon their

knees. 1521 Kiitlaad t'apcrs (Cainden) 84 To putt all thier

stuf of householde in euery office. 1538 STARKKY England
I. iv. 120 To lempur and refrayne lhayr malyce. ^1549
Uaxter-bks. St. Aiuh-eu's (19031 5 Thomas mortowne To be i

yair Decane. 01568 Wyfe of A uc/itermuc/ity xii, Thai

slraik dang bailh thair haniis owl. 1620 SIK R. NAUNTON in

J-nrlescue Papers (Camden) i v> Theyr rancrml aunswer !>

his Majesties commandement. 1641 HESI Farm. ISks.

(Surtees) 126 Holes, of that bignesse that one may thrust in

ihuie neafe.

e. (i peora, peora) 4 per, par, (pur), 4-5 pere,

4-6 pare, thar, 5 thare, 5-6 ther, 6-8 there, 7

thir (used by Milton as unstressed form ol their).

[V ,i 1100 O. J-:. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 449, On beora cla^um

Xeladode Wyrljeorn Angelcin hiiler. IHd. an. 1086, a;t

ha godan men niman a;fter beora godnesse.] (.'1330 R.

liHUNNE Chron. (1810) 127 pe popille him bisouht ber kyng
forto be. 13.. Cursor M. 476 (Cott.) pat sithen bar[l/.rr.

bair(e, her] sled was neuer sene. Ibid. 666 Balh he selte in

Cn Iv. rr. bairle, her] fre will. Ibid. 13900 Moyse bur lagh

[>aim broght. 6-1400 Destr. Troy 12467 Trees, thur^li

tempestes, tynde hade bere leues. c 1450 Gvdstow R*gr,

491 Ther heires lawfully I-be-gote of ther bodies, c 1460

J'owneley Myst. ix. 119, 1 shallefownd to crak thare crowne.

1513 Uouc.LASxs iv. ix. 33-4 The ryning fludis thar wattir

atop can scho mak, And eik the slernis turnc ther cours

abak. 1516 There [see B. 0. 1533 BEI.LENDEN Livy n. xix.

IS.T.S.) I. 205 fai obeyit weill eflir to bare capitanls. 1663

CHAS. II in Julia Cartwright Henrietta o/ Orleans (1894)

139 They will shew there affections to me. 1671 MILTON
P. R. 11. 235 He ceas'd, and heard thir grant in loud acclaim.

1757 MRS. GKIH--ITH Lett. Henry * Frances (1767) I. 56

Rogueries . . which, they thought, brought a disgrace on there

bruteships.

B. Signification.
1. Pass. adj. (orig. gen. pi. of pers. pron) Of,

belonging, or pertaining to them ;
also rejl. of or

belonging to themselves.
c 1200 OKMIN 127 Naffdenn bea burrh bejye streon Ne

sune, child, ne dohhterr. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace

(Rolls) 1115 Brutus wi|> his folk .. wenle ber weye. 1340

HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3884 Prelats..Sal account yhelde. .Of

j>air suggets undir )>air powere. 1516 TINDALE Matt.

vi. 5 Vcreley I saye vnto you they have there rewarde.
j

1589 PUTTKNHAM Eng. Poesie i. vi. (Arb.) 27 Vnder the

conduict of Totila and Atila and other their generalles.

1617 MORYSON Itin. li. 219 Consider the inward motiues

of their crauing mercy. 1640 tr. Verdere's Rom. of Ram.
\. xviii. 78 With that they tooke their leaves of her. 1774

GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 222 The great agility of

these animals prevents their often being taken. 1797 GOD-

WIN Enquirer i. vi. 41 We must dwell upon their every

word. 1847 DK QUINCEY Orthoer. Mutineers Wks. 1860

XIV. io5When..he [Milton] wishes to direct a bright jet

of emphasis upon the possessive pronoun their, he writes

it as we now write it. But when he wishes to take off

the accent, he writes it thir. [Cf. A. (3. 1671.) 1853 M.

ARNOLD Empedocles n. 19 With men thou canst not live;

Their thoughts, their ways, their wishes, are not thine. 1858

O W HOLMES Aut. Brtak/.-t. iv, Long after the frost and

snow have done their worst with the orchards. 1864 TENNY-

SON Aylmer's F. 383 These old pheasant.lords..Who had

mildew'd in their thousands, doing nothing btnce Egbert,

b. Obi. gen. Of (for, to) them. (Cf. His B. 2.)

ISS3 T WILSON Khet. (1580) 77 For a tyme your grace

niuche bewailed their lacke. 1579 [s" Si-
. '59? SPENSER

F O in iii 43 Shall. .quite from off the earth their memory
be rkste? 1607 TOPSKLL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 66 Yet can

there not be in any nation a neglect of oxen ; and their

reverence' was so great that, in ancient time [etc]. 1780

BECKTORD Biog. Mem. 108 Humanity pleads strongly for

the abridgment of their relation. Mod. We mourn their oss.

o. Const, with gen. pi. of all, both : their alter,

tlieir bother, beyre (obs.); also all their,.their both,

both their, each of their (arch.) : meaning
' of all,

both, or each of them '. See ALL D. 4, BOTH 4 b,

aiva Crwl * Night. 1584 pe louerd . . Varet> vt on bare

beyre neode. ..1300 Cursor M. 18766 He stel up in bair

aller sieht c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 289 pe fend

"ber alber kyng. <ri46S Eng. Chron. (Camden) 48 Be

I'hairbothe assent. 1559 "Urr. Mag. (1563) Dv, Lo thus

fotid hope dyd theyr both lyues abrydge. a 1568 [see A. o>

,589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie I. viii. (Arb.) 35 Saying thus in

all their hearings. 1654-66 EARL ORRERY Parthen. (1676)

,, With both their helps I was carried to a Chamber.

1672 TEMPLE Misc. I. 64 According to each of iheir hunger

or need. 1874 SWINBURNE Bothwell n. i,
Mine and all their

free and sovereign king.

2. Used of a thing with which a number ol per-

sons have to do, or which is assumed to be the

common possession of a class ; e.g.
' These boys

know their Greek syntax '. Cf. His pass. pron. \ b.

1785 BURNS Halloween ii, To burn their nits, an' pou their

stocks An 1 baud their Halloween. 1905 Daily Chron. 2 Sept.

W? Ail those who love their Devon and especially their

Dartmoor.

3. Often used in relation to a singular sb. or

pronoun denoting a person, after each, every, eitlier,

neither, no one, every one, etc. Also so used instead

of ' his or her ',
when the gender is inclusive or un-

certain. Cf. THEYpron. 3
,
Turnpron. t ; NOBODY

i b SOMEBODY. (Not favoured by grammarians.)

13. . Cursor M. 389 (Cott.) Bath ware made sun andmon,

AiEer wit ber ouen light, c I4*> Sir A madace (Camden) 1,

Iche mon irTthayredegre. . ,4.
. Art*.* Meriw *^,ng)

Many a Sarazen lost their liffe. 1533 If
THEMMJ.VIS 5.1

,545 A*P. PAKKER Let. to Bp. Gardiner* May, Thus was

agreed among us that every president should assemble their

companies. 1563 WINJET tour Scoir J Are Quest, liv, A
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man nr woman being lang absent fra thair party. 1641

(see A. a|. 1643 THAPP Comnt. Gen. xxiv, yj BflCO Cniiii-

lr.:y hath their fashions, and garnishes. 1749 Kiti

Tarn Jones vu. xiv, Every one in the House were in their

Beds. 1771 C.OLDSM. //ii/. Eng. 111. 241 Every \*-<

..now recovered their liberty, a 1845 SYD. SMITH Wks.

(1850) 175 Every human being must Jo KHMUUDf with

their existence. 1848 THACKKRAV r'ait. fair xli, A rx-i

can't help their birth. 1858 BAGEHOT Lit. Studies (1870)

II. 206 Nobody in their senses would describe Grays
'

Elegy
'

as [etc.]. 1898 C,. B. SHAW Plays II. Candida 86

It's enough to drive anyone out of their senses.

t4. After a sb. (usually a proper name), instead

of the genitive inflexion. Cf. His pass. pron. 4,

Hmfoss. pron. yd pi. 3. Obs. or rare arch.

1551 ROBINSON tr. Mare's Utop. 11.^(1895) 172 Vntyll the

vlopians their creditours detnaunde it. 1600 Skakspere s

Titus A. (tille-p.),As ithalh sundry times beene playde 1

Right Honourable the Earle of Pembrooke,. .and the Lorde

Chamberlaine theyr Seruants. 1641 FEATLEY Dippers Dipt

(1646) 11 These travellers their report, and the testimony of

those witnesses. 1641 DHUMM. op HAWTII. SUfmmckia I

Wks. (1711) 193 An answer to the parliament of England
their declaration. 1667 PEPYS Diary 3 Jan., The House of

Lords their proceedings in petitioning the King. 1681 R.

BURTHOGGE Argt./or Inf. Baft.(i6^\6 From the Children

of Believers their being Abraham's Spiritual Seed.

5. Serving as antecedent to a following relative;

equivalent to ' of those'. (Now usually avoided.)

1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim. 134/2 Under their

obedience whome God hath set ouer us. 1593 in J. Morris

Troubles Cath. Fore/others Ser. ill. (1877) 124 The chiefest

favour must be procured by their means that have spoiled

us before. 1655 FULLER CA. Hist. ix. vii. i 14 This prediction
. .yet miss VI their meaning, who both first reported, and
most believed it.

t6. absol. = THEIBS. Cf. HEB pass. pron. yd
pers. pi. 4. Obs.

13. .Cursor M. 7465 (Cott.) A man o bair gains an of vr.

1591 G. HARVEY FourLett. Wks. (Grosart) 1. 2 16, 1 offer them

my hande: and request their. 1618 WITHER Motto Ciijb,

My clothing keeps me full as warm as their [rime are).

Ibid. C iv, And my esteeme I will not change for their.

Their(e, obs. ff. THEBE, THIR dem. pron., etc.

= these.

t Theirkin, a. Obs. Their kind of, of their

kind. (Cf. THAKIN, THISKIN.)
13.. Cursor M. 12346 (Cott.) pe Icons. .Honur him on

bairkin wise [F. baire kin ; G. opon bair wise].

Theirn, a midl. and south, dial, form forTHEiKs,
on the analogy of ourn, yourn, hisn, hern. See

Eng. Dial. Diet.

Theirs ($enz.'),poss.pron. Forms : 4-5 payres,

thayres, pair(e)s, thaires, 4-6 pairis, thairis,

peires, theires, 5 pers, therys, 5-6 theyr(e>,

theyr's, 6 ttterse, 8-9 their's, 5- theirs (St.

thairs). [In form a double possessive, f. THEIK +
i -es (cf. hers, ours, yours). Of northern origin.]

! The form of the possessive pron. THKIB, used when

no sb. follows, i. e. either absolutely or predicatively :

That or those belonging to them. ( F. le, la

Icur, Us leurs ; G. der, die, das ihrige, die ihrigen.)
a iwo Cursor M. 22578 (Edinb.) Vntil hir channel sal sco" J^, . , % ... i rf*-A* I : ffjj i. : . ;

Ti

THELEMATIC.

Coventry Lett Bk. 4.7 Wi,.-,l. i we shall make the people to

&bkU tyQ ben , us, or elk let hem dcpaite.

Theirsolf, -solves : see TUKMMLI.V , s III.

Theis, adv. [Cf. THIS adv. and Diet.] THOU.

;

<i8i8 M.<;. I,, .MS Jml. W. /<*t(i834)5SeaUnu^..
tlieis (tltuii you aiv near enough.

Theism 1

llTu'm). [mod. i. Gr. S-os god +

-ISM. Cf. F. thJisiae (Voltaire).] a. gen. Belief

in a deity, or deities, u opposed to atlieiun. b.

Belief in one god, as opposed tu polytheism i

pantheism ;
- MoNurniiii(. o. llclicf m the exig-

ence of God, with denial ol revelation : - DKKM.
d. esp. Belief in one God as creator and supreme
ruler of the universe, without denial of revelation :

in this use distinguished from ileimi.

1678 I J nwukut tntell. Syst. PreC. Nor indeed out of

meer Partial! Regard to that Cause ofTheism neither, whit-h

we were engaged in. 1711 SIIA>TK*II. C/Hirat. (1737) II. 109,
I consider.. lhat to be a settled Christian, it U necewary
to be first of all a good theisu For iheitm can only be

oppos'd to polytheism, or atheism, a 1774 TUCKKB Lt. Nat.

(1834) 11.323 We find the introduction of thewin, that U, the

doctrine of an intelligent Agent, the Author of nature,. .

claimed for Pythagoras. 1841 HMnBIUB //"' IndM I.

163 The theism inculcated by the V^das..ha,4 been uu-

planted by a system of gross polytheism and idolatry. 1877
R. FLINT Theism i. 18 Theism U the doctrine that the

universe owes its existence, and continuance, .to the reason

and will of a self-existent Being... It U the doctrine that

nature has a Creator and Preserver. 1888 F. I- PATTOW

Syllabus Lect. TAeisM i (Funk) 'ITieism uiay be considered

religiously [as embradng] polytheism, pantheism, mono-

theism (theism par excellence).

Theism 2
(priz'm). Path. [f.

mod.L. the-a

TEA + -ISM.] A morbid condition characterized by

headache, sleeplessness, and palpitation of the

heart, caused by excessive tea-drinking.
1886 Science VIII. 132 It is customary to speak of acute,

subacute and chronic ' theism ',afonn that has noconneclion

with theological matters. 1906 Daily News 14 Sept. 6 It \-.

well to keep an eye on ' acute caffeism
' and ' chronic theism .

Theist !
(pV'ist). [mod. f. Gr. 9t-6t god + -1ST.

Cf. F. thtiste (Voltaire).] One who holds the

doctrine of theism: in earlier use = DEIST ; in later

use, esp. as distinguished from this: see note s.v.

DEIST.
1661 E. MARTIN Five Lett. 45 To have said ray office.,

twice a day. .among Rebels, Theisls, Atheists, Philologers.

Wits, Maslersof Reason, Purilanes[elc.). .11679W.OwTKAX
Serm. ( 1682)A v. What theist was ever known to live according

to the principles of natural religion ? "1734 NORTH Exam.
HI. viiL II (1740) 590 He lOates] did but use the Privilege

of a Theist or Freethinker, of which Crew, or worse, he

plainly declared himself. iBao POLWHKI.E in Lavinrton s

Entlius. Meth. * Papists Introd. 135 The hijjhly-polished

preacher, whose audience are theophilanlhropists or tbelsts.
"

J. H. NEWMAN G-<w. Assent*. Ja. 120 No one is to be

13 K. Brunne's C/iron. Wace (Rolls) 11632 (Lamb. MS.)

Per nis no power to beires liche [Petyt MS. non U ber pere

ne to bam]. 13.. E. E. AUit. P. B. 1527 Heyred hem as

hyjly as heuen wer bayres. 1375 BARBOUK Bruce III. 745

That thai and thairis.. Suld be in all thing at his will. 1415

Rolls rifParlt. 1 V. 296/2Yatany of the said parties,byyayme
or yaires, precede, c 1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 27 tolowe

our faders lyke as bey blessedly folewede lhayres. c 1440

Generydes 2080 This day is therys, A nother shalbe ourez.

1484 CAXTON Fables t<J

'

&sop v. iii, Telle to them that it is

thyn and not theyrs. 15*6 TINDALE Matt. v. 10 Theirs ys

the kingdome off heven. 1674 BOYLE Exccll. Meek. Hypo-
thesis 7 [They] have no recourse to any peculiar agency of

theirs to account for Eclipses. 1719 DE KOE Crusoe (1840)

II. iii. 50 The island was theirs. 1853 WHEWELL 'Grotius

III 377 Theirs is the sounder opinion, who hold that such

a grant continues. 1855 TENNYSON Charge Light Brigade

ii, Their's not to make reply, Their's not to reason why,

Theirs hut to do and die.

b. Of theirs: see OF 44.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 3521 That he scheme euere be on of

1691 BENT LEY Boyle Lect. ii. 63 These Atoms of theirs. 1831

Society I. ii. 16 An old acquaintance of theirs.

t c. Used instead of THEIR (rare} ; in 1 7-1 8th c.

when followed by another possessive, e. g.
'
theirs

or our country ', now
' their country or ours*. Obs.

c iico ORMIN 2506 And all onn ane wise fell Till
epberr

theyrs sake that are honest and vertuous men. rfji GAULK

Maeastrom. 274 The event fell out contrary to theirs, and

according to the Apostles prediction. 1667 MARVELL

Corr. Ixxviii. Wks. (Grosart) II. 223 Upon the importation.,

into theirs or our country, a 1774 GOLUSM. tr. Scarron s

Com. Romance (1775) "-.54 He thought it both theirs and

his duty to mount immediately.

t d. Maugre theirs : in spite of them, against

their will: see MAUGBE/rr/. I c. Obs.

<:i330 R. BHUNNB Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12811 Maugre
beires he dide bem go In to be wode. Itid. 15336. 1378

BARDOUR Bruce x. nS Magic thairis he it waii. 1480

called a Theist, who does not believe in a Personal God.

b. attrib. and Comb.
fill HICKES Two Treat. Ckr. Priesth. (1847) I. 267 Hl>

atheist-ridden, or theist-ridden..mind. iTSS AKOBY M"u.

(1766) II. 107 The writings of the old theist philosophers.
The-ist a

. ttfftife-tuii. [f. mod.L. JMtTU : cf.

THEISM 2
.]

A person addicted to tea-drinking.
ci8i8 SHELLEY in Medwin Z.;>i(i847)II. 47 [Shelley .. was

a lover of tea, calling himself..humourously a) Theist.

Theistic (K,i-stik), a. [f.
THEIST i + -ic.]

1. Of or pertaining to theists or theism.

1780 WARTON Sir T. Pope vi. (ed. 2) >o8 From an abhor-

rence of superstition, he appears to have adopted the

most distant extremes of the theistic system. 1875 VOY&KY
Revised Prayer Bt. (ed. 2) Pref., This modest attempt to

adapt the Liturgy of the venerable Church of England to a

purely Theistic worship. 1876 GLADSTONE in Couteiiip.

Kev. June 5 Those who, professedly rejecting all known

expressions of dogma, are nevertheless believers in a moral

Governor of the Universe. . . I denominatetheTheistic school.

2. Used in the sense : Of or pertaining to a god
or gods ; divine, rare.

1854 BKIMLEY Ess., Comtt's Pas. Pkilos. 324 A region of

*Homer\\.$ 2. 66 Zeus . .combines, more than any other deity,

the human and the theistic quality.

Theistical (pii-stikal), a. [f.
as prcc. + -AL :

see-lOAL,] ^ prec. i. Hence Thei'rtically adv.,

in a theistical manner.

1697 C. LKSLIE Short Meth. tu. Deists 1. 1 11 (1699) 45*"''.

The Theistical Clubb have set this up as a Principle. 1738

WARUUKTON Din Legal, in. ii. 34 That future Slate, which,

I suppose, the Theistical Philosophers did not believe. 1841

ELPIIISSTONE Hist. India I. 223 The work of PaUnjall. .u

the text-book of the theistical sect.

Theive, obs. form of THEAVE, THIEVE.

Theivil, Sc. var. THIVEL, pot-stick.

Theke ()>k). Bot. [ad. Gr. ftimi.l - TSUCA 2.

organs). 1900 in B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Termt.

Theke, obs. form of THEEK, THILK.

Thel, thele, variants of THEAL Obs., a board.

t Thelema-tic, a. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. AIJ/*IT-,

stem of 'AWa will + -1C.] Of or pertaining to will

or volition ; voluntary.
8i3-ai BENTHAM Ontolofy Wks. 1843 VIII. 307/2

heleroalic [motions], those in the production of whThel

.

which vo.i-

to be concerned.
34-a



THELEMITB.

Thelemite (pe'l/msit). rare. [a. F. thelemile

(Cotgr.), f. Gr. tfeAi^a will + -ITE 1, with reference

to the abbey of Theleme in Rabelais, the only law

of which was Fay cr. que vonldras, Do what thou

wilt.] (See quots.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Thelemite, a libertine, one that

does what he list. 1908 Nation 24 Oct. 144/1 We will.,

take our oath to observe the Thelemite rule of 'Do what
thou wilt ', because, as its founder said,

' men that are free,

well-born, well-bred, and conversant in honest companies
have naturally an instinct and spur that prompts them unto
virtuous actions '.

Thelephoroid (pfle-foroid), a. Sot. [f. mod.L.

T/ielephora (f. Gr. 9i/Aij a teat + -ijiopot bearing) +

-HID.] Resembling or having the form of the genus

Thelephora of hymenomycetous fungi. So Thele-

pho-reous a,, of or ]>eitaining to this genus.
1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Thclephoreus, ..applied by

Persoon toa Family., of the Exosporii Sarcomyci . .: thele-

ptioreous. 1891 Cent. Diet,, Thelephoroid.

Thelke, obs. form of THILK.

t Thellich, a. and pron. Obs. Forms: a. I

pyslie, J>yllic, pillie, Jrilie, 2 pellie, 3 pullieh(//),

pulli (), 4 pellich. ft. I pylo, pile. [OE. fyllic,

by assimilation from pysllc (besi&efiuslic, fiullic),

f. pus, pys, THUS + -lie, -LY 1. See also THILK.]
A. adj. Of this or such a kind ; suchlike, such.

Betnvulf 2637 *if hint byslicu bearf gelumpe. 1890 tr.

Bxiia's Hist. ii. ix. [xii.] (1890) 130 Se Se byslice gife & swa

Ags. Gosf. Matt,
xviij. 5 Swa hwylc swa anne byllicne \v. r,

bilicne, Halt. G. bellicne, Litidisf. ouslic] lytlingon minuin
naman onfehb, se onfehb me. Mark vii. 8 Manega obre

byllice \v. r. bylce, Halt. G. bellice] ding ge doo. c 1050 Liber
Scintill. 33 Ac swybe feawa synd ba bylce gebedu habban.

\

Ibid. 80 Pes byte fela spyco. a 1225 Ancr. R. 8 peos &
swuche opre \MS. C. bullich ooere] beo3 alle ine freo wille
to donne. 1130 Halt Meid. 9 pe bohtes bat.Jeareft be !

and eggeS toward bulli beowdom. a 1240 Sawlcs Warde
in Cott. Horn. 255 Of bulliche nesche wepnen ich mahtc
carien summes weis. Ibid. 265 Sikere ha beoS of al bis of
bull! lif, of bulli wit, of .bulli luue..ant of

bull; blisse. 1340
Ayenb. 27 Of belliche binges him gledeb ine his herte.

B. pron. fabsol. or ellipt. use of the adj.] A
thing or things of this, that, or such a kind ; such.
a 890 tr. Bzda's Hist. in. xvi. [xxii.) (1890) 228 Dyslic was

seo syn, be se cyninr
*-

Oros. iv. iv. 2
"*.rone fore ofslegen waes. 1:893 K. ALFRED
Nu Komane him self byllic wnton. a 1000

similia. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke ix. 9 Hwjet is bes be bam
ic bile \Hatt. belhc, Lind. duslico] xehyre? a 1225 Lcr.
A'.w.'. ft.- T ~... t I...11: 1. I. ..I I . L li-_* -_ J r .

mod.L. Thelphusa + -IAN.] Of or pertaining to the

genus Thelphusa of fresh-water crabs, as T. jluvi-
atilis, which burrrows in river banks, b. sb. A
crab of this family.
1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 305/2 Thelphusa, Thelphusians,

M. Milne Edwards s name fora tribe of brachyurous crusta-
ceans belonging to his family of Calomctopes. Ibid., Many
of the Thelphusians.

Thelyblast (Mi-, ]>Hibla?st). Biol.
[f.

Gr.
eijAus female + -BLAST.] The female element of a
sexual cell. Hence Thelybla'stic a.

1877 C. S. MINOT in Proc. Boston Koc. Nat. Hist. XIX. 170The sexual generation may be called glnoclatts, the male
arsenoblasts, the female tlielyblasts (direction cells, nucleoli
of Infusoria and spermatozoa). 1890 UII.LINGS Nat. Med.
Diet., Tlielyblasts, term proposed by Minot to include
mature ovaand sperm-blastophores or seminal mother-cells.

II Thelycum (J>rli-, be-likwm). PI. thelyoa.
[mod.L., ad. Gr. eij\v<jv, neuter of flnAiwcos femin-
ine, f. ffrj\v-s female.] Name for a structure on the
ventral surface of the thorax in the female of cer-
tain macrnrous crustaceans.
1888 C. S. BATE in Challenger Rep. XXIV. 244 The ventral

plate or thelycnm in the female \.fenxus canaliculalits}.
Ibid. 245 The peculiar formation of the complementary I

external female apparatus which I propose to call thelycum.
ThelygenoUB, a. Bot. [f. Gr. dfjAu-s female +

-GEN + -ous.] Producing the female element.

*?-
B '

?' J,
ACKS

,

ON Gl "- Eat- Terms 270/1 Thelygenous,
inducing the female element, as thelygenous castration, the
production of pistils in the male-flowers ofa host by Ustilago.

Thelykaryotic (Jw^li-, Jwlikserip'tik), a. Biol.
[irreg. f. Gr. 0ij\v* female + K&pvov nut, kernel *

-OTIC, after
mitotic.'} Having a female nucleus.

1909 J. W. JENKINSON Exferim. Embryol. 267 In the two-
celled stage one blastomere has a male and a female nucleus,
. .while the other has only a female (thelykaryotic)
t Thelyphtho-ric, a. Obs. nonte-wd. [f. mod.

L. thelyphthora (M. Madan 1780), f. Gr. flfjXi;-!

ftthelyotokous
ing females

(f. 6frv-, female + -TO OS bearing) +
-OBS.] Producing only female

offspring, as the

.

[f. Gr. ft,\r^or bear-
ale

268

parthenogenetic females of some species : opposed
loai-renotokous. SoTlielytoky(alsothelyo-toky),
the production of females only in parthenogenesis.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Aniiu. vii. 446 The terms arre.

notokous and thelytokous have been proposed by Leuckart

and Von Sieboid to denote tho*c parthenogenetic females

which produce male and female young respectively. 1895
D. SHARP Camlir. Nat. Hist. V. iv. 141 The result of

parthenogenesis in some species is the production of only one
i sex, which in some Insects is female, in others male j the

! phenomenon in the former case is called by Taschenberg
I Thelyotoky, in the latter case Arrhenotoky. Ibid. xxii.

498 Thelyotokous parthenogenesis is common in sawflies.

Them (Sera, Scm), pen. pron. Forms : see

I
below. [Three types are found in ME. a. tejjm,

peym, a. QN. feint
' to those',

' to them', dat. pi.

;

of the demonst. sd, su, pat, the plural of which
1 also supplies that of the 3rd pers. pron. (see

! THEY). This came down to the i6th c. in Eng. in

the form theim, and still exists in north, dial, and
in Sc. as thaiiu. /3. Northern En./a/, app. bef.

1300; this appears to represent Jixui, pam, dat. pi.

of OE. se, sio,pxt, pl.jW (see THAT, THO), found

already as accus. in the Rushworth Gospels, where

Lindisf. has hia, Ags. Gosp. lilg, Hatton hyo, all in

the sense
' them '. This came down in Sc. as thame

to 1 6th c. 7. The existing form them, found in

R. Brunne c 1 330. This may have originated as an

unstressed form ('Sera, Sam) olpeim or (?)/<?/, or it

may actually have represented the OE. Anglian
fseia of the Rushworth

Gospels.
Although the form from Norse is not known before Ormin,

it must nave been current in the Danelaw much earlier,
since it was only dative in Norse, and must have been taken
into OE. as dative, and have shared in the peculiar English
change by which the accusative and dative of the pronouns
were levelled under the dative form. In the singular hitie,

him, instances of this change are seen in the Rushworth
Gospel Gloss c: 975 (see HIM id); and it is noteworthy that
the same Gloss shows the use of figin as ace., = kia, Ing,
hyo, as mentioned above. This use of }xiu as pers. pron.
may itself have been due to Norse influence, the OE.
word being used in the same sense as the Norse peim
The commoner pron. of 3rd pers. pi. obj. (dat. and ace.) in

OE. and .ME. was HEM, surviving colloq. and dial, as 'em.]

A. Illustration of Forms.
a. 2-3 (Orm.~) pe^m, 4-6 peym, peira, theym(e,
theim, 6 theime

; 4 pairae, payra, 4-6 paim,
(4 paem, 4-5 taim), 4-6 (4- Sc.) thaiiu, 4-6
thaym(e, 6 thaime.
CMOO ORMIN 1751 patt he bejJm jife blisse. IHd. 1768
And hellpe be^m . . To winnenn eche blisse. a 1300 Cursor
M. 47 (Cott.) A saumpul her be baem IGltt. bairn. /". ham, T.
hem] I say. Ibid. 19378 (Edin.) pai lerid at taim to suffer
harde. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wacc 13072 Wawayn..
smo^t aboute, & made beym rounn. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xxvii. (Afacfwr) 724 He betwene baym pes can ma. c 1400
tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 58 Worschippe . . bayme
bat )u seez bat doon to be worschipped. 1523 Lu. BEKNEKS
froiss. I. clxxxvi. 220 A stryfe fell bylwene theym and they
of Parys. 1533 GAU Richt Vay (S.T.S.) 3 Thay quhilk red
thayme or buyr thaime. 1534 CFOMWELI. in Mernman Life
ff Lett. (1902) I. 374 They.. make not so muche for your
purpose as ye allege thaim for. 1536 WRIOTHESI.EY Chron.
(Camden) I. 43 Great lamentation that the poore people
made for theim. 1537 Adm. Crt. Exempli/, i. No. 174
Seeing a ship coming somewhat rome with theym, 1565
ALLEN Def. Purg. xv. 272 Sumwhiles by thabasing of
theime. 1873 Thaim [see B. 5!.

0. i )>8em, 3-4 pam, 4-6 fame (6 yame), 4-7
thame, tham.

-975
Rushw. Cosp. Matt. xx. 25 Halend ba cei^de bam

\Lind. hia, Ags. hij, Halt, hyo] to him. 13. . Cursor M.
4900 (Cott.) pe sargantz. .Ran and ouertok bam [Colt, bairn]
pare. Ibid. 7120 A redel bam vndo he badd. c 1330 R.
BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 2 luor & Ini were dUconfite bat day
pe Iris & be Wals with bam fled away. 1357 Lay Folks
Catech. (MS. T.) 39 That . . suld teche thame. Ibid. 65 To
lere tham. a 1400 Isumbras 122 For thame es alle my kare.

y" Duke of Longcastell. 1641 in Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow
ooc.) p. xliu, Being found qualifeit be thame.

7. 4 pern, 4- them, (5-6 theme).
^c
13

!? !?'
BEUN

.
NE CAron. Wacc (Rolls) 15336 Oure kynde

. . bchal do bem bowe, maugre bayres. 13 . . Cursor M. 13725
(Cott.) Him for to tak bituix |m tua. c 1430- Them [see
B. 4). 1482 in Eng. Hist. Rev. XXV. 123 If ye wylle not,we bene purveyde of theme yat wylle. 1573 Satir. Poems
hefarm. xl. 21 To theme that was his fais.

B. Signification. I. Personal pronoun.
1. As pronoun of the third person plural, objec-

tive, direct and indirect (accusative and dative) of
THEY. Also as antecedent pron. followed by rela-
tive, or prepositional phrase, and having then a
demonstrative function, equivalent to those but
less emphatic.

a. Direct object or accusative. (= L. eas, illos.
G. Of.)
c 975 [see A. SJ. ctioo [see A. a]. ^1300 CursorM. 1228He bam for-soke in all ber nedis. Ibid. 8118 He heild bam

toljaimfortokys.
c 1330 [see A. y). 1470-85 'M.f.wiaArthur

x. Ixix. 533 Ihe grene knyghte hath..beten all them of
Orkeney. 1474 Cmvntry Leet Bk. 389 To bye theym in be

THEM.
estimation and admiration. 1667 MILTON P. L. IX. 420 By
Fountain or byshadie Rivulet He sought them both. 1864
J. H. NEWMAN Apol. iv. (1904) 125/1 Charges.. which. . I

fully believed at the time when I made them.

b. Indirect object or dative. (
- L. eis, illis, G.

i/iiie/i.)
c 1200 OKMIN 1142 patt he bejjm . . Forrjiefe bejsre gilltesa.

a 1300 Cursor M. 667 Witte and wisdam he bam gaue. 1375
BAKBOUR Bruce \. 79 pis ordynance baim thocht be besl.
c 1400 Rule St. Betiet 20 And by-kenne it taim bat L>e*t can
serue god & te cuuent. c 1500 Merck, tf Son 269 in Ha/I.
E. P. P. I. 151 The maryage of them ij. ys made. 1523
LD. BEKNEKS Froiss. I. ccxli. 353 He sent.. and made
alyaunces with them thre. isssCovERDALE Jer. xxxv.2 Gcue
them wyne to drynke. 1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boualinfi
AJvts./r. Paritass. i. i. (1674) 2 If their Lord.. do but cast
an artificial smile them, they take it as..a reward. 1779
Mirror No. 23 f 2 To show them what they are to under,
stand. 1812 CRABBE Tales xviii, Men . . whose pains, Credit,
and prudence, brought them constant gains. Mod. I give
them credit for good intentions.

c. As the object of a preposition.
c 1300 Harra-M. Hell 29 (MS. E) Crist loked bairn vnto.

c 1340 HAMTOLE Prose Tr. 28 pou will noghte tente to tha> in.

1474 CAXTON Chesse 7 Take not from them that is theyres.
1535 COVERDALE Ps. xvii(i). 48 Thou shall lift me vp from
them that ryse agaynst me. 16*3 GEKBIER Counsel f viij,

Letteis, which the ^Egiptians did attribute unto them. 1780
Mirror No. 96 f 2 They are neither of them niggardly
1847 TENNYSON Princess Cond.. 68 Too solemn for the comic
touches in them. Mad. What will he do with them 1

d. Sometimes indefinitely, as objective case of
THEY 3. colloq. or dialectal.

2. Often used for 'him or her', referring to a

singular person whose sex is not stated, or to any-
body, nobody, somebody, whoever, etc. Cf. THEY 2.

1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 127 Little did I think..to
make a. . Complaint against a Person very dear to you, . . but
dont let them be so proud, .as to make them not care how
they affront everybody else. 1853 Miss VONGE Heir oj
Redclyffe xhv, Nobody else.. has so little to plague them
1874 DASENT Halfa Life II. 198 Whenever any one was
ill, she brewed them a drink.

3. Used for the nominative they. a. As ante-
cedent or demonstrative pronoun : THOSE. Now
only dial, or illiterate.

c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymoit iii. 78 All the foure
brethern, and all theym of theyr companye arayed them
selfe. 1530 LD. BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. 393 Blessyd
be them that hath brought that about. 1581 MARBKCK
Bit. ofNotes^ 150 Such are them to whom y Lord doth giue
his

holy spirit. 1632 LITHCOW Trav. vii. 333 In a moment,
them of the Villages came downe on horse and foote. 1873
MURRAY Dial. S. Scot/. 184 Thaim at dyd it. 1891 BARRIE
Little Minister iii, Them as says there's no has me to fecht.
a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia Introd. 141 Them are the
women I meant. 1877 L. J. JENNINGS Field Paths iii. 47Them be my two children. 1901 N. LLOYD Chronic Loafer
i. ii Them wasn't our only troubles.

b. As personal pronoun after than, as, and in the

predicate after the verb to be. Common ctlloq.,
but considered incorrect grammatically.
165476* EARL ORRERY Parthen. (1676) 708 It was an im-

possibility that these could be them. 1777 MICKLE Cnmnor
Hall xix, How far less blest am I than them I 2845 E.
WARBURTON Crescent <y Cross I. 331 It was not them we
wanted. 1888

'

J. S. WINTER '

Bootle's Childr. xiv, It was
them told me about her. 1888 ' R. BOLDREWOOD '

Robbery
under Armsxxxlv, It was them or us..now. 2901 THEO. W.
WILSON liacca Queen xi. 89 Such as them enjoys thersells.

II. 4. As reflexive pron. = themselves. (= L.
se, sibi, G. sick.)
As direct or indirect obj. of vb. (area.), or obj. of prep.
13.. Cursor M. 1713 pe meke be bam ai tua and tua, pe

wild do be barn-self al-sua. Ibid. 15757 (Cott.) pai fell baim
don vn-to be grund. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce i. 205 Gyff bat

ony man baim by Had ony thing bat wes worthy. 1430
Syr Trynm. 770 The knyghtes gysed them fulle gay, And
proved them fulle preste. 1535 COVERDALE Exod. xxxii. 8

They haue made them a molten calfe. a 1550 Christis
Kirke Gr. xi, To dans thir damysellis thame dicht. 1565
COOPER Thesaurus, Ktitricetf,. .roset colour that women
vse to paynte them. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFKE Myst. Udolpha
Ivii, Superior attainments of every sort bring with them
duties of superior exertion. 1848 J. H. NEWMAN Loss ft
Gain n. xx. (1904) 254 What a way those fellows have
with them ! 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxii. IV. 697 They
then bethought them of a new expedient.

III. 5. As demonstr. adj.
= THOSE. Now only

dial, or illiterate.

a. Qualifying an objective (direct or indirect).
Also strengthened by adding there ('ere, air}.
1596 H. CLAPHAM Bible Hist. 92 To Samaria and them

partes. 1598 BARRET Theor. Warres i. i. 4 The warres and
weapons are now altered from them dayes. 2621 AINSWORTH
A nnot. Pen/at. Gen. xviii. 6 Foure of them Logs make a
Kab. 1726 CAVALLIER Mem. in. 231 If I had but one of them
Hangmen. 1809-12 MAR. EDGEWORTH Absentee xii, 1 hope,
then, the agent will give you encouragement about thum
mines. 1840 THACKERAY Catherine vii, It was a rare rise we
got put

of them chaps. 1878 MRS. STOWE Pogamic P. i, He
don t believe in keeping none of them air prayer-book days.

D. Qualifying a nominative.

J?7 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 126 Them few [dogs]
which be kept must be tyed up in the day time. 1610
HEALEY Vives' Comment St. Aug. Citie of Cod xn. xvi,
Augustine, .saith that them times were called eternal!. 1778

- -.- .. _.,_. Scriptu..
"9" M. E. FRANCIS Fiander's Widow 11. v. 255

' Them
there legs o' yourn should be pretty well stretched by now.'



THEMA.

II Thema (be-ma, J>/-ma). I'l. themata
(be'mata). [mod.L. thema, a. Gr. 0c/ia THEMK.]
fl. The theme or subject of a declamation or dis-

course ; a position to be maintained or demon-
strated ; a thesis. Obs.

1531 ELVOT Gov. \. xiv, A case i* appoyuted to be moted
by certayne yonge men, contaynyng sonic doubtefull con.
Irouersie, which is in stede of tlie heed of a declain.ui <i\\

called thema, a 1734 NOKIH F.xunt. i. i. 8. (17.10) iS
His grand Tkcnia. ur Historical Position is, That Kinj-
Charles II. was a concealed Papist. Ibid, ii. 47. 53 Another
of the Author's Themata or Positions.

2. The stem-form of a word
;
= THKMI; ^.

1615 BEDWELL, Arab. Trudg., Alkoran
t the thema is not

JCara/ta, ..as they would make vs tMMMMl hut h'am,
which signifieth, to reade. 1883 Athenxum 6 Jan. 15^2
Scholars are still divided as to what thcma or base to refer
certain forms [of Icelandic nouns].
3. Mus. = THEME 4.
1801 BUSBY Diet. Mus. 1871 GRAMME />YtV0zvttii.(i876)

27 Beethoven.. requested a thema for an improvisation.
4. A dissertation or thesis submitted for a degree ;

cf. THEME 3.
\&&At/ttu3euw 28 July 129/3 'The Conflict of East and

West In Egypt '..appears to be an enlargement of a tJitnta
for the doctorate of Columbia College.

Thematic (Km tik), a. (sb.) [ad. Gr. 0(f*a-

Tt*-oy, f. 0t.ua THEME : see -ic.] Of or pertaining
to a theme or themes.
1. Of or pertaining to a subject or topic of dis-

course or writing, rare.

1871 tr, Lange's Comm. Jer. 104 These introductory verses
thus acquire a thematic character.

t b. Logic. Relating to or connected with the
matter or subject of thought. Obs.

1697 tr. Burgersdicius his Logic 1.1.2 A System of Log!,
cal Precepts consists of two Parts, Thematick and Organic.
..The first is that which is imploy'd about Theams, and
their various Affections, and second Notions, as about the
Matter of the Instruments of Logick.
2. Mus. Of, pertaining to, or constituting themes

or subjects (see THEME 4) ; relating to themes and
their contrapuntal development. In thematic cata-

logue, index, summary, =
containing the opening

themes or passages of musical pieces.
1864 Reader 21 May 660 A handy thematic summary of

the work is given in the 'Orchestra
1

for last week. 1878
C. F. POHL in Grove Diet. Afus. I. 66/2 The thematic cata-

logue which Mozart himself had kept of his works. 1906
At/ienxuw i Sept. 250/2 The thematic material has been
carefully chosen, and its treatment shows thought and skill.

3. Gram. Of or pertaining to the theme or stem-
form of a word : see THEME 5.
Thematic vowel, a vowel which comes between the root

and the inflexions in a verb or sb., as the and o in <>t'p.o-/xec,

$ep-f-T( , the /, e, and a in OE. ber-i-fi^ ber-e-j>, luf-a-%,
1861 GOLDS i UCKER Pdnini 257 There must be reasons for

this variety of thematic forms which constitute the declen-
sion of the same base. 1877 PAFILLON Man. Comf. Phihl.
viii. (ed. 2) 167 Curtius. .explains the vowel in question as
a ' thematic vowel ', i. e. a suffix to or increase of the stem or
* theme '

previous to the reception of the inflections. 1887
COOK Silvers' O. E. Gram. 143 The thematicw being some-
times retained and sometimes lost. 1888 KENNEDY Revised
Lat. Primer 148 (1900) 94 Verbs. . . In which the Verb-Stem
was formed by a so-called Thematic vowel added to the root.

B. as sb. That part of logic which deals with
themes or subjects of thought. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

So Thema'tical a. = thematic ; Thematically
adv. i in a thematic manner; with respect to a
theme or themes ; f The matism Obs. nonce-ivd.

[ad. Gr. Otpariffftos a laying down], a placing,

arrangement ; The'matist, one who composes or

writes themes (Ogilvie, 1882).
iby> Athenaeum 3 May 579/1 The *thematical material in

the four movements of the work is.. interesting, and.. the
music is pleasantly unconventional. Ibid. 25 Jan. 125/2
Structurally as well as *thematically we note a welcome !

advance towards clearness. ITJO SHELVOCKE A rtillery v. 334 I

The first then shall be the *'fhtmatism (from the Greek !

\Vard 0ejiaTi<rMoO which signifies the Decorum and Grace-
,

fulness of any Pile.

Theme (J>n)> sb. Forms : a. 4-6 teme, (4-5
teeme, 5 teem, 5-6 tyme). 0. 4- theme, (6-7
theame, 6-8 theam). [a. OF. *tcme (not in

Godef. : but cf. tesme, with graphic s indicating

vowel-length (i$th c. in Godef. Cowpt.}; also

teumtt thieume) ;
in conformed to L. thtma

%
a.

Gr. 0i.ua proposition, f. Of-, root of rtOcvat to put,

set, place, lay down. In i6-i7th c. commonly
spelt theam Q>m). Cf. ANTETHEME.]
1. The subject of discourse, discussion, conversa-

tion, meditation, or composition ;
a topic.

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 18495 (Cott.) Bot lenthius yald up his

teme Bath to ioseph and to nichodeme. 13,. E. E. Aiiit.

P. C. 358 pe trwe tenor of his teme he tolde on bis wyse.
1:1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 306 Crist.. toke

b^e
same

word for his teme bat Baptist toke whanne he prechide.
ft. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 943 pe nwe [Iherusalem] bat

ly^t
of godez sonde, pe apostel in apocalyppce in theme con take.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pard. Prol. 5 My theme [teeme, teme, teem,
tyme] is alwey oon and euere was Radix malorum est

Cupiditas. 1485 CAXTON Paris $ V. Prol., I vndertake this

theme.. because I haue all my life taken pleasure in the

reading of Romances. 1570 GOOCK Pop. Kingd. iv. 44 b,

Now to my theame again, a 1600 [see THESE s/>.]. 1649
MILTON Eikon. ix, The overworn theme, and stuffing of afl

his discourses. 1708 Brit. Apollo^. 18. 3/2 And Love and

269

ntc be my Endless Theam [rime name). 1804
\\ H.MW.KPN in Gurw. /_>/. (1837) III. 81 II

notorious treachery,. . the theme of all the public disp..'
1870 BKVANI ltia,i vi. I. 200 A theme of song for men in
ttmc to come.

tb. trims/. A subject treated by action (instead
of by discourse, etc.); hence, that which is the
cause of or for specified action, circumstance, or

feeling; matter, subject. Obs.
1588 SIIAKS. Til. A. v. it. 80 See heere be comes, and I

troubles. 1713 Swin Ca.itnus * Vanessa 298 In vain . . You
form'd this project in your brain .. Nor shall Vanessa be the

i/"!/ ,?,?
nana*e

,!*
i y a!* rlive scheme. 1806 H. SIDDONS

Mata, *'ift* $ Widow I. 179 His son grew up to man's
estate, and gave him farther theme for uneasiness.

t c. Logic. That which is the subject of thought.
i6ao T. CHANGER Div. Logike i The extcrnall is euery

Iheme, or matter propounded, whereof a man dfacouneth,
or may discourse

by
his reason. 1697 tr. Burgersdicius

hi$ Logic i. U. 2 A Theme is whatsoever may be propos'd lo
the Understanding to be known. Themes ate either Simple
or Composed. 1715 WATTS Logic I. ii. i Every object of
our idea is called a theme, whether it be a being or not-
being; for not-being may be proposed to our.. thoughts, as
well as that which has a real being.

1 2. spec. The text of a sermon ; also, a proposi-
tion to be discussed. Obs. (or merged iu i).
a, 136* LANGL. P. PI. A. in. 86 A Sarmoun he made, . . And

lolde hem bis teeme [v. r. teme). Ibid. VIM. 122 Thou
mihtest preche whon >e luste, Quoniam literaturam non
cognoui mihte be by Teeme 1 c 1440 Promp. Parv. 488/1
Teme, of a sermone, thema. 1513 MORE Rich. ///, Wks.
60/2 He toke for his

(tyme sfttna vitulamina non agent
radices altos. That is to say bastard slippes shal neuer
take depe roote. 1530 PALSCR. 281/1 Tyme of ascrmonde,
thesme.

0. 1387 TRBVISA Htgden (Rolls) VIII. 151 (MS.a) He took
a theme [L. sumpto thcmatc\ of holy writt, and Ran to
preche. 1432-50 tr. Higdcn ibid., This theme of scripture.
c 1530 L. Cox R/tet.(i&)<ti 44 The theme of Tullyes oracyon
or

plee
for Milo was thys, that he had slayne Clodius

laufully. 1560 DAUS Stiutuuft Comm. 367 The deuines
had Themes geuen them to discusse ana reason vpon.
c -LtjaftMerie Tales ofSkeltonS^Wte. 1843 I.p. Ixi. Hcdyd
take that for hys antethem, the which of late dayes is named
a theme, and sayde, Qui se exaltat [etc.]. 1594 T. B. La
Primaud. Fr. Acad. \\. 590 In the ende all woulde be but
yanitie, according to Salomons theame, which hee handleth
in his booke of the Preacher. 1618 HALES Rent., Lftt.fr.
Synod ofDort n. 50 He took for his Theme the 122. Psalm.

3. An exercise written on a given subject, esp. a
school essay ; an exercise in translation. Now rare.

THEMSELVES.

ll19 Wltio;,

I7J ''"'"a c"li, a lijjui. , I i ,

7. Am. Hist. Kach ol the twenty-nine province,
into which the Kyzaminc empire na> divided
1788 CMBBON l,<d * /.. xU,,i V. ^ The Anatolian llume
'

' accurate lu,ey of the

of Fu^S- a A"'"' ^i^y.'"' "*" dcnominJed, both

a?'"P8 ""1 A"- -4 I:CK //,/, AW. /.,/,/. i,
(1889) ,35 NIC.

, ,
.

lhcme , =%of Koine as tli.

8. atlrib. and Comb., as theme-maker
,i Mi HOLVIMY y*:;,,.,/ I , |<, lr .. Suiel'y thou wilt

, .wledge JuveiuU to be a pott, but Horace to be n,
'.'leme-maker.

Hence Theme v. trans., to furnish with a theme
or subject; The mele a., without a theme,
li.tving no theme ; The mer, one who set> or
l'..ses a theme; Themerter (bfm.tai), one who
labouis at a theme (contemptuous).
1594 R- bouiiiwm. St. i'ettrs Compl., etc. To Rdr., Tim
theamcs my lieavie penne to pUine in prose. 1641 I

JACKSON True Evang. T. 1. 10 [Points) capable to be spread
out so as to theame the Preachers speech. 1840 GALT
Ih'nwn ofDestiny vi. 41 The themeleu babble ofhU idiot
i hild. 1611 TARLTOH Jests (1844) 28 Such commendations
1 arlton got, that hee supt with the bailiflfc that night, where
my *theamer durst not come, although he were sent for

1843 Vlackvi, Mag. LIV. 105 Where now, base 'iheines.lcr ?

Theme, obs. f. TEAM (sense 8) ; also of THEM.
Themel, -elle, obs. forms of THIMBLE.
II Themis (be-mis, hrmis). [a. Gr. 6(>i,

goddess of law and order, Justice personified.]
1. Name of the ancient Greek goddess of law and

justice ; hence, Law orlustice personified.
1656 BLOUNT Gtossogr., Thriiiis, the Godesse of Juiticc,

that gave out Oracles at Boeotia. 1784 COM I-KR Task m. 257
Such thine, in whom Our British Themis gloried with just
cause, Immortal Hale. 1880 I. PAYN ConM. /(rf/iv,She
found a rival, not in Themis, but in Isabel Thurlow.

2. Astron. Name of the twenty-fourth of the

Asteroids, discovered 5 April 1 853 by De Gasparis.
Themistian (r/ini-stiaa). Ch. Hist. [f. The-

misti-us, name of the founder of the sect (see quot.
1882-3) + &] In plural : A sect of the MONO-
PHYSITES who attributed to Christ imperfect know-
ledge. Cf. ACNOITES.

1545-7 " Archxologia XXXIV. 41 After none they
[form III] have a theme to be made in Laten. 1581 PETTIE

i Guazzo's Civ. Conv. n, (1586) 59 Like a schoolemaister,
! which doth dictate or rehearse to his schollers some Theame
I

or Epistle. 1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 56 The theam of a
Grammar lad. 1730 GIBBER Apol. (1756) I. 7, I remember
I was once whippd for my theme. 1814 in Grant Burgh
Sch. Scoti.dtyd) n. iv. 154 The Rector dictated an English
theme to be translated into Latin. 1878 Bosw. SMITH
Carthage 265 In Juvenal's time Roman schoolboys declaimed
upon it in their weekly themes.

4. Mus. The principal melody, plainsong, or
cantofermo in a contrapuntal piece; hence, any one
of the principal melodies or motives in a sonata,

symphony, etc. ;
a subject ; also, a simple tune on

which variations are constructed.

[1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 86 Your plainsong is as it were
your theme, and your descant as it were your declamation.]
1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mus. HI, 2 It was usual with them to
have a Tenor as a Theam, to which they were compelled to

adapt their other Parts. 1854 CherubinCs Counterpoint 63
The subject, or theme of the fugue, should neither be too

long nor too short. 1866 ENGEL Nat. Mus. iii. 103 A mam-
fold and clever treatment of the motives of which the theme
consists, contributes especially to the oneness and clearness
of a musical composition.
5. Philol. The inflexional base or stem ofa word,

consisting of the ' root
'
with modification or addi-

tion ; thus in Gr. \ti-ativ and rt/jivfiv, the roots are

XITT, Ttfij the present themes or stems Aftn--, re/iv- ;

in Tinvov, the root is T**, the theme rtKvo-f

Formerly applied to the i
pers. sing. pres. indie, of a verb ;

later identified with root (as in Greek) ; the modern applica-
tion began with Curtius.

1530 PALSGR. Introd. 31 The fyrst [conjugation].. hath his
thre chefe rotes, .his theme, his preterit participle, and his

present infynityve ever of^ many syllables. lbid.
t
The

thyrde [conjugation] hath his theme most commen Iy in S. .

as je voys..je prens. .je dis. 1580 HOLLYBAND Trcas. Fr.
Tongi \ call the Theame, speaking to the vnskilfull in the
Latine long, whereby we begin to decline a Verbe. 1615
BEDWELL Index Assurat. O iij, The theame or roote, as

they call it, from whence it [Koran] is deriued, \s..Kara\
to reade. 1741 WATTS Improv. Mind i.vii. 6 In reducing
the words to their original or theme. 1870 F. A. MARCH
Compar. Gram. Ags. 60 The variable final letters of a
noun are its case-endings, the rest is its theme. 1875
WHITNEY Life Laitg. x. 207 In the derivative theme or base.

6. Astrol. The disposition of the heavenly bodies

at a particular time, as at the moment of a person's
birth. Cf. HOROSCOPE sb. i.

1654 GALLE Magastrom, 293 Augustas had.. such a con-
fidence in this fatidical praesagition, that he divulged bis

natalitial theme. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Themft among
astrologers, denotes the figure they construct when they
draw the horoscope ; representing the state of the heavens
for a certain

point,
or moment required ; i.e. the places o(

the stars, and planets, for that moment. 1775 ASH D/ct. t

1874 in BLUNT Diet. Sects, Heresies, He. 1881-3 Scltaff's
Encycl. Relig. Knmal. I. 36 The second sect (founded in
the sixth century by Themistius, deacon of Alexandria),
sometimes called the Themistians. 1883 Cath. Diet. (1885)
596/1 The Themistians, or Agnoetx, held that the human
element in Christ before his resurrection was subject to
ignorance.

Themselves (Semse-lvz), pron. pi. Forms :

see THEM and SELF. [The original construction
was nom., ace. hi, hio selfe, dat. heom selfuin,
whence ME. hemselve(n, etc. In I4lh c. this was

superseded in north, dial, by faint selfa, faim
selven, and in Standard Eng. themself was the
normal form to ^1540, but disappeared ^1570.
Themselfs, themselves appears c 1500, and became
the standard form c 1540. For theirself, their-

selves, see III.]
I. Emphatic. = Those very persons or things.

1. Standing in apposition with the pronoun they

(rarely them), or with a b., or adj. used subst.
a. 13.. Cursor M. 3708 (Colt.) All baa bat blisses be Sal

barn-self blessed be. Ibid. 8131 (Gott.) paim-selue again
pai tok bair sty [Cott. bamself a-gain tok bai sti], And
went bairn ban to ethiopy. 1460 ToU'neley^tyst. xxx. 566
Thare neghburs thai demyd Thaym self as it semyd. 1533
MORE Apol. ^ b, They se full well them selfe, that they save
not trew.

y. ISM in Lett. Rich. Ill t, Hen. Vlf (Rolls) II. 107
The! them selves coulde not ocertayne us of the tyme. 1555
EDEN Decades To Rdr. (Arb.) 53 More monstrous then the
monsters theim selues. 1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglione's
Cottrtyer u. (1577) I vij b, Oftentimes to them themselues,
they thrust out filthy and most dishonest wordes. 1651
HOWELL Venice 143 Approv'd of by the Popes Breve's
themselfs. 1779 Mirror No. 54 F 7 You tell us the effects

of your feelings, child ; but you don't distinguish the feel-

ings themselves. 1810 CRABBE Borough ii no Monuments
themselves memorials need. 187* HARDY Under Greeitw.
Tree Pref., Music-paper (which they mostly ruled them-
selves). 1876 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) II. 295 Themselves

knowing nothing of difficulty, or of obscurity,.. they are
liable to be intolerant of other men who stumble.

2. Used alone for emphasis as a simple nomina-

tive, arch.
a. 151* Helyas in Thorns Prose Kotit. (1828) III. 30

Thiniuries that them self had made. 1549 Co\ KKDACE, etc.

Erasm. Par. Rom. 38 Vnlearned people.., whiche thinks

nothing rightful, but that them selfe do.

ft. 13. . Cursor M. 23517 (Edin.) God. .louis bum als his

auen sonis, Mar ban baim-selwin lof bair driht (Cott. Mare
ban bam-seluen luue bai dright].

y. 154* UIMLL Erasm. AfofJi. 105 Theimselfes by great

pielage . . dooe growe dayly & encrease in welthe. 1604
BEDELL Lett. x. 135 Themselues doe vtterly denie it. 1701
SWIFT Contests Nobles 4 Com. Wks. 1755 II. L 51 To
remember how themselves sate in fear of their persons.

1853 LVNCH Self-ltnprtn'. ii. 44 People's timoiousness . .

shows how insecurely grounded themselves are.

b. To be themselves : to be in their normal con-

dition of mind, body, or behaviour : see SELF D. i.

1698 LISTER in Phil. Trans. XX. 247 They came so out

of their Fits that they were also well and as much them-
selves as ever. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India 4- P. 379 Vet
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those. -are always as lean a* Skeleton*, and seldom them-

selves.

3. As emphatic objective. Now chiefly as object

of a preposition.
1375 BAKBOUK Bruce xm. 234 Ane of tbem-selwyne that

wes thar Capitane of thame all thai maid. ^ 1400 Destr.

Troy 1582 To selle and to se as J>aim selfe lyked. c 1430
LYDG. Mm. Poems (Percy Soc.) 108 But yt move of them-

selfe, for sothe they thynke yt ryghte nowghte. 1711
ADDISON Spect. No. 26 PS The Monuments of their [Dutch]
Admirals .. represent them like themselves. 1764 REID

Inquiry i. i If we would know the works of God, we must
consult themselves with attention and humility. 1825 Sco i r

Betrothed xxyi, They have., sacked the houses of the

Flemings, spoiled their goods, misused their families, and
murdered themselves. 1827 Surg. Dau. iv. You are one
of themselves, you know Middleman of that Ilk.

II. Reflexive :
= L. sibi, se ;

K. se, sot ; G. sick.

4. Asdirect obj.(accusative),indirectobj. (dative),
or object of a preposition.
a. 13.. Cursor Af. 386 (Colt.) Alkin things grouand.. in

)>am self f?aire seding here. Ibid. 16455 pai ches )>aim-self

dampnacion. 1:1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymoti xxiv. 518
They putte themself so to flighte. 1493 Beverley MSS. in

Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. XLVI. 620 That the Drapers shall

have a confraternite emong thame self.. as other crafts hafe.

^1548 HALL Ckron.
t
Edw, IV 239 Hys heyres and suc-

cessors., by them self, or their deputie should offer a hart

of lyke weight and value. cijsoR. MiKSTQHBrtjrtc Fortune
B iv b, AH men . . Enforce them selfe to please him.

/5. 13.. Cursor Jif. 801 (Gott.) pan J?ai sau bairn seluen

bare. Ibid. 3455 (Cott.) Til bay had o bam seluen mi^ht
[Go'tt. bairn seluen; Fair/, ham-seluen; Triti. hem self].

1375 BARBOUK Bruce i. 502 Fayn to male thaim-selwyn fre.

1419 in EIHs Orig, Lett. Ser. n. I. 73 Thay kepe this good
cmonge thaim selven.

y. 1502 in Lett. Rich. Ill ff Hen. F// (Rolls) II. 107 Thei
wold confesse them selves to be there as commissioners.

11x548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 135 b, The remnant.. lept
ouer the castle wal, and so saued themselfes. 1565 STAPLETON
tr. Bcde's Hist. 163 [They] did cast lotts equally amongst
them selfs. 1611 BIBLE Gen. iii. 7 They. .made themselues

aprons. 1617 MORYSON Itin. m. 70 The dores,.by waights
are made to shut of themselves. 1647 TRAPP Comm. a T/tess.

iii. ii Whose whole life is to eat. .and laugh themselves fat.

1779 Mirror No. 17 P 15 Not to make fools of themselves.
1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxvi, These Hielands of outs, .are but
a wild kind of warld by themsells. 1885 Manch, Exam. 16

Sept. 5/2 The points on which they differ among themselves.

5. Iii concord with a singular pronoun or sb. de-

noting a person, in cases where the meaning implies
more than one, as when the sb. is qualified by a dis-

tributive, or refers to either sex: = himself or

herself. Cf. THE* 2, TUKM 2.

a. 1464 Rolls ofParlt. V. 513/2 Inheritements, ofwhich any
of the seid persones . . was seised by theym self, or joyntly with
other, c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymen. i. 39 Eche of theym
.sholde.. make theymselfe redy. 1533 MORE Aj>ol. 55 b,

Neyther Tyndale there nor thys precher..hath by theyr
maner of expounynge . . wonne them self mych wurshyp.
y. 1600 SHAKS. Liter. 125 Euery one to rest themselues \ed.

1594 himselfe] betake. 1654-66 EARL ORRERY Parthen.
(1676) 147 All that happened, which everyone assured them,
selves, would render him a large sharer in the general joy.
1874 DABEHT Haifa Life 3 Every one likes to keep it to
themselves as long as they can.

IH. From the I4th c. there has been a tendency
to treat self as a sb. (

= person, personality), and
substitute their for them(tf. his self, HIMSELF IV.).
This is prevalent dialectally, but in literary Eng. has place

only where an adj. intervenes, as their tr,un, siueet, very
stives. See SELF C. i a, and cf. OURSELF, OURSELVES.

a. 13.. Cursor M. 5378 (Cott.) To ches bam ware bair-self
will neuen. Ibid. 6968 (Fairf.) Ilka kinrede of ba twelue
Had an ouer-man be baire [v. rr. bam, bairn, hem] selue.

CI440 Alphabet of Tales no pai J>at will commend ber
belfe vnto |w devul!. c 1490 CAXTON Rule St. Bcnet xxxiii.

129 Nor it is leefull ony to haue a thyng to theyrself propre.
1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 101 They may hit a nother
1 trow and neuer take blow theyr selfe. Mod. Sc. Thai
offert todui't thersel.

ft. 13. . Cursor M. 3708 (Fairf.) Alle ba atte blessis be Sal
baire-seluen \Cott. bam-self, Gott. bairn selucnj blessed be.

y. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxiii. 27 Quhen thair baggis
ar full thair selfis ar bair. 1525 Lu. BERNEKS Froiss. II. 473
They had gret desyre to prove their selfes. c 1560 A. SCOTT
Poems (S.T.S.) xxx. 20 Till thay mischeif bair sellis. a 1568
AacHAU Scholem. (Arb.) 07 Liking it well their selues.

that they theirselves have been no less scandalized than
I myself. .71836 BOOTHROVD^/^ Ps.xxxvii 2 They their-
selves stumbled and fell. Mod. Sc. Thai beikit thersel's in
the sun.

Themyl, -yUe, obs. (ME.) ff. TUMBLE.
Then (Sen), adv. (can/., adj., sb.) Forms: see

below. [OE. panne, fynne, faenne, fionne, ME.
fenne, fan, J>en,

= OFris. thenne, t/ianne, than,
OS. thanna, than (MDu. danne, Jan, Du. dan),OHG. danne, denne (MHG. danne, denne, G.
ilann) ;

cf. also Goth, fan ; adverbial formations
from the demonstr. root pa- : cf. THAT, THE.
See also THAN cauj., orig. the same word, which in both

wises varied m ME. and i6th c. between then and than:bo Mod. Ger. now has daun adv. '

then
',
dinn conj.

' than '.
JJu. has dan in both senses. The history in OTeut. presentsmany pomts of difficulty : see Per Persoon in Indog.Forsch.II. 206, Van Helten in Paul ff lir. Beitr. XXVIII. 552.)
A. Illustration of Forms.

" J~3 (5) ponne.
898 BE? Is

f
e B' '' W *'*' Horn, it Ond bxt

Seweor>e)> un Uumcs d^je^ponne furhtia). ea'.le sece/fta.

270

cizos LAV. 711 ponne [1=75 wane] men gaS to bedde.

(a 1425 Cursor M. 7961 (Trill.) Dauid gat jitt a son pHUN
\rinic salomonnc].]

0. 1-5 J>anne, (3-4 tanue), 3-4 pane, 4 thane,

4-5 thanne.
871-89 Charter of .'El/rcd in O. E. Texts 431 panne

Seselle he cc peiiinga ejhwylce Jere. Ibid. 452 Danne anil

ic 3em..alles mines erfes to brucenne. 1200 ORMIN 221, &
tanne comm be si))))enn ut. Itid., panne [see B. i]. c ls
LAY. 1546 pane [c: 1275 wane] he wule. .scade were wrchen.

01300 Cursor M. 153 (Cott.) Hit sal be reddynn banne

[G. pane, F. ban]. Ibid. 21618 (Edin.) like paskis-.piscroce
was tanne man wont to be. c 1330 Asstuitp. Virg. 767 But
bei sawe in bat stede bana Liand as it were amana [

= manna].
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xii. (Mathias) 353 pane kyste t = cast]

bat cuttis til assay, c 1440 Jacob's Well (E.E.T.S.) 191

Panne bis heued preyere doth pe no profyjt.

7. 1-3 Jjsenne.
c icxx> Ags. Ps. (Th.) xcr[i]. 5 Heofonas bsnne worhte

halis Drihten. n 1050 Byrhtferth's Hatulboc in Attgiia
VIII. 306 Swa fela tida beoo ba:nne on bam dzje & on
ba;re nihte. ciaos LAY. 9521 paenne beo3 hit be wurse.

S. 2-5 Jjenue, (3 peonne), 4 pene, 4-6 thenue,

5 peyne, pynne, thynne, theynne.
c 1175 Lamb, Horn. 135 Denne be^s folkes larbew his sed

wule sawen. c xaos LAY. 12037 [They] isejen scipen an &
an . . beonne [c 1275 pan] feowere |>enne fiue. c 1375 Sc, Ltg.
Saints xxxi. (Eugenia) 106 pe oure-men bat be cite

gouernyt bene. c 1420 Avow. Art/t. xxx, Thenne waknut
the king, c 1430 Ckron. Mlod. 2078 Alle bey benne for

hurre gret sorwe bey made. Ibid. 2095 And sore weptone
and snobbedone beyne. Ibid. 3253 He was kyng of

Englonde 5et bynne. 1600 St. Papers Eliz., Domestic
CLXXVIII. No. 78 (P.R.O.) Thenne he was at the same
play.

. 2-4 pann, 3-4 pan (tan), 4-7 (dial. -9) than

(5 pon) ; 4-5 pen, 5- then.
c 1200 ORMIN 4197 Domess ila^, pann all mannkinn shall

risenn. c 1*75 LAY. 6306 Morbidus be bolde warb ban
a-bolwe. 13. . Cursor M. 367 (Gutt.) pe world . . pat }eit was
ban [Cott. tan] of forme vnschapin. Ibid. 3860 (Cott.) Fra
pan [c 1375 /'". ben] wit laban duelled he. c 1400 Yivainc <y

Gam. 805 Hastily pan went bai all And soght him. a 1425
Cursor M. 6152 (Trin.) pei were whenne bei to go bigon
Six hundride bousonde fote men bon [all other MSS. bigan
..ban], f 1440 Then [see B. 4], c 1450 St. Cuthtert (Surtees)

1503 It falles oft ben and ben. a 1568 ASCIIAM Scholetn.
Pref. (Arb.) 17, I was glad than and do rejoice yet. 1643
DUNHAM Cooler's H. 135 Than did Religion in a lazy Cell,
In empty, aery Contemplations dwell.

B. Signification.
* Demonstrative adverb oftime.

1. At that time. (Referring to a specified time,

past or future : opposed to Now r.)
t Then as, at the time that, when (=sense 6) : see As B. 27.

Beowulf 1456 Naes bait bonne inmost ma^en-fultuma
ba;t him on oearfe lah Qyle hrod-gares. 898 O. .

Citron, an. 894 Swa hit bonne fierdleas wses. cnoo
ORMIN 4200 Whase banne [at doomsday] wurrbij beop
To takenn eche blisse. a 1300 Cursor M. 14506 (Cott.)

Biscops war bai ban [Trin. bo] a-bute. c 1330 R. BKUNNE
CJiron. (1810) 2 In Westsex was ban a kyng, his [name] was

Sjr
Inc. 1424 in Picton L'fool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 22

That we should go with him to Liverpull, then as the said

congregation and riots were ordained to be. c 1449 PECOCK
Rlfr. i. xi. 55 The al hool Bible was not thanne. 1581
ALLEN Martyrd. Campion (1908) 85 Naming one but newly
cummen then into the realme. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. i. vii. 49
When you durst do it, then you were a man. 1631 LITHUOW
Trav. x. 492 Sir Walter Aston, then Leiger Ambassadour
there. 1763 J. BROWN Poetry >, Mus. v. 67 Melody had
then its greatest Power, when the Melody was most con-
fined in its Compass. 1796 LAMB Let. to Coleridge 13 June,
I hope to be able to pay you a visit (if you are then at
Bristol) some time in.. August. 1857 BUCKLE Civiliz. I.

xiii. 717 History, as. it was then written.

t b- Strengthened by as preceding : see As B. 34 a.

1456 SiRG. HAYE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 126 The autoritee of
the grete officer slokis as than . . the autoritee of the smallare
officer. CI470 HENRY Wallace I. 375 Off that labour as
than he was nocht sle. 15^3-1653 [see As B. 34 a].

C. At the time defined by a relative or other
clause (with verb in pres. tense). (Cf. Now 4.)
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 468 pan has a man les myght

ban a beste When he es born. 1456 SIR G. HAYB Law
Arms (S.T.S.) 120 It folowis nocht na the vertu of force. .

is alswele in his curage than as before. 1367 MAPLET Gr.
Forest Avij, As it is with yse which dissolueth, then when
it vamsheth away, a 1644 QUARLES Sal. Recant. Sol. xii. 49
Give him the firstlings of thy strength, even than When
fading Chddehood seeks to ripen man Vpon thy downy
cheeks. 1771 TOPLADY Hymn, ' Your harps, ye trembling
saints vu, When we in darkness walk,. .Then is the time to
trust our God. 1908 [Miss E. FOWLER] Betw. Trent t,A ncliolme 43 Then is the time to turn our backs upon the sun.

d. Then and there (f then there}, at that precise
time and place; immediately and on the spot.
(Also there and then : see THERE adv. 13.)

. . .

..was thenne and there graunted. 1587 in Picton L'poolMumc. Rec. (1883) I. 63 It was then and there concluded
by a general consent. 1600 ABP. ABBOT Exp. Jonah 220
To be brought to the pits brinke, and then and there to be
stayed. 1825 SCOTT Betrothed xxxi, The Constable De Lacy

THEN.

j

cuosfseeA. {]. 13. . Cursor M. i848(Kairf.) pai. .wende

j
ay banandbantodroun. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De I'. R. xi.
vii. (Bodl. MS.) If. io8b/2 It [rain]., comeb doune thanne
and thanne. c:4jo St. Cuthtert (Surtees) 1467 He walde it

tell' ban and ban. c 1550 R. BIESTON Baytc Fortune B iij,
The ryche peraduenture oppresseth nowe and than, a 1555
PHILPOT Exam, ft Writ. (Parker Soc.) 334 If that those at

any time, then and then, be deceived. l67oE.\CHARD Cont.
. Clergy 26 Now and then in an age, one miraculously, beyond

[

all hopes^ proves learned. 1763 C. JOHNSTON Reverie II.

239 She listened to him.., asking him every now and then
such questions as should [etc.], a 1825 FOKBY Voc. E.
Anglia s. v. Tan, Titan, .loses the

aspirate
in one phrase

only,
' now and tan

'

for ' now and then '. 1894 BAKING-
GOULD Deserts S. France II. 245 Restive, now sullen, then
in boisterous revolt.

**
Of sequence in time, order, consequence, in-

cidence, inference.
3. At the moment immediately following the

action, etc. just spoken of; upon that, thereupon,
directly after that; also in wider application, in-

dicating the action or occurrence next in order of
time : next, after that, afterwards, subsequently
(often in contrast to first).
Sometimes, in narrative, introducing a speech with ellipsis

of said (now poet, or r/iet.).

071 BUM. Ham. 21 Se mon se be god onginnep & bonne
ablmneb. a 1000 P/uenix 216 Ba;l bl8 ona:led bonne brond
becer} heoredreor^es hus. a 1335 Ancr. R. 36 peonne
valleS adun, & sigge3,

'

Christe audi nos ', twie. 13
Cursor M. 3004 (Cott.) Kachell bare.. First ioseph, pan
beniamin. 1361 LANCL. P. PI. A. xii. 139 And panne I

kneled on my knes and kyste her wel sone. 01400-50A Itjcander 95 pen Anec onane ri3t efter birc wordis, A lowde

with us then and there.

2. Now and then, t//<* and then (obs.), at one
time and at another, at various times, at intervals,
occasionally (cf. here andthere}. A'ow . . then . ., at
one time . . at another time. (See also Now 6 b, 7 b.)

TINDALE Mark'vt. 28 First the blad, then the eares, after that
[R.y. 1881 then] full corne in the eares. a 1533 LD. BERNERS
lluon Ixxxvit 277 He. .sayd how he wolde slee Huon, &
than haue Esclaramounde to his wyfe. 16*7 HAKEWILL
Afol. (1630) 214 He cast high in the aire, then received it

a^aine in his armes. 01654 SELDEN Table.T. (Arb.) 49
First we Fast, and then we Feast- 1776 Trial of Nundo-
comar 23/1 He was at first very ill, then got better ; he is
now worse. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 300 Then Yniol,

' Enter
Ihereforeandpartaketetc.]'. i8os/,az7Y;/rc/S.LXXIII.
21/2 The annuity was regularly paid up to 1878, then Mr.
Harle got into difficulties.

b. In the next place, next (in a series of any
kind, or esp. in order of narration) ; beyond that,
more than that, in addition, besides.

(.1390 St. Michael 511 in S. F.ng. Leg. I. 314 pat fuyr
is hex!,.. be eir is banne next bi-neothe. 1197 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 64 Viue & Jiritti ssiren . . Barcssire, & hamptessire,& banne middelsex. 1588 PAKKE tr. Meitdoza's Hist.
China m. xxvi. 406 Then forwards on there are other
two small kingdoms. 1596 SHAKS. Tain. Shr. u. i. 358
First,..my house within the City Is richly furnished.,
then at my farme 1 haue a hundred milch-kine. 1651
NEEDIIAM tr. Selden's Mare Cl. 32 Then, it is added
next, concerning the West-border [etc.]. 1707 FAKQUHAR
Beaux Strat. i. i, Aim[wel[]... What other company have
you in Town ? Bon[iface\ A power of fine Ladies ; and then
we have the French Officers. 1818 SCOTT F. M. Perth vi,
Then there are the minstrels, with their romaunts and
ballads. 1847 C. BRONTE y. Eyre xvi, And then she had such
a fine head of hair.

4. In that case ;
in those circumstances ; if that

be (or were) the fact ; if so
; when that happens.

Often correl. to ifoi when. What then ? (ellipt.)
what happens (or would happen) in that case?
what of that ?

695-6 Laws of'Wihtrxd\. 26 gif man frijne man . . sefo,
banne wealde se cyning oreora anes

[etc.]. 971 Blickl. Horn.
41 sif se bonne Relyfab .. bonne bip hit eow nyt *eseald.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 137 Denne bid bes monnes wile ibelit

mid bere elmisse. c 1105 LAY. 952 1 paenne beor) hit be wurse.
(i 1150 Owl t, Night. 508 (Cott.) Wane pi lust is ago, panne
is bi song ago also, c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 536 (585) Be
5e wys as ?e ben fayr to se, Wel in be ringe than is the ruby
set. 1-1440 York Myst. iv. 69 An ye do, then shall ye
dye. 1533 GAU Richt Vay (S.T.S.) 32 For quhy if he is owr
fader thane ar we his barnis and ans. 1564 Brief Exam.
***ij, What then? Did he not appoynt temperall rites?

1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 380 O had they in that darkesome prison
died, Then had they seene the period of their ill. a 1677
HALE Prim. Orig. Man. i. iii. 86 Then he could never have
ridden out an etenial period. 178* Miss BURNEY Cecilia v.

ix, Suppose you.. had never a farthing but of your own
getting ; where would you be then ? 1836 Art of Brewing
(ed. 2) 203 The screw is sometimes made of wood, and then
it is mostly nine or ten inches diameter.

b. But then . . : but, that being so ; but at the

same time; but on the other hand, but : introducing
a statement (rarely a phrase) in someway contrasted
with or limiting the preceding.
1445 in Anglia. XXVIII. 279 But than thi soule.. right

benygne to othir, A Juge grevous for shamefastnes is felt

vnto thi selfe. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado v. i. 205 He is then
a Giant to an Ape, but then is an Ape a Doctor to such a
man. 167* VILLIERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal ill. i, It is

not very necessary to the Plot . . But then it's as full of

Drollery as ever it can hold. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.

(1776) VI. 286 The Fishing Frog. .very much resembles
a tadpole or young frog, but then a tadpole of enormous
size. 1836 DISRAELI Viv. Grey I. iv, There was . . some
difficulty in keeping all things in order, but then Vivian
Grey was such an excellent manager ! 1887 BIKRELL Obiter
Dicta Ser. n. Pope Ess. 1899 I. 182 Pope knew next to no
Greek, but then he did not work upon the Greek text,

c. Or then = or, if not, then . . ;
or failing that ;

or else, or otherwise ; or even. Sc.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce i. 217 Gud Knycbtis .. For litill



THEN.

enchesoune or than nane, Thai hnngyt be the nekbane.
J

1513 DOUGLAS /Kneis I. vi. 43 Quhiddir thou beDyane,..Or
j

than sum goddes of the nymphis kynd. 1596 DALRYMPLE
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 7 Verie conuenient to

feid horse or nout, or flockis of scheip or gait, or than Brett

harte and hyne. 1634 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1881) 500 Piay
Him to tarry, or then to take us with Him. 1636 Ibid, 320 '.

They are.. valuing Him at their unworthy halfpenny or i

else exchanging and bartering Christ with the miserable old

fallen house of this vain world, or then they lend Him out

upon interest, 1815 JAMIESON s. v., Come hame sune, or
;

than I'll be angry.
5. (As a particle of inference, often unemphatic

or enclitic.) That being the case ;
since that is so

;

on that account ; therefore, consequently, as may
be inferred ; so. Now then : see Now

p
b.

971 Blickl. Htm. 39 Us is bonne mycel nedpearf bset we
xebugon to him. c 1*30 Hati Meld. 5 Nis ha benne sari-

liche..akast & in to pewdom idrahen. 1197 R. GLOUC.

(Rolls) 2491 Sire graunte me banne. .As moche place as mid
a buong ich may aboute tille. 13.. Cursor M, 5987 (Gott.)

Wend on bann, siben }e wil ga. ci4oo Afel. Loll. 4 It is

certayn ban, bowe he be his seruaunt. ? a 1500 Wycket
(1828) p. v, Why shoulde it then be taken awaye frome us.

1539 BIBLE (Great) 2 Sam. iii. 18 Now then do it. 1598
SHAKS. Merry W. li. ii. 35 Fat. Good-morrow, good-wife.

Qui. Not so, and't please yc-ur worship. Fal, Good maid
then. 1600 A. Y.L. iv. iii. 176 Well then, take a good
heart, and counterfeit to be a man, 1668 MILTON P.L. The
Verse, This neglect then of Rime so little is to be taken for

a defect.. that [etc.]. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to Cong. v. ii,

Hast. This is a riddle. Tony. Riddle me this then. 1811

SCOTT Keniltv. xx,
' Ha !' saicf the Countess, hastily ;

' that

rumour then is true, Janet '. 1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan
86 We give up our cruise, then, after all ?

*** As relative or conjunctive adv. of time.

1 6. At the time that ; when. Obs.

971 Blickl. Horn. 17 ponne se mona wana6, bonne tacnaS
he ure deablicnesse. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Colloq. in Wr.-Wiilcker

|

102/13 Swybe waxseorn eart PU, bonne (L. cum] pu ealle

bingcetst. 1056-66 Inscr. KirkdateCh., Kor&f., Orm..bohte
scs Gregorivs minster oonne hit wes ael tobrocan & tofalan.

f 1 1 75 Lamb. Ham. 35 Ne beo he nefre swa riche, for5 he
seal penne is dei cumeo. c laooORMiN 8401 He wass. panne
he |>iderr for, Neb. off an jeress elde. a 1150 Owl $ Night.

420 (Cott.) pu forbernest welne^ for onde pane ure blisse

cumep to londe. c 1300 ffarrow. Hell (MS. E.) 37 pan
ihesu hadde spilt

his Blod For our sinnes on be rode, He
nam him be riy way Vnto helle. c 1415 Eng. Conq. Irel. 4
Than hir lord hit herde, he was ther-of tened swith stronge.
a 1440 Sir Eglam. 286 Then hys howndys began to baye,That
hardc [= heard] the jeant there he laye.

**** As sb. or adj.

7. Preceded by a preposition, as by, since, till, etc.

(= by, etc. that time). (Cf. Now 13.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 10053 (Cott.) Als he forwit [Go'tt. bifore]

ban was wont. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 4647 Fra ban Til be

day of dome, a 1400 R . Glouc.'s Chron. (Rolls) App. G. 258

King belin after ban to bis lond gan wende. c 1430 Chev.

Assign* 143 By penne was be hermyte go in-to pe wode.

1500' BP. FISHER Funeral Serai. C'tess of Richmond Wks.

(E.E.T.S.) L 294 The matynes of our lady, which kepte her

to then. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 93 Till then who knew The
force of those dire Arms? 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst.

Udolfho xlii, All the time between then and now seems

as nothing. 1884 Punch 26 Apr. 197/2, I used your Soap
Two Years ago; since then I have used no other. 1905

Daily News 5 Jan. 6 The little man . . had by then recovered

himself.

b. By then that, by the time that ; ellipt. by

then (as relative), by the time: see BY A. 2ic.

Now arch, or dial.

701400 Morte Arth. 09 By than that endyd was the fight,

The fals were feid. 1470-85 MAI.ORY Arthur i. x. 49 By
than they were redy on horsbak, there were vij C knyghtes.
c 1500 Robin Hood 1737 By than the yere was all agone,
He had no man but twayne. 1634 MILTON Camus 540 This

evening late by then the chewing flocks Had ta'n their

supper on the savoury Herb.. I sate me down. 1788 T.

TAYLOR Proclus' Comm. (1792) I. 12 By then he was twenty-

eight years of age he composed a multitude of works. 1863

READE Hard Cash I. v. 157 By then he had folded and

addressed it, she returned. 1906 Grafhie 29 Dec. 892/1 By
then ye've been church-cried, I'll be in t' chimney corner

like any proper old gaffer.

8. That time ;
the time referred to (esp. a past

time): often contrasted with now. Cf. Now 14, 15.

'549-So PAGET Let. 22 Feb. in Strype Eccl. Mem. II. App.

II, The tyme is tourned : then was then, and now is now.

looi SHAKS. Alts Well in. ii. 62 When thou canst get the

Ring vpon my finger, which neuer shall come off, . . then call

me husband: but in such a (then) I write a Neuer. 1674

N. FAIRFAX Bulk ft Selv. 161 God could bring forth the

world at that then, wherein or when he had cast with him-

self the world could afterwards be made. 1847 W. THOM in

Whistletinkil (1890) II. 234 Companion of my happy then 1

looi Daily ffeivs 19 Mar. 6/3 He reveals a corresponding

contrast between the then and the now.

9. a. In sense I, followed by a participle or

adjective forming an adj. phrase, as the then

existing system
= the system then existing. (See

also 10 a.)

1653 BAXTER Saints' R. u. vi. 8 2 (ed. 4) 257 That the

extirpation of Piety was the then great design. 1817 SCOTT

il. Widow ii, The then unwonted circumstance.. ol a

Comnw. (1889) I. xlvL 548 The then existing Constitution.

b. attrib, or as adj. That existed or was so at

that time ; the then ruler = the ruler that then

was. (Cf. Now 1 6.)

1584? SIDNEY Karl of Leicester Misc. Wks. (1829) 263 He
saith they are no gentlemen, affirming, that the then duke of

271

Northumberland was not born so. 16*0 E. BLOUNT Horse
Suts. 367 To the then IJUhop of Rome, a 1047 PETTE
in Archxologia XII. 255 The most noble prince, my then

master. 1765 BLACKSTONE Caanu. I. ii. 157 A bill .. was coun-

tenanced by the then ministry, for limiting the number of the

peerage. 1876 L. STEPHEN Hist. Eng. Th. i8/A C. 1. 203
In the then .state of critical enquiry.

***** 10. Comb. a. advb., with pples. or adjs.,

as then-instant, -

ruling, -uniteJ (cf. 9 a) ;
b. attrib. :

t then-skill, a reason belonging to the particular
time or occasion (cf. SKILL sb. 3) : for a then-

skill, for the occasion ; then-time, the time that

was then, the past time referred to.

1601 WARNER Alb. Eng. Epit., Tin: 'aid Edmund (whom
the Duke's faction for a then-Skill surnamed Crook backc).

1605 SYLVESTER Vu Hartas u. iii. III. l.aiu 198 While the

then-Time's hideous face and form Boads them (alas !)

nothing but wrack and storm. 1611 G. SANDYS Ovids Mtt.

VIII. (1626) 165 Whose waues..That then-vnited masse of

earth dis-ioyne. 01656 Bp. HALL Rev. Unrevealed S u
The expectation of the then-instant appealing of Christ.

1848 C. C. CLIFFORD Aristofh., frogs 40 Without the leave

Of the then-ruling powers.
Hence Thenw. (nonce-W.), in phr. to now it and

then it : see Now.
Then, obs. f. THAN ;

obs. inflexion of THAT, THE.

Then, variant of THENNE Obs., thence.

Thenabouts (fle'nabau'ls), adv. rare. [f.

THEN adv., after thereabouts.} About that time.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Potsie I. vi. (Arb.) 27 For then

nboutes began the declination of the Romain Empire. 184*
R. OASTLER Fleet Papers II. 344, I was mentioned more
than once thenabouts. 1844 TUPPEE Crock o/G. xxiv, Then,
or thenabouts, the devil hinted 'steal it '.

Thenad (pe-n-, pf-nsed), adv. Anat. [f.
THEN-AR

* -ad : see DEXTRAD.] Towards the thenal aspect.

1803 BARCLAY New Anat. Nomencl. 166 Ulnad will signify
towards the ulnar aspect.. .Thenad. .towards the thenal.

1808 Muscular Motions 397 The pronators rolling them
thenad and radiad. 1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex,, Thenad
is used adverbially.. to signify

' towards the thenal aspect '.

Then-a-days (5e-nad^z), atlv. rare. [f. THEN

adv., after nowadays^ In those days, at that

(past) time.
1688 R. L'ESTRANGE Brief Hist. Times in. 9 At Length,

through a Wonderful Providence (as Providence went Then-

a-Days) both these Wants were supply'd. 1768 Ross
Helenore u. 87 'Bout then a days we never met wi' cross.

1844 N. Brit. Rev. II. 56 Then-a-days one could acquire
a very complete knowledge of chemistry . . in a very snort

space of time. 1898 M. B. EDWARDS in Westm. Gaz. 20 July

2/3 Then-a-days, ah ! then-a days, All the months were

merry Mays.
t Then a'fter, thena'fter, adv. Obs. After

then, after that time : = THEREAFTER.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur x. L 494 And thenne after he gaf

hym a drynke. i&sKotts o/Parlt. VI. 285/2 Unabled fro

thenceforth for ever, to claime, have or enjoy, any of the

premisses, by him thenne after. 1605 T. SPARKE Brotherly

Persmasion(\(K,i)6 Homilies then published and authorised,

or to be then after published and authorised. 1791 Seloy

Bridge Act 14 At all times for ever thenafter.

So f Then afterward(s adv. phr. in same sense.

01485 FORTESCUE Wks. (1869) 486 Thanne afterward he

..destroiedtheReameofAssury. 1597 BEARD Theatre God's

i Judgem. (1612) 99 He. .was condemned for an Heretike by
the Nicene Councell, and his books burned : and then after-

wards making shew before Constantino the Emperour, with

a solemne oath to recant his old errours. 1671 H. M.
Erasm. Colloq. 226 What didst thou then afterward ?

Thenal (p/'nal),
a. Anat. [f.

THEN-AB + -AL.]

Of or pertaining to the thenar.

1803 BARCLAY Nan Anat. Nomencl. 125 We may use the

terms Radial and Ulnar to signify the two lateral parts. . .

To the other two sides we may give the epithets Anconal

and Thenal. 1808 Muscular Motions 398 Being thenal

flexors of the carpus. 18*3 J. LIZAES Syst. Anat. Plates I.

v. 94 The muscles on the palmar or thenal aspect.

Thenar (p"naj). Anat. Also 8 tenar, thenor,
tenor. [mod.L., a. Gr. Oivap palm of the hand,

sole or flat of the foot. Cf. OHG. tenar, MHG.
tener; F. thtnar (l6th c.).] The ball of muscle

at the base of the thumb ;
the palm of the hand ;

the sole of the foot.

1671 SIR T. BROWNE Let. to Friend^ to The Thenar or

Muscle of the Thumb. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I,

Tenar, . . Thenor, or Tenor, according to some, is the Name
for an abducent Muscle which draws the Thumb from the

Fore-finger. 1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Thenar, the palm
of the hand, or sole of the foot.

b. attrib. or as adj. Thenar muscles, the muscles

which form the thenar eminence, the ball at the

base of the thumb.

1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Thenar or Thenal Muscle,
Riolan and Winslow give this name to the fleshy mass,

formed of the abductor brevis. 1898 P. MANSON Trof.
Diseases xiv. 224 So may the thenar, the hypothenar, and
the arm muscles [be found tender]. 1899 Al/outt's Syst.

Med. VII. 209 A distinct flattening of the thenar eminence.

Thenardite (penaudait, ten-). Min. [Named
in honour of L. J. Thenard, F'rench chemist : see

-1TE !.] Anhydrous sodium sulphate occurring in

white or brown translucent crystals.

1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 310/2 Thenardite (Anhydrous
Sulphate of Soda) occurs crystallized... It is used in the

preparation of carbonate of soda. 1868 DANA Mm. 616 The
water exudes during winter from the bottom of a basin,

and becoming concentrated in the summer season, deposits

crystals of thenardite.

t Thena-smon, var. TENASMON Obs.

thens and cam in to his awne countrr. 1536 WRI< <

. 51 The Kinge with his coir_

departed thense. 1667 MILTON P. L. L 12 If Sicn hill

Chron. (Camden) I. 51 The King

THENCEFORWARD.
c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 200 pou schalt acese be akynge

wip Hs medicyn, & is good for tberuumon.

Thence ($ens), oi/v. Forms: 3-4 pannes, 4

p-, thennua, 4-5 )>-, thennea, -is, -ys, pens, 4-6
thens, 5 penns, 56 thense, 6- thence. [MK.
flaunts, tcnnes, f. THENXE adv., with adverbial

genitive suffix -es, -s. The later selling theme for

thens was to preserve the breath ounrl of s when
final inflexional s became (z) ; a* in hence, pence,
defence, once, twice, mice, price, etc.]
1. From that place; from there. 'Now chiefly

literary.')
c 1190 i'. Eng. Leg. I. 50/137 And lad heom ofbulke holie

bodi: pat buy it I'iiiincs bere. 1340 Aylnb. u lU(Chrut)
wente into hclle . . uor to dra)e banno . . be zaulei of be holl
uaderes. 1340-70 Alex. I, Diitd. 08, I..am temled ful lid
to tume me pennus. 13. . Cursor M. 164 iG^>tL) Hu bat he
was bennis [Trjft. bennes; Cott. the^en] ledd. c 1386
CHAUCER Frankl. T. 233 Er they thennes [v.rr. benne*,
bens, thens] wente. .They fille in speche. c 1400 Bntt 103
Pat men my)t hit nuu^t remeve ne bere benns. Hid. 114 ( >i

departede bens. 15*6 TINOALE Mark vi. i He departed
8 WRIOIII
his company*:

12 If Sion hill

Delight thee more,.. I thence Invoke thy aid. 1867 LADY
HERBERT Cradle L. iv. 123 Thence., the pilgrims came to the

beautiful low shrine. 1895 Law Times Kef. LXXIII.
1 56/2 The ' Kirkmichael

'

left Liverpool . . on a voyage thence
to Melbourne.

b. Preceded by redundant/row (+/ro).
1383 WYCLIF Mark vi. i And Jhesus gon out tbennis [r.>:

fro thennes]. 1388 Ibid., And he }ede out fro thenntu.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 13270 To a perellus place past I fro thens.

1535 COVERDALE Baruch vi. 2 After that wil I bringe you
awaye peaceably from thence. 1609 HOLLAND Antitt. Mar.
cell. XXI. x. 177 He commanded Victor the Hystoriographer,
whom he saw at Sirmium, to come from thence unto him.

1703 POI-E Thebais 383 Begin from thence, where first

Alpneus hides His wandVing stream. 1867 GKO. ELIOT in

Cross Life (1885) III. 9 Making our way homeward from
thence by easy stages.

to. As a relative (also thence that) : From which

place, whence. Obs. rare.
a 1450 Knt. dt la Tour (1906) 36 V must to the eithe

thennes that y come fro.

2. At a place distant or away from there ;
distant ;

absent. Now chiefly in stating distance.

c 1190 Beket 1780 in 5. Eng. Leg. I. 157 To longe ich

habbe bannes i-beo. c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame IL 530 Lat

a man stond . .A myle thens and here hyt route. 1450-1530

Myrr. our Ladye 28 Though they. . liaue leue to be thense

yet yt sufiysyth not. 1489 CAXTOS Faytes of A. iv. x. 257
True proues that all that day he was ferre thens. a 1548
HALL CVirow, Edw. V y While one manne is there, which

is neuer thence. Mod. Two miles thence is a fine waterfall.

3. From that time or date ; thenceforward ;

thenceforth. Mostly with/rom. ? Obs.

c 1374 [see THENCEFORTH i). 1381 WYCUF tsa. xvi. 13 The
wrd that the Lord spac to Moab fro thennys [1388 fro that

tyme). c 1449 PECOCK Kefr. u. ix. 197 He seid that peple
schulde frothens after worschipe. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE]
Hist. Justine xx. 78 That no subject of Carthage should

from thence learne Greeke letters. 01751 BOLINGBROKE
Stud. Hist. (1752) I. vi. 236 From thence down to the

present day. 01831 BENTHAM Mem. 4- Corr. \V ks. 1843 X.

02, I must have seen him.. more than once at Romilly s,

and thence afterwards at my own house.

4. From that, as a source, origin, or cause ; (as

an inference) from those premisses or data ; there-

from. Also preceded byfrom.
1651 NEF.DHAM tr. Selden's Mare Cl. 2 Next are premised

som things, for explaining the terms of the Question, that it

may bee clearly thence understood. 1691 E. WALKFR

Epietetus* Mor. ix, Weigh every Circumstance, each Con-

sequence, And usual Accident arising thence. 1796 H.

HUNTER tr. St.-l'ierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 409 It would

thence follow, that.. the number of women would daily go

on [etc.]. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. ix. 702 They
could present to parliament every thing which favoured

their own purposes, keep back every thing which opposed

them ; and thence more effectually deceive the nation.

Thence-a-fter. rare. After that time; thereafter.

1593 Tell-Troth's N. y. Gift (1876) 18 Thence after they

must sit no more in the shoppes. 1864 NEALE Seaton.

Poems 187 Those blessed feet, thenceafter nailed Fast to

the bitter cross !

Thenceforth (Se-ns,f6ap, CenS|foMp), adv.

[Orig. two words : THBNCE and FORTH adv.]

1. From that time onward. Also with/rom (t/r\
c 1374 CHAUCER Botth. iv. Pr. iii. 86 (Camb. MS.) For no

wiht as by Ryht fro thennes forth bat hym lakketh good-

nesse ne shal benclepyd good. is TINDALE fohn xix. 12

Fiom thence forthe sought Pilate meanes to loose

that from thenceforth there shall be only two lawyers ir

England. 1870 MORRIS Earthly P.ir. I. I. 396 Thenceforth

her back upon the world she turned.

2 From that place or point onward, rare.

c 1449 PECOCK Kefr. v. XL 540 Rede there and frothens forth

intotte eende of the argument. 1887 MOKRIS Odju. XII.

429 Night-long thenceforth was I carried.

Thencefo-rward, adv. [Orig. two words:

THENCE and FORWARD adv.}
=

prec. Also with

I US7 CfLAnC. KK- Dublin (1889) 294 Fro thens forward

I al thos that ben abyll to be jurys. 1471-3 foils of ParlL

VI w/2 To be from themforward true Liegemen. 1677

I CKnCknmol. IL ll. HU ii. 23 From thence-forward they



THENCEFORWARDS.
miht safely betake themselves to their Labours. 1731

BERKELEY Alciphr. n. 14 As an artist leaves a clock, to go
thenceforward of itself for a certain period. 1856 FROUDE
Hist. Eng. II. x, 430 No monks, thenceforward, were to

leave the precincts of the monastery.

t ThencefoTwards, adv. 06s. [f. as prec. +

FORWARDS.] = prec.

1684 T. BURNF.T Tit. Earth I. 180 A new order then setled

in nature, which should continue thence forwards so long as

the earth endur'd. 1737 Bradley's Fain. Diet. s. v. }ien,
Let them continue so for two Days without touching them,
and from thenceforwards to the twentieth turn them.

Thence-from, adv. arch. [An inversion of

front thence: cf. hence-front.^ From that place
or source ; thence.
a 1618 SVLVESTER Wood-man's Bear Ixxi, Thence-from

crafty Cupid shot All the Arrows of his quiver. 1666 J.

SMITH Old Age (1676) 240 They flow not thence-from. 1856
PATMORE Angel in Ho. n. IL i, My life is hid with him in

Christ, Never thencefrom to be enticed.

t Thence-ou-t, adv. Obs. [f.
THENCE + ODT

adv.] Ont of that place ; out from there.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World n. 401 Adad..inuaded Da.

mascus, and thrust Rezon thence-out.

t ThVnceward, adv. Obs. [f.
THENCE adv.

+ -WARD.] From that direction ; thence.

c 1440 CAPGRAVE St. Kath. III. 1015 (MS. Arundel) But this

noble Adryan . . had blisse I-now assigned to his part, He had
so moche he was ful looth thens-wart. c 1440 Alphabet of
Tales 291 He delyverd be Holie Lande oute of Saracens

handis, and come fro thens-ward be Constantynople. 1600

ABP. ABBOT Exp. Jonah 566 Whatsoever was to come, being
to come from thence-ward,

Thenche, penehe, obs. ff. THINK vl and 2
.

Thend, -e, pr. pple. of THEE .', to prosper.

Thene, pene, obs. forms of THAN, THEN
; obs.

ace. sing. masc. of THAT, THE.

Thenforth, -forthward : see THENNE.

Thenk(e, penk(e, obs. ff. THINK #.i and 2
.

t Thenne, then, adv. Obs. Forms: a. i

panon(n)e, ponane, ponone, 2-3 ponene, 2-5
panane, 3 panene, peonene, penene. II.

3 ponne, 3-4 panne, peonne (3 peone), 3-5
penne (3 pene), 4-5 thenne. 7. I panan, -on,
-un, ponan, -on, 2 penen, peonen, 2-3 panen.
S. i pona. t. 4-5 pen, pan, 5 then. See also

THYNE. [OE. ]>anone, panon, fonan, etc.= OFris.

thana, OS. thanana, thanan, ODu. *j>a>ma (MDu.
danne, dan, Du. dan), OHG. thanana, than(tt)dn,

dan(n)dn (MHO., Ger. danneii), Goth, type
"Jtnnana : all formed by the addition of particles
to the stem fa- of the demonstrative THAT.
As to the relations of the OE. forms, the ft group may

have arisen from the a, with loss of the middle vowel:
}an(o)ne, Jtanne, etc. From the ft forms, loss of the final e

gave than, then, as in THEN adv. The S }ona is app. the
northern form of }>onan in y. But the prehistoric develop-
ment in OTeut. and the relation of the preh. forms to those
of THEN, is very obscure : see the articles referred to under
THEN.]
1. Of motion : a. From that place ;

= THENCE i .

a. n 900 CYNEWULF Judith xi. 132 Eodon oa gejnum
panonne pa idesa ba ellenbriste. c xooo Ars. Gosp. Matt. v.

26 Ne gsest bu banone {Lindisf. 3ona, Rush, bonan, Hatton
panen] 3X bu ajylde bone ytemestan feorolingc. 1175 pe
Lesse Crede in Lamb. Haiti. 217 ponene he kume3 to demen
oe quike and Se deade. c 1205 LAY. 235 Sone he bonene
[c 1275 banene] iuatte. Ibid. 1297 peonene [c 1275 banene]
he ferde foro. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1050 Brut.. bat his
fader slow, & beruore was penene \_laterv. rr. benne, banne,
bens, pennys] idriue.

(3. c 1105 LAY. 654 Nolde he bonne {c 1275 banne] fare.
Ibid. 5971 pae Belin beonne [c 1175 banne] wende. Ibid.
31362 To fleomen hine benne. c 1230 Hali Meid. 43 peone
godd warp hire, a 1250 Ovil <$ Night. 132 Euer he cub
bat he comme benne [71. r. bonne], c 1300 Ha-velok 1185
per to dwellen, or benne to gonge. 1362 LANGL. P. PI.
A. i. 71 Er heo beonne jeode. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. xii.

323 Pike all the filthes thenne.

y. Beowulf'(Z.) 1806 Wolde feor panon cuma colIen-ferhS
ceoles neosan. cjz^Corfus Gloss.,IUinc, banan. yjiBlhkl.
Hom. 67 He. .

b_a halgan sauwla ponon alaedde. c 1000 Ags
Gosp. Matt. xi. i He for banun [<rn6o Hatton G. for

panen]. a 1131 O. E. Chron. an. 1123, peonen he ferde to
Wudestoke. Ibid., Da ferde se kyng benen to PortesmuSe.
a 1175 Cott. Hom. 241 panen hit was ibroht up into heofene
S. C95o Lindis/. Gosp, Luke xii. 59 Ne gas 3u 3ona

o33 [etc.].

. 13.. Cursor M. 8945 (Cott.) pe tre bai vte o be temple
drogh..pai drou it pen [v.rr. beipen, bennesj. c 1425
Ibtd. 6676 (Laud) Men shall hym ban draw to die. Ibid
16908 Er they then went, c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 3000 pat
pulke relekes nolde neuer go ben a-way.

b. With redundant_/?w : = THENCE i b.
Ia97 R- GLOUC (Rolls) 7743 Fram salesburi to wi^t He

wende & tram banene to normandie rUt. Ibid. 8224 Fram
banene hii wende.

C. As a relative adverb : Whence, from where.
950 Lindis/. Gosp. Matt. xii. 44 Ic willo cerrein hus min

dona [L. unde} ic cuom. 13.. Cursor M. 2768 (Cott.)Loth . . Gayns bam ras fra ben [v. r. bar] he sate.

2. Of position : = THENCE 2.

1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5845 A toun..pat bote bre mylebanne nas. 13. Coer de L. 2947 Saladyn was ten mylethenne. a 1375 Joseph Arim. 25 Neuer more come aseynwhon pei weore enes benne. c 1450 LOVELICH Merlin 9866
Werswylen they don, and we ben thenne.
3. = THENCE 3. (Only OE.)
r 888 K. ALFRED Boethxxx. 2, & bonan wyr3 anzbeled

o3 Sat he wyr3 unaepele. a 1000 Glest. in Wr-Wiilcker

272

220/43 Deli!nc,!,i!e!ni1<:,al>!iinc,rtirsum,..d'ein,el}>on&rtt,
uel forban.

4. From that source, origin, canse ;
= THENCE 4.

Beewiil/'1265 panon woe fela seo sceaft gasta. Ibid. 1961

ponon geomor woe, hseleSum to helpe. ^897 K. ALFRED

Gregory's Past. C. xl. 289 Donne wierS jehnescad nonpne
sio 3reaung 3aes anwaldes. c icx Ags. Ps. (Th.) lxvii[i].

8 panon eor3e by3 eall onhrered. 1:1400 Rule St. Benet

4 panane byhouis bam fe}te pam ane, at god es tar best help.

Hence t Thenforth, -forthon adv. = THENCE-

FORTH ; t Thenforthward adv. = THENCEFOR-

WARD; -(-Then-ward, -wards adv. =THENCEWAKI>.
c 875 Sax. Genealogies 23 in O. E. Texts 179 *0onan forS.

1x1023 WULFSTAN Hom. i. (1883) i He 3a sy53an. .panon.
foro" geseon ne mihte. 13 .. Cursor M. 6357 (Cott.) Fra pan
forth heild sir moyses pis wandes bath. 1426 in Surtees

Misc. (1888) 9 pat be sayd John Lyllyng fra pan furth suld

be of gude governaunce. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 6 Fro
*thenne forthon he named him his broder. 1484 FaMes
ofjEsop HI. xx. c laop Trio. Coll. Hom. 189 And *banen-
for3ward he bere?e3 him wi3 sinne. am$Ancr. R. 296
Hie him so *peoneward, & ascur him so scheomeliche.
c 1230 Hali Meid. 43 As ha nuste hwuch wei ha come
beneward; ne con ha neauer ifinden na wei a^ainward.

13.. S. Eng. Leg. (MS. BodL 770) in Herrig's Archiv
LXXXII. 313/40 Franceys al naked penwardis gan gon.

Thenne,penne, obs. form of THAN,THEN,THtN.
t Then-tofOTe, adv. Obs.rare. [{. THENOO'Z'.,

after theretofore.'} Before then, before that time :

= THERETOFORE.
1626 L. OWEN Spec. Jesuit. (1629) 7 According to many

graces and priuiledges then-tofore granted. 1706 Col. Rec.

Pennsylv. II. 268 Complaints made of the excessive charge
thentofore of obtaining Lycences. 1785 J. DISNEY Mem.
A.A.Sykes 130 Bishop Atterbury had thentofore written

largely m support of the power of the convocation.

Thenward, adv. : see under THENNE adv.

Theo, peo: see THE, THIGH, Tuofron. and a.

Theo- (K")> or> before a vowel, the-, repr. Gr.

Oeo-, stem of 0(6s God ; in many compounds
adopted from, or formed on the analogy of, Greek,
or from Greek (rarely Latin or other) elements.

See in their alphabetical places THEANTHROPIC,
THEOCRACY, THEOLOGY, THEOSOPHY, etc. The o-

anthropomoTphic a., pertaining to gods in

human form
;

so The o-anthropomo'rphism :

cf. anthropomorphic, anthropomorphism. The o-

astrolo'ffical a,., of or pertaining to astrology
theologically treated. Theoce'ntric a., centring
or centred in God; having God as its centre.

Theochri'stic a. [Gr. tedx/Mor-os], anointed by
God (Webster 1864). The'O-colle-ctivist, of the
nature of collectivism as divinely instituted. The o-

demo'cracy, a democracy under divine rule. Theo-
dra'ina, a drama in which the actors are gods.
The og-eolo gfical a., of or pertaining to geology
as accommodated to theological tenets. Theo-
g-iio-stio [after AGNOSTIC; cf. Gr. etoyvuffTos
known of God], one who holds that God is know-
able. Theolurman a., both divine and human

;

that is God as well as man. Theoktonic (-ktfnik)
a., of or pertaining to theoktony. Theoktony
(bfl(,-ktoni) [Gr. BfoKrovia. (Eccl.}], killing or
death of the gods. Theoma'mmonist (see quot.).
Tlieomauia [Gr. fcojiapia madness caused or

inspired by God], religious mania ; also, demono-
mania. Theoma-niac, one affected with theo-
mania. Theoma-stiz [-MASTIX], the scourge of

(i. e. appointed by) God. Theo-metry [-METHY],
measurement or estimation of God. Theomicrist
(bzp-mikrist) [Gr. fuxpos little], one who belittles

God. The:o
lmlsa-nthTopist (nonce-wd., after

THEOPHILANTHROPIST), one who hates God and
man. Theomo-uism, a monism which recognizes
God. Theopa-nphilist (see quot.). Theopa-ntism
[Gr. irat, rtavr- all], (a) see quot. 1864; (d) the
doctrine that God is all that exists : = PANTHEISM.
The'ophile [Gr. 0fo</>iAr/s dear to the gods], one
beloved of God ; also, one who loves God

;
so

Theo-philist. The-o .philosophic a., that ap-
plies philosophy to theology. Theophoric
(-fp'rik), Theophorous (pz'ijrforss), adjs. [Gr.
6(o<t>6pos, {. <l>(peiv to bear], bearing or containing
the name of a god. Theophysical a. nonce-wd.,
physical, but ordered by God. Theoipsychism
[Gr. ^t>xij soul], ascription of a divine nature to
the soul. Theotan rine a. [Gr. Scoravpos god-
bull, a title of Zeus], of or pertaining to a god in
the form of a bull. The:o,teleo-logy, the doctrine
of the divine direction of nature to an appointed
end

; hence The:o,teleolo-glcal a.

me otner i :
-
1 neo-antnropomorphism, which lie at the

basis of Christianity. 1833 Fraser's Mag. VIII. 572 Their
theo-astrological mythologies, and their symbolical mys.

The

THEOCRACY.
matter Theocentric. 1901 Daily Ckron. 30 Aug. o/<*
Massachusetts with its township government centreing round
the church, its *theo-collectivist modes of thought. 1830
Hist. Eiir, in Ann. Reg. 244/2 The cajolery or intimidation
..employed by the priests to make their flocks join the
faction of (what one of them called) the *theo-democracy.
1853 LIBBER Civil Liberty xxiv. 242 The Mormons them-
selves call their government a theo-democracy. 1801 W. TAY-
LOR in Robberds Mem. I. 389 A *iheo-drama or. .an epic
poem, where all the actors are gods. i8gaR . KNOX Gt. A rtists

<y Gt, Anat. 43 A theory or two was forced on him [Cuvier]
by the *theo-geological school of England, which were not
his. 1898 Chicago Advance 14 Apr. 491/3 Is man by.. his

powers.. an Agnostic or a *Theo-gnostic ? 1839 BAILFY
Festus x. (1852) 139 Thou art and livest, man-god, Christ !..

The *Theohuman Being. 1875 R. B. ANDERSON A'orse

Mythai. in. 60 The Eddas have a "theoktonic myth. lln'd.
t

Ends with a *theoktony (death of the gods). 1804 COLR-
BIDGB **&,&> T. Poole (1895) 455 Such men I aptly christen

*Theo-mammonists, that is, those who at once worship God
and Mammon. 1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex.,

* T/ieomania
t

demonomania. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med.Dtct.^ Theomania,
religious monomania. 1879 SWINBURNE Stud. Shaks. iii.

214 The brutallest unwashed *theomaniac of the Thebaid.
1633 T. CAREW Ccel. Brit. \Vks. (1824) 154 My offices and
title are, supreme *theomastix, hupercrittique of manners.
1881 ROSSKTTI Soothsay xii. The Power that fashions man
Measured not out thy little span For thee to take the

and impotent "theomicrists of the day. 1831 SOUTHEV i..

Q. Rev. Jan. 113 Those who (in reference to the appella-

tion^of a sect, not more presumptuous, and somewhat less

impious) deserve to be called the *Theomisanthrop'ists.
xoo6 F. BALLAXD

(title)
*Theomonism True : God and the

Universe m Modern Light. 1908 Daily News 7 Feb. 4/2
Mr. Ballard.. calls it sometimes theism and sometimes theo-
monism. 1833 Fraser's Mag. VIII. 570 The initiati called
themselves *Tneopanphilists, those who believed in the uni-
versal exhibition of the Divinity in characters of love.

1864 N. WEST in Homilet, Rev. (1886) May 407 It is true to
teach *Theopantism, or that God is in all things. 1873
FAIRBAIRN Stud, Philos. Relig. ff Hist. (1877) 392 It may
evolve an Akosmism or Theopantism which is but the

apotheosis of nature, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. xlii.

54 Afflictions are the portion of the best *Theophiles. 1677
GALE Crt. Gentiles II. HI. 84 Virtuose persons.. are *Theo-

philists,
or beloved of God. 18.. MILMAN is cited by

vVorcester as using "theophilosophic. 1901 W. MACINTOSH
Rabbi Jesus 182 With the dawn of Christianity the theo-

philosophic
train of thought was carried onward and upward

into a higher, nobler, purer channel. 1891 CHEVNE Orig.
Psalter vi,

303
Such shortened forms of *theophoric names

as Aha/ for Jehoahaz. 1903 Expositor May 323 We are
left for conjecture to the *theophorous names of her kings.
1908 Ibid. Jan. 95 Yahu..is familiar enough from Hebrew
theophorous names. 1773 ADAIR Amer. Ind. 129 By the
time that this *theo-physical operation is performed on
a patient [i.e. breaking his neck on pretence that it is the
Divine will). 1896 DK. OF ARGYLL Philos. Belief\\. 253 It

may be said.. that
'

*theopsychism
'

attributed to man. is

the real explanation of what is called the anthropomorphism
attributed in the Hebrew scriptures to the mind and will of

301 This theology !...,.,. .^ .,.,

regards source Christocentnc, but as regards object or

1903 L. F. WARD Pure Social, in. xvi. 465 A doctrine that
afterwards took the name of teleology t .. would be better
called

*theoteleolo%yi since it simply postulates a power
outside of nature directing it toward some end.

][ Theobroma (J>/~ibr<*i-ma). Bot. [mod.L., f.

Gr. Offe god + pa)/ia food.] A genus of low trees,
of which one species, Theobroma Cacao, a native of

tropical America, and now naturalized in otherwarm
countries, is the source of cocoa and chocolate.

Hence Tneobro'mic a. Chem. in theobromic acid:

see quots. ;
Tneobromine (^brJu'main), a bitter

volatile alkaloid, C7H 8N4O2 , resembling caffeine,
contained in the seeds of the cacao tree.

[1737 LINN^US Genera Plant. 367 Polyadelphia. i. Pen.
tandna. "Theobroma.] 1760 LEE Introd. Bot. App. (1788)

331/2 Chocolate-nut, Theobroma. 1785 MARTYN Rousseau's
Bot. xxxj. (1704)478 In.. Theobroma, or Chocolate.. it [the

nectary] is Bell-shaped. 1871 (>ARROD J/rtA Med. (ed. 3) 194
Oil of Theobroma.. .Cacao Butter. A concrete oil obtained

by expression and heat from the ground seeds of Theobroma
Cacao. 1878 KINGZETT in Jrnl. Chem.Soc. XXXIII. 44, 1

propose for it the name of *Theobromic acid, which recalls the
source from which it is obtained, namely, the fat of the seeds
of Theobroma Cacao. 1881 WATTS Dict.Chem. VIII. 1922
Theobromic acidt Cs^mOa. This acid, the highest known
member of the fatty series, has been obtained ., from cacao*
butter. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 313/2 The analysis of
*Theobronune by Wpsresensky shows . . that this article

[chocolate], .mustbehighlynutntious. 1887 MOLONEY Fores-

try W, Afr, 165 They contain a very appreciable quantity
of theobromine, which assists the action of caffein and pos-
sesses similar properties to that base.

Theocracy (J^-krasi). Also 7 -craty, 7-8
-crasie, -crasy. [ad. Gr. OfOKparia (Josephus) :

see THEO- and -CRACT: cf. F. thtocratu (1704 in

Hatz.-Darm.).] A form of government in which

God (or a deity) is recognized as the king or

immediate ruler, and his laws are taken as the

statute-book of the kingdom, these laws being

usually administered by a priestly order as his

ministers and agents ; hence (loosely) a system of

government by a sacerdotal order, claiming a di-

vine commission; also, a state so governed: esp.

applied to the commonwealth of Israel from the

exodus to the election of Saul as king.
16*2 DONNE S^rw. (ed. Alford) V. 209 The Jews were only

under a Theocraty, an immediate Government of God.



THEOCRASICAL.

rtifiga J. SMITH Set. Disc. vii. iv. (1821) 346 Jo=ephus.. pro-
perly calls the Jewish government Qtoxpfniav,

' a theocracy ',

or ' the government of God himself. 1737 WHISTON Jose,
^/tus, Agst. Apian n. 17 (1814) IV. 340 He (Moses) or-
dained our government to be what, by a strained expres-
sion, may be termed a Theocracy [w &' dv TS Iirot, pmaa.
lt.vo$ TOV \6yov, OtoKpariav]. 1741 WARBURTON Div. Legat.
V. ii. II. 365 Thus the Almighty becoming their King, in as

Proper
a Sense as he was their God, the Republic of the

sraelites was properly a Theocracy; in which the two
Societies, Civil and Religious, must .. be intirely incor-

porated. 1811 PINKKRTON Mna, Cf(>g: t Peru (ed. 3) 694 The

5overnment

of the incas was a kind of theocracy. 1836
. H. NKWMAN /'. Scnn. (ed, 2) II. xxi. 283 When they

tired of the Christian Theocracy, and clothed the church
'\

' the purple robe
'

of Caiwir. 1863 STANLEY yew. C/i.

155 The 'Theocracy
'

of Moses, .was a government by
Hin

'

with ' the purple robe
'

of Ca:sar.
vii. 155 The 'Theocracy

'

of Mose
God Himself, as opposed to the government by priests
or kings. 1864 HVRTON Scat Akr. I. v. 276 It [the Church
of Calvin] was a theocracy, dictating to all men the rule of
the Deity as to their daily life. 1878 MACLEAR Celts ii.

(1879) 17 The Druids were at once the ministers of a
theocracy and the judges and legislators of the people.

b. transf. A priestly order or religious body
exercising political or civil power.
i8s WELLINGTON Desp. (1867) II. 597 The Roman Catholic

clergy, nobility, lawyers, and gentlemen having property,
form a sort of theocracy in Ireland, which in all essential

points governs the populace.

Theocrasy (b/^kr^si, )>ip-krasi). [ad. Gr.

Oeo/cpaala, f. 9(6-s god + xpaa-K mingling : see -Y.]
1. Anc. Mythol. A mingling of various deities or

divine attributes into one personality ; also, a
mixture of the worship of different deities.
1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pagan Idol. II. 248 The mystic

theocrasy of the old mythologists, by which all their deities
were ultimately resolved into one person. 1831 KEIGKTLEY
Mythol. i. ii. 16 The system of theocrasy.. or mixing up, as
we may call it, of the gods together.
2. (See quot.)
1841 BRANDE DM. Sc., etc., Tluocrasy, in ancient Philo-

sophy, a term invented to signify the intimate union of the
soul with God in contemplation, which was considered
attainable by the newer Platonists.

Hence Theocrasical (-krse'sikal) a., pertaining
to or involving theocrasy.
1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pagan Idol. I. p. xxxviii, Theo.

crasical identity of Osiris and Typhon.
Theocrat (J-0kr<et). [f. next : see -CRA.T. Cf.

mod.F. thlocrate (Littre).]
1. One who rules in a theocracy as the represen-

tative of the Deity ; a divine or deified ruler.

x87 G. S. FABER Orig. Expiat. Sacr. 234 This mode of

administering temporal sanctions on the part of the temporal
theocrat of Israel. 1854 MILMAN Lat. Chr. vi. iii. (1864) III.

482 Admirers of the great theocrat [Pope Gregory]. 1862
IVesttti. Rev. Jan. 269 Mahomet gradually degenerated.,
ultimately into a voluptuous tyrant and oppressive theocrat.

1874 REYNOLDS John Baptist viii. 490 The haughty theo-
crats of Persia dared to call on their subjects to adore them.
2. One who believes in or favours theocratic

government ; an advocate of theocracy.
1843 EMERSON Misc. Papers, Carlyle Wks. (Bohn) III.

313 Though no theocrat .. Mr. Carlyle.. finds the calamity
of the times not in bad bills of Parliament, nor the remedy
in good bills. 1895 Q. Rev. Oct. 355 Disraeli.. was a born
theocrat. 1897 GOLDW. SMITH mAmer.Hist. Rev. Oct. 138
For all but the aristocracy and extreme theocrats they must
have been about the best years that Scotland had known.

IT b. See quot. (? erroneous use).

1864 WEBSTER, Theocrat, one who obeys God as his civil

ruler. 1882 OGILVIB (Annandale), Theocrat, one who lives

under a theocracy ; one who is ruled in civil affairs directly

by God.

Theocratic ,jM7>krse-tik), a. [f. Gr. 0fo/xm'a
THEOCRACY -t- -10 : cf. aristocratic, etc.] Of, per-

taining to, or of the nature of theocracy.
1741 WARBURTON Div. Legat. v. ii. 1 1. 375 The true Reasons

of the Theocratic Form ofGovernment. 1841 TRENCH Para-
bles ii.(i87;) 29 We may say generally of the parables., that

St. Matthew's are more Theocratic ; St, Luke s more ethical.

1865 LECKY Ration. (1878) II. 120 This Church and State

theory, .forms the last vestige of the old theocratic spirit

that marks the earlier stages of civilisation.

Theocratical (hfokne-tikal), a. [f. as prec.

+ -AL : cf. aristocraticalj}
= prec.

1690 C. NESSE O. fy IV. Test. 1. 180 A new common-wealth
with a theocratical government. 1755 WARBURTON Div.

Legat. v. iv. Wks. 1788 III. 123 Temporal rewards and

punishments administered by the hand of God, followed, as a

consequence, from the Jewish Government's being Theo-
cratical. 1837 Foreign Q, Rev. XIX. 187 The prophetic
books were preserved in writing by a theocratical people.

1863 E. V. NEALE Anal. T/i. % Nat. 201 The original form
of all governments appears to have been theocratical.

Theocra'tically, adv. [f. prec. (or THEO-

CRATIC) : see -ICALLY.] In a theocratic manner ;

from a theocratic point of view.

1817 G. S. FABER Orig. Expiat. Sacr. 234 Even the pre-

cept of a perfect love to God, when viewed theocratically,

was part and parcel of the statute law of Israel.

Theod, tneode, var. THEDE 06s., people.

Theo-democracy : see THEO-.

Theodicy (]'|p-disi). Also 9 theodioe, -ee.

[ad. F. Module, the title of a work of Leibnitz

(1710), f. Gr. 0(6-s God + SiKr; justice.] The, or

a, vindication of the divine attributes, esp. justice

and holiness, in respect to the existence of evil;

a writing, doctrine, or theory intended to '

justify

the ways of God to men'. Cf. OPTIMISM i.

1707 D. STEWART in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 481/2 Meta.

VOL. IX.

273

| physical theology, which Leibnitz nnd some other* call

theodicy. 1815 CoUHBOl Aiils Kejl. (1848) I. 120 All
the thcodices ever framed by human ingenuity, before and
since the attempt of the celebrated Leibnitz. 1875 WHIM-:
Life in Ckritt v. xxix. (1878) 500 Their theodicy is based on
the belief that out of all evil ttod will bring eternal good.
Hence Theodice an, one who frames or main-

tains a theodicy.
1877 MORLEY Rousseau I. 322 All things are for the best,

said Rousseau and the theodiccans.

Theodidact )>/-<v'i<la- kt), a. and st>. [f.
TiiKn- + Gr. oiSa/fT-of

taught.] a. adj. Taught
by God. b. s/>. One taught by God.
1715 M. DAVIF.S Atlien. Brit. I. 66 Pretended Theodi-

dacts, and self-knowing Gnosticks. 1865 tr. .Sr>rz'j AVtu
Life Jesus 1. 1. xxx. 262 The young Theodidact was able.,
to give some advice to the most learned. 1804 LOUISE S.
HOUGHTON tr. Sabatier's St. Frantis Inlrod. 16 Owing
nothing to church or schools he [St. Francis] was truly
theodidact.

Theodisc, a. Oh. rare. [OE. fieodisc
- OS.

Ihiudisc, OHG. diulisc : OTeut. 'Jxvdisko-', i.

OK. />tod, THEDE. Cf. DUTCH. If the word had
survived in later ME., its form would have been

*theedish.~\ Of or belonging to a nation or people ;

native, national, popular; in biblical use, Gentile;
in quot. 1715 used lor Old German.
ciooo AUhelm Gl. viii. 350 in Napier O. E. Gloss.,

Gentiles, beodisce. c 1*05 LAY. 5838 Wende ba beodisce
men {c 1275 be Romanisse] pat Belin wolde benne. 1715
M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. I. 197 Who turn'd the Gospels
into Theodisck or old Francick Rhyme.

Theodolite (Jw'ip-ddlsit). Forms : 6-7 theo-

delitus, 7 theodolite, -dolit, -dilit, 8 -dolet, 7-
theodolite. [Origin unknown : see Note below.]
A portable surveying instrument, originally for

measuring horizontal angles, and consisting essen-

tially of a planisphere or horizontal graduated
circular plate, with an alidad or index bearing
sights ; subsequently variously elaborated with a

telescope instead of sights, a compass, level, ver-

nier, micrometer, and other accessories, and now
often with the addition of a vertical circle or arc

for the measurement of angles of altitude or

depression.
The original theodelitHs of Digges was for horizontal

angles only, and many quots. down to igth c. use the name
in this sense ; Dig_ges also describes a compound instrument

having also a vertical semicircle for taking altitudes, but he
calls that his topographicall instrument, restricting the

name theodelitns to the horizontal circle.

1571 DIGGES Pantom, i. xxyii. H iij, The composition of
the instrument called Theodelitus. It is but a circle diuided
in 360.. degrees, or a semicircle parted in 180 portions, and

euery of those diuisions in 3 or rather 6 smaller panes.. .

The index of that instrument with the sightes &c. are not

vnlike to that whiche the square hath : In his backe prepare
a vice or scrue to be fastnea in the top of some stafle. Ibid.

I
ij, [In the figure] GEFO [is] Theodelitus, GF his Alhidada.

or index with sightes. /^/V.xxix. Ijb, Describing also within

the same square the Planisphere or circle called ^Theo-
delitus. 1607 J. NORDEN Surv. Dial. III. 127 It [Circum-
ferentor] is a new name gillen to the very Theodehte, used
in a sort otherwise then the Theodelite. 1611 A. HOPTOM
Speculum Tvporr. vi. 27 The Theodelitus is an instrument

consisting of a Planisphere and an Alhidada. Ibid. Table
Dd 2 b, To take a plat at one station by the Theodelite. 1669
STURMY Mariner's Mag. II. 46 Any Instrument, as the Plain

Table, the Theodolit or Circumferenter. 1701 MOXON Math.
Instr. 20 Theodolet, a whole Circle made of Brass, containing

360 degrees, diagonally or otherwise divided, with an Index
and sights moving on the Center, and a box and Needle in

the middle. 1790 ROY in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 136 It is a
brass circle, three feet in diameter, and may be called a

great theodolet, rendered extremely perfect. 1833 HER-
SCHHL Astron. ii. 155 The zenith sector and the theodolite

are peculiar modifications of the altitude and azimuth instru-

ment. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 314/2 Theodolet, or

Theodolite . . the name generally given to the instrument

used for measuring horizontal angles. [Ibid. 315/2 The

problem is to measure the horizontal angle between two

objects. Ibid. 316/2 If the vertical angles are^to
be measured

as accurately as the horizontal angles, the instrument be-

comes an altitude and azimuth circle.) [Cf. ALTAZIMUTH.)

b. attrib., as theodolite-goniometer, a gonio-
meter with horizontal and vertical graduated circles ;

theodolite - magnetometer, an instrument for

measuring magnetic declination, and for observa-

tions of magnetic force ; theodolite-needle, the

needle of the compass of a theodolite.

1820 SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 333 A theodolite

needle..performed ten vibrations in sixty seconds. 1877
KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Theodolite-magnetometer. lejogCeiit.

Diet. Sttppl., Theodolite-goniometer.
Hence Tneodoli'tioa., of, pertaining to, done or

made with a theodolite (Webster 1864).
[Note. The name, alike in the Latinized form theodelitus

and the vernacular theodelite (subseq. -dolite), originated in

England, and is not known in French and German until

the igth c. Its first user, and probable inventor, L. or T.

Digges, has left no account of its composition, as to which

various futile conjectures, incompatible with its early his-

tory and use, have been offered ; such is the notion that it

arose in some way out of alhidada or its corruption athelida

occurring in Bourne's Treasure for Travailers 1578, which

an examination of the works of Digges and Bourne, where

both words occur in their proper senses, shows to be absurd.

Theodelite has the look of a formation from Greek ; can it have

been (like many modern names of inventions) an unscholarly

formation from 0<aofi<u
'
I view

'

or ei ' behold
' and Ji;A-<x

'visible, clear, manifest ', with a meaningless termination ?]

THEOOONY.
Theodom: see THFOWIKIM.
Theodosian J>;>l<-siin, -lUu-fiin), a. and iA.

[f. the name Thtodosi-us : see -AN.]
A. adj. Of or

|K-rt.iining to one named Theo-
dosius ; esp. of or pertaining to the Roman emperor
Theodosius II (A. D. 408-450).
Theodosian code, a collection of lawi made by direction ot

IheodoMu* II, and published A. D. 438.
1765 BuCUTpn Ctmm. \. Inirod. iii. 81 Whi- h Theodo-

sian code was the only book of ..ulhen.
tic in the western part of Europe till many c enturin after.
iBoj K ANKIN Hist. France 1 1. u. iii. 1 2. 251 The Gothic gave
way to the Theodosian code. 1833 Kmcycl. Brit. (ed. 7) V.
713/2 In the npvtl which unctions ihe Theodosian Code,
the emperor evidently admits that the compilers whom be
had employed were not mere copyuli. 1864 BRYCK Rom.
/.//!. hi. (1889) 29 Revised editions of the Theodosian code
weie issued by the Visigothic and Burgundian princes.
B. sA. 1. A follower of Theodotius, a rhetorician

of Alexandria, who became (A.n. 535) the leader
of a division of the MONOPHYBITES.
1788 GIBBON Drcl. , f. xlvii. IV. 6n note. The Gaianim

and Theodosians. 1797 Kttcyd. Brit.(v\. 3) 1. 797/2 Theo.
dostans . . held that the persons of the Trinity are not the
same ; that none of them exists of himself, and of his own
nature ; but that there is a common god or deity existing in

them all, and that each is God, by a participation of this

deity. 1874 J. H. BLUNT Diet. .V/d886), Theodosians,
the Alexandrian section of the sect of the F'hthar lolatrae.

2. A member of a sect founded by Theodosins,
a Russian monk : see quot. 1860.
1860 J. GARDNER Faiths World, Theodosians, a sect of

dissenters from the Russo-Greek Church who separated
some years since from the Pomoryans, partly because they
neglected to purify by prayer.. articles., purchased from
unbelievers. 1874 in J. H. BLUNT Diet. Sects, etc.

Theodotian (J>/i>do'Jian, -d<fr-tian). [f.
the

name Thc<xtot-us: see -IAN.] A follower of Theodo-
tus (' the Tanner ')

of Byzantium, who (c aoo A. D. )

taught the antitrinitarian doctrine of the MONAH-
CHIANS ; also, a follower of Theodotns (' the

Banker") who promulgated a similar heresy in the

3rd c. A. ii. Hence Theodo'tianism.
1853 W. E. TAYLOR Hippolytvs u. iv. 102 Disputes occurring

among the Theodotians, he became the head of a new sect.

1874 J. H. BLUNT Diet. Sects, Heresies, etc. (18861 s.v..

Epiphanius writes that the Theodotian* held Christ to be
a mere man, and begotten of the seed of num. . . Hippolytus
and Theodore! state that they had their beginning from
Theodotus the Banker. 1876 A. PLUMMRR tr. Dellinger's

Hippolytus ft Callistia iv. 287 note, A full denial of the

divinity of Christ or Theodotianism.

Theo-clrama : see THEO-.

Theody (J><~v>di). [ad. It. teodla, ad. L. *theoiiia,

*Gr. Sfcftjia, (. 9(6-s God + $i8ij song : cf. MELODY.]
A song of praise to God ; a psalm.
1867 LONGF. Dante, Paradise xxv. 73

'

Sperent in ft ', in

the high Theody He sayeth,
' those who know thy name '

\orig. Sperino in te, nell'alta feodia, dice, color che sanno il

nome tuo].

Theof, Theofthe, obs. ff. THIEF, THEFT.

Theogeological, -gnostic : see TREO-.

t Theo-gonal, a. [irreg. f. THEOOONT.]
= next.

1717 A. HAMILTON ffetu Ace. E. Ind. I. p. vii, Opportu-
nities to know some topographical, historical, and theogonal
Parts of this Work, from the Natives. Ibid. p. xxi, The

theogonal and moral Parts may without Doubt, deserve

some serious Thoughts or Attention.

Theogonic (.K'W"''1)' <* U- M next + *IC-]
Of or pertaining to iheogony; of the nature of

theogony. So Tneogo'nical a.

1840 tr. C. 0. Mailer's Hist. Lit. Greece xvi. | 4. 234 They
show that by this time the character of the 'theogonic poetry
had been changed, and that Orphic ideas were in vogue.

1846 GROTE Greece i. xvi. I. 493 The acts described in the

old heroic and theogonic legends. 1880 GLADSTONE in l

cal system of Asia.

Theogonist (KiC'g n's')- [f.
next + -IST. (In

sense J, f. Gr. Oioyovos bom of God.)]
L One who is versed in or treats of theogony.

1678 CUDWORTH Inteli. Syst. i. iii. { 13. 114 Such Theofogers
as these, who were Theogonists, and Generated all the

Gods.. out of Sensless and Stupid Matter. 1845 MAURICE

Mor. f, Met. Philos. in Encycl. Afetrof. (1847) II. 635/1

Plato, the cosmogonist and theogonist, U another man

altogether from Plato the seeker of hidden truths in the

facts which lay before him. 1880 E. MYF.RS &schyls in

E. Abbott Hellenica 16 If Pindar and Aeschylus treated the

primitive theogonies with reverence, it was not the reverence

of a primitive theogonist.

U 2. erron. One who is bom of God.

1833 Fraser's Mag. VIII. 570 [In] Genesis. .it is..stated

that the aboriginal races of just men distinguished them-

selves by this.. title, Alibenim, theogonists, or Gods sons,

from the atheistical Sathanists, or evil-seekers.

So Theo'tfonlMn, a system or theory of theo-

gony; Theo'jronite = sense 2.

1678 CUDWORTH //<//. Sfit. Pref. 34 That strange kind

of Religious Atheism, or Atheistick Theogonism, which

asserted .. Beings .. called by themGods : . . Generated at Fir*t

out of Night and Chaos.. and Corruptible again into the

same. Ibid. Contents i. v. 726 A certain kind of Atheistick

Theism, or Theogonism, which acknowledging a Ciod or

Soul of the World,.. supposed Him.. to have emerged out

of Night and Chaos. 1831 Fraser's Mag. IV. 04 He [Lord

Brougham] assumes too much of the theogonite to be wise.

Theogony 0,(>-g6m). Also 8-9 emm. -geny.
35



THEOLATRY.

[ncl. Gr. Stofovia generation or birth of the gods,
f. 6fs god + -yovia a begetting. So F. thiogonie.}
The generation of the gods ; esp. an account or

theory, or the belief or study, of the genealogy or

birth of the deities of heathen mythology.
1612 SELDEN lllnstr. Drayton's Poly-olb. xi. 183, I imagine

many of their descents were iust as true as the Theogonie in

Hesiod. 1656 BLOUHT Glossogr., Tlieogonie, the beginning
or generation of the gods. 1748 HARTLEV Observ. Alan
II. it. 87 There were many Cosmogonies and Theogonies
current amongst the Pagans. 1853 MAX MULLER Chips (1880)
I. iii. 73 In the Veda, . .a theogony of which that of Hesiod is

but the last chapter. 1859 I. TAYLOR Logic in Thcol. 253
Theogenies, and theories of the universe.

Theohuman, theoktonic, -ny : see THEO-.

Theolatry (]i*Vlatri). [ad, Gr. itoKaTpeia

worship of God, f. 0eos God + \arpeta worship : see

-LATRY.] The worship of a deity or deities.

1806 Eifin. Rev. VII. 487 The distinction between hero-

latry and theolatry, or the sacred rites of heroes and the
sacred rites of Gods, was perfectly well known in Greece.

1887^ J. C. MORRISON Service of Man 265 The
worship

of
deities has passed into the service of man. Instead of Theo-
latry we have anthropolatry.

Theolepsy (>?olepsi). rare. [ad. Gr. 6(o\r/$la,
f. 0f<5s god + -\rj\fila, f. Aiyji-ir seizure, f. \a/i0ai>eiv,
root Ao/3- to take.] Seizure or possession by a deity,

inspiration. So Theole'ptic [Gr. BtoXijirriK-os

adj.], one possessed or inspired by a deity.
1881 W. ALEXANDER Speaker's -Comm. N. T. IV. 332/2

The streets of Ephesus were full of theoleptics and con-
vulsionaries. 1886 MAUDSLEV Nat. Causes fy Supernat.
Seemings 222 The incoherent utterances which.. the theo-

leptic. .poured out under divine compulsion. Ibid. 315
Neither theolepsy, nor diabolepsy, nor any other lepsy in the
sense of possession of the individual by an external power.

Theolog, obs. form of THEOLOGUE.

Theologal ()>Z|<7-18gal), a. and sb. [a. F. thto-

logal adj. and sb. (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f. Gr.-
L. theolog-us theologian : see -AL.]
fA. adj. in theologal virtues [OF. vertus thto-

logales (i4thc.)]: see THEOLOGICAL a. i. Obs.
1484 CAXTON Chivalry 71 Of the seuen vertues thre ben

theologale or deuyne and the other four ben cardynal. The
theologal ben fayth, hope and charyte. 1501 Ord. Crysten
Men (W. de W. 1506) I. v. 48 There ben thre vertues theo-

logales & infuses. 1610 DONNE Pseudo-martyr 190 Theo-
logall vertues, Faith, Hope, and Charity, are infus'd from
God. Ibid. 210 This is not meant onely of Charitie, as it is

a Theologall vertue.

B. sb. R. C. Ch. A lecturer on theology and
Holy Scripture attached to a cathedral or collegiate
church. Also called theologus and canon theo-

logian.
1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. Ill) 173 To Monsieur

Senne, Theologall of the Church of Saints. 1871 JEKVIS
Galilean Ch. I. xi. 389 note, The theologal enjoyed a canonry
by virtue of his office.

t Theo-logant. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. med.L. theo-

logant-em, pres. pple. of theologare, -art (Du Cange)
to theologize : see -ANT.] = THEOLOGKR.
,'

678
,,
MA

,

RVELL D'S- 7- H<m* Wks. (Grosart) IV. 1169
1 he I neologants of former and later times . . have attempted
to clamber [etc.].

Theologaster (faplogse-atai}. [a. med.L.
theologaster (Luther 1 518), f. theolog-us theologian :

see -ASTER.] A shallow or paltry theologian; a
smatterer or pretender in theology.
i6ai BURTON Anat. Mel. n. ii. in, The like measure is

offered unto God himself by a company of theologaslers
164.1 H. MORE Song Soul Interpr. Words, Superficial! con-
ceited Theologasters . . having but the surface and th"

of the Parisian theologasters.
Hence Theologa-strlc a., of or pertaining to a

theologaster ;
in quot. as sb. a theologaster.

1894 FROUDE Erasmus' Life f, Lett. iv. 65, I am speaking
merely of the theologastncs of our own time, whose brains
are the rottenest.

Theologate (Kip'logft). R. C. Ch. [ad. mod.
L. theologat-us, f. theolog-us theologian : see -ATE 1

.]
1. The course in theology prescribed for candi-

dates for the priesthood.
1889 in WORCESTER Stiff I.

2. A theological college or seminary.
1884 Mrs. Calderwood's Jrnls. v. 169 note. The Jesuit

i
eg at

,

Ll^ge' the the Iga'<: of the English Province.
1898 Month Oct. 439 The Professor of Holy Scripture at
the great Jesuit Theologate of Woodstock. 1906\Tablet
IS Sent. 401 Ditton Hall, not far from Liverpool, where the

m "erman province then had its theologate
Theologe, obs. form of THEOLOGUE.
Theologer (JwVlodgai). Now rare. [f. stem

of Gr.-L. theolog-us or Eng. theolog-y + -ER l see
-LOG.] One who studies or busies himself with
theology ;

= THEOLOGIAN (but now with less im-
plication of

scholarship). a. In reference to
iristiamty or other monotheistic religion.

S^^^S;
SjB&btt&gs^&A \that I might be an able defender of the Creed of It!
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Athanasius. 1849 O. BROWNSON Wks. VII. 16 The theo-

logical speculations of theologers, as he [Dr. Bushnell] con-

temptuously calls them.

b. In reference to pagan religions.

1609 HOLLANDAmm.Marccll. i66That . .Goddesse Themis,
whom., the antient 1'heologers have shrined in theverie bed
and throne of Jupiter. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst.Pref.

38 The Pagan Theologers. .acknowledged one Sovereign. .

Deity, from which all their other Gods were Generated or

Created. 1724 COLLINS Grounds Ckr. Relig. I. xi. 83 Alle-

gory was in use among the Pagans ; being cultivated by
many of the Philosophers themselves as well as by Theo-

! logers. 1876 HLACKIE Lang, ff Lit. Highl. Scotl. it. 70 The
1 Works and Days

'

of the old Boeotian theologer [HesiodJ.

Theologian (Jjwl^o'd^ian). Also 5-6 -yen.

[a. F. thMogien (i-Jth c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f. thto-

logie or L. theologia THEOLOGY ; subseq. assimi-

lated to L. spelling : see -LOGIAN.] One who is

versed in theology ; spec, one who makes a study
or profession of theology ;

a divine. Also attrib.

1483 CAXTON Cato F j b, The phycycyen was. .ryght good
Theologyenorknowyngthedyuynescryptures. 1509 FISHKR
Funeral Serin. C'tess Richmond Wks. (1876) 303 Whiche
thinge not onely the theologyens wytnesse, but the phylo-
sophers also. ai6a^ HAYWAHD Edw. K/(i63o) 84 Some
theologians . . desteining their professions . . by publishing
odious vntruths, 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 436 The common
gloss Of Theologians. 1760 ROBERTSON Cltas. V, XI. III.

352 The abilities or zeal of theologians long exercised in dis-

putation. 1836 H. ROGKRS J. Hmve ii. (1863) 23 Professed

theologians were not the parties for whom the Bible was
exclusively, or even principally intended. 1897 Scotsman
26 May 10/6 My theologian judges and my lay judges.

b. In reference to pagan religions: = THEO-
LOGEB b. rare.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1047 The olde Theolo-
gians and Divines . . have put into the hands of the images
of the gods, musicall instruments. 1904 BUDGE yd 4- \tk
Egypt. Rooms Brit. Mus. 127 Under the New Empire the
votaries of R5 formed a numerous and powerful body, and
their theologians and priests endeavoured to impress their
views on the country in general.

o. Canon theologian (R. C. Ch.) = THEOLOGAL B.
1885 C. Diet. (ed. 3) s. v. Canon Theologian, The

Council of Trent directed. .that. .in. .cathedral..or even
collegiate churches., a Canon Theologian .. should be
appointed.

Theologic QwUrdsik), a. (sb.} [ad. F. t/i/o-

logique (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. theologic-
rts, a. Gr. Sfo\oyiKos, f. 8<o\oyia THEOLOGY.]
1. Of or belonging to theology ;

= next, 2.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 78 Aristpteles . . lerned of
plato . . Ethikes and the iiij sciences theologikes. 1669 GALE
Crt. Gentiles i. Introd. 4 Plato.. derived the choisest of his
contemplations, both Physiologic, and Theologic . . from the
Jewish Church. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. iv. 323 It
was customary with the Egyptian Priests, to entitle their
own Philosophick and Theologick Books, to Hermes. 1780
H. WALPOLE Let. to Cole 4 July, I hate theologic or political
controversy, a 1876 M. COLLINS Th. in GaraVx (1880) II. 237
These young theologic adepts fancy they know everything.
t 2. = THEOLOGICAL a. i. Obs. rare.
1605 DRAYTON Man in Moone 488 Those Hierarchies..

Whose Orders . . Make up that holy Theologike nine :

places.

B. absol. as sb. (pi.} Theological matters, rare.
1718 YOUNG Love Fame v. 374 These.. who thus excell In

I heologicks.

Theological ()>>V-d.?ikal), a. (*$.) [ad. med.
L. theologicalis (Duns Scotus a 1308), f. L. theolo-

gicus (see prec.) + -alis, -AL : see -ICAL.]
1. Of or pertaining to the word of God, i.e. the

Bible ; scriptural : cf. THEOLOGY 2 ; in theological
virtues \yirtutes theologies:, Albertus Magnus],
applied to faith, hope, and charity (i Cor. xiii. 13),
as distinct from the earlier four cardinal virtues'of
Plato and the Stoics (cf. TEMPERANCE, A'ote}.
(From the contemporary senses of theologia, this seems to

have been the original meaning ; but other reasons for and
explanations of the name were current from Aquinas onwardsee the quots. j cf. also c 1380 WYCLIFDe EccL ii. Sel. Wks!
III.340 pes two godhche virtues [faith and hope]. The
ancient pre-Christian virtues were called nirtutes cardinales
A.D. 379, by Ambrose Exc. Satyri i. 57 )

!*W ~i?!?8")0tti *!P?
Pi'f- p"f- <w- de w. i53I )ML A i

ofc y c?uercth a" " " theologicall vertue, hope.
1588 A. KING tr. Camsius' Catech. 184 The vertues (quhilk
I hawe called theological and cardinal). 1607-11 BACON
Ess, Goodness (Arb.) 198 Goodnes aunswares to the Theo.
logical! vertue, Charitie, and admittes not excesse, but errour
1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos., Tneologicall vertues, Faith,
Hope and Charity are so called, because they haue their
ob.ect and end in God. 1660 R. COKE Pwer $ Subj.
14 By Theological virtues I do not mean only those three
most eminent virtues of Faith, Hope, and Charity, but all
those actions of obedience due to them . . ; to whom I owe myobedience not by any Law of Nature, but as commanded byOod in the Scriptures. 1875 ttuannoMlulm/f. Ghost iii.82 taithi is called a theological virtue, because it unites the
soul with s Maker. 1909 OTTLEY Chr. Ideas f, Ideals i.
vi. 98 t aith, hope, and love are commonly called '

theological
virtues , for reasons which Aquinas briefly enumerates.

> rVr
Ve> say

.
s> God for their o!>J<*! ""T [etc.].A. Oi, pertaining to, or of the nature of theology

dealing with or treating of theology.

!h'-,tTK
eta" nS

.-
hat th

,"
Stoicks S've o<" : for they holde,that the genera ,ve and nutritive Spirit, is Bacchus. i6fe

JER.TAYLOR Z>,ss,,as. Popery n. ,. ii. (,667) 89 It is citedin the decrees of the Popes, and in the Theological sum

THEOLOGIST.
of great Divines. 1780 HABRIS Philol. Enf. Wks. (1841) 541
Among tlieir [the Arabians'] theological works, there are
some upon the principles of the mystic divinity. 1780BENTHAM Princ. Legist. Introd. ii. 18 The theological
principle ; meaning that principle which professes to recur
for the standard of right and wrong to the will of God.
1833 HT. MARTINEAU Charmed Sea

i, Frederick was a
theological student in the university at Wilna. 1861
STANLEY East. Ch. i. (1869) 23 The Athanasian controversy
..is, strictly speaking, theological ; unlike the Pelagian or
the Lutheran controversies, it relates not to man, but to
God. 1904 Times 4 May 2/6 The abolition of all theological
tests and sectarian teaching during school hours.
B. sb. f 1. //. The theological virtues. Ots.

1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (i6o:>) 138 Three special!
trincipia or causes.. called of Diuines the three Theo-
logicals, . .faith,, .charitie,. .hope.

t 2. //. Theological matters or
principles. Obs.

a i6a6 W. SCLATER Exf. tfh c/i. Rom. Ep. Dec.., The great-
est patterne, and example for men to live by:.. whether in

3. A man trained at a theological college.
1866 S. B. JAMES Dnty f, Doctr. (1871) 18 University

clergy are rarer, and theologicals and literates more
numerous.

Theologically QifelfdgikiH), adv.
[f. THEO-

LOGICAL + -LY
ii.] In a theological manner ; from

a theological point of view; according to the

principles of theology ;
as regards theology.

1611 COTOR., Theologalement, Theologically, diuinely
1617 MORYSON Itin. II. 165 To speake theologically, God pre^
serves us, but stil in our waies. 1681 FLAVEL Meth. Grace
v. 95 Though a man be physically a living man,.. yet his
soul having no union with Christ, he is theologically a dead
man. 1773 JOHNSON 7 May, in Boswell, He may be morally
or

_ theologically wrong in restraining the propagation of
opinions, which he thinks dangerous, but he is politically
right. 1845 FORD Handtk. Spain I. 70 It was long a dis-
puted point in Spain whether chocolate did or did not
break fast theologically. 1874 P. BAYNE in Contemp. Rev.
Oct. 708 He liked them to be theologically in sympathy with
the Reformation. 1905 W. SANDAY Cril. Fourth Gosp v
145 The simple peasants of Galilee needed moral teaching
whereas the theologically minded inhabitants of Judaea
called out more of a theology.

TheolORician
(J>',(;ld2i-(an).

Now rare. Also
7 -itian. [f. L. (tetfogie-utTutaUKac + -IAN : see

-ICIAN.]
= THEOLOGIAN.

c 1560 in 500 Yrs. Chaucer Criticisms (Chaucer Soc.) 95
Getfery Chaucer.. was a sharpe Logician, a sweete Rheto-
rician, a pure Poett, a graue Philosopher, and a sacred
theologician. 1647 W. BROWNE tr. Polexander i. in 60
1 hough I am a weake Theologitian I dare assure my selfe
[etc.]. 1757 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry $ Frances (1767)
II. no The same error..which theologicians attribute to
the heathen Romans. 1898 ADAMSON Life J. Hforison
xv. 171 Mr. Meikle was pre-eminently the theologician of
thegroup.

TheolOgico- (Mrifdjikf), combining form
from Gr. 0foXo-yi*o-s THEOLOGICAL: 'theologic-
ally-, theological and . .

'

; as in theologico-astro-

nomical, -ethical, -historical, -metaphysical, .mili-

tary, -moral, -natural, -political adjs. ; also with

sbs., as in theologico-politician.
1800 COLERIDGE Lett., to Southey(rtgs) 323 A "theologico.

astronomical hypothesis. 1837 LEWIS Lett. (1870) 8s "Theo-
logico-ethical opinions. 184* BARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. n.

Lay St. Cuthbert I ntrod., The ex tracts . . may be considered
as "theologico-historicaL 1897 Daily News 21 Oct. 8/3 A
theologico-metaphysical speculator of no mean capacity.

1817 G. S. FABER Sacr. Caltnd. Prophecy (1844) III. 229The *theologico-military exploits of the Saracens and the
Turks, c 1644 An Enquiry, etc. in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) V.
498 The "theologico-moral design of convincing unnatural
sinners. 1781 BECKFORD Italy, etc. (1834) I. iii. 330 A *theo-
logico-natural history of birds, beasts, and fishes. 1680 R
MANSELL Narr. Popish Plot Addr. bj b, These "Theologico-
Political Quacks. 1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) II.

271 The *Theologico-politician Spinosa.

Theologism (J>^-16d3iz'm). [f. THEOLOGIST
or THEOLOGIZE : see -ISM ; cf. F. thtologisme
(Littrf).] The action or product of theologizing ;

theological speculation or system : usually in a

derogatory sense.

1867 WESTCOTT in Contemp. Rev. VI. 407 The potential
creed of the mass, springing out of spontaneous polytheism
and tending to theologism. 1901 J. K. INGRAM in Academy

Theologist ()>16d3ist). [ad. med.L. thto-

logista (Luther 1519 Wks. (i 884) II. 161), agent-n.
f. theologizare : see THEOLOGIZE and -IST.]A professed theologian, a. In reference to
heathen religions : = THEOLOGER b. (Used of
ancient or modern writers on these.) Now rare.
a 1638 MEDE Apostasy Later Timts(^fl 19 Their Theo-

logists bring in another kinde of Daemons more high and
sublime, a 1638 Wks. (1672) 626, I take the word A,-
poriov..!!! the better.. sense, as it was. .taken among the
Theologists and Philosophers of the Gentiles. 1755 Gentl.
M"f- XXV. 58/1, I am informed by a most learned.,
theologist, that Tantalus did not incur the displeasure of
Jupiter till after the accident which happened to his son.
1816 G. S. FABEH Orig. Pagan Idol. II. roi The other

philosophizing theologists of the east.

b. In reference to Christianity or other mono-
theistic religion : = THEOLOGER a.

1641 EARL MONM. tr. Biondts Civil Warres v. 109 The



THEOLOGIUM
sdioole of Theologisls who say that l>y sinning hi
what hee had received by favour. 1668 FRANCO Trulk. r

" The generally-received Opinion amongst the
Jews Theologies, .. That the Lord governeth oncly llic

people of Israel with his peculiar and particular Providence.
"774 WABTOM Iliit. Kn/;. Poetry \. Diss. II. 42 Ansclm, an
acute metaphysician and theologlst. Itid. 75 These visionary
theologists never explained or illustrated any scriptui..!
topic. 1857 BADEN.POWELL in Oxford Ess. 181 The
generality of these later natural theologisls.

C. Ill derogatory sense: cf. THBOLOQISM.
1000 A. M. CHKIMIK tr. Ili>t. Germ. 1'cafle .]//,/. Ages

111.57 His opponents were not theologians but theologies.

II Theologiuni (\w\o\Ay>\-vm\ Gr. Ami,;.
Also in Gr. form theologeion (-gai'^n). [mod.
L., ad. Gr. $fo\oyfwv (see def.), f. Ofo-, THEO- +
\oyftov speaking-place.] In the ancient theatre, a
small balcony above the stage, from which those

impersonating the gods spoke.
1888 in Casst/fs Encycl. Out. 1889 A. E. HAIGII Attic

'theatre iv. 8. 193 Another appliance for exhibiting gods
in a supernatural manner was the theologeion.

Theo:logiza-tion. rare. Also 6 -sacioun. [f.
as next, pern, through a med.L. *thcologizatio : see

-ATION.] The action of theologizing.
11519 SKEI.TON Keflye. Wks. 1843 I. 209 The tetrycall

theologisaciounofthesedemydiuines,andfcitoicallstudiantes,

Theologize (Kip-lodjaiz), v. [In sense I, ad.
med.L. tktotoguSrt (Albertas Magnus c 1250; also
in Aquinas, Duns Scotus, Wyclif, etc.), theologia
THEOLOGY: see -IZE. So F. thiologiser (Godef.
Compl^). But the trans, senses may have been
formed later directly from theology,]
1. intr. To play the theologian ; to discourse or

reason theologically ; to speculate in theology.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Theologize, to preach or play the

Divine. i66a H. MORE Philos. Writ. Pref. Gen. (1712) 6
My Design, which is not to Theologize in Philosophy. 1711
LARL NOTTINGHAM Ansiu. to Whistonyj As we Christians
have been taught to Theologize of Him. 1826 G. S. FABF.R
Dijffic. Romanism (1853) 158 Justin.. theologises in manner
following. 1875 E - WHITE Life in Christ Pref. (1878) 4When they do theologise..on the question whether the

existing human race owes its being to law or to grace.
2. trans. To render theological ; to conform to

theology ; to treat theologically

n. KOGERS urig. aiole vn. (1875) 295 Voltaire said that Pascal
had illustrated . . his genius . . by theologising two things that
seemed not made for theology wit and pleasantry.
t3. To attribute divinity to ; to treat as of divine

or spiritual nature. Also intr. or absol. Obs.

1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst. L i. 33. 40 The same persons
il id. .both Atomize ill their Physiology, taking away all Sub-
stantial Forms.., and also Theologize or Incorporealize,
asserting Souls to be a Substance really distinct from Matter
and Immortal. Ibid. iv. 17. 298 In which Orphick Fables,
not only the Things of Nature, and Parts of the World were
all Theologized, but also all manner of Humane Passions. .

attributed to the Gods.
Hence Theologizing vbl. sb. and ///. a. ; also
Theo lojfizer, one who theologizes, a theologer.
1685 BOYLE Etty. Notion Nat. iv. (1686) 93 The ancient

Egyptian "Theologizers . . look'd upon the Sun and Moon . .

as the chief Gods. 1693 J- EDWARDS Author. O. fy N. Test.

92 Epicharmus, Thales, Plato, and all the Greek theolo-

gizers. 1857-8 SEARS Athaii. 8 Theologizers of the school
we describe. 1677 GALE Crt, Gentiles II. in. 136 Origen's
allegoric mode of "Theologising. 1833 J. H. NEWMAN
Artatts n. iv. (1876) 190 The introduction of a subtle and
irreverent question, whenever the theologizing Sophists
should choose to raise it. 1881 G. A. SIMCOX in Academy
7 May 330 An instructive contrast to much fashionable

theologising.

TheologO- (J'iflogo), combining form repr. Gr.
fitoXo-yo-s a theologian : as in theo'logo-iiiquisi-
to'rial adj., of or pertaining to a theological

inquisitor ; theo'logo-ju'rist, a jurist who treats

of theology.
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Juttic. E-uid. (1827) I, 555 The

character of theology inquisitorial despotism. a 1843
SOUTHEY Doctor clxxii. (1848) 448/2 'The title of Christ to
Eternal Life is become absolute, by absolute

', says this

theologo-jurist [J. Asgill],
4
I mean discharged from all

tenure or condition, and consequently from all forfeiture*.

|| Theologoumenon (K^logairmenffn, -gfr-

meafa). PI. -a (-a), [a. Gr. (tfokoyovfuvov, neut.

of pr. pple. pass, of flfoXo-yV to theologize, f.

fooXo-yos theologian.] A theological statement or

utterance on theology : distinguished from an in-

spired doctrine or revelation.

1891 Brit. Weekly 29 Oct. i What gives this dubious theo-

logoumenon its importance in Dr. Dale's system is the
connection into which he brings it with the doctrine of

propitiation. 1895 J. DENNEY Stud. Theol. iii. 52 His
utterances on this point may be disregarded as private theo-

logoumena. 1906 D. W. FORREST A utkor. Christ vi. ix. 330
It can only rank as a theologoumenon of Peter.

Theologue (K'^fg)- Also 5-7 theologe,

6-9 theolog. [ad. L. theolog-tu, a. Gr. 6>\6yos
one who treats, or gives an account, of the gods
(e. g. Hesiod, Orpheus), or of God ; f. 0<os God +

to discourse: see -LOGUE. Before c 1600

app. only Sc. : cf. ASTBOLOGUE.]
1. = THEOLOGIAN. Now rare.

c 141$ WYNTOUN Cron. ix. xxL 2237 (MS. Cott.) Master

Henry of Wardlaw. .A theologe solempne; was he Kende,

275

and knawyn of (Tret bowntc. c 1470 HENRYSON Orpheus >,

Eur. 4*2 Doctor ncbolu Quhllk in his lymc a n. >l,k

theologe was. 1308 DtmMI l.niiicnl for Maiarii 38 Art.
magi ianis, and astrulK;;is, Kelhoris, logician!*, & Iheo-

1605 TIMME Outrtit, Dei!. i M'.',,.-,, ih.it auncicnt
theologue. 1681 H. MORK Annot. GlanvilCs l.u.t <>. 6j
The dry Dreams, .of earthly either Philosophers or Theo-
log* 1693 fliil. Trans. XVII. 807 A bad Astronomer, a
worse Theologe, and the worst of all Physiologers. a 1734Nona Exam. in. ix. 8 7 (1740) 652 It is not for a layma
to act the Theologue. 1859 I. TAYLOR Logic in Thc<<l. 147
The writings of the great theologue of Bethlehem, Jerome.
2. A theological student. U. S.

i'ollo<j.
(Prob. after Ger. tlieoloe.)

1663 HLAIK AutoHog. 11. (1848) 42 My refusal would very
much grieve all the young Iheologues. 1810-16 O'CoNOR
Columlaniis' Lett. vi. in Barrister 7'heologues of the
poddlel 1884 Jml. Ediic. XIX. 327 The theologs who
graduate from Lombard will stand high in their profession.

Theology (b/'^-lod^i). Also 4 teologye, 4-7
theologie (5 -i, 6 -ye), [a. F. tUologie (141)1 c.

in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. t/uoiogia, a. Gr. fleoXo-ym,
abstr. sb. f. 6(0X07-05 : see prec. and -LOUY. For
the early sense-history see Note below.]
1. The study or science which treats of God, His

nature and attributes, and His relations with man
and the universe

;

' the science of things divine
'

(Hooker); divinity.
Dogmatic thtology, theology as authoritatively held and

taught by the church ; a scientific statement of Christian
dogma. Natural theology, theology based upon reasoning
from natural facts apart from revelation. Pastoral theology,
that branch of theology which deals with religious truth
in its relation to the spiritual needs of men, and the ' cure
of souls

'

: see PASTORAL a. 4.

1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. xi. 136 Bote Teologye [B. x. 180,
C. xu. 139 theologie] hap teoned me ten score tymes: For
be more I muse beron be mistiloker hit semeb. c 1386
CHAUCER Pars. T. T 969 The exposicion of this hooly preyere
. . I bitake to thise maistres ofTheologie. 155* ABP.HAMILTON
Catech. (1884) i Doctours ofTheologie and Canon law. 1594
HOOKER 'tt/. Pol. iiLviii. { n The whole drift of the scripture
of God, what is it but only to teach Theologie? Theologie,
what is it, but the Science of things Divine? c 1608 LOCKE
Cond. Underst. xxii, Theology, which, containing tne know.
ledge ofGod and His creatures, our duty to him and our fel-

low-creatures, and a view of our present and future state, is

.
the comprehension ofall other knowledge, directed to its true
end. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. iv. 73 Were 1 as plump, as stall'd

theology, Wishing would waste me to this shade again.
1837 HALLAM Hist. Lit. (1847) I. i. i 81. 72 Peter Lombard,
the founder ofsystematic theology in the twelfth century. 1845

]

CORRIE Theol. in Encycl. Metrop. 857/1 Under the.. term

Theology we comprehend all the knowledge which man can
I

obtain respecting (iod, whether concerning His nature and
attributes, or concerning the relation in which man stands
to Him. 1874 J. DUNCAN Pulpit * Commun. Table 73
Polemical theology is the defence, Practical theology the

application, of Dogmatic theology, which again rests upon
Exegetical.

b. A particular theological system or theory.
1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles L III. iv. 53 Aristotle wonderfully

agrees with the Mosaic Theologie herein. 1796 H. HUNTER
tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 734 Among those

questions, two hundred referred to the theology of the
Hebrews. 1830 MACKINTOSH Eth. Philos. Wks. 1846 I. 81

Clarke, .considered such a scheme as the only security
against Hobbism, and probably also against the Calvinistic

theology. 1837 HALLAM Hist. Lit. (1847) I. i. { 18. 13 The
scholastic theology . . was, in its general principle, an alliance

between faith ancf reason.
187^4 J. B. BROWN Higher Life

xx. 408 There lies a meaning in these glorious words.. u>r

which there is no room that 1 can see in any ofour theologies.

1899 C. K. PAUL Mem. iv. 130 There [at Eton] in 1841 [some]
of us.. became conscious of the great stir which was going
on at Oxford ; a few of our masters were falling under the
influence of the new theology. 1907 Standardly Jan. 9/4
Latest development of ' New Theology '.

o. Applied to pagan or non-Christian systems.
1661 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. l. ii. 8 Had we no other

d<

THEOMORPHIC.

,

abl

Gentile theology of demons is the thing which Paul

prophesies should be introduced into Christianity. 171*
ADDISON Sfect. No. 471 P 8 Our Forefather, according to

the Pagan Theology, had a great Vessel presented him by
Pandora. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist, India u. iv. (1845) I. 211

Their theology, mythology, philosophy, . . are almost entirely
of the Hindu family.

f2. Rarely used for Holy Scripture. So late

Gr. Otokoyia (Pseudo-Dion, de Cxi. Hier. 9 3),

med.L. theologia. Obs.

[Cf. a 1149 Hugo de S. Viclore (in Migne loot Q, Theolo-

gia, id est divina scriptura.] 1494 FABYAN Citron, vn. ccxx.

242 This Lamfranke . . was perfytely lerned in the scyence of

theologie or holy wrytte. [Cf. 1653 MILTON Hirelings (1659)

98 The study of Scripture (which is the only true theologie).]

t b. Hence, Virtues of theology (also verities

theologyes, (?) theologycs} = 'theological virtues':

see THEOLOGICAL i. Obs.

1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Prh. 124 The prologe of
the iiij, Cardynale vertues, declarynge the .iij

e
. venues of

theologie, and foure maner of goodis. Ibid. 145 Ther byth
thre Vertues pryncipalle of theologi or dyuynte, y-callid in

lateyne Fides, bpes, Caritas. 150* Ord. Crysten Men (W.
de W. 1506) u. i. 85 The thre vertues theologyes or diuynes.

f3. Metaphysics. (See Note below.) Obs.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 86-7 Theorique . . slant departed upon
thre, The ferste..Is cleped in Philosophic The science of

Theologie, That other named is Phisique, The thridde is

seid Mathematique. Theologie is that science Which unto
man yifth evidence Of thing which is noght bodely. c 14*5
(?) LYDG. Assembly ofGods 859 Arsmetry, Geometry with

Astronomy,.. NobyH Theology, and C'orporall Physyk.

\'Vott.Or.
Ood (whether

,

o weter ejjcml.n

'"r""^' .</,*,. mylbi.
cal, natural (, eknowfiK

'!' .' :
ru.thr.sG

i
""""*/ " mw, uciiinic (.litre!. i

sense, 'heologia camelodei.ignaleadeparii,,
study, he text-books of which were Ihe Uible and the Sen-
tenccs (from the fathers) of Peter Lombard. Hence Ihe
earliest tug. use. (The passage from Gower in w=nu- ,

his doctrine of the divine nature.)}

fThe-olony. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. mcAL. thet-

Kneum tax, impost, corruption of late L. telonium

(turn), In Vulg., ad. Gr. riMiuov toll-houie,

custom-house.] 1'ayment of taxes, tolls, or imposts.
1610 W. FOLKINCHAM ArtofSutviy in. iv, Immunities and

l.xjii>ptions
from Theolonie, Pontage, Picage, Murage [etc.).

Theomachy 0>if*"maki). Also 6 in Gr.-I..
form theomachia (Jwmaj'kia). [ad. Gr. 9iofta\ia,
(. Otfa god + -/m.vra fighting.]
tl. A striving or warring against God; opposi-

tion to the will of God. b. spec. See quot. Obs.

'57?-* LAMBARDE Peramo. Kent (18:6) 327 The whole
religion of

Papistrie
. . is Theomachia and nothing else. 1598

BACON Sacr. Medit. xi. (Arb.) 127 Atheisme and Theomachie
rebelleth and mutineth against the power of God. 1633 T.
ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter ii. 3 A tbeomachy, a desperate war
against heaven. 1690 C. NESSE 0. t, N. Test. I. 134 ThU
theomachy or rebelling against God.
b. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Theomachy,* warring or fighting

against the gods, as the old Giants are feigned to have done.
2. A battle or strife among the gods : esp. in

reference to that narrated in Homer's Iliad.

1858 GLADSTONE Homer 1 1. ii. 77 When we come to discuss
the position of Latona, both generally and in the Theo-
machy. 1865 Farewell Addr. Eiiiu. Univ. 29 Xanthos,
a rivtr god, appears in the Theomachy. 1876 Prim.
Homer vi. } 27. 83 Artemis . . is sorely belaboured, in the

Theomachy, by the strong arm of Hera.
Hence [or from Gr. 0<o/jdx-os] Theomachiit

(b/'ifmakist), one who fights against God.
1704 MATHIAS Purs. Lit. (1798) 18 The continued labours

of the arch Theomachist of the age, . . that . . conflict which he
man
spiri ._.

Desper, ,

determination of a Theomachist:

t Theoma'gic, a. (sb.) 06s. rare. [f. THEO- +

MAGIC.] Of or pertaining to magic claiming to be

wrought by divine aid. b. Theoma-gios sb. pi. ,

the principles and practice of '

theomagic
'

art. So
t Theonia g-ical a.

; f Theomagi cian, one who
practises

'

theomagics'.

a rare Theomagician indeed. Ibid. 76 We will set the
saddle on the right Horse; and this Theomagick jade shall
bear the hhune. Ibid. 127 His strange mysteries of his

Theomagick stone. i6$t Scccnd Lask'i\i\&. 170 A publick
professor of Theomagicks. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Thco-

magical, pertaining to the wisdome of God, or that works
wonders by his help.

Theomammonist : see THEO-.

Theomancy (b/vnuvnsi' . [ad. Gr. (ko/iavTim

spirit of prophecy, f. 0(6s god + /lavreia divination :

see -MANOY.] A kind of divination : see quots.
1651 HOBBES Leviath. i. xii. 56 These kinds of foretelling

events were accounted Theomancy, or Prophecy. 1807
ROBINSON Archxol. Greeca in. xii. 257 Theomancy is distin-

guished from oracular divination, which was commonjy
limited to a fixed and stated time, and always to a certain

place ; whilst the dcofiaircK were free and unconfined, and
able to offer sacrifices, and perform other prophetic rites,

at any time, and in any part of the world. 184* BRANDS
Diet, Sc., etc., Theomancy, a name, .given to that species of

divination which was drawn from the responses of oracles . .
,

pr from the predictions of sibyls and others supposed to be

immediately inspired by some divinity.

Hence Theoma ntic a., pertaining to theomancy.
1620 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY World Tost at Tennis 258

Strike, by white art, a theomantic power, Magic divine.

\&Jl\.l.Agrippa's Van. Xrfjxlvii.122 This part, .is twofold:
Arithmanticfc. -and Theomantick, which searches into the

niysteries of the Divine Majesty.

Theomania.-iac.toTheomonism: seeTHKO-.

t Theomeny. Obs. rare",
[ad.

Gr.

the wrath of God, f. 0or God ipr/vis wrath.]
1623 COCKERAM, Theomenie, the wrath of God. 1656

BLOUNT Glossogr., Theominy.

Theomorphic (biirnp'jfik), a. [f. Gr. 0*6-

ftop<t>es of divine form (f. S(6-s god + ^M"! form) +

-ic.j Having the form or likeness of God ; of or

pertaining to theomorphtsm.
1870 J. H. BLUNT Diet. Theol. 324/2 Although the Creator

thus made man thcomorphic, we are not to think of God as

anthropomorphic. 1889 A. MooHEt7ArTJ/UM Dottr. God in

Lux Miindi 64 A thcomorphic view of man is of the essence
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THEOMORPHISM.
ufhU faith. 1894 J. R. ILLINGWORTH Personality Hum.

fy Div. viii. (1805) 214 Our anthropomorphic language

follows from our theomorphic minds. 1897 QmvtA&lctl
O. Test. vii. 340 Mosaism recognizes, so to speak, the theo-

morphic structure of man.

So TheomoTphism, the doctrine that man lias

the form or likeness of God
; Theomo'rphize v.,

trans, to form in the image of God.
1886 MIVART in Fortn. Rev. Jan. 63 A natural and inno-

cuous Anthropomorphism of the intellect which . . may be

more properly called Theomorphism. 1897 T. STEPHENS in

Jivang. Mag. June 289 Theomorphism in the doctrine of

man has gone on side by side with anthropomorphism in the

.loctrine of God. 1905 J. ORR Probl. O. Test. v. 118 God,
in creating, theomorphises man.

The;o-myth.ology. [f.THEO- + MYTHOLOGY.

(Cf. Gr. ffopiveia. divine lore, mythology.)] A
combination of theology and mythology. Hence

The:o-mytlio -loger.

1858 GLADSTONE Homer II. i. 2 That which, following

German example, 1 have denominated the Theo-mythology
of Homer. By that term it seems not improper to designate
a mixture of theology and mythology. Ibia. v. 366, 1 have a

lively conviction that Homer was (so to speak) the theomy-

thologer who moulded these materials into system. 1868

Juv. Mundi ix. (1870) 349 The will and power of the

Olympian deities . . may be described, from its mixed character

of truth and fable, as the Theomythology of the poet.

Theonomy ()V'ii8mi). [f. Or. 6io-s God +

-vofua, -NOMY, after Ger. theonomie (1838 in
'

Ileyse).] Administration or government by God ;

the condition of being ruled or governed by God.

1890 J.
F. SMITH tr. PfleidereSs Developm. Theol. since

Kant l. 14 His autonomy must therefore, .be an actual

(not merely subjectively conceived) theonomy. 1905 P. T.

FORSYTH in Contemp. Rev. Oct. 578 The God who rules us

in Christ is not a foreign power. Theonomy b not hetero.

nomy. He, our law, becomes also our life.

Theopanphilist, -pantism : see THEO-.

Th.eopasch.ite (Jwpse-skait). Ck. Hist. Also

6 -paschit, 7 -passit. [ad. eccl. L. theopaschita,
ad. Gr. ffeoiraffx'Trjt, f. Sfo-s god + iraax-"" to suffer :

see -HE ' I a.j
A member of a Monophysite sect

of the 6th c., who held that the divine nature of

Christ suffered on the Cross.

1585 T. ROGERS 39 Art.ii. 2 (1625) n Most wicked were
the opinions of those men which held., that.. Christ had a
bodie without a soule; as thought, .the Theopaschites. /Ifid.

4. 14 That Christ really and indeed, hung not on the

crosse : for his passion was in showe onely, said the Cerdo-
nites . . and the Manicheans : and another man, saide the

Theopaschits, . . suffered, and hung on the crosse. 1625
GILL Sacr. Philos. iv. 32 Theerrours. .of the Theopaschites,
who held that the God-head of Christ did suffer, while His

body was nayled on the Crosse. 1874-86 J. H. BLUNT
Diet. Sects, etc., Theopaschites, a sect of the Monophysites
who maintained that Christ having only one Nature, and
that the Divine, it was therefore the Divine Nature which
suffered, .at the Crucifixion. 1883-3 SchaJ^s Encycl. Relig.
Knovjl. III. 2346 Theopaschites .. a by-name applied to

such as accepted the formula, that. .' God had suffered and
been crucified '.

Hence Theopaschitally (-pse'skitali) adv., in

the manner of, or in accordance with the doctrine

of the Theopaschites ; Theopaschitic (-pseskrtik)

a., of or pertaining to the Theopaschites or their

doctrine; Theopaschitism (-pse'skitiz'm), the

doctrine or tenets of the Theopaschites. So Theo-
paschist (-pos'skist), a Theopaschite.
1887 RICHTKR Levana ix. 154 Theologians are active

'Theopaschists. 1882 CAVE & BANKS tr. Darner's Chr.
Doctr. 200 In this respect it speaks quite "Theopaschitally.
1893 E. K. MITCHELL tr. llarnack's Hist. Dogma 299 The
carrying out of the *theopaschitic formula. 1882-3 SchaJTs
Hncycl. Relig. KtioTul. 1. 463 A revival of. . Patripassianism,
or ^Theopaschitism.

Theopathetic ()>>ipabe'tik), a. (!i>.) [f. THEO-
1'ATHY, after pathetic.'] Of, pertaining to, or charac-
terized by theopathy : see quots.
1748 HARTLEY Obscrv. Man 11. iii. 7. 316 To deduce

practical Rules concerning the Theopathetic Affections,
Kaith, Fear, Gratitude, Hope, Trust, Resignation, and Love.

1830 W. TAYLOR Hist. Sun/. Germ. Poetry II. 5 All these
publications . .tend to assuade a benevolent sensibility, theo-

pathetic affections, and evangelical doctrines. 1856 R. A.
VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. I. v. 27 There are three kinds of
mysticism, theopathetic, theosophic, theurgic. Ibid. 31
The mystic of the theopathetic species is content to con-
template, to feel, or to act, suffering under Deity, in his sub-
lime passivity, 1878 DOWDEN Stud. Lit. 197 Studying the
phenomena of morbid theopathetic emotion.

b. sb. (See quot.)
1860 GARDNER Faiths World\\. 899/2 T/ieopathetics, those

mystics who have resigned themselves more or less passively
to an imagined divine manifestation.

Theopathic (Jwparbik), a. [f. next.] =prec.
1846 WORCESTER cites Q. Rev. 1864 Edin. Rev. July 249One of those rare beings . . whose temperament, so to speak,

is theopathic. 1899 Q. Rev. July 101 The theopathic and
contemplative quietism of the East.

Theopathy O'VpaJri). [f. THEO- + -PATHY.
Cf. Gr. OtovaStui the suffering of God.] Sym-
pathetic passive feeling excited by the contempla-
tion of God

; susceptibility to this feeling ; sensi-
tiveness or responsiveness to divine influence

;

pious sentiment. Cf. THEOPATHETIC.
1748 HARTLEY Qbserr. Man l. iv. 5. 486 The Pleasures

and Pains of 1 heopathy : under this Class I comprehend all
those Pleasures and Pains, which the Contemplation of God
and his Attributes, and of our Relation to Him, raises up.
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1816 SOUTHEY Ess. (1832) I. 235 In the order of nature, what

Hartley calls theopathy, is not, and ought not, to be looked

for, as the predominant feeling of youth. 1837 HALLAM

Hist. Lit. m.ii. g 7jThe writings.. of St. Teresa, .are. .fu I

of a mystical theopathy. 1881 Ch.Q. Kev. 60 The bufi School,

the
' Methodists of the East

',
as Martyn calls them, in

reference to their creedless theopathy.

Theophagous (J>-fagas), a. [f.
T HJSO- +

-PHAGOUS.] God-eating. So Tlieo'pliagy (-d3')>

the eating of God (in the mass or communion rite) ;

Theo-phaglte (-dz,ait), a God-eater (in quot.

attrib.}. All nonce-wds. (mostly dyslogistic).

1805 Monthly Mag. XX. 35 The theophagite cannibalism

of the communion-rite, 1880 SWINBUKNE in Fortn. Rev.

June 762 In the bosom of a deicidal and theophagous
Christianity. Ibid., A creed .. based on deicide and sustained

on theophagy. 1007 Hibbert frill. Apr. 684 The origin of

the rites of Theophagy or Communion.

Theophany (j>t'ipfa.ai). [ad. L. theophania

(1:400 in Rufinus), a. Gr. fffotyaveia and Seoipdi'ia

(neut. pi.), f. 9(os god + <j>aivtiv to show : see

-PHANY. So F. tkiophanie. Cf. TIFFANY.] A
manifestation orappearance of God or a god to man.
a 1633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 56 First, the Starre manifested

him . ."from the Heavens. That s, the Epiphany : Secondly, it

manifested him from God (in Trinity): for hee sent the

Starre. There's, the Theophany. And lastly ; It manifested

him on Earth (in Domo): . . There's the Bethphany. 1677 GALE
Crt. Gentiles II. ill. 193 Neither was the name Theophanie,
which signifies the apparition of God or the Gods, unusual

even among the Gentiles. 1854 MILMAN Lat. Chr. viii. v.

III. 352 The universe is but a sublime Theophany, a visible

manifestation of God. 1894 F. WATSON Genesis a true Hist.

vi. 141 In the records of the Theophanies to Joshua, Gideon,
and Manoah. Ibid., The Theopbany to Elijah at Horeb.

b. A festival celebrating the manifestation of a

deity. (Sometimes spec, applied to Christmas.)
1745 A, BUTLER Lives Saints (1836) I. 26 note, The Greeks

still keep the Epiphany with the birth ofChrist on Christmas.

Apollo first manifested himself to them.]

Hence Theopha'nlc a., of or pertaining to theo-

phany ; Theo'phanisni, theophany ; Theo'pha-
nous <z., characterized by theophany.
1882-3 Schajfs Encycl. Relig. Kntnvl. III. 2346 Novision

Ls without a *theophanic clement. 1886 C. A. BRIGGS
Messianic Proph. i. vi. 10. 20 It is the theophanic mani-
festation of God in forms of time and space and the sphere
of physical nature. 1849 LADY WILDE tr. Meinholds Sidonia
Sore. ill. xiii. II. 184 note, All the *theophanisms (God-
manifestations) recorded in the Old Testament. 1909
i9t/( Cent. Oct. 676 This *lheophanous land.

Theophilanthropist (broifilnrnbnypist). [f.

erron. employed to express 'loving God and man
',

though etymologically it ought to mean ' a divine

philanthropist'.] A member of a sect of Deists

which appeared in France in 1796.
1797 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXIV. 554 It is satis-

factory to observe how nearly the Theophilanthropists agree
with the morethinking Christians. 1798 HEL. M. WILLIAMS
Tour Swilzerl. 1. v. 79 This sect, distinguished by the name
of Theophilanthropists, the friends of God and man. 1801

BELSHAM Ceo. Ill, an. 1797 (R.), The Directory gave
great encouragement to a new sect recently established
under the name of theo-philanthropists. These religionists,

rejecting all revelation, confined their
worship

to one Su-
preme Being, i&yj Daily News 16 Jan. 6/2 The Society of

Theophilanthropists, whose first public meeting was held in

Paris, January 16, 1797, was of purely religious origin.
attrib. 18=3 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XXVIII. 502 The proffered

service of the Theophilanthropist lecturers. 1882-3 Schajf's
Encycl. Relig. Knovjl. HI. 2347 God, virtue, and the

immortality of the soul, formed the three articles of the

Theophilanthropist creed.

So Theophi-lantlirope [as in F.] in same sense
;

The^ophilantliro'pic, -ical adjs., of or pertaining
to theophilanthropy or theophilanthropists ;

The o-

pMla'nthropism = next.

1803 \nSpirit Pub. Jrnls. VII. 254 We give and bequeath
to pur friend the Elector of Bavaria, the Bible of the *Theo-
philanthropes. 1843 tr. Custine's Empire of Czar III. 64
Their whole adjustment reminds one of tne theophilanthropes
of the French republic. 1797 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev.
XXIII. 560 The illuminated or "theophilanthropic sect.,
who are supposed to reject the Old and to socinianize
the New Testament. 1895 PKRONNE Veil of Liberty 389
Jean..had now transformed his Huguenot church into a
Theophilanthropic temple. 1804 LARWOOD NoGun Boats $*
Having revolted from the Goddess of Reason, and thescheme
of *Theophilanthropism. 1860 GARDNER Faiths World II.

800/2 An attempt was made by Lamennais to tevive Theo.
philanthropist!! in 1840, but it utterly failed.

The:ophila-nthropy. [a. F. thiopkilan-
thropie, intended to express

' love to God and man ':

cf. prec.] The deistic system ofthe theophilanthro-
pists, based on a belief in the existence of God and
in the immortality of the soul.

Theophilanthropy was adopted in France as a substitute
for Roman Catholicism. It died out c 1801-2.

1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXVII. 500 The rise of
Martinism and of Theophilanthropy. 1847 J. HARE Viet.
Faith 7 His Christianity.. has been stunted and enervated,
..mtoasortofsentimental theophilanthropy. 1895 PKRONNE
Veil of Liberty 395 The pastor of Versailles closed his
church, .and reopened it to preach Theophilanthropy.
Theophile, -ist, -philosophic : see THEO-.
II Theophobia jw^u-bia). [f.THEO- + -PHOBIA.

Cf. F. thjophobie(a 1 784 in Littre .$///.).] Anxious

THEOEBOED.

fear ofGod ; dread ofdivine anger ; rarely, aversion
to or hatred of God. So Theophobist (-(rMbist),
one who is affected with theopliobia.
1870 O. W. HOLMES Mechanism (1888) 105 Pascal, whose

reverence amounted to "theophobia. 1885 SWINBUKNE Misc.
(1886) 239 His .. masterpiece of Cain, ..might seem to a
devout spirit to have been dictated by actual theophuhia.
1899 Expositor Oct. 317 Those men laboured under a
terrible disease it is called '1 heophobia. 1885 MRS. H.
WARDtr. Amiefs Jrnl. 11.134 A*theophubist, whom fait ii in

goodness rouses to a fury of contempt.

Theophoric, -ous, -physical : see THEO-.

Tlieophylline (bwlrloin). C/ttm. [irreg. f.

mod.L. then TEA + Gr. fyvXKov leaf + -INES.] A
colourless alkaloid, C7H 8N (OS> found in tea-leaves.

1894 in MORLEY & MUIR Waits' Diet. Chem. IV. 682/2.
1899 Syd. Soc. Lex., Theopliyllin,. .an alkaloid discovered
in tea. It is isomeric with the base obtained from cacao
(theobromine) and with paraxanthin, but differs from them
in its reactions.

Theopneust (bropni;7st), a. [ad. Gr. 8tu-

TrvevffTos, f. 0to-s God + -irvfvGTos inspired, f. stem
irvtv- of Trvftv to breathe, blow.] Divinely inspired.
1647 HAMMOND PowerofKeys iii. 30 Which delivers down

all the books which make up our Canon of Scripture, fur

Canonical!, and Theopneust. 1806 G. S. FABER Dug,
Prophecies (1814) II. 314 The promotion of image-worship,
the purpose for which this misnamed thcopncust assembly
met together. _l88s tr. Wellllatiseu's Hist. Israel

|.
iii. 48

Their polemic is a purely prophetic one, Le. individual,
theopneust,. .independent of all traditional .. opinions.
So Theopnetvstic a. in same sense; Theo-
pneu-sty [Ger. ffieofneustie (lieyse 1837), F. tliti-

pneustie (Littre')], || Theopneivstia, [Gr. tltomtv-

, divine inspiration ; also Theopnenstian.

IAUVU, *wuvii| imnituiuii; mission. 1094 f ninner v i. O'

According to this theory, the writers of the books of King
and Chronicles needed and received less of *theopneustu

Protest. Print. 50 Ifman is, in his higher nature, a theopneu.
stic being. 1847 WEBSTER,

*
Thefpncusty, divine inspiration.

TheopO litics, sb. pi. rare.
[f. TBEO- +

POLITICS.] Politics based on the law of God. So
Theopolitician, one who bases his politics on

conformity to the will of God or the divine law;
|- Theopo-lity, a polity based on the law of God.

so much a politician as a theopoliticiau.

Theopsyehism : see THEO-.

Theor (Koi). Gr. Antiq. Also in L. form
theo'rus. [mod. ad. Gr. Staif-ln spectator, one who
travels in order to see things, also an envoy, am-
bassador : see THEOKY ^.J An ambassador or

envoy sent on behalf of a state, esp. to consult an
oracle or perform a religious rite. (Cf. THEORY 2

.)

1847 GHOTK Greece II. ix. III. 37 The Theors or sacred

envoys .. appeared with ostentatious pomp. 1849 Ibid.
ii. Iv. VII. 73 The tent which the Athenian thedrs provided
for their countrymen visitors to the games. 1873 SYMONDS
Grk. Poets iii. go He went as a Theorus to the shrine of

Delphi.

Theorbo (]a',fibo). Also 7 theorboe, 7-8
-orba; 7 theorb', 7-8 -orb, 8-9 -orbe. [ad. F.

ttorbe, thtorbe (17th c.), ad. It. tiorba 'a kind of

musicall instrument used among cotmtrie people
'

(Florio 1598), Sp. tiorba. The spelling with Ik

appears first in Eng. (prob. after the THEO- group) ;

the ending -o for It. and Sp. -a occurs in other

words : see -ADO. Origin of the It. word unknown :

some suggest that it was named after the inventor.]
A large kind of lute with a double neck and two
sets of tuning-pegs, the lower holding the melody
strings and the upj>er the bass strings; much in

vogue in the 1 7th century. (Cf. ABCHLUTE.)
1605 CHAPMAN All Fooles Plays 1873 I. 144 Cor. Take

thy Theorbo for my sake a little. Val. By heauen, this

moneth I toucht notaTheorbo. 1611 CORYAT Crudities 252
Two singular fellowes played together vpon Theorboes.

165* BENLOWES T/teoph. I. Iv, There sweet Religion strings
and tunes, and skrues The Souls Theorb', and doth infuse

Grave Dorick Ep>ods. 1690 SHADWELL Am. Bigot iv. i,

I had provided this drum to sing to. which is better than
a Theorb, or Harpsychord. 1607 tr. C tcss D'Aitnoy's Trav.

(1706) 258, I never saw any Virginals or Theorba's here.

1899 E. GOSSE y. Donne i. 28 A madrigal for the theorbo.

1906 Blackw. Mag. Sept, 338/2 The whole household pur-
chased Theorbes.
attrib. and Comb. 1657 J. GAMBLE (title) Ayres and Dia-

logues. To be Sung to the Theorbo-Lute or Bass-VioI.

1676 T. MACE Mustek's Monum. 236 A Stop . . which

my Work-man calls the Theorboe Stop. 1688 PLAYPORD
(title) Harmonia Sacra . . : with a Thorow-bass for the

Theorbo-Lute, Bass-Viol, Harpsichord, or Organ. 1880

SHORTHOUSE J. Inglesant xxii, He found a young man, . .

playing on a double-necked theorbolute.

Hence Theo-rboed (-<?ud)///. a., converted into

a theorbo ; Theo'rbist, a player on the theorbo.
161 1 CORYAT Crudities 252 1 riese two Theorbists concluded

the night's musicke. 1889 A. J. HIPKINS in Grove DM.
A/us. IV. 100/2 Early in the 1716 century many large lutes

had been altered to theorbos by substituting double necks
for the original single ones... The theorbo engraved in
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Menenne'n ' Harmonic Universellc

'

(Paris, 16*61 is really a
theorboed lute.

Theorem (Korim), so. Also 6-7 -erne. [ad.
late L. theffrlma (Gellius), a. Gr. fffuipyna, -par-,
spectacle, speculation, theory, (in Euclid) a pro-
position to be proved, f. flfcu/xiV to be a spectator
(SecupcV), to look at, inspect. Perh. directly a. F.
thJorime (ttortme in Rabelais).]
A universal or general proposition or statement,

not self-evident (thus distinguished from an AXIOM),
but demonstrable by argument (in the strict sense,
by necessary reasoning) ;

' a demonstrable theoreti-
cal judgement

'

(Abp. Thomson).
a. In Mathematics and Physics ; spec, in Geo-

metry, a proposition embodying merely something
to be proved, as distinguished from a PROBLEM
(sense 4), which embodies something to be done.

defining adjectives, as the BINOMIAL, EXPONENTIAL, MULTI-
NOMIAL theorem,

1551 RECOKDE Pathw. Kiunul. Arsis., The Theoremes,
iwhlche maye be called approued truthes) seruinge for the
due knowledge and sure proofe of all conclusions .. in

Geometrye. 1570 BILLINCSLEY Euclid i. Introd. 8 A
Theoreme, is a proposition, which requireth the searching
out and demonstration of some propertie . . of some figure.
i6i SELDEN in Drayton Foly^tt. A iij, His Geometrical!
TL heorem in finding the squares of an Orthogonal triangles
sides. 1752 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1887 U. 253, I thank you
for communicating the illustration of the theorem concerning
light. 1806 HUTTON Course Math. I. 2 A Theorem is
a demonstrative proposition ; in which some property is

asserted, and the truth of it required to be proved. . .

A^sel
or collection of such Theorems constitutes a Theory.

brmula

136 Geometrical theorems grew out of empirical methods.
b. In general sense, or in reference to any parti-

cular science or technical subject. (In quot. 1697
applied to an axiom.)
1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. V. Ixxvi. S i The first being a

Theoreme both vnderstood and confest of all, to labour in

proofe thereof were superfluous. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan
, I call it a Science, because it hath vniuersall or general!

ful Theoremes of. .a holy Religion. 1676 COLEY A sirot. 143
Note that by the word Theorem is understood a Speculation
or an undoubted Rule or Principle in any Science or Art, and
is that which respects Contemplation more than Practice. 1697
tr. Burgerstlicius his Logici.x\\\. goA.r[tojr/] 10. . .Ax. n.. .

These Theorems, .the Sense of them is manifest enough.
1766 BECCARIA Ess. Crimes xiv. (1793) 51 The following
general theorem is of great use in determining the certainty
of facts. 1835 I. TAYLOR Sfir. Despot, iii. 101 In working
the abstract theorem of a church polity. 1864 BOWEN Logic
xi. 374 A demonstrablejudgement, or one which is announced
as needing proof, if theoretical, is called a Theorem.
Hence The'orem v., (rails, to express in or by

means of a theorem.

1840 CAKLYLE Heroes i. (1872) 23 They are matters which
refuse to be theoremed and diagramed. 1891 G. MEREDITH
Out: ofour Cotty. I. vii. 121 Euclid would have theorem'd it

out for you at a glance.

Th.eorem.atic (Jvwemse-tik), a. [ad. Gr.

0caipriiMTixus, f. 0(wpi]/iaT-t THEOREM + -ticos, -1C,

Cf. problematic.] Pertaining to, by means of, or
of the nature of a theorem. Also f Theore-
ma'tical a. Hence Theorema'tioalljr adv., in

the way of or by means ofa theorem. So Theore-
matist (-e-matist), one who discovers or formulates
a theorem. Also f Theore'mio a. = theorematic

\

t The oremist = theorcmatisl.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., *Theorematick
f
or Theoretic^,

belonging to a theoreme, or to contemplation. 1879 \V. E.
KOKSTER in T. W. Reid Life (1888) II. 224 The old principle

1 heorematick, rhcoreimck. 1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks.
(1834) 291 *Theorematically to infer consequences from
infallible maximes. 1788 T. TAYLOR Proclus 1. 109 Weought
to conceive all those theorematically, but not problemati-
cally, 1717 BAILEY voL l\

t *Theoreniatist,..Si Finder out

/iist
i
a professor of Theoremes.

Theoretic (}>iore-tik), a. (sl>.) [ad. late L.

theoretic-us (a 397 Ambrosius Examtron I. 5 1 7,

theoretic artes opposed to actnosm), a. Gr. flttupijri-

KOS contemplative, f. SKU/MJT-O'J that may be seen, I.

fffwpcif to look at, contemplate, inspect. So
F. tlUoretiquc (1721 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
yl. Speculative. Ots,

1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 180/2 Of Theorelick

Philosophy one part enquires into things immutable.. and
the first causes of things. 1706 PHILLIPS, Theoretick, Theo-

rical, or Tlicorick, belonging to Theory ; Speculative.
2. (Rendering Gr. Sfaiprrrixoi in Aristotle.) Con-

templative, as opposed to active or practical (irpa-

KTtxui) ; cf, Cojcmii'LATivi; A. 3. fart.
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1907 J. StTilin Ilibtert Jrnl. Oct. 117 In Aristotle we find
the affirmation of the superior value.. of the '

theoretic
'

or
spiritual life to the practical life.

3. = THEORKTICAL i.

1 1661 KULLCR Worthies, Cornw. (1662) i. 202 Attaining to
great perfection in the Theorelick, and practical! parts of
those professions. i75oJonssoN ffjMnUrrXfa 77 P 7 Few men,
celebrated for theoretick wisdom, live with conformity In
their

precepts. 1773 Life N. frotutit 65, 1 soon reduced my
Theoretic Knowledge to Practice. 1861 TYNDALL Moun-
taineer. ii. 10 Our master minds built their theoretic edifkes
upon the rock of fact.

b. = THEORETICAL 2 b.

1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 234 Is it then true, that..
it was of absolute necessity the whole fabrick .should be..
pulled down, and the area cleared for the erection of a
theoretick experimental edifice in its place V 1837 CARI.YI B
rr. Rev. II. i. ii, Plots which cannot be executed ; which
are mostly theoretic. 1856 EMEKSON Eng. Traits, Univer-
sities Wks. (Kohn) II. 91 Seven years' residence is ihe
theoretic period for a master's degree.

c. Of persons, their minds, etc. : Versed in or

proceeding by the scientific theory of the subject ;

opposed to empirical; also, Given to theories ;

S|>eculative ; theorizing: sometimes opp. to practi-
cal; = THEORETICAL 33, b.

*!*!-+* CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The theoretic physicians weresuch as went on the foot of reason, in opposition to the em-
pirical physicians, who went wholly on experience. 1783POTT CUnvr. Wks. II. 435 To which theoretic and whim-
sical people have assigned this disease. 1871 GEO. ELIOT
Middlent, i, Her mind was theoretic, and yearned by its

nature after some lofty conception of the world. Ibid.

Ixxxvi, Distinguished in his side of the county as a theoretic
and practical farmer.

4. Relating to the moral perception of beanty.
(Used in this sense by Ruskin, in preference to xsthelic :

see quot., and cf. THEORIA 2.)

1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. II. ill. L i. 8 10 The Theoretic
faculty is concerned with the moral perception and appre-
ciation of ideas of beauty. And the error respecting it is. .

calling it /Esthetic, degrading it to a mere operation of sense.

B. SO.

1. Usually //. : Theory (as opposed to practic,
practice) ; theoretical matters (

= next, B.).
1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 180/1 The Science of

things that are is called Theoretick ; of those which pertain
to Action Practick. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), T/teore-

ticks, those things that belong to the Speculative part of
Physick. 1860 H. B. WILSON in Ess. , Rev. 160 Morals
come before contemplation, ethics before theoretics. 1865
HODGSON Time ft Sfacc n. ix. 68. 566 The three functions
are conation, cognition, and feeling. The three branches of

knowledge founded on these are Technic, Theoretic, and
Teleologic.
2. A person devoted to a life of contemplation.

(See quot. ; cf. 2 above, and THEORIC so. 4.)
01831 BENTHAM Deontology (1834) I. 54 A band of men,

whom, .he [the Moralist] calls theoretics. These men look
..to contemplation alone for the summum bonum. ..To
reach the summit of human felicity, a man has nothing to
do but to contemplate. Who would not be a theoretic ?

Theoretical (Jw'ore-tikal;, a. (so.) [f.
as prec.

+ -AL : see -ICAL.]

1 1. (In sense of Gr. feaiprjTixos, L. t/iedrHticus.)
Of or

pertaining to contemplation, contemplative.
1616 IJuLLOKAR En?. Expos., Theoretical, that which

belongeth to contemplation or inward knowledge of a thing.
16*3 COCKERAM, Theoretical!, belonging to studie or con*

temptation.
2. Of, pertaining or relating to theory ; of the

nature of or consisting in theory. Often opp. to

practical.
a 1651 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. vi. 207 They fall into great con.

fusions in many theoretical matters of no small moment.
1700 C. NESSE Antid. Armin. (1827) 99 The persons..
had merely escaped . . through a theoretical knowledge
of the Lord. 17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Theoretic,
The sciences are ordinarily divided into theoretical, as the-

ology, philosophy, &c., and practical, as medicine, law,
&c. 1770 COOK Voy. round lYorltt II. x. (1773) 477 The
theoretical arguments which have been brought to prove
that the existence of a southern continent is necessary to

preserve an equilibrium between the two hemispheres. 1830
MACKINTOSH Eth. Philos. Wks. 1846 I. 177 In the strictly
theoretical part his exposition is considerably fuller. 1860
MAURY Phys. Ceog.Sea (Low) viii. 381 These observations

agree with the theoretical deductions. 1860 ABP. THOMSON
Laws Th. 129. 274 Judgments that relate to speculation
only are called theoretical ; those which refer to practice are

practical.

b. That is such according to theory; existing

only hi theory, ideal, hypothetical.
18*6 HENRY Client. II. 699 The theoretical numbers not

more than a mere theoretical contempt. 1883 GILMOUR
Mongols xvii. 204 A man . . whose existence is evidently . .

theoretical.

3. a. Of the mind or intellectual faculties : Hav-

ing the power of forming theories ; speculative.
a 165* J. SMITH Set. Disc. iv. 115 As for the mind and

theoretical power. 1863 E. V. NEALE Anal. Th. \ Nat.

117 The intuitions of space and time, and the conceptions of
relation drawn from the theoretical reason.

b. Of persons : Addicted to theory ; construct-

ing or dealing with theories ; speculative.
1840 CARLYLE Heroes vi. (1872) an What is to be done ?..

a question which theoretical constitution-guilders may find

easy to answer. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Sf>ec.\. (1860) 12 Doubts
have been thrown on this principle only by_ ^theoretical
writers. 1902 J. DENNEY Death of CltrUt iii. 121 The

THEORIC.
simplest preacher and ihe most effective L, alwav> the meat
absolutely theoretical.

B. >./<. 'pi.} Theoretical point, or matters.
1860 H. H. WIIVIN in >.., Rev. 181 It is slunge .to
>l>tu all ministers .. to be of one opinion in theoretical*.

Theore-tically, </*.
[f. ,,rcc. + -i.v 2.1 in ,

theoretic or theoretical manner.
a. In the way of or by means of theory in

relation to theory. (In quot. 1701 peril. - con-
templatively, speculatively.)
1701 NokRis Ideal World i. v. 235 A ihey [ll.

Ideas) aie thu, todqaodat upon the existence of llnnrs in
nature, so also upon all mind or understanding that is
I mean, as conceptive, or theoretically cunsidV<k 1748HAKILKY Obser-.: .!/ ,. iii. J4j Tin, lessens the 1 1

theoretically also. 1831 UKISIK Optic, xxxiii. | ,63. 274
Huygens. investigated the subject, both e*

|

.

theoretically.
1886 Klajtih. Exam. 6 Jan. 3/1 (Questionswhich are theoretically interesting to thoughtful people and

practically interesting to every one.

b. According to theory, in theory, ideally ; hypo-
thetically (as opp. to actually).
1790 C. C. PINCKNEY in Sparks Corr. Aiuer. Rev. IV. -,41One great advantage, that might not attend a Constitution

theoretically perfect. 1853 I.YTION My Novel m. ix, The
position was not quite so pleasant as, theoretically, he bad
deemed it. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. iv. 67 The possible
number of human articulations is theoretically infinite.

Theoretician (K-orttt-ttn). [t THEUBLTIC
+ -IAN : see -ICIAIT.] One who treats of or studies
the theoretical side of a subject ; THKUBIST i.

1886 (J. Rev. Jan. 284 Not a mere theoretician or 'statist '.

1891 Athentettiti 29 Aug. 299/2 Among musical theoreticians
Mr. Prout occupies a distinguished position.

Theoretico- (J>/ore-tiko), combining form from
Gr. 0ftupr}Ti>i6-s THEOHETIC, THIOHETICAL, as in

theore tico-pra ctical a., pertaining to or skilled
in the theory as well as the practice of a subject.
1831 AUSTIN Juritfr. (1879) II. 1122 A theoretico-praui-

cal lawyer extensively versed in law. .and in Ihe sciences
related to law.

II Theoria (b/,<>-ria). rare, [a. Gr. Stupid a

looking at, contemplation, f. ffatpetv to look at.]
1 1. V Contemplation, survey. Obs. rare.
1590 MARLOWE 2nd Pt. Tambtirt. iv. iii. My love, In whom

the learned Rabbis of this age M ight find as many wondrous
miracles As in the theoria of Ihe world 1

2. The perception of beauty regarded as a moral

faculty. (Used in this sense by Ruskin, in contra-
distinction to sesthesis : cf. THEOBETIU a. 4.)
1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. 1 1. III. I. ii. | i The impressions

of beauty. .are neither sensual nor intellectual, but moral ;

and for the faculty receiving them . . no term can be more
accurate.. than that employed by the Greeks,

'

Theoretic ',

which I pray permission .. to use, and to call the operation
of the faculty itself, Theoria. Hid. ^ 6 The mere animal
consciousness of the pleasantness I call jsthesis ; but the

exulting, reverent, and grateful perception of it I call
Theoria.

Theoric (K'orik), sb. and a.l Obi. or arch.

Also 4-5 -ik, 4-7 -ike, 4-9 -ique, 5-6 -yke,
-yque, 6-7 -ioke, -ioque, 6-8 -iok. [ME.
theorique in Cower, a. OF. theorique (ijthc. in

Godef., opposed to pratique practice), prob. repr.
a med.L. theorica, Gr. itaipiicri (not recorded in

this sense) : cf. med.L. theoricus adj. (ijth c. in

I)u Cange) in vita theorica the contemplative life.

The place of the stress, as in ca-lholic, i due to Fr.

derivation.

(L. *thedrici sb., attributed in the Diets, to Jerome, U now
eliminated as an error, the word being 0coAoyunji'.)]

A. sb. 1. THEOBV '
4, 5: chiefly in sense 4 b ;

often opposed to practic or practice. Obs. or arch.

1390 COWER Con/Jill. 85 The nature of Philosophic,
Which Aristotle. . Declareth . . As of thre points in principal.
Wherof the ferste in special Is Theorique. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 389 b/2 Phylosophye is deuyded in thre in

theoryque in practyque and in logyque. 1565 J. HALL*
Hist, Ejffost. (Percy Soc.) 42 Chirurgerye cannot be per*
fectlye learned wythoute theorike. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. I \

l. i. 52 So that the Art and Practique part of Life, Must be
the Mistresse to this Theorique. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny 11.

Kxplan. Words, Theoricke, or Tkeoreliqtie, contemplative
knowledge without action and practise. 1604 SHAKS. Oth.
I. L 24. 17*0 STRVPE Stow's Stttv. (1754) I. i. vi. 33. a The
great French Philosopher DCS Cartes.. telling us, that, from
the Theorique of the Moon, the Moon moves so in her ellip-
tical Orb [etc.], 1830 MissMiTFORO Village Scr. iv. 195
These. .matters. .may rather be termed the tbeorique than
the practique of reform. 1853 [see PRACTIC sb} i

J.

fb. A theoretical treatise or discourse. Ol>s.

c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. Prol. 3 The .4. partie
shal ben a

theonk to declare the Moeuynge of the celestial bodies with

[be] causes.

t c. //. Theories : theoretical statements or

notions ; theory ; often opp. to fractics or practice.
1551 RECORDS Pathw. Knovil. l. Defin., As they in

theyr theorikes (which ar only mind workes" do precisely
vnderstand these definitions. 1601 BLUNDBMLLE ( title) The
Theoriques of the seuen Planets, shewing all their diuerse

motions. 1637 WOTTON Lett. (1907) II. 371 He was. .a rare

mathematician even . . in algebra and the theoriques. a 1661

FULLER Worthies, Comw. (1662) 1.202 Atwell, .was well seen

in t heTheoricks of Physick, and happy in the practise thereof.

t2. A (mental) view ot survey; a conspectus.
1591 LAMBARDE Eiren. Proheme 2 A summarie considers,

tion & Theorique of the whole office belonging to this lus-

tice. Ibid. i. 4 //.-<//f) Ihe First Booke, conteining a Theo-

ricqvetttl. i6o^,orii^ii;ht]oflheofliccoftbclu4liceof Fc^ve.
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f3. A mechanical device theoretically repre-

senting or explaining a natural phenomenon. 06s.

159* DEE Com/'. Rehears. (Chethani Soc.) 28 Divers other

instrumentes as the theorick of the eighth spheare, the

nyrith and tenth, with an horizon and meridian of copper.
1594 BLUNDEVU. l''.xtrc. vi. Introd. (1636) 608 In IheLnnbe
of the backe part is described tlie Thcorique of the Sun, to

know therby in what signe and degree the Sun ts everyday
. . by laying the Diopter ttiereto. 1657 W. RAND tr. Gas-
semlis Life Peiresc I. 145 He caused a mechanicall Theoric

\prinitd Theorie ; the L. is tlicoriccn incchanicani] or
Instrument to be made.. that .. the Places of the.. Stars

might be calculated.

1 4. A man devoted to contemplation or specu-
lation

;
a member of a contemplative sect of

Kssenes. (Cf. PUACTIC s6.2) 06s.

1625 T. GODWIN Closes #t Aaron i. xii. 62 Of these Essenes
there were two sorts, some Theorikes, giuing themselues

wholly to speculation; others Practicks, laborious .. in ..

handy-crafts. 41641 Bp. MouNTAGU.4c/j<$- Mo*, vii. (1642)

430 The one sect hee names Theoriques or Contemplators.
1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXVII. 212 To the

theories, or instructors, a supper only.

t B. adj. 1. = THEORETIC 3, THEORETICAL 2.

(Often opp. to practic = practical.) 06s.

i5i RECORDS Pathw. Knowl. I. Denn., This exactnes of

definition is more meeter for onlye Theorike speculacion,
then for practise and outwarde worke. 1662 PLAVFOKD Skill
Mus. i. i. (1674)5 A true Rule of the Theorick part of Musick.

1726 Adv. Copt. R. Boyle (1768) 25 Gardening. -I always
took Delight in, both Theoric and Practic. 1804 \V. TAYLOR
in Crit. Rn1

. Ser. in. III. 528 These were daily instructed
. . both in the theoric and practic parts of the Pythagorean
philosophy.

1 2. Knowing or studying the theory of things ;

theorizing ; contemplative, speculative ;
= THEO-

HETIC a. 2, 3 c, THEORETICAL i, 3. Obs.

'599 .K. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. 11. iii, According to our
subdivision of a courtier, elementary, practique, and theo.
> ique. Your courtier theoric, is he that hath arrived to his

farthest, and doth now know the court rather by specula-
tion than practice. 1602 PLAT Delightesfor Ladies EpUt.
(1605) 3 By fancie framde within a theorique liraine. 1632
MASSINGER & FIELD Fatal Dowry n. i

;
A man but young,

Yet old in judgment ; theoric and practic In all humanity.
Theoric QV10i -

2 Gr. Antiq. [ad. Or.

eeai/HKos pertaining to spectacles, f. ffaapla viewing,
beholding.] Pertaining to or connected with public
spectacles, religious functions, and solemn em-
bassies : applied esp. to a fund provided for these

purposes from the public treasury at Athens. (Cf.
THEORY 2

.)

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., By the law of Eubulus, it

was made a capital crime to pervert the theoric money to
any other use ; even to employ it in the occasions of war.
1852 GROTE Greece u. Ixxv. IX. 526 The Theoric Board, or
Paymasters for the general expenses of public worship and
Stcnfice. 1884 Q. Rev. Oct. 342 Pericles.. by his theoric
largesses, helped to swell the city mob of idlers.

t TheO'rical, a. 06s.
[f. as THEORIC a.l +

-AL : see -ICAL.]
a. = THEORIC a.l i. (Often opp. to practical.)

1571 DIGGES Pantom. Epist. ij b, A Discourse Geome.
tncall . . containing sundry Theoricall and practicall pro-
positions. ,11619 r'OTHEHBY Atheom. n. viii. 5 (1622) 292Wee must..ioyne theorical and practicall vertues together.
1651 BIGGS New Disf. 230 Theoricall or practicall phlebo-
tomv. 1730 MALCOLM (title) A new system of Arithmetick
1 heorical and Practical.

b. = THEORETICAL 3.
1594 PLAT Diverse new Sorts Soyle 26, I thinke that those

. . did not Obtcine this skil by any true theoricall imagination,but . they did fynde the same without any seeking 1663COWLEY Verses , Ess., Disc. O. Cromwell (1669) 76, I see
you are a Pedant, and Platonical Statesman, a Theorical
Common-weaUhs-man, an Utopian Dreamer. 1730 MAI-
COLM Syst. Aritk. Pref. 6 The Theorical writers have treated
Arithmetick as a Science.

C. Contemplative, speculative, rare.
1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus i. 15. 281 Their cheife and i

eminent inward parts are defiled, whether we consider the \

theoricall part, that is, the minde and vnderstanding or i

the practicall facultie (included in the conscience). 17WATERLAND Doctrine Holy Trinity 5,3 That Three.fo'

278

]

1828 tr. Katctli'i Public Eton. Athens 1. 294 The payment
of the Theoricon out of the public money was first intro-

; duced by Pericles. . . This distribution of the Theoricon filled

the theatre. 1842 BRANUE Diet. St., etc., Theoricon, in

ancient Attic History, the name given to that portion of
the revenue of the state which was.. reserved for the purpose
of theatrical representations. 1850 (jiau i: Greece n. Ixvi. VII I.

424 The manager of the Theorikon or religious festival.fund.

Tlieorism ( broriz'm). rare. [f. as next +

-ISM.] Theorizing, speculation.
1856 H. R. REYNOLDS in Life v. (1898) 125 The lynx-

eyed theorism of Lepsius. 1906 Contemp. Rev. July 60

Dead,dry-as-dust theorism.

Theorist (J-orist). [f. THKOKY (or its Gr. or

L. source) + -IST.]

1. An adept in the theory (as distinct from the

THEORY.
1 ..calleth the Passion 9eu>p.oi- a Theory or Sight... Of our
I

blessed Saviour's whole life or death, there is no part but is
a Tbeone of it sclfe, well worthie our looking on.
t 2. Mental view, contemplation. Ol>s.

. -

AULAV Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 492 It is. .curious.. that a man

the obstinacy ..

doing business.

2. One who theorizes
;
one who frames or pro-

pounds a theory or theories, a theoretical investi-

gator or writer; one who holds or maintains a

theory; sometimes, a framer or maintainer of a
mere hypothesis or speculation (cf. THEORY l

6).
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 115 That a Brock or

Badger hath his legs of one side shorter then of the other, ..

an opinion, .received not only by theoristsand unexperienced
beleevers, but assented unto by most who. .behold and hunt
them dayly. 1691 BENTLKY

Boyle Lect. vii. 204 It [gravita-
tion] is lately demonstrated . . by that very excellent and
divine theorist Mr. Isaac Newton. 1735 JOHNSON Lobo's
Abyssinia, Descr. x. 106 Some of these Theorists have been
pleas'd to declare it as their favourite Notion. 1884 Stcc.
tator 4 Oct. 1309/1 As a theorist on law, he has a distinc-
tive place of his own.

Theorize (K-oreiz), v.
[f. as prec. + _1ZE .

<

med.L. theorizdre (Scotus Erigena a 880).]
1 1. trans. To contemplate, survey. Obs. rare.
1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 223 Hitherto wee have

beene practical] ; let mee now draw your eyes to theorize in
generall the severall properties and fashions of this great
Empire.
2. intr. To form or construct theories.
1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 6 Let us theorize a

liltle^upon the Mathematiques. 1797 GILLIES Aristotle's
Ethics x. vii. I. 397 Even unassisted and alone, though
perhaps better with assistants, he [the sage] can still think
and theorize. 1809-10 COLERIDGE friend \. iv. (1865) 118
The meanest of men has his theory, and to think at all is to
theorize. 1845 JEBB Gen. Princ. Law in Encycl. Mctrop.
II. 677/1 He did not theorize without regard to facts and
experience, u i86a BUCKLE Misc. Wks. (1872) I. 16.

3. trans. To construct a theory of or about.

"'SjS
W. A. BUTLER Hist. Anc. Philos. (1856) I. 40 I

[Mechanics] theorizes the forces and motions of the masses i

[Chemistry] the intimate structure of each.
b. To suppose, or assume, in the way of theory.

(With simple obj. or obj. clause.)
1838 G. S. FADER Inquiry 107 We can scarcely theorise a

lower depth than this glaring and scandalous prostitution
of justice. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE Shaks. Char. xx. 507 He
theorised that the difference between a pea and nothing
could make no difference to the poor beast.

C. To make or constitute in theory; to bring ,

into or out 0/some condition theoretically.
1843 Black. Mag. LI 1 1. 697 He had . .theorized himself !

'ilV'Vw "',""; fc"
1
*."^ ' his ward - I8 4 LOWELL :

McClellan s Kef. Prose Wks. 1890 V. 97 The one thing that
C

l
10

i' v
th >r 'zed out of existence.. is a lost campaign.

J
.'i.- ,"' S

f'
"' <l88 7> xl 2 7' Men theorise it

into a thing of natural growth.
Hence The'orizing vbl. s6. and ///. a. ; also

The:orlza'tion, the action of theorizing, construc-
tion of a theory or theories; The orizer, one who
theorizes.

WATERLAND Doctrine Holy Trinity 5,3 That Three.fofd
method ot commenting which St. Jerome lavsdown namelv i

the Historical, Tropological, and TheoHc ,1 1 or in more '"".^""f .
>//

(.830). IV. 325 The misconstrue-
familiar Terms, the literal, moral, and sublime UT' |

nterPoli>"n*, and "theorizations of. .fanatics. 1854"-- - -'- ..G. HOLLAND^/. J. Badgerw Mon who have no le"
-tTheo-rically, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LT 2.] !

In theory ;
= THEORETICALLY a.

.
157' DIGGES Pantom. iv. xxv. Ggj, Hitherto haue I onely |intreated of the fine regulare bodies, Theorically and prac-

tical y opening sundrie meanes to search out the proportion
[etc.]. 1640 QUABLES Enchirid. 22 It is most requisite fora Prince to prepare against.. Warre, both Theorically in
reading Heroick Histories i and practically, in maintaining
JIartiall discipline. 1680 AUBREY Lives, ly". Holder (1898)
I. 404 He is very musicall, both theoricallyand practically
Theorician (bfori-Jan). [f. (after F. thioricien)

on THEOKIC si>. + -IAN
; cf. logician, physician, etc.]A holder of a theory ;
= THEORIST.

**y
i

.
B
.
lackm- M<*S- L. 16 To examine Mr. Porter the

^atistician,
to discover a decisive refutation of Mr. Porter

^.tefL" ter-t.h895 Wes
"-"-

C
T-

' Oct - 3/i
nevea, at the promptings of jealous theo-
a*tc" r system was a fallacy. 1905 Athe-
>5, i Two other poets, .are. .considered in

-_r-.=
es ; and then some theoncians.

II Theoricon (K.o.-rikpn). Gr. Antiq. Also
'

,, ,
n -

J,
a'

y,
r -T^! neut ' of flf<u/"^ THEORIO

THEOBI a
r<C '" ancient Athens : see

ricbns'fh'

T -.';*". j .
tj^iigcr 41 -

dency tospecu ative theorization. iS^CARLYLECr//. * Mix
Ess., Nmialis (1872) II. ,97 A great and original plan, verydifferent.. from that of our idle 'theorisersand genera izeri
.870 PROCTOR Other Worlds 3 Not.. the mie fancfful

,"""' A,
m5% f the highest e'ni'ience in science.

1818 HALLAM M,J. Afes (1872) I. Pref. 6 A fault too com-
mon,. that of "theorising upon an imperfect induction.
1849 IVOAD Electricity (ed. 3) 127 One fact is worth a

youme
of theorizing. 179. J. BEI.KNAP //,i/. NewHampsh.III. 229 The inconsistent conclusions of these "theorisinc

philosophers. 1891 Atfonzmn 5 Dec. 753/2 We find the

go
m
ull

SC rn expressed [by Moltke ] for'. theorizing dema-

fheoryi (bfori). Also j -ie, -ee. [ad. late
l,. theona (Jerome in Ezech. xii. xl. 4), a. Gr.
Oaapia a looking at, viewing, contemplation, specu-
lation, theory, also a sight, a spectacle, abstr. sb. f.

etupos (:-0<aopos) spectator, looker on, f. stem
eta- of StaaSai to look on, view, contemplate. Inmod use prob from med.L. transl. of Aristotle.

1 1. A sight, a spectacle. Obs. rareioS Br, AXDREWES Sir,,,., Passion (1631)365 Saint Luke

can 1 ttiinke 1 have the true Ineory of death when I con-
template a skull, or behold a Skeleton with those vuluar
imaginations it casts upon us. 1646 Pseud. Ep. vii. xix
385 As they encrease the hatred of vice in some, so doe
they enlarge the theory of wickednesse in all 165} W
HARVEY Anal. Excrcit. Pref. P v, All their theory antfcon'

templation of it, which is what we commonly call Theory.
3. A conception or mental scheme of something

to be done, or of the method of doing it
; a system-

atic statement of rules or principles to be followed
IS97 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xxix. 8 8 If they had been

themselves to execute their owne Theorie in this Church
1643 BP. HALL Dezviit Soul i, It will hardly be be^
lieved, how far some of their contemplative men have
gone in the theory hereof. 1674 DRYDEN Prol. Univ.
Oxford 1 1 Your theories are here to practice brought, As
in mechanic operations wrought. 1798 MALTHUS/V<M in
n. (1806) 1I._103 A theory that will not admit of application
cannot possibly be just, 1831 AUSTIN Jurispr. (1879) II
1 133 Theory of what is and theory of what ought to be are
perpetually confounded. 1853 BRIGHT Sp. India 3 June
(i8?6) 4 The theory of the old Government of India was one
which could not be defended. 1870 M. PATTISON Klilton
XHL 219 Lven the calm and gentle author of the Chris,
tian Year, .deliberately framed a theory of Poetic for the
express purpose, as it would seem, of excluding the author
of Paradise Lost from the first class of poets.
4. A scheme or system of ideas or statements

held as an explanation or account of a group of
facts or phenomena; a hypothesis that has been
confirmed or established by observation or experi-
ment, and is propounded or accepted as account-
ing for the known facts

; a statement of what are
held to be the general laws, principles, or causes
of something known or observed.
1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 127 Or whether from

subterranean fires,..! dare not conclude, but leave such
theories to those that study Meteors. 1684 BURNET
(title) The Theory of the Earth. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed
Kersey), Theories of the Planets, certain Hypotheses, or
Suppositions about the Motions of the Heavens, according
to which, Astronomers explain . . the Phaenomena or Appear-
ances of the Planets. 1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., We
say . . theory of the rainbow, of the microscope . . the motion
of the heart, the operation of purgatives, etc. 1811 PLAY-
tk\v. Nat. Phil. (1819) I. 3 A theory is often nothing else but
a contrivance for comprehending a certain number of facts
under one expression. 1850 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces (ed. 2)
105 Were a theory open to no objection it would cease to
be a

theory, and would become a law. 1870 M. PATTISON
Milton xiii. 180 The Copernican theory, which placed the
sun in the centre of our system, was already the established
belief of the few well-informed. 1890 A. R. WALLACE
Darwinism 7 The truest and most complete theory would
not enable us to solve all the difficult problems which the
whole course of the development of life upon our globe pre.
sents to us.

b. That department of an art or technical sub-

ject which consists in the knowledge or statement
of the facts on which it depends, or of its principles
or methods, as distinguished from the practice of it.

1613 R. CAWDREY Table Alph. (ed. 3), Theorie, the con-

templation, or inward knowledge of any art. 1626 BACON
Sylva 327 The means, hitherto propounded, to effect it,
are in the

practice,
full of error and imposture, and in the

theory, full of unsound imaginations. 1660 R. COK Power
*r Suoj. Pref. 5 A Musitian, who Composes well, yet under-
stands but little in the theory of Musick. 1795 HUTTON
Math. Diet. s. v., To be learned in an art, c., the Theory
is sufficient ; to be a master of it, both the Theory and prac-
tice are requisite. 18*7 WHATELY Logic (ed. 2) 205 Logic
being concerned with the theory of Reasoning. 1884 GROVE
Diet. Afits. IV. 101/1 Theory, a term often used. .to ex-

press
the knowledge of Harmony, Counter-point, Thorough-

bass, etc., as distinguished from the art of playing, which is

..called 'Practice'.

o. A systematic statement of the general prin-

ciples or laws of some branch of mathematics ; a

set of theorems forming a connected system : as

the theory of equations, offunctions, of numbers,
ofprobabilities.
1799 W. FREND (title) The Principles of Algebra..; or

the true Theory of Equations established by mathematical
demonstration. i8o6[seeTHEOREMa]. 1811 P. BARLOW (title)
An Elementary Investigation of the Theory of Numbers.
1838 [see PROBABILITY 3]. 1893 FORSYTH (title) Theory of

Functions.

5. In the abstract (without article) : Systematic
conception or statement of the principles of some-

thing; abstract knowledge, or the formulation of

it : often used as implying more or less unsup-
ported hypothesis (cf. 6): distinguished from or

opposed to practice (cf. 4b). In theory (formerly
in the theory} : according to theory, theoretically

(opp. to in practice or in fact}.
1634 T. MACARNESSE in Capt. Smith Virginia Pref., That

thou mightst read and know and safely see, What he by



THEORY.
variance with practise. 1776 J. ADAMS Wks. (1854) IX.
375 It is certain, in theory, that the only moral Cumulation
oC government is, the consent oC the people. t8ai J. y.
ADAMS in Davies Mttr. Syst. in. (1871) 175 A compromKe
between philosophical theory and inveterate popular habits.

6. In loose or general sense : A hypothesis pro-
posed as an explanation ; hence, a mere hypothesis,
speculation, conjecture ; an idea or set of ideas
about something; an individual viewornotion. Cf.4.
1791 ItuRKK Corr. (1844) IV. J3 Whether I am right in

the theory or not, ..the fact is as I state it 1794 PAI.KV
Kvid. (1825) II. 347 Theories which have, at different timo,
gained possession oC the public mind. 1819 JAS. Mn.i.
llttit!. Mind (1869) II. xxv. 403 The word theory has ! . n

perverted to denote an operation, .which, .consists in sup-
posing and

setting
down matters supposed as matters

the origin of these wonderful sepulchres. 1880 T, A.
SPALDING Eliz. Denionol. 35 This was not a mere theory,
Imi a vital active belief.

7. Comb., as theory-bigoted adj., -building,
-monger, -spinning; theory-blind a., () blinded

by a theory, so as to be unable to see the facts

truly ; (o) blind to a theory, i. e. unable to see or

apprehend it (cf. colour-blind} ; theory-man
(JMMMMM&), a theorist ; theory-tailor, contemptu-
ously for a shaper of theories.

1884 O. Rev. Apr. 337 More
*theory- bigoted than Mr. .

1892 W. S. LILLY Gt. Enigma 230 You cannot help recog-
nising, unless you are "theory-blind,., the law of correlation.

190* Q. Rev. Apr. 350 No one who is not theory.blind a
very common form of blindness. 1780 Mirror No. 107 p 2
There is something, .so delightful in this art of*theory.
building. 1727 DK FOE Syst. Magic \. i. (1840) 9 What our
learned "theory-men insist to have been the causes of the
deluge. 1905 Academy 4 Feb. 105/1 It is high time that
protest be made .. against the master's works being made
the prey of *theorymongers. 1904 WINDLE Prehist. Age
Pref. 13 There has been a vast amount of *theory-spinning
in connexion with the early epochs. 1876 MoEDrTR
Beauch, Career xxxvii, These men are

*
theory.tailors not

politicians.

Theory 2
(Ko-ri). Gr. Antiq. [ad. Gr. Ocupia,

the same word as in THEORY 1
,

in a specialized
sense.] A body of THEORS sent by a state to per-
form some religious rite or duty; a solemn legation.
1842 Smith's Diet. Grk. ft Rom. Antiq* s.v. Salaminia,

They conveyed theories, despatches, Sc. from Athens. 1850
GROTE Greece n. Iv. V 1 1 . 72 Curiosity . .to see what figure the

Theory of Athens would make as to show and splendour.
1853 Ibid. n. Ixxxiii. XI. 38 He sent thither his Theory, or
solemn legation for sacrifice, decked in the richest garments.

Theos, early ME. : see THIS, THESE.

Theosoph (J>r<Jspf)- [
= Fr - thfosophe (a 1784

Diderot in Littre), ad. med.L. theosophus (Scotus

Erigena 88o), a. late Gr. Qt6ao<p-os (a 500,

Pseudo-Dionysius De Div. Nom. 6) wise con-

cerning God, f. OQS God + ffo<p6s wise.]
One who pursues THEOSOPHY (sense i).
(The med.L. theosophus was often used for theologian^ in

contrast vi\ih philosophns.)
1822 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. Jan. 37 This Theosophe was too

poor, too religious, and too insane to have any share in

establishing the seminary., at Avignon. 1838 Eraser's

Mag. XVII. 27 The Theosophs were right in separating
entirely the mind from the soul. 1878 MORLEY Dtderot I.

v. .-. .
; The article on Theosophs would hardly have been

so disproportionately long as it is, merely for the sake
of Paracelsus. 1880 Chambers' Encycl. IX. 400/1 Within
the Christian period we may number among Theosophs, the

Neo-Platonists..; the Hesychasts of the GreekChurch [etc. J.

Theosopheme (Jw^'stff/m).
rare. [ad. Gr.

type *0o<ro0r//*a : ct.philosopheme.] A theosophi-
cal speculation or conclusion.

1856 C J. ELLICOTT in Cantbr. Ess. 162 Some appear to
have been gospels, .others the wildest and most unhistorical

theosophemes. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets vii. 231 The
colossal theosophemes of Aeschylus called for profound
reflection.

Theosopher (b/urs^faj). [f. THEOSOPH(Y, or

med.L. theosoph~us (Scotus Erigena a 880) THEO-
SOPH + -ER i

: cf. PHILOSOPHER.] = THEOSOPHIST.

(Applied spec, to Jacob Boehme,
' the Teutonic

Theosopher *, and his followers.)
1647 WARD Simp. Cobler (1843! 18 Have an extraordinary

care.. of the late Theosophers, that teach men to climbe to
heaven upon a Udder of lying figments. *6fi3 H, MORE
Coniect. Cabbai. (1713) 72 Laying down such Conclusions
as the Naturalists and Theosophers in all Ages have looked

upon as the choicest and most precious. 1755 AMORV Mem.
(1766) II. T$notet Jacob Behemen, the reverend theosopher.
1783 Genii. Mag. LII. 329/1 The true and infallible ground
of what he there advanced was to be found in the Teutonic

Theosopher, in his three first Properties of Eternal Nature.

1850 MAURICE Mor. fy Met. Philos. I. viii. | 2, 234 These
books.. which have procured him [Boehme] the name of the

Theosopher. 1881 OVERTON If.
Law 269 Hitherto Law

has been presented to us in this chapter rather as a theo-

sopher than as a mystic proper.

Theosophic (bf^s/rfik), a. [f. THEOSOPH(Y+
-10. Cf. K thtosophique (Diderot).] Of, pertain-

ing to, or of the nature of theosophy ;
versed in

theosophy. (Chiefly in reference to the school of

279

Unfolded. 1710 R. WARD Lift U. More 128 Si:

Noble Truths, and I heosophic k M ysleriu arc deliver'd in it.

IMC/UU.YLB Misc., Werner (^TI) (.79 HisFrench scepticism
had got overlaid with wondrous theosophic garniture. 1896
R. A. VAUUIIAN Mystics \. v. (1860) I. 31 The mysticism 1

term theosophic aspires to know and believes itself in pos-
session of a certain supernatural divine faculty for that

purpose. 1901 Encycl. Rrit. XXVII. 60/2 Christian
Science, a system of theosophic and therapeutic doctrine,
.. was originated.. about 1866 by Mrs. Mary l:.,kcr Kildy.

Theosophical (Kosffikal;, a. [f. as prec. +
-AI, : see -IC.VL.]

= prec.
1642 II. Mom: Song o/Soul l. ii. III. iii. Argl., That Ih

1

earth doth move, proofs Physicall Unlo us do descrie j Adde
reasons Thcosophicall. Als'adde Astronomic. 1607 dilate

riiiladelfh. Soc. 13 The Title Page of the Theosophical

THEOSOPHY.

M4 II.'

ever be his race,

Boehme ;
more recently

= THEOSOPHICAL b.)

1649 ELMSTONE tr. Bekmen's Epist. vii. 24 He is

young companion of the Theosophic school. 1691 E.

TAYLOR (title) Jacob Boehmen's Theosophick Philosophy

believe in the essential ide
creed to the contrary nu
Theosoph'ut is a man wh'

.. aspires to reach
lude by self-,;

Theosophistic (J>Vfi -stile), a,
[f. prec. +

H'.J Of the nature of or pertaining to a theo-
sophist or theosophy (in sense i).
1849 LADY WILDR tr Mcinhdd't Sidonia Son. in. i!i.

II. 184 <r-
-

, 3 The Title Page of the Theosophical
Transactions. 1830 1'usi v Hist. Enq. n. 351 To the theo-

lophlcu fanatics, or a O. Hoffman, such a man, as he was,
could not

possibly assent. 1866 Cl. MACDONALD Ann. Q.
Neighb. xii, He had ..often some theosophical theory to
bring forward. 1886 Manch. Exam. 17 Feb. 3/3 Boehme
is anything but a dealer in mere theosophical enigmas.

b. Of or belonging to THKOSOPIIY, in sense 2.

TheosophicalSocietyim\a*GQc\a\\Qr\ founded at New York,
1875, by Col. H. S.

Olcptt, Madame Blavatsky, and W. Q.
Judge, Us professed objects being: i. to form the nucleus
of a universal brotherhood; 2. to promote the study of
Aryan and other Eastern literature, religions, ami sciences;
3. to investigate the unfamiliar laws of nature and the
faculties latent in man.
1881 SINNKTT Occult World 35 Assisted by some other

persons whose interest in the subject was kindled by occa-
sional manifestations of her extraordinary powers and
notably by Colonel Olcott, its life-devoted President, she
[Madame Blavatsky) founded the Theosophical Society.
1885 OLCOTT Theosophy Pref. 10 The Theosophical spirit of
conceding to the people of all creeds the right of enjoying
their religious convictions unmolested.

Theoso phically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] in
a theosophical manner; by means of theosophy.
1689 TRVON (title) A Treatise of Dreams and Visions,

wherein The Causes Natures and Uses of Nocturnal Repre-
sentations, and the Communications both of Good and Evil
Angels, as also departed Souls, to Mankinde, Are Theoso-

phically Unfolded. 1855 SMEDLKV, etc. Occult Sciences 135
fhe doctrine of Boehmen,. .worked out theosophically.
b. By means of or in accordance with theosophy

(in sense 2).

1896 Columbus (Q}\\o) Dispatch 21 July 4/3 C. B..
.says :

Theosophically I know that W. J. Bryan is the reincarnation
of Andrew Jackson, and spiritually I see around him the
forms of Washington, Lincoln and the lamented Polk.

Theosophico- ()>sp'fik0), combining form of
assumed Gr. *0o<r<xto-s theosophic.
1851 CARLVLE Sterling t. viii. (1872) 50 The moaning sing,

song of that theosophico-metaphysical monotony.

TheosophismOrV3^"2'"1 ). [f.asTnEosopH +
-ISM. Cf. F. thtosophisme (Diderot).] The theory
and practice of theosophy ; theosophizing.
1791 ENFIELD Hist. Philos. ix. iii. II. 489 Many traces of

the spirit of Theosophism may be found through the whole
history of philosophy ; in which nothing is more frequent,
than fanatical and hypocritical pretensions to divine illumi-

nation. 1707 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev, Dec. 526 The
ardent, zealous, and exalted enthusiast aspires to super-
human excellence, and clings to the prospects of theosophism.

b. In reference to THEOSOPHY in sense 2.

1896 Chicago Advance i Oct. 449 Theosophism, spiritual.
ism, Christian Science,, .are all modern instances of ways in
which men are led astray.

TheOSOphist (b^p-s^fist). [f. as prec. + -IST.]
1. One who professes or believes in THEOSOPHY

(in sense i). a. With specific reference to Boehme.
b. In a more general sense.

a. 1656 H. MORE Entkus, Tri. a v'nj, A promiscuous Col-
lection of divers odd Conceits out of severall Theosophists
and Chymists. Ibid. 40 This disease many ofour Chymists
and several Theosophists, in my judgement, seem very ob-
noxious to, who dictate their own Conceits and Fancies
so magisterially and imperiously, as if they were indeed
Authentick messengers from God Almighty. 1791 ENFIELD
Hist. Philos. ix. iii. II. 488 The Theosophists .. neither
contented with the natural light of human reason, nor with
the simple doctrines of scripture understood in their literal

sense, have recourse to an internal supernatural light,

superior to all other illuminations, from which they profess
to derive a mysterious and divine philosophy, manifested

only to the chosen favourites of heaven. 1817 COLERIDGE
Biog. Lit. I. ix. 139 How dare I be ashamed of the Teutonic

theosophist, Jacob Behmen?
b. 1814 SHELLEY Deism Pr. Wks. 1880 II. 77 The God of

the rational Theosophist is a vast and wise animal. 1834
SOUTHEY Doctor ccix. (1862) 562/1 Certain theologians, and
certain theosophists, as men who fancy themselves inspired
sometimes affect to be called. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit.

(1847) IL m - " 74- 36* The principal mystics or theoso-

phists have generally been counted among philosophers.

1856 VAUGHAN Mystics i. v. (1860) I. 31 The theosophist is

one who gives you a theory of God, or of the works of God,
which has not reason, but an inspiration of his own for its

basis. i88a Pall Mall G. 30 Aug. 4 Of late years we have
heard and learned a great deal about that interesting
Oriental theosophist, the ideal Buddhist.

2. A professor or adherent of THEOSOPHY (in

sense 2) ;
a member of the Theosophical Society ;

name of a magazine, the organ of that society.
1881 Sat. Rev. 3 Sept. 298/2 The Theosophist is full of

translations from the works of ancient '

theurgists '. 1881

SINNBTT Occult World 37 The natives [of India! were
flattered at the attitude towards them taken up by their

new *

European
'

friends, as Madame Blavatsky and Colonel
Olcott were no doubt generally regarded in spite of their

American nationality, and showed a shallow eagerness to

become Theosophists. 1885 OLCOTT Theosophy Pref. ii

We are., the same thing to all men viz., Theosopbists, who

hybrid Chmii.ii. ..f Alexandria. 1857- Comrn. CL Introd.
(i860.in To warn the Colouians again-* a system of false
teaching, partly Oriental and Theosophi , icter

|
and

partly Judaical and ceremonial. 1897 l>ai.y A'ew
|

5 reb. 0/7 The theurgic and thcosophistic oWun
Kabbalistic writings.

b. Of or pcitaining to THBOSOPHT (in sense 2 .

1886 Athenaeum 9 Jan. 68/3 Mr. Cumberland.. in India U
studying theosophUtic philosophy on the spot.
So Theosophi-atical a., in same sense (but with

disparaging implication).
1814 SHELLEY Refmt. Deism Prose Wks. 1688 I. 994 To

shew how much the cause of natural and revealed Religion
has suffered from the mode of defence adopted by Tbeo-o-

i phistical Christians. 1894 Westm. Gat. 16 Nov. 4/9 The
disingenuousness of this very Theosophist ical letter.

Theosophize O^ftAMc), v. [f. as THEOSOPH
+ -IZE.] intr. To practise or pretend to theosophy ;

to reason or discourse theosophically. Hence

Theo'sophizing///. a.

1846 in WORCESTER citing M. STUART. 1858 Ckamb.
Jrnl. X. 265/2 We owe, indirectly, the greatest scientific

impetus of the modern world to a theosophising shoemaker

[Behmen]. 1875 M. ARNOLD in Contemp. Rev. XXVI. 68$
These things are not at all in the manner of Jesus. Jesus
never theosophi/ed.

Theosophy (]V*#i). [ad. med.L. thtosophia
(Scotus Erigena a 880), a. late Gr. Qtwotyia (a 500
Pseudo-Dion. Myst. Theologia\. $ i) wisdom con-

cerning God or things divine, abstr. sb. from 0oao-
$03 THKOSOPH. So F.

thtosofkie (i 8th c. in Littre).]
The word was revived early in the i7th c, in Latin and

vernacular forms, to denote a kind of speculation, such as is

found in the Jewish Cabbala and Is illustrated by the writ-

ings of Cornelius Agrippa (1486-1535), Paracelsus, Robert
Fludd, and others, which sought, usually by the doctrine of
the macrocosm and microcosm, to derive from the know*
ledge of God contained in sacred books, or traditions mysti-
cally interpreted, a profounder knowledge and control of
nature than could be obtained by the methods of the Aristo-
telian or other current philosophy. The name theosophy
was often applied specifically to the system of Jacob
Boehme

(1575-1624), which, though not claiming to the ame
degree traditional authority, was largely expressed in lan-

guage borrowed from writers of the school in question. The
word has then and since been applied to more ancient and
more recent views having more or less affinity to those

already mentioned.

1. Any system of speculation which bases the

knowledge of nature upon that of the divine nature :

often with reference to such authors as those above

mentioned, and more particularly to Boehme.
1650 'EucENius PHILALETHES* (= T. Vaughan) Anthw-

posophia Thtomagica^ Author to Reader 13 The Ancient,
reall Theosophie of the Hebrewes and Egyptians. 1678
CUDWORTH Intell, Syst. \. iv. f 20. 377 Xenophanes.
philosophizing concerning the supreme Deity, was wont to
call it 'iv Km wai', ont and all. .. Xenophanes his Theo-
sophy, or divine philosophy, is most fully declared by Simph-
cius. 1681 H.MoRF.inG)anvill AWdW/*w*fi. Post scr.( 1726)

29 The sound Principles of Theosophy and true Divinity.
1691 E. TAYLOR Behmen"s Theos. f'htlos. iji What is all

Sacred Theosophy, but the very understanding of a certain
Divine Art ? 1831 CAHLYLE Early Germ. Lit. m Mite. Est.

(1872) III. 194 That. .devout temper, now degenerating into
abstruse theosophy .. was awake in this era. 1837 HALLAM
Hist. Lit. 1. 1. vii. $ 17. 397 His own models were the oriental

reveries of the Cabbala, and the theosophy of the mystics.
Ibid. 20 The theosophy of Paracelsus. 1841 W. SPALDING
Italy Sf It. Isl. III. 19 The Italians furnished few converts
to the theosophy of Lepaux, they numbered very many quiet
and contemptuous unbelievers. i8$j CONVHKAKK^ HOWSON
St.Paul\. xiii. 483 There was a strong affinity between the
Neo-Platonic philosophy of Alexandria and the Oriental

theosophy which sprang from Buddhism and other kindred

systems. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics \. v. (1860) I. 30
Among the Germans I find mysticism generally called

thcosi^phy when applied to natural science. Too narrow a
use of the word, I think. 1871 FARHAH ll'itn. Hist. iii. 102

Porphyry and Hierocles met them with haughty mysticism
and intellectual theosophy. 1877 E. CAIRO Philos. Kant
ii. 17 The philosophies or theosophies that close the record
of Greek speculation.

2. Applied to a system of recent origin, resem-

bling the above in its claim to a knowledge of

nature profounder than is obtained from
empirical

science, and contained in an esoteric tradition of

which the doctrines of the various historical reli-

gions are held to be only the exoteric expression.
Sometimes called Esoteric Buddhism. See Theo-

sophical Society, under THKosoPHiCAtb.
1881 SINNF.TT Occult World 173 They have shown that

Theosophy, or Occult Philosophy, b no new candidate for

the world's attention, but is really a restatement of princi-

ples which have been recognized from the very infancy of

mankind. 1884 CAr. lfWrfi6Oct. 788/3 Theosophy isreally
another name for Esoteric Buddhism. 1885 OLCOTT Theoso-

phy Pref. 13 Theosophy is the complement both of science

and of philosophy, and as such is entitled to the respectful
examination of the savant and the theologian. Ibid. 256



THEOTKCHNAL.
That priceless knowledge of divine things which we call

Theosophy. 19. . MBS. BESANT Meaning of Theosophy i

What is the essence of Theosophy ? It is the fact that man,

being himself divine, can know the Divinity whose life he

shares. Ibid. 4 Thecsophy has no code of morals, being

itself the embodiment of the highest morality.

3. In etymol. sense : Wisdom or knowledge con-

cerning things divine, nonfe-nse.

1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. I. 416 An organ of

Imagination is intimately connected with that of Theoso-

phy or Veneration.

Theotaurine : see THEO-.

Theotechny (pfctekni). [f. Gr. eo> god +

rixvrj art.] The introduction of divine or super-
natural beings in the construction of a drama or epic;
such beings collectively.

1858 GLADSTONE Homer II. iii. 268 It is not difficult to

understand why. -Dionysus does not appear in the theo-

techny of the Iliad. 1869 Jim. Mundi\\\. 206 The per-

sonages of the Homeric Theotechny, under which name I

include the whole of the supernatural beings, of whatever

rank, introduced into the Poems. Ibid. xiv. i. 491 The

Theotechny, or divine movement of the Poem [the Iliad].

So fTheote'clinala. Obs. rare~ l

, ofthe nature of

divine art ;
Theote-clmic a., pertaining to the in-

vention or making ofgods ; also, belonging to theo-

techny ; Theote chnist, one who invents gods.
1651 BIGGS New Disp. Pref 9 Those Arts we speak of are

Theotechnal, the Arts of God. 1874 PIAZZI SMYTH Inher.

Gt. Pyramid v. (ed. 2) 64 At Thebes.. those temples and
tombs, .speak lamentably to human theotechnic inventions.

Ibid. XXIL 425 The original inventor and theotechnist of
animal and other gods for his countrymen. 1878 GLADSTONE
Prim. Homer vi. (1889) 67 Behind the complex and ever-

active theotechnic machinery of the poem, . .there is still the

presence and operation of an august personage.

Theoteleological, -logy : see THEO-.

I Theoten, ?' Obs. Forms: I *eotan,tSiotan,

Satan, 3 peoten, (Orm.) putenn. [QE.footan,

(pa. t. piat, pulon) = ON. pjita to whistle, etc.,

OHG. diozan to howl : OTeut. *pei<tan (taut-,

jnit-).
OE. had also another pres. stem putan,

whence piitcndc pr. pple. and putenn in Ormin ;
so

Da. tude :*ptita to howl. Cf. iiigan, Bow z/.l]

intr. To howl.
c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxviii. i Sume wurdon to

wulfan ; ba iViton, boi i hi sprecan sceoldon. a 1000 Boeth.
Metr. xxvi. 80 Ac hio brsesniaelum oioton ongunnon. c 1000
^CLFRIC Horn. I. 374 Deotende swa swa wulfT c icoo Ags.
Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 195/17 Bombosa, hlowende, butende.
a 1225 St. Marker. 22 pa btgunnen to beoten ant to Sellen.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 120 Ne ded heo bute beoted.

b. trans. To howl at.

c 1200 ORMIN 2034 Mann wollde tx-lenn batt & hutenn
hire butenn. Ibid. 4875 Ice hutedd amm & butedd.

Theothe, etc., for teope, obs. f. TITHE, etc.

II Theotokos ()'i<n6k<;s). [a. Gr. ftoroxosadj.,
f. 0fo-s God 4- -TOKOS bringing forth, f. stem rat-,
ran- of rixTftv to bear.] A title of the Virgin
Mary as ' Mother of God ;

= DKIPARA.
1874 PUSEY Lent. Strut. 206 By this the lowly Virgin

became Theotokos,
' the Mother of God '. 1879 SIR G. G.

SCOTT Lect. Archil, xvii. II. 257 The Church of the Holy
Theotokos, or of the Mother of God, is of much later date
1896 Trans. St. Panfs Eccles. Soc. IV. i. 175 The devout
orison to our Lady . . said in honour of the Blessed Theotokos.
.So Theo toky, the divine motherhood of Mary.
1899 Westm. Guz. 24 Apr. 4/3 The Mysteries of. .the Vir-

einity of the Blessed Virgin, the Theotoky.
Theow, thew, sb. and a. Now only Hist, or

arch. Forms: a. i peow (fem. peowe, //.
peowas),'8iow, 2-3 peu, 3 peou, (Orm.) peoww,
peww, (9 theow(e). 0. i peowa (fem. peowe,
pi. peowau), 'Siowa.'Siuwa, fiiua, 8eua,#ea, 2-3
peowe, 3 peue, 4 pewe. [OE. 6iow, ptow,ph,
str. masc., = OHG. deo, dio, ON. (Runic) pewaK,
Goth, pius : OTeut. *J>ewe* ; beside OE. peow
str. fem., = OS. thiu, thiwi, OHG., MHG. diu,
ON.^y, Goth.jfcW:-OTeut. *pewjS. Also weak
sbs. peowa (masc.), peowe (fem.); cf. OS. thiwa.
pt'awa, -e have the weak inflexion of the adj.]
A. sb. A slave, bondman, thrall.

280

tees) 1 70 Besih ofer
vsij Sea Sino [l^/amulos tuos} c 050

Lindisf. Gosf. Matt viii. g Ic cueoo. .Seua [Rushw. 8eow)mmum do ois & does, c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xviii 28
Pa se beowa [ffattm beowe] ut-eode he jemette hys efen-
beowan. Ibid. xx. 27 Sy he eower beow [Lindisf. Sea vet
aesn, Rushw. esne]. c 1200 Trio. Coll. Horn. 181 Bus was
adam beu, bo godes muo cursede eoroe. <:i2oo ORMIN
Introd. 31 Adam wass wurrbenn deofless beoww Ibid
7454 An defies* beww. c 1205 LAV. 29390 penne moste he
libber, beou a bisse londe. c 1320 Cast. Lone 249 peuweand bra! may not craue porw riht non heritage to haue.
Hist, and arch. 1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe xxxii, Theow and

J'.sne art thou no longer. 1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist. Enr I
75 Beneath these orders of freemen were the Theowes or
slaves. . This word temu seems to have left no trace in themodern languages. 186$ LECKV Ration. II. vi. 260 All the
civil laws for the protection of the theows, or Saxon slaves,

Can 1

have
.
bee" Pdl by, and based upon, theCanon law. .874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. v. 78 The thcowor slave simple, whether _tlu,t is, of British extraslion . . or of the common German stock.

D. A female slave, a bondwoman.
a 900 tr.Sarda's Hist. iv. xii. [ix.] (1800) 200 Seo fore

sprecene Cnstes beowe. c 950 Lindisf.Tnf?Matt. xxvL

69 An 3iua {Rushm. menen vet beowae] cue3. Luke xn.

45sife..esne..onginne5..slaa3acn;ehtas&oiuwas[Ai//'.
5a oiowe, Vulg. pueros et ancillas]. 1308 TREVISA Bam.
J)e P. R. vi. xii. (Tollem. MS.), Sche is bewe and bralle

er he be bore.

fB. adj. [OE. piow, \>\. fiowe ;
later pL/nw,

thue\ Servile, slavish ;

' bond '. Obs.

c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xii. 2 gif him sceolden biowe

men benian. -893 Oros. in. vi. 3 Hit hurh a;nne

beowne mon geypped wearS. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gram. K(Zj)
67 Hie maneefs, bes oeowa mann. Ilnd. xv. 101 Jl/t'is

mancipiis diuido denarios, minum Seowum mannum ic

dsele penejas. a 1023 WULFSTAN Horn, xxxix. (Napier) 181

peowemen ba oVij dagos beon weorces gefreode. CIXS
LAV. 334 Al heo weren beowe Ic 1275 beuej. a 1x15 St.

Marher. 4 CuS me..5ef bu art foster of freo monne ooer

beow wummon. 1290 Beket 279 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 114

pat word was sone wide couth a-mong peuwe and freo.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9657 puman ne may nowjt be imad

a}en is louerdes wille fre. c 1300 Havelok 2205 Alle samen,
beu and fre. c 1400 St. Alexius (Laud 463) 2 Jong & olde,

thewe & freo.

t Theow, thew, v. Obs. Forms : J peowian,
1-2 pewian, 2 powie, peowien, 3 piwien.

[OE. petnvian, f. ptoui, THEOW sb.']
trans. To

be a serf or servant to ; to serve, minister. (In
OE. intr. with dat., or absoi.)
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxi. i pa SeowiaS ealle ba be

SeowiaS, ge Sa be cunnon ge ba
_be

ne cunnon. Ibid, xxxix.

13 Hi ne mihton elles bion, gif hi ne fliowedon hiora fruman.

975 Rnshw. Gosp. Matt. iv. 10 To dryhtne binum gode ou
to gebidde & him anum Sewije. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke
xvi. 13 Ne rmeg nan beow twam hlafordum beowian [c 1160
Hatton G. bewian]. aiijs Colt. Horn. 241 Nan ne inai

twan hlaforde . . samod bowie. c: 1205 LAY. 10015 Heo him
wolden biwien [c 1275 be beouwe].

Theowdom, thewdom. Obs. exc. Hist.

Also 4 pedome, 5 theudome, 7, 9 theodom.

[OE. pSowdom, l.fiow, THEOW sb, + -DOM.] The
condition of a ' theow

'

or slave ; slavery, bondage,
thraldom. (In OE. also in sense

'
service ', without

connotation of servility.)

c&93 K. ALFRED Oros. i. x. 6 pact men hie mehten
atiesan mid feo of beowdome. 0950 Kituale Dunelnt.
(Surtees) 6 In nedhernisse vel in oeadome ic bego. c 1000
/KI.FRIC Horn. II. 524 ge is twyfeald, and oeowdom is

twyfeald. c 1 122 O. E. Chron. an. 675 (Laud MS.), Hi hit

heafden gefreod .. of ealle bewdom. Il'iit. an. 963, Hi hit

freodon..wi3 ealle weoruld beudom. c 1175 Lamb. Horn,
99 Men weren alesde from deofles oeowdomc. c 1200
ORMIN 3611, 1 beowwdom unnderr laferrd. Ibid. 14779 ^t
off bewwdomess bandess. c 1205 LAY. 454 Dardamsc kun
. . woneft in bisse londe . . inne beowe-dome \c 1275 beudome].
a 1225 Ancr. R. 32 Summe ine prisune, summe ine alse
muchele oeudome alse oxe is ober asse. c 1320 Cast. Lcn<e

247 Whon he him serwede in bewdome [v.rr. thewdome,
bedomej. CI425 Eng. Cony. Irel. 138 Nether al to be vn-

done, ne fully l-broght yn-to theudome. [1658 PHILLII-S,
Theodom (Sax.), servitude. 1833 GALT in f'raser's Mag.
VIII. 497 Too fond of literature to relish the distasteful
theodom ofa tutor.]

t Theowlike, thewlike, a. Obs. rare. [f.

THEOW sb. 4- -LIKE.] Servile, slavish
; base.

c 1200 ORMIN 4177111 iss Resstedajj Offal] ^ewwlike dede.
Ibid. 4181 Uss birrb weluss jemenn. .All fra bewwlike dede,
patt iss, fra sinnfull word & werrc.

t Theowten, v. 06s. rare. In Ormin peoww-
tenn, pewwtenn. [f.

OE. peowot, -(e)t service,
f. THEOW sb.] trans, and intr. To serve, minister.
cizoo ORMIN Introd. 43-4 Forrallswasumm bu beowwtesst

himm, Swa shall bin sune himm beowwtenn. Ibid. 546
To bewwtenn i be temmple.

Thepe,dial.var._/ir/ir : see FEABEBRY, gooseberry.
Ther, inflexion of TIIABP v. ; obs. f. DARE z/'.l

(A. 9) ; obs. f. THEIR, THERE
;

obs. var. THIB
;

obs. inflexion of THAT, THE.
II Therapeusis (berapia-sis). [mod.L., a. Gr.

type *6epaircvats healing, f. flfpairfiiftv to tend, heal

(a sick person).] Therapeutic treatment.
1837 DUNGLISON Diet. Med. Sci., Therapeusis, therapeu-

tics. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 679 In regard to
therapeusis, the first point to be determined in acute cases
is. .when to commence electrical treatment. 1897 Allbutt's
Syst. Med. IV. 211 Effecting a more scientific and direct
therapeusis.

II Therapeutae (>erapi-t?), sb. pi. Also 9 in

anglicized form therapeuts. [eccl. L., a. Gr.
OipaTrniToi servants, attendants, ministers. ] A sect
of Jewish mystics residing in Egypt in the first

centuryA.D., described in a book attributed to Philo.
1681 S. PARKER Demonstr. Law Nat. n. xviii. 247 These

T herapeuta: read the ancient Writings of the Authours of
their Sect. 1836 R. A. VAUCHAN Hftstics (1860) I. 53 The
fherapeutse, a sect similar to the Essenes, number many
among them whose lives are truly exemplary. 1865 tr
Strauss's New Life Jestis 1. 1. xxix. 235 He took the Egyp-
tian branch of the Essenes, the so-called Therapeuts, for
regular Christians.

Therapeutic (]>erapi*3-tik), sb. Also 6 tera-.

[In sense I, ad. mod.L. therapeutica, a. Gr. Ofpa-
irivTiicfi (sc. rixvr)} the art of healing, fem. sing, of
OfpaircuTi/coi : see THERAPEUTIC a. In Fr. thtra-
peutique (i6th c.). In senses 2 and 3 recent abso-
lute uses of the

adj.]
1. That branch of medicine which is concerned

with the remedial treatment of disease; the art of
healing. a. In the singular. Now rare.
(Quot. 1890 may belong to 2 b.)
1541 R. COPLAND Calfen's Teraf. zAj, The fourth

THERAPY.
boke of the Terapeutyke or Methode curatyfe of Claude
Galyen. 15^7 BOORUE Brev. Health Pref. 2 b, Galen
prince of phisicions, in his Terapeutike doth reprehende and
disproue [it]. 1625 HART Anat. Ur. I. ii. 19 Who did likewise
deuide Physicke. .into two parts, to wit, that which we
commonly call Therapeuticke. .: and.. that

part which we
call Diagnosticke. 1890 S. P. LAMBROS in Atlicnzuiii

30 Aug. 294/2 The modern therapeutic is far from having
used all the sources of the ancients.

b. Now usually in the plural Therapeutics.
1671 SALMON Syn. Med. in. i. 324* The Therapeuticks,

,

or active part of Physick, is either Material, or Relative!

1707 FI.OVKR Physic. Pulse-Watch p. ii, The Chinese also
have made that a part of their Therapeutics. 1843 Mm.
Logical, vi. i Students in politics. -attempted to study
the pathology and therapeutics of the social body, before
they had laid the necessary foundation in its physiology.
2. a. A curative agent, b. A medical man.
1841 ABDY Water Cure (1843) 123 M. Roche acknow-

ledges., that cold water has long been known as a thera-

peutic. 1858 HOGG Life Shelley 1 1 . 429 Medical society. . .

Some of the therapeutics were tolerably good company.
3. //.

= THERAPEUT/E. rare.

1847 WEBSTER, Therapeutics,..*, religious sect described

by Philo. They were devotees to religion.

Therapeu-tic, a. [In sense I, ad. mod.L.

therapeiiti<-us, a. Gr. BfpaTrfvrtisvs, f. 0(pa.irevTrjs,

agent-n. from 0tp<rntv-nv to minister to, treat medi-

cally, f. eipcal*, ffepair- attendant, minister. In

sense 2, from the rjame of the Therapeulx.]
1. Of or pertaining to the healing of disease.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud, p.p. iv. xiii. 23oTherapeutick or
curative Physick, we term that, which . . laketh away diseases

actually affecting. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4) s. v., The Them,
peutick part of Medicine, is that which treats of the heal-

as a therapeutic agent.
2. Of or pertaining to the Therapeutse.
1681 S. PARKER Demonsir. Law Nat. n. xviii. 248 Philo

affirms that this
Therapeutick Sect prayed onely twice a day.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Therapeutx, Josephus . .

does not say one word of the Tlierapeutx, or the therapeutic
life. 1875 Expositor 429 Members of the Essene or Thera-
peutic communities.

Therapeutical (berapiw-tikal), a. (sb.) [f. as

prec. + -AL.] =
prec. I. (In first quot. absol.)

1605 DANIEL Queen's Arcadia in. ii, We must now
Descend unto the Therapeutical. 1640 CHILMEAD tr. Per.
rand's Love Melanch. xxxvii. 336 This Remedy . . should
rather be Prophylacticall, for Prevention of the disease, then
Therapeulicall, for the Cure of it. 1657 [see PROPHVLACTICAL].
17O.3

T. S. Art's Improv. p. xxv. 1813 R. T. GRAVES Syst.
Clin. Med. Introd. Lect. 21 Observation of the progress o(

symptoms and the effects of therapeutical agents.
b. sb. A therapeutic substance, a medicine.

184^5 FORD Haiidbk. Spain u. xiii. 967/2 Mineral thera-

peuticals still remain a. .dead letter.

Hence Therapeu-tically adv., in a therapeutic
manner ; in relation to therapeutics.
1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. ^879) 97 Dr. Leand affirms

that the oxide of manganese is therapeutically equivalent to
the preparations of bismuth excepting in that it does not

constipate. 1885 G. H. TAYLOR Pelv. % Hem. Therap. 28
The local parts are by no means

independent, therapeuti-
cally, as local therapeutics seem to imply.

Therapetrtism. [f. THERAPEUT-* + -ISM.] The
system or practice of the Therapeutte.
1854 MILMAN Lot. Chr. I. 129 The Essenism or Thera-

peutism of the Jews.

Therapeutist (perapi;7-tist). [f. THERAPEUT-

(ic sb. + -1ST. Cf. F. tMrapeutiste.] One skilled

in therapeutics ; a physician.
1816-30 BENTHAM Ojpc. Apt. Maximized, Exlr. Const.

Code (1830) 63 This little work of the illustrious Thera-

peutist. 1886 W. T. GAIRDNER in Life Sir R. Christison
11. vii. 138 Many.. are now accomplished therapeutists.

Theraphim, -in, -ym, -yn, obs. ff . TERAPHIM.

Theraphose (>e-raf<?us), a. and sb. Zool. [f.

mod.L. 7'hfraphosse (Walckenaer), irreg. f. Gr.

6rifxi(jKov a little 'beast' or insect, f. firjp beast.]
a. adj. Of or pertaining to the Thtrapkosie, a

division of latebricole spiders, as the mygalids and

trap-door spiders, b. sb. A spider of this group.
So Therapho-sid a. and sb. ; Therapho sold a.

1891 Cent. Diet., Theraphose. 1898 Proc. Zool. Soc.
SQ Nov. 892 A characteristic feature in these arboreal Thera-

pnosids . . the long feathery fringes on the legs. 1895
Funk's Standard Diet., Theraphosoid.

The'rapist. rare. [f. Gr. 6i/xuf>, fffpav- atten-

dant (see THERAPEUTIC a.), or f. THERAP(V + -IST.]
THERAPEUTIST.

1886 Medical News (U.S.) XLIX. 510 The results.. will

be much more satisfactory to the therapist.

II TherapOU (pe-rap^n). IdiUiyol. [mod.L.,
a. Gr. 0ipd-ntai> attendant.] A genus of fishes, the

type of the family Theraponids, allied to the

perch ; a fish of this genns. So The'raponid, a

member of the Theraponidae ; The'raponoid a.,

resembling the Theraponidse.
1891 Cent. Diet., Theraponoid. 1805 Funk's Stamlard

Diet., Theraponid.

Therapy (pe'rapi). [ad. mod.L. therapia, a.

Gr. Sfpairtia healing: cf. Oepanfv-civ to attend

medically. Cf. F. therapie.] The medical treat-

ment of disease ; curative medical treatment.

1846 WORCESTER cites Month. R. 1873 WAGNER tr.



THERE.

Teuffets Hist. Rom. Lit. II. 26 The second [treats] of
..general pathology and therapy. 1881 VIRCHOW in Nature
1 1 Aug. 348/1 It will be pointed out to us . . that therapy is to
be replaced by hygiene. 1894 Lancet 3 Nov. 1044 Serum
therapy. .ts a discovery belonging to M. Behring.
Therdde, obs. form of THIRD.
There (oj, unstressed Scj), adv. (a., s/>.)
Forms : see below. [OK. far, ftir, pdr, cognate
with OS. thar, OFris. thfr, Jfr, MLG. dar, MDu.
daer, Du. daar, OHG. <idr (MHG. cMr, cf/}, Gcr.

da); cf. also Goth, far, ON./ar (Sw., Da. tier)
all derivatives of the demonstrative stem fa-, pre-
Teut. to- (THAT, THE). The adverbial suffix -r

appears also in OE. hwxr, hwir, kwar, WHERE.
Besides /aVj etc., OE. had also a rare form }iira, prob. an

emphatic denv., like OHG. dilra, dare, and not cognate
with OHG. ,lara, MHG. dare, dar, thither '. In ME. all
the variants

fSr,ftr,ftr, Jtir appear also with final -e,
perh. taken from the advb. .e in tnne, upfe, iltt,forv, etc
The later forms Mure and there may represent HE. Air*.
fire, or the final < may merely indicate the long vowel.)

A. Illustration of Forms.
a. I bfira.

c888 K. JELFRED Boetk. xxxiii. 5 5 Ac hit is beah bara.

fi
00

?.
*' C

,*t-^rk xiv' IS *e Xe<arwia3 us bara
[ffat/art fare, l.indisf. & Rushm. 3er].
/3. 1-3 p&r, 2 p&re.
<r888 K. ALFRED AvM. xxxiii. 5 Swa is eac bxr fyr on
3am stanum and on Sam waetere. a 900 tr. Rxda's Hist
1. 1. (1890) 28 Swa ban Szr seldon snau Tene Iiz.e3 bonne 3ry
da^as. c 1000 Ags. Gosf. Matt. xiv. 23 He was ana bar.
a 1131 0. . Ckrott. an. 1123, Da..ferde se king to Win-
ceastre and waes ealle Eastren tyde bare, ciaoo ORMIN
2789 pe laffdii Mane comm Till Zacarijess bottle, And
space baer wipp Elysabaib.

y. 1-2 par, 2-5 par, pare, 3-5 north, paire, 4-6
thar, thare (4-5 tare), 6 Se. thair, yare, yair.
c 893 K. ALFRED Ores. i. i. 22 jyf bar man an ban findeS

unforbxrned. c 1000 Ags. Gosf. Matt. xxi. 17 He . . kerde hi
bar (A.bxr, Hatt. bar, Lind. 3er, Rushw. par] be godes rice,
c 1175 LAV. 27474 Cnihtes bar aswalten ; blodes vt hurnen.
Ibid. 25651 pare. 13.. Cursor M. 5420 (Cott.) lacob baire
\G6tt. bar] hued seuenten yeir. Ibid. 21655 (Edin.) Thare
dide him drijtin toresune. latqxMortc Arth. 3603 Thare
the false men fletyde, and one flode lengede. c 1400 Kale St.
Benet 21 pai sal be broht by-fore be cuuent and tare amende
hir faute. 1483 Cath. Angl. 381/2 Thare, ibi,il>idcm,illic.
'535 STEWART Cron. Scat. (Rolls) I. 33 Greit slauchter
oftymes wes maid yair. 1561 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I.

226 Williame Gordoun in Wigtoun, Johne Marline thair,
Robert Johnestoun thair.

8. 1-2 per, 3-5 per, pere (4 tere), 5 peer, theer,
4-6 ther, 4- there.

C9SO Liitdisf. Gosf. Matt. v. 24 Forlet Ser [Rushw., Ags.
G., Hatt. bar] Sing Bin to wished. Mark iv. 15 Seoe
ymb woe? 3er [Ags. Gosf. bar, Hatt. baer] bi3 gesauen.
c 110$ LAV. 10 per he bock radde [c 1175 per heo bokes
radde]. Ibid. 25651 Nes he bere [c 1275 bare] buten ane
niht. Ibid. 29876 Alle..ba per icumen weoren. c 1175
Ibid. 8 Merie per [c 1205 bar] him bohte. Ibid. 582 pere
(1205 per] Brutus nam Antigo[num]. 1107 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 1796 An vrninde water bat jut is per, ich wene.
Ibid. 3519 pere he huld is parlement. 13.. Cursor M.
21104 (Cott.) His bodi is birid tere [rime sper ; other MSS.
bere]. 1400 Destr. Troy 3719 Ermonia be myld maynly
was ther. 1411-20 LVDG. Chron. Troy n. 4189, I was not bere.
c 1410 There [see B. 12], a 1415Cursor M. 22980 (Trin.) Men
wene be doom shal be beer. 1430-40 LYDG. Bochas ix.

xxxi. (1558) 32 b, Clement theer concludyng if he may.
1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI I. 401 The sedes . . whiche hade
bene sawen per of olde tyme. c 1440 There [see I!. 9].

*. (variants of 8 per, there) 2 peor, 3 pear,

piar, 5-7 their, 6 thear, 6- dial, theare.
a iioo Moral Ode 273 (Lamb. MS.) peor be3 naddren and

snakcn. CIKXJ Ibid. 165 (Trin. Coll. MS.) Ne sal beih no
man samie piar. c 1105 LAY. 607 Brutus hefde pa men.,
idon into ban castle & pear heom quic beolde. a 1115 Leg.
Kath. 8 Constantin . . wunede summe hwile bear, c 1415
Cursor M. 10042 (Laud) Their buxumnes holt her state.

1535 COVERDALE Josh, xxi. 45 Their myssed nothinge of
all the good that the Lorde had promysed. 1563 B. GOOGE
Cupido Eglogs, etc. (Arb.) 117 And.. thear, for succour
thus doth call. 1570 Pop. Kingd. 11. (1880) 13 Togither
stande they theare [rinte weare]. 1616 PURCHAS Pilgrim-
age, india (1864) 49 Three of the Gallions driuen on ground,
..and had beene their left but for the Frigates. 1655 STAN-
LEY Hist. Philos. I. 53/2 For their's no order in Equality.

f. 3-4 por, 3-5 pfire, 4-5 th6re.
c \ty*Gcn. tr Ex. i844Hedro)3iderand wunede 3~or. Ibid.

2270 Dat riche louerd 3pre. c 1300 Havelok 922 Go bu
yunder and sit bore [rime more]. Ibid. 1044 For neuere

yete ne saw he or Putten the stone, or panne bor. c 1300
Harrow. Hell (Kzr\. MS.) 30 Ihesu crist.-seide he wolde
vacche hem there [rime sore]. 4:1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 1021 He..wende haue founde Brutus bore.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 544 pe Sarsyn bat was bor. c 1420
Chron. Vilod. 2040 To make alle thyngus redy bore [rime
byfore]. a 1425 Cursor M. 409 (Trin.) He vs jaf ensaumple
bore [rime more ; earlier MSS. bare . . mare], c 1470
HARDING Chron. ill. iv, Seleucus than was the first kynge
bore [rime aforel

B. Signification.
I. As a demonstrative adverb.

*
Expressing locality orposition.

1. In or at that place ; in the place (country,

region, etc.) pointed to, indicated, or referred to, and

away from the speaker ; the opposite of here.

c888 [see A. a, 0). 0900 [see A. 0). 1:950 [see A. i].

<:io5o Byrht/erth's Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 303

ponne beo3 p&r swa fela concurrentes. 1105 LAY. 716
Pier bu timU st seouen houndred. c 1400 Three KtngsCologite
118 pei jede to be cite of Sewill. .and bere bei leuyd .ij.?ere.

1513 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cv. 126 The erle of Derby
VOL. IX.

281

went to Pelajrue, and ther was sixe dayes. 1673 R.w
7urn. Low C. 23 At our being there it was held with a
strong Garrison. 1788 COWPM Let. to La,fy I/rs/kcth May,
I have walked there, but have never walked thither. 1817
SCOTT llighl. IVidtnv

iii, The cloudberry . . which is only
found on very hi(;h hills, and there only in very small quan-
tities. 1874 liosw. SMITH Mohammed, etc. (1876) 322
There if anywhere, will be the Armageddon of Islam.

b. There (in emphatic use) may lie defined by a
relative clause, following or preceding, introduced

by where (t there) or an equivalent.
c
.9Sf> Liadis/. Coif, Matt. vi. 21 Dcr vel huer forSon is

strion 3m ner is and lit-ami nin. c looo ASS. Gosp. ibid.,
Paer 3m gold is pzr is 3in heorte. a 1300 Cursor M. 20258
Par i sal be, quar mi sun is. c 1500 itelusine xxxvi. 294
There where he passed by he ennuyred after guedon. 1501
HARINCTON Orl. Fur. I'ref. T ij b, Where the hedg, :

there doth euery man goouer. 1810 CRABBE Borough iii. 195
Where Time has plough'd, there Misery loves to sow. 1850M cCoSH DID. Goal. n. i. (1874) 138 Wherever we find hm-,
there we see the certain traces of a lawgiver. 1850 TENNY-
SON InMem. cxxiii, There rolls the deep where grew the tree.

2. Appended, unstressed, to the name of a person
or thing to whose presence attention is called : =
Who or that is there, whom or which you see there.
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 275 He din'de with her there,

at the Porpentine. 1606 Tr. >, Cr. n. i. 91, I would haue
peace.., but the foole will not : he there. 1611 Wiut. T.
ii. ill 160 You that haue beene so tenderly officious With
Lady Margerie, your Mid-wife there. 1794^88. RADCUFFE
Myst. Udolpho xlii, There she lay, . . her face was upon the
pillow there 1 Mod. Hand me that book there, please.

b. As a brusque mode of address (often in com-
mands) to a person or persons in the place or
direction indicated ;

> you (that are) there.
a 1596 Sir T. More I. ii. 97 Silence there, hoe I 1605

SHAKS. Lear iv. vii. 25 Louder the music there ! a 1619
FLETCHER Mad Loverm. ii, Put to the doors a while there.
1676 DVDE.nAurexrzeoe 11. i. 24 Your fury hardens me :. .A
Guard there! seize her. 1859 Habits Gd. Sac. v. 200 He
will, .use some such phrase as :

'

May I trouble you for that
ball, sir ?

'

not '

Ball, you there
',
as one sometimes hears it.

Mod. Hurry up there! Do you hear there? Pass along
there, please !

o. Emphatically appended to the demonstrative
that. dial, and vulgar. (Cf. HERB adv. i d.)
Also that 'ere, that 'air.

.?71S ,

R 'CH
*.
DSON Pamela III. 404 On leaving yours and

Mr. B. s hospitable House, because of that there Affair. 1778Miss BURNEV Evelina (1791) II. xxxvil 244Didyou ever get
a ducking in that there place ? Ibid. 245 'For the matter of
that there

',
said the

Captain,
'

you must make him a soldier '.

1818 SCOTT ffrt. Midi, xli, That trunk fa mine, and that
there band-box, and that pillion mail. 1815 J. NEAL Bro.
Jonathan I. 244 Is that 'air fellow gone yet? i84oTHACKc-

Cockney.
8. Pointing to something as

present
to the sight

or perception, chiefly in there is, there are (Se>riz,
5eJz ; CeVjii) ; also, calling attention to something
offered (often absol. ; cf. 7).

LYNDESAY Satyrt 1355 Tak, thair, ane vther [i.e.

met you again : ther's for you. Seb. Why there's for thee,
and there, and there. 1718 RAMSAY There's my Thumb ii,

There's my thumb I'll ne'er beguile thee. 1741 RICHARD-
SON Pamela IV. 375 There's for you, dear Sir 1 See what
a Mother can do, if she pleases 1 1890

' L. FALCONER '

Mile. Ixe v, There was that
lazy Mr. Lethbridge lounging

in the doorway. Mod. There is the dinner-bell ; make haste.

See, there comes the train. Hark 1 there goes the bugle.
b. Pointing ont a person or object with approval

or commendation, or the contrary. Also in antici-

patory commendation of the person addressed;
cf. THAT dew. pron. B. I. i b.

1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 163 It grandame will Giue yt a
plum, a cherry, and a figge ; There's a good grandame.
1596 Tarn. Skr. v. ii. 180 Why there's a wench : Come
on, and kisse mee Kate. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II.

224 There's a Word for a Lady's Mouth ! 1780 Mirror No.
97 r 26 '

Quantity of syllables ', exclaimed the Captain,
* there is modern education for you 1

'

1815 T. HOOK Say.
ings Ser. ii. Man of^Many Fr. I. 191 Tom,..go and fetch
the wine for your sister, there's a dear love. 1870 DICKENS

. Drood ii, Don't moddley-coddley, there's a good fellow.

1871
' L. CARROLL '

Through LookmgGlass vi. 123 There's

glory for you I Mod. There's a fine horse ! all skin and bones.

4. Used unemphatically to introduce a sentence
or clause in which, for the sake of emphasis or pre-

paring the hearer, the verb comes before its subject,
as there comes a time when, etc., there was hearda
rumbling noise. In interrogative sentences there

comes between the verb and subject, as Breathes
there the man, etc. ?, or follows the first word of
a compound verb, as Does there breathe a man ?,

Shall there be any notice taken of it? The same
order was formerly observed after an introductory
adv. or clause, as Then came there a voice, Soon
shall there arise a prophet.
Grammatically, there is no difference between There

comes the train t and There comes a time when, etc. l but,
while in the former there is demonstrative and stressed, in

the latter it has been reduced to a mere anticipative element
occupying the place of the subject which conies later. Pre-

ceding or following a main verb, or following any verb, then,
thus used, is stressless (proclitic or enclitic: e.g. thtre-

ca'nie, brea'thes-there, i's-thcre, wflt.tkrre), but preceding

Uenclf," Il enclitic

THERE.

' ""
,

.

i. with mtransitivr \

,*nd the verb
(, Ilie'ri

""
jT.V-"?" *" i". i pa com fcn gan in to me

leofencund Wisdom. ,1000 Ags. (Jo,t. Mall. vii. >< t>com |,zr ren and mycele flod and bar bleowun windu.
A5? m

' * J*5 Aml *" "* wte*8 * Mrif a-nonAen moysen and uron. 01300 Cursor M. 19867 Ab
petre ban bigan til hon [I- air/., fa,,. hon.1 par cuoMuioWrvoice alson. c 13*0 CVw/. Love J36 In kulke derwurbVfeirelour per stotit a Irone wip muchc hon<mr f 1186 *

t*fcilp P (17 Vc neurrf* Vi
his moub. 1470-85 MALOIY A"hi,
no knygfit ryoe ,hf, w<ry but , hc ,,, v|r wj , h ,

'>'
CAXTON 7aj<, 22 For lo sic a man. .Iher behouci!.

1

Warl<l K vj h, There died an infinite number of peut>*
1590 SptN5 J.'. Q. n. ix. 59 There chaunced lo the Frii!chand to me An auncient booke. 1609 HOLLAND Am,.
Marcell. 47 In these Cottian Alpes..there peaketh up a
mightie high mount. in BIBLE Kumt. Ii7 17 Tbn
shall come a starre out of lacob, and Scepter stall rise
out of Israel 1761-* HUME Hist. Enr. (1606) V. lx. 2471 here wanl not sufficient materials on which to form a true
judgment. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. vi. i, Breathes there
the man with soul so dead, Who never [etc.] t tin BYIUH
<-h. Har. n. Ixxxii, Lurk there no hearts thai throb with
secrel pain ? 1817 BUCKLE Cwili*. I. vii. 399 From all ibesc
things there resulted consequences of vau imponance.
tb. with transitive verbs: usually before an

auxiliary of tense or mood. Obi.
13.. Cast. Love (HalliwJ 306 Withoute these. .Ther may

no Icyng lede gret lordship. 1387 TREVISA Ifigdrn (RolU) I.

223 Whan it was ones i-tend . .pere coupe no man it aquenchewib no craft 14.. HOCO.EVE Comfl. Virgin 54 Ther mayno martirdom me make smerte. 1518 UDALL, etc. Erasnt.
Par. Acts 43 b. Peter, knowing.. that there woulde some
lewes

reproue this his doing.
c. with a verb in the passive voice.

a 1533 LD. BERNERS Hum cxi. 385 There coude not be
founde a more goodlyer man. 1584 R. SCOT Distor.
Wstchcr. x. viL (1886) 147 Whitest the treasure is a digging,
there must be read thepsalmes [etc.]. 1691 T. HfALr.) Ace.

c""* &S*ti " There s nothing said herein. 1877 RUSK IH
At. Mar* s Rest L 1 4 There were no plenipotentiaries sent lo
the Eat, and back again. Mod. Here, ihere were found
various relics of Franklin's expedition.

d. especially with the verb to be: cf. BK B. I,
i b, 5 b. There is, there are, are equivalent to F.
il est, ily a, Ger. ist, es sind, es giebt, Sp. hay.
(For such phrases as there is no saying =

'
it is

impossible to say', see No a, 4.)
c 893 K. ALFRED Oros. l. L 5 22 par is mid Estum an mzx3.

1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7551 per nas prince in al be world
of so noble fame, a 1300 Cursor M. 17787 Vp risen [he] es,
dut es bar nan. Ibid. 20123 Ne was tar noiber seke ne (ere.

world, "a 1415 LYDO. Temple of Glats 179 Arid some per
were. .That pleined sore. 1456 SIR G. HAY Law Arms
(S.'l'.S.) i Into the quhilk buke thare salbe foure partis.
1485 CAXTON Malory's Arthur Pref., Dyuers men holde

oppvnyon that there was no suche Arthur. 1531 in I.

Bulloch Pynouri (1887) 59 Considering thair has bene and
is dalie besynes and ado with the pynouris. 1005 SHAKS.
Lear n. iv. 305 For many Miles about There's scarce a
Bush. 1657-83 EVILYN Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 79 Epicurus
and his scholars of old.. make this an argument of there
being no God. 1781 COWPER Alex. Selkirk 2 My right
there is none to dispute. 1813 F. CLISSOLD Ascent Ml.
Klanc 22 There being no moon. 1841 TENNYSON Lady Clan
xi, I will know If there be any faith in man.

e. When a relative clause follows, the relative

pron. (that, who, or which) is often omitted. Now
chiefly colloquial or archaic, as in ballad style.
Cf. THAT reLfron. 10, of which this is a case.
'la 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1239 Ther is no cloth sitteih

bet On damiselle, than doth roket, 1470-85 MALOHY Arthut
xiii. iii. 616 There was no kny)t knewe from whens he came,
1596 SHAKS. i Hen, IV, n. iv. 568 There are two Gentlemen
Haue in this Robberie lost three hundred Markes. 1806
WORDSW. Address to Child 8 But how he will come, and
whither he goes, There's never a scholar in England knows.
Mod. colloq. There's a man at the door wants to see you.

f. The antecedent, when a simple pronominal
word (usu. pi., e.g. they, those, some, rarely sing.,
e. g. he, she, that), is sometimes omitted. (App. a

Latinism, after suiit qui liicunt, and the like.) Cf.

THAT rel. pron. 3.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 12860 There come out of castels & of

cloise townes . . bat horn bale wroght, 14.. Why I can't t>{

et Nun- 244 in E. E. P. (1862) 144 There weren that dyd not
so. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurtl. K k iv, There
were that saied, that this ambassadour should be chastised.

1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Prov. xi. 24 There is that scaterelh,
and is more increased. 1969 J. SANFORD tr. Agrijpat Van,
Artes lot b, There are of them whiche accompte it a greate
offence to louche monie. 1618 FELTHAH Rtsotves II. 1 1.) xiii.

35 There are, to whom Death doth seeme no more then a
blood-letting. 1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) 1. 9 There
have been . . who pretend [etc.]. 1730 WELTTKO Wks.
(1787) 455 There are, I know, who have strong prejudices lo

opinions of this sort, a 1849 H. COLERIDGE Ess. (1851) I.

236 Waller called Milton the old blind schoolmaster, and
there are who have spoken of Wordsworth as the stamp-
master. 1864) BROWNING Af't V'ogierv, There wanted not
who walked in the glare and glow.
5. At that point or stage in action, proceeding,

speech, or thought ; formerly sometimes referring
to what immediately precedes or follows : at that

juncture ;
on that ; on that occasion ; then.

a 1400 Relig. Pieces/r. Thornton MS. 77 Al myn endynge
..I pray be lady helpe me pare. 01450 Le Mortt Arth,

6



THEBE.

2588 The kynge Arthur Answerys thore Wordys that were

kene and throl AW. 3480 'A ! false traytor he sayd thore.

i SKAKS. Merch. I', ii. v.n. 46 And enen there h.s eye

being big with teares, Turning.h.s face, he put his hand

behiHde Him. i2 - Hani. ". i. 19 And there put on him

What forgeries you please. 1647 MAY Hist. Parl. VIL 76

There wl are at this instant. 1706 FARQUHAR Kecmit.

Officer i. i, Brother ! hold there, friend ;
I am no kindred

to you that I know of yet.

b. And tAere('s) an end : and that is the end

of the matter or the last word on the subject ;

' and that's all '. Obs. or arch.

1591, 1615 [see END sb. 23! 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, v. in.

64 If not, honour comes vnlook d for, and ther's an end.

1650 TRAPP Comm. Exod. vii. 25 As the dog, who getting

out of the water, shakes his ears, and there's an end. 1872

RUSKIN.FWJ Clav. xvi. s Confirmed by the signature ofany

person whom the Queen might appoint. ., and there an end.

6. t a- I" that case ; then. Obs.

cBSS K. ALFRED Boeth. xvi. 2 Hu ne is se anweald bon

bzr nauht? 1362 LANGI.. P. PI. A. IX. 32 per [B. vin. 37

banne] weore be Monnes lyf Most borw lachesse of him-

selue.

b. In that thing, matter, or business; in that

fact or circumstance ; in that respect, as to that.

c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 259 In loue dayes ther koude he

muchel helpe, For there he was nat lyk a Cloystrer. 1585 T.

WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. n. xx. 57 b, If the moneye
ordayned for the poore is not there bestowed. 1592 SHAKS.

Rom. t, Jul. in. iii. 137 Thy luliet is aliue, . . There art thou

happy. 1602 Ham. in. i. 65, I, there's the rub. 1605
Lear iv. vi. 148 Oh ho, are you there with me ? 1613
Hen. VIII, in. ii. 408 There was the waight that pull'd me
downe. 1855 BROWNING Bp. Blougram's Apol. 85 You
would be all, I would be merely much ; you beat me there.

1884 H. JAMES in En?. Illustr. Mag. Dec. 248/2 It was

beastly awkward certainly ; there I could quite agree with

him. 1896 Daily News 17 June 5/4 There is where the

Japanese differ from us.

c. Referring to something said or done: In

those words, in that act.

a 1596 Sir T. More i. L 176 Wil. My maisters..lets..

sweare true secrecie vppon our Hues. Geo. There spake an

angell. Come, let vs along, then. 1603 SHAKS. Meas. far
M. in. i. 86 There spakemy brother : there my fathers graue
Did vtter forth a voice. 1829 Blackw. Mag. XXV. 558 There

you have hit the nail on the head, James. Mod. colloq. You
have me there 1 1 cannot tell you.

7. Used interjectionally, usually to point (in a

tone of vexation, dismay, derision, satisfaction,

encouragement, etc.) to some fact, condition, or

consummation, presented to the sight or mind.

1535 COVERDALE Ps. xxxiv. [xxxv.] 2i They gape vpon me
with their mouthes, sayenge : there, there [1611 Aha, aha !] :

we se it with oure eyes. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. Y. ill. i. 87
Why there, there, there, there, a diamond gone cost me
two thousand ducats. 1606 Tr. $ Cr. v. v. 43 Ajax,
Troylus, thou coward Troylus. Dioni. I, there, there.

1788 J. O'KEEFFE Prisoner at large I. vi, There,sir, the bed's

ready. 1824 SCOTT St. Ronan's xxx,
' There now

', said

Touchwood,
' there was a rencontre between them the

very thing I wanted to know '. 1856 MRS. CARLYLE Lett.

(1883) II. 295 There I I have put my foot in it ! 1872
Routledge's Ev. Boyjs Ann. 514/1 'There, there

', my poor
father answered,

'
it is not that '. 1876 STEVENSON Lett.

(1901) I. iii. 115 There, that's your propnecy did that ! 1878
BROWNING La Saisiaz 49 There, the dread descent is over.

1888 '

J. S. WINTER '

Bootle's Childr. ix, And, indeed
but there, what's the good of talking about it. 1893 BURRELL
6 CUTHELL Indian Mem. 210 But there ! I was not going
to tell you how you felt. 1894

'

J. S. WINTER '

Red-Coats
55 My life's my own to do what I like with, and I'm going
to 'em now ; so there ! 1903 Daily Chron. 28 Oct. 7/1 She
showered blows upon the lad's head and shoulders, with the

words,. .' There now, how do you like it ?'

**
Expressing motion to a place.

8. To that place : now taking in ordinary use
the place of THITHER.
There and back, to that place and back again. To get

there (colloq. or slang) : see GET v. 31 c.

a ooo O. E. Chron. an. 894, Was Haesten ba bser cumen
mid his herse. c 1205 LAY. 29876 Alle ut wenden ba ber
\c 1275 bider] icuraen weoren. 13. . Cursor M. 1780 (Gutt.)
Quen bai cam bar \v. rr. bare, bere] was bar na bote.
a 1425 Ibid. 9929 (Trin.) Waried wi}t comeb bere neuer.
c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 122 pis clerk denyed hym & sayd
he come nott ber. 1592 SHAKS. Ven. Si Ad. 780 And will
not let a false sound enter there. 1610 Temp. n. i. 99
And the rarest that ere came there. 1663 GERBIER Counsel
41 Strangers that come there. 1858 J. H. NEWMAN Mission
Bened. Ord. Sel. Ess. 211 When St. Hubert was brought
there. 1871 MRS. H. WOOD Dene Hollow xxviii, We shall

go only there and back, grandpapa. 1907 Westm. Gaz.
7 June 12/1 The '

there.and-back
'

distance between ' Auld
Reekie

'

and Inverness is but eight miles less. Mod. Going
to the meeting? I am on my way there.

II. As a relative or conjunctive adverb.

t9. In, on, at, or into which place; = WHERE.
a. with a sb. as antecedent.

0800 O. E. Chron. an. 755, On bsere byrij. .bser se cyning
ofslaejen laej;. 1:950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. vi. 20 Strionas..
mh striona in heofnum, 6er \Rushw. bser] ne hrust ne ec
mohoe sespilles. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xviii. 20 Ic laerde
. .on temple bar [ffatt. baer] ealle iudeas togsedere comon.
c 1X75 Lantb. Horn. 91 Bi bere stret bere petrus forS-eo5e.
a 1272 Lnue Ron 122 in O. E. Misc. 97 Hit stont vppon a

man sank pat was o sele. c 1386 CHAUCER Frank!. T. 347In to hir owene dirke Regioun Vnder the ground ther Pluto
dwelleth Inne. c 1440 Pallad. on ffusl. I. 21 In placesthere how wilt have the culture. ,s .. Merch. * Son 92
J?

' ' Pl I- I3 The ertbe 'remelyd there Wyllyamstode.
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b. with there also as antecedent: there there

- there where, in that place where.

ciooo JELfnc Gen. ii. 21 God . . xefilde mid ftesce,

bar ba;r ba:t ribb was. fiooo MLftacSatnts Lives xul.

67 Man mot..hine jebiddan, beo bserbajr he beo. CII7S

//. //,. 85 He.. seal ber ber hit is ful, mak.en hit

clene. a 1250 Cto/ * AV,f/>/. 295 Lo^e bat bu ne beo bare

bar changling beob. a. 1400 JtWfc. Puce! >. f*f"jf"
Iks. 24 Lecherye..mase manes herte to melte, and to playe

thare fare his herte lykes.

O. with there serving as both antecedent and

relative : (In) the place in which; = mod. inhere, as

in
' I found it where I left it '.

r 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxii. i He naenne ne ma33

fcebringan jiaer he him fcehet. c 1175 Lamk. Hom. 35 Ga to

bine feder burinesse ooer ber eni of bine cunne lio in.

cina Bestiary 10 De leun . . DrajeS dust wi3 his stert oer

he steppeS. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 851 And bere

men haunted ))at custome lest, Falleb oft tyme grete tempest.

c IMO HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 5 For {>are he es he sekes hym
noghte. 13.. Cursor M. 2768 (GBtt.) Again bairn he ras

fra bar {Trin. here] he sate. 1400 Laud Tray Bk. 2026

The! sayled alle on a rawe, Til the! were come ther thei

were knawe. c 1440 CAPGRAVE St. Kath. i. 506 Wyth a G set

there C shuld stond. c 1500 God Speed the Plough 22 1 ban

cometh the clerk .. To haue A shefof come there it groweth.
a 1533 LD. HKUNKRS Huon Ixiv. 321 It had been better for

hym to haue taryed there he was. 1594 T. BEDINCFIELD tr.

Machianellts Florentine Hist. (1595) 182 Your laughing
there you are, is the occasion I weep not where I am.

1 1O. In the very case or circumstances in which ;

where on the other hand, or on the contrary;

whereas, while. (Cf. 6.) Obs.

ctm Trin. Coll. Hom. 219 For nu is euerihc man ifo

bare he solde fren[d] be. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 32 pei

han.. welfare of mete and drynk, bere bei myjtten unnebe

before have bene-bred and watir or feble ale. c 1380 Ante-

crist in Todd 3 Treat. Wyclifi^ pei putten grete penaunce
unto men bere Cristis charge is lijt. 1393 LANGL. P. PI.

C. xvn. 88 For pouerte hab bote pokes to putten yn hus

goodes, Ther auarice hab almaries and yre-bounden cofres.

III. 11. as sb. That place; the (or a) place

yonder.
1588 R. PARKE tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 202 They..

kneeled downe right oueragainst there whereas the Viceroye
satein a chaire. 1857-8 SEARS Athan. 19 [Motion) requires a
here and a there. 1888 J. MARTINEAU Stud. Relig. 1. 1. i. 68

In the Space-field lie innumerable other theres that never

forgetful that tere s no ere nor tere . o. e

shall stay in Birmingham overnight, and go on from there

next day. He left there last night.

IV. Phrases, (from I.)

12. a. To be there -. to be at or in the place in

question ;
to be present or at hand.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1248 pou wat bat i was neuer )>are.

c 1400 Brut ccxxv. 295 He wolde be ber him-self in al be
haste bat he my^t. c 1420 Avow. Arth. xxiii, Kay callut

on Gauan, aorne Asshes '

Quo is there ?
'

1600 St. Papers
Eliz., Domestic CLXXVIII. No. 78 (P.R.O.), Whether
Sr John davyes were ther or not thys examinate can not tell.

1602 SHAKS. Hani. i. i. i Whos there? 1723 RAMSAY
Three Bonnets \\. 43 Ha, ha ! ye Judas, are ye there ? 1818
LADY MORGAN Autobiog. (1859) 49 The Duke of Sussex was

there, with Lady Arran, ..and the whole family of Gore.
1881 LADY HERBERT Edith 17 The 'little rift within the
lute

'

was still there.

b. To be all there (colloq.) : to have all one's

faculties or wits about one ; to be smart or on
the alert ; hence, not all there = not quite right in

the head.

1864 MRS. GATTY Parab.fr. Nat. Ser. iv. 3 Hans Jansen
was what is commonly called not all there. 1883 PAYN
Tliicker than Water xx, It was his excusable boast., that
when anything was wanted he was 'all there '. 1889 MRS.
L. B. WALFORD Stiff-necked Generation 325

' Was he there
after dinner last night ?

' '

Very much there '. 1900 Daily
News 23 Apr. 8/1 But they were of the real Lancashire

type, and were, as the phrase goes,
'
all there '.

13. a. There and then (f there then}, at that pre-
cise place and time ; on the spot, forthwith. Also
attrib. (Also then and there : see THEN adv.* I d.)
1428 in Surtees Misc. (1888) 8 And bar ban he was asked.

1496 Coventry Leet Bk. 580 Wheruppon be seid Laurence
was there & then commyt vnto be Flete. 1600 ABP. ABBOT
Exp. Jonah 564 Although God do not say before, that
there and then he will strike. 1848 MRS. GASKELL M. Bar.
ton xxxviii, Going on the search there and then. 1908 Daily
Chron. 16 July 3/5 Happily, .a there-and-then agreement
was come to on their behalf.

b. Here and there, here . . there, here, there and
everywhere, neither here nor there : see HEBE adv.

9-12.
14. There or (f and} thereabouts : primarily in

the literal local sense; hence also = that or very
nearly that (amount); something like that; ap-
proximately. See also THEREABOUTS.
a 1696 AUBREY Lives (1898) II. 226 (Shakspm) He left

getty. 1825 T. HOOK Sayings Ser. 11. Passion $ Princ. \.

II. 248 A close, or field, containing eight acres, there or
thereabouts. 1890

' R. BOLDREWOOD ' CW. Xe/ormer(i8gi)
431 You'll mostly find him there or thereabouts, as long
as he s alive. 1890 Bp. LIGHTFOOT in Expositor Feb. 91
Forty-six years there or thereabouts had actually elapsed.
15. There he (or she"} goes, there you, they, go, is

primarily literal, the person going being pointed
to (as in 3) ; but it also calls attention to the way

THEREABOUT.

in which a person goes on, acts, talks, etc., usually

expressing surprise or disapproval. There it goes I is

a common exclamation when a thing falls, dis-

appears, goes off, breaks, bursts, or the like.

1780 Mirror No. 97 P 32 'There she goes, the travelled

lady ', cried the Captain ;

' she must always have a fling nt

her catechism '. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. ii,
'

They're beginning
up-stairs.. fiddles tuning now the harp there they go ,

1 ne various sounds.. announced the commencement of the

first quadrille.

16. Thereyon are! (coUoq^ (a) = thereyou go ! in

15; (b} expressing or drawing attention to the

simplicity or ready consummation of a process or

action ;
= There it is for you, there you have it, the

thing is done.

1907 Westm. Gaz. 22 May 3/1 Tables, setting out in a

there-you-are 1 fashion the declining percentage to the total

of British imports into certain countries for two contrasted
decades. Mod. Can't find the waiter? That's quite easy ;

just press that button and there you are ! Accidents are

common in Alpine ascents ; one false step, and there you are I

V. 17. There (in branch I) in combination
with adverbs and prepositions.
For the history of these, see note s. v. HERE adv. 16.

' The
compounds of there meaning that, and of here meaning this,
have been for some time passing out of use, and are no

longer found in elegant writings, or in any other than for-

mulary pieces' (Todd's Johnson 1818, s.v. TJtereivithall).
But see the Main words/THEREABOUT, THEREAFTER, etc.

a. With adverbs, as there ail-about
',
there east,

there-ivithout ; t there-gates, in that manner;
t there-thence, thence; fthere-whyne (-quhyne),
from whence. Also THEREAWAY, etc. b. With

prepositions : *= that, that place, matter, etc., as

there-among (f -imong\ there-below
t
there-between

;

thereamid (^-emid), amid that; f therebout

(-buteri)
= THEREABOUT; ftherebove (>/>teve(n)

^
THEREABOVE; ftherenext, next to that; fthere-
offen = THEREOFFE ; f thereouten, out of that

;

T there-ovenon (-ufenen) t above that; fthere-
toforn, before that (time). Originally mostly
written as two words. See also the main words
from THEREABOUT to THEREWITHIN.
14*1 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv, Priv. 198 Noone god of nl

that weryn *ther al aboute in al regions, a 1300 Cursor M.
11988 Mam childer was *)?ar emid. c IMO Bestiary 601
He 3e swiken *oer imong. 1899 Westni. Gaz. 18 Apr. 2/1
It is a real joy to know that the pilot-fish does hide itself

within the capacious throat, or some snug harbourage
*therebelow, when danger threatens. 1876 MORRIS Sigurd
ill. 194 And lingering flecks of the cloud-host are tangled*
there-between. 1885^94 R. BRIDGES Eros <fr Psyche,

October 9 She.. sweeping therebetween a passage wide,
Made clear of corn and chaff the temple space, c 1250
Gen. Sf Ex. 3625, .vii. moneft *Sor buten he ben. 1297
R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 11614 Bruggen hit breke oueral hii ne
beleuede ssip non . . per boute [C. aboute]. c 897 K. ALFRED
Gregory's Past. C. viii. 52 *>aerbufan is jeteald hwelc he
beon sceol. a 1300 Floriz % BI. 294 Aboue be walle slant
a treo. .lef and blosme beob per buue. 1639 KAILLIE Lett.
28 Sept. (Bann. Club) I. 201 The Tables "there East thought
meet they should not conjoyne, hot divided them in foure.
c 1440 York Myst. xii. 48 pus may *fc>er-gatis be mente. 13 . .

Cursor M. 141 (Cott.) *par neist [F. bar next] sal be sythen
tald How pat ioseph was boght and said. 1387 TRRVISA Hig-
den (Rolls) VII. 71 Under a treen brugge bat was ^ere next.
c 1450 LOVELICH Merlin 6294 The wheche child to hire schal
ben browht; but *there-offen the peple may weten nowht.
c 1250 Gen. Sf Ex. 3364 And he smot wi5 his wond 3or on,
And water gan *3or vten gon. c 1205 LAV. 12423 Heo bi-

gunnen . . ane swide deope dich & *
ber ouen on oner al enne

strongne stanene wal. Ibid, 17696 per ufenen he haefde

Ane ladliche here. 1475 Partenay 3125 *Ther thens
to uavuent [Vauvent] A man sent in message, Which full

courtois was, inly wise also, a 1425 CursorM. 12479 (Trin.)

[He] wende be maistir were of lyue As o|>ere *per to forn

were. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 77 And
*thairquhyne cumis this? a 1500 Flower ^ Leaf-j\ Altho
that yeden *there without.

There, obs, gen. and dat. sing. fern, of THE
;
obs.

var. of THEIR, THIR ; inflexion of THARF v. Obs.

Thereabout (Seorabatrt, CeViabaut), adv.

Forms : see THERE and ABOUT. [OE,// attitan,
two words, viz.^er, THERE 17 andaMtan, ABOUT.]
1. About (orig. outside) or near that place : =
THEREABOUTS i.

95 O. E. Chron. an. 917 (Parker MS.) JEt Hocnera.

tune,andperonbutan. ciooo ^ELFRIC Saints' Lives xxv. 595,
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark xiv. 60 Heo ongan cwedan to (>am

J>e 3ar abutan stodon. 1131 0. E. Chron. an. 1124 (Laud MS.)
Ealla ba casteles da baer abuton waeron. c 1390 Beket2i2&
m S. Eng. Leg. 167 And al round pare a-bouten it lay.

1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) Pref. 3 Jerusalem, and the haly

plaoez bat er bare aboute. 1451 Fasten Lett. I. 196 To all

yowr frendes and tenauntes ther abowtyn. 1517 TORKING-
TON Pilgr. (1884) 56 The Cityes in the Countre ther a

bowght. 1562 Keg. Prizy Council Scot. I. 220 To remane
within the samin and foure myljs thairabout. 1692 RAY
Disc. n. v. (1732) 215 The Alterration of the sea thereabout.

1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. iii. 120 Quartered in the different

villages thereabout, 1908 [Miss E, FOWLER] Betw. Trent

fy Ancholme 67 From somewhere thereabout our garden
gravel came.

fb. Around that object (a pillar, or the like).

1340-70 Alex. <J Dind. 1136 He bad bulden of marbre A
pller. .& pat J>ei wrouhten a wrytte & writen ber aboute.

C. Jig. About that
;
near to that state or action :

cf. THEREABOUTS i c. Obs. or rare.

1664 DRYDEN Rival-Ladies iv. iii, Amid... I feel already

My stout Heart melts. Hip. Oh ! Are you thereabout ?



THEREABOUT
2. a. About or somewhere near that time or date.

b. About that number, quantity, size, space of

time, etc. ^ TIIKKEABOUTS 2. (Chiefly after or.)
1297 K. GLOUC. (Roll*) 8084 Hit biuel ber aboute bal |.e

erl thebaud..dcstourbedc [lepeys. 1465 J. PASTON in /'.

Lett, II. 236 The xxii yere of Kyng Herry or ther

bought 1534 in Kef. Hist. JI/SS. COIHIII., I'ar. Call.
IV. 217 Amountyng to the sonic of 30 /. or therabout. 1564
Brief Exam. *t*ijb, Referred to the Prophctes tymes,
and thereabout. 1613 DAVIES \\'liy Ireland, etc. (1787) 15
A company of volunteers, in number four hundred, or there,
about. 1717 DE FOE Syst. Magic i. ii. (1840) 51 At the
distance of less than two hundred years, or thereabout.
1908 (Miss E. FOWLKK] Kelti>. Trent , Audio/me 369
She has walked 321,490 miles, or thereabout.

3. About, concerning, or with reference to that
matter or business; thereanent. To go fit be there-

about, to occupy or busy oneself therewith : cf.

ABOUT li. 10, 1 1. Now arch, or rare.
a 1300 Cursor At. 22885 (Edin.) f>e mar man swink him

bar aboutin Fra sped be ferre he sal ben outin. 1350 Will.
Palerne 972 But l were bus! ber a-boute to blame i were.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sompn. T. 129 What wol ye dyne? I wol
go ther-aboute. c\tfx> Ywaine f, Gavi. 2698 Thar-obout
wil i be bayn. c 1440 Jacob's Well 56 Here resonable
expensys bere abowte awjle ferst to be takyn vp. 1450-
1530 Myrr. our Lai/ye 51 All that wyll do iheyr besynes
there aboute. 1534 MORR Treat. Passion Wks. 1289/2
How much payn so euer himselfe tooke thereabout. 1611
BIBLE Luke xxiv. 4 They were much perplexed thereabout.
1657 W. RAND tr. Gassendts Life Peiresc ti. 77 Peireskius
..congratulated with htm thereabout.

Thereabou ts, adv. [f. prec. with advb. -s.

Of later appearance than prec., but now in southern Eng.
more frequent in senses i and a.)

1. About, or in the neighbourhood of, that place ;

in the district, region, etc. round about there.

(1400 MAUNDKV. (Roxb.) xiv. 63 pare aboutes er many
Bude hilles and faire. 1522 Rutland Papers (Camden) 83
The noblemen belonging to themperor that be lodged in the
chanons howses of Paules and ther aboutes. 1583 T.
WASHINGTON \t. Nichotay't Voy. i. xiL 14 Thceues .. there
abouts do lye secretly hidde too entrappe them that came
therabouts. 1669 J. DAVICS tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambuss. 6
Flies, Gnats, and Wasps, which the Fens thereabouts pro-
duce in such quantity. 1797 MME. D'ARBLAY .<?/. toBurney
13 Sept., It is the best house thereabouts, .in a broad street.
1860 HAWTHORNE Mart. (Faun xvi, A homeless dog, that
haunted thereabouts. 1909 Times 23 July 10/1 In the streets
thereabouts men and women gathered in crowds.

t b. After a preposition. Obs. rare.

1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W, 1495) i. xxxvi. 38 b/i
All the others, .departed all fro there abowtes. 1568 GRAF-
TON Chron. II. 673 In the Countie of Yorke, and other

places, nere therabouts. 1654 EARL MONM. tr. Bentivog.
lio

l

s IVarrs Flanders 427 The Town of Groll is not far from
thereabouts.

O. Jig. Abont that
; near to that state or action :

see ABOUT adv. 1 3. 06s. or rare.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. ft V. HI. x. 29, I, are you thereabouts?

Why then goodnight indeede. 1611 Wiut. T. i. ii. 378.

1697 VANBRUGH JEsop. n. i, Euph. Unlace me, or I shall

swoon. Dor. Unlace you ! why, you are not there abouts,
1 hope? 1732 FIELDING Debauchees n, iv, Hoity-toity-"
Are you thereabouts, good father ?

2. Transferred to time, quantity, quality, degree,
etc. Mostly preceded by or.

a. About or near to a specified date or time.

1561 T, NORTON Calvin's Inst. I. viii. 17 Cyrus was borne in

the hundreth yere or there aboutes after the death of Ksaie.

1631 WEEVER Auc. Fun. Mon. 139 Which happened since
the dissolution here in England, or much what thereabouts.

1769 BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 177 The meeting is put off until

..the twelfth of September, or thereabouts. 1878 HUXLEY
Physiogr. 10 From the year 1660 or thereabouts.

b. About or not far different from a stated

number, sum, quantity, space of time, degree, con-

dition, etc. ; very nearly so ; approximately so.

There or thereabouts: see THERE adv. 14.
1413 Pilgr, Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xvii. 64, I wy! that

man Tyue in . . tribulacion fyue thousand yere or neyhe ther
aboutes. 1581 in Catk. Rec. Soc. Pull. V. 20 William

Tharley aged thirtie yeares or theraboutes. 1601 SHAKS.
AlCs Well IV. iii. 171 Fiue or six thousand horse I sed. .or

thereabouts. 1704 Land. Caz. No. 3987/4 A lighter Bay,
13 bands and half high, or thereabouts. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe (1840) II. viii. 191 In three hours, or thereabouts.

1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. II. 17 Mont Blanc is 15,562 feet

or thereabouts. 1818 KEATS Lett. Wks. 1889 III. 127 Write
to me and tell me that you are well, or thereabouts. 1878
HUXLEY Physiogr. 210 The pavement . . was at the sea-level

or thereabouts. 1898 Pall Mall G. 20 Jan. 2/2 You may be
sure the original statement was thereabouts, ifnot quite there.

) 3. About or concerning that ;
=

prec. 3. Obs.

1586 DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 71, I would haue you
to conferre with my Cosen T. R. thereabouts. 1611 W.
SCLATER Key (1629) 306 Colour . . cannot be said to be
cbicctum actu, till some act of sight be exercised there,

abouts. 1631 GOUGE God's Arrows in. 61. 298 Mena
conjectures thereabouts are various. 1657 W. RAND tr.

GassendCs Life Peiresc 1. 178 He concludes a passage there-

abouts in these words.

Thereabove (Serabo-v), adv. [Orig. two

words, THERE 1 7 and ABOVE adv.] f a. Above or

on the top of that (ots.). f b. Above or more than

that (ots.). c. Up above there; up yonder (in

heaven), rare.

1383 WYCLIK i Kings vii. 35 In the cop . . was a maner

roundnes,..so forgid, that the watir vessel myste be sette

there aboue. 1439 in Fenland N. t, Q. July (1905) 221 To
the somme of xl. m 1

. marc or yer above. 1891 C. E. NORTON
Dante's Hell i. 5 That Emperor who reigneth thereabove

(t, 124 qucllo Imperador, che lassii regnal. 1891 Para.-

283

dise i. 4 Beatrice was standing with her eyes wholly fixed on
the eternal wheels, and on her I fixed my eyes from llieie-

above removed [i. 06 Lc luci (Use di lassii rinioie].

Thereafter (<" c.'iu-ft.-u), aJv. [OK. /V ,<ju >
,

two words, viz. fser, THKHE 17 tB&mfttr, AUKK;
MIC. fsr after. Cf. OS. thar after (l)u. daarmhtcr, ;

ON. far epler (Sw., Da., Norw. dereftcr).}
1. After that in time, order, or sequence; sub-

sequently ; afterwards. (Now somewhat formal.)
897 K> ^LI-RED Gregory's fast, C. xix. 144 Hie.. no

ondrajdaS oone dom be Oicr aefler
fylxeo.

c 1000 Sax.
j*BMi HI. 244 politic by3 se sunnan da;R ba:r icfter caster

dais. 1154 O. K. Chron. an. iijz (Laud M.S.) Was il nuhl
suilhe lang ber cfter batle king sende cfler him. c 1305 LAV.
1220 He gon slomnen & ber aiftcr to slcpen. 1197 K.
GLOUC. (Rolls) 8277 Jut sone ber after an oper com al so.

1375 BAKBOUB Bruce I. 591 And the King A parlyament
Gert set thareftir hastcly. 1445 in ll'ars '.:,' "' Fnmtt
(1861) 1.465 At Witsontide next thercaftere. 1535 COVERDALE
Luke xv. 13 No,t longe therafter, gathered the yonger sonne
all together. 1632 Linicow Trav. in. 84 A little thereafter
the Generall of the Galleys came to the Monastery. 1760 73
H. BROOKE Fool of'Qua/. (1809) III. 50 This prerogative.,
was thereafter .. discontinued. 1898 AlUults Syst. Med.
V. 513 A year thereafter she must be re-examined.

1 6. After that in place or position. Obs.
c looo Ags. Gosf. Matt. XXL 9 Dan folc bat bar beforan

ferde, and bxt bar icfter ferde. c 1150 Gen. & Ex. 3644
Dat bridle skie bi-foren hem fle^t, And dis folc Sor after tej.

t 2. Conformably thereto, accordingly ; thereafter
as, according as ; to bt thereafter, to be conformable
or agreeable thereto. Obs.

1175 Lamb. Horn. 133 Euric mon be lustecS luueliche

godes wordes and ledeo his lif rihtliche ber efter. c isoo
Vices /t Virt. 65 pis is godes jiue, jif 8u ous Se bebencst
and 3ar after wercst. c 1380 WYCLII' Sel. Wks. III. 360 ?if
ober men wolden be preestis, lyve bei berafter. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur iv. xii. 134 Ye shallc be a knyghte of myne,
and yf your dedes be there after I shall so proferre yow
[etc.]. a 1533 LD. BERNERS lliton xlii. 140 He was .xvii.

fote of length, & of bygnes he was therafter. 1535 COVER-
DALE Ps. ex. 10 A good vnderstondinge haue all they that
do thereafter. 1551 T. WILSOK Lcgike (1580) Epist., The

presente
of a true faithfull subiecte, whiche would haue

Drought better if his power had been thereafter. 1584 (!'.<. -,-j

Haven Health (1636) 198 The Physitian, in dyeting, should

regard chiefly two things..and thereafter to prescribe lesse

or more to be received. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV. HI. ii. 56.
1618 Br. HALL Righteous Manunon Wks. (1628)723 Because
these are but Bowers, .. wee regard them thereafter. 1671
MILTON P. R. n. 321. 1717 GAY Begg. Op. u, That, Madam,
is thereafter as they be.

1 3. With verbs const, with after, as cry, gaze,

look, wish, yearn : cf. AFTKR B. 5 e. Obs.
c 1200 Trin. ColL Horn. 5 Alle bileffulle men be waren bo

and oar biforen wissede swioe oar after, a 1300 Cursor M.
486 For godd aght not gif bam mercy, pat bar efter wil not
cri. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. via. 225 Leue heiu in by lift hand
and loke nouht ber-after.

4. quasi-*^. (with n. of action). Subsequent.
1830 GALT Lawric T. IV. xii, Supposing no thereafter

increase.

Therea-ftorward, adv. rare. [f. THEBE adv.

17 + AFTERWARD.] =
prec. i.

1867 LONGP. Dante's Paradiso xxiv. 70 And I thereafter,

ward :
' The things profound [etc. ] '. 1884 J. PAYNE 7000 Nts.

VIII. 8 The day thereafterward for weariness thou'lt pine.

t Thereajfain, adv. Obs. Forms : o. I peer-

onsen, 3 per ajen, (Ori.) Jwer onnjean, 4 per
ajeyn(e, per o^ein. 0. 3-4 par again, -egaiu,

-agayn(e, 4 per agayn(e, again, 5 tberageyn.

[OE. bier on^{a~}n, two words, viz./ar, THERE 17

nndenge'an, ME..onjen,ajeti, subseq. again,A.GMS.}
1. = THEBEAGAINST i.

a. [010x3: see 2.] ciaoo ORMIN 5304 pa birrb be

stanndenn pxr onn^fen. 1397 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8881 pis

mayde was ber arcn, & wib sede it longe. a. 1300 Cursor
Jl[. 3094 (Cott.) We sal neuer do ber again [f. bar a-gayne,
G. bar egain, T. ber a^ayn]. 13.. Guy IVariu. (A.) 977, &
who so per ojain sey ou)t. 1387 TREVISA Hidden (Rolls)

VII. 157 It is byholdinge tohym..bat he goo pereagayne
wib tonge and bond. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xxt.jia And
neuere was ber a^eyn. a 1425 Cursor M. 17034 (Trin.) per
is no mon . .may say ber a3eyne. 1430-40 LYDG. Btxkas ix.

x viii. (MS. BodL 263) 422/1 Yet therwas sume that gruchched
therageyn.
2. = THEREAGAINST 2.

a 1023 WULFSTAN Horn,
xlyiii. (Napier) 248 Englas . ,cyoa3

bine dxda. .and deofol awrit basron^en ealle bine misd.xd;i.

13. .Cr30rA(.20789(Fairf.)Botparagaine[C.baregain]sais
leronim He wille take na charge on him. a 1350 St. Stephen
109 in Horstm. Altcngl. Lef. (1881) 29 Bot barogayn to bam
be kend On thre maners baire inys to mend.

3. = THEREAGAINST 3.
c 1330 Arth. IT Merl. 5152 Wawain it seije sone on hast,

His scheld ber
ojein gan cast.

Thereagainst (Seage-nst, -ag.?i-nst), adv.

Now arch. Forms: a. 4 perageyns, 5 ther-

ayeines, -ayeynes, per-ajeus, par-agaynys,
there ajens. 0. 5 ther agenst, ageynste,ther(e-

ayenst(e, 6 ther agenst, -ageiust, 6- there-

against. [f. THEBE 17 + againes, AGAINST frcp\
1. Against or in opposition

to that.

Ther _.
If the gretter laboure be mad therea)ens.

/5. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 10 Remedyes . . to be used

there ageynste. Ibid. 69. 1538 TtNDALE Obed. Cnr. Man
9 3 b, I will not stryuc nor saye thar agenst. c 1647 SANDER.
SON Episcopacy (1673) 9 Remedy provided there-against by
an Act of Parliament. 1870 MAC..MJSSON & MORRIS < 'olsunga

THEEEAT.
Saga xx. 71 liui I v,<;d a vow, thai i

would I wed one who knew ibe ruuiic of fear.

t2. As a set-off tlieicto; cunlranwisc ; on the
other side. 06s.
a 1400

50^1 Uxandtr , 204 Scr Beritinus pe bald bai breUKd
to dethc, And harnpion on ^i. tide wu Jay bw gynyxc4o7 II. SuxiA* Mo,al ttailad 158 !xb, there a>aut,huw vcituous nobleie..L>ryvelh away al v>te. 1411 u.
StcrttMS, . , 4I 0( U,e wyndecwnythfood...But lhcra>c>nesdy, ,,| dcMourUuinc* faU-
yth. 1558 PiiAtu .-Kn<iJ. u. hivb, In hii pui UUM Mill no
tixt reinainyd t.u,t. We Iheiajjciiul with slreanunj learo.

J. In ptebsurc or impact against Out.
1863 SALA in Temple Bar Mar. V 1 1. 4^6 Fiom the bobbingand rasping of natch-surins tiia..!iuc thcrc-a4iiiu iM

C. T. DAI is .)/,</ frtab 4 Tilts, etc. ix. (1880) 385 lu
ends are pa5d t]ir>,ugh the ude |>iecca uf the frame and
tightened there-against by nuts.

Thereamong V8e.rim n), adv. Now rare or
aic/i. [Oiig. two words, TUEBK 17 and AMUMU
frep.} Among that, those, or ihem.
1399 LANGL. Kick. Redelts 1'rol. 57 If jc fTynde Oables or

ffoly ber ainongc. 1481 Rolls o/ Parlt. VI. mil And
Ihereamunge put Thokei and broken bclyed fih. 1836
Prater's Mag. XIII. 12 There is neither fruit, nor appear-
ance of fruit, there-among. 1869 TLNNVSOH PelUai 92
Three knights were ibercamong ; and they loo smiled.

So Thereamo ngt adv. rare, in same sense.

1599 A. M. tr. Gatelkouer i Bk. I'kysicltt 10/1 Mixe ther-

amongsle Cubebes, Mace, Clove*. 1606 G. W(ooococKl
Hist, tvstine u. 11 b, They might pcrcciue a multitude of
women to be there amongst.
Thereanent (.ocranc-nt), a<iv. Grig, and

chiefly Sc. and north. [Orig. two words, I'UKUE
1 7 and AnKHT/nr/.] About, concerning, or in refer-

ence to that matter, business, etc. ; relating thereto.
c 1340 Cursor M. 20789 (GOtt.) Bot par client [u. r. there-

agaiu], sais leronim, He wil noght take be boke on him.
1563 Kfg. Privy Council Scot. L 218 For satisfying of hir

Hienes thairanent. 1978 Ibui. II. 700 Ordour to be takin
thairanent with expedaioun. 1681 Sc. Acts Jus. II (1820)
VIII. 343/2 According to the teaour of the respective act* of
Parliament thereanent provided. 1736 Wodt(nuCorr.(i&4$
III. 2431*0 hear the state of this affair.,and bring in an over-
ture thereanent. 1819 SCOTT Leg. Montrose xii, I will gage
my life upon his making my words good IhereancnL 1853 *~-

BKONTE Villctlcy.y\ t The reader would not care to have my
impressions thereanent 1868 VISCT. STRANGFORD Select.

(1869) II. 311 The public prints of an earlier date in tlib

year.. may be consulted thereaneut with propriety.
Hence (with advb. genitive) fThereane-nU
(anentis, -anendos) adv., in same sense ;

in quot,
C 1400 app. = TUEUEABOUTH I.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) viii. 30 It [be Reed See) u per
anentes vi. myle blade. 155* Reg. Prny Council Siot. I.

133 [We sail] leif nocht behind that lyis in our pussibiliteU
thairanentis. 1564 Child-Marriages 26 Procured the Coun.
selles lettres theranendes. 1 1568 REG. MURRAY in H. Camp-
bell Lave Lett. Mary Q. Scots (1824) 218 My Lord of

Argyll.. spak largely . . theiranents to the Queen herself.

t Thereas, conj. Obs. [Originally a conjunc-
tive phrase : see TUEBE 9, 10 and As 27.]
1. In that place (or case) in which; where;
THESE 9.
a 1335 After. K. 13

per
ase beps bincges beofl per is riht

religiun. 13.. Cast. Love (Halliw.) 444 Pes ne bydyth in DO

londe, Tber as werre is nyjh-honde. 1493 Festivall (W. de
W. 1515) 6 To go to an hous ther as is a corps. 1550 COVER-
DALE Bk. Death 11. i. 178 The comfortable promes of Chryst,
there as he sayth : I am the resurrection and y* lyfe.

2. Whereas; = THERE 10.

1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 1383 (Dido) Sche bath ..hire

reame 5euyn In to his hand, there as she myghte haue been
Of othere landys than of cartage quien. c 1460 FORTESCUK
Aos. ft Liin. Mon. xix. (1885) 155 per as ober kyngcs haue
flbunded byshopriches . . be kyng shall ban haue Hounded an
hull reaume. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur xx. xi. 815 There
as ye say I haue slayn your good knyghtes, 1 wote wel
that 1 haue done soo, and that me sore repenteth.

Thereat (Serart), adv. NowjormaJ or arch.

[OE.f&r set, two words : see THEKE 1 7 and AT.]
1. At the place, meeting, etc., mentioned ; there,

aooo tr. Bada's Hist. tv. vii. 2 Muni^e untruine..bw
set hailo onfengon. 1397 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9526 Hii hulde
a parlement . . 5. be king him sulf was berate. 13 . . Seuyn
Sag. (W.) 2358 Whan he com to Rome yate, And wolde
wenden put therate. c 1400 MAUNDKV. (Roxb.} xvi. 74 Sum
saise bai hafe bene pare att. 1536 TINDALK Matt. vii. 13

Many there be which goo yn there att. 1611 SHAKS. Wittt.

T. iv. iv. 500 Not for Bohemia, nor the pompe that may
Be thereat gleaned. 1885 Act 48 4- 49 Viet. c. 78 i 30 He
shall . . hold a sitting . . and shall thereat lake and receive any
evidence., offered.

b. With a verb of motion or aim : cf. AT 1 3.

1517 TORKINGTON Pitgr. (1884) 27 He cast a slonnc ther atu

O. Expressing attachment to a thing; cf. AT 7.

1566 tr. Sc. Acts fas. III. c. 87 Our Souerane Lord . .annexu
till his Crowne the Erldome of Rps with the

pertinentis,
to remane lhairat for euer. 1967 in 6tk Krf. Hist. MSS.
Caaun. 643/2 Ane tabled hyngand with ane grytt rubye
and ane grytt hingand perlc thairatt. 1650 BULWER Antkn-

fontet. xi. 109 A broad plate.. and the Jewel they bang
thereat. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 161/2 A Leather

Girdle. .with a strong Rope. .banging thereat.

2. On the occasion or occurrence of that, there-

upon, because of: cf. AT 34, 35.

01300 Cursor M. 3723 Sarra..Herd pis word and logh

par at. 111450 Knt. de la Tour 98 His wyff. .dysdeyued
thereatte, and had scorne therof. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos
xviii. 68 For to lake theratte som coniforte. 1590 SrtMsER

F. Q. n. vii. 34 Thereat the fcend bis gnashing teeth did

grate. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. ii. 75 Bending bis Sword To
his great Master, who, thereat cnrag'd Flew on him. 1(69
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THEBEATOTTB.

TENNYSON Pass. Arthur 462 Thereat once more he moved
about. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. in. 253 Thereat the

silver trumpet's tuneful blare Made music strange.

3. At or in connexion with the thing or process
on which action is brought to bear: cf. AT 17.

13.. Cursor M. 11674 (Fairf.) My hande her at may na-

bing do. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 198 When he fand gude
wyne on a tyme, he seld his slavyn & drank it ber-att.

1:1556 R. COCKES in Archxologia XXXV. 20, I trust this

weke that cometh we shall do a good chare therat [at the

hay-making]. 1581 Exclt. Rolls Scot. XXI. 551 The saidis

parties oblissis thame to. .abyid thairat Dot any reclaming.

t ThereatoUT, adv. Sc. Obs. In5 tharatour,

5-6 thairattour.
[f.

THERE 17 + ATouR/rc-/.]
Over or beyond that ; about or concerning that :

see THEREOVER.
1457 Sc. Acts Jos. //, c. 25 (1814) II. 51/1 Gif he dois ony

thing bairattour furth with to arreist his persoun. 1473
Rental Ilk. Cupar-Angus (1879) I. 173 Tharatour tha sal

do thar del lelaly and truly to our myl . . bath in fre multur
and thyrl. is.. Priests Pcblis i. in Pinkerton Scot. Poems
(1702) 1. 14 Than spak the King, your conclusion is quaint;
And tbairattour ye mak to us a plaint.

Thereaway (SeVrawfi), adv. Chiefly Sc. and
north, dial. [Orig. two words, THERE 17 and
AWAY adv.]
t 1. Of motion : Away thither, or in that direction.

Ifereaway, thereaway : see HEREAWAY. Obs.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce x. 32 (MS. E.) For gif the king held
thar away, He thoucht he suld soyn vencust be. < 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) v. 15 Schippes. .commas ber away for to

fraght bam with bat salt. cmpLifeSt, Cuthbert (Surtees)

5102 pare away to fare, a 1500 Smith ft his Dame 30 in

Hazlitt E. P. P. HI. 202 Ovr lorde came there away. 1549,

1793, etc. [see HEREAWAY 2]. 1601 in Foley Rec. Eng. Prov.
S. J. (1880) VI. 735 For such English as come thereaway to
Loreto. 1659 W. GUTHRIE Chr. Gt. Interest u.

yi. (1724) 207
Confirming the same by many mighty Works in Scripture
tending there-away.
2. Of situation: Away in that direction or region ;

in those parts ; thereabouts.

1551 R. ROBINSON Mare's Utop. n. (1895) 253 There be
fewe warres there awaye, wherin is not a greate numbre of
them in _bpthe partyes. c 1670 PENN Let. in Life Wks. 1726
I. App. iii. 156 Among the Carnal and Historical Christians

there-away. 18x6 SCOTT Bl. Dwarf\\\i, All evil comes out
o' thereaway.. and we'll e'en away there. 1840 CAROLINE
Fox Old Friends (1882) 60 The Duke of Wellington.. in
some mighty action thereaway showed his wondrous power
in animating masses.

3. Somewhere about that (number, amount, age,
etc.) ;

= THEREABOUTS 2.

1824 SCOTT Redganntlet ch. xi, Swaggering about the

country.. for five or six months, or thereaway. 1830 Miss
MITFORD Village Ser. iv. 328 An old batchelor of fifty-five,
or there-away. 1862 MRS. GROTE Coll. Papers 261 A hundred
thousand pounds or there-away.
Hence tTfcereaway-aboutsaafo., thereabouts.
i8a8 MOIR Mansie Wauch xxii. (1849) 169 The martyrs

had been buried thereaway-abouts.

The-reaways, adv. Now dial. [f. prec. with
advb. genitive -s : cf. AWAYS.] =

prec.
1575 Gamm. Gurton iv. ii, He intends this same night to

slip in there awayes. 1681 in yrul. Friends' Hist. Sac. IV.
151, I would have ye to mynd my love to friends there-
aways and at Darnton. 1791

'

G. GAMBADO ' Ann. Horscm.
xvii. (1809) 137 Come from Lapland, or thereaways. a 1825
FORBY Voc. E. Anglia s. v., Is the horse worth twenty
pounds 1 There and there-aways. 1901 BUCHAN Watcher
ty Threshold 73 What's taking ye thereaways ?

t The-rebefOTe, adv. Obs. Forms : see THERE
and BEFORE. [Late OE. ; two words.]
1. Before that in position or order ; in front.
c 1000 Agj. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 9 Diet folc ban bar beforan

[c 1160 Hatton Gosp., bzr be-fore] ferde.

2. Before that (time) ; formerly, previously.
c 1200 [see THEREAFTER 3]. c 1275 Passion our Lord 218

in O. E. Misc. 43 As vre louerd ber by-vore heom iseyd
hedde. c 1386 CHAUCER Man of Lams T. 99 In sterres
many a wynter ther biforn Was writen the deeth of Ector
Achilles, c 1430 Freemasonry 302 Jef he nulle okepye hem
no more, As he hath y-done ther by-fore. 1592 in J. Morris
Troub. Catli. Forefathers (1877) 34 And the priest there
before dead.

Therebe-n, adv. Sc. [See BEN adv. c.] 'Ben'
there, within there.

JI3
J Surifr?1' 2?21 (Colt) Sarra bar bin quare sco salt

Herd bis word and logh bar-at.J 0500 ROWLL Cursing
124 in Bannatyne Poems (Hunter. Cl.) 302 And thow art
scho that stall the hen And put hir in the pot lhair ben.
a 1568 Wowing Jok f, Jynny 21 ibid. 388 Ane pig, ane pot,ane raip thair ben. 1604 Acts Sederuiit n Jan. (1700) 36

ing of that impediment of proceeding in the Utter-
" UM procurator is thair ben) it is appointit . . that

For removi ^ .

house, (that thi

[etc.]. 1728 RAMSAY Monk t, Miller's Wife 144
' Hout I

'

quoth she, 'ye may well ken, 'Tis ill brought but [= out]
that s no there-ben '.

Therebesi'de, adv. Now only arch, and poet.
[Orig. two words : see THERE 1 7, BESIDEprep.] By
the side of that ; next to that

; near by.a wjo Owl , Night. 25 po stod on old sloe bar biside.
13- . m Horstmann Atttnrl. Leg. (r875) ?I He hedde ber is

MAi,-'
5

!S
e

'

,",
el

??.
d <* blside In a cracche. 1:1400MAUNDLV. (Roxb.) m. 9 pare be syde es a fayre place

T?.Vll^-
lus

'S;
nS- '470-8S MALORY Arthur ,,. xvi. 94

- ... _ TVt uu,u uuiue wimin my ibo tThe:re1>esi-des adv.
t in same sense

kSSS fctSffifc.*
* 48 There bysyde

'

s were viy

Therebinthe, obs. form of TEBEBIKTH.

284

Thereby (SeMbsi^o'eaubsi), adv. Forms: see

THERE and BY. [OE./^rW, f. par, THERE 17 + U,
BY prep. Cf. G. dabei, Du. daarbij.]
1. By that; by means of, or because of, that;

through that. Cf. BY A. 30-33, 36.
c 897 K. ALFRED Past. C. y. 42, jif he oonne beam oaerbis

[v.r. -\>\e,Hatt. -bis] Sestriene. 01225 Alter. K.i6o He..
feste..one i<5e wildernesse vorte scheawen berbi bet [etc.].

a 1300 Cursor M. 107 par hi man mai hir helping kenn. 1413

Pilgr. Smvle (Caxton) IV. xxxviii. (1859) 6jSupposyng therby
for to geten honoure and fame. 1551 CRANMER in Slrype
Life (1694) App. 158 God shal therby be

glorified. 1588 A.
KING tr. Canisius' Catech. \ vij, Ye sail haiff yairby ye hicht

of ye aequinoctiall lyne. 1600 HAMILTON Facile Tr. in

Cath. Tractates (S.T.S.) 220 Desyrous to ressaue thairbe,
thair eternel feticide in heauin. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f.
Beasts (r6s8) 83 They cannot abide the savour of ointments,
but fall mad thereby. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 126 Of
the Ten-foot Rod, and thereby to measure and describe

the Ground-plot. 1800 PINKNEY Trav. France 93 The rooms
were so full as to render our stay unpleasant, and we thereby
lost an anatomy lecture. 1896 R. S. S. BADEN-POWELL Mala-
bcle Campaign vi, For fear of having my attention distracted
. .and of my thereby losing my bearings.
2. Beside, adjacent to, or near that. (In quot.

c 1220, Up against that.) Nowarf/f. and dial.

ci22o Bestiary 634 A tre he seke5..oat is strong.. and
leneS him. .3er bi. c 1250 Gen. ty Ex. 3361 It was a stede
henden <5or bi, On a syde of munt synay. a 1300 Cursor
M. 13765 J)ar

bi lai many [man] vn.fere. c 1449 PECOCK
Repr. ii. iii. 151 3ondir is the Holi Goost and therbi is

Marie with Seint Peter, c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 39^5He duelt in a place bare by. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. vii.

32 A couetous Spright..Who thereby did attend. 1641
HEYLIN Hist. Episc. i. (1657) '3 The twelve fountaines of
Elim, and the seventy Palmes that grew thereby. 1719DE FOE Criisoe (1840) II. iv. 94 At the foot of a tree there,

by. 1875 MORRIS Mneid Proem 2 Fields that are thereby.
1888 ELWORTHY W. Somerset Wordbli. s. v., Nif I baint
there, you'll vind me thereby.

b. With verbs of motion, in sense of BY A. 16.
a 1300 Cursor M, 15634 Quer i sal bis calice drinc, Or i

sal pass bar bi. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 3 Whan
my glory shall passe therby, thou shall se my hynder
partes. 1606 G. W[ooDcocKE] Hist, fvstine iv. 21 The tales
of Scylla and Charibdis, which made men beleeve in sailing
thereby that they heard the continuall barking of doggs.

c. To come thereby to 'come by or get
possession of that : see COME v. 39 b and BY A. 1 5.
c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's T. 128 Whan that he saugh he

myghte nat come therby This is to seye what wommen loue
moost. c 1430 [see COME v. 39 bj. 1367 Gude <} Godlie B.
(S.T.S.) 27, Itraist eternal! glore to se j Christ grant that I

may cum thairby.

1 3. Besides, together with, or in addition to that.

13.. Minor Poemsfr, Vernon MS. xxxii. 524 Wjuche ben
be seuen synnes dedly, And be seuen vertuwes berby. 14. .

Tundales Vis. 803 All jif god be fulle of mercye, Ryght-
wysnesse behoves go ber by. ?a 1500 ChesterPI. (E.E.T.S.)
388 That he would revive them sone in hye, With flesh and
Sinew and Skynn therby, Which sone he can them geue.
4. In reference to a number or quantity : Very

nearly so ; somewhere about that ;
= THERE-

ABOUTS 2, ab. Sc.

\f 4S WYNTOUN Cron. ix. xiv. 1568 A thousande and thre

or thairby. 1^82-8 Hist. Jos. VI (.804) 172 Thair were
takin pnsonens 9 scoire and ten gentillmen or thairby.
1726 Wodrow Corr. (1843) III. 271 The spurious paper.,
dully written, two years or thereby after Mr. Henderson's
death. 1821 SCOTT Kenilw. x, There was one maiden of
fifteen or thereby. 1863 A. B. GROSART Small Sins Pref.
(ed. 2) 8 It is my intention .. to print half-a-dozen or thereby
of small books.

t5. With reference thereto; apropos of that;
thereanent. Obs.
a 1250 Onrf *> Night. 244 Aday [

= by day] |.u art blynd ober
bisne, par by men seggeb a vorbisne. 1303 R. BRUNNE
Hand!. Synne 3999 Seynt Gregory telleb a tale bar by.

b. Thereby hangs a tale : see TALE sb. 3.
1 6. In accordance with that. Obs.
1512 Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 19 Preamble, The seid Frensche

kyng..the Decree of the enterdiccion dispysyng will not
therby reforme himself.

7. quasi-ai^'. Consequent, nonce-use.
1661 FELTHAM Resolves n. xl. 262 The chiefest Knowlede

that we get, is that of our thereby guilt and misery.
t Theredown, adv. Obs. [In ME. two words,
THERE 1 7 and DOWN adv. q.v. for Forms.] Down
there ; down : in reference to direction or position.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9791 pe brain orn al abrod in be

pauiment er doune. Ibid. 9797 Nou he lib ber doun7
LT,? 5S'*"f^? mA/E>

r;.,(l.

862
J S3 And fe'sHche as

yetn

die
ri.l i

"

, J -y *. "J/3 *"I\I>WUK JJ7~T4{.C Al, 3OOIhe sykis alswa thair doune Sail put thame to confusioune

^n55? preiris of B. 178 in Dunbar's Poems (S.T.S.) 291All that thay did thair doun he micht weill se.

Therefore(t5ee-jf^,-f3a), therefor (Sejfp-j),
adv. (sb.) Forms: a. 2-3 er-, 2-5 peribre, (2
paruore, 2-4 peruore, 3 or-, par-fore, 3-4 per-
vore), 5-6 therfore, (6 Sc. thair-, yair-, their-
fore). p. 2-5 perefore, (2-3 pereuore, 4 pare-
fore), 5- therefore. 7. 3-5 perfor, (3 peruor, 4
par-, tarfor, 4-5 per-for, yarfor), 5-7 therfor,
(6 Sc. thair-, yairfor, -foir, 7 therfoer). a. 6-
therefor, (9 there-for). [Early ME.ierfore, fere-
fore (often written as two words), f. }Sir-, per-,

THEREFOBNE.
THERE +/ore, OE. and early ME. collateral form
offor : see FOBE adv. and prep. After final e
became m\Ae,fore prep, was gradually levelled with

for, and ther(e]fore was often written therfor, there-

for. In mod. Eng. (since c 1800) therefore and
therefor are almost always differentiated in spelling
and stress in accordance with meaning : see below. 1

I. (Now stressed Sei{f-i, and usu. spelt therefor
\

for distinction from 2.) formal or arch.

1. For that (thing, act, etc.) ; for that, for it.

a. In various senses of FOR prep.
c 1175 Lamb. Ham. 9 His festen..and chirc-Jong and god

to donne beruore. c 1220 Bestiary 377 God giueS 3er ioie
mede. a 1300 Cursor M. 610 (Cott.) He gaf it him, aU in

: heritage, To yeild berfor [v.rr. Jjare fore, bar for, berfore] na
mar knaulage. c 1386 CHAUCER Sfr.'s T. 169 Horn anon in
to the heighe Tour, With certeine officers ordeynd therfore
[v.rr. ther fore, there fore, berfore]. 1-1440 Alphabet of
Tales 97 Sho ansswerd agayn & sayd . . sho wold not delyver
it or he & his felow bothe bamen come perfor. 1477 EAKL
RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes i To gyue therfore synguler
louynges & thankes. 1561 NORTON & SACKV. Gorlvduc v. i,

Speede must we vse to levie force therefore. 1622 CAU.IS
Slat. Sewers (1647) 86 To erect new Walls, Banks and
other Defences, and what sums of Money to Raise and
Levy therefore. 1824 MEDWIN Comers. Byron II. 186, I.,
have, .continued here, .in the hope of seeing things recon.
ciled, and have done all in my power there-tor. 1856 R. A
VAUOHAN Mystics vi. iv. i86o) I. 184 If the emperor sins,
he must give account to God therefor. 1861 Evening Star
4 Oct., loolbs. of potatoes or a substitute therefore thrice a
week. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. m. 344 The love
I had therefor. 1877 F. HALL Eng. Adj. in -able 39 Argu.
ment being at an end, recourse was then had to the com.
mon substitute therefor, ridicule. 1885 Act 48 <)- 49 Viet.
c. 70 7 He shall supply a copy of such report.. oil pay.
ment of the sum of one shilling therefor.

b. By reason of that ; for that reason, on that
account: cf. FOB//*/. 21, 22.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 5 pa ?e [MS. baj] habbe wele to

ouer stohwennesse on brsse Hue ne beo bu bereuore prud.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 143 paruore hire sinne hire bi.
come swi3e laoe. c 1220 Bestiary 509 Vt of his oTote it

smit an onde, . . Ser-fore o3re fisses to him drajen. c 1250
Gen. It Ex. 1215 Ysmael pleide hard gamen ; Sarra was
Bor-fore often wro3. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5348 Vre
louerd mid is eyen of milce on be loke}> beruore. a 1300Cursor M. 287 perfor is he cald trinite For he es anfald

,-------- , --- .-quyny ------

ybanysshed be ther-fore. 1533 MORE Debell. Salem Wks.
954/1 When he saith himself that they haue punished many
therfore, that is to wit, for thesame cause. 1605 CAMDEN
Kern. 181 If that any lew did buy any Christian for his
slave, he should bee fined thereto, e. 1805 SCOTT Last
Minstr, iv. vi, They crossed the Liddle.. And burned my
little lonely tower ; The fiend receive their souls therefor !

1848 LOWELL Lett. (1894) I- 151 Tell Briggs that his ticket
came safely, and that I am thankful therefor. 1868 HAW-
THORNE Amer. Note-Bits. (1879) II. rTj They would all be
. . healthier men therefor. 1899 F. T. BULLEN LogSea-waif
149 The ill-used crew promptly refused to do any more in
her, and were, of course, clapped in jail therefor.

II. (Now always spelt therefore, and stressed

2. In consequence of that
; that being so ; as a

result or inference from what has been stated
; con-

sequently. Formerly sometimes imemphatic (esp.
in versions of N. T.) =THEN 5.
In early use often indistinguishable from i b, where see

earlier examples ; now distinguished asexpressing a general
relation of consequence or inference. Sometimes classed as
a conjunction.
a 1400 Ptymer (1891) 45 Lo ther fore alle generations schulle
seye y am blessed. 1526 TINDALE Matt. xiii. 18 Heare ye
therfore the similitude off the sower. 1533 CRANMER Misc.
Writ. (Parker Soc.) II. 260. 1 trust, therefore, you will not so
hardly regard my first request herein. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk.
Com. Prayer, Communion, It is very mete., that we shoulde
. .geue thankes to thee, O Lorde. . . Therefore with Angelles
and Archangels.. we laud [etc.]. 1552 HULOET, Therfore,..
cum accent, in penult., eo, ergo, idcirco, ideo, igitur,. .prop.
terea, propter hoc. 1555 EDEN Decades 202 Manate . . is the

thyrde [fish] whereof I haue promysed to entreate. Manate
therefore, is a fysshe of the sea, of the byggest sorte [etc.].
c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. xli, Gentle thou art, and therefore to be
wonne, Beautious thou art, therefore to be assailed. Ibid.

cxxiii, Our dates are breefe, and therefor we admire, What
thou dost foyst vpon vs that is ould. 1611 BIBLE John iv. 6
Now lacobs Well was there. lesus therefore [TINDALE then],
being wearied with his journey, sale thus on the Well
1660 BARROW Enclid i. xv. Schol., Because the angle AEC+
AED+CEB+DEB = 4 right angles, therefore the angleAEC+AED =CEB+DEB = lo two right angles, therefore
CED and AEB are strait lines. 1735 BERKELEY Free.
think, in Math. z Things obscure are not therefore sacred.

1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) J. 15 The Franks were the

stronger, and therefore the masters. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. vi. II. 80 The refugees were zealous for the Calvinistic

discipline. . . James therefore gave orders [etc.].

B. as si. The word '
therefore

'

as marking a

conclusion
;
an expressed conclusion or inference.

1641
' SMECTVMNUUS '

Vind. Answ. xiii. 144 Let him first

answer our Therefores, and wee will quickly answer his

Wherefores. 1674 HICKMAN Hist. Quinquart, (ed. 2) 185
The Article having made a (therefore), its strange that any
one should draw any other conclusion from it, than what
it self hath drawn. 1874 GEO. ELIOT Coll. Break/. P. in

Jnial, etc. 232 A faith Defying sense and all its ruthless
train Of arrogant

'

therefores '.

t Therefo rne, adv. Obs. In 3-4 per-, par-.

[app. an alteration of THEKEFOKE, in imitation of



THEBEPOBTH. 285 THEBEOP.
wordb in -fornt from OK. ~foran, e. g. bcforne.]

TBEBKVOBE i.

^1300 E. E. Psalter xvu[i]. 3 Mi schelder. .And mi foueer
a'l ptt forne. Ibid. xxxi[i], ^, I am turned in mi surw ^ar
forn, Whiles J>at pricked es |>e thorn. 13. . Gtiiu. fy (*. Knt,
H07,& quatchekso ^e acheuc,chaunge me Jer forne. c 1400
Catos Mar. 260 in Cursor At. p. 1672 (Fairf.) If \n godc be
lorne Sorou no^t )',n forne To double bi harme.

t TherefOTth, adv. Obs. [f. THEBE 17 +
FORTH atfv*~\

1. a. Forth from thence ; away from that place.
b. Along that way ; by that place.
1397 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 570^ pis king also at clastiugbury

as he beruor^ com, Seint apulwold pat was pere monek,
out of be house he noni. 1387 TKKVISA Higden (Rolls) V.

299 pe kyng passede berforp, and wolde whe what it

were, c 1450 LOVELICH (.irail xlni. 312 Hem he took vpe
thanne Everychon, and witli hym bar pereforth Anon.
2. Out, outside ; in the open ;

= THEBEOUT a,

1536 BELLENDKN Cron. Scot. n. xi. (1541) i? b/i He punist
theunb..and othir criiin'nabyll personis with sic seuerite..

that the bestiall&gudis lay thairfurth but onytrubyl. Ibid.

v.
iy. j6b/i Thay wer ane rude vndantit pepill, and lay

thair furth all wynter nochtwithstanding y* cauld frostis.

tTherefrO',^. Obs. AlsoSc. |>ar-fra. [Orig.
two words, THERE 17 and FRO /to?/.]

= next
13.. Cursor M. 1316 (Gott.) J>ar fra [C. pat oute of, F. ber-

outj rents four grete stremis. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc.

5214 Lo 1 here be sepulcre a lytil par fra. ? a 1366 CHAUCER
Rom. Rose 1660 Whan I was not fer therfro. 1380 WYCLIF
Wks. (1880) 364 With-owten addynge per to or abregynge
her fro. 14x3 Pilrr. StnvU (Caxtpn 1483) iv. x. 62 The
juse that ys.sueth ther froo. 1565 in Reg. Mag, Sip. Scot.

*S7S- 656/1 Passand thairfra up ane dyke betuix Kippelaw
and Bowdane. 1388 A. KING tr. Camsiiis* Catech. g yiij b,
Bot in this our age throwch ye anticipation of ye aequinoxe
is distant yairfra almaist 4 dayes. t6aa MABBE tr. Aletnaris

Guzwana'Alf, n. 59, 1 would, .desist there-fro. 1678 SIR G.
MACKENZIE Critn. Laws Scot. n. xxiii. 4 (1690) 248 They
are not excluded therefrae by the foresaid act of Parliament.

Therefrom (tttafrp'm), adv. arch, orformal.
[Orig. two words, THEKE 17 and FROM prep.]
From that ; from that place ; away from there.
a x$o Owl tf Night. 137 Peyh he beo bar from bicume He

cup hwenene he is icume. c 1300 St. Brandan 512 The $ut
hi were fur ther fram. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VIII.

89 pe schap of be cros was i-seie forsake pe baner and passe
somwhat of space berfrom [MS. y. parvram]. c 16x0 SIR J.
MELVIL Mem. Author to Son (1735) 18 Debarring therefrom
all honest, true, and plain Speakers. 1660 SHARROCK Vege-
tables 24, I much doubt of any effect therefrom. 17*8
CHAMBERS Cycl. s,v. Circus, They took their name there-

from. 1850 NKALE Mcd, Hymns (1867) 102 The streams that

flow therefrom. 1885 Law Titties LXXX. 132/1 Nor was
the doctrine contended for. .logically deducible therefrom.

*f Tlieregai n, adv. Obs. Forms : 3 "Bor 3en,

J>er yen, 5 ther geyn, [f. THERE 17 + GAIN prep.
Cf. THEBEAGAIN.] Against or in opposition to that.

c 1x50 Gen, -V Ex. 2797 If he it werne and be dor ^en, Ic

sal oe techen hu it sal ben. c 1300 Havelok 2271 Per yen-
ne wolde neuer on striue. c 1400 Rom. Rose 6555 If men
wolde ther geyn appose The naked text.

So f Thereffai TLB adv. [GAINS], on the side

opposite to that ;
over against there.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. Wace (Rolls) 13538 O syde toke

be Romayns, & Arthur bat ober euen per gayns.

Thereheiice, adv. Obs. exc. dial. Forms :

a. 4-5 J?erhenne, (4 therhanne). 0. 4 per
haunes, 6- there(-)hence, (6 therence (9 dial.})

therehena, 7 therhence). [f. THERE 17 + HEN,
HENNE adv. t and htnnts, hens, HENCE adv.]

1. From or out of that place ; from there : =
THENCE i. Now dial.

a. c 1300 Beket 1145 Therhanne he wende toEystrie, ? a 1400
Arthur 591 Muche folke berhenne he toke bo.

ft. c 1400 K. Gloucester'sChron. (Rolls) App.AA. a Henplde
ber hannes passi. 1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke vui. 89
Therehens as . . out of a chaire or pulpite he taught the

multitude. 1600 HAKLUYT Voy. (1004) X. 101 The famous

voyage of Sir Francis Drake into the South sea, and there-

hence about the whole Globe of the earth, begun in 1577.

1784 R. W ELTON Chr. Faith <$ Pract. 367 The waves toss

the ships up to the very clouds, and the winds therehence

drive-them to the deep abyss. 1898 T. HARDY Wessex
Poents 46 Stone deaf therence went many a man.

t 2. From that source or origin ; from that fact or

circumstance ;
= THENCE 4. Obs.

1518 TINDALE Parable Wicked Mammon 16 Hamon^ in

the Ebrewe speche sygnyfyeth a multytude or abundaunce.

..And therhence commeth maJiamon or ttiatrtntort, abun-

daunce or plenteousnes of goodes or ryches. 1597 J. KING
On Jonas (1618) 10 Therehence, they say, he was named
the son of Amittai ; that Is, the sonne of truth. 1623 W. C.

Fatall Vesper 4 Those vnreuealed attributes, which doe

flow therehence. 1718 SWIFT To Sheridan 3, I have a

great esteem for Plautus ; And think your boys may gather
there-hence More wit and humour than from Terence,

1 3. Distant from that place :
= THENCE 2. rare.

1611 CORYAT Crudities 10 A countrey village .. fourteene

miles therehence distant. Ibid. 68 A parish tenne miles

therehence.

Therein C5e*ri'n), ado. Nowformat, arch., or

dial. Forms : see THEBE and IN ; also 3 prim

[OE.>m, i.fxr THERE 17 + Is prep.]
1. In that place or (material) thing.

loco Boeth. Mctr. xi. 4 Wealdend . . heofones & eoroan

..& ealra Sara be oserin wunia5. 01300 Cursor M. I5?95
(Cott.) A knaun freind he had pare in [v. rr. par ine, perm].

1398 TREVISA Barth.De P.R.xm. xxvL (BodL MSJ,J>erin
is a inane r

sawe. c 1450
mcrualously.

the worlde, and all y
1 dwell tlierin. 1676 KAY Corr. (igjS)

123 If you have observed :my errors or mistaken

1875 Jowtlt Plata (ed. it III. 688 The universe, and the

limits itiat arc and move therein. 1911 Act I Gto. I ',
- - I

Schcd. (I'uulcy Corp. Order Confirm. Acl), The late Robert

Urodie-.Ly liis trust disix-Mtion.. conveyed liis entire pro-

perty to trustees therein named.
b. la or during that time.

'539 HIULE (Great) EjcoJ. xxxi. 14 Kepe my Sabbath..
r worketh therin, the same soule shalbe roted out

from amongti hys people.
2. Iii that affair or matter ;

in that thing, circum-

stance, or particular.
c 1130 l/ali Mcid. 3 Makcn be to bench hwuch dclit

were >rin. a 1300 Cursor M. 13759 (Colt.) Lok bi will hi

n.'Khl bar in. 1516 1'ilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531).
2 That y:

neuer..be besy to attempte ony persone therin. c 1555
H.Mii'hHhU) Divorce lien. I'llI (C.imden) 83 Therein we do
find no fault. 1588 A. KING tr. Canisius* Catcch. 130 All

perdition had the beginning thairin [in pride]. 1631 HEY-
WOOD zxd ft. Maid of H'fst iv. Wks. 1874 II. 391 Tl.ou

therein hadst much hyperboliz'd. i88 SruRGKos Tr,;is.

Dav. Ps. cxix. 17 The more will he be driven towards God
for help therein.

3. Inside, in the house, within doors, mod. Sc.

i8ij HOGG Perils of Man III. vii. xa Bessy Chisholm
Heh ! Are ye therein? 18x8 UUCHAN Ballads I. 113

If ye'll work therein as we thureout, Well borrow'd shou'd

your body be.

4. Into that place or (material) thing.
a. 1140 Sawles Wardt in Cott. Horn. 263 pu most al gan

brin ant al beon bigotten brin, for in be ne mei hit nanesweis
neomen in. a 1300 Cursor M. 8852 pair in [Trin. berynne)
ban was bair reukes don. 1308 TREVISA Barth. DC P. R.
in. xviii. (W. de W. 1495) 65 Somtyme grauel and powder
falleth therin. 1516 K. WHYTFORD Martiloge 135 b, Than
made they a grete fyre. .and cast therin pytche and rosyne.

1747 WESLEY Prim. Pkysick (1762) 90 Smell to a Spunge
dipt there.in.

f5. THEREON 2 : cf. IN prep. 31 a. Obs.

'535 COVERDALE i Sam. xxxi. 4 Then toke Saul y swerde,
andfell therin. [Cf. Germ. (Luther) fiel darein ; Vulg, super
eum ; next verse has vpon his swerde.]

1 6. As relative adv. : In which ;
into which ;

WHEREIN. 06s.

971 Blickl. Horn. 73 He wxs on Simones huse . . baerin seat
bzet wif ba deorwyrban smerenesse on his heafod. 13..
Cast. Lave (Halliw.) 56 This castel Marie bodi wes, Therin
he alyght and his in ches [chose his inn). 13. . Cursor M.
396 (Gott.) In be hetest element of all, par in be fire has his

stall. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 167 The Seete

therin as he was woned to sitte.

7. Therein a-fter, therein befo-re, therein

u-nder, =
after, before, below in that document,

statute, etc. (Usually written as single words : cf.

herein after, etc., s. v. HEREIN.)
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) II. 276 Upon trust to preserve

the contingent remainders thereinafter limited. 18*7 JAR-
MAN Pmaelfs Devises (ed. 3) II. 105 A general residuary
devise of real and personal estate not thereinbefore disposed
of. 18.. A. BAIN in B. Stewart Conserv. Force (1873) v i-

221 He gave
' mental work '

as one heading, but declined to

make an entry thereinunder.

t Thereii'nne, adv. Obs. Forms : see THERE
and INNE : also 4-5 thrynne. [OE. J>ikrinne, {.

pxr, THERE 17 + INNE.] = THEREIN.
(In late instances perh. only a var. spelling of therein.)

1-897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xvi. ico He wzs
&ennne getogen to dajre godcundan sceawunge, & Seerute

[v. r. Scerut] he waes abisjod ymb oas folces oearfe. CITCO
Vices

f/
Virt. 137 All Sat folk 3e berinne was. ciioo ORMIN

1651 >i(T batt iss batt mann wile itt don Wibb witt & skill

baerinne. ci*y>Gen. f, Ex. 1104 Non Sing ne mai 3or inne

linen. 1382 WYCLIF Luke xix. 45 He . . bigan to caste out men
sellinge ther ynne and biggynge. c 1400 Gamely* 314, I

wil not that this compaignye parten a-twynne, And ye wil

doon after tnej
whil eny sope is thrynne. c 1400 Sowdone

Bad. 335 Thai slough all, that were ther Inne. 0450
Merlin i. 10 She wende to haue founde hym thar ynne,

t Th.ereiinti-11, adv. Sc. Obs. [f.
THEBE 17

+ INTILL.] Therein; thereinto.

1507 in Charters. f>c. Edinb. (1871) 192 To mak ony stop
or impediment to thame thairintill. 1533 BELLENDEN Liiy
II. xiii (S.T.S.) I. 175 The faderis, quhen bis mater wes
brocht afore bame. mycht nocht ordourlie gif bare con-

sultacioun bareintiil. 1650 Acts Sederutit 20 Jan. (1700)

66 All bands and actts of caution, .heirefter, shall bear this

clause insert thereintill. 1700 in A. McKay Kilmarnock

(1880) 61 To give furth and pronounce . . sentences thereintill.

Thereinto (8e:rint% Servnt), adv. arch.

[f.
THEBE 17 + INTO.]

1. Into that place, matter, condition, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23222 (Edinb.) Cald sa ken. .|>at boh a

firin fel war mad. And boru a chance bar into slad (etc.).

1611 BIBLE Luke xxi. 21 Let not them.. enter thereinto.

1652 KIKKMAN Clerio ty Lozia 178 No Victualls could be

carried thereinto. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth

Pref., The Ways whereby I got Light thereinto. 1867
KINCSLEY in Life (1877) II. 249. I have been drawn there-

into because I find every one talking about it [Darwinism].

1887 MORRIS Odjtss. xi. 36 And the black blood flowed

thereinto.

f2. = THEREIN a. Cf. INTO 2 a. Obs.

1581-9 Reg. Pray Council Scot. III. 452 The said com-

pliner hes differrit the saniin unto the tyme he knew his

Hienes and Lordschippis myndis thairinto. 1676 OWEN
Nat. <r Cause* Apost. Wks. 1851 VII. 4 On such principles

of difference in judgment as have no considerable influence

t The-re-mid, ther-mid, adv. Obs. JOrig.
two words, THEBE 17 arid MID prep."\ With or

by means of that ;
= THEREWITH 3.

<r888 K. ALFRED Boetk. xvi. S 2 (MS. B.) pa forceaw he

his ajene tungan and wearp hine 5aer mid on 5ait neb foran.

r 1000 MirKlc Sainli' f.itfi xxiii M. 767 Ongan |xi |wr mid
il.lf.ui. i 1175 Lamb. H^m 63 We hit ay*i lo jcme and
g.xl solf llxrr mill i.|ueinc. , 1330 K. HKI.NSI Ckron. W*ct
(Hull.) 16450 3y( , ,,yi, llj,,, ^\( fc|

I-T i.iyl [111., pl.i^uc]. 1393 I.V.UL. /'. /'/. C. IV.
' pm niyil here Lcite.

iTher e -mide,-mydde,u<fo. Obi. [f.asprec.
+ -<, alter TiihiiKiNNK, tic.], a. Along with that ;

together with that
; at the same- time. b. -

prec.
a. c 1175 Lamb. Ham. 75 Ic ou wilt scggcn word efler word

and fmalOt liwal ]M word bi.iuc(>. 1377 LANI;L. /'. /'/
B. xvi. 262 PC |xjuk.: it lulli allachcd. And me (>ei.
c 1415 Seven Sag. (P.) 2171 He wciil don a[iul] bare uppe a
cole, And .1 inn li'j up thcr mydc.
b. c l*o/>t'jtiar)> 615 -Si.

1
!, a li.- tji^tten on, and two ^er he

fter mide gon. a ngo Prav. sElfrid ya in O. E. MIK. i j

Ne inyhlc he l*ar myde his lif none liwile hotde. 11150
6V/t. ft !'* 2656 Hisc tunges cnde u brent dor mide. cijso
ll'ill. 1'alernc 5358 Lche nian ^er inidc ini^t bold him
a-paied. 1377 LANCL. /'. I'l. B. vi. 69 Make ban roery
Jwe mydde.
Therenoe, variant of TIIKKEHENCE.

Therenesa (*c---Jiu-s). rare. [f.TiiKBE + -MS.S ]

The condition or quality of being there
; existence

in a defined place. (Usually opposed to /arenas.)
1674 N. FAIRFAX Knit ft Se/v. u Tbe all-fillingnaK o>

God, the berenesso and thcreneiKS of gbosU, have been
too much interwoven and twitted together. Ibid. 45 The
thereness or hcreness was nothing Belonging unto God.
iMb W. JAMES in Mind XII. 18 Could that possibly be the

feeling of any special whereness or thcreness? 1899 J.

CAIRO Fundamental Ideas Chr. II. ix. 13 Herenew and
Inertness are incessantly passing out of ana into each other.

1 Tliere-ni'gh, adv. Obs. Forms : see THKRK
and NIGH. [O. fir n(ah : pier, THKRJC 17, Utah

near, NlOH.l Near that place or thing.
971 Blickl. Horn. 130 Cexende ealle hire magas ba be baer

neah w<eron. c 1175 Ltimb. Horn. 43 par neb ne mihte nan
liuiende mon gan. c 1890 Beket 929 in S. Eng. Ltg. I. 133
Ich ov note pat }e bare nci? ne beon. a 1300 Cursor Af.

767 (Cott.) If we com ber nei [f. ber neye; (/'. bar ney; T.

ber ny?c]. 13. . Ibid, 7589 (Cott.) pe sarzins war bar neigh
be-side All fled.

Thereof (ftenpf, Cerpv with shifting stress),

adv. Now formal or arch. Forms : see THERE
and OF ; also 3 prof (trof), 5 throf. [OE. fisr

of: see THERE 17 and OF.]
1. Of that or it : in various current senses of Or.
c looo Sax. Lctchd. 1. 196, xenim bas ylcan wyrte, wyrc

clyban bxrof. c taoo OBMIN 9867 pa staness batt he space
baeroff, pe^ waerenn rihhte staness. a 1*40 Saivles Wardt
in Cott. Horn. 253 To a rudden him ut brof. Ibid. 265 pat
tu bauest ibeo bear ant soS hauest iseid trof. 13. . Cursor
M. 23732 (Cott.) par of wit trout he broght bam vie. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Koxb.) v. 16 Men makes beroff gude glasse.

1486 lit. St. Attain Cv, Make throf .iij. peDettn. 1516
Piler. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 116 A sage persone .. wyll be

well ware therof. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. in. i. 130, I ..in lieu

thereof, impose on thee nothing but this. 1599 HAKLUYT
Vty. II.i86,I..tookeoutethereofaiarreofoyle. 1611 BIBLE

John vi. 50 That a man may eate thereof, and not die.

1678 WANI.EY Wotui. Lit. World
y.

iL t 79 Having lived

about fifty two years, and thereof Reigned thirty one. a 1761
LAW Com/. Weary Pilgr. (1809) 61 But instead thereof, he
was left solely to the light and spirit of this world.

b. = of it, as objective genitive.
CH75 Lamb. Horn, j pe lauerd haued bar of neode.

1250 Gen. $ Ex. 1132 Maniman oor of holdet litel tale.

a. 1300 Cursor M. 1287 (Cott.) Quen [he] bar of son had a

sight, c 1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 69 Pel ben consenteris &
fautourts per of. c 1400 Yvjaine St Caw. 762 For tharof

had he grete myster. 1568 GRAFTON Chrox. II. 105 To the

spedy execution thereof. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. i 38
Disburse the summe, on the receit thereof. 1600 J. POKY tr.

Leo s Africa u. 62 At last [he] vsurped the gouernment
thereof. 1665 in De Foe Plague (1840) 41 Give notice

thereof to the examiner of health. 1698 TYSON Altai.

Opossum 3 Find out some Name, that might be most

expressive thereof. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) III. 304 Nor
should the heir be occupant thereof.

O. = of it, its, as possessive genitive.
Many examples in Biblical use ; a few occur in the later

Wycliffite version; they increase in the i6th aversions, and
become very numerous in the Kbemish and in 1611.

1388 WVCLIF 2 Kings ii. 12 The chare of Israel, and the

charietere therof [1382 of it ; Cov. and his horsmen ; Getter ,

1611, and K. y. and the horsemen thereof], Prov. iii. 16

Lengthe of daies b in the ri)thalf tberof, and richessis and

glone ben in the lifthalf therof [1382 his, 'of it). Malt.

u. 16 And slowe alle the children, that weren in Bethleem,

and in alle the coostis therof [1382 in alle the eendis of it ;

TINDALE in all the costes there of; Gtiuv., R/um. therof i

1611 thereof; 1881 R . y. in all the borders thereof). 1594
SHAKS. R icA. Ill, i. iii. 154 As little ioy you may suppose in

me, That I enioy, being the Queene thereof. 1611 BIHLK

Joshua xv. 47 Vnto the riuer of Egypt and the great sea

and the border thereof. [So R. V.I i&q COCKERAH in,

Igneams..H* runneth up trees, and his desire is to sit there

on the tops thereof. 16311 SANDERSON Serui. 119 Esay,

speaking of Christ and his kingdome, and the righteous-

nesse thereof. 1815 I. NEAL Jin. Jonathan III. 401 He
tottered away to a rock as to. . an altar j clung to it, as to the

boms thereof. 1910 Act 10 Edw. VII, c. 38 i 3 Tbe schedules

. .shall be deemed to be part of this Act in the same manner

as if they had been contained in the body thereof.

2. From or out of that, as source or origin.

c 1130 Hali Meid. J Al bat muchele lure bat ter of arise8.

1399 Rolls o/Parlt. III. 451/2 So mykel harme and mes.

chief felle therof. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) Pref. 2 peroff

bai hafc grete solace and comforlhe. 1440 PaUad. em

ffuii. L 5 What cam therof? 154" UUAU. Erasm. Afofk.

324 It U thought that one Caluus a poete brought it firste

vp on Pompeius, & thereof the same to haue been taken vp
in a prouerbe. 1590 SKAKS. Com. Err. v. L 68 And thereof

came it, that the man was mad. 1667 MILTON P. L. XH.

476 Much more good thereof shall spiing. i883 KU.KAH



THEBE-OFFE.

Moral P/iilos. i. x. j8i Better is the activity .. than the

pleasure which comes thereof.

j-3. Answering to various obsolete uses of Or : in

ciuots. -thereat, therefor, therefrom, thereanent, etc.

rt 1200 Vices fy Virt. 29 And danke Serof gode swiSe

aierne. 13 . . Guy Warw. (A.) 4656 Now, sir, take )>erof pile.

1386 CHAUCER Purs. T. T 240 For soothly he..sholde..

ycuen his body and al his herte to the seruice of Ihesu cnst

and ther-of doon hym hommage. 1390 GOWER Conf. 1. 112

Gret offence He tok therof. 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)xxlx.

131 pal meruailed bam gretely beroff. CI40O Brut ccxxv.

193 pe lordez of eny toun . . shulde ansuere to be Kmj;
berof. ci44o Alflutliet of Tales 113 He bankid ahmghli
God beroff. c 1450 Codst/nu Reg. 424 Doyng therof

seruyce as hit is I-conteyned in the Charter, c 1500

Meludne xxiv. 183 By my feyth, lady, ..doo your wyll

therof. 1594 CAREW Huarle's Exam. Wits (1616) 99 If

Lazarus had carried to him a pitcher of fresh water, hee

should haue taken great refreshment thereof. 1669 MARVELL
Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 276 If there be any particular that

may more nearly relate to your affaires, you will be pleas d to

consider thereof.

Hence t There-o'ffe, tliero-ffe adv. [with final -e,

after THEKEINNE, etc.], in same senses.

CI400 MAUNDEV. (1839) ii. 13 He bat berelh A braunche. .

Bk. 36) ber-of), that the falle no blame.

Thereology (M^lodS')- rare- 1
, [erron. f.

Gr. Sip-fir to heat, in Nicander 'to foment or apply
a fomentation lo (a wound) ',

hence 9ipuv is glossed

by a scholiast by lafixvos healing, curing : see

-OLOGY.] The healing art. (See quot.)

1841 R. PARK Pantology xu. iii. (1847) 418 In the branch of

Thereology, we include the study of diseases, and the

practice of Medicine. The name is derived from the Greek,

Wepew, I cure, or take care of.

So Thereolo gist, one skilled in thereology.
1882 in OGILVIE (Annandale).

Thereoil (Serc'n,
l

SeT()n), adv. formal or

arch. l'"orms : see THERE and ON ; also 3 )>ron.

4 pran. [OE. )>seron, f. Jakr, THERE 17 + Onfref.j
1. Of position, lit. oi_fig. : On or upon that or it.

971 Btickl. Horn. 71 His be5nas..Ueddon him to bone

eosol, & sedydon biet he bier on jesittan mihte. c IMO
Bestiary 83 Danne god he to a ston, and he billeo 3er on.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2472 (Colt.) Quar-for bar on [7". beron]

good tok his wrac. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 181 If be

place be whijt & neische and miche moisture beron. a 1533
LD. BERNERS Htion Ixxxiii. 259 He toke his cuppe and
made theron .iii. crosses. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. *r Cl. v. it. 133
If thereon you relye. I'll lake my leaue. 1786 JEFFERSON
Wks. (1859) I- 57 1'9 confer with him thereon. 1809-10
COLF.RIDGE Friend \. iv. (1865) 125 All our notion of right
and wrong is built thereon. 1896 Law Times C. 358/2 After

payment of all charges thereon.

fb. as, relative adv. On which :
<= WHEREON.

c 1330 Assuntf. Virg. (B.M. MS.) 600 Foure of be apostles
schalbere be beere Ther on schal ligge me modre deere.

2. Of motion or direction : On or upon that or it ;

onto that.

1x1300 Cursor M. 10776 A duu..bare lighted dun, and
bar on lend. < 1315 SHOREHAM iii. 158 penche bou most
wel bysyly, And by wy^t bran by-stowe. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb,) ii. 7 pe lews, .sett a coroun on his heued and thrast
it beron so fast bat be blude ran doune. c 1475 Rauf
Coiljear 374 Thairun my lyfe dar 1 layd [

= lay tt]. 1593
SHAKS. Lucr. 1139 Who, if it winke, shall thereon fall ana
die. 17x8 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Glass, By reason of the Sand
strew'd thereon. 1887 MORRIS Odyss. xl. 591 When up
reached the elder his hands thereon to lay.

3. As soon as that happened, was done, or was
said ; immediately after that ;

= THEREUPON 2 b.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5871 (Cott.) And taron \-v.rr. bar on,
ber on] sett he men at ask Of ilk dai to yeild bair task.

1618 WITHER Motto, Nee Curo Wks. (1633) 545, I care not

greatly what succeed thereon. 1783 in Cruise Digest (1818)
V. 319 Any non-claim which had ensued thereon. 1870
MORRIS Earthly Par. II. in. 243 Slowly thereon he gat unto
bis feet.

1 4. From some obsolete uses of ON : a. In that,
therein, b. Into that, thereinto. C. About that,
thereof, d. At that, thereat. Obs.
a. 897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. Ii. 399 Hio is

an lytel [burj], & Seah ic meeg &ron libban. c 1000
/l.i I'Kic Hani. II. 410 Aplanta ba?ron ba soSan lufe. c 1205
LAY. 7275 per Bruttus bi-com and to his liue he wunede ber
an. c 1190 St. Michael 453 in S. Eng. Leg. 1. 312 Men seoth
bar on Hjt. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis i. iii. 82 Bid Eolus . . clois
the presoun of wyndis, and thairon ring. 15*5 LD. BERNEKS
Froiss. II. xxvl 71, I had brought with me a boke... And
euery night after supper I reed theron to hym. t). c 1000
&LFRIC Deut. xxxii. 52 pu scealt geseon baet land and bu
ne cymst bsr on. c 1175 LAY. 7274 par on Brutus bicom.
C. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gen. xxxix. 23 He ne cu5e nan bing bar
on. d. e 1400 Brut Ixviii. 64 He wondrede beron gretly,
what it myjt bitoken.

Hence t There,o-nne (perone, also 3 pronne)
Obs. [after fserinne, etc. ; in later use sometimes
only a variant spelling of thereon] THEREON.
c 1200 OHMIN 957 pa twellfe namess ec batt waerenn don

bzronne. c 1200 Trin. Cott. Horn. 89 Ure helende rod
perone. Ibid, 217 Ich wille ew segge bat ich bronne under*
stonde. 1400 Rowland t, O. 416 Ther-one was sett a
bercle of golde. c unAnturs ofArth. 171 pere one hertly
takehede. 01415 Cursor M. 1938 (Trin.) Noe.. let reisean
autere swibe, peronne [C. bar-on] made he sacrifise.
Also Thereo'nto adv., onto or upon that. rare.
1898 Blachu. Mag. Mar. 406 Thereonto throw nine hairs

from the head.

Thereout (6eruu-t), adv. Forms: ip&riit(e,

286

ME. par, per out(e : also 4-5 (9 Sc.~) throut(e.

[OK.)>xrut(e : see THEHE 17 and OUT, OUTE.]
1. Outside of that place, etc.; without. Novtrare.

cSgs K- ./EI.FRED Oros. 11. viii. 4 Nahlon hie naber ne

bajrmne mele ne bajrute freond. c 807 {see IHEKEINNEJ.

c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Mark iii. 31 His modor and his sebroora

..htt ute stodon. CUJS Lamb. Horn. 33 pe inon be leie

.xii. mone3 in ane prisune nalde he Jefen al bet he efre

mahte bijeten wio bet he moste .xii. beo 3er ut of. c 1205

LAY. 1179 Brutus ferde in to bere temple. .& lette al his folc

bilxuen ber vie. 01300 Cursor M. 1333 (Cott.) He..stod

ber oute [v.rr. bar oute, bar vie], And sagh be thing.

/Mil. 15934 He.. Fain wald ha ben ber vte. 1470 HENKY
Wallace tv. 488 The }ett he wor. . ; he held na mall tharouu

1881 J. T. BENT Genoa vi. 127 A. .story current in Roman
Catholic circles, hut not much accredited thereout.

2. Out of doors ;
in the open. Now Sc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3928 Jacob. .On be feild bar oute he lai.

c 1325 Body ft Soul 114 in flap's Poems 349 For alle owre

toures heye, ligge we shule throute In forstesant insnowes.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxvii. 125 pe comouns..er all bird

men and lyez beroute in logez. c 1440 Pallad. ail Hust. l.

896, x crabbes yf thou kest With watir in ai. erthen potte

ywrie, Ten dayis throut [L. subdivo\ vntil the vapur die.

1483 Cath. Angl. 382/1 Tharovte, stiMiuo .i. st nuJo
Aere. 1572 Satir. Poems Refortn. xxxiii. 300 Lang time

thay lay thairout. ifk#-i8 JAMIESON s.v., To lie thairout,

to he in the open air during night.

b. Abroad ; in existence ;
= OUT 26 c. Sc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1977 Quils bou may se mi rainbou bar

oute, Of suilk a flod haue man na doute. c 1560 A. SCOTT
Poems (S.T.S.) xxxiv. 25 The wysesl woman bairout W*
wird may be wyllit To do be deid. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle

Sheph. in. ii, Greater liars never ran thereout.

3. Of motion: Out of that; out from that place,
etc. ; forth from thence. Now Sc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4542 pe boteler to be prison lep. And
suith bar-out he broght ioseph. 13. . Ibid. 2567 (Fairf.)

Come now ber-oute, Be-halde bou be lift a-boute. c 1489
CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xvi. 371 He went to the couffres,
and toke there-out all the treysour. 1533 GAU Kicht Vay
(S.T.S.) 4 Blissit be god quhilk hes helpit me thair owt.

CI750 j. NELSON Jrnl. (1836) 58 They had better never
have known the way of salvation than, after knowing it, be
turned thereout.

4. From or out of that (it, them), as source or

origin ; thence, arch.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints i. (Petrus) 391 pe fals fend in his

liknese Vith be pupill wald spek barowte [out of the figure).

1535 COVERDALE Ps. lxxii[i]. 10 And there out sucke they
no small auauntage. 1650 EARL MONM. tr. Senault's Man
Itec. Guilty 36 They teare up the bowels of the earth to

learn secrets thereout, 1788 JEFFERSON Wks. (1859) II. 353
On condition that he may retain thereout one hundred ana
eighty thousand guilders. 1865 KINGSLEY Herew. ix, With
the divine instinct of freedom, and all the self-help and

energy which spring thereout. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875)
1. viii. 120 As oft as he drank thereout.

1A}L.J>er, far otter: see THERE 17 and OVEB//.]
1. Over or above that, in position (or in transit ;

also in charge, rank, number or amount).
897 K. .ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xlv. 336 Ne he self

nanne wsestm o'aerofer ne bireS. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt,
xxvii. 35 Hi?; to-dfeldon hys leaf and wurpon hlot peer ofer.

c 1220 Bestiary 64 Der ouer he flexed, a 1300 Cursor M.
4 157 per ouer standes a mikel tre. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)
xvui. 85 He berez it to be kyng and makes bar ower many
blissings. 1535 COVERDALE i Chron. xxiv. [xxiii.] 17 But
ye children ofRehabia were many therouer. 1558 PHAER
JJEneid\\. Qj, Therouer dare no bird attempt to flic, for

deadly dout. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. 111. iv. 235 In a
dark blue kirtle was he clad, And a grey cloak thereover.

1905 Contemp. Rev. Feb. 208 To drive Man out of Paradise,
and to keep watch thereover.

2. Jig. In reference to that (which is under con-
sideration or observation, or is the object of occu-

pation, discourse, or attention : see O\EKfrep. 4).
I53S COVERDALE Ecclus. xxxiv. 12, I. .came oft in parell

of death therouer, tyll I was delyuered from it. John
vi. 41 Then murmured the lewes ther ouer, that he sayde : I

am y* bred which b come downe from heauen. 1870 MORRIS
Earthly Par. II. m. 355 He.. smiled to see his deep-set
eyes and grave Gleam out with joy thereover.

Thereright (Se^irait), adv. Obs. exc. dial.

[OE. fser rthte (two words) : see THERE 1 7 and
RIGHT adv. 7 b. Cf. HEKEEIGHT.] Straightway,
forthwith ; there on the spot.
971 Blickl. Horn. 221 pa code he 3ser rihte big on sume

stowe. c 1000 SfftK Gram, xxxviii. (Z.) 233 Statim, bar
rihte. c 1205 LAY. 25676 Nu fulle feowertene niht be feond
heo hafuea ihaldet ber riht [c 1275 forb riht]. 1628 HOBBES
Thucyd. (1822) 92 Because their virtue was thought extra-
ordinary [they] were therefore buried thereright. a 1656
USSHERA nn. vi. ( t658) 392 And they with their naked swords
threatened to kill them there-right, unlesse they returned
to the fight. 1675 HOBBES Odyss. 112 On me. .Bestow'd a
ram, which on the sand there-right I made a sacrifice to
mighty Jove. 1896 Cheltenham Exam. 12 Feb. 8 (E.D.D.)
Er picked un up thurrite un went. 1898 T. HARDY Wcssex
Poems 204 Till ne comes to the orchet, when crooping there-
right . . His lonesome young Bartree appears.
So f Thereri-ghts adv., OE. J>fer rihtes [with

advb. genitive], in same sense.
aiioo Ags. Hymns (Surtees) 92 Pacemque dones protinus

\gloss\ & sibbe bu selle bar rihtes. Ibid. 113 Ascendant
..protinus Ad thronum..[fi>w] Astixan . . bzr rihtes to
brymsetle. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 33 perihtes he ne bio.

Theresian, variant of TERBSIAN.
t Therete-keu, berte'ken, adv. Obs. [OE.

peer tdlacan, i.e./*?-, THEBE 1 7 and t6 iacan, TEKE,
TEKEN.] In addition to that ; besides that.
( looo /Eu-iuc Ham. II. 84 Hu he urum gyltum miltsaS,

THEBETO.
and Sacr to eacan baet heofenlice rice bchxt. 171120 O. E,
Chron. an. 1091, pa.-r to eacan. a 1225 An<,r. A*. 174 pe
nome of Hester ne seiS nout one,

' ab^ondita ',. .auh deS
ber tcken,

' eleuala in populis '. a 1300 Ilavclok 2878 She
is fayr, and she is fre, . . pertekene she is wel with me.

see THERE and THROUGH. [Early ME.farfur/t ;

see THERE 17, THROUGH prep.'}
1. Of place : Through that, it, or them.
1:1175 Lamb. Horn. 83 pet gles..be sunne schinefl bt.-r

burn, a 1325 MS, Rawl. B. 520 If. 32 b, [They] sullen wile

pe toune..3if ani vncouz passez bere t>orusal be aresteid for
te amorue. 13.. Cursor M. 12872 (Gutt.) pe fader steuen
J?ar thoru it orast, Right als it war a thonir blast. 1405
Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. v. v. (W. de W.) g iv/j The glasy
humour lof the eye] is . . bryghte as glasse, soo y1 we maye se
ther thorugh. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. in. u. xxvii. (1636)423
To make therethrough a navigable passage. 1672 MAHVELL
Reh. Transp. I. 55 Its Waters would not mix with this Lake
..but ran theere thorow without ever touching it. 1870
MORRIS

Earthly^
Par. II. HI. 232 He hurried on until he

reached again The outer door, and, sighing, passed there-

through. 1873 M- COLLINS Miranda I. 73 The musical
moan of the water as the ship cuts its way therethrough.
2. By means, or by reason, of that

; thereby.
(i2oo Trin. Coll. ffoin. 189 pat he haueS ber burh

forloren beuene wele. ciioo OKMIN 2325 patt ^ho.-shollde
wurrbenn \Vibb childe swa batt }ho pan'purrh Ne shollde
nohht ben wemmedd. c 1300 Beket 75 And therthurf me
ta^te hire the wei : so that heo thider com. c 1412 HOCCLEVK
De Reg. Princ, 2667 His lorde be kyng withe venym wolde
he fede, So bat ther-purgh he steruen shulde nede. 1535
COVERDALE Ecclus. ProH, Therfore they that ., reade U,
shulde not onely them selues be wyse there thorow, but serue
other also with teachinge and wrytinge. 1678 R. BARCLAY
Apol. Quakers v, xxi. 161 Every Man.. may come there^

through to believe. 1818 SCOTT flrt, Midi, xliii, Ye maim
be minded not to act ajtogether on your ain judgment, for

therethrough comes sair mistakes. 1894 F. T. ELLIS R,
ttard Fox 257 Winning renown and fame therethrough.

Theretill (Setuti-l), adv. north, dial, and Sf.

[ME. far till: see THERE 17 aud TILL prep.]= THERETO (in all its senses).
a 1300 Cursor M. 88? *

pe worm
', sco said, 'me draf bar

till '. Ibid. 15638 All pi wil it sal be dun, par til 1 am redi.
i Havelok i

longes. c 1330 R

:re-

tub

5
cv

a 1300 Havelok 1443 Castles ten, And pe lond pat por til

longes. c 1330 R. BBUNNE Citron. (1810) no Heyrewas he
non, no pertule had resoun ; pe Emperice sonne Henry he
had right pertille. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vij. 26 By
ause of be perilous wayse bertill. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron.
in. ix. 1080 A thousand and thre hundyr yhere And ten
thare tyll. ^1470 HENRY Wallace v. 516 Gret strenth he
has, bathe wyt and grace thartill. 156* BP. PILKINCION

*

Burn. Paules Ck. 7 It is a commentrue sayinge; he that
wil do no yl, must do nothinge that longes there til. a 1577
GASCOIGNE Dan Bartholomew Wks., Hearbes, Weedes% $c,
(1587) 06 And signe it with my simple hand and set my scale

theretil. 1819 IENNANT Papistry Storm'd n. (1827) 63 Wi'
angry bill, and wing theretill. 1832 HENDERSON Scot. Prov,
158 A shower of ram in July.. Is worth a plough of owsen,
and a* belangs theretill.

Thereto (6eat% 8eutu), adv. T&w formal
or arc/i. [OE. J>xr t6

t ]>a>rt6\ see THERE 17 and

To/re/.] To that (or those things), to it (or them).
1. To that place, thing, affair, etc. in various

senses of To prep,
c 1000 ^LFRIC Horn. II. 378 pat he us gebringe to his ecan

Sebeorscipe,
se3e burh his to-cyme us 3ajrto ^ela5ode. c 1000

Saints Lives xxv. 227 Mathathias. .ofsloh . . bsescynincges
Ac.sii be bine &er to neadode. a 1225 Ancr. R. 6 Hwoa se

iiimed bing on hond and bihat hit. .to donne, heo bint hire

berto. a 1*50 Owl ff Night. 103 His nest . . bar to bu stele

in o day & leydest bar on bi fule ey. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B.

xvin. 178 Moyses and meny mo mercy shullen synge; And
I shal daunce ber to. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 34 Ne to put more
ber to, ne to draw ber fro. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. i. 40
Smell also therto in cas it stynke. 1445 tr. Claudtan in

Anglia XXVIII. 275 Where he pat is worthy is calUd
therto. a 1533 LD. BERN
there was a ifytell wode.
Such as haue byn long vsyd

Hnott Ixxxi. 247 Nere therto

38 STARKEY England i. ii. 53
therto. 1611 BIBLE Isa. xliv.

15 He maketh it a grauen image, and falleth downe thereto.

1794 G. ADAMS Nat. ff Exp. Philos, IV. xxxviii. 59 The
edge of the disk will be perpendicular thereto. 1875 F.

HALL in Lippincotfs Mag. XVI. 749/2 All circumstances
of the provocation thereto being dispassionately considered.

189* Law Times Rep. LXV. 582/1 The posts, .are fixed

thereto by iron dogs and dowels.

2. With words denoting pertinence, suitability,

etc., expressed or implied : (Belonging, pertinent,

suitable, needful) to that matter or thing; (ac-

cording) therewith ; for that matter, purpose, etc.

ciooo &LFRIC Horn. II. 494 On core healfe stod Sses

monan craet..and3a oxan 5<crto. c 1000 Saints* Lives
xxix. 129 Ures haelendes erip mamiivfeald is. .and feawa

wyrbtan paer-to. c 1305 St. Andrew 33 in E. E. P. (1862)
Hou mijte hit beo, pat his wille were perto? c 14*5

ng. Cong. Irel. 6 His hert was mych there-to. 1454 E. E.
fils (1882) 133 My bed of grene sylke, wip the testour f

Canape ther-to. c 1485 Digby Myst. i. 24 If our cunnyn

W.

be ther-too. 1539 TONSTALL Sernt. Palm Sund. (1823) i

Hauynge tyme therto. 1556 Aberdeen Regr. (1848) I. 294
All materiaflis neidfull therto. 1626 GOUGE Sertn. Dignity
Chivalry 4 Preparation for Warre, Exercises thereto. 1748
G- WHITE Serm. (MS.), Nothing more is needful thereto.

1871 BKOWMNC Pr. Holienst.-Sckw, 643 Now for the means
thereto.

3. Added to that, in addition to that ; besides,

also, moreover. Now arch, and pott.
(1900 tr. Bafda's Hist. in. xiv. [xvii.] (1890) 202 Nowiht

allies . . butan his cyricean and pxr to feower aeceras.

c looo /tLKKic De Vet. Test. (Gr.) 14 Ic ^esett hzbbe.-wel
feowertig larspella on Engliscum ^ruordeand sumne eacan

ber to. a nai O. E. Chron. an. 1102, Se eorl Rotbert..
ha:fde pone eorldom her on loiide on



THERETOFORE.
micel rice pxr to. 1175 l.ainb. Horn. 67 HU apostles.,
and monie core )>er<: lo. c 1386 CHAUCER Prat. 153 A
Prioresse..Hir mouth ful smal, and ther lo softc and rued.
Ibid. 353. Xyiiire's T.n. a 1450 A"/. <fe la. Tour 103 To
falle from richesse into loweastate, and thereto pouerte. 1587
GOLDING De Mornay^ xi. (1592) 160 Man reasoneth and d^-
coursetl), because he is Man : and were he thereto vnchange-
able, he were a God. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple fsl. xi. xlvi,
Thereto of substance strange, so Ihinne an4 slight. 1830
TENNYSON Talking Oak 196, I would have paid her kiss lor

kiss, With usury thereto. 1887 MORRIS Odyss. XI. 387 As
Cromius and Nestor,. .And thereto the glorious Pero.

Theretofore (Sc:j,tnfou), adv. Nowformal.
[ME. per to/ore : see THERE 1 7 and TOFOBE adv.]
Before that time; previously to that.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 2611 pet. .wist bat bai in wast wroti^t

ber to-fore. 1430-40 LVDG. Bochas vm. i. (MS. Bodl. 263}
368/2 Emperors reknid for ther toforn was non. 1791 in

Picton L'/xiol Munic. Rte. (1886) II. 205 The By-laws
theretofore made. 1851 GLADSTONE Gleatt. (1879) VI. 4
A judgment that alienated dissenting endowments from
purposes to which they had theretofore been applied. 1894
.SVate Trials (N.S.) VI. 410 According to the canonical
practice theretofore observed in Kngland.

Thereto'ward, adv. rare. [ME.fertowarti,
{. THERE 17 + TOWARD prep.} Toward that (place,

thing, matter, etc.).
a IMS Leg. Katli. 1484 pat alle (rat ter bi gaS..buhe ber

toward, aiiig Ancr. R. 52 Kue..turnde hire lust J>er

toward, & nom & et bcrof, & ?ef hire louerd. 1908 Daily
News 29 Feb. 4 The matter of Signor Nasi's conduct, with
the popular attitude theretoward.

i Theretoye us, adv. Obs. Forms: I ]>eer

tojeanes, far togenes, 3 per to }enes, ]>er-

to;eine8, perteyens. [Orig. two words : OE./r,
THERE 17, togenes, TO-GAINS; if the compound
had survived till 151)1 c. it would have become
thcrclogainst.]
1. Against or in opposition to that
c 1000 /KI.FRIC Horn. I. 236 Swilce hi wislice sprecon ! Ac
we cweSa<5 bzr tojeanes, paet God is /Elmihuj. a IMS
Ancr.R. Bo Nu we schullen sumhwat speken..a;ein vuel

speche ba:t }e berto^eines tunen ower earen. 1340 Ayenb.
ii Huo bet deb berteyens be his wytinde zenjeb dyadliche.
2. In return for that ; in exchange therefor.

1066-9 'n Thorpe Charters (1865) 436 We habbab heom
geunnen . .and hi us bar tosenes sifep. naoo Trin. Coll.

Horn. 203 Ech man be for mine name. .fol3e5 me he shal
fon ber to senes hundredfeld mede.

Thereunder (Senrndai), adv. Nowformal.
[OE. Qxrttnder : see THERE 1 7 and UNDER prep.]
1. Under that or it ; below or beneath that.

c 897 K. JELFRED Gregory's Past. C. xviii. 130 Ealle 5a be
ofer oore beo5, beo3 heafdu Sara be oa^runder beo5. c itao

Bestiary 314 He drawee Se neddre of oe ston. .for it wile
oerunder gon. 13. . Cursor M. 28731 pe berer. .behouis it

[the burden] cast nim fra, Quen he mat noght bar vnder ga.
c 1440 Sir Gowther 313 There under he made his sete.

'579 w - WILKINSON Confat. Family of Lme, Herd.
Affirm, b^, Not that they should alwayes remaine as

subject thereunder. 1630 SANDERSON Serm. (1681) 11.311
There is no way but to submit, and to humble our selves

thereunder. 1862 SMILES Engineers\\\.-$s$ Acontract with
owners of land, .for the working of the coal thereunder.

2. Under that title, heading, etc. ; under the pro-
visions, or by the authority, of that.

1617 MINSHEU Ductor Title-p., The Nature, Propertie,
Condition . . of things there-vnder contayned. 1640 Up. HALL
Episc. i. v. 21 The cause of those, who there-under have
reformed France. 1706 in Parish Accts. St. Julian's,

Shrewsbury II. 43 (MS.) The Assessors thereunder named
;

or the major part of them. 1885 H. REED in Law Rep. 15 !

Q. B. Div. 160 The intention is that s. 125..and the rules

to be made thereunder shall constitute a complete and

separate code. 1908 Times 6 May 17/3 Royalties paid
thereunder were to be paid to the publishers.

3. Under or less than that (number, age, etc.).

1535 COVERDALE i Chroit. xxvii. 23 Them that were

twentye yeare olde and there vnder.

t ThereuntHl, adv. Obs. [f. THERE 1 7 + UNTIL

frep.'] THEKKUNTO.
13.. Cursor M. 1066 (G5tt) Vr lauerd loked noght bar

vntill {Colt, bar till].

Thereunto (Cernt'( -fntu), adv. arch.
[f.

THERE 17 + UNTO prep.]
1. Unto or to that place; unto that thing,

matter, subject, etc.

13.. Cursor M. 3717 (Gott.) Hir moder consail was bar

vnto [rime do: v.r. J>ar to]. unRolls ofParlt. VI. 113/1
The said sommes. .shuld be restored, .to every persone..
that had payed therunto. 1568 GRAFTON Chron, II. 395
To make the offense the greater, he added much therevnto.

a. 1661 FULLER Worthies, Surrey (1662) HI. 87, I am anraied

that our Infidel Age will not give credit thereunto. 1713
WARDER True Amazons (ed. 2) 105 Many cannot attain

thereunto. 1875 MYERS Poems (ed. 4) 89 When God had

brought me thereunto.

1 2. In addition to that ;
= THERETO 3. Obs.

1567 DRANT Horace, Epist. To Rdr. *v, A sillye trans-

lator rythmical and thervntoan harde wryter. 1678 WAN LEV

Wond. Lit. World V. ii. 79. 472/1 Ofan exceeding courage
and strength, of a sharp wit, and thereunto very fortunate.

t ThereU'p, adv. Obs. Forms : see THERE
and UP ; also 3 pruppe. [Late OE. peer uppan
(fser there, uppan upon, on) would give ME.
*ier uppen, feruppe, and in I4th c. ferup; but

these might also be new formations from uppe, UP.]
1. Up on that, upon that (place or thing) ; up in

or into that place ; up there, up above. In quota.

c 1230, above (on the page or in the document).
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a. r- 1000 ^KLFBIC Saints' Lives xxx. 200 Him .>

my.vn forl,ctcn pact he pa:r uppuu Milan miliu-. c 1*30
ilali Meid, 39 Ich habbe ihaldeii i:. brnppe.
tbid. t Forsac pi fader bus as hit is peruppe iopenet. c 1150
Gen. fy A_r. 1609 De louerd 3or uppc a-buucn Lened Sor on,

1300 St. Krandnn 123 liord and cloth i-sprad, And bred
I- 1

1 ii - h ther uppe. ^1315 SHOKKIIAM i, 41 Huwe mey pat
be? wo dar per oppe stei^e ?

ft. 1571 HUCIIANAN Detect, Q. Mary U iij, I hauc wakit
laiter lhairvp [Vr. Li haul} then I wald haue done, if it

liail u:it IKMH- [t-i< .]. 18*9 A. CLAKKR in Life xiii, (1840) 478
Collectors.. to take silver from all who should go thereup.
2. = TBZBKUFOa 2, 3.
a. fti**$Ancr.R. 42 Hwo se wule mei a-stunten peruppe

nnon rihtes efter pe uorme ureisun. c 1190 Keket 447 in .S*.

pousend marc, a 1323 A/S. Rawt. B. 520 If. 32 pat a non
ii^t . .!: i-mad so uers siute per oppe fratn toune to toune.

ft' '375 f-'AV. 1487) BAMIIOUR Bruce x.4 jj Sic mellc tharup
can he male. 1430 W. PASTOM in P*Lctt. 1. 30 And there up to

graunte your worthy lettres.

3. Over and above that, in addition to that.
iw R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 716 5f pou wole ^ut per vppe more

esse \m ask] & wile of me. Ibid. 1085 panne a^t it be inou
. . Loue & frendssipe to aski us.. pet pou nc askedest per
vppe pralhede euere mo.

Thereupon (ffcarp(7'n,6eT#pfm), adv. Forms:
see THERE and UPON. [In ME. two (or three)

words.]
1. Upon that or it (of position or motion, ///.

oryijf.). arch, orformal.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 53 pes riche men. .UggeS per uppon

alse pe tadde deft in pere eor3e. a 1115 Sf. Marker. 21
Cume pe sunfule mon ant legge his mud per up on. a. 1300
CursorM. 18565 par apon pai did pair sele. c 1400 />'rut 103
pat eueryman mijt. . bereoppon loke. 1:1400 Destr. 7>(y 8447
Vche lede, bat leuys perapon. 1588 A. KING tr. Cara'siuf'

Catech. hij b, Yesonday. .callit ye day of our Lord, because
of his resurrection yairvpon. 1716 Land. Caz. No. 5480/1
The Goods and Merchandizes laden

thereupon,
a 1774

TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 679 If any man thinks he has
..formed his own speculative plan thereupon,

fb. Alongside of that. Obs.

1*75 LAY. 12423 Hii bi-gonne. .anne swipe deope dich,
and par vp on oueral one stonene wal. 1652 NEEDHAM
Seldtn's Mare Cl. To Rdr., Divers Potent Princes.. who
have..large territories lying thereupon [on the sea),

t c. ~ THEREABOUTS 2 b. Sc. Obs.

1649 I!i'. GUTHRIK Ment. (1703) 73 Standing in the Close,
with 60 Gentlemen or thereupon about him.

2. Upon that (in time or order) ; on that being
done or said

; (directly) after that.

13. . Cursor M. 4945 (GOtt.) Mete and drinck i gaf balm

bath,. .And bar apon [C. par on] stale [C. pai] pus mi thing.
c 1400 [see THEREUP 2, quot. 1297], 1499 HP, R. Fox in

Lett. Kick. Ill> Hen. VII (Rolls) II. 85 iHe] wilbe with

you at Michaelmas or soone thereupon. 15x6 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) i b, Thervpon I begon after my poore
maner to wryte in latyn. 1651 HOBBES Leviatk. ii. xxvii.

159 If thereupon he accept Duell. 1891 Law Times XCII.

104/2 For the purposes of the argument and the decision

following thereupon.

b. On that ground ; in consequence of that. arch.

1534 STARKEY Let. to Cromwell in England (1878) p. x,
So therapon wyth your beneuolent mynd you may set for-

ward somewhat better my purpos. 1590 SHAKS. Corn.

Err. v. i. 388, 1 was tane for him, and he for me, And there-

upon these errors are arose. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comrtt. M.
xviii. 281 In some particular countries, by local custom,
where other trees [than oak, ash, and elm] are generally used
for building, they are thereupon considered as timber.

1851 RUSKIN Stones Ifen. I. Pref. 5 It had been fitted up
for somebody's reception, and been thereupon fresh painted.

3. On that subject or matter ; with reference to

that (it, them) ; thereancnt. arch, orformal.
1414 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 22/2 That ther never be no Lawe

made ther uppon. 1439 m Archxologia XXI. 35 After b"

..Kynges lettres patentz ther upon made, a 1557 Diurn.
Occur. (1835) 34 The erle BothwelU.tuke tbame to Abir-

lady, and disponit thairvpone at his pleaspur. 1695 Enq.
A nc. Const. Eng. 39 Upon a legal process issued out there-

upon. 1781 H. GATES in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. III.

420, I ^should have been happy to know your sentiments

thereupon. 1905 Sat. Rev. 23 Dec. 814/2 As the.. reports
. . interest . . teachers I venture to address you thereupon.

t Therewhrle, adv. Obs. Forms : see THESE
and WHILE, [ME./r hwile% analysis not certain,

but app. repr. an OE. (ori)f>xre hwile *
in that time ',

and thus, practically the more usual the white
t

OE. fd hwile.
ber hwtle had evidently come to be apprehended as a

whole, and taken as an adv. before 1350, when it appears
with advb. genitive est ~s'. see next. Cf. the while (OE,),
the whiles c 1300, and the later while, whiles, advbs., both
c 1300.]

a. During the time that ; whilst ;
so long as.

b. During that time ; the while ; meanwhile.
c IMO Bestiary (in O.K. Misc.) 784 Ne dar he stiren, ne
noman deren, Der wile he laje and luue beren. 1340 Ayenb.
213 per huile bet ich me solaci an playe, iche ne penche none
manne kuead . a 1400-50 A lexander 1 57 Many was be bald

berne at banned bar quite pat euer he dured pat day. c 1430

Life St. Kath. Cont. (1884) 3 How be Emperour . . ther

whyle sent pryue lettres. 1575 Q. ELIZ. in Haringtoris
Nitgac Ant. (ed. Park 1804) 1. 126 Their-while I prepair

my selffe to welcome deathe. 1617 HIERON Wks. II. 66

What becommeth of the Spirit ofGod therewhile ? Is it lost ?

t Therewh.rles^whi-lst,^. Obs. [f.prec.

with -s of advb. genitive, subseq. made -st: see

WHILST.] =
prec.

a. c 1190 Gen. $ Ex. 1283 Dor quiles he wunede in bersabe,

THEREWITHAL.
Sn was yuaces eld (etc.). njo R. Hm-Nxr .VtiKl. 567, Y
keple hem byrwhylys y was with hem. 1340 Aytik. 104
Offre to god wort>i offringe |>erliuyl< bel lni IcurM. 1377
I.ANGL. /'. /V. I'., vi. 8 Whal sholcie we wommtn worche
l>ere whiles? 1441 CixtOHCkait. CixUiiCliyM.il Then
whilci he may not be unied lo god by can* ha liaMh in

i 1557 Mm. M. |!ASST n
Trial. Passion M.'s Wk... iJ76/> Which is uriuely <

in cuery thniR he <lnlh therwilei.

1603 FLOSIO Montaigne \. xxx. (1633) 103 'ITjeir wont'
themselves therewhil st with warming of ihcir drinke
Therewith (Se^wi-b, -Sc-iwifi with shifting

stress} t
adv.

f KoV^/firMt/ or arch. [OE./r wi} t

8Krwi9
t f.]>xrt THERE 17 + 1018, WITH/;//.]

1 1. Against that (or those) ; in opposition to that
;

in return for that. Obs.
c 1000 /ELPRIC Gtn, xlvii. 16 Drifaff hider eowre orf, . .and

ic sylle cow pacr w!3 mete, a laoo Moral Ode 300 Warnir
[elc man] aec his frend per w id so ic habbe mine, c xuo
Bestiary 383 Mikel ned, ?at we dar wid ne dilkn. c 1300
Cursor m. 28109, I said not ans par wit nal.

2. With that (or those) as accompaniment, ad-

junct, etc. ; together or in company with that (and
in allied senses of with).
c888 K. ALFRED lioeth. xxxiii. f 5 Swapeah hi &int

SserwiS ^emengde. a syaoCttnar M. 7262 [Samson) slogh
his faas him-self par with. 1340 HAMKILE Pr. Conic.

1751 pai sal fele bar many a ded brayde, Bot
)>ai

sal ay ly(
bar with. 1599 DAVIES Imnwrt. Sottl I. xxiii, All things. .

We seeke to know, and how therewith to do. 1885 Law Ref.
14 Q. B. Div. 346 At right angles therewith. s8WSi>URCEoi4
Treat. David Ps. cxxxii. 10 Every person connected there-

with. 1907 iLUmwasmZtefo 7V/.iiL 44 The., historical

accuracy of the Acts has been amply revindicated.., and
therewith the value of its evidence. 1910 Act 10 Edw. VH,
c. 38 Sched. B, For Old Age Pensions, .and for certain
Administration Expenses in connection therewith ; 500*000.

b. In addition to that ; besides, withal.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3204 Nembrot. .O babilon king, stijf in

stur, And per wit [v.rr, par-wid, *wip] was he gtet werrur.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xii. 50 pe water of pis see es full

bitter and salt parwith. 1886 RIFLING Dcfarim. Dittiet, etc.

(1899) 41 Pagett, M.P, was a liar, and a fluent liar therewith.

p.
With that (word, act, or occurrence) ; that

being said or done ; thereat, thereupon, forthwitn.

1369 CHAUCER Dtthe Blauncht 375 Y fil aslepe, and
therewith evene Me mette so ynly swcte a swevrne.

1377 LANGU P. PI. B. xix. 479 pe vyker-.toke his leue,
And I awakned pere with, a 1415 Cursor M. 10462 (Trin.)

Vtayne per wip [G. wid pis word] gon to tene. 151* K.
COPLAND Helyas (1827) 76 TherwUh the king and thequene
went and kyssed theyr sonne Helias. 1317 TORKINCTON
Pilgr. (1884) 33 And ther with they com ner hym. 1868
MORRIS Earthly Par., Man born to be King 107 Therewith
he rose And led the way unto a close.

3. With that as instrument ; by means of that.

ri5o6V.4 Ex. 379 Two pitches weren..to Adam and
to Eue bro)t, Dor wid he ben nu bo5en srid. And here same
sumdel is hid. 1297 R. GLOUC (Rolls) 3838 Is suerd he drou

pere Vor to asaile him perwip. c 1400 Brut ccviiL 338 Pai

toke stone, and made perwip be tour. 15*6 TINDAI.R Jas.
Hi. 9 The tonge..Therwith blesse we God the father and
therwith cursse we men which are made vnto the similitude

off God. 1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1613) 437 Whether
fish or birds be taken therewith. 1715 Bradley s Fam. Diet,

s. v. Mint, If you bathe the affected Part therewith.

b. With that as cause or occasion; on account
of or because of that

;
in consequence of that.

c 1440 Jacob's /rW/3co Whan be flesch sufferyth penauns
or hardnesse, it gruccnyth per with, c 1500 Melusitte 360

Hys bretheren and the baronnye bere were abasshed ther-

with. 15*6 TINDALE i Tim. vi. 9 When we have fode and
i ay infill, let vs thru with be content. 1579 SPENSER .S'/<.///.

Cal. Mar. 04 Therewith affrayd I ranne away. 179* COWFF K

Let, to y. Johnson 5 Nov. , 1 have finished the Sonnet . . and
sent it to Haj ley, who is well pleased therewith.

Therewithal (5eajwiS^*l), adv. arch. [Orig.
two words, THERE 17 and WITHAL adv.}
1. Along with or together with that ; besides, or

in addition to that (fact, circumstance, etc.) ;
with

all that; over and above that; ^THEREWITH a, ib.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wact (Rolls) 11915 Nys non on

lyue, . . fat semep so wel his beryng, Ne so curteys (wr wyp-
al. c 1386 CHAUCKR IVi/e's ProL 773 And ther with-al he
knew of mo prouerbes Than in this world ther growen gras
or herbes. 1490 CAXTON Etuydbs xxix. uaA wh>-tecoloure,
with a bryght hew there with alle. 1591 SHAKS. Two
Gent. iv. iv. 90 Giue her that Ring, and therewithal! This

letter. i6ao VENNMK I'ia Recta vi. (1637) 113 A couple of

potched Egges, ,. eating therewithall a little Bread and
Butter. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias xi. xi. (Rtldg.) 414 He was
to make a voyage, and as he hoped, his fortune there-

withal a 1850 ROSSETTI Dante 4- Cire, I. (1874) 250 False

hopes, true poverty, and therewithal The blinded judgment
of a host of friends.

2. That being said or done; -THEREWITH 2 c.

01300 Cursor M. 1117 Caym..wend [hja scaped par wit

lie [G. par wid allj. 1375 BAHBOUR Bruce v. 252,
'
I grant ',

.je said ; and thar with all He lowtit, and his leyf has tane.

CI47S Ranf Coil%ear 151 He stakkerit thair with all Half

the breid of the hall. 1570 Pride $ Lowl. (1841) 20 What
then?..Quoth he; and therewithal he swore an oath, 1663
HLAIR Autobiog. iii. (1848) 55 Therewithal, stretching out

both his arms, drew in my head to his bosom. 1801 WORDSW.
Troiltis 9t Cr. 8 And therewithal to cover his intent A cause

he found into the Town to go. 1879 BUTCHBR & LANG

Odyss. xv. 255 He had signed silently to the woman and

therewithal gat him away to the hollow ship.

1 3. With that ;
- THEREWITH 3. Obs.

1400 CAXTON Eneydos Ix. 159 He toke hy? hand fulle of

erthe..andfylled hys throte therwithalle. 1577 B. GOOCK



THEREWITHIN.
Heresoach's H'isb. I. (1586) 43 Make plaister, and washe

therewithal! the walles within. 1656 EARL MONM. tr.

Boccalinis Advts. fr. Parnass. I. xxvi. (16^4) 28 [He]

throwing off his Royal
Cloak..would therewithall have

covered that beautiful Lady.

Therewith!!! (3eJwiSi
g

n), adv. arch. [Early
ME. two words, J>er widinnen, loijnnnt,

= THERE
1 7 and OE. wiSinnan, WITHIN : cf. THEREINKE,

THEREIN.] Within or into that place ; within there.

1200 Trin. Coif. Horn. 115 pe engles be ber wiffinnen

weren. ciyto Cast. Lovej-ji Neuer synne per wib Inne

com. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce in. 446 pai na mete bar within

had. 1447 Shillingford Lett. (Camden) 104 Eny persone
dwelling there withynne. 1885 TENNYSON Prol. to Gen.

Hamley 15 Therewithin a guest may make True cheer.

1802 C. E. NORTON Dante's Paradise v. 27.

Therf, Therf-cake see THARP, THAW-CAKE.

Therfor(e, -fro,-from, (-geyn), -hence, obs.

ff. THEREFOHE, -PRO, -FROM, -GAIN, -HENCE.

Theriac (piTiaek), sb. (a.) arch. Forms: a.

(i tyriaca) ;
6- theriaea, 7-8 theriaee. 0. 5

tiriake, tyriake. y. 6- theriac, 7 -ack, -aque.

See also THERIACLE. [a. late L. theriaea, thlriacl

(med.L. theriacum), a. Gr. Or/piaiti) (arriSocris),

fnpiaxoy (^ApinoKov), fern, and neut. of Sriptaieos r>er-

taining to wild beasts or poisonous reptiles, f. fftjpiov,

dim. of 8iip wild beast, poisonons reptile. So F.

th/riague (i6th c. in Godef.), whence the last 7
form; It., Sp.teriaca, Sp. triaca, Pr. tiriaca; MHG.
triak, G. theriak, V'u.teriaak: see also THERIACLE.]
An antidote to poison, esp. to the bite of a veno-

mous serpent ;
= TREACLE sb. I.

The flesh of the viper was formerly held to be a necessary

ingredient of the antidote to its bite (see quot. 1608) ; hence

many references in the fig. uses of theriac and treacle.

o. [c woo Sax. Leecltd. II. 175 Tyriaca is god drenc wib
innob tydernessum. Ibid. 290 Nime bonne ane lytle snsed
baes tyriacan & gemenge.] Ze6j BULLEYN Bulwark. Dial.
Soarnes # Chir.

(1573) 59 Take Theriaea of the making of

Andromachus, . . which is a Triacle incomperable. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny xxix. 1.348 See what account there is made
of a composition called Theriace \tnispr. Theriall : corrected
in

list^oferrata]. i6o8TopSELL Serpents(^^S-} 810 Theriace,
or Triacle, not only because it cureth the venomous bitings
of Serpents, but also because the Serpents themselves are

usually mingled in the making thereof. 1765 Univ. Mag.
XXXVII. 237/1 He. .took. .a large dose of theriaea with
wine. [18x1 HOOPER Med. Diet. s. v., Theriaea Andro.
machi, the Venice or Mithridate treacle. .. Theriaea com-
ittunis,common treacle, or molasses. . . Theriaea Londinensis,
a cataplasm of cummin seed, bay-berries, germander, snake*

root, cloves and honey.l
ft. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. in. jroo Vyn tiriake \v. r.

Vyntariake] is also now to make.. The bite of euery best
me shal escape. Ibid. ui8 Also tiriake t. r. Tyriake] Ys
good to take and . . Heeld on theyr rootes ofte.

y. 1568 SKEVNE The Pest (1860)24 One half vnce of guid
auld theriac. 1658 ROWLAND Moii/ct's Theat. Ins. 1005
Oyl of Quinces is commended as the certain Theriack for
this disease. 1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 160 The great number
of Vipers, brought to the Grand Duke of Toscany for the
composing of Theriac or Treacle. 1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696)
bijb, As when the skilful Artist to compose His mighty
Theriaque; Weighs the Critick Dose. 1751 Student II.

344 When the disease was young, it was mitigated with. .

crabs eyes ;.. theriac and vinegar. i86a BEVERIDCE Hist.
India 1. 1. v. 108 Tiriak of Khutta, a medicine . . then in high
repute as an antidote. 1890 Athenstum 19 Apr. 496/3 Such
tisane or theriac as the science of the time could furnish.

B. adj.
= THERIACAL.

1440 Vyn tiriake [= med.L. vtnum tiriacum; see (3

above]. 1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. s.v. Theriaea,
' Theriac '

and ' Theriacal
'

have been used adjectively for
'

medicinal'.

Theriacal (perSi-akal), a. [f. TFERIAC + -AI,.

Cf. F. tUriatal (151)1 c. in Godef. Compl.).] Per-

taining to or of the nature of theriac ; antidotal.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 703 Who confound and

mixe together minerals, herbs, thenacall trochists, made of
the parts of venemous serpents, for the composition of their
treacles. 7<W. Explan. Words, Theriacal Trochisks,Trosc\\K
made of vipers flesh. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658)
215 The heart of a Hair hath in it a theriacal virtue also.

1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) 1 1. i3I To carry a spunge
moistened with

spirits of wine and a theriacal vinegar, and
often to smell to it. 1857 [see prec. BJ.
Hence f Tlierlaca-lity, theriacal quality. rare~ l

.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disf. 331 Mesucus uses it in the
Electuary, .because there is some theriacality in it.

t Therracle. Obs. Forms: 5 tiriaele, 6
tyriakle, 7 theriacle, -oal. [a. OF. tiriacle,

ter(i)ac!e (i^th c. in Godef. Comfl.}, beside OF.
triacle (I2th c.) ; popular alterations of tiriaque,
thlriaquc, THERIAC : see also TREACLE.] = THE-
RIAC, TREACLE sb. i.

cnoa MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxl 94 Tiriacle may no}t helps
ne nan pber medecyne. 1561 HOLLVBUSH Horn. Apath. 29
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Theriacal, or treacle, a medicine . .invented against poysons
1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Tluri'aca, TherTace, Theriacle
Treacle

[Therial, in recent Diets., error for THERIAC.
Founded upon a misprint in Holland's Pliny, corrected in

the Errata and in subseq. editions, but correction missed
by Richardson : see quot. 1601 in THERIAC a.]

Thericlean (>erikl;-an), a. [f. L. Theride-us
adj., a. Gr. 07jpi'/cAti-oj made by Thericles, a
famous Corinthian potter : see -AN.] Of Thericles

;

of the form or kind made by Thericles, as a cup.

fifty golden Vessels all thericlean Cups, and four hundred

silver ones. 1703 ROWE Ulyss. Prol. 13 They sent her Bil-

lets doux, and presents many Ofancient Tea and Thericlean

China. [1857 BIRCH Anc.Patiery (1858) II. 107 IheT/ieri-

cleios was a kind of cup invented by Thericles, a Corinthian

potter, the contemporary of Aristophanes.)

II Theridion (bm-di(?n), -nun (-im). Zool.

[mod.L. a. Gr. BnpiStov little animal, dim. of 0ijp

wild beast.] A genus of spiders, many of which

spin webs of irregularly intersecting threads.

1861 HULME tr. Moquin-Tandon II. v. ii. 261 Spiders...
The most important are i, the Mygales;. .2, the Clubi-

ones;. .3, the Theridions, especially the Malmignatte of

Corsica and Italy, and the Mactans of South America.

Therin, -inne, etc. : see THEREIN.

Therio- (J>i
3
ric), before a vowel theri- (J)iri),

representing Gr. Onpio-, combining form of 8r;piov,

dim. of ffr/p
wild beast ; forming the first element

in some scientific and other words. Therl-

anthro-pic a. [Gr. av8pontcx man], combining the

form of a beast with that of a man ; of or pertaining
to deities represented in the combined forms of

man and beast, as dog- or eagle-headed divinities.

Theria'nthropism, representation or worship of

therianthropic deities {Funk's Stand. Diet, 1 895).
The-riodont [Gr. oSou's, oSovr- tooth], a fossil

reptile with teeth of a mammalian type, spec, one

of the order Theriodontia; also attrib. or as adj.

Therio'latry, the worship of beasts, or of therio-

morphic deities. ) Theriolo'ffic, f -leal adjs.

rare, of or pertaining to the scientific study of

beasts; zoological. The-rioniancy [-MANCY],
divination from the movements of animals. The-
rioma niac, nonce-wit,, one who has a mania for

hunting wild beasts. The'riopod a. and sb. =
THEROPOD (Cent. Diet. 1891). Therlo-tomy
[Gr. rofcfi cutting], the dissection or anatomy
of beasts ; zoptomy. Theriotro'phical a. [Gr.
Tpc*piK-6s nursing], concerning the nursing or rearing

(of man) by beasts. Theriozo'io a. [Zoic], of or

belonging to a period in human history anterior to

the domestication of animals.
1886 C. P. TIILE in Encycl. Brit. XX. 367/1 Religions, in

which animistic ideas still play a prominent part, but which
have grown up to a *therianthropic polytheism. 1876 OWEN
in Q. yrnl. Geol. Sac. XXXII. 352 (title) Evidences of
*Theriodonts in Permian Deposits elsewhere [etc.). Ibid. 356
It is to the Theriodont, not the Labyrinthodont order that
such humerus must be referred.

i8?7_
LE CONTE Elem. Geol.

(1879) 410 Remarkable reptiles,.. which from some mamma*
Han characters, especially in the teeth, he [Owen] calls

Theriodonts (beast tootM. 1905 Athenxum 35 Feb. 246/3
On . . the Anatomy of a Theriodont Reptile. 1897 Eiiin,
Rev. July 239 He rightly declines to (race back all "theri.

olatry_
to totemism. [i6ao ALSTED Encycl. 625 Physio-

gnomia *theriologica est bestiarum.] 1697 EVELYN Nutnism.
viii. 296 Compares this Theriologic Physiognomy and re-
semblance of Brutes. 1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn. b ij, I

royalty. 1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., *Thtriotomy,_iao-
tomy. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain \.

yii. 535/1 These
*theriotrophical legends are of all countries ; thus Habis,
king of Spain, was reared by a doe. 1898 SIR H. HOWORTH
in Nat. Sc. Apr. 269 To separate the "Theriozoic beds into
two series.

Theriodlo (biarip-dik), a. rare~. [f. Gr.

ffnpiutia brutality, savagery + -ic.] Of ulcers, etc.,

Malignant.
1899 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1909 in Cent. Diet., Suppl.

Theriomorphic()'i a
rioimp-ifik),a. [f.THERio-

+ Gr. riopip17 form + -ic : cf. MORPBIC.] Having
the form of a beast

; also transf. of or pertaining
to a deity worshipped in the form of a beast.
1882 Sat. Rev. 21 Jan. 71 The process by which Therio-

morphic became Anthropomorphic Gods is . . sufficiently
illustrated in early religions. 1884 E. H. PLUMPTRE in

Expositor July 4 The 'abominations' of the Egyptian
thenomorphic worship. 1890 L. R. FARKELL in Ox/. Phil.
Soc. Tr. 7 Feb. 9 The

perfectly human God, the transition
from a. .vaguer and often thenomorphic conception of him.
1898 Q. Rev. July 103 An elaborate cult of bestial gods, or
at least a thenomorphic ritual.

So Theriomorphosis (-mo'jfosis, -mpjfpii'sis),
transformation into the shape of a beast ; Therio-
mo-rphous a., a. THEBIOMORPHIC

; b. Zool.
of or pertaining to the Theriomorpha, in Owen's
classification, a suborder of Batrachia

; also in Pa-
Iseont. resembling a quadruped or mammal, as ' the

theriomorphous reptiles of the Permian period '.

1865 BARING-GOULD Werewolves x. 172 The phase of transi-
tion from theriomorphosis to anthropomorphosis.
t Therk, a. Obs. Forms: 3 flherk, 4-5

Jterke, 5 therk, thirke, thyrke, 7 thurok, thurk.
[app. a variant of ME. derk, DARK; but the
change of initial d to 6,J>, is abnormal and un-
explained : cf. however OS. thimm, beside OE.
dim(m), OFris. dimme DIM.] = DARK a.
c
"So.pierk (see THERKNESS oelow). 13.. Sir Bates (A )

2790 TU it was pe berke nijt. 1439 LYDO. Min. Poems

THEBMAL.

(Percy Soc.) 204 Your by! clothyd thirke and on clene. c 1440
jfacol's Wcllzv) Ffyve cytees schal be in be lond of thirknes

spekyng wyth a chaungyng tunge. pis is for to saye, fiyve
citees schal be in the therk body of man. c 1450 Cov. Myst.
xvii. (1841) 170 To marre 3ow in a tbyrke myste. a x68>
SIR T. BROWNE Tracts viii. (1684) 146 Words. .of common

dark.

Hence f Therk v. Obs. (3 pirk)
fThe-rkness Obs., darkness.

DARK v. ;

c 1175 LAV. 1 1973 pirkede vnder sonne pustrede be wolkne.
c 1250 Gen. Af Ex. 3102 Dhikke Sherknesse cam on Sat lond.
c 1440 [see above), c 1485 Digby Myst. in. 773 Owt of be
ded slep of therknesse de-fend vs aye !

Theri, obs. form of THIRL sb. 1 and vl
Therm 1

(Jwjm). arch. Also 6-8 therme.
[prob.a. F. tAernie(i^ih c. in Godef. Compl.) in pi.,
ad. L. thermse, a. Gr. Bipiuu hot baths, pi. of Dippi]

heat.] A public bath or bathing establishment.
1549 THOMAS Hist. Italii (1549) 28 b, A noumbre of hote.

houses in euerie Therme. 1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv.
I. Trophies 1 1 12 O cleer Therms, If so your Waves be cold ;

what is it warms, Nay burns my heart ? 1613 DANIEL Hist.
Eng. i. 25 Britaine..could not but partake of the magnifi.
cence of their goodly structures, Thermes, Aquaductes,
High wayes. 1619 MAXWELL tr. Herodian (1635) 175 The
Theaters, Therms, and all the splendor and glory thereof.

1716 LEONI Albertfs Archil. II. 74/1 A public Bath or
Iherme. 1890 BRIDCETT Blunders f, Forg. ii. 32 The same
author describes the therms at Paris.

Therm 2
(pajm). Physics, [mod. f. Gr. iffnit

hot, warm, 6if\a] heat.] A proposed unit of heat :

the quantity of heat required to raise the tempera-
ture of one gramme ofwater at its maximum density
one degree centigrade. (Not generally accepted.)
1888 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 56 It was resolved, on the motion

of Mr. W. H. Preece, to adopt the name 'Therm' for the

Gramme-Water-Degree-Centigrade Unit of Heat. 1888
Nature 13 Dec. 159 Electrical Notes. . . The term ' therm

',

in place of calorie, for the unit of heat in the C. G. S. system,
has not met with general approbation. 1889 Rep. Brit.
Assoc. 514 The Therm as the unit of heat.. did not com-
mend itself to the French members [of the Electrical Con-
gress in Paris, 1889). They preferred for the present to
retain the word Calorie. 1899 EDSIR Heat/or Adv.Studenls
Pref. i Following the nomenclature used in the Smithsonian
Physical Tables the term therm has been (here] used [etc.).

Therm 3, erron. f. TERM s/>. (sense 15): see quot.
i77-4iCHAMBERsC><;/. 1 Terms, Termes, Termini... Some

wnte the word thermes, from hermes, a name the Greeks
gave the god Mercury ; whosestatue . . was placed in several
of the cross-ways. 1811 W. COOKE Thames Sign. 39, If. 3
The first object is the bust of Flora, on a therm. 1846
WORCESTER, Therm.., a pedestal increasing upwards for
the reception of a bust.

Therm, obs. and Sc. form of THABM, intestine.

II Thermse (Jvim), sb.pl. Cl. Antiq. [L. -
' baths

'

: see THERM 1.] One of the public bathing
establishments of the ancient Romans and Greeks ;

also, hot springs (? obs.~).
1600 HOLLAND Livy, Summ. Mar. iv. xxv. 1382 Those

places where they built these baines and hote houses, they
call Thermae. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth in. i.

144 Thermz, Natural Baths, or Hot-Springs. 1832 GELL
Pompeiana I. iv. 47 The baths or thermae. 1908 Ifeslm.
Can, 31 Dec. 4/1 Unlike the therms of the tUgants of

Pompeii, .the R.A.C. baths will have ample window space.

llThermaesthesia(p5.imes]>rsia). patk. [mod.
L., f. Gr. Bip/jaj heat + dia9r\aa perception.] Sensi-

tiveness to heat or cold ; the sense of heat. Hence
Thermsesthesio-meter : see quot. 1885.
1885 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sc. I. 85/2 Thermxsthesio-

tneter, for measuring the sensibility to differences of tern,

perature, Weber used two long glass phials filled with oil
ibid. 86/1 In 1866, Eulenburg described his thermaesthesio-
meter. 1899 Alllmtfs Syst. Med. VIII. 169 Thermasthesia.
There are two disorders ofsubjective sensation of heat and

cold.

Thermal (p5'Jmal), a. [= F.//5wa/(Buffon),
f. Gr. Bipiaj heat + -AL.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of thermss

or hot springs ; of a spring, etc., (naturally) hot or

warm ; also, having hot springs.
1756 C. LUCAS Ets. Waters 111. 60 These thermal waters

are absolutely colorless. 1800 W. SAUNDERS Min. Waters
Pref. 17 The thermal waters of Bath or Buxton. Ibid, iv.352
Enriched with several thermal springs. 1859 R. F. BURTON
Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Ceog. Soc. XXIX. 81 Detached boul-

ders, blackened, probably, by the thermal fumes. 1876
M. COLLINS From Midn. to Midn. III. ix. 169 The thermal

city's [Bath's) superb crescents. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
V. 1000 Simple thermal baths at 90 F. or under commonly
tend to reduce the pulse-rate.

2. Of or pertaining to heat; determined,
measured, or operated by heat.
The thermal capacity of a body (cf. CAPACITY i c, HEAT

sb. 2d) is measured by the quantity of heat required to raise

its temperature one degree ; the thermal efficiency of an

engine, by the ratio of the work done by it to the heat sup-
plied to it. Thermal storage : a system of storing water
at high pressure and temperature in vessels above the boilers

during hours of low load in electric generating stations.

Thermal unit : a unit of heat ; the British thermal unit
(abbrev. B. Th. If.) is the amount of heat required to raise

the temperature of a pound of water at its maximum density
through one degree Fahrenheit.

1837 BREWSTER Magnet. 267 The thermal and the mag-
netic equators are connected.. with the thermal and mag-
netic poles. 1870 TYNDALL Led. Electr, 10 To produce
both magnetic and thermal phenomena. 1876 Catal. Sci.



THEEMALITY.

Afp. S. Kens. Mus. 1056 The heat is calculated as follows,
cither in calories or British thermal units. 1884 KNIGHT
Diet. Mtch., Supft. 891/1 Thermal Alarm for Hot Boxes,
igio J. G. HORNBR in Encycl. Brit. IV. 148, i In some i

where the work required is very intermittent thermal storage
is employed. 1910 H. L. CALLKNDAR ihd. V. 61/1 The
specific

heat of a substance is sometimes defined as the
thermal capacity of unit mass. Ibid. XIII. 137/1 Knglish
Engineers usually state results in terms of the Ilriti-.li

Thermal Unit (B. Th. U.). Ibid. 138/1 The improvement
in thermal efficiency obtained by expansive working.
3. Jig. Heated with passion ; erotic, passionate,

impassioned.
1866 Land. Rev. 18 Aug. 178 Instead of the establishment

in England of a thermal school of poetry: instead of the
revivification of a grand (and wicked) old Paganism.
Hence Therma'lity, thermal condition

;
The'rm-

ally adv., in a thermal manner; by means of or

with regard to heat.

1884 tr. Z. Bracket's Aix.lcs-bains I. 74 We must pay
special attention to the thermality, which is the sole bond
of union [etc.]. 1871 TVNDALL Fragnr. Sc. (1879) I. xvii. 449
The experiments proved rock.salt to be coloured thermally.

Thermatumeter (faimse'mftaj). [f. THKRM(O-
+ AMMETER.] A device whereby the ampere-
strength of an electric current is measured by the

quantity of heat that it generates.
1801 in Cent. Diet.

II Thermanaesthesia (bajmaenesbfsia). Path.

[mod.L. f. as prec, + ANAESTHESIA.] Absence or loss

of heat-perception ; insensibility to heat.

1883 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sc. I. 86/2 By extremes of
heat or cold a thermansesthesia is produced. 1899 A lloutt's

Syst. Med. VII. 355 Cases, .in which there have been com-
plete analgesia and thermanaesthesia.

Therma ntic, a. (so.} Med. Now rare or 06s.

[ad. Gr. flfp/iaKTiwos, f. 9eppaivttv to heat. Cf. F.

tkcrmanlique (ijth c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] That

promotes warmth ; heating, calefacient.

1748 tr. Renatus* Disfemp. Horses 175 The Animal must
be warmed with thermantick Drenches. 1768 [W. DONALD-
SON] Life Sir B. Safstall II. xii. 8r He then pulled out of
his pocket a large phial of thermantic ingredients, which he
had prepared . .the night before. 1860 MAVNE Expos. Le.v.,

7yrwa/>Vwj, promoting warmth;. .thermantic.
B. as sl>. A heating medicine, a calefacient.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Thermanticks, Medicines that

cause Heat.

Tlierinantidote (baimseTitidflut). [f. Gr.

SipM heat + ANTIDOTE.] An antidote to heat.

1. A rotating fan fixed in a window-opening and

incased in wet tatties, used in India to drive in a

current of cooled air. (Introduced in 1831.)
'

[It] is in fact a winnowing machine fitted to a window

aperture
'

(Yule).

1840 W. G. OSBORNE Crt. !( Camp Runjeet Sing 132
The thermometer at 112 all day in our tents, notwithstand-

ing tatties, thermantidotes, and every possible invention . .

to lessen the stifling heat. 1898 P. MANSON Trap. Diseases

xii. 214 Rooms should be kept dark during the day, and
cooled by means of punkahs, thermantidotes, tatties.

2. Med. A cooling medicine, rare .

1860 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Thermantidotiim, term for a

medicine,.: a thermantidote. 1890 BILLINGS Med. Diet.,

Thermantidote, a remedy against excessive heat or fever.

ThermatolOgy (Jwimat? lod^i). rare-", [f.

Gr. OipiM, OeppaT- = SfpPI heat: see -LOGY.]

Properly = THERMOLOGY ;
but given in Diets, as

= thermotherapy (see THERMO-).
1891 in Cent. Diet. 1809 Syd. Sue. Lex., Thtrmatcloey,

science of treatment of disease by heat, or specifically by
thermal baths.

Therme, obs. form of THARM, THERM 1.

fThermefy, v. Obs. rare-", [irreg. f. Gr.

9epp-us hot + -FY.]

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Thermefy, to chafe or make one

hot with outragious eating and drinking hot things.

ThermelsBometer : see THERMO-.

Thermic ()>3Mmik), a. [f. Gr. Sip/a] heat +
-10 : cf. F. thermique.'] Of or pertaining to heat ;

of the nature of heat ;
= THERMAL 2.

Thermic balance = BOLOMETER. Thermic jfever, (ever
re-

suiting from external heat, esp. heat-stroke, insolation.

1846 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces 39 The definite thermic

effects produced by chemical changes, have been lately

much studied. 1849 MRS. SOMERVILLE Coitnex. Phys. Sc.

xxv 266 Those rays of the spectrum, whether luminous or

thermic. 1890 BILLINGS Med. Diet., Thermic fever, heat-

stroke. 1896 Alloutfs Syst. Med. I. 499 In thermic fever

or insolation the object is to reduce the temperature. 1897

Ibid. 11.313 Simple continued, thermic, and enteric fevers.

1899 Ibid. VIII. 706 Tactile, thermic, and pain sensibility.

So The'rmical a. in same sense ; hence The'r-

mlcally adv., in a thermic manner ; thermally.

III.IKIII-LI>-',
----
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, rl r. WTV
1859 R. F. BURTON Ccntr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Sac. XXIX.
261 There are no unhealthy exhalations.., no thermical ex-

tremes nor surprises. 1877 ROSENTHAL Muscles H Nerves

109 A portion of the nerve may be heated, that is, it maybe
thermically irritated.

Thennid : see THEHEMID adv.

Therniidor (baraiidp'J, Htprmdor). [Fr.(i79J\

f. Gr. Sipiai heat + SSipov gift.] The eleventh

month of the French revolutionary calendar, ex-

tending (in 1704) from July 19 to August 17.

1827 SCOTT Napoleon Introd., The 9th Thermidor, or27th

July' i84a HRANDE Diet. Sc., etc. s.v. Thermidor, It was

VOL. IX.
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the month signalized by the overthrow of Robespierre and
the Reign ofTerror; thence commonly called the Revolu-
tion of Thermidor, and those who boasted of havim;
pnted in it called themselves Thermidorians.

Thermidoriail (b.iimiilrwrian
1

, sli. ami u.

Also -ean. [a. K. thermidoricn, (. THKRXir>OR +

'ten, -IAN.]

A. sb. Fr. Hist. One of those who took part in

the overthrow of Robespierre on the gth Thermidor

(27 July) 1704.
1817 SCOTT Napolecn Introd., The ThertniJoritns, as the

actors in Robespierre's downfall termed themsclvc-v. Ihiil.

111.58 The Thermidoreans, who had killed Rol>cspicrre and
now reigned in his stead. 1841 [see THKRMIDOM].

B. adj. a. Of, pertaining, or appropriate to the

month Thermidor. b. Of or pertaining to the

Thermidorians : see A.
1891 T. HARDY Tess xxii, June passed, and the Thermt-

dorean weather which came in its wake seemed [etc.]. 1895
Etiin. Rev. Oct. 391 The Thermidorian leader [Harms].

Thermite (Jraumait). Also thermit, [ad. Ger.

thermit, (. Gr. fltp/ii; heat, Otpi^s hot + -it = -WE 1.]

A mixture of finely divided aluminium and oxide

of iron or other metal, which produces on com-
bustion a very high temperature (c 3000 C.)
Invented by Mr. Claude Vauten of London ; named sub*

1901 Westni. Gaz. 2 May 4/2 The application of
' thermite '.

as the mixture has been named, to welding steel tubes ana
rails was illustrated. 1901 Nature 8 Aug. 362/1 To this mix-
ture the name of ' thermit

' has been given, and several

varieties of it, adapted to various kinds of work, are used.

1906 Dundee Advertiser 26 June 10/1 The neat developed
in the combustion of thermit,.. which makes it possible to

mend iron castings weighing tons.

Thermo- ()>5Mm0), before a vowel usually
therm- (but often in full form), repr. Gr. Vipno-,

combining form of Stpp6-s hot,(ty>/ir/ heat ; entering
into many scientific and technical terms, as THER-

MOCHEMISTRY, THERMODYNAMIO, THEHMOORAPH.

THERMOMETER, THERMOSCOPE, etc., q. v., and their

derivatives ; also in the following words of less

frequent use or more recent formation. (In some
of these l/iermo- is used as an abbreviation of

THERMO-ELECTRIC.)
The rmelwo-meter [Gr. i\ato oil : see -METER],

an apparatus for measuring the heat evolved by
mixing concentrated sulphuric acid with various

fixed oils.
||
The rmo-sesthe sia = THERM-

AISTHERIA. ||
The rmo-ariEesthe-sia = THEHM-

ANJISTHBSIA. Thermoa'qneous a. : see qnot.

Thermoba'rograph, an instrument which simul-

taneously records temperature and atmospheric

pressure. Thermobaro'meter, a name given
to two distinct modifications of the barometer :

see qnots. Thermo-ba'ttery, short for thermo-

electric battery. Thenno-ca-lcite [CALCITE], a

name for non-crystalline limestones. TheTmo-
call, (a) a fire-alarm operated by a thermo-

electric battery ; (V) an electric fire-alarm in which

the circuit is closed automatically when the

temperature reaches a certain point. Thermo,
can'tery, any form of actual cautery; spec, a

hollow platinum cautery in which heat is main-

tained by means of benzine or gasolene vapour.
The-rmo-cell, a thermo-electric cell or couple.
Thermochao-tic a., of or pertaining to dig-

integration or dissolution by heat. TheTmo-
cline [Gr. jcXfrcip to incline], a temperature

gradient; esp. an abrupt temperature gradient

occurring in a body of water. The-rmo-couple,
short for thermo-electric couple (see COUPLE sb. u).
The-rmo-cnrrent, the electric current produced
in a thermo-electric battery; also (nonce-use) a

stream of warm air or water. Thermo-dUTo/slon,
diffusion of heat. The^rmodynamo-meter, a

sensitive thermometer in which the thermometric

substance is the saturated vapour of some volatile

liquid supporting a column of mercury. Thenno-
ela-stio a., pertaining to elasticity in connexion

with heat. The rmo-electro'nieter, an instru-

ment for measuring the heating power of an electric

current, or for determining the strength of a current

by the heat produced. TheTmo-eleotromo'tive

a., of, pertaining to, or of the nature of electro-

motive force produced by heat j
= THERMO-

ELECTRIC I. Thermo-ele-ctroscope, an instrument

for indicating temperature electrically, as a thermo-

pile. The-rmo- lement, a thermo-electric couple

as an element ofa battery . Thermo-xci-tory a. :

see quot 1899. Thermo-expa-nsive a., expand-

ing under the influence of heat. Thermo-fo-cal a.,

of or pertaining to the focal length of a lens as

influenced by heat. Thermo-galvanoTneter, a

thermo-electric instrument for measuring small

electric currents. The-rmo-sfange, a form ol

THERMO-.

pyrometer (Cent. Diet., Sufft.). Thermo-go-
gra-phlcal a., pertaining to the geographical dis-
tribution ami vnri.ition oftemperature; *o Thermo,
ffeo'ffraphy, the study of this. Thermo-hydro--
lonr [Gr. CJVup water], the scientific study of
thermal waters. Thermo-hydro meter, a com-
bined instrument showing the temperature and
density of a li'inid. Thermo-hy grograph [(ir.
irypot moist], a combined iiMrument recording the

tem[>erature and the humidity of the air. Thermo-
hygrogcope [-scorp.], a combined instrument indi-

cating the temperature and humidity of the air.

Thermo-lnhi-bitory a., pertaining to the pre-
vention of undue heat in the body ; tpplied to
a part or function of the nervous system (Billings
1890). Thermo-1-ioplath [Gr. iVoXr,-r/i equal
in quantity, number, etc.] : see qnot. Thrrmo-
Ju notion, the junction of two metals in a thermo-

couple. Thermokinema'ticg, the theory of the
motion of heat, The'rmo-lamp t see qnot.
Thermo-lumlne conc, luminescence resulting
from exposure to high temperature ; hence Ther-
nio-ltunine scent a., characterized by or per-

taining to thenno-luminescence. Thcrmo-maff-
ne'tlc a., pertaining to or of the nature of tber-

mo-magnetism. Thermo-nuffrnetlcm, magnet-
ism caused or modified by the action of heat.

Thermo-mancrmeter [MAKOMITEB], an instru-

ment for measuring at the same time the tempera-
ture and elasticity ofvapour. Thermo-metamcrr-
phio a., of or pertaining to thermo-metamorphism.
Thermo-metamoTphism, Geol., metamorphism
produced by the action of heat. Thermo-mo'tlve
a., of, pertaining to, or caused by heat applied to

produce motion, as in a thermo-motor. Thermo-
motor, an engine driven by the expansive power
of heated air or gas. Thermo-nentra-lity,

neutrality in relation to temperature. The'rjno-

palr = thermo-couple. Thermo-palpa'tion I see

quot. 1899. Thermopefroloffy (-pigp'lfidji) [<lr.

mtTJ spring], the scientific study of thermal spnngs.
Thermo-phagy [-FHAGY] : see quot. 1 899. The r-

mophore [-PHORE], a portable heating apparatus:
see quots. Thermophyllite (-frbit), A/in. [Gr.

fivXAoxleaf; A. E. Nordenskiold, 1 855, in Swedish],
a light brown variety of serpentine which exfoliates

when heated, found in aggregate masses of small

scaly crystals. Thermoplastic a., capable of

being moulded or bent by heat. || Thermoplegia
(-plrdjia) Path. [Gr. rKirA stroke], heat-stroke.

Thermo-radio-meter : see qnot Thermo-
re'gitlator, an apparatus for regulating tempera-
ture ; a thermostat. Thermosynthel, chemi-

cal combination due to the action of heat.

Thermoaysta-ltlc a., of or pertaining to systaltic

motion due to heat. Thermote lephone, a

thermo-electric telephone. Thrmo-t'nll a.,

of or pertaining to cohesive power as affected by

temperature. Thermo-t'nlon, tension or strain

applied to material at a specified temperature
to increase or test its tensile power. Thermo-
the-rapy (also in Gr.-L. form -therapera) [Gr.

SfpatTfia medical treatment], treatment of disease

by heat. Thermoto'xin, a poison developed in

the body by heat The rmo-umta-ble a. =

THERMOLABILE. Thermo-voltalo a., of or rier-

taining to the thermal effects of voltaic electricity,

or to heat and voltaic electricity.

1890 Jrnt. Soc. Chem. Industry IX. iiS.The heat evolved

by mixing the oil with sulphuric acid is determined by
means of the.. apparatus named by the author [F. Jean in

J. Pharm. Chim. (1880) XX. 337]
' 'Tbermeleomctcr '. 1009

Cent. Diet. Suppl., 'Thcrmoststhesia. 1800 BILLINGS Nat.

Med. Diet., *Thermo-anaesthesia. 1899 Aulmtfs Syst. Mid.
VII. 47 There was complete thermo-ansesthesia below the

second rib. 1881 RAVMOKD Mining Gloss.,
' Tkermo-aaia.

out, produced by, or related to, the action of heated waters.

1891 Cent. Diet., "Thermobarograph. 1864 WEBSTER, Ther.

niobaromiter.2. barometric instrument graduated for giving

altitudes by the boiling point of water. 1868 WATTS Diet.

Chem.V,j6i Thermolarometer. .. Applied by IWIoni to a

syphon-barometer having its two wide legs united by a

narrow tube, so that it could be used either in its ordinary

position as a barometer, or in the reversed position as a

thermometer. 1849 N.
OAD Electricity (ed. 3) 4?7 In orde

to effect the decomposition of water, Mr. Watkms employs
a massive 'thermo-battery, with pairs of bismuth and anti-

mony. 1888 Casselts Encycl. Diet., "Thermc-calcite. 1895

J-'unt's Standard Dict^ "Thermc-call. 190* SLOAHI Stand.

Klectr. Diet., Therma Call, (a) An electric lnn or call

bell operated by thermo-electric currents.. .() See Thermo-

electric Call. 1879 BUYANT Pract. Surf. 11.6 The galvano-

caustic or "thermo-cautery is superior to any. 1907 Daily

Therinochaotic. 1898 Nat. Science May 397 As regards

the production of the 'Thermocline. Prof. Birge believes

that, in Lake Mendota at least, it is due to the concurrence

of gentle winds and hot weather. 1901 Nature 6 Nov. 16/1

Throughout the circulating water above the thermoclme,
37



THERMO-.

oxvcen was abundant, but carbonic acid was absent... Just

below the thermocline both gases were present. 1890 <></.,

Edin * DuM. Philos. Mag. Feb. 141 A practical method

for the calibration of 'thermocouples by aid of boiling,

ooints looi Nature 23 May 92/2 The temperatures were

measured with the thermocouple. 1849 NOAD Electricity

chamber could gain nothing from the winds, or thermo-

currents, or the far-off sea. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex., 'Thermo,

diffusion, diffusion (of gas) by inequalities of temperature.

1009 Cent. Diet., Suppl., *Thermodynamometer. 1903

Science Abstracts VI. 130 To represent the *thermo-elastic

properties of gases, liquids, and solids as the statical

properties of monocyclic systems. 1841 FRANCIS Diet.

Arts, etc., Clarke's . .* Thermo- Electrometer,.. ar\ _instru-

Mag. Feb. 146 "Thermoelectromotive forces are. .expressed
in terms of a fixed standard, the torsional rigidity of the

platinum wire. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., *Thermo-elec-

troscope. 1888 Cassette Encycl. Diet., *Thermo-element.

1891 Cent. Diet., *Thermo-excitory. 1809 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

Tkcrmo-excitory, having the function of exciting the pro-

duction of heat. 1854 J, SCOFFERN in Cry's Circ, Sc., Chetn.

118 A "thermo-expansive material. 1903 Science 27 Feb.

333 A study of the *thermo-focal changes in long focus

lenses. 1867 Chambers' Encycl, IX. 401/2 Special galvano-
meters . .in which the coil wire is short . .and thick . . are called

*thermo-galvanometers. 1901 SLOANE Stand. Elecir. Diet.

App., Thermo-Galvanometer, a galvanometer whose needle

is suspended in a special form of thermo-electric couple.,
used to measure small amounts ofradiant energy. 1805 C. L.

MAOSEN (title) *Thermp-geographical Studies : General

Exposition of the Analytical Method applied to Researches
on Temperature and Climate. 1897 Ibid. Advt., Articles on
the subject of "Thermo-Geography will be most thankfully
received. 1881 PEALR in iztk Rej>. U. S. Geol. <$ Geoff.

Survey II. (1883) 355 "Thermo-hydrology. 1884 Athenaeum
16 Aug. 211/2 The chapters on '

Thermo-hydrology
'

give
evidences of a thoroughly scientific observer. 1894 Brit.

JmL Photogr. XLI. 43 Mr.W. E. Hales exhibited Fletcher's

*Thermo-hydrometer, 1901 Pop. Sc. Monthly Dec. 186 An
interesting figure shows the '

*thermo-isopleths
'

for Berlin,

these lines indicating, in one drawing, both the diurnal and
the annual march of the air temperature. 1889 L. E. ff D.

metals for use up to the highest temperatures have also been
studied. 1871 CLERK MAXWELL Heat Introd. 9 The theory
of the equilibrium of heat might be called Thermostatics, and
that ofthe motion of heat *Thermokinemat

jcs.
1818 WEBSTER,

*Thennolamp, an instrument for furnishing light by means
of inflammable gas. Med. Reftos. 1897 j. J. THOMSON in

Smithsonian Rep. (1898) 158 The phenomenon called by its

discoverer, Prof. E. Wiedemann, *thermoluminescence.

1898 SIR W. CROOKES Addr. Brit. Assoc. 22 Fluor-spar,
which by prolonged heating has lost its power of lumin-

escing when re-heated, regains the power of thermo-lumin-
escence when exposed to ROntgen rays. 1906 J. Ii. BURKE
Orig. Life xiii. 241 Many substances, when warmed, possess
the power of radiating energy which they had previously
stored up in some other way : a phenomenon which Is known
as Thermoluminescence, 1899 A, S. HERSCHEL in Nature
ii May 29/2 A very moderate degree of heat suffices to

expel completely from minerals, .all the store of *thermo-
luminescent energy which.. they more or less abundantly
possess. 18*3 T. S. TRIALL in Ann. Philos. N. S. VI. Dec.

449 Having been lately engaged in some *thermomagnetic ex-

periments. 1860 MAYNE Exfos. Lex.,*Thermo-magnetism,
the same as Thermo-electricity. 1864 in WEBSTER. 1883
Athenseum q June 736/1 The use of a *thermo-manometer,
which would indicate whether the vapour pressure Is below
that to be expected from the temperature of the water. 1889
HARKER in Geol. Mag. VI. 17 The interpolation of *thermo-
metamorphic rocks. Ibid. 16 High temperature and low
pressure (*tkermo*nietamorphi$m). 1881 WATTS Diet. Chetn.
VIII. 985 The term *thermo-neutraHty is employed. .to ex-

press the fact that the quantity of heat evolved or absorbed
when a salt is dissolved in water already containing equi-
valent quantities of other salts, is, for the most part, the same
that it would be if the former salt were dissolved in

wat

of the human body. 1891 Cent. Dict.
y *Thermopalpati

1899 Syd. Soc. Lex.) Thermo-^alpation, palpation of the
surface of the body, with a view of determining local or
general variations of temperature. 1888 CasselCs Encycl.
Diet., *Thermo.pegology. 1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,
*Thermophagy. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex., Thernwphagy, the
habit of swallowing very hot food. 1900 Brit. Med. Jrnl.
5 May 1 105 To sterilise this instrument [L e. a catheter]..
with a small pocket *thermophore. 1901 Lancet 9 Nov.
1297/2 The introduction of a ring-shaped thermophore.
1868 DANA Min. 465*Thermophyllite. 1883 Fisheries Exhib.
Catal. 63

*

Thermoplastic Splints, likewise Splints for Frac-
tures and Broken Bones. 1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl., thermo-
plegia. 1876 Catal, Sd. App. S. Kens. Mns. 1056 *Thermo-
radiometer, [an instrument] for measuring losses of heat by
radiation from walls of furnaces, sides of steam boilers, etc.

1875 WATTS Diet. CAem. VII. 1153 An automatic *thermo-
regulator for use in the preparation of nitrous oxide and
other gases. 1899 CACNEY Jaksch's Clin. Diagn. x. (ed.
4) 446 Of these [thermostats] the author uses the thermo-
regulator ofIsMtytT.ifysFunk'sStandardDiet., "Thermo-
systaltic. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex., Therniosystaltic, muscular
contraction due to heat 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
buppl., *Thermo-telephone. 1891 Cent. Diet, s. v. Thermo*
tensile. Elaborate *thermotensile experiments on iron and
steel, especially with reference to boiler-iron. 1847 WEBSTER,
Tnermotension. 1860 E. WILSON (title) *Thermo-therapeia :

the heat cure. Ibid. 3 Thermo-therapeia is the application
of atmospheric air at a high temperature to the surface of
the body, for the relief of pain and disease. 1899 Syd. Soc.
Lex.t *Thermotherapy. 1902 W. WINTERNITZ (title) Hydro-
therapy, Thermotherapy, Heliotherapy, and Phototherapy.
190* Brit. Med. Jrnl. 5 Apr. 846 To demonstiate two very
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different forms of complement one a "thermo-unstable, and

the other a thermo-stable. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet.,

*Thermo-voltaic.

Thermo-esthesia to -chaotic : see THERMO-.

Thermoche'mistry. [f.
THERMO- + CHE.

MISTBY.] That branch of chemical science which

deals with the quantities of heat evolved or ab-

sorbed when substances undergo chemical change
or enter into solution ; e. g. the amount of heat

evolved when hydrogen bums in oxygen or when
sodium hydroxide is neutralized by sulphuric acid.

Also sometimes used in a wider sense to include all

relations of heat to substances, such as conductivity,

specific heat, etc.

1844 JOULE in L. E. >, D. Philos. Mug. (1845) May 382
The phaenomena described in the present paper, as well as

most of the facts of thermo-chemistry, agree with this theory.
1880 CLEMINSHAW IVurtz' Atom. The. 330 It is useless to

bring forward in opposition to the hypothesis of atoms con-

siderations drawn from thermo-chemistry. 1901 Westm.
Gaz. 16 Dec., Up to the war of 1870 his [ Berthelot'sl time

was mainly spent on researches in the region of physical

chemistry, culminating in the foundation of a new science

that of thermo-chemistry.
So Tliermoche-mic, Thermoche'mical adjs.,

of or pertaining to thermochemistry ; Thermo-
che'mically adv., by means of or with reference to

thermochemistry; Thermoche-mist, one who is

skilled in thermochemistry.
1871 THOMSEN in Jrnl. Chetn. Soc. XXIV, 878 On the

Inaccuracy of Favre and Silbermann's *Thermochemical
Determinations made with the Mercury Calorimeter. 1880

CLEMINSHAW Wurt Atom. The. 330 Tnermo-chemical facts

agree perfectly with the atomic hypothesis. 1001 Nature
24 Oct. 644/1 A thermochemical comparison of the action of

acids upon oxide of silver before and after the action of

hydrogen peroxide. 1890 Ibid. 18 Dec. 165/2 "Thermo-
chemists. .attempt todrawan impossible distinction between
chemical and physical changes.

ThermochrOSy
Also thermochrose (erron. -orose), -ohro-sis.

[f.
THERMO- + Gr. ypwffis colouring. Cf. F.

thermochrose (Melloni).] The 'coloration' of

heat-rays; the property possessed by radiant heat

of being composed of waves of different lengths
and degrees of refrangibility (thus corresponding to

the different colours of light-rays). So Thermo-
chro ic a., of or pertaining to thermochrosy ;

The rraochroio'logy, the science of thermochrosy.
1847 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. x. L 8 8 (ed.a) II. 504

M. Melloni.. has proposed for this part of thermotics the
name Thermochroology. 1864 WEBSTER, Thermochrosy.
1866 ATKINSON tr. Ganofs Physics (ed. 2) 379 Different

luminous rays being distinguished by their colours, to these
different obscure calorific rays Melloni gave the name of
thermocrosis \ed. 1877 thermocrose] or heat coloration. 1867
MILLER Elem, Chum. I. 206 Thermochrosis or calorific tint

.. is analogous to a difference in colour. 1895 Funk's
Standard Diet., Thermochroic. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Thermo-chroic, pertaining to a quality of certain substances
that transmit some thermal radiations, but absorb or change
others. 1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl., Therrnochroic, of or per-
taining to the differences in wave-length of heat-waves, and
to the phenomena resulting therefrom.

Thermocline to -current : see THERMO-.
Thermod (JraMmpd, -0"d). [f. THEUM(O- +
OD >%] The odic or odylic force of heat; heat
' od '

: see OD 2 b. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

Thermodin (JraumMin). Pharm. [? Arbi-

trarily f. Gr. SepnuiSrp lukewarm + -IN.] Trade-
name : see quot.
1899 Syd. Soc. Lex., Thermodin, acetyl-para-ethoxy.

phenylmethane. (Not official.) It forms colourless crystals,
almost insoluble in cold, and very slightlyr soluble in warm
water. It is recommended . .as a mild antipyretic.

The rmodyna-mic (see DYNAMIC), a. [f.

THERMO- + DYNAMIC.] Of or relating to thermo-

dynamics ; operating or operated by the transforma-
tion of heat into motive power.
1849 THOMSON (Ld.Kelvin) in Trans. K. Soc. Edin. XVI.

545 A perfect thermo-dynamic engine. 1851 Ibid. XX. 261
In some conceivable

'

thermo-dynamic
'

engines. 1853
RANKINE in Phil. Trans. (1854) 125 Third Corollary (of

Thermo-Dynamic Functions). Ibid. 126 This function
which I shall call a Thermo-dynamic Function. 18757. *

EVERETT C. G. S. Syst. Units ix. 54 By thermodynamic
principles, the heat converted into mechanical effect in the
cycle of operations is [etc.). i88a G. H. DARWIN in Nature
16 Feb. 361/1 He shows that the sun and earth together
constitute a thermodynamic engine whereby the earth's
rotation is accelerated.

So Thermodyna-mical a., in same sense;
The rmodyna-micaOly adv.,ina thennodynamical
manner; The rmodynami'cian, The rmoayna--
juicist, Thermodynamist, one versed in thermo-

dynamics.
1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea (Low) ii. 8 129 By no means

the only body ofwarm water that the "thermo-dynamical
forces of the ocean keep in motion. 1901 Nature 27 June
210/2 If the equilibrium between the jelly substance and
the water was of a purely thermodynamical character.
1889 THURSTON in Jrnl. Franklin Inst, Dec. 467 The
quantity so wasted varies with the weight of steam worked
"thermodynamically each stroke. 1801 Cambr. Univ.
Corresp. 15 Mar. 14/1 He failed to make any mark as a
'

*thermodynamician
'

during his lifetime. 1889 Academy
26 Oct. 273/3 The mechanical equivalent of heat the farm-
liar

'

J. of "thermodynamicists. 1901 THURSTON in Smith-

THERMOGENY.
sonian Rep. (1002) 267 Prof. De Volson Wood, the greatest
of American *thermodynamists of the nineteenth century.

Theriuodyna-niics, sb. pi. [f. as prec. -t-

DYNAMICS.] The theory of the relations between
heat and mechanical energy, and of the conversion
of either into the other.

1854 Phil. Trans. 116 (heading] Mr. Macquorn Rankine
on Thermo-dynamics. [Word not in article.] 1854 THOMSON
(Ld. Kelvin) in Trans. R. Soc. Edin. XXI. 123 Funda-
mental Principles of General Thermo-dynamics recapitula.
ted. 1867 MURCHISON Siluria xx. (ed. 4) 499 The principles of
thermo-dynamics. 1871 CLERK MAXWELL Heat viii. 152 The
principle

of the conservation of energy, when applied to
neat, is commonly called the First Law of Thermodynamics.
Thermodjmamometer,-elastic:sceTHEKMo-.
The rmo-elextric, a. (sb.) [f. THERMO- +

ELECTRIC.]
1. Of or pertaining to thermo-electricity; char-

acterized or operated by an electric current pro-
duced by difference of temperature. Thermo-electric

battery, current, fair, pile: see quot. 1876.
1823 CUMMINC in Ann. Philos. Sept. 177 (heading) A List. .

of Substances arranged according to their Thermoelectric
Relations, with a Description of Instruments for exhibiting
Rotation by Thermoelectricity. 183* Nat. Philos. II. Elec-. . . -

tro-Magnet. xiii. 8 35. 93 (Usef. Knowl. Soc.) The electrical
current thus excited has been termed Thermo-electric, in
order to distinguish it from the common galvanic current.

184* FRANCIS Diet. Arts, etc., Thermo-Electric Circuit,..
Piles,. .Thermometer. 1863 TVNDALL Heat \. (1870) App. 77A thermo-electric pair or couple, c 1865 J. WVLDE in Circ.
Sc. \. 29/1 We observe the thermo-electric battery. 1876
PREECE & SIVEWRICHT Telegraphy 298 A current of elec-

tricity will continue to flow so long as a difference of

temperature is maintained between the junction and the
extremities. This current is named a thermo-electric cur-

rent, and the two metals form what is known as a thermo-
electric pair ; a combination of these pairs forms the thermo-
electric pile or battery. 1878 GUENEY Crystallogr. 115
Crystals sometimes acquire different electrifications when
two ends are. . differently heated. . .These crystals are called
thermo-electric. 1901 SLOANE^/AM//. Electr. Diet., Thermo-
electric Telephone, a telephone transmitter including a
thermo-electric battery placed in circuit with the line.

2. Of or pertaining to heat and electricity;
thermo-electric alarm or call, a device in which a rise

or fall of temperature to a pre-arranged point closes

an electric circuit so as to cause a bell to ring.
1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Thermoelectric-Alarm, an

apparatus designed to indicate the rise of temperature in

bearings for shaftings, or in any kind of machinery or any
branch ofmanufacture where a fixed temperature is desirable.

1901 SLOANE Stand. Electr. Diet., Thermo-electric Call,
a thermostat arranged to ring a bell or give some indication
when the temperature rises or falls beyond certain points.

fB. sb. (See quot. 1842.) Obs.
1813 GUMMING in Aim. Philos. Sept. 179 The motion of

the tbermoelectrics on the approach of a magnet. 1842
FRANCIS Diet. Ar/s,etc., Thermo-Electrics, metallic bodies,
the union of which show[s] the effects attributed to thermo-

electricity.

So Thermo-ele'ctrical a. ; hence Thermo-
ele'otrlcally adv., in a thermo-electric manner

;

by means of thermo-electricity.
1830 EdM. Encycl. XVIII. 584/1 Professor Oersted has

proposed to call the current discovered by Dr. Seebeck the
thermo-electrical current. 1878 CHRVSTAL in Encycl. Brit.
VIII. 94/2 A thermoelectric series, any metal in which is

thermoelectrically related to any following one. 1881 At/ie-
narum 29 Jan. 169/3 A thermo-electrical pile, one end of which
is exposed to the heat, the other end being kept cool.

The rmo-ele ctri-city. {f. THERMO- + ELEC-

TRICITY.] Electricity generated in a body by
difference of temperature in its parts; esp. an
electric current produced in a closed circuit com-

posed of two dissimilar metals when one of the

points of union is kept at a temperature different

from that of the rest of the circuit. Also, that

branch of electrical science which treats of currents

produced by means of heat.

1833 [see THERMO-ELECTRIC ij. 1897 CUMMINC Man.
Electro-Dynamics 189 On the electro-dynamic effects of

heat, or thermo-electricity, 1830 HERSCHEL Nat. Philos.

341 The curious relations of electricity to heat, as exhibited
in the phenomena ofwhat has been called thermo-electricity.
1834 Edin. Rev. LIX. 167 The new branches of magneto-
electricity and thermo-electricity. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm.
Sc. (1879) II. xiy. 347 In 1826 Thomas Seebeck discovered

thermo-electricity.

Thermo-electrometer to -gauge : see

THERMO-.

t The-rmogen. Obs. rare-*, [f. THERMO- +

-GEN.] A name for the fluid formerly supposed
to exist as the material substance of heat; =
CALORIC I. 1847 in WEBSTER.

Thermogenesis (b5jmo,dje-nftis). [f.
THER-

MO- + GENESIS.] The generation or production of

heat, esp. in the animal body.
1891 in Cent. Diet. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 143

The
nervous system presides over thermogenesis no less directly
than over thermolysis. 1899 Nature 10 Aug. 360/1 Thermo-
enesis and use of energy by man in raising and lowering
is own weight
So Thermogene'tic, Thermoge'nic adjs,, of or

pertaining to thermogenesis ; Thermoffenous
(-p-dgftias) a., produced by or producing heat;
Thermo -ffeny, thermogenesis (Cent. Diet., Suppl.

1909).



THERMOGRAM.
1860 MAYNE E.V/HJS. Lex., Thcrmogenus, Min., applied

by llaiiy to a quartz agate which is deposited near the
sources of sihcious thermal springs..: thermogenous. 1877
FOSTER Phys. n. v. (1878) 377 Indications of the existence
of what may be called

'

thennogenic' nerves and therinuKcnic
nervous mechanisms. 1879 WEBSTER Suppl., Tlurmo-
genous, producing heat. 1896 A Mutt's Syst. Med. I. 151
1'he thermogenetic chemical processes to which the takingm of food gives rise. 1899 /iW. VIII. 244 In these children
thermogemc powers are deficient. 1898 SALTEH tr. La/ar's
Techn. Mycol. I. 165 Thermogenic Bacteria.

Thermo-geographical, etc. : see THEUMO-.

Thermogram (baMnuCgram). [f. THEUMO- +
-GUAM : cf. next.] next, 2.

1883 R. H. SCOTT Klein. Meteorol. 38 The thermograms,
as such curves are called, are measured every hour, 1901
Nature 28 Mar. 522/2 During each winter theVienna thermo-
i;rams show some anomalous jumps of temperature, amount*
ingto 3 to 5 C.

Thermograph (ba-jm^grof). [f. as prec.+
-GRAPU : cf. F. thcrmographe.]
1. A figure or tracing produced by the action of

heat, esp. of the heat-rays of the spectrum upon
a prepared surface.

1840 HERSCHEL in Proc. Roy. Soc. 3 Mar. 209 He has
discovered a process by which the calorific rays in the solar
spectrum are made to aflect a surface properly prepared.,
so as to form what may be called a thermograph of the
spectrum. 1865 Reader 28 Jan. 105/2 His drying paper pre-
sented to him a thermograph of the spectrum, and showed
the heating power to extend far beyond the red. 1871
TYMDALL Fragm. Sc. (1879) 1. ii. 48 The light is cut away, . .

grapns ', as tne resulting parti-coloured
'

pi
2. A graphic record of variations of tempera-

ture ; a heat register ;
= THERMOGUAM.

1843 Mech. Mag. XXXIX. 128 Obtained..by the aid of
the pyrometer, .. with the addition ofthe thermograph, or
heat-register, which I have added to it. 1878 T. BRYANT
Pract. Surg. 1. 55 These points are well seen in the follow-
ing thermographs.
3. A thermometric instrument which automati-

cally records variations of temperature; a self-

registering thermometer.
1881 Nature 15 Sept. 470/2 Bowkett's New Thermograph,

. .an instrument for recording changes oftemperature, which
are measured by the action of heat upon a hollow circular
metallic ring connected with a circular vessel. 1883-4 Med.
Ann. 78 Thermograph an ingenious instrument.. for re-

cording in permanent diagrams all variations in temperature
occurring in any patient.

Thermographic (-grse-fik), a.
[f. as prec. +

-GRAPHIC, or f. prec. + -ic.] Of, pertaining to, or
obtained by a thermograph or thermography.
1848 Art.Union Jrnl. Mar. 72 We have much satis-

faction in recording the Thermographic processes. 1879
St. George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 688 In none. .was there any-
thing specially remarkable in the thermographic tracings.

Thermography (baimp-grafi). [f.
as prec. +

-GHAPHY : cf. F. thermographie^\ Any process of

wilting or drawing effected or developed by the

influence of heat.

1840 HUNT in Philos. Mag\ Oct. 268 A new . . field of
. . inquiry, which may . . end in . . the establishment of the
new art of Thermography. 1842 Ibid. Dec. 466, I . .pro-
posed the name of Thermography, to distinguish it from

Photography. 1848 Art-Union Jrnl. Mar. 71 From the

circumstance that all the results . . exhibit a very close

relation between the surfaces employed and their powers
of radiating heat, the term Thermography or Heat,

drawing has been employed. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts,
etc. (ea. 7), Thermography, a term proposed.. to express
the 'Art of Copying Engravings, &c. on Metal Plates';
the effect being due.. to the influence of heat-radiations.

1883 J. F. CAMPBELL Thermography i. 3. n. Ibid. 12

Because light does not act upon the materials used, dark
cameras are not needed in thermography.

Thermo-hydrology to -kinematics: see

THERMO-.
Thermolabile (b3jnu>be-bil, -l^i-bil), a. [f.

THERMO- + LABILE.] Liable to destruction at

moderately high temperatures, as certain toxins

and serums : opposed to thermostable. Hence
The rmolabi-lity, thermolabile quality.
1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. jo Sept. 557 [see THERMOSTABLE].

Ibid. 561 The haemolysis being due to the co-operation of a
thermolabile complement also called alexin and thermo-

stable immune body, otherwise amboceptor. Ibid. 563 This

thermolabile serum feast preparer is called by Wright and

Douglas opsonine. Ibid. 561 Buchner has drawn special
attention to the characters of the alexins their thermo-

lability [etc.]. 1907 Jrnl. Med. Research May 388 (C. D.,

Suppl.) The digestive ferment of these organs in solution is

..thermolabile at 56 C. i the entire extract.. is thermola-

bile at slightly higher temperatures.

Thermology (baim^lodgi). [ad. F. thermo-

logie: see THEBMO- and -LOGY.] The science of

heat
;
that department of physics which treats of

heat ; thermotics.

1840 WHEWELL Philos. Induct. Sc. I. p. Ixxii, The science

which treats of heat has hitherto had no special designation.

..M. Le Comte terms it Thermology (i-e. the science of

heat). In the History of the Sciences, I have named it

Thermotics. 1843 MILL Lafie n. iv. % 5 (1846) I. 246 Thus

mechanics, hydrostatics, optics, acoustics, and thermology,
have successively been rendered mathematical. 1858 H.

SPENCER Ea. I. 215 Thus acoustics was arrested until

thermology overtook and aided it.

Hence Tlierinolo'gical a., of or pertaining to

thermology.
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1871 PROCTOR Sun iv. 193 So high an authority in meteoro-
logical and thermulo^ical questions.

Thermo-luminescence, etc. : see THEBMO-.

Thermolysis ( J.iinf>'lisis). [f. THEUMO- + Gr.
Avon loosing, solution, etc., after Ger. t/urmolyse
(F. Mohr, 1X74).]
1. Chem. The separation of a compound into its

elements \>y the action of heat; decomposition or
dissociation by heat.

1875 WATTS Diet. Chem. VII. 636 Decomposition by heat.
Dissociation Thermolysis (F. Moln,.\nn.Cli. 1'harm.clxxi.
361). Ibid. 637 An essential condition of thermolysis is tli.u
the constituents of the compound shall, in combining, have
given out heat. 1884 A. UANIELL 1'riiu. Physics xiii. 310
I Me heat . .has the effect of throwing the molecule into such
agitation that the mutual affinity ofthe atoms cannot retain
them m union. This is the process of Dissociation or
Thermolysis.
2. 1'hysiol. The dissipation or dispersion of heat
from the body.
1896 AUtutt's Syst. Med. I. 143 [see THIKMOGEMESIS].

Ibid, 159 In Dr. Macalister's..Goulstonian Lectures on Fever
it is suggested that thermogenesU, thermolysis, and thermo-
tnxis must be regarded as three separate functions of the
nervous system. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex., Thermolysis, the
dissipation of heat.

Hence Thermolytic a., pertaining to or pro-
ducing thermolysis; sb. a thermolytic agent or
substance ; Tho'rmolyse, -yze v., trans, to sub-

ject to thermolysis ; to decompose by the action of
heat.

1890 HILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., Tkermolytic, heal-dis-

charging. 1896 Allbutfs Syst. Med. I. 150 Able to influence
'

thermolytic or thermogenetic processes. 1891 Cent. Diet.,
Thermolyze. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex., Thermolytic, . . [also]
an agent promoting the discharge of heat from the body.

Thermo-magnetioto -metamorphism : see

THERMO-.
Thermometer (Jaimp-m/tai). Also 7 -tre.

[mod. f. Gr. Otpf^-ij heat, fappu-s hot + tiirpov mea-
sure: see -METER. \nY.thermotiiftre(\f>i4).
The name thermoscopium appears somewhat earlier : see
THERMOSCOPB.]
An instrument for measuring temperature (see
TEMPERATURE 7) by means of a substance whose ex-

pansion and contraction under different degrees of
heat and cold are capable of accurate measurement.
For the history of the instrument and its names, see H. C.

Bolton T/te Evolution of the Thermometer (Eastern Pa.

1900), Renou Hist, du Thermometrc (Versailles 1876),
Burckhardt Zur Gesckichte des Thermometers, 1902.
The earliest form was an air-thermometer invented and

used by Galilei a 1597, for indicating the temperature of the

atmosphere; alcohol thermometers were used 4:1650; the
device of a fixed zero (orig. the freezing-point) was intro-

duced by Hooke, 1665. The fixing of the zero at an arbi-

trary point below the freezing point is attributed to FAHREN-
HEIT of Amsterdam, who made mercurial thermometers
c 1720, and his scale has been in general use in England
since f 1724. The zero of REAUMUR (1730), and of the CENTI-
GRADE thermometer of Celsius (1742), now largely used in

science, is (like that used by Hooke and Sir I. Newton) the

freezing-point. The ordinary form is now a slender herme-

tically sealed class tube with a fine bore, having a bulb at the
lower end filled with mercury, or with alcohol or other liquid,
and adjusted to a graduated scale; variations of tempera-
ture bem indicated by the varying heights of the column
of liquid in the tube, due to its expansion and contraction.

Air-,Centigratte, Clinical, Differential, Fahrenheit, Gas-,

Maximum-, Minimum-, Rtaumur, Register thermometer:
see the first elements. Metallic (or bimetallic) thermometer,
a thermometer which indicates temperature by differential

expansion and contraction of composite metal bars.

1 1624
' H. VAN ETTEN '

(J. Leurechon) Recreation matht.

itiatiquc (1626) 99 Thermometre ou instrument pour me"surer

les degrez de chalour ou de froidure qui sont en 1'air.] 1633
W. OUGHTRED tr, van Etten's Math. Recr. no Of the

Thermometer: or an instrument to measure the degrees of
heat and cold in the aire. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.
227 The same is evident from the Thermometer. 1665
HOOKE Microgr. vii. 38 Sealed Thermometers, which I have,

by several tryals, at last brought to a great certainty and
tenderness: .. for graduating the stem, I fix that for the

beginning ofmy division where the surface of the liquor in

the stem remains when the ball is placed in. .water, that is

so cold that it just begins to freeze . . (which I mark with an

fo] or nought). 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot's Trav. n. 30 It

is very hot in Aleppo,.. the first day of June at Noon I

found by my Thermometre, that the heat was at the thir.

tieth Degree. 1744 Phil. 7*HU.XLI 1 1. 32 Fahrenheit,, .so

well known by his Mercurial Thermometers. 178* Phil.

Trans, LXX1I. i. 72 Account of an improved Thermo.
meter. By Mr. James Six. 1799 Monthly Rev. XXX. 9
In Pennsylvania, on the I4th of March,.. Fahrenheit's

thermometer stood at 65 at noonday, though it had been

at 14 but a week before. 1810 Register thermometer [see

REGISTER it.' 12). 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 71 Dry-and-
wet bulb Thermometers... One of the instruments has its

bulb free, whilst the other is covered with muslin. Ibid, 'ry)

If a thermometer be buried in the ground .., it is found to

be affected by all superficial changes of temperature. 1898
P. MANSON Trap. Diseases viii. 158 The tongue now begins

to moisten, the pulse-rate and the thermometer to fall.

\>.fig.
1801 A. HAMILTON Whs. (1886)VII.4No bad thermometer

of the capacity of our Chief Magistrate for government is

furnished by the rule which he offers for judging of the

utility ofthe Federal Courts. 1814 BYRON Juan XVL xlviii,

Taste.. now-a-days is the thermometer By whose degrees

all characters are class'd. 1883 H. SMITH in J. G. Butler

Biblt Work II. 825/1 The true missionary spirit m the

Church is . . the test and thermometer of her piety.

O. atirib. and Comb., as thermometer bulb, piece,

THEHMOPHIL.
reading, scale, lube ; thermometer-gauge, a steain-

Kaugc which indicates the pressure in a boiler by
the expansion of a fluid at the tem]>craturc doe to
the pressure ; thermometer-stove, a stove auto-
matically repiUted l>y means of a thermometer
,784 Wuxi.o.,1, \ a l-i.il. Ira,,. LXXI V. 367 Some uf the

clay thermometer pietcj were set on cud upon the silver
. .834 MM. SOME.VILLK Convex. f+Tsj. xv. ,25

I

A glass tube of extremely fine bore, ucb u a imall thtrmo-
..tuU. ,838 C/tW Eng. t, Arch. Jrnl. I. ,29/2 The

.

meter Kaug., and the kpnng.gaune or indicator. 1901 Daily
'< Nov. 5/1 The downward tendency in ycte,d.y\

thermometer readings.

Thermometric
(bajmome-trik), a. [f. prec.+ -10 : cf. Gr. lurpucta of or for measuring. So

F. thermomctriqut (i8th c.).] next
1784 Phil. Trans. LXXIV. 367 Th stage of extension. .

always precedes the thermometric diminution. i8a6 HENBY
Ckem. 1. 86 The absolute zero, or point of total privation of
heat on the thermometric icale. iMo TYNOALL Glae. 11.
xiii. 296 His own thermometric experiments show m that
the body of the glacier is at a temperature of 31 Fahr.

Thermometrical
(, Jo-irrumic trikal), a. [f.

as prec. -T -AL : see -ICAL.] Of or pertaining to the
thermometer or its use; made with or involving
the use of the thermometer.
1664-5 BOYLE Expcr.t, Obs. Cold (heading). New Tbamc-

metrical Experiments and Thoughts. 1713 CHIYXI Pkilos.
Princ. Kelig. v. { 21 (ed. 2) 233 His Heat raises the Liquor

j

in the Thermometrical Tubes. 1810 SCOHESIY Ace. Arctic
Keg. I. 352 A series of thermometrical observations, con-
tinued through the

space
of a few years. 1880 HAUGHTON

Phys. Geog. in. 90 Marking so many Axed points on the
earth's thermometrical scale.

b. That acts as a thermometer ; indicating rise

or fall of temperature.
1813 J. BAOCOCK Dom. Amuum. 40 Thermometrical Ink.

Hence Thermome-trlcally adv., according to or

by means of the thermometer or its indications.
18*8 in WEBSTER. 1856 G. WILSON Let. 10 Apr., in Mem.

x. (1860) 427 For a month. .the wind has blown geographi-
cally from Araby the blest, but

thermoinetrically from Ice-
land the accursed. 1881 SULLIVAN in Macm. Mag. XL1V.
343 A very heated term, thermoinetrically speaking.

Thermometrograph (baimome-tr^raf). [f.

THERMOMETER + -GRAPH.] A self-registering ther-

mometer.
1837 MACDOUGALL tr. Croak's E. Coast Greenland 20

Mr. Vahl, having, .let down his thermometrograph, found
the temperature of the sea, at the depth of no fathoms, to
be 5-5o, while that at the surface was 63. 1877 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech., Thermctograph [sic], a self-registering thermo-

meter, recording the maximum and minimum of temperature
in a given time.

Thermometry (bMm<>-metri). [f. THERMO-
METER : see -METBY.] The department of science

which deals with the construction of thermometers
;

the scientific use of the thermometer ; the measure-
ment of temperature.
1858 LARDNER HandJik. Nat. Phil., etc 240 Chap. II.

Thermometry. 1871 MAXWELL Theory ofHeat Pref., The
whole science of heat is founded on Thermometry and Calori-

metry. 1878 LOCKYER Stargazing 376 He attaches a thermo-

pile to his telescope and establishes a celestial thermometry.

Therrno-rnotive, -motor : see THERMO-.

The rmo-mu-ltiplier. [f. THERMO- + MULTI-
PLIER 4.] Early name for a THERMOPILE : so

called in reference to the multiplying effect of the

numerous cells in the battery.
1835 FARADAY tr. Mellon! in Philos. Mag. VIL 475

In order to experiment under these circumstances, it is

clearly necessary to employ an extremely delicate thermo-

scope, such as well-constructed thermomultipliers. 1854 Jf-

SCOFFEHN in Orr's Circ. Sc., Chem. 276 The thermo-multi-

plier
of Nobili consists of about fifty pairs of antimony and

bismuth bars. 1879 NEWCOMB & HOLDEN Astron. 495 In
the case of the brighter stars the beat radiated has been
made sensible in the foci of our telescopes by means of the

So The rrno-mu'ltiple in same sense.

1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

Thermonatrite (b3r7|n?-trait). Min. [a.
Ger. thermonalrit (Haidinger 1845), 'because it

results from the drying out of natron
'

(Chester), f.

THERMO- + NATRON : see -ITE 1.] Hydrous carbo-

nate of soda, found in various saline lakes, about

some mines and volcanoes, and as on efflorescence

in many dry regions.
1850 PACK Handbk. Ceo/. Terms S.V., According to

Haidinger, a saturated solution of soda at a temperature of

77 1099 Fahr., and cooling slowly.formscrystalsof thcrmo-

natrite. 1863-7* WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 795 NaCO>-l-q.
formed from the deca-hydratc by efflorescence, is found
native as thermonatrite, in the same localities as natron.

Thermo-neutrality, etc. : see THERMO-.

TheTmonous, a. rare- 1
, [a. Gr. Sippo-vota

heated in mind, f. ffpftAs hot + vovs mind.]
1888 G. MEREDITH Reading of Earth Poems 1898 II. aoa

Not as Cybele's beast will thy head lash tail So praeter.

determinedly thermonous.

Thermophil, -phile (fS'jmffil), o. and^. [f.

THERMO- + -PHIL.J a. adj. Requiring a high tem-

perature for development, as certain bacteria, b.

87-a



THEBMOPHILIC.

sb. A thermophil organism. So Thermophilic

(-fi'lik), Thermophilous (-ffibs) adjs.

1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 513 There is a class of mi-

crobes which refuse to grow at any temperature below 50 C. ;

such organisms are called
'

thermophile \ 1899 Nature

15 June 147/r Facts regarding the existence of thermo.

philous organisms. 1900 Ibid. 22 Feb. 388/2 Thermophilic
bacteria, .are specially important as regards the fermenta

tion in ensilage and the digestion of cellulose.

Theriuoplioiie ()>3Vim00un). [f. as prec. +
Gr. <pavfi voice, sound, after TELEPHONE.] An
apparatus in which sonorous vibrations of a dia-

phragm are produced by heat-rays.
1878 TH. WIESENDANGER in Engineer XLVI. Nov. 335

The Thermophone. A new source of sound for the tele*

phone. 1881 A. G. BELL in Nature 12 May 44/1 We have
decided to adopt the term 'radiophone '..limiting the words

thermophone, photophone, and actinophone to apparatus for

the production of sound by thermal, luminous, or actinic rays

respectively. 1902 SLOANE Stand. Electr. Did. 537 Thertno-

phone, an apparatus for reproducing sounds telephonically by
the agency of heat ; a receiving-telephone actuated by heat.

Thermophore, etc. : see THEBMO-.

Thermopile OaunuJpail). [f. THEKMO- + PILE

si.3 5.] A thermo-electric battery, used in con-

nexion with a galvanometer, for measuring minute

quantities of radiant heat; also called THEKMO-
MULTIPLIEB.

1849 NOAD Electricity (ed. 3) 424 Thermo-piles are now
constructed by soldering together at their alternate edges,
bars of antimony and bismuth, with squares ofcardboard or

thick paper intervening. 1871 B. STEWART Heat
t
i6s A

square block, containing altogether 25 couples of bismuth
and antimony is generally employed, and such an arrange-
ment is called a thermo-pile. 1891 Times 2 Oct 3/1 A
thermopile.. is an apparatus for direct conversion of heat
into electricity.

|| Thermopolion, -ium (bajmopju-lipn, -ivm).

Antiq. [a. Gr. eipno-vioKiov (L. thermopolium,

Plaut.) a tavern where hot drinks were sold.] (See

quot. 1753.) Hence f Thermo 'polist : seequot.

1656; Thermo 'polite, the keeper of a thermo-

polion.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Thermopolist.., a Cook that sells

hot meat. 1753 CHAMBERS Cyct. Supp., Thertnopolinm, a
name for a sort of public houses among the ancients, in

which hot liquors were sold. 1831 CELL Potnpeiana 1. i.

8 The shops ofa thermopolite. Ibid, II. xii. 10 An ordinary
wine shop or thermopolion.

f The-rmopot, -pote. Obs.rare . [ad. Gr.

6(p/M-ii6Ti]s drinker ofhot liquids, f. Sfpiu>-,"\ HERMO-
+ iroTijs drinker.] (See quot.)
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Thermopote, a Drinker of hot Liquors.
So

|| Thermopotis (Jiaim^'potis), Class. Archxol.

[a. Gr. 9ep/u>-iroTis cup for hot drinks].
1857 BIRCH Anc. Pottery (1858) II. 90 The thermopotis

was a vase also used for warming wine.

Thermo-radiometer, -regulator : see

THERMO-.
Thermos (fa'unps). [a. Gr. 0fp/!swarm, hot.]
A registered trade term noting a flask, bottle, or
the like capable of being kept hot by the device

(invented by Sir James Dewar) of surrounding
the interior vessel with a vacuum jacket to prevent
the conduction of heat.
Patented 1904, No. 4421 ; not named. Name (Trade Mark

No. 289,470) adv. in Trade Mar&s Jrnl. 20 March, 1907.
1907 Etig. Mech. 18 Oct. 246 This invention [of Sir James

Dewar] is utilised in the thermos flask. 1909 Ladies' Field
28 Aug. 511/2 A Thermos bottle filled with hot coffee was
not forgotten. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 16 Sept. 5/2 Lieutenant

Shackletpn testified to the fact that the Thermos flask

helped him to perform his wonderful feats in the Antarctic.

1910 Repts. Patent Cases XXVII. 396 This was the Dewar
vessel.. .In 1904 it occurred to a Mr. Burger that this vessel
could be adapted for use as a flask.. the result., was the pro-
duction of the well known Thermos flask.

Thermoscope ()>3Mmi>skoup). [ad. mod.L.

thermoscopium (Bianconi, 1617) : see THERMO- and
-SCOPE. Cf. F. thermoscope.] An instrument for

indicating changes of temperature, of which there
are various forms.
a. An early name for the thermometer, esp. in its earlier

forms. t>. Count Rumford 's name for a differential thermo-
meter for detecting minute differences of temperature. c.
An electric or magnetic apparatus, as a thermopile, for

detecting and measuring minute differences of temperature.
d. Any substance or device used to indicate excessive heat
in machinery, variations of bodily temperature, rate of
radiation of heat, or the like.

a. [1617 Gius. BIANCONI Sphxra Mundi, sett Cosmogra.
pliia Demonstrativa.. .Thermoscopium.] 1656 tr. Hobbes's
Elem. Philos. (1839)531 This organ is called a thermometer
or thermoscope, because the degrees of heat and cold are
measured and marked by it. 1672 BOYLE in Phil. Trans.
VII. 5no The Air by the seal'd Thermoscope appeared hot
for the season. 1778 Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 484 The first
inventors . . called .. their instruments . . Baroscopes, Thermo.
scopes, Microscopes. 1790 DE Luc ibid. LXXXI. 32 The
thermoscopes ofquicksilver and water. 1842 BRANDE Did.
Sc., etc.^5,

v. Thermometer, The thermometer of Drebbel and
Sanctorio. .had no scale, and was therefore merely an indi-
cator of changes of temperature, or a thermoscope.
_
D. 1804 Or. RUMFORD in Phil. Trans. XCIV. 101 An

instrument 1 contrived for measuring, or rather for discover.
ing;

those very small changes of temperature in bodies,
which are occasioned by the radiations ofother neighbouring
bodies, which happen to be at a higher, or at a lower
temperature. This instrument .. I shall take the liberty to
tall a thermoscope. 1842 BKANDE Diet, Sc* etc. s. v., The
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modification of the air thermometer, called by Leslie a
differential thermometer, was claimed by Count Rumford as

one of his own inventions, under the name of thermoscope.

1830 GKOVE Corr. Ply!. Forces (ed. 2) 42 With the most

delicate thermoscope, he could detect no indications of

transmitted heat. 1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Thermo-

scopiuiii, term for an instrument by Rumford for measuring
the difference of temperature by dilatation of dry air con-

tained in two balls, which a long tube, twice bent, separates
from each other : a thermoscope.
C, 1835 [see THERMO-MULTIFLIER]. 1870 tr Dtt MonceTs

Telephone 195 It is therefore a microphone as well as a

thermoscope. 1881 Nature 17 Feb. 372/2 The magnetic

thermoscope is intended to indicate differences of tempera-
ture by showing differences between the magnetic moments
of steel magnets
d. 1877 KNIGHT Did. Mech. 2550/1 Barker and Mayer's

thermoscope . . is designed to indicate . . the existence of

excessive heat in journal-bearings. . . Marcy's thermoscope .

bodies, thus constituting the little instrument a thermoscope.

ThermOSCOpiC (pa-imoskp'pik), a. [f. prec. +

-ic.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a

thermoscope.
1730 Phil. Trans, XXXVI. 254 The Severity of the

Weather did not cease;., the Spirit of Wine, in the English
Thermometer, in a Morning always stood at, or under the

Soth Deg. of the Thermoscopick Scale. 1843 GROVE Corr.

Phys. Forces (1846) 17 Of which heat no evidence can be

afforded by any thermoscopic test. 1854 J. SCOFFERN in

prr't Circ. Sc., Chem. jzi Thermometric and thermoscopic
instruments.

So Thermosco-pical a., in game sense ; whence

Tliermosco'pically adv.

1670 Phil. Trans. V. p. iv, The Thermoscopical Measures
of Warmth and Frigidity. 1730 Ibid. XXXVI. 254 From
Thermoscopical Observations. 1895 Funk's Stand. Did.,
Thermoscopically.

Thermo-si'phon. [f. THEKMO- + SIPHON.]
A siphon attachment by which the circulation in a

system of hot-water pipes is increased or induced.

Also ttttrib.

1834 LOUDON Encycl. Card. $ 2142 Fowler's method of

circulating hot water in his thermosiphon. 1906 Daily Chron,
3 Mar. 3/6 Water from a reservoir is circulated around the

cylinder, in the water-jacket, either by a pump worked
by the engine, or on the thermo-syphon system.

Thermostable (J>5rm0sti
-

b'l), a. [f. THEBMO-
+ STABLE a.] Retaining its character or active

quality at moderately high temperatures : opposed
to thermolabile. Hence Thermostabi-lity, the

quality of being thermostable.

1904 Brit. Med, Jrnl. 10 Sept. 557 The killing of the
bacteria is associated with the presence in the serum of an
immune animal, of two substances, one thermolabile (com-
plement) which naturally occurs in the serum of the animal
species involved, and the other thermostable (immune body),
which either is present in normal serum in very small
amount, or is altogether absent. Ibid. s6r [see THERMOLA-
BILE]. 1907 Science 13 Sept, 346 The high stability of
opsonins against desiccation and the high thermostability of
dried opsonins are very striking.

Thermostat (psumsstset). [f. THEBMO- + Gr.
ffrciTos standing : cf. HELIOSTAT.] An automatic

apparatus for regulating temperature ; esp. a device
in which the expansive force of metals or gas acts

directly upon the source of heat, ventilation, or the

like, or controls them indirectly by opening and

closing an electric circuit.

1831 URE in Proc. Roy. Sac. 16 June 67 On the Thermo-
stat or Heat Governor, a self-acting physical Apparatus
for regulating Temperature. 1835 Philos. Manuf. 26
The instrument, for which I have obtained a patent, under
the name of the heat-governor, or thermostat. 1877 W.
THOMSON Voy. Challenger I. i. 34 The size of the iron
frame was arranged so as to receive one of Bunsen's ther-
mostats in ordinary use in laboratories. 1899 CACNEY
Jaksch's Clio. Diagn. ii. (ed. 4) 107 The test-tube contain-
ing the infected serum is now placed in a thermostat, main-
tained at 36-5 -37 C.

b. An apparatus which gives notice of undue
increase of temperature ; an automatic fire-alarm.
1881 Philad. Record No. 3462. 4 The thermostat, which

gives an alarm as soon as the temperature of the room
where may be rises to 100. 1908 Daily Chron. 24 Aug.
6/3 The thermostat is usually attached to the ceiling, and
immediatelyan abnormal and dangerous rise of temperature
occurs the metal bars expand.
So Thermosta'tic a., of, pertaining to, or of the

nature of a thermostat; Thermostatically adv.,
by means of a thermostat ; Thermosta-tics sb.

pi. [after hydrostatics], name suggested for the

theory of the equilibrium of heat.

1839 URK Did. Arts, etc. r237 A single thermostatic bar,
consisting of two or more bars or rulers of differently ex.
pansible solids . . firmly riveted or soldered together, face to
face. . . A thermostatic hoop. 1871 Thermostatics [see
therntokinematics, THERMO-]. 1877 KNIGHT Did. Mech.,
Thermostatic Alarm, a device to give a signal when a cer-
tain temperature is attained. 1883 Cassclls Fam. Mag.Aug- 537/2 Frost tell-tales.. can be readily constructed by
employing a thermostatic spring. 1891 Cent. Did. s.v., A
thermostatically adjusted radiator.

Thermosynthesis, etc. : see THEBMO-.

Therniotaxtic, a. [f. as next + Gr. TOKTIK-OS

arranging, f. TOK-, root of raaa-iiv to arrange:
see next.] Of or pertaining to thermotaxis.
1896 Allbutts Syst. Med. I. r5o To this (the nervous]

system must be assigned the thermotactic function. Hid.

THEEO-.

151 The question where the thermotactic centre or centres
are to be found, and how they act in fevers. 1899 [bid. VI.
860 The so-called heat fibres, that is the thermotactic.

[I

Thermotaxis (paimctarksis). [mod.L., f.

THEKMO- + Gr. rofis arrangement : see TAXIS.]
1. Physiol. That function of the nervous system

on which the normal temperature of the body
depends ;

the regulation of the bodily heat.

1891 in Cent. Did. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 150 It

is. 1899
Ibid. VII. 341 The tuber cinereum, which he regards as the
true centre of thermotaxis.

2. liiol. Movement or stimulation in a living
body caused by heat : cf. TAXIS 6.

1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms, Tkcrmotaxis,
changes produced by warmth. 1902 MAX VERWORN in

Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 715/1 Cases of directive stimulation
. -have been designated.. positive or negative Chemotaxis,
Phototaxis, Thermotaxis, Galvanotaxis, and so forth.

Hence Thermota-xic a. THEKMOTACTIC.
1877 FOSTER Phys n. v. (1878) 378 Thisat first sight looked

like the indication of a thermotaxic mechanism, rendered
inactive by the condition of fever. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex.t

Thermotaxic, same as Thermotactic.

Thermotelephone, etc. : see THEBMO-.
Theriuotic (baimp-tik), a. [f. Gr. Otpnun-

KOS (Plutarch Q. Conp. 715 C) warming, calorific:

used in modified sense to match acoustic,optic, etc.]
Of or pertaining to heat ; esp. relating to thermotics.
So Thermo'tical a., in same sense (hence Ther-
motically adv.) ; Thermo'tics sb. pi., the science
of heat, thermology.
1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. vni. Introd. II. 293

Acoustics, Optics, and Thermotics. Ibid. x. Introd. 465,
I employ the term Thermotics, to include all the doc.
trines respecting Heat. Ibid. x. i. 4. 481 They require
the light ofJhermotical calculations. 1858 BUCKLE Civttiz.

(1860) II. vii. 362 Fourier, .employed himself in raising ther-
motics to a science. 1874 tr. Lomtnel's Light 201 In the

spectrum of a
flint-glass prism the apex of the thermotic

curve is situated outside the apparent spectrum in the ultra-
red regioa 1879 S. HICHLEY in Casselfs Tcchn. Educ. IV.
234/1 Optical, acoustic, and thermotic demonstrations in

the lecture-room. 1895 Funk's Stand. Did., Thermotically.

Thermotropic (psjmotrp-pik),
a. Bot. [f. Gr.

0/>/<o-,THERMO- + -rpoir-os turning + -10 : cf. HELIO-

TBOPIC.] Turning or bending under the influence

of heat; of, pertaining to, or exhibiting thermo-

tropism.
1885 GOODALE Physiol. Bot. (1892) 394 Curvatures de-

pendent upon temperature are called thermotropic.

Thermotropism (hajmp-tr^piz'm). Bot. [f.

as prec. + -ISM.] The
property possessed by grow-

ing plant-organs of turning or bending towards

(positive thermotropism) or away from (negative

thermotropism) the sun or other source of heat.

In Biology, The bending or growth of any organism
dependent upon temperature (Cent. Diet., Sufpl.).
1898 tr. Strasburger's Tcxt-Bk. Bot. I. ii. 263 Thermo-

tropism . . and Aerotropism . . stand in direct relations to

certain vital requirements of plants.

Thermotype (haum^taip). [f. THEBMO- +
-TYPE.] Name proposed for an impression obtained

from an object by means of heat. Hence Thermo-
typio a., of or pertaining to thermotypes or

thermotypy ; The'rmotypy, the process or art of

making thermotypes.
1864 WEBSTER, Thermotype ; Thermotypy. 1877 KNIGHT

Did. Mech., Thermotype, an impression (as of a slice of

wood) taken by means of wetting with dilute acid, pressing
on the object, and subsequently heating the impression.
1909 Cent. Did. Suppl., Thermotypic.

Thermo-unstable, -voltaic : see THEKMO-.

t Theme. 06s. Also 4 tharne, (tarne),

pierne. [a. ON.ferna (Sw. tarna, Da. terne)
OS. thiorna (Du. deem}, OHG. diorna (MHG.
ilierne, Ger. dime).] A girl, maid, young woman.
c 1300 Havelok 298 Sholde ic yeue a fol, a berne, Engelond,

bou sho it yerne? 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 7353
Two vnweddyd . . sengle knaue and sengle tarne [v. r.

tharne]. c 1315 SHOREHAM Poems i. 1726 pet knaue child

fortene }er Schel habbe, ane tuel be terne. 1340 Ayenb.
129 pe bierne [of] sayntabraham [i.e. HagarJ.

Thero- (Jwo), repr. Gr. Oqpo-, combining
form of 6fip wild beast ; hence THEEOID, THEBO-
n ii

i, etc. ; also the following : Therocephalian
(-sz'Ci'lian) [Gr. Kf<pa\y head], a. belonging to an
extinct order of carnivorous reptiles having a skull

of the mammalian type ; so. a reptile of this order.

Tlierocrotaphous (-kr^'tafos) a. [Gr. npuTcupos the

temple], having the temporal bone resembling
that of mammals. The'rodont sb. and a.,

=
Theriodont (Cent. Diet. 1891) : see THEBIO-.

Thero'latry [-LATHY], beast-worship, worship of

animals. The romorpholo-ffical a., of or per-

taining to the morphology of the lower animals.

1904 Amer, Nat. Feb. 103 These cynodonts have lost

several of the other more primitive characters of the *thero

cephalians, such as teeth in the palate, 1907 Science 6 Dec.

796 Three new Therocephalian genera have been discovered
in beds which are probably Middle Permian. Ibid., The
discovery of this new reptile, Galechirus, strongly favors the
descent of the Therocephalians from an early Rhyncc-



THEROID.
cephaloid ancestor. 1907 WILLISTON in Proc. U.S. Nat.
Mus. XXXII. 488 The plesiosaurs have a larger temporal
vacuity,

larger
indeed than is to be found in any other

reptiles of the "therocrotaphous (I coin the word) type.
1873 \V. Com Lett, f, >&. (1897) 311 Mahomet's alteration
of a national character, the complete obliteration of "thero.

j
y\,,r.S

'lAK1MANN Anthropoid Apes iii. in Virchow
and W. Gruber have agreed in representing this frontal
process as "ihcromorphoTogical that is, as a characteristic
of the lower animals, and more especially of apes.
Theroid 0>i<>Toid), a.

[f. THERO- + -OID
; cf.

Gr.
0i)/jof<57js.] Like or having the form of a biutc

;

of bestial nature or character.

1867 MAUDSLKY Physiol. Mind 291 The theroid degenera-
tions of mankind are pathological specimens. 1870 Body
5- Mitkt 47 There is a class of idiots which may justly be
designated theroid, so like brutes are the members of it.

1886 N. PEARSON in igtk Cent. Sept. 353 The animal mind
of the theroid idiot is accompanied by appropriate animal
peculiarities of body.

Therology OV-lodgi). [f. THEHO- + -LOGY.

Proposed as a substitute for the irregular but
established mammalogy.} The science of beasts
or mammals; mammalogy. Hence Therologic
(biarolp-djik), Therolo-gical adjs., of or pertaining
to therology, mammalogical ; Thero'loglst, one
versed in therology ;

a mammalogist.
[Cf. i6o_ALsTED Eneycl. 572 Irrationale animal est, quod

forma bruta est praeditum, & dicitur bestia. Ejus doctrina

OGILVIE (Annandale), Therology. 1891 Cent. Diet., Thero.
logic, Therological, Therology.

Theromorous (Jn*>r0mo-res), a. Palseont. [f.
mod.L. Theromora (see def.), f. Gr. Orjpo-, THEKO-
+ fuup-os sluggish, stupid,

foolish : see -ous.] Of
or belonging to the Theromora (Cope), a synonym
of Theromorpha (see next). So Theromo'ran a.,
in same sense.

1889 NICHOLSON & LYDEKKEX PaUtontol. liii. II. 1053
Theromorous Branch. The Reptiles included in this branch
or alliance. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., Theromoran.

Theromorph (JiiTompjf). Pahtont. [f. mod.
L. Theromorpha neut. pi. (see def.), f. Gr. flnpo-,
THEBO- + popp*! form.] A reptile of the extinct
order Theromorpha, of Permian and Trias age,
having certain mammalian characters. So Thero-
luo-rphic <z.l, Theromo'rphons a., belonging to
or having the characters of the Theromorpha.
1887 COPE Orig. Fittest xi. 317 The Mammalia have been

traced to the theromprphous reptiles through the Monotre.
mata. 1891 Cent. Diet., Theromorph, Theromorphic. [1901
H. GADOW in Camtr. Nat. Hist. VIII. viii. 303 Many of
the Theromorpha^ reached a considerable size, massive
skulls of one foot in length being not uncommon. Note.
Cope, the inventor of this most

appropriate name (Thero-
morpha, or *

beast-shaped
'

animals), soon changed it, un-

necessarily, into Theromora.]

II Th.erpmorph.ia (bi'wmp-jfia). [mod.L. a. Gr.

0ij/x>|>p<pia
=
0nnio/>p$ia, f. %>io/top<pos having the

form of a beast : see prec,] (See quot. 1 890.) So
Theromo'rphlc a.2, of or pertaining to thero-

morphia ; Theromo rphism = theromorphia.
1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. .Diet., Theromorfhia, an abnor-

mity in human anatomy resembling the normal structure in

lower animals. 1891 Cent. Diet., Theromorphic. 1899
Syd. Soc. Lex., Theromorphism, an apparent reversion to
an animal oflower type in the human subject.

Theropodous (bzrp-podss), a. Palseont. [f.

mod.L. Theropoda neut. pi. (f. Gr. 9ipo-, THEEO- +
ircus, ToS- foot) + -ous.] Of or belonging to the

Theropoda, an order of carnivorous dinosaurs in

Cope's classification, having feet like those of

mammals. So Theropod (Jno'roppd), a. thcro-

podous ; sb. a dinosaur of this order.

1889 Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XLV. i. 44 Axis of a (7 Theropo-
dous) Dinosaur from the Wealden. 1891 Cent. Diet., Thero-

pod. 1901 H. GADOW in Cambr. Nat. Hist. VIII. x. 425
The whole hind-limb of the Theropodous Compsognathus
is far more ornithic than that ofany three-toed Ornithopoda.

Therosaur (JIT*J). Palseont. [f. Gr. fir/po-,

THEBO- + aavpos lizard.] One of the Therosauria,
an extinct order of herbivorous dinosaurs having
the mammalian form and bird-like feet. Hence
Therosairrian a., of or pertaining to the Thero-

sauria, or having their characters ; sb. a dinosaur

of this order.

Therrepylle, obs. f. THBIPPLB, cart-shelving.

There, therse, obs. forms of THEIBS.

Thersitical (}aisi-tikal), a. rare. [f. Gr.

QfpffiTijs Thersites (' the Audacious'), an ill-tongued
Greek at the siege ofTroy + -ICAL.] Like Thersites

in language or address ; abusive, reviling, scurri-

lous. So Thersitean (Jrajsit/'an) a. rare 1
.

1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 4 With a Thersitical head
and heart. 1767 STERNE Tr. Shaiidy IX. xiv, There is a

string of Thersitean scurrilities unnt lor pi

Therst(e, obs. form of THIRST.

Ther8t(e : see DABE vl A. 9, THABF v.

Therve-oake : see THABF-CAKE.

Therwe, J>erwe, obs. form of THBOUGH.

tTh.es, adv. (conj.}. 06s. Forms: 1-3 pees,

293

2-4 J>es, pas, 3 (0ra.) pess. [OE./-j, gen. sing.
masc. and neut. of se, seo, fuel : see THE A. 4 a,
THAT A. I. Retained in certain adverbial and
conjunctive uses.after its simple genitive use became
obsulc-tc.]

1. a. Because of or on account of that ; because.
b. From that time, after that ; from the time
that, after, o. In the way that, according as, as.

d. To that extent, so : cf. THAT dent, adv.-
a. 897 K. ^ELFRKD Gregory's fast. C. xlix. 379 Waa me

flats [L. cjuia] ic swi^ixle. ciioj LAV. 2743 Wa w Lum.
bardisce folc bes [c 1175 (,as ). //,ij. 5085 Wei wes Romaniscc
folc bzs le 1.75 basl a 1300 XI Pains ofHell 208 in U. /:.

Misc. 153 pat wercn her, wo U ham bes. b. 893 K.
Xmxo Oros. iv. vi. I 12 paej ymb iii *ear..ba con-sulas

I foran..on Africe, a poo O. E. Chron. an. 894, pxt wajsymb
|

twelf monao ba:s be nieaer hider..comon. ayaolr.Bzda's
i Hist. I. ix. [xii.) (1890) 44 Sona b;cs oe hi on bis ealond

[

comon. c 1380 Sir femaio. 1387 Olyuer wax hoi ionc
|
.as.

|
0. c888 K. /KLFKED l>oeth. xxiv. } 3 Men secafl anfcalde

j

eadi^nesse SKS 8e him flinco. 0900 tr. Bzda's Hist. \. xiv.

[XXV.] (1800) 60 pzs be me xebuht is & sesewen. c 1000
/KLFKIC Gen. xliii. 7 We him andswaredon bies be he us
axode. cicoo St. Andrew ft Veronica 26 D.ts Ae bee
secgab. d. a xooo Cxdiitons Gen. 832 Na;re flod baes

deop, nxre stream ba:s micel.

2. Thes the, pes pe (pen fc), before a com-
parative : For that the (more, etc.) ; so mnch the

(more, etc.) ;
- OHG. desde, MUG. date, Ger.

desto (inehr, etc.).

^897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xvii. 123 Sio wund
bi5 oses 8e wierse. c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt. xx. 31 pa
clypodon hix baa 3e ma. <rno Hatton Gasp, ibid., pa
clepedon hyo bses be mare. [So Mark x. 48.) c laoo ORMIN
444-5 patt hise frend mihhtenn off himm All ^ess le mare
blissenn, & tatt te follc all bess te bett Hiss lare shollde
folljhenn. a 1175 Prov. ^El/red 436 in O. E. Misc. 129
panne sal be child pas be bet worben.

Thes, obs. f. THESE
; gen. sing, of THAT, THE.

1 The saur, -aure. Chiefly Se. Obs. [ad.L.
THESADBUS : cf. Prov. thesaur, OCat. tesor, Sp.,
It. tesoro, Pg. thesouro.] = TKEASDBE.
149? Sc. Acts yat. 7^(1814) II. 230/1 Stelaris [and] con-

celaris, of the said gold or thessaure. 111510 DOUGLAS
K. Hart n. 340 Ouhair is the thesaure now that se have
woun 7 1S3 Addr.fr. Cottvoc. (MS. Cleop. E. VI. If. 274 b),
The thesaure of this realme hath beene carried and con.
ueyhed beyond the mountaines to the coort of rome. 1596
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 7 Mony hidd
thesauris. Ibid. v. 303 Quhat promt sa euir cumis of that
feild. .sail cum in to the Icingis Thesaur.

b. Comb. Tho-saurhouse, treasury.
1488 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 85 margin, Thir boxis

put in the Thesaurnous in the grete kist nerrest the windo.
1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. (S.T.S.) 264 The
palice of Halyruidhous . . iheThesaurhous,and vtheris places.

Thesanrarial (Jw'sgre'Tial), a. [f. L. the-

saurari-us (see next) + -AL.] Of or pertaining to

the office of treasurer.
1881 Atkenagum 2 July 15/2 He was invariably to be

found.. in his thesaurartal chair at the evening meetings.
1896 Trans. Roy, Hist. Soc. X. 42 The addition of the judicial
to the thesaurarial functions, .of the Court of Exchequer.

t Thesan-rary, -ie. Chiefly Sc. Obs. [ad.
med.L. thesauraria 'thesaurarii dignitas

1

(Du
Cange), fern, of thisaurdri-us adj., f. thesaur-us

treasure: see-ABT 1
; cf.Pr. thezauraria,Sp. and It.

tesoreri'a, mod.F. trisorerie treasury.]
1. The office of treasurer ; treasurership. Sc.

1473-4 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. i Compt of a
reuerennd fader in God.. oT the office of Thesaurary. a 1557
Dinrn. Occur. (1833) II Archibald was depryvit of the the-

saurarie. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. (S.T.S.)

291 The Cardinal.. put him fra the office of the Thesaurarie.

2. transf. A treasury ; also THESAURUS 2.

1592 Sc.Acls "}as. JY(i8i4) HI. 558/; The ordinar fies

..sail nawayis be gevin out of his Majesties thesaurarie.

'597 A. M. tr. Gniitemeau's Fr. Chirurg. C iij b/2 The end
of the thesaurarye or storehouse of the Instrumentes of

Chyrurgerie.
3. atlrib. Thesaurary house, treasury.
1495 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 268 To turs it to the

Thesaurary hous in the Castell.

t The-saurer. Chiefly Sc. Obs. Also 5-6
thesaurair, -are, 5-7 -ar, 6 thesorar, -uerer,
-awrar, 7 -orer. [ad. L. thesaurdrius treasurer,
i. thesaurtts treasure : see -AB 2

, -EB 2 2. Cf. Pr.

thesaurier, Sp. tesorero, It. tesoriere; also TBEA-

SDBEB.] An officer in charge of treasure, or of a

treasury ;
= TBEASUBEB. Thesaurer deput, deputy

treasurer : see quot. 1 708.
c 1450 HOLLAND Hewlett 209 Apon the sand ;it I sawe,

as thesaurer tane, . . schir Gawane the Drak. 1473 Ace.
Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 32 Pait be the Thesaurair.

1489 Ibid. 125 Takyne be the Kyng . . out of the Theso-
rarris purs. 1544 in Gross Gild Merck. II. 75 The othir
halfe to the thesuerer of the sayde sytty [Dublin]. 1557-75
Di-urn. Occur. (1833)180 lohne Cunnynghame. .wes maid
half thesaurer, with Mr. Robert Ritchartsone that wes
thesaurer of befoir. 1685 Land. Gas. No. 2031/1 The Earl of
Kintore Lord Thesaurer Deput. 1707 Narr. Jos. Nimmo
(1889) 103, I was chosen Town Thesaurer. 1708 J. CHAM-
BERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. ll. ll. iv. (1737) 376 The Officers of
State [of Scotland] before the late Union. ..The Lord The-
saurer Depute, whose Commission ran in the sameTerms with
that given to the Thesaurer Principal, or the Commissioners
ofThesaury. 1711 Coitntrey-Man's Let. to Curat 21 The
Lord Thesaurer Burleigh and Sir Francis Walsingham
Secretary, .. were professed Friends to the Nonconformists.

THESE.

b. atlrih. Thesauror houne. treasury
1489 /lie. !.,< no lircn, the thridd*

of May, takin be the King furlh of the Thesaurare Houii
Dlnueir, fuure score of demyu, Ivj li.

t The saurize, v. Obs. [ad. late L. thesauri-
c<},ad. (ir. flnoai^pif-dc, f. Orjaavp-ijt treasure : Me
-i/K

; cf. F.
llicsaitriser(n\\\ c - "> Godet Cow///.).]

trans. To lioard, as treasure. Mostly_/ijf.
'594 y-tflieria vi, My heart prepare! anew to theuurue

Signs and loue option, a 1610 bi J. s, M1] , j,,.v. liallatit
(1872) 244, I was resoluil to lhc.auii/<: my cre.il

?47 5. Jurst I not behold (?l lld]..Uul lEeuwrii'd myhiddin harmes. rtnCoouuM, T/iesauriu,\agU.\m riches.
(Abo in IU.OCNT, HAILKY, etc )

II Thesaurus (KsJ'rfc). pi. .1. [L ( ^ Gr.
friaavpus a store, treasure, storehouse, treasury.]
1. Archxol. A treasury, as of a temple, etc.

1813 in CRABB Tccknot. Diet. 1846 in WOCT. 1(47GROTI Greece It. ix. III. 44 Myn'm. .built at the ume holy
place [Olympia] a thesaurus.. for the reception of com-
memorative offerings.
2. A '

treasury
'

or ' storehouse
'
of knowledge, as

a dictionary, encyclopaedia, or the like.

('5*5 COOPER Wife) Thesaurus Lingtue Ronuuue et Bri-
tanniae (etc.). 1796 AINSWORTH (title) Thesaurus Lingiue
Latirue compendiarius ; or . . Dictionary ofthe Latin Tongue.)
1840 MILL nisi, f, Disc. (1859) H. 461 A thesaurus of

commonplaces for the discussion of questions. 1851 Rocir
(title) Thesaurus of English Words and Phrase* classified

. and arranged [etc.]. 1861 MARSH Lett. Eng. Lang. iii. 49
I

In a complete thesaurus of any language, the etymology of
'

every word should exhibit both its philology and its (in.

guistics. 1906 Wcttw. Gat. 18 Dec. 2/2 This work U one
of five thesauri published under the auspices of Rang Hsi,
the second Kmperor of the present dynasty. 1910 Spectator
20 Aug. 279/2 A thesaurus of critical learning.

tThe'saury. Chiefly Sc. 06s. [ad. med.L.
tAc-sauna ' locus ubi thesaurus reconditur, gazophy-
lacinm

'

(Du Cange), t THESAUB-DS + -ia : see -T.]
The treasury ; the treasnrership.
a 1639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist. Ck. Scot. vli. (1677) 5'7 His

Uncle . . was made Deputy in the Office of Thesaury. 1688
Addr. Sc. Privy C. in Lond. Gaz. No. 2388/2 They, .have
got Pay for the Month of October instant out of Your
Majesties Thesaury. 1708 [see THESAUIER).
t These, sb. Sf. [a. V. these (1579 in Godef.

Compl.), or ad. med.L. thesis.]
= THESIS 4, 5.

a 1600 MoNTGOMFjtiE Sonn. Ixiv. si Fy I I refuse sik
filthie these or theam. 1640 R. BAILLIE Cantero. Self.
Convict. 29 The Authour ..avowes .. that theThese alleadged,
and all the rest of his booke doeth perfectly agree with
the English Articles. 1648 Lett. 4 Jrttls. (1841)111.63
The generall These which he professed to maintain.

These (S;"z), dent. pron. and adj. (pluraT).

tis(s)um, gen. tissa, Sisra. The form tds re-

mained in ME. as/<u, which was duly retained in

the north, and by regular phonetic development be-

came pis in midland and south. The OE. ttes gave
\\.V~piestpes,peos, and their local variants, including
s. w. pits. A frequent form ofpis from the 1 3th to

the 1 6th c. was //.i, identical with the sing. : see 7
below. The two forms pis and t6s became differ-

entiated in use after 1 250- 1 300, pis and its variants

remaining in the south as plural of THIS, while

pas became synonymous with J>a, the plural of se,

si'i', pt, THAT. This was prob. due to assimi-

lation, fcs. pis, etc. being more like the singulai
and the dat. and gen. pi., while pas was in vowel
likepat and/d. Apparently the assumption oipds
as pi. of fat began in the north, and slowly spread
to the south in the form pas : see THOSE. But
from the 1 2th c. there was evidently a tendency in

the midl. dialects to differentiate the plural of this

by adding -f, as in the plural of adjs. (a!, allc, sum,
sume, his, hise, etc.), so that from c uoo to 1500
a frequent midland form was pis-c (2 syllables in

Ormin, etc.); in e. midl. also pese appears moo.
Even the s. -w.fiis varied with/. Of all these

varieties, these was the survivor. Also, of thi and

thos, the two plurals of that, the former was finally

dropped in the course of the 16th c.
; so that

there now remain in standard English only the

two forms these, and those (thoos, this") both in

their origin plurals of this
;
the original plural of

that being lost in standard English, though in

Scotland and the northern counties of England it

survives dialectally as thae, thed, theed : see THAI:.

In the same district these has been superseded by
THIR (thur, thor). (The original pi. pds, pis is

treated under THOSE, to which it belongs in form,

though in meaning it belongs here.)]
A. Illustration of Forms,

[a. 1-3 C&s, pis, pds : see THOSE.]
P. i &, J-3 pita, 3-5 J>es, 3 6s, 3-4 peos,

(teos, poors), 5 pies, thees, -6 thes, tbies, 6

thyes, thez, theis. Early inflexions: dat. I

ftisum; fiiosum, tSUsum, fiassurn, 2 pison, -an,

2-3 pissen, pisse, 2-4 pisen, 3 posse, gen. i

tSissa ; Uoossa, fiassa pisra, 2-3 piaso. pissere.
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c888 K /ELFRED Boeth. xxxii. 2 Hwelc ba:s fteslican

Sood sien. 971 JilicU. Horn. 5 peos haliRe femne brohte

bes"?if wordY..~HereS nu bes oSr'e. cizos LAY. 1038i

J>a:s

[CI27S i>
eos l tiSende him weren Iffioe. Ibid. 4621 We

nuten nsuere bzs gume [cizjs bis gomes], c 1230, Hall

Mcid. 5 peos bohtes warp ut of bin heorte. c 1250 Gen..tf

lit. 1643 lacob 3es hirdes freinen gan. a 1375 Lay J'oUs

Mass Sit. App. IV. 175 peos Auctours alle. c 1380 WVCLIF

Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 113 Studie bes woidis. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 1454 All thies maters. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xvi. 65

By what wayes he maye notyfye thees thynges to Dydo.
Cisco New Not-br. Mayd 235 Ayenst thyes thre. 1529

CDL. WOLSEY in Four C. Eng. Lett. (1880) 10 Thesthyngs
consyderyd. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 74 Theis

iiij. knyghttes. a 1596 Sir T. More n. ii. 26 Fier the howses

Of theis audatious strangers.
dat. c825 I'esp. Psalter xvii[i]. 18 From oissum oa fiodon

me. 893 K. ALFRED Orosius n. ii. 2 He ba Romulus
ajfter );iosan underfeng Cirinensa jewinn. c 897 Gregory s

Past. C. xviii. 138 Beiweox 3issum. Ibid. XXL 162 Be
oiosum xit is swioe ryhtlice jecweden. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.

Matt. UL 9 Of bysum stanum. Ibid, xxvii. 21 Hwajberne. .

of bisum twam? [<rn6o Halt. G. ibid, of bisen stanen..Of

bisan twam?]. c 1175 Lamb. Horn, ir On bisse gastliche

dajen. Ibid. 37 Summe of bisse binge, c 1200 Tnn. Coll.

Horn. 217 On besse fewe litele wored...Ac ich ne mai ne

ich ne can besse [pr. bosse] on openi. c 1205 LAY. 26356
No ajsef bissen [1:1275 to beosjeorlen. 1340 Ayenb. 218 Of
bisen we habbeb ane uorbisne ine be godspelle.

gen. cttfj K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xiv. 82 Mid
iianam Sissa. cgyi Lindijf. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 3 HIaferd

oisra nytt hzefeo. c looo ./ELFRic Lives ofSaints xxill. 137
Menn.-bisra seofona fceorne heddon. ciooo Ags. Gosp.
Matt. xhi. 22 Leasung bissa woruld-welena. c 1160 Hatton

Gosp. ibid., Leasunge pissere worlde welen. c 1203 LAY.

14829 Ich aem bissere leodene king.

y. 2-5 pis, 5-7 this, (5-6 thys).
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 211 On bis fuwer Ia3es. 1297 R.

GLOUC. (Rolls) 320 pes men of bis wilde bestes slowe &
ca?te inowe. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 30 Thou
hast ben in all this dangers. 1534 in Lett. Suppress.
Monasteries (Camden) ii Yn thys thynges I desyryd you
to do that you thowht metyst. 1622 S. WARD Christ All

fMAUdtaj) 13 This Eagles feathers will not abide blending
with others.

s - 3-5 Pus () puse, thus(e.
1297 R. GLOUC, (Rolls) 1 1950 pus sixe iwis. a 1300 Fragm.

Pop. Sc. (Wright, 1841) 135/124 Of thuse four elementz ech

quik best y-maked is. c 1300 Bekct 800 Thuse knifes ich

lovie more, c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1012 pus bay prikede, buse

two baroun hure frendes to rescowe. c 1420 Chron. Vilod.

41 And hade buse foure in his gouernynge. //'/(/. 1359
And dred bus laudable wordus.

e. 2-5 pise, 4-5 thise, 5 thyse.
cima ORMIN 4573 Whas itt iss batt folljhebl; wel & fille)>b

bise mahhtess. < 1220 Bestiary 514 Dis cete 3anne..oise
fisses alle in sukeo. c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's Prol. 560
Thise wermes, ne thise Motthes, ne thise mytes. c 1450
Merlin i. 23 Whan alle thise thynges were don. 1494
FABYAN Ckron. vn. 359 The best men of yc

cytie by thyse
ryotous persones were spoyled & robbid.

f. 3 tiese, 4-5 peso, 4- these, (4 peose, piese,

5 peese, 6 theese, theise).
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 13 Dese six werkes. .ben cleped

lihtes scrud. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3697 For3 was gon al dese
oSer Jer. 13.. Cursor M. 16767+65 (Cott.) These ilk

wordez said he. c 1425 Ibid. 4597 (Trin.) peese obere

seuen woful neet. cisso Disc. Common Weal Eng. (1893)

139 In consideration of theese thinges. Ibid., At theise days.
B. Signification.
The plural of THIS fron. and adj.
I. Demonstrative pronoun.

1. Denoting things or persons actually or ideally

present or near ; esp. those that have just been

mentioned.

a. things : plural of THIS B. I. i a.

c 893 [see A. B]. c 1205 LAY. 26044 ^Er t> king haefde
\>xs ml isaeide. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 11112

pese are bo yche twey verse pat to holynes are reuers. 1340
Ayenb. 97 pise byeb pe seve ruieles of holy lyf bet be sobe
Salomon tekb to his children, a 1425 Cursor M. 10115
(Trin.) Lecchory and gloteny, pour^e bese am I doun dryuen.
1474 Coventry^ Lcet Bk. 397 If he do the contrary to any of
thies his fyne is at euery tyme xl d. 1581 CAMPION in Allen

Martyrd, (1908) z These are the wordes of S. Paule. 1624
WOTTON Archit. in Reliy. (1651) 211 Such conceipts as
these seem somewhat loo fine among this Rubbage. 1790
BURKE Fr. Rev. 56 For want of these, they have seen the
medicine of the state corrupted into its poison. 1862 RUSKIN
Unto this Last iv. 78 (1901) 158 His [man's] race has its

bounds also ; but these have not yet been reached.

b. persons.
Still used without the restriction to which the singular

this is now subject : see THIS B. I. i b.
c 85 [see A. /3]. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 547 pes were

as t>re kinges. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls)

13395 Bifore Arthur schuld beos alle wende. 1382 WYCLIF
Rev. vii. 13, 14 Who ben thes..andof whennuscamen thei?
. . Thes ben thei, that camen fro greet tribulacioun. c 1400
Destr. Troy 14022 (heading) Thez Paris slogh in the ffeld.
c 1440 Gesta Rout. Ixiii. 274 (Harl. MS.) pees ben bei, that
sleith hire soulis. 1526 TINDALE John xxi. 15 Lovest thou
me more then these? 1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. ii. 91 These
are diuels ; O defend me. a 1715 BURNET Own Time (1823) I.

342 One of these being taken, and apprehending he was in

danger. 1869 TENNYSON Coining of Arthur 52 He., rode
a simple knight among his knights, And many of these in
richer arms than he.

C. Referring to things mentioned or enumerated

immediately after: pi. of THIS B. I. I d; cf. II. I b.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 36 pe vreisuns beoS beos. ' Deus qui

sanctam crucem' [etc.]. 1380 Lay Folks Catech. 349
These ben also )>y fyue Inwyttys, Wyl, Resoun, Mynd, yma-
ginacioun, and thoglh. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov.
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Lordsh. 68 pes er be tokenys of a good stomak lightnes of

body, clernes of vnderstondynge, stiryng appetyt. 1320

TINDALE Gal. v. 19 The dedes of the flesshe are manyfest,

whiche are these, advoutrie, fornicacion [etc.]. 1678 BUN.

VAN Pilgr. i. 190 Such sayings as these : All our righteous-

nesses are as fikhy rags [etc.). 1847 TKNNYSON PruKOUU.
55 Then an officer Rose up, and read the statutes, such as

these : Not for three years to correspond with home [etc.],

2. In opposition to \tho, those (of things or

persons) ; sometimes spec.
' the latter

'
: plural of

THIS B. I. 3, 3b. Also \ these .. they ^same ..

others (quot. c 1450).
893 K. ALFRED Oros. I. xi, sebence bonne bara tida and

nu fnssa. c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 266 Other sustres

. .nowe these, now thei, owe of pyte. -to visitte suche pry.

soners. 1611 BIBLE Ezek. i. 21 When the liuing creatures

were lift vp from the earth, the wheels were lift vp...

When those went, these went, and when those stood, these

stood. 1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapland 15 The Russians are

generally tall, the Laplanders.. very short! those are fat

and corpulent, these lean and slender. 1734 POPE Ess.

Man IV. 22 Some place the bliss in action, some in ease,

Those call it Pleasure, and Contentment these. 1901
Westm. Gaz. 20 Feb. 2/1, I left the skaters flitting to and

fro, these with their hockey sticks, those with their sledges.

II. Demonstrative adjective.

1. Indicating things or persons present or near

(actually, or in thought, esp. as having just been

mentioned) : plural of THIS B. II. I.

c888, etc. [see A. ft], cnjs Lamb. Horn. 107 Hu bes

halie mihten ouercumaS J>a sunnan. c 1205 LAV. 29786 paes

[c 1275 beos] tioende come to Austine sone. c 1290 Btket

gode specialhche. 1390 UOWER Lori/. 1. 34 vet tnese

clerkes alday preche And sein, good dede may non be.

1411 Kails of Parlt. III. 650/2, I..dyd assemble thise

persones that here been. 1440 Alphabet of Tales 42
Nowder of bies two did itt ; I did it my selfe. 1526 TIN.

DALE Matt. xx. 21 These my two sonnes. 1557 NORTH
Guevara's Diatl Pr. 50 This daungerous and perillous
warres. 1653 WALTON Angler ii. 60 J'l give you another

dish of fish one ofthese dayes. 1860 LOWELL Yussonfu, His
who buildeth over these Our tents His glorious roof of night
and day. 1872 TENNYSON Garetk I, Lynette 708 Well that

ye came, or else these caitiff rogues Had wreak'd themselves

on me.

b. Referring to something immediately follow-

ing : plural of THIS B II. I b.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 16 Efter bis ualltS acneon. .mid teos vif

gretunges.
' Adoramus te Christe (etc.) '. c 1275 LAV. 688

And beos [1205 bas] word seide: Brutus be sele, Nibinc
bou art dead. 1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. Prol. 184 A mous . . to

be route of ratones reherced bese wordes :
'

Thouj we culled

pe calte [etc.] '. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 2454 And buse
wordus to hym dude say. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poeste ill.

iv. (Arb.) 1 59 Also ye finde these words, penetrate, penetrable,

indignitie. 1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. \. 80 Then was he glad, and
that for these reasons : First [etc.]. 1737 Genii. Mag. VII.

182/2 Under the Inscription are these Words, in Greek
Letters, Kairos *o Pandamator.

c. Referring to things or persons familiarly

known, esp. to the whole class of such things or

persons : plural of THIS B. II. i d.

c 1325 Poem Times Edw. // 49 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 326
Thise ersedeknes that ben set to visite holi churcne.
c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. Prol. i Thise olde gentil Britons.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, l. ii. 123 These women are shrewd
tempters with their tongues. 1602 Ham. ii. ii. 223 These
tedious old fooles. a 1704 T. BROWN Misc., Match Jor
Devil Wks. 1711 IV. 149 These Husbands are such very
Drones. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. iv, These rufnings, and
pinkings, and patchings,

will only make us hated. 1820
BYRON Mar. Fal. iv. ii. 17 These city slaves have all their

private bias. Mod. Do you approve of these old age
pensions ? Who are these Manchu s in China ?

d. Used instead of this with a sing, noun of
multitude (formerly with company, number ; now
only with collectives in pi. sense, as vermin) ; or

esp. with kind, sort (^form, ^ manner) followed

by ofwith pi. sb. (cf. KIND sl>. 14 b, THOSE II. i c).
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold.Bk. Mt Aurel. Let. xii. (1535)
Oo ij b7 As I say of these smalle nombre, I myght say of

many other. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. i. (1879) 147 Then,
marche these heathen company towards the Church, a 1643
J. SHUTE Judgem. ft Mercy (1645) 108 All the land was
covered with these vermin. 1706 SOUTHEY Lett.fr. Spain
(1799) 328 A faithful picture of these vermin.

e. With a numeral (definite or indefinite) in

expressions of time referring to a period immedi-

ately past or immediately future.

<ri386 CHAUCER Merck. Prol. 22, I haue ywedded bee
Thise Monthes two. 1552 ASCHAM in Lett. Lit. Men
(Camden) ii Anything that hapt vnto me, thies many years,
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. iv. i. 180 For these two houres Rosa-
linde, I wil leaue thee. 1641 R. H.ULLIE Lett. $ Jrnls.
(1841) I. 313 These three or four years bygone. 1655
Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 209 Alt the French Court
they expect not the conclusion these 4 monthes. 1738 SWIFT
Pol. Conversat. 44 Where has the Wench been these Three
Hours? 1764 FOOTE Patron III. Wks. 1799 I. 357, I war-
rant he won't shew his head for these six months. 1782
COWPER Gilpin ii, Though wedded we have been These
twice ten tedious years. 1852 THACKERAY Esmond 11. x,
Dan Chaucer's, who's dead these ever so many hundred
years. 1865 WHEWELL in Life (1881) 549 As I have done
any time these twenty years and more.

2. In opposition to those : pi. of THIS B. II. 2.

1641 HINOE y. Bruen xxxiii. 104 O how great is the
difference betwixt those holy exercises of Religion .. and
these prophane exercises of corruption and lust ! 1660
BARROW Euclid v. xv, The number of these parts is equal
to the number of those. 1810 CRABBE Borough iv. 54 And
these fair acres, rented and enjoy'd, May those excel by

THESIS.

Solway-moss destroy 'd. Mod. Do you think these scissors

sharper than those you had yesterday ?

III. Comb. These-like a., like these, such as

these : cf. this-like s. v. THIS R III.

1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 57 Every acute reader upon
the first sight of a pedantick licence, will be ready with
these like words to ding the book a coits distance from him,
I hate a pupil teacher [etc.]. 1819 KEATS Hyperion I. 50
Some mourning words, which in our feeble tongue Would
come in these like accents.

Thes eau. (Jusran) , a. [f. L. These-us adj. + -AN.]
Of or belonging to Theseus, a legendary hero-king
of Athens. So Tbeseid (Ju'sTid) [ad. L. Thiseis,

-idem, Gr. r/ffr/fs, -i'5a], the title of a poem on the

exploits of Theseus ; trans/, a poem of the same
character as the

' Theseid of hoarse Codrns' referred

to by Juvenal. Theseium (pjsf'ipm), Theseum
(bj'sriJm), Theseion (pz'sai'fn) [a. L. Theseium,
Or. 0r/ffftov], the temple of Theseus at Athens, or

the Doric building to which the name is now ap-
plied (generally held to be the temple of Hephaestus).
1902 Speaker 26 Tune 370/1 These, .should go far to ex-

flain
the old *Thesean legends. 1725 Pope's Odyss.

, View^Epic Poem, etc. iv. 10 Poets. .who composed their

*Theseids, Heracleids, and the like, a 1822 SHELLEY Def.
Poetry Ess. & Lett. (Camelot) 39,

1 confess myself, .unwil-

ling to be stunned by the Theseids of the hoarse Codri of
the day. 1873 HAYMAN Odyss. xi. 260 note II. 205 An
Amazon of the Theseid legend. 1819 E. DODWELL Tour
Greece I. xii. 362 The *Theseion impresses the beholder more
by its symmetry than its magnitude. 1837 Antiq. Athens
68 Unlike the lavish decoration of the temple of Minerva,
the *Theseium was ornamented with a sparing hand. 1854
tr. Hcttner's Athens ty Peloponnese 152 The monument of
Aristion in the *Theseum at Athens.

t Theslal, a. Ol>s. rare 1
, [irreg. f. THESI-S +

-AL.] Relating to a thesis or theses.

1654 VILVAIN Efit. Ess. App. 191 One hundred Thesial
Verses are here rendred.

Tlie-sicle. nonce-wd. [f. THESIS + -de, dim.
suffix : see -CULE.] A little insignificant thesis.

1863 RUSSELL Diary N. $ S. I. 232 Their paltry thesides
on the divine origin and uses of slavery. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Thesis G'sis, ]>e-sis). PI. theses (Jrc-sfz). [a.

Gr. Ot'ffis putting, placing ;
a proposition, affirma-

tion, etc., f. root fff- of n-ffi-vm to put, place.]
I. In Prosody, etc. : opposed to ARSIS.

1. Originally and properly, according to ancient

writers, The setting down of the foot or lowering
of the hand in beating time, and hence (as marked

by this) the stress or ictus
;
the stressed syllable of

a foot in a verse
;
a stressed note in music.

[1855 WEIL & BENLOEW Theorin gtntralc de Iaccentua-
tion latins 98. 1861 R. WESTPHAL Fragm, der griech.
Rhythmiker 98. 1880 P. PIERSON Metriquc Natttnlle du
Lang. 32.] 1864 HADI.EY Ess. (1873) 81 The namey^/ for

rhythmic elements, arsis (raising of the foot), MjiV(settiiig
down of the foot), have primary reference to orchestic. 1891
Cent. Diet., Thesis. . . In musical rhythmics, a heavy accent,
such as in beating time is marked by a down-beat.

2. By later Latin writers (e. g. Martianns Victo-

rinus a 400, Priscian c 50x5) used for the lowering
of the voice on an unstressed syllable, thus practi-

cally reversing the original meaning ; hence in pre-
valent acceptation (from the time of Bentley,l?26) :

The unaccented or weak part of a foot in verse (clas-

sical or modern), or an unaccented note in music.

1398 TREVISA Barth. DeP. K. xix. cxxxL (1495) 941 Arsis
is rerynge of yoys and is the begynnyng of songe. Thesis is

settynge and is theende. [1726 BENTLEY Terence^, i.] 1830
I. SEAGER tr. Hermann's Metres i. ii. 4 After the example of

Bentley, we call that time in which the ictus is, the arsis,

and those times, which are without the ictus, the thesis.

. . Other writers on metres, together with ancient musi-

cians,, .call that thesis which we call arsis, and that arsis,

which we call thesis. 1844 [see ANACRUSIS]. i846_KEicHTLEY
NotesVirg., Bucol. i. 47 (Fortunate senex, ergo tua rura mane-
bunt !) He [Wagner] adds, that the emphasis should therefore

be on tua, and not on manetuut. But this was not possible
to a Roman, for tua here (like mea ix. 4) is in the tlicsis

of a dactyl 1876 KENNEDY Pub. Sch. Lat. Gram. 258

Each .simple Foot has two parts, one of which is said to

have the ictus upon it, and b called arsis. .; the other part
is called thesis. 1879 OUSELEY in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 95/2

The terms arsis and thesis may be regarded as virtually

obsolete, and are practically useless in these days.

||
3. Mus. Per arsin et thesin (

= '

by raising and

lowering ') : used of a fugne, canon, etc. in which

the subject or melody is inverted, so that the

rising parts correspond to the falling ones in the

original subject and vice versa: the same as by
inversion.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. n. 114 If therefore you make
a Canon per arsin $ thesin, without anie discorde in bind-

ing maner in it. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s.v. Arsis,

A Point being inverted or turned, is said
s
To move per

Arsin and Thesin, that is to say when a Point rises in one

Part, and falls in another ; or on the contrary, when it falls

in one Part, and rises in another. 1879 [see ARSIS 3).

II. In Logic, Rhetoric, etc.

4. A proposition laid down or stated, esp. as

a theme to be discussed and proved, or to be

maintained against attack (in Logic sometimes as

distinct from HYPOTHESIS 2, in Rhetoric from

ANTITHESIS 2) ;
a statement, assertion, tenet.

1579 DIGGES Straiiot. a iv, The vulgare Thesis of the

Eailhes Stabiliue. 1600 W. WATSON Decacordoit Pref.



THESMOPHILIST.
(1602) A v b, By way of a Quodlibet or Thesis proposed. 1651

Life Father Sarpi ( 1676) 8 He was sent to dispute against
the Theses that were then given in. 1697 tr. Burgersdicitts
kis Logic \i. xxiii. 112 A Thesis, whose Truth is not known by
the meer Signification of the Words only; but by the Judg-
ment of the Senses, or some other way ofDeclaration. 17*7-
41 CRAMBRM Cycl. s. v., The maintaining a thesis, is a great

part of the exercise a student is to undergo for a degree.
//iV., Every proposition may be divided into thesis and

hypothesis, thesis contains the thing affirmed or denied, and

hypothesis the conditions of the affirmation or negation.

Thus,.. Ifa triangle and parallelogram have equal bases and

thesis and antithesis. 1860 COLLIKR Gt. Events Hist. vi.

182 [Luther] Shaping his belief on the subject of the indul-

gences into ninety-five theses or propositions. 1879 FARRAR
St. Paul II. 96 In the Epistle to the Romans he established

the thesis that Jews and Gentiles were equally guilty.

b. spec, distinguished from HYPOTHESIS i, q.v.

quots. 1620-0 1647.
C. A theme for a school exercise, composition,

or essay.
a 1774 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 624 Whether among the

theses given to declaim upon, it might not be profitable
sometimes to choose those wherein the boys will be heartily
interested. 1786 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 43 On such a

thesis, I never think the theme long.

5. A dissertation to maintain and prove a thesis

(in sense 4) ; esp. one written or delivered by a

candidate for a University degree.
1653 Mnnim. Univ. Glasgow (1854) II. 333 Theologicall

theses. 1659 OWEN Consia. Bibl. Polygl. 205 The Thesis

prefering this or that translation above the original). 1673
KAY Journ. Low C. 36 He makes Theses upon the Subject
he intends to answer, which Theses are printed. 1741
WATTS Improv. Mind \. xiii. 8 3 It is the business of the

respondent to write a thesis, .or short discourse on the ques.
tion proposed. 1837 LOCKHART Scott vi, Scott's thesis was,
in fact, on the Title of the Pandects, 'Concerning the dis-

posal of the dead bodies of criminals '. 1864 BURTON Scot

Abr. I. v. 266 There was an instruction that each should
write his name on his thesis.

6. Comb. : thesis-play, a play composed with

the purpose of maintaining a thesis, a tendency-

play ; so thesis-playwright.
iooa Edin. Rev. July 199 The conscious, deliberate thesis-

playWright was Dumas fits. 190* Ibid. Oct. 299 The use of
' thesis play

'

as a term of reproach is not without a certain

justification. 1005 Daily Chron. 14 June 5/2
' L'Adversaire

'

is one of those brilliantly specious thesis-plays with which
M. Capus has been wont to astonish both the philosophic
and dramatic worlds.

Thesmo-philist. nonce-wd. [f. Gr. 8(ap6s law

(f. root 9e- to lay down) + -<t\-os, -PHIL + -1ST.]

A lover of law.

1644 SIR E. DERING Prof. Sacr. e iij b, His Bishop (Bp.

Wren], that great Thesmophilist.

Thesmophoric (pesmafprik), a. Gr. Antiq.

[f. Gr. (ra) $ea/jio<t>6pta, neut. pi. (f. Sfa/jLOtfi&poi,

i. Biapos law -f- -Qopm -bearing, an epithet of

the goddess Demeter) + -ic.] Of or pertaining to

the Thesmophoria, an ancient Greek festival held

by women in honour of Demeter. So Thesmo-

pho'rian a,, in same sense.

1884 W.M.RAMSAY in Encycl.Brit. XVII. r2?/2 The Thes.

mophoric rites are so obscure that no sure idea can be gained
of the relation between them and the simpler Arcadian

cultus. 1891 Cent. Diet., Thesmophorian.

Thesmothete (pe-smopn, -j>et). Also in Gr.

form thesmothetes (pesirvpetlz),//. -thotro. [ad.

Gr. 0fo-/o0'TTjs, pi. -ilrat (see def.), f. 0o>os law

+ -0fTi;?, forming agent-nouns from root fl- to

place, lay down.] Each of the six inferior archons

in ancient Athens, who were judges and law-

during their free popular estate. 1717 BAILEY vol. II, Thes-

mothete, a Law-giver. 1819 H. BUSK Tea 18 Without thee

thesmothetes their laws enacted. 1874 T. HARDY Far/r.
Maading Crovid x, Then this small thesmothete stepped

from the table, and surged out of the hall.

Thesocyte (pe-sosait). Biol. [irreg. f. Gr.

Siva putting, deposit + -OTTE.] (See quot.)

1887 SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 420/2 Reserve cells

or thesocytes have been described in several sponges as well

as amylin and oil-bearing cells.

Thesorar, -er, variant of THESAURER 06s.

Thespian. (pe-spian), a. and sb. [f.
Gr. proper

name erms + -AN.J
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Thespis, the tradi-

tional father of Greek tragedy (6th c. B. C.) ; hence,

of or pertaining to tragedy, or the dramatic art ;

tragic, dramatic.

1675 COCKER Morals 39 Nectar, Ambrosia, and the

Thespian Spring, May all avant, for Mony is the Thing.

1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol. I. 463 Oft they snatch the pen.

As if inspir'd, and in a Thespian rage; Then write and

effort~of the Thespian art. 1906 Atluwnm 3 Mar. 256,

The Chorus was a reminiscence of the old 1 ncspian drama.

B. sb. A tragedian ;
an actor or actress.

1817 W KENNEDY Poems 42 The Thespian's outward

cuise Of happiness, her secret mood belies. 1864 I)ORAN

Ann Eng. Stage I. v. I2r The . . Lord Chamberlain . .clapped

the unoffending Thespian, .in the Gate House.
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Thesaaure, var. THESACB Obs., treasure.

Thessel, -downe, obs. form of THISTLE, -DOWN.

-) Theater, sb. Obs. Forms: i tSioatru, -tro,

)>eo8tru, ISieBtru, pystru, -o, 2 peostre, 3 poster,
4 pustre, 4 pestri, pester, 4-5 thestre, 5 thestur.

[OE. Hiestru, Jieostru, fem. (orig. of the -t decl.)
= OS. thiuslrt ; also OE. iffsire, ftostre, pi. -ru,

nent. ; f. THESTER a.] Darkness. /;'/. xn&fig.
Sct>e in |>ystrum bad. ^897 K. JELFRED Cre-

(1900 tr. Haifa's Hist. v. xiii. [\u.\ (1890) 426 He nice forlct

in midclnm baem beostrum. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxii. 13

Wurpaphyneon pauttran bystro[cn6o//ar/0 G. peostran,
Rnsn-w. Siostre, A/W/V/CSiostrumJ. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 131
He ledde heom of beostran and of scadewe. a 1150 ( '.-'/ -V

Night. 230 Hit luuyep buster & hatep lyht. c 1315 SHORE-
HAM v. 130 pa? hyt were bustreof ny^t. 13. . E. E. Allit. P.
I!. 1775 pay prongen beder in be pester, c 1400 Dcstr. Troy
4629 inunret in the thestur throly with all a 1400-50
Alexander 4627 Quen it walows & wannes all oure thestres.

Hence t The-trrtil, peosterful a.
,
full of dark-

ness; f Theosterleyk (Orm. peossterrle^c ,

darkness.
c 1000 JELFRlc Horn. II. 350 Se engel me kcdde..to anre

beostorfulre stowe. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. vi. 33 Eall bin

lic-hama byo Systerfull [ciioo Hatton G. beosterful].
c 1200 ORMIN 2964, I piss lifess peossterrlera.

t Thester, a. 06s. Forms : i feostre, *Bies-

tre, pystre, piostor, 1-2 peoster (-or, -ur), 1-3

peostre, 2 piestre, postre, 3-3 pestre, 2-4

pester, 3 puster, -re, pestere, (Orm. pessterr),

4 pyestre, pister, pyster, 4-5 thester, -ir, 5
thestur. [OE.//iW/rcr,/tto*,inWS.(with umlaut)

flestre, fystre,
= OS. thiustri, OFris. thittstere,

MDu. Mster(D\i.tiuisttr, MLG., LG., G.diister),

: OTeut. *]>iustr-j(f. Ulterior etymology uncer-

tain.] Dark. lit. va&fig.
Beowulf 2332 Breost innan weoll beostrum seboncum.

a 900 tr. Bxaa's Hist. v. xiii. [xii.] (1890) 426 Under fcem
scuan bsere Seostran nihte. c xooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) xvii(i). n
pa hangodeswioe bystru wa;ter on bam wolcnum. an-j^Cott.
Horn. 233 HfeJ sweueS bus mid biestre nicht. c laoo Trin.

Coll. Horn. 39 Al bis lif. .is to nihte iefned, for pat it is swa
bester of ure ateliche synnes. c 1100 ORMIN 16774 Nicodein,

patt comm till ure Laferrd O bessterr nahht. la 1300 XI
Pains Hell 121 in 0. E. Misc. 150 pe stude is bustrore bene

benyht. Ibid. 225 pustrur pane pe nyht. c 1315 SHOREIIAM
v. 146 Be hyt byster, be hyt ly}t. 1340 Ayenb. 45 pise zel-

leres ofclob bet chiesep be byestre stedes huer hi zellep hare

clop, c 1400 Deslr. Troy 2362 He prong into picke wodes,
bester within, la 1500 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) I. 226 He
maiegoe no thester waie.

t Thester, v. Obs. Forms : i -, peostrian,

piestrian, pystrian, 2 pestrian, 2-3 p(e)ostren,

3 pustren, 4 pester. [OE. Jtfostrian, flestrian,

{.piastre, THESTEB a. Cf. G. dustern.)
1. intr. To become dark, grow dim.

0900 tr. Bxda's Hist. v. xiii. [xil.] (1800) 426 pa seseah ic

. .onginnan Seostrian Sa stowe. ciooo A.LFRIC Gen. xlvin. 10

Israheles eajan bystrodon for bzre micclan ylde. itJ4

O. E. Chron. an. 1135 (Laud MS.) pa bestrede be dzi ouer al

landes. c 1173 Lamb. Horn. 143 Steorren sculen beostren,

c 1105 LAY. 4574 peostrede [<: 1175 bustrede] ba wolcne.

2. trans. To make dark, darken
;
to dim.

c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth, xxxviii. 5 Se dacj blent &
biostraS heora ea^an. ^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xiii. 24

Sunna bi3 je-Siostrod. aiaag Ancr. R. 94 pet heo her

beostreS nu ham suluen.

t The'Sterly, a. and adv. Forms : i peoster-
lio (adj.), 4 piesterliehe (adv.). [f. THESTER a. :

see -LY 1, ^.] a. adj. Dark. b. adv. Darkly.
c toco jELFRic Horn. I. 504 pzs muntes cnoll mid (>eoster-

licum jenipum eal oferhangen wzs. 1340 Aycnb, 244 pe
clene of herte bet hier ssolle ysy him be byleaue, ac alneway
biesterliche.

t The'Sterness. Obs. Forms: see THESTER a.

[OE./AWww^etc., f./^rf^.THESTERa. + -NESS.]

Darkness, lit.
-~ J f

, . .

c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxiv. 8 8 pestemes. cSoj Oroi.

VI iu 8 3 WearS micel beosternes ofer eallne middanjeard.

ciooo Ags. Horn. (ed. Assmann 1889) 203 pa com..baprc
nihte bysternys. cuji Lamb. HOIH. 61 pe engles a-dun

follon in to be bosternesse hellen. a noo Moral Oat 277

Eure ber is vuel smech, busternesse and eie. c zaoo ORMIN

16737, & menn ne lufenn nohht te lihht Ace lufenn pessterr-

nesse. c 1150 Gen. 4- Ex. 1942 Quiles he slep, In ois oister-

nesse, old and dep. c 1300 Havelok 2i9t Gon was bister-

nesse of be nilh. 1377 L"CL. P. PI. B. xvl. 160 On a thores-

day in thestemesse bus was he taken. 1a 1500 Chester PI.

ii. 12 Twynned shalbe throughe my mighte the Ughte from

Thesternes.

t Thestri, a. Obs. Forms: I ISiostris, pys-

tris, 3 peostri, 4 thestri. [OE. kiostm, f.

piastre, Jitostre, THESTER a. + -i: see -Y.] Dark

(lit. and /fc.) ;
= THESTER a.

'

. a .
= .

0900 W^RFERTH Gregory's Dial, (roco) 76 ponne bi5 bin

licKama eall h'strij. c 9y> Lindis/. Gosf. Mark vni. 17

Diostris . . xie habbaS hearta iuer. a 1140 Ureisvtt in Coif.

Horn. 200 Aliht mine beostri heorte. c 1315 Body f, Soui in

Map's Poems (Camden) 346 In a thestn stude y stod.

Thesuerer, variant of THESAURER Obs.

Thet, pet, obs. f. THAT ; obs. neot. sing, of THE.

Theta (J'ta). [a. Gr. 6ffra : see def.] The

eighth letter of the Greek alphabet, B, 6 (see Til).

In ancient Greece, on the ballots used in voting upon
a

sentence of life or death, 9 stood for Wrarov, death ;
hence

**!*,! DMUL.JV Ryme H iv, Setting his Thetai or marke

of condemnation vppon them. i6i-i HOLVDAY I'erstns iv.

IOAL.

317 And the black theta. signe of deadly ihune, Thon oin'it

prefix Tore an offenders name. i6Aa SIR T. BIOWNE Ckr.
Mor. i. | 22 At the Tritmnal.. wherein iniquities have their
natural Thel.Vs. and no nocent is abtolved by the verdict
of himself. 1789 M. MADAN tr. 1'ersins (1795) 103 Able to
fix the black theta to vice.

b. attrib. and Comb., as thela-souniling adj. ;

theta-function, in Math., a name for two different

functions : (a) the sum of a series from n oo

to n = + co of terms denoted by expCn^ +

2a); also extended to a similar function of
several variables

; (b) a function occurring in pro-
babilities, expressed by the integral \e~*dt ;

theta-phi diagram, the temperature-entropy dia-

gram, which represents the heat-units conTerted
into work per pound of working fluid (0 abso-
lute temperature, and

<(>
=

entropy).
1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. f, M,rch. III. hi. 88 Yon CEnelish)

are a theta-sounding people. 1879 CAYLEY Colt. Matk.
Papers X. 475 We nave thus an audition-with-Kubtractioa

theorem fortnedoublelhela-functions. 1901 Pract. Engineer
Pmiiet Bit. 166 The temperature-entiol'y diagram U usually
called the e* dhela-phi) diagram.
Thetch (>etj). dial. [A dial, form of fetch -
VETCH : cf. thane 2

, and see TH (6).]

'733 w. ELLIS Cniltern 4 Vale Farm. 50 Waggon Loads
of Peas, Thetches, Chaff and other Grain. 1739 in Q. Jml.
Econtnnics Nov. (1907) 77 To be towed Wheat ti soon as

the thetches are lyed off. 1803 Wilts. Gloss., Thetckes,

Thatches, vetches. Lent tnetcnesm an early spring kind.

Thetoh(e, obs. variants of THATCH.
Thete (J1). Gr. Antiq. [ad. Gr. 871, irr-.

orig. a villein, slave.] In ancient Athens, by the

constitution of Solon, a free man of the lowest

class, whose property in land was assessed at less

than 150 medimni.
i6ja L. S. People's Liberty ix. 17 Such whose revenue

amounted not to so much as 200 measures of aride and

liquide fruicts (who were called The!e). 1846 GoTEt7rrt
l. xx. II. 131 Poor freemen called Thete*, working for hire.

Ibid. 132 The condition of a slave under an average master

may have been as good as that of the free Thctc.

Thete, variant of THEAT.

Thethe, Thething, erroneous spelling of tithe,

tething, TITHE, TITHISO.

1 Thethen, adv. Obs. Forms: 2-3 (Orm.)

pepenn, 3 eCen, 4 pi-, pel-, peypen, peipin,

thythen, peden, -in, 4-5 pepen, -pin, -thyn,

thepen, -then, -thyn, 5 p-, thethin, -thyne.

[Early ME., a. ON. j*an, Icel. faSan (MSw.
thKdhan, obs. Da. deden), f. root of TH with

suffix of ' motion from ', as in HETHEH, WHBTHKN ;

cf. Gr. ->.] From that place;
= THEKCK.

c 1*00 ORMIN 1008 Sibbenn ;ede he bebenn nt. c mo
Bestiary 727 in O. E. Misc. 23 Deflen be sal cumen eft.

01300 Cursor M. 6100 pai suld his banes beben bring.

ft. 8045 (G.) pai drow it bedin [F. beiben). c 1400 Melayne
519 The myghte of god. .Had broghte tham theihyn a way.
c 1450 St. Cuthiert (Surtees) 548 Sho hyed her be|>in fast.

D. Preceded byfro (
- from).

1340 HAMFOLE Pr. Consc. roi8 pe ayre
fra beben, and be

heat of be son Sustayns be erthe here, t>ar we won. c 1400

Destr. Troy 8790 Fro thelhen the lycour belyue launchit

dounevyn. ci4*o Wars Alexander (Prose) 66 Fratheth>n,
Alexander remowede his Oste & come to be sates of Caspee.

Hence t The'thenforth adv. = THENCEFORTH ;

t Tlie-tlinward adv. = THKNCEWARI).
ciaoo ORMIN 10786 Iwhillc mann batt..Iss la^helike

fullhtnedd Birrb sti^henn dun fra bebennforj) Off modiv
nessess lawe. Ibid. 18176, & tebennforrb to bewwtenn

Crist, citoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 69 De oeoen foro shal

wexen alse he seide. 13.. Cursor M. 6357 (Fairf.) Fra

beiben for)> sir moises per wandes bare. Ibid. 14557 (Colt.)

In effraym dueld he. -And beben ward son can he funde.

Thether, -ur, obs. forms of TBITBER.

t Thethey, obs. ? scribal error for TKETHY a.1

e 1400 Rmuland 4 O. 1032 Gude sir, ryde my lemm.ine

nere, the knyghte es full thethey.

Thethorn, variant of THEVE-THOBN Obs.

Thethy: see TETHT.

Thetic (pe'tik), a. (s6.) [ad. Gr. 0eTr-ot such

as is placed or is fit to be placed; positive,

affirmative, f. tiros placed, f. root 0f- to place.]

1. Characterized by laying down or setting forth ;

involving positive statement : cf. THSSIS 4.

1678 GALE Cri. Gentiles III. Pref., To render our Dis-

course the lesse offensive, we have cast it into a thetic and

dogmatic method, rather than agonistic and polemic. 1837

E. BICKERSTETH Life Francke iv. 61 Thetic and historical

divinity were not the fields which Francke had chosen to

lecture upon. 1881 A. M. FAIRBAIRN in Contemp. Rev.

Dec. 862 His [Mohammed's] genius was not thetic. but

synthetic, not creative but constructive.

2 Pros. That bears the thesis ; stressed.

1815 I. GRANT in Monthly Mag. XXXIX. 303 The first

syllable of each being thetic or emphatic and the remainder

of the foot being in arsis or remiss.

b. '

Beginning with a thesis (Cent. Diet. 1801).

B. sb. (//.) Thetios (nouce-wd.), the art of Uy-

ine down principles or putting forth propositions.

1864 CARLYL. Fredk. Gt. xvi. v. (1873) VI. 182 Polemics,

Thetics, Exegetics.

Thetical (pe-tikal), a. [f.
as prec. + -At : see

-ICAL.] Of the nature of or involving direct or

positive statement ; laid down or stated positively

or absolutely; ix>sitive; dogmatic; arbitrary.



THETICALLY.

1653 H. MORE Cmjecl. Cabbal. (1713) 66 This Law..was

merely Thetical or Positive, not Indispensable and Natural.

1678 CUDWORTH Mell. Syst. Pref. 2. 1718 J. CHAMBER-

LAYSE Relig. Philos. Pref. (1730) 4 The Thetical Way. .must

not appear imperfect to them. 1873 W. HUMPHREY Div.

Tcaclier p. iii, A thetical exposition of the Catholic doctrine.

Thetically (]>e-tikali), adv. [f.
THETICAL +

-LY 2
.]

In a thetical manner ; by way of assertion

or positive statement ; positively.

1657 W. MORICF. Cocna quasi Koti^) v. 58 Why should the

same thing be true when proposed thetically, generally..,

and false when applyed hypothetically, particularly? 1697

G. K. Disc, Georn. Problems 12, [I] have proposed it rather

Problematically than Thetically. 1870 M. J. EVANS Ooster-

zee's T/ieol. N. T. 305 The doctrine ofjustification is in the

Epistle to the Romans presented more thetically (i. e. by

way of statement), in Galatians more polemically.

Thetis (]>e
-

tis). [a. Gr. 0m, proper name.]
1. Gr. and Rom. Mythology. One of the Nereids

or sea-nymphs, the mother of Achilles ; poetically,

the sea personified.
1412 LYDC. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 14 Thetes wiche is

of water chef Goddes. c 1610 T. ROBINSON MaryMagd. 14

shepherd, who from a hanging rock.. admires her beauty.

1840 KARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. I. Witclus' Frolic 87 If. .

he laid his head In Thetis's lap beneath the seas.

2. Astron. Name of the seventeenth asteroid.

Hence fThetlsie, obs. nonce-wd., the abode of

Thetis and the Nereids ;
the watery realm.

1600 TOURNEUR Transf. Metam. x?, The Treasure-house

of Neptune's Thetisie. Ibid. Ixxiv, When fatal! Neptune . .

hal'd him to his Thetisie.

Thetsee, var. THITSI, black-varnish tree.

Theu, theue, var. THEOW, THEW.

Thetirgic O'i'jd3ik) a. (si.) [ad. L. theurgic-

its, a. Gr. gfovp~fix6s magical : see THEURGY and

-ic. So F. thhirgique (Hth c.).] Of or pertain-

ing to theurgy.
1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Cille of Cod x. ix. 371 Certain*

Theurgike consecrations called Teletae. 1718 Bp. HUTCHIN-
SON Witchcraft 35 A Golden Image of Jupiter, prepared
by the Theurgic Art. 1834 LYTTON Pompeii 11. viii. [see

_ ing Clouds n. 38
cine he possessed, he eked it out with theurgic pretences,

t B. sb. A theurgist. Obs. rare.

1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citic of God x. xvi. (1620) 362 Let
the Platonists, Theurgiques (or rather Periurgikes. .) or any
other Philosophers answer. Ibid. 395 They whom the
malicious Theurgike bound from purging the soule of the

good one.

Theurgical Qn'^udgikal), a. [f. as prec. +
-AL : see -ICAL.] = prec. adj.

15*9 [see THEURGY i). 1610 HEALEV SI. Aug. Citie of God
395 The true Angels.. differ from them that descend unto
men that use Theurgicatl conjurations. 1652 [see GOETI-

CAL]. 1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst. I. iv. 16. 286 This
Divine Magick of Zoroaster, .degenerated, .into the Theur-

gical Magick. a 1834 COLERIDGE Lit. Rern. (1839) III. 159
A corrupt mystical tneurgical pseudo-Platonism.
Hence ThetrrgicaUy adv.

1854 MAURICE Mar. fy Met. Philos. II. 71 The author

proposes to discuss, .theurgical [questions] theurgically.

Theurgist (Jw'iB'Jdjskt). [f. THEUBG(Y + -IST.

Cf. F. thfurgiste (i8th c.).] One who practises
or believes in theurgy ; a magician.
165* GAULE Magastrom. xxvi, The sacrilegious theurgist

will consecrate my head to the crows. 1678 CUDWORTH
Intell. Syst. I. iv. 15. 269 One of those more refined

[magicians], who have been called by themselves Theurgists.
1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) 1. 1. iv. 24 The mysticism
of the theurgist, who will pass the bounds of the dreaded
spirit world . . to seize one of its thrones.

Theurgy (Jw'iiiMdji). [ad. L. theurgia, a. Gr.

Oeovpyla sorcery, f. 0os god + -tpyos working. So
F. thturgie (i4th c. in Godef. Compl.}.]
1. A system of magic, originally practised by the

Egyptian Platonists, to procure communication
with beneficent spirits, and by their aid produce
miraculous effects ; in later times distinguished as
' white magic

'

from GOETY or ' black magic '.

1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrippa's Van. Aries 59 b, Porpherie
who doth muche dispute of this Theurgie or Magicke of
thinges deuine doth finally conclude that with Theurgicall
consecrations mans minde may be made apte to receaue
Spirites and Angels. 1584 R. SCOT Discern. Witchcr. xv. xlii.

(i 886)^392 There is yet another art, which is called Theurgie J

wherein theyworkebygood angels, r6$*GtMl&Magastrom.
xxvi, Of ceremonial! magick there are two parts, goetie
and theurgie. 1751 [see GOETY]. 1899 W. R. INGE Chr. Mys-
ticism

yii. 267 The turbid streams of theurgy and magic
flowed into the broad river of Christian thought by two
channels the later Neo-platonism, and Jewish Cabbalism.
2. The operation of a divine or supernatural
agency in human affairs; the effects produced
among men by direct divine or spiritual action.
1858 GLADSTONE Homer III. 564 We stand here at a June-

ture in_the poem, where its theurgy supersedes its human
mechanism. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. $ Dogma (1876) 167The constant tendency of popular Christianity to add to
the element of theurgy and thaumaturgy, to increase and
develope it. 1878 GLADSTONE Prim. Homer 86 The Olym-
pian court is the masterpiece of the whole theurgy of Homer,
Theutonicke, obs. form of TEUTONIC.
t Theve, rf. Oh. rare-1

. The first element of

296

THEVE-THOKN, of uncertain derivation: app. Brnsn-

wood, bush, shrub ;
= BRUSH so.1 2.

c 1440 Promp. Pant. 490/2 Theve, brusch Iv. r. brush : no

Latin equivalent given).

t Theve, v. Obs. Also 4 thef. [ME. a. ON.

lefa to smell, to sniff. Cf. THEF.] trans. To smell.

13.. Cursor M. 23456 (Giitt.) In bis lijf has man gret

liking . . Suete spiceri to theue [Etiin. thef, Cott. fell ( tele),

f. last] and smell.

Theves, obs. pi. of THEAVE, THIEF.

tThe-ve-thorn,the--thorn. Obs. Forms:

i thebanthorn, pefan-, peofe-, pife-, )>yfe-, 1-3

pefeporn, 3-5 theve-, 4 theoue, thef-, 4-5 the-

thorn(e; (5 thewe-, threw-thorn). [Cogn. with

OHG. depandorn (Ahd. Classen I. 237, 34). Ety-

mology of first element uncertain.

Grimm, Kl. Schr. I. 246, renders depandorn 'brenndorn ',

comparing deoa,dioa incendium', in the Malb. Gloss. This

might refer to thorns used for burning or kindling a fire.

See also Van Helten in P. ft B. Beitr. XXV. 348.)

Name of some thorny shrub.

a. In OE. and ME. glossaries commonly render-

ing L. rhamnus, which was sometimes in late and

med.L. applied to the bramble or blackberry-bush,
and was sometimes glossed by whitethorn or haw-

thorn.
The sense ' bramble

'

or '
blackberry-bush

'

is supported by
L. morus in Metr. Voc. (which has this sense sometimes in

Pliny, and still in Romanic langs.) ; that of ' hawthorn
'

by
the red fruit of Sition. Barthol. (Thevetftorti could not be

buckthorn, the late botanical identification otRhatnnus with
buckthorn being merely a caprice of Linnaeus, without any
ancient warrant.)
a 700 Epinal Gloss. (O. E. T.) 880 Ramnus, thebanthorn.

C7a$ Corpus Gloss. 1710 Ramnus. SepfeSorn. c xooo Sax.
Leechd. II. 312 Wib bite wyrc sealfe ; nim . . befan born. Ibid.

III. 56Nim..Sefe)x>rn. ClaooAfs. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker

269/21 Raiunns, coltetrxppe, befanSorn. ciooo JLFRIC
Voc. ibid, 139/20 ^<*/Kf,plfeborn. Ibid. 149/32 Ramnus,
ml sentix ursina, Syfeborn. aiytoE.E. Psalter lvii[i]. 10

Ar-til bai undre-stande bi.forn Of youre thornes of theve.
thorn [138* WYCLIF theue thorne, Vulg. rhamnum], 13..
Heber MS. 8336 in Promp. Parv. 490 notet Nym the

floures of theoue-thorn. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ivii. 9
Rammyn, bat bai call thefthorne, has swilke a kynd, bat it is

first soft, and sithen turnys it in til thornes. a 1387 Sinon.
Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 36 Rampnus est frutex spinosus
ferens rubeos fructus, i. thethorne. 1388 WYCLIF Judr. ix.

14 And alle trees seiden to the ramne [gloss ether theue
thom ; Vulg. ad rhamnum: 1382 to the thorn], Come thou,
and be lord on vs. 14. . Metr. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 629/6
Morus, thewe-thornys. 14.. Nom. ibid. 715/35 Hecramnus,
. .a thethornlre. c 1450 Medulla in Cath. Angl. 382 note,

Ramnus, a whyte thorne or a thepe [? theve] bushe. 1483
Cath. Angl. 382/2 A Thethorne, rampnus.

b. Sometimes applied to the gooseberry.
In Ps. Ivii. 9, the two 12th c. Anglo-Norman Psalters (ed.

Fr. Michel, 1860, 1876) render rkatnnus\)ygroseiller,grose.
Her, gooseberry, and this identification is found in some
ME. glossaries, and was also adopted by Theodore Gaza,
c 1450. Cf. also FEABERRY, DAYBERRY, possibly dialectal

alterations of theJierry from thethorn.

1265 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 558/20 Ramni, i. JFr.] gro-
siler, i. [Eng.J befebom. 1450 Alfnittt (Anecd. Oxon.) 156

Rampnus, gallice griseler, attglice, threwthorn. [186*
WRIGHT Hist. Dottiest. Mann. 296 In the dialect of Norfolk,
gooseberries are still called theabes.] ICf. Thapes, thepes
gooseberries (Eng. Dial. Diet.).]

t The-vis ne-k. Sc. Obs. = ' Thiefs neck ', one
fit for the gallows : a term of opprobrium.
In quots. represented as the cry of the tewhit or lapwing.
c 1450 HOLLAND llowlat 823 The Tuchet and the gukkit

Golk. ..Callit him [the Rook] tbryss thevisnek, to thrawe in

a widdy. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 39 The tuechitis cryit theuis

nek, quhen the piettis clattrit.

Thew (H), J*- 1 Forms : 1-3 peaw, J)eau, (i

Beow), 2-3 Tpesw, 2-5 pew, Jjewe, 3 peauw,
peuw, peasw, peu, 4 theaw, 4-5 then, thue,
4-9 thewe, (5 thegh), 4- thew. [OE. J>{aw=
OS. than usage, custom, habit, OHG. than (dau)
discipline. Not recorded outside WGer. langs.
Ulterior etymology uncertain.]
1 1. A custom, usage, general practice (e. g. of a

people, community, or class). Obs.

Beowulf 360 Cube he dujuoe beaw. eSoj K. JELFBED
Oros. r. x. 2 Sibban waes hiera beaw. 950 Lindisf. Gosp.
John xix. 40 Sua 3eau Iu5eum \Rushiu. oeow iudea, Ags.
Gosp. iudea b[e]aw, Hatton G. iudea bzw] is bybyrse.
c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 47 Wich beau was on be olde la^e.
Ibid., Swich beu wes bi ban da^en.

t b. //. Customs ordained ; ordinances. Obs.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 544 In de-voydynge be vylanye

batvenkquysthisbewez. Ibid. 155. 1624 QUARLES Job vii. 7
Thy sacred Thewes, and sweet Instructions, did Helpe those
were falling, rays'd up such as slid.

f 2. A custom or habit of an individual ; manner
of behaving or acting ; hence, a personal quality
(mental or moral) ; a characteristic, attribute,
trait. Chiefly in //. Obs.
r 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxvii. J a Wisdom.. aelces godes

beawes he sefyllS bone be hine lufaS. 803 Oros.
vi. xiv. i He wa:s swibe

jffel
monn ealra beawa. 971

Blickl. Horn. 217 Waes he swi3e ^ebungen on his 3eawum.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gen. xxxi. 5 Ic xeseo on eowres fader
beawum, bat he nys swa wel wia me jeworht. c 1200
ORMIN 7328, I dxrne unnclene bohht & bzw. c iaoj LAV.
6361 Morpidus .. Monnene strengest Of maine and of
beauwe. c 1130 Halt Meid. 3 Euch meiden bat haueS
meidene beawes. a 1300 Cursor M. 1947 (Cott.) To doghty
thues lok bou be gif. 1381 WYCLIF i Cor. xv. 33 Forsoth
yuele spechis corumpen (or distroyen) goode thewis (or

THEW.
vertues). I4 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 211 A man
may not fynde in no beste, custume ne thegh, wyche is

noght inaman. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 120
The vertues cardinal is . . reule of all vertues and gude thewis
as kingis. 1508 DUNBAR Tun Mariit Wemen 119 Full of

eldnyng . . and anger, and all euill thewis. 1559 Mirr. Mag.,
Dk. Clarence xviii, In vertuous thewes. 1590 SPENSER
F. O. n. x, 59 Helena., in all godly thewes and goodly prayse
Did far excell. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc u. xviii, In martial
thewes and manly discipline, To train the sons of Owen.

t b. Without qualification : A good quality or

habit ;
a virtue ; courteous or gracious action. Obs.

c 1105 LAV. 300 JHs child leuede & wel ibei, & beweas

[ci7S beuwes] hit luuede. a 1115 After. R. 278 J>es beau

[humility] is alre beauwene moder. r 1x50 Gen. % Ex.
2757 Hu a 5unge man, at te welle[n] Dewe and wursipe hem
dede. 13. . Cursor M. 20996 (Cott.) A man o mekenes and
o theu. 1357 Lay Folks Catech. 406 The third vertu or

thew is charite. c 1400 Rtnare 58 She thaw^th [=taw}t]
hyt curtesye and thewe, Golde and sylke for to sewe. 1573
GASCOICNE Notes Instr. in Steele Gl. etc. (Arb.) 37 This

poeticall license .. turkeneth all things at pleasure, for

example, ydone for done . .thewcs for good panes or good
qualities.

3. //. Physical good qualities, features, or per-
sonal endowments, f a. generally (e. g. the fair

features or lineaments of a woman). Obs.

1567 TURBERV. Ovid's Epist. xv. N iv b, Boost thou thinke
..that doltish silly man, The thewes of Helens passing
forme, may iudge, or throughly scan? Ibid, xviii. Q vj,
I leaue her thewes vntoucht, Wherein she may compare
With heauenly peeres, such feature fals On earthlie creatures

b. The bodily powers or forces of a man
(L. vires), might, strength, vigour; in Shaks.,

bodily proportions, lineaments, or parts, as indicat-

ing physical strength ;
in modem use after Scott,

muscular development, associated with sinews, and
hence materialized as if = muscles or tendons.

1566 NUCK tr. Seneca's Octavia i. iv. B iij b, Ere while
thilke wretch recoyleth backe againe, And to my thews for

ayde retyres amaine. *597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, HI. ii. 276
Care I for the Limbes, the Thewes, the stature, bulke, and
btgge assemblance of a man ? giue mee the spirit. 1601

Jul. C. i. iii. 81 Romans now Haue Thewes, and Limbes,
like to their Ancestors. 1602 Ham. i. iii. 12 Nature
cressant does not grow alone, In thewes and Bulke. 1791
COWPER Odyss. xvii. 271 He should on bulkier thewes

Supported stand [cf. POPE ibid. 264 If any labour those big
joints could learn]. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy iii, My fellow-

traveller, to judge by his thewes and sinews, was a man who
might have set danger at defiance. 1843 LYTTON Last
Bar. i.

yi,
A man who values his kind mainly by their thews

and their sinews. 1850 TENNYSON- In Mem. ciii. 31, 1 felt the

thews of Anakim, The pulses of a Titan's heart. 1887
Miss BRADDON Like ff Unlike i, Nature has been kinder to

your brother in the matter of thew and sinew.

o. fig. Applied to cords or ropes.
1851 MELVILLE The Whale xvi. I. in (Descr. of a ship),

Bulwarks . . garnished . . with the long, sharp teeth of the

sperm whale,, .to fasten her old hempen thews and tendons
to. Those thews ran not through base blocks of land wood,
but deftly travelled through sheaves of sea.ivory.

tThew (}>i), si." Obs. Also 3-4 theu, 3-6
thewe. [Known before 1 250 : etymology obscure ;

app. from THEW v., in sense 'chastise ; but OE.

fywan, }towan
' to press, squeeze, compress

'

is

also a possible source. The forms are identical

with contemporary ones ofTHEW rf.1]

Name of an instrument or apparatus of punish-
ment ordained, instead of the pillory, for women ;

often identified with the CUCKING-STOOL. Also in

comb, thewfenny (cf. BURGHAL-HSNNY).
The med.L. equivalent was collistrigium, i. e. an iron

collar compressing and confining the neck.

1175 Rot. Hundred. (1818) II. 302/2 (Bassetlaw, Notts)Tem-

pore domini Walter! de Gray [i256]..levatum fuit le theu

primo in villis ejusdem Archiepiscopi . .jam xxx annis elapsis.

1187 Plac. deQuo Warranto (1818) n/i Ibi habet tantum-

modo tumbereUum et thewe. Ibid. 11/2 Cum soca et saka

..boruhapeny et theupeny. 1390-1 Ipswich Domesday
Ixxiv. in Bit. Bk. Admir. (Rolls) II. 164 Femmes qe sunt

communs tenceresses . . seyent eles chastiez par la juyse qe

[est] apele le theu. 1364 Lett.-Bk. G. London If. 137
Consideratum fuit .. quod prafata Alicia subhiat judicium
cullistr' pro mulieribus inde ordinal' vocata la Thewe [tr.

Riley Mem. (1868) 319 That the said Alice should undergo

moratura per unam horam diei [tr. ibid. 526, that she should

be put upon the thewe, for women ordained, for one hour of

the day]. 1440 Promp. Parv. 490/2 Thewe, or pylory,

collistrigium. 1450 Surtees Misc. (1888) 60 Y sayd

Burgese schall . . ordan a pelory and a thew, lawfull and

strang. 1483 Cath. Angl. 382/2 A Thewe, tripotheum (A.

Collistrigium, et cetera). 15.. in MS. Hart. 111; If. 77
Punire per indicium de Thewe, hoc est ponere eas super
Scabellum vocatum Cokestolle. IS3J Surtees Misc. (1888

34 She shalnot chyde ne flyte,. .oppen ridyng of the jebit,

or thew, aboute the towne. 1577 HARRISON England n. xix.

(1877) I. 310 It is not lawfull for anie subject.. to.. set vp
fureis, tumbrell, thew, or pillorie. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5),

Thevi, an old Word for a Cucking Stool.

Thew, sb.% and v.1 ME. form ofTHEOW so. and v.

t Thew, .
2 Obs. In early ME. Jjsewen, pa.

pple. i-pfBwed, i-peuwed. [app. f. OE. lia-ui,

THEW sby\ trans. To instruct in morals or man-

ners
;
to discipline, train, instruct, chastise.

(In quots. (t 1225 and c 1365 it may possibly represent or be

influenced by OE. pytuanTffyin, feoman to press, oppress,

repress, threaten, rebuke, which otherwise does not appear to

have come down into ME.)



THE WED.
c 1200 ORMIN 6217, & junnc birrl> nimenn mikell gom To
bzwenn

junnkerr chilldre. 01115 Ancr. R- 268 (MS. T.)
Tu ne schuldest nout tuhten, ne chasten |>i meiden uor hire
guiles, ne beawe (>ine servant c 1305 Pilat 57 in K. K. P.
(1862) 112 po bemperour iliurde >at he mUte bat libere
folc so bewe, He ne huld non so queynle man as he huld
|>e schrewe. c 1411 HOCCLKVF. Liarn to Die 83 And thec
the bettre for to Ihewe, The misterie of my lore y shal the
shewe. ifias UILL Sacr. Philo*-. iv. 53 Although some
Fathers were no better Cosmosraphers then to think this ;

yet for the most part they were better thewed [?instructed,
or mannered].

Thewed (pid), ///. a. Also a poauil, 3-4
peu(e)d, 3 i-psewed, i-peuwed. [Orig. pa. pple.
of THEW v., but opp. often treated as f. THEW

fl. Trained, instructed in morals or manners;
having qualities or manners (of a specified kind).
Chiefly in compounds, as ill-theived, WELL-THEWED,
etc., -mannered, -conditioned, -natured.

<; itoo Triu. Coll. Ham. 41 pe wise man and bat wel beaud
child habbea boSe on la}e. c 1105 LAY. 6536 He wes swiSe
sodfest and swiSe wel iSaewed [c 1175 i-feuwcd). 1374
CHAUCER Compl. Mar; 180 My lady is. .so wel fortuned and
thewed That thorow the worldeher goodnesse is yshewed.
c 1440 Pallad. on Husk. iv. 856 [Foals] So thewed that from
high quyete & reste Anoon they may be stered forto prike.
I4i6 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 150 Men. .lull of
vicis, ryotous and evil thewit. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. it vi. 26
Yet would not seeme so rude, and thewed ill As to despise
so curteous seeming part. 1596 Hymne in Hon. Beautit
138 A beauteous soufe, with faire conditions thewed.

t b. spec. Having good qualities or manners.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8425 pe child es theud [v. rr. theued,

|>ewed) and mild o mode, Lok bat he haf maister god. 13 . .

Ibid. 27632 (Fairf.) If bou be bewed al-so curtaise, pen atle
first I wille be praise. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 733 A.a. I

blessed be bow,.. so boner & bewed. [01601 ?MARSTON
Pasauil $ Kath. ill. 16 Nay, good Thewte hart : good kind
lacke, stay.]

2. Having thews or muscles (of a specified kind).

eyesr and turn with huge _. ... . ...
You have a heart thewed harder than my heart. 1881 C. DS.
KAY fit. Nimrod iv. 71 A fearful beast .. Amazing thewed,
with fourfold plate-like horns.

tThewedly, aiiv. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec. +

LY *.] In a well-mannered way ; virtuously.
13.. Cursor M. 28663 (Cott.) Charite. .biddes vs bath in

gode and ill Theudli [v. r. trewly] thole vr lauerds wille.

t Thewfnl, a. Obs. [f. THEW rf.i + -FUL.]
Full of or characterized by good qualities ; good,
virtuous, moral.

ciios LAY. 1797 Heo godd thonkeden mid beu-fulle
worden. a 1115 Ancr. R. 422 Talked mid ouer meidenes
and mid beaufule talen schurteS ou to-gederes. c 1130 Hali
Mcid, 45 WiSute o5er god & bawfulle mihtes. 13. . Cursor
M. 2337 (Cott.) For [Abram] was theuful \F. curtays, G., Tr.
meke] bath and hind. laid. 2665 A theuful [G., Tr. holy]
takynyng for to ken At tuin yow wit fra ober men.

Thewless (pi-les), a. Now only Sc. [f.

THEW sit.* + -LESS. Cf. THOWLESS.]
tl. Destitute of morals or virtue; vicious, im-

moral: = THOWLESS i. Obs.
a 1317 Pol. Songs (Camden) 255 For lust hath leve, the

lond is theweles. 1513 DOUGLAS .-Knfis iv. Prol. 163 Sic
thewles lustis [sail returne] in bittir pane and wo.

2. Without energy, inert, spiritless : = THOW-
LESS 2.

1895 CROCKETT Men of Moss-Hags I, He was a quiet,

thewless, pleasantly conforming man. 1896 SNOWDEN Web
of Weaver vi, 72, I seemed to stand thewless. 1900
C. MURRAY Hamewitk 85 Like some puir dwinin' thewless
wicht Vv'i' death in view. 1904 Dundee Advertiser 13 June
8/1 That the

'

thewless
' and ' wastrel

'

class be relegated
to labour colonies there to work out their own salvation.

Thewness. rare.
[f.

THEW sb. 1 + -NESS.]
t a. Virtue. Obs. b. Vigour, robustness.
c 1200 Trin. Colt. Horn. 177 Wunderful is ure louerd on

^unesse.
1860 W. J. C. MUIR Pagan or Christian 274

;tl wealth lies in the sinewy force of moral thewness.

ThewttU, obs. variant of THWITTLE.

Thewy (pi'i),a. rare. [f. THEW s6. 1 $b + -T.]

Having well-developed thews ; muscular, brawny.
1845 S. JUDD Margaret l. x, There were.. broad, hard

hands in kid gloves ; thewy, red elbows, .in lace ruffles.

They (8^0, pers. pron. Forms : see below.

[Early ME. }ei [\n Qtminfie))),&. ON.pei-r, nom.

pi. masc. of the simple demonstrative sd, sti, pat
(= OE. >f, ME. /,/<?), which in ON. filled the

place of the lost plural of the 3rd pers. pron. : cf.

Norw., MSw., Sw., MDa., Da. de,
'

they ', In OE.
the 3rd pers. pron. had its own plural hi, hie,

MI, hio, which continued in extreme southern

dialect to about 1400, and in the oblique cases a

century longer: see Hi 2
, HEM pron., HEB pass,

pron? But even in OE. the function of hi was

largely shared by the pi. demonstrative/^
' those ',

ME. northern /, midl. and south. pS: see THO
dem.pron. i. The Trin. Coll. Homilies, (-1200,

have both hie and pei, but only hem, her(e for

'them, their'. Ormin, f 1200, has always pe))
in the nom., but often hemm and heore, here, beside

pejjm andfejjre. Between 1 200 and 1500 the Norse
forms gradually displaced the original prono-
minal : in Caxton's earlier works we find thei, hem,
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hir, and in the later thei, tlieim, their. See III,
Hi*, Tuo </em. fron.]
A. Illustration of Forms.
3 (Orm.) pe;j, (tejj), 3 ei, 3-5 pel, bai (tai),

pey, 4 (pi, py), 4-6 thei, thai (unstressed pe, the),
4~7(.SV. -9) thay, (5 peje, dey, 5-6 yei,6-7 thee),
4- they.
Cloo ORMIN 125-7, & swa be" leddenn heore lifTill bait

teft wjtrenn aide, patt naffdennpeft burrh bej^re streon Ne
sune

child_ ne dohhterr. csaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 189 For
ban be

J>ei neh)ie wunien. ctmy> Gen. ff Ex. 573 Mete
quorbi oei mitten liuen. a 1300 Cursor M. 19044 (Edin.)
Ilkane als tai sa) mistir haue. c 1300 Havelok 414 In be
castel. .ber bei sperd wore ; per he gretcn ofte sore, c 1300
E. E. Psalter xxi. 5 Oure fadres in be hoped bai. c 1330 K.
BRUNNECArtwi. Wace (Rolls) 2745pey?ede spiande her"& i'er.

fbid. 2747 pay wyste alle at ones, c 1375 Cursor M. 2243
{ Fairf.) Quen thay . . had fest be gtonde, PC werke thai raised.

1382 WYCLIF Matt. vi. 5 Thei han rcbseyued her meede.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 40 To telle vow al the condicion Of
ech of hem . . whiche they were and of what degree, c 1400
Rule St. Benet 10 Yeme bairn, bat tay fol? pe wordis of
od. c 1400 Brut 83 Thei of Normandye, Gascoigne ^
paigne. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 8008 When the knewen all

the cause, bo kynges bydene. All denyede it anon, a 1415
Cursor M. 5042 (Trin.) Into egipte soone coom bey. 14. .

in Hist. Cott. Citizen London (Camden) 213 To set the
pavys where the lykyd. c 1440 Generydes 2633 So fought
>'' still. (1550 CHKKK Matt. xxvi. 15 Yei appointed him
30 silverlinges. 1S
1. App. vii. 12 The
Poems (S. T.S.Hi,
boun. a 1584 MONTGOMERIE Cherrie f, Slae 541 Thay get na
credit quhair we come.
B. Signification.
I. 1. As pronoun of the third person plural,

nom. case; the plural of^, she,orit: The persons
or things in question, or last mentioned.
c 1200- [see A.], c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 39 Here orf be

bei leswueo on halie larspelle. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 4990 pritty ober wyb hym bey went. 13. .

Cursor M. 800 (G.) For scham bay stode bath and quaktd.
c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xii. 301 Lete theym shyfte
hardely, they two togyder. c 1550 a 1584 [see A.]. 1707
E. WARD Hud. Rediv. II. v. 27 They're Rogues, as sure
as Light's in Heaven. 1838 RUSKIN Ess. Music ft Paint.

24 Wks. 1003 1. 285 If others do not follow their example,
the more fools they. 1846 GROTE Greece \. xxi. II. 175

They two were the framers of all Grecian theogony. 1900
J. w. JENKINSON Experim. Embryol. 28 The plane in which
they all lie.

b. Sometimes used where literary Eng. has the

objective THEM. Now only dial, or illiterate.

[1:1380 WYCLIP Wks. (1880) 301 No man lawfully may.V TT i i, f\i. r.
'

. . t. -'I* T "
mmystre hem save bai. Cf. /. i b.] 1681 . FLAT-. . .

MAN Heraclitus Ridtns No. 37 (1713) I. 239 An Officer,
who is sworn not to permit any Person to speak with them,
or they with any Body. 1688 LD. DELAMER Wks. (1694) 27
That will only tend to render both you and they uneasie.

1890 A. GISSING /"///. Hamfden I. iv. 102, 1 don't understand

anything about
they. 1890 A. C. BICKLEY Surrey Hills I.

i. 12 It 'ud be a sight better if 'ee kept they to hissen.

t O. They are (or were) was formerly used (in-

stead of the earlier it are, it were, mod. it is, it

was : see IT B. 2) to introduce a plural sb. about

which some statement is made by a relative clause

following.
111716 SOUTH Serm. (1823) I. 437 The scripture vouches

Solomon for the wisest of men : and they are his Proverbs
that prove him so. Ibid. IV. 420 They were the sins and

apostasies of their souls, for the reformation of which he

plagued them. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) IV. 375

They are the abandoned people in the house who keep thee

up to a resolution against her. a 1838 PUSEY Paroch. Serm.

(1883) III. 223 They are our own self-chosen employments,
. .which hinder prayer.

2. Often used in reference to a singular noun made
universal by every, any, no, etc., or applicable to

one of either sex (
= ' he or she ').

See Jespersen Progress in Lang. I 24.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 163 b, Yf..a psalme
scape ony persone, or a lesson, or else y* they omyt one
verse or twayne. 1535 FISHER Ways ferf. Relig. ix. Wks.

(1876) 383 He neuer forsaketh any creature vnlesse they
before haue forsaken them selues. 1749 FIELDING Tom
Jones vin. xi, Every Body fell a laughing, as how could

they help it. 1759 CHESTERF. Lett. IV. ccclv. 170 If a

person is born of a. .gloomy temper.. they cannot help it.

1835 WHEWELL in Lift (1881) 173 Nobody can deprive us of

the Church, if they would. 1858 BAGEHOT Lit. Stud. (1879)

II. 206 Nobody fancies for a moment that they are reading
about anything beyond the pale of ordinary propriety. 1866

RUSKIN Crown Wild Olives i 38 (1873) 44 Now, nobody
does anything well that they cannot help doing. 1874 [see

THEMSELVES sj.

3. As indefinite pronoun : People in general ; any

persons, not including the speaker ; people. (Cf.

ONE/?. 2 1
,
and OE. man, ME. men, me, G. man,

F. on.) Often in phrase they say = people say, it

is said.

Much used colloquially and dialectally instead of the

passive voice.

1415 SIR T. GREY in 43 Off. Kfr.'s Ret. 583 Aman..yay
calle Skranby toke me a lettre. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus

s. v. Basis, Suche a foote as they set chafing disshes on.

1581 ALLEN Martyrd. Campion (1908) in Sent to
prison

upon suspition of Papistry, as they terme the Catholike

faith. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado IV. l. 254 To strange sores

strangely they straine the cure, a 1637 B. JONSON Good-

wife's Ale (Athenaum i Oct. 1004), My pock-hold Face,

they say, appeard to some Just like a dry and burning hony
combe. 1671 LADY MARY BERTIE in 12/A Rep. Hist. MSS,
Comm. App. v. 23 They say the King hath put out a Procla-

THICK.
mali.jn 10 forhi,! rn.T,kcra.le.. 1756-7 ir. Krytler's Trm.
(1760) 11.64 They still shew here the three cells
Losmo.. used frequently to rcliie. 1884 .\t,,ncl,

17 May 5/1 In India and in Holland they 'cure
fairly well 1896 M. H, ,.., Anil., it. 49 He shall be

purged
With the iron-knotted lain they use for slaves.

Mod. They do the passage to America now in j day*.
II. 4. As demonstrative pronoun, chiefly as

antecedent : - THOBI l.i, 4 . Somewhat arch.
138. WvcLir Matt. v. 10 Bleuid be thei that tuffren

oersecuooun for n?twuneie, for the kyngdam of beuenn u
herun. 1400 llrut Ixxiii. 69 pai wibin keple be loune.
M7o-5 MALORY Arthur xvu. 1.689 They within werepulte
to the werse. 1539 Bmut (Great) 2 Kinfs vi. 16 Kot they
that be with vs, are moo then they that be with them. 1610
A'. Johnson's Kinfd. I, Comma,. 130 The >bopi..nolhinc
so full of warn, nor so rich, as they of London. 1601 it

Eniiliannefs Okserv. Journ. Naples 290 They arelhey
that have all the Nobility al command. 1803 Woai*w.
Rot Roy's Grave 39 The good old lule Sufficeth them, the

simple plan, Thai they should take, who have the power,And they should keep who can. 1847 TEHNVSOS Prince,,
l. 143 And they that know such things, .would call them
masterpieces.

b. Also obj., instead olthem: cf. I b. (Now dial.)
1489 CAXTOK Sauna o/Aymon iii. 90 Reynawde..made

all they that were wyth hym . . to be hanged, a 1553 UDAU.
Royster D. ill. v. (Arb.) 57 And as for all they that woukle
do you wrong. 1900 NORWAY Parson Peter iv. 108 The
devil damn they that keeps me here.

5. As demonstrative adj.
= THOSE II. i, ^ but

often in weaker sense, = THE (//.). Now dial.

(In the Sc. quots. perh. meant for fa, lha, mod.Sc.

THAE.)
a. Qualifying a sb. in the nominative case.

i97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2091 Sobei(f.r. be)ssrewe robeoun
abbe hor wille. 13. . Cursor M. 1423 (Cott.) Stil ai Mod
bai [C. ba, T. bo] wandes thre. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saixts v.

(Johannes) 1 80 pai men . . pat sa set bar appetyte In Riches.

1567 Satir. Poems Re/ornt. iv. 76 How that thay bucheourts
blew me in the air. 1877 L. J. JENNINGS Field Paths iii. 45
They rooks as you see on barson's place.

b. Qualifying a sb. in the objective case.
c 13756V. Leg. Saints iv. (Jacobus) 324 And folow bai bese

[oxen], till bai blyne Of bar awne wil. c 1400 Destr. Troy
1024 pen he lacches his leue and bai lordes JTonkit. 1421 ir.

Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 160 Fore thay thre causis, I

leue of that matiere. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Lau> Arms (S.T.S.)
82 For the occasioun of thai weris. c 1470 HLSKV ll'allace

I. 57 Thai landis thane he clamde as heretage. 155* Reg.
Privy Council Scot. I. 136 He suld be Commissar in they

pairtis. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.1 1. 10
The inhauitours of thay Dairies. 1885 G. M . FENN Patifnce

MY*(i886) 130 A set o fullish boys as plays they tricks.

1905 F. YOUNG Sands Pleas. \. iii, Some o' they Cockney
labourers began grumbling.

They, obs. f. THIGH, THOUGH. Theyf, obs. f.

THIEF. Theyfage, error for theyfish, THIEVISH.

fTheyght, i.e. the eighth : see TH-, TH' i.

1536 Cat. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 400 Kyng Henri tbeyght.

Theyn(e, theynne, obs. ff. THANE, THEN.

Theynt, b-, obs. 3rd pers. sing, of THINK p.l

Theyrd, Theyves : see THIRD, THEAVB.

Thi, pi, obs. form of THE, THET, THIGH, THT.
Thiacetate to Thiamine : see THIO-.

II Thiasus, thiasos (Jrai-asfo, <*). Gr.Antia.

[L. thiasus, a. Gr. Oiaoos the Bacchic dance.] A
company assembled to celebrate the festival of one

of the gods (esp. of Bacchus) with dancing and

singing. So Thlasaroh (Jwi-asaik) [ad. Gr.

fliauapx"?'], the leader of the thiasns ;
Thl'uite

(-sit ,
Thi-asote (-tft) [ad. Gr. ftaaiVip, 0iaatiiTTjs],

a member of the thiasus.

iSao W. TOOKE tr. Lucian I. 569 note, The president of it

was styled a thiasarch. 1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mailer's

Anc. Art } 390 (ed. 2) 507 Representations of Dionysus and
his thiasotes..were got up. Kid. 367. 460 Oionysm
bringing back Heptuestus in the thiasus (at which are also

Marsyas and Comcedia). 1873 Conttmp. Rev. XXI. 568
The '

eraoisls
'

are termed '

tbiasotes
'

or
'

thiasites '.

Thibet, Thibetan : see TIBET, etc.

Thible, dial, variant of THIVEL.

Thic, obs. form of THICK ;
dial. var. of THILK.

Thich, Thicht, Sc. forms of THIGH, THIGHT.

Thick (pik), a. (si.) Forms: I Uieoe, (3

pink), tJhikke, )>eok, (9 dial, theok), 3-5 p-,

thikke, 3-6 p-, thyoke, 3-7 p-, thioke, 4 thio,

thiko, 4-5 p-, thyk(e, thykke, pik, 4-6 thlk,

thikk, s thek, p-,thlke, 5-6 thyok,(7 thigge), 4-
thiok. [OE. piece

= OS. thihlei (Dn. dit), OHG.
dicchi (G. dicK], ON. pykkr, beside pjokhi (Da.

tyk. Sw. tiak, tjock),
Goth.

*J>iqttt
:-O Tent.

ipihiK}*, fern. }ik(k)w,- ;
cf. Ir., Gael. Hugh

(< *tigu-) ; ulterior etymology uncertain.]

I. L Having relatively great extension between

the opposite surfaces or sides ;
of comparatively

large measurement through : as a thick wall, board,

or plank, a thick stem , post, or stick ; a thick stratum

or seam of coal, a thick layer of fat or coating of

paint, thick cloth, etc. Opposed to thin ; distinct

from long and broad : cf. sense i.

<:888 K. ALFRED Boetk. xxxv. ( 4 Hi woldon witan ha

heah hit wire to ozm heofone, & hu oicce se hefon wasre

& hu fast, c 1000 Sax. Leeckd. IL 200 Leje on bone bic-

cestan claS ofcioe on fel. c loao Rule St. BtMt Iv. (Logeman)

91 Culam [= cowl) on wintre bicce on sumere binne. al**S
Ancr. K. 50 pe blake cloS. .is biccure ajein be wind, c 137$



THICK.

Se. Leg. Saints vii. (Jacobus) 753 He saw a wal wes fow

thyke. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 400/2 Thykke clothe. 1535
COVERDALE I Kings xii. io My litle fynger shall be thicker

then my fathers loynes. 1551 HULOKT, Thicke leafe, car-

nosuin folium. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot's Trav. I. 6

The Grapes that grow there., have a thick skin. 1776
WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) III. 206 Stems several, the

centra! one thickest ; leafy. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 335
The individuals belonging to the Austrian branch have thick

lips. 1845 TALFOURD Vac. Rambles I. 174 The dull gleam
through the thick glass of my small round peep-hole.
fig. a 1571 JEWEL Sacram. in Semi. etc. (1583) Xvbf I

neede not speake more hereof, the errour is so grosse, so

thicke, so sensible and palpable.

f b. Extending far down from the surface
; deep.

c 893 [see sense 2]. 1676 W. RowCV/. Blair's Autobiog.
ix. (1848) 138 Riding the water of Belfast, it being thicker
than he apprehended. 1693 EVELYN De la Quint. Compl.
Card. II. 58 A thick Frost would kill the Roots, as well as
the Head.

c. Of a person or animal : Thickset, stout, burly.
Obs. exc. dial.

a 1250 Owl $ Night. 580 Ne bu nart bikke nebu nart long.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8570 pikke mon he was ynou, round
& no?t wel long, c 1385 CHAUCER L, G. W. 1198 (Dido) Vp
on a thikke palfrey . . Sit Dido. 1486 Bk. St. Albans a vj b,
A longe hawke, a short thike hawke. 1570 FOXE A. tr Mt

(ed. 2) 2252/1 She was.. of a very litle and short stature,
somwhat thicke. 1643 BAKER Citron., Will. II 40 He was but
meaneofstature, thick and square bodied. 1819 VV. TENNANT
Papistry Stomi'd ii. (1827) 69 Thick Jamie Bud, lang
Sandy Kay.

t d. transf. Having substance all through ;

solid, not hollow. Obs. rare~ l
.

01400-50 Alexander 4073 Imagis..He made his pepill
bairn to perse, to proue ham with-in, Quethire bai ware
hologhe or hale, & hale he bam fyndis, Saje bairn thike

bur}e-out.

2. Used (with words of measurement, or in the

comparative or superlative) to express the third
dimension of a solid, which has a direction at right

angles at once to the length and the breadth:

Having a (specified) thickness. (Sometimes equiva-
lent to deep, but not now said of a body of water
or other fluid.) Commonly following the words
stating the measure, as ten feet thick, paper fa of
a millimeter thick.
In this sense not opposed to thin ; for the thinnest substance

has some thickness, as the shortest line has some length, and
the narrowest surface some breadth or width.

893 K. ALFRED Oros. i. iii. i jElce scare bat land
middeweard oferfleow mid fotes bicce Bode. Ibid. iv. xiii.

2 Se weall wses xx fota oicce, & XL elna heah. c 1384
CHAUCER H. Fame HI. 245 Men myght make of hem a
bible xx'' foote thykke. 1493 Lift. Red Bk. Bristol
(1900) II. 134 Whiche wall we Fynde xxij yenchis thycke
by the grownde. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. i. 214 Let her paint
an inch thicke, to this fauour she must come. 1682 WHELER
Journ, Grace i. 70 The Front is thick Fourteen foot. 1703MOXON Mich. Exeic. 88 One Inch thick, and three Inches
broad. 1812 New Bot. Card. I. 61 Some very rotten dung
put in the bottom six inches thick. 1825 J. NICHOLSON
Optrat. Mechanic 69 When a sheet of water is not a
quarter of an inch thick before it meets the float [of a
mill-wheel].

t b. Standing one behind the other : = DEEP a.
ab. Obs.

1604 E. GRIMSTONE Hist. Siege Ostend 56 Theydiscouered
their Gabions nine thicke. 1605 B. JONSON Volpone i. i. ad
fin., There is a guard of spies ten thick upon her. 1650RUDD Geom. Questions 130 The Pikes are invironed with
shot four men thick, round about.
3. Jig. Excessive in some disagreeable quality; too
much to manage or to stand

; spec, too gross, inde-
cent, or indelicate. Often in phrase

' a bit thick '.

Of. '
to lay it on thick '. slang.

'?*+ Standard 6 June 6/3, I know it is thick in Brum.
[Birmingham] for you, so that we must meet in London
1901 Daily Chron. 9 Sept. 7/3 Guardsmen who have been
drinking are a thick lot,..and gentle methods will not
always prevail with them. 1907 H. WALES The Yoke xii,

,
' ',, . t i

r *w*vi| my uwi 1
should just think it was! It's an adaptation from the
French, you know '. Ibid, xxii,

'
It's a bit thick ', he said

indignantly, when a man of my position is passed over for
a beginner like young Merrick '.

II. In general sense of dense.
4. Closely occupied, filled, or set with objects or

individuals
; composed of numerous individuals or

parts densely arranged ; dense, crowded. Of hair :

Bushy, luxuriant.
c 888 K. JELFED Boeth. xxxv. 5 Du. .laedst me hidres &

oidres on swa bicne wudu. aooo O. E. Martyrol. 148 paxewat he in bone >iccestan wudu. c 1000 Sax. Leechd II

A '5i 'u *"CCe
L
sie' xenim Cetc 'l- "** LAY. 27525Amidden ban brunge ber heo bihkest weoren. 11250 Owl

%$'&?, JM? ?"*" l>ikke .sg-=-
g-

K- Alls. 4067

298

seen amidst the thickest fire serving out water and ammuni-
tion to their husbands and brothers. 1872 TENNYSON Last
Tourti. 213 Then fell thick rain. 1899 Weslm. Gaz. 24 Nov.

8/2 After. .the high grass and thick country is entered.

fig. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 355 pey makeb..

melody wib wel bicke tunes, werbeles, and nootes. 1655
FULLER Ch. Hist. in. iv. 24 His reign was not onely long. .

but also thick for remarkable mutations happening therein.

b. Const, with, -\of.

1386 CHAUCER Knl's T. 217 A wyndow thikke of many
a barre Of Iren. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. Ixiv. [Ixv.] 13 The
valleys stonde so thicke with corne y

l

they laugh and synge.
1558 PHAER j&neid vii. S iij, This Laurel bushe full thick of
browse. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 22 The Red
Seas coast towards Aden is thick of good towns. 1700
DRYDEN Sigism. ff Guiscardo 102 A mount of rough ascent,
and thick with wood, 1871 FREEMAN Nort. Cony. IV.
xviii. 154 The whole range of walls and towers was thick
with defenders.

5. Of the individual things collectively : Existing
or occurring in large numbers in a relatively small

space, or at short intervals; densely arranged,
crowded; hence, numerous, abundant, plentiful.

(Usually predicative, rarely attrib.)
c&93 K. ALFRED Oros. i. i. 9 Heo sedeS mid baem flode

swibe bicce eorbw2estmas,on Algypta lande. c 1386 CHAUCER
Wife's T. 12 Hooly fieres. .As thikke as motes in the sonne
beem. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxiv. 152 Gude tounes er

. .running amonges his ennemies where they were thickest
was slayne. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 303 His Legions.. Thick
as autumnal leaves that straw the brooks In Vallombrosa.

1726 LEONI tr. Palladia's Archil. (1742) 1. 97 Thick columns
..distant from each other ..at the most two diameters.

1813 MRS. SHERWOOD Stories Ch. Catech. xxxvi. (1816)367We are pretty thick.. in this berth. 1836 BROWNING Para-
celsus v. 369 Lay me . . within some narrow grave . . But where
such graves are thickest. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I.

629 Among the thick graves of unquiet and aspiring states-

men, lie more delicate sufferers.

f b. Of actions : Occurring in quick succession
;

rapid, frequent. Also transf. of an agent. Obs.
c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Suttees) 8319 pe bischops prayers bik
Made him to take be bischopryk. 1552 HULOET, Thycke
speaker, tolutiloguus. Ibid., Thycke speakynge, toluti-

loqnentia. 1573-80 BARET Alv. T 154 A thicke and feeble

beating of the pulse. iSii SHAKS. Cymb. i. vi. 67 He fur-
naces The thicke sighes from him. a 1631 DONNE Lett.

(1651)149 If you make not so thick goings as you used. 1665
DRYDEN Ind. Emperor i. ii. Thick breath, quick Pulse and
heaving ofmy Heart.

6. Having great or considerable density, either
from natural consistence or from containing much
solid matter ; dense, viscid

; stiff. (Said of liquids,

semi-liquids, and plastic or easily liquefiable solids
;

formerly sometimes of solids generally.)
c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxiii. 5 Sio eorbe bon is before& biccre bon oora gesceafta. ctm Gregory's Past. C.

xliv. 329 Donne Saet mon gadrixe Ban oicce fenn on hiene.
c looo Sax. Leechd. II. 74 Waiter, .swa bicce swa huniges
tear. Ibid. 314 Hrer on blede ob $ hit sic bicce swa bynne
briw. 1377 LANGU P. PI. B. xix. 398, 1 can . .drawe . .at on hole

pikke ale and binne ale. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R xix.
Ixiii. (xlviii.) (Bodl. MS.), p* more bik melke is j> more
chese is berin. t 1440 Promf. Para. 490/2 Thykke, as
lycure, spissus. 1552 HULOET, Thicke as dregges, turbidus.
1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. i. 32 Make the Grewell thicke, and
slab. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk 4- Stlv. 86 So as the surface
might not be some airsom body, but all such thick or fast

body. 1875 DARWIN Iniectiv. PI. v. 78 A mixture about as
thjckascream. 1877 HUXLEY Physiogr. x. 161 Not. .a clear
bright spring, but . . a thick stream laden with detritus 1893HODGES Elem. Photogr. (1907) 106 It should solidify into
a thick jelly.

fig. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. v. ii. 143 A woman mou'd, is
like a fountaine troubled, Muddie, ill seeming, thicke bereft
of beautie. 1602 Ham. iv. v. 82 The people muddied,Thicke and vnwholsome in their thoughts.

b. Of air: Foul from admixture of fumes, va-
pours, etc., stuffy, close; also, dense, not rare or
thin. Now rare or Obs. (Cf. 7.)
a 1225 Ancr. R. 104 Swot of. .swoti hateren, oSer of bicke

eir in hire huse. 1626 BACON Sylva 143 When the air is
more thick, as in the night, the sound spendeth and spreadeth
abroad less.

1756-7 tr. KeysleSs Trav. (1760) I. 330 Thick
fogs continually rising from the Po, and other waters, bywhich the air is rendered thick and moist, and consequently
unhealthy. 1819 SHELLEY Peter Bell the Third in. xxiif,
They breathe an air Thick, infected, joy-dispelling.
7. Of mist, fog, smoke, etc. : Having the com-

ponent particles densely aggregated, so as to inter-

cept or hinder vision. Hence of the weather, etc. :

Characterized by mist or haze ; foggy, misty.a looo Boeth. Metr. v. 6 Se bicca mist bynra weoroe. Ibid.

Rr~-Jv o 'fu~i j ,

"Y B "ul ulsccinc. ci40000p'Koland 848 Thik, and clowdy, and evyll wedur thene 1504^^aPrim
^"
d- fr.Acad.n. 211 Like to a thick smoke

ascending out of a great fire which would dim the eies. 1654WHITELOCKE Jrnl. Swed. Emb. (1772) II. 528 The foggewasso thicke, that we couldnot see two ships length before

.. ...a,.
..J4111J nw lam.

D. transf., esp. of darkness : Difficult to pene-
trate

; dense, deep, profound.

THICK.
a 900 tr. Bxda'sHist. v. xiii. [xii.JdSgo) 426 Da beostro..

swa micel & swa oicco wieron, >a:t ic noht jeseon meahte
ciooo iELFRic Horn. II. 194 Dicce oeostru and eReslice.
c 1250 Gen. , En. 3102 Dhikke oherknesse cam on oat lond
1340 HAMPOLF. Pr. Cause. 6566 Swa mykel myrknes, pat it

may be graped, swa thik it es. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. \. v. 5!Come thick Night, And pall thee in the dunnest smoake of
Hell. x6iz BIBLE Exod. xx. 21 Moses drew neere vnto the
thicke darkenes, where God was. 1781 Sc. Paraphrases
I. ii, Thick darkness brooded o'er the deep.

III. In transferred senses.

8. Of the voice, etc. : Not clear; hoarse; having
a confused or husky sound

; indistinct, inarticulate
;

also, of low pitch ; deep; guttural; throaty.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xix. cxxxi. (1495) 942 The

voyces ben fatte and thycke whanne moche spyryte comyth
out as the voys of a man. 1556, etc. [implied in THICK
adv. 4]. 1748lj. MASON Elocut. 17 To cure a thick confused
cluttering Voice. 1844 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. (1883) I. 283
His speech is. .so thick that I have great difficulty in catch-
ing what he says. 1881 ROSSETTI Ballads f, Son,,. (1882)
325 The young rooks cheep 'mid the thick caw o' the old.
1887 HALL CAINE Deemster xxxiii, The thick boom of the
sea that came up from the rocks. 1889 MORFILL Gram.
Russian Lang. 4 The sound of the vowel LI is a thick

guttural e.

9. a. Of or in reference to hearing : Dull of per-
ception ;

not quick or acute. Also of sight. (See
also thick-eyedin 1 2 b, THICK-SIGHTED.) Now dial.
1526 TINDALE Acts *xviii. 27 The hert off this people is

wexed grosse and their eares wexe thycke of hearinge 1594
T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. Ii. 81 Many become deafe
by hearing ouergreat soundes, whereof wee haue experience
in Smithes, amongest whome many are thicke of hearing.
'597 SHAKS. t Hen. IV, in. ii. 336 His Dimensions (to any
thicke sight) were inumcible. 1601 Jul. C. v iii 21 My
sight was euer thicke. 1720 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. III. 97 But
we find their Ears are thick. 1888 ELWORTHY //'. Somerset
Gloss, s. v.,

' Thick o' yearin'
'

(hearing).
b. Of mental faculties or actions, or of persons :

Slow (or characterized by slowness) of apprehen-
sion; dense, crass, thick-headed; stupid, obtuse.
Now dial.

(In quot. 1597 with play on sense 6.)

597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV. n. iv. 262 Hang him Baboone, his
Wit is as thicke as Tewksburie Mustard. 1603 HAYWARD
Answ. to Doleman iv. Mj, I omit your thicke error in
putting no difference betweene a magistrate and a king. 1670PENN Liberty o/Consc. v. 32 What if you think our Reasons
thick, and our ground of Separation mistaken? a 1800
PEGGE Suppl. Grose, Thick... Also stupid. North. 1824BYRON Juan XVL Ixxxiii, To hammer a horse laugh from
the thick throng.
IV. 10.

(fig.
from 5.) Close in confidence and

association; intimate, familiar; often in similes

(with allusion to other senses), e. g. as thick asglue,
as inkle-weavers, as peas in a shell, as (two) thieves,
as three in a bed, etc. colloq.
1:1756 Bp. LAW in J. Nichols Lit. Anecd. i8M C. (1812) II.

70
' Yes , said he, 'we begin now, though contrary to my

expectation, and without my seeking, to be pretty thick :

and I thank God who reconciles me to my adversaries'
1781 TWINING in Select. Papers T. Family (1887) 100 He
and I were quite thick '. We rode together frequently.
1803 LAMB Let. to Manning Feb., Are you and the first
consul thick? 1820 SCOTT Monast. Introd. Ep., That's
right, Captain,.. you twa will be as thick as three in a bed
an ance ye forgather. 1833 T. HOOK Parson's Dan. n. ii,She and my wife are as thick as thieves, as the proverb
goes. 1836 LADY GRANVILLE Lett. (1804) II. 199 He is thick
with all the new Ministers. 1869 Routledgfs Ev. Boy'sAnn. 593 We soon grew as thick as inkle-weavers.
V. 11. Phrases. Thick and threefold: see

THICK adv. 6 ; THICK AND THIN, q. v.

12. Combinations. Chiefly parasynthetic ad-

jectives; these can be formed at pleasure; the

following are specimens: thick-ankledQwivsig thick

ankles), -barred (having thick bars), thick-billed,

-blooded, -bodied, -bottomed, -brained (in sense 9 b),
-coated, -fleeced, -foliaged, -haired, -hided (hence
-hidedness), -knobbed, -legged, -necked, -ribbed,
-rinded, -shelled, -soled, -stemmed, -topped, -voiced,
-walled. Also thick-looking (looking or seeming
thick). See also THICK-HEADED, -SKINNED,
-SKULLED, etc.

1853 TENNYSON in Ld. Tennyson Mem. (1897) II. 505 [In
these, he would say]

' Wordsworth seemed to him "thick-
ankled'. 1753 YOUNG Brothers v. i, Ye "thick-barr'd
sunless passages for air. 1855 J. R. LEIFCHILD Cornwall
Mines 96 Slate abounding in tin is uniformly of a "thick-

bedded, deep-blue colour. 1783 LATHAM Gen. Syn. III. 148
Thick-billed Grfosbeak). Size of a Bulfinch : length five

inches three quarters. 1897 W. R. OGILVIE.GKANT Game.
Birds II. 151 The Thick-billed Partridges. Genus Odonto-
phorus. 1888 DOUGHTY Arabia Deserta I. 471 A little of
that "thick-blooded unforbearing, which was in her family,
with her own elder son. 1752 I. HILL Hist. Anim. no
The long-legged and "thick-bodied, small, green Lacerta
1868 Rep. U. S. Commission. Agric. (1869) 314 Small, thick-
bodied butterflies. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Duchess May

u analvc. Lvfv t UK1HILK f la J\fCla VI. 1UU 11. .IS IUF
them that be short and *thicke breathed, the .. greatest
remedy. 1626 BACON Sylva 318 A Pomegranate or some
such "thick-coated fruit. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S.
Wales (ed. 3) II. 170 Clumps of "thick-foliaged trees, c 1386
CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1660 Somme helden with hym with the
blake berd, Somme with the balled, somme with the "thikke
hered. c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad n. 40 The thick-hair'd
Greeks. 1861 KINGSLEY in Lrtl.,etc. (1877) II. 132 But the



THICK.
mass will not have- 's courage or "thick-hidedncss. 1669
/.on,/. Gas. No. 2415/4 A Young Slender Horse 5 years
oM,.. 'thick Jawed. 1861 DICKENS Gl. Expat, xxviii,
T heir keeper . .carried a "thick knobbed bludgeon. 1849 .VX'.

Nat. Hist., Mamm*lial\\. 197 Forstcr'.i Sea-Lion every-
where equally 'thick-looking, as Buffon describes it, like a
Kreat cylinder. 1591 PEKCIVAL Sf. Diet.. Ctrrigitdo, 'thiike
necked. 1840 CARLYLK Heroes v. (1872) 176 There is the
same burly thick-necked strength of body as of soul. 1601
SHAKS. Meas.farM. Ill i. 123 To recide In thrilling Region
of "thicke-ribbed Ice. IfftQummOrt Fur. Wks. (Klldg.)
95/2 And "thickest-shadow'd groves. 1649 G. OASIII
Trinarch. The Author 8 To stoop* at the 'thiclc-Shell'd
Dorrs of Objection. 1804 BEWICK Brit. Birds (1847) 1 1. 273
The female .. lays .. six or seven thick.shclled white eggs.
1815 SCOTT Guy M. 1, His rough coat and "thick-soled boots.
1851 MAN-TELL Pttrif. i. 8 7. 70 "Thick-toed tridactylous

do not become isolated.

b. Special combinations and collocations: thick-

back, a species of sole, Solea varicgata (Cent. Diet.

1891); thick-bill, a local name of the bullfinch;
thick coal : see quot. ; hence thick-coalman ; thick
end, the greater part of anything (dial.) ; thick-
eyed a., having obscure vision, dim-sighted;
thick intestine, Enlom., in some insects, a dila-
tation of the posterior end of the ileum, forming
a large blind sac turned back towards the ventri-
cules ; thick-leaf, a name of plants of the genus
Crassula

; f thick letter Typogr., type cast too
thick: see quot; f thick listed a. [LIST sb\\,
hard ofhearing ; thick register, the lowest register
of the voice ; thick seam, a seam of ' thick coal

'

;

also attrib. ; thick-stamen (see quot.), a small

genus of prostrate euphorbiaceous plants, the

Alleghany Mountain Spurge; thick-stuff: see

quot. c 1850; thick tea, high tea (local); thick-

tongued a., speaking thickly; thick wind, in

Farriery, laborious breathing, usually due to pre-
vious inflammation ; hence thick-winded adj. Also

THICK-HEAD, THICK-KNEE, etc.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, "Thick-biU, the bullfinch. Lane.
883 GRESLEY Coal Mining Gloss., *Thkk Coats or Thick
Seams, coal seams of greater thickness than (say) 8 or 10
feet. . .The Thick coal of South Staffordshire is about 28 or

30 feet thick. 1894 Daily News 7 May 8/4 The new scale
will give id per ton rise in "thick-coalmen's wages-for every
lid advance in the price of thick coal. 1847-78 HALLIWELL
s.v., 'The "thick-end of a mile'. Line. 1865 W. WHITE E.

Sag. II. 66 When he spoke of the thick end of a mile, it

reminded me of the ' thick league of a certain rustic whom

ey'd musing, and curst melancholly. 1684 Loud. Gas,
No. 1976/4 A gray Horse, Milk white about the Mouth and
Tail,.. all his Paces, thickeyed. 1884 MILLER Plant-n.,

*Thick-leaf, the genus Crassula. 1683 MOXON Meek.
Exerc., Printing 392 A Fount of Letter that Rubs not high
enough into the Neck is called *Thich Letter; and con-

sequently will Drive out Matter, [c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn.

129 Deue we ben, o3er *bicke lisle, banne we heren speke
godes word and nime5 per to litel geme.J 1579 TWYNE
PJtisicke agst. Fort. ll. xcvii. 289 They that are thicke

listed, seeme in a maner to be out of their wittes. 1905 J.
HEYWOOD Music in Churches 17 Average choir boys cannot
recite on a low note without being liable to use the thick

register or chest voice instead of the medium register, and I

the use of their lower mechanism is usually accompanied
with.. coarseness of tone. 1883 "Thick seam [see thick

coal}. 1892 Daily News 25 Jan. 2/6 The leading thick-

seam pits are sending a large tonnage to Hull and Grimsby.
j

1878 T. MEEHAN Native Fl. r Ferns U.S. I. 30 The
(

stamens have remarkably thick filaments, and this suggested
its botanical name Pachysandra, which is the Greek for
'

'thick-stamen '. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., American Thick*

stamen, Pachysandra procumbens. 1769 FALCONER Diet.

Marine (1789) Hiij, The *thick stuff, or strong planks of

the bottom withinboard. ciSjo Rudim. Navig. (Weale) :

155 Thickstnff,z. name for sided timber exceeding 4 inches, ,

bur; not being more than 12 inches, in thickness. 1893 i

Daily News x June 5/2 Perhaps something might have been '

said for the compromise of a "thick tea. 1896 Ibid. 18 Dec.

3/6 The ' thick teas
'

of Lancashire have long been cele-

brated for their eccentricity. 1887 Poor Nellie (1888) 370

Though *thick-tongued still, she spoke more clearly. 1831
lYouATTj Horse x. 193 "Thick-wind consists in short,

frequent, and laborious breathing, especially when the

animal is in exercise. 01694 Life M. Robinson (1856) 35
He was 'thickwinded and ungovernable. 1704 Land. Gas.

No. 3981/4 A.. Mare, ..thick Winded. 1831 [YoUATr]
Htru x. 193 Heavy draught-horses are.. thick-winded.

B. absolute use of adj., passing into sb. : That
which (rarely, one who) is thick, in any sense.

I. Only in sing. 1. The most densely occupied
or crowded part (of a. wood, an assemblage, etc.).

a 1150 Owl fi Night, 1626 Me may vppe smale sticke Me
sette a wude ine be bikkc. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxi. 226

?if ony of hem had ben hid in the thikke of the wodes.
i

a 1548 HALL Chrvn., Ediv. IV 221 Some fledde for succor

in the thyck of the parke. a 1610 KNOLLES (I.), In the

thick of the dust and smoke presently entered his men.

1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1671) 28 If I could yoke in

amongst the thick of Angels, and Seraphims. 1714 Sped.
No 625 r 22 In the Anti-chamber, where I thrust my
Head into the thick of the Press. 1857 LADY CANNING

in Hare Two Noble Lives (1893) II. 328 The Residency

buildings and its gardens are in the thick of the town. 1890

C. MARTYN W. Phillips 192 Mr. Phillips was constantly out

in the thick and throng of the world.

b. fig. The position, time, stage, or state in

which activity is most intense ; the inidsl, the

height (of an action). Always in Ike thick of.
1681 FLAVKL Meth. Grace x. 214 Something they enjoy. .

in the very thick of troubles. iSai BmomSafJmH. in. i. in
Where a soldier shuuld be. In the thick of the fight. 1849
C. BRONTE Shirley I, They are in the thick of a revival.

1870 BuiTOB Hist. Scot. (1873) V. Iv. 105 The bishop was in
the thick of thev: splcmli't projects. 1885 DUNCKIIV in

Manch. Exam. 15 June 6/2 We are now in the thick of n
Cabinet crisis.

2. The more turbid or viscid part of a liquid,
which usually subsides to the bottom, rare.
rci4<x> LVDG. JSsof's Fat. li. 39 He was wont my water

here to trouble. To meue be tbyk, bat lay low doune. 1707
MORTIMCR Husb. (1721) I. j8 This he dissolved in Water,
and poured off the thick into another Bason, till all was
gone but the Sand.

8. The thick part of a limb or of the body.
ci4oo Datr. Troy 9021 He. .braid out a big sword,..&

derit bym fall euylf Throgh the thicke of the thegh. 1470-
85 MALORY Arthur vll. xxii. 248 He smote hym with a
foyne thorou the thycke of the thy}. 1880 TENNYSON
Northern Cobbler xv, An' blacksmith 'e strips me the thick
ov is airm, an 'e shaws it to me.
4. So thickest (the superl. adj. used absol. as

so.) : the thickest part (in any of prec. senses).
c 1470 HENKY Wallace u. 56 Throuch oute the thikest of

the pres he jeid. 1548 UUALL Erasin. Par. Luke iii. 37

Puttyng himself In coumpaignie emong the thickest of the

people. 1617 MORYSON//IJI. 11.24 ValiantlyfightiiiB among
the thickest ofthe Rebels. 1868 FKEEMAN Norm. Cong. ll.
viii. 259 Henry was. .soon again in the thickest of the fight.

II. sb. with//. 6. (from i)= THICKET. Now rare.

cSag Vesp, Psalter xxviii [xxix]. 9 Stefn dryhtnes xear-
wienden heoretas & biwrah oa diccan \Vul%. revelavit

1

condensa]. 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode u.cxxxii.(i86p) 126
He may not sette the wacches in the thikke ther thei ben.
a !547 SURREY sEneid iv. 708 Among the bushy thickes of
bryar. 1611 DRAVTON Poly^ilb. iii. 118 Where mists and rotten

fogs Hang in the gloomie thicks, and make vnstedfast bogs.
l8ia Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 200 A fox. .made good his
retreat to Sir Thos. Beauchamps thicks. 1836 L. HUNT
in New Monthly Mag- XLV1I. 20 The lusty bee. .dances
in the bloomy thicks with darksome antheming.
6. School slang. A thick-headed or stupid person.
1857 HUGHES Tom Brown I. vii, What a thick I was to

come t Ibid. 11. viii, I'm such a thick, 1 never should have
had time for both. 1891 WRENCH Winchester WordJjk.
s. v., He is not a thick, but he won't mug.
Thick ()>ik), adv. Forms : see the adj. [OE.

licet - OS. thikko, OHG. diccho : see THICK a.]
In a thick manner, thickly. (After many verbs as

come, fall, lie, stand, sow, etc., when thick ex-

presses the accompanying or resulting condition, it

is often rather an adj. than an adv.
;

cf. L. pinus
prona cadil ; supinus cadere.")
1. So as to be thick ; to a great depth.
c toco ^ELFRIC Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 151/22 Pauidensis,

Sicce ^ewefen hr.c^el. 01300 Cursor M. 3377 (Colt,) Suilk
er in bis Hue ful thikc, Forgetes be deid for pe quick. 1670
H. STUBBE Plus Ultra 136 We found the passage crusted

thick upon the glacier.

t b. fig. Deeply, severely. Obs. rare.

13. . E. E. A Hit. P. C. 6 Quo for bro may nojt bole, be
bikker he sufferes.

C. To lay it on thick, (fig.') to do something
with vehemence or excess. Cf. LAY o.l 55 f.

1806-7 J. BERESF-ORD Miseries Hum. Li/e (1826) I. Introd.,

I,ay it on thick, I beg, while your hand b in. 1818 SCOTT Br.
Lamm, xi, Lay it on thick, and never mind expenses. 1888

MRS. H. WARD R.Elsmere xviii, Henslowe lays it on thick

paints with a will.

t d. After a sum of money : To the extent of (so

much),
'

deep '. Obs.

1570 FOXK A. <$ M. (ed. 2) 2142/2 Which then cost the

Umversitie an hundreth pound thicke. 1591 GREENE Blacke
Bks. Messenger Wks. iGrosarOXI. 31 My couetous maister

is cheated fortie or fiftie pound thick at one clap. 1591

Repentance ibid. XII. 177.

2. In a thick, dense, or crowded state J closely,

densely, compactly ;
in crowds or throngs ; numer-

ously, abundantly. (See also thick and threefold

in 6.)
971 Blictl. Horn. 203 Da fluson )>a le^etu swylce fyrene

strxlas . . toSam bicce baet [etc. ]. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III.

234 Eall swa bicce U peo heofon mid steorrum afylled on

dzj swa on niht. a 1175 Cotl. Horn. 237 Of be folce we

siggeS bat hit..elc dejie bicce bringea. 1:1190 5. Eng.
Leg. I. 26/72 put folk a-boute heom cam ase bicke ase

Quarelles & arowes, that flewh so thyk. 1313 FITZHERBERT

Husb. 12 The beste proper! ie.. is, to sowe all maner of

come thycke ynough. a 1687 PETTY Pol. Arith. (1600) 73
When England shall be thicker peopled. 1771-84 Cook's

Voy. (1790) V. 1683 The woods in many places.. so thick

intersected with boughs and matted with leaves. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiv. III. 454 Doubts came thick

upon him.

3. In close or rapid succession; frequently;

quickly; fast. Often thick and fast. (See also

thick and threefold in 6.)
a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 684 (Gr.) Hio spraec him bicce to.

THICK.

"54 .lif 32 lien. I'll I, ,. 4S Ihc Myd apparaunce &
atlcndaunce commelh *> oficn and i

. ,573lussi. //,*. (,878) 165 O*..
fw aboue six, . . At three a
IM? ,!'/. Si. ,. x j.

',,) ,!
Ul<c '*aye true aim. 1704 I

I^r
?'";<i7o8) "t1^ d '"- '

and Oalhs about as thick and fau a> lion to SqoiU. intLAW Striou, C. xx (,732) 378 ll will pc,L :

that tlMM hours of prayer come loo ihiik. 1*69 I

' '"'
'

... .

4. With confused and indistinct articulation
;

alo, with a husky or hoarse voice.
'55* W. TOWRSOS in Hakluyt Voy. lijSg) 102 Thewwordet

they speake very thicke. 1597 SHAMS, t Hen. IV, n. ui 24
Spealdag thickt (which Nature made hit blemuh) Became
the Accents of th. Valiant, .6*4 Lond. Co*. No. 2i4j/He speaks so thick that lie is Kara to be understood.
a 1791 Tom Line xiii. in Child Ballads (1884) n. 34 ,/, (}ut
llien spak her father dear, He ipak baith thick arid roiloc.
5. With density or thick consistence ; densely.
a ITU, 1746 [implied in thich^loudtd,-strtamii,f in 7).

Mod. colloy. The syrup runs thick. The porridge tuts
thick.

6. Phrases. To lay it on thick: see I c. Thi'ik
andfast : see 3. Thick and threefold, actvo. (so.,

ai/j.) phr. a. In large numbers ; in quick succes-
sion

; with rapid iteration, arch, and dial.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 186 When mo newe Testa-

mentes were Imprinted thei came thicke and threfold inlu
Englande. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane'i Comix. 134 There
dwell deuylles thycke and ihrefolde. a 159* GREKKK
Alphonsus l. Wks. (Ktldg. ) 225/2 How that such clients
cluster'd to thy court. By thick and threefold. 1013 DAY
Dyall ix. (1614) 218 Our Antipodes of Home that >o much
boast of the Fathers, and how they are theirs, thicke and
threefold. 1710 tr. Werenfelfs Disc. Logout,j Scoffs and
Reproaches come thick and threefold. 1871 DE MORGAN
Budget ofParadoxes 163 A. .writer. .who threw aspersions
on his opponents thick and threefold.

fb. With vehemence; fervently, ardently,

impetuously. 06s. rare 1
.

1617 W. SCLATER Ext. i Thtts. (1629) 295 So thicke and
threefold he falls vpon nis dcuotion.

t O. as adj. Abundant and frequent. Obs.
1614 DAY Festivals**. (1615) 302 The Commendations given

Anna here are thicke and threefold. 1809 MALXIN Gil Bias
v. i. r 4 This thick and threefold companionship with [the]
birch was not the only rub.

7. In combination with participles (with hyphen,
or as single words) ; forming adjs. , usually of obvious

meaning, unlimited in number; as a. in sense i,

as thick-blown, -plied, -spread, -woven, -wrought;
b. in senses 2 and 3, as thick-beating, -coming,

-drawn, -flaming, -growing, -jewelled, -laid,

-packed, -rustling, -spreatling, -starred, etc.; O.

in sense 4, as thick-speaking; d. in sense J, as

thick-clouded, -streaming.
1690 DKYDEN Don Sebast. IV. i, The trampling of 'thick-

beating feet. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. L ii, The 'thick-

blawn wreaths of snaw. a 1711 KEN Edmund Poet. Wks.
1721 II. 352 Your now "thick-clouded Mind. 1605 SHAKS.
Macb. V. ui. 38 Troubled with 'thicke-comming Fancies.

1715-10 POPE Iliad in. 6 With piercing frosts, or 'thick-

descending rain. 1777 J. MOUNTAIN Poet. Rtverits (ed. 2)
6 His children watch bis 'thick-drawn breath. 1757 DYER
Fleece IV. Poems (1761) 184 While flames, 'thick-flashing in

the gloom. 1865 TROLLOPS Belton Est. xxxi, Wide fields

and thick-growing woods. 1593 SHAKS. iHen. \'I, rn.il
Vnder this 'thicke growne brake. 1833 TENNYSON Lady
ofShalott ui. iii, All in the blue unclouded weather 'Thick.

jcwell'd shone the saddle-leather. 1698 NORRIS Pracl.

Disc. (1707) IV. 191 So 'thick-laid are the Temptations of

the World. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado i. ii. 10 Walking in

a 'thick pleached alley. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes vi. (1872) 204
The 'thick-plied perversions which distort our image of

Cromwell. 1861 W. F. COLLIER Hist. Eng. Lit. 114 The
'thick-speaking, shambling,, .pedant. i74aSoMiRviu.E//4-
oinoli. 9 On the large Bough Of a 'thick-spreading Elm.

1676 DRYDEN/4 urengiett 1. l, Of 'thick-sprung Lances in

a waving Field. CIMI CHAUCEK Astrol. n. $23 In some

wynters nyht, whan the firmament is clere& 'thikke-slerred.

1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Worship Wks. (Bohnl II. 408

Thick-starred Orion was my only companion. 1746 FRANCIS

swar
of th

amende ', whiche sche sihafreherse thykke and many tymes

ming Bees. 1595 Locrint ll. v.39 Amongst the dangers
. ..ie "thick throngd pikes, c 1410 Mailer of Game (Ms.

Digby 182) ii.
Whan be heed is of grct beeraes and is welc

afeeted and "thike lynded. 1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 246

Where the Attic Bird Trills her "thick-warbl'd notes. 1865

Q. Rev. Apr. 329 The 'thick-wove paper, and the brilliant

type. 1667 MILTON P. L. IX. 437 Now hid, now seen Among
"thick-wov'n Arboreta and Flours. 1743 FRANCIS tr. Hor ,

Odes l. vii. 28 Whether..Tibur holds thee in its 'thick-

wrought Shade.

Thick (>ik), v. Now rare or Obs. (In the current

senses THICKEN is the usual verb.) [OE. ticcian,

l.liccc, THICK a. (cf. OHG. dicchen,MHG. dicken) .]

1. trans. To make dense in consistence, arch.

c 1000 <ELFRIC Gram, xxxvii. (Z.) 220 Denso . . and denseo . . .

ic Siccixe. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. iv. u. (Tollem.

MS.), It (melancholy] bikkcj. be blood, bat it Beteb noun
from digestion by clernesse and binnesse. ri44" Anc.

Cookery in Househ.Ord. (1790) 430 Let hit
boyle

and thyck

hit with floure of ryse. IS6 Crete Herball cxhv. (1520)

I ii b, A moysture that by the beet of the sonne is thycked.

. .and torned to a gommy substaunce. ti SHAKS. n nil.

T I ii. 171 Thoughts, that would thick my blood. i4 n.

MORE Song Soul 1. 1. xxvii, You thick that veil, and so your

selves array With visibility. 1798 CoLtRlw.E .-Im. M*r.
08 - 2



THICK AND THIN.

in. xi, The Ni^M-Mare Life-in-Dcath was she, Who thicks

man's blood with cold.

f2. To make (cloth, etc.) close in texture by

fulling;
- THICKENS. 06s.

1482 Kails f/Tarll. VI. 223/2 Made, wrought, fulled and

thikked, by the myghte and strengh of men. 1511-12 Act 3

Hen. VIII, c. 6 i The Walker and Fuller shall truely

walke fulle thikke and werke every webbe of wollen yerne.

1566 Act S KHz. c. ii 2 That no person. .shall thicke or

full in any Myll . . any Cappe vntyll suche tyme as the same

Cappe be first.. half thicked . . in the Footestocke. 1719

D'UKFKY Pills VI. 92 The Water, .over-thicks my Cloth.

3. intr. To become thick, in various senses ;

= THICKEN intr. Now dial, or arch,

a tooo Glass, in Wr.-Wulcker 219/7 Densescil, sfissat,

biccaj). c 1290 SI. Michael 714 in S. Eng. Leg. 320 Hit

bicke* to Nye dawes..banne it tornez formest to flesch.

13.. K. Alls. 3841 (Bodl. MS.) pe erbe quaked of her rydyng:

|>e weder bicked of her crieyng. c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. 01

Lete hit not boyle til hit thikke. 1579 SpENSER She/tit.

Caf. Mar. 115 But see the Welkin thicks apace. 1876

Mid-Yorks. Gloss, s. v.. T'day's thicking (getting cloudy).

1879 J. D. LONG SEiicidn. 374 The sounds grow clear, Ihe

noise of battle thicks.

fb. ?To become frequent or prevalent. Obs.

13. . CursorM. 17476 (Cott.) Ful wa Jiam was baa wreches

wick, Quen bis tiband bigan to thik.

(4. intr. To move thickly or in crowds; to

flock, crowd. Ol's. rare.

ciooo in Cockayne Shrine (1864) 38 pa biccodan bider

semninga ba ismaheli. 1513 DOUGLAS JEntis vi. v. 30
Als gret number thiddir thikkit in feir As. .Leyis of treis.

Ibid. x. vii. 31 Quhar ;ondir sop of men thikkis in a rout.

1 5. re/I. [f.
THICK sb. 5.] To get into the thick

of any place ; to hide. Obs. rare- 1
.

1574 HELLOWES Gueiiara's Fata. Ep. (1584) 144 Hailing

past three daies and three nightes, forsaking al high wayes,
thicked myself in Ihe great desart, and being vtterly tyred
with great and extreame heat.

Hence Thicked (bikt)///. a., thickened ; fMled;
Thi'cking vii. sb. , thickening ; ( fulling.

6-1440 Anc. Cookery in Housek. Ord. (1790) 435 Stere hit

tyl hit be thyk, and in the thikkynge do the rosted felettes

tnerto. 1482 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 223/2 To forfaite and lose

xl ., as ofte as eny such persone shall putt to fullyng or

thikkyng, or to sale, eny suche Huers, Bonettes or Cappes.
'552-3 Act 7 Edw. VI, c. 8 (title) An Acte for the true

fulling and thickillg of Cappes. 1604 Compt Bk. D. Wed-
derburne (S.H.S.) 45, xij ellls & a quarter bred thickit blew
worzet clayth. 1759 Compl. Letter.writer (ed. 6) 53 The
thicking or fulling-mill.

Thick, Sc. var. THEEK, to thatch ;
dial. var.TmLK.

Thick and thin, thrck-and-thi-u, phr.
Also thick or thin, (neither) thick nor thin.
Cf., for the mere collocation, <ziooo O.E. Riddles xli. 36

Hal ic under heofones hwearfte recce.. bicce and bynne.
A. as sl>.

1. Phr. Through thick and thin (f in thick and
thin): through everything that is in the way;
without regard to or in spite of obstacles or

difficulties; under any circumstances, lit.xa&fig.

(app. orig. with reference to 'thicket and thin

wood '. )

c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. 146 The hors . . gynneth gon..
Forth with wehee, thurgh tbikke and thurgn thenne [v. r.

thurgh thikke and thenne]. 1426 LVDG. De Guil. Pilgr.
22682 A smale posterne I may pace, And, thorough thykke
and thynne trace. 1450 J. METHAM Wks. 41/1101 Forth
yn thyk and thyn He gan lepe. 1543 GRAFTON Contn.
Harding 544_ Kyng Richard . . purposed to goo thorow
thicke and thinne in this mater. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. i. 17
His tyreling Jade he fiersly forth did push Through thicke
and thin, both over banck and bush. 1627 DRAYTON Moon-
<alf ^1317 And tag and rag through thick and thin came
running. 1681 DRYDEN Span. Friary, ii, A thorough-paced
liar, that will swear through thick and thin. 1782 COWPER
Gilpitt 40 Six precious souls, and all agog To dash through
thick and thin. 1894 HALL CAINE Manxman v. vi, There 's

five hundred men here to back you up through thick and thin.
2. fb. Adherence to some course, principle, or

party, under all circumstances, b. attrib. or adj.
(usually hyphened) : That adheres or is ready to
follow in all circumstances; constant, steadfast,

unwavering, c. Hencethick-and-thinnite (nonce-

wd.), one who supports a '
thick-and-thin ' or

resolute policy regardless ofconsequences. (Politi-
cal zn& journalistic slang.)
1884 Pall Mall G. 14 Feb. i/i He would have been

denounced as a tiaitor by the hidebound partisans of thick
and thin. 1886 J. PAYN Heir ofAges xxxv, It would have
been difficult to find a more thick-and-thin admirer of its
excellences. 1890 Spectator 18 Oct. 515/2 In his thick-
and-thin advocacy of the democratic policy. 1898 DR
FARQUHARSON Sp. Ho. Com. g May, [On these matters he
was a] thick and thin-ite. 1900 A. J. BALFOUR St Man-
chester 9 Jan., I felt as if I was before this speech tarred
with the btush of being a

'

thick-and-thinnite '. 1900 Westm.
C,az. ii Jan. 2/2 There does not exist a thick-and-thinner
party man than Mr. Balfour.

t B. as adv. Either thick or thin : in any case,
under any circumstances ; neither thick nor thin, in
no circumstances. Obs. rare.
1486 Bk. St. Allians t vij b, Thyk nor thynne [see GARGI-

LON] 1546 St. Papers Hen. Vlll, XI. 254 The Dolphyn
spared not, thyck nor thynne.
C. asouy. 1. Naut. Of a tackle-block : Havingone sheave larger than the other ; cf. FIDDLE-*/^

1815 BURNEY'Falconet's Diet. Marines.*. Block. Thickand
tiling, Quarter Block, is a double block with one

sheave thicker than the other, and is used to lead down the
topsail-sheets and clew-lines. 1841 DANA Scaiuau's Mail.

300

i Gloss., Thidt-aiut-thin Block, a block having one sheave

larger than the other. Sometimes usud for quarter-blocks.

2. See A. 2 b.

Thicke, obs. form of THEEK, THICK, THII.K.

Thicken (Ja-k'n), v. [f. THICK a. + -EN 5. Cf.

ON. ]ykkn-a, (. pykk adj. THICK.] To make or

become thick or thicker.

1. trans. To make dense in consistence ;
to co-

agulate, inspissate. Alsoyf^.
<r425 tr. Ardernes Treat. Fistula 30 Vnto bat be

watrynes of be luyse be somewhat bikned. 1552 H ULOET,

Thycken or congeale, congclo. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH.

Country Farnie 64 Heat doth safegard and thicken the

milk. 1698 FRVER Ace. E. India * P. 353 By indulging his

Body he thickens his Understanding. 1771 MRS. HAYWOOD
New Present 44 It is a very good thing to thicken gravy
with. 1801 C. DIBDIN Tour I. 356 The illuminati, who

generally thicken in the clear, so as to confound the business,

that a man of plain sense can make nothing out of them.

1866 ROGERS Agric. ft Prices I. xiii. 221 Oatmeal was used

scantily, but generally for thickening soup.

b. intr. To increase in density or consistence ;

also, to become turbid or cloudy. Msofig.
1598 Efu/ario I j b, Set it all night to thicken . . in a cold

place. 1660 F. BROOKE tr Le Blanc's Trav. 19 A licquor,
or gumme, which thickens of it selfe. 1718 PRIOR Solomon
i. 355 Water stopt gives birth To grass and plants, and
thickens into earth. 1888 BESANT 50 Years Ago vii. 121

There comes a time when the brow clouds, and the speech
thickens, and the tongue refuses to act.

2. intr. To become dark, obscure, or opaque;
of the weather : to become misty.
1605 SHAKS. Macb. in. ii. 50 Light thickens, . . Good

things of Day begin to droopej and drowse. 1606 Ant.

ft Cl. it. iii. 27 Thy Luster thickens, When he shines
by.

1670 DRYDEN ist Pt. Cong. Granada n. i, I'll face this

Storm that thickens in the Wind. 1784 COOKS Voy. Pacific
vi. iii. HI. 239 The weather still thickening, and preventing
a nearer approach to the land. 1860 TYNDALL Gtac. \. xxv.

189 As we approached the summit the air thickened more
and more.

3. trans. To make close or dense in disposition
of parts or in texture ; to fill up the interstices or

intervals of. ? Obs.

1575 LANF.HAM Let, (1871) 8 Seauen posts on a side, that

stood a twelue foot a sunder, thikned betweene with well

proportioned Pillars turnd. 1620 T. GRANGER Div, Logike
30 The clouds are not thickned in the skie : therfore it will

not be raine. 1755 JOHNSON Diet., Thicken, v.,..to make
frequent, to make close or numerous. 1812 BRACKENRIDGE
Views Louisiana(An) 116 It is perhaps good policy in our

government . . to thicken the frontier, and to suffer the inter,

mediate space to fill up gradually.

4. intr. To become crowded, numerous, or fre-

quent ; to gather thickly. Also ( To move in

great numbers, to flock, troop (obs, poet.).

THICKFOLD.

Thickening (pi-k'nirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
ING 1.] The action of the verb THICKEN

; the

process of making or becoming thick or thicker
;

concr. the result of this action or process ; a

thickened substance or part.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Espessissemeiit, a
thickening. i6o$Hoi.i.i^io Plutarch's Mor.qtfi Mists,fogs,
and clouds are no congealations, but onely gatherings, and
thickenings of a moist and vapourous aire. 1822 J. PARKIN.
SON Outl. Oryctpl. 159 A subglobose univalve ; the opening
longer than wide;.. no thickening of the left lip. 1893
TUCKEY tr. Hatschek's Atitphwxus 154 He was misled by a
thickening of the alimentary canal in front of the gland.

1899 Alltatfi Syst. Med. VIII. 511 Eczema of the palms
very frequently leads., to great thickening of the epidermic.
c 1900 Beeton's Everyday Cookery Bk. 209/2 By the addi.
tion of various store sauces, thickening and flavouring, good
stock may be converted into good gravies.

b. A substance used to thicken something ;

spec, in Dyeing. = THICKENER.
1839 URE Diet Arts,elc. 222 Several circumstances may

require the consistence of the thickening to be varied. 1874
W. CROOKES Dyeing $ Calico-print, ii. 17 Onlytwo mineral

thickenings are at present employed, namely, kaolin and
pipe-clay.

c. Foundry = THICKNESS 8.

1872 ELLACOMBE Belts of Ch. i. 200 When thoroughly
dried, the outer mould is removed, and the thickening (the

fac-simile of the bell) destroyed.
d. Bot. Thickening layer, mass, ring (Ger.

verdickungsring) : see quots.
1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs's Bot. 27 A wider cavity,

which is bounded on the sides by the narrow part of
the thickening.masses, on the outside by the primary cell.
wall Ibid. 108 Generating ring of tissue, corresponding to
Same's thickening ring. 1900 B. D. JACKSON Glou. Bot.

1.

Si

vascular bundles originate.

Thickening (Jn-k'nirj), ppl. a. [f. as prec. +
-ING *.] That thickens : a. That grows thicker

;

b. That makes something thick or thicker.

1721 ]. DART Westminster Abbey 57 When Learning was
with thick'ning Mists o'erspread. 1784 COWPER Taskn. 330
Earth receives Gladly the thickening mantle [snow). 1860
TYNDALI, Glac. i. xii. 88 At the close of the day thickening
clouds warned me off. 1880 BROWNING Dram. Idyls, Pan ,
Luna 10 Fast-thickening poppy.juice. 1895 Model Steam
Engine 69 The thickening piece is soldered to the boiler.

t Thicker. Obs. [f. THICK v. + -KB V) One
who 'thicks' or fulls cloth; a fuller. Also as
second element in comb., as caf-thicker, say-thicker.
1520 WHITINTON Vulg. (1527) i6b, In the strete vpon the

MME. D'ARBLAY Diary 19 Nov., The crowd every instant

thickening. 1838 DICKENS Nich.Nick. liv, Misfortune and
discovery are thickening about your head.

5. a. trans. To increase the substance between

opposite surfaces of; to make thicker in measure.
ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad XIIL 123 Lance was lin'd with lance !

Shields, thickned with opposed shields. 1777 SHERIDAN
Trip to Scarborough i. ii, The calves of these stockings are
thicken'd a little too much. 1858 GLENNY Card. Every-
day Bk. 244/1 The earth in the alleys [is to bej thrown up
to thicken the soil above them a little. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT
De Bary's Phaner. 229 In most cases the walls are thickened
by spiral fibres.

b. intr. To become thicker in measurement ;

to increase in girth or bulk.

1763 MILLS Syst. Pract. Husb. IV. 35 That their roots.,

may have full room to thicken and run downward. 1805
PIKE Sources Mississ. (1810) 42 Ice in the river thickening.
1872 R. B. SMVTH Mining Slatitt. 21 The seams., thicken
in one place and thin out in another.

c. trans, fig. To make more substantial
; to

strengthen, confirm.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. in. iii. 430 This may helpe to thicken
other proofes, That do demonstrate thinly. 1803 C. W.
WENDTE in Reasonable Relig. 73 The philosophers, .are

thickening up their systems., with scientific facts.

6. intr. fig. To become more complex or intri-

cate (esp. said of a plot) ; to increase in intensity.
1671 VILLIERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal in. ii. (Arb.) 81

Ay, now the Plot thickens very much upon us. 1697 DRYDENMneid ix. 908 The combat thickens, like the storm that flies.

1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. \. ii, The cry, That thickened as the
chase drew nigh. 1859 KINGSLEY Misc. I.i. 16 As the quarrel
thickened and neared.

Hence Thickened (pi-k'nd) ///. a., that is made
thick or thicker, in various senses.
c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xix. 368 A bright thickned bush

of golden haire. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 742 The thick'nd
Skie Like a dark Ceeling stood. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.
Georg. iv. 386 Mix it with thicken'd Juice of sodden Wines.
i8i BENTLEY Man. Bot. 401 Plants with succulent or
thickened leaves. 1900 Daily News 17 Apr. 7/4 With
solids and pneumatics [tyres], both of the wired-on and
thickened-edge varieties.

Thickener (pi-k'nai). [f. prec. vb. + -EB 1.]
That which (or one who) thickens ; in Dyeing, a
substance used to increase the consistence of the
colours or mordants.
1652 FRENCH Yorksh. Spa iv. 46 The body k to be annointed

with oyle, with spissaments or thickeners. 1732 ARBUTHNOT
Rules of Diet in Aliments, etc. 261 Thickeners of the
Humours. 1883 R. HALDANE Workshop Receipts Ser. 11.

206/2 The next step.. is the removal of the thickeners.

Thicket (bi-ket). Also i piccet, 6 thykette,
7 thickett. [OE. J>iccet, neut., f. piece thick +
-et, denominative suffix (as in emn-et plain, rymet
space).] A dense growth of shrubs, underwood, and
small trees; a place where low trees or bushes

grow thickly together ; a brake. Cf. THICK sb. 5.
a 1000 Pi. (S^elmJ xxviii[ij. Stefn drihtnes awrihb b'ic-

cettu [Lamfr. jiiccetu]. 1530 TINDALE Gen. xxiu 13 A ram
caught by the homes in a thykette. 1530 PALSCR. 280/1
Thicket or a forest, boscaige. 1555 EDEN Decades 57 They
founde a greate thicket of reedes. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI,
iv. v. 3 Leaue off to wonder why I drew you hither, Into
this cheefest Thicket of the Parke. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv.

681 How often from the steep Of echoing Hill or Thicket
have we heard Celestial voices to the midnight air . .

Singing. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 56 P 3 This huge
Thicket of Thorns and Brakes was designed as a Kind of
Fence. 1855 KINGSLEY Heroes ill. (1868) 32 They sang like

nightingales among the thickets.

b. tratisf. z&Afig.
1582 STANYHURST Atneis n. (Aib.) 54, I run forward too

rush throgh thicket of armoure. 1612 WEBSTER White
Devil n. i. 79 I'le meete thee Even in a thicket of thy ablest
men. 1657 S. PURCHAS Pol. Flying-Ins, xvii. in They aie

quickly be-wildred in a thicket of errors 1698 FRYER Ace.
B. India fy P. 45 A Thicket of twenty Sail of our Enemies
were discovered. 1821 SCOTT Kenilw. xiii, His wild and
overgrown thicket of beard was now restrained to two small

mustachiqs. 1866 J. MARTJNEAU Ess. I. 52 We entangle
ourselves in a thicket of ever-growing problems.

c. attrib. and Comb., as thicket-maze, -haunting.
1813 SCOTT Rokeby iv. ii, Where the thicket-groupes recede.

1837 STANLEY Gipsies 136 Or track old Jordan through his

thicket maze. 1850 ALLINGHAM Poems, Music-master n. xv,
The thicket-tangling, tenderest briar-rose. 1892 Guardian
ii May 706/2 Along the courtly mere of thicket isles.

Hence TM cketed a., occupied or covered by
thickets ; Thi'cketful, as many or as much as fills

a thicket ; Thixkety a., abounding in thickets.
c 1624 CHAPMAN Homer, Hymn to Bacchus 140 In ivies

and in baies All over "thicketed. 1835 W. IRVING Tour
Prairies xxxiii, The same kind of rough, hilly, thicketed

country. 1887 J. SERVICE Dr. Duguid 270 Sweet sounds..
From out the *thicketful of singing throats. 1846 MRS.
MARSH Emilia Wyndham (1848) 349 Very fine timber and
thicketty woods. 1863 W. G. PALGRAVE Arabia I. 238
Broken and thickety ground in front.

t Thi-ckfold, adv. (adj.} Obs. Chiefly north.

[f. THICK a. : see -FOLD.] Thickly together ;
in

great numbers, in crowds.
11300 Cursor M. 11258 pas ober fangels] lighted dun

thic-fald, c 1400 Rowland f, 0. 1 108 Full thikke folde gan
Sarazenes dy. 1:1440 Bone Flor. 871 Many myrakyls for

bur he wroght, Many a oon and thyck folde 1513 DOUGLAS
xiii. ii. 68 O jc my feris. .Throu niony hard penellib



THICK-HEAD.
and thikfald. . Hiddir now careit to this cost with me. 1535
STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 98 Thikfald lo him all in

thetyrne tlia drew.

Tlli-ck-head. One who or that which has a
thick head
1. One who is dull of intellect ; a blockhead.
1871 CARLYI.E in Mrs. Carlylc's Lett. (1885) 1. 103 Half, Am-

bitious thickhead. 1881 H. SEP.BOHM Siicria in Alia 32
One of the greatest thickheads that I have ever met with.

b. attrib. or adj.
= TuiCK-HEAUED b.

1877 BROWNINC; Ked Colt. Nt..cap it. 235 Who ever has his

sjieech
in readiness For thick-head juvenility at fault. 1894K S. ELLIS Reynard Fax 187 I'll shortly sow strife among

Those thick-head folks.

2. A name given in different localities to various
birds: e.g. a. Any bird of the subfamily rachyce-
fhalinse, the Thick-headed Shrikes of the Austra-
lian region, b. A scansorial barbel of the sub-

family Cafitoninss (Cent. Diet. 1891).
1837 SWAINSON Nat. Hist. Birds II. 250 Vireonina: ..

Pachycephala .. Thickhead. 1890 Victorian Slat., Game
Act Sched. iii. (Morris), Thick-heads. [Close season] From
the first day of August to the twentieth day of December.
1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds 621 Native-Thrush, i'afliycefhala
olivacca (Thickhead). 1806 Ibid. 058 The name Thickhead
is.. given in other parts of the world to very different birds,
and in South Africa especially to tEdiciumus cafmsis . . , the
Stone-Curlew of that country.

Thi ck-hea ded, a. [Parasynthetic f. prec. +
-ED 2.] Having a thick head. a. lit. ; esp. in names
of animals, as Thick-headed Mullet, Moxo-
stoma amgesta ; Thick-headed Shrike = THICK-
HEAD a a.

1707 MORTIMER Huso. (1721) I. 314 Make a Trail, .so as to
bring it near some thick-headed Tree. 1751 J. HILL Hist.
Anim.sfx) The thick-headed Hippopotamus, with no tail.

The Copy-Bara.
b. fig. Dull of intellect; slow-witted, obtuse.

1801 MAR. EDGEWORTH Gd. French Cm. (1895) 7 He was
so 'thick-headed at his book', that Mrs. Grace..affirmed
that he never would learn to read. 1860 GKN. P.THOMPSON
Audi Alt. III. cxxv. 80 A thick-headed idea of law is, that
it is a machine for getting men hanged. 1891 LOUNSBURY
Stud. Chaucer II. vi. 481 Something of the feeling .. which
represents the members of the nobility as being good-hearted
but also thick-headed.

Hence Thickheadedness, obtuseness, crassness.

1889 Voice (N. Y.) 14 Feb., He. .failed to estimate the
thickheadedness of the

party addressed. l8oa Spectator
23 Jan. 126/2 Bumptious, bullying thickheadedness.

Thicking, vbl. sb. : see THICK v.

Thickish (bi-kij), a. [f. THICK a. + -ISH 1.]

Somewhat thick.

1545 RAVNOLD Byrth Mankyndt r4i Also her vryne
waxeth spysse and thyckysshe. 1713 Land. Gaz. No. 5178/4
Thickish of Hearing. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery lmpr.(ijyj)
II. 33 Horses that are a little thickish about the Shoulders.

1894 Cornh. Mag. Mar. 269 Two thickish quarto volumes.

Thick-knee (bi-k,ni). Also thicknee. A name
for any bird of the genus (Ediciiemus, esp. the

Stone Curlew, Norfolk or Great Plover, CE. sco-

lofax (CE. crepitans, Temminck) ; so called from
the enlargement of the tibio-tarsal joint.
1816 LEACH Cat. Mamw. fy B. in Brit. Aftts. 28 Fedoa

(EdicnemusCommon thicknee, Wiltshire. 1840 Penny Cycl.
XVI. 402/1 The. .Thick-knee, Thick-kneed Bustard. 1866
OWEN Vertebr. Anim. xiv. II. 26 The ' Thick-knees '..and
Bustards, .havethefour-notchedsternum. i9q6 List Aniiit.

Zool, Soc. 520 CRdicttemusgrallariiiSi Australian Thicknee.
..(E. superciliaris, Peruvian Thicknee.

So Thi-ck-knee d </., having thick knees; esp. in

thick-kneed bustard tx plover, the Stone Curlew.

1776 PENNANT Zool. (ed. 4) I. 244 Bustard, thick-kneed.

1840 [see THICK-KNEE]. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds 129 The
Curlew of inlanders, or Stone-Curlew called also.. most

wrongly. .the Thick-knee or Thick-kneed Bustard.

Thi-ck-leaved (-l*d), -leafed (-lift), a.

[See LEAVED, LEAFED.] a. Having or covered with

dense foliage; thickly set with leaves.

1582 STANYHURST &neis \. (Arb.) 28 Shaded with thick,

leaued arbours. 1660 BLOUNT Boscobel 32 The colonel

made choice of a thick-leafed oak. 1847 TENNYSON Princess

in. 159 The thick-leaved platans of the vale.

b. Having thick fleshy leaves.

1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) I. 31 Where thick-Ieav'd

Weeds are amongst the Grass, they will need more drying
than ordinary Grass doth. 1860 Merc, Marine Mag. VII.

199 A thick leafed.. plant.

Thick-lipped (Jn-k|lrpt : stress var.), a.

Having thick or full lips.

John Wilmote,..of a pretty Ruddy Complexion, and som-

thing thick Lipped. 1838 JOHNSTON in JProc. Berw. Nat.
Club I. No. 6. 171 Mugil chela. .. the Thick-lipped Grey
Mullet. 1867 BAKER Nile Tribut. xx. (1872) 353 A real

thick-lipped flat-nosed nigger.

So Thl-ck-lips, one who has thick lips ; a con-

temptuous appellation for a negro.
1604 SHAKS. Qth, L L 66 What a full Fortune do's the

Thicks-lips owe If he can carry't thus?

Thickly ()>i*kli), adv. [f.
THICK a. + -LY*.]

In a thick manner ; so as to be thick, in various

senses ; densely ; closely ; abundantly ; frequently ;

deeply ; obscurely, indistinctly.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk, 5672 Thei died rhanne thikly. c 1430

Pilgr. Lyf Manhode H. Ivii. (1869) 98 Sum time thou shall

see me thikkdicht: and dtrkeliche. iS73-*> BARET Atv.

T 151 Thicklic: groslie; <:lubbi*hlie, or block islilic. 1 1611 '

CHAPMAN Iliad xv. 440 His helmet, thickly plinu'd. 1630
DKAYION Noah's Flood 83 Your bins.. so thickly intone.

1770 COUK \
7
ty. round \Vortd\\\. ii. (1773) 519 Lofty iiUK, all

thickly clothed with wood. i86oTvNUALL i,lttc. \. xviii. 1-3
Mont Ccrvin gathered the clouds more thickly round him.

1883 Lit. R. GOWER My Retain. I. iii. 3^ The walls of the

principal apartntents are thickly hung with painting.
b. In comb, with ppl. or other adjs.

1 797 T. PARK Sottu. 7 Clouds, thickly-driving, veil the face
uf day. 1834 MOTNEKWELL Pnet. ll'ks. (1847) 8 Thu>

thjckly-iimbertd Chores. 1900 ll'cstnt, Cos. 7 Sept, 4 i A
thickly'inhabited di.strii t.

Thicknee, variant of THICK-KNKE.
Thickness (Jri-knes). [OE. fanes* - OHG.

diknissa^ f. THICK a. + -NESS.]
I. The quality or condition of being thick.

1* Relatively large measurement through, or
between opposite surfaces; stoutness, faulkiness;
the opposite of thinness or slenderness. Also /f/.
riooo Ags. Gloss, in ilaupfs Zeitschr. (1853) I3C 519

Elephantina catli'sitate, hrcoflicre Bicnesse. 1538 ELYOT,
Crassamentuttt% thyckenesse. .. Crasstties & crassitttd.\

fatncsse, thicknes, crossenes. 1577 II. GOOGK lieresbach's
Husb. \\. (1586) Sob, The equall medley of .. thicknesse
and thinnes. 1613 HAYWARD Norm. Kings 23 As he gicw
in yccres, so did ne in thicknesse and (atnesse of body.
1641 KVELYN Diary 7 Aug., Walls, .of prodigious thicknesse.

1885 J. PAVN Luck e>j Darrells xx, His companion's
astounding thickness of skin [c THICK-SKINNED yj.

2. Measurement or extension of anything between
its opposite surfaces ; the third (and commonly
least) dimension, distinct from length and breadth.
rt9oc W/ERFERTH Gregory's Dial. (1900) 44 He gewacnde

baes wacteres fcecynd on eles bicnesse. 1387 TREVISA
Higdeti (Rolls) I. 45 pe biknesse of be erbe porw oute is

ahntst sexe bousand and fyue hondred myle. 14.. Tun-
dale's yfst (Wagner) 1314 Fourti cubytes on brede hehadde
And nine on tricknes was he made. '11548 HAI.L C/ow/.,
Hen. y/ll 33 The Frenchmen came on in .iii. ranges, xxxvi.
mens thickenes (L e. thirty-sjx deep], 1570 BILLINGSLEV
Euclid i. def. ii. a A point, .neither hath length, breadth, nor
thickenes. 1683 MOXON Mech. Exerc.^ Printing xxiv, It

is Quadrat high, of several Thicknesses, viz. a Nonparel,
Brevier, I.ong-primnier, Pica, etc. 1735 JOHNSON Lobo's

Al>yssinia t
Descrt x. 103 The Crocodile is very ugly, having

no Proportion between his Length and Thickness. 1815 J.
SMITH Panorama Sc. 9f Art I. 7 In half an hour it will

scarcely be the thickness of a sixpence. 1854 Pereira's
Polari*. Light 134 The resulting tint depends on the dif-

ference of the thicknesses. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's
Phaner. 411 They there attain a thickness which amounts
to i or even more than i of the entire thickness of the leaf.

3. The quality or condition of being consistent or

viscous (also, degree of consistence) ; of the air,

the condition of being laden with impurities.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 126 Cnuca mid wine on h unices

bicnysse. 1308 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. m. xvii. (W. de
W. 1495) d ivb/i, Yf it is all clere & w'out thyknesse as the

ayere is, thenne y
1 is not seen, c 1415 tr. Arderne's Treat.

Fistula 36 Medled togidre in suche biknes bat it may be

Betted
in by a nastare of tree. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 27

Morter..unequall in thicknesse. 1737 WHISTON Josephtts^
Antiq. IL xiv. 5 Whereby their sight being obstructed,
and tneir breathing hindered by the thickness of the air,

they died miserably. 1747 WESLEY Print* Pkysick (1762)

109 Mix juice of Celandine with Honey to the Thickness
of Cream.

4. Of the air, etc. : Misty or hazy condition ;

obscurity, opacity.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spelm.) xcvi. 3 senipu and bicnaes, nubeset

caligo. c looo Sax. Leechd. III. 233 We ne mason for foere

fyrlynan heahnysse & baera wolcna oicnysse .. hi naefre

seseon. 14*6 LYDG. De Gut/. Pilrr. 11036 And off the

owgly ffoul thyknesse,. .Thow shalt lese the syht off me.

5. Dense or crowded condition j closeness of col-

location or growth.
1308 TREVISA Barth. De P. /?. v. xv. (Bodl. MS.), piknes

of "herd is signe and tokenne of heete and of substancial

humour and of strengbe. 1433 LYDG. St. Edmund \i. 838
A couert, shrowded with tnyknesse Of thornys sharpe.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 491/1 Thykkenesse, as ofwodys, gresse,

corne, or other
\y\ttj

dettsitas. 18*5 SCOTT Talism. vi, His
hair in thickness might have resembled that of Samson.

6. Want of clearness in breathing, hearing, or

utterance ; indistinct articulation.

1538 ELYOT Diet. Addit., Daseia t thyckenes of brethe.

1669 HOLDER Elcm. Speech 168 Being at sometimes subject
to thicknes of Hearing. 1686 BURSET Lett. (1708) 249 Her

.__j; iM_:_i _r i_i___: _o^_

ily called 'thickness'. 1908
R. BACOT A. Cutkiert iii, His few observations being
characterised by a decided thickness of utterance.

II. That which is thick or has thickness.

7. That which is thick, in any sense ; the part

(of anything) which is thick ; the thick (of any-

thing) ; the space between opposite surfaces (e. g.

of a wall).

a looo Lambctli 1's. cxvu[ij. 27 Un pyccetum vel on OK

nessum, in condetuis. I38a WYCLIF Isa. ix. 18 It shal be

brend vp in the thickenes of the wilde wode. ij6o BIBLK

(Genev.) Ezelt. xlii. 10 The chambres were in the thickenes

of the wall of the court. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenots Trav.

n. 82 They go down . . by steps made in the thickness of the

Walls. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 477 Incumbered with

unwholesome marshes . .and impenetrable thicknesses. 1859

JF.PHSON Brittany vii. 93 The wall is here about five yards

thick, and in its thickncssare stone benches. 1905 R. BAGOT

Passport iii. 19 There was only the thickness of a floor

between them,

THICK-SKINNED.
8. A layer (of cloth, pa^r, etc. . In J-oundry,A layer of loam in a mould which represent* the

object to be cat (e. g. a pipe, bell), ami U broken
away from the completed mould to make room for
the molicn metal.
1815 J. SHIIH I'anoraHta St. I, Art II. 807 Plce cvtml

I In,-kncHai of papa upon th glau. 1*5, Si H. Dovcu*
Mil,t. BrUfu (cd. i) 325 Th,. Whol, w ihitkntu** at
planks.. are Ihcn wclldrawn logelhtr, and falti*d la each
other by the trenail.. ,314 N. E. S f ..,s Cnttimf t,

Fnaffmftll
In (he aUence of paltenu, bowev,f lEe>

and for other varieties of .hurl piping. Int > are wcpl up i>.

loain, Ihe core within the '

thicVne. '. lit, Antlu*/,
Phctogr. Hull. II.a37Outoii..auiig lctl 1 .

felt cluih ti placed.
Hence Thrcknessing vbl, 36., the action of

reducing (boards, etc.) to a given lhickne*s.
1870 Enf. Meek,

t,
Feb. o;/2 Thai tide of the machine

employed for tenoning, planing, thlcknesting, or moulding.
1001 Daily Chron. 9 .Nlay 1/6 Planing ana lliickneaMof
Machine, zoin.

Thicksoll, dial, variant of THIXIL, an nit.

Thick-set, a. and si. [f. THICK aJv. + set, pa.

pple. of SBTf.J
A. adj. (Stress variable, , :--, :

; cf. note
under ILL adv. 3.)
1. Composed of individuals or parts arranged

in close order; thickly studded or planted (with

something).
ta 1366 CHAfCER Rom. Rose 1419 By the stremen. .Sprang

up the gras, as thikke sette And softe as ony velvet. 1610
llni.i-ASi) CamiltH'i Brit. (1637) foj Thicker set with high
Hilles. c |66< MRS. HUTCHINSON Mem. Col. Hutehinum
(1846) 22 His nair of light brown, very thick set in his youth.
1697 DHYDEN .-Kncid \. 617 'MnLk-set with trees, a vener.
able wood. 1869 TOZEH II

if
hi. Turkey II. 220 A wild

hilly country.. thick'Set with bushes of prickly palluria.
c 1410 Matter of Game (MS. Digby 182) xxiv, He [a hart)

bereth a thykesette heede (HEAD s6.6]. 1638-48 G. DANIKI.

Kclog. ii. 2 The Covert of yond* thickset Thome. * 1700
DKYUEN Omtfs Met. XML Acis, etc. 156 A thick-set under-
wood of bristling hair. 1819 CKABBE 7 . ofHall vi. 132 That
thickset alley by the arbour closed.

2. Set or placed close together ; closely arranged.
1570-6 LAMBARDE Feratub. Kent (1826) 181 The place

hath in it sundry villages, although not thicke set, nor much
inhabited. 1765 Museum Rtut.V. xxiv. 118 Its flowers are

yellow, and thick-set.

1611 1>RAYTON Poly4>lb. i. 447 Where Corinetis ran With
slaughter through the thick-set squadrons of the foes. 1848
BUCKLEY Iliad 457 They made a great fence around, with
thick-set stakes.

3. Having a dense or close-grained nap : cf. B. t.

b. Thick-set wheat: see quot. 1808.

1709 Land. Gaz. No. 4608/4 A pair of thickset Fustian
Breeches. 1769 Public Advertiser 25 Sept. 3/1 Dressed in

Fustian or Thickset Cloaths. 1808 BATCHKLOR Agric. 362
Velvet-eared wheat, which is called in this county white-
chaffed led wheat, and thick-set wheat.

4. Of close compact build; esp. short and

strongly made ; square-built ; stocky.
17*4 Land. Gaz. No. 6251/3 He is a thick-set Boy. 1777

Cltnract. in Ann. Reg. 43/1 A short thick-set man, with a

very honest ingenuous countenance. 18*4 L. M. HAWKINS
Annalitte I. 86 Distinguished by thickset limbs. 1830
MARRYAT King's Own xix, He was short and thick-set.

B. sb. (l)i-k,set).

1. A thicket
;
a thick-set plantation.

1766 AMORV Bitncle (1825) III. 108 The first spring of this

water is. .in the middle of a thick-set of shrubs. 1844
P. Parley's Ann. V. 191 Tungee had more than once
threaded this maze of wood and tnickset.

2. A stout twilled cotton cloth with a short very
close nap ; a kind of fustian ; also, a garment of

this material. ? Obs.

1756 TOLDERVY Hist. 2 Orpkaiis II. 105 The latter having
on his back bis common grey frock, and the former a Man-
chester thickset. 1796 MORSE Amtr. Geog. I. 440 Jeans,

fustians, denims, thicksets, velvets. l8aa GALT SirA. H'ylie

[.His breeches, of olive thickset, were., carefully preserved
from stains. i88a BECK Draper s Diet. 142 Corduroy and
thickset are also coarser varieties of fustian.

b. Short for thick-set wheat (see A. 3 b).

1875 Eiuycl. Brit. I. 354/1 The reiUtraw white [wheat]
and Piper's thick -set have properties similar to the Fenton.

Thi'ck-si'gllted (stress var.), a. 1 Obs. Not

seeing clearly ; having obscure or dim vision.

1591 SHAKS. l-'nt. I, Ad. 136 Were I.. Thick-sighted, bar-

ren, leane, and lacking iuyce. i6a8 FELTHAM Resolves n.

y.)

xcii. 269 Shee is thick-sighted, and cannot see them. 1775
MI KIUAN St. ratr. Day II. iii. We are but blind guesaers.

..Thick-sighted mortals. 1863 MKS. GASKEU. Sylvia's
Lovers x.\i, Too thick sighted to see through a board.

Thickskin (bi-k|skin). One who has a thick

skin ;
a person dull or slow of feeling. Also aitiib.

1581 STANYHURST .-Kuril Ded. (ArbJ 9 What thinck you
of thee thick skyn, that made this for a fare wel for ibis

mystresse? 1597 Br. HALL Sat.\. i. 8 Nor can ! bide to

pen some hungry Scene For thick-skin cares, and vndis-

cerning eyne. 1611 COTCR., Certallea double rxtrai, a.,

ioulthead, thicke-skinne, dull fellow. 1893 H. M. DOUGHTT

Wherry in Wexdisk L. 53 We.. should have made a fait

distance but for those slugs and thickskiiu of bridge-keepers.

Thi ck-ski'uned (-skind : stress var.;, a.

1. Having a thick skin ;
of plants, fruits, etc.,

having a thick outer coat or peel.

1545 ELYOT, Cmilosus, thicke skynned. 1601 HOLLAND

Pliny I. xi. xxxix. 346 Men.. who are Ihicke skinned.. be

more grosse of sence and understanding. 1813 SIR H. DAVY
1 At ric. Cktm. (1814) 152 In the South of Europe, hard or

thin-skinned wheat is in higher estimation than soft or



THICK-SKULL.

thick-skinned wheat. 1831 CARLYLE Surt. A'cj. n. ii, Pi<l

not these bristly thick-skinned beings [hogs] here manifest

intelligence ? 1884 BOWER & SCOTT DC Bary^s Pliancr. 38
The superficial position of the stomata is the rule for herba-
ceous less thick-skinned parts.

2. Jig. Dull of sensation or feeling; obtuse, stolid;
now esp. not sensitive to criticism or rebuff; the

opposite of thin-skinned.
1602 -2nd Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. in. iv. 1383 The Seruile

current of my slyding verse, Gently shal runne into his
thick skind eares. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriol. Introd.

(1736) 8 They who are so Thick-skinned as still to believe
the Story of the Piicenix. 1828 SCOTT Jntl. 26 June, He
would be thick-skinned if he stands the clamour. 1885
American IX. 387 He is too thick-skinned to mind eloquent
and indignant criticism.

Thi ck-sknlled (-skld : stress var.), a.

Having a thick skull; hence fig. slow or dull

of apprehension ; dense, dull-witted; = THICK-
HEADED.
a 1653 G. DANIEL Idyll, v. 140 As the thick-Skull'd Turke

. . It baffles vs, with our owne Instrument. 1673 Ess. Educ.
GentlewoHi. 32 Every thick-skull'd Fellow that babbles this

out, thinks no Billingsgate Woman can Answer it. 1755
SMOLLETT Qiiix. L iv, xxi. (1803) II. 258 Is it possible that

your worship can be so thick-skulled and brainless, as not to

perceive the truth of what I alledge V 1821 SCOTT Let. to

Cunningham 27 Apr., The common class of readers.. are
thick-skulled enough. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Fate \Vks.
II. 317 Thick-skulled, small-brained, fishy. .quadruped.
So Thi'ck-skull, a thick-skulled person.
'755 JOHNSON, Dolt, a heavy stupid fellow ; a blockhead ;

a tmckscul ; a loggerhead. 1838 JAS. GRANT Sk. Land. 223
Says 1,

' You lie, you stupid thickskull !
'

1894 CROCKETT
Raiders 346 Such a thick-skull was I.

Thi ck-sow n, a. Also 8 thick-sowed. Sown
thickly or with little interval between the seeds.

Also^f. So Thick-sow v. (rare), to sow thickly.
1683 NOBRIS CM. Misc. (1687) 429 A little Plot of ground

thick -sown. 1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 285 p 8 Metaphors
are not so thick sown in Milton. 1728 MORGAN Algiers I.

Pref. 14 Many were more inclined to fall on the well-laden
thick-sowed English than any others. 1742 YOUNG Nt.
Th. ix. 1234 To count The thick-sown glories in this field
of fire. 1896 Harper's Mag. Apr. 671/2 The distances,
thick-sown with the faint yellow candle-flames. 1898
Westm. Gaz. ^ Oct. 3/1 It is useless to thick-sow your
dialogue with ' ess fay

' and '

thicky ', and
'

pretty vitty ',

..ana omit the breath of life and. .expression of character,

t TM ckways, adv. 06s. rare. [f. THICK a.

+ -WAYS.] In the direction of the thickness.
1644 DIGBV Nat. Bodies xviii. i. 158 The ayre..not

..admitting to be diuided thickewayes so much as is neces-
sary to fill the first growing distance, between the two
stones.

_

Ibid. xxv. 2. 227 If the externe causes had pressed
ypon this dioppe, only broadwayes and thickewayes.. then
it would haue proued a cylinder.
Th.1 ck-wi'tted (stress var.), a. Having'
thick

'

wits
; dull of intellect, stupid.

1634 W. WOOD New Eng, Prosp. To Rdr., I decline this
sou of thick-witted readers. 1642 MILTON Afol. Smect.
Wks. 1851 III. 256 The conceit that all who are not Prelati-
call, are grosse headed, thick-witted, illiterat, shallow. 1821
SCOTT Kenilw xxxv, He is. .thick-witted enough to adopt
any belief that is thrust on him.
So Thi ckwit, a thick-witted person.
1904 M. HEWLETT Queen's Quairiii. ii. 376 She cheapened

herself in Loves honour and was held cheap by Scotch
thickwits.

t TM-cky, a. Obs. [f. THICK a. + -Y.] Of a
thick nature

; inclined to be thick.
1587 A. DAY Dafhnis $ Chloe (1890) 112 Since Ceres first

these thickie groues pursued. 1590 GREENE Maim. Garni.
Wks. (Rtldg.) 304/2 It was near a thicky shade, That broad
leaves of beech had made. 1598 Q. ELIZ. Plutarch iv. 26
fly thou this darke and thikky mysty folded Cloude.
Thicky, item. ad), (dial.) . see THILK.
Thidder, .ir, etc., obs. ff. THITHER.
This, obs. form of THIGH.
Thief (J>/f). PI. thieves (ffvz). Forms- i

theb, piof, peof, (p<5af, Jwef), 2 ^ot(dat. pove),
2-5 peof, (3 dot. peve), 3-4 bief, 3-5 pef, beef, 4
pyef, pefe, 4-5 thef, -ff, thif, theyf, 4-6 thefe,
4-7 theif, theef, -ffe, 5 (peue), thife, thyf(e,
5-6 theyff, 5-7 theefe, 6 theaf, theiff, thleffe, ,

6-7 thiefe, 6- thief. PI. also 4 pewes; peifs,
'

pefs, thefjfes, 4-6 thefes. [OE. flof, piof (North.'
ftef}. Com. Tent. ; in OFris. thiaf, OS. thiof
(MDti., Du. dief, MLG. dief, def, LG. def, pi
dlven), OHG. diob, diup (MHG. diep, Ger. dieb) ;ON fiofr (Sw tiuf, T>3..tyv), Goth, Iiufs,piu1>- :-
OTeut. *J>euSo', pointing to an Indo-Eur. ablaut-
series "teup-, teup-, tup-, cf. Lith. tupeti to crouch
down.
.
The final/represents a t or a of the stem, which appears

in the Inflexions and derivatives, as pi. thieves, vb. to thieve
thievery, thievish, etc.]
1. One who takes portable property from another

without the knowledge or consent of the latter

converting it to his own use
; one who steals.

a. spec. One who does this by stealth, esp. from

302

1175 Lamb. Horn. 29 Rubberes and ba reueres and ba
beoues. a 1200 Moral Ode 43 (Lamb. MS., For per ne berf
he bon of-dred of fure ne of )>oue [v. r. J>eve]. c 1200 Trin.

Coll. Horn. 61 OtW >urh fur, ooer burh Hefes, oter burh
roberie. c 1250 Gtn. A- Ex. 1773 Du me ransakes als an oef.

a 1300 St. Gregory 997 in Herrig's Archiv LVII. 69 pou
beefcs fere, pou ne dost bote make men of J?e speke. a 1300
Cursor M. 4891-2 (Cott.) Yon er theues welelmenwend, And
theif \y. rr. thif, thefe, beof] es he bam hider send. Ibid.

15970 ludas was iesu aumnere, Bath theif [v. r. beef]
and traitur bald, c 1386 CHAUCER Doctor's T. 83 A theef

\v.rr. theefe, beef, pef, beof] of venyson-.Kan kepe a
(forest best of any man. J39oGowKR Conf. I. 52 So that an

yhe is as a thief I'olove, and doth fulgret meschief. c 1420
Chron. Vilod. 2923 Bot pe laylardes fplowedone bis theff
fulle fast, a 1425 Cursor M. 7234 (Trin.) per is noon so

myche may greue As traitour derne & priue beue. 14 . .

Noin. in Wr.-Wiilcker 694/1 Hie..fur, a theffe. 1470
HENRY Wallace n. 392. I trow thow be sum spy, Or ellis a

theyff. 1532-3 Aft 24 Hen. VIII, c. 5 An Acte where a Man
kyllyng aTheffe shall not forfayte his Goodes. 1596 SHAKS.
Mcrch. I', in. i. 97 The theefe gone with so much, and so
much to finde the theefe, and no satisfaction, no reuenge.
1605 CAMDEN Rent. 229 When thou commest into a strange
place, thinke all men there to be theeves. 1643 SIR T.
BROWNE Relig. Med. i. 46 How comes He then like a
theefe in the night? 1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. i. 163 Thou art
a Theif and a Robber. Ibid. 165 He did hang his head like
a Thief.

17^69
COOK Voy. round World \. x. (1773) loo The

people of this country [Otaheite], . . are the errantest thieves

upon the face of the earth. 1878 STUBBS Const. Hist. III.
xviii. 243 There is more spirit and a better heart in a robber
than in a thief. 1879 JEFFERIES Wild Life in S. C. 160 The
robin is accused of being a terrible thief of currants.

b. In more general sense, comprehending such
as rob with violence; e.g. robbers, freebooters,
pirates, etc. ; now rare exc. as a general designa-
tion of one who obtains goods by fraudulent means,
over-reaching, deceit, etc.

Border thieves, the freebooters of the Scottish Border,
whose depredations were so notorious in the i6th century,
t Thiefofthe sea. a

pirate, SEA-THIEF.
In the Revised Version of the N. T., in all cases where thief

in the 1611 version renders Apo-n^, Vulg. latro, it is changed
to robber, and thiefoa\y retained where it renders icAeirnjt,

THIEFDOM.
3. Iransf. fa. Applied to a goshawk (alls.,, fb.A kind of wild bee said to rob hives {obs.}. c. A

shoot from the root of a vine, rose-bush, or other
trained shrub, which robs the main stem of its

strength, d. Mod. slang. A horse that does not
run up to form in a race.

1486 Bk. XI. Albaiis d ij, A Goshawke shulde not flie to
any fowle of the Ryuer with bellis in no wise, and therfore
a Goshawke is calde a theef. 1608 TOPSELL Sfrtmts (1658)
650 Some have thought that Theeves are one proper sort of
Bees, although l hey be very great, and black, having a larger
belly or bulk then the true Bee, and yet lesser then the
drones. 1658 ROWLAND Moufcfi r/u-at. Ins. 920 The
Theeves being naturally odious to the Bees, steal upon

.

0700 Efinal Gloss. (O.E.T.) 630 Mimoparo, thebscib.
<T95o Lindisf. Gosf. Matt. xxi. 13 ^ie worhton oa ilca cofa
(vet grzfe) Oeafana \Vulg. latronum ; c 975 Rushiv. Gas
ibid., sescrzfe diofas (vet scabena), c 1000 Ags. Gosf.

'

cote), c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 55 Eall-swa to r
[Lindisf. mor-sceaoe, Rushw. scabe, Vu/r. latronem] je
synt cumene mid swurdum. John xviii. 40 Witodlice
barrabbas was beof {Lindisf. morsceaoe, Rushw. sceaoa,
Vulg. latro, Gr. Aijorijt, WYCLIF, Rhem. theef, theefe, TIN.
DALE, 1611 robber], c 1200 Vices t, Virt. 51 Betwenen twa
(neues. a 1300 Cursor M. 10297 (Cott.) Stalworth men. .pat

roots of the plant. 1896 J. PORTER KixfKlert 127 Gay
Hampton.. turned out a terrible 'thief ', and a savage.
4. ' An excrescence in the snuff ef a candle' (J.)which causes it to gutter and waste.
1628 MAY Virg. Getrrg. \. 436 Theeues about the snuffe

doe grow a 1633 FLETCHER & SHIRLEY Night.Walker n.
l, Methinks the Fight burns blew, I prethee snuff it, There'sa thief in t I think. 1642 HOWELL For. Tr,tv. (Arb.) 77 If
there bee a theefe in the Candle, (as wee use to say
commonly) there is a way to pull it out. 1665 BOYLE
Occas. Reflect. IL x, Upon a Thief in a Candle. 1706MME. D AnuTCmOtlL 407 [ He] perceived a thief in the
candle, which made it .run down., over bis hand and the
sleeve of his coat. 1814 LAMB Let. to Barton 9 Jan , My
wick hath a thief in it, but I can't muster courage to snuff it.

5. attrib. and Comb., as thief-catching, -colony,
-craft, -detector, -maker; thief-proof, -resisting,
stolen adjs. ; thief and reever bell : sec quots. ;

thief-bote : see THEFT-BOOT ; thief-catcher, (a)
one who catches thieves ; THIEF-TAKER ; (b)
a device used formerly in apprehending thieves;
thief-key, a skeleton key; t thief-land, a name for

Botany Bay ; t thief-leader, a thief-taker ; thief-
tube : see cjuot. ; t thef-wyke : see quot. Also
with thieves', as thieves' cat : see quots. ; thieves'
hole, a dungeon reserved for thieves; thieves'
Latin, cant used by thieves

; thieves' vinegar, an
infusion of rosemary tops, sage leaves, etc. in vine-

gar, formerly esteemed as an antidote against the
plague. Also THIEF-LIKE, -TAKER.

.I*-??
7

,-

B"AND Pof. Antiq. 17 A Bell, usually called the
rhief and Reever Bell, proclaims our two annual Fairs

1825 BROCKETT N. C. Words. Thief and Rentr-Bill, the
name given to the tolling of the great bell of Saint Nicholas,

ywreje, a ief priue and a J>yef uelaje. 13.'.
E.E. Allit'.P.

B. 1142 Hit were rafte wyth vnry}t & robbed wyth bewes.
1382 WYCLIF Matt, xxvii. 38 Thanne two theeues [Vulg.
'atronesl ben crucified with him. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(RoUs) 1. 329 pe men of bat loud beeb schipmen and beues

be
r?

ce- '^J* LiMEitg. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolfs) II.
164 The grettest rovers and the grettest thevys That have
bene in the see many oone yere, 1533 GAU Richt Vay
(S.I. S.) 93 The tiranms and oppressours and theyffis. icor
SIK R I

1 * ' "-" - *"" * ' * ' f\f Tfi,. . ... ..'

theifis'

keii

him a Present of a Suit of Clothes. 1891 Daily'Ifcats
6 Nov. 3/1 The thief-catcher, .b a shrewd piece of work,from which no head, leg, or arm could extricate itself
once caught. 1737 Gentl. Mag. VII. 592/1, I do not
know that the Army has ever been employed in any sort
of 'Thief-catching, except with respect to those Thieves
called Smugglers. 1786 A. DALRYMPLE (title) A Serious

of tremors produced by the gentlest footstep in its neighbor,
hood. 1820 Examiner No. 614. 39/2 Inauspicious unhlerarv
*TK!^fl^ti*1 *id T? T '17 ... ....., //.i/ i ,-

/c? 1- c- \ rr^I * ,
J -AJ *jnv nnrfi

(b.l.a.)93 Ihe tirannis and oppressours and theyffis.
SIR R. MAITLAND Comtlaynt i, Of Liddisdaill the cor.
heifis Sa perthe steillis now and rein's, That nane may
eip Hors, nolt,

nor scheip : Nor yit dar sleip, For thair
iischeifis. Ibid, iv, Thay thiefis have neirhand herreit

haill Ettncke forest and Lawderdaill. 1651 HOBBES , , r ,
l.eviatn. i. x. 45 lill there were constituted great Common- ihiefland. 1692 R. L'ESTRANCE Fables cccclxvii. 441 A
wealths, it was thought no dishonour to be. .a High-way olf had the Fortune to pass by, as the *Tbief-Leaders were
Iheefe. 1678 R. L'EsTRANGE Seneca's Mor.n.vu. (1705) Dragging a .. Fox to the Place of Execution. 1856 G
1 50 Nothing is more Common, than for Great Thieves to ride PRICE (title) A Treatise on Fire& 'Thief-proof Depositories,
in Inumph, when the Little ones are punish'd. 1712 tr. 1904 Daily Chron. 2gSept. i/6Safes.., fire and 'thief-resist-

g
ra*''^<I(l 785) 561/2 The Story of Ali Baba, and the lng- '55' ROBINSON tr. Mare's Utof. i. (1895) 66 The Kynge;* "y Thieves. 1892 KIPLING BalladofEast i, W. 24 Who

' whome they thynke to haue no more ryghte to the "thefe

ridesatthetailofaBorderthief.hesitsnotlongathismeat. i stolen thynge than the thieffe himselfe hath. 1611 SHAKS.
O. In proverbial expressions.

' Cynib. i. vi. 5 Had I bin Theefe-stolne. 1877 KNIGHT Diet
Mech., Thief.tuoe, a tube for withdrawing of liquids from

1670 RAY Prov. 120 Oppui.
tunny makes the thief. Ibid. 148 Set a thief to take a thief.
1791 BENTHAM Panoft. Wks. 1843 IV. 225 A sort of honour
may be found (according to a proverbial saying) even among
thieves. 1833 [see THICK a. 10).

d. fig. 1 hat which steals or furtively takes away.
1742 YOUNG A?. Th. i. 393 Procrastination is the thief

of time. 1838 L. HUNT Rondeau 3 Time, you thief, who love
to get Sweets into your list, put that in.

2. As a general term of reproach or opprobrium :

Evil man, villain, scoundrel. (Still dial.)
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5621 pis bef bat lay bi nebe .smot

ben king . .m be brust. a 1300 K. Horn 323 Hennes bu go, bu
fule beof. 13 . Cursor M. 786 (Fairf.) He sayde baire joywalde be mykel pis fals befe bat was so fikel. c 1400 Laud
Troy Bk. 15271 This wicked theff Achilles Thi bretheren
hath sclayn with-oute les. c-i^t^Cast.Pcrsei}. uyiinMacro
Piaysiii For like man callyth o)>er

'

hore & thefe'. a 1548HALL Chron., Hen. IV 12 b, Thou trayter thefe, thou hasth-" a traitour to kyng Richard. 1653 H:ne a traitour to kyng Klchard. 1653 HoLCROFT/Vw/S/xjGoth.IVarsm. 107 These Theeves aTledge, to provoke youto a War, our holding Syrmium, and some other places in

Slofc \L,ndUf. -Was, Ags.Gosf. oeofas,V/" furesj

* \ E"
forslcli

M>- " Ags. Cosf. John x. ,%e be ne

KrrT^5? S~JeSK lli* < "'Vhbelles ofer he is I Gaz. 21 Feb. 9/2 What dc
f, Rush. U] & sceaoa [Vulf. fur et latro].

j

o' the Auld T%KT, name.

b. OM(aulcf), ill thief: the Devil. Sc. dial.

of the new wall, clenging of the 'thevis hoill, and the vther
the commoun affaris. 1864 A. McKAY Hist. Kilmamock
(1880) 45 A loathsome dungeon called the Thieves'-hole.
1821 SCOTT Kenilw. xxix, A very learned man . . and
can vent Greek and Hebrew as fast as I can *thieves'-
Latin. 1840 Comic Lot. Gram. 16 Thieves' Latin, more
commonly known by the name of slang. . . Examples, to priga wipe to steal a handkerchief (etc.). 1802 MRS. J. WEST
Infidel Father III. 5 Conversation was for some days
confined to ipecacuanha, "thieves' vinegar, and smoked
tobacco.

Thiefdom, thievedom (Jv-fdam, >'-vdam).
[f. THIEF + -DOM.]
L The practice of theft

; thieving, robbery, rare,
. 1548 HOOPER Declar. Commandtn. xi. 180 The grettist

thyffdomme of all is Sacrilege, in robbing of the goodes
appointid to an holye vse.

ft 1562 PHAER jEncidx. Dd iij, Who did their league by
theuedom breke ? 1887 P. M'NEILL Blawearic 153 A' we
made by our thievdom, was I lost a tooth and had my
dowg's tail destroyed.

2. The realm or domain of thieves.
. 1864 Sat. Rev. 27 Aug. 272/1 A narrative illustrative of

London thiefdom. 1888 A. WARDROP Potms r Sk. 193
Literary thiefdom and Yankeedom are now synonymous.
ft 1862 Cornh. May. Nov. 645 A fiddler to play at the



THIEF-LIKE.
thievedom carnivals. 1870 If. W. HOLLAND in Gd. Words
i June 301/2 In the interior of thievedom they have public-
houses, beer-houses. shops, and lodging.hou.-es, almost
entirely to themselves.

Thief-like (}>ff,bik), a. and adv.
[f. THIEF +

LIKE a. and adv.] a. adj. Like or resembling a
thief. b. adv. In the manner of a thief.
i6ii FLETCHER Pilgrim n. ii, But since thou stealst uponme like a spie, And thief-like thinks! that holy case shall

carry
thee Through all my purposes. 1760-71 H. UKOOKE

Foal of Quaf.dBog) IV. 25 Each of them, thief-like, wished
to steal an unobserved gaze at the other. 1847 KMERSON
/'tt(i857) 143 And thief-like step of liberal hours Thawing
snow-drift into flowers.

t Thiefly, a. ami adv. 06s. [ME. J,et>Jlich(e,

ftatKch : -OE. *fMUc, -Hce : see TH i EF and -LY 1, *.]
A. adj. Thief-like, stealthy, underhand.

1395 PURVEY Rtmonstr. (1851) n It is theefli. fals and
symoment. c 1411 HOCCLEVE Learn to Die 1 15 Ful vnwaar
was Y of thy theefly breid.

B. adv. In a thievish or thief-like manner ; l>y
stealth

; stealthily, furtively.

f
"^ S'-B'"*?"*^ in 5. Etig. Leg. \. 227 Jwan it U ov

i-broujt, Pane ;e it beofliche nomen. 1377 LANGL. P. PI.
B. xviti. 336 iheuehch bow me robbedest. 1381 WYCLIP
frf. xl. i s, Theuelich [1388 theefli] Y am had a wey fro the

?2
d f

c
Hebrew. 1387 THEVISA Higdtu (Rolls) VI. 63(MS. ) Seynt OswaldTus arm.. was beefliche (;>.rr. peeve-

lich, buefhche; CAXTON theefly) i-stolc out of be olde
restynge .place. 1568 SKF.YNE The Pest A ii b, Ane feuir
most wikit quiethe and thieflie strikis the patient.

Thieft, thiefthe, obs. forms of THEFT.
Thie'f-ta'ker. One who detects and capturesa thief; spec, one of a company who undertook

the detection and arrest of thieves.

'i?,
3? ?71

WA
,
RTf""- Sffl - (Ro"s) I- 87 The theif takar

suld haif the forder spald. 1700 T. BROWN Amusem Scr *
Com. viii. (1709) 84 Serv'd the State in the Quality of
Marshal s Men, and Thief-Takers. i8 C. HITCHIN (title)A frue Discovery of the Conduct of Receivers and Thief-
takers in and about the City of London. 17*1 Chron. in
Ann. Keg. 76/2 Two thief-takers, in hopes of entrapping the
highwayman . . ,set out . . like travellers. 1840 DICKENS Barn.
A4lxi, A body of thief-takers had been keeping watch
in the house all night.
So Thief-talcing (in quot. attrib.\
1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. (1815) 188 He had been for

some time in the snares of the thief-taking society.

Thiefteously, obs. form of THEFTOOUSLY.
Thien, pien, var. THTNB adv. Obs., thence.

Thier, obs. form of THEIR, THIR (these).
Thiethe, obs. erron. form of TITHE.
Thieve (pfv), v. [In OE./A/fa, f. }lof, THIEF.
The verb is rare in OE., after which it does not

appear till the 1 7th c. The vbl. sb. thieving occurs
from 1530. (For the v see note to THIEF:)]
1. intr. To act as a thief, commit theft, steal.

[ 901 LmvsofSElfrcd c. tgifhwftoa cirican hwa:t geSeo-
fise.) cgta in Thorpe Charters (1865) 177 Se oe..oa
are (>aence to beofijenne. 1530, 1598 [see THIEVING vtt. si.

and///. a.\. 1627 DRAYTON Mooncalf 1067 And there this
monster sat him down to thieve. 1656 S. H. Gold. Law ii
Thus to Traytorize, Murther, and Thieve it. 1691-9 WOOD
Life 13 Jan. (O. H.S.) III. 380 Foot-soldiers. .rob and
theeve in Oxon. 1848 DICKENS Doiubey xxii, I never did
such a thing as thieve.

2. trans. To steal (a thing).
a 1695 WOOD Oxford (O. H.S.) III. i;a A brass plate

having been theeed away. 1760-71 H. BROOKE Fool of
Qual. (1800) IV. 7 He endeavoured to thieve from me the
only friend I had. 1867 Pall Mall G. 27 July 9 The
prisoner . . said it was the first time he had

'

thieved
'

anything.
1901 Academy 23 Mar. 243 Goods to the value of a quarter
of a million . . were annually thieved out of ships in the Pool.
Hence Thie-fable a., that may be stolen;

Thie-ver, one who thieves, a thief.

1615 J. STEPHENS Ess. frCharn Warrener, Where he hath
many night-spels, to the hazard of much Pullen, and indeed
all things thieve-able. 1899 LUMSDEN Edinburgh Poems f;

Songs 105 Wha hack'd an' hash'd an' stole, Like reivers
an* thievers.

Thievedom : see THIEPDOM.
Thieve-friend. nonce-wd. A friend of thieves.

So Thie'veland, a land of thieves ; a district full

of thieves; whence Thie'velander [-ER! il.

1599 PORTER Angry Worn. Atingt/. I iij, Let not this theefe
friend misty vale of night, Incroach on day. 1649 SHIRLEY
Sisters l. i, Ye are all valiant, honest Thievelanders, And I

will be your prince again.

Thieveless (K'vles), a. Sc. [Of uncertain

origin; first in Ramsay, ? misreading of earlier

theueles, THEWLESS, to which it answers in sense.]
Void of energy, ineffectual, aimless

; spiritless, not
serious

; cold, without warmth of manner.
17*5 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. i. i, She cam wi a right thieve.

less errand back. 1786 BURNS Brigs of Ayr 89 Wi' thieve-

less sneer to see his modish mien, He, down the water, gies
him this guid-e'en. 1835 CARRICK Laird of Logan 289
(E.D.D.) She answered in a gay thieveless-like way. 1897
K. M. FERGUSSON Vill. Poet xiii. So He. .appeared listless,

or, as he himself expressed it,
'
rale thieveless .

b. '

Applied to weather in a sort of intermediate

or uncertain state. Thus, a thieveless day is one
that has no decided character, neither properly

good nor bad' (Jamieson, s. v. Thetvles],

Thievely, variant of THIEFLY Obs.

Thievery (Jw-vari). [f. THIEF, thiev- (see
note in etym. s. v.), or THIEVE v. + -EBY.]
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1. The committing or practice of theft
; stealing.

With a and//., An act of thieving.
1568 FULWELL Like Will to Like E j b, Yet better it is to

beg moste shamefully, Then to be hanged and to Ihecueryour sclues frame. 1580 Apol. I'r. Orange in I'hanix (1721)
\. 479 fheir Thieveries and Sackings. 1613 T. SCOT Highw.(fit 21 liut the Theefe proceedcs in his tliceucry till he
binigs himsclfe to the gallowes. 170 DE FOE Col. jaclt

THIQOINO.

5-6 thyg, (6 thige:, 4- thig. [OE. }icg->>.
/'""< f<M>-, /X<", faen 10 take, esp. at food;
also as a wealc vb., pa. t. / M L. thigge, a.

thievery, rogues to famish ages.
2. The result or produce of thieving ; stolen pro-

perty. Cf. PII.FERY 3.
1583 SrocKEn Civ. Warns Lowt Civ. j 3b,The Spaniardes

departed Mastnght, with their butin and theeuerie. 1606
SHAKS. Tr. t, Cr. iv. iv. 45 Now with a robbers haste Crams
his rich theeuerie vp, he knowes not how. 1873 BROWNING
Afrf Colt. Nt.^ap 11. 720 A veriest trap of twigs On tree,
top, every straw a thievery.

Thieving (K'virj), vbl. sb. f app. f. THIEVE v.
+ -mo 1

; but perh. f. THIEF j*.]
1. The action of a thief ; the committing of theft ;

stealing. Also atirib.

"S3" PAI.SGR. 699/2 A nyghtes he golhe a thevyng. 1571
GOLDINO Calvin on Ps. x. 8 They made royall palaces theyr
theeumg-ptaces, too cut silie mens throtes in, 1634 Sia T.
HERBERT Trar, 185 These Mallabars..exceU in theeuing
i89aSvnoNDS Michel Angek(.&))\\. xi. 54 Your failure to
discharge your obligations is regarded as an act of thieving.
2. cotter. A thing obtained by theft.
1861 THORNBURY Turner (1862) 1. 328 The Louvre, at that

time full of Napoleon's magnificent thievings.

Thie'ving
1

, ffl. a. ff. as prec. + -ING 2.] That
thieves or acts like a thief.

ng screen _ f w
MARYKINGSLEY IV. Africa vi. 107 Canoes, .drawn upouto?
the reach of the ever-mischievous, thieving sea.

fb. Thieving nutmeg; see quots. Obs.
1668 Phil. Trans. III. 863 The Nutmeg called Theeving ;

because that being put among a whole room full of good
Nutmegs, though it be but one, it will corrupt them alL
1681 GREW Muszitm iv. iii. 376 The Fruit .. of .. the
Thieving-Nutmeg, because it infects and spoils the good
ones where it lies. 1693 SIR T. P. BLOUNT Nat. Hist. 45.
Hence Thie-vingly adv., by way of thieving,

theftuously.
1880 RUSKIN Fors Clav. Ixxxix. 144 Every pleasure got . .

cheaply, tbievingly, and swiftly.

Thievish (K'V'J). a. Forms: o. 5 thef-, 6
theafflsh. 0. 5-6 then-, 6 thev-, 6-7 theeu-,
6-8 theev-, (5- thievish,

[f. THIEF, thiev- (see
note in etym. s. v.) -t- -ISH '.]

1 1. Infested or frequented by thieves. Obs.
1483 Cath. Anel. 382/2 Thefyische (A. A Thefis place),

crtbrifurus, sfoliatoHiim. 1515 COVMDALE i Mace. i. 35
Thusbecame it a theuysh castell. 1541 BIBLE (Cranmer) Ps.
x. 8 He syteth lurkyng in y theuish corners of the slretes.

I59 SHAKS. Rom. S, jful. iv. I 79 Or walke in theeuish
waies. 1631 LITHGOW Trav. vn. 335 Three French murderers
set vppon me in a theeuish Wood.
2. Inclined or given to thieving ; dishonest.
1538 ELYOT, Furax, act's, theuyshe, a great Dicker. 155*

HULOET, Theaffyshe and thieuyshe, furaxt cis. 1555 EDEN
Decades 300 A theeuysshe kynd of men. 1575 Gamm.
Gurton v. ii, A theeuisher knaue is not on Hue. 1634 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. 236 Rashboots a theeuish but valiant people
in India vnder the Mogul. 1748 Anson's Voy_. in. x. 414 Their
Magistrates are corrupt their people thievish. 1881 J.
GILMOUR Mongols xxxi. 363 The Mongol is despised as

ignorant, dirty, stupid, and thievish.

3. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of a thief

or thieves ; thief-like ; furtive, stealthy.
c 1450, c 1460 [implied in THIEVISHLY, -NESS]. 1587 TURBERV.
Trag. T. (1837) "5" Ye' wrought it not so well. For all
their theevish pace. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. il. iii. 33 Enforce
A theeuish liuing on the common rode. ci6oo Sonn.
Ixxvii, Times theeuish progresse to eternitie. 1691 HART-
CLIFFE Virtues 95 According to the manner of Thievish War,
the Conqueror by Proclamation gave away the Houses and
Possessions of such as were vanquished. 1735 THOMSON
Liberty in.

3go_ Corruption's Thievish Arts. 1837 W. IRVING
Capt. BonnevilU III. 8 Their extortion, and their thievish

propensities.

Thievishly (K'vijli),^!'. [f.prec. + -LY2.] In
a thievish manner; as a thief; furtively, by stealth.
c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 263 Any instrumente,. .by

the whiche sche myghte escape theueschely oute of pryson.
1628 WITHER Brit. Remewb iv. 664 Some, theevishly, pur-

loyned
from the sick. 1708 Brit. Apollo No 64. 2/2 A

Woman so thievishly inclined. 1853 SINGLETON Virgil I.

128 Fire.. thievishly beneath the fatty bark At first con.

cealed, hath on the timber seized.

Thievishness (bf-vijnes). [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] The quality or condition of being thievish.
c 1460 MF.THAM Wks. 94 Yt sygnyfyith onstabylnes and

ontrwth and theuyschnes. 17*7 BAILEY Vol. II, Thievish-
ness, Addictedness to Stealing. 1907 igf/i Cent. Apr. 567
Attacking the spite, frivolity, vanity, . . thievtshness and
similar endearing qualities ol the sex.

t Thie-vously, adv. Obs. THIEVISHLY.
1658 BROMHALL Treat. Specters l. 92 [They] thievously

stole to the shore through rough and hard rocks.

Thif(e, Thift(e, -th(e, obs. ff. THIEF, THEFT.
Thife-thorn, variant of THEVE-THOWT Obs.

Thig (big), . Now Sf. Forms: i bicg(e)an,
2 pigg'i>n, 3-5 thigge, 3-8 thigg, 4-5 thygg,

f'Sfr':
l

/!;,"***
to ^e) : cf- OH - "& to beg,

OHG.dM-en,cic. (MHG.u^B.tuleg; :-OTeut.
ptsgan (with j suffix as in Vina LIB f.>, j/V/mSlT 1 mn I.' -I 1- > ,

\:ur.

&ff^XMMT fflftilt
!aaB,Sw fcaViBysfiE
1 1. /raw. To take, receive, accent ; *. to take

(food), to consume by eating or drinkinir

W& 'ehw r''""
1 ' ""' 7" ">ark" NIS' ) *"!1 hi"

hit K*g<*u(^<WciiaBHcpHi)MUfc "yVio^
1

^
l,sf. Mark vn. s Hw,..bine leorning.cnihta...beunitenumhandum hyra hlaf bicgaS |riio /fa/ton C.osp., biggUSc 1000 .S^. Z.W/W. Ifl. 92 b;,e ba, of Mne J,T.S~ful |;
on rne morxe and oberne an mht. <r 1175 Lamb. Horn K
lemperantla bet is metnesse on engluc, bet raon beo imete

o
a ^ t""g to ;"uc,

nel n Hgge on ete and on wete.
2. To receive by begging; to beg (alms, one's

food, etc.) ; in mod. Se., to solicit gifts on special
occasions,

esp.
on setting up housekeeping, etc.: cf

THIGOINO vbl. sb. quots. 1827, 1871.
ciyn JfmM i373 He haueth me do[n] mi mete to

.
, eggar, my re

for to.thigge. tji Maitl. Club Misc. III. iS*My brother
is and satbe Vicar of Crayll quhen thow sal thyg thy mayt
fals smayk. 1887 J. SERVICE t)r. Dguid\\\. iv. 162 He eaed
tothe gaiu' hoose lo thig 'oo'l = wool]. 1894 P. H. HUKTKR
7. Iininck XL 145 Syne thig a' they can get aff the pairUh.

D. intr. To beg, cadge.
a 1300 . E. Psalter cviii. (cix.) 10 Drecchand bu lones be

rens. 11
SCOTT Rob Roy xxvi, Lang.legged Hieland gillies that . .

maun gang thlgging and sorning about on their acquaintance.
Note, Thigging and sorning was a kind of genteel begging,or rather something between begging and robbing, by which
the needy in Scotland used to extort cattle, or the means of
subsistence, from those who had any to give. 1894 CROCKETTMen ofMoss-Hags 166 Ye see it's treason to hae sic a thingand rank conspiracy to thig and barter to get it back.

O. trans. To take, borrow (as a quotation).
1718 RAMSAY Efist. to D. Forbes xi, I'll frae a Frenchman

thigg a fable, And busk it in a plaid. 17*8 Adv. to Mr.
on his Marriage 22 And blaw ye up with windy fancies,That he has thigit frae romances.

t3. To crave, request, ask (a boon, a favour,
leave) ; in quot. c <47o 2 with the person as obj. Obs.
c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 3565 Bot of thi grace we thygTo vouche safe with us to ligg. c 1470 HENRY Wallace IL

260 Scho. .thyggyt leiff away with him to fayr. 1470
HENRYSON Mor. Fab. ix. (Wolf 4 Fox) xiii, Thocht we
wald thig ^one verray Churlische chuf, He will not gif vi
ane hering of his Creill. 1513 DOUGLAS /Kuril vn. x. 75
Thay thyg vengence at the goddis. a 1568 BALNAVES in

Baiinalyue Poems (Hunter. Cl.) 391 To tar and tig, syne
grace to thig, That is ane petouss preiss.

fb. intr. Obs.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints \. (Katerine) 1144 Graunt bairn bar

bowne, I thig at be. a 1578 LINOESAY Ckron. Scat. (S.T.S.)
I. 125 They war faine to thige and cry for peace.
Hence Thig sb., begging, mendicancy.
sB&B/achv. Mag. July 82/1 Master Brown sat., studying

through horn specks the tale of thig and theft which the
town officer had made up a report on.

Thigger (J>i-gw). Se. [f. THIO v. + -KB!.]
One who thigs ; a beggar, a cadger ; an exactor of

contributions; one who plants himself on others
for assistance;

' one who draws on others for sub-
sistence in a genteel sort of way

'

(Jamieson) ; a

gaberlunzie or licensed beggar who went his regular
rounds, and received a night's lodging and food at

particular houses; also, any one who begged or
solicited presents on certain recognized occasions,
e. g. wedding-presents.
M4 Se. Ac's Jos. I (1879) II. 8 fat na thiggar be ihollyt to

thyg nober in burghe nor to land. 01733 Hhttland Acts
4 in Proc. Soc. Ant. Scot. (1802) XXVI. 196 That all

thiggers of wool, corn, fish and others be apprehended
wherever they come. i8u SCOTT Pirate v, Ye wadna
have me waste our substance on every thigger or sorner
that has the luck to come by the door in a w et day ? 1814
MACTAGGART Gallovid. Encycl., Thiggers . .are those who
beg in a genteel way; who nave their houses they call at
in certain seasons, and get corn, and other little things 18*8
SCOTT F. M. Perth ix, Such exaction, which more resembles
the masterful license of Highland thiggers and sorners.

So Thi'gster [-STKB] in same sense.

1710 Diet. Feudtil La*u 151 Thigsters, are a sort of gentle
Beggars.

Thigging ((li'girj), vbl. sb. [f.
THIO v. + -IKO '.]

The action of the verb THIO ; begging.
1331 Chester Pita Roll 4+5 Edm. Ill m. 15 (P.R.O.)

Bedelli non debent habere offringes thiggynges fulcenale
nee aliquod aliud proficuum nisi tantummodo puturam de
illis certis tenements que vocantur warclonties. c 1440
Promp. Parr. 400/2 Thyggynge, or beggynge, mendicacitt.

1513 DOUGLAS /Sneis vin. Prol. 74 Scho..wauiishir tym In
thiggin, as it thrift war. 18*7 J. ANDERSON St. Soc. <f

Kno^t'l. in Highlands 73 note, Sometimes the young people
(about to be married] made the round of their relatives and



THIGGINGr.

neighbours to try fortune's smiles. This was called Hugging.

1871 MICHIE Deeside T. xv. 132 The bridegroom gaed a

thlggan' among the friends, an got presents o corn an' ither

gear in token o
1

their well wishes.

So Thififglng ppl. a., that thigs.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxxix. 18 [xl. 17] And thiggand and

pouer am I [WvcLiF, 1 forsothe a beggere am and pore].

Thigh. (|i), sb. Forms : see below. [OE.

fioh, pioh, Anglian peh = OFris. thiach, neuter,

OLG. *thioh, ODu. thio (MDu. die, diege, dicghe,

dijge, Du. dtf), ON.//4 OHG. dioh (MHG. ditch)
: OTeut. *peith-o

m
,
from Indo-Enr. ablaut-series

*teuk-, tauk-, tiik- ; cf. Lith. tonkas, OSlav. luktl,

Russ. tub" fat of animals, Lith. tukti to become fat.

The regular representative of OE. Itoh was ME.

peh, pe), pee, which still remains as tltee in Sc. and

north, dialect; but in the 1 2-1 3th c, fe) became
narrowed to pi), thigh (as he), ne), dejen became

hij, ni), dijen, high, nigh, die)."]

1. The upper part of the leg, from the hip to

the knee (in man).
a. I thgoh, pSoh, pfoh (Ueeoh, )>yoh), Angl.

thegh, 1-3 J>eh, Jjeo, 3 J>ej, 3-5 pe, 4-5 pee,

thegh, 4-6 they, the, 5 }>eie, theje, theije ; 4-7
(Sc. and north. -9) thee. PI. i >6oh, 2-3 pe}, 2-

peos, etc.

c 715 Corpus Gloss. (O.E.T.) 556 Coxa, thegh. a 800 Erfurt
Gloss, 295 Theoh. 893 K. ALFRED Oros. I. vii. I Hy
cruppn baem mannum betuh ba beoh. 4:897 Gregory 's Past.
C. Ivi. 433 Be his 3io. a 900 O. E. Martyrol. 130 Wund on
oSrum J>eo. c 1000 Lorica Gl. in .SW.r. Leechd. I. Pref. 70
Deeoh, bathma. Ibid. 74 Dyoh. 7^/rf. I. 78 xif men
his deoh acen. c 1200 ORMIN 8079 Fet & beos Tobollenn.
c 1250 Hymn to God 24 in Trin. Coll. Horn, 258 Bind him
honden, fet, & be^. c 1375 LAY. 30581 He cutte his owe beh.
a 1300 Havelok 1903 He broken sbankes, he broken thes.

a 1300 Cursor Af. 3941 pe maister sinuofhis the. a 1340
HAMPOLE /V. xliv. 4 With bi swerd abouen Ji thee. c 1375
5"<r. <f. Saints xxviii. (Margaret) 430 Vpwart til his theis.

1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 177 Woundid in the

thegh. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1525 In his the bar was
a byle. c 1475 fid. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 750/28 Hocfemur,
a they. 1513 DOUGLAS Gael's n. viii. [vii.] 56 Ane Gregioun
swerd doun by his thee. 1685 Lintoun Green (1817) 168 The
miller. .stands Wi' his untheeked thees. a 18690. SPENCE^.
Braes o/Carse (1898) 71, I wade the ditches to the thees.

0. 2-3 ]>ih, 2-4 pi, py, 4-5 pij, pije, pigh(e,
pyghe, pyhe, thyje, 4-6 pie, pye, thie, 5-6 thy,
thyghe, 5-7 thye, 6 thighe, Sc. thich, 6- thigh.
PI. 2-3 pih; 3-6 pyes, etc.; 6- thighs.
ii.. Fragm. s*EIfric's Gram. (*%$) 2 Femur vel coxa, bih.

c izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 21 1 pih and shonkes and fet. c 1175
Passion Our Lord 490 in O. E. Misc. 51 pat heore byes beon
to-broken. 13.. Minor Poemsfr. VernonMS. xxv. 337 pi
bobe bhi;es. 1380 WVCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 143 pe
knyjtis broken not Cristis bies. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls)
I. 425 As hit were a manis byghe. Ibid. II. 203 Somme
haue)? bighes with oute hammes. a 1400 K. Gloucester's
C&rou.wu + no(Harl. MS.) A gret pece of ys owe |>y [v. rr.

bij, bije, thyje, bye] he kerf out wyb a knyf. 1484 CAXTON
Fables ofAvian xiii, He . . hytte nym on the thye. c 1533Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr, 003 The thighe, la cuisse.

545 T. SCALON Treat. Astroii. (MS. Ashm. 391), Mars the
hed, Sol the thyg[h]es or hamme. 111584 MONTGOMERY
Cherrie % Slat 114 By his naked thyis. 1590 SPENSER F. O.
in. v. 20 The wicked steele stayd not till it did light In his
left thigh. 1596 PALRVMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vm.
(S.T.S.) 125 His thich bane is brokne. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss.
xviii. 105 Through his thin Garment, what a Thigh he
showes. 1865 KINGSLEV Hereiu. x, Hereward . .owned . . no
mistress save the sword on his thigh.

fb. The part of a garment covering the thigh.
1533 Acc.Ld. High Treat. Scot. VI. 184 To draw the theis

of the saidis gray hois. 1550 Ibid. IX. 405 Theis of hose.
2. In lower vertebrate animals, The part of the

hind leg which is homologous with the human thigh,
or which is popularly regarded as corresponding
to it in position or shape ; in certain quadrupeds,
as the horse, applied to the tibia

; in birds to the
tarsus ; hence in insects, etc., the third section of
the leg.
a 1300 Thrush S, Night. 68 in Hazl. E. P.P.I. 53 Fowel,me thmketh thou art les, They thou be milde and softe of

thes. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 355 Liche to mares
wi|> white legges up to be bi?es. c moPromf. Parv. 490/2
Thy, lymme of a beeste,y5vr. 1604 DRAYTON Oo///i2i
t.ach BM with Honey on her laden thye. 1737 OchtertyreHouse Bks. (1907) 66 For a thigh of beefe for the hawks
0. i. i. 1834 MMURTRIE Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 374 The

posterior thighs are strongly inflated in one of the sexes,where the antennae are usually long and smaller at the ex-
tremity. 1866 B. W. HAWKINS Anat. Horse 23 The bones
of the leg (' thigh

'

of horsemen) are the tibia andfibula.
3. transf. e. g. the stem of a plant, the lower

trunk of a tree, the lower slopes of a mountain.
1:1440 Pallad. on ffast. in. 255 About his thegh let no

thyng growyng be, But if hit axe to be reuocate. 1758
Phil. Trans. L, 632 Ribs, like what we call the thighs of
certain trees. 1889 C. EDWARDES Sardinia 232 The burly
thighs of [mount] Gennargentu as an impenetrable barrier
between us and the south.

4. attrib. and Comb., zsthigh-ache,-joint,-muscle
-percussion-sound, -socket, -wound; thigh-born
-deep, -fraughted, -high, -long, adjs. ; fthigh-
eUy-leas a.

, having neither thighs nor belly (nonce-
tod.); thigh-boot, a boot with uppers reaching to
the thigh; thigh-hole, f(a) the groin (obi.); (S)
a. hole for the thigh in bathing-drawers or the like

;
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thigh-piece (t the-pess), a piece of armour for

the thigh ; thigh-tongue : see quot.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 6 Lsecedomas wib "beohece. 1579

LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 655 Thighache, anoint

with sheepes doung and vineger often, a 1649 DRUM.M. OF

HAWTH. Shadow Jiidgm. Wks. (1711) 34 "Thigh-bellyless,

most gastly to the sight. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Kndge
Ixiv, Great "thigh-boots smoked hot with grease and blood.

1630 I. TAYLOR (Water P.) Triumphall Verses Wks. in.

122/2 His braine-bred Daughter, and his "thigh-borne
Sonne. 1655 tr. Com. Hist. Francion v. 7 Bacchus the

thigh-born Infant. 1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt, xli, We
fought "thigh-deep in the gathering flood. 1615 BRATHWAIT

Sirappado(\%l$} 87 When the *thigh-fraughted Bee gathered
her thyme. 1893 Scrioner's Mag. June 734/1 Bamboo
grass, "thigh-high. ( 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula n
Pe armeholes, be "beholes, be chawellez,&c. i&yjAllbntt's

Syst. Med. VII. 191 The knee-jerk is uniformly absent when
the "thigh-muscles are paralysed. 1853 MARKHAM Skoda's

vm. 265 On the "the pess a felloun strait him gaiff.

TYTLER Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 322 Arm-plates, thigh-pieces,

greaves for the legs. i8w A. PLUMTRE Lichtenstein's S.

Afr, I. 97 The great muscle of the thigh [of the eland]
smoked. .. These .. from the resemblance they then bear to

bullocks' tongues, are called "thigh tongues.

t Thigh (pai), v. Obs. [f. THIGH sb]
1. trans. To carve (a small bird) : see quots.
c 1470 in Hors, Shefe, * G. etc. (Caxton 1479 Roxb. repr.)

33 Alle smale birdes thyed. 1508 Bk. Keruing Aj, in

Batees Bk. 265 Thye that pegyon..thye that wodcocke,
thye all maner of small byrdes. 1675 HAN. WOOLLEY
Gentlevjom. Comf. 113 In cutting up all manner of small

Birds, it is proper to say, Thigh them. 1796 MRS. GLASSE
Cookery xxvi. 382 So you thigh curlews, plover, or snipe.

2. intr. To cower down, squat, rare-".
i6n FLORIO, Accosciare, to thigh, to coure down [1598 to

ioyne thighes].

Thi-gh.-'bone. Also 5 north, the-bane. The
bone of the thigh; the femur; in quot. 1825 as

an emblem of death : cf. cross-tones.

c 1450 St. Cuthbcrt (Surtees) 5849 Men wend his the bane
had bryst. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 999 On the foreside

at the roote of the necke the thighbone is large and rough.
1815 J. NEAL Bra. Jonathan III. 295, I begin to see a
thighbone or two, now. 1889 MIVART On Truth 148 The
girdle to which the thigh-bones are articulated.

Thighed (Jid) , a. Also 7 thyght. [f.THIGH
so. + -ED 2

.] Having thighs (of a specified kind);
often in parasynthetic combinations.
c 1600 HARINGTON Nugse Ant. (1779) II. 181 To seeme..

BRACKEN
down

. . , Mod.
Paint. V. ix. iii. 220 Thighed and shouldered like the
billows. 1881 R. BUCHANAN God <y Man I. 160 Bee-hives,
with gold thighed swarms hovering near them.

transf. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. in. 226 Diuerse kynde of

vynys : The best is lyke a bosh ythied breef [cf. THIGH
so. 3, quot. c 1440).

Thight(jit),<*. Now<fta/. Forms: 4thycht
(Sc.), 5 thyght, thyht, 6 thioht (Sc.), (theight),
7 (9 dial.) thite, thyte, 7-8 (9 dial.) thight,
(9 dial, theet, theat). [Found c 1375 : the earlier

form of the word TIGHT. App. a. early ON. *fe<htr,
in later ON.ptttr tight, water-tight, close in texture,
solid (Norw. tjelt, tat, Sw. tat, Da. (set tight,

compact, close). Corresponding in form and

meaning to \VFris. ticht, MDu. and MLG. dicht

(whence also mod. Ger. dicht in same sense), also
to MHG. dihte close (whence mod. Ger. dial.

deicht in Livonia and Esthonia). Not known in
the earlier stage of any WGer. lang., but would be
in OHG. *diht, OS. and OFris. *thicht, OK *J>iht,
Goth. *peihts :- OTeut. *tthtif from earlier

*Ayx'"*. f- verbal root *J>i>Jx- to grow: see
THEE v.1 Though not evidenced before 1375, tne
word was doubtless in use in the Danelaw from
early times. See also TIGHT.]
1. Set or growing closely together; thick-set,

dense: said of rain, growing crops, reeds in a
marsh, etc. Now dial.
c I37S Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (Ninian) 574 pare-with fel be

than on the size ofthe plant.] 1895 EMERSON Birds, etc. Nor.
folk Broadland l. xx. 56 The happy pair [of reed-pheasants]
fly about the '

thyte (thick) reed ', plucking reed-feathers.

t 2. Solid, not hollow, whole. Obs.
c 1440 Promf. Parv. 491/2 Thyht, hool fro brekynge, not

mokyn.., integer. Thyht, not hool wythe-in, iolidus. Ibid,
Thyhtyn, or make thyht, integro, consolido, solido.

to. Close, compact, or dense in structure or
texture, as a membrane. Obs.
In quot. 1539 the sense differs little from i. In some uses

also with the notion of being impermeable to moisture, as in 4.
'539 W'U T. Samson (Somerset Ho.), A thyght nett. iie

CROOKE Body of Man 86 It is harder then the true skin
and more thight. \Ibid. 88 Wherefore they referre the cause

THILK.

water out ; esp. of a ship or boat, so closely com.
pacted and well caulked as to be water-tight.Now dial.

1501 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 24 Item, for vii pund
of rosait to mak the clath thicht. .xiiiirf 1(87 GBPRK
Penelopes Web Wks. (Grosart) V. ,50 Causing^ weather
beaten shippes to be warped out of the Hauen as soone as
they were made theight. a 1615 Nomenclator Navalis
(Harl. MS. 2301) s. v., When the Shipp is staunch and makes
but little water, she is thight. 1628 DIGBY I'oy. Medit
(Camden) 27 Shee was so leakie as was a great cumber lifl
shee were vnladen and mended thyte. Ibid. 37 The boate
seemed to be a fine one and thite, but with long driuing was
balfe full of water, a 1815 FORBY Voc. E, Anglia, Thile
compact, not leaky, water-tight. 1866 EDMONDSTON Gloss
Shell. J Orkney, Thight, close, so as not to admit water
1877 Holderness Gloss, s. v., A theet roof, a theet cask.
5. Tight, close-fitting, as apparel, dial.
a 1825 in FORBY Voc. E. Anglia.
Hence f Thi-ght v., trans, to make 'thight

1

;

Thi-ghtness, closeness, denseness, tightness.
c 1440 Thyhtyn [see 2]. 1613, 1787 Thightness [see 3, i].

Thigmotaxis (pigmotse-ksis). Biol. [mod.
L. f. Gr. 617/40 touch + rofis arrangement, disposi-
tion.] The way in which an organism moves or
disposes itself in response to a touch stimulus, i. e.

by being attracted (positive thigmotaxis) or repelled
(negative thigmotaxis).
1900 B. D. JACKSON Class. Bot. Terms 270/2 Thigmo.

taxis.. \s a
synonym [of Thigmotropism). 1905 Nature

31 Aug. 426/2 1 he 'Thigmotaxis 'exhibited by an oxytrocha
moving round a spherical egg, unable to leave its surface.
1909 J. W. JENKINSON Experim. Embryol. 272 Thus we
have positive and negative heliotropism, galvanotaxis geo-
tiopism, galvanotropism, thigmotaxis, and so on.
So Tliigmota ctic a. [Gr. TOKTIK-OS pertaining to

arrangement], of, pertaining to, or exhibiting thig-
motaxis ; hence Thig-niota-ctically adv.
1900 in Amer. Jrnl. Psychol. XII. 141 One is the thig-

motactic reaction. Starting with the moving infusorian we
find that it reacts to contact with solid bodies of a certain
physical texture by suspending part of the usual ciliary mo-

ted. 4), Thight, (old word) well compacted or knit together.
4. So close in texture or structure as to keep

igatively thigmotactic.

Thigmotropism(pignv'tr<!fpiz'm). Biol.
[f.

Gr. Oii/pa touch -t- rpomj a turning + -ISH.] The
movement of some part of any organism in re-

sponse to a touch stimulus ; the habit of turning
towards or away from a foreign body on coming
into contact with it. So Thigmotro-pic ., of,

pertaining to, resulting from, or exhibiting thigmo-
tropism.
1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms 270/2 Thigmo-

tropism, curvature induced in climbing plants by the
stimulus of a rough surface. 1908 M. F. WASHBUBN
AnimalMindm. 12. 57. 1909 I. W. JENKINSON Experim.
Embryol. 275 The outgrowth of the ciliated ring into the
arms is due to a stimulus thigmotropic, perhaps, exerted
by the tip of the spicule.

Thik, var. THEEK, THILK ; obs. form of THICK.
Thilc, p-, variant of THELLICH Obs.

tThild. Obs. [ONorthumb. fyld (
=
general

OE. yJyU) = OHG. dull, :-OTeut. *pul-di-,
nominal derivative of verb-stem *pul- in Goth.

Jmlan to endure: see THOLE v.} Patience, en-
durance.
c 950 Lindisf. Gosf. Luke xxi. 19 On 3yld [Rushw. 3ylde]

iuera jie bye3 sauelo iuero. eiioo ORMIN 2613 For [>ild
birrb ben wibb iwhillc mahht To beoldenn itt & strengenn.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter ix. 19 pild ofe pouer [WYCLIF the
pacience of pore men] ouer alle Noght in ende forworth salle.

Hence f Tlii-ldl (OE. pyldis, early ME. puldi(/< ))

a., patient ; whence t Thi-ldiliche adv., patiently.
a 950 Rituale Dttnelm. (Surtees) 101 Crist' ov oe ar3 doeme
soofast strong and *3yldis. a 1115 Leg. Kath. 177 Ha wes
buldi and bolemod. ci2oo ORMIN 1186 Ure Lnferrd Jesu
Crist..Toe *bildili5 wibbutenn brace, patt mann himm band
wibb wo;he. a 1115 Atur. R. 106 He bolede buldeliche
bet te Giws dutten..his deorewurde muo mid hore dreori

fustes._
a ins Juliana 28 puldeliche heo hit bolede.

Thilk (Silk), dem. adj. and pron. arch, or dial.

Forms: a. 3-5 pilke, 3-7 thilke, 4-5 pylke,
pilk, 4-7 thylke, 5 thylk, (6 thailk), 4- thilk.

ft. 3-5 pulke(), 5 pulk, 4-5 pelke. 7. 3-5
pike, 4 pyke, peke, puke, 4-5 thike, thyke,
theke, 5 thik, 6 pieke ; 9 dial, thik, thic, thick,
thek, thuok, thieky. [ME. pilke, known a 1 300 ;

app. f. pe, THE + ilce, ILK same, meaning the or
that same ; in some of the quots. pe ilke or pet
ilke occurs as a MS. variant.
This analysis suits the form pilke, but does not explain

the early southern Jiiilke and the Kentish felke, which
naturally indicate an OE. *}ylce. Can there have been a
confusion in the south between filke and late OE. }ylc for

J>yllic, THELLICH ?

(Thick (oik) is in dialect use from Cornwall and Hants to

Worcester and Hereford ; and also in Pembroke, Glamor -

thuck, thock, or thack = that. It is sometimes indefinite,
and has to be made definite, as thick here, this, thick

there, that. In Somerset and Dorset, thick and thease are
used only of individual shaped things, as a man or tree,
while that and this are used of formless substances in the

mass, as flour, milk, marble. See Eng. Dial. Diet.)}



THILL.

A. adj. The very (thing, person, etc.) mentioned
or indicated

;
the same ; that ; this.

a 1115 Alter. K. 68 ISen ilkc huse (MS. C. in billet husl
a 1300 Florizt, Bl.u So blisful him jmjte bilke steuene.

(MS. y)' pulke Decius." 'ibid. VI. 303 Unlawful wedlok
"

with belke luditha. c 1400 K. Gloucester's Chron. (Rolls)

y. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synnc 6151 Syn bat |>yke pore
ermyte was yndrede forsolyte. c 1310 Cast. Love (Halliw)
747 Ne never wes but thyke [r/.r.bulke] oon. c 1410 MasterofGame (MS. Digby 182) xxxv, Hemm bat shulde haue parte
of bike deere. I43-S<> tr. Higdtn (Rolls) II. 449 ifieke
parte scholde haue be victory. 1139 in Ancestor July
(1904! 16 That every day in thik month the vij tapres brenne.

44o LOVELICH Merlin 12104 The tothyr cyte. .hindicam
hyghte at thyke tyme tho. 1553 Kesfublica in. iii, piekesame waie goeth the hare, iflao COBBETT Gram. Eng
Lang. xvii. (1847) 109 When we hear a Hampshire plough,
boy say '[She] have giv'd I thick handkercher '. 1874 T.
HARDY FarJr. Madding Crowd II. 289 To ho and hanker
after thik woman in the way a da 1808 E. PHILLPOTTS CAM.
of Mist i. iii. 28 'Tis thicky auld Aluscovite duck, roostin'
on his hi island. 1909 IVestm. Gas. 7 Aug. 2/2 Do 'ee mind
thic time, Daddy, when you an' me catched gert lobsters?

t b. With plural sb. : These ; those. Obs.
ci75 LAY. 1284 fe strengest be weren in bilke daies

'"??,?
bon dawenj. 1387 TRF.VISA Higden. (Rolls) I. 49

<)f(>llke moubes be see of myddel erbe bygynneb. c 1410
Chron. Vilod. 3000 pat bulke relekes nolde neuer go ben
a-way. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAyman xxviii. 577 Wyth-
oute ye had more helpe than thilke knaves.

B. pron. That (or this) person or thing.
c 1*75 Passion our Lord no m O. E. Misc. 40 Mayster

am ich bilke bat be wile so dyhte. c 1300 Harrow. Hill
135 pilke bat nulleb ajeyn hem stonde. c 1386 CHAUCER
Pars. T. p 32 Pryuee penaunce is thilke that men doon
alday for prince synnes. 1413 Pilgr. Soivlc (Caxton) i. xix.

(1859) 19 Ful oftymes haue I warned the. .as thytk that
loueth the. c 1449 PKCOCK Kefir, n. xx. 273 Therfore chese
the reder.. whether this or thilk or bothe he wole holde.

1867 ROCK Jim >, Nell vii, Uniting o' thick an' crazing
thack. 1880 JEFFERIES Gt. Estate x. 188 Thuck's our

feyther's. 1885 Househ. Words 20 June 141/2, I cowd ha'
told thee thilk.

fb. //. Those. Obs.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7341 pulke of

twenty wynter elde. 1370 80 XI Pains of Hell 113 in

O, E. Misc. 226 po bat weren vp to be brijes In bat Mod . .

pulke weore glade of be mischeef. 1401 J. SKVDMORE in
Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. u. I. 20 To all thilke that ye suppose
wol take this mater to hert. a 1450 MYRC Par. Pr. 687 AI
thilk that with hold eny fredomes.

Thill 1
(pil). Also 5 bylle.thyl, 6 thyll. Cf. also

FILL sb? [Of uncertain origin : the I4th c. fiille,

tylle is identical in form with OE. fille, glossed
tabulata, tabulamen, tabuldmentum, i.e. 'board,
deal, boarding, flooring', but the sense 'pole or

shaft
'
is so different that, without further evidence,

it seems unsafe to connect them.
For the OE. pille see THEAL : none of the cognate words

there cited show any approach to the mod. sense of thill.\

The pole or shaft by which a wagon, cart, or other

vehicle is attached to the animal drawing it, esp.
one of the pair of shafts between which a single

draught animal is placed. Applied (a) in sing.
to the single pole, rarely to the pair of shafts

(pbs.) ; (b) in pi. to the pair of shafts.

(al 14-- y<*- in Wr.-Wulcker6i5/35 7V, a thylle. 14..
Metrical Voc. ibid. 628/20 Reda, thylle. c 1440 Pronip.
Parv. 401/1 Thylle, of a carte, tetno. 1530 PALSGR. 280/2
Thyll of a carte, lelymon. 1611 COTGR., Aliwonner.lo put i

into.. the thill of a cart. Ibid., Z./wi, . . the Thill of a I

waine, wagon, &c. ; In which sense (because a Thill consists

oftwo beanies) it is most vsed in the Plural! number. 1688 '

R. HOLME Armoury in. xviii. (Roxb.) 139/1 The two side
j

shafts make one thill. 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch (1879) I.

256/2 That piece of wood with which they supported the

thill of a waggon.
(t) c 1315 Gloss. W. tie Bitttmi. in Wright Voc. 168 Let

lymouns, the thilles. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 12820 Fals

fortune of him now lilies, He put him riqt In hir thilles.

c 14*5 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 665/30 Hie limo, thyllys. 1707
MORTIMER Httsb. (1721)1.360 If the fore Wheels were as high
as the hinder Wheels, and if the Thills were fixed under
the Axis. 1890 O. CRAWFURD Round the Cal. in Portugal
104 The mule and the horse work between the thills of the

cart and of the plough.

b. altrib. 3&&Comb.,aa thill hame,harness,pin;
\

thill-coupling, -jack, -tug: see quot. 1877;
j

thill-saddle = SADDLED. 3. Also THILL-HOBSE.

14.. Norn, iii Wr.-Wulcker 727/33 Hie limarillum, a I

thylpyn. 1549 Rutland MSS. (1905) IV. 570 Thill hames,
j

xl pare. 1776 in Hughes Scour. White Horse v, The
same time a Thill harness will be run for by Cart-horses,

VOL. IX.

bilke same thing be most desyred. a 1,415 Cursor M. 1 1386
(Trin.) And comen lo crist (>ilke day [C., G. bat ilk dail
c 1449 PECOCK Refr. 235 Neither in thilk hil ncillier in'

lerusalem. 1513 DOUGLAS JEncis I. Prol. 134 Thilk werk
tuelf aeris first was in making eik. 1579 SPENSEK S/iefi/,.
Cat. Jan. 61, I loue thilke lasse, (alas why doe I loue?).
" '*43 CAR rw RIGHT Ordinary n. ii, IJan Cupido Sure sent
th> Ike sweven to mine head. 1714 I)E FOR Mem. CavalUr
(1840) 236 Says he, in a broad north-country tone,

' whar
hast thou thilk horse?

'

p. c 1*90 i'/. Brandnn 519 in .V. Eng. Leg. 234 po tornede
lit* urtrnrl \ .tf\ lui V,,k T_ L..11-_ ^.' J _. T

305

*c- >07 A. VoL'XG Agrlc. Kssc.r (1813) I. 107, j ih'.ll

White Horse v, Varmer Mimin's mare. .won a new Carl
saddle and thill-lugs. Ibid, vi. The great horses in their
thill harness. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., ThilUouplinra device for fastening the shafts to the fore-axle, ftiif,
'1 lull-jack, a tool for attaching the thills of a carriage lo the
clips of the axle. Ibid., Thil/.tug a leathern loop depending
iron the harness saddle to hold the shaft of a carriage
Thill 2

(pil). [A local term of unknown origin ;

cf. TILL**., boulder-clay.] The thin stratum of
fire-clay, etc. usuallyunderlyingacoal-seam; under-
day ; the floor or bottom of a seam of coal.

THIMBLE.

IS
J"I ^"^, 6S7 Pro liij"' plaustr. de lez thillstonc, xvjd.

1708 J. C. Conifl. Collier (1845) 39 Sometimes a Pit may
fi!*?!,'

e " Hitch or D!PP'nB of lhe Thill or Boltom
of the Way. 1851 GREENWELLCOO/.//-^ Tcrmt Northumh.
J Durh. 54 Thill, the floor of a seam of coal. 1867 W. W
SMYTH Coal 25 The floor, thill, or seat.., of the coal is an
u"aclay. 1878 LKBOUR Ceo/. Northumberland f, Durh.
(1886) in. 12 There is a strict analogy between these peat.
marlsand clays and the '

thills or '

underclays
'

ofmany coals.
1881 Borings f, Sinkings II. 4 (E.D.D.) Grey thill with
water. 1887 WOODWARD Geol. Kng. * Walts (ed. 2) 179 The
Underclay is known as '

Spavin
r
in Yorkshire: as 'Thill

'

in Durham ; as ' Warrant '

or '

Seat-earth
'

in Lancashire i

and as Bottomstone
'
or '

Pouncin '
in South Wales. 1894

HKLOrNorHumo. Gloss. s.v., The underlayer of a coal seam
frequently consists of a thin bed of fireclay ; hence thin
strata of that material are called Ikill, irrespective of their
position wilh regard to a seam of coal.

Thiller (>i-laa). Also 9 dial, tiller : see also
FH.LKR3. [f.,TH!LL> -(- -EBi.] - next. Also altrib.
ISS HULOET, Thyller of a carte, veredus, di. 1.73lussER Huso.

(i8;8) 36 Hole bridle and saddle, whit lelhe?
and nail, With rollers and harneis, for thiller and all 1807ToMBU. Four./. Beasls (1658) 330 His Thiller fell and putms shoulder clean out of joynt. 1640 HEXHAM Princ. Art
Milit. III. 5 A halfe Canon . .vpon its carriage, drawne with
seven couple of horse, and a Thiller horse. 1733 Tum
Horse-HoeingHuso. xxiii. 363 Limbers, . .also called Shafts,
Sharps, and Thills : from whence the Horse that goes in
them is call'd a Thiller. 1893 Strat/ord-on-Avon Herald
24 Feb. 4/2, 3 Sets of Harness, Thillers' and Trace Gears.

Thill-horse (pi'l.h^is). See also fill-horse a. v.
FILL rf.2 [f. THILL l + HOME.] The shaft-horse
or wheeler in a team.
ci3s Gloss. W. de BiMesw. in Wright Voc. 168 En

lymouns [gl.\ thilles va ly limounere [gl.\ the thillo.hors.
c 1415 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 665/32 Hie uiredus, thylhors,
1483 Funeral Eohu. IV in Lett. * Paf. Kick. Ill, etc.
(Rolls) I. 7 Upon the fore horse, and the thil horse sat ii

chariot men. 1543 Will y. England (Somerset Ho.), Oon
Carte, a Tyll horsse & foure Oxen. 1704 W. DERHAM in
Phil. Trans. XXV. 1583 The Thill-Horse in Charles's
Wain, called Alioth. 1876 BROWNING Pacchiarotto xxi, A
Spare-Horse ? Be rather a thill-horse.

Thl-Uy, a. [f. THILL z.] Of the nature of thill.

1894 HESLOP Northumbld. Gloss, s.v. Thill, Any stone
partaking of the nature of indurated clay is called thilly.

Thimble ()>i-mb'l), sb. Forms: a. i Jjymel,
5-6 thymollo, -yl(le, thymle, theinel, -elle,

yl(le, (5 thomelle, timmele), 9 dial, thimrael.
0. 5 thymbyl(l, thomble, 6 thymble, -bel(l,

-bil(l, thumble, ftymble), 6-7 thimbell, 6-
j

thimble. [OE. Jymel, f. J>6ma THUMB + -el, -LB, I

suffix forming names of instruments: cf. handle,
j

The later Eng. form has developed a b after m, \

as in humble, nimble, etc. ON.,/wa// meant the
|

thumb of a glove ; perh. a leather thumbstall was
the earliest form of thimble; metal thimbles were

app. introduced in the I7th c.]

1 1. A sheath or covering for the thumb or

finger ; a fingerstall. Obs. (Only OE.)
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 150 Wyrc bonne bymei to.

2. A bell-shaped sheath of metal (formerly of

leather) worn on the end of the finger to push the

needle in sewing.
Tailor's, upholsterer's, etc. thimble, a similar metal sheath

open at both ends ; sail-maker's thimble = PALM sb."* 5.

Knight ofthe thimble, a tailor : see KNIGHT sb. 12 c.

a. c 141* HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 682 Look whedir In
bis purs berbe any croyse or crouche, Sauf nedel and brede,
& themel [;. Reg. thymelle] of leber. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-
Wulcker 578/29 Digitale, a themyl. 1483 Cath. Angl.ucer 5729 gae, a emy. 13 a. ng.
383/1 A Themelle (A. Thymbylle, Thymle). 1488 Ace.
Let. Higjt Treas. Scot. I. So A thing of gold with a top
like a timmele. a 1568 in Bannatytie Poems (Hunter. Cl.)

396 With el wand, scheir and thymmill.
ft. c 1440 I'romp. Parv. 491/1 Thymbyl, theca,..digit(i.
.. Debate Carfetiter's Tools 18 in HazL E.P.P. I. 80

VAHBW flHl J-TlfltC* 5, & llttUC [lelLUCI IICCUIC, II1ICU, IIUI

thimble. 1664 POWER Exf. Philos. i. 5 The Common Fly. .

her eyes are . . most neatly dimpled with innumerable little

cavities like a small grater or thimble. 1700 CONGREVB

Sis, ys, seyd the wymbylle, I ame als rounde as a thymbyll.
1530 PALSGR. 280/2 Thymble to sowe with, deyl. 1591
FLORIO znd Fruites 5, I haue neither needle, thred, nor

ll'ay of World in. iii, Hast thou ne'er a brass thimble

clinking in thy pocket ? 1793 Girlhood M. J. Holrvyd
(1896) 253, 1 have worked with my Thimble, and like it

extremely. iSia (see KNIGHT sb. 12 c]. 1841 MOORE Young
Jessica i, The safest shield against the darts Of Cupid, is

Minerva's thimble.

b. Thimble and Bodkin Army (Eng. Hist.): ,

a nickname of the Parliamentary Army of the !

Civil War : see quots.
1647 MAV Hist. Parl. n. vi. 97 The poorer sort, like that

Widow in the Gospel, presented their Mites also i insomuch

llTca",!T,J
C
lT'" ,

n
,

Jc"
?
f "'cn ^^trf '" 'he C.,,.to call it the I

jg^ DowtLiS^^-tK \$
c. A thimble or similar article as used by a
umUerigfrei

;:
see THIMBLEBIO i.

,21
6
J'^'.T2"": l6* Nor 'T the

*
3. The ring or socket in the heel of a rate which

turns on the hook
orpin in the Bate-r,osl. local

SS Hawkhurst Ch. Ace. in Arc&ol. Ca",ana\ 6.For a Ihymble to the churche gale ii'. ifc, T5J' SV
John's /fosfi Cantero., For ^himifc. fo?,h he^wlden gate xvjd ,804 Trans.Soc. Art, XXII. 83 Thfup>,thimble should be fixed .. nearer the farther de of the bre

,

of the gate than the lower thimble. ,88. I.eice.lersh. Gt",
4. Naul. A broad ring of metal, having a concave

i outer surface, around which the end o? a rope it

spliced , so that the thimble forms an eye to the for*-
1711 W. SUTHERLAND Shifbuild. Assist. 131 Thimble.!

large. .34. Ordinary.. 118. 1773 FALCK Day's bmn, foul
50 Eac6 cable has a Urge thimble spliced in Mine end.

!iTE* thf"
1
***!

<te le <?Me U recved - <> Mm-
M,Maf. VII. 113 A leach-line u. .carried through lhimble
O. In various technical applications, a. MeJi.A ring, tube, or similar part, e. g. a sleeve, bu^hint;,

ferrule, etc. ; often in comb., as thimble-coupling,
'4***' ,

etc< : Ke 9- b. The outer casing of a
rifle-ball, o. Pottery: A rest for placing the
ware daring glost-firing. d. Dentistry: see quot.
e. A cone of fat-free paper used in a fat-extraction

apparatus. - thimble-rubber in a. g. See quot.
a. 1789 Trans. Soc. Arts VII. 179 Thimbles madeofwire,

twisted in the slit of the harpoon. 1(31 J. HOLLASI.
Manuf. Metal I. 184 Fitting into the holes bushel or

n'-"! ,, '? g!^f
lh<!m lhe B"5"" strength. 1877 KNIGHT

Diet. Mech., Thimble. . . 3. (Machinery.) a. A sleeve or tube
through which a bolt passes, and which may act M a ay.
? A 'em"e lo expand a tube i specifically, a ferrule for
boiler-tubes. 4. A sleeve around a stove-pipe when it

passes through a wall or ceiling. 1881 GREKNER Gun 84
1 he charge is put in a small steel thimble. b. c 1860 II
STUART Seaman's Catech. 11 The thimble expands and
rifles the ball. 1900 Brit. Med. Jml. No. 2053. 1,56 The
thimble or shell of the Mauser and Lee-Melford. IHd.,The core is of hardened lead, and the thimble composed
of copper and nickel. c. 1901 [see thimbli picker in

9l. 1910 Rep. Lead Comm. (Parl. Pap. Eng.X Placing
the ware on rests with pointed projections ..'Thimbles

'

similar in shape to a sewing thimble, . . provided with a single
born. d. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2554/1 The exten-
sion thimble of the dentist is a prong on the end of the
thimble, used to reach into the mouth to hold the foil or a
compress, while operating on the teeth. e. 1901 Jrnl.
Ejcper. Afed. 25 Mar. 515 This residue was then ground up
with sand, placed in a fat extraction thimble and extracted
again, f. 1909 Cent. DM. Sufpl., Thimbu,..pi., a trade-
name for crude india-rubber from the lower Kongo and
I.oanda in small balls of a gray color, darker outside. g,
IS4 R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Chirurr. L iij, ThyrdTy
a seame incarnatyfe is made with egal themylles made of
towe well wrytben & sklenderly.
6. Applied (usually in //.) to certain flowers and

plants, or parts of them, e. g. (a) the Foxglove,
also known as fairy or Witches' Thimbles; (6)
the Sea Campion ; (c) the Harebell ; (d) the cup of
an acorn. See also Lady's Thimble, LADY sb. 1 7 b.

1873 BROWNING RedCott. Nt.-cap 1. 150 Nor its fine thimble
fits the acorn top. 1878 BRITTEN & HOLLAND riant K.,

Fairy Thimbles, Digitalis purpurea. 1881 J. A. SIOEV in
Mod. Scot. Poets 396 Whaur the witch thummles bloom.
1886 BRITTEN & II. Plant-,,., Thimble, (i) Digitalis pur-
purea . . (2) Silcne maritima. 1804 Daily Ntws 28 Apr.
6
_j The tall foxglove, with its graduated

' thimbles '.

7. Thieves' slang. A watch.
i8ia in J. H. VAUX Flash Diet. 1834 W. H. AINSWORTH

Rookwoodm. v, My thimble of ridge. 1901 W.S. WALKKR /
the Blood xiii, 138 Silver money, and a watch and chain,
or, in thieves' language,

'

white-lot
' and '

thimble and slang '.

8. - THIMBLEFUL.
1841 HOOD Tale of Trumpet xii, [They] never swallowed

a thimble the less Of something the Reader is left to guess.
1865 BUSHNELL Vicar. Sacr. Introd. (1868) 24 Such thimbles
ofmeaning as can be confidently managed.
0. attrib. and Comb., as thimble-case, -finger,

-maker, -lop; thimble-crowned, -like, -sealed,

-shaped, -sized adjs. ; thimble-belt, a kind of

cartridge-belt; thimble-berry (thimble black-

berry), the black raspberry of America, Rttbtts

occidentalis, so called from the shape of its re-

ceptacle ; thimble-coupling : see quot. ;
thimble-

grater, a species of gastropod shell; thimble-

joint : see quot. ; thimble lily, a name of the

Australian liliaceous plant Blandfordia nobilis, with

flowers in racemes
; thimble-limpet, a West

Indian species of limpet, so called from its shape ;

thimble -man - TUIMBLIBICCER; thimble-

picker, a young person employed
in a pottery to

pick from among the used thimbles (see sense 5 c)

those that can be used a second time : so thimble-

picking; thimble-pie: see quots.; thimble-

plating, the formation of a cylindrical boiler-shell

or a flue by successive slightly overlapping rings of
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THIMBLE.

plate; thimble-rubber: see quots. ;
thimble-

shift, -shifting, the shifting of the pea from one

thimble to another by a thimblerigger ;
also fig. ;

thimble-skein, a skein for an axle made in tubular

form; thimble-surface, Ceramics, a surface of

raised dots produced by closely pitting the interior

of the mould ; thimble-weed : see quot.

igoi N. Amtr. Rev. Feb. 231 The *thimble belt, used

only by the Americans, is still preferred to the cartridge

..where thimbleberry played the part of our English haw-

thorn. 1715 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Basset-Table 34 A
myrtle foliage round the *thimble-case. 1881 OGILVIE,

GAXDNER Sunflowers, Drtam ofNoon 48 Then she Raising
a slender finger, *thimble-crowned, Beckoned him onwards.

1796 BURNEV Mem. Metastasio III. 277 A whitloe in the

stitching or "thimble finger. 1711 PETIVER Gazophyl.
vi. liv, Borneo 'Thimble Grater. . . The outside is rouf

L

like a Grater, and hollow like a Cap or Thimble. 18;

KNIGHT Diet. Mech., *Thimblc-joint, a sleeve-joint, wi

appearance of its surface. 1883 GUILFOVLE Catal. Plants

Melbourne Bot. Card. 22 Blandfordia nobilis . .Thimble

Lily, c I7ii PETIVER Gazophyl. Dec. viii. Tab. 80 Barba-

does "Thimble Limpet. 1654 Nicholas Papers (Camden)
II. 116 For other his undertakinges [he] is a "thimble-

maker.., a meere cheat that rambles up and doun, not

worth on farthing. 1830 GEN. P.THOMPSON Exerc. (1842)
I. 192 The army of "thimble-men from Doncaster is upon
you. 1901 Scotsman 28 Mar. 9/1 Persons are returned

. . as "thimble-pickers, without mentioning that they are

directly engaged in making .. earthenware. i88 Craven
Gloss., *Thimble-pie, a fillip with the thimble. 1881

MOZLEY Remin, II. cviii. 245, I had to sit under the lady's

three-legged work table, receiving
'

thimble-pie ',
that is a

sharp rap with a thimble on the crown of my head. 1881

Rep. Kew Gardens 39/2 W. African rubber .. appears as

. . agglutinated masses of small cubes of which there are

specimens in the Kew Museum under the name of "Thimble
rubber. 1840 THACKERAY Catherine i, The dirty scrap of

paper, *thimble-sealed. 1867 "Thimble-shaped [see THIMBLE-
EYE]. 1905 Daily News i Aug. 4 [A bee's) thimble-shaped
cell. 1834 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 90/1 About twenty per
cent, was to be deducted from the tithe-owner [etc.].

This was *thimble-shift the first. 1834 STANLEY in Han-
sard's Parl. Deb. 4 July XXIV. 1154 How was this defi-

ciency to be made good to the State ? Here, then, was one
instance of his right hon. friend's "thimble-shifting. 1895
CLIVE HOLLAND Jap. Wife (ed. u) 121 The little silver pipe
with its "thimble-sized bowl. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 144/2
Arm . .the axle-spindle. When of wood, it is strengthened
by metallic straps called skeins, and sometimes by a conical
sheath called a "thimble-skein. 1879 H. DRUMMOND in

receptacle resembles a thimble.

Hence Thi-mble v., intr. to use a thimble, to

sew; Thi-mblinff vbl. sb. and ///. a., using a
thimble in sewing ; also = thimblerigging.
1659 H. M. Pair Spectacles Nation 4 Cobling Hewson,

Cooper, thimbling Barkstead, Bury, and the rest of their
Confederates. 1780 BECKFORD Italy (1834) I. v. 38 Pretty
sempstresses, warbling melodious hymns as they sat need-
ling and thimbling at their windows above. 1856 J. BALLAN.
TINE Poems, Wee Raggit Laddie xiv, Ilk thimblm' thievin'

gamblin' diddler . . Chase thee like fire. 1857 BORROW Rom.
Rye xliy,

If you have not sufficient capital, why do you
engage in so deep a trade as thimbling ?

Thimbled (bi-mb'ld), a. [f. THIMBLE + -ED 2.]

Having, or furnished with, a thimble ; in thieves'

slang, wearing a watch.
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., ThinMed, having or wearing

a watch. 1851 HAWTHORNE Snow Image (1879) 21 With
her thimbled finger. 1884 Pall Mall G. 10 Dec. 3/2 Long
before either Dutch or English thought of thimbles Chinese
ladies were thimbled when they worked attheirembroidery.

Thimble-eye (])i-mb'l,3i). [f.THIMBLE + EYE.]
o..Naut. See quots. 1867, 1877. b. A fish, the
Chub Mackerel, Scomber colias. So Thimble-
eyed a., having eyes like thimbles, as this fish.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Thimtle-eyes, are thimble-
shaped apertures in iron-plates where sheaves are not re-
quired ; frequently used instead of dead-eyes for the top-
mast-rigging, futtock-plates, and backstays in the channels
1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Thimble-eye, . .an eye in a plate
through which a rope is rove without a sheave. A dead-
eye. 1888 GOODE Anur. Fishes 106 The only other spotted
fish which has been known to frequent our coast is the
chub mackerel' or 'thimble eye'. 1891 Cent. Diet.,J nimblt^yed, . . used of the chub-mackerel
Thimbleful (bi-mb'l,fnl). [f.THIMBLE + -FUL.]As much as a thimble will hold ; hence, a small

quantity, esp. of wine or spirits ; a dram
; also

fig. of something immaterial.
1607 MARKHAM Canal, n. (1617) 120 Take halfe a thimble.

j'^l Gune wder- " MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman
r 11 %!' *?

BX ea'inS V ounces, and drinking by thimble-

8
S

'w
1Cy

'J

me y drams -

'7* FoOTE Minor i"Wks. 1799 I.

RIG
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1. A swindling game usually played with three

thimbles (see THIMBLE 2 c) and a pea which was

ostensibly placed under one of them ;
the sharper

then challenging the bystanders to guess under

which the pea had been placed, and to bet on their

choice; a cheat similar to the three-card trick.

1825 HONE Every-day Bk. I. 768 An unfair game known

among the frequenters of races and fairs by the name of

the thimble rig'. 1836 T. HOOK G. Gumey vii, I will

start alone, and appear to know no more of you, than one

of the cads of the thimble-rig knows of the pea-holder.

1856 J. D. CHAMBERS Strictures on Judgm. in Westerton

v. Liddell 139 note, The manipulations of a sharper with

cups and balls on his gambling table, commonly called

thimblerig. 1893 LELAND Mem. I. 13,

attrib. and Comb. 1834 LITTLETON in Hansards Parl.

Deb. 4 July, XXIV. 1206 His right hon. friend (Mr. Stanley)
..had chosen to describe him (Mr. Littleton) as a thimble-

rig player, in consequence of the changes that he had made
in the clauses of that Bill. 1856 T. A. TROLLOPS Girlhd.

CatA. de Med. Notes 352 A good deal of confusion as to the

dates of these thimblerig-hke transactions exists in the

narratives of the historians. 1886 C. E. PASCOF. London of
To-day xviii. (ed. 3) 157 Epsom Downs. . . There are . .

tumblers,iugglers, boxers, thimble-rig men.

2. = THIMBLEBIGGEB.
1839 Fraser's Mag. XX. 355 Greatly applauded by all

the thimblerigs of the fauxbourgs.

Thimblerig, . [f. prec. : app. first used in

vbl. sb. and pr. pple.] intr. To practise the cheat

of the thimblerig ; also fig. to cheat in a jug-

gling manner or as with sleight of hand. b. trans.

To manipulate (a matter or thing) in this manner.
So Thi-mblerig-g-ed (-rigd) ///. a., duped by the

game of thimblerig; disturbed or affected by
thimblerigging, as a market ;

= RIGGED fpl. a.2 ;

Thrmblerigginfr vbl. sb. and />//. a.

1839 THACKERAY Catherine \, Don't let us have any
juggling and thimblerigging with virtue and vice. 1840
Cruikshank Wks. 1900 XIII. 310 The different degrees of
rascality, as exhibited in each face of the thimblerigging
trio. Ibid., Is any man so blind that he cannot see the exact
face that is writhing under the thimblerigged hero's hat? 1887
FRITH Autobiog. I.xxi. 271 Gambling tents and thimble-rig-
ging, .had not then been stopped by the police. 1889 MIVART
Orig. Hum. Reason 92 That '

intellectual thimble-rigging
'

which all men of the sensist school.. must perform. 1893
Labour Commission Gloss., Thimblerigged, an expression
in general use

descriptive
of speculative operations in the

stock, produce, or other markets by combination for other
than legitimate trade or market requirements. 1899 Daily
News 31 Jan. 5/3 M. Lebret passes quickly over the legal
aspect of the case thimblerigs it so to speak.

Thimblerigger (bi-mb'liri'gaj). [f. THIMBLE-
BIO sb. + -EB i.J A professional sharper who cheats

by thimblerigging; also trans/, one who cheats

by means of tricks, or juggles with phrases, etc.

1831 Lincoln Herald 7 Oct. 4/4 An altercation took place
between some countrymen and the thimble-riggers, on a
charge of cheating. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Eur. ix.

(1894) 202 A cross between a prizefighter and a thimble-
rigger. 1891 T. HARDY Tea xviii, A firm believer not as
the phrase is now elusively construed by theological thimble-
riggers in the Church and out of it.

Hence Thi'mblerl ffgery, thimblerigging.
1841 Blackw. Mag. L. 178 Lying and t&imbleriggery

assume high privilege. 1841 R. OASTLER Fleet Papers I.

L 399 The noble art of '

thimble-riggery '.

Thimbling, vbl. sb. and ppl. a. : see THIMBLE v.

TMme, obs. form of THYMB.
Thin (]>in), a. (sb.) and adv. Forms: I pynne,

]>inne, pyn, pin, 3-5 punne, 3-6 thyn, 4 penne,
4-6 thynne, (4 thyne, 5 thynn), 4-7 thinn(e,
(4-5 thine), 6- thin. [OE.frnne= OFris. "tkenne,
*thinne(WFrLs.len,ien,tin); OLG.*/j'(MLG.
dunne, MDu. dunne, dinne, Du. dun), OHG. tlunni

(MHG. dunne, G. diinn), in Gothic *J>unnu-s, ON.
bunnr (Sw. tunn, Da. tynd) :-OTeut. *Jrunnu-z,
fern. *funni, with from nw, in Indo-Eur. *tniis,
fern. *tnwl, from weak grade of ablaut stem ten-,
ton-, tn- to stretch (cf. Skr. tanus, L. tenuis).]
A. adj.
I. 1. Having relatively little extension between

opposite surfaces; of little thickness or depth.
Opposed to THICK a. i.

a ooo li. Bxda's Hist. v. vi. (1890) 400 Stan.. mid Sinre
tyrf bewrigen. ciooo Sax. Leechd. I. 288 Deos wyrt..
hafaS bynne leaf, c 1020 Rule St. Benet Iv. (Logeman) 91Culam on wmtre

|>icce on sumere binne. a 1300 Cursor M.
1673 (Cott.) Wit pike bou lok it be noght thyn [v.rr. binne,
thine, bynne]. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. x. 37 Betere is
were thunne boute laste, Then syde robes ant synke into
synne. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 405 Brood cakes,round and bynne. 1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit Wemen 23With curches..of kirsp cleir and thin. 1530 PALSGR. 280/2
Ihyn skynne, tenuepeau. 1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients
227 We doe not make our plate so thinne as to break it.

I7"0_J. CLARKE Rohaulfs Nat. Phil. (1729) I. 215 A Glass
that is thinner in the Middle than at the Edges. 1809 PLAY-
FAIR Illustr. Hutton. Th. 294 The thinnest part of that rock
..is still covered by the strata. 1887 B. V. HEAD Hist.
Numorum 697 The coins of the Sassanian monarchs are
thin, flat, and neatly executed.

b. Of small cross section in proportion to length;
slender, tenuous, attenuated. (Usually said of a
thing more or less cylindrical, as a wire, rod, branch,
stem, stock, trunk, limb.)
a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula 59 If it be bi reson

THIN
of be membre, bat is for be membre is to ouer binne.

1570 LKVINS Manip. 133/24 Thinne, gracilis, luiuis. 1665
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 303 Their Harquebuz is longer
than ours, but thinner. 1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants
(1796) IV. 118 Branches. .of equal thickness, nay rather
thinner at their origin. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's
Phaner. 426 In the cortex of the thin stem. 1885 WATSON
& BURBURY Math. Th. Electr. f, Magn. I. 95 The connec-
tion between them being a very thin wire.

c. spec. Having little flesh ; lean, spare, not fat

or plump. Also of ears of corn.
c looo Sax. Leechd. 1 1. 206 Ne mjes him se lichoma batian

ac he bi3 blac & bynne & acolod. c 1050 Gloss, in Wr.-
Wulcker 415/27 Galbus, bynne monn. a 1327 Maximon iv.

in Rel. Ant. 1. 120 Care and kunde ofelde Maketh mi body
felde . . Ant mi body thunne Such is worldes wunne. 1382
WYCLIF Gen. xli. 6 Seuene eerys.. thinne and smytun with
meldew, weren growun. 1535 COVERDALE Gen. xli. 3 Seuen
kyne, . . thynne, euell fauoured, and leenfleshed. 1617 MORY-
SON Itin. 11. 46 His face grew thinne, his ruddy colour failed.

1697 DRYDF.N Virg. Past. in. 156 My Flocks. .yet look so
thin, Their Bones are barely cover'd with their Skin. 1794
MRS. RADCUFFK.fl/j'tf. Udolpho^xlix, You look so pale now,
and so thin, too. 1805-6 COLERIDGE Three Graves iv. xi,
Oft she said, I'm not grown thin ! And then her wrist she
spanned. 1865 Miss BHADDON Sir Jasper iv. 37 To have
long thin white hands, all aglitter with diamond rings.

d. Penetrable by light or vision, like a thin
veil ; fig. easily

' seen through ', transparent, flimsy,
as a pretext or excuse. (Cf. some uses in 4 a.)
1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, v.

;ii. 125, 1 come not To heare
such flattery now, and in my presence They [commenda-
tions] are too thin. 1664 HIBBERT Body Div. i. 252 A lie is

of a thin and transparent nature. 1851 BRIMLEY Ess.,
Wordsw. 103 Under a thin disguise of name. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. i. xiv. 94 Over the glacier hung a thin veil of fog.
a 1904 A. ADAMS Log Cowboy xviii, He put up a thin excuse
just like the rest. Any one could see through it.

II. 2. Consisting of or characterized by in-

dividual constituents or parts placed at relatively

large intervals ; not thick, dense, or bushy. Op-
posed to THICK a. 4.

849 jn Birch Cart. Sax. II. 40 In..sceasan Sser he 5yn-
nest is. ciooo ^LFRIC Horn. II. 466 Oft of oinnuin
renscurum flewtS seo eoroe. c 1190 S. Eng. Leg. I. 48/44
Bole bornes and bunne boskes. 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)
XXVL 126 pe Tartarenes hase..lytill berdes and thynne.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 491/1 Thynne, as gresse, come, wodys,
..rarus. 1573-80 BARET Alv. T 166 Thinne,. .not thicke
growen, or sat,.. ra.no. 1617 MORYSON Itin. n. 45 [Lord
Mountjoy's] haire was.. thinne on his head. 1796 MORSE
Amer. Geog. I. 77 Indian population is thin; vast tracts.,
are uninhabited. 1894 DOYLE Mem. S. Holmes 49 A thin
rain began to fall.

fb. Of the members of a collective group or
class: Not numerous or abundant; scarce, rare,

few, scanty. Opposed to THICK a. e. 06s.
1508 KENNEDY Flyting w. Dunbar 350 Corspatrik . . Thy

forefader maid Irisch and Irisch men thin. 1573-80 BARET
Aly. T 166 Thinne :. .seld and not often, rarus : to waxe
thin, to waxe a small number. 1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients
188 Artificers also grew thinner and thinner, till none at
length were left, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 95 Gentry
amongst them is very thin,. .and coming to dwell in towns,
they soon mingle with tbe merchants, and so degenerate.
1715 T.THOMAS in PortlandPapers VI. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
109 Churches are very thin in this part of the World. [1863W. C. BALDWIN A/r. Hunting ix. 405 Game of all sorts
is as thin as deal boards.]

t c. Of a place : Sparsely occupied or peopled ;

with of, sparsely furnished or supplied with
; thinly

occupied or attended by. Obs.
1611 BURTON Anat. Mil. Democr. to Rdr. (1628) 52 Many

Kingdomes are fertile, but thin of inhabitants. 1673 Essex
Papers (Camden) I. 65 How thinn of Sold" are y Few
Garrisons we keepe. 1693 Humours Town 51 You must
be content with such as your thin Neighbourhood affords.

1711 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 24 Aug., The town being thin, I

am less pestered with company. 1733 TULL Horse-Hoeing
Hitsb. xi. 124 Both these Rows were Thin of Plants. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VII. 528/1 Galicia..is but thin of

people. 1800 HT. LEE Canterb. T. (ed. 2) III. 89 Summer
was now Cast approaching, and the town was thin.

d. Of an assembly or body of people : Scantily
furnished with members

; thinly attended ; not full.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. v. 361 What had been, .in a
full House, rejected, was many times in a thin House.,
resumed, and determined contrary to the former conclu-
sions. 1660 PEPYS Diary 2 Oct., There I found but a thin

congregation already. 1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3904/1 Their
Battalions are thin and sickly. 1713 S. SEWALL Diary
27 Oct., Buried with a very thin Funeral. 1746 FRANCIS tr.

Horace's A rt Poetry 297 The little Theatre..To which a
thin and pious Audience came. 1860-70 STUBUS Lect.

Europ. Hist. I. ix. (1904) 119 In a very thin meeting,
Ferdinand stated his view.

3. Of a liquid or a pasty substance : Of slight

density or consistence
;
fluid ; of air or vapour : not

dense; rare, tenuous, subtile. Opp. to THICK a. 6.

aejao tr. Bzda's Hist. in. xix. fxxvii.) (1890) 244 Nemne
medmicel hlafes mid binre meolc. a 1000 Boeth. Metr. v. 6
Kx se bicca mist pynra weorSe. ciaoa Sax. Leechd.
II. 314 Hrer on blede ob hit sie bicce swa bynne briw.

"37S Sc. Leg. Saints xxxii. (luitin) 735 Vndir it a fyre
gert ma Til bat mater [pitch and brimstone] wes moltyne
thyne. 1430 Two Cookery-Iks. 12 Late it be nowt to
bikke ne to binne, but as potage shulde be. 1530 PALSGR.

280/2 Thyn cloude in the ayre. 1621 BURTON Anat. Met.
11. li. i. i. (1651) 232 Pure, thin, light water. 1667 MILTON
P. L.vm. 348 Fish.. cannot change Thir Element to draw
the thinner Ajre, 1744 BERKELEY Siris 121 An exceeding
thin volatile oil. 1850 young's Patent in Law Times Kff.
X. 862/1 Chalk, ground up with a little water into a thin

paste.



THIN.
b.

trans/, and/f. Wanting body or substance :

unsubstantial
; intangible.

1610 SHAKS Temp, iv. i. 150 These our actors. .were all
Spirits, and Are melted into Ayre, into thin Ayre. 1705ADDISON Italy 3 The lab'ring Plow-man oft with Horror
spies

Thin airy Shapes that o'er the Furrows rise. 1724 R.
WELTON Chr. Faith t, Pract. 120 All the thin and airy
delights of the world. 1891 WESTCOTT Gosfil of Life 108Man cannot live in the thin atmosphere of abstractions.
1907 Edin. Rev. Oct. 402 Logic is loo thin and bloodless a
thing to govern life.

c. Wanting depth or intensity; faint, weak,
dim, pale. Formerly of light (arch.) : in mod. use,
of colours, painting, or the like.

1649 LOVELACE Poems go Yet its Glory did appeare But
thinne, because her eyes were neere. if

thin green. 1893 HODGES Elem. Phatogr. (1907) 102 Thin
and rather weak negatives. 1894 Athenxmu 3 Mar. 285/3The figures are half-lengths, and executed in a thin, hard,and laborious manner.

d. Of sound: Wanting fullness, volume, or
depth ; weak and high-pitched ; shrill and feeble.
16 . . DRYDEN (J.), I hear the groans of ghosts; Thin, hollow

sounds, and lamentable screams. 1716 POPE Odyss. xxiv. 8
rembling the Spectres glide, and plaintive vent Thin,hollow screams. 1824 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Cafl. Jackson,Be dumb, thou thin accompanier of her thinner warble!

,i 1895 W MORRIS in Mackail Life (1899) II. 314, 1 heard..
ne trowels fall Upon the stone, a thin noise far away

1901 Scotsman 15 Mar. 7/4 The possessor of the thinnest
treble in the Irish quarter.. piped tremulously.4 - fig- Deficient in substance or quality; poor;
unsubstantial, a. Of immaterial things : Wanting
in fullness, breadth, force, or vigour; scanty, in-
sufficient

; weak, feeble ; slight ; of little worth.
1/1900 tr. Bxda's Hist. v. xvii. [xix.] (1890) 462 Nemne

Oynre eounge anre ztywde bat he life waes. c 1000 Sax.
Leechd. II 84 Hwilc p mzsen sie & sio secynd JKES licho-
man, hwa:ber hio sie strang.., be hio sie hnesce & mearwe& bynne.] a 1225 Alter. R. 144 Vre god bet is bunne vre
sunnen bet beoo so monie. 1315 SHOREHAM 111.272 Hare
wy?t [= wit] hys al to benne. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
IVace (Rolls) 113 My witte was ourc thynne So strange
speche to trauayle in. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. II. Met. vii.
47 CCamb. MS.) The thynne fame yit lastynge of hir ydel
names, is marked with a fewe letterys. c 1425 ? LYDG.
Assembly of Gods 1591 My brayne ys so thynne. 1545ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 28 As thinne invention, as other
poore men. 1580 H. GIFFORD Paste Gillowjjowers, Mcrrie

/ *o YtV
was her wit but thin - 'IS*-? Burton's Diary

(i8z8) IV. 65 They are gallant in their persons, but thin in
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Kng. Imprm.Imfr. (i6s3)To Husbandm..The earlier thou
sowesl, the thinner thou maiest sow Ihy winter corn. 1707
MORTIMER fiust. (1721) I. 34 To sow something thinner than
ordinary. 1886 C. SCOTT Shcep-Farming 37 The ihinncr
sheep are pastured the healthier they are.

D. Combinations. I. Of the adj.
a. Chiefly parasynthetic adjectives, as thin-

bedded, -bladed, -brained (in sense A. 4 a), -cheeked,
-faced, -flanked, -t-gash'ned (G\SKIX 1

a), -haired,
-leaved, -lipped, -rinded (Brined), -soled, -stemmed,
etc. See also THIN-GOTTKD, -SKINNED, -WALMOD.
1859 MURCHISON Siluria iv. (ed. 3) 75 We reach the "thin-

bedded flags. 1855 WHYTE MELVILLE Gen. Bounce ix, A
tnin-bladedknifeand two-pronged fork. 1598 MAHSTON^CO.

;
ittmit HI. x, "Thin.brainM Idiots, dull, vncapablc. 1596

R. LOUCHE] ZttY/a (1877) 74 In my *thin-cheekt face thou
well maist see. 1633 1. ADAMS Exp. t 1'eter ii. i Away

j

with that "thin-dawned profession. 1601 SHAKS. Twel. N.
I

v. i. 213 A 'thin fac'd knaue, a gull. 1899 CROCKETT Kit
A eniiedy xn. 88 A thin-faced . . woman, with an air of being
perpetually tired. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. V
clxiv, The "thin-film'd Bladder breakes. 1737 BRACKEK
Farriery Jmpr. (1757) II. 102 Some Horses are so "thin
Gascoign'd, that they will never look plump. 1398 TREVISA
Barth. DeP. R. xvm. xv. (Bodl. MSJ.The BugleTT. . "bynne
hcred. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. n. 96 The "thin.lcav'd
Arbute Hazle Graffs receives. 1897 Daily News 2 Oct. 2/3Cranes and herons and ibis and other "thin-legged waler
fowl 1681 GREW Musxum i. vi. i. 130 The 'Thin-Lip'd
Wilk. 1907 H. WYNDHAM Flare Footlights vii, An un-
pleasant smile playing about the corners of his thin-lipped

thinnest travel-book we have ever read. 1804 IVestm. Go*.
5 Feb. 1/2 Really, has not this laudation of the old at the
expense of the new become a little too thin ?

D. Of diet or supplies : Scanty, meagre, spare ;

not full or rich ; poor, low. Now rare.
c '374 CHAUCER Former Age 36 Ther as vitayle is ek so

skars and thinne [p. r. thynne]. c 1450 St. Cuthtert (Surtees)
5264 Bot vytayls were ful thynn. c 1485 Digby Myst. in.

'733 Yower spendyng is thyn. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot.
(Rolls) II. 618 Becaus he wes in his substance so thyn. j

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. iv. 61 At so slender warning, You
are like to haue a thin and slender pittance. 1648 CKASHAW
Steps to Temple Wks. (1904) 82 Nor hath God a thinner
Share. 1707 FLOYER Physic. Pulse-Watch 196 In these

Fasting is necessary, or a thin Diet. 1826 DISRAELI Via.

Grey VL i, Thin entertainment here, kind Sir.

c. spec. Of liquor : Without body ; not strong
or rich ; of low alcoholic strength ; weak. (Cf. 3.)
[1377 LANGL. P. PI, B. xix. 398, 1 can selle Bothe dregges&

draffe, and drawe it at on hole, pikke ale and binne ale.]
c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 6, I may not drynk your thyn ale.

1560 PILKINGTON Expos. Aggcus (1562) 90 Loke howe many
of youre poore neighbours, .drink thin drink. 1597 SHAKS.
2 Hen.^ IV, iv. iii. 134 To forsweare thinne Potations, and

at the best of times.

B. absol. as sb. : mostly elliptical or nonce-uses.
Thin and thick: see THICK AND THIN.
C135 Si. Jacob 173 (xix.) in Horstmann Altengl. Leg.

(1881) 99/1 pai suld noght leue for thin ne thik Till bai war
broght bath ded or quik. 14x6 LYDG. De Gnil. Pilgr. 1 1 135,
I [Youth] passe bothe thorgh thynne & thykke. 1895 G.
ALLEN Woman -who did (1906) 184 This very fact that she
had always lived in the Thick of Things made a change to
the Thin of Things only the more enchanting.
C. adv. 1. - THINLY I. f To go thin : to

wear thin clothing, to be thinly clad (obs.).
a 1250 Owl <r Night. 1529 Wei bunne isrud & ived wrobe.

a 1610 HEALEY Theopjtrastus (1636) n Why hee goes so

thinne,and why hee will not go better cloth'd? a 1631 DONNE
Semi. xlv. 450 Spread we this a little thinner, and we shall

better see through it. 1633 HERBERT Temple, Praise vii.

My heart, Though press'd, runnes thin. 1651-62 HBYLIN
Cosmogr. iv. (i68a) 31 The people go extreme thin in the

sharpest Winter. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. p. xliii, They
ought to be husbanded better, and spread much thinner.

1806 A. HUNTER Cnlina (ed. 2) 194 Cut the chops very thin,

t b. In a poor or sparing manner. Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Fonr.f. Beasts (1658) 325 Let the Horse be
thin dieted, during his curing time.

2. =- THINLY 2.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce iv. 685 Bot bai prophetis so thyn ar

sawin, fat [etc.], c 1386 CHAUCER Knt. 's Prol. 679 But thinne

it lay, by colpons oon and oon. 1573-80 BARKT Alv. T 167

Seldome : not oft : thinne : not thicke, rare. 1649 BLITHE

i68 OTWAY Venice Preserved in. ii, Cathars and Tooth
Ach got By "thin-sol'd shoos. 1869 TOZER Highl. Turkey
1. 315 An Albanian with his long 'thin-stocked gun.

b. Special combinations and collocations : thin-

belly, one who has a thin belly ; in quot, aitrib.
;

so thin-bellied a., lean, hungry-looking; thin
ooal, coal found in shallow beds or seams : cf.

thick coal s. v. THICK a. nb; thin-headed a.,

having a thin or narrow head ; fig. shallow-pated,
silly ; thin miner, thin seam (also aitrib.}, see

quots. ; thin-worn a., made thin by wear.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. in. i. 19 Your armes crost on your

'thmbellie doublet. 1591 PERCIVAL Span. Diet., Trasijado,
lanke, "thinne bellied. 1855 J. PHILLIPS Matt. Geol.
188 Strata and *thin coals. 1900 Engineering Mag.
XIX.
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In days gone by thin seams were worked by

special thin coal miners. 1603 DEKKER Wonderfull Yeare
A iij b, *Thin-headed fellowes that Hue vpon the scraps of
inuention. 1804 SHAW Gen, Zool. V. 237 Thin-headed Carp,
Cyprimts Leptocephalus. 1892 Labour Commission Gloss.,* Thin miners, miners who get coal out of thin seams. 1883
GRESLEY Gloss. Coal-mining, *Thin Seants, . . coal seams
(say) less than 3 feet in thickness. 1887 Pate Mall G. 5 Sept.
I2/I The coal-mining industry in the thin-seam districts.

1823 MRS. GRANT Mem. $ Corr. (1844) III. 31 Easily she
threw off the *thin-worn robe of mortality.

II. Of the adverb : with participles or adjectives,
to which thin is now joined by a hyphen, or as
a single word ; forming adjs., usually of obvious

meaning, unlimited in number, as, in sense I, thin-

clad, -cut, -frozen, -laid, -lined, -pervading, -veiled,

-wrought; in sense 2, ^thin-bred, -descending,

-flowing, -grown, -officered, -peopled, -set, -shot,
etc. See also THIN-SOWN, THIN-SPUN.
a 1400-50 Alexander 320 A berd as a besom with *thyn

bred haris. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Unit. iv. xvii. 4 Tis not
safe.. to go abroad "thin clad. 1851 CARLYLE y. Sterling
i. ii. (1872) ii A light "thin-flowing style of mirth. 1865

1/2 Prices that need not stand in the way of the
lined of purses, a 1687 PETTY Pol, Artth, i. (1690) ii In
*thin peopled places. 1647-9 p- DANIEL Poems Wks.
(Grosart) 11. 130 Hee,poore Swaine, in bare And *thin-Set

ShadesdidSing. i8i2CRABBE /'a/ -jx. ssil'he burning sand,
the fields of thin-set rye. 1642 H. MORI-: Song of Soul u.
iii. I. xxiii, Their *thin-shot shadowings And lightned sides. I

1538 ELYOT Diet., Leuidensis, "thynne wrought, and ofsmall I

substance.

Thin (pin), v.1 [(X..fynnian, (. fynne, THIN a.

Cf. OHG. dunnin, Ger. diinnen, MLG. dunnen,
MDu. dunnen, dinnen, Du. dunnen, ON. Jynna to

thin.]
1. trans. To make thin

;
to reduce in thickness or

depth ; to spread or draw out in a thin layer or

thread. To thin off, down : to diminish gradually
to vanishing point.
(900 Btdc Glosses So in O. JS. Texts 182 Ottcnuerat (I),

ftynnade. c 1000 J^LFRIC Saints' Lives xxxiii. 236 And ne
oncneow hi na for-bam heo waes swi5e gebynnod. 1482
Monk ofEvtshant (Arb.) 41 For the stature and forme of

some of them was as hyt had be lessyd or thynnyde by tor.

mentys. 1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658)616 To smooth and
thin the skin. 1684 R. WALLER Nat. Exper. 117 The
battered Silver (which being so little Ductile aid not at all

thin,and distend itself). 1727 Philip Quarll^ (1816)56 Having
resolved, as the summer approached, to thin his clothing by
degrees. 1793 Trans. Soc. Arts V. 204 The two ends are

to be thinned off in form of a wedge. 1891 G. MEREDITH
One of our Conq. III. iv. 66 She. .had thinned her lips for

utterance of a desperate thing

b. Jig. (In quot. 1382 a literalism of translation.)

1382 WYCLIF Jer. xxx. 19, Y shal glorifie them, and the!

shuln not be thynned \yulg. non attenuabuntur). 1670
EACHARD Cent. Clergy 33 By this means he has usually so

thinn'd his judgment. 1787 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 117 ,

Real friends, whose affections are not thinned to cob-web.

1874 H. R. REYNOLDS John Baft. viii. 497 To thin down
j

THINE
the distinction between the mission, character educationand position of John and those of ChrisL
2. intr. To become thin or thinner ; to decrease

in thickness or
depth.

To thin out
(off, away)to become gradually thinner until it disappearsas a layer or stratum. Also Kg.

1804 COLERIDGE Lett., 'o>.i(ar/(,89s)475 Aro.

SSSS@JFfiSSS.S
aa&ffirf^tteftBSMBj^MJttttSaul
Swgri?is3f(9Snail over them to thin and break down.

= -

i j
C- ' *>* " During this troubled perwdhe had thinned so as to seem a different man. 1801 CTuZS

Her fr"h <Mmdi

3. trans. To render less crowded or close by re-

moving individuals ; hence, to reduce in number.
a. With an assemblage of individuals as object.c 1440 Promp. Parv. 491/1 Thynnyn, or make thynne, i

wodys, cornys, gresse. 1687 DRYDEN Hind t, P. H. 241 As
when the cause goes hard, the guilty man Except., and tnin
his jury all he can. 1699 S. SEWALL Diary 28 Dec, Our
Meeting was pretty much thin'd by it. 1832 HT MAR.
TINEAU Homes Abroad \. n To thin our population. i8ss
MACAULAY Hit!. Eug. xvi. III. 681 The malady which had
thinned the ranks of Schpmberg's army at Dundalk.

b. With the individuals as object
1607 DRYDSK Virf. Georg. n. 551 T' unload the Branches,

or the Leaves to thin, That suck the Vital Moisture of the
Vine. 1786 ABERCROMBIE Card. Assist. 257 Hoe and thin
turneps. 1850 Florist Aug., Thin out superfluous shoots.
1856 DICKENS Lett. (1880) I. 439 Your friend, .has thinned
the trees. 1890 Spectator 19 Apr., For reducing the new
expenditure on drink, and for thinning-off the public-house^
in the rural districts.

o. To render (a place) less closely or numerously
occupied by the removal

g/'occupants.
I?43 BLAIK Grave 213 Who .. in a cruel wantonness of

power Thinn d states of half their people. 1774 GOLOSH, ffat.
Hut. (1776) III. 400 It would soon thin the forett of every
otl'_living creature. 1856 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. IV. xt
507 The rorum and other public places were deliberately
thinned of their overgrowths of sculpture. 1005 Daily
Chron. 24 Aug. 4/7 A head already thinned of hair.

4. intr. Of a place: To become less full ot
crowded ; of a crowd: to become less numerous.
1779 EARL CARLISLE in Jesse Seluyn 4- Contemp. (1844)

IV. 180 The town begins to thin, though Parliament is still

sitting. 1805 HAN. MORE in Roberts Mem. (1835) III.
240 No resident minister ;. .the church of course thins.
1828 Examiner 129/1 The band.. is steadily thinning.
1848 DICKENS Dombey iv, 'The streets have thinned', as
Mr. Gills says,

'

very much '. c 1860 FABER Hymn,
'

After
a Death xvii, My world of friends thins round roe fast.

1897 H. DRUMMONU Ideal Lift 101 The crowd thinned.

5. trans. To make less thick, dense, or viscid ;

to dilute. Alsoyijf.
cioaaSax.Leechd. II. 194 patofslandene bicce slipije horh

bu scealt..wyrman & bynnian. 01340 HAMPOLI Psalter,
Cant. 497 Myn eghyn ere thynyd, that is..purgid of vile
lustis. .and made sutil. c 1440 Promp. Pan. 491/3 Thynnyn,
or make thynne, as lycurys, tenuo. 1605 TIMME Quersit.
in. 182 This water. .cutteth and thinneth grosse matters.

1796 MRS. GLASSE Cookery xxi. 336 Mix half a pound of
best flour, and thin it with damask-rose-water. 1880 J. CAIRO
Philos. Relig. ii. 60 By thinning down the idea of God to an
abstraction which would embrace under a common head the
rudest fetishism and the spiritual theism of Christianity.
1890 ABNEY Photogr. (ed. 6) 76 The.. liquid is.. thinned
down to proper fluidity.

6. intr. To become less dense or consistent ; to

grow fluid, tenuous, or rare.

1834 M. SCOTT in Blackvi. Mag. XXXV. 900 Gradually
the figure, without changing its position, thinned, and anon
. .the stars were seen through it. 1884 S. Cox Miracles 63
The haze of difficulty which enshrouds them thins.

t Thin, .2 Obs. rare. [f. OE. lettnan (fxnnan^
and /f

' = OS. thymian, OHG. dennen, denen

(G. dehnen), ON. fcya, Goth, uf^banjan :

OTeut. *panjan-, factitive vb. from Indo-Eur. root

*ten- to
stretch.}

trans. To stretch out, extend.
The existence ofthis in ME. isdoubtful: the OE. form would

properly give ME. /< or lene ; finite is perh. an error.
c looo Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxlii[i). 6 Ic mine hande to be holde

benede. ciooo Sax. Leechd. III. 32 pznne bone swi^ran
earm swa he swibast rmc^e. a noo E. E. Psalter cvii . 10

[cviii. 9) In Ydunie sal i fnnne [WYCLIF strecchen] mi scho.

Thin, obs. f. THINE ; var. THYNE, Obs., thence.

Thine (fom),pois.fron. Forms: i-^tJfn, Jrfn,

4-5 pyn, pine, pyne, thin, thyn, 4-6 thyne,

(2, 4 tin, 3 ten, 3-4 tine, 5 tyn), 4- thine.

[OE. 9ln,J>tn, used as genitive case of til, THOU,
and as possess, adj.

= OFris., OS. thta (MDn. dijn,

MLG., LG. dtn), OHG. din (MHG. din, G. dein),

ON.// (J>ln-n, etc.) (Norw., Sw., Da. <fl), Goth.

gen. beina, poss. pron. ttins, etc. : OTent. *ptno-,
deriv. of *tem/<-: see THEB.]
For restriction of use see note to THOU pron. i.

1 1. 1. Genitive case of the pronoun THOU : -
of thee, thee. Obs.

971 Blickl. Horn. 233 Hie woldon to eorban astfaan, & bin

bar onbidan. c 1300 Havetok 1128 Ye sholen ben weddeth,
And, maugre bin, to-gidere beddeth. Ibid. 1789. c 1500
Lancelot 115 Al mngre thine a seruand schal yow bee.
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THINE.

II. The possessive adjective or pronoun of the

second person sing. : Belonging to thee.

In OE. an adj. flti, fine, ftn, with strong inflexions, re.

mains of which survived in Early ME., as sing, inasc. ace.

f(nnc(f(ne), dat. finum (-an, -en, ), gen. fines ; {. nom.fine,

gen. and dat. ftnrc (fire, fine) ', pi. nom., ace. fine, dat.

ffnum (-on, -en, -c), gen. flnra (-re, fiir). The final n of

fin began to be dropped before a cons, a 1200, leaving //,

later written fy, THY, q. v. At last thin, thine, was re-

stricted to the position in which the possessive is not followed

by a sb. Cf. MINE.

2. Allributively (
= Ger. dein, F. toil). Now

arch, or poet, before a vowel or h, or when following
the sb. : otherwise superseded by THY.
f8*$ Vcsp. Psalter

p

ci[i], 29 Beam oiowa oinra ineardiaS 3er.

Il'id. cxviii[i], i2sDiow din ic earn. ciaaaAgs. Ps. (Th.) xHx.

21 [I. 20] pu SEBte onsean binne brobor, and taeldest hine.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. vi. 10 gewurbe ftin willa on eoroan.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 13 penne beod bine da^es ilenged..
in eoroan. c 1200 ORMIN 6727 purrh bine gode ba:wess.

c 1205 LAY. 3093 pine sustren scuien habben mi kinelond.

a 1240 Ureisun 149 in Cott. Horn. 199 Uor oire mild-heprt-
nesse. a 1150 O-.vl fr Night. 429 Al so bu dost on pire side.

c 1150 Gen. fy Ex. 3556 Go ou nu dun oin folc to sen. a 1300
Cursor M. 923 (Cott.) Al be dais on bin eild. Ibid. 11340
(G8tt.) Do me to rest nu seruand bine. Ibid. 24675 (Edln.)
For qui his moder was tin ant. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. vi. 22

>if thin eije be symple, al thi body shal be lijtful. 14. .

Cliaucer's Astral, n. 2-3 (M& L.) To knowe the degre of

thyn sonne in thyn zodiak. 1440 Pallad. on Huso. i. 56
No doute is in thi watir ner thyn aier. 15.. HUNNIS
Psalms vi. 59 Yet, O Lord, in rigour thine Forbeare thy
heauie stroke. 1615 BEDWELL Mohatn. Imp. H. 47, I am
amazed at this thine answer. 16x6 B. JONSON Forest, Tff

Celia i, Drink to me only with thine eyes. 1784 COWPER
Task v. 782 Thine eye shall be instructed, and thine heart,
Made pure, shall relish [etc.]. 1864 PLUMPTRE Ifytnn, Thine
arm, O Lord, in days of old Was strong to heal and save.

3. Predicatively. (= Ger. derdeinige, F. letieii.)
c xooo Ags, Gosp. John xvii. 6 Hig waeron bine [Lind.

flino ueronj. a 1240 Wohunge in Cott. Horn. 271 Al is tin

mi sweting. a 1300 Floriz $ Bl. 4 Wbil he is pin ne dute

noping. 13.. Cursor M. 2601 If ani barn of hir war bine.

13. . HAMPOLK Medit. Passion Wks. 1895 I. 93 Swete Ihesu,
I biseche bee to. .make me al bin, 1390 GOWER Con/. I. 74
Fro this day forth I am al thin, c 1475 Ran/ Coiljear 56
Sum part salbe thyne. 1534 TINDALE Matt. vi. 13 For
thyne is the kyngedome and the

power, and the glorye.
1605 SHAKS. Lear i. i. 265 Let her be thine. 1667 MILTON
P. L, v. 154 Almightie, thine this universal Frame. 1707
WATTS Hymn.,

' Come let us join
'

iii, And blessings more
i

than we can give He, Lord, for ever thine. 1869 TENNYSON
Grail 449

' Take thou my robe
',
she said, 'for all is thine '.

4. Elliptically', equivalent to THY with a sb. to

be supplied from the previous context.
c 1430 Freemasonry^ Ny by thy felows concubyne [lie],

No more thou woldest he dede by thyne. f 1440 Alphabet
cf Tales 316, I thank be at bou hase giflen me my son

agayn, & behold, lo, I bryng pe thyne agayn. 1601 LYLY
Love's Met. I. ii, Of what colours or flowers is thine made
of, Niobe? 1749 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) II. 220 S. Tastes
are

^different, you know. . . E. That's true ; but thine's a
devilish odd one.

6. absol. a. That which is thine
; thy property.

(= Ger. Deines, das deinige, F. le tien.}
a K3KnCx:lnwn'sG?n. 2144 (Gr.) Nis..sceat nescilling, baes

ic.. bines ahredde. ciijsLttmb. Hom.-j^\ipu mare spenest
of pine, hwan ic a5en cherre al ic be Jelde. 13.. Cursor
M. 2428 (Cott.) O pine wil i not haue a dele. Hid. (G5tt)

:

OF bin wil i neuer a dele. 1555 EDEN Decades 17 b, That
amonge them [Cubans], the lande is as common as the sonne
and water : And that Myne and Thyne (the seedes of all

myscheefe) haue no place with them.
b. (//.) Those who are thine

; thy people, family,
or kindred. (

= Ger. die deinigen, F. les liens.)
c looo Ags. Gosp. John xvii. 10 Ealle mine synt bine &

bine synt mine, c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 328 ponie jni &
pine beoS alysde. a 1300 Cursor M. 2386 (Cott.) Abram bis
es pi land par bou and tine [v. r. pine] sal be weldand.
c 1440 Jacob's Well 201 To restoryn as myche as was don
harme be be or be bine. 1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 1630 Lasting
shame On thee and thine this night 1 will inflict. 1776
TOPLADY in Sacr. Poetry (1868) 109 Thou Feeder and
Guardian of Thine.

c. Of thine : that is (or are) thine ; belonging
to thee : see OF prep. 44.
1390 GOWER Con/. I. 47 Ma dame, 1 am a man of thyne,

That in thi Court have longe served. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 300 b, Spyttynge in that blessed face of
tbyne. 1605 SHAKS. Mad. v, iii. 16 Those Linnen cheekes
of thine Are Counsailers to feare. 1877 TENNYSON Harold
I. ii, Thou hast misread this merry dream of thine.

Thine, pine, var. THYNE adv. Obs., thence.

Thing (pirj), rf.l Forms : i-3inf, 1-5 ping,
3-4 pyng, 4-5 binge, bynge, (thyngge), 4-6
thyng, 5-6 thinge, thynge ; 4- thing, (e. i

pinge, pincg, 3 bine, 3-4 bink, 4 bynk, 4-6
think, 5-6 thynk(e.) PI. 1-3 -, ping, 3-5 binges
(3 bingues), 5-7 thinges, 5- things. [OE. ling
(see below), Com. Teut. : cf. OFris. thing 'ting
assembly, council, suit, matter, thing (WFris.,
NFris. ting assembly) ; OS. thing assembly for

judicial or deliberative purposes, conference, trans-
action, matter, affair, thing, object (MDu. dine
court-day, snit, plea, concern, affair, thing, Du.
ding thing ; MLG. ding, dink, LG. ding affair,
thing object) ; OHG. ding, dine public assembly
tor judgement and transactionof business, law-court,
lawsuit, plea, cause, matter, affair, thing, mod.G.
ding affair, matter, thing ; ON. ]>ing public assem-
bly, meeting, parliament, council; also in pi., ob-
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jects, articles, valuable things, Norw. ting neut.

public assembly, creature, being; inasc. affair,

thing, object, Sw. ting assize, thing ; Da. ting court,

court of justice, thing. Gothic had the cognate

feihs n. :-*J>i>Jx-s fixed time, time appointed for

something, whence it is thought by some that the

original sense of N. and WGer. J>ing was
'

day of

assembly'. With the sense-history, as shown in

OE. and more fully in the cognate langs., cf. that

of Ger. sache, Du. zaak affair, thing, orig. strife,

dispute, lawsuit, cause, charge, crime, and F. chose,

It., Sp. ctsa thing, from L. causa judicial process,

lawsuit, cause ; also L. res affair, thing, also a case

in law, lawsuit, cause.]
I. fl. (Only in OE.) A meeting, assembly, esp,

a deliberative or judicial assembly, a court, a

council. Phr. ting &ehjgan, to hold a meeting.
685-6 Laws of Hlothxr fy Eadric c. 8 gif man oberne

sace tihte and he bane mannan mote an medle o'ppe an

binge. Beowulf 426 (Ic] nu wiS Grendel sceal..ana ge-

hegan oing wio Jyrse. a 800 CYNEWULK Christ 926 ponne
he frean gesiho ealra gesceafta andweardne faran mid

maegen-wundrum mongum to binge, aiooo Andreas 157
Swa hie symble ymb pritix ping gehedon nihtserimes.
a 1000 Gnomic Verses 18 ping sceal gehegan frod wiS

frodne, bio hyra fer3 gelic.

t 2. A matter brought before a court of law ; a

legal process ; a charge brought, a snit or cause

pleaded before a court. Obs. or passing into 3.
a looo Ags. Psalms (Th.) xxxiv. 22 [xxxy. 23] Drihten. min

God, aristominum pinge. Ibid, cviii. 3o[cix.3i]paer he bear-

fendrabinga teolode. cimO.E.Chron. an. 1022 (Laud MS.)
[He] hine bjer xlces binges gectnsode be him mann on
-s.-i-de. [1534 CROMWELL in Merriman Life fy Lett. (1002) I.

387 Ye.. shall
repayre

hither to answer unto suche thinges
as then shalbe leyed and obiected to you. a 1548 HALL
Chron., Hen. VI 151 The duke, .sufficiently answered to all

thynges to hym obiected.]

t b. Hence, Cause, reason, account
;
sake. Obs.

riooo /ELKRIC Saints' Lives xxxiii. 139 ponne nimo he me
neadunga banon for mines bryd*guman pingan. < looo

Ags. Gosp. Luke viii. 47 For hwylcum pinge heo hit set.

hran. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 67 Luue him for godes bing.
a 1250 Owl fy Night. 434 Ecn wiht is glad for mine binge.
13.. Guy /Frn'.(A.)73o6+st. 86 Willow ti-,tforim ping..?
c 1386 CHAUCF.R/VC/. 276 He wolde the see were kept for

any thyng Bitwixe Middelburgh and Orewelle. c 14*5
Eng. Cong. Irel. 8 Robert was a trew man, & for no tynge
wold do thynge wher.of he myght be ber-after I-wyted of
wntrowth. 1581 [see NOTHING A. 9 a].

3. That with which one is concerned (in action,

speech, or thought) ; an affair, business, concern,
matter, subject ; //. affairs, concerns, matters. (In
early use sometimes sing, in collective sense.)

897 K.
/]'.!

i Ri.n Gregorys Past. C. xviii. 128 Sio georn-
fulnes eor81icra oinga abisga^ can ondgit. 971 Blickl. Horn.

13 No on gesundum bingum anum, ac.,on widerweardum
pingum, c 975 Rushw. Gosp. Matt, xviii. 19 gif twegen
eower gebafigap on eorban be %ngum binge, c 1200 ORMIN
3640 All piss middellxrdess ping A turnebp her & wharr-
febb Nu upp, nu dun. Ibid. 8954 Me birrp beon hojhefull
Abutenn hise bingess. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xx. 142 Quhill
[
=

till] thai had wit to stelr thar thing, c 1400 Laud Troy
Bk. 2724 That the! with Paris to Grece schulde wende, To
brynge this thyng to an ende. 1550 Acts Privy Counc.
(1891) III. 84 The Ix>rd Admiral! desired licence to go into
Lincolnshire for a inoneth to see his thinges that he had
not seen of a long tyme. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. iv. v. 126
You shall heare how things goe. 162* MABBE Ir.Aleman's
Guzman d'Alf. i. n These things (I meaneyour Law-suites)
will require a great deale of care. 1743 BULKKLEY &
CUMMINS I'oy. S. Seas 100 He acquainted us, that the
Brigadier had order'd Things in another Manner. 1844
DICKENS Mart. Chuz. xii, How have things gone on in our
absence? 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cona. 1. iv. 252 note,
Things changed greatly in the course of a year.
4. That which is clone or to be done; a doing,

act, deed, transaction ; an event, occurrence, inci-

dent ; a fact, circumstance, experience. (The)
frst thing (^\'b.) : as that which is first done or to
be done ; in the first

place, firstly : see FIHST A.
i f. So (the) next thing, in the next place, next ;

(the} last thing, in the last place, lastly.

f 1000 ^ELFRIC Exod. ix. 5 Tomorsen deb Drihten bas
bing on eorban. ciooo Sax. Leechd. I. 112 Drince bonne
fcestende nigon dagas, binnan bam fsece bu ongytst on oam
wundorlic oingc. ci2os LAY. 265 Vnder.Jetene weren be
binges pat beo wimon was mid childe. Ibid. 16042 Sa;ie me
of)an pinge pe me to cumen sonden. 1382 WYCCIF i Cor,
xvi. 14 Be alle }oure thingis don in charite. 1449 in Calr.
Proc. Chanc. Q. Eliz. 083o) 11. Pref. 55 In witnes of which
thyng the forseid parties to these endentures chaungeable
haue sette her seales. 1525 LD. BERNEBS Froiss. (i8u) II.

cciv, The fyrst thynge he dyd he wente to the Churche of
saynt Peter. (651 HOBBES Levia{h. in. xl. 252 When two
of them Prophecyed in the Camp, it was thought a new
and unlawfull thing. 1712 SVKK\.K Sfect. No. 284 P4, 1 hate
writing, of all Things in the World. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias
1. xvii. F 9 Have not 1 done the thing genteelly f 1841 HELPS
Ess., Pract. Wisd. (1842) 4 Men who have done great things
in the world. 1871 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. June 370He often goes round the last thing, .to make sure that all
is right. 1875 JowiiTT Plato (ed. a) V. 512 Theft is a mean,
and robbery a shameless thing. 1902 Mnnsey's Mag.XXVI. 602/2 The great thing was to get there. Mod. A
pretty thing to have your own children rounding on you 1

6. That which is said; a saying, utterance, ex-

pression, statement; with various connotations,
e. g. : a charge or accusation made against a person
(see 2) ; t a form ofprayer (//. prayers, devotions) ;

THING.
a story, tale

;
a part or section of an argument or

discourse ; a witty saying, a jest (usu. good thing).
13.. Cursor M. 17288+375 (Cott.) In alle thinkez bat be

Erophetz
hail spoken, c 1386 CHAUCER Pard. Prol. 39 Lat

^yin
telle vs of no ribaudye Telle vs spm moral thyng.

Shipm. T. 91 Dann Iohll..hath hise thynges [prayers,

pllices] seyd ful curteisly. 1=51 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 40
This manne is no Rhetoricien, becau.su he can not place
his thynges in good order. 1686 tr. CharJin's Trav. Persia
122 The first thing she said to me. 1738 SWIFT Pol.
Conversat, i. 34, I never heard a better Thing. 1766 GOLDSM.
Vic. IV.

xvij All the good things of the hii;h wits. 1771
J//Vtr. Ess, in Ann. Keg. 184/2 This Greek spoke many
handsome things of Marseilles, and of our colonies. 1859
SALA Tw. roitmt Clock (1861) 132 The people who went
about saying things. 1909 Nation 3 Apr. 13/2 The right
thing will say itself and will say itself with awful precision.

b. That which is thought ; an opinion ;
a notion ;

an idea.

1765 A. DICKSON Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 76 With equal
reason we may infer the same thing of earth. 1842 TENNY-
SON Dora 56 Mary sat. .and thought Hard things of Dora.
1885 ASSTEY Tinted Venus i. 8 Putting things in the poor
girls head.

f6. Formerly used absol, (without article or

qualifying word), also a thing, in indefinite sense :

=
anything, something. (With various meanings :

see prec. senses. 1 Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14952 pai wil me neuer luue, i-wiss, For

thing i mai bam tell 1382 WYCLIF i Sam. xiv. 12 Stieth
vp to vs, and we shulen shewe jou a thing. 1413 Pilgr.
Soivle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxv. 70 Neuer ne dyde the body
thyng withouten thyn assent, cisoo Melusine 24, I pray
you to telle it to me, yf it is thinge that I may knowe.
1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. Ixxxvi. [Ixxxii.] 255 They
neuer dyd th>nge that they wolde haue ben gladder. 1588
SHAKS. L. L. L. v. L 152 Shall I tell you a thing? 1678
BUNYAN Pilgr. I. 142 Ho, turn aside hither, and 1 will shew
you a thing.

II. An entity of any kind.
7. That which exists individually (in the most

general sense, in fact or in idea) ; that which is or

may be in any way an object of perception, know-
ledge, or thought ; a being, an entity. (Including
persons, when personality is not considered, as in

j

quots. c888, 1380, 1539, 597. "732-) a- In un-

emphatic use : mostly with adj. or other defining
word or phrase (the two together corresponding to
the absol. use of a neuter adj. in Latin or Greek).
Cf. alsoayM/f, nothing, something, in 17.
c 888 K. Jaayo BoM. xxxiii. i ponne J>a fif bing . . call

gegadorede bioS, bonne bid hit eall an bing, & baet an 3ingUS God. 1044-7 Charter of Eaduicard in Kemble Col.
Difl.\\. 115 On ealweldendes drihlnes nainan oeealle ping
Kewrohte. c 1200 OKMIN 1839 Niss nani bin? bait mu^he ben
Wibb Godd offefenn mahhte. ci2o O. Kentish Serin in
0. E. Misc. 28 Wer-bi we moue hatle bo ileke binges bet he
hatedh, . . and luuie bo itek binkes bat he luued. a 1300
Cursor M. 695 Ilkin thing, on serekin wise 5eld til Adam
bar seruise. 1380 Lay Folks Catech. 530 per ys but
O god in triuite. .This god is most my^ty pyng Ju may be,

1388 WVCLIP Ps. cxlviii. 5 For he seide, & bingis weieu
maad ; he comaundide, & pingis weren maad of nou^t. 1539
TONSJALL Serm, Palme Sund. (1823) 8 He said in the tenth

j
chapiter of John, I and my father are one thynge, that is to

say, one substance. 1549 LATIMER s/A Serm, bef, Edw. VI
(Arb.) 147 All thynges are solde for inony at rome. 1594
GREENE Selimus I. Aiij b, He knowes not what it is to be a
King, That thinks a scepter is a pleasant thing. 1507 SHAKS.
2 Hen. IV, v. v. 60 Presume not, that I am the thing I was.
1667 MILTON P. L. n. 922 To compare Great things with
small. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. i. 1 1 A man of parts is

one thing, and a pedant another. 1788 J. MII.NER in Life
1. Milner iv. (1842) 44 Regencies are generally turbulent
things. 1818 KEATS Eudym. i. i A thing of beauty b a joy
for' ever. 1843 MILL Logic i. iii. 5 What is an action ? Not
one thing but a series of two things : the slate of mind called
a volition, followed by an effect. 1879 GEO. ELIOT Tkeo.
Such xiii. 266 The latest thing in tattooing.

b. Applied to an attribute, quality, or property
of an actual being or entity ; hence sometimes (in
such phrases as in all things) = point, respect.
971 Blickl. Horn. 13 pa waes heo on eallum bingum be cap

moddre. c 1200 Trin. Coll. //tfw/.isDrebingben patelchman
habben mot . . bat on is rihte bileue, pat ooer is fulohtninge,
be bridde be faire liflode. a 1300 Cursor M. 295 In be sune
pat schines clere Es a thing and thre thinges sere ; A bpdi
rond, and hete a:id light. 1340 Ayenb. 194 pe ober bing
bet behouep ine elmesse is pet me hit do zone and haste-
liche. c 1520 BARCLAY tr. Sallust (ed. 2) 47 Their enmies
myght lytell thynge preuayle agaynst them. 1558 KNOX
first Blast (Arb.) 26 Augustine defineth ordre to be that

pargeting was a thing .

1705 BERKELEY Commonplace Bk. Wks. 1871 IV. 420, I side
in all things with the mob. 1838-9 FR. A. KEMULE Resid. in

Georgia (1863) 132 Ignorance is an odious thing.

0. Used indefinitely to denote something which
the speaker is not able or does not choose to

particularize, or which is incapable of being pre-

cisely described ; a something, a somewhat.
1601 SHAKS. Ham. I. i. 21 What, ha's this thing appear 'd

againe to night? 1804 WORDSW. To Cuckoo iv, No Bird,
but an invisible thing, A voice, a mystery. 1823 BYRON
Heaven

<fr
Earth i. iii, Thou, .awful Thing ofShadows, speak

to me 1 1841 TENNYSON Walking to the Mail 36
'

Yes,
we're flitting, says the ghost (For they had pack'd the

thing among the beds). 1893 STEVENSON Catrioita xv, Wi'
the bang and the skirl the thing had clean disappeared.

d. In emphatic use : That which has separate
or individual existence (e. g. as distinct on the one



hand from the totality of being, on the other
from attributes or qualities). See also 8.

iSiyCoLKKiDCE&'of. Lit. xii. I. 267 An infinite independent
thing, is no less a contradiction, than an infinite circle or a
sideless triangle. 1820 BVKON Mtir. Fat. v. i. 288 True words
are things, And dying men's are things which long outlive,
And often times avenge them. 1862 H. SPENCER ,/*V>jf/Vi'/c.
i.iii. 1 5 (1875)47 While, on the hypothesis of their objectivity,
Space and lime must be classed as things, we find, on ex.

pertinent, that to represent them in thought as things is

impossible. 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 58 The doctrine of Kant,
who represented the relation of a thing to its property, or of
substance to its accident, as the model upon which the
mind connects 6' and P in the categorical judgment. 1910
CHRISTIE in Contemp, Rev. Feb. 194

*

Things '..are, as Lotze
tried to show, but the activities of the One everlasting Spirit.

8. spec. a. That which is signi6ed, as distin-

guished from a word, symbol, or idea by which it

is represented ; the actual being or entity as opposed
to a symbol of it. t/ thing, in reality, really,

actually (opposed to in name = nominally).
c 1450 Bk. Curtesye^ (Oriel MS.) His [Chaucer's) longage
was so feyre and pertinent, That semed vnto mennys heryng,
Not only the worde, but verrely the thing. 1482 Kalis of
Parlt, VI.

208/^2
That the Deane..and Chanons..be oon

body corporal in thyng and name, a 1533 FRITH Anmo.
More (1548) G iij, But the thinge it selfe, whose sacrament
thys is, is receyued. 1534 MORE Treat. Passion Wks.
1332/2 The thyng of a sacrament is properly called that

holye thinge that the sacrament betokeneth. 1663 BUTLER
Hud. i. i. 804 Bear-baiting .. is an Antichristian Game Un-
lawful both in thing and name. 1705 BERKELEY Common,
place Bk. Wks. 1871 IV. 440 The supposition that things
are distinct from ideas takes away all real truth. 1725
WATTS Logic i. iv. i The World is fruitful in the Inven-
tion of Utensils of Life, and new Characters and Offices of
Men, yet Names entirely new are seldom invented; therefore
old Names are almost necessarily us'd to signify new Things.
1827 ROBINSON A rchseol. Gralca x. (ed. 2) p. Ixiii, The philo-

sophy of Aristotle is rather the philosophy of words than of

things. 1850 TENNYSON tit Mem. Ixxv. 6 What practice
howsoe'er expert In fitting aptest words to things.. Hath
power to give thee as thou wert ? 1876 JEVONS Logic Prun.
vi. 22 The meaning of a word is that thing which we think
about when we use the word.

b.
esf,

A being without life or consciousness ;

an inanimate object, as distinguished from a person
or living creature. (See also II, 12.)
1689-90 TEMPLE Ess. Learn. Wks. 1731 I. 302 Things.,

such as have been either of general Use or Pleasure to
Mankind. 17*9 LAW Serious C. iv. (1732) 47 Things.. are
all to be used according to the Will of God. I766[see 120].
1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge iii, Consideration of persons,
things, times and places. 1850 LYNCH Theo. Trin. viii. 149
' He that getteth a wife getteth a good thing

'

; that is at

least, if his wife be more than a thing. 1853 MAURICE
Proph. 9f Kings xvi. 279 The human being was sacrificed i

the person was given up for the thing.

9. Applied (usually with qualifying word) to a

living being or creature ; occasionally to a plant
c loco Sax. Leechd. II. 146 For bon bonne ealle seterno

bins fleogab. c 1000 /ELt-Ric Gen. vii. 22 .^Ic ping, be lif

haifae. c 1175 LAY. 25656 He saide bat bar was [come A
luber bing tolonde..A wel lobliche feond. a 1300 Cursor
M. 385 Alkin things grouand sere . . in bam self baire seding
bete, c 1440 Pallad. ort Husb. \. 935 For eddris, spritis,

monstris, thyng of drede. 1580 FRAMPTON Monardes* Alcd.

agst. Venonte 138 Least any venomous thing fall therein, as

spyders. 1667 MILTON P. L. IX. 194 When all things that

breath, . . send up silent praise To the Creator. 18x9 SHELLEY
Pronteth. Unb. i. 305, 1 wish no living thing to suffer pain.

1858 GLENNY Card. Every-day Bk. 120/1 Nemopnila,
Coreopsis, and other free-growing things.

10. Applied to a person, now only in contempt,

reproach, pity, or affection (esp. to a woman or

child) ; formerly also in commendation or honour.

Cf. CREATURE 3 b, c. a. with qualifying word.
c 1290 St. Lucy 150 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 105 Jwan he ne mijte

bis clene bing [St. Lucy] ouer-come mid al is lore, a 1300
Cursor At. 2077 Fie me fra, bou wared thing. Ibid. 7285
Samuel.. was a selcuth dughti thing, pe first bat smerld

man to king, c 1330 Arth, t Merl. 6482 pe kinges steward

. . wedded pat swete bing. c 1450 Guy Warw. (C.) 26 A may
?ynge, The Erlys doghtur, a swete thynge. 1533 J. HEYWOOD
Play Wetlur (1903) 1097 A goodly dame, an ydyll thynge

iwys. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 241 b, Augustus beeyng
yet a young thyng vnder mannes state, a 1568 ASCHAM

309

I 971 Mickl. /tout. 91 Heofon & eorbe, & sz, & ealle ba
: bmg be on b;cin syndon. c 1200 ORMIN 18825 Patt arrke
! bait iss wrolihtofftre. .iss whilwendlikebing.

THING.

thing, more dances my rapt heart [etc.]. 1689 MRS. BEHN
Novels (1871) I. 70 The worst-natur'd, incorrigible, thing in

the world. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 4 r 5 At a Play-
looking, .at a young thing in a Box before us. 1758 JOHN-

you go -..- -.-. , .

FLOR. MONTGOMERY Tony 12 The very smallest and youngest

thing that had ever worn an Eton jacket. Mod. Poor thing !

I pity her.

b. without qualification, in contemptorreproach,

implying unworthiness to be called a person : cf. 8 b.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. in. ii. 63 Reuenge it on him, (for I know
Thou dar'st) But this Thing dare not. 1611 Wint. T. it.

i. 82 O thou Thing. 1633 Bp. HALL Occas. Mcdlt. (1851)

143 What can we make of this thing? man, I cannot call

37To accept the sovereignty of a thing like Henry of Valois.

11. A material object, a body; a being or entity

consisting of matter, or occupying space. (Often,

a vague designation for an object which it is difficult

to denominate more exactly.)

g. .

ante JudiciuHt 102 in . . Poems (1862) 10 pe ircn Mil

blede. . pe bing bat bodi no flesse nab non. a 1300 Citrmr
.!/. 9383 Al-king thing was ban . . Wel pithier ban pai ar now.
c 1400 Lanfraitc's Cyrurg, 141 Woundis . . maad wib aswerd
or wib sum din^e ellis bat woundib. 1547 IIoofi.K Dcclar.
Christe viii. H vij, Mens yeyes be obedient unto the creatour
that they may se on think and yet not a nother. 1570
BILLINC-SLKY foetid i. post. i. 7 Tninges equall to one and
the selfe same thyng are equal! also the one to the other.
' 1595 CAM. WYATT K. Dudley's Voy. W. Ind. (Hakl. .Sot.)

16 Leavinge behinde us certuine letters inclosed in a thinge
of wood provided of purpose, 1700 BKRKELEY kss. Vision

135 Things perceivable by tuuch. 1719 DE FOB Crusoe
(1840) I. xvi. 273 A three-cornered.. thing, like, .a shoulder-
of-mutton sail. 1842 TENNYSON Vis. Sin iv. vii, CalUst
thou that thing a leg 1 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) HI. 509
Stones and shells and things of earth and rock.

b. A material substance (usually of a specified

kind) ; stuff, material
;
in mod. use chiefly applied

to substances used as food, drink, or medicine.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 210 Eal ba \vajtan bing..& call

swete bing..e ba scearpan afran bing sint to neonne. 13. .

E. E. Allit. P. B. 819 Loth benne..his men amonestes
mete for to dyjt, Bot benkkez on hit be brefte what bynk so

5e make, For wyth no sour ne no salt seruez hym neuer.
c 1400 Destr. TroyjZtft pai wold stuf bom full stithly. .with

mete..& mony othir thinges. 11500 in Arnolde Chron.
(1811) 91 Yf ony persone caste or put ony rubyes, dunge
. . or ony other noyos thinge in Thamys at Walbrok. 1589 J.
CHILION in Hakluyt Voy. 590 Annele . . is a kinde of

thing to dye blew withal). 1631 R. BYFIELD Doctr. Sabb.

204 We drinke some warme thing. 1694 SALMON Bate's

Dispens. (1713) 169/1 It is a most excellent Thing in Fevers.

1737 WHISTON Josephus, Antiq. xi. viii. $ 7 Accused by
those at Jerusalem of having eaten things common. Jloa.
Sour things are bad for the stomach.

c. euphent. Privy member, private parts.
C1386 CHAUCER Wife's Prol. 121. c 1440 Voc. in Wr.-

Wulcker 632/12. 1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit Wemcn 389.
1610 It. JON-SON Alch. v. i. 1700 FARQUHAR Constant Couple
iv. iii. 1762 BRIDGES Burlesque Homer (1772) 62.

12. fa. A collective term for that which one

possesses; property, wealth, substance. 06s.
c looo yKi.FHic flam. H. 506 Him eallumwaeron heoraoing

Semaene. aivyo Moral Ode 263 perinnebo3..pebet isocVrs
monnes bing loure. c 1200 ORMIN 4520 patt tu nan oberr
manness bing Ne jeorne nohht to winnenn. c 1250 Gen. ft

Ex. 3378 He let bi-aften de more del, To kepen here oing
al wel. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10196 Persones bing he solde
men bat mest wolde beruore yue. 13 .. Minor Poems fr.
Vemon MS. xxxvii. 719 For he wolde haue offryng And
Hue bi ojmr mennes bing. 1432-50 tr. Hifden (Rolls)!. 35
Composicion of a commune thynge, the disposicion of a

thynge familier. 1513 DOUGLAS sEiicis vi. xiv. 93 That art

full mychty hot of lytle thing.

b. A piece of property, an individual possession ;

usually in//., possessions, belongings, goods ; esp.

(colloq.) those which one has or carries with one at

the time, e. g. on a journey ; impedimenta.
Things real, things personal (in Law) = real

property,
personal property : see REAL rt.2 6, PERSONAL a. 6 b.

1290 S. Eng. Leg. 1. 14/459 Mid bat gold and be riche

bingues bat he fond al-so here pe churchene . . bare-with

he het a-rere. c 1460 Tovinelty Myst. vi. 83 Where ar oure

thyngis, ar thay past lordan ? 1481 CAXTON Godejffroy xlv.

85 They had born theder alle theyr thynges. 1560 DAUS
tr. Sletdane's Coium. 1 19 b, The parson and vicar wyll haue
fora mortuary.. the best thynge that is about the house.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. L, v, [They] lost

the most part of theyr apparrel, & things. _ 1603 KNOLLES
Hist. Turks (1621) 599 Busie in packing vp his things against
his departure. 1662 J. D\vlzaMandelslo'i Trav. 17 We. .

went.. to the Custome House to have our things search'd

by the Officers there. 1759 JOHNSON Let. to Miss Porter

23 Mar., in Bosviell, I have this day moved my things, and

you are now to direct to me at Staple-inn. 1766 BLACKSTONE

real, and things personal. 1865 TROLLore Helton Est. xxvi,
She packed up all her things.

c. spec, (pi.) Articles of apparel ; clothes, gar-
ments ; esp. such as women put on to go out in,

in addition to the indoor dress, colloq.

1634 W. WOOD New Eng. Prosp. (1865) 56 A long coarse

coate, to keepe better things from the pitched ropes and

plankes. 1713 STEELE Guardian No. 10 P 5, 1 know every
part of their dress, and can name all their things by their

names. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (181 1) V. xxiv. 257 But

having her things on, (as the women call every thing), .she

thought it best to go. 1774 FOOTE Cozeners L Wks. 1799 II.

157, 1 have had but just time to huddle on my things. 1833
T. HOOK Parson's Dav. (1847) 239 Takeoff your things and
we will order . . tea. 1885 ANSTEY Tinted feuus vi. 66,

'
I

haven't bought my winter things yet ',
said Matilda. 1902

R. BAGOT Donna Diana viii. loo Diana left the room to put
on her things for driving.

d. pi. Implements or equipment for some special

use; utensils. Chiefly colloq.

1698 VANBRUGH Prov. Wife in. i, Here, take away the

things; I expect company. 1738 Ochtcrtyre House Bks.

(1000) 154 For mending the Kitchen things. 1844 Hfem.

Babylonian Princess II. 304 With the breakfast things the

waiter brought the morning paper. 1891 C. JAMBS Rom.

Rigmarole 156, 1 hadn't any proper hunting things. 1898

G. B. SHAw/VavjII. Man. ofDestiny 160 Clearing the table

and removing the things to a tray on the sideboard.

13. An individual work of literature or art, a

composition ; a writing, piece of music, etc.

c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 325 Thcr-lo he [the Sergeant of the

Law] koude endite and make a thyng. Sqr.'s T. 70

Herknyuge hise Mynstrals hir thynges pleye. 1581 PEITIE

Guaiiot Civ. Com: i. (1586) 17 b, V they h*ue imploied all
then time in icaihii); some Rood thing or other. ictg

HAM Kng. 1'oeue 1:1. xii. (Arb.) *>s One of GUI laic
makers who in die IU..M '.I \\\-> thin.'s wrote very well. 1501
bHAKS. TvaGtiit. iv. ii. 71 Vou would haue idem ut..i.>

,
---e of the poorest t.. .....

190. I!. SAN i 5 Yrt. Tr,>t ,, You'll pass your rxiuns
with distinction; yun'll get aupointintnis ; you'll w.ii

III. 1'lirases, sixxial collocations, nd com-
binations.

14. a. ... and things (colloq., unstrciied): and
other things of the same kind ; and the like, el
cetera, b. for one thing: as one point to I*

noted; in the first place. So for another thin,;.
o. To mate a good tilingof : to turn to profit, mnkc
gain out of. d. No great things (used i/rcdka-

tively, usually of a person or thing) : nothing
great, nothing much, of ordinary quality or char-
acter, colloq. or dial. (Cf. no great shakes.') e.

Thing in itself (renderingGer. ding an VA(Kant ).

Metaph. : a thing regarded apart from its attributes;
a noumenon. I. To know a thing or two : see

KNOW v. 15; so to learn, to show (a person) a
thing or two.
a. 159* SHAKS. Tan:. Shr. iv. iii. 56 With Ruffes and

Cuffes, and Fardingales, and things. 1841 S. C. HALL Ire-
land I. 30 Grace would mend her father's nets and things.

1894 To^tay 13 Jan. 14 The Japanese supper with the

Japanese room and mats and things. b. 1790 Bystander
139 For one thing, he [Garrick] knew that in delivering the
text of an author, if he endeavoured to give his meaning a
new colouring, ..it would be considered as pedantic. 18..
KKBLE [see V^JK prep. igdj. 1878 MORLEY Diderot I.v. 173
For one thing, physical science had in the interval taken
immense strides. Mod. I didn't care much for bis speech ;

for one thing, his delivery was very bad ; for another thing,
the subject was not particularly interesting. c. 1819
SHELLEY /'. Bell the Third vi. xxxv, I have found the way
To make a better thing of metre Than e'er was made. 1873
GREENWOOD in SI. PauCs Mag. XII. 657 These dealers in

ragged merchandize make a good thing of it. d. 1816

'Jjuiz
' Grand Matter VIL 184 Now I shall give,' the

Reformer (1891) 352 That old place at Bowning..! don't
believe it was any great things. e. [1659 H. MORE //it.

ittort. Soul i. ii. ( 2. 6 What ever things are in themselves,
they are nothing to us, but so far forth as they become
known to our. .Cognitive powers.] 1867 [see NOUMENON].
1871 FRASER Life Berkeley ii. 41 He recognises substance,
or, as we might say, the thing-in-itself. a 1881 A. BARRATT
Phys. Metempiric (1883) 39 We have had to conclude that

the doctrine of Realism or Things-in-themselves cannot be

proved. 1891 E. B. BAX Outlooks fr. New Standf. in. 182
This is the truth at the bottom of the '

thing-in-itself ', so
much decried by the orthodox Hegelians. f. 1792, 1817
[see KNOW v. 15]. 1856 READE Never too late Hi, lackey
showed Robinson a thing or two. 1859 TIIACKKRAY virgin.
xviii, I think I have shown him that we in Virginia know
a thing or two. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY Ur. Africa 673 Does

any one.. feel inclined to tell me that those old palm-oil
chiefs have not learnt a thing or two during their lives?

15. The thing (colloq., emphatic), a. (predica-

tively) The correct thing ; what is proper, befitting,
or fashionable ; also of a person, in good condition

or ' form ',

'

up to the mark
', fit (physically or

otherwise).
1762 GOLDSM. Cit. W. Ixxvii, [The silk] is at once rich,

tasty, and quite the thing. 1775 MME. D'ARBLAY Early
Diary 3 Apr., Mr. Bruce was quite the thing ; he addressed

himself with great gallantry to us all alternately. 1781

JOHNSON 12 Apr., in Boswcll, Why, Sir, a Bishop's calling

company together in this week [Passion Week] is, to use

the vulgar phrase, not the thing. 1802 MRS. J. WEST Infidel
Father II. 123 This behaviour was certainly the very thing.

1841 THACKERAY Gt. Hcggarty Diamond ii, He realty looked

quite the genteel thing. 1864 MEREDITH Sandra Belloni

xix, Wilfrid took his arm and put it gently down on the

chair, saying :
' You're not quite the thing to-day, sir.' 1897

Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 12 Jan. 5/1 They are used in the long

Fold
chains which are so pre-eminently the thing. 1901

L. MALET ' Sir R. Calmady v. vii, I am not quite the

thing this morning.

b. The special, important, or notable point;

esp. what is specially required.

unimportant! The thing is, to recast religion. 1891

SYMONDS Michel Angela (1899) I. vi. x. 290 The thing about

Michel Angelo is this : he is not. .at the head of a class, he

stands apart by himself.

16. t All thing (obs.) : everything, all things ;

also advb. altogether, wholly : see ALL A. 3, C.

2 b. b. That (this, what, etc.) kind (or sort) of

thing: see KIND sb. 14, SOBT so. O. A thing of

nothing or ofnought : see NOTHING A. 3 b, NOUGHT

A. 4 c. f d. Public thing, thingpublic (obs.) =
L. res publica : see PUBLIC a, t a. e. Such a

thing, no suck thing : see SccH.

17. Any thing, every thing,no thing, some M/s'(in

which thing is an unemphatic stressless use of sense

7 or ii), are now written each as one word (see

ANYTHING, EVBBYTHING, NOTHING, SOMETHING).

18. aUrib. and Ctiuli., as thing-aspect, -element;



THING.

tiling-creating adj. ; thing-like adj., like a material

or impersonal thing (hence thing-likeness).

1663 BOYLE Usef.Exp. Nat. P/tilos. i. 123 Matter cannot

move it self, but requires to be niov'd by a Tectonic thing-

creating Power, c 1854 FABER0/rfn/iKwiii,Such a thing-

like person. 1895 POI.LOCK & MAITLAND Hist. Eng. Law
n. iv. 6 1 1. 133 Annuities . . in course of time . . assumed

t - ' ---' - *---' :- *L ~ earlier

Hence (all rare or nonce-wds.') Thingal (bi'rjal)

a., pertaining to things (
= REAL a.2 7 b) ;

in first

quot. absol. ; Thi-nghood, the state or character of

being a thing (in quot. 1888, as distinct from a per-

son) ; existence as a thing, reality, substantiality ;

Thinginess (pi-rjines), the quality of being thingy

(see below) ; (a) reality, actuality, objectivity ; (/')

devotion to things, practical or matter-of-fact

character ; Thingish (pi'nij ) , having the nature

of a thing : = thingy (a) ; Thingless ()>i'rjles) a.,

destitute of the character of a thing, insubstantial

(whence Thi'nglessness) ; Thing-let (pi'rjlet),
a

little thing, a diminutive object or creature ; Thing-
liness ()>i-rjlines), the quality of being thingly ;

existence as a thing, essence ; Thingling (prrjlirj)

= thinglet ; Thingly (pi'rjli) a., having the nature

of a thing : = thingy (a) ; Thi-ngness, the fact

or character of being a thing (in quot. 1902, as

distinct from a person); reality; so f Thl-ngliip,
t Thi-ngsomeuess; Thingy (pi'rji) sb. Sc. [-Y,
dim. stiff. ; cf. -IK], a little thing ; Thingy a., (a)

having the nature or character of a thing ; real,

actual, objective, substantial ; in quot. 1894, ? con-

sisting of separate, independent, or unconnected

things ; (b) devoting oneself to or concerned with

actual things, practical, matter-of-fact.

1857 J. HINTON in Life vii. (1885) 132 This love might lead

us away from thoughts of the real or *thingal. 1884 Mind
July 398 What he [James HintonJ would probably call
*
thingal beauty '. 1865 J. GROTE Moral Ideals ii. (1876) 28

Any form of *thinghpod or reality. 1871 Contemp. Kev.
XX. 76 The conception of an external thinghood, and . .

of a permanent substantiality as basis of the qualities.
1880 Mind V. 141 Thinghood, Substantiality, Existence,
arc synonymous terms. 1888 L. ABBOTT in Century
Mag. Aug. 624/1 The materialism that puts thinghood above
manhood. 1891 Cent. Diet.,

*
Thinginess. 1890 Open Court

June 2316/2 Yet is space no *thingish entity, no<u. s.) s J"
tangible object. 1599 T. M[OUFET] Silkwormes i What
breth embteath'd these almost *thingles things. 1874
F. H. LAINO in Ess. Relig. fy Lit. Ser. in. 270 How thing
came out of "thinglessness. 1890 Australian Girl I.

XV. 203 Creatures on foot and on wing 'thinglets th*t fly
one moment and fall down helplessly the next. 1661 J.
CHANDLER Van Helmont's Oriat. 69 That man was ignorant
of the *thingliness of a Gas. .and. .of the properties of cold
in the Air. Ibid. 343 The essential thingliness of a thing.

1651 BENLOWES Theoph. v. xxiv, Poor "thingling Man !

1900 Westm. Gaz. 25 July 2/3 The words '
real presence

'

(he adds) meant originally the presence of (res) a thing if

one may say so, a **thingly* presence i.e., presence as a
thing. 1896 FRASER Philos. T/teisin Ser. n. vi. 150 Per-

sonality instead of "thingness is the highest form under which
man . .can conceive of God. 1909 GREENOUGH & KITTREDGB
Words 35 note, A New-England philosopher was much ridi-

culed for using the 'thing-ness of the here' for* the actuality

Bulk *r Selv. 10 He that gives it a little reality or *thingsome-
ness, cannot.,be so sparing as to.. give it no more. 1888
BARRIE Wken a Alan's Single (1900) 11/2 A speerity bit

"thingy she was. 1891 Cent. Diet., *Thingy, adj. 1894 M.

up a physiognomy.

Thing (pirj), rf.2 Also ting. [a. ON. ping
(mod.Scand. ting) ; the same word as THING s/>.\
but taken independently from ONorse.]
1. In Scandinavian countries (or settlements, as

in parts of England before the Conquest) : A public
meeting or assembly ; esp. a legislative council, a
parliament; acourtof law. Cf. ALTHING, STORTHING.

(Usually with capital T.)
1840 Iceland, Greenland, etc. 99 They had been accus-

tomed to assemble at the Thing, near the idol temples. 1857
DUFFERIN Lett. High. Lat. xii. (ed. 3) 387 These landed
proprietors were called the Bonders. ..On stated occasions
they met together, in a solemn assembly, or Thing, (i.e. Par-
hament,) . . for the transaction of public business. 1860
LONGF. Wayside Inn, Saga K. O/a/xvn. vi, The Swedish
King Summoned in haste a Thing, Weapons and men to
bring In aid of Denmark. >86i PEARSON Early A> Mid.
Ages Eng. 150 Next year, 1014 A.D., while Sweyn, in the
midst of his ting, was blaspheming St. Edmund, the saint
appeared armed. 1865 KINGSLEY Herew. xxvii, We shall
see what thou sayest to all this, in full Thing at home in
Denmark. 1886 CORBETT Fall ofAsgard I. xi. 137 He was
proclaimed King of Norway by the Thing. Ibid. II. vii.

92 1 hejudges wentout to try the causes. . . It was the greatest
suit of which notice had been given for that Thing.
transf.TXX&pallMallG. 3 Oct. n/i This morning., the

twenty-eighth Church Congress began work...Those who
remember.. the third Congress, .are remarking how the
great Thing of the Church-folk has grown in popularity.

||
2. (See quot.)

1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. iii. 26 Iceland is divided into
four fiordungs[ON.,#-?/tf<r]or quarters. . .Each nordunc

310

was divided into three things, and each thing into three

godords or lordships.

3. altrib.vn&Comb.: thing-day, a day on which

a Thing is held ; thing-dues, fees payable to a

chief who presides at a Thing ; thing-field, -hall,

-hill, -stead, a field, hall, hill, or place where a

Thing meets. See also THING MAN.
1:1856 Dcnham Tracts (1895) II. 207 The thingstead for

determining the controversies among the rude tribes. 1886

CORBETT Fall ofAsgard I. xiii. 168 They skirted the Thing,
field Ibid. II. i. 7 All that were gathered that day upon the

Thing-hill. Ibid. vii. 98 Till the end of the Thing-days. IUJ.

i.v. 127 Thorkel found himself rich. Nor was it from the

Thing-dues alone. Hid. xiv. 195 To Olaf 's great Thing-hall
went Thorkel,. .on the day appointed.

Thing, v. [OK. pittgian, as sense i below, also

to make terms, come to terms, settle, determine,

speak, discourse, address; Com. Teut. = OFris.

thingja to plead (WFris. ting-en, NFris. lingje),

OS. thingdn to confer, transact business, deal (MDu.
dinghen, Du. and LG. dingen to bargain, etc.),

OHG. dingia to hold a court, conduct a process
or suit, negotiate, come to an agreement, Arrange a

compromise or terms of peace, to stipulate, etc.

(Ger. dingen to discuss, bargain, hire, engage on

terms), ON. finga to hold a (public) meeting,

confer, consult, discuss terms (Sw. tinga to agree
as to terms, engage, Da. tinge to bargain, etc.J :

OTent./z'K!j/<j, f. pingo
m THING sb. 1

, the original
sense being more distinctly retained in the vb.]

1 1. intr. To plead a cause, supplicate, intercede,

make intercession (with dative = for) ; trans, to

bring to reconciliation. 06s.
a looo Ecgberti I'oenilentiale IV. c. 62 Gif he wyle . . him

sylfum bingian (L. supplicarc}. triooo Cxdmon's Satan *,\Q

Ic [Christ] eow bingade, ba me on beame beornas sticedon.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Ifont. 15 pe lauerd sainte poul . .bingie us

to be holie fader of heuene, >at he geue us mihte. Ibid. 43
Do we ec mid ure wel dede bingen us wi3 ure helende.

c 1200 OKMIN 8097 To bingenn uss wibb ure Godd purrh
bedess & burrh lakess. Ibid. 18124 Ure Laferrd Jesu Crist

Iss Prest.. Hiss folk to bingenn wel inoh Towarrd Drihhtin

off Heffne.

2. To represent by things, i. e. concrete objects.

Hence Thinger (bi-naj).

1883 G. MASSEY Nat. Genesis I. L 16 Symbolism was not

a conscious creation of the human mind; man.. did not

begin by thinging his thoughts in intentional enigmas of

expression. Ibid., Things were pourtrayed before thoughts
by those who were thingers rather than thinkers.

Thing, obs. form of THINK v.1 and 2
.

Thingal to Thingly: see after THING st>. 1

Thinger: see THING v. i.

Thingman (prrjmiien). PI. -men. [ad. ON.
fingmaSr, in pi. ping}nenn.~\ A member of a
Scandinavian Thing ; spec.

= HOUSECABL.
[1862 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, x. 137 The Danish

Princes.. keeping on foot a guard called Thingtnann or

Thinglate, of 3,000 men.) 1870 FREEMAN Norm. Cony, (ed. 2)

I. vi. 440 Cnut now organized a regular paid force. . . These

1890 HALL CAINE Bondman in. iv. Who were these men i

They were Thingmen . . the law-makers.

Thingness to Thingsomeness : see after

THING si.l

Thingum (pi'nam). colloq. ? Obs. exc. dial.

Also 9 thing'em. [f. THING st.
1
,
with meaning-

less suffix.]
= THINGUMMY. (In first quot. in re-

duplicated form thingum thangum : cf. CBINKDM-
CKANKUM.)
1680 OTWAY Atfaist iv. i, With a deep Point Thingum

Thangum over her Shoulders. 1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitvs
Ridens No. 45 (1713) II. 38 Is there no News from the

Thingum in the Old Baily? 1741 CHESTERF. Let. to Son
6 Aug., To speak of Mr. What-d'ye-call-him, or Mrs.

Thingum, or How-dVe-call-her, is excessively awkward
and ordinary. 1793 FITZGERALD in Europ. Mag. XXIII.
387 All your bunch of thingums. 1808 MRS. C. KEMBLE
Dayafter Wedding 1 1 What were you saying, Mr. Thing'em?
So in extended forms Thingumary (jHTjamari,',

(thingummarie, thing-a-merry), Thingumajig
(fi-qamadjig), (thingymyjig, etc.). See also next
two words.

1819 'R. RABELAIS '

Abeillardty Heloisa 146 Deep pon-
d'ring in a reverie On some dubious thingummarie. 1827
HONE

Every-day Bk. II. 58 That clever fellow, 'Thing-a-
merry ', or that stupid dog,

'

What-d'ye-call-um '. 1876
' L.

1 CARROLL
'

Hunting ofSnark i. ix, He would answer. .To
1

What-you-may-call-um?
1

or ' What-was-his-name I
'

But

especially'Thjngunva-jig!' 1889 Century Mag. Apr. 913/1
He got ther critter propped up an* ther thingermajig stropped

i
on ter 'im. 1902 ELIZ. L. BANKS Newspaper Girl 149, I

would drive through Hyde Park in a victoria,..and every*
body would say,

' There goes the editress of the Thingymy-
gig Magazine 1'

ThillgumboTj (bi-rjambpb). colloq. Also 8-9
; thing(-)em(-)bob, 9 thing'em bob, thingamo-
|

bob, thingumabob. [Arbitrary extension of

prec., the last syllable now meaningless.] = next.

1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. ii, In a laced doublet and thingum.
bobs at the wrists. 1778 Miss BURNEY Evelina (1791) II.

i xxxvii. 240 Pray, is one Miss Anville in any of them thing-

j

embobst 1788 BENTHAM Mm. ft Corr. Wks. 1843 " ' 8l

; One is composed of the thingumbobs called Cinq-foils, which
you will find in your seal. 1832 LYTTON Eugene A. I. ii, A

THINK.

lonely grey house with a thingumebob at the top j a serva.

tory they call it. 1870 Miss BRIDGMAN Rob. Lytine II. v. 107
We're going to try him for thingamobob bigamy.

Thingummy tirpmi,. colloq. AlsoSthing-
o-me, thing-o'-me, 9 thing-o-my, thingamy,
-ammy , -ummie, -umy. [f. THINGUM + -Y (?dim.).]
Used (in undignified speech) to indicate vaguely a

thing (or person) of which the speaker cannot
at the moment recall the name, or which he is at

a loss or does not care to specify precisely ;
a ' what-

you-may-call-it '.

1796 MME. D'ARBLAY Camilla III. 259 Poor miss thing-
o'-me's hat is spoilt already. 1803 FESSENDEN Terr. Tractor.
iv. (ed. 2) 174 note, The little whalebone thingamy which
the Duke of Queensbury run at New Market. 1807 W.
IRVING Salinag. (1824) 38, I mean only to tune up those
little thing-o-mys, who represent nobody but themselves.

1819
' R. RABELAIS '

Abeillardtt Heloisa 101 A passport to a
brilliant court Where all great thingummies resort. 1862
TIIACKEXAY Pldlip viii, What a bloated aristocrat Thingamy
has become ! 1904 Times n Jan. 12/2 Mr. So-and-so has. .

'

entrusted
'

its little carcase to Mr. Thingummy, birdstuffer.

t Thru-gut. Now Obs. or vulgar, [f. THIN a.

+ GUT 16.'] One who has a thin body ;
a lean

starved-looking person ; a starveling.
1602 MIDDLETON Blurt, Master Conslablei. ii, Sirrah thin-

gut, what's thy name V 1607 ROWLANDS Diog. Lanih. 6 'Tis
Mounsieur

Vsury, what a leane lanke thin-gut it is. 1631
MASSINGER Believe as yon List HI. ii, Does it soe, you
thinnegut ? Thou thinge without moysture.
So t Thi n-gu-tted ., thin-bodied, lank, lean.

16*5 MASSINGER New Way i. ii, I am out of charity With
none so much as the thin-gutted squire. 1735 R. GALE
in Mem. W. Stnkeley (Surtees) III. in A thin-gutted dog,
like a grey-hound. 1746 FRANCIS tr. Hor., Sat. i. v. 93
MelhinKs, a single Pound of Bread a day Might such a sleek

thin-gutted Rogue content.

Thingy : see after THING ii.1

t Thi-nhead. Obs. rare-", [f. THIN a. + -hede,

-HEAD.] = THINNESS.
1:1440 Protitp. Parv. 401/1 Thynnesse, or thynhede of

licurys, as ale, water, and ober lyke, tenuitas.

t Think, Z'.
1 Obs. (exc. in METHINKS, q. v.)

Forms: see below. [Q\L. J>ync(e}an, fiihte, gcptiht
= OS. thunkian, th&hta (Du. dunken}, OHG. dun-

chan, ddAta (MHG. dunken, G. diinken, diiuchte},
ON. pykkja, p6lta (:*/>utjk;a, *p&htd) (Sw. tycka,
Da. tykkes^^dfa.pugkjanipuhta, : OTeut. *putjk-

jan, *put]\ta to seem, appear. Although in Gothic
and all the Teutonic langs. punkjan is inflected as

a weak verb, with forms parallel to those ofpatjkjan
(THINK n.2), it is generally held to have been

originally a strong vb., the present stem of which
was formed with -ja suffix, like *ligjan, "sit/an,

etc., on the weak grade of an original ablaut series

*pitjk-, *patjk-, */</- (see THINK z.2), which

subseq. passed into the first class of weak vbs. (cf.

iiUk/an, bruhte, bug/an, bauhte, etc.). In OE., as

in the cognate langs., the forms of this vb. and
THINK v? remained quite distinct ; but in ME.,
owing to the fact that both pync- and penc- gave
ME. pink-, and both puht and pdht appeared in

ME. asou)t, thought, they became confused and

finally fell together. The contiguity of sense also

helped : see THINK z;.2]
A. Illustration of Forms.

1. Inf. and Pres. t. a. I pyncan, -cean ; yd
pen. sing, i Uynoe)), UyncJ>, 4 thunceth() ; 3

puncp (punp).
aSoo CYNEWULF Elene 541 (Gr.) Do swa be bynce. 897

K. JELFRED Gregory's Post. C. xxxvi. 255 Hwefc wite sceal

us oonne to hens dyncan [v. r. dyncean] ? a 1250 Owl 4
Night. 1592 Ek steape hire bun[c]p a mile. Ibid. 1649 Me
bunch, 1673 buncb [Jesus MS. pinkb].

/3. i pincan, pinoean, 3-5 pink o, 4 pynke,
thine, 4-6 thynk(e, 4-7 thinke, 5 thynok, 6

thincke, 4-6 (7-9 arch, in METHINKS) think
;

yd pers. sing, i pinp, 1-3 binop, 3 pinkp, 4
thinkt ; 3 (Orm.) pinnkepp.
c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxiii. 2 xif he hine bonne bejit,

bonne binc3 him jet he naebbe genos. c looo Sax. Leechd.
II. 74 Swa micel swa be bince. C12OO ORMIN 11807 ^e

binnke juw nan wunnderr. 1325 Spec. Gy Warm. 588
Pouh be binke, hit greue be. c 1350 Will. Palerne 384

Lordes, lustenep her-to, }if ?ou lef bmkes. 13 . . Cursor M.
18966 (Gott.) Gret selcuth here-of thinces vus. Ibid. 2602

(Fairf.) Me walde bink bat hit ware myne. a 1400 HYLTON
Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1404) I. xxxiv, Hym shall thynke
that his synnes are. .so fowle. 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839)

xxvii. 278 panne wolde hem thinken gretter delyt. 1531
Dial, on Laws Eng. i. xxix. 70 It thynketh more resonable.

1577 HARBISON England n. i. (1877) I. 18 Adding what him
thinketh good of his owne knowledge.
Irreg. 13. . Cursor M. 225 (Cott.) Notful me thine it ware

to man. Ibid. 16389 Selcuth vs thine o be. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) xxi. 96 pis think me ane of be Krettest meruailes.

1530 CROME in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. x. 20 But

my thynk theye hurt purgatorye sore. <r 1572 GASCOIGNE
Fruites Warre Wks. (1831) 212 Me thinke if then their cause

be rightly scande.

7. 2-3 pinche(n, 2-4 punche(n ; 3 penohe(n,
4 thynche(n.
c 1175 Lamb. Ham. 33 Nalde hit be binchen na mare bute

(etc.). Ibid. 3;, Jet hit wald me jmnchen bet softeste be3. .

bat ic efre ibad. Ibid. 69 pet bunche3 gode swiSe god.
a 1200 Moral Ode 62 Eider to lutel and to muchel seal
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bunchen \v. r. bundle] eft horn babe, c 1230 /lali Mc:it. 7
Tah hit bunche oore men bat ha drehen narde. c 1250 .-/

Intel soth Sertnun 80 in O. E. Misc. 190 An cue to go mid
him Ne bunchet [?'. r. bincheb] hire no schome. c 1300
Harrow. Hell (Harl. MS.) 140 Me buncheb he is a cou:tnl.

1399 Pol. Poems (Rolls) 1 . 397, 1 say ffor my self, and schewe,
as me thynchith.

S. 3-4penke(n, 4-5 thenke(n, 5 thenok; yd
pen. sing. 4 thenkth. (Belonging in form to

j

THINK v.2)
CIMO (see B. 3). CI374 CHAUCER Anel. If Arc. 105 Hut

no thing thenkith be fals as doth the trewe. 1390 GOWER
Conf. II. 8 So that him thenketh of a day A thousand yer,
til he mai se The visage of Penolope. 1419 in Proc. Privy
Council (1834) II. 247 pus us thenkip per was grete

negligence in sum persone.

. yd pen. sing. 3-4 pingp, 4 thingth ; 5

thyngyt ; thing.
a 1300 Fragm. Pop. Sc. (Wright) 96 The sonne is more

than the mone, . .The mone thingth the more, for heo so ne}

pus is. 1340 Ayenb. 166 Suo dede be martires ase hit pingp
ine hare hue. t 1420 Antnrs of Arth. xxv, Vs thing [v.r.

thynke] a masse als squete, As any spyce that euyr
thou ete.

2. Pa.t. a. 1-3 puhte, 3 pu}te, flhujte, (Orm.)
puhhte, 4 pn?t, 5 thught.
a 800 CYNRWULP Christ 1424 Lytel buhte is leoda bearnum.

c 1200 Trin. Colt. Horn. 119 Hit buhte here ech sunderlepes
(

bat it was his landes speche. c 1200 ORMIN 15324 lit himm
puhhte swipe god. 1:1250 Death 186 in O. E. Misc. 180

Hit pu}te [v. r. buhte] be ful god. c 1250 Gen. ft * J ^49
To sen de werld ohu^te hire god. 13 . . Cursor M. 750
(Fairf.j If ham gode bu?t [v.rr. thoght, pou^t],

0. 3 ))ohte, 3-4 pojte, 3-5 pou;to, 4 tho^te,

po}t, poht, thouht, (pou^th), 4-5 pou}t, thoght,

4-6 Sc. thocht, 5 thoghte, thojt, powht, Sc.

thouoht, 5-7 (8-9 arch, in methought) thought ;

3-4 poute, 4 thout, (thouth), 4-5 pout, 5 thowt.

(Coinciding in form with THINK v.*)
c 1290 St. Kenelm 123 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 348 Him bou?te

he clam op-on bat
trep.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10040 (Edin.)

par of to don quat taim god>o?te 1C., fi. thoght, L. thojt,

Tr. bouvl Itid. 1339 (Cott.) Him thoght [Cat. thout, f.

bov, Tr. bou)te] . .pat to be sky it raght be toppe. 13..
E. E. Allit. P. B. 562 Hard hit hym bojt. IMS BARBOUR
Bruce I. 79 pis ordynance bairn thocht be best, c 1430

Hymns Virg, 83 Al bat y dide, it boujte me swete. 1513
DOUGLAS SEneis xi. vi. 15 The Goddts wraik, hym thocht,
Schew that by fait Ene was thiddir brocht. 1632 HOLLAND

Cyrufxdia 205 Him thought that one came unto him.

B. Signification, intr. To seem, to appear.
1. With expressed subject (sometimes it) and

complement ;
often also with dat. pron.

c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxii. 2 ponne ne o"uhte he him
no innon swa faejer swa he utan buhte. c 897 [see A. i a],

c 975 Ruslau. Gosp. Matt. xvii. 25 Hwaet 3ynceb be simon

petre 1 a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xxviii. 63 Ne bincS pset wundor
micel monna znegum. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 119 Monie
bewasbeo3..bemonnen buncheo rihte. ciaoo Trin.Coll.

Horn. 109 pe sunne binked
7

ful ofliht. .be sunne bincheo ful

ofhete. 1275 Woman of Samaria 19 in O. E. Misc. 84
Hwat artu bat drynke mebyst, bu binchest of iude-londe.

c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 2183 Thanne is it wysdom, as it

thynketh me To maken vertu of necessitee. 1437 EARL
WARWICK in Wars Eng. in France (Rolls) II. Pref. 67

Such as shall think unto youre lordship necessarie and

sufficient, a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 3829 That lyffe hym
thought no-thyng longe.

2. Impersonal, i.e. without expressed subject, or

with following clause as implicit subject : It seems.

(Always with dat. pron., me, him, her, etc.)

After c 1 300 sometimes irreg. put into the person or number

of the dative pron., by confusion with THINK v.' : thus me-

t/tint, for methinks, after / think. Cf. A. i 0. irreg.

a. With complement, as in i; also with follow-

ing inf. clause as implicit subject.

Zto7W/yi748pince5himtorytel bset he lange heold. c888

K ALFRED Boeth. xiv. J 2 Ac bincS him jenos n P3"1 Pe

hi binnan heora zienre hyde habbaS. 1200 ORMIN 5030

Jiff himm binnkeb{> god, he ma?? pe ;ifenn heoffness blisse.

a 1300 Cursor M. 636 (Cott.) par for thoght bam ben na

scham. Ikid. 868 Vs thoght scam be to bide. <: 1425 Ibid.

16827 (Laud) Dothe hym doune as you thenckyth best.

c 1460 Tmoncley Myst. li. 158 Cry on, cry, whyls the thynk

good c 1520 BARCLAY Jugnrth (1557) *8 b, Whan he had . .

such compani as him thought competent for an army. 1556

Aurelio t, Isab. (1608) D iv, Take that nombre of men and

women as shall thincke you goode.

b. Followed by a sb. clause (constituting the

logical subject), or parenthetic. See also ME-

<:888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxix. j Him selfum oincS bat

he nsenne nzbbe. c 1200 ORMIN 10299 Hemm puhhte batt

he mihhte ben Helysew be profete. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

7507 To bete bulke robbene, bat him pojte he adde ydo.

cuM CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 100 Hym thoughte bat his herte

wolde breke. <ri47O HENRV Wallace v. 998 Say quhat ye

will, this is the best, think me. 1530 TINDALE Pract.

Prelates I vii. The maryage of the brother with the sister

is not so greuouse agenst the lawe of nature (thinketh me)

as the degrees aboue rehersed. .635 HEVWOOD Hterarch.

iv. 198 Him thought that in his depth of sleepe he saw A
Souldier arm'd. ..

o. With adverb (as, hnu, so, thus), usually

representing a clause.

e feor hafaS fsh3e jestaeled bxs be bincean

,
DOW IUU1K.I \_u.rr !." -< j ,,* At t> ft. C

to be?
'

c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. Prol. 248 Therfore

may I seyn, as thynketh me, This songe in preysyng of this

ady fre c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 175 We hard a grete

noyse of armi-d men, & as vs thoght, of harnessid bors.

1570-4 I.AMHAKI FC rtramb. Kent (1826) 333 The 1>.

(as me thinketh) be broken in-to foure several! portions.

3. Phr. Think long, to seem long, to be weari-

some (to one) : cf. THINK z>.
2 IDC.

a 1000 Boeth. Metr. x. 66 peah hit lane dince. c 1200

Trin. tW/. Hon. 183 Hire buntheo lang, pat hie on him
bileueo. 1330 Assuiiip. I'irg. (B.M.MS.) 121 Alle him

benke|> swibe longe Til bou comest hem amonge. c 1430

Hymns yirg. 9/49 After his loue me benkty long,

Think tbirjk), V? Pa.t. and pple. thought
(b(7t). Forms: see below. [OK. )>fnf(e)an,J>Jhte,

(ffipdht,
= OFris. thinka (WKris. linkje, time);

OS. thenkian, thahta (I)u., LG. denken), OHG.
dfnchen, d<ihta (MHG., Ger. denken,dachte), ON.
fckkja, fdtta (*}{<jkja, "pdhta), (Sw. tanka, Da.

tsenka), Goth, pagkjan, f>ahta (\"pan\ta). In

form, a factitive vb. f. fiatjk-, strong grade of ablaut

series fitjk-,patjk-,]>u>jk- : pre-Teut. *teng-, "long-,

*tng- : cf. THINK v.l The original meaning may
thus have been ' to cause (something) to seem or

appear (to oneself) '. In ME.,fenA (as was normal
with the groups -eng, -enk) became fink, with the

result of confusing this in the present stem with the

prec. vb., of which the pa. t. luhte was also from
1 3th c. written poughle, thougnt(e, so that the forms

of the two verbs became completely identical. The

practical equivalence of sense between me thinks,

him thought, etc., and 1 think, he thotight, etc., also

contributed to this result, there being no difference

of import between ' such compani as him thought

[
- OE. him }uhle} competent

'

(see THINK .l

B. 2 a) and
' such company as he thought [

= OE. he

f6hte~\ competent '.]

A. Illustration of Forms.
1. Inf. and Pres. t. a. \ pencan, 2 pence, 2-4

penken, (3 Orm. pennkenn,Uenke(n, 4pengke),
4-5 penke, thenke, penk, 4-5 thenk.
c 888 Hwt he bencS [see B. i). la Iioo O. E. Chron. an.

095 (MS. F) Nan mann ne mihte oencan embe naht elles

butan. a 1175 pence [see B. 8 b). c 1200 Trin. Coll. Ham.
pe man be..ne bencci no bing. ciaSp Gen. , Ex.jmji
me ou ohenke oan it sal ben. loid. 3563 And Senk,

THINK.
wt. 13.. Ct,n,->r ,V. .-0093 ,Kdin.) Quat luiui-* tu
[v.f. ihoghlj? cio Artk. tj Mt't. 513 Uh ha

[see B. 2], c 1440 1'romf. Para. 490/2 Thenkyn, cogito.

ft. 3-z penehen, 3-4 penehe, 4 thenehe.
c 1175 Lamt. Horn. 61 pet we ne benchen ufel to don.

CI200 Moral Ode 118 (Trin. Coll. MS.) He sat hit benche

banne. c 1205, 1275 pench, binche [see B. 2b(3)]. 1:1330

Arth. , MerL (Kolbing) 6534 Eten & drink men schal on

benche And after mete in chaumber benche. c 1386 Thenehe

[see B. 4).

7. 4 pink-, pine-, thine-, 4-5 pinke, 5 pynke ;

4-6 thynk, thynke, (thincke), 4-7 thinke,

(thirjok, 6 thyneke), 4- think.

13. .Cursor M. 14187 (Cott.) Sir quat thinckes bou ? Ibid.

21630 (Edin.) Mar. .Than ani man mai bine [Cott. thing] in

thoat. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxlv. i pe purere part of

mannys saule, bat thynkis be wisdom of god. c 1425 Eng.

Conf Irel. 22 Other, that wors is . . vs tynken vndo that god
shild. 1552 HULOF.T, Thyneke often, reputo, as. 1648 tr.

.Renault's Paraphr. Job 360 To thinke . .on their domesticke

affaires. 1653 Thinck [see B. 2 b (<)].

8. 3-4 imper. peng, 4 inf. thing.
a 1275 Prov. Ml/red 518 in O. E. Misc. 133 Ne )>eng

bu neuere >i lif. 13.. Thing [see >]. a 1400 peng [see

B. 5 a).

2. Pa. t. 1-4 <-, p6hte, 3 po$te, (poehte, poute,

puhte, Orm. pohhte), 3-5 poujte, poujt, 4

pouhte, poughte, po;t, poght, (pout, pujt),

tho^te, thojt, thoujte, Sc. thoweht, 4-5 pought,
Sc. thouoht, 4-6 thoght, 4- .SV. thocht, 5 pow}t(e,

(pow5th), thouht, thowght(e, (thught), 6

thoughte, (dial. 8-9 thoft, 9 thowt), 4- thought.
CI200 ORMIN 7312 Herode..

bou. .

bis, hafe I thowcht.
Md 1377 LA

971 Dohte [see B. zb). _

bohhte bohh to cwellenn himm. c 1205 LAV. 1255 He boute

[c 1275 bohte] of his swefne. Ibid. 24190 puhte [see B. \o\

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2652 Hengist bojte be king & is

bytraye. 13.. Cursor At. 3352(Cott.)He. .thoght on thing he

had to done. Ibid. 2039 (Fairf.) pe longer brober bu* ful

wa c IMO Will. Palerne 855 Sche ^out broly in herte bat

leuer hirVwere. 13 .. Caw. t, Gr. Knt. 848 Wei hym scmed

for sobe, as be segg^e (mjt. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints in.

(Andreas) 928 Fore-bi I thowcht I wald nocht dwell. 1375

BARBOUR Bruce n. 69 He Thoucht that suld pass ane othir

D'AcostasHist. Indies in. ix. 146, 1 thought good to speak

this. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vn. xiii, I thoft he had

been an officer himself. 1864 M us. LLOVD Ladies Pole. 102

I thoft, if so be you would be so handsome as to spake a

word for me. 1864 TENNVSON Northern Fanner, Old 5 tyle

v, I niver knaw'd whot a meSn'd but I thowt a ad summat

3. Pa. pple. 3 ipoht, -e, (ypout), poht, (Orm.

pohht), 3-4 ipojt, 4 l-poujt, ypoujt, i-thought,

polt, -e, poujte, Sc. thoweht, thooht, 4-5

thoght, 5 poujt, pought, 5-6 thowght, 6-7

Sc. thooht(e, 7 thoughte, (5-9 dial, thofl(e), 5-

thought.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 71 Ure ateliche sinnes be we hauen

don and queoen and boht. c 1200 ORMIN 2364 We haffde

bohht to libbenn. Cltos LAV. 13468 pat he hxfde iboht

Se. Lee- StuHtt ii (/*<I/NJ)
IMd, x.

y.

As mcn..tbocht

, 70) 71

cane be thofte .. rcsounabyll. 1560 I)AL-> ir,

Cotnm. 276 This was thought to be done fur this intent.

B. Signification. I. To conceive in the mind.
exercise the mind, etc.

1. trans. To form in the mind, conceive (a
thought, etc.) ; to have in the mind as a notion,
an idea, etc. ; to do in the way of mental action.
a. with simple obj. (sb. or pron.).
c 888 K. /KI.FKKU Docth. xxxtx. ft 9 peah hwa mzxe onsitan

hwiet ofSer do, he ne nuex, witan hwact he bcnco. a iaoo
Moral Ode 79 He wat wet bcnkcii and hwet dod allc quike
wihte. 13.. Cursor M. 37101 (Cott.) Vr thoghics ar bai be
thoght. c 1400 Rom. Rose 2541 They in herte cunne thenke
a thing And seyn another, in bir t>peking. a 1548 HAM.
C/tro. t Edw. IV 224 Whatsoeuer he thought in hts>

Imagination. 1596 SHAKS. Merck, y. u. vii. 50 To thinke
so base a thought. 1651 HOBBES Ln-itUk. n. xxx. 180 Any
man that see* what 1 am doing, may easily perceive what I

think. 1871 SMILES Ckarac. i. (1876) 22 They think great

thoughts. 1895 Cornh. Mag. Mar. 303 Don't begin to think
hard things now.

b. with a direct statement, question, or excla-

mation as obj. (For constructions with indirect

statement, etc., see 2 b, 4 a, 5 a, 8 a, 9.)
O7i Blickl. Horn. 21 pzt macs been bxt sume men bencan

opt* cweban,
' hu maex, ic secan ^zt gastlice leoht [etc. J ?

'

c 1386 CIIAUOK fifax of Law's T. 939 Parfay, thoghte he,
fantome is in myn heed. < 1440 Gestti Rom. xxxi. 112 (Hurl.

MS.) And he thought to him selfe 'how may this be..?'
1611 BIBLE 2 Kings v. n, I thought, He will surely come

put to me. 1634 MILTON Comus 566 O poor hapless Night,
ingale thought I. 1092 BENTLEY Con/ut. Atheism MI. (1693)
16 If any one shall think with himself, How then cmn any
thing live in Mercury and Saturn ? 1832 TENNYSON Miller t

Dan. 93 My mother thought. What ails the boy? 1842
Dora 4 He . . often thought,

'
I'll make them man and wife '.

c. To conceive, leel (some emotion) : as, t to

think wonder (ftrly), to wonder (ots.) ; to think

scorn (of, or to do something), to scorn (arch.) ;
to

think shame, to be ashamed (now dial.). See also

SCOHN sb. 4, SHAKE sb.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10601 (Cott.) Hir freindes. .Thoght ferli

hou sco bider wan. c 1425 Eng. Couf. Irel. 16 Many hadden

gret enuy, and mych wonder toght of Robert de barr. c 1430
[see SCORN sb. 4]. ci^3 Alphabet of Tales 85 When be preste
hard bis, onone he thoght shame, a 1533 LD. HERNERS Htton
Ixxxui. 259 He thinkes scorne to speke to me. 1681 R. KNOX
Hist. Ceylon 49 These gifts.. he thinks scorn to receive.

a 1791 GROSE Olio (1706) 108 He ought to think shame of

himself for such treatment. 1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped i,

Can you forget. .old friends.. ? Fie, fie; think shame !

f2. (with simple obj.) To meditate on, turn

over in the mind, ponder over, consider. Obs.

iooo Agt. Ps. (Tb.) cxviii. (cxix.) 117 And ic bine so3-

ffestnysse symble bence. c 1200 Metal Ode 118 (Trin. Coll.

MS.) Al bat a fri man haueo idon..he sal hit benche banne.

a 1300 h. E. Psalter i. 2 And his lagh pincke be night and
dai. 13.. Cursor M. 24064 (Cott.), I thine it euer and ai.

1382 WYCLIF i Tim. iv. 15 I'henk thou thes tbjngis. 1486
Bit. St. Aloaits eijb, Thynke what I say my sonne nyght
and day. 1605 SHAKS. Mad', ll. ii. 33 These deeds must nut

be thought After these wayes.
b. with indirect question as obj. : (For const,

with direct question see I b.) (a) in reference to

a fact or possibility.

971 Blickl. Horn. ^ Maria.. Sohte hw seo halettunK

E\
Mod.

the visitor could have known of her intended absence.

(b) In reference to something to be done, with

implication of purpose or design. (Cf. 7, 8.)

971 Blickl. Horn. 241 And hie bohton hu hie hine acwellan

meahton. c 1205 LAY. 8555 And bench [c irjs pinche] mid

wulche dedenpu miht wenen pine leoden. c 1386 CHAUCER

Melib. r 761 Thinkinge how she myghle brynge this nede

vnto a good conclusion. 1474 CAXTON Chtsse iv. viu. (18831

184 Hebegan to thynke in what maner hemyght escape ine

deth. l<3 HOLCROFT Procofius 1. 10 Thinck Sir ! bow you

,ay avenge us and the Persians. 1778 Miss BURNEY

'velina (1791) I. xxxiii. 178 A-ihinking what he should do.

lad. I am thinking what to do next.

O. To have one's thoughts full of, imbued with,

or influenced by ; to think in terms of.

1821 BYRON Diary 29 Jan., They, .think and dream Dante.

1859 Habits Gd. Soc. Pref., A horse-dealer . . if he thinks

nothing but horses, he cannot be good society. 1865 KINGS-

I EY ffcrm. ii. Unless thou hast been drinking beer and

thinking beer. 1889 fail Mall G. 24 Qct, 7/2 The present

generation of Greeks talks French but thinks German.

3. intr. To exercise the mind, esp. the under

standing, in any active way ; to form connected

ideas of any kind ; to have, or make, a train of

ideas pass through the mind ; to meditate, cogitate.

(The most general verb to express internal mental

activity, excluding mere perception of external

things or passive reception of ideas.)

Think aloud : to express one's thoughts by audible speed

as they pass through the mind.

c 1000 /KLFRIC Gen. xxiv. 63 pe eode ut on b*t bind penc-

ende. c 1320 Cast. Love 17 He leue vs penche and worchen

so, pat he schylde from vre fo. 138. WYCLIF lC*r.*jU.

,, Whanne I was a litil child.. I lhoutf as a lilil child.

ifif HULOET, Thinke muche, refuto. ifej SHAM. Me**.



THINK. 312 THINK

Und. n. i. 10 There is something in us, that has a Power
to think, c 1714 POPE Lett. (1735) I. 151 The Freedom I

shall use in this Manner of Thinking aloud, 17O4GOLDSM.
Trav. 372 Those who think must govern those that toil. 1864
BOWEN Logic i. 10 To think is to make clear through Con.

cepts something already otherwise represented or known to

consciousness.

b. with about, of, (on, upon arch.), over, (
to

(obs. rare) : To exercise the mind upon, or have
the mind occupied with

;
to meditate on ; to con-

sider, attend to mentally, apply the mind to.

971 BlickL Horn. 57 Myccle swioor we sceolan bencan be
baem gastlicum pingum. 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxvii[i], 8
God ys on Dryhten ^eorne to benceanne. c 1000 Institutes

ofPolity c. 14 Riht is pet munecas. .a to Code bencan and
Xeornlice clypian. c 1200 Vices # Virt. 17 Ac Su. .noldest

penchen of oine forfojsioe. a 1300 Floriz <y Bl. 32 Ac floriz

penchep al on oper. c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 36 Thow
may . . thynke ouer thl synnes be.fore donne. 13. .

Cursor M. 15612 (Gott) To thine apon his care. 01380
Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. xxxix. 138 Nou is dep a
wonder pin? And grislich for to benken on. a 1425 Cursor
M. 9977 (Trm.) [She] bou^te neuer to wicked dede. 1477
EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes ii Think & loke wele vpon
your werkis without hasting you. 1641 EVELYN Diary
2 Jan., Who now thought of nothing but the pursuite of

vanity. 1706 E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) loo It

makes him think upon Pay-Day. 1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia.

vi 11. vi, Think of it well ere you proceed. 1804-6 SYD. SMITH
Mor. Philos, (1850) 89 He began thinking about lances.
Mod. I'll think over the matter, and let you know my
decision in a day or two. [Cf. 16.]

4. To form or have an idea of (a thing, action, or

circumstance, real or imaginary) in one's mind
; to

imagine, conceive, fancy, picture, a. trans, with

simple obj. or obj. cl. ; also alisol. in colloq.

phrases only think', you can't think!
t 1200 OKMIN 1761 Unnseftenndlike mare inoh pann ani;

wihht ma}} bennkenn. a 1300 Cursor M. 647 Es nan. .wit
hert mai think, ..pe mikefioy bat bam es lent. (-1386
CHAUCRK Miller's T. 67 There nas no man so wys bat koude
thenche So gay a popelote, or swich a wenche. 1413 Rolls
ofParlt. I V. 85/1 As free . .as hert may thynk, or eygh may
see. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. \. i. 431 Thinke but this. .That
you haue but slumbred heere. 1636 STANLEY Hist. Philos.
VIH. (1701) 303/1 Thou seest not what thou thinks! before thy
eye. 1782 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary 8 Dec., You can't think
how I'm encumbered with these ruffles ! 1864 MRS. CARLYLE
Lett. III. 220 Only think I I get my new milk again, at eight.

b. intr. with of (on obs. or arch.), in same
sense. (Often imperative in colloq. phrases.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 18802 (Cott.) Quat hert mai thine o

suilk honur. ^1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxvii. 278 He had.,
all maner of foules & of bestes that ony man myghte tbenke
on. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W, in. v. 116 And then to be stopt
in like a strong distillation with stinking Cloathes, that
fretted in their owne grease : thinke of that, a man of my
Kidney; thinke of that. 1653 WALTON Angler ii. 41 The
gloves of an Otter are the best fortification for your hands
against wet weather that can be thought of. 1741 H.
WALPOLE Lett, to Mann (1834) I. vi. 12 Do but think on a
duel between Winnington and Augustus Townshend. 1842
TENNYSON Locksley Hall 73 Can I think of her as dead?
1844 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 125 Think of the roco-
cocity of a gentleman studying Seneca in the middle of
February 1844 in a remarkably damp cottage. 1861 J.
PYCROKT Agony Point xlvi, Think of me ever being rich !

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 264 The ancient philosophers
. . thought ofscience only as pure abstraction. 1885 J. PAYN
Talk of Town I. 7 She always thought of him.. as a very
young man.

c. trans, with simple obj. To form a definite

conception of (something real) by a conscious
mental act ; to picture in one's mind, apprehend
clearly, cognize (with or without direct perception).
1864 BOWEN Logic i. 5 We.. are thus enabled to think the

T. Psychol. II. xx. 203 We think the ocean asa
whole by multiplying mentally the impression we get at
any moment when at sea.

II. To call to mind, take into consideration.
5. a. trans, (with obj. clause, often indirect

interrogative) : To call to mind ; to consider, re-
flect upon ; to recollect, remember, bear in mind
cioao Rule St. Benct Ixiii. (Logeman) 104 Ac he pajncesimle pat he be eallum his domum & weorcum be his is to

pldanne.
c u3o Halt Mcid. 3, & maken pe to penchenhwuch deht were brin. a 1400 Pol. Rel. , L. Poems (1903)

?^i f"! Y
at&u

K"' $
wat bou w

-
as - I47+ CAXTON CAau

i. HI. (1883) 15 Yf thou be a man thinke that thou shalt dye.
1605 SHAKS. Macb. n. ii. 51, I am afraid, to thinke what I
haue done. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 135 Fool, not to thinkhow vain Against th' Omnipotent to rise in Arms. 1818
SHELLEY Rosalind Helen 188 Helen smiled.. To think
that a boy as fair as he. .The like sweet fancies had pursued.

D. intr. To consider the matter ; to reflect.
Beowulfmo JEs hwaipres sceal scearp scyld-wixa sescad

w.tanworda&worcasebewel benceo. a i8ooCow?ER"inter,lamb Hamilton I Pause here, and think. 1841 TENNYSONDora 27 Consider, William : take a month to think. 1862
It. h ITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 286, 1 somehow fancya line of I

nonsense
wil catch you at Ely: and yet, now f come to

thmk, you will have left Ely, probably. 1910 G. F. Hnl n

ihk MS^ \ V- - 4 '-

' confess that had J come <*<s
ouJht tw

a
' 'Kbe6'nn.'nS f my search, I should hav

lougnt twice before going on.
c. intr. with of varch. on, upon), or inf. : To

call to mind, remember, bethink oneself (of), hit
upon mentally. (See also 7 b.)

cii7S Pater Master 96 in Lamb. Horn. 59 He walde bet i of returning. 1749 FIELDING Tom Joins Ded., It was by
e of him bohte. a 1300 Cursor M. 1860 (Cott.) Our lauerd your Desire that I first thought ofsuch a Composition. 1760-

7*.
H. BROOKE fool of Qual. (1809) III. ,38 You must not

think of going till you take. .dinner with us. 1811 CRA
Tales xviii. Each thought of taking to himself a wife. 1

ban on noe thoght. c 1400 Emare 951 The emperour..
powjt on hys synne ; Of hys powjtyr Emare, That was putte

yn-to be see. a 1536 TINDALF. Declar. Sacraments a vi b, God
. . promysed that thei shuld be thoght vpon before the lord

yir god & saued fiom their enemies. 1552 HULOET, Thynke
vpon me, memento mei. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. IV. iv. 547
Haue you thought on A place whereto you'l go? 1613
Hen. VIII, ii. ii. 138 The most conuenient place, that I can
thinke of. . is Black-Fryers. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull n.

iv, There is a small concern of a thousand pounds ; I hope
you think on it, Sir. 1844 MACAULAY Ess., Earl Chatham
(1887) 838 In his distress, he thought on Pitt. Mod. Did you
think to ask him how his father is ? No, I didn't think of it.

d. intr. with on (adv.), To remember. Nowrf/a/.

1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 226, 1 much wonder that now
thou thinkest on at last to ask me that, a 1800 PKGGE
Suppl. Grose, Think on, think of it, as I will if I think on.

1828 Craven Gloss., Think-on, to remember. ' Be sure to

mind to think-on '.

e. refJ. To bethink oneself, rare.

iS&Attreliottlsab. (1608) G j, I thinckesme never the lesse

that you have saide an exemple of the peacock. 1890 W. A.

WALLACE Only a Sister 325, 1 thought me at last of the

vestry window.

f. To think better of: see BETTER adv. 6.

6. To take into consideration, have regard to,

consider, fa. trans, with simple obj. Obs. rare.

1175 Lamb. Horn. 15 pet we sculden penchen nu aef we
weren iseli. 1389 WYCLIF Frov. iii. 6 In alle thi weies thenc

[1388 tbenke on] hym. f 1450 tr. De Imitatione l. xxiv. 32
penke no binge but pi soule helpe; charge onely bo binges
pat longip to pi soule.

b. intr. with of, arch, on (upon).
a 1300 Cursor M. 10435 (Cott.) Qui ne wil bou on pi seluen

thine, pat pou wil noiber etc ne diinc ? 1340 HAMFOLK Pr.
Consc, 2652 And whyles he lyfles.. Thynk ne suld ay of his

lyfes hende. 1380 WYCLIF Sertn. SeL Wks. I. 65 Wolde
God bat preelatis wolde penke on pis now. 1387 TREVISA
Higden (Rolls) V. 181 To binke [v.r. pengke] on be comyn
profit. 1532 TIND\LE Expos. Malt, v-wii vii. n. 89 If thou

, goods
we had. 1817 SCOTT Surf. Dan. x, 'That is the last
matter to be thought on ', said Hartley. 1875 JOWETT /YrtA?
(ed. 2) IV. 35 If. .we begin by thinking of ourselves first, we
are easily led on to think of others.

7. To bethink oneself of something in the way
of a plan or purpose ; to find out or hit upon
(a way to do something) by mental effort

; to con-

trive, devise, plan, plot. (Cf. think out, 15. See
also 8.) a. trans, with simple obj. or inf.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1075 Brutus by-

boughte hym ofqueintise : Queyntise bihouede [v. r. behoues]
hym nedly penke, pat his enemy schold waite a blenk. 1483
CAXTON Cold. Leg. 181 b/i Thou cursyd wretche now

Antonio's Rev. iv.

Esntondi. ix, It was
Inesses.. and to scheme

benevolence.

b. intr. with of (on, upon, obs. or arch.).
1598 SHAKS. Merry W. iv. iv. 46 What shall be done with

him? What is your plot ? Mist. Pa. That likewise haue
we thought vpon. 1630 in Picton L'pool Munic. Kec. (1883)
I. 158 His Majesty. .hath thought of a way. 1699 LISTER
n* ....... i> ..'.. ._ "r:.. .1. _-n?j;-_ . ... *^..

GOLDSM. Sum. Exp. Philos. (1776) II. 121 Derhani
..was the first who thought upon this method of measuring
the heights, .by the barometer.

8. To conceive or entertain the notion of doing

... . sot distinguishable
7 ; in later use mostly denoting an imperfect,
temporary, or ineffective intention : cf. THOUGHT sb.

3 d. a. trans, with inf. or obj. cl.

And hadde it thought to syr gawayne. 1553 ASCHAM in
Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 14 To whom yow never intended
to think any harm. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 661 Peace is

despaird, for who can think Submission? 1819 SHFLLEY

I dKwiht?
7 * y" Ma"hood rema'ned to act the thing

c. intr. with ^(also vpon, ?arch. or dial.)
1698 FRYER Ace. E. ln.Ha * P. 9 We began to think

BUE
. 1861

KINC-SLEY in Lett, t, Mem. (1877) II. 133, I hear you think
of getting into Parliament. 1894 J. T. FOWLER Adamnan
Introd. 60 He thought of going to Rome and Jerusalem,
and did go to Tours.

d. spec, with of: To consider (a person) in view
of some vacancy, or esp. of marriage ; to cherish
the notion or intention of marrying.
1670 LADY CHAWORTH in i2M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.

App. v. 17 Lady Exeter ..could heartily wish that you
thought of her niece Lady Betty. 1801 MAR. EDGEWORTH
Moral T. (1816) I. xx. 187, I trust to your prudence, not to
think of Flora..; for you can't, .marry a girl with so small
a fortune. 1856 PATMORE Angel in Ho. H. H. iii, You, with
your looks and catching air, To think of Vaughan I

t e. intr. or ellipt. To purpose or intend to go ;

to direct one's course. Obs.

cSps K. JELFRED Oros. iv. ix. 2 He bara ailces ehtend
wolde beon,.. be pa:s wordes watre bast from Romebyrj
bobte. a 10*3 WULFSTAN Horn. xlii. (Napier) 200 On 3a
wi-.an, be man hors Jewapnao, bonne man to wije benco.
^1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12501 (<VrlhurJ
passed Burgoyne..Vntil Hostum, pyder he bought. 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B. xvi. 175, I frayned hym. .of whennes he
were, and whider bat he pou?te. a 1400-50 Alexander
1121 Now airis he furl he with his ost, to Egist he thinkes.

ff. fig. To seem likely (to do something):
thought to ' was like to ', was on the point of,

nearly did ... Cf. F. penser a. Obs.
1578 N. BAXTER Calvin on Jonah 9 The shyppe thought

to be broken. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy.
u. xi. 45 b, A Northerly wynde . . thought to haue made vs
turne backe agayne. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe 46 With
so ill a will nee went, that hee had thought to haue topled
his burning carre..into the sea (as Phaeton did).

III. To be of opinion, deem, judge, etc.

0. trans, with obj. d. (or pronoun substi-

tute), or parenthetic: To be of opinion, hold the

opinion, believe, deem, judge, apprehend, consider ;

usually, to believe without any great assurance, to

regard it as likely, to have the idea, to suppose ;

in reference to a future event, to expect (coinciding
partly in sense with 1 2).
Who doyou think' Whatdo you think' (col loq.) phrases

used, esp. parenthetically, to introduceasurprising statement.
Beowulf 691 Nznij heora pohte ban he banon scolde eft

card lufan zfre sesecean. c tin Lamb. Horn. 67 pos ilke
bode, wisliche ping, of o3re is ful festning. a 1300 Cursor
M. 950 pou sal thine bou Hues to lang. c 1386 CHAUCER
Sompn. T. 322 Thanne thoughte they it was the beste reed
1 o lede hem bothe to the luge agayn. 1450 W. LOMNER in
Four C. Etif. Lett. (1880) 4 He thowghte he was desseyvyd.
"1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 170 Who would haue
thought that our Uncle of Englande would haue made
warre on vs? 1591 MORYSON Let. in /tin. (1617) i. 25
Each of vs went to our taske, he (as I thought) to goe, I to
sleepe. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) I. 188 Thrason was the
first builder of towne wals: of towers & fortresses, the
Cyclops, as Aristotle thinketh. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 40
Canst thou remember. . ?. I doe not thinke thou canst. 1615
G. SANDYS Trav. 38 Fresh water, some say brought thither

rather think from a natural! fountain. 1616 B.by art, I

JONSON Epifr., Voyage itself'135 But Ynongst these Tibertsjwho do you think there was ? Old Banks the juggler. 1716
SWIFT Gulliver \.

yii,
A country, governed, as 1 thought, by

ne woman olslean (>a apostolas. 1175 Lai,
Horn. 61 pet we ne penchen ufel to don. c 2o Bestiary
fu5 ii^

e
"? 3

S
e

,-
he

,

wuldc nim fordon. 1297 R. GLOUC. ,

(Rolls) 1181 luhus be emperour. .bojte to sle al bat folc.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xi. 532 To the castell thai thoucht to
lair, c 1400 Brut xii. 16 Ferst he pougt assaye whiche of
ham louede him most and best. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Chron.
u. i balomon thoughte to buylde an house vnto the name
of the Lorde. 1585 ABP. WHITCIFT in Lett. Lit. Men
(Camden) 44 This Paper.. which I had thowght to have
delivered unto you my self yesterday. 1681 DRYDEN Abs.
4-AcAit.sio With them joined all the haranguers of the
throng, That thought to get preferment by the tongue.
1833 TENNYSON Lady Clara V. de Vcre i, You thought to
break a country heart For pastime. 1878 T. HARDY Ret.
Native iv. n, He. .thought he would send for his mother ;and then he thought he would not.

b. trans. With simple obj. (usually an action).""
,

Ca
'.
t- Hoin.m Ne yfel to pence, ne to donne.

very different maxims from those in Europe. 1849 MACAULAV
Hiit. Eur. vi. II. 15 It was thought that the flocks, thus
separated from the evil shepherds, would soon return to the
true fold. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 97, I think that I

understand him. Nursery Rime, There was an old woman ;

and what do you think? She lived upon nothing but
victuals and drink.

b. I don't think (slang) : used after an ironical

statement, to indicate that the reverse is intended.
1837 DICKENS Pickw. xxxviii,

' You're a amiably-disposed
young man, sir, I don't think ', resumed Mr. Weller, in a
tone of moral reproof. i8 '

C. BEDE '

I'crdant Green HI.

iv,
' Well ! you're a grateful bird, I don't think !

'

said Mr.
Bouncer. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown n. ii, Hark how he
swears, Tom. Nicely brought-up young man, ain't he, I
don t think. 1911 KEBLE HOWARD Cheerful Knave xvi,
Breakfast ? Yer a credit to yer calling, I don't think.

o. intr. To hold the opinion (indicated by con-

text). To think so, to be of that opinion ; to think

from (quot. 1625), to dissent from, to disagree with
;

to think with, to be of the same opinion as.
a laoo Moral Ode 149 Al he walde and oSerluker don and

oderluker penchen Wenne he bi-bohte on belle fur. 1552

me scandaliz'd. Luc. If you thinke so, then stay at home.
1625 F. MAKKHAM Bk. Hon. i.

yi.
2 The Holy Ghost

(from whose rule we dare not thinke) mentioneth but two
Sonnet. 1820 BYRON Mar. Fat. 11. i. 302, I did not Think
with him, but would not oppose the thought. 1877 Smith
ffWace's Diet. Chr. Biog. I. s.v. A tticus, Those who thought
with him found in him a warm friend.

1O. trans, with complement (with or more often
without inf.) : To believe, consider, or suppose (to
be . .) ; to look upon as.
t Also (quot. 1607) withyfcr (cf. takefor, and 12 d).
c 1205 LAY. 34190 For he heom buhte wurde. a 1250

Prom. Alfred 60 in O. E. Misc. 106 We [read pel hine her
on worlde wrbie pencheb [c 1275 penketj. 1340 HAMPOLE
Pr. COHSC. 4250 He sal thynk hym loverd of alle. c 1459
Rerilt. de Aberbrolhoc (Bann. Cl.) II. 107 Thynkand it

onkyndle tyll thole ane nominatioun of lardschipe of sicane
man. 121548 Hf.\j.C/iron.,Hen. (V/ 7 They were thought



THINE.
to hauc been confcdeiates. 1393 SHAKS. Rich. II, v. ii. 26
Thinking his prattle to be tedious. 1607 _ Cor. iv v 62
If..not yetthou know'st me, and. .dost not thinke me for

._ r
i ^T* J * **'>*" tiuii vii, i.uru

Masterton thought himself bound to act the part of an
elder brother. 1865 RUSKIN Sesame ii. 94 You think that
only a lover s fancy.

b. with complement immediately following
(with ellipsis of obj. it, or with inf. or clause as obj!
placed after the complement). Now chiefly in

ngnt, That we sende som messangerToDelos. c 1460 SIR R. Ross La Belle Dame 100 Whan he
bought tyme to daunce with her. a 1500 Delate Carfen-ter s Tools 208m Hazl. E. P.P.I. 86 Alle the }erne that I may
spyime, To spend at ale he thinkes no synne. 1560 in

*ri
I
H5*i.*iS 1;

E
,

liz' (I908) 5I A* lhe H Edmunde. .

shall thinke behoofefull & expedient. 1611-1875 [see FIT a
2
\ '&?,

S"vT- P ' BLOUNT &* 37, I thought good to goto the Philosophers. t83i SCOTT Chron. Canongate Inlrod.,The little narrative which I thought proper to put forth in
October, 1827*

c. Think (it) long: to grow weary with wait-
ing; to weary, to be impatient; to long, yearn.
In quot. ^-1380 think long by=\.o weary of. See
also LONG a.l 9 b. Obs. exc. dial.
A perversion of the earlier think long (THINK .l R 3)
to seem or

appear long to ', by substituting the nom. for
the (umnflected) dative. In the first quot. 'bat Crist
bouste longe

'

may be = that to Christ seemed long (cf.
'that him thoughte long').
ctsSo WVCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 59 pe lewis bomten

bat Crist bouve longe bi his liif, and wolde..slee himsilf.

NERS uon xcui. 303 My wyfe..thynkethe longe for my
cptnynge. 1591 G. HARVEY Four Lett., etc. Sona xviii,
1 hese hungry wormes thinke longe for their repast 1611
RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 75 Behold I come..; think not
long. I shall be with you at once. 1650 TRAPP Comm.
Exoa. x. 3 God think's long of the time that men misspend
. .in wicked courses. 1788 CLARA REEVE Exiles I. 195 We
think long till we see you. 1895 FRASER Whaups xi. 152Ye maunna bide lang away, for I'll be thinkin

1

fang till I
see ye again.

fd. Think (if) much: to think it a great or
serious matter ; to make objection, object, grudge ;

to be shy, hesitate (to do something, or of some-
thing) ; to be surprised, wonder (that ...). See
also MUCH B. 2g, and cf. n. 06s.
Perh. altered from '

it thinks me much '

(THINK p. 1
).

1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 252 Thou..thinkst it much to
tread y Ooze Of the salt deepe. 1656 EARL MONM. tr
Boccalinfs AJvts.fr. Paniass. i. i. (1674) i Menante thinks
not much to acquaint you here with the chiefest of them.
1869 R. MONTAGU in Bucclemh MSS. (Hist. MSS.Comm )

f e. pass. To seem, appear (to a person) :

THINK z.l ;
also ellipt. to seem good. Obs.

Perh. originally for THINK v.' : 'it thinks (= appears) to
the king

'

being changed by way ofcorrection to '
it is thought

to the king
'

; hence the retention of to.

1415 RollsofParlt. IV. 290/2 Hit is thoght to the Kyng. .

that there is provision. 1417 Ibid. 326/2 AIleggyng..such
groundes..as it was bought to youre discretion. 1558 O.
MARY in J. M. Stone Life (rooi) 512 As to hys godly wys-
dome shall be thowght mete and convenyent. 1577 J.
KNEWSTUB Confutation (1579) 86 It was thought good vnto
almighty God, that the Scriptures shoulde be penned.
11. intr. To have a (good, bad, or other) opinion

with regard to a person or thing ; to value or esteem

something (highly or otherwise). Const, with
adv. (much, little, well, ill, etc.), or adverbial ac-

cusative (in fig. phrases, as to think the world of,
small beer of, etc. : see also the sbs.) ; and with

of (f by, fo, iat, dial, to) before the name of
the person or thing.

sayd rowlande, 'reynawd is a sage knyght '. 1535
COVERDALE Haggai ii. 3 But what thinke ye now by it?

'579.TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim. in/i To constraine vs
.

.

to thinke better on our selues. 1581 MULCASTER Positions
iii. (1887) ii This man wrote thus, and was verie well
thought of. 1398 SHAKS. Merry W. ii. i. 85 What doth he
thinke of vs? 1601 Twel. N. iv. ii. 50, I thinke nobly
of the soule. 1711 STEELK Sped. No. 104 p i To be negli-
gent of what any one thinks of you, does not onlyshew you
arrogant but abandoned. 1813 Sk. Character (ed. 2) I. 55,
I didn't think much of her. 1901 O. WISTER Virginian
ix, Mrs. Tayler.. thought the world of her. [Midi. dial.
I don't think much to him. What do you think to the book ?]

b. Think nothing of: (a) to have a very low

opinion of, set no value upon, esteem as worthless
;

(A) to make light of, make no difficulty or scruple
about (cf. make nothing of, NOTHING 1 1 a) ; so to

think no more of. . than.

(1640 DK. NEWCASTLE Country Capt. n. i, Betweene, us
too, what thinke you of a wench? Court. Nothinge.]
iSos BEDDOES Hygela vm. 76 A pint of wine in two hours
is nothing thought of. 1871 O. W. HOLMES Poet Break/..!.

VOL. IX.

v, The Lady thanked him. .but said she thought nothing of
the walk 1888 Harpers Mag. Mar. 565/2 The Western
people.. think no more of throwing down a railroad, than
a conservative Easterner does of taking an unaccustomed
walk across country.
12. To believe possible or likely ; to suspect ; to

expect, anticipate, a. trans, with simple obj.
CI400 Destr. Troy 11837 Priam..& his prise knighles,

Sweryn all swiftly, & no swyke thoghtyn. 1604 SHAKS.
OtJi. in. IIL 339, I saw't not, thought it not: it harm'd not
me. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) I. ii. 23 He, thinking no
harm, agreed..

b. with inf. To expect.

.
,

Mother iv. vi, And do you think To find a woman without
any fault? 1769 BICKEHSTAFFE Dr. Last IIL xi, O, don't
think to humbug me so. 1813 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) III
3OT, I thought to have seen you ere this. Mod. I little

thought to find you here I

O. intr. with of, ^on (upon), \to: To have a
notion, anticipation, or expectation ; to suspect ; to

expect, look for.

1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour d iv b, She. .answerd withoute

ship. 1650 GENTILIS Considerations 234 He stumbles at
some evill which hee did not think upon. 1706 E. WARD
Wooden World Diss. (1708) 98 He may meet with both
when he least thinks on 't. fig. 1868 MORRIS Earthly ParMan born to te King 298 Staring out into the night Where
yet the woods thought not of light.

d. intr. with for (\of, ion), after as or than,
and with the preposition at the end of the clause :

To expect, suppose. (Cf. lookfor, LOOK 15 a.)
cisso LD. BERNERS ArtA. Lyl. Bryt. 239, I thinke ye

should not reioyse her so easily as ye thynke of. 1596
SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. iii. 163 Oh sir, the conceit is deeper
than you think for. 1658 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. verse 14.
ix. (1669) 93/2 A godly Servant is a greater blessing than
we think on. 1751 R. PALTOCK P. Wilkins (1884) I. 141, I
have not made so bad a hand of my time as I thought for.
18*1 SCOTT Kenilw. xv, They hear farther than you think of.

i8s LYTTON My Novel xn. xiv, It is of more importance to
him than I even thought for.

13. trans. To judge or consider to exist; to
believe in the existence of. rare.

1531 CROMWELL in Merriman Life ft Lett. (1902) I. 351 He
. .percase might thinke sum unkyndenes and also presump.
cyon in vow so to handell hym. 1671 MILTON Samson 295
Unless there be who think not God at all. 1871 Conttmp.
Ren. XX. 92 Whatever its limits in a given percept be, there
must be thought corresponding limits in its external sphere.
IV. With adverbial extension.

14. trans. To bring by thinking, or in thought,
into or out of some specified condition.

1599 SHAKS. Much Ado in. iv. 84 Indeed I cannot thinke,
if I would thinke my hart out of thinking, that you are in
loue. 1666 SOUTH Serm., Tit. ii. 15 (1715) I. 199 He that
thinks a Man to the Ground, will quickly endeavour to lay
him there. 1784 COWPER Task VL 85 Meditation here May
think down hours to moments. 1849 Tail's Mag. XVI.
376/2 He thinks away every proposition he has been taught
to believe. 1865 BUSHNELL Vicar. Sacr. n. iv. (1868) 187We hardly dare think them into our finite molds.
15. Think out : (a) To find out, devise, or elabo-

rate by thinking, to construct intellectually ; (t) to
arrive at a clear understanding of by continued

thinking ; to solve by a process of thought ; (c) to
think to the end, finish or complete in thought.
1381 WYCLIF Ecclus. xvii. 31 Or what were than that flesh

thojte out and blod ? [Vulg. quid nequius quam quod ex-

cogitavit caro et sanguis?] 1847 HELPS Friends in C. L iii.

40 Too mean a subject for despair, or, at least, unworthy of

having anyremedy . . thought out for it. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.
Eng. iv. I. 519 He meditated deeply on the philosophy of
trade, and thought out by degrees a complete.. theory.
i86a Miss BRAUDON Lady Audley xxxiii, She did not finish
the thought in words. She did not even think out the
sentence. 1885 ANSTF.Y Tinted Venus ii. 25 Oh, don't bother
me... I don't want to be uncivil, but I've got to think
this out.

16. Think (a thing) over: to give continued

thought to (it) ; to apply the mind steadily to, with
the view of coming to a decision.

1847 MARRVAT Childr. New Forest ix, He would think
the matter over. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thvle xxii, She had
thought it well over beforehand. 1884 [see OVER adv. 12).

17. Think up: to make up or compose by
thinking, t U. S.

colloq.
1885 Century Mag. XXfX. 350/1, 1 believe she is thinking

upanother poem.

Think, so. dial, or colloq. [f. THINK v.%\
1. An act of (continued) tninking ; a meditation.

1834 Tail's Mag. I. 426/1 We lie lown yonder, .and have
time for our ain think. 1870 MRS. WHITNEY We Girls ii,

Ruth did talk..when she came out of one of her thinks.

1891 KENN Mahme ffousie II. v. 73 Let's have a cigar and
a quiet think.

b. nonce-use. An idea, a thought.
1886 MAUDSLEY Nat. Causes Q Supernal. Seemings 33

To every one a thing is.. what he thinks it in effect, a
think. 1887 G. MACUONALD Home Again iv, A thing must
be a think before it be a thing.
2. What one thinks about something ; an opinion.
1835 LADY GRANVILLE Lett. (1894) II. 187 My own private

think is that he will execute another voluntary. 1861
J.

BROWN Hora Suts. Ser. n. 355 The cobbler, .dispenses his
' think '..to all comers on all subjects.

THINKING.
3. attrib. and Comb, (nonet-wets." , as think-

acne, pain of thought, mental suffering think-ro m
j,

a room or apartment for meditation.

enumerated by my depressed patients. 1006 Month I
7
rrSi?)

S" t

V *ffiS5"i 'hink.room.
Think, pink, obs. form of Tmx,;.

,,_ ,

"
*jnt*u 1 . . |I. | HI>|

i r u,
U
,
NTIIINKAMLE c 1 430, etc.]1. Capable of being thought ; such as one can forma notion or idea of

; cogitable.
1854 H.

.
SPENCER in .BriV. p. /?,.} _ _

"objicu
MONO Not.

materials.-.into thinkable form?
'

2. That can be deemed real or actual ; conceiv-
able or imaginable as an existing fact
i86S CARLYUt freM. Gt. xx. vi. (,87,) IX. 100 How

charmini; that you should make thinkable to us what
were all inclined to think. 1908 Tim,, ,o SepL 8/4 It is
thinkable that considerate driving may render lezal enactmenu unnecessary.
Hence Thi-nkablenss.

.
-895 A. J. BAIFOUI Found. Belief"286

'
Ultimate scientific

ideas may be unthinkable without prejudice to the 'think,
ableness of '

proximate
'

scientific ideas.

tThi-nkative,a. Obs. [f.THiHKp.Z-r.Ami: cf.

talkative] Consistingin mere thinking.specalative.
, !?* h " DL *"<" Helmanf, Oriat. 343 The know-
ledge of Observation, doth not introduce an understanding
into the essential thingliness of a thing, but erecteth only a
thmkative knowledge.
Thinker

(bi-gksi). [f. THINK .z + -IB i.]
1. One who thinks, a. gen. A person or being

engaged in thinking, or having the power to think
;

also, one who thinks out or devises something.
c 1440 Promp. Pan. 490/2 Thenkare, cogilalor, pensator.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Malt. xu. 73 Noysomeonely
vnto the thynker. 1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst. L v. | 2
761 The Democrilicks and Epicureans did indeed suppose
all humane cogitations to be caused.. by the incursion of
corporeal atoms upon the thinker. 1841 SPAI.DING Italy A
tt.Isl.lll.xAHe stands forth.. as the thinker, the inven-
tor, the actor of the scene. 1879 J. COOK Lect. Conscience
vi,

The universe exhibits thought. There cannot be thought
without a thinker.

b. with qualifying adj. : One who thinks in the

way expressed by the adj. ; with commendatory
words (e. g. able;, deep, original, etc.) often practi-
cally coinciding with next sense.
c 1698 LOCKE Cond. Uitdertl. I 4 You may as well hope

to make a good.. Musician.. by a Lecture, .in the Arts of
Musick. .as a coherent Thinker, or strict Reasoner, by a Set
of Rules. 1703 ATTERBURV Serm. (1734) IV. iv. 1 14 He was
able., to delude a superficial Thinker with his new Terms and
Reasonings. 1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia 1. 11. i. 227 Lloyd
..was an original thinker, rather than the collector of the
opinions of others. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library
(1892) I. ix. 300Two of the ablest thinkers whom America has
yet produced. 1903 Ckurch Times ii Dec. 749/3 **r. Spncer
showed another weakness of the abstract Thinker.

c. spec. One who has special or well-trained

powers of thought, esp. abstract thought ; a person
of skilled or powerful mind ; also, one who devotes
himself to thinking, as distinguished from action
or practical affairs.

1830 CARLYLX in Froude /.;# (1882) II. 128 Neither is his

[Jeffrey's] arguing like that ofa thinker, but of the advocate.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. i. 20 English thinkers aspired
to know, or dared to doubt, where bigots bad been content
to wonder and to believe. 1880 E. WHITE Cert. Relie. 30
Not one of them makes the slightest pretension to be a
scholar or a thinker.

2. Theatr. colloq. An actor who plays in ' think-

ing parts
'

(see THINKING vol. so. 3).
1886 Stage Gossip 70 The gentlemen who play the most

subordinate parts are .. called
'

thinkers
' on account of their

having little or nothing to sayand lots of time wherein to think.

3. nonce-use. That which thinks ; thinking organ
or faculty ; mind.
1835 ANN F. TVTLES Mary t, Ft. i. 6 What should we do

about our thinkers? would one thinker do for two Tongues ?

1883!. PARKER TyneCh.-rj^KGod did not intend I should

think, why did He give me a " thinker
" '

Probably a more
childish inquiry was never made by a full-grown man. 1899
Miss A. ROBERTSON in Educat. Rev. Aug., So this un-

necessary 'finger-accuracy
'

is really the result of a sluggish
unwillingness to use one's 'thinker '.

Thinkfol (bi-nk-ful), a. ran. [f. THINK .* +
FUL ; cf. wakeful] Full of or given to thinking ;

thoughtful. Hence Tki nkfnlnes*, quality or

faculty of thinking.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk * Seht. 16 As sure, as I am of my

own thinkfullness. 1910 Weekly Westm. COM. 23 Apr. 6/j
A thinkful man, and one of eloquent silences.

Thinking (bi-qkin,), vbl. sb. [f.
THINK .* +

-INQ 1.1 The action of THINK p.*

1. Thought, cogitation, meditation, mental action

or activity, etc. : see various senses of the verb.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xviii. 15 [xix. 14] And thinginge of

herte mine. Ever mare in sight bine. 138* WYCLIF ibid.,

The swete thenking of myn herte in thi sr)te euermore.
c 1460 ASHBY Dicta Philos. 16 Bethink in the nyght of

goode ordennance, And in the day execute thy thynkyng.
198 SHAKS. Merry W. ill. ii. 31 Has Page any braines?

ath he any eies? Hath he any thinking? 1690 LOCKE
Hum. Und. u. ix. I i Thinking . . signifies that sort of opera-
tion of the Mind about its Ideas, wherein the Mind is active.

1801 WORDSW. Sonn.,
' O Friend I I tium not

', etc., Plain

40



THINKING.

living and high thinking are no more. 1885 J. MARTINEAU

Types Etli. Th. I. I. i. 3. 159 Thinking is the very essence

of mind, as extension is of matter.

To. pi. Thoughts; meditations, courses of thought.
1382 WVCLIF Isa. Ixv. 2 A puple. -that goth in a wei not

good, after ther thenkingus. 1491 CAXTON Vitas Patr.

(W. de W, 1495) II. 192 b/2 So oryson with fastyng casteth

out . . the foule thoughtes & vayne thynkynges. 1548 UDALL
Erasm. Par. Lnke v. 70 The secrete thinkynges of theyr
hertes. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well\. iii. 128, I am wrap'd m
dismall thinkings. iSia SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) II. 283 Put

together all your recollections and memoranda, I will put

together my gleanings and thinkings. 1840 DICKENS Old
C. Shop viii, AH these sayings and doings and thinkings. .

affected him not in the least.

fo. spec. Imagination, fancy; idle fancy, rare,

c 1420 Chron. I'ilod. 1702 pe sweuene Of be tweynappul-
lon j?at fellon from be tre in to be water in his thenkyng.

1501 On/. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) l. iii. 23 These
wordes. .be not made for no thynge and with thynkynge.

d. With various constructions : see the verb.

There is no thinking, one cannot or need not think.

1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) in There is no

thinking therefore to deceive you by a shew of good. 1669
R. MONTAGU in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 1. 436
Without her ever thinking of it. 1849 CLOUGH Dipsychus
ii. ii. 105 My pleasure of thought is the pleasure of thinking
How pleasant it is to have money.
2. The holding of an opinion or opinions ; judg-

ing, mental viewing; opinion, judgement, belief;

phr. to (Rafter, in) my thinking = in my opinion.
C14IO Master ofGame (Digby MS. 182) Pro], 13 What

shalbe in euery sesoun moste durable and, to my thynkynge,
..oftenest most desportfull of all games. 1490 J. KAY tr.

Caoursin's Siege of Rhodes (1870) f 10 That hyt was

jmpossible, after hys thynkyng, to fynde in all the world
such instruments of werre. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IP, V. v.

1 14, 1 heare a Bird so sing, Whose Musicke (to my thinking)

pleas'd the King. 1599 DALLAM in Early Voy. Levant
Hakl. Soc.) ii In my thinkinge it seemed not to be above

3 myles. c 1775 BURKE Addr. to King Wks. IX.
177^

In.,

opposition to the . . confirmed sentiments and habits of

thinking of an whole people. 1879 B. TAYLOR Stud. Germ.
Lit. 143 Frauenlob, the last, and, to my thinking, the poorest
of the Minnesingers.
3. attrib. and Comb., as thinking-party, -place,

process, -room, -substance
; thinking-cap (see CAP

so.1 9, and cf. considering-cap, CONSIDERING vbl.

sb. 2b); thinking part (Thcatr. colloq.), a part
in which the actor has no words to speak, a silent

part; thinking-shop (humorous), a building or
institution for study, as a university; thinking-
time, -while, time to think, a short space of time.

1874 COUES Birds If. IV. 527 Startled in his retreat while
his "thinking-cap is on, he [the bittern] seems dazed, like
one suddenly aroused from a deep sleep. 1903 Daily
Chron. 21 Jan. 5/4 It is satisfactory to know that the Post
Office Department has its

'

thinking-cap
'

on. 1898 Daily
Ne^vs 12 Mar. 6/3 The great Benefit which is to be given
to Nellie Farren next week at Drury Lane. . . Some of the
most famous [actresses] are content with what are humor-
ously called good '"thinking

1

parts. \y& Greenroom Bk.
667 He made his professional debut in 1867 in a '

thinking
part '. 1897 Q. Rev. Apr. 348 That remarkable series of
reading-parties (or more truly of "thinking-parties). 1883
JEFFERIES Story of my Heart 74 This.. was a favourite
thinking-place. 1899 Allbutt'sSyst. Med. VII. 423 These

kinaesthetic images.. play only a small part in "thinking
processes. i86a THORBAU Yankee in Canada i. (1866) 13When every house.. will have not only its sleeping-rooms,
and dining-room, and talking-room or parlor, but its "think-
ing-room also. 1836-48 B. D. WALSH Arhtoph., Clouds
I. n, I am come To be a Scholar in the "Thinking-shop.
1890 Spectator 19 Apr., It turned Oxford into an aristo-
cratic boarding-school from a democratic thinking-shop
1884 J. TAIT Mind in Matter (1892) 99 The etherialised
medium of force, which probably connects the brain with
the "thinking-substance. 1667 DRYDEN & DK. NEWCASTLE

Thi-nking, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]
1. That thinks

; having, or exercising, the faculty
of thought; cogitative.
1678 DRYDEN & LEE CEdipus in. i, A thinking soul is

punishment enough. 1709 STEELE & ADDISON Taller No.
in r i What was the proper Employment of a thinking
Being? 1800 Med. Jrnl. III. 281 According to the laws
of the thinking faculty, the understanding and reason. 1864BOWEN Logic i. a The Thinking or Elaborative faculty,
i. e. the Understanding.
2. Given to thinking ; habitually exercising one's

mind; having special or well-trained powers of

thought ; thoughtful, reflective, intellectual. (Cf.
THINKER i c.)
l6
*; Let. to Person ofHon. in Select. Harl. Misc. (1793)

401 To have an account of the sense of the thinking-menabout the town concerning it. 1779 Mirror No. 16 r~ 3 Thosemoments ofdeeper pensiveness to which every thinking mind
is liable. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonnevillc III. 225 The
senior chief, .was a thinking man, and a man of observation.
o. fig. Said of very life-like sculpture: cf. BREATH-

ING///, a. b.

1.73'
' M. GREEN Grotto 57 The thinking sculpture helps to

raise Deep thoughts, the genii of the place.
Hence Thi-nkingdom (nonce-wd.\ a realm of

thinking persons ; Thi nkingly adv., in a thinking
manner, in the way of thought; with thought, con-

sciously, deliberately; in (one's own) thought or
supposition (quot. 1894); Thl-nkinsness, think-
ing quality; thoughtfulness, intellectuality; the
essence of a thinking being (quot. 1865).

314

1880 Q. Rtv. Oct. 415 Christendom .. is far enough as yet

from having been replaced by the Utopian "Thinkingdom
(Cogitantenthum), to which one of the modern German

apostles of materialism.. looks forward. 1847 WEBSTER,

'Thinkingly, by thought. 1887 MARY LINSKILL In Ex-

prudence and gallantry of spirit. 1838 New Monthly Mag.
Lilt 118 All men say.. good things of the courage of

Englishmen, the chastity of English women, the thinking-
ness of both sexes. 1865 J. GROTE Exflor. Philos. I. 140.

I recognise two manners of existence, . .thinkingness and

thoughtness.

Thinkling (bi-nk.lin). nonce-wd. [f.
THINK v?

+ -LING.] A petty or inferior thinker.

1815 J. GILCHRIST Labyrinth Demolished 22. 1816

Philos. Etytn. 247 A proper Etymological Dictionary,which
petty thinklings quackish pretenders affect to despise.

Thi-nk-so. nonce-wd. [The phr. (/) think so

(THINK z>.2 9 c) used as a sb.] A mere opinion.
1666 BUNYAN Grace At. 07 How if all our Faith, and

Christ, and Scriptures, should be but a Think-so too ? 1675
Saved by Grace Wks. (1692) 1. 568/1 He thinks former en-

couragements were Fancies, Delusions or meer Think-so's.

1887 HALL CAINE Deemster xxxix, All the dread I had felt

hitherto. .was no more than a thinkso.

Thin-laid, -leaved, etc. : see THIN a. D.

Thinly (J>i-nli), * [f- THIN <* + -LY 2
-l In

a thin manner.
1. With little thickness or depth; with thin

clothing. Also_/ijf.

13.. K. Alis. 5906 (Bodl. MS.) Thynnelich hy bep
y-hatered. 1746 FRANCIS tr. Hor., Sat. n. vi. 94 This

Morning Air is
very

bad For them, who go but thinly clad.

1770 Phil. Trans. LXI. 334, I covered the bottom with it

thinly, 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Ettg. xxi. IV. 570 The scheme
of assassination, thus thinly veiled, was communicated to

James. 1859 GULLICK & TIMES Paint. 229 Pictures in oil

..may, of course, be thinly painted throughout
b. fig. Poorly, meagrely. 1 Obs. rare.

1537 CROMWELL in Merriman Life <t Lett. (1902) II. 75
Your neighbours, without whom.. all the rest of you would
live full thynnely.
2. With large intervals of space or time ; sparsely ;

not closely or thickly.
c 1545 in Dugdale Monast. (1821) III. 283, v. acrezdi. thinly

growyne with olde bechez and some oke. 1667-8 SIR 1 .

BROWNE Brampton Urns Wks. 1835 III. 500 Great ones
were but thinly found, a 1727 NEWTON Chronol. Amended
i. (1728) 178 He found that country.. peopled but thinly.
1817 HONE Everyday Bk. II. 106 The market was. .thinly
attended.

3. In combination with pa. pples. or adjs. used

attributively ; now usually hyphened.
1757 DYER Fleece I. Wks. (1761) 60 The thinly-scatter'd

meal. 1797 GODWIN Enquirer II. xii. 454 Ten thinly printed

pages.
186* ANSTEO Channel 1st. L ii. (ed. 2) 26 Thinly,

bedded grey rocks. 1890
' R. BOLDREWOOD '

Col. Reformer
(1891) 70 An open, thinly-timbered, well-grassed country.
1902 Daily Chron. 25 Jan. 3/2 He makes thinly-veiled
love to the young lady.

tThi-nmost, a. 0/>s. rare- 1
, [f. THIN a. : see

-MOST.] Thinnest
1644 NYE Gunnery (1670) 83 If this Peece were fortified. .

onely so much, as the thmmost part of the metall is.

Thinned ()>ind), ppl. a. [f. THIN z>.i + -ED i.]
Made thin or less thick, in senses of THIN z.' ; re-

duced in thickness, density, frequency, number, etc.

1710 J. CLARKE Renault's Nat. Phil. I. xxyii. (1729) I. 210
The Superficies of the thinned Body, where it is of any one
Thickness. 1857 LD. DUFFERIN Lett. High Lat. xii. (ed. 3)
359 The thinned ranks on board the ' Iron Beard '

are con.
stantly replenished. 1899 Allbutts Syst. Med. VIII. 695
Pigment is irregularly accumulated in the thinned epidermis.

Thl-nner. [agent-n. from THIN z.i : see -ER
i.]

One who thins.

iSsa Planting 63 in Litr. Use/. Knowl, Hust. Ill,
Leaving them to press upon each other more severely than
vigorous thinners would permit. 1889 Pall Mall G. 3 July
2/2 The case of the little turnip-thinners in Saxony.
Thinness (Jji-n.nes). [f. THIN a. + -NESS.]
The quality or condition of being thin.

1. Narrowness of dimension between opposite
surfaces ; absence of thickness or depth.
'577 B- GOOGE Heresbach's Hust. ii. (1586) 80 b, Fulnesse

and emptinesse, or thicknesse and thinnes. 1617 MORYSON
Ittn. in. 175 Cotton cloth.. for thinnesse not vnlike our
boultmg cloths. 1715 DESACULIERS Fins Impr. 1 13 Where
you cannot dig in the Back-Wall of a Chimney by reason of
Us thinness. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 54 The
thinness of the seam [of coal). 1863 IXEU. Antif. Man iii.

34 The extreme thinness of the film of matter.
b. Lean or spare habit of body ; spareness.
1827-35 WILLIS Leper 6$ There, alone. Wasted to ghastly

thinness, Helon knelt.

o. fig. Deficiency, poverty, meagreness, feeble-
ness ; lack of depth or fullness.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 134 Hit xehael3 l>a bynnysse bare

S
o
S
'i-u

* 3 BALCANQUAL Serin. St. Manes Spittle
98 the thinnesse of our loy, because we did sowe our
teares too thin. 1903 Daily Chron. 20 Feb. 3/6 That therew
n? "i"

intellectual thinness among young men.
J. 1 he condition of being thinly arranged, occu-

pied, or attended ; want of fullness ; sparseness.
C
J
I* > P"'*- Far - 49'/i Thynnesse, of wodys, cornys,and ober lyke, raritas. 1573-80 BARET Alv. T 166 Thin!

!Jl
sse

4.. .
domnesse ' raritt. 1600 LOCKE Govt. n. vi. 74

I he Thinness of People gives Families Leave to separate
into unpossessed Quarters. 1774 A. GIB Pres. Truth\\. 40None of these brethren opened a mouth about the thinness

THIN-SOWN,
of the meeting. 1816 F. REYNOLDS Life f, Times II. 200
Expressing my surprise at the. . thinness of the house.

3. Absence or lack of density, conscience, or

viscosity; fluidity, tenuity, rarity.
c xooo Sax. Leechd. II. 199 f>onne Jara metta meltung bi|>& bynnes. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xi. i. (Tollem.

MS.), Ever ha(? more binnesse and clerenesse ban ober
dementis, c 1440 Promp. Pan. 491/1 Thynnesse, or thyn-
hede of licurys. 1582 STANYHUHST SEneis I. (Arb.) 37 From
earthly thicknesse, too thinnesse vannished ayerie. 1684-5
BOYLE Min. Waters 26 Of the thinness or viscosity of the
Mineral Water, a 1854 CAROLINE B. SOUTHEY Poet. Wks.
(1867) 67 Milk, -tempered down To wholesome thinness.

f Thi-nnify, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. THIN a. + -ify,

-FY.] trans. To make thin
; THIN v. 1

c,.

a 1693 Urqvhart's Rabelais ill. iv. 49 The Heart doth
in its left side Ventricle so thinnifie the Blood.

Thinning, vol. sb. [f. THIN .i + -INQI.]
The action ot THIN .!, in various senses ; reduc-
tion or decrease in thickness, closeness, number,
density, etc. Also with out, off, away, tip, etc.
6-r.ooo .Ta.r. Leechd. II. 260 Lxcedomas ba be |ynnunge

maejen hxbben. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xix. xi.

(Bodl. MS.), White mater is igendred of thynnynge and
spredinge of aier. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 257
Weeded down by various thinnings. 1839 URE Diet. Arts
1269 The thinning up, or quantity of turpentine required to
bring it to its proper consistence. 1851 CARPENTER Man.
Pkys. (ed. 2) 268 By the thinning-away of its wall at its most
projecting part.

1868 Rep! U. S. Commissioner Agric.
(1869) 423 Upon thinning out, enough plants were cast away
to have run at least twelve rows additional.

b. cotter, usually//. That which is removed in

the process of thinning. (Cf. sweepings.)
1771 Usef. Proj. in Ann. .Reg. 115/2 Sir John .. never

receives less than a guinea an acre in thinnings throughout
his plantations. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. PI.
xxx. 110 A fir paling of the horizontal kind, made from the
thinning of trees of that kind. 1893 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc.
Dec. 826 Thinnings and rubbish should be immediately
removed and burnt.

Thi-nning, ppl. a. [f. THIN .i + -ING 2.]
That thins, in various senses of the verb.
1550 BALE Eng. Votaries n. 81 To confirme the thynynge

shewe of hypocresye. 1790 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Rowland
for Oliver 92 Art thou a Doctor ? Yes, of thinning skill.
1888 Pump Court 31 Oct. 5/2 His gradually thinning hair.

1899 MACKAIL Life Morris II. 154 A mere thinning remnant
between two divergent and increasing camps.
Thinnish. 0>i-niJ), a. [f. THIN a. + -ISB l.]
Somewhat thin ; tending to thinness.

'545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankyndt 139 Her vryne shall

appeare whyte and thynnyssh. 1780 C. A. BURNBY in
Mine. D'Arblay's Early Diary (1889) II. 289 The Masque-
rade at the Pantheon was rather thinnish. 1827 F. COOPER
Prairie I. ii. 30 They told us. .we should find settlers some-
thing thinnish hereaway. 1884 Century Mag. XXIX. 138/1
Aly somewhat slight figure and thinnish legs.

Thinnye, obs. form of TUNNY.
Thinocorine Oainfkorain), a. Ornith. [f.

mod.L. Thinocorus (properly -ys), f. Gr. eft, 6Iv-

beach, sea-shore + *<5/>us lark: see -nnt 1
.] Of,

pertaining to, or characteristic of the Thinocoridai
or quail-snipes, a iamily of South American wading
birds, typified by the genus Thinocorus.
1885 Stand. Nat. Hist. IV. 92 The Thinocorine palate, in

which the votner is connected with the nasal cartilages in a
manner recalling that ofthe jtgilhognathae.

Thinolite (bai-ntfsit). Min. [f. Gr. eft, 9lv-

(see prec.) + \i9os stone : see -LITE.]
' A variety

of calcite, occurring in psendomorphous crystals,
the original mineral being still in doubt

'

(Chester
Diet. Min. 1896).
1879 C. KING C.col. loth Parallel I. 508 (Chester).

Thin-skinned (-skind : stress var.), a.

1. Having a thin skin or rind.

1598 CHAPMAN Blinde Begger of Alexandria Wks. 1873
I. ii Round faces and thinne skinde are happiest still. 1707
MORTIMER Husb. (1721) II. 155 Chusethe large, round, white,
and thin-skinned ones. 1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs' Bot.

539 A stony endocarp surrounding the thin-skinned seed.

2. fig. Sensitive to criticism, ridicule, or abuse ;

easily hurt or offended ; touchy.
1680 BAXTER Answ. Stillingfl. Ixxviii. 09, I.. never was so

thin Skin'd as to be unable to bear a Cholerick breath. 1771
SMOLLETT Humpk. Cl. 8 June, My apothecary, who is a
proud Scotchman, very thin skinned. 1818 COBBETT Pol.

Reg. XXXIII. 311 The professional gentlemen in Penn-
sylvania are. .extremely thin-skinned, when they are the

party attacked. 1894 FROUDE Life 4 Lett. Erasmus xvii.

328 Erasmus.. was thin-skinned as ever.

Hence Thi-n-ski-nnedness, the condition or

quality of being thin-skinned ; sensitiveness.
i88a SALA Amer. Revis. (1883) I. iii. 43 note, A very grati-

fying proof of the diminution of what may be termed '
thin,

skinnedness '. 1897 Spectator 23 Oct. 552/1 This thin,

skinnedness among experienced public men.

Thin-SOWn (bin c
s<7un : stress var.), a. Also 7

thin-sowed. Sown or planted thinly ;
lit. said of

plants, or a crop ; fig. scattered at wide intervals,
scarce

; also, of a field or territory : scantily fur-

nished wi^th (t of).
1580 R. HARVEY PI. Pen. (1590) 18 Good deeds, which are

now both thin sowne. ., and thinner growne. 01631 DONNE
Lett. (1651) 159 This Countrie is so thin sowed with such
persons, as he comes to seek; that he will scarce know,
where to find a corn to peck at. 1698 NORRIS Pract. Disc.
IV. 60 Very good Men . . were always very thin sown, a 1846
in J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 398 In the early



THIN-SPUN.

Majjes-.thc appearance of thick-sjun corn is mud) superior
to that of the thin-sown.

Thin-spun, a. (stress var.) Spun thinly;
drawn out in spinning to a slender thread. AUoyfe
1637 MILTON Lyculas 76 Comes the blind Fury with th'

abhorred shears, And slits the thin spun life. 1641 H.
MORK Sfng n/Soiil 11. iii. iv. i.v, Thin-spun reason and exile
discourse. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 93 How thin-spun
clouds glide swiftly by. Ibid. 120 Nor broken seam, nor
thin-spun screen.

Thru-walled (-wgld), a. Having thin walls.

1854 OWEN Skel, e, Teeth (1855) 7 The thinnest-walled and
widest air-bone of the bird of flight was first solid. 1875
HENNETT & DYI.K Sachs' Bot. 90 Alternate layers of narrow
thick-walled and broad thin-walled cork-cells are formed.
1875 HUXLEY & MAKTIN Elcm. Biol. (1877) '84 Posteriorly,
the oviducts dilate into capacious thin-walled chambers.

Thio- (li|), also before a vowel thl-, repr. Gr.
Ofioi' sulphur ;

a formative element in names of

things containing or connected with sulphur.
1. in Chem. (See also THIOL-, THION-.) In names

of compounds containing sulphur = sulpha-,
In systematic nomenclature restricted to those in which

one or more atoms of sulphur take the place of one or more of

oxygen in the substance designated by the rest of the name ;

f.g.thiacetic acidC^H SO.SH, from aceticacidCjHsO.OH,
tri.thiocarbonk acid HjCSg, from carbonic acid HaCOs.
So thio-acid, -alcohol, -aldehyde, -ether, -salt \ also thio-

antimo'nic, -antinto'ftioits, -arse'nic, -arse'nious, -lactic,

-phosphoric, -phasphoryl, -stannic, -tungstic, etc. But many
names do not conform exactly to this systematic use.
The following are the chief combinations of Me-,

Thia'cetate, a salt of thiacetic acid. Thiace tic

a., in thiacetic acid (C,H3O.SH), a colourless

liquid boiling at 93 C. Thi-a-cid = thio-acid.

Tkialdine [ALD(EHYDK + -INEO], a crystalline

substance.NH : 2(CHCH3 . S) : CHCH3 , produced
by passing hydrogen sulphide into a solution of

aldehyde ammonia. Thi-alol [AL(COHOL + -OL 3],
a name for diethyl disulphide, (C2H lt) IS1 ,

a colour-

less oily compound, having an odour like garlic.
Thi -amide, generic name for substances formed by
replacing the oxygen of an amide by sulphur,
as thiacetamide, CH3CS . NH 2 ,

from acetamide,
CH3CO . NH,. Thi-amine, generic name for

amines containing the group NHSH, as ethyl-
thiamiiu. C.jH, . NHSH. Thiazole [Azo- + -ole,

ycH.s
-OL 3], K CH >(

lH i a liquid boiling at U7C.
Thi-enyl [contr. of thiophenyl, proposed 1883 by
V. Meyer], the radical C4H3S contained in thio-

pheite, C 4
H4S. Thi'o-a cid, thi-a cid, an acid

in which oxygen is replaced by sulphur. Thio-
a Iburnose, a deutero-albumose containing a large
amount of sulphur. Thio-a-lcohol, a compound
of the nature of an alcohol in which sulphur takes

the place of oxygen, as mercaptan, CaH5 . SH, ana-

logous to ethyl alcohol, CaH5 . OH. Thioca-rba-

mate, a salt of thiocarbamic acid. Thiocarba-mic

a., in /. acid, NH, . CO . SH and NHa . CS . OH :

now distinguished as thiolcarbatnic and thion-

carbamic acids : see TUIOL-, THIOK-. Thioca-rba-

mldo, CS(NH2)j or HS . C(NH3) : NH, a crystal-

line substance melting at 1 70 C. Thioca'rbonate ,

a salt of thiocarbonic acid. Thiocarbo'ttio a., in

/. acid: in derivatives, as mono-, di-, tri-thiocarbonic

acid: the last, H2CS3 ,
is a dark yellow strongly

smelling oil, very easily decomposed by heating

into CSj and H2S ; esters of dithiocarbonic acid,

H,COS2 ,
and of monothiocarbonic acid, HaCO2S,

are known. Thioca'rbonyl, the radical (CS)*, in

which the oxygen of carbonyl (CO)* is replaced by

sulphur. Thioca-rbylamine = iso-lhiocyanic acid,

CONS, = C=N . SH. TMocresol (b3i|0,kre-S|rt),

a compound with the formula CHS :C,H4SH, of

which there are three modifications, two
crystalline

and one liquid. Tliiocyanate, a salt of thiocyanic

acid. Thiocya-nic a., in /. acid, N|C.SH =

cyanic acid, N i C . OH, in which oxygen is replaced

by sulphur; a liquid with a penetrating odour.

Thiocya'uogen, the radical CNSofthiocyanic acid;
in comb, thiocyano-. Tniofo'rmio a., in t. acid,

HjCOS, a crystalline substance melting at iaoC.

Thiona'phthene, a colourless crystalline com-

pound,C8H,S, consisting of benzene,C,H,,of which

two atoms of H are replaced by CH:CH.S.
Thionic (bai^-nik) a., in /. acids, group name for

the acids represented by the formula HaSnO,,
where n - 2, 3, 4, 5. and perhaps 6. These acids

are called dithionic, trithionic, tetrathiomc , penta-

thionic, and hexathionic acid. Thi'onine, a brown-

ish-black dye, SC,jH9N3 , crystallizing in plates,

called phenylene violet, or Lauth's v., and largely

used to stain microscopic objects. Thionu-rate,

a salt of thionuric acid. Thionuric rtai^iQTlk)
a ff Gr. 6tioi> + UEIC], in thionuric acid, CO :

2,NH . CO) : CH . NH . SO3H, formed by the ac-

tion of ammonia and sulphurous acid on alloxan
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in aqueous solution. Thi onyl [-VL], the radical

(SO)* : so named in 1857 by Schiff (.Innalrn Jer
Client, und rharm. C1I. 113). Thiophene,
C,II 4S, a colourless liquid with an odour like

benzene, occurring in benzene from coal-tar to the

extent of about 0-5 percent.; hence Thiophe-nic
a., in thiophenic acid, C4

H sS.COjH, derived from

thiophene. Thiophe'nol, a colourless liquid,
C6HSSH (

" PUENOL with S in place of O), with the

odour of garlic. Thicvphthene [\A I'imiKxi:], a

colourless oily compound, C,H 4Sa ,
obtained by the

distillation of citric acid withPaSs
. Thi oreso'rcin,

also Thioreso-rcinol, C
?
H 4(SH)2 , a yellowish-

grey substance, used medicinally as a substitute

for iodoform. Thi osalicy lie a., in /. acid,

HOC,H,CO(SH), a brownish-yellow amorphous
substance, used in medicine as an antiseptic.

Thio-salt, a salt of a thio-acid, as a thiosulphate.
Thiosi namine [L. sinapis mustard + AMINE] =

allyl-thio-urca, C SH,NH.CS.NH,, a crystalline
substance produced by the action of ammonia on

allyl mustard oil. Thiosn/lphate, a salt of thio-

sulphuric acid; formerly called hyposulphite.
Thiosulphu-ric a., in t, acid, H2S2O3 ,

an acid

only known in solution and soon decomposing, the

salts of which are stable, and are applied in bleach-

ing and photography ;
it is sulphuric acid, H,SO4 ,

in which one atom of oxygen is replaced by sulphur ;

formerly calledAffosufyAurous acid. Thioto'lnene

[TOLUENE] =
methylthiophette, C4HS(CH,)S, a

colourless oily compound, found as an impurity in

crude toluene; two isomeric forms are known.
Thio-urea 0i|0,iO-ra), CS(NHa)j or HS.C
(NII a ) : NH = thiocarbamide. Thioxa-nthone

[XANTHONE], C|3H8OS, crystallizing in yellow
needles. Thioxene ()i|fks<h), Thioxylene
( J)3ii<rksil<h)[namedM*VjrM by VictorMeyer(5n
Deut. Chem. Get. 1884, xvn. 789)] = dimethyl-

thiophene, C4H 2(CH3)2S, found as an impurity in

xylene ; there are several isomeric forms.

1854 KnKui.fi in Proc. Roy. Soc. VII. ^Thiacetic Acid,
Sulphuretted Acetic Actd^is been obtained by me by

acting on monohydrated acetic acid with tersulphide
of phosphorus. 1847 WOHLER & LIEBIG in Mem. Chem.
Soc. III. 303 A new organic alkali free from oxygen..which
we call *thialdine . . contracted from 6ilov and aldehyde.
1881 WATTS Diet. Client. VIII. 1952 *Thiamides..may be

conveniently prepared by the action of phosphorus sulphide
. .on amides. 1888 HANTZSCH & WEBER in Jrnl. Chem.
Soc. LIV. 256 *Thiazole is the name given to [these] iso-

meric compounds. 1885 PETER /old. XLVIII. 141 *TAi-

enylmcthylacetoximc C|H3S . CMe : NOH.. forms a white

crystalline mass. 1881 WILL Ibid. XLI 1. 1088 "Thiocarba-

mates...A continuation of the author's researches. 1878
GUARESCHI Ibid. XXXIV. 6o*TUx*riamUtCS (NHz),
[etc.] when oxidised by permanganate likewise yield all their

sulphur in the state of sulphuric acid, 1891 Anthony's
PKotogr. Bull. IV.

original discovi

as thio-carbt

til. IV. 397 Prof. J. E. Reynolds, who was the

overer of the rinsing sulphur urea, now known
imidf. 1883 Jml. Chem. Soc. XLIV. 405 The1883 Jn

'thiocart

phylloxera. 1887 Ibid. LI. 273 The conv
use of potassium *thiocarbonate as a remedy against" ~"

onversion of thio-

....iperatures. 1877 Ibid. XXXII. 869 "Thiocyanates of

the acid radicles are prepared by the action of acid chlorides
j .l_; ._._ _o ?L:J WVtT ., A-:nn ^C

boiling alcohol, in slender needles. 1880 Ibid. XXXVII.
593 A qualitative reaction, by which pentathiomc acid is

clearly distinguished from any other of the *thionic acids.

1839 THOMSON British Ann. 377 "Thionurate of zinc. Ibid.,

*fhionuric acid. 1874 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 779 Thionu-

ric acid . . forms a crystalline mass, consisting of fine needles.

Ibid. 780 ThionyL SO. The radicle of the sulphurous

compounds : e, g., sulphurous chloride, (SOJ"C12 = chloride

of thionyL 1883 MIVKK in Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XLIV. jooi

A substance contained in Coal-tar Benzene.. to which tne

author has given the name of*lhiephciu. \tcaSyd. Soc. Lex.,

'Thiophenol,..f\axfS\ mercaptan. Ibid., 'TkioresorciH,..
a popular substitution of resorcin. . . Used as a dusting

powder. 1853 URK Diet. Arts 1.32 *Thiosinnamme. 1881

PIESSE & STANSELL in Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XL. 207 Thiosina.

mine is an oily substance at 100, but gradually solidifies

whencold. 1873 WATTS Fownes' Chem. 198 The solution of a

thiosulphate. 1874 Jml. Chem. Soc. XXVI 1. 771 The close

relation between the thiosulphates and sulphates is shown

by the formul-SOjONa *& SOjgjjJ. 1873 WATTS

Fownes' Chem. 204 Thiosulphuric Acid is scarcely known.

1874 Jnl. Chem. Soc. XXVII. 77 On the Constitution of

Hyposulphurous (Thiosulphuric) Acid. 1885 Ibid. X LVI 1 1.

351 A Simple Method of obtaining "Thiotolene. 1894M yi
R

& MORLEY Watts' Diet. Chem. IV. 710 Formed by adding

Br to an alcoholic or cold aqueous solution of *thio-urea-

1885 Jrnl. Chan. Soc. XLVIII. 251 A simple method of

obtaining. . *thioxylene.

2. In pharmaceutical and other terms.

Thiobacte-ria, name proposed by Migula for

sulphur and iron bacteria mostly found in seawater

and soil*. TWocampli [CAMPH(OR], a fluid dis-

infectant, used for fumigation, formed by the action

ofsulphur dioxide on camphor. Thi-oool [GuAi A)-

cotl.a preparation ofguaiacol.used in lungdiseases.

Thi-oform [after cA/or^m], trade-name of a basic

bismuth di-thiosalicylate, asan antiseptic for wounds.

THIE.

Thioge nic a. [-OKN i t
-ic], producing mlphur,

spec, applied to bacteria which produce free sul-

phur by the oxidization of sulphuretted hydrogen.
Thio g-enol, trade-name of a solution of sodium
snlphonate as a medical wash. Thi-olin [I., liniim

flax], trade-name of a dark-green substance prennic-l
from linseed oil by the action of sulphur ; hence
Thioli-nic arid. Thlo.a. plol, -aapol [I., safe
soap], -a-vonal, trade-names of soap containing
sulphur in chemical combination.

|| Thi othrix
[Gr. gflf liair], a genus of sulphur bacteria found in

sulphur springs.
1900 A. C. JONKS tr. Flicker; Sir. H Funct. Bacteria f<

The sulphur bacteria, *Thiol-acltr!a, whose cell* are often
crammed full of spherical rrfrinzent masses of pure sulphur,
occur in nature in places where free xulphuretted hydrogen
is present. Ibid., Thiohacteria can be found at any time of
the year, but are most abundant in the early spring and Ute
autumn. 1899 Syd.Soc. Lex.,*Thiocamfh..on exposure
evolves sulphur dioxide in steady fumes. Ibid.,

*
Thiofrtin

..a Hght yellowish powder, without odour or taste. .nat..
been introduced into surgery with promising success. 1910
BRICKDALE Guide Newer Remedies 60 A dithiosalicylair
..has been. .named Thioform. 1894 REMINGTON Pratt.
Pharm. (ed. 3) 1433

"
Tliiolin. Salts of thiosulphonic acid.

Salt of thiolinic acid. Sulphonated and sulphurated linseed
oil. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex., Thiolin, thiolinic acid. Itld.,

*Thiosn-piol, a sulphuretted soap, containing 10 per cent,
of sulphur, obtained by heating sulphur and oleic acid

together. . .A successful application to many skin diseases.

Thiol- (M'/l). Chem. [arbitrarily f. THIO-.] A
name for the group SH in combination, analogous
to hydroxyl, OH.
It indicates the presence of an -SH group (or an -SR

croup, where R is an alkyl radical), as in methyl-thiohar.
bamate, HgN.CO.SCHs, as distinguished from methyl
cartamate, HjN . CO .OCHj, and also from methyl.lhion.
carbamate, H jN . CS . OCHj : see TH ION-. Also, in those

cases in which hydroxy. would mean the presence of an
-OH group,

thiol- indicates the presence of an -SH
group ; and where methoxy., ethoxy-, etc., would indicate

CHsO-, CjH6O-, RO- groups, methylthiol., ethyllhM-, R-

thiol-, indicate CH-S-, CiH,S-, RS- croups: thus the

sulphur compound corresponding to sodium ethoxyacetate
CjHsO . CH j . COjNa b sodium ethylthieliKetatc CjHjS .

CHj.CO,Na. Cf. THION-.

1899 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXXVI. i. 797 The authors adopt
the Geneva nomenclature, thion being used to denote com-

pounds containing the group . CS.OR, and thiol those

containing the group . CO. SR. 1905 Ibid. LXXXVIII. i.

626 a-Thralbutyricacid,SH . CHEt.CO2H,is an oil boiling
at 118-122 under 19 mm. pressure.

Thion- (bsi-jJn). Chem. [a. Gr. tttar sulphur :

cf. THIO-.] A name for sulphur taking the place
of oxygen in a compound and joined by two bonds

to carbon.
e. g. in methyl thioncarbamate, HjN . CS .OCHB as distinct

from methyl carbamate and methyl-thiolcarbamate : see

THIOL-. (Certain words beginning with thton. do not con-

form to this system : see THIONIC, etc under THIO-.)

1899 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXXVI. L 797 [see TH10L-J. 1904
Ibid. LXXXVI. i. 990 The crude ester.. is best converted

directly into thionoxanilic acid, NHPh . CS . COjH.

Thir (Sir.Sai), dent. pron. and ailj. Sc. and north.

dial. Forms : 3 ?, 4- thir ; also 4 (pair, pier),

per(e, bar(e, there, 4-5 bir(e, 4-7 ther, 5 thire,

theire, thair, (8-9 north, dial, ther, thor, thoor,

thur). [Origin obscure. The introduction of the

word app. coincided with the change of fas in the

north from being plural of this to being synonym-
ous with/rt, pi. of that: see THESE, THOSE, THO.

The earliest evidence is that of Cursor Mnndi and

the northern works of 1300-1350, in which J>0s and

fa appear as plural of that, and thir in various

spellings is the established plural of this, = southern

this, midland thist, these. Some suggest its adop-
tion from ON. fair, }xr

' those ', pi. masc. and

fern, of the simple demonstrative id, s&, fiat, of

which the plural was used also as 3rd pers. pron.

pi.
'

they '. Others have suggested a combination

oipe with hlr 'here', as if = the here, those here.

Both suggestions present difficulties. See Note.]

A. pron. = THESE dem. pron.
13.. Cursor M.(a<)\ (Cott., Gfltt.) Wr IF., Tr.MvH

folk of israel. Ibid. 6481 (Cott.) Wr \F. ber, G. bis, Tr. Fsel

er be coma[n]mentes ten. IHd. 23055 (tdin., O<

lauerdschip sal bir [Colt, bar, F. ham) be lent. Ibid. 23643

lEdin.,G6ltJ Wr sal worsip al creature.
"JJ4"

HAMPOLI

aiKvu ^,'
"i' .1 t Y*I*- \' '** -t -* f --*.

- -- .

.tkttrt (Surtees) 3521 fir [five onions], he saiilt, has bene

, mete. 145* SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 85 O
all thir, thare is nane sa glide as..defens of gude

rjJC

lS<a-3 Keg. Privy Council Scot. I. 137 Thir ar the artikil

orlhe
3

Lofdis. 1637-50 Row Hist, kirk (Wodr. S. I
.

Anyone of thir requyra a wholl man. i8as BROCKrrr^V.
Words, Thur, these. i8a8CVw Gloss., Thur, Ihtr, the

B. adj. THESE dem. adj.

rtikills

.07
. t.

these.

bese
taueilaucru . c siu, va* w^ - r . -, '..-.
G. bir froskis, /\>ese frogges) a-wal fra me . Ib,d. 1919 1

W\f. ber, Tr. bese] seuen were Sett be-fore be aposldes

ffirS SJSSS Pr. <>,- -682 Als Hr rk yr.des.MrVUE, I r,\,*rrr, -_.. . -- - ,

MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) Pref. 2 JHr werldly lordts.



THIRD.

Tales 55 He lukid evur when bir fendis suld com agayn. 1490

Exch. KollsScotl. X.663 Toquhaisknauleg thirepur letterns

salcum greting. 1553 KENNEDY Compend. Tract, in Wodrcno

Soc. Misc. (1844) 109 Sen the tyme of the Apostolis to thir our

dayis. 1678 Contract in Proc. Soc. Ant. Scat. (1896) XXX.
21 Both pairties are content that ther presents] be insert.

1715 H'odrow Corr. (1843) II. 33 Thir two men have bred

trouble enough. 1790 BURNS Tarn o' Shanter 155 Thir

breeks o' mine, my only pair. 1790 MRS. WHEELER Westmld.

Dial. Pref. n Thor Men bed been at a College, coad

Cambridg.
{Note. Difficulties ofderivation from ON.feir,/>xr are: (i)

The retention of inflexional -r, otherwise unexemplified, and
the fact that fei-r had already been adopted in its pronomi-
nal sense as A??, they, thei, in the north }ai, pay, and was
in full use in Cursor M. and other northern works : see

or '

they ', distinct from J>esser, -ar ' these
'

; while thir has

been from the beginningemphatically
' these ',

as distinct from

fa,}as
' those '. The explanation

' the here ',

* those here
'

suits the sense ; but (i) no trace has been found of these

in an uncombined form ; and (2) the addition of here to a

demonstrative, common in the midlands and south of Eng-
land (see HERE i d), is not known as a northern idiom.]

Thir, obs. unstressed form of THEIR.

Third (paid), a. (adv.), so. Forms : see below.

fOE. pridda, -e, pird(d)a, -e, Comm. Teut. and

Indo-Eur.
;
= OFris. thredda, OS. thriddio (MI.G.

drudde, derde, Du. derde), OHG. dritto (MHG.,
G. drifts), ON. frige, -i (Sw. tredje, Da. tredie),

Goth, pridja, :-OTeut. *prittjd-,
:-Indo-Eur.

*tritjo's : cf. Gr. rplrm, L. tertius, Skr. trtiyas.
The metathesis of third for thrid appears already in

ONorthumb. ^950, but thrid was the prevalent type down
to the i6th c.]

A. Illustration of Forms.
a. i (3) pridda, 2-5 pridde, 3 pride, 4 pryd(e,

threid, pred, 4-5 thrydde, thride, prid, thridd,

4-6 thridde, thryd, thredde, 4-7 thred, 4-6,
Sc. -8 thrid, 5 thryde, thrudde, (tryd).
fiBoo CYNEWULF Christ 726 Waes se bridda hlyp. c icoo

Sax. Leechd. II. 298 pridde me*en is. c 1*00 ORMIN Ded.
6 Broberr min i Godess bus, $et o be bride [elsen'here

bridde] wise, c xago Gen. fy Ex. 3516 foe oridde mone3 in

is cumen. a 1300 Cursor M. 8471 (Cott.) Pe thride boke
efter ba tua. Ibid, 16892 To rise be thrid \Gott. thred] dai.

Ibid. 18646 To be thrid [G. threid] morn. 13.. E. E.
Allit. P. B. 300 The lolef

lapheth
watz gendered be bryd.

138* WYCLIF Acts xx. 9 He ledd by sleep fel down fro the
thridde stage. 4:1450 Two CookeryJiks. 113 (Laud MS.) Ye
thrudde perty shal be sugar. 1588 A. KING tr. Canisius*
Catech. Kalendar i Feb., S. Ignatius bischop of Antioch
threid efter S. Peter. 1606 Sc. Acts Jos. VI (1816) IV.

279/2 The thrid day of this instant, c 1730 Thrid [see 11. 1. 1].

0. I (Northumb.) tiirda, flirdda, 2 perdde, 4
pirde, 5-6 thyrd(e, 5-7 thirde, 6 theyrd, thurd,
5- third.

950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xii. 38 sif on Sa ftirdda wacan

?;e-cyme_o, aizoo Moral Ode 138 (Lamb. MS.) Nolde he
for al middenerd be berdde \v.r. bridde] [dei] ber abiden.

1393 LANCL. P. PI. C. xxii. 264 And matheu be birde. 1446
LYDG. Nightingale Poems i. 299 Ye that are in the third

age Ofyour lyfe ande passed morow & prime. 1473 WARKW.
Chron. (Camden) 3 In the thyrde }ere ofthe reygne ofKynge
Edwarde. 1552 H ULOET, Thyrde fayre or market proclaymed.
B. Signification. I. adj.

As with other ordinals, usually the third: seeTaEdef.art.
B. 18.

1. The ordinal numeral corresponding to the
cardinal three : last ofthree ; that comes next after

the second, a. with sb. expressed.
a 800 [see A. a]. 971 Blickl. Horn. 15 fy briddan daexe he

ofdeabeariseb. a 1215A ncr. R.n pe bridde dole. i34olI.\M-
POLE Pr. Consc. 1664 Here bigynnes be thred part. 1497
Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 141 The thryde day of
Marche. 1533 BELLENDEN Livy in. xi. (S. T. S.) I. 292 To
be haldin be thrid day eftir be nundinis. 155* HULOET,
Thyide sillable, ante penultima. 1597 A. M. tr. Guille-
meau's Fr. Chiri/rg. 30/1 The finger called Medicus, or
thirde finger, c 1730 BURT Lett. N. Scotl. (1818) I. 30
Inquire for such a launde.., where the gentleman stayd, at
the thrid stair, that is three stories high. 1847 HELPS
Friends in C. I.

yi. 92, I prefer real life.. where there U no
third volume [as in a novel] to make things straight.

b. Following the names of sovereigns, popes,
etc. : cf. SECOND A. I b.

1414 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 59/2 Kyng Henry the Thridde.
1550 BALE AT. Johan (Camden) 42 Pope Innocent the thred.
1735 JOHNSON Lobo's Abyssinia, Descr. v. 73 King John
the Third [of Portugal].

c. with sb. understood.
C95o Lindisf. Gosf. Matt. xxii. 26 gelic 3e aeftera..& 3e

8irda[/?KjA;</. bridde]. c 1175 Lamb.Hom. 133 Dreo bing..
bet ooer is goddes word and bet Sridde is weldede. a 1300
Cursor M. 358 (Cott.) pe thrid es air, and fir be ferth. 1381WYCLIF Dan. v. 7 Shal be the thrid in my rewme. c 1440 Gesta.
Rom. xv. 51 (Harl. MS.) And so he wrote to the thrid, bat
sel

.

d she lovid him.
iS5?.-3 Inv. Ch. Goods, Staffs, in Ann.

Lichfield (1863) IV. 70, iij vestements, one of whyte fustian,
another of blacke chamblet, & the thryd of blewe sarsynet.
I66a PLAYFORO Skill Mas. II. (1674) 92 Six strings,., the first
..is called the Treble; the second, the Small Meanj the
third, the Great Mean. 1811 SCOTT Kenilw. xxxviii,

' Hush !

thou knave ! said a third ;

' how know'st thou who may be
within hearing?

'

d. Gram. In third person: see PERSON sb. 8.
Also in third

declension, conjugation, and in
names of tenses, as third future, preterite, where
the reference is to a conventional order of enumera-
tion adopted by grammarians.
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! 1530 PALSCR. 93 In verbes of theyr thyrde conjugation I

fynde a litell more difficultie. a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia n.

(Sommer) 137 He had .. forgotten in speaking of him selfe to

vse the third person. 1764 W. PKIMATT Accentus Kfttra.
in Provided they were third persons plural. 1848 J. U.

WHITE Xenophon's Aiiab. n. iv. 5 Notes (1872) 116 borne-

times.. the third future is used, instead of the common

future, to point out more forcibly all but immediate occur-

rence of some future action. 1837 WILLIAMS Samtrit
Cram. 415 Fortunately, .the third preterite occurs but

rarely in the better specimens of Hindu composition.

2. Additional to and distinct from two others

already known or mentioned. Third person (in

Law) =THIRD PARTY. ( Thirdplace, a place which

is neutral ground to two persons (o&s.).

citgo Betel 415 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 118 pat bridde bing

5eot mest of alle and sonest in wrathbe hem brou^te.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 3 And be brid, if he be moost obedient to

God and to His lawe. 1579 W. WILKINSON Conftit. Fainilye

of Low 17 b, Incorporall and immaterial! essences cannot

be coupled in the same third matter. 1709 E. WARD tr.

Cervantes 189 Any thing is easily believ'd that is to the Dis-

reputation of a third Person. 1757 CHESTERF. Lett. 31 Dec.,
I could neither visit, nor be visited by, the Ministers of those

two Crowns : but we met every day, or dined at third

places. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) I. 444 The clause.,

extends . . to third persons only ! not to the
persons convey-

ing, or those to whom lands are conveyed to uses. 1865
KINGSLEY Herew. xvii, Martin Lightfoot . . was as a third

hand and foot to him all day long. 1878 STEWART & TAIT
Unseen Univ. iv. 122. 133 There can be no third thing
besides body and void. [CfT TERTIUM QUID.]

ft). Third tongue, a backbiter; a slanderer.

Used by Wyclif and Coverdale to render lingua
tertia of the Vulgate, in LXX. yAowcra rpmj. Obs.

138* WYCLIF Ecclus. xxviii. 16 The thridde tunge manye
men stirede. 1388 Ibid. 19 margin. The tunge of the preuey
bacbiter is clepid the thridde tunge. .and the bacbiter him
silf hath the thridde tunge, for he, as the thridde, makith
debate betwen a man and his nerjbore. 1535 COVERDALE
I'.cclus. xxviii. 14-15 The thirde tonge hath disquieted many
one, and dryuen them from one londe to another... The
thirde tonge hath cast out many an honest woman, and
robbed them of their labours.

3. Thirdpart a^. II. I. Nowrare: seePARTJ*. 5.

parteofa halpeny, trissis. 1570-6 LAMBARDE/Yraw. Kent
228 The Monkes should enioy the whole tongue, and two
third partes of the rest of the body. 1611 BIBLE A', ;. \ iii. 8

The third part of the sea became blood.

4. The last of each successive group of three ;

one in every three, i. e. one third of the whole.
Thirdfenny : one third of the whole sum

; spec.

(see quot. 1706). Third sheaf and teind; see

third and teind, II. I.

1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xix. 87 Sum. .at ilke a thridd

passe knelis doune apon be erthe. 1423 Cal. Letter Bk. 1.

Land. (1909)295 Have he, for his labour, the tryd peny that
shal be recovered, a 1578 LISDESAY

(Pitscpttie) Chron.
Scot. (S. T. S.) II. 315 Thair come in be sie sa meikill
victuallis that it come downe the thrid penny. 1597 [see
EVERY je (c)]. 1627 Rep. Parishes Scott. (Bann. Cl.) 3
Ten landis. .payis presentlic the thrid scheiffand teind led.

ijro6
PHILLIPS {ed. Kersey), Third-penny, the third part of

Fines and Profits, arising from Law- Processes, which in

every County was heretofoie allow'd to the Sheriff; the
other two Parts being appointed for the King's Use. 17*7
SWIFT Poisoning E. Curll Wks. 1755 III. i. 152 You shall
have your third share ot the Court poems. 1904 [see QUARTAN
A. i, def.].

b. Third-day ague, tertian ague.
1817-18 COBBETT Resid. U. S. (1822) 319 You would

frighten him into a third-day ague.
5. Combinations, collocations, or phrases with

special meaning (some of which may be used
attrib. or as adj.'), as third base, cousin, cousinship,
degree,form (hence third-former], heir, magnitude,
person, story, term (hence tkird-termery) : see the
sbs. ; third ague, tertian ague ; third best, third
in point of quality, that is next inferior to the
SECOND BEST; third-day, the Quaker name for

Tuesday, as being the third day of the week ; third
estate, the Commons: see ESTATE si. 6; third
floor, (a) in England, the floor or story of a building
separated by two from the ground floor ; (*) in Sc.,
U. S., etc., the third story, counting the ground
floor as the first

;
third hour, (a) among the Jews,

the third of the twelve equal divisions of time be-
tween morning and evening; the hour between
8 and 9 a.m. ; (t) in R.C.Ch., the hour of TIERCE

;

third house, (U.S.polit. slang) : see quot. ; third
man, Cricket, a fielder placed between point and
short slip, but further out

;
an additional short slip ;

also, the position occupied by him
; third order :

see TERTIARY A. 5 ; third penny : see 4 above ;

t third place : see 2 above
; third point, Arch. =

TIEHCBpoint: see quot.; third rail, insomesystems
of electric railways, an additional rail which con-
veys the current; third rime, rhyme, = TERZA
EIMA

; third season man, = third year man
;

third staff, = third stave; f third state, = third
estate ; third stave : see quot. ; f third tongue :

see 2 b above
; third ventricle, that portion of

the central cavity of the brain that lies between the
optic thalami; third year man, a student who

THIRD.

has entered upon the third (often the last) year of

a course of study.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Selv. 131 In the very fit of a

*Third Ague. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce Xlll. 3-<i He was the
"thrid bestknycht, perfay, That men wist lilTand in his day.
1859 Habits Gd. Soc. iii. 155, 1 am wondering whether every-
body arranges his wardrobe as our ungrammatical nurses
used to do ours, under the heads of 'best, second-best, third-

best ', and so on. 1901 Daily News 31 Jan. 7/3 The "third-

cousinships of German Princes. 1677 in Penn Trav. Hol-
land (1694) 9 A Monthly Meeting.. upon the third "third

day of the Month. 1901 Scotsman 5 Apr, 6/4 In the *third

degree in [Free] Masonry a skull and cross-bones are em.

ployed. 1604 in Rymer F&dera. XVI. 562/1 Knightes and
Burgesses. .doe present the Bodie of the *Thirde Estate.

1855 F. 1!. WELLS tr. Thierry (title), The Formation and Pro.

gress of the Tiers tat, or Third Estate in France. 1875
STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xv. 185 That portion of the third
estate which was represented by the knights of the shire.

1908 Daily Chron. 14 Aug. 8/6 Immediately after the arrival

of the 'third-floor-back lodger a transformation takes place.

1687 SF.TTLE Refl. Dryden 63 So old a Phrase,.. that it has
been in twenty 'third-Form School-Boys Exercises. 1869
BLACKMORB Lorna D. ii, A "third-former nearly six feet

high, c 1400 26 Pol. Poems xxvi. 208 Men seyen
'

good
geten vntrewly, The *iij*

e
eyre browke hit ne may '. 1484

CAXTON Fables of Auian xviii, Of the thynge wrongfully
and euyllegoten, thethyrd heyreshalle neuer be possessour
of hit. 1381 WYCLIF Acts ii. 15 It is the 'thridde our of the

day. 170* tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist. iA C. II. v. 43 Called
Tierce, because it began at the Third Hour of the day.
1889 FARMER Diet. Amen s. v. Lobby, The lobby is also
called the "Third House'. 1905 IVeslm. Gaz. 13 Feb.

10/1 In the constellation of the Twins, near the 'third-

magnitude star Mu. 1871 HOPPE, * Third man, einer
derfielders im Cricket. 1881 Standard 14 June 3/8 The
catch that dismissed him was an easy one at third man.
1891 W. G. GRACE Cricket 260 Third man must ask the
bowler whether he should stand rather fine or square. 1619

WADSWORJH Pilgr. vii. 72 There is besides another Nunnery
of the "third Order of St. Francis. 1753 CHALLONER Cath.
Chr. Instr. 184 Besides these there are the. .Nuns of the
third Order of St. Francis. 1908 It'estw. Gaz. 24 Dec. 6/3
The. .version of the Rule of the Third Order found . . in the

Capistran Convent in the Abruzzi. 1737-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.,
'Third Point, or Tierce-point, in architecture, the point of
section in the vertex of an equilateral triangle. Arches
or vaults of the third point . . are those consisting of two
arches of a circle, meeting in an angle a-top. 1901 Westin.
Gaz. 23 July 4/3 A new electric railway.. built on the
'
"third rail

'

system, which b believed to represent a great
economy as compared with the overhead system. 1005 Daily
Chrott. a Feb. 3/4 Avoiding the dangers which had been

experienced with the third-rail system. 1656 H. PHILLIPS
Purch. Patt. (1676) Aivb, An house of the "third rate.

1820 BYRON Let. to Murray Wks. (1846) 505/1 You will find
. . in *third rhyme (terza rima}, . . Fanny of Rimini, a 1860
ALB. SMITH Land. Med. Stud. (1861) 17 His mentor is ready
in the shape of a "third-season man. 1667 E. CHAM UKKI.AYNK
Pres. St. Eng. i. xix. (1684) 322 Of the 'Third Slate, or
Commons of England. 1898 STAINER & BARRETT Diet.
Mas. Terms,

* Third Stave, a name given to the stave upon
which pedal music is written for the organ. 1679 MOXON
Mech. Exerc, viL 130 Your Ground-plot, or second or *third

Story. 1890 Cincinnati Commerc. Gaz. 30 June, There
would be no 'third termery in it, as he [Pres. Cleveland] had
not two consecutive terms.

II. sb.

1. A third part (B. I. 3) of anything; any one of

three equal parts into which a whole may be
divided.
Third and teind, one-third of the produce and one-tenth

ofthe remainder (making two-fifths of the whole) paid as rent
138* WYCLIF i Mace. x. 29 Nowe Y assoile ^ou . . of tributis,

ana I foneue to }ou the pricis of salt, and for^eue crownys,

o. in HAKS. ymo. v. iv.

19 Men, Who of their broken Debtors take a third, A sixth,
a tenth, letting them thriue againe. 1705 ADDISON Italy
136 No Sentence can stand that is not confirm'd by Two
Thirds of this Council. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 139
In most parts of Strathallan, the land is kept in thirds, (i.e.)

one third in tillage for three year, and two thirds always
grass. i8s R. F. BURTON Falconry in Vail. Indus vi. 71
One will require at least a third more breaking than another.

1884 J. TAIT in U. P. Mag. Apr. 156 The Master was to
have the third and teind shorn and set up. 1893 Law Times
XCIV. 504/1 Whether such a gift.. would be divisible into
moieties or thirds.

2. Law. (Mostly//.) The third of the personal
property of a deceased husband allowed to his

widow. Also, the third of his real property to

which his widow might be legally entitled for her
life (obs. exc. Hist.). Cl. TERCB 3.

1398 in Scott. Antiy. XIV. 318 Swa mykyl as pertenys to
the modyr of the forsaid Erie . . be resone of hir thryd. 1540
Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 106 She [the wife] to be fullie

content with hir thirds. 1596 BACON Use of Law Wks.
1879 I. 585/1 By this course of putting lands into use there
were many inconveniences, as . . The wife was defrauded

may be so utterly undone. 1664 Early Rec. Groton, Mass.
(1880) 145 Vnto which alienation the wtues of them both doe
glue their consent to the gtuing vp their thirds. 1709 S.
SEWALL Diary 18 Nov., 30^. more to Grace, and 12. to her

Brother, to come out of their Mothers Thirds now to be
divided. *7$7 [see DOWER sb.* ij. 1864 THOREAU Maine
IV. (1894) 207 There you are never reminded that the wilder-
ness which you are threading is, after all, some villager's
familiar wood-lot, some widow's thirds.

1 3. A third of the proceeds of captures, or of
certain fines, forfeitures, etc., of which two thirds

were due to the king. Obs,



commission to proceed against recusants for their thirds due
to his majesty by law.

4. Sc. Ecd. Hist. See qnot. 1838.
1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xlii. 812 Thir thriddis, I say,

but stopping ony, The Kirkis Collectouris suld vptane,
Syne vnto the Excheker gane. c 1575 Hal/bur's Practices
('754) I 4'> The teindis, landis, mailhs, fermis, and dewteis
of landis assumit in the thriddis of benefices. 1586 in

Dunftrmline Kegr. (Buiui. Cl.) 449 The haill prelaceis of
our reallme ar bund and obleissit to warrand their thridis to
ws fra thair awin deidis. 1838 W. UKI.I. nut. Law Scot.,
Thirds, . . Before the annexation of the year 1587, the King,
in order to prevent the entire abstraction of their provisions
from the acting clergy,, .assumed into his own hands a third
of the revenues of all ecclesiastical benefices, which he in-

trusted to the Commissioners of Plat, who assigned to the
ministers respectively sufficient provisions, and reserved the
remainder for the King. [See PLAT so.3 6.]

f 5. pi. The sum paid by an incoming freshman
for the furniture, etc. of his college rooms, usually
assessed at two thirds of the amount paid by the

preceding tenant. Obs.

1687 WILDING in Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 255 Reced of my
Chum for thirds. 1826 C. WORDSWORTH Let. in Ann. Early
Life I. 38 Tell my father that I expect he will hear some,
thing about ' the thirds

' which we pay for furniture, &c.

1853
' C BEDE '

Verdant Green i.
iy,

Mr. Filcher then ex-

plained the system of thirds, by which the furniture.. was
to be paid for. 1858 HOGG Shelley I. 69 Transferring the. ,

movables to the successor on payment of thirds, that is, of
two-thirds of the price last given.

6. Mas. A note three diatonic degrees above or

below a given note (both notes being reckoned) ;

also (usually) the interval between this and the

given note, equivalent either to two tones {major
third), or to one tone and one diatonic semitone

(minor third) ; also, the harmonic combination of

two such notes.

Diminished third, an interval equal to two diatonic semi-

tones, being less by a chromatic semitone than a minor third.

"597 MORLEY In/rod. Mus. 70 Which distances make a
Concord or consonant Harmony?. .A third, a Fift, a Sixt,
and an eight. i66a PLAVFORD Skill Mtts. i. v. (1674) 20 You
will tune from Sol to Mi which is a Third. 175* tr.

Raineau's Treat. Musick 34 Those Notes, which are a
Third above, are deemed Thirds. 1855 BROWNING Toccata
of GalufipCs vii, Those lesser thirds so plaintive. 1855
Lovers" Quarrel xviii, We shall have the word In a minor
third There is none but the cuckoo knows. 1884 PARRY in

Grove Diet. Mns. IV. 102 Third, one of the most im-

portant intervals in modern music. ..Three forms are met
with in modern music major, minor, and diminished.

7. The third of the subdivisions of any standard

measure or dimension which is successively sub-

divided in a constant ratio; the subdivision next

below seconds: see PRIME si>.
2 i. tF rmerty> in

Scotland, a weight of account = the 13,8341!! part

(i -r 248) of a grain (obs.).

1594 J. DAVIS Seaman's Seer. (1643) D j b, Euery degree. .

doth containe 60 minutes, and euery minute 60 seconds, and

euery second 60 thirds, &c. 1604 in Moryson /tin. i. (1617)

282 (Table of Scottish Weights of Coins), xx. s. [sterling]
=

06 pennyweights, 10 gratnes, 16 mites, 18 droits, 10 periots,

English Weight; 07 deniers, 21 graines, 07 primes, 01

seconds, 09 thirds, 19 fourths, Scottish Weight. 1694 HOLDER
On Timeu. 32 To divide..an Hour into 60' (Minutes), a
Minute into 60" (Second Minutes), a Second Minute into

60'" (Thirds). 1840 LARDNER Geom. 56 This system of divi-

sion is sometimes carried even further, a second being
divided into sixty equal parts called thirds ; but it is more

usual to express small angles or arcs in decimal parts of a
second.

f b. In decimal fractions : see quots. Obs.

1660 J. MOORE Arith. 10 Some call their Tenth part
Primes, the Hundereth parts Seconds, the 1000 parts Thirds.

1766 HUTTON School Master's Guide 55 The ist, 2d, 3d, 4th.

&c. places of decimals, .are denominated the places of

primes, seconds, thirds, and fourths, &c. respectively.

8. Comm.pl. Goods of the third degree of quality.

1823!. ]$Mx.ocKDom.Ainusem. 163 Flour or bread,, .of the

usual London manufacture, as seconds, thirds, and browns.

ed.) 14 Sept. 19/1 Fruit should be sorted into bests and

seconds and in some cases into thirds. 1903 Daily
Chron. 21 Apr. 2/6 Cork butter. Firsts, 86s. ; seconds, 8os. ;

thirds, 785.

9. Elliptical uses of the adj. passing into sb.

a. Third of kin (Sc.~) : one related in the third

degree of consanguinity.
1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 260 The erle of

Arrane, lord of Hammiltoun, Evin thrid and thrid to him

[that] weiris the croun. 1569 Reg. Prhy Council Scot. II. 39

The said Erll and the said umquhile Johnne Suthirland

b. Elliptical for third person (in Grammar);
third day fof the month) ;

third chapter (of a book

of the Bible) ; third year (of a reign).

1530 PALSGR. Introd. 33 The thyrde syngular [endethl..

most commenly in T. 1536 CROMWELL in Memman Ltfef,

Lett. (1902) II. i From ETtham thndde of Januatry]. 1539

TONSTALL Serin. Palm Sund. (1823) 86 It is written in the

thirde ofMattnewe. 1747 Cent/. Slag. May 247/1 On Sunday

317

the 3d of May. 1857 WILLIAMS Sanskrit Gram. 330 It is

the only conjugation that rejects the na>al in the 3d. plur.
o. A card of the third size; also thirds card:

see quots.
1891 Cent. Diet. s. v., Tkirdt card, a card ij by 3 inches,

the size most used for a man's visiting-card. (Eng.). 1892
Chiswick frets Calendar, Sizes of Cards.. Extra Thirds
3 X ij. Thirds 3 X ij in.

d. Third ofexchange : the last of a set of three

bills of exchange of even tenor and date: see

EXCHANGE sb. 5.

e. Generally, the word omitted being usually
obvious from the context

; esp. in familiar use.
a i6K SIIJHKS Confer. Christ f, Mary (1656) 104 He must

be a friend or enemy ; there is no third in God. 1859 Haliits
Gd. Sue. (new ed.) 44 In the third [class railway-carriage]
he will have to sit next to an odoriferous ploughboy. 1864
BOWEN Logic iii. 49 The Axiom which is usually called the
Law of Excluded Third. 1889 LINSKILL Golfm. (18051 15
Odd No. i.

'

Stroke a hole '. . .Sometimes a '
third

*
is given,

which means the application of Odd No. I at every third
hole. 1891 Cent. Diet., Third. ..In base-ball, same as third
base. 1900 Monthly Rev. I. 46 The Russian peasant who
travels third is not accustomed to luxuries. 1903 IVi'stm,
Gaz. 30 Dec. n/l It is of course the Third Preference stock
which isdirectly affected. .. Some operators are anticipating
that the Thirds will get a half per cent, more than for last

year. Mod. Mr. A. did badly ; he only got a third in Greats.

Third, v. [f. prec.]
1. trans. To divide (anything) into three equal

parts ; to reduce to one third of the number or bulk.

"455 Sc. Acts Jos. 7/0814) II. 44/2f na mangangaway
w* na maner of gudis quhill it be thriddyt, and partyt

befpr be chiftane. lia Ttun Noble K. \. ii, What man
Thirds his owne worth ? 1747 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1887 1 1.

97 That celerity doubled, tripled, &c., or halved, thirded, &c.
1874 FURNIVALL in loM Rep. Committee E. E. T.S.id Such
a course would have halved or thirded the number of our
subscribers.

t b. To buy or sell (college furniture, etc.) at two
thirds of its last selling price : see THIRD sb. 5. Obs.
1811 [R. FENTON] Tour Genealogy 157 The same.. tale, .is

always worse told by him that tells it last ; till like college
furniture, too often thirded, it becomes too threadbare for

credit.

2. To speak in favour of (a motion, proposition,

etc.) as third speaker ; to support the seconder.

1656 Burton's Diary (1828) I. 90 It has been firsted,

seconded, and thirded. 1707 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857)
VI. 333 A motion of the lord Wharton, seconded and
thirded by the lords Somers and Hallifax. 1893 E. H. BAKER
in Kings Business (New Haven, Conn.) 174 That resolution

..was seconded by a theological professor.. .It was thirded

by a pastor in the Episcopal Church.

( D. To support or back up in the third place :

cf. SECOND v. 3. Obs.
1602 CARBW Cornwall 84 b, The next Captains should

forthwith put themselves with their companies into their

assigned sea coast townes, whom the adjoyning land-forces

were appoynted to second and third.

f3. To hoe (turnips), clean (wheat), etc., the

third time. Obs.

1683 J. ERSKINK Jrnl. =o Sept. (1893) 17, I was winding
and thlrding some corn. 18.. Moor's Suffolk MS. (Halliw.),
' Ar them there tahnups done woth?' '

No, we are third-

ing 'em.'

Thi-rdborough, thrrdborrow. Obs. exc.

Hist. Also 5-6 (7-8) thrid-, 6 thred-, thur-,

thar-, 6-7 therd- ; 5 -borro, 6 -bourogh(e,

-borow(e, 6-7 -barow(e, -barrow, 7 -borrow,
-bearer. [In i jth c. thridborro, 1 6th c. thridborowe,
later third-torew; and with both elements variously

corrupted. Early evidence of origin scanty ; but, as

pointed out by Professor Skeat, prob. a ME. cor-

ruption otfridborgh : OE. friSborz peace-pledge,

peace-surety : see FBITHBOBH, FBANK-PLEDGE.
The corruption may have been due to Norman

scribes, but not necessarily so : cf. TH (6). See

Note below, and cf. BOBROWHEAD, BOBSHOLDER,

HEADBOBOUGH.]
Formerly, The head man of a frithborh or frank-

pledge ; hence, the conservator of peace or peace-
officer of a tithing, the petty constable of a town-

ship or manor.
tc 1475 Hunt. Hare 199 lac of Bonam he was constabull.

..Hobb Andrw he was ihridborro; He bad horn,
' Pesse !

God gyff horn sorro I For I may arrest yow best . 1511

Act 4 Hen. VIII. c. 19 S Preceptes to the Constables

Hedbouroghes Thirdbouroghes Subconstables Tythingmen
Borsalders. 1513 FITZHERB. Surv. 20 b, The othe of all

maner of Offycers generally... I shall true constable be.

trewe thridborowe, trewe reue, trewe frankelege [etc,]. .and

truely and duely do and kepe all thynges that belongeth to

myne offyce to do. 153* Act 28 Hen. VIII, c. 10 6 Euery
. . Hedborowe.Thredborough, Borsolder, and euery other Lay
Officer. 1547 in J. H. Glover Kingsthorpiana (1883) 84 If

any customery tenant or suter..do rebuke, revyle, or dys-

obey the constables, thurbarowes, ale-tasters, haywarde, or

other officers sworne in doyinge their offyce. 1581 LAM-

BARDE Eiren. \. iii. (1588) 15 Where each third Borow only

hath a Constable, there the officers of the other two Bprowes,
be called Third-borowes. 1588 SHAKS, L. L. L. I. L 185, I

my selfe reprehend his owne person, for I am his graces

Tharborough. 1596 Tarn. Shr. Induct, i. 12 Host. I know

my remedie, I must go fetch the Head-borough. Beg.

Third, or fourth, or fift Borough, He answere him by
Law. 1607 COWELL Interpr., Tkridtorow, is vsed for a

constable .. which seemeth to be corruptly vsed for the

Saxon/reoforh i. ingcnuus fideinssor, 1610 NORDF.N Spec.

Brit., Comw. (1728) 30 The hundreds haue Constables,

THIRDENDEAL.
TytblnK : !arow, in -

Iborowt,
.in. i in the west? parley a tything-

man. a 1615 SIR H. i

ver-

I'.
uator of peace. .U called.. 1

i, lleauborough, Thirdboroujj.H W.VMUMMM,
TylhillK-n i. : pledge. 1634 5

SimpkinMO Washington .i860) App. y brix, M.'.nh
5. Tothe third bearers uf Bringtoa for cryemg and prancing a

baye straye nagg taken up. 1645 .'/.V. AV.-. ( urt t.eet

,"",!
"f

'Pl.
Lfice""-- *5 Apr., They present K. R.,

J. Ii., R. W.and l.T. to serve the Linge and ih.
this mannor in the office .,f Thir.Ilx.rrow for une whole year
which they refused. 1658 1'iiii.un, Thridborouri or
rhlrdborough, a word used in some old Act*, for a Head-
borough or Constable. 175} JOHKION, Thirdboreugk.. .

an under-conitable. 1831 CtlUU Sari. Ket ill. i.Some
prospect of. .an honourable Mastership inCordwainery,nd
perhaps the post of 'lliirdborough in bis Hundred.
{Note. 1'he/riMw/i otfrithborgh was orig. the **w-f-

tion of ten men in common responsibility
'

to prevent crime
and breach of the peace. In ME. legal use the word wa\
worn down to friaborgh^ friborg, and freoborg, and, the
first element being associated with freo 'free', wa rendered
in \ng\Q.Yr.franltptege, &n$&\..francum plegium. The
head man of the frithborh was in the izth c. cAMAfriSborjf.
hrved QT/rithborges heved,

' head of the frithborh (Lotus of
Kdw. Conf.-Kt (or 19), | 31, and was later known as bor(r)ow-
liead, head-bor(oH)gk, bvt(h)s-hotder, and burrow-elder (:
*

bork-ealdor), also in Anglo-L. plegiits capitalis 'head or
chief pledge . In Fleta i. xlvii. f 10, it is said,

'

frithborgh
\printcd frich-] est laudabilis homo astrarius lestimonii . . .

per quem omnes iuxta ipsum commprantes firmiori pace
sustententur sub stabilitate fideiussionis eius vel alterius per
denarium numerum, unde quilibet est quasi plegius alterius '.

I n this we see the transition offritkbork from the association
to its individual members, and esp. to the headborough. In
certain cases the latter acted with two of his fellows, 'uuosde
melioribus suorum frithborgorum

'

(Laws ofEdw. 20 (or 19),

I 3), and this association of three may have contributed to

the change of name homfridborgh to thridborgh and third-

borough. The probable connexion of thrtdborow with

freobork was suggested by Cowell : see quot. 1607.]

Third class, third-class, phr. (sb. and a.)

1. sb. phr. The class next below the second ; eip.
of railway carriages ; also in an examination list ;

hence, a place in the third class in an examination.

1845 Bradshaw's Railway Guide Aug. 5 Fares between
London and Brighton. .by.
got a third class in History.

and Brighton. .by. .third class, y. Mod. Mr. A.

jiuc pe to be mi fere. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Ro
Pe quene hadde i-sent lure Jong sone wib be

I

\MS. B. thriddel, CAXTON thryddele] of heere i

i,. t*. -- v -.; I- i-v_.

2. attrib. or adj. Of or belonging to the class

next below the second.

1839 Bradshaw's Railway Time Table loOct., Children
under seven years of age . . for Second Class Carriages
[charged) Third Class price. 1840 Bradskavjs Railway
CoHtp., Third class passengers

are conveyed by the 6 a.m.
and 8 p.m. Down Trains. 185* R. S. SURTCES Sponge's
Sf. Tour (1893) 76 The introduction of railways, whose
worst third-class accommodation b far better than the old

coaches' best. 1859 All YearKoundllo. 30. 78 The third-

class carriages, as a rule, were the mere seatless and un-

sheltered cattle-trucks that still linger on the road from
London to Greenwich. 1871 M. COLLINS Mary. 4- Merck.
III. iv. 127 The train was third class. 1886 C. E. PASCOK
London o/ To-day xix. (ed. 3) 186 The economical traveller

will find many a worse resting-place than its third-class

carriages provide. 1891 Cent. Diet., Third-class matter, in

the postal system of the United States, printed matter other

than newspapers or periodicals, sent through the mails by
the publishers.

3. quasiWz). By a third-class conveyance.
1864 TREVILYAN Compet. WaUah(\WA) 24 Natives almost

invariably travel third-class.

fThrrdel. Obs. Forms: 3 thriddedel, 4

pridde deel, 5 thryddele, 6 thirdle, thirdel.

[ME. thriddedel :-OE. fridda diel third part:
see DEAL sb.\ Cf. Ger. drittcl.] A third part (of

anything) ;
= next.

' R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 283 pe briddedel mi kinedom ich

-7 TREVISA Higdc* (Rolls) IIL i6c

bridde deel

cost a^enst

Jirus. 1541 RECORDS Gr. Artes K vj b, There bee ter-

lians (that is to say thirdlcs) of pypes, of hogges heddes
and of barels. Ibid. L iij, Take awaye 2 thyrdelcs frome any
summe, and you muste needes graunt, that that whycbe
remaynetb, is i thyrdele ofthe summe laste before.

t TM'rdendeal. Obs. Forms : I priddan
d&l; 4 pridden-, 4-5 thridden-, 5 threden-,

thredden-, thryden-, thyrdyn-, 6 thirdin-,

thyrdon-, (thlrding-, 7 thurron-), 6-8 thirden-
;

4-e -del. 5-7 -dele, 6 -deale, deall, 7 -dell,

7-8 -deal; 4-6 (9 dial.) -dale. [OE. (June)

priddan diel, accus. case of (se}pridda rf/ the third

part (see THIBDEL, DIAL j*.', DALB*). Cf.

HALFENDEAL, FABTHINODKAL.]
1. The third part of anything ; a third.

c loco Sax. Leechd. I. 98 Seobe on wzlere to briddan

da:le. Ibid. II. 120 Bewyl ob briddan dxL 13 Gu,
Warw. (A.)7jo6-f51,65 priddendel ha lond haue he schold.

14 E. E. Misc. (Warton Cl.) 7" With the thyrdyndele of

gume, and twyse so mych of water, a 1500 in Arnolde

Chron. (1811) 147 Ery Sonday a soule out of purgatory

and the Ihredden dele of al synnes
releced. t8 WARDE tr.

Alexis' Stcr. i. 1. (1580) 37 b, Dnnke thereof two thirden.

dales of a glassefull. l$8l I. BELL Haddon s Anm:Osor.

459 b, A thyrdendeale of the Crowne of Thornes is shewed

at Paris in the Holy Chappell there.

2. A third of a tun ;
- TEBTIAN B. a.

1413 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 256/1 Thredendels and hoRKes-

hedes so aftur lesse mesure. 14 . . MS. Cantab. f/.j.^S,

If. 55* (Hartshorne Anc. Metr. T. (1820) 54)1 Hit holdls *

gode thrydendele Ful of wyne euery meto.

3. (See quots.)



THIBDEB.

1571 in SAaks. Jahrbuch (1896) 142 Tbc hopped pot com-

monly called a thirdindeale and a half thirdindeale. 1590

(TARI.TON) News 1'urgat. (1844) 114 When Tapsters .. Fill

thirdingdeall pots till the drinke run ouer. 1620 MELTON

Astrolog. 32 Many of them dare not goe to hed without a

Thurrondell Pot of six shillings Beere. 1678 PHILLIPS

(ed. 4), Thirdetidcal, a Liquid Measure used in Salisbury

containing three Pints. 1721 in BAILEY.

Thi-rder. rare- 1
, [f. THIRD sb. + -EH 1

.] In

tinnier and teinder, one who pays by way of rent

the '
third and teind

'

(see THIRD B. II. i).

1884 J. TAIT in U. P. Mag. Apr. 156/2 Another case re-

sembles the arrangement of thirders and teinders described

by Arthur Young as existing in some parts of France.

Third hand, third-hand. [THIRD B. i

and HAND sb. loc, after SECOND-HAND.]
1. In advb. phrase at ($the) third hand: from a

second middleman or intermediary ; at the second

remove from the original source.

'553 Keg. Privy Council Scat. I. 141 Na rnaner of gudis
can be had nor coft hot at the thrid hand, a 1635 SIUBES

Confer. Christ $ Mary (1656) 67 We have it at the third

hand. 1895 in Bookman Oct. 23/1 The illustrations . . were

reproduced from inferior German copies at third-hand.

2. attrib.m3S.adj. Obtained, copied, or imitated

from a second-hand source ; further away from the

original source, and so more stale, less authorita-

tive, etc.", than the second-hand.

1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie i. iv, Laboring with third-

hand tests, and Apish skips. 1862 LATHAM Channel 1st. in.

xiv. (ed. 2) 348 The second-hand and third-hand text-books.

1866 Macm. Map. Apr. 521 Resting on mere second-hand,

nay, often third-hand information.

b. Third-hand dealer, one who deals in third-

hand articles.

1864 TREVELYAN Compel. Wallah (1866) 104 Cheated in

the purchase of his first buggy by a third-hand dealer in

Calcutta.

f TM-rding, sb. Obs. rare-. [f. THIRD sb. +
-ING

'>.]
= RIDING sb. -. cf. TBITHINO.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Thirdings^ the Ridings, This word
is given by Urry, in his MS. Additions to Ray.

TM-rding, vbl. sb. [f. THIRD v. + -ING -.]

(See quots.)
1670 BLOUNT Law Diet., Thirdings, the third part of the

Corn or Grain growing on the Ground at the Tenants
death, due to the Lord for a Heriot within a certain Mannor,
. .belonging to the Chappel of Turfat in Com. Heref. [So
1706 in PHILLIPS; 1721 in BAILEY ; and in mod. diets.] 1847-
78 HALLIWELL, Thirding...(z) A custom practised at the

universities, where two thirds of the original price is allowed

by the upholsterers to the students for household goods
returned to them within the year.

Thirdling (baudlirj). noncc-ivd. [f. THIRD a.

+ -LING.] Something that comes third.

1884 BROWNING Ferishtah Prol. 18 First, food then,
piquancy and last of all Follows the thirdling.

Thirdly (baudli), adv. [f. THIRD a. + -LY *.]
In the third place.
1509 HAWES fast. Pleas, viii. (Percy Soc.) 30 Thyrdly,

they had suche a fantasy In this hygne arte to be intelli-

gible. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. i. li. 12. 1877 A. MAC-
KWEN Serm. xvii. 217 Thirdly, we need a firm conviction of
the sufficiency of Divine grace.

Thi'rd pa rty. A party or person besides the
two primarily concerned, as in a law case or the
like. Also attrib.
1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xiii, Speak as you would to an uncon-

cerned third party. 1853 MAURICE Proph. <y Kings xx. 343
It appears to be a narrative written by a third party. 1883
Whartpn's Law 7>.r. s.v., 'A Third party 'may be intro-
duced into an action by a defendant claiming an indemnity, |

or any other remedy over against him, under Jud. Act, 1873, i

s. 24. sub. 3, and Order XVI., Rules 17, 19. 1883 Lam
Times 20 Oct. 407/2 The rules relating to third-party pro.
cedure..are a great improvement upon the former rules.

1905 DailyChron. i2Sept. 3/2 The largest third-party vote,
with one exception, since the Civil War.
Tlii'rd-ra te, a. and s&. [See RATE *M 9, 9 b.]
A. adj.

tl. Of the third '
rate

'

(esp. of ships). Obs.
1649 CROMWELL Let. 14 Nov. in Carlyle, The Garland, one

of your third-rate ships, coming happily into Waterford Hay.
1666 PEPYS Diary 9 Mar., Mr. Castle's new third-rate ship,
which is to be called the Defyance. 1603 Land. Gaz. No.
=857/3 This day was Launched a New Third Rate Ship of
80 Guns, called the Norfolk.
2. Of the third class in point of quality ; usually

depreciativi, below '
second-rate

'

; of decidedly
poor or inferior quality.
1838 THIRLWALL Greece V. xliv. 327 An actor of third-rate

parts. 1850 GROTE Greece it. Ixi. VII. 491 A town of
second-rate or third-rate magnitude. 1855 MACAULAY Hist,
Eng. xix. IV. 354 The poor thoughts and poor words of a
thirdrate pamphleteer.

B. sb. Naut. A war-vessel of the third rate.
1666 PEPYS Diary 4 July, Ten great ships . . none to be under

third-rates. 1695 Load. Gaz. No. 3061/1 AThird Rate of 61
Guns. 1790 BEATSON Nav. t, Mil. Mem. \. 65 The fleet. .,

consisting of but one third rate, five fourth rates, and one
sixth rate.

Hence Thi rd-ra-teling, Thl'rd-ra-ter, a thiid-
rate person or thing.
1816 SOUTHEY Ess. I. 245 The second and third-ratelings

compose works of perishable stuff. 1820 Blackw. Mag. VIII.
89 Where is there a Whig in England .. that, as a literary

"Sit
1
-
fa
jrly

out of the class of -M"- "ters ?

Thirdsman (ba-jdzmaen). A third person or
party; esp. one called in as an intermediary,
mediator, or arbiter.

318

1818 SCOTT l/rt. Midi, xxiv, There was risk of Andro
Ferrara coming in thirdsman. Kid. xlviii, If I come in

thirdsman among you at the kirk-sessions, you will be all in

a tamn'd pad posture indeed. 1887 SAINTSBURY Hist. Elizab.

Lit. x. (1890) 386 Herrick and Carew..with Crashaw as a

great thirdsman, called themselves 'sons
'

of Ben Jonson.

t Thi-rdsome, a. Obs. rare. In 5 tbryd-,

pridde-, thyrd(e)-. [f.
THIRD a. + -SOME.] Being

one of three ; accompanied by two others.

1425 Eng. Cong. Irel. 14 Othere thwey cantredes he yaf

heruyofMountmorthy,. .aknyghtbatcomin that same flote,

hym (mddesum [v. r. ihyrdesum] of knyghtes. Ibid. 32

Heruy of Mountmorthy, that to ham was ycome, hym thryd-
some [v. r. thyrdsome] of knyghtes.

t Thi-rkin, a. Obs. [f.
THIR + KIN rf.- 6 b.

Cf. THAKIN: which is the antithetic word.] These

kind of; of this kind.

13.. Cursor M. 28576 Man bat o birkin sinn es scriuen,

on seuen maners ar bai for-giuen.

Thirl (>5-tl), si-1 Now dial. Forms : I }>yrel,

-11, pyrl, 3 pirl, Jrarl, 4 therl, 9 thurl, 4- thirl.

See also THRILL sbl [OE.jyre/, for older *fyrhil,

*}nrh-il, i. lurh THOROUGH + -EiA Cf. OHG.
aur(f)Uul, MHG. dilrchel, diirkel, OE. Jyrel adjs.,

pierced, perforated.]
1. A hole, bore, perforation ;

an aperture.
izooo tr. Bxtta's Hist. iv. iii. (1800) 272 ponne is on bxm

medmicel byrel aeworht, 950 Lindisf. Gpsp. Matt. xix.

24 Derh 3yril nedles. c 1000 JELrtac Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker

113/29 Orificium, aelces kynnes muS vet ftyrl. a 1225
After. K. 292 He.. bet lette makien swuche buries in him
uorte huden us inne. a 1300 Cursor M. 528 Mans hefd
has thirjs seuen. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vn. x. 59 A thyrll
or aynding slede Of terribyle Pluto, a 1640 JACKSON Creed
xl. xxxviii. 10 They could not peck the least hole in the

mitre, or make the least thirl in the surplice, without work,

ing [etc.]. 1866 BROGDEN Provinc. Wds. Lincoln, s. v. f Fetch
a nail passer and make a thirl through this board.

b. Each of the two holes or orifices of the nose ;

a nostril : see NOSE-THIRL.
a 1350 St. Barthol. 89 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

120 His nese es euyn, with thirles small. 1382 WYCLIF Job
xli. ii Of his nose therlis goth forth smoke. 1513 DOUGLAS
.Ends xil. Prol. 29 The fiambe owtbrastyng at his neys
thyrlys. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidatie's Comm. 222 b, With her

wyde mouthe and nose thirties. 1828 Craven Gloss., Thirl,
the orifice of the nose ; nose-thirl, alias nostril.

2. An aperture or opening in a wall or the like ;

e.g. a door or window in a house (obs.'}, a sheep-
hole in a wall, etc. Also^f.
a 1050 Liber Scintill. xxxviii. 140 Hwaet framad ban

ongean feonda searwa eal ceaster by[> gehealden gif an
byrl open byo forlaeten. ,11225 Ancr. R. (a pe kerneaus of

pe castel beo5 hire huses buries. Ibid. 06 3if eni . . worpe
his bond ford touward be burl cloo, swiftliche anonriht,
schutte3 al het burl [SIS. T. windohe] to, & lettett hine
iwurden. 1340 Ayenb. 204 Huerby be dieuel ge(? in ofte
ine be vif berles of be house. 14. . MS. Lincoln A. i. /7,
If. 241 (Halliw.) If. .alle the thtrlles, dores and wyndows
ware stokyne that na sone myght enter. 1794 W. HUTCHIN-
SON Hist. Cumbld. I. 64 Thirl, .of common acceptation in
the north, for an opening left in moor fences, for sheep to

pass to and from the commons adjacent to inclosed giounds.
1904 Eng. Dial. Dict.s.v. (n. Yorks.), Aloto'sheep..wantin*
to go threw a thirl at yance.

1 3. A small cavity or recess ; in quot. a closet.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter civ. [cv.] 30 He forth-broght froskes

be land of ba, In thirles [L. inciibilibus} of bar kinges ma.

4. See quots. and cf. THIRLING vbl. sb.1 2.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Thurl, a long adit in a coal-pit. 1871
Trans. Amer. [list. Mining Engin. I. 304 These would be
thurled (cross-cut) at every forty or sixty feet, or at such a
distance as the air could be induced to pass the last thurl
made. 1899 PREVOST Cumbld. Gloss., Thirls, openings
made between a pair of exploring places or drifts, for the
purpose of ventilation.

me
id that

',

5. = THRILL sb.s i.

1879 J. WHITE Jottings 226 (E. D. D.) Yer sang . . gied
a thirl. 1897 W. BEATTV Secrelar xlii. 343

'

I kend th
she said with a thirl of gladness in the words.

Thirl (J>aal), J*.2 Sc. Also 6 thyrile, thyrll, 6-8
thirle. [f. THIRL v?\
1. a. Astriction (usually to a particular mill

; in

quot. 1564 to a smithy) : see THIRLAGE 2. b. The
duty and liability of tenants in thirlage. c. The
astricted lands or district, =SCCKEN.
1564 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. (1586) 301/2 Cum astrictione

fabricandi ferrum infra terras suas de Angus(the haille thirle
of the irne werk of cure landis of Angus usit and wont).
1582 Calr. Laing Charters (1899) 258 In primis. The
thyrile, the haile toun..to half twa chaldyr of schilling.
Ibid. 259 This is the just thyrll that we fermoraris of Crum-
my aw to our mile. 1681 STAIR Inst. Law Scot. xvii.

'9- 3Si A Clause of thirlage granted by a Town to a Miln
..found to be extended to all Corns Kilned or Steeped
within the Thirle. a 1722 FOUNTAINHALL Decisions (1759)
I. 276 That the building a mill within his thirle could be
interpreted to be done with no other design but in aemu-
lationem vicini. 1773 ERSKINE Inst. Lain Scot. IL ix. $ 30
The astricted lands are called the thirl, or the sucken ; and
the persons subjected to the astriction get the name of
suckeners, 1821 SCOTT Pirate xi, Plaguing themselves
about baron s mills, and thirls.

2. A bondsman, a thrall, rare.

1871 WAODELL Ps. Ixxix. u Lat the sigh o' the weary
thirl win ben afore yer sight.

3. Comb, thirl-band, chain or bond of servitude;
thirl-folk, bondmen

; thirl-man, bondman, serf;
thirl-service (see THIRL v.* 2, quot. 1609).
1871 WAODELL Pi. ii. 3 Lat's live their thirlbans syndry,

THIRL.

Ibid. Ixxxix. 50 O Lord, hae min' o' yer thirlfolk's pine.
Ibid. Ixxviii. 70 He lightit on David his thirlman.

Thirl (p3.il), a. Sc. [? attrib. use of THIRL sb.'*

1.] Bound in thirlage to.

1582 Calr. Laing Charters (1899) 258 Ouir mile that we
ar thyrll to. 1897 SARAH TYTLER mtch-wi/e vi. 82 Malt
and meal from the mill to which he was ' bound thirl '.

Thirl (J>3Jl), Z'-
1 Obs. exc. dial, and local.

Forms : I pyrlian, pirlian, 2-4 purle(n (u), 3-4
porle, 4 perle, thirll, 4-5 therle, pirle, thurle,
4-7 thyrl(e, 4-8 thirle, 5 thorle, 5-6 thyrll, 7-9
thurl, 4- thirl. See also THRILL z>.l [OE.
pyrlian, l.fyr(e)l THIRL sbl : cf. MHG. durktln.}
1. trans. To pierce, to run through or into (a
body) as a sharp-pointed instrument does; to

pierce (anything) with such an instrument
;

to bore
a hole in or through ;

to perforate.
c looo J^LFRIC Exod. xxi. 6 pirlie his eare mid anum ele.

< 1205 LAY. 4541 per wes moni breoste mid brade spere
i-burlud [1:1275 iborled], CI32O Cast. Love 1151 He lette
bobe burlen his feet and honden. c 1386 CHAUCER JCnt.'s T.
1852 Namely oon That with a spere was thirled his brest
boon. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvm. cvi. (Bodl.
MS.), These wormes beb icleped Terodenes for bey borle)> &
etej? trees, c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. \. 925 They thurle a nutte,
and stuffe hit so withynne With brymstoon, chaf, and
cedria, this thre. 1578 in Scot. Poems i6t& C. (1801) II. 127
Remember the speir that thirlit my hart. 1674 RAY IV. C\

Words, To Thirl, to bor< a hole. 1706 SIBBALD Hitl. Picts
in Misc. Scot. 1. 118 Being thirled or pierced in many places.
1825 BROCKETT N. C. Words, Thirl, to pierce, to perforate.
1878 Cumbld. Gloss., Thirl, Thurl, to bore through.

t b. With the weapon or instrument as object.
a 1400 Prymer (1891) 41 A spere in to his syde was therled

of a knyjt. 01400 Stac. Rome 568 There is.. A thorne
thyrlyd in crystis hed, when he suffyrde for us.

o. To make (a hole) by piercing, to bore. Obs.
1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xxiv. ii. 244 The forcible

and violent push of the Ram had thirled an hole through a
corner-tower.

t d. To fix with a nail or the like ; to transfix.
c 1450 Mirour Salnacioun 2506 Thai . . thirlid thaym to the

crosse with one naille cruwelly.
e. fig. To '

pierce '.

c -3-5 SHORKHAM iv. 194 Hy beb men...Wyb sennes al

borj-berled. a 1340 HAHIOLE Psalter xliv. 761 wordis ere

sharpe bat thirlis mennys thoghtis. < 1470 HENRY n'al-
lace x. 394 The pytuous payn so sor thyrllyt his thocht.
c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.) xviii. 34 Throw langour of
rnjr sueit So thirlit is my spreit. 1742 R. FORBES Ajax
xxix, Whare now thy groans in dowy dens The yerd-fast
stanes do thirle.

f2. trans/. To pass right through, penetrate,
traverse (anything). Obs.

ei-75 Lamb. Horn. 85 pet corn bet burleft be wind, bet
smal chef bet flia forS mid be winde. a 1350 Peter q Paul
492 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 70 Goddes sun now
hardily es he ; He thyrles heuyn. 1496 Dives $ Paup.
(W. de W.) i. xv. 47/2 The prayer of hym that loweth hym
in his prayer thyrleth the clowdes. 1541 R. COPLAND
Guydon s Quest. Chirurg. F ij b, The Men otherwyse called

Ysophagus..commeth out of the throte and thyrleth the

mydryfe vnto y* bely or stomacke. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems
(S. T. S.) xiv. i Rycht as be glass bene thirlit thru* w l bemis
Off Phebus. .visage bricht.

t 3. To make a hole in (the earth) ; to excavate.
a 1000 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 201/32 Cauantur, eitacuantur,

byrliab. 1577 STANYHURST Descr. Irel. in Holinshed (1808)
VI. o The toad, .began to thirle and as it were to dig the

earth, where finding an hole, it slunke awaie.

4. spec. Coal Mining. To cut through (a wall of

coal, etc.). Also absol. or inlr.

1686, 1797 [cf. THIRLING vbl. si. 1

2]. 1839 URE Diet. Arts
987 The stenting walls 6 or 8 yards thick,.. are holed or
thirled at such a distance as may be most suitable for the
state of the air. 1871 [see THIRL sd.1 4! 1881 Miss JACK-
SON Shrofsh. Word.bk. s.v., We'n thirled out o' our Top-end
into Smith's Level to-day. 1883 GRESLEY Coal Mining
Gloss., Thirl, ..to cut away the last web of coals, etc.,

separating two headings or other workings.

1 5. inlr. or absol. To pierce, penetrate (as a

sharp instrument). Alsoy^f. Obs.

<r-374 CHAUCER Anel. & Arc. 314 So thirllebe with be
poynt of Rememberaunce pe swerde ofsorowe. 1398 TREVISA
Barth. DeP.R. vm. xxviii. (Bodl. MS.), Light is a bodilich
substaunce . . moste meuable and passinglich borling. Ibid.

ix. xix, pis moneth [November] for his coldenes borleb in*

ward and greueb bodies wele sore. 1513 DOUGLAS ALneis
x. viii. 114 Quhill throu the cost

thyrlit
the deidly pryk.

Ibid. xi. xvii. 26 A wofull wyfly cry Went to the starnys and
thyrlyt throw the

sky.
a 1600 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems

xv. 26 Ten thousand dairts. .Thirlis throu my bevy hart.

1 6. inlr. To pass through or penetrate (into or

to a place or thing). Obs.

01300 Cursor M. 21008 (Cott.) Thomas .. soght batestrin

thede, And thirlid intil haiben-hede. 1398 TREVISA Barth.
De P. R. iv. ii. (Tollem. MS.), Pat oon abideb with blood,
and burle}> herwith in to be membris. Ibid. v. v. (Bodl. MS.),
For be

spirite of sijt may not burle and come bereto, for be
lette bat is bitwene. 1565 GOLDING Child's Met. HI. (1567) 31
The piercing dart . . Whereas the ioynts doe knit the backe
it thirled through the skin.

7. = THBILL z/. 1 in various constructions, dial.

1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. i. ii, His words they thirle like

music thro' my heart. 1785 BURNS Epist. to J. Lapraik iii,

It thirl'd the heart-strings thro' the breast, A' to the life.

1819 R, ANDERSON Cumbld. Ball. 60 A single luik will thirl

ye thro! A single word ensnare ye 1 1868 J. SALMON Gowo-
dean i. iv. 27 Von roof-tree, which had sae often dirled As
Willie's gladsome voice around it thirled.

Hence Thirled ///. a.1 , pierced, perforated.
i 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn, 199 Neddre. .cume'o to ane



THIRL.

h*rled? '?
on

i
and o-iepeS nedlinge )>ureh nerewe hole, and

bileueS hire hude baften hire. 1398 TBEVISA Barth. Dt P. K.
xvii.

cjtcvi. (1495) Xivb/i Not thyrllyd nolher hoolyd.
c 1440 Paltad. an Hush, iv. 821 Their nasis thotlid wide and
patent be. ctsSo A. SCOTT /tow* (S.T.S.) xviii. 26 My
thirlit hairt dois bleid. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Krit. I. 3 K7And now the pipes of thyrled box On euery side resound.

Thirl (b5jl), z>.2 Chiefly Sc. Also6thirll,6-7
thirle. [A metathetic variant of THRILL v.'*]

t L /raw. To reduce to or hold in bondage or

servitude; to enslave (a person, country, etc.).
ISIS STEWART Cron. Scat. (Rolls) I. 538 This land..wej

thirlit and ouirthrawin Be this tirrane that now is laitlie
deid. 1536 BKLLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 109 That daye,
behuffit thay othir to recover thair liberte, or ellis be thirlit
to perpetual servitude. 1567 Glide >, Godtie B. (S. T. S.) 35
Father gif me my part of geir, . . I will na mair be thirlit heir,

t b. To subject or bind to some condition. 06s.
1541 BELLENDEM Dcxr. Albion i. in Cron. Scat. B j b, All

thyngis (quhilkis ar comprehend!! within the speir of the
mone) ar sa thirlit to deith & alteration, y '

[etc.]. 1586 AVr-
Prhiy Council Scot. IV. 103 To..thirll him to the pament
of certane nunuteris stipendis to be modi fe it be thame.
2. Sc. Law. To bind or astrict (lands or tenants)

to a servitude, esp. to a particular mill (usually
that of the landlord or superior) for the grinding
of their corn : see THIRLAGE a.

[1480 : see THRILL t/.
1

a.] ISM Reg. Privy Council Scot.
If. 384 Quhilk haill lordschip is thirlit to the mylne of
Mabroule. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. i. 113 No..Fermour
may thirle his Lord of his frie tenement, although! he within
his time haue done thirle seruice [serufciurtt] . . not aught

constituted.. by the proprietor thirling his tenants to hi
own mill. 1805 G. BARKY Orkney /si. (1808)356 Mills, t<

which almost all the lands are thirled or astricted.

fig' '*34 Tail's Mag. I. 428/2 Earnest-money given by
the Church, in sign that he has thirled himself to her mill.

b. with the corn as object.
1881 J. RUSSELL Ifaigs ofBemtrsydc v. 115 On the other

part, Robert Haig[in contract of 1592]..' thirles' the whole
of the corns of the lands of Bemersyde to the milt of Dry-
burgh, . . the said corns to be thirled for all time coming.
f3. To mortgage (land, etc.). Obs.
1581 Reg.Priiy Council Scot. III. 521 Thay. .have spen-

dit and warit thair commoun gude and rentis that the samin
ar yit thirlit and not fre. 1581-3 Ibiii. 554 His saidis landes
..wilbe altogether thirlit and engadgit. 1587 Ibiti. IV. 170
Thay have thirllit ane uthir parte of thair commoun gude.
4. To bind or oblige (a person) to give his work,

service, or custom to one particular party.
1871 A. S. HARVEY in Go. Words 614 Till this account is

cleared off, the hapless knitter is hopelessly bound or
'thirled 'to the merchant, 1890 H. HALIBURTON In Scot.
Fields 125 The inhabitants were not, of course, 'thirled

'

to

any particular tailor, as they used to be to a district mill.

b. jig. To bind, confine, or restrict in service or
action to (some party or thing) ; to tie to.

1864 W. ARNOT Parao. our Lord iv. (1874) 119 The ser-

pent, as a metaphor, was in practice as completely thirled
to the indication of evil, as leaven had been. 1888 BRYCB
Ainer. Cotttmw. iv. Ixxix. (1880) II. 266 Great is their power,
because they are deemed to be less

'

thirled
'

to a party or

leader, because they speak from a moral standpoint. iooa
Union Mag. June 246/2 We don't '

thirl
'
ourselves enough

to our duties. 1903 W. DICKIE Chr. Ethics Soc. Life 18
God does not encourage us to be thirled to this world and
its material things.

Hence Thirled Qxuld)///. a.2,
bound in servitude,

service, or duty.

1367 Gude ft Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 50 Till Christ. . I gif my
thirlit hart in gouernance. a 172* FOUNTAINKALL Decisions

(1759) I. 276 The defender ought not to have built a mill

upon the thirled lands. 1898 CROCKETTStandard Bearer\v.
36 As a thirled labourer serves for his meat.

\ Thirl, v.3 06s. [Chiefly of i6th c. : origin
obscure. Sense i might possibly arise out of

THIBL v.\ and giveorigin to the intr. sense 2. But
sense 3 appears to have some connexion with
whirl: cf. note in etym. of THIBLEPOLL.]
1. trans. To hurl (a missile, etc.), esp. with

spinning or revolving motion. Hence Thirled

///. n.s

1567 TURBERV. Epitaphs, etc. C ii b, First shall you see the

shiuering shafts and vewe the thirled darts. 1587 Mirr.
Mag. (1610) 477 These. .who deem'd themselues m skies to

dwell, She [Fortune] thirleth downe to dread the gulfes of

gastly hell. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne l. iv. (1632) a On whom
a Moore hath thirl'd his slinged speare. Ibid, xlviii. 157
With monstrous buzzing came a fire-dart thirled, As if a
thunder-bolt had there beene whirled.

2. intr. To pass or fly with darting or spinning
motion.

1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met. viu. 98 b, He tooke the Chaplet
from hir head, and vp to Heauen it threw, The Chaplet thirled

through the Aire [1. 179 tenues volat iliaper auras] and as

it gliding flew [etc]. 1567-** 1593 [see THIRLING fpl.afl}.

8. trans. To whirl, twirl, roll or wind round.

1581 STANYHURST /Eneis II. (Arb.) 59 [The adder] hym self

now youthfulye bleacheth, His tayle smoog thirling, slyke
breast to Titan vpheauing {Lubrica convolvit suclato pectore

terga], 1504 NASHB Unfort. Trav. 16 Like a countrie bus.

wiues bansktn, which she thirles her spindle on.

t Thirl, v.* Sc. Obs. [Dialectal form of FDBL
v. : see TK initial (6).] trans. = FUEL v. I.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 41 Tak in }our top salis, and thirl

them. 1633 LITHGOW Trav. vu. 328 [We] thirle our Sailes,
if Pirats but appeare.

t Thl-rlable, a. Obs. rare',
[f. THIRL K.I +

-ABLE.] That may be thirled or pierced; penetrable.
1483 Cath. Angl. 383/1 Thirleabylle,^//Yi&Vij.

Thirlage (baMledj). Sc. [A metathetic variant
of THHILLACE. Cf. THIRL .

5
]

1 1. Thraldom, bondage, servitude
; also, thirl-

service. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS JEneis xi. iv. 61 This rnysfortoun is myne
of aid

thirlage. 1536 BF.LLENOIN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 170
The Ronlams contending to saif thaim fra thirlage of barbar
pepill. 1549 Comfl. Scat. xi. 93 5e sal lyf in mair thirlage
nor brutal bestis. 1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus Prol. 171 To
hald thair Realme and land out of thirlage. 1578 Gttde 4
Godlie B. (S.T.S.) App. 236, 1 haue the fred from all thirlage.
1609 SKF.NK Reg. Maj. i. 113 (Jif any frie-halder..doe to
that ilk Ladie any service. .or for her lifdayes does any
t hi i Inge.

t b. A lien on land or properly ; mortgage. Obs.
IS7 Sc. Acts Jos. K/(i8i4> III. 100/2 The said vmquhile

erll of Mar. .spendit and debursit . . , besydis the thirlage of
his awin Leving, and the rentis of his proper dependance for
the advancement of our souerane Lordis seruice.

2. Sc. Law. A condition of servitude or state of

obligation, in which the tenants of certain lands, or
dwellers in certain districts, are bound to restrict

their custom to a particular mill, forge, or the like.

In later times, spec, the obligation to grind their
corn at a particular mill (orig. that of the lord or
his assignee), and pay the recognized consideration

(multure), or at least to pay the dues in lieu thereof.
In early times there were other forms of thirlage. e. g. the

obligation on tenants to get nil their ironwork done at a

THIRST.

Dominant, and the Lands astricted are servient. 1773
ERSKINE /tut. Lato Scot. IL ix, 18 Thirl.ige is that

servitude^by which lands are astricted or thirled to a par-
ticular mill, to which the possessors must carry the grain
of the growth of the as trieted lands to be grinded. 1799
T. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 396 Thirlage is a grievous
bondage j and its pernicious influence on the improvement
of the country is severely felt, in every place where it

prevails. 1811 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst* Hus%. Scat. i. 5 A
recent law, by which the servitude of thirlage, or bondage
to any particular milL may be legally commuted. iSao
SCOTT Monast. xiii, Those of the Svcken^ or enthralled

ground, were liable in penalties, if, deviating from this

thirlage,. .they carried their grain to another mill.

b. The multure exacted under this system.
1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric, Perth 396 At every mill, the

present amount of the thirlage is by far more than an ade-

quate value for the labour, to which it is supposed to be the

price. 1898 CROCKETT Red Axe (ed. 4) 235 The smile of a
shrewd miller casting up his thirlage upon the mill door
when he sees the fields of his parish ripe to the harvest.

t Thi'rldom. Sc. Obs. [A metathetic variant
of THBILDOM: cf. THIRL v.2, THIBLAGE.] Thral-

ilom, bondage, servitude.

1489 Bar&ottr's Bruce r. 336 (MS. E.) The angyr, na the

wrechyt dome, That is cowplyt to foule thyrldome [Ibid,
265 threldome; 260 thryldome]. i^a ABP. HAMILTON
Catech. (1884) 23 Thair. .miserable thirldome in Babylone
[Ibid. 38 thrildomej. 1567 Gude ty Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 114
On the sauch treis our harpis we hang, Quhen thay re-

guyrit
vs ane sang, That held vs in sic thirldome. 1609

KEXK Reg. Maj. i. 24 Gif he be made ane professed Monke,
he sail be made frie from bondage and thirldome,

Thirled,///, a.i, *,
a

: see THIBL w.i, etc.

t TMrlepoll, -pole, -poole. Obs. Forms :

a. 5 thorle-, thurlepolle, o thurle-, thyrlepole,
thirlepolle, -poole. 0. 6 thir-, thorpole. 7. 7
thorn(e)pole, thornpool. See also WHIRLPOOL.

fperh. f. THIRL $bl + POLL j-M, from the blow-
holes or nostrils in the head : cf. quot. 1603.
If this was the etymology the name would be applicable

to the Cetacea generally, although from the quots. it was
at least often, specifically applied. But the etymology is

itself rendered doubtful by the synonyms WHIRLPOOL (1552 :

see quot. 1538) and HURLPOOL (1556), which show that in

the i6th c. the first element was sometimes taken as THIRL
f.* to hurl, whirl, and the name thus app. identified with

WHIRLPOOL, a vortex, from the commotion caused by its

spouting or blowing. See however THURLHEAD.]
A whale, or some species or kind of whale.
c 1460 J.

RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 837 Salt Thurlepolle, salt

whale, is good with egre wyne. 1513 Bk. Keruyitge in
Babees Bk.

(1868)
281 Samon,congre,sturgyon,turbot, thor-

pole, thornebacke, hounde-fysshe, & hnlybut. 1533 ELYOT
Cast. Helthe (1541) 67 b, Greattefyshes of the sea, as thurle-

pole, porpyse, and sturgeon. 1538 Diet., Batxaa, a
greatte fishe, whiche I suppose to be a

thurlepoll \edd. 1545,

1548 thirlepoole ; 1552 whirlepoole]. 1550 BALE Eng. Vo-
taries ii. 105 By the sea coast a she fish was founde of a
wonderful! greatnesse, called a thirlepoole. 1570 LEVINS

Manip. 160/41 A Thirlepoole, balena. A Hurlepoole, idem.

1577-87 HoLiNSHEDL?Ar(i.(i8o7) II. 390 There were eleauen
whales or thirlepooles cast on land. 1591 HARINGTON Or/.

Fur. vt. xxxvi, The Dolphin strong, the Tunny good of
last.. With Porpose, Scales, and Thornpooles, 1603 OWEN
Pembrokeshire (1892) 127 The thornepole is of like forme,.
to the Porpisse. .having a great round hole in the pole of
his head, thoroughe the wch he vseth to spoute out water.

fThlTler. Sc. Obs. [f. THIRL v.2 + -EB*.] A
person under thirlage.
1656 Burgh Rec. Cvlross 18 Aug., They war his thirleris

this hundrethe and halfe yeir.

Thirling (ba-jlirj),^/. sb^ Forms : see THIBL

1. The action of THIRL z.i ; piercing, boring.
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= realm]. 1871 A. S. HARVEY in Ga. Wnds 615 At in
the hosiery trade, so in ihe fishery, the 'thi,li,,g Win.
with the boy, and is never subsequently thrown off.

D. Thirling mill, a mill to which certain lands,
etc. are astricted in thirlage.
1773 FKRGUSSON Farmer's lugle xi, How big a birn maun

lie on hassle's back, For meal and multure to the thirling
mill. ,814 MACTAGGART Gal/ovid. Kncycl. .v. Tkirlafi,
All [mills] erected by such compactions are thirling mills

Thirling (J>5'jlin), tpl. a.i [f. TBIBI. z/.i +
-ING 2.1 That thirls; piercing.

1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. ,-, $oru lijt of Hn arro.is
pat is, of (>l burlmge word Li. 1398 [see THIRI. T.I ;). 01547
SURBIY jKHiid iv. 91 (The hind which] the Shepheard
smiteth at unwares And leaves unwist in her the thirling
head. 1566 DRANT Horace, Sat. iii. F vij, What thirlingc

t Thi-rlingr, ppl. a." Obs. [f. THIRL c.s 3 +
-IN02.J Flying like something hurled; darting;
whirling.
ij7 TURBEBV. Ovid's Epist. 22 Where thou with thy

nymble arme a Ihyrling launce doth cast. 1579 Remedy
Ofst. Love It iij b, To hunt, to hawke, to throwe the thyrling
darte. 01593 MARLOWE IIera 4- Leander I. 108 Nor that

night-wandering, pale, and watery star (When yawning
dragons draw her [Diana's] thirling car From Latmus'
mount uplo the gloomy sky).

tThirl-mu-lture. Sc. Law. Obs. Also 5
thrill-, thryl-, threll-.

[See
THIBL sb?. THRILL

sbp, and MULTURE.] The mtucken multure paid by
tenants of astricted lands to the mill having the right
of thirlage ; also, the right to exact this multure.

. 1413 Charters, t,c. o/Edint. (1871) 55 With the suckins,
thryl multuris, and al freedomes langand thairto. 1471
Acta Audit. (1839) "/' The actioune .. twiching be thrill

multer of be landis of Carnfyne & Carnebro. 1488 ibid.

124/2 pe wrangwis w'balding of be threll multure & sukkin
awing to be said Alexandris mylne.

/3. 1537 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 374/r Astricta multura, vul-

gariter tkirlf multer. 1617 Sc. Acts Jos. VI (1816) IV. 579/2
His Maiestie. .dissolvis fr.i the Croun .. the said Burgh of
Abirdene with all and sindrie thair landis,. .salmond rische-

ingis..milnes thirle mulleris (etc). 1881 J. WALKER Scat.
Poems 122 Quoth the man o'dust an' tli'n I inouter.

TMrs, thirse, v.ir. THDRSE Obs., goblin.
Thlrse, obs. form of THYBSE.

Thiraill, obs. Sc. form of THISTLE.
Thirst (>5Mt), si. Forms: o. 1-4 punt, 3-5

porst, 4-5 thurste, 4-6 thurst; 3 (Orm.) pirnt,
3-5 pirst, 4 perst(e, 5 pirate, 5-6 thyrst(e,
6 thirate, 4- thirst, p. 3 (Orm.) prisst, 3-5 prirt,

4 threist, threats, prust(e, preat (praat), 4-5
threat, thryst, 4-6 thriste, thrust, thrusto, 4-7
thriat, 5 preate, 5-6 thryate. 7. 4 flrat, ferst,

furst, vurste. [OE. furst = OKris. *thurst,
*lhorst (mod.Fris. torsi, toarst, EFris. thurst),
OS. thurst (Du. tiarsf), OHG. (G.) durst :-OTent.

yiirs-tus ;
cf. ON. farsli masc. (Sw., Da. lorsf),

Goth, laurslei fem. ; all formed, with nominal

suffix, from a verbal stem *fiurs- (cf. Gothic faurs-
ei]> mik I thirst) : Indo-Eur. *(rs, weak grade of

"ters : *ttrs : *trs. Cf. L. torrert to dry, Skr. tri

to thirst.

The change from tkurst to thirst was prob. an assimila-

tion of the sb. to the form of the vb. The metathetic tliriit,

thrust, was in use from c 1200 to 1590,]

1. The uneasy or painful sensation caused by
want of drink; also, the physical condition result-

ing from this want.
a. cioooSajc. Leechd. II. 192 Do bu wi3 ma^an bryne &

(mrste. 1050 Byrhtferth's Handtoc in .-/f/M (1885) VIII.

336 Win & beor call to ecum burste awend. c 1175 Lamb.
Hom. 79 He hefde burst and hunger, risoo 7 rin. Coll.

Hont. 75 He ne mai bolen hunger ne birst ne o3er pine.
ciaoo ORMIN 14602 patt ma^ be slekkenn wel bin burst.

a lias After. A'. 114 He. .mende him ase of burst, c 1330
R. BRUNNK Chron. W,ace (Rolls) 10176 peydeyde for hunger
& birst. 1340 Ayenb. 139 He sotTreh and honger an borst.

1377 LAKGL. /'. PI. It. xx. 19 He dronke at eche diche ar he
for thurste deyde. ^1380 Sir Ferunio. 2810 Feynt & pal
for hungre & for berst. c 1440 Promp. Part'. 491/2 Thyrsle,
or thryste, *////. 1489 CAXTOS Faytes ofA. L xiii. 34 1 hey
ouercome theyre enemyes more by thurst than by arme*.

1508 FISHER Penit. /';. cii. Wks. (1876) 179 That may sufTre

& endure grete labours, watchynge, puerte, thurst, hungre,

colde, & hete. 1697 DRYDKN Virg. Georg. in. 170 I^et thy
Goats.. be.. led to living Streams, to quench their Thirst.

1738 GRAY Propertixs ni. 89 The long thirst of Tantalus

allay. 1858 O. W. HOLMFS Aut. Break/.-!, iy. 79 Thirst

belongs to humanity, everywhere, in all ages.



THIRST.

B. c 1200 ORMIN 1615, & pinenn baer \>\ 1>odh a Wibb chcle

& brisst & hunngerr. c 1220 Bestiary 320 He haue3 Srlst.

c 1300 Harrow. Hell 5o(MS. E.) Seb(>en haue y fond & wist

Hot & cold, hunger & brest. 13. . Sir He-lies (A.) 2791 Beucs

hadde banne swich )>rast. a 1340 HAHI POLE Psalter cxlii. 7

Slokyn my threst. c 1375 XI Pains of Hell 156 in 0. E.

Misc. 215 Pai schil haue hongir and brust wereeuer bai gpn.
<: 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) viii. 30 pai made murmuracion

agaynes him by cause of thrist. 1440 Jacob's Well 147 Be
be weye thedyrward, he hadde thrust. 1530 PALSGR. 163

Soy/, thrust. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 219 Vter

drank for to cuill his thrist. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. vi. 17

Him.. that.. Will die for thrist, and water doth refuse.

y. 13.. S.Eng.Leg.m Herrig's ArcUflXXXlL 395/68
For drede of gret hongir & ferst. c 1325 Song of Mercy 53

in E. E. P. (1862) 120 Ne neuer my furst ne woldestou

slake. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 269 He brende for

first [v. r, vurste].

t b. (See quot.) dial. Obs.

1741 Comfl. Fani.-f'tece in. (ed.s) 504 Swine.. are subject

to a Distemper which is called the Thirst, or Lungs, accord,

ing to some Farmers.

c. Short for thirstland : see 3.

1906 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 394/2 Getting a span of oxen

through the long
'
thirsts ',

as the waterless stretches of road

are expressively called.

2. Jig. A vehement desire (a/" (arch.), for, after

something, to do something).
c 1200 ORMIN 5688 All hiss hunngerr & hiss )>risst Shall

ben (.urrh Drihhtin sleckedd. 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. 11.

met. ii,
The more ay brenneth in Hem the thurst of

hauynge. c 1450 Mirtnir Saluacioutt 219 Thi thrust to

shedde mans blode was neuer wery. a 1541 WYATT Penit.

Ps. cxxx. 27 To quench of sleep the thrust. 1554 KNOX
Faythf. Admon. D vj, An earnest thrist . .of your saluacion.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. 1. 1. 25 Not in thirst for Reuenge. 1669
GALE Crt. Gentiles 1. 1. i. 2 Those infinite thirsts after truth.

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 83 r i That thirst after curio,

sities, which often draws contempt and ridicule upon itself.

1812 CARY Dante, Paradise iv. 121 Our mind can satisfy
her thirst to know. 1831 SCOTT Ct. Robt. xiii, The more

lofty-minded.. despise the thirst of gold. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. v. I. 657 It may be distinctly traced, .either to

thirst for money or to thirst for blood. 1851 DIXON
Iff.

Petm xxxi. (1872) 296 In his thirst for knowledge he was in

the habit of studying every sect.

3. attrib. and Comb., as thirst-fever, -longing,

quencher; thirst-abating, -creating, -inducing,

-quenching, -scorched, -tormented adjs. ;
thirst-

country, -land, a waterless tract of country,

spec, in S. Africa ; thirst-serpent (see quot.).
1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder n. 63 The Root For "Thirst-

abating Sweetness prais'd. 1895 T. G. MILLAIS Breath, fr,
I 'cldt (1899) 170 If you are in a ' "Thirst

'

country, you take,
of course, a water.botlle. 1781 COWPER Conversat. 262 The
riotous abuse Thy "thirst-creating steams at length produce.

Breath fr. Veldt (1899) 184 We entered the great forest

^Thirstland. ..In this expanse of some hundred square
miles there is but one waterhole. 1908 J. WELLS Stewart
ofLovedale xviii. 182 Without crossing the Karoo and great
Thirst-land of Unbelief. 1614 CAMPION Wks. (1909) 179 A
heate I finde, Like *thirst-longing, that doth bide Where
they say my heart doth moue. 1908 Daily Citron. 3 Jan.
3/6 He prefers pure water as a *thirst-quencher. 1895
Westm. Gaz. 19 Mar. 8/2 This orange wine is most refresh-

ing and "thirst-quenching. 1861 W. F. COLLIER Hist. En^.
Lit. 443 In view of the *thirst-scorched seamen. 1731
MEDLEY tr. Kolben's Cape G. Hope II. 165 The Dipsas or

'Thirst-Serpent is socall'd from its bite causing a burning
thirst.

Thirst (baist), v. Forms: a. 1 15-,)jyrst-, 2-4
Jrirst-, 3-4 jmrst- (')> (4 furst-), 4-6 thurst-,

5-6 thyrst-, 5- thirst. 0. 4 pryst-, prist-, prest-,

4-6 thrust-, 5 thryst-, 5-6 threst-, thrist-. [OK.
pyrslan, f. purst THIBST sb. Cf. OS. thurstian

(Du. dorsteii), OHG. durslen (G. dilrsttn), ON.
fyrsta (Svr. to'nta, Da. tdrste)^\

fl. impers. as in me thirsteth, 'it thirsts me', I

am thirsty. (In OE. with accus. of person and gen.
of thing, or with dat. of person.)
c 897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. ii. 30 Deah 3aet folc

oyrste oaere lare. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xix. 28 f>a cwseiS

he, me byrst. c xooo Sax. Leechd. II. 194 pa men ne byrst.
(izoo ORMIN 14603 ^iff batt iss batt te birrstebb. cizoo
Trin. Coll. Horn. 199 Hire burst swi5e. a 1300 Cursor M.
23085 Me thristed sare, drinc yee me broght. c 1386 CHAUCER
Monk's T. 49 So thursted hym, that he Was wel ny lorn.
c 1440 York Myst. xxxvi. 221 A 1 me thristts sare.

2. intr. To feel or suffer thirst
;
to be thirsty.

Also transf., e.g. of parched ground or plants.
Somewhat arch.

950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xix. 28 CuoeS ic Syrsto. 975
Rushw. Gosp, John iv. 14 Se3e wutudlice drinceS of waetre
daet ic selo him ne Syrstet in ecnisse. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr.
Consc. 5771, 1 thrested, and yhe me na drynk bedde. 1382
WYCLIP i Cor. iv. n We hungren, and thirsten, and ben
nakid. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. xliv. (Bodl. MS.),
Euerich beeste with lunges brusteb moche. 14.. Lybeatis
Disc. (1890) 1426 Sir Libeaus bursted sore And seide..To
drinke let me go. 1530 PALSGR. 757/1, I Thrust, I want
drinke. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Huso. in. (1586) 146
You shall gyue them water as oft as they thirst. 1611
BIBLE Isa. Iv. i Ho, euery one that thirsteth, come ye to
the waters. 1640, 1770, 1820 [see THIRSTINGfpl. a.]. 1871K. KLLIS Catullus Ixviii. 79 Bloodless of high sacrifice,Now thirsts each desolate altar I 1875 [see THIRSTY T.\

3- fig- To have a longing, craving, or strong
desire. Const, in OE. with gen., = of ; later after,
for (f to) something, to do something.

893 K. ALFRED Oros. n. iv. 10 pu be byrslende waere
monnes blodes. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xlii. (Agatha) 87 Scho
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thristyt..fortilcumetilhewvnmskyns. 1388 WYCLlF/y.lxii. I

2 [Ixiii i] Mi soule thirstide to thee i my fleisch thlrstlde to
j

thee ful many foold. 1419 in Sharpe Land, ft Knigd. (1894-5)

1 1 1. 363 Your poure lieges bat have loong thrusted after know,

lech ofyour prosperite. a 1348 HALL Chron.,Hen. VII 25 b,

The Frenche nacion.. thrusted for the blood.. of the poore

Brytones. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. 3, Commw. (1603) 157

The Turkish Emperor.. thirsting to open a way into

Moscouie. 1791 BURKE App. Whigs Wks. VI. 203 It is not

necessary to teach men to thirst after power. 1858 CT.

MACDONALD Phantasies v. (1878) 75, 1 entered, thirsting for

the shade which it promised.

fi. trans. To desire vehemently; to long for. Obs.

C9SO Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. v. 6 Eadje bioon 3a 3e hync-

grao & 3yrstas soSfsstnisse. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. ibid.,

Eadige synt ba Se rihtwisnesse hingriaS & >yrsta3. c 1050

Liber Scintill. x. 49. ^1340 HAMPOLE Psalter, Cant. 506

Erthly kyngis bat threstis mannys blode. 1382 WYCLIF

Matt. v. 6 Blessid be thei that hungren and thristen rijtwis-

nesse, for thei shuln ben fulfillid. 1432-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) III. 471 Ye thruste golde..and couette honoure.

1527 TINDALE Oted. Chr. Man To Rdr. 20 b, Sufficient vnto

them that thirst the trueth. 1593 Q. ELIZ. Boeth. I. iv. n
Wicked men, that thursted the blud of all the senate. 1718
PRIOR Solomon i. 203 He seeks his keeper's flesh, and thirsts

his blood.

Hence f ThiTsted ///. a., longed for.

c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xxn. 277 His bright and sparkling

eyes.. sought through all that prise The next way to his

thirsted lite.

Thirster (>5ust3j). [f.
THIBST z>. + -ER!.] One

who thirsts ; fig. one who craves or longs (for,

after something).
1382 WYCLIF Isa. xxxii. 6 Drinc to the thristere he shal don

awei. a 1578 LINDF.SAY (Pitscottie) Citron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I.

100 Ane falfis wngodlie thrister of innocent bloode. 1624 F.

WHITE Kepi. Fisher 112 The Pope was..an insatiable.,

thirster after monie. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Prior Wks.
III. 139 He was by nature no thirster for blood. 1883 Cam.
bridge Staircase ii. 28 The thirster after knowledge.

Thirstfnl QeMstful), a. rare. [f. THIBST sb. +

-FCL.] Full of thirst; thirsty.

1865 Reader No. 151. 568/1 A dry, arid, thirstful land.

1871 G. MEREDITH H. Richmond xxix, My other eager
thirstful self I shook off like a thing worn out.

Thirstily (pa-jstili), adv. [f. THIRSTY + -LY 2.]

In a thirsty manner ;
with thirst, Also_/iff-.

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erosnt. Par. i Peter 7 Not to be

supped lothesomly, but gredily, yea and thrustily. a 1586
SIDNEY Arcadia in. Wks. 1724 II. 427 Which she.. had
drunk up thirstily. 1665 MRS. HUTCHINSON Mem. Col.

Ilutchinson (1846) 408 A kinsman of his who thirstily

aspired after preferment. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. n. iil,

From such Fountain he draws, diligently, thirstily.

Thirstiness (hs-jstines). [f.THIRSTY + -NESS.]
The quality or condition of being thirsty ; thirst.

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Devt. clxvii. 1035 There is no man
but he is vexed with diuerse chaunges and sortes of thirst i-

nesse. 1619 R. HARRIS Drunkard's Cup 3 It.. causes a
dropsie and . . thirstinesse. 1649 BLITHE Eng. Improv. Impr.
(1653) 107 That Thirstiness in me after the Common good.
1872 Daily News 15 July, Streams of sightseers, whose
curiosity is accompanied by a general thirstiness. 1897
Ibid. 19 July 3/1 The terrible and undoubted thirstiness

of the season.

Thirsting (Jra-Jstirj), vbl. sb. [f. THIRST v. +
-ING !.] The condition denoted by the verb THIRST ;

thirst ; fig. longing, craving.
c 1500 KENNEDY Passion of Christ 739. Bitter wync inyxt

with gall..bai him gaif to slokin his thristing. 1653 CHOM-
WELL Sp. 14 July in Carlyle,We have had many desires, and
thirstings in our spirits, to find out ways and means. 1701
STANHOPE Augustine's Medit. xxxv. 82 What impatient
thirstings ought I to bring I 1861 Times 22 Aug., A thirst-

ing for political liberty.

Thirsting, ///. a. [f. as prec. -t- -ING 2.]
That thirsts, thirsty ; jig. longing.
1382 WYCLIF Prov. xxv. 25 Cold watir to the threstende

soule. 1552 HULOET, Thyrstynge, or beynge a
thyrste,

sitiens. 1640 BLITHE Eng. Imprtrii. Impr. (1653) 25 Keep
thy Land rather in a thirsting condition. 1770 WESLEY Jml.
26 June, They drank in the words of life, just as the thirsting
earth the showers. 1820 SHELLEY Cloud i, I bring fresh
showers for the thirsting flowers. 1857-8 SEARS Athan. n.
iii. 195 His marvellous tale.. has fallen into thirsting ears.

Hence Thi-rstingly adv., longingly.
1619 W. SCLATER Exp. i Thess. (1630) 570 The will.. so

thirstingly inclined to wickednesse.

Thirstless (Jra-jstles), a. [f. THIRST s/i. +
-LESS.] Having no thirst ; not thirsty.
1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. vii. 648 TV officious Kids. .

sip (self thirst-less) of the River's brink, Which in their
mouthes they bring them [their Parents old] home to
drink. 1856 DOBELL Lyrics in War Time, Home Wounded,
Among the thirstless dead. 1883 Half-hours in Many
Lands 4 This great thirstless teetotal abstainer [the camel].

b. Not impelled by thirst, nonce-use.

1706 BAYNARD in Sir J. Floyer Hot fy Cold Bath. n. 330
Unnecessary and thirstless Epotations.
Hence Thi'rstlessness.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 102 Cases of thirstless-

ness are not by any means frequent.

tThiTStleW.a. [f.TmRST sb. + -LEWE.] Thirsty.
c 1425 Ot-olog. Sapient, i. in Anglia X. 327/9 pe whiche

qwenchede not fultye here thriste, but hit..made hem
more thristlewe. c 1430 LYDG. Win. Poems (Percy Soc.) 75
Drye in the see, and wete upon the stronde ; . . In reveris

thurstlew, and moyst upon the londe. 1430-40 Bocluis I.

xv. (MS. Bodl. 263) If. 69/2 He was.. wonder thrustleuh
afftir trauailyng.

Thirsty; ()-jsti), a. Forms: see THIBST^.
[O'E.Jwrsti&Jiyrstig, i. furst, THIBST sl>. + -tr, -Y.
Cf. OS. thurstig, OHG. durstag]

THIRTEEN.

1. Having the sensation of thirst
; feeling desire

or craving for drink.

950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxv. 35 Ic w:es 3yrstig and se
saldon me dringe. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) lxi[i], 4 Wide urnon ;

burstise mu3e. ciax> ORMIN 6163 Forr be birrb fedenn

hunngri? mann & brissti? jifenn drinnke. a 1300 CursorM.
1020 (Colt.) Suld he neuer thresti [/". bristy, (,'. thristi, Tr.

fursti] be. 1426 AUDELAY Poems 7 The thorste 5if dryng.
c 1440 Alphabet of Tales tfa Hym thoght in bis slepe bat

hym was passand thrustie. a 1533 LD. BEKNERS Huon

feed, And thristy give to drinke. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past.
v. 38 The thirsty Cattel . . abstain'd From Water. 1703 MAUN.
DRELL yoitrn. Jerus. 79 The Fountain being.. very inviting
to the thirsty Passenger. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III.

319 The thirsty one, in that he thirsts, desires only drink.

b. transf. Of earth or plants : Greatly wanting
moisture ; dry, parched, arid.

1388 WYCLIF Isa. xxxy. 7^
That that was drie, is maad in to

a poond, and the thirsti . . in to wellis of watris. 1471 RIPLEY
Cotnp. Alch. in. iv, in Ashm. Theat. Chein. Brit. (1652) 140
Dry up thyne Erth tyll hyt be thrysty. 1577 B. GOOGE
Herestach's Husb. n. (1586) Sob, The salte, bitter, and
thirstie ground, c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps, LXXIV. xiv,
Thou wondrously didst cause . . From thirsty flynt a fountayne
flow. rj43 FRANCIS tr. Hor., Odes i. xxii. 16 The tawny lion

reigns Fierce on his native Afric's thirsty plains. 1878 Bosw.
SMITH Carthage 254The country was parched and thirsty.

2. fig. Having or. characterized by a vehement
desire or craving ; eager, greedy.
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xii, Swa swylgo* seo ^itsung ba

dreosendan welan . . forbam hio hiora simle bi6 burste^u.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 56 It semys bettir bat
be eres of be folk be thristy to be wordes of be kyng. 1577

th. .

Georg.
Blood. 1760 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1840 VI. 230 She has a
mind thirsty after knowledge. 1831 LAMB Elia, Newspapers
35 Yrs. ago, Refreshing to the thirsty curiosity of the traveller.

3. transf. That causes thirst. (Now colloq.)
1599 SANDYS Enropae Spec. (1632) 152 Troubled with the

dropsie. .caused. .or accompanied with a thirstie infirmitie.

1603 SHAKS. Meos.for M. i. ii. 134 Our Natures doe pursue
Like Rats that rauyn downe their proper Bane, A thirsty
euill, and when we drinke. we die. 1812 W. TENNANT
Anster F. iv. xlviii, Slices of the thirsty ham. 1897 F. T.

JANE Lordship, etc. i. a A thirsty walk up and down
terrible bad roads. Mod. Thirsty weather and thirsty work.

4. Comb., as thirsty-cupped, thirsty-looking adjs. ;

thirsty frog, thirsty snake : see quots.
1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 70 b,

There is . . fiue kindes of

Aspis. The first named Dipsas in Greeke, in Latine Situla,
Thristie Snake. 1802 SHAW Gen. Zool. III. 115 Thirsty
Frog, Rana Sitibunda .. Native of desert places about the
river Ural :..has the habit of a toad. 1875 LANIER Poems,
Symphony 132 Marsh-plants, thirsty-cupped for rains. Mod.
A thirsty-looking man standing outside a public-house.

Thirteen (Jautrn, ba-Jtih : see -TEEN). Forms :

a. i freotiene, -tene, -tyne, preottene, -tyne,
1-4 J>rettyne, 2-5 J>rit-, 3 J>re-, preat-, 4 thrat-,

Jjrot-, thrittene, pritten, 4-7 thret-, 5 throt-,

(thred-), thryttene, throtten, 6 thretene, 7

threteen(o, threttein. J3. 5 jirt-, 5-6 thyr-,

thurtene, 6 thirtene, -tine, thurteyn, 6-7 thir-

teene, 8 therteen, 7- thirteen. [OE. friotiene,
-tene = OS. thriutein, thrutein, OFris. threllen

(MLG. druttein, Du. dertien), OHG. drlzehan

(G. dreiuhri), ON. prcttdn (Da. tretten, Sw.

trettori) ; f. prio, THREE + tiene, tetie, pi. -TEEN,

TEN.] The cardinal number composed of ten and

three, represented by the symbols 1 3 or xin.

A. adj. 1. In concord with a sb. expressed.
a. a 900 tr. Safda's Hist. i. xiii. [xxiii.] (1890) 54 preptteno

xer & syx monad & tyn dagas. ///,/. iv. xxiv. [xxiii.] 342

pasr seondon betweoh bam mynstrum twaem breottyne
mila ametene. 1200 ORMIN 11071 ?e mu;henn uppo jure

3er brittene monebb findenn. c 1205 LAY. 7771 preottene
monoes wunede Julius in OiSeres. a 1225 Ancr. R. 234
Seinte Sare, nes heo fulle breattene 5er itented of hire

vlesche. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 652 Brut is sone king was
brettene [v. rr. brottene, thryttene] ^er. 13 .. Gity Wartv.
(A.) 7305 -l-st. 279 For britten pouer men & Jete mo. 1610

Mem. St. Giles s Durham 39 Everie housholder shall pay
to the bakehouse man for everie threteene cakes one cake
and no more. 1661 Reg. Privy Coitnc. Scotl. I. 26 Threttein.

ft. CI4JO R. Gloucester's Chron. (Rolls) 8666 (MS. .) He
adde be fcyng birttene 5er. 1531 in Sel. Cases Crt. Requests
(1898) 34 To haue for his waiges only thurteyn shillinges
and foure pence by the yere. 1538 ELYOT, Tredecim,

thyrtene. 1561 DAUS tr. Bullinger on Apoc. Pref. (1573) 14
Thirtine yeares past. 1588 Holy Bull, etc. (title-p.), Pardon
and Indulgence of their Sinnes : and that for. .two Spanish
Realls, viz. Thirteen Pence. 1659 BAXTER Key Cath. xxxii.

205 One Kingdom hath thirteen Aich-bishops. 1901 N.
Amer. Rev. Feb. 162 Fines amounting to thirteen times the

amount of the indemnity.
2. Absolutely (or sb. implied in context).
eiooo Menologium (Gr.) 116 Ymb breotyne [tida lange]..

tyn mihtum eac. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10377 In be }er

of grace ywis Tuelf hundred Si bretene ido was al bis.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 128, I . .putte hem in a pressour. .

Til ten ;erdes ober twelue tolden out brettene. 1562 in

W. H.Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 289 Called before

the Mayre and the thurtene. 1725 in Warden BurghLaws
Dundee, etc. (1872) 356 Non shall give no more butt therteen

for the duson of bread, except that it be to Baxteris or

Baxters wifs. 1865 S. EVANS Bra. Fabian's MS., Charm v,

If thirteen sit down to sup And thou first have risen up,

Goodman, turn thy money 1 it^ffarfer's Mag. Nov. 880/1,

I do not know as to their feelings regarding thirteen at table.



THIRTEENER.
f3. As ordinal : = THIRTEENTH. 0/>s.
c izn Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (raulus) 72 [He) prechit bare. .

nero he Ihrattcne jere. c 1430 Freemasonry 239 The

1142. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War.Comm. Mitt. lik. (1855) 60
The thretlene day of October, 1640,

4, Comb., forming attril>. phrases, as thirteen-

day, -ineh, -stone; ihirteen-nngeil, -square adjs. ;

t thirteen-penny sb. = ]J. a.

iS7 TORKINGTON />/&?-. (1884) 30 A fayer Tower xiii
Sqware. 1798 Hull Advertiserf, Oct. /i The two thirteen,
inch mortars. 1828 LANDOB /-. Conv. Wks. 1846 I. 305/2A half crown contents me.. and, just for the peg-polisher. a
thirteen penny. 1897 MARY Kixnsi.p.v \V. Africa 263 Get.
ting these twelve to

thirteen-stpne gentlemen up. 1898 P
MANSON Trof,. Diseases xxxvii. 589 A thh teen-ringed larva
is hatched out from each egg. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 8 Feb. 5/3
1 he thirteen-story Continental Trust building.

t b. Thirteen-pence-halJ"penny, alleged to have
been the wage of a hangman. Thirtccn-pence-
halfpenny piece, the name of the Scottish merk
(= ly. 4^ Scots money) current during the 171)1
century. Obs.
[c 1470 Miners' Lams in C. Wallers Bygone Somerset

(1897) 4! If any. .doth pick or steal any lead or Oare to the
value of thirteen pence halfpenny the lord or his Officers
may Arrest all his Lead-works.) 1604 DKKKER ind PI.
Honest in. Wks. 1873 II. I7 , Why should I eate hempe.seed at the Hangmans thirteene-pence halfe-penny Ordi.
nary? 1608 DAY Hum. out ofBr. iv. Fiij, He could not
hang me for t ; tis not worth thirteen pence halfe penny.

DF. FOE Col. Jack (1840) 46 A paper of old thirteen-

..,, -
~------ -'?" --*-" ...K'l.JIf.. (1809) 4OO

ihirteen-pence halfpenny is Hangman's wages, because
there was a piece of money of this sort, as likewise six-pence
three-farthings, the half of it, both of them Scotch pieces,
brought to us by James the First. I have seen them both
B. sb. (With plural thirteen:)

1. The abstract number; also, a symbol or the
figures representing this.
That the number is unlucky is a widespread superstition

(cf. quots. 1865, 1884 in A. 2); hence such applications as
thirteen club : see quots. 1883, 1905.
11400 in Halliwell Kara Mathcnt. (1841) 30 Nombrys
..componyd of a digyt and of an articule as fourtene
fyftene thrittene and suche other. 1590 MINSHEU Stan. Diet.
s. v. Trtze, EstArsc en sus Trize, to be in his thirteenes, to
be obstinate, to stand still in his purpose. 1883 St. James's
Gaz. 26 Oct., The social crusade against the venerable super-
stition respecting the number 13.. .Last year, a Thirteen
Club was established [in America]. 1005 Daily News
6 Feb. 9 Where is the Thirteen Club and its campaign to
shame the superstitious public out of their dread of the
number 13?

b. A thing distinguished by the number thirteen,
as an article of a certain size so called.

1709 Hull Advertiser 20 Apr. 2/3 Wine bottles, thirteens,
fourteens, and fifteens, at 2s. 6d. per dozen. Mod. This
gentleman takes a thirteen in boots.

1 2. The name formerly current in Ireland for a
silver shilling, as being worth thirteen pence of
Irish copper currency. 06s.
c 1710 SWIFT Dean'sAnsw. 8 Restore . .My twelve thirteens

and sixpence ha'penny, 1761 FOOTK Orators u. (1780) 57 I'll

wager you three thirteens to a rap, that it is no such matter
at all, at all. 1810 Naval Chron. XXIV. 151 Oft was his

pocket without a thirteen. 1830 MARRYAT King's Own xxi,
'He says that it's two thirteens that must be paid for it'...
1 Have you two shillings ?

'

Thirteener (ba^trnaj). [f. prec. sb. + -EB V]
1. A silver shilling; = THIRTEEN B. 2. Thirteener
and a baubee : see prec. A. 4 b.

1761 Naval Chron. XXIV. 369 Cheat the sheriff out of his
thirteener and a baubee ! 1811 Henry <fr Isabella I. 289, 1

have scraped together a few thirteeners honestly, for my old

age. 1836 T. HOOK G. Gurney ii, Says the padre
1

,

'

tip us
the thirteeners, and you are as clean as a whistle for the
next twelve months '.

2? a. Cricket. A hit for thirteen rttns. b. See

quot. 1891.
1893 Black ff White 29 July 139/2 Of cricket there are

anecdotes galore; how a '
thir

'

irteener
' was once run out on

the Marlborough ground. 1900 Westm. Gas. 5 July 3/2
But F. P. Miller once hit a '

thirteener
'

at single wicket,
which is considered a record. 1801 Cent. Diet., Thirteener,
. .the thirteenth one of any number of things ; specifically,
in whist, the last card of a suit left in the hands of a player
after the other twelve have been played.

Thirteenth (paatPnp, Jrautrnb: see -TEEN),
a., sb. (adv.}. Forms : see below. [Of this there

have been many forms, the earlier reflecting the

various types of TENTH, the later the two types of

THIRTEEN. In OE. (Anglian "^rfieogeSa, -e, -tegSa)
WSax. Jirie-, J>rlotfota, etc., whence early southern
ME. frettele. Northern ME. had Irett- , prittend(e
from ON. tretlAnde. From these arose a 1400
}relt-,}irittenl(e, and by metathesis (as in thirteen),

ther-, thyr-, thirlenlh, and finally in i6th c. thir-

teenth, as if formed at once from thirteen + -TH 2
.

Cf. in the cognate langs. OFris. thretlinde (Du.

derliende), OHG. dritlozehanto (Ger. dreizehnte),

ON.prettdnde (Sw. tretlonde, Da. tretlende).']

A. adj. in concord with sb. expressed or im-
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plied. ]. The ordinal numeral belonging to the
cardinal thirteen : the last of thirteen.

a. r preotespa, prie-, preo-, pryteofla, 1-3
preott-, prytteoUa, 3 prett-, prittepe.
"9< O. E.Martyrol. 13 Mar. 38 On pone breotejflan

(texJOTS
monies, c 1000 Ags. Goif, Malt. XL 20 margin,On pare |>rytteoSan wucan ofer penlecosten. c 1000 A'.u iic

Ham. 1 1. 520 I'aulus is se ?reotleooa Syscs hcapcs. c 11755/Urrt* Hundreds in O. E. Misc. 146 pe breolteobe on
lyncholne. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5933 In be hrittebe [MS.

0. 3 (Orm.') prittennde, 4 thritt-, thret-
end(e, thritteind, thritend, 4-5 prettendfe.cuoo ORMIN 11061 lit iss be prittennde daw "1300
M"?" V 373 (Co 'L' Fra h<

:
wa! born P d -li thritleind.

/<< "933? (t-ott. Galba) pe thrilend case. 1447 BOKENHAM
Scyntyt (Roxb.) 34 Of Octobyr the threttend day.

If. 4 prett-, prittenpe, prittenep, 4-5 thret-
tenethe

;
6 threttent.

<Ti38o WVCLIP Ser,,,. Sel. Wks. II. 268 pe prittenbe con-
dicioun. C14*> Chnn. Vilod. 2395 be threttcnethe erc.a 1415 Cursor It. 51671 (Trin.) pe prettenbe. day shal be
snelte. 1581 N. BURNE />K/B/. in Calk. Tractates. T. S.)
141 Gregorms the ihrettent quha is nou bischop of Rome

S. 5 pirttenth (pirdtenth), thertenth (-tenst),
6 thyrd-, thyr-, thirtenth, 6- thirteenth.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 78 b/2 The thertenst day. io

PALSCR. 372/1 Tnitiame, thyrteenth. 1538 ELYOT, Ttnfe-
nus, na,nuHi, the Ihyrdtenlh. 155. HULOET, Thyrtenth.
JS79

FULKE Hest-nt f-arl. ,80 TheThirteenth Chapter. 1614BKDELL Lett. i. 42 This thirteenth Article, of the thirteenth
Apostle... it seemes you haue learned. 1711 Lonil. Caz.No. 4903/2 On the Thirteenth the Artillery, .was discharged
1759 Italians Angler ii. (ed. 7) 38 The wise Statutes made
I'Vof 11

E
.?,

wai^ the First ' l8'8 V'LI-ARI Mackiavelli
(1898) II. ii. 73 The literature of the thirteenth century.
2. Thirteenth part : one of thirteen equal parts

into which anything may be divided.

1790. BURKE Fr. Rev. I?8 About a thirteenth part of their
clear income. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. (1862) III. 157
Exactly twelve thirteenth parts of an equal measure of dis-
tilled water.

B. sb. 1. A thirteenth part.
_
i6n COTCH., TnOtmt, a thirteenth. Mad. A lunar month

is very nearly a thirteenth of a year.

b. Eng. Hist. A thirteenth part of the value
of movables, or of the rent of the year, formerly
granted or levied as a tax.

[1106-7 Patent Roll 8 John m. 3 dorso in Lane, t, Chesh.
Rec. Soc..(1893) XXVII. 3S M. CC. vij, Hoc anno assisa de
terciodecimo facta est ad opus regis universaliter a clericis
et laicis et per vim laicalem.) 1891 J. A. C VINCENT ibid.
36 The method of collecting this thirteenth is laid down in
the king s letters patent. Every layman to give iz-pence
out of every marks (13^. 4rf.) worth of annual rent, or out of
such moveable chattels of like value as he had on the
Octaves of the Purification (9 February), being the date of
the council. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. xiii. 586 The
assessment of the thirteenth in A. o. 1207 was. .not made by
juries, but by the oath of the individual payer taken before
the justices ; the contribution of the clergy being a matter
of special arrangement made by the archdeacons.
2. Music. A note thirteen diatonic degrees above

or below a given note (both notes being counted) ;

the interval between, or consonance of, two notes
thirteen diatonic degrees apart ; a chord containing
this interval.

'597 MORLEY Intrad. Jirus. 71 Which distances do make
vnperfect consonants ?.. A third, a sixt, and their eightes a
tenth, a thirteenth [etc.]. 1609 DOULAND Ornith. Micro!.
79 An eight doth agree in sound with an vnison,..and a
thirteenth with a sixt. 1880 STAINER Composition i4The
third degree of the scale . .also forms part of the well-known
cadential *

chord, and dominant thirteenth,

C. adv. Thirteenthly.
1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 292 b, Thyrtenth, they

be mortifyed from all property of wyll.
Hence Thirtee'nthly adv., in the thirteenth

place ; also as sb. (nonce use) the thirteenth head or
section of a discourse, etc.
a 1641 SIR W. MONSON Naval Tracts HI. (1704) 322/1

Thirteenthly, They ought to take a yearly account. 1887
J. SERVICE Life ff Recoil. Dugvid iii. 22 Mr. MClumpha
..was toilin' on to his thirteenthly. 1893 STEVENSON
Catriona xvi, Thirteenthly, my brethren,.. the law itself
must be regarded as a means of grace.

Thirtieth. (b5uti|e)>), a. (it.) Forms : a. I

fcrftisoSa, prittisopa, prftesotta, pritteosotia,

preotteosapa, pritesSa, 2-3 prittupe, 3-4 prit-

tipe, (3 -tepe), 4 prittype,thretyd, (Ayeni.) prit-

ta;te, 4-5 thrittyde, threttithe, -yth, 5 thryd-
tythe, thryddyp. P. (5 thyrttyest), 6 thyrteth,
-ieth, thirteth, -ith, therttieth, 6- thirtieth.

[OE.Jir{ti^oSa,-e, i.jn-ftig + -ofa, -ote (see -TH 2
),

becoming in ME.friltyfa, threttyth, in i6thc,, by
assimilation to the current form of the cardinal,

thirtith, therttieth, thirtieth. Cf. ON. frltugande,
-ttigunde, -tegunde, later prttugti. The WGer.
'langs. have a form in -esta, -esta, OFris. thrite-

r
esta, OHG. drtzugSsto, Ger. dreissigste \ so mod.
:cel. }>r{lugasti : cf. Caxton's thyrttyest^
A. adj. The ordinal numeral belonging to the car-

dinal thirty ; the last of thirty. The thirtieth man,
the last man, or any one man, of thirty. Thirtieth

part, one of the thirty equal parts into which any-

thing may be divided.

g
I

THIRTY.

s5&B&t^'Sf<^S^SS^pfeg^2

(Roxb) XXxTv ^Tl I""*""'
t!"1

,

M
',

y- "" MALKotv.

thyrttyest day. ,, PAUBR. ^J/^ySLJHj'J
57? f^l-KK HesKns' Parl. 3^ llfc thS rE2

B. sb. A thirtieth part ; in Eng. Hist, a thirtieth
part of movable goods payable ai an aid

' Y
2
UM0

. "V** Tram,. XCI. 59 A thirtkth of .
inch. 18.5 ;. NICHOLSON O^rat. Meek. 66, An ildi.Lnof one-tweiitieth or one-thirtieth to the maw. 180, I A
VINCENT in Lame. * Cl.es/,. Rec. Sx. KyiT^'lfcigreat council, in which the king required a Thirtieth from
the whole nation.

Thlrtover, dial, form of THWABTOVHR.
Thirty (Jouti), a. and si. Forms : a. i -

JJrftis, prittis, ttrit(e)ih, tJrittih, (j Jn-ihti), 2-1
prittij, pritti, 3 prittie, pry tti, priJti, 3-4 britty,
3-5 J>rytty, 4 pritte, prutty, thritJ, 4-5 thritte,
thritti, 4-6 thritty ; also 4 protti , pretty, threti

'

threiti, 4-5 thretti, 5 threty, 6-7 throttle. 4-6
(-9 dial.) thratty. p. 6 thirttl (derty), 5-6
thyrty, 6 thurty, thyrtye, 6-7 thirtte, 6- thirty
[OE. frJtiz, (. pH, THREE +

-tir, (
= Goth. *tigus

decade: see -TY) ;
- OFris. thritich; OS. thritig

(LG. dortig, Du. dtrtig) ; OHO. drttzug (MHO.

thirty appears in literature in 1 5th c. and has pre-
vailed since i6th c.

was construed as an adj. pi., with dat. firittiruni, gen.
frtttt^rla, e. g. fara frittitra manna of those tbirty men
r ew traces of these inflexional forms remained in early ME.)
A. adj. 1. The cardinal number equal to three

tens, represented by the symbols 30, or XXX, xxx.
In concord with a sb. expressed or implied.
a. BtrUH&m (He) genam (.ritig begna. c<&> Lindiif.

l,osf. Luke in. 23 Halend wa;s ongmnende suelce wintra
onttlh tKui/tw. 3ritig, Ags. G. brilftjig. Halt. fvitlig(c.
c 1000 >LFIC Gen. vi. 15 preohund fc3ma . . on lenge . .

and brittix, on heahnisse. Itid. xviii. 30 Hwzl, sif (>zr
beo3 bring? 31175 Call. Ham. 225 pritti fedme [OX.
bnttig fzoma] hcah. c ijoo Onm 3207 Neb Off (viitii
winnterr elde. c 1*05 LAY. 26531 After ban breom cnihten
prim ber comen ; after ban brittle heo tse^en breo bu&ende
1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7055 He was Berne & frendles mo
ban pritty [MS. B. brutty, C. pretty] ,er. 13., Cursor
M. 1216 (tairf.) Vs telles of adam pis story Of sones he had
ful pretty [CW/. thirtti, G. thritti, Tr. britty). 1375 BAIBOUK
Bruce IX. 640 Quhar ay for ane thai var thretly. c 1400
Afol. Loll. 53 Judas sold Him onis . . fur britty penie--.a 1450 MYRC Festial 22 And duret soo prytty wyntyr
c 1489 CAXION Blanchardyn xxL 71 Hath he not taken this

tin. .nidi. MI, i

said Dumbiedikes.
ft. 1413 /V4fr. Sewlt (Caxton) v. v. (1859) ?6 The sterres. .

were sette by thyrty and by thyrty, in suche a maner wyse,
that in euery thyrty was setteagrete sonne. 15*6 TINOALK
Luke iii. 23 And Jesus., was about thirty yere of age when
he began. 1530 PALSGR. 367/2 Trentft thurty, xxx. 155^1
HULOET, Thyrtye tymes. trtcies. 1671 MILTON Saniso*
1197 Your ill-meaning Politician Lords.. Appointed to await
me thirty spies. 1837 HT. MAKTINEAU Six;. Amtr. II. 33
Lenders of money into Vermont received thirty per cent,
interest from farmers.

b. In comb, with the numerals one to nine, to

express numbers between thirty and forty, as thirty-

one, thirty-six, also (now less commonly) one-and-

thirty, six-and-thirty, etc., and the ordinals thirty-

frst, thirty-second, thirty-ninth, etc., now less

usually one-and-thirtieth, frvt-and-thirtieth, etc.

Also as a multiple of higher numbers, as thirty

thousand, thirty-six millions,

971 Blickl. Horn. 35 Ne bid bara fsstenda^a na ma bonne
syx & bring, c 1000 Ags, Gosp. John y. 5 Dzr waes sum
man eahta and britti; [^950 Lind. drituh, ^975 Kusfnu.

oTitts] wintra on his unirumnys.se. c 1*00 Victs \ I'irt, 51

prie and brihti wintre and an half. 13. . Sir Bttts(\.)
4533 pe nombre was, veraiment, To and pretti bosent. 13 . .

Cursor M. 9158 (Gutt.) Thre hundiid and eyt and thriti jcrc.

ci45 Craft of Nombryngt (E.E.T.S.) 5 Rede forth Vus,

p thousand sex hundryth thritty & foure. 1536 CROMWKLL
in Merriman Life ft Lett. (1902) II. 06 In the yere of our
Lorde god a thousande five hundreth syxt and thritty. 1610
HOLLANDCa/w&aV Brit. (1637) 606 Thirty thousand Knglb.li
men were that day left dead in the field. 1711 Lond, (tat,

No. 4903/2 On the Thirty-first of the last Month. 1731
MILLER Card, Diet. s.y. /4/<v,The fifth, ..ihnty-fourth, and

thirty- tifth Sorts require a greater Share of Heat. 1797

EncycL ri/.(ed. 3) AVIII. 659/1 In the 39th degree o(
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THIRTY.

latitude. 1837 SOUTHS* Let. 24 Nov., The difference of

five and thirty years between me and Bertha. 1884 Har-

ter's Mae. Feb. 471/2 One-thirty-sixth of their .. area.

O. Phrases. The Thirty (Tyrants) : the thirty

magistrates imposed by Sparta upon the Athenians

at the end of the Peloponnesian war (403 B.C.).

The Thirty Years' War: the religions wars of

1618-48 fought chiefly on German soil.

1841 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 382/1 This conquest was the last

important event of the Thirty Years' War, which began and

ended at Prague. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 266 Anytus
had joined Thrasybulus in the conflict with the Thirty.

2. spec, (ettipt.) a. The age of thirty ; thirty years

(of age, old, etc.). So thirty-one, etc.

ciooo in Anglia XI. 3/77 Se hjelend waes brittfe ba

hine mann fullude. 1618 CHAPMAN HesioaTs Georg. \\. 486

Thy selfe, if well in yeares; thy wife take home, Not much

past thirtie ; nor haue much to come, a 1715 BURNET Chun

Time in. (1724) I. 373 A cooler and elder man than I was,

being then but thirty. 1780 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary 7 Apr.,

Conversable as he could have been at thirty-two. 1859

GEO. ELIOT A. Bede xxxi, She might well die o' th inflam-

mation afore she war thirty.

b. In stating the time of day, thirty minutes ;

as in six-thirty 6.30 o'clock, half-past six ; also

attrib. as the 6.30 train.

1870 Miss BRIDCMAN Rob. Lynnt xvi, Mr. Lynne had come
down . . by the 7.30, and departed by the 9.45. 1899 Westm.
Gaz. 23 Dec. 6/3 He who came a moment after eleven-

thirty stood very small chance of getting anywhere near

the carriage door.

f3. As ordinal: = THIRTIETH. So thirty-two
for IAirly-second, etc. Obs.

c 1380 WVCLIF Last Age ofChirche p. xxiv, pe pre and

britty sermon. 1540 HYRDE tr. Vivcs* Instr. Chr. Worn,

(1592) Ccvij, In the hundred and thirtie Psalme. 1504
Contention i. i. 30 Ere the thirty day of the next month.
1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] Lives Emperors in Hist. Ivstine

Ff ij, He died the thirty two year of his age. 1609 SKENK
Reg. Maj., Stat. K. William 3 The sextene veshefl, or the

tuentie or threttie.

B. si.

1. The abstract number; also, a symbol repre-

senting this. So thirty-one, thirty-six, etc.

1050 Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia. (1885) VIII. 302
Fif siSon seofon beo5 fif & brittig. c 1425 Craft ofNom-
orynge (E.E.T.S.) 4 The figure of 3. ..betokens ten tymes
more ben he schuld & he stode bere bat be figure of 4. stondes,
bat is thretty. 1501 in Exch. Rolls Scotl. XII. 236 <??>,

The nomir threttynyne. Mod. A Roman thirty is written
thus : xxx. Twice thirty are sixty.

2. The thirties : the years of which the numbers

begin with 30 ;
the fourth decade of a century.

1880 G. MEREDITH Tragic Com. xvi, His forty years.,
matched the twenties and thirties of other men. 1883
SEBLEY Expansion Eng. 288 Dating only from about the
thirties of the present century. 1892 A. E. LEE Hist.

Columbus,Ohio 11.73 The_ company . . maintained its primary
organization until some time in the early thirties.

3. (See quot.)
1895 Funk's Standard Diet., Thirty.. among printers

and telegraphers, the last sheet, word, or line of copy or of a
despatch ; the last ; the end.

4. Thirty and its compounds in elliptical uses :

e. g. thirty-four, port-wine of the year 1 834 ; thirty-

two, a thirty-two-pound gun; a flower-pot of which
there are 32 in a 'cast' (see CAST sb, 15): see
also THIRTYTWOMO.
1802 W. FORSYTH FniU-Trees viii. 114 note, [Flower] pots

are denominated by the number contained in what the
Potters call a Cast... [The] 5 [size, of) 32 [in the Cast is

style characteristic of British sailors. 1903 D. MCDONALD
Card. Companion Ser. n. 70 They choose pots of various
sizes those called thirty-twos (6 in.) seem to be most liked.

C. Comb. a. With sbs. forming attrib. phrases,
as thirty-acre, -day, -foot, -hour, -knot, -pound,
-ton, -word, -year; hence thirty-footer, -miler,
-tanner, etc. (a ... of thirty feet, miles, tons, etc.).
So with the compounds thirty-one, thirty-nine, etc.

,

as thirty-two-horse (power), -months-old; thirty-
three-year ; thirty-two-celled, thirty-four-seated,
thirty-eight-volumed adjs. ; thirty-faie-tonner,
thirty-six-pounder, etc. (a ... of thirty- . . . tons,
pounds, etc.).
1666 J. DAVIES Hist. Caribby Isles 200 These French

en. 1733 Tl _._o _,_ .,.

Rows withEight-Inch Partitions,and thirty-Inch Intervals!
1775 Chron. in A nn. Reg. 163/2 They are about the size of a
thirty-sixshillingpiece. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Oferat.Mechanic
491 The great wheel .

.pulley on its axis, over which the cord
goes (as in a common ttirty.hour clock). 1876 BLACKMORE
Cripps xxxv, A May cold is a thirty-day cold. 1800W JGORDON Foundry t3 Where the mighty thirty-five-tonner
is shaking the earth. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 21 Mar. o/i The
working expenses of thirty.four-seated petrol motor-omni-
buses. 1909 Ibid. 8 Mar. 12/2 A thirty-six holes match has
been arranged between .. one-armed golfers. 1909 Times, Lit.
Siippl. t 8 Mar. 101/2 This thirty-mght-volumed behemoth.

b. Special Combs. : f thirty-cross, one of the
transverse bars of a cross staff, viz. that used for
about 30 ; thirty-penny nail, a size of nail : see
PENNY 10

; f thirty-perforce, name of an old card
game : see quot. ; thirty-pounder, a gun throwing
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a shot of thirty pounds : so thirty-six-pounder,

etc.; t thirty-pound knight, one alleged to

have obtained his knighthood for a payment of thirty

pounds ; thirty-second-note (Mus.), a note of the

length of JW of a semibreve, a demisemiquaver.

1726 G. ROBERTS Four Yrs. Voy. 102 They left my Fore-

staff, with only the 'Thirty-cross, having as I suppose,

flung the other Crosses over-board, c 1850 Rudim. Navig.

(Weale) 133 Nails of sorts are . . 30, and 4o-penny nails.

1599 MINSHEU Sp. Diet. Dial. iii. 25 Behold here are the

cards, let vs play at 'thirtie perforce, or Albures [Sp. jugue-
mos treinta por fuerca, o los albures], for these are good

plaies. i8u R. HALL in Examiner 12 Oct. 648/1 Two
batteries of.. "thirty-six pounders commanded the beach.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789) I iv, A thirty-two-

n
under. 1605 CHAPMAN, etc. Eastward Hoe iv. i. Fjb,
:en the man weel, hees one of ray "thirty pound knights.

t Thirty-day. Obs. A commemoration of a

deceased person thirty days after his death : =
MONTH'S MIND i.

1479 Bury Wills (Camden) 51, I will that euery poure
man that comyth to my threty day haue j d. 1537 Ibid.

129 A thyrty daye kepte wythe mete .. money, and a yere

daye lekwyse. 1546 LANGLEY Pol. Verg. De Invent, vi.

viii. 128 In England the custome is to kepe the thirty dale

or moneth mynde with like Obites, as wer dooen on the

buriall dates.

Thi'rtyfold, a. (adv.') [See -FOLD.] Thirty
times as great or as much ; increased thirty times.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 8 Sume . . sealdon weastm
sum hund-fealdne . . sum brittia-fealdne. c 1230 Halt Meid.

23 Wedlac haue<5 hire frut brittifald in heuene. 1381
WVCLIF Matt. xiii. 8 Sume an hundred fold, another sexti

fold, another thritti fold. 1871 PROCTOR Light Sci. 132 An
increase of width not less than thirtyfold. 1898 Allbiitt's

Syst, Med. V. 450 Mixing . . equal volumes of, say, thirty
and forty-fold diluted normal acid and titrating with the

resulting thirty-five-fold acid solution.

Thirty-One. The name of a game (or games)
of cards. Also one-and-thirty : see ONE 2 b.

Cf. F. trcntc et nn: 'it consiste a computer 31 points;

qui passe perd
'

(Littre).

[1549 LATIMER sfk Serm. lef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 140 It is like

he gaue one to his man for his laboure to make vp the

game, and so ther was xxxi. 1596, 1631, 1654 : see Pip sb.1

i b.] 1834-43 SOUTHEY Doctor cxhi. (1848) 356/1 A French-
man, .published a Treatise upon the game of Thirty-One.
1903 in Hoffmann Card $ Tattle Games (ed. 3) 249 Thirty,
one (the German Schnauiz).. .The primary object of the

game is to hold three cards of the same suit, which shall

together make
'

thirty-one
'

; the ace counting eleven, court
cards ten each.

Tbirtytwomo (-la-mo). [English reading of

the symbol 32mo or xxxnnio, for L. (in) tricesimo

secundo: cf. twelvemo, sixteenmo.] The size of

a book, or of a leaf of a book, formed of sheets

each folded five times, making thirty-two leaves ;

hence, a book of this size. Also Thirty-twos.
So Thirtysi xmo (thirty-sixes).
1771 LUCKO.MBE Hist. Print. 403 Sixteens, Twenty-fours,

Thirty-two's, are but the Octavo's and Twelves doubled, or
twice doubled and Imposed in Half Sheets. Ibid. 424 A
half sheet of thirty-six's without cutting. 1787 Smith's
Printer's Gram. 210 A Sheet of Thirty-twos, with Four
Signatures. 1841 SAVAGE Diet. Printing 796 A sheet of

paper folded into thirty-six leaves, seventy-two pages, is

termed thirty-sixmo.., a sheet of paper folded into thirty-
two leaves, sixty-four pages, is termed thirty.twomo.

This (Sis), dent. pron. and adj. PI. THESE, q.v.

[Orig. the sing, neuter, nom. and ace., now the'

(later diser, dirro), desiu (disiu), diz, ON. m. and f.

fesa, fessi, neut. fetta ; a Norse and WGer. forma-

tion, produced by adding se, si (prob. = Goth, sai
'

see, behold ') to the simple demonstrative repre-
sented by THE and THAT, as shown by the early
ON. Runic forms set-si, su-si, J>at-si, ace. sing.
fan-si, pd-si,]xit-si, dat.faim-si, pi. neuter fau-si.
Later the compound was felt as a single word and
inflected at the end, the initial f being also ex-
tended to the m. and f. nom. sing., making *J>d-si,

*J>u-si, in ON. pesse, -i, in OE.J>e-s, J>{o-s orflfo-s.
Gothic expressed the sense differently, viz. byadding
to the demonstrative sa, sS, fata, the strengthening
particle -uh, making sah, sdh, paluh, pi. m. pdih.
The OE. nom. pi. was fds, less commonly fees,
ME. pis ; the former now represented by THOSE
(which functions as pi. of that), the latter by
THESE q.v. In OE. the word was thus inflected :

SING.

Nom,
Ace.
Dat.
Gen.
lust.

MASC.

>isne

MS(s)um
is(s)es

l>ys, bis

NEUT.

>isum

>is(s)es

l>ys, bis

In ME. these forms were gradually eliminated or'

reduced, until by 1200 in some dialects, and by
I5th c. in a\\,}is alone remained in the

sing.JA. Forms and Inflexions. (For plural see
THESE.)
1. Sing. Nom. a. most. 1-4 bes, (i pses, bis),
2-3 (Orm.) piss, -tiss, 3-5 bis, (3 bus, 4 beos) ;

4- this. 0. neut. 1-3 bis, (r bass), (Orm.) biss,

THIS.

-tiss, 3-4 pe. y. fern, i tSios, (UiuSjISyus), 1-4
pe"os, 2 pies, pyos, 2-3 pas, 3-4 pis, 4 pues.
o,0. 7670 Bewcastle Column in O. E. Texts 124 pis

si^becn pun setton. a Boo Beoivulf 1703 past oes eorl wasre
fceboren betera. ^950 Lindisf. Gosp. John i. 30 Daes is

of 3aem ic cuae5. Ibid. vi. 42 Anne is Sis se haslend? 4:1175
Lamb. Horn. 49 pes put bitacneS deopnesse of sunne. llnd.
81 Nu is bes prest uorbe. c 1205 LAY. 16937 Pa bus [c 1275
bes] dom wes isaeid. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1902 poru bes

signe. 1340 Ayenb. 41 pes bos heb manie tuygges. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II 1. 253 (MS. y) peos Salon bis lawes.
y. c 825 Vesp. Psalter cvtii[i]. 27 Baet witen Saetle bond

Sin 3eos is. 950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xii. 30 Ne fore mec
stefn 3ius [Rjtshzu. 3ios] cuom. a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xx.
118 pios eor3e. czooo Ags. Gosp. John xii. 30 beos stefen.
c 1160 Hatton Gosp. ibid., pyos stefne. Ibid. vii. 36 Hwaet

ys
bies spraece be he spreco? c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 35 Nis

pas weorld nawiht. Ibid. 103 Decs sunne forde3 eider ?e
saule }e lichoma. c 1205 LAY. 261 peos }unge wiman. Ibid.
2061 pus is bas burh i-uaren. 1297 R. GLOUC (Rolls) 5579
To wonye per as in hor owe, & a bis alf (MS. a (c 1350) a
peos half] noy. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 13 (MS.y)
Peos queene. Ibid. VI. 421 In preysinge of pis [y pues]
Elfleda.

2. Accus. a. masc. l-4pisne, (i pysne, peosne),
2-3 pesne, 3 pusne, 4 perne. 0. neut. as nom. ;

(also 3 pees). 7. fern. 1-3 bas, 3 pes, (Orm.) piss.
a, f. ciyj K. ALFRED Gregory*s Past. C. xliv. 324 jehieren

men Sisne cwide. 971 Blickl. Horn, n He jefylde bysne
middangeard. Ibid, 15 Eal bast folc be bis wundor geseah.
c looo ^ELFRIC Saints' Lives (1890) II. 38 Ob Twosne
andweardan daej. cxia2 O. E. Chron. an. 1012, pet hi
woldon bisne card healdan. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 5 Al be
hebreisce folc..sungun pisne lofsong. Ibid. 27 pesne mon
ic habbe itaken. c 1205 LAY. 216 Asscanius heold bis

drih[t]liche lond. Ibid. 827 Iche wile besne king la-den mid
me seolfan. Ibid. 4081 pis wes be feiruste mon pe seuere
jehte a=r pusne kinedom. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5104 pis
auisyon pat pe aungel him sede. c 1315 SHOREHAM vii. 716
For bou areredst T>erne storm. 1340 Ayenb. 94 perne
gardyn zette be greate gardyner pet is god pe uader. 13. .

K. Gloucester's Chron. (Rolls) App. H. 145 pe king., bisne

heije man igrop.

y. cStjj K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. a (heading) Hu
S. Gregorius 3as boc xedihte be man Pastoralem nemna3.
C 97S Rnshw. Gosp. Matt. xv. 15 Arecce us gelicnisse bas.
a 1175 Colt. Horn. 235 per efter arerde god bas laje. c 1205
LAY. 2044 pas \c 1275 pes] burh he luuede swioe.
3. Dative. <z,/3. masc. and neut. I pisum, pysum,
Sissum, 2 pisen, tJise, pis, 2-3 pisseu, pisse,
3-5 P">- 1-fem. 1-3 pisse, pissere, (pysse), 1-2

pisser, 2 pesser, peser, 2-4 pusse, 3 peso, pis,

3-4 pise, 4 pyssere.
a, ft. c looo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 21 Eac peh je cwepan to

pisum [Lindisj. 3issum, Hatton pisen] munte, Ahefe pe upp.
01131 0. E. Chron. an. 1124, Sende se papa of Rome to
3ise lande. c 1205 LAY. 0912 A bisse londe.

y. c xooo Ags . Gosp. Matt. xii. 32 Ne on bisse worulde ne on
ba:re toweardan. 01175 Colt. Horn. 235 Wi3-ute beser

la^e. Ibid., yKrndraces of bisser laje. Ibid., An besser

la^e. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 9 Heo is unbunden in bisse newe
laje. Ibid. 91 On pissere tide, aixe MoralOde 342 Fared
bi pusse strete. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 59 On pe:
c 1205 LAY. 5320, 1 pissere [c 1275 pisse] burh. c ir-

-

Leg. I. 292/148 Criede in pusse place. ^1315
Poems i. 1449 Inne peelde lawe beordrea.gan, Ine tokne oi

pyssere newe. a 1325 MS. Raivl. B. J2O If. 48 On busse
manere ant in bilke forme sal be writ ben idressed.

4. Genitive, a, /3. masc. and neut. I pises,

pys(s)es, 1-3 pisses, 3 pesses, 4 pisis. 7. fern.
1-2 pisse, 2-3 pissere.
0, p. ^893 K. /KLFRED Oros. I. i. 5 i pisne ymbhwyrft bises

middanseardes. a 1000 Batik. Metr. xxiv. 3 Ofer heane
hrof heofones pisses, c 1200 Trin. Coll. Ham. 230 Wio
besses wreches woreldes luue. c 1205 LAY. 823 Ich habbe
bisses [ci275 bis] folkes king. am^Ancr. R. 198 pisses
hweolpes nurice. 1382 WYCLIF Tobit vii. 5 Tobie, of the
whiche thou askest, is thisis fader [i 388 the fadir of this man].

y>
c 975 Ruskw. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 22 Be-byjdnis weorulde

bisse. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. ibid., Eornfullness bisse worulde.
CUTS Lamb. Horn. 21 For bisse weorlde lewnesse. Ibiil.

105 pa sorinessen bissere sterke worlde.

6. General uninflectedform. 3 (Or;.)piss, tiss,

3-5 Pis (3-4 tjs, pes, 4-5 thus, 4-6 thys), 4- this.
c 1200 ORMIN Ded. 95, & whase wilenn shall biss boc Efft

oberr sibe writenn. Ibid. 303, & tohh batt tiss Elysabasb. .

Wass buss off Aaroness kmn. Ibid. 411, & Jet tiss Godd-
spell sejjb off hemm [etc.], c 1220 Bestiary 88 Al is man so
is tis ern. Ibid. 276 Dis little wile 3e we on 3is werld
wunen. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 387 Her is comen to thus

walle, . . Sire Degrevvant the gode knyjt. 1478 J. PASTON
in P. Lett. III. 219 To handyll well. .thys mater now thys
Lent, 1551 R. ROBINSON tr. More's Utopia Transl. Ep.,
This my poore present. 1552 HULOET, Thys, hie, hxc hoc.

B. Signification.
I. Demonstrative Pronoun.

1. Indicating a thing or person present or near

(actually in space or time, or ideally in thought,
esp. as having just been mentioned and thus being
present to the mind) ; spec, as being nearer than

some other (hence opposed to that, or in earlier

and dial, use to yon : see 3, also THAT B. II. 2).
a. a thing (concrete or abstract).
Sometimes, for emphasis (in mod. use), placed (as subj.) after

the noun (as pred.) with ellipsis of is : cf. THAT B. I. r a.

se wise.
S. Eng.

pis is dieses sol merca. 1207 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) no Al bis

was Jwile icluped be march of walis. a 1300 Cursor M.
22476 (Edin.) pe toper day . .it sal be wel wer pan piis. 1477
Paslon Lett. III. 186 Thes beyng the yj. letter that I have
send yow. a 1575 Wife lapped, etc. noo in Had. . P. P.
IV. 225 This yong man was glad, ye may be sure, That he



THIS.

had btought hys wyfe to this. i6ioSn \;:s. Temp. n. ii. 148
O Stephano, ha'st any more of this? 162* FLETCIIKR

Beggar's Hush in. iii, This is the wood they live in. 1654-
66 EARL OKKEHY Parthtn. (1676) 131 The greatness of its

horror had this of advantageous, that it made Death a

Comparative Good. 1699 VANBRUGII False Friend II. i, A
very humdrum marriage this. 1748 RICHARDSON Cltirissii

(1811) VIII. Ixxvi. 362 I'hisof Bavaria is a gallant and polite
court. 1809 WI_NDHAM Let. 23 July, in Sp. (1812) I. 108

Terrible news this from Germany ! 1837 CAHLVI.E/-V. Rev.
111. in. v, It has grown to be no country for the Rich, this.

1864 TENNYSON Aylnur's Field 240 A gracious gift to give
a lady, this ! Mod. This is what 1 like.

b. a person. Now indicating a person actually

present, and always as subj. of the verb to be, with

the person as predicate ; in which position the

neuter pis was used in OE. (so Ger. dies ist mein

bruder). (Cf. THAT B. I. I b.)
t He this, she this, this man, this woman : see also 3. Oos.
c 825 Vesp. Psalter xxiii[ij. 5 Des onfoeo bledsunge from

dryhtne. 1:950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. iii. 17 Dis is sunu min
leof [c 975 Kushw. |ns is min sune]. Ibid. xxi. 10-1 1 Hua is

"Ais?..ois Is oe haelend. ciooo Ags. Gosp. ibid., Hwaet is

bes ?. . bis ys se haelend. Ibid. xiv. 2 pes \Lind,, Rusliui. bis,

Hatton bes] is iohannes se fulluhtere. c 1275 Passion our
Lord 244 in O. E. Misc. 44 per arysen tweyne and bigunne
to speke, pes seyde hwat he wolde be temple al to-breke.

rt 1300 Cursor M. 11351 Quen |?at sco bis can iesus se.

Ibid. 18209 A ded man suilfc als tis es an. c 1374 CHAUCER
Troylus in. 855 (904) This is so gentil and so tender of herte.

11380 WYCLIP Serm. Sel. Wks. H. 52 More b^an Jonas is

he bis. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vi. 19 He bis, by cause
he was ane aliene,..was putte oute of be land. 1451
C.u GRAVE Life St. Gilbert 77 And bis bat schuld be his

successour he lerned lor to do lich as he saide. 1588 SHAKS.
L. L. L. v. ii. 640 Hector was but a Troyan in respect of

this. 1601 Jul. C. i. ii. 299 What a blunt fellow is this

growne to be ! 1633 MILTON Arcades 5 This, this is she
To whom our vows and wishes bend. i8<>8 Scorr Marm.
i. xxiv, Here is a holy Palmer come. . .This were a guide
o'er moor and dale. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 28 This is

my house and this my little wife. Mod. This is our new

inspector.

o. Referring to a fact, act, or occurrence, or a

statement or question, mentioned or implied in the

preceding context (Cf. THAT B. L i c.)

e893 K. ALFRED Oros. \. viii. i pa bis xedon waes.

Ibid. n. i. 3 On baem ilcan xeare be biss waes. a n3
O. E. Chron. an. noi, And bis ba mid aSe xefaestnodan.
c 1200 ORMIN 1340 All biss wass don forr heore ned. a 1300
Cursor M. 14776 (Cott.) Quen iesus had said tis \pthcr
MSS. |>isl and mare, He left all his disciplis bar. c 1415
WYNTOUN Cron. IX. xxv. 2910 Fore bis Jmne rais be gret
debaite. c 1500 Melusine 368 Euer thinking vpon this that

Melyor had said to hym. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. v. ii. 49

Why this it is, to be a peeuish Girle. 1893 J. EDWARDS
Author. O. ft ff- Test. 152 They said this as a jeer to the

- -- ' ' - Bodies

delicate? 1868 BROWNING' Ring ft Bit. VI. 234 This was

years ago, Four hundred, full.

d. Pointing to a statement, proposal, or ques-

tion which immediately follows. Cf. II. I b.

eiooo Ags. Gosp. Luke viii. n Soolice bis is bset bijspell,

bat said ys godes word. 1*97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8719 He
bihet god & >at folc an biheste bat was bys, To alegge alle

luber lawes . .& be betere make, c 1400 Gamelyn 603 My
reed is now this, Abide we no lenger. 1451 CAPORAVE Life

Phares. i6w SHAKS. Ham. I. iii. 78 This aboue all : to

thine owne selfe be true. 1664 BUTLER Hud. ILII. 255 Yet

all of us hold this for true, No faith is to the Wicked due.

1858 M. ARNOLD Merope 895, I speak no word of boast,

but this I say : A private loss here founds a nation s peace.

e. After various prepositions (after, before, by,

ere, etc.),
= 'this time'; i.e. either, the present

time, the time of speaking or writing; or, in narra-

tive, the time just mentioned. (Cf. THAT B. 1. 1 d ;

also Now 13, THEN 7.)

cSm K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. Pref. 6 Hu sio lar

La-denxeoeodes aer oysum [Hatt. MS. olssum] oofeallen

wacs. 0900 tr. Bxda's Hist. l. vii. (1890) 40 Da waes se

dema aefter Syssum . . xedrefed. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxx. 7

Of bisson fora awa to worulde. c iajo Gen. * Ex. 025 After

ois soac god to abram. a 1300 Floriz * Bl. 430 Ihc wulle

fonde what i do may Bituene bis and be bndde day. a 1300

[see Blfret. 21 b]. 13.. Cursor M. 725* (Fairf.) Be pis

[Cott. wit bis] his hare was waxin new. 1390 GOWER

Con/. I. 21 For it hath proeved ofte er this. iS7>-

Ree Prim Council Scot. II. 130 Frome this furth I sail

and will beare fayth and trew allegeance. 1607 SHAKS.

Cor. iv. iii. 43, I shall betweene this and Supper, tell

you most strange things. i6s4- FARL.ORRERY Parthen.

(1676) 683 My Soldiers having (during this) taken a little

refreshment. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) II. i. 17 Some

time after this,!. they fired three muskets. 1818 KEATS

Endym. \. 988 By this the sun is setting.

f. After a preposition, or as obj. of a verb :

this place'. (Now (in colloq. use) more usually

here: cf. HEBE adv. B.)

,
Bob Polter'w,

You filthy beast, get out of this.

g. Strengthened by here immediately following

(cf. II. i.i) : see HEBE adv. I d. dial, and vulgar.

1 2. In OE. and early ME., used (like THAT) with

the verb to be in the plural in reference to a plural

predicate.

323

(This was a collective use of the singular neuter.)

c 888 K. /Eu Ht-.u Roeth. iii. 4 Sim bis nu ba god & ba
edlean be bu ealue wex Rchete. ^893 Cm'J. 111. i. J 7

piss wacton ealle Creca leode. c 1000 /Ki i

Thyi synd Iiracla Ireaniii Hainan, c 1105 LAY. 25387 pis
wcorcn ba sixe.

3. In contrast to thai: now almost always of

things ; esp. in phr. this and (or) that - one thing i

(or person) and (or) another. So t he this . . he

that this (or the one) man . . that (or the other)
man (quot. 1426). Also occas. this . . this - one

thing (or person) . . another ; also this . . the other.

[13 . Cursor M. 8502 (Cott.) pat [the forbidden) Ire was
ded (v.r. deb], bis sal be lijf.l 1390 GOWEK COH/. 11. 210

|

In ech of hem he tint somwhat That plebctn him, in tin

that. 1416 LVDG. l)e (MI. Pilgr. 20110 He thys ys wiolh,
he l hat ys glad. 1516 TINUAI.E "Jus. iv. 15 For that ye
ought to saye : yff the lorde will . ., let vs do this or thalt.

1581 E. GAMMON in Confer. 11. (1584) L iv, It shalbe reported
that I sayd this and that, and my wordes shalbe depraued.

1619 DUNNK Serin, xxxi. (1640) 308 A Ruby will conduce
best to the Expressing of This & an Emeraud of This. 1693
I luMii s Perstuis'Sat. iv. 19 ThU is not fair ; nor profitable

that; Nor t'other Question proper for Debate. 1800 Ms.
HERVEY Mourtray Fain. II. 227 Because one man did this,

that truly I must do that. 18 . . M. ARNOLD Efil. to Lesiing's
Laocoon 116 This through the Ride upon his steed Goes

slowly by, and this at speed. l87_o
MOKRIS Earthly Par. I.

i. 381 At their.. feast they sat Thinking their thoughts, and

spoke of this or that.

b. spec, (after Latin idiom.) The latter : in con-

trast to that = the former (THAT B. I. 3 b).
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 21 Ffor sunne & wynde hem

make a tegument, Lest they in this be shake, in that to

brent. 1591 FRAUNCE (title) The Countesse of Pembrokes

Yuychurch. Conteining the affectionate life, and vnfortu-

nate death of Phillis and Amyntas i That in a Pastoral! ;

This in a Funerall. 16*7-47 FELTHAM Resolves I. Ixxxvii.

271 Travaile . .makes a wise man better, and a foole worse.

This gains nothing but the gay sights, vices, . . and the

Apery of a Countrey. 1740 BERKELEY Sin's 5 72 Warm
water, .mixed with hot and cold, will lessen the heat in

that, and the cold in this. 1868 S. J. STONE Hymn,
' The old

yearns longcampaign is o'er
'

ii, Go forth ! firm faith in every
heart, Bright hope on every helm, Through that shall pierce
no fiery dart, And this no fear o'erwhelm.

c. With That, as quasi-proper names (with

capital T), indefinitely denoting one person and

another. So ' No. [
= number] This . . No. That '.

1814 BYRON Jnan xvi. xliv, Miss That or This, or Lady
T'other. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN Apol. L (1904) 9/2 He..

placed me between Provost This and Principal That,

d. As quasi-rf. : a this or a that one thing or

another (in quot. 1656, one or ether person of

consequence) ; also nonce-pi, thises and thats.

1656 CROMWELL Sf. 17 Sept., in Carlyle, A company of

mean fellows, .. not a lord, nor a gentleman, nor a man of

fortune, nor a this nor that, among them. 186$ RUSKIN
Ethics ofDust v. (1883) 100 You . . begin to think that it is a

chastisement or a warning, or a this or that or the other of

profound significance. 1805 Harfr's Mag. Nov. 952/1

There were many thises and thats put together.

4. Phrases. All this : cf. all that s. v. THAT B. I.

5 b ; for a(l this, notwithstanding this : cf. FOB 23 a.

Like this, of this kind ; in this manner, thus : cf.

like that (LIKE a. I H, adv. I ;
THAT B. I. b).

CIIM O. E. Chron. an. 1006 (Laud MS.), Ac for eallum

bissum se here ferde swa he sylf wolde. c 1150 Gen. * Ex.

3791 For al Sis, oSer day oor was nest, Ajenes moyses and

is prest Gan al ois folc wio wreoe gon. a 1774 GOLDSM.

Sum. F.xp. Philoi. (1776) I. 288 Yet the friction shall not

for all this become four times as great. 1858 J. H. NEWMAN
Sel. ss. 313 The monks were not so soft as all this, after

all. 1881 DUFPIELD Don Quix. II. 548 To go like this, .is

like looking for. .the bachelor in Salamanca. 1881 W. b.

GILBERT Patience n, You hold youiself like this, You
hold yourself like that, By hook or crook, you try to look,

both angular and flat. 1889 C. C. R. Upfor Season 76 Of
what could we talk on an evening like this?

II. Demonstrative Adjective.

1. Used in concord with a sb., to indicate a thing

or person present or near (actually or in thought),

esp. one just mentioned : cf. I. i.

The use before a possessive pron. (e.g. this my son\Karch.,
the periphrasis with ^being now substituted, as with that :

cf. THAT B. II. i.

This morning, this afiemoou, this evening now always

mean ' the morning (etc.) of to-day
'

(whether past, present,

or future): cf. MORNINGA 3 d- - . ,

^893 K. ALFRED Oros. n. vin. 8 i pysne nyttan craft, th
he arfic mere, funde heora tictator Camillis liatte.

f
897

-

Matt. xiv. is BMK stow ys wcste,

sett. ai4 Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 199 Ich naDDe

be Sesne englissce lai. c 1150 Gen. * Ex. 3951 Al-so leun is

mhtful der, So sal ois folc ben mijtful her. 1340 Ayenb. ij

Pis article zette saynt andreu. 1381 WYCLIF Luke xv. 24

For this my sone was deed, andliath lyued a?en.

Brut 100 Pis Elfride hade a sone bat me callede EC

1433-50 tr. Higdm (Rolls) II. 285 Whiche consuetuc

of that cuntre vse to this tyme present*.

THIS.

the.lame for this present. 1711 A:>nisoK Sfrct No. iS ft
It is my IHMgn in thu Paper todtliver. .a faithful Account

.. 1772 :, iiitiitiiuiia (i&rt) 47, I hmve
:it heard thai Sheridan i-. returned. 1819 SCOIT

Ivanhoe xliv, To do UI'T thU her cauu: 1851
I'ENNVION To the Queen v, lukc, Madam, Ihit LOOT book
of song.

b. Referring to somethin}; which ia mentioned

immediately alter. (Cf. the use of that for some-

tiling menlioned before : see THAT B. II. i.)
'897 K. /KLJRKD Greroiy't Past. C. xliv. 324 nehieren
men JSisne cwide : Hald Sine Klmeuan, oyl<n ou hie for-

weorpe. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 125 Ic wiHe tettan mi wed
betwuxe me and eow to bisan behate, bat is |u.^ a IMS
Ancr. K. 44 And sigge, slondinde, bnne vreUun.
quesumus, Domlnc. habitalionem isianr. c 1440 Alpha/re!
of Tales 186 He began to syng bb antem, 'O! patlor
etetne '. 1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas, xxxv. iHetcy Soc) ilo
In a russet banner. .There was wiyttcn this worde. Detiac-
lion. 1681-6 I. SCOTT Chr. Life (1747) III. 48 Upon thi

account indeed they had great cause to
rejoice,

becaux
now they knew they had a sure Friend in Heaven. 1703
THORESBY Let. to Ray (K.I).S. , Tim additional liil of local

words is larger than I expected. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN Afot.
63, I. .confine myself to this one consideration, vi*. [etc.).

C. In phrases denoting or referring to the present
state or stnge of existence ; esp. this life, THIS
WORLD (q. v.;.
c looo- (see LIFE so. 13 b). cim Trin. Call. Horn. 187
To freurende bo forsirMnede or bu wrccche woreld. 1596

10 Ags. O
154 O. E. Chron.,

Trin. Coll.

had

>racrn thenTmonTe this kind of folk. ,600 SHA.

Y. L. II. i. 15 And this our life exempt from pubh

aunt, rta SIR T. HAWKINS Ir. **' Vnkaf

'nsteritu 161 This five yeares Consulship intoxicated

tef , 1648To. HERBERT Hen. K///(.683 ) 47 To omit

d. Referring to something as known, talked

about, or (as in quot. 1610) inferred ; esp. to some-

thing now in vogue or recently introduced. (Cf.

THAT B. IL i b.)

losse of Constantinople. 1596 SHAKS. Tain. Shr. L ii. 160

Oh this learning, what a thing it is. 1599 Much Ado III.

iv. 73 Get you some of this dUtiird carduui oexedielus.

1610 Temp. v. i. 280 Where should they Finite this grand

Liquor? Mod. cot/of. What do you think of this wireless

telegraphy ? ThU railway strike is a serious business.

e. Used before a date, esp. (now only, in legal

or formal documents.
1581 L. KIRBV in Allen Martyrd.Campion(\y&) 77. 1 bid

you farewell, this x of Januarie, 1582. 1*03 PAISOKS Let.

6 July, in Cath. Rec. Soc. Putt. (1906) 11. 218 And with

this I byd you most hartely farewell, .this 6 of July 1601.

1648 CKOMWELL Procl. in Carlyle Lett. H Sf. (1871) II. }5
Given under my hand, this 2olh September, 1648. 1739 in

J. O. Payne Rec. Eng. Calk, of ijlj (1889) 53, 1, William

Plowden, being this jist March, 1739,
full 70 years of age.

Used instead of THESE in concord with a

plural sb. or numeral; esp. (now only) with a

plural treated as a singular (e. g. means, odds),

or with a numeral expression denoting a period of

time taken as a whole (in this case usually * '

just

past or completed', or more rarely 'just begin-

ning ").
So also this many a day {year, etc.)

-
these many days, this period of many days (etc.)

just past.
The earlier evidence is often doubtful from the fact that

this was long one of the forms of tliese : see THESE A y.

[cim L*Y - 26320 (>is [i:
1 205 beos] breo cnihles bolde 1 <: 1410

Avow. Arth. Ixix, Tho^he }e sege this seuyn lere, Castelle

gete je none here. ci4S<> Cm. Myst. xiv. (1841) 132 More

7 Than evyrther was this thowsand jere. isJ Lo- BMSEM
Fnia. I. ix. 7 Whan the quene hard thys tidyngis. 1*50

CRANMER Defence To Rdr., Where-with they haue ilus

many yeares deluded and bewitched the world. 1578 1600

Scot.Poems \UkC. II. 164 This Ung and monyaneday. 159.1

SHAKS. Rom. I, Jut. v. ii. 25 Within this three houres wiM

faire luliet wake. 1596 DANETT Ir. Cofianes (1614) 206

there be something to weigh against this fearful odds, i

RUSKIN Time , Tide xv. 86 (1904) iop
The "I""* I

kept my own heart heavy this many a day. i8j L. Uu-

rHAHT Altiora Peto II. 261 This last sue months.

t g. This bearer (bringer)
- the bearer of this.

,493 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) ,06 11 pray you that I

me to wruc uniu jw* M* M*- ..-..

(1686) 91, I received your Graces Letter Brought by this

Bearer. 1630 W. BEDEU. ibid. 44 These things I write

now in exceeding post.haste, in respect that this Bearer goes

ONO'E o c, SAME A. 5, B. a, 4 (!LK), SIDE so. isb.

,3. . Cursor M. , 598 (Colt.) pis Hk esan of his ">?
forTsoth. ciyK S?Leg. Saints xxxiu. (Georf,) 03,

sammyne aray, bat now bou seis me haf. 1513 P^.
LM

sEncis iv. vL 36 This ilk cursit fame, c iS4 UDALL in FWgel

Nfucnrl Leseb I 352 Be good maister to me ihii oons."
DC Foe's Tour %. Brit. I. L 4 A little on this Side the

Whalebone, a Place so called, because
Jelc.).

i. Strengthened by htre immediately following :

see HEBE adv. i d. (Cf. that there, THME B. J c.)

, , ,. ,^, - ' HI- 203.
God

Cristene man understonde, bat bis here

criynge . . be be beste servyce of a prert. i

adv. l d]. 41-2



THIS.

tj. This other - ' the other' (OTHER A. 3 b).

1300-1396 Isee OTHER A. sb (fl, (<;)].

2. In contrast to that : properly denoting the

nearer of two things, but often vaguely indicating

one thing as distinct from another, esp. in phr.

this and (or) that . . = one and (or) another . . So

also t thi* t!lis (quots. c 1460, 1624) ;
this . .

the other . . (quot. 1/17); this . . the next . . (quot.

1768). Cf. I. 3 above.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. ii. 251 Thou wold I gaf hym ihis

shefe, or this sheyfe. 1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 33

Shewyng it to be true in this substaunce, and that sub-

stance. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Coitcni. 40 b, The cause of

this or that precept. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 942 You
that way; we this way. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr.

( hirurg. cjb, Those turne this way and that way in the

hande. 1624 DONNE Serin, ii. (1640) 16 How Rheuoarb, or

how Aloes came by this, or this vertue, to purge this, or this

humour. 1697 DRYDEN ^Eneid \. 82 This way and that the

impatient captives tend. 1717 PRIOR Alma. m. 494 This

man pursues What if he gain'd he could not use : And
t'other fondly hopes to see What never was, nor e'er shall

be. 1732 BERKELEY Alcifhr. \. 16 Truth. .must not be

measured by the convenience of this or that man. 1768
GOLDSM. Good-n. Man I. i, He laughs this minute with one,

and cries the next with another. 1842 [see DIVIDE v. 8eJ.

1867 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. I. iii. 128 The temporary.,

superiority of this or that Bretwalda.

III. Combinations and special collocations,

t This gate, (in) this way, thus (cf. THUS-GATE) j

t thi-s half (obs.), this side (HALF ,r<5. i, 2); a(on)
this half= on this side of (see also A-THIS-HALF) ;

thi's-how adv. (tionce-iud. after somehow"), in this

manner, thus (in quot. as sb.) ;
thi's-like a., like

this, such as this, of this kind (cf. these-like, THESE,
B. Ill) ; thi's-way-ward adv., towards this way,
in this direction ; f this while advb. phr. (also

iihis whiles), during this time, or the time in

question ;
meanwhile ; the while. See also THIS-

KIN, THISWISE, THIS WORLD.
1513 DOUGLAS rfineis xu. xi. 28 Turnus, lat ws persew

Troianys "this gayt. 1872, 1893 [see GATE sb.' 2). c 1205
LAV. 14018 A *bas half [c 1275 a bis half] bere Humbre.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love i. ix. (Skeat) 1. 39 Is not euery
tnyng a thiss-halfe God ; Made buxome to tnannes con-

templacion? 1476 SIR J. PASTON in P. Lett. III. 162, xij

myle on thysehalff Roome, the Loide Ryverse was robbyd
off alle hys jowelles. 1868 BROWNING Ring <$ Bk. I. 706
The somehow may be "thishow. 1880 W. WATSON Prince's

Quest Poems 1905 II. 153 The passion, .voiced itself in

*this-like monotone. 1662 PEPYS Diary 7 May, He left the

Queen and fleet in the Bay of Biscay, coining "this way-
ward. 1504 CAREW Huarte's Exam. }Vits xiii. (1^06) 236
A thousand inconueniencies come into his fancie, which hold
him in suspense, and "this-while the occasion of the remedie
passeth away. 1644 DIOBY Nat. Soul Cone!. 455 Making
roome for this soule rauishing contemplation, by remouing
this whiles all other images of things farre from me. 1660
F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 3 This while the greatest
part of us perished on the shallowes.

This (Sis), adv. [In I. prob. OE. }ys, }is,
instrumental case of THIS dem. pron. ;

in II. app.
advb. use of accus. sing, neuter (cf. THAT adv.). In
some instances, perhaps an alteration of THUS adv.]

I. fl. In this way or manner; like this; thus.
c *375 $c' Leg. Saints \. (Petrus) 720 And bis he ^alde be

spynt. c 1420 Chron. ViloJ. 3123 When bis lomb had }>is

y ron brye be tomb abou}t. a 1518 SKF.LTON Slagny/. 1043,
I wyll not haue it so, I wyll haue it this, a 1578 LINDESAV
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 368 And this the King
of Scottland depaiitit out of France. 1592 SHAKS. Ven. $
Ad. 205 What am I that thou sbouldst contemne me this?

II. f 2. To this extent or degree ; as much as
this

; thus. Obs. exc. as in b. (Cf. THAT adv.)
c 1460 Wisdom 936 in Macro Plays 66 To dense be soull

wyche ys bis fowil. ? a 1300 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) II.
ii Elles this boulde durste he not be

;
To make such araye.

1523 Ln. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccclxxviii. 631 Let vs go for.

warde, let vs nat be this a colde to make warr. 1567 Glide
'$ Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 60 This vmbeset 1 am on eurie syde.

b. Qualifying an adj. or adv. of quantity, now
chiefly in this much (where this is perh. felt as the

pronoun =' as much as this'). (Cf. THAT adv. b.)
c 1460 Wisdom 982 in Macro Plays 67, I be-gyn awake,

I that bis longe hath slumberyde in syne. 1586 SIR F.
WALSINGHAM in Leicester's Corr. (Camden) 230 This myche
have 1 receyved from her majestye. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr.
Leslies Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 62 And this far of the lies
called Hebrides. 1675 BAXTER Cath. T/ieol. II. viii. 190
Having said this much preparatorily. 1763 C. JOHNSTON
Reverie I. 23 He might have spared himself the trouble
even of this much. 1877 RUSKIN Fors Clav. Ixxxii. 324

perhaps
this much of Plato is enough for one letter. 1884

J. P. NORRIS in Shakeslteariana May 181 None of the por-
traits mentioned by Walpole are dated this early. 1885
J. J. MURPHY in Brit. Q. Rev. July icoThe Agnostic argu-
ment..must go this far if it is to be valid.

Thisan(e, obs. var. PTISAN, barley-water, etc.

Thisen, this-en : see THISSEN.
t Thi skin, a. Sc. Obs. Also thiakins.

[f. THIS
aem. a. + Km rf.l 6 b ; repr. an OE. *J>ises cynnes,
early ME. *pis cunnes = L. hujus generis.] Of
this kind

; on thiskin wise, on this wise, in this way.
"1300 Cursor M. 3292 (Cott.) He. .said til hir o biskin
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'. ThisnesS (Si-sues), [f- THIS 4- -NESS: rcnder-

j
ing med. (Scholastic) L. htscailas.] The quality

j

of being 'this' (as distinct from anything else):

H.ECCEITY.

called by Ihi

Tb-issell-ook : see THROSTLE-COCK.

Thissen ('Si-s'n), adv. dial. Also 9 this'ne,

this(-)en, thisn, this'ns. [perh. reduced from

THISKIN : cf. dial, siccan = swilk-kin, thafn whafn

^WHATKIN.] In this way or manner. Usually a

thissen or thissens, in this way, thus.

(Some so understand Bottom's Thisne in SHAKS. Midi. A",

i. ii. 54.)
a 1652 BROME Eng. Moarm. ii, Ed. An Idiote is it. Buz.

Yes: A very natural; and goes a thissen. 1707 MRS.

CENTLIVRE Platonick Lady iv. i, If old Roger Dowdy were

alive and zeen me thissen. 1790 MRS. WHEELER Wcstm/d.
Dial. 89 Tae gang on a thisen is a fearful Thing, a 1825
FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, This'ns, thus'ns, thafns . . in this

or that manner.

Thister, pister, variant ofTHESTEB

Thistle (H's'l), sl>. Forms : I thistil, Jristel,

)>ystel, 4-6 thistel, thystle, 5 thestel, thystelle,

-tylle, 5-6 thistell, thystell, 6 thystel, thistyll,

thessel, 7 thissel, 5- thistle. P. (chiefly Sc.) 5

thristeUe, 5-7 thrissill(e, 6 thirsill, thyrsill,

6-9 thrissel, thrisle, 8-9 thrissle, 9 thristle.

y. 9 dial, flssle, flstle. [OE. pistil, -el m. = OHG.
distil masc., distila fem. (MHG. dislel m., f., Ger.

disttl f.), Du. distel, ON. /life//, -ill m. (Sw. tistel,

Da. tidsel). Modern dialects point to an original

long i in the stem-syllable (cf. Somersetsh. drifl,

deifl, da/'/; also LG. diestel, dlstel, dissel, beside

dnstsh, deussl, duissl, in various German dialects.

Of OTeut. *flstil-(f in., *}istil-a (., the ulterior

history is unknown.
Sc. thristclt may have been influenced by tlirist vb.}

1. The common name of the prickly herbaceous

plants of the genus Carduus (N.O. Composite,
suborder Cynarocephafa) and several closely allied

genera (Cnicus, Cirsium, Onopordum,e\.c.), having
the stems, leaves, and involucres thickly armed
with prickles, the flower-heads usuallyglobular, and
the flowers most commonly purple ; many species
are abundant as weeds.

Formerly (and in scriptural or rhetorical language) applied
vaguely, including various prickly plants : cf. 2, 3.

C72g Corfus Gloss. (O.E.T.) 384 Carduus, bistel. a 800 F.r.

furtGloss. 271 Cariiuus, thistil. ciosoG/OK.inWr.-Wulcker
379/23 Carduus orrens, se onscunienda bysteL a 1327 On
Dreams in Rel. Ant. I. 264 }ef thou etest of thyslles ;uriie,

Thy fomon the freteth on uche hurne. c 1400 Rom. Rose
1835 Thornes sharpe..Ther were, and also thistels thikke,
Ana breres, brimrne for to prikke. 1481 CAXTON Reynard
xxxii. (Arb.) 86, I haue nothyng but thystles and nettles.

'SIS COVERDALE Gen. iii. 18 Cursed be y earth for thy
sake. ..Thornes and thistles shall it beare vnto the. 1562

TUR_NER Herbal n. 145 b, Spina in Latin is properly called
a thistel. 1650 BAXTER Saint's R. i. vii, Doubts are like the

Thistle, a baa weed, but growing in good ground. 1758 R.
BROWN

Comfi.
farmer n. (1760) 31 Thistles, docks, and all

sorts of rank weeds. 1890 A. R. WALLACE Darwinism 28
Hundreds of square miles of the plains of La Plata are now
covered with . . species of European thistle.

/3. CI400 MAUNDEV. (i83o)xi. i3oAgode contree tosowen
Inne thristelle & breres & broom & thornes. 1503 DUNBAR
Thistle If Rose 129 Vpone the awfull Thrissill scho beheld.
1548 H. BALNAUES Con/. Faith (1584) 132 May yee gather
grapes of thornes, or figges of thrisles ? 1806 A. DOUGLAS
Poems 145 (E.D.D.) Nae thrisles here your thumbs to prick.
1815 SCOTT Guy M. iii, The thristles by the road-side.

y. 1809 T. BATCHELOR Orth. Anal. Eng. Lang., Bedford
Words 123/2 Provincial Pronunciations,^fo/3. 1848 B. EVANS
Leicestersh. Words, Fistle, var. pron. of (

thistle '. 1886
BHITTEN & HOLLAND Ptant-n., Fissle, Fistle, a thistle.

b. As the heraldic emblem of Scotland ; also, a

figure of a thistle as such. Cf. ROSE sb. 6 b, 1 2 c.

1488 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 85 A couering of. .

purpir tartar browdin with thrissillis and a vnicorne. 1507
Ibid. III. 261 Thre thrissilles of coppir gilt. 1562 A. Scorr
Poems (S.T.S.) i. 3 Welcum, cure thrissill with be Lorane
grene I 1786 BURNS Earnest Cry f, Prayer vii, Paint Scot-
land greeting owre her thrissle. 1831 SCOTT Cast. Dang.
xiii, She seeks the Black Douglas, or some such hero of
the Thistle. 1853 [see ROSE sb. 12 c].

o. As a part of the insignia of the Order of the
Thistle, the distinctively Scottish order of knight-
hood (instituted by James II in 1687 and revived

by Queen Anne in 1 703) conferred on noblemen of
that country; hence transf. the order itself, or

membership in it.

1687 < C-az. No. 2251/2 His Majesty having been

Thisne: OE. and ME. inflexion of THIS.

the T histle. 1710 Ibid. No. 4694/3 The Earl of Stair was in-
vested., with the most Noble Order of the Thistle. 1852
THACKERAY Esmond in. iv. Having the Thistle already
originally bestowed on him by King James the Second, his
Grace was now promoted to the honour of the Garter. 1808
Westm. Gas. TO Jan. i/, The Duke of Argyll, .received his
Thistle from Lord Palmerston in 1851.

d. transf. Something resembling a thistle in
form or appearance.

THISTLE.

1891 J. W. HARRISON Mackay i]/ Luanda i. 2 Thistles of
frost garnished the window-panes.

e. fig. or in figurative context, with reference to
the thistle as a noxious or prickly weed.
1563 WINJET Vincent. Lirin. xxviii. Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 59

God forbid that the rose planlib of the catholik sense be
turnit in thirsillis and thornis ! 1642 FULLER Holy <$ Prof.
St. v. xiv. 415 He snatcheth at the thistle of a project, which
first pricks his hands, and then breaks. 1797-1803 FOSTER
in Life & Corr. (1846) 1. 163 Adversity ! thou thistle of life.

1840 CAKLYLE Heroes ii, His knowledge is a pedantry, and
dead thistle, otherwise.

f 2. Applied (definitely) to other prickly plants,
as artichoke, sea-holly {Eryngiuni), teasel, etc.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvn. cxxyii. (Bodl. MS.).
Pamirus is a bistel moste row3e & scharp with prikkes and

nrowib..wib
certeyne hedes ful of certeyne pnckes. 14..

,ee TEASEL sb. i]. 1545 ELYOT, Scolymus, a thystell nowe
called Arkechoke, ofsome men is taken for the. .cowethystell.
1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Husb. n. (1586) 64 A Thistell is

the Hartichoch ; that euerie where doolh grow. 1578 LYTE
Dodoens iv. Iviii. 519 The first kinde of these Thistels is

called. .in Latine Eryngium:. .in Englishe,.. Sea Holly.
Itid. Ix. 522 Of the Teasel. . . This kinde of Thistel is called . .

in Englishe, Fullers Teasel, Carde Thistell.

b. = TEASEL sb. 2.

1839 USE Diet. Arts 1322 The large side [of the frame],
against which the tops of the teasels rest, is hollowed out. . .

There are., cross-bars, which serve., to form short compart-
merits for keeping the thistles compact.
3. With qualifying ( words, applied to various

species of Carduus and allied genera, and to some
prickly plants of other orders : as
Bull thistle, a local name (in Ireland and U.S.) for Car-

dituslanceolatus ; Canada thistle (U.S.), Corn-thistle,
Creeping thistle, Cursed thistle, Carduus aruensis
(Cirsilim arvense), a troublesome weed with creeping root-

slocks; Dogthistle,
'

apparently Ca///$ arvensis (Brit-
ten & Holland); Dwarf thistle, Carduus (Cnicus) acau-
lis; Gentle thistle, Carduus anglicus; Green thistle,
Herring-bone thistle (also called fish-tone thistle: see
FISH sbs 7), Chamxfcuce (Cirsium) Casabona; Holy
thistle, (a) Centaurea benedicta (Cnicus benedictus), with
yellow flowers and weak prickles on the leaves, formerly in

repute as an antidole ; also called blessed thistle', (6) erron.

applied to Carduus Mariaitus, with white veins on the
leaves ; also called Our Lady's thistle or milk thistle ;

Hundred-headed thistle (abbrev. hundred thistle\

J-:>yxgiumcainfestre(ti.O. Umbelliferx); Jersey thistle,
Centaurea Isnardi (C. asfera) ; Mexican thistle, a

prickly composite plant, Erythroliena consficna, cultivaled
in gardens, having yellow florels surrounded with scarlet
involucral scales; Russian thistle (6'..V. ', a species of

saltwort, Salsola Tragus, with prickly stems, introduced
from Russia inlo S. Dakota with flax-seed, and now abun-
dant as a weed in that and neighbouring Slates ; Scotch
thistle, a name for the species supposed to be that figured

as^the emblem of Scotland, vaiiousfy identified as the spear-
thistle (Carduus tanceolatus), the musk thistle (C. nutans),
the milk thistle (C. Marianus),Mvl the cotton-thistle (Onofor-
dum Acanthium) ; Silver thistle, a name for the cotton-
thistle ; Smooth thistle, a name for SOWTHISTLE (Sonchus) ;

Syrian thistle, A'otobasis Hyriaca; Welted thistle,
Carduus acanthoiites ; Woolly thistle, the cotton-
thistle; Woolly-headed thistle, C.eriofhorns; Yellow
thistle, (a) a species of thistle with pale-yellow or purple
flowers (Cnicus lwrridulns\ found in the eastern U.S. ; 0J
a name for the piickly poppy (Argemone ttiexicana] : see
POPPY sb. 3. See also ARGENTINE thistle, St. BARNABY'S /.,

BLESSED /., BOAR /., BUR t., CARD /., CAULINE t., COTTON-
THISTLE, DISTAFF /., FRIAR'S t,, FULLERS' t., GLOBE /.,

GOLDHN /., GUM /., HARE'S t., HEDGEHOG /., HORSE /.,

LADY'S THISTLE, St. MARY'S /., MELANCHOLY t., MELON /.,

MILK /., MUSK /., OAT t., PINE /., PLUME /., SAFFRON /.,

SEA-THISTLE, SOWTHISTLE, SPEAR /., STAR-THISTLE, SWINE'S
/., THOWTHISTLE, TORCH /., WAY t., WOLF'S /.

1878 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Eng. Plant-n., "Bull Thistle,
Carduus lanceolatus. Irel. (Belfast). 1884 MILLER Plaiil-

n., Cirsium arvense, "Canada Thistle, Creeping Thistle,
' Cursed Thistle *,of N. America. 1878 BRITTEN & HOLLAND
Eng. Plant-n., "Corn Thistle, Carduus arvensis. 1845 Card.
Chron, 20 Dec. 864/1 Will any of your correspondents in-

form me the most effectual way to eradicate the "Dog
Thistle ? 1846 SOWERBY Eug. Bot. (ed. 3), "Dwarf Thistle,
Carduus acaulis. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 329
"Gentle Thistle. 1882 Garden 3 June 391/3 A large oval-

shaped bed of Ricinus Gibsoni.. edged with Chamsepeuce
Casabonse or "Green Thistle. 1884 MILLER Plant.n.,
ChamsfieuceCasabonx, Fish-bone or "Herring-bone Thistle.

1587 MASCALL Govt. Cattle, Horses(id^) 190 Take thesoft
downe of the stalks of the heart) Cardns Benedictus, called
the 'holy-thistle, and therewith fill the wounds. 1599 SHAKS.
Much Ado in. iv. 80 Get you some of this distill d carduus
benedictus.., it is the only thing for a qualm. ..I meant
plaine holy thissell. 1793 A. B[isANiJ/Yr 7'our Europe, etc.

52 Sciato.. .The hills, .are covered with holy thistle, cenlaury,
thyme, sa^e, and calamint. 1866 Treas. Hot. 222 The Holy
Thistle (Carduus Marianus) is well marked by the white
veins on its large shiny leaves. 1893 MCCARTHY Red
Diamonds II. 42 Here was holy thistle, which of old its

admirers called Benedictus for its supposed astonishing
virtues. 1578 LYTE Dodoens iv. Iviii. 519 The other kinde
is called., the "Hundred headed Thistel... This without
doubt is a kinde of Eiingium. 1880 BRITTEN & HOLLAND
Eng. Plaut-n., Hundred Thistle, Eryngium camfestre.
1866 Treas. Bot. 468 E[rylhrolacna] coHSficua..was intro-

duced to English gardens about 1838, and is commonlyknown as the Scarlet "Mexican Thistle. 1705 tr. Covileys
Plants Wks. 1711 III. 367 Whilst the "Scotch Thistle,
with audacious Pride, Taking Advantage, gores your bleed-

ing Side. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PL 111. 240 The hand-
some Cotton Thistle.. is oflen cultivated under the name
of the Scotch Thistle. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XX11I. 307/1 The
common C\arduui\ lanceolatus seems to be the most suit-
able prototype for the Scotch Thistle. 1578 LYTE Dodoens
iv. Ixiv. 526 In Latine Acanthium;. 'w Englishe White
Cotton Thistell, Wilde white Thistell, and Argentine, or
"Siluer Thistel. 1633 Gerarde's Herbal n. xx. 292 The
Stalk of Hares Lettuce or 'smooth-Thistle. 1866 Trtas,



THISTLE.

Rot. 794 The "Syrian ThUlle, X\otobasis\ syiiaca,..\*
distinguished from other thUlles by the central florets of
the flower-head only being fertile. 1846 SowtRBV ;/,c.

Rot. (ed. 3', 'Welted Thistle, Carduuscrispus. 1884 MILLER
Planl-n., Thistle, Welled, Cantiins acanthoidcs. 1760 J.
LEIS Introii. Bot. App. 329 Thistle, "Woolly, Onopordoti.
1867 BAUINGION Matt. Brit. Bot. (ed. 6) aoo C\anlitu>\

crioplwrits. . . Heads very large ; involucre covered with a
dense white web. . .* Woolly-headed Thistle. 1866 Trtas.
Bot. 1145 Thistle..,

*
Yellow, Argeinone utexicaita.

4. altrib. and Comb., as thistle-Jlower, thistle-

tupped adj.; thistle-ball, the globular head of

feathery seeds of the thistle ; thistle-beard =
THISTLE-DOWN ; thistle-bird, a bird that feeds

on tliistle-seeds (cf. THISTLK-FIXCH) ; spec, the

American goldfinch, Chrysomitris (Spinus) tristis ;

thistle-butterfly, the 'painted lady', Vanessa

(Pyrameis) cardui, whose larva feeds on the thistle ;

thistle-cook (dial.'}, the corn bunting, Einbcriza

iidliaria ; (see also THROSTLE-COCK) ;
thistle-

cropper = thistle-eater
(l>) ; thistle-crown, (a)

a name for a Scottish gold coin of James VI, Lear-

ing the figure of a thistle on the reverse, and worth
about 4 shillings ;

cf. thistle noble; (K) the flower-

head of the thistle ; thistle-cutter, a machine for

cutting down thistles or other weeds ;
thistle-

digger, a tool for rooting up thistles ; thistle dol-

lar, (a) a name for a Scottish silver coinofJames VI,
also called double merk, bearing the figure of a

thistle on the reverse, and worth t6s. Sii. Scotch

(is. i\d. English) ; (6) a silver coin of the reign of

Charles II ; thistle-eater, thistle-feeder, (a) a

bird that eats thistle-seeds (cf. THISTLE-FINCH);

(l>) a beast that eats thistles, as a donkey; so

thistle-feeding a. ; thistle-fly, an insect ( Uro-

phora cardui) infesting a species of thistle ; thistle

funnel, a kind of funnel used in chemical opera-

tions, having a large bulb between the conical flaring

part and the tube, so as to suggest the form of a

thistle-head upon its stalk; thistle -gall, a gall

produced by the thistle-fly or thistle-gall fly ;

thistle-head, the flower-head or capitulum of the

thistle (in quot. 1839, that ofthe teasel - 2 b above) ;

thistle-like a., resembling a thistle ; also, of the

thistle kind, of the suborder Cynarocephalx of

ComposUse, comprising the thistles and allied plants ;

thistle merk [MABK sb.-], collectors' name for a

Scottish silver coin ofJames VI, bearing the figure

of a thistle on the reverse, and worth 13*. ^d.

Scotch (i3g< English); thistle noble, a Scottish

gold half-merk of James VI, bearing the figure

of a thistle on the reverse ; thistle-plume [PLUME
s/>. 5], U.S., 'a plume-moth, Plerophorus car-

duidaciylus, whose larva feeds on thistle-heads'

(Cent. Diet.) ; thistle-saffron, the safflower =

saffron-thistle (see SAFFBON 6 c) ; thistle-seed,

the feathery or pappose 'seed' or achene of the

thistle ; thistle-spud - thistle-digger ; thistle-

stampcd a., stamped with the figure of a thistle ;

thistle-teasel = TEASEL si. 2 ; thistle-top, (a)
=

THISTLE-DOWN; (6)
= thistle-head; thistle-tube

= thistlefunnel; thistle-tuft = THISTLE-DOWN;

thistle-whipper (Hunting slang), a nickname for

a hare-hunter.

1855 BROWNING Two in Camfagna xi, Must I go Still

like the *thistle-ball .. Onward, whenever light winds blow?

1707 COLERIDGE Foster-mother1
's T. 20 A baby wrapt in

.noses, lined With "thistle-beards. 1871 COVES N. Amer.
"

seeds as food, and thistle-down for the lining of his nest.

1836 PRICHARD Phys. Hist. Man. (ed. 3) I. 58 The 'thistle.

buKerfly, termed 'La Belle Dame'. i86S EDMONSTON

Shell. * Orkney Gloss. 127 "Thistle-cock, common bunting

(Emberiza mitiaria). I7J6 LEAKE Nummi Bnt. Hist.

83 "Thistle Crowns. .41. 4XV/. 1878 M. A. BROWN Nadeschda

20 Plucked a thistle-crown and fastened it As a breast-knot.

1800 Daily Nevis 12 July 8/3 To watch the goldfinch clinging

lothe silken thistle-crown. 1901 Dundee Advertiser 30 June

3 A capital display of the "thistle cutter s powers on a rank

growth of bracken.., the rapidly whirling knives.. made

fhort . .work of the bracken. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.s.v.

Spade, The *thistle-digger is a pronged tool, intended to

catch the root below the crown, and then pry out the plant.

finches, and Grefiefinches, are acanthophage 190* Daily

News 20 June 5, I did not see either the bullfinch or the

ooldfinch,.. either the detested bud-plucker or the pretty

'thistle-feeder. 1906 Outlook 24 Mar. 404/2 In Hertford-

shire, a county notable for the high-farming that was s

posed to have exiled the "thistle-feeding birds, goldfinches

were singing about their nests. iSS HULOET, 'Thystle

floure, scholymos. 1908 [Miss FOWLER] Betw. Jrent f,

Anlhohne .07 No Thistle flowers as yet .75?
CHAMBERS

Cycl. Supp.,
* Thistle Fly, a small fly produced from a fly.

worm, hatching in the protuberances of the carduus
hajmor-

rhoidalis. 1849 D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Cliem. 17 Sometimes

a small funnel (called a "thistle funnel) passes
[through^thi

cork, and reaches nearly to the bottom of the bottle.

CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.,
- Tlust emails, a name given . .to the

prolubciances on the stalks of a species of Ihistle, called..
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taniuits luHHOrrhoidalis, from these tubercles, which are

supposed to resemble those of the hxmorrhoid
1864-5 WOOD Homes without ft. \xv\. (1868) 505 The
Thistle-gall Fly (Urophora Cardui ).. produces large and
hard woudy galls U|K>n the thistle. 1839 UE Diet. Aria
1322, 16 flames bearing the teasels which are to act upon
the cloth, .. their breadth only large enough to contain
two 'thistle-heads set end to end. 1896 Spectator \i Oct.

588/3 He [a bee] returned to the inviting thistle-head. 1857
HENHU:Y Dot. j2o The Cynatex, or 'thistle-like Compo-
sitx. 1866 Trcus. Hot. 225 Carlina, a gcmi> . .distinguished

among the thistle-like group of compound flowers by ha* 111^

Ihe inner leaves of the. .involucre coloured. 1590-1 l\fg.

Privy Council Scot. IV, 574, [200 oz. weight of] utter f>ne
gold [shall be coined] in the thrisMll uuUiv 1603 Ibid. VI.

529 Thrissill noblis of gold. 178* COWPEH Pi ogr. Err. 555
They. .Like "thistle-seeds, are sown by every wind. 1896
MKS. CAFFYN Quaker Grandm. 10* Why should Mr. luce

lag behind with the dogs, and his 'thistle-spud '! i88jj.WAL-
KER 'Jaunt Auld Retkie 41 "Thislle-stampit auld Scotch
bodies. 1835 URE Phitos. Manuf. 202 Preparing "thistle-

teasels for the workman. 155* HC-LOET, Thystle toppe, !

whych is lyke plume, pappus. 1606 [see THISTLEWARP].
1893 [see thistle-bird above]. 1903 Westin. Gaz. 29 Dec.
10 i Carved thistles ornament his dining-room chairs ; and
a "thistle-topped railing lends novelty to the front of the
house, ft 1847 ELIZA COOK ?>ongvf\V'ind\\\ t I grasped an

airy *thistle-tuft. 1801 Snorting Mag. XIX. 114 This 1

North-Country "ThUtleWhipper. 1856' SioNKHENGE'/fn'/.

Sports ted. 2) i A brace of nares, or a single fox, will serve
lor the amusement of a large field of fox-hunters or thistle-

whtppers.
Hence ThTitle v., trans, to clear of thistles, to

weed out the thistles from (whence Thi'stling vbl.

s6.); Thistled (bi's'ld) a., covered or overgrown
with thistles ;

adorned with figures of thistles ;

Thi'stlery (Jri's'lri), a plantation of thistles;

Thi stlish a. , resembling or suggesting a thistle.

1766 CotHpl. Farmer s.v. ,
In France, a farmer may sue

his neighbour who neglects to "thistle his land at the proper
seasons. 1745 in Motherwell Harp ofRenfrewshire (1810)

319THe *Thistled banners far were streaming. 1797 MRS. M.
ROBINSON Walsingham I. 72 The upland inead, and thistled

down. 1893 CHR. G. ROSSETTI Poems (1904) 123/2 Our
thorned and thistled plot. 1889 MARY E. BAMFOKD Uf c

Down Brooks 07 Do not his folk make such '
"thistleries

'

in Paraguay that robbers can hide among them ? 1766

Conipl. Farmer,
*
Thistling, the action of cutting or pulling

up thistles. 1858 MOTLEY Corr. 17 June. Like his tongue
and his mind, it [his visage] is eminently Scotch, sharp,

caustic, rugged, "thistle-ish.

Thistle, obs. variant of THIXJSL, an adz.

Thistle-down ()>i
4

s'l|daun). [f. THISTLE sb.

+ DOWN st.2] The down or pappus which crowns

the ' seeds' or achenes of the thistle, and by means

(Somerset Ho.), Thesseldowne
""is train was of thistle-

rocoded, or rather

the downe of flowers which the wind bloweth about : as thistle

downe. 1591 SPENSEK RI. Hubberd 634 As a thislle-downe

in th' ayre doth flie. 1713 MANDKVILLE Fat. Bees 277 If

it were a hard Winter, they mingled some Thistle down
with their Rushes to keep them warm. 1879 JEFFERIES Wild

Life in S, Co. 206 Thistledown is sometimes gathered to fill

pillow-cases. 1894 Miss F. WILLARD in Chicago Advance

4 Oct., One sees a thistledown borne on the breeze.

b. As a type of lightness, flimsiness, or insta-

bility; hence Jig.
1868 W. CORY Lett. S, Jrnls. (1897) 251 The thistle-down

of sentiment hung about me all the time. 1904 R. HICHENS

Card. Allah*, Forgive my malice.. .It was really a thing of

thistledown. 1908 Outlook 27 Nov. 880/1 That is not to

say that Christianity is to be a thistledown to be blown

hither and thither at the breath of every fad and whim.

C. attrib. Of or like thistle-down (lit. andy^f.).
1561 Will M. Langrygge (Somerset Ho

bed. 1889 John ButtiUai. 140/3 The tr

down brocade, that being the design brc

embossed, upon the snowy surface ofthe silk. 1897 Westin.

Gaz. 12 Feb. 2/1 The thistle-down character of Miss Hart.

Thi'stle-finch. [f. as prec.+ FINCH; cf. G.

Jistelfink, OHG. distilvinko, Du. distelvink.} Any
one of several species of finches which feed on the

seeds of the thistle ; spec, the goldfinch, Carduelis

elegans.
1589 FLKMINO Virg. Georg. in. 48 The singing thistle-

finchT 1678 RAY Willughby's Ormth. 256 The Goldfinch, or

Thistle-finch. 1736 AINSWORTM Lat. Diet. in. s.v. Aldon,

She is feigned to have died for gnef, and to be turned

into a linnet, or thistle/inch. 1851 BROUERIP Leaves /r
Note Bk. Nat. (1852) 230 The goldfinch or thistlehnch

passes much of its time among flowers.

t Thi'stle-taok. Obs. exc. Hist. [Origin ob-

scure: connexion with THISTLE**, is doubtful; the

second element is TACK s6.*\ The name in some

localities of a due levied upon the owners of pigs

by the lord of the manor, as a charge for pannage.

Cf. quot. 1523 for tack-swine, s.v. TACK sb? 6.

1303-5 York r<K./tetf (Ministers Accts. ii44/i,P.R.O.), Et

de w. viirf. de operibus custumariorum . .cum pannagio quod
dicitur thistiltak. 13*7 Inquis. Death Thomas Earl Laii.

caster (I. P. M. Edw. Ill, File 6 (m. 3), P. R. O.) (Yorks.,

Soureby), Et de quadam consuetudine porcorum ibidem vo-

cata Thisteltack ad terminurn Sancti Andree xviij d. 1377

HalymoteofHMon, etc. (Court Rolls 50 Edw. Ill Bundle

2. No. 27),
Et de iij* collectis de pannagio vocato Thisteluk

THITHEI
1677 T 1 1

Cottager ! i .SiiK
aUjve a >ear old, ihoi..
I* aii'l li

(cil. 'A, '1'hiit.c take.. .A CuMom in the l.oiioi o[ Halton,
..llial if in dilMii^ IJeasU over the < hil.ti

permits them to graxe or take but a Thistle, he shall pay
a half.prny a licasl lo the Ixjrd of the Fee 1906 N. J.
HONE Manor A- Manor. Rtc.ls. in '

I hUlle-lake
' *

chUMO L> the lultUlof Manvi
] in I .,... ...i.iir and York-

shire, .,s an acknowledgment of lit-- .*en by
ciiuvis of beasts pauing over a common, and siunUr

f I lit- .statement in quot. 16^1 (whence in i./x>Ju evidently
'

jKjpular etymology '.)

t Thi stlewarp. Obs.
[f.

THISTLI so. + WARP
v., to thtow, tuin, twist; cf. MOLLKWABI-] The
goldfinch : THISTLE-FIM n.

1606 MARLOWE & CHAPMAN Ht< o + Leander \ I. 277 Nep-
tune for pity. .Flung them into the air, and did awake them
Like two sweet birds, surnamed th' Acanthidc*, Which we
call Thistle-warps, that, .feed on thistle-top*. 16*4 BuRlon
A Hat. Met. II. in. Vll, An asse flung tlowne a 'I hi&llewarpet
neast, the little bird pecked bis gaul'd backe in revenge.

Thistly (bi-s'li), a. [f. THIBILK sb. + -T.]
1. Of the nature of or resembling a thistle; spiny,

ptickly ; consisting of or constituted by thistles.

(In IQI I, made of ' thistles ', i. e. teasel-heads.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas 11. ii. iv. Cotumnes 625 That
shell [of Ihecheslnull incas't in a thick tbisily fell. 1611

COTGR., Applaneur de drops, the Cloathworker; who with

his thistly cards doth smooth, and stroake down clothes.

1784 COWPER Task vi. 768 The land.. Exults to see its

thistly curse repealed. 1845 G. STRUTHERS in Ess. Chr.
Union vii. (1851) 416 The plant of schism baa put forth iu

thistly spines wherever it has been carried.

2. Full of, abounding or overgrown with thistles.

1710 Tusstr Ridivivus in T.'i Husb. (1878) 129 mate, Where
the Wheat is thistly. 1717-46 THOMSON Summer 1658 Wide
o'er the thistly lawn, as swells the breeze, A whitening
shower of vegetable down Amusive floats. 1900 HUDSON
Nat. in Downland 41 Thistly and weedy wastelands.

proficuum accidit hoc anno.

t The following accounts of the term are given

by i ?th c. writers :

tress. .all thistly with bayonets. 1889 Harpers Mag. Mar.

661/1 Wandering . . into thUtly byways of dissent.

t Thl-Btolow. Obs. rare. Altered form of

jistotow, FISTULA : see TH (6).

1684 HANNAH WOOLLEY Quetn-like Clout (ed. 5) Supp. f,

When you dress any Wound or Thistolow with it, you must
warm it very hot. Ibid., I did cure a Gentlewoman of a

Thistolow in the Eye with it.

Thiswise (Si'S|W3iz), adv. Now rare. [Short
for a (on} this wise.] In this manner, thus.

13. . Cursor M.iHfii (CotU
' Sun ', sco said,

'

[wirkj noght
bis wise'. 1509 BARCLAY Sliyp of folys (1570) 244 Howe
darest thou wretched men this wise abuse? 1530 TINDALE

Answ. MoreVlte. (1572) 254/2 Whiche text may this wise

be vnderstand. 1846 H. W. TORRENS Rein. Milit. Hist. 166

This-wise they slowly pursued their journey.

This world. The present world ; the present

state or stage of existence, as distinguished from

another, esp. a future one. (Cf. OTHEB WORLD.)
950 Lindisf. Gosp., Luke XVL 8 Suno oisses woruldcs

[c 1000 Ags. Gasp, oisse worulde beam], a 1175 Cott. Horn.

231 He cum3 an ende bisser wrld. <: IITS iamt. Hoiu.

1 peos world is whilende. 1381 WYCLIF John xvi. n The

prince of this world is now demyd. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur X1IL vii. 621 They alle shalle neuer mete more

in thys world. 1583 J. MUNDEN in J. B. Wainwnght Tvio

Eug. Mart. (CT\sT) 24 Biddinge you farewell for ever in

this worlde. ITOJSTANHOPE Paraphr. III. 332 Thepensh-

ing possessions of this World. 1883 Miss BRADDON Gold.

Cal/\iv, What higher office can a man hold in this world

than to form the minds of the rising generation ?

b. attrib. Pertaining to this world ; mundane.

1889 J. TITSWORTH in Chicago Advance 7 Feb., |To|

appreciate the this- world sphere of the Kingdom of Heaven.

Hence (nonce-wds.) IM -woTldlan, a man of

this world, a worldling ; Thi--wariaiin, Tfci -

wo rldliness, devotion to the things of this world.

1830 COLERIDGE Ck. t St. (1830) 77 Those, .that separate
the 'Christian from the tliis-worldian. 1871 HOWELLS Wedd.

'

Vaunt. (1892) 269 A spiritual-worldluiess
which was toe

!

cbrified likeness of thls-worldliness. 1883 W. M. ADAH-

SON in Evang. Union Worthies 319 This-worldlsm Ignored

God, if it di3 not deny His existence. 1887 Pali Hail G.

19 Oct 2/1 The Need of ' This-worldhness\ . . Evangelical

Christians have been too often guilty of ' other-worlduneis .

Thite, obs. and dial, form of THIGHT.

Thither (Si'Sai), adv. (a.) Forms : see below.

i [OE. fidert fider, earlier fader (Lindisf. tadder) :

corresp. in form to ON. faira there ; f. fa-, stem of

THAT, THE + suffix, denoting motion towards,

Goth, -dre, Vedic -Ira : cf. hither, OE. Aider, Goth.

hidrl, and whither, OE. kwider :hwfder, Goth.

hwadre; a form corresp. to OE./fer is wanting

in Goth, (which uses jaindre thither, yonder) ; cf.

Vedic tatrd there, thither. The OE. feeder,
h-wfder

became bider, kwider, app. under the influence

of Aider, HITHKB, in which the i was original.

For the later ME. -thcr for -der in all three words

, (first in MSS. of CursorMundi, but rare bef. 1525).

as in gather, mother, etc., see TH (6), and Note

s. v FATHJSB. In Sc. thidder came down to 1600.

The extended ME. piJere, fidre, was app. influenced

by ordinary adveib* in -f.]



THITHER.

1. To or towards that place (with verb of

motion expressed or implied). (Now almost ex-

clusively literary ;
in ordinary speech superseded by

THERE.)
a. i pasder, tSadder.

rtgoo O. E. niartyrol. 190 On mermen com se biscop balder.

Ibid. 222 pa Thome bseder ineode. c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. John
vii. 35 Dadder 5es faerende is [mistr.]. c jooo /ELFRIC Exod,
xxxii. 34 Ga bu and laede bis folc bzeder, be ic be Eer s;ede.

/3. i -3 'Bider, ( i Uieder), i -4 pidder, i -5 pider,

3 (Orm.) piderr (tiderr), 4 thidur, pyder, -ir,

(tyder), 4-5 pidur, -ir, thider, 5 thidir, -yr,

thyd(d)ur, 5-6 thyder, 6 thidder, -ir.

a goo tr. Bxda's Eccl. Hist. m. vi. [viii.] (1890) 174 pat
Syldne mynet . . battle bider of Cent cwom. c 950 Lindisf.

Gosp, John xi. 8 Eftersona Su faeris 5idder [c 975 Rushw.
aider), ciooo /ELFRIC Dent. i. 37 Ne fjerst bu b'der.
c 1175 Lamb, Horn. 61 Crist us }ife bider to cumen. c 1200

ORMIN 17924, & tiderr comm fe follc till himm. c 1250
Gen. <$ Ex. 1959 Dan ruben cam flider a-jen. 13. . Cursor
M. 746 (Fairf.) Selcub was how he bidder [v.r. bider]

wan. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. (Andreas) 23 He knew
nocht [t]hydir be way. Ibid. 1008 pare-for hau he bidder

socht. c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 763 They ne wiste why
she thider wente. 1388 WYCLIF John xviii. 3 He cam
thidur with lanternys, and brondis, and armeris. 14. Voc.

in Wr.-Wiilcker 588/46 Iliac, thydur. -1450 St.Cuthoert

(Surtees) 347 How be kyng sent hir thider. 1559 Mirr.

Mag. (1563) H iv, Thyder they came wyth kynge Henry out

of Skotlande. a 1600 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems xi. 28

Thidder did I drau For to refresh my werynes.

7. i pyder, 3-5 puder(K).
Bcoiuulf 3086 WEES paet gifeSe to swi5 be 3one byder

ontyhte. 971 Blickl. Horn. 29 piet he byder come . . mid
his wyllan. 12.. MoralOde 396 (Egerton MS.) Crist syue
us..

pat
we moten buder [v.r. pider] come. 1197 R. GLOUC.

(Rolls) 2509 pis king com buder priueliche. 1387 TREVISA
Higden (Rolls) III. 455 Moche folk was iflowe bider [MS. y.

buderj. Ibid. IV. 445 Men. -com bider [y. butler].

S. 4-5 pedir, -yr, 4-6 peder, 5 -ur, peoder.
13.. Cursor M. 1700 (Cott.) Al beir filth sal >edir \Gftl.

beder] fall, c 1350 Will. Palertie 2235 Whanne bei beder
come. 1.1400 R. Gloucester's Chron. 8078 (MS o) Hii
beoder ne wende. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13454 Thedur kynges
wold come. 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 165 Of hire

thedyr goyng this was the entent. 1464 Nottingham Rec.
II. 375 At their first ridyng thedir. 1536 WRIOTHESLEY
Chron. (Camden) I. 50 After dynner the Kinges grace came
theder in a maske.

f. 4 pepir, 5 thethur, 6-7 thether.
a 1400 Cursor M. 17566 (Gott.) pat iesus be noght rauist

bebir [Coil., Trin. bider]. c 1410 Avow. Aria, xxii, Wold
;e thethur be bowne. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 14
By bothe wayes man may come thether. 1560 DAUS tr.

Sleidane's Comm. 307 b, Thether came none at all ; and
hether but very fewe. 1653 HANE Jriil. (1896)1 A ship.,
which 1 made use of for my transportacion thether.

f. 4 piper, -ir, 6 thyther, 6- thither.
a 1400 Cursor M. 13692 (Gott.) piber (v. rr. bidder, bidur]

5ode he ai . . par to prai. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccliii.

376 Thyther syr Eustace was ryght wellcome to all the com-
pany. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Collect Ascension
Day,\fe may also in heart and mind thither ascende. 1583 T.
WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Vcy. i. iv, Merchauntes com-
ming thyther too lade salte. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. n. iv. 36
Will you to Scone?. .No, Cosin, lie to Fife.. .Well, I will
thither. 1709 STEELE & ADDISON Taller No. 88 P 12 The
Gentlewoman of the next House begged me to step thither.

1872 JENKINSON Guide Eng. Lakes (1879) 256 The road
thither leaves the main road at right angles.

17. 3-4 pidere, pudere(), 4 pedirre, pid(d)ire,
peodre, 4-5 p., thedere, p-, thidere, 5 thed(d)re,
thidre, thidyre, 6 thiddre.
c 1205 LAY. 8171 He wes budere icumen. 1340-70 Alex. &

Dind. 2 Rydinge bedirre. Ibid. 156 Drawen hem biddire.
1393 LANGL. P. PI. C vm. 292 Now most ich budere, To loke
how me lykeb hit. c 1400 R. Gloucester's Chron. (Rolls)
827 (MS. a) Pur meseise him beodre [v.r. theder] drof. Ibid.
5721 pe monekes out of abendone verst were bedere yuet
1:1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) ii. 13 Crete Lordes that comen
thidre. 1448 Lett. Marg. Anjou t, Bp. Beckiugtoti (Cam-
den) lot To resorte thedre. 1473 WARKWORTH Chron.
(Camden) 9 The Lorde Scales..was sent thedere. 1483
Cath. Angl. 382/2 Thidyre, illo, illuc. I49OCAXTON Enrr-
das xxii. 81 Yf she went thidre. 1492 in ic,tA Rep. Hist.
MSS. Comm. App. v. 323 Nor to goo theddre. 1507 in
Leadam Sel. Cos. Star Chamber 252 He. .resorted thiddre.

8. (chiefly north. ; perh. scribal errors. ) 4didir
dydur, dedur, 5 -yr; 4 diper, depir(e, -er, -ur.
a 1400 Cursor M. 2383 (Gott.) Als suith als bai diber cam.

Ibid. 14573 For didir gas sua man! man. Ibid. 14596 DeWr.
Ibid. 17352 Debire. a laaStac, Rome 66 To alle bat wylle
debur goo. 1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 75 Al that.,
whent not dedyr.

<.
4^.yd(d)ir,-yr(e,-ire. (app. for AAV, etc.)f TTP-T,- C^ T . O_.*..J-

* fr . .* - f ' -.'

yddire.)

tb. Followed by in, out : In or ont thither.
97' Blickl. Horn. 207 Hie byder inwaeron to 3am lofsan-
gum jesamnode. c icoo ^ELFRIC Saints' Lives xxiii B. 500
ic becom to sanctes iohannes cyrcan . . and ic me byder
inneode c ,305 LAY. 31599 Ah Penda ga Hder ut anon.a 1300 Cursor M. 22643 1' sal. .dump be deuls bider in.

c. Uehned by a relative clause introduced by
ft orfat (see 2), -whither, where, or equivalent
irrelative

clause with whither, etc., often precedes.C 8m Y^ft* *AJE . ,.....! ..r r-
fSerm, Sej. Wks.

:rid. For

326

he is, thither might we also ascende. 1650 T. B. IVorccs.

tern Apoph. 27 The meanes of bringing her thither, where

now she had but little way to go. a. 1700 DRYDEN Ceyx <$

A Icyone 440 She .. thither by her destiny was brought.Wnere
last he stood.

d. Hither and thither : see HITHER adv. 5.

f2. Withrelative/fl^iV/(jfc,f/tf,<w)
= WHiTliKR

rel. adv. (See I'm particle 2, THAT conj. 6, As 27.)

1:897 K. XLFXSD Gregory's Past. C. xi. 65 (Hatton MS.)
Donne tie magon oider fullice becuman oa stsepas &<es

weorcas 3ieder 8e he wilna5. 1393 LANGL. P. Pi. C. 11. 1 19
l-'or bider as be fend flegh, hus fote for to sette, Ther he

failede & ful. 1496 Dives ft Paitf. (W. de W.) VI. v. 237/1
Tlieder that the hede ledeth thyder sholde the bodye folowe.

t 3. trans/, a. Up to that time ;
until then. b.

To or towards that end, purpose, result, or action.

13.. Cursor M. 5181 (Cott.) Yee sal ha lijf langer ben

bider. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y.L. i. i. 179 This wrastler shall cleare

all : nothing remaines, but that I kindle the boy thither.

B. adj. Lying on that side or in that direction,

i.e. the side or direction away from this; the

farther or more remote (of two things). A recent

use, introduced as the opposite of HITHER a.

1830 LAMB Let. to Wordsworth 22 Jan., These all came
in . . on the thither side of innocence. 1857-8 SEARS A than.

5 Death is not a transition to another existence on the
thither side of nature. 1868 HAWTHORNE Aiiur. Note.
Bks. (1879) II. 166 Between the hither and the thither row
of houses. 1890 KIPLING in Forttt. Rey.'X.ltVll. 165, 1 doubt
that a double is to be found on the thither side of hell.

Thi-ther, v. Used in ' to hither and thither
'

:

see HITHER v.

1837 MRS. CARLYLE Let. to Carlyle 29 Aug. in Lett, ft Mem.
(1003) I. 61 Waiting for certainties ; hithering and thithering
being a condition under which I find it almost impossible to
write. 1856, 1864 [see HITHER r.J.

TMtherto(SiS3Jt-,*i-rj3.it),<M
r
z'. [f.THITHER

adv . + To prep. : after hitherto.]
1. Up to that time ; until then. Now rare.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. i. iv. 19 The lewis weren chargid

with alle the lawis. .with whiche the peple fro Adam thidir
to weren chargid. 1519 MORE Dyaloge in. Wks. 205/2 All
the men in effecte y' any faith had from Adam thetherto.

1654-66 EARL ORRERY Part/ten. (1676) 655 Usage.. which
thitherto I had considered as an invitation. iSaa O'CoNOR
Chron. Eri I. p. vi, The thitherto one and only language.
1900 H. G. GRAHAM Soc. Li/e Scot, in i8M C. xm. i. (1901)
476 Young men who had thitherto thronged to Holland.

t 2. To that condition, point, or result. Obs.
1659 WHARTON Cabal 12 Ho. Astral. Wks. (1683) 208

Although it be indeed new. and hitherto unheard of, yet it

is firmly established upon Physical Reasons, and . . is thither-
to reduced. i66s J. CHANDLER Van HelmonCs Oriat. 313
The manner of comming thitherto, .is moreover far remote.

Thitherward (Si-Sajwgad), adv. (a.) arch.

[OE. piderweard: see THITHER and -WARD.]
1. Towards that place ; in that direction ; thither.
Hitherward and thitherward: see HITHERWARD.
893 K. ^ELPRED Oros. i. i. 20 Da he Hderweard

sejlode. c 1000 JLFRIC Josh. x. 7 losue ba ferde mid his
fyrde biderweard. c 1105 LAY. 1662 Swioe he fusde jiider
ward kene his ferde. 1397 ** GLOUC. (Rolls) 9183 Anon he
wende buderward wib vair compainie. a 1300 Cursor M.
5908 (Cott.) pe man bat bider-werd [v. rr. biber-ward, thedir-
ward] es fledd. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 979 pider sal we
com. .If we bederward hald be right way. 1393 LANGL. P.
PI. C. viir. 205 This ys be heye weye Wderwarde. 1433
Rolls ofParlt. IV. 425/1 His passage from hens thither-
ward. zi533 LD - BERNERS Huon Ix. 208 Huon..saw a
shyppe comynge thether warde. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Jer.
I. 5 They shal aske the waye to Zion, with their faces
thelherward. 1614 CAPT. SMITH Virginia v. 196 He ..

instantly made thitherward in person. 1813 SCOTT Quentin
D. viu, Were thy vocation in truth thitherward ! 1884 ROE
Nat. Ser. Story viii, All eyes turned thitherward.

1 2. On the way thither
; going thither. Obs.

c 1000 ^ELFRIC Saints* Lives xxx. 200 pa he 5yderweard
was, seseah he baet an wulf senam ),, [childj, cun
I.amb. Horn. 3 pa wes hit cud.. bet be helind wes j>ider-
ward, heo urnen on-jein him. a 1300 Cursor M. 2956 (Cott.)
piderward bair wonnyng was. a 1400 Stac. Rome 242
?yf bou dye dydurward, Heuenne blys shalle be by part.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 28 He dared not to. .plead his
defence, .in our Company and thitherward.
B. quasi-art/. Moving or directed thither, rare,
1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofA re vi. 40 The sentinel, soon as he

heard Thitherward footsteps, . . Challenged the darkling
travellers.

Thitherwards, adv. arch. [f. prec. : see

WARDS.] =
prec. i.

c 888 K. ALFRED Bocth. xxxix. 5 He . . tiohhode hit 5eah
biderweardes. c 1000 jEiFRic Saints' Lives xxiii B. 724Heo. .ofer ba hnescan y8a bas waneres code swa swa heo
ffir dyde byder-weardes. 13.. Sir Beues (A.) 125 peder.
wardes he gan gon Wib outen demere. 1484 Cely Paters
(Camden) 149 On Tewysday nexte they schall departe theder
warddes. 1591 MARLOWE Edw. 11, v. ii, So, now away !

post thitherwards amain. 1756 PhiL Trans. LV. 189 The
air of the lower regions [is] flowing thitherwards, a 1850
ROSSETTI Dante S, Circ. i. (1874) 40, I had occasion to. .go
thitherwards where she abode. 1886 Cornh. Mag. July 43
ji'Sl?"

rouSh labouring men . . strolling thitherwards.
T Inrtherways, adv. Obs. rare. [f. THITHER
+ -WAYS : cf. sideways, etc.] On the way thither,
in that direction, thitherwards.
1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. $ Commw. 41 Suppose an

enemie..be discovered at Sea upon the coast of Kent,
thitherwayes presently make the Land forces.

[Thitling, spurious word ; a misprint for TITH-
ING, cited by Richardson from an ed. of Milton's
Prose Wks., and thence in recent American Dic-
tionaries.]

THIXEL.

II Thitsi, thitsee (pi'ts/). East Ind. Also
thet-,theet-,thietsee,thyt-si. [Kurmese/ittsi,fiissi

(written sachche], f. fit tree, wood + asi, in comb.
- gum : cf. se to be sticky.] The 'black varnish

tree', Melanorrhcea usitatissima, N.O. Anacar-
diacese, of Burma and Pegu ; also applied to the
varnish obtained from it.

1831 DON Gen. Syst. Card. 1 1.
67/1 Melanorrhcea^ usitata.

..Native of Hindostan.. where it is called Thcct-tseeoi Zit.
si. I839ROVLE Hot. Himalayan Mts. I. 178 Mclanorrhxa
usitata of Dr. Wallich,..the thcct-sec, or varnishinj^-tree of
the Burmese, . . abounds in a thick and viscid, greyish-brown
fluid, _which turns black soon after coming into contact witli
the air. 1858 HOGG Veg. Kingd. 244 The Black Varnish-
Tree. .grows. .in the Burmese empire, on the banks of the
Irrawadi, where it is called Theet tsee, or Zit-si. 1858
SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Thetsce, a varnish obtained from
Melanorrhfea usitata, in Arracan, and used for lacquering.
1890 HALLETT 1000 Miles 284 A plain in which many great
thyt-si t black-varnish trees) were growing.
Thiuret (bai-'uret). Chem. [f. Gr. St-ior sul-

phur (see THIO-) + -UBET.] A light odourless

crystalline powder, C
8H,N3

S2 ,used as a substitute
for iodoform as an antiseptic.
1899 Syd. Soc, Lex. s. v., Sulphur separates out from thiuret

in presence of alkalies, even at low temperatures. It owes
its antiseptio properties to the separation of sulphur in a
nascent state.

Thivel, thible Q>iVl, pai-v'l ; j>i-b'l, Joi-b'l).
Sc. and north, dial. Forms: a. 5 thyvelle, 6

thyvil, 7- thivel, (9 dial, thyvel, theevil,
thieval, etc.); ft. 7- thible, (9 dial, thibble,
thybel, etc.); 7. 9 dial, thavel, thaivel,
thabble, etc. ; 8. 9 Sc. theedle

;
for other forms

see E. D. D. [Of obscure origin and history. The
forms with v are app. the original, being found
two centuries earlier, and used both in Scotland
and the north of England, while the later forms
with b are confined to n. Engl. The stem vowel is

found variously as i, t, e, i, a, a, 5, and ai ; the

earliest spellings have y (?i or f), but the phono-
logical development is not easy to trace.

the word is in use from N. of Scotl. to S. Lancashire, W.
and E. Yorksh. ; this localization suggests a Norse origin,
and it has been referred to OIcel./^a (be'vya); but this is

a very rare word of doubtful standing, and in any case
meant '

to thicken by beating or stamping
'

rather than '

to
stir '. The actual ONorse name for a stirring-stick wns^vara,
between which and thivel there is of course no connexion.]
1. A stick for stirring porridge or anything cooked

in a pot ; a potstick. (See also quot. 1876, y.)
a. 1483 Cath. Angl. 383/2 A Thyvelle, spatula, vertimella.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 126/17 A Thyuil, ru&icula. 1768 Ross
Helenore 138 The thivel on the pottage pan, Shall strick my
hour to rise. 1785 Spanish Rivals 8 He's a queer stick to
make a thivel on. 1815 G. BEATTIE John a' Arnha (1826)

35 An* ay's they steer'd them wi' a thivel, They mummelt
'crowdy for the devil '. 1880 EDWARDS Mod. Scot. Poets I.

362 Soup ladles and theevils. 1889 BARRIE Window in
Thrums vi, Nearly a foot having been cut.. from the original
. . to make a

porridge
thieval. 1894 HESLOP Nthbld. Gloss.,

Thivel, Thyvel, a round stick,, .about fifteen inches long and
three-quarters of an inch in diameter; used to stir porridge.

(3. 1674 RAY If. C. Words, A ThiUcot Thivel, a Stick to
stirre a Pot. 1764 ELIZ. MOXON Eng. Housevi. (ed. 9) 109
With a paste-pm or thible stir in your flour to the butter.

1847 EMILY BRONTE Wnthering Heights xiii, The quicker
the thible ran round.. the faster the handfuls of meal fell

into the water. 1863 E. WAUGH Lancash. Songs 54 Wi' th

edge o* th porridge thible [riine Bible].

Y. 1876 Whitbf Gloss., Thabtlt, the plug in the leaden

milk-trough, which draws out and lets off the milk, while
the cream is left behind.

S. 1864 A. LEIOHTON Myst Leg. Edinb. (1886) 68 The
stirring utensil called a ' theedle '. 1884 C. ROGERS .SVc. Ltfe
Scot, I. vii. 233 Stirred with a wooden spurtle or theedle.

t 2. = DIBBLE sb. Obs. (perh. an error in Ray).
1691 RAY^V. C. Words, Thible, r^iw/...Alsoadibble, or

setting-stick. Hence 1787 in GROSE Provinc. Gloss.

Thixel, thixle (hi-ks'l). Now dial. Forms :

4 pixil, -el, 5 thyxyl, -le, -ill, -ille, -elle,

(tyxhyl, tixil), thjrxtyll, -ill, thistill, 7 thistle,

8-9 thi-, thyzle, 9 thixle, thioksell. [ME.
fixil, pixel, known c 1300, not yet found in OE.
= MDu. dessel, dissel (Dn. dissel, LG. dessel),
OHG. dehsala, dehsla, MHG. dehsel, dichsel, Ger.

deichsel, in Upper Ger. dialects dechsel, dtichsel;
from OTeut. root *]>ehs- (by-form *J>ihs-), Indo-Eur.
*teks- : cf. OSlav. tes-ati to hew, tesla ax, Lith.

tasz-yti to hew or shape with the ax. See Kluge
Etym. Wbch., and Schade.] An adz.
c 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxiii. 7 [Ixxiv. 61 Als in wodes of trees

. . In ax and in thixil [MS. E. bixel] bai ite dounecaste. 1404
Durham Ace. Kails (Surtees) 396, j thyxtyll . . j thyxtyll goug.
14.. Nont. in Wr.-Wulcker 726/37 ffec acia, a thyxylle.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 491/2 Thyxyl, instrument (S. twybyle,
P. thyxill), ascia. 1468 Medulla Gram. (MS. Cant.), Ascia,
a thyxelle. . . Celtes, acheselle or a thyxelle IHarl. MS. tixil].

iS* Wilb $ Inv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 207, j mattoche, j

thistill,.. irj woumbles. 1611-11 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees)
II. 34 One thistle, all mychissils. 1796 PEGOE Derliicisms

(E.D.S.), Thizle, an adze. 1847-78 HALUWEIL, Thixille,
an axe, or hatchet. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Thiclaell, an adze.
..It has a crooked handle, and is used by wheelwrights,
and for making spouts hollow, etc, \E,D.D, gives the forms
thixle, thicksell, thizle, thyzle.}



llThlaspi (plrc-spi). Sot. Also 7 thlaspe, 8

thlaspy. [mod.L., a. Gr. OXdoTri, -it, 'a sort of

cress, the seed of which was bruised and used like

mustard' (L. and Sc.).] A genus of cruciferous

plants (tribe ThlaspiJese], containing about thirty

species, chiefly annuals, bearing insignificant white,

pink, or purplish flowers, succeeded by flattened

orbicular seed-pods. T. arvense. Penny-cress, was

formerly in repute for its medicinal qualities.

Formerly including Capsella or Shepherd's Purse, and
loosely applied to Candytuft, etc.

1562 TURNER Herbal n. 152 Thlaspi is named.. in English
triacle mustard, boures mustard, or difthe mustarde. 1579
LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 634 Thlaspi seeds eaten,

purge choller. 1597 GERARDE Herbal n. xix. 207 The seede
of Thlaspi.. helpeth the sciatica. 1640 PARKINSON Theat.
Dot. vii. xii. 839 That

Thlaspi
that the best do allow for the

truest Thlaspi to be used in Treakle and Mithridate.

1725 Bradley s Fatn. Diet. s. v. Shepherds Purse, Some,
what like the Leaves of Thlaspi. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXIV.
384/2 The genus Thlaspi is known by its silicles being
emarginate at the apex with the valves winged at the back.

Thlipsis (j)li-psis). Path. [a. Gr. 6\ty<;

pressure, compression, from $\tft-ni' to press,

squeeze.] (See quots.)
1693 tr. BlaHcarrfs Phys. Diet., Thlipsis. 1704 T.

HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Thlipsis, is a Compression of the

Vessels, in an Animal Body. 1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex.,
Thlipsis, compression, and especially constriction of vessels

by an external cause. Oppression. [Hence in mod. Diets.]

So
|| Thllpsencephalus (j>li:psense

-

fali)s) [Gr.

iyn(<t>a\o$ brain] : see quot. ; hence Thli psence'-

phalous a., of or pertaining to a thlipsencephalus.
1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Thlipsencephalus,. .a monster

in whom the skull is open, not merely in the frontal and
parietal, but also in the occipital regions. 1860 MAVNS
Expos. Lex., Thlipsencephalous.

Thlummery, obs. variant of FLUMMERV.

Thnetopsychism (pnftopssi-kiz'm). [f.eccl.

Gr. OvrjTirf'vxos maintaining the mortality of the

soul (f. SVIJTOS mortal + ^Oxi? soul) + -ISM.] The
doctrine (based on I Tim. vi. 16,

' who only hath

immortality') held by the Thnltopsychitx,a.C\a\$-
tian sect which arose in Arabia in the third century,
who believed that the soul dies with the body, and
is recalled to life with it at the Day of Judgement.
[1625 GILL Sacr. Philos. iv. 63 The Thnatopsychitx,

which thought that the soule of man came to nought, as the

soules of the beasts.) 1881-3 w - F- TILLETT in SchaJjTs

Encycl. Relig. Knoml. III. 2218 The still grosser error of

soul-death, or thnetopsychism.

tTho, dem.pron. and adj. (rel.pron.~),pl. Obs.

Forms : see below. [OE. pd, nom. and ace. pi. of

tt,J<fc,jJa*,simpledemonstrative, THAT,and definite

article, THE ;
= OFris. thA, OS.iAia (also m. tkie,

the, f. the, n. thiu, OHG. m. die, dia, <#, f. dio, dia,

dl, n. diu, dei, ON. m.Jieir, i.pser, n.fiait, Goth,

m. pai, f. pSs, n. pS. The original form ]>d, tha

remained in the northern dialect, where it still exists

as Sc. that, theae, N. Yorksh. theea: see THAE.

In midl. and south of Englandpa became regularly

pS (found in Kentish a 1 200), and remained in use

as tho (thoo, thoe) to 1:1550. As early as 130x3 it

began to be supplanted in the north by pas, and

later in the south by pos, which finally took its place
in Standard Engl. as THOSE, q. v.]

A. Illustration of Forms.
a. 1-3 a, 1-5 J>a, (3 J>se), 4 J>

a. 4-fi tha
.
Se -

pai, thai, thay [6- St. THAE, q. v.]. Early in-

flexions : dat. I psem, pam, 2-3 pan, }>on, 3 pen.

gen. i para, p&ra, sara, 2-3 pare, pere.
<r8aj Vesp. Psalter ii. 10 Alle 3a Se doemaS eoroan.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark iv. 10 pa twelfe be mid him waeron.

c 1200 ORMIN 429 Swa ne didenn nohht ta twa patt we nu

maslenn ummbe. Kid. 2796 pa menn t>att wel himm foll-

Jhenn c 1205 LAY. 9180 SeoSoe him comen bae \f 1275 [>e]

tiflihde of Crist godes childe. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc.

6435 Aparty of ba paynes sere. 13 . . Cursor M. 6448 (Cott.)

To baa bat gret birbin bar. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iv.

(Jacobus)m To bai discipulis be kynge Had granttit . .

bar askine. 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) n. 6 Tha
stalwart knychtis. [1583- : see THAE.]
dat c 893 K. ALFRED Oros. i. i. 7 Betux baem twaem ean

sindon bas land Arocasia & Partbia. .JUd, 11. vii. S 2 On

Trin. Coll. Horn. 47 Swich beu wes

YUUI^C. jftw. jwvi .*.. - - ***.* r i *
1:825 ^A Psalter xm. 3 Deara [L. auorum] mu3

aweriednisse & "bitterniss ful bi8. <: 893 K. ALFRED Oros.

i i 16 para wzron syx staelhranas. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.)

ii amj. .

Horn, ns On Sere monne heorte. ciaos LAV. 1776 pere

Freinsce monnen [^1275 of be Frense mennene]. Ibid.

3346 Heo sende..to bare cmhtene mne. a 1250 Owl It,

Night. 1584 (Cott.) On bare beire nede.

B 2-3 peo.
c 1175 Lam!,. Horn. 47 Alle beo be ihereS godes weordes.

c 1201 LAY. 0056 peo cudden Kinbelme. a 1225 Leg. A ath.

,60 Cleopest beo [MS. C. boa] binges godes. c 1300 Beket

721 Nameliche theo for alle other.

T 2-4jjo, (3 to), 3 J>oa, 4 J>oo, 4-6 tho, thoo, (5

thow),6 thoe.

ciin Lamb. Horn, 70 po bet weren imakede engles.
Clioo Trin. Call. Hunt. 139 And hi bo da^es luuede herodes
..his brooer wif. 1388 WYCUP t'rov. iv. 22 For tho ben
lijf to men fyndynge thoo. c 1460 Wisdom 689 in Macro
Flays 58 Now wyll we thre do make a dance Off thow bat

longe to owur retenaunce. 1521 FISHER (^^.{1876) 316 In
thoo causes that perteyne vnto god. 1526 TINDAI.E A'(7'. ii. 10
Feare none off thoo[CovEHD. tho ; Gt. Bible those] thyn^cs
which thou shall soffre. 1553 FiF.ro* Reli<ints of Rome
(1563) 238 All thoe that fraunches of holye Cnurche breake.

B. Signification.
I. Dem. pron. : pi. of THAT B. I.; - THOSE I.

(they, them).
Often indistinguishable from 3rd pers. pron. they. The
ME, north, and Sc. fa often ran together wiih/<z/,/ox, they.
1. In general sense.

r&93K. JLFRf.D Ores. i. i. 21 pa habbaS him sylf cyning.
Ibid. i. i. 11 Human baem sindon mone^a beoda. r 1000
Sax. Leechd. I. 290 Heo hafab leaf sinewealte and da bittere

on byrgincge. [Cf. THOSE!. 20.] rises LAY. 6403 peo [c 1275
hii] fihten wio bone duke. 01300 E. K. Psalter cxxiii|i).

6 pat noght gaf us swa In taking of tothe of ba. a 1310 in

Wright Lyric P. vii. 29 Ne lete for non of tho. 13.. Cur.
sor M. 8817 (Gbtt.) pus ba [C., f. bai, Tr. bei] proued it

thre days. 1388 WVCLIP i Kings vi. 12 If thou..kepist alle

my comaundemeruis, and goist hi tho [1382 hem; I../V>'<'"1-

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 52 1 no be proprely the gates, Thurgh
whiche..Comth alle thing. 1434 MISYN .Ifi'Hifittff Li/e ll.

vi. 116 Be bame ba wote endles
lyfe

to wynn. ^1440
Generydes 888 Peraventour I myght be on of thoo. 1573
Satir. Poems Ke/orjti. xlii. 231 Quhair ar tha? 1596 DAL-
RVMPLEtr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. (S.T.S.) II. 298 Sa tha
facht that betueine thame was amissing a thousand or

thairabout. a 1600 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems xiv. 9, I

am not one of tho.

2. As antecedent pronoun followed by a relative

clause or its equivalent : = THOSE B. I. 4.

c8s I7esp. Psaltercxxxiv, 2jDa 3e stonda3 in huse dryhtnes.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) v. 5 pu hatast ealle ba be unriht

wyrcafl. 1173 Cott. Horn. 219 Heo }escop ^esceafte baoa
he wolde. c iw ORMIN 53 pa batt waerenn gode menn.
c 1205 LAY. 6420 peo [c 1275 baie] bat hit ise^en. a 1225
Ancr. R. 32 HabbeS reoupe of beo bet beo3 inc. c 1300
Harrow. Hell 82 Alle bo bat bueb heryne. ^1330 K.
BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13003 Seide Arthur bn to bo
ber ware. 13.. Cursor M. 1529 (Cott.) paa [v.rr. bat, beij

pat ba (ber, *pir] wonders werkes wroght. c 1385 CHAUCER
L.G.W.\^\ (Hypsiphyle) Alle tho that lyuyn & been dede.

c 1400 Rule St. Betiet 12 Of be bridde maner o mekenes

spekys sain benet to ba in his reut wyl be. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) iii. 10 pa bat schafes baire berdes. 1463 Bury
Wills (Camden) 20 The chymes, as wel tho that been in

Seynt Marie stepill as tho that been [etc.], c 1475 Ravf
Coilyar 802 The maist man of all tha That euer he had
sene. 1509 FISHER Wks. (1876) 271 Blessyd are tho whiche
haue made vertuous ende. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Hum Ivii.

193 All tho in your company. 1553 BECON Rtliqiies ofRome
(1563) 238 b, All thoe y' be common robbers.

II. Dem. adj.

3. Plural of THAT B. II. ;
= THOSE II.

c8p3 K. ALFRED Oros. I. i. 16 pa deor hi hataS hranas.

Ibid. 17 On basm morum eardiao Finnas. a 1123 O. E.

Chron. an. 1119, pa twejen cyngas .. mid heoran folcan.

ciaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 51 po word mune}e3 us. civp
R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 461 Custume was bi |>o

dawes. 13.. Cursor M. 2590 (Cott.) Als it was hight be-

for baa [v.rr. ba, bas] dais, c 1386 CHAUCER Pro!. 500 Out
of the Gospel he tho wordes caughte. 1412-20 LVDG.
Chron. Troy I. 1755 Al-bei he were a paynym in bo dawes.

1508 ARNOLDS Chron. (1811) 146 Whoo kysseth thoo crosses

hath v. C. yere of pardon. 1526 TINDALE Acts xviii. 17

Gallio cared for none of tho thynges. 1553 KENNEDY

Compend. Tract, in Wodrmv Soc. Misc. (1844) 108 The

juge that wes in tha days.

b. In concord with a sb. antecedent to a relative.

^893 K. ALFRED Oros. I. i. % 22 Ealle oa menn 3e swyf-
toste hors habbaS. Ibid. 25 pa land be man haet

Gallia Bellica. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) iii. (heading), ^Elc

bara manna be bisne sealm singo. 1122 O, E. Chron.,
Ealle j>a gersumes be baer binnen waeron. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 125 Da songes ba we nu singeti. 1382 WVCLIF Prov.

i. 22 Tho thingus that ben no^esum to them. 1418 HEN. V
in Proc. Privy Counc. (1834) II. 244 Al boo personnes

bat

been cure sugettes. 1450 tr. De Imitaiione m. L 64
Blessid be bo eres bat receyueb of goddys rounynge. 1526

[seeA.y]. iS79SpENSER5//A.Ca/.Sept.32 Inthocountryes,
whereas I haue bene.

4. Plural of definite article THE.
c 825 Vesp. Psalter v. 6 Ne SorhwuniaS 5a unrehtwisan

biforan ejum oinum. c 850 O. E. Chron. an. 2, And ba

cild on Bethlem of sUegene waerun for Cristes ehtnesse from

Herode. c 893 K. ALFRED Oros. I. i. 15 pa Finnas, him

buhte, and ba Beormas spraecon neah an gebeode. c 1000

Ags. Gosp. Matt. v. 5 Eadise synt ba lioan [Lindisf. 3a

milde], forbam be hi eorSan ajun. a 1123 O. E. Chron.

an. 1116, EalUe pa husas. Ibid. an. 1117, purh ba renas.

cii75 Lamb. Horn. 11 pa halie dales. 1200 Moral Ode

(Egerton MS.) 192 He seal deme |>o quike and to dede.

,11300 Cursor M. 861 (Cott., Gott.) He wend to hide him

amang ba If; Tr. be] tres.

HI. 6. Relative pron., plural of THAT re/, pron.
<:825 Vesp. Psalter mi. 4 Steorran 3a Su jesteaoulades.

c 1000 Ags. Pi. (Th.) cxliii. 9 Fremdra bearna, and frecenra,

para [L. quorum] muSas sprecaS man-idel word, c 1175 [see

3 b]. 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 21 Us .. and alle bo nede

habbeS. c 1205 LAY. 7121 For uncuoe leoden beo bis londe

habbeS bi-wunnen. Ibid. 6415 Alle ba [c 1275 be] he funde.

Ibid. 7789 He sette reuwen stronge & hs?en bo fengen ba

lond-gauel. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 160 His

Sonnes tha wickyd men were, a 1415 Cursor M. 5237

(Trin.) Manassen and effraym bo [earlier MSS bat] in

egipte his wjf him bare whiche [v.rr. >at, be quilk] be kyng
had geten him bare.

Tho, adv. (fan/.) 06s. exc. dial. Forms : 1-4 pa,

(i a, tha), 2-5 po, (5 poo), 3 Jwo, Ja.*oa
(ta, to), 4 paa, J>ae, 4-5 thoo, 4-7 (atal -9)

.

Chron. Wace (Roll.) 7936 pe kyng bankede Cod bo.
16261 pider cam nought bo Osewy. c 1385 C
L. G. \V. 1060 (Dido) The queene. . had herde oue o

THODE.

tho, (5-6 thoe). [OE. ,/, }d ~ ON. pd 'Norw.
daa, Swr. da, Da.rfo; then, when

; orig. a case-form
of the demonstr. stem la- of THE, THAT; either
the actual ace. ing. fern., OE. and ON". //, or
(as some think) a stressed form of the orig. ncc.

masc.; meaning
'
that time ', the sb. being omitted :

cf. L. turn, linn, (lint cf. alto the sense-equiva-
lent OS. thl, thuo, DUG. d, ,/uo.) In ME. /,/
remained in the north, but c 1100 regularly became
/J, tho in midland and south. Tho, thoa still

remains = then, at that time, in the south-west.]
1. As demonstrative adv. : Thin. a. At that time :

= TiiENaoV. i. NowaYa/. (In qnot. ^1385 pre-
ceded by a prep. : = THBN adv. 7.)
c893 K. JELFRM> Orot. L i. I 14 p* for he norkryhte be

bzmlande. ctyj Gregory's Past. C. 2 Hu i,ea:liilica
tida pa waeron geond Angelcrnn. c 1000 X-inac Ii

378 Hit nuez, cow nu fremian swa micclum SH.,
mihte. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 51 NimtS forbiuw eftcr be
olde men be bo weren. a 1*25 Juliana 9 At me luuede ba.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6383 (Colt.) pi mete bat bai war fed of
baa [. rr. bo, tan] pai cald it. .manna, c 1330 R. Bnumir

e Cod bo. HU.
CHACCER

. . of Eneas
er thoo. 1390 Gowu Con/. I. 6 Tho was the lif of man
in helthe, Tho was plente, tho was richetse. c 1420 Chron.
Vilod. 46 Fiue maner of pepull here dwellyd bo. 1513
DOUGLAS sKneis I. vi, 68 As was the maner tho. 1549 62
SIERNHOLD & HOPKINS Ps. Ixxviii. 6 They and their pos-
teritie. Which were not sprong up tho. 1600 Shrph. Slumber
in Eng. Helicon^ (1887) 222 In peascod time.. I went to
gather strawberries tho. 1888 ELWORTHV /('. Sow. Words,
Tko,&Av. of time, then. Still the usual form here. ..'Her
told n he should have his money, but her 'adn a-got it tho.'

t b. (Next) after that, upon that, thereupon : =
THEW adv. 3. Obs.
c 700 C^DMON Hymn 7 He aerist scop.. heben til hrofe..

Tha middunjeard (etc.). c (93 K. ALFRED Orot. i. ii. I i

pa att nyhstan he waes feohtende wi3 SciSoie. a 1000

Juliana 594 pa se dema wearo hreoh & hyjegrim. 1131
O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1127, Sidoen pa nam he bes

kynges wifes swuster of France to wife, a 1175 Cott. Horn.
225 po ward god tooan swioe )egremed burh manna mandede.
r: 1200 ORMIN 225, & ta ben wtsstenn sone anan Forr whatt
he dwelledd haffde. a 122^ Alter. K. 428 Ette mete no
word, ooer lut, & beo beon stille. c 1275 LAY. 3616 po \c 1205
bon) nam Leir be king his leofeste cnihtes. c l86CHAUCER
Sompn. T. Prol. 18 Vn-to this Angel spak the frere tho.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur xvir. i. 689 Whanne Galahad had
rescowed Percyual . . he yede tho in to a waste foreste. 1579
SPENSER Sfteph. Cat. Jan. ii Tho to a hill his faynting
flocke he ledde. 1642 H. MORE Song Soul I. 11. xxxv, Tho
I gan closely on his person look.

f2. As relative or conjunctive adv. : When, at the

time that. (Often correlative to /a in sense i.)

Bem('i(lf(7..} 462 Da hine gara cyn, . . habban ne mihte. c 893
K. ALFRED Oros, i. i. $ 20 Da he biderweard sexlode..pa
waes him on beet baecbord Denamearc. 971 Blickl. tfom.
10 Hwaet he dyde ba hine seo menego breade. 1154 O. E.

Chrou., pa be king was ded ba was |>e eorl beionde sac.

CII75 Lamb. Horn, ii pa ten la^e be ba israelisce folc

sceolde halden ba he heoni ledde of egipte londe. a 1225
Ancr. R. 314 He was lutel child beoa he hit dude, a 1250
Owl 4 Night. 1690 Ah hit was unker uoreward, po we
come hiderward. 1250 Death 20 in O. E. Misc. 168 We
weren poure ba we hider come. 13.. K. Alis. 1648 (Bod!.

MS.) Afterward boo it was nijth, Hii founden [etc.]. 1377
LANCL. P. PI. B. ProL 176 Ac bo be belle was yboujt . . pere
ne was ratoun..pat dorst haue ybounden be belle aboute
be cattis nekke. c 142$ Seven Sap. (P.) 183 Uppon morwen,
tho it was day, The childe awakid.

t b. Also followed by the conj. (}ape), in same

sense : =When that, when. See THE particle a a.

ciooo Ags. Psalter (Surtees) xlviii. 21 Da 3e he in are

wes. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 219 pa8e hi wolde mid modinesse

beon betere bonne he ^esceapen were. Ibid. 223 pa5ae
he slepba Rename he ribbof hissidan. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.

79 pa be he heuede scome ajeines his scuppende ba he

nefde burst and hunger.

Tho, po, obs. inflexions of THE.

Tho, tho', abbrev. forms of THOOOH.

Thoan (J^a-an) , a. Zool. 1 0bs. [f.
THO-CS + -AS.]

Of or pertaining to canine beasts of or akin to the

subgenus Thous; in a restricted application in-

cluding certain African jackals, but often extended

as in THOOID.
1839 C. H. SMITH Dogi I. iv. 193 The Thoan croup repre-

sents in form the wolfon a reduced scale. 1842 Penny Cycl.

XXIV. 340/2 A race of., dogs., in Arabia., of Thoan form.

Thoch, thocht, obs. Sc. forms of THOUGH.

Thocht, Sc. f. THODQHT i, and pa. t. and pple.

of THINK v. 1 and 2
; so Thoohtful, Thoohty.

t Thode. Obs. rare. Forms : I poden, 3 pode,

podde, 7 thode, (9 thod). [OE. foden str. masc.,

Ii. stem pud- of OE. pyddan (:-*fudJan), pa. t.

pudde, to strike, thrust, push, THUD.] A violent

wind, a whirlwind. Withqnot. 1684 cf. THUD sb. I.

CIM Corpus Gloss. (O. E.T.) 136 AUanus (? Altanus),

bodeS. cSyjK.. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xvill. 128 Sio

ieornfulnes..ablent fas modes ea5an..suz stu do de8

Sacs lichoman eajan on sumera mid 8odene [r. r. oo

a 1000 Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 203/5 Cernlets turbinious,

Raet) wanon ormete bodenas & liirescas. c 1205 LAY. 27645

He braste to ban fihte swa bode [c 1275 bodde] dob on felde.

1684 BUKYAN Seasonable Counsel 206 Those thodes, pisn

blasts, or battering storms that beat against thy wall. liSe?



THOFT.

SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Thods, nn old nortliern term for

sudden gusts of wind.]

Thoe, var. THO/TVW., adj., and adv. Obs.

Thoes, pi. of THOS, a canine beast ; obs. f. THOSE.

Thof(e, thoff(e, obs. or dial. ff. THOUGH.
Thof, thoft, obs. and dial. ff. THOUGHT 1; see

also THINK v?
Thoft (|vft). Now north, dial. Forms: i

pofta, 4 thoffte, 4- thoft, g Sc. thaft (Shell., I. of
Man taft, taff). [OE. fofte (wk. fern.),

= ON.
}opta (Norw., Da. tofte), OHG. dofta ; MLG.,
LG. ducht, whence Ger. ducht (duff), MDu. dofle,

dochte, Du. doft: OTeut.
*J>uflS

: Indo-Eur. *tup-

/<?, f. root *lup to squat, sit low. Also Gaelic

tobhta from Lowland Sc. or Norse. See also

THOUGHT 2
.

pofta in quot. c 1000 is either a scribal error fal faftan, or

pi. of a str. fern. f>oft.

It is remarkable that this word, which must have lived on
in the north, should appear only once between 1336 and the

igth c.]

A rower's bench ;
= THWART sb.'*

(looo J^LFRIC l-'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 166/17 Transtra,
scipsetl. Transtra, uel juga, bofta. c 1050 Suppl. j&lfric's
Voc. ibid. 182/5 Transtra, boftan. 1307-8 Ace. Exch. K. R.
Bd. 14 No. 14 (P. R. OJ, In .C. bordis estricis emptis..ad
faciendum inde Thoftes, Hurdys, et cotes pro dicta liargia
..xv. s. . .In .vj. bordis emptis..ad ponendum sub Thoftis..

The remanent of ye rowaris . . Apon yair scyttis and
thoflis all atanys Yair placis hynt. [Cf. Virg. v. 136 con-
sidttnt transtris.} 1808-18 JAMIKSON, Thafts, the benches
of a boat, on which the rowers sit. 1827 Blackw. Mag.
XXI. 859 This waterman on one '

thoft presenting the
breadth of his oar before the wind and with the stream.

1834 H. MILLER Scenes & Leg. xvii. (1857) 251 One of the

poor fellows tumbled over the thaft. 1876 Whitby Gloss.,

Thofts, the thwarts, or plank-seats across a boat. 1885
RUNCIMAN Skippers A> Sh. 21 Leapt lightly on the thoft.

1887 T. E. BROWN Doctor 18 (I. of Man) Somn them out On
the taff. 1891 BURGESS Kasmie's Buddie 51 (Shell.) Strik
rouwin faider frae his taft. 1904 Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v.

(Shell.), In a boat the thoft where the mast stands is called
the sailing thoft.

Comb. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Thoft.fellow,^ fellow oarsman.
[Cf. 1874 VIGPUSSON /eel. Diet., fipti, a bench.fellow.]

Thojen, pojen, pa. pple. of THEE K.I Obs.

Thogh, po;, pogh, thoght, obs. ff. THOUGH.
Thoght, pojt, etc., obs. ff. THOUGHT' : see also
THINK z/.l and 2.

Thoil(l, obs. Sc. f. THOLE v.; erron. f. TOLL sb.

Thoke (honk), a. and sb. Now dial. [Late ME. ;

origin unascertained.]
fA. adj. Not firm or solid

; unsound. rare~".
1440 Promp. Pan. 491/2 Thoke, as onsadde fysche,

hitmorosus.

B. sb. f 1. An unsound fish : see quots. Obs.
1482 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 222/1 That tale fish shuld not

be pakked with the lesse fish called Grilles, nor there shuld
be pakked therwith neither Thokes nor broken belied fissh.

[Cf. 1482-3 Act 22 Edw. IV, c. 2 3 Saunz mixture & pakkur

small fisshe. 1758 Descr. Thames 259 Of barrelled Fish
Grills, Thokes, &c.
2. dial.. School slang. (See quots.)
t<J 1485 Promp. Parv. (Winch. MS., ed. 1908) 97 Cowerde,

herteles, long choke [suggested reading 582 thoke], vecors ]

1891 WRENCH Winchester Word-bk., thoke, ..z. rest, a lying
in bed, an idling.

Hence Thoke v. ' to lie late in bed, to be idle ;

thoke on, to look forward to ; Tho-kester, an idler
'

( Winchester Word-bk.} ; Tho-kish, Thoky adjs.
dial. : see quots.
<zi682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts viii. (1684) 146 Words.. of

common use in Norfolk . . as . . Thokish. 1691 RAY 5.
,-
E. C.

Wds. Pref. ad fin., Cothish, morose, and thokish, slothful
sluggish, I have no account to give of. 1847-78 HALLIWELL,
rhokish, slothful; sluggish. East. In Lincolnshire it is

usually tnoky.

t Tho-lance. Sc. Obs. [f. THOLE v. + -ANCE
;

cf. sufferance.] Sufferance, toleration
; cf. THOLING

vtl. sb. 2.

1456 SIR G. HAYE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 171 Throu the per-
missioun and tholaunce of God. 1470 Regr. Aberbrothoc
(tuna Cl.) 162 buppos the said abbot and conuent dois ws
fauor in the sasyng of the said anwellis.., of thar gracious
tholance and prestance. 1479 Act. Dom. Cone. (1839) 39/iUlfe. his predecessouris occupijt be said acris. . ,and quhebiras malans, or tholance or propirte to be

chapellanery.
I

1
? k ."?{*"",*'& l

fl
?
2 (Jam -> Hed ony "cht to the said

tak hot allanerly off tholance.

Thole (Jw"l), sb.l Forms: I thol, Boll, pol; 5-6
tholle, 6-8 thoule, 7-8 thowle, 8 thoul, q
thowel(l, thowl, (thauel), 7- thole. [OE.
//(/, corresp. to ON. follr, Norw. toll, tulle, Sw.

yntnO, Da. (oar) tol; MLG. dalle, dulle, dole,
doule, LG. (Brem. When.) dolle, dulle, EFris!
dolle, dol, MDu. dalle, Du. dol(l. Ulterior etymo-
logy uncertain. In ON. follr was also '

fir-tree ',

poet.
'
tree generally : the connexion of sense is not

clear. The history of the Eng. word also shows a
hiatus during nearly the whole ME. period.Jhe late altered forms thoule, thowle, and loth c. thmoclmay be influenced by doule, dowle, DOWEL.]

328

1. A vertical pin or peg in the side of a boat

against which in rowing the oar presses as the

fulcrum of its action ; esp, one of a pair between

which the oar works; hence, a rowlock.

cj5 Corpus Gloss. (O. E. T.) 1820 Scalmus, thol. ciooo
Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 289/9 Scahnus, Soil. 16x1 COTGR.,
Scahne, a Thowle; the little peg whereby the oare of
a Skiffe is staled. 1624 CAFT. SMITH Virginia 62 In
stead of thoules wee made stickes like Bedstaues. 1697
DAMPIER Voy. round World (165(9) 3? Straps .. through
which they put their Oars in rowing, instead of tholes or

pegs. 1769 r ALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Autarellt:st
the

thoules or rowlock-pins of a galley. 1817 ROBERTS I
7
oy.

Centr. Amer* 178 These oars are secured to the thowel by
straps of raw hide, 1847 LONGF. Evang, u. ii. 102 The
sound of their oars on the tholes had died in the distance.

1857 P. COLQUHOUN Comp, Oarsman*s Guide 29 The row-
lock is composed of 3 parts ; the thauel, against which you
row [etc.]. x86a WHITTIER Cry Lost Sortl\vt

The guide.,
drops his oar against the gunwale's thole.

2. A pin or peg in general : spec. a. A pin by
means of which the shafts are fastened to the

carriage or axle of a cart, etc. b. The handle or
' nib

*

of a scythe-snathe.
c 1440 Prontfo, Parv. 492/1 Tholle, carte pynne (or tolpyn,

ia/ra), cavilla, 1530 PALSGR. 280/2 Tholle a cartpynne,
cheuille de cJiarette. 1707 SLOANE Jamaica I. p. hi, The
use of. . drums made of a piece of a hollow tree, covered on
one end with any green skin, and stretch'd with Thouls or
Pins. 1828 WEBSTER, 77/c/t-, a. the phi or handle of a
sythe-snath. 1880 R. S. CHARNOCK Essex Gloss.

, Tlwle>
the two pieces or handles of a scythe. 1910 H. BELLOC
Mr. Clutterbuck*s Election\V)1\\t woodwork, .wasdesigned
tn the Cheshire fashion, with drawpins, tholes, and spring-
heads tinctured to a sober brown.

t Thole, sb? Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. THOLE v.]
Patience, forbearance, endurance.
c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 3496 Ic am god, gelus and strong, Min

wreche is hard, min dole is long.

fThole,^. 3 Obs. rare. [Anglicizedf.L./A/-j:
see THOLUS.] See quot. 1656, and cf. THOLUS.
i33 [J- FISHER] Trtie Trojans in. ii. E ij, Let Altars

smoake, and Tholes expect our spoiles. 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr., Thole (tholus), . . that place in Temples, where
donaries and such gifts as were presented there, are hung up.

Thole (Jw"l)i v- Now north, dial, or arch.
Forms: I polian, 2-3 -ien, (2 J>ale(n), 2-4 polye,

-ie,-en,3(0rOT.)j>olenn,3-4-yen,4j>oole,th.olen,
y> 4-5 )>ole > tholie, 4- thole. (Also 4, 6 Sc.

thol, 4 (5-6 Sc.) thoile, 4-6 Sc. thoill, 5 polije,
pol(l, thoole, thowle, tholl, 6 (7-8 Sc.) thoell,
8 n. dial, thoyl, 6- Sc. and n. dial, thoil.) [OE.
folian = OS. tholSn, tholian, OHG. doldn, dolen

(MHG. dolen, dojn;
cf. Ger. gedul-d) ,

ON. fola
(Da. taale, Sw. tala}, Goth. )>ulan, f. OTeut. stem
*lul- : weak grade of root *tel : *lol : *il to bear,
suffer : cf. L. tuli, lol-erare, toll-ere, Gr. rAiJyai.]
1. trans. To be subjected or exposed to (some-

thing evil) ; to be afflicted with
; to have to bear,

suffer, endure, undergo.
Beowulf by* Hie.. for breanydum bolian scoldon torn

un-lytel. ^897 K. ALFRED Gregory's 1'ast. C. xxviii. 197
Dauid..lange ier his [Saul's] ehlnesse earfo3Iice 8olode.

Jan. 190 To be told how pur countrymen .. toil and thole.
D. To thole an assize, judgement, the laws, etc.,

to undergo trial. Sc.
14*5 Sc. Acts Jos. / (1814) II. 9/2 pe king . . forbiddis bat

ony man. .be aponne his assise bat sail thole be law. 1508DUNBAR FlytiMf 78 For quhilk, brybour, ;it sail thow thoill

^Se,?1
"*!

Ll ESAV (Ktscotlie) Chron. Scot. m. iv.
.l.b.) 1.223\lhe lordis.. quhilk was..thair to thoill ane

e(S

SPr??o ' MACKEt)2IE Crim. Laws Scot. 1. xx. 4 (1699)108 The Receptor with us cannot be punished, or thole an
Assize, till the principal Thief be first convict. 1886 St
James Gaz. 16 Dec. 3 Mr.. .would probably by this time

o
C

i!;
oled an asslz

.

c tefore the High Court of Justiciary.
A. U o endure without resistance or complaint ; to

submit with patience to ; to bear with, 'abide' ; to

a icoo Czdmoris Gen. 2240 (Or.) peowdom bolian. 1154
O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137, Suilc & mare banne we
cunnen sa;m we boleden xix wintre for ure sinnes. 1175Lamb. Horn. 75 His halie fifwunden ba he bolede for us ine i

be halie rode, c izoo ORMIN Ded. 201 He jaff biss a^henn I

llf..To bolenndzebboiodelre. c. 1290 Beket 2316 \nS.J-.Hg. \

Leg. I. 173 pis holi man . . bolede marlyrdom.
'

c \yta Cast.
Love 410 He schal euere bolyen deb. 13. . Cursor Af. 9636
(Cott.) Ded he aght to thole. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce iv. 659

'

Feill anoyis thoill
jhe sail, c 1386 CHAUCER Friar's T. 248

'

bo rauche wo as I haue with yow tholed. c 1450 Mironr
Saluacioun 212 Ally' oure lord Ihii soeffredin his passionneOure ladle tholed in sawle. 1530 LYNDESAV Test. Pafyngo
175 Oil bitter deth now mon I thole the schouris. 1500
PORTER Angry Worn. Abingd. in Hazl. Dodsley VII. 370What a winter of cold fear I thole. 1717 RAMSAY Elegy on
Lucky Wood i, What loss, what crosses dost thou thole !

1884 FREEMAN in Stephens Life (1895) II. x. 32! They that
believed nothing were to thole all revealed punishments
[Ajffected archaism.}
absol. 1357 Lay Folks Catec/i. 132 [Christ] tholed (v.r.

sunryd] bodily for synful man kynd. c 1394 I*. PI. Crede

THOLEMODE.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9479 So luher & prout heo was |atme ne mijle it bolie 11031. 41330 R. BKUNNE Cliron. tt'ace
(Rolls) 15976 Al ber trauaille & al ber ylle pat bey had

|

boled wib gode wille. 1393 Kec. Elgin (New Spald. Cl.) I.

7 pis as before wyt al men we wil nocht thole. (1430 S\r
Gcner. (Roxb.) 8490 He might the betre thoole Thurgh gile
to les a little ring, Whan [etc.]. 1553 ABP. HAMILTON Catecli
(1884) 81 Thai that tholis nocht thair father and mother'

\ suppose thai do thame iniuris and be cummersum. 1584
!
HUDSON tr. Du Bartas' Judith ill. 179 For thee, we frankly
shall pursue and thole Th'eternall heat and colde of either
Pole. 1786 BURNS Twa Dogs 06 Poor tenant bodies, scant
o cash, How they maun thole a factor's snash. c 1800 New.
castle Prov. in Brockett N. C. Gloss. (1846) II. 178 He that

'

bas a good crop may thole some thistles. 184 . in Coutemf
Rev. (1905) July 64

'
I com' away,' said he, 'for I couldn't

thoil to see good food wasted.' 1889 BARBIE H'iaJotu in
Thrums 38, 1 canna thole 'im.
aosol. 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1140 f 6 (Laud MS.) pa hi

ne leng ne muhten bolen, ba stali hi ut & flusen. <r laoo
Trin.Coll. Horn. 79 pe man.. be boleS and forbereS and
ne wile seche after wreche. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter ix. 41
paire hert redy to serue be and to thole, c 1470 HENRY
Wallace vm. 663 Jeit Wallace tholyt, and leit thaim say

;

thar will. 1560 ROLLAND Seven Sages 77 Better it is to thoill
heir patientlie, Nor euer mair in hell condampnit be 1880
A. FORBES in igtlt Cent. Feb. 234 The British soldier can

,

thole as well as can the Russian soldier.

t b. To endure or bear without giving way ; to
withstand ; to stand. Obs.
c 1200 ORMIN 9399 pa maj? itt [the eye] sibbenn bolenn wel

|

Pe silliness brlhhte leomet 13. . Cursor M. 7312 (GiStt.) It
es wel worthi bat qua May thole na wele, to thole be wa.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 9674 No buerne vpon bent his bulTelle-,

might thowle. 14.. Songs Costume (Percy Soc.) 60 Her
mantill of humilitie, To tholl baylh wind and weit.

O. To bear, stand, admit of, be capable of; to
have room for; esp. in phrase to thole amends, to
admit of improvement, dial.

1770 JAS. WATT Let. to Small 3 Jan., Health and spirits
beyond what I commonly enjoy. . ; though they would still
thole amends, a 1774 FERGUSSON Cauler Oysters Poems
(1845) 7 Fling owre your craig sufficient doses ; You'll thole
a hunder. 1808 SCOTT Let. to G. Ellis 23 Feb.. in Lockkart,
The style would . . thole amends, \. e. admit of improvement.
1871 in N. tf Q. 4th Ser. VIII. 156/2 It'll thole a drap mair
waiter.

1 3. To allow, suffer, permit. (With obj. clause,
obj. and inf., or equivalent pron.) Obs.
c 1070 Charter of Leofgifu in Kemble Cod. Difl. IV.

260 Ic bidde mine leuedien for Codes louen Sat du [ne]
bol'e 3at ani man mine quide awende. 1175 Lamli.
flow.

7_i pole us to bi-wepen ure sunne. c 1200 ORMIN
12089 3'ff Crist itt nollde bolenn himm Naffde he bamo
nan mahhte. 1207 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1583 pe toun folc. .

nolde namore bone ban ssrewe among horn a wede. 13..Caw. * Gr. Knt. 1859 penne he bulged with hir brepe, &
boled hir to speke. 1400 Apol. Loll. 59 pei be bolid to
minister prestly ober sacraments. 1466 Dunfermline Regr.
[Bann. Cl.) 356, I sail nocht thole, graunt nore gyff leiffe..
to na man . . to draw na drauchtisof wateris throu my landis.
1513 DOUGLAS sEneis ix. vii. 89 Thoil me to trubble this
gret rout of men. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 35God will nocht thoile you want your dailie sustentatioun
'575 CHURCHYARD CAiffes (1817) 103 God would not thoell,
for one mans sake alone : That Lroyles should cause a
million make their mone. 1721 RAMSAY Prospect ofPlenty
83 They'll never thole this great design to tak.

4. intr. To be patient, have patience, wait

patiently, dial.

1674 RAY N. C. Words 48 Thole a while, i.e. slay a while.

1766 A. NICOL Poems 58 (E.D.D.), I do bid them thole a
while Till ance the spring come in again. 1896 [J. LUMSDEN]
Poems 7 (ibid.) Great is our drouth but thole a wee.
5. trans. To bear to give; to afford or grant

willingly, dial.

I70JTHORESBY Let. to Ray Gloss. (E.D.S.), Thoyl, la
afford. 1828 Craven Gloss, s. v., 1 could thole him t' meat
out o' my mouth. 1863 MRS. Topcopo Yorksh.Dial. (MS.),
He is so covetous he cannot thoil his servants enough food.

Thole, obs. erron, f. TOLL, in thole and theam,
' toll and team '.

t Tho'leburde, a. Obs. rare. Forms: I

polebyrde, (poll-, polo-), 3 poleburde. [Late

OE..folelyrde, f. stem of THOLE vb. + byrd bearing.]
Bearing patiently ; forbearing, submissive. Hence
t Tho-leburdness Obs. rare, patience, submission.
a 1050 Liber Scintill. i. 3 To bolibyrdnysse browunga

strange, ad tolerantiam fassionum fortes. Ibid. ii. 13
Polobyrde mann, fattens homo, loid., Wer soolice bole-

byrde, uir enim pattens, c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 79 [To]
ben swo boleburde to-5enes his wissinge to forleten pat he
forbet, and don bat he bit. Ibid., Tanta est virtus
faciencie . . ,

swo holie mihte is boleburdnesse. a 1250 Orison
51 in O. E. Misc. 140 Ihesuc ich be grete..For be muchel
boleburne [?-burnesse]. .pat bu schawedest mon-kunne, bo
bu boledest deb.

| Tholemode, a. and sb. Obs. Forms: 1-4
polemod, polmod, (i polo-), 2-4 polemode, 4
tholemod, tholmod, -moud, -mud, (-mound),
4-5 tholemode, tholmode

; Sc. 5 tholemude, 6

thoilmude, -muide, (8 tholemoody). [OE.jW<-
mid, f. )>ole- (see prec.) + m6d, MOOD sb\ Cf. ON.
}olin-m6$r. Da. taal-modig.]

A. adj. Patient, submissive, meek.
ciooo Ags. Horn. (Assmann) 127 (Gr.) Heo wzs bolonod

and sestaejbij on hire sebseran. ciooo /ELFRIC Saints'
Lives xvii. 56 And beo jesibsum, geoyldis and 8olmod.
a 1050 Liber Scintill. ii. 8 polomod, fattens, a noo O. .

Glosses (Napier) i. 1319 Longanimetn, bolemod. ^1175
Lamb. Horn. 105 pet be mon beo if>uldi and bolemod.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 177 Ha wes puldi & bolemod. a iyx>
Cursor M. 10187 (Cott.) Was neuer..nan tholmoder in



THOLEMODELY.
chastite. e 1450 Jfiroiir Saluacioiin 4607 In alle aduersitees
yl I so tholemode ay be. 1513 DOUGLAS j&neis v. vii, 48 In
vane that name thow beris, . . lieif thow.sa thoilmuide, sufieris
leid away Sa greit a price. 1710 RUDDIMAN Glvss . to Douglas'
JEneis, Thoilinude, Scot. Bor. say tholetnoody, i. e. patient.

B. sb. = THOLEMODENESS. rare.
c 1000 /EI.FRIC Saints' Lives xvi. 334 (MS. D.) Se feorSe

mihte is patientia, bset is dolmod xecweden. c 1175 rater,
nosier 266 in Lamb. Horn. 69 Edmodnesse and polemod
pet punched gode swioe god.

t Tho'lemodely, adv. Obs. [f. prcc. + -LV
'-.]

Patiently, submissively, meekly.
a t**>5 Ancr. R. 46 Nime hire sicnesse nout one (>olemod.

liche, auch do swuo gledliche. a 1540 HAMPOJ.K Psalter
xxiv. 2 All bat tholmodly beris be birbin of tribulacioun.

^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. (Andreas) 403 Gyf bu wit
her me tholmodly. 1450 Miroitr Saluaciouit 3195 The
swerde of sharpest tonges herd of crist tholemodely.
t Tho'lemodeness. Obs. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

Patience, snbmissiveness, meekness.
c looo ,/ELPRIC Saints' Lines xvi. 334 (MS. J.) Patientia

bset is fceSyld and bolmodnys ^ecwjeden. a 1135 Ancr.
K. 276 Wre9oes salue (is) polemodnesse. 1303 R. BRUNNE
Handl. Synne 5831 Moche he louede bolmodnesse. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvi. (Baftista) 433 Of tholmudnes als sic
wes he pat he with-stud in na degre Agane bame bat.. til

hyme mysded. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Armys (S.T.S.) 285
The prince suld be..of gude tholemudenes, to suetely here
the caus.

Tho'le-pin. Forms : see THOLE so.l
; also 5

tolpyn. [f. THOLE j*.i + PIN so.]
1. A peg used as a fastening ;

= THOLE sbl 3.

c 1440 Promt. Pan. 496/1 Tolpyn, idem quod tholle,
supra. 1881 Isle of Wight Gloss., Thole-fin, the pin that

goes into the shafts of the roller by which the horse draws.
1884 igrVz Cent. Feb. 344 A coffin.. having a thong-hinged
cover.. fastened by a thole pin. 1803 INCUS Ain Folk
vii. The thole-pin which kept the loft folding-door in position.
2. = THOLE j-A.l i.

1598 FLORTO, S<rAi'/wrt..a..peg in a boate whereat the
rowers stay their oares when tney rowe, called a thoule pin.
1715 DUDLEY in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 264 An Oar. . not so
much as lifted up out ofthe Thole-Pin. 1859 W. H. GREGORY
Egypt I. 293 It scorched our hands to touch at midday the
iron plates in which the thowl-pins were fastened.

Tholing ()>riir)),z>W. sb. [f.THOLE v. + -INO!.]
1. The action of THOLE v. suffering, enduring.
a 1300 Cursor M. 15684 (Cott.) Thoru mi bodi most it pass

pe tholingo bis pine, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 5 Petir. .fillid be
office of Crist, in liuing, and in teching, and in holing. 1569
TURNER Baths lob, According to the complexion of the sicke,
and after the suffrance or tholling of the stomack. 1884
FREEMAN in Stephens Life tt Lett. II. x. 322 But then that
entitles me to the unrevealed tholings [affected archaism\

t2. Sufferance, permission, allowance, leave. Obs.

CI?75 Sc - <" Saints xxx, (Theodera) 6 po bar.to he haf

mycnt Thru godis tholyne & gret slycht. 1457 Dunferinline
Regr. (Bann. Cl.) 344 Rechart be goddis tholyng Abbote of

Donfermlyn. 1466 Ibid. 356, I giff and grauntis..full leifle

and tholing and gude will to be saidis Abbot.. to mak land

stell and Dame forganis my said landis.

Tho'ling, ppl. a. [f. THOLE v. + -ING *.] That

tholes ; enduring ; patient.
1340 Ayenb. 167 pe holy gost..him makeb strang and

bofyinde uortobolyehuanneni comeb. 14*5 tr. Arderne's

Treat. Fistula 58 Men now of daiez bene vnpacient and

yuel tholyng.

Tholl, obs. erron. f. TOLL sb.

Tholnie, tholoney, var. TOLNE Se. Obs., toll.

Tholobate (JvWbJit). Arch. [f. Gr. to-os

THOLUS + -#aTi;s one who goes, f. tJaivav to go.]

(See quots.)
1831 HOSKIMG in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) I. 471/1 Tholobate,

..that on which a dome or cupola rests...A term not in

rectly design; -

description., is the circular substructure to the cupola of the

London University. 1838 BRITTON /to<. Archil. 457. 1845

PARKER Gloss. Archil, (ed. 4), Tholobate, the substructure

on which a dome or cupola rests.

Tholsel, -1, var. TOLLSEL, TOLSET, Sc. Ob;.

llThotaS ()wT'l#s). Arch. PI. tholi (-ai).

Also in Gr. form tholos (bp'lps), pi. tholoi (-oi).

[L. tholus, a. Gr. 6t>\<n a round building with

a conical or vaulted roof.] A circular domed

building or structure ; a dome, cupola ;
a lantern.

1644 EVELYN Diary 7 Nov., A pretty odd fabriq, with a

Tribunal, or Tholus within. 01668 LASSELS Voy. Italy

(1698) I. 188 On the top of it [the Domo of Florence] stands

mounted a fair Cupola (or Tholus). 1730-6 BAILEY (folio),

Tholns, the Roof of a Temple or Church, the Centre,

Scutcheon, or Knot in the middle of an arched Roof, the

Lanthorn or Cupola of a publick Hall. 1831 CELL Ponife-
iana I. iv. 47 A circular or polygonal tholos. 1841 Civil

Eng.QArch. 7ml. IV. 117/2 The tholus, or concave dome.

D. Gr. Antiq. An excavated circular tomb of

the Mycenjean age, domed and lined with masonry.
aa<Athenxiim 12 Dec. 773/2 Mr. Pullan. .was astonished

to find that the lower cell of the so-called prison
of

St Peter at Rome was part of a tholus. 1896 iholoi [:

DROMOS]. 1910 Edin. Rev. Apr. 479 Among the forms

sepulchre are the great bee-hive tholos [etc.].

attrib. 1901 R. C. BOSANQUET in Ann. Brit. i>cn. at

Athens VIII. 305 Tholos-burial was introduced in eastern

Crete towards the close of the Minoan Age.

Thomsean (tomf-an), a. and st. Also Tho-

mean. [app. f. med.L. Thffmx-tis (f.
the name

Thomd-s) + -AN.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to the

Christian church traditionally said to have been

founded by St. Thomas the Apostle, which has

VOL, IX.

existed from early times on the Malabar coait.

b. sb. A member of this church. Also called

Thomitc, Christian of St. Thomas.
1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Tlicmxans, Tliomtant, Tho-

mites, or Christians of St. Thomas, a people of the Kast-

Indians, who, according to tradition, received the gospel
from the apostle St. Thomas. Ibid., A great part of the
Thomxan church relapsed, and thus still continues partly
Roman, partly Thomaiaii. 1841 Hi.AMU Diet. Set., Lit.,
etc., 'I'ftflni.-fans, or 7'hoinites.

Thomaism, variant of THOMISM, q. v.

Thoman, -and, obs. variants of TOMA.V.

Thomas (ty-mas). [a. L. Thtimas, Gr. Scu/iat.]
1. A Greek, Latin, and common Christian name ;

well known as that of the '

doubting apostle
'

(see

John xx. 25), and hence used allusively ;
also used

as a representative proper name for one of the

populace taken at random. Familiarly abbreviated
to TOM, the dim. or pet form of which is TOMMY.
c 1000 Ags . Gosp. John xx. 34 Thomas an of bam twelfon

be ys xecwedcn didimus..naes mid him ba se hxlend com.
c i75 O. E. Misc. 90 Haly thomas of heoue[n]riche. c 1412
HOCCLFVK De Reg. Princ. 5080 5e so I drede me, by
seynt Thomas, c 16*0 ROBINSON Mary Magd. 1519 O, that
I might, with waueringe Thomas, dippe The finger of my
faith within his side. 1656 HLOU*n(jfosMgr., Thontas(He&r.)
signifies twin, or as some will have it, bottomlesse deep.
1848 MRS. GASKF.LL M. Barton xii, Mary, don't let my
being an unbelieving Thomas weaken your faith. 1883
Harper's Mag. June 93/1 Doubting Thomases, who will

only believe what they see, must wait awhile.

2. Generic name for a footman or waiter.

1846 MRS. GORE Enr. Char. (1852) 78 The gossip of one
fashionable dinner-table alone, within ear.shot of three or
four first-rate Thomases, is sufficient to disperse throughout
the town rumours enough to set a hundred families of con-
sideration into a ferment. 1901 Daily Graphic 33 Feb.,
The ' men '

are not any less
'

splendid
'

because they are
known by this diminutive term [Tommy], any more than
waiters are heroic because we give them their full title of
' Thomas '.

3. Thomas Atkins (also Thomas') : a familiar

name for the typical private
soldier in the British

Army ; arising out of the casual use of this name
in the specimen forms given in the official regula-
tions from 1815 onward: see qnots.
In some of the specimen forms other names are used ; but

'Thomas Atkins' being that used in all the forms for pri-
vates in the Cavalry or Infantry, is by far the most frequent,
and thus became the most familiar. Now more popularly
TOMMY ATKINS or TOMMY q.v.

1813 (Aug. 31) War Office, Collection of Orders, Regula-
lions, etc. 75 (Form of a Soldier's Book in the Cavalry when
filled up). Description, Service, &c. of Thomas Atkins, Pri-

vate, No. 6 Troop, 6th Regt. of Dragoons. Where Born...

Parish ofOdiham, Hants.. . Bounty.xf 6. Received, Thomas
Atkins, his X mark. Ibid. 76 Clothing Account of Thomas
Atkins, Private, No. 6 Troop, 6th Dragoons. .. Clothing Ac-
count of William Jones, Trumpeter, No. 2 Troop, 9th Light

Dragoons. ..Clothing Account of John Thomas, Serjeant,
No. 8 Troop, isth Hussars. [So Forms on pp. 78-81 all
' Thomas Atkins, Private '.] Ibid, 83 Form of Soldier's Book
in the Infantry, when filled up. Description, Service, etc.

ofThomas Atkins, Private, No. 6 Company, ist Bait. 23d
Regt.Foot. Where born [etc. J... Bounty 7 JS. Received,
Thomas Atkins, his x mark. [So Forms on pp. 83-87, all

signed
' Thomas Atkins, his Xmark'.J i837(June i) King's

Regulations * Orders for the Army 304, Form No. t,

No. 55 Thomas Alkins, Serjeant, Born in the Parish of

St Mary in or near the Town of Portsmouth, in the County
of Hants, by Trade a Labourer. Itid. 206-9 1Various Forms,
all filled up or subscribed

' Thomas Atkins
'

(who no longer

signs by 'his mark')]. Ibid. 310 Character: Thomas Atkins

has been a well-conducted Soldier : was wounded at
,

and has distinguished himself by several acts of bravery.

Signed , Commanding Officer. 1864 Stand. Orders

Roy. Reg. Artill. 89 Thomas Atkins. Enlisted. .on the

9th April, 1857. Ibid., We certify that the above is acorrect

Statement of the Services of Thomas Atkins, to the loth June
1887. 1890 7Vw6Dec. i2/4Mr.ThomasAtkins.. can break

it [a rifle] down in half-a-dozen ways in the course of his

musketry instruction. 1807 Allahabad Pioneer in Westm.
Gaz. 14 Dec. 7/3

' You take my advice, Bill ',
remarked one

Thomas to another,, .'don't you never stand near no white

stone or yet near no horcifer .

4. St. Thomas', in composition. St. Thomas'
balsam = balsam of foul, t St. Thomas' coin

(also St. Thomas), ?an East Indian coin. St.

Thomas' tree, Baithinia tomentosa or B. variegnta

of the E. Indies, the pale yellow petals of which

are spotted with crimson, fabled to be the blood of

St. Thomas. St. Thomas worsted : see SAINT a-4C.

1559 in Marsden Court Adm. (Selden) II. no Novem
pecias auri vulgo dictas 'Saintte Thomas Coyne. 1698

FRYER Ace. E. India t P. 53 Their Coins are of Gold; a

St. Thomas, 101. a Fanam, 7 and t of which go to a Dollar,

or Petacha. 1866 Treas. Sat., "St. Thomas' Tiee, Bauhi-

nia tomentosa. 1887 MotONEY Forestry W. Afr. 332 St.

Thomas' Tree... Shrub or small tree. 1518 N. C. Mitt

(Surtees 1908) 95 Ajaket of tawny 'Saint Thomas worsted.

Thomasing (tp-masirj). dial. [f.
THOMAS +

-ING 1.] The begging of alms on St. Thomas's day

(21 Dec.). Also called corning, doling, or goading.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Thomasing, a custom in Derbyshire,

going from house to house on St. Thomas's day with a

basket and can to beg milk, wheat, oatmeal, or flour. 1866

Chron. 3 Nov. 3 (Cass. Supp.) The maying, processioning,

Thomasing, carolling, and other junketings.

Thomasite (tfmassit). [f.
as prec. + -ITE 1

.]

THOMSONIANISM.
*-.

CHRISTADEI.I'HIA.V, from the name of the founder,
Dr. John Thomas. 1888 in Cassell's Eiuy,!.

Thomb'e, thome, obs. forms of THUMB.
Thomble, thomelle, obs. forms of THIMBI.P.
Thomble-toe, etc. : see THI'MBI.E-TO.
Thomism (W-'rnii'm). Thtel. [f. TMOSJ-AS +

-ISM. So V.lhomisme (Roquefort, i8jo).] The
doctrines of Thomas Aquinas or of the Thomiits.
1717-41 CHAMHEH Cycl., Tktmitm, or Tkemaiin,

The rh'.n Alvarez embraces, admits a physical
premonition.orpredeteriniti.in'.ii. i7}1 |;,,, ,

nil. nt. tlie doctrine of Thomas Aquinas,, .chiefly u-iih

respect to hii opinions on predestination and trace. iSSi
Schaff's Encycl. Kelif. AW,/. III. 3314 The Jetuiti op?
POKC, Thomism, . . but It prevailed at the Spanish I. nivrniliet
uf Salamanca, Coimbra, and Alcala.

Thomist (t<u-mist), so. (a.) Eccl. [ad. med.L.
Tlwmista (Wyclif, 1359), {- TUm-tt: Me below.
Cf. F. thomistc (l'ascal).l A follower of Thomas
Aquinas (known as 'The Angelical Doctor'), a
scholastic philosopher and theologian of the i jth c.

(Cf. SCOTIST.)
[1359 WYCLIF Wkt. (1905) 127 Thomiite qoi sanctum

Thomam secunlur.) 1533 TINOALE Supper o/ Lord Biij
tnargin, Thomistes be the schole docters. 1669 T. GALE
True Idea Jansenisnte 58 No doubt there are such
small Graces, as the Thomists call sufficient. 1709 Porr
Ess. Crit. 444 Scotists and Thomists now in peace
remain Amidst their kindred cobwebs in Duck-lane. 1841
BRANDK Diet. Sc., etc. s. v., The Thomists continued as a
sect to the commencement of the i;th century. 1889-3
SchaJjTt Encycl. Relig. Knowl. I. 658 The controversy
between Thomists and Scotists. .concerning the exemption
of Mary from hereditary sin.

b. atlrib. or as adj.
1845 S. AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Kef. I. 485 She was that

same thomist aristotelic church, with which he was engaged
in a mortal struggle. 1884 Mind IX. 159 The Thomist
philosophy, now again authoritatively proclaimed to be the
sheet-anchor of Catholic doctrine.

Thomistic (tomi-stik), a. [f. prec. + -ic.] Of
or pertaining to the Thomists or their doctrines.
1881 Nature XXIII. 335 On the recent restoration of the

scholastic and tomistic philosophy. 1881-3 Schaff's Encycl.
Relig. Knowl. I. 358 [Cajetan] was generally considered
the real head of the Thomistic school. 1889 K. H. DERING
(title) On Universals : an Exposition ofThomistic Doctrine.

By Father Matteo Liberators, S.J.

So Thomi tlcal a. prec. ; Thoml'ltlcate -.

(nonce-wd.) intr. to argue or discourse in the

manner of the Thomists ; to '

split hairs', use over-

refined arguments.
1533 TINOALE Supper ofLord Cvb, Howe farre lo, M.

More is thys your straunge "thomystical sense from the
flate letter? 1041 J. EATON Honey*. Free Justif. 120 The
Thomisticall distinctions of the Schoolemen. 1715 M. DAVIES
Atkett. Brit. I. 171 The rigorous Calvinistical and Tho-
mistical Opinion of Predestination. 1730 LEWIS Life of
Fisher (1855) I. 194 In defence of the mass's being a sacri-

fice, the king thus Thomisticates.

Thomite (tTJiit). rare", [f. THOX-AS +
-ITE 1

.]
= THOM*AN sb. (q.v. quot, 1727-41).

Thomsenolite (tjnnsenoUit). Jlfin. [Named,
1868, after Dr. Julius Thomsen of Copenhagen :

see -LITE.] Hydrous fluoride of aluminium, cal-

cium, and sodium, found with pachnolite on the

cryolite of Greenland.
1868 DANA Min. 129 Thomsenolite .. was first noticed by

Dr. Julius Thomsen of Copenhagen, the originator of the

cryolite industry, after whom it is here named. s88$Scieitrf
1. 331/2 It is distinguished from thomsenolile by itsabsence

of water.

Thomsen's disease. Path. [Named after

Dr. Thomsen of Schleswig-Holstein, who first

described it, from his own case.] See quot. 1890.
So ThoTnsen-llke a.

1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., Thomsen's disease, Myo-
tonia congenita, a peculiar congenital affection characterized

by inability to relax the muscles immediately after con*

traction. 1809 AllbutfsSyst. Med. VI. 471 The Thomsen-
like contractions are due to the action of phosphate of soda

on the muscular fibres themselves.

Thomsonian (tcmso-nian),. (sb.) [f. Thom-

son, proper name (see definitions) -f -IAN.]

1. Of or pertaining to the system of medicine

practised by Dr. Samuel Thomson, of Massachusetts

(1769-1843). Also as sb. One who follows this

system. (Often erroneously spelt Thompsonian.)
1833 C THOMSON (HIM A plain historical Statement of

facts respecting the Thomsonian plan of medicine, as

originated by Samuel Thomson. 1857 DUNCLISON Med.

Lex,, Thompsonian, one who practises or believes in

Thompsonianism. /*<</. S.V., Thompsonianism, The Thump,
sonians are Botanical Doctors. iMo BAHTLITT Diet. A men',

canisms, Thontpsonian Doctor, a physician who follows

the Thompsonian practice: also called Steam Doctor.

Thompsoman Practice, a peculiar treatment of diseases.

2. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of the poet

James Thomson, author of ' The Seasons '.

1890 TENNVSON in Mem. (1807) I. i. it, I covered two sides

of a slate with Thomsonian blank verse in praise of flowers.

1008 H'es/iH. Gca. 5 Feb. 4/2 One is apt. .to over-estimate

the difference between the Wordsworthian 'Nature' and

the Thomsonian ' Nature '.

Hence Thomo-nlnim, the Thomsonian medi-

cal system : see sense I .

1857 [see sense i above]. 1890 BILLINGS Nal. Med. Diet.,

Thomsonianism. 1894 Outing (U.S.) XXIV. 332/1 Do you



THOMSONITE.
believe in the mind cure Thompsonianism metallic trac-

tors Christian science? 1899 Syd. Sec. Lex., Thomionian-

ism., a form of empiric medicine introduced by Samuel

Thomson (i76o-iS43>, of MaMUchuttttl. Sweating, lobelia,

and capsicum, were the principal agencies relied on.

Thomsonite (t^-msanait). Min. [Named,
1820, after Dr. Thomas Thomson (1773-1852),

professor of chemistry at Glasgow : see-iTE 1
.] Hy-

drous silicate of aluminium, calcium, and sodium,

found often in fibrous radiated masses, white to

reddish-brown in colour
;
= COMPTONITE.

1820 H. J. BROOKE in Ann. Philos. Sept. 193, I shall call

the Auvergne variety, Mesotype ; that from Iceland and

Ferro, Needlestone; and that from Dumbarton, Thomsonite,
after the editor of this journal [Dr. T. Thomson]. 1843
PORT-LOCK Ceol. 215 Thomsonite. .is rarely met in Irish trap.

1869 PHILLIPS Vesuv. x. 294 Thomsonite, or Comptonite
{occurs] in ejected blocks of gray lava.

Thon (o^n), dem.pron. and a., dial. [app. a com-

paratively recent alteration of yon, the initial con-

sonant being assimilated to this and that. (A
suggestion that it arose from misreading the written

y the compendious form of th, as in y
K
, yis,

yat, yem, yairof, etc., is, in view of the wide

popular diffusion ofthan and thondei; inadequate.)]
= YON : the demonstrative pron. and adj., pointing
to something more remote in place or time than

that :
= L. ille, Sp. aqnello.

Used in Scotland, Ulster, and the four northern English
counties. Written examples not found before 1800; app. not

in Ramsay nor in Burns.

1804 TARRAS Poems 96 (Jam.) Leuk down the gate, what

squabble's thon, That ca's the thrang's attention ? 1808

JELFRIC Gen. xiv. 23 (Gr.) fcet ic ne underfo

, . . 22295 Somme
makede bwanges. 01300 Cursor M. 12823 (CotL) To lese be
tnuangesofhissco. c 1415 WVNTOUN Cron, vni. xxviii 4500A royne

larghare
. .And schare a thwayng at all laysere. 1513DOUGLAS ^neisn. xi. 5, Dartis-.QuhiTk thai with lyamiland thwangis lang owt threw. 1570 LEVINS Mauit. 23/42A Thwangue, lorum. ,64! Ferguson's Sc. Pf<m. &o. 647Mony ane tines the haff-merk whinger for the halfpenny

whang. ,703 THORBBV Let. to Ray Gloss. (EDS)!' Athwang for a shoe the latchet. 1894 HESLOP Northu,,bld.
Gloss. 779 The end..of a flail is lashed to the wood with a

STEVENSON Lett. (1901) II. viii. 39 Strange conduc' o' thon
man Rankeillor. 1893 Catriona 136 Til no forget thon of
the cinnamon water. 1894 HESLOP Northutnbld. Gloss. 727
Whe's thon ? Whe's thon chep ? De ye see thon hoose ower
there ? [1904 in Eng. Dial. Diet, from Scotland (Aberdeen
to Roxb.), Ulster, Northumberland, Durham.]
So Thonder (o'ji'ndai) adv. and a. dial, (also

thaander, thander. thender, thinder) = YONDER.
Used in Scotland, Ulster, England from north border to

Hereford, Leicester, E. Anglia.
a 1815 FORBV Vocab. E. Anglia, Thinder, adv.,v. Yinder.

c 1847 [Common in Roxburghsh.] Thonder aAv. 18.. ROB-
SON Bards of Tyne (1863) 441 Then at last, aw heard
her say, O ! thonder is the Gardens. 1854 Miss BAKER
fforthftmpt. Gloss. S.V., He lives over thender. 187^6
BOUND Provinc. Herefordsh. (E.D.D.), Thander one is

the man. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk. Introd. 50
Yander, thander, adj. 1887 DARLINGTON Folk-sp. S.
Cheshire 70 Yonder has the forms yondur, yaandur, and
dhondur. 1899 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 168, (Sc.) I didna mak
verra muckle o' the fairming up-bye thonder.

Thon, bon, obs. f. THAN, THEN; obs. inflexion

of THE. Thonder, -dre, etc., obs. ff. THUNDER.
t Thone, coalesced form of the one, frequent in

1 6th c. : see TH-, TH'.

Chiefly used in contrast with THOTHER = the other.

1542 UDAU. Erasm. Apoph. E.'s Pref., He had mingled
the saiynges.. thone with thother. ^1566 Merie Talcs of
Skeltonm Wks. (1843) I. p. lix, If any scoler had fallen out
thone with thother, the one woulde call thother Swanborn.
1594 WEST vnd Ft. Symbol. 43 Because thone hath tres-

passed more than thother, he shall pay to thother, x. s.

Thoner,Thonewonge, obs. formsof THUNDER,
THUNWANG.

Thong (fprj), sb. Forms: a. I ISwoug, fluong,
Bwange, pwseng, fluuenog, 1-3 pwang; 4 i

thuang, 4-5 (Sc. and north. -9) thwang (5
thwange, twange, 6 thwangue), 5-7 Sc.

thwayng (dial. 7-9 (with hw, wh-, for fw-)
whaing, whang). 0. 3-4 pwong, puong(e,
4-5 thwong(e (dial, twonge). -y. 3-5 pong, 4-
thong, (4-5 ponge, thongh, 6-7 thonge, 6

thongue). S. 5 thownge, thowyng; dial. 8-9
thung, thunk, thonk. [OE. pwang, pwong str.

masc. (also fern.) ; also, ONorthumb. pi. Suuencgu,
N. Anglian Jrwxnga, agreeing with ON. Jrvengr
(ipvaygp); all from ablautstem*/w'r-,*/I('a'?f-.

*}wung-, to restrain : Indo-Eur. root *twenk : cf.

Ger. iwingen : see TWING, TWINGE v., and cf. the
dial, form WHANG.]
1. A narrow strip of hide or leather, for use as a

lace, cord, band, strap, or the like.
In early use, esp. the lace or '

latchet
'

of a shoe.
o. c 950 Lindisf. G. John L 27 Ic ne am wyrSe baette ic undoe

330

/3. cizoo Trin. Coll. Hotn. 137 Ich nam noht ne for Sen

wurde bat ich un-cnutte his sho buong. ciios LAV. 22295

Sum makede bwonges. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2492 As

moche place as mid a buong ich may aboute tille. 13 . .

Gam. % Gr. Knt. 194 Syben brawen wyth a bwong a bwarle

knot alofte. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 369 fey
usede

hi?e schone unto be kne, i-slitte to fore, and l-laced wi>

bwonges. 1485 CAXTON Paris t, y. 27 Henge a lytel keye

by a thwonge.
y. c 1205 LAV. 14221 pa al islit wes be bong he wes wunder

ane long. ciw> Will. Palerne 1720 Sche..festened hire in

bat fel wib fulgode bonges. 1480 CAXTON C/iron. Eng. Ivi.

40 Engyst prayd hym. .of as moche place as he myght coin-

passe with a thong of a skynne. 1563 GOLDING Caesar v.

(1565) 138 He aduised him to tie the letter to the thong of a

laueling, & so to throw it into his camp. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
167/2 A Thongue, lorum. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit.

(1637) 339 A beasts hide cut into thongs. 1649 G. DANIEL

Trinarck., Hen. Kclxxix, Another girds nis Frock, with a sure

Thonge [rime strong]. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 179 The
NooseofaLeatherThong. i867PARKMAN Jesuits N. Amer,
xvii. (1875) 246 Subsisting on the bark of trees or the thongs
of raw hide.

S. 1435 Eng. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 656/1 Het. corigia,

thowyng. CI440 Promp. Pam. 492/1 Thownge, or lanere.

a 1800 PECGE Suppl. Grose, Thunk, Lancashire pronuncia-
tion of Thong. 1881 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-ok, s. v.

Thung,
'
I give the cobbler a penny fur two thunks '. 1886

Cheshire Gloss., Thonk, a thong, a bootlace ; also Thunk.

) b. A phylactery. Only OE. rare.

C9SO Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 5 Hia gebredas for&on

(Vuiencgu hiora. c 975 Rushw. Gosp. ibid., pwsenga.
C. Such a strip used as an instrument of flagella-

tion ; also as the lash of a whip ; hence spec, a

whip-lash of plaited hide.

159* Lvi.y Midas iv. iii, A boy was beaten on the taile

with a leathern thong. 1728-46 THOMSON Spring 809 The
trembling steed . . Nor heeds the rein, nor hears the sounding
thong. iTdj COWPER Progr. Err. 360 Man's coltish dispo-
sition asks the thong. 1832 LVTTON Eugene A. 11. vi, A
gentleman, .left the whip to have a new thong put to it.

1876 GRANT Burgh Sch. Scot. n. v, 195 Horace prayed for

a settled standard of
punishment,

lest any one should be

subjected to the horrible thong, who is only deserving of a
slight whipping.

d. transf. A similar strip of other material, as a

tough pliant plant-stem, etc.

1665 HOOKE Microgr. 6 Bound together with thongs of
Brambles. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 096 Take
a thong of this substance [india-rubber]. 1875 T. W.
HiGGiNspN Yng. Folks' Hist. U.S. iii. 17 The edges were
sewed with thongs cut from the roots of the cedar.

e. Jig. ; esp. in phrase to cut a large thong (or

large thongs) of another man's leather, thongs of
other men's hides, to be lavish with that which is

another's.

1380 WVCLIF Serni. Sel. Wjcs. I. 76 pis ordre is a buonge
to bynde mennis willes togidere. 1465 MARG. PASTON
in P. Lett. II. 226 Men cut large thongs here of other
mens lether. 1784 COWPER Task Hi. 26 What chance that

I..Shou|d speak to purpose, or with better hope Crack
the satiric thong ? 1865 KINGSLEY Hertw. i, As long as I

could cut long thongs out ofother men's hides. 1878 Masque
Poets 149 The silken tie became a thong Wherewith she
pinioned him in bondage strong.
2. attrib. and Comb., as thong-point, -wearer

;

thong-hurled a&\. ; thong-drill, a drill rotated by
means of a thong or cord wound round its stem

;

thong-man, a man who wields the thong or lash
;

in quot., a critic ; thong-seal, a name sometimes

given to the bearded seal, Erignathus barbatus,
the hide of which is cut into a continuous strip for

use as a line.

1865 TYLOR Early Hist. Man. ix. 242 The "thong-drill

xxxiv, Self-appointed 'thongmen who walk up and down
our ranks napping their leathern straps. 1897 Blackw.
Mag. Nov. 593/2 A leather sporran tagged with "thong
points tied in knots. 1901 Athenaeum 2 Nov. 589/1 It is
the cord-wearer [Franciscan] rather than the *thong-wearer
[Dominican] who is the hero of the more scandalous anec-
dotes.

Hence Thongy (l>p'rji) a. dial. : see qnots.
1847-78 HALLIWELL, Thongy, ropy, viscid. Somerset. 1883

Reports Provinc. (E. D.D.), Cider is often said 'to be
thongy ', when it gets into the peculiar state known as
' reamed '

or '

ropy '.

Thong (}>prj), v. Forms : see prec. [f. THONG
sb. Cf. ON. pvengja (sk) to furnish (shoes) with
a thong.]
1. trans. To furnish with a thong ; to fasten or

secure with a thong or thongs ;
to bind with thongs.

a 1225 [implied in THONGED). 1483 Cath. Angl. 388/1 To
Thwange [v.r. Twange], corrigiare. 1713 R. MILLAR Hist.
Propag. Chr. II. vii. 302 Their Habits are Sheep Skins un-
dressed thonged together. 1861 Life of Baconiai. 414 He
too is thonging the scourge for his own back.
2. To flog or lash with a thong. Also absol.
1746 Exmoor-Scolding77 (E.D.S.) Chell [=ich will] thong

tha,..chell pummel tha,..chell lace tha. 1855 THACKERAY
Newcomcs I. ii. 23 Mrs. Newcome thonged him with the lash

Miner's Right vii, He . .was quite capable of raising a wale
upon that epidermis which it suited him to thong.
3. dial. (See quot.)
1888 Berksh. Gloss., Thong, to twine or twist together.
4. dial. intr. To become viscous or '

ropy '.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Thong, to rope; to stretch out into
viscous threads or filaments.

THORACIC.

Hence Thonged (Jyrjd) ///. a., furnished or
fastened with thongs ; Tho'nging vol. sb., flogging
with a thong.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 362 And me ne mei nout. .two bongede

scheon habben, widuten buggunge. a 1847 J. T. HUBLOCK
in Essex Rev. XVII. 56 Scourge not with thonged whips.
1860 THACKERAY Round. Papers, Small-beer Chrott., Is there
no enemy who would be the better for a little thonging ?

1880 BROWNING Dram. Idyls n. Echeths-2-z The large limbs
thonged and brown.

Thonir, obs. f. THUNDER. Thonk(e, obs. ff.

THANK. Thonne, ponne, obs. f. THEN, THENNE.
t Thonneliohe, p-, adv. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f. ME.

fonne, THEN + -liche, -LT '*. (The modern form,
if the word had survived, would be thenly.~]\ In
that case :

= THEN 4.

1340 Ayenb. 31 Kueade anginnynge heb be sleuuolle be zix
zennes. pe uerste is Jxjnneliche huanne be man loueb lite and
Iheucliche oure Ihord.

Thonner, thonor, etc., obs. ff. THUNDER.
Thonwange, -wonge, var. THUNWANG Obs.

Thoo, poo, variant of THO pron. and adv. Obs.

Thooid (Jxwoid), a. (so.) Zool. [f. Gr. floi-os,

THOUS + -OID.] Resembling in form, or related to,
the sub-genus Thous; in an extended use applied
to a division of the genus Cam's including the wolf,

dog, and jackal ; as distinct from the alopecoid,
typified by the fox. to. sb. A beast of this division.
1880 HUXLEY in Proc. Zool. Soc. 6 Apr. 278 Thooids and

Alopecoids, similar to those which exist at present, inhabited

Europe during the Quaternary epoch. Ibid. 286, I am
disposed . . to regard Otocyon and the Thooid and Alopecoid
series respectively as genera, retaining for the two latter

the old names of Cants and Vnlfes. 1891 FLOWER & LYDEK-
KER Mammals xi. 548 Thooid or Lupine Series [of Canines].

Thoole, poole, obs. forms of THOLE v.

Thoom, obs. and dial, form of THUMB.
Tlior (Jvj). Mythol. [a. ON. lorr :J>unro

t

thunder : see THURSDAY.] The proper name of the

strongest and bravest of the Scandinavian deities,
the god of thunder, whose weapon was a hammer

;

his belt doubled his
strength ; hence in allusive use.

/i 1020 WULI-SIAN Hoin. xlii. (21 a) Napier 197 pdr and
Owften, be haedene men herjad swioe. 1605 VERSTEGAN Dec.
Intell. 74 Description of the great Idol Tnor. 2817 BYRON
Beppo Ixi, Crush'd was Napoleon by the northern Thor,
Who knock 'd his army down with icy hammer. 1841
EMERSON Ess. Ser. i. ii. (1876) 63 Let us enter into the state
of war, and wake Thor and Woden, courage and constancy,
in our Saxon breasts. 1898 Daily News 6 May 8/1 The dm
of a thousand Thors at their forges, the hubbub of the

workshop.
b. attrib., as Thor-hammerer

; Thor-like adj.;

Thor-barley (see quot. 1755).
"755 lr- Pontoppidan's Hat. Hist. Norway i. iv. 5. 105

This barley.. the peasants term Thor.barley, possibly from
the opinion of the ancients, who. .imagined this corn to be
fit for the banquets of the gods. 1865 DE MORGAN \n Athe-
naeum 14 Oct. 729/2 The Thor-hammerer does nothing but

grumble. 1866 M. C. TYLER Glimpses Eng. (1898) 159 The
splendor of his [John Bright's] Thor-like eloquence.

Thor, dial, variant of THEIR, and THIR, these.

Thora, variant of TORAH, the Mosaic law.

Thoracabdominal, etc. : see THORACO-.
Thoraci- (porse'si), combining form of L. thffrax,

-deem, in same sense as THORACO. Thora-olform

a., having the form of a thorax, thorax-shaped.
Thora'cipod [Gr. iroS- foot] a., of or pertaining to

the Thoracipoda, a division of crustaceans having
ambulatory thoracic limbs ; sb. a crustacean of this

division; so Thoraci'podons<z.(d/. Diet. 1891).
Thora cispi'nal a., pertaining to the thoracic

portion of the spinal column.
1826 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 331 Orismology. . .

Mesothorax. ..ft. Dorsolum. "Thoraciform,. .when it forms
the principal part of the upper surface of the trunk. 1887
CODES in Cent. Diet., "Thoracispinal. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Tboracispinal.

Thoracic (pore-silt), a. (so.). Also 7 tho-

rachique, -oique. [ad. med.L. thordcic-us, a. Gr.

OojpaKiK-os, f. 6wpa[, 9oipo.li- : see THORAX and -1C.

In Blount from obs. F. thorachique (A. Pare in

Cotgr.).]
1. Anat. Of, pertaining to, or contained in the

thorax
; pectoral.

Thoracic aorta (also called pectoral aorta), that part of

the aorta which traverses the thorax. Thoracic artery, any
one of the branches arising from the axillary artery. Tho-
racic cage, the skeleton of the thorax with its ligaments
(Billings, 1890). Thoracic cavity, the space enclosed by the

ribs, spine, and diaphragm, containing the heart, lungs, etc.

Thoracic duct, the main trunk of the lymphatic system,
through which the chyje and lymph are conveyed to the

blood. Thoracic limb, in a vertebrate, a fore-limb ; in man,
the arm ; in quadrupeds, the fore-leg ; in birds, the wing ;

in fishes, a thoracic or pectoral fin ; in invertebrates, a mem-
ber appended to the thorax. Thoracic vertebra, a vertebra
which articulates with a rib : a dorsal vertebra.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Thorachiqve,. .belonging to the
breast or stomack. Ibid. s. v. Vein. 1658 PHILLIPS, Tho.

racique, . . belonging to the stomack or brest. 1727-41 CHAM-
BERS Cycl. s. v., The thoracic arteries. .. Thoracic veins...

Thoracic duct. .is. .a continuation of the exit or mouth of
the receptaculum chyli. 1793 BEDDOES Lett. Darwin 56
No sooner does it touch the lungs than.. the functions of
all the thoracic organs go on easily and pleasantly again.
X 793 M- BAILLIE Morb. Anat. Pref. (1807) 10 The thoracic



THOEACICAL.
tod abdominal vi.cera. ,876 Burrowi y/. * Pracl. Med.

78) 13 In our own country, thoracic inflammations aremost frequent during the cold seasons of tlic year.
D. I

ertaining to, attached to, or forming part of
the thorax (of an insect or crustacean).

T t
. f Jmi,n, iiiiiu^t

Iclithyol. Having the ventral fins situated
(hrectly beneath the pectoral; belonging to the
Thorlicici, the third order of fishes in the Linntc.in
system. Cf. ABDOMINALS. 3.

.= ^ '*'u*3iuu^ ciiuiuuicr ) ,

belonging to the Thoracic*, a sub-order ofcirripedsm which the body consists of six thoracic segments,
with a rudimentary abdomen. 1891 in Cent. Diet.
4. As a specific distinction in Nat. Hist. : Having

the thorax conspicuously marked or coloured.

.iroper

Extcmp.

\Mot,
' J ~

~i~
"* """**"" I* ' **m-tsi,tni4i i /ivrm It-'Ml" j.

O. Comb., as thoracic-abdominal a., of the
combined thorax and abdomen.
1835-6 Todifs Cycl. Anat. I. 214/1 A. .band which com.

mences at the thoracic-abdominal constriction. 1854 OWEN
!>kel. f Teeth in Orr"s Circ. Sc. I. Org. Nat. 191 The ribs
. .do not encompass the thoracic-abdominal cavity.
B. sb. f 1. A medicine acting on the thorax ; a

pectoral. Obs.

[1706 PHlLLirs (ed. Kersey), Thoracica, medicines p,
for Diseases of theBreast.] 17x0 T. FULLER Pharm. Ex,
249 In a word it is a most excellent Thoracic.
2. A thoracic fish : see 2 above.
1828 WEBSTER, Tlu>racics,..a.n order of bony fishes,.. the

ventral fins are placed underneath the thorax, or beneath
the pectoral fins.

3. A thoracic organ or structure.
1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. s.v., First of the Thoracics,
mammary superior external artery.
t Thora'cical, a. Oos.

[f. as prec. + -AL : see

-ICAL.]
= THOBACIC.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. m. 101 We had yet never
known the Mesentcrical and Thoracical L/tctex. 1669 W.
SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 65 The thoracical vessels. 1830
Eraser's Mag. I. 354 Medicinal in all matters thoracical, if
I may use the expression.

Th.oraci.CO- (borae-sika), combining form of
THOBACIC a., used to form adjs. in sense '

pertain-
ing to the thorax and (some other part) ', as thora-
cico-abdominal (also thoracicabdominal : see also
THOBACIC 5), thoracicoacromial (also thoracicacro-

miaT), thoracico-humeral, thoracico-lumbar.
1870 ROLLESTON Attim. Life 30 The internal aspect of the

*thoracico-abdominal cavity. 1891 Cent. Diet., *Thora.
cicacromial. 1895 Funks Standard Diet., Thoracico-
acromial. 1891 Cent. Diet., *Thoracicohumeral. 1899 Syd.
Soc. Lex., *Thpracico-lumbar, pertaining to the thoracic
and lumbar regions.

fThora-cious.a. Obs. rare- 1
, [irreg. L. tho-

rax, thoraci-, THOBAX + -oua.] = THOBACIC a. I.

1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Wks. Voc., Thoracious, be-

longing to the breast or thorax, or medicines good to help
the diseases of the thorax.

II Thoraco- (J>or^i-ko), before a vowel thorao-,
combining form of Gr. Saipaf, 9wpax-, THOBAX;
used in forming terms of anatomy, zoology,
etc. Thoracabdo'minal a. = thoracico-abdominal.
Thoracacro'mial a. thoracico-acromial. Thora-
cente'sis = thoracocentesis.

||
Thoracetron (-sf--

trpn) [Gr. frpov abdomen], Owen's name of the
second division of the body in certain crustaceans,
as the king-crab (cf. PLEON 1) ;

hence Thoraoe-tral

a., of or pertaining to the thoracetron. Thora co-

acro-mial = THORACICO-ACROMIAL.
||
Thoraco-

centesis (-sentfsis) [Gr. Ktnnjcns pricking], the

perforation of the chest-wall to draw off morbid
accumulations of fluid. || Thoracocyllosis (-si-

ltf'sis) [Gr. KuM.a>an curvature], deformity of the

thorax (Billings, 1890). || Thoracocyrtosis (-S3J-

tou-sis) [Gr. Kvprwaa crookedness], abnormal
curvature of the chest. || Thoracodynia (-di-nia)

[Gr. Mvy pain], pain in the thorax; also in

English form t Tho-racodyne. Thoracometer

(-kp-m/'taj), an apparatus for measuring the move-
ment of the chest-wall in respiration ;

a stethometer.

Thoraoopagons (-fpagss) a., pertaining to or of

the nature of a thoracopagus. || Thoraco-pafftis

[Gr. ird-^os that which is fixed, f. Trrjyvvvai to fasten],

a double or twin monster joined at the thorax.

Thoracopathy (-?-pa)ri), disease in the thoracic

region. Tho-racoplivsty [-PLASTY] : see qnot.

Thora'cosco pe [-SCOPE], an instrument for sound-

ing the chest, a stethoscope. Thoraoo'Boopy, the

sounding or exploration of the chest. Tlioraoo--

traoous [Gr. oarpanov hard shell] a., of or per-

331

taining to the Thoracos/raca, a division of crusta-
ceans, including the IX-capoda and other series,
having a cephalo-thoracic shield and (usually)
stalked eyes. || Tnoracothe-ca Eiitom. [TIIECA],
that part of the pupa-case which covers the thorax
of the pupa (Cent. Diet. 1891). Thoraco tomy
[Gr. 7-o/iij cutting], incision into the th'n.-i\.

_
1891 Cent. Dii /., Thoracabdominal. 1899 Syd Sac Lex

THtmutpdantinal, pertaining to, or common to, the thoraxand abdomen. 1887 COUKS in Cent. Diet., Thoracacro-
imal. 1857 DUNC.LISON Jiff,/, f.e.r., 'Thoracentesis. i8M
A. * LINT I'rtuc. Med. (1880) 147 Thoracentesis. . is admksiWe
whenever the pleural cavity remains filled wiih liquid after
a brief trial of the measures designed to promote absorption
l87ai OWKN in Trans. Linncaii Sac. XXVIII. 467 The suc-
ceeding thoracetralappendagesare4-articulate. Ikid. 465
1 his segment .. belongs to the category of '

thoracelral
'

plates : it is cephaletral only by confluence. Ibid. 463, I
venture to hope that the term 'cephaletron

'

may meet with
some acceptance. ., and that the term '

'thoracetron
'

mayhave the same fortune in relation to the second division of
the body. Itid. 467 The ventral surface of the thoracetron

the operation of thoraco-centesis. 1860 MAVNE Expos Lc r
Ihoracocyrtosis. 1857 DUN<;LISON Med. Lex., 'That a'.

gistering
respiratory movements and powers: stelhographs, stelho-
meters, thoracometers,spirometers, pneumatomcters. 1886
A. GAMGEE in Encycl. Brit. XX. 477/t Apparatuses for
measuring the excursion of a given point of the chest wall

[1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex.,
*
Thoracoscottum, stetho.

scope.] 1895 Flint's Standard >*, Thoracoscope. 1800
HILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., 'Thoracoscofy, exploration of
the chest. 1901 CeaselTt Encycl. Diet. Suppl., 'Thoraco.
stracous. 1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., "Thoracotomy, tho.
racocenlesis. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., Thoracotomy,
cutting into the chest ; Hollander's operation.

Tliorah, variant of TOBAH, the Mosaic law.
t Thora-kial, a. 06s. rare- 1

, [i. Gr. Scapax-,
THORAX + -IAL.]

= THOKACIC a.i. T. canal, the
thoracic duct.

_ 1716 M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. III. Dia. Physick 5 Speak,
ing more at large of the Thorakial Canal, than a Roman
Physician.. near an Age before.

t Tho'ral, a. Obs. rare. [f. thor-us (cf.
'

Thoral,
thorale, culcitra

'
in Dn Cange), med. spelling of

L. torus conch, marriage + -AL.] Of or pertaining
to the marriage-bed.
1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Thoral Line, otherwise call'd in

Palmistry the Mensal Line, or the Line of Venus. 17*6
AVLIFFE Parergon 48 The second Punishment, .is a Thoral
Separation or a Dissolution of Matrimony
Thorax (Jraa-rasks). PI. tho-raxes (rare), or

in L. form thoraces (borei-szz). [a. L. thorax, a.

Gr. ffwpaf breast-plate, cuirass, also breast, chest.]
1. Anat. and Zool. That part of the body of a
mammal between the neck and the abdomen,
comprising the cavity enclosed by the ribs, breast-

bone, and dorsal vertebrae, and containing the chief

organs of circulation and respiration ; the chest ;

also the corresponding part in the lower vertebrates,
as birds, serpents, and fishes.

c 1400 Lan/rancs Cirurg. 161 Thorax is maad of . vij.

boonys&euery boonat beeendeiscartilaginosum. 1548-77
VICARY Anat.vu. (1888)54 The Brest or Thorax istheArke
or Chest of the spiritual members of man. 1653 H. MORE
Antid. Ath. II. xii. 5 Enlarging the Thorax, that the

Lungs may have play. 1691 LOCKH Educ. (1603} 12 The
Thorax, wherein is placed the Heart and Seat of Life. 1704
F. FULLER Med. Gym*. (1711) 7 Laughing, .proves so bene-
ficial by the playing of the Muscles of the Thorax. 1855
HOLDEH Human Osteal. (1878) 228 The Thorax is the
framework which contains the heart and lungs.

2. Zool. The middle region of the body of an

arthropod, between the head and the abdomen.
In insects, the thorax consists of three somites, the pro.

thorax, mesothorax, and metathorax, and bears the legs, and
wings if any exist. In arachnids and some crustaceans, the

thorax is joined to the head, forming the CEPHALOTHORAX.

1750 /'////. Trans. XLVII. viii. 40 The thorax drops its

breast-plate, and then the legs quit their crustaceous cover-

ings. 1849 BRANDS Diet. Sc., etc., Thorax, the second

segment of insects is so called by Latreille and Audouin ; the

term is restricted to the upper surface of the trunk by Linnc*

and Fabricius. 1868 DUNCAN tr. fiflifer's Insect World
Introd. 7 The thorax, the second primary division of the

body of insects, plays almost as important a part as the

head. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anita. Lifew A bead

region, .either remains distinct . . or becomes continuous with

a part or whole of the thorax, forming a cephalo-thorax. . .

A thorax is not marked off in the Myriapoda.

||
3. Gr. Antiq. A cuirass, corselet : see quots.

1841 BRANDE Diet. Sc., etc., Thorax, in Grecian Antiqui-

ties, a piece of defensive armour consisting of two parts,

one defending the back, and the other the belly; called

lorica by the Romans. 1845 C H. SMITH in Kitto's Cjicl.

Bitl. Lit.s.v. Arms, In Egypt. .a more ancient national

THOBINUM.
form [of cuirass] wai a kind of thorax, tippet, ;vic ihtreyn,
ir square, with an opening in it for the head, the four uoinls
covering the breast, back, and bolh upper arms ii

', rflen^Jed'.'rt.
1 ' "' '"">""' SfalB

lleucc
Thor^Md'^nckst) a., having a

(of a specified kit

//H *'-|?"*~/ App.ananEliciz.tionoftho, us med. spelling of L. torus nuptial couch

Thore, obs. var. of DAUB f.1 (A n)
Thore, pore, obs. 3 pi. indie, pres! of THARF ,to need ; obs. f. THEBE.
tThores even, one. Obs. [After Thorts-day

I
ni'KsiuY.] The eve of (Holy) Thursday (Ascen-

sion Day).iw K GLOUC. (Rolls) 394 Hii bygonne an holy Thore.
ene ben toun asaly here. Ibid. 8120 Ah hal[ij bores euen
Iv.rr. bois, bours, borsdai, Thursday eue].

Thorfe.inflexion ofTHABr.,toneed. Thorgh,
porgh, -3, thorght, Thorghoute, obs. ff.

IHBOOGII, THBOUGHOUT.
II Thoria (boVria). Chem.

[f. as THORIUM +
-a, after alumina, magnesia, silica, etc.] An oxide
of thorium, ThO, ; a very heavy white substance
discovered in the mineral thorite by rkrzelius, 1838,
and named by him in Swedish, Thorjord, Ger.
Thorerdt, lit. Thor-earth. Now important in the
manufacture of incandescent gas mantles. AUo
attrib.

1847 in WEasiER. 1881 WATTS Diet. Chem. VIII. 1967Thorium Oxide, or Thoria,.. is insoluble in dilute acids.
1899 Wettm. Gat. 10 June 6/3 The expiry of the master
patent this year, and the thoria patent next spring. 1904
Ibid. 16 Apr. 7/1 About [1888] experiments on incandescent
mantles gave to thoria considerable commercial value. A
mantle of

pure thoria gives a very little light ; but, on the
other hand, it gives a stability to the fragile mantle which
no other body yet discovered is able to do.

Thorianite ()>6Tianait). Min.
[f.

*thorian f f.

THOBIA) + -ITE l 2 b.] A mineral consisting chiefly
of the oxides of thorium, uranium, and other rare

metals, found in 1904 in the south-west of Ceylon,
in small brownish-black crystals having a resinous
lustre ; a variety of pitch-blende.
1904 DUNSTAN in Nature 31 Mar. 510 This mineral appears

to be new, and I suggest for it the name of thorianile.
1907 Daily Chron. 5 Jan. 2/5 The discovery of deposits of
the very valuable mineral tborianite, containing something
like So per cent of the rare earth thoria, which is used in the
manufacture of incandescent gas mantles.

Thorio(Jx5-rik),<j. Chem. [ THOB(IUM + -ic.]
Of or derived from thorium. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

t Thorina (Jrarai-na). Chem. Obs. [ad. K.

thorine, 1817, a bad representation of Berzelius'i
name Thorjord, Ger. Thorerde : see THOBIA.
In the Annales de Chemie,tlc. 1817, V. 5, the form thorime

is erroneously attributed to Berzelius himself (' une nouvelle
terre a laquelle M. Berzelius a donne* le nome de thorine ').

Misled by this, English chemists long used thorina and
thorinum for thoria and thorium.}
1. The name given at first to a substance found

by Berzelius hi 1815 in various Swedish and Nor-
wegian minerals, and named by him Thorjord,
which afterwards proved to be yttrium phosphate.
1818 W. PHILLIPS Oull. Min. 4- Ceol. (ed. 3) 29 The dis-

covery ofa new Earth by Berzelius a Swedish Chemist, has
lately been announced. . . This earth has been named . .

Thorina, from the Scandinavian deity Thor. iSatf HENRY
EU'iit. Chem. II. 695 A farther investigation by Berzelius
of the substance to which, in 1815, he bad given the name
of Thorina [ought to be Thorjord] . .

, has now satisfied him
that it is merely a sub-phosphate of yttria.

2. The name formerly given to the earth or oxide
to which Berzelius in 1828 transferred the name
Thorjord, now called THOBIA.
1831 T. P. JONES Comers. Chem. xvii. 180 Thorina (U

found] in one mineral only, in Norway. 1836 BRANDS
Chem. (ed. 4) 847 Thorina . . after having been heated to

redness, is white, and insoluble in the acids, with the excep-
tion of the

sulphuric. 1839 URE Diet. Arts, etc. 1239 Pure
thorina is a white powder, without taste, smell, or alkaline
reaction on litmus. 1877 WATTS Fonmes Chem. (ed. 12) 397
Thorinum Oxide or Thorina, ThOj.

t Thori-nic, a. Chem. Obs. [t next + -ic.]
= THOBIC.
1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 786 A precipitate of thermic

hyposulphite is then formed.

I! Thorinum Oorei-nftn). Chem. Obs. [f. F.
thorine and Eng. THOIUNA, in accordance with

L. names of metals in -urn, as aurum, cuprum,
plumbum.]
1. The name originally given to a hypothetical

metal of which THoniNA(sense i) was (erroneously)

supposed by Berzelius, 1815, to be the oxide.
iSto CHILDREN Ess. Chem. Anat. J 76 Oxide of Thorinium,

or Thorina. i8ao URK Diet. Chem., Thorinum, the sup-

posed metallic basis of the preceding earth [THORINA t).

not hitherto extracted. s8j6 HENRY Eletn. Chew. 1. 635
Thorimm. Nothing is known of the metallic base of thii
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earth [thorina], and il is only from analogy that it is sup-

posed to be constituted of such a base united with oxygen.

2. The name given in France and England, for

several years after 1828, to the metallic element

THOMUM, q. v.

1836 BRANDE Client, (ed. 4) 847 Thorinum . . was discovered

by Berzelius in 1828, in a rare and complex mineral, found
in the Syenitic rock of the Isle of Lovon, near Breyig,
in Norway. It contained about 58 per cent, of thorina.

Ibid., By passing a current of dry chlorine over a mixture

of thorina and charcoal-powder, a crystalline chloride of

thorinum is obtained, which is easily decomposed by potas-

sium, and the product is thorinum. It is of a gray colour,

metallic lustre, and apparently malleable. 1873 WATTS
Fownes' Chem. (1877) I. 397 Thorinum forms but one class

of compounds, in all of which it is quadrivalent.

Thorite 1
(boa-rsit). Min. [a. Swed. tkorit

(Berzelius, 1828-9), f. Thor (as in thoria, thorium)
+ -1TE * 2 b.l Hydrous silicate of thorium, occur-

ring crystalline, massive, and compact, orange-

yellow (ORANGITE) to brownish-black or black,

with a vitreous or resinous lustre.

1832 [see THOKIUMJ. 1839 UKE DM. Arts 1239 It [thorina]
was extracted from the mineral thorite, of which it consti-

tutes 58 per cent. 1868 DANA Min. 413 The brownish-black

and black variety, from Lovci, Norway, was the mineral

from which Berzelius obtained the metal thorium, and
which received the name thorite.

Thorite 2
(J>6>reit). [f. THOB + -ITE 1

4.] An
explosive of the ammonium nitrate class.

1899 IVestm. Gaz. 13 July 7/2 Thorite, a new explosive
invented by Dr. Tuttle, of Tacoma, .. stood severe tests...A
red-hot iron was plunged into a can of thorite, but it

inertly ignited the particles that touched the iron.

II Thorium (>6>riz>m). Chem. [f. THOB, the

Norse deity -t- -IUM in other names of metals.

So named by its discoverer Berzelius 1828-9: see Kongl.
Vetenskaps-Acad. Handlingar 1829, p. i. The French

having called the earth thorine (see THORINA) named the
metal THORINUM, which prevailed also in England for many
years.]

A rare metallic element discovered by Berzelius

in the mineral thorite, and subsequently found in

small quantities in some other rare minerals. Sym-
bol Th. Also attrib.

Now noted as one of the radio-active elemen
1831 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) VI. 401/2 Thorina, which con.

stitutes an oxide of thorium, has been hitherto found only
in a black mineral.., thorite. Ibid. 402/1 The only known
compound of thorium and oxygen is thorina. 1868 WATTS
Diet. Chem. V. 785 Thorinum, or Thorium. Atomic
Weight, 1 15-72; Symbol, Th. 1881 Hid. VIII. 1967 Thorium
. . is not isomorphous with any other known element. Ibid..
Thorium Oxide [ThOj] .. Chloride [ThCU].. Nitrate.. Sul-

phate [etc.]. 1898 SIR W. CROOKES Addr. Brit. Assoc.

24 Kays . . emitted by thorium and its compounds. The
thorium rays affect photographic plates through screens of

paper or aluminium, and are absorbed by metals and other
dense bodies. 1903 Daily Chron. 27 Nov. 8/3 He [Sir W.
Ramsay] pointed out that the thorium emanations were an
ephemeral gas which in two minutes ceased to exist. 1907
Athenseum 31 Aug. 244/2 Thorium, .gives no fewer than
seven radio-active products, in the following order : meso.
thorium, radiothorium, thorium X, thorium emanation, and
thorium A, B, and C.

Thorle, porle, obs. form of THIKL z>.l

Thorlepolle, variant of THIRLEPOLL Obs.

Thorn (Jym), sb. Forms : 1-3 flora, 1-5 porn,
(2 Jjeorn, 3 (Orm.) porrn, 4 thorun), 4-5 porne,
4-8 thorne, 4- thorn. [OE. porn = OS. thorn
(Du. doom), OHG. dorn (MHG., G. dorn), ON.
porn (Sw., Da. torn), Goth, faurnus, : OTeut.
*lunt-Ut

;
: Indo-Eur. *trnus : cf. OSlav. triinii

thorn.]
I. 1. A stiff, sharp-pointed, straight or curved

woody process on the stem or other part of a plant ;

a spine, a prickle.
0800 CVNEWULF Crist 1445 fa hi hwaesne beaa ymb min

heafodheardne sebygdon..se wassof bornumjeworht. 950
Lindisf.Gosp. Matt, xxvii. 29 Da cempo..ymbworhton oa
bege of oornum, ^esetton ofer heafud his. c 1000 sl/ric's \

Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 139/21 Spina, born. Ibid. 139/22 Tri-
bulus, born, c l*x> Trin. Coll. Ham. 207 He hadde . . bornene
helm, and be bornes swi3e prikeden. a 1300 CursorAT. 17136
(Cott.) pe thornnes o mi hede standes. Ibid. 17774 (Cott.) wit
thorns crund als was he. 1381 WVCLIF Prov. xxvi. 9 If a
thorun [1388 thorn] be growen in the hond of the drunken.
c 1400 Lanfraiic's Cirurg. 166 Of woundis of bornis. 1484CAXTON Fables ofjEsop in. i, As he ranne, a thorne entred
into his foote. 1393 SKAKS. 3 Hen. VI, in. ii. 175 Like one
lost in a Thornie Wood, That rents the Thornes, and is rent
with the Thornes. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 256 Flours of
all hue, and without Thorn the Rose. 1671 GREW Anat.
Plants iv. App. i Thorns are of two kinds, Lignous and
Cortical. 1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) II. 104
Capsules.. awl-shaped, scored, tapering and ending in a
double thorn or awn. Ibid. 350 Fruit-stalks forming I

bunches : thorns 3 together. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. II. i. 324
1 horns, such as those of the rose, are aborted branches.
1880 GRAY Struct. Bat. iii. 3 (ed. 6) 55 A Spine or Thorn
is usually., the termination of a stem or branch, indurated,
leafless, and attenuated to a point. Prev. There is no rose
without a thorn.
2. fig. (or in fig. context) : Anything that causes

pain, grief, or trouble ; in various metaphors, similes,
and proverbial expressions, as a thorn in the flesh
or stJe, a constant

affliction, a source of continual
,

grief, trouble, or annoyance ; (to be, sit, stand, walk)on thorns, (to be, etc.) in a painful state of anxiety
or suspense.
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c 1230 Halt Mtid. 9 Ha lickeo huni of bornes : ha buggen
al j>at swete wiS twa dale of bitlre. c 1374 CIIAUCKR Troylui

in. 1055 (1104) Ye, Nece. wole ye pulle out be (win \v.r.

thornej That stiketh in his herle. 1500-10 DUNBAS ff''"
xii. 14 Wellh, warldly gloir, and riche array, Ar all bot

thornis laid in thy way. 1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglionc s

Ccurtyeru. (1900) 114 The poore gentilwoman stood upon
thornes, and thought an houre a thousande yeare, till she

were got from him. < 1580 JEFFEKIE Bugbears ill. ii. in

Archiv Stud, fifeu. Sfr. (1897), I sytt all on thornes

till that matter take effect. i6oa SHAKS. Ham. I. v. 87

Those Thornes that in her bosolne lodge. 1611 BIBLE 2 Cor.

xii. 7 Least I should bee exalted aboue measure . . there

was giuen to me a thorne in the flesh [1526 TIND. vnquyet-
nes of, 1557 Gen. a pricke in the fleshe], the messenger of

Sathan to buffet me. a 1698 TKMPLE Hist. Eng. 93 No Prince

ever came so early into the Cares and Thorns of a Gown.
1768 EARL CARLISLE in Jesse Selwyn q- Contemp. (1843) II.

316, 1 should have been upon thorns till you had wrote.

1775 SHERIDAN Rivals v. i, Virtuous love.. shall pluck the

thorn from compunction. l8u GALT Provost xlv, The
perverse views., of lhat Yankee thorn-in-lhe-side, Mr.

Hickery. 1864 BHVCE Holy Rom. Emp. xii. (1875) 191 The
Eastern Church was then, as she is to this day, a thorn in the

side of the Papacy. 1886 C. E. PASCOE Land, of To-day
xxx. (ed. 3) 274 Not far from the grave of Elizabeth and

Mary is that of the former's thorn in life, Mary of Scotland.

3. a. A spine or spiny process in an animal.
c 1300* [implied in THORNBACK i]. c 1711-56 [implied in

THORNV i b]. 1860 [see thorn oyster in 8].

b. Histology, (See quots.)
1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 490 The dendrons are

possessed of numerous minute lateral projections, gemmules,
spines, or ' thorns

'

as they have been variously called.

Ibid. VIII. 325 Dr. Alexander Hill believes the so-called
4 thorns

'

to be organic structures, which are not shewn in

their entiretyby the chrome-silver method ; and that a thorn
is really the cell-end of an unstainable nerve filament,
surrounded by a film of staining cell plasm.

o. //. In Lace-making, Pointed projections used
to decorate the cordonnet, etc., in point-lace.
1874 Queen Lace Bk. i. 18 Little loops, knots, or knobs.,

called Pearls, Thorns, or Picots. 1881 CAULFEILD& SAWARD
Diet. Needlework, Thorns, used in Needlepoints to decorate
the coidonnets and raised parts of the lace. See Spines.

II. 4. A plant which bears thorns or prickles ;

a bramble or brier ; a prickly bush, shrub, or tree ;

a thorn-tree or thorn-bush
; esp. any species of the

genus Cratsegus ; in England, spec, the Hawthorn
or White-thorn (C. Oxyacantha).
In early OE. Pyrne wk. fern. :

f
}umjdtt.

a 700- [implied in HAWTHORN]. 75 Corpus Gloss.

(O.E.T.) 1834 States, oornas. c888 K. ALFRED Boeth.

xxiii, Swa hwa swa wille sawan westmabaere land, atioeerest
of oa bornas & J,a fyrsas & fearn & ealle ba weod. c 950
Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 7 Ooro uutedlice gefeollon in

aornum..& woxon oa oornas..& underdulfon oa. c loco
^Kn KIC Gen. iii. 18 pornas and bremelas heo asprit be.

1045 Charter Edward in Kemble Cod. Dipl. IV. 98 On
ftane greatan born oe stynt wi3 Grimes die. c 1200 ORMIN

seiden to the thorn, Com, and comaund thow vpon us.

c 1450 Godstow Reg. 34 Fowre burdyns of thornys of her
wood of Cumnore. 1545 BRINKLOW Lament. (1874) 92 Do
briers bringe forth figges, and thorns grapes? 1615 W. LAWSON
Orch. 9f Card. (1623) Pref., Curious conceits, .inoculating
Roses on Thornes, and such like. 1750 GRAY Elegy 116
Grav'd on the stone beneath yon aged thorn. 1800 WORDSW.
Hart-leap Well 33 Dismounting, then, be leaned against
a thorn. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 344 /2 The thorns \Cratxgus\ ate
natives of Europe, North America, and the temperate regions
of Asia and Africa. 1882 Garden 24 June 449/1 Thorns,
white, pink, and crimson . . have been very beautiful.

b. (without artic(e). Thorn bushes or branches

collectively ; also, the wood of a thorn-tree.

01300 Cursor M. 924 (Cott.) Brembel and thorn it sal te

yeild. Ibid. 16437 pai crond him wit born, c 1330 R.
BKUNNE Chron. (1810) 14 Sibriht,. .pat a suynhirdslouhKUNNE ron. (110) 14 Sbrht,. .at a suynhirdslouh
vnder a busk of thoin. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xii. 228 pe
pyes..bere be borne is thikkest . . buylden and brede. 1508
DUNBAR Tua Mariit Wcmen 15 Throw pykis of the plet
thorne I presandlie luikit. 1591 SHAKS. Rom. f, Jul. \. iv.
26 It is too rough, Too rude, too boysterous, and it pricks
like thorne. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xiv. 17 The inner
part.. Which with an hedge of Thorn he fenc't about. 1711
POPE Messiah 73 Sandy vallies once perplexed with thorn.
Mod. Thorn is a hard wood, and makes good cudgels.

C. fig. (or in figurative language). Sometimes
alluding to the parable of the sower, Matt. xiii. 7.a 1340 HAMPOLK Psalter xxxii. 12 Full of thornes & brers
of

synnes. 1735 JOHNSON Lobo's Abyssinia, Descr. L 47
Little besides the Name of Christianity is to be found here,and the Thorns may be said to have choaked the Grain.

,

1
.?
1? SHELLEV Ode West Wind 54, I fall upon the thorns of

life 1 I bleed ! 1850 W. IRVING Goldsmith xxxvii. 358 The
thorns which beset an author in the path of theatrical
literature.

5. With qualifying words used to distinguish
species and varieties of CratKgus, and to designate
various other thorny plants : as
Aronla thorn, Cralxgus Aroma; Buffalo thorn,Acacia latroaum, an Indian tree; Egyptian thorn,Acacia vera.one of the trees which produce gum-arabic ;

tlepnant thorn, Acacia tomentosa (Treas. Bot. 1866);

THOEN.
1882 Garden 12 Aug. 145/3 '''lie 'Aronia Thorn. .is a

moderate-growing tree. 1866 Trcas. Hot., *Buffalo Thorn,
Acacia latronum. 1731 MILI.KR Card. Diet., Acacia,
'Egyptian Thorn or Binding Bean Tree. 1800 MAVNI!
Expos. Lt-x., Egyptian 'I'hom,.. Acacia vcr<i, the gum-
arabic tree. 1731 MILLEK Gard. Diet. s. v. Mespitiis, The
Pyracantha or "Ever-green Thorn. 1866 Treos. Bot. 847/2
t[arkisonia] nculcata, called in Jamaica the *Jerusalem

j

Thorn. 1814 ROXBURGH Hort. Bengal. 32 Czsulpinia sepi-

|

ariii, "Mysore Thorn. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 329
Thorn, "Spanish Hedgehog, Anthyllis.

6. (Short for thorn-titoth.) Collectors' name for

various geometrid moths.
Applied originally to species whose larva: feed on the

hawthorn or kindred plants.
1832 RENNIE Conspectus Butterfl. f, Moths 105 Geometra

(Leach).. .The September Thorn (G. erosaria). Ibid. 106
The Angled Thorn (G. angiilaria). 1869 NEWMAN Brit.
Moths 57 The September Ihorn {Ennomos erosaria).

III. 7. The name of the Old English and
Icelandic runic letter J> (= tli) ; named, like other
runes, from the word of which it was the initial.
ciooo Runic Poem iii. (Gr.), porn byd bearle scearp.

c 1400 MAUNUEV. (Roxb.) xv. 71 p and 3, whilk er called
born and ?ok. 1885 E. M. THOMPSON in Encycl. Brit.
XVIII. 160/1 The English letter thorn, /, survived and
continued in use down to the isth century.
IV. 8. attrib. and Comb. a. Attributive, as

thorn-acacia, avenue, -bed (BJSD sb. 8), -caver (CovEE
sl>-1 1),/'"", -fire, forest, grove, -holt, jungle, kloof,
-prick, -puncture, scrub, stick, -sting, thicket; objec-
tive, etc., as thorn-bearer, -eater; thorn-like, -proof,

-resisting adjs. ; instrumental, as thorn-bound,
-covered, -encompassed, -marked, -pricked, -set,

-strewn, -wounded, -wreathed adjs. b. Special
combs. : f thorn-beak, the garfish, Belonevulgaris ;

thorn-bill, a humming-bird of the South American
genus Rhamphomicrou; thorn-bird, a South
American bird, Anumbius acuticaudatus (allied
to the OVJBN-BIBD), which builds a large domed
nest of thorny twigs (Webster, 1890); thorn-
bit, ?a bit with a sharp projection which pricks
the horse's mouth ; also _/<{. ; fthorn-broom, (a)
the petty whin, Genista anglica ; (/>') the common
furze; fthorn-but [LteT j^.i], ? = THOBN-
BACK i ; thorn-catcher, a device attached to a
bicycle or motor-car, to extract thorns and the
like from the tire as the wheel rotates; thorn-
devil, name of an Australian lizard, Moloch
horridus; -= MOLOCH 2

; thorn-fly (also hawthorn-
fly, thorn-treefly), a kind of artificial

fly ; f thorn-
garth, an enclosure protected by a thorn-hedge ;

t thorn-grape, the gooseberry; thorn-head
(Webster, 1890), thorn-headed worm, one of
the Acanthoccphala, intestinal parasitic worms hav-

ing the proboscis furnished with hooks or spines ;

f thorn-hog, a hedgehog ; thorn-hopper, a tree-

hopper, Thelia cratmgi, which frequents thorny
shrubs (Cent. Diet. 1891); thorn house, in salt-

making by the graduation method, a structure in

which weak brine is caused to trickle over piles or

high walls of thorns and brushwood giving a large
surface for evaporation; thorn-letter, the runic
letter J> : = sense 7 ; thorn-lizard = thorn-devil;

thorn-locust, the common honey-locust tree of
N. America, Gleditschia triacanthos

; thorn-moth
sense 6 ; thorn-mussel, a pinna ; thorn

oyster, popular name of bivalves of the family
Spondylidx, in which the older specimens have
the lower valve spiny ; also thorny oyster ; thorn-
quick, a young thorn-plant for a hedge ; f thorn-
rone, a brake or undergrowth of thorns ; thorn-
shell, a spiny shellfish

; thorn-stone, a concretion

deposited on the faggots in a thorn house (see

quot. 1848) ; thorn-swine, a porcupine (Cent.
Diet. 1891); thorn-tail, popular name of the

humming-birds of the South American genus
Gouldia, distinguished by a long pointed tail

;

thorn-tailed a., having a tail resembling a thorn,
or with thorn-like processes ; thorn-tailed agama,
an agamoid lizard of the genus Uromastix, having
the tail cased with rings of spiny scales; thorn-
wall, in salt-making: cf. thorn house; thorn-

wood, (a) a wood of thorns ; (b) (thornwood) a
South African tree (perh. Acacia Natalitia, the
South African Wattle); also attrib. See also

THOBN-APPLE, THOBN-BUSH, etc.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 207/6 A Hornbeak, fish. . .A Thorn-
beak. 1894 G. ALLEN in Westm. Gaz. 8 May 2/1 They
[nettles] make a practice of sheltering themselves under..
stouter and taller 'thorn-bearers. 1844 STEPHENS Bk.U. Til X *rfu. Afvt. low), aiuuici tuiu uiucr inorn-oearers. 1044 OTEPHENS z>*.

l tnorn, (.ratxgiis Pyracantha, an ornamental :
Farm I. 374 The ditch is thus marked out ready for the

vergreen bea. ing a profusion of red berries in clusters formation of the "thorn-bed. 18*1 GOULD Humming Birds
during winter; Jerusalem thorn. Parkinsonia acu. III. PI. 188 JiamfAomicnnRu/fcetlK.ecl.capped "Thorn-

rs cusers
during winter; Jerusalem thorn, Parkinsonia acu.
leata, a spiny shrub found in tropical regions: Mysore
thorn, Cxsalfiniasefiaria, a leguminous plant; Spanish
hedgehog thorn, some species of the genus Anthyllis.bee also BLACKTHORN, Box-/., BUCKTHORN, CAMEH'S.*.,
CHRIST s /., GLASJONBIJKV t., GOAT'S-/., HAWTHORN, LILY t.,

MOUSE-/., ORANGE /., I'UKCING.*., SALLOW I., SCORPION'S /.,WHITE. IHOKN.

. mfhomicnn Ruficeps Red-capped
"

Bill. 1870 GILLMORE tr. Figuier's Kept. t Birds 471 The
Thornbills..are American birds. 1886 KIPLING Defartm.
Ditties, etc. ( 1 899) 90 The colt who is wise will abstain from
the terrible "thorn-bit of Marriage. 1578 LVTE Doiioens

yi. ix. 668 Genistitla, Furze or *thorne Brooroe gj-Qweth
in vntoyled places. 1597 GERARDE Herbal in. xvtii. 1140
In English Vurze, Fuuen bushes, Whirine, Goiase, and
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in the bud, no to speak, by employing 'thorn-catchers. 1850
R. G. GUMMING Hunter's Life A'. Afr. (1902) 158/2 We
halted -beside v^veral acres of *lhorn-cover. 1642 MILTON
Apot. Smect. v. Wks. 1738 1. no '1 his obscure "thorn-eater of

Malice and Detraction, as well as of Quodlibets and So-

phisms. 1790 G. SMITH Laboratory 11. 310 *Thorn-fly.

Dubbing of black lamb's wool [etc. 1. a i34oHAMPOLE/'ja/rVr
Ixxxviii. 39 Thou distroyd all his thorne garthu. 1578 LyIK
Dodoeiti VI. xix. 681 Vita spina, whiche may be Englished,
Thome grape. 1886 FACGE & PYE-SluiTll Print. M,-ii.

(ed. 2) II. 234 An acanthocephalous or "thornheaded worm,

Echinorrhynchus sp., has only once been certainly discovered

in the human intestine. 1340 Ayenb, 66 pe *t>orn-hog bet

ys al ywry^e myd prikyinde eles. c 1450 Gotistow Reg. 208

Half a rode of lond, liyng in the *thorneholte in the feldes

of halso. 1866 Tomlinson's Cycl. II. 552, I (At Moutiers]
There are four evaporating houses called Maisonsd'Epincs
or *thorn-houscs. 1879 G. GLADSTONE in Casselfs 'J cctm,

L

Educ. IV. 353/1 Thorn houses.. are gigantic erections con-

sisting of a skeleton of timber tilled in with thorn bushes . .

leu
res

ter. 1899 CAGNLY Jaksck's Clin. Diagn. viii. 413 The
resulting cultivation is marked with . . "thorn-like processes

projecting from it. 1860 WRAXALL Life in Sea vi. 143 The
great *Thorn-mussel (Pinna) of the Mediterranean. //>/</.

viii. 208 They [species of Spondyli] are distinguished by
bright colours, but more especially by the long thorns and

spurs with which they are covered, and for this reason they
are also called "Thorn Oysters. 1858 CHR. ROSSKTTI Fr,
House to Home 63, I felt no *thorn-prick when I plucked a
flower. 1565 JEWEL Repl. Harding (1611) 417 That "Thorn-

prickt, Nail-boared, Speare-pierced, and otherwise wounded,
le Bodi<

witti special "inorn-prool lyres anu a nieiai gear-case. 17;

Forfeited Estates Papers (S.H.S.) 92 [He] has raised . . rim

1740 no less than 1,670,147 *Thorn Quicks, a 1400 Sc. Tro.

jaii War li. 2437 And has bot one small hole but dout In-to

bat "thorne-rone, richt secre. 1757 DYER Fleece I. 115

Haughty trees . . that weaken *thorn-set mounds. 1860

WRAXALL Life in Sea viii. 209 A wondrously beautiful

'Thorn Shell. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown i. li, A stout

"thorn stick in his hand. 1848 Knapp's Chem. Techno!.

I. 266 The thorns become gradually covered with a thick

coating (''thorn-stone), consisting of carbonates of lime,

magnesia, manganese, and protoxide of iron. 1885 C. G. W.
LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. iv. 153/1 [The fagots] have

to be changed every 2 years or so, on account of a deposit
of calcium carbonate (' thornstons') which coats them. 1783
LATHAM Gen. Syn. Birds IV. 463 "Thorn-tailed Warbler. . .

Inhabits Terra del Fuego. 1888 Casselfs Encycl. Diet.

s. v. Uromastix, Thorn-tailed Agamas . . from the south of

Russia.. and Central India. i86 Tomlitaon's Cycl. II.

554/1 The Saxon method of graduation by the use of "thorn-

walls. 1850 R. G. CUMMING Hunter's Life S. Afr. (1902)

147/1 Reducing with adzes a "thornwood tree, which was

to serve as a beam. 1863 W. C. BALDWIN Afr. Hunting
vi. 148 A beautiful country of dense thornwood. 1819

SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. i. 598 Let that "thorn-wounded

brow Stream not with blood,

Thorn (Jv-in), v. Now rare. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To make thorny, to furnish with thorns ;

tsp. to protect (a newly planted quick-set hedge or

the like) with dead thorn-bashes. Also absol.

1483 Cath. Angl. 384/1 To Thorne, dumare, sfinare,
dumerc esse vel fieri, .escere. 1541 Nottingham Kec.lll.

382 For thorns and for thornyng of wylo settes. 1579 Mem.
St Giles, Durham (Surtees) i Payde..for thornynge the

wicke for saufegayrde of the shepe. 1784 ROBINSON Let. in

N. * 0. 3rd Ser. IV. 342/2, [I] set a man to hedge and thorn.

1875 BROWNING A ristophancs' Afol. 630 Vowel-buds thorned

about with consonants.

2. To prick with or as with a thorn ; to vex.

1500 CTESS PEMBROKE Antonie 226 And thousand thou-

sand woes Our heau'nly soules now thorne. Ibid. 917 1 his

grief, nay rage, .. thornes me still 1778 Saberna i6 A
ruffian he 1 . .Who stole a rose, and thorn d the heart it blest 1

brangled. 1877 i ENNYSON naraut 1.1. ,

rose of all the stock That never thorn d him.

1 3. To attach or pin together with thorns. Obs.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas u. i. iv. Handle-crafts 140

With their sundry locks, thorn'd each to other, Their tender

limbs they hide.

ThtO'rn-aipple. The common name of Datura

Stramonium, N.O. Solanacex (see DATUBA), a

coarse annual plant bearing large funnel-shaped

white flowers, succeeded by large four-celled cap-

sules covered with prickly spines ;
also the capsule

or fruit itself. Also formerly called thorny apple.

1578 LYTE Dodoens m. Ixxxvii. 440 Fruite, round as an

apple.., beset rounde about with many prickley thornes,

and therefore they call it Thorne apple. 1694 W. SALMON

Bate's Dispens. (1713) 680/2 Fresh Leaves ofStrammonium

bearing Thorn Apples. 1846 LINDLEY Veg. Kingd. 619 Th

Thorn-apple . . is a violent narcotic when taken internally.

1898 Alloutt's Syst. Med. V. 415 Crenation of the red-

corpuscles, giving rise to the so-called mulberry and thorn

apple forms.

Thornback (bpunb^k). Forms : see THOBN

sb. and BACK sbl ;
also 5 -bagge, 7 -bage, -bagg.

1. The common ray or skate (Kaia clavala) <

British seas, used as food, distinguished by having

several rows of short sharp spines arranged along

the back and tail. Also called t thorny-back (obs.).

c 1300 Havtlok 759 t>e Butte, be schulle, be bornebake.

thomeuakkes, iiijd. c 1440 AIK. Cookery in House/1. Ord.

(1790) 469 A codlynge or whilynge, or thornbagge, or hadok.

I594NASMK Unjint.
Tm.'. r- M> t.ai>ei,Io.tkc. .oucr-sprcad-

ing my backe like a tliorne-b.icke. 1605 Shuttlev/orths'

Ace. (Chelham Soc.) 170 One tliornbage and fyve Mokes vj
1
*.

1653 H. COGAN lr. Mnto'i Trar. xxiv. (1663) 89 We saw
Fishes in the Shape of Thornback-,, that were four fathoms

about, and had a Mu/yle like an Ox. 1859 YarrelCs />>/.'.

Fishes H. 582 The Thornback and its female the Muid
1861 HULME tr. Moifuin-'l'amhn li. in. i. 106 The Thorn-

buck.., from the shores of the Mediterranean, is of a brown

colour, spoiled with while mid black. The body attains a

length of twelve feet.

D. As the name of other species of ray : seequots.
1731 MKDLEV Kolben's Cape G. Hope II. 202 The Cape

Thornback is a broad flat fisn from three quarters of an iii' ti

to an inch thick. 1698 MORRIS A astral ting., Thornback,

Name for one of the Stingrays, Kaia lemfrieri, Richards.

) o. fig. Opprobriously applied to a person.
1J99 NASHE Lenten Sttiffe (1871) 101 To be held a flat

thornback, or sharp pricking dog-fish to the public weal.

2. a. Short for thornback crab : see 4.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

b. Provincial name of the stickleback.

1859 YarrelCs Brit. Fishes (ed. 3) II. 75 Rough-tailed
Stickleback. Pinkeen .. Thornback. c 1904 K. SMITH (.1AV.)

Warwick. Gloss. (E.U.D.), Thorn-back, a small fish with a

strong back fin. It abounds in the Avon, but it is not the

stickleback.

t 3. An old maid, slang. Obs.

The female young of the thornback is called maid (MAID
sb. 1

7), and titaideit-skate (Sc.).

1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais \. iv, Whether when they were

Maids, or Thornbacks, in their Prime, or at Iheir last Prayers.

1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 70. 2/2 Meeting with three

Thornbacks.., I treated them. 1898 Daily News 14 Mar.

4/7 After 25, young ladies were called
' thorn-backs

'

by the

much marrying Puritans of New England.
4. altrib., as thornback crab, a species of spider-

crab or sea-spider, Maia squinado, called also in

U.S. king-crab ; t thornback dog, a kind of dog-
fish or shark of the genus Galeus; thornback

ray = sense i
; thornback skate (see quot.).

1668 WILKINS Real Char. n. v. i 3. 132 Thornback Dog,

[margin] Galeus spinal. l86 COUCH Brit. Fishes I. 99
Thornback Ray, Ray.maid...This b one of the commonest
of the Rays, and the most valued. 1875 Melbourne Spec-
tator 28 Aug. 201/3 A thornback skate [Kaia rostrata\..

weighing 109 Ibs., has been caught, .at North Arm.

Hence t Tho'rnbaokly a. Obs., of the nature of

a thornback : cf. i c above.

\GtxTryallChev. v. ii. in Bullen Old PI. (1884) III. 350
The Thornbackly slave I

Tho'ru-bnsh.. Any bush that bears thorns;

e. g. a hawthorn, a bramble. Also attrib.

c 1330 R. BRUNNK Chron. (1810) 9 A suynhird smote he to

dede vnder a thorn busk. 1483" Cath. Angl. 384/1 A
Thorne buske, spinetam. 1535 COVERDALE Judg. ix. 15

Then sayde all the trees vnto the thorne bus/she : Come
thou, and be kynge ouer vs. S9oSHAKS. Mids.N. v. 1.263,

I, the manintheMoone! this thorne bush, my thorne bush ;

and this dog, my dog. 1896 BADEN-POWELL Matabele Cam-

paign xi, I lay up during the heat of the day with a water.

proof sheet spread over a thorn-bush as a shelter from the

sun. 1902 Westm. Gal. 3 Nov. 3/1 Crossing this thick

thorn-bush country in the face of the opposition of a numer-

ous army elated by recent success.

Tio'rn-crown. A crown or fillet of thorns:

chiefly in reference to that placed in mockery on the

head of Christ (Matt, xxvii. 29, etc.).

? c 1400 Warres ofjruies (Laud MS. 22) in Warton Hist.

EngTpoctry (1840) II. 106 A strange thorn crown was

thraste on his hed. 1859 LD. LYTTON Wanderer (ed. a) 4*>

The thorn-crown hath blossom'd on my brow. looa Linasty

Star 13 July 2/2 He wore the thorn-crown on His brow.

So Tho-rn-crowned a., crowned with thorns,

wearing a crown of thorns.

1609 T. DAVIES Holy KoodeG), We learne. .by his Thorne.

crowned head, How to adorne vs. 1791 R. CUMBERLAND

Calvary (1803) II. 101 His thorn-crown'd head upon his

breast reclin'd. 1903 Month Aug. 127 The thorn-crowned

figure of the Redeemer.

Thorne, variant of THABK v. Obs., to lack.

Thorned (
h?Jnd)i o- P- THOHN st. + -KD .] a.

Having or provided with thorns, b. Overgrown
with thorn-bushes.

trails of thorned rose stems.

t Tho-rnel. Obs. rare- 1
. [Corruption of dial.

German darndel - darrling, f. darr-en to dry,

parch, roast.] Silver or copper ore which remains

unreduced in smelting.

1683 PETTUS Fleta Min. I. xxviii. |o. 75 Let the Silver b

dry and when the Thornels (if there be any) and the Silver

hath taken hold on the Ashes, they must be beaten down

with a Hammer. Ibid. IL 125 Thornels,. .a term of Art, for

that which remains of the roasted Oar, unmclted.

Thornen (}>?'.men), ". Obi. exc. dial, forms:

i -, pyrnen, 2 pernen; 2-4 fornen, 4 (9 dial.)

thornen, 9 dial, tharnin. [In OE. Jyrncn ^

OHG. durnSn, Goih.jaurtuins, :-OTeut. "Jntrn-

tnoz, f. *}urn-us THOBN : see -W suffix
*. Mb..

borrun (without umlaut) was assimilated to the sb.;

so Ger. dornen] Of thorns or thorn ; thorny.

ctcfj K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xxxvl. 260 He seSa-

fode oaH him mon selte oyrnenne beaj on 9rt b

ciooo yELKRic Htm. 11.252 His cempan..mid byrnenum

hcVmc his heafod befengon. c 1160 11altonGosp. Mark xv.

"pa cempeu..him on setten kernene helm awundelie.

i 1175 Lamb. llom. 121 Mid buit.cne . luj.c !.i> beaded
icruned. c 1400 Ticuna't j/ii-ittn ik .!!-.. \ I. <-; lie feng

' y of be liuly Lroase, and sum of ^c ttowne of borne

Scour. H'h. /fane iv, The tharniii tiec. .As i> called KiiiK
Alfcrd's ili.n 1 1. 1863 BAUncs/fe 't in. . 1 pass 'd the uuiu
avorc the spring, An' slieuherd by the thuriieii Hie.

Tho rn-he dge. A hedge of thorny shrubs ;

spec, a hedge composed of hawthorn '

sets '. 1 lencc
Tho rn-he dged a., furnished with or enclosed by
a thorn-hedge.
1560 BIBLE (Gencv.) Micah vii. 4 The most riiihuou- ol

IMai is sharper then a ihorne hedge, a 1731 T. Boktos
Crook in Lot (1805) 33 It U like a thorn hedge, .in tin-

which that bias inclines him t ,. 1854 /.oolofi*! XII. 4286,
I discovered in a thorn-bed^e the first HCM tliat I had seen
that year. 1891 A. M. CLERKK Fam. Mud. Homer ni. 7 .

Odysseus.. approached the thorn-hedged encUnurc.

Thomily ^^-anili), adv. ff. at next + -t -.]

In a thorny manner
;
so as to be thorny.

1887 BLACKMORE Sfringhavtn xvi, Thornily anted with

good stout furze.

Thorniness (J^unines). [f. THOBKY + -KEIW.]

Thorny quality or condition, pricklioeu; Jig.

acerbity of manner, roughness, ruggedoets.
1674 R. GODFREY Inj. * Ab. Physic 87 The Thornyoeu,

or bad Character imprinted on the stomach, . . might be

obliterated. 1711 BAILEY, Spinosity, thorniness, difficulty.

i88 A. K. WALLAH.l//ac Archip. i 58Themo character-

istic feature of the jungle was its thorniness. 1895 Current
Hist. (Buffalo, N. V.) V.?53 The historian's rude sallies and

general tborniness. 1906 Athenmum 7 July 5/2 The thorni-

ness of metre which Ibis poet shares with Browning.

1 Tho rnish, a. Obs. rare. [f. THOBM it. +

-IsHl.] Thorny, prickly.
1416 LYUG. Di Gull. Pilgr. 11234 Me thouthe I uwh a

fforkyd weyc Parlyng at an beg on tweyne, Thykke and

thornyssh in certeyne. 1577 FRAMKTON Joyful Keva u.

(I596J ;Q The fruite of a tree very great, after the pianer of

Tnornish Chestnuts.

Thornless (bpunles), a. [f.
THOBK ft. +

-LESS.] Having no thorns; free from thonu;
without a thorn.

1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) II. 461 \Mtspilut

gerinanica\ Thornless : leaves spear-shaped, cottony under

ncath: flowers solitary, sitting. 1803 Visct. SnuUGfORU
Poeins ofCamoens, To Night (1810) 66, l..Hve never yet
been one of those Whose love has prov'd a thornles* rose !

1815 H. ALFORD in Lift 17 Perennial and thornless flowers

bloom only in the Paradise above.

Hence Tho'rnlessness.

1857 LIVINGSTONE Trav. xviii. 345 The thornlessnes* of the

vegetation is especially noticeable.

Thornlet ()>p-inlet). [f.
THOBN sb. + -LEI.]

a. A diminutive thorn-bush, b. A minute thorn.

l85 E. BURRITT Walk Land's End xii. 419 The Rifle

Corps fired a volley over the consecrated thornlet. 1881

SLAVES in Jrnt.Linn. Sx.XVl.ios The spinelets .. appear
like well-developed tbornlets.

Thornpole, -pool, var. thorlpoll, THIBLKPOLL.

ThO'rn-tree. A tree having or bearing thorns ;

in Great Britain, usually a hawthorn tree.

1483 Cath. Angl. 384/1 A Thorne tree, tnespula, ramfnus.

1850 R. G. CUMMING Hunter's Life S. Afr. (1902) 60/1 A

clump of tangled thorn-trees. 1856 STANLEY Sinai 4 Pal.

x. 363 The
' Nabk ', or thorn-tree, . .here breaks out along the

hill-sides in thick jungles. 189} Atlantic Monthly July 61

The thorn-tree before me was perhaps fifteen feet high.

b. altrib. Thorn-tree fly, a March trout-fly, a

thorn-fly or HAWTHOUN-FLV, q. v.

1676 COTTON Walton's Angler \\. vii. (1881) 8j There is

also for this month [March], a fly, called the Thorn-tree fly ;

the dubbing is.. black, mixed with eight or ten hairs of

Isabella-coloured mohair. 1787 BEST Angliur 99 March.

The Thorn or Hawthorn Tree
fly. 1909 Westm. Gat.

4 May 2/3 Scant thorn-tree shade where white sheep flock.

Thorny W-mi), [OE-iornif, f. THOBN sb.

+ .>, -v. Cf. MHG. domic.}
1. Abounding in, characterized by, or consisting

of thorns or spines ; spiny, prickly.

a io3 WULFSTAN Htm. xlviii. (Napier) 246 xeheja bll

earan raid bornisum he*e. ai**sAtKr.R.^3f. Heomakie
:

frommard bore nest-sofle wi8ulen,&.

lyrm wioinnen._l3

SIIAKS. r/. Shr. Ind, ii. M Dapne rommg troug a

ornie wood. 1697 URVDEN Virr. Georg. III. 49 On Shrubs

hey browte? and^thorny Brambles crop. ENNYSON.850 TENNYSON

In
y rowe an .

Mem Ixix. 6, I found a wood with thorny boughs.

b Ofarl inimal (or a part of one): Harmg

[with) the thorny fins on its back,
,j..|. .

2. Abounding in thorn-beanng or pnckly plants ,

overgrown with thorns or brambles. A\so/t.

ThZmy ground, fig. after the parable of the sowo, Matt.

linglufaS oone ce

IS/S?fSSiS
^ \VI, ch Must by the Roots be hew'ne %-p yet ere

,
Wl ,ch

Mus^sy^ SfrMM ,3, 1 was .High.

ier, a 1 notDyijiound Auditor. 17J SOMW



THOBO-.

134 HAMPOLE Psalter xvii. 36 All be thorny & be lairy

besynes of bis warld. a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (R.), It

was easily seen it was a very thorny abode he made there.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. n. vii. 94 The thorny point Of bare

distresse, hath tane from me the shew Of smooth ciuility.

1738 YOUNG Love Fame v. 252 Thorny care, and rank and

stinging hate. 1868 LYNCH Rivulet CXL. vi, That thorny
cares may yield sweet fruits.

b. Full of points of contention or difficulty;

difficult to handle ; delicate, ticklish.

1653 tr. Holes' Dissert. dePttcex. 48 In these so subtil and

thorny explications, if they.. chance to erre, shall they pre-

sently be termed the enemies of God and Christ? 1675
TRAHERNE Chr. Ethics 25 Prudence is that knowledge, by
which we guide our selves in thorny and uncertain affairs.

1793 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV. 133 This American is an ugly
and thorny affair. 1831 SCOTT jfrnl. 13 Mar., I have finally

arranged a thorny transaction. 1007 Atlienyum 25 May
638/1 Several of the thorniest questions which have per-

plexed both ancient and modern logicians.

4. a. In the names of species or varieties of plants,

animals, or shells, characterized by having thorns or

spines : prickly, spiny ;
as thorny acacia, asparagus,

dam, germander, lobster, rest-harrow.
Also thorny apple = THORN-APPLE; thorny broom, (a)

the petty whin, Genista anglica, (b) the common whin, furze,
or gorse j thorny oyster = thorn-oyster (THORN sb. 8) ;

thorny palm, the prickly palm of the W. Indies, Bactrio
Pluinierana; thorny trefoil, a thorny shrub of the
Mediterranean region, Fagonia Cretica ; thorny wood-
cock, a shell of the Indian Ocean, Murex tenttispina, with

long thin closely-set spines. (See also 5 b.)

1834 PRINGLE Afr. Sk. vii. 239 An open grassy meadow
. .bordered by willow trees and groves of the "thorny acacia

Stramonia. 1831 Veg. Subst. Food Man 187 The "thorny
asparagus, . .beset with sharp spines. 1597 GERARDE Herbal
in. xvui. 1140 This *thorney Broome is taken for Theo-

Spinosa. "Thorny Rest Harrow. 1760 LEE Introd. Bat.
App. 353/1 "Thorny Trefoil, of Candia, Fagonia. 1842
Penny Cycl. XX 1 1. 55/1 Murcx Tribulus (Common "Thorny
Woodcock).

b. In other collocations, as f thorny marrow,
the spinal marrow.
i66a

\.
CHANDLER Van Helmont"s Oriat. 105 It is made

motive in the thorny marrow or Spina. Meduuz.
5. Comb, as thorny-edged, -pointed, -pricking,

-thin, -twining adjs.
1594 KYD Cornelia 11. 269 Whose loftie Towers (like thorny,

pointed speares). 1596 Edvi. Ill, i. i, Feruent desire, . . Is
farre more thornie pricking than this blade. 1705 PETIVER
in Phil. Tram. XXV. 1952 The Thorny-edged Carolina
Crab. 1735 SOMERVILLE Ckace n. 166 The thorny-twining
Hedge. 1885 HEL. G. CONE in Atlantic Monthly Apr. 451
What lifeless laughter, crackling thorny-thin ?

b. Special Combs. : thorny-back, (a) the

thornback; (*) the stickleback; (<) the river

perch ; thorny-ribs (see quot.) ; thorny-shell, a
univalve mollusc, Valuta spinosa.
1810 P. NEILL List Fishes 28 (Jam.) "Thorny-back (Raia

clavata]. 1869 Chafers Tyneside Aim. 13 (E.D.D.) Here
may be fund the thorney-back, the Poheed an' Tommy
Lodjor. CI7H PETIVER Gazophyl. vm. Ixxviii, Limington
*Thorney-ribs...A sort of Fossil Murex. 1713 PETIVER
Aquat. Anim. Amboinx Tab. iii, Valuta spmosa .. River
1 horney-shell.

Thoro, obs. form of THOROUGH.
Thoro- (boT0), combining form of THOBIUM, in

names of compound salts, minerals, etc. e.g.
Thorog-u mmite Min. [GuMMiTE : see quot.
1889], ahydrated thorosilicate ofuranium; Thoro-
si-licate Chem., a silicate in which part of the
silicon is replaced by thorium.
MfAmtr. Jrnl.Sc. e, Art XXXVIII. 481 We name

this mineral thoro-gummite, because it is a gummite in
which the water has been replaced by the thorite molecule.
Ibid. 480 It seems better to regard the mineral as a hydrated
thorp-silicate of uranium, rather than as a urano-silicate of
thorium. 1909 Cent. Diet. Supp., Thorogummite . . like
other native compounds of thorium and uranium, has marked
radio-active properties.

Thorough (Jw-rtr, b-re), prep, and adv. Chiefly
archaic or Obs. Forms : see below. [A disyllabic
development of OE. purh, THROUGH, when fully
stressed, which appeared already in later OE. as
puruh (cf.OHG. duruh, durak, durih, OS. thuni],and has regularly become thorough in mod.Engas burh became buruh, borough, furh furrow,
oorh. borrow, sorh sorrow, mearh marrow. Thorough
is thus the direct representative of the full-stressed
3E. furh; and it is owing to the fact that iurh
was chiefly a preposition, and thus usually pro-
clitic and stressless, that it is now, in this use
represented by through (unstressed J>r, new-stressed

334

i ]>r). The stressed form was naturally used when

purh was a separate word, i. e. an adv., adj., or sb.,

or the stressed part of a compound, as in tho'rough-
'

fare; and, as prepositions were sometimes emphatic
and stressed, the puruh, thorough form remained

also as a prep, beside the unstressed piirli, pilr,

pn"ih,prii, etc. ; on the other hand, the new-stressed

form through (J>r) of the prep, has in more recent

times been taken also by the adv., while thorough
! remains in both as an archaic form, and as that of

the derived adj. and sb. In the adverb its function

I

is largely taken over by its derivative thoroughly.
As both thorough and through are existing words, distinct

in spelling and still more in pronunciation, it seems best to

j

make two articles, placing under THROUGH the various
! monosyllabic forms, including the obsolete Jiitrh, thurgh,

}itr]>, fiurth, and the now dialectal thrujf, and treating
under THOROUGH the less numerous disyllabic variants.

This entails some duplication of the definition, but appears
preferable to treating tkorotigh merely as a \ariant of

through. It must be remembered however that bpth/rw//,
through, and puruh, thorough, developed by insensible

gradations out of purh, thurgh, and that therefore the
a-forms under THROUGH belong, down to 1300 and 1400, really
as much to the history of thorough^
A. Illustration of Forms.
a. 1-3 buruh, 3 pureh, puregh, 3-5 boruj,

4 boruh, boruhe, boroj, porogh, thorogh, 4-5
porou3,thoru3,4-6thorugh, sthoruh, thorowh,
-owgh, -ughe, -oughe, 5- thorough (8- thoro').
0. 3-4 buru, boru, 4 thoru, borou, 4-5 thoro,
thorou, borow(e, 4-6 thorowe, 4-8 (9 in comb.)
thorow, (5 thurow, thurrowe, 5-6 dorow, 6

thurrou(ly),thorro, 6-7thorrow) ; 7. 3-4)>orw,
4 burw, bourw, thorw, 4-5 borwe; 4 jrorutb.

(mjtorulhlike, THOROUGHLY).
c looo Ag.s. Ps. (Th.) Ixv. 1 1 We buruh fyr faratS, and buruh

floda brym. c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 109 O3er kinnes
neddre . . criepe3 nedlinge bureh nerewe hole. Ibid. 33
puregh [see B. I. 6J. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8513 pom
godes wille. .11300 Cursor M. 151 How crist com thoro
[v.rr. borow, thoru, bourse] propheci. 13.. Ibid. 20698
(B. M. Add. MS.) porwe [f.rr. thoru, borou,l>our3ej be toun.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. ix. 151 pus bourw cursed caym cam care
vppon erthe. Ibid. xiv. 300 porw be pas of alioun Pouerte
myjte passe with-oute peril of robbynge. c 1380 porou?
[see B. I. ibj. 1:1430 Hymns Virg. 123 Lungeus hym
stonge dorow be syde. c 1449 PECOCK Refr. i. i. 7 Weelny}
thoruJal the chapiter. 1456 Thurrowe [see B. I. 6]. 14*7,
1481 Thorow [see B. II. 3]. 1474 Thorough [see B. 11.4].
1484 CAXTON failtt of rfisop i. xiv, Deceyued thoroughe
fals counceylle. 1485 Chas. Gt. i. n. v. 30 Thorugh hys
empyre. 1556 Chrott. Gr. Friars (Camden) 40 Browte..to
the tower thorrow Smythfelde and in at Newgat, rydynge
soo thorrow Chepe.syde. Ibid. 56 Prechyng thorro afle

Ynglonde agayne the sacrament of the auter. 1590 SHAKS.
Mids. N. li. i. 3 Over hill, over dale, Thorough [folios
Through] bush, thorough brier. 1673, a 1713 Thorow [see
B. II. ij, 1715 S. SEWALL Diary 17 Mar., Much Water
passes thorow the three Spaces left for that purpose. 1850,
1893 Thorough [see B. I. i, 2).

B. Signification.
I. prep. (Still in poetic or archaic use.)

1. From side to side or end to end of; = THROUGH
prep. i. arch.

c ipoo, c i>oo [see A.]. 1397 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4277 pe erl
. . mid is launce boru be brote smot on. a 1300 Cursor Kt.
7809 Thoru his licam mi suerd i draif. 1377 [see A.], c 1450ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 204 Let hyt renne borow a fayre
clob. a 1540 BARNES Wks. (1573) 212/2 You ryde thorowe
streetes, and townes. 1684 R. WALLER Nat. Exper. 121 An
hole thorough the bottom of the Vessel. 1711 tr. Pomtt's
Hist. Drugs I. 149 Such as will pass thorow an Iron Ring.
1850 BLACKIE &schylus 1. 191 Thoroughmy heart, Thorough
my liver, Keen as the cold ice Shot through the river.

b. Of transmission of light or sight. Obs. ot arch
c 1380 WYCUF Serm. Sel. Wls. I. 142 As be sunne comeb

porouj be glas. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy.
II. in. 33, I saw these bathes thorow a great hole, a 1636LYNUE Case/or Sped. (1638) 45 You begin to looke asquintthorow your Spectacles at the reformed Churches. 1705
STANHOPE Parafhr. II. 599 The Truth never shines s3
bright, as when the Oppositions, that strive to darken it,
are plainly seen thorow.

to. In reference to the passage of the voice
through the throat, etc. : = THROUGH prep. I d.
1668 [see THROUGH B. 1. 1 dj.

t d. Of passage between the individual things of
a group ;

= THROUGH prep, i e. Obs.
'MS FISHER Wks. (1876) 363 Hemust-.creepe thorowe the

thicke bushes. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 39 The man that
cut his way thorough his Enemies.
t e. In phrase thorough one's hands = THROUGH

prep, i f. Obs.
1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav, 19 The Jewes..are

cheates, they sophisticate all that comes thoroughtheir hands. 1710 PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes v. 268 Lawyeis,whose hands it passed thorough.
t In various fig. applications: see THROUGH

prep, i g. Obs.

1.543 [see THICK AND THIN A. i). 1581 PETTIE Guazzo's
Civ. Cam. n. (1586) 58 b, Those of Piemount, who with
the shnlnesse of their wordes goe thorow ones eares. 1619HIERON\Wks. II. 16 Good points of doctrine runne thorowSuVS* a

P'J*' l68 BURNET Rochester (1602) 1,1Which the strength of his Mind would soon break thorough.
tg- Thorough and thorough - THROUGH tret

i h. 06s.

13- Cursor M. 24381 (Fairf.) A squordc sulde stike oucr.

THOROUGH.
i thwert porou and borou [Gott. Tom and thoruj bine
awen hert. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes cf AyinoH i. 56 He
shoued hym thorughe and thorughe his body.
2. Along (^to any distance) within. Without

i implication of traversing from end to end. arch,
c 1050, etc. [see THROUGH B. I. z). c 1430 Chcv. Assignc

?5
He wente j>orow a foreste fowre longe myle. 1646 SIR T.

\tOWKxPteitd. F.f. v. XVL 257 The Picture of S 1 Chri^to-
pher..with a start in his hand, wading thorow the water.
1893 SYMONDS in H. T. Wharton Sappho (1895) 6u Pinion
on pinion, thorough middle ether Down from heaven hurried.
8. Over the whole extent of, in or to all parts of;

throughout ;
= THBOUGH prep. 3. Also b. some-

times following the sb. arch, and poet.
ciooo [see THROUGH B. I. 3). ?<zi36 CHAUCER Rom.

Rose 1366 Fyges, and many a date tree There wexen..
Thorough the gardyn in length and brede. 1485 CAXTON
Chas. Gt. l. ll. v. 30 Charles, .sente oueral thorugh hys em-
pyre. 1535 COVERDALE^C/J xiv. 23 Whan they had ordeyned
them Elders by eleccion thorow all the congregaclons.
11635 BP. CORBET Poems (1807) 12 Send of this stuffe
thy territories thorough To Ireland, Wales and Scottish
Eddenborough. 1(878 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 18.

343. Which Supreme Incorporeal Deity, was. .said to be All
Things, because it diffused it self thorough All. 1803WORDSW. yarrow Unvisitcd v. O'er hilly path and open
Strath We'll wander Scotland thorough.

fc. Phrase. Thorough all thing: see THROUGH
prep. 3 c. Obs.

"97 R; GLOUC (Rolls) ^54^9 pis noble due willam him let

crouny king At londone amidwinterday, nobliche boru alle

ping,
c 1380 Sir Ferttmo, 1926 Charlis, bat is of fraunce

kyng. . Hoteb be borw alle byng to leuen J)yn errour.
4. From beginning to end of a space of time ;

=
THROUGH prep. 4. Also following the sb.
a looo, etc. [see THROUGH B. I. 4). 1535 COVERDALE Ps

Ixxvu. 14 All the night thorow with a Tight of fyre. 1608
DOD & CLEAVER Extos. Prov. ix-x. 7 Thorow the whole
yeere. 1896 A. E. HOUSMAN Shropshire Lad xvii, Twice
a week the whiter thorough {rime sorrow] Here stood I.

f5. From beginning to end of a process, action,

writing, etc., of. to the very end of; = THROUGH
Pr'P- S> 5 c. Obs.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. i. i. 7 Weelny) thoru; al the chapiter,

Poul meeneth [etc.]. 1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb. 243 At the
last God brought me thorow all My doubts and fearcs. 1631
SANDERSON Serm. 61, I foresaw we should not haue time to
goe thorow all that was intended.
6. Indicating intermediation, means, agency, in-

strumentality ;
_ THROUGH prep. 7. arch, or Obs.

0800-1154 [see THROUGH B. I. 7 J, c 1200 Trix. Coll. Horn.
33 Pe engel..sewe3awhilche wise and puregh hwam bis
blisse cuinen sholde. 01300 Cursor M. 1395 Thoro birth
of a blisful child. 1377 [see A.J. 1456 Coventry Leet Bk.

i'n i

blessv<' babe.. Thurrowe whom pece & tranquilite
shall take bis reme on hand. 1535 COVERDALE Josh. xxiv. 1 2
Not thorow thy swerde, ner thorow thy bowe. 1671 FLAVEL
F<"'t. Life xiii. 37 By Vertue of the Mediator and thorow
the Benefit of his Death. 1847 EMERSON Poems, Sphinx,
i borough a thousand voices Spoke the universal dame.
t b. Indicating the agent after a passive verb ;= THROUGH prep. ;b. Obs.

0900-ciooo [see THROUGH B. I. 70). cttgo Bcket 374
in S. Eng. Leg. I. 117/374 Pe churche. .pat. .was..a-rerd
boruj henri be obur kingue. a 1315 MS. Rawl. B. 520
If. 32 b, Hit is icomaunded boru j>e King bat eche man
habbe in house wepne. 1393 LANGL. P. Pi. C. IV. 2 porw
bedeles and bailifs brouht by-fore be kynge.
f7. Indicating cause, reason, or motive;
THROUGH prep. 8. Obs.
a looo-c 1460 [see THROUGH B. 1. 8J. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

1 1320 pe king hadde ber to gode wille Jioru frerene rede.
c 1374 CHAUCER Ami * Arc. 271 pe swerde of sorowe byteMy woofull harte borowe your creweltee. 1596 DANETT tr.
Comines (1614) 236 He ended his life thorow a sickenes.
1666 H. STUBBI Mirac. Conform. 3 His life seemed bur-
thensome to him thorough the violence of the. .temptation.
IX adverb. (Now arch, or dial.')

1. From side to side, from surface to surface, from
end to end (ofa body or space) ; THROUGH adv. i .

iooo-:i4oo [see THROUGH B. II. ij. 01300, 1330 [see
thoroufh-tear, -bore in THOROUGH- ij. c 1493 Epitaffe, etc.
in Skettan's M/*M'

I
843) H. 392 Thorow thrylled andjjersyd

make ou
ayne. 1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 227 We doe not
jur plate so thinne as to. .cut it quite thorough with

engraving. 1671 MAKVELL Reh. Transf. i. 42 If he meet
them in the dark, he runs them thorow. a 1713 ELLWOOO
Autobiog. (1765) 184, I walked it thorow in a Day. 1883
SWINBURNE Cent, Roundels, Sorrow ii, One thought lies close
in her heart gnawn thorough [rime furrow] With pain.
fb. To the end of the journey, all the way;= THROUGH adv. i b. Obs.

1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 73 You should have begged me of
him to have gon quite thorough with you. Ibid. 176 How
he got thorow to whither he intended.
2. From beginning to end (of a time, process,

action, work, book) ; THROUGH adv. 2. arch.
a 1115 [see thorough-fill in THOROUGH- i]. 1513 MORE in

Grafton Chron. (rs68) II. 777 Sithencc he had once begonne,
he would stoutly go thorowe. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com.
Prayer, Concern. Service, They were onely begon, and neuer
read thorow. 1670-1 MARVELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 371The Committee of Conventicles have.. gone thorow with
their Bill. 1748 CHESTERF. Lett. 26 July, They.. never
consider it in all its different views ; and, in short, never
think it thorough. 1843 CARLYLE Past 4- Pr. in. xv. (tr.

Goethe), The Future hides in it Gladness and sorrow; We
press still thorow.

1 3. Predicatively, after the vb. to be, indicating
settlement ; THROUGH adv. 3 b. Obs.
1467 J. PASTON in P. Lett. II. 299 He is owtlawyd at Sir

John Fastolfys swte .. notwithstanding he is thorow with
Sir T. Howys for Sir John Fastolf. 1481 Ccly Papers



THOROUGH.
(Camden) 88, I gawhe the exchetter xls for ws bothe andso whe be thorow with hym for aull matters.
4. Qualifying pa . pple. or adj.; = THROUGH adv.

4 a. Obs. or dial.

h
N
h7 j

SUa"y c*Pressed by THOROUCHLV, except when

In i7-i8th c. also hyphened to adjsa 1140 Ureisun 123 in Colt. Horn. ,07 Mid swube luoere
lasten mi

spule
is buruh bunden. 1474 Coventry Lett Kk

401 pat it be thorough tannyd and thorowe Coryed ii
IINDALE Exf . i John i. (1538) 14 b, Yet is it neuer thorowwhole vntyll the houre of death. 1S94 PLAT Jewell-l,o n 3When it is thorough hot. i6 VF.NNEK Via Recta vii. ,20
1 he sweet Grapes . . being thorow ripe. i6a> MAHBF tr A lc-man s Gnzman d*Alf. I. 37 When he [the patient] saw thathe was thorow well. 1640 FULLER Josephs Coat, DmMtPunishm. (1867) 239 Thou art not yet so thorough wornwith age. ,69. R. (.'ESTRANGE Fables ccii. (1714) 219 TheLion himself was not Thorough-Proof against this Fantasti-
cal Alarum ,7oa C. MATHER Magn. Chr. ,. ,. (,852) 560Ihey had thorow-good reasons for doing so. 1710 PRIDRAUX

0^..r/Miv.2o8
A Veteran and thoroughbred Co"

stuutlon of this Kingdom. 17,9 RUTLER Serm. Wks 18-4
II. 82 A thorough honest man would.. have repeated hisformer answer, a 1774 GOLDSM. Hist. Greece II. 112 Hehad a thorough good opinion of himself. ,796C. MARSHALL
Garden, xiv. 1,813) 192 '1 ill the earth is got thorough warm

335

Eng. i. I. g,i And now Wentworth exulted in the near
prospect of Thorough. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. %iii. s
nc dark gloomy countenance, the full heavy eye whichmeet us in Strafford 's

portrait
are the best commentary on

his policy of 1 horough '. 1900 MORLF.Y Cromwell \\. VL 354
Ihey had set up the Commonwealth without lords or
monarch. They were deep in all the proceedings of Crom-
wcllian Thorough.
1 2. A channel artificially cut or dug ;

a trench,
I

CSP- Agric. one mnde for draining n field -=

THROUGH sb.* i. Obs.
a iSSS BRADFORD IVks. (Parker Soc.) I. 303 If any man

would alter the natural course of any water to run a
contrary way, he shall never be able to do it with dams
1 herefore the alteration must be from the head, by makine
other thoroughs and devices. 1581 Coventry l.eet Bk 824
Vp a thorowe betwene two Landes in the middcs of the
leild by certain meare-stoncs there sett.

3. A furrow
; water-thorough, a '

thorough
'

made
for

surface-draining ; a water-furrow. Agric.
I v*

1
)"

"g- Dial. Diet, has in sense 'furrow', thurrow,Yorksh. to Herts and Essex, also locally written thorough
thurrough, thurrar. Cf. Til, the initial, (6).

THOROUGHBASS.
belonecontinued to

-thorough.dry o many together. ,K2"Lt*" ?"*?* " -5 Ho. deep.
"

1 5. Thorough and thorough . through and
through: see THROUGH adv. 5. Obs

i 3K?".i!
lA *Y Ar

l'"'
r ' xvL iS With h!s swerd he

broched the hors .. thorow and thorow. ,526 TINDALE
John xix. 23 The coole was with out seme woven vpponthorowe and thorowe. 1658 CLEVELAND Rustick Ramp.Wks. (1687) 446 Richard might have been struck thorough

t 6. With ellipsis ofgo, gel, pass, or other vb. of
motion

;
= THROUGH adv. 6. Obs.

'573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 31 Trench hedge and forrow, that
water may thorow. 1670 COTTON Espemon n. vii. no We
are^now

come too far .. to return . . , we must either thorow,

Thorough (\vto, Jw-ra), adj. and sb. [attrib.
use of prec. adv.]
A. adjective.

1. Used chiefly with sbs. of action or position,
being a kind of elliptical use of the adv. = '

going,
passing, or extending through ', as thorough pass-
age = passage through, thorough heat = heating
through ; cf. THROUGH a. i. Obs. exc. in special
applications. (See also THOROUGH- in comb, a.)
c 14891 [see sense 2]. cifK SIR H. GILBERT in Hakluyt

Voy. (1600) III. 20 He had heard a Fisherman.. say. .that
he sayled very farre towards the Southeast, finding no end
of the Sea : whereby he hoped a thorow passage to be that
way. 1776 G. SEMPLE Building in Water 47 Very large
Stones carefullybedded . .

,
to guard the thorough Foundation

between the Piers from.. being displaced. 1799 G. SMITH
Laboratory I. 186 Give it by degrees a thorough heat. 1847
R. J. GRAVES Syst. Clin. Me,/.v.6i The bed-room.. should
be well aired, but without what is termed thorough air.
Ibid. xxi. 251 The patient caught a fresh cold from being
exposed to the thorough air of our too well ventilated ward.
1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch q Clockm. 101 The holes for the
train pivots are termed '

thorough holes ',

2. a. Of an action, etc. : Carried out through the
whole of something; thoroughgoing; fully exe-
cuted ; applied to or affecting every part or detail.

Hence, gen. That is fully what is expressed by
the noun ; thoroughgoing, complete, perfect, down-
right, entire, fin quot. 1581, Completely apt or
suitable. (See also THROUGH a. 2.)
Formerly sometimes hyphened to the following sb., being

treated as the adv. in combination (cf.THORoUGH-2,THoUGH-).
c 1489 SIR S. HAMERTON in Plumpion Corr. (Camden) 63

To make a thorow search for my matter, a 1500 in C. Trice-
Martin Chanc. Proc. i$tk C. (1904) 6 [To] make a thurgh
ende with the said Piers Hpus and pay hym ,xx. marcs.
1581 SIDNEY .4i/n ftSlettalvu, He fore t them out to find The
thorowest words, fit for woes selfe to grone. 1615 LATHAM
Falconry (1633) 02 To give her a thorough scowring. 1617
HIERON Wks. II. up To bring vs to this thorow and
effectual! vnderstanding. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in. n. 850
Those who laid the first Foundation Compleat the thorow
Reformation. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. 214 In the Morning,
even before it was thorow Day-light. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W.
xxv, A thorough knowledge of the world. 1780 in Jesse
Sclwyn $ Contemp. (1844) IV. 383 Mr. Mathews.. pro-
posed a thorough resolution . . to stand by you. i86a BURTON
Bk. Hunter 102 The thoroughest test of active scholarship.
1893 W. LEWIN in Bookman June 85/2 His knowledge of

English literature is extensive and thorough.
b. Ofa person in reference to his action or quality

-
, .,

thorough translator must be a thorough poet. 1716 LEONI
Albertfs Archit. II. 96/2 He is a thorow master of those
elements of Painting. 18*9 Lv i ION Disowned xlii, He was
the finest and most thorough gentleman I ever saw. 1850
MRS. CARLYLE Lett. (1883) II. 129 Servants who give them,
selves out for

'

thorough '. 1884
' RITA

'

Vivienne I. iii,

Blanche de Verdreuil was a thorough coquette.

B. si. [Elliptical or absolute uses of THOROUGH
a. or adv.'].

1. Thorough-going action or policy: in Eng.
Hist, (with capital T) applied to that of Strafibrd

and Laud in the reign of Charles I, and sometimes
to that of Cromwell as Lord Protector.
c 1634 LAI-D in Strafford Papers I. in And for the state,

indeed, my lord, I am for Thorough. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

1733 W. ELLIS Chiitem '>, VfU Farm. 5Vhe Ignorance and
ss of the Plowman, who either goes so shallow or

plows his Thoroughs so wide, or misses Part of the Ground
Ibid. 22 Sow them in four Thoroughs. 1744-50 Mod.
Husbandm. I. i. 16 The ploughman.. goes on plowing
throughout the field, without making any . . water-thoroushs
1766 Compl. farmer s.v. Lucern, Then ploughing it verynarrow and sharp, he made water thoroughs with the
plough. 1796 W. MARSHALL Midi. Gloss., Thorough an
interfurrow, between two ridges. 1888 Sheffield Glass,
rhttrrou', a furrow of land.

t Tho-rongh, v.\ Obs. rare- 1
, [f. THOROUGH

adv.] trans. To pass through, pierce, penetrate.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 32 The superiour [parti is

thorowed on ech side, with a large & ample hole.

ThoTOttgh, z-.2 local, [f. THOROUGH
sb.]

trans. To make 'thoronghs' or furrows in; see
THOROUGH sb. 3. Hence ThoToughed ppl. <*

ThoToughing vbl. sb.

'733 W. ELLIS Chiltern $ Vale Farm. 28 Plough them in
very shallow,.. thorough and harrow well. Ibid. 106 The
Ground may be so gathered into a four Thorough'd-stitch
or Ridge. 1744-50 Mod. Hnsbandm. V. I. 87 The land
..should be back-bouted, or what we call thoroughed-down.

iuuruugnsi iiogetnerwiintner-lough. laid., Thorough-
ing down is drawing the plough once through the bought,
to lay it plain for wheat or barley.

Thorough- in combination. (See alsoTHOROUGH
a. i, and THROUGH- in comb.)
1. Combinations of THOROUGH adv. with verbs,

pples., or adjs. : t thoTough-bea'r v. [BEAR v.\

35], trans, to 'bear' through, pierce, transfix,
stab; thoTOUgh-bi-nd v., trans, to bind or
fasten (a wall, etc.) by a stone or iron, pass-
ing through from side to side (cf. thorough-
band in 2) ; thoTOugh-bo-re v. [OE. furh-
lorian], trans, to bore through, perforate; ffco'-
rough-clea'using a., cleansing throughout or

thoroughly; f thoTOUgh - de'villed ppl. adj.
Obs., nonce-wd., completely possessed by a devil ;

tho rough-dre'ss v., trans, to dress or manure
(ground) thoroughly; thoTough-dry v., trans.
to dry thoroughly ; tho'rough-fe-lt pa. pple., felt

throughout ; ftho-rough-fl-ll (puruh fallen) v.,
to fill up, complete; thoTough-fou-ght///. a.,

fought through or to the end; thoTough-go-
ni'mble (slang ex dial.) : seequots. ; fthOTOugh-
hu-mble v., trans, to humble thoroughly or com-
pletely ; f tho'rough-li-ned///. a., lined through-
out; tthoTough-ma'de///. a., thoroughly made,
made with full determination ; thoTough-ri-pe
(throu-gh-ripe) a., ripe throughout, thoroughly
ripe; f thOTOugh-ru-n, v. trans, to run through,
pierce, penetrate ; t thoTough-sea'soned ///.
a., seasoned throughout or thoroughly; ftho 1 -

rough-sho't ///. a., shot through, transfixed as
with an arrow; t thoTough-si-ping ppl. a,

[SiPE v.], oozing or trickling through ; tho-rough-
spe-d/>//. a. (lots. exc. dial.), thoroughly accom-

plished or developed; perfect, thoroughgoing,
thorough-paced ; f tho'rough-stai'n v., trans, to

stain thoroughly. See also THOROUGHBRED, etc.

(In early use the adv. was often written separately before
a vb., as it still is when it follows the vb.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 7624 pe king smat til him wit a sper In

breth he wald him "thoru her. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 16431
Echon other al to-bet, Sclow, & wounded, & tnorow-bare.

1884 L. OLIPHANT Haifa (1887) 180 The crusaders used
them [granite pillars] to "thorough-hind their waits. 1900
Union Mag, Oct. 457/2 Ancient columns are built into the
walls of later castles, to thoroughbind the masonry, c 1000
in Cockayne Narrat. (i860 20 Het hie ba "burhborian.

1330 R. BRUNNE Cliron. Wace (Rolls) 16184 Handes,
armes, bey dide borow bore. 1703 T. N. City ff C. Purchaser
4 They then thorough bore their Poles. 164* H. MOKE
Song Soul u. i. i. xxi, "Thorough-cleansing virtue. 1604
PARSONS yd Pt. Three Convers. Eng. 279 They were

indeuilled, superdeuilled, and "thorpwdeuilled. 1733 W.
ELLIS Chiltern $ Vale Farm. 31 Their vast Crops of Straws,
and great Numbers of Cattle, make such Returns of Dung,
as enables most of them to "thorough-dress their own
Grounds. 1707 MORTIMER Husb, (1721) I. 184 Firing. .must

; , H *T' ('?" '53.
lheV ">" 'nOie 'through,

ripe Hop by the weight, than they loou in the cd
170? MOHTIMBI //W. (172,) II. 3/7 Cyder mwrffi
pulpy or thorouBh-ripe, or mellow KruV rt31 A. FWan, Surf. i. ,v. ,8 If..

sharper thing, AoinTbe osed
they would -thorongh-run the Wound. 15,8 SYLVECT..Z),Bar/ "Barlas ll. i. i. Eden \
the tears of death.prest Grapes u.. ,,.. ._.. ^VKJicKPoems 50 Thee and thy wound. I would bemoane Faire
thorough-shot Religion. 1641 H. MO.E Song Soul ,. ,

xxiv, Here fifty Sisters in a sieve do draw Thorouel
sipmg water: Tantalus is here. 1730 SWIFT Vind. Id.
Lartaret r 28 Our "thorough.ped republic of Whigs. 1808

i i "V7 Wtsu* Poen" 63 N^" "pon me Had .he throTn
look of love so thorough -sped. 1593 NASHE Chriifs T.

i. . ;(.,,,-[' i\ irf Spotting .,,; M. ...
;

. .

deere bought Spyrit.
2. Combinations with sbs. or derived adjt. (cf.
THOROUGH a.): tho -rough-band (throu-gh-
band), a stone, etc., extending through the breadth
of a wall or dyke so as to bind the sides together (cf.

band-stone, BABDrf.l 15); s\to attrib.; thorough-
blood a., of pure breed (said of a horse) ; cf. FILL-
BLOOD ; tho-rough-door, a door leading through ;

the door of a passage; tho'rough-draught
(throu-gh-draught), a draught or current of air

passing through a room, etc. (in quot. 1866, a
channel or passage for a draught of air) ; tho'-
rough-edged a., thoroughly or perfectly edged ;

keen-edged ; tho-rough-foot, a disarrangement
in a tackle caused by one or both of the blocks

getting entangled in the fall (cf. thorough-put} ;

tho-rough-hearted a., whole-hearted, entirely
devoted ; hence thorough-hea'rtedness ; tho-rough-
joint (Anat.), a perfectly movable joint or articu-
lation (cf. DIABTHROSIS) ; thoTough-put, a knot
or tangle upon a rope formed by putting one part
of it through a loop in another (cf. thorough-foot) ;

t thoTough-road = THOROUGHFARE sb. (in quot.
attrib.) ; tho-rough-ahot, thoTough-atem : see

quots.; f thoTough-touoh (fthrou-gh-touch), a
touch that penetrates the soul, a deep spiritual
impression ; tho'rough-winded a. (of a horse),
sound in ' wind '

or breathing ; not broken-winded.
See also THOROUGHBASS to THOBOUGHWOBT.
1805 DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. PL xxix, The "through

band turf. . being first lightly laid. 1810 S. SMITH Agric.
Surv. Galloway vi. 88 It is essential to the durability of
a dyke. . that the two sides be well bound together by lone
stones laid across, termed throughbands. 1844 STEPHENS
Bk. Farm III. 1007 It tends much to the stability of a dyke
to have what is called a thorough-band stone, .placed across
it. 1819 Sporting Mag. XXIII. 271 Our nearly "thorough,
blood hunter and carnage horses. 1817 G. DAHLEY Sytrin
32 But you may catch his sullen roar More loud when opes
the "thorough-door. 1866 HOWELLS Vemt. Lift iii, The
narrow streets are bitter "thorough-drafts. 1868 Kef. U.S.
Commissioner Agric. (1869) 438 The windows are closed
and matted, and no thorough-draught is allowed. 1905
Daily Chron. 22 July 8/5 The drawing-room is. .spared the

desecrating through-draught. 1830 TENNYSON Isabel ii, The
intuitive decision of a bright And "thorough-edged intel-

lect to part Error from crime. 1867 "Thorough-foot [see

thorough -put\ 1887 Athenltum 31 Dec. 883/3 The
*tborough-beartedness with which Barnes threw himself into
this. 18.. COUES (Cent. Diet.), "Thorough-joint. 18*9
GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) I. 112 Knots, of different

degrees of complexity, from a simple "thorow-put, to a com-
plication of loops and twists [etc.]. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

Word-bk., Thorough-puts, or Thorough-jocts, are kinks or

tangles in a rope ; or parts of a tackle not leading fair by
reason of one of the blocks having been passed round part
of the fall, a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Lond. (1662) u. 224
He built at Buntingford (a "thorow-road market..) a neat
and strong Chappel. 1891 Ctxt. Diet., 'T/umugk-shot,
same as thorough-pin. *'j borough-stem, same as thorough-
wort. 1607 HIERON Wks. 1. 459 Nothing which may argue
a "through-touch, or a comfortable expectation of Gods
fauour. 1617 Ibid. II. 72 Whether we haue receiued any
such thorow-touch as is the. .fruit of true repentance.
1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. Pref. 11 You shall

hear many a Horse praised for being a "thorow.winded one.

Thorough-band to -bore : see THOROUGH-.

Thoroughbass (bo-tJMs). Mus. [f. THO-
ROUGH prep, or adv. + BASS it.6 ;

cf. BASSO con-

tinue^ A bass part extending through a piece of

music, and written by itself, with figures indicating
the chords or harmonies to be played with it ;

a

figured bass, basso continue; esp. (formerly) an

accompaniment thus written or played; hence

loosely, an accompaniment in general (also Jig.).

Also, the method of indicating harmonies by a

figured bass, or the art of playing from it ; loosely,

the science of harmony in general.



THOBOUGHBBACE.
1661 PAI.VFORD Still Mus. I. ii. (1674) 36 The Figures

usually placed over Notes in the Thorough-Mass of Songs or

Ayres. 1685 EVICLYN Me>n. 10 Mar., She had an excellent

voice, to which she play'd a thorough bass on the harpsi-

chord. 1731 KELLER in Holders Harmony 159 Rules for

Playing a Thorow-bass. 1778 H. WALPOLE Let. to H. S.

Cfltnvay 8 July, Tumults would be a dreadful thorough bass

to speeches. 1845 E. HOLMES Mozart 258 He.. wrote a
treatise on thorough bass. 1875 STEDMAN Viet. Pacts i. 3
Full-throated, happy minstrels, like Beranger or Hums,
need no knowledge of thorough-bass and the historical range
of composition.

If b. erron. A lond or deep bass.

17^9 FIELDING Tom Jones v. ix, He found. .his nurse

snoring. .at the bed's feet. He immediately took the only
method of silencing this thorough bass, whose music he
feared might disturb Mr. Allworthy. 1835 W. IRVING

Crayon Misc. (1849) 30 He. .had. .a whiffling double voice,

shifting abruptly from a treble to a thorough-bass.

Thorough-bolt: see through-bolt, THROUGH- 2.

Thoroughbrace (bz>-r<n>r>/s). U. S. [f.
THO-

ROUGH prep, or adv. + BRACE sb? ii.] Each of

a pair of strong braces or bands of leather con-

necting the front and back C-springs and sup-

porting the body of a coach or other vehicle.

Hence Tho'roughbraced (-bnfist) a., suspended

by thoronghbraces.
1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Amer, II. 175 Haifa mile

before reaching the place., the thorough -brace broke, and
we had to walk, .to the inn. 1858 O. \V. HOLMES Deacon's

Masterp. 22 In building of chaises.. There is always some-
where a weakest spot, In hub, tire, felloe, in spring or

thill, ..In screw, bolt, thoroughbrace. 1884 S. O. JEWETT
CountryDoctor 19 The old-fashioned thorough-braced wagon.

Thoroughbred (bc-rfbred), a. (sb.') Also 8

through-bred, [f. THOROUGH adv. + BRED///, a.l]
1. Thoroughly educated or accomplished ; hence,

complete, thorough, out-and-out. (Now regarded
z&fig. from 2 : cf. 2b.)
1701 GREW Cosm. Sacra n. vii. 77 A through-bred Soldier

weighs all present Circumstances, and all possible Con-
tingents. 1711 AMHERST Terra Fil. No. 47 (1754) 253
Nothing can restrain a thorough-bred gamester. 1874 L.
STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) I. ix. 300 A thorough,
bred utilitarian, full of sagacity. i88a Miss BRADDON Mt.
Royal\\\. i. 20 He never handled a gun like a thoroughbred
sportsman.
2. Of a horse : Of pure breed or stock ; spec.

applied to a race-horse whose pedigree for a given
number of generations is recorded in the stud-
book. Also of a dog, bull, etc.

179* J. LAWRENCE Treat. Hones iv. 166 Thorough-bred
hacks are the most docile and quiet, and the least liable
to

shy._ 1895 N. H. SMITH Breedingfor Turf$ The pedigree
of Eclipse affords a singular illustration of the descent of
our thorough-bred horses from pure Eastern blood. 1840-70
VLMmEncycl.Rur.Sports 930 The term thorough-bred, as
relating to a horse., is neither critically nor conventionally
definite. 1856 Fanner's Mag. Jan. 29 There are some men
who prefer the cioss-bred animal the best I believe to be
between the Hampshire Down and Cotswold : but. . I must
give a decided preference to the thorough-bred. 1887
SIR R. H. ROBERTS In the Shires i. 18 Mounted upon a
thoroughbred, .bay mare.

b. transf. Applied to human beings or their
attributes : sometimes implying characteristics like
those of a thoroughbred horse, as gracefulness,
energy, distinction, etc. (Cf. B. 2.)
1810 BYRON Juan v. cvi, More thorough-bred or fairer

fingers. 1864 TREVF.LYAN Compel. Wallah (1866) 345 It is

hardly possible for a man brought up amidst European . .

associations to realize the idea conceived of him by a
thorough-bred Hindoo.
Comb. 1881 Miss BRADDON Mt. Royalix, Who the deuce

is that thoroughbred-looking girl 1

B. sb. 1. A thoroughbred animal esp. a horse.
184. THACKRRAY Fitz-Boodle Pap. Pref., I can't afford a

thorough-bred, and hate a cock-taiL 1887 'H. SMART'
Cleverly Won i, Jhree or four thorough-breds that he had

2. trans/, an&fig.: A well-born, well-bred, or
thoroughly trained person. Also, a first-rate motor-
car, bicycle, or other vehicle.
1894 H. GARDENER Unofficial Patriot 15 There is rather

?m Pg '!>* Methodists. ,894

.. .-M6..-u.^U3. ,a i c uuw .. treate before ena
ielling to the special Coslett non-rusting process, which

preserves the metal from all corrosion.
Hence Tho'roughbre dness.

tW hh
-

T
<
%'f \

C" ril>si<* "7 As regards the
tnorough-bredness of my black poodle.

Thorough-cleansing, etc. : see THOROUGH-
Tho-rough-drain, v. Agric. [f. THOROUGH

adv. (or sb. 3) + DRAIN v.~] trans. To drain (a field)
by means of water-thoroughs or -furrows; also, to
dram thoroughly.

"'"""", which Bradley mentions as -a distinKu'ishinecharacter for a trench cut purposely for carrying offX
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Thoroughfare (tyv'i8K'>f), sl>. (a.) Forms:

4-5 thurghfare, 5 thurghe- ; thoru; faar, tho-

ruhfare, 6 thorowe, thoroughe, thorough fare,

6-8 thorowfare, 7-8 thorow-, thorough-fare,

(7 thorow-faire, thorough fair, 7-8 thorow-,

thorough-fair, 8 thorowfair, 8-9 thorofare), 7-
thoroughfare. /3. 5 Se. throehtfayr, 6 throw-

fare, .SV.throuchfair.throuche fair, 6-7 through
fare, through-fare, 7-9 throughfare. [In ME.
thurghfare, 1 5th c. thorn) faar, i. furh, furuh,
THROUGH + FARE sf>.

1

,
OE. faru passage, way,

track : cf. THOROUGH- 2. Cf. Du. doorvaart (deur-

vaerd, Kilian) passage, esp. passage for ships (cf.

i d below), LG. dorfard, MHG. durdivart, G.

durchfahrt^
1. A passage or way through.
a. In general sense; also fig. Now usually

merged in sense c, exc. in phr. No thoroughfare, no

public way through or right of way here.

ci386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1980 This world nys but a
thurghfare ful of wo, And we Deen pilgrymes, passynge
to and fro. 1430-40 LYDG. Bochas l. i. (MS. Bodl. 263)
If. 1 1/2 This world is a thoruhfare [ed. 1554 throw-

fare) ful of wo. 1398 SHAKS. Merch. V. n. vii. 41 The
Hircanion deserts, and the vaste wildes Of wide Arabia
are as throughfares now For Princes to come view faire

Portia. 1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. B iv, Yet makes the
wood my through.fare into heauen. 1641 HINDE J. Bruen
Iviii. 195 You.. rather glory to have your house made a
through-fare of profane persons. 1797-1802 G. COLMAN Br.
Grins, ElderBro. (1819) 1 17 Making their throats a thorough-
fare for wine. i8aj BYRON Juan vn. xt, To hint, at least,
1 Here is no thoroughfare '. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits,
Ability Wks. (Bonn) II. 41 They have made the island a
thoroughfare ; and London a shop . . inviting to strangers.
1893 HUXLEY Sci. 4 Chr. Tradit. Pref. (1894) 8 Before
me stood the thorny barrier with its comminatory notice-
board' No Thoroughfare. By order. Moses '.

f b. spec. A town through which traffic passes ;

a town on a highway or line of traffic. Obs.
c 1440 Promp. Parv, 493/2 Thurghfare, cppiduin. 1440

PECOCK Repr. v. vii. (Rolls) 521 Whi in a town which
is a thoru; faar toward Londoun ben somanye ostries clepid
innes? 1530 PALSGR. 200/1 Boroweor thorowe fare, bourc.
Ibid. 281/1 Throwfare, bourgade, boitrc. a i<u LELAND
//in. IV. 131 From Uxbridge to Southall a Village about
6 Miles. ThencetoActonaprettyThrough-Farea4Miles.
1619 DALTON Country Just. vii. (1630) 32 In Towns which
are no thorow-fare the J ustices shall . . be sparing of allowing
of any alehouse. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. I. 87 New-
market.. being a Thorough-fare, reaps no small Advantage
by that Means, as well as from the Races. 1819 SCOTT
Anne ofG, vii, The little castle and town of Ferette.. served
as a thoroughfare to the traffic of Berne and Soleure.

c. A road, street, lane, or path forming a com-
munication between two other roads or streets, or
between two places; a public way unobstructed
and open at both ends ; esp. a main road or street,
a highway.
1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 17 Chauncerie lane.. .And..

Fewter lane, being thorough fares and passages from Flete-
strete into Holborne. 1618 WITHER Brit. Rememb. iv. 251The Strand, that goodly thorow-fare betweene The Court
and

City. 1658 W. BURTON Itin. Anton. 2 Those publick
Through-fares, or Waies, which the Soutdiers raised 1796W. MARSHALL W. England II. 54 It is a large inland
Market Town ; but has no thorofare to support it. 1847
BETHUNE Sc. Fireside Star. 275 One of the thoroughfares
to the metropolis passed through the place.

d. A piece of water, as a strait or river, afford-

ing passage for ships, etc.; an unobstructed channel.
(In definite application to a particular channel,
chiefly U.S. ; otherwise a special case of the general
sense.)
1699 ROBERTS Voy. Levant 32 There is a Thoroughfare

between the Mainland, .and this Isle. 1711 E. COOKE Voy.S.SIM 127 There is a Thorough. Fare in the Midst of it,where we rode with our Ships. 1739 Descr. Windward
fassage (ed. 2) 6 A Thorough-fare tor Shipping between
some Islands, or other Land, as .. the Gulf of Messina
between the Island of Sicily and Italy. 1856 STANLEY Sinai
jr

Pal. n. 113 The Mediterranean was not yet the thorough-fareit was rather the boundary, .of the eastern nations.
(b) 1848 THOREAU Maine W. (1894) 46 After one mile of

river, or what the boatmen call 'thoroughfare
'

for the
river becomes at length only the connecting link between
the lakes, . . we entered the North Twin Lake. 1806 Trans.
Roy. Soc. Canada II. ii. 210 Thoroughfare, a passage
between lakes on the same level.

e. ' A strait of water, or neck of land connect-
ing two bodies of water, habitually traversed by
wild fowl in migrating or passing to and from their

feeding-grounds' (Hallock Sportsman's Gazetteer
1883, Gloss.).
2. The action of going or passing through, or the

condition of being passed through or traversed ;

passage. Now rare or Obs.

vffi
M ' ?"'/ x ' 333 Ye..have..made one Realm

Hell and this World, one Realm, one Continent Of easie
thorough-fare. 1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anat. i.

r
2
.1 ?4

e
i

rd and callous> by 'he continual thoroughfare
I WUS ' l8l Stores Mag. XXXVI. 57 Tillcustom had grown into a right of thoroughfare 1868STANLEY Westm. A bt. i. 4The River Thames . lere wideningto an almost majestic size, yet not too wide for thoroughfare

3. attrib. or adj. That is a thoroughfare; passed
or travelled through by traffic

; chiefly in thorough-
fare town = sense I b.

THOBOTJGH-HGHT.
I [Cf. OE. furn/en passable, in Ags. Hymnar, (Surtees)

112, 9 (Bosw.-T.) seat burhfere.]
'553 Kfg. Privy Council Scot. I. 143 AH villages and

throucnfalr townis of this realme. 1564 Yorks. ChantrySun: (Surtees) 264 [Boroughbridge] being one thorough,
ffare towne of the Kinges strete. 1592 Sc. Acts Jus. / '/

(1814) III. 576/1 At the
principall throuche fair townis and

paroche kirkis. a 1661 t ULLER Worthies, Hartford. (1662)
n. 25 William of Ware born in that thorough fair Town
twenty miles from London. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk f, Selv.
146 The two ends of the Earths throughfare line or diameter.
1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I. 76 Most of the great thoroughfare
streets. 1908 Westm. Gaz. lojune 2/1 How seldom must
these ancient [Italian) walled villages communicate with the
thoroughfare-valleys, or the railway, or distant Rome 1

ThoTOUghfare, . rare. [In early use, OE.
Jiiirhferan (a\sofurhfaran str. vb.) to pass through,
traverse : cf. Du. doorvaren (deurvaeren, Kilian),'
LG. dorfaren ; OHG. dura/ifaranfrer, durchfahren.
In 2 from (or after) prec. sb.]
1. trans. To go, pass, or travel through.a goo tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. ii. (1890) z58 He sona Surhferde

call Breotone ealond. 01125 Leg. Kalh. 1147 Hu mei he
helpen o3re. . pe burhferde dea3 as heo do3 ? [1674 1895
see thoroughfaring below.]
2. To pass through or traverse, as a road

; to
form a thoroughfare in or across.
1886 LOWELL Progr. World m Latest Lit. Ess. (189:) 163

Those.. slits that thoroughfared the older town.
SofTho-ronghfarcda. Obs. [f. prec.sb. +-E1) 2

],
having a thoroughfare or passage, perforated-
tTho-rongh-ferer (throu-gh-farer) Ofc.,onewho
goes or travels through, a wayfarer ; Tho'rough-
faring (throu-ghfaring), agoing,passing, ortravel-
ling through; Tho-ronghfaresome (throu-gh-
faresome) a., (a) capable of being passed through,
penetrable ; (fi) relating to passing through.
1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anat. n. vii. in When

the Ventricles are dilated above the through-far'd Septum
. . the little holes would be shut up. 16x6 in lotA Rep. Hist
JlfSS. Comm. App. v. 474 [To] intertaine 'through-farersand passengers. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk f, Selv. 90 There
would be.. no "throughfarings of the least steams or reek-
ings of bodies. 189$ A. NUTT I'oy. Bran I. 301 A road
worn with much tnoroughfaring. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk
ff Stlv. 138 All body being as *throughfaresom to ghost, as
tis stopping to body. 1863 DE MORGAN Let. to Wheviell
in Life (1882) 319, I feel helped by the word fcu'nu, because
it is a very thorough faresome word... It is used for going
through a country, or for running a man through the body
Thorough-felt to -fought: see THOROUGH-.
t Tho roughgate. Obs. In 5 throgat, 6-7

thorowgate. [f7 THOROUGH actv. + GATS sb.2] A
passage through : = THOROUGHFARE sb. i.

'45 Burgh Rec. Peebles (1872) 117 The throgat sal serf
tham bath vp throu and don throu. 1598 R. BERNARD tr.
Terence, Adelphi iv. ii, That corner is no thorow gate [ami.
f

.

r'u
"'..!

u"> tervium]. 1639 HORN & ROB. Gale Lang.
Unl. Iviii. 617 Lanes most commonly are unpasseable and
have no thorow-gate.

Thoroughgoing ()>'r<>g<M:irj), a. [f. THO-

compromising,, thorough, extreme, out-and-out.

(Of persons, actions, etc.)
1819 Scorr Leg:. Montrose xiii, A thoroughgoing friend

that understands a hint is worth a million I 1838 THIRLWALL
Greece IV. xxxi. 194 They now proceeded to bolder and
more thorough-gomg measures. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN
Mystics (1860) II. 18 What seems, .the thorough-going mad-
ness of the fiery Persian. 1888 BRYCE Amer. Cotiinnv. I.

S2o Jefferson. .was a thorough-going party leader.

Hence Tho-roughgo-ingly adv.
; Tho'rongh-

go-ingiiess. So Tho-roughgo er, a thorough-
going person or animal ; Tho'roughgo^ing si:., the
action or habit of doing things thoroughly.
1895 Outing (U.S.) 388/1 The horses [polo-ponies] are such

'thoroughgoers in the field that it is difficult to say this or
the other is best. 1851 J. D. BURNS Jrnl. in Mem. iv.

(1860) 66 Much.. is said about thoroughgoing and decision
of character. 1886 New xf. Diet. s.v. Boot si.3 i b, Like
old boots: vigorously, "thoroughgoingly. 1865 M. ARNOLD
Ess. Crit. n. 65 The newspaper, with its party spirit,
Its "thorough-goingness. 1867 PEARSON Hist, Eng. 1. 35 TheRoman sword did its work . . with terrible thorough-goingness.

Thorough-go-nixnble to Thorough-lined :

see THOROUGH- in comb, i, 2.

Tho roughleaf. tObs. In 6 thorow-.
[f.

THOROUGH adv. + LEAF j.] = THOROUOHVVAX.
1578 LYTE Dodoens i. xcv. 136 OfThorowwaxe, or Thorow-

Jeafe. Thorowleafe hath a round, slender stalke ful of
branches, y" branches passing, or going thorow the leaues
1597 (see THOROUCHWAX]. 1866 Treas. Bot. 181 Bupleu-
rmn. Hare's-ear, Thorow-wax, or Thorow-leaf.

Tho'rough-light. Now rare or Obs. Also
throu'gh-light.

a. pi. Windows on opposite sides of a room,
so that the light passes right through.
1615 BACON Ess., Building (Arb.) 551 And let all three

S|des, be a double House, without Thorow Lights, on the
Sides, that you may haue Roomes from the Sunne, both for

Fore-noone, and Afternoone. 1641 FULLER Holy $ Prof.
St. m. vii. 167 Thorow-lights are best for rooms of enter-

tainment, and windows on one side for dormitories. 1697
DRYDEN ^Eneid vin. 349 The doors, unbarr'd, receive the
rushing day; And thorough lights disclose the ravish 'd

prey. 1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl. Anson's Yoy. 230 The Houses
pave thorough Lights.



THOROUGHLY.
b. Jig. (sing, and pi.} in reference to the '

light
'

if knowledge or discovery.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. li. 13 This great Building of

tfie world had neuer through lights m.ide in it till the age of
vs and our fathers. 1641 FULLER Hah H Prof. Si. n. xxi.

137 [Drake) returned safe into England, and landed at
Fhmouth, (being almost the first of those that made a
thorow-Iight through the world). 1646 TRAPP Cam,,,. John \.

5 The former [light of nature] is but a dim half-light... The
latter (light of Scripture] is a clear thorough-light. 1698
NORRIS Pract. Disc. IV. 44 All shall be then open,.. every
Man's Heart a

thorough-light to every Man. 1841 EMER-
SON\Lect. ' Times' Wks. (Bonn) II. 256 Paving the earth
with eyes, destroying privacy, and making thorough-lights.
So Tho-rough-lighted (throu-gh-) a., having

thorough-lights ; having the light passing through.
1624 WOTTON^ rchit. in Kelij. (1651) 286 Rooms windowed

on both ends, which we call through.lighted. 1703 T. N.
City S, C. Purchaser 260 Rooms are said to be Through-
lighted when they have Windows on both ends. 1841-76Gmvi Arc/lit. Gloss., Thorough lighted Rooms, such as
have windows on opposite sides,

Thoroughly \\ao-i6\\), adv.
[f. THOROUGH

adv. or adj. + -LY 2. See also THROUGHLY.]
1 1. In a way that penetrates or goes through ;

right through, quite through. Obs. rare.
With quots. 1633, 1703 cf. THROUCHLV adv. 2.
c 1300 Havclok 680 Godard..lokede on him poruth-like,

with eyne grim. 1633 W. MULSHO in Buccleuch MSS.
(Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 273, 1 would have gone home (wet

^horoughly). 1703 MAUNDRELL Journ. Jena. (1732) o
Thorowly soaked with the wet.
2. In a thorough manner or degree ; in every part

or detail
; in all respects ; with nothing left un-

done
; fully, completely, wholly, entirely, perfectly.

1473 Rolls o/Parlt. VI. 66/1 In cas all other things were
thoroughly passed and concluded betwixt his Highnes and
theym. 1511 MORE De Quat. ffoviss. Wks. 76/2 We know
them, .yet not so very thorowly as we might peraduenture.
1593 SHAKS, a Hex. VI, n. i. 202 To looke into this Busi-
nesse thorowly. 1643 BURROUCHES Ext. Hosea iv. (1652) 77
This promise is not yet thoroughly fulfilled. 17315 BUTLER
Anal. n. vi. 224 Whoever will weigh the Matter thoroughly.
1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. (1851) I. n. i. vii. 10 The
thoroughly great men are those who have done everything
thoroughly. 1878 HUTTON Scott iii. 35 She had a thoroughly
kindly nature.

Thoroughness (Jwnfaes). [f. THOROUGH a.

+
_-NESS.]

The quality of being thorough or of

doing things thoroughly; the condition of being
done thoroughly; completeness of execution or
treatment ; completeness in general, perfectness.
1843 PRESCOTT Mexico (1850) 1. 152 A book of the highest

authority, for the perspicuity, fidelity,
and thoroughness,

with which the multifarious topics in it are discussed. 1848
MILL Pol. Econ. i. vii. 3 The thoroughness of their appli-
cation to work. 1862 DANA Man. Geol. n. 245 The exception
to the thoroughness of the extinction in the Eastern border
region. 1897 E. K. CHAMBERS in Bookman Jan. 113/1 He
has emulated the Teutonic thoroughness without the Teuto-
nic pedantry.

Thoroughoute.etc., obs. forms of THROUGHOUT.

Thorough-paced (Jjo-rtfp^st), a. Also 0. 7
through-paced, [f. THOROUGH adv. + PACED.]
1. lit. Of a horse : Thoroughly trained ; having

all his paces, rare. ? Obs.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Huntington. (1662) it. 51 It is

given to thorough-paced-Naggs, that amble naturally, to

trip much whitest artificial pacers goe surest on foot.

0. 1668 Land. Can. No. 272/4 A Baye Mare,.. flat ribb'd,
Roach back'd, through paced.
2. fig. Thoroughly trained or accomplished,

perfectly skilled or versed (in something) ; hence,

thoroughgoing, complete, perfect, thorough.
1646 JENKYN Remora 18 The thorow-pac'd Politician

borrows this of the Atheist. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst.
l. iv. 30. 382 Anaxagoras . . was severely taxed..as one
not thorough-paced in Theism. 1710 PALMER Proverbs

114 A thoro'-pac'd villain. 41715 BURNET Own Time an.
1681 (1823)11. 278 Men ofa thorough-paced obsequiousness.

1823 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Old Margate Hoy, A hearty
thorough-paced liar. 1850 GROTF. Greece n. Ivi. VII. 132
Introducing more thorough.paced oligarchy into the already
oligarchical Sikyonian government. 1893 Spectator 28 Jan.

101/2 A thorough-paced English gentleman.
f. 1655 FULLER Church Hist. i. iv. 13 Constantius was

a through-paced Christian. 1658 PHILLIPS>IV/. Ded., An uni-

versally through-pac't Dictionary, a 1661 FULLER Worthies,
Httntington. (1662) it. 50 He was through-paced in three

Tongues, Latine, Greek . . and Hebrew. 1691 WOOD A/A.
Oxon. I. 535 Robert Burton.. was.. a thro-pac'd Philologist.

So f Tno'rongh-pace v. Obs. intr. of a horse ;

t Thcrronj?h-pa cer, a horse having all his paces.
1684 Land. Gas. No. 1945/4 A bay Nag . . seven years

old, a thorough pacer. 1690 Ibid. No. 2545/4 A light sorrel

Gelding, . . walks, thorough-paces and gallops.

Thorough-passage : see THROUGH-PASSAGE.

Thorough-plerce : see through-fierce, in

THROUGH- i.

Thorough-pin (bp-r^pin). Farriery. [f.

THOROUGH- + PIN so.1 (cf. sense 10).] A swelling
in the sheath of the tendon of the flexor perforans
muscle in a horse's hock, appearing on both sides

so as to suggest a pin passing through ;
also a

similar swelling in the carpal joint of the fore-leg.

Cf. earlier through-serewe, etc. : s.v. THROUGH- 2.

1789 Bath 7rnl. 22 June Advt., [A pony) with a spavin
and thorough pins. 1831 YOOATT Horse 265 We have

spoken of wind-galls. ..A similar enlargement is found above
the hock. ..As from its situation it must necessarily project

Vol. IX.
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on both sides of the hock, in the form of a round swelling
It is called a thorough-pin. 1906 Daily Nctvs 20 Apr. 6
Amitie, a very well-bred mare, is marred by a thorough-pin
Thoroughpost : see THROUGHPOST.
Thorough-put to -run, etc. : see THOROUGH-.
t Thorough-see-, v. Obs. [OKiurA sfon,

f. furh THOROUGH, THROUGH adv. + ston to SEE :

cf. OHG. durhsehen, Gcr. durchschen.\ trans. To
see through (lit. and fig. : cf. SEE v. 24). Hence
t Thorong-h-see-ing vbl. sb., the action of this vb. ;

///. a. thnt sees through ; f Thorough-see 'able a.,

capable of being seen through, transparent.
c888 K. JELFRED Boeth. xli. ^ i He jeseohS & burhseohS

eallc his xesceafta aMidemest. a oo Moral Ode 90 (Lam-
bcth) He burb-sicheb uches monnes bone [v.r, burh-sihS
elches mannes bane), a 1115 A ncr. R. 50 J)e blake cloS . .

is (nccure. .& wursc to burhseon. 1553 GRIMALIJK Cicero's
Offices (1556) 7 Whoso thorowseeth moste what in evcrye
case is truest. Ibid. 68 So dcsireful of thorow seine and
learning the nature of things. 1561 T. HOBV tr. Castigtionc's
Courier iv. (ia-i) Xviijb, The eyes of the minde..then
begmne to be sharp and thorough seing, when the eyes of
the body lose the floure of theyr sightlynessc. 1562 TURNER
Herbal u. 151 The rosin or turpentine (of Terebinthus] . . is

clcre, & thorow seablc, whyte, like a glasse & blewish gray.

Thorough-seek, -shining: see THROUGU-
SKEK, -SHINING.

Tho rough-stitch, throu-gh-stitch, sb.,

aiiv.,a.n&adj. OAj.exc.rfro/. [f. THOROUGH adv. +
STITCH

so.']

t A. si. ?A stitch drawn right through the stuff;
hence fig. in reference to thoroughness of action :

cf. B. Obs. rare.
a 1569 KINGESMVLL Man's Est. xv. (1580) 124 Now there

fore to knitte vppe the knot, and to make a through stitch.

1663 COWLEY Cutter Caiman St. II. viii, When I do a busi-
ness, I'm for throngh-stich : I'm through pac'd.
B. adv. Right through, through to the end;

thoroughly, completely ; almost always in phr. to

go thorough-stitch (with), to perform something
thoroughly, carry it out completely and effectually,

go through with :

' a tailor's expression for finishing

any thing once begun" (Egan Slang Diet. 1823).
1579 GOSSON Set. Abuse, Apol. (Arb.) 68 Philippe of

Macedon tooke vpon him to reason with a new Musition . .

and was not able to go thorowe stitche.
'

. .

IValden 37 That wee might haue made round worke, and
gone thorough stitch. 1634 FORD Perkin Warbeck \\. iii,

He that threads his needle with the sharp eyes of industry
shall in good time go throughstitch with the new suit of

preferment. 1685 EVELYN Diary 22 May, The..Cheif
Justice Tefieries..went thorough stitch in that tribunal

1694 R. L'EsTRANGE^a^/Mcxxxiii. (1714) 150 Tis Persever.
ance alone that can carry us Thorough-Stitch. 1723 MANDE-
VILLE Fab. />V(i725) 1. 216 A Man of Honour enters into a

_ . -
stitch. 1904 Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v. Thorough, She's means to
do the place up thorough-stitch.

C. adj. Thoroughgoing, out-and-out. 1 Obs.
c 1685 in Verney Memoirs (1907) II. 396 A thorough-stitch

enemy to the crown. 1786 A. GIB Sacr. Contempt. 403
It may not suit with his courage or his prudence to be

thorough-stitch with it. 1825 HAZLITT Spirit ofAge 335
He . . must make thorough-stitch work of it. i8a8 WILSON in

Black. Mag. XXIII. 785 [He] seemsto have no thorough-
stitch advocate in the London press.

Hence f Tho'rough - stitched, throu-gh -

stitched a. ('.

1682 MRS. BEHN City Heiress 35 You are resolv'd to make
a through-stitcht Robbery on't. 1799 T. TWINING in
Recreat. <$ Stud. (1882) 233 What a painstaking, thorough-
paced, thorough-stitched man you are when you set about

anything I

Thorough-stone : see THROUGH-STONE 2
.

Thoroughte, obs. form of THROUGHOUT.

Thorough-toll : see THROUGH-TOIL.

Thorough-touch: see THOROUGH- a.

Thoroughwax (Jwr^wseks). Also 6- thorow-,
6 thorowe-, 7 through-, 6-7 waxe, 6 wax.

[f.
THOROUGH prep, and adv. through + WAXZ. to

grow, after G. durchwachs from the branches

appearing to grow through the leaves.] A name
for the umbelliferous herb Bupleurum rolundi-

folium, also called Aare's-ear, having roundish-oval

perfoliate leaves, and small greenish-yellow flowers

with conspicuous bracts.

1548 TURNER Names Heroes 85 Perfoliata is an herbe wyth
a leafe lyke a pease..

.The Germans cal it Durchwassz. It

maye be called in englishe Thorowwax, because the stalke

waxeth thorowe the leaues. 1578 LYTE Dodoens \. xcv. 137
This herbe is now called.. in English Thorowwaxe and
Thorowleafe. 1597 GERARDE Herbal IL cxlviil f i. 429
Thorowe waxe or Thorowe leafe, hath a . . stalke, diuided

into manie small branches, which passe or go thorow the

leaues. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Thorough-wax,..* Martial

Herb, somewhat bitter and astringent and good against

Ruptures. 1818 J. E. SMITH Eng. Flora II. 93 B{ufleu-

rum] rotundi/olium. Common Hare's-ear. Thorow-wax.

Thorough-winded : see THOROUGH- 2.

Thoroughwort (Jwrdtowt). [f.
THOROUGH

prep, or adv. + WORT, after THOROUOHWAX.] A
North American composite plant, Eupaiorium

perfoliatum, having opposite leaves, each pair united

at the base so that the stem appears to grow through
them (connate-perfoliate), and large corymbs of

THORTER.
numerous white (lowers

; valued for its tonic prc-
]>rties; also called boneset or crosnoort.

K? , "!
Vy K

.'"
i1"-

.

l84S-S<> M.s. I.IS..OLM Lttt. Bel. 185
lubuUxu, without rays; a,, bonext, or thoroufh-wort (Eupatonum). 1857 GAV Hr,t Ltuo*, Hot. (i8M)loo Cases of real leave* growing together , thow of the<"""" Tl,,,,,,v.l, ,.:.!,!,.. ,....,. , i: t

or
Honeysuckle^ ,8,3 F. P. HomnrJM* f:JC^,

27 Aromanc herb., pennyroyal, thoroughwort, an.fc.tnlp.to. = IIIOKOL-OHWAX. Obs rare- 1

97 GERARDE Herbal, Table, Throughwoort and hii kiivU.

Thorow, obs. f. THOROUGH. Thorowout
thorowte, etc., obs. ff. Tnnr,t.-GnouT.

Thorp (J^P)- arch, and Hist. Forms: a. I

Brop ()>rep), 1-5 prop, (4-5 throop-e, tooup),
4, 9 dial, throp (5 thrope). 0. i-,, 4

-
s horp,

S- thorpe, 5, 7- thorp. [OE. and ME. /np and
forp hamlet, village, farm, or estate; Com. Teut.= OFris. thorp, therp village, mod.Fris. terp villape,
village-mound (see TBRP) ; OS. thorp (ML.G., fc.,
MDu., Du. dorp, LG. and EFris. dorp) ; OHG.
(MHG., Ger.) dorf village (locally 'gathering of

people, meeting ') ; ON. forp village, hamlet, farm-
stead (Norw. torp, Sw. torp cottage, little farm,
Da. torp farmstead, hamlet, borough), Golh.taurf
estate, land, field :-OTeut. *forpo

m
. Ulterior

etymology doubtful ; original sense and its develop-
ment in the Teutonic languages not clear.
ON. has (app. thence derived) fyrpast to crowd, throng,

hrting crowd i and forp is by many referred to lame root
as L. turba, Gr. Tvp0>) crowd, tumult. Others compare L.
trious tribe, and OCelt. 'tret subdivision of a people, W.
tre/lam. For other suggested cognates, cf. Kluge, Franck,
Doornkaat-Koolman.)
A hamlet, village, or small town; in ME. eip.

an agricultural village : see quots.
Not a frequent word in OE., being; chiefly found in Cloud

and Vocabularies, in form Prop, which was also the prevail-
ing form in ME. down to 1400. ]>orf appears once in late
OE. and in the north in

r^th c., and may really be due to
Norse influence. In various forms as Thorpe, Throop,
Thrupp, the word occurs as a place-name, and it is a frequent
second element in these in the forms -thorpe, .thrup,
-trup, chiefly in the Danelaw district. It appears to have
been a ' common noun '

to Langland and Cnaucer ; but in

Caxton to be a literalism of translation. As a separate word
it has been used occasionally from 1600, but is app. only
literary or archaic, rarely dialectal : see Eng. Dial. Diet.

a.cjis Corpus Gloss. (O.E.T.) 557 Conpetum [
= cross-ways,

Carfax), tuun, brop. aSooEr/urtGless.yyi Co'ipetu/>r,luun,
vel drop, a looo ALFRIC Voc. in Wr.-Wulcleer 147/5 Funtfus
[
= farm, piece of land], brop. a 1000 Ags. Gloss, ibid. 207/14

Competum..\. uilla,uel bingstow, uel brop. cum Trin.
Coll. Horn. 80 Bethfage, Swo hatte be prop be preste one
wunien, hi sides Jerusalem, c 1350 ll'ill. Paleme 2141 To
seche eche cite & alle smale tropes. 1369 LANGL. P. PI.
A. 11. 47 For lewede, for lerede, for laborers of bropes (v. rr.

brepis, borpes]. 1393 Ibid. C. I. 219 As barouns & burgeis
and bondemen of proupes {v, rr. bropus, bropes, thorpysj.
c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's T. 15 Citees, Durghes, castels, hye
toures, Thropes, bernes, shipnes, dayeryes. This maketh that
ther been no flairyes. Clerk's T. 143 Noght fer.. There
stood a throope f3 MSS., throop i, thrope 3, thorpt i] of
site delitable, In which that poure folk of that village, Had-
den hir beestes and hir herbergage. c 1440 [see 0J.

B. a nu O. E. Chron. an. 963 (Laud MS.), See. Pelres

mynstre Medeshamstede..and ealle ba borpes pe oarrto lin.

13.. E. B. AIM. P. B. 1178 He wast wyth werre be
wones of borpes. c 1381 CHAUCER Part. Foules 350 (MS.
Gg. 4. 37) The kok that orloge is of thorpis lyte. c 1440
Promp. Pan. 492/1 Tho(r)pe, thrope, lytyfle towne. 1481
CAXTON Reynard viii. (Arb.) 15 The worde anone sprange
oueral in the thorpe \Orig. Flem. die mare die spranck
over al den dorp). 1485 St. Wenefryde 18 He reteyn-

ynge his felawe with hym abode that nyght in a thorpe.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xu. xxxii. 219 Within a little thorpe I

staid at last. 1613 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. n. iii, About
whose Thorps that night curs'd Limos went. 1814 WORDSW.
Excursion viii. 101 V?elcome, wheresoe'er he came Among
the tenantry of thorpe and viii. i8 TENNYSON Brook 29,

I hurry down . . By twenty thorps, a little town, And half a
hundred bridges. 1864 En. Ard. (end). The little thorp
had seldom seen A costlier funeral

Hence t Tho-rpsman, a villager. Obs. rare.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk f, Seh>. To Rdr., The inbred stock

of more homely women and less filching Thorps-men. 1876

Whitby Gloss., Thorpsmen, villagers. Old local print.

Thorpole, variant of THIHIBPOLL Obs.

Thorrooke, Thorsday, obs. ff. THURROCK,
THURSDAY. Thorst, obs. f. THIRST; obs. var.

durst, pa. t. of DARE v. 1

Thort, obs. pa. t. of THARF ; Sc. i. THWART.

Thorter (J^itaj, Sc. Jxi-rtsr), ado., prep., adj.,

sb. Sc. Forms : 5 thwortour, thuortour, thour-

tour, 5-6 thortour, 6 -cure, -yr, -ir, -ar, (thort-

wart), 7 thorture, 6- thorter. [In early form*

thwortour, thuortour, thortour, Sc. forms of

THWARTOVBR: cf. Sc. a-thort = a-thivart. The
second element has been so weakened as to appear
a mere suffix, as in easier, water, etc. Thortwart

is a deformation.]

fA. adv. Athwart, across, crosswise. Obs.rart.

1470 HENRY Wallace v. mo Feill off thaim dede fell

thwortour in [= into) the fyr.

B. prep. Athwart, across, overthwart

1533 BELLENDEN Lay I. vi. (S.T.S.) I. 39 Incontinent )>e

buscnment foresaid come thortoure bare gate. 1609 .Sr.

Acts Jos. K/(i8i6) IV. 443/a Landu. .beginnand at be

waiter of Tarress .. To rowanebume and thorter Ingreis
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Mattis by the fute of magilwod. 1897 LD. E. HAMILTON

Outlaws 'xviii. 209 You daurna show your face thorter the

^C? adj. Crossing, lying athwart, transverse.

Thorter land, land lying across or beyond a certain

area, outer land; thorter way, a cross-way; so

thorter lane, road, etc.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace iv. 540 A cleuch thar was, quharoff

a strenth thai maid With thuortour treis. IKd. ix. 1632 A
thourtour bande, that all the drawcht wpbar, He cuttyt it.

thortoure passage in [= into] be latyne way. imAbcrd.

Reg. XV. (Jam.), To remoif, red, & flit out of the said

inland thortyrland, yard, & forentres. 1580 Burgh Rec.

Edinb. (1882) IV. 185 To cans mak sufficient thorter barns

of irne, and infix thaim in the window of the mid nous.

1814 North. Antiq. 404 (Jam.) To look through an elf-bore

in wood, where a thorter-knot . .has been taken out.Afoa.

Forming part of local names: there is in Dundee a 'Thorter

Row ',
which '

crosses
'

between the Nethergate and Over-

gate; inHawick'ThorterDykes', beyond theLoan-head, etc.

t b. Coming athwart ; obstructing, opposing.

1533 BELLENDEN Livy i. v. (S.T.S.) I. 35 The sabyne ladyis

. .be preiss of bair thortwart cuming devidit & put smdry be

armit oistis. 153* Cron. Scot. in. iv. (1541) 27/1 Saagillpf
thair bodyis, that thay maydant all thortour anddifficill gatis.

fD. sl>. Opposition, obstruction, resistance.

1581 J. MELVILL Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 124 The thrid

thortar and debat quhilk he haid was with the provist,

bailyies, and counsall. .about their ministerie. 1598 Ibid. 532
Anent quhatsoevir the thorteris and accidentis fallin out.

Hence Tho'rter v. trans, and intr., to cross the

path or way of; to thwart or oppose (a person) ;

hence ThoTtering vbl. sb., thwarting, resisting ;

t Tho'rtersome a., tending to thwart, obstructive.

1608 JAS. VI Let. in Calderwood Hist. Ch. Scot. (1678)

581 Their willingness.. hath been ever "thortered and im-

peded by too many. .Advocations. 1671 M. BRUCE G< -Atettf

in Evil Times (1708) 46 There is much Thortering with, and

Murdering of Light in Scotland now, but Thortering of

Light shall be the drearysomest Sin that ever Scotland

had. 1890 J. SERVICE Thir Notandums xiv. 101 They
[witches] made wee maiks oot o' clay.. of them that had
thortered them, stappin

1

the maiks fu o
1

preens. 1606

EIRNIE Kirk-Buriall (1833) 30 The passage so impeshed
with "thorlersome throughes.

Tho'rter-i'll. Sc. Also thwarter-. [f. prec.

+ ILL sb.] A disease of sheep, characterized by
distortion of the neck ; louping-ill.

1791 Statist. Ace. Scot. I. 138 Palsy, called trembling, or

thorter ill, to which those fed on certain lands are peculiarly

subject 1808 Sporting Mag. XXXII. 195 A sheep which
had died of disease (the thorter ill) and was at the time in a
state ofputrescence. 1819 HOGG Tales, Sheph. Cal. xvi, The
thwarter-ill (a sort of paralytic affection) came among them
[the sheep].

tTho-rtron, a. Sc. Obs. rare. [f. THORTER:
cf. southron.'} Having a transverse direction.

c 1580 Bal/our's Practices (1754) 439 Thortron burnis in

monthis hie Sail stop na heid roume, thoch thay be.

t Thorty, obs. form of THIRTY.

1538 Sel. Cos. Star Chamb. (Selden) II. Co.

Thoru, poru, thorugh, thorw, etc., obs. ff.

THOROUGH, THROUGH f*.1

11 Thos d>s). PI. thoes Qtfrjz). [L. thos, pi.

ihoes, a. Gr. flow, pi. flo)-cs, a beast of prey of the

dog kind.] The Greek and Latin name of a beast

of the canine group ; probably a jackal of some

species; but variously identified or imagined by
1 7th c. translators. See also THOUS.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny x. Ixiii. 1. 303 Wolves, Panthers, and

Thoes, kindle their young before they can see. Ibid. Ixxiv.

308 The Thoes and the Lions doe foulely iarreand disagree.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 581 The lesser kinde of
Thoes are the best, for some make two kinde of Thoes, and
some three. . . We will therefore take it for confessed, that
the Thoes is a beast engendered betwixt a Wolfand a Fox,
whereof some are greater and some are smaller. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Thos, . . a Lynx, a Creature resembling
a Wolf, but spotted like a Leopard. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycf.
Sitpp., Thos,.. a name given to an animal of the wolf kind,
but larger than the common wolf. 1839 C. H. SMITH Dogs
I. v. 207 It may be, that one of the smaller Thoes of Aris-
totle is the true Jackal.

Thos, pos, obs. form of THOSE, THUS.
Thosoan, obs. form of TUSCAN.
Those (3S5uz),dem.pron. and adj. {pi.} Forms: a.

1-3 *as,i-4 pSs, 4 paas, pais, 4-5 pase, (5 paes) ;

5 thas, thase, 5-6 thais. 0. 3-4 Jios (3 posse),
4-5 pose, thoos, (5, 7 thoes, Scotticized thoise,
thoys), 6 thoose ; 4- those. [OKfds,J>as, ME.
los, pi. ofTHIS, which duringtheME. period became
synonymous with la, THO, pi. of that, which it

at length superseded, and thus came to be used in

its current sense. The identification offas (}aas,
fase, ]>ais(e) with la began in the north, where it

is evidenced 1300-1340; the use of los (thoos,

those) for }5, in midld. and south, came later.

Chaucer has only tho
; and most of the examples

of thos(e before 1475 occur either in midld. ver-
sions of northern poems, such as the Anturs of
Arthur and Sir Perceval, where the scribe trans-
literated thas(e into thos(e, or in the works of
northern men, as Wyclif, whose native dialect had
thas(e. In Eng. literature those, thoos, thoes, be-
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came common first in works printed by Caxton,

and thenceforth those and tho continued to be used

in the same sense, tho gradually becoming rarer,

till c 1550.
The early southern ME. }os = THESE, appears to have

been retained longest in Kentish: see quot. 1340 in. I. i.

It was of course obsolete in Midld. Eng. before thos thoos

those in the modern sense was accepted. It is doubtful

whether thase ever found a footing in Scotland, where fa
continued in use, and still exists as THAE pi. o! that.}

I. Demonstrative pronoun.

tl. Plural of THIS B. I = THESE B. I. Obs.

c8zs Vesp. Psalter xliii. 18 [xliv. 17] Das all cwomun ofer

usic. 3900 K. JELFRKD Laws Introd. c. 49 9 Ic Ba

Alfred cyning bas togacdere gegaderode. a 900 tr. Bxda s

Hist. in. xix. [xxvii.] 242 Betweoh bas waeron twescn

leonse sSelingas. c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt. iv. 9 Ealle bas ic

sylle1>e. c noo Trin. Coll. Horn. 217 Ac ich ne mai ne ich

ne can bosseti.e. words] on openi. 1340 Ayenb. 10 Vor alle

bos byeb ualse wytnesses. Ibid. 39 pise makeb be ualse

manages, pise benimeb be heritages, pos dob zuo moche

kuead . .and al bis hi dob be hare greate couaytise.

2. Plural of THAT : indicating things or persons

pointed to or already mentioned : see THAT B. I. I.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 6556, I fynde wryten paynes

fourtene, .. And whilk bas er 1 sal yhow telle. <'4o K.

All's. 4913 (Bodl. MS.) A folk wonef biside boos, pat beeb

ycleped Farangos. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 33

He made diuers bookis of phisik . . and of thoos, xij the most

be studyed by ordre. 1591 SHAKS. TwoGent.m.\. 225 A Sea

ofmelting pearls,which some call teares : Those at her fathers

churlish feete she tenderd. 1599 Hen. V, in. vii. 74 The
Armour that I saw in your Tent to nighf^are those Starres or

Sunnes vpon it? 1611 BIBLE Eccl. vii. 28 A woman among
all those haue I not found. 1653 WALTON Angler ii. 65

Milk. What Song was it, I pray? was it. Come bhepherds
deck your heads : or, As at noon Dulcina rested : or Philida

flouts me ? Pise. No, it is none of those, a 1811 SHELLEY
Serchio 36 Melchior and Lionel were not among those.

ffoit. Who are those passing ? Those are our neighbours
Smith and Jones. I looked at all the books on the top shelf,

but it was not one of those.

b. Preceded by and, introducing an additional

qualification of the things or persons mentioned in

the previous clause : plural of THAT I. 2 a.

1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. n. (Arb.) 162 Other and those very

o an
,

it requret eeper tces, an ose rase vp
well with earth. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 189 Lord of
few Acres, and those barren too. 1701 NORRIS Ideal World
i. ii. 53 Other figures, .and those perfect ones. Mod. 1 have

only three, and those not of the best.

3. In opposition to these ; sometimes spec.
= ' the

former
'

: plural of THAT B. I. 3, 3 b. For quots.
see THESE B. I. 2, II. 2. Also in contrast to (the)
others.

1653 WALTON Angler'iv. 116 Palmer flies, not only those
rib'd with silver and gold, but others that have their bodies
all made of black. 1655 STANLEY Hist. Pkilos. 1. 1. 6 Those
affirming they had bargain 'd onely for the fish, the others

that they bought the draught at a venture.

4. As antecedent pronoun, followed by a defining
word or phrase, viz. a relative clause (with relative

expressed or understood), a participle (or other

vbl. adj.), or a preposition (esp. of) with a sb.

which serves to qualify or particularize those :

plural
of THAT B. I. 6-8. (

- Ger. diejenigen or die, F.

ccux, celles.)

a. In general sense : chiefly, now only, of per-
sons : those who = the people who ; those of= the

people of, etc. Plural of THAT B. I. 6 a, c, 8 b.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 7510 AHe base bat wille bairsyn
forsake, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xv. 67 pase bat trowes

perfitely in Godd sail be sauf. < 1440 Alphabet of Tales
296 pase at sulde bere hym myght gett hym no ferrer.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 115 Thoos that be

nedy. liid. 129 Thoes that blame. 1535 COVERDALE
Prov. viii. 12, 1 am louynge vnto those thatloue me. 1548
FORREST Pleas. Poesye 55 Of thoise that they had too them
made subiugate. 1554-9 T. WATERTOUNE in Songs ff Ball.
(1860) ii All thoys that have years this undarstande. 1590
SHAKS. Com. Err. 111.1.48 Who are those at the gate? 1598
Merry W. v. v. 57 Those as sleepe, and thinke not on their
sins. 1605 Macb. 1 1. Hi. 106 Those of his Chamber, as it

seem'd, had don't. 1610 Temp. L ii. 398 Those are

pearles that were his eies. 1613 Hen. VIII, HI. i. 167
Pray thinke vs, Those we professe, Peace-makers, Friends,
and Seruants. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. (1783) II. 216
Those who appeared more gentle and tractable. 1790 BURKE
Fr. Rev. 50 Those from whom they are descended. 1856
GEO. ELIOT Ess. (1884) 232 Those among our painters who
aim at giving the rustic type of features. 1896 Law Times
C. 410/1 Any person other than himself and those claiming
under him. Mod. Of those expected only a few turned up.

b. Referring to things or persons mentioned

immediately before, and equivalent to the with the

pi. sb. ; e. g. in quot. 1503, those = 'the storms'.
Plural of THAT B. I. 6b, 8 a.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 31 Dluerse opinions.
And in especial thoos of plato. 1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 1589
These watergalls .. Foretell new stormes to those alreadie

spent. z6zi BIBLE Josh. Hi. 16 The waters which came
downe from aboue, stood and rose vp vpon an heape. .and
those that came downe toward the sea of the plaine. .failed,
and were cut off. z?74 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1790) VII. 51
The oysters..are by no means so large as those found
sticking to rocks. 1779 Mirror No. 6 p 10 The classical
writers..were those from whose works he felt the highest
pleasure. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IV. 778/2 The larva,

THOST(E.
which resemble those of the wasp. 1819 KEATS Ode Grecian
Urn ii, Heard melodies are sweetj but those unheard Are
sweeter. 1874 DASENT Haifa Life II. 76 His laws being
like those of the Medes and Persians.

II. Demonstrative adjective.

fl. Plural of THIS B. II = THESE B. II. Obs.

a 900 K. ALFRED Laws Introd., Dryhten WJES sprecende
oas word to Moyse. ciooo Ags. Gosf. Matt. vi. 32 Ealle

bas bing beoda seceao". c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 11 (De Quad-
ragesiina} pas da^es beoo iset us to muchele helpe. .al swa
moyses.-feste bes da^es. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 185 Dos
feawe word . .seide ure drihtcn. c 1205 LAY. 672 Brutus hine

bi-bohte..& bas [c 1275 bcos] word seide. <z 1*50 Owl ty

Night. 139 (Cott.) pos[7. beos) word ajaf be ni)tingale.

2. Plural of THAT B. II. I.

a. 13. . Cursor M. 2590 (Gott,) As it was bite \v. r. hight]
bifor pas [C. baa, /'. [>al dais. Ibid. 4948 (Cott.) pan spak
ruben, be eildest broiber, Stilli menand til bas [P, base]

o(>er.
Ibid. 8187 (Cott.) He tok baas [G. ba) wandes in

his hand. Ibid. 19859 Quen petre |>ais \G., /'. ba : Tr. bo)
vnbestes sagh. c 1440 Alphabet^ of Tales 82 With all base
candels he cursid bis fend & entiroitid hym.
f. c 1375 Cursor M. (Fairf.) 7254 Hi a piler was he sette to

glew bos 1C. baa] gomis at mete, c 1380 WVCLIF Serni.

Sel. Wks. II. ii2 Bifore bat tyme weren>os wordis spoken
of Crist, a 1400 Sir Perc, 229 Fyftene wynter and mare He
duellede in those holies hare. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton)
Dictes Pref. 3 Ony of thoos bcokes. Ibid. 27 Whiche was
a Cyte in thoos dayes. 1491 in Lett. Rich. Ill

<j- Hen. VII
(Rolls) I. 99 Bring the said Sir Robert and thoes other oure
rebelles and traitours. 1526 TINDALE Luke i. 39 Mary arose
in thoose [CovERD. & Gt. Bible those] dayes. 1595 SHAKS.
John ill. iv. 61 Binde vp those tresses. 1639 Hamilton
Papers (Camden) 90 So many men . . with thoes 1 haue heir,
as will make up that number. 1741-1 CHALLONEK Mission.
Priests (1803) II. 19 John Sugar was born at Womborn..
of a noted iamily in those parts. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess.

(1889) 1. 14 A living stirring picture of the Church and State
of those days.

b. Indicating things or persons as known to be

such as described : plural of THAT B. II. i b.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. ii. 140 Thy lips,
those kissing

cherries. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. ii. 61 As for those
Romantick Monogrammous Gods of Epicurus. 1753 CHAL-
LONER Cath. Chr. Instr. 178 Those two great Lights of the

Church, St. Gregory Nazianzenand St. Basil. i8 SHELLEY
Question 10 Daisies, those pearled Arcturi of the earth. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 494 Those worst enemies of

the nation.

c. Used instead of that with a sing, noun of

multitude (now only with collectives in pi. sense,
as clergy, foot (foot-soldiers), horse, vermin) ; and

esp. with kind, sort, followed by of with pi. sb.

(see KIND sb. 14 b). Cf. THESE B. II. i d.

Those kind (or sort) of men, is put for
' men of that kind

{or sort)', L. cjus generis homines, and is grammatically
anomalous : cf. THAKIN.

1560 WHITEHORNE Ord. Soitldiours (1588) 9 b, Behind the

said teeth to place those number of men which first were
taken out. xooi SHAKS. Twel. N. i. ii. 10 You, and those

poore number saued with you. 1699 O. WALKER Grk. <y

Rom. Hist. 266 He . . chased away those Vermin ofCourtiers.

1875 GLADSTONE Glean. VI. 126 Some of those clergy who
are called Broadchurchmen.

1565 I. SPARKE in Hawkins Vojt. n. (Hakl. Soc.) 51 Those
sorte of men are eaters of the flesh of men, as well as the

Canibals. iS77NoRTHBROOKE.D<a'n-(iB43)99 From whence
those kinde of playes had their beginning. 1608 DOD &
CLEAVER Expos. Prov. xi-xii. 150 In those kind of trees,

the root cannot defend the branches, nor bodie. 1761 H.
WALPOLE Let. to H. Zouck 3 Jan., The little regard shown
..to those sort of things. 1798 JANE AUSTEN Lett. (1884)
I. 187 Those kind of foolish and incomprehensible feelings.

1887 RIDER HAGGARD Jess 126 Those sort of reflections.

3. In opposition to these : plural of THAT B. II. 2
;

cf. I. 3 above. For quots. see THESE B. II. 2.

4. In concord with a noun which is the antecedent

to a relative (expressed or omitted), or which is

further de6ned by a participle : pi. of THAT B. II. 3.

cii75 Lamb. Horn. 13 pas .x. bebode be godalmihti seolf

dihtc. 15*6 TINDALE Eph. v. 12 Those thynges which
are done of them in secrete. Judt 10 Those thinges

idihte." 1526 TINDALE Eph. v. 12 Those thynges which
e of them in secrete. Judt 10 Those thinges

which they knowe not In tho thynges which they knowe

naturally they corrupte them selves [so COVERD. & Gt.

Bible]. 1539 BIBLE (Great) Rev. i. 3 And kepe those

[TINDALE & COVERD. thoo] thynges which are written

therin. 1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest. $ 35 Wks.
(S.T.S.) I. 100 Gif ze be nocht admittit be thais Kirkis,

quhome ze serue. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. viii. 06 The
Names of those their Nobles that lye dead. 1631 MILTON

Epitaph Marchioness Winchester 43 Those Pearl* of dew
she wears. 1779 Mirror No. 30 p 2 Those national boasts

which are always allowable. 1780 Ibid. No. 79 f 5 Those
useful chronicles of facts, called newspapers. 1859 GEO.

^.izotA.Bede xlix, Brethren and sisters.. who have none

of those comforts you have.

5. = Such : plural of THAT B. II. 4. Now rare.

1605 SHAKS. Lear L i. 99, I returne those duties backe as

are right fit. 1611 Cymb. v. v. 338 Those Arts they haue,
as I Could put into them. 1633 MASSINCER & FIELD Fatal

Dowry IIL I, Obnoxious to those foolish things As they can

gibe at. 1689 LUTTRELL Brie/Ret. (1857) I. 567 The town
..was reduced to those straights, that if not releived..it

must have surrendred in two daies time. 18*7 DISRAELI

Viv. Grey v. vi, He spoke of you in those terms that make
me glad that 1 have met the son.

tThoste. Obs. [OE. >rf = OHG. dost.}

Dung, excrement ; a turd.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 364 Scinseocum men wyrc drenc of

hwites hundes boste on bitere leje. a 1300 E. E. Psalter

lxxxii[i]. ii [10] pai for-worthed in Endor, pai ere made als

thoste of erthe >ar.for. a 1317 Pol. Songs (Camden) 237
Alle weren y-hahtOfan horse thoste. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) IV. 423 Alle men brewe on hym drit and thost.

c 1415 Cast. Perstv. 2413 in Macro Plays 149 Al oure fare
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t Tho-ther, coalesced form of the other, frequentfrom, , 4t ], to ,7th c.j in later time nlw writtenM //>- : see Tu-, In'.

'

T,^,.*8" lh the slad

-/ rtc. rtw, i. i. (1821) n On thother partThou (Sou), pers.pron., indsing.nom. Forms-
1-3 *u, 1-5 pu, (2-3 tu, tou, -te)t 3 (pe, peou),*hu, 3-5 pou, 3-6 thu, Upouj), 4_5 pow (-towi

fr
6 th w'4,6 (9 dial.) th-fth

1
, (5 tho4e 4-thou. (Mod. dial, thau, thaw, thah, tha ; theautheow thoo, thu; tau, taw, ta, tay; teau

teaw, teu, too, tou, tow
; doo, dou du etc

see Eng Dial. Diet.) [OE. 9,7, >g ; Com
'

Tent.'

(MDu ML
'
" OFrU' tM (l/a)> OS ' ""'

j \ /~\TLT i /**
" /* v^n.O'* rfK ^MiIO.* Gcr

n-r Zaf* (Norw., Sw., Da. du), Goth, pu :-
Tent./g = pre-Teut. tu : - L. /, Ir. /, Welsh

',''

Gr'

""'.
Do

"p.
" Li 'h - tu, OSlav. /y, Skr.

twa-m. The oblique cases, and the possessive,are formed on a stem pe- =
pre-Teutf te- see

THEE, THINE. The piA"*, /OF, ^, is from a
different root, to which also belonged a dual tit
YIT, 'ye two', still used after 1200 in ME The
ace. and dat. sing, were levelled in OE. under the
dat. form: see THEE. The OE. genitive was
identical in form with a possessive adj. pin : see
IHINE, THY. The paradigm of thou is therefore
as follows :

Old English.

Norn.
Ace.

Dat.
Gett. >
Pass. Proa. 1

Nom.
Dat. Ace.

Gen.

Pass. Prm.

Now,
Dat. Ace.
Poss. tabsol.
Pron. t adj.

SINGULAR.

bu, bu

Pec; be, be

P,be

DUAU

mcit; inc

incer

PLURAL.

fte, $e, jfe
eowic ; dow
(iuih, iuh)
cow

Middle English.

me, sine, 5unc

f>In

bin, J

thou
thee
thine

thy

inker, junker,
unker

inker, junker,
unker

Modern English.

?e, 3ie, yhe, ye
eow, eou, ou,
ow, s.u, 9u,

3ou,yhu(etc.)

eower, eour,
ower, sure,
}.our(e

ye, you
you
yours
your.l

1. The pronoun by which a person (or thing) is

addressed, in the nominative singular ; the pronoun
denoting the person (or thing) spoken to.
Thou and its cases thee, thine, thy, were in OE. used

in ordinary speech; in ME. they were gradually super-
seded by the plural ye, you, your, yours, in addressing a
superior and (later) an equal, but were long retained in
addressing an inferior. Long retained by Quakers in

addressing a single person, though now less general ; still
in various dialects used by parents to children, and familiarly
between equals, esp. intimates; in other cases considered
as rude. In general English used in addressing God or
Christ, also in homiletic language, and in poetry, apostrophe,
and elevated prose. For details of dialect use, see Wright,
Eng. Dial. Diet., Thou II, Eng. Dial. Gram. 404.
In ME. freq. combined with its verb when this precedes,

the f being then absorbed in the preceding /, as artow
= art thou, hastow = hast thou. The initial/ also became
/ after s, t, or d, as hauls tu = hast thou, lot tu, and tu :

see T 8.

Bevwul/si Eart bu se Beowulf? c8ij Vesf. Psalter
ix. 15 Du uphest mec of geatum deaoes. c 1205 LAY. 690
Niding bou rt al dead . . Bote bu min lare do. Ibid. 2978
feou (6-1275 bou] aert leouere bene mi lif. a 1115 Ancr.
R. 240 pench ec hwat tu owust God, uor his god deden.
a 1140 ureisun in Cott. Horn. 199 So bu dest and so bu
schalt. cnjo Gen. ty Ex. 361 For 8hu min bode-word
haues broken, ohu salt ben ut in sor?e luken, In swine ou
salt tilien 3i mete. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6371 pou ne
ssalt of bin liflode neuere carie nojt. a 1300 Curmr M.
19585 (Edin.) Hauls tu [v.rr. bu, bou] na parte..here.
Ibid. 1253 (Gott.) In bat way sal yu [Cott. bou] find for-
soth pi mober. Ibid. 8306 (Fairf.) Werrour artow {Cott. art
bow] gode in frjt. c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, i. 5 13 Thanne
hastow a brod Rewle. c 1440 Pallad. on Huso. i. 42 The
better may thowe with that water holde. 1535 COVER.
DALE Ps. Ixiv. tlxv.] i Thou, O God, art praysed in Sion.
1592 SHAKS. Rom. <J- Jul. l. v. 9 Good thou, saue mee
a piece of Marchpane. 1597 2 Hen. IV, n. ii. 17 How
many paire of Silk stockings y haste. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasm.
Colloq. 326 Why shouldest thou do so, seeing how thou was
not tar from thine own shore? 1715-10 POPE Iliad XH. 69
Oh thou ! bold leader of the Trojan bands, And you, con.
federate chiefs from foreign lands I 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela II. 273, I dare say thou'lt set the good Work for.
ward, a 1835 MRS. HEMANS Graves of Housek. viii, Alas,
for love 1 if thou wert all, And nought beyond, O Earth.

1879 TENNYSON Garcth <$ Lyn. 1210 Thou Lancelot !

thine the hand That threw me?
Dialectal. 1579 SPENSER Skeph. Cal. July 33 Syker, thous

but a laesie loord. 1607 BEAUMONT Woman Hater in. i,

s^^TOus,1

?^ -si-,""

b. Used in
apposition to and preceding a sb. in

SiaStiJJS?* r con
!
e4t often

dotyng

.,"'<?'
'"'

i!f
52 Thou lycsl, thou testing Monkey

&S*SMS^ss&&^a
JfVSJSSSg &3WJTi!S5r

&" 1 r-

,& : _. * The' P"son or <self
'

<* 'he indi-

t..vt. c 11* z>
' """""&'> j^upons, toirown.

.Tm -f?
LYLK

*"%?
Xes.n. ix, Because the Thou (sweet gen.tleman) is not sufficiently honoured, nourished, soft-bedSed.

b. The word itself: see also THEE fron. 4 b.
1655 BAXTER Quaker Catech. 27 The Quakers call out

SS5iaSSB3fcss^5aJftR3
Prrf

"" W
^'

)ealt
1

to- '?*/ ^ & Fox's yrnl. (1827) tmr. 15 They also used the plain language of Thou and

When V
S 'ng pcrson- l817 HAKE G.'""" (1859) 119

lower were still addrest with thn.
C

i9o| ^Daily^ckron.
If' 5/' Among the concessions ..b that the men shallbe addressed in the second person plural, not as is usual

iroughout Russia, in the case of the working classes, in the
smgufar 'thou

'

(a mark of inferiority).

Then (Sau), . [f. THOO pron.} To use the pro-noun ' thou to a person : familiarly, to an inferior,
in contempt or insult, or as done (formerly uni-
versally, now less frequently) on principle by
Quakers : cf. note to THOU pers.pron. i. Often in
phr. to thou and thee, to thee and thou : cf. also
THEE z;.z a. trans, b. intr. (or absol.}. Hence
Thouing iibl. sb. (Cf. THOWT(E v.)
a. c 1440 Promf. Para. 492/1 Thowtyn, or seyn thow to

a mann (A thowyn or sey bn), tuo. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-
Wulcker 618/7'Tuo, to thuy. c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840)
297 none of hyghenesse schal thou another in spekynce.
ciSjo Hickscorner (1905) 149 Avaunt, caitiff, dost thou
thou me ! I am come of good kin I tell thee I 1564-78BUU.ZYN Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 5 He thous not God,
,

b
.
U'^u[fLh?lS-.t '9 C,SE

.!" Hargrave Stall Trials

*."" tr'fs * J a"-t "-w"" [ vuaKeressJ inou u mm Itne
king] all along. i68a R. WARE Foxes IT Firebrands n. 103He.. Quaker-like, thou'd and thee'd Oliver. 1805 tr. Lafon-
taine's Hermann Ij Emilia I. no When she heard the

young people thou and tha each other. 1888 Lruersedge,
Yorks. Dial., Shoo said, Art thah goin'? Yo' knaw shoo
al us thah s ma. We're owd mates.
b. 1679 Establ. Test 23 A..Iesuit takes a Lodging at a

Quakers, can thou and thee, and yea and nay, as well as
the best of them. 1697 State Philadelpk. Soc. 2 They were
not so

silly
as to place Religion in Thouing and Thceing.

1883 Globe 24 Mar. 1/5 In this country 'thouing' is a
lost art.

Thou (Ju), sb., a colloquial and familiar shorten-

ing of the word thousand; esp. a thousand pounds
sterling ; but also in other senses : see quots.

se
price at so much 'per thou '. 1899 Daily News 23 Fe.

6/2 Fancy Wellington and Nelson coaxed for copy at the rate,
say, of five hundred pounds a ' thou '. igoa Westm. Gat.
30 June 3/3 In engineering we divide the inch into one
thousand parts, and the expression of dimensions in

' thous
',

as they are called in workshops, is far more convenient than
the expression ofthe same dimensions in parts of millimetres.

Thou, bou, thouch(t, obs. forms of THOUGH.
Thoucht, obs. Sc. f. THOUGHT ji.lj also of

thought pa. t of THINK p.

Though (to), adv. and conj. Forms: see
below. [OE. had teak, pfah, fit, corresp. to Goth.

pauh (*jau ' in that case
' + A = L. -que

'
also '),

OFris. thdch (SaterL dock) ; OS. thih (MDu., Dn.,
LG. dock), OHG. doh (shortened fr. d6K), ON. pi
(contr. fr. *}auh\ MSw., MDa. po, tho. Of the
numerous ME. forms, those in o and were de-

velopments of OE. plah, f>h, pah, with various
treatment of the diphthong, and early shortening
of the vowel in unstressed position (cf. Ormin?
pthh. Lamb. Horn, pick), with subseq. stress-

lengthening, as feih, they, and pauch, thau, thata.
The 7 forms were from Norse, representing an ON.
*pih (intermediate to pauh and pf), shortened in

Ormin to pShh, with subseq. stress-lengthening to

POU), though, tho. The Norse form gradually
gained over the native o and forms, which dis-

appeared from literature before 1500. The S forms

THOUGH.
show the same development of/ from *, $ (*"}"'*. <"ugh, tough; Vwas occnsionil
tcratur. as late as , 7So, aid u still prevalent^"' fr m Y rksh -

A. Illustration of Fornu.

. v * .,*' T ' r-^i v*y, 4 p&i.

,,<

"

, f f '
,' 9 Ph me niede me to San V, me

^J^^^^Ps-W'^'"^'""""-^ima, 159 AI pat man do9..bch; hie ben don ec for eode>
^*- ^ Moo ORMIN 395 patt teu. .sinndenn bohh twa nehk
IL*

" ^ "05 LAY. 13002 He pus szide &oo bseh Ic me
funche. ci>9o S.S^Uf. I^jfc/i.s'pn' hT'Jfa'JSnoder

a-slou^. c 1350 Will. Paten, 680 A. beiih K, ^Wl
'ere. 1387 lREviSA///^aV(Rol!s) I a

fallyngeTx:. c 1394 P. PL Crede 6
1398 TREVISA Bartk. De P. ,

A^''a,T"- * ue * ""W bod*49 As be,,t Vortiger hade nou5t wiste berolf i+oTin /;^.* *r. /.f. Hen. IV (Rolls) 38 Thcgh John \Velle hathdoon as thu aboven has certefied. c 144 5-
10Vhi ' WC ' t *<^ '

. onyr theighe hy. herte were wo. c 1450
LpVELlCH

Grail\v. 298 As they Alle they in the world hactte
" C

"-* ! ^V ' J5i3 Pih he here ntd gold.
i, 6, in 7-n. Ci/A //,. 257 Betere ne

" R- Gu>uc - (Roi) 338" ^
."J, 7/

C '

1.50 //,

1-3 pah (3 tab), 3 J>aeh,
ICh, ttuq, thaghe, thajhe ;

3-4 I>auh(tauh), 4-5 J>auj, baw, 5 bawe, thau.
<r 950 MK Coijt. Luke xviii. 4 Dah god ne ondredo ic nemonno

sceomixp. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 15 ba^ (see B. II.
2]. Ibid. 147 bach his Hkame swiche pine ne bole, e IKK
LAY. 244 fa com his lifes ende, U8 bah him wVre. a iw
?>l. Marker. 4 Freo wurumon ich am ant Uh codes beowe."
'Tu S2*?! ln f"- Ham- 3 (He] beieo adun to-

ward be hls..heaued,ase bauh [v. r. Ibid. 189 bah] he seide
Owl * Night. ,274 bah h? habi. neole.

B. 1].

[etc.].

e I3 340 fa} [see B. II. 3 .

A. ,. ,32 No
dedly sonne to do d^e bu,

i*.

]>ou scholdest. ci4w 5/> Amadaa xxviii, Quat wundur
were hit, thajhe him were wo? 1416 AUDELAV Poemi 15
inaj Kayme his borne broder were cursid. a u<o MYRC
/>r. />r. 91 And thaghe be chylde bote half be borT

7- 3 (Orm.) bohh (tohh), 3-4 boh (boon, 3
*V> 4 PO?I phoh, pho, pouh, poujh, pouh),

powh, howgh, 4-5 powj, pouj, -e, pou, pogh,
pow (dow), po, 4-6 thow, 5 powe, thoae,
thouj, thowh, thowgh, thou, Sc. thouoh, t.-6

thoughe, 5-7 thogh, 6 Sc. thooh, 5- though
5-9 tho, 6- tho', (7 th6).

155 pohh batt tettall forrwerrpenn itt.
Introd. 23, & itt wass bohh full mikell rihht. c \*n

?' h 3
}
5
,
H<: seuic> sol> ^ lc "5 beih] bit neare. Ibid.

4264 poh (c 1205 jef] he hadde man isla?e. 13.. CursorM. 21818 (Edin.) pat
tu fande bo? (Colt, bof. Gilt, bou] I

walde it
nojte.

Ibid. 24590 pho bu wald (ai birid bi barn.

i ,'3 ("8't.) pou l sumtlme be untrewe. Ibid. 4763
(Fairf.) pobai had silucr and golde rede. Ibid. io94i(GottlAnd dow bai bar-fore murnand were. 1377 LANCL. P. PI.
B. vi. 40 And bowgh Je mowe amercy hem, late mercy be
taxoure. 1380 WYCLIF Sit. Wits. III. 328 pouj men ben
nevere so opynly cursid. 1415 Seven Sag. (P.) 576 Hit
his no wondlr tho me be wo. ci4>5 tr. HifJen (Rolls)
VIL App. 519 (MS. f) Thou} that tale teller were as huge
as a geaunt. 1449 PECOCK Kefr. n. ix. 195 She. thou
tho gouernauncis. .be weel ynouj. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Z.OTI/
Arms (S.T.S.) 81 Thouch thai be feble of corps. (1489CAXTON Sanaa Aymott xxiL 481 Thoughe he dothe wronge
to leve me here.

. _rr
Thow a Sarsens hed ye here.

281/1 Though all the world'

01519 SKELTON Arst. Garnescla
a 1540 BARNES Wks. (i}7$

-<

,

Kirke Gr. xvi. Thoch he wes wight, he wes nocht wyjs.
161$ HIEKON Wks. 1. 628 Thogh He do not alwaies shew it.

1643 DENHAM Cooper's H. Poems (1703) 12 Tho deep, yet
clear, tho gentle, yet not dull. 1711 SHAFTESB. Ckarmc.
('737) H. 149 Tho the impatience of abstaining be greater.
1741 Tho' [see B. IJ.

S. 4 powf, 4-5 pof (of), pofe, thofe, thoff,
5 (yof), paf, puff, 5-6 thaff, 5-7 (dial. -9) thof,
8 dial, thoff.

13.. Cursor M. 698 (Cott.) powfhe was ener wittur. IUJ.
19648 And bofasmitt moght he not se. c 1340 KAMI-OLE
Prose Tr. 7

' Thofc I ware
', quod he. Ibid. 21 ThoUe I be

a wrech and vnworthl c 1440 pof, yof [see B. II. i]. 1:1440
Lay Folks Mass Bk. (MS.^.) 7 paf M' [= thousand]
clerkus dyd noght ellus. c 1440 A Ifhotel cf Tales 64 purl
all he lefte it. c 1450 Thof [sec B. I f. a). 14.. Kynfty Her.
mil 158 in Hazl. K. I'. P. I. 19 Thaff thou were sych thre.
a 1565 J. HEYWOOO Dial. Wit * Folly (Percy Soc.) 8 A>
IhowghrT he knewe th' end of thing at begynnyng. 1695
CONGBKVE Love /or L. in. xv, A Sailor will be honest,
thof mayhap he has never a Penny of Money in his Pocket.

1748 Thof [see B. II. i). 1803 MARY CHAHLTON ll'i/, ty
Mistress II. 149, I never mintioned it before, thof I knowed
it all along !
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THOUGH.

(. (Chiefly &.) 4-5 pooht, (4 poght, thowoht),

4-6 thouoht, 4-7 thooht, 5-7 thoght, 6 thought,

thoujght, tho'.

1303 R. BRUNNE Hand!. Synne 969 Y wide nat leue for

here to werche poght men rong noun at )>e cherche. c 1375

Sc Lie. Saints Prol. 166 Thowchtgod chesit Androw firsle

To be ane apostill. 1375 (MS. 1489) HARBOUR Bruce \. 264

5e may weile se, thoucht nane sow tell. CI47? HENRV
Wallace vi. 24 Thocht Inglismen was grewyt at his repayr,

5eit [etc.]. 1530 in W. H. Turner Select. Rcc. Oxford
(1880) 78, 1 wolde it had ben uppon the constabyll, thouBght

it had ben worse. 1535 Thocht [see B. II. i]. c 1360 A.

SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.) li. 147 Tho' I had rycht no1 hot a

rok. 1567 Ps. li. in Curie ft Godlie S.tS.T.S.) 122 Thocht

f.r.thoght]thow..bejugeit thus Full falsand wrangoushe.

B. Signification.
An adversative particle expressing that relation of

two opposed facts or circumstances (actual or hy-

pothetical) in which the one is inadequate to

prevent the other, and therefore both concur, con-

trary to what might be expected.
I. adv. For all that ;

in spite of that ; neverthe-

less, howbeit, however, yet. Now colloq. ; usually

enclitic, as ' he did though
'

(hi di'd So).

971 Blickl. Horn, 37 Ne mason |>is l>eah ealle men don.

CH7S Lamt. Ham. no Monie Jjewas beo0..be monnen
buncheS rihte, ac hi bah ledaS to deSe on ende. a ia*s

Ancr. K. 10 Ich am blac & tauh hwit, heo sei6. Ibid. 422

Ancre ne schal nout . . turnen hire ancre hus to chlldrene

scole. Hire meiden mei, baub, techen sum lutel melden.

61320 Cast. Love 1296 Persones breo in brillihod, And o

God bau? in on-hod. 13 . . Cursor M. 5750 (Gott.) pe tre

. . seraid to brine, And bou [Fair/, jet) bar was na fir wid-

in. 1500 SHAKS. Mills. N. in. ii. 343 Your hands then mine,
are quicker for a fray, My legs are longer though to

runne away. 1672 DRYDEN Assignation ProL 3 Prologues
like bells to Churches toll you in With chiming verse,..

With this sad difference though, of pit and pew, You damn
the poet, but the priest damns you. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela I. xxv. 30 Is there no Constable rior Headborough,
tho', to take me out of his House? 1871 BROWNING Fiflne
at the Fair Ixvii. 13 It did its duty, though. 1885 ANSTEY
Tinted Venus vii. 81 It was in a note, but I've lost it. She
told me what was inside though.

II. cmtj. (or conjunctive adv.\
1. Introducing a subordinate clause expressing a

fact : Notwithstanding that ; in spite of the fact

that, although. (Formerly with verb in subjunctive,

where the indicative is now used.)
c 888 [see A. o]. 971 Blickl. Horn. 21 [He] bitS bonne undeab-

lic, beah hezrdea>lic waere. c 1175 [see A. ]. II.. Moral
Ode 356 Ne mai non vuel . . beon inne godes riche fteh ber bee-

wunienges fele. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 233 For-by ba? be

rape were rank, he rawbe watz lyttel. 13.. Gaw. ff Gr.
Knt. 69 Ladies la}ed ful loude, bo; bay lost baden. 1361
LANGU P. PI, A. l. 10 Ich was a-ferd of hire face bauh neo
feir weore [B. j>ei3 she faire were], c 1440 York Myst. xxx.

45 My-selffe yof I saye itt. Ibid, xlviii. 344 Helpe ne holde,
Hadde I none of you, bof I quaked. 1535 STEWART Cron.
Scot. (Rolls) II. 590 The duke-.Treittithim weill thocht
he was far fra hame. 1610 SHAKS. Temp.u. ii. 135 Though
thou canst swim like a Ducke, thou art made like a Goose!

1701 DE FOE True-born Eng. li. 314 They are no kings,

though they possess the crown. 1746 FRANCIS tr. Horace,
Art Poet. 414 The hone Gives edge to razors, though itself

has none. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, vi, The French, .are

very civil, thof I don't understand their lingo. 1840 DICKER
Old C. Shop xv, A gentle hand, .rough-grained and hard

though it was. 1857 BUCKLE Civiliz. I. xi. 647 Though
they rallied, the effort cost them dear.

D. Withellipsisinthesubordinateclause: usually

directly preceding an adj., pple., sb., or adj. phr.

qualifying the subject of the main clause, or an
adv. or adv. phr. qualifying the verb.

159* WARNER Alb. Eng. ix. xlvi. (1602) 216 It was objected,
though untruely, That they were

ydle. 1599 SHAKS. Much
Ado II. i. 215 The base (though bitter) disposition of Bea-
trice. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. \. in. ii. (1737) II. 48 Favour-
able to a few, tho for slight causes. 1812 CRABBB Tales xv.
268 For the zealous Youth Resolved, though timid, to profess
the truth. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 256 One who,
though a foreigner, has often been chosen their general.
1896 N. tr Q. 8th Ser. IX. 160/1 Though marred by eccen.
tricities and extravagances of language, the play has
genuine dramatic fibre.

2. Introducing a subordinate clause expressing a

supposition or possibility : Even if; even supposing
that; granting that. (With verb in subjunctive.)
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth, xiii, Hwzt hxfst bu..a?t oasm

welan, beah hy nu ece waeron? 1175 Lamb. Horn. 15
Pa}h we sune^hie nu on bisse Hue ne seal us na mon uuelien
)>er uore. a 1300 Cursor M. 4296 Strengh o luue . . nan
mai stere, pof his hert al stillen were, a 1450 MVRC Par.
Pr, 358 For ba? a preste be but a fonne Aske hys tey-
bynge welle he conne. c 1430 in Aungier Hist. Syon
Monast. (1840) 385 None shal enclyne to other, thof it be

euery drop of water sweare against it. 1714 ADDISON
Spcct. No. 557 F 2 He would not accept of one [witness], tho'
it were Cato himself. 1884 Leisure Hour Oct. 6n Though
knots be tied in the sunshine., they're meant to hold in a gale.

b. With ellipsis (as in I b).
1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. in. i. 102 Though nere so blacke

say"y haue Angells faces. 1703 ROWE Fair Penit. n. ii,No Place, tho' e'er so holy, shou'd protect him. 1791 CHAR.
LOTTE SMITH Desmond III. 346 If she looks pale, though

3. Introducing an additional statement restricting
or modifying the preceding : And yet, but yet, but
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still, nevertheless, however. Sometimes preceding

the main statement. (Coinciding in sense with I,

but differing in construction, being conjunctive.)

a 1240 Ureisun 105 in Cott. Hoi,,. 107 Ful wel bu me iseie

bauhbu stille were. 134" Ayenb. 9 Pet is on of be zeuen

dyadlfcbes zennes, baj )>er by zome branches bet ne bye|

na3 t dyadlich zenne. 1:1400 Destr. Tray 13 Iho bat left

were on lyue bogh bai lite were. 1516 Pilgr. Per/.(W. de

W. 1531) 2 Though it be necessary to all maner of religyous

persones yet moost expedient it is to prelates. 1678 BUKYAN

filer. 178 Glad shall I be, if I meet with no more such

brunts, though I fear we are not got beyond all danger.

1774 MITFORD Ess. Harmony Lang. 16 Tho what has been

printed on both sides is little red. 1810 CRABBE Borough
vii 48To show the world what bngexperience gains, Requires

not courage, though it calls for pains. 1894 Solicitors' Jrnl.

XXXIX. 2/2 The.. report.. must state that fraud bas_been
committed, though the guilty person need not be specified.

4. In more or less weakened or modified sense,

often nearly coinciding with if,
but usually retain-

ing some notion ofopposition, f a. After negative

or interrogative phrases with wonder, marvel, be

sorry, care, etc., where z/or that is now substituted.

ciioo Trin. Coll. Horn. 117 He forbed his apostles, bat

hie neren noht sorie, beh he hem forlete lichamliche. 1340

HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 9585, I rek noght, bogh be ryme be

rude. 13.. Cursor M, 4122 (Gcitt.) Na wonder ban bow

[Fair/, if] him was wa. 14. . Blryn 953 No mervell bome
his herte wer in grete mournyng. 1537 NORTH Gueuara s

Diall Pr. 295, I do not mervel though they are ful of

dyseases when they are old. 1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop.
Ccrem. Ep. A ij b, He cares not though the Church sinke.

b. In phr. as though: as If; as would or might
be the case if; so as to suggest the supposition
that. (With verb in past subjunctive (also with

ellipsis), or with inf. of purpose : cf. as if s. v. IF

8c.) In quoL 1297, with ellipsis of or (obs.).
Here the opposition is not between the two suppositions

actually denoted by the main and subordinate clauses, but

ben
Ihi

if I did eat (though I do not) '.

c 1100 Trin. Coll. Horn. 7 Sainte powel wrot J>o a writ, . .

and dude him seluen mid hem baron, alse bein be sunful

were. i97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 165 Vpe be hul of bepek be
wind here iwis Vp of be erbe ofte comb of holes bei hit were.

13.. Cursor M. 19088 (Edin.) Qui wondir ;ie..Als bo^ bis

war don wib ur mi^t ? c 1400 Brut 238 Buriede in bat sande,
as bauj bai hade bene hondes. 1509-10 Act i Hen. VIII,
c. 18 2The Quene [shall] have like Habilitie . . as though she
had orygynally ben borne within this Realme. 1583 STUBBKS
Anat. Abus. li. (1882) 72 This is as though a man should

despise meane fare, bicause he cannot come by better. 1508
SHAKS. Merry W. i. i. 291 1'faith, He eate nothing : I thanke

you as much as though I did. 1631 LITHGOW Trav, vi. 298
The Camell. .hath a most slow and lazy pace. ., as though
he were weighing his feete in a ballance. 1794 MRS. RAD*
CLIFFE Myst. Udolpho lii, I have reason to love him as

though he was my own son. 1864 DASENT Jest ft Earnest

(1873) II. 239 This looks as though Magnus was more afraid

of Harold than of Sweyn. Mod. He shaded his eyes
as

though dazzled by the light He raised his hand as though
to take off his hat,

f c. simply. If, supposing that. Obs. rare.

1396 TINDALE Acts xxiiL 9 Though a sprete or an angell
hath apered to hym, lett vs not stryue agaynst God.
5. With special constructions (in sense I, 2, or 3).

f a. Followed by that (in OE. le) : see THAT
con/. 7, THE partide ^. Obs.

cioso ByrhtfertKs Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 302
Dean Se ealle dagas aelce scare habbon heora concurrentes.
cizoo ORMIN Ded. 155 Ice hafe hemm wrohht tiss hoc To
be35re sawle nede, pohh batt te}} all forrwerrpenn itu a 1300
Cursor M. 1803 Bot bof bat noe was in quert, He was noght
al at es in hert. 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 729, I pray yow. .

That ye narette it nat my vileynye Thogh that I pleynly
speke. c 1475 Rau/Coityar 166 Thocht that I simpill be,
Do as I bid thee. 1395 SHAKS. John in. iii. 57 Though that

my death were adiunct to my Act, By heauen I would doe
it. 1603 Lear iv. vi. 219 Though that the Queen on
special cause is here Her Army is mou'd on. 1711 in IO/A

Rep. Hist. MSS. Cotnm. App. y.
160 It appears to be a

mock-siege ; tho' that Ginckle gained the town in earnest.

b. Strengthened by all, following (see ALL C.
I o a) or preceding. Obs. (exc. in comb. ALTHOUGH).
Also by even preceding : see EVEN adv. 9 c,

Even though is not used by Shakspere nor in Bible of 1611.
c 1313 Song Mercy 168 in E. E. Poems (1862) 123 Al bau?

i koube, yf>at i wolde. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wacc

I. 200 pofe-all they know me noghte for bi sone. , .,_.
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) Pref. 2 John Mawndevyle, Knyjt, bof
all I be vnworthy. c 1450 St. Cxtktert (Surtees) 107 pof
all

1

he be with outen gylte. 1607, 17?' [see EVEN adv. oc).
1856 J. H. NEWMAN Strut. Var. Occas. i. (1881) 12 Nor,
even though it be told to her, can she enter into it.

1 6. Ormin has the combination pohh swa lehh,
lit. 'though so though', 'though so yet', in the sense

'nevertheless', 'notwithstanding'. Cf. THOUGH-
WHETHER in same sense.
This is the only use of the form fehh in Ormin.
c iioo ORMIN 9717, & te^re name bohhswa behh Bitacnebb

"hhtwisnesse. Ibid. 395 [see A. o], 1104, 9713.
HI. as sb. The word used as a name for itself,

or an utterance of it. nonce-use. (Cf. IF B.)
1634 CANNE Jftcta. Sefar. (1849) 255 To answer his ifs

& thoughs & whats particularly.

t Thoughless, pa;les, aa'v. or conj. Obs.

[f. }a), TiouaH + -LESS adv.] Nevertheless.

THOUGHT.
1340 Ayenb. 6 Oure Ihord . , ous uorbyet . , |>et me ne zuerie,

. . ba;les ine guode skele me may zuerie wyb-oute zenne.

Ibid, 8 pis heste uorbyet )>et non ne ssel sla^e o^ren. . . paries
uor to sla}e J>e misdoeres, . . hit is guod rijt by \>e laje.

Ibid. 9.

Thought J
(J>9t). Forms: i-3t$oht, 1-4 poht,

2-4 Jjouht, 3-4 J>o3t, 3-5 Jjou^t, 5- thought;
also 3 Jjoucht, (Orm.) pohht (Sho^t), 3-4 po5te,

4 thou^t, (thouht, thouth, thout, toght) ;

4-5 foght, tho^t, (J>out, pouth, tho;th), Sc.

thoucht; 4-7 thoght ; 5 pow3t, J>ou;te, tho;te,

(thowhte, pow3th, Jiowth, towyth (^tow^th),
5-6 thoughte, thowte, thowthe, 6 thowghte,
thoft), 4- Sc. thocht. [OE./0/*/, shortened from

*]>6ht)
f

'*J>ayxt-i from stem otfencan THINK v.^ +
-T suffix 3. Cf. OS. gith&ht (Du. gedachte), OHG.
giddht', also ON. f6ttit Uttr, Goth. J>Ahtus

(i*J>UMXtus). In most of the senses thought cor-

responds not so much to OE. J>oktt as to the

compound %ej>oht, which survived in the 1 2th c, as

ifoht: see sense 2.]

1. The action or process of thinking; mental
action or activity in general, esp. that of the intellect;

exercise of the mental faculty ; formation and

arrangement of ideas in the mind.
In quot, c 1250, thinking iji

a specified way ; nearly = feel-

ing, emotion.
a 839 Laws of Ecgbert c. 5 Mid Jjohtes wilnunga..

besmiten. c 1250 Gen. Ex. 2254 Quanne losep hem alle

sa}, Kinde So^t in his herte was 033. 1377 LANGL. P. PI.
B. v. 517 pise Ribaudes . . repente hem. .pat euere bei

wratthed pe. .in worde, bougie, or dedes. c 1415 Crafi f
Nombrynge (E.E.T.S.) 28 Here he teches be to multipfie be

bow^t figures in bi mynde. c 1440 Promp. Parv, 492/1
Thowhte, or thynkynge, cogitacio. 1530 PALSGR. 280/2
Thought, the laboryng of the mynde, cogitation^ pcnsee.

1637 MILTON Lyddas 189 With eager thought warbling his

Dorick lay. 1704 NORRIS Ideal World \\. til 102 Whether
Brutes are capable of thopght? 1794 PALEY Evid. in. viiL

(1817) 393 Thought.. can be completely suspended and
completely restored. 1853 KINGSLEY Hypatia xiv. 166 The
pale., student, oppressed with the weight ofcareful thought.
1875 JOWETT Plato (fA. 2) IV. 270 Psychology. .analyses the
transition from sense to thought.

b. As a function or attribute of a living being ;

Thinking as a permanent characteristic or con-

dition; the capacity of thinking; the thinking

faculty ; in early use often nearly = mind.
C9SO Lindisf, Gos6t Matt* xxii. 3^ Lufa drihten..of alle

hearte Sine & of alle sauele dine & in alle 3oht oinne [L. in
iota mente tua], Mark v. 15 Sittende jecladed .. &
hales 8ohtes [L. sane mentis], [c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 99 He
onlibte ure mod mid seofanfald 3ifc, pet is mid wisdom, and
angite mid ioohtc, and streinde [etc.].] ciaoo Trin. Colt.

Horn. 71 We hauen on ure boht, to shewen him ure sinnes.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22166 (Edin.) pai sale be studiand in
bair

bo^te \Go'tt, thouth] Quebtr pale he be criste ouir
nai. Ibid. 25598 Do wickednes vte of vr thoght. c 1386
CHAUCER Wifes T. 227 Greet was the wo the knyght
hadde in his thoght. c 1400 Emare 223 Alle hys hert &
alle hys pow^th, Her to loue was yn browght. c 1460 Wisdom
959 in Macro Plays 67 Put

yt, Lorde, m-to my thowte.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace i. asiWith hewy cheyr and sorowfull
in thocht. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. vi. 45 Had he bin where

are the three strands of the triple cord of life.

O. The product of mental action or effort;

what one thinks ; that which is in the mind (some-
times, as expressed in language : cf. cjuot. 1702).
c laoo ORMIN 2577 Fort hire bohbt & hire word & hire

weorrc wass clene. c 1250 Hymn to God 12 in Trin.
Coll. Horn, 258 pu be wost al ure poucht. c 1290 ticket

zx88 in S. En%. Leg. I. 140 He rounede in is wiues

ere, and tolde hire al is bou^t. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints i.

(Petrus) 424 Cum furth, and say \>\ thoucht and ded but

delay, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiii. 50 Oure Lord takes

mare hede to thojt ban to word. 1560 BIBLK (Genev.) Ps.
cxxxix. 2 Thou vnderstandest my thoght afarre of. 170*
ADDISON Dial. Medals i. Wks. 1721 I. 439 One..may often

find as much thought on the reverse of a Medal as in a Canto
of Spenser. 1731 POPE Hor. Sat. n. ii. 129 Thus Bethel

spoke, who always speaks his thought. 1822 'B. CORN-
WALL Flood Tlussaly n. 553 Those wondrous letters..By
which bright thought was m its quick flight stopp'd And
saved from perishing. 1865 TYLOR Early Hist. Man. iv.68

Thought is not even present to the thinker, till he has set it

forth out of himself.

d. In a collective sense (with defining adj.):
The intellectual activity or mental product charac-

teristic of the thinkers of a particular class, time,
or place; what is or has been thought by the

philosophers or learned men of some specified

country, etc.
a 1853 ROBERTSON Led. (1858) 228 Wordsworth is the type

of English thought. 1856 N. Brit. Rev. XXVI. 39 How old

is Modern Thought? a few years only: we think ten

years in this country, will include the time within which
this peculiar tendency and feeling has distinctly shown its

characteristics. .. Modern Thought, regarded as the opposite
and the antagonist of an unexceptive submission to the

authority of Holy Scripture. 1884 F. TEMPLE Relat. Relig.
Sc. v. (1885) 132 The leaders of scientific thought. Mod.

Plato and Aristotle, the leaders of Greek thought.
2. (with a and //.) A single act or product of

thinking ; an item of mental activity ; something
that one thinks or has thought ; a thing that is in

the mind
;
an idea, notion. (Sometimes, as ex-

pressed in writing : as in quots. 1645, 1709, 1875.)



THOUGHT.
'975 K"sltvj. Gasp. Matt. ix. 4 And ba xeseende ?ohlas

hcora cwsb to hcom forhwon )>enca|> je yfel in heortun
eowrum >

[c 1 175Aa. Ham. 109 Dan alden his to warniene
wi9 uuele ibohtas.] cuoo KV* Wr/. u O3er of Souhte.
oaer of wordes oSer of weorkes. 13.. Cursor M. 27,0,
(Cott.) Vr thoghtes ar bai be thoght..he seis. 1451 CAP
CRAVE Life i,t. Ciltert 86 Occupied with orisoncs and medi
taciones to avoyde euel Routes. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) 2 Cor
* 5 Wherwith we..bringe into captiuitie eueiy thoght, to
the obedience of Christe. a 1568 KING H. STEWARD in Baiin
Poems (Hunter. Cl.) 706 Gif cairfull thoftis restoir My havy
hairt. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. m. iii. 161 Oth. lie know thy1 noughts. lago. You cannot, if my heart were in your hand
Nor shall not, whil'st 'tis in my custodie. 1645 FULLER (titleGood Thoughts in Bad Times. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 354 The
last.. couplet fraught With some unmeaning thing they call
a thought. 1754 GRAY Progr. Poesy m. iii, Thoughts that
breathe, and words that burn. 1803-$ WORDSW. Intim
Immort. xi, Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears.'
1824 L. M. HAWKINS Annaline I. 344, I will collect my
scattered thoughts. 1864 BROWNING Abt Voglcr viii, One
scarce can say.. That he even gave it a thought 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 28 A similar thought is repeated
in the Laws. 1891

'

J. S. WINTER '

Lumley i, Here I'm
idle and haven t a thought in my head there ray brain
positively teems with ideas.

b. spec. An idea suggested or recalled to the
mind

;
a reflection, a consideration.

<i 1140 Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 203 Hwi ne bi.hold ich bis
euer in mine heorte. and benche Set hit was for me... Pis
bont wolde sikerhche ontenden so so3 luue on me itoj
SHAKS. Rich. II, v. v. ?8 Like silly Beggars, Who sittingmthe Stockes, refuge their shame That many haue, and others
must sit there ; And in this Thought, they finde a kind of
ease. 1665 BOVLE Occos. Reft, v. v. This.. is onely to tell
us, what you observ'd, not what Reflections you made
upon it, and.. that which I was inquisitive after, was your
Thoughts. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxxvii, The thoughtsthat ye hae intervened to spare the puir thing's life will be
sweeter in that hour.. than [etc.). 1835 J- H- NEWMAN
Par. Serm. (1837) I. i. 15 Though this thought should not
make a man despair to-day, yet it should ever make him
tremble for to-morrow.

o. Secondthoughts: ideas occurring subsequently ;

later and maturer consideration (usu. in phr. on or

upon second thoughts'). Sofirst thoughts.
1641 CHAS. I Mess, to Both Houses 28 Apr. 4 Second

thoughts may present somewhat to your considerations
which escaped you before. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 213Now advise Or hear what to my mind first thoughts present.
1687 BP. CARTWRIGHT in Magd. Call. (O. H. S.) 139 Are you
..willing upon better and second thoughts to submit ? 1711
HICKICS Two Treat. Chr. Pricslh. (1847) II. 396, I desire
you to send your second thoughts and reflections upon it,

1838 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serin. (1842) IV. ii. 41 It is often
said that second thoughts are best ; so they are in matters
ofjudgment, but not in matters of conscience. 1864 TENNY.
SON Sea Dreams 65 Is it so true that second thoughts are
best ? Not first, and third, which are a riper first ?

3. Proverbial Phrases (from I and 2) : a. As swift
as thought, etc. ; so at, like, upon, or -with a thought,
in an instant, immediately, at once. b. Thought
isfree : one is at liberty to think as one will.
a lus Ancr. R. 94 Ase swifte ase is nu monnes bouht, &

ase is >e sunne gleam, 1572 FORREST Theofhilvs 342 in

Anglia VII, Made in vocation, And was present in manner,
at a thought. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 261 Fleeter then
arrows, bullets, wind, thought. 1610 Temp. iv. i. 164
Come with a thought; I thank thee Ariel!: come. 1611
Wint. T. IV. iv. 565 Faster then Thought, or Time. 1845
GOSSE Ocean iv. (1849) 168 The whole herd are gone like a
thought, leaving their unhappy comrade to his fate. 1885
C. F. HOLDER Marvels A HIM. Life 230 Quick as thought
the skipper hurled his weapon.
b. 1580 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 281 Thought is free my

Lord quoth she. a. 1600 [see THRALL o. 1 i (<*)]. 1601 SHAKS.
Twel. N. i. iii. 73. 1673 KIRKMAN Unlucky Citizen 185, I

would tell him that thought was free, and I should not tell

him what I thought. 1690 DRYDEN Amphitryon u. i, I dare

say nothing, but thought is free.

4. In various specialized senses (from I and 2) : cf.

various senses of THINK v.2

a. Consideration, attention, heed, care, regard.
To take thought, to consider, meditate (how to do

something, etc.). In quot. 1602 implying in-

decision.
a 1150 Owl ff Night. 492 He ne rekb noht of clennesse, Al

his bouht is of golnesse. a 1300 Cursor M. 1563 (Cott.) On
al thinges was mare bair thoght {(',. thout] pan was on

drightin bat al wroght. f 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 373
(Bafade) This schulde a ryghtwys lord ban in his thoujt.

1509 Payne Evyll Marr. 125 And wyll take thought, and
often muse How he myght fynde [etc.J. 1567 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. 1.510 Na persoun-.takkis thocht quhat un-

happy deid he sail tak upoun hand. 1602 SHAKS. Ham.
HI. i. 85 And thus the Natiue hew of Resolution Is sicklied

o're, with the pale cast of Thought. 1684 EARL ROSCOMMON
Ess. Transl. Perse 162 Pride. .Proceeds from Ignorance.and
want of Thought. 174* GRAY Ode Eton Coll. x, Thought
would destroy their paradise, a 1845 HOOD Lady's Dream
xvi, Evil is wrought by want of Thought, As well as want
of Heart 1 1861 F. HALL Hindu Philai. Syst. 109 To
realize his own wretchedness, so that he may take thought
how to escape from it.

b. Meditation, mental contemplation ; t per-

plexity, puzzled condition of mind (quot. 1387, and
cf. 5); \transf. subject of meditation (quot. c 1300).
a 1300 Floriz <$ Bl, 34 On blauncheflur was al his boat.

c 1300 E. E. Psalter cxviii[i], 97 Hou luued i, lauerd, |>i

lagh ai; Mi thoghte es it al be dai. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) I. 311 To brynge here hertes out of boujt bat hereb
speke of laborintus, here I telle what laborinthus is to

menynge. c 1490 SirAmadace (Camden) xx, On the dede

cors, that lay on here, Ful myculle his tho;te was on. l6n
SIR W. MURE Misc. Poems ii. 13 Perceauing me in thot

perplex'd. 1715 POPE and Ep. Miss Blount 33 In pensive

THOUGHT.
thought recall the fancy'd scene. 1841 TENNYSON Lord or
Burltifk 21 From deep thought himself he rouses. Mod.
She was lost in thought.

O. Conception, imagination, fancy.
(i 1300 Cursor M. 21630 (Kdin.) M;ir mi?lis hams ur lauerd

wro-,t Tli.in ani mail mai bine in tho?l. 1413 I'ilgr. Sowle
(Caxton 1483) in. x. 56 The grele horrour therof may not be
. .declared by. .thought of marines herte. 1593 SHAKS. Liter.

18 Within his thought her heauenly image sits. 1601
MARSTON Anl. f, Mel. i. Wks. 1856 I. 15, I long, beyond all

thought, To know the man. 1671 MILTON Samson 117 O
change beyond report, thought, or belief! i74 COLLINS
hcl. u. 50 When thought creates unnumber'd scenes of woe
183* TENNYSON Miller

1

: Dau. 237 With blessings beyond
hope or thought. 1850 In Mem. Ixx. 8 In shadowy
thoroughfares of thought.

d. The entertaining of some project in the mind ;

the idea or notion of doing something, as contem-
plated or entertained in the mind

; hence, intention,

purpose, design ; esp. an imperfect or half-formed
intention ; with negative expressed or implied -
not the least intention or notion of doing something.
Also in //. as 'to have thoughts (of) '. Cf. THIMK

iSo Gen. f, Ex. 1153 Bis maidenes deden it in god

COVERDALE Jtr. xxix. ii, I knowe, what I haue deuysed
for vou... My thoughtes are to geue you peace, & not
trouble. 1610 SHAKS. Tetiip. iv. i. 320, 1 do begin to haue
bloody thoughts, a 1771 GRAY Tofket 6 Satan's self had
thoughts of taking orders. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi* xlix,Knock says his Grace has no thought to buy it. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Enr. vi. II. 76 All thought of returning to
the policy of the Irip.e Alliance was abandoned. Mod.
\ had some thought ofgoing, but found I could not manage it.
I had no thoughts of it then.

e. Kemembrance,
' mind '. f To hold in thought >

^to have thought on, to keep in mind, remember.
Obs. or merged in the general sense.

1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6553 Of alle is proute dedes i ne
may norbere no^t, Pat i ne mot jou telle of on, nou it comebm mi bo^t. 13.. Cursor M. 24042 (G6tL) Todomes-dai Hue
if i moght, Ne ?ode it neuer vte of mi thoght. 13. . Minor
Poemsfr. Vernon MS. L 66 Hold hem in \>\ bouht. 171400
Gamelyn 474 Adams wordes he held in his thoght. c 1475
Rau/Coifyarzsj Haue gude thocht on my Name. 1611
SHAKS. Cymb, iv. iv. 33, I and my Brother are not knowne;
your selfe So out of thought, . . Cannot be question 'd.

f. Mental anticipation, expectation. (Now
mostly with negative expressed or implied.)
a 1307 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 220 Tho [

= when] he wes in

ScotTond, lute! wes ys thoht Of the harde jugement that
him wes bysoht In stounde. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, i. Hi.

30 Flatt'ring himselfe with Proiect ofa power, Muchsmaller,
then the smallest of his Thoughts. 1611 BIBLE Ps. xlix. u
Their inward thought is, that their houses shall continue for
euer. 1677 HALE Contempt. \\. 127. I had thoughts to find

repose there. Mod, I had no thought of meeting him there.

g. An opinion or judgement ;
a belief or suppo-

sition; what one thinks of or about a thing or

person.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, MI. ii. 131 Heauen forgiue them,

that so much haue sway'd Your Maiesties good thoughts
away from me. 1606 Tr, <$ Cr. iv. J. 53 Who in your
thoughts merits faire Helen most? 1613 WEBSTER Devifs
Law-Case u. i, Vou are false To the good thought I held of

you. 1786 BURNS Twa Dogs 221 The Ladies arm-in-arm. .

As great an* gracious a' as sisters ; But hear their absent
thoughts o' itber. 1831 SCOTT Ct. Root, xxvii, What, then,
are thy thoughts of the Emperor? 1859 BROWNING Child*,
Roland i, My first thought was, he lied in every word.

1 5. Anxiety or distress of mind ; solicitude ;

tjrief, sorrow, trouble, care, vexation. To take

thought^ to trouble oneself, grieve, be anxious or

distressed. Obs. (exc. dial. : see Eng. Dial. Diet.).
c xuo Bestiary 682 in O. E. Misc. 22 He suggeden &

sorjeden & weren in 3o$t, Wu he mitten him helpen ovt.

c 1*50 Gen. <$ Ex. 1433 Ysaac. . wunede 3or in <V}t and care,
For moderes dead and sondes fare, c 1330 R. BKUNNE
*kron. (1810) 85 pe kyng had fulle grete pouht, his reame
ageyn him ros. c 14*5 Cast. Persev. 292 in Macro Plays 86,
[ stonde & stodye, al ful of bowth. 1485 CAXTON Paris y
y, 46 Paris kyssed Vyenne wyth grete syghes and thoughtes.
cxsoo Nutbrown Maid 119 in Hazlitt E.P.P. II. 277 To
make thought, Your labur were in vayne. 1513 Lo. BER-

BERS Froiss. I. ccxxxiii. 324 His wyfe . . toke moche thought
or his departyng. 15*6 TINDALE Matt. vi. 31 Therfore take
no thought saynge: what shall we eate? 1556 BP. PONET
Treat. Politic Power I iij b, Wriothesley. .either poisoned
limself, or pyned awaye for thought. 1608 . GRIMSTONE
Hist, France (1611) 270 Valentine, Duchesse of Orleans

seeing her paines lost. .) dies for thought within few daies

after. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 871 Soto died of

bought in Florida.

b. transf. A cause of distress or anxiety, a
trouble '. Obs, exc. Sc . and dial.

1649 CROMWELL in Carlyle Lett. $ Sf. (1871) II. 188 How
many considerable ones we have lost, is no little thought of
icart to us, 1887 .V/////. to Jamieson, Addenda^ s.v. t

That
wild son has been a sair thocht.. to his mother. 1895
CROCKETT in Corn/i, Mag. Dec. 569 So mony bairn's things
were just a cumber and a thocht to me.

6. A very small amount, a very little, a trifle.

Usually, now always, adverbial.)
1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxix, (1887) 204 The prince is

thought aboue him for all he be his brother in respect of

Id Adam. 1599 SHAKS. AfucA Ado in. iv. 14, I like the

lew tire., if the haire were a thought browner. 1617
iiERON Wks. II. 307 A wound may be giuen in a thought
f time, which yet may be in healing aboue a yeere. i6a8

GAULE Pract. Tke. Panegyr. 49 They are not currant, if

rU '- .

.X t "!
" Aug '' M y<diiie.*ciMdiinr, .1 think I .ina thought better. ,8,8 Scon Kot Koy iv I).

thought rash. 1897 G. ALLEN Tyfe-writer C.rl HfThe
champagne . . was a thought loo ifry?

7. attrib: and Comb. a. attrib., as thought-accent
(accent of thought), ,hou,ht-b,,, .(Oop, .*/,"
-form, -life -l.w, -manufactory, -part, -production,
-setd, -shop -gn, .system, b. objective and obj.
gen., as

thought-abhorring, .exceeding, -giving
-inspiring, -reviving, -shaming, -ioumii,^, -

nng, -straining, -tracing, -tramccnding adj.
thought-catcher, -conductor, -mater, -.prinkler,* -taking (see 5). o. instrumental, at thought.bwidered (bewildered by thought), thought-
burdened, -fed,-laJen, -tressed, -unsoundeJ.-wilLut,
-working, -worn; locative, u thought-bound
(bound m thought),M^/yfrf, -frett ./, .,,,, .

similative, as thought-swift; thought-worthy
(worthy of thought), d. Special Combs. : thought-
body (Psychics], see quot. ; thought-conscioun-
new, consciousness in the state in which it is

during the process of thought ; thought-counter
a current symbol of a thought ; thought-execut-
ing a., (a) in quot 1605, 'doing execution with
the swiftness of thought

'

(Aldis Wright) ; (*)
executing the thought or intention of a person ;

t thought-sick a., sick with '

thought" or think-

ing ; thought-sign, a symbol of thought or judge-
ment, the copula of a predication; fthoughtswi fi-

tlying a.
, that flies as swift as thought : f thought-

taking st., the taking of thought; thought-
tra-nsfer, -transference (Psychics), transference
or communication of thought from one mind to
another apart from the ordinary channels of sense ;

telepathy ; thought-transfe-r v., trans, to convey
by thought or telepathic-ally; hence thought-
transfere-ntial a., pertaining to thought-transfer-
ence; thought-ware, (a) in Psychics, a 'wave'
or undulation of a hypothetical medium of thought-
transference ; (6) a 'wave' or impulse of thought
passing simultaneously through a crowd of persons
or other living beings; thought-word, a word
conceived in the mind but not uttered ; thought-
writing, the recording of thought by graphic
symbols directly denoting ideas ; ideography. See
also THOUGHT-READING.

1835 Woman I. 104 An idle set, a 'thought-abhorring
crew. 1897 ANWYL Greek Gram. { 40 The "Thought-Accent
IS the stress or emphasis laid upon a word or syllable, in
order to bring out the meaning of the sentence. 1796 COLE.
RIDGE in J. Cottle Early RecolL (1837) I. 190, I wandered
on so "thought-bewildered, that it is no wonder I became
way-bewildered. 1893 H. R. HAWEIS in Fortn. Rev. Jan.
121-2 Assume that there is something personal about us able
to manifest and arrange matter, and thus assert itself after
death.. suppose we call that something our 'thought -body.
. . Consider then the evidence; first, for the thought-body as
Double, and second, for the thought-body as Ghost. 1886
TUPPE My Life as Author 145 The emptying out of my
thought-box.., a most necessary relief 1891 SVMONDS

Michel Angela II. xn. viii. 31 This terrible "thought-bur-
dened form. 1584 LYLY Campaspe v. iv, I am no "thought
catcher, but I gesse vnhappily. 1889 Si W. F. BUTLCB
C. G. Gordon vu. (1899) 188 This lightning 'thought-con-
ductor [the electric telegraph! had been used . . to disseminate
lies and foster gambling in stocks or horses. 1901 E. B.
TITCHENER Exfer. Psychol. I. i. i A 'thought-consciousness,
our mind as it is when we are arguing something out. 1870
LOWELL Study Wind. (1886) 309 His importation of the
French theory of the couplet as a kind of 'thought-coop did

nothing but mischief. 1899 Allhitts Syst. Sled. VII. 423
The auditory and visual images of words which constitute
our habitual 'thought-counters. 1637 NABBES Microcosm.
i. Bivb, Dispute not.. your owne 'thought-defects. 1593
NASHE Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 6; 'Thougbt-exceed-
ing glorification. 1605 SHAKS. Lear HI. ii. 4 You Sulph'rous
and "Thought-executing Fires. 1819 SHELLEY Promith.

Iii, The 'thought-fix'd portraiture,
the breathing bust. 189*

Month Tan. 10 The "Thought-forms with which he his
surrounded himself. i6a6 SHIRLEY Brothers v. iii, To clear

myself "thought-free From any promise. 17*9 SAVAGE
wanderer HI. 167 "Thought-inspiring Woe. a 1847 ELIZA
COOK Summer is Nigh iv, My 'thought-laden brow. 1884

J. PARKER Apostolic Life III. 267 The writing. .is a kinu
of body in which his "thought-life lives for ever. 1909 J.
WELLS Steivart of Lovedale xxxiv. 371 His strenuous life

bad deepened the 'thought-lines on his strong face. 1855
Pict. Chr. Heroism 244 Pictures of the 'thought-maker at

his work. 1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. vin. i. f 14. 164
From the time ofthe Aristophanes thought-shop to the great
German establishment, or 'thought.manufactory. 1796 T.

TOWNSHENU Poems 69 The musing 'thought-prest head.

1884 J. TAIT Mind in Matter (1892) 114 Tunnelling out a

theory of "thought-production. 1815 D. L. RICHARDSON
Sonn. 24 A calm and 'thought-reviving sound. 1839 BAILEY

Festus xx. (1848) 245 He would his brain had died ere it

II. iii. I. Abraham 373 Your "thought-shaming acts. 1598
F. DICKENSON Greene in Cone. (1878) 109 "Thought-sickc
fouers haue onely reason their soucraigne refuge. i6o

SHAKS. Ham. ui. iv. 51. 1854 S. NEIL Elem. Rhe(. 34 The

"thought-sign is, also possesses its own specific signification.



THOUGHT.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Eartas n. i. iv. II(indie-crafts 304 Rein-

searching God, "thought-sounding Judge. a 1774 TUCKER
Lt. Nat, (1834) II. 506 "Thought-straining fervours of prayer
and devotion. 1595 MARKHAM .$';> R. Grinvile xiv, In that

same myd-daies hower came sayling in A "thought-swift-

flying pynnase. 1900 Month Sept. 236 The Church lias

used.. whatever other "thought-system she has found in

vogue. 1615 HIERON Wks. I. 661 Exercised with a world

of cares and *tho_ught-takings. 1668 WILKINS Real Char.
ii. viii. 201 Anxiety, Discontent, thought-taking, dump,
trouble, anguish, a 1845 HOOD Two Peacocks xv, As il

*thought-tinted by the stains Of gorgeous light through
many-colour'd panes. 1791 COWPER Yardley Oak 158 The
"thought-tracing quill, a 1711 KEN Hymnarium Poet.Wks.

1721 II. loi O Great 1 am, enthron'd on high, Of Thought-
transcending Majesty. 1898 Month Sept. 232 Other per-

plexing instances are tortured into cases of "thought-transfer.
1901 Westm. Gaz. 8 Jan. 4/2 The Psychic has only got to

thought-transfer his desire for telescopic verification. 1884
E. GURNEY in Pall Mall G. 29 May 2/2 Our conclusion as

to genuine "thought-transference. 1886 MYERS Phantasms
Living I. Introd. 43 It was thus.. that thought-transference,
or telepathy, was first discovered. 1905 A. R. WALLACE
My Life II. 310 Thought, or brain-vibrations, may be
carried by the ether to other brains, and thus produce
thought-transference. 1890 O. LODGE in Proc. Soc. Psych.
Research Dec. 461 The hypothesis of a direct *thought-
transferential means of obtaining information. 1878 SWIN-
BURNE In the Bay xxxix, The "thought-unsounded sea.

1891 Cent. Diet. , "Thought-wave. 1901 DailyChron.rt Sept.

3/2 The Greek idea of a thought-wave, or wind of thought,
sweeping through crowds. 1818 SHELLEY Lines Euga.
Mean Hills 207 The sun floats up the sky, Like "thought-
winged Liberty. 1889 MIVART Orig. Hunt. Reason 106

Expressing a voluminous perception by a sudden ges-
ture far too rapid even for "thought-words. 1906 Hibbert
Jrnl. Jan. 277 The doctrine of the Logos, the Thought.
Word in the Cosmos. 1816 L, HUNT Rimini iv. 88 His
"thought-working head. 1846 MRS. GORE Eng. Char. (1852)

127 Sparing and "thought-worn, there is nothing in his

gravity of brow to encourage indiscreet encroachment. 1859
LEVER Davenport Dunn ii, Thoughts of what alone is

"thought-worthy. 1890 Smithsonian Ref. 50 The mono-
graphs on sign language and pictography, having as their
text the attainments of the North American Indians..may
contribute to the understanding of similar exhibitions of
evanescent and durable "thought-writing.
Hence (chiefly nonce-wds.) t Thou'ghtive a.,

addicted to or engaged in thought, thoughtful;
Thou-glitkin, Thou- glitlet, Tliou-ghtling-, a
small or insignificant thought ; Thou'ghtsman
(nonce-wd., after draughtsman, etc.) : see quot.
1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes i. ii. 5 If he be "thoughtive or

cogitabund,. .his lips, his eyes, his hands, goe as well as his

legs. Ibid. iv. iii. 187 The Don is indeed a more thoughtive,
inward, close, and conceal'd Cocksome. 1867 CARLVLE
Remin. (1881) II. 148 That little "thoughtkin stands in some
of my books. 1858 H. W. BEECHER Lift Th. (1859) 74
Mosses and inconspicuous blooms hidden in the grass
"thoughtlets, the intents of the heart. 1863 Reader 22 Aug.,
Mere vendors of what may be called carefully-connected
thoughtlets. 1831 J. P. KENNEDY Swallow B. x, A little
nest of "thoughtfings about the eyes. 1841 MIALL Non-conf.
SketchJik. 255 One whom we shall venture to designate a
"thoughtsman for the rest.. whose.. business it shall be.. to
make himself .. acquainted with truth.. for the common
benefit.

Thought 2
, thaught ()>et). NowAa/. Also

7 thougt, thoat, 8 thout, 9 thawt, dial, thowt.
[Altered from the earlier THOFT, q. v. with change
of (f ) to (x), (the converse of what occurs in thoft
for thought, THOUGHT l and pa. t. THINK .2, and
thof for THOUGH). Cf. also MDu. dochte and dofte,
Du. daft, MLG. and LG. ducht, whence mod. Ger.
ducht, beside dial, duft from OHG. dofta. See also
the modern equivalent thwart] A rower's bench
= THWART sb?
1622 SIR R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea liv. 129 His boate

fitted with Sayle, Oares, thougts, tholes, dauyd, windles and
rother. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. vi. 27 Thoughtsare the seats whereon the Rowers sit. 1633 T. JAMES
Voyage 57 It did breake two thoughts of our Boat 1688 R
HOLME Armoury in. xv. (Roxb.) 27/1 The thaughts and
seats they sit on to rowe. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. round World
(1699) 118 These Canoas were fitted with Thoats or Benches
*7*

J;
HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Thoughts, or Thoughts.

vjKpv.Vm.Vcy.rmtHd World Wqi) 341 Three muskets
which were lashed under their thouts, or benches of the
canoe. 1823 MOOR Suffolk Wds. 428 Thawts, the seats of
rowers in a boat-the thwarts perhaps; or what go across.
1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Thought, an old spelling of
thwart 1886 R.C. \x*i.KSea.pait?r'sLog ,72 Weturned-
o and lashed the nets down from thawt to LbawL

Thought (J>ot), pa. t. and pple. of THINK z/.l

and *. Thought, obs. Sc. form of THOUGH
Thonghted (Jig-ted), a.

[f. THOUGHT i + -ED 21
1. Having thoughts (of a specified kind) : esp. in

parasynthetic combinations, as deep-, high-, low-,
solemn-thoughted, etc. : see the first element

J59, 1631 Sick-thoughted [see SICK a. n]. igoo R
LINCHF. Fount. Anc. Fict. I ij, They should not grow inso-

Pr W& '

"o^-highly thoughted. 1643 True In.
Most of the moderate and well-thoughted Mem-former 23 e moerae

bers were retired to their rest
-

SWINBURNE Stud1 WINBURNE tu
Prose $

Poetry^) ,67 The same high-thoughted harmonyolpnmal and ideal emotions.
2. Sc. (thochtit) Affected with grief or anxiety

anxious, concerned. (Cf. THOUGHT l e )

t i ,-.'<"'.cotcfolkssay Thouir/itcdfor sickhed o'er with the pale cast of thought '.

""""*

342

t Thou-ghten, n. Obs. rare'*, [irreg. form of

thought, pa. pple. of THINK v.'z ; cf. boughten.'}

Having a (specified) thought or belief; thinking.
1608 SHAKS. Per. iv.

yi. 115 For me be you thoughten
That 1 came with no ill intent.

Thoughtful (fg-tful), a. [f.
THOUGHT i

-FUL.] J-'ull of or characterized by thought, in

various senses.

1. Given to, disposed to, or engaged in thinking ;

absorbed in thought ; meditative, contemplative ;

pensive, musing; full of thoughts, preoccupied in

mind, hence, in quot. 1656, absent-minded. Also

transf. of personal attributes, actions, etc.

6' 1200 ORMIN 3423 Ure laffdi; Mar;e toe All batt 3ho sahh

herrde,..& le^de itt all tosamenn a}} I swibe bohhtful!

heorrte. 1552 HULOET, Thoughtfull, cogitabiindus, tnedita-

bnndus. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. iv. (i^oi) 152/2 He
was so thoughtful, that going to put Incense into a Censer,
he put it besides. 1704 POPE Windsor Forest 249 Wand '-

ring thoughtful in the silent wood. 17*2 \st Chorus Trag.
Brutus 7 War, horrid war, your thoughtful walks invades.

1805 H. K. WHITE Lett., to B. Haddock 18 Oct., My silent

and thoughtful cup of tea. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thule iii, Her
calm and thoughtful look.

b. Disposed to think about or consider matters
;

prudent ; reflective. Also transf. Characterized by
reflection ; manifesting thought or consideration.

13.. Cursor M. 11404 (Cott.) pai ordeind tuelue, pe
thoghtfulest a-mang bam-selue. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold.
Ek. M. Aurel. x. (1535) F ij b, This emperour w_as so

men. 1879 FROUDE Caesar xiv. 200 Thoughtful persons.,
had heard of these doings with uneasiness. 1884 F. TEMPLE
Relat. Relig. # Sc. i. (1885) 5 Not beyond the reach of

thoughtful inquiry.
o. With inf., dependent cl., or of: (a) Careful,

heedful; (6) Having the intention or purpose,
aiming at or desirous of something ; (c) Thinking
about or meditating on something ; mindful. Now
rare or Obs. (See also 3.)
\f I375-SV. Leg. Saints xvi. (Magdalerta) 552, I . .prays [=

pray] be fat bu wil thochtful one me be.] 1597 SHAKS.
2 Hen. IV, iv. v. 73 For this, they haue beene thoughtful!,
to inuest Their Sonnes with Arts, and Martiall Exercises.
1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goulart's Wise Vieillard 105 They
are much more thoughtful! of their minde. 1715 J. CHAP.
PELOW Rt. Way Rich(.\i\i) 138 The believer.. is thoughtful
to have a., fuller view of him [Christ J. 1726 LEONI Albert?*
Archil. I. 93/2 A Prisoner always thoughtful of his liberty
and safety. 1821 Examiner 252/1 Thoughtful ofenjoyments
for ever left behind.

1 2. Full of mental trouble
; anxious

; sorrowful,
melancholy, moody. Also transf. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1 1 140 He wex thoghtful and likand ill

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love n. ix. (Skeal) 1. 185 For her hast
thou suffred many thoughtful! diseases, c 1430 Diatorie 6
in Babees Bk. 54 Not pensif ne boujtful for ony sodein
chaunce. c 1500 Melttsine 26 In this dolour & woo was
Raymondyn a longe space of tyme, & was moche boughtfull& wroth. 1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves i. v. 6 The merry soul
is freer from intended mischief than the thoughtful man.
1744 M. BISHOP LifetfAdv. viii. 117 Something to divert my
Mother and Wife who were both prodigiously thoughtful.
3. Showing thought or consideration for others ;

considerate, kindly.
1851 BRIMLEY Ess., Wordsm. 155 Rich in thoughtful affec-

lion. 1863 MRS. GASKELL Sylvia's L. iii, In his thoughtful
wish of escorting them through the streets of the rough,
riotous town. Mod. She is very unselfish and thoughtful of
others.

1 4. Capable of thought ; conscious, intelligent.
Obs. rare 1

.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Selv. 134 To think, that body
may be thoughtful too, and any ways aware.
5. Comb., as thoughtful-browed, -looking.
a 1849 MANGAN Lay Bell Poems (1859) 35 He alone is

thoughtfulsouled. 1904 ll'estm. Caz. 9 Dec. 6/3 Great,
round, thoughtful-looking heads.

Thoughtfully (JxJ-tiuH), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY 2
.] In a thoughtful manner

; with thought or

consideration; meditatively, musingly; reflectively;
considerately, kindly.
1611 COTGR., Songneusement, carefully, thoughtfully.

1746 FRANCIS tr. Horace, Efiist. i. xviii. 163 The Modest
oft too dark appear, The Silent thoughtfully severe. 1860
TYNDALL Glac. n. App. 431 Right or wrong, a theory thus
thoughtfully uttered has its value. 1885 S. H. PRESTON inLaw Times LXXIX. 335/1 Many of the persons entitled
could not be traced.. so the company very thoughtfully
issued advertisements.

Thon-ghtfnlness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality or state of being thoughtful.
tL Anxiety, concern, melancholy. Obs.
1574 tr. Marlorats Apocalips 113 The scripture calleth

vpon vs to lay away.. all thoughtfulnesse for this present
life. 1683 BAXTER Paraphr. N. T. Matt. vi. 27 Your self,
troubling distrustful care and thoughtfulness. 1742 RICHARD.SON Pamela III. 418 If he but sees the least Thouehtful-
ness upon my Brow, studying.. to dispel it.

4. Meditativeness, pensiveness; reflectiveness;
considerateness.
1697 BURGHOPE Disc. Relig. Asscmb. Ded., These are themen that I wou'd awaken into sober thoughtfulness. 1737WHISTON Joseph,,;. Antig. xvi. ix, Herod was silent andm great thoughtfulness. 1809 W. IRVING Knickcrb. 85

i. t ?^' bur8hers smoked their pipes in profound
thoughtfulness. 1876 Miss BRADDON y. Haggard's Dau.
Ill, 101 A countenance as mysterious in its solemn thought-

THOUGHT-BEADIN G.

fulness as the head of Memnon. 1880 'OuiDA '

Moths II.
iv. 89 Reared in tender thoughtfulness to the poor.
Thoughtiness : see after THOUGHTY.
Thoughtive,Thoughtkin:seeafterTnouGHTi.
Thoughtless (bg-tles), a. [f. THOUGHT i +

-LESS.] That is without thought, in various
senses : the opposite of THOUGHTFUL.
1. Not taking thought, acting without thought or

reflection ; unreflecting, heedless, imprudent.
I59 KYD Sp. Trag. iv. i. 40 Nor thinke I thoughtles

thinke vpon a meane, To let his death be vnreueng'd at
full. 1611 FLORID, Inpensieralo, thoughtlesse, carelesse.
a 1704 T. BROWN Sat. ofSt. Woman 39 Weak curses.. For
thoughtless crimes, which come out ofthy kind. 1736 BUTLER
Anal. i. ii. Wks. 1874 1. 42 Youth may be alleged as an
excuse for rashness and folly, as being naturally thought,
less. 1849 B. TAYLOR in Life $ Lett. I. vii. 149, 1 shall
neither be rash nor thoughtless.

b. With of or dependent clause : Not thinking;
unmindful, forgetful ; heedless, careless

; unsuspect-
ing. Now rare.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. v. 19 He.. Finds you so thought-
.esse of him, and his birth. 16.. ROGERS (J.), Without
remorse for the past, and thoughtless of the future. 1697DRYDEN I'irg. Ceorg. in. 668 A Snake.. Leaving his Nest
..thoughtless of his Eggs. 1723 POPE Odyss. iv. 716 The
Royal guest, Thoughtless of ill, accepts the fraudful feast.
ITU YOUNG Nt. Th. iv. 365 Men homage pay to men,1 houghtless beneath whose dreadful eye they bow.
tc. Free from cart or anxiety. Also transf. Obs.

1742 GRAY Eton Coll. v, The thoughtless day, the easy
night. 1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 255 So blest a life these
thoughtless realms display. 1789 BLAKE Songs. Innx.,
Night 17 They look in every thoughtless nest.

d. Wanting in consideration for others; in-

considerate.

1794 BLAKE Songs Exfer..Fly 3 Little fly, Thy summer's
play My thoughtless hand Has brush'd away. Mod. It was
very thoughtless of you to disturb her.

2. Deficient in or lacking thought ; not given to

thinking; stupid, senseless, dull-witted; destitute
of ideas. Now rare.
1682 DRYDEN Mac Flecknoe 26 Shadwell never deviates

into sense. ., his goodly fabric . . seems designed for thought,
less majesty. 1714 POPE Efil. Jane Shore ^ As a blockhead
rubs his thoughtless skull, And thanks his stars he was not
born a fool. 1879 B. TAYLOR Stvd. Germ. Lit. 194 He was
an earnest thinker in a thoughtless time.

tb. Of inanimate things : Devoid of thought.
1691-8 NORRIS Pract. Disc. (1711) III. 22 Bodies have no

i nought, therefore they produce none : . . for how can a
thoughtless Principle producea Thought ? cijos BERKELEY
Commmpl. Bk. Wks. 1871 IV. 460 Extension to exist in a
thoughtless thing (or rather in a thing void of perception . . ),
is a contradiction.

Thou-ghtlessly, adv.
[f. prec.

+ -LY z.] In
a thoughtless manner ; without thought or consid-

eration; unreflectingly, carelessly, inconsiderately.
1714 GARTH Dispensary v. 59 In restless Hurries thought-

lessly they live. 1792 V. KNOX Serin, vi. 133 He who runs
on thoughtlessly in the mad career of pleasure. 1806 HUTTON
Count Math. I. 152 One thoughtlessly spends loi. & year
more than his pay. 1890 GROSS CM Merch. I. 104 The
arbitrary interpretation . . which came to be thoughtlessly
accepted as a fact.

Thoughtlessness, [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being thoughtless ; want of thought
or consideration ; carelessness, inconsiderateness.
a 1704 T. BROWN Praise Pm. WKS. 1730 1. 96 The remains

of the night [they spend] in sleep, idleness, thoughtlessness
[etc.]. I77 ADAIR Amer. IruL 420 Dry wood, with which
they. .

provide themselves, but only from day to day, through
their thoughtlessness of to-morrow, a 1862 BUCKLE Misc.
Whs. (1872) I. 27 Vice is often cunning and wary; but
thoughtlessness is always profuse and reckless. 1884
Manch. Exam, i Oct. 3/1 The thoughtlessness of some of
her actions is only equalled by their stupidity.

Thoughtlet,Thoughtling:seeafterTHOUGHTi.
Thoughtness (J^'tnes). rare. [f. thought,

pa. pple. of THINK z/.
2 + -NESS.] The fact or

quality of being thought or mentally discerned.
1865 J. GROTE Explor. Philos. l. 140, I recognise two

manners of existence,.. thinkingness and thoughtness, and
it is the latter which, when we believe the thought correct
or justified, we call phenomenal existence or matter. 1905
Athenaeum u Mar. 306/3 In the dead-alive fashion of the
functions ofa thinking apotheosized as a thoughtness.

Thought-out (|>9-t,au-t: stress variable),///.
a. [pa. pple. of think out (see THINK v? 1 5) used
.s adj.] Elaborated, constructed, or arrived at by
thinking or mental labour ; thoroughly considered.
1870 J. H. FRISWEI.L Mod. Mat of Lett. vii. 129 'Para-

celsus ', and other hard thought-out dramatic pieces. 1907
BP. ROBERTSON in Trans. Devon Assoc. XXXIX. 44 A
weighty and thought-out survey of the scope and nature of
scientific truth.

Thou ght-rea:ding, sb. The reading of an-
other person's thoughts ; direct perception by one
mind of what is passing in another, independent of

ordinary means of expression or communication :

a power alleged to be possessed by certain persons
or by persons in certain psychic states. Hence
allusively. So Thotrgfct-read v., trans, to read

person's thoughts (with the person or the thought
as obj.); intr. to practise thought-reading;
Thon-ght-zea der, one who practises or professes

thought-reading; Thou-ght-re&ding a., that

practises thought-reading.



THOUGHTSOME.
i8ss SMEDLEY.etc. Occult Sc. 258 Thought-reading, in cer.'am experiences of the somnambulist. 1880 MRS. FORRESTER

11 > I TL ll ! I
' n.*t.iiw t (. lllrtl O( SO-

called 1
^hought.readlng '. 1891 MRS. R.DDF.LI. Mad Tourin No thought-reader could have imagined the topic thatwas engaging Bobby's mind. 189! ig/A Cent. Jan. 37 These

thought readings and foretelling*. 1898 L. A. TOLLEMACHETUIa w. Gladstone 166 One would like to have seen or
(better still) to have thought-read, Carlyle. 1800 Daily

tS ?
6/4 Do you think y ur thought-reading giftcould be turned to practical service in detective work a

thought-reading Sherlock Holmes? 1906 1'all Mnll G
}J.

an
\
2 He thought-read the conditional intentions of the

British commander.

Thoughtsman : see after THOUGHT 1.

t Tlura ghtsome.a. 06s. rare.
[f. THODOHT l

+ -SOME.] a. Addicted to thought; thoughtful.
b. Of the nature of thought, or having the faculty
of thought ; mental, spiritual. Hence f Thou'ght-
soraeness.

raised it, or thought-some how to bring him to his answer
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk 4- Sc/v. 82 A ghost being in it self
not roomthy, it cannot bear any roomthy behaviour towards
bodies that are so, any more than bodies that are bulky, can
bear immaterial respects or thoughtsom behaviours towards
ghosts that are so. Ibid, 34 Thoughtsomness setting full as
close to the very stamp or inmostness of a thinking Being,
as boak or roomthyness does to the Being that is Bodysom.
Thoirghtv, a. Oh. exc. Sc. Forms: see

THOUGHT i.
[f. as prec. + -Y.] Given to thought,

thoughtful, a. Heedful, attentive, intent, tb.
Pensive, melancholy, anxious.
1:1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Mocker) 706 Besy..Til

mfourme }u in cheryte, And in sawle-hele thochty to be
1387-8 T. USK Test. Lime \\. ix. (Skeat) 1. 21 Euer is their
contemplacion in ful of thoughty study to plesaunce. c 1411
HOCCLEVE Dt Reg. Princ. So Who so bat thoghty is, is wo-
be-gon. c 1415 WYNTOUN Cron. vi. xvi. 1608 As he past apon
a day In til huntynge. .On his gamyn al thouchty. c 1430
filgr. LyfManhode I. cxl. (1869) 73, I was ther of wunder-
hche abashed and thouhti. 1823 CORBETT Petticoat T. II.
no (Jam.) Fanny is two years younger than I am, and not
so thoughty, as Philip says.
Hence t Thou'glitlness, melancholy, pensiveness.
1707 J. NIMMO Narr. (1880) 4 My father was resolved to

use authoretie q"' was not pleasing to me and increased my
thoghtiness.

t Though-whether, adv. Obs. Forms: i

peah-hwaepere, 2 peah-, peeh-, pahwhweflre,
-wepere, -wetier, 3 pohhwheppre (Orm.}, pelh
hwefiere, pohqueper, -ir, 4 poh-, po-, do-, pou-,
pof-, pe-queper, -ir, though whethir. [OE. t(ah-

hwssfere, i. liah THOUGH + hwxtere WHETHER.
Cf.OHG. thok uuidaru, thoh thiu uuidoro (Tatian),
dhok dhiu huucdheru (Isidore). The analysis of
the combination is not clear.] Notwithstanding,
nevertheless, howbeit, however.

897 K. ^ELFRED Gregory's Past. C. xxi. 151 Monixe sint
. .?e mon sceal wxrlice licettan, and 5eahhwae3re eft cySan.
971 Blickl. Horn. 31 Nam he fif stanas..& beah-hwebere
mid anum he bone gigant ofwearp. a 1x75 Cott. Horn. 223
Se lichame is deadlic . . ac beahweoer god arer3 eft bane
licame to ecene bing^um. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 37 pa hwebere
bine saul feren seal in to eche pine. Ibid. 131 pah hweore
his saule wes in helle. ciaoo ORMIN 2459 patt jho
bohhwhebbre shollde ben Ma^denn all bwerrt ut clene.

ciaoo Moral Ode 131 (Trin. MS.) peih hweSere we hit

leuefl weL 13.. Cursor M. 22934 (Edin.) pohquebir we sal

understand bat [etc.]. Ibid. 19546 (Cott.) Thar naman bof-

queber wene. 1357 Lay Folks Catech. (MS. T.) 93 Though-
whethir noght twa goddes the fadir and the son.

Thoul(e, Thoume, obs. ff. THOLE sb.\ THDMB.
Thoundre, thonner, obs. forms of THUNDER.
Thour, pour, thourch, thourgh, pour;,
thourh, pourh, thourth, obs. ff. THROUGH.
Thourt, variant pa. t. of THARP v. 06s.

II ThflUS (Jw's). Zool. [mod.L., a. Gr. OOK,

ftu-os : see THOS.] A species or group of species of

the extended genus Cants, canine beasts, natives

of Africa and Asia; including Thous (or Canis)
anthus (the North African Jackal), and T. meso-

melas, variegatus, and Senegalensis, African jackals.
1839 C. H. SMITH Dogsl. iv. 193 Section IV. Thous. Ibid.

v. 207 By separating our group of Thous from the true

Jackals, much confusion . . is removed.

Thousand Qau'zand), sb. and a. Forms: 1-3

pusend, 2-3 -out, (Orm.) -ennd, 3 -and, -und,

pousunt, 3-4 -end, 3-6 thousande, 4 thus(s)-,

thos(s)and(e, 4-5 pous-, pows-, thous-, thows-,

-and(e,-ant(e, -aund, -end, -ent, -ind(e, -ond(e,

-ynd, 4-7thowsand, 5 pou-, pow-, thouzand; 4-
thousand (mod. Sc. thoozan(t). [OE.jtisend, sb.

fern, and neut. = OFris. thusend, OS. thusundig,
thusind (Du. duizend), OHG. dusunt (MHG. til-

sent, G. tausend), Salfrank. puschunde, ON.J>fauna

(piishund, JnishundrtiS, Sw. iusen, Da. tusind),

Goth.jAsundi sb. fern, and neut. Generally held

to be cognate with Lith. tukstanti-s, Lett, tukstuts,

OPruss. *tiisimla (ace. pi. tusimtons), OSlav.

TUCjurra tysafla, -ifta, Russ. THcma tysjatfa,

Pol. tysiac, Czech lisie, pointing to an orig. Slavo-

343

Teut. "lussoatii or tussntja, whence also OTeut.
*fiisuiidi. The first element is considered by many
to be an Indo-Eur. *tus meaning

'

multitude, force';
cf.Skr. taiva's 'strong, force'; as to the rest of the
word etymologists differ.
The general result is that f,isun,li was prob. an indefinite

term for a 'great multitude' (cf. Gr. in/p.w, .<,., in its
indefinite, and myriad in its common English use), which
was used as the available equivalent of Gr. viA.oc and L.
ttnlle, themselves prob. originally indefinite words, there
being no general Indo-Eur. word for 'thousand'.]
1. The cardinal number equal to ten times one

hundred : denoted by the symbols I coo or M (for
L. mille), formerly often by m, or m, as xxxm .

a. As sb. or quasi-sb., with plural, (a) In
singular. Usually a thousand, emphatically or

precisely one thousand.
971 Blickl. Horn. u<) Nis..nznix mon be.. wile, .hwmber

Ml PBMM sceolebeon scyrtre ofer bxtbe lengre. c 1000
-

THOUSANDEL.

e cyrre oer xe engre. c 100
Mfncs t-ocab. in Wr.-WOlcker 110/12 Ciliarcus, busendes
ealdor. c 1*05 LAY. 21401 Bi busund & bi busend >er feollcn
[sc. Sexes) aeuere in bene grund. 1340 HAMPOLB Pr. Consc.
7490 Men and wymmen, many a thousand. 1398 TKEVISA
llart/i. De P. R. xix. cxxiii. (14951, Ten hundryd makylha thousande. 1583 STOCKEH Civ. Warns Lmtii C. iv. 49A thousande fiue hundred seuentie and nine. 1668 K.
STEELE Husbandman's Calling x. (1672) 256 A thousand
to one, they have.. some gnawing care.. that defeats their
comfort. Mod. Bricks are sold by the thousand.

(6) In plural thousands (OE. fiisendu, -a, -a.

ME. -e, -).
In Aritk. often

ellift. for the digits denoting the number
of thousands : cf. units, ttxs, hundreds.
Seowut/sig6 He.. him sesealde seofan busendo. ^893 K.

/ALFRED Oros. v. iv. 2 pider for mid monegum busendum.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Josh. vii. 3 Ac twa busenda o3oe breo Izt
faran. aim O. . Chron. an. 694 (Laud MS.) Cantwara..
him gesealdon xxx busenda. c IKS L*v. 545 pider in iwenden
mom busunde [1:1175 mani busendj. 1:1175 Ibid. 465 Ich
habbe. .in ban mountes mam busendes. a 1300 Cursor flf.

"9134 (Edin.) pare was conuertid thusand is [Ci>. thousands]
v. <ri4as[see(<r)]. 1541 RECORDE Cr. Artes 120 Thenadde
I y thousandes together. 1615 MURE Misc. P. xiv. 12 Mela-
morphos'd bis thowsands in milleounes. 1771 Hist. ur.
in Ann. Keg. 24/2 They amounted in all to some thousands.
1877 H. SPENCER in Mitt. Evid. Copyright Coiiim. (1878)
258 Now I simply have to print additional thousands as
they are demanded.

(c) After another numeral the singular is now
commonly used as a collective plural. (Cf. dozen,
hundred.)
But in OE. the plural form was usual : see (t).

ciaoo ./ELFRIC Cram. (Z.) 282 Twefcen ias, xetitelode It.

xetacniao' twa busend. c 1105 LAY. 83 Hire weoren. . hund

pousunt deade. Il'iii. 465 Ich habbe in bane munten monie
busund [1:1275 busendes]. 1197 R. GLOUC, (Rolls) 1789 pe
brutons sywede after, . . & slowe mani bousend. 1381 WYCLIP
Luke xiv. 31 If he may with ten thousynd go a^ens him that
Cometh to him with twenty thousynd. c 14*5 Crafte Nom.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay xviii. (1592) 288 For one that

triutnpheth, a hundred thousand are led in captmitie. Mod.
How many followers has he? He claims to have fifty
thousand. The hall will seat four thousand.

(d} As a sb. it takes after it oft representing the
OE. genitive pi. Now after a numeral only as a
unit of quantity by which things are sold.

(A thousand oft thousands of, are used part itively as in the
case of other numerals.)
c 893 K. /KLI- RED Oros. i. x. 4 On an scip mae^e an

busend manna. Ibid. u. v. 8 2 Hie acuron endlefan busend
monna, c 1000 >LFRIC Horn. II. 334 Da gehyrde he. .sang
. . manega Susenda engla. c 1050 Byrhtferth's Handboc in

AngUa (1885) VIII. 311 Eahta busend tida. c 117$ Lamb.
Horn. 35 Moni busent monne mahte libben fele )ere mare
Jienne he do. c 1175 Shires <$

littnd, 58 in O. E. Misc.

146, xxvi. busend hida.

c 1*50 Gen. $ Ex. 4078 Codes wreche <Sor haue<5 of-slajen
xx. iii. Susent of da^en. 1398 TREVISA Bartk. De P. R. \.

(1495) Aiv/2 He fedde many thousandes ofpeople wyth fewe
looues of brede. ^1449 PECOCK AY/r. (Rolls) 540 Many
hundrid thousind of soul is. c 1450 tr. De Imitation* m. xi.

78 What shal I ;eue be for all \>ese bousand of godes ? c 1475

RaufCoilyar 327 Ane thousand and ma of fensabill men.

96-7 in JJucarel Hist. Croydou App. (1783) 153 Four loads

flinte..will well save one thousand of uricke. 1606 G.

W[OODCOCKE] Lives Emperors in Hist. Ivstine lij, The
King of Persia with his wife Caesarea and many thousand of
their followers. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 52 Twenty Thousand
of Bricks. 1671 S. CLARKE (title) A Mirrour, or Looking-
Glass, both for Saints and Sinners, held forth in some
Thousands of Examples. 1748 in Waghorn Cricket Scores

(1899) 41 Some thousands of pounds were depending on this

match. 1880 C. R. MARKHAM Peruv. Bark 51 Thousands
of arrobas were, .obtained.

b. As adj. or quasi-adj., followed immediately

by a plural (or collective) noun.
ciooo /ELFRIC Horn. II. 458 Iob..waeron eft forgoldene

. .busend getyme oxena and busend assan. a 1113 O. E.
Cnrort.an. 1 101, Rotbert . . sceolde . . breo btisend marc seolfres

habban. c isoo Ibices & Virt. 115 Mani busend hall saules,

c isoo ORMIN 15510 He fedde fif busennde menn Wibb fife

barrli; lafess. c 1*90 S. Eng. Leg. I. 8/243 M.ore ?ane a

bousend ?er. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 465 Ws bousinde

wynter & more. 1489 WRIOTHESLEY Chron. (Camden) I. a

Manye knightes with seaven thowsand men. 15*3 LD.

BERNERS Frotss. I. 672 He brought over the mountaynes a

xxx. thousande fyghtinge men. i3 T. WILSON Rket. 66 b,

Him., that was once worthe three thousande pounde, and is

not nowe worthe three grotes. 1650 BAXTER Saints' R. if.

vil (1654) 269 So many thousand Christians so barbarously
murdered. 1891 KIPLING Light that Failed xiv. (1900) 263
You've lost about a thousand pounds' worth of sketches.

2. Often used
vaguely or

hypcrbolically for a
large number: cf. hunJrtJ.
So ten thwand thou^ndt, t>
c 1000 Aft. Pt . (tkj iiL 5 !c r

Cursor M. 10090 Pe sunn < _
ifymadaihiuandHihim bright, c 1385 CHAUCAK / <
i A Thousent sythis haue I her.l men telfe That iheie U lovemheuene. 1549 CovntDALBfnHH /',tr mSS.
vaynepylgremage..*!!-

parks where deer run, Ten thousand roset in the gun.
3. Elliptical uses. a. A thousand ofsome weight,

measure, or quantity ; e. g. acres, pounds, cubic ftet ,

years, pieces, packages, etc. according to the nature
of the commodity, etc.

"??% C*rm - an" *<* lParIccr MS->' H Cenwalh
xesalde Cubrede his mzxe iii busendo londes be Xvxt
dune, c 1000 Agt. ft. (Th.) cxviu(i). 72 Me u micle betere,
..|>onne mon me xeofe xeara 8usende goldes and seolfres.a 1300 E. E. Psalter ibid., Ouer thousandes ofe iiluer ore
-jolde. 1443 Acts Prity Count. (1835) V. 281 To delivere
ohan Dawnsonn maister of bordenances of my Lorde of
.omerset uij"l salpctre iij""

1

sulphure. 1481 in Charters.
*tc. Edinb. (1871) 169 Of the thousand iroc ii s. 1840
THACKERAY Cox's Diary May, Instead of looking twenty,he looked a thousand. 1884 Sat. Rev. 7 June 7587
lines at 6, plays [billiards] a thou&and-uu by gaslight.
Jaily Express 28 Feb. 4/6 The price of gas in Lond-

be looked a thousand.
din<

Da _

i876'was y. o//. per thousand.

b. A thousand pounds sterling.
S47-fi4 BAULDWIN Mor. Philot. (Palfr.) 65 A merchant's

compters, that is to day worth thousands. 1588 Marfrel.
Epist. (Arb.) 5 Come downe you bishopps from your thou-
sands, and content you with your hundreds. 1609 B. JOM-
SON AY/. Worn, iv. v, A man of two thousand a yeere. 18*6
DISRAELI Viv. Grey ii. xiii, A clear rental of five-and-twenty
thousand per annum. 185* THACKERAY Esmond \. ix, A
merchant on 'Change,. .having lost his thousands, embarks
a few guineas upon the next ship.

1 4. As ordinal : THOUSANDTH. Obs.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xvi. 74 He knew no be tbow.

sandparteofhisgude. 14.. Tundale's Vis. io23(Edmb.MS.)
Not by an hvndrybe bowsand part. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L.
iv. i. 46 Breake but a part of the thousand part of a minute
in the affairs of loue. 1680 N. LEE Cxsar Borgia Ep. Ded,
My best Merits are not the ten thousand part of bis smallest
labours.

5. Comb. Forming (a) attrib. compounds with a

&>.i*s>thousand-acrCj-dollar,~guitua, milt1 -poundt

-round, -year (hence -ycar-fang, -year-old^ etc.) ; ()
parasynthetic combs., as thousand-eyed (having a
thousand eyes), -footed^ -handed, -headtd

t
-hued

t

-sided, -souted, -voiced, etc. adjs. ; also thouaand-
feet, -legs, a millepede or centipede ; thousand-
yearist, nonce-rendering of CHILIAST.

1891} Daily News 30 Nov. 3/i The attempt to turn Eng-
land into a rural arcadia of "thousand acre farms. 1871
ALABASTER Wheel ofLaw 171 There the 'thousand -eyed
Lord . . is attended by thousands of houris. Ibid. 209 The
thousand-eyed is a common epithet of Indra. 1704 in

Churchill Collect. Voy. III. 828/2 "Thousand Feet, called

Millepie by the Portugueses. 1858 O. W. HOLMES Ant.
Breakf.-t. vii, To take shelter., under one of the 'thousand-
footed bridges. 1894 Du MAURIER Trilby H. in Princes..
who pay them *

thousand-guinea fees. 1870 EMERSON Sot.

if Solit. vii. 131 This 'thousand-banded ait. a 1618 SYL-
VESTER Miracle of Peace xxiv, Thou 'thousand-headed
head-lesse Monster-most. 1839 BAILEY Festns xxxi. (1852)
400 Fluttering its wings in lightnings 'thousand hucd.

1807 YOUNG Agric. Essex I. 392 The 'thousand legs eats
and makes them [potatoes] scabby. 1898 Weittn. Cm*.

17 June 5/1 A "thousand-pound projectile .. tore a gaping
bole in the emplacement. 1908 Land. Mag. June 484/1
Accused of systematically uttering forged Bank of England
thousand-pound notes. 1704 NORRIS Ideal World u. ix.

387 Four, five, or a 'thousand-sided figures . . are capable of
a greater number of relations.. than simple triangles are.

jpt, 5/x
KIPLING Depart. Ditties, etc (1899) 45 So I Bed with

steps uncertain On a "thousand-year long race. 1610
HEALEY St. Aug. Citii of God 708 The worde [Chiliasts]

is greeke, and may bee interpreted, Millenaryes, or "Thou-

sand-yere-ists.

Hence ThonoandaiT* (nmce-wd. after million-

aire'), one who has a thousand pounds ; t Thoir-

aandly adv., thousandfold.

1896 Eclectic Mag. Mar. 350 To prevent their nniinmr
from ever becoming even a tbousandaire. c 1490 Mireur
Saluaaoun 4920 Now shalle I the rewarde innoumbrable

thovzandly.

t Thou-sandel. Obs. [Contr. of the phr. by a

thousand deal (DEAL sb.1 1 e).] A thousand times.

13.. Guy Warm. (A.) 4265 More riches be worb bi a

bousandel Bobe of cites & of nche caste!, . .pan bet I Koliaut

ha)>. 1390 GOWER Con/. 1. 66 For in good feilb, this licveth

we), Mi will was betre a thousendel.



THOUSANDFOLD.

Thousandfold (Jrau-zsndfJuld), a., adv., and

s/i. [OR. fiisendfeald : see THOUSAND and -FOLD.]

A. adj. One thousand times as much or many ;

consisting of a thousand parts ;
a thousand times

repeated or multiplied.
< 1000 J^LFRIC Horn. II. 576 Salomon.. seoffrode him.,

busendfealde onsse^ednyssa set anre offrunge. a 1023
WULFSTAN Horn. xlviL (Napier) 243 DEC! busendfeald Detail

is fulfremed. c 1200 Triu. Coll. Horn. 191 Mid busendfeld

wrenches he be herte to-wendecS. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes i,

How such light will then shine out, and with wondrous
thousandfold expansion spread itself. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr.

t, It. Note-Bks. (1872) I. 45 This bustle and babble; this

thousand-fold talk.

B. adv. A thousand times (in amount) ;
a thou-

sand times as much. (Usually a thousandfold.)
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2323 peet bing..schal arisen, burh brct

fal, a busentfalt te fehere..to hf undeolich. c 1374 CHAUCER

Troylns i. 819 A guerdoun. .A bowsand folde more ban he

kan deserue. 1 a 1500 Chester PI. i. 144 Brighter then god
a thowsand fould. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625)

86 Thou hast . . heaped mischiefe a thousandfold to thy selfe.

1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life n. i. 3 Our sincere Compliance
with the immutable Obligations of Piety and Vertue, is a

Thousandfold more acceptable to God, than [etc.). 1871
MORLEY Voltaire \. (1886) 10 The sacrifice may repay itself

a thousand-fold.

t b. A thousand times (in succession). rare~ l
.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xlix. 37 War the fox tane a thou-

sand fawd, And grace him gevin als oft for frawd.

C. sb. A thousand times the amount or number.
a 1711 KEN Sim Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 370 The Son ador'd

and nurs'd by the sweet Maid, A thousand-fold of Love for

Love repaid.
Hence Thorrsandfoaaiy adv. = B. rare"*.

1829 COLERIDGE Improvisatore Poems II. 130 In the

person of a thousand-foldly endeared partner.

Thousandth (JxirrzsndJ)), a. and sb. [f.

THOUSAND + -TH. Not found before i6th c. : cf.

THOUSAND 4.] The ordinal numeral belonging to

the cardinal THOUSAND.
A. adj. 1. Coming last in order of a thousand

successive individuals.

1552 HULOET, Thousandth, millesimvs. 1656 tr. Hobbes'
Elem. Philos. (1839! 100 Though our computation reach the
fixed stars, or the ninth or tenth, nay, the thousandth

sphere. 1732 POPE Ess. Mail i. 246 From Nature's chain
whatever link you strike, Tenth or ten thousandth, breaks
the chain alike. 1875 BRYCE Holy Rom. Emp. (ed. 5) vi.

77 Modern Germany proclaims the era of A. D. 843 the

beginning of her national existence, and celebrated its thou-
sandth anniversary thirty-two years ago.
2. Thousandth part ; one of a thousand eqnal

parts into which anything may be divided.

1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglione's Courtytr i. K ij, Ye felt

not the thousandeth part of y" delite. 17x0 BERKELEY
Princ. Hum. Knowl. 127 The ten thousandth part of that
line. 1782 HERSCHEL in Phil. Trans. LXXII. 165 Pinions
..so evenly divided as. .to be depended upon.. to perhaps
the two, three, or four thousandth part of an inch. 1836
J. H. NEWMAN Lyra Apost. (1849) 23* Lord ! who Thy
thousand years dost wait To work the thousandth part Of
Thy vast plan.

B. sb. A thousandth part.
1793 YOUNG in Phil. Trans. LXXXIII. 174 In the ox's

eye, the diameter of the crystalline is 700 thousandths of an
inch. 1867 DENISON Astron.mithout Math. 6 Inches about
a thousandth longer than our inches.

Thousand-weight (J>ou-z3nd,w^t). rare. A
weight of a thousand pounds.
1538 ELYOT, Milliarius, a, um, of a thousande weight.

1552 HULOET, Thousande weyght, millepondium. 1559
W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasst 176 Sulphure is there so

plentiful! that you may for the 4. part of a ducate, haue a
thousande weight. 1667 PRIMATT City ft C. Build. 99 A
thousand weight of Lead taken up in Pipes, Gutters, and
in Ridges. 1685 Land. Gaz. No. 2064/4, 4 thousand weight
of Powder. 1768 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 113/2 The Sher-
borne waggon was stopped by the populace, and about a
thousand weight of butter taken away.
'Thout, aphetic form of athout, WITHOUT.
Thout, pout, thouth, obs. ff. THOUGHT i and 2.

Thow, obs. f. THOU pron.; also, occasional

copyist's error (ot you. Thow, pow(e, var. THO
Jem. pron. ; obs. form of THOUGH.
Thowcht, obs. Sc. form of THOUGH, THOUGHT.
Thowel(l, thowl(e, obs. ff. THOLE rf.i and v.

Thowen, po$en, powun, pa. pple. ofTHEE t/.i

Thowght, powjt, powht, etc., obs. ff.THOuGHT.
Thowless (bau-les, fou'les), a. Sc. Forms:

4-5 thowles, 5 -lace, -las, -lys, thoulass, 8-
thowless. [app. a collateral Sc. form of THEW-
IESS, with which it agrees in sense ; but the pho-
nology is unexplained.]
1 1. Without morality or virtue

; wanton, disso-

lute, profligate ; also, thoughtless. Obs.
375 [implied in THOWLESSNESS]. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron.

vni. xxii. 3292 (MS. Con.) He was thowlace [v.r. wantoun],and had in won, . . oftsyis to ly Obir syndry women by.
Ibid, xxxiii. 5933 Weil waxyn vp..And thowles ban, for
his joutheideTo bat natur walde hym leide. 14.. How
the Good wife, etc. 260 in Barb/tar's Bruce 534 And chastythame quhen thai do myss, Or [MS. our] rekles thoulass
wantoun is. a 1500 Ratis Raving i. 1264 This eild is
thowles;& wnswere, And jarnis play, and al blytht chere.
01500 Ihewis Gd. Women 145 in Ratis Raving, etc. 107Women that has a thowlas hart.
2. Devoid of energy or spirit; inert, inactive;

spiritless, listless.

344

drone, Wh:

and cauld.'""i8oi' MA'CNEILL Poems (1844) in Thowless, he

tint his gate deep 'mang the snaw. 1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm.

serv . .

III. 150 The kye stand thowless on the croft.

Hence ThoWlessness, fevil or immoral con-

duct, bad behaviour ; wantonness, vice (obs.) ; also,

want of energy, ineffectiveness.

375 HARBOUR Bruce i. 333 And till swylk thowlesnes he

seid, As the courss askis off jowtheid. c 1425 WYNTOUN
Cron. vi. iii. 268 That thai suld noucht for ydilnes Fall intill

iwill thowlysnes. 1885
'

J. STRATHESK
' More Bits xi. (ed. 2)

206 She did not quite like some of Bell's remarks about
' wasterfu'ness

' and ' thowlessness ', possibly because they

were only too true.

Thowmbe, thowme, obs. Sc. ff. THUMB.

Thown, Thownyr, obs. ff. TOWN, THUNDER.

f Thowt(e, v. Obs. [f. thow, THOU pers.pron,
Cf. MHG. and Ger. dutzen, duzen, F. lutoyer, It.

tuizzare, tizzare, med.L. luare, tuisare.] trans.

To address with the singular pronoun thou, to

thou. Hence f Thowting vol. s/>.

1440 Promp. Pan. 535/2 powton, or thowton [v. rr.

bowtyn, yowtyn], tuo. Ibid., powtynge, or thowthynge,

tuacio, vel tuatits.

Thowt(e, obs. or dial. ff. thought : see THINK
p.1 and 2

; obs. ff. THOUGHT 2
,
rower's bench.

Thowthistle. Now dial. [OE. fuSistel,
=

OHG. dudistcl, MHG. du-, dau-dislel (Grimm).

Etymology of first element obscure. Perh. the

original name, subseq. changed to SOWTHISTLE : see

E. Schroder, Gotling. Gelehrte Nachr. 1908, p. 28.]
A herb; the sowthistle, or perh. formerly the wild

lettuce.

a 700 Epinal Gloss. (O.E.T.) 601 Lactuca, bubistel. c 725
Corpus Gl. 1175 Lactuca, buOistel. cia6$ Voc. Names
Plants in Wr.-Wulcker 559/5 Andiuia, i. letrun, i. bu^e.
bistel. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 492/1 Thowthystylle, herbe (or

sowthystylle). 1888 Sheffeld Gloss., Sowthistle . . also called

a thow-thistle, or thoo-thistle.

Thra, variant of THRO sb., a., adv.

Thra, thraa, dial, forms of THROW v.

Thrack ()>n>ck), v. Now dial. Also 9 dial.

thrag. [Etymology obscure.] trans. To pack
full, fill, cram ; to load. Also intr. lor passive.
1655 GURNALL Chr. in Ann. verse n. I. v. f 3 (1669) 33/2

Bags that are thracked full with money. 01716 SOUTH
Serttt. (1744) VIII. vi. 176 The strait gate is too narrow for

any man to come bustling in, thrack'd with great possessions.

1809 BATCHELOR Anal. Eng. Lang. 145 Thrag, to throng.
1 As full as it could thrag '. 1854 Miss BAKER Northampt.
Gloss. II. 337 Thracked. .. Used .. for a hamper of apples.
'
It was thracked full '. 1904 in Eng. Dial. Dict.s.v. Thrag,
The streets were thragged with people.

t Thracksat. Obs. rare. [Origin obscure : perh.
f. prec. + sat for set= '

set in compact mass
'.] (See

quot.)
1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Thracksat, a Chymical term for a

Metal, which is yet in the Mine. [Hence (printed -scat) in

Bailey, Crabb, Worcester, Cassell, etc.]

Thraf, thrafe, thraif, obs. forms of THRAVE.
Thraf caike, obs. f. THARF-CAKE.
t Thra-ftly, adv. Obs. Forms : 3 Jwsefliche, 6

thraftly. [perh. f. OE. frsfft quarrel, contention,

chiding (= ON. frapt quarrel: cf. Q$,prajian to

urge, press, rebuke, censure) + -LY 2
.]

? Angrily ;

surlily.
c 1205 LAY. 27797 Ah Bruttes him brungen to jttxfliche

[CI275 wroblichel swiSe. 01578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie)
Chron. Scot. xxi. xxxvi. (MS. F. Advoc. Libr. ; ed. 1728, 171),
Where they were bot thraftlie receaved of the King.
t Thra-fully, adv. Obs. [f. 'thraful adj. (f.

THRO, THRA sb. + -PUL) + -LY 2.] Violently.
STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) 1. 144 With sic ane reird

quhill all the rochis rang, So thrafullie togidder that tha

thrang.

[Thragge, in Halliwell's ed. of Nares, misquo-
tation of Huloet's shragge, SHRAO v., copied in

Latham'sJohnson and some later Diets.]
fThrail. Obs. [Alteration offrail: see TH (6).]
= FRAIL rf.i

1694 WESTMACOTT Serift. Herb. 164 Matt-Reed . . of
which also are made Mans, and Frailes, or Thrailes.

Thraip, obs. and dial, variant of THREAP.
Thraldom (prg-ldam). Forms : see next. [f.

next -i- -DOM.] The state or condition of being a

thrall; bondage, servitude; captivity, a. lit.

c 1205 LAY. 29156 Summe heo fiu^en to Irlonde . .and her
wuneden beouwe inne braldome. c 1250 Gen. 4- Ex. 2322
Driuen In-to oraldom, euermor to liuen. 1377 LANGL. P. PI.
B. xvni. 103 And Jowre Fraunchise, bat fre was fallen is in
thraldome. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 331 Theyr delyuer.
ance oute of the thraldome of Egypte. 1590 WEBBE Trav.
(Arb.) 14 In the midst of my thraldome in Turkic. 1617
MORYSON nin. ii. 25 Tyrone was among the Irish celebrated
as the Deliverer of his Country from thraldome. 1756 HUME
Hist. Eng. II. xli. 432 Elizabeth .. would have been sure to
detain him in perpetual thraldom. 1872 YEATS Techn.
Hist. Comm. 165 Shoemakers were among the first to rescue
themselves from the thraldom of the lords of the soil.

To. fig.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 139 Alle otSer dajes of be wike beo3

to breldome to bis dei. c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. SeL Wks. II.

THBALL.

53 pe moost braldpm and worst ofalle is be braldom of synne.
CX45P tr. De Imitattone 11. xii. 58 To chastise be body, to

bring it in braldpm. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's tnst. i. xv.

(1634) 74 This miserable estate whereunto man is now in
thraldome. 1755 YOUNG Centaur iii. Wks. 1757 IV. 170 This
thraldom to their pleasures. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I.

461 She may deliver herself up again to the thraldom of

pleasures and pains.

Thrall (Jwgl), sbl (a.l). Now arch, or Hist.
Forms : a. I preel, 2-4 prel (//. preles, prelles),
4 prell, prelle, threll. /3. 2-3 pral (pi. 3-5
prales, pralles), (4 prale), 4-5 prall, 4-8 thral,

4- thrall (6 thrawl, thraule, Sc. thraill). -y.

4-5 tharl, 5 tharlle. See also THRILL sb. 2 [OE.
prxl, a. ON. pr&ll (Da. trzl, Sw. trail), perh.
: prehist. ON. *J>rahilan :-OTeut. *prZhilo

t
, f.

f. trslle to drudge.]
1. 1. One who is in bondage to a lord or master ; a

villein, serf, bondman, slave ; also, in vaguer use,
a servant, subject ; trans/, one whose liberty is

forfeit j a captive, prisoner of war.
o. c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark x. 44 And sua huz se8e wslle

in iuh foromest wosa tie allra ora;l, 991 Laws ofj*Ethelrett
ll. c. 5 i gyf Englisc man Deniscne 9ra:l ofslea, sylde hine
mid punde. c 1175 Lathb. Horn. 47 Heo [i.e. Sunday] on
eor3e ;eue3 reste to alle epr3e brelles, wepmen and wifmen
of heore brel weorkes. Ibid. 123 Herien we ure drihten f>e
. . makede us freo of beowan and of brelan his ah^ene bern.
a 1225 Alter. R. 130

' Hwon ?e habbeS al wel idon
'

he seio,
..'si35e3 baetjebeoS unnute brelles'. 1340 Ayent. ioHe
de> manhode to be dyeule and becom() his brel. 1375 BAR-
BOUR Bruce i. 274 Nane can tell The halle condicioun off A
threll. Ibid. in. 220 Serwandis and threllis mad he fre.

ft. c 1200 Vices $ yirt. 17 De 3e hlauerd betahte his bralle.
c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 121 To lesen be brales of brafshipe.
1297 R. GLOuc.(Rolls) soiope king..Nom ofhim sikernesse
to be is bral euere mo. 1415 HOCCLEVE ToSir J. Oldcastle
98 Where is

thy knyghtly herte, art thow his thral ? 1566
DRANT Wail, nierim. v, Our yonge men, Jk-ke

to vylame
thrawles, in drudgerie did grinde. 1612 T. TAYLOR Comm.
Titus i. 4 (1619) 68 A Redeemer, purchasing us being cap-
tiues, and thralls to Sathan. 1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol.
I. xi, Outcast of Nature, Man ! the wretched thrall Of bitter,

dropping sweat. 1867 BURTON Hut. Scot. (1873) I. xi. 362
The thralls or personal slaves.

y. a 1500 Spir. Remedies in Halliwell Nugx Poet. 65
Lorde, sende it unto the syke tharlle.

b. jig. One who is in bondage to some power
or influence ; a slave (to something).
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. John viii. 34 Seoe wyrcas synne 3ral is

synnes. c 1230 Hali Meid. 5 peos as flesches bralles beoo
in worldes beowdom. 1340 Ayenb. 86 pet hi ne bye|
brelles ne to gold ne to zeiuer ne to hare caroyne. 1571
GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xxxvi. 5 They willingly yeelde
themselves thralls to wickednes. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. in. vi.

13 Slaues of drinke, and thralles of sleepe. 1821 LAMB
Ella Ser. I. Imperfect Sympathies, The veriest thrall to

sympathies, apathies, antipathies.

n. 2. The condition of a thrall; thraldom,
bondage, servitude ; captivity.
13.. Cursor M. 6304 (Fairf.) Quen moises be folk had

lad. .out of be bralle of pharaon. 14.. Chester PI. i.

129 If that yow in thrall yow bringe. 01578 LINDESAY
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 44 The nyght in

prosperatie, the morne in thraill. 1592 TIMME Ten Eng.
Lepers A ij b, To bring this noble Realme of England to
thraule. 1607 DEKKEK & WEBSTER Sir T. Wyatt Wks.
1873 III. in You free your Countrie from base Spanish
thrall. 1791 BURNS Lament Mary Q. Scots ii, In love and
freedom they rejoice, Wi* care nor thrall opprest. 1842
TENNYSON Sir Galahad ii, For them I battle till the end,
To save from shame and thrall.

fig. '57* Thanksgiving in Liturg. Sera. Q. Eliz. (1847)

559 Thou didst set us free from thrall. 1633 G. HERBERT
Temple, Church-porch xx, When wanton pleasures becken
us to thrall. 1800-24 CAMPBELL JiltedNymph iv, A suitor,
Whose heart I have gotten in thrall. 1856 Miss MULOCK
y. Halifax xii. The Anonymous Friend : who held him in

such fascinated thrall.

(3. Oppression, trouble, misery, distress. Obs.

1560 ROLLAND Seven Sages 25 It is better..we all seuin
suld die.. Or this ;oung man suld suffer ony thrall. 1609
DANIEL Civ. Wars vni. xciv, Sit downe, And rest you,
after all this passed thral). ^1796 Miss J. GRAHAM in

Chambers Scott. Songs (1829) 15 As yet you've met with
little thrall, a 1829 in Roby Trait. Lane. (1867) II. 26 In

my trouble and thrall.

III. 4. attrib. and Comb., as thrall-folk, -man

[ON. frtel-monnf], -woman, -work [ON. prsel-

verk] thrall-like adj.
CH75 prel weorkes [see i a). 1205 LAY. 455 pat Dar-

danisc kun. .woneo. .inne beowe-dome prel-werkes [c 1275

bralle-workes] doo. 1641 MILTON Reform. I. 2 Instead
of . . cheerful boldness . . came servile and thrallike fear.

1886 CORBETT Fall ofAsgard I. 35 She was a wild-looking
thrall-girl. IKd. 86 The thrall-woman came to answer for

herself. 1887 MORRIS Odyss. XL 100 A-winter he sieeps in

the feast-hall whereto the thrall-folk seek.

B. adjective, [attrib. use of the sb.]
1. That is a thrall ; subject, captive, enslaved, in

bondage, a. in the predicate, or following the

sb. (a) lit.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4074 To bringe horn vnder be bat

be wolde makie bral. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 51
Hardknoute of Danmark . . he was born thralle. c 1430
LYDG. Chichev. $ Bye. in Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 132 For
we ben thralle and they be free, c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Gd.
Manners (1570) Diij, Sparing the Citizens to him subiect
and thrall. 1633 HEYWOOD & ROWLEY Fort, by Land r



THBALL.
Sea w. \Vks. 1874 VI. 418 We now are captives that m;Io
others thrall. 1861 BARING-GOULD Iceland (1863) 252 Mate
or female free or thrall.

(*) fis-
a IMS Alter, R. 570 Hwe3er is betere, ine secnesse uorte

beon Godes freo child, ben i flesches heale uorte beon brcl !

under sunne? a 1300 Cursor M. 16940 (Cott.) Thoru a Ire

. .was al mankind mad thrall. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton)
Dictes I To be subgette and thral vnto the stormes of fur-

tune. 1548 UDALL Erasni. Par. Luke vi. 75 To be thrall to

no vice, a 1600 Scot. Poems i6th C. (1801) II. 216 Sen word
is thrall, and thoght is only free, a 1628 K. GREVIL Mjtstaplia
in. i, Those silly natures, apt to louingnesse, Which euer

must in others power Hue, With doubt become more fond,
with wrong more thral. 1845 K. HOLMUS Mozart 167 It

would seem that he was soon thrall to the court taste,

t b. preceding the sb. Obs.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 213 For the delyuerance of

hys thrall seruante. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (1531! 208 As thrall

synners bounde in capttuite. 1554-0 in Songs ff Sail. (1860)

3 Beyng slaves to Sathan, and thrall captyves vyle.

f 2. Belonging to or characteristic of thraldom ;

slave-like, slavish, servile. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. it. xii. (1495) b vj b/2 To put
of thrall drede & torne to god. 1528 Rov Rede me (Arb.) 69
Rid vs from antichristis bondes so thrall. 1535 in Strype
Eccl. Mem. (1721) I. App. Ixiii. 155 To perceive the thral

captivity under the usurped power of the Bishop of Rome.

t Thrall, s6.2 Obs. [app. corruption of thraw,
THROW *M] A space of time, a while.

c 1450 Cov. Myst. xxxv. (1841) 351, I pray v>w alle Abyde
stylle a lytyl thralle. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II.

522 He..schew lo him into that samin thrall, Far moir

kyndnes nor ony of thame all.

Thrall.thrawKprgl),**.
3 dial. Also7throale.

[Origin uncertain: ? an application of THRALL rf. 1
]

A stand or frame for barrels, milk-pans, etc.

1674 Jnn. in ffav Shaks. Soc. Trans. (1881-3) App. II. Mt,
In the Sellars.-Throales, hogsheads..and Tubbs. a 1800

PECGE Suffl. Grose, Gantril, a stand for a barrel. North.

Called also a Thrawl. 1843 jfrnl. Roy. Agric. Soc. IV. n.

497 A barrel thrawl, or stillion, of cast-iron, furnished with

a.. lever apparatus for tilting casks without shaking their

contents. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede vi, The dairy thralls,

I might ha' wrote my name on 'em. 1884 Vaugharit
Patent No. 14432 A thrall or stand and tiller for casks.

Thrall, a.1 : see THRALL si.1

t Thrall, -
2 Obs. rare. [Etymology obscure.]

? Strenuous, hard, severe.

c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 3947 [Generides] was in hert

thral ; His shelde he made from him to fall, c 1515 in Ret.

Ant. II. 118 At Beverley a sudden chaunce did falle, The

parish chirch stepille it felle At evynsonge tyme, the chaunce

was thralle, Fourscore folke ther was slayn thay telle.

Thrall (prl), arch. [Early ME. prallen, f.

THBALL rf. 1] trans. To bring into bondage or

subjection ;
to deprive of liberty ; to hold in

thraldom, enthrall, enslave ;
to take or hold cap-

c lios LAY. 11205 He sloh bae eorles & brallede bae chzrles.

13.. Cursor M. 9485 (Cotl.) Quils he es thralled m his

slruis He ne mai fee fre. Ibid. 17209 pus am i thrald to ma
be fre c 1450 Mironr Saluacioun 33 1 1 1 he childere ot Israel

be pharao thralde hoegely. a 1611 HARINC-TON Ps. cxxxvn.

in Parr S. P. Eli*. (1845) I- They that thralle us thus

by wrong, Amid our sorrowes aske a song. 1871 T ENNVSON

Gareth * Lyn. 348 Yet lo ! my husband
T
s brother had my

son Thrall'd in his castle, and hath starved him dead.

? a iiofCHAUCER Rom. Rose 882 The God of Love, can

wel these lordis thrallen. c 1411 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Pnnc.

^6<;8 He bat auaricious is, is thralhd lo moneie. >533

FRITH Disput Purg, Pref. (1829) 91 Fleshly lust..would

subdue . .and hold us thralled under sin. a 1640 Dyl"-
OF

HAWTH. Sonn. I. iv, That bright Cherubine which thralls my
Thought a 1651 CALDERWOOD Hist. Kirk (1843) Il.j
,835 Court Mag. VI. 2.6/1 What right had he..to thrall

her promise, and waste away her young life I

a refl To enslave, bind, or submit onesell.

atyx, Cursor M. 23787 (Edin.) We thrall vs til vr ful fa

In prisun for to life in wa. c 14" HOCCLEVE DC Reg. Pnnc.

2959 They wolden nat hem to bo lawes thralle.
_

Hence Thra-lling ///. a. rare, enthralling.

1871 J. HAY Pikt County Ball. (1880) 88 Wrapped in

thralling memories.

Thralled (prld),.#>/. a. [f. prec. vb. +-EDI.]

Made a thrall, enslaved, held in bondage; also

transf. thrall-like, servile.^^^K/&^S*tS2fe^3LMK^Sta
feeblina vein of literature. ,

-

Thriller (brj'lsi).
rare-", [f. as prec. + -EB V]

One who enthralls.

e [f.
THBALT,

s + -ESS.] A female thrall ;
a bondwoman

,>J WYCLIF Deut. xxviii. 68 There thow shall be sold to

-LESS.] Having no thrall ;
without bondmen.

fr&SS; * Ob,. rare-\ [f.
THBALL sb.

+ -PUL ] Full of misery : cf. THRALL rf.1 3-

VOL. IX.

345

1615 SYLVESTER yob Triumphant IV. 686 Also the Lord

accepted Job, and staid His Thrall-full State.

t Thra-llhead, -hood. Obs. [f.
THBALL j/>.i +

-HEAD, -HOOD.] THRALDOM.
1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3013 An place.. To wonie )>er inne

in bralhede vnder be king, a 1300 Cursor M. 18372 (Colt.)

All bi peple for to bring Vte uf thralhed til bl cheating.
a 1300 K. Horn 439 (MS. C) panne is mi bralhod (.l/.S'.V. /.,

O, pralhede] Iwent in tokni;thod.

t Thra'lship. Otis. [See -SHIP.] -THHALDOM.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Ifont. 37 PC shepisse and be netisse men

beo under cristes bralshipe. Ibitt. 101 Ure louerd hadde
maked hem fie of be deules J>ral*ipe. a 1400 A'. GtffHtfl

Cliroii. (Rolls) 1085 (MS. o) pei bou ne a-kedcst her vppe
^ralschipe (.l/.V.S'. ft. -scheep, 8. -schype, y- thralschyppe i

A. bralhede] euere mo.

Thraly, Thraness, var. THROLV, THROXK.
Thrammel, Sc. and dial, variant of TKAMMEL.

Thraneen, Irish var. TBANEKN. Thrang, pa. t.

of THRINO v. Obs. ;
Sc. and n. dial. f. THBONO.

Thranite (pr^'nsit). Gr. Antiq. [ad. Gr.

Spdvi-rris, f. ffpavos bench.] In the ancient trireme,

a rower in one of the tiers, as generally supposed,
he uppermost tier, which had the longest oare and

lardest work ; but the actual arrangement is dis-

mted. Also attrib.

1841 BRANDB Diet. Sc. etc, Thranite, the uppermost (or,

according to some arrangements of the classical galley, the

bremost) of the three classes of rowers in an Athenian

rireme. 1869
' W. BRADWOOD ' The O. V. H. xxx, Look at

hat tall, sloping-shouldered, brown-bearded ihranite. 1894
Athtnzum 29 Sept. 426/3 If. .the oarsmen sat in a rectan-

;ular gallery, .it would seem to be impossible lo have more
)arsmen on the thranite bank than on the other banks. 1904

KIPLING Traffics $ Discov. 38 The thranite now and the

halamite are [steam] pressures low and high.

Hence Thrani-tio a., of or pertaining to the

thranites.

1886 WARRE in Encycl. Brit. XXI. 807 Supernumerary
oars.. probably slightly exceeding the thranitic oars in

ength. Ibid., About the level of the thranitic benches.

Thrap, v. [Error for or dial. var. oifrap : cf.

TH (6).] trans. To bind tightly ;
= FBAP v.%

1813 SOUTHEY Nelson I. 150 The hull was so damaged,
that it had for some time been secured by having cables

served or thrapped round.

Thrapple, Sc. dial, form of THBOPPLE.

Thrash (praej), thresh (pref.), v. Forms :

see below. [OE. ferstan (pa. t. fssrsc, furscon, pa.

pple. fiorscen), rarely and late fnscan, fryscan; a

Common Teutonic verb, = OLG. *}*rscan (MLG.,
MDu., Flem. derschen; also MDu., Du., LG.

dorschen, LG. drosken, EFris. diirs/ien) ; OHG.
dreskan (MHG., Ger. dreschen) ; OW.J>resltja, weak

vb. (Norw. treskja, Da. txrskc, Sw. troska) \ Goth.

Iriskan (*}rask, *f,ruskans} :-OTent. *}resk- :

Indo-Eur. *lresk-, exemplified also in Lith. traszk-

eti to rattle, make a noise, Russ. ipecKaib treskat*

(refl.) to burst, crash, crackle : cf. OSlav. ipecirr,

sb. a crash. The metathesis Jiersk- for frtsk- is

found in OK, LG., Du., and Da. The meaning in

OTeut. was prob.
'to tramp or stamp heavily

with the feet , including both the action and the

noise, as shown by the senses in which the word

was taken into Romanic : Prov. tresc-ar, dresc-ar,

It. tresc-are, OF. trcscher to dance, Sp., Pg. trisc-ar

to make a noise with the feet (see Diez s. v. trescare}.

The word came to be applied esp. to the act of

treading out corn by the feet of men or oxen, and

thus to the action of threshing by this or any later

method. This is the only sense known in Gothic,

OHG., and ONorse; but within historical times

the chief mode of threshing was beating with the

flail, whence the word came to be applied fig. to

knocking, beating, or striking generally, and esp. of

a person in battle or in punishment. In English

this appears already in the OE. period ;
in German

it is later (Grimm). The historical form in Eng.

is thresh ;
a dialectal variant thrash, faintly repre-

sented in early times, came into literary use near

the end of the i6th c., and became established in

the i yth c., esp. in the sense 'to beat, flog, or

belabour', for which it is now the ordinary form,

while thresh is still largely retained in reference

to corn. By this means, to thresh (corn) and lo

thrash (an offender or an opponent) have become

to a considerable extent differentiated, so as almost

to be felt as distinct words, esp. since the use of

the flail has become so much superseded by me-

chanical means. Another form throsh, with the

vowel of the pa. pple. as in Du. and LG., was

frequent in late ME,, but is now only dialectal.]

A. Illustration of Forms.

1. Present stem.

a i persc(e)an, )>irsc-, terse-, erhs-, lie re-,

flearsc-, pearcs-, prex-, Brysoan ; 3 Jweoscnen,

V4 Dressh-, 4 threiseh-, threissoh-, 4-5 Jrresoh- ,

bre8soh-e(n, 4-6 thresshe, thresche, -yn,

threshe, thresse, -yn, 5 thraissh, 6-7 threosh,

THEASH
ft- thresh (ilial. 6 tress, drayne, draysche, 8-9
draiah, dreih).
<i8oo CVSEWI i.p /Kj58(Gr.) Da werexan nemt, IK man

and birsrcfl. nSjolk-li .'.u |.rt L(_. [ brocc) [see U.. . _ .

i).
ctm fiersiao flone weall [e I!. 4]. 950 LiitJit/.

Goif. Marie v. 5 Cliupende & oarr 1- ' stanum,
' -

. .

'o Onguiinuti- .nii^fj-stunirr/dynlum hine
irca [t 975 Rnilnt'. oarv^l. c IOGO

a noo Derhiu [see I), i \,\. a noo i Gltsut
lll/l Territat, beard, a noo AUhelmlltoti. \. 3433 ibid.

01/2 Trittirandos, to brexen[n]e. a 1115 Alter. K. jo* pel
seoruwe breosche hira wiSinne be heorte. 1377, ij&i. 1 13(6
Thresche, ihreshe, tlireiv hinge, Ihrcishe, brtucf
ib). 14.. Tretyu in II'. cf Ilenity t lluit. (1890)Jo Let

yor thresers be sworne to tnre&se it clene. c 1440 Pnrnf.
Pan. 192/2 Threschyn, trituro, jflafella. iyp PALK>.

95Thay Ihrocb*
nastuf. 1693, 1764. etc. Threoh [see H. i).

P. (i Varaoan), 5 thrauh, 6- thrath (8-9 dial.

draah).
r 97sDarsca[seea,quol.r 950*!. 1591 SPENSF.R^A liubberd

264 To.. thrash, lo Ihelch, to rnowe. i66a J. DAVIK tr.

Olearius' \'oy. A moats. 300 'i'hc men bring it [corn) into

the barn, but the women thrash and sell it. 1746 Exmoor
Scolding 94 Chell baste tha, chell strain tha, chell drash

tha. 1795 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Royal Visit F.\rter n. xiv,

He did zo drash about his brain, That was not over slor'd.

7. 5 throch(e, 5-6 throah(e, throMhe,
tbroszshe, (8-9 dial, droab).
14 . Chaucer'i fral. 536 (MS. Cambr. Gg 4,27) H wolde

throsche. 1486 [implied in '1 hrosheris : tee THIAIHIE '
i).

1405 Trevila'i Earth. De f. R. XVIIL xiv. aviijb/l They
ledyth them [oxen] abowte vpon come to breke the fttrawe

in throssh>Tig and tredynge the flour. is6 TIKDALE i Ctr.

ix. 10 He which throssbeth in hope shulde be part takei of

his hope. 1535 CovrRDALK Hob. Hi. 12 Thou trodett downe
the londc. .and didett throsshe the Heitben.

2. Past tense.

a. i Ueer8o,/>/.'Burscon, -un (puroson , purluun),
2 //. purscen, 5 //. throsshen ; 8-9 St. thraUh,

threush().
aynO.E. Martyrol. 7 Mar. 36 He. .corn bzrsc ond b

windwode. 950 Liniiis/. Gosf. Mark xii. 5 Sume ourscun

rjoero ace ofslojon. c 1000 Aft. Gosf. Luke xxii. 64 pa

ofer-wrujon hys ansyne & furhsun [v.r. burcson, ciifc

Nation G. burscen) his nebb. c 143? fl/tr. Ly/Hanhode
I. Ixxiv. (1869) 43 Manye. .throsshen it and fanned it. 1815

Threush [8.30.). Mod. Sc. He thniish aa' day i'the batn.

0. (weak conj.) 4-5 thresched, 6 threaahed,

(throszshed), 6- threshed, thrashed.
c 1400 Thresched [see B. 4b). 1533 COVERDAL* i Ckrtx.

xxii. [xxi.1 20 Arnan throszshed wheate. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.)

Judg. vi. ii Gideon threashed [i6tt threshed) wheat. 1J77

HOLINSH P.D Chron. 1 1. 639/1 Sundrie . .came to theyr Barnes,

threshed vp theyr grayne. 1633 Thresht [see B. a).

3. Past participle.
0. I 'poracen, 2 ipor[s]cben; 3 i-tSroaschen,

(Ortn.') Jwosshenn, 4 ithrosshen, l-prosaohen,

y-porsse, throsshe, 5 throsshen, (trosihyn), 6

throshen, 9 &. thruishen().
c 1175 Ibor[s]chen [see B. 2! <riaoo ORMIN 1530 pa winnd-

wesst tu bin brosshenn corn, a ius lorosschen [see B. 5l

1340 V.borsse [see B. 1,4). IS.. Profr. Sonet. (Vernon

MS) in Herrig's Archiv LXXXI. 83/26 Hit ii bronht honi

til a Berne, Hard I-brosschen in an hurne. 15(4 Shuttle-

worths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) I. 21 When the same [corn]

was throsben xiij'. Mod. Sc. When the last stack wa
thruishen.

P. 5-6 thresshen, (5 (l)thresshe, ythryshe\
6 threshoone, 7 Sc. threaschln, 8 Sc. threshen.

1416 LVDG. De Gail. Pilgr. 5412 Tyl the thressherys . .

Hadde thys greyn ythr>'sshe & bete, f 1450 Codstovi Reg.

649 The corn that is wonyd lo be gyf I-threhc. c 1450

Oseney Reg. 144, I and myne heyres schall make it to Be

thresshe. IS3 FlTlHEM. Husb. f 13 Whan It is
threshen,

there is moche lyght come. 1599 Nottingham Kec. IV.

All the corne.. threshoone and vnthreshoone. \<a* Orkney
Witch Trial in County Folk-Lort (1903) III. 77 EdMrcl

Kendall . . said lhair was nane [conillhrea[s)chin. 1710 J .

BOSTON Fourfold St. (1797) 135 The corn of my HOOT

threshen in the Boor of wrath.

t (weak conj.} 4 threschld, threisehid, 6

(tressyd), thresht(e, 6- threhed, thrashed (7

thrasht)*
,38. Threschid (Me R 2). lB in Lift. Suffrta.Monat.

teries (Camden) 176 Sum U threshte, . . and mych is yit lo

thrhi li^K in I. S. Leadam Sel. Casts Crt. Requests

(1898) 76 The said Baylyf causyd the same pease to be

tressyd. a 1615 Thrasht [see B. 5 B],

B. Signification.

L To thresh (thrash) com, etc. and directly

derived senses.

1. To separate by any mechanical means, e. g.

rubbing, shaking, trampling, stamping, beating, or

intermittent pressure, the grains of any cereal from

the husks and straw; esp. by beating with a flail ;

now (from the latter part of the eighteenth century)

also by the action of revolving mechanism in a mil

or machine. Also, to shake ont or separate m the

same way the seed of any plant.

The verb was in early times applied
to the tramp me .

stamping of oxen, or the dragging of hea nigged tfiings,

over the com laid on a smooth surface or floor .

*'a*"Ketish Gtau. in Wr..Wulcker 83/35-7 *
bercce [V bersce] swa berecorn -f"l

l *'!?5S
Sum], c iaoo OEMIN ,50= pa bresshesst lu bin corn

fle,3l. 1340 Ayenb. 139 Of be hyeape of huete >-(., b.



THBASH.

cornes bye|> benebe and ]>et chef above. 1450 Lvnc

Scenes 1436 Affair hervest . . men thresshe shevys. 1530

1596 [see A. 10.]. 1693 EVELYN >e la Quint. Compl
Card. II. 163 Cutting off all the Seed stems, and when the;

are dried, threshing out the Seed. 1764 Museum Ritst

II. Ixxvi. 260 How he lets his corn to thresh by th great

1845 FORD Handbk. Spain i. 25 The modern system o

threshing grain in Spain is extremely ancient, classical, am
Oriental. 1880 W. NEWTON Sent. Beys >, Girls (1881) 219
He had a number of men engaged in threshing wheat.

p. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. n.iii. 123 First thrash the Corne
then after burne the straw. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor
1008 Husbandmen are affraid to thrash their wheat upon a

dry and sandy floore, because of ants. 1662 [see A. i ]. 184)

J. Baxter's Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 337 The [turnip
seed may then be . . stacked and thrashed when wanted

1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2555/2 Doura
; sorghum, or flax

was thrashed by drawing across a comb-like instrument.

b. atisol. or intr.

n. c iooo^(/h'c's yoc. in Wr.-Wulcker 147/14 Area, bred:

biting, uet flor on to berscenne. aiioo Gere/a in Anglia
(1886) IX. 261 Msenige inweorc wyrcean, oerhsan, wudu
cleofan. a 1300 Cursor M. 4744 (Cott.) loseph bat was ful

o pile Did thresche \v.rr. Jresshe, threche] son in bat

contre. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 553 Some tyme 1 sowe
and some tyme I thresche. 1381 WVCLIF Micah iv. 13 Rysc
thou, and threshe, doubter of Syon. i Cor. ix. 9 Thou
schalt not bynde the mouth of the oxe threischinge [1388
that threischith]. 1:1386 CHAUCER Prol. 536 He wolde
thresshe [. rr. throsche, bressche] and ther to dyke and
delue. 15. . Ragman Roll 53 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 72 Whoo
so lyst may thressyn in your berne. 1758 JOHNSON Idler
No. 70 P 10 He, whose task is to reap and thresh.

/3. 1591 [see A. 1 0]. 1755 JOHNSON, To thrash, v.H.

O. intr. lot pass. Of corn : To bear threshing;
to be threshed.

1760 R. BROWN Compl. Farmer n. 72 The weeds .. will ..

cause it (rye] not to thrash well. Ibid. 81.

2. Jig. in enrlier use sometimes with reference

to ancient modes of threshing. To thresh (thrash)

straw, to work at what is unproductive or un-

profitable ; also to thresh over old straw.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 85 In be deie of liureisun hwense god

almihtin wule windwtn bet er wes ibor[s]chen. 1381
WVCLIF ha. xxv. TO Threschid shal ben Moab vnder hym,
as ben to-treden strawes in a wayn. 1633 P. FLETCHER
Purple Isl. xi. xxiv, She..Drove farre their flying troops,
and thresht with iron flail. 1777 GARRICK Prol. Sheridan's
Sch. Scand. n All night at cards when threshing Strong
tea and scandal. 1857 PUSEY Real Presence \. (1860) 144
Bruick said, ..'as to the King himself [Hen. VIII] it was
to thresh an empty ear '. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) I.

iv. 73 Why plague thyself with threshing straw forever ?

a 1876 Binoric O an Binorie iii. in Child Ballads \. (1882)

133/1 O sister, O sister, will ye go to the dams, To hear
the blackbird thrashin oer his songs?

b. To thresh (thrash) out (a subject, etc.), to

discuss (a matter) exhaustively, to arguetb.orougb.ly;
to get at the truth of (a question) by discussion or

argument.
1881 PEBODY F.ng. "Journalism xxiii. 186 There is hardly

a question . . that is not now completely thrashed out in the
Press long before it reaches Parliament. 1884 La-.v Times
15 Mar. 353/1 Every case thoroughly thrashed out. 1885
SIR C. S. C. BOWEN in Law Rep. 20 Ch. Diy. 810 That
point had been threshed out before Mr. Justice Pearson.
1893 Spectator 18 Mar. 349 The matter should have been
thoroughly threshed out.

3. transf. To beat or strike as with a flail : see

quots. and cf. 5.
<" iS73TussER Husli.dtyZ) 180 At Shroftide to shrouing, go

thresh the fat hen. 1707 j. STEVENS tr. Quevedo's Com.
Whs. (1709) Rij, Condemn d to thresh the Sea, that is to
the Gallics. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling v. (1880) 153 The
angler goes on threshing the water.

ft. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 171 Swarms of Gnats,
Mus-ke-toes, and such like . . , stung and pesterd us . . ; they
biting us, we thrashing them like mad folks. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Past. II. 73 Myself will.. thrash the Chesnuts in the
Neighb'rmg Grove. 1813 F. COOPER Pioneers i, The black
. . began thrashing his arms together, in order to restore the
circulation.

b. intr. To deliver or inflict blows as with a
flail

; to strike or beat on or at. (With quot.
1693 cf. BEAT w.i 26 b.)

1693 DRYDEN Juvenats Sat. x. 104, I rather wou'd be
Maevius, thrash for RhimesLike his,.. Than that Philippique
..should be mine. 1813 G. BEATTIE John o' Arnha (1826)
33 He scourg'd the water wi' his tail, An' threush on John
as wi' a flail. 1905 F. YOUNG Sands Pleas, in. ii, Richard
..walked out of the graveyard, threshing at the nettles with
his stick.

t 4. trans. To beat, batter, strike, knock. Also
Jig. 06s. exc. as in 3.

<: 897 K.
ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xxi. 160 Send ozrto

Jefylceo, & 3ersca3 8one weall mid rammum ,1050
Rituale Eccl. Dunelm. (Surtees) 6 Sva: ic fehto no svoelce
lyli oerscende \non quasi &ram (Vulg. aereni) verberans\a 1000 Sal. f, Sat. (Kemble) 148 Se ounor hit orysceS mid

t b. intr. To strike, inflict blows on. Obs.
13.. Gaw. f,Gr. Knt. 2300 Wy bresch on, bou bro mon,

jwu bretez to longe. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 16912 Echon
on other dong & thresched.

n. To beat a person, an army, etc. Now
commonly thrash.
5. trans. To beat by way of punishment; to

chastise by or as by beating ; to flog, orig. with a
stick, cudgel, whip, etc. ; in mod. use also to
pommel with the fists. Also transf.

346

o. a 950 Rituale Eccl. Dnnclin. (Surtees) 43 Dv fie rehtlic

flv Sersces synfvllo {out juste vcrbcras peccatores\. a 122

Ancr. R. 186 Hendi children bet cusse3 be jerden bet h

haueo ou mid iorosschen. a 1400 Octouian 764 With a sta

V wol the thressche. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Epistles 3

Gideon by threshing the men of Succoth, taught them [etc.;

1806-7 J- BERESFORD Miseries Hunt. Life xxi. xvii, Learn

ing to box, too i. e. feeing a great raw-boned fellow H
thresh you as long as he can stand over you.

& a 1625 FLETCHER Nice Valour in. iii, Oh gentlemen

y'are welcom : I have been thrasht i' faith. .. Never was

Shrove-tuesday Bird So cudgel'd gentlemen. 1733 FIELD
ING Mock Doctor iv, Take a good cudgel, and thrash him
with it. 1739

' R. BULL '
tr. Dedekindus' Crobianns 168 A

Wife, an Ass, a Walnut-tree ('tis thought) Except they're
thrash 'd, are never good for ought. 1833 MARRYAT /'

Simple x, O'Brien.. was very kind to me in general, anc

allowed nobody to thrash me but himself. 1866 GEO. ELIOT
F. Holt i, I always meant to.. thrash a lord or two who
thrashed me at Eton. 1885 Manck. Exam, n Nov. 3/3
The deacon . . thrashes him for wasting his time.

b. In colloq. phrases, as to thrash one's jacket,
to thrash the life out of (cf. BEAT v. 1

15).

AVII, ii yuu wmam i

the life out of you.
6. To beat completely or thoroughly (BEAT .l

to) ; to defeat or overcome with severe loss in war
or fighting, or at a game or contest
n. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. n. i. 50 Thou scuruy valiant Asse,

thou art heere but to thresh Troyans. 17*1 AMHERST Terrx
Fit. No. 13. (1754) 66 They could ei

"

country's enemies.

ft. 1778 LADY SARAH LENNOX Lett. (1901) I. 279 Send them
home to thrash the French. 1796 NELSON in Nicolas Disp,
(1845) II. 256, I shall. .take my chance of helping to thrash
Don Langara. 1841 LEVER C. O'Malley Ixxii, We had been
attacked by the French in force and devilishly well thrashed.

1863 KINGSLEY Water Dab. i, [He] could have thrashed Mr.
Grimes himself in fair fight. 1890

' R. BOLDREWOOD '

Col.

Refortner^ (1891) 276 The Colonel. .has just been thrashing
me at billiards. 1903 IVcstm. Gnz. 14 Apr. 2/3 [incident of

June 1815] It touched land, and a man jumped out waving
his hat and exclaiming,

'

Hurrah, Wellington has thrashed
Boney 1

'

III. Transferred uses, often referring to both I

and II. Usually thrash.
7. intr. Naut. To force or work one's way against

opposing wind, tide, etc.; = BEAT v. 1 19; said of
a ship or of mariners. Also trans, with way.
a. 1857 DUFFERIN Lett. High Lat. v. (ed. 3) 28 We had to

return, .to our old practice of threshing to windward.
P. 1830 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) II. 15 Hard labour to

. .thrash for an hour through blocks of ice before we could
get out. 1855 KINGSLEY Watw. Ho xx.The ship thrashed
close-hauled through the rolling seas. 1890 CLARK RUSSELL
Marriage at Sea xiii, The steamer was thrashing through
it at an exhilarating speed. 1900 Daily News 15 Oct. 6/7
The Nuddea encountered the typhoon some distance to the
southward of Hong Kong, and.. had to thrash her way
through it.

b. trans. To force (a ship) forward, esp. against
contrary wind or sea. Cf. BEAT z>.l in d.
o. 1886 Daily Tel. 23 Apr. 2/1 The captain threshes his
[real structure through the deep.
J3. 1891 KIPLING Light that Failed xv. 310 The screw began

to thrash the ship along the Docks. 1803 Many Invent.
365 Carry on and thrash her out with all she'll stand.

8. intr. To make wild movements like those of
a flail or a whip ; to lash out

; to throw oneself

(or itself) to and fro with violence ; to toss, plunge ;

of hair, branches, or anything free at one end : to

flap, whip, lash. Also trans, (refl.) with into.

_ SCORESBY Ckeever's Whalem. Adv. v. (1858) 74 [A
whale] blindly thrashed and rolled about in great agony.
1873 LD. SHAFTESBURY in Life (1886) III. xxxiii. 354 He
a preacher] thrashed with his arms, as though he were
about to strike. 1883 C. F. HOLDER in Harper's Mag. Jan.
186^2 The shark squirmed out, thrashing about and snapping
ts jaws. 1891 KIPLING Light that Failed i. 13 A night-wind
hrashed along the bents of the foreshore. Ibid. xiii. 244The red-haired girl threshed distressfully across the sheets
1896 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. ir Jan. 4/8 The wounded bears
were kicking and thrashing around me. 1897 CROCKETT
Lad's Love xxiii, The wind unloosed the banded hair and
ilew it about . . , till it threshed in the man's face and annoyed
lim. 1900 N. MUNRO in Blachw. Mag. Nov. 656/1 They
saw the boughs thrash and the tree tops rise and fall like
)illows round the village.

refl. 1865 BUSHNELL Vicar. Sacr. in. v. (1868) 327 A broken
engine by running will only thresh itself into a more complete
wreck.

Hence Thrashed, threshed ///. a.

[c 1200 prosshenn corn : see A. 3 n.] 1707 MORTIMER Husb.

'RANCIS Angling vi. (1880) 193 One of our well-thrashed
treams.

Thrash, thresh, sb^
[f. prec. vb.]

tL ?Athreshingimplement,aflail: cf. THRESHEL.
1669 PENN No Cross xviii. 10 (1682) 368 That the Cart,ne Plough, the Thrash should be in that continual Severity
aid upon Nineteen parts of the Land, to feed the inordinate
Lusts and delicious Appetites of the Twentieth.
2. An act or the action of thrashing or threshing ;

I blow, stroke, knock
; a beat or beating.

1840 KoooKilmansegg, Fancy Ball iii, Tories like to

2"Iynj',""'SS' --Giving them lashes, thrashes, and digs.
898 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 376 It [a boat's progress] was a
ong monotonous thresh for the rest of the afternoon 1890CROCKETT Black Douglas xiii. 305 The thresh of the ram
pon the lattice casement. 1901 J. MASEFIELD Salt-Water

THRASHER.
Ball., D Avalos' Prayer iii, The wash and thresh of the sea.

foam. 1906 Outlook 20 Oct. 511/2 A thrash of rain.

b. fig. A dash.

1870 J. K. HUNTER Life Stud. Charac. xxxv, I appeared
in the court., wi' a thrash, and had the case settled in a jiffy.

O. In reduplicated form thresh-thresh, represent-

ing the continuous sound of threshing.
1904 Blackvi. Mag. Apr. 485 A rhythmic thresh thresh

that had accompanied but hardly broken the silence, sud-

denly ceased.

Thrash, thresh, rf. 2 Sc. Also 7 thrush.

[corrupt, ofrash, resh, OK. rise, RUSH rf.1] A rush.

Also attrib., thresh-bush, a clump of rushes.

1607 CLELAND Poems 30 (Jam.) Their bare preaching now
Makes the thrush-bush keep the cow. 1795 A. WILSON
Sfouter in Poems $ Lit. Prose (1876) 1 1. 335 Green Una !i ,

were strewed on the floor. 1822 R. WILSON Poems, Tiva
Mice (E.D.D.), Wi' their teeth green threshes chackit. 1850
J. STRUTHERS Life vi. Poet. Wks. I. p. cxiv, The shelter of a
few well-grown thresh-bushes. 1871 H. S. RIDDELL Poet.
Wks. II. 127 (E.D.D.) Threshes formed the theekin.

Thrashel, dial, form of THUESHEL.
Thrasher 1

, thresher (Jwje-Jai, pre-fai).
Forms : see THBASH v. ; also 6-7 tres(s)her. [f.

THRASH, THRESH v. + -ER!.] One who or that
which thrashes or threshes.

1. One who separates grain from the straw by
beating with a flail, or otherwise. (More usually
spelt thresher.)
1380 in Thorold Rogers Oxford City Doc. (1891) 39 Dt

Waltero le thressher. c 1400 Land Troy Bk. 9333 Echon
on other (Taste doth bete, Ryght as threscheres doth on
whete. <TI440 Pronip. Pan. 492/2 Threschare, Irilurator,
Jlagellator. 1486 Bk. St. Albans Fvjb, A Thraue of
Throsheris. 1535 COVERDALE Isa. xxi. 10 O my felowe
throsshers and fanners. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. yi, n. i. 131A lazie Thresher with a f'lailc. 1616 SURFL. & MAKKH.
Country Farme 18 Your Barne, with his great dore..to
giue light to the Threshers. 1631 MASSINGER City Madam
it. ii, i'o sit like a fool at home, and eye your thrashers.

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 143 Others. .give to theire
thrashers $d. a quarter for oates. 1707 MORTIMER Husb.
(1721) i. 36 A good Thrasher can thrash out but about six
Gallons in a Day. 1784 COWPER Task i. 356 We may
discern the thresher at his task. Thump after thump
resounds the constant flail. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany iii. 23
The threshers.. struck the corn alternately. 1864 H. AINS-
WORTH yo/ui Law v. ix, I lays about me right and left like a
thrasher.

b. (a) Each of the beaters in a threshing-machine.
(b) A threshing-machine.
1805 DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. 30 If the unthrashcd corn

goes in sideways or irregularly, the thrashers can have but
little power upon it. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2554/1
Meikle. .invented a machine in 1786, which is the type of
modern thrashers. 1884 Manchester Exam. 30 Sept. 5/7
Teams of horses draw the corn to the thrasher. 1891 T.
HARDY Tess xlvii, The hum of the thresher, .increased to a

raving whenever the supply of corn fell short of the regular
quantity.
2. A sea-fox or fox-shark, Alopias vulpes; so

called from the very long upper division of the tail,

with which it lashes an enemy. Also called
thresher- or thrasher-fish, -shark.
a. 1609 Newcs fr. Bermudas Inly, in Force Hist. Tracts

II. 22 1 jtie Thrcasher keepeth above him, & with a mighty
great thing like unto a flaile, hee so bangeth the whale,
that hec will roarc as though it thundered. 1630 DONNE
Progr. Soul 351 The Flail-finn'd Thresher, and stecl-beak'd
Sword-fish. 1758 BORLASE Nat. Hist. Cornw. xxiii. 3.

265 The sea-fox, Vnlpccula, or Simia marina . .; this shark
we call the Thresher, from the motion of its long fox-like
tail with which it strikes or threshes its larger and less agile
enemy the grampus. 1845 GOSSE Ocean iii. (1849) 146
Another Shark, often called the Thresher, ..is said to use its

muscular tail, .to inflict terrible slaps on the Whale.
. 1638 DAVENANT Madagascar Wks. (1673) 206 The
rtiaU Musick might incite The Sword-fish, Thrasher, and

the Whale to fight. 1712 E. COOKE Voy. S. Sea 173 The
Spaniards say the Thrashers and Sword-Fishes often kill the
Whales. 1860 J. COUCH Brit. Fishes I. 38 Instances are

reported where a Sword fish on the one hand and a Thrasher
on the other, have persecuted a large Whale.
3. One who thrashes or beats another.

1907 Daily Chron. 2r Mar. 5/5 A Bill . . introduced . . into
the Legislature of Pennsylvania legalising the thrashing of
editors, .who wrongfully commenton individuals. The Bill

Tiakes the proof of publication of a libel a complete defence
if the editor sues the thrasher for assault and battery.
4. attrib. and Comb., as thresher-fish, -shark 3 ;

thresher- or thrasher-whale, a grampus or killer,
as Orca gladiator.
1865 DE MORGAN in Athemmm No. 1981. 504/2 As the

:hresher-fish behaves towards the whale. 1888 Ayr Adver.
tiser 5 July 6 A very large specimen of the fox or ' thresher

'

hark was recently caught.. at Port-na-Luing. 1905 Daily
~,hron. 5 July 6/6 A thrasher whale, measuring ioft., and
weighing 2 cwt. 1906 Ibid, n June 5/5 Three Southwold
fishermen have secured in the bay a thresher fish.

Thrasher z
(bne-Jsj). Also thresher, thrush-

ir. [Perh. a survival of thrusher, thresher, an

ing. dialectal name of the THRUSH (Turdus
musicus), in U. S. assimilated to prec. ; but chro-

nological evidence is wanting.
Cf. 1881

Oxfordsh. Gloss., Suppl. (E.D.S.), Thresher or

^hrusher, a thrush.]
A bird of the North American genus Harpo-
hynchus, resembling the Song Thrush ; esp. H.
t Turdus) fuscus, the best known of the species,
>f the north-eastern U. S., called also brown

hrasher, brown thrush
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W"-SON ''""'' Ornith. (1832) I. 233 The llrown
Thrash, or 1 brasher, of the middle and eastern slates.
Ikut. 235 Ine rhraiuM is a welcome visitant in spring.
1845 S. JUDD Margaret i. vi, She sings round after dark,like a thrasher. 1883 NKWTON in Encycl. llrit. XVI. 541/1Known m the United States as Threshers.. very Thrush,
like in their habits. 1896 - Diet. llinls 958 Thrasher,
JAreshtr, or Ihrushcr,..* bird well known in the eastern
tart of North America, the Turdns/uscus of the older and
llartorliynclmsfvsCHi of later ornithologists.

Thrashing, threshing (bra-jig, bre-fin),
vbt. sb.

[f. THKASH, THRESH v. + -ING!.] The
action of the verb THRASH or THRESH in various
senses. (For the status of the spellings, see the vb.)

I. 1. lieating with or as with a flail
; esp. the

separation of grain from the straw by beating or
otherwise.

1381 WVCLIF Has, x. n Eflraym a cow calf, tail}! for to
lone ihresshyng. 1393 LANCL. P.l'l. C IX. I 99 ln bresshyiiRe.in (.ecchynge, in thwytynge ofpynnes. 1601 HOLLAND film

-xx. I. 602 The good redbearded wheat Far . . commeth

THHAWARD.

iiouug. 1090 irestni. <jaz. 31 Jan. 2/1 No break
or variety m the low, dark clouds, or the steady thrcshinc
of the rain.

b. That which is threshed ; the grain obtained
by threshing.
1382 WVCLIF Isa. xxi. 10 My thressing, and the doMer of

my cornflor 1898 Ifcstm. Gaz. 21 Apr. 2/1 The British
tanner who has not yet sold last year's thrashing will thus
reap the benefit of the higher prices.

II. 2. Beating or flogging, esp. by way ofpunish-
ment; an instance of this.

( Regularly thrashing
1843 BETHUNE-SC. Fireside Star, in The benefit of the

instructions and thrashings of.. the parish schoolmaster.
1863 P. Bun Dockyard Ecm. 53 Gifts of that kind.. are
viewed in the light of schoolboy indulgences after a severe
thrashing. 1875 A. R. HOPE Schoolboy Friends 80 I'll give
you the greatest thrashing you ever had,

b. A defeat in battle or in any contest.

county sunered a ' one innings
'

thrashing [at cricket] at the
hands of their antagonists.
3. trans/. : see senses 7 and 8 of the verb.
1886 R. C. LESLIE Sea fainter

1

! Log 115 Much thrashing
<<> and fro in the chops of the Channel. 1895 Outing (U.S.)XXVU. 50/1, 1 knew from the thrashing going on., that the
game was mine.

4. attrib. and Comb,, as thrashing- or threshing-
barn, -flail, etc.

1382 WYCLIFG.I. 10 Thei camen to the thresshyng feelde
of Adad. 1360 BIBLE (Genev.)/l/os i. 3 Thei haue threshed
Gilead with threshing instruments of yron. 1600 BIBLE
(Douay) Isa. xli. 15, I have made thee as a new threshing
wayne, having teeth like a saw. 1812 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst.
Huso. Scot. I. 15 The threshing-barn..must be sufficiently
spacious to contain one stack of grain in the straw. Ibitt.

72 The threshing-mill has generally one set of fanners at-
tached to it, driven by a belt from the end of the axle of the
threshing drum. 1844 STEPHENS Rk. Farm 1 1. 267 No corn
should be presented until the mill has acquired its proper
momentum, the thrashing-motion, as it is termed. 1865
Miss GARY Ball, fy Lyrics 140 The. .farmer-boy Who cut
my name upon his thrashing-flail. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
2357/1 Rollers which carry the grain in the straw from the
feed-board to the thrashing cylinder.

Thrashing, thre'shing, ///. a.
ff. as

prec. + -ING a
.J That thrashes or threshes ; esp.

that threshes corn, etc. In quot. 1706 in sense
'

great ',
'

big
'

: cf. THUMPING ///. a.

1591 Troub. Raigne K. John (1611) 28 Base heardgroom,
coward, peasant, worse than athreshing slaue. 1670 EACHAKD
Cont. Clergy 71 He observes, that the worm Jacob was a
threshing worm [cf. Isa. xli. 14, 15]. 1706 E. WARD Wooden
ll'orld Diss. (1708) 3oln one Twelve-Month he comes to be
an able, roaring, threshing Fellow. 1887 G. MEREDITH
Hallads ff P. 74 Chosen warriors, keen and hard ; Grains of

threshing battle-dints.

Thrashing-, thre slang-floor. A pre-

pared hard level surface on whicn corn is threshed :

cf^ FLOOR sb.'1 6.
a. 1398 TREVISA Barlh. De P. R. xyn. clvi. (Bodl. MS.),

l>e greyne bat is loweste in be bresschinge Moore is beste to
sede. Ibid, clxxv, Feeldes and bresschinge flores. 1611
UIBLE Gen. 1. to They came to the threshing floore [1885
Revittd threshing-floor] of Atad. 1839 LONGFELLOW tillage
ISlacksmith iv, The burning sparks that fly Like chaff from
a threshing-floor.

/3. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.Georg. \. 278 In vain the Hind shall

vex the Thrashing-floor, For empty Chaff and Straw will be

thy Store. 1805 DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. 47 The size of
the thrashing-floors of barns must vary according to circum-
stances.

Thra-shing-, thre'shiiig-machiue. A
power-driven machine for separating grain or other

seed from the straw or husk. Also in Comb.
a. 1812 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst. Husb. Scot. i. 78 Oxen are

at least equal, .to horses, for working threshing-machines.
1812 Examiner 21 Dec. 813/1 W. Forrest, Shinnal, Salop,
threshing-machine-maker. 1848 MILL /'<>/. Econ. i. ix,

4 It may not answer to a small farmer to own a threshing
machine, for the small quantity of corn he has to thresh.

ft. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 505/2 The first thrash-

ing machine attempted in modern times..was invented in

Edinburgh . . about the year 1732. 1834-6 BARUIW in Encycl.
Metrop. (1845) VIII. 92/1 Where the thrashing machine

supplies the place of the flail. 1861 Times 24 Sept., The
fine farm-steading, with its stalls, barns, 12-horse fixed steam

engine, thrashing machine, saw-mill, bone-mill, &c.

Thra-shiug-, thre'shiug-iuill. A fixed

threshing-machine ; usually, one driven by water
or wind power (though (he name was also given
to those driven by a horizontal wheel drawn round
by horses or oxen).
. 1797 Kncyd. ISrit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 506/1 Such wastht ihi.i-h-
iiig mill invented by Mr. Michael Stirling.. 1758. 1816 I.

SCOTT Vii. Paris (ed. 5) 3<.
, ihre-hini; .mil

seems to be entirely unknown in France. 1815 J
SON Operat. Mechanic 86 A considerable fall of water used
to Kive motion to a thrashing null. 1902 R. C. MACLAGAN
J-.nl Eye in W. 11^1,1. 6 4 They had no threshing-i.iill and
did it all with flails.

Thraskist, -ite, obs. ff. TUASKIST, -ITE.

li Thraso (JKI-SO). I'l. -OB, -oes, also as L,.,
Thrasones (-da-nii). [L,., ad. Gr. epaaw, name
of a braggart soldier in Terence's unuc/ius, S.

Opaa-m bold, spirited.] A braggart, a boaster.

Ace. Roll, ( s,,,

fei'
1

?' ii, '?'
"' *<*

Thrasones and vaunting Milites gloriosi. 1580 HOLLYBAND
Treas. f'r. Ton?, V* Teoot, a Thraso. 1650 FKBNCII tr.

Sandivogius A Ichymie Pref. A iij b, Vapouring Thrasoes or
Letter-learned scoffers. 1716 BOLINGBROKE Rcfl. on Exile
('777) 35' Philosophy has her Thrasos as well as war.

Thraspnic (J^-nik), a. [f. L. Thrason-,
stem of THKASO + -ic.] next.

1657 H. PINNELL Philos. Ref. 154 With a..Thrasonick
boasting they brag that they can

perfectly cure all diseases.
1778 JEFFERSON Corr. Wks. 1859 1. 207 Thrasonic accounts
of victories they have never won. 1843 Blackvi. Mag. LI V.
52 The last extravagance of thrasonic and impotent national
arrogance. 1903 Conttmf. Rev. Aug. 178 The 'Thrasonic'
verbiage of German nautical enthusiasts.

Thrasonical (br^-nika!), a. [I. as prec. +
-AL : see -ICAL.] Kesembling Thraso or his beha-
viour ; given to or marked by boasting ; bragging,
boastful, vainglorious.
1564 COVERDALK tr. Ridley in Lett. Mart. 76 In com-

parison of this Thrasonical! and glorious ostentation. 1590
[see GNATHONICAL). ifioo SHAKS. A. Y. L. v. ii. 34 Cesars
Thrasonicall hragge of I came, saw, and ouercame. 1755
CARTE Hist. Eng. IV. 130 note, It is too thrasonical to
deserve any credit. 1877 MORLEY Crit. Mite. Ser. n. 374
Ocular arrogance, and a rather too thrasonical complacency.
1803 MCCARTHY Dictator II. x. 3 Unlike the ordinary
soldier of fortune, he was not in the least thrasonical
Hence Th.raso-nicaJ.ly adv., in a thrasonical

manner.
1501 GREENE Faremett to Folly Wks. (Grosart) IX. 249

Such . . as Thrasonically countenance themselues w l the title

of a souldior. 1626 L. OWEN Spec. Jesuit. (1620) 59 These
. .fathers doe_very Thrasonically brag, that their society or

order, was diuinely ordained. 1755 JOHNSON s. v. Kodo.
tnontade, To brag thrasonically, to boast like Rodomonte.
1862 BEVERIDGE Hist. India II. v. viii. 509 General Stuart
..had rashly and thrasonically pledged himself, that..' the

army might and must move*.

t Thra-sonism. Obs. rare.
[i. L. Thrason-,

stem of THBASO + -ISM.] Thrasonic conduct ;

boastfulness. So t Thra'sonist, a boaster, a

swaggerer ; t Tlira'sonlze v. inlr. (in quot. const,

with if), to play the Thraso, to boast, brag.
1396 NASHE Saffron-lr'alden Wks. (Grosart) III. 200 Hath

he (as with his Thrasonisme) infected them all with his
methode of Lenuoyes, Post-scripts and Preambles. 1610
H. HUTTON Follies Anal. 48 Warres austere God, with
stout Achilles lance . . doth Thrasonize it, rage. 1626 T.

H[AWKINS) Caussin's Holy Crt. 74 These little Thrasonists
are no sooner out of the shell, but instantly they establish
a Jurisdiction in the family.

Thrassel, obs. form of THROSTLE.

Thrast, -e, early var. and pa. t. of THREST v.

Thrat, thratte, -en, obs. pa. t. of THREAT v.

Thratch, dial, variant of FRATCH v. and sb.

Thratle.thratteU.thrattle, obs. ff. THROTTLE.

Thrau(e, thrauwe, obs. forms of THROW v.

t Thrau-pis. Obs.
[a.

Gr. flpoWs.] A species
of finch mentioned by Aristotle asfeedingon thistles;

generally taken to be the Siskin.

1600 SURFLET Countrie Farme Vll. Ixx. 900 The Thrattpis
[ F. tarin] is of the continuance of sixe yeeres or there about,

according as she is kept better or woorse. . . Her singing is but

yrkesome and tedious. 1910 THOMPSON tr. Aristotle's Hist.
Anim. 502 The following and the like feed on thistles ; to

wit, the linnet, the thraupis, and the goldfinch.

Thrave, threave (br/iv, )>rv). Chiefly St.

and north. Eng. Forms : a. I //. preues ; 4-6, 9
throve, 5 threfe, 6 threff, threif(f, threafe,

7 Se. thref, 8 Sc. threive, 9 Sc. thrief, thrieve,

7- threave. 0. 5 Sc. thraf, 5-6 thraue, thrafe,
north, thrawe, 6 thrayf, thxavffe, Sc. thraif, 9
thraive, 5- thrave. y. Sc. and north. 3 traue, 5

trawe, 6 (9 dial.) trave, 9 dial, traeve. [Of
Scandinavian origin ;

in a, a. West Scand. *]>refe,

Icel. firefi, Norw. treve, trove; in /3, a. East

Scand. *}rafe, MSw. Jirave, Sw. trafve, Da. trave

(whence NFris. (Sylt.) traav). *pre/c and *J>rafe

were prob. ablaut variants.]
I. Two shocks or stooks of corn (or pulse),

generally containing twelve sheaves each, but vary-

ing in different localities; hence used as a measure

of straw, fodder, etc.

a. 963-84 ill Birch Cart. Sax. III. 367 Swa man XT simle

dide tiobunge xt xlcere sylh an looer comes be eahte

breues cornes on weron. 1483 Catk. Angl. 384/2 (MS. A.)

A Tb.ri.fe {v.r. thrave] of corne, traua, i$"-"3 Dur/iatu

--
-v-s i "C>IIVH;I)(I UMBWL mam WMB a*a-

wring llmty i,,,.!,,, roonl,..* ihicavc of bailey, oUj, or
i iwent y .f,JU r-l.. irtyinchmriini ,'

l.iehts f, SbaJow, o/K. Li/e 114 (Jam.), I lav. ,

a few thnevej in the immsu-r !,. a,, JrHj. A-. Afrie ." 8uud *u gciic'ijl>r *ye"gra

. 1423 Act 2 II,n. VI, c. , AViW. .,/,, Tknm delMees aprtxdre anuuelment de clutcm, diarta Eadomd
""< f,,

ue of com to *" tal":" >Iy of euery ulouebc.
C.462

Wrifkt,
Chaste Wi/. ,^\ ^nh^lSvSliStanloweCell lm. (PubL Rtc t)fficc), vj Thia,-f of .

Ihrashen Barlycorne 1551 in Wills + lm>. f/. C. (Surtc^)
''34 Ac. thrave of when and rye at ijivjd. a lluave 1584
Shuttlttvortks' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 19 Eighle thravflTc of
slroue sould at Houle

viij*. 1679 FILMU J-'r<eliotder 54
1 heir Living . .consisted chiefly upon Ihe having of a Thrive
of Corn of every Plow-bnd. 1865 W. WHITE E. Enr. I

289, Reapers got sixpence a Ihrave for their re.iuiiie
Y- 1284 Ace. E.tch. A'. K. Hd. 97 No. 3 Pro .Ixxij! Trauii

lltere imptis..pro eisdem (horses). .-1447 in Jarrm, i,
irearmoitth (Surtees)742 Tlio trawes and other armn of
the said com. 1504-5 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtca) 251Pro xxxij trave de lyng. iSM ATKIKSON Cleveland Clou.,
rhrm,; fron. trave, treeav. 1900 Shetland tfe-.vt 22 Sept.
(E.D.DJ. What inak's doo o' da twarlrce |

= two or three]
traeve o' bare.

2. trans/, andyff. A large number ; a company ;

a multitude, a '

heap ',
a 'lot'.

< "377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvi. 55, 1 have bouses a thieve
of bis bre piles, In what wodc thei woxen. 1610 II. JONSON
Alch.v. ii, Gallants.. (have) beene sne to flock here In
thrcaues. 1635 J. JOMM Adrasta III. i. Gj, Come, gi' me a
threave of kisses. 1825 SCOTT JJetrolhtd xxi, Minsliels sing.
Ing ballads by the threave.

ft 1486 fit. St. A loans fyib, A Thraue of 1tir.herii.
1500-10 DUNBAK Poems Ixvi. 5^ Sum wilh ane Ihraif nlayis
passage plane, a 1656 Up. HALL Rev. Unretxaled ( B Tidings
..of a thrave of Jews newly converted.

t3. A bundle or handful tied up like a small
sheaf. Obs.
1606 CHAPMAN Gentleman Usher 11. i. Plays 1873 I. 273

Lay me vm [rushes) thus In fine smootlie thrcaues, look you
sir, thus, in thrcaues. 1656 SIR J. MISSIS A', literal's

Apparel in Musarum Del. 34 His Belt was made of miitlc
leaves. Plaited in small curious Ihreaves.

Hence Thra-ver, tnrea-ver, a reaper who is

paid according to the number of thraves he cuts ;

Threa-ving vbl. so., the practice of paying reapers
at so much for the thraves.
i8 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst. Iltub. Scot. i. 329 About six

years ago, another practice took place in that district, which
..is called Ihreaving. 18x3 G. KOBEHISON Agric. Sun-.
Kincard, 264 (Jam.) While a reaper cuts..at the rale of
nine Ihreaves a-day, a threaver will.. cut ten Ihreaves in
the same time. 1844 STEPHENS Ilk. farm 111. 1053
Threavers..have a strong inducement to cut the straw near
the ground.

Thraw 0*9), v., the earlier form of THKOW i/.l,

retained in northern dialect in all senses of the

verb, and preserving in Scottish use a group of
senses in which throw is not in English use, or,
when occasionally used by English writers, is taken
in the Sc. form as a distinct word ; vii. the senses :

To turn, twist, turn awry, contort, distort (esp. to

make a wry face or mouth, cf. THRAWN ///. a.) ;

to wrest, warp, strain, or distort (words or their

meaning) ; to wrench ; to extort ; to cross, thwart
,

vex, manifest opposition or ill temper. For these

see THROW o.1, senses I to 5 b. So Thraw sb.,

northern and Sc. form of THROW it>.- : see esp.
senses i, b, c.

Thraw (Kg), <J. Sc.nn&n.dial. [app. shortened

form of THRAWN.] Twisted, turned awry. Also
in comb. - \Vliv-

,
aith raw-gabbit a.

, wry-mouthed ,

peevish ;
thraw-iieeked ., having the neck twisted.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. i. 437 Thir megir bellis, Sum
round, sum thraw. i8.. JOANNA BAILLIE Hooly ft Fairly i,

My wife-.ca's me a niggardly thraw-gabbit carlie. 1884
MRS, T. H. RIOOELL Berna Boyle xi. There was nothing in

his offer the best gentleman in the land need have diawn
a thraw mouth over. 1894 LANG Poems 41 (E.D.DJ Our

present Duke's nae thraw man. 1896 Lo. E. HAMILTON
Mawkin xx. 275 A pair of poor thraw-neckit corpses.

Thraw, obs. f. or var. THRO, THROE, THROW to. 1

Thraward (brg-wjid), a. Sc. Also 5-9 thra-

wart, 6 thrauaril (threwart , 7 thrawert. [app.
altered from the earlier/raffa/-rf(f i aoo), FROWABU,

perh. under the influence of THRAW v., THRAWN,
etc. But cf. mod. Sc. dial, thra, throe, forfra,frae. ]

1. Disposed to turn aside from the proper way ;

froward, refractory, perverse, adverse, arch.

^1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. xn. (.Wotflj Lamt) vii, liis

exhorbetand and thrawart [ed. 1570 frawarl) plcid. 1508

DUNBAR Flyting 108 In sic is sett thy thraward appctyic.
a 1600 MONTGOMERIE Sox/i. xxxiii. 2 Vhom suld I warie

hot my wicked weard, Vha span my thriftles thrauard

fatall threed? 1795 MACNKILL Will + Jean 1, Such ws
Jean when Will first, mawing, Spied her on * thrawart

beast. 1818 SCOTT art, Midi, xiil, Mony a Ihrawart job I

hae had wi' her first and hut. 1901 J. MOLLUOM Poems 48

The nutistcr ne'er gae them a thrawart look.

2. dial. Twisted, crooked, wry,
' thrawn .

44 -J



THEAWABDNESS.

1814 \V. NICHOLSON l\>cnts 118 Yon todlin' burn. .Still

presses owre ilk thiawart turn. 1827 J. WATT Poems 15

(E.D.D.) Man's life's.. A chain o' mpny thrawart links.

1894 A. KXtoStuigllftatkerlaiuf^ Hisnosie..Saehookit,
and thrawart.

Hence Tnra'wartly adv. Sc., frowardly, per-

versely. So Thra'wart-like adv.

1533 BELLENDEN Livy II. xxv. (S.T. S.) 1.232 pe annye
consauit na litill Ire and Indignatioun in b.ire myndis..
and did all thingis sa thrawartlie..that [etc.]. 1768 Ross
jlflcnore I. 30 Very thrawart like, I yeed in by.

Thra'wardness. Sc.
[f. prec. + -NESS.] Fro-

wardness, perversity,
' thrawnness '.

1567 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 515 Hir Hienes clemency
is coinmounlie abusit and recompansit with threwartnes and

ingratitude, a 1600 Scot. Poems i6t& C. (1801) I. 7oRemoue
from mee all thrawardnesse, Als well in mynde, as into

rleid. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj., Stat. Will. 4 b, Gif he quha
leides bot ane beast . . be thrawertnes, passes throw them,
quha drives the many horse, a 1651 CALDERWOOD Hist,

Kirk (1843) I'-
53.

8 A pitifull caus,..and yitt led by the

thrawardnesse of time and our unhappe.

Thrawcrook, variant of THROW-CROOK.

Thrawe, obs. f. THBAVE, THRO, THROE, THROW.
Thrawl, obs. f. THRALL si. 1

, dial. var. si.3

Thrawil (J>r2n, bran), ppl. a. Sc. Also 6-9
thrawin, (6 throwin). [He. and north, dial, form
of THROWN ;

used in senses in which thrown is not
now used in English. Cf. THRAW v.~\

1. Twisted, crooked, bent from the straight ;

mis-shapen, drawn awry, distorted.

1513 DOUGLAS jEneis H. ii. (i.) 70 In jonyngis of the
thrawin wame of tre Festinyt the lance. 1715 RAMSAY
Christ's Kirk Gr. n. x, A thrawn knublock hit his heel.

1751 Rec. Elgin (New Spald. Cl.) I. 465 All..sowms,
thramels, rigwoodies, tethers, wallropes, thrawn wawns
[wands] and all other wood or work of wood, straw, bent, or
tushes, a 1834 Ld. Saltoun .y Attcltanachie vi. in Child
Ball. VIM. (1892) 348/1 He's bowed on the back, and thrawin
on the knee. 1871 G. LAWRENCE ^fcr< xv, She had seen
the husband, .brought home a

corpse
stiff and thrawn. 1897

Thrawn thrapple [see THREAP so. 2]. loox Westw. Gaz.
9 Apr. 3/1

' Dramatic idyls
'

. . peopled by the stark
'

thrawn
'

figures of the Pre-Raphaelite world.

b. Of the mouth or face : Drawn awry or dis-

torted by anger, ill-temper, or the like ; frowning.
1513 DOUGLAS SEncis ill. ix. 89 His mekle E, That lurkit

allane vnder his thrawn front. Ibid. vn. viii. 23 Alecto her
thrawin vyssage dyd away, o 1385 POLWART Flyting w.
Montgomerie 784 lock Blunt, thrawin frunt ! 1719, 1897
(see 3].

2. Jig. Perverse, contrary ; cross-grained, ill-

tempered, crabbed, peevish, cross.
c 1450 HOLLAND Htnvlat 918 Thus wycit he the walentyne

thraly and thrawin. ^1470 HENRY Wallace x. 593 Thar
salusyng was bot boustous and thrawin. 1475 Rauf
Coityar 129 Sa mot I thriue, I am thrawin, Begin we to

threip. 1585 JAS. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 30 Lyke the curr,. .

sparing alwaies those are to him knowin, To them most
gentle, to the others throwin. 1718 RAMSAY Christ's Kirk
Gr. Hi. i, Greedy wives wi' girning thrawn, Cry'd lasses up
to thrift. 1719 ToArbucklc 109 Wishing thrawn parties
wad agree. 1737 iV. Prav. v. (1750) 15 A thrawin ques-
tion should have a thrawart answer. 1816 Scorr Bl. Dwarf
xviiij Though he was thrawn and cankered in his converse,
he hkeit dumb creatures weel. 1861 Leisure Hours in
Town 13 The expressive Scotticism which says of a per-
verse and impracticable man that he is a thrawn person;
that is, a person who has got a thraw or twist. 1889
BARRIE Window in Thrums xix, He cried it oot fell thrawn.
1893 CROCKETT Stickit Minister 117 A grummle from that
thrawn stick o' a registrar.
3. Comb, as thrawn-faced, -gabbit, -mowit

adjs., having a ' thrawn
'

face or mouth (see I
,

I b) ;

hence, crabbed, ill-tempered, snarling.
1578 Inv. Royal Wardr. (1815) 249 Ane moyane of fonte

thrawin mowit without armes maid be Hanis Cochrane
1719 RAMSAY -2nd Ansiv. to Hamilton vii, Thrawn-gabbit
sumphs that snarl At our frank lines. 1897 CROCKETT Lad's
Love 111, Ye thrawn-faced, slack-twisted muckle haythen ye.
Hence Thrawnljr adv. Sc., awry; perversely,

ill-temperedly ; Thrawnness Sc., perversity, ob-
stinacy, cantankerousness.

'bstinacy. 18
general Unpleasantness and Thrawn-ness. "1883 'STEWARTNether Lochabcr Hi. 328 A perverseness of disposition and
a thrawnness of temper.
Thre, obs. form of THREE.
t Threa, v. Obs. Forms : i Ureiasan, Jjrga-
wian, i-4rean, prean, 3 braih-, phray-, jirayh-,
bran-, Jjraghen ;

2 pa. t. breadde, bredde. [OE.
}>reai(e}an, wk. vb., contr. prlan, pa. t. freade =
)HG. drewen, drowen (MHG. drouwen, drouwen,
Ger. draiien), Goth. *praujan :-OTeut. *frawjan ;
f. OE./raw,/r<<<jsb. threatening, rebuke, chastise-
ment, OHG. drS, ON.Jrd: OTeut. *prawa: cf.
talk & Torp, s. v. Traa II.] trans. To rebuke,
reprove, chastise

; to punish ; to torment, afflict.
c 897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. ii. 30 ForSon hi

348

Thread (J>red), sb. Forms : I -3 breed (
i *r6d\

2 bread, 3-5 bred, 4-5 breed, 4-7 (9 dial.} threed,

(5 tredde), 5-6 threde, 5-8 thred, 6 threade,

thredde, thride, 6-7 threede, St. threid, 6-S

thrid, 7 thrydd, 5- thread. [OE. prxd -=

OLG. *MU (MDu. draet, Du. draad), OHG.,
MHG. drat (G. <!rahl}, ON. frair (.Da. traad,

Sw. trad) :-OTeut. *prx-(tif, prc-Teut. *tretus ;

f. *J>r- to twist (see THROW n. 1
) + dental suffix.

Cf. dread, seed.]

1. A fine cord composed of the fibres or filaments

of flax, cotton, wool, silk, etc. spun to a con-

siderable length; spec, such a cord composed of

two or more yams, esp. of flax, twisted together ;

applied also to a similar product from glass,

asbestos, a ductile metal, etc.

^725 Corpus Gloss. (O. E.T.) 876 Filurn, 3red. c888 K.

ALFRED lioeth. xxix. i Hwa tact bio gesxli; mon be

him ealne we^ ne hangao nacod sweord ofer oaem heafde be
smale brasde. c icoo Sax. Leeckd. I. 2r8 Cnyte mid anum
orcede on anum claenan linenan. c 1*05 LAY. 14220 Nes be

bwong..buten swulc a twines braed \c 1175 twined bred].

c 1400 Svwdone Bab. 1999 He teyde a tredde on a pole.

CI42S tr. Ardernc's Treat. Fistula 9 It hath. .an y;e like

a nedel by whiche bredes ow to be drawen agayn by middez
of be fistule. 1508 DUNBAR Gold. Targe 62 Thair brycht
haii is . . wyppit wyth goldyn thredis. 1535 COVERDALE
i Kings vu. 23 A threde of thirtie cubites longe. 1641
W. GASCOIGNE in Nat. Philos. III. Hist. Astron. xiii. (1834)

66/2 (Usef. Knowl. Soc.), I am fitting_my sextant for all

manner of observations, by two perspicills with threads.

1710 WELTON Suffer. Son of God\\. xxii. 594 From these
little Threads.. such strong Cables are form'd. 1828 J. M.
SPEARMAN Brit. Guttner{t.?} 150 Hawsers (Machine made).
..Of 4lnches,orio8 Threads. -Of 10 Inches, or 648 Threads.

1833 G. R. PORTER Porcelain tr Glass ix. 231 Glass may be

spun into very long and minute threads.

b. The sacred thread with which Brahmins and
Parsees are invested at initiation : see quots.
isSa N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanhcda's Conq. E. Ind. L xvi.

42 b, Vpon their left sholders they had certaine number of
.1.

'
1 ...L:_l- I .!.

' __!- _1 IJ . nt T

Sects, etc. 405/2 (Parsees) The investiture at initiation with
the sacred thread. 1903 Times 5 Mar. 3/5 Mrs. Ruttonjee
Tata.. was.. invested with the sacred thread and sudra of
the Parsees.

fc. spec. A fishing-line. (Inquot. \faifig.} Obs.
i6ta CAREW Cornwall 31 b, For catching of Whiting and

Basse, they vse a thred, so named because it consisteth of
a long small lyne with a hooke at the end. i6*a BACON
Hen. VII 137 Thinking, that the King (what with his Baits,
and what with his Nets) would draw them all vnto him, . .

diners came away by the Thred, sometimes one, and some-
times another.

2. Each of the lengths of yarn which form the

warp and woof of a woven fabric
; hence, any one I

of these as an ultimate constituent of such a fabric,
[

and thus of one's clothing ; the least part of one's

dress; esp. in the phrase not a (one) dry thread
on one. Alsoyf^f.
ciaoo Vices ft Virt. 39 Dar behoued to manije breades ser

j

hit bie full wroht. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. \. pr. i. 2 (Camb.
MS.) Hyr clothes weeren maked of riht delye thredes.
cisSo WYCLIK Wks. (1880) 316 Ilche breed of siche clobis
bat ben tuo wast & too costliche. 1381 Gen. xiv. 23 Fro
a threed of the weeft vnto a garter of an hoos I shal not
lake of alle thingis that ben thin. 1470-8$ MALORY Arthur
xv. ii. 699 It shalle not lye in your power nor to perysshe I

me as moche as a threde. a 1500 Flower 4- Leaf 370 The
ladies ne the knightes nade o threed Drie on them. 1550
VERON Godly Sayings (1846) 141 Howe can you..come to
this rolal feast and banket not having one thrid of this

wedding rayment .. upon you? 1600 HAKI.UVT \'oy. III. 83Hee that had fiue or sixe shifts of apparell had scarce one
drie threed to his backe. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 3. 1610
B. JONSON Alch. in. ii, Your threescore minutes Were at the
last thred. 1716 LEONI Alliertis Archil. III. 13/2, I take
a veil made of the finest threds..: this I divide into.. squares
. . by some bigger threds parallel to each other. 1815 SCOTT
Guy M. xl, There will no be a dry thread amang us or we
get the cargo out. 18446. DODD Textile M.\\. 201 Plain silks,
as well as most woven fabrics, consist of threads crossing
each other at right angles. 1879 TEFFEHIES Wild Life in
S. C. 133 The costume is true to a thread. 1908 in IVeslm.
Gaz. i Apr. 12/1 Till April's dead, change not a thread,

b. Bare orworn totAetAread.etc. = THREADBARE.
1483-4 Act i Rich. Ill, c. 8 Preamtle, Suche course

Clothes, beyng bare of threde. 1615 CHAPMAN OJyss. xvn.
254 His garments to a thred All bare, and burn'd. iS8z
STEVENSON New Arab. Nts. 1.23 The furniture was scanty,and the coverings worn to the thread.

C. Thread and thrum, each length of the warp-
yarn, and the tuft where it is fastened to the loom ;

hencefig. the whole of anything ; good and bad to-

gether. Also, threads and thrums, ends of warp
threads, miscellaneous scraps or waste fragments.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. v. i. 291 O Fates 1 come, come : Cut

thred and thrum. 1648 HERRICK Hesper., Upon some
Women, Learne of me what woman is. Something made
of thred and thrumme ; A meere botch of all and some.
1654 GATAKER Disc. Apol. 93 By those thrums and threds
that he hath pickt ami puld out of it. ., the Reader may
judge of the whole. 1833 CARLYLE Diderot in Misc. Ess.
(1872) V. 2 The confused and ravelled mass of threads and
thrums, ycleped Memoirs.

d. A lineal measure of yarn : the length of a coil
of the reel, varying in amount according to the
material, and also with the locality (see quots.).

THREAD.
1662 Act 14 Ckas. II, c. 5 6 Every Reel staff shall con-

taine fourteen Leas and every Lea fourty threads. 1688
R. HOLME Armoury in. vi. 288/2 A knot is a Hundred
Threds round the Keel. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5) s. v. Lea,
Every Lea of Yarn at Kidderminster shall contain 200
Threds reel'd on a Reel four yards about, a 1825 FORBY
Vac. E. Anglia, Lea, forty threads of hemp-yarn. 1858
SlMMONDS Diet, Trade, Thread, ..a yarn-measure, contain-
ing in cotton-yarn 54 inches ; in linen-yarn 90 inches ; in
worsted yarn 35 inches. On the Continent 8,4 Ermland
inches make one thread. 1875 TEMPLE & SHF.LDON Hist.
Northfield, Mass. 161 A run of yarn consisted of twenty
knots, a knot was composed of forty threads, and a thread
was seventy-four inches in length, or once round the reel.

e. Jig. A single element interwoven with others
in any composite fabric, mental, moral, social,
political, or the like.

1836 J. GILBERT Chr. Aloneni. vii. (1852) 190 In this, a, in
almost all theories, .. there is indeed a thread of truth 1851
HELPS Coinp. Solit. xiii. (1874) 248 The threads of our poorhuman affairs, .might yet be interwoven harmoniously with
the great cords of love and duty. 1859 KINGSLEY Misc.
(1860) II. ii. 29 The only threads of light in the dark web of
his history are clerical and theurgic. 1879 ST.MNER Music o/
Bible 168 The pleasure which accrues to a trained musician
when he grasps in his mind many threads ofdelicious melody,
and traces the composer's genius in interlacing them.
3. Without a, as name of the substance of which

the above-mentioned things are composed, or of
these things taken in the mass; woollen, silk, linen,
cotton, or other fibre,' or fine-drawn metal, spun
into material for weaving, knitting, sewing, or

fastening : often with distinctive word, as gold or
silk thread; sometimes spec, flaxen or linen thread
as distinct from silk or cotton; in//., kinds of
thread.

CHAUCER Monk's T. 485 Nettes of gold threed
le he greet plentee. c 1400 Rom. Rose 7369 A large

coverechlef of threde She wrapped alle aboute hir hede.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bit. 6775 Of his hors fel that kynge, As it

were a clewe of thred. c 1400 Lybeaus Disc. (Kaluza) 940 As
selke

jjrede. 1529 MORE Dyalore n. x. Wks. 195/1 He
thankmge the monke for the thrid, desired him to teach him
how he should knit it. 1545 Rates ofCustoms c vij b, Threde
called wotenall threde. 1552-3 Inv. Ch. Goods,Staffs. la Ann.
Licltfield (1863) IV. 48, ij vestements, one of grene chamb-
let, another of threde. 1576 in Feuillerat Revels O. Eliz.
(1908) 264 For a quartern of black threede. 1584 Ibid. 370
For iii Ii. of thrid of all cullers. 1588 PARKE tr. Mendoias
Hist. China 320 They take out of this plant.. a kinde of
thride or yarne. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. i.

(S.T.S.) 1.94 W' threid of silke..al the paries of the sarke
. . thay sewit. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trao. 184 They
have also thread from another tree called Langir. 1806
Gazetteer Scoll. (ed. 2) 555/2 The principal manufacture is

that of linen yarn, thread, and brown linens. 1887 DailyNews 19 Oct. 2/8 Linens and threads maintain the improve-
ment lately reported.

fb.Jig. The material or '
fibre

'

of which any-
thing is composed ;

' texture ', quality, nature. Obs.
1632 SANDERSON Sertn. 268 Hypocrisie is spunne of a fine

threed, and is not easily discerneable. 1635 A. STAFFORD
Fern. Glory (1869) 134 Of the same pure thred with the rest
of her life. 1659 O. WALKER Instruct. Oratory 19 That
the Oration may seem Continuous and all of one thread.
1718 OCKLEY Saracens (1848) II. Introd. 24 The language
must be all of the same thread. 1746 FRANCIS tr. Hor., Sat.
n. iv. 14 The Matter nice, and wrought of subtle Thread.

4. Something having the slenderness or fineness

of a thread : c. g. a fine ligament, an animal or

vegetable fibre, a hair, a filament of a cobweb or
of the byssus of a shell-fish.

1398 TREVISA Barih. De P. R. xviu. xi. (BodL MS.), pe
spiper. .drawib and bringeb ofte a3en his brede bwarte ouer
fro pointe to pointe. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 263 J>er is

a breed vndir sum mannes tunge bat he mai not put out his

tunge as he schulde, & also it lettib him to speke. 1541 R.
COPLAND Galyen's Ttrap. 2 A iij b, A spyder threde. 1686
GOAD Celest. Bodies i. ii. 2 A Fog whicn sometimes casts
it self into Threds or Ropes, and. .furls up into Gossamere.
1693 EVELYN De la Quint. Compl. Gard.ll. 57 Producing the
least Thread of a capilar Root. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.
(1776) VII. 45 These threads, which are usually called the
beard of the muscle. 1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796)
L 365 The Seeds, with the elastic threads to which they are
attached. Ibid. IV. 129 Threads when dry uniting into
stiff sharp points. Conferva amphibia.

b. A 'string' of any viscid substance; a thin

continuous stream of liquid, sand, etc.
;
a narrow

strip of space ; a fine line or streak of colour or

light ;
a ' thin

'

continuity of sound ; spec, in glass-

making: see quot. 1832.
'593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 126 Why breake not thunder

bolts through the Clowdes in steade of tbrids of raine ? 1626
BACON Sylva g 24 Stillicides of Water . . will Draw themselues
into a small thred. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk ft Selv. 121
What a long thread of sand passes the neck-hole of an hour-

glass in that same time. 1710 J. CLARKE Rohault's Nat.
Phil. (1729) I. 22 If it be a fat Liquor, it will go on in along
Thread, whose Parts are uninterrupted. 1830 Trans. Nat.
Hist. Soc, Northumb., etc. I. 186 Sandstone roofs [in coal-

mines] are subject to fissures of various sizes and extent,
called threads and gullets by the colliers. 1832 G. R. PORTER
Porcelain <$ Gl. 248 The name of threads is usually given to
fibrous appearances in the body of the glass, which result

from the vitrification of clay. 1837 P. KEITH Bot. Lex. 56
The infusions were absorbed by the roots, and carried up to
the very summit of the stem, leaving . .traces of their ascent
in the form of longitudinal streaks or threads. 1868 GLAD-
STONE Jw. Muttdi xi. (1869) 432 The Trojan elders, whose
volubility, and their shrill thread of voice, Homer compares
to the chirp of grasshoppers. 1884 J. H. HOLLOWELL in

Congregalionalist June 498 The pale Aarc .. winds its white
thread through the valley. 1899 Westm. Gas. 6 Apr. a, 1



THREAD.
Using her pleasant thread of voice agreeably. 1904 Daily
Chron. 17 Oct. S/i The amazing thing is that so much good
work should be done in such a mere thread of space. 1907
Outlook 16 Nov. 661/1 A little thread of unfrozen water
which tinkles' feebly over the rocks.

O. Applied to the apparent action of a feeble

pulse: see quot., and cf. THREAD-LIKE b.TmtKADY 4.
1899 AMutt's Syst.Me,!. VI. 49 A mere tightened thread

being felt under the finger.

d. A degree of stickiness reached in boiling
clarified syrup for confectionery : see quot.
1861 J. THOMAS How to mix Drinks 104 There are nine

essential points, or degrees, in boiling sugar. They arc
called .Small Thread, Large Thread, Little Pearl, Large
Pearl [etc.]. Ibid., The sugar forms a fine thread which
will break at a short distance.. .This is termed the 'Small
Thread '. Ibid., A somewhat longer string will be drawn.
This is termed the Large Thread '. 1883 K. HALOASE
H'orksliop Receipts Ser. II. 152/1.
5. trans/. The spiral ridge winding round the

shank of a screw
; also, each complete turn of this.

1674 PETTY Disc. Duff. Proportion 116 The Force must
be increased at every Turn or Thred of a Screw-Press.
'733 TULL Horsf-Hociiig Huso. xxiv. 402 Taper Screws
made with Iron, having very deep Threads, whereby they
hold fast when screw'd into Wood. 1819 Nat. Philos. 1.

Mec/umics 11. xi. 48 (U. K. S.) Hunter's screw, .gives an in-

definitely slow motion, without requiring a very exquisitely
tine thread. 1902 MARSHALL Metal Tools 63 For pipes and
tubes a special thread termed a gas thread is employed.

II. 6. Jig. Something figured as being spun or

continuously drawn out like a thread, a. The
continued course of life, represented in classical

mythology as a thread which is spun and cut off

by the Fates.

1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 8 Wil. . Attropos. .My
fatal threed a sundyr smyte. Ibid. 43 Or than deth the tbreed

untwyne Of cure fatal web. 1563 Mirr, Mag., Induct, xliii,
His vitall threde. 1596 SPENSER F.Q. iv. ii. 48 Sad Clotho
held the rocke, the whiles the thrid By griesly LachesU was
spun with paine, That cruell Atropps eftsoones undid, With
cursed knife cutting the twist in twaine. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE
Relig. Med. i. 42 For my owne part, I would not . .beginne
againe the thred of my dayes. 1696 TATE & BR. Ps. xc. to
So soon the slender Thread is cut. 1704 SWIFT Bate. *s.

F 25 Her Son . . to whom the Fates had assign'd a very
short Thred. 1819 SCOTT Anne of G. xvii, Why I should

spare my own almost exhausted thread of life. 1846 H. G.
ROBINSON Odes ofHorace n. iii, While . . the three Sisters'

sable thread Allows you still the power. 1907 DILLON in

Contemp. Rev. Nov. 705 So long as three such Parcae have
the threads of Macedonia in their hands.

b. In various other applications : see quots.
c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXXV. ii, Wilt thou of thy

wrathful! rage Draw the tbreed from age to age ? 1588
SHAKS. L.I..L. v. i. 19 He draweth out the thred of his

verbositie finer then the staple of his argument. 1608 D.
T[uviLj Ess. Pol. q Mar. 88 b, I will stretch the thred of my
subiect to a further length. 1645 City Alarum 19 Consider
first what a thred of time the German wars have spun out.

1670 EACHARD Cont. Clergy 32 Fearing he should break the

thread of your patience, he concludes. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe

(1840) II. vii. 159, I cut the thread of all his comforts, and
shortened his days. 1736 BUTLER Anal. n. vii. 362 To make
tip a continued thread of history of the length of between
three and four thousand years. 01774 TUCKER Lt. Nat.

(1834) II. 664 Drawing out the threads of argumentation,
preventing them from entangling.

7. A thread in various mythological or legendary
tales (esp. that of Theseus in the Cretan Laby-

rinth) is mentioned as the means of finding the

way through a labyrinth or maze : hence in many
figurative applications : That which guides through
a maze, perplexity, difficulty, or intricate investiga-

tion : cf. CLEW ,r<M 3, CLUE 2.

1580 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 312 Neither Ariadnes thrid,

nor Sibillas bough, nor Medeas seede, may remedy thy

gricfe. 1581 T. WATSON Centime of Love Iv, My guiding
thrid by Reason spunne. 1589 Pasguifs Return A iij,

Hauing gotten this thred by the end, I neuer left winding
til I came to the paper that made the bottom, c 1614 SIR

W. MURE Ditto # /Eneas i. 6 Path'd wayes I trace, as

Theseus in his neid, Conducted by a loyal virgin's threid.

1671 STERRY Freed. Will (1675) C iij, What a golden-thread
of Harmony guides us through the nature of things ! 1711
W. KING tr. Naude'sRef. Politics i. ii Having in my hand
that thread of knowledge, which might extricate me thence.

8. That which connects the successive points

in anything, esp. a narrative, train of thought, or

the like ;
the sequence of events or ideas continuing

through the whole course of anything ; train.

1641 HOWELL For. Trav. (Arb.) 23 If one read skippingly
and by snatches, and not take the threed of the story along,

it must needs puzzle and distract the memory. 1687 DRY-

DEN Hind ft P. m. 278 The matron . .then Resumed the

thrid of her discourse again. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat.

Introd. 64 After a Pause, the grave Companion resumes his

Thread,..' Well, but to goon with my Story'. 1781 MME.
D'ARBLAY Diary Dec. ,

We laughed so violently.. that he

could not recover the thread of his harangue. 1844 THIRL-

WALL Greece VIII. Ixii. 201 We resume the thread of Gre-

cian history.

8. Some continuous or persistent feature which

runs through the pattern of anything, or combines

with other features to form a pattern or texture.

1685 MRS. EVELYN Let. in E.'s Diary (1827) IV. 440A thred

of piety accompanyed all her actions. 1813 LAMB Elta Ser.

n. Some Sonn. a/Sydney, An historical thread runs through

[Sydney's Sonnets). 1875 JOWETT Plato, Introd. Phaedrus

(ed. a) II. 86 The continuous thread which appears and

reappears throughout his rhetoric. i8j SVMONDS Michel

Angela (1890) I. vn. vii. 343 A pleasant thread runs through

Michel Angelo's correspondence.

tlO. A (fine) dividing line or boundary lint. To
cut (to) a thread (between*, to strike the exact line
ol division, to ' draw the line '. 06s.
13.. Gau>. q C,r. Knt. 1771 pat prynce of pri depresed

hym so bikkc, Nurned hym so ne}e be bred, bat nedc hym
bi-houed, Ober lach ber hir luf, o(*ir louly re-fuse. 1567
UMUTflr. Forest 28 To twine vp this threde of deuisiou
(the division of plants into kinds] vpon some boltome.
159' W. 1)A\ i> s in Pollen Acts Kux. Mart. (18911 I ji It

wa* come to that now, that a thread divided my life and
death. 1598 MANWOOD Laitvs forest \\. n (1615) 180
Within the lists or bounds of the Forest, or within the
threed (as they call it) of the Forest. 1647 WAD Siwf.
C*Hu> (1843) 52 To cut an exouisitc thred between Kin^s
Prerogatives, and Subjects Liberties. 1630 R Discolli.
mittiiu/t 19, I know no harder task.. than., to cut a just
thread between Gods Providence, and M;uis Improvidence.
1691 R. L'EsTRANGE Fables ccccxvi. 393 The Ai I of Plenum;
is.. the Skill of Cutting to a Thrid, betwixt Flattery and
111 Manners.
11. The central line of the current of a stream,

esp. as a boundary line. [Rendering med. L.filum
ti'/ute : cf. V.Jil de /*.]
1691 BluunCs Law Diet., Filnm Aquse is the Thread or

Middle of the Stream, where a River parts Two Lordships.
I? 17 . . tr. Commission to ordain Ways to Hull, The Jurors
say that from the thread of the Water of Hull (1302 defilo
atjuede Hull} there is a certain way ordained next Alexander
Cook's Mill. tr. Charter 25 Hen. VI (1447) All lands
between the said ditch as far as the middle thread of the
water of Humbre [usque medium fill acotte tie Humber\\
1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. <y Art II. no One part of a river
is generally observed to flow with much greater velocity than
any other part, and is therefore called the thread or channel
of the river, which is very rarely in the middle, or at any
regular distance from the banks. 1848 WHARTON Law Diet.

255. 1886 H. AUSTIN Farm Law 135 (Cent. Diet.).

12. That by which something is suspended, or

upon which things hang. To hang by (on, upon)
a thread, to be in a precarious condition. Often
with reference to the legend of Damocles.
[<r868: see sense i.J 1538 STARKEY England i. iv. 121

But
thys hangyth only apon the wyl of the prynce a veray

weke thred in such a case. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanc'sComiii.

63 b, There hangeth assuredly a wounderfull daunger ouer

you, as a sworde depend ynge ouer your neckesby a twhyne
threde. 1607 H. RAYMOND Ode in Fair A'. P. Jos. I (rSiS)

360 Life, ioy, and euery pleasant weede, Scarce hangeth by
a slender threede. 1804 JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 19 My
evening prospects now hang on the slender thread of a

single life. 1869 J. MAKTINEAU Ess. II. 94 Hair-bridges,

suspending you by a thread of logic.

13. In reference to other functions of a thread ;

esp. as a means of connecting or holding together.
Sometimes with mixture of sense 6 or 7.

1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxxvii, She kept in her hands the
thread of many a political intrigue. 1844 A. W. WELBY
Poems (1867) 58 She was the golden thread that bound us
In one bright chain together here. 1849 ROBERTSON Serin.
Ser. i. xv. (1866) 260 A thread runs through all true acts

stringing them together. 1861 TULLOCH Eng. Purit. i. 84
So was snapped the last feeble thread of negotiation. 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 123 Many threads join together in

one the love and dialectic of the Phzdrus. 1904 JESSIE
WESTON in Romania XXXIII. 334 note, A thread uniting
all the different parts of our legend.

14. attrib. and Comb. a. General, (a) Simple
attrib.,

' of thread ', as thread-end, -mill, -spool, etc.

(6) in sense ' made of linen or cotton thread' =
THHEADEN, as thread bodice,girdle,glove, net,point,

ribbon, shoe, stocking, etc. (often hyphened), (c)

Objective and obj. genitive, as thread-maker,

-manufacturer, -twister, -winder, etc. ; thread-cut-

ting, -making, -spinning, -twisting, -winding, etc.

sbs. and adjs. ; similative, parasynthetic, etc., as

thread-line ; thread-lettered, -shaped adjs.
c 1665 in Verney Afem.(igoj) II. 275 Ablack "thread bodice.

1884 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. Suppl., ^Thread-cutting machine
..for cutting threads in bolts, etc. 1900 W. H. HUDSON
Nat. Downland 53 Slender dry bents standing out like pale

yellow 'thread-ends. 01604 HANMER Chron. Irel. (1633)

80 A linnen or "threed Girdle. 1851 lllustr. Catal. lit.

Exhib. 201 Fast cotton dyeing for Lisle 'thread gloves.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Lisle-gloves, fine thread gloves.

BALLARD Among Moths f Butterfl. 122 The quickness of

the parting and closing of this narrow "thread-line. 1695 J.

EDWARDS Perfect. Script. 237 Where had they thread, when

1635 Voy. Foxe tt James (Hakl. Soc.) I. 42 He gave every

one of them a "Threed point [= needle). <rl4S HOWF.LL

(1778) 56 An amentaceous aggregate Flower has a Filiform,

'Thread-shaped Receptacle. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Lt Blanc s

Trav. 184 Strings which they pull out to make.. "thread

shooes after the Spanish manner. 1870 EMERSON Soc. >t

Solit. Wks. (Bohn) III. 42 Out of blocks, "thread-spools,

cards, and checkers, he [the child] will build his pyramid.

c 1665 in Verney Mem. II. 275 Stirrup "thredd stockms.

1697 tr. Ctess D'Atmcy's Trav. (1706) 3 They.. presented
i me with Gloves, and Thread'Stockings, most delicately knit.

1711-11 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 9 Jan.. I hide my purse in my
thread stocking between the bed's head and the wainscot.

i7a< Land. Gaz. No. 6384/7 Gabriel Beale, . . "Thread-

Twister. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2560 "Thread-winding

Guide. .Thread-winding Machine.

b. Special Combs. : thread-animalcule, a vi-

brioniuc animalcule; thread-board, in a ring-

THBEAD.

frame, a board placed over the spindles to hold the

thread-guide* ; thread-carrier, a guide through
which the yarn pusses in the knitting-machine
(Knight Diet. Mt.h. 1877); thread-cell,
stinging cell in c.i-lcnterates; a ncn
a spermatozoon (Cent. Diet.) thread-counter, a

roagnifyiag-glMi used in counting the thita'ls with-
in a given space in a texture; thread-cutter, (a;
a small blade attached to a sewing-machine t.r the
like for severing a sewing-thread ; (*) a tool or
machine for cutting screw-thrcad ; thread-draw-
ing, the process of ornamenting a textile fabiic l>y

drawing out some of the threads so u to form
a pattern ; cf. DRAWN-WOK*.

; thread-feather :

see quot. ; thread-fin - threadJiik, (a); thread-
finisher, a machine by which a smooth glotsy
surface is given to thread (Knight, 1877) ; thread
flah, (a) a polynemoid fish ; (o) the Wct Indian

cobbler-fish, Blepharis crinitus
; t.c) the cullas-fnli

or silvery hair-tail, Trichiurus Upturns ; thread-

flower, (o) a name for plants of the genus J'ouin-

ana, N.O. Ligumittosa, section Crsalpiiutr, to
called from their long thread-like stamens; () a

plant of the S. American genus .\ematanthu>,
N.O. Gesneractx, of climbing shrobs, bearing crim-
son flowers pendent on long stalks ; thread-foot,
a name of the herb Podostemon ceratophyllus, in

reference to its finely-divided linear leaves ; thread-

frame, a machine in which linen or cotton yam
is doubled and twisted into thread ; thread-gauge,
a gauge for ascertaining the number of turns to the

inch in, or the accuracy of, a screw-thread (Knight,
1877); thread-guide, a device in a sewing- or

spinning-machine for directing the thread (ibid.) ;

thread-herring, popular
name of (a) Derosoma

tepedianum, also called the mud-shad or gizzard-
shad (local, U. 5".) ; (*) a clnpeoid fish, Opiitko-
nema thrissa, of the Atlantic coast of N. America,
in which the last ray of the dorsal fin is thread-
like ; thread-indicator, a device for the accurate

measurement of plant-growth, in which a thread

attached to the plant passes over a pulley and
actuates a registering apparatus; thread-leaved a

,

having narrow filiform leaves; threadinan, a

maker or seller of thread; thread-mark, a dis-

tinguishing mark consisting of a highly coloured

thread, incorporated in bank-note paper to prevent

counterfeiting by photography; thread-mill, a

factory actuated by water or steam power in which
thread is made ; thread-moss, a moss of the genus
Bryttm or one of its allies ; thread-oiler, an oil

vessel through which the thread was conducted in

some sewing machines (Knight, 1877); thread-

petalled a., having filiform petals; thread-

plant, any plant from which fibre for thread-making
is obtained (Ogilvie, 1883); thread rush, Juncus
filiformis; thread-sister [SlsTEB 7d], the stool

on which the thread-lace pillow is placed ;
thread-

tangle, the seaweed Chorda filum, having long

cylindrical fronds ; sea-laces ;
thread-waxer : see

quot.; thread-wire, a wire thread-guide in a

spinning-machine ;
thread-woman : see thread-

man ; thread-work, (a) a fabric consisting of or

resembling threads; ornamental work formed of

threads, Tace-work; drawn thread wort: see

DBAWN-WOBK ; (6) pi. a thread-making establish-

ment ;
thread-worn a., worn to the thread, thread-

bare; also, of a screw, having a worn thread.

See also THIIEAUBAHE, -LACE, etc.

1891 NASMITH Cotton Spinning ix. 328 The yarn is ulen
through the wire eyes fixed in hinged boards known as

'"thread boards'. 1859 HUXLEY Oceanic Hydreu* 82

The distal division remains short, and acquires only small

thread-cells. 1871 ALLMAN Sfonogr. GynmoklastK Hf-
droids I.

p. xiv, Thread-cells, peculiar bodies consisting of

a containing capsule and contained filament destined for

urtkation. 1911 "Thread-counter (see texture*ou*ter s. v.

TEXTURE si. 7). 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mtch.,
* Thread-cutter,

a small blade attached to a thimble, to a thread-stand, or to

a sewing-machine, to cut off a sewing-thread. tt7 COUKS

N. Amer. Birds 4 Filoplumes (f>lol*ui*\, or 'thread-
. . ,

feathers .have an extremely slender, almost invisible, stem.

1885 HOHNADAY 2 Yr
were "thread fishes,

extremely slender, amost nvse, ste

1885 HOHNADAY 2 Yrs. in Jungle xxxii. }86 All but three

es, a strange species of Polynemus .. dis-were "thread fishes, a strange species o Polynemus .. is-

tinguished by the.. thread-like filaments.. attached to the

pectoral fins. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Crimson Thread-

flower, Poinciana (Cxsalfinia) Gilliesti. Ibid., 1 bread-

foot, Podoslemon cmttofhyllus. 1839 URI Diet. A rts.ac.

1239 The doubling;
and twisting of cotton or hnrn yarn into

a compact lhreaa..is performed by.. the "thread-frame.

1888 GOODI Amer. Fishes 409 In the Chesapeake region it

is known as the Mud-Shad
1
,.. in North Carolina as the

1

Hairy-back
'

or the
' "Thread Herring '. 187$ BENNETT &

DYER Sacks' Sot. 747 The -Thread-indicator. .in which. .a

horizontal needle .. moves freely over a graduated scale as

the end of the thread which is fixed to the plant nses with

its growth. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Droserm filifcrimi,

"Thicad-leaved Sundew. 1663 Canterbury Marnofl
Licences (MS.), Stephen Ward of Maidstone, "ihredrnan.

1711 Lond.Gai. No. 49JJ/4 Benjamin Cutlove, of London,



THREAD.

Thrcadman. 1799 HH Advertiser 23 Feb. 3/2 A.._fire

broke out. .which entirely consumed nine 'thread-null*.

an interesting and numerous tribe. 1899 Daily NC-MS

7 Dec ii/i Spidery kinds [of chrysanthemums] include the

"ihread-petalled Mrs. Carter. 1861 Miss PHAIT FUni'tr.

PI. V. 291 "Thread Rush, or Slender Rush, .is remarkable

for its thread-like stems. 1721 C. KING lint. Merck. I.

285 Thred Sisters. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 416 The
Chorda filum, or 'thread-tangle. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,
" Thrcad-wajtcr. a bowl of heated shoemaker's wax, through
which the thread is conducted in sewing-machines for boots,

shoes, and leather. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic

198 When either of the threads break, the "thread-wire

through which it passes falls down. 1753 World No. 4. P 5
' The happiest in the world, madam ',

returned the *thread-

woman. 1856 R. A.VAUGHAN Mystics (\%(x?> II.vill.ix.97'J'he

deftly-woven *threadwork of the tissues. 1861 LYTTON Str.

Story (1862) II. 185 Pillows edged with the thread-work of

Louvain. 1906 Daily Chroii, 10 May 9/4 Mill girls em-

ployed in the thread works joined this organisation. 1888

Dublin Rev. July 69 The subject.. is *threadworn.

Thread (J>red), o. Forms : 4-6 threde, 6

threede, 6-7 thred, 7 threed, 7- thread
;
also

6- thrid. Pa. t. and pple. threaded ;
also 9

(arch.) thrid (pa. pple. thridden). [f. THREAD
sb. : independently in various senses.

The spelling thrid is still quite common in some of the

nansf. and fig. uses.)

1. trans. To pass one end of a thread through
the eye of (a needle) in order to use it in sewing ;

to furnish (a needle) with a thread ; also, to treat

(any perforated object) in the same way (as in

quot. 1607).
? a 1366 CHAUCER Rout. Rose 90 A sylvre nedle forth I

drougne, ..And gan this nedle threde anon. 1530 PALSGR.

755/2, I threde a nedell to sowe with,y<? enjile. 1570 LEVINS

iMtinip. 52/29 To Threede, acittn_filo inducere. 1607 TOP-
SELL Four-f, Beasts (1658) 307 Thread all the other rings
with the loose end of the

rop_e. 1676 C. HATTON in H. Corr.

(Camden) 124 Good for nothing but to sit in ladyes chambers
and thred their needles. 1709-10 STEELE Tatter No. 141
r 2 The Girl can scarce thread a Needle. 1840 HALIBURTOH
Letter Bag i. 14 He threaded my needle for me.

b. transf. To cause (something) to pass through

something else, as a thread through the eye of a
needle.

1851 MANTELL Petri/act. iii. 7. 341 The graphic simile

. . that the Plesiosaurus might be compared to a serpent
threaded through the shell of a turtle. 1894 H. GARDENFR
Unaff. Patriot 27 Nature built these mountains, and
threaded that little river over the stones. 1901 WATER-
HOUSE Conduit Wiring 3 Size of Conductors which can be
threaded through Simplex Conduits. 1902 Westm, Gaz.
28 Apr. 5/2 The [_fbot-]ball was . , threaded in and out among
the Southampton players.

o. fig. To pass through, make a hole through,
penetrate, pierce.
1670 PETTUS Fodinx Reg. 2 When the Miners by these

Shafts or Adits do strike or threed a Vein of any Metal
1896 Pall Mallyiag. May 12 Tom out here will have leave
to thrid you with bullets. 1899 B. CAPES Lady ofDark-
ness xvi, Thridding Ned's brain as they passed with a
receding sound like that made by pebbles hopping over ice.

2. To fix (anything) upon a string or wire that

passes through it; esp. to connect (a number of

things) by passing a thread through each, to string

together on or as on a thread. Alsoyfj.
1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Sunday v, The Sundaies of

mans life, Thredded together on times string. 1650 EARL
MONM. tr. Senault's Man bee. Guilty Ep. Ded., If you will
adde Charity enough, .to pardon the faults escaped in the

Presse, I shall thread it to the rest of my Obligations.
nl668 DAVENANT Song Wks. (1673) 321 Thy Teares to
Thrid instead of Pearle, On Bracelets of thy Hair. 1705
F. HAUKSBEE in Phil. Trans. XXIV. 2166 Amber. .beads,
about the bigness of small Nutmegs, and Threaded. 1809
SCOTT Let. 14 Sept., The sight of our beautiful mountains
and lakes.. [has] set me to threading verses together. 1867
F. FRANCIS Angling vii. (1880) 268 Threading the bait upon
the hook. 1874 SPURGEON Treas. David Ps. ciii. 3 He
selects a few of the choicest pearls.., threads them on the

string of memory. Mod. The girl was threading beads on
a string of catgut.

b. To make or embellish with or as with things
strung on or fastened together by a thread.
1796 MRS. M. ROBINSON Angelina I. 230 No blithesome

groups, thridding the roseate wreath, Or tripping in fantas-
tic measures by. 1877 S. LANIER TamfaRokins ii. I Will
. . thrid the heavenly orange-tree With orbits bright of
minstrelsy.
3. fig. To run or pass like a continuous thread

through the whole length or course of; to pervade.
1830 Examiner 485/2 The melody which threads the first

duet. 1858 Eclectic Rev. Ser. VI. III. 413 The burr of
which [consonants] . . thridding the open music of the vowel-
sounds. 1871 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tongue 259 One spirit
and purpose threads the whole, and gives a sort of unity.
1905 Westm. Gaz. 13 Oct. 1/3 A haunting mystical vision
ttiat always threaded my slumbers.

b. intr. for refi. To connect itself as by a thread.
"1848 R. W. HAMILTON flew, ff Punishm. ii. (1853) 78

It has been seen how thought can thrid with thought, and
feeling flow into feeling.
4. trans. To make one's way through (a narrow

place, a passage presenting difficulties or obstacles,
a forest, a crowd, or the like) ; to pass skilfully
through the intricacies or difficulties of. To thread
out, to pick out and follow, to trace (a path).
1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, v. v. 17 It is as hard to come, as for

350

a Camell To threil the posterne of a Needles eye. 1607

Cor III. i. 127 They would not thrcd the Gates 01619
Ft ETCHER ISonduca iv. ii, See where lie tlirids the thiukels.

1633 G HERBKRT Temple, Vanitic i, The licet Astronomer

can bore, And thred the spheres with his
quick-piercmg

Minde. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. xcvi. (1779) IV. 175 A
captain of the guards, who. .had threaded every station in

their community. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias i. VL T 3, I threaded

all the windings of this new labyrinth. 1832 LYTTON Eugcue
A. IV. x, Events thicken, and the maze is nearly thridden.

1863 GEO. ELIOT Rontela i, A labyrinth of narrow streets

. .rarely threaded by the stranger. 1866 DOHA GKEENWELL
Ess. 210 A land intersected and thridden by the channels of

benevolence.

b. To thread one's way, course, etc. in same sense.

1825 COLERIDGE A ids Reft. (1848) I. 323 He..thrids his

way through the odorous and flowering thickets into open

spots of greenery. 1868 E. EDWARDS Ralegh \. x. 179 He
. . proceeded to thread his course amidst the tortuous . .

channels. 1887 BOWEN SEneid n. 634;
I.. through foemen

and flames, by the goddess's grace Thnd my way.

o. intr. = b.

1660 F. BROOKE tr. Lf Blanc's Trav. 5 The other [stream]

..threds through the middle of the Town. 1871 JKNKIXSON
Guide Eng. Lakes (1879) 68 Bend to the left, .and thread in

an up-and-down course amongst the bare, rugged rocks.

1803 STEVENSON Catriona xi. 119, I..threaded through the

midst of it [the wood], and returned to the west selvage.
Ibid. xxii. 260 We thrid all the way among shoals.

t d. trans. To thread the difference : to trace

out or follow the narrow dividing line. 06s. rare.

1617 WREN Sera, at Whitehall TJ Feb. 15 The Epidemiall
propnanation of our times, that will thrid you a difference

now betwixt this feare and perfect worship.

5. intr. To move in a thread-like course or manner;
to flow in a slender stream ;

to creep, twine, wind.

1611, 1626 [see THREADING vbl. si.], a 1879 T. ORMOND in

Mod. Sc. Poets II. 356 Gracefully the ivy green Did round
the craprods thread.

6. trans. To weave as a thread into the texture

of something ; to interweave.

1853 ROCK Ch. ofFathers III. n. 25 These old 'tropes'
. . used to be twined and threaded into the words of the

daily service.

b. passive. To be penetrated, permeated, or

interspersed as with threads.

1861 DORA GREENWELL Poems 215 The thrice refined gold
Was thrid with baser clay. 1875 Lifer Human. 108 The
elements which, mixed and threaded with whatever imagin-
able alloy, go to make up man's moral nature. 1891 ZANG-
WILL Bachelor's Club 21 His tawny hair, too, began to be
threaded with silver.

1 7. To bring on or induce gradually, as by the

gentle drawing of a thread or line ; to lead on. Obi.

1709 WODROW Corr. (1842) I. 48 Our corruptions, and so
our desolation for a

season, are like to be threaded in gradu-
ally upon us. Ibid.bi Provided we be not gradually threaded
in to greater encroachments on the Church's rights this way.
1716 Ibid. II. 202 We are like to be threaded out of the
exercise of our power as to fasts and thanksgivings by the

Assembly.
8. To stretch threads across or over

; to inter-

sperse with threads so stretched.

1884 Chr. Commw. 20 Mar. 536/2 The devil's long lines of

temptation, with which the stream of life is so thickly
threaded. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 25 Feb. 2/3 Heavy spraying . .

and threading [fruit-trees].. he has found to be a failure.
Mod. I am obliged to thread my crocuses and polyanthuses
every spring to protect them from destructive birds.

9. To form a screw-thread on ; to furnish (a bolt
or the like) with a screw-thread.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Traile s.v. .9cri;,Threading is effected

by a saw which [etc.]. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2074/1
Screw-threading machine. 1888 HASLUCK Model Engirt,
llandybk. (1900) 46 The extreme end is threaded for a nut,
as shown in the section of cylinder. 1803 Brit. Jrnl.
Photagr. XL. 801 A hole is bored in the neck and threaded,
and the valve is screwed.. in.

Threadbare (bre-dbe-u), a . Also 5 Sc. thred
bar, (8 thread-bear), 5- thread(-)bare. [f.
THREAD sb. -t- BARE a.]
1. Of a garment, etc. : Having the nap worn off,

leaving bare the threads of the warp and woof;
worn to the thread

; shabby ; worn-out.
1362 LANGL. P. Pl.\. \. 113 But jif a lous coube lepe Icon

hit not I-leue Heo scholde wandre on bat walk hit was so
bred-bare. 1:1386 CHAUCER Prol. 260 He was nat lyk a
Cloystrer With a thredbare cope as is a poure scoler. c 1470HENRV Wallace vi. 449 Thi aid hud, becaus it is thred
bar. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. iv. 28 Thred-bare cote, and
cobled shoes, hee ware. 1693 BOWLES "Juvenal v. 193 Will
any Freedom here from you be born, Whose Clothes are
thread-bare? 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 42 T 2 Dresses and
Clothes that were thread-bare and decayed. 1814 W.
IRVING T. Trav. I. 196 Wit and coin are always doubted
with a thread-bare coat.

2._/f. Resembling a threadbare garment ; hence,
poorly furnished or provided ; meagre, scanty, poor,
beggarly; contemptible, 'sorry'.
CMI2 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1431 Som person is

so threde-bare of konnynge. 1462 MARG. PASTON in P.
Lett. II. 83 Yelverton is a good thredbare frend for yow.
c 1518 SKELTON Magnyf. 223 Welth and Wyt, I say, be so
threde bare worne. a 1550 Fane viald 1 luve 19 in Dunbar's
Poems (S.T.S.) 308 Sum strykis down a threid bair cheik.
1586 DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 44 With bad attire, and
thred-bare dyet, he liued with him a pretty season. 1676MARVELL Mr. Smirte 10 What Power they have, they will
not wear it thred bare. 1704 SWIFT T. Tub Introd r 25 A
conscience thread-tare and ragged with perpetual turning.

MfPvmLtcf. Daniel (1876) 438 We should often have
had but a threadbare history.

b. esp. Having lost its influence, freshness, or

THREADING.

force by much use ; trite from constant repetition ;

commonplace, stale, hackneyed.
1598 E. GILPIN Skial. (1878) 26 So long he hath vsde to

cry, oh rare, That now that phrase b growne thin S: tbreJ-
bare. 1657 J. WATTS Vina. Ch. Eng. 107 A trite, and
thredbare exception. 1746 CHESTER!-'. Lett. (1870) 23 The
trite, threadbare jokes of those who set up for wit without
having any. 1825 SCOTT Let. 29 Apr., If this quotation is

rather threadbare. 1891 MRS. OLIPHANT Jerusalem i. iv, 157
A strange sermon upon . . the fallacy of the hopes of men,
which is a threadbare subject.

3. Of persons: Wearing threadbare clothes;

shabby, seedy; hence, impecunious, hard up;
down-at-heel, out-at-elbows. Now rare or 06s.

1577 R. WRIGHTE in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. III. 75 He
shall not onley be thrid bare but ragged. 1628 EARLE [Micro-

cosm., Prison (Arb.) 82 Onely to be out at elbowes is in fashion

here, and a great Indecorum, not to be thredbare. 1672
SHADWELL Timon L Wks. 1720 II. 298 Honesty, Thou
foolish, slender, thread-bare, starving thing. 1713 STEELE
Englishm. No. 16. 108 You shall see him. .in close Whisper
with a thread-bare Philosopher. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool
o/Qual. (1809) IV. 136 [He] took the thread-bare Longfield
. .under the arm, and carried him away.
4. Comb.,m,threadbare-genteel((A. shabby-genteel).
I&49CLOUGH Amours de Voyage l. 130 Some Threadbnio

genteel relations.

Threa'dbareness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The
state or quality of being threadbare.

1530 PALSGR. 280/2 Threde bareness, denreur. ? c 1600
Distr. Emperor i. i. in Bullen O. PI. (1884) III. 169 Thou
that hast worne thy sclfe and a blewe coate To c quail
thryddbaceness. 1771 MACKENZIE Man Feel. xxi. (1886) 60
His look.. spoke of the sleekness of folly and the threadbare-
ness of wisdom. 1870 LOWELL Among my libs. Ser. i. (1873)
355 A little threadbareness in the similes.

So Threadba'rity nonce-wd. ,
in same sense.

1892 BESANT Ivory Gate 69 The rags and duds and
threadbarity too often enter largely into the picturesque.
Threaded (bre-ded), ///. a.

[f.
THREAD v.

(and so.) + -ED.]
1. Furnished with a thread (as a needle) ; strung
on or as on a thread (as beads) ; interlaced, twined

;

consisting of or ornamented with threads.

1541 COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Chirnrg. L iij, In puttyng
threded nedles in to theym [wounds]. 1758 J . S. Le Dran's
Obscrv. Surg. (1771) 274, I supported the Compress with a
threaded Dossil. iSai Sporting Mag. VIII. 262 She [a
mare] had large corns on each foot, one of which was what
is termed a threaded corn. 1821 JOANNA BAILI.IE Wallace
liv, Tissue of threaded gems is worn. 1856 BRYANT West
Wind i, And hear the breezes of the West Among the
threaded foliage sigh. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. iv. xxx,
Standing with her arms thrust down and her fingers threaded.

1904 FARRER Card. Asia viii. 74 A threaded chain of lakes.

2. Having or furnished with a screw-thread.

1844 Civil Eng. fy Arch. Jrnl. VII. 153/2 On approaching
the farther or opposite end they are made irregular, com-
monly called ( drunken threaded '. 1884 C. G. W. LOCK
Workshop Receipts Ser. III. 288/1 The shank and threaded

part of the tap. 1898 Cycling 49 Working upon the threaded
end of the axle.

3. [f. THREAD rf.] As the second element in

parasynthetic combinations, as bare-, gold-, grej-,
small-threaded.
1616 J. DEACON Tobacco Tortured 66 They make.. well

bred Gentelmen, but bare thredded Yeomen. 1617 MINSIIEU
I'oc. Hisp. Lat., Aranuelo,. .a small threaded net to catch
birds. 1896 Godey's Mag. Feb. 2 11/2 Long opera wraps, .of

gold-threaded brocade.

Threaden. (bre-d'n), a. Now arch, or dial.

Forms : see THREAD sb.
; (also 5 therdyn). [f.

THREAD sb. + -BN *.] Composed or made of thread ;

spec, made of linen thread.

ci4oo Land Troy Bk. 8351, I ?eue not a threden lace Off

thyn euel wil and thi manace 1 1499 Croscombe Churchtv.
Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 23 A therdyn cerchewe. 1590 LODGE
Euphues' Gold. Leg. 596, A dosen of new thredden points of

medley coulour. 1594 WILLOBIE Avisa (1880) 76 Not worth
in proofe a threden poynt. 1610 B. JONSON Alch. l. i, A thin

thredden cloake. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 224/1 They
went always covered with Threaden Caps or Hoods. 1780
WARNER Let. 24 Aug.. in Jesse Selwyn *r Conlemf. (1844)
IV. 366 Of his threaden sails [he] has made wings to our

riches wherewith to flyaway, a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia
s.v., Within our memory 'threaden stockings' were an
article of Sunday apparel for village servants and appren-
tices. 1870 ROCK Text. Fabr. Introd. v. 127 Very fine

threaden cloths.. for liturgical purposes.

Threader (bre'daa). Also 5 thredere, 9
thredder. [f.

THREAD v. + -EH 1
.] One who or

that which threads ; spec. a. a person employed to

keep the shuttles threaded in weaving ; b. a bodkin

for threading tape or ribbon through interstices in

a garment or the like ; see also quot. 1877.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode iv. Iviii. (1869) 204 Mymooder

Chan tee was cordere and thredere [Fr. fillaciere\. 1877
KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Threader, a device for guiding the

thread into the eye ofa needle. See Needle-threader. 1908

Daily News i Aug. 5/1 He went, at the age of ten, into a

lace mill, where he advanced from the position of a 'jacker
off' to that of a ' thredder'. 1911 Ibid. 3 May 8 Inspecting
automatic threaders and inquiring into their adaptability.

Threa'diness. rare. [f. THREADY + -KESS.]

The quality of being thready ;
in quot., stringiness.

1425 tr. Ardentc's Treat. Fistula 82 Arsenic & auripig-

mentbene bo[>e one,.. but auripigment is . . more disesy for

to grynde for his bredinez. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Threa'ding, vbl. sb. [f. THREAD v. + -ING i.]

The action of the verb THREAD in various senses ;

an instance of this.



THREADISH.

Sponges Sf. Toi,r( 1893)118 The collar. .exhibited all the
stltchings anil thrcadings incident to that department of the
garment. 1887 E. GURNEY Tertium Quid II. 45 Accurate
thriddmg of labyrinthine things. 1889 fall Mall G
25 Nov. 7/1 The machine which does the threading [of
screws] is complicated anil slow. 1908 R. \V. CHAMBERS
Firing Line xxvm, Another woman awoke to take up the
ravelled thieadmgs of her life again
tThrea-dlsh, a. 06s. ran- 1

, [f. THREAD s6
+ -ISH I.] Resembling a thread

; thread-like.

i"
S'?r

I
'i

VTF'
.
Dodoe"s " " M7 The roote is tender & of

threddish strings.

Threa'd-lace. Lace made of linen or cotton
thread as distinguished from silk lace.

be imported in a less quantity than 12 yards, unless of the
value ofj2 per yard or upwards. 1861 GEO. ELIOT SilasM
i, Great ladies, clothed in silk and thread-lace.
Threadle (J>re-d'l), v. dial. Also 9 threddlo,

thriddle.
[f. THREAD sl>. + -LE 3.]

= THREAD v.
1746 VtomxR* Art Angling (.i&y$ 52 Threadle this gud.

scon. 1767 J. BICKEHSTAFFE Loot in City i. ii, Here
I

bridle my needle. 1881 Isle of Wight Glass., Thrcadic,
to thread i to string. 1887 BOWEN sEncid u. 454 A passage
adjoined Ihnddling the inner palace. 1888 Berks. Class
s.v., To'threddlc'a needle is to pass thread through the
eye of it ready for sewing.

Threadless (j>re-dl,''s), a. [f. as prec. + -LESS.]
1. Without a thread; having no thread; un-

threaded.
i8a Blactw. Mag. XII. 711 Threadless, knotless, endless,

useless mysteries, tragedies, and dramas. 1866 T. URUCE
Summer Queen 14 Fancy lost in threadless maze Was
running to and fro.

2. Having no screw-thread.
1886 Cyclist 4 Aug. 1081/1 It [a bicycle].. is made with
larke s patent threadless spokes.
Threadlet (pre-dlet). [f. as prec. + -LET.] A

minute thread
; a slender filament.

1881 J. PARKER in Homil. Mag. (N. Y.) May 450 By
what thrcadlets is he lifted up ? 1887 C. L. MORGAN Anim.
l',,al. 111. 29 A delicate dark thread, from which minute
threadlets pass off.

Thread-like (Jwdlsflc),*, [f. as prcc. + -LIKE ]
Like a thread

; also, like that of a thread.
1774 MRS. DEI.ANY in Life Sf Corr. Ser. u. (1862) II. 47 A

little brassish, copperish, goldish thread-like stuff adhering
to a bit of slate or coal. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick XVIL 50 The
stream's perpetual flow., with its..Dimples and thread-like
motions infinite. 1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 604/1 Cellu-
lar tissue formed of white thread-like filaments. 1901
Scribner's Mag. XXIX. 433/2 Ridges over which the white
tracks wind, thread-like, toward the hazy rim of mountains.

b. Of the pulse : = THKEADY 4.
1*1820 in Good's Study Med. (1829) II. 612 Difficulty of

swallowing ; thread-like pulse. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Mod.
II. 818 The heart'saction becomes extremely feeble, and the

pulse threadlike and uncountable. Ibid. IV. 389 It may be
found that a pulsation of thread-like smallness will pass in

spite of almost any pressure which the finger can apply.

f Tki-ea'dmeal, adv. Obs. rare. f. as prec. +

-HEAL.] Thread by thread.

1565 COOPER Thesaurus, Filatim, . .threade meale: threade

by threade. lbid.s.v.Distraho,Filatimdistra/li,to\*f)\i\\e&
a sunder threadmeale.

Threa-d-nee-dle. Also thread-the-needle
;

threadthe(my)needle-eye,mygrandmother's,
the tailor's needle ; dial, grancly needles, [f.

THREAD v. + NEEDLE.]
1. A children's game, in which, all joining hands,

the player at one end of the string passes between
the last two at the other end, the rest following.
1751 Advent. G. Edwards 140 (Halliwelt) Eight people.,

joining hands like children at thread-needle. 1797-1805
S. & HT. LEE Canterb. T. III. 450 Children . . playing thread

my grandmother's needle. 1835-7 HONE Everyday Bk. I.

692 The prettiest sight . . was a game at
* Thread my needle ',

played by about adozen lasses. 1856 Miss MULOCK J. Halt,

fax xxv, From top to bottom, the young men and women
were running in a long

' Thread-the-needle '.

2. Thread the needle, as verb phrase : (<z) in

dancing, denoting the movement in which the lady

passes under her partner's arm, their hands being

joined ; (b) to pass in and out in a winding course ;

(c] in shooting : see qnot. 1895
2

.

1844 DICKENS Christmas Carol ii, Advance and retire,

both hands to your partner, bow and curtsey, corkscrew,
thread-the-needle, and back again to your place. 1895

Daily News 12 June 7/2 The toiling oarsman..might then

have to
' thread the needle '(inshore for the boat, outside for

the punt, close astern). 1895 Funk's Standard Diet. s. v.,

To tkrcad the needle (Western U.S.), to fire a rifle-ball

through an auger-hole barely large enough to allow the ball

to pass without enlarging the hole.

Threa'd-pa :

per. A strip of thin soft paper
folded in creases so as to form separate divisions

for different skeins of thread ; the paper so folded

forming a long and narrow strip.

1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy III. xli. What is become of my
wife's thread-paper? 1796 MME. D'ARBLAY Camilla II. 404

[She] had lost the thread-paper from which she was to mend
her gown. 1880 Plain Hints Needlework 57 It should be

cut at each end of the skein and folded securely into a
' thread paper '.

b. fig. A person of slender or thin figure.

851

iti4 Miss MiTFOnn Village Ser. i. 153 So tall and so
'""Pi ^nt in the middle a thrwd-UUMr, six fret high !

.833 MARRYAT /'. Simple xxix, If the common sailors erc
..Mich little thread.papers as you. 1881 HUXLKY in Life
(1900) II. n. 35, I was a thread paper cf a boy myself.

C. attrib. Having the attributes of a thread-
paper ; long and narrow slender, attenuated

; limp,
feeble, flimsy.
'74-7 MRS. DELASY in Life >, Corr. (1861) 1 1. 450, 1 expectsoon to see the other extreme of thread-paper heads and no

hoops, and from appearing like so many blown bladders wr
shall look like so many bodkins stalking about. 1803 .\ .,/
Lfiron. X. 510 Bonaparte's thread paper flotilla. 1881 I'
F ITZGBRALD Rccreat. Lit. Man (1883) T86 (Landing from a

:>merJSingers,actresses,ladksofqu.-,lily, 1
.,

queens, all reducedtothccommon tine ...l-p.,,,,., 1,-vel. 1884
STEVENSON New Arab. Nts. 308 She was', tbnudom
creature.

Threadworm Ore-dwojm). A worm of thread-
like form, as the GUINEA WORM, HAIB-WOHM, etc. ;

csp. the pin-worm, Oxyuris (Ascaris) veniinularis,
parasitic in the human rectum, chiefly in children.
i8ojI!mGi.EY/!;OT./JY<7f.(i8i3)III.4coTheIndian thread,

worm, or guinea.worm, . . enters the naked feet of the slaves.
1821-34 Good's Study Med. (cd. 4) I. 274 The head of the
thread-worm is subulate, nodose, and divided into three
vesicles. 1879 WRIGHT Anim. Life 582 The Thread Worm
(Gurdius aguaticMs) is viviparous, and the young differ in
form from the mother. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 512
[Eczema] may follow the irritation of thread worms.

Thready (fre-di), a. [f. THREAD sb. + -T.]
1 1. Full of or covered with thread. Obs.
'594 WILLOBIE Avisa 37 b, When threedy spindle full was
-wn. 1757 DYER Fleece in. 135 The thready shuttle glides

fig the lines.

2. Of thread-like texture; composed of fine fibres ;

stringy, fibrous.

1413 [implied in THREADINESS]. 1715 tr. Pancirollus'
Rerum Mem. I. i. iv. 12 Its threaddy Sulistance may be

THREAP.

gro
aloni

bark [of the mulberry tree] . . is rough, thick, thready, and fit

for being made into ropes. 1809 tr. Landfs Deter. Ferae
fsl. (1810) 141 Compact, thready, or radiant zeolite. 1816
CARLVLE Early Lett. (1886) II. 350 Abundance of grand
thready peats.

b. Of liquid : Forming strings; viscid, ropy.
J733 Ordinary of Newgate No. i Advt., Urine.. foul,

slimy, thready. 1846 G. E. DAY U.Simons Anim. Chem.
II. 182 The mucus will become very tough, and almost
thready. 1897 Allhitfs Syst. Med. IV. 435 [The fluid of a
pyonephrosis] is more or less thready and glairy.

o. Of a plant : Bearing thread-like fibres or parts;
filamentous, hairy. rare~ '.

1804 CHARLOTTE SMITH Conversations, etc. II. Notes 204
Thready Yucca, an Aloe, I believe.

d. Having thread-like markings ; veined.
ifioi HOLLAND Pliny (1634) I. 493 loyners doe chuse the

mistresse threadie grain that is most streight.

e. Threadbare ; showing the threads.

1910 Nation 15 Jan. 639/2 The envelope fluttered to the

thready carpet.

3. Of the nature of, consisting of, or resembling
a thread or a mass of loose threads ; thread-like,
hair-like ; of a root: fibrous.

1507 GERARDE Herbal i. ii. 4. 3 The roote is threddie. i6i
T. GRANGER Comnt. Eccles. xii. 6. 325 The small and threddie
rootes of a tree. 1671 MARTEN Voy. Spitzbergen in Ace.
Sev. Late Voy. n. (1694) 92 Her Feathers are thready or

hairy. 1698 J. PETIVER in Phil. Trans. XX. 405 Its Style
is thready, and about an Inch long. 1733 W. ELLIS Chiltern

*r Vale Farm. 231 Here it will twist and fasten its thready
Entanglements to them almost from top to bottom. 1879
G. MACDONALD Sir Gibbie i, Her black hair.. would have
revealed a thready glitter of grey. 1881 Castle Warlock
xxviii, Many a thready weed.

4. Of the pulse: see qnot 1899.
'753 N. TORRIANO Gangr. Sore Throat 100 A frequent,

and very thready Pulse. 1764 Phil. Trans. LIV. 239 His

pulse was too quick, .and withall low and thready. 1860 i

FLOR. NIGHTINGALE Nursing 80 The pulse becomes
quick,

perhaps 130, and so thready, it is not like a pulse at all, but
like a string vibrating just underneath the skin. 1897 All-
butt's Syst. Med. III. 621 The pulse becomes small, sharp,

wiry or thready. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex., Thready fulst,
a small, scarcely perceptible pulse found in the terminal

stages of fatal diseases.

6. Of the voice, etc. : Dry and thin
; wanting in

fullness. (Cf. THREAD sb. 4 b.)
1860 All Year Round No. 41. 344 Incapable of knowing

how exceedingly high he is pitching his thready old voice.

1874 LISLE CARR Jud. G-wytine I. iii. 02 Sickly pianos and
thready harps. 1909 Miss HROUGHTON Lavinia(<M. Tauchn.)
235 A fuller sound in the thready voice.

Threap ()f"p)> & Now Sc. and north, dial.

Forms : 3-4 prep, 4-5 J>repe, threp, 4-6 threpe,
6 threip, threype, 7 threape, 8-9 threep, 8-

threap. [f. THREAP v.}

1. The action of threaping ; contradiction, con-

tention, argument, discussion; controversy, dispute;

strife, quarrel, contest.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13310 (Cott.) Wit-vten threp \GStt. ani

threpe] or strijf. Ibid. 27609 O pride bicums throues o

thrett, Hething, threp [v. r. brepe], and athes grett, 13..
E. E. Allit. P. B. ^50 Enter in>enne..& naf H wyf wlth

be, py bre sunez with-outen brep & her bre wynv. c 1400
Destr. Troy 5246 pai hade no strenght to wilhstonde be

striff ofbe pepull, pat were bro men in threpe. 1418 26 Pol.

Poems xiv. 78 Stryf wib comons, threp, and thro, To hrynge
bat in amendement. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I.

37 We sail mak threip }it or we ar ouirthrawin. 1794 Har'st

2. An act of threaping; a contradictive or per-
tinacious assertion ; a huitile charge or accusation
1538 CKOMK ILL in Mc.rinian Life .y /.

i^f!'oco"''ucr '"'}'* ''"Owde worde., to vannuuh,
lipture. t

'

. Sel. iiicg. (1847) fl. 2,4 L

&s'r,Ti!i2bST^^
:,l.mt,..That on my side the bargain did',,LYLEy.--

C7/.XV.XV.(,8j,)VI.,,g
I

that he would have it finished. 1897 SHAITH Fitrcekeart
67 The threep was fause, an he. .got a thra
a deed he didna dae.

b. 1'lir. To keep (lo) one's threap.
1758 MRS. CALDIIWOOO Jrnl. (1884) 318 Kocnoraxiac kcr

to
keep to her threap. 1818 Scon /!r Lota,

Lady Ashton.. will, as Scotchmen say, keep her thraep.
f3. Reproof, rebuke. (Cf.TaBEApi/. i.) Obs.rare.
1636 JAMES Her Lane. 276, I leaue thy heape Of bloodie

crimes to God's revendgc and threape.
4. Comb, threap-ground, threap-land (, land

ofdisputed ownership, debatable land
; spec, applied

to the Debatable Lands of the Ilorder.

l*y)Regislr. Abtrdon. (Mail!.) I. 26 Super quadam terra
que diccbatur threpland inter terrain de Boadynfflon et
lerram de Newton. 1449 in Rymer Fordera XI. 245/!

arising by occasion of certein Kiounds U|n Ihe froiiii. is m
the east marches, commonly called the llire.tp.kiml, or de.
batable. 1815 E. MACKENZIE Hist. NorlhumbU. II. 957A long tract of land . . which was formerly Debateable I jn.l,
or Threap Ground; but which, in .552, was divi-l-.l \,y
agreement between the proper oniccrs of lioth nations. 1858
UENHAM Folk-Lm 55 (E.D.IJ.) Part of Wooler Comm.i u
still undivided, owing lo disputes respecting it. It b called

Threap-ground. 1894 HKSLOF Northumtld. Gloss., Thrt/>-
lands. Thread-ground,.. \anA the ownership of which is

disputed.

Threap (trip), v. Now St. and north, dial.
Forms : i Vreapian, 3 preape, (flrm.) pnepenn,
3-5 prepe, 3-7 threpe, 4-6 threppe, (4-5 fa. I.

prappit, breppit), 5-6 threip, 6 thraip, 6-7
threape, 6-9 threep, 6- threap. [OE. )>rtapian
to rebuke, reprehend : of uncertain history.]
1. trans. To rebuke, reprove, chide, scold, blame.
c8o7 K. ^ELFRED Gregory's Past. C. xxi. 165 Donne he lo

suioe & to Scarllice dreapian wile his hieremenn. a 1300
E. E. Psalter\c\u[\], lo pat vndretakes genge, nogbt threpc
mon, pat leres man wisedome to kun? 158* STANYHUKST
Mneis IV. (Arb.) 106 Let not mee falslyc be threpped. iBi
SHADWBLL Lane. Witches v. 71 Who thrcpcd and tbre|ied,
and aw to bccaw'd me. 1787 GROSS Proainc. Gloss., Threat,
or Threaten, to blame, rebuke, reprove, or chide. 1877 N. W.
Line. Gloss, s. v., 1 wen't be threp by a bairn like Ihoa
1879 CLOUGH B. Bresskittle 14 (E.D.O.) 'Hi' owd lass.,

threap'd me foinly.

t b. 7i? threap (a person) with kindness = lo

threap kindness upon : see 4 b. Obs.

5*7 JEWEL Let. to Harding in Dtf. Afol. Rrrj b, Yee
threape her Maiestie fondely with kindenesse.

2. intr. To contend in words ;
to inveigh against ;

to argue, dispute ; to quarrel, bicker, disagree ; to

wrangle about terms, haggle.
ciaoo ORMIN 5744 Ace himm birrb bnepenn an wibb

skill Onnycness allc sinness. 1303 R. BRI:NNK tltin.il.

Synne 4352 Whan ^e a)ens be precnur brcpe. Ibid. 6065
A^cns mokerers wyl y brepe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2152 Than
. .priam . . ponket horn broly, brappit no tengur. Ibid. 12235
He broly with brong wil (>reppit agayn. e 1*75 Rauf
Coilyar 79 Thank me not ouir airlie, for drcid that we
threip. 153$ STEWART Cron. Scot. (Roils) III. 454 The erle

of Craufurd that same tyme and he,..Regouth to ihnrip
quha than that war best peiris. 15.. Ballad, Take thy a/,1

cloak about thee 67 It's not for a man with a woman to

threape Unless he first gave oer the plea. 1755 JOHNSON,
To Threap, a country word denoting to argue much or
contend. 1847 C. BRONTE y. Eyre xxix, They were so

agreeable with each other never fell out nor '

threaped '.

1871 [see THREAPING vbl. sb.\ 1873 LVTTON Parisians ix.

iii, Threep and argue as we may.

fb. intr. To fight, struggle, strive, contend. Obs.

13 . . Gaw. ff Gr. Knt. 504 Bot benne be weder of be worlde

wyth wyntcr hit brepez. 'In 1400 Morte Arth. 930 Of the

nyghtgale notez the noisez was swette. They threpide wyth
the throstilles, thre hundreth at ones i c 1409 Destr. Troy
2003 pre dayes broly bai brappit with stormys. fbid. 10008

Mony thoehtes full pro brappit in his hert. Ibid. .2134 In

bronze and in braldom prepe with be werld.

3. trans, (usu. with obj. cl.) To persist in assert-

ing (something contradicted or doubted); to affirm

positively or pertinaciously ;
to maintain obstinately

or aggressively.
c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prol. + T. 273 Sol gold b and

Luna situer we threpe. c 1475 Rauf Coilyar 199 Thay
threip that I thring doun of the fattest. 1509 FISHER Wts.

(1876) 299 Some other threpe that he hathe forgoten thcym.

1656 BLOUNT Glossoer., Thrtfe,. .toaffinne positively, or to

face one down with confidence ; still used in the North.

1718 RAMSAV Cameleon 26, 1 say he's blue ; He threaps, he's

green : now what say you ? a 1774 FUCUSSON Drink Eel.

Poems (1845) 53 Will ye your breedin' thrcep ye mongrel
loun 1 1816 Scorr Antta. xxiv, He threeps the castle and

lands are his ain as his mother's eldest son. 1887 P. M'Nm L

Blawcarie 50 A group o' miners.. threepit doon my throat

that the grave . . was only about four feet deep.



THHEAPEU.

b. To Ihreap (a person) out of: to move or do

(him) out of (something) by persistent assertion.

1677 GILPIN Deitwnol. (1867) 168 Thus are men threaped
out of their own persuasions. 1885 J. HARTLEY Clock Aim.

40 (Yorks.) (E.D.D.) Shoo tried to threap me aght on it.

o. with inf. To insist on or persist in doing

something, rare- 1
.

1827 SCOTT Surg. Dau. i, She threeps to keep on a bhck
fause-face, and skirls if we offer to take it away.
4. To threap (something) upon (a person) : f a.

To impose (an assertion) upon ; to lead or try to

lead one to believe by persistent assertion. Obs.

ct^ifl Alphabet of Tales 482 When his servandis wolcle

eatt any glide meate, bat wolde threpe vppon hym at he
was seke. 1530 PAI.SOR. 755/2, I threpe a mater upon one,
1 beare one in hande that he hath doone or saide a thing
a mysse...This terme is. .farre northren. He wolde threpe

upon me that I have his penne. 1608 HIERON -2nd Pt. Def.
Ministers' Retis. Refusal Subscription 72 Slaundring the

Ministers and threaping one and the same..slaunder vpon
them.

t b. To impute, attribute, ascribe (something)
to a person. To threap kindness or love upon (also

of} : to attribute kindness, etc. to
;
to give (one)

credit for love or goodwill, to urge to the exercise

of kindness. (See also I b.) Obs.

1559 BERCHER Nobylytye Wytnen (1904) 104 Indede..you
threape kindenes vppon me, and surely.. I can welt a way
wih vor

piayse. 1579 W. WILKINSON Confut. Familye of
Loue 65 It is but a vayne kyndnes, which Theophilus in

this place threapeth on God. 1589 R. BRUCE Serm. (1843)
129 Thou suld threep kindness of him. 1596 NASHE Sajffron
Ivalden 152 The baudie rymes he threapes vpon me. a 1603
T. CARTWRIGHT Confut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 231 You do but

threap kindnesse of the Hereticks, as you call them ; for

they acknowledge no such miracles to be done by your
reliques. 1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche v. ccxxvii, Behold how
gross a Ly of Ugliness They on my face have threaped.
1660 DlCKSON Writings (1845) I. 42 If any wilt threap love

upon God, they shall not be disappointed. 1730 T.
BOSTON Serm. Song of Sol. it. 77 Wks. 1855 V. 552 ft will

make men very peremptory for Christ, that they will not
take a refusal, to threap kindness on him and special
interest in him.

c. To thrust, obtrude, press (something) upon
a person ; to urge upon him acceptance of or

acquiescence in.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xviii. 3 If Sathan threpe any
feare uppon us, it may be kept farre of from enterance.
1600 C. NESSE O. * N. Test. I. 68 Araunah had a princely
spirit . . but generous David threaps upon him fifty shekels.
1816 SCOTT Antiq. xv, Monkbarns had threepit on them I

to gang in till 't to see the wark o' the monks lang syne. !

1860 'UUIDA' Puck xlii, Look'ee here 1 These arena goods
to threap.

5. To threap down : to put down or silence by
vehement or pertinacious assertion ; also, with

i

double object (sb. and clause), to threap (a person)
down (that . . .) : to try to force a statement upon
(a person) by strength of assertion or insistent

reiteration.

1599 NASHE Lenten Stnffc (1871) 51 Bolingbroke,..at his

removing . . into banishment, as Father Froissart threaps
down, was accompanied with forty-thousand men, women,
and children weeping. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk * Selv. 83 :

You may as well threap one down, that a ghost is heavier
or lighter, colder or hotter, . . whiter or blacker than a body.
1841 R. W. HAMILTON Nugx Lit. 340 A man will say of a
clamorous talker, he did not convince me, but he threaped
me down. 1877 LEIGH Cheshire Gloss, s. v., He thraped I

me down it were noine, but I knowed it were a dozen.
Hence Threa'ping vbl. sb. and ppl.a. ; Threa'per,

one who '

threaps' or persistently asserts.

ctyj K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xxi. 167 sif him mon
to unjemetlice mid Saere Oreapunga oferfyljS. 13.. E. E.
Allit. P. B. 183 For beft, & for brepyng, vnbonk may mon
haue. 1400 Destr. Troy 10847 A thowsaund full j>ro, I

brepand in wer. 1440 York Myst. xl. 105 Thei thraste
|

hym full thraly, ban was ber no threpyng. c 1460 Tcmme-
ley Myst. xxviii. 19 Do way youre threpyng ! are ye wode?
1785 [W. HUTTON] Bran New Wark 38 Naa brawling or
threaping is heard. 1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny Gibb i,

Johnny offered 'sax poun
1

.. after much '

threepin
'

as his
ultimatum. 1871 P. H. WADDELL Ps. xxxv. u Thar raise
amang them threepers o

1

ill. 1899 Leeds Merc., Stiff I. 18
Feb. (E.D.D.), Ah niver knew sicn a threaper as thee.

Threa-perv'. Otis.exc.di'at. [app.f. THREAP v.
+ -EN 5

; but, in sense i, perh. for threaten.']
tl. To threaten (trans, and intr.}. Obs.
1340 Ayenb. 84 Natt ne habbeb more of myjte aye uirtues

kueade mysfalles and zor^es ne al bet fortune may breapnyand do: more banne ber byeb dropen of rayn ine j>e ze.
Ibid. 07. Ibid. 162 Hardyesse uor to bolie alle be knead-
nesse bet be wordle may breapni. 1559 BERCHER Nobylytye
Wymen (1904) 128 Yf they be threpned [It. se sono mi.
nacciate} they langwyshe, yf they be cheryshed they be
prowde.
2. To blame, rebuke, chide, reprove : =

prec. i .

a 1667 SKINNER Etymologicon (1671), To Threap or Threap,
en, vox agro Line, usiiatissima, ab AS. Breapian, Redar.
fuere,vel Drafian, Urgere. 1691 RAY N. C. Words, Threap,
Threapen, to blame, rebuke, reprove, chide. 1904 Eng. Dial,
Diet. (E. Yorks.), Threaten, to reprove, rebuke, chide.
Hence Threa-pening vbl. sb.

arere. Ibid. 66 Efterward zuo comeb be breapnynges and
begjnneb

be medles and be werres.

Tlireat (fret), sb. Forms: 1-3 breat, (r
reot(t, reatt), 2 preatt, 3 breet, 3-4 brat, 4

fret, thrett, 4-5 bret(e, thret(e, 6 thrette, 6-

352

threat. [OE. pi-fat masc. (With sense 2 cf. ON.

praut fem. struggle, labour, trouble) : OTeut.

*prauto*, -a, from ablaut-series *preut-, praut-,

prut- (cf. OE. prfotan to trouble, weary, Goth.

us-friutan to trouble, threaten, OHG. ir-Jrio^an,
MHG. ver-driozen, Get. ver-drieszen, Dn. ver-

drieten to trouble, vex; cf. L. trudlre to press,

thrust). Sense I has the same form as 2 in OE.
and early ME., and is commonly considered the

same word ; it appears to go back, like
'

throng
'

and 'press (of people)', to the radical sense 'to

press '.]

I. 11. A throng, press, crowd, multitude of

people; a troop, band, body of men. Obs.

Beowulf 2406 Se was on Sam Create breotteoSa secg.
aSooCYNEWUl.F A7<r^329 Hio. -prungon. .onbreate. 950
Lindisf. Gosp, Mark ili. 32 ^esxtt ymb hine dreat [^975
Rushiv. G. de Sreatt, L. tnrba\ Ibid. viii. 2 Ic milsa ofer

oreat \R, oreott], 1205 LAY. 9791 Riden lit to-some. .britti

j

busend be jraet wes ha mare. Ibid. 26294 Hit is Teole jere

pat heore prffittes [c 1*75 bretesjcomen here,

II. 1 2. Painful pressure, oppression, compul-
sion; vexation, torment; affliction, distress, misery ;

danger, peril. Obs.

19 Hie seobban ealle worlde wean & ealle br

oforhoxodan. c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 61 Listed nu wich
breat dauid setted uppen us bute [we] lesten ure bihese.

13. . E. E. Allit. /'. B. 55 penne brat moste I bole, c 1330
R. BRUNNE Chron. Prol. (1810) p.xcviii, With mykelle wo,ln
sclaundire, in threte & in thro. 13.. Minor Poems fr.
I'ernon MS. xliv. 36 And bretes bo beob vuele bre, ffurst

and hunger and besternesse. c 1450 LOVELICH Grail xiii.

606 They wenden han put him to gret thret.

3. A denunciation to a person of ill to befall him ;

esp. a declaration of hostile determination or of

loss, pain, punishment, or damage to be inflicted in
retribution for or conditionally upon some course ;

a menace. Also fig. an indication of impending
evil.

The radical sense appears to be '

pressure applied to the
will by declaration of the harm that will follow non-com-
pliance '. It is thus indirect compulsion.
1 1 is doubtful whether quots. c i ooo belong here or to sense 2.

c 1000 /KLM<IC Saints' Lives xxv. 220 Ac mathathias nolde

..godesaeforgsejan for his [the king's] grumlican Sreate.
Il'i<i. xxviit. 105 Da haebenan . . heton nine secgan mid
swytSticum breate hweber he cristen waere. ritoo Vices $
Virt. 87 Ooerhwile cumeS mani^e bohtes of godes breatt of
helle pines, a 1250 Owl ff Night. 58 Ne recche ich nouht
of bine brete. c 1315 Song of Yesterday 148 in E. E. P.
(1862) 137 Jif bi neijebor be manas Ober to culle ober to
bete.. bon wold drede ki neijebores (>rete. 1516 Pilgr.
Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 14 b, Wherby he myght scape the
menasses and threttes of god. 1601 SHAKS. Jnl. C. iv. iii.

66 There is no terror Cassius in your threats. 1750 GRAY
Elegy 62 The threats of pain and ruin to

despise. 1874
GREEN Short Hist. vii. i. 348 He met the hostility of the
nobles with a threat which marked his power. 1884
Maitch.Exam.\9 Feb. 5/4 Clouds full of the threat of rain.

Threat ()>ret), v. arch, and dial. Forms : see
below. [OE. priatian weak vb., pa. t. priatode,
f. frtat, THBEAT sb. :-OTeut. type *prautSjan.'\
A. Illustration of Forms.

1. Pres. stem. o. i preatian, 3 -en, -In, bretie(n,
preeten, breat, 3-5 brete, 5 breete, 5-6 threte,
6 threete, 6-7 threate, 6- threat.
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxvii. i i [>a..breatia5 eal

'

moncynn mid hiora brymme. a 1x5 Leg. Kath. 623 Meham walde breatin & leaden unlaheliche. a 1x15 Juliana
13 Nulle ich be her onont breate se bu breate fauhe ne '

beien. a 1250 Owl >, Night. 1600 Me myd stone & lugge
breleb. 1483 Cath. Angl. 385/2 To Threte, minari. 1530
PALSGR. 755/2, 1 threete, or I thretten one to do hym harme,
je tnenasse. 1600 Threat [see B. 5).

P. 4-6 thret, thrette, 4-7 thrett.

13.. Cursor M. 18247 Nu bai thrett [z. r. thret] vs sare.
Ibid. 19181 par-for sal we thret bam herd, c 137$ Sc. Leg.
Saints xlii. (Agatha) 147 Gyf be

fyre bu threttis me. 1513
LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. clx. 194 Whan ye be at Parys..ye
do thret thenglysshmen. a 1533 Gold. Bk. M. Aurel
(1546) Ggiij b, She. .thretteth them that be absent.

7. 3 brattien, -en.
c IMS LAV. 20341 SwiSe heo gunnen brattien [c 1275

bretie] Ar3ur bene king. Ibid. 18738 prattest (see B. 4 a).

2. Past tense, a. I th-, preatade, -ode, 2 -ede,
3 preated, greeted, bret-, brastt-, prettede, 4
breted, 5-6 thretid, 6- threated.
cm-c looo [see B. i]. <r 1160 [see B. 2). c 1105 LAY. 504
Pe king braeted [c 1173 bre'ede] Brutun. Ibid. 27131 Summe
t>raetteden [cn75 brettede] heore ueond. c 1150 Dreated
[see B. 3! 13.. Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. liv. 33Harde bei breted me in her bou;t. 1:1440 Thretid [see
B. 3]. a 1519 SKELTON Wofully Araid 13 The lewis me
thretid. 1673WOOD Life 14 July(O.H.S.) II. 266, 1 threated
to geld the translator.

0- 3-4 prette, 4 pret, 4-5 thrett, 4-6 thret,
thrette, 5 threte, (thred).
eiigo Drette, 1300 brette [see B. 5]. 13.. Cursor M.

10603 Saulus . . thrett [v. rr. Drette. bret) All be cristen.
CI330 R. BRUNNK Chron. (1810) 44 pe corsaynt & be kirke
he thrette for to brennyng. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 10493He chased the Troiens & thret. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales
81 And ban he thred hur. c 1440 Generydes 500 She threte
hym sore. 1513 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccclxxxiii. 645 They
thret them of London.

7. 2-4 bratte, 4 brat, 5 thrat(t, 5-6 thratte,
o thrate.

THBEAT.
c iioo ORMIN 15514 He bratte stirne windosa^ & itt warrb

stille & libe. 13.. E E AMI. P. B. 937 pc aungelez
hasted b'se ober & ajly hem bratten. 13.. Caw. q Gr
A'ttl. 1980 Feie bryuande bonnkkez he brat horn to haue
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 6907 Thei thrat him alle, iho he
was tan. 1589 R. ROBINSON Geld. Min; (Chetham) 37 Al-
bion Isle he thrate.

3. Pa. pple. : 3 i-rat, 4-5 pret, -tt, -tte ; 4-6
threted, 7 threat, 5- threated.
<iiMS A ncr. R. 304 Ich was ined [JI/S. T. iSrat] berto.

13.. Gam. e, Gr. Knt. 1725 per he watz breted, & ofte bef
called, a 1400-50 Alexander 707 pik & brathly am I thret.
1470-85 MAI.OHV Arthur x. Ixii. 520 Ful sore are we threted
1471 SIR J. PASTON in P. Lett. III. 38 That poor woode is
soor inanashed and thrett. 1631 Threat [see B. 3].

B. Signification.

fl. trans. To press, urge, try to force or induce ;

esp. by means of menaces. (With clause or inf.)cm Corpus Gloss. (O.E.T.) 1275 Maccratus, breatende.
Ibid. 2169 Urpuet, threatade. <iooo O. E. Martyrol
1 8 Apr. 58 Adrianus se caser[e hine] freatade ba;t heCriste'
wiJsoce. ctjga Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. v. 42 Da?m nedende
vel 9am Sreatende \Vvlg. uolenti) huerfa 3ec ne acerre
ciooo ALFRIC Horn. I. 4^6 pa cempan . . hine Sreatodon
baet he 3zre deadan anhcnysse his lac offrian sceolde
a IMS Acr. R. 248 Ne mei he [the devil] buten scheawe

(Camden) 157 Ever they thratte me that I shold EC* to'
London. 1638 Hamilto* Papers (Camden) 4 They . thrett
privatt men to singe the Covenatt.

1 2. To rebuke, reprove. Obs. Cf. THBEAP v. t
a; looo Ags. Ps (Th.) Ixvii. 27 [Ixviii. 30) On wuda bu
wildeor wordum breatast. cn6o Hatton Gosp. Luke ix
And he be-wente hine and hyo breatede. c laoo [see A 2 yla 1300 E. E. Psalter vl i Lauerd, ne threte me in bi wrelh!
3. To hold out threats against ;

= THREATEN 2
a looo Ags. Ps. (Th.) ix. 29 [x. 8) And breataS bone earman

mid hiseasum. c 1105 LAV. 641 He.. breateS bene castel &
bat folc ber inne. c 1150 Gen. * Ex. 4125 And wrot an
canticle..Bat areated So men bitter-like De god ne seruen
luue-like. 14.8 in Surtees Misc. (1888) 3 Wham he thret
with bodily harm, r 1440 Alphabet of Tails 430 Sho
append vnto hym & threlid hym att he was ferd for hur
c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon xvii. 300 It becometh not
to suche a knighte as ye be, for to threte me thus. iu6

! Pilgr. P,,f. (W. de W. iS3I ) 66 He that Ihretteth a dogge
forhisbarkyngprouokethhymtomorefelnesse. 1631 K. H
Arraignm. Whole Creature x. { 2. 84 The Apostfes glad
that they were threat, and beat for the Name of Christ
1781 Hist. Europe mAnn. Reg. 25/2 The Spaniards sent out
so great a force..as seemed sufficient .. to threat the British
fleets and islands with the most imminent danger. 1848
LYTTON Harold 1. iv, Send for me if danger threat thee.

b. With inf. or clause as complement.
a 1330 OtutlT$(> Hou bei. .bratten roulond to die. c IMO

R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8294 [The Britons] brett en
Hengist to wake hys wough. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 32
Pe devull come aforn hym with a byrnand stake, and thretid
hym bat he sulde bruste itt in at his mouthe. 1461 Pasttm
Lett. II. as She is thret if that she myght be take, she shuld
be slayne. a 1517 in G. P. Scrope Castle Combe (1852) 295He. .thret hym that he schulde make hyme aper before my
lordys g rase. 16 1 1 Coryafs Crudities Panegyr. Verses c iii

All the Sophists he did threat Their problemes to confound
164* I. EATON Honey*. Free Justif. 475 It would be a
foolish part to set it [a kettle] beside the fire, and then
charge it to be hot, and to threat it that else it shall be spilt.

c. fig. Said of things ;
= THREATEN 4.

i4a [see THREATING vbl. tt.\ c 1590 MARLOWE Fatal, vii.
18 A sumptuous temple. .That threats the stars with her
aspiring top. 1634 MILTON Camus 39 This drear Wood,The nodding horror of whose shady brows Threats Ihe
forlorn and wandring Passinger. a 1717 PABNHLL Book-
worm 70 To see what dangers threat the year. 1800
COLERIDGE Piccolom. i. iii. 46 This tempest, which . . threats
us from all quarters. 1831 Fraser's Mag. IV. 764 The fate
which threats kingdoms.
4. To hold forth (something) by way of a threat;

hire dame breteb hire to bete. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce vi. 536
Vmbeset With fayis bat to slay hym thret. ^1557 ABP.
PARKER Ps. D ij, If the adversaries flocke together . .and
threate to destroy the house of God. 1633 Bp. HALL Hard
Texts, 0. 7". 413 Who is this . . that threats to sweep all before
him? 1681 DRYDEN Att. $ Achit. 801 Ifancient fabrics nod
and threat to fall 1714 RAMSAYRoyal Archers 25 And seems
to threat, . .

' No man unpunish'd shall provoke my rage '.

b. With sb. or pron. as obj.
<ri386 CHAUCER Parson's T. F 572 He threttith more (>an

he may parfourme. 1516 Pilgr. Ptrf. (J53 i) 61 What payne& turment is thrette to the wycked & euyll lyuers.
1581 MULCASTER Positions vi. (1887) 47 Where thickning
threates harme, there thinning fines the substance. 1594
SHAKS. Rich. Ill, v. iii. 205 Euery one did threat To
morrowes vengeance on the head of Richard. 1633 BP. HALL
Hard Texts, N. T. 17 Let the Tyrants.. threat what they
please. 1795 BURNS Dumfries Volunteers i, Does haughty
Gaul invasion threat? i8ai CLARE Vill. Mitistr. I. 4
Where black neglect .. threats her constant winter cold and
chill

6. atsol. or intr. To offer threats ;
= THBEATEN 5.

c 1150 Gen. f, Ex. 2023 Often ihe Srette, often she scroS.
c 1300 Havelok 1163 Sho was adrad, for he so brette. 1390
GOWER Conf. III. 57 Bot they with proude wordes grete
Begunne to manaceand threte. c 1491 Chast. GoddesChyld. 14
She . . spekythsomtyme sharply somlyme she threteth. a 154"
WYATT Penit. Ps. vi. 30 That drede of deathe, of deathe
that ever lastes, Threateth of right. 1600 HOLLAND Livy
VHI. xxxii. 304 Some were heard to intreat, others to threat.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. n. i. 60 Whiles I threat, he Hues. 1715
POPE Odyss. u. 231 Threat on, O prince ! elude the bridal



THREAT.
day, Tnreat on, till all thy stores in waste decay. 1811
BYRON Werner n. ii. 266 I'hreat'st thou ? igoi SAVAGE-
ARMSTR. Ball. 64 (E.D.D.) Whun danger threats return.
Hence f Threat ///. a., obtained by threats,

forced, compulsory.
e 1375 Cursor M. 26944 (Fairf.) Wiseli loke pou be shriuin& nov wib strenght )>er.to driuen For |>rct shrift mai haue na

mede. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xi. (Symon t, Judas) 1338Ood wald one na wyse Of ony man haf thret seruice.

Threaten ()>re-t'n), v. Forms : i preatnian,
3 pret(t;ne(n, pretni, 4-5 J>ret(t)en, 4-6 threten,
thretne, 6 thretten, Sc. threiten, (6-8 thretn-),
6- threaten. [OE. Jirtat-n-ian, t.frfyt, THREAT
Sb. + -EN 5

3.]

fl. trans. To press, urge, force
;
= THREAT z/.l i.

Only in OE.
c xooo ^ELFRIC //0;. I. 424 NeadaS se deofol eow baet ge

cristene men to his bi^gengum SreatniaS?
2. To try to influence (a person) by menaces ;

to utter or hold out a threat against ; to declare

(usually conditionally) one's intention of inflicting

injury upon (in quot. 1816, one's certainty that
some specified injury will fall upon) ; to menace.
Const, with the thing ; also with compl. clause

(with finite vb. or inf.).

ciigoS. Eng. Leg.\. 35/41 He brettnede faste hermogenes.
1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2301 pe picars were wrobe ek &
bretnede him ynou. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 419
Alisaundre bretteneb (>e lewes. 14.. Sir Beues 3341 (MS.
N.) He me thretenyd for to slen. [15. . Ibid. (Pynson) 3001
He threteneth me to be slayne.) 1474 CAXTON Chesse ll. v.

(1883) 68 A tyrant dide do tprmente Anamaximenes &
thretenyd hym for to cutte of his tonge. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.
(W. de W. 1531) 177 b, Traian commaunded hym to speke
no more of it, thretnynge hym, that yf he dyd, he sholde lese

his heed. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxxi. 186 Threatning
them with Punishment. 17x3 DE FOE Fam. Instruct, i. iv.

(1841) I. 83, 1 won't be threatened neither. 18x6 SCOTT Old
Mart, xliv, In vain his wife, .hung by his skirts, threatening
him with death . .for meddling with other folks' matters. 1834
Picture of Liverpool 39 AHclasses were threatened to be
overwhelmed in one universal ruin.

fb. To charge or command with threats of

punishment or displeasure; to command sternly
or strictly. (Chiefly in biblical versions.) 06s.

x3_8i WYCLIF Mark viii. 30 And he thretenyde hem, that

thei schulden nat seie to ony man of him, 1526 TINDALE
Acts iv. 17 Lett vs threten and chaurge them that they
speake hence forth to noo man in this name. 1555 EDEN
Decades 158 They..threatned them to auoyde the lands

excepte they woolde bee distroyed euery manne. 1582
N.T. (Rhem.) Mark i. 25 And lesvs threatened him, saying,
Hold thy peace, and goe out of the man.

c. fig. (chiefly of impersonal agents or objects) :

To be likely to injure ; to be a source of danger to ;

to endanger actively.

1638 R. BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) 34 Perhaps the

tempest that threatens my head will fall but at my feet.

1715 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 302 The wind.. blew

very hard, threatening us with a storm. 1781 GIBBON Decl.

$ F. xix. II. 139 The Persian monarch, elated by victory,

again threatened the peace of Asia. 1835 THIRLWALL
Greece x. I. 381 Where one threatens the existence ofanother.

1877 FROUDE Short Stud. (1883) IV. i. ii. 23 France and

England had been..drawn together by a special danger
which threatened Christendom.

3. To hold out or offer (some injury) by way of

a threat ; to declare one's intention of inflicting.

a. with infin. or clause as obj.

1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 11209 P6 burgeis were bo bolde, &
bretnede to nime mo. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, vi. 71

The Propheit threitnit..That war andbattell souldhis land

pas throw. 1649 Bp. REYNOLDS Serm, Hosea iv. 59 God
threatneth terribly to shake the earth. 1681 BUNYAN Holy
War 49 They threatned also what men they would be.

1748 Anson's Voy. 11. iii. 146 Threatning to murder all who
should oppose them. 1855 MACAOLAY Hist. Eng. xxi. IV.

663 He was at last forced to threaten that he would im-

mediately make the whole matter public.
b. with sb. or pron. as obj.

1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9383 Mid word he bretneb muche
& lute deb in dede. 1450 R. Gloucester's Chron. (1724)

483/1 note (MS. Coll. Arms), He meketh prout men, and he

thretneth werre. 1590 MARLOWE 2nd Pi. Tamburl. v. iii,

These cowards . .threaten conquest on our sovereign. 1649

BP. REYNOLDS Serm. Hosea i. 43 They, .should unwillingly

suffer what he threatneth. 1774 BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 498
The party that has lost the election threatens a petition.

1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India . xii. II. 585 Reluctant to

inflict the penalty that had been threatened.

4. fig. Of things, conditions : To give ominous

indication of(impending evil) ; to presage, portend.
1611 SHAHS. Wint. T. in. iii. 4 The skies looke grimly, And

threaten present blusters. 1644 EVELYN Diary 22 Oct.,

Another pendant Towre like that at Pisa, always threatning

ruine 1818-10 E. THOMPSON tr. Cullens Nosol. Method.

(ed. 3) 247 A sense of hunger threatening syncope. 1863

W. C. BALDWIN Afr. Hunting viii. 339 The weather con-

stantly threatens rain.

intr. (for fass.). 1850 D. G. MITCHELL Reveries Bachelor

175 Hostilities would sometimes threaten between the

school and village boys.

b. with infin. : To appear likely to do some evil.

1780 Mirror No. 81 P 9, 1 am sometimes .. frightened with

angers that threaten to diminish it [my estate], xl

tnreateneu lU urcalt mill. tmnn *m
_.*">

threatens to be an expensive undertaking.

6. absol, or intr. To utter or use threats ; to de-

clare one's intention of injuring or punishing in

order to influence, a. lit. (absol. use of 2 or 3).
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1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10308 Nou sir clerc quab be king
Je
mowe bretni ynou. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. xviii. 86

J>ou shall not breten euerlastincly. 1601 SHAK.S. Ham. in.
iv. 57 An eye like Mars, to threaten or command. 1774
OotDm, Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 221 If too closely pursued,
they [snakes] hiss and threaten. 1864 in Kllacombe Ch. Belli
Devon, etc. (1872) 267 Do not threaten,, .never let down your
dignity by one single word of violence.

*> fig- (absol. use of 2 c or 4). To portend evil.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 1 78 Though the Seas threaten they

are mercifull. 1715 POPK Odysi. 11. 6 A two-edged faulchion
threatened by his side. 1793 MANN in Lett. Lit. Men
(Camden) 437 Our political horizon blackens and threatens
more and more. Moil. The weather threatens.

U 6. To threaten kindness (upon a ]X-rson) : app.
an altered form of the phrase to threap kindness :

see THKEAP v. 4 b. 0/>s.

1560 DAUS Sleidane's Comm, 247 The byshop of Rome
sendeth his letters to the Swisses, & threatning vpon them
kmdnes, for the frenship that had ben betwcne them & his

predecessours. 1577-87 HOLINSHF.D C/ir.(i8o7) II. 249 The
moonks being overcome with the kings words, threatning
kindnesse upon them, fulfilled his request. 1579 LVLY
Euphues (Arb.) 84 Philautus.. threatneth such kindenesse at
my handes, and suche curtesie at yours, that he shoulde
accompt me his wife before he woe me.
Hence Threa-tenable a., that may be threatened.

1841-4 EMERSON Ess., Exper. Wks. (Bohn) I. 186 The
chagrins which the had heart gives off. .take form..and
threaten or insult whatever is threatenable and insultable
in us.

Threatened (bre-t'nd),///.a. [f. prec. + -ED'.]
1. That is the object of a threat; assailed by

menaces. Proverb Threatened men live long.
1533 LADY ELIZ. WHEATHELL in Mary A. E. Wood Lett.

Roy. ft Illustr. Ladies (1846) II. 91 There is an old saying,
'

threatened men live long '. a 1641 SIR W. MONSON
Naval Tracts ll. (1704) 287/1 It is an old Saying, That a
threaten'd Man eats Bread. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
xx. IV. 401 He took his post near Louvain, on the road
between the two threatened cities. 1894 \\\:*tut. Gaz.
27 Nov. 5/3 The best-hated and the most threatened man
in Germany.
2. Of evil : Held out or presented as impending.

rixjKe. xooo DUVTM itueresi ucposea vuue-p.j in me
threatned and expected Ruin of the Laws. 1794 MRS.
RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho xxxi, She determined to brave
the threatened vengeance. 1831 SCOTT Ct. Robt. xxiv, The
Turks . . had resolved to prevent the threatened attack of the
crusaders.

Threatener (bre't'nai).
One who threatens.

[f. as prec. + -

a 1541 WYATT Song of lofas 46 The starre of Saturne

olde, A threat'ner of all lining things with drought. 1595
SHAKS. John v. i. 49 Threaten the threatner, and out-face

the brow Of bragging horror. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd.
ftCommw.A ij b, That Enemie and Threatner ofour English
Nation. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1810) III. ii. 10

Threateners..were seldom to be feared. 1867 JEAN INGELOW

StoryDoom vil. 140A feeble threatencr with a foolish threat.

Threatening (J>re't'nirj), vol. sb. [f. as prec.
-t- -ING 1

.] The action of the verb THREATEN;
menacing ; also, an instance of this, a threat
ciioo St. Kenelm 242 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 352 So gret

bretmngue for him heo made. 1388 WICUT Acts iv. 29
And now, Lord, biholde in to the thretnyngis [1382 thretin.

gis] of hem. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA . \. XVL 46 By thret-

nyng he shal also fraye hem, a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. IY
7 b, The said kyng . . menaced theym with sore thretenynges.
1611 BIBLE Eph. yi. 9 Doe the same things vnto them,

forbearing threatning. 17x9 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) II. iii.

54 The Spaniards, despising their threatening. 1865 6 H.
PHILLIPS Amer. Paper Curr. II. 12 The threatenings of war
were then only heard at a distance.

Threatening, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -nra 2
.]

That threatens; conveying or indicating a threat

or menace ; portending some impending evil.

1530 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 83

Gevyng hym many thretenyng and opprobryous words.

1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalini, Pol. Touchstone (1674) 287
With threatning countenances they said [etc.]. 1714 DE FOE
Mem, Cavalier (1840) 48 If Tilly did but write a threatening

letter. 1819 SCOTT Anne ofG. xxx, There muster yonder in

the west some threatening clouds. 1898 Alltutt's Syst.

Mud. V. 118 The fever is nigh, and the condition of the

patient is threatening.

Threateningly, adv. [f. prec.
+ -LV 2.] In

a threatening manner ; menacingly.
1601 SHAKS. Alts Well n. iii. 85 The honor sir that

.

ingly. 1857 W. COLLINS Dead Secret v. iii, The boom-

ing of the surf sounding threateningly near in . . the fog.

So Threa-tening-ness.
1891 ATKINSON Last ofGiant Killers 239 The suddenness

of the action, and the threateningness of it.

t Threa-ter. 06s. rare 1
, [f.

THBEAT o.i +

-EB 1
.] THBEATENEB.

c 1440 Promf. Parv. 492/2 Thretare, minator.

Threatfnl (Jwe-ttul), a. rare. [f.
THREAT sb. +

-FUL.] Full of threats ; threatening.

CXSS7 ABP. PARKER Ps. E iij, The thretfull warninges of

the judgement. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. IX. vm. (1623)

582 By their threatfull letters. 1760-71 H. BROOKE Foolof

Qual. (1809) IV. 129 A threatful and agile whirl of his staff.

1881 FARRAR Early Chr. II. 6 Not the threatful Law of

Moses, . . but the royal Law, the perfect Law of liberty.

Hence Threa-tftilly adv., threateningly.

1565 STAPLETON tr. Berie's Hist. Ch. Eng. 50 S. Austen

thretfully proficied, that, if they would not take peace..

THREE.
with iheir brethern, thr.-. .

. . arr, from t\^-a
enemies. 1634 Sin T. HH,I:H,I / V,r . ,.,, [A] namingSemiter (ihrealfully held against him), iti. HOOD L^, T,Ihesuiruiof un..that. .threatfully warr'd iih the Hunt.

Throating (bre-tin), vbl. sb. Obt.oianh. [f.
TIIKEAT z,.l + -INQI.J The action of tl,

THREAT
; threatening; a threat.

1046 o /,-. </.. ,.-,, ,, xeare tetmdtniaKadward cynz mycele .mdwic burn Mainui
breatunge on Norwegcn. ,< i,.j AM. R. ,56 Vre Loucrd
hefdeifuldhimofhisbrealunge. i<8i(Ke quot 1388 .v.taUjaaia vbl. ,t.\. I4M tr. $7cnla Secrtt., Priv.

, ? y* -Stn=ca . . wriet the hede atte the llhlretynguof the Swerde. .48. Mok of Krt.kam (Arb.) 96 Whenne
heherde..thu thrctyng he was tote aferd. 1561 I. HIV.
WOOD Prm>. * Etigr. (1867! 129 Not to wag theirbeirdej in

brawlyng and threatyng. 1843 I!r. H. LULIS .S.

Alary i, Oxford 9 Fa. 4 None of hit IhreatinKi could tall
to the ground.

Threading, ///. a. Ols. or arch.
[f.

01 prec.
-r -ING 2.] That threats ; threatening, menacing.
13.. K. Alls. 930 (Bodl. MX) Wib cryeyng & brelyng

wordes. 1483 CaM. X^/.385/2Threthynge,</a,;i,tr.
1510 Set. Cas.Crt. Star CXamter<St\dm) 205 With thretyng
wordes [they] Caused the Carpynders to leve I her werke.
1641 A. SCOTT Journ, in Se. Httt. Soc. Mile. (1904) 178 The
threating danger of the Scottish mist.

Threatless ()>re-tlis),a. rare. [f. THREAT j*.

+ -LESS.] Devoid of threats ; not threatening.
1605 SYLVESTER Du Barlas n. iii. iv. Caftainu 201

Threat-lesse their brows, and without braves their voyce.

Threave, variant of THBAVI.
Thred(e, thredde, ob$. ff. THIBD, THBKAD.
Three Q>r>), a. and sb. Forms: see below.

[OE. fri (lrle\lHo, }>rto. Com. Tent, and Indo-
liur. ; OFris. thre m., thria (., thriu, thria n. ; OS.
thrie (thria, threa) m., threa {., thrua (thriu,

thria) n. (MLG., LG. drl,drun., MDn, Du. dric};
OHG. drt, drio, driu (MHG. dr!(f, Ger. drei) ;

ON. }rlr, Jn-jdr, frjA (Norw., Sw., Da. trt) ;

Goth, 'frets, trija; :-OTent. "frf (:-*/">),
*iri/d : Indo-Eur. treies, treja. Cf. Skr. trayas,
Zend Sri, Gr. T/MI"I, rpia, L. Ires, tria, Lith. trys,
OSlav. (rye, trijc, Irish and Welsh Iri. The masc.
has the form of a plural -i stem.]
A. Illustration of Forms,
o. nom. and ace. I masc. Jlrf , Jflrfe, Jrrf ()>ro),

fern, and neut. Jmo, prfo, (ONorth. tlriu, tJria,

1Sr6a) ; 3-4 preo, 1-5 pro, (2 pini (? ),a-3 J>ri, pro,

3-4 prie), 4 pree, (tre), 4-6 thre (6 threy, thrie),

5- three.

803 Charter Cntred in O.E. T. 442 pisses londes earan
3rie sulong. c8ig Vest. Hymns i. (O.E.T. 405), Dreo
foeSan {temos statores\ c BQJ O. E. Chron. an. 891, prie
Scottas comon. c wo Lindisf. Gasp. Mark viii. a Driodogor
ge-abidas mec. /out. ix. 5 Drea[c97S Rush'.v. oriaj husa.

Luke xi. 5 Sel me 3reo \Rushw. Ana] hlafas. 971 Blickl.

Horn. 145 pa bre fasmnan. t; xooo ALLFKIC Gen. xl. xa pa
breo clystru baet sind . . bri dazas. c xooo Aft. Gosf. Malt,
xii. 40 pry dagas and breo nint. xx.. Sax. Ltechd. III.

50 parto bru T134 Lege i daeges & bre niht. \\mCott.Hom.
237 pri ampres were an niancyn. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 73 pro
bmg bod bet ech Mon habbe mot. c xaoo 7'rin. Colt. Horn.

3 On besse bre wuken. Ibid. 27 pese brie bing. c xaos LAY.

53 pa bre hoc. Hid. 391 He 3ef A&saracun . . breo \c 1175
prej castles, c 1175 Ibid. 16589 preo da)es and breo niht.

[.. Cursor M. 5469 (Colt.) par of tre yeir was him wan.
c 1175 lo\

13 . . Cursor M. 5469 (C

loid. 9193 (Gott.) pat was vmgang jornays thrie. 1340
Ayenb. 88 pe bri greteste guodes. xjb LANCL. P. PL A. i.

20 |>reo [1377 B. pree, 1393 C. pre] binge?. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 385/1 Three, tres $ tria. 1551-3 Inv. C*. Goods

Staffs, in Ann. Lickfield (1863) IV7 46 Stoles & tannes

for threy vestiments. 1596 Thne [see B. I. 3). 1600 in

.SA<r*i. Cent. Praise (Shales. Soc.) 36 The L. montegle with

some thre more.

P. dative, I prim, Jarym, priim, pr^m, 1-3

pr6om (3 prom) ; genitive, \ prfora, pre'ora.

1:893 K. ALFRED Oros. Contents w. vi, On friora consul*

dzse. Ibid. in. ix. 5 5 On dam brim geanita . . on brim folc

^efeohtum. ^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 61 ^Efter orim

[cvxnAgs. Gosp. brym; cufc Hail. Gasp, prem) dajum.
Mark xv. 29 On oriim dagum. c 1000 Aft. Gasp.

John ii. 6 jElc wzs on twejra sestra jemete ojoe on breora.

c 1 100 O. E. Chron. an. 1078, preom nihton zr Candelmzs-

san. c 1105 LAY. 8050 Pas dzies xn breom {c 1275 a breo]

wiken. Ibid. 10034 Wio innen ban brom jeren.

B. Signification.
The cardinal number next above two, represented

by the symbols 3, III, or iii.

I. as adj. 1. In concord with a sb. expressed.

803-ciooo [see AJ. CII7S Lamb. Horn, n No weren

bas breo laie v-writen inne ba oftre table breode sunder-

fipes. c ls<> Ceu. * Ex. 557 Noe and hise fm sunen.

n 1300 Cursor M. 182 Fiue thossand men . . he Fedd wyt hue

laues and fisses thre. c 14x1 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Prime. 1 80 1

Of thre conclusions moot I cheese one : Or begge, or stele, or

sterue. c 1460 Wisdom 293 in Macro Plays 45 Ve haue uj

enmyes . . The worlde, be flesche, & be fende. 1516 Pilfr.

Rivals IV. ii, Like Cerberus, three Gentlemen at once. 1871

TYNDALL Fragm. Sci. (1879) I. xii. 358 Rocksalt cleaves in

three directions.

b. Standing alone as predicate, or in concord

with and following a pronoun, or pronominal adj.

cioso Charter of Eadwine in Kemble Cod. Dipl. IV.

26oDise write sinden bre. c looOxm 18657, & tohh be??

sinndenn alle bre An Godd. ijfa LANGL. P. PI. A. . 100

Al bei breo assenten. xj.. Pol. Rel. + L. Pftnu 8
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THREE.
Reuthbe and treuthbe and charite, Beb out of lond alle

breo. c 1470 Golagros ff Gaw. 400 Our souerane Arthour .

Has maid ws thre as mediatour. a 1548 HALL Chron.
Edw. 1Y I99b, Wee were all three one mannes sonnes

1678 DRYDF.N & LEE CEdifus in. i, Tir{esias}. . . By the Fntes
that spun thy thread 1 Cho[nts}. Which are three. 1845
BROWNING Haw they brought the Good News 2, I galloped
Dirck galloped, we galloped all three.

C. Forming compound numerals with multiples
of ten ; originally placed first, as three and thirty

(rarely thirty atid three), now usually thirty-three.
So also three and thirtieth (arch. : now thirty-

third}, etc.

c 1000 -'ELFRIC Exact, xxxii. 28 preo and twentis busendra
manna, c 1205 LAY. 3870 per of he wes lauerd bro and
britti wintere. c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 340 Aboute
J>ree and britti jeer, c 1470 Golagros f, Gaw. 247 The roy
rekinnit on raw Thretty and thre. 1579 FULKE Heskins'
Part. 204 The three and twentieth Chapter endeth the ex-

position. 1588 PARKE tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 301 So
they departed.. the three and twentie day of lanuarie. 1725
DE FOE Voy. round World (rtip) 168 A true oriental pearl
..I sold it for three-and-fifty pounds.

d. Followed by dozen, score, and by hundred,
thousand, etc., or the ordinals of these.

971 BlickL Horn. 75 To brim hunde pene^a. a 1123 O. E.
Chron.zn.iioi, Rotbert. .sceolde. . breo busend marcseolfres
habban. c 1220 Bestiary 616 Dre hundred }er. 1388- [see

205 Seuenty Temples, in one of which are set three thou-
sand three hundred thirty three gilded Idols. 1839 URE
Diet. Arts 583 With about., a three-thousandth part of
arsenic. Mod. I can find room for three dozen begonias.

e. Three fourths : three out of four equal parts
or portions into which a whole is or may be
divided

;
three quarters. Often loosely or hyper-

kolically, the greater part, most of.
1600 HOLLAND Liny vin. ii. 289 Two acres in the Latine

countne, with a supplement of three foure parts out of the
Privernates land to make up the whole. 1777 ROBERTSON

-

acquaintance. 1849 D. J. BROWNE Amer. Poultry Yd. (1855)
28 They do not get perfectly feathered till they are three
fourths grown. 1866 FROUDK in Sir H. Brackenbury Some

1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. III. 200 A block of wood
has a three-fourth inch hole bored in it.

t f. Rarely used for the ordinal THIRD. Obs.
IS** in Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 4 Witnesses, Rober Gib.

son.. and many other, the three daye of Auguste. 1598
SHAKS. Merry W. i. i. 142 The three party is.. mine Host
of the Garter.

g. In special collocations. Problem of three
bodies (Dynamics) : the problem of ascertaining
the movements of three particles attracting one
another under the law of gravitation (as yet only
approximately solved for special cases). 7'he three

chapters (Ch. Hist.), the writings, etc., condemned
by an edict of Justinian issued 544 A. D. : see
qnot. f The three tongues, the three Inscribed on
the Cross, and primarily requisite to the theo-
logian, viz. Latin, Greek, and Hebrew, f Three-

trees, the gallows. Three vowels (slang), an I O U.
Also three (t blue, golden} balls (BALL sb. 1

20); the three
(Holy) Children (CHILD sb. 2b); the three F"s (F III 2)

'l'.

r" ** "aer a (one) hood (FACE sb. id); the threeUytXaa st., ic) ( the three L's (L 7); the three Per.
sons (PERSON st. 7) ; the three R's (R It. 2 b) ; three sheets
,n the wind (SHEET); the three sisters (SlSTER sb. 4 b);three sticks (STICK sb.)
.816 PLAYFAIRM,/.Phil. II. 263 Mayer has also soughtto determine the Sun s parallax from one of the lunar equa-

tions, as deduced from the solution of the problem of the' hree bodies. 1858 CAYLEY Math. Papers III. 97 The pro-blem of three or more bodies is considered by Sir W R
Hamilton in his two. . memoirs on a general method in Dynal
rf

5
' J&JZfTn. l834 and I8

?s - 188S Ca"<- DM- s-v.Three Chapters, The condemnation of the 'three chaptersmeans the condemnation of (i) Theodore of Mopsuestia, his
person, and his writings, (2) of Theodorefs writings againstlynland the Epbesine Council, (3) of a letter from Ibas toMarts the Persian, also against Cyril and the Council 1582&UXK Martyrd. Camfion (1908) 36 He was also very stiK
ful in the 'three tongues. 1561 T. HOBY tr. Castirlione's

need
"'

h
77) J> P'ay y Ur

-
Com^"f"^M

(A r *u ^9^ ^ 1S in Sclauonia. .and for prepara-

Toles Idle JjfSff ? ?/"!.
'S en0ugb ' *&* B *T

aV?h^ r, A
(9j?

a
^"

28/2 Forcommonly, such knauesas mese L>oe ende their lyves vpon three trees. 1822 SCOTT
Nigel xvn The captain, who was in the habit.. of pavinzhis losses with 'three vowels.
2. Used vaguely for a small or

trifling numbera lew. So three orfour. Cf. Two or three.
'534. MORE Com/, agst. Trio. in. Wks. 1247/2 So verv a

childishe fantasy, that in a matter almost of three chippes
'J%S?t f\ m

?
ue any man' 'S9 HARINCTON Aid.

wnr.= .il.39r,
' they have roved 'hree or four idle

of ih ; prison!
83 '

' but Said three words ' ""= a'<=ayde

*f;f^
bSOl

?n
ely " WUh elUP5is Of sb'

(most ften

354

pence, farthings, inches, etc., as three ten 3. 10; three

and three -
3*. yi. ; one and eleven-three = is. u'id. ; three

foot three = 3 ft. 3 in.

138* WYCLIF Matt, xviii. 20 For where two or three shulen
be gedrid in my name, ther am I in the midil of hem. 1412-
20 LVDG. Chron. Troy iv. 4640 pis bre ban made a sug-
gestioun Vn-to be kyng touchynge be trete. c 1489 CAXTON
Sonnes of Aymon xvi. 377 The other thre he broughte to

the dongeon. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.

(S.T..S) I. 13 Fresche water lochis. .; that abundes in mony
kyndesof fische, cheiflie in thrie, Killine, Skait, and Makrell.

1675 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 319 That Trear. had lately

procured from King thirteen thousand pounds for Essex, of
which Trear. was to have three for himselfe. 1683 J. MASON
Spir. Songs xxm. iv, The Three, when Christ did make the

Fourth, Found Fire as meek as Air. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury II. 131/2 Hares, 2 a Erase, 3 a Lease. Mod.
Which three do you choose ? Any three you please.
c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 55 Er ther passe thre and fyve, Yf

he have wyt and his on lyve. 1840 THACKERAY BarberCox
Jan., Sold in pots at two-and-three, and three-and-nine.

1872 H. KINGSLEY Hornby Mills, etc. II. 40 'How much
money have you got, my lord?'..

1

Three-and-sixpence '.

1884 JEFFERIES Red Deer iv. 60 At the upper end the antler
divides into three points, called three on top. 1906 C.
MANSFIELD Girl <$ Gods v, You told me yesterday you could
not afford a pug bitch you wanted, and she was only three
ten. 1909 Lady's Realm Mar. 554/2 The chubby, dirty,
faced child of three.

II. si. (With plural threes?)
1. The abstract number.
CI200 ORMIN 11266 Jiff bu sammnesst breo till breo pa

findesst tu beer sexe. a 1300 Cursor M. 21747 G* f ur and
thre qua tels euen He safj>e numbre mak o seuen. 1387-8
T. USK Test. Love III. i. (Skeat) 1. 3 Among all nombres
thre is determined for moste certain. 1588 SHAKS. L, L. L.
v. ii. 405 By loue, I alwaies tooke three threes for nine.

1597 HOOKER Ecct. Pol. v. Ixxix. 7 Three, being the
mystical! number of Gods unsearchable perfection within
himselfe. 1815 T. HOOK Sayings Ser. II. Passion

<fr Princ.
vi. III. 53 It would be.. useless.. to expatiate upon the
qualities attributable to the number Three, or quote the
Graces, the Fates (etc.).

b. The figure (3) denoting this number.
1895 Outing(\3. S.) XXVII. 204/1 Granted control of the

outside and inside edges, and the many eights, threes, loops,
etc. are simplified at once.

2. A group or set of three things or persons, spec.
a. A card, a domino, or the side of a die marked
with three pips or spots, f Three, two, and ace :

name of an old card game. b. Cricket. A hit for
which three runs are obtained.
c 1540 J. HEYWOOD Four P. P. E ij, Take thre of the
Congest and thre of the eldest. . . And when all these threes be
had a sunder, Of eche three, two. .Shall be founde shrewes
1578 TIMME Catuine on Gen. 106 By seven and seven, un-
derstand not so many pairs of every kind, but threese,o the which one beast is added over and above 1587
SAUNDERS Voy. Trifolie Bivb, Wee were cheaned three
and three to an oare. 1599 MINSHEU Span. Diet., Dial.
n. 25 Games of chiefest price, as the Reynado, the three
wo and ace, still trumpe. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. iii. 47 We

are.. to come by him where he stands, by ones, by twoes

THREE.

everal ways [in cribbage] j for example, ten and five, three
ours and a three.

c. in military drill, when each three men form a
unit for the purpose of wheeling.
1798 Iiatr. $ Reg. Cavalry (1813) 63 When a division

wheels to a flank rank by three's. 1832 Reeul Instr
Canilry 14 The Threes wheel at once, upon the word
Threes Right

1

, 'Threes Left', or ' Threes about
'

1847
Infantry Man. (1854) 61 The company.. may form threes?
3. a. ellipt. for three parts or divisions

; as to
divide a thing in(lo) three.
'' '

..fiT"";
M' I0 ' 78 (GOtt) In thrc Ic"- 'hrml his

godis did he dele, c 1400 Destr. Troy 1 146 pat ober part of
our pupull put we in thre ! 1425 WYNTOUN Cron i ix
534 As men may be a roundall se Merkit to be delt in thre'
CI43S Torr. Portugal 686 He brast hys schyld on thre'.
CI450 Songs, Carols, etc. (E. E. T. S.) 20/79 They clave
my harte in III ,.. G. MACDONALD Xatfodi, Leg.Comevrechan xin, The hemp was broken in three.

b. With omission ofhours (of the day) : three o'-
clock (also attrib^, also simply three; half-past
three; threefifteen, 3.15 = a quarter past three.
CJ460 Wisdom 707 in Macro Plays 61 At be narvkc I

wyll be,..be.twyn fj ande iij. 1530 PAUGR yi^wTshalat set in tyll to morowe thre of the clocke. 1762 FOOTE

three at th Sh'l"
'9 * Sha" ** SUI

i

e to find tbem at

Lockhart, On bSdS tSffi&S**," *? ["BANKS
ff^fafer

Girlp I vJa^t youlo goTu, a, once

ChurchT Wou^ainsSrts at^e fifteen'
^^^

: ^Phrases
and specific uses. Three in One= the Trinity, the Triune God (also One in Three,and simply Three). Three to one, three chances

to one
; f in the ratio of three to one, three times

(in amount) (quot. 1683). Three times three,
i.e. cheers; hence as a verb (nonce-tue\ to utter
nine times. Rule of three : see RDLE sb. 8 b.n 1711 KEN Hymnarium Poet. Wks. 1721 II fiR Mntt

^^a^^si^SSSS

xxvi, Again the feast, the speech, the glee,. .The crowning
cup, the three-times-three. 1829 E. ELLIOTT Jacobins
Prayer iv, And when pale Freedom's champions fell, He
three-times-three'd his carnage yell.

d. Threes, short for three per cent stock, or
THREE PER CENTS (so three-and-a-halfs) ; forthree-

quarter-backs (in Football) ; for three-pennyworth
(of liquor).
1850 THACKERAY Pendennis xxxvi, I'm told she has six

hundred thousand pounds in the Threes. 1891 Daily News
27 Apr. 3/2 People who had '

threes
'

of beer and '

large
lagers , both of which were over half a pint. 1895 Ibid.
30 Sept. 2/6 French Threes rose on the day 150., to 101 for
money. Ibid. 30 Dec. 7/4 Three-and-a-Halfs declined 25 c
to 105.45 for money. 1905 Westm. Caz. 12 Dec. 9/2 Another
run by the Cambridge

'

threes
'

took them down to the
Oxford line once more.

III. Combinations (unlimited in number, of
which the following are examples) :

1. a. Adjectives formed of three and a sb. (usually
in singular), meaning 'of, pertaining to, consisting
of, containing, measuring, etc. three of the things
named', as three-act (consisting of three acts),
three-bout (formed by three bouts of the plough),
three-bushel, -class, -colour, -cylinder-day, -fathom,
-foot (-feet), -guinea, -hand, -horse, -hour(-s), -line,
-mile,-minute, -month (-s), -phase (PHASE Z),-pint,
-plait, -ply, -point, -pound, -rail, -row, -shilling,
-speed, -stairs, -story, -strand, -thrmv, -tier, -volume,
-wheel, b. Parasynthetic adjs. formed on similar
collocations + -ED *,

= having or characterized by
three of the things named

',
as three-aisled (having

three aisles), three-angled, -armed, -bladed, -bodied,
-bolted, -liranched, -chinned, -coloured, -coned,
-corded, -crowned, -dayed, -dropped, -eared, -eyed,
-faced, -fingered, -floored, -formed, -grained,
-groined, -handed, -hooped, -lettered, -mouthed,
-necked, -nooked, -phased, -pointed, -pronged,
ribbed, -roomed, -shaped, -soled, -storied,
-stranded, -suited, -syllabled, -tailed, -tiered,
-toothed, -wheeled, -wormed, etc.

; spec, in botanical
and zoological adjs., as three-capsuled, -celled,

-fibred, -flowered, -jointed, -lobed, .nerved, -petalled,
-seeded, -valued, etc. (now largely superseded by
terms derived from Latin, as tricapsular, trilocu-

lar, trivahiular, etc.) ; also with other endings, as
i three-dayen (of three days), three-dimensional,
t three-shapen, three-weekly, o. Parasynthetic sbs.
in -er [see -EB! i], as three-miler (one who goes
three miles), three-mover [MOVER 1

7], -railer,
-tanner, -volumer, -wheeler.
1905 CHESTEKTON Heretics 280 Some absurd shrill and

affected voice, such as we only hear from a duchess in a
three-act farce. 1766 ENTICK London IV. 204 Making a

"three-isled cathedral. 1865 Cornh. Mag. July 34 The
thrice 'three-angled beech nut shell, c 1830 Glouc Farm
Rep. 32 in Libr. Use/. KnowL, Huso. Ill, Cut with a
three-bladed knife. 1574 HELLOWES Gueuara's Fam. Et.

l
.
IS77) 336, I giue my condemned soule and life to the in-
fernall 'three bodyed Pluto. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 764
Beside him hung his Bow And Quiver with 'three-bolted
Thunder stord. 1770-4 A. HUNTER Georg. Ess. (1803) IV
38 Suppose.. the field to be formed into "three-bout ridges.II7 HlERON Wks. II. 352 This treble or "three-branched
sufficiency. 1860 All Year Round No. So. 448 A hectolitre
contains a trifle more than a "three-bushel English corn-
sack. i88iC. E.TURNER in Macm.Mag.-X.UV. 307 Agray
nding-coat, with a "three-caped collar. 1793 MARTYN Lang
Bot., "Three-celled

Pericarp. 1898 Daily News 15 Oct. 6/3A very cheap way ofproducmg . . necessary blocks for* three-
colour printing. 1902 Daily Chron. 10 Jan. 6/6 Methods
of colour-photography, . . the '

three-colour process
'

invented
by Professor Lippman. 1741 Comft. Fam. -Piece n. iii. 403
'Three colour'd Violet or Heart's Ease. 1649 Lane. Tracts
(Chetham Soc.)277 A 'three-corded scourge. 1604 HIERON
Wks. I. 576 To maintaine the state Of your 'three-crowned
potentate. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 28 Dec. 3/1 The best work
on the Midland [Railway) was accomplished with 'three-
cylinder compounds. 1890 Pall Mall G. 18 Aug. 2/1
Whether you go by a two-day or a 'three-day coach. 1422
tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 200 God Sente. . lonas to
the grete Cite of Nynyvee, wyche was a 'thre-dayen
lornay. 1618 CHAPMAN Hesiod, Georg. n. 426 A "three-ear'd
tripod. 1598 Q. ELIZ. Plutarch x. 30 Axing for., "threyead
men. 1689 Land. Gaz. No. 2510/4 A 'Three faced Steel
Seal. 1828 G. W. BRIDGES Ann. Jamaica Il.xiv. 183 "Three,
fingered Jack, the notorious rebel. 1793 MARTYN Lang
Bot., 'Three-flowered Peduncle. 1861 Miss PRATT Fltnver.
PI. V. 298 Three-flowered Rush. 1567 GOLDING Ovid's
Met. vn. (1593) 157 Our 'threeformed Goddesse. 1766
Comfl. Farmer s.v. Meadow, With a shovel, hoe, or 'three
grained fork. 1719 HAMILTON Ef. to Ramsay 24 Aug., in
R. s Poems, The pleasure, .snoovt away like 'three-hand
ombre. 1680 COTTON Comfl. Gamester x. 83 Some play at
two handed, or "three handed Whist. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen.
VI, iv. u. 72 The "three hoop'd pot, shall haue ten hoopes.
1812 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst. Huso. Scot. i. 75 A 'three-horse

power does
very well for potatoe-oats, when the corn is fed

in by a careful hand. 1906 KROPOTKIN Mem. Revolutionist
(1908) I. v. 23 A three-horse carriage. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. *
fff, ?i "

,99'
' thy 'three houres wife. 1837 Penny

Cycl. IX. 13/2 [The antennae] are generally. . "three-jointed.
1053 R . SANDERS Physiogn. 69 The "three-lettered name of
the 72 Angels. 1793 MARTYN Lang. Bot., 'Three-lobed
leaf, i&yi Penny Cycl. I. 77/1 Leaves.., three.lobed. 1895
Ouling(U. S.JXXV1.459/, In the 'three-mile'run England
has a decided advantage. 1899 Daily Nevis 10 July 6/5



THREE.

The *three-milers were the next to appear. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Georg. iv. 692 The gaping "three-mouth'd Dog forgets
to snarl, 1891 Atlictixum 31 Ian. 148/2 The current runs
. . in favour ofshort [chess] problems ; nothing beyond "three-

movers is even looked at. 1799 H. GURNKY Cupid ff Psyche
xx. (1800)51 Charm the "three-neck'd dog of Hell 1 1793
MARTYN Z.<z^. /lot., *Three-nerved Leaf. 1606 SHAKS. --//.

y Cl. iv. vL 6 The "three nook'd world. 1891 Lightning
3 Mar. Gloss, Elcctr. Terms,

* Threephase system, a system
of distribution of electrical energy in which three alternating
currents, each differing from the two others by one third of

the period, are used. 1522 in Bury Wills (Camden) 115 A
"thre pynt pott of pewter. 1868 Kef. U, S. Commissioner

Agric. (1869) 51 Carpets, treble ingrain, "three-ply, and
worsted chain Venetian. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIV.
606/1 One dog-tooth, and five or six "three-pointed grinders.
i866CKUMP#fl&'"x. 223 EdwardVI.Gold. "Three-pound
piece, sovereign [etc.]. 1711 Loud. Gaz. No. 4915/4 A small

*three prong d silver Fork. 1800 ' R. BOLDREWOOD '

Col.

Reformer (1891) 283 The Colonel, .rode his horse over a stiff

*three-railer [fence]. 1828 SIR J. E. SMITH Eng. Flora 11.

93 Partial bracteas five, ovate, acute, "three-ribbed. 1844
Port Phillip Patriot n July 1/3 A "three-roomed hut. 1593
G. HARVEY Pierce's Super. 109 The "three-shapen Geryon,
\f^-\Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Min. ^.(1855) 149The tnch

of "thrie-solled schoes, of the best leather, be sold at twa

shillings twa pennies. 1902 Daily Citron. 21 Nov. 11/4 The
Sturmey-Archer "three-speed gear, ..an elaboration of the

well-tried
' Hub '

two-speed gear, is exhibited by the Raleigh

Cycle Company. 1852 W. WICKENDEN Hunchback's Chest

330 In his "three-stairs back, Grove Street. 1814 SCOTT

Antiq. _.

siderably above the ordinary elevation of *three-storyhouses.
1841 CATLIN N. Amtr. Ind. I. xxi. 147 Its string was
* three stranded. 1605 SHAKS. Lear ll. ii. 16 A base,..

begeerly, "three-suited, hundred pound, filthy woosted-

stocking knaue. 1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid.

(1827) I. ii A "three-tailed instead of a five-tailed bandage.

1848 THACKERAY Bk. Snots iii, A three-tailed Pasha. 1821

GALT Provost xliii, Wearing.. a white "three-tiered wig.

1883 J. D. J. KELLY in Harper's Mag. Aug. 445/2 Diminu-
tive "three-tonners-.were cruising. 1382 WYCLIF i Sam. ii.

13 The child, .hackle a flesh hook "thre tothid in his hoond.

"793 MARTYN Lang. Bot., "Three-valved pericarp. 1877^84
F. E. HULME WildFl. p. viii, Capsule obtusely three-angled
and three-valved. 1844 R. P. WARD Chatsviorth I. 115 The

fee-simple of his estate in "three-volume-noveldom. 1889
A tlienxum 10 Aug. 184/3 He nas ma<ie c'^ar the distinction

between the ' racionabihs secta
'

and suit to the "three-

weekly court. 1656 EAHL MONM. tr. Boccalinfs Advts.fr.
Pamass. I. xxxi. (1674) 35 A "three-wheel'd Charret. 1886

Cyclist's Tour. Club Gaz. IV. 123 The safeties and "three-

wheelers [tricycles]. 1683 MOXON Meek. Exerc., Printing
xi. r i A *Three-Worm'd Spindle.

2. Special combinations and collocations: fthree-

aged a., living through three generations; three-

awiied a., having three awns, as in three-owned

grass, the name of several American grasses of the

genus Aristida; also called beard-grass (Cent.

Diet. 1891); three-banded a., having three bands,

as in three-banded armadillo, an armadillo of the

genus Tolypeutes, distinguished by the shell con-

sisting of three bands ;
three-bar a., Geom. applied

to a curve generated by the motion of three bars

pivoted together ; three-bearded a., having three

beards (BEARD si. 3 a) or barbels, as three-bearded

cod or rockling (see ROCKLING) ; three-birds, (a)

a showy garden species of toad-flax, Linaria

triornithophora, from Spain; (6) name of two

American orchids, Pogonia pendula and Triphora

trianthophora, also called nodding cap (Cent. Diet.

1891, and Suppl. 1909) ;
three-bottle a., applied

to one who can drink three bottles of wine at a

sitting; three-card a., pertaining to or played

with three cards, as three-card monte (see MONTE) ;

three-card trick, a trick popular with race-course

sharpers, also known as find the lady, in which

a queen and two other cards are spread out face

downwards, and bystanders invited to bet which is

the queen; three-cleft a., cleft or divided into

three segments, trifid ; three-coat a., requiring three

coats, as work in plastering
and painting; three-

cocked a., having three cocks, as three-cocked hat

(COCKED ///. a.2 ) ;
also absol. as sb. ; t three-

corned fCoBNJsn2 3], three-cornered; three-

day(s) fever = DENGDE ; three-eight (usually |)

Mus., denoting a 'time' or rhythm with three

quavers in a bar; three estates : see ESTATE *.

6 7- + three-fallow v., to fallow threefold : cf

T'HBY-FALLOW ;
three-field a., noting a method of

agriculture in which three fields are worked on a

three-course system of two crops and a fallow ;

three-four (usually J) Mus., denoting a time or

rhythm with three crotchets in a bar; three-high

a see quots. ; three-holes, a boys game of

marbles; three-horned a., having three horns;

esp. applied to particular species of animals ;
th

in-hand, three horses drawing a vehicle driven

by one person ;
three-iron a., welded together from

three strands of iron; three-life a., applied to a

system cl tenure under which (till
1854]

Ion
(P;

ecclesiastical and college estates) was held during

the joint lives ofthree persons or the longest liver of

them ; three-light, (a) adj. having three lights : see

355

LIGHT^. 10; (l>) sb. 'a chandelier or candelabrum
with three lamps for candles' (Cent. Diet. 1891) ;

t three-like a., having three equal sides, equi-
lateral (of a triangle) ; three-line, three-lined a.,

having, consisting of, or marked with three lines
;

in Printing, extending through three lines, as a

large capital letter; three-pounder, a thing

weighing three pounds ; a gun firing a three-pound

ball; f three-shafted a. [cf. Ger. dieischdftig],
of cloth, woven with treble web-shafts (see SHAFT),
three-stranded

; three-shear, a sheep between its

third and fourth shearing; three -apinedu., having
three spines, as three-sfined stickleback, the com-
monest speciesofSilCKLKBACK ; three-spot,athree-

pipped playing card; three-thorned a., having
three thorns, or triple thorns, as three-thorned

acacia, a name for the honey-locust (Cleditschia

triacanthos), a N. American tree having thorns yi

groups of three; f three-threads, a mixture of

common ale, porter, and double (or twopenny)

beer, popular c 1 700 : see quots.; three-thrown.,

having three throws (see THBOW J*.2 2), as a three-

throw crank ; hence, having such a crank, as three-

throwpump or engine, one worked by a three-throw

crank-shaft ; three-two (usually |) Mas., denoting
a ' time

'

or rhythm with three minims in a bar ;

three-up, a game resembling pitch and toss ;

three-water o., Naut. diluted with three times its

bulk of water, as thrce-ioatcr grog or rum ;
also

absol. ; three-went way, dial, a point where three

roads meet without intersecting ; cf. FOUR-WENT ;

three-wire a., applied
to a system of distributing

electric power, involving three mains and two

dynamos, the two outer mains being joined to the

free terminals of the dynamos, and the central main

to a conductor joining the two.

1697 CREECH tr. Jlfanitius l. 30 Great Atreus Sons,..

With "three-ag'd Nestor. i8ooSHAwGi-.2Tiw/.I.i88*Three.
banded Armadillo, .may be considered, .as the most elegant

of the whole genus ;.. it is a native of Brazil. 1875 S. ROBERTS

in Proc. Land. Math. Soc. n Nov. 14, I propose to extend

..to general "three-bar motion a discussion .. of some par-

ticular cases. 187* CAYLEY Math. Papers IX. 551 Ine

Three-Bar Curve is derived from the motion of a system

of three bars, .pivoted to each other, and to two fixed points.

1806 SUKR Winter in Land. III. m Metamorphosed from

a'three-bottle man to the image of temperance. 1854 1 .

PARKER in Weiss Life (1863) II. 134 'Three-card-monte

men, and gambling-house keepers. 1887 LOWELL Tariff

Reform VVks. 1890 VI. 187 They, .play their three-card

trick. 1793 MARTYN Lang. Bot., "Three-cleft, tnfidiis.

Ibid., Three-cleft-palmate leaf. 1875 MORRIS jBntidn. 475

TIIREE-DECKEB.

83 The books be green, bright, and they be "three-corned.

1897 Alltutfs Sy,t. Med. II. 3?6 Synonyms [of Dengue]

.^olka fever (Brazilian), "three days fever ,577 B. GoOM
'Hmsbac'h's'Husb.'^&W Mb, For some seede, you must

3oo) 150 The r^olisn tnree-ncio. lanmug. *v/ *"

ORRIS Nunburnholme 251 Supposing thethree-neldijljajr
be adopted. 1902 Westm. Gaz. 14 June 4/3 Ine rre*

altz, . . the
'

Military Dip ', b in "three-four wal"''
' and

is one dip to each three counts. 1877K*fi*!
Mo
to 1

waltz,

"rA.|A
l

A7"(Metal"workTng),'a rolling-apparatus_in
which three rollers are arranged in a vertical series. ,8

Breech-Loader 5 Pr

Iron Damascus ; W Two-Iron Damascus. 1898 A. F.

^
Bcverlcv Act Bk. I. p. xlv. In 1300, one of the Canons

leSed onlhe usual -three-life system, some of the lands of

hU prebend. 1618 in Willis & Cte* Cambridge (.886) I

d, call ""-<"-, n atine men ***'
english it may be called a "threllke triangle. '>
Meek. Exerc., Printing xxil. P 5 He begins his Chapter

with a "Three or Four-lin d Letter. Mod. A three-lined

whip has beentsued for to-nighfs division in the House of

Commons 1684 J. PETER Sitgt Vienna 109 Three pounders
orntv Mills, etc. II. 3 One

Three Threads, Four Threads. 17 B. L. Diet. Cant

Crew, Tkrtt-threatti, half common Ale, and the reu Stout
or Double liter. 1802 hee l-.sjiki. A. a b). 1(29 -V.t/.

I'hilat. I. Hydrautia ii. u ' Soc.) KecpinE
lliree pump* Loti^t.ititly at wurk by what i-. tailed

a triple or 'ilni ,1;. 1900 Engineering Mag.
'' Three-throw ram pump fur dip working'. 1851

MAVHEW Lond.LaeoHr\. 12/1 'Shove-liaJfpenny'U another
ame played by them Kostermongen] ; &o is "Thite up*.
840 /' l'<i' ley s Ann. \. 295 A large lump of salt beef, with
some "three water grog. 1005 /Aii'/y Ckrtm. 25 May 4/7

lo be called "grog' likewise Gelngturn and water came
iwo-water' or '

three water
'

grog, according to the pro-
wrtions of the mixture. 1767 Kentish Trttv. Comp. 49 He
;ets to a "three-went way. 1898 H'tilni. Gat. 9 July 7/1
There was some ducuuion at to the particular kind of
lectrical equipment to be used, but eventually the 'three-

wire system was adopted.

Three '-ccvrner (streis var.), a. Of or per-

aining to three corners (quot a 1 548) ; having three

orncrs, three-cornered, triangular.
IS48 HALLCArm.. Hen. (V in The Frenchekyng, per-

:eiuyng this toune [Laignyl to be the thre corner key,
tctwcne the territories of the Englishemcn, the Burgonyons,
and his awne. 16(3 WOOD l.ije 3 Dec. (O. H. S.) 111. ,

rle pointed to the dore, and bid me ' be gone ', with bis

hree corner cap. 1902 MARSHALL Metal Tools 38 Three-
corner files are very useful for cleaning out the sharp
corners of square holes,.. for sharpening saw teeth, or for

filing nicks in a piece of steel before breaking it off.

So Three-cornerism (nonce-wd.}, the fact or

system of having 'three-cornered' constituencies;

Three-cormer-way*, -wise mlrs., with three cor-

ners, triangularly.
1884 Edin. Rev. Jan. 994 No diagnosis will discover "three.

cornerism to be the cause of the disease. 1796 M RS. CLASH
Cookery xiv. 234 Toast some thin slices of bread cut "three.

:orner-ways. 1862 T. A. TROLLOPE Marietta I. xii. 228

Kerchief folded three-corncrwise.

Three-COmered (hr-,k^jnsid : str. var.), a.

1. Having three comers or angles ; triangular (in

plan or in cross-section).
<:i4oo MAUNDEV. iiL 15 Costantynoble . . is iij cornered.

c 1400 Lanfraitc'i Cirttrg. 36 Haue a nedle bre oomerid.

1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. III. I. (1636) 274 Of Triangles or

thrce-cornerd figures. iM CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol.

Anat. L xviii. 49 Somtimes they are three-corner'd, seldom

rouni 1833 T. HOOK Parson's Dau. It. i, Immediately

following..came a three-cornered note from Lady Gorgon.

1855 O. W. HOLMES Poems 86 The old three-cornered bat.

b. trans/. Applied to a constituency represented

by three members.
Such constituencies were a feature of the electoral system

for the House of Commons from 1867 to 1885 i each elector

having the right to vote for not more than two candidates,

which enabled a strong minority to elect one of the repre- .

sentatives.
1882 OGILVIE, Three-cornered constituency. 18*3 Manch.

Guard. 22 Oct. 5/2 What shall be done with the three-

cornered constituencies T

c. Applied to a contest, discussion, or the like,

between three persons.
1891 KIPLING Light that Failed. (1900) 197 Let us rather

. .consider whether Torp's three-cornered ministrations are

exactly what Dick needs just now. 1894 H. GARDENER

Unoff. Patriot 59 They had a three-cornered fight wiih

Uradley's mulatto, Ned. Mod. The election in Kilmarnock

Burghs was a three-cornered fight.

2. a. Of a horse : Awkwardly shaped, colloq.

1861 WHYTE MELVILLE Mkt. Hart. iv. 28 The grey . and the

bay, with a little three-cornered jumping hack. 1890
' R.

BOLDREWOOD' Col. Reformer (1891) 386 And the horses?

Sell every three-cornered wretch of 'em.

li.Jig. Awkward, cross-grained, peevish; CJ.

ANGULAR a. 4. (Also quasi-ft>.)
c 1850 E. FARMER Scrap Bk. (1869) 96 Matters run three-

cornered. 1876 Go. ELIOT Dan. Der. xxxm, A three-

cornered, impracticable fellow. 1879 F. W. RO....SOX

Coward Conic, in. xviii, This hard, three-cornered family.

Hence Tliree--oo-rnerdn, triangularity ;

Three'-co'rneredwUe adv., triangularly.

1682 T. FLATMAN Htraclittu Rideas No. 68 (1713* '
,'
<9

A Place in Egypt, call'd Delia, from the Three-corner dness

of its Shape. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tonf, Tnangv-

iaire, three comerdwise, or after three comers.

Three--deck, a. ran. = next.

,692 I.UTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) H- 636, 3 three deck

shipVwere lately launched at Brest. *7*
frond.

Gat.

No 4421/7 The Boyn, a three Deck Ship of 80 Guns. 1797

Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII.4O3/I The middle deck in three-

deck ships.

Three'-decked (-dekt), a. rare. Having

three decks; three-decked ship - next, I.

1602 DELAVAL in Land. Gat. No. 1769/3, 1 found 3 three

Deck'd Ships of the Enemies. 1834 Eiurcl. Metnp. (1845)

VI l/i The Royal Navy U divided into the following

classS and denominations, i. Rated ships, pta, Ftnt rate.

all three-decked ships.

Three--de-cker. \i.three-deck:
seeDEco

1. A three-decked ship ; formerly spec, a line-of-

battle ship carrying guns on three decks.

IK* Three deckers [see DECKER*]. 1797 Emycl. Brit.

faPS XVII. 403/1 In three-deckers it [the fire hearth] is..

on the middle deck. 1855 TENNYSON Mad 1.1. xiii,lf..the

rushing battle-bolt sang from the three^lecker out of the

""b. fig. Applied to a thing (or person) of great

size or importance.

,835 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (.889) I.
J4 P"y do wnte o

me : a few lines soon are better than a tKree-decker a mon

hence 18* E. HOWARD A'. Keefer xlv, Three deckers

,f Stin or Greek derivation. ,87, BLACK Crw

i. He went over to Mrs. Blythe,. .

words



THREE-DOUBLE.
that majestic three-decker. 1886 DOWDEN Shelley (1887) I.

iii. 115 Some great three-decker of orthodoxy.

2. trans/. Something consisting of three ranges or

divisions : spec. a. Nickname for the three-storied

pulpit formerly in use, consisting of the desk for the

clerk, the reading desk, and the pulpit proper, one

above another, b. A skirt with three flounces, c.

A three-volume novel.

1874 MICKLETHWAITE Mod. Par. Churches 56 The
Georgian three-decker, the few surviving examples of which
are now such objects of scorn. 1895 Wcstm. Gaz. 26 Apr.
2/1 The long-winded novel of our forefathers what you
may call the old three-decker of fiction. 1909 Daily Chron.

3 May 7/4 That graceful form of skirt, which consists of
three flounces (known sometimes to the irreverent as a ' three-

decker '). 1910 GATHORNE-HARDY Mem. ist EarlCranbrook
I. 115 In the place now occupied by the present one [chancel

arch] the old 'three-decker
'

stood [in 1858).

3. attrib. (in senses i b and 2).
1860 O. W. HOLMES Pro/. Break/. -t. ii, A boy.. with a

three-decker brain. 1890 John Bull 5 Apr. 220.A In the

latter part of the eighteenth and first part of the nineteenth

centuries . . great
' three-decker

'

pulpits blocked up the

chancels. 1898 Daily News 29 Sept. 3/4 The
' three-decker

skirt is supplemented by a three-decker cape. 1904 Daily
Chron. 27 Apr. 7/4 The winding rope attached to the three-

decker cage parted, and it dropped a distance of 2,oooft.

tThree'-dotrble, <z. Obs. 'Doubled' or folded

in three; consisting of three layers, courses, thick-

nesses, etc. ; threefold.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. Qj, Ouer
that a lynnen cloth thre dowble. 1613 Uncasing of
Machivils Instr. 16 A Falling-band, or a three-double ruffe.

1653 H. COGAN Pinto's Trav. xxxii. (1663) 129 Having a
chain of Pearl three double about his neck. 1658 J. ROW-
LAND Moufei's Theat. Ins. 95^ Terrible for biting, . . piercing
through a three double stocking and boots likewise.

So f Three-double v., to treble ; f Three-
doubled a., threefold, triple.

1558 PHAER jEneid. vn. U iij b, Threedubbeld shyrtes Of
golde. 1580 HOLLVBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Tripler, to three

Three'-C'dged (-edjd : stress var.), a. Hav-

ing three edges. AlsoyJf.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvn. xxxv. (Bod!. MS.),

Segge . . is acounted amonge kindes of rissches, as Sias seib,
and cleped it a (>re egged ruyssche. 1541 R. COPLAND Guy.
don's Quest. Chirurg. Liij b, Nedles..euen and sinoth, and
thre edged at the poynte, 1685 Land. Gaz. No. 2085/4
Lost... a large Silver Hilted Sword, with. .a long three

edged blade. 1793 MARTYN Lang. Bot., Three-cornered or

Three-edged, Mgonus. 1898 G. W. E. RUSSELL Collect,

fy Recoil, xix. (1903) 178 This three-edged compliment has
seldom been surpassed. 1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot.
Terms 270/2 Three-edged, with three sides, . .and three acute

angles, triquetrous.

Three'-fa'rthings. In the literal sense : see

FARTHING. Also, money of the value of three

farthings ; hence the name of a silver coin of that

value issued by Queen Elizabeth.

1561 Q. ELIZ. Proclam. 15 Nov., Because a halfpeny
cannot be made of such finenesse to beare any conueniene
bulke, an other small peece shall also be coyned of three

farthynges..whiche..shalbe of meere fine starling syluer.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. in. i. 140 Remuneration, O, that's the
Latine word for three-farthings. Ibid. 150 Threefarthings
worth of Silke. 1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. 11. i,

He values me at a crack'd three-farthings, for aught I see.
a 1616 BEAUM. & FL. Scorn/. Lady in. i, Whip'd and then

crop'd,
For washing out the roses in three farthings, To

make 'em pence. 1898 G. B. RAWLINC.S Brit. Coinage 65
The threefarthings . . was the least ofallthecoins having a
rose behind the ear. Ibid, [see THREE-HALFPENCE].
Hence Three-fa-rthlng a., of the value of three

farthings ; hence, paltry, insignificant.
c 1600 Timon in. v. (Shaks. Soc.) 56 Away, away, thou

ppore three farthing lacke 1 1656 EARL MONM. tr. Bocca-
lini, Pol. Touchstone (1674) 276 They had put to arbitriment
the salvation of mens souls upon a three-farthing business.
1822 K.Aristoph., Plntus 15 Do you suppose the despotism

beth's] reign, namely, the threehalfpenny and threefarthing
pieces. Mod. A three-farthing bun.

Threefold (frrTflkld). a., adv. (sl>.) Forms :

see THKEE and -FOLD. [OE. Irifeald, fryfeald :

=
Qr\s.thr{fald, obs. Du. drijvoud, OHG..MHG.

drivalt, ON'. Jirlfaldr : see THREE and -FOLD.]
A. adj. \. Consisting of three combined in one,

or one thrice repeated; comprising three kinds,
parts, divisions, or branches

; triple.
ciooo .SLFRIC Horn. II. 606 Nis se /Elmihtiia God na

Bryfeald, ac is Drynnys. CIMO Twelfth Cent. Horn. 136
Crist arerde breo men of deabe to life, & ba breo tacnoden
bene Sreofealde deab bare sunfule sawle. c 1100 Trin. Coll.
Horn. 65 God bad us turnen to him, and bat us bihouer) to
don on brefold wise. 13 . . Cursor M. 25943 (Cott.) And for
we sin on nlaners thre, Vr scrift aght thrifald for to be.
M34 MISVN Mending Life L 107 pis is be threfold ropeM vnnethis may be brokyn. a 1600 Scot. Poems i6tA C.
(1801) II, 192 His popish pride, and threefald crowne,
CI700. PRIOR ist Hymn Callimachns 66 The three-fold
empire Of Heaven, of ocean, and deep hell beneath. 1703
MARTYN<Z-. Bot.,Ternafolia, three-fold leaves, in threes,
or three and three. 1857 TOULMIN SMITH Parish 104 High-
ways, bridges, and military defence, constituted the three
fold conditions (trinoda. necessitas) always..attached to
the tenure of land.

2. Three times as great or numerous.
c 1200 ORMIN 14034 Twafald oberr brefald melt pa fetless

alle tokenn. 1858 LARDNER Hand-Ik. Nat. Phil. 158 If the
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compressing force be increased in a threefold proportion, the

volume of the air compressed will be diminished in a three-

fold proportion. 1870 BRYANT Iliad I. v. 140 A threefold

courage now Inspired him.

B. adv.

1. In a threefold manner, triply; fin threes,

three together (obs.) ; f m tnree wavs (obs.) >
'" or

into three parts (now rare).
c 1020 Rule St. Benet i. (Logemnnl 10 pa twyfealde breo-

fealde o3oe soSes anlepie gangende butan hyrde. 13..

Cursor M. 26069 (Cott.) Als |>e sin es wronht Thre-fald, wit

word, dede, and thoght. 1486 Bk. St. Albans, ffer.Cvij b,

Rather it shall be calde a cros threfolde partitid flurri. 155*
PHAER JEneid iv. Lj, On the threefoldshapen dame, And on
Diana's virgins faces three she doth exclarne. 1855 TKNNY-
SON Brook 73 The chestnut, when the shell Divides three-

fold to show the fruit within.

2. Three times, thrice (in amount) ; three times

or thrice as much. See also THICK adv. 6.

_ _ ] CO4
on me threefold distrest : Power all your teares.

C. sb. A name for the plant buckbean (Meny-
anthes trifoliata), from its threefold leaves, dial.

1788 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. II. Gloss. (E.D.S.), Three-

fold, Menyanthcs trifoliata, bogbean, buckbean. 1876 in

ROBINSON H'hitby Gloss.

Hence Three-folded a. (rare), threefold (whence
Threefoldedness'=//;;rf/i/rfi; ;

Three foldly

adv., in a threefold manner ;
Three foldness, the

quality or condition of being threefold.

1528 ROY Rede me, etc. (Arb.) 29 Fye on his golden *three
folded crowne. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. 6 b, Quintilian giueth
warnyng to vse this threfolded order- 1005 Chr. Progress
Feb. 22 The word Trinity means "Threefoldedness, a ooi
Laws of SElfred c. 39 2 sif syxhyndum bissa hwaeoer

^elimpe, *oriefealdlice arise be oWe cierliscan bote. 13..
Cursor Af. 25939 (Cott.) Man he sinnes threfaldli, pat es in

thoght, in word, in wark. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 1591
How the feend temptede crist threfaldelye. 1901 K. C.
MOBERLY Atonent. 4- Person, viii. 154 The Three Persons

[in the Trinity] are neither Three Gods, nor Three parts of
God. Rather they are God Threefoldly. 1856 FABER
Creator ft Creature n. i. (1886) no The "Threefoldness of
Personsand the Unity of Essence.

Three'-foot, a. t a. = THREE-FOOTED. Obs.

b. Measuring three feet in length, breadth, or other

dimension.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. n. i. 52 The wisest Aunt. .Sometime
for three-foot stoole, mistaketh me. 1675 HOBBES Odyss. 155
A caldron, or a three-foot pot of brass. 1870 MRS. RIDUELL
A. Friars iv, The usual three-foot passage leading from the
front door to the kitchen. 1880 A. A. COM MON in Mem. Roy, \

Astron. Soc. XLVI. 173 Particulars of the Mounting of a
Three-Foot Reflector.

Three'-foo ted, a. Having three feet; esp.

having three supports, tripod, as a three-footed stool.

c 1000 /ELFRIC Gram. xlix. (Z.) 287 Tripes, bryfete {MS. W.
brifotede]. Fr. in Wr.-Wulcker 124/6 Trisilis, bryfolad
fset. c 1425 Cast. Persev. 2599 in Macro Plays 154 Worldis
wele is lyke a iij-foted stole ; It faylyt a man at hys most
nede. 1555 EDEN Decades 195, I named the mountayne
where these trees grow, the mountayne of three footed trees.

1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 436 If we believe Oedipus,
there are found fourfooted, and threefooted, and twofooted
men. 1821 SCOTT Kenilvj. x, So saying he approached to
the fire a three-footed stool.

Three'-forked (-fikt,/<*/. -flaked), a. Hav-
ing three forks or prongs ; trifurcate.

'535-1887 (see FORKED///, a. i f]. 1615 CROOKB Body ofMan 375 Within these vessulles are certame values or leafe-

gates...Some of these are three-forcked, some like halfe
Moones. a 1678 MARVELL fforatian Ode, Like the three-
forked lightning. 1822 Hortus Angl. II. 165 C. Tricuspi.
datus. Three-forked Stock. Leaves lyre-shaped ; pods three
toothed at the tip.

Three-halfpence (ph^-pens). Money of
the value of three halfpennies, or a penny and a

halfpenny (ij</.) ; a silver coin of this value issued

by Queen Elizabeth; also.asilvercoinofWilliamlV
and Victoria, issued for use in Ceylon.
1483 Cath. Angl. 385/1 Threhalpenys, triuit (A.). 1561

I. HEYWOOD Prm. <t Epigr. (1867) 151 They take three
halfpence. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 181 To the Philoso-
pher, three halfpence. 1872 Punch a Mar. 105/1 The fee
for the hire of a chair with arms will be reduced to three-
halfpence. 1898 G. B. RAWLINCS Brit. Coinage 65 The six.

pence, threepence, threehalfpence, and threefarthings [of
Q. Elizabeth], are distinguished by having a rose behind
the head.

Three-halfpenny (-h^'peni), a. (sb.) That
is worth, or costs, three-halfpence ; often a depre-
ciatory epithet of anything held in small esteem :

paltry, vile, contemptible. Also sb. a three-half-

penny piece : see prec.
1552 GILPIN Serm. in Life, etc. (1636) 258 A great number
.keep them [the livings] as their owne lands, and give some

three halfe-peny Priest a Curates wages. 1587 FLEMING
Contn. Holimhed III. 1287/1 To let it perish in threehalfe-
penie pamphlets, and so die in obliuion. 1638 SANDERSON
Serm. (1657) 142 We laugh't at the silliness of the poor
Indians.. for parting with a massie lump of Gold-ore for
a three halfpenny knife. 1726-31 TINDAL Rapin's Hist. Eng.
xvn. (1743) II. 157 The Three Half.penny Piece (coined by
this queen only). 1898 G. B. RAWLINCS Brit. Coinage 66
Ihe threehalfpennies, pennies and threefarthings have as
!?.?!.

r
.

kverse legend E D G Rosa sine spin*. Ibid. 200
William IV also coined silver three-halfpenny nieces for
Ceylon and the West Indies.

Three-halfpennyworth, usually contr.

THREE-MASTER.

ha'porth (-h.-i-pa.ib). [Cf. HALFPENNYWORTH.]
As much as is worth, or costs, three-halfpence.
c 1440 Proinp. Parv. 492/2 Thre halpworthe, trissis. 1692

SOUTHERNE Wives Excuse I. i, Three halfperth of farthings.
1901 Essex Weekly News 15 Mar. 6/1 Deceased only had
three ha'porth of beer.

t Three-head. Obs. [f. THREE + -HEAD.] The
being thiee (in one) ; trinity.
a 1225 Juliana 78 pet rixleft in breohad & bah is an

untweamet. a 1240 Saivles IVartte in Lamb. Horn., etc. 267
His hali inilce-.rixleo in breo-had a buten ende. 1x1400
Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton AfS. 59 A God and ane Lord yn
threhed, And thre persons yn aliened.

Three-headed (trf-he^led), a. [f. three head(s
+ -ED 2

.] Having three heads.
(looo .lELFRlc Gram. ix. (Z.) 67 Triceps, bryheafdede.

c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 300 He highyt vnlo helle yates, A bre
bedet hounde in his honnd coght. 1567 GOLDING Ovid's
Met. VII. (1593) 157 And thou three-headed Hecat. 1839
BAILEY Festus xxvi. (1852) 456 The dog three-headed, by
the gates of woe. 1905 W. T. FILTER Bible fr Babylon 116
The woman was first tempted by the three-beaded Serpent.

Three'-inch, a. Measuring three inches in

length, thickness, etc. (in first quot. humorous}.
Also in comb., as three-inch thick, -wide. So
Three-inched (-injt) a. rare.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. i. 27 Away you three inch foole,
I am no beast. 1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 9
All the Orlope to be layd with square three inch plancke.

r A th

point. 1846 J. Baxter's Libr. Pract. Agric, (ed. 4) I. 153
In Suffolk they are hoed . . with three-inch hoes, having
bandies not above two feet in length.

t Three -leaf. Obs.
[f. THREE + LEAF : cf.

TREFOIL.] A three-leaved or trifoliate plant.
a. The wood-sorrel ; so called from its ternate

leaves, b. A species of orchid (? Habenaria) with
three root-leaves.
ciooo /ELFKIC Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 133/22 Trifolium,

Xeacessure, uel brifefe. 1562 TURNER Herbal \\. 128 Saty-
rion whiche som call Threleafe, because it hath thre leaues,
bowing doune toward the earth.

Three'-leaved (-ttvd), a. Also -leafed. [See
LEAVED and LEAFED.] Having three leaves, or
leaves consisting each of three leaflets

; trifoliate.

Three-leaved grass, an old name for clover ; in

quot. 1634 aPP- wood-sorrel (cf. prec. a); three-
leaved ivy, an American name for the poison ivy
(Khus toxicodendron); three-leaved niah,_/uncus
trifidus.
14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 595/33 Melilotmn, thre-leueil.

gras. 1562 TURNER Herbal u. 41 Among so many thre.
leued herbes as we haue. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 18
Such as baue the Scuruy,..eat three-leafed-grasse, fresh

meate, or the like. 1772 FORSTER in Phil. Trans. LX1I. 55
The threeleaved Hellebore. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower.
PI. V. 296 Three-leaved Rush. . . This rare species, . . has
crowded, erect, thread-like stems, from four to six inches

high. 1884 I. TAIT Mind in Matter (1892) 329 Saint
Patrick .. employed the three-leaved clover to illustrate the

Unity of Nature, and Plurality of Persons in the Deity.

Three-legged (-legd, -le:ged), a. Having
three legs, as a three-legged stool.

t Three-legged ware, a nickname for the gallows ; three,

legged race, a race run by couples, the right leg of one per-
son being bound to the left leg of the other ; ^three-legged
staff, a tripod for supporting surveying instruments, etc.

1596 SHAKS. Tom. Shr. i. i. 64 To combe your noddle with
a three-legg'd stoole. 1685 T. BROWN Advice Dr. Oates 26
From Fear Of being mounted on a Three-legg'd-Mare. 1694,
1834 [see MARE' 2 a]. 1701 MOXON Math. Instr. 21 Three-

Leg'd Staff, made with Joynts to shut together, and take
off in the middle for the better carriage : to support Instru-
ments for Astronomy, Surveying, etc. 1764 M ASKKLYNK in
Phil. Traits. LIV. 350 The wooden three-legged stand,
which supports the sector. 1863 W. C BALDWIN Afr.
Hunting i. 3 Quill-driving was not my particular vocation,
nor a three-legged stool the.. range to which I was willing
to restrict myself. 1909 Mission Field July 118 How the

boys did enjoy the '

three-legged
'

race and the sack races !

Three-lihood. nonce-tud. [app.f. THREE + -LY 1

+ -HOOD; perh. after ME. THRILLEHOU.] The
Trinity ; threefoldness.

1839 BAILEY Fettus xx. (1848) 250 To shew the holy God,
in three scenes, first And last in Threelihood, and midst in

One.

Three -man, Requiringthreemen; managed,
worked, or performed by three men ; esp. in three-

man('s) song, glee (also three metis song), a convi-

vial part-song for three men ; a trio for male voices.

(Corrupted tofreeman's song: see FBEEMAN 4.)
c 1425 Cast. Persev. 2336 in Macro Plays^ 147, xxx* 1 thou.

sende..pat had leuere syttyn at be ale, iij mens songys to

syngyn lowde, panne to-ward be chyrche for to crowde.
c 144 Proinp. Parv. 492/2 Thre mannys songe, tricinnium.

1597 SHAKS 2 Hen. fV, I. it 255 If I do, fillop me with a
three.man-Beetle. 1611 Wint. T. iv. iii. 44 Three-man
song.men, all, and very good ones. 2600 HEYWOOD \st Pt.
Ediv. /K,Wks. 1874 I. 51 Weele haue a three-men song, to
make our guests merry. 1857 KINGSLEY Two Y. Ago xxi,
An old seventeenth-century ditty, of the days of three-man
glees '. 1865 Hercward v.

Three*-mast, a. Having three masts. So
Three--ma'sted a.

; Three'-ma'ster [MASTER
J^.2], a three-masted ship.
1775 DALRYMPLE in Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 392 Two three-

mast vessels with latine sails. 1839 MARRYAT Phant. Ship



THREE-MONTHLY.

vy
A three-masted vessel. ,883 UE Ko lsr in Jla,-fcr\

'{JK.
' '" 5 '9 ' 2 n":Sh<">' of a great three-master.Three -mo-nthly, a. (rf.) Of or pertainingto three months; appearing every three months, as

a periodical ; quarterly, b. sb. A quarterly maga-
zine or review..
18.8 BYRON Juan i. ccxi, Magazines,.. Daily, or monthly

N. P. THOMPSON /i^.osl" V
. ccx,

or three monthly. ,830 GK. . HOMPSON .os
233 Writing in a three-monthly Review. 1846 Mu! Goit
Ay.CAr.(,85 ) 13 ConvincJthatall ,hew7ekly nTomhkand three-monthly critics cannot be in the wrong ,8*

Threen, obs. form of THRKNK.
Threeness (br/-nes). [f. THKKE + -NESS- cf

Ok. fryties, flriiiies : see THICKNESS.] The fact

quality, or condition of being three or threefold
spec, said of the Godhead.

ess

Letttwoness, threeness, mis;ht be substituted.' 1855 I YNCI
to Scattered*. ,1872) 65 That in the OnenesstnerTfa Three
ness, that the One God is Triune. 1899 Month. Jan ,4t hreeness in person with oneness in nature.

Three-one, a. (**.) Being three in one, triune,
b. absoL or as sb. The triune God, the Trinity
1638-58 COWLEY Davideis i. 37, Who shall describe' thythrone, Thou great Three-One? 1719 J. T PHILIPPS ti

nty:f<'r Confer. ,74 This glorious'Tnree-bne Godhadcreated all Things. 177, T. OLIVERS Hymn, '

T/te GodotAbraham fra^se-. Before the great Three-One They all
exulting stand. 1802 J. JAMIESON Use Sacr Hist II w
53 The love of a three-one God is displayed.
Threep, variant of THREAP.
Three'-pair, a. In full, three pair of stairs

(see PAIR 3.1 6 b). Of or belonging to the third

'I./.' TSS&HtZS*' >>ack,front, wind.

.
,

- o e ouse
or in the three-pair front. ,883 MRS. PLUNKETT in Har.

^three 2r'back
>2 WaS established in the

Three-part, a. (adv.) Containing, consisting

III. 129/2, 15 three-part symphonies.
b. adv. (in comb.) = THREE-PARTS.

1840 ELAINE Encycl. Rur.Sforts 1282 A three.part-bredmare.

So Three-parted a., divided into or having three
parts, tripartite.

553 GRIMALDE Cicero's Offices in. (1558) 117 A threeparted
deuision. 1793 MARTYN Lang. Bat., Three-parted leaf,.,
divided into three parts down to the base, but not entirely
separate. 1900 JACKSON Glass. Bat. Terms 270/2.
Three parts. Three out of four equal parts,

three quarters. Hence as advb.phrase, To the ex-
tent of three quarters ; well-nigh, almost.
I7H SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 30 June, Patrick comes early,

and wakes me.., though I am three parts asleep. 1842
BORROW Bible in Spain vii. 45 He was half-intoxicated, and
soon became three-parts so. 1871 M. COLLINS Afrj. A>
Merch. x, He rides a three-parts thorough-bred. 1877
BKOWNING La Saisiaz 72 There's the stoppage at the inn
Three-parts up the mountain. 1887 STEVKNSON Mem. <y
Portraits xv. 250 Conduct is three parts of life, they say ;

but I think they put it high.

Threepence (bri-ptns, bre-pens). [f. THREE
+ PENCE, collective pi. of PENNY.]
1. A sum of money equal in value to three pennies.
1605 B. JONSON Volpone ii. i, What monstrous .. circum-

stance Is here, to get some three or four gazettes, Some
three-pence in the whole ! 1701 CIBBEH Love makes Man
v. ii, j^ng. . . Fortune, once again, is kind ; but how it comes
about D. Lew. Does not signify Three pence. 2849 Sk.
Nat. Hist., Mammalia IV. 12 In Pennsylvania an old law
existed offering threepence a head for every squirrel
destroyed.
2. A silver coin of this value; a threepenny piece.
(Now the smallest silver coin of Great Britain.)

1589 Hay any Work (1844) ii A round threepence serueth
the turn. 1675 Land. Gas. No. 987/4 One Purse . .

, and there,
in.. about 18 new Groats, Three-pences, and Two-pences.
1711-13 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 23 Jan., Dr. Pratt and f. . with
the Bishop of Clogher, .. played at ombre for threepences.
1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. I. (1863) 235, I would ven-
ture the lowest stake of gentility, a silver three-pence, that
(etc.). 1898 G. B. RAWLINGS Brit. Coinage 53 Edward VI
coined . -a silver crown, half-crown, sixpence, and threepence.

Threepenny (>rrpeni, jre-peni), a. (sb.)
1. Of the value or price of threepence, a. Three-

penny nail, a nail of the size which originally cost

threepence a hundred. (See PENNY io.)
I439-3 Rec.St. Mary at Hill 73 Also ford6

iij penynayll,
jdob. 1481, 1484 [see PENNY io]. ujKNayalAcc.Hen.r'll
(1896) 16, ccc iij peny nailes ixd . 1494-5 >n Swayne Sartnn
Churchw. Ace. (1896) 43 De clauis vocatis threpenynayle
precii centene iij d.

b. Threepenny oil'(Err j*.*8c), piece = THREE-
PENCE i; alsoyijf. (in reference to the size of the

coin) something very small. Alsoellipt. threepenny.
1799 Evelyn's Kal. Hort. 199 A Leaf as broad as a
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fesHS^^jWt'SafeffiIJec. / A.small threepenny-bit ,,f a cmfcw 189. \ULA1U />aW.j Prayers, etc. (1893) 289 Only a ihW
penny bit and not a talent. ,905 D.,ily Chron 8 Nov
Ihreepennies, indeed, are as characteristic of the province!as the farthing is peculiar to London.

C. Costing or involving an outlay of threepence.

iS5Si^i^^K5^j"t f5^

THREE-QUARTEB.

,., and

K- lour

" '

-
^ /

Penny tram
'

(largely used by workmen)a. />//. Of or
pertaining to threepence or to

something worth threepence-; able or willing to
pay three|>ence.
l63

1;
T*v^" (W

?
ter p-> Nav> I-""* Shits Wk>. ,. 70/1Some Men (being borne vnder a threepenny planet) n

? v ,^
y painS' - OT a"? industry be worth a groat. i8o<

ofTh* ^""Vi
DCA7/

!
C^S'iea "' 'he lhree^m,y boiet

?/fvvh.?i
d bookse lers> I8 Z><"V-" SBTM <)".What in magazine parlance may be called.. the 'three-

penny public. 1899 J. PENNELL in ^,-/,,. Rm. LXV. ,,,

populace!
' CUM a"y """'" With lhc **"

B. as
<*;>. Three-quarter (rarely -guarteri

Amounting to three quarter, of the wLle; one
quarter lea in magnitude or dimension than that
which is complete or full

; three-fourth* of the
ordinary; also vaguely (cf. A. i).

? fa as a disparaging epithet : Of little worth ;

trifling, paltry, cheap, worthless.
1613 ROWLAND Four Knaves (Percy Soc.) 47 Like three-

""'
W
1

a
(

h -

C
m
c

1 '- Eacn with a "' browne-bili in his

*rmitled to excommunicate for a threepeny matter
corr Peveril xxvii, Down to that three-pennv

epenny-worth (br/-:pe-niw&b), contr.
three-penn'orth (-pe-nsjj.). The quantity that
is worth, or costs, threepence.
[1340 /O***. 37 Hi habbeb bri paneworbes of worke uorane peny.) ,617 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosf., Caultrl,., For

thre penneard of wax candelles iij d. 1700 CONGREVE Way
4c T^

V' ' W
!
th your Three-penny-worth of small Wart

^SjDicKENs
Mut. fr. in. x,

'

Threepenn'orlh Rum ', said

Three- per ce at, adj. and sb. phr.
A' 5s "V- a - Yielding 3 per cent, interest (see

ii.)- " Containing three parts in every hundred.
'753 Ban* o/ Eng. Dividend Bk. 5 Jan., 3 per cent. con.

v vv?,,
a
,
nnu"lcs- ''S* CNT- Ru"FOKo in Phil. Tram.

. ...
-..,, 4m three-Quarter

staring down at her own image.
b. spec. Of portraits, etc. (a) Originally appliedto a canvas measuring 30 inches by 15 (about thicc-

fourths of the area ofa kitcat, 36 in. x a8). (b) Now
usually applied to a portrait showing three-fourths
of the figure (in full, thru quarterns length). (Also
to a ladys coat of similar length.) (c) Three-
quarter-face (esp. in PhotogrS, the aspect inter-
mediate between full face and profile.
1711-13 SWIFT -Jrnt. to Stella ,, FU., I have a very fine

picture of lady Orkney,.. by sir Godfrey Kneller, three

; vvv?,,
a
,
nnu'"cs- '79 CNT. RUMFORD in Phil. Trans.

\

a full-length, 63oi crty>Catalcg,ac-fWm MaceillL.XXXVII. 215 In the three per cent, consolidated public Edinb. 10 Canvasses on Frames kept in Stock. .24 I
unds of this country. 1880 BARWELL Aneurism i. 12, I., i

hea<l sue j 30 by 25, J size J 36 by 28, Kitcat w bv
ilaced them in a three-per-cent. solution of carbolic acid. half-length (etc.). 1865 Miss BRABDON Sir yasfcru There

fi

pla<

B. as sb. (absol. use of A. a), in pi. three' per
cents, the Government securities of Great Britain,
consolidated in 1751 into a single stock paying 3
per cent, interest : see CONSOLIDATED b.
In 1888 the interest on the consolidated stock (consols) was

reduced to 2J per cent., and in 1903 to 2J per cent., so that
the name, so long familiar, ceased to be applicable.
1794 G. ROSE Diaries (1860) I. 195 We borrow in the

Three Per Cents. 1813 SCOTT Quentin D. Introd., There
were two thousand three per cents as much lost tomy family
as if the sponge had been drawn over the national slate
a 1839 PRAED Poems (1864) I. 266 Annuities and Three per
Cents., Little cares he about them. 1905 Harmsw.
Encycl. 1562/3 In 1888.. the 3 per cents, outstanding were
..549,094,000.

Three'-pi-le, a. (sb.) [See PILE sb.6 2.] Ap-
plied to velvet in which the loops of the pile-warp
[which constitutes the nap) are formed by three

threads, producing a pile of treble thickness
; so of

..iv, .....i
,v.i.j^ *w/ unfincK rrcjfu/. t J cc 1. I. vy KS. 1073 "

283 My . . maister hath sent you a veluet gowne heare : . .three
jile. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T, iv. iii. 14, 1 haue seru'd Prince
Florizell, and in my time wore three pile. 1817 HARE
Guesses Ser. i. ( 1847) i A cloak should be of three-pile, to keep
ts gloss in wear. 1844 WILLIS Lady Jane i. 208 This del
:ate alarum is worth while, More 'specially with carpets of
:hree-pile.

Three'-piled (-pild), a.i [f. prec. + -su 2.

Cf. PILED///, u.3 a.]
1. THREE-PILE. Also transf. of grass, Growing
hickly with a soft surface like velvet.

1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. i. ii. 35 Thou art good veluet :

hou rt a three pild peece I warrant thee. 1605 Land,
"rodigal I. i. 140 Sixe peeces of vellet...a peece of Ash.
olour, a three pilde blacke (etc.). 1610 Chester's Tri.
Chetham Soc.) 41 Our verdant pastures three pil'd greene
n graine. ai86i MRS. BROWNING Nature's Kemarses ii,

On three-piled carpet of compliments.
2. Jig. Of the highest quality, refined, exquisite ;

also, of very great degree, excessive, extreme, in-

ense (cf. threefold, treble, triple). 1 0bs.
1588 SHAKS; L. L. L. v. ii. 407 Taffata phrases, silken
earmes precise, Three-piPd Hyperboles, a 1616 BEAUM.
!t FL. Scornf. Lady in. i, You, tender sir, whose genlle
lood. .makes you snuff at all But three-piled people. 1690
)HVDEN Don Sebastian ill. ii, She has made my pious father

three-piled cuckold.

Three'-piled, a." [See PILED///, a.'-*] Con-
isting of three things piled one upon another;
Isofig. threefold.

1656 J. HARRINGTON Oceana (1700) 59 As under Herod,
'ilat, and Tiberius, a threepil'd Tyranny. 1661 COWLEY

Disc. Cromwell Wks. 1710 II. 637 The Son of Earth,. .Upon
is three-pil'd Mountain stands, Till Thunder strikes him.

908 Daily Chron. 21 Nov. 9/5 The work under the mark of
he three piled arms of the B.S.A. Co.

a full-length, tyj.
'

Edinb. 10 Canvasses
head sizes 30 by 25, } size; 36 by "28, Kiuit,.. bi ^
half-length [etc.). 1865 Miss BRABDON Sir Vaster ii, Ther<!
were several sketches of the Baronet's elder daughter ; nowa three-quarter face.. ;nowa profile.,mow a full face iS8j
J. ASHTON^T. Life Reign Q. Anne xxvii. II. 42 Wollaston,a portrait painter, who could only command five guineas for
a three-quarters canvas. 1894 H. GAMUN G. Ronuiey 202
Lady Susan Murray is a beautiful three-quarter Handing
figure. 1911 Queen 4 Nov. Suppl. 14/3 A three-quarter
length [coat] comes out at only 5 guineas.

o. ellipt. Measuring or relating to three quarters
(of a yard) in Cloth Measure, or three fourths of
any quantity indicated by context ; spec, of a coal
seam, three quarters of a yard thick.
1708 J. C. Compleat Collier (1845) 16 The 3 Quarter Coml

about
j Quarters thick or more. 1838 Civil Eng. t, Arch.

Jrnl.\. 381/2 A hair-inch service pipe will fill a cistern in
one-third the time now taken by the three-quarter cock. 1846
MCCULLOCH Ate. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 75 The principalbeds of coal are one of 6 feet thick, and a lower one called
the three-quarter bed. 1894 HESLOP Northumbld. Glass.,
rttrte-quarter^oal, a seam of coal about three-quarters of a
yard in thickness. Mod. The three-quarter chime*.

C. as adv. To the extent of three quarters.
a 1584 MONTGOMERIB Cherrie >, Slat no That little God

of Loue..With bow thrie quarteris scant. 1831 Reeul
Instr. Cavalry in. 106 The .. Troops wheel three-quarter,
left about. 1869

' LEWIS CARROLL '

Phantasmagoria 106
Prone to the dust he bent his head, And lay like one three-
quarters dead.

D. Spec. Comb, and Collocations: three-quar-
ter back, in A'ugfiy Football (also in Hockey), one
of two, three, or four players stationed between
the half-backs and the full-backs ; three-quarter
binding, a style of bookbinding having more
leather than half-binding: see quot; three-
quarter-bred a., having three quarters of pure
blood ; three-quarter cleft (olifl), dial, a person
three-quarters

' cracked
'

: cf. QUARTEB-CLZFT a ;

three-quarters face, Mil. three quarters of a full
< face

'
or turn

; three-quarter fiddle : see qnot. ;

three-quarter plate (watch) : see quot
1880 Daily Tel. 20 Dec, One of the Northern "three-

quarter backs sustained an injury to his leg. 1889 H.
VASSALL Rugby Football io This led to the increase in the
number of three-quarter-backs, first, from one to two, with
two full-backs, and then to three, with one full-back in
other words, three-quarter-back became the main line of
defence against the rush of opposing forwards. 1890 Cuts*.
WELL Hockey 10 The three-quarter.backs, generally two
in number. 1897 Lit. to Editor, 'Three quarter binding
is a very wide back and large corners. The sides may
be of anything, paper, cloth [etc,]. 1901 BODKIN Shille-

lagh 32 The fast 'three-quarter bred mare between the
shafts. 1843 CARLETON Traits Irish Pets. I. 5

' A 'three-

quarter clift 'of a fellow half knave, half fool 1833 Kegul.
Instr. Cavalry i. 14 The recruit .. makes a 'three quarters
face. 1889 E. J. PAYNE in Grove Diet. Mus. IV. 81 i/i YMint
Piccolo (..Dremertel-geite, 'Three-quarter fiddle), a violin
of small size, but ofthe ordinary parts and proportions diner-

ing in this respect from the pochette or kit. 1884 BjurTdf



THBEE-QUABTERED.
Watch f, Clockm. 199 In 'three-quarter plate

watches

there is a piece cut out of the top plate sufficiently Urge to

allow the balance to move in the same horizontal plane.

So Three-quartered a., fa. made in three sec-

tions (obs.} ;
b. Her. of an animal as a healing :

turned so as to be nearly affronte, but showing a

part of the flank.

1450 LOVELICH Grail xxxv. 535 There-Inne stoden

peleris of Marbil stones . . thre-qwarterid they weren Of Gold

& Asure And Of Silver. 4:1828 BERRY XmfjrcL Her. I.

Gloss., 7V(>w?a'''cn.'<^ showing three-fourthsofan animal;

termed, also, Irian-aspect, as an eagle, &c. in a Matt-

aspect. 1889 in ELVIN Diet. Her.

Threes, obs. form of THMCE.
Threescore (}>rrsk5.i, Jir^sko-u), a. (sti.)

arch. Forms : see THREE and SCORE sb. [ScoM
s/>. 1 6.] Three times twenty; sixty. (Formerly
sometimes written in Roman numerals, iij".)

1388 WYCLIF Lev. xii. 5 Thre scoor and sixe daies. 1470-

85 MALORY A rttiur\\. viii. 194, 1 wil delyuer al the prysoiiers

that I haue that is thre score and foure. 1535 COVEHDALE

1610 HOLLAND Caimien's Brit. (1637) 529 Almost threescore

miles in length. 1690 DRYDKN Epht. J. Druieii 91 But we
their sons, a pamper d race of men, Are dwindled down to

threescore years and ten. 1741 CHESTEBF. Lett. (1792) I. 216

Very long ships, rowed by oars, some of forty, some of fifty,

and threescore oars.

t>. absol. with ellipsis of years, in reference to

age ; hence as sb. the age of sixty years, or trans/.

a person of this age. So threescore (years'} and ten,

seventy years.
1605 SHAKS. Macb. 11. iv. i Old man. Threescore and ten

I can remember well. 1719 YOUNG Revenge n. 18 And
reverend Grey Threescore is but a Voucher. 1764 GOLDSM.
Trav. 254 The gay grandsire . . Has frisk'd Deneath the

burden of threescore. i8aa GALT Provost xl, The worthy
man was hale and hearty, not exceeding three score and

seven. Mod. He has long passed the three score and ten.

f o. Used as ordinal numeral (threescore and one

*= sixty-first). Obs.

5o6 DANETT tr. Comines (1614) 219 The King. .when he
died was well forward in the threescore and one yeere.

Hence t Tlireesoortli a. Obs. [-TH -], sixtieth.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xlv. i The threescorthe Psalme
is mtytled (A Lilly). 1657 North's Plutarch, Add. Lives

(1676) 38 Acacanius the threescorlh King of the Scots.

Three'-si'ded (stress var.), a. Having three

sides, trilateral (either as a plane figure or flat body
with three edges, triangular ;

or as a solid figure or

body with three lateral surfaces, trihedral) ; fig.

having three parts or aspects.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) II. 489 In the triumph. .he

made a shew of three-sided tables, cup-bourds, and bourds,

supported by one foot all of brasse. 1793 MARTYN Lang. Bat.,
Three-sided stem, .. having three plane sides. 1823 H. \.
BROOKE Introd. Crystallogr. 115 Dodecahedrons with tri-

angular planes, appearing as three-sided pyramids on the

planes of the tetrahedron. 1878 H. H. GIBBS Ombre 8 One :

of those three-sided tables with pits in them to hold the
counters. 1901 \Vestm. Gaz. 5 Feb. 10/1 The taste ofQueen
Victoria in books was. .a three-sided taste.

Threesome (JirrsiJm), sb. and a. (adv.} Chiefly
Sc. Also 4-6 thresum, 6 thriesum.

[f.
THKKE

+ -SOME.] A. s&. Three persons together ; three

forming a company.
1375 HARBOUR Bruce in. 420 It [boat] sa litill wes, |>at It

Mycht our |?e wattir hot thresum fiyt. 1549 Coinpl. Scot. xv.

131 It is nocht possibil to gar thresum keip cousel. a 1578
LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 275 NfdeTno
..eschapit and thriesum with him. 1816 SCOTT Bl. Dwarf
viii, The rest disperse by twasome and threesome through
the waste, and meet me at the Trysting Pool. 1893 STEVEN-
SON Catriona xxix, We. .sat down to meat, we threesome.

B. adj. Consisting or composed of three
; per-

formed by three together ; threefold, triple.
1839 New Monthly Mag. LVII. 42 Any thing like a

country-dance, or a threesome or foursome reel. 187*
MORRIS Love is Enough (1873) 8 To have seen Your nimble
feet tread down the green In threesome dance. 1875
Mneidv. 580 Then. .they.. in threesome order slip Their
cloven ranks. 1878 H. H. GIBBS Ombre 4 Tresillo means a
threesome game. Mod. Sc. A threesome cluster of nuts.
She does her back-hair in a threesome plait.

b. quasi-tufo. nonce-use : cf. FOURSOME i b.

1875 MORRIS JEneid VH. 639 Mail-coat threesome laid Of
golden link.

Hence Three'someness noiue-wd., the quality of

existing in threes, triplicity.
1853 Alhenxutn 15 Oct. 1216 What may be called the

threesomeness of everything in the moral world.

Three -square, a. Now dial, or techn. [f.

THREE, after four-square ; cf. five-square, six-

square^ Having three equal sides ; equilaterally tri-

angular. Alsoyf^. threefold, triple.
CI440 Jacob's Well 119 pis wose of coueytise is thre

length. 1590 SPENSER V. Q. i. vi. 41 Catching up in hast
his three-square shield And shining helmet. 1642 FULLER
Holy f, Prof. St. i. iv. 10, I intend not to range over all his i

life as he stands threesquare in relation, Husband, Father, :

Master. 1683 MOXON Mech. Exerc., Printing xiii. f 2 For
. . 1 riangular Punches, 1 commonly reserve my worn out
three square Files. 1766 J. BARTRAM Jrnl. 9 Feb. in W.
Stork Ace. . Florida 63 A good sort of rush to bottom
cliairs with, much better than the.. bull-rush or the three- I
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square ones. 1873 Koutltdgc's Yng. Gentl. Mag. July 502/1

Take a triangular file, three-square file it is called.

t Three--s<iuared, a. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -KIJ.J

fioo MAUNDKV. (1839) xiv. 160 Summe [diamonds) ben

.vi squared, summe iiij. squared, and summe HJ. as nature

schapeth hem. \Fr. lit totes sont quarrez et ont pointes de

lour nature; et ascuns sont a vj. quarrez et ascuns a mj. et

ascuns a iij., si come nature les fourme,] 1577 ^'lls , Inv.

N. C. (Surtees) I. 4'5 One dosen three-squarde fyles. 1585

LUPTON T/wus. Kotable Th. (1675) 144 A hole made.. with

a three squared stake. 1701 Load. C,az. No. 3708/4 Lost. .,

a Three-squared turning Seal, with 3 Stones.

Three'-Stringed (-stdrjd), a. Having three

strings : usually ol a musical instrument.

1509 SANDYS Europz Spec. (1632) 145 The whole Realme

hath beene scourged with a three stringed whip, Warre,

Ill-governement, and Injustice. 1611 BIBLE i Saul, xvlll.

6 margin. Three stringed instruments. 1752 NEWTON Note

Milton's L'Allegro 94 Rebeck is a three-stringed fiddle.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 346/1 Medals .. representing

Apollo playing on a three-stringed instrument,

Threete, obs. form of THREAT v.

Three'-tined (-taind), a. Having three tines

or prongs, three-pronged.
1558 PHAER sEneid n. E iij b, The God Neptune..With

forck thretinde the walles vprootes. 1587 FLEMING Conln.

Holinshed III. 1339/1 Neptune with his threetmed mace,

riding ouer waues vpon a dolphin. 1706 Lomt. Gag.

No. 4259/3, 6 Silver three-lined Forks. 1904 Daily Neivs

7 Nov. 4 A three-lined dinner fork.

Three'-toed (-t<?d), a. Having three toes ;

in Zool. a descriptive epithet of particular species
of animals.

1752 SIR I. HILL Hist. Aiiim. 562 The three-loed Anna-
dilla. 1771 FORSTER in Phil. Trans. LXII. 388 Three-loed

Woodpecker. 1879 E. P. WRIGHT Auim. Life 211 The
Three-loed Sloth . . is a native of Brazil, Para, and Rio

Janeiro. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 24 Jan. 12/1 That the three-toed

horse became extinct ages ago geologically speaking.

Three -tongned (-U>nd), a. Having three

tongues ; also, knowing or using three languages,

trilingual.
1594 CAREW Huarte's Exam. Wits xi. (1596) 152 The

vowels, and phrases of speech hold a very different signifi-

cation from that which the vulgar and tnree-tongued men
do know. 1690 C. NESSE O. f, N. Test. I. 18 That Doeg
aforesaid . . was Irilittguis, three-tongued. 1743 FRANCIS tr.

Hor., Odes in. xi. 22 From his tnrec-tongud Jaws the

Poison flow'd.

Three'-way, a. Having, or connected with,
three ways, roads, or channels ;

situated where three

ways meet. Three-way cock, valve, one with an

inlet and two alternative outlets.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1338/2 Hishighnesse

passing foorth still beyond the place called the Threewaie-

leet, came to the street named Hwiuetterstreet, that is to

say, the chandellors streel. 1603, 1608, 1674-91 [see LEKT
MJ, 1633 AMES Agst. Cerem. n. 325 To have set up
Altars of devotion at every Ihree-way-Teel. i8j!&Civitng.
# Arch, Jml. I. >8o/2 Five three-way cocks and their

appendages. 1884 COUES Key N. Atner. Birds (ed. 2) 190
This curious exlra-vestibular chamber, which may be named
the trivia, or '

three-way
'

place. 1888 LOCKWOOD l)i\t.

Mech. Engineering Terms, Threeway-cock . . for divert-

ing the liquid from the inlet branch into two different direc-

tions at pleasure. 1907 Installation News June 11/2 This
necessitates a three-way distribution board.

Three-years, -year, a.

1. Of or pertaining to, or lasting for, three years ;

of the age of three years.
1665 PEFYS Diary 7 Apr., We having already, .spent one

years share of the three-years tax. 1717 [DORRINGTON]
Ph.ilipQua.rll (1816) 37 They set sail for a three years voyage.
1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. i. iv, The Wedding.Guest stood

still, And listens like a three years child.

2. Three'-year-o'ld, of the age of three years;
spec, of horses

; also, of three years' standing, that
has been such for three years. Also threeyears old.

18*5 BENTHAM Offic. Aft. Maximized, Observ. PcttsSp.
(1830) 10 Exclusion of all Barristers but three-year-old ones.
Ibid. 13 Three years old Barristers. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII.
307/2 A three-year-old colt. 1894 Field 9 June 850/3 A
three-year-old animal may have all the permanent incisors
well up. 1910 Westm. Gaz. 2 Apr. 7/3 A strange story of
an alleged three-year-old treaty between Russia and China.

b. absol. or as sb. ; also attrib.

1617 in T. Pants Topogr. Ace. Cunningham (Maitland
CL) 200 Saxtein auld kye, . . Item, thrie thrie-yeir-aldis.
1815 BENTHAM Offic. Aft. Maximized, Oosen. Peefs Sf.
(1830) 18 Turn now to the three year olds [i.e. barristers).
1856

' STONEHKNGE '

Brit. Sports 11. (ed. 2) 1 10 By Training
the three-year-old is understood the preparation of the colt
for racing as a three-year-old, in his fourth year. 1881
Daily News 26 Dec. 3/5 Not only in the three-year-old
prizes did the fillies make their mark.
So Three-yea Tling a. = three-year-old.
1621 AINSWORTH Annot. Pentat. (1639) 58 Take unto thee

a three-yeerling heiffer and a three-yeerling she goat.

Thref(e, threff, obs. ff. THRAVE, THRIFT.
Threies, Threin, Threip, Threist: see

THRICE, THEIN, THREAP, THIRST.
Threit, -en : see THREAT, THRETE, THREATEN.
Threll, var. THRILL sb? Obs., obs. f. THBALL sb.

Threll multure : see THIRL-MULTUBE.

Thremmatology OremaVlodsi). Biol. [f.
Gr. Spinna (-OT-) nursling + -LOGY.] That part of

biology which treats of the propagation or breeding
of domestic animals and plants.
1888 E. R. LANKKS.TER in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 802/1 The

THBENOS.

area of biological knowledge., which relates to the breeding
of animals and plants, their congenital variation!), and the

transmission ana perpetuation of those variations .. may be

called thremmatology. //</, Darwin's introduction of

thremmatology into the domain of scientific biology. 1889
Atftenxwn 12 Jan. 47/2 The second subdivision,

* Biono-
mics ',

includes . . thremmatology a word coined for the

subjects of variation, heredity, and the breeder's lore,

Thrette ()>
r
*~n), sb* Forms : 5-6 trene, 7

threen, 6- threne. [ad. Gr. QfyvQ* funeral

lament. So obs. Y.thrtne (1526 in Godef. Compl.}.]
A song oflamentation ; a dirge, threnody ; formerly

spec, (in //.) the Lamentations of Jeremiah (LXX
Bprjvot 'lept/uov, Vulgate Threni}.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 85 The seide Jeremy.,

made also the trenes, that is to say, the lamentacion es.

1493 Festivall (W. de W. 1^15) 7 Y paynfull deth of our

sauyour . . of the whiche is made mencyon in the fyrst

chapytre of Trenys. 1593 SOUTHWELL St. Peters Cowpl,
2 My threnes an endle&se Alphabet doe fmde. 1601 SHAKS.
Phcenix

4;
Turtle 49 Whereupon it made this threne To

the phoenix and the dove. 1651 BP. H. KING in Usshers
Lett, ( 1686) 567 Some of these Psalms may serve as Threnes
and Dirges to lament the Present Miseries. iSn LAMB
Guy Faux Misc. Wks. (1871) 372 The tears and sad threnes
of the matrons in universal mourning.
So Threne v. [cf. Gr. Opqvttv], to compose or

sing a threne ; Threne-tic, Threne-tical aJjs.

[Gr.^pr/y;Ti*os],pertainingto a threnody; mournful.

1890 Univ. Rev, Dec. 540 Her voice grew strangely low
as she *threned. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. t *Threnetick ..

mournful, lamentable. 1850 MURE Hist. Lang, ff Lit.
Greece III. 325 Threnetic odes are also ascribed to Sappho.
1829 CARLVLE Misc.

t
I'oltaire (1872) II. 152 *Threnetical

discourses.

tThreng, sb. Obs. [variant of THHING sb.\
assimilated to THRKNG z>.]

A crowd, throng ;

THBING jA 1

c 1x75 LAV. 2229 Among be brenge of sipmen hii funde
beos maydenes. 13.. A'. Atis. 2533 (Bodl. MS.) Abouten
Iiij gonnen goo Par force smyten in to )>e brenge And duden
beastes from o]?ere drenge. c 1330 Artk. $ Merl. (Kolbing)
6099 Of Sarazms gret breng About our Cristen made reng.

tThreng, v. Obs. Pa. t. threngde. [Early
ME. frengen, wk. vb.

;
in fonn a factitive from

THBING v. : OTeut. *prangian (cf.MHG.
Ger. drdngen to press, throng, late ON.
~gja t \vth~])rengjat Sw. tranga^ Da. trxngc to press),
in signification not differing from TUBING v.\
1. trans. To press or crush into a narrow space ;

to force into confinement : = THBING v. B. 5 c.

a 1x54 O. E. Chron. an. 1137, Sume hi diden in crucethus
&et is in an caeste bat was scort and nareu and undep . . and
brengde be man basr tune foet him braecon alle be limes.

c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 473 Anticrist wolde faste to men
godis of fortune bi coueytise, bat shulden drenge a man to

nelle. [But perh. this is for drenche = sink.]

2. intr* To go in a crowd or throng, press /,

out, etc. : THBING v. B. i.

c laoo ORMIN 16182 patt he swa swibe mikell follc Draf all

ut off |'c temmple. . . Swa batt 1^33 alle brenngdenn ut Off all

batt miccle temmple.
Threnode (prrnJud). [Alteration of next, after

ode.~\
= next.

1858 KINCSLEY Misc.* Chalk-stream Stud. I. 167 The
threnodes of a certain peevish friend who literally hates a
mountain. 1876 STEDMAN Victorian Poetsw As a threnode

nothing comparable to [Arnold's Thyrsis\ had then ap>

peared since the Adonais of Shelley. 1903 Daily Chron.
16 June 3/2 In death the old wailing of the threnode is still

raised, and sometimes Charon's penny is still put under the

tongue.

Threnody (J>re'n<5di, J>rf-n-). [ad. Gr. OpTjvy&a

dirge, f. Opqvos THBENE * 9)817 song.] A song of

lamentation ; spec, a lament for the dead, a dirge.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 10 They repaire vnto the

Sepulchre, .. vsing Threnodies and dolorous complaints.

1647 FARINDON Serm. 34 (L.) The most powerful eloquence
U the threnody of a broken heart. 1827 CARLYLE Misc.,
Richtcr (1872) I. 4 Next came threnodies from all the four

winds. 1876 STEDMAN Victorian Poets 168 This elegiac

poem [/ Memoriain\ the great threnody of our language.
So Threnodial (brz'ntJu'dial), Threuo dian,
Threnodic (-p'dik), Threno'dical adjs. t

of or per-

taining to a threnody, mournful; Thre-nodist,
one who composes or utters a threnody ;

Thre'nody

z/., trans, to mourn in a threnody.
1817 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) 111. 81, I would. .fain be ex-

cused from any *threnodial service. 1837 Doctor cxxxui.

IV. 352 This was pretty well for a threnodial flight But
Dr. Watts went farther. 1604 QUAULES Funeral Elegies
Poems (1717) 416 If this *Threnodian story Intend her honour
with thy loss of glory. 1891 Cent. Diet^ *Threnodic. 1881

Nation (N. Y.) XXXII. 188 The brief *threnodkal essay

published at the time of Irving's death. 1827 CARLYLE

5 i'eace, tnen, rnetonctans, false

threnodists of false liberty \ 1893 G. ALLEN Scallywag III.

254 Mr. Solomons, thus *threnodied by the appointed latter*

day bards,,. was buried.

II ThreuoS (prrnps). Also in Lat. form threnus.

[a. Gr. Qpqvos, L. threnus.] THBENH, THRENODY.
1601 SHAKS. Phoenix ff Turtle (heading), Threnos. 1840

tr. C. O. Mutter's Hist. Lit. Greece iii. 5. 21 These singers
of the threnos were at the burial of Achilles represented by
the Muses themselves, who sang the lament. 1850 MURE
Hist. Lang. <fr Lit. Greece III. 97 The Threnus of Homer's
bards.. was probably in dactylic measure. 1903 Speaker
28 Feb. 539/x A lad., whose short life may be likened to a

threuos.



THBENOTHRIAMBICS.

Thre:nO|tl>ria'mbics. humorous nonce-wd. [f.

Gr. fpijvo-s THRENE -t- 9/na/i0i-ot triumphal ({.

Opiappos a hymn to Bacchus).] Verses in which
lamentation and triumph are combined.

1673 .V too him Bayes 57 In such lamentable threno-
thriambicks that you would think Nineve were going to be

destroy'd immediately.

Threo, Threottene, obs. f. THIIEE, THIIITEEN.

Threp, threpe, obs. ft. THBEAP.

Threpel, -il, obs. ff. TRIPLE v.

Threpso'logy. rare", [irreg. for *threpsio-

logy, f. Gr. ffplifnf nutrition + -LOGY.] See quot.
1857 DUXGLISON Diet. Mcd. Sc., Thrcpsology,. .the doc.

trine of, or a treatise on, the nutrition of organized bodies.

1860 in MAYNB Expos. Lex,

Threptic (bre'ptik), a. rare 1
. [ad. Gr.

epfTTtK-os able to feed, f. rpf<t>fiv to nourish.] Of
or pertaining to nutrition.

1845 MAURICE Mor. ff Met. Philos. (1850) I. vi. 86. 199
We may define all the faculties which can exist in any
living creature to be these : first, the faculty of receiving
nourishment (0peirTi<cr)) j secondly, [etc.]. . . The threptic

faculty is the lowest of these, and is present in all cases.

Thresoh, Threser, obs. f. THBESH, TREASURE.
Threschefold, thresohwald, etc., obs. ff.

THRESHOLD.

Thresh, v., the earlier and etymological form
of the vb. now also written THRASH, q. v. ; still

frequent in the sense of beating out corn ; so

Thresh sb., Threshing
1

, etc. : see THRASH, etc,

Threshal, -el, fold, etc., varr. THRESHOLD.
Threshel (J>re

-

J'l). Nowrf/a/. Forms: I pers-
oel, pyrscel ; 7-9 threshal, -all, -el, (7 thres-

sal, threshold, 9 -le), 9 dial, thrashel, droshel,
etc. : see Eng. Dial. Diet. [OE. Jierscel, f.

f>ersc-an, THRASH, THRESH v. + -EL 1
; cf. OHG.

driscit, MHG., G. drischtl.] A flail.

a icoo Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 192/3 Bainns, berscel.

c xooo SElfric's Voc. ibid. 107/2, 141/16 Tritorium, perscel.

1674 FI.AVEL Husb. Spir. i. xtx. 159 As they have threshals of
different sizes, so they bestow on some grain more, on other

fewer, strokes. Ibid. 161 He little regards whether it be
bruised and battered to pieces by the threshold or no. 1685
R. DUNNING Plain f> Easie Method 5 By his Threshall,

Mattock, and the like, he now gains bts Meat and Drink.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 333/1 A Threshall or Flail (to

Thrash or Thresh the Corn). 1813 T. DAVIS Agric. Wilts.

Gloss, s. v., A pair of threshles or drashols, or flyals, a flail.

1881 MissJACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk., Thrashat, Thrashat,
. .a flail. l88 JACO Cormv. Gloss., Drashfl, a flail.

f b. A mediaeval weapon : see quot., and cf.

FLAIL rf.2 and MORGENSTERN. Obs.

1688 R. HOLME A rmowry in. xvi. (Roxb.) 88/1 A round
Iron or Lead Ball sett on all sides with spike nayles, or sharp

pointed Irons, hung in a chaine, to the end of a stafFi_or

cudgell.. .Some terme it a slinged Galthrope, others Waring
thressal.

Thresher x
: see THRASHER 1.

Thre'Sher -. (With capital T.) A member of

an Irish political organization instituted in 1806,
whichissued manifestos signed 'Captain Thresher'.

1806 LD. PLUNKET Sf. 5 Dec. in Howell State Trials

(1822) XXX. 7 For some time past the peace of the county

[Sligo] has been infested by a set of persons assuming the

name of 'Threshers'. 1808 Hist, in Ann. Kef. 1806. 263
Disturbances .. occasioned by a banditti, who went about in

the night time under the name of Threshers, committing

every sort of crime and outrage. 1812 Chron. ibid. 31/1
The spirit of party broke out between several of the lower

orders, styling themselves Threshers on the one side, and

Orangemen on the other.

Thresher, var. of THRASHER 2
,
a N. Amer. bird.

Threshold (J>re-Jld). Forms: see below.

[OE. ferscold, -wold, perxold, -wold, frexold, -wold

GVf.freskjfldr, -kfldr, nom. pi. fireskeldir, mod.

Icei froskuldr, Norw. ,
Sw. troskel, Da. (<Ur)tserskel;

cf. OHG. driscAfli neuter, MHG. drischuvel, dur-

schufel, Ger. dial, drisckaufel, etc. The first

element is generally identified with THRESH v. (? in

its original sense ' to tread, trample '), the forms of

which it generally follows; but the second is

doubtful, and has in English, as in other langs.,

undergone many popular transformations.]

1. The piece of timber or stone which lies below

the bottom of a door, and has to be crossed in

entering a house ;
the sill of a doorway ; hence,

the entrance to a house or building.

a. I preso-, prex-, perxold, 5 thresshhold,

6 threshould, thressald, threszsh-, tresholde,

6-7 thresholde, 6- threshold.
c looo jEmiic Exod. xii. 22 And dippaS ysopan sceaft on

bam
writ

thai" 3o"pALSGR. 280/2 Thresholde, mil de lays [fta's}.

ISM COVKRDALE i Sam. v. 5 They.. treade not vpon the

threszsholde of Dagon. Pnv. xxvi. 14 Like as the dore

turneth aboute vpon the tresholde. 1553 BECON /W.?K
of Rome (1563) 256 b, At euery time the bishop shal come

vnto y church dore & strike y threshold thereof with his

Crossier staffe. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv.v. 124. nnGATAMw
xxiii 10 The horse-shoe's nail'd (each threshold's guard).

1837 LYTTON Ji. Maltrav. i. i, A tall figure crossed the

threshold.

0. i prex-, prssx-, preox-, torso-, perse-,

359

peorso-, peres-,per(e)xwold,prerwald, -weald,

perse-, paersc-, pirscwald, 2 preoxwold, 4 prex-,

thresshe-, thresh-, threswold, thers-, preis-,

thrys-, throssehe-, treswald, 5 thrys-, thresch-

wolde, thri-, threscho-, thryshwald, 6 tbrcsk-

wolde (9 dial, thresh-wood).
[c 888 peorscwold : see sense 2.J

971 Biickl. Horn. 207 Of oaes portices dura..fiaerscwolde
wais Resyne bxt [etc.], c looo vKLFHic Gram. ix. i/.j 40
Limen, ofersle^e odi'e berexwold (r. >r. br:cx-, breox.,

berxwold, orexold]. c looo Sax. Leechd. II. 142 Ofer ba

duru, & under bone berxwold. c 1000 Ags. Voc. in Wr..
Wiilcker 280/15 '""", berscwald. 11.. Kw. ibid. 551/32
Liitten, ofersleie, uel breoxwold. c 13*5 Gloss. W. de Hit'.

6rsiu. in Wright Voc. 170 La lytue, the ther^wald. 1361
LANGL. P. t'l. A. v. 201 He brompelde atte brexwolde [frr.

bresshewold, breschfold, throschfold) and breuh to be

grounde. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipciane) 579

yuhen we come to be tnryswald. Ibid. 593, f..furth can

gange to be treswald. 1381 WYCLIP l Kings xiv. i^ Whanne
she wente in the threshwold of the hows, the child dyede.
c 1386 CHAUCRR Clerk's T. 232 (Lansd.) And as sche wolde
ouer be bresshewolde gon [(.'arttfi. throswald, Petw. thress-

hold, Ellesm., Heng., Corf, thresshfold, Harl. breisshfold],
c 1400 Yivaine ff Gnw. 3222 He come to the thruwald. 14. .

Nom. in Wr.-Wulcker 733/8 Hoc lirrten, -tit's, thryswold.
c 1440 Promf. Pan'. 492/2 Threschwolde, limeit. 1444 in

J. R. Boyle Hedon (1875) App. 184 Thryshwald. 1483
Calk. Angl. 385/1 A Threschewalde, llmeti. 1511 Notting.
ham Rec. III. 333 Makyng ye seid doore and leyeng of ij.

threskwoldes. 1825 J. BRIGGS Kem. 215 (E.D.D.) Upon
this thresh-wood.. cross straws were laid.

f. 4 preschefolde, threshfoold, preshe-,
thressh-, presoh-, threissh-, threis-, throsch-

fold, 5 thresh-, thresfold(e (9 dial, thresh-fod).
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. l. pr. i. 3 (Camb. MS.) They passeden

sorwfully the thresshfold [B. M. MS. breschefolde]. 1381
WYCLIF Ezek. ix. 3 At the threshfoold [1388 threisfoldjof
the house. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. vn. <o8 He thrumbled
at be bresheiold [v. rr. bresshfold, brescwolde. treshfoldj.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) in. ix. 56 Not by the dore

but vnder the threshfold drawen oute. 14. . Voc. in Wr.-
Wulcker 592/47 Linten, a thresfolde. 1818 Craven Gloss.,

Thre:h-fod, threshold.

8. 6 thressholl, 7-8 threshal, 9 dial, threshel,
thrashel (drashel).
1593 Thressholl (see a b]. 1607 CHAPMAN Btissy ffAttioois

iv. G ij b, lie make th' inspired threshals of his Court Sweat
with the weather of my horrid steps Before I enter, c 1645
HOWELI. Lett. (1688) IV. 494 He dragg'd her Body to the

Threshal of the Door. 1787 in Coll. Sc. Poems 12 (E.U.D.)
Luckie out o'er the threshal goes. iio8 MACMANUS Bend

ofRoad 90 The house crammed .. from the threshel to the

backstone. 1000 G. WILLIAMS Fairtitner's Tint Laddies

iv. (E.D.D.), To cross the thrashel o' oor hoose.

(. dial. 1 treshwart, 9 threshwort, threshut
;

9 freshwood : cf. TH- (6).
1608 Vestry Bts. (Surtees) 151 Pd to John Lamb for

mendingeof the treshwart ofthe portch, iiij a. 18.. BHIERLKV

Out of Work x. (E.D.D.), Mind thou doesno' tumble o'er

that threshut. 1888 W. DICKINSON Lit. Rent. 234 (E.D.D.)
The threshwort's worn quite hollow down.

1815 J. BRIGGS Kem. joi (E.D.D.) The entrance from the

front door was called the freshwood. 1879 SIMMONS Lay
Folks Mass Bk. Notes 399, I bids thee. .never again set thy
foot over my freshwood. 189* HESLOP Northumbld. Gloss.,

Freshwood, the threshold, or foot-beam of the front door.

lib. (erron.) The upper horizontal part of a

door-case; the lintel, rare.

[Cf. c looo in i a, i ft. 1381 : see OVERTHRESHOLD.] 1811

CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. n The rural sports of May, When
each cot-threshold mounts its hailing bough. 1834 H r.

MARTINEAU Demerara iv. 52 Cassius stood, leaning his fore-

head against his low threshold.

2. transf. and//- a. Border, limit (of a region) ;

the line which one crosses in entering.
c 888 K. ^ELFRED Boeth. xxi, Se ilca [sc. Codes miht] for-

wyrn3 bairae sx Jwet heo ne mot bone beprscwold oferstxp-

panjreere eorjian. (1900 tr. Bxda's Hist. v. vi. (1890) 398

Foroon be he max.. from deaSes birscwalde waes acejende.

1641 FULLER Holy 4 Prof. St. in. iv. 159 Know most of the

rooms of thy native countrey before thou goest over the

threshold thereof. 01863 FARKR Hymn, 'The happy Gate

of Heaven' ii, Fair are the thresholds of blue sea. 1809

Westm. Cm. 2 Sept. 2/1 On what is known as ' the thresh-

old of England ', the Sussex coast.

b. In reference to entrance, the beginning of a

state or action, outset, opening. (In qnot 1659,

in reference to going out or leaving, close, end.)

c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Pt. (1823) cxix. R. i. Right won-

derfull thy testimonies be,. .Their very threshold gives men

light i3 Q. ELIZ. Boeth. n. pr. iv. 28 The thressholl of

thy felicttie. 1650 Clarke Papers (Camden) IV. 297, I..

shall be moste glad to heare that you are gott over the

_ _ ,'(111111, >icppin& jii uuv.y

upon the threshold' of manhood. 1877 FOSTER Phyt. lit. i.

(1878) 389 We are..met on the very threshold of every

enquiry [etc.].

O. Psychol. : esp. in phr. threshold of conscious-

ness : see quots., and cf. LIME.V, SUBLIMINAL.

1874 SULLY Sensation t, tntuition 47 There is a certain

limit below which our several sensibilities are unable W
discriminate. This boundary . . Fechner calls the threshold

(die SchwelM. 1886 GURNKV, etc. Phantasms of Ltm*g
I. 453 A telepathic disturbance may take place below the

threshold of consciousness. 1886 WARD in Encycl. Bnt.

XX. 47/2 We do not distinguish or attend separately to

presentations of less than a certain assignable intensity.

On attaining this intensity presentations are said to pas?

over the threshold of consciousness, to use Herbart s now

classic phrase [Scltwrlle des BfOMSttseins' (Psycliol.
als

Wissenschaft (1824) i 47)).

THREST.

fd. An obstacle, stumMin^-Mnck. Obs.
ifcl Sin W. COIIKWAILIS Kit. iv. Makes his imagination

build blockesand thresholds, in the plainest and mow lyraicti

way. 1705 HICKERINCILL rrictt-cr. n. vii. 70, I hop*-
left by chance, and not on purpose to be a Threshold, or
.Stumbling.bl.jck at the Church boor. IHd. viii. 91.
8. attri/i. and < 'omb.

1535 COVKKDALE 2 Kings xxii. 5 The money that it brought
vniu y boiIM of y" Lorde (which the treiholde keuen haue
gathered), a 1661 HOI.YDAY Jin'eiat\i. (1673195 'ihehan.
ings too, and thrabold>booghl >'-[ Krecn. 1678

'

Friendship in !'. v. i, Let all tlie Doors be barr'd . . , an
powder under each ThreshoW.pUce. 1805 SCOTT l.ntt
Minstr. i. i, No living wight, save the I.idve aU
dared tocrosx the threshold stone. 1841 Tr.xxYio.SY.
Styl. 188 His footsteps smite the threshold stain Of life.

Thresklte, obs. form of TIIASKITE.

Thresorer, -ory, -our, obs. ff. TREASURER,
THEASL'KV, TRKASUUK.
t Threst, thrast, sb. Obs. [f. OE. frititan :

see next.]
1. Torment, affliction, trouble, hardship.
13.. Cursor M. 4283 (Cott) For o quat pine es herder

threst pen tham be thing men luues best, ll'id. 11829
Ydropsi held him sua in threst, pat him thoghl his Ijodi tuUl

lm-st. Ibid. 29168 pai sal.. Hrenin be tier of purgatori, . . Hot
efter.ward bat herd threst, Sal bai be borun m to rest. 1340
Ayenb. 121 pe yefbe of drede is be doreward to be create

breste, bet is. .to pe create breapninge ofgodes dom. /bid.

]83 pe guode knv)t..pet. .heb y-byine uele breste* mid gral
wil and grat honger.

2. A thrust, a sharp stroke ; the stroke nr dart of

lightning, a thunderbolt.

13.. E. . Allit. f. B. 952 pebikbunder brast birled hem
ofte. 13.. Cavj. 4- Gr. A/. 1441 For bre at be fyrst brast

he |>ry^t to be erbe. a 1400-90 Alexander 554 pe li;t lemand
late laschts fra be heuyn, Thonere thrastis ware thra thrislid

be welkyn,

t Threat, thrast, v. Obs. Forms: a. i

pr&stan, 3 prcesten, preaste, 3-4 preste(n, 4
prest, 4-5 threste, 4-6 threat. P. 3 prasten,

4 prast, 5-6 thrast, Sf. thraist. /'a. t. a, 3

preaste (peerste), 3-4 presto, 4 threste, 4-5

threst, 5-6 prested. ft. 3-4 praste (3 parstc),

4-6 thraste, thrast (5 tharst). fa. fplt. i

priest, priested, 4-5 prast, 5 (y)threst, 5-6

thrast(e (5 threstyd), 6 threst. [OE. briestan to

writhe, twist, torture, torment, constrain, repre-

senting an OTent. type *braisljan, not known in

the other Tent, languages.
Otl.fristan had no etymological connexion withTHBi'sr,

early ME. prusten, frysten, pristen, from ON. trysta
(OTeut. *pn1stjaH), nor did the original senses of the two

agree. But, app. from the contiguity of the two furms trest,

and Jirist, and possibly
from the development in both vbs.

of the notion of constraint or pressure, the OE. vb. appears
to have been, by 1200, identified with the Norse vb., so that

in ME. they were treated more or less as parallel forms of

one and the same word, and actually appear in some cases

as variant MS. readings. In ME., thrust, thrist was
esp.

northern and north midland, and threst predominantly
southern, where it still survived in 1542. The past tense

thraste is here placed under threst, to which in form it

belongs: but it is possible that it was also used by some
whose present tense was thrist, or thrust.]

(The OE. senses I. intr. to twist, writhe, l. trans.

to torture, torment, plague, afflict, 3. to compress,

constrain, compel, did not come down into ME.)
1. intr. To press (in, oat, together, etc.) ; to

push one's way ; to crowd ; THBDST v. 3.

a. ciaoj LAY. 23372 Mine cnihtes balde scnllen bncslen

I<:it75 breaste] bi-foren me. al**f St. Marker. 9 In his

ihurnd heauet . . breaste smeororinde smoke ut. a sta^Antr.
K. 220 (MS. C) 'Irruerunt super me

'

het is, heo bresten in

uppon me. Ibid. 314 One schipe bet haueS monie buries,

ber bet water brest in. 13. . Sir Beues (A.) 4157 So harde

(>ai fcrestc to gedre bo, pat here gerbes borste ato. c 1386

CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1754 He thargh the thikkeste of the

throng gan threste. 1500 Mtlustne 289 The valyaunt

geffray.. smote his hors with his sporys, & thrested in to

myddes of his enemys.
a. c io< LAY. 26318 Moni busenden brasten (c 1275 brestel

ut of telden. Kiel. 26633 per after comen brasten [e 1275

comen breaste] britto busen[d) anan. C137S Cursor M.

19462 (Fairf.) Pen sulde alle to him brast. c 1380 SirFeriimb.

1977 For> sche praste among hem alle, c 138* CHAUCER

Doctor's T. 260 But right anon a thousand peple in thraste

To saue the knyght. a 1400-50 Alexander 2939 ?it he

threw to be thrid & thrast inn bare-eftir. f 1440 Parlmuft
7053 Forth into the Reynes he tharst And aboute hym leyde

on fast.

2. trans. To pierce, stab ; to give (one) a thrust:

THRUST v. 5.
c 1105 LAY. 30853 He com him baften and imong al ban

brunge hzrsten him in ban ruge. 1508 FISHER 7 Pent/. Ps.

xxxii. Wks. (1876) 30 Lyke as he hadde ben thraste thrugh

the herte with a thome. 1516 R. WHYTFORD Marttloft 13

After all she was thrast unto the herte with a swerde. 1531

Werkt for Househ. G iij. One of the sowdyours made a

wounde in his syde, and ihraste him to the herte with a

8. To push forcibly or violently ;
- THRUST v. i

,
6.

c l7< LAY. 1898 Gemagog. .brasle [(71205 buddelCorineum

framward hisTreoste. CTm Sonftf Yesterday 69 in

F E.P. (1862) 135 Penne schal vr bodies in eorbe be t^asi.

II K A/is 3326 Beste He can his launce thorugh threste

[BoJi. MS. >restl 1340 Ayenb. 204 Hy bresten out
(BoM. MS. rest 1340 yenf. 204

ejen. ^1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 1106 (1155) And yn hei

bosom be lettre doun he braste. ci4> R""- *"
6825 By my treget, I gadre and threste The gret tresour

into mv cheste. c 1430 Syr Genlr. (Roxb.) 8740 The chel

in twoo he brast. And his neke on sondre thrast. 1484



THEESTING.

CAXTON Fables o/Anian ii, The Egle..thrested his clowes

in to the tortoses bely. 1508 FISHER 7 PeHit. Ps. cii. Wks.

(1876) 171 Now we be thraste downe in to a very streyght

angyll. c 1510 MORE Picas Wks. 22 As a thefe betwene

two theues threst. c 1530 L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 61 He thrast

his hande into the fyre. 1534 WHITINTON Tullyes Offices

in. (1540) 131 In no wyse he ought to threst downe that man
that proueth maystryes with hym.
4. To press, squeeze ;

to crush ;
= THRUST v. 4.

c 1410 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) xxiv, If. . be foote

and pe knees haue ythrest doune wele be erth and ypressede
be grasse a doune, .. it is a grete deere and an heuy. a 1450
Tmidale's Vis. (Wagner) 1357 He thrust {MS. A, thrast]

hem, as men dose Grapes, to wryng out the wose. 1494
FABYAN Chron. vn. 417 At whiche coronacion was so ex-

cedynge prease, that a knyght, called sir lohn Bakwell, was

threstyd to deth.

b. To crowd
;
to cram ;

= THRUST 3 c.

(1400 Destr. Troy 4129 Two and thretty thried shippes
brast full of pepull. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 49 b,

[They] poure their throtes and bealies thrasting full.

e. fig. To oppress, vex.

1513 DOUGLAS jfcneis i. v. 58 Sen sic thochtis the thraistis

[rime traistis].

Hence f Thresting vbl. sb., pressing, squeezing,

crushing.
1481 CAXTON Reynard xli. (Arb.) in The threstyng that

he suffred in his colyons made hym so faynt. 1483 Gold.

Leg. 245/2 The deken fyll [= fell].. by thympulsion and

threstyng of the paynems.

Threst(e, obs. ff. THIRST. Threstel, -yll, obs.

ff. THROSTLE. Throstle, obs. f. TRESTLE.

Threswold, obs. f. THRESHOLD.

Thret, threte, obs. forms of THREAT.

t Threte, sb. Sc. Obs. In 6 threit, //. thre-

tis. Origin and meaning obscure. Occurs app.

only in Douglas's sEneis, where it is expletive,

answering to nothing in the Latin. Referred in

Ruddiman's Glossary, 1710, to THREAT sb., and

explained as ' a throng, crowd, haste, speed '.

Jamieson takes it in the first quot. as '

throng, crowd '

(which does not suit the context); the second and third

examples he renders
'

in haste, eagerly ', the fourth
'

in pairs,
in couples'. In all the passages we have perhaps strained

applications of THREAT sb. sense 2,
'

pressure, etc.* intro-

duced for the sake of rime.

1513 DOUGLAS ALneis n. [x.]ix. 33Scho. .Himtowart hir hes

brocht, but ony threte. Ibid. v. ii. 117 Sum vthir. .the colis

hett Wndir the speitis swakkis, to roist in threit The raw
spaldis ordanit for the muld meit. Ibid. xli. xii. 141 The
rynnyng hund dois hym [the hart] assail in threte Baith
with swyft raise and with his questis grete. Ibid. xli. ix. 78
That this Murranus the renis and the thetis Quharwyth hys
stedis jokkit war in thretis Vndyr the quhelis hes do weltit

doun.

t Threte, v. Obs. rare. Pa. t. in 5 thret. [a.
ON. prxta (prsetta) to quarrel, dispute, wrangle,
Sw. trdta Da. trsettesiefl. to quarrel, strive, contest.

(See Falk & Torp s.v. Trseite.)~] intr. To dispute,

contend; to quarrel, wrangle.
13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 560, 1 hyred be for a peny a grete,

Quy bygynnez bou now to brete? c 1430 This World but

Vanyte 20 in Hymns Virgin (1867) 83 PC kinde of child-

hode y dide also, Wib my felawis to fi^te and brete. c 1450
St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7110 pai were stonyd what bis moght
mene, What JKU suld do pai thret bairn betwene. 1513
DOUGLAS j*Eneis vm. Prol. 17 So thochtis thretis in thra
our breistis ourthwort. [Probably belongs here.]

Threten, thretne, thrett(e, etc., obs. ff.

THREAT, THREATEN. Thretinde, obs. f. THREE-
TIKED. Threttene, -tende, -tethe, -ty, obs.

ff. THIRTEEN, -TEENTH, THIRTIETH, -TY.

Threu, obs. form of THREW, THROUGH.
Threuch, threwgh, obs. ff. THROUGH rf.i,

tombstone, etc. Threuth, obs. form of TRUTH.
Threve, obs. and dial, form of THRAVE.

Threw, pa. t. of THROW v.

Threw, obs. form of THROUGH prep., TRDE.
Thrice (prais), adv. Forms: a. 3 (Orm.}

priijess, 3-4 pries, thryese, 4 pryys, 4-5 thries,

4-6 thryes, -is, 5 threes, threies, thryesg, 6
Sc. thryiss. 0. 4 prys, priis, thrijs, 4-5 thrys,
threys, 4-6 thris, 4-7 thrise, thryse, 5 thrisse,
5-6 thryss, 7 thryoe, 6- thrice. [ME. pri)es,

fries, pry'es, f. prie, prye, THRIE + -s of advb.

genitive, after ME. anes, ones, ONCE : cf. twice.
From c 1600 spelt thrice, to indicate the long vowel and

the breath sound of s, as in dice, mice, nice, tivice, etc.]

1. Three times (in succession) ; on three succes-
sive occasions.
c 1200 ORMIN 1149 Ure Laferrd . . Badd hise bedess bri^ss.

01225 Ancr. R. 106 He weop himsulf bries mid his feire
eien. 1275 LAY. 26066 And so Arthur. .bi-vrne hit tries
[ci2os breie]. 01300 CursorM. 20973 (Cott.) Paule . . Scipbreg-
ing he suffurd thrise [v. rr. bries, thrijs]. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 11340 Was ber no knyght of so hey
blod..pat ber fore scholde be holde in pris, But he in dede
were proued brys. 1350-1400 Sir Beues (MS. E.) 4313+
208 pryys sche ffyl doun to be grounde. c 1375 Lay Folks
Mass Bk. (MS. B.) 308 At bo ende [he} sayes sanctus thryese.
1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xi. 45 pare denyed Petre oure

Lord thryess. 01400-50 Alexander 2279 pus fall bou
thrisse. 1400 Brut cxciv. 214 [He] felle adoun..and bries
[14801 CAXTON thryes] cussede be grounde. 1425 in Entick
London (1766) IV. 354 Threies seaven Ave Marias, with xv
Pater Nosters and thre credes. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour
(1906) 83 The king sent vnto her onis, tuyes, thries, and she
denied not to come. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law A rms (S.T.S.)
170 Israel was discomfyte twys, or thris. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk.

I

360

Com. Prayer, Baptism, Narnyng the childe, [he] shall

dyppe it in the water thryse. a 1550 Frciris of Berwik

356 in Dimbar's Poems (S.T.S.) 297 He turnit him abowt

Weill thryiss. 1563-7 BUCHANAN Reform. St. AmdmVfta.

(1892) i6Twyss orthryis in the 5eir. 1611 BIBLE Mark xiv.

fo

Before the cocke crowe twise, thou shalt deny me thrise

FIND, thryse]. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules oj'Diet'in Aliments,

etc. 418 A Spoonful or two of Canary Wine twice or thrice

a day. 1842 BORROW Bible in Spain xxxiv. (Pelh. Libr.) 246

Though I left it thrice, it was of my own free will.

2. Three times as much (in number, amount, or

value). Often vaguely or hyperbolically: Many
times (as much).
Usually preceding a numeral, or const, with as, or with

comparative (now rare or obs.).

01300 Cursor M. 430 Angels, .pat suld of ordres haf thris

thre. 1427 in io//i Rep. Hist, MSS. Comm. App. v. 295
Threes as much as he. .shall losse. c 1460 Wisdom 649 in

Macro Plays 56 More ban I take, spende I threys iij. 1528

in ExcA. Rolls Scotl. XV. 666 Bot gift" the personis..be

vailjeand in gudis wortht thryss the gudis at ar pundit.

1552 HULOET, Thrise as muche, triplaris, e. c 1600 SHAKS.

Sonnets Ivi. 14 Which . . Makes Sommers welcorue thrice

more wish'd, more rare. 1605 ist PI. leronimo (1901) i. i,

I haue a hart thrice stronger then my years, a 1771 GRAY
Death Hoel 12 Thrice two hundred warriors. 1849 MAC-
AULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 344 A sum more than thrice as great
as the whole income of the English crown in 1683. 1859
TENNYSON Geraint * Enid 557 With some surprise and
thrice as much disdain*

t b. In three manners or respects. Obs.

1607-12 BACON Ess., Great Place (Arb.) 278 Men in great

place, are thrice seruauntes ; Servauntes of the Sovereigne,
or State, Servauntes of fame, and seruauntes of businesse.

3. Combined with a pa. pple., forming an attrib.

phrase or compound adj. (in senses I and a).

1508 KENNEDIE Flyting w. Dunbar 30 Thryse scheild

[? sealed] trumpir. 1600 SHAKS. A . Y. L. in. ii. 2 Thou thrice

crowned Queene of night. 1693 J. DRYDEN inD.'s Juvenal
xiv. (1697) 353 A Dish Of thrice-boil'd Beans. 1742 YOUNG
Nt. Th. iv. 37 Like a thrice-told tale. 1864 PUSEY Lect.

Daniel v. 283 A hundred millions thrice-told.

b. Similarly with any adjective, used vaguely or

hyperbolically (as in a) : Very, highly, greatly,

extremely (cf. L. ter).

1579 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 60 Howe will my
right worshipfull and thrisevenerable masters of Cambridge
scorne at the matter? Ibid. 61 Thrishonorable. 1593
SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, in. ii. 157 This thrice-famed Duke.

1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Mon. 536 This thrice-noble family
of the Percies. 1607 MILTON P. L. m. 570 Thrice happy
lies. 1850 TENNYSON / Mem. xxxii. 13 Thrice blest whose
lives are faithful prayers.
4. As quasi-ooj'. Thrice performed; threefold,

triple (rare) ;
in first quot. vaguely : Very great.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur iv. xix. 143 Ther were many
knyghtes that ouermatched syr gawayne for alle the thryes
myghte that he had. 1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602)

44 S. Peter..after his relapse with thrise denial and for-

swearing of him. 1619 DRAYTON Heroic Ep., E. Cobham.
to Dk. Humphrey Argt. o For which, she'her thrice-Penance
was assign'd. a 1866 NEALE Sequences, Hymns, etc. 21
Till the thrice Confession Blot the thrice Denial out.

Thrioche, thrich(e, obs. forms of THRUTCH.
Thrid, var. THREAD, esp. the vb. ; obs. f. THIRD.
Thridace (pri'des). Pharm. Also erron.

thridach. [ad. mod.L. thridacium, f. Gr. 8piSa[
lettuce. Cf. F. thridace.] The inspissated juice of

lettuce, used as a sedative ;
= LACTUCARIDM.

1831 J. DAVIES ManualMat. Med. 315 Thridace.. . Juice
furnished during the time of fructification by the Garden
Lettuce, Lactuca sativa. 1836 J. M. GULLY Magendie's
Formul. (ed. 2) 164 The lactucarium of Dr. Duncan, and
the thridach of Dr. Francois, are nothing more than the
white, viscid juice of the garden lettuce.. at the flowering
time of the plant 1857 DUNGLISON Diet. Med. Sc., Thridace.

Thridde, Thriddendele, obs. ff. THIRD,
THIRDENDEAL. Thride, obs. f. THIRD, THREAD.
t Thrie, thrye, adv. Obs. Forms: a. i

priwa, Urisa, Brise, tSria, a preowe, 3 preie, 3-4
prie, 4-5 prye, thrie, (4 thry), 5 thrye. 0. 3
prien, preoien, 4 thrien. [OE.prlwa, Srfya =
OFris. thrt(i)a, OS. thriuuo, tfirtio. Like twlwa,
etc., not found outside the Saxon-Frisian group of

WGer., and of obscure formation. They seem to
have the form of genitival advbs., twi-a, pri-a,
with the gap between i and a variously filled up
by w and (again lost in ME.), and lengthened by
assimilation to prl, THREE. See further under

TWIE.] Three times ; thrice.

a. C95o Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xiv. 30 Dria [Rusfau. orije]
mec ou hist onssecc. ciooo Ags. Gosp. ibid., priwa [c 1160
Hatton Gosp., breowe] wiSszecst min. ciooo Rule St.
Benet ix. (Logeman) 38 OSer sidon briwa is to singanne.
1:1205 LAY. 17432 prie he eode abuten. Ibid. 26066 ArSur
& be scucke biurnen hit breie a-buten. 1297 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 10056 per on he smot brie be wrecche to gret pine.
CI37S Cursor M. 13627 (Fairf.) Quy quarto sulde I tel

3ou mare? Twy or thry I talde sou are. 1460 CompL
Criste 88 in Pol. Kei f, L. Poems 164 The devylle me
tempttyd neuer but thrye, But bou me temptyst frome day
to daye. ? 01500 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) II. 25 Or the
cocke have crowen thrye Thou shalte forsake my companye.
^. c 1205 LAY. 14338 penne cusseoo heo breoien. 14352

pat maide..brien hine custe. 13.. Judas 33 in Rel. Ant. I.

144 Thou wolt fursake me thrien, ar the coc him crowe.

Thrie, prie, obs. form of THREE.

Thrief, -ve, Thriep, obs. ff. THRAVE, THREAP.
Thries, pries, obs. form of THRICE.
Thrift (hrift), rf.l Also 3-5 prift(e, (4 pruft,

THBIPT.

preft, pref), 4-5 pryft, 4-6 thryft(e (threft),

j-6thrifte(6thryfft). [f. THRIVED. + -i stiffix^n:
cf. drift, gift, rift, weft, etc. ; also ON. prift,
occasional synonym of prif thriving condition,

well-doing, prosperity, which may have reinforced

the word in the north of England.]
1 1. The fact or condition of thriving or prosper-

ing ; prosperity, success, good luck
;

in early use

sometimes = fortune (good or bad) ; luck : cf.

THRIVE v. i. Obs.
c 1305 St. James 70 in E. E. P. (1862) 59 Sorewe him mote

bifafie And liber brift vpon his heued. 13 . . Cursor J/.

4439 (Cott.) He ferd ai wit so mikel thrift pat al was don
als he wald scift. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. x. 105 And men
bat Cunne mony Craftes.. pruft or beodam with hem selden
is I-seye. r 1380 Sir Ferunib. 2017 Mahoun 3yue be
euele bref. c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. 129 Ky my thrift

[r/. rr. breft, thryft], yet shal I blere hir eye. (-1412 Hoc.
CLEVE De Reg. Princ. 386 Now good thrifte come vn-to be,
sone dere ! c 1440 Promp. Parv. 490/1 Thedam (or thryfte),
vigencia. 1549 COVF.RDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Phil. 5 The
entrie vnto immortall thrifte is throughe losse of transitorie

thynges. a 1625 FLETCHER & MASSINGER Laws ofCandy
iv. i, I could wish All thrift to his affections. 1679 BUNYAN
Fear ofGod Wks. (ed. Offer) I. 485 Every grace is nourished

by the Word, and without it there is no thrift in the soul.

b. Means of thriving ; industry, labour; profit-
able occupation. Now dial.

1580 LODGE Reply Gotson's Sch. Abuse (Hunter. Cl.) 3
You are. .a man of the letter little sauoring of learning,
your giddy brain made you leaue your thrift, and your
abuses in London some part of your honestie. 1596
SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 662/1 To fall to thrifte,
as I have scene manye souldiours after the service to

proove verye good husbandes. 1612 DEKKER If it be not

good Wks. 1873 III. 270 Dread King of Ghosts, weele plye
our thrift so well, Thou shalt be forc'd to enlarge thy layle
of Hell. 1612 R. CHURTON (title) An Old Thrift newly
Revived, wherein is declared the manner of Planting., and
Husbanding Young Trees. 1721 RAMSAY Ode to Mr. F
17 Poor Vulcan hard at thrift, Gets mony a sair and heavy
lift. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxvi, With her distaff, .and her

spindle, .she plied.. the old fashioned Scottish thrift, accord-

ing to the old fashioned Scottish manner.
c. Prosperous growth, physical thriving.

c 1230 Hali Meid. 37 His waxunge se lat & se slaw his
brifti [? brift ; . r. JmftreJ. 1615 W. LAW-SON Country
Housew. Card. (1626) 22 Manie trees stand so thicke, that
one could not thriue for the throng of his neighbours. . .

Hence small thrift, gals, wounds. 1857-8 SEARS Athan.
viii. 66 The outward bark . . scaling off that the tree may
expand with more thrift and freedom.

d. Growing-pains, dial.
a 1800 PEGGE Suppl. Grose, Thrift, the pain which young

persons feel in growing. Lane. 1886 Chester Gloss, s. v.,
What ails tbee, pooin thi face ? It's nowt bu' th' thrift

that tha's getten. 1887 S. Chesh. Gloss., Thrift,
'

thriving
'

or growing pains.
2. Savings, earnings, gains, profit; acquired

wealth, estate, or substance, arch. (Cf. FRU-
GALITY c.)
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xv. 47 In luthere lastes y am

layn, That maketh myn thryftes thunne. 1436 Eng.
Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 174 They here the golde
owte of thys londe, And souketh the thryfte awey oute of
oure honde. 1508 KENNEDIE Flyting w. Dunbar 443 Thou
drank thy thrift, said and wedsett thy clais. 1530 PALSGR.

280/2 Thrifte gayne, proufit. 1605 Play Stucley in Simpson
Sch. Shaks. (1878) I. 195 He that drinks, or spends his

thrift at dice. 1805 HOLCROFT Bryan Perdue III. 264 Our
worldly thrift was more than equal to all our wants. 1893
CHR. G. RossETTl Poems (1904) 223/2 If much were mine.
then manifold Would be the offering of my thrift.

f b. That which is saved (of something) ;

savings. Obs.
I n quot. 1 387 rendering L. nucleus ; sense intended doubtful.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 15 pe brift of be fatnesse

drieb himself beryn. 1519 HORMAN Vulg. 159 Mynse all

the thryfte [L. compendium) of the flesshe : and mengle it

with the spice.

3. Economical management, economy ; sparinguse
or careful expenditure of means ; frugality, saving ;

) euphemistically, parsimony, niggardliness (obs.).

1553 Respublica v. iii. 1343 As..bodylye foode is never
founde to bee so pleasaunte nor so goode As whan fretting

hongre and thrift bathe pincht afore. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
118/6 Thrill, /rugalitas, atis. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's

Africa H. 58 These people are well given to thrift and good

husbandry. 1608-11 Bp. HALL Medit. 09 So devotion is

counterfaited by superstition, good thrift by niggardliness.

1784 COWPER Task iv, 398 With all this thrift they thrive not.

1849 LONGF, Kavanagh 152 The air of comfort and plenty,
of neatness, thrift, and equality, visible everywhere. 1876
GREEN Stray Stud. 26 The true cure for pauperism lies in

the growth of thrift among the poor.

4. A name given to various plants.

t a. Said by Turner to have been a name for the

Stone Orpine (Sedum reflexuni). Obs. rare.

1538 TURNER Libellus s.v. Sedum, Sedum minus puto
esse herbam quam uulgus appellat Thryft ; aut Stoncrop.
1548 Names ofHerbes (1881) 72 The seconde kynde is

called in English thryft or stoncroppe. 1562 Herbal
n. 133 The lesse Semperuiuum, that we call thrift or great
stone crop, groweth in walles, rockes, mudwalles, . . it hath

manye stalkes comming from one root.

b. The plant Armeria maritima (vulgaris), a

well-known sea-shore and alpine plant bearing

rose-pink, white, or pnrple flowers on naked stems

growing from a dense tuft of grass-like radical

leaves. Also called sea-pink, sea gillyflower,

sea-grass, and ladies' cushion.



THRIFT.

1591 GREENE Upst. Courtier (i87 r) 5 The weed they so '

wrangled for was a little dapper flower, like a ground honey,
suckle, called thrift. 1597 GERARDK Herbal n. clxxvii. 483
Called . . in English Thrift, Sea grasse, and our Ladies
Cushion. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 64/1 Thrift, .is only
set in Gardens to keep up Borders. 1814 WORDSW. Ex-
cursion i. 722 Daisy-flowers and thrift Had. .straggled O'er
paths they used to deck. 1856 DELAMER Ft. Card. (1861)
104 Thrift. ..The English name is derived from its thrifti.
ness in towns and confined situations, though its native home
is on the grassy tops of cliffs whose base is washed by the
waves. 1861 BARING-GOULD Iceland (1863) 242 The thrift
with its rose coloured flower heads was very abundant.

C. Hence extended to other species of Armeria :

e. g. Great Thrift, A. Cefhalotes, of the Mediterra-
nean region; Plantain T\u\h,A.plantaginca, found
in Jersey ; also to plants of allied genera or
similar habit, as Lavender Thrift, Statice Li-
monium ; Prickly Thrift, Acantholimon gliima-
ceum, a pretty garden rock-plant.
1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 320 Lavender

Thrift. Sea banks near Walton, Essex. 1866 Treas. Bat.
1147 Prickly Thrift, Acantholimon.
5. attrib. and Comb., as (in sense 3) thrift club,

society, etc. ; (in sense 4) thrift edging ; thrift-box,
pot, a box or pot in which savings are put.
1777 BRAND Pop.Antiq. 164 note, A Thrift-Box., is put up

against the Wall, and every Customer puts in something.
1786 ABERCROMBIE Card. Assist. 05 Box and thrift edgings.
1835 Fair-Day 82 You could break your thrift-pot, .and get
to the money. 1897 Daily News 8 May 7/4 It [a mission]
has established thrift societies [etc.]. 1809 Ibid. 5 June 4/3
Round these ' schools

'

have grown thrift clubs, and bene-
volent societies. 1901 Daily Cliron. 27 Mar. 7/6 Unregu.
lated shop clubs or thrift funds.

[Origin obscure. Cf. ON. IHfa
to grip : but connecting links are unknown.] The
handle (usu. wooden) of a mill bill, which is fixed

in a mortise in the thick head of the handle.
c 1900 Circular of Bryan Corcoran Lint.. Mill Bill in

Wood Thrift. .Iron Thrift, Steel Thrift. Ibid., Model Mill
Bill stone dressing machine . . the thrift is set in a ball hinge.
. . Like in ordinary hand dressing, the thrift is worked to

give the blow.

Thrift, v. [f. THRIFT sli.'1] trans. To save

thriftily, to economize.
1869 BLACKMORE Lorna D. ii, Not that I ever bore much

wealth, but because I had been thrifting it for this time.

1885 L. LEVI in Pall Mall G. 13 Jan. 6/2 The earnings of

agricultural labourers, .if well thrifted, leave a surplus.

Thriftily (bri-ftili),a(/z>. Also 4-5 .SV.thryftly,

5-6 thriftly, 6 thriftely. [f. THRIFTY + -LY 2.]

f 1. In a becoming or seemly manner, properly ;

worthily, handsomely, finely; hence, thoroughly,

soundly, well. 06s.

C1374 CHAUCER Troyltu in. 162 (211) She toke here leue

at hem ful bryftyly. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xiii. (Marcus)
128 pe byschape anany did his office ful thryftly. c 1386
CHAUCER Prol. 105 A sheef of pecok arwes bright and kene
Vnder his belt he bar ful thriftily, c 1449 PECOCK Repr.
(Rolls) 43 If thei schulen thriftili serue to God. a 1586 SIDNEY
Arcadia in. Wks. 1724 II. 704 Thou.. hast sung well and

thriftily. 1638 EARL STRAFFORD Lett, ff Disp. (1730) II. 208

Nor that they will-.be brought into their right Wits, till

they be well and thriftily cudgelled back into them.

2. Frugally, sparingly, economically, carefully.

1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ.Comi. in. (1586) 140 It.. doth

him good to see his wife so thriftely giuen. 1599 HAKLUYT

Voy. II. n. 108 That they might .. husband it more thriftily.

1694 FALLE Jersey iii. 96 Our Kings heretofore did use to

dispose of this Revenue more thriftily than they now do.

1711 STEELE Sped. No. 430 r i A blind Beggar.. with a

Needle and Thread thriftily mending his Stockings. 1883

S. C. HALL Retrospect II. 315 They could neither order a

household thriftily, nor cut out a gown.
3. Thrivingly, flourishingly; vigorously.

1865 E. BURRITT Walk Lands End vii. 215 Two of the

largest and oldest California pines are growing most thriftily

in these gardens. 1894 A. G. ROBINSON in Amer. Missionary

Sept. 330 The seed.. is growing thriftily, and .. will bear a

harvest.

ThriftineSS (bri-ftines). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

The state or quality of being thrifty.

f 1. Thriving condition, prosperity. 06s. rare- 1
.

cio Proper Dyaloge in Rede me, etc. (Arb.) 137 They
hauebrought the lande to beggery And all thryftynes clene

awaye swepte.
2. The quality ofbeing frugal or saving; economy,

good husbandry : cf. THRIFT rf.1 3.

i<S ELYOT Diet., Frugalitas . . thriftines. 1576 FLEMING

Panopl Epist. 225 A minde.. contented with perseuerance,

with frugalitie or thriftinesse. 1645 USSHER Body Dm.
(1647) 304 Parsimony or thriftiness ; whereby we honestly

keep and preserve our goods. 1781 KNOX Ess. Ixxxvii. II.

22 The qualities distinguished by the homely titles of thnfti-

ness and good housewifery. i86 F. REYNOLDS m Life t,

Times II. 83 [He was] a compound of liberality and thnfti.

ness. 1884 Brit. A Imanac $ Comp. 65 The actual increase

of national thriftiness.

Thriftless ()>ri-ftles),
a. [f.

THRIFT 1 + -LESS.]

fl. Not thriving or prosperous; unsuccessful;

unfortunate. 06s.

citoo Brut ccxiii. 249 Longe berde hertles, peyntede

Hode willes, Gay cote graceles, makeb Englissheman
briftles. 1467 Songs Costume (Percy) 56 Ye prowd galantts
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t b. Not flourishing (in physical condition).
1603 OwtN Clary CHr. II. Wks. 1852 I. 442 If men will

neglect their daily food . . it is no wonder if they be weak
and thriftless.

2. Unprofitable, worthless, useless. Now rare.

1568 T. HOWELL Arb. Amilit (1879) 87 Pleasant sights
begin to growe, among the tbriftles tnornes. 1601 SHAKS.
Tiuel. N. n. ii. 40 What thriftlesse sights shall poore Oliuia
breath? a 1619 FOTHEKIIY Atheom. i. vi. J 4 (1622) 47
The most thriftles and vnprofitable part of all the whole

THRILL.

!><l.J>er daughter. 1746 FEAXC.S tr. liar., Sal. n. vl. 167
Uirilty he was, and full of tre To make the motl of hi>

or the like : it is thriftless work doing so.

3. Devoid of thrift; without frugality or economy ;

wasteful, improvident, spendthrift.
1576 GASCOIGNE Philomene g These thriftles birds . . which

spend the
day, In needlesse notes. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. It,

v. m. 69 He shall spend mine Honour, with his Shame ; As
thriftlesse Sonnes, their scraping Fathers Gold. 1647
SANDERSON Serin. (1657) II. 291 The unjust Steward; a
faithless, and a thriftless man. 1701 Guide for Constables
10 1 The thriftless poor. 186* SIR B. BRODIB Psychol. Ing.
II. iii._io5_The artisans in crowded cities, .to a great extent

indulging in intemperate and thriftless habits.

Hence Thriftlessly adv., wastefully ;
Thrl'ft-

Icssness, wastefulness, improvidence.
1846 WORCESTER, Thriftlessly (citing LEE). Thriftless-

ness (citing CHALMERS). 1847 R- ". HAMILTON Disg.
Sabbath v. (1848) 188 They cannot spare thus thriftlessly
moments which claim each its duty. 1858 Sat. Rev. 20 Nov.
494/2 Lords P-and C- seem rather to have copied the
thriftlessness of Esau. 1861 W. W. STORY Rota diR. xii.

(1864) 228 The usual thriftlessness of the people, who live

from hand to mouth and from day to day.

t Thriftre. 06s. rare- 1
. [If a genuine word,

f. THRIFT (or THRIVE), with an uncertain suffix

(cf. laughter, slaughter) ; but perh. a scribal error

of some kind.]
= THRIFT s6.l i c.

c H3p Hall Meid. (Bodley MS. : E.E.T.S. ed. 2) 50 His
waxunge se lat & se slaw his briftre [MS. Titus brifti].

Thrifty ()>ri-fti), a. [f. THRIFT j*.l + -Y.]
(In many early quotations, it is not possible to fix the

meaning of this adj. ; two or three senses equally well suit.

ing the context.)

1. Characterized by success or prosperity (see
THRIFT s6.l i); thriving, prosperous, well-to-do,

successful, flourishing ; fortunate.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 5454 A thousaund bro men brifte in

arrays, c 1440 Generydas 1134 Now A dayis I lese all that I

wanne, Where here before I was a threfty man. 1545 ELYOT
s. v. Res, Rem augere, to waxe

thryfty. 1634 FORD Perltin

Warbeck v. iii, May he prove more thrifty In tnis world'sjust

applause, not more desertfuL 1697 DAMPIER I'cy, I. xvii.

487 The Ships crew were not so thrifty in bargaining.. as

single persons. 1860 HOLLAND Miss Gilbert xxi. 371 The
family generally has been getting thrifty in the world. 1865
E. BURRITT Walk Land's End x. 339 This is a thrifty,

modern-looking town. 1876 GREEN Stray Stud. 27 Both
had become zealous florists, and thrifty, respectable men.

1883 J. W. SHKRER At Home $ in India 24 No one was in

thrifty and independent comfort.

1 2. a. Of a person : Worthy, worshipful, estim-

able, respectable, well-living. Cf. THRIVEN i,

THRIVING^)/. a. i. 06s.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus i. 1081 The gentileste and ek be

most fre The briftieste and oon be beste knyght That yn
his tyme was. cusfi PECOCK Bk. Faith (1909) 202 Ech
thrifti sad clerk in logik. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden)
26 Sum thrifty man of seynt Marie paryssh to be at the

selyng. 1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 377, ij thrifty comyners,
trewe. sufficiant, and feithfulle men. 1556 OLDE Antichrist

106 That we may be founde ready, like thriftye servauntes,

at the Lordes commyng. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist.

Scot. IV. (S.T.S.) I. 235 A thryftie man, and profitable
ennimie to gluttonie and al vice.

fr
b. Of an action or concrete thing : Respectable,

decent, becoming, proper, as it should be. 06s.

c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLam's Prol. 46, I kan right now
no thrifty tale seyn. c 1386 Wife's Prol. 238, I sitte at

hoom, I haue no thrifty clooth. 1:1430 Two Cookery-bks.

31 Draw vppe a brifti Mylke of Almaundys y.blaunchyd.
Ibid. 3* Make a gode frryfty Syryppe. 1449 PECOCK

Repr. (Rolls) :6o The yuel .. is pareable and Itutteable

awey bi good and thrifti bisynes therto sett

3. Thriving physically; growing with vigour;

in good or healthy condition ; flourishing.
c 1440

he

Johnddit) 30 As they shoulder thee from out thine owne,..

So heauens crosse them with a thriftless course. 159*

WARNER Alt. Eng. vra. xli. (1612) 197 A thriftles Manage
with the trusties Ring of Spaine.

VOL. IX.

Ge ..

was a threfte child. 1667 WATERHOusE^iVfiima. 171 rnnity

Oaks, though fleeced of under boughs, yet if not headed, may
thrive. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) II. 83 In many Forests

and Woods, where you have one thrifty Tree, you have

twenty unthrifty Ones. 186. B. TAYLOR Home f, Abroad

Ser. n. 251 A small but thrifty specimen of the Sequoia,

or California tree. 1886 C. SCOTT Sheep-Farming 143 A lot

of lambs which .. have a fresher and thriftier appearance.

1890 MABY E. WILKINS Humble Rom., Bar Lighth. (1891)

279 The bush really looked wonderfully thrifty, considering

its many drawbacks to growth.

4. Characterized by thrift or frugality; econo-

mical, careful of expenditure, sparing, saving;

provident.
15.6 Knaresborourh Wills (Surtees) I. 20, 1 wyll, if none

of my sonnes be thryftie nor woll thryve,.. the land to

thuse of our ladie aulter. 1647 BOYLE m Life Wks. 1772

I. p. xix, Thrifty he was extremely, and very skilful in

the slights of thrift. 1666 Orig. Formes I, Qual. ".

Ti
Final'C

.

is no very thrifty way of Transmutation. 1688

na 'Causes Nat. Things iv. 205 Sometimes God s vmd

seems to be as it were thrifty and solicitous not to be

on an animal .. more than is necessary for the use for wbic

'tis designed. 1716 SWIFT Gulliver u. vui, I told my wife

she hadTen too thrifty, for I found she had starved terself

rt
louu niwi it lar lite taruuekt way.

--.., u. (1660) 35 He was honest,, .thrifty

r ,L ,;
workmS : 'Ki I'is trade prospered. 1871 YIATH

Growth Coiiim. 3 Wealth would accumulate in the hands
of the thrifty.

t b. Well-husbanded. Obs. rare.
1600 SHAK. A.y. L. IL iii. 39, I haiu fiue hundred

Crownes, The ibriftle hire I taued vnder your Falhcr
to. transf. (?) Of scanty or meagre dimensions.

"599 H. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. in. ii. Nor can my weak
imperfect memory Now render half the forms unto my
tongue, That were convoked within ihU thrifty room.
Thriis, prlis, obs. forms of THRICE.
t Thrildom, Sc. 06s. Alto 4 threl-, thryl-
dome.

[f, THRILL s6* + -DOM. Cf, THIRLDOM.]
=- THRALDOM.
'37$ HARBOUR Bruce I. 265 }e may weile se .. How hard

A thing bat threldome Is. Ibid. 269 Thryldome U weill
wer ban deid. fim Sc. Leg. Saints xxli. 377 Fore iii

deliuer ws of thryldome. 1551 Atr. HAMILTON Cattch. (18(4)
38 In a house of miserable thrildome & bondage.

t Thri'le, thrili, a. Obs. {OE.tHfi, Me/it
= OHG. drilSch, MHG. Jrilith, drilch, mod.Ger.

drillich, app. WGer. ad. L. trilix, trilic-em woven
with three threads, f. Iris, In- three + Keium a

thread of a web, a thrum. Cf. Ger. miillich, TWILL.]
Woven with three threads

; threefold, triple ; three

in one.

t75 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) Interpr. 322 Trilex, orili.

a8oo Leiden Gloss. (O.E.T.) 158 Triplex, drill, a loco

AfS. Glosses in Wr.-Wfilcker 279/3 Triligium, brieliz,

hrsexil. 01*15 St. Marker, it prumneue breo fild-.brile

i breo hades, a 12x5 Ancr. R. 26 ?if me on, almihti God,
brile ine [printed me] breo bodes, beos ilke breo binges.

t Thrill (J>ril)> f*-
1 oia- CA metathetic form

of THIHL s6. 1
; originally northern.] A hole or

aperture ; tip. a NOSE-THIRL, nostril.

1382 Noose thrillis, c 1400 Nose thrilles [see NOSE-
THIRL /3J. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3045 Hir nose . . With thrilles

noght thrat, but thriftily made, a 1400-50 Alexander 4073
Hale he bam [images) fyndis. . & aithire thrill stoppis. 1634
SIR T. HUBERT Trm: 211 Her (dodo's) bill u crooked

downwards, in midst is the thrill.

Comb. 1618 BRATHWAIT Descr. Death xiv, Naked his

scalpe, thrill-open is his Nose.

t Thrill, s6* Sf. Obs. Also 4 threll, thryll,
thril. [OE. frxl, ON.

fritH,
THRALL st.1 , app.

became in Sc. threll, which was later narrowed to

thrill. Cf. THIRL s6. 2 t.] One who is bound in

servitude; a thrall. ComA.tThrillman,bondman.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce l. 243 He b< thryll Is has nocht his,

All J> he has enbandownyt Is Till hys lord. Ibid. 274

Schortly to say, is nane can tell pe halle condicioun off A
threlL Ibid. in. 220. c 1375 Se. Leg. Saints ii. (Paulni)

974 To.. pure men. to thrillmen & to women. Ibid.
y.

(Johannes) 202 Richeman is thril alway to twa : b lane, is

riches. Itid. L (Katenne) 220 Be be body giff bu will

Gowerne be, bu beis a thrill, c 1470 Golagros <f Gavr. 435
Our doughty elderis has bene endurand Tnriuandly in this

thede, vnchargit as thril.

Thrill (pril), s63 [f.
THRILL v.1]

1. A subtle nervous tremor caused by intense

emotion or excitement (as pleasure, fear, etc.),

producing a slight shudder or tingling through the

body ; a penetrating influx of feeling or emotion.

<i68oGLANviLL5rw. vii. (R.), Joy warms the. .blood, and

sends it about with a pleasant thrill through all the channeU

of its motion. 1799 HT. LIE Canfero. T., Frtnchm. T.

(ed. a) I. 240 Those communications .. shot cold thrills

through his frame. 1851 MRS. STOWK Uncle Tom's C. xxii,

St. Clare would feel a sudden thrill, and clasp her in kh
nrms. 1867 SMILES Huguenots Enf. xi (1880) 195 The

intelligence caused a thrill of indignation to run throughout

b. Thrilling property (of a play, novel, narra-

tive, speech, etc.); sensational quality; Irons/.

(slang), a literary work having this property, a

sensational story, a 'thriller'.

1886 Westm. Rev. Oct. 382 The sensational title of *

shilling thrill. 1891 E. KINGLAKK Australian at H. 97

Relevancy., is apparently not a matter of so much con!

ouence as thrill, as the man says in Mark Twain t book.

1894 MRS. H. WARD Marcella I. 14 Whatever had been

spoken by him had grace, thrill, meaning.

2. The vibrating or quivering of anything tangible

or visible ; acute tremulousness, as of a sound ; a

vibration, throbbing, tremor.

t8i7 MOORELalla R., Veiled Prophet ( 1854) 96 While a thrill

Lives in your sapient bosoms. 1815 Scorr falism..xiv,
to

the thrill of a nerve, unexpectedly jarred, will awaken the

sensation of agony. 1865 BARING.GOULD Werewolves xiv.

240 Listening to the harplike thnll of the breeze in the old

grey tree-tops. 1874 LOWELL Agassis, i. i, pe elec

nerve, whose instanlaneous thrill Makes
next^oor goslip.

of the antipodes. 1891 TYNDALL in Times 3 Feb. 5/6 1

sudden, .dropping and lifting of an opaque screen over the

electric light, thus producing vivid thrills upon the fog.

b. Phys. and Path. A vibratory movement, reson-

ance, or murmur, felt or heard in auscultation.

1821-14 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 544 That vibrator)

thrill [of the pulse] which has been called winness. H

ROBERTS Handbh. Med. (ed. 3) H. 9 Th">
. .{wmng

tremor, .indicate the special character of?P lu
"^

b
?.

to
'J

sensation conveyed to the fingers. 1878 KHOrV^40



THBILL.

Med. 56 Besides impulse we have another movement of the

heart, known as thrill. 1897 Allbutt\Syst.Med. III. 58

He.. has a well-marked pre.systohc thrill and a loud pro-

systolic murmur at the cardiac apex.

Thrill, d'* dial- Corruption of THILL 1.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xviii. (Roxb.) 139/1 The

shafts, are the side of the thrill or thill. 1772 Sterne's

Tr. Shandy VII. xv. Wks. V. 93 (Jod.) The thrillhorse

\tdd. 1765, 1776 thill-horse] trotting. 1886 Cheshire Gloss.

s. v. Cart, Two longitudinal pieces, known as thrill bars

or mid thrills, are morticed into the hinders, and these

support the boards which form the bottom of the cart.

1887 .J. OuskirlGlau, s. v. Cart, The shafts are also called

thrills . . ; hence we speak of '

thrill-gears
'

. . ,
'a good

thrill-hoss '. . . But the simple word thrill, though still uni-

versally understood, is less commonly used than formerly.

Thrill ()>ril), z/.l Forms : 4 thril, 4-5 prill(e,

prulle(n), 4-6 thrille, 5 thiyl(le, 5-6 thryll,

4- thrill. [A metathetic form of THIRL v. 1
]

I. Of the action of material bodies.

1 1. trans. To pierce, bore, penetrate ;
= THIRL

p.1 1. Also intr. with through (<juot. 1387*).

01300 Cursor M. 11824 Pe fester thnld his bodi thurgh.

1:1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 30, & scharp lance M
thrilled Ihesu side. 01340 HAMPOLE Psalter iii. 4 pe fors

of fire of luf . . bat makis his prayere to thrill heuen. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 339 A torf. . i-doo aboute a worme
sleeb hym ober makeb hym brulle boruj be erbe [terrain

fenetrare] for to scape a way. Ibid. VII. 349 A grym stropk
of Ii3tnynge..brulled be wal. IS3 P*MO. 755/2. I thrill.

I perce or bore thorowe a thyng. . . This terme is olde and
nowe lytell used. 1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. i.

Vocation 115 Through Corslets, Rivets, Jacks, and Shirts of

Mail His shaft shall thrill the Foes that him assail. 1634
A. RHEAD Descr. Body Man C vj/2 A roughnesse where
there is a hole, but not thrilled through. 1661 Merry
Drollery 13 The sword, .doth nimbly come to the point..,
Thrilling, and drilling, And killing, and spilling.

t b. To break or penetrate through (an enemy's

line). Also intr. with through. 06s.

1370 BARBOUR Bruce xvi. 430 [Thai] thrillit thame [the

yngns rout] weill neir throu-out. 1470^65 MALORY Arthur
ix. iv. 343 Thorou the thyckest prees he thrulled thorou
them.

1 2. intr. To penetrate or pass through, proceed
(into or to a place) ;

= THIRL v. 1 6. Obs. rare.

13.. Cursor M. 21098 (Edin.) Thomas ..he sojte b_at
estern thede, And brillid [. rr. birled, thirlid] intil haibin-

hede.

f3. trans. To cause (a lance, dart, or the like)
to pass; to dart, hurl (a- piercing weapon). Obs.

(Perhaps sometimes including a notion of the quivering
motion of the missile.)

1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy xm. Ixx, He thrild a lavelin at

the Dardans brest. 16*4 QUARLES Sion's Elegies ii. 4 Darts,
thrill'd from heaven, transfixe my bleeding hart. 1637
HEYWOOD Dial., Pelopxa q- Alope Wks. 1874 VI. 301 Our
well-tride Nymphs, . .thrild their arrowie lavelms after him.

1646 G, DANIEL Poems Wks. (Grqsart) I. 77, 1 am.. deeply
strucke, and beare The fatall laveline, with me everie where;
Into the Marrow thrill'd.

fb. To hurl, to send (persons) flying. Obs, rare.

(Cf. THIRL v* i, quot. 1587.)
1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xiv. Ixxxv. (1612) 353 But leaning

Romaines thrilled thence, and Brutes by Rome opprest,
What hapt meane while betwixt the Picts and Scots shall

be digest.

II. Of the action of non-material forces.

1 4. fig. from i : To pierce, penetrate (as a sound,
or an emotion). Obs. (passing into 5).
a 1300 Cursor M. 17738 Of his ded als be sorful ord Sal

thril bin hert thoru als a suord. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xxxvi. (Baptists.) 131 pi word thrillit myn ere. c 1440 Gesia
Rom. xlv. 177 (Hart MS.) Synne in twynkelynge of an ye
brillithe alle the erbe. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. viii. 39 With
percing point Of pitty deare his hart was thrilled sore. 1629
MILTON Ode Nativity, Hymn x, Such sound. .theAiry region
thrilling. 1641 H. MORE Song Soul i. i. vi, Which in their

sprights, may cause sweet agony, And thrill their bodies
through with pleasing dart.

( b. intr. with through. Obs. (passing into 5 b) .

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 258 b, Many moo sorowes
dyd teare & thrytl thorowe her herte. 1590 SPENSER F. Q.
i. viii. 6 Eger greedinesse through every member thrild.

1592 [see 5 b].

5. trans. To affect or move with a sudden wave
of emotion.
1603 SHAKS. Learn, ii. 73 A Seruant that he bred, thrill'd

with remorse, Oppos'd against the act. 1718 POPE Iliad
XIX. 266 Greece around sat thrill'd with sacred awe. 1791
MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest ii, A kind of pleasing dread
thrilled her bosom. 1805 WORDSW. Waggoner n. 34 His
ears are by the music thrilled. 1842 TENNYSON SirGalahad
ii, Me mightier transports move and thrill.

b. intr. To produce a thrill, as an emotion, or

anything causing emotion; to pass with a thrill

throitgh.
159* SHAKS. Rom. f, Jul. IV. iii. 15, I haue a faint cold

feare thrills through my veines. a 1719 ADDISON Milton's
Style Imitated^ 124 A sudden horror.. Ran through each
nerve, and thrill'd in ev'ry vein. 18*3 SCOTT Quentin D.
xu, When some peculiar feeling of hope, or perhaps of
remorse, happened to thrill across his mind. 1854 J. S. C.
ABBOTT Napoleon (1855) II. xx. 356 In tones which thrilled
upon every heart. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. 5. sisThe
news of Hampden's resistance thrilled through England.

c. intr. (?for/aw.) To feel, or be moved by, a
thrill of emotion. Often const, at, with.
1595 SHAKS. John v. ii. 143 To thrill and shake, Euen at

the crying of your Nations crow, Thinking this -voyce an
armed Englishman. 1596 i Hen. IV, n. iv. 407 Art not
thou horrible afraid ? Doth not thy blood thrill at it ? i8as
X. HOOK Sayings Ser. II. Passion fj Princ, x. III. 179 He
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. .read over the '
last words ' of his adored Fanny, till the

blood thrilled in his veins. 1874 GREEN Short Hist, vm.

3.488 England was thrilling with excitement at the thought
that her own hour of deadly peril might come again.

6. intr. To move tremulously or with vibration ;

to quiver, vibrate. (Said esp. of sound or light.)

1776 MICKLE tr. Camoens' Lusiad IX. 396 Here. .The

solemn harp's melodious warblings thrill. 1816 SCOTT hi.

Dinar/'iii, Exhausting his voice in shrieks and imprecations,

that thrilled wildly along the waste heath. 1827-35 WILLIS

Absalom 79 My pulses thrill, Like a rich harp-string.
1862 TYNDALL Mountaineer, i. 8 Watching the lightning

thrilling behind the clouds. 1878 T. HARDY Ret. Native

iv. vi, The great valley of purple heath thrilling silently in

the sun.

b. trans. To send forth or utter tremulously.

1647 CRASHAW Music's Duel 57 Her supple breast thrills

out Sharp airs. 1868 FARRAK Silence * V. ii. (1875)

The spirit within us thrills its glad response to the noble

utterance.

c. To cause to quiver ; to throw into vibration.

1800 MOORE Anacreoti Iviii, Sweet [arej^the si^hs that

t Thrill, .
2 Sc. Obs. [(.

THRILL rf.2]
1. trans. To make a thrall of, enthrall, enslave ;

= THIRL v? i.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 157 It is. .na to be
tholit. .sen he [Christ] has maid man free, he suld thrill his

brother. 1536 UELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 73 To thrill

us to maist schamefull servitude.

2. To bind or engage (lands) in thirlage: =
THIRL z>.2 2.

1480 Act. Dom, Cone. (1839) 70/2 f be said Robert.. sail

be na maner of way thrill fa landis hot deliuer bairn fre as
said is.

t Thrill, v.3 Obs. [Cf. DRILL v.'*, THILL v.}
intr. To flow in a small stream or in drops; to

trickle, percolate; to drip; = DRILL v.* I.

1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Monkynde 22 Water passing and
thrilling through y* narow conduit. Ibid. 79 Y* bloud..

penetratith, thryllith, and yssuyth furth the soner. 1607
WALKINGTON Opt. Gloss xm. (1664) 137 They razed his Skin
with a Razor till the Bloud thrilled down. 1615 BRATHWAIT
Strappado (1878) 220 No streams of grace, Thrilling or

trickling from thy blubber't face.

t Thri'llage. Sc. Obs. Alsos-ege. [f.THRILL
sb.l + -AGE.] Thraldom, bondage, subjection ;

= THIRLAOE I.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce I. 101 pat he put to swylk tbrillage,
That bai . . Suld ryn on fute, as rebaldaill. c 1400 Sc. Trojan,
War ii. 984 They askede thame to be, As worthy, of all

thrillege fre. Ibid. 2784 And frome all thrillege be maid
fre. 1470 HENRY Wallace I. 136 He thocht ay till hald

hym in thrillage.

t Thrillant, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. THRILL z.i

-f-ANT 1
.]
=

THRILLING/^/, a. I.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. l. xi. 20 His thrillant speare. Ibid. n.
iv. 46 One of his thrillant darts he threw. 1594 ? GREENE
Selimus 1784 Pierce my poor heart with thy thrillant steel.

Thrilled (\>n\A),ppl. a. [f. THRILL p.i T -ED
.]

fa. Pierced, penetrated. Obs. b. Affected by a
thrill of emotion, c. Caused to vibrate.

1615 SYLVESTER yob Triumphant iv. xxxiv, My thrilled

Wound Is past all cure. 1850 ROBERTSON Serm. (1872) III.
116 Incoherent utterances and thrilled sensibilities. 1000

Daily News 19 Feb. 2/1 When the thrilled listener has
refreshed the tale-teller. 1908 Daily Chron. 16 July 5/6
There was no thrilled and electrified populace such as in the
old Greek Games packed the amphitheatre.

t Thri-llehod, thrillihod. Obs.
[f. ME.

grille-, frilli- for firfle- : see THRILE and -HOOD.]
Threefold condition

; trinity.
c 1320 Cast. Love 9 God ffader and Sone and Holigost, . .

pat O God art and brilli-hod. Itid. 129 prilli-hod. Ibid.

i239Persones breo in brille-hod And o God cleped in on-hod.

Thriller (pri'laj). [f. THRILL zi.l + -ER '.] One
who or that which thrills ; spec, (slang or colloq.')
a. sensational play or story (cf. SHOCKER).
1889 PallMall G. i July 6/1 It is always painful to see

clever actors .. wasting their energies on a worthless play...
It is seldom that we are treated to a more bald and empty
production than this invertebrate '

thriller '. 1896 Pall
Mall Mag. Nov. 380 Fullblown detectives.. the sort you
read of in the thrillers 1

Thrillfttl (pri-lful), a. [f. THRILL rf.i + -FUL.]
Full of thrills, thrilling.

E.. L, WAKEMAN in Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 15 June, We
. . passed a thrillful hour at a genuine Whitechapel

'

penny
gaff".

Thrilling (pri-lin), vbl. sb. [f. THRILL .i +
-ING!.] The action of THRILL .i, in 'various
senses ; an instance of this. Also attrib.

IS Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 241 As though we bare
the same stonges thryllynges & persyng turmentes that he
uffred. 1747 HERVEY Medit. II. 104 From the Thrillings
f polluted Joy, to the Agonies of eternal Despair. 1748
.txtixHObserti.aan L ii.
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A Thrilling or Shivering

jEneid ix. 806 Go to the heights of Dindymus, And list the
thrilling of the pipe.

Thrilling (pri-lin),///. a. [f. as prec. + -iNa2.]
That thrills, in various senses,

tl. Penetrating, piercing. Also^. Obs.
1579 SPENSER Sheph. Col. May 208 A thrilling throbbe

THRIMSA.
from her hart did aryse [gloss, A thrilling throb, a percing
sighej. 1590 f. Q. i. iii. 42 He perced through his [ihe
lion's] chaufed chest With thrilling point of deadly yron
brand. 1621 G. SANDYS Ovid's Met. vm. (1626) 160 Aso-
nides then threw his thrilling lance [L. (L 412) Misit et
SEsonidcsjaculum}. 1718 POPE ///Wxv. 528 Through his
fair neck the thrilling arrow flies.

b. Piercing or penetrating, as cold
; causing

shivering or shuddering.
1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. in. i. 123 To recide In thrilling

Region of thicke-ribbed Ice. 1753 Scots Mag. Oct. 516/1
Attended with a thrilling coldness. 1760-72 H. BROOKR
Foot ofQual. (1809) II. 59 A thrilling sort of chillness would
run through my blood, c 1820 S. ROGERS Italy, Campagna
ofKoine 91 Regions of thrilling ice.

2. Producing a sudden wave of excitement or
emotion

; piercing the feelings.
1761 GRAY Odin. 24 The thrilling verse that wakes the

Dead. 1821 JOANNA BAII.LIE Metr. Leg., Columbus xix. A
thrilling, fearful joy. 1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L. viii.

220 Nazareth, a
place

of such deep and thrilling interest to

every reader of the Gospel history.
3. Quivering, vibrating.
1850 KINGSLEY Alt. Locke xi, Insects .. that poised

themselves motionless on thrilling wings. 1871 TYNDALL
Fragtn. Sc. (1879) I. ii. 78 Let us look for a moment at this

thrilling medium.
Hence Thri'lling-ly adv.

;
Thri llingness.

1825 SOUTHEV Tale Paraguaym. xl, So thrillingly attuned
the cadence fell, That witji the music.. She moved herself
to tears. 1847 WEBSTER, Thrillingntss. 1863 COWDEN
CLARKE Shaks. Char. iii. 71 How thrillingly grand is all

this ! 1891 Blackw. Mag. CL. 637/2 Emotions.. of unex.
pected thrillingness.

Thrill-multure : see THIRL-MULTURE.

Thrilly (brvli), a. rare.
[f.

THRILL sbl + -T.

Cf. chilly.} a. Affected with a thrill, b. Having
a thrilling quality.
1893 Illustr. Storting IT Dram. News 25 Feb. 848/1, I

felt somewhat '

thrilly
'

about the heart region. 1896 Punch
21 Mar. 133/3 Oh the feeling sweet and thrilly.

Thrlmble, thrirnmel, etc. : see THRUMBLE.
Thrimlar Sc. Obs. : see THRUMBLBH.
I Thri-mness. Obs. Forms: 2 primnis,

preomnes, 3-3 prem-, prim-, (Orm.) primm-
nesse, 3 prum- (it). [Early ME. alteration of OE.
prints, frinnes, THRINNESS. The change may have
been due to association with OE. prymm THRUM
sb.'1 , majesty, glory, and its compounds, ssfrymsetl
throne, firymsittende (cf.

' seo prynis prymsittende ',
' the Trinity sitting in glory') ;

but in that case we
should have

expected the form with ]>rym to have

appeared in OE.] The Trinity. Cf. THREENESS.
a n Cott. Horn. 219 peos brimnis is an god. ^1175

Lamb. Horn. 99 He seal ileafan on ba halja breomnesse and
on soflre annesse. Ibid. 101 pere halian bremnesse. c 1200
ORMIN 11177 P**1 issanUnnse^enndfi;brimmnesse, Faderr,
& Sune, & Hali3 Cast. <ri2oo Trin. CM. Horn. 25 pe
holie bremnesse shop and biwalt alle shafte. a 1225 St.
Marker, ii prumnesse breo fald ant anfaldte hweSere.
a 1240 Sawles Warde in Cott. Horn, 259 pe hali brumnesse,
feader ant sune ant hali gast.

Thrimp, v. Sc. and north, dial. In 6 thrymp ;

9 dial, thrump. [? Akin to THRUM v. 1
] intr. and

trans. To press ; to push.
15113 DOUGLAS sEncis xi. xii. 8 Apon thar strait born

bridiUis brankand fast, Now thrympand heyr, now thayr,
thayr hedis can cast. 1825 JAMIESON, Thrump, ..to press
. . as in a crowd. . .To push; especially applied to school-Coys,
when they push all before them from the one end of a form
to another, a 1828 T. BEWICK Hmudy (1850) 10 His hands. .

thrimpt owr his Thees. llutl. 13 Mouny oh them thrimped
in. 1894 Northumberl. Gloss., Thrimpt, pressed closely.

Thri-msa, thrymsa. Hist. [iepr.OE.frimsa,
irymsa, late altered form of trim(e)sa, trym(e)sa,
genitive pi. of trimes, trymes, *trims (nom. pi.

irimsas, trymsas), ad. L. tremis, the third part of

an aureus ; also a weight, a drachma : cf. OHG.
'

drimisa, trimisa = dragma *. (Both in OE. and
OHG. assimilated to/r/, dri, three.) The genitive

pi. is frequent in OE. Laws, etc., after a numeral,
and has been erroneously taken by I yth c. antiqua-
ries, and from them by later writers, for a nomina-
tive singular.]
An erroneous name for the OE. trimes or trims,

a coin (or money of account) representing the

Roman tremis, the value of which varied in OE.
times and is uncertain ; also, as a weight, a drachma.

_
In early times the Merovingian gold tremis had circulation

in England, where a few are said also to have been struck
in the early 7th century ; but in the loth c. the name
appears to have been applied to a small silver coin of similar
size ; perhaps in some districts to the sccatt ; see quots.
<*954 Noro-leoda laga i in Schmid Gesetze 396 Norfl-

leoda^ cynges gild is xxx busend brymsa [v. r. brimsa].
3 Biscopes and ealdormannes viii busend brymsa. 950

Lindisf. Gosf. Matt. xvii. 27 [Staterem, gl. baet wzs feor

trymes vtlvni [Rushw. Gosp. scilling, Ags. Gosp. aenne wecg,
Hation Gosp. a?nne penis].
1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. II. ii. 204 A Thrymsa was a third

part of their shilling; not three shillings as some much
mistake. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Thrimsa, an old
German Coin, valued at the third part of a Shilling, or Four
Pence. 1720 J. JOHNSON Canons Eng. Ch. (Laws Ethelstan
an. 926 No. 2), In Mercia the common Man's Weregild is

266 Thrymsa, this is 200 Shillings. 1754 HUME Hist. Eng.
(1761) I. App. i. 100 His weregild . . was by law thirty
thousand thnmsas, near i,3oo/. of present money. 1860



THRIN.
HOOK Lives Alps. (1869) I. v. 243 A bishop wa> on the
same footing as an ealdonnan, reckoned at eight thousand
thrymsas. 1873 JEVONS Money viii. 71 The tuttrh, the am,
and ihefAriaiia were other moneys of account used Ly the
Anglo-Saxons.

t Thrin, thrirme, a. (s&.) Forms : I prinna,
3-4 prinne, 3-5 thrinne, 4 prynne, prine,
thrine, threin, thriju, 5 thryn, 4 (9 rf.) thrin.

[Late OE. Irinna, a. early ON. frinn-r (later

frenn-r) triple, threefold ; often = three (Sw. treime,
Da. trende), prob. :-OTeut. *}rizno-*, (. *J,ris
(Indo-Eur. *tris, Skr. /ra, Gr. rpi's) thrice, with

adj. ending : cf. L. trl-nus, pi. frf- =
terni.]

t Threefold, triple; also three kinds of, three.
An adj., but sometimes best rendered by 'thrice'

(cf. ON.^rennur tylptir 'triple twelves', i.e. 'thrice

twelve'). Obs.
a 1012 Laws Mthelrcd in. c. 13 L.-idi-e hine mid )>rinna

xu [L. cum ter xn); and se jerefa naini^c pa lade, cnoo
ORMIN 1144 Her hahbe ice shxwedd brinne lac Forr brinne
kinne leode. a \yx> Cursor M. 3381 Ysmael had wijfs thrin
[v, rr. brinne, thre], c 1300 Hayclok 716 Hauelok . . he
dide ber-inne, Him and his wif, hise sones brinne, And hise
two doutres. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1805 pus vpon brynne
wyses I haf yow bro schewed.
1

absol. c 1330 R. liuuNNE Citron, Wace (Rolls) 385 pey
departed bys land in brynne. 13.. Cursor M. 9815 (Colt.)
His hert aght ar atbrest in thrin {Gilt. o thrinne]. 13..
E. E. Allit. P. B. 1727 Mane, Techal, Pharez, merked in

brynne.
B. si. (in //.) [perh. a new formation after

twins.] Three children at a birth, dial.

1878 Cumbld. Gloss., Thrifts, three at a birth. 1887
Indian Med. Gaz. i Sept. 246 In the case of twins and thrins
about three times more than in the case of singletons.

t Thri'nfald, a. (adv.) Sc. and north, dial.

Obs. Also 4 thrine-, 5 thryn-, 6 trin-, trene-.

[Assimilation of the earlier thrifald, OE. Iriejeald,

THREEFOLD, to THRIN.] = THREEFOLD a. ; triple,
treble.

In ist quot. (Fairfax MS.) as adv. = THREEFOLD B. i.

13. . Cursor M. 26986 (Cott.) pis hope ban mai be thrine-
fald [Fair/, vnderstande bis hope brinfalde]. c 1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints vi, (Thomas) 390 God.. in substance hot ane Is,
& thrinfald in-to personis. Ibid, xxxvi, (Baptista) 463 He
be thrinfald crone sal euir bruk fore his wardone. c 1470
HENRY Wallace VII. 141 The thrynfald buk is bot this

brokyn land. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis w. ix. 78 The thrin.

fald goddes Proserpina. 1552 LYNDESAY Monarcke 4407
Two and thretty gude papis . . Ressauit the crown of Mar*
tyrdome, Bot nocht the Thrinfald Diadame. 1570 Satir.
Poems Reform, xxi. 19 Thay trinfauld Tratours Hes steirit

vp this stryfe.

t Thring, sb?- Obs. Forms: a. 3-4 prlug,

p-, thryug, 4 thring. 0. 3 prung ('). [f. OE.

gfpring rieut. press, crowd, tumult, f. lring-an to

press, crowd. The /3-forms probably belong here.]
1. A crowd, press, or throng of people.
\a xooo Andreas 368 (Gr.) paet hi be ea5 mihton ofer ySa

Kepr ing drohtao adreogan.j c 1205 LAY. 12448 Heo comen
to hustmge mid alle heore bringe. ^

Ibid. 27524 Amidden
ban brunge [c 1275 bringe] bW heo bihkest weoren. a 1225
Ancr. R. 160 Engel tomon ine brunge ne scheawude him
neuer ofte. c 1275 Worn. Samaria 72 in O. E. Misc. 86

Monye-.vrnen vt of be bureuh myd wel Muchel prynge.

13.. K. A Us. 2533 Aboutyn heom they can go ; Parforce

smyten into the thrynge. 13.. Sir Beues (A.) 1365 Vnnebe
i scapede among bat bring, For to Bringe be tiding 1

2. Pressure, tightness ; some kind of disease.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11821 (Cott.) pe scab ouer-gas his bodi

all, In his sides him held be thring.

t Tliring, rf.2 Obs. [app. an altered or erro-

neous form ol tiring (also used by Layamon), dreng,

perh. influenced by THBINO z>.]
= DHENO.

c 1205 LAY. 6725 In to bere burh senden jEfter bon hehste

bringe [c 1275 after on eorl] pat he comen to pen kinge.

Ibid. 31455 pa bringes norSerne makeden hine to kinge.

Ibid. 31740 per weoren nije busunde Sringes noroerne

islaien. 1861 PEARSON Early $ Mid. Ages Eng. 201 Drenghs
or thrings, owing special service to ride as couriers or to

keep horses or dogs, were settled on certain estates.

Thring (jrirj), -v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : see

below. [Qk.pringan,]>rang (^\.prungon),prungen.
Com. Teut. = OS. thringan (MLG., MDu., Du.

dringen), OHG. dringan (MHG., Ger. dringen),

GK.pryngva, -gja (pa. \..pr(ng,pningom, pa. pple.

prungenri), cf. Goth, preihan (pa. t. praih, prai-

hum, pa. pple. fraihans) :-OTeut. *frit)h(w)- :

J>riyg(w~)- ;
cf. Lith. trtnkti to shake, stnke, tranks-

mas uproar, scrimmage, Lett, treekt to shatter.

The Gothic treihan passed into a different con-

ingational class: cf. THEE zv- In ON. tryngva

was displaced by the ve3k.fr/ngva, -gja : cf. Sw.

triinga, Da. trsenge.]

A. Illustration of Forms.

1. Inf. and Pres. stem. 1-5 pring- (2 dring-),

3-5 pryug- (3 prung-), 4-6 thryng- (5 dryng-),

4-7 (dial. -9) thring.
c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xvi. 1 Ne burfon se..him ajfter

bringan. a 1125 Alter. R. 252 Dumbe bestes..hwon heo

beoftasailed.. heo brungeS alle togederes. a 1150 Owl *
NifU. 706 An eifer o>er faste fringe, c 1374 CHAUCER

Tnyliair. 38 (66)^He gan in

(Ka
Dn

Dlsc-

(Jam.) How men and wemen did thring in.

Fi. ii. 9 Ye sal thring them wi' a gad o air

363

2. Pa. t. a. sing. ' -3 Jwang, 3-5 thronge, 7 (9 dial.}
tnrung, 4- thraug ; //. i prungon, 2-3 -en.
a8oo Andreas ia6(Gr.) UuguS samnade, hajone hildfrccan

lieapum |>rungon. c 1000 &LnK tloin. II. 304 p.i-t f,j]c
HUM J>rang. a 1115 Juliana 67 prunijcn euctuin biuoren
oSer. 1375 Cursor M. 24359 (Fairf.) pe nailis bat him
|>range on rode, c 1400 Destr. Troy 11135 Two thawsamid
full (.rely, bai brang out of lyuc. 1470-% MALOKY Arthur
x. X!L 479 He thrange in lo the lliyckast prees. 1535
Ihianglsccli. 5]. 1607 DEKKtKA"/.'iC<wi/><r.(i842)4iln
therefore they thrung, some wading vp to the knees. IOM
Timing [sect. 5).

0. I prgng, 3-5 prong(o, (a, pi. prongen), 4-6
thronge, 4-7 throng.
c893 prong [see B. 2). 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1775 pay

}>rongen
bedcr. c 1374 CHAUCER AueL * An. 55 But

[Mars] throng now liere now there amongis hem both.
c 1400 Song Roland 838 They preissid, and throng, And
tlimsten out. 1400 pronge, 01440 thronge [see 15. 5].
cisao Adam Bel, etc. 224 in Hazl. K. P.P. II. 147 To
the gate faste he throng. 1526 Thronge (see B. i b].
3. Pa. pple. a. I prunge, 3 i-prunge, 3-4
thrungeu (4 -un, 4-5 -yn, 4-6 -in(e) ; 5-7
thrung, o throung.
01250 Owl r Night. 38 Wonne bu ail lo me i-brunge.

a
i^oo E. E. Psalter\\\ii. 21 [Ixxiii. 22] And i am to nognte

..Thrungen. 1377 LANCL. f. PI. B. v. 517 A thousand of
men po thrungen togyderes Criede vpward to cryst. c 1400
Destr. Troy 11723 Twenty thowsaund thristy, brungyn to-

gedur. 1513 Throung [see B. 5 b].

13. 4-5 prong-en (-un), 5-6 throng(e.
1382 WYCLIF Lute viii. 42 The while he wente, he was

throngun of the cumpeny. 1:1400 prongen [see B. ic].
c 1400 Hymns Virg. 13 Whanne bou were in braldom brong.
'435 Thronge [see B. 3). a 1550 Throng (see B. i c].

7. 5 pryngid. c 1400 [see B. 5 e\
B. Signification.

1 1. intr. To press, crowd, throng ; to move or

gather in a crowd ; to assemble. Alsofig. Obs.
a 800 [see A. 2 a], a xooo Phoenix 339 (Gr.) Donne fuxla

cynn on healfa ehwone heapum bringao . . pone halgan
hringe beteldad flyhte on lyfte. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 237
Of pe folce we sigge3 bat hit..elce de^ie bicce pringeo.
a 1225 [see A. ij. a 1300 Cursor M. 24637 (Gott.) Quen mi
sun ras . . All till his graue [Cott. thrugh] pai thrang. 'in 1366
CHAUCER Rom. Rose 656 For there was many a brid sing-

ing, Throughout the yerde al thringing. c 1400 Destr. Troy
470 Mony thoughtes full thro thrange in hir brest. 1513
DOUGLAS JEncis iv. vii. 58 The damecellis fast to lhar lady
thringis.

t b. trans. To crowd around or upon, to throng

(a person). Obs.
c toco [see A. 2 a], c loco Ags. Cosp. Mark v. 24 Him

fylijde mycel meniieo and prungon \c 1160 Hatton Gosp.

brungen] hine. Loke viii. 45 pas meneseo be 8ringa8.

1382 WYCLIF Luke viii. 45 Comaundour, cumpanyes thringen,
and turmentyn thee. 1526 TINDALEMark v. 24 And moche

people folowed hym, and thronge hytn.

f c. trans. To press or crowd together (persons
or things). Chiefly in pa. pple. (which may belong
to a). Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 5748 With seven thowsaund bro men

brongen to-gedur. c 1460 Towncley Myst. xii. 416 It was
a mery song ; I dar say that he broght foure & twenty to a

long, .so many he throng On a heppe. a 1550 Hye Way lo

SfyttelHo. 1 71 in Hazl. E.P.P. IV. 30 Lyke as bestes togyder

they be throng, Bothe lame, and seke, and hole them among.

2. intr. To press or push forward, as against or

through a crowd, or against obstacles ; to push or

force one's way hastily or eagerly ; to press, rash,

hasten, push on. Now dial.

893 K. ALFRED Oros. v. xii. 8 8 He for baere ondreedinge

bses >e swibor on ban weorod brong. CMOS LAY. 9421

Ouer bene wal heo clumnen & binnen heo brungen. c 1374

[see A. i]. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2362 He brong into picke

wodes, pester within. 1450 Hymns Vtrg. 122 For alle

the stonys gret t and smale . . All they schalle togedyr drynge,

And
4!

& so"wi'th'gre'te"paVne"he gat out of the prees. 1607 [see

A. 2 o). 1638 RUTHERFORD Lett., to Lady Robertland

4 Jan., That we may thring in, stooping low. 1823 CARLYLE

Let. in Froude Life (1882) I. XL 194, 1 shall just thring on

here till I get desperate. .

1 3. a. intr. To press hard, use oppression. D.

trans. To oppress, harass, distress, afflict; to

repress. Obs.

Fire of Love L xviii. 40 Nouper with resone it is

nor with drede it is thronge nor with dome tempyd. 1871

[see A. ij.

f 4. trans. To press together, squeeze, compress ;

to crush, bruise. Obs.

his nek, to be erpe sche him brong.

5. To thrust or drive with pressure or violence ;

to cast, throw, or fling violently ; to hurl, dash,

knock ; usually with prep, or advb. extension, as

in, on, out, through, up. Now dial.

a i-too E. E. Psalter lxxvii[i]. 59 God herd.. And to

nogtJtehe thrange swythe Iraele. c 1330 R- BRUNNECJro*

(1810) 52 pei did his i^ene out bring, ci^oo Aom.Kose

7419 In his sieve he gan to thringe A rasour sharpe & wel

ftunge. c 1400 Destr. Troy 65.6 Thretty of pe proest ho

THBIP.

bronge out of lyuc. a 1440
.).

he Inn,

kntthllilc fer lie dang. 1483-
owlc

i eitremerc. ijoo-ao I

. .he mythl fcustene 'ft.. :

"lame

.ync.
. 'I..-- ..

I na vtbcr
- -^-. - ..^..-CA/rj/^rrw(t88o)Nature which headlong into life doth thrinu v>. 1904

. HEWLEIT t>' t>"a/r u. x. 321 She. ,ju>l let allioiand thrung herself face to the wall.
b. With down : To throw down by force, thrust

or knock down, overthrow (lit. mfig.,; to brinj;
to ruin. (See tlantdgwn-thringt. v. DOWN adv. 33.1

wavi, evaid vnlukhiV.
N -'tu

V,M.

f "37S.-$'. Leg. Saintl xxviL (Matlur) 1141 For umer at
his majeste fra hliJoy sail donne thruniine be. c 147$
Aau/Coiljear 199 Thay threip that I thnnz doun of the
fattest

(deerj. 1513 DOUOLAI /Knti, MI. viit. 1,1 Doun. .

throung vndlr this mont Eocheladel body..lyi> half Uunl.
1549 Compl. Scot. L 19 The souerane contel of the diuync
sapiens.. doune thringis them fra the hie Irone of ibei
imperial dominations. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform. ix. 35
Idolatrie but reuth he did down lining. 15(4 T. HUUMM
Du Bartas' Judith i. in Sylvester's Du B. (i6ao) 695 The
vassels of that onely King, That Thunder sendi and lce|Xen
down doth thring. 1871 WAOUCLL Pi. xlvii 3 He wl thriug
down the folk ancth us.

1 0. To thrust or crash (into a confined
space) ; to

shut np, confine, bind ; Jig. to confine, restrict (quot
' '374) ; ' quot. ^1400, to bind tightly. Obs.
c 1250 Death 176 in O. E. Misc. 176 pu schal in be putte

laste beon ibrunge. c 1374 CHAUCU Boetli. II. pr. vii. 44
(Camb. MS.) Yowre glorye bat is so narwh and so streyte
Ithrongen in to so lytu) bowndes. (1379 Sc. Leg. Saintt
xxxvi. (Ilaptista) 030 Herrod..petregert in prc&onc thring.

ci3&o WVCLIF Wkt. (1880) 319 Disciples of crit..wemi not

pringen
in siche couentis. c 1400 Song Roland 290 Hit

kneys coueryd with platis.., his thies ihryngid with silk.

(1440 Bone Flor. 1370 They bonde the false. .And in pry.
son caste them, . . And tber yn can them thrynge.

t 6. intr. To make way (through something) by

pressure ; to pierce, penetrate ; to burst out. Obs.
a 1300 CursorM. 16438 pai croud him wit thorn, pat tboni

his hefd thrang. 13.. Guy Warm. (A.) 1509 pat lode
swerd burchim prang, Gwichard wald abide nouy long.
ciioo Destr. Troy 9641 The ledis on the land..thraprnt
full throly, thryngyng thurgh sheldis. c 1460 Tovmeley
Myst. xvi. 240 My guttys will outt thryng Bot I this lad

hyng.
t b. trans. To pierce. Obs.

c 1485 Difby Myst. iv. 671 Se how his hede with thorny*
is thronge 1

Hence Thri'nging vbl. sb. ;
also Thri ntfer, one

who '

thrings
'

(downthringer, an overthrower).
1483 Cattt. AngLfls/z A Thryngyn[g] downe, articulus,

pressura. a. 1572 KNOX Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 73 The
down thringars of God his glore,. .doctouris in idolatrie.

a 1584 MONTOOMEKIK Ckerri* 4 Sloe 935 With wringing
and thringing, His hands on vther dang. 1637 RUTHER-
FORD Lett., to J. Cordon 14 Mar.. There is no little thrust-

ing and thringing to thrust in at Heaven's gales.

t Thri'nness. Obs. [OE. orig.prints, try-nts,

nis, -nys (in obi. case -nesse, -nysse)
= OHG.

drinissa, f. J>ri-, combining stem of }ri, frfa,
THBEB + -NESS ;

later with nn, after THBIK,

}rinncs,hynnys\ in ME. eventually THBIMMESB,

q. v.] Threefold condition, threeness ; the Trinity.
a Sea CYNEWULF Crist 379 Heah and halix. heofon-cund

brynes. 8.. Halsuncgt in Rituale Dunelm. 114 Ic cow
halsie..for 5a hali^an rlrinesse. ^900 tr. BgJa's Eccl.

Hist. iv. xix. (xvii.)(i8oo) 312 We ondettaS . . Faider & Sunn
& Halijne Cast, prismsse in Annisse..ond Annesse in pzre

prijnesse. 971 lllickl. Horn. iii. (1880) 29 Of pzm rruzsene

tare Hainan prynesse. Hid. xix. (1880) 249 On parre

Hainan prynnysse. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. I. 10 Deos prvn-

nys is an God. Ibid. 288 pses mannes sawl hxf5 on hire

jecynde b^rc Halxan prynnysse anlicnysse. a 1300 Atka.

Italian Creed'm Hickes Thesaurus (1725) I. 233 Dato god
inne prinnesse And prinness in onnesse Wurchip we pe more

and lesse.

Thrinter (pri-ntSJ), a. and sb. NowjjYa/. Also

6 trynter, thrwnter, thrwenter, 9 thrunter (Sc,

fronter, frunter). [In OE. kri-winter, three-

wrnter-, three-year- ;
but the word may have been

formed anew in i6th c., after TWIMTEB.] a. adj.

Of three winters ; three years old : aici of cattle

and sheep, b. sb. A sheep or bovine animal of

three years or winters (now applied only to sheep\
Ic looo JELFRic Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 117/20 7Vr,/

triennis, uel trimulus, ori-winter.) 1536 Durkam Ace.

Rolls (Surtees) 419. 4 Trynters, 7 Twyntera,. .20 Dynm
Hogges. iS7oVV/. ^ /TO. N. C. (Surtees) I. 341 Fyue

tfirwnter stotls at v' xiij- iiij*-"i 'f'C'fiV ^f* o J

1577 in Hist. Sx. Lane. + Cnesk. LV-LV1. 27 Item. Oo
other cowe... I tern two thrinters. 1890 Corn*. Maf. Oct.

382 One of our thrunters, or thrce-winter-old ewes, a 1898

J. SHAW in R. Wallace Country S<koolmasttr (1899) 339

Twinters
' and '

thlrjinlers ',
sic hke names for sheep.

Thrip (brip), sb. slang. Also 7 threpps, 8

threps. Short for THBKEPENCE.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Thrifts, Three pence.

1887 J. C. HARRIS Free Jot, etc. (1888) 60 A little boy who

wanted to buy a thrip's worth of candy.

Thrip ()>rip) v. dial. [app. echoic: cf. FLIPT/.]

tl. intr. To make a noise with thumb and finger

which resembles the whispering of 'thrip' or
'

flip ';

trans, to snap (the fingers). Obs.

1594 NASHE Unforl. 7V.ro. 13 He with dapping h



THBIPPING.

handes and ihripping his fingers seemed to dance an antike.

Itid. 34 A fifth.. thript with his finger and his thumbe.

2. trans. To jerk with a slight movement.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk % Selv. 125 A Watch or a Jack, by
being only wown up without thripping the balance or flyer.

1901
' ZACK

'

T. Dunstable Weir 190 Her zot under the big

fig tree, thripping her lace-bobbins in and out.

f 3. [Prob. the same word.] To spin. Obs, dial.

Hence t Thri-ppmg vbl. sb.

a 1652 BROMH Eng. Moor m, i, Q. But whereabout in

Norfolk wert thou bred ? P. At Thripperstown, Sir, near

the City of Norwich. Q. Where they live much by spinning
with the Rocks? P. Thripping they call it, Sir. Ibid. IV.

v, Yes, he has learn'd to thrip among the Mothers.

Thrip, erron. sing, form of THRIPS.

Thripell, p-, obs. or dial, form of TRIPLE.

Thripple (Jri'p'l), sb. Now local. Also 5

perrepyll, 7-8 thriple. [Origin not ascertained :

the suffix appears to be -EL or -LE, as in handle,

shovel, etc.] A movable framework fitted upon a
\

cart, so as to project in every direction beyond its

sides, and thus to extend its carrying surface when !

loaded with hay, etc. ; a cart-ladder, shelving.

14.. Metr. Vac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 628/10 Efredia, the

berrepyllis. 1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 354 The Cart-ladder or <

thripple both before and behind being to be taken off at

pleasure. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. 330/2 In an Oxe
Teeame [the Cart Lathers] are termed Thriples. 1891
Berrmtfs Worcester jfrnl. 28 Mar. 7/2 His pair of thripples
were new ones. He bought the

thripples
from defendant

in exchange for some hay hauling he Had done for him.

t Thri-pple, v. Obs. [Origin unknown : in form

a dim. or freq. : see -LE 3.] intr. To practise small

economies ; to exercise mean thrift.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. M
yj b, This makes manya one

to thripple and pinch, to runne into debte and daunger.

Tllrippling, vbl. sb. Sc. 106s. [app. f. RIP-

VLKQivU. st. 1 with thr- for r-, as in thresh, thrush,
for rush.] Thripfling-comb, a comb-like imple-
ment for cleaning flax or hemp ;

= RIPPLE sb.*-

1728 RAMSAY Bob of Dunblane i, Lend me your braw
hemp heckle And I'll lend you my thripling kame. 1874
Mem. Alloci 74 His winsome thrifty dame Plyin' wi' eident
ban' her thriplin' katm.

II Thrips ()>rips). Entom. Often erron. taken
as pi., with a false sing, thrip ; the analogical
Eng. pi. would be thripses. [L. thrift (Pliny),
a. Gr. 9fi<jt, pi. Opnres a wood-worm?] a. "The

typical genus of the Thripsidss or Thripidx, the

sole family of the order Thysanoptera (formerly
called Physopoda), comprising minute insects with
four fringed wings, many of which are injurious to

various plants ; an insect of this genus or family.
b. Erroneously applied to any one of the Jassidn,
a hemipterous family of leaf-hoppers that feed on
the grape-vine.
[1658 ROWLAND Moufefs Theat.lus. 1082 Those [worms]

that are bred in ..dry wood are called Thripes.j 1795
Gentl. Mag. LXV. 11. 629/1 The whole genus of thrifs is

a perfectly innocent animal. 1819 J. L. KNAPP Jrul. Nat.
299 The wireworm destroys the root, the thrips the germ of
the wheat. 1844 DARWIN in Life $ Lett. (1887) II. 30, I

have seen a microscopic Thrips and a Cecidomya take

BWIHO, iiuc muslin oags snouia oe lasieneq over toe Duels.

1869 Rep. U. 5. Comm. Agric. 217 What insects are most
injurious to the vine?. .Wisconsin : The thrips to a small
extent. 1881 E. A. ORMEROD lujnr. Insects (1890) 97 The
attack of Corn Thrips . .often does a great deal of harm very
quietly. 1891 E. P. DIXON Seed Catalogue 3 Sufficient
moisture to keep the red spider and thrip at bay.

Thris, thrise, thrisse, obs. forms of THRICE.
Thrissel, thristle, etc., obs. or dial. ff. THISTLE,
THROSTLE. Thrist, obs. f. THIKST, THEOST.
t Thri-star. Sc. Obs. [f. thrist, THRUST v. +

-AR 3.] One who thrusts, a thruster.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixiii. 47 Thrimlaris and thristaris,
as thay war woid, Kokenis,and kennis na man of gude.

t Thriste, a. Obs. [OE. prlste = OS. thrtsti

(MLG., LG. drtste, whence Du. driest, Ger.dreisl);
not found elsewhere in Teutonic. Ultimate origin
unknown : see suggestions in Klnge and Franck.]
Bold, daring ; audacious, presumptuous.
1:897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. Proem 23 Dylzs..he

to onste & to sti3 sie for 3y underfenge his lareowdomes.
a io3 WULFSTAN Ham. 1. (Napier) 270 Bencan ba nu, be to
tarn bnste syn, bjet hi* god oferseoo. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.
117 Fela stuntnesse beo3..ber be dusie mon bio briste.
c 1205 LAV. 25549 Naes I** nan swa briste cniht under criste.
a 1250 Owl I, Night. 758 For ic can craft & ic kan lyste &
parfore ic am bus briste.

Thriste, obs. f. THIRST, THRUST, TRUST.
Thrithing, -er, earlier ff. TRITHINQ, -EB : cf.

also RIDING sb.

Thrittene, -tende, -tethe, -ty, etc., obs. ff.

THIRTEEN, -TEENTH, THIRTIETH, -TY.

tThri-vage. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. THRIVE v. +

-AGE.] The quality or degree of thriving.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art ofSuncyt. iii. 6 In Grouth, the

thrmage, verdure, fruitage, prematurance, &c. of particular
Vegetables are regardable.

Thrive (praiv), . pa . t. throve (tr^v) ; pa.
pple. thriven (bri-v'n). Also pa. t. and pple.
thrived (prsivd). [ME. frive, first in Onnin

864

{prifenii), ad. ON. IHfa-sk refl., to thrive. So Sw.

trtfvas, Da. trives to thrive, flourish. No trace

appears in English of the reflexive suffix, which

must have been dropped before the word became

naturalized. ON. prlfa-sk is in form the reflexive

or passive olprlfa, recorded in the senses
'

to clutch,

grip, grasp, lay hold of with sudden effort '.

(For the sense-history Fritzner, Falk and Torp compare
taka.sk, similarly used. The non-reflexive use may have

started from the pa. pple^ri/?, thriven.)]

A. Illustration of Forms.

1. Inf. and Pres. stem. 3 (Or/a.) prifenn, 3-5

J>riue(n, 4-5 pryve, 4-6 thryfe, thryue (5 pr-,

thrywe), 5-6 thrife, thryff(e, 6 thrif, 4-7
thriue, 5- thrive.
c iioo ORMIN 10868, & brifenn an & waxenn ajj Inn alle

gode binge, a 1300 priue [see B. i]. 13. . Cursor M. 12139
(Cott.) Als mot we thriue. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxv.

(Julian) 365 Allace ! I thocht nocht fore to thryfe. 1398

pryue [see B, i]. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4832 pan thrive we pe
bettur. c 1425 Cast. Persev. 548 in Macro Plays 93 Fast he

gunne to thrywe. c 1460 prywe [see B. i]. c 1500 Debate
Carpenter's Tools in Halliw. Nugse Poet. 14 He thouht ever
fore to thryffe. 1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit Wcmen 488 That
mai nought, .thrif as thai wald. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot.

(Rolls) II. 398 We will nocht thryfe this jeir.

2. Pa. t. a. north. 3 praf, 4 thraf(e, thrave

(-we), 6 thraif, 9 thrave (also arch.}.
ciaoo praf [see B. i]. a i3ooThraf, thrafe [see B. 2]. < 1375

Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Mocker) 40 He thrawe, bat wele
fosterit was. a 1400 Sir Perc. 212 He wexeand wele thrafe.

<r 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 53 Fre
that tyme fourtht the earle Bothewell thraif newer. 1850
ROSSETTI Dante ff Circ. \. (1874) 186 While yet my body
thrave On earth, a 1910 T. DUNLOP in Poets Ayrshire 261
Brawer bairn. .Never thrave.

0. 4 prof, -ff, 4-5 proof, 5 profe, throf(e,

(6 Se. thrueff), 8- throve.

1330 R. BRUNNB Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1885 [The Britons]
multeplyed, & wel brof. eiaSoWvcLiF Sel. Wles. 11.411
In Cristis tyme..broof be Chirche. 1399 LANCL. Kick.
Redeles HI. 137 As he bat broff neuere. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur \-\. viL 192 He..smote doune twelue Knyghtes, and
the moost party of hem neuer throfe after. 1597 in Spalding
Club Misc. (1841) I. 179 Fra that tyme furthe, the said

Janet thrueff never. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Anier. 1. 1. 45
These throve prosperously. 1830, 1851 Throve [see B. i, i b].

y. 4 pryued, 7- thrived.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 521 Coube I not bole hot as bou
ber bryued ful fewe. 1614, 1647, 1790 Thrived [see B. i b].

1611-1883 [sce B. 3 b].

3. fa. pple. a. 4 priuen, 4-5 p-, thryuen,
threuen, 5 thryflyn, threvyn, 4-7 thriuen, 6-
thriven

; 5 y-threve, thryve, 6-7 thriue (priv).
1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. Wacc (Rolls) 6546 Gentil damy.

sels.., pat able to mennes companye were bryuen. 13..
Cursor M. 5641 (Gott.) Quen it [the child] was thriuen and
sum del aid. 01400 Thcophilus il. in Eng. Studien XXXII.
5 How wet bat he was threuen. 14. . MS. Cantab. Ff. ii.

38 If. 128 (Halliwell) He yswelle y-threve. 1611 R. AVLETT
in Farr 5. P. Jos. I (1848) 202 By her when wee in life of

grace haue thriue, With her we euer shall in glory Hue. 1643
Plain English 16 The guard is thriven to an Army. 1830-3
LYELL Princ. Geol. in. xlii. (1868) II. 459 The ass has
thriven very generally in the new world.

0. 8 throve.
1758 Herald No. 21. II. 89 How very prosperously the

shoots of your planting have throve.

7. 4 priuid, 7-9 thrived.

13. . priuid [see B. 4). i6 MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman

upon tne lanzies. 1901 munsey s Mag. AAV. 335 All t

protected species have thrived wonderfully at Nehasane.

B. Signification.
1. intr. To grow or develop well and vigorously ;

to flourish, prosper.
a. Of persons or plants : in early quots. (esp.

Ormin) simply fTo grow, to increase in some
respect ;

also f to be successful or eminent in arms
or war; in quot. 1711, t to grow stout (ots.).
c 1200 ORMIN 8973 Hire sune wex & braf I wissdom & inn

elde. Itid. 10868. a 1300 K. Horn 620 (MS. C) Ne mijte
ber non briue. c 1300 Havelok 280 pe kinges douther bigan
)>riue. c 1330 [see A. 3 a], 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R.
VIH. i. (Tollem. MS.), Ayer, by be whiche all binge bat hab
lyf brebe(> and bryueb. Ibid. XVH. Ixii. (Bodl. MS.), Fige
treen briueb lasse in be norpe contreies. c 1400 [see THRIV-
ING ///.a. i]. c 1460 Wisdom 1021 in Macro Plays 69 As
many roddys as myght grow or brywe In be space of a days
Jornye. 1530 PALSGH. 756/1, I thrive, as a tree or herbe
groweth and dothe well, je vegete. 1697 J. LEWIS Mem. Dt.
Glocester (1789) 6 The young Prince continued there about
twelve months, thriving apace. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 32

J2 My Lady Ample.. grudges herself meat and drink, for
fear she should thrive by them. 1830 H. N. COLERIDGE
Crk, Poets (1834) 357 The child throve wonderfully under
this caustic treatment. 1886 CORBETT Fall o/Asgard 1. 50
In the clear mountain air he grew and thrived with mar-
vellous rapidity.

b. Jig. of immaterial things.
1613 Will. I in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) III. 163 Two great

impediments that valour cannot thrive. 1614 C. BROOKE
Ghost Rich. Ill Poems (1872) 106 What? wilt thou. .where
once Wisdpme thriu'd, let Folly grow ? 1647 DIGGES Un-
la.wf. Taking A rnis 50 Those innocent times, when Chris-
tianity thrived upon suffering. 1790 REYNOLDS Disc. xv.
(1876) no The manner of Michel Angelo thrived but little
with them. 1851 Miss YONGE Cameos (1877) II. xxii. 239The spirit of resistance throve the more. 1907 Edin. Sat.
Oct. 406 Thought thrives on conflict.

THRIVING.

2. Of a person or community : To prosper ; to

increase in wealth ; to be successful or fortunate ;

in early use sometimes f To have (good or bad)
fortune, to speed, fare,

'

hap
'

(well or ill).
a 1300 Cursor M. 3911 (Cott.) lacob wex riche, his childer

thrafl^. thrafe, T. f>roof]. ?<Ji366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose
1067 Wel yvel mote they thryve and thee. c 1400 Laud
Troy Ilk. 16823 Ther schal but fewe so mote I thryue !

Off hem passe away on
lyue

! c 1460 Wisdom 781 in Macro
Plays 61 Ye ! & ewyll be bou thryvande ! 1530 PALSGR.
755/3. I thrive, I go forwarde in rychesse. 1593 SHAKS.
Kick, ff, iv. i. 78 As I intend to thriue in this new World.
1657 J. SERGEANT Schism DispacKt 225 Since he thriv'd
best among the Gentiles. 1709 MRS. MANLEV Secret Mem.
(1720) III. 250 He thriv'd in all his Pretences. 1883 TYN.
DM.i.inContcmp.Rev. XLIV. 52 Nations, .and even villages
thrive in proportion to the activity of their industry.

b. Of a thing : To be successful, turn out well.
1587 Jltirr. Mag., Humber xvii, God is iust, injustice will

not thrive. 1611 MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. n.
240, 1 (kind foole) seeing the world thriu'd with me. 1640
E. DACRES tr. MachiaveFs Prince 138 His coosenages all
thriv'd well with him ; for hee knew how to play this part
cunningly. 1883 F. DAY Indian Fish 9 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.)A few years since, fisheries thrived along the Beloochistan
coast.

f3. ?To be saved, to remain over. Obs. rare.
1509 Part. Devylles xlv, Twelue lepes of relefe therof

dyde thryue, To men and chyldren that had nede.

f4. trans. (?)To cause to thrive; to prosper.
Olis. rare~ l

.

13.. Cursor M. 22388 (Fairf.) pat alle bat wille him
(Antichrist]salwith-stande,Sallebriuid[oM)-^'5.coround,
cruned, crouned] be to life lastande.

t Thrive, sb. Obs. rare. [f. prec. vb. Cf. ON.
prif thrift.] Thriving; profit : = THRIFT sb?- i, 2.

IS9 WVRLEY Armorie, Capitall de Buz ii, Such one as
seeks not after gainful! thriue, But firmely doth his thoughts
to honor bind. 1604 Sc.Acts Jos. VI (1816) IV. 263/2 The
Sweitnes of the thrife, Peace, wealth, and felicitie.

Thriveless ((Jrai-vles), a. poet. [f. THRIVES.
or sb. + -LESS.] Not thriving ; lacking prosperity
or success

; unsuccessful, profitless.
ci<ao Treat, Galaunt (1860} 16 This causeth our galauntes,

by theyr nacyon Neuerthryfte and thryueles, noyc euer vs
so ncre. 1610 QUARLES Jonah(i6$) 25 The feeble Sailors
.. Forbeare their thrivelesse labours. 1635 Emll. \. xii,
And thou, whose thrivelesse hands are ever strayning
Earths fluent Brests, into an empty Sive. 1835 BROWNING
Paracelsus i. 255 The dull stagnation of a soul, content,
Once foiled, to leave betimes a thriveless quest
Thriven (fri-v'n), ///. a. Forms: see THRIVE

v. A. 3. [pa. pple. of THBIVE v. Cf. ON./ri/f.]
1. Advanced in growth, grown ; grown up. Now

only in comb., as ill-thriven (Sc. ill-three'n).

13.. Cursor M. 14806 (Cott.) And said,
' Fast es he throd

and thriuen [Fair/, pis man b wele briuen], And mikel grace
ai es him giuen '. ti . . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 298 Hym watz be
nome Noe, . . He had bre bryuen sunez. c 1400 Destr. Troy
13760 The child. .Wex & wele threvan in winturs a few.

a\yao-*p Alexander *ioq Aheuy As..A thing threuyn is &
thike. 1697 DRYDEN Wire. Georg. m. 743 The thriven
Calves in Meads their Food forsake. 1800, 1843 Ill-thriven

[see ILL- B.). 1907 Daily Chron. 8 May 5/7 The pretensions
ofa neurotic, ill-thriven youth.

j 2. As an epithet of commendation, esp. in the
alliterative phrase thriven andthro (see THRO o.2) :

1 Eminent, excellent, worthy, honourable, noble.
Cf. THRIFTY a. 2. 06s.

_ 13.. in WrightA^nc/3
. 2jjef he beth thryven ant thowen

in theode. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 1191 pe perle me prayed
bat watz so bryuen. 13. . Gaw. fj Gr. Knt. 1740 Hir pryuen
face & hir brote browen al naked, Hir brest bare bifore, &
bihinde eke. a 1400-50 A Itxander 1326 (Ashmole MS.) He
laschis out a lange swerde.., Tbreschis doun in a thrawe
many threuyn dukis. Ibid. 3307 Twa hundreth thousand
. .all of threuen knijtis.

8. That has thriven
; successful, prosperous.

1863 HAWTHORNE Our Old Home (1879) 114 The careful,

thrifty, thriven man of property.

Thriver (prei-vai). Now rare. [f. THRIVE v.

+ -ER 1
.] One who or that which thrives.

1573 TUSSER Hush. (1878) 25 111 tithers ill thriuers most
commonlie bee. ? 1601 BACON Let. to Sir T. Lucy Wks.
1879 II. 25/2 If my brother or myself were either thrivers,
or fortunate in the queen's service, c 1613 MIDDLETON No
Wit like Woman's i. iii, They're the best thrivers In tur-

nips, hartichalks, and cabbishes. c 1659 Elegy on Cleveland
47 C.'s Wks. (1687) 278 Timists be only Thriyers : But a
Brain That's freely Generous scorns Servile Gain.

Thriving (prai'vin), vM. si.
[f. THRIVE v. +

-mo V] The action of the verb THRIVE, in various

senses
; prospering ; prosperity ; vigorous growth.

c 1460 How Gd. Wi/taught Dm. 164 in Hazl. E. P. P. I.

191 Make the nought to riche of other mannys thinge ; The
bolder to spende the worse thriuing. 1530 PALSGR. 716/1, 1

set up a man, I am the occasyon of histhrivynge, oravaunce-
ment. i6aa E. MISSELDEN Free Trade 79 This their better

thriuing is because euery man is at libertie to be a Merchant
at his pleasure. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) II. 81 If a
Tree begins to abate of its thriving, lop off some of the

Branches. 1878 J. TODHUNTER Alcestis (1879) 28 'Twas
when he made processions through the land, To test his

people's thriving.

Thriving, ppl. a. Also 5 n. dial. -and(e. [f.

THRIVE v. + -INO 2
.] That thrives, in various senses.

f 1. In alliterative use : Excelling, excellent,

worthy ;
= THRIVEN 2, THRIFTY 2. Ots.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 751 What if bretty bryuande be
brad in ?on tounez 13.. Gaw. 4 Gr. Knt. 1980 Fele

pryuande bonkkez be brat horn to haue. c 1400 Dlstr. Troy



THRIVINGLY.

1482 Of his sonnes...The Jjrid was a bro knight, brivand in

Arrays. Ibid. 5435, 5458, etc. Hi,!. 4103 Machaon & Polidus
, . trict shippes broght 1 wo & thretty full thryuond, & brung
into prise, c 1470 Golagros <y Caw. 345 Ye ar tlire in this

thede, thriuand oft in thrang.

2. Growing vigorously ; flourishing (physically).
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. x. 15 The dust of Martyrs

were the thrivingst seeds of Christianity. 1681 FLAVHL
Mcth. Grace xxv. 438 The new creature is a thiiving crea-

3. Prospering, doing well in business ; successful,
fortunate.

1607 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. iv. iv, Aske but the thi iuing'st
harlot in cold bloud ; Shee'd giue the world to make her
honour good. 1710 STEELE Taller No. 200 p 2, I am not
fond of a Man only for being of. .a Thriving Temper. 1758
JOHNSON /<#(?> No. 16 Fa Ned was. .considered as a thriving
trader. 1840 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 375 Two great
towns, which have a large and thriving trade with each
other. Ibid. vL II. 135 The colonists were in a thriving
condition.

Thri'vingly, adv. [f. prec. + -i.v -.]

fl. In a worthy or honourable manner; also,

excellently, finely. Obs.

13. . St. Erkcnwolde 47 in Horstm. Al/engl. Leg. (1881)
267 Athroghe of thykke stone, thryuandly newene. 13..
Caw. fi Gr. Knt. 1080 Now I bonk yow bryuandely bur;
alle ober bynge. a 1400-50 Alexander 3747 Scho lengis in
oure bur?e, And is cure thewis of oure thede thryfandly
enfourmed. c 1470 [see THRILL si. 1

].

2. Prosperously, successfully, flourishingly.
1745 H. WALPOLE Lett, to Mann (1834) II. 22 Our coali-

tion goes on thrivingly. 1833 Frasfr's Mag. VII. 571 May
my poor silly sheep go on thrivingly. 1837 HAWTHORNE
Twice-Told T. (1851) I. jciv. 231 Others.. grow thrivingly
among brick and stone.

So Thri-vingness rare, thriving condition.
1818 in TODD. 1864 KINGSLEY Let. to Mrs. K. in Life

(1879) II. 167 Thrivingness and improvement everywhere.

tThro, thra, sb. Obs. Forms: 4 pro, 4-5
thro, throo, 5-6 Sc. thra. [ME. a. ON. frd,
neut. obstinacy, persistence in opposition, con-

trariety,
' hard struggle

'

(Vigf.) ; perh. confounded
with }rd fem., painful or violent longing, eager
yearning (cognate with OE. brawu painful pres-
sure) : see Falk and Torp s. v. Iraa 2

.J

1. Struggle, contest; trouble.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synnc 10570 pat tyme wasmykyl
bro. And ofte was bobe werre and wo. c 1330 Chron,
Wace (Rolls) 54 In sclaundire & threte. & in thro. Ibid.

13025 Mikel was be pres, ful bykke pe |>ro. a 1400-50
Alexander 2282 He..Thringis to pe thru! time & be thra
\Dubl. MS. thro] wynnys [in wrestling].

2. Anger, wrath.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 754 Jet for bretty in brong I schal

my bro steke. a 1400 Sir fere. 376, I hafe spokene with
thame, I wene, Wordes in throo.

3. Eagerness, keenness, haste.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace via. 237 Our men on him thrang
forthwart in to thra. c 1475 Rau/ Coiljear 801 He sa cum-
mand in thra The maist man of all tha, That euer he had
sene. 1513 DOUGLAS Mneis vni. ProL 17 Thochtis thretis

in thra our breistis ourthwort.

tThro, thra, a.1 {adv.} Obs. Forms: 3-4
Jra, (5-7 Sc.) thra, 4-5 pro, thro, throo (5

throe). [ME. a. ON. tra-r '

stubborn, obstinate,

unyielding, refractory, persistent, zealous, eager,

keen", adj. cognate with^/vf sb. : see prec.]
1. Stubborn, obstinate, persistent ; reluctant to

give way, or accede to a request.
(The spelling throw in quot. c 1500 is app. due to confusion

with other words.)

01300 Cursor M. 5803 (Colt.) King pharaon .. es ful thra

{Trin. bro], Lath sal him think to let pam ga. 13. . Ibid.

28092 (Cott.) Vn-buxum haf i bene, and thra A.gayn my
gastly fader al-sa. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5246 pat were bro
men in threpe, & thre-tyms mo. 1 a 1500 Chester PI. (Shaks.

Soc.) II. ii In this place, be you never so throe, Shall you
no longer dwell. 1500 Smyth fy his Dame 317 in Hazl.

E. P: P. III. 213 Be thov neuer so throw, I shal amende
the sonne, I trow. 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.) xiii. 31
Than be not thra jour scherwand to confort. 1603 Philotus

xl, Scho is sa ackwart and sa thra, That with refuse I come
hir fra.

b. Of a corpse : Stiff, rigid.

111400-50 Alexander 4452 Grams garnyscbt of gold &
gilten tombis Thurghis to thrawyn in quen je braa worthe.

2. Stubborn in fight, sturdy, bold; fierce. Also/%-.
c 1310 Sir Tristr, 777 pei bou be bro, Lat mo men wi^ be

ride On rowe. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 3757 They, .thristis to

be erthe Of the thraeste rnene thre hundrethe. c 1400 Ywaine
Q Caw. 3570 Thir wordes herd the knyghtes twa. It made
tham forto be mor thra. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6422 Merion . .

With bre thousaund bro men brong hym vnto. Ibid. 6446,
6462, etc. c 1470 HENRY Wallace ix. 846 Wallace with him
had fourty archarys thra. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis VHI.

x_ii.

128 And Gelones, thai pepill of Sithya, In archery the quhilk
ar wonder thra. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) 1, 250
The Albionis, thocht tha war neuir sa thra. Out of the feild

on force wer maid to ga.

3. Angry, wroth, furious, violent.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 344 Anger gaynez |>e not a cresse,

Who nedez schal bole be not so bro. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints

ii. (Paulus) 504 As he, bat nrste wes cristis fa, And in thra

will his men can sla. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3068 Wan bay
come to J>e dupe Ryuer, pat wilde was & thro, Entrye banne
ne darst hy no?t 1400 Destr. Troy 147 He bethought

hym full thicke in his throo hert. 1440 Bone Plor. 2075

Sche dyd me oonys an evyll dede, My harte was wondur

throa CI475 Sgr. Lowe Degre 1017 With egre mode,h 'e full throwe, The stcwardes throte he cut in two.
4. Keen, eager, zealous, earnest.
01300 Cursor M. 143,2 (Cott.) Ful deucli war bai luui

thra pair blisced lauerd for to sla. c 1310 Sir Tnslr. 615<ohand was ful bra Of tristrem for to Train, c 1350 Wilt
1'alcrne 3264 prc M. of men bat bro were to fijt. c 1400Destr. Troy 470 Mony thoughtes full thro thrange in hir
brest. c i4WvNTOUN Cron. v. vi. 1198 Sancte Gregor..Made special and thra oryson bat God walde grant his saule
to be.. ire. 'laiynChtstcrl'l. (E.K.T.S.) 451 Falsehed to
further he was euer throe. (1775 JOHN WATSON Hist, llali-
Jo* 547 A person is kaid to be thro about any thing, who is

very keen or intent about it.)

b. fig. Of a thing : Ready, opt, disposed.a 1415 Cursor M. 16560 (Trin.) pel . . cut >is tre in two
. .What bei wolde berof shape : perlo hit was ful bra
B. adv. Obstinately; vigorously; boldly.a I4S Cursor M. 5997 (Trin.) 5itt be kyng hem helde ful

pro h or wolde he not lete hem go. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Sur-
tees) 6032 Oxen twenty and twa War drawand b bell full
thra. 1470 Colagros fi Can'. 60 The berne bovnit to the
burgh, .and thrang in full thra.

t Thro, a.* Obs. Origin, status, and meaning
uncertain ; occurs in the alliterative phrase thriven
nnd thro, always commendatory or honorific, and

apparently meaning something like 'excellent '.

(It is not impossible that this may originally have been
the same word as THRO a. 1

2, and that '
thriven and thro

'

became a stock phrase which was vaguely used ; cf.
' a bro

knight, brivand in armys ', c 1400 in THRIVING/^/, a. i, and
the other references there given. But there seems also to
have been connexion in sense with THRO f., as if it had

THROAT.
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f."ix
Treat. \ene Ind. (Arb.) ,5 (The Elephant) hu

noultl i> v.xler hl> Ihrolc. 1573 Sal,r. I'ocmi Ktltrm.
xxxix ,42! hay schot gude Manfrild in .thurt ihe ihroit.
1741 KKIIAIII/KIN 1'anula d'-.i<i

' ~ "

01310 in Wright Lyric P. 26 He is thrustle thryven in
[?and] thro that singeth in sale. Ibid. 39 Wei were him
that wiste hire thoht, That thryven ant bro. 13. . E. E. A (lit.

P. A. 867, I seghe, says lohan. be loumbe hym stande. On
bemountofsyon ful bryuen & bro. a 1450 Le Morte Arth.
589 There is no lady of flesshe ne bone In this world so
thryve or thro, Thoughe hyr herte were stele or stone, That
might hyr loue bald hym fro.

tThro, v. Obs. Pa. pple. throd, throdd,
(throded). [Northern ME., app. ad. QN.fr6a.sk
refl. to thrive, wax, grow : cl.froskr adj. full-grown,
firoska-sk vb. to grow up to manhood; also dial.

Ger. drAhen, tr&hen (Grimm), drten, triihen to

thrive, prosper, grow.] intr. To grow, wax, in-

crease in size or stature ; to grow up.
Cf. dial. Throdden ppl. adj., fat, well-grown, in good con.

dition, well-fed (Brocket!, and E.D.D. Northumb., Yorksh.).

1325 Metr. Horn. 112 That ilke childe Was sa unthewed
and sa wilde, That alle the schathe that he moht do, He did

quen he bigan to thro, c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. (1810) 240
Now [MS. no] gynnes Dauld to thro. For now bigynnes
Dauid to wax a werreour. 13.. Cursor M. 3077 (Cott.) For

quen [ysmael] throded [v. r. waxyn] was to yoman. Ibid.

5641 Quen it [the child Moses] was throd [/'. waxen, G.

thriuen] and sumdel aid To kinges doghter sco it yald.
Ibid. 14806 Fast es he

(Jesus) throd [C. throdd] and thriuen.
And mikel grace ai es him giuen.

b. ? To advance. (Perh. a different word.)
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. Wace (Rolls) 10058 AI softly he

bad hem go, pat non schulde byfore ober bro Til bey come
vnto be bataille.

Thro, thro', early form and contraction of

THROUGH. Throale, obs. form ofTHRALL s6. 3

Throat (pr^n), s&. Forms : I U-, proto. protu,

2-5 ]>-, 2-7 throte, (3)>orte), 4-9 (mainly &.)throt,
5-6 (8 Naut.) thrott, (5 troht, 5-6 throthe, Sc.

throit), 6-7 throate, 6- throat. [OE. trote, -u,

wk. fem., =>OHG.dro^a wk.f., MHG. droyfvVi.
{. or m. (whence mod. Ger. drossel wk. f., throat,

THROTTLE) ; app. from OTent, root *J>rut-, Indo-

Eur. *trud- : cf. OE. flniiiau to swell, Ir&tung
swelling, ON. JirAtna to swell, firilinn swollen,

froli a swelling ;
the name may have had reference

to the external appearance of the throat. Beside

this an OTeut. "strut- is evidenced by OLG. strata

wk. f., throat (MLG. , LG. strotte, MDu. strafe, Du.
strot throat) ; cf. OFris. stroibolla, beside OE.frot-
bolla, THBOAT-BOLL; also MHG. strode wk. f.

(whence It. strozza throat). The original relations

between the stems frut- and strut- are not deter-

mined, but both may have had the sense ' thrust

out, project, swell '.]

I. The part of the body.
1. The front of the neck beneath the chin and

above the collar-bones, containing the passages
from the mouth and nose to the lungs and stomach.

Also the corresponding part in vertebrates generally,
and sometimes the analogous part in insects, etc.

(As
' round the neck '

necessarily includes
' round the

throat ',
' throat

'

is sometimes said with the wider sense of

the ' neck
'

: cf. quot, 13. . *.)

a 700, etc. [implied in THROAT-BOLL], c loop ^ELFRIC Horn.

II. 250 ludas. . nine sylfneahengsona mid grine, and rihtlice

gewra3 oa fprwyrhtan Srotan. 01154 O. E. Chnn. an.

1137, Me..diden an scsrp iren abuton ba mannes throte.

c 1390 S. Eng. Leg. I. 16/525 In be brote with a swerd he

smot be suete rode. 13. . K. Alls. 5952 He ne had noibere
nekke ne brote His heued was in his body yshote. 13..
Sir Beufs(A.) 218 pow schelt ben hanged be be brote. 1340

Ayenb. 14 pet bodi of b beste wes ase lipard, be uet weren

of bere. be b'Ote of lioun. a 1450 MYRC Fettial 79 By ryght

dome, bat brote bat spake be wordes of traytery ajeynys his

Lord, bat brote was ystrangled wyth be grynne of a rope.

rly. 1878 VILLA., Machimxlli (,698) I. in. v.ii. ,

o }'?*
" We" luinwl bul eenutome tomewhal thin.

A. i he passage in the anterior part of the neck,
leading from the mouth and nose to the gullet and
windpij* ; also, ei:her of these passages consideied
separately.

'

?* JV6}** 1?1.*1*'*- "" I i He U twite biur on
mune, & he be tiro on da brotan ciooo /T!L>*I-

WrjWtilcker 157/41 Guttur, brotu. c iao li',st,ary 507' in
O. E. M,sc. 16 Vt of 1m orote it (whale] smit an ondV Be
swelleste Sing Sat is o londe. c 1375 Sc. L,t . Saints
(filasius) 344 Uuha.-euire in bare ihrol xkne> hu iwl
TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. xxiv. (Bodl. M S. ) The brwfil
be pipes of be lunges., pe subctaunce of bis pipe ii eruuclyand hard, c 141$ For. in Wr.-Wlilcker 63i/ijfomina '.

brorum...Hec gula, Iroht c 1*75 Pict. I'oc. ibid. 748/13
Hecfiila,Hx futtur, Hicjugt,!us. a throthe. 1517 Arnxutw
Bruiiswyke's Distyll. Waters Aiijb, The same water.,
gargoled in thelhrote..wiihdryueth thepayne of ibelhrou.
>6oa MARSTON Ant. f, Mel. HI. Wks. 1856 I. 31 Thou
choakst their throu with dust. 1749 COOK Coy. round
World i. v. (1773) 56 A sound exactly like that which w
make to clear the throat when any thing happens to obstruct
it. 1897 'TlvoLl' (H. W. Bleakley) Short Innings v. 76A huge piece of cake went down Ihe wrong throat, and
Carrots had to belabour him lustily to persuade it to lake
the right direction.

3. This part with its passages, considered in

various capacities, whence various expressions.
a. Viewed as the entrance to the stomach ; hence

in figurative expressions, as
(tofill, full) up to the throat, to the limit of capacity I It

four (also send) doivn the throat, to watte or squander
(properly or money) in eating and drinking ; to cram, ram,
thrust affivit one's throat, lo force (an opinion or the like)

upon one's acceptance f to jump down one's throat, to

interrupt one in his speech sharply or roughly i b quot, 1883,
? to give oneself up absolutely to a person.
a 1115 Artcr. A'. 2 16 }if be gulchecuppe weallinde bres to

drincken, & }eot in his wide prole. 1340-70 Alex, ft Dind.
677 Bacus be bollere..Je callen him kepere of be brote.

1500-10 DUNBAR Poems xxvi. 65 Ay as thay tomit thame ol

schot, Ffyendis nld thame new vp to the throu. 1606
SHAKS. Ant. 4- Cl. n. v. 36 The Gold I giue thee, will I melt
and powr Downe thy ill vttering throate. 1610 HOLLAND
Camden's Brit. (1637) 543 Who., delight to send their

estates downe the throat. 1714 RAMSAY I'uion viii, Quha
rammed, and crammed, That bargin down lhair throu- 18*9
FONBLANQUE Eng. under Seven Administr. (1837) 1. 332
Since the Duke ofWellington ..thrust the Emancipation Bill

down his [Geo. IV's] royal throat. 1861 DICKENS Z.^//. 3 Dec.,
A place already full to the throat 1883 MRS. KENNARU
Right Sort ix, 1 might have jumped down this gentleman\
throat in my foolish admiration for hb powers of equitation.

b. Considered as containing the vocal organs ;

hence transf. the voice.

t To lay, set out, (stt up) a or one's throat, to raise one's

voice; 1(tt> speak) vaith a full throat, (to speak) loudly ;

hence fig. plainly, roundly ; at the top of one's throat, at

the top of one's voice : see Top sb.

01*50 Owl <f Night. 1721 pe wrenne-.haddc stefne small
Heo hadde gode brote [v. r. porte] & schille. c 1369 CHAUCER
Dethe Btaiinche 330 To fynde out of mery crafty notys
They ne spared nat her throtes. a 1450 [see sense i ]. f53S
COVERDALE Ps. cxiii. [cxv.] 7 Fete haue they, but they can
not go, nether can they speake thorow their throte. 1567
C,ude 4 Codlit B. (S.T.S.) no Thay can pronunce na vote
furth of thair throtis. 1600 HOLLAND Lny vii. ix. 355 As
lowd as ever he could set out a throate,maketh this challenge.
1686 tr. Chardin's Coronal. Solyman 94 These Women
made such a noise.. set up their throats as they did before.

K4i
GRAY Spring i, The Attic warbler pours her throat,

sponsive to the cuckow's note. 1(19 SCOTT Leg. Mon-
trose xi, Men . . talking Earse at the top of their throats.

1869 KUSKIN Q. of Air | 65 Into the throat of the bird ii

given the voice of the air.

O. In the repudiation of a statement as false, in

phr. (togive,eic. onethe/)' (t down} one's throat,

regarded as the place of issue, to which the assertion

is thrown back ; also, with merely intensive force,

to lie in one's throat, to lie foully or infamously.

1588 SHAKS. Til. A. n. i. 55 Till I haue.. Thrust these

reprochfull speeches downe his throat, That he hath brealh'd

in my dishonour heere. 1(01 Tvrel. N. in. iv. 173 Thou

lyest in thy throat. 1601 Ham. n. ii 600 Wbo..giues
me the Lye i'th' Throate, As deepe as to the Lungs! 1616

T. LANE Cont. Sfr.'s T. a. 198 Ga him home the he,

adowne his throte. 01648 Lo. HERBERT lien. ;
r

///(i68ji

227 We say unto you, that you have lyed in your throat.

1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. v. xx. He lyes most foully in his

throat. 1814 BYRON Let. lo Murray Wks. (1846) 433/1

Whoever asserts that I am the author. . , lies in his throat.

d. Regarded as a vital part, and the most vulner-

able point of attack ; esp. in the phrase to cut the

throat, to kill by this method ; alsoyfc.

Hence, to cut one's own throat (with one's own knife), to

be the means of one's own defeat or destruction ; to cut the

throat o/(* project, etc.), to defeat, destroy, put an end to

to have, hold, catch, take by the throat (also/f.), t* //'
out, to tit at, t start into (unto) one s throat.

1380 WVCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 423 pes apes. .done more

harm to men ben bof bei culled bor throtes. c 1385 CNAUCIJ
L. G. W. 1803 (Lucrtce) That hast hire by the ihrote with

a swerd at herte. a 1400-50 Alexander 1812 pai mid litly

bam take & by be to?e throtis, And for baiie soucravrM take



THROAT.
bam send to be gahwis. 4-1400 Brut 22 She come to here
.sone. . wib ij knyfes.and berwibcottehis brote. 1583 GOLD-
ING Calvin on Deut. Ixxx. 490 They cut their own throtes
with their own knife. 1596 DALRVMI'LE tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. ix. (S.T.S.) II. 19^ Ouna committis a sworde til an
vri.skilfiil persone, quhairwith, quhither he cut his awne
throt, or hurt the cuntric [etc.], 1631 R. BYKIELD Doctr.
Sabb. in That.. cuts the throat of your solution. 1685
I>K. BUCKHM. Reason. Relig. in Plicnix (1708) II. 526
Perpetually quarrelling amongst themselves, and cutting
one another's Throats, a iytz FOUNTAINHALL Dccis. (1759)
I. 7 This interlocutor., knocked his cause.. in the head, and
culled its throat. 1824, 1867 [see CUT v. 46]. 1884 RIDER
HAGGARD Davjn xii, He had let him die ; he had effectually
and beyond redemption cut his own throat. Mod. Ready
to fly at each other s throats.

f4. Jig. The devouring capacity of any destruct-
ive agency, as death, war, etc.; cf. JAW sb.1 5,
MAW si.l i b, TEETH. Obs.
a 1578 LINDESAY (Pilscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 55

The maist walliezand men in the throt of the battell. 1594
SHAKS. Rich. Ill, v. iv. 5 He fights, Seeking for Richmond
in the throat of death. 1730-46 THOMSON Seasons, A ntumtt
937 Calm and intrepid in the very throat Of sulphurous war.

II. Transferred senses.

5. A narrow passage, esp. in or near the entrance
of something ; a narrow part in a passage.
a 1584 MONTGOMEKIE Cherrie ff Sloe 1551 A prettie spring:

Quhois throt, sir, I wot, sir, $e may stap with jour neive.

1814 SCOTT Diary 17 Aug., in Lockhart, The access through
this strait would be easy, were it not for the Island of

Gramsay, lying in the very throat of the passage. 1813
BUCKLAND Reliy. Diluv, 141 The throat of the cave, by
which we ascend from the mouth to the interior. 1837
EMERSON Address Amer. Schol. Wks. (Bohn) II. 186 One
central fire, which flaming now out of the.. throat of Vesu-
vius, illuminates the towers . . of Naples. 1838 J. L.
STEPHENS Trav. Russia 70/1 Field-pieces, whose throats once
poured their iron hail against the walls within which they
now repose as trophies. 1899 A. GRIFFITHS in Fortn. Rev.
LXV. 312 Lang's Nek, the throat of the passage into the
Transvaal.

6. spec, in technical use. a. Archil., Building,
etc. t (a) The narrowest part of the shaft of a

column, immediately below the capital ; the hypo-
trachelium. (b) The neck of an outwork: = GORGE
si. 1 6. (c} The part in a chimney, furnace, or
furnace-arch immediately above the fire-place,
which narrows down to the neck or 'gathering'.
(d) A groove or channel op the under side of a
coping or projecting moulding to keep the drip
from reaching the wall.

1663 GERBIER Counsel 32 The Freese. Gul or Throat
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Throat, in architecture, fortifica-

tion, &c., see Gorge, and Gula. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama
Sfc* Art I. 246 The throat is that part of the opening im.
mediately above the fire, and contained between the mantle
and the back. 1838 Civil Eng. f, Arch. Jrnl. I. 364/1 The
smoke.. ascends vertically by the throat of the chimney into

see that they have a good, clean throat.

b. Shipbuilding and Naut. (a) The hollow of
the bend of a knee-timber, (o) The outside curve
of the jaws of a gaff; hence, the forward upper
corner of a fore-and-aft sail; see also quot. 1867.
(c) The amidships part of a floor-timber, esp. if it

bulges and then tapers into the kelson, (d) The
curve of the flukes of an anchor where they join
the shank.
1711 W. SUTHERLAND Ship/mild. Assist. 165 Throat, the

' w lng of Knee-timber. 1776 FALCONER Diet.
Marine, Throat, a name given to the inner end of a gaff,or to that part which is next to the mast. It is opposed to
peek, which implies the outer extremity of the said gaff
c 1850 Ruaim. Navif. (Weale) 142 They must be deeper in
the throat oral the cutting-down. Ibid. 155 Throat the
midship part of the floor-timbers. c 1860 H. STUART Sea.mans Catech., It is.. bolted through the throat of each
floor. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-Ik., Throt, that part of
the m'zen.yard c iose to the mast. 1882 NARES Seamanship
(ed. 6) 81 Hooked to a bolt in the throat of the gaff.

c. Mech..etc. (a) Of a plough: see quot.
1807. (6) In a threshing-machine, the passagefrom the feed-board to the threshing-cylinder
(Knight Diet. Mech. 1877). (f) The opening in
the stock of a plane, in which the iron is set, and
through which the shavings pass, (d) A contracted
part of a spoke near the hub (Knight), (e) The
angle between the running surface of a railway or
tramcar wheel and its flange. U. S. (f) A tapered
pipe connecting two tubes or sections of different
diameters (Cent. Diet., Suppl. jgoo).

fm^.k'
Y
?
UNa Agric' Essex ' *32 Tike throat,, .the spaceIrom the share point to the junction or approach of the

^teast to
',

h
,

e beam ' I8 S DICKSON Praet. Krf?\. 4 The

7. Hot. The throat-like opening of a gamopetal-

i^w p
a ? whic

.

lhe tub<> and the petals unite,

u. in'lMeA ,

ELK Fiel*Bot. 8 Florets all tubular, with

heVdVsLr ' Kneral|y spreading into a hemispherical

ssssl^Whfs
8. attrib. arid Comb. a. attrib. 'of, pertaining to,
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or affecting the throat', as throat-ache, -disease,

-muscle, -performer, -roar, etc. ;
in sense 6 b (b), as

throat-bolt, -brail, cringle, -clownhaul, halyard,

lashing (see these words, and quots. here) ; b.
' that is on, around, or near the throat ', as throat-

bar, button, -cloth, -feather, -fringe, -patch, -wattle ;

c. objective, obj. genitive, locative, etc., as throat-

clearing >. and adj., -clutching, -slitting; throat-

bursten, -cracking, -swollen atljs. d. Special
combs. : ) throat-brisk, 1 part of the brisket near
the throat; throat-chain, in whaling, a chain

passed through the throat and tongue of the whale ;

throat-clutch, a guttural catch or momentary
closure ; throat-deafness, deafness caused by a
diseased condition of the throat

; throat-flap, the

epiglottis; throat-full a., full to the throat, stuffed,
crammed ; throat-jaws, jaw-like pharyngeal bones
in the lower vertebrates ; throat-letter, aguttural ;

throat-piece, (a) in mediseval armour, a part of
the helm protecting the throat

; (b) the neck of a

racket, where the ends of the rim are brought
togetherupou the handle (Cent. Diet., Suppl. 1909);
throat-pipe, the windpipe ; also, the steam supply
pipe in a steam-engine; throat-pit, a triangular

depression at the front of the neck, between the

collar-bones at the point where they articulate

with the breastbone; throat-plate, the forward
exterior plate of a locomotive fire-box (Cent. Dicl.,

Suppl.) ; throat-pouch, a gular sac in certain birds
and animals ; throat-register, the lowest register
of the voice; throat-ring, Waldeyer's name
for the circular group of lymphatic bodies sur-

rounding the beginning of the respiratory tract
;

throat-room, room for shouting ; throat-root, an
American hairy species of Avens, Gcuin virginia-
num ; throat-rupture, goitre ; throat-seizing,
Naut. : see quot. ; throat-stopper, the epiglottis :

cf. throat-flap ; throat-strap = THBOAT-LATCH
;

throat-sweetbread, butcher's name for the thy-
mus gland; also called neck-sweetbread; throat-
thong = THBOAT-LATCH ; throat-toggle, a toggle
with which the throat-chain is secured; throat-
vent, the opening in a coking-oven for the escape
of smoke, etc. ; throat-wash, a medicinal gargle.
See also THROAT-BAND, THBOAT-BOLL, etc.

1898 J. ARCH Story a/Life x. 247 Head-aches and heart-
aches and "throat-aches. 1872 COUES N. Amer. Birds 180
Chuck-will's-widow . . a whitish 'throalbar. 1867 SMYTH
Sailors Word-bk., "Throat-bolts, eye-bolts fixed in the
lower parts of the tops, and the jaw-ends ofgaffs for hooking
the throat-halliards to. 1815 BURNEY Falconer's Diet. M.,
Throat-Brails,..&K those which are attached to the gaff

close to the mast. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. in. 620 Apart flew
either thie : That with the fat they dubd with art alone s
1 he "throte-briske, and the sweet-bread pricking on. 1890
R. BOLDREWOOD Miner's Right xxxiv, One button was

1871 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. Dec. 2 He invariably worea white "throat-cloth or neckerchief. 1895 F. OSGOOD in
Forum (N.Y.) June 507 Nerve-strain tends to the prevalence
of the high vocal pitch and to the American fault the
throat clutch. 1895 Outing (V.5.) XXVI. 47/1 To bend a

mainsail, shackle the "throat cringle to the eyebolt under the
jaws of the gaff [etc.]. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. IV. 778
Adult patients suffering since childhood from '

'throat-deaf-
ness . Ibid, 750 The so-called 'lithaemic diathesis' is a
much more frequent cause of 'throat-disease than is gener-
ally believed. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mich., "Throal-dovjn-
hanls .., ropes for rousing down the throat of a gaff. 1871CODES N. Amer. Birds 162 Ravens, with 'throat.feathers
acute, lengthened, disconnected. 1683 A. SNAPE Anat
Horse iv. x. (1686) 165 The Epiglottis or 'Throat-flap, that
covers the chink of the Larynx. 1896 Proc. Zool. Soc.Lond.

' Uec. 932 The narrowness and banded coloration of the
'throat-fringe must likewise be noted. 168. W. ROBERTSON
Phrased. Gen. (1693) 475 To dine, or eat till he be 'throat-
full, a 1800 COWPER On Receipt ofHamper, A bottle green
Ihroat-full. iji FALCONER Shifwr. n. 389 The hallyards
thrott and peek are next apply'd. ,776 _ Diet. Marine

. Throat, The ropes employed to hoist up, and lower a

i i . *** * *"*" *
-j j ui e iz/ 1 /\ IDroat

lashing of steel rope. 1847 Proc. Phi&l. Soe. III. i6A
similar interchange between lip and 'throat letters. 1875HUXLEY & MARTIN Elem. Biol. (1877)

hyoid) is seen the h

-875
.

-J3 The "throat-
broad thin muscle in front (mylo-
-lossal nerve. 1872 COUES ff. Amir.

lack, .the crimson *throat-patch.

'^.
Mus - ' 340 The vociferous Stentor.. the

THBOAT-CUTTEB.
BKOWNE Let. friend 10 Some are so curious as to
observe the depth of the throat-pit. 1871 DARWIN DescMan II. xii. II. 33 In the genus Silana, the males alone
are furnished with a large 'throat-pouch. 1872 COUFI
N. Amer. Birds 18 Pelicans, cormorants, etc.. that have anaked throat-pouch. 1903 Med. Record 7 Feb 228 The
various lymphatic structures in Waldeyer's so-called Ivm
phatic "throat ring. 1843 CARLVLE Past $ Pr. in. xii I etme have elbow-room, "throat-room, and I will not fail '

1858 Hilperfs Eng.-Germ. Diet.
, 'Throat-root. 1884 M ILLXR'

Plant-,,., Ceum virginianum, Thn

- vri.r-vn.
t

t nr UUt-JCl&lng t III U1OCKS CUllillK
hook and thimble in the strop home to the scores. 1000CORBETT fall o/ Asgard II. 9 There will be some merry
throat-slitting. iii LOVELL Hist. Anim. f, Min. Introdi,
Amongst Birds.. The 'throat stopper is in none, yet thev
temper the motion so, that nothing may fall into the throat
1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., ''Throat-strap, the upper strap

i6n LOTCR., SoKsgorge tfune bride, the 'throat-thong, or
throat-band of a bridle.

1874 SCAMMON Marine Mammals
232 The cutting gear, .consists of toggles, spades, boardine

?i"i
l^in

8,L
nlv

.
es
J-,V

th
I ,

at -toSK^, head axes, etc. ,83,

one medial 'throat-wattle.

Throat (J>ret), v. [f. THROAT st.]
t 1. trans. To utter or articulate in or from one's

throat ; to speak in a guttural tone ; to throat out.
to cry out or shout from the throat. Obs.
ciiii CHAPMAN Iliad xiu. 13580 Hector hereto throated

threats, to go to sea in blood: 1622 MABBE tr. AU-man'sGtaman ifAlf. 11. 113 Throating it out, wheresoever he
comes, . . I am an Alguazil '.

f2. To cut the throat of; to slaughter, slay
Obs. rare. (Cf. also THBOATINO-^%.)
1382 WYCLII- 2Ai^x.i4Whom when thei hadden taken

?te' 5"' 1 'nr 'yden [1388 strangliden, Ynlg. jugulaverum,L.X.X. f<r0nfa>.] hem in the cystern, besyde the chaumbre.
t b. farming (local). See

qnot. Obs.io [implied in THROATING vbl. sb.\ 1763 Muse,,,,, Rust.
(ed. 2) I. 236 Mons. de L'Isle's workman cuts the wheat
against the bending, or, as an Aylesbury-vale man would
say, throats it.

3. Building. To furnish with a throat ; to groove
or channel. (Chiefly in pa. pple. and vbl. si.)
1823 P. NICHOLSON Praet. Build. 311 [The fascia] is fluted

or throated on its upper edge, to prevent the water from
running over the ashlaring. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 472/2
Sills are weathered and throated like the parts of a strinc
c

"fse.
1881 YOUNG Ev. Man his own Mechanic 129!A dash-board . . may be made out of a solid piece sloped

at the top . .and ' throated 'or channelled on the under surface
with a

deep groove. 1883 Specif. A Inmick t, Corn/Ml Kailw.
5 Ashlar Copings . . no stone is to be less than 2 feet 6 inches
in length, and the whole are to be weathered and throated
Throatal (brutal), a . [irreg. f. THBOAT sb. +

-AL.] Of or pertaining to the throat; guttural;
cervical.

1905 Sat. Rev. i Apr. 415/2 The loudest, .click, .comes at
the end of the liquid, throatal noise. 1908 Westm. Gaz
i Aug. 15/s The throatal band that separates the white
from the light blue of the breast and under-parts.

Throa-t-band.
1. Saddlery. _ THKOAT-LATCH.
1611 COTGR., Sousbarbe, . . the throat-band of a bridle

1794 W. FKLTON Carriages (1801) II. 138 The Throat-Band
[is] a narrow, short strap, with a buckle at each end. 1833
Regul. Instr. Cavalry i. 70The throat-band must be. .slack?
2. A band worn round the neck

; also, a part of
a garment encircling the neck ; a neck-band.
1903 Daily Chron. 9 May 8/4 Rebats, to give the new

throat bands with their short hanging fronts their correct
French name. 1904 Daily Chron. 12 Mar. 8/4 The collars
..in others.. are simply throat-bands elaborated into
shoulder straps. 1907 Blackw. Mag. July 501 The grimy
throat-band, originally white, ofa common regimental shirt.

t Tliroa't-boll. Obs. Forms : see THBOAT sb.

and BOWL sbj- [OE. Jtrotbolla, f. prote, THBOAT +
bolla : see BOWL rf.l and BOLL rf.l 5. Cf. OFris.
strolbolla in same sense.] The protuberance in the
front of the throat

; the Adam's apple ; hence, the

larynx.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. (O.E.T.) 456 Gurtulio, throtbolla.
725 Corpus G. icoo & a 800 Leiden G. Brotbolla. 0901Laws K. Alfred c. 51 sif monnes orotbolla bi3 byrel,

Jebete mid xii scill. c 1000 /EI.FRIC Gram. ix. (Z.) 35 Gur.
gulio, ymel oooe 3rotbolla. c 1250 Death 173 in O. E. Misc.
178 pi brote-bolle )>at bu mide sunge. 1386 CHAUCER
Reeve's T. 353 By the throte bolle he caughte Alayn..And on the nose he smoot hym with his fest. 1:1450Two CookeryMs. 79 Take a Curlewe.. ; take awey the
nether lippe and throte boll. 1529 RASTBLL Pastyme, Hist.
Brit. (1811) 292 One of them, .cut his throte bolle a sonder
with a dagger. 1548-77 VICARY Anat. ii. (1888) 19 It is
necessarie in some meane places to put a grystle, as in the
throte bowel for the sounde. 1565 GOLDINC Ovid's Met. ill.

(*593) 57 His tbrote.boll sweld with puffed veines. 1575Gamm. Gurton in. iii. C iij b, Trounce her, pull out her
throte boule. 1611 CoTOR., Gueneau, the throtle, or throat-

Throa-t-CWtter. Chiefly Sc. or nonce-wd.
One who cuts throats

; a cutthroat, an assassin.
1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 18 Of throt-cutleris

and all sic cursit cryme, And murderaris of leill men be the
way. ^$6^Satir.PoemtRe/orm.v\i.f6 Bludybucheourisand.
throtcutters. a 1598 ROU.OCK Wks. (Wodrow Soc.) II. xv.
172 Two vagabonds, two throat-cutters. 1840 THACKERAY



THROAT-CUTTING.
Paris S*. Bk. Wks. 1900 V 209 An executioner.,had come
. .to assist the professional throat-cutter.

So Throa-t-cu:ttiutr vbl. rf., the cutting of the
throat; ppl. a., that cuts the throat.

Throated (brw-ted), a.
[f. THROAT sb. or

v. + -EL>.] Having or furnished with a throat ;

having a throat of a specified kind (chiefly in com-
liination), as deep-, dry-,large-,red-, white-throated.
153 PALSGR 327/2 Throted, gorge. 1601 ? MARSTOM

fasquil f Katli. i. 76 Yon same dric throated huskcs Will
sucke you vp. 1748 FRANCIS tr. Hor., Sat. 11. ii. 53 Give me
the Harpy-throated Glutton cries, In a large Dish a M ullel's
mighty Size. 1830 Beck's Florist Dec. 292 One of the best
of the white-throated kmds[of Petunias). 1880 VV. WATSON
Prince's Quest (1892) 102 Sooth-tongued singers, throated
like the bird.

b. Bnilding. Having a throat or groove ; fluted,
channelled, grooved.
1847 SMEATON Builder's Man. 189 Bath proper sunk and

throated sills.

Throa-ter. local. A throating-knife : see
THROATING ail. si. d

; also, a man who uses this
knife in cutting off the heads of fishes.
1891 Cent. Diet, cites from New Brunswick.

fThroa-teral, a. Obs. nonce-wd. [irreg. f.

THROAT .rf., oiler guttural.] Guttural.
1661 J. WILSON Cheats in. Hi, Guttural, that is to sav

throteral.

tThrpa-t-goll. Obs. rare. [f. THROAT +
1golle, GULL ii. 4, throat, gullet.] The windpipe,
or its upper part close to the epiglottis. (The word
appears to have been somewhat vaguely used.)
14.. Sir Beues(C.) 2753+102 Sethen he went to theskulle

lot the dragon] And hewyd asonder the throte golle [v r
|>rote bolle). 14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 676/25 Hoc eti-
glotnm, a th[r]otegole. c 1440 Promp. Pan. 493/1 Throte
golle, epiglotum, /rumen. 1530 PALSGR. 281/1 Throtegole
or throtebole, nen de la gorge, gosier.
t Throat-hole, occas. error for THROAT-BOLL.
Throa-tily, adv.

[f. THROATY a. + -LY 2.] In
a throaty manner ; gutturally ; hoarsely.
1893 Scribner's Mag. XIV. 61 A tame cornet tenored it

throatily. 1899 B. CAPES Lady ofDarkness xvii, Chariot
sniggered throatily. 1901 ISlackw. Mag. Dec. 820/1 The
wind.. ranged throatily round the coast.

Throatiness (}>r<>
a-
tines). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

The condition of being throaty (in either sense).
1871 G. LAWmaXMbrw xix, You might pick out . . one or

two clear cases of throatiness. 1883 G. STABLES OurFriend
tlie Doe vii. 61 Throatiness, a term applied to loose skin
about the throat, where none should exist, as in the Pointer.
1884 G. MOORE Mummers Wi/edWi) 163 In a few lessons
I could get rid of that throatiness, and show her how to get
a note or two from the chest. 1890 Pall Mall G. 25 Aug. 2/3
Influenza.. .The symptoms are always the same rheuma-
tism, throatiness, headache, and slight fever.

Throating (br^-tin), vbl. si.
[f. THROAT v. +

-ING 1
.] The action of the verb THROAT, fa.

Farming (local). (See qnots.) Obs.

1750 W. ELLIS Mod. ffust. V. i. 68 (E.D.S.) When they
mow beans against their bending, they [in the Vale ofAyles.
bury) call it throating. 1763 Museum Rust. (ed. 2) I. 236
It is only when they chance to have a thin crop, that they
venture to mow them against their own bending (this they
call throating).

b. Building, etc. The cutting of a ' throat
'

or

channel ; the undercutting of a projecting mould-

ing in order to prevent rain water from trickling
down the wall ; concr. the channel or groove thus

cut : = THKOAT si. 6 a (rf).

1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 543 In measuring
strings, the weathering is denominated sunk work, and the

grooving throatings. 1838 F. W. SIMMS Public Wks. Gt.

Brit. 9 The coping shall [have] a throating of half an inch

wide cut on its underside. 1850 Rudint. Navig. (Weale)
160 tVood.lock, a piece of elm., in the throating or score of
the pintle. 1898 Speaker 26 Feb. 264/1 Masses of greyish
white almost like a faint throating of snow.

c. Shipbuilding. The throat of a floor-timber.

1869 SIR E. J. REED Ship/wild, ii. 28 Keep its upper edge
level with the throating of the floors.

d. attrib. : throating-knife, a knife used for

cutting the throats of fish
; throating-line =

cutting-down line (CUTTING vbl. si. 9 b) ;
throat-

ing-machine, a machine for shaping the throats of

wheel spokes (Cent. Diet., Suppl. 1909).
1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 197 Cod splitting, ripping

and throating knives.

Throat-latch, throat-lash, to. Saddlery.

[f.
THROAT sb. + LATCH f*. 1 i, LASH sb? 1.1 A

strap passing under the horse's throat which helps
to keep the bridle in position.

1794 W. FELTON Carriages (1801) II. 167 Bearing-reins

hung to the throat-band by throat-latch dees. 1829 Sport-

ing Mag. XXIV. 175, I never saw a horse driven in the

throat-latch in Germany. 1890
' R. BOLDREWOOD Col.

Reformer (1891) 106 He.. held on to the bridle-rein with

such tenacity that the throat-lash giving way, it was ierked

over the horse's head, leaving the reins in the rider's hands.

trans/. 111835 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Throat-latch..^.

The strings of a hat, cap, &c. fastened under the chin.

attrib. 1794 (above). IQOI G. W. CABLE Cavalier xix, He
had a retreating chin,a throat latch beard and a roving eye.

367

Hence Throat-latch v. trans., to put a throat-
latch upon.
1829 Starting Mag. XXIV. ,75, I throat -latched him,and never drove a better leader.

Throatless (pre-tIi-), a.
[f. TIIKOAT sb. +

-LKSS.J Without a throat
; having no throat.

1881 G. ALLF.N Evolutionist at Large v. 49 A wasp whose
nrad has been severed from its body and stuck upon :, ,,in,will still greedily suck up honey with its throatless mouth.
1887 Long,,,. Mag Sept. 539 Vast, featureless head, set
throatless on a formless bust

Throatlet (br< -tlet). [f. as prec. + -LET.] An
article of ornament or protection for the throat ; a
woman s necklet ; a small boa, usually of fur.
1865 LIVINGSTONE Zamoesiv. 1 14 The Manjangaadorn their

bodies [with] throatlets, bracelets and anklets of brass,
copper, or iron. 1889 Star 29 Oct. 1/6 A throatlet of coral
beads. 1898 Echo 15 Feb. 4/4 Capes, throatlets, and boas
are the chief forms in which peltry seems to be worn.

Throatwort (bnw-twtut). [f. as prec. + WORT:
see quot. 1597.] Name for the Nettle-leaved
Bell-flower, Campanula Traclielium also extended
to other species, as C. glomerata, lalifolia, and
Cervicaria ; also locally applied to the Foxglove,
Figwort (Scrophularia nodosa), and American
liutton Snake-root (Lialris spicata).
1578 LYTE Dodoens n. xx. 170 This Throtewurte or Hask.

wurte..is..of three sortes,..the great and the small, and
the creeping kinde. 1597 GERARDE Herbal n. ex. 363The thirds sort of Canterburie Bels, called likewise Throte-
woorte, of his vertue in curing the diseases of the throte.
1766 Museum Rust. VI. 446 Lesser Throatworl, or Canter-
bury Bells. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby nt viii, Where .. throat-
wort with its azure bell, And moss and thyme his cushion
swell. Note. The Campanula lalifolia, Grand (?error for
Giant} Throatwort. or Canterbury Bells, grows in profusion
upon the beautiful banks of the river Greta.

Throaty (]>ro-ti), a.
[f. as prec. + -Y.]

1. Of vocal sounds, or of the voice : Produced or
modified in the throat ; guttural ; hoarse.
<ri4S HOWELLC. (1650) II. Ixxiii. 112 A rime of certain

hard throaty words.. accounted thediflicultst in all the whole
Castilian language. 1863 E. C. CLAYTON Queens of Song
II. 108 In flexibility she was surpassed by few singers .. but
for purity of tone and volume, her organ, .was throaty. 1874HULLAH Speaking Voice 12 Qualities to which we apply,
somewhat vaguely, the epithets thick, thin, throaty, mouthy,
and the like. i8r6GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xlvi, A wonderful
mixture of the throaty and the nasal. 1906 Times 8 Nov.
1 1/3 Parts of her voice are very throaty in quality.
2. Of an animal : Having the skin about the

throat too loose and pendulous ; having a promin-
ent throat or capacious swallow.
1778 Reading Merc. $ Ox/. Gaz. 30 Nov., A little black

Welch Bullock., with a white back, grizzle head and neck
throaty, a 1843 SOUTHEY Comm.-fl. Bk. (1851) IV. 400/2
Some bulls of the middle-horned breed are reproached with
being throaty, the skin too profuse and pendulous. 1807
Outing (U.S.) XXIX. 54 r/2 The Spanish pointer was huge
of bone, coarse in head and muzzle, very throaty.

Throb (J>r<7b), si. [f. THROB v.} An act of

throbbing ; a violent beat or pulsation of the heart
or an artery.
1579 SPENSER Sheph. Col. May 208 A thrilling throbbe

from her hart did aryse. 1579 LYLY Euphues Wks. 1002 I.

264 As the throbbes and throwes in chyldbirth wrought hir

payne. 1597 Worn, in Moon i. i. 171 What throbs are
these that labour in my brest ? 1612 tr. Benvenuto's

Passenger n. t 2. 361 Throbbes, yellirus, teares. 1750
JOHNSON Rambler No. 76 r 6 Another lenitive by which the
throbs of the breast are assuaged. 1827 SCOTT Surg. Dau.
vii, The feverish throb of his pulsation was diminished.

1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xii, Not one throb of

anguish, not one tear of the oppressed, is forgotten by the
Man of Sorrows. 1889 M. GRAY Refroach ofAnnesley VL
ii, His heart gave a strong throb.

b. Applied to a (normal) pulsation.
1653 JER. TAYLOR Serm./or Year I. xvii. 331 Though it

[the heart] strikes to one side by the prerogative of Nature,
yet those throbs and constant motions are felt on the other
side also. 1891 E. PEACOCK N, Brendan 1. 230 The throb
of the pulse in the temple.

c. transf. and fig. ;
cf. senses of THROB v. In

first quot. used for a (formal) lamentation : cf.

THHENE.
1626 JACKSON Creed vnr. xxiii. 5 5 The deepe strainc of

this particular threne or throb. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria I.

243 He. .felt a throb of his old pioneer spirit, impelling him
to . .join the adventurous band. 1868 J. H. BLUNT Ref. Ch.

Eng. I. 333 We hear the dying throbs of that sad devotion.

1889 DOYLE Micah Clarke 245 There were half-a-dozen

throbs of flame in the mist behind, and as many halls sung
among our rigging. 1892 GUNTER Miss Dividends (1893)

184 Every throb of the locomotive, .bears him away from
Erma Travenion.

Throb (Jnpb), v. Forms : 4 (pr. pple.) brob-

bant, (6 frob), 6-7 throbbe, 6- throb. [The
pr. pple. throbbant occurs in Piers Plowman, 1362 ;

no other examples of the word are known till 1542,

v/hea/roo occurs in a letter ; throbbe, throb is known
from 1553. Apparently echoic : no cognate word
in Teutonic or Romanic.]
1. intr. Of the heart : To beat strongly, esp. as

the result of emotion or excitement ; to palpitate.

Sometimes said of the pulse, bosom, temples,

brain, or even of the blood in the vessels.

1362 [implied in THROBBING ffi. a,]. 1542 St. Papers
Hen. r'lll, IX. 124 My hart {robbed exceedingly. 1553

Resfnblica i. iii. 157 But een as against suche a thing my

THROBLESS.

,588 Sin**. Tit. A. v. i,i.
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c. transf. Said of the emotion or the like which
affects the heart. In quot. 1591 trans, nonce-use
(cf. weep = bewail). Cf. PULSATE v. i b, POLS* v. a b

robbing under the ermine. iMi H. JAMEI Parlr.
Lady xv, A feeling of freedom .. which .. occasionally
throbbed intojoyous excitement.

d. trans/. Of a person, a body of people, etc. :

To feel or exhibit emotion ; to quiver.
l84t-4 EMERSON Ess., Lave Wks. (Bonn) I. 74 We. .throb

at the recollection of days when happiness was not happy
enough. 1862 BURTON Bk. Hunter (1863) 8 The world
throbs with the excitement of some wonderful criminal trial
1863 KISGLAKE Crimea (1877) II. xi. 124 A vast empire vumade to throb with the passions which rent the bosom of
th

?!?,
man Nicholas- > R- W. DAU Lett Preach, ix.

278, 1 like to have two or three hymns throbbing with emotion.
2. gen. To be moved or move rhythmically ;

to

pulsate, vibrate, beat.

1847 EMERSON Woodnotes ii, And God said,
' Throb I 'and

there was motion, And the vast mass became vast ocean.
I 1865 HOLLAND Plain T. it 74 Her whole being throbbed
. and sparkled like the sea. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. 111.

IV. 15 The very air..Throbbed with sweet scent. 1889DOYLE Micah Clarke 59 One great beacon throbbed upon
the summit of Bulster. 190$ R. GARNETT Shots. 106 The
verdant level and the slow canal Shall bristle with our pikes,
throb with our drums.

b. esp. said of a steamship with reference to the
beat of the engine. Also trans, with way as obj.
1864 LOWELL Fireside Trim, in We embarked on the

little steamer M., and were soon throbbing up the lake

1873 BLACK Pr. Thule viii, Then the big steamer throbbed
its way out of the harbour.

8. trans. To cause to throb or beat violently, rare.
1606 WARNER Alt. Eng. xv. xciv. (1612) 376, I know not

why, but sure it throbs my heart of late. 1821 CLARE Vill.
Minstr. II. 200 That intense, enthusiastic glow That throbs
the bosom. 1911 KILPATRICK If. T. Er-aneelism 105 Samuel
Rutherford . . whose passionate devotion throbs his letters.

Throbbing (kfbirj), vbl. sb. [f. THROB v. +
-ING '.] The action of the verb THROB in various

senses; an instance of this; pulsation, beating;
vibration ; rhythmic movement.
1676 WISEMAN Chirurg. Treat. VL vi. 430 In the depend,

ing Orifice there was a throbbing of the Arteriall bloud.

1758 J. S. Le Draii's Ofterv. Surf. (1771) 152 He felt fre-

quent Throbbings or Shootings in the Tumour. 1889 DOYLE
Micah Clarke 234 On every side of us sounded the throbbing
of the sea.

Thro'bbing, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -ING 2

.]

That throbs; beating, pulsating.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. xii. 46, I . .banked hure a bousand

sybes with brobbant hert. 1592 SHAKS. Ven, <f Ad. 1186

My throbbing hart shall rock thee day and nighL 1676 WISE.
MAN Chirurg. Treat, v. ii. 355 A throbbing pain in his

Wound. 1746-7 HERVEV Medit. (1818) 152 When violent
and barbarous blows . . fixed every thorn deep in his throbbing
temples. 1876 T. HARDY Ethtl/xria (1890) 155 Etbelberta
..was brimming with compassion fur the throbbing girl so

nearly related to her. 1898 Allbutfs Syst. Mtd. V. 577
Slight periodic throbbing pains in the joints.

b. transf. and fig.

1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Storm ii, A throbbing con*

science spurred by remorse Hath a strange force. 1746-7
HERVEY Medit. (1818) 24 Adapted to soothe the throbbing
anguish of the mourners. 1847 EMERSON Dxmonic Loot,
The throbbing sea, the quaking earth. 1(64 W. Can Lett.

ff yrtils. (1897) 140 The throbbing scarlet of the geraniums.

1890
' R. BOLOREWOOD '

Col. Reformer (1801) 154 A stately
ocean steamer, with throbbing screw.., left a long line of

smoke trailing behind her.

Hence Thro'bbintfly adv. ,in a throbbing manner ;

with throbbing ; with heart beating strongly.
a 1693 Urquharfs Rabelais 111. xlviii. 389 Nor was the

rapt of Polyxena more throbbingly resented. 1871 Daily
News 14 Sept., The gunners on foot could not keep up with

their pieces, and panted throbbingly after them. 1885(1.
MEREDITH Diana of the Crossways II. xiii. 334 Letters,

formally worded. .but throbbingly full.

Throbless (prp-bles), a. ff. THROB sb. +

-LESS.] Without a throb or throbs ; that does not

throb ; without or destitute of feeling or emotion.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VI. xiii. 67 Every heart

quaking; mine, in a particular manner, sunk throblesB.

1821 BYRON Sardan. V. i. 162 Let me.. fold that throblesi

heart To this which beats so bitterly. 1839 J. STERLING

Poems 221 An hour in throblcss quiet live.



THBOCK.

Throch, throoht, obs. Sc. ff. THROUGH,
THROUGH, TROUGH.

ThrOCk ()yk). dial. [OE. proc, of unknown

origin.] In full plough-throck : The share-beam ;

= PLOUGHHEAD i.

a 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 219/6 Dentate, s. est

aratri pars prima in qua Homer inducitur quasi dens,

sule-reost, Jiel broc. 1649 BLITHE Eng. Improv. Iinpr.
xxviii. (1653) J 9 For the Plough-head, some call them the

Plough-throck, some the Plough-chip. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury in. 333/2 The Throck [of a Plow] is the piece of
Timber on which the Suck is fixed. 1893 .S

1

. E. Wore. Gloss.,

Throck, the lower part of a (wooden) plough. On the end
of the throck the ploughshare is fixed.

Throd, Throdden, pa. fple. : see THBO v.

Hence Throdden v., north, dial, intr., to grow,
to thrive : see quots.
1641 BEST Farm. Bits. (Surtees) 5 Neyther will it [a lamb)

throden (as the shepheardes say) till such time as the cowe
milke bee all voyded. 1690 RAY ff. C. Words 75 To
Throdden ; to grow, to thrive, to wax, to sturken. 1877
KATH. MACQUOID Doris Barugh i, T' stock throddens weeU
1894 Northumb. Gloss., Throdden, to make grow, to thrive.

Hence throdden and throddy, plump, fat, well thriven.

Throe, tthrOW(e ()>r<7"), sb. Forms: a. 3

(?)prahe,4-5 Jjraue, prawe, thrawe, 4-6 thrau(e,

(4 traue), 4-5 (Sc. 6-) thraw (pr, bra). /3. 3-4
prowe, 4-7 throwe, (4 throghe), 6-8 throw.

y. 7- throe. [Throe is a late alteration (noted
first in 1615) of the earlier throwe, throw (which
survived as late as 1733). The origin and history
of ME. prowe (found c 1200), and its northern

lormpraw(e,fraw, thrau (known c 1300, and still

in use in Sc.) is not quite clear.

The normal source of an Eng. Sw : Sc. aw, as in blew :

blaw, crow : craw, stttnv :snaw, is an OE. dw ; this would
lead us to see in prow(e : praw{e, an early derivative from the

verb/n77y* -.prawen, QE.frttwaH, THROW z.l, in its early
sense 'to twist, rack, torture' (cf. THROW v. 1

i, quots.

prawu would normally give in midland and southern Eng.
not throwe but thrawe (cf. CLAW). On the other hand, a
derivation (also suggested) from OE. prowian, THROW v.*
'to suffer', which would suit Eng. throw, would not
explain the northern thraw. If then the word was orig.
the OE. Itraivu, we should have to suppose that this by
1200 (under the influence of frfauian to suffer) became
priwe, but remained in the north as prawe, thraw, and
eventually ran together with thraw,THROW sb?, homthraw.
THROW .'

The identity of throe with ME. throwe, makes its deri.
vation from OE. frd, ME. THRO, THRA sb. impossible.
The change of throw(e to throe was app. merely quasi,
phonetic J cf. hoe, roe (of fish) for earlier howe, rowe, also
flat as a i6th c. variant of blow sb., and on the other hand
slaw-worm for slo-wormf OE. sld^wyrm ; throe would gain
favour as making a distinction between this word and
throw sb.s in its ordinary English use. In Scotland, on
the other hand, where thraw vb. has kindred senses,
thraw remains unchanged as the form of this sb., as in
deid-thraw death-throe.]
1. A violent spasm or pang, such as convulses

the body, limbs, or face. Also, a spasm of feeling ;

a paroxysm ; agony of mind
; anguish.

a. In general sense.
o. c I3J Metr. Horn, 36 Welthe to pride our hert draus,And wa geres us thol hard traues [MS. C. thrawes ; rime

draus]. la 1500 Chester Plays (E.E.T.S.) 438 Suffer I must
many a hard Thraw. 1673 Wtdderburn's Vocab. 10 (Jam.)
Tormen ahii, a thraw in the bellie. 1793 BURNS Blithe hoe
I been ii, If she winna ease the thraws In my bosom swelling.

t '374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 206 Troylus. .his sorwes bat
he spared hadde He yaf an yssue large. .And in his j>rowes
frenetyk and madde He curssed loue. 1390 GOWER Conf.
III. 273 And for thin ese..Thi love throghes forto lisse

JS49 J- CFIEKE in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 8 How honorable
is it to fli from honors throws. 1597 GERARDE Herbal i

xxi. 2. 27 The throwes and gripings of the bellie. 1607
SHAKS. Timon v. i. 201 Their pangs of Loue, with other
incident throwes That Natures fragile Vessell doth sustaine
1710 DE FOE Crusoe (Hotten's

repr.) 408 Frequent Throws'
and Pangs of Appetite, that nothing but the Tortures of
Death can imitate.

i THOMSON Autumn 1322 His heart distends

laugh disguise convulsive throe. 1860 C. SANGSTER Hespe-
rus, etc. 166 Tumultuous throes Of some vast grief 1870
DISRAELI LettMirM, In the very throes of its fell despair.

spec. b. The pain and struggle of childbirth
;

pi. labour-pangs.
. CIIJP Camp. Marix in Napier Hist. Rood-t. 78 Nou

pu moostes, lauedi, lere Wmmone wo bat barnes here Pa
bitter and ta bale brab.es,{MS. brehes; rime lahes (laws)].

.. K. Alls. 606 Time is come the lady schal childe
The thrawes [Bodl. MS. browen] hire afongon.
". c lfx> Trin - Colt- Ht""- 18 Elch wimman .. ban hie beS
mid childe bistonden . . nimeS hire stundmele so bittere"

'es. Ibid., Bat child on his burde boleS ec bittere

come His noise . . Was ferfull. c ,440 Promp. Par^^m/iIhrowe, womannys pronge. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage

5LT JjgJMMA SftsS2r&h b
,'"

h

%SW3&tE'S5>
KJfatttarJa^'^*8

368

1 y. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xix. 565 Moane for my daughters
yet vnended throes. 1611 QUARLES Esther Div. Poems (1717)

, 131 By throes, God sends a joyful birth. 1667 MILTON /'./..

11. 780 My womb.. Prodigious motion felt and rueful throes.

1715-10 POPE Iliad xvn. 6 Her new-fall'n young.. Fruit

of her throes. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. I. 241 In this shape, or

in that, has fate entail'd The mother s throes on all of

woman born.

c. The agony of death; the death-struggle,
death-throe (Sc. deid-thraw).
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 24317 (Cott) Wit hard thraus [Ed.

thrauis, F. brawes, G. thraues] bat he throu, pai sagh
bat he to ded drou. Ibid. 24726 (Edin.) Euir apon his

praues [Gfftt. passiun] bink. Ibid. 16763+64 (Cott.) For
be grete thraws of ded. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 358
Hur husband lay in dead thrawis. 1549 Compl. Scott, xiv.

121 Quhen darius vas in the agonya and deitht thrau.

a 1813 G. BEATTIE John o* Arnha' (1826) 39 Some glowr'd
an' thratch'd, in deadly ihraws.

have mind of that last bitter throw. 1639 SIR W MURE
True Crucifixe 1581 Death's tormenting throws,

y. 1814 SCOTT Wav. Ixix, The throes of a mortal and
painful disorder. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU TaleofTynevLu^
The agony of., outrage transcends the throes of dissolution.

2. trans/, and fig. A violent convulsion or

struggle preceding or accompanying the '

bringing
forth

'

of something.
1698 CROWNE Caligula in. 18 For that poor chaff how wil

he tnrash his brains, He is in throws before, but then he's

eas]d. i8s6 FROUDE Hist. Ettg. (1858) II. ix. 373 When a
nation is in the throes of revolution, wild spirits are abroac
in the storm. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. viii. 59 A..scene
suggesting throes of spasmodic energy. 1878 Miss J. J.
YOUNG Ceram. Art (1879) 125 The author is represented
seated at a table, .in the very throes of composition.
3. a/trili. and Comb.
1835 STERLING in Carlyle Life 11. ii. (1872) 101 The restless

immaturity of our self-consciousness, and the promise of its

long throe-pangs. 1839 BAILEY Festus xxxiv. (1852) 552
Awhile in dead throe-like suspense they stood. 1883 Century
Mag. Oct. 819/1 The wild, throe-built, water-quarried rock

i, t throw(e, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.]
f 1. trans. To cause to suffer throes ; to agonize

as in childbirth ; to torture. Obs. rare.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. i. 231 A birth. .Which throwes thee

much to yeeld. 1683 KENNETT tr. Erasm. on Folly 51How many, .pangs of a labouring mind ye are perpetually
thrown and tortured with.

2. intr. To suffer throes ; to agonize ; to be con-

vulsed,
'
labour', struggle painfully.

a 1618 [see below]. 1880 L. WALLACE Ben-Hm (1887) 388
His memory began to throe and struggle.
Hence Throeing vbl. sb.

a 1618 SYLVESTER Honour's Fare-well 105 Soul's sad
Repenting, and Heart's heavy Throeing, Are surest Fruits
that in the World are growing.
Throe, obs. form of THRO a., stubborn, etc.

tThrpll. Obs. [app. related to THBIH,
A nostril or breathing hole.

1:1430 Bh. Hawkyng in Rel. Ant. I. 301 But if it have
hastely help it wol stop his nare throlles. 1555 Douglas's
SEmis vii. x. 50 Ane horribill caue..ane throll [ed. Small
thyrll], or ayndmg stede, Of terribill Pluto.

t ThrO'ly, a. Obs. rare. [app. f. THBO, THBA sb.

(or ? a.) + -LT 1.1 Vehement, persistent, painful.
1350 Will. Palerne 612 Al comes of a broly bou?t bat

irles min hert. Ibid. 910. Ibid. 3518 pe jwoti j>ou?t [>at
.am meued . . sone he let ouer-slide.

t Throly, thra-ly, adv. Obs. Also 4 pro-
liche

(j

throle. [f. THBO, THBA a. + -LY 'A] In a
' thro

*

manner ; obstinately ; angrily, furiously,
fiercely, violently ; eagerly, keenly.
13. . Cursor M. 106 (Cott.) luus iesu oft. .for his sermon

thrah thrette [so F.\ Ibid. 88o(C.) Mi fere, pat bou me gaf
mi wijf to be ; Ful thrali [so F. ; G. stiffli] first scobedde it me.
1340-70 Alisaunder 215 Hee thought on this thing broliche
in hert. 1350 Will. Palerne 103 He., broliche bonked
god mam bousand sibes. 1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. ix. 107
proly we eoden Disputyng on Dowel. 1 a 1400 Morte A rth.
1150 pe theefe at be dede thrawe so throly hyme thryngez,
pat three rybbys in his syde he thrystez in sundere. a 1400-
tp Alexander 707 (Dubl. MS.) Thik & thraly [MS. Ashtn.
brathly] am I thrett & thole must I sone pe slauughter of
my awne sonne. 1:1400 Destr. Troy I987 [It] Thonret
full tbroly with a thicke haile. Ibid. 7040 Throly the j-remen thronght hym aboule. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees)
5705 pe man thraly Forth on his way he jode. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 407 So thralie than togidder that thai
thrist, That speiris brak.

Throm, obs. form of THBUM.
Thro-mbase. Physiol. Chem. [mod. f. Gr.

flpo>0-os clot, TBBOMBUS + -ase, after diastase.]A synonym of thrombin (on the assumption that
that is an enzyme).
1908 BAYLISS Nature of Enzymes 73 According to Mora,

witz there exists m circulating blood a body
'

thrombogen ',which can be converted by a'thrombokinase '

present in all
tissues into a precursor of the enzyme which acts upon
fibrinogen to form fibrin. This precursor, or prothrombase,
is changed into the active thrombase by calcium ions.

Thrombin (prp-mbin). Physiol. Chem. [mod
f. as prec. -(--IN.] The substance which by inter-
action with fibrinogen gives rise to fibrin, and is
hence the immediate cause of the clotting of shed
blood; fibrin-ferment.

1898 E. A.SchO.fer's Text-bk. Physiol. I. 160 Fibrin-
ferment (thrombin) or its precursor (prothrombin) producingthe formation of fibrin from fibrinogen. 1900 E. H. STARLING

THRONE.
' F.lem. Hum. Physiol. iii. (ed. 4! 78 The coagulation of the

blood is due to the conversion of a soluble proteid present in
the plasma fibrinogen, into an insoluble protend fibrin

'

under the agency of a ferment, which is known as fibrin
ferment or thrombin.

Thrombo- (pr^-mbo), before a vowel thromb-,
combining form of Gr. OpupBo-s THROMBUS, a
formative in some pathological and chemical terms,
as Thro-mbo-arteritis, arterial inflammation pro-'

ducingthrombosis; Thro-mbocyst [mod.L.tfirom-
bocystis (Dunglison, 1857)], a cyst surrounding a
clot of blood ; Thro-mbogen, a hypothetical sub-
stance in the blood which converts fibrinogen into
fibrin ; the proenzyme of the fibrin-ferment ; hence
Thromboge'nlc a., of or pertaining to throm-
bogen; producing coagulation ; Thro-mbokinase
(-kin^s) : see qnot. s. v. THROMBASE

; Thrombo-
phlebi-tis, phlebitis due to obstruction of the vein
by a thrombus.
1800 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., "Thromboarteritis. 1800

Allbutts Syst. Med. VI. 205 An acute infective disease
without anatomical lesions other than the thrombo-phlebitis
or thrombo-arteritis. 1860 MAYNK Expos. Lex. 1274/2 A

g the powr o cause cottng.
1908 Ihrombogen, "Thrombokinase [see THROMBASE]. 1806
Allbutts Syst. Med. I. 654* "Thrombo-phlebitis and local.
ised abscesses are by no means uncommon.

Thromboid(prp-mboid),. Path. [f.Gr.fyo>0os
clot of blood + -OLD ; cf. Gr. 6>v</3oi5ijs full of

clots.] Resembling a thrombus.
1860 in MAYNI Expos. Lex. 1899 in Syd. Sac. Lex.
Thrombolite (pr^-mbolsit). Min. [ad. Ger.

thrombolith (Breithaupt, 1838), f. Gr. Spo^-os in
sense ' curd ', in allusion to its appearance + -LITE.]A mineral, found in amorphous masses, containing
the oxides of

copper and antimony ; perh. a mixture.
1844-68 DANA Mm. (ed. s) 562 Thrombolite. . . Amorphous.

..Color emerald-, leek-, or dark green.. . Found with mala-
chite in a fine-grained limestone at Retzbanya, Hungary.
Thrombosed (prp-mlxSizd), a. [f. implied

vb. *thrombose
(f. THBOMBOSIS) + -ED l.t Affected

with thrombosis.
1873 T. H. GREEN Introd. Pathel. (ed. 2) 327 These

vessels communicate with the cavity of the thrombosed
vessel. 1906 Lancet 27 Oct. 1142/1 The sinus was not
thrombosed.

II Thrombosis (pr^mbJu-sis). [mod.L., a. Gr.
9p6^uaa a curdling, f. ffpo/iffoSaecu to become
curdled or clotted, f. Sp&nfios THROMBUS: see

-osis.] f A coagulation or curdling (obs. rare) ;

spec. Path, a local coagulation of the blood in

any part of the vascular system during life, the
formation of a thrombus.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Thnmibtais, a. congealing, or

clotting together of any thing. 1866 A. FLINT I'rinc. Me,/.
(1880) 28 The causes of thrombosis are, first, changes in the
walls of the vessels, and, second, retardation of the circula-
tion. 189.1 Lancet 2 May 1003/2 In consequence of venous
thrombosis in the right lower extremity. 1904 Times
20 Aug. 5/3 Lady H- died . . from an attack of pulmonary
thrombosis.

Thrombotic (br<>mLytik), a. [ad. Gr. type
*ffpo/ifj<uTtK-6t : see prec. and -OTIC.] Of, pertain-
ing to, of the nature of, or caused by thrombosis.
1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 330 Portions of the

granular or of the thrombotic deposits may be carried into
the circulation as emboli. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII.
224 The lesions were probably thrombotic.

IIThrombus (jHTmbfti). Path. [mod.L.,a.Gr.
0p6ft0os lump, piece, clot of blood, curd of milk.]
t a. A small tumour occasioned by the escape of
blood from a vein into the adjacent cellular tissue,
and its coagulation there. Obs. b. A fibrinous clot
which forms in a blood-vessel and obstructs the
circulation.

Milk thrombus, a tumour caused by accumulation of milk

PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Thrombus. . .Among Surgeons a small

Swelling that arises after the Operation of Bloud-letting,
when the Orifice is made too small. 1866 A. FLINT Princ.
Med. (1880) 28 A coagulum formed during life in the heart
or in the vessels is called a thrombus. 1873 RALFE Phys.
Chem.^ 16 A thrombus blocks up a cerebral artery, and acute
softening of the cerebral substance supplied by that artery
is the result. 1901 OSLER Princ. H Pract. Med.\. 12 Inflam-
mation of the arteries with thrombus formation has been
frequently described in typhoid fever.

Throme, thromm(e, obs. ff. THBUM sb.i

Thron, pron, obs. contr. form of THEREON.
Thronal (pron-nal), a. rare. [f. L. thron-us
THRONE + -AL.] Of or pertaining to a throne;
Defining or of the nature of a throne.
01711 KEN Hymnotheo Poet, Wks. 1721 III. 205 His

Standard he erects of Tbronal Light.
Throne (pr<n), sb. Forms : a. 3-6 trone, (4

tron, tronne, 4-5 troone, 4-6 Sc. trown, trowne,
5 troyne, 5-6 Sc. troune, 6 Sc. trune). /3. 3-
ihrone, (4 thron, 6-7 throan). [a. OF. trone

(i2th c. in Godef. Compl.), mod.F. trine, ad. L.

thron-us, a. Gr. 6f6vos an elevated seat]



THRONE.
1. The seat of state of a potentate or dignitary

tsp. the seat occupied by a sovereign on state occa-
sions ; formerly often an elaborate elevated struc-
ture, richly ornamented

; now a more or less ornate
chair, with a footstool, usnally placed upon a dais
and standing under a canopy.
a. a 1*40 Samlet Warde in Coll. Horn. 259 Sitten in a

trone se swiSe bnht wid jimmes i-stirret. CIMO A' E.T
Leg: I. 93/35 pe Aumperour sat In is trone. a iynCurso'rM. 9944

(Coty
Wit.m bis tour. .Es sett a ,ron VMt. troneTc 1415 Cast. Persev 459 in Macro Plays 9, Mandm. Now

I syttc in my semly sale; I trotte & tremle in my trew
trone... Kyng.knyth&kayser, to me makyn mone. Iw,STEWART (,>. Scot. (Rolls) I. 94 Brutell beistis set vp^Sane trune [rime mum], a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIIhe trone royal!, vnder the clothe of estate
ft 1390 GowExCo*/. III. r67 Wher he 'was in his realThrone, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xx. 217 The Emperouresthrone fulle high, where he sytteth at the me ,5LEVINS Mam/,. 168/10 A Throne, thron,,s,ni. ICQI DRAY

TON Harmonic ofCk. (Percy Soc.) 20 See wherf Salomon
is set In royal throan. 1611 BIBLE .rtfatt. xix. 28 Ye also
shal sit vpon twelue thrones, iudging the twelue tribes of
Israel. 1732 LEDIARD Sethot II. vir. 32 A throne of red
wood, rais d by five steps. 1855 PUSEY Doctr. Real Pre-
sence Note S. 390 Make thy lefthand as if a throne for thv
rigbt. *

b. The seat occupied by a pope or bishop on
ceremonial occasions.

<- 1380 WYCLIF Ms. (1880) 457 Pe pope sitti)> in his troone
(^ makib lordis to kisse his feet, a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huan
Ixn. 216 They founde the pope setm his trone. 1716AYLIFFE-.Parergon 121 In those Times, the Bishops preach 'don the Steps of the Altar.., having not as yet assum'd to
themselves the Pride and State of a Throne. i8 M
PATTISON Ess. (1889) I.

15
No chair of dignified easeTas a

bishop s throne in the sixth century, toio Kelly's Directory
of Oxford, The Cathedral. ..The bishop's throne wZ
erected as a memorial to the late Bishop Wilberforce

c. A seat provided by portrait-painters for their
sitters: see quot. 1859.

the circumstance of its being placed on a raised dais covered
usually with red cloth.

2. As the seat of a deity, esp. of God or Christ.
The throne ofgrace or simply the throne, the mercy-seat,the place where God is conceived as seated to answer prayer
o, a 1140 Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 191 pu ert hore blostme

biuoren godes trone. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (En*,
ciane) 794 pu sittis with god in til his trowne. 1381 WYCLIF
ffeo. iv. 16 Therfore go we with trist to the trone of his
grace. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. n. 134 pe trone bat trinite
ynne sitteb. I398TREV|SA Earth. De P. R. i. (1495) 8 Cryste
Jesus, .syttyng in his trone ofjugement. 1508 FISHER 7 Pmit.
Ps. vi. Wks. (1876) p Euery man & woman shall stande before
the trone of almyghty god. 1526 TIN-DALE Rev. xiv. 5 They
are with outen

spptt
before the trone off God. 1559 Mirr.

Mag. (1563) V iij, The trone of mighty Jove.
P. c 1190 Beket 2304 in 5

1

. Eng. Leg. I. 172 Bi-fore ore
louerd sone. .ase he sat in is throne. 155* Bk. Com. Prayer,
Morn. Pr., Exhort., The throne of the heauenlie grace.
1662 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. verse 17. xiii. HI. 101 It sends
them to the Throne of Grace, c 1765 M. BRUCE Hymn,
' Where high [etc.]

'

vi, With boldness, therefore, at the

throne, Let us make all our sorrows known. 1849 W. K.
TWEEDIE Life J. MacDonnld 157 It was made a frequent
errand to the throne. 1875 Bp. BICKERSTETH Hymn,

'

Peace,
perfectpeace ', Jesus we know, and He is on the throne.

1 3. In the phrase in (on) throne : enthroned ;

esp. as said of God or Christ. 06s.

01115 Ancr. R. 40 pi swete blisfule sune..sette be ine
trone. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter ix. 4 pou sittis on trone b 1

demys rightwisnes. 1340 Pr. Cause. 5080 Hyde us Fra
be face of hym bat syttes in throne, c 1380 Sir Ferumo.
162, Y swere by cryst in trone. c 1440 R. Gloucester's
Chron. (Rolls) App. XX. 446 To king he was iblessed at
londone ywis & iset in trone [v. r. ine throne], c 1500 New
Notbr. Mayd 464 in HazL E. P. P. III. 19 Ye syttynge in
throne, a 1600 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems xh. 44 with
shyning bright shieldis [As] Titan in trone.

4. fig. A seat or position of dominion or

supremacy; spec, in Astral. : see quot. 1819.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. V[ 149 b, This Marques thus

gotten vp, into fortunes trone. 1654 WHITI.OCK Zootomia
361 The Pulpit a Throne of higher Authority.. rewarding
with Promises of far more elevating Hopes than any earthly
one can. 1819 JAS. WILSON Compl. Diet. Astrol. s. v.,

Any part of a sign where a planet has two or more testi*

monies, z. e. essential dignities, is called its throne, chariot,
of any other foolish name that comes to hand. 1855 BREW-
STER Newton II. xiv. 23 [Leibnitz] had nearly placed him-
self on the throne which Newton was destined to ascend.
18.. B. TAYLOR In the Meadows Poems (1866) 299 The sun
on his midday throne. i8oa HENLEY Song ofSword, etc. 45
We tracked tne winds of the world to the steps oftheir very
thrones.

6. transf. The position, office, or dignity of a

sovereign ; sovereign power or authority, dominion.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22122 In be temple o salamon Dan sal

bat traitur sett his tron. 1387 TREVISA Higdtn (Rolls) III.

245 Artarxerses..saued his fader trone and his brober
lyf.

1474 CAXTON Chesse n. i. (1883) 20 Mysericorde and trouthe

conserue and kept the kynge in his trone. 1534 MORE
Comf.agst. Trib. n. Wks. 1199/2, I will.. set my trone on
the sides of y north. 1593 SHAKS. 3>ffex. VI, n.i. 193 The
next degree, is Englands Royall Throne. 1696 PHILLIPS

(ed. 5) s. v., Throne also Synecdochycally is taken for

Supream Command, or Soveraign Authority of those that

sit upon the Throne. 1750 GRAY Elegy 67 To wade

through slaughter to a throne. 1848 W. H. KELLY tr. L.
Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. II. 84 Worthy, .of occupying the first

place in the state beneath the throne. 1849 HELPS Friends
in C. ll. i. (1854) I. 267 Mighty thrones and distant empires.

VOL. IX
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b. Throne and altar, the civil and ecclesiastical
systems as established

; cf. church amts/atetCWMu
so. 10) ; hence used attrib.
i8ia Edin. Kev. XXXVII. 420 The poetical reoresent:!.

'?
f

',
h%-"-roM-and-Altar

4

class. VSfpJS'SSt.
men nfX? T*o currents ran through the au3ilory. Gentle!

Kile R
S
H- f

!"ld ^ro"e and altar
journalists were

1^8 ~> V '"l
J urnallsl '

i *e brimful of sympathy.
a?!d attaf

JUne558 The 8->"rdian of the nation's throne

o. fransf. i ut for the occupant of the throne *

^j^^^&^^^^r^eT^^
S8B^WSafia3fe
T^he

third of the nine orders of angels (see ORDEB

THROW O.

I ;. - ,
** \"w j5 J.WCIHIC ici'ions ol

Is, parthe of the order ofvertues, & partlie of the order
rones. ,667 MILTON f. L. v. WThrones, Domina

&J-T .""* ""*i * -ipiiw3| v iriues, and rowers.
attnb. and Comb., as throne adversary

-bearer, -chair, -city, gallery, -power, -rail, -room
-seat, f -sitter, -step ; throne-capable, -Hie, -shatter
ing, -worthy adjs. ; throne-born a., born of j

sovereign parentage; of royal birth; throne
name, a name given on ascending the throne.
1651 Serm. Coron. Choi. IT at Scoon in Phenix I.t66 Aword of Encouragement against "Throne Adversaries. Your

tnemies are the Enemies of the Lord's Throne. i8u
BAILEY Mystic etc., Sfir. Leg. 131 Some crowned anc
sword.girt conqueror Throne-born. 1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE
Norm. I, Eng. I. 547 There was only one clearly ac-
knowledged legitimate heir or 'throne-capable representative
of Charlemagne. 1814 SIR R. WILSON Diary (1861) 1 1. 344Murat was seated as a Sultan princes and dukes all stand-
ing behind his "throne-chair. 1906 Westm. Gas. 6 June
T
i3 , Process'n then proceeds to the "throne gaflery.
1894 Ibid. 30 June sA Two "thronelike chairs of larger
growth stood in the centre, c 1875 Queen's Printers' Bifle-
Atds 139 The people make Shallum. .King, he taking the
throne-name of Jehoahaz. 1864 SIR T. SEATON From
Cadet to Colonel xvn.,361 The interior room is the King's
throne-room. 1889 John Bull t Mar. 149/2 The Queen. .

entered the Throne-room shortly after three o'clock. 1816
J. WILSON City of Plague 51 Lurid stars Prophetic ol

throne-shattering wars. 150 HULOET, "Trone sytter, or
he that sytteth in maiestie, altitronus.

Throne (Man), v. [f. prec, sb.]
1. trans. To place on or as on a throne ; esp. as

symbolic ofaccession to sovereignty: = ENTHRONE.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. i. 131 per treuthe is in Trinitee and

troneth [A. l. 122 corouneb ; v. r. tronen] hem alle. 1387-8
T. USK Test. Love I. ii. (Skeat) I

94,
I lefte it for no tene,

till he was troned in my blisse for bis seruice. a 1400 Pistill
of Susan 90 Turlils troned on trene. 1508 KENNIDIE
Flytiug w. Dunbar 400, I sail.. with tresone trone the on
the treis. 1549 LATIMER ind Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 58
Thus was Salomon throned, by the aduise and wyl of hys
father. 15996. Jottson Cynthia's Rev. Induct., Why, throne

your selfe in state on the stage. 1601 SHAKS. TwcL N. n.
iv. 22 The seate Where loue is thron'd. 1614 F. WHITE
JiffI. Fisher 56 He trode vpon the necke of kings, throning
and dethroning, crowning and decrowning them. 1673
MILTON True Kelig. 10 The Pope. .Thrones and Unthrones
Kings. 1715-10 POPE Iliad vm. 551 TV eternal thunderer
sat thron'd in gold. 179* Anecd. W. Pitt III. xliii. 154
Mercy can do no harm, it will seat the King where he ought
to be, throned on the hearts of his people. 1815 SCOTT
Guy M. xi, Mrs. Mac-Candlish, throned in a comfortable

easy chair.,was regaling herself., with a cup of genuine tea.

1864 R. S. HAWKER Quest Sangraal 16 Foremost sad
Lancelot, throned upon his Steed. 1866 CONINGTON Virg.
sEncid VIL 686 To throne him in the seat of power. 1884
TENNYSON Becket

\.
iii. 70 That the King Would throne me

in the great Archbishoprick.
2. intr. To be enthroned

; to sit on or as on a

throne ; to sit in state. Often to throne it.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. iv. 26 He wants nothing of a God but

Eternity, and a Heauen to Throne in. 1848 Blackw. Mag.
I. XIII. 768 He throned it always likeatragedy king. 1903
LD. R. GOWER Rec. IT Remix. 358 After seeing my Shake,
speare [group statue] throning it in the centre of the Palais
o" Industrie [Paris]. 1904 R. J. FARRER Garden ofAsia 139
The abbot of imperial blood no longer thrones among the

pines of Uyeno. 1905 Westm. Gag. 20 Mar. 2/2 The sofa
on which she had throned.

Hence Thro'ning vbl. sb., enthronement.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xvL 175 The dedicacioun of the

chirche, & the thronynge [Roxo. tronyng] of the ydole.

Throned (br<a>nd, poet. J>rn-ned),/y/. a.

1. [f. THKONB v. +-BD!.] Seated on or as on a
throne ; enthroned. Also in comb., as heaven-
throned.
c 1440 York Myst. xxvi. 86 Oure

tempill
is be toure Of

his troned sire. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. tv. i. 189 [Mercy]
becomes The throned Monarch better then his Crowne.
1606 Ant. $ Cl. I. iii. 28 Though you in swearing shake
the Throaned Gods. i6i G. SANDYS Ovid's Met. xi. (1632)

374 loue shunnes the bed Of Sea-thron'd Thetis. 1760-78
H. BROOKE Fool o/Qual. (1809) IV. 11 Adam..had been
constituted a throned lord and controller. 1839 BAILEY
Festus xi. (1852) 136 Hear Thou,. Heaven-throned ! 1906
Daily Chron. 25 Sept 3/4 In the song of the minor poet
we often recognise the faint echo of a throned master.

.,-. . ,. rare.
[f. THI:ONK

~T-'
J

i i.""
'Iominion f throne

; the peti-tion implied by a throne

TAronelesS <>r<w-nle), a. ff as nrec. +
-i.FSS.l Without a throne; depose-f from a throne

gfr*S c35*
forthe throneless exile. iS^T.orrn l.if'j Nichol",
(1908) 149 A thronel**" .. r.i

r miniature throne.

J,
6
?
8
,*""??

H"^r-> Transfifuntion, When ihou an
set In Ihy refuleent thronelet.

t Thro-nely, a. Obs. rare.
[f. as prec. + -LT 1 1

Pertaining to the throne
; applied to certain rankt

of angels : see qnoU., and cf. THRONE sb. 7.
486 Bk. St. Abam, tf~.*iY. Ther be U orderyi of

5?g ,.\
v> Jerarchie & mj. Tronly. IHd. aivb. The iiijIronh be theys PrincipatiuTrony Cherubyn andSeraphyn.'

158* FENE Blot. Gentiie 143 The culbre in this Coate,
namey, white blew & guolei.. are referred to the orders of
Angels which be Thronely.

tThroneship. Obs. rare-'. [-SHIP.] Occn-

fowre throneships, alias a hundred yeare.
t Thro-nesa, thra-ness. Obs. rare. [f. THRO

THRA a. + -NESS.] The quality ol being 'thro'j
nntowardness

; obstinacy, reluctance.

.JJ-
' Cursor M. 26964 (Fairf.) Ne for na brann [altered in

MS. to mekenes, C. mekenes] bat mai be pi-seluin say hot
sob of be. Ibid. 27608 (Cott.) O pride bicums thrones [/r.
throues ! F. branes, fr braues ; C<>, G. irauers] o thrett,
lething, threp, and athes grett.

Throneward (br<fc-nw$id), adv. [f. as prec,
+ -WARD.] Towards the throne.
1844 MRS. BROWXING Dead Pan xxvii, When His priestly

blood dropped downward, And His kingly eyes looked
throneward. 1886 LILLIAN B. FEARING Sleeping World,
etc., My soul would gaze Throneward for God s dear blame
orpraise.

Throng (\nm\ sb. Also Sc. and north, dial.

thrang. \WltL prang, firong, prob. shortened from
OE. tefrang throng, crowd, tumult, deriv. from
verbal ablaut series fring-, prang-, prung- : see
THRINO v. : cf. MDu. dranc(g-\ Du. drang, MHG.
drone (earlier gedranc}, Ger. drang throng, pres-
sure, crowd; ON. prong fern., throng, crowd.

Throng sb., vb., and adj. appear about the 13-
I4th c., the adj. being the latest.]

I. 1. Oppression; distress, straits ; trouble, woe,
affliction ; danger. Now dial. rare.

13.. Cursor M. 2585 pai bat suld bald bam in bat thrang
[ Trin. brong]. Ibid. 2622 ' Fra mi lauedi ', sco said,

'
I

;ang, For sco me halds fast in thrang
'

[r.r. ga . . wal
'bid. 21867 Mikel on erth sal be be thrang, pat sal be o men
o-mang. 137$ BARBOUR Bruce vu. 251 His fayis hym haldU
now in thrang. c 1470 HENRY Wallace v. 931 i'haim to
reskew that was in fellone thrang. c 1470 HARDING Chron.
xxt. v. (MS. Arch. Seld. B. 10. If. 19 b). The maiden Castelle

strong..That on a Roche ful high stonte oute of throng.
1596 PALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vu. (S.T.S.) II. 43Now in sik thrang, that sche nathing culde find radio at

band, to halde the dur fast. 1855 Woman's Devotion L 178
We'll hae o'er.much joy, to be thinking o' past thrangs.

fb. The pain of childbirth : usually //. ;
-

THROE sb. i b. Obs.

'545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde Prol. Dj, Tbe labor-

,-nge woman hath bene greatly conforted, and alleniatyd
>f her throngs and trauell. Ibid. 49 The parels, dangeours
md throngs which chanse to women in Loevr labor. Ibid.

[5 Yf. .she feale greate thronge and payne.
II. 2. Pressing or crowding of people ; an act

of thronging or crowding ; crowded condition.

1303 R. BRUNNE HandL Synne 947 As bey stode, & made
grete brong. i: 1440 York Myst. xxu. 2 Make rome be-Iyve,
and late me gang. Who makis here all bis brang? 1556
Aureliofflsaf. (1608) Piv.Soddaineley all withe one thronge
caste the poore Affranio to the grounde. 1600

J. PORY tr.

leo's Africa u. 88 The throng was so great at their entrance
of the gates, that moe then fowerscpre citizens were slaine

herein. 1715 RAMSAY Christ's KirkGr. n. xv, He could

;et nae place.., For thrang that day. 1791 COWPKR Iliad
i. 63 Went the summons forth Into all quarters, and the

hrong began. 1870 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. (ed. a) II. x.

02 Near to the great city, and yet removed from its imme*
iate throng and turmoil.

8. concr. A crowded mass of persons actually (or
n idea) assembled together ; a crowd.

[993 Battle of Maldon 299 He waes on xebrange hyra
reora bana.] c 1000 Gloss, in Haupt's Zeitschr. IX. 427/15
.ixarum coetibiis (gl. mercenariorum, quiaauampcrtantl,

waeterberendra. marg. branlgumj. a 1300 Cursor M. 13462
esus..bi-held bat folk ..pat folud him til mikel thrang
Trin. brong). 13.. E. E.AIlit. P. 8.754 ?" 'or bretly
n b>rong I schal my bro steke. c 1470 HENRY Wallace iv.

47 Rudely fra him he reft it in that thrang. 1598 BAIIIT
htcr. Warns iv. iv. 113 The people to passe foorth..not

y thronges..but by litle and litle. 1665 MANLEY Grotiui'



THRONG.
Low C. Warns 199 The whole Throng of Ecclesiastical

Persons were beyond the Inspection of the Magistrates.

1784 COWPER Task iv. 196 The pent-up breath of an un-

savoury throng. i83 W. IRVING Alhambra II. 153 To draw

fashionable throngs to their saloons. 1840 DICKENS Ola C.

Sltop xix, The streets were filled with throngs of people.

b. A great number of things crowded together,

either actually or in idea ; a multitude.

1549-62 STERNHOLD H. Ps. Ixxii. 16 The mighty moun-

taynes. .Of come shall beare such throng. 1603 MARSTON
Antonio's Rev. It. iii, Throngs of thoughts crowde for their

passage, c 1760 SMOLLETT Ode to Sleet 8 Attended by an

airy throng Of gentle dreams. 1824 DIBDIN Libr. Comp.
205 A series, and almost throng, of Histories of England.

4. Pressure, or a pressing amount, of work or

business. Now dial,

1642 CHAS. I Message to loth Ho. 28 Apr. 4 We hope
this Animadversion will be no breach of your Pnyiledges in

this throng of Businesse, and Distemper of Affections. 1707

j. WODROW in Life (1828) 181 My throng of work that fell

in on me stopped me. 1730 T. BOSTON Fourfold St. iv. iv.

A great throng of business, but a great scarcity of faith and

holiness. 1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. 6 Feb. an.

1776 note. The principal objection to a dog-day's-fallow is,

that it falls amid the throng of hay time and harvest. 1896

CROCKETT Grey Man Hi. 349 With all this throng of busi-

ness on hand.

5. '

Intimacy
'

(Jam.), company ; to keep throng,
to keep company, associate with. Sc. dial.

1768 Ross Helenore n It sets them well into our thrang
to spy. 1843 BKTHUNE Sc. Fireside Star. 78 He keepit

thrang wi' Jenny M'Intosh his Landlady's daughter.

Throng (j^n), a. (adv.) Now Sc. and north,

dial. Also 4-5 p-, thrange, 5-6, Sc. 6- thrang.

[ME. iratig, firong, from same root as prec. Cf.

ON. frong-r, narrow, close, crowded (Sw. trftng,

Da. Irang}, strait, narrow, close, tight.]

f 1. In various early instances difficult to explain,
all connected with THRING v. Among these may
be distinguished the senses (a) Compressing; (6)

Compressed, oppressed, distressed ; (c) Pressing,

earnest, eager. But in some cases the exact sense

is uncertain ; thrange may even be adverbial ;
cf.

Ger. gcdrangic adv. and adj. Obs.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 17 pat dotz hot brych ray hert

brange, My breste in bale bot bolne & bele. a 1400-50
Alexander $13 Ne}e tbrotild with be thik aire & thrange
in bare andes. c 1400 Destr. Troy 12235 And he broly with

brong wil breppit agayn. 14.. Siege Jerus. 3 A brange
pornen croune was braste on his hed. [a 1535 Frere Sf Boye
254 in Hazl. E.P. P. III. 72 The frere amonge the thornes
was thronge [? pa. pple of THRING :'.].]

2. Pressed or massed closely together as a crowd ;

crowded, thronged ; f dense, close, thick (obs.).
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxvi. 124 When bai schall feight,

bai bald bam so nere togyder and so thrang bat, whare per
er xxm men, sum men wald suppose ber ware nojt xm.

c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 401 Nerehand all Rome was
gadurd bedur, & be peple was passand thrang. c 1500
Lancelot 3366 Thar was the batell dangerus and strong,
Gret was the pres, bath perellus and throng. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 370 Amang the

Scpttis, quhair tha
war maist thrang, Or euir he wist wes closit thame amang.
1603 J. SAVILE K. Jos.' Entertainm. Introd. Bijb, The
people were so throng. 1743 in Keble Life Bp. Wilson xxiv.

(1863) 825 [The registry preserves the memorandum in the
Curate's own hand of his having published this order in

Rushen Church] in the presence of a throng congregation.
1770 Lett. Jos. Murray, Loyalist (1901) 134 As throng as
three in a bed. 1896 PROUDLOCK Borderland Muse 269, I

see the '
trouts

'

are '

rising
'

thrang.
3. Crowded with people, etc. ; thronged ; very

fully attended or frequented.
1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. i. ix. 28 What a[n]..unsutable

representation is it of this throng Theatre in Heaven, made
up of SaintsandAngels? 1711 RAMSAYOn Maggy Johnstonn
ii, The barn and yard was aft sae thrang, We took the green.
1766 REID Wks. (1863) I. 46/2 We have had a thronger
College this year than ever before. 1821 GALT Provost
xxxiii, The street was as throng as on a market day. 1890
HALL CAINE Bondman i. x, [The hut] was all but as throng
of people as it had been.. on the day of 'Liza Killey's
wedding. 1894 P. H. HUNTER Jos. Imuick i. (1900) 14
Oor Kirk keepit as thrang as afore.

4. Of times, seasons, places, etc. : Into which
much is crowded

;
full of work

; busy.
1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlviii. 85 The merkit is thrang,

and will no lest lang. 1615 BRATHWAIT Strappado (1878)
62 You Clients . . that visit this throng Terme. 1715 Wodrovi
Corr, (1843) II. 75 The harvest is just at its throngest. 1764
Museum Rust. II. Ixxvii. 265 The value of the time.. in so
throng a season as the summer, is very considerable. 1816
SCOTT Old Mart, iv, It will be hard for you to fill her place,
especially on sic a thrang day as this. 1889 GHETTOS
Memory s Harkb. in It was wonderful to see..how way
was made for him through the crowded streets at the after-
noon throng hour. 1895 SNAITH Mistr. D. Marvin xlix,
'Tis a very throng time this week.
5. Of a person or persons : Closely engaged in
work or business

; pressed ; fully employed, busy.
1613 SANDERSON Semi., Job xxix. 14 % 25 Great men . .are

as throng as ever in pulling down houses, and setting up
hedges i in unpeopling towns and creating beggars. 1723
Wodrovi Corr. (1843) III. 50, I have been so throng this day
5"" m

y,
DOO

H?lIers,_that I was not in the Assembly. 1786

[ester. 1896 BARRIE Marg. Ogilvy vi,
'
I

terrible thrang', she says. 'Well, I am
throng, I help Hester,

suppose you are t<

rather busy '.

6. Closely engaged together; intimately asso-

ciated; 'thick'.

370

1790 D. MORISON.P<W;M 136 (Jam.) Syne hame we scour'd

fu' cheery and fu' thrang. 1865 G. MACDONALD A. fortes

51 Him an' oor Willie's unco throng.

B. adv. Earnestly; busily.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3094 And thus ho thought full thrange

in hir thro hert, pat so semely a sight ho se neuer before.

1786 BURNS Dream ii, I see ye're complimented thrang By
mony a lord an' lady, a 1810 TANNAHILL A mbitious Mite

10 Some brushing thrang their wings and noses.

Throng (Jnprj), v. Also 4 (9 dial.) throng.

[ME. grange, fronge wk. vb., in form a derivative

from the stem of THRING v., with which it agrees

in sense. It may continue an unrecorded OE.

*trotigian
= OHG. drangSn ; or may be f. THRONG

sb. : cf. to crowd. (A factitive from thring would

have been in OE. *J>rtng(e)an : cf. Ger. drdngen,

Ott.frengva (Sw. tranga, Da. trxnge, wk. vbs.).]

fl. trans. To press or compress violently; to

squeeze, crush. Obs.

13. . CursorM. ooo (G6tt.) pu sal waite womman to tang,

And scho sal jeit fin hefde thrang. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in.

ix. 45 He [the Thames) raves With roring rage, and sore

him selfe does throng. 1596 DANETT tr. Comines (1614) 223

margin, He was.. thronged to death in the gate. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny (1634) I. 120 See into what great streights

betweene both seas Asia is. .as it were thronged. 1616 R. C.

Times' Whistle v. 3141 This foolish prophesie, That, vnlesse

throngd to death, thou ne're shalt die. 1835 BROCKETT
N. C. Words, Thrang, to press, to thrust, to squeeze.

f 2. intr. To push or force one's way, as through
a crowd or against obstacles ; to press. Obs.

ta 1400 MortcArth. 3755 Thare they thronge in the thikke,
and thristis to the erthe Of the thraeste mene thre hundrethe.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 7040 Throly the bre men thronght hym
aboute. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 343 b, The people,
which striue, who may first thronge in, 1582 STANVHURST
Mneis i. (Arb.) 32 Hee throngs..Througn crowds of the

pepiL 1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 1041 Her breath . . thronging

through her lips. 1603 KNOLLES Hist, Turks (1638) 90 The

Enemy, thronging in as fast as he could. 1644 CAPT.
SMITH Virginia in. ix. 80 Whereat they quickly thronged
faster backe then before forward. 51615 FLETCHER &
MASSINCER Laws ofCandy i. ii. Having taken breath, he

throng'd before me, Renewed the fight.

3. intr. To assemble in a group or crowd ; to

collect in large numbers ; to crowd ; also, to go in

a crowd.
15.. Adam Bel 79 '"> Hazl. E- p- p- " '4' They rysed

the towne . . And came thronging to Wyllyames house.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 410 The Greekes who
thronged about his pavilion doores. 1647 COWLEV Mistr.,
The Wish v, Lest men .. Should hither throng. .And so

make a City. 1710 PHILIPS Pastorals ii. 43 No more
beneath thy Shade shall Shepherds throng. 1813 BYRON
Ch. Har. ii. Ixvi, Childe Harold saw them..Thronging to

war. 1833 W. IRVING Alhambra 1 1. 277 The people thronged
forth to see him with impatient joy. a 1839 PRAED Poems
(1864) II. 164 We did not meet in courtly hall, Where birth

and beauty throng.

fig. 1671 MILTON Samson 21 Restless thoughts, that like

a deadly swarm Of Hornets.. rush upon me thronging.

1803-6 WORDSW. Intimations Immort. iii, I hear the Echoes
through the mountains throng.

fb. indirect pass. (cf. 4). Obs.

1607 SHAKS. Timon IV. iii. 305 Apebnantus} . .\\* say th*

hast Gold : Thou wilt be throng d too shortly. Tim. Throng'd
too? 1663 Vs.r\s Diary 13 June, To the Royall Theatre. ..

Here we saw ' The Faithful! Sheepeardesse ', a most simple
thing, and yet much thronged after.

4. trans. To crowd round and press upon ;
to

press upon as in a crowd, to jostle. Also fig.
1534 TINDALE Mark v. 34 Moche people folowed him, and

thronged him. 1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 1417 Here one being
throng'd bears back. 1693 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. 217 That
particles so widely disseminated could ever throng and
crowd one another into a close and compact texture. 1704
J. TRAPP Abra-MuU I. ii. 209 Not so he look'd when
throng'd with Multitudes Of the applauding Soldiers. 1850
TENNYSON In Mem. xxi. 15 When more and more the people
throng The chairs and thrones of civil power.

6. To bring or drive into a crowd, or into one

place ; to collect closely, to crowd ; to press or

drive in a crowd (quot. 1615). Chiefly in pa, pple.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man\. 7 Pericles.. seemed.. to throng

and thunder out his wordes. 0x608 SIR F. VERE Comm.
(1657) 6 The enemy coming. .with ensigns displayed, very
thick thronged together. 1615 HEYWOOD Ftntre Prentises
i. Wks. 1874 II. 230 My Standard. .thl sight whereof Will
driue these stragglers in disordered rankes. And in a burly
burly throng them hence. 1653-63 HEYLIN Cosmogr.
Introd. (1674) 8/2 Bochartus . . hath thronged Joktan and his
Sons into a little corner of Arabia Felix. 1677 SEDLEY Ant.
<y Cl. v. i, All she holds dear she has throng'd there but you,
And now intreats that you will enter too. 1752 YOUNG
Brothers H. i, Throngs the pride of ages in an hour. 18333

[see THRONGED i],

6. To fill or occupy (a place, etc.) with a large
number of things or persons, or quantity of some-

thing; to crowd, cram, stuff; to burden (quot. 1648).
1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. iii. 36 Throng [ Theobalds correction ;

/alias Through] our large temples with the shows of peace,
And not our streets with war. 1634 MILTON Comus 713
Thronging the Seas with spawn innumerable. 1648 J.BEAUMONT Psyche m. xxv, If . . I throng my Darling with this

massy store, Twill to a Burden swell my Courtesy. 1704
Elegy Author True bomEng. xx, Nature to make amends
for want of Sense, Has throng'd his Head with clear Im-
pertinence. 1817 LADY MORGAN France (1818) I. 90 The
rehearsals., occupied and thronged the streets of Paris for
some days. 1843 TENNYSON Locksley Hall 36 Her whisper
throng'd my pulses with the fullness of the Spring. 1874
PUSEY Lent. Serm. 268 To occupy and throng your thoughts
with cares., ofyour own seeking.

THRONIZE
b. Said of a multitude of persons or things : To

occupy completely, fill, crowd (a place, etc.).

1819 SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. I. 2 All Spirits . . who throng
those bright and rolling worlds. 1853 C. BRONTE Villette

xxxviii, Gay dresses, grand equipages, fine horses, .throng
the bright streets. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. II. L 229 Insects
which thronged the adjacent grass. 1873

' OUIDA
'

Pascarel
I. viii, Great multitudes.. thronged every square and street.

c. pa. pple. Occupied by a crowd or multitude of

persons or things ; crowded, crammed, filled (const.

with, or absol.). See also THRONGED 2.

IS94DRAYTON Ideak^ With those the thronged Theaters
that presse, I in the circuit for the Laurel! strove. 1608
SHAKS. Per. n. i.77 A man throng'd vp with cold, my Veines
are chill. IO^THORESBY Diary (1830) I. 4 The Glasshouse
Lecture.. was thronged. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1858) 338We discovered the ship's boats.. both thronged with people.
1773 BEDINGFIELD in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 405 The
churches every where seemed well thronged. 1841 W.
SFALDING Italy fy It. Iii. i. iv. 1. 149 The galleries of Italian

palaces are still thronged with statues, as were the temples.
1894 HALL CMUKManxman v. v, The streets were thronged.
d. intr. for pass. Now dial.

1757 EDWARDS Orig. Sin viii. (1837) 75 Multitudes that the
Christian world throngs with. 1844 W. JAMIE Muse 112

(E.D.D.) The whisky tents began to throng.

Throng(e, -en, obs. pa.t. and pple. ofTHRINO v.

Thronged (pr?rjd, poet, prp-rjed), ppl. a. [f.

THRONG v. + -ED i.]

1. Closely packed, as a multitude of people or

things ; crowded.
1653 BENLOWES Theoph. vn. iv, Those throngM figures sum

not Thee. 1713 ADDISON Cato n. i, The thick array Of his

thronged legions. 1833 J. MACDONALD Mem. y. Benson
463 He addressed a thronged audience. 1860 PUSEY lilin.

Propk. 270 The mariners.. ask Jonah thronged questions.
1908 MRS. E. WHARTON Hermit 4 Wild Worn. 41 The air
shone with thronged candle-flames.

2. Of a place, etc. : Closely packed with people
or things ; crowded.
1594 [see THRONG v. 6 c]. 1613 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. n.

v. 115 As vnder their [trees'] command the thronged Creeke
Ran lessened vp. 1746-7 HERVEY Medit. (1818) 251 To slip

away from the thronged city, 1831 SCOTT Ct. Robt. xxiii,
A loud and varied murmur, resembling that of a thronged
hive. 1889 GRETTON Memory's Harkb. 189 To me these

thronged places are wearisome in the extreme.

b. Of time : Full of work or business ; busily

occupied; busy, dial,

1791 ISABELLA WILSON in Mem. (1825) 36 We have had a
thronged time with our harvest. 1833 Yorkshire Dial., We
had a very thronged day.

Thronger (prfrrpi). [f.
THRONG v. + -isi.]

One who throngs : see the verb.

1648 HEXHAM n, Een dringer, a Presser, a thronger, or a
pusher. 1908 R. W. CHAMBERS Firing Line vii, The
jewelled throngers of the horse-shows and motor-shows.

Throngful (bagful), <* [f- THRONG sb. +
-FUL.] tull of a throng or crowd ; crowded.
1833 WHITTIER Female Martyr 44 Where The throngful

street grew foul with death. 1866 Snow-bound 743
Dreaming in throngful city ways Of winter joys his boyhood
knew.

Thronging (pr^-nin),
vol. sb. [f. THRONG v.

+ -ING !.] The action of the verb THRONG ; press-

ing ; crowding.
13. . Cursor M. 23683 (Cott.) Wit thranging sal bai samen

threst. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark v, 32 b, So
was he payned with the throngyng of the people. 1581
MULCASTER Positions xxxix. (1887) 196 Why there is such

thronging of all people that way. 1679 LUTTRELL BriefRel,
(1857) I. 7 Mr. Gates preached at Wood-street church, .and
there was great thronging. 1734 P. WALKER Peden in

Biogr. Presbyt. (1827) I. 153 Such a Thronging to the

fearful Pit.

Thro'nging, ///- a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]

That throngs ; crowding or crowded ; assembling
or assembled in large numbers ; going in a crowd.

1583 STANYHURST sEncis n. (Arb.) 67 Theare weare the

enymyes with thronging cluster asembled. 1600 HOLLAND
Liry i. xiv. ii All at once the enemies in thrunging manner
sallied forth. 1697 POTTER Antiy. Greece i. viii. (1715) 41
Too weak to support the vast weight of thronging Multi-

tudes. 1837 KEBLE Chr. Y., S. Matt, v, Such brief rest As

thronging cares afford. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 33

Thronging hosts uncounted, a company joyous approaching.
Hence Thro-nglntfly adv.

1634 GEE Hold Fast 52 A glorious spectacle . . fit for vs to

step out of our dores and throngingly to behold. 1731

BAILEY, Throngingly, crowdingly.

ThrO'ngly. adv. Obs. or dial. [f. THRONG a. +
-LY 2

.] Thickly, densely ; busily.

1653 H. MORE Conject. Cabbal. ii. 7 The World of Life,

which b everywhere nigh at hand, and does very throngly

inequitate the moist and unctuous Aire. 1737 BAILEY

vol. II, 7'Ar(f(j'..pressingly, crowdingly.
So Turo-ngness, the state of being 'throng' or

crowded ; crowdedness.

1737 P. WALKER Cameron in Biogr. Presbyt. (1827) I. 276
When Prisons were more throng than ever, even in Dun-

nottar-Castle, where Eight-score and eight of us were
driven into one Vault ; and yet I never saw Throngness nor

Irons marr any from writing.

tThronize, v. Obs. rare. Also 5 tronyse.

[prob. aphetic for ENTHRONIZE : cf. also Gr. 9povi-

\ia6ai to be enthroned.] trans. To enthrone, to

seat on a throne.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. 455 He was. . tronysed in the sayd
moneth of May. 1559 Act 2 Elii. in Bolton Stat. Irel. (1621)

283 Everie person and persons being hereafter conferred,

invested, andconsecrated, . . may from henceforth be thronized



THRONONICAL.
or installed. 1711 HJCKI.S Two Trent. Chr. Priesth. (1847)
II. 290 'To mount inlo his throne

1

, or as we say to be
thromzed.

Hence f Throniza'tion, tron- [cf. EXTHROKIZA-
TION], enthronement. Obs. rare- 1

.

IS>6 R. WHVTFORD Martiloge 22 Feb. 21 At antioche the
slallacion or tronizacyon of saynt Peter.

t Throncvnical, a. nonce-wd. [irreg. f. THKONE
sb., perh. after canonical.} Of or pertaining to the
throne.

1391 HORSEY Trav. (Haiti. Sbc.) 175 He [Ivan the Terrible]
thonders owt his thrononicall threats to their ears.

t Thro'nonize, trcrnonize, v. Obs. rare.

[irreg. f. as prec. : perh. after canonize; cf. also

inlrononyzacion, s. v. ENTHKONIZATION, quot. 1517.]
trans. To enthrone.
c 1470 HARDING Chnn. xvi. iii. (MS. Egerton 1992, If. 14 b),

Aftere his merites trono_nized {so ed. 1543 ; other MSS.
inthronized, intronozed

t
in

thronyed] high in trone. 1509
HAWES Joyf. Medit. xxii,O God aboue, trononysed in heuen.
'533-4 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c. 20 5 Every person, .chosen
. . and consecrate to the dignitie or office of any Arche.
bishop or Byshop .. shall .. be trononysed or installed as the
case shall require.

Throo.var.THRO, Obs. Throomb, obs. f.THRUM.
Throp, thrope, obs. and dial. ff. THOBP.
fThroplet. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. THBOPPLE sb. +
-ET.] The pharynx.
1710 W. GIBSON Diet. Horses \. (ed. 2) 10 The Taws should

be.. on the upper Part placed at a moderate Distance from
each other, that the Head of the Pharynx or Throplet may
easily fall between them.

Thropple, thrapple (J>vp'l, >ra-p'l), sb. Sc.

and north, dial. Forms : o. 4-6 throppill, 6 -il,

-el, 6-8 throple, 7 throp(p)ell, 6- thropple.
/3. 8- Sc. dial, thrapple. [In use from I4th c.

chiefly in the North. Origin obscure : its date is

against its being an altered form of THROTTLE sb.

A conjecture that it is a descendant of OE. protbolla,
THROAT-BOLL, does not fit phonology and local distribution.}

The throat ; now esp. the windpipe or gullet.

(More widely in use of a horse or other beast than
of human beings.)
1375 HARBOUR Bruce VH. 584 [The king] hyt be formast in

be Hals, Till throppill and vassand [v. r. wesand] ?eid in

twa. 1533 BELLENDEN Livy i. x. (S.T.S.) I. 59 He straik

this tbriabrothir . . in be throppil. l$6 TURNER Herbal H.

164 b, The violet .. swageth and softeneth the throple and
the breste. 1569 Baths 8 b, The diseases of the longes and

wnicn goes irom tne vnaer cnappes to me orest. 1090 L.OHO..

GO.Z. No. 2527/4 A Light grey Mare,.. one feather on each
side her Thropple. 1755 foHNSON, Thrapple, the windpipe
of any animal. They still retain it in the Scottish dialect.

a 1758 RAMSAY Address of Thanks xviii, Bring to the warld
the luckless wean, And sneg its infant thrapple. 1815 SCOTT

yeukin' in my thrapple.

ThrO'pple, thra'pple, v. Sc. and north,

dial. [f7prec. sb.] trans. To throttle, strangle.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 170/16 To Thropple, iugulare. 1674
RAY N. C. Words, To Thropple, to Throttle or strangle.

1806 J. COCK Simple Strains (1810) II. 136 (E.D.D.) Some
were maistly thrappl't Wi' grips that night. 1899 J. STRANG

Lass ofLennox iii. 29 I could thrapple ye whaur ye staun'.

Thro'ppled, thra-ppled, a. [f. THROPPLE
sb. + -ED *] Having a thropple (of a specified

kind). Chiefly used of horses.

1607 MARKHAM Caval. in. (1617) 15 Cock-throppled [see

COCK.THROPPLED]. 1614 Cheap Husb. (1623) 47 A full eye,

ien nostrill, wide jawed, loose thtopled, deepe neckt. 1715

Ong, ue IS not auic IU uiitw IL IIMMMUJ i" *IIM ufc

.nuch Ease and Pleasure as other Horses do that are loose

thropled. 1834 Cock-thrappled [see COCK-THROPPLED].

Throsohe, throsh, obs. ff. THRASH, THRESH.

Throat, -er, obs. forms of THHOWST, -ER.

Throstle (Jrp's'l).
Forms : a. 1-3 prostle, 4

prostel, -yl, 4-5 throstel(e, 5 -elle, -il, -yl(l,

7 throssel, throssle, (thrassel), 5- throstle. 0.

4 prustel(e, 4-8 thrustle, 5 -ille, -yU(e, 5-6

thrustel(l, 6 -ele, 7 thrussel. 7. 4 prestel,

thristill, (5 thyrstylle),
6 threstyll, thrissell, 8

thrissel, thristle, thrystle. [ E- trostle or

Itrdstle, wk. fern. For fristk, cf. MLG. drosle

(Low Ger. dial. drSssel, draussel, drausele), app.

pointing to an OTeut. *framstala (Kluge). For

Jn-ostle, cf. MHG. drosttl, the root-form of which

appears in ON. prostr (Norw. trost, trast, Sw.

trast, Da. trost) :-OTeut. "frastu*, commonly
referred to Indo-Eur. *trozdu-s, whence L. turdus

l*trzdo-\ OPruss. tresde, and Lett, strands, Lith.

strazdas, all meaning 'thrush'. Cf. also OSlav.

drozg" and Russ. drozd". (See Suolahti, Deutsche

Vogelnamen 1909, 51-54-)
App. in origin distinct from THRUSH, though the derivative

forms of the latter, tkrutckel, thrusshill m ME., droschel.

druschel_ in Ger.^come very near to ^ostU^hrustle^
MHCr.
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1. A thrush; esp. the song-thrush or mavis,
Turdus musicus. Now only literary and dial.
In many M E. passages, esp. in alliterative veise,

'
throstle

'

1 Le oysel est merle apeld, Neir est (v. r. Veu lay] en yuer& en este" '. Chaucer, also, in Rom. Rest 665 translates
' UtUtt [? merles] et mauvis',ThrusteIs f Terins, and Maniv,

.

(O.E_.T.)_2o68 Turdella, orostlc. t 900

1876 J. WATTS Brit. Manuf. III. 138 The throstle, an
extension and modification of the original spinning-frame,. .

is employed in the spinning
of yarn for warps. 1877 KNIGHT

Diet; Meek. s. v., 1 he throstle derived its name from the

singing or humming which it occasioned.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. in sense I, as throstle-

throat, -wing; throstle-like adj. ;
throstle-breast

{Mining) : see quot. ; throstle-nest, applied
attrib. to a form of stag's horn (see quot 1785).
See also THROSTLE-COCK.

1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet., *Throstlebrcst, a kind of Ore
or rather Knockings, mixt with a brown Tuft, xooa K.

CAMPBELL in Temple Bar Mag. CXXVI. 106 Mary's
* throstle-like voice. 1785 BARKER in Phil. Trans. LXXv.
354 Horns. .which park-keepers in this part of the country
call "throstle-nest horns,. .the upper part, .is branched out

into a number of short antlers which form an hollow about

large enough to contain a thrush's nest 1898 Westm. Gaz.

5 Mar. 8/1 Antlers of the 'throstle nest 'type. 17.. Jolly
Hind Squire viii. in Child Ballads n. (1884) 429/^2

The
thristle-throat is the next that sings Unto the nightingale,

1681 CHETHAM Angler's Vade-m. xxxiv. 14 (1689) 190

Feathers of. ."Throstle-wing.

b. in sense 2, as throstle-frame (= 2), -piecer

(PlECER 2), -spindle, -spinner, -spinning, -yarn.

1833 URE Philos. Manuf. 23 The water twist, or throstle

cotton mills. Ibid. 40 A throstle frame made in the best

manner. Ibid. 71 The throstle twist, which has been so

largely exported of late years. 1844 G. DODO Textile

Manuf. \. 35 The roller principlet
modified in a manner. .

represented by the throstle machine, is that by which the

strong and hard yarns are produced. i86 Illustr. Land.

News XLI. 558/3 The Throstle Spinner . . has an assistant,

called the Throstle Doffer, a little girl or boy. 1884

W. S. B. M'LAREN Spinning viii. (ed. 2) 150 There are four

methods of spinning worsted, three of which come under the

head of throstle frames. . .The fourth is the mule.

Thro'stle-cock. The male throstle or song-

thrush ;
dial, the male missel-thrush.

cijoo Thrush * Night, m in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 55

Threstelkok, thou hauest wrong. 1386 CHAUCER Sir

Thopas 58 (Harl.) The brostilcok Iv. rr. thruste|.,-il-] maad
eek his lay. c 1430 LYDG. Mi*. Poems. (Percy Soc.) 203 The

thruschylcok nor the feldfare. 1530 PALSGR. 281/1 Thrustell

cocke, mauluis. a 1600 MONTGOMERY Misc. Poems xli. 5

The thissell-cok {tie] cryis On louers vha lyis. 1604 DRAY-

TON Oiale 220 The warbling Throstle Cocke. 1825 JAMIESON,

Thrissel-cock, the MisseUhrush or Sbrite, Turdus visci-

vorus, Gesner ; the Throstle-cock of the North of England.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. ill. 169 A throstle-cock beside

him broke Into the sweetest of his song.

[Throstling. Probably in origin a misprint or

other error for throttling. See quots.

. WEBSTER ; and' m
later Dictionaries ; but not known to Veterinary Surgery.)

Throte, Throttene, obs. ff. THROAT, THIRTEEN.

Throttle (prf*' 1). sb- Forms: 6 throtal,

throttil, 7 dial, thrattle, 8 throtle, 6- throttle.

[Has the form of a dim. of throte, THROAT: cf.

Ger. drossel, dim. of OHG. dret^a throat. But

the late appearance of the word (I55) its aPP-

THROTTLE.

synonymy with the earlier THROPPLE (<-iJ7;
the earlier existence of THBOTTLK v., com!
make its actual

history perplexing.

wyU A 1*50 CHvtff Xieht. 1659 paruor* anan to hire cherde
Prusche and brostle and wudewale. 1303 K. HKUNNK Hamil.
Synne 7480 A fend ofhelle Yn a lykenes ofa bryd. A '

(>rosl yl
'

ys be name kyd. c 1350 Will. 1'aleme 820 Bobe be >rusch& pe brustele hi xxxti of bobe. 13.. Minor Poems fr.
yernoit MS. xlvL 181 pe brestel song ful schille. 1375
BAKBOUR Bruce v. 4 Byrdis smale. As thristill and be nychl.
ingale. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolb) I. 237 Whan somer is

hole
prpstel synge^> wib mery note. 1403 riottingham Kec.

II. 20, j. caige cunlj. tnrostyll. 1440 Promp. Parv.ws/l
Thrustylle, bryd (P. thrusshill or thrustyll), merula. c 1450
Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 188 Turdut auis est. g[allice]

mauuys, an[glice] throstle. 1483 Cath. Angl. 386/2 A
Thrpstelle, tnauisctis. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) I. 293
Agrippina the Empresse . . had a Black-bird or a Throstle . .

which could counterfeit mans speech. 1604 DRAYTON Owle
1259 The jocund Throstle, for his varying Note, Clad by the

Eagle in a speckled Cote. 1661 WALTON Angler i. (ed. 3) 10
How doth the Black-bird and Thrassel . . bidwelcome to the
cheerful

Spring ! 1668 CHARLETON Onomast. 83 Turdus,. .

the Thrush, Song-Thrush, Throssle, or Mavis. 1766 PEN-
NANT Zool. (1768) I. 226 The throstle is the finest of our

hinging birds. 1798 WORDSW. Tables Turned iv, And hark 1

how blithe the throstle sings ! 1841 BROWNING Pippn Passes,
Oh, Lark, be day's apostle To mavis, merle and throstle.

2. A spinning-machine for cotton, wool, etc., a
modification of that originally called a water-

frame ; differing from a mule in having a continu-

ous action, the processes of drawing, twisting, and

winding being carried on simultaneously.
As to the reason of the name see quot 1877.

1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic^ ihisconstruction
of a water spinning-frame is called a throstle. 1835 UKK
Philos. Manuf. no Both systems of spinning, namely, the

continuous or by throstles, and the discontinuous or by mules.

^
ens*

-1 rvidently a noun of action from (he
vb., and might be treated as a OMbd word]
1. I he throat. Now chiefly dial.

'547 SUK.KY tf.Htia iv. 3^1 Amid hit throUl hi. voite
likewise gan tlick [L. tajc/amitu, >,., |, e v

Li
from the Throtle to the

TV. L -e
} '

.

B""'OID Miurin Hum. Life rx.
38 The neck of each bottle hhe thrum down her throttle.

1813 t .COOPEK Pioneer, xxxiv, Under the gratp which the
steward held on his throttle. tSrt B. 'I AYLO fatal (1(75)
1. VL 109 Now, here's a bottle, Wherefrom, sometimes. I wet
my throttle.

b. The larynx. Now rare.

1615 CROOKI Body e/ Man 761 Becuue the actions of
the Ihrottle or Larynx are perfourmed with voluntary
motion, Nature hath giuen il muscles. 1046 Sii T. Baown
Pseud. Ep. IIL xxvu. 174 The windepipe..in this birde
[bittern].. hath no Larinx or throttle to qualinc the sound.
1903 Daily Chron. 16 Mar. 3/4 He used to carry home to
me. .from his anatomy class. .the throttles of all kindi of
animab ! chickens, sheep and cows. You would imagine
that these cartilaginous larynxes, red from the operating
table, would have disgusted me.

C. trans/. The throat or neck of a bottle.
a 1845 HOOD Public Dinner ii, Certain bottles Made long

in the throttles.

2. (See quot.)
a 1864 GESNER Coal, Petrol., etc. (1865) 79 The throttles.,

are small flues which distribute the heat around the stilL

t3. The act of throttling or fact of being throttled;

choking, suffocation. Obs. rare~'.
i6as Nt.Hvt.lr.AleMiansGuiinand'Al/. 1. 24 Theycramme

their crawes like so many Capons in a Coope, till they can
swallow no more, and so die of the throttle.

4. Short for throttle-valve (see 5) ; also a similar

valve in a motor engine.
1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Throttle. (Steam.) A name

for the Throttle valve. 1903 Times 30 Apr. 3/2 He had
slowed down. .the motor-cycle, .and had almost dosed the
throttle. 1907 Ibitl. 30 May 4/6 An experienced driver con-
trolled the throttle and could pull up at once. 1906 Ibid.

6 Apr. 7/1 He was on watch in the engine-room and standing
near the throttles.

5. attrib. and Comb., as (in sense I) throttle bone,

-pipe, (in sense 4) as throttle control; throttle

damper, an adjustable damper for a flue, etc.

working like a throttle-valve; throttle-lever, a

lever for opening or closing a throttle or throttle-

valve ; throttle-valve (probably from the vb.), a

valve for regulating the supply of steam, esp. to the

cylinder of a steam-engine.
1681 GREW Musxum I. n. i. 11 The 'Throttle Bone of a

Male Aquiqui. 1910 Westm. Gat. 10 Feb. 5/1 The "throttle

control is well worth careful attention. 1884 KNIGHT Diet.

Mech., Supp. s. v., A "throttle damper, with arrow and

quadrant, tor regulating the passage oflhe flue and register-

ing the same. [1864 WEBSTER, "Throttle-lever. i88a SCVDDER
Noah Webster vi. 184 He seems., to have his hand close to

the throttle-lever without knowing it. 163* BROKE Northern
Lass m. iii, I'le cut your "thrattle-pipe. 1814 R. STUART
Hist. Steam Engine 129 A cock or valve, called the

throttle-valve or regulator, placed on the pipe conveying
the steam from the boiler. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 2564
Throttle-valve, .in the Watt engine.. a disk turning on an

axis, and occupying in its transverse position the bore of

the main steam-pipe .. frequently an ordinary
conical valve

with a stem operated by a screw. 1899 F. I. BULLEN Log
Sea-vjaif2$2 The grey-headed chief-engineer stood by the

grunting machinery, his hand on the throttle-valve.

Throttle (brc't'l), v. Forms : 5 throtel, 5-6

throtil, 5-7 throtle, 6-7 thrattle, thratle. 7

thrattell, ? throatle, 6- throttle. [Late ME.
throtel, -il, perh. f. THBOAT + -LE suffix\
App. not derived from THROTTLE sb., which appears i)o

years later. The Ger. drosseln (much later), now only in

erdrosseln, is from drossel sb., so that drossel* and to

throttle are not in their history parallel.)

1. trans. To stop the breath of by compressing
the throat, to strangle ;

to kill in this way ; loosely,

to stop the breath of in any way, to choke, suffocate.

The original meaning may have been ' to take or

seize by the throat '. Also rejl.

In some early quots. the meaning appears to be '
to kill

by cutting or stabbing the throat
'

(rendering \*. jufulart).

01400-50 Alexander 4813 pan come bai blesnand till a

barme oia brent lawe, Ne?e throtild with be thik aire &
thrange in bare andes. c 1400 Dettr. Troy 12752 pan enlrid

this Eneist,..And, with a thricche in the throle, throtlet

the kyng. i43-so tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 181 His felawes

taken by Antonius,..caste in to prison, were tl

pnsonc by *.v - _.

(Rhem.) Mall, xviii. 28 He found one of his fellow-seruanu

. .and . . thralled him saying Repay that thou owest. IM
ROWLANDS Greene's Ghost is One of them thralled hin

sore by the wind.pipe, that he could make no noise, but

sodainly sunke to the ground. 1009 HOLLAND Amm.
Marcetl 349 Pall.idius. .knit his necke in an halter, and to

throtled himselfe, and died. 1693 DRYDIN Persiuf Sat. ill

199 His Throat half throtled with corrupted
-

Swirr Misc., True Ene. Dean ix, nier^throttle_lhj^seH
with an Ell of strong Tape. 1816 SCOTT BL Dw*rfv\\,

The dog.. pulled down and throttled one of the hermit s

she-goafs. 1861 Gto. ELIOT Silti .'/. i. iii. Hold your

tongue..', said Godfrey,.. 'else 111 throttle you .

47-a



THBOTTLED.

b. trans/. To tie something tightly round the

neck of; to compress by fastening something round,

1863 BRIERLKY Wavcrlow 228 The lower [portion of these

figures] was.. 'throttled
1

in unyielding pantaloons. 1866

GEO. ELIOT F. Halt v, Let a man once throttle himself with
a satin stock. 1860 BLACKMORE Lorna D. xxxv, I never had
throttled a finger oefore, and it [the ring] looked very queer
. .upon my great . . hand.

c. itilr. or absol.

1837 CAHLVLE Fr. Rev. III. in. iv, Party tugging and

throttling with Party might have suppressed and smothered
one another.

2. a. To check or break off (utterance) as if

choking ; f in q,t. 1610, to utter in a choking voice.

1582 STANYHURST /Kneis iv. (Arb.) 108 Her talck in the

mydel, with this last parlye, she throtled. 1590 SHAKS.
Mids. N. v. i. 97, 1 haue scene them shiuer and looke pale, . .

Throttle their practiz'd accent in their feares. 1610 TOFTE
Honours Acad. \. 80 With a hollow voice, he thralled

forth these few words. My dearest friends, let me intreat

you [etc.].

b. fig. To stop forcibly the utterance of (a person
or thing).
1641 MILTON Anhnadv. iLWks. 1851 III. 205 And thus you

throttle your selfe with your owne Similies. 1647 TRAIT
Cotiitn. Mark iii. 2 It is a brave thing to throttle envy, to

stop an evil mouth. 1838 EMERSON Address,Cambr.,Mass,
Wks. (Bohn) II. 196 The injury to faith throttles the

preacher. 1901 Scotsman 7 Mar. 6/2 If it were given any
quarter, it would throttle Parliament.

3. intr. To undergo suffocation ; to choke.

1566 [implied in throttling ppl. a.]. 01687 H. MORE in

Life R. Ward (1710) 208 She dyed without any Fever,..
drawing her Breath a while as one asleep, without threading.
1828-32 WEBSTER, Throttle..?. To breathe hard, as when
nearly suffocated. 1909 Weslm. Gaz. 21 Aug. 3/1 The child
throttled and died in my arms.

4. trans. To check or stop the flow of (a fluid in

a tube, etc.) esp. by means of a valve, or by com-
pression ; to regulate the supply of steam or gas
to (an engine) in this way. (Cf. throttle-valve in

prec. sb. 5.)

1875 R. F. MARTIN tr. Havrez' Winding Mach. 75 It

would be better to use the steam expansively, rather than
to throttle it by means of the regulator. 1884 R. WILSON in
PallMall G. 19 May 11/2 How..can the pressure be reduced
from two inches or more to eight-tenths? By throttling
the gas at the meter or at the burner. 1898 Aubutt's Syst.
Med. V. 932 As the stenosis throttles the wave the increased

velocity of the blood is counteracted by the rising pressure
in the aorta. 1907 Daily Chron. 29 July 5/5 The [motor)
bus started skidding. 1 throttled the engine and stuck to

my seat as long as 1 could.

Hence Throttled (prjvt'ld) ///. a., Thro-ttling
vbl. sb. and ///. a. ; also Thro'ttler, one who or
that which throttles : see also quot. 1805.
1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, ix, The huntsman then withdrew

the hounds from the "throttled stag. 1906 Westm. Gas.
14 Nov. 9/2 The motor-car.. has grown out of knowledge.
Pneumatic tyres, multiple cylinders, a throttled engine,
electric ignition,..are a few of the leading improvements.
1859 M*x MULLER Sc. Lang. ix. (1861) 367 All who have
seen.. the statue of Laokoon ..may realise what those
ancients felt . . when they called sin anhas, or the "throttler.

1889 Nat. Relig. xv. 404 An enemy had been called a
throttler. 1895 Funk's Standard Diet., Throttlcr. . 2. A
throttle-valve, or an engine having one. a 1687 "Throatling
[see 3]. 1826 SCOTT Jrnl. 30 May, A sort of throttling
sensation. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola xxii,[He] might easily
check any rebellious movement by the threat of throttling.
1875 R. F. MARTIN tr. ffavree' Winding Mach. 79 The
throttling of the steam at the regulator. 1566 STUDLEY tr.

Seneca, Agam. E vij, The old mans *thratlyng throt I sawe
(alas) I saw yborde With cruell Pirrhus blade [seuis in
iugulo Telum Pyrrhi. .tingui], 1700 DRYDEN Pal. gf Arc.
in. 406 The throttling quinsey 'tis my star appoints. 1830
SCOTT Demonol. i. 43 The broken cry of deer mangled by
throttling dogs.

Throu, obs. form of THROUGH.

tThronch, through (>% JH-OX")- Sc. Obs.
Also 6 thrugh, throch, throuche. [History and
etymology unknown.
All the forms cited occur also as spellings of THROUGH

s6.\ but it is difficult to see any connexion with that word,
unless it be that both are rectangular and flat.]A sheet (of paper).
1502 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 343 For xxj thrugh of

ymagery to be patrownis to the broudstar,. .xxj s. 1546
Ibid. VIII. 450 For xij throuchis of Lumbart paper to be
patroms for chargeouris of gunnis,. .ij s. 1556-7 Edinburgh
burgh Rec. 9 Jan., To tak the inuentar of the habilite of
all personis and thequantite of thair substance, and wryting
the samyn, quhilk was xxviij throch of paper. 1572 Satir.
Poems Reform, xxxiii. Ded. 5 To quhome can I this lytill
throuch propyne, Bot vnto ane of excellent ingyne ? a 1578
LiNDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 407 The Ca!r.
dinal held ane throch of paper to the king and causit him
wr l "is handwreit thairon. 1590 in ActsofSederunt (1790)18 i hat all letteris that contemis mair nor ane throuche of
paper, that everie battering, and end ofthe throuche, sail be
subscnvit be him. 1618 Rec. Elgin (New Spald. Cl.) I 217
r or writm of half ane through of paper.

Through, sb)- Obs. exc. Sc. and north, dial.

(hroxM'rjt'f.kuf). Forms: 1 thru(u)ch, throuch,
1-3 pruh, (i pryh), 4 throuj, prouhwe, 4-5
prtigh, J>rou;, 4-6 throgh(e, 4-6 (9 Sc.) thrugh,
5 thrughe, throw(e, throh, 6 threwgh, Sc.
throch, throwoh, throuohe, throoht, throuoht
7 throughe, 6- through; 6- Sc. throuch (o
threuch, thruch, throooh, north, dial, thruff).
0. 4 thoru, 5 thorow, thorw, thurwhe, thwrwe,
thurgh, 6 thorgh, thorowgh, 7 thorough

372

. pruh, a fern. cons, stem, oblique cases fryh,

cogn. with ON. pr6 fern. (pi. prcer) a receptacle
hollowed out, a tube, chest, trough, whence stein-

fr6 stone-chest, stone-coffin ; cf. also OHG. drAha,

truha (MHG. truhe, trtuhe, Ger. truAe), which

agrees in sense, but not in the initial consonant :

see Kluge Etymol. Worterb.]

fl. (Only in OE.) A trough, pipe, channel for

water. [So ON. fro
1

trough, watering trough.]
(1700 EpinalCloss. (O.E.T.) 1000 Tubo, thruu[c]h [Corpus

oVun, Erfurt thruch]. Ibid. 232 Caractis [caiaractes],

uua[e]terthruch[CV2*K.r uueterbruh, Erfurt uaeterthrouch j.

/r 900 O. E, Martyrol. 2 Sept., pa sesomnodon J,a sticceo hi

in ba bruh, burh pa be bat waiter fleow j ba ne meahte bait

waeter flowan.

f 2. A hollow receptacle for a dead body : orig.

perh. a stone cist or coffin ; hence a coffin generally,
e. g. of wood ; also a grave, tomb, sepulchre. Obs.

agoo tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. xiv. [xi.l (1890) 296 J>a wa5s se

lichoma sponne lengra bare |>ryh. c 1000 jELFRic Horn. I.

216 Twegen jelyfede men . .bebyrisdon his lie XT aefene, on
niwere 3ryh. Ibid. II. 262 pa ^eSafode Pilatus bset hi . . 3a
3ruh ge-innsejelodon. c 1275 Passion of our Lord 511 in

O. E. Misc. 51 Ioseph..hyne leyde in one |mih of stone.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24637 (Edin.) Al til his bruh bai Jrang.

13.. Ibid. 17288+ 13 (Cott.) Our lord opend not his thrugh
when he ros at morne. 13.. Guy Warui. (A.) 7306+51. 296
pay tok a brou} of marbelston, & leyd his bodi ber-inanon.

13.. Propr. Sanct. 179 (Vernon MS.) in Herrig's Archiv
tXXXI. 83 On domus-day, Al vre brouhwes pen schul

ouerbrowe, c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 15570 Now he is ded &
lith In throw [rime now), c 1410 Chron. Eng. (Ritson) 747
Ant leggen in a throh of ston. 1483 Cath. Angl. 386/2 A
Thrugbe (A. Throghe), mauseolum..cippus',..vbi a grawe.
p. 13.. Cursor M. 17300 (Cott.) pan bai badd be-for ham

call pat gett [v. r. kepte] be thoru be knightes all. c 1400
Trevisa's Higden (Rolls) VII. 535 (MS. (3) On caas je mowe
kepe my body, .lay

hit in a thorow [MS. y, brouj] of stoon
and heleth hit with a lidde of lede. a 1450 Thurghis [see
THRO a. 1 1 b].

3. A large slab of stone, etc. laid upon a tomb ;

a flat grave-stone or grave-cover ; also, a table

gravestone resting on feet. (See THROUGH-STONE 1.)
a 1350 St. Nicholas 384 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 16

Enterd he was in toumbe of stone And a marble thrugh laid
him opon. 1523 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 174 To lay oppon
my body & Alicie my wif a conveniente thrughe of stone.

1560 in Edinb. Burgh Rec. 62 To reparrall the kirk, to lay
the throwchis thairof of new and sparge the samyn. 1593
Rites ofDurham (Surtees 1903) 15 Two lyons. .artificially

wrought and sett forth all in brasse marueilously beautifyinge
the said through of marble. 1606 [see THORTERSOHE)! 1630
Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 185 Through the ignorance or negli.

THROUGH.

|

b. That goes, extends, or conveys through the

I

whole of a long distance or journey without inter-

[ ruption, or without change; as a through train,
passenger, line of railway, fare, ticket, traffic.

1845 Boston (Mass.) Transcript 29 Nov. 3/2 Through
tickets may be obtained for Montreal. 1846 Iloston (Mass.)

i Traveller 2 July, Through trains from Boston. 1858
HAWTHORNE fr. f, It. N-'-
through tickets to Paris

It. Note-Bks. (1872) I. i Having taken
Paris by way of Folkestone and Bou-

logne. 1861 JEFFERSON DAVIS Message to Confederate

gence of the sexton or others, . . the throughs and fl

have been brooke, and once taken up never so well
downe. a 1663 Bp. BRAMHALL Will, I to be buried in the
middle alley within the churche of Alhallowes in Ponte-
fracte under the greateblewe through at the end of the Maior
and Aldresses stall. 1777 Bothkennar Par. Reg. 8 July,
in N. ff Q. gth Ser. II. 237/1 John Simpson, tenant in Croft-

head, hath 2 lairs with throughs in the churchyard of
Bothkennar. 1804 STAGG Misc. Poems (1808) 4 Then great
Job Bruff gat on a thruff. 1864 W. CHAMBERS Hist. Peebles.
295 Tbrouchs or flat table-like stones.

Through, si. z : see THBOUCH.

ThrOUgh(pr),rf.3 Also Z-gdial. thruff (prof).
[f. THROUGH adv. or adj., sometimes due to ellipsis
of a sb.]
L = THOROUGH sb. 2. dial.

1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. 10 June an. 1777,
Mixes it with the sand and mart, which is thrown out in

making their elaborate thruffs, or sub-drains.

2. = THROUGH-STONE 2
.

1805 [see THROUGH-STONE '] i88 Craven Gloss., Thruff,
a bond stone, or thorough stone. 1846 BROCKETT N. C.

give great stability.
1892 J. T. BENT RitUuddUu Mashonaland'n. 97 Most of
them [the stones] run back into the wall irregularly, acting
in the same way as throughs in our dry-built walls.

3. A ladder-rung that goes through the sides, local.

1899 N. , Q. 9th Ser. III. 76/2 Ladders are often made
with three or four flat bars, longer than the rounded ones,
and projecting sufficiently on each side to admit a wooden
peg. ..These are called flat rungs, sometimes 'throuzhs'
(thrufs).

Through (pr), a. [attrib. nse of THROUGH
adv., primarily used with verbal sbs., nouns of
action, agent-nouns, and the like, derived from
vbs. qualified by the adv., or with ellipsis of a pple.of such a verb, as in through (going) way ; after-
wards in various extended or transferred uses.]
1. That passes, extends, or affords passage through

something. (See also THOROUGH a. i j THROUGH- 2.)
spec. Of a bolt, rivet, etc. : Passing through the whole

thickness of that in which it is fixed : see also through-bolt
s.v THROUGH- 2. Through bridge : see quot. 1877. Through,
lights : see THOROUGH-LIGHT.
"5*3 [see tkrough-serewe, -sfan/it in THROUGH- 2] a 1578

fef THROUGH-PASSAGE]. 1596 SPENSER Stale Irel. Wks.
(Globe) 614/1 Was there not a through way then made
by the swoord for the imposing of lawes uppon them?
1605 BACON Ado. Learn, n. ii. 14 The opennesse and
through passage of the world . . were appointed to be in the
same ages. 1865 Owe a Week TO June 679/1 Buildinghouses back to back without any

'

through
f
ventilation

1877 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Through-bridge, one in which the
track rests on the lower stringer, in contradistinction to a
rfr*-bridge. 1889 WELCH Text Bk. Naval Archit. iv. 74
llie rivets are of two kinds, through (or clenched) and tap.

Congress Amer. 18 Nov., The construction of this. .line
would give us a through route from North to South. 1861
Sat. Rev.j Sept. 236 Jhe through traffic to Scotland has
been carried on by eight independent Companies. 1884
Gt. West. Railw. Time Tables July 10 The direct Through
Trains between Aldgate and Richmond. 1890 Daily News
12 Nov. 7/2 Any railway to which there is through booking
from Aldershot. 1893 EARL DUNMORE Pamirs I. 83 A few
merchants carry on a through trade between India and
Turkestan. 1905 Sat. Rev. 21 Oct. 522/2 What with the
through travellers and the.. traffic, there was no lack of
variety.

c. Of an organ-stop : Extending through the
whole compass of the keyboard.
1881 C. A. EDWARDS Organs 146 All the foundation., stops

ofa really good organ should be through stops.

f2. Going through or affecting the whole of

something ;
= THOROUGH a. 2. Obs.

Through coal, or through and through coal, coal as it

comes from the pit, i. e. large and small mixed indiscrimi-
nately.

154* UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 80 That the! might, .haue a
through sight in it. 1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 49From a through beholding the worlhines of the subiect.
1607 HIERON Wks. I. 462 To speake of a true and through
reformation. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Ret. in. 211 There
was not a Grievance, .to which there was not a through
Remedy applied. 1696 VANBRUGH Relapse Epil. 22 You
never saw a through republican a finish 'd beau. 1710 PRI.
DEAUX Orig. Tithes li. 69 If on through search and
examination they were approved of.

Through, v. Sc. rare. ? Obs. [f. THROUGH
prep, and adv. : cf. THOROUGH v.l]
1. trans. To carry through, put through, carry

into effect. Hence Throu'ghing vbl. sb.

1638 R. BAIU.IE Lett. $ yrnls. (1841) I. 74 His father's

throughing of Perth articles. 1716 WodrowCorr. (1843) II.

172, 1 am mistaken ifthis way they get theirdesignthroughed.
2. inlr. To get through ; to succeed. To make

to through, to make good, prove.
1786 BURNS BrigsofAyr 175 Faith ye've said enough, And

muckle mair than ye can mak to through. 1863 IANKT
HAMILTON Poems $ Ess. 56 We've throught weel and thrivin
this mony a year.

Through (pra, brw), prep, and adv. From
c 1 700, abbreviated thro1

;
in i5-i8th c., without ',

thro. Forms: see below. [OE. SurA, lurh,
Northnmb. Herh, a Common WGer. prep, and
adv. : cf. OFris. (from *thurch) thruch, truck

(WFris. troch, NFris. truch, track} ; OS. thurh,
thuru, *thurih (MLG. dorch, db'rch, dor, dor, LG.
dor, dSr, MDu. door, dore, dore, deur, dor, dur,
Du. door) ; OHG. duruh, durih, duri, dur (MHG.
durch, diirch, dur, diir, Ger. durch, dial, dur,
dor). Not in Scandinavian : in Gothic with
different ablaut gradefairh (=ierh) ; prob. cases
of a sb., belonging to a pre-Teut. ablaut-series

*terk-, fork-, trk- to bore : cf. Goth. bairkS hole,
and OHG. durhil, MHG. diinkel, ditrkel, OE.
"tyrhil,byrel bored, perforated : cf. THIRL sb. OE.
purh with full stress became furuk, now THO-
BOUGH, as burh has become borough,furhfurrow,
etc. ; when unstressed and proclitic, burh became
P&r, and with metathesis frith, fru, throii, thro".

The unstressed forms naturally prevailed in proclitic

prepositional use, and the stressed in the adverb,
and its derived adj. and sb. But with the re-

stressing of the prep, thrti as through (J>rfi), this

form has also become possible as an adverb, while
on the other hand the stressed THOROUGH also sur-

vives as an archaic form of the preposition beside
the normal through. Thurf is an early phonetic
development oipurh, and thrufz. more recent one
of pruh, similar to (rof) for rough, dwarf from

dwergh, (barf) for Bargh, (bruf) ha Burgh (place-
names), ('nrf) for enough, (h^f) for though, etc.

The metathesis of pruh for purh occurs already
c 1 300 in a s. w. text

;
but otherwise in ME. is

usually northern. From Caxton onwards it was
the standard English form.
See Note under THOROUGH prep, and adv.]
A. Illustration of Forms.

For disyllabic forms fitreh, furtth, ^urow, etc. i see
THOROUGH.

o. i purs (pern), 1-3 porh (i porch), 1-4 purh,
2-4 porch, 3 Orni. purrh, 3-4pur3, porj, thurj,
3-5 purgh, 4 porgh, porghe, pourh, pour;,
(pour), 4-5 pourgh, thourgh, thurghe, thorgh,
4-6 thurgh, 5 thorj, purje, pour;e, (thour), Sc.

thourch. Also 3 purp, porp, 4 purth, pur^th,
5 thourth, (dorth) ; 4-5 thurght, thorght, 5
purght.
(Final f, 9, is frequently a scribal error for final j, and th



THROUGH.
a copyist's error for ch \ in Scotch t was often added to -c/i,

-gh, or -/A.)

a 700 Hpinal Glass. (O.E.T.) 741 Per sendoteruitt, borh

ludgaet. Ibid. 757 Peranticiptitionein, borch[r/M-/dorh]
obst, a8co CYNEWULF Elene 289 purh wit^ena wordseryno.
4x900 purh [see B. I. 7b]. 1:950 Lindisf. Gosp. Markxv. 10

>erh aefist [Rustiw. flaerh acfcstej ^esaldon hine. c 1000

Fates 12 Apostles i3(Gr.) purg Nerones nearo-searwe. ciooo

Ags. Gosp. ibid.. Durh andan hine sealdon. a 1175 Cvtt.

Horn. 223 Ealle ping ;eworhcte god burch his worda. a 1200

Moral Ode 282 pe suneje buro sihte. ciaoo purrh [see B.

I. 7]. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 681. & regnede britti }er wel
bor [a. rr. boru, burgh, thorugh, prough] alle pinge. 13..
Cursor M. 11070 (Gutt.) All be cunthre thurght, c 1350Will. Palerne 4219 pourh ?our help. 13 . . Caw. fif Gr. A nt.

310 pur} ryalmes so mony. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. 1. 32
Thorw [C. Thorgh] wyn and borw women bere was Loth
acombred. 1393 Ibid. C. XXL 399 So bat borgh gyle was

geten, borwe grace is now y.wonne. c 1380 WYCLIF Serm.
Sel. Wks. 1. 392 pour; Samarie and be cuntre ofGalile. 1:1386
CHAUCER Frankl. T. 137 Eterne god that thurgh [v. rr.

thour, burgh, bourgh, boruhej thy purueiance Ledest the

world. 1410 Thourh [see B. II. 5 b]. 14*5 Seven Sag.
(P.) 522 Thourth the emperours commandement. c 1440

Thorgh [see B. I, 2]. c 1450 Merlin ii. 32 He hadde
resceyved deth thourgh me. c 1460 Lauiifal 1031 The lady
rod dorth Cardevyle. c 1460 Thourth ; 1511 Thurgh [see

B.H. ii B.I. il

P. 3 pruh, 4 prouj, 5 proughe, throw}e,
thru}, thrughe, (drogh, trogh), 5-6 thrugh,
throughe, 5-7 throgh, 6 throwgh(e, 5- through
(8- abbrev. thro'); 4 thru, Sc. thrw, threu,
threw, 4-7 (chiefly Sc.) throu, 4-8 (-9 Sc. or dial.)

throw, 5 pro, 5-9 thro, 6 throwe, Sc. throuw ;

Sc. 4-6 throuch, 6 thruch, thrwch, throwch,
7 throohe,8 throoh; 5 throght, (troght), 5-6 Sc.

throcht, 6 thrujht, Sc. thruoht, throueht.
la 1300 Prayer to Virrin 8 in O. E. Misc. (1872) 195 Bote

bu bruh bin milde mod bringe me out of sunne. loid. 19.

13. . Thru, throu [see B. 1. 1 b, 70). c 1350 Witt. Palernt

459 Mi wicked
eyisen..

lad mynhert brou^Toking bis langour
to drye. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce i. 137 Throuch thar aller

hale assent. Ibid. 533 Destroyit throw pwsoune. c 1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints x. (Mat/tout 52 Thrw sorcery & felone gyle.
Ibid, xiii.

2 (Marcus) 49 Threw be schewynge Of be ewangele.
ibid. xxvi. (Hfyclwlas) 806 Blyndyt threu gret cowatise.

c 1400 Soiudone Bab. 2526 He . . hade pardon Throgh prayere
and specialle grace, c 1400 Destr. Troy 1129 Thrugh lemys
of light. Ibid. 4977 pro mony long chaumburs. c 14*5 Eng.
Cony. Irel. 18 The gret peril that myght he-fall hym. .drogh
the owt-comen folk pat was thus in-to the land I -com. Ibid.

26 Trogh al thynge. Ibid. 28 That thou ne hast y-done

troght some grete lette. c 1470 HENRY Wallace vm. 709
Throcht falsheid, and thar subtilite. 1484 CAXTON Patlu

of&sop v. viii, The serpent. .slewe the child through his

venym. 1487-8 Throwje [see B. I. 4). c 1489 Thrughe [see

B. I. i h]. a 1500 Cokwolds Daunce 105 in Hazl. E. P. P.

I. 43 Ffor that was thrujht a chans. 1500-10 DUNBAR
Poems xlii. 81 Thrucht Skornes noss thai put a prik.

Throueht (see B. I. 3]. 1508 Gold. Targe 28 Doun throu

the ryce a ryuir ran. 1533 Col. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 396

Such merchunds..as cum throw Oxmantown. I54S-7 ">

Archxologia XXXIV. 41 Throwgh the weke. 1596 Throuch

[see B. II. 4]. 1674 BREVINT Saul at Endor 140 [He] may
fall..thro a broken bridge. 111679 HOBBES Rhet. (1681)

this skore. 01758 Bonny Tvieedside i, 111 awa' to

bonny Tweed side, And see my deary come throw.

y. 3-4 purf, 3-6 thurf, 8-9 (dial.) thruff.

<ri90 St. Brendan 149 in S. Eng. Leg. I 223 purf cure

louerdes grace. 01300 Fragtn. Pop. Sc. (Wright) 1. ii

Thurf dai & thurf m?t. a 1500 Childe of Bnstowe 520 in

Hazl. E. P. P.I. 129 Thurf your good Jie
is save, a 1800

153 Go thruff yon reed-bed home.

B. Signification.
I. prep. The preposition expressing the relation

of transition or direction within something from

one limit of it to the other : primarily in reference

to motion in space, hence in various derived senses.

1. From one end, side, or surface to the other or

opposite end, side, or surface of (a body or a

space) by passing within it ; usually implying into,

at one end, side, etc. and out of at the other.

inniieonses <jctuu^v pw - . ,
-= -

bit neJwe seat. CI4 Destr. Troy 4977 Led were to
s

Peel neiirwc AC*** " T' ,
' ,' AI

lordes bro mony long chaumburs..burgh mony gay Alys.

1446 Registr. Aberdin. (Maitl. Cl.) I. 245 A lonyng lyand

w themur betwix twa aid stane dykes. 1400 L-AXTON

...sydos xv. 60 Fyres. .sodaynly sente throughe the' cloude

in grete tempeste and murmure. iSi FISHER Wks. (1876)
,
K

. L .L_. 1_
.1.....**^ the deserte. 1557 N. T.

I

brow the mur betwix twa aid stane dykes. 149=

Eneydos xv. 60 Fyres. .sodaynly sente throughe th

in grete tempeste and murmure. IS" FISHER H>

>To condyth that people thurgh the deserte. I'

(Genev.)7tf/< iv. 4 He must nedes go through [1526 ItN-

DALEthorowe] Samaria. irJosCAMDEN Rent. 15.3
An extrearr

cold winde passed throgh his sides.

,,tR THArwyRAY Van. fair xxxn, wcorgc..w3 .j...& ..

dead, with a buTt through his heart! Mod. There is a path

'

Is"
8
Denoting transmission of light, or of sight,

by an aperture or a transparent medium; alsi

(See also LOOK v. 20, SEE v. 24.)

13. . Cursor M. 11229 (Golt.) pe sune beme gas thru
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thoru] be glas. c 1386 CHAUCER Jfnt.'s T. 217 Thurgh a
wyndow..He cast his eye vpon Emclya. 1640 NABBES
Bride in. ii, A pigmie that cannot be discerned but through
a multiplying glas. 1704 POPE Disc. Past. Poetry $ 5 Piety
to the Gods should shine through the Poem. 1766 GOLDSM.
Vic. W. xvi. These instances of cunning, which she thought
impenetrable, yet which everybody saw through. 1851
DICKENS Bleak Ho. viii, M rs. Pardiggle . . had been regarding
him through her spectacles.

O. In reference to a (more distant or fainter)
sound heard simultaneously with another (nearer
or louder) which does not ' drown

'

it or prevent it

from reaching the ear.

1819 KEATS habella xxxvi, Languor there was in it, and
tremulous shake, . . And through it moan'd a ghostly under,

song. 1847 TENNYSON Princess IV. 554 Thy voice is heard
thro* rolling drums.

d. In reference to the passages traversed by the

breath in the production and modification of vocal

sound, as to speak through the throat, the nose, etc.

1588, 1741, 1850 [see NOSE sb. 3]. 1668 OWEN PRICE Eng.
Orthographic 16 Gh soundes now like h, in Almighty,
although [etc.]. Note, But the Ancients did, as the Welch,
& Scots do still pronounce gh, thorow the throat.

e. With pi. (or collective) sb., expressing passage
between or among things so as to penetrate the

whole mass or body of them (without penetrating
the individual things) ; through between. See also

2, and cf. THROUGH OTHKB.
I535i 1684 [see THOROUGH B. Lid]. 1709 PRIOR Despairing

Sheph, \, Wand'ring thro' the lonely Rocks. 1711 ADOISON

Sped. No. 327 T 6 [Raphael's] Flight thro' the Choirs of

Angels is finely imaged. 1851 R. S. SURTEES Sponge's Sp.
Tour (1893) 85 He was small and wiry, with legs that a pig
could run through. 1890

' R. BOLDRKWOOD' Col. Reformer
(1891) 204 The slippery savage, .was bounding through the

trees. Mod. Walking through the long grass.

f. In phr. through (one's) hands, through a

machine, etc., referring to something being handled,

manufactured, subjected to some process, or dealt

with in any way. (See also MILL si. 1 I b.)
c 1310 Sir Beues (A.) 1035 Erst bow schelt pase bour} min

hond. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. <$ Commw. 346 They are

able in one day to make two hundred Harquibushes . .

although there be no Harquebush that goeth through lesse

than ten hands at the least. 1641 in Cochran. Patrick Rec.

Coinage Scotl. (1876) I. Introd. 31 They would putt rcoo

stane [of copper] throw the yrons in the yeire. 1709 BAG.

FOKD in MS. Rawl. Lett. 21, If. 8 All of them from y
Bookes themselues which haue run throw myhandes. 1815
SCOTT Guy M. xxxix, I had her through hands once, and
could then make little of her. 1874 GREEN Short Hilt. vii. J6.

408 Plot and approval alike passed through Walsingham's
hands. Mod. It has passed through many hands since then.

g. In various directly figurative applications :

e.g. (a) referring to the action upon the ears or

nerves of a loud, shrill, harsh, or
'

piercing
' sound

;

(b) implying the overcoming of hindrance or ob-

struction (see also BREAK v. 55) ; (c) indicating

connexion or transmission by an intermediate thing

(or person) or a series of such, etc.

To fay through the nose: see NOSK sb. ii. Through thith

and thin: see THICK AND THIN.

1543 [see THICK AND THIN A. i). 15811680 [see THOROUGH
B. I. i fl. 1647 MAY Hist. Par/, IL vi. 127 Your Parliament,

whose . . undiscouraged endeavours . . have passed thorow

difficulties unheard of. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xxx. The
circumstances ofmy unfortunate son broke through all efforts

to dissemble, a 1784 JOHNSON in Bos-Mil an. 1737 Know,

ledge of the world, fresh from life, not strained through books.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 526 John Ayloffe, a lawyer

connected by affinity with the Hydcs, and through the

Hydes, with James.
h. Through and through : repeatedly through ;

so as to penetrate both sides or surfaces of; right

through, entirely through. Alsoyff. (Cf. II. 5.)

13. . [see THOROUGH B. I. i gj. e 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of

Aymon xiv. 346 He shoved his swerde thrughe & thrughe

his body. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado v. i. 68 Thy slander hath

gone through and through her heart a 1716 SOUTH Serta.

(1842) I. 321 His infinite, all-searching knowledge, which

looks through and through the most secret of our thoughts.

I7a4 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 227 He broke through

and through them. 1745 P- THOMAS Voy. S. Seas 281 Our

second Shot, .went thro
1 and thro' her upper Works.

i After an auxiliary verb, with ellipsis of,j9.

Cf. II. 6; THROUGH v. 2.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 8s If a mans iourney helh so, that

he must nedes through the Forrest. 1606 SHAKS. Trf, Cr.

v. x. 26 You vile abhominable lents, .. He through, and

through you. ,.

2. Of motion or direction within the limits ol ;

along within ; as in i, i e, but not necessarily im-

plying the traversing of the whole extent from end

w Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 298

purh bzne yrno seo sunne. a 1300 CursorM. 23412 (Ldm.)

Al bat be w'tstandand es Thurj sal [bou] birle wit sweftncs.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. vi. 36 A forgh in footes deep thy

J. uc n it"*"& ..iiw"fc ..._ . , *,-

WINTER Syst. Must. 82 Clouds, which being heavier than th

air, of course fall thro' it. 1818 SHELLEY Sonnet Lift not

tkepainted veil' n Through the unheeding many he did

move, A splendour among shadows. 1819 KEATS M
St Atna iiThe hare limp

T
d trembling through the frozen

grass. iy>3 Timan Mar. ,4/5 The Oxonians showed good

form through choppy water.

3 Over or about the whole extent of, all over

(a surface) ;
so as to traverse or penetrate every

THROUGH.

part or district of; in or lo all p.trts of (a region,
or a body); throughout ; everywhere in. (See alto

RCJJD. 68 d.)
c looo Aft. Gotf. Luke xxiii. ; He utyraft bit folc bxnnde

purh ealle iudeam. 13 . . Ca. + l.'r. Knt. n\ Al uoaned
at hissteuen .bur^be kale tiihc. 1350 i

}M Uiafll l'i-
clutter in Eue. C.iU, (1870) 159 Lai crye be ban borghe be
town be bndde day by.fore fntjut/t t \IM> .Win-.
I sought thourgh my chamber. 1500-10 MBMI Pnun
Ixxiv. 14 Leif creuelte..Or throuchl Ihe arld quyle lout i>

}our name. 1591 SHAKV i ll<n. Vf, in. iii. 13 We will
make thee famous through the World. 1659 Terma al If
I.cy i (6b/j That there should be but one icanllinf of
weight! and measures through all the Realm. 17*7 4*
THOMSON Summer 1168 And Tlmle bellows through her
utmost isles. 1860 TYKDALL C,lac. 11. vii. 260 Minute par.
tides diffused through the atmotpbere.

b. Placed after the b. arch., pact,
a 1300 Cursor M. 1 1070 Noght alUn lenualcn burfh, Bat

elks al be contre thurgh (v. rr. llmrght, thotogh, pour)L
Ibiil, 11824 Pe fester thrild his bodi thurgh [rime

'

1556 ROBINSON More's Utop. Sborte Meter (Arb.) 167 Platoes

cttie, Whose fame flieth the worlde througbe, a i6js.
1801 [see THOROUGH B. I. 3! 1851 MRS. BUOWKIKG Cw
Guidi Wind. u. 266 A cry is up in England, which doth

ring The hollow world through.

1 0. Phr. Through all thing [cf. F. fartout] :

in every point, in all respects, thoroughly. Obi.

c iso< LAY. 10966 Ich sugge be purh alle ping, kh tloh

Asclepidiot. ciioo ISiket 252 in S. Kng. Leg. 1. 113 Euere
he was chaste borui alle ping. 1107, e 1380 (see THOROUGH
B. I. 3 c). e 1415 Eng. Cong. Irel. 26 A man full queynl,
trow trogh al thynge, & sialwarth.

4. During the whole of (a period of time, or an

action, etc., with reference to the time it occupies
from beginning to end). See also GET v. 430.
a looo Ags. Ps. (Th.) lxxiii[i], 21 (22) purh ealnecUes [tola

'tie], a 1150 Owl >t Nigkt. 447 (CotL) And kh so do bur)

ni?t and dai. 1487-8 Rec. SI. Mary at Hill 141 On euery

sonday throw)e beyer. 1581 ALLEN Apol. 74 Al the Churche*
of Christ through al ages. 1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 718 Through
the length of times he stands disgraced. 1667M ILTON P, L. X.

846 Thus Adam . . lamented . .Through the still Night. 1779

Mirror No. 37 P 5 The same sanguine temperament of mind
which.. has attended himthrough life. 1861 MRS.CARLYLE
Lett. (1883) III. 81 A brass band plays all through our

breakfast. 1896 T. F. TOUT Edw. I, iv. 80 All through his

reign, the Lusignans helped him in Gascony.
b. Placed after a sb. ; esp. preceded by all.

1535 [see THOROUGH B. I. i\ 1864 MRS. GATTV Parab.

fr.JVat, Ser. iv. 5 He was seldom seen without one [a flower]

in his button-hole all the summer through. 187* A. DE VERK

Leg. St. Patrick, DisbeliefMilcho 32 Fireless sits he, winter

through. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thult iii, It will be like this all

the night through.

5. From beginning to end of; in or along the

whole length or course of (an action, an experience,

a piece of work, etc. ; also of a discourse, a book,

etc.). See also Grr v. 43, Go v. 63, PASS v. 58 b,

RUN v. 68.

ci449 [see THOROUGH B. I. 5). 1576 TIMME Caluine on

Gen. 326, 1 may not runne through vncertain speculations.

1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xiv, I hadT .put my horse through all

his paces. 1774 MITFORD Ess. Harmony Lang. 93. I can-

not find any thing like [it].. thro the whole essay. 1831

MACAULAY Let. in Trevelyan Life (1876) I. iv. 133, 1 should

have liked to have sat through so tremendous a storm.

1886 AD. SERGEANT No Saint I. vi 105 An old land surveyor

. .put him through a long catechism.

b. with emphasis on the intervening or inter-

mediate stage or condition. (Leading on to 7-)

1671 MILTON P. R. l. 5 Obedience fully trfd Through all

temptation. 1818 MOOBE Fudge Fam. Para vl. 103 fhey

graduate Through job, red ribbon, and silk gown, To Chan,

cdlorship and Marquisale. 1837 DICKEM P'<*a>- lv .

Mr. Bob Sawyer, having previously passed through the

Gazette, passed over to Bengal. 1*70 W. MORR.S Earthly

Par. ill. Story Rhodope 20 The brown plain. .Changed year

by year through green to hoary gold. 1881 STANLEY Cnr.

Instil, vii. (1882) 131 In the new crisis through which the

world was to pass. _
C. with emphasis laid upon the completion : 1

the end of. (Leading on to 6.)

i6<8 [see THOROUGH B. I. si- '744 BERKELEY Sins I 2

Seven children, who came all very well through the: small-

pox. 1814 New Monthly Mag. X. 19, I never could read

through the Nouvelle Heloise. 1843 MRS. CARLYLE Lett.

(1883) I. 253, I seemed to be got pretty well through m;

sewing. Mod. When shall you get through your task! He

has got through
' Smalls '. . t

6. Indicating a position or point ultimately

reached. (Usually in predicate,
after verb to ot.)

Cf. IL 3. a. lit. At a
point beyond, or al

further end of. b. fig. Having reached the end c

(a course of action, a book, etc.) ; having finished,

completed, or done with. C. In reference to n

examination, to be through is to have passed.

1701 JEFFERSON Writ. (1896) V. 330, I think I can

thrc'ugn them [a bundle of letters) by the end o the wed

rlv throucU <>*. v ---

I am half through the poem. 1894

XXIV 128/2 You may as well tell him that , --

taking 'lessons. Mod. Is he through his examination
.IKIUK !&" __

jn
7. Indicating medium, means, agency, or

^

in

strument : By means of; by the action
oj,

by (oi>s.

or arch.) Now spec. By the instrumenUlitx of.

800 [si. A. .). C9*> Lindi,/. Gosf. Luke XYU. W
oxm Serh oone hia cymes, c 1000 Fate, 12

AtgtogWQWe bzt jehyrdon (>urh halise bee. US4 f- - c *'t



THROUGH.

1132 (Laud), purh Codes mike & |mrh \>e biscop of Seres-

beri. c izoo ORMIN 13254 $a burrh fulluhht.^a burrh hannd-

gang Alt hadedd manness hands. 1258 Proclatn, Hen. Ill
12 Oct., Henry thur} godesfultome king on Engleneloande.
c 1305 Pilate 89 in E. E, P. (1862) 113 He huld him bitrayd
burf felonie. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce i. 137 Throuch bar aller

hale assent, Messingeris till hym bai sent. 1475 Bk.
Noblesse (Roxb.) 16 A grete navy..ovyrcom throw myghty
fy^htyng. 1579 W. WILKINSON Confut. Famitye of Loue
Biij, Abell was slayne. .through the handes of his brother

Cain. 1763 J. BROWN Poetry fy Mus. vii 151 This Event

happened, .thro' the Authority of the thirty Tyrants. 1793
BURKE Corr, (1844) IV. 153 The answer given to Monsieur
Lesardier was through a young gentleman. 1849 MACAULAV

Histj. Eng. vi. II. 123 [He] could not prevent the national
sentiment from expressing itself through the pulpit and the

press. 1883 SIR N. LINDLEY in Law Rep, n Q. Bench

piv. 572 The. .Society., seeks to do through him that which
it cannot otherwise do. 1885 Act 48 4- 49 Viet. c. 54 15

Every notice, .sent through the post in a prepaid registered
letter.

fb. Indicating the agent, after a passive verb:
= BY prep. 33. Obs.
a 900 tr. 'Bgfda's Hist. i. ix, Seo hergung wees burh Alari-

cum..s;eworden. 971 Blickl. Horn, g Heofonrices duru..
sceal bonne b"rh be ontened beon. c 1000 APS. Gosp.

. . . . p
Matt. xxvi. 24 Wa pam menn burh bone be byp mannes
sunu be-ljewed. 13.. Cursor M. 20909 (Cott.) In rome
throu an bat hight neron . . Petre . . naild on be rod he
was. 1424 Sc. Acts^ Jets, f (1814) II. 5/1 Chargit be be gret
aithe throwe be bischope. c 1425 Eng. Cong. Irel. 12

Vnnethes he was I-draw vp throgh his felowes, bat mych
put bar lyf in aduentur for to saw his lif. 1597 A. M. tr.

Gitilleiitcau's Fr. Chirurg. 43b/i The skinne beinge liftvp
through some seruant, or through the Chyrurgiane with his
Pinsers.

8. Indicating cause, reason, or motive : In con-

sequence of, by reason of, on account of, owing to
;

from ; for.

a 1000 Csedmoifs Gen. 610 (Gr.) pa se forhatena spraec

Srh
feondscipe. c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt. xxvi. 31 Purh

:s hyrdes siege byo seo heord todraefed. 1154 O. E. Chron.
an. 1127 (Laud), pet wes eall ourh bone kyng Heanri. c 1200
Trin. Coll. Horn, 191 purch onde com dead in to be worelde.

1:1460 Oseney Regr. 3 pe paralityke man. . heled of our lorde

..brought be beleve off tneyme bat bare hym. 1562 Aber.
deen Kirk Sess. Rec.

(Spald. Cl.) 9 Gryte thyft, committit
throcht verray neid ana necessite. 1671 MILTON Samson
369 If he through frailty err. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg.
n. 638 Thro' Wine they quarrell'd, and thro' Wine were
slain. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. n. xiii, Every tongue
thro' utter drouth Was wither'd at the root. 1894 J. J.
YowLERAdarftnan Introd. 56 The southern Picts . .embraced
the truth through the preaching of St. Ninian.

fb. In oaths and adjurations: By, in the name
of. (Cf. ~B\ prep. 2.) Obs.
a 1000 Csedmon's Satan 694 Ic be hate burh pa behstan

miht, pact 3u hellwarum hyht ne abeode. ciooo ^LFKIC
Gen. xxii. 16 Ic swerige burh me sylfne, szede se ^Imihti^a.
a. 1225 A ncr. R.\\\ purh peo ilke neiles ich hake ou ancren, . .

holde3 our honden wioinnen ouwer buries. c 1x90 Edtiiunil
Con/. 307 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 440 'purf oure louerdes pas-
sioun tel nou ', be seide.

II. adv.

(For special combinations with verbs, as BREAK
through, CARRY through, FALL through, GET
through, Go through, PASS through, PULL through,
PUT through, RUN through, etc., see the verbs.)
1. From end to end, side to side, or surface to

surface (of a body or space) by passing or extend-

ing within
;
so as to penetrate: cf. I. I.

a looo Ags. Ps. (Th.) lxxvii[i). 15 [13] He sz toslat, sealte
ypa gefaestnade, and hi foran burh. 31225 Alter. A'. 272Heo buruh stihten Isboset..into be schere. 1:1400 Deslr.
Troy 6780 Mony shalke burgh shot with bere sharpe gere.
14 . . Tumiale's Y!s. 327 po heyte of the fuyr dyd throw pas
c 1460 METHAM W/ts. (E.E.T.S.) 91 Als strekyn thourth
with oon lyne or with many lynes. a 1533 LD. BERNERS
Huon hx. 205 Huon . . strake hym with his spere clene
throwe. 1719 WATTS Hymns n. lix. 2 Glory to God that
walks the sky, And sends his blessing thro

1

. 1798 COLERIDGE
Anc. Mar. i. xvii, The Ice did split with a Thunder-fit ; The
Helmsman steer d us thro' ! 1830 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mailer's
Anc. Art(eA. 2) 337 A. .garment.. drawn, .over the right
arm, or else through beneath it towards the left arm.

D. In reference to travel or conveyance : Along
the whole distance

; all the way ; to the end of the
journey ;

fb the destination.

[01425 Cursor M. 11741 (Trin.) Of briny dayes lourney
bro POU shal haue but a day to go [earlier MSS. lang..
gang].] 1617 J. BARGRAVE in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) I. 198 His packets sometimes fail when private

<
cru go throu8h - '*9 LUTTRELL Brief R el. (1857) II.

le was accompanied part of the way by the queen..and Essex, who went thro'. 1732 POPE Ess. Man n. 274
Hope travels thro', nor quits us when we die. 1858 Penny
Lycl. 2nd Suppl. 565/2 A man may now 'book through'
ff * wwl to

.
s
.

omanycoiHinental cities. "858 HAWTHORNE
Fr. f, It. NoteMs. 1872) I. 3 The great bulk of our luggagehad been registered through to Paris. Mod. The train goes
through to Edinburgh.

c. In reference to size : As measured from side
to side ; in diameter.

'

'

* A Mt abovegT"
2. From beginning to end (of a time, course of

action, life, trial, book, etc.) ; to the end or purposed
accomplishment : cf. I. 4, 5

u,;t). .v.1r i?- <
""""" " ""= niaumgot my accomntewith the King. 1611 SHAKS. Cymt. v. v. 382 When shall 1
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heare all through 1 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 133 Who now
reads Bolingbroke ? Who ever read him through '! 1865
SWINBURNE Chastelard i. i. (1894) 9 She must weep If she

sing through. 1891 Law Tttttes XCI1. 18/2 Having heard
the case through and seen the witnesses.

3. Predicatively, after the verb to be, indicating a

position, point, or condition ultimately arrived at.

a. lit. Having penetrated or traversed a body or

space, b. More usually fig. Having completed
or accomplished an action or process (spec, having

passed an examination) ; completed, as an action,

etc. ; finished, at an end,
' done '. To be throtigh

with, to have finished or completed ; to have done

with, have no further dealings with; also, to

have arranged matters or come to an agreement
with (a person) (now dial.) : cf. quot, a 1 500 s. v.

THOROUGH a. 2.

1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 480 My Lord is

throughe with his servaunt Robert Worsley, for certayn men
..to De ready at all tymes at my Lordes wages. 1597
SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, l. ii. 45 If a man is through with them
in honest Taking-up, then they must stand vpon Securitie.

1607 Cor. n. lii. 130, I am halfe through, The one part
suffered, the other will I doe. 1840 R. H. DANA Be/. Mast
xix. 57 We had just so much work to do, and when that was
through, the time was our own. 1866 Belgravia Nov. 76
The examiners, .are now consulting together as to who is
'

through
' and who is

'

plucked '. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., To
I'e through with any one, to complete a bargain with him.

1896 Dally News 18 July 3/1 [He] did not arrive till the

speech was half through. 1901 K. STEUART^y^/^i Water
ii. 63 All knew that James Steuart was '

far through
'

[
= near the end of his life]. Mod. I saw the train enter the

tunnel ; it must be through now.
4. Qualifying adjs. and pa. pples. : Through the

whole extent, substance, or thickness ; throughout ;

hence, entirely, completely, thoroughly. (
a. Stand-

ing before apple, or adj.;
= THOROUGH adv. 4. Obs.

Formerly often hyphened to the following word ; cf.

THROUGH- in comb. i.

a 1240 [see THOROUGH B. II. 4]. 1-1440 Anc. Cookery
in Househ. Ord. (1790) 459 When thai byn ihurgh hot, take
bom up with a skymmour. 1472 in SwayneSarum Churchw.
Ace. (1896) 2, i playne Chalice with his patent both through
gilte. 1578 LYTE Dodoens v. Ixxx. 651 The grapes be
through ripe in September. 1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. 31
To haue him stand in the raine till he was through wet.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) f. 32 In
wintir quhen thay ar throuch fatt. 1631 HEYWOOD vndPt.
Maid of West m. i, Through satiate with the pleasures of
this night. 1639 FULLER Holy War m. xxvi. (1647) 156
Once through-hot long in cooling. 1665 MANLEY Grotius'
Low C. Warres 762 Materials being now through dry by
the heat of the weather. [1602-1853 : see THOROUGH B. II. 4.]

1901 HAYDEN Round Our yill. 154 (E.D.D.) Come in, you
must be through wet.

b. Now regularly after the adj. or pple., and only
in reference to physical condition, as wet through
(see also WET).
a ijtt MRS. F. SHERIDAN Sidney Bidulph IV. 53 He had

been wet quite through. 1821 CLARE Vtll. Minstr. I. 165
Thy.. trunk is nearly rotlen through. 1825 Houlstm
Juv. Tracts, Forethought 3 It is of no use to put up your
umbrella when you are wet through. 1891 G. HAKE Mem.
80 years Ixiii. 259 The natives get hot-through in the..
spring and summer months. Mod. This is a cold room;
1 am chilled through. It is barely warmed through.
6. Through and through : a. With repeated or

complete penetration ; through the whole thickness
or substance ; completely from beginning to end ;

right through, entirely through.
1470-65 [see THOROUGH B. II. 5]. 1611 SHAKS. Winl. T.

iv. iv. 112 You'ld be so leane, that blasts of lanuary Would
blow you through and through. 1:1643 LD. HERBERT
AntoMog. (1824) 19 The English shot her [the Spanish ship]
through and through so often that she run herself aground.
1709 Lona. Gaz. No. 4521/2 Having our Ship's Sides in a
great many places shot through and through. 1894 SIR J.
ASTLEY Fifty Yrs. Life 1. 166 We were all wet through and
through.

b. In all points or respects ; thoroughly, wholly,
entirely, out and out.
c 1410 Chron. Eng. (Ritson) 554 An holi wommon thourh

antthourh. 1531 in Hall Chron., Hen. ^7/7(1548) 197 We
..searched and examined through and through. .bothe the
bookes of holy scripture, and also the moste approued inter-

preters of the same. 1600 SHAKS. A.Y.L.n. vii. 59, I will

through and through Cleanse the foule bodie of th infected
world. 1746 FRANCIS tr. Hor., Sat. \. ix. 134 One who
knew My sweet Companion through and through. 1888
RHYS Hibbert Lect. 458 The Thorsteinn story . . not corre-
sponding through and through to any of the Celtic ones.
1894 ROOSEVELT in Forum (N. Y.) July 557 They must act as
Americans, through and through, in spirit and hope and
purpose.
6. After an auxiliary vb., with ellipsis of go, get,

pass, etc., in lit. or Jig. senses (see above); thus

functioning as a verb in the infinitive. (See also
THROUGH v. a.)
1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. Ixiii, Bot, hert ! quhere as the body

may noght throu, Folow thy hevin 1 c 1470 HENRYSON
Mar. Fat. x. (Fox * Wolf) xiii, This will not throw, but
greit coist and expence. 1573, 1670 [see THOROUGH B. II. 6).
1644 NYE Gunnery (1670) 20 If you cannot sift it through
the sieve, beat that again into powder which will not
through. 1906 MARJ. BOWEN Viper of Milan xxi, We
must pass, we must through this moment.
Through, obs. form of THROW, TROUGH.
Through.-, in combination. (See THOROUGH-.)
1. Combinations of THROUGH prep, or adv. with

verbs (pples., vbl. sbs.), or adjs. Chiefly Obs.

THROUGH-.
In OE. tkrotigh qualifying a verb btood before it regularly

in the infinitive and participles, and usually in the finite
vb. in subordinate clauses. In such cases there was a
tendency for it to be written in comb., as in mod. German
durchgehen, durchgehend, liurchviachscn. In some words
this tendency became stronger in ME., and the combined
form was used also in the finite verb. For these see the
Main words below. The following illustrate the process
without any attempt to be exhaustive :

t through-eaTve (-kerf) v., trans, to cut through ;

hence through-carved ///. a., see quot.;
t through-ca-st v. [CAST v. 57], trans, to plaster
throughout; f through-Girt v., trans, to cut

through, perforate by cutting ; ) through-dri've
v., trans, to drive a nail or spike through, to

transfix; f through -fl-cche (thurghe-fyche) v.

[Ficc'HE .], trans, to pierce through, transfix;
t throu-gh-fo-rmed ///. a., thoroughly formed,
full-grown ; f through-galled pa. pple. [GALL
K. 1

5], thoroughly harassed or disabled; -j- through-
handling, management of details; carrying

I through ; transaction
; f through-lanoed/ff./^

pierced as with a lance, transfixed; t through-
look v., trans, to look through, examine tho-

roughly; f through-nailed pa. pple., transfixed
with nails; fthrough-nim v., trans, to 'run
through', transfix

;yf^ to penetrate; fthrough-
pieroe (thorough-pierce) v., trans, to pierce
through, transfix

; hence through-, thorough-pierc-
ing ppl. adj. ; f through-ride (thorough-ride)
a., (a) trans, to ride through, make a raid through
(cf. RIDE v. 2) ; (6) intr. to penetrate through (cf.
RIDE t>. o) ; f through-rive v. (pa. t. }>urh-raf)
[RlVE v.1,trans,io rive or tear through; f through-
run (thurh-se-rn) v., trans, to overrun ;

t through-shed (purjsched) v. (L. perfundere),
trans, to suffuse ; f through-shoo-t (pa. t. Jmrh-,
porjsohote) v., trans, to shoot through, pierce
through ; f through-shove v. (pa. pple. purgh-
shove), trans, to thrust through, transfix;
t through-swi-m v., trans, to swim through;
t through-thri'lled pa. pple., pierced through ;

fig. thrilled through : t through-wa'xen pa. pple.
\waxen, pa. pple. of WAX

.], grown over;
t through-wo-n v. [OE. fiurh-wunian : see WON
.], intr. to abide, continue, or remain through ;

t through-wou-nd v., trans, to wound through
or deeply. See also THROUGH-BEARING, THROUGH-
GO, etc. b. with adjectives: f through-old a,

extremely old; antiquated; f throu-gh-wet a.,
wetted or wet through, saturated with moisture.

4:1330 Arth. I, MerL (KBlbing) 8141 Stel & yren his ax
burchcarf Wher purch mani starf. 1875 PARKER Glass.

Arckit., Through Canvd-work, .. in which the spaces
between the ornamental parts are pierced entirely through.
1611 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 112 The whole
passage to be *throughecast with Time and haire. ciyytArth.
r MerL 9286 Ich of hem on [o]ber hitt, Ober heued ofsmot or
bodi *burch kitt. 1594 PLAT yevjell.ho. in. 34 How tograue
any..deuise vpon an egge shel, & how to through-cut the
same, a 10*3 WULFSTAN Horn. iii. (Napier) 22 Him exder
* burhdraf mid isenum naexlum ge fet e handa. a 1225
Leg. Kath. 1204 purhdriuen upon be rode. Ibid. 1943,& let burhdriuen . . pe spaken & te felien Mid irnenc
gadien. c 1340 H AMI-OLE Prose Tr. 2 It has "thurghe-
fychede my herte. 1664 H. MORE Myst, Iniq. Apol. 542
Who are so "through-formed Christians as cordially to

Arcadia (1622) 177^ (Skimming any thing that came before
him) [He] was disciplined to leaue the 'through-handling of
all to his gentle wife. 1594 SPENSER Amoretti Ivii, Seeing
my hart *through-launced every where With thousand
arrowes, which your eies have shot, c 1200 ORMIN Ded.
68, & te bilaeche ice off biss boc, . . All to burrhsekenn
illc an ferrs, & to *burrhlokenn offte. 1446 LYOG. Two
Nightingale P. ii. 240 "Thurgh-nayled weren his holy handis
tweyne. c 1105 LAY. 14711 Catiger per com & mid his spere
hine *burh-nom. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 249 Into wepinge
Sche fell, as sche that was thurgh nome With love. 1639
FULLER Holy War n. xliv. (1647) 103 Then must he be
a "through-old man. Ibid. v. xxix. 281 What credit there
is to be given to that through-old if not doting prophe-
cie. c 1330 Arth. fy Merl. 7936, & wib gode hert & main
fin pai ^urchperced bo Sarrazin. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle
(Caxton) l. xiv. (1859) ii Grete drede and heuynesse had
thorughpercyd my herte. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. i. 38 Her
tender hart was rent in twaine, Or thrild with point of

thorough-piercing paine. 1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy xiv.

xxv, Quite through-piercst the Greeke dropt down a corse.
c 1205 LAY. 18082 He..smat hine i bere side pat bat spere
"burh-rade [1:1275 borh-rod]. 1:1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 14516 pat alle landes he wolde borow ryde. .

Cristen men to struye & quelle. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5008

rai \c 1275 porn rotj. ima. 12129 Fat lond neo -purh arnden
& her?eden. Ibid. 16657 pat lond heo gunne burh-aernen &
ba tunes fur-bernen. 1382 WYCUF Esther xv. 8 She for-

sothe "thur^shed [Vulg. perfusa] the chere with rose colour.

971 Blickl. Horn. 109 ponne he his byrnsweord s*'yhb
& bas world ealle burhslyhb, & ba lichoman *burh sceoteo

7959 per was mam womoe -purcnscnoue fit mam neuea
cleued aboue. c 1420 26 Pol. Poems xvii. 189 His herte
was wib a spere burgh-shoue. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. vii.



THROUGH-BEAR.

584,
I yet 'through-swomme the waues, that your shore

binds, a 1631 DONNE Progr. Soule xxvii, The net through,
swome, she kept the liquid Path. 1605 SYLVESTER Du
Bartas II. iii. I. Vocation 375 With our Swords and Lances
. .*Through-thrilled (Villains) this shall be your last. 1608
Ibid. iv. iv. Decay 322 My heart's through-thrilled with your
miseries, c 1*05 LAV. 18338 VVes be munt *burh-wexen
[c 1275 borh-woxe) Mid ane wude feiren. 1583 T. WATSON
Centurie ofLoue xci, Then, hang your *throughwett gar-
mentes on the wall, c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxiv. 13

per he mihte burh-wunian Mid his wnfolke. a 1225 Leg
Kath. 662 pe wio godd hehfeder, & wi3 ben hali gastj
purhwunest in alre worlde world, c 1200 ORMIN 17443 Pa
neddress . . pej} tacnenn alle sinness, patt stingenn & 'burrh.
wundenn all patt bodi}, & tatt sawle.

2. Combinations with sbs. (cf. THROUGH a.) :

throu-gh-aTch Archit. (also attrib.), see quot. ;

throu'gh-blow:, a blowing or current of air pass-
ing through ; throu'gh-bo'lt (thorough-bolt), a
bolt passing through the objects fastened by it, and
secured at each end

; ( throvrgh-co:ld, a penetrat-
ing or deep-seated cold or chill; throu-gh-fang
[FANG sb. 6 aj = through-tang ; f throtrgh-fa'st
[FAST sb.1 i], a fast all through a period, e. g. the
fast of Lent; throu-gh-joi^nt, a joint passing
through the thickness of something; throu'gh-
key [KEY s6. 1 9], a key or pin fitting into a hole
which passes right through the parts to be fastened

by it; f throirgh-lock (?) : see quot. ; throirgh-
mo'rtise, a mortise cut right through the timber ;

f throvrgh-pa;th, a path or way through some-

thing ; throu-gh-rod, a rod passing or extending
through or from end to end of some structure or

piece ofmechanism ; f through-serewe, f -spavin,
f -splint, names of diseases of the leg of the horse :

see quots. and SEBEWE, SPAVIN, SPLINT; also cf.

THOBOUGH-PIN ; throu-gh-tang, a method of haft-

ing knives, forks, etc. by inserting the tang in a
hole drilled right through the handle and riveting
it at the end ; throu'gh-work, work extending
through the thickness, or occupying the whole
breadth of, some structure. See also THROUGH-
STONE *.

a 1878 SIR G. G. SCOTT Led. Archit. I. vii. 283 The two
systems may be distinguished as rere-arch windows and
*through-arch windows i. e., those in which the inner is

distinct from the outer arch, and those in which the same
arch runs through the wall, showing itself more or less

similarly on its outer and inner faces. In thick walls and
rich work there is often another order of through-arch
within the tracery order, or rather the outer order re-appears
within. 1908 Times 29 Dec. 4/5 No airing or '

through-
blow '

is possible in a. .flat where the openings are all on one
side. 1837 Civil Eng. Sf Arch. Jrnl. I. 33/1 The outer and
inner rows of piling.. are to be securely tied together, with
two-inch wrought-iron "thorough bolts. 1864 Daily Tel.

19 Aug., The use of large-area solid plates [in ship-building],
in combination with through bolts. 1874 KNIGHT Diet.

Mech. s. v. Bolt, A through-bolt is one which goes through
the pieces which are to be fastened together. Such are

clinch-bolts, and bolts secured by nut and washer. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny (1634) II. 289 In drink, it dissolueth vento-

sities, riddeth away "through-colds, and namely the shiner-

ings.. in cold agues. 1851-4 TOMLINSON Cycl. Arts (1866)

I. 487/2 A very good method is what is called *through-

fang, that is, to drill a hole completely through the handle,
and to insert a . . prong projecting from the blade, riveting it

at the opposite end. 1652 FULLER Corn/it. Christ's Tempt,
ii. in Set. Rent. (1891) II. 26

' He had fasted forty days and

forty nights.
1 The words contain the "through-fast of

Christ. 1862 Catal. Internal. Exhib. II. x. 53 The "through-

joints admit wet into the interior. 1548 Ace. La. High
Treas. Scot. IX. 167 Thre gret "throuch lokes to the palice

of Halyrudhous. 1632-5 CORBET Sp. in aid St. Paul's in

Longman Three Cathedrals (1873) 60 Are we not beholding
to it . . for a prayer or a *throwpath ? 1523 FITZHERB. Hush.

96 Some horses haue a *throughe serewe on bothe sydes of

the legge. Ibid. 106 Some horses haue "throughe spauen,
and appereth bothe within and without. 1565 BLUNDEVIL

Horsemanship iv. cxxyii. (1580) 58 Of the wet Spauen, or

through Spauen. This is a soft swelling growing on both

sides of the hough, and seemes to go cleane through the

hough, and therefore may be called a through Spauen.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 401 A Splent is a sorance of

the least moment, vnlesse it bee on the knee, or else a

1833 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metal II. 14 Hatting table knives

by the insertion of that portion of the blade which has been

properly drawn out, quite through the handle.. is called

'through-tang. 1686 PLOT Sta/ordsh. 384 He also cuts

wreathM pillars with the same Engine(that are not 'through-

work).

Through-band : see thorough-band s. v. THO-

ROUGH- 2.

Throu-gh-'bear,*. Sc. [BEAR i/.i II.] trans.

To maintain, support. Hence Throu-gh-bearing
vbl. sb. a. Support through (life), livelihood,

maintenance, b. Supporting, upholding, maintain-

ing (a cause).
1680 D. HACKSTOM Let. 25 July in Cloud Witnesses (1871)

45 He will perfect His work in me and by me, either to

a remarkable delivery, or through-bearing (i.e. upholdn
me as He sees most for His own glory. 1730

T. BOSTON

Mem. vii. (.899) "5i God would provide things necessary

for our through-bearing. 1786 A. GIB Sacr. Contempt. 296

It secures all the outward through-bearing, preservation

375

and protection, leading and guiding. 1813 CHALMERS Lei
12 Oct. in Li/e (1850) I. xii. 343 A day of mortification.
Everything went against us by the through-bearing of the
opposite party. 1857 A. WALLACE Gloaming o/Life I. (1875)
3 She opened a small shop as the means of securing an
honest throughbearing.

Through-bred : see THOROUGHBRED.
Through-oast to -drive : see THROUGH-.
Through-draught : see thorough-draught s. v.

THOROUGH- 2. Throughe, obs. f. THROW v.

Througher(br'oj).6'ort/-ff'^'.[f. THROUGH
prep, or adv. + -ER '.] (See quots.)
1707 Encjrcl. Brit. (ed. 3) V. 101/1 The workings called

rooms.. of the width of 12 feet!.. the workings called
throughers or thirling!, 9 feet wide, wrought through at
right angles from one room toanother. 1883 GBCSLEY Gloss.
Terms Coal Mining, Througher, . . a thirl put through
between two headings which are up.stoop.

Through-fang to -galled : see THROUGH-.
Through-fare, etc., see THOROUGHFARE, etc.

Throu'gh-gailg, st. Sc. Obs. or rare. [GANG
sb. 4.] A way or road through ; a passage ; some-
times = thoroughfare.
1463 Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1869) 1. 22 The througang is set

to William Met for 8 s., on his own security. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEtteis ii. viii. 80 Secrete throwgangis are schawin. 1587
Kef. Privy Council Scot. IV. 205 In the portche or throw,
gang of the said West Kirk dure. 1862 G. HENDERSON
Matt, in Lowland Scotch vi. 2 (E. D. D.) Dinna toot a
trumpet afore thee, as the hypocrites do in the throwgangs.

b. attrib. or adj. Allowing passage through.
1523 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. V. 220 For ane band

to the throuchgang windo of the quenis chalmer. 1808
JAMIF.SON s. v., A throwgang close is an open passage, by
which one may go from one street to another, as opposed to
a blind alley.

So
) Throug-h-ga'ngr v., Sc. trans, to go through,

to traverse. Throu'gh-ganglng (also throw-
gaan') a., that goes through any amount of work,
active, energetic, thoroughgoing.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) xc[i]. 6 Ne forhtast |iu Se on da?je flan

on lyfte, pact J>u
buruh gangan garas on oeostrum. c 1105

LAV. 1207 3if ich pat lond mai bi-jeten & mi folc hit burh-

gengen [c 1275 borh-genge). 1814 SCOTT Wav. xxxix, Ye.,
should ken a horse's points; ye see that through-ganging
thing that Balmawhapple's on. 1825 JAMIESON, Through-
ganging, active, having a great deal of action ; a term used
by jockies.

t Through-gi'rd, v. Obs. [GiRD .*] trans.

To strike through, smite through, pierce with a cut
or blow.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 152 Thurgh girt with many a

greuous blody wounde. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 5764
The king supposed.. Generides he had thurgh girt. 1513
DOUGLAS SEneis ii. viii. [vii.] 118 Hypants eik, and Dymas
. .War by thair fallowis throw gird baith twa. 1573 TWVNE
j*Eneid x. Keiij, Then Pallas soone Sir Rhoeteus. .Through.
girdes. c 1594 KYD Sp. Trag. iv. iv. Where hanging on a
tree I found my sonne, Through girt with wounds.

t Through-go", v. Obs. [OE. purhgAn, pa. t.

pnrhtode, i. furh adv. THROUGH + gdn to Go (cf.

OHG. durhg&n)."\ trans. To go through, pass

through, traverse.

c looo Pop. Treat. Sci. (1841) 9 Seo eorSe by<5 mid bam
winterlicum cyle burh-gan. c looo /ELKRIC Ham. II. 502
Ic wille durbgan orsorh done here, c 1200 ORMIN 12860

purrh batt tep sholldenn all burrh gan piss middelUerd to

spetlenn Off himm. a 1300 E. E. Psalter civ. [cv.] 18 Irne

thurghyhode his saule ful grim, a 1400 Isumbras 522 That
alle a syde of a cunntre he base thurgh gane.
So Throtrghgoing vbl. sb., passing through;

a going through accounts, a taking to task;

Throu-ghgoing (Sc. throwgaun) ///. a., that

goes or passes through ; that goes through any
amount of work, pushing, active, strenuous: cf.

THOROUGHGOING.
1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xiv, The folk..gae him sic an awfu 1

throughgaun about his rinnin' awa. 1820 Blackw. Mag.
Dec. 265/1 A plump and jocose little woman ; gleg, blithe,

and throwgaun for her years. 1822 GALT Provost xxxiii,

attempt was made to ensure increased solidity by introducing

throughgoing stone blocks . . of granite, six feet long, . .

stretched across the track. 1910 N. MUNRO in Black.

Mag. Oct. 529/2 Maurice met her .. in a through-going close.

Through-handling to -look : see THROUGH-.

t Through-light (JnrS-lait), st. and a. Obs.

a. sb. : see THOROUGH-LIGHT, b. adj. That lets

light through ; transparent. So Through-lighted :

see THOROUGH-LIGHTED.

THROUGHOUT.
Dante * Circ. i. (1874) 85 Mine inmou being then fctli
throughly quit Of anguish. 1885 Duim //,,/ Ck K,e
a *-5r L ""I**' '5wept his unfortunate gainer la throughly
4. through the whole thickness, substance or

extent; through, throughout, all throuL'h, quite
through, arch., poet.
154" Act 33 //,. i-in c. , 8 Thc kerjcye,cannot be w ctrtenly wrought* ai the Jne
y ' r rJust """' "r

'."lg.

11. vi. (,877)1. 156 Barleie. i%ped
ihrougblie

mind t'enroule.

Throughly (JrJ-li), adv. arch. [f.
THBOUGH

adv. or adj. + -LY *. See also THOROUGHLY.]
1. Fully, completely, perfectly;

=THOROUGHLY a.

CI440 Generydes 346, I prae yow..That ye will-.teche

hym throughely That att longith to hym to do. 1490 CAXTON

Eneydos xxviii. 108 Lete vs loke to her wounde, and in her

face, yf she is thrughly passed [gone, dead]. 1560 BIBLE

(Genev.) Ps. Ii. 2 Wash me throughly from mine imquitie.

1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 68 i

Nochtthrouchlievnderstandingzour doctrine. 1596 SHAKS.
!

Merch. V. iv. i. 173, I am enformed throughly of the cause, i

1660 BOVLE New Exf. Phys. Mech. xu 78 Throughly
kindled Wood-coals. 1712 STIELE Sped. No. 264 r 2

Throughly equipped from Head to Foot, a 1850 ROSSETTI
j

fb. Through, from beginning to end; for the
whole length or time ; all through. Obs

I5 3 FO ^-* *' 807 He was not throughly pre^nteat the Byshoppes sermon, c 1590 MA.LO.I ,/,!. ,8,lake this book ; peruse it throughly. 1(92 E. WALXU
Efietltta Mar. x, Thou hast but begun The elorioui Ran
nor hast it throughly run.

Through-mortise to -old : see THBOUQH-
Throu gh other, throu'gh-other. adv.

phr. and adj. Chiefly Sc. Also 6 throuoh(e
vther, 7 thorough other, 8-9 throw ithar,
throwither, thro'ither

; throwther, throu'ther,
9 throuther ; also 7 through others, 9 through-
others. [f. THROUGH prtp. + OTHER B. 8 : i. e.
'

through each other '. Cf. Ger. durcheinanaer.]
1. adv. phr. (Mingled) through each other or
one another ; promiscuously ; indiscriminately ; in
disorder.

1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie't Hilt. Scot. x. (S.T.S.) II. 301
Captiues war numberit al throuch vther [L. plus minia) a
thousand. 1632 LITHCOW Trav. IIL 85 Figges, Orenge<,
Lemmons, .. growing all through other. 1637 MOSRO
Exped. i. ii Having beene divers limes Pell mel through
others. 1637 Ri THRRFOBn Lett. (1862) I. 317 Hope and
love,

woven through other, a 1653 BINNING Heart Humil.
xviiu Wks. (1735) 621/1 Sin and Judgment mixed in thorow
other. 1768 Ross Hclcnorc 11. 80 When she saw things had
taken sick a cast, An' sac thro' ilher warpl'd were. 1786
BUKNS Earnest Cry e, Prayer Postscr. iii, Till sic elp a shoe

they're aff, a' throwther, To save their skin. 1818 SCOTT
Hrt. Midi, xvi, They were a' speaking and gabbling through
other.

2. a. In predicative use : Mingled or mixed up ;

in a medley ; in confusion, in disorder. (In qnot.
1630, Mined up intimately.)
1630 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 52 O sweet communion,

when Christ and we are through other and are no longer
two I 1855 RUSKIN Let. in Collingwood Life (ed. 5} 159
With all the pages through-other and backside foremost.

1865 Church limes 25 Nov., Everything.. is opened and
dragged out, shirts and books, . .clothes and letters, all topsy-
turvy, and (to use that most expressive Scotch adjective)
'

through-other '. 1894 HALL CAINE Manxman v. i, A face
. .like a ghose's, and his hair all through-others.

b. adj. (in attrib. use). Confused, disorderly.
1720 WodrowCprr. (1843) II. 492 About half an hour after

I despatched mine to you,..my rude and through-other
draugnt.
3. Ofpersons or their attributes ( pred. or attrib^ :

Disorderly; wild, reckless; disordered.

1813 PICKEN Poems I. 62 (Jam.) Weel, tho' he was so sadly
throu'ther, Since than he ne'er leuk'd o'er his shouther.

1853 Whistle.Binkie Ser. n. 10 He was idle and thro'ither,
and drucken an' a'. 1863 I. BROWN Horst Subs. (1882) 320
Leading a wild throughother life. 1880 Ja'aiest'tis Diet.
s. v. Through.ither, Also used as an adj., implying rash,

reckless, rattling ; as,
' She's a wild, throwither lassie

',

Ctydes[dale\. Mod. (Sc., Roxb.) She was a very willing
servant, but oh, so throwother 1 no sense o' order.

Throughout (J>r|QU't), prtp., adv., adj. ME.
forms (more than 70) in purh, buruh, purgh,

Jmr^e, burf, poru, porw, boruj, bor}, borje,

borou, borow(e,thairgh,thurf, thorgb, thorow,
thorough, thorrow, thru, thro, throw, etc. with

ut(e, out(e, owt(e, etc. ; also contr. i burut, 5

browte, throute, 5-6 thorowte, throwt, etc.

A prevalent form in 6-7 was thorow-out;
through-out noted first in 6. [In OE. two words,

furh THBODGH, ul OUT, later gradually combined

or hyphened. Cf. Ger. durchaus (i 6th c. in Grimm).]
A. prep. 1 1. Through and out at the other

side ; completely or right through (a material body,
or a place) ; sometimes simply

= THROUGH prtp.
I. i. Obs. (or arch.).
c io O. E. Chron. an. io (MS. C), He for >>urhut

Eoferwic. 1205 LAV. 315 He..ihitte his ajene fader

purh ut bere broste. 1305 St. Lucy 151 in E. E. P.

(1862) 105 po heo [St. Lucy) was (wrfout be krote ismyte

be bet heo spac ynou}. 13. . Cursor M. 1036 (Colt) pis

flummes four..Thoru out all ober centres rinnes. c 1380
Sir Ferumb. 4558 As lijtliche as hit had ibeo wax, nsi

be strok banne of >-s ax Chayne & tre bonoute. c 1400

MAUNDEV. (1839) v. 41 The Ryuere of Euphrate ran

borgh out the cytee. c 1420 Anturto/Artk. 315 (Thornton

MS.) Me buse wende one my waye, thorowte this wode.

c 1470 HENBV Wallace it. 56 Throuch oute the thikest of the

preshe?eid. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis vi. L 121 Thecalddrcid

..Thirland throwout hard banis. c 1614 Mun Dido Ir

2. Through the whole of (a space, region, etc.);



THROUGHOUT.

in or to every part of; everywhere in. (Cf.

THROUGH prep. 3.)

^Throughout all thing (quot. c 1380), in all points: =
'

Thurgh-out j>e world, ferre and nere.

1500 Wei y-armed borw-out al byng euerechone bey ware.
c 1380 Sir Fenmb.
erechone bey ware.

So ryff as bey ronne joure
'1399 LANGL. Rich. Rldcles 11. 5 So ryff as bey ronne joure

rewme boru-oute. 1440 A'. Gloucester's Chron. bqai (MS. 5)

Throute al be londe sone bys word drou. 1558 WARDE tr.

Alexis' Seer. (1568) 40 b, That great and vehement plague in

the yere 1348 which crepte thorowe oute all the worlde. 1583

STUBBES Anat. Abus. n. (1882) 21 In euery parish through-

out the Realme. 1509 CHAPMAN Hum. Dayes Myrth Plays

1873 I. 5 Yet hath the morning sprinckled throwt the

clowdes, But halfe her tincture. 1674 BKEVINT Saulat Endor

247 Thro-out all the Catholic Countries. 1783 HAII.ES

Antiq. Chr. Ch. ii. 31 The Jews throughout the empire.

1883 GILMOUB Mongols xviii. 213 Throughout the length

and breadth of the country.

b. Through or during the whole of (a period of

time or course of action) ;
from beginning to end

of. (Cf. THROUGH prep. 4, 5.)
c 1540 Pilgr. T. 195 in Thynne'sAni.

And so thorow-out the hole story. i<9' SHAKS. i Hen. VI,

. . .

c 1540 Pilgr. T. 195 in Thynne's Animadv. (1875) App. 1 82

And so thorow-out the hole story. i<9' SHAKS. i Hen. VI, i.

L 42 Ne're throughout the yeere to Church thou go SL 1641

MILTON Church Govt. I. i, There is not that thine in the

world of more. .urgent importance throughout the whole

life of man, than is discipline, a 1671 WOOD Life 3 May
an. 1661 (O.H.S.) 1.393 A. W... was present thrput all the

transactions. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 78 P 8 Hippocrates,
who visited me throughout my whole Illness. 1709 NELSON
in Nicolas Disp. (1845) III. 307 Throughout my command
in the Levant seas. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. II. vii. 78
Harold and Swegen. ., by their invasion of Denmark, gave
him full occupation throughout the year.

1 3. By means of, by the action of, by, from : =
THROUGH prep. 7-8. Obs. rare.

a 1140 Wohunge in Cott. Horn. 271 Ich hit rewli fordide

burh-hut mine sunnes. 13.. Cursor M. 16317 (Cott.) Sai

me nu qui pou ert als prisun tan, Thoruut bis biscop and his

men? 1400 Rom. Rose 3489 Thurghout my deming

outerly, Than had he knowlege certeinly, That Love me
ladde in sich a wyse.
B. adv.

fl. Right through, quite through, so as to pene-
trate completely. Obs.

c 1000 &LFRIC Saints' Lives xii. 55 Swa baet baet spere
him eode burh ut. a 1300 Sarmuu xxxiv. in E. E. P. (1862)

5 Sei sinful man. .wel a;t bi hert bro} ute cleue. a 1450 Le
Morte Arth. 3115 Fele men lyelh..With bryght brpndys
throw-owte borne. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur xix. vi. 781
One of the barres of yron Kytte the braune of his handes

thurgh out to the bone, a 1531 LD. BERNERS Huon Iv. 1 86

The shelde was perced through out.

t b. Right through from beginning to end (of
a time, an action, a book, etc.) ;

to the end of a

journey without stopping. Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4737 pus thre daies in bat thede

thurgh-out bai lengid. 1650 D'CHESS NEWCASTLE Nature's
Pict. C ij, 1 never read a Roniancy Book throughout in all

my life. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 24 The Mer-
chants . . rest here in their joumy to the Indies, whereas
before they went throughout, without landing here.

2. Through the whole of a body, region, etc. ;
in

or to every part, everywhere.
c 1x75 Lamb. Horn. 27 Ane berninde glede bet bine al

forbernao
7

burut to cole, c laoo St. Brendan 476 in S.
Eng. Leg. I. 232 poru-out swart and brenninde. c 1450
Mirour Saluacioun 1261 This virgine fulle of splendour
and thorgh out lumynouse. 1544 Test. Ebor. (Surtees)
VI. 210 A furde gowne lyned with foxe thorow-oute.

1607 SHAKS. Timon v. i. 212 Tell Athens, in the sequence
of degree, From high to low throughout, that [etc.J.
16x1 BIBLE John xix. 23 The coat was without seame, wouen
from the top thprowout. a 1700 DRYDEN Epit. on Sir P.
Fairborne 15 His youth and age.. All of a piece through-

put,
and all divine. 1880 GEIKIK Phys. Geog. v. xxxi. 562

The plains of Central Europe., are clothed with a vegeta-
tion which has one common character throughout.

b. Through the whole of a time or course of ac-
tion ; at every moment or point ; all through.
1786 FORDYCE Serm. Yng. Worn. (1767) II. ix. 56 Act on

these Principles throughout. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Berkeley
the Banker i. ix, Do not treat me as if I had not been your
friend and adviser throughout. 1866 J. MARTINEAU Ess.
I. 206 Mr. Spencer treats the two cases as parallel through-
out. 1885 Manch. Exam. 22 Sept. 5/6 To-day has been
beautifully fine throughout.

t3. Completely, entirely, thoroughly. Obs.
c laoo Vices $ Virt. 73 |if

Su wilt, .bien fSurhut god mann.
a 1250 OwlSf Night. 877 peyh summe men beon burhut gode6 burhut clene on heore mode, c 1300 Beket 262 If he
hadde of his owe ftesch thurfout seignurye. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur vii. xxiii. 250 Ther was no rnan..sholde hele hym
thorou oute of his wound.

t C. adj. Obs. 1. Thorough, out-and-out.
1387-* T. USK Test. Love n. v. (Skeat) 1. 105 Often, when

there is a throw out shrewe, he coineth al the gold,., to
haue in his bandon. Ibid. vi. L 69 All the bodily goods. .

comen oft to throw out shrewes. 1670 BROOKS Wks. (1867)
VI. 115, 1 cannot charge such throughout saints, .with that
horrid profanation of the Sabbath.
2. That is so throughout ; permanent, rare.
1701 BEVERI.EV Glory ofGrace 4 The uninterrupted, and

throughout Efficiency of grace.
t Throughou-tly, adv. Obs. Forms: see

prec. ; also 5 throughtly. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] a.

Completely, thoroughly : =
prec. B. 3. b. In

every part, all over : =
prec. B. 2.

.

'oo ORMIN
524.6 All Drihhtiness bodeword..Iss filledd

burrhutlike wel, Jiff batt so!> lufe iss filledd. 13.. E. E.

376

Allil r A. 858 We burvoutly hauen cnawyng. 1475

Partenay 3075 So huge a stroke .. That quite clene the arme

share off throughtly. IS5 in J. O. Payne St Pants Cath.

Edw. F/(i8Q 3 ) ii Not throughoutlye platedd with silver

but to the myddes onlye. 1647 WARD Simp. Cooler (i 843) 35

If this, .worke bee throughly and throughoutly dispatched.

Through-paced : see THOROUGH-FACED.

Throu-gh-pa'Ssage. Also 6 thorow-. A
passage through ;

a thoroughfare.
e 1566 [see THOROUGH a. i]. a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie)

Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 333 Transses and throw passagis.

1615 CROOKE Body of Man 103 Albeit there be but one

ductus or through-passage from the pylorus or mouth of the

stomack. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 23 Free accesse to the

double roomes, without making them through passage. 1684

S. G. Anglontm Spec. 483 Wmd-again-Lane. .in it there is

no through-passage. 1886 WILLIS Ix CLARK Cambridge III.

187 The two large rooms., were thrown into one I the

through-passage being placed at the east end.

Through-pierce : see THROUGH- I.

t Throu'ghpost. Obs. Also tho-roughpost.

[f.
THROUGH- + POST so.2 i .] An express messenger

riding post the whole way to his destination : see

POST sb? i. To lay through posts, to establish a

line of posts at which fresh horses were supplied.

1558 Act Privy Counc. 29 Aug., The Quenes Majestic

must..seke some new meanes to be served from
tyme

to

tyme with a through poste. 1591 Ibid. 18 Apr., We have

aucthorized this bearer Robert Gascoyns, postmaster for the

court, to lay through postes betweene London and the court,

1603 in Rep. Seer. Comm. Post Office (1844) 39 Carriers or

thorow-posts, riding in our affaires by special!
commission.

1609 Ibid., Thorough Postes, through-posts (see POST

sbf ij. 1696 in Massachusetts Acts (1895) VIII. 280 Such

Master.. shall provide Horses and furniture to let to hire

unto all through posts and persons rideing in post.

Through-ride to -rod : see THROUGH-.

Through-ripe : see thorough-ripe, s.v. THO-

ROUGH- i.

fThrOUgllSee'k^.OAr. Forms: see THROUGH

frep.and SEEK v. \Qfe.purhsican,i.}>urh, THROUGH
adv. + sican to SEEK : cf. OHG. durh-suohhan,
Ger. durchsuchen.]
1. trans. To seek or search through ; to search or

examine thoroughly.
a \ospLi0erScinlill. 209 Conquirens, burhsecende. c 1*00

ORMIN 242 Her endenn twa Goddspelless buss, & uss birrb

hemm burrhsekenn. a 105 Leg. Kath. 520 pa he hefde al

bet lond ouergan & burhsoht. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc.

2440 When alle bi life sal be thurgh soght. 1489 SKELTON
Dethe Erie Northumbld. 179 Whose pere is hard to fynd,

Algife Englond and Fraunce were thorow saught.

2. To penetrate ;
to imbue or saturate thoroughly ;

in quot. a 1450, to pierce, run throngh with a

weapon.
c IMO Trin. Coll. Horn. 191 He . . mid te shene attre burh

secb.eS al be soule. c 1150 Death 54 in O. E. Misc. 170
And in euche lime Deb us hafS burh-soht. 1387-6 T. USK
Test. Love i. i. (Skeat) 1. 120 Purely mated with sorowe

through sought. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 106 His wit. .is with

pride so thurghsoght, That he alle othre set at noght.
a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 2873 Thys qarell leve wyll I noght,
Ne pees shall ther neuer be sayne Or thy sydes be throw

sought.

Through-shed: see THROUGH- i.

+ Throu'gh-shine, a. Obs. [In OE. purh-
*sc(ne, -scyne, f. scinan to SHINB.] Through which

light shines ; transparent, translucent.

ciooo /ELFRIC Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 148/7 Speculates,

burhscyne stan. a 1631 DONNE To C'tess Bedford 27 That
wee May in your through-shine face our hart's thoughts see.

So f Througli-shi-ne v. [f. SHINE v. : cf. OHG.
durhskinan, Ger. durchscheineti}, intr. to shine

through ; hence t Throu'gh-, tho-rough-shrning
///. a., shining through, translucent, transparent.

1516 TINDALE Rev. xxi. 21 The strete of the cite was pure
golde, as thorowe shynynge glasse. 108 LYTE Dodoens \.

xxxiv. 49 Rounde tender, thorough shining, and browne
redde stalkes. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne i. xxv. (1632) 77
It ought to make her contentment to through-shine in all

extenour parts. 1634 PEACHAM Gentl. Exerc. i. xxviL 95
Then buy the Goldsmiths red Ammell, which in any case
let be very transparent and through-shining.

Through-shoot, -shove : see THROUGH- i.

t Through-Strug, v. Obs. \<y..j>urhstingan,
f. slingan to STING.] trans. To stab or pierce

through.
c looo ^LFRIC Deut. xv. 17 Nim bonne anne si, & burn-

sting his ear aet bines buses dura, c xsoo Trin. Coll. Horn.
207 pe honden and te fet weren mid irene nailen burh
stungen. a 1300 Cursor .1A 17134 (Cott.) Brest, and hand, and
fote thurghstungen [v.r. thorustongen]. Ibid. 24357 Wit
spere bai stoked him wit wrang, pat ilk min hert it thoru-
stan. c 1330 Arth. f, Merl. (K61bing) 6630 Wij> hors fete
bai nden hem on & burch stongen man! on.

Through-stitch : see THOROUGH-STITCH.

Through-stone *
(pro-x'sUwn, pr-f-). Now

only Sc. and north, dial. [f. THROUGH so.l (q. v.

for Forms) + STONE sb.] A horizontal grave-stone
or slab over a tomb : THROUGH sb.l 3.
13.. Cursor M. 16762 + 94^011.) Throgh stones in sunder

brast, And ded bodyes gon rise, c 1440 Promp. Para. 493/2
Thurwhe stone, of a grave [v. rr. thwrwe ston, throwe or
thorw ston, throwe or throwstone], sarcofagus. 1509 Test,
Ebor. {Surtees) V. 5, 1 will have a thurgh ston of marbill to
be laid uppon my grave. 1540 N. C. Wills (Surtees 1908) 167V 1 myne execoutoures shall bye a threwgh stone and lave
upon my mother in Seynt Andrewes Church. 1593 Rites
of Durham (Surtees 1903) 60 An other gentleman .. was

THROW.
buryed in the said Garth . . with a faire throwgh stone
aboue hym. 1703 BP. W. NICOLSON Misc. Ace. (1877) 106
A couple of fair Freestone Monuments or Through-Stones.
1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xxiv, The muckle through-stane
that stands on sax legs yonder. 1825 BROCKETT N. c.
Words, Thntff-stone. 1848 Editib. Antiq. Mag. Nov. 113A group of beautiful 'throoch-stanes', i.e. the large flat
stones on pillars. 1894 CROCKETT Lilac Snnboitnet 55 [He]
set a big thruch stane ower his first wife.

Through-stone -
(j>r-,st<n), thorough-

stone (p-r<y,staun). Building, [f. THROUGH/^/.
+ STONE so.~\

A stone placed so as to extend through
the thickness of a wall

;
a bond-stone.

1805 DICKSON Pract.Agric. \. 112 Long stones should. .be
selected for the purpose of being placed occasionally across
the wall, in order to bind it well together. These are
termed throughs, or throngh stones. 1815 J. NICHOLSON
Operat. Mechanic 538 In each course of ashlar facing.,
thorough-stones should occasionally be introduced. 1879
Casselt's Techn. Educ. 11. 98 Thorough-stones or bond-
stones. 1893 C. HODGES in Reliquary Jan. o The side walls
. . are built of large stones, as wide as the walls are thick, i.e.

they are all through stones.

Through-swim, -tang, -thrilled: see

THROUGH-. Throught,-ly: seeTHROUGHOUT, -LY.

Throu'gh-to :ll. Also 7 thorough-. [See
TOLL.] A toll or duty levied on persons, animals,
or goods passing through certain places, esp. throngh
a town or territory. ^Iso, a toll which passes one

through two or more turnpike gates.
'5*7-79 Expos. Termes Law s. v. Tollf, Through tolle, is

where a Towne prescribes to haue tol for euery beast that
goeth through their towne. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit,
(1637) 731 Bowes.. where.. the Earles of Richmond had.,
a certame custome called Thorough-toll. 1611 COTCR., Droict
de Chemage, the passage-toll, or through-toll, thats taken
at Sens. 163$ PRYNNE Rent. agst. Shipmoney 8 This Tax
. .laves a farre greater charge on the Subject then any new
office, Murage, Toll-travers, or thorough-toll. 1891 Daily
News 6 Apr. 5/4 The amount received at Newcastle for

through toll in one year amounts, .to nearly 7,000 1.

Through-touch : see thorough-touch s. v. THO-
ROUGH- a. Through-wax, -wort: see THO-
ROUGHWAX. -WORT.

Through-waxen to -wound : see THROUGH-.
Throut(e : see THEREOUT, THROUGHOUT.
Throve, past tense of THRIVE v.

t Throw, si.1 Obs. Forms : a. I prfis, }>rah,

3 prajhe, 4 thrau(e, 4-5 praw(e, 4-6 threw
;

4 trau, trawe, (5 drawe). 0. 3 froje, 3-5
J>rowe, 3-6 throwe, 5-6 throw ; 5 trowe. y. 5
threwe. [OE./riig, prAh fern, a (point or space
of) time, a season. Not found in the cognate
langs. ; if in OTeut ., its form would naturally be

"fraita, Goth. *prdiga^\
1. The time at which anything happens ; an

occasion. Many a throw, many a time, often.
Like minute, instant, often used in advb. phrases with

preposition omitted, as that, this, any, the same throw.
Beowulf 2884 Fergendra to lyt brong ymbe beoden ba

hynesiobrasbecwom. c888 K.JELFKKD Botth. xxxvii. i

OnwsecnaS sio wode bra* baere wraennesse. 971 Blickl.
Horn. 1 17 Nis baet eower . . baet ge witan ba brase & ba tide.
a iso Owl <$ Night. 478 Blisse myd heom sume browe.
Ibid. 1455, I singe myd heom one browe [v. r. brojej. 1300
GOWER Conf. III. 36 This riche man the same throwe With
soudein deth was overthrowe. 14.. HOCCLEVE Compl.
Virgin 73 O thynke how many a throwe Thow in myn
armes lay. c 1440 LOVELICH Merlin 9049 }oure Ryng to
taken me jn this threwe, To joure cosin le-ownces that j

myhte it scbewe. ^1460 Towneley Myst. xx. 380 Peter,
thou shall thryse apon a thraw fforsake mejOr the cok craw.

1513 DOUGLAS / net's x. xiii. 53 The casting dart..Smate
worthy Anthores the ilk thraw.

2. A space of time ; a while
;

in later use always,
a brief while, an instant, a moment.
a 1000 Caedtnon's Gen. 1426 (Gr.) paer se halxa bad sunu

JLameches sodra gehata lange brase. n 1000 Juliana 464
(Gr.) Is beos bra^ ful strong, . . ic sceal binga sehwylc bolian.

c 1 175 Lamb. Horn. 33 Nis nawiht beos weorld ; al beo a)e5
on ane alpi bra}e. c ioo ORMIN 3475 Wass mikell we^e till

batt land . .& forr bi wass hemm ned to don God bra^he to

patt we^e. ( laog LAY. 640 He tab bine a;ein ane browe.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3281 (Cott.) Had he noght rested hot a
thrau [v. rr. braw, browe]. 1375 BAKBOUR Bruce VII. 34
He.. said efur a litill thraw, pat he suld wenge in by
thar blude. c 1386 CHAUCER Man of Law's T. 855 Now
l.tt vs stynte of distance but a throwe [v. r. trowe].

14*3 J AS. I Kingis Quair xlv, Quben I a lytill thrawe had
maid my moon, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 493/1 Throwe, a ly tyl

wyle, momentum, ctyjo Pride tf Lowl. (1841) 64 They
were defaced in a throw. 1590 SPENSER /'. Q. ill. iv. 53
Downe himselfe he layd Upon the grassy ground to sleepe a
throw.

b. Be throwes, by turns, time about, rare.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 55 After that cause and nede it ladde,
Be throwes ech of hem it hadde.

Throw (pro), s6.2 Also 6-7 throwe, 6- Sc.

thraw. ff.
THROW v.1] The act expressed by

THROW v. l ; a twist; a cast.

I. A twist, a turn. * In Sc. form thraw.
1. An act of twisting or turning ; the fact or con-

dition of being twisted ; a turn or twist round, or

to one side, or out of the straight or regular line ;

a wrench, crook, warp ; also the act of turning a

key, or the like. Alsoyijf. Jn a throw, crookedly,

awry. St.
a 1585 POLWART Flyting w. Motttgomerie 564 The bleared

bucke..Hes right trim teeth, somewhat set in a thraw.



THROW.
1631 LITIICOW Trav. x. 465 Each torture consisting of three
winding thrown of euery pinne ; which amounted to
twenty one throwes. a 1653 BINNING Stria. (1845) 68 Man's
fall from God hath made a wretched thraw and crook in
the soul. 1783 BURNS Halloween xxii, She turns the key
wi' cannie thraw. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xlviii, Deil he wi' me if
I do not give your craig [neck] a thraw. 1901 Westin. Gaz
15 May 10/2 When the beacon took a 'thrawe' and his
workmen fled into the tower, then almost finished, he sat
unmoved reading his Bihle.

b. fig. A perverse twist of temper or humour
; a

fit of perversity or ' thrawnness '. mod.Sc.
1788 R. GALLOWAY Poems 93 (Jam.) Lasses were kiss'd

..Nor seem'd to tak it ill, Wi thraw that day. 1814
I. TRAIN Strains Mount. Muse 113 (ibid.) Auld Lucky
Nature.. unto Miss Scotia, just out of a thraw, She gave
a bleak wilderness, barren and raw. 1864 T. BRUCE in Poets
Ayrshire (1910) 233 Agents an' corks, in ruthless thraw
Sought out each scob an' tear.

O. Phrase. Heads andthrows
, Sc.: see quot. 1825.

1718 RAMSAY To Root. Yarde 14 A laigh hut, where sax
theghher Ly heads and thraws on craps of heather. 1765Museum Rust. IV. cvi. 462 They lay root-ends and crop,
ends together, or, as is commonly called, heads and thraws
1819 SCOTT Leg. Montrose vi, The great barn would hold
fifty more, if they would lie heads and thraws. 1825 JAMIE-
SON, Heads-and-lhraws, with the heads and feet, or heads
and points, lying in opposite directions... To flay at heads
and thraws , to play at push-pin.

* * In Eng. form throw.
2. Mech. The action or motion of a slide-valve,

or of a crank, eccentric, or cam ; also, the extent of
this measured on a straight line passing through
the centre of motion ; also, a crank-arm ; a crank.
1819 Three throw [see THREE III. a], 1864 in WEBSTER.

1874 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. s. v. Crank, A two-throw or three-
throw crank-shaft is one having so many cranks set at
different angles on the shaft. 1888 HASLUCK Model En^in.
Handybk. (1900) 77 When the space between the bearings
is limited, that part of the rod forming the crank throws, is

made elliptical in section. 1904 LINEHAM Text Bk. Mech.
Engin. 637 The eccentricity . . must be measured from centre
of eccentric sheave to centre of shaft. This amount we shall
sometimes call the throw.

b. Electr. (See quot.)
1902 O'CoNOR SI.OANE Electr. Diet., Throw, in a galvano-

meter, the instantaneous deflection of the needle when the
contact or closing of the circuit is instantaneous, or when
the discharge is completed before the needle begins to move.

e. Deflection from the right line.

1858 MALLET in Kef. Brit. Assoc. t 94 The obliquity of
throw of each of the balls.. from their respective cardinal
and vertical planes.
3. A twist of some fibre (e.g. silk). rare~ l

,

1873 BROWNING Red Cott. Nt.^ap iv. 857 That stalk
whereto her hermitage She tacked by golden throw of silk.

4. A machine by which a rotary motion is given
to an object while being shaped ; a lathe, esp. one
worked by hand : cf. throw-lathe in THROW- i.

1657 TOMUNSON Renou's Disp. 490 Boxes are. .either made
with a throwe, or composed of a thin broad chip. 1659
HOOLE Comenius' Vis. World (1777) 89 The turner sitting
over the treddle, turneth with a throw. 1836-8 Encycl.
rtir.j~~ji f.o.-\ \7IIf ... fu~ ::~ _i-_ tt^i _ .,

*
:-

THROW.

..The term throw, also applied to the clock throw.

II. 5. An act of throwing a missile, etc.; a

forcible propulsion or delivery from or as from the

hand or arm
;

a cast. Also fig. (As a fault in

Cricket : see BOWL v.l 4 and cf. quots. 1901 here.)
To have a thmv at (fig.), to attack, have an attempt at ; to

have a 'fling' at.

1530 PALSGR. 233/1 Hurle or throwe with a stone, coup de

pierre. 1548 ELYOT Diet., foetus, a throwe, a hurle,
a caste. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. u. v. 9 He hewd, and lasht,
and foynd, and thundred blowes. .Ne plate, ne male, could
ward so mighty throwes. 1692 BENTLEY^TV/* Lect. 157 It is

so many million of millions odds to one against any single

throw, that the assigned order will not be cast. 1698 COLLIER
luiwor. Stage iii. 101 The Old Batchelour has a Throw at the

Dissenting Ministers. 1755 Game at Cricket 10 If in run-

ning a Notch, the Wicket is struck down by a Throw, it's

out. 1884 Mil. Engineering (ed. 3) I. n. 45 Keep the

shovellers back at least 10 feet from the edge of the excava-
tion ; otherwise they interfere with the throw of the diggers.

1895 CROCKETT Men ofMoss.Hags I, We will hae a thraw at

it, to see if we canna break through the Thieves' Hole. 1901

bowling. 1901 Westm. Gaz. n Jan. 5/2, I wonder what

[he] would say if anyone told him he could not tell a
throw from a fairly-bowled ball.

6. The distance to which anything may or is to

be thrown : often qualified, as a stone's throw.

1581 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda's Cony. E. Inti. i. Ixvii.

138 The enimyes were come, within the throwe of a Dart.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. ii. 21 Like to a Bowie vpon a subtle

ground I haue tumbled past the throw. 1704 SWIFT Bali.

Jilts. Misc. (1711) 252 The two Cavaliers had now approach'd
within a Throw of a Lance. 1711 ARBUTHNOT John Bull i.

ix, She stank so, that nobody durst come within a stone's

throw ofher. 1893 F. F. MooRE//VrWrfAar(i8o9)i6The
vessel steamed within a biscuit-throw of the southern cliffs.

7. spec. a. Acast at dice; thennmbercast Alsofig.
'577 STANYHURST Descr. Irel. in Holiashed I. 84/1 Fall

how it will, this throwe is for an huddle. 1596 SHAKS.

Merck. V. u. i. 33 The greater throw May turne by fortune

from the weaker hand. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xx.

66 Freede from the awe of open challenges of the Crowne,
and from throwes at his maine. a 1667 JER, TAYLOR Sernt.

Ethes. v.31-33 Wks. 1831 I. 3'9 They. .cast a die.. of the

greatest interest in the world, next to the last throw for

eternity. 1701 Land. Gaz. No. 3839/4 The most at Three
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1850 ROHEKTSON Serm. Ser. in. u. (1872) 24 The Baml,!who improvidently stakes all upon a moment's throw. 1878
Losw. SMITH Carthage 259 They had ventured their all, or
nearly their all, on this one throw.

b. A cast of a net, a fishing-line, etc. ;
= CAST

1548 UOALL, etc. lircum. Par. Acts ii. n This was the
firste caste and throwe ofhis nette. 1687 DRYUEN llindf, P.
n. 20 With the self-same throw. To catch the quarry and
the vermin too. 1851 NEWLAND The Erne 75 For the trout,the gillaroo, and the jenkin, the northern shore affords the
best throws. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling v. (1880) 159 When
..he can manage this throw.

o. Unrest/ing. The throwingdown of an opponent,
which finishes a bout or round : cf. FALL sb ! i \

CaHtt, ii.

1819 Sporting Mag. IV. 236 The Irish trump again got
the throw. 1861 PALEY /Eschylus (ed. 2) Choephoroe 331
note, ttfluem,

'

invincible,' from the three throws of a
wrestler.

d. A felling of timber: cf. FALL ji.l 14 ; also,
the direction in which a tree is caused to fall.

1879 JEFFF.RIES Wild Life in S. Co. 289 While all these
throws of timber have successively taken place, no attempthas been made to fill up the gaps. 1880 Gt. Estate 173The throw ofoak that was going on in one part of the Chace.
8. Geol. and Mining. A dislocation in a vein or

stratum, in which the part on one side of the frac-
ture is displaced up or down ;

= FAULT si. 9 ;

also, the amount of vertical displacement so caused.
179!! OUTRAM in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 351 A fault, throw,

or break of the strata, which was filled with shale. 1828
Craven Gloss., Throw,..* disruptureof the beds or strata.

'5S J. R. LF.IFCHILD Cornwall Mines 86 The 'throw' or
perpendicular distance between the corresponding strata on
the opposites of a vein, varies from a few inches to thirty or
forty, or even a hundred fathoms.

Throw, so.z, earlier form of THBOE so.

Throw (J>r<?u), w.l Pa. t. threw (J>r) ; pa.
pple. thrown (J)ron). Forms : see below. [OE.
prdwan (pa. i.friow, pa. pple. frawen) str. vb., to

turn, twist; corresp. to OLG. *thrdjan, MLG.
dreien, LG. draien, dreien, MDu. draeien, Du.
draaien, OHG. dr&en (from *drajan), MHG. dra-

jen, drsen, Ger. drehen, weak vb., to twist, twirl,

turn; wanting in Gothic, where it would have been a

reduplicated vb. *fr4ian, like wdian
; OTeut. root

J>rx-, pre-Teut. tre-, ter- to turn ; in Gr. and L., to

bore. In Eng. the orig. sense 'twist, turn' re-

mained in the north, and in certain technical uses

(see branch I) ; otherwise it passed in ME. into

that of branch II, = OR weorpan, perh. through
an unrecorded sense ' throw by a turn or twist of

the arm, or with a sling '. Cf. note to CAST v.}
A. Illustration of Forms.

1. Present stem. a. i iSraw-an, 1-4 praw-, 3-4
prauw-, 3-7 thrawe, 5- & thraw, (4 prau-, 5-6
thrau, 9 dial, thraa, thrah, thra, tra(a) (see Eng.
Dial. Diet.).
ciooo prawan [see B. r], a 1300 Thrawe [see B. 8). 1340

Ayenb. 17 God braub doun prede. c 1450 Two Cookery-bks.
101 Thrawe it borgh a streynour. 1470 Thraw [see U. i).

1570 LEVINS Manip. 45/38 To Thrawe, cast, iactare, tnittere.

1581 Thrau [see Ii. 3). 1710 RAMSAY Wealth 141 I'll thraw

my gab and gloom. 1787-1884 Thraw [see B. 5). 1828

Craven Gloss., Thraa, to throw ; also to turn in a lathe.

0. 3-5 prow-en, 4-7 throwe, 6- throw (6-7
through, 7 throughe, thro', 9 dial, thro, trow). !

1150 Long Life 37 in O. E. Misc. 158 Weilawei, deb be
;

schal adun prowe. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B, xvi. 131, I shal

ouertourne bis temple and adown throwe. 1387 Prow [see

B. 37 a], a 1400 prowe [see B. 30). 155* HULOET, Throwe,
|

jacio, 1580 Throw [see B. 15]. 1598 Through [see B. 14). :

c 1614 SIR W. MURE Dido ft JEneas 11. 219, 1, frome above,
a tempest downe shall thro . c 1620 Throughes (see B. 19].

2. Past tense, o. iSreow, i-3preow, (jpreuw),
3-4 preou, preu, prew, -e, 4 preuh, pruw, -e,

threew, thrwe, 4-6 threwe, 5- threw, (5 threew,
throwe, 7 thrue).
c 1000 ^.LFRIC Horn. II. 510 He sona creow Swyres.

c 1*05 LAY. 12321 pa cheorles up breowen [c 1875 breuwen].
Ibid. 807 preou, abreu [see B. 28]. a 1300 A". Horn 1162

Horn breu [v.r. brew] is ryng to grounde. 13.. K. Alls.

2427 Ded he threow him to grounde. 3a LANGL. P. PI. A,

v. 201 He . . breuh [f^rff B.,C. breu, brew, thr_ewe, throwe] to

be grounde. c 1374 Thrwe [see B. 43). _.
(Rolls) VI. ii pe aungel..brewe [MS. >, bruw] bat cloob
into bat fuyre. n 1400-50 Threw [see B. 468). c 1412
Threew [see B. 48 a), c 1449 PECOCK Repr. (Rolls) jrJoThou

..threwistdoun hors and man. 1470 HENRY Wattaccv.
1020 Thorn Haliday sone be the craig him threw. 1516

Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 304 The chyldren . . toke vp
Stones & clay, & threwe them. 1618 Thrue [see B. 44 i].

0. (dial.) 7-9 throwed, 9 thrawed.
1666 in Picton L'pool Mimic. See. (1883) I. 315 p..hee

throwed downe into the trench. l8ao Throwed [see B. 19],

1871 Thrawed [see B. 2).

8. Past pple. a. 1-4 prawen (3 prauwen, 4

j^praw), 5-6 Sc. thrawen (5-7 -In, -ne), 6- Sc,

thrawn, 9 dial, thraan. See also THRAWN.

iw r,l, Me wmna bide being Ihrawn.
0. 4-5 prowen, (4 i-prowen, 4-5 i-prow>>,

4-7 (9 </</.) throwen, (4 throwyn, -

y-)throwe, ytrowe, i-drow, 6 throwin , 6 -

tnroamn _tv> _,-...._ /*:*_ , .

c 1*05 prauwen, 13.. prawen [see B, i). c 1330 Y-brawe
(see B. 400). 1483 Thrawen [see THROWN). 1513 DOUGLAS
jEneis V. v. 66 [The adder] In lowpis Ihrawin. 1591 Thrawne

[see B. 4). 1645 Shetland Witch Trial in Hibbert Descr.

i j t- i '2. -'1J< lv* *vur., or
would have throwen. 1647 Thrown [tee B. 42 a,

7- 8-9 (now dial.) throwed, 9 north, throwed.
1717-41 fsee THROWED]. 1878 Throwed [see B. 20). 1896

B. Signification.
I. To twist, to turn, and derived nses.
*Sc. in form thraw;

* *
technical, in form throw.

*1. trans. To twist, to wring ; to tnm to one tide

(nlsoyfc.) ; to twist about, twine, wreathe ; to tnm
(a key or the like) ; in OE. to torture on the rack.
Now Sc, and north, dial.
To throw one'sface, gat, mouth {Sc.\ to pull a wry face,

to contort the face, e. g. in pain, anger, or passion.
ciooo ^ELFRIC Horn. II. 308 [He het] hine hon on heardre

hengene . . and mid hengene orawan to langere hwile. c 1000
Saints Lives viii. 113 pawear3 se arleasa gehalhyrt, and

het hi on hencgene a-streccan and orawan iwa swa wiAAan
wzlhreowlice. c 1000 K.\.n.K Gram, xxvi (Z.) 155 Cantor-
oiieo, ic samod brawe. c laog LAY. 27359 Heje hare-marken . .

sixti busende brauwen mid winde. 13. . Gaw. if Gr. Knt. \*t \

PC tayl. .brawen wyth a bwong a bwarle knot alofte. c 1470
HENRY Wallace vn. 410 Than xxV men he geit fast welhcis
thraw,..Than festnyt thai with wetheis duris fast. 1536
BELLENDEN Cosmogr. xiv, Apperit than ane multitude of
wormis thrawing thaim seff out of sindry hollis and
boris of this tre. 1583 Calr. Scolt. Pat. VI. 356 (They)
forcit thame-.be towis thrawin about their heidis [to re-
veal the money). 1689 BURNF.T Tracts I. 82 He threw
it which way he pleased. 1718 RAMSAY Fable, fox H
Rat 26 He threw his gab, and girn'd. ? 17.. Yowte Rettin
xiv. in Child Ballads II. 146 Ye'll thraw my head aff my
hause-bane, And throw me in the sea. 1816 SCOTT lit.

Dwarf ix, To thraw the keys, or draw the bolts, or open
the grate. 1813 HOGG Sheph. Cal. \. (1829) I. 4 Ye'ie some-
thing ill for thrawing your mou' at Providence now and
then. 18. . Sc. Proverb, Thraw the widdie [

= withy) while
it's green Between three and thirteen. 1881 W. WALKER
in Mod. Scot. Poets III. 104 Hoo his een are starin : hoo he
thraws his mouth. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders 144 111 thraw
your neck for that, Jerry. 1896 Grey Man i. 7 His
countenance thrawed and drawn, his shrunk shanks twisted.

2. intr. To turn, twist, curl, twine, writhe; of a
moored boat : to swing, sway. Chiefly Sc.

Quots. 1513, a 1650, appear to have the spec meaning
'

to
writhe in death-throes'; they are closely connected with
thraw. northern form of THROE sb., antl may perhaps be
viewed as showing a Sc form of THROE v. a.

ciooo Gloss, in Hattpt's Zeitschr. I X. 435 Crisfantibtts, braw.
endum rv/cyrpisiendum, marg. cyrpsum loccum. c vxoGloss.
in Wr.-Wulcker 527/2 Rotattte, brawende. c 1000 JLFRIC
Horn. II. 510 Se ll^..sona oreow flwyres win ban windes.
c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 823 Twa. . fun's. .Callit him thrysi
thevisnek, to thrawe in a widdy. 1513 DOUGLAS .Knfis xn. vi.

48 Down strowand eik vnder fut in the plane Diuers otheris

?it thrawand and half slane. a 1650 Sir Eger ft Sir Gryme
1611 in Laing Early Metr. 7*.(i82O) 55 Gray-Steel unto his

death thus thrawes ; He waiters, and the grass updrawes.
a 1699 BONNELL in W. Hamilton Life n. (1703) 85 We
stomach. .Injuries that we think are done to us; we fling
and throw under them. 1818 SCOTT fir. Lamm, xxiii. If the

dead corpse binna straughted, it will girn and thraw. 1871
ROSSETTI Stratton Water xxxvii, The empty boat thrawed
i

1

the wind, Against the postern tied. 1881 PALGRAVE Yisioits

Eng. 248 The strong branches cry And start and thraw in

that fierce furnace-flame.

3. trans, (fig.) To wrest, warp, or pervert the

meaning or intention of
;
to do violence to, strain

;

also, to distort the pronunciation of. Sc.

1558 KENNEDY Comfend. Tract. 6 Wrestand and thrawing
the Scripture, contrare the godlie menynge of the samyn.
1581 HAMILTON in Cat/:. Tractates (S.T. S.! 77 The scrip-

ture, quhilk thaj tbrau efter thair sensual! iugement. 1873
MURDOCH Doric LyrcWi (E.D.D.) What though he thraw'J

the law a wee? 1877 G. MACDONALD Afro. Lassie xxviii,

They dinna thraw the words there jist the same gait they
du at Portlossie.

b. To change detrimentally the colour of, to

discolour or cause to fade : cf. CAST v. 14.

Mod. Sc, dial. The sun has quite thrown my silk gown.

1 4. To obtain or extract by twisting or wring-

ing ; to wrench ; chiefly^, to extort. Sc. 06s.

1513 DOUGLAS j&neis xn. vi. 120 Owt of hys (an enemy's)

rycht hand Richt austemly has he thrawin the brand. 1591

R. BRUCE Serm. Rj b, When hee hath thrawne all thcx:

good turnes out of them, a 1598 ROLLOCK /rX-i. (1844) II.

vi. 73 He throws another accusation out of the Jews.

t b. To force by torture or violence ; to con-

strain. Sc. Obs.

1599 JAS. I BariA. Aupor (1682) 96 Beware of thrawing or

constraining them thereto.

6. To cross, thwart, frustrate. Chiefly
Sc.

1787 BURNS When Gtiilford good, etc vi. Saint Stephen's

boys, wi' jarring noise, They did his measures thraw. 1818

SCOTT Rot Roy xxvi, He's easy wi' a' body that will be

easy wi' him ; but if ye thraw him ye had better thraw the



THROW.
deevil. 1884 Lays fy Leg. N. Irel. n If his Riv'rance re.

leased him he'd thraw him no more.

b. intr. To go counter, to act in opposition ;
to

be at variance or awkward ; to exhibit dislike or

aversion ; to qnarrel or contend with. Sc.

a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chraii. Scot. xxi. iv. (1728)

125 Bishop Forman had . . caused the duke to thraw [so

3 AtSS. ; 2 MSS. stur(e] with him till he gave certain Bene-
fices to the Duke to give unto his friends. 1807 HOGG Laird
ofLairistan xxiii, Jealous of the Stuart race, The English
lords begin to thraw. 1824 MACTAGGART Gallovid. Encycl.
(1876) 214 At nature ay to girn and thraw.. Is sure a sin

infernal. 1888 D. GRANT Scotch Stories 10 Thraw wi* him,
an* he was just as stubborn an' rampageous as a wild ox.
* * 6. trans. To form or fashion by means of a

rotary or twisting motion, a. To turn (wood, etc.)

in a lathe ; to shape (round pottery) on a potter's
lathe or '

throwing-wheel '. Now techn. or dial.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 403/1 Throwyn, or turne vessel of a

tre, torno. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 45/39 To Thraw or turne,
tornare. 1604 Shvttleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 159 To
the disshe-thrower, ix days throwing disshes and bassenes
. .iij'. 1674 RAY N. C. Words, To Thrmv, to Turn as
Turners doe. 1759 Genii. Mag. Aug. 348 Rooms for thiow-

ing, turning, and stove drying the ware. 1755 JOHNSON
s. V., Balls thrown in a lathe. 1839 URE Diet. Arts, etc.

ion Throwing is performed upon a tool called the
potter's

lathe. ..The mass of dough to be thrown is weighed out or

gauged by an experienced hand. 1900 Daily Nnvs 25 May
6/2 Further on a potter is

'

throwing
'

pots on his wheel.

b. Silk Manuf. To prepare and twist (raw silk)
into thread ; spec, to form into thread by twisting
two or more threads or '

singles
'

in the direction

opposite to that of their component filaments.

I4SS [implied in THROWSTER ij. 1463-4 [implied in
THROWN i\ 1483 Act i Rich. Ill, c. io i Calle sylk or

coleyn silk throwen or wrought. 1670 BLOUNT Law.
Diet., Silk.thrower, . . a Trade, or Mystery, that winds,
twists, and spins, or throws silk, thereby fitting it for use.

1796 Trans. Soc. Arts XIV. 328, I became convinced that

Bengal Silk could be thrown in this country. 1839 URE
Diet. Arts, etc. 1105 The rawsilk. .requires to be regularly
wound upon bobbins, doubled, twisted, and reeled in our
silk-milts. These processes are called throwing silk, and
their proprietors are called silk throwsters. 1877 KNIGHT
Diet. Meek. s.v. Thrown Singles, Silk filaments are twisted
to form singles. Several ol these are combined and twisted
together (doubling) forming dumb singles. A number of
the latter are associated and twisted together (throwing),
forming thrmvn singles. 1897 Daily Nevis 9 Dec. 10/5
Silk is still

' thrown
'

at Derby.
c. To make by twisting : cf. THROW-CROOK.

1896 P. A. GRAHAM Red Scaur v. 78 We began to throw
straw ropes for them.

1 7. To form, fashion, dispose, arrange ;
= CAST

v. 45. Obs. rare.

c 1310 Cast. Lmc 739 A Trone . . Of whit luori . . Wib
Cumpas I-browen and wi|> gin al I-do. Ibid. 807 pe breo
baylys.. fat wib be cornels byth so feyre I-set, And throwen
[v.r. I -cast] wib cumpas and walled abowte.

II. To project or propel through the air, and
connected uses ; to cast, fling, hurl, drive, shoot

(away from the
propelling agent).

8. trans. To project (anything) with a force of
the nature of a jerk, from the hand or arm, so
that it passes through the air or free space ; to

cast, hurl, fling ; spec, to cast by a sudden jerk or

straightening of the arm, esp. at the level of or over
the shoulder (as distinguished from bowl, fitch,

toss). Cf. CAST v. I.

Now the main sense of the word (= Fr.jeter. Ger. wcr.
(en, L. jacere, jactare), which is contained or involved in
all the later senses and applications; throw being the pri-
mary, most general, and most proper word for this action.
a 1300 . E. Psalter cxxxix. [cxl.] n In fire sal tou thrawe

bam swa. a 1300 K. Horn 1076 Horn breu him ouer be
brigge. 1387 TREVISA Hidden (Rolls) V. 9 Ignacius . .

was i-brou;t to Rome, and i-browe to wylde bestes. 1399
LANGL. Kick. Rtdeles iv. 8a Ne had bei striked a strake
. .or be blast come, pey had be throwe ouere be horde backe-
warde ichonne. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 493/1 Throwyn, or
castyn, jaeto. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis xi. vi. r42 Ane lance
towartis his aduersar thrawis he. 1530 PALSGR. 756/1 I
tlirewe a potte at his head. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform.
in. 174 Jesabell, Quhome throw ane windo suirlie men did
thraw. i6s HOUSES Leviath. u. xxi. 108 When a man
throweth his goods into the Sea for feare the ship should
sink. i74 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier i. 76 Id throw it

[money] all into the Elbe. 1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xxiv,He threw the fellow a dollar. Ibid, xxxiii, Throwing
Craigcngell from him with such violence that he rolled
down the steps. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola xx, There were
practical jokes of all sorts, from throwing comfits to throw-
ing stones. 1869 Pram, [see GLASS-HOUSE], Mod. Throw
me a rope.

b. absol. To hnrl a missile, a weapon, etc.
13. . Sir Seats (A.) 3106 pow mi}t nou?t sen arijt to browe.

1860 Temple Bar Mag. Vl. 283 Parr threw 109 yards, the
soldier only three yards less. 1889 DOYLE M. Clarke 34 The
turnip on a stick at which we used to throw at the fairs.

to. trans. To assail with missiles, to pelt
Obs. rare- 1

.

3-- K.Alit. 4702 (Bodl. MS.) Men hem brew wib drytt& dunge [i'.r. to heom threowe drit and donge].
8. refl. To fling or cast oneself; to precipitate

oneself; t of a river, to precipitate itself, fall into
another river, a lake, etc. (obs.) Also ;fo
13. .-Sir Beues (A.) 2179 Beues in to be sadel him brew.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 411 Alisaundre.. brewe
hym self into a water bat renneb bere. 1576 FLEMING Panotl
hfut,,3

10 Another throweth himselfe headlong from the topp
of an house, and breaketh his necke. c 1630 RISDON Surf

378

Devon 220 (1810) 227 The riverThrushell . . throws itselfinto

Lyd. 1714 ADDISON Spect. No. 556 F 6, 1 . . threw myself into

an Assembly of Ladies. 1794 MRS.RADci.iFFE.fl/y.r/. Udolpho
xl,

' This is too too much !

'

exclaimed Valancourt, . . throw-

ing himself into a chair. 1793 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV. 324
If you throw yourself into one of the early coaches, you
would be here very quickly. 1843 LEVER J. Hinton xi,

He threw himself upon his horse.

b. To t/irmu oneself upon : to attack with vio-

lence or vigour ; to fall upon. (Cf. 28.)

1823 SCOTT Quentiu D. iv. He threw himself upon the

ragout, and the plate was presently vacant.

1O. trans. To cast (dice) from the dice-box
;
to

make (a cast) at dice ; also absol. or inlr. to cast

or throw dice, to play at dice. Alsoy?f.
t To throw at all: to stake or venture all one has (obs.).

1587 GREENE Penelopes Web Wks. (Grosart) V. 181 Least
. . we set our rest on the hazard and so desperately throw at
all. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well\\. iii. 84, I had rather be in

this choise, then throw Ames-ace for my life. 1605 Lear
I. iv. 136 Set lesse then thou throwest. a 1667 JER. TAYLOR
Wks. (1835) I. S33 (Cent) That great day of expense, in

which a man is to throw his last cast for an eternity of joys
and sorrows. 1698 Act 10 Will. Ill, c. 33 S 3 Every
Person or Persons that.. shall play throw or draw at any
such Lottery, .shall forfeite for every such Offence the Sum

J

ofTwenty Pounds. 17*0 Lond.Gaz. No. 5872/6 The Winning
I

Horse to be thrown for at 40 Guineas by the Contributors.

1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xxii, George had thrown the
great cast. 1891 Monthly Packet May 558 If 1 should
throw doublets, we will share the stakes.

b. To play (a card) out of one's hand
; esp. to

discard.

1748 [see thrown away, 370]. 1879
' CAVENDISH ' Card

Ess., etc. 109 Throwing the ace of hearts to the last spade.
1891 Harper's Mag. Mar. 603/1 He can therefore safely
throw his queen on the ace. 1891 Field 28 Nov. 842/3 We
should throw four diamonds, and the seven of spades, but
do not say it is the proper

'

discard '.

o. To cast (a vote) : CAST v. I f.

1844 W. PHILLIPS in Life of Garrison (1889) III. iv. 99No one can take office, or throw a vote /or another to hold
office. 1888 BRYCE^w/cr. Commw. I, v. 55 note, 37 additional
presidential votes . . all thrown for the Democratic candidate.
1890 Spectator 8 Mar., Their usual leaders do not know
their thoughts, and until their votes are thrown, can form
only guesses as to the way their sympathies are tending.
II. To hurl, project, shoot, as a missile engine

does; also of a person using such an engine. Often
absol. (esp. in reference to distance or direction).
1393 LANGL. /'. I'l. C xxi. 295 Sette nuthon at be man.

gpneland mulle-stones broweb. a 1400-50 Alexander 2218
Thre thousand of thra men to thraw with engynes. 1716
i,aan AlktrtTi Archil. I. 69/1 This will baulk the aim of
the military engines, and make them thiow over the wall.
1880 Daily Tel. 23 Dec., Although throwing only a 7lb.
projectile, they [guns] are [etc.]. 1890 CLARK RUSSELL
Ocean Trag. II. xviii. 106 That gun 'II throw about three
quarters of a mile. 1900 POLLOK & THOM Sports Burma
vi. 212, I tried the weapon, and found that both barrels
threw considerably to the left.

12. To put forth with a throwing action (a fish-

ing net, line, or bait) ; to cast, make a cast with.
Also absol.

1841 LANE Arab. fftt. I. ii. 101 And threw his net, 1889
CROMMELIN & BROWN Violet Yyvian II. ix. 154 VioletTT
learnt to throw a fly. 1891 Sat. Rev. 20 June 734/1 Good
anglers.. can throw to a hairbreadth and not miss.

13. Of the sea or wind: fa. To toss or drive

violently about
; also, to drive, send, impel (ots.

rare); b. esp. to drive or cast with violence (on
rocks or a coast) ; to cast away, wreck.
1381 WYCLIF Matt. xiv. 24 Sothely the boot in the mydil

see was throwen [L. iactabatur] with wawis. 1433 JAS, I

Kingis Q. xvii, My feble hole full fast to steie and rowe,
..the wynter nyght I wake, To \vayte the wynd that furth-
ward suld me throwe. 1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea Procem.
d ij b, They are thrown irrecoverably upon Rocks and Sands.
1879 MINTO Defoe ix. 142 [He] might have been thrown on
a desert island. 1886 BURTON Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) I. 126
A billow, .threw me with a long cast on dry land.
14. To project (a ray, beam, light) on, upon,

over, etc.; to emit (light); to project, cast (a
shadow).

, - ~.j .,_......, .**.b i.u,,,g, ntin
the radiant beams she threw, His helm. 1797 MRS. RAD.
CLIFFE Italian vii, A nun, kneeling . . beneath a lamp which
threw its rays aslant her head. 1876 TAIT Rec. Adv. Phys.
Sc. ix. (ed. 2) 213 Throwing the spectrum of light, .on the
screen. 1893 Harper's Mag. Jan. 280/2 The great mound
. .threw a long shadow westward.
b. In Jig. phrases, esp. to throw (a) light on, to

contribute to the elucidation of, to make clearer or

plainer ; to throw a lustre over, to illuminate or
render lustrous; also to throw a shadow, cloud,
gloom, over: see the sbs.

1598 [see prec. sense]. 1789 [see LUSTRE st> 4 J. 1774GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 78 The testimony of a single
witness.. will throw more light on the subject than the
reasonings of an hundred philosophers. 1815 MOORE Sheri.
dan I. 510 It was in the power of the orator, .to throw a
lustre over the historian. 18x5 T. HOOK Sayings Ser. u
Passion f, Princ. ix. III. 153 Showers of rain. .threw a
gloom over the gaieties. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. p. xviii
Ancient and modern philosophy throw a light upon one
another. 1890 SIR A. KEKEWICH in Law Times tf</>. LXI ft.
684/1 The defendants' evidence does not throw much light
on the question.

15. To direct (words, an utterance) towards, etc.,
esp. in hostility or contempt; to hurl, cast; to

THBOW.
cause (sound, or fg. a gesture) to pass or travel;
to waft (a kiss), to cast (a nod).
1580 SIDNEY Ps. xxxi. ix, Those lips. .Which, .throw their

words against the most vpright. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y L i

in. 3 Not a word? Ros. Not one to throw at a dog. a 1748WATTS (J.), There is no need to throw words of contempton such a practice. i8a< SCOTT Nigel i, The poor youth had
not a word to throw at a dog. 1831 Cast. Dang, ii,Never fear me, Augustine,' said the old man, . . throwing a
kiss towards the boy. 1844 M"S. BROWNING Drama ofE rile
Poems 1850 I. 75 The blessed nightingale which threw Its
melancholy music after us. 1891 Field 10 Nov. 771/2 The
hideous yells that were thrown at him.

b. To throw the tongue : see TONGUE.
16. To throw one's eye or eyes, a glance, a look :

to turn or direct one's gaze, to look
; esp. to look

hastily, rapidly, or cursorily; to glance: = CAST
v. 7.

1590 SPENSER f. Q. in. i. ,6 Still as she fledd her eye she
backward threw. 1779 Mirror No. 17. p i To throw your eye
sometimes upon the inferior ranks of life. 1800 Char in
Asiat. Ann. Reg. 45/1 The mother lifting up her eyes,
'."?'?!!"#

threw
,
them

.

to ">= ground. 1885 FITZPATRICK
r.N. burke II. 35 Happening to throw his eye over the
address delivered, .at Boston. 1891 Lonfm. Mag. Jan. 276Mrs. Dufficld. .threw inquiring glances across the table.

1 17. To give, deliver (blows) ; also absol. or intr.
to aim blows, strike. (Cf. to 'lay about him'.)

I

Obs. rare.

CI470 Golagros t Gam. 709 Thai threw in that thrang
stalwart strakis and strang. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. ill. ix. 16
1 hen drew he his bright sword, and gan about him throw.
t b. trans. ? To deliver a blow at

; to strike.
1470 HENRY Wallace iv. 252 That staff he had, hewy and

forgyt new, With it Wallace wpon the hede him thiew,Ouhill bayn and brayn all in to sondyr Jeid.
18. To perform, execute (a somersault or a leap,

in which the body is thrown with force) ;
also to

throw afit, to have a fit ( U. S. slang).i86 Examiner 585/1 Throw a somerset, leap a stick,tumble through a hoop. 1889 BADEN.POWELL Pigsticking
",'!

39 Mr. Kmgscote threw about three back somersaults.
Ibid. xiti. 99 Don't be surprised to find your horse un-
expectedly 'throwing leps'. 1897 FLANDRAU Harvard
Episodes 132, I don t suppose the creature thought I was
throwing a fit like that just for exercise.

III. Pregnant uses.
* = throw down ;

* = throw off;
"" = throw out or vp.

*18. trans. To cause to fall to the ground ; to cast

down, knock down, prostrate, lay low
; spec, in

Wrestling, to bring (one's opponent) to the ground,
also with double object, to throw one a fall. Cf.
throw down, 40.
13. . K. Alls. 2219 (Bodl. MS.) A riche kyng . .smoot tholo-

mcwe Pat he of his hors hym brewe. Tholomeu on fote lep,And who hym brewe he name gode kepe. 1530 PALSCR. 756/1
\\restell nat with me, for 1 wyll throwe the on thy backe.
c\(aa T. ROBINSON Mary Magd. 819 A newe delusion
tin oughts Her pride as loweas Phlegetonicke maine. 1810
Sporting Mag. VI. 177 Tom..lhrowed his opponent in
masterly style. 1814 in Examiner 759/1 Cannon, grappling
his man, threw him a tremendous Call. 1901 Brit. Med. Jrnl
No. 2154. 880 Three years ago [he] was thrown at football
and hurt his knee.

b. fig. or inyiif. context : To defeat in a contest ;

also, to be the cause of defeat to
; to give or gain

the verdict against in an action at law ( U. S.) : cf.

CAST v. 14.
1850 TENNYSON In Mem. cix. 6 Seraphic intellect and force

To seize and throw the doubts of man. 1887 in Lisbon
(Dakota) Star 20 May 2/5,

'
I am compelled to throw you

in the cost
', said a justice of the peace. 1888 Poultry,

Pigeons, etc. 27 July 377 (Prize list) Third.. a good black
Red, but a little out of feather, which, no doubt, threw
her. 1909 W. R. INGE Faith xi. (1910) 193 The sceptic can-
not thiow his opponent if his own feet are in the air.

2O. To cause forcibly (a tree or structure) to fall
;

to bring, knock, break, or cut down
; to fell. In

Coal-mining: see quot. 1881.
1568 GRAKTON Chron. II. 139 Some of them, they threwe

to the grounde and consumed with fire. 1878 JEFFERIES
Gamekeeper at H. \. 14 In the spring when the oak timber
is throwed {dial, speech}. Ibid. iii. 52 The entire wood is

thrown and renovated. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.,
Throwing,, .the operation of breaking out the spurns, so as
to leave the hanging coal unsupported, except by its own
cohesion. 1908 Daily Nrtys 25 Jan. 9 Some 40 telephone
wires bad to be temporarily cut, in order to enable the
[chimney] shaft to be thrown '.

b. spec. To throw an ant-hill: see quot. and
cf. GELD v.l 3 d. dial.

1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX. I. 17 Ant-hills.. are quickly
checked by throwing, or gelding. Ibid. 25 [see GELD v.' 3 d].

**21. Of a horse, etc. : To cause (the rider) to fall

off; to unseat, shake off; = throw off, 42 a ; also
in passive to be thrown (from a horse or vehicle).
1531 ELYOT Cm. n. xiii, The courser . . will stere and plonge

and endeuour hym selfe to tbrowe hym. 1623 MASSINGER
Bondman 11. ii, This morning, As I rode to take the air, the
untutored jade Threw me, and kicked me. 1748 Anson's
Voy. it xii. 265 One of their horses fell down and threw his
rider. 1890 J. PAYN Burnt Million II. xxx. 248 He was
thrown from his horse in the steeplechase. 1893 Field
4 Mar. 335/3 Had the [bicycle-Jrider been thrown or killed.

22. Of a snake, a bird, etc. : To cast (the skin) ;

to moult (feathers). Of a horse: to cast or lose

(a shoe).
1590 SHAKS. Midi. N. n. i. 255 There the snake throwes

her enammel'd skinne. 1765 Treat. Dam. Pigeons 41 If your
Pigeons.. stop in their molting, so that they don't throw
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23. Of domestic animals : To produce as off-

spring ; to give birth to, to drop. Also absol., to
throw true, to produce offspring true to the parent
type. (Cf. also throw back, 38 d.)

have a disposition to throw large farrows'and a good supply
of milk. 189. Pall Mall G. 16 June 2/3 Each of these
[three varieties of the rabbit] has marked and unmistakable
characteristics, and each of them, to use the naturalist's
phrase,

'

throws true '. 1003 Times g Jan. 5/2 In 1884 she
threw a calf to a bison bull.

b. gen. To produce : see quots.
1891 Morning Post 25 Dec. 6/5 Indian or Ceylon teas .

throw a stronger liquor than the same amount of China tea
would in double or treble the time. 1892 Garden 27 Aug
104 Sown early and transplanted a good distance apart, the
plants will throw immense heads of flowers.

***24. Of a fountain or pump : To eject or pro-
ject (water); to discharge; also absol. Of a loco-
motive steam-engine: to throw fire, to discharge
burning fuel from the funnel. Cf. throw out, up,
senses -14, 48.
1641 EVELYN Diary 27 Feb., The fountain of Laocoon is

in a large square pool, throwing the water neere 40 feet
high. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. m. 374 (0rig. 24 ,) The
Waters boil, and belching from below, Black Sands, as from
a forceful Engine throw. 1806 O. GREGORY Meek. (1807) 1 1.

175 A machine by which water is thrown upon fires. 1864
Jrnl. R. Agric. Sue. XXV. it. 293 The pumps . . throw daily
60,000 to 70,000 gallons. 1893 Field 4 Mar. 332/3 Bad
stoking may be. . the cause of a locomotive '

throwing fire '.

25. A horse is said to throw his feet, when he
lifts them well in moving, esp. over rough ground.
A\sotransf. (slang): see quot. 1900.
1827 SCOTT Chroii. Canongate ii, A famous piece of rough

upland pasture, for rearing young colts, and teaching them
to throw their feet. 1900 J. FLYNT Tramping 111. Tramps iv.

397 Throw the Feet, to beg,
' hustle

', or do anything that
involves much action.

28. To form by throwing np with a spade or
shovel ; to cast up, raise (a mound, etc.).

=- throw
tip, 48 d. rare,

1843 MARRYAT M. Violet xlii, Nearly all the hills in this
part of New York were thrown by human hands.
27. To vomit ; cf. throw up, 48 b. Sc. and dial.
18.. WILSON Tyneside Songs (1890) 374 He retched an'

he threw i' the hight oo his anguish. Mod. Sc.
'
I no sooner

get up but I begin to throw '.

IV. Intransitive senses related to II and III.

28. intr. To cast or fling oneself impetuously;
to spring, start, leap, rush. 06s. exc. as in quots.
1812, 1891, and in sense 48 j.

(Allied in sense to 9, but found earlier, and app. not
derived from it.)

c 1205 LAY. 807 Of his horse he breou [c 1275 abreul. Kid.
12321 pa cheorles up breowen [c 1275 vp |>reuwenj. 1508
[see thr<nu out, 44 o]. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) 1 1.

192 Out of his wame ane meruelus multitude Of foule ser-

pentis..thair threw. 1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 186
Which she [the hare] was prevented doing by all the dogs
throwing at her at the same time. 1891 ATKINSON Moor-
land Par. 83 The black dog, according to the expression
used,

' threw at her '.

1 29. intr. To fall with violence or force. Obs.
(Looks like an intrans. or passive of sense 19, but occurs

earlier.)

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6831 pe king bi an laddre to be

ssip clam an hey & breu vp to doun in be se. 1362 LANCL.
P. PI. A, v. 201 He brompelde atte brexwolde and breun
\v. rr, fel, stey] to be grounde.
V. Figurative and transferred senses.

30. trans. To cause to pass, go, or come into some
place or position by some action likened to throw-

ing; to put or place with haste, suddenness, or
force ; e. g. to put (a garment) on or ^"hurriedly,
hastily, or carelessly.
(Many of these uses come very near the literal sense, and

form a transition to the more fig. senses following.)
c 1384 CHAUCER H. Panic in. 235 And entry man Of hem

. . Had on him throwen a vesture, a 1400 Sir Beues (E.)

3777+3 Euery kny^t and hys squyer Fayre queyntyse on
hem ganne browe For no man scholde hem knowe. 1655
STANLEY Hist. Philos. m. (1701) ipi/i He is now coming
to Athens, being thrown out of his House by the People.
1711 Sped. No. 116 r 6 The Hare immediately threw them
[the hounds] above a Mile behind her. 1722 STEELS in

Addison's Drummer Ded., He only spoke it, and I took
all the Pains of throwing it upon Paper. 1786 J. HUNTER
Treat. Venereal Dis.

yi.
iii. 2 (1810) 509 The quantity of

mercury, to be thrown into the constitution.. must be pro-

portioned to the violence of the disease. >799 Med. Jrnl.
I. 424 No doubt but the father would have suffered equally
with the son, had it [poison] not so soon been thrown on
the stomach. 1806 COLERIDGE Three Graves xxxiii, Her
arms Round Ellen's neck she threw. 1816 J. DALLAWAY
Stat. ff Sculp. 350 The paludamentum was a vestment.,
thrown over the cuirass and fastened over the shoulder

with a golden clasp. 1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med.
vii. 84 note, I threw some common injection into the tibial

arteries. 1859 Musketry Instr. 39 Throw the rifle smartly
to the front of the right shoulder. 1891 A. GISSING Moor-
land [dyll\\. iv. 102 To throw a band to a drowning man.

b. In figurative uses of various phrases, as to

throw the reins on, to throw a veil over, etc. ; to

throw good money after bad, to incur a further loss

m trying to make good a previous one ; to throw
oneself or be thrown at (a mati), of a woman, to
put herself or be put designedly in the way of, o
as to invite the attention of; to throw oneself into
the arms of, to become the wife or mistress of.

I CHAPMAN Iliad \. 214 Throw Reins on thy passions,and serve us. !*. Q.- -/_/. :._ -F-I . ', ^

THROW.
" MLL

,

*J. jo Crimea., ihiow,
:

C. To throw open {apart, asutultr, : to let open
(separate, break asunder) with a sudden or energetic
impulse ; henceA-. to make publicly actoiible or

lable (also to throw optn the gates of). Tt
throw open one's doors to, to receive ai a cucst to
welcome.

;.^r.t" 7i7" ""!*'
' "r-W ni Ior tne g' r ls

. Claire,
tney just throw themselves at a man.

o. With immaterial object (e.g. blame, influence,
power, obstacles, etc.).

liul

"jvuu,.
s, wes. 1097 IJRYDEN Virr. Georg. iv. 325 Thro'

Heavn, and Earth, and Ocean's Depth he throws His
Influence round. 1718 POPE Iliad xni. 291 On Greece no
blame be thrown. .753 M,ss COLLIER Art Torment, u. ii.

i) 129 Inrow a languidness into your countenance;
appear so perfectly dejected and low-spirited, that [etc.).
1856 -Jml. R. Agric. Soc. XVII. . 367 The carriage of
materials is usually thrown upon the tenant. 1860 W
LONGMAN Hist. Edw III, I, viii. ,38 Philip thiewlveryobstacle in the way of reconciliation. .871 EARLE Philol.
f.ng. T. 133 They throw the accent often on the close of a
word. 1890 TOUT Hist. Eng.from 1689 36 Skill in snch
arts gradually threw real power into the hands of a ring.

d. To put into as an addition ; to add, incor-

porate ;
= throw in, 41 b.

1676 LISTER in Ray's Corr. (1848) 125, I would either put
1,,,1-n P;atlons)

out separately,., or throw them into
Mr. WUlughby's store. 1861 Temple Bar Mag. VI. 503Ine saddle being thrown into the bargain. 01904 A
ADAMS Log Cowboy vii. 85 Flood's attention once drawn to
the brand, he ordered them thrown into our herd.
31. spec. a. A person is said to be thrown into

prison, etc. when roughly or forcibly imprisoned.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanfs Comm. 175 The Turke throweth

ms
/
Ambassadoure m pryson. 1776 Trial ofNundocomar

73/i When Maha Rajah was first thrown into confinement.
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Enp. v. I. 630 This impostor was
thrown into prison for his fraud. 1892 GARDINER Stud,
Hist. Ear. 285 Richard was carried to London and thrown
into the Tower.

b. Troops, succour, supplies, or the like are said
to be thrown into a besieged place, or a strategic
position. Also refi.

1617 MORYSON /tin. n. irg The Town had beene carried
..if Sir Francis Vere had not throwne himselfe into it with
one thousand sixe hundred English. 1691 Mem. Cut.
TecMy n. 145 A great number of Gentry, who had thrown
themselves into the place. 1736 LEDIARD Lift Marl,
borough I. 157 The States. .threw 12,000 Men into that
Place. 1823 Examiner 95/2 Provisions had been thrown
into Corinth previously to this incursion. 1836 ALISON
Hitt. Europe (1849-50) V. xxvii. 68. 58 He threw six thou-
sand men across the principal arm into a wooded island.

1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India in. ii. III. 57 A detach-
ment was thrown forward to Ramoo. 1869 T. HUGHES
Alfred ix. 108 He throws himself into a castle or fort called

Cynwith.
o. A bridge or arch is said to be thrown from

one side to another of, or over, a river, passage, or

space. Also^f.
1751 J. BROWS Shaftesb. Charac. 74 This visionary arch

which he hath . . thrown over the depths of error. 1703
Regal Rambler 74 He proposes to throw a bridge over the
Fleet-market. 1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe xlii. note. The skill to
throw an arch, ..or erect a stair. 1849 Tails Mag. XVI.
16/1 A suspension bridge has been thrown over the river.

32. To cause to fall, pass, or come into or out
of some condition or relation (or place or thing
implying this) ; properly with the connotation of

abruptness, suddenness, or force; to cast, force,

drive, plunge, thrust. Usually -wi\hpref.
1560 BECON Chr. Knt. Wks. II. 148 Adam & Eua, whom

after thou haddest deceaued through thy lyenge, thou
threwest them hedlonge into synne and death, a 1652

J. SMITH Set. Disc. ix. viii. (1859) 442. God hath never
thrown the world from Himself. 1705 in Hearne Collect.

28 Sept. (O.H.S.) I. 49 They.. threaten d to. .throw me out
of my Chaplain's place. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. II'. xviii, The
fatigues I had undergone threw me into a fever. 1809
MALKIN Gil Bias xll. vii. (Rtldg.) 432 Chance threw me
across him, as he came out of a printing-house. 1815 SCOTT
Guy M. xviii, I do not suspect his equanimity of being so

easily thrown off its balance. i8ai Examiner 386/1, I

cannot let the land be thrown out of cultivation. 1869 W.
LONGMAN Hist. Edw. Ill, I. iv. 63 The Scots were thrown
into confusion. 1893 Nat. Observ. 7 Oct. 527/1 Recruited

by men thrown idle by the selfish policy.

b. To put deftly into a particular form or shape ;

to express in a specified form (in speech or writing) ;

to convert or change into some other form ; to

turn or translate into another language.
1723 WATF.RI.AND ind l''inii. Christ's Div. xxiii. Wks. 1823

III. 408, I have reason to complain of your, .not throwing
your disjointed materials into a more neat and regular
order. 1740 J. CLARKE Educ. Youth (ed. 3) 177 A Master
should be able to throw the Latin . . into proper English.

1766 Compl. Fartner s. v. Lucern, A quarter of an acre ;

which we threw into fifty-four rows. 1789 MRS. PIOZZI

Jonrn. France, etc. I. Pret.6, 1 have not thrown my thoughts
into the form of private letters. 1824 Examiner 362/1 Two
dress boxes .. were thrown into one. 1892 H. R. MILL
Realm Nat. xii. 233 The surface.. is thrown into a sheet of

Reform' Act. .threw 'openl %^?' A Unl""il
''

33.
rtjl. To throw oneself on or upon : to hive

urgent recourse to (some one) for succour, support
or protection ; to commit oneself entirely to (hi
generosity, mercy, or the like). Also infass. to be
made or become dependent upon.
1650 JR. TAYLOR Holy Living iv. i. a35 In time of trap.

tatlon be not busie to dispute, but.. throw your telf upon
i.od. 1801 CHARLOTTE SMITH Lett So/it. Wand. \. 87 Tothrow myself into the protection of my only parent. 1812
kxaminer 24 Aug. 534/1 They are obliged to throw them-
selves on the parish for aid. 1830 Ibid. 550/1 Thrown upon
their own resources. 1877 Miss YOHGE Camtei Ser. ill. ix.
So His wife threw herself upon James's mercy. 1801 TempleBar Mag. Apr. 489, I must throw myself upon Ida's indul.
gence.
34. To throw oneself into : (o engage in with

zeal or earnestness.
1868 in Q. Victoria Life Hirht. Pref. 7 A mind .. throwing

Itself.. into the enjoyment of [etc.]. 1871 I- HUMAN Hilt.
Ess. Ser. i. iv. 113 The faculty of throwing himself with a
lively interest inlo times so alien to our own. iHl GARDI-
NER & MULLINGER Stud. Eng. Hist. i. v. 86 England threw
herself . . into a war of conquest against France. 1888 Bt noon
Lives 12 Git. Men II. v. 46 He was .. prepared Co throw
himself heart and soul into any project.

b. So to throw one's soul, heart, life, spirit,

energy, efforts, etc. inlo a thing or action.

1829 Examiner 373/2 She threw her whole soul into her
voice. 1868 E. EDWARDS Ralegh I. iii. 43 He continued to
throw all his energy into the distasteful duty. 1(90 Field
8 Nov. 707/3 The Blackheath forwards threw great spirit
into then: play.

VI. In combination with adverbs.

35. Throw about, a. trans. See simple senses

and ABOUT.
1377 LANGU P. PI. B. xx. 163 This sleuthe..a slynga

made, And threwe drede of dyspayre a dozein myle aboule.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) II. iii. 52 They.. threw every-
thing about in such a manner, that the poor men found . .

some of their things a mile off. 1885 Manch. Exam. 6 May
5/1 A policeman had seen him throwing his arms about.

b. Naut. absol. or intr. To turn about at once ;

to go directly upon the other tack ; to go about,

put about. Also fig. Also to throw round.
1591 SPENSER M. ffu6oerjio,l..mtaine for better winde

about to throwe. 1757 CAPT. RANDALL in Naval Chron.
XIV. 98 They threw about, and stood for us again. 1894
Times 10 July n/i When the vessels next met the Ameri-
can was far enough ahead to throw about on the Britannia's
weather bow. 1894 Daily News 24 July 8/4 Shortly after-

wards Vigilant threw round, and stood in.

36. Throw ailde. a. trans. See simple senses

and ASIDE.

1530 PALSGS. 281/1 Throwyng asyde, disordring, debaux.

1695 TELFAIR New Confut. Sadd. (1696) 10 His dog catch!
a r ulmard by the way, which Andrew threw aside when he
came into the House. 1841 LANE Arab. A"/j. 1. i. 44 Whin
thou atest the date, and threwest aside the stone, it struck

my son. Ibid. it. 79 He threw aside the jar. 1857 MlLLtR
Elem. Chem. (1862) III. 162 When masses of the husk of the

grape. .are thrown aside, and allowed to ferment.

b. spec. To cast aside out of use, or as useless ;

fig. to discard, cease to use.

1817 CLARE Sheph. Cai 59 The old beechen bowl .. U
thrown aside. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. (1862) III. 14 A
little of the dried oxide of copper, which is thrown aside.

1880 FOWLER Locke viii. 128 He throws aside the technical

phraseology of the schools.

37. Throw away, t a. trans. To cast away from

oneself ; to reject ; to refuse to admit or accept Obs.

138* WYCLIP i Stun. xv. 23 Forth! . . that thow hast

throwen aweye the word of the Lord, the Lord hath throwen

awey tbee, that thow be not kyng. 1387 TREVISA Hifden
(Rolls) VI. 12 prow not awey >at bou hast to forhonde

approved.
b. To cast away out of one's hands or possession

as useless or nnneeded.

1530 PALSGR. 756/2, I throwe awaye, as we do thynges
that we care nat (or..,t'e deguerpis,. .je desjecte. a 1548
HALL Chron.. Edw. Iv 2040, The Lyncolnshyre men.,
threw away their coates, the lighter to runne away, and
fled, a iSta JSR. TAYLOR (I.), He that will throw away
a good book because not gilded, is more curious to please
his eye than understanding. 1690 LOCKS Hum. Und. \.

i. 5 5 They will, .throw away the Blessings their hands an
fill'd with, because they are not big enough to grasp every

thing. 1700 DvtDftiCharac.Gd. Parson 37 He melts, and
throws his cumbrous cloak away. 1742 Land, ft Country
Brew. i. (ed. 4) 64 A fresh Cask must be tapped .and the

remaining Part of the other throw'd away. 189} Home*
Elem. Photogr. (1907) 101 The used solution .is thrown

away.
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c. To spend or use without adequate return ;
to

squander, waste; to bestow upon an unworthy

object ; also, to neglect to take advantage of (an

opportunity, etc.) ; spec, at Cards, to play (a losing

card) when one cannot follow suit, to discard.

1653 JEH. TAYLOR Sunn, for Year \. xxii. 294 We are

pleased to throw away our time. 1714 Sped. No. 624 r i

Advice . . would be but thrown away upon them. 1748 HOYLE
Games Impr. (1778) 56 Do not trump it, but throw away
a losing Card, which makes room for your Partner's Suit.

1761 GRAY Let. to Wharton 9 May, I had rather Major
G. throwed away his money than somebody else. 1798
WORDSW. We are Seven xvii, 'Twas throwing words away ;

for still The little Maid would have her will. 1861 Temple
Bar Mag. II. 447 The Abbe"s prayers will not be thrown

away. Mod, Do not throw away your chance.

d. refl. To throw oneself away, chiefly said of

a woman in reference to marriage.
1680 OTWAY Orphan i. i, Where Dilatory Fortune plays the

Jilt With the brave noble honest gallant man. To throw
her self away on Fools and Knaves. 1891 E. PEACOCK N.
Brtndon I. 243 She had thrown herself away on one utterly

unworthy of her.

38. Throw back, a, trans. See simple senses

and BACK adv.
a 1822 SHELLEY A Juno Wks. 1888 I. 410 The manner in

which the act of throwing back one leg is expressed. 1831
SCOTT Cast. Dang, i, The reflection of the evening sun,
sometimes thrown back from pool or stream. 1859 Habits
Cd. Soc. iii. 148 The frock-coat should be ample and loose,

and a tall well-built man may throw it back. 1890 GERARD
Sensitive Plant (1891) III. in. xvi. 149 Each tall mirror

threw back the image in the other.

b. To put back in time or condition ;
to delay,

make late, throw behind; to retard or check in

expected or desired progress ; to reduce to a pre-
vious or lower condition.

1840 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. I. IV. 453, I..am not thrown
back in getting the land sown. 1850 Ibid. XI. ll. 419 Wet
weather is what throws sheep back. 1858 Ibid. XIX. n.

294 The loss of that fortnight, .throws an incoming tenant
back a whole year. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. II. vii. 114
That .. parliamentary life which .. the Norman Conquest
threw back for many generations.

c. With upon : to compel to fall back upon, or

recur to ; cf. FALL v. 8 1 .

1851 J. H. NEWMAN Cath. in Eng. Ded., The violence of
our enemies has thrown us back upon ourselves and upon
each other. 1892 Chamb. Jrnl. 4 June 355/2 If there is no
comic boy,., we are thrown back upon Checkley.

d. intr. To revert to an ancestral type or

character not present in recent generations ;
to

exhibit atavism, colloq. Alsoyfy. (Cf. 23.)
1879 'CAVENDISH* Card Ess., etc. 63 'Throwing back*

more nearly.. to the parent games, Poker .. is invented. 1887

A._
LANG Myth, Rit. fy Relig. I. 195 Another child may be

said in the language of dogbreeders to have ' thrown back '.

savage ancestors. 19x1 GALSWORTHY Patrician n. i. 176 He
and his ideas throw back to the Middle Ages.

e. intr. To go back in date to, to have a history

reaching back to
;
to hark back, cast back.

1891 Sat. Rev. 28 May 635/1 His Metaphysic . . begin
with Kant, and only

' throws back '

to Kant's forerunners.

1891 lllustr. Sporting ff Dram. News 17 Sept. 39/2 An old
hostelry that throws back nobody knows how many cen-
turies..; throwing back three quarters of a century, a hun-
dred men mustered here.

39. Throw by. a. trans. To put aside with
decision

;
to reject from present use ; to discard.

1611 B. JONSON Catiline i. i, It can but shew Like
one of I vnoes. .disguises.. : and will. .When things suc-
ceed, be throwne by, or let fall. 1674 FLAVEL Husb. Spir.
ii. 27 My lazy heart throws by the shovel, and cryes,

'

Dig
I cannot!' ijjoffisl. in Ann. Reg.y) Aly Bey., has thrown
by the mask, and .. boldly mounted the throne. 1825 J.NEAL Bro. Jonathan III. 187, I took another name. I
threw by that ofmy father.

t b. To dismiss from consideration
;
to set aside.

1710 S. PALMER Proverbs 141 His best actions thrown by
and lessen'd by false turns. 1710 HEARNE Collect. (O.H.S.)
III. 36 They are very angry with him, and throw by what
he has done as being against the Government.
40. Throw down (fadown). a. trans. See

simple senses and DOWN adv.
To throw down a horse, (of a rider) to cause or allow it

to fall.

i deb be

-p ~~- , / . ". 349 A gryn. v .

lijtnynge smoot be cherche tour . . and brew [p. r. bruw]doun be crucifex, . . and brew doun oure Lady ymage.a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1598) 361 After her song with
an atiected modestie, she threw downe her eye. 1660 F
BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 371 The Mountains.. throw
down

d!yers
Rivers. 1714 Sfcct. No. 558 r 4 Another after

a great deal of puffing, threw down his Luggage. 1787
' G

GAMBADO Acad. Horsem. (,809) 44 Take care never to
throw your horse down, it is an unlucky trick.

b. Expressing a symbolic action
; as to throw

down one s arms, to surrender ; to throw down one's
eritf(of a

barrister), to decline to go on with
cn.se ; so t/t /J*-/vr*i ,/,i~.... *,,,' .*... .. .
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c. To cause to fall, to overthrow, demolish (a

building, etc.) ; also /iff.

c 1330 Art/i. f, Mcrl. (Ki)lbing) 9306 Bancrs & caslels adoun

y-brawe. 1340 Ayenb. 23 |'e grete wynd, bet braub doun be

create tours, c 1425 Eg- Cong. Ircl. 18 Thay lay all I-drow

a-doune and I -cast to grand. 1518 Sel. Cos. Star Chamb.

(Selden) II. 19 That the sayd J. M. shuld throwe downe

and avoyde the sayde enclosures from the sayd comon

grownde. 1530 PALSGR. 756/2, I throwe downe to the

grounde, or distroye a thynge. 1645 EVELYN Diary 8 * eu.,

The ruines of a very stately Temple or Theatre, .throwne

downe by an earthquake. 1713 ADDISON Cata n. v. 67 Must

one rash word.. Throw down the merit of my better years?

1766 FORDYCE Strm. Ynf. Wont. (1767) I. vii. 302 The
admiration raised. .is often. .thrown down. 1838 THIKL-

WALL Greece III. 101 The Athenians.. ordered the Pot i-

dfeans to throw down the walls of their town on the side of

the Peninsula of Pallene.

d. To deposit or cause to be deposited from

solution ; to precipitate.
1812 SIR H. DAVY Ckent. Philos. 120 Earths, and oxides,

are usually thrown down from their solutions in union with

water. 1838!'. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 188 Alcohol

throws it down from its aqueous solution. 1864 Jrnl. K.
Aerie. Soc. XXV. 11.566 \Vater that contains much lime on

boiling throws down a white deposit.

e. Agric. (a) To plough (land) so as to level it

down; opposed to gather up (GATHER v. 16). (*)

To convert (arable land) into pasture ; to lay down
to grass. (Cf. LAY v. 51 m.)
1844 STEPHENS Bit. Farm I. 477 The mode of ploughing

exactly opposite to twice-galhermg-up is that of cleaving or

throwing down land. 1891 S. C. SCRIVENER Our Fields ft

Cities 143 It is capable of being applied.. to almost any
land, including that

' thrown down '

to grass.

f. fig. To put down with force; to lower in

rank or station ; to degrade, humiliate ; to deject

in spirits; also, to destroy the effect of, bring to

nought.
c 1450 tr. DelmitatioHC in. xxi. 89, 1 am sone browen doun

with litel aduersite. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, vi. 23 God
wil haue the pride of man doune thrawin. 1610 HOLLAND
Catnden's Brit. (1637) 725 Lifting and throwing downe
Princes at her pleasure. 17*9 G. ADAMS tr. Sophocl., Aittig.
v. i. II. 65 Fortune raises up, and throws down, makes one
fortunate, and another miserable.

g. slang. To overcome ;
to prove too much for ;

to floor, give a fall
'
to.

1891 Harry Fludyer 98 (Farmer), I think I shall floor mine

[' exam.'], and Dick's sure to throw his examiners down.
h. U. S. slang. To discard, throw off.

Mod. U. S. ' Is she still engaged ?'
' Why no, she threw her

beau down '.

41. Throw in. a. trans. See simple senses and IN.

13.. K. Horn ii76(Harl. MS.) pe ryng bat bou yn brewe.

1679 M. RUSDEN Further Discov. Bees 91 Throwing in a
few handsfull of peas. 1730 A. GORDON MaffeCs Amphith.
303 The Window above that Stair throws the Light in. 1891
lllustr. Lend. Neu-s 21 May 634/3 He was thrown in

with men who.. had been intimately acquainted with the
Zulu

people.
Mod. Cookery Bk, Throw in a bunch of

sweet herbs.

b. To put in as a supplement or addition ; to

add, esp. to a bargain. Cf. 3od.
1678 LADY CHAWORTH in 12^* Rep. Hist. MSS. Camni.

App. v. 45 Lord Shrewsbery is like to marry Mr. Chi/fens
his daughter, who will be first and last made worth 4o,ooo/.
to him, and they talke as if the King should throw in a
Dukedome. 1679 MRS. BEHN Feign dCurtizan in. i, Cou'd
you not.. throw in a little Love and Constancy, to inch out
that want of Honesty of yours? 1824 Examiner 471/2
Additional dialogue and incident should be.. thrown in.

1891 Black <( White 22 Oct. 476/1 [The] story turns. .on
murder and revenge, with a little love thrown in.

o. To introduce, insert, or interject in the course
or process of something ; esp. to interpose or con-
tribute (a remark) ; to put in.

17x14 MORRIS Ideal World n. xii. 505 A further reflection
which it may be convenient to throw in to this explanatory
account to make it more full and entire. 1739 tr. Algarotti
on 'Newton's Theory (1742) I. 7, I threw in, from Time to

Time, little Digressions to vary the Conversation. 1811
CLARE I'm. Minstr. II. 85 The old dames. .Throw in their
hints of man's deluding ways. 1890 BARING-GOULD Urith
xxxi,

' Not a grain ', threw in Julian, hotly. 1891 Harper's
Mag. Dec. 102/1, I wish to throw in a parenthesis.

d. In technical uses (often absol.). (a) Fishing.
To make a cast (in quot. fig.}, (i) Hunting. To
start (hounds) upon the scent, (f) Wrestling and
Pugilism. To toss one's hat into the ring as a

challenge or acceptance ; hence Jig. to become a

candidate, put in for. (d) Football and Cricket.
Cf. throw-in sb. (THKOW- 2).

\Y. liv, The hounds were thrown in. 1886 ELWORTHY .

Somerset WordJik., Draw in, to give or accept a challenge
in a wrestling or cudgel-playing match. 1887 SHEARMAN
Athletics S, Football 348 [Association] The halves at the
sides too must learn to throw in from touch, for this duty as
a rule devolves upon them. 1880 H. VASSALL Rugby Came
27 There are endless ways of throwing in, and he must
practise. 1892 Field 8 Oct. 553/3 [He] prefers the glory of
winning the Cambridgeshire to throwing in for his chance
of the 5000 to-morrow*

e. To throw in one's lot with : to enter into
association with, so as to share the fortunes of (see
LOT sb. i e) ; so with^>r/, interest.

1867 [see LOT sb. i e]. 1870 ROGERS Hist. Gleanings Ser.
n. 97 He would have thrown in his lot with the Hydes. 1889
MBS. C. CARS Marg. Maliphant III. xxx. 27 On which

THROW.
side do you suppose he would throw in his interest ? 1890
Eng. lllustr. Mag. Dec. 173 He willingly threw in his for-

tune with theirs.

j- f. intr. At the game of hazard : To throw a
number the same as the main (MAIN j.3 i ; see

note there) or which has a certain correspondence
with it (see NICK sbl 6) ;

to win at hazard. Obs,

iSHaEncycl* Brit, XI. 547/1 The player or '

caster
'

calls

a ' main '

(that is, any number from five to nine inclusive).
He then throws with two dice. If he 'throws in', or
* nicks

'j
he wins the sum played for from the hanker or

* setter ...If the caster 'throws out* by throwing aces, or
deuce ace (called crabs), he loses.

42. Throw off. a. trans, (tit. and^.) See

simple senses and OFF.
1447-8 J. StuixiNGFORD Lett. 2 Feb. (Camden) 36 How

hit was procured and shortly throwen of. 1647 HAMMOND
Power of Keys iii. 30 He had thus confidently thrown off
these Epistles from being written by Ignatius. 1710
WATERLAND Eight Sertn, 115. 1 was once inclinable to defer
the Treating ofU some time longer ; thinking it most suit-

able., to throw it off to the last part of what I intend upon
this Subject. 17*6 LEONI Albertis Archit. I. 15/1 The
Covering. .shou'd.. incline of one side to throw off the Rain.
1747 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1840 V. 182 To show that points
will throw off as well as draw off the electrical fire. 1790
MRS. WHEELER Westmld. Dial. ii. 65 Bil Watson . . flayd
Galoway, et it set off a Gallop an thraad him off. 1823 J.
BADCOCK Dom. Amusem. 52 A concave glass. .will throw
the objects off and reduce their size. 189* Sat. Rev. 7 May
542/1 The pumps.. were thr6wing off 7,000 gallons per
minute.

b. To rid or free oneself by force from, to get
rid of, shake off (a yoke, restraint, burden, etc.) ;

to repudiate or reject the authority of; also, to

cast off, disown (an associate).
1618 BOLTON Florus (1636) 131 The first who threw the

yoake off, were the Macedonians. 1681 DKYDEN Span. Friar
in. iii, Twould he better yet, Cou'd you provoke him to

give you th* occasion, And then to throw him off. 1793 J.
BOWLES Real Ground Pres. War w, France (ed. 5) 75
Throwing off every restraint of honour and principle. 1822
Examiner 229/2 The Spanish Colonies, .have thrown off
the

yoke
of the mother country. 1879 DOWDEN Southey til.

64 Unless the disease were thrown off by regular exercise.

1899 Allbntfs Syit. Med. VIIL 156 An extraordinary power
of throwing off fatigue.

C. To cast off, put off energetically (something
put on or assumed, as a garment) ; to divest one-
self of (a quality, character, habit, feeling, etc.) ;

to lay aside quickly or
decisively;

to discard.
1681 DKVDEN Span. Friar iv. ii, Virtue must be thrown

off; 'tis a coarse garment. 1697 J. LEWIS Mem. Dk.
Glocester (1789) 8 To throw off childish toys, saying he was
then a man. 1706 E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708; 41
He throws oft his Gown and Hypocrisy together. 1871
C. E. MAURICE S. Langton L 52 He throws off bis chan-

cellorship at once. 1885 Manch. Exam. 28 Sept. 5/3 If he
should suddenly throw off his coat in a cold room. 1893
Nat. Observ. 7 Oct. 535/2 Monson threw off the pirate and
appeared the king's officer.

d. To shake off or divert (a pursuer or com-

petitor in a race) ;
throw out, 44 k ; also, to throw

off the scent.

1695 BLACKMORE /V. Arth. 1.354 Reason.. stops her pace,
Is soon thrown off, and quits th' unequal Chase. 1891
Btackw. Mag. CXLIX. 468/1 He wasn't to be thrown off

by a false scent. 1892 Field 2 Apr. 475/1 A check threw
hounds off for a minute. 1893 Ibid, n Feb. 186/3 1'he

leading hounds are very near him ; he cannot throw them off.

e. Hunting, To free from the leashes, to start

(hounds) in the chase ; to let fly (a hawk, etc.). Now
esp. absoL or intr., of foxhunters or hounds : To
begin hunting; hence Jig. to make a beginning in

anything ; to begin.
1735 SOMERVILLE Chase ii. 123 Where..the rank Mead

Affords the wand'ring Hares a rich Repast ; Throw off

thy ready Pack. 1784 COWPER Wks. (1837) XV. 150 On
Friday. .we attended an attempt to throw off a balloon at
Mr. Throckmorion's. 1825 SCOTT Betrothed xxiii. Each
holding a hawk on his wrist, and anxiously adjusting the
mode in which they should throw them off. 1899 Field
7 May 664/2 They threw off the hounds, found an otter, and,
after two hours, killed.

intr. 1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVII. 88 They [hounds)
throw off generally three times a week. 1818 COL. HAWKER
Diary (1893) I, 162, I threw off in the great woods round
Cold Henley. 1866 GLADSTONE in Morley Life (1903) II.

v. ix. 5. 156, 1 had to throw off in my new capacity. 1892
Field 26 Nov. 806/1 Many packs would not have thrown
off at all on such a morning.

f. To eject, emit, give off, esp. from the body or

system ; esp. to expel or discharge (waste or morbid

products) ; rarely, to vomit.

1737 BRACKEN Farriery /;/r.(i7s6) I. 235 These Creatures
throw off avast deal from their Lungs in Respiration. 1747
tr. Astruc's fevers 105 A crisis, or critical depuration of
the humours, whereby the peccant matter is thrown off:.,

just as we see in the small-pox, measles, &c. 1829 Exa-
miner 267/2 When he found anything disagreeing with his

stomach, he retired and threw it off. 1846 Jrnl. R. Agric,
Soc. VII. n. 308 Plants decompose carbonic acid, and throw
off oxygen. 186* TentfU Bar Mag. VI. 474 Dense volumes
ofsmoke are thrown off. 1864 Cd. Words 102/1 They exude,
or throw off from themselves, the spent materials which ar
excrement! tious, 1891 Harpers Mag. Aug. 357/1 From
all parts of the living body living gemmules are being
thrown off.

g. To produce and send forth (as offspring or

the like) ; esp. of a hive of bees : to send forth (a
swarm). Cf. 23. Also = throw out, 44 d.

1828 Examiner 541/2 A swarm of bees thrown off from
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one of his scapes. 1842 I. AITON Domcst. Econ (18,7) 26The gray rabbit, .generally throws offthree, fou, five or si
litters, .by the first of June. 1862 Temple ar M<. IV
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h. To produce with speed and facility (a literan
or artistic work or sketch) ; to execute in a read
and spontaneous manner.
1761 Ramsay's Ever-green I. 5 note, That this Way o

throwing off a Verse eas.ly was first introduced by him
1823 J. BADCOCK Do,,,. Amusem. p. iv, The new articles
having been thrown off at a heat

', stood particularly iiwant of re-revision. 1850 Tail's Mag. XVIlTiit/j Thosi
exquisite works which ..Chantrey so frequently threw off i
marble. 1893 Temple Bar Mag. XCVIII. 5,8 HavinKthrown his compositions off at white heat.

i. Printing. To print off. (Often with mixtur
of the literal sense.)
1803 SCOTT Let. toBattantyne 21 Apr., in Lockhart, I have

to thank you for the accuracy with which the Minstrelsy i
thrown off. Longman and Rees are delighted with the
printing. 1873 SI'ENCER Stud. Social, vi. 126 Its own
immense edition is thrown off in a few hours every morning.

J. I o deduct from the total
; to knock off.

1821 Examiner 385/2 An abatement of rent, Mr. S I Why
..last year I threw you off 20o/. li^P. Parley's Ann VI
299 1 erhaps, ifyou are a good girl, and pay regularly every
week, I may throw you offsomething at the end of the year
43. Throw on. a. trans. See simple senses anc
ON. t). To put on (apparel) hastily or carelessly
the opposite ofthrow

off, 420. c. To put (hounds)
on the scent, fd. ?To win (a main) at hazarc
(olis.) ; cf. throw in, throw out, 41 f, and 44 m.
f '374 CHAUCER Compl. Mars 99 He thrwe \v. rr. threw(e
thrpwethj

on his helme of huge wyght. 1801 SportingMag.XVIII. 95 He once won i7,otx>/. at hazard, by throwing on
as it is called, fourteen successive mains. 1815 Ibid. XLV.
253 After the usual law, the hounds were thrown on 1862
Temple Bar Mag. VI. 421 He throws on his colour at once,
with a very evident freedom of pencil. 1873 J. RICHARDS
Wood-working Factories 76 Watch persons trying to throw
on a belt [upon a pulley]. . . The one will throw it on
instantly.

44. Throw out. (See also OUT-THBOW.) a.
trans. See simple senses and OUT

; spec, of frost,
etc. : to force (young plants) ont of the ground.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. vi. 6 The pitteous mayden..Does

throw out thrilling shriekes, and shrieking cryes. 1600
J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa ii. 81 His theeues carcase is
throwne out to be deuoured of dogs. 1706 E. WARD
Wooden World Diss. (1708) 100 He .. falls to throwing
every Thing out at the Window. 1753 CHAMBERsO'c/. Supp.
s.v. Marygold, The flowers of the common marygold . . pro-
mote sweat, and are good to throw out the small-pox, or any
other eruption. 1830 LYELL Prim. Geol. I. 406 [In an earth-
quake) Cones of sand, six or eight feet in height, were
thrown out of the lands near the Runn [of Cutch). 1840
Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. I. in. 272 The wheat is usually only
thrown out in severe frosts. 1847 Ibid. VIII. i. 66 The
rolling and treading, .prevent the plants being thrown out
by alternate frosts and thaws. 1885 J. K. JEROME On the
Stage 42 1 o make your voice '

carry ', you have to throw
it out, instead of letting it crawl out when you open your
mouth.

b. To put out forcibly or suddenly from a place,
office, or employment ; to eject, expel, turn out.
15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 18 Whorae. .god suffreth

. . vtterly to be throwen out from the kyngdome of glorye.
1710 HEARNE Collect. (O.H.S.) II. 348 Ld. Rialton..will
be thrown out the next Election. 1780 WARNER in Jesse
Selwyn $ Contemp. (1844) IV. 382, 1 suppose it is not possible
to throw Barrow out. 1826 Examiner 387/2 General
Palmer has been thrown out for Bath.

o. transf. wAfig. To put forth vigorously from
within ; to emit, radiate (heat or light) ; to exude;
to produce, be the source of; to send out, put
forth (buds, shoots, etc.).

1750 tr. Leonardus' Mirr. Stones 99 It grows warm, and
throws out a heat. 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 236 Where-
ever the trunk or

larg_er branches of this tree are wounded,
they throw out a thick resinous gum. 1838 T. THOMSON
Chem. Org. Bodies^ 995 Plants, when exposed to the light,
absorb carbonic acid, decompose it, and throw out again the

greatest part of the oxygen. 1845 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VI.
n. 580 Artichokes.. throwing out stems from 7 to 10 feet in

length. 1850 LYNCH Theoph. Trin. xii. 235 Truth and good-
ness throw out a vivifying electric agency. 1880 C. R.
MARKHAM Peruv. Bark xviii. 210 The plants.. had begun
to bud and throw out young leaves.

d. To cause to project, protrude, stretch out, or

extend ; spec, in Bookbinding, see quot. 1880.

1849 THACKERAY Pendennis xx'u, Well throw a conserva-

tory out, over the balcony. 1861 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XXII.
n. 352 Both ranges throw out spurs. 1880 ZAEHNSDORP
Bookbinding 8 By mounting a map on a guard the size of
the page it may be kept laid open on the table beside the
book. ..This is technically called 'throwing out' a map.
1890 R. M. KETTLE OldHall n. ii, The old trees . . threw out

giant branches.

e. To bring into prominence or relief, to cause

to 'stand ont .

1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. IX. viii. 4. 283 The tone of

the whole is dark and gray, throwing out the figures in spots
of light.

f. Mil. To send ont (skirmishers, etc.) to a dis-

tance from the main body. Also 'mfig. context.

1834-47 J. S. MACAULAY Field Foriif. (1851) 265 The in-

fantry will. . throw out skirmishers, and . . push on to support
them. i86a Temple Bar Mag. V. 373 Mamma throws out

skirmishing parties among likely shops. 1863 LD. LYTTON

Ring Amasis x, His senses, all on the alert, were throwing
out scouts and outposts in every direction. 1893 FORBES.
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g. To give utterance or expression to; now at
to put forward tentatively, give (a hint or sugges
^?.H,

also wit* obj. clause, to suggest.

h- To put forth visibly, display, exhibit; also
\refl. to express oneself freely ; to ' launch out '.

1710 POPE Lett. (1735) I. ,,6, 1 Resume my old Libert
of throwing out myself upon Paper to you. 1761BROWN Poetry * M tv. g His ^arlike^enius tL,
itself out, in Subjects that were grand and terrible. 1806
A. DUNCAN Nelson 32 The signal was thrown out for the..

tion ; to reject ; to leave out of a reckoning; in
Ecarte, to discard,

' throw away'.
1618 in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1906) 48 What I found

pose
I thrue out or cult. 1660 M ILTON free Commw. Wks.

(1847) .440/1 To us who have thrown it [monarchy! out,
received back again, it cannot but prove pernicious. 170Miss COLLIER Art Torment., Fatie 233 The letter I

bjects

- - .....%.. .ui. 4856 OLMSTED Slave
States 241 They, .made further clearings in the forest, andthrew out

, to use their own phrase, so much of the land
as they had ruined. 1896 Indianapolis Typogr. Jrnl.
16 Nov. 407 When the contract expires, this newspaper will
throw out Us linotype machines.

j. Of a legislative assembly or a grand jury : To
reject (a bill, etc.).
1707 Vulpone i This Proposal . . occasion 'd very great

Debates.. and was Scandalously Treated and thrown Out.
173a HEARNE Diary 27 Sept., His petition .. was thrown
put of the house. 1817 Parl. Deb. Ho. Lords, The grand
jury. .whose duty it was to find the bills had thrown them
out.

1873 P. V. SMITH Hist. Eng. Inst. ll. v. 175 The
Ballot Bill, .was thrown out by the Lords.

k. Sporting. To put out of place or order by leav-

ing behind in a chase or race
;
to distance, outpace.

1713 ADDISON Cato i. i, A Virtue that has cast me at a
Distance, And thrown me out in the Pursuits of Honour.
1807 Storting Anecd. 179 Jack was mounted on a hunter,
which ne assured me was never yet thrown out. 1813 SCOTT

Quentin D. ix, I had been unluckily thrown out, and was
riding fast, to be in my place. 1889 W. WESTALL Birch
Dene III. xii. 202 More than once he threw them (his pur-
suers] out by a double.

1. To disturb (a person) from his self-possession,
train of thought, normal or equable state of mind,
or ordinary course of action (see OUT adv. 5);= put out, PUT v. 1

47 f.

1844 J. H. NEWMAN Lett. (1891) II. 442 He was surprised
ind thrown out by finding I did not seem to be what he had
fancied. 1891 Murray's Mag. Apr. 551 Seeing her there

acting the part of a governess., threw him out. 1891 Field
28 Nov. 837/3 The visitors kicked off, but the heavy ground
at first seemed to throw them out.

f m. absol. In the game of hazard, To make a

losing cast (see note s. v. MAIN sb.z i). 06s.
a 1680 BUTLER Satyr Gaming 80 Although he. .crucify his

Saviour worse Than those Jew-Troopers that threw out.
When they were raffling for his Coat. 1765 EARL MARCH in

Jesse Selwyn fy Content}. (1843) ! 38, I am very sorry to hear
:hat you are still throwing out {note, at hazard] as well as me.

n. Cricket. Of a fieldsman : To put (the bats-

man)
' ont

'

by throwing the ball so as to hit his

wicket. So in Baseball, to put (a base-runner)
out

'

by throwing the ball to a player on or near

a base.

1871 HOPPE S.V. Out,
' Out '

wird der einzelne Schlager . .

wenn ein andrer deryfcA&rj wahrend des crossing den Ball

gegen das wicket werfen kann (he is thrown out}. 1899
<?ield ii June 870/3 Mr. Jackson threw him out from cover-

joint, when the batsmen were attempting a short run.

o. intr. (for refl.) ) To turn out, throng or press
out (oos.); to move outwards from a centre; to

trike out with hands or feet ; to let oneself go ; to

rash out (as a root). Cf. sense 9.

'hit. Trans. LXI. 561 The pendulum did not.. throw-out
i far by about 7' as it generally did. 1798 J. T. DUCK-
WORTH in Naval Chron. (1709) I. 78 The wind throwing out

ou from throwing out at all. 1815 J. NICHOLSON Operat.
Mechanic 518 The pallet A can throw put till it reach a, . .

B will throw out as far on the other side. i8 Jrnl. R.

Agric. Soc. XVI. I. 1 76 Such soils turn up as a fine mould..

nd the roots can throw out without impediment.

p. intr. or absol. Of a printing machine: To
ail to register.

45 ' _ _.wr. a. See simple (amA" =^rSfc*ri
-iMSBSigsts
fiMfiSa*i-S
asassfiwiicjwa

utufied that
Cmnt.llnl. I. vi.

lh

b. To close (a door, etc.) with force.
1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (183,) I. xv 26 I made
?"><" l'h chamber), and threw, o the doTllocked after me. 189. Chamb. Jml. ,3

draught"
8 f^ f 'he ChUtth d00"'

47. Throw together, a. trans. See simple
senses and TOGETHER.
1717 BERKELEY Art. to Pofr Wks. jg7 i IV. 82 A wonder.

ful variety of h.lls, vales, ragged rocks, fruitful plain*,
""mountains, all thrown together in a mort Tomantk

b. To put together hastily or roughly ; to com-
bine or collect without much care or finish, (Said
in relation to literary work.)
1711 ADDKON Sttct. No. 105 r 3 On my retiring to my

Lodgings, I could not forbear throwing together uch
Reflections as occurred to me upon that Subject. 1711
BERKELEY Guard. No. 88 r 3, 1 shall throw together some
passages relating to this subject. 1748 Anton', i'oy. in. ii
308, 1 shall.. throw together the most interesting particu-
brs. .in relation to. .Tmian.

c. To bring (persons) casually into contact or
association.

1831 Society I. 207 They were lo meet as old friends when
they were next thrown together in London. 1889 KROUOE
fwo Chiefs Dunboy xxi. 313 They had been thrown together
as children, but had rarefy met since.

48. Throw up. a. trans. See simple senses and
UP. isfec. To throw open (a gate, etc.) (oti.).
To throw uf tht sponge, to give in, surrender: see

SPONGE sb^ and cf. CHUCK . 2 b.

14.. Sir Beues (M.) 1655 + 20 Anon the gates he gan up
throwe. c uza HOCCLEVE Jereslaiis' Wife 364 Vp he threew
an heuy syk. 1675 BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 511You may throw up your caps at them, and bid them do their
worst. 1780 COXE Russ. Disc. 253 The chain of islands
here laid down may . . be considered as thrown up by sonic
late volcanos. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)

XVI. 492/2 When
the cable is finished, to shorten it two fathoms more, which
our workmen call throwing the turn tttell uf. 1833j. HoL-
LAND Manuf. Metal \\. vu. 189 The fresh coals, .wifl throw
up.. a body of thick smoke. 1841 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac.
III. 11. 171 Land, .thrown up into very narrow ridges. 1850
Ibid. I. iv. 381 Milk.. throws up less cream in glass than
in wood. 1861 Temple Bar Mag. III. 221 She hastily threw
up the window. 1893 A rgosy Aug. 1 16 The seaweeds thrown
up on his estate.

b. To discharge by vomiting ; to vomit. Also

(slang) to throw up one's accounts, in same sense

(cf. CAST v. 83 b).
1731 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet iii, It is easy to judge of

the Cause by the Substances which the Palient throws up.
17*3 C. JOHNSTON Reverie I. 135 Before he can be on the

guard, hitting him a plump in the bread-basket, that shall
nake him throw up his accounts. 1822-34 Good's Study Med.
ed. 4) II. 449 Blood from the stomach .. thrown up by
vomiting.

c. To raise (the hands, eyes, etc.) quickly or

suddenly; spec, in Throw up your hands, as a
command to surrender : cf. Hands up (HAND sb. 54).
1746 FRANCIS tr. ffor., Saf. u. 'vii. 54, 1 throw my Nose up
a savoury Steam. 18x1 Examiner 524/1 Eternally throw-

.ng up their eyes to heaven. 1880 (see BAIL p.* 2). 1887
I. K. Lady's Ranclte Life Montana 57 He was suddenly
aware of a horse galloping rapidly up behind him, and heard
1 shout :

' Throw up your hands t

'

1890 FENN Double Knot
[ILL 19 The woman threw up her bands and reeled. 1891

Eng. lllustr. Mag. No. 88. 306 Bail up, throw up your bands

now, or I'll shoot every man jack of you.

d. To cast up (a heap or earthwork) with or as

with the spade ; to erect or construct hastily.

1586 DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) A Uj, The gardner, who
irst throweth vp his earth on a rude hcape. 1709 STEELS
Tatter No. 6 P 10 The Greeks threw up a great Intrench.

ment to secure their Navy. 1869 HUGHES Alfred the Gt. vL

71 They., threw up earthworks, and entrenched themselves

here. 1880 R. MACKENZIE loM Cent. in. ii. 287 Armed
rowds began to appear, and barricades were thrown up.

e. To render prominent or distinct ; to cause to

stand out
'

; to make noticeable by contrast.

1881 MRS. OLIPHANT Lit. Hist. Enr. I. 288 A ..back-

round to throw up and bring into full relief the figure.

88s MONKHOUSE in Mar. Art Sept. 474/2 The dado is

larker..and throws up the rest effectively. 1891 G. D.
WALTON La Fenton vi, The black folds of her dress throw.

ng up . . the marble pallor of her face.

I Naut. To throw (a ship) up in (into, on)
he wind, to turn the vessel into the wind till she

>oints almost directly to windward; also absol.

aid of the navigator.
1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Donner vtnt devant,
o throw a ship up in the wind, or in stays. 1831 MARRYAT
IV. Farster xlvii,The Windsor Castle was thrown up on the

wind. 1833 P. Simple xvi, We threw up in the wind.



THROW.

g. To cease definitely to do, use, or practise ;
to

give up participation in, orthe exercise or use of; to

relinquish, abandon, quit, give up ; originally in the

phrase to throw up the game or one's cards, i. e. to

place one's cards face upwards on the table on

withdrawing from the game. Also alisol.

1678 BUTLER Hud. in. in. 543 Bad Games are thrown up
too soon, Until th' are never to be won. 1681 W. ROBEKT-

SON Plirastol. Gen. (1693) 1225 To throw up his cards,

dcsisttre a lusu. a 1687 PETTY Pal. Arith. i. (1691) 33 To
throw up their Husbandry, and make no use of their Lands,
but for Grass [etc.]. 1731 Gentl. Mag. I. 539 The Evidence

for the King being full and clear, the Defendant's Council

threw up their Briefs. 1874 T. HARDY Madding Crcwd
xlvi, He.. threw up his cards and forswore his game
for that time and always. 1889 Repentance P. Wcntworlh
II. xii. 261 He decided to throw up his practice at the Bar,

1894 Times (weekly ed.) 19 Jan. 49/1 When he was zo he

threw up his employment.
h. To throw it up against, at, to one (low

colloq.) : to cast it in one's teeth, to upbraid one

(with obj. cl.). Cf. cast tip (CAST v. 8j i).

1890 Univ. Rev. 15 Oct. 198 The children in the street

throws it up against me I ain't got no father.

i. intr. Of hounds : To lift the head from the

ground, the scent having been lost.

1856 'STONEHENGE' Brit. Kur. Starts i. vi. v. 128/1
Whenever it happens, and the hounds begin to throw up, and

really cannot hunt, it is better to take them away. 1893
Field 4 Feb. 170/2 Hounds suddenly threw up in a most
unaccountable manner.

j. intr. Falconry. See quots. (Cf. 28.)
1881 Graphic 5 Nov. 470/3, 1 [a falcon] stopped my down-

ward course . . spread my wings, and ' threw up
'

towards the

upper air. 1900 MICHFLL Art Hawking 128 Instead of

throwing up nigh, as they would if they had missed, they
check their flight quickly, and.. descend rapidly on the

panting or dazed foe. 1901 FISHER Kemin. Falconeryft No
hawk stooping from a very high pitch can readily clutch or

grasp her prey. She rushes upwards (i.e. throws up) im-

pelled by her momentum.. turns over, and is on the grouse
directly. Ibid. 113.

VII. 49. In various proverbial, figurative, idio-

matic, or colloquial phrases (beside those mentioned

under the senses to which they belong), as throw

off one's BALANCE, over the BAH, COLD WATER on,
a DAMP on, DIRT, the GAUNTLET, off one's GUARD,
the HELVE after the hatchet (so the HANDLE after
the head, the ROPE after the bucket), the HOUSE
out at (of) the windows, OVERBOARD, off the SCENT,
into the SHADE, the STOCKING (at a wedding),
down the STREAM, in one's TEETH, to the WINDS,
etc. ; as to which see the sbs.

For the verb-stem in combination: see THROW- in Comb,

t Throw (Jron), v.2 06s. Forms: i-ajr6wian,
(3 prouwian), 3 prowwenn (Orm.), prowin,
pruwen, Uhrow. Pa. 1. 1-3 prowode, -ede, -ude.

[OE. pr6wian = OHG. drnotn (Tatian pruotn),
drSln, trSln, tiUfn-.OTeut. *J>r$wjan, {. "prdw-,

ablaut-grade of *praw- in OE. pravnt painful

pressure : see THREA .]

1. trans. To suffer, bear, endure.

Seown/fy6o6 geseah his mondryhten under here-griman
hat browian. c'888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxi. i Swa swa
bearneacen wif acen5 beam &" orowaS micel earfocSu. 971
Blickl. Horn. 95 Feallab ofor us . . , baet we ne burfon bysne
e^e leng browian. ciooo /ELFRIC Gram. xix. (Z.) 119
Verbum ys word . . getacniende oo3e sum oing to donne ofloe

sum Sing to browix,enne. a 1x75 Cott. Horn. 229 He wolde
for bus deao browian.

2. intr. (or absol.). To suffer, undergo suffering
or pain.
Beowulf"2595 Nearo (Srowode fyre befongen seSe aer folce

weold. 971 Blickl. Horn. 65 He wolde browian for ealra
manna haele. 1x75 Lamb. Horn. 121 His abjenes bonkes
he browede for us and binom ure sunnan. c 1100 Trin.
Coll. Hom. 101 Ure helende browede on be holi rode, a 1225
Leg. Kath. 1140 Hwi walde he browin as he dude, & boiien
deo on rode ?

Hence t Throwing vbl. sb.z [OE. }r6wung\,
suffering ; passion ; esp. the Passion of Christ.

897 K. /ELFRED Gregory's Past. C. xviii. 136 Ic eom
eower efnoeowa & Cristes orowunge ^ewiota. c 1000
^LFRIC Hom. II. 506 On hwaes timan he Srowunge under-
hnise. c 1175 Lamb. Hom. 87 Nu is his browunge and his
ariste ure ester tid. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hom. 81 His holie

browe^unge be he wolde bolien. c uooOuiIN 15205 Inntill

browwinnge & pine, a 1225 Attcr. R. 372 puruh to strange

Here, apparently, belongs
tThrowand, pr.pple. and///, a. Sc. Obs., suffer-

ing the throes of death, struggling in death-agony.
'375 BARBOUR Bruce xv. 230 About him slayne lay his

men?e..And he, redy to dey, throwand. 15x3 DOUGLAS
/Bueis iv. xii. 6b Hir sistir An.. Fast ruschis throw. .the
rout, And on the throwand [morientem] . . Callis by name.
Ibid. 102 Almychty luno. .Hir maid Iris from the hevin hes
send Ihe throwand saull \lnctantem animam] to lous.
[Cf. a 1547 SURREY /Eneid iv. 027 From heauen she sent
the Goddesse Iris downe, The throwing sprite and jointed
llninies to loose.]
(Since Harbour and Douglas here use throwand and not

thrawand, we seem obliged to refer their word, in form at
least, to this verb; although difficulty b caused by the late,
ness of the use, long after the last examples known in
English. It is probable that Surrey, in imitating Douglas's
rendering, used tltmoing in the sense of THOE v. 2, of

382

which the Sc. form would be thrauiand : cf. THROW v.\

sense 2 note.)

Throw: see THKO, THROE, THROUGH, luow.

Throw- in Comb. [THKOW sb* or stem of

THROW z;.
1
,
in comb, with sbs. or advbs., forming

sbs. or adjs.]

1. In comb, with sbs. a. (from branch I of the

sb. or vb.) throw-crank, a crank which converts ro-

tary into reciprocating motion ; throw-disk (Cent.

Diet., Suppl.), throw-lever, a disk-crank or a lever

having a specified or adjustable throw (sense 2) ;

throw-lathe, a lathe driven by hand ;
thraw-

mouse (Sc. dial.), the shrew-mouse: see quot. ;

throw-wheel, the driving-wheel of a throw or

lathe, b. (from branch II of vb.) throw-bait, bait

thrown to attract fish to a place; throw-line, a

fishing-line thrown out by hand, a hand-line. See

also THROW-CROOK, THROW-STICK.

1867 URE Diet. Arts, etc. II. 783 A carrier, which is made
to advance and recede alternately by means of a *throw.

crank. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Meet., *Thrmu-lat/ie, a small

lathe which is driven by one hand, while the tool is

managed by the other. 1904 Brit. $ Col. Printer 10 Mar.

14/3 An intermediate adjustable or variable "throw lever.

1908 tYcstm. Gaz. 19 Sept. 10/2 One day when he was fishing

off the rocks with "throw-lines. 1881 GREGOR Folk-Lore
N.-E. Scotl. 127 The field mouse, called

' the 'thraw mouse ',

running over the foot of a person, was supposed to produce

paralysis in the foot. 1884 F. J. BRITTF.N Watch >, Clockm.

(1886) 304 Throw, a clockmakers' 'dead centre' lathe.. .A

gut connects the large 'throw wheel with a small pulley

rotating freely on the lathe centre.

2. In comb, with adverbs, forming sbs. express-

ing the action of the corresponding verbal phrases

(see THROW f.1 VI.) ; as throw-in, -up (an act of

throwing in or up); throw-away, a printed sheet

or work not intended for preservation after it has

been read
; also ailrib. ; throw-down, a fall, as

in wrestling ; a come-down ; a defeat (slang) ;

throw-in, in Football, an act of throwing the

ball into play again after it has crossed one of

the touch-lines ; in Cricket, an act of throwing
in the ball from the field to the wicket-keeper
or bowler; throw-on, an act of throwing on-

wards or forwards; spec, in Rugby football: see

quot. ; throw-out, an act of throwing out, or a

thing thrown out
; anything discarded or rejected ;

also attrib. See also THROW-BACK, -OFF, -OVER.

1903 Westm. Gaz. 7 Oct. 12/2 Every now and then a little

blue square of printed paper fluttered in the breeze. No
one seemed to connect these little

'

*throw-aways
'

with the

venerable figure on the front seat. 1905 Daily Chrott. 20
Feb. 4/6 This present rag of a throwaway that you can get
for a halfpenny. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 31 July 10/2 Lord
Alverstone.. vigorously denounced the 'sixpenny throw-

away rubbish . 1903 Architect 24 Apr, Suppl. 27/1 Any
delay on the work is

' a * throw-down for the boss '. 1898
J. GOODALL Assoc. Football 61 The object of the Association
was to make the "throw-in from touch a superficial benefit.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 8 Feb. 12/2 This umpire seems..somewhat
ignorant of the throw-in rule. 1845 Rules Footb. Rugby

means of what are known locally as "throw out' lines. 1901
Law Rep. 2 K. B. Div. 698 Small lots of timber called in

the trade 'throw-outs'. 1907 Daily Chron. o Apr. 8/4 A

turers' Throw Outs. 1832 Examiner 508/1 He answered
with a bold front and an important "throw up of his head.

Throwand : see after THROW .'! prec. column.
Throw-back, [f. phr. to throw back: see

THROW z<.l 38.] An act of throwing back.
1. A backward movement or direction given. Also

attrib. Throw-back indicator, see quot. 1902
2

.

1901 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 192/1 Rob's head had a confi-
dent jerky throwback, like a gamecock's. 1903 Daily
Chron. 19 Mar. 9/4 The Light Blues' throw-back of the
bodies for the first catch is imposing. 1902 O'CoNOR SLOAN K
Stand. Electr. Diet., Throw-back Indicator, a drop annun-
ciator, whose shutter or drop b electrically replaced.

2. An arrest or reverse in a course or progress ;

a check, set-back, relapse.
1856 H. R. REYNOLDS in Life v. (1808) 123 The little throw,

back of my progress.. was not such as to create any un-
easiness. 1901 Edin. Rev. Oct. 286 The belief in popular
principles held by most Englishmen before the great throw
back of the French Revolution.

3. Reversion to an earlier ancestral type or
character ; an example of this. Chieflyfig.
1889 Athenaeum 14 Sept. 351/3 By a not unusual freak of

heredity she is
personally

a 'throw-back
'

to an angel. 1894
Temple Bar Mag. Mar. 454 Our feeble throw-back to

savagery. 1904 W. H. POLLOCK Anim. that have Owned
us vii. 98 He must have been a freak or a ' throw back '.

Throwch, obs. Sc. f. THROUGH sb. xaAprep.
Throw-crook, Sc. & n. dial, thrawcrook.

[f. THROW .l + CROOK
sb.~\

A hooked imple-
ment for

'

throwing
'
or twisting coarse rope from

hay, straw, or hair.
a 1568 Wowing of Jok fy Jynny 68 in Bannntyne Poems

389 Ane thrawcruk to twyne ane tedder. 1828 J. STRUTHERS
Hist. Scot. II. 624 Ropes of hair twined upon the thraw.
crook. 1819 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss, (ed. 2), Thrawcrook, an
instrument acting on a swivel for twisting ropes. 1844

THROWING.
STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 1092 The simplest instrument is

the old-fashioned throw-crook.

Throwe, obs. f. THROB, THROUGH, THKOW.
Th

pple

si/as are such, as, besides their spinning and winding, have
received their milling or throwing.. : properly, .. throwed
silks are those wherein the threads are pretty thick throwed,
and are twisted several times.

Thrower (br<?u-3j). Also 5- Sc. and north.
dial, thrawer. [f. THROW z>.l + -EH '.] One who
throws, in various senses.

I. 1. One who fashions something by a rotary
motion, f a. One who fashions wooden objects
on a lathe

;
a turner. Obs.

1483 Cath. Angl. 383/1 A Thrawer, iornator. 1620 Shut-
tlewort/is' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 243 P'd to the thrower for
the chessotts making. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury HI. 269/2
A Turners, or Throwers Tools.

b. One who shapes pottery on a potter's wheel
or throw ; a potter.
1604 [see THROW r.l 6 a). 1744 Indenture J. WcJgviood in

Eliza Meteyard Life (1865) I. 222 To Learn his Art Mistery
Occupation or _lmployment of Thrower and Handleing
which he the said Thomas Wedgwood now useth. 1790 in

Guide Mils. Pract. Geol. (1859) 98 About 90 painters..
and about 200 throwers, turners, &c., were employed
under one roof. 1881 Guide Worcester Parcel. Wks. (1906)
19 The man who works at the potter's wheel is called the
thrower. 1804 SMILES Wedgwood iii. 22 The thrower is

the person who sits in his shed, near the potter's wheel,
and forms by hand from the moist clay as it revolves, the

crock, the butter pot, the porringer or other such wares.

1903 Daily Kec. * Mail i July 4 The Potter's Wheel.. is

made of ash, and the thrower works upon it now in the same
way as did the thrower thousands of years ago in Egypt.

c. One who twists filaments of silk into silk

thread ; a throwster.
i6 in Strype Stow's Snrv. v. xiv. (1754) II. 321/1 To

take Hearing and Consideration of the Petition of the Silk-

throwers. 166* Act 14 Cfias. If, c. 15 5 There is a neces.

sity lying upon the Silke throwers to deliver to theire
Winders or Doubters considerable quantities of silke which
being of good value is. .many times, .deceitfully and falsly

purloined . . to the great damage and sometimes the utter

undoing of the Thrower whoe employes the said persons.

f 2. (In form thrawer.) One who twists, wrests,
or perverts ;

a perverter of the sense. Se. rare~ *.

1563 DAVIDSON Confut. Kennedy in Wodrow Soc. Misc.

(1844) 229, I wald we war judgit, quhidder we be thrawers
of the Scripture.

II. 3. One who (or that which) casts, hurls, flings,

or pitches : see the senses of THROW v.1 II-V.

1519 HORMAN Vulg. 253 b. Come nat vpon that horsebacke :

for he is a great tnroware. 1551 HULOET, Thrower of a
stone with a hole therin for exercise, discobolus. 1579-80
NORTH Plutarch (1676) 173 Throwers with slings. Archers,
and other light armed men. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. to If it

be thrown in an oblique line, it returns not to the thrower
but to another place. 1850

' BAT '

Cricket. Man. 44 Long
Leg must.. be occupied by a good thrower. 1893 RIDER
HAGGARD Nada the Lily 198 It is the bold thrower who
oftenest wins. 1911 Times 3 Mar. 8/3 The thrower of the

bomb was immediately arrested.

b. With various adverbs : cf. THKOW .l VI.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. Ix. 142 She is maistresse of

troujie. . jrower doun, dryuer awey of sorowe. 1611 SHAKS.
1 1 'inf. T. in. iii. 2Q Since Fate. .Hath made thy person for

the Thrower-out Of my poore babe. 1710 LONDON & WISE

Comfl. Card. vi. 19 The Autumn Winds, those throwers

down of Fruits. 1773 J. ALLEN Sernt. St. Mary's, Oxford
26 We have no Ahaz, no thrower down nor changer of

altars. 1860 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. P. III. cxxiv.

78 It maybe late, but they have not been the throwers away.

Throwing ()"'<'
a'irj)> vbl.sb.^ [f. as prec. +

-ING l.] The action of THROW z".
1

I. 1. (In form thrawing.) Twisting, wringing ;

turning or bending to one side ; also^. crossing,

thwarting; quarrelling. St.

a 1585 MONTGOMERIE Flyting 376 They deemde, what
death it sould die. .' be throwing [v.r. thrawing] of the throate,

Like a tyke ouer a tree '. 1785 BURNS Halloween xxiii, It

chanc'd the stack . . Was timmer-propt for thrawin'. 1816

SCOTT Bl. Dwarf -vw. Speak him fair, Hobbie ; the like o*

him will no bear thrawing. 1897 Daily Kec. * Mail
17 Sept. 4 The present unsatisfactory condition of affairs

is .. due in great part to personal feeling and
'

thrawing '.

2. a. The turning of objects from wood; the

shaping of round pottery on a potter's wheel.

ware) The mixture.. is beat., and then is in order for

throwing. i8j G. R. PORTER Porcelain tt Gl. 45 The

operation of throwing consists in shaping such vessels as

have a circular form, and is performed upon a machine

called a potter's lathe, a 1881 SIR H. COLI50 Yrs. Public

Wk. (1884) I. 105 Superintending the throwing, turning,

modelling, and moulding of a tea service.

b. The twisting of raw silk into thread.

1611- [see SILK-THROWING]. i66a Act 14 Chas. II, c. 15

I 9 The said Corporation of Silk throwers shall not . . make

any Orders Ordinances or By-Lawes to sett any Rates or

Prices whatsoever upon the Throwing of Silk. 1844 G.
DODD Textile Manuf. vi. 192 The next process, called

throwing, by which the two, three, five or a dozen threads

are twisted firmly one round another. 1868 Rep. U. S.

Commissioner Agric. 288 The twisting or
'

throwing
'

process
is done by passing the thread of raw silk from an upright
bottom through the eye of a craned wire

flyer,
which

rapidly spins with the top of the bobbin revolving above.



THROWING.
II. 3. Projecting, casting, flinging, hurling (lit.

or Jig.}. Throwing at cocks : = COCK-THROWING.
13.. Cursor M. 22683 (Edin. MS.) pe stains. .Wit Drawing

[Colt, thrauing, Fairf.casting, Gtitt. will strenthlsal tai samin
brist, pat al to pecis sal tai brist. 13. . A". Alii. 1614 With
iaunceynge and with rydyng With tnrowyng [Bodky MS.
braweynge], and with nymyng. 137$ HARBOUR Bruce xm. 156
Thar wes. .sic thrawing and sic tnnsting,..That it wes hyd-
wiss for till her. 1:1440 Pnmp. Purv. 493/1 '1'hrowynge, or

castynge, jactura, jactus, 1639 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Ansiu.

toObjections Wks. (1711) 214 By throwing of oat-meal in the

people's eyes. CI77O (title} A friendly admonition against
throwing at Cocks and of Cockfighting. i833NvRKN ]"<
Cricketer's Tutor op Walker. -began the system of throw-

ing instead of bowling, now so much the fashion. At that

time, it was esteemed foul
play. 1897 Daily Neivs i Nov.

5/2 The throwing nuisance, which has for years been the
scandal of English cricket.

4. With adverbs, as throwing about, back, down,
in, off, out, up : see THROW .l VI.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 493/1 Throwynge downe, fro hey

place. ., precipidum. 1518 Stl. PI. Star Chamb. (Selden)
II. 131 Yf they had known the throwyng downe of the seyd
iij gappes. 1653 H. MORE Antiit. Ath.\\\. ix. 4 The watch-
men ofthe Town . .heard . .the fallingsand throwingsof things
about. 177* WOLLASTON in Phil. Trans. LXII1. 68, I have
set down the throwing-out of the pendulum, . . on a scale

behind it. 1785 M. GARTHSHORE \nMed. Conimun. II. 39 It

terminated by the throwing off of sloughs. 1851 Jrnl. R.

Agric. Soc. XII. i. 88 These straining efforts are sometimes
so energetic as to cause '

throwing down
'

of the uterus. 1869
TOZER Hi^hl. Turkey II. 331 Throwing back the head
(ai'afcvtiv) is still ..a negative answer.

III. 5. attrib. and Comb. a. for throwing

pottery or silk : as throwing-clay , -Aouse, -machine,
-room

', throwing-engine, applied by Nicholson

to the driving-wheel of a potter s wheel ; throwing-
mill, (a) a building in which silk-throwing is carried

on ; (b) a machine for twisting raw silk into thread
;

throwlng-table, a descriptive name for a potter's
wheel: see quot. ; throwing-wheel, a potter's
wheel ; sometimes, as in qnot. 1825, applied

to

the driving-wheel, b. for casting, hurling, etc. :

as throwing-bat, -club, -hatchet, -knife, -tut, -spear ;

throwing- balls, the South American BOLAS;
throwing-board, a spear-thrower,

= THROWING-
STICK a. ; throwing-iron, a knife-like missile

used by some African savages.
a. 1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 122 All which they call "throwing

clays, because they. .will work on the wheel. 1825 J.

the Manner of that One at Darby. 1831 G. R. PORTER Silk

Mann/. 201 Spinning or twisting the thread .. wound upon
the bobbins, is performed with the throwing mill. 1851
L. D. B. GORDON in Art Jrnl. Illustr. Catal. p. ii. **/2
The factories in which raw silk is spun into silk-thread for

weaving are called throwing mills. 1881 Guide Worcester
Parcel. Wks. n The "Throwing Room. 1877 KNIGHT Diet.

Mech., *Throwing-lable, a revolving, horizontal table on

which earthen vessels are shaped by the potter. 18*5 J.

NICHOLSON Oferat. Mechanic 461 The
"

'throwing-wheel, or,

with greater propriety, the throwing-engine, consists of.a

large vertical wheel ; having a winch or handle affixed to it,

and a groove on the rim for the introduction of a cord [etc.].

b. 1891 Cent. Diet., "Throwing-balls. 1845 C. H. SMITH

in Kitto'f Cycl. Bibl. Lit. s.v. Arms, Among these [instru-

ments at first employed in the chase] were the club and the

throwing-bat. 1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl., 'Throwing-board.

1895 Cornh. Mag. Dec. 634 The soldiers, .had brought him

down with *throwing-clubs. 1903 KIPLING in Windsor

which many carried several specimens, .. in sheaths of hide.

Ibid. 72 "Throwing.knives are among the notable proper-

ties of ihe races of the Monbuttu type north of the Congo.

1901 L. LoATin BoulengerZiW/. Egypt, Fishes Nile Introd.

(1907) 21 At Cairo.. the commonest net of all is a circular

arrows, or short "throwing-spears.

Throwing, vol. sb2, suffering : see THROW v.*

Throwing-stick. a. A short wooden im-

plement by which a dart or spear is thrown, in order

to give increased velocity to it : = SPEAR-THROWER,

WOOMERA. b. A short club used as a missile ;
=

THROW-STICK a.

1770 COOK Voy. round World in. viii. (1773) 4' An '"

strument which we called a throwing stick. This is a plain

smooth piece of a hard reddish wood, very highly polished,
about two inches broad, half an inch thick, and three feet

long, with a small knob, or hook at one end, and a cross

piece about three or four inches long at the other. i8o U
BARRINCTON Hist. N. S. Wales i. 26 The throwmg-stick

is used in discharging the spear. 1865 LUBBOCK Preh.

Times 403 For throwing the harpoon they use a short

handle or throwing-stick, about two feet long. 1885 H. H.

HAVTER Carboona 24 Warrk Warrk havmg a dart on his

does not return to the thrower.

Thrown (J^n),///. a. [Pa. pple. of THROW

w.l, where see Forms. See also special bcotcn

senses under THRAWN.]
I 1 a. Turned on a lathe, as woodwork. Now

dial. b. Shaped on the potter's
wheel. Cf.

THROW v.1 6 a.

1483 Cath Angl. 385/1 Thrawen (A. Thrawne), tornahs.

383

'49S Nottingham Ra. III. 40 Unam cathedram vocatam
' a throwen'

cheyer '. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Clirvn. iii. 5 He . .

ouerlayed it with the best golde, and made palmr !

throwne worke theron. 1600 Act. Hk. If. Wray\\\ Antiquary
XXXII. 279 A throwne chaire. 1855 URE IHct. Arts II.

455 When the ' thrown ware 1

is sufficiently dry, it is trans-
ferred to the hands of ihe

'

lurner '. 1883 W. Yorks. (ifass..

Thrown, turned in a lathe (as bed-posts, &c..
2. Of silk : Twisted into thread.
Thrown silk : silk thread consisting of two or more singles

twisted together : = ORCANZINB. Thrown singles : silk
thread consisting of a single strand of raw silk wliich has
been cleaned, wound, and twisted: see quot. 1877 s. v.

THROW v-
1 6 b. Also (in trade) alisol. as sb.

1463-4 Rolls of I'arlt. V. 506/1 Wrought Silke, throwen
Rybans and Laces. 1483 [see THROW i>.' 6 b). 1690 LUTTRELL
liriefRet. (1857) II. 45 An acl for discouraging the impor-
tation of thrown silk. 1709 Land. Gaz. No. 4523/4 Some
Piemond Thrown Silk, .saved out of an Italian Ship. 1719
W. WOOD Sura. Trade 87 Oil, Wine, Thrown and Raw-
silk, Wrought Silks. 1811 J. SMYTH Pract. of Customs
(1821) 214 Raw Silk has only one thread : the thrown Silk
is distinguished from it by having two threads. 1844 ('.

DODD Textile Manuf. vi. 184 Thrown singles, is silk which
has been wound, cleaned, and thrown. 1883 Times 16 May
ii In silk.. Chinas have suffered from the reduced consump-
tion of throwns. 1906 Sat. Rev. 13 Jan. 38/2 They buy
their silk in the spun or thrown state.

t b. Twisted
;

in a state of torsion. 06s.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk ty Selv. World Contents, Open'd
by the stirring of a watch, of thrown bodies, the springiness
of an egge.

II. 3. Cast, pitched, hurled ; unseated from a

horse.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Berkeley the Banker i. i. 18 The
horse galloping away, and the thrown young lady lying on
the ground. 1888 RUSKIN in Mag. Art Jan. 75/1 To put
them together out of chance-thrown heaps.
4. With adverbs, as thrown-back, -down, -on,

-over, -up, expressing the completed action of the

corresponding verbal phrases (see THBOW v.l VI).
1891 C ROBERTS Adrift Atner. 146 They sat..on the

mound made of the thrown-up earth from I lie burrows. 1901
Westm. Gaz. 17 Oct. 2/2 The thrown-back front and sleeve

both gave glimpses of their lining. 1903 Ibid. 8 Jan. 3/2
Some such thrown-on kind of wrap can be added for coming
and going. Ibid. 4 June 5/2 One fire was caused by a
thrown-down light.

Throw-off, [f- the vbl. phrase to throw off

(THROW v. 41).] a. Fox-hunting. The throwing-
off of the hounds, the start of a hnnt ; by extension,

of a race ; hence, a start generally, b. A shaking

off, getting rid of or free from. O. A mechanism

by which some part of a machine is disconnected,

or its action suspended, d. That which is thrown

off; something produced or given off, an offshoot.

1859 PALMEHSTON in Lucas Lii. Glenesk (r9io) 147 The
throw-off is awkward, beginning with the insignificant word
'
in '. 1864 WEBSTER, Tnrffw-ojf, a start in a hunt or race.

1864 GdTWords 104/2 These millions, these atoms of life

they are a free ihrow off from the Creative Beneficence. 1873
Punch 13 Sept. 107/1 Whither I had driven in order to see

the throw-off i88 J. M. CAULFEILD Seamanship Notes 3

Parts of the Capstan, .. bar pins, throw off, spindle,.,

entablature. 1889 Nature 22 Aug. 303/1 No micro-seismic

shock can ever take place otherwise than as a throw-ofrfrom

some violent disturbance more or less remotely located. 1891

Melbourne Punch 4 June 377/2, I received an invitation to

see the throw off of the Ballarat hounds in the afternoon.

ThrOW'-OTer. [f.
the verbal phrase to throw

aver (THROW v. 45).] The act or result of throwing

over, in various senses ; also, concr., a wrap to throw

over the shoulders ; a loose outer garment.
1819 Hermit in London III. 212 They had practised what

they technically termed a throw over. 1852 LEWIS Lett.

(1870) 257 The complete and definitive throw over both of

Protection and local burdens must loosen the
hold^of

the

Government upon the agricultural body. 1901 O'CoNOR

SLOANE Stand. Electr. Diet. App., Throw-Over Switch,

a double throw knife switch designed to connect a three

wire system in a building either to a three wire street main

or to a single source on the two wire system. 1907 Ladies

Field 12 Jan. 3/2 White Foxaline long Stole or 1'hrowover.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 3 Apr. 15/1 The nearest approach we

have to the Marie Antoinette 'throw-over it cannot be

called a tea gown . . is the Japanese kimono. Itid. 6 Oct.

15/1 The drapery.. has grown in its proportions till now

it resembles a shawl, and nothing could be more convenient

as a throw-over, either for day or evening purposes.

fThrOWSt, v. Obs. Also 7-8 throat, [irreg.

back-formation fromTHBOWSTKB.] trans. To throw

silk; = THBOW p.1 6b. So Throwsting vbl. so., silk-

throwing ; also attrib. thrmasting-machine, -mill.

1691W SEWIL Dutch Diet. s. v. Reeden, Zy.Reeden, to

Throst silk. l8S J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 306 A re-

presentation of the throwsling-mills. Ibid. 399 Ihe bobbins

being thus filled with double or triple threads, are carried

back to the throwsting-machine, and are there spun or

twisted together. 1844 G. DODD Textile Manuf. vu 196

The processes
of silk-throwing, or '

throwstmg , may now

be said to be finished.

Throwster (prou-stai). Forms: 5 throwe-

stre, -er, 6 throwstar, (7-8 throater), 7- throw-

ster, [f. THBOW z/.i 6 b + -STER.]

1. One who twists silk fibres into raw silk or raw

silk into thread, a silk-throwster; originally, a

woman who did this, a SILK-WOMAN (the earliest

term), t Also extended to a worsted-spinner (tt>s.).

i4 .Rolls of Parlt. V. 325/t The Silkewymmen and

Throwestres of the Craftes and occupation of
Silkewerk^io PALSGR. 281/1 Throwstar, denideresse de soye. i6

MIDDLETON & ROWLEY World Tost at Tennis 95 Job a

THRTJM
veneroliU silk weaver, Jlm a throwuer dwelling i' the

1678 I'liiinis Ic.l. 4), Thr^sltr, one lhl
<!k Tlircd. 1716 l.on.i

Worsted-ThrowMcr by Tiade. 1734 Swin Caaifl. /'.,<
ness 16 A woman's clack, if I have tkill, Sounds tome-
what like a throwster's mill. 1146 M
f-mfin (1854) I. 713 The throwuen of the men u|j!ii wer
formed litto a fellowship in 1562, but they were not incor-

pprattd till ,6j,; . 18*0 CMKU. M. MA*> Forty .'

tngli^h throwsters did their work as well as thme of Itmtr
2. 1'ottery. = THBOWEB i b: tee quot.
1894 H. SKICHI Niddtrdal, 384 not,. Thrown*, and

dryster. were pollen' craft uncn | inc Ihrowtter btinf lh
man who work, the wheel, and . . form* by the pcourc at hi.
hand the '

lining
'

for the duh or cup.
1 8. A dice-thrower, > gametter. Oh. rare.
183. J. WILSON JVocl. AtnK. in IH*tlm. M*f. Sent 38*A certain bold throwster had swept the pool.

Throw -stick, [f. THBOW i>.i + STICK**.] a.
A heavy, usually curved, piece ol wood lied a *

missile; an ancient kind of boomerang, b. A Mick
with which a spear or dart is thrown : = THBOWIKQ-
8TICK a.

1837 WILKINSON Mann. 4 Cast. Anc. F.gjft. viii. HI. jl
The use of the throw-slick w&s very general. 1847
Xgrft. iu Time I'haraohs 80 liirdi were felled with ihe

throwstick, a weapon of haid wood,.. slightly curved.. lik?

the boomarang. 1869 Boirrcu. Amis n Arm. vi. (1174) 84
When the dart is discharged, the vtummerm,ar ihrow nick.
. .remains in ihe warrior's hand, c 1875 H. B. TRISTHAM in

Queen's Printers' Bible-Aids 57 In i Sam. xxvi >o allusion
is made lo chasing partridges on Ihe hills with throw-slicks.

Throwt(e,obs.contr. of THROUGHOUT. Throw-
ther: see THBOUOH-OTHEB. Thru, thruch,
thrucht, thruff, thrugh: see THROUGH,
THROUGH prep, and to. Thrub, out. var. DBDH.

Thrudde, Thrulle, obs. ff. THIRD, THRILL c.i

t Thrum, rf. 1 Obs. Forms: I Jnrnim, 1-1

prym, 3-4 prum, 4 prom, 4-5 throm, throme. 5
thrumme. [app. OE./rt-wm a host, a great body
ofpeople, a multitude (also strength, might , majesty,

glory) ; cf. OS. thrumme in mid herutkrummeon
'with hostile power or strength

'

; cf. OS. thrimnian

to swell ; also Flemish drommen in THRUM v.1
]

1. A company or body of people (or animals) ;

a band, troop, crowd ;
on a thrum, in a body, in

a crowd. Also, a bundle (of arrows, quot. 11450).
Also attrib. tprum-ferd (FKBD sb.1 3).
0800 CVNEWULF Christ (Cod. Exon.) 1063 Se engla Kym-

c 1000 /KLFRIC Saints' Lives xxv. 841 Se hundredes ealdor. .

com on aerne mermen mid mycclum Iprymme, c laos LAV. 1 356

per heo leof folc funden feower )irum ferden. c lyjflArth.

$ Merl. 211 Whiles bou were in our brome. No were we
neuer ouercome. a 1350 St. Andrew 209 in Horstm.

Altengl. Leg. (1881) 6 pe folk thrang efter al on a |mim.

1400 Laud Troy Bt. 13236 Thei schal alle dye on a

throme. clap SyrGener. (Koxb.)2949 A hundred houndei

on a Ihrom He saw that were thider com. c 1450 Ball.

Death Robin Lyth 48 (Ritson) Fowre and twenty goode

arwys Trusyd in a thrumme.

2. Magnificence, splendour.
971 Blickl. Horn. 11 Emb bone brym and ba fszenxtte

SILS temples, cssjs \ith Cent. Hem. 130 penne beoS ba

welzn & ba glengz ayxene, & be brym lobrocea

Thrum (brm), rf. 2 Forms: (i prum), 4-6

throm(e, 5 thrum(e, thrwme, 5-6 thromm(e,

5-7 thrumm(e, 6-7 thrombe, (6 &. throomb),

fS-9 thrumb, 6- thrum. [OE. frum tin comb,

in tungefrum ligament of the tongue), ME. thrum,

throat, - MDu. dram, Du. dial, dram, drum (in

mod.Du. dreumm. '

thrum'), OHG., MUG. drum

end-piece, remnant (in mod.G. trumm 'thrum',

pi. triimnur remnants, ruins) ; cf. Oti.jrfmr edge,

brim (Norw. trim, trumm, tram edge, brim, tiw.

dial, trom, trumm, tram stump) ; formed, with

various suffixes, fiom OTeut, ablaut-stem /"""-.

"fram-, :-Indo-Eur. "trmo- ;
cf. L. term-inns, Gr.

Ttpu-a end*
a looo Lerica Clots, in Six. Lttclut. I. Pref. SuUin-

gua, lungeSrum (Hart. MS. ibid. 74 undertungeSrum].)

1. Weaving. Each of the ends of the warp-threads

left unwoven and remaining attached to the loom

when the web is cut off ; usually in //. (alo collect,

sing.") the row or fringe of such threads.

,4,9 Rolls ofParlt. IV. j6o/ The WeyYers.. have laken

. .mcommon usage,, .whal tyme yat yei have wroght a

Clothe almost to ye end, lo kilte away to yair smguler

avauntaee ye yeme yat leveth unwoven, and callen hit

1 hrommes [cf. Act 8 rfen. VI, c. 23 1 .1 M /*
*>.-

Wiilcker 728/17 Hoc licium, a throm. 1449 Malaau, Ess,*,

Crt. Rolls (Bundle 29, No. 3', Rica-du^yce
pent xxW. pro

xx Ib. de Thromes empt. 1S9J
SHAK*. M'ds. **!*

Fates 1 come, come. : (5ut ihred and thrum .. R-'

dipping 'em first in Varnish, draw er roui...

,847-78 HALLIWELL. Thnun, the exiremiiy of a %

w7r
7

p,

7
often about nTne inches long. **"*"!!?

2. A short piece of waste thread or yam (in-

cluding the unwoven ends of the warp =

or collect, sing, odds and ends of thread ; also, a

short or loose end of thread projecting
from the



THBTTM.

surface of a woven fabric
;
a luft, tassel, or fringe

of threads at the edge of a
piece

of cloth, etc.

(In early quots. barely distinguishable from i.)

1346 Lilt. Red Bk. Bristol (1900) II. 5 Drap. .estre fait de

fil de lein appele thromes. 1439 Decd^ (Westm. Chapter
Archives), Qui tune dedil predicto Johanni Kirkeby capellum
de thrummes fact[um] quod tune temporis erat de noua
coniectura. c 1440 Promp. /'am 493/1 Thrvmm, of a clothe,

filamen, . . villusjractillus. 1519 HOBMAN Vulg. 167 b, The
baudy thrummys of the carpettis toke me faste by the feete.

1530 PALSGR. 158 Vngpaync, a thrummeof a hatte or suche

lyke. I&T-* Act 33 Hen. Vlir, c. 18 3 They.. shall.. [not]

make . . any manner Kerseyes with flockis, thrummes or other

deceivable thinge or thingis. 1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle
Potions n. x. 215 Thei [Tartars] make, .litle pupettes of

silke or of felte, or of thrumme. 16x1 COTGR., Pesles,

thrummes ; or that which hangs at the end of a peece of

cloth like fringe. (1645 HOVVELL Lett. (1650) III. 33
The wrong side of a Turky carpet, which useth to be full

of thrums and knots, and nothing so even as the right

side. 1675 V. ALSOP A nli-Sozzo 302 Tying both the End_s so

handsomely together, that it may not Ravel out into

Thrums. 1681 Couvil. Whigs Supplic.(.\iy) 4 Like pictures
on the wrong side of Arras hangings, spoiled with thrumbs
and threads. 1878 PATER Child in House Misc. Stud. (1895)

174 Childish treasures, glass beads, empty scent-bottles still

sweet, thrum of coloured silks.

b. Naut. (pi., also colled, sing.) Short pieces
of coarse woollen or hempen yarn, used for mops,
etc. : cf. THRUM v.2 e, and THRUMMED! c.

1466 Mann, f, Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 346 Thrommes for

pyche mapoltes. 1623 WHITBOIMNE Neiu/omtrilanfl 75
Thrummes for Pitch mabs. 1848 [see THRUM f.2

e]. 1867
SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.t Thrum, any coarse woollen or

hempen yarn. It is used for mops, &c., in the cabins.

c. fig. : pi. (or collect, sing.) Odds and ends,

scraps.
1648 1833 Thread and thrum, Threads and thrums [see

THREAD JA2 c]. a 1653 G. DANIEL Iifyll. v. 180 Arguments
For you to ravell j Thrumbs of Discontents : From the larg_e
Webbe of Care. 1872 MORLEY Voltaire III. (ed. 2) 147 It is

this, which . . makes life a whole instead of a parcel of thrums
bound together by an accident.

f3. Short for thrum cap (see 7). Ol'S. rare-'1.

1719 D'URFEY Pills IV. 158 The Monmouth Cap, the
Sailor's Thrumb. Ibid, The Sea-man with his Thrumb.

f4. Applied to various structures in plants or

animals resembling small threads, or a tuft of

these, a. //. The florets of the disk in a com-

posite flower, or the stamens in a simple flower ;

also, sing, the disk, the central petals of a double

flower, or the stamens collectively. Obs. (exc. in

comb, thrum-eyed : see 7).

1578 LYTE Dodoens ll. xxxii. 189 Of Buphthalmos, or Oxe
eye.. . The floure is of afayre bright yellow colour, and large,
with many small thrommes or yellow thredes in the

middle, almost like to the floures of Marigoldes. 1657 W.
COLES Adam in Edctt ii. 4 Fair large red flours [of peony]
..having.. in the midst, yellow Threds or Thrums. 1668
WILKINS Real Char. u. iv. 4. 81 Consisting of. .a circle

of Leaves, and a Thrumm of short stamina, close set to-

gether. 1671 GREW Anat. Plants v. 17 The Florid Attire, is

commonly known by the blind and rude Name of Thrums.
1694 WESTMACOTT Serift. Herb. (1695) 99 The Water-Lillies
. . bearing a white flower, with yellow thrums in the middle.

1726 Flower Gard. Displ. (ed. 2) Introd., Thrums, Apices
or Chives, when a great Number of them grow together in a
Flower. iSia New Bot. Gard. I. 33 The . .cutting winds in
March will often cause them [double Anemones] to blow
single, by destroying the thrum that is in the middle of the
flower.

t b. A tuft, bundle, or fringe of any threadlike

structures, as hairs on a leaf, fibres of a root, etc.

1578 LYTE Dodoens iv. Ixvii. 529 Of Carline Thistel. . . Upon
[the] stemme groweth a round flat head,, .thromde like

Ueluet, and round about that Ueluet throm, or Crowne,
standeth a pale or inclosure, of. .small white leaues, whiche
is the flower. 1597 GERARDE Herbal i. xxxvi. i. 5: A
fringe or thrum downe the middle of the lower leaues. Ibid.
ii. xvii. 3. 2co The roote is nothing else but as it were a
thrum or bundell of threedes. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n.

61/2 Three [leaves].. each having a yellow freez, or thrum
near the bottome.

t c. A bundle of minute blood-vessels, a plexus.
1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 431 A thrumbe of crisped vessels

called Plexus Choroides .., wherein the Animal spirits
receiue their preparation.
5. Brewing. (See quots.) dial.
i8a8 Craven Gloss.

t Thrum, a bundle of birch or twigs in
a mash tub, to prevent the malt from escaping and through
which the liquor percolates. 1877 N. W. Line. Class.,
Thrum, a small utensil of wicker-work affixed to the hole in
a mash-tub in brewing, to hinder the malt from escaping
when the wort is run off.

t 6. Applied jocularly or contemptuously to a

person (? one meanly or raggedly dressed). Obs.
1610 B. JONSON Alch. i. i, You were once.. the good,

Honest, plaine, liuery-three-pound-thrum ; that kept Your
masters worships house.. For the vacations. 1705 ELSTOB
in Hearne Collect. 30 Nov. (O.H.S.) 1. 108 He eyes ye greasy
Rout, Of gaping thrums, stand listning round about. 1727
SOMERVILLE Canidia's Epithal. 9 Each sprightly soph, each
brawny thrum, Spent his first runnings here.

7. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. Made or consist-

ing of thrums or waste threads of yarn (or some-
thing resembling it), or having thrums inserted in
or projecting from it (cf. THHCM v.'*, THBDMMED!) :

as thrum beard, bonnet, hat, mat, mop, night-cap ;

pertaining to or dealing in thrums, as thrum shop.
b. Comb. : fthruin cap, a cap made of thrums;
transf. a person wearing a thrum cap; hence
t thrum-capped (-kaept) a., wearing a thrum cap ;

384

thrum-chlnned (-tjind) a. (jocular}, bearded;

thrum-eyed (-aid) a., applied by florists to the

short-styled form of a flower (esp. of the genus

Primula), which shows the boss of 'thrums' or

anthers (cf. 4 a) at the top of the corolla-tube (opp.

to PIN-EYED) ;
so thrum eye ; f thrum-flower,

(of Petiver) Astrocarpus Clusii, a native of the

western Mediterranean region; ) thrum-stone,
Crew's name for asbestos, as being a fibrous

mineral. See also THRUMWOBT.

'577 HANMER AHC. Eccl. Hist. (1619)1307 A long "thrum

beard. 1817 SCOTT Highl. Widow \, Duncan with the

thrum bonnet, and the other lords of the.. towers of Kil-

churn. ['Thrum cap : cf. cjuot. 1439 in 2.] 1614 MASSINGER

Renegado i. iii, A witch with a thrum cap, That sells ale

underground. 1676 LADY FANSHAWE in Mem. Feb. an. 1650

(1829) 93, I. .desired him [the cabin-boy] to be so good as

to give me his blue thrum cap he wore, and his tarred coat

..and putting them on.. I.. stood upon the deck by my
husband's side. 1690 DRVDEN Don Sebast. i. i, Hold, my dear

Thrum-cap : I obey thee cheerfully. 17*0 STRYPE Sitnv's

Sura. (1754) I. i. xxvi. 196/1 (The Blue Coat Hospital) Their

habit being now. .a round thrum Cap tied with a red band,

yellow Stockings. 1708 W. KING Art Cookery (1807) 73
Would our *thrum-cappd ancestors find fault, For want of

sugartongs, or spoons for salt? 1608 MIDDLETON Trick to

Catch Old Otie IV. iii, [Widows] that will marry unfledged

boys before comely *thrum-chinned gentlemen. 1888 Pail
Mall G. 19 May 6/1 Auriculas .. with their characters of

grey or green edge, pin or *thrum eye, &c. 1861 DARWIN
in Jrnl. ofLinnzan Sac., Botany VI. 77 Florists who culti-

vate the Polyanthus and Auricula.. call those which display
the globular stigma at the mouth of the corolla '

pin-
headed

'

or '

pin-eyed ', and those which display
the stamens

"thrum-eyed, c 1711 PETivERGazof/ijft. vi. Iii, Small Spanish
Purple *Thrum-flower, ..Grows a Span high on the stony
Hills of Salamanca. 1543 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot.

VIII. iSoTwa *thrum hauls of silk, price of thepecexiiij s.

'59 [TARLTON] News Purgat. (1844) 120 A thrumbe hat she
had of red. 1770 COOK Vay. round World 11. ix. (1773) 453
Ends, .hanging out. .like the shag or *thrumb matts which

[etc.]. 1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty vi. 74 The inelegant
and inanimate figure of a "thrum mop or muff. 1768STFRNK
Sent, Journ., The Husband, He sits.. in his "thrum night-

cap. 1796 COLQUHOUN Police Metropolis p. viii, Petty
Pilferers at Old Iron Shops, . . Rag and "Thrum Shops. 1681

GREW Musyunt in. i. v. 313 "Thrum-Stone, as 1 call it.

Amianthus Lapis $ Asbestinus.

Thrum (J>rm), sb2 [Echoic : cf. THRUM .3]

An echoic word representing various sounds, esp.
the tones produced by

'

thrumming
'
a guitar or

similar instrument ; also dial, the purring of a cat.

\a 1553 UDALL Royster D. n. i, Anon to our gitterne,

thrumpTedum, thrumpledum thrum.] 1798 LAWRENCE Treat.
Horses II. i. 18 That .. affectionate domestic the cat,. .its

feet kneading in unison with the grateful thrum. 1814
Sporting Mag. XLIV. 128 The soft and melodious thrum

incing the happy state of his [a cat's] feelings. 1845 T.

_ grey I

hen. 1883 BERTHA THOMAS George Sand up The distant
thrum of guitars. 1884 Pall Mall G. 4 July 4/1 The thrum-

thrum, ting-ting, tum-a turn-turn of their banjoes filled the air.

t Thrum, v.i Ol>s. rare. [? Related to THHUM
ii.1 : cf. Flemish ' drommen = dringhen, premere,

1. trans. To compress, condense.
r 1205 LAV. 54 Feberen he nom mid fingren & fiede on

boc-felle. .& ba pre boc brumde to are [i.e. to one].

2. To press or crowd in ; to cram.
1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. 52 The Devills they had cast,

did rebound back againe . . which by this provision ofThrum-
ming in Devills at the first might, .have been avoided.

Thrum, w.a Also 6 throm, 7-9 thrumb. See
also THRUMMED 1. ff. THRUM sb2]
trans. To furnish or adorn with thrums or ends

of thread (or something similar) ; to cover with
thrums or small tufts, raise a pile upon (cloth);
to make shaggy. Now dial.

51525 Hart. MS. 4217 art. n Hattes thrommyd with
silke of diuerse collours. a 1562 CAVENDISH Wolsey (1893)
88 His hosyn, frome the kne uppward, was alltogether
thrommed with

s_ylke. 1598 FLORIO, Irtare, to thrum, to
make rough, hairie or brishe. 1809 SOUTHEY \nQ. Rev. II.

41 When the young king is first invested with the. .red sash
of royalty (which is made of net work, and thrummed with
red and yellow feathersl. 1887 Suppl. to JAMIESON, Thrum,
to raise a tufted pile on knitted or woven woollen stuffs,
to cover woollen cloth with small tufts like thrums.

t b. transf. &nAJig. To fringe or clothe. Obi.
1589 R. HARVEY PI. Pen. 13 Leaue thrumming thy Pibault

lestes with Scripture, Iron and Clay will not De tempered
togither. 1501 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. vii. 27 A craggy
Rocks steep-hanging boss (Thrumm'd half with Ivie, half
with crisped Moss). 1630 DRAVTON Muses' Elysium iv. 82,
I could wish . . this bank were thickly thrumb'd with grass As
soft as sleave or sarcenet ever was.

t o. To twist, curl, twine ; also intr. To curl (as
hair). 06s.

1598 FLORIO, Cincinnare, to curie, or thrum any haire.
1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anat. HI. L 128 So in

^Ethiopia by a peculiar thrumming of their hairs, they are
defended from the heat.

t d. To thrum caps : lit. to cover caps with
thrums; a proverbial phrase expressing trifling,
or waste ofwork and time. Also to thrum buttons,
and absol. to thrum. Obs,

1594 NASHE Un/ort. Trav. 9 The King stood not long a
thrumming of buttons there. 1602 Narcissus (1893) 160 Why
stand wee heere, as it were cappes a thrumming ? 1614

THRUM.
J. COOKE Greene's Tu Quoque H ij b, I'de nere stand thrum,
miug of Caps for the matter. 1626 MIIJDLETON Women
Beware Worn, m. iii, I'll not stand all day thrumming, But
quickly shoot my bolt. 1644 QUARLFS Jndgm. $ Mercy 18
Are we born to thrum caps, or pick straws?

e. Naut. To sew or fasten bunches of rope-yarn
over (a mat or sail) so as to produce a shaggy sur-

face, suitable to prevent chafing or stop a leak.

1711 [see THRUMMEDI c], x?83 CAPT. INGLEFIELD Narr.
Loss Centaur 16 All the officers, passengers and boys, who
were not of the profession of seamen, had been employed
thrumming a sail which was passed under the ship's bottom.
1820 SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. 11.448 note, By thrumbing
the sail, that is, sewing long bunches ofropeyarn all over it.

1838 POE A. G, Pym Wks. 1864 IV. 66 A sail was thrummed,
and got under the bows. 1848 G. BIDDLECOMBE Art of
Rigging 36 Thrumming^ interplacmg, in a regular manner,
through intervals of matting made by a fid, short pieces of
thrums, or ropeyarn. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk. s. v.,A vessel, when leaky, is thrummed by working some heavy
spare sail, as the spritsail, into a thrummed mat, greasing
and tarring it well, passing it under the bottom, and heaving
all parts tight.

Thrum, z>. 3 Also 7-9 thrumb. [Echoic:
going with THRUM sb$\
1. a. intr. To play on a stringed instrument, as

a guitar, harp, etc., by plucking the strings; to

play on any stringed instrument in an idle, mechani-
cal, or unskilful way; to strum.
1502 GREENE Disput. 25 Neither had he any excellent

quallities but thrumming on the gittron. 1669 PEPVS Diary
12 Apr., After sitting a while, thrumming upon my vlall, and
singing. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xvii, Sophy, love, lake your
guitar, and thrum in with the boy a little. 1822 W. IRVING
Braceb. Halt v, Sometimes he even thrums a little on the
piano. 1872 CALVERLEV Fly Leaves (1903) 72 Bang, twang,
clatter and clang, Strum, thrum, upon fiddle and drum.

b. trans. To play (a stringed instrument, or a
tune on it) idly, monotonously, or unskilfully ; to

strum upon ; also, to pluck, twang (a string).
a 1625 [see thrumming below], 1675 COVEL in Early

Voy. Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 215 A little pittifull instrument
with three wire strings, which every fellow thrums ordinarily
about the street. 1681 DRVDEN Abs. $ Achit. 439 '1V old

Harp on which he thrums his Lays. 1758 L. TEMPLE
Sketches (ed. a) 28 The Productions of our present Italian
Masters are thrummed over for a Season. 1782 [T.VAUGHAN \

Fashionable Follies II. cci. 113 Thrumming his guittar
under her window. 1841 CATUN N. Atiier. Ind. I. xxii. 159
Bows were strung and thrummed to test their elasticity.
1866 MRS. STOWE Litt. Foxes 117 They thrum a few tunes
on the piano. 1873

' OUIDA' Pascarel II. 15 The violin of
Tocco thrummed a gay melody,
2. intr. To sound as an instrument or string
when thrummed ; to sound monotonously ; to hum.
1763 Poetry in Ann. Reg. 245 With dead, dull, doleful,

heavy hums. .The sober hurdy-gurdy thrums. 1887 GUNTER

- j/3 Looms are full of woollen webs, spinning.
wheels are thrumming.

b. Of a cat : To purr, dial,

a 1810 TANNAHILL Poems (1846)30 Auld baudrons sits, and
croodling thrums. 1841 P. Parley's A . II. 32* She began
to cock her tail, . . and to purr and thrum as if all her sorrows
were entirely forgotten.

3. a. trans. To recite or tell in a '

sing-song
'
or

monotonous way ; also, to hum over (a melody).
1710 STEELE Tatler No. 173 p i Horace and Virgil must be

thrummed by a Boy as well Before he goes to an Apprentice-
ship as to the University. 1807 W. IRVING Salntag. xii. v.

(1824) 216 Who the fair, .vex, By thrumming for ever their

weakness of sex. 18x6 SCOTT Antiq. xxi, And then siccan
stories as Sanders had..; and eh ! as he wad thrum them
ower and ower.-ayont the ingle at e'en. 01845 HoooCVw-
POSS xxi, And as he walk'd to self he talked, Some ancient

ditty thrumming, In under tone.

b, intr. To speak or read monotonously, to

'drone', mumble.
a 1774 TUCKER Lt. Nat.

(183^)
II. 681 To despise every old

woman that thrums over good books all day,, .because she
does not understand Latin. 1825 [see thrumming below].

1829 SCOTT Jrnl. 26 Mar., Boswell., has thrummed upon
this topic till it Is threadbare. 1858 BAILEY Age 152 Shall

every ninny who can thrum on rhyme, Break all our ear*

drums without tune or time?

4. To strike something with the fingers as if

playing on a musical instrument
;
to drum upon (a

table, etc.). a. trans.
c 1750 SHENSTONE Colemira 28 How I long . . To view those

rosy fingers strike the lyre 1 For late when bees to change
their clime began How did I see 'era thrum the frying pan.
1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair Ixiii, She.. dashing the pin
through the card on to the table, sat thrumming it for a while.

b. intr. with on or upon.
1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 265 While I sat. .meditating

..I was thrumming with the other hand upon the quarto.
1842 TENNYSON Will Waterproof xxf I sit, my empty glass

reversed, And thrumming on the table. >86 G. MEREDITH
Rhoda Fleming xv, The squire was thrumming on the back
of his chair.

6. slang, {trans.) a. To beat (a person). ? Obs.

1604 DEKKER Honest Wh. i. vii. Flat-cap,, .y*are a flat

foole, an Asse. a Gull, and Me thrum you. 1676 SHADWELL
Virtuoso i. i, Sdeath ! you sawcy Jades,.. I'll thrum you.
1823 [see thrumming below],

D. In obscene sense : see quots. ? Obs.
1611 FLORIO, Accenctre iina ddnna, to thrum a wench.

1762 BRYDGES Burlesque Homer (1797) I. 138 How they
had thrum 'd the maids of Troy.
Hence Thrummed ()>n>md)///. a . ; Thnrmming

vbl. sb. and ///. a.

a 1625 FLETCHER Woman's Prize i. i, Your mistriss . .



THRUMBLE.
must think Tim single thrumming of a fiddle.. but even
poor sport. ,68, DRYDEN Sfa. friar i.

ii, The thrummingof a guitar. 1697 COLLIER Mor. Subj. n. (1700)
Thrumming upon a Fiddle, he left it to such 2 cal Sparkas they were. ,813 PVNE Wine * Walnntt (iSzTl if v
208 The ushers . . begged a half holiday for the who e schooV
..and thus they escaped a thrumming. ,8>S Scon Let
29 Nov., I am writing in the Court, .little, .enlivened by the
Drumming of two very dull pleaders. 1840 LADY C. BURY

fThru-mble, v.l Obs. rare- 1
. In 4-5 also

brompel, thromle. intr. In quot., To stumble
1361 LANCL. />. /Y. A. v. 20, He brompelde [v.rr. stum-

bhde, stumblid] atte brexwolde and breuh to be grounde
,393 lb,d. C. VII. 408 He thrumbled \?.rr. thromfide, tr
bled, stomblede, etc.] at be breshefold.

Thrumble (rn>-mb'l), thrimble (bri-mb'1),
9f Chiefly, now only, Sc. and north, dial. Forms :

a. 6- thrumble, (9 thrummle). p. 6 thrimbil,
thrymble, thrimle, thrymle, thrimmil, 8
thrimmle, 9 thriraal, thrimmel, 7- thrimble.
[app. a derivative of THRUM v.l Cf. obs. Du. or
Flem. '

drommel, res simul compacts et densa:
; res

compactiles' (Kilian) ; Du. in een drommel ver-
zainelen, to crowd together.]
1. trans. To press, compress, squeeze ;

to crowd
or heap together.
a. 1589 BRUCE Serm. Sacrum. Hi. I v, Peter sayis Thou

art thrumbled and thrusted be the multitude, and z'it thou
speens quha hes twitched thee. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxvi

up together all sorts of gaine.
0- 5'3 DOUGLAS Mneis in. ix. 67 Twa bodeis of our sort

lie [Polyphemus) tuke and raif; Intill his hiddius hand
thaim thrimbillit and wrang. Ibid. v. xiii. 93 The fers
Achil. .Chasand affrayit Troianis . . The gret rowtis to the
wallis thrymbland. 1596 DALKVMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot!. (S.T.S.) I. 49 Marr lyes on the costsyde neist, thrim.
miht. .as it war intil a narrow boundes, in ane parte, hot in
ane vthir parte .. braider. 1836 M. MACKINTOSH Cottager's
Dau. 78 The cruel boot, too, Ihaehane Thrice thrimal & on
my leg.

b. intr. To make one's way by pushing or

jostling ; to push, jostle.

1500-10 [implied in thrumbler below), a 1598 ROLLOCK
Serm. Wks. 1849 I. 493 She thrumbleth and thrusteth in at
the gates of heaven. 1638 ADAMSON Muse's Thrcnodie i.

(1774) 23 With kind embracements did we thurst and
thrimble, (For in these days I was exceeding nimble). 1901
W. MORRISON Johnston of IV. vi. 37 Even with all their

help they could scarce ' thrumble through '.

2. trans. To press or rub between the finger and
thumb ; to finger, handle.

o pull or draw out with reluctance, to press. . .' rfe thrimbl'd!
ml his sixpence wi

r

a deal to do '. 1906 J. PATTERSON
ttmfkraf iv. 104 [Others] after

'

tbrimmling
'

the money
in their fingers paid part of what they owed.
Hence f Thru'mbler, in 6 thrimlar, St. Obs.

rarc~\ one who thrumbles, or makes his way by
pressing ; a hustler ; Thrtrmbling vbl. sb.

,500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixiii. 47 Thrimlaris and thristaris,
as thay war woid, Kokenis, and kennis na man of gude.
1649 KENMURE Sf. in Sel. Biof. (Wodrow Soc.) I. 308 The
Kingdom of Heaven is not gotten but with much seeking,
thrumbling and thrusting.

fThru-mble, v3 Obs. rare- 1
, [app. a deriva-

tive of THRUM z.3] intr. = THRUM .s i a (in

quot. _/?-.).

1685 CROWNE Sir C. Nice n. n No, Madam, he's the
General Guitarre o* the Town. . . Via. Well, I have provided
one shall thrumble on him.

Thrummed (J>rmd), ppl. <z.l Also 6 throm-
byed, throm(m)ed, thromde, Sc. thrumit, 6-7
thrumd, thrumbd, thrumb'd, 6-9 thrumbed,
7-8 thrum'd. [f. THRUM sb? or v.* + -p.]
Covered or decked with thrums; having a nap

or shaggy surface ; also, fringed. Obs. or dial.

1535 Bury Wills (Caniden) 126, 1 gyfand bequeth to Alys
Manny ng, ..iij s. iiijd. and on new thrombyed hate. 1546
Aberdeen Regr. (1844) I. 237 Ane blak thrumit hat. 156*
BULLEYN Bulwark, Bk. Simples ,6 b, The flowers is like a
Blewe or White thrummed hatte. 1578 in Feuillerat Revels

Q. Eliz. (1908) 287 Hattes of crymson silk and sylver throm-
med and wreythed bandes. i6oa Irfu. in Collect. Archzol.

(1863) II. 98 One thrummed blanquett xviijd. 1603 KNOLLES
Hist. Turks (1621) 529 The common soldiers used thrumd

caps. 1609-10 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 353
Item pro .12. thrummed quishions xliiij. 16,5 CROOKB
Body ofMan 94 So becomming a thrummed rugge to keepe
warme the Membranous and vnbloody guts and stpmacke
vnder it. 1650 FULLER Pisgah iv. vi. ,o, A fringe in

Hebrew . . represented the complication, or conjunction of

Gods commandments among themselves,.. as the threads in

those thrummed fringes were woven together. 1656 Artif.
Handsom. 44 Many, .by a thrumb'd stocking, a bumbast or

bolstered garment, ..endeavour toredeem themselves. 1665
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 223 Carpets of silks, silk and

gold, and of course thrumd-wool.

fb. trans/, and /if. ; in quot. 1607 perh. used

for ' thatched '. Obs.
1577 KENDALL Flowers Efigr. 17 b, The sun, the starres,

the thrunbed thrones with siluer perle and gold. 1578 LYTE
Dodoens i. viii. ,5 The sayde..knoppes do open and put
forth a fayre purple, thromde, or veluet floure. 1607
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MIDDLETON Michael,,,. T<-r,,, ,. ii, Wouldst thou live in a
poor thrummed house i' th' country ?

O. A'aut. Of a mat or sail': Having pieces of
rope-yarn sewn upon or stuck through it so as to
produce a dense shaggy surface: see quot. 1900
ihr
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8 CAfT' TROUBRIDGE in Naval Ckron.AAll I. ,9 With thrummed sails [we) reduced the leak.
3
? 1 1'

ROSS N
.
mrr- ""^ y<y- " 686 The men hadeach a bed place with a canvas bottom, and a thrummedmat for a bed. ,900 V. T. UULLEN in Daily AV:w 7 Aug.3/4 I hey must .. lay loosely spread the collision mat, a mass

pi rope and thrummed yarn, about fifteen feet square, fourinches thick, and weighing about a quarter of a tin.

Thrummed,///. fl .a : sec THRUM v.*
Tlirummer O-mai). [f. THRUM v.3 + -EK i.l
One who thrums or strums on a strined instru-stringed instru-
ment

; an idle or indifferent player.
.,1706

E
l
WA ""' K'div. I. x. 8 A Welsh Thrummer's

ihat carrs his Harp from Place to Place."**

.

Thrumming, vbl. sb. and ///. a. : see THRUM .s

Thrummy())rii-mi),o. Now rare.
[f. THRUM

St.* -r -Y.] Consisting of, characterized by, or

resembling thrums
; covered with thrums ; shaggy,

downy, velvety. Formerly of flowers with conspicu-
ous anthers, of fibrous roots, etc. (cf. THBUM sb.* 4).
1597 GERARDI Herbal I. xi. f a. 13 His roote is. .made of

many thrummle threds. 1598 FLORIO, Velutoso, soft, woolly
thrummie, full ofsilke or veluet. c 1600 CHALKH ILL THealma

680 At tne top of each Branch stand small thrummy Flowers!
1703 DAMPIRR Voy. III. i. ,58 A Columella thick set with
thrummy afictilx which argue this Plant to belong to the
Malvaceous kind. 1909 A. REID Kirriemuir ii. ii The
weaver's dress was often very

'

thrummy ',

Thrnmwort (J>r-m,wwt). [f. THRUM sb.* +
WORT.] A name for different plants having parts
resembling thrums, a. The water-plantain, Alts-
ma Plantago (or other species) ; also the allied

star-fruit, Actinocarpus Damasonium. b. ' Love-

lies-bleeding', Amarantus caudatus.
1819 Glover s Hist. Derby I. 112 Alisma ranmiculoides,

lesser thrum vorl...A/isma lanceolata, narrow-leaved
thrum won. 1866 Treas. Bat. 1147 Thrumwort, Actina.

carpus ; also Amaranthus caudatus. ,879 PRIOR Names
Brit. Plants, Thrum-taort. . . The plant has its name from
its long tassel-like panicles of red flowers, the florimer,
Amarantus caudatus. ,886 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Eng.
Plant-n.i Thrum-wort, (i) Amaranthus candatus. . .(2)
A book-name for Actiitocarpus Damasonium. . . Thrum-
wort, Great, Alisma Plantago.

Thrung, Thrunter : see THRINQ ZI.,THHINTER.
Thrus, thrusche : see THRUSH, THDRSE.
t Thrusche, v. Sf. Obs. [Etymology and mean-

ing obscure ; perhaps there are here two words.
In sense 2, possibly : OE. *iyrscan in p-, of.fyrscan,'

to press, pressdown, repress '; but this does not suit sense,,
for which some suggest identity with FRUSH v. t with th for/";
but this also seems to fail to give the sense 'cut or cleave'.]
1. trans. ?To cut asunder, cleave.
c ,470 HENRY Wallace in. 190 The thrusande blaid his

hals in sonder schayr. Ibid. xi. 252 His gud suerd. .His

body in twa it thurschyt euirlikdeilL 1483 Catli. Angl.
387/2 To Thrusche. [No Latin.]
2. To thrust, press.
1600 Sc. Acts Jot. r/(i8,6) IV. 106/2 [He] pullit vp the

brod of the windo Quhairvnto the said mr Alexander had
thrusschit his majesteis heid and schulderis. [Panton's
Dissert. Govjry Consp. 1812, quotes the passage with thrust.}

Thrush 1
()>rf)- Forms: I tjraesce, prysce,

pryssce, J)risce, 3 priuche (it), pruysse (for

prtishe), 4 pruach, 5-6 thrusshe, thrushe

(5 thryshe, thrusche, thrus, 7 thresh) ; 6-

thrush. [Two ablaut-forms in OE. : a. frysce,
later Jnyssce, wk. fern. : O. Tent. *]>r&skj6n. For
the change of vowel in ME. truscHe, thrush, cf.

clutch, crutch, rush, thrutch, with u (v) fromy (ii) ;

in 1 5th c. , some dialects retained3ryM (
= frushe)

and thryshe, and thrice-coc/t (for thtyshe-cock} is

still a dialect-name of the missel-thrush. j3. OE.
had a 800 Anglian frssce * WSax. *jnrfasce

=
OHG. drosca : OTent. *J>rauskSn. Examples of

this form are rare, and indeed not yet cited in ME.,
where it would be 'fresche, *thresshe ; but thresh

occurs in 1 7th c., and the derivative thresher is

dialectal in Oxfordsh. and Berksh. Cf. also the

U.S. thrasher. There are also the derivative forms
j

thrushel, thriskel, thrisscl, from the a type: see

THROSHEL.]
1. Historically, A name of two British and

general European birds ; (i) primarily, and with-

out qualification, that also called Throstle and

Mavis, distinctively Song-thrush (Turdus must-
|

cus) ; (a) the Mistletoe thrush, Mistle-, or Missel-

thrush ( T. viscivorous), a larger and less musical

species. Thence extended (with qualifications) by
ornithologists to other species of the genus Turdus

(many of which, in vernacular language, have other

names, and are not regarded as thrushes), or more

THRUSH.

widely,
to .ill member of the family / .

l)y colonists, travellers, eic., transferred, with quli-
fications, 10 birds of other lands, allied to the
Muopean thrushes, or merely resembling these in
general appearance or some feature

; see b

^S^^'^."^^^r^SS^SssBitftstea
, X 'jr"'*-**. *./***. storm***, c'u. In

t

-
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ton) v v. (,859) TO, 1 bethought me
thrushes, and tnruttels, and slara
M.. Yoc. in Wr.WukU
thr

'
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" /V1""- ib 'd - 7/39 //: f">ui.i,

. J. RUSSELL Bt. Nurt,,n 438 of quayte,
.

a8,/i Thrusihe a byrde, gnat. 1506 Sniiu> f O
vi. iv. ,7 Abrode to wend, lo take lEe ayra and heart
the thrushes song. ,0*4 CAPT. SMITH Virgin/a ,u
Ihereare.. 1 hruslm and divcnsoru of small Birds lAM
CHARLP.TONOnomast. 83 Turdus, . . theThnuh, Song.lT.rush,or fhrossle, or Mavi. 1746 FHANCU tr. Hornet, Ktitt. i

xv. 5, A fat Thrush u most delightful Food, And a Swine'.
Paunch superlatively good. 1810 SCOTT Lad, of L. ill.

u, The blackb.rd and the speckled thrush GooJ-morrow
gave from brake and bush.
P. <T75 Corfu* Clou. (O.E.T.) aooi Truiliui,

c ,676 A'J. fa/i. (.886) VI. 305 'Oh ? say. the
little Thresh,

' My Sorrows now begin afresh '. 1 1

Dial Diet. s.v. Thnsker, Also in form Arw
Bucks. . . The song-thrush.)

b. With qualifying wordt (indicating native

country, colour, food, habits, etc.) applied to
various species of the genus Turdus or family
Turdidx

; also popularly to numerous species of
other families (starlings, warblers, shrikes, etc.)
more or less resembling the true thrushes : as
Babbling thrash : = thruskJ-alHtr in 3. Chinese

thrush, Trochalopterum canornm ; t Golden thrush

also called babblers, formerly classed with the thuishe<!

Migratory thrush, the American robin. New York
thrush, an American Water-thrush, Seinrus nn-iut.
Olive-backed thrush = OLIVE-BACK. Pacific thrush,
a Polynesian bird, Lalage paci/ico. Red thrush, Red*
breasted thrush, the American robin. Shining thrush,
a W. African glossy starling, Lainprocoiius tplrndidut.
Shrike-thrush: see SHRIKE. Songster thrush. Color
nis fanayensis, of the Philippines. Spectacle thrush,
Garrulajc perspicillatits, of Southern China and Siam.
Varied thrush, the Oregon robin, llrsftrocicnla iirvi*.
Wllidah thrush, a W7 African surfing, Pkolidaugtt
Icurcgastcr. Wilson's thrush, the VEERY of N. America.
Wind-thrush, local name of the REDWING. Wine
thrush, a S. African species, Turdus olivaceus. See also

ANT-THRUSH, GROUND-THRUSH, HERHTT-THRUSH, ROCK-
THRUSH, WATER-THRUSH, WOOD-THEUSH.
a 170$ RAY Syn. Avium <f P. (17,3) 64 Turdus vitcnvnu
Minor.., the Mavis, Throstle, or Song-Thrush. Turdus
IHocus.., the Red-Wing, Swine Pipe or Wind-Thruih.
,731 MEDLEY Kotben's Cafe G. Hofe II. 160 The Wme-
tnrushes have their name from their loving of grape-stones.
1750 EDWARDS Nat. Hist. Birds III. ,8; The Golden
Thrush. Icterus. . . They are found in the Southern Parts of

Europe all the Summer Season. 1754 CATKSBY Nat. Hist.
Carolina (ed. 2) I. 30 The red-leg 'd Thrush, Turdus risci-

vonisflumkeus. Ibid. 31 The little Thrush ( Turdus mini,
mus). In shape and colour it agrees with the description
of the European Mavis, or Song-Thrush, differing only in

bigness. ,783 LATHAM Gen. Synopsis Bints II. i. 36
Chinese Thrush, less than a Redwing. Ibid. 6, Sfettoclf
Thrush, a Trifle bigger than a Blackbird, a 170* S. HEAKNK
Joum. Northern Ocean x. (1795) 4,8 The Red breasted

Thrushes, commonly called in Hudson's Kay.. Red Birds.

,817 AUDUBON Jrnls. 2 May, The Red Thrush. 1843 Ibid.

27 May, This morning my ears were saluted by the delight-
ful song of the Ked Thrush. 1898 MORRIS Austral Euf.,
THrusH,. . applied in Australia and New Zealand to four

[sic] different genera of birds, viz. (,) Cfllyriocimcl*, the

Shrike-Thrushes. . . (a) Geocincla, the Ground-Thrushes. (3)

Oreocincla, the Mountain-Thrush. (4) f'achyctphala ;

called Thrushes, but more often Thickheads. (5) rumafrm
(the New Zealand Thrushes).

f2. Sea-thrush, thrush-fch,
names given (after

L. turdus) to various species of wrasse (Labna), of

which /.. turdus is common in the Mediterranean ;

L. maculatus the Ballan wrasse, and /.. mixtus the

striped wrasse, are found also on the British coasts.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny ix. xv. 1. 944 Of Stone-fishes, such as

live among rocks, the sea Thrush, the sea Merle, and the

purple shell-fishes are not to be found. ,66, LoVELL Hist.

Anim. Q Miu. 235 Thrush-fish. . . They are very difficultly

concocted yet Pliny counteth them good. in6 LEONI
Albertfs Archil. I. 97/2 The Sea-lhrush and Whiting feed

best among the Rocks.

3. Comb, as thrush-haunted, -like adjs. ; thrush-

babbler - lUiiULEU 4 ; thrush-blackbird, a

name for the Rusty Crackle, Scolecophagusfern-
gineus (Cent. Diet. 1891); thrush-breajt a.,

speckled like a thrush's breast ; t thrush-flab, -
sea-thrush (sense i above) ; thrush-nightingale,

a nightingale (Daulias philomela) with a slightly
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speckled breast, found in central and eastern

Europe ; thrush-tit, a book-name for birds of the

genus Cochoa (or Xanthogenys], inhabiting the

Himalayas, China, and Java (Cent. Diet. 1891).
1878 P. ROBINSON In my Indian Card. il. 83 The feeble-

winged "thrush-babblers were wrangling over worms. 1896
Al/tutfs Syst. Mcd. I. iqt [The walls of the fatty heart]

frequently present a '

tabby-cat
'

or '

"thrush-breast
'

appear,
ance. 1905 Speaker 9 Sept. 548 "Thrush-haunted woods
and peaceful shades. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXIII. 173/1 The
chief peculiarities of the grakles, viz. the strong "thrush-

like bill [etc.]. 1871 COUES N. Aitter. Birds 76 Aquatic
thrush-like birds. 1840 Pinny Cyr/.XVI.23 i/i The "Thrush

Nightingale . . inhabiting central Europe. 1904 \\~estiii.

Gaz. 30 Nov. i2/z Known as the thrush nightingale, and
in Germany as the

'

Sprosser '.

Thrush- ()>rf). [Not known in either sense

before the lyth c., though the phonology of the

word, with / and sh, indicates English origin, and

points to an OE. "frusc. The only continental

cognates appear to be, in sense i, Sw. and ODa.
tersk, Da. troske, Sw. dial, trosk, which Falk and

Torp refer to an ON. *pruskr. See Note below.]
1. A disease, chiefly of infants, characterized by

white vesicular specks on the inside of the mouth
and throat, and on the lips and tongue, caused by
a parasitic fungus (see thrush-fungus in 3);

scientifically called aphtha or parasitic stomatitis.

1665 PEPYS Diary 17 June, He hath a fever, a thrush and
a hickup. 1711 Pofttet s Hist. Drugs I. 47 A Gargle of it

cures the Thrush. 1828 MRS. BRAY Protestant xvii. (1884)
180 The thrush, colic, and other disorders incidental to

children. 1877 ROBERTS Handbk. Mid. (ed. 3) I. 289 Thrush
is frequently associated with typhoid fever.

2. In the horse, An inflammation of the lower
surface of the frog of the hoof, accompanied with
a fetid discharge. Cf. FBUSH sb.%

'753 J- BARTI.ETGM//. Farriery (1731) 319 Of the Running
Thrush. Bathe the thrush with this, wherever there appears
a more than ordinary moisture, and lay over the ulcer a
little towdipped in the same. 1810 SportingMag. XXXVI.
154 It had a thrush, spavins and contracted knees. 1831
tYOUATT] Horse xvi. 307 Thrush is a discharge of offensive
matter from the cleft of the frog. It is inflammation of the
lower surface of the sensible frog.

3. Comb. : thrush-fungus, the parasitic fungus
Saccharomyces albicans, which causes thrush (sense

i) ; thrush-lichen, thrush-moss, a species of

lichen, Peltigera aphthosa, found on moist alpine
rocks, and used in Sweden boiled in milk as a cure
for thrush (sense i) ; thrush-paste, an astringent
paste for curing thrush in horses (sense a).
1759 SIILLINCFU Misc. Tracts (1775) 217 The countrey

people taught us the virtues of the thrush-moss for sore
throats. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Thrush Lichen, the
Peltidea apthosa. 1888 Casselfs Encycl. Diet., Thrush-

jichen. . . Thrush-paste. 1899 CAGNEY Jakscli's Clin. Diagn.
iii. (ed. 4) 113 In a few cases, thrush-fungus and vegetations
have been found in the nose.

[Note. Norw. has frtsk, frosk
' thrush

', phoneticall

386

fact that Gr. /Sarpaxot and L. rana, ranula,
'

frog ',
were

also names of a disease in the mouth of cattle. The evidence
of Eng. is however that 'frosc = "ON.Jrnskr, was the
ong. word for the disease in sense i. The connexion of
sense 2 is not explained ; can it be connected with Da.
trtske rotten or decayed wood,

'

rottenness in the bones '?]

Thrush, variant of THUBSE, goblin.
Thrush, thrush-bush : see THRASH rf.2

Thrush-a-thru8h. dial. rare. Also thrush.
Name of some boys' game.
"I
6
?"7*.

11-

I"00""* f>l /Qal. (1809) I. 20 Leap-frog,and thrush-a-thrush. 1880 Antrim $ Dawn Gloss., Thrush.
Thrushel (bir-Jel). Now dial. Also 5

thruschyl, thrusshill, 9 thrisheU {Devon). [A
derivative of THRUSH sb.\ prob. dim.; cf. OHG.
driscala, dim. of drosca, MHG. drtschele, dial.

droschel, druschel, drouschel. Dialectally these
forms tend to fall together with variants of
THROSTLE and Ger. drossel.] A name, now local,
of the thrush or song-thrush.
C1430 LYDG., Thruschylcok [see THROSTLE-COCK). 1499Promf Pa,v. (ed. Pynson), Thrusshill or thrustyll, meruK.

1881: M,ssJACKSON Shrotsh. Wordbk. 441 Thrushel, same
as Throstle: Bridgnorth. 1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names
Birds 3 (bong Thrush) Thrusher (Berks and Bucks), Dirsh
(Somerset), 1 hrushfield

(Salop), Thrushel or Throstle (Salop),
Thirstle (Devon, Cornwall, Salop).

Thru-shling. noncc-wd. [See -LINO.] A young
thrush.

si^g
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a ?en
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N
law^''''"'

A *** 347 S"rely ' thrUshUnE

. Thru-Shy, a.
[f. THRUSH 2 j + .Y

.] Pertain-
mg to or affected with thrush (sense 2).

di!"
3'

^"k*",1 y ra xvi ' 3 7 men the frog-- becomes. .

wUhln
'

rf

e left :"?"> even to the sensible horn

Si. .'.V?"*'
1

'.'
s " fissure the Brushy discharge

ESSft '%'
d- 38 Turning out would be prejudicwl

mv han of benefit to thrushy feet.

Thrust (brost), sb. Also 6- Sc. and north, dial.
tnrist.

[f. THRUST ., in various senses.]I. 1 1. An act ofpressing or pressure (see sense 4of the verb); chiefly/^, -pinch', hardship. Obs.In phr. heat and thrust, app. used attrib. = heaped UDand pressed down ; cf. THRUTCH sb., quot. 1678.

ifiit DOUGLAS SEneis vl. ii. 33 Withdraw the fioin na

pcrrellis, nor hard thrist. 1535 STEWART Cron. Sect. (Rolls)

II. 548 Tak tent in tyme or ;e be put in thrist. 01600
MONTGOMERY Misc. 1'ocms xxiv. 76 Sen thou art thrald,

think thou mon thole a thrist. 1670 CAIT. J. SMITH Eag,
Intprov. Reviv'dqi, 16000 Bushels of Chaff or Hulls worth

3 pence the Bushel heap and thrust,

f 2. Pressure or pushing of a crowd, jostling,

crowding; a crowd, throng, 'press'. Obs.

1565 COOPER Thesaurus s.v. Arceo, Arctum theatrum
..wherin is great thronge or thrust. 1588 PARKE tr. Men.
doza's Hist. China 295 They were verie faint with the great
thrust and throng of the people. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xx.

xvii. What can he do.. In that confusion, trouble, thrust

and throng? 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. in. 52 In thrust did all

men draw About their entry. i6ao SHELTON Quix. (1746)
IV. xx. 164 Two of them, bold Crack-ropes, came among
the Thrust.

3. Mech., etc. A pushing force exerted by one

part of a structure, etc. upon another contiguous

part: spec, (a) Arch., etc. Such a force exerted

laterally by an arch or other part of a building or

structure against an abutment or support ; (b) the

driving force exerted by a paddle or propeller-shaft
in a ship or aeroplane ; (f) Mining: see quot. 1881 ;

(</) Ceol. a compressive strain in the earth's crust.

1708 J. C. Compl. CW/r(i845) 30 [Lest it] bring a Thrust,
or a general Crush in one of your Collieries. 1739 LABELYE
Short Ace. Piers Westm. Br. 44 The lower an Arch is, in

proportion to its Opening, the greater is the Thrust it exerts

against its Piers. 1853 SIR H. DOUGLAS Milit. Bridges
(ed. 3) 326 In. .truss-frame bridges .. there is no thrust or

pressure against the abutments, as in arched bridges. 1869

plR E. J. REED Shipbittld. i. 8 Intended to aid in distribut-

ing the thrust of the paddleshaft. 1881 RAYMOND Mining
Gloss., Thrust, the breaking down or the slow descent of
the roof of a gangway. Compare Creep. 1903 Nature
12 Feb. 359/1 Localthrusts and shear slips took place again,
fragmenting the previous thrust-masses and igneous intru-
sions. 1009 n~cs!iu. Go*. 18 Mar. 4/1 The result of revolving
a screw in water or air is to project a current, .in a direc-
tion approximately parallel to the axis of the screw, and the
reaction from this in the opposite direction to which the

j

current is flowing is called the '

thrust
', and the aim of

every designer is to obtain the greatest possible thrust
from any given dimensions of propeller when working at its

designed speed.
b. Short for thrust-bearing: see 7.

1875 BEDFORD Sailor's Pocket Bk. vi. (ed. 2) 211 Have
every, .part of the engines carefully oiled, especially cylin-

'

ders, slide-valves, eccentrics, cranks, and thrust
4. =

thrustings, THRUSTING vbl. sb. 2.

1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Thrust, . . the white whey
which last leaves the curd in pressing.

II. 5. An act, or the action, of thrusting (in
sense i of the vb.) ;

a forcible push or pushing.
Alsoyfr.
1813 SCOTT Quentin D. xxii, 'Take away the carrion'

(giving the bishop's corpse a thrust with his foot). 1860
TYNDALL Glac. I. iii. 26 The thrust of the descending glacier.
1866 J. MARTINEAU Ess. I. 151 A logical thrust of the
ostrich-head into the sand.

6. An act of thrusting (in sense 5 of the vb.) ; a

lunge or stab made with a weapon.
01586 SIDNEY Arcadia it. (1590) 153 b, Zelmane barken.

ing to no more wordes, began with such wittie furie to
pursue him with blowes and thrustes. 1591 SHAXS. Rom.
ft Jul. i. i. 120 While we were enterchanging thrusts and
blowes. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. 4- Commw. (1603) 203
Garments of cotten wooll so close and hard quilted that
they woulde beare out the thrust of a lance or sword.
1687 A. LOVEI.L tr. Thevenot's Trav. i. 127 They were
taught to bend the Bow, shoot exact, give a true thrust
with a Launce. 1779, 1818 [see PARHY sb. i). 1840 DICKENS
Barn. Rudge xvii, I made a thrust at him. 1879 G. MERE-
DITH Egoist xliii, He depended entirely on his agility to
elude the thrusts that assailed him.

b. transf. taAfig.
liCS H. MORE Dhi. Dial. \. xi. 41 There is one thrust at

your pure pretended Mechanism. 1851 MRS. H. B. STOWE
Uncle Tom's C. xxii, The faithful old heart felt a sudden
thrust. 1859 MEREDITH R. Frverel xlii. White thrusts
of light were darted from the sky. i8r MORLEY Voltaire
i. 8 Those shrewd thrusts, that Bashing scorn, that relent-
less fire,.. with which .. Voltaire pushed on his work of
4

crushing the Infamous '.

C. In phr. Cut and thrust : see CUT sb.% 2 c ;

thrust andparry (lit. and_/ijf.).

1763-1875 [see CUT sb* 2 cj. 1889 Pall Mall G. 18 Oct.
1/2 A rollicking candidate whose thrust-and-parry recalls
the days of the hustings. 1894 A. BIRRELL Men, Women
tr BRS. (ed. 2) 209 Swaggering Bohemians, cut-and-thrust
men. 1905 WARRKN in Alderson Asquith ii. 20 In the rapid
thrust and parry of passing repartee.

t d. A bout of thrusting ; a contest or encounter
with swords. Obs.
1603 EARL NORTHUMBLD. in Collins Peerage (1779) II. 413

They two should have a thruste together. 1816 SCOTT BL
Dwarfxii, I should like well to have a thrust with him on
the green turf.

7. Comb, f thrust-bearer, thrust-bearing, a

bearing designed to receive a thrust in machinery ;

spec, the bearing in which revolves the foremost
length of propeller-shafting in a screw steamer, its

function being to transmit the thrust of the shaft
to the hull of the ship ; thrust-block, a block
supporting a thrust-bearing ; the casting or frame
carrying or containing the bearings on which the
collars of the propeller-shaft press ; thrust-box, a
box-bearing which sustains the end-thrust of a shaft

(Cent. Diet.) ; thrust-collar, each of the series of

THRUST.
collars on a propeller-shaft, through which the
thrust of the shaft is transmitted to the thrust-
block and thence to the hull of the ship ; thrust-
fault Geol., a reversed fault: = OVEKFAUI.T

;

thrust-hoe : see HOE sb.* i b
; thrust-mass Ceol.,

the displaced mass of rock in an overfault
; thrust-

movement, movement caused by a thrust (3 d};
thrust-post, a post so placed as to take the thrust
from a load or force ; thrust-ring, a brass ring
made in two halves fitted in between the collars on
the thrust-shaft to transmit the horizontal thrust
of the shaft to the thrust-block

; thrust screw,
a thrnsting-screw (THRUSTING vbl. sb. 3) ; see also

quot. 1888; thrust-shaft, a propeller-shaft ; spec.
that part of the shaft on which are the thrust-
collars. See also THBUST-PLANE.
1869 SIR E. J. REED Shipbuild. xv. 287 In a Screw steam-

ship it is necessary to make some arrangement by means ol
which the thrust of the propeller shaft shall be transmitted
to the ship, and the injurious effects prevented which would
result from the direct action of the thrust upon the
machinery. For this purpose "thrust-bearers are fitted.

1864 WEBSTER, "Thrust.bearing (Screw-steamers). 1889WHITHAM Steam Engine Design 264 Another form of thrust
bearing often used consists of a single thrust collar, forged
with the shaft. 1906 SENNETT & ORAM Marine Steam
Engine 285 a, An ordinary plummer block should always be

steel. 1906 SENNETT & ORAM M. S. Eng. 285 a. Thrust
blocks are carried on strong plate bearers generally fixed
to not less than three frames of the ship. 1889 "Thrust,
collar [see thrust-bearing}. 1903 Nature 20 Aug. 375/1 The
overfolding and repetition of strata by "thrust-faults. 1901
Ibid. 24 Jan. 294/2 Three higher tiers of *thrust-masses are

present on the west of the Linth Valley. 1890 Hardwicke'i
Sci. Gossip XXVI. 238/1 An arch of Cambrian rocks ..

repeatedly broken on the west side by "thrust-movements,
causing newer beds to be driven over beds of various hori-

zons, in some cases many thousands of feet apart in the
succession. 18.. WHITHAM Const. Steam Engin. 102

"Thrust-ring. 1906 SEN-JETT & ORAM M. S. Eng. 2853,
Another form of thrust block .. containing separate brass
thrust rings fitted in the bearing to form the rubbing sur.
faces. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, "Thrust-screw. 1888
l.oclmooa's Diet. Terms Mech. Engin. 374 Thrust Screw,
a screw with or without the power of endlong adjustment,
which takes the thrust of a revolving spindle. Examples of
thrust screws occur at the top of the drill spindles of some
drilling machines, and in the back centres ofthe headstocks
of lathes. 1893 DailyNews 6 Feb. 6/3 The Cunard steamer
Umbria..will be placed in the graving dock.. and refitted
with new "thrust shaft. 1906 SENNETT & ORAM M. S. Eng.
285 a, These horseshoe collars fit between the collars on
the thrust shaft.

Thrust (J>rst), v. Pa. t. and pple. thrust.
Forms : see below. [Early ME. (c i aoo) frusten
('), frysten, a. ON. frysta to thrust, press, com-
press, force (Norw. tryste, Aasen, to press, squeeze).
ON.frysta (:-}n'istj-) has been doubtfully referred
to Indo-Eur. trud-, triid-, in L. trudire to thrust

(Falk and Torp).]
A. Illustration of Forms.

1. Inf. and Pres. stem. a. 3 *prust-e (ii), 3-6
prist-en, 4 prist, 4-6 thrist, 5 thryste.
c 1300 Havelok 1152, I shal hangen be ful heye, Or y shal

bristen yt bin eie. c 1330 prist [see B. 3]. 1388 WYCLIP
Mark iii. 9 Lest thei thristen hym. 1483 Cath. Angl. 386/1To Thryste downe, oppremere. 1510-10 Everyman in Mail.
Dodsley I. 138 Go, thrist thee into the ground. 1596
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. VH. (S.T.S.) II. 43 Sche
thrist is in her tender arme into the hole of the bar.

ft. 5 prust-e, 6-7 thruste (7 thurst), 6- thrust.
440 Alphabet of Tales 347 Ybterday he thristid down

be erth, and bis day be erth hrustis hym down. 1530, etc.
Thrust [see B. 3, etc.). 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane't Co
216 b, He fortuned to thruste of a stone.

2. Pa. tense, a. 2-3 pruste (), 3-5 priste, prist,
4 thryste, 4-5 thriste.

[c 1175 Lame. Horn. 131 He to-bruste ba stelene gate and
tobrec ba irene barren of helle.] f 1205 LAY. 30341 jEioer
bratte o3er swioe and bruste mid worde. c 1250 oVist,
c 1190 pruste [see B. i J. c 1374 priste [see B. 6 b].

&. 5-6 thruste (5 throste, 6 thurst), 6- thrust.
c 1410 Thruste [see B. 5]. c 1470 HARDING Chron. xn. ii.

(MS. Ashm. 34) If. 12 b, This Gogmagog so throste [v. tr,

thrast, -e] Coryneus. isio, 1535- Thrust j (560 Thruste [see
B. i, i c, etc.]. 1568 Thurst [see B. 6J.

y. 5 thriatid (5-* Sc. -it), 6 thristed; 7-8
thrusted.
c 1440 Thristid [see A. i /}]. c 1475 Thristil [see B. 3],

1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus iv. 590 Swa in hir armis than
scho him thristit. 1634 CANNB Necess.Separ. (1849) X94 He
thrusted out Cain from the same. 1788 Thrusted [see B. 6 b],

3. Pa. pple. a. 4 pryst, 4-5 thrist, 5 thriste,
thryst, pirstyn.
riljo R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8880 When bey

ofte hadde put & bryst . . $it stirede bey nought pe leste ston.

13. - Thrist [see B. 6 quot. a 1300]. 14. . Gosp. Nicodemns
(A.) 1443 And in thraldame thrist hym bou has. 1435 MISYN
Fire of Love i. v. ii To god bai aelde no deuocion, for be
byrdyn of riches with be whilk pai ar birstyn to be erth.

483 Cath. Angl. 386/1 Thriste downe, oppressus. 1495
Thryst [see B. 6b).

P. 4, 6- thrust (6 thurst) ; 4 Sc. thrustyne,
thrussine.
f 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipciatte) 581 Bot 1, vn-

happy, thrustyne sare, A fut mycbt nocht get forthyr-mare.
Ibid, xxxvii. (yincencius) 285 He .. wes .. thrussine done.
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the vnto thy blessed hcrte. 1573-80 H, K1 . r J A, T 01.

snAKit&^'v* ?r$'waHf
*'"' ""

"-4

THRUST-PLANE

B. Signification.

without entering his skin. 1770 Trial W.
^T&JJft?1 S?id will"' Williams Mand stabbed him.. with a certain sword

b. /,
'

to * -i

*

6. //. To cause (anything, esp. something
rasped m the hand) to enter, pierce, or penetrate

, . *" -"/ v "VI iw. . luiiauion milto the
speit. 1568 GRAFTON CAw. II. 24 He

odenly thurst his speare into the kinges left eye. IMISHAKS. ,//,. K/, m. ii.

yonder Tower. ,647 WAKD

ye. IMI
rusting out a Torch fron"

2. Hunting slang. One who thrusts himself for-Wa
St!? ,

' or rides to cloie to lhc hound..
j.' Jan- ,3/' His companion..chances to be a

recognised thruster fn the fullest ne of the tern,. ,3,1'
lhan the

A- GI.M

them forward to a 1

2 Thrusting aside all authority but that of Reason" i8
HIACAULAY Hist. Eng. xii. HI. 222 They were now, without
any trial, without any accusation, thrust out of their house

C. alisol. or intr. To push against something ;
to make a thrust, (lit. andyijf.)

SSS^S^SS^'^mCOVERDALE fs. cxviir,]. ,3 They thrust at me, that 1 mifnt

M , ^k US 'r-
*!"''**'''

C ">>- 8 One of them with
his s affe, thruste at the Image of a saincte, in so muche that
it fell downe and brake. 1648 GAGE West Ind. 176 They still
at the door thrusting.
t2. intr. To come together with force of impact ;

to strike together, collide. Obs.
13. :

Cursor M. 22683 (Edin.) Al be slants bat er mad. .Wit
(rawing sal tai samm frist [other MSS. threst, brest], pat al
to pecis sal tai brist.

_ isoo-w DUNBAR Poems xxxv. 28
Ihir terrible monsteris sail togidder thrist, And in the
cludis gett the Antechrist,

3. intr. To push or force one's way, as through
a crowd ; to crowd in

; to make one's way or
advance as against obstacles ; to press onwards or
into a place, etc. Alsoyijf.
^1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 277 Fleand fast bei brist.

c 1475 RaufCoiljear 694 He thristit in throw threttie all at
anis. 1530 PALSGR. 757/1, 1 thrust in to a place thorowe a
Prease- '" SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xvi. (1623) 854 It
will be best abruptly to thrust into the narration. 1615 G.
SANDYS Trav. 26 That night we came to Callipoly..and
thrust into a little haven North of the towne. 1653 W.
LAUSON in Arb. Garner I. 197 They thrust up little brooks
to spawn. 1760 WESLEY Jrnl. 10 Aug., A person hugelydaubed with gold thrust violently in. 1818 SCOTT F. M.
Perth xii, She thrust in between them. 1865 KINGSLEY
Here. XVH, He thrust in with so earnest and sad a face
that the servants let him pass.

f b. trans. To press upon or push against ; to

throng, to jostle. Obs.

ciyK [see A. 3/3]. 1388 WVCLIF Mark \. 31 Thou seest
the puple thristynge thee: and seist, Who touchide me?
15*6 TINDALE ibid., Thou seist the people thrustinge the on
euery syde. 1589 BRUCE Serin. Sacram. iii. I v, Thou art
thrumbled and thrusted be the multitude. 1641 [see
THRUSTING vol. sb. i].

t O. To press (objects) into a confined space ;

also, to fill (a space) densely ; to crowd, cram. Obs.
c 1380 [see THRUSTING vol. sb. i ]. 16x4 TOMKIS Albunutzar

l. iii, A Hall thrust full of bare-heads.

f4. trans. To press, compress, squeeze. Obs.

(exc. in spec, reference to cheese-making: cf.

THRUSTING vbl. sb. i, thrusting-screw, -/^,ibid. 3).
I38a [see A. 3 SJ. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. xxiv.

(Bodl. MS.), With compressing and brusting togederes be

wey of the brebe. c 1400 Pety Job 98 in 26 Pol. Poems 124
To thryste me doune, and me accuse, c 1440 Promp. Parv.
491/2 Thrystyn, OTprtssyn,prciiio,comprinto. 1530 PALSGR.

v i , j 7 '~J* r.i.niau.-'i Ljrcitm fair II
>59 You should have., thrust The dagger thro' her side.

D. lo put forth, extend (a limb or member)
into some place or in some direction ; to put forth
throw out, or extend, as in the process of growth

i t i_ i ft *Jmy **p/^/ **! mui MIS urin

kesuT
* ^" "'' here C a"d-at ** laSIC hCTe

the dropesye..yf ones fynger be thryst in to the flessh'eit
makyth an hole other a pytle. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. 11, v. i.

29 The Lyon dying, thrusteth forth his Paw. 1596 fsce
A. t aj. 1610 HOLLAND Cainden's Brit. 189 From S. Michaels
mount Southward, immediatly there is thrust forth a bi- land
or demi-Ile. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, xlvi, I perceivedhim thrust his tongue in his cheek. 1788 Land. Mag. 240tach . . thrusted his head through a hole in the curtain. 1815
SCOTT Guy M. viii, Thrusting his hand in his pocket to find
a half-crown. 1856 STANLEY Sinai!, Pal. x. 353 Those hills
are the western roots which Hermon thrusts out towards the
sea. Mod. As a tree thrusts its roots deep into the soil and
its branches high into the air.

o. transf. xa&fig. (See also 7.)
1^88 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 398 Thrust thy sharpe wit

quite through my ignorance. 1601 Jul. C. v iii 74
Thrusting tliis report Into his eares. 1770 LANGHORNE
Plutarch (1879) I. i/i Geographers thrust into the cxtremi.
ties of their maps, those countries that are unknown to :

them. 1795 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV. 285, I shall say more.,
since you suffer me to thrust in my opinion. 1865 TYLOR
Early Hist. Man. iii. 38 On the art of thrusting knowledge
into the minds of such children.

IIL l.fig. To put (a person) forcibly into
some condition or course of action (usually against
his own will) ; refl. to put oneself rashly,

'

plunge* i

(into danger, quot. 1639).
14... [see A. 30]. 1639 in Veney Memoirs (1007) I. 186,
will not willfully thrust myself in danger, a 1649 DRUMM.

Thruatfal ()>nr.tful), a.
[f. THBCM a. +

FUL] Characterized by thrusting; energetic,
pushful. Hence Thra-tfalse*i.
1907 Daily Chron. 9 Sept. 9/3 Not an ideal centre for.

ward,.. but he is all vigour and thriulfulneu loco /*,,/
.6 Feb. 8/8 The half.,cks neither ta.kle^or fol?o. up
keenly enough, and the forwards were not lumcienllythrustful or accurate.

Thru-sting, vbl. sb.
[f. THRUST v. + -IKO >.]

1. The action of the verb THBUST (in various
senses).

.'WS.BARBOUR Bruct xm. 156 With sic thrawing and

;*,"*? ^11!'
wes h>

'dw
?*.

for ''" ">" < '#> *"'Ms. (1880) 319 ptistyng of ordris in oon cloystrVor in oon
hous. c 1440 Alphabet o/Tale, 297 His arm was als Ma & als
sare with be thrustyng of Saynt Laurens u he bad suffred it

evyn on bis body. 155. HULOET, Thrustynge downe, of.
fresno. ais84..MoNiGoMtiK Cherrit

f,
Si*, >9 , Wifh

wnstmg and thristlng The faster still is scho. 1641 R CAR.
PKNTER Experience in. iv. 17 That so many Angels mar
well stand together without much thrusting upon a needles
P0'n <- "79< Hopft New Mtth. Fencing 224 Orderly and
regular Parieing and Thrusting. 1859 Gia. ELIOT .1. Btde
u, i he thrusting out of his chin and stomach, and the twirl.
ing of his thumbs.
2. concr. in pi. thrusting; = thrutchingt : see

after THBDTCH v., and cf. qaot. s. v. THRUST sb. 4.
1794 WEDGE Agric. Chester 38 In the process of making

whey butter,. .the 'thrustings , or white whey, is set in
cream mugs ', to

'

carve ', and acidulate for churning i88<
Cheshire Gloss., Thrusting*, white whey, the same u
tnrutchings.
3. attrib. and Comb. Used in or worked by thrust-

ing, as Ihrusting-bridge, -pike ; thrusting-aorew, >
screw by which a press, esp. a cheese-press, is

actuated and regulated ; thrusting shaft, a thrust-I win noi wimuiiy tnrust myselt in danger, a. 1849 URUMM. i u.r, /T_ _i .

-
. .-'

OF HAWTH. ^ro/tej-Wks. (1711) 179 To remedy our evils '

*""
(
THRL ST ** 7) ; thrustlng-tub (see quot).

by the thrusting us into a civil war; and the medicine is I u
1'' 1

S"*?
Tr- sl>andy 1 1 1. xxv, He was determined . . u

J*S4 JER. TAYLOR Real Pres. iv. 75
his Bellarmine is thrust by the force

wronge the dewe tnerout. a 1550 Freiris o/Berwik 168 in

Dunlar's Poems (S.T.S.) 290 He thristit hir hand agane
richt prevely. 1794 WEDGE Afric. Chester 52 Thrusting
or hand-pressing the Cheese m the Vat [cf. THRUSTING
vtl.sb.i}.

II. t 5. To strike with a pushing action ;
to

stab or pierce with a pointed instrument. Obs,
c 1410 Chron. Ettg. (Ritson) 671 The thef braid out is knyf

anon, Ant to the heorte the kyng thruste. 1516 Pilgr. Perf.
(W. de W. 1531) 305 b, They, .with a sharpe speare .. thrust

worse than the disease.

Into the concession of th:

of our argument. 1750 WHITEFIELD Let. to Lady Hunt-
ingdon 24 Mar., O that the Lord of the harvest would thrust
out more labourers ! 1879 FARRAR St. Paul (1883) 296 The
very men who were now thrust into antagonism with his
sentiments.

b. To put (something) improperly into some
position; to insinuate (quot. 1574); esp. in phr.
thrust in, to introduce

irrelevantly, interpolate.
1574 tr. Marlorat's Apocalips 5 Prouoke vs to impaciencie,

or thruste any douting of Gods promise into vs. 1654 JER.
TAYLOR Real Pres. Ep. Ded. A iv, It is.. suspected, that.,
the tale., was a long time after., thrust in by some Monk in a
place to which it relates not. iHi PALEY Mschylus (ed. t)

Supplices 267 note, The MSS. have l\ov 5', in which o* seems
to have been thrust in for the sake of the metre.

8. To put (a person) forcibly into some position

(against the will of others concerned) ; to intrude

(some one) upon (a person or persons).
1559 in Strype Ann. Kef. (1709) I. App. viii. Stephen

Langhton, thrust into the archebisshoppricke of Canterbury
by the pope. 1583 STUBBES Anal. Atus. n. (1882) 92 Why
would you not haue pastors to be thrust vpon the churches,
whether the churches will or not? 1848 W. H. KELLY tr.

L. Blanc't Hilt. Ten Y. II. 586 He.. conjured his friends
not to vote for a candidate who would be thrust upon them
by the Centre.

b. refl. To intrude oneself into any position,

condition, or circumstances, or upon another per-
son ; to push oneself forward.

1530 PALSGR. 757/1, 1 thruste my selfe in to a prease or

amongest a company. 1613 SHAKS Hen. (-"///, u. ii. 65
How dare you thrust your sclues Into my priuate Medita-

have one [bridge] of that particular construction which is
made to draw back horizontally..; and lo thrust forward-,
again..: but my father advising my uncle, .to have nothing
more to do with "thrusting bridges. ., he changed his mind
1856 GROTE Greta ll. xciv. XII. 32* Arming them with
the short Macedonian "thrusting pike. 1704 WEDGE Arric.f*L*.t.~ f_ j-:_! i r__ t *j^ . *

tester$2 In many dairies,a lever is used'to thnist or K.^.^
the cheese. ..In other dairies, they use "thrusting screws.
1906 Weilm. Go*. 3 Oct. 8/1 The arm was ought in the
thrusting-shaft of my machine. 1846 y, Baxter's Libr.

Pract. Aerie, (ed. 4) I. 207 The '

"thrusting-tub ', in which
the curd has now to be pressed, is round, and is perforated
with holes at the sides and bottom for the whey to escape
through.

Thru-sting,///, a. [f.asprec + -wo*.] That
thrusts : see the verb.

r Syst. Med. V. 981 The forcible heaving or. .

thrusting movements of the ventricle. 1909 Blackv. Maf.
Dec. 741/1 The bright thrusting blade of the sun seemed
more endurable.

b. Hunting slang. That thrusts himself forward
in the hunting-field : cf. THRUSTER a.

189$ Daily tfna n Nov. 6/5 The difference between
'true sportsmen who "ride to hunt" and the thrusting
steeplechasers who " hunt to ride

"
'. 1900 li'eitm. Gam.

30 Nov. 4/3 There had been no need to request thrusting
riders to 'Hold hard I*

Thrn'st-plane. Geol. The
plane

of disloca-

tion in an overfault, along which the dislocated

strata have been driven.

1884 GKIKIE in Nature 13 Nov. 30/1 The most extra-

ordinary dislocations .. are those to which.. we have given
the name of Thrust- Planes. They are, strictly, revend
faults, but with so low a hade that the rocks on their up-tbrow
side have been, as it were, pushed horizontally forward.
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THRUTCH.

1884 Pi \CH & HORNE ibid. 13/2 At lengtli this intricate system

uf faults and folds culminates in a great dislocation which, . .

lo distinguish it from the ordinary reversed faults, may be

termed a Thrust-Plane. 1907 Atlunxum 2 Nov. 554/3 The

planes of disruption along which the masses travelled are

known as thrust-planes.

Thrutch. (J>rtJ), sb. Now dial. Forms : 4

prich, 5 thrieche, thrioh, 7- thrutch. [f. next.]

An act of '

thrtitching
'

;
a thrust, push, press,

squeeze; also, concr.z. narrow gorge or ravine (local).

13 . . Caw. $ Cr. Knt. 1713 per bre l>ro [hounds] at a brich

brat hym [a fox] at ones. 1400 Destr. Troy 12752 pan
entrid this Engist, . . And, with a thrieche in the throte, throt-

let the kyng. 1:1425 WYNTOUN Cron. v. iv. 5o6 [It) gert

hym offt in thrkhis [v. rr. thrystis, thryftis] thraw. 1678

RAY Prov. (ed. 2) 302 Maxfield measure, heap and thrutch

[cf. THRUST sb. i). 1855 E. WAUGH Lam. Life (1857) 33

The last sylvan stronghold of the fairies ; where they would

remain impregnable, naunting wild ' thrutches' and sylvan
'

chapels ', in ionely deeps of its doughs and woods. 1881

WF.STALL Old Factory xi. I. 150 Try what a good thrutch

..will do first.

Thrutch. (hrctj), v. Now dial. Forms : a. i

pryecan, 4-5 thrioche, prich(e. 0. 3 prucche,

6, 8 thruch, 6- thrutch. Pa. t. and pple. i

J>ryhte, pryht, 4 prySt, 4-5 thrioohet,thruochit;

5 thright. [OE. }iycc(e)an
= OHG. drucchen

(MHG., G. driicketf) to press, :-WGerm. *frukk-

jan, nominal vb. f. *pntkki-, whence OHG. drack

'(MHG. drw, G. druck) pressure.]

1. trans. To press, squeeze, crush ;
to crowd,

throng ; fig. to oppress.
c 888 K. J&LFRKD lioeth. iv, SittaS manfulle on heahsetlum,

and halite under heora fotum pry-caS. 13. . E. E. A Hit. P.

growen with..thornes, Euyn thestur and thicke thricchet

of wode. 1-1440 Anc. Cookery 438 in llouseh. Orif.djgo)

471 When hit is sothen, thrieche oute the water. 1546
COVERDALE Treat. Lard's Stiff. Transl. Pref. A iij, Thrutch.

yng vp into a corner y
l parte whiche no place can coiueyne.

c 1746 J. COLLIER (Tiro Bobbin) I'iew Lane. Dial, i Yet

I'm war thrutcht, between two arran Rogues. 1888 Sheffield
Gloss. , Thrutcht to thrust, to squeeze.

b. spec. To press (cheese).
1688 R. HOLME Armoury ill. viii. 335/1 Thruch them in

the Cheese- Fate. 1818 WILBRAHAM Cheshire Class. 29

Squeezing or pressing the cheese is called thrutching it.

2. To thrust, push.
c 1205 LAY. 10483 He wamde mid his crucche us adun

brucche. 13.. E. E. AHiI. P. A. 705 He., dyed Delfully

bur; hondez bryjt. 13.. Caw. ff Gr. Knt. 1443 For bre at

t>e fyrst brast he bry?t to be erbe. ci4oo Destr. Troy
6732 He .. wan to the knight, And xxx in the throng
thrucchit to dethe. la 1500 Chester PI. x. 406 When they
their spears throughe him thright. 1883 Cheshire Gloss, s.v.,

I'st be thrutched off here.

3. inlr. To push or press into a place ; to jostle.

[a 1000 Guthlac (Exeter Bk.) 285 We bas wic maun
fotum afyllan, folc in 8rice3 meara breatum and monfarum.)
cx837 in Stephens Mem. K. Durnford (18991 75 'Thrutch
him up' shouted some.. malcontents at a.. vestry meeting
[at Middleton, Lanes.]. . .

' Thrutch away, gentlemen ', replied
the young Rector, jumping on to an oak chest. 1848 T.
BLEZARoTKw/wwtf/rf. 6'o^35(E.D.D.) At last we thrutch'd
into th' Ship Inn.

Hence Tlirivtching vbl. sb. (in quot., squeezing,

wringing); also concr. (in//.): see quot. 1885.
Thru-teller, Lancash. : see quot. 1901.
1:1400 Destr. Troy 1522 All his wongys were wete for

weping of teres,..with thricching of hondys. t 1746 J.
COLLIER (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Wks. (1862) 68, I

stown a lyte Wetur-podditch, an some Thrutchings. 1885
Cheshire Gloss., Thrutchings, whey which is thrutclted or

squeezed out whilst the cheese is under pressure. 1901 F. E.
TAYLOR Folk-Sp. S. Lams. (E.D.D.), Thrutchcr, specially
applied to the pushers of a rush.cart, and to the boys who
push the corves in a coal-pit

Thrutty, obs. f. THIRTY. Thrw, thrwch,
obs. Sc. ff. THROUGH. Thrwenter, thrwnter,
obs. ff. THRINTEB. Thrw8se,var.THUBSE,goblin.
Thryd-e, thrydde, obs. ff. THIRD. Thrye,

prye, var. THRIE Obs., thrice. Thryes(e, -ess,
-is(s, thryXe, thryss, obs. ff. THBICE.

tThry-fa'llow.f. Obs. tapp.f.THBiE,THBYE,
thrice + FALLOW v., but perh. a later alteration of

three-fallow (THREE III. 2) after twy-, Twi-
FALLOW.] trans. = TRIFALLOW.
IS73 TUSSER Host. (1878) 121 Thry fallow I pray thee,

Least thistles bewray thee. 1641 Terrier Pleslieytury
Manor, Essex Sept. If. 5 b. The tenaunt . . to leave 10 acres
of land sufficiently fallowed, twyfallowed, thryfallowed.

Thryjt, obs. pa. t. and pple. of THRUTCB v.

Thryl, thryll(e, obs. ff. THRILL. Thrymsa :

see THRIMSA. Thjyn, var. THRINNE Obs., three-
fold. Thryng(e, obs. form of THBINO v.

Thrynne, prynne, var. THEREINNE Obs.,
THBINNB Obs.

Thryssoe, thryshe, obs. ff. THRUSH.
Thryst(e, obs. ff. THIRST, THRUST. Thrystle,
obs. f. THROSTLE.

Thryttene, -tende, obs. ff. THIRTEEN, -TEENTH.
Thryttethe, -ty, obs. ff. THIBTIETH, -TV.

Thryve, obs. form of THRIVE, THRIVEN.
Thuang, variant of obs. thwang, THONG.
Thuck, dial, form of THILK clem, pron.

388

t-Thueke. Obs. rare- '. [Origin uncertain.

It anwers in sense to Ger. tiicke fern., mischievous trick,

MHG tuck, also illicit, blow, knock, cunning stroke,

knavery! and duck, if the original form, would answer to

an Eng. "fuck. Stratmann compares ON. fykkr, thwack,

blow ; OE. tucieut to treat badly, harm, has also been com-
1

pared ; but that gave take, tuc in Ancren R.}

A malicious trick.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 326 He wule beon afered uorte don be eft

swuche bucke.

ThndOfd),**- Of'B- Sc. Also 6 thuid, thude.

[Appears c 15 13 along with THUD v.2
, q.v.]

1. A blast of wind or tempest ; a gust ;
a squall.

1

(In later quots. including the notion ofsound.) Sf.

1513 DOUGLAS &neis i. i. 80 Aiax breist persit..Scho

[Pallas] with a thuid [L. turbine} stikkit on ane scharp

roike [=rock). 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) M.

52 Quhen haistilie come sic ane thud of wind. _that sail,

mast, and taikillis wer blawin in the brim seis. 1606

tr. Rollock's Lect. \ Thess. 121 (Jam.) All this worlde is full of

tentations: the diuell blowes,. .raising a stprme : it is a

stormie world, and all the thuds light on the sillie creature.

1714 RAMSAY Vision ii, The air grew roch with bousteous

thuds. 1825 JAMIESON s. v.,
' The wind comes in thuds

when it conies in gusts ; and especially when it strikes on

any body that conveys the sound, as a door, &c. 1858 M.
PORTEOUS Soiiter Johnny 30 Wud as tempest thud.

fb. A loud sound, as of a clap of thunder, or

the discharge of a cannon. Sc. Obs.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 384 Thair scheildis

rave and all thair speiris brak, With sic ane thude evm lyke
! ane thunder crak. 111586 in Pinkerton Anc. Scot. Poems

(1786) 246 Hir voice sa rank.. Most lyik the thundring
thuds of canoun din. 1796 MACNEILL Woes a' War in. x,

Loud the din o' streams fast fa'ing, Strak the ear wi'

thundering thud.

2. A heavy blow ;
a thump with the fist. Also

fig. a severe affliction, a ' blow'. Sc. and n. dial.

1787 W. TAYLOR Scots Poems 26 (E.D.D.) Wi' an etnach

it's a sair thud to thee.

3. A dull heavy sound without resonance, such as

is produced when a heavy stone strikes the ground.

(Orig. north, dial.)

1825 BROCKETT N. C. Words, Thud, the noise of a fall, a
stroke causing a blunt and hollow sound. 1859 GEO. ELIOT
A. Bede iv, Lisbeth heard the heavy

' thud
'

ofa running foot,

step on the turf. 1861 HUGHES Tom Srtnvn at Oxf. x. The
thud thud of the eight-oar. 1878 BESANT & RICE Celia's

A rb. xi, The heavy thud of the steam-hammer. 1895 CLIVE
HOLLAND Jap. Wife (ed. ii) 13 The sound of a mousmc
pattering barefoot, her quick, snort steps making a gentle
thud, thud on the matting.

b. As interjection or adverb : With a thud.

1880 JEFFERIES Gt. Estate 197 We heard an apple fall.,

thud on the sward. 1890 L. C. D'OYLE Notches 71 Bill shot

again and the hall went ' thud !

'

into the bear.

t Thud, P.1 Obs. Forms : I pyddaii, piddaii ,

3 pudde (if), 4 thud. Pa. t. I pydde, pidde, 3

pudde. Pa. pple. 3 ifrnd. [OE./yaUaw, of un-

certain origin. It would normally represent an
OTeut. *pudjan, from a stem */rf-.]
1. trans. To strike or thrust with a weapon ; to

stab. Only in OE.
c897 K. /ELFRED Gregory's Past. C. xl. 294 Da oydde

VL. fercussit} Abner hiene mid hindewearde sceafte on dan
snixloearme oset he wa?s dead. Ibid. 296 Da:t mon mid
hindewearde sceafte 3one dydde [L.ferire est} be him
oferfyl^e. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Judg. iii. 21 pa abraed Aoth . . his

swurd..and hine hetelice pidde, swa ban ba hiltan eodon
in to bam innooe.

2. To thrust, press, push (a thing to or into a

place, etc.). Alsoyijf.
c 1000 /KLERIC Num. xxii. 25 Se assa. .bidde his hlafordes

fot bearle to bam he^e. r 1205 LAY. 1898 Geomagog..
budde [c 1275 braste] Corineum frommard his breoste. Ibid.

9159 Moni hundred busend be ibud beod to hellen. a 12*5
St. Marker. 14 Ant benne budde ich in ham luueliche
bohtes. 1400 in Ancestor July (1904) 19 And anon as i be
ded thud me in the erthe.

3. intr. To press with force.
a 1225 St. Marker. 12 pa budde ha uppon be burs feste

wid hire fot.

Thud (Jwd), z-.
2

Orig. Sc. [Occurs, with the

corresp. sb.,iri5i3. Identity with the earlier THUD
.l is doubtful : formally it is quite possible ; but

there is a gap both of time and sense between the

examples of the two. The present vb. and sb. may
be purely echoic, imitating the sound which they
express or imply; if historically connected with
THUD zv.1

, the vb. has changed its meaning under
echoic influence, and a sb. of corresponding echoic

meaning has arisen.]
1. intr. To come with a blast or gnst, as the
wind

; sometimes including the notion of sound. Sc.

1513 DOUGLAS SEncis xn. vi. 136 As the blastis with thar
bustuus sovn . . cumis thuddand doun On the deip sey Egean.
a 1584 MONTGOMERIE Cherrie ft Sloe 237 Throw cluddis
so he thuddis so, And flew I wist not quhair. 1721 RAMSAY
Ode to Pk vi, Then upo' sight the hailstains thud. 1706
MACNEILL It-'acs ff' War i. xit, Loud and sair the cauld
winds thud.

b. trans, in causal sense : To drive in blasts. Sc.

1728 RAMSAY Answer Ep.fr. Mr. Somerville 59 Boreas
n.iu mair thuds Hail, snaw, and sleet, frae blacken d clouds.

THUGGEE.
2. inlr. To produce a thud or dull heavy sound,

as a falling or moving body by striking against
something ;

to fall or impinge with a thud
;
also

said of the body or surface struck.

1796, 1833 [see thudding below], 1859 1" OLIPHANT Earl
Elgin's Mission to China. I. 127 Feeble rockets, barbed as

arrows, thudded about and fizzed for a moment in the grass,
1862 SALA Seven Sons III. v. 120 The carriage came thud,

ding by on the soft turf. 1885 TENNYSON Balin f, Balan
316 He felt the hollow-beaten mosses thud And tremble.

1893 Harpers Mag. Jan. 247/1 They heard his feet thud-

ding upon the stairs. 1908 H. WALES Old Allegianccx-Wi.
305 A bullet thudded into the wall above me.

b. trans. To strike (something) so as to pro-
duce a thud.

1899 J. LUMSDEN Edin. Poems # Songs 259 Blow all your
trumps ! thud all your drums !

Hence Thu dding vbl. sb. and ///. a. (whence
Thvrddingly adv.) ; all from sense 2.

1796 A. WILSON in /'oems t, Lit. Prose (1876) II. 66 Cease,
thou flighterin' thuddin' heart. 1833 M. Scorr Tom Cringle
i. (1859) 29 A puff of white smoak, then another, .. followed
by thudding reports. 1901 LAWSON Remin. Dollar Acatt,

87 A brilliant peroration accompanied by a thudding on the

pulpit. 1904 MARIE CORELLI God's Gd. Man x, The quick
gallop of hoofs echoed thuddingly on the velvety turf.

Thuder(e, Thue, obs. ff. THITHER, THEW rf.i

t Thuelle, obs. f. TEWEL, TUEL, chimney-pipe.
14.. Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulck 777/13 Hoc epicaustcriiim,

a thuelle.

t Thuet, erron. var. tewet, tewit, TEWHIT, lapwing.
In quot. applied to the HOOPOE.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 254/2 Some call this Bird

[Upupa] a Thuet. It is born by the name of Thuet.

Thuff, puff, obs. form of THOUGH.

tThu'ften. Obs. [OTS.. fyflen, feften (erron.

an), representing an OTeut. *)>uftim, doubtfully
considered to be fern, of *$i)}nift8, in OE. ifjiofta,ON lipti a bench-fellow (cf.THorr); thesnffix being
-EN 2, as in OE.jt'weu maidservant, fyxen VIXEN,
etc.] A maidservant ; a handmaid, female slave.
a i loo Aldhelm Gloss, i. 2349 (Napier O. E. Gl.) Uerna-

j cula, i. ancillti vel serua, byftan. Hid. 2716 Uerna, .i.

seruus, byften. a iloo in Haupt's Zeitschr. IX. 461/2
Vcmacvla (gl. scrvula, o/lcii7<zl,>eftan. a 1215 Ancr. R. 4

I peos riwle nis bute vorto serui be ooer. pe ooer is ase lefdi :

beos is ase buften. c i*3f> HaliMcid. 45 Mi lauerd biseh his

pufftenes mekelac.

Thug (peg, prop. t*og), sb. Also 9 thag, theg,
t'hug. fa. Hindi (hag, Mahr. (hag, thak a cheat,

swindler.] (With capital T.) One ofan association
of professional robbers and murderers in India, who
strangled their victims ;

a p'hansigar. Also attrib.

Their methods were described already in Thevenot's

Voyages, c 1665 (see Yule). They are mentioned under their

more correct name of p'Jtansigars (phanseegurs), i. e.
'

stranglers ', by Forbes Orient. Mem. IV. 13 (1813), and as

Thugs, Thags, or Thegs from 1810. Their suppression was
rigidly prosecuted from 1831, and the system is now practi-

cally extinct.
1810 in Hist. Pract. Thugs xxi. (1837) 329 It having

come to the knowledge of Government, that several Sepoys
. . have been robbed and murdered by a description of per-
sons denominated '

Thugs ', who infested the districts of the
Dooab and other parts of the Upper Provinces. 1816 in

Asiat. Res. XIII. 287 The term '

Theg
'

is usually applied,
in the western provinces, to persons who rob and murder
travellers on the highways, either by poison, or the applica.
of the cord or knife. 1839 M. TAYLOR Con/ess. Thiig(ityT,)
2 You know not the high and stirring excitement of a
Thug's occupation. 1897 Daily Neivs 22 Sept. 6/4 When
the Prince of Wales was in India, a Thug criminal showed
him how victims were strangled.

b. trans/. A cutthroat, ruffian, rough. Nowf.5.

beating, stabbing, and shooting. 1889 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl.
; 24 Apr. 1/8 Thugs, plug-uglies, and '

flash sports '. 1895
J. BURNS in Westm. Gaz. 17 Jan. 2/1 They even engage
knockersx>ut ', who .. belabour and disable voters as they

are entering the booths.. .They are called
'
election Thugs .

Hence Thug v., trans, to assassinate by thuggee ;

Thu-ffdom, the domain of Thugs ; Thrrgfres*, a

female Thug ; Thrrggism, the practice and

principles of Thugs : = next.

1837 Edin. Rev. Jan. 369 If a single civilian or military
man had been thugged, thuggee would have been abolished

long ago. 1839 DE QUINCEY Murder ad fin., At length
came the toast of the day Tbugdom in all its branches.

1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. I. ii. 155 What teachers of Thug-
gism would appear to ourselves, the teachers of heresy
actually appeared to Sir Thomas More. 1859 LANG Wand.
India 100 Ihe victim, another Thuggess, was supposed to

be sleeping when the operation was performed. 1903 Daily
Chron. 4 Dec. 5/2 Lord William Bentinck is..known for his

suppression of Thuggism, which made strangling a reli-

gious rite to the goddess Kali.

Thuggee (pog'O- Also -ie. [a. Hindi thagi,
abstr. sb. f. thag THUG.] The system of robbery
and murder practised by the Thugs. Also attrib.

1837 Edin. Rev. Jan. 358 These .. people are known
by the name of Thugs, and their profession is called Thug-
gee. 1859 LANG Wand. India 98 The suppression of

Thuggee in the British dominions. 1898 Speaker 26 Nov.

.appointed genera.._r _._ _
for the suppression of '

thagi and dakaiti ', as the India

Office calls it.



THUGGERY.

Thuggery 0>zrgori\ [f. THUG + -EHY.l -

irec. ; also trans/.

1849 E. B. EASTMCK Dry Leaves 58

Thught, pu^tCe, buhte, obs. pa. t. and pple. ofT"^ v
:

and Thuid, obs. Sc. form of THUD.
II Thuja (hi/J-dja). [mod.L. (Linnams): see

THUYA.] The more common English form of
the name of trees or shrubs of the botanical genusnow called THUYA, q. v., also of the wood of T.
occidentalis, and of drugs derived from it.

Oilo/thuja,3.n essential oil obtained by distilling the ends
of the branches and the leaves of T. occidentalis with water.

Vitae. 1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 186
After ascending some distance the mountain sides.., the
wood.. consists particularly of a noble Thuja. 1884 6VICTORIA MW Leaves 301 There are. .a wonderful old

oo ,
I
5uja which have sPread to an immense size.

1884 Mag. of Art Mar. 179/2 The richly carved ceiling of
thuja and cedar.

Hence names of chemical compounds obtained
from the species Thuja occidenlalis (all in Cent.
Diet, spelt Ihuy-} : Thtrjene = thujone ; Thu--
jenin or Thuji-grenin, Thnje-Uc acid, Thn'jetiii,
Thu-jin, Thu jone : see quots.
1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 789 Thujttic add, CuHnOn

. . is prepared : i . by boiling thujetin with baryta.water [etc.]

..2... by boiling thujin for some hours with baryta-water in

A compound obtained, together with crystallisable

8

sugar,
by heating thujin with dilute acidi Ibid. 700 Thujigenin,

green parts of Thuja occidtntalis...1\amn forms shining
lemon-yellow crystals, appearing under the microscope as
four-sided tables, ttid. 791 ThxJm. a volatile hydro-
carbon, obtained by the action of iodine on oil of thuja.

1873 Fmo*U Chem. 643 When heated . . with hydrochloric
acid, [thujlnl yields.. thujenin. 1894 Mum & MORLEY
Watts' Diet. Chem. IV. 714 Thujone, CioHmO,. .occurs,
together with the terpeneC|oHi..in the essential oil ofthuja.

Thuk, puke, dial, variants of TBILK.
II Thule (]>iu-\i). Forms: i Thila, 1,4-5 Tyle,

Tile, 7 Thyle,Tule,6- Thule. [L. Thuli(Thyle) =
Gr. eot!\77 (6tJA?;), proper name ofunknown

origin.]
The ancient Greek and Latin name (first found in

Polybius's account of the voyage of Pytheas) for a
land six days' sail north of Britain, which he sup-
posed to be the most northerly region in the world.
(Thule has been variously conjectured to be the Shetland

Islands (so app. in Pliny and Tacitus), Iceland, the northern

is baet ytemeste land ban man haet Thila. a 1000 Boeth.Mctr.
xvi. PS An ijlond . . )5 is Tile haten. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth.
in. met v. (Camb. MS.), pe last lie in be see |>at hyhte tyle
\vf. tile]. 1387 TKEVISA Higdett (Rolls) I. 325 Tyle is sixe

dayesseillyngeouteof Bretayne. 1598 SYLVESTER DuBartas
u. ii. iv. Coluntttes 230 From Africa to Thule's farthest
Flood. 1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. i. v, Monster,
breeding Nyte Or through the North to the unpeopled
Thyle. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 2 The fortunate
Islands., about which has been no small difference amongst
Writers. Some placing them at the Azores, .but the Com.
mentator upon Horace near the Ultima Thule. a 1688

J. WALLACE (title) An Essay Concerning the Thule of the
Ancients. 1730-46 THOMSON Autumn 864 Where

f
the

Northern Ocean.. Boils round the jiaked melancholy isles

Of farthest Thule. 1847 MACAULAY fn Trevelyan Life (1876)
II. 190 Where more than Thule's winter barbs the breeze.

b. transf. As the type of the extreme limit of

travel and discovery, chiefly (after Latin usage) in

the phrase ultima Thule (farthest Thnle) ; hence

fig. the highest or uttermost point or degree
attained or attainable, the acme, limit.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 3 Sept., I am now little

short of the Ultima Thule, if this appellation properly
belongs to the Orkneys or Hebrides. 1784-5 Ann. Keg. 11.

12/1 An unknown coast, which he [Coot] named Sandwich

Land, the thule of the Southern hemisphere. i8s8 Lights
A> Shades II. 136 The caricature of a fop, the ultima Thule
of extravagant frippery. 187^8

Times 10 May (Stanf.), The

expedition reached their Ultima Thule.

fThulge, v. Obs. rare. [app. representing
OE. (te)]yldnan to be patient, f. tefyldii patient ;

but this would normallygive in ME. (je}fuld(i)en.'}

a. intr. To be patient, have patience, bear or put

up with. b. trans, (only in OE.) To wait for.

[^897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xxxiii. 216 Ne max
he geoyldjian 3aet he ozt forhele. a 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spelm.)
xxiv. 5 Be ic sebyldjode [Vulg. te snstinui] ealne daej.

Ibid. xci. 14 Wei >yldi?ende hi beo3 [Vulg. ttnefatientts
eriint}.} 13.. Gam. * Gr. Knt. 1859 penne he Bulged witn

hir brepe, & boledhir tospeke,&ho..bede hit bym swybe.

Thulite (J>i-lait). Min. [ad. Ger. and Sw.

thulit: named by Ekeberg, 1820, f. THUM : see

-IIB 1.1 A rose-red variety of ZOISITE.

1810 JAMESON Sysl. Mm. (ed. 3) I. 134 The rare blue

variety [of the Pyramidal Garnet) is found.. in Tellemark,

in Norway, along with a hard peach-blossom coloured
]

389

'"'""f
1

!!
ai"Cd Thulilc. 1888 Rt'Tu v Rock-l-armi*, .!//

161 llmlllc display;, stroll;; pleoctnuiain.

Thulk
;e,Thulli(ch, p- rsceTiiiLK/l'HKLUcii.

Thuman, p- : see TIIKOW ., quot. 1297.Thumb (bom , sb. Forms : a. i th-,*-, puma, 3
pume, 3-4 poume, 4-5 (6 Sc.) thoume, thowm'e,
4-6 thome, 5 thomme.fi thorn, 7-8 thum,8-9 Sc.
and n. dial, thoum, thoom. 0. 3-4 poumbe, 4
(6 Sf.) thourabe, 4-5 pombe, 4-7 thombe, 5 p-,
thowrabe, 6-7 thumbe, 4- thumb, -y. 4-5
tumb, toumbe. [OE.//a wk. masc. - OFris.
UMM, ttima, tumma, \VKris. tumnu, tomme,
Saterl. fume, NKris. Him, tint, OLG. *thfimo
[MLG. dAme, LG. dumc, Mm; MDu. dumc, I hi.

<&*),OHG.41IM (MHG.diimt, Ger. daumen) ;ON. wanting (deriv. jiumall thumb of a glove) ;

]\orw. fume, tumme, tome, Sw. tttmme, Da., tomme
inch, tommel :-OTetit. *}umon-, pre-Teut. *tu-
mon- the stout or thick (finger), f. root tit- to
swell: cf. Zend tAma fat, Skr. tutumd strong,
tumrd fat, L. lumfre to swell. In ME. the
excrescent b after m is found c \ 290.]
1. The short thick inner digit of the human hand,

opposable to the fingers, and distinguished from
them by having only two phalanges ; hence, gen.,
the inner digit of a limb when opposable to and
set apart from the other digits (as in the Quadra-
mana and opossums).
a TOO Efinal Gloss. 821 Pollux, thuma. 3901 Laws A".

.if'"1,
c - 56 Xlf se ouma bio ofaslajjen, bam sceal xxx

sail, to bole, c tooa .SVur. Lmhd. III. 18 Swa greate swa
9ini buma. n 1125 Ancr. R. 18. & makirt on ower mube mil
te bume a creoiz. c 1190 S, Eng. Leg. I. 308/319 Slrongue
is be boumbe I-clcoped. -11300 Cursor M. 21244 (Colt.)Men sais )>at of his thumb (G. tumb, F. thowme, T. bombe]
he smate, And bat was noght bot for to He. c 1375 Lay
Folks Mass Bh. (MS. B.) 158 Makes a cros vpon fi> letterwn his thoume. 13. . Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. xxv.
296 pi bhommes and bi ffyngres. c 1440 Gesta Rom, xxii.
72 (Hart. MS.) Tho anon he toke the thome of the dede
man, and made him to seal hit [a charter) with a fals seaL
CI47S Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 749/31 Hie pollex, a
thumb. 1507 in Leadam Set. Cas. Star Chamber (Seld.) I.

260 They hade maynied one William Thomson. .& cutte of
his right thorn. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, \. iii. 38 Twixt his
Finger and his Thumbe, he held A Pouncet-box. 1605
Macb. iv. i. 44 By the pricking of my Thumbes, Something
wicked this way comes. 1661 Reg. Privy Council Scott.
Ser. m. I. 237 They .. tortured the women by waking,
hanging them up by the thombes, burning the soles of
their feet at the fyre. 1661 STILLINCFL. Ortg. Sacr. m. L
16 The thumb, which may equally joyn with any of the

fingers in taking hold of any thing. 1711 tr. Pomets Hist.
Drugs 1. 152 A round Stalk, the Thickness of two Thumbs.
1833 Penny Cycl. I. 183/2 The hinder extremities [of the

chimpanzee] are. . marked by a thumb a ringer opposed to
the other fingers. 1840 Ibid. XVI. 458/1 s. v. Opossum, The
whole of this subfamily \.Diiiclphids\ have the inner toe of
the hind foot converted into a thumb. 1869 HAZLITT Eng.
Proa. 373 The richer the cobbler, the blacker his thumb.
1893 HODGES Elem. Photogr. (1007) 78 Held between the
thumb and finger of the left hand.

fig. "895 BARINO-GOULD Nofmi xxii, I must have more
men. I dare not leave Domme [a fortress] without a thumb
on it to hold it down.

t b. The corresponding digit of the foot ; the

great toe. Obs.

'43-5o tr. Higdcn (Rolls) II. 189 A thowmbe [L.follex;
TREVISA, greet too] in the mhte ibote of Pyrrhus kynge,
the towchenge of whom }a(e subsidy ageyne venom. 1535
COVKKUALE Jndg. L 6 They cut of the thombes of his handes
and fete, a 1643 J. SHUTE JuJgem. * M. 38 Adonibezek cut
off the thumbs both of the hands and feet of seventy kings.

c. In the lower animals generally : The inmost

digit of the fore-foot ; in a bird, the first digit of
the wing, bearing the Trastard-wing or alula

;
also

the hind toe, inner hind toe, or hafinjc ; in insects :

see quot. 1826.

1607 TOPSELL Four.f. Beasts (1658) 424 The Nut-mouse,
. .upon his forefeet, .hath four claws or distinct toes for he
wanteth a thumb. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIV. 612 'i

The fore-feet [of a seal] are like the human hand, the middle
toe being the longest and the thumb short. 1816 KIBBY &
SP. Entomol. III. 370 Pollex (the Thumb). A small acces-

sory joint, attached to the Ungitla ofthe Manus in Mantis.
1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. 1. 116 [Lemming] Fore-feet

pentadactylous; nail of the thumbshort and rounded. 1854
OWEN Skel. >t Teeth in Orr's Circ. Sc. I. Org. Ifat. 223
Those which are attached to the short outer digit, . . er-

roneously called the 'thumb', are the.. bastard feathers.

1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Thumb,.. Ornithol., applied to a
small bone of the hand, or third portion of the anterior ex.

tremity. .also to the shortest toe.., situated behind.. .Zool.,

applied to the first finger of the anterior extremity, or fore-

foot of certain of the Reptilia. 187* COL-ES JV. Amer. Birds

30 The forefinger hand-oone sticks out a little from the side

of the principal one, and bears on its end one finger-bone.,
which is commonly, but wrongly, called the bird's

' thumb '.

1894 NEWTON Diet. Birdt 737 Pollex, the thumb or first

digit of the wing.

2. transf. The part of a glove or mitten which
covers the thumb. 1888 in Caistlts EncycL Diet.

3. A thing or part analogous to or in some way
resembling a thumb; e.g. a projecting spur or

stump of a woody plant, a tool
, etc. ; al*o (cf. Tom

Thumb*) a diminutive animal or object ; see quots.

THUMB

;HSP:ter^'- .

/J>Ibnadth,.

equal to an inch.

Ihc '

anTT6
J
(al>0 more ful| y. / *'

,-. The breadth of the thumb, taken a,

measures, false thumbs f"I* light!, fal,.'*"
1
m, A?!i<,Ane c. ,61

j
One\i.ble..1itn>$ of'.Y^nailed or marked thereupon i to which shallM, added OB

Inch more, which shall be used instead of that Kirhi!nm 1.. ,.iuj - __J] Breadth. i8i

inen) The practice <

u.i., ..nun u.iii uc usea inilnMq ol that v

commonly called a Thumb's Breadth. iti> ]
/'ract.ofCustoms (1821)

""

5. Phrases, a. Thumb of geld, a golden thumb,
miller's thumb: in reference either to the alleged
dishonesty of millers or to the lucrative character
of their trade, f b. To bring (a person) above thi
thumb, to turn aver the thumb, to get or have
under one's control; cf. 'to twist round one's

finger'. Obs. e. One's fingers all thumbs (etc.):
said of a person who is clumsy or wanting in dex-
terity, td. To hit (Across) one over (of, on) thi
thumbs, to punish or reprove sharply, 'rp one's
knuckles '. e. (a) To bite one's thumbs, as an
indication of anger or vexation

; (*) to bite thi
thumb at, as an insult : see BITE v. 16. 1 1 Under
('^''''"""''.secretly, confidentially. Obs. g. Under
the thumb of, entirely at the

disposal or direction
of, completely subservient to. n. In expressions
referring to the use of the thumb by the spectators
in the ancient amphitheatre, to indicate approba-
tion or the opposite : see quot. 1 880.
a. 1 1386-1876 [- MILLER r bj. b. 1469 J. PASTOX in

P./.etf.n. 356 Thow thou can begyll the Dwk of Norffotk,
and bryng hym abow the thombe as thow lyst, I let the
wet thow shall not do me so. 1577 NOTHROOKE Dicing
48 The game gotten by this playe at Dice, where all u
gotten with a trice ouer the thumbe. 1603 DEKKER Wonder,
full Yeare F iv, Shee w ould haue tickled them, and turned
them ouer the thumbs. c. 1546 J. HEYWOOO Prve. (1562)G lij b, Whan he should get ought, eche fynger is a thumbe.
1870 Echo 16 Nov., Your uneducated man is all thumbs, as
the

phrase
runs ; and what education does for him is to

supply him with clever fingers. 1871 Routledgt's Ev. Bfy'i
Ann. 155/2 Whose fingers were reported . . to be '

all thumbs '.

d. 1511 .SKELTON, Thwartyng ouer thorn [see THWART P. 2).
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. Ctt 33 In the laler encle of
hys oracion, he a litle rebuked the lady Margaret and hyt
her of [GRAKTOM on] the thombes. 1553 T. WIUON Rktt.
(1580) 3 The

( Philosopher .. did hit a yong man ouer the
Tnumbes verie handsomely, for vsyng ouer old, and ouer
straunge woordes. Ibid. 137, I haue knowen some so hitte
of the Ihumbes, that thei could not tell. .whether (etc.).

1591 GREENE Farnti. to Follie Wks. (Grown) IX. >(j
Peralio . . thought to crosse Benedetto ouer the thumbs.
IJ94 LODGE & GREENE Looking Gtasse i Hunter. CL) 9 Well
said Smith, that crost htm ouer the thumbs. e. 1573
Satir. Poenu Reform, xlii 266 The Clerk was like to byte
his tbowmis. 1591 SHAKS. Rom. \ Jul. \. i. 49. {1506
LODGE U'its Misery 23 Giuing me the Fico with his thombe
in his mouth,] 1608 DEKKER Dead Term D iv b, What
shouldering, what Justling, what Jeering, what byting of
Thumbs to Degctquarels. 1638 KANIMJI PHMuses Looking^tt.
ill. iii, Daggs, and Pistolls ! To bite hu thumb at me ? 1670
G. H. Hist. Carflinals ll. II. 156 The Spaniards were nettled,
and bit their thumbs . . in private. 1863 Chambfrs' Bit. Days
1 1 Mar. 1. 358 It is very probable that . . the act of biting the
thumb was not so much a gesture of insulting contempt as
threat. f. 1586 J. HOOKER Hist. IreU in Holins\ed\\.

89/1 Diuerse other secret vnderminers, who wrought so

cunninglie vnder the thumbe. .as if Kildare had prospered,
. . their malice would not haue beene in manner suspected.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Sat. ir. (S.T.S.) I. 171
This consuetude .. was, as we vse to spcik, vndir thoume
stil reteined. 11693 Vrquhart's Rabelais in. xxxvi. 290
Privily and under Thumb. g. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandi.
son IV. xxix. 181 She .. is obliged to be silent. I have her

under my thumb. 1809 M ALKIS Gil Bias vn. xiii. p 6

Authors, .are under the thumb of booksellers and player-

1889 ^ESSOPP Coming ofFriars ii 65 The lord was ft petty
king, having his subjects very much under his thumb.
h. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxvm. ii. 397 To bend or bow
downe the thumbes when wee give assent unto a thing, or

doe favour any person. 1693 DRYDKM yu-.-ettaTs Sat, ill. 68
Where . . With Thumbs bentWk, they popularly kill. i88a

LEWIS & SHORT s. v. Pollex, To close down the thumb (pre-
mere) was a sign of approbation ; to extend it (verierf. con-

UrUre\ pollex in/estus) a sign of disapprobation. 18*7 R.

GARNETT Life Cartyte iv, They had unanimously turned

their thumbs up.
' Sartor ', the publisher acquainted him,

'

excites universal disapprobation '. 1907 R. V. TYRRELL in

Academy y Mar. 234/1 'Thumbs down means 'spare him
. .

'
: the signal for death was ' thumbs up '.

1. To git ant's thumb out of (a person's) mouth,

to escape from, to get out of the clutches of. t The

finger next one's thumb, one's closest friend. So

t it be finger and thumb, to be on intimate term*.



THUMB.

t A thumb itnder the girdle : an expression denot-

ing reserve or unsociableness. t To a cow's thumb,

exactly, perfectly, to a hair. There's my thumb

(Sc.), in asseveration, in allusion to the practice of

licking the thumb in sealing a bargain ; see thumb-

licking in 6. Above one's thumb (Sc.), beyond
one's reach or ability. Tofash one's thumb (Sc.),

to put oneself out, to worry or concern oneself.

To clap, put, or keep the thumb on (Sc.), to keep
secret. To -whistle on one's thumb (Sc.) : cf. to

pipe in an ivy-leaf (see IVY-LEAF). As easy as kiss

my thumb. See also RULE OF THUMB.
1481 CAXTON Reynard xx. (Arb.) 49, 1 shal by my wille neuer

more come in the kynges daunger, I haue now goten my
thombe out of his mouth. 1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 68 In

yat thou crauest my aide, assure thy selfe I will be the

finger next thy thombe. 1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass 130
Wee count a melancholicke man.. the aqua-fortis of merry
company, a thumb vnder the girdle, a 1613 OVERBURY
Cliarac., Old Man (1614) E iij b, They call the tliombe vnder
the girdle granitic. 1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Kittens

No. 40(1713) II. 2 Let him alone, he'll trim their Whiskers
and comb their Perukes for them to a Cow's thumb. 17*3
RAMSAY Three Bonnets III. 104 There's my thumb That,
while I breathe, 1'se ne'er beguile ye. 1730-* BAILEY (folio)

s.v., They are Finger and Thumb, that is, they are so great

your thumb. 18x8 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xviii, We'll leave

Mr. Sharpitlaw to whistle on his thumb. 1815 JAMIESON
s. v., To Clap or Put the Thoum on any thing, to conceal it

carefully, ..keep it secret. 1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot.,

Licking ofThumbs, a symbolical mode of indicating that a

bargain has been concluded. 1891 A. J. MUNBY Vulgar
Verses 101, I lay it's as easy as kiss-my.thumb, For to have
my way wi' her.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib., as thumb-

bone, -breadth, -joint, -knuckle, -unction ; b. in

names of objects of comparatively diminutive size,
as thumb-book, -brush, -wren; c. in names of
mechanical devices operated by the thumb, or of

parts on which the thumb presses in grasping, etc.,
as thumb-catch, -cock, -ferule, -hole, -latch, -lever,

-milling, -nut, -reel, -sneck, -switch, -wheel; d.

Objective, instrumental, etc., as thumb-sucking;
thumb-like, -made, -worn adjs. e. Special combs. :

thumb-ball, the ball of the thumb (BALL rf.l 15) ;

thumb bird, a local name for the Goldcrest ;

thumb-bit, thumb-blue, ) thumb-bolts sb. pi. :

see quots. ; t thumb-case, a thumb-stall
; thumb-

cleat Naut.: see quot. ; thumb-finger, the thumb
;

thumb-fingered a., clumsy, not dexterous (cf. 5 c) ;

thumb-hand dial., the right hand ; thumb-index,
a reference-index consisting of grooves cut in the
front edges of the leaves, or formerly of projecting
tabs, or margins so cut as to show initial letters

or titles, so that any division may be turned to by
placing the thumb or finger on the proper initial,
etc. ; thumb-kissing, the kissing of the thumb
with which the book is held instead of the book
itself in taking an oath ; thumb-knot = overhand
knot : see OVERHAND a. 4 ; thumb-lancet, the
usual form of lancet, having a broad two-edged
blade ; thumb-licking (Sc.}, the licking and join-
ing of thumbs by the parties concerned in token of
the completion of a bargain ; thumb-lock, (a) a
kind of lock which is opened by pressing with the
thumb ; (6) pi.

~ THUMB-SCREW sb. 2
; thumb-

loose [LOOSE sb. i] Archery, a method of re-

leasing the bow-string with the thumb : cf. THUMB-
UINGC; fthinib-measure: see quot. and cf. 4 ;

thumb-mould, a small mould usually having de-

signs in intaglio, into which the clay is pressed with
the thumb in making ornaments for thedecoration of
ware (Cent. Diet., Suppl. 1909) ; thumb-pad, a pad
covering the inner metacarpal bone in some batra-
chians (Cent. Diet., 1891) ; thumb-pin = thumb-
tack; thumb-piston = PISTON 2 b; thumb posi-
tion, in violoncello playing, a position in which the
thumb serves as a movable 'nut'; thumb-pot, (a)
a flower-pot of the smallest size ; (b) see quot. 1885 ;

thumb print, the impression or mark of the inner
surface of the top joint of the thumb, made with
ink or otherwise upon a receptive surface ; thumb-
printing, the use of 'thumbs and fingers' (see
FINGEB sb. lib) in the aquatint process ; thumb-
read v., trans, to read cursorily ; to turn the pages
of (a book) with the thumb in glancing through it ;

thumb-register = thumb-index ; thumb-rule =
RULE OP THUMB; thumb-tack, a tack with a
broad head, which may be pushed in with the
thumb. See also THUMB-BAND, etc.
1811 Blackw. Mag. VIII. 430 Along his "thumb-ball,

Wlll^his
pen.kmfe tries. 1885 SWAINSON Provinc. Names

est (Regulus cristatns). . . Miller's thumb
humb bird (Hants). 1847-78 HALLIWELL,

390

> Trade Iiulia iv. 95, I understand Congas [
= cangue] to be

"Thumbolts. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvi. (Baptista) 882

A-pon be autere scno saw ly As a "thoume-bane
propirly.

1715 if. DAVIES A then. Brit. I. 77 A little "Thumb.Boofc,
or Pamphlet, call'd, 'The Office of the Virgin Mary '. 1846
BROWNING Let. 20 July, You can't write ' so many lines a

day
'

any more than you can paint a picture by "thumb-
breadths. 1597 A. M. tr. Guiflemcau's Fr.Chiritrg.^gb/'i
As

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., *Thitmb*:lcat, in shape
resembling a thumb. 1886 R. C. LESLIE Sea-painter's Log

\

vi. 137 Clumsy thumb-cleats, with more clothes-line twining
i about them. l8a6 Sporting Mag. XVIII. 326 The cap and

the "thumb-ferrel on the four-horse whips. 1855 J. DAVIES

j

Races of Lane, in Trans. Philol. Soc. 276 note, A word I
'

have occasionally heard in my boyhood, though now obso-
'

lele, "thumb-finger. 1906 IVesttn. Caz. n Aug. 16/1 The
inner flight feathers grow first, leaving the thumb finger

nope of success. 1750 Student 1. 332 The third house of

your "thumb-hand m Blow-Bladder-Street. 1907 N. fy Q.
loth Ser. VII, 467/1 This remarkable expression, .heard in

the neighbourhood of Sheffield . .

' Ye mun go down there,
and keep to t' thumb-hand side'. 1859 GULLICK & TIMBS
Paint, 199 The '"thumb.hole

1

is, however, of recent intro.

duction,and replaced projecting handles. 190* Daily Cfiron.

24 Jan. 5/1, I was worrying about that palette of yours.
Couldn't you have the thumb-hole in it padded? 1903
Periodical July 16 The Oxford

" Tliumo-lnJex Bible is the
latest novelty. 1853 CARLETON Traits,*lc. /risk Peas. (1860)
II. 5 "Thumb-kissing is another feature in Paddy's adroit-

ness. 1795 HUTTON Math. Diet. s. v. Knot, A *Thumb
knot, .the simplest of all. It is used. .by taylors &c. at the
end of their thread. 1869 BLACKMORE Lorna D. ii, The
Lord be with thee, Jan, and turn thy "thumb-knuckle
inwards. 1903 Med. Kec. 30 May 853 At a time (1862) when

I the "thumb-lancet was hardly considered a necessity. 1801
NEMNICH Waarett Lexicon n. 686/2 *Thumb latches,
Thurklinken mit einem Driicker. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm
II. 167 The outer-door provided with a good thumb-latch,
and lock and key. 1883 [see TiiuMB-i'iixtaJ. I773ERSKINB
Inst. Law Scot. ill. iii. 5. 447 Decrees are yet extant in
our records. .sustaining sales upon summonses of "thumb-
licking, upon this medium, That the parties had licked
thumbs at finishing the bargain. 1895 S. S. BUCKMAN in

Pop. Set. Monthly Jan. 376 T ne big toe . . reveals its former
*thumblike use. 1801 NEMNICH Waaren Lexicon ii. 686/2
* Thumb locks, Feder-Thurschlosser die mit einem Schlussel
ohne Bart, aufgedriickt werden, 1881 J. TAYLOR Sc. Coven,
ariters 88 They carried with them.. iron fetters, and an
instrument of torture called thumb-locks. 1844 STEPHENS
Bk. Farm III. 979 It should be tied in bundles or sheaves
with "thumb-made straw-ropes. 1611 COTCR. s, v. Suant,
A fottlce suant, by ynch, or "thumbe-measure ; the
breadth of a thumbe giuen betweeneeuerie yard in measur-
ing. 1867 J. HOGG Sticrosc. i. iii. 204 The teeth answer the
triple purposes of "thumb-milling, ratchet-stop, and gradua-
tion. 1794 "Thumb-nut [see THUMB-SCREW ^. if. 1904 HAR-
RISON H. Restoration Durh. Cath. Organ, The Thumb-
Pistons will be of solid ivory. 1889 E. J. PAYNE in Grove
Diet. Mus. IV. 300/2 (Violoncello-playing) At present.. the
use of the "thumb positions is more restricted. 1851 Beck's
Florist Dec. 267 As soon as they are sufficiently large to
handle.. not them singly in small "thumb-pots. 1885 M.
COLLINS in Eng. lllustr. Mag. 687/2 [Roman pottery]
Many are still called '

thumb-pots ',
the sides being indented

instant. 1906 Daily Chron. 2 May 7/5 To-day the photo-
graph of his thumb prints was received from London. They
exactly tally with Johnson's thumb-prints made here. 1869
S. T. DAVENPORT in Eng. Mech. 31 Dec. 377/2 This was
effected by small inking-rubbers, known as thumbs and
fingers, and the printing was called "thumb-printing. 1825
SOUTHEY Let. to H. Hill 22 Mar., I had merely "thumb-
read his book as a whole. 1844 J. T. HEWLETT Parsons *
W. xi, A . . (rolling-rod, and a large "thumb-reel. 1904
WORDSWORTH Old Smtct-Bkt. 277 A kind of book-marker
or 'thumb-register, for finding the places in a book read in
choir. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 2 July 2/2 The effect of this

missionary work.. is not to be measured by any "thumb-
rule, a 1815 FORBY Voc. E. A nglia s. v. Snack, A "thumb-
snack, in which the latch is lifted by pressing the thumb on
the broad end of a short lever which moves it, 1897
Alltutt's Syst. Med. II. 1039 Finger-nails must be kept
short and clean, and "thumb-sucking and nail-biting dis-

couraged. 1908 Daily Chron. 27 Feb. 8/1 Fasten all securely
to a flat surface, .with pins or "thumb tacks, 1816 SOUTHEY
Vind. EccLAngl, 497 Among all my books there is no other
which bears such marks of "thumb-unction. 18*3 Ecctesi-
otogist XXIV. 338 The "thumb-worn binding .. would be
enough to scare a fashionable Englishman. 1908 W.
CHURCHILL Mr. Crewc's Career xvii, Certain thumb-worn
schedules were referred to.- 1844 Zoologist 11.511 Common
wren,

' "Thumb-wren '. Troglodytes europaus.
Thumb (Jm), v. [f. THUMB rf.]
1. trans. To feel with or as with the thumb

; to
handle,
t To thumb the belt of, to be in subjection to. Sc. Obs.

last, and a' knock under. 1763 E. THOMPSON Meretriciad
(ed. 6) 30 None had the art To thumb the guineas. 1894
Daily News 17 Jan. 3/1 The ladies and children .. stroke his
moist nose ..; the men punch his ribs and thumb his brisket.
1898 F. WHITMORE in Atlantic Monthly Apr. 501/1 He
thumbed an edge-tool like an artist.

2. To play (a wind instrument, an air) with or as
with the thumbs; to perform or manipulate
clumsily. Also intr. with it.

1593.G. HARVEY New Lett. Notable Contents Cijb, If
the Pnncock must be playing vpon them, that can play
vpon his warped sconce, as vpon a tabor, or a fiddle, let
himselfe thanke bimselfe, if he DC kindly thummed. 1641

THUMBING.
MILTON Animndv. ii. Wks. 1851 III. 209 If men should
ever be thumming the drone of one plaine Song, it would
bee a dull Opiattothe most wakeful] attention. 1675 COTTON
Scoffer Scoft 93 One winds a Horn . . Another thumbs it on
a 'labor. 1755 JOHNSON, Thumb, to handle awkwardly.
3. To soil or wear (esp. a book) with the thumbs

in using or handling ; hence, to read much or often.

1644-7 CLEVELAND Char. Land. Diurn. i The Emperick-
Divines of the Assembly,.. thumbe it accordingly. 1673
[R. LEIGH] Transp. Reh. 43 Romances are thumb'd more
than St. Thomas, c 1710 PRIOR Female Phaeton g Shall I

thumb holy books, confm'd With Abigails, forsaken? 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 391 Within a week after it had
arrived it had been thumbed by twenty families. 1878
AmtRPre/.toCajctoH's Reynard p. xii, These early editions
were thumbed out of existence.

4. a. To press, smooth, clean, spread, or smear
with the thumb, b. To cover (the touchhole of
a cannon) with the thumb

; cf. THUMB-STALL d.

(fillips Stand. Diet., 1895.)
1768 Ross Helenore in. 112 Honest Jean .. thumb'd it [a

cutty spoon] round and gae't unto the squire. 1856 J. BAL-
LANTINE Poems 185 The tither cake, wi' butter thuom'd.
1899 B. CAPES Latfy o/Darkness iv. 220 A seed thumbed in
too deep is often choked from sprouting. 1904 Daily
Chron. 7 July 4/4 To thumb down the tobacco in his pipe.

t Thtvmb-band. Obs. A rope of hay or straw
made by twisting the material round the thumb.
1639 T. DE GRAY Compl. Horscm. 85 Take of the hay.,

making a thum-band thereof, rwle it about the leg. 1707
MORTIMER Hint. (1721) II. 78 Tic Thumb-bands of Hay or
Straw round them. 1715 Bradley's Fain. Diet. s. v. String
Halt, Wisp him with a soft Thumb-Band of Hoy, from the
Pastern to the Top of the Hoof.

Thu-nib-bottle. 1 dial. A small flask, a phial.
'7*7 w- MATHER Yng. Man's Comf. 92 Put a Penny,

worth of the Spirit of Vitriol in aThumb Bottle. 1781 WOL-
COTT (P. Pindar) Odes R. Acad. iii. 48 A walking thumb-
bottle of aqua-fortis. 1830-3 CARLETON Traits Irish Pens,
(1843) I. 44 If I don't cork you in a thumb-bottle for this,
I m not here.

Thumbed (>md), a. [f. THUMB sb. and v.
+ -KD.]
1. adj. Provided with or having thumbs (of a

certain kind) ; chiefly in comb, as black-thumbed.
'115*9 SKELTON E. Rumtning 41 A man would hauepyttyTo se how she is gumbed, Fyngered and thumbed. 6j

BUTLER Hud. i. n. 421 The Knight of Greece .. With whom
his black-thumb'd Ancestor Was Comerade.
2. ///. a. Of a book or the like : Having the pages

spiled
or worn by the thumbs of readers ; showing

signs of much use. Often preceded by an adverb,
as little, much, well-thumbed.

i8oo S. PEGGE Anted. Eng. Lcaig. (1803) 232 Out old
thumbed friend, Littleton's dictionary tells us [etc.]. 1837
LOCKHART Scott xxv. He produced a well-thumbed copy.
1883 SYMONDS Sliaks. Predec. vii. (1900) 197 They [plays]
perished in thumbed MSS... before arriving at the honours
of the press. 1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped xxiii, An old,
thumbed, greasy pack of cards.

Tlva -nib-flint. A simple kind of prehistoric
flint implement ; SCRAPER 46.
1865 W. GREENWELL in Ardmol.jfrnl. XXII. 101 Arrow,

heads ..and the so-called
'

thumb-flints '. Note. Thecommonest
type of the '

thumb-flint
'
is the round one . . ; an oval form is

also frequent. 1896 SPURRELL ibid. LIII. 46 Thumb-flints,
or slicking-knivcs. 1900 Thumbflint [see SCRAPER 4 ej.

Thunibikins, thvumbkins ()>o-mikinz, jw-m-
kinz), sb.pl. Sc. Also 7 thumbe-, 7-8 thummi-,
7-9 thumkini, 8-9 thumbikens. [f. THUMB +
-i]kin dim. suffix : cf. CUTIKIN.]

= THUMB-SCREW 2.

1684 Reg. Privy Council ScotI. 23 July, Whereas .. ther
is now a new inventione and Ingyne called the thumbekins
. . [the Lords] ordaine that when any persone shall be (by
ther order) put to torture that the saids thumbekins or bootes
or both be applyed to them. 1684 (Aug. 7) FOUNTAIN-HALL
Hitt. Notices (Bann. Cl.) 548 Spence . . is again tortured, and
his thumbs crushed with pilliwincks or tnumbikins: It's a
new invention . .discovered by Generalls Dalzeell and Drum-
mond, they having seene them used in Musco[vyJ. 1690 in

M. Napier Visct. Dundee (1860) II. 119 Nevil Pain, .put to
the torture of the thumbkins, and of the boot upon one leg
before the thumbkins were taken off. 1715 CARSTAIRS Let. in
Wodrow Hitt. Ch. Scot. HI. viiL (1722) II. 389 The King's
Smith was called in [5 Sept. 1684], to bring in a new Instru-
ment to torture by the Thumbkins, that had never been used
before.. .And under this Torture I continued near an Hour
andaHalf. ijtftStatist. Acc.Scot. V. s83<Jr<*->&,[He]has
in his possession the identical thumbikins, with which the

Principal [Carstairs] was severely tortured. 1818 SCOTT Hrt.
Midi, x, Dread of bloody rope, .pain of boots and thumkins.

Thumbing (ba-min), vbl. sb. [f. THUMB v. +
-ING 1.] The action of the verb THUMB, in various

senses; spec, in dicing: see quot, 1711 ; also, the

stretching of a fabric in order to produce a soft

pliable finish; in quot. 1847 the keeping of a sub-

ordinate under one s thumb.
1613 FLETCHER & ROWLEY Maid in Mill \. ii, Miller, this

is not for your thumming. 1711 PUCKLE Club 22 Game-
sters have the top, the peep, eclipse, thumbing. {Note.
Securing with the little finger a die on the outside of the

box, Ditto with the thumb, when the person play'd with,
sits on the right hand.] 1845 Mech. Mag. XLII. 14 It was
a known practice to pull the cloth by band, three or four

persons being stationed on each side, for the purpose of

thumbing
'

as it was termed. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Thumb,
ing, a Nottingham phrase, used to describe that species of
intimidation practised by masters on their servants when
the latter are compelled to vote as their employers please.
1889 JESSOPP Coining of Friars iii. 130 The perpetual
thumbing and fingering would subject [books] to immense
wear and tear.



THUMBLE.
1 (be'mb'K v.l dial ff THI-UD i,

^,
Aa
^-\"'T- T touch with as with ,hethumb; to handle clumsily ; to fumble

ittZv r* ;,. u c._.

Thumble, obs. form of THIMBLE

thumbs; ,/. applied to the African CcMus and

h^h
6 Ame

.

rican
,.

SP'<fcnkeys (^/) in
the thumb is

rudimentary or functionless.

P^&T&^SBSS^ma>j xxi. (1876) 312 One genus,AteleX
' the^m erfect*

THUMP.

j
fig. Clumsy; incompetent; cf. HljrouMS 2

n-., #,> , Hlnaa Wh
*

e" ' *
1648 HERRICK

C an

ln 5 thomble-,
ummel-, -11-, etc. [a. ON

.
. A ring for the thumb on the guardof a

dagger or sword ; also each of a pair of rings on the

Jilt
of a dagger by means of which it mayfastened to a staff.

~

Thumbling (Jw'-mlin). [t'THtno sb. + -LING
Ger. dciumRng in same

sense.] A diminutive
being; a dwarf, pigmy; a Tom Thumb or Hop-
o'-my-thumb.

.ffi fm^have\rsamblX a
M
d SttlA**

I;
. vi. .63 The skill with whicS some li.Oe JackI humbling overcomes his adversary. 1884 MAKG B.FEEKE in Chicago Advance 26 June, It was well for the little

thumblmg that he did not see the smile on his sisteA
brother s faces.

Thtrmb-mark, sb. A mark made with the
thumb, esp. on the page of a book in turning the

ives ; also, such a mark made with the inkedthumb for identification of a person. Also attrib

mart! "tiy m'a^fnfMadt^tis^tT" 'F'^
marks I find

very
obnoxious. "389 Doy"fJuSahCM,

185 It is impossible to get the thumb-marks of any two mento be alike. ,904 Westm. Gaz. 20 June 3/, Thumb-mark
impressions are to be taken a precaution which in. Ene-
land, .is only taken in the case of criminals.

b. transf. (See quot.)

,w877j
W-

9' .

STA
,

BLES Pnvt- Kennel Guide iii. (ed. 3) 36(Words used in the Fancy] Thumb-mark, an obliquely,
shaped black mark crossing the foot of a well-bred Black-
nnd-lan above the toes.

Hence Thu-mb-mark v., trans, to make a thumb-
mark upon ; to mark with the thumb.
1909 KIPLING Actions e, Reactions 114 Captain Parnall

tnumbmarks and passes it to Mr. Geary.
Thu-mb-naiL
1. The nail of the thumb. Often in allusive ex-

pressions ; with quot. 1604 cf. SUPERNACULUM.
4 DEKKER ist Pt. Honest Wh. \. v, Cast. Pledge him.

.. Flu. So : I ha done you right on my thumb naile. 1648HERRICK Hesper., To his Booke (1869) 228 Be bold, my
boofce, nor be abasht, or feare The cutting thumb-naile, or
the brow severe. 1717 SOMERVILLE Sweet.*cented Miser 27un nis thumb-nail it might be wrote 'A penny sav'd's a
penny got. 1841-4 EMERSON En., Nat. Wks. (Bohn) 1. 228
1 he whole code . . may be written on the thumbnail.
2. transf. A drawing or sketch of the size of the

ihumb-nail; hence^f. a brief word-picture. Chiefly
attrib., as thumb-nail sketch.

1900 D. WOODSIDE Life H. Calderwood ix. 208 Small ink-
sketches of the thumb-nail order. 1901 Daily Chron. 3 Jan.
4 (Cass. Suppl.) The truth of Dickens s vignettes and thumb-
nails of humanity. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 4 Jan. 1/3 There are
also '

thumb-nails
'

of some French figures, and . .little pencil
portraits of well-known faces.

Thumb-piece tjwm,pfs). a. The part of a
handle, etc., intended to receive the thumb

;
a part

of a mechanism operated by pressure of the thumb.
1759 MOUNTAINS in /'////. Trans. LI. 200 A piece of the

deal moulding.. adjoining to the brass thumb-piece,.. was
splintered off. 1868 Report Munitions of War 63 The
breech'block turns over and is secured in position, when
closed, by a vertical bolt with a projecting thumb-piece at
the side. 1883 ROMANES Ment. Evol. Anim. xx. 351 note,A cat which jumps at a thumb-latch, and while holding on
to the curved handle beneath with one foreleg, depresses
the thumb-piece with the other. 1894 Proc. Soc. Anttq.
22 Nov. 238 The lid [of a ewer}, .has a thumb-piece.

b. (See qnot.) dial.

i88a '. Wore. Gloss., Thumb-piece, a piece of bread with

j .
^uvv vjuvt* *uyj.i

11717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Larynx A rinz whirh il.

sSazttttuSSSSSS
release I" "n^ % *" P~P> "'at use trfe Mongol

c5CS^wr.i&{.3bow much easier and draw it a great deal farther with i

fing'er'trip.

1"1"""^ """ ' "" with "> ordinary European

Thumb-rope. Nowafa/. A rope made by
twistinghayorstrawonthethumb;cf.THi;MB-BANl>

ke thombe-roppes of sand. ,679 V. ALSO, JIMila ,%,"

Circles of the Wheels, and about the Spoken i8o< FoU'v
EcautiesScot/. II. 448 When ready Tr scknljhey arebound with thumb-ropes, and put on the carts. 1894 tforth.mbld Gloss., Thoo,H-rope, a short straw-ropeTVxtempoinad by twisting it on the thumb of the right hand whfotthe length required is drawn evenly through the left hand.

Thumb-screw, thu-mbscrew, sb. rf.
Ttana .+SCBW st.; cf. Ger. daumschraube.]
1. A screw with a flattened or winged head

adapted for being turned with the thumb and
fingers; a butterfly screw; also a small clamp
adjusted by such a screw.
1794 FKLTON Carriages (iSoi)Gfoss., ThumbNut orScrew

itoS DICKSON Pracl. Agric. I. PI. xxiv On the side ofthe tub is a thumb screw fixed to the lever underneathwhich regulates the stones. 1888 Lac/mood's Diet. Mec/i
Engin. B.v.Scrru> Clamp, Small screw clamps are some-
times called thumb screws. 1908 Times 22 Apr. V5 Athumb-screw securing the sashes had been removed.
2. An instrument of torture by which one or both

thumbs were compressed; cf. TmrMBiKlNs: also
called 'the screws' (SCREW st.l i e).
[01715 BURNET Own Time xvi, Little screws of steel were

made use of, that screwed the thumbs [etc.: see SCREW sb '

"Si ,

l8'7 SCOTT Old Mart, xxxvi, An oaken table.. on
which lay thumb-screws, and an iron case, called the Scot-
tish boot. 183* G. DOWNES Lett. Cont. Countries I. 200
buch intellects as devised the rack and the thumb-screw
i8a MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 250 The using of racks
and thumbscrews for the purpose offorcing prisoners toaccuse
themselves.

l859jEpHSON.fi>->VrVi..j.ii;.34Agrim functionarywhose countenance was suggestive of dungeons and thumb,
screws.

Thu-mb-screw, thu-mbscrew, v.
[f.THUMB sb. + SCBEW v., or f. prec. ; evidenced earlier

than the sb.] traits. To torture by screwing the
thumbs ; to torture with or as with thumb-screws.
Hence Thirmb-sorewing vbl. sb. and///, a.
1771 E. LONG in Hone Every-day Bk. (1827) II. 100 He

must. .be thumb^crewed. 1701 Genii. Mag. LXII. 1.260/2
Think what tortures we endur'd, .. Whipp'd, chain 'd, thumb,
screw d. it&TaifsMaf. II. 377 We tax. dislrain, screw,
thumb-screw, incarcerate. 1881 Standard 9 Sept. 5 '5 His
Highness admits that a case of thumb-screwing has come
to his knowledge. 1891 Pall Mall G. 22 Dec. 2/2 We have
little sympathy with tlie thriftless borrowers, but less with
the thumbscrewing Shylock.

Thu-mb-stalL a. A shoemaker's or sail-
maker's thimble (see quot. 1794).
1589 NASHE Martin's Months Minde Wks. (Grosart) I.

196 Farewell old shoes, thombe stall, and clouting letber.
'755 JOHNSON, Thumstall, a thimble. 1794 Rigging t, Sea-
manship 1. 90 Thumb-stall, a ferrule, made of iron, horn, or
leather, with the edges turned up, to receive the thread in

sewing. It is worn on the thumb to tighten the stitches
1877 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Thumbnail. . 2, a sailor's thimble
used in sail-making.

b. A sheath worn on the thumb to protect it

when injured.
1654 GAYTON/YMJ. Notts lu. v. 97 Gloves cut into thumb-

stals. 1791 BURNS Let. to Creech 16 Apr. (in W. Brnvn't

rii, - m. t.

(.ad. Oer. thumersttin (Werner, 1788), f. Thum
u, Saxony, where found.] A snonm of
bo f Tliiuiat*

in axony, near Thuni, whence U,W
. Sr. Obs. Al> 7 thutoard

9 thummert, thoum^. A dialectal al.eration'
ol J- 01 MART, polecat : see TH (6)

, ... *-
,J.'
" "wwn aauaat {Ificol

cleidin was skins o' the ihoumart and tod.

, Hr"n r?*
1
.!

*' rXirA - >/'', There never wan surelya droller like thummert o' a creature seen.

IIThumrrrim (Kmim). [a.Heb.D*Bn tummim,
also (after }, 3, etc.) IhnmmJm, pi. 'of Dh ton
completeness, integrity.] Used in the collocationUnm and 7 Auuimim, rarely Thummim andUrim :

IS39. BIBLE (Great) Dm. xxxiii 8 Vnto Leui be yde-Thumim & mm [Covuu>. Thy perfeclneM and thy light' j

2^^1|5-K=J IniSS
signifying perfection. Ibid., I -,im, an Hebrew word whicthe nigh iTiest of the lewes wore wilh the wo ' ~

tThu-momancy. Obs. rare-', [ad. Gr. type
tviMnarreia, f. Su^ctrTis prophesying from one's
own soul, f. fifth soul, spirit: see -IUNCT.]
Divination by one's own soul : sec qnot and cf.
PsVCHOHAJfCT 1.

1651 HOBBES Leviath. i. xii. 56 Sometimes in their own
hopes and feares, called Thumomanc>-, or Presage.

Thump (Jwrnp), sb. [Goes with THUMP v ]
1. ' A hard heavy dead dull blow with something

blunt (J.\ as with a club or the fist
; a heavy

knock ; also, the heavy sound of such a blow (not
so dull as a thud). Also Jig.
SSS* HULOET, Bownce, noyse or thumpe, bombus, en.

f,tus 1563 B. GOOGE Eglog, iv. (Arb.) 43 YiiOu yat throw,
est the thunder thumps from Heauens hye, to Hell a i6asJLETCHER Nice Valour in. ii, Now your thump, A thinedenv d first from

your hemp-beaters, Takes a mans wind
away, most spitefully. 1675 HOBBES Oayss. 262 Down with
a thump he falls upon his face. 1716 AODISOK FruhoUrr
No. 50 r 4 Their Thumps and Bruises might turn to
account,.. if they could beat each other into good Manners.
1784 COWPER Talk i. 357 Thump after thump resounds the
constant flail 1834 PICKUM Si. Bet, Steam Ejccurs., The
unfortunate little victim, .receiving sundry thumps on th*
head from both his parents. 1886 A. WIKCHEU. Walks
litol. Field 85 Heavy thumps sometimes heard before and
during the action, in geyser-holes.

t b. To cry thump : to make a thumping sound
to thump. Obs.
1601 B. JONSON Poetaster in. iv, How can I bold mv fist

from crying thump! 1604 DEKKER ist Pt. Hontst Wk. L
vu, Did you not hearc something crie thump?

O. Repeated, expressing a series of thumps.
1850 BROWNING Christmas-Evt iv. 64 The thump-thump

and shriek-shriek Of the train. iS8< FAIGUS Stints ,
Arrows x. 103 The steady, monotonous thump, thump, thump
of the engines. 1899 WERNER c apt. of Locusts 69 The
thump-thump of the women's pestles pounding the maize in
the gram-mortar.

d. adverbially : With a thump (also/^.).
1704 N. N. tr. Boccalinfs Advts.fr. I'arnast. I. 56 Her*

Tacitus . . bid him leave off his fulsome Preambles, and till

thump to the Business of the Impeachment. 1840 THACKERAY
Catherine i, Which, .made his heart to go thump thump!
against his side.

2. spec. a. A knocking or pounding of machinery
arising from slackness at a joint where there is

reciprocal motion, b. //. A beating of the chest
in the horse dne to spasmodic contractions of the

diaphragm, analogous to the hiccup in man.
1903 Rep. U. S. Deft. Agric. (On Dis. Horse 140), Thumr*

or Spasm of the Diaphragm... Thumps is produced by
causes similar to those that produce congestion of the lune*
and dilatation or palpitation of the heart.



THUMP.

Thump 'J>mp\ v. Also 6 thomp, 6-7 thumpe.

rOnly mod.Eng. C
l6th c-) ; of echoic f rmatlon-

Parallel echoic formations are EFris. dump a knock,

late Icel. dumpa to thump, Sw. dial, dumpa to make

a noise, dompa to thump. The earliest evidence of

the word-group in Eng. is in THUMPER I. The

following shows it as a mere imitation of a noise :

c 1550 BALE K. Johan (Camden) 53 Sedycyon extra locum.

Alarum ! Alarum I tro ro ro ro ro,..Thomp, thomp, thomp,

downe, downe, downc, to go, to go, to go 1 K. J. What a

noyse is ihys. .without the dore ?]

1. trans. To strike or beat heavily, as with the

fist a club, or any blunt instrument, producing a

dead, dull, somewhat hard sound; also, without

reference to the sound produced, to hammer, pound,

knock forcibly.
To thump a cushion, the fulfil,

etc. ! said of a preacher

who uses violent gestures ; cf. Cvsmos-thumper.
c 1537 [implied in THUMPER i). 1548 ELVOT s.v. Inatrso.

Purtiis aliquem incursare, to renne on one to thumpe and

beate hym with his fystes. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus, Per.

tundo to beate with hammers: to thumpe, or knocke.

1581 ^TANYHURST ^Eruis I. (Arb.) 19 Thee pacient panting

sEee thumpt and launst wyth a fyrebolt. 01635 CORBET

On Ct. Tom of Christhurch i Be dumbe ye infant

Chimes, thumpe not your mettle. 1673 HICKERINGILL Greg.

F.Greyb. 218 In thumping the pulpit.. has frighted some

from their seats. 1716 GAY Trivia i. 13 1 he sturdy Pavior

thumps the ground. I7 5 B. HIGCONS Kern. Bumet 11.

Hist.Ws. 1736 11.79 He [Bp. Burnet] would. .with greater

Pleasure and Vehemence have thump'd a Cushion in that

Congregation, we now call a Conventicle. 1807 CRABBE

Par Res; i. 711 There was he pinch'd and pitied, thump d

and 'fed 1907 Q. Rev. Apr. 393 It was left to the Navy

League to thump the big drum.

b. With extension : To drive or force {down,

forward, off, out, etc., or into some position or

condition) by thumping.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. m. ii. n When my hart. .Beats..,

Then thus I thumpe it downe. 159* SPENSER F. Q. vi. n.

10 He with his speare, .. Would thumpe her forward and

inforce to goe. c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xvm. 141 Thrice the

feet the hands of Hector seized, And thrice th Ajaces

thumped him off. a 1677 BARROW Serin. Wks. 1716 II. 80

To think..a slow body may be thumpt and driven into

passion.. how can we.. entertain such suppositions? 1811

CLARE Vill. Minttr. I. 4 Born to the flail and plough, To

thump the corn out and to till the earth.

c. Of the feet, etc.: To beat or strike (the ground,

etc.) heavily andnoisily; alsoofabody: to impinge

upon with a thump ; to strike violently.

1581 STANYHURST .'Eneis i. (Arb.) 21 Downe the pilot

tumbleth.. headlong. Thrise the grauel thumping. 1596

SPENSEK F. Q. vi. x. 10 A shrill pipe he playing heard on

hight, And many feete fast thumping th hollow ground.

1901 ELIZ. L. BANKS Newspaper Girl 173 His taiF would

thump the floor most vigorously.

d. With that which beats, strikes, or knocks as

object. To thump down, to put or throw down

with a thump.
I7o RAMSAY Wealthy While you may thump your Pows

against the Wa1

. i8 CLARE Vill. Miitstr. (1823) 1. 9 And

lumping knocks as one would thump a flail. 1851 HAW-
THORNE Blithedale Rom. xvii, Baggage, which he thumped
down upon the floors.

2. fig. To ' beat
'

(in a fight), to drub, lick,

thrash severely, colloq.

1594 SHAKS. Rich, lit, y.
Hi. 334 These bastard Britaines,

whom our Fathers Haue in their owne Land beaten, bobb'd,

and thump'd. 1797-1801 G. COLMAN Br. Grins, etc., Knt.

* Friar i. i, In our Fifth Harry's reign, when 'twas the

fashion To thump the French .. to excess. 1817 SCOTT Jrnl.

14 Nov., We have thumped the Turks very well.

3. intr. To strike or beat with force or violence,

with an abrupt dull noise
;
to knock or bump with

force. Also to thump it.

1565 COOPER Thesaurus s. v. Insullo, Insultare fores cal.

cibus, to thumpe or beate at the doore with heeles. a 1619

FLETCHER, etc. Knt. Malta ill. i. song, Drums beat, Ensigns

wave, and Cannons thump it. 1663 BUTLER Hudibras i.

ul. 520 Colon, chusing out a stone, Level'd so right, it

thumpt upon His manly Paunch. 1691 E. TAYLOR Beh-

men's Theos. Philos. 340 That which melodiously ringeth
in the Light, rumbleth and thumpeth in the dark. 183*
MARRYAT N. Forster xiii, I heard the boat thumping under
the main channels. 1856 KANE A ret. Expl. I . vii. 72 The . .

floe-ice against which we were alternately sliding and thump,
ing. 1883 Pall Mall G. 20 Dec. 3/2 No one thinks a drum,

mer-boy a giant because he thumps away upon a big drum.

b. To walk with heavy sounding steps, to stamp
noisily ; also, of a thing, to move with thumps or

noisy jolts.

1604 T. M. Black Bk. in Middleton's Wfo.(Bullen)VIII.
28, I thumped down stairs with my cowheel. x8ac T.
HOOK Sayings Ser. u. Passion # Princ. xv. III. 578 Along
. .went the waggon, thumping and bumping up this hill and
down that. 1894 MRS, DYAN All in a Man's Keeping 23$

Long ropes .. which thumped with wet swishes over the

slippery decks. 1899 J. LUMSDEN Edin. Poems fy Songs 77
He thumpeth down the stony street.

c. Of the heart, etc. : To beat violently or

audibly ; to throb forcibly.
1784 COWPER Task iv. 47 Who patient stands till his feet

throb, And his head thumps. 1841 THACKERAY -2nd Fun.
Napoleon iii, Everybody's heart was thumping as bard as

possible. 1879 BROWNING Ned Bratts 282 Hearts heaved,
heads thumped. 1880 Dram. Idyls Ser. it. Retio 180
How my head throbs, how my heart thumps.
4. The verb-stem in combination with a sb. ; as

thu 'nip-cushion, a preacher who thumps the

cushion of the pnlpit ; in quot. attrib.

392

,8.7 G. DARIEY Sylvia 60 Grip him fast by bis thump.

cushion arm, lest he overdo the action.

t Thu-mpatory, a. nonce-wd. [f. prec. al

words in -atorvA Characterized by thumping.
is^. xx. ,69 These thumpatory

"Thumper (Jwn>Pw)- i1- THUMP "' +

1. One who or that which thumps.

In quots c 1537, 1619, aPP' a cant name f rTS. A
roguV or for some com. In quot. 1728, applied to the

tryfSSers, turners, and trumpers, Tempters, traytoures,

trailers, and thumpers. 01619 FLETCHER Mad Lover

v iv, Chi. (Takes out tis purse, and shakes it.) . . Here are

thumpers, chequins, golden rogues. l?8 RAMSAY ToStarrat

18 The thumper that tells hours upon the kirk. 1824 A nu

Monthly Mag. XII. 344/* The thumper on the great drum.

2. A thumping or heavy blow.

1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Ridens No. 67 (1713) II. 163

I'll give you such a Thumper shall make your Shoulders ake.

3. Anything 'thumping' or strikingly big of its

kind,/.a 'thumping' lie; a' whopper', 'whacker :

T!TH?M^CAar^.Kumf Dram. Wks. (1878) 287 You

may call it the tail of the great dragon, and 'tis a thumper.

,677 W. HUGHES Man of Sm ill. m. 97 For Thumpers

colmend me to Abbot Bar, and St Brents
Stories 7

His lies are such thumpers.

Thumping (J>-mpirj), vbt. sb. [f.
THUMP v.

+ -INQ l.]
The action of the verb THUMP in various

senses ; an instance of this.

i<77 NORTHBROOKE Dicing (1843) 171 They daunce with . .

monstrous thumping ofthe feete. 1657 1 HORNLEY U.Longus

Daphnis * Chloe 84 Leaping Dolphins, with the thumping
of their tails, loosened the planks. i7m Boulton^/i.
Old London (1901) I. 29 She may expect a good thumping.

1862 B. TAYLOR Pott* Jrnl. n. Autumnal Dreams, The

drowsy air is startled With the thumping of the flail. 1891

SVMONDS M. Angela (1899) I. v. ii. 187 He was cast forth . .

with good round kicks and thumpmgs. .... .

b. attrib., as thumping-board, a loaded board

placed across the keys of an organ just behind the

part used by the fingers, to prevent an undue rising

be laid across the key.board.

Thu mping, /// " U- "1 HDSn> v- + IKG -

1. That thumps, in various senses; beating;

banging; throbbing.
1581 MULCASTER Positions xxvii. (1887) 107 The tumbling

CyWstike, the thumping Pugillate, the buffeting Cestus.

a 1507 PEELE David * Bethsabe in. ii, To scape the fury of

their thumping beaks. 1859 Habits GJ.Sec'n. 34.The
loud, thumping style [of playing the piano] should be avoided.

1898 Allbntts Syst. Med. V. 916 In slim, long-chested

youths.. a thumping or uncovered heart may well be mis-

taken for a hypertrophy.
2. Jig. (coltoq.)

Of striking sue, extent, or

amount ; exceptionally large or heavy ; huge,

'whacking', 'whopping': cf. BOUNCING///, a.

,S76.FLEM,N? PanoflEfist.^^ vseth
great__a_ndl

Glasses, a 1814 He must be Married in. i. in ffevt Bnt.

Theatre IV. 268 A house.full of great, thumping, rosy-

cheeked, boys and girls. 1816 W. E. ANDREWS Crit. Rev.

Fox's Bk. Mart. II. 270 This is a thumping lie. 1855

THACKERAY Newcomes Iv, Let us console that martyr.,

with thumping damages. 1865 SIR S. NORTHCOTE in Daily
Navs 29 May 3 Producing sensational effects by the utter-

ance of what I may call good, stout, thumping lies. 1901

C. G. HARPER Holyhend Road II. 94 The electors returned

both himself and the other Conservative candidate by
thumping majorities.

Hence Thu-mpingly adv.

(11693 Urquhart's Rabelais ill. ix. 77 If I did not ..

thumpingly bethwack her Gitlets.

II Thunbergia (t;7nbe
-

rgia, honbSudjia). Bat.

[mod.L., f. the name of C. P. Thunberg, a Swedish

botanist and traveller (1743-1822).] A genus of

herbaceous (mostly climbing) plants, N.O. Acan-

tkacese, natives of tropical and sub-tropical parts of

Africa and Asia, of which many species are culti-

vated in greenhouses for the beauty of their various-

coloured flowers.

1841 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 411/2 Retzius named a genus
of plants in the natural order Acanthacex, in honour of him

[C. P. Thunberg], Thunbergia. 1893 MRS. C. PRAF.D Out-
law it Lawmaker II. 60 A trellis of Cape jasmine and

thunbergia. 1898 I. D. KEES in igth Cent. June 1017 The
beautiful blue thunbergia.

Thunche, variant of THINK v.1 Cos., to seem.

Thunder ()>'ndai), s6. Forms : a. I Jranor,

-er; 2-3 dative punre, 3-5 )>onre; 4 thonir,

-yr(, -ure, tbunure, thonner, -ere, -ir, 4-5

thoner, -or, 5 thonere, thonour, thouner,
thownyr, 6-9 Sc. and north, dial, thunner. P.

3 Uhunder, 3-4 pondre, 3-5 ponder, 3-6

thundre,4pundir,thundir, 4-5 ponder, pondir,
-ur, 4-6 thonder, thondre, thoundre (o -ir), 5

pundre, thundyr, thwndur, thondour, (don-

THUNDBB.

dyr), 5-6 thondir, Sc. thwndyr, 9 s. iv. dial.

thlnder, 5- thunder. [OE. f>uor, ME. Jxnur,
etc. (later Jwnder, etc. with epenthetic </)

= OFris.

thutur,OS. thuner, (MDu.,Du. dander), QHG.do-
ar(MHG. doner, G. donner), ON.Jiifrr, (:-*>>--:

cf. Da. lorden, Sw. tordo'n
' Thor's din

') :-OTeut.

*J>onar-o
z

f. Indo-Eur. ablaut series *ten, ton, tn to

stretch,resound, whence Skr. tan to sound, i..tondre

to thunder; cf. Skr. stan to sound, sigh, thunder,
Gr. ariv-ftv to groan. (The -en- in ME. was the

usual way of writing -tin-, to avoid confusion.)]
1. The loud noise accompanying a flash of light-

ning (apparently following it, being heard after it

at an interval depending on distance), due to the

sudden violent disturbance of the air by the electric

discharge ; varying from a sharp report or crash to

a prolonged roll or reverberation. Also, the un-

seen cause of the phenomenon, the meteorological
condition or action (scientifically, the electric storm
and discharge) from which the loud noise proceeds.
The popular use vaguely includes the phenomenon and its

cause.
a. [7*5 Corpus Gloss. (O. E.T.) 1152 jfovem, buner.]

a 800 Kiddles xlvit. 23 (Gr.) Stefne dunures micles. c 950
Lindisf. Gosp, John xii. 39 De here foroon oio stod &
xeherde cuoedun duner bitttenuurdcn. c 1000 Sax. Leechd.
III. 280 Swa battra sunior, swa mara ounor & liget on
xeare. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 43 Heore ebem scean swa ded

pe leit a-monge bunre. 1300 Cursor M. 22143 Thoner
o.loft fal sal he gar. c 13*5 Gloss. IV. de Biobesw. in

Wright Voc. r6o Tonere, thonner. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter

lxxvi[i], 17 [18] pe voice of bi thunuie in whete. (1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb) xxxi. 140 We ware, .striken doune to

be erthe with grete hidous blastez of wind and of thouner.

1483 Cath. Anffl. 384/1 A Thonour, tonitrwts. Ibid. 387/2
A Thownyr. 1500-10 DUNBAR Poems xxvii. 35 Ane rak of

fartis lyk ony thunner. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, xxxvii,
Rather than ye suld ride on in the rain and thunner.

ft. ^1250 Dh under [see b]. 1*90 St. Brendan 473 in

S. Ene. Leg. 1. 232 Gret betynge and noyse i-nouj, pondre
ase bei it were, c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame n. ico The god
of thonder Whiche that men callen lupiter. 4:1460 Brut

510A gret tempest of thondre & lightenyng. c 1475 Pitt.

Voc. in Wr.-\Viilcker 802/1 Hie tonitrus, thwndur. 1549

Comfl. Scot. vi. 59 The thoundir is ane corrupt fumegenerit
on the eird. 1595 SHAKS. John v. ii. 173 A drumme. .That
shall.. mocke the deepe mouth'd Thunder. 1753 HOGARTH
Anal. Beauty xii. 97 By the decreasing noise of thunder,
we form the idea of its moving further from us. 1818 SCOTT
Br. Lamm. viii. [ix.J, The cloud . . began now, by one or two
distant peals, to announce the thunders with which it was

fraught. 1858 STANLF.Y Sinai <v Pal. ii. 124 The thunder,

heard, not . . in short and broken peals, but in one con-

tinuous roll. Mod. It is a sultry day; 1 think there must
be thunder about The farmer's wife says that the thunder

turns the milk.

b. Regarded as the destructive agent produc-

ing the effects usually attributed to the lightning ;

(with a and//.) a thunderstroke or ' thunderbolt '.

Now only poet, or rhet. (exc.yf^-.).
c 893 K. ALFRED Oros. iv. ii. t i punor toslog heora hieh.

Stan godes hus. Ibid. vi. xxix, Hiene ofslos an bunor.

c 1150 Gen. * Ex. 1 108 Oc siSen loth wente ut of hine,

Brende it thunder, sane it eroe-dine. 1390 GOWER Con/.
I. 109 Fro the sky A firy thonder sodeinly He sende, and
him to pouldre smot. <ri4oo MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) ii. 7 per
schall na thunder ne na maner of tempest dere him. c 1460

Ttnvnelty Myst. iii. 346 Thise thoners and levyn downe gar
fall . . Castels and towres. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, i. iii. 81

Let thy blowes . . Fall like amazing thunder on the Caske Of

thy amaz'd pernicious enemy. 1686 tr. Chardin't Trav.

Persia, 209 The Thunder had thrown down a good part
of

it. 1707 Curios:, in Husb. 4- Card. 243 The Thunder fell

upon her, and kill'd her out-right. 1751 MACSPARAN
Diary (1899) 61 The Thunder struck Col. Northrup. 1769
COOK Voy. round World li. ii. (1773) 304 To acquaint them
that we had weapons which, like thunder, would destroy
them in a moment. 18*0 SHELLEY Vis. Sea 61 Six the

thunder has smitten, And they lie black as mummies.

C. (with a and //.) A peal of thunder, a thunder-

clap. Now only poet, or rhet.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 280 pa buneras..on apocalipsin

synd gastlice to understandenne. a 1300 Cursor M. 18124

Par come a mikel steuen, Als it a thoner war of heuen. 138*

WYCLIF Rev. x. 3 Whan he hadde cried, seuen ihundres

spaken her voices. 1601 HOLLAND I'liny li. xliii. 21 Thunders

are nothing els but the blows and thumps given by the

fires beating hard upon the clouds, c 1665 BAXTER in Re/if.

23 Apr. an. 1661 (1696) 303 As they were returning from

Westminster.hall, there was very terrible Thunders when

none expected it. 1700 DRYDEN Cymon , Iphignia 334

The thunders roll, the forky lightning flies. 1841 TENNYSON

Talking Oak 279 Low thunders bring the mellow rain.

,855 Maud n. iv. 49 And a sullen thunder is roll'd.

d. (with a and//.) A thunderstorm. Obs.nc.dial.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6019 Was a weder ful selcut snell, A
thonor[z>.rr. bondre, thoner, bondur] wit an haile sua kene.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiv. 65 In somer es ber
^grete

thundres and leightens. c^ao Destr. Troy 7619 A thondir

with a thicke Rayn thrublit in be skewes. i47<>-*S MALORY

Arthur vn. xxxi. 263 Thenne felle there a thonder and a

rayne as heuen and erthe shold goo to gyder. 1613 BINCHAM

Xenophon in. i. 42 It seemed to him, that in a thunder t

bolt (ell vpon his Fathers House. i66j E. DICGES in Phil.

Trans I. 26 Our Country of Virginia is very much subject

to Thunders. i8o HEWETT Peas. St. Devon 101, I zim

arter thease mizzle us chell 'ave a thinder.

2. trans/. Any loud deep rambling or resounding

noise. (Also with a and //.)

1590 SHAKS. Mid,. If. iv. i. 123, 1 was with Hercules and

Cadmus once, When.. they bayed the Beare With hounds

of Sparta. ..I neuer heard So musicall discord, such sweet



THUNDER.

KDatiaile alarre OH, the thunder of the cantiinrt anH ih

o

3. .A?. a. Threatening, terrifying, or strongly
impressive utterance

; awful
denunciation, menace

censure or invective,
'

fulmination
'

; vehement or
powerful eloquence, (sing, and // )

<:
1.380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880)388 Drede we nomt bisbondir

y,,VT^CI
V
& C

1!;
si|

?
<"= wellc 1"" " come fro ^"^!N.SBET ,V.J.m /. Prol. Romans (S.T.S.) III. ,,2 But thl

' Um -ad With th 'hwndj-r of thefawe feare

thunders of the church against heresy
5

,85. W YOKCPCW I xxvu. 220 The barons., thought li tie of thethunders of the Pope ,879 FAKRAR St. Paul,,. vHi. (,88 31117 Something.. made him [Stephen].. hurl in their facthe gathered thunder of his wrath and scorn!

i ,!?' a
ln

.
phras?5 denotinB great force or energy

(.chiefly in versions or imitations of the Scriptures')
1535 COVERDALE Job xxvi. 14 Who can perceaue andvnderstonde y thondre of his power? 1611 SE Jokxxxix ,9 Hast thou clothed his Secke with thunder? ,754GRAY Poesy^ With necks in thunder cloath'd, and Ion?

c.

rare

r tnder- ** 7

thunder = THUNDERSTRUCK 2 a

1823 SCOTT Qiuntin D. xxiv,
'
I am struck with thunder !

'

I Crcvecoeur. 'Liege in insurrection !.. the Bishopmurdered I

4. slang or /% Used vaguely in exclamations,
imprecations, and expletive or intensive phrases
1709-10 Srnu Taller No. I37 F 3 Thunder, Furies, andDamnation I I'll cut your Ears off. ,841 S. LOVER HandyA ndy xxv, 1 Imnder and turf !

'

said the drunken giant. iSol
C. ROBERTS Adrift Amer. 66 Why in thunder, i? you were
hungry, did you not come and tell me ? 1894 A. ROBERTSON
Nuggets, etc. 79 Where in thunder did he get the money?
5. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. Of, as of, per-

taining to, or connected with thunder, as thunder-
crash, -fire, -gloom, -place, -psalm, -rain, -roll,
-scar, -sky, -tent, -volley, -weather; violent, de-
structive, or (esp.) loud as thunder, as thunder-
blow, -bullet, -curse, -music, -shout, -voice, -yell.
D. objective, etc., as thunder-thrower; thunder-
breathing, -forging, -guiding, -ruling, -throwing,
-wielding adjs. ; thunder-delighting (delighting in

thunder), -fearless, -free, -proof, -rejoicing adjs. ;

thunder-like adj. and adv. o. instrumental, as

thunder-armed, -baffled, -charged, -fraught, -girt,
-hid, -laden, -riven, -scarred, -scathed, -shod,
-smitten, -splintered, -split, -splitten, -teeming,
-thwarted, -tipped adjs. d. parasynthetic and
similative, as thunder-footed, -maned, -tonguettadjs.
i6ao MIDDLETON & ROWLEV World Tost at Tennis 221

Imperial-crown'd, and "thunder-armed Jove. 1819 SHELLEY
Prometh. Una. in. ii. 12 An eagle, .his "thunder-baffled
wings Entangled in the whirlwind. 1878 B. TAYLOR Den/to.
lion l. iii. 28 We saw the "thunder-blows Given and taken.
1816 E. IRVING Babylon II. 380 Our "thunder-breathing
ships. 1605 Tryall Chen. i. ii. in Bullen O. PI. (1884) III.

276 Lov'dst thou a towne, Ide teach thee how to woo her
With words of 'thunder-bullets wrapt in fire. 1844 LEVER
Tom Burke II. 162 A mass of heavy .. clouds, dark and
thunder-charged. 1836 K. DIOBY Broadst. Hon. (1846) II.
Tancredus 5 The "thunder-crash broke over our heads.
1650 WELDON Crt. Jos. I (1817)31 This dreadful "thunder-
curse or imprecation. 1839 BAILEY Festus xix. (1852) 305
As an angel when He hears the thunder-curse of demon
foe. 1848 BUCKLEY Iliad 15 "Thunder-delighting Jove.
1608 BEALIM. & FL. Four Plays in One Induct., Low
at your sacred feet our poor muse lays Her, and her
"thunder-fearless verdant bayes. 1855 BAILEY Sfir. Lee. in

Mystic, etc. 115 Rooted out.. with threefold "thunder-fires.

1839 Festus xx. (1852) 343 The "thunder.footed coursers
of the sun. 17.79

R. POTTER tr. lEsckytus (ed. 2) I. 106 The
'thunder-forging Cyclopes. 1810 S. ROGERS To old Oak iv,

Many a navy "thunder-fraught. 1841 BROWNING Pippa i

Passes ii . 59 A Greek, in Athens, . . Feasting, bay-filleted and
"thunder-free. 1853 Johannes Agric. 14 Ere stars were

|

"thundergirt. 184$fLYTTON Harold VUL iv, Some "thunder-
,

gloom of thine own destiny. 1868 ALEX. SMITH Last Leaves

154 He could watch the purple thunder-gloom gathering on

tr. Strauss's New Life Jesus I. i. xliii. 373 The *thunder-
laden Revelation. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. L iv. 59 With thy grim
lookes, and The "Thunder-like percussion of thy sounds.
1826 MRS. SHELLEY Last Man II. 73 A crash was heard.
Thunderlike it reverberated through the sky. 1846 BROWN-
ING Let, 7 Sept., How hot and thunder-like this oppressive
air I 1818 MiLMAN Sanior 50 The *thunder-maned steed.

1850 TENNYSON In Afem. LXXXVII. ii, I .. heard.. thunder-

music, rolling, shake The prophets blazon 'd on the panes.
1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out of Hum. t. iii, Vnlesse his

house and skin were *thunder-proofe. 1733 TULL Horse-

Hoeing Husb. xiii. 140 The Giants found that even Moun-
tains were not Thunder-Proof. 1812 SHELLEY Chas. /, iv.
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tkriSMWA(I (also Ihunder^nd-lightning snakeYuA
for the common little worm-snake, Carfhiofhi,amcena of the U. S. ; perh. from their being Seed
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Cra. to thump or beat with thtmderine
strokes; t thunder-thumping fpl. a. Obs,
striking with thunder (humorous]},bomba,ti<-\ (,

sounding like thunder when beaten, 01 a dnm-
also fig. of language, 'full of iound and fury'-'
thunder-tube = FDLOURITK i, lightning-tube
(LiGHTNiNO ae); thunder-worm, 'an amphii-
baenoid lizard of Florida, KhineuraJloridana : so
called as forced out of its burrows by a thunder-
shower' (Cent. Diet. 1891). See also THoyr-EB
AND LIOHTKINO, THDNDKB-BLABT, etc.

> in, j.uc iiiuiuier-voiiey snakes n K Alit

37%(Bodl. MS.) Hij holde), hem alle togidre So flok of dere
in bonder wedre. 1900 SUTCLIFFE Shameless Wayne*.
301 1 his thunner-weather that's coining up. 1816 WODSW
FHttKf, ofFrench Royalist, The "thunder-wielding handsOf Justice ,887 BowENj-V^. Mneid i. 298 Still yellingher "thunder-yells to the blast.

6. Special Combs. : thunder-ax, a popular name
in Cornwall for a celt (cf. THUNDERBOLT 36);
thunder-ball, (o) the electric phenomenon called
a fire-ball or globe-lightning; (It) poet, a thunder-
bolt ; (c) the common red poppy (Papaver Rhceas)
(dial.) ; thunder-beat v., trans. ' to beat with
thundering strokes

'

(Davies) ; so thunder-beaten
fa. pple. ; thunder-beating vbl. sb., beating down
by thunder-storms; thunder-bird, (a) a species
of Australian shrike or thickhead (Pachycephala
gutturalis) ; (6) a mythical bird thought by some
savage tribes to cause thunder ; f thunder bounce
(humorously bombastic), a loud sudden noise like
thunder ; thunder-bowl, a metal bowl used in a
theatre to imitate thunder; thunder-carriage,
a name for the chariot of the god Thor in early
Scandinavian art ; f thunder-clover [OE. funor-
clafrc], a plant, of doubtful identity; f thunder-
dart, a thunderbolt (in art); so fthu-nder-
da rtor, the wielder of thunderbolts, thu-nder-

da'rting///. a. ; thunder-dint (arch.}, a thunder-
stroke ; thunder-dirt, name for a gelatinous
fungus, Ileodictyon cibarium, eaten by the natives
of New Zealand ; thunder-drop, one of the large
scattered drops of rain which fall at the beginning
of a thunder-shower ; thunder-drum, (a) a drum
used in a theatre to imitate thunder; (t) a
fabulous drum represented as the source of
thunder; thunder-fish, (a) a siluroid fish ofAfrican
rivers, Malapterurus electricus, capable ofinflicting j

electric shocks; (6) a European cyprinoid fish,

Misgurnus fossilis, which burrows in mud, and
comes to the surface before bad weather; also
called weather-fish ; thunder-fit (nonce-wd.), a
shock or sound like thunder; f thunder-none
Obs. \_flone, FLANS, arrow], a thunderbolt or

thunderstroke; lightning; thunder-flower, a
local name for three different plants : (a) the

:

common stitchwort, Stellaria Holostea; (V) the
corn poppy,Palaver Rhaas ; (c) the white campion,
Lychnis vespertina ; thunder-fly, a name for the
insects of the genus Thrips; thunder-god, the

god of thunder ; a deity supposed to rule or control
the thunder, as Jove in the Roman, or Thor in the

Norse mythology; thunder-hammer, a popular
name for a celt or other prehistoric implement (cf.

thunder-ax); thunder-head, a rounded mass of
cumulus cloud seen near the horizon projecting
above the general body of cloud, and portending
a thunder-storm; hence thunder-headed a.,

having, or of the nature of, a thunder-head
;

thunder-house, a small model of a house with

electric conductors through which a discharge may
be passed to illustrate the destructive effects of a

thunderstroke; thunder-master, the master or

lord of thunder, i.e. Jove; tthunder-pad (dial.}:
see qnot ; thunder-peal, a peal or resounding

clap of thunder; so thunder-pealed pa. pple.,
uttered loudly as by a thunder-peal ;

thunder-

pick, a local name for a belemnite (cf. THUNDER-
'

i6oa CAUW Cornwall ti There in also taken vp in inch
works certame little tooles heads of Brasie, which MOO
terrne Thunder-axes. 1865 TYLO. Early //,,/. Ha,.
vill. ay The country folk.. still bold that the 'thunder,
axes they find, once fell from the sky. 1686 GOAD Cflnl.
Bodies IL xiv. 351 The "Thunderbalf . . entred the Church
1819 SHELLEY Prometk. Unt. iv. 355 Caves cloven by the
thunder-ball. 1584 HUDSON Du Barta,' Judith vf 3,7So he them "thunderbet wherso he went. 1669 WonLliie
Syst. Agric. (1681) 197 Shores. ."Thunder-beaten with the
* loods. ig6o PILKINGTON Kjcfta. Agreus (1563) 1 75 Corn . .

is subject to many daungers as.. 'thunder-beating, la\-de
with a rame. a 1817 CALTY in Trans. Linn. Sac. XV. 3W
1 his species is called 'Thunder-bird by the colonisti. .Tne
natives tell me, that, when it begins to thunder, this bird U
very noisy. 1871 TYLO. Prim. Cult. I . ix. 3*8 Among Caribs,
Brazilians, . . Basutos, we find legends of a flapping or flashingThunder.Urd 1875 K. PARKMAN in If. Amtr. Rev. CXX.^
J he thunder-bird is offended,., thunder-storms areoccasioned
by his anger. 1618 FORD Lover's Mel. l. i, When blustering
Boreas tosseth up the deep, And thumpsa 'thunder bounce !

1881 WORSAAE Induttr. Arts Denmark 168 Another type
of coarser work . . represents Thor .. on his

'

thundcr-carruute.
eiooo Sax.Leuhd. I. 374 genim..'3unorclafnn blouman
(etc.). ciios Voc. Kami, Plants in Wr.-Wulcker 558/1
Consolida media, bundreclouere. i59SplssE Vii. Btliat
iv. m Theatre Worldlings, "Thunder dartes for Jove. 1591
SYLVESTER Du Bartas l. i. t]i Th' immortall, migfily
Ihunderbarter. 1606 SHAKR. Tr. f, Cr. u. iii. , t . 1601 II.

JONSON Poetaster v. iii, You shall sweare By 'thunder-dart-
ing love, the King of gods, c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 1 505How cappaneus the proude With 'thonder dynt was slayn.
c 1440 Jacob's Wett loo He was smyten to delh, wytb
leuenyng & wyth thunder-dynt. 1808 SCOTT Marm. \.

xxiu.The Mount, where Israel heard the Uw, 'Mid thunder-
dint, and flashing levin. 1883 R. Tuaxot in Gd. Word,
Sept. 590/1 The gelatinous [fungus] which the New Zealand
natives know as '

"thunder-dirt '. 1831 TENNYSON Drtam
Fair Worn. 122 As "thunder-drops fall on a sleeping sea
1807-8 W. IRVING Salmag. (1824) 270 The great 'thunder-
drum has been new braced. 1876 BLACKII Songs Relit.
It Life 175 When Jove beau loud his thunder.dnim. iSti
OGILVU (Annandale),

' Tkunder-Jisk, a species of fish.,
found in the Nile, which, like the torpedo, can give an
electric shock. . . The Malapterurus electricus of naturalists,
1886 Nature 25 Mar. 497/2 Additions to the Zool. Soc.
Gardens .. include .. aThunder Fish (Misgurnusfesxilis) from
Austria. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. i. xvii. The ice did

split with a 'thunder-fit. fijte WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wk.
I. 186 Crist seib. . bat he sal) Sabanas fallinge fro bevene, as
be 'bunder Moon fallib fro be cloude, ( 1460 Towmtley
Mjrst. xii. 324 So bright u it shone, I wold baue trowed,
veraly, it had bene thoner gone. 1853 G. JOHNSTON Bet.

. Bord. 30 About Wooler it [the corn-poppy) was wont
to be called Thunder-flower or Lightnings, and children
were afraid to pluck the flower, for if. . the petals fell off. . the

gatherer became more liable to be struck with lightning.
1886 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Eng. Plant-n., Thunder-flower,
d) Stellaria Holostea. ..(1} Pafarer Rkaas.E. BorJ.
Bot. E. Bond. ..(3) Lychnis utfcrtina.W. Cumb. ilg4
A. ADAMS, etc. Man. A'at. Hist. 113 The tinv Thunder-
Flies which we often find during the summer in counties!

multitudes. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes i. (1879) 33 Thor the

'Tbundergod changed into Jack the Giant-killer. 1907
Q. Rev. July 193 Kari, the thunder-god, who kills the
wicked by lightning. 1861 L. L. NOBLE Icebergs 138 An
iceberg rises, .after the figure of a thunderhead. 1879 J.

BURROUGHS Locusts f, W. Honey 94 A growing storm or

thunder-head in the horizon. 1773 HlNLKvin Pkil. Trans.
LXIV. 135 The apparatus known, to electricians, by the

name of the 'thunder-house. 1887 GUMMING Electricity
treated Exper. 147 An instructive experiment is that known
as the Thunder House. 1611 SHAKS. Cjrmo. v. iv. 30 No
more thou 'Thunder-Master shew thy spighl on Mortall

60



THUNDER.

Flies. 1700 Phil. Trans. XXII. 453 These animals [tad-

poles] are known by the vulgar sort of people by the name

of Thunder-pads. 1804 J. GHAHAME SaMat/i (1808) 15

Thunder-peals compelled the men of blood To couch within

their dens. 1800 TYNDALL Glac. i. xi. 86 The breaking up of

the weather was announced by a thunder-peal. 1878 BRO\VN-

maLaSaisiaz 150 Truth is truth in each degree "Thunder-

pealed by God to Nature, whispered by my soul to me.

1801 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 85 A stone of the calcareous species,

. .called by the common people *thunder-pick. 1866 Treas.

'Bot. 1148 *Thunder-plant, Sempervivum tectontm. 1821

GALT Annals Parish l. 22 It came on such a *thunder-plump,
that there was not a single soul slayed in the kirk-yard to

394

attack, or bombard, put down or overwhelm, etc.

with a loud noise or other action like thunder.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i.vi.43 They gan..To thunder blowes,

nd fiersly to assaile Each other, find. in. x. 33 Forth the

pumper', also used for the bittern,.. is heard along the

Mississippi River. 1891 E. ROPER By Track <$
Trait

xxi. 312 The gurgle and the wheeze and the final explosion
of a '

thunder-pumper
'

[bittern]. 1824 Mechanic's AJag.

No. 57. 10A good kitchen fire has more efficacy in preventing
a house from being struck than a whole magazine of thunder-
rods. 1605 SVLVESTER Dit Bartas \\. iii. i. Vocation 1304

Heav'n flings down nought but flashing *Thundershot. 1626

T. H[AWKINS] Caussiris Holy Crt. 130 Some haue beene..

*thunder-shot in a bath, a 1699 STILLINGFL. (J.), The conceit

is long in delivering, and at last it comes like a *Thunder-

shower, full of sulphur and darkness. 1766
WESLEY Jrnl.

13 July* We were met . . by a furious thunder-shower, c 1440
York Myst xi. 320 So are they threst and *thondour slayne..

1731 P. WALKER Cargzll in Biog* Presbyt. (1827) II. 24
I1

righted as if they were blasted or thunder-slam. 187

BROWNING Aristofn, A$oL 1068 Hellas *thundersmote Th
Persian, 1592 G. HARVEY Four Lett. iii. 37 That terrible

*Thundersmith oftermes. 1593 Pierce's Super. 190Vulcan
. . the. . thundersmith of. . lupiter. 1800 LAMB Let. to Man-
ning 16 Oct., Whip-snakes, "thunder-snakes, pig-nose-snakes.
1863 T. \V. HIGGINSON Army Life (1870) 140 A thunder,

snake, eight feet long. 1563 B. GOOGE Eglogs iv. (Arb.) 43
O thou yat throwest the *tnunder thumps From Heauens
hye, to Hell. 1637 BASTWICK Litany i. n, I will soe

"thunderthump Your Pautry Politans. a 1586 SIDNEY
Arcadia (1598) 571 Now the 'thunderthumping loue trans,

fund his dotes into your excellent formositie. 1623 LISLE

SElfric on O. & N. Test. Ded. xii. The shriking trump, and
thunder-thumping drum. 1679 V. ALSOP Mel. Inqnirend.
II. iii. 250 They cannot cloath their thoughts in thunder-

thumping Phraseology.

Thunder (Jurndai), v. Forms : see the sb.
;

also 3 fondri, 4 thonyre ; 5/3. t. thunret. [OE.
lunrian, in 1 3th c. Jwndnn, f. lunar, THUNDER
sb. ; cf. Du. donderen, LG. donnern, OHG. donardn,
MHG. donren, MG. dunren, Ger. donnern ; Norw.
dial, tora ; Sw. dundra, Da. tordne, dundre (from

LG.).]
1. intr. a. Impersonally : it thunders, thunder

sounds, there is thunder.
888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxix. 3 Hit hwilum bunraS,

hwilum na ne ongino. c 1000 Aft. Gosp. John xii. 29 Seo
menio..bast gehyrde saedon ban hyt bunrode. 1290 S.
Eng. Leg. I. 198/37 pat weder . . bi-gan to chaungie. .hit

bi-gan to bondri and hauli. a 1375 Joseph Arim. 235 Hit
bester bi-gon and bonderde swibe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3<jor
fhunret full throly; thrappit the windes. 1526 TINDALK
John xii. 29 Then sayde the people that stode by and herde,
it thoundreth. 1616 SURFL. & MARKHAM Country Farnie 25
If in Summer it lighten when it thundreth not. 1725 WATTS
Logic in. ii. 4 Thunder seldom comes without Lightning ;

but it thundered Yesterday ; therefore probably it lightened
also. 1890 DOYLE Whitt Company xv, I can well remember
that in Navarre one day it thundered on the left out of a
cloudless sky.

b. With subject (the or a deity, heaven, the

clouds, the sky, etc.): To cause or give forth
thunder

; to sound with thunder.
a 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) xxvii[i]. 3 He is msexen-brymmes God,

and he bunrao ofer mane^um waeterum. a 1300 E. E. Psalter
xvi(i). 14 [13] And laverd thonered fra heuen. a 1340 HAM-
POLK Psalter, Cant. 502 In heuyns he sail thonyre. 1535
COVERDALE Ps. lxxvi[i]. 17 Y cloudes thondered, and thy
arowes wente abrode. 1582 STANYHURST ^Eneis i. (Arb.)
20 Thee skyes doo thunder. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. i. 257He would not flatter . . loue, for 's power to Thunder. 1810
SOUTHEY Thalaba VH. xxii, Tlien darkness cover'd all Earth
shook, Heaven thunder'd.

c. trans, (with various objects) : To deal out or
inflict by thunder; to strike down by thunder

; to
utter in thunder, arch. rare.

1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 47 Seeing the Sonnes of
lupiter, they.. thunder out plagues to the proude in heart.
1608 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. iv. Schisme 1103 The
Heavnly Powrs, Who thunder-down the high-aspiring
Towrs. a 1625 JAS. I Ps. xxix. in Fair .S. P Jos 7(1848)
4 God doth thunder his uoyce.
2. transf. intr. To make a loud resounding noise

like thunder; to sound very loudly; to roar.
Sometimes connoting violent movement : To rush
or fall with great noise and commotion.
CI374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. met. iv. 31 (Camb. MS.) Al

tnowgn the wynde trowblynge the see thondre with ouer.
throwynges. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 1334 The great
artillary began to thunder from either side. 1610 HOLLAND
Camden's Brit. (.637) 705 The Danes like a mighty storme

- . . j vm junts AIII. iv, A lootman knocked, or rather
thundered at the door. 1845 J. COULTER Adv. Pacific*. 124A vast body of water passed down over a precipice about a
hundred feet high, and thundered into the sea. 1855 TENNY-3

!l u j *!S! '"' Cann n in front of them Volley'dand thunder'd. ,860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xxiv. 175 Avalanches
thundered incessantly from the Aiguille Verte.

b. trans, (with various objects) : To deal or
inflict, drive or impel, sound or give forth, strike

108 The English merchants ships thundred out his health

by 200 great shot. 1687 RYCAUT Hist. Turks II. 322 The

Town would be thundred with greater violence. 1759 w -

WILKIE Epigon. vi. 173 Learn to dread My vengeance thun-

d'red on your wretched head. 1839 BAILEY f'eslus xix.

(1852) 304 Like to a foaming force, Which thunders down
the echo it creates. 1894 HALL CAINE Manxman iv. xii,

He pounded it [a drum], boomed it, thundered it.

Z.fig. a. intr. To speak in the way of vehement

threatening or reproof; to utter terrible menace or

denunciation ; to ' fulminate
'

; to inveigh power-

fully against; sometimes, to speak bombastically,
or with powerful eloquence. Also simply, to speak
in a very loud tone, shout loudly, vociferate.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xvii. 15 Oure lord thonord, m.t-

naunsand pyne of hell til synful men. 1549 COVERDALE, etc.

Erasm. Par. Tim. 13 Thunder not at him with cruell

wordes. 1575 GASCOIGNK Makingof I'erse in Steele Gl.
,
etc.

(Arb.) 31 It is not inough..to thunder in Rym, Ram, Ruff,

by letter (quoth my master Chaucer). 1617 MORYSON /tin.

I. 142 The Hoste so thundred among us like the bragging
souldier. 1697 DRYDEN &neid\\. 823 The queen of Furies

. .thund'ring in their ears. 17*1 DE FOE Plague (1754) 33
The Ministers.. thundered against these, and other wicked
Practices. 1863 W. PHILLIPS Speeches i. 9 James Otis

thundered in this hall.

b. trans. To utter or publish in the way of

terrible threatening, denunciation, or invective; also

simply, to utter loudly, shout out, roar.

1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 287 Cursyngis purchased of
be pope and obere felle sensuris bondured ouere til Englond.
1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. xii. 74 Do not thunder
sore threatenings. c 1590 MARLOWE Faust, vi. 20 Fearful
echoes thunder in mine ears,

' Faust us, thou art damned !

'

1591 GREENE Groat's W. Wit (1617) 27 The twelue labours
of Hercules haue I terribly thundered on the Stage. 1604
ROWLANDS Looke to it 43 Thunder out Oathes, such as in

Hell are bred. 1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Rident No. 31

(1713) I. 200 Adieu, ye Whigs, Poor Protestant Pigs, The
Tones now will thunder us. a 1715 BUBNBT Own Time
(1766) 1. 274 Censures would have been thundered at Rome
against all that should take any such test. 1839 THACKERAY
Fatal Boots Mar., He thundered out so much of his abuse
of me, ..that the boys roared with laughter. 1887 BOWEN
Virg. jVZtuid \. 747 Tynans thunder applause.

c. To hurl or launch vehement threats or invec-
tives against ; to denounce violently ; also, to drive
or put down by denunciation. Now rare or Obs.
1677 W. HUGHES Man ofSin n. vi. 103 S. Becket . . thun-

ders from off the Earth, and down as low as Hell, vast
numbers of Clerks, Bishops, and Nobles. 1694 CROWNE
Married Beau v. 62 Men thunder one another, a 17*0
SEWEL Hist. Quakers (1795) I. iv. 331 If he bad., thundered
down deceit.

Tim ucler and Irghtuing.
1. For the literal use see THUNDEE sb. i.

2. fig. Denunciation, invective : cf. THUNDER sb.

3, 3-

1638 CHILLINGW. Relig. Prat. i. Ep. Ded. 4 They speak
nothing but thunder and lightning to us. 1883 J. PARKER
Tyne Ch. 295 They assail with thunder and lightning the
credulity. .of official guides.
3. transf. fa. Applied to a cloth, app. ofglaring

colours, worn in i8th c., and perhaps later, b.
attrib. (igth c.) Applied to articles of apparel of a
' loud

'

or '

flashy
'

style, or combining two strongly
contrasted colours.
(Cf. 1815 NEMNICH Britische Waaren Encycl. s.v. Thunder

and Lightning..ein Borat oder wollenes Zeug von grellem
Ansehen. 1891 FLUGEL Eng . Germ. Diet., Thunder and
Lightning, eine Art Borat oder wollenes Zeug aus Schwarz
und Gelb gemischt [/. e. mixed of black and yellow] (plait-
deutsch Klatjenstoff oder Wederschall \.\Viderschein\
Nemn.)
1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xii, He had on a coat made of that

cloth they call thunder and lightning. 1837 DICKENS Pickw.
xxxii, He wore a black velvet waistcoat with thunder-and-
lightning buttons. 1839 THACKERAY Fatal Boots Mar, I
recollect my costume very well: a thuhder-and-lightning
coat, a white waistcoat .., a pair of knee-breeches. 1857HUGHES Tom Brown n. v, A tall fellow, in thunder-ana.
lightning waistcoat. 1868 YATES Rock Aheadl. i, Gorgeous
in. .thunder-and-lightning neckties.

4. slangsmA dial. (See qnots.)
i8o sporting Mag. XX. 224 Thunder and lightning (Le.

gin and bitters). 1880 Miss BRADDON in World 3 Mar. 13
ireacle and clotted cream, alias thunder and lightning.
1904 Eng. Dial. Diet. s. v. Thunder, Thunder^nd-light.
ning, (a) brandy-sauce when ignited; (o) bread spread over
with cream and treacle.

5. Thunder-and-lightning snake : see thunder-
snake s. v. THUNDEB sb. 6.

Thunderation (b/mdanfi-J-m). U. S. slang, [f.
THDNDEB sb. + -ATION

.] Used as a vague expletive
or intensive : cf. THUNDER sb. 4.
1887 Century Mag. Nov.

' ~

Thn-nder-bea:rer. The bearer of thunder,
or of thunderbolts, i. e. Jupiter. So Ttu-nder-
Tjea'iingf a., that bears or carries thunder, laden
with thunder ; also fig., bearing cannon.
1605 SHAKS. Lear n. iv. 230, I do not bid the Thunder.

THUNDERBOLT.
bearer shoote, Nor tell tales of thee to high-iudging Toue.
1661 Ross Silius Italicus xvii. 68 Thunder-bearing Birds
descending from The Gods Abodes. 1731 C. JOHNSON Medsea.
lit. i, O Thunder-bearing Jove, most ancient Cause. 1754 MMORGAN Philoclea n. iii. (Jod.), And thou, great thunder-
bearer Jove, look down. 1823 BYRON Island n. x, The
thunder.bearing strangers came, In vast canoes, begirt with
bolts of flame.

Thu-nder-blast,^. Chiefly/^/, a. A peal or

clap of thunder, b. A stroke of 'thunder'. Alsoyf^.
13. . Cursor M. 18075 (Cott.) par come a steuen als thoner

blast. 1440 Bone Flor. 1643 Hys doghtur schulde be
strekyn downe Wyth a thonder blaste. 1558 PHAER Aineiii
I. Cj b, My son, that of the thunderblastes of hye Joue
setst but light. 1839 BAILEV f'estus xxiii. (1854) 414 Be
still, ye thunderblasts and hills of fire ! 1884 TENNYSON
Becket III. iii, The Pope's last letters, .threaten The imme.
diate thunder-blast of interdict.

So Tim nder-bla:sted a., blasted with ' thunder ',

struck by lightning.
1614 JACKSON Creed in. xvi. 5 God will not haue true

faith thunderblasted in the tender blade. 1818 SCOTT Br.
Lamm, xi, Our thunder-blasted dinner, a 1849 POE To
One in Paradise 19 The thunder-blasted tree.

Thunderbolt (>o
-

ndajb"lt),j(5. Forms: see
THUNDER sb. and KOLT si.1

; (9 dial, dunderbolt).
1. A supposed bolt or dart formerly (and still

vulgarly) believed to be the destructive agent in a

lightning-flash when it 'strikes' anything; a flash
of lightning conceived as afi intensely hot solid body
moving rapidly through the air and impinging upon
something: in mythology an attribute of Jove,
Thor, or other deity. Cf. BOLT rf.l a.

In later use often a vague rhetorical or poetic expression
for a destructive lightning-flash or thunderstroke.
c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 49 pis womman was burnyd to

dede with a thondre-bolte. 1535 [see BOLT si.' aj. 1560
DAUS tr. Slcidane's Comm. 462 In the beginning of. . lanuary
..were horrible tempestes, thondering, and lightening, and
thonderboltes. 1631 LITHCOW Trav; n. 69 Men should
dread the thunder. bolt, when they see the lightning. 1710W. KINO Heathen Gods ft Heroes x. (1722) 33 All the rest
[of the Giants], .fell by the Thunderbolts of Jupiter. 1890
w. E. NORRIS Misadventure xvii, The intelligence.. had
fallen upon him like a thunderbolt from a clear sky.

b. An imaginary or conventional representation
of the above as an emblem of a deity, a heraldic

bearing, etc.

_ 1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., On medals, the thunder-bolt
is sometimes found to accompany the emperors heads ; as
that of Augustus. 1813 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 489
The head of Medusa, or the Furies, thunderbolts, and other
symbols of horror. 1894 Parker's Gloss. Her. s.v., Azure, a
sun between three thunderbolts, winged and shafted or.

2. fig. Something very destructive, terrible, or

startling ; esf. an awful denunciation, censure, or
threat proceeding from a high authority; some
sudden or unexpected, and hence startling event or

piece of news, usually untoward.
'S59 Primer in Priv. Prayers (1851) 91 To the thunderbolts

of thy word put violence. 1591 SPENSER Ruins ofRome 150
To dart abroad the thunder bolts of warre. 1633 T. STAF-
FORD Pac. Hio. i. xv. (1821) 168 Terrified with the Priests
Thunderbolts of Excommunication. 1787 MME. D'ARBLAY
Diary 30 Jan., This information was a thunderbolt to her.
1860 KEADE Cloister $ //. xxxviii, Awaking from the stupor
into which this thunderbolt of tyranny had thrown him.

b. Applied to a person noted for violent or
destructive action ; one who actt with furious and
resistless energy.
1593 HARVKY Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 48 Ora-

tours.. infinitely ouermatched by this hideous thunderbolt
in humanity. 1599 HAYWARO ist Ft. Hen. IV i Prince
Edward the thunderbolt of warre in his time. 1708 MRS.
CENTLIVRE Susie Soar in. iii, I have done you a piece of
Service ; 1 told the old Thunderbolt, that the Gentleman
that was gone in,

was [etc.]. 1741 R. BLAIR Grave 123
Where are the mighty thunderbolts of war? The Roman
Cxsars ? 1847 EMERSON Repr. Men, Napoleon Wks. (Bohn)
I. 372 A thunderbolt in the attack, he was found invulner-
able in his entrenchments.

3. Locally applied to various stones, fossils, or
mineral concretions, formerly or vulgarly supposed
to be thunderbolts (sense i) : a. a belemnite or
other fossil cephalopod ;

b. a flint celt or similar

prehistoric implement ; C. a mass or nodule of iron

pyrites occurring in chalk.
1618 LATHAM 2rf Bk. Falconry (1633) 160 Take a thunder-

bolt, the which b found most commonly in the fields, in
some channel! or watercourse, .. put it into a hot fire and
burne it well 1634-5 BRERKTON Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 4r
The dart of a thunderbolt about the length and thickness of

your little finger. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 431 I"3 Thunder-
bolts, a certain long, round bluish Stone, which I found
among the Gravel in our Garden. 18x4 SCOTT Diary 8 Aug.,
in Lock/tart, The most superb collection of the stone axes . .

called celts. The Zetlanders call them thunderbolts, and
keep them in their houses as a receipt against thunder.
18*6 POLWHELK Trad, fy Recoil, ix. II. 607 For 'the reu-
matis '. . I knew an old woman who used to boil a celt (vul-

garly a dunderbolt or thunderbolt) for some hours, and then
dispense her water to the diseased. x86a Athenaeum 30 Aug.
280 Go. .into any of the more productive chalk-pits.., and
the workmen will offer you fragmentary

'

thunderbolts
'

(belemnites) and nautili.

d. Erroneously or by confusion applied to a
meteoric stone or meteorite.

i8p {see THUNDER-STONE 2], 1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat.
Phil, 120 These circumstances . . long caused them to be con-
founded with an effect of lightning, and called thunderbolts.

4. Applied (chiefly locally) to various plants : a.
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to hnrl or dart like a thunderbolt:
Thu-nderbolted///. a., struck by a thunderbolt
charged with thunderbolts.
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Thu-nder-clap. [f. THUNDKB *7c
J*. 1

] A clap or loud crash of thunder; formerly
also a thunderstroke. Often allusively used : cf c
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HAIICER />a'x T' r I0 Th Eyr..shal be ful of
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d "Shtnynges. <r ,489 CAXTON BlaLr.
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a'h Pleased..GoJ to terrifie with his
thunderclaps our feeble hearts. 1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I 60 Hewas afterward slaine by a thunderclap. ,686 ^ChardM,Trav.

Persia
45 This Answer was like a Thunderclap. 1,58BoRLASE Nat. Hist. Cor,. ,5 The Thunder.clas were

within afew minutes of one another. ,86, SALA Dutch Pict.
xi. 161 The massacre of Scio burst upon us like a thunder.
clap. 1864 C. KNIGHT Passages Work. Life \. i. 17 The
loudest thunderclap..would produce such a concussion of

b. transf. of other loud noises.
,610 R. NICCOLS Winter lit.', Vis., K. Arthur xxx, The

wTt, VT^l J^hl
,
ngarme

,?'
'7" ADDISON Sped. 40 r 6With what Thunder-claps of Applause he leaves the Stage

O. Jig. A sudden startling or terrifying occur-
rence, act, utterance, or piece of news. (Cf
THUNDERBOLT 2.)
i6to HOLLAND

Cayiden's Brit. (1637) 243 Untill that fatal
thunder-clap [the Dissolution] overthrew all the Monasteries
of England. 1665 SrR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 331 A
thunderclap was heard . . anathematizing Elharu-Esed. 1851IPRDANT A-utnttifirr TI ,. ._ A it____ j_.. .1 , ^7

r .* u\.utu. mmiuciiitiiizing n,inaru-Jl,sea 1052
JEKDAN Autobiog. II. v. 49 A thunder-clap burst open and

n he(
3
E r Pe; Buonaparte had escaped from Elba.

1886 G. ALLEN Maimie's Sate xxvii, It was as great a
thunder-clap to me as to you.

Thu nder-clond. A storm-cloud charged with
electricity, that sends forth thunder and lightning.
1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. iv. 79 These Tornadoe's commonlycome against the wind . . , as our Thunder-Clouds are often

observed to do. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho 1,The thunder-clouds, being dispersed, had left the sky per.
fectly serene. 1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 155, God's judg.
ments rolled round like a thunder-cloud. 1871 tr. Schelleifs

Sfectr. Anal. 7. 21 When the electric spark flashes from
the thunder-cloud to the earth.

b. fig. Something threatening or dreadful figured
as a cloud.

1783 COWPER Valediction 76 To scenes where competition,
envy, strife, Beget no thunder-clouds to trouble life. 1898
N. i, Q. gth Ser. II. 138/2 The black thunder-cloud of Spain
overshadowed half the heavens.

Thu'nder-crack. arch, or dial. = THUNDER-
CLAP, a. lit.

c 1440 Jacob's Well 203 pe feend, wyth a thunder-crakke,
smote doun be cherche to be grounde. 1560 PILKINGTON
Expos. Afgeus (1562) 180 The cloudes burstes, & the
thunder-cracke comes. 1612 S. WARO Life of Faith in
Death (1627) 70 Like fooles that feare the thunder cracke,
and not the Bolt, a 1834 R. SURTEES Poems in Taylor Life
317 The sky looks. . black, And so we get a thunder-crack.

fb. transf. Obs.

1595 B. BARNES Spir. Sonn. xxxiii, Thrice puissant generall
..Whose voyce itselfe is dreadfull thunder-cracke.

to. fig. Obs.

1577 VAUTROUILLIER Luther on Ep. Gal. 25 The Pope..
rappeth out his thundercrackes and cursings against the
miserable and terrified in conscience. 1634 MIDDLETON
Game at Chess u. ii. 179 Those thunder-cracks of pride,

Ushering a storm of malice. 1646 P. BULKELEY GospelCovt.
I. 68 Had they not heard those thundercrackes?

t Thu-nderday, thu-ndurday. Obs. A rare

synonym of THURSDAY, q. v.

c 1460 Oseney Reg. 138 pe pundurday [orig. L. die fovis]
nexte after the ffest of p* Birth of owr lorde In the ^ere of
the Reyne of Kynge Henry the v.

Thundered (Jwndsid), ppl. a. [f. THUNDER
v. or sb, + -ED.] a. Dealt or inflicted as by thun-

der, fb. Struck by
' thunder' or lightning (oh.}.

o. Uttered or sounded with a noise like thunder.

d. Affected by thunder ; turned sour (as milk) by
atmospheric electricity.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xx. ciii, So falles a thundred towre.

1819 SHELLEY Masque Anarchy xc, Like Oppression's

395
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h or that which th"'i<l--r S .
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th"nders or rauses thunder : appliedto God or to a deity, as Jupiter or Thor.

The Thunderer.
* '' '' '3 ^Iakc "^ buil lo W"**

M,^ fS
?n -

emPloy*d at a dramatic repre-sentation to imitate thunder by some mechanical

to know that the present thunderer is a fefiow-countryma,,.*. fig. A resistless warrior; a powerful declaimer
or orator, an utterer of violent invective, or the like

"i 11 *briquet ofthe London Ti
'

o,, r i t i I 1 e ' ' " "cver meant my task:

S^^^&ii^.xShgS:

h. M. DICKSON in Harfer's Mag. June 64/1 He re^
appeared in the arena, again the thundlrer of the scene!

J. Something that makes a noise like thunder ;

spec, a toy made of a flat thin piece of wood or an
ox-rib with a string attached at one end, which
makes a roaring noise when whirled round; a
'bull-roarer'.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. xxv. 364 A new [shaft] b hollowed

?"'. m which .. the cataract plays the thunderer 1^8[Miss E. FOWLKR] Between Trent * Ancholmt 8, 'Th2
derers ', a bricklayer's thin lath, etc7

Tlmnderfal(Knd3.iful),a. rare. [f.TmmDEB
sb. + -ruL.] Full of or charged with thunder ;

loosely, thundering, sounding like thunder.
1898 G. MEREDITH Day ofDaughter ofHade: ix, Legionsof thunderful horse. 1910 West,,,. Gaz. (weekly ed.) 30 Apr.

6/3 As clouds that are thunderful.

Thvrnder-gnst. Chiefly U.S. A strong gust
of wind accompanying a thunder-storm.
1748 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1840 V. 220 Hence thunder,

gusts after heats, and cool air after gusts. 1817

rain, Ulloa landed, with civil officers, three Capuchin monks,and eighty soldiers.

Thundering (bo-ndarin), vbl. sb. [f. THUNDER
v. + -ING 1.] The action of the verb THUNDER.
1. lit. (see THUNDER v. i

) ; also in //. : =
THUNDER sb. i, i c (now rare or arch.}.
a i too O. E. Chron. an. 1086 [miswr. 1085), Swa stor
bunrmg & Uegt wes, swa bait hit acwealdc manise men.
1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7763 Tempestes ber come )>ondringe& lijtinge ek bat slou men ilome. 1398 TRKVISA Earth. Ve
P. R. XL i. (1495) 381 Ayre strongly meuyd makyth wyndes
lyghtnynge and thondrynge drawe togyder. 15*6 TINDALE
Rev. xix. 6 As the voyce off many waters, and as the voyce
off stronge thondrynges [so 1539 (Great), 1560 (Genev.), 1611 ;

1881
/?._

V. thunders]. 1555 EDEN Decades 90 Soo many
thunderinges, lyghtnynge, and tempestes wherwitb they are
soo often troubeled . 1737 [ DORRINGTON] PhilipOuarll (1816)
So Great thundering and lightning. 1884 TAIT Mind in
Matter (1892) 200 At the bidding of Moses, thunderings,
lightnings, and hail, by divine command, exhibited [etc.).

2. transf. Loud resounding noise (see THUNDER
v. 3} : = THUNDER sb, 2.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 414 b, Than.. was the
city [Metz].. beaten with shot,.. the noise and Thondering
thereof was hard . . iiii Dutche miles beyond the Rhine.
1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. xi. iii, Raise my soft strain to

lign thundering. iSaa BYRON Wemerv. i. 113 The thunder-
ing Of far artillery. 1866 DICKENS Lett. (1880) II. 254 The
thundering of applause . . was quite staggering,

b. Infliction of heavy and resounding strokes.

1591 WvRLKvXrwwr/V, Ld. Chandosi, Whom sound he
its with staggring steps doth reel, They knew it sure that
its sad thundring feel.

3. fig. Vehement threatening, invective, or the
ike (see THUNDER v. 3) : = THUNDER sb. 3.

1564 KNOX.&&. Com. Order (1840) 158 Lawful excommuni.
ition (for the thunderings of that Roman antichrist are but

vanity
and wind). 1597 J. PAYNE Royal Exch. 42 What

hundringe soever the scripture sownds agaynst yt. 1607
IIERON Wks. I. 183 The thundring out of the threatnings

and_ terror of the law. 1893 E. L. WAKEMAN in Columbus
Ohio) Dispatch n May, By direst sacerdotal thunderings.
4. attrib. and Comb., as thundering-machine,

an apparatus for imitating thunder in a theatre.
i8a6 Museum Crit. II. 214 (The Greeks) had.. a foomiov.

or artificial thundering machine, consisting of a vessel filled

with stones, which was rolled along a sheet of copper.

Thn-ndering, ppl. a. (adv.} [f. as prec. 4-

-ING 2
.] That thunders, in various senses.

THUNDERLIQHT.
1. lit. Causing or

sending
forth thunder; foi or

e/Sa '^Sl?V8
y,' Thundring, .'

gfagglM^
Ofier,,.

^"iiTS: ''""-y'
! cl<: - '" A '"-y 'irunde,;'^.;

*sfca3*iBKSBEBming Legion, which was engaged in this affair, had iii^S,Wore it
happened, took occasion lo call it a ChriuUn

2. transf. Making a noiie like thunder, soundini:
rery loudly; of sound, As loud as thunder

Thunderinggold, see note s. v. Fl-uiiXATIHOjM/ .'

^^(jUKOKMtXpoyle ofAntwerp, Bij, The Cut le had
at the 1 owne and trenches, with

all this while, P >u>Cu
thundring shot. 16(7 01, ^ OI.

1 he double, double, double beat Of the Drum"

sning or Thundering Gold, c 1764 Gn

,. iii. 25 A long, deep, regular sea. wiih a fin'
thundering crest on the top of the wave. iji I Sr*i>nt!.

v3S2l&2. xii
-,

(
.

l8
.>

l83 Th Ihundering fall of theHandeck becomes [in winter] a gentle thread of pure water
3. fig. in reference to terrible invective, threaten-

ing, etc., or to powerful eloquence; sometime* to
bombastic or inflated language.
1543 GRAFTON Contn. ofHarding 463 The duke of Bur.

goyne . .wrote sharpe letters of thretenyng . . who-* fyrye an.
thundryng wordes [etc.]. 1576 FLEMING Panofl F.ti,l ,
lo resist the . . outragious rule of thundering Tyrauntia 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Ret. xm. | 15 Thundering Lettercame from the Parliament, with great menaces what theywould do. I7a7 POPE Shaks. Wks. Pref. I. 5 The
pompous Rhymes, and thundering Versification, a 1797WILKES in J. Almon Mem. (.805) V. 35, I hear of a thuW
denng memorial against this country from Spain 1861
J. PARKER Afost. Lift II. 16 The Ihundering eloquence.
4.

Very energetic or forcible, violent
; hence as

a mere intensive : Very great or
big, excessive,

immense, 'tremendous', 'terrific', colloq or slang
1618 T. ADAMS Loot's Cofy Wks. 1862 II. 420 He gocTa

thundering pace, that you would not think it possible lo
overtake him.

-

my Rod crack again. 1851 BORROW Lneitgro icix, What
a thundering old fool you are ! 1900 BAUW Tommy t,
Grizet v, Such a thundering lie.

b. as adv. Excessively, immensely,
' tremend-

ously '. colloq. or slang.
[1839 THACKERAY Fatal Boots June,

'

Open the Yard
Door!' says he, with a thundering loud voice.) 1851
I'ICKENS Bleak Ha. xxi, I was a Ihundering bad son. 1887
BLACK Sabina Zentbra 228 Don't you think that a thunder,
ing good licking would knock the laziness out of him J 1890
K. BOLDRXWOOD '

Col. Reformer (1891) 261 A thundering
soft thing it is, in a general way.
Hence Thtrnderlngljr adv., in a thundering

manner ; with a noise as of thunder ; Jig. violently,

powerfully ; with fierce denunciation ; excessively
(slang or colloq.').
1680 llontst Hodge It Ralph 19 To lake the Charge off

from the Pope,, .the more thunderingly to Clap it upon the
Phanatick. 1759 H. WALFOLE Let. to Mann 10 May, It is

well if he concludes this {campaign] as thunderingly as he
did the last. 1885 C. GIBBON Hard Knot II. xxxiii. 229
It's thunderingly annoying.

tThunder-layt, -leit. Obs. Also -laita,

-leyt(e. [f. THUNDER + leyt, /ait, etc., in OE. Ittjcl

(see LAIT rf.') lightning.] See THCXDKBLIOHT.
Thnnderless (Jwndailes), a. [f. THUNDEB

sb. + -LESS.] Unaccompanied by thunder (or noise
like thunder).
1855 G. MEREDITH Sltav. Sliagpat (1856) 371 Flashes of

thunaerless lightnings. 1880 TENNYSON Voy. Maeldune iii,

The long waterfalls Pour'd in a thunderless plunge lo the
base of toe mountain walls.

Thu nderlight. arck. [Alteration of the

earlier thundcr-Tayt, -leit (see above) by substitution

of light for leit. The earlier form occurs in some
of the Chaucer MSS.] Light of thunder, lightning.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. I. met. iv. 7 (MS. Camb. 1 i. J. 21)

Ne the wey of thonderlyhl {Add. MS. bonder lyt ; MS.
Camb. I i. i. 38 tbonder leit ; ed. 1532 thonder leyte] hat U
wont to smyten heye lowres, ne sbal not moeue bat man.
c 1386 Pars. T. P 765 (Camb. MS.) After thai be brenle

.v. ceteis with thundyr li^th [v. rr. liv, lyht, lyghl, lighte,
Ellesm. leyl, f/ari laytl.

1815 L. HINT feast of Poets, etc. 140 What >hall move
his placid might ? Not the headlong thunderlighf. 1134

60- 1



THTJNDEBOUS.

LD. HOUGHTON Mem. Many Scenes (1844) 59 Under such a

j,ky
_Thus grave, thus streaked with thunderllght.

Thunderous (Jwndaras), a. Also 6 thun-

derus, 7-9. thundrous. [f. THUNDEB sb. + -ous.]

1. Full of or charged with thunder; of or per-

taining to thunder ; thundery.
1582 STANYHURST.fS'xm i.(Arb.) 25 O God most puisaunt,

whose mighty auctoritye . . mankind skeareth with thunderus

humbling. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 702 Notus and Afer black

with thundrous Clouds. 1726 POPE Odyss. xix. 513 Nor
winter's boreal blast, nor thund'rous show'r, Nor solar ray,

cou'd pierce the shady bow 'r. 1876 BLACK Madcap V. xiv,

The lurid and sultry evening had died down into a gloomy
and thunderous darkness. 1904 M. HEWLETT Queens
Quairiu, x. 484 The loth of June had been a thunderous day.

2. Resembling thunder in its loudness.

1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas 11. iv. i. Trophies 370 Rushing
with thundrous roar. 1820 KEATS Hyperion n. 8 Thun.
derous waterfalls and torrents hoarse. 1875 H. JAMES A'.

Hudson vii. 239 In a voice almost thunderous, . . he repeated,
'
Sit down 1

'

1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. vi, Herr Klesmer
. . at the piano, struck a thunderous chord. 1892 Times
10 June 9/1 Which [motion] was carried amid thunderous

applause.
3. Jig. Suggestive of thunder; of threatening

aspect, or charged with latent energy, like a

thunder-cloud; violent, destructive, or terrifying

like thunder.

1844 MRS. BROWNING Vis. Poets xcix, Here, Homer, with

the broad suspense Of thunderous brows. 1873 SYMONDS
Grh. Poets vii. 218 Her [Medea's] fiery eyes and thundrous
silence. 1874 BLACKIE Self-Cult. 57 The first Napoleon, in

his thunderous career over our western world.

Hence Thu'nderously adv., in a thunderous

manner, with a noise like thunder, very loudly ;

with threatening aspect as if presaging thunder;
Thirnderousness, thunderous quality.
1842 L. HUNT Palfrey i. 184 Shaking him and his saddle

right thunderously. 1886 MRS. PHELPS Burglars in Para-
dise vii, Some one knocked thunderously at the back door.

1903 A. SMELLIE Men ofthe Covt. vii. (1904) 103 The skies

hung still more thunderously over Presbyterian Scotland.

1904 IVestm. Gaz. 17 Mar. 2/r The great organ-voice of

many waters sounding in mellowed thunderousness.

Thunder-stone (bu-nd3j,st<?un).
1. = THUNDEBBOLT i. arch.

1598 MARSTON Piginal. iv
(
Enuie, let Pines of Ida rest

alone, For they will growe spight of thy thunder stone. 1601
SHAKS. Jul. C. i. iii. 49, I . . Haue bar'd my Bosome to the
Thunder-stone. 1678 DRYDEN & LEE (Edipus iv. i, You
merciless powers, Hoard up your thunder-stones. 1819
SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. iv. 341 Sceptred curse. .sending A
solid cloud to rain hot thunderstones. 1888 LOWELL Hearts.
ease ff Rue 70 Splintered with thunder-stone.

2. Applied to various stones, fossils, etc. formerly
identified with '

thunderbolts
', as celts, belemnites,

masses of pyrites, meteorites : = THUNDERBOLT 3.
1681 GREW Musxiim in. i. i. 258 Thunder-Stone or hard

Button-Stone. Brontias. So called, for that people think

they fall sometimes with Thunder. 1703 MAUNDRELL jfoiirn.
Jerus. (1721) 52 Each tube had a small cavity in its Center,
from which its parts were projected in form of rays, to the
circumference, after the manner of the Stones vulgarly call'd
Thunder-stones. 1710 CELIA FIENNES Diary (1888) 218
Ye oare as its just dug Lookes like ye thunderstone. 1778
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) 11. 1090/1 Belemnites, vulgarly called
thunder-bolts or thunder-stones. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog.
II. 16 Norway produces, .amethysts, agates, thunder-stones,
and eagle-stones. 1802 HOWARD in Phil. Trans. XCII.
ibg^Because explosion and report have generally accom-
panied the descent of [meteorolites], the name of thunder-
bolt, or thunderstone, has ignorantly attached itself to them.
1907 Q. Rev. July 176 The '

thunderstones
'

were of human
workmanship.
3. poet. Applied to a (? stone) cannon-ball.
1821 SHELLEY Hellas 370 The. .allies Fled from the glance

of our artillery Almost before the thunderstone alit

Thunder-storm. A storm of thunder and
lightning, usually accompanied with heavy rain.
1651 BP. HALL Invls. World i. vi, A fearful thunder.

storm arose. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho xxxi,
Along the open glen, . . less dangerous than the woods in a
thunder-storm. 1839 DARWIN Voy. Nat. iii. (1852) 62 In the
year 1793 one of the most destructive thunder-storms perhaps
on record happened at Buenos Ayres. 1863 'L. CAHROLL'
Alice in Wonderland ix, There stood the Queen . . frowning
like a thunderstorm.

trails/. 1877 M. PRIOR in Daily News i Oct. 6/3 No troops
could, .live in such a thunderstorm of leaden hail.

Thunderstricken (bzmda^striik'n), a. [f.
THUNDEB + STBICKEN.]
1. lit. = THUNDEBSTBUCK i.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 310 Upon the Statue of Augustus
there was inscribed Caesar. Now, it being thunderstriken,
. . the letter C was thereby blotted out. 1818 BYRON Ch.
Har. iv. Ixxxviii, Thou the thunder-stricken nurse ofRome 1 She-wolf 1 1845 G. MURRAY Islaford-v A thunder.
stricken corse was found.
2. fig. = THUNDEBSTBUCK 2.

ai586SlDNEY Arcadia m. (1590)291 b, She. .stood as it were
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father [Jove] . . startles vp to thunder-strike tlie lad [Phaetonl

1666 T. NEALK in Phil. Trans. I. 247 The Account . . by the

learned Dr. Charleton, concerning the boy that was 1 hunder-

struck near Nantvvich in Cheshire. 1710 W. KING Heathen

Gods!, Heroes liv. (1722) 186 Charybdis. .was Thunder-struck

"*
35 Whe

erse
Thunderstrike O-nd3j |Straik), v. Pa. t

and pple. thunderstruck (see also prec. and
THUNDEBSTBUCK). [prob. a back-formation from
thunderstricken, that being taken as a pa. pple.l
1. trans. (#O To strike with '

thunder ' or light-
ning (cf. THUNDEB sb. i b). ? Obs
1613 HEYWOOD Brazen Age iv. Wks. 1874 III. 232 My

literally
'

to thunderstrike ',
and was once common in the

physical sense of ' stun '.

2. Jig.
To strike as with ' thunder '. a. To strike

with amazement, astonish greatly. Obs. exc. as in

thunderstricken, thunderstruck.

1613- [see THUNDERSTRUCK 2 a]. 1711 G. ROUSSILLOM tr.

Vertot's Rev. Portugal 104 This message thunder-struck

the Duke. 1780 M. NUBER Let. in Ld. Auckland's Corr.

(1861) II. 324 This revolution thunder-strikes the keenest

man. 1807 SOUTHEY Espriella's Lett, III. 183 The news.,

thunderstruck all present.

b. To inflict severe or terrible vengeance, re-

proof, or the like, npon. In quot. 1818 in physical

sense, to batter severely.

ders. 1699 CIBBER Xerxes v, To Thunder-strike thy SouL
1818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv. clxxxi, The armaments which
thunderstrike the walls.

Thunderstroke QrnHiujtaMfy. A stroke

of ' thunder '

(cf. THUNDEB sb. \ b) ; the impact of

a lightning-flash.
c 1600 CHALKHILL Thealma !, Ct. (1683) 5 The lofty Cedar,

and the knotty Oak, Are subject more unto the thunder -

stroak, Than the low shrubs. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. II. i. 204
They fell together. .as by a Thunder-stroke. 1844 MRS.
BROWNING Dead Pan vii, At the rushing thunderstroke
would No sob tremble through the tree?

b. transf. &\\&Jig.
1587 GOLDING De Alornay xxvi. (1592) 397 The others

cutting words which are the thunderstrooKS doubled. 1780
BENTHAM Princ. Legisl. xiii. 4 During the first assault of

passion as under a thunder-stroke the sentiments of virtue

may yield for a moment. 1808 SCOTT Marm. n. i, When all

the loud artillery spoke, With lightning-flash, and thunder-
stroke. 1880 TREVELYAN Early Hist. C. y. Fox vi. (1910)
243 The thunder-stroke of such a confession.. could not be
parried.

Thunderstruck (|)o-iubj,strk), ppl. a. Also

7 -stroken, -strueken. (Usually in participial

const., as predicate; less commonly in attrib.

const., before the sb. For the purely ppl. use
with auxiliary, see THUNDEBSTBIKE.) [Orig. a
later equivalent of thunderstricken^
1. lit. Struck by lightning : cf. THUNDEB sb. I b.

Now rare or Obs.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 19 Falling downe as
thunder-struck. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 648 Those Thunder-
strueken ones [compasses] did never.. recover their right
positions. 1720!'. BOSTON Fourf. St. n. ^(1784) 104 Whena
person is thunder-struck, oft-times there is not a wound to be
seen in the skin. 1775 ADAIR Amer. Ind. 86 Esteeming
thunder-struck individuals under the displeasure of heaven.
2. Jig. a. Struck with sudden amazement, terror,

or the like ; greatly amazed, astonished, terrified,
or confounded.
1613 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. I. i, The Thunder-stroken

Swaine lean'd to a tree, As void of sense as weeping Niobe.
1687 BOYLE Marlyrd. Theodora v, Thunder-struck with
this unexpected answer. 17x1 ADDISON Spect. No. 60 r 4
The Lover was thunder-struck with his Misfortune. 1775
SHERIDAN Duenna i. iii, I'm astonished I I'm thunder struck I

here's treachery and conspiracy with a vengeance ! 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 402 Luxemburg was thunder-
struck. He expostulated boldly and earnestly.

b. in reference to ecclesiastical censure, etc. : cf.

THUNDEB sb. 3 a, THUNDEBBOLT 2. rare.

1649 BP. HALL Casts Consc. in. v. (1654) 202 How many
famous Churches have beene.. thunder-struck with direful!
censures of Excommunication. 1680 H. MORE Apocal. Apoc.
132 Gregory the seventh, when he had excommunicated the
Emperour Henry the fourth, said, he was/ulmine afflatus
thunder-struck by him.

Thundery (Kndari), a. Also 6-8 thundry.
[f. THUNDER sb. + -Y.]
1. Of or pertaining to thunder ; characterized by

or betokening thunder.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. ii. iv. Columius 779 When
(angry).. he throws down thundry storms. 1682 in Birch
Hist. Roy. Soc. (1757) IV. 146 In thundry weather he [Mr.
Hooke] supposed . . hot sulphureous steams to issue out of the
earth, which caused the sultriness that preceded. 1774 WHITE
in Phil. Trans. LXV. 267 This bird [the Swift] is never so
muchaliveasinsultry, thundry weather. 1894 Daily News
4 July 5/4 The sky.. covered with heavy clouds of a very
thundery type.

1 2. Making a noise like thunder : = THUNDEB-
oua 2. Obs.

1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. iv. Decay 648 As a
Cannon's thundry roaring Ball.

3- fig. Threatening an explosion of anger or pas-
sion

; gloomy, frowning.
1824 Miss FERRIER Inlter. xliv, Mr. R.'s brow looked

J'

ather thundery. 1845 CARLYLE Cromwell's Lett, f, Sp.
''.v'LX;,40 nott

' fllat thundery countenance of yours.

J
6? S. WiLBERFORCE Ess. (1874) II. 85 A thundery state of

the political and social atmosphere.

Thung (Jarj), sb. 1 dial. [Echoic : cf. THUNGE ;

also Lancash. dial. '

thwang, a great blow '

( Tim
Bobbin 1 746).] A dull heavy sound, as of a blow

IHIII

i'llll

THUBIBULER.
with the fist, but with some resonance. So Thung
v., intr. to make such a sound.

1890 HALL CAINE Bondman x, The thud and thung of
twenty hard fists on the table. 1894 Manxman v. iv,

Nancy went back to her kneading. . . Nancy looked up at her
thumping and thunging. Ibid. vi. xii, He went roaring
down the stairs, but came thunging up again in a moment.

Thung, thunk, dial, forms of THONG.

Thunge (Jwnds), sb. dial. [Echoic.] 'Aloud,
hollow sound'; 'a heavy blow or fall producing
such a sound '. So Thunge v. (Eng. Dial. Diet.).
1849 'T. TREDDLEHOYLE '

Bairnsla Ann. Feb. (E.D.D.),
Sho wor startald wi a thunge at t' chaimber door. 1863
I. H. BURROW Advent. A/fan 350 He lay down.. and
listened to the thunges of the battering-ram. 1881 M iss
JACKSON Shropsh. WordJik., Thunge . . (2) sh. a thump ; a

j

heavy fall.
'
I come down sich a thunge '. MjS.C/itshm

Gloss., Thunge, s. (i) a loud, hollow sound. .. It is the word
always used to imitate the sound of a gun.

Thunner, thunure, Sc. and obs. ff. THONDER.
Thunny, variant of TUNNY, fish.

tThu-nwang, -wange. Obs. Forms: i

Jmn-, 4 thone-, 5 thun-, (thwn-, tun-), thon-,
(thoun-); i-5-wong(e,-wang(e. (OEJunivauge,
-wpnge (later also -wang), putrwenge, i. fun-
(' OTeut "punmt- : see THIN) + wang, -e cheek,
jaw; lit. 'thin cheek'. Cf. OHG. duawangi,
-Wfngi (MHG. tunew^nge, LG. dunninge, diin-

ninge, diinnege, dunje (Brem. Wbch.) ; also local
G. diinnt, diinnung temple, flank), ON. /-
vangi, -vengi (Sw. tinning, Da. finding).'] The
temple (of the head).
a icoo Glass, in Wr.-Wiilcker 228/7 Dolor tiiiiporuat,
unwonga sar. ciooo JElfric's Voc. ibid. 156/17 Timtta.

,'unwang. ciooo ^LFRIC Judg. iv. 21 xeUehte seo wifman
an ba:ra teldsticcena and..xesloh ba mid anum bytle bufan
his bunwengan. 1315 Glass. W. de Bit-Una, in Wright
Voc. 146 La temples, thonewonges. c 1350 tfmt. Call..
Angl. 22 Iowe temples it icmoutt, Cheke Ixmewonges and
here-liste. 01450 Stockh. Med. MS. ii. 76 in Anglia
XVIII. 295 A playster of betonye..Is good on be thon-
wongys for to leye. c 1450 MirourSaluacioim 3205 Wham
thorgh the thonwonges with a naile at last perced Jael.
1483 Cath. Angl. 387/2 A Thunwange (A. Thwnwynge),
teintus.

Thuong, Thuortour, obs. fif. THONG, THOBTEB.
Thur, pur, obs. f. THEIB ; dial. var. THIB.
tThural (J>iu-ral), a. Obs. rare. [ad. (rare)

L. tfiral-is, i. tits (thus), tur- incense : see -AL.]
Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of incense.
1614 DARCIE Birtk ef Heresies xvi. 66 In this litlle

Thurall Coffer
lay the Odors which the Priest tooke. 1714

Solomon's Song in R. Steele Poet. Misc. 242 Ripe thural
Fruits their Frankincense exhale.

Thurbarow, -barrowe, corrupt ff. THIKD-
BOBOUGH. Thurd, obs. form of THIBD.
t Thure. Obs. rare. [ad. L. tils, tAus (stem

t(K)ur-) incense : see THUS sb. : perh. immediately
repr. L. thura pi.] Incense, frankincense.

1415 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula 63 Mirre, thure, mas-

j

tike, ladanum. Ibid. 66 Bole armoniac, sang dracon, thure,
aloe, vitriol combust, c 1440 Pallad. on Huso, xi. 412 A vncc
of mascul thure, Wei smellynge.

Thurf, purf, obs. forms of THBOUGH.
tThurfe, a. Obs. rare- 1

. [In Ormin furrfe,
app. a. ON. furfe, -a wanting, in need, f. stem

furf- of THABF v.~\ Needed, needful, wanting.
c 1200 ORMIN 9628 Lare inoh OflF all )>att hemm wass

burrfe.

Tluirfle,]>urfte,pa.t.ofTHARFi>. Ois.,to need.

Thurgh, Jmrj, JJurgh, etc., obs. ff. THBOUGH.
Thurible (JnuTib'l), sb. Forms : 5 tumble,

thoryble, 7- thurible, (9 thuribule). [ad. L.

turibulum, thiiribulitm censer, f. tus, thus, thur-
incense : see THUS sb. So OF. thurible (Godef.).]
A vessel in which incense is burnt in religious

ceremonies ; a censer.
Now usually a metal vase with pierced cover, containing

combustible material to burn the gums used as incense,
which is swung in the hand (or suspended) by chains.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 506/2 Tumble (or thoryble), idem

quod sencere. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. 11. ii. rule vi.

I 10 Upon the shekel of the Sanctuary was impress'd the

image of Aarons rod and a pot of Manna, or thurible, a 1668
LASSELS Voy. Italy (1698) II. 239 They shewed us. .the

great Candlesticks and Thurible of beaten gold. 1805
SOUTHEY Madoc in W. xiii, Sweet incense from the waving
thuribule Rose like a mist. 1877 J. D. CHAMBERS Div.

Worship 262 Burning Incense from pendant Thuribles.

ft. Also in L. form thuribulum (J)iuri'biiJlm).
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Thuribulum, a Censer or

Smoaking-Pot, to burn Incence in. 1851 D. WILSON Preh.
Ann. II. in. ii. 73 The thuribulum is very carefully executed.

b. Comb, thurible-boat = BOAT sb. 2 b.

1853 DALE tr. Baldeschfs Cerent. 159 They .. deposit the

thurible-boat and vase of holy water in the proper place.
Hence f Thu-rible v., to cense.
c 1440 Proinp. Parv. 506/2 Turryblon, or sencyn, thurifico.

Thuribuler (hiuri'biziilai). Also 9 thu'ribler.

[ad. med.L. thuribularius (1313 in Du Cange), f.

thuribul-um THUBIBIE + -arius, -EB a 2. So F.

thuribulier (ifith c. in Godef.).] An acolyte who
carries the thurible ;

= next.

1504 in Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees) 295 The vicars, dekenez,
thuribulers, and the choristers. 1546 Yorks.Chanh-ySurv.
(Surtees) 530 111 the saide collegiate churche bee . . ij thuribu*



THURIFER.
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THUS.

urier )uo- M
). [a. mod.L. thMfa.

ccnse-bearer ', sb. use of thurifer adj., f. thus, thur-
incense (see THUS sb.) + -fer bearing. Med. L. had
thunfemnus (Du Cange).] One who carries
burning incense in religious ceremonies

;

> i * ~".fct j 4 i ti. u /\ process ii>n
consisting of the deacon. ., preceded by a thurifer, candle-
bearer, and cross-bearer, and the subdeacon
ThuriferOUS (biu^ri-feras), a.

[f. L. thurifer
mcense-beanng (see prec.) + -ous : see -PEBOUS.]
1 hat produces frankincense.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Thuriferous, that beareth or bringsforth frankincense. ,7,7-4, CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Fran%.

incense, 1 hese thunferous, or incense-bearing trees. 1861^^ 1 X' 29 A ''"'rif^ous range of hills
3

-

,
jf. L. thus, thur-

incense + -fata making.] =
prec. So f Thuri--

ficate v. Obs., trans. THURIFY 2.

TU6S7CT^UNSON %"""'* Disf. Pref., Inhabiting the
Thurifick Groves of Rerun, ifatura. ,6a3 COCKERAM,J liunficale, to perfume.

Thurification
(J>isTifik/i'J3n ). [n. of action

f. eccl. L. thurifaare to THURIFY : see -FICATION.
Cf.obs.

V.tkurijicacion (i 5-i6th c.inGodef.).] The
action of thurifying; the burning or offering of, or
perfuming with incense.
I49 Dives f, Pauf. (W. de W.) i. xv. 46/2 Thuryfvcacvon& encensyng was by olde tyme an hyght dyvyne^shypp"a 15*9 SKELTON Ph Sfarowe 522 \VlTh armatycke gummesIhe way of thunfycation To make a fumigation. 1649

iiL ('654) 185 Some semblanceTf

Thurifjr (JriuTifw), v. [a. F. thurifi-er (ie-
JOth c. in Godef.), ad. eccl. L. thfirificare, {. thus,
thur- incense + -ficdre: see THUS sb. and -FY.]
1 1. intr. To burn or offer incense : = CENSB

v.l 2. Obs. rare.
c 1440 CAPGRAVE St. Kath. v. 350 If 3e wil consent And

thuryfye to lubiter. Ibid. 534 Thanne shul ye now.,
inuryne on-to that mageste Of grete appollo. 1460
Chron. (Rolls) 76 He [Pope Marcellus] wold not obey Maxi-
nuane, and thurilic.

2. trans. To perfume with incense; to burn
incense before

; to offer incense to; = CENSE v.l i.

Also trans/, (quot. 1599).
1570 FOXE A. $ M. (ed. 2) 663/2 By thurifyeng or cens.

ing the aultars. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe 65 This herring
. was sensed and thurified in the smoake. 1737 G. SMITH

Cur. Relat. I. iii. 4,7 The while the Corps remains in the
House, the Priest comes every Day to thurify it. 1851MADDEN Shrines ft Sepulchres 1.313 Several Priests, came
next to thurify the body.
Hence ThuTifying vbl. si.
ai6iB SYLVESTER Tobacco Battered ,83 The..smoak of

Thurifying Of Images.

Thurindale, obs. dial. f. THIRDENDEAL.

Thuriiigite(piuri-nd33it,-i-rjg3it)). Min. [ad.
Ger. Thurtngit (Breithaupt, 1833), f. Thuringia,
in Central Germany, where found + -HE 1.] A hy-
drous silicate of aluminium and iron, occurring as
an aggregation of minute dark-green scales.

1844 DANA Milt. (,868) 508 Thuringite is from Reich,
mannsdorf.

Thurl, -ing, var. THIRL rf.l and z/.l, THIRLING.
Thurlepole, -polle, var. THIRLEPOLL, a whale.
t Thu-rlhead. Obs. rare- 1

. Alteration of

thurlepolle, THIULEPOLL, with head lotpoll.
-, 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. H. 184 There came to land
a mighty multitude of great sea fishes, to wit, Thurlhedis.

Thurow, obs. form of THOROUGH.
Thurrock (p-rak). Obs. exc. dial. Forms : I

Jjurruc, 4-5 thurrok(e, thorrok(e, 5 thorrocke,
8 thorruck, 9 dial, thurrock, -uok. [In sense I,

OE. furruc 'cumba', small ship (?), bottom of a
ship, bilge = Du. dark bilge (cf. durck, dorck 'sen-
tina'in Kilian), of unknown etymology. It is doubt-
ful whether senses 2 and 3 belong to the same word.]
1. The bilge of a ship. AlsoJig.
c \ofioSuMl. jEl/ric's Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker ,81/35 Cumba,

uel caupolus, burruc. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 363 The
smale dropes of water that entren thurgh a litel creuace in

to the thurrok [v.r. thorrok] and in the botme of the shipe.
Ibid, p 715 Ydelnesse is the thurrok [v.r. thorroke] of alle

wikked and vileyns thoghtes. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 493/2
Thurrok, of a schyppe, sentina. 1450-1530 Myrr. our
Ladye 109 A place in the bottome of a shyppe wherein ys
gatheryd all the fylthe that cometh in to the shyppe...And
that place stynketh ryghte fowle and yt ys called in some
centre of thys londe a thorrocke. 1855 Norfolk Words in
Trans. Philol. Sac. 37 Thurruck, the lower flooring of the
stern of a boat. 1866 in NALL Gt. Yarmouth It Lowtstoft
672. 1904 in Etig. Dial. Diet.

2. dial. A heap, spec, of muck or dirt.

1708 KERSEY, Thorruck (O.), a Heap, i^ai in BAILEY.
1881 Leicester Gloss., Thurrock, a heap : chiefly applied to
dirt or

' muck '.

sffj^SSf^^SfSS^A
' *-<. thr-dh^thn^i^, (6 thru.,

'' G/O.W., Thurrock. a wooilm ,ir,.; j
;
/-9 thrush, in HoBTHBUM), 7- thurae r/~"

-22
" "G - *"", lurs, st'r. m. (MUG

?'
'""< "* m --' OS - '*"' 1 >c :

/rj :-//-;' :_oreut . /nV. Cf Finnish

,

'"""-I
sea-monster, from ON. 1

riai f, TU, j .

"
I>urres-> )>"rda!S, a tiurs- A giant of heathen mytl,

S?1'^ Thurday), 3-4 pures-, 4 (thrusdai), 4-7
!'"" -'-- -

SSS^'^eSS^

u.
Thurrondell: see THIKDKNDKAL
rhurrow: sec THOROUGH tb. 3.

Thursday (Jw-jzdfi). Forms: a. i Dunresdeesu ^- "1

I?' ^ d-i1
' ''-""'

i
r hobgoblin ,,f rustic su|r-,tition.*Z&*8* nu wis G^

81ta rr ' -.8 Faraday. H he a forms represent OE. lunres-
<**, 'day of Thunor or Thor', perh. in some
cases affected by ON. The ft foJrns are mainlylrom ON-

pAjtbgr, the long 6 of which would
give MK S and * (), and mod.Sc. (A The
7 aa forms show the interchange of Ik and f
referred to under TH (6). So Sw., Da. Tors-dag,
MDu., Du. Donderdag, OHG. Dcnarts-tac, MHU
Vonrestac, Ger. Donnentag, orig. rendering late L.

i lfi"*l
II - Caw*, V.Jcudi. Cf. THONDKBDAY.I

1. The fifth day of the week.
, P. fr loooJELFRic //,. II. ,4i On 8am fiftan dzie 9e xeDunres hataS. f ,000 Sax.uSd. II. 346 Gang on bunrel

gfen
bonne sunne on retle sie.) e 1000 ,&. CM/ John "30

Dys sceal on Nd*n OB (are oore lencten wucan. MK
vil. 40 rubric, Dys god-spel sccal on bures dzz on bzre
fiftan .wucan innen tenclene. <ri,s LAV. , 39> C e

IgOahM bunres <tei [c ,,7? borisdaij. SSfoSSS.
(Rolls) ,,2,0 Pe verste borsdaT in lente. lynLn*. AB. XVI. ,40 pc borsday fr.

rr. thoresday, bomb* bursday]
1' is maund<:<:-

'

b. Comb, thurae-bole, thune-house : Meqnot
"1700; thurae-louM, a wood-lorue (lee tUo
lAnisk-huse and thurstlaai in Eng. Dial I >

// v -
un<:<:- l rat Hill to be

thonsday in be Whitson wcke. 1501 H.
&M;TH Lora", Suffer if. (,6,,) A schollers thu?sday.which he loves better then all the daies in the weelce, only

nrZ "=
K

i

hK
J?

Ia>"d y-.
I(S37-SO Row Hi,t, Kirk

(Wodrow Soc.) 5 , s To come in to Aberdeen on Thurisday
thereafter. 1774 ir. Hehetius" Child ofNat. I. 235 Thurs-
day next, I shall send for the answer. 1899 MRS. H. FRASER
in Book Lover Apr. 3/1, I think I was born under the star of
long journeys, a '

Thursday bairn that has far to go
'

Acti ?"' y
< '14, ,41 b, Sonday, monounday,

. 1
, - . , *i * IKT^' ' ' '-'v|"J'*/ ttt'-'iiuuiiuay.and furisday. 1569 Keg. Privy Council Scot. I. 673 Upoun

fuirsday nix to cum. 1596 in Analecta Scotica II. ,3 Ther
ansuer..suld haue bein giuen in the last Furisday. 1791A. WILSON Laurel Disputed Poet. Wks. (1846) 124 On this
same Fursday

i
night. 1861 RAMSAY Kemin. Ser. ll. 99Mrs. So-and-so s funeral would be on Fuirsday 1905 [Stifl

used in some parts of Scotland : see Wrijjht Eng. Dial.
Gram. 648],

2. With defining words.
Bounds Thursday, Ascension Day, on which parish

boundaries are traced (see BEAT o.l 41). Carnival Thurs-
day, Ihursday before Quinquagesima (see note s.v. CARNI-
VAL i). Great, also Great andHoly Thursday (in the Gretk
Church), Green Thursday, the Thursday before Good
Friday, Maundy Thursday. See also 3, and MAUNDY
IHURSDAY, SHFER THURSDAY.
'&>- in Archpriest Controv. (Carnden) II. 4, They.,

arrived there upon madd thursday, otherwise called Carnival!
thursday: w<* is the thursday imediately before Shrove
sonday.
3. Holy Thursday, a name that has been applied

to various Thursdays.
a. Thursday in Rogation Week, Ascension Day.

Also f H'allow Thursday.
taopi Laws &lfrcdc. 5 5 Se Se stalaS on Sunnanniht,

oooe on Gchhol, oooe on Eastron, oooe on bone hal^an
bunresdzs.] c 1190 S. Eng. Leg. I. 363/48 Men fastez
..a-seint Marcus dal..And breo dawes a-^ein halewe-
boresday. c 1430 Deuelis Perlamcnt 459 in Hymns Virg.
55 Oure lord,. .In erbe he was. .Til hooly bursday comen
were pat he stij to heuene. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon
ii. 59 The feste of Penthecoste after the holy thursdaye.
1530 PALSCR. 232/1 Holythursday, le jour de lasseutian.

1685 in Verney Mem.rt Slay (1899) IV\34Toa House [of

being Ho'

atoc remined us that on the following day, being Holy
Thursday, or Ascension Day, there would take place the..
ancient.. custom of dressing the wells of Tissington with
flowers. 1891 [see b].

b. The Thursday immediately preceding Easter
;

Maundy Thursday, Sheer Thursday.
In OE. and in Caxton prob. not a specific name ; in i ;th c.

and later quots., after continental usage.
\c ,000 ^LFRIC Saints' Lives xxiii 6. 62, To bam halgan.

urres-das^e aer bam drih ten-lican easter-dx^e. 1483 CAX i ON
G. de la Tour cxxiii, Vpon the Holy 7nursday in the
Passion weke.] 1649 EVELYN Diary u Apr., On Holy
Thursday the Pope said masse. 1867 LADY H KR HERT Cradlt
L. iii. ,09 On Holy Thursday, the day of the institution of
the Holy Eucharist. 1885 Ctit/i. Diet. 404/2 Mediaeval
writers connect the procession with the Blessed Sacrament
on Holy Thursday with our Lord's journey to the Mount
of Olives after the Last Supper. 1891 Ch. Q. Rev. Jan. 449
note. By Holy Thursday an Englishman has hitherto always
understood one day in the year, that is, Ascension Day. . .

Some have nowadays.. begun to use the term Holy Thurs-

day as a name for the Thursday before Easter, which in old

English is called Sherethursday or Maundy Thursday.
This . . is a mere borrowing from the Romance tongues, and is

a cause of much confusion.

fo. The Thursday after Trinity Sunday ; Corpus
Christi day. Obs. (? error.)
1789 ANBUREY Ttav. Amer. (1791) 1, 164 Holy Thursday,

which they term La Fete Ditu.

Thurse (J>ws). Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : i pyrs,

3 pursue, 4 thirs, 5 thursso, thyrce, thirse,

not hurtful, to whom our Ancestor. .upemitiouJy imputed

Ms^s&t i?a to ni- <ri7 " r- K*TT *.

A Tk -"\!
396 A rhune, n Appri!ion, a Goblin. Lame. . .

,n h'n ^ r T1""*- 1"''. ^"o" vault in . rock or
stony bill.. . rhese were lookd on u enchanted bold.

Thurut, -e, obs. (f. THIBST, dial. yr. THEUST
Thurst,-e, thurt(e (p.), pa. t. ofTHABK r. Obs.
Thurtene, -teyn, Obs. ff. THIBTKIIC.
Thurte ouer, variant of THWABT-OTIB Obs.
Thurty, ohs. form of THIBTT.
II Thus (brs, bs), sb. [Late L. thus, thur-, cl.

L. tus, tur-, generally held to be f. Or. Wot, to,
sacrifice, offering, incense ; cf. v-ur to sacrifice.]
1. Frankincense, a. Olibannm. b. Reun ob-

tained from the spruce-fir, and from various ipecin
of pine. American thus, the resin of the Long-
leaved Pine, Pinus palustris, and the Frankincense
or Loblolly Pine, P. Tuifa, both ofthe southern VS.
[a 1387 Sinoit. Barlhol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 42 Thus alh,m, i.

,',??"','!
franl<c"] *3Sf TREVISA Bartk. De P. K.

(Bodl. MS.) If. 232b/ Thus H be name of a Ire & of be
gomme bat wose]. and comeb oute berof. Ibid. 233/1 Thu
is beste bat is white faste and sounde and euelonz. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Thusot Tu,, Krankincen. Incerae.
I7I tr. Pomed Hiit. Drugs I. 201 Thus, or Krankiiiceme,
is a Kind of white or yellowish Rosin. 1841 BRANDK Diet.
&c., etc., rhus, the resin of the spruce fir. 'J he term frank-
incense is also applied to it. 1880 C R. MARKHAM Perm.
Bark xvi. ,85 A milk-white fragrant resin, of a nature ana-
logous to gum thus or gum elemi.

t2. By early writers, taken also as name of the
tree yielding olibanum or frankincense. Obs.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. (Bodl. MS.) If. 3> b/i

Thus IS a tre of Arabia.. And therof comeb Iiue wib good
smelle & is white as almaundes. Ibid, (sec tense ij.

Thus (Ss), ado. Now chiefly literary or for-
mal. Forms : a. 1-3*118, 1-5 )>UB, 3 J>us (Orm.),
-, pusse, 3-4 J)o, 4 )>ous, Sc. thws, 6 Sc. thau,

4- thus. ft. 3 (Orm.) tu, 3-4 tus, 5 tas; (also
i, 4 dus). [

= OS. thus, MDu., Du. dus, app.
f. the demonstrative stem of THAT or THIS, but the

pre-Teut, history is obscure. OHG. and MHG.
have sus, MDu., Du. MS, which appear to belong
to the stem of se. Cf. also THIS adv.]
1. In this way, like this. a. In the way just

indicated, f And thus far forth, and so forth,
'and the like' (obs. rare 1

). (In quot, e 1430
pleonastically before such.)
C 7*S Corpus Gloss. 26 Siciiu \sicciMt\ ac ous. cttt

K. ALFRED Boetk. xvi. { 4 Da se Wisdom Sa bi> (ipcll) ou>
areaht lucfde. 971 BlickL Horn. 7 Hu mars bis bus xeweor*
ban ? c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xxiv. 46 Dus is awhten & bus
ebyrede crist polian. ciaooORHiN 235-7, & tuss)bo&e^de

inn hire bohht..puss hafebb Dribhtin don wibb me. 1340
Ayeno. 52 l>os he lyest al his time, and be ni?t : and bane

day. IbiJ. 71 pous geb al oure lyt. 1375 BARBOCR Brttct
II. 508 Thws in the liyllis levyl he. (-1430 I.i/e St. A'alli.

(1884) 45 By bus suche tormentes bou schalt somlyme s me
wyth sayntes in blis. 1530 PALSCK. 720/1 You ought to be
a shamed to skowlde thus as you do. 1606 HOLLAND
Siteton. 103 Victualling bouses, tavernes and thus farre

foorUi. ,689 HICKEHINCIU. Whs. (1716) II. 39 Thus the

Hpgen-Dutcnman got Money. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-

Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 459 It u thus that our general
maxims become the sources of error. 1840 LARDNEX Gttm.

98 The base and altitude of the parallelogram thus formed.

1847 C. BRONTE J. >/*iv, When thus gentle, Beuie seemed
to me the best, prettiest, kindest being in the world. lOOB

[Miss E. FOWLER] Bilut. Trent 4 Ancholmt 249 And thus

the music goes on.

b. In the following manner; as follows; in

these words.
r 888 K. jELFiEO Boetk. xvi. 1 4 Da ongfan he) eft

xiddian & bus cwe9. 0900 0. . Martyrd. 23 Apr. 60

Ond he sanctus Georgius him to dryhtne ^ebed end bo
cwatd: 'Helende Crist'. ^975 Rtulmi. Gtsf. Matt. L ,8

Kristes soblice kennisse bus wzs. e uoo Vitti t Virt. 3
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c. In the manner now being indicated or ex-

emplified.
6-1440 York Myst. vii. 6 Here vn-to you bus am I sente.

1535 COVERDALE Jer. H. 64 When thou hast redde out the

bufce, bynde a stone to it, and cast it in the myddest of

1727 W. MATHER Yng. Man's Comp. 36 A Period or lull

Stop, thus mark't (.). 1812 J. WILSON Isle ofPalms n. 423
But why thus gleams Fitz-Owen's eye ? 1850 TENNYSON In
Mem. xcviii. i Risest thou thus, dim dawn ?

d. Ellipt for thus says, said (referring either to

a preceding or subsequent speech), poet, or arch.

1568 GRAFTON Ckron. II. 632 Thus much Hall. 1667
MILTON P. L. xn. 79 To whom thus Michael : Justly thou
abhorr'st [etc.]. '757 W. WILKIE Epigon. vi. 164 Cassandra
thus i and thus the Paphian maid : Yourgen'rous love [etc.].

1847 TENNYSON Princess 160 ' And yet, to speak the truth,
I rate your chance Almost at naked nothing '. Thus the

king; And I [etc.],

t e. Thus and thus, expressing minuteness or
detail in the description given. Obs.

13.. Cursor M. 26203 (Fairf.) pus & bus do bi penaunce
\Cott. For bus, and bus, bou do penance]. 1413 Pilgr.
Sowle (Caxton) i.xxi. (1859)21 Suche day and tymenedyde
thus and thus. 1535 COVERDALE i Kings xiv. 5 Speake
thou therfore vntoher thus & thus. 1605 SHAKS. Letir i. ii.

114 The wisedome of Nature can reason it thus, and thus,

yet Nature finds [etc.]. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in.

ii. 5 One of the same kind with our selves, thus and thus
formed.

f. Preceded by redundant as. (Cf. As cotij. 34.)
1426 LYDG. De Guil.'s Pilgr. 4195, I mene as thus : con-

ceyveth al [etc.]. 1430-40 Bockas (Bodl. MS.) If. 144, I

meane as thus, I ha no fresshe licour. Ibid. 150/2, I meane
as thus, yeff ther be set a lawe. c 1450 Secrees 757. I
mene as thus by a dyvisioun Toward hym sylff kepe his
Estat Royal. 1847 C. BRONTE ?. >*. xxxvii, When I have
clasped her once more to my heart, as I do now ; and
kissed her, as thus. 1865 J. 1. WHITE in Reader No. 139.
234/1 The article next proceeds as thus.

2. In accordance with this
; accordingly, and so

;

'

consequently ; therefore.
c 1200 ORMIN Pref. 81, & tuss iss Crist Amminadab purrh

gasth; witt Jehatenn, Forr batt he toe o rode daeb Wi|>b all
hiss fulle wille. c 1315 Skorekam vii. 859 And bos bat
chyld to nyjt y-bore, pa? hyt deyde, hyt were for-lore ?ef
crystnynge nere. c 1407 H. SCOGAN Moral Balade 97 (MS.
Ashm.) By avncetrye bus; may yee no-thing clayme. 1591
SHAKS. Two Gent. in. i. 17 Thus (for my duties sake) I
rather chose To crosse my friend.. Then [etc.]. 1796 H
HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 34 Thus, for
example, the signs of tempest off the Cape of Good-Hope
far exceed those on our coasts. 1857 BUCKLE Cruiliz. I. i.

19 Thus we have man modifying nature, and nature modify-
ing man. 1891 STEVENSON Across the Plains 144 In this
path he must thus have preceded . . all contemporary rounde-
leers.

3. Qualifying an adj. or adv. : To this extent,
number, or degree ; as . . as this ; so ; esp. thus

far, to this point (often used to indicate the end of
a quotation) ; thus much, so much, as much as this.
In quot. 1393 correlative to <w = as . . as (obs.).
Bemuut/336 Ne seah ic elbeodise bus mani^e men modi*. !

hcratl. 0700 Efinal Gloss. (O.E.T.) 1037 Tantister, bis
]

suibae. c 725 Corpus Gloss. 1982 Dus suioe. a 800 Erfurt
Gloss. 1037 Dus suidae. c 1000 ^LFRIC Ham. I. 316 Sexe
me, beceapode ge 3us micel landes? <ri2os LAY. 29625Woldest bu bus sone faren

ajein to Rome? 01250 Owl f,
Mg/it.jsS For ic kan craft & ic kan lyste & bariore ic am
pus bnste. <ri369 CHAUCER Detke Blauncke 904 But thus
moche dar I sayn. 1393 LANGL. /'. PI. C. iv. 181 Hue is
assoihd bus [v.r. as) sone as hure self lykeb. a 1451 I

JORTESCUE Wki. (1869) 550 Thus longe ys the cooste of
tnglonde on the oon syde of hym by see. 1531 Dial onLaws Eng. n. xlv. y iii b, There shall not be Tayde vpona ded persone but .. thus many tapers or candels. 1578BANISTER Hist. Man i. 22, 1 write thus much for the excuse
of Vesalius, because he is so apertly reproved. 1596 SHAKS.
Tarn. Skr. I. u 104 1 herefore let me be thus boldTith you.
'599 - Hen y, Lpil., Thus farre..Our bending Author
hath pursu d the Story. 1681 DRYDEN At-s. * Ackit. 803Thus far 'us duty : but here fix the mark. 1746 FRANCIS
- "j''Sj'4*?u-55 Then vou confess, That who sue-
ceeds, thus difficult his Part, Gives the best Proof of Couraee
18.3 SOUTHEY //,./>,,>. War I. xii. 6,7 The happyhsue

v
5

/ ',

the"' cml Administration. 1884 W. C. SMITH
All Xk"" S3

-J
et

^Ji??" speak thus calmly of ""sayingAll we have said. 1888 FREEMAN in Stephens Life (1895) II
374 Ine legend, .has thus much of foundation.
Hence f Thus v. (nonce-use) intr., to do thus.
1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. iv. Cattaints 212 Six

dayes together had the Hebrews thus't About the Townseven limes the Seventh they must
Thusand, -sund, (j>-), obs. ff. THOUSAND.
Thuscane, obs. form of TUSCAN.
T Thu-S-gate, adv. Obs. oiSc. arch. [f. THUSadv. + GATE rf.2] In this way ; thus.

ay . 1819 ... -- -
--^

-,
liut what befel him thus-gate daddit, In the neist sang ye 'II

find it addit.

t Th.U -

S-gateS, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -s of

adverbial genitive.] prec.
c 1375 Cursor >1. 1242 (Fairf.) Til seth his sone,

jius gates
he
be ;

I my saule JmsgaL
(xi.) 17 Anchises. .Lift.. hands to hevin, and thus gatis said.

Thu'sly, adv. colloq. [f. THUS + -LY z
.] =THDS.

1889 lioston (Mass.) Jrnl. 17 Jan. 2/3 On his way home
George mused thusly. 1893 LADY BURTON Life Sir R. F.
Burton II. 3 Stories never lose anything in the recital, and

consequently this one grew thusly.

Thusness (OP-snes). colloq. [f. THUS + -NESS.J
The condition of being thus. Chiefly humorous.

1883 in W. Hamilton Parodies (1886) III. 159 Expound me
this tbusness I pray. 1888 F. HUME Mine. Midas i. xv,

Why all this thusness ? 1888 Daily News 27 Dec. 3/4 Why
this

' thusness
'

? as our Transatlantic humourists would say.

1891 Natuir 12 Mar. 435/1 Force produces motion, but what
determines it and gives It its thusness ?

Thussocke, obs. form of TUSSOCK.

Thuswise (Szrswsiz), adv. f f. THUS + -WISE.]
In this manner ;

= THUS. Cf. THISWISE.
13.. Cursor M. 11971 (Gotu) 'Sun', scho said,

' wirk

noght bus wise
'

[Cott. , Tr, bis wise ; Fairf. suche wise], 1509
BARCLAY Skyp of Folys (1570) 238 Howe longe shall ye
mankinde thus wise oppres? 15*6 TINOALE /'////. iii. 15 As
many as be perfect be thus wyse minded. 1594 CAREW
Iluarlc's Exam. Wits (1616) 172 This child, whom we goe
thus-wise examining. 1843 ''- JONES Sens. $ Event Poems
(1879) 8 Long ere the worms had fretted through The clay
that thuswise spake. 1849 M. ARNOLD In Utruntque
Paratus ii, O waking on a world which thuswise springs.
1887 MORRIS Odyss. xi. 504, I spake unto him and thuswise
answered again.
So f Thus ways adv. phr. Obs. rare 1

.

1616 J. HAIG in J. Russell Haigi vi. (iB8i) 139, I was no
scholar to sustain ane argument against him, but thus ways
leaves htm.

Thute, J>uten, var. THEOTEN v. Obs., to howl.

Thutie, obs. form of TUTTT.
Thutter (Jartai), v. [Echoic; cf. twitter,

stutter; also OE. foterian to howl, wail.] intr.
To make the sputtering or shaking sound suggested
by the word. Hence Thu- ttoring ppl. a.

1897 KIPLING Captains Courageous (ed. Tauchn.) 12

Blowing through a big conch-shell, he must needs stand up
..and send a grinding, thuttering shriek through the fog.
1904 Traffics !, Discov. 370 The old mill shook and the
heavy stones thuttered on the grist. 1905 J. C LINCOLN
Partners of Tide vii. 139 There boomed out of the dark a
thuttering, shaking roar, that swelled to a shriek and died
away the voice of the great steam foghorn.

II Thuya (J>i-ya). Sot. [An irregular repr. of
Or. 0uo, more correctly tftia, name of an African tree

(Thuja articulata Linn., now Callitris quadri-
valvis), the source of the THVINE wood (Gr. (v\ov
Siiivov) of Rev. xviii. 1 2. See also THUJA.
Theophrastus H. PI. 5. 3. 7 has finr and Wo, rendered by

Pliny N.H. 13. 16. 30
'

Mj">, ab aliis Mj'a '. Med.Gr.MSS\
and early printed edd. gave the Gr. as fvior, fain, which
Thepdorus Gaza tr. Tkeophrastus 1483, Latinized as tyium,
tkuia. Camerarius, 1577, has tkya from Pliny and tkuia
after Gaza; he applies the name to the American Arbor
I 'itx, Tkuya occidentalis. Bauhin, 1671, has the barbarous
form Thuya for Tkuia or Tkuja. Tournefort used 7V!

in popular English use. But French botanists continued to
use Bauhin s 7'A;<va(Littre'has

'

Tkuia. ou Tkuya '),and this
has been followed by Bentham and Hooker, and adopted at
Kew as the generic name. (Sir W. T. Thiselton-Dyer.) The
only defensible form etymologically is of course TAya.]
Name of a genus of coniferous trees, consisting of

about ten species, of which the North American
T. occidentalis and the Chinese T. orientalis are

commonly cultivated under the name Arbor Vitse.

(The tree so called by the ancients is now known
as Callitris.) Also attrib., as thuya-wood.
[1483 GAZA tr. Theopkr. H. PI. F iiij, Tyium quod thuia ab

alusappellatur. 1671 BAUHIN PinaxifA Thuya Theophrasti.Artor Vital, Bellonio; Tkuia sive Tkya, vulgo. Camfera-
nus). 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Tkya, a kind of wild Cy-

^^S^^f&,^^J^AmTwhan be ton bus gate was ded On bat ober baiaille he

-, , -_ ight goodly Tr*.

'770 J. R. FORSTER tr. Kalnfs Trav. N. Amer. (1772) II.
3
I5r., P sts wmcrl a*6 driven into the ground are made

of Thuya wood. 1836 H. MURRAY, etc. Hist. $ Descr. Ace.
China I. i. 19 Richly clothed with trees, particularly the
tallow, the camphor, the thuya or arbor vita. 1903 F. EDKN
Garden in Venice iii. 17 A tiny square of garden, closed
in with an unshapely hedge of thuya and euonymus.
Thuyene (bi-yh), etc. Chem. : see THUJENE.
Thwa, obs. erron. Sc. form of Two.
Thwack (bwsek), sb.

[f. the verb.] A vigorous
stroke with a stick or the like ; a whack.
1587 T. HUGHES, etc. Misfort. Artkur iv. ii, Boystrous

bangs wilo thumping thwacks fall thicke. 1654GAYTON Pleas.
Notes in.

-' * " m

THWACKER.
ffiid. i. ii. 795 But Talgol first with hardy Thwack Twice
bruis'd his htad, and twice his back. 1704 SWIFT T. Tub
xi. (1709) 131 Noble Captain, lend a reasonable Thwack
..with that cane of yours. 1832 W. IRVING Alhambm
(1851) 250 Bestowing a hearty thwack with a cudgel on tlie

i
flanks of his donkey. 1850 G. MEREDITH R. Fcvcrcl .v.\iii,

I Sounding a thwack on his knee.

Thwack Q>w;>ek), v. Also 6-7 thwaoke,
thwak, 6, 8 dial, twaok. [app. echoic, from the
sound of beating vigorously: see sense i.

But it may have been altered from the earlier THACK i/.2,

orig. to pat, to clap, but in 1480 used of showering blows,
the initial tkw- expressing more forcible effort than tk- ; the

I

sense '

clap
'

might also pass easily into sense 3 here, which
does not easily arise out of i.]

1. trans. To beat or strike vigorously, as with a
stick ; to bang, thrash, whack.
a 1530 HEVWOOD Johax f, Tyb ( Brandl) 31, 1 shall bete her

and thwak her. a 1535 MOKE in Wordsw. Eccl. Biog. (1818)
II. 123 Now I will speak but three words, and I durst jeopard
a wager that none here [on the Continent) shall pronounce
it after me: 'Thwarts {I errorfor Thwaites] thwackt him
withathwitle'. 1360 INGKLEND Disoo.CAiMGij, Beyngefull
often with the staffe thwacked, a 1616 MIUULICTON Mayor
of Queenb. v. i, Take all my cushions down and thwack
them soundly. 1711 ARBUTHNOT John Bull iv. vii, To
snatch the cudgel.. that he might thwack Lewis with it.

1881 BESANT& RICE Ckatl. ofFleet i. iv, To see two sturdy
fellows thwack and belabour each other with quarter -staff,

single-stick, or fists.

also/. 1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878^43 Flailes lustily thwack,
least plough seede lack.

b. fig. To ' beat
'

in a contest, to defeat severely.
1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv. v. 189 Here's he that was wont to

thwacke our General), Caius Martius. 1811 SCOTT Ktidlvi.
n, What adventurous knight ever thought of the lady's
terror, when he went to thwack giant, dragon, or magician,
..for her deliverance? 1869 ULACKMORE Lorna D. ii, If
we count three before the come of ihee, thwacked thou art.

C. intr. To fall with a thwack or sharp knock.
a 1851 MOIR Winter Wild vii, To the quaking sheet below,

Down thwacks he, with a thud like thunder 1

2. trans. To drive or force by or as by thwacking
or beating ; to knock (down, in, out, etc.). AlsoJig.
1566 DKANT Wait. Hierim. K iv, To thwacke downe

walles, to even them with the flore. 1611 SHAKS. Ifint. T,

'; ""j37
Weel thwacl< nim hcn will> Distafles. 1743

Land, tj, Country Brew. ii. (ed. 2) 126 Beating or Thwack-
ing the Yeast into working Ale or Beer. 1006 Outlook
22 Sept. 374/1 If Busby's rhythmic rod thwacked Latin metre
into the

pead of more than one poet.
3. a. To clap ; to clap together, to pack or crowd

together (things or persons) ; to clap down.
1589 FLEMING Virg. Georg. n. 24 The bushie thornie fields,

Where many grauell stones be thwackt 1610 BP. HALL
Apol. Brownists 14 [He] thwacks fourteene Scriptures into

themargent. 1641 MILTON Aiiimadv. ii. Wks. 1851 111. 208
Who would have thought a man could have thwackt to-

gether so many incongruous similitudes? 1674 N. FAIRFAX
Bulk $ Setv. 151 The shruff, moss and hair, that the nest
was thwackt together of. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs
Trav. i. 25 Many of them being thwackt together into one
Koom, they are not a little straitned. 1760 [see THWACKING
vtl.s6.\. 1901 Daily Chron, 17 Feb. 7/5 [Prisoner in Police
Court),l don't care what you say; thwack me down three
months [hard labour] in the book, quick,
t b. intr. (for reft.) To crowd (to a place), rare.

1651 BROME City Wit ll. ii, All the wise wenches i' the
Town will thwack to such Sanctuaries, when the times are
troublesome.

t o. trans. To pack or crowd (a thing or place).
Const, with something. 06s.
Much used in this sense from c 1585 to 1700.
1581 STANYHURST sEneis HI. (Arb.) 85 Weau'd wurcks

thwackt with honor. 1588 A. MUNDAY in Farr S
1

. P. Eliz.
(1845) I. 229 He that had his barnes so thwakt, And bade
his soul take rest. 1607 ]. CARPENTER PlaintMam Plough
15 The field was thwacked with tbornes, tares, and noysome
weeds. 1667 WATERHOUSK Fire Loud. 103 Its Streets were
. . thwack'd with Carts, pesler'd with Porters. 1698 FRYER
Ace. E. India. $ P. 58 We could discern the River to be
thwacked with small Craft,

t d. intr. (hipassive) To be packed or filled full.

1650 HOWELL Giraffi's Rev. Natles i. 114 The Church.,
was as full as it could thwack in thick multitudes.
4. The verb-stem in combination with a sb. :

thwack-coat a., that thwacks the coat ; thwack-
stave, a quarter- staff, a cudgel.
1593 G. HARVEY Pierce's Sufer. Wks. (Grosart) II. 126 To

be sold at the signe of the Crabbtree Cudgell in Thwack-
coate Lane. 1857 SIR F. PALGRAVK Norm. Eng. II. 504
Every bodily exercise,.. the footrace or the gallop, single-
stick or thwackstave, spear or sword.
Hence Thwacked (bwsekt), ///. a. a. beaten ;

t b. packed, crowded (oos.).
a 1670 HACKET Serm. Incarnation vii. Wks. (1675) 64

Let two or three be gathered together in his name. .; but
if you will multiply those two or three to hundreds, .of souls,O then his desire is upon, .those thwackt congregations.

Thwacker ()>wae-kai). rare. [f. prec. + -KB 1.]
1. One who or that which thwacks; a beater;

spec, an implement for beating half-dried pantiles
into shape on the thwacking-frame.
1867 URE Diet. Arts, etc. III. 902 When half-dry the tiles

are taken out one by one, placed on the thwacking frame,
and beaten with the thwacker to produce the required shape.
1877 KNIGHT DM. Meek., Tkwacking-fratite, the tool by
which the upper side [of half-dried pantiles] is beaten has
the shape of the segment of a cylinder, and is called the
thwacker. 1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist Prelude, Like cudgels
of carpet-thwackers expelling dust.

t2. A thumper, a whacker; in quot., a 'thump-
ing' lie. Obs. ra>-e~ l

.



THWACKING.
1674 N FAIRFAX Hulk S, Selv. 108 It would follow, that

?h,V?, .'r

gw^\Ereat
,

e
J
r

,'
han somewhat else, or greaterthan itself; Which would be a thwacker.

Thwackinjr (Jnv;e-kirj\ vbl. si.
[f. THWACK

v. + -INGI.] The action of the verb THWACK in
various senses. Also attrib. : thwacking-frame
a stand on which pantiles are beaten into shape-'
thwaokmg-horse, -stool, a bench on which the
thwackmg-frame is placed ; thwacking-knife a
knife for trimming the edges of pantiles
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Thwacking (Jwse-kirj), #/. .
[f. THWACK

W. + -INO<] That thwacks; that is !l thwacker;
big, strong, forcible

; thumping, whacking
1567 DRANT Horace,De Art, Pott. A iij, Put out no puftesnor thwackyng words, words of to large awvce ifaoMIDDLE Chaste Maid v. iii, Sec. IS?. A bonfire, Si??

F SfjKPj i thw
?=kinK ne, I charge you. ,67, HFouLis ///. >?,. TV,*,. (1681)42 After all these tKw-irk

ing Arguments ,68, H. ^'j&2fflLSSvSStt,0, In vertue: of which thwacking expressions he has fanciedh mself able to play at Scholastick or Philosophick Qua, tcr-
Staff. 1800 /?,, News 17 Dec. 5/7 Then came a
thwacking blow from Dr. Tanners blackthorn.
Hence Thwa-cklngly o<to.

r'rfi? *V ^1f- A&"'- Ca*"- VI ' *vi!-

"7 In "vet'ng theGodhead into his own person so thwack ngly and substan
lially, as that he may gfve the World to understandI tha hewas as much God as that Christ that died at Jerusalem

r^hY^t(f (^t)> dial AIso ? twaite -
'[-I-ON. /;, >/z a piece of land, a paddock, lit

a cutting, cut-piece, f.
*fvlta

=
Qfc.fwltan to cut!

cut off, THWITE.] A piece of ground ; /. a pieceof gronnd cleared from forest or reclaimed from
waste. Now rare or Oh. as a separate word.
(Hence the surname Thwailcs.)

CMhrfl! "i"
n
H
Un
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r

T

US P'a<*:names. P. in Westmorland,
Cumberland, and N. Lancashire, as Afflethwaite, Cros.
thwaite, Dowthwaite, Ormthwaiti, Sealh-waite etc
1618 COKE O ,. 4 b, Twaite signifieth a wood grubbed

up and turned to arable. ,670 in BLOUNT tmisSi^.
1777 NICOLSON & BURN Hist. Westmld. ff Cml,ld. II i
Several parts and parcels,., differing in form and quality of
soil, or otherwise inclosed by the inhabitants from the barren
waste of the fells such parts and parcels are. .called thwaits
.8.5 BROCKET!-Iff. C Words, Thwaite, a level pasture field
1831 J. BRF.E St. Herbert's Me 125 A thwaite was a per-
tion of ground cleared of wood for residence or cultivation
Thwang, thwarjg(u)e, obs. ff. THONO.
t Thwarl, a. Obs. rare- 1

. ? Twisted ? tight

bwlri/Ci .&*'" "4 Syt>Cn >rawe" "*h a >-ng a

Thwart (bw9rt), j/i.l Now rare. [f. THWART
z>.J

An act or instance of thwarting; a check,
hindrance, obstruction, frustration.
1611 COTGR. S.V. Vent, Batu de mauvais vent, crost by a

contrarie, or malignant thwart. 1631 ROWLEY New Wonder
i. it Full oft, and many have I heard complaine Of dis.
contents, thwarts, and adversities. 1661 GLANVILL Van
Dogtn. 81 Any considerable thwart in the Motion. 1741 HWALPOLE Lett, to Mann (1834) I. 104 The number of blows
and thwarts which the French have received. 1781 Miss
BURNEY Cecilia. H. iii, A certain discourteous person in
thwart of your fair inclinations, keepeth and detaineth your
irradiant frame in hostile thraldom. 1901 Blackw. Mag.
Apr. S47/'i ' distrust that man He's a thwart a moral
thwart.

Thwart (Jwjut), sbt [app. a sb. use (which
came in after 1725) of THWART adv. and adj.,
having reference to the position of the rowing
benches or seats athwart or across the boat.
Whether its use was partly due to similarity of
sound to thaught, thawt, or thought, previously
applied to the same thing, is uncertain. Our latest

contemporary instance of '

thought or thought
'

is

of 1721, of thoat 1697, of thout 1725, while onr
first of 'thoughts or thwarts' is of 1736, so that
the appellations were continuous in use, as if the
one had passed into the other. But, for the full

determination of the relations between thoft,
thought or thought, and thwart, fuller evidence
between 1500 and 1700 is needed. Cf. THOFT,
THOUGHT 2

.] A seat across a boat, on which the
rower sits

;
a rower's bench.

[1711 BAILEY, Thoughts, the Rowers Seats in a Boat.)
1736 (folio), Thaughts, v. Thwarts. Ibid., Thwarts, (a
Sea Term) the boards or benches laid a-cross boats and
gallies, upon which the rowers sit. 1770 COOK Voy. round
World n. x. (1773) 462 A considerable number of thwarts
were laid from gunwale to gunwale. 1776 Falconer's Diet.
Marine, Thwart, the seat or bench of a boat whereon the
rowers sit to manage the oars. 1897 F. T. BULLEN Cruise
Cachalot 41 We drew each man his oar across the boat and
lashed it firmly down with a piece of line spliced to each
thwart.

Thwart OwjJt), adv., prep., and adj. Forms :

3 Jraert, ttvrert, (Orm.) Jjwerrt, 4 thwert, 5
pwerte, twhert, thuart, 5-7 twart, thwarte,
twhart, 6-7 thwarth, thawart(e, (qwarte,
whart), 7 twarte, 9 dial, thort, thurt, thirt,

the ON.
- orig. neuter of

fcf-r (Norw. tver, fo'aer, Sw. tvcr
tvnr, Da. tvirr), transverse, cross. Cf. <ill<;'

3T'.r^; l^-. T'' Gcr- ?""> an<1 (**>>

wv -
e

j
"
J)l )1-rls - >"""" *<"". Satl - '"',

MD /

=I 's K?ris ' "Wrj
' rfa""' MI <; -'

. dwers itwars, }.(',., Dti. ,/wars, athwart,
crossly, peevishly ; ON./wr, ^ Jnert. ON farwas shortene<l from >,ni . QE. pwerh, hieorh
(genitive/,,-, m comb. /,,.-) crooked; cross,
perverse = OHG. rfar,.^, riWra/,, tu-erh, MUG.
r fC

hut
.

rc
,

h ' Gcr- *""</<- (in composition^
C.oth. fwatrhs cross, angry, :-OTeut. fwerh-
:-*fwerhw- :-Indo-Eur. "tiverkw-, whence L tor-

quere^
to twist, Skr. tarku'

spindle. In Eng. the
adv. is known naoo, first in the combinations
/H>* / (THWERT-OUT) anA fwcrt-over (TmvAiiT-
OVKR), later (c 1300) over-fwert (OvEimnvAM' It
was used as an adj., with a vb. fwerten, both fie
.-1250 and as a prep. bef. 1300. In all these
thtotrt became thwart in the I 5th c. Thwart sb
is found in the i ;th c.
The ME. material is scanty, and the sense development isnot illustrated fully by the extant quotations. The senses

orde'r ]

arranSed '"> "hat appears to be the logical

A. adv.

1 1. Across or
transversely to the length, direction

or course of anything; from side to side
; crosswise

transversely ;
= ATHWART A. i. Obs.

a 1350 St. Thomas 85 in Horstm. Allengl. Leg. (1881) 21

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 402/2 A man on hors"backe whichbare a longe tree thwarte and wold entre in to the templeand he myght not by cause the tree laye Ihwarte. iU
A. M. tr. Gmllemeau-s Fr Chirurg. 24 b/i An apertiSrti
accordmge to the length of that parte, and not thwart or
crosseover. 1624 CAW. SMITH Virginia in. 79 A greattree (that lay thwart as a barricade). 1664 EVELYN SSm
(17761 405 Till you can lay them thwart, that the top of one
may rest on the root or stub of the other.

t b. Jig. Across the course of, so as to obstruct
or oppose; adversely; = ATHWART A. ,. Obs.
a i6a8 PRESTON New Covt. (1634) 146 There are many

things in the Creature that are crosse to us, that fall thwart
upon us. 1642 R. CARPENTER Experience n. xi. 214 A work
that lyes thwart, and strives against the current of your
natural! inclination.

2. From one side to the other of anything (with
motion implied) ; across, arch.
1511 GUYI.TORD Pilgr. (Camden) 6 We trauersed out of

that ryuer into an other lytell ryuer, whiche brought us
thawarte ayen into Latyze. 1880 WEBB Goethe's Fafnt i. i.

31 Up, down and thwart, without repose, To lead my
scholars by the nose.

f3. Thwart of. a. Naut. Opposite to, over
igainst (a place on the coast) ;

- OFF B. II. 6 b.
1556 W. TOWRSON in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 98 We were

thwart of Porto Sancto. 1670 NARBOROUCH Jrut. in Ace
Sen. Late Voy. \. (1694) rf Being thwart of the Shoals of
Brazil.

t b. Transversely to, across the direction of. Obs.
1667 MILTON P. L. x. 703 With adverse blast up-turns

them from the South Notus and Afer black with thundrous
Clouds..; thwart of these as fierce Forth rush the Levant
and the Ponent Windes Eurus and Zephir.
B. prep.

1. From side to side of, across : a. of position or

direction; = ATHWART B. i b. arch, oifoet.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur v. viii. 173 Lucyus smote Arthur

thwart the vysage. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's
Voy. n. x. 44 Our patrone . . was . . caste thwart the nose of our
gallie. 1680 Land. Gas. No. 1530/4 [He] hath a Scar

THWABT.
C. at//.

! I
> ing, extending, or passing across

rih* ,h
qUOt

r '**]' '?"-/"* oblique. T /*.,

t&EftJF2:S i

ss"'/. It wa, made Sto. o^
, ,7 ^inUmthe. Audi
30 Th. ,

is whitish, clicduered Wi! ri.l!rflli .7*' "'?"" *"* cc**
IAMFS i r. /,/;/,. f, f-SSLH

d lh 'r"t nbr - '}'!
Thwart.walk i>>6 f *'

, I>ia|c3cruil
of

SS W
A. J>g. a. Of persons or their attribute*

to resist, oppose, or obstruct ;

hert^w^rVowerrSd^^^^^''"
tS^sat a.-ss,!'xS^
tenuous with those that govern them. it SiIrometh. Unl:. n. ij. 90 Noontide would cocnc And
Silenus find his goats indrawn. ,8,, SSrSSo.^. lkl

K 'A3r ? C"US public or lh<! lhwarl reviewer
D. Ut things: Adverse, unfavourable, untoward

unpropiuous; esp. applied (with mixture of literal
sense) to a wind or current : cross.

^S^tf^y!^. * '^ n f" nd
3

P\,bHckrYWeiIce
i

dealin
< 2

^V^
emons ' r:"">'i of thcire reciprocall thwarte

full of rain and foam, ittf Sntxr. Mem. E Thn'*r*iTt\^

school
'heSe lhw!lrt currents Thring buiit up liii large

t3. Opposed, contrary (It); in qnot. 1614, op-
posed in sense, antithetical, contrasted. O6s.
a 1601 ? MAHSTON I'asouil I, Kath. I. 304 Why should yourunnean Idle counteMourse Thwart to^Se path of hshionl

1614 T. ADAMS Fatal Bano.u,t iv. WK ,86, I. 216 A pairol cross and thwart sentences, handled rather by collation
than relation, whose conjunction is disjunctive. i6i< JACK-SON Creed iv. n. vi. | 5 A meaning a* ridiculous ai thw.and conlradictory to his purpose as the devil himlf couldhave devised. 1614 HP. MOUNTACU Gaff Pref. 23 To be
tnwart unto, and against the maine of the business neaotiaurf.
Thwart (jwo.it), v. [f. prec. adv.]L 1. trans. To pass or extend across from side

to side of; to traverse, cross ; also, to cross the
direction of, to ran at an angle to. Obs. or arck.
1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) v. i. (1859) 70 A Cercle em-

belvfyng somwhat, and thwartyng the tbycknes of the
snyere. 1530 PALSC*. 757/2, 1 thwarte the waye I go over
the waye lo stoppe one,> trenche It chemy,,. icSoBSMAM
Per. iv. iv. loPencIes Is nowagaine thwarting thy wayward
seas. 1617 CAIT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. i. 39 Vou let
your sailes so sharp as you can to lie close by a wind
thwarting it a league or two,.. first on the oneboord then on
the other. 1653 R. SANDEK Ph^iofn. 50 If the Hepatiqueline be thwarted by other small lines. 1769 FALCONE. Diet.
Marine N iij, The current thwarts the course of a ship
1805-6 CARV Dante's Inf. xxv. 73 The lizard seems A flash of
lightning, if he thwart the road. 1863 P. S. WOUI.F.Y Poems
* Transl. 10 That white reach Thwarting the blue serene a
belt of fire.

b. intr. To pass or extend across, to cross.
Obs. or arch.
a 155. LELAND /tin. (1744) VII. 53 The Towne of Cokcer.

muth stondeth on theRyverof Colcer, the which thwartheth

UMMM ww i*unu. ccnccv. n u. i ^50 4 inci lean a acar
thwart the back of one ofhis Hands. 1741 in Descr. Thames
(1758) 87 No Person. .shall. .bend any Net, by Anchors or
otherwise, thwart the Channel, and so as to draw another
Net into it. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. in. 192 Apink-
tinged cloud spread thwart the shore.

b. ofmotion : = ATHWART B. i a. arch, or poet.
1583 STOCKER Cat. Warns Lowe C. ni. 91 Came three

messengers thwart the fieldes in at the wood gate. 1598
STOW Sum. iii. (1603) 14 Which ran. .through that streete,
thwart Grastreete, and downe Lumbard streete. 1738 GRAY
Tass&j Thwart the road a River roll'd its flood tempestuous.
1813 T. BUSBY Lucretius n. 131 When shines the God of
Day, And thwart the darkened chamber darts his ray. 1898
T. HARDY Wessex Poems 2 Thwart my wistful way did a
damsel saunter.

2. Across the course or direction of; -ATHWART
B. 3. Thwart the hawse (Chaise), across the stem
of a ship. Chiefly Naut.
1495 Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. v. vi. (W. de W.) g v/i Two

holowe synewes whiche ben callyd Optici . . come eyther
thwart other, and ben loyned in a poynte. icSao in Foster

Eng. Factories Ind. (1906) 220 Intending with her to laie

the Portingall admirall thwart the halse and soe to burne
both together. i6ia R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea (1847) 85 For
foure leagues into the sea (thwart it), lye banks of sand.

1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1756) I. 54 Fibres that cross
and go thwart one another.

t3. Across the course of, so as to obstruct;
= ATHWART B. 5. Obs.

1641 MILTON Reform, i. Wks. 1851 III. 31 Crosse-jingling

periods which..come thwart a setl'd devotion worse then
the din of bells and rattles.

... o.v..uv.u wii tuc rvvirc, ui MKor, uic wnicn inwaTtnelD
over the Town. 1398 STOW Sun. xli. (1603) 436 A cloie
cart, bavled ouer and couered with blacke, hauing a plaine
white Crosse thwarting. 1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Trer xiv.
xciii. Through the mid-throng the nearest way he thwarted.
16.7 HAKEWILL Afol. Prcf. 10 It led them some other way
thwarting, and upon the by, not directly, itjt T. Alao
Poet. Wit. 189 They scream, they mbc, they thwart, they
eddy round.

t o. trans. To cross the path of ; to meet ; to fall

in with, come across. Obs.
1601 CHESTER Love's Mart. K. Arth. XX, Merlin. .Who

by great fortunes chance sir Vlfins thwarted, A* he went by
in beggers base aray. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Suit A Se/e. 146
Motions to be checfct without the least hit or slop from
other bodies that thwart them. 1811 CAHY Dante's fmr. iv.

89 Another question thwarts thee.

fd. Naut. Of a ship, etc. : To get athwart so
as to be foul of. Also intr. Obs.

1809 NaoalChron. XXIV. 2j The boat having thwarted
against the moorings. 1810 llid. XXIII. 07 The frigate
now.. thwarted the Lord Keith's hawse. 1813 Gen. Hist.
in Ann. Kef. 107/1 The Amelia twice fell on board the enemy
in attempting to thwart his hawse.

f2. To lay (a thing) athwart or across; to place
crosswise; to set or put (things) across each other.
Thwart over thumb (quot, 1522) app. = to crm (one)

over the thumb* : see THUMB tf>. 5 d.

iSai SKELTON Why not to Court 197 Thus thwartrnc
ouer thorn, He ruleth all the roste. 1586 SrCMSEK I'irfifi
(,"a/ 514 The noble sonne of Telamon .. thwarting ha haze
shield, Them battell bad. i6oj CAKEW Lomwall\. ij b, I heir
bits were thwarted crosse wise at the end, and with these they
would cut an Apple in two at one snap. Itid. 76 b, The
inhabitants make use of divers his Creekes,for gritte-milta,
by thwarting a bancke from side to side, stfaj MAIKMAM
Cheap Huso. i. ii. (1631) 14 Carry your rod. .in your right



THWARTED.
hand, the point cither directly upright, or thwarted towards

your left shoulder. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. vti. 309 They make
..the signe of the Crosse.., thwarting their two foremost

fingers.

3. To cross with a line, streak, band, etc. (Only
in pa. pple.) Obs. or arch,
1610 GL'ILLIM Heraldry in. xiv. (1660) 162 The blacke line

on the ridge of all Asses backes. thwarted with the like over
both the Shoulders. 1613 G. SANDYS Trav. i. 63 Turbants
are made like great globes of callico too, and thwarted with
roules of the same. 1658 J. ROWLAND Moufet's Theat. Ins.

942 The body all over of a yellow colour, except where it is

thwarted with cross streaks or lines. x86z Temple Bar
Mag. II. 256, 1 saw Vesuvius., thwarted by a golden cloud,

b. To cross-plough ; also, to cut crosswise.

1847 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VIII. 11. 318 The burnt earth is

then spread on the land and thwarted in (that is, ploughed
across the direction in which the land is ploughed when laid

up in stetches for sowing). 1871 COUCH Hist. Polperro vi.

117 Land broken for wheat is thwarted in the Spring. 1888
ELWORTHY If. Somerset Word-bk. s. v. Thurt, Why, 'tis

a wo'th viye shillings to thurt thick there butt. 1898 RIDER
HAGGARD in Longm. Mag. Nov. 38 All my three ploughs
were at work '

thwarting 'that is crossploughing rootland
on the Nunnery Farm,
4. To obstruct (a road, course, or passage) with

something placed across ; to block. Obs. exc.fig.
c 1630 RISDON Surv. Devon 65 (1810) 63 The rebellious

commons . . thwarted the ways with great trees. Ibid. 269.
278 [A stream] whose course is thwarted with a damm,
which we call a wear. 17*5 POPE Odyss. x. 72 What
Daemon cou'dst thou meet To thwart thy passage and repel
thy fleet? 1760-71 H. BROOKE Fool ofQaal. (1809) IV. 58
They met with a six-barred gate that directly thwarted
their passage. 1807 CKAUUK Par. Reg. n. 72 They some,
times speed, but often thwart our course. 1856 KANE A ret,

.>//. II. v. 60 If no misadventure thwarted his progress.
II. 5. To act or operate in opposition to ; to

run counter to, to go against ; to oppose, hinder.
Also absol. Now rare.
c 1250 Gen. Q Ex. 1324 Quat-so god bad, Swerted he it

neuer a del. c 1430, 1530 [implied in THWARTING vol. so. 2
and ppl. a. 2], 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxv. xxxii. 907 Such as
might . . not sticke to speake their minds franckly, yea, &
thwart the king his emoassadour. 1671 Up. PARKER Def.
Eecl. Pol. iii. 8 15. 298 To what purpose does he so briskly
taunt me for thwarting my own Principles. 1676 W. ALLEN
Address Nonconf. 130The danger of Schism, and the evil of
thwarting publick Laws. 1783 JUSTAMOND tr. Raynats
Hist. Indies VII. 379 They had unfortunately been so much
thwarted by the winds as to prevent their landing before
summer. 1802 PALEY Nat. Theol. xxvi. (1819) 436 General
laws, however well set and constituted, often thwart and
cross one another. 1811 I.. M. HAWKINS C'tess QGertr. II.

370 The countess was not always disposed to thwart and
'

vex : a little flattery would soothe her.

b. intr. To speak or act in contradiction or

opposition ; to be adverse or at variance, to con-
flict. Const, with. Now rare or Obs.

15x9 HORMAN Vulg. 59 b, I wyll nat multyplie wordes or
thwarte with the. 1601 ?MARSTON Past/nil if Kath. n. 183

'

Is't possible that sisters should so thwart In natiue
humours? 1656 Burtons Diary (1828) I. 15 This clause
thwarts with his Highness's ordinances. 1737 BRACKEN
Farriery liiifr. (1757) II. 272 It would thwart with my
intended Brevity. 1862 F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 42
They also accept.. the Smritis, the Puranas, &c., the work i

of Rishis, when those books do not thwart with the Veda.
6. trans. To oppose successfully ; to prevent (a !

person, etc.) from accomplishing a purpose; to

prevent the accomplishment of (a purpose) ; to foil,

frustrate, balk, defeat. (The chief current sense.)
1581 MULCASTER Positions iv. (1887) 17 He may either

proceede at his owne libertie, if nothing withstand him, or
may not proceede, if he be thwarted by circunstance. 1641EARL MONM. tr. Biondfs Civil Warns v. 166 The Earle

Free-thinker No. 65 F 6 Perpetual Obstacles . . thwarted h
Designs. 1803 DK. WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desf. (1837) II.
352 Thus are all our best plans thwarted. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. iv. I. 429 The party which had long thwarted
him had been beaten down. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cong
IV. xvii. 15 But all these good intentions were thwarted by
the inherent vice of his position.

Thwa-rted, ppl. a. [f. THWABT v. + -ED i.]
1 1. Placed across ; crossed. Obs. rare*.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. iii. u All Knights-Templersmake such saltire cross with their thwarted leggs upon their

monuments.
2. Obstructed; frustrated, balked, defeated.
1818 CARLYLE Misc., Barns (1872) II. 13 Ever-thwarted

ever renewed endeavours. 1837 SIR W. HAMILTON Metafl!.
xlv.(i87o) II. 504 A thwarted, and therefore a painful energyof thought. 1879 DIXON Windsor II. xx. 208 Harry, .under,
stood the misery of a thwarted suit.
Hence ThwaTtedly adv.
1870 RusKiN Left. Art vii. (1875) '79 An atmosphere

tnrougn which a burning sun shines thwartedly.
Thwarteous (Jwg-jtyas),^ rare. [f. THWART
+ -EOUS3: ? after courteous, righteous.] Disposed
to thwart

; perverse, contrary.
1890 R. BRIDGES Chr. Caft. v. 2319 Satan did persuadeour thwarteous king To make a godless bargain. 1903 A.

sures
L

rfe^",ffi

C
T(-

L
[I9 4) 6 If he touch

*
d ***

sure^
he would find her humour '

thwarteous ', indeed.
Tnwarter ()>wo-jt3j). [f. THWABT v. + -ER i.l
One who or that which thwarts.
1 1. One who traverses or goes across. Oh. rare- 1

!*!* Lrr*"Aart'*K l"l<*<*"'- xlix. 394 Xenomanes the
go^ A ' fhwarter of dangerous ways
&. One who or that which obstructs the path or
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action of another; an opponent, adversary, ob-

structor, frustrater.

1633 T. ADAMS E.rf. 2 Peter i. 2 O happy soul, that can
make his thwarters that cross him, become his porters to

carry him to the place of his rest. 1687 WOOD Life 16 Aug.
(O.H.S.) III. 224 Dr. Fell, .would never suffer him to beare

that office because a thwarter of him in severall public
matters. X738 tr. Guazzo's Art Conversation 71 Those
whom I call Contentious and Thwarters are, for the most

Part, gross, thick-headed Fellows. 1869 HUGHES AlJredGt.
xii. 141 The thwarters of the King's will repented.

Thwarter-ill, variant of THORTEH-ILL.

t Thwa-rterous, a. Obs. nonce-wd. [irreg. f.

THWART : see -ous, and cf. boisterous.] Tortuous,

twisted, gnarled.
1625 J. WODROEPHE Afamrtu Fr. Tongue 336 The yellow

wood so thwarterous [Fr. torteux], beares Fruit so precious.

Thwarting (Jwjutin), vbl. si. [f. THWABT v.

+ -ING 1.] The action of the verb THWABT.
fl. Going athwart, crossing. Obs. rare~*.
c 1440 Gesla Rom. xlvi. 193 (Harl. MS.) By the Ringe we

muste vndirstonde feithe, for that owithe to be Rounde like

a Ringe, and with oute eny twartynge.
b. Cross-ploughing.

1847 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac. VIII. ll. 318 After the first

thwarting of the fallow (cross-ploughing), ..the clods are
worked, .into about the size of a hen's egg.

2. Opposition; hindrance,impediment; defeating,
frustration.

c 1430 Pilgr. LyfMa>ihode iv. Iii. (1869) 200 pe arguynge,
ne be thuartinge is no thing worth ayens us, ne ayens deth
neither. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xxviii. (1887) 100 A
number of lettes and thwartings which art did prescribe.
1609 DOULAND Ornith. Microl. 79 A Discord.. is the hard
and rough thwarting of two sounds not mingled with
themselues. 1653 ^. SANDERS Physiogn. 53 Great thwart-

ings and misfortunes by the means of women. 1825 SCOTT
Jrnl. 23 Dec., Those thwartings are what men in public life

do not like to endure.

Thwarting (Jwgutir)),/)//. a. [f. THWART v.

+ -ING
'*.]

That thwarts, in various senses.

L Lying or passing crosswise; crossing, traversing,
transverse

;
of the eyes : crossed, squinting. Obs. or

arch.

CI430 Pilgr. Ly/ Manhode iv. iv. (1869) 176 With pur.
blynde even and thwartinge may not be hool lookinge.
1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay's Argenis l. i. 3, I fled thorow
the bushes, where the thwarting bowes loosened the knots
of my hayre. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. (1906) 278 Slaine and
hung up on two standing and a thwarting tree. 1653 R.
SANDERS Physiogn. 48 If it [middle line of the palm] be
right, continued, and without thwarting lines.

2. Conflicting, opposing, obstructing; perverse;
frustrating, baffling ; adverse, untoward.
1530 PALSGR. 306/2 Brablyng thwartyng or quarellyng,

noyseux. Ibid. 327/2 Twhartynge or contraryeng, captieux.
1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, iv. vi. 22 That the people of this
blessed Land May not be punisht with my thwarting starres.

1658 Whole Duty of Man iv. 8 3 To entangle them-
selves by taking one oath cross and thwarting to another.
1718 Free-thinker No. 61 r 9 A Thwarting, Cavilling Tem-
per only promotes Contention. 1804 J. GRAHAME Sabbath
(1839) 23/1 The thwarting surge Dash'd, boiling, on the
labouring bark. 1878 J. R. SEELEY Stein II. 4 The very
moment when the thwarting power, .visibly intervenes.
Hence Thwa-rtlngly adv., transversely ; per-

versely ; adversely.
'579 TOMSON Calvin's Serin. Tim. 359/1 Fetch no winde-

lesses, nor goe anye by-wayes and as it were thwartingly.
1618 T. ADAMS Chr. Walt Wks. 1862 II. 407 The over-
precise are so thwartingly cross to the superstitious, .that

"oth it.

Films

THWARTWISE.

..

they will scarce do a good work, because a heretic doth i

'7'5. tr. Pancirollus" Kerum Mem. II. xiii. 359 These Film
..laid one upon another, some in a direct, and others
thwartingly and in a transverse Position.

Thwartle (Jwgut'l), v. Obs. exc. dial. [dim.
or freq. of THWART v. : see -LE 3.] intr. To speak
or act in contradiction.

1647 TRAPP Comm. Rom. ii. 8 That wrangle and thwartle
against clearest truths. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Thurtle, to
cross in discourse; to contradict. Somerset. Whartle, to
cross ; to tease. Norf.
f Thwa-rtlcvng.artV. Obs.rarc-*. [f. THWART

adv. + -LONG.] Crosswise, transversely.
1600 F. WALKER Sf. Mandeville 8 Some [children at birth]

come forth thwartlong and some with their body double

Thwa-rtly, adv. Now rare. [f. THWABT a. +
-LY 2

.] In a thwart manner.
1. Transversely, crosswise, obliquely. Alsofig.
154' R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. Divb, The

seconde bone of the heade in the hyndre parte..is enclosed
by a commyssure thwartly in maner of a greke leltre called,
Lampda. 1654 Z. COKE Logick 181 Indirect Solution, Uwhen we answer indirectly, and thwartly to the Syllogism
proposed.
2. In the way of opposition or contrariety ; per-

versely; 'crossly'.
-. \\T V f r

,r.t . ^.
" *"- "-""; 3o* JXIV.H J'urnuctf

(Snaks. boc.) 172 She answerd hym thawartly. a 1646 f
GREGORY Terrestr. Globe Posthuma (:65o) 266 Som few
Spanish Geographers.. reckon the Longitudes quite con-
trarie, from East to West, but which was thwartly in it self,
and, in the proof, inconsiderably don.

t Thwa'rtness. Now rare. [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] The condition or quality of being thwart,
in various senses

; transverseness ; opposition, con-
trariety ; perversity.
S4-77 VICARY Anat. ii. (i

. .

him. 1649 lip. HALL Cases Cause, iv. ii. (1654) 303 Some
unkind* usages, or thwartness of disposition.

Thwa-rt-0:ver,//., adv., aiij. OAr.exc. dial.
Also 3 pwert-, 5 twarte-, thurte-, thawrt-j
dial. 8 thurt-, 9 thirtover. See also THOKTER
[Originally, and in A and B usually, two words :

THWART adv. and OVER
/?<?/. or adv. Cf. OVER-

THWART.]
t A. prep. Athwart over ; across one side to

the other of. (Also in quot. c 1450 in thurte
(
= a-thwart) over.} Obs.

. ue ce
kynges hlje weye hatte Watlynge strete, and streccheb
bwart ouer Fosse [orig./J- transversumpriorisviie} out of

l
S
V,
n
o' (I',-

"ort> west' c I 00 1-an/ranc't Cirurg.

bw
*

.

that is I-called Brademore, and strecchith hit-self in thurte
ouer the feld in length toward the southe and towarde the
northe. Ibui. 502 All ther tenementes..in the subarbis of
Oxenford toward the northe, fro the fore-named diche thurle
ouer bewmounte vnto horsemonger-strete.
fB. adv. Crosswise; across. Olis.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvin. xi. (Bodl. MS.)

s bred
. gr.

Lyf Manhode iv. iv. 176 Bakward she ran, and thwart
H?r- 'So* ARNOLDE Chron. (1811) 141 The worldc is..

viu M myle thwarte ouer and iiij M myle to the midel.
C. adj. fa. Crossing, lying athwart, cross. Obs.

b. That thwarts or obstructs
; obstructive

; cross,
contrary, perverse, self-willed. Now dial.
a IMS Ancr. R. 82 Attri speche is eresie & bwertouer

leasunge.

) 20 The third [property is)

in the breasts of many. 1790 GROSE Prov. Gloss, (ed 2)
s. v. Thurt, A tburt-over fellow; a cross-grained or ill.

tempered fellow. Berksh. 1891 HARDY Tess (1900) 107/2,
I have been living on in a thirtover, lackaday way, and
have not seen what it may lead to ! 1894 MAXWELL GRAY
Innocent Impostor 173 Things U thirtover when anybody's
in a hurry.

Thwa-rt-saw. Nowrfw/. Forms: see THWABT.
A saw for sawing limber across ; a cross-cut saw.
1404 Durham Ace, Rolls (Surtees) 396, iij sawes irinedex

officio, et iij twhertsawes, ij handsawes. 1465 FinchaU
Invent. (Surtees) p. ccxcix, In primis,. .] tworlsaw, j twybyll,
j hak, j pyk. ,567 Wills f, Im>. If. C. (Surtees) I. 268 A
whippt sawe, ij hand sawes, a twart sawe. 1577 Ibid. 414
In the Ireon Seller. Eighte qwarte sawes xvj*. thre whope
sawes xx'. 1590 Inv. in Midi. Co. Hist. Coll. II. 31 Item
iij wimbles a handsawe one whartsawe. 1611-12 Knares-
torough Wills (Surtees) II. 34 My thwartsaw. 1888 EL.
WORTHY W. Somerset Word-bk., Thurt saw,, .cross-cut saw.
. .

' Plase to tich up (sharpen) the thurt saw '.

Thwart-ship, thwartship (J>wgutjip), a.
and adv. Naut. [f. THWABT prep. + SHIP sb.]
A. adj. Placed or fixed across the ship's length.

Thwartship tiller, a tiller fixed at right angles to
the rudder.

1819 H. L. MAW Jrnl. Passagefr. Pacific to Atlantic 314
Resting on small thwartship timbers. ci&tpRudim. Navig.
(Weale) 123 The 'thwartship pieces which frame the hatch-
ways. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 228/1 The crew.. man.
ceuvers the craft by means of a five-foot thwartship tiller.

B, adv. (J)w-jt,Ji:p). From side to side of the

ship ; across the length of the ship.
1882 NARES Seamanship (ed. 6)242 The correctors .. are

bar magnets in.. holes, thwartship, .. within the binnacle.
1895 Outing(\!.S.) XXVI. 481/2 The modern canoeist puts
it [ballast] in his own weight, on the end of the plank
extended thwart-ship to windward.

Thwart-ships 0>w-.it|J:ips), adv. Naut. [f.
as prec. + -s of adverbial genitive.] = prec. B.
a 1625 Nomenclator Navalis (Harl. MS. 2301) s.v., Anie

thing that is done or lies acrosse y* Sbipp from one side to
thother wee saie that it lies thwart ships. 1718 STEELE
Fish Pool^ 175 The depth of the arch 01 the deck thwart.
ships is 4 inches.

Thwartways 0>wgut|W^z), adv. rare. Also

7 thwartway. [f. THWART a. + -WATS.] = next, A.
1663 HOOKE Microgr. xxii. 139 There were not more seem 'd

to lie horizontally then perpendicularly and thwartway.
1893 KIPLING Many Invent, n He lashed the canes to-

gether criss-cross and thwartways.

Thwartwise (Jw^atwaiz), adv. and a. [f.
THWABT a. + -WISE.]
A. adv. Crosswise, transversely.

1589 P. \\xFortif. 16 Layatrauersof trees in thebottome
. . laying them thwart wise in the work. x66x LOVELL Hist.
Anim.ffMin. 191 Crab, Cancer, they goe thwartwise. 1894
CROCKETT Mad Sir Uchtred v, The troop passed thwart-
wise over the mountain steep. 1899 Black Douglas
(1900) 468 Margaret . . rode thwartwise to intercept her.

B. adj. Situated or extending transversely ; cross,
transverse.



THWERL.
1890 CU:KKE Syst. Stars 309 The directly measurable,

thwartwise part of its motion. 1891 Dublin Rev. Jan. 157
Compounded. . of thwartwise and end-on speed.

t Thwerl, v. Obs. rare~^. Origin and meaning
obscure. (Some identify it with TWIHL or WHIKL.)
c 1489 CAXTON Soitncs ofAyman i. 32 Reynawde . . thwerled

bis swerde by grete fyersnesse.

t Thwert-nay : see under next.

t Thwert-OUt, adv. Obs. In 3 Jjuertut,
(Gnu.) J>werrt ut. [f. thwert, THWART adv. +
OE. lit OUT.] Thoroughly, completely, utterly,

absolutely : = THROUGHOUT B. 3.
,1200 OHMIN 194 To jarrkenn her onneness Crist All

bwerrt ut halh leode. Ibid. 313-316 Forr batt all iss bwerrt
ut sob, & all pwerrt ut to trowwenn patt stanndebp o be
Goddspellboc patt bwerrt ut nohht ne lejhebb. 01200
Trin. Coll. Horn. 123 pat mannisse be ne understant ne
bisecheo god, is buertut forlore soute and lichame.

Hence f Thwert-ut nay, Early Eng. Law, a

complete or absolute '

Nay ',
a downright 'No' ; a

flat denial by the defendant of the plaintiff's charge.
1277 in Jeaffreson Index to Leicester MSS. 74-5 Si le

defendant taunt tost cum la parole ly fust issue de la buche
ne deist thwertutnay, il fut tenu cum non defendu, e ceo
apelerent swarcles. Ibid., Ke le defendaunt ne poeit a la

pleinte le pleintif autre chose respundre for tut granter ou
tut dire thwertutnay. 1895 POLLOCK & MAITLAND Hist.

Sag. Laiu II. 606 A defendant was treated as undefended
unless, before he said anything else, he met the plaintiff's
tale with a thwertutnay, that is a downright No. Ibid.

Note, The idea of a thwertutnay is preserved in our
traverse.

Originally, t Thwert-nay, fThwert-nik. [f.

thwert, THWART adv. or a. : see NICH and NICK
p.1 , and cf. ON. setjapvert nei to deny flatly.] tit.

A traversing or directly contradicting
'

Nay
'

or
' Nik '

; also the right or liberty to give such a
direct denial.

(Under the influence of Thwert-ut, this became Thwert-ut
nay.)
1218 Earl Randal's Charier to Cheshire (D. of Lane.

Misc. Bks. 12 If. 25), Per twertnik se defendere poterit. 12. .

Leges Quat. Burgorum c. 31 in Acts Parl. Scot. (1844) 1. 338
i-t est retinendum quod in placitis burgorum utitur Twertnaym defensionibus defendendo wrang and unlawe. [i$tft c.

traiul., And it is to wyt bat in borow mutis bar is hantyd
and oysyt thuertnay in defendande wrang and unlawe.] 1375
Close Roll 3 Edw. I, m. 5 Excepta . . libertate quam dictus
Robertus habuit in terris et tenementis suis in comitatu
Cestrie que vocatur Thwertnik. 1296 Chancery Iny. f. mart.
Edw. I, 79 (8) Quatndam libertatem que vocatur twertnyc.

Exchequer Ing. f. mart. 5 (4) Libertatem que vocatur
twertnyk.

Thweten, obs. pa. pple. of THWITE.
t Thwick-thwack. Obs. [Redupl.f. THWACK.]
The repetition or exchange of thwacks.
1575 R- B. Appius * Virg. B ij b, With thwicke thwack,

with thump thump, With bobbing and bum. 1582 STANY-
HURST Conceits in AZnezs, etc. (Arb.) 138 With peale meale
ramping, with thwick thwack sturdelye thundring. 1611
COTGR. s.v. Torche, Torche lorgne, words, like our thwicke
thwacke, expressing a liberal! and free dole of blowes. 1670
RAY Proy. 53 When a couple are newly married, the first

moneth is honey-moon or smick smack : the second is,
hither and thither: the third is, thwick thwack. 1783
AINSWORTH Lai. Diet. (Morell) i. s.v. Thwack, To lay on
thwick, thwack, ictus geutinare.

Thwite (pwsit), v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : I

Jjwitan, pweoton; 4-7 thwyte, (l-dial.) thwite,
(4-5 twhyte, 5 twyte, 6 thwight, 9 dial.

tweet, twet, toight). Pa. pple. 4-5 thwyten,
6 thwytten, thweten, 6-7 thwitten; 5-7
thwyted, 6-7 thwitted, 5- thwited. See also
WHITE v. \Q\L.fiviUan (*j>wdt, Jrwiten} to cut, cut
off ; not recorded elsewhere ; but ON. had deriva-

tives in Jrveita small ax, Jrvita a kind of ax, frveit,

fveiti cut-off piece, parcel of land, THWAIT(E. In
mod.Sc. and north, dial, the word has become
quhyte, /twite, WHITE, in Aberdeen Jite, See also

THWITTLE, WHITTLE.]
trans. To cut down, whittle, pare, shave ; to shape
by paring; to cut away. Also Jig. Phrase, To
thwile a mill-post (etc.) to a pudding-prick.
a 900 tr. Bxda's Hist. in. xiv. [xvii.] (1890) 204 ge[al eac

swylce of baere ilcan stySe sponas bweoton & sceafban no-
mon [vj; oset sebwit naman]. czooo Sax. Leechd. II. 292
genim bone neowran wyrttruman delf up, bwit nigon sponas
on 5a winstran hand. ? a 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 933
That other bowe..was peynted wel and thwyten [MS.
twythen, Thynne thwitten]. 1384 H. Fame ill. 848
Somme [twigs] weren white Whiche as men to these cages
thwite \v.rr. thwyte, twhyte] Or maken of these panyers.
a 1500 in Arnolde Chron. (1811) 170 The ende of the graff
that was vpward next the firmament must be thweten lyke
the neder of a comon graffe. 1529 MORE Dyaloge in. Wks.

P'

liberalise, which might come to us. axeoiSiRT. FANSHAWE.
Pract. Exch. (1658) 112 The Cutter of the Tallyes . . pro-
videth a . . hasell for the Tallies . . and doth somewhat
thwite every stick thereof into four square sides. 1674 RAY
ff. C. Words, To TAwitf, to whittle, cut, make white by
cutting. 1897 Shetland News 24 July (E. D. D.), A placid
roadman ' tweetin

'
the grass in the ditches with a scythe.

l>. intr. To whittle. Now dial.
c 1475 Batees Bit. 1. 179 Kutte nouhte youre mete eke as it
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it look almost like a new one. 1870 E. WAUGH Winter Fire
iii. 24 Let these lads thwite at it [beef] a bit.

Hence Thwi'ting vbl. sl>.
; thwiting-knife, ? a

paring or scraping knife used by bowyers.
1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. ix. 199 In bresshynge, in becchyng,

riper, a share, a baldock, Sic., gli stromenti dell arcicro\i.\x
tools of the bowyer].

Thwittle ()>wi-t'l), sb. Now dial. Forms:
4-5 J>w-, thwitel, thw-ytel, 5 -elle, Sc. thewtill,
quhittil, 6 thwitle, 7 thwittel, 7- thwittle :

see also WHITTLE, [f. THWITE v. + -EL, -LE.] A
knife, a whittle.

. . - - vytelj baar he in his hose, f 1470
HENRY Wallace i. 218 A Scottis thewtill \ed. 1570 quhittil]
wndyr thi belt to her. 1664 COTTON Scarron. 37 They rise

and wipe their greasy thwittles. 1796 PEGGE Derbicisms
(E.D.S.), With a Lancashire thwittle I thwited a flail-

swipple. 1881 Antiquary Feb. 87 A bill-hook has been
substituted for the thwittfe.

Thwittle (pwi-t'l), v. Now dial. [freq. and
dim. of THWITE v. : see -LE 3.] trans. To pare
down or away, to whittle (also intr.

)
:
= THWITE v.

'593 G. HARVEY Picrce's Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 244
He hath thwittled the milpost of his huge conceit to a

pudding-pricke. 1874 E. WAUGH yaimock ii. 12 He'll not
like to dine off o' what we' n bin thwittlin* at.

Thwndur, -yr, obs. forms of THUNDER.

Thy (Ssi), pass. adj. Forms : 2-5 Ji (ti), 4
J>y (ty), 4-6 thi, (6 yi), 4- thy. [Early ME.
ft, reduced form of fin, THINE, used in ME. bef.

consonants exc. k, but occurring before vowels in

1 5th c., and ultimately universal in prose use as the

possessive adj. preceding its sb.,
= Ger. dein, deine,

F. ton, ta, tfs.]
Of or belonging to thee, that thou hast.
For restriction of use see note to THOU pers. pron. l.

swete, & ti hwite schene. 13. . in Rel. Ant. I. 145 Wer es

ty sire, wer es ty dame? 13. . E. E. A/lit. P. B. 330 Enter
bis ark with by_n abel barnez & by wedded wyf. 1388 WYCLIF
Ruth i. 16 Thi puple is my puple, and thi God is my God.
c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 71 in Babees Bk. 301 Let not bi spone
stond in by dysche. 1502 ATKYNSON tr. De Imitations \.

xx. 169 Lyft vp thjr iyen to heuen. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneis
iv. iv. 42 Apon thi top, mont Cynthus, walkis he. 1552
LYNDESAY Afonarche 4131 Perfytlie prent in yi remembrance
Off this Inconstante warld the variance. 1552 HULOET,
Thy owne selfe, te tysitm, tentet. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 153
These are thy glorious works. Parent of good. 1852 MRS.
STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xiii, [The Quaker Settlement]
'Where's thy baby, Ruth?' said Rachel. ..' Thy Mary
caught him as I came in.' 1859 TENNYSON Enid 347 Turn,
Fortune, turn thy wheel and lower the proud,

t Thy, adv. Obs. Forms : 1-2 j>y, 2-3 W. [OE.
Sy, py, instrumental case of demonst. and relative

pron. se, sio,lset : see THAT, and cf. THE adv.]
1. O>. orig. By means or by reason of that, be-

cause of that, therefore, b. In relative sense : For
the reason that, because.

cfyj K. ^ELFKED Gregory's Past. C. xxviii. 192 By him is

micel 3earf, donne he tela ker3, Aajt he eac tela do. c 1000
Sax, Leechd. II. 86 Smire mid huni, ban y be rabor sio

hryfing of fealle. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 93 pi bileafden heo
heore timbrunge. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 205 Wilfulshipe
and lichamliche lustes and lidere lahtres, bi ne mai no man

fode
fol^en. a 1250 Owl <$ Night. 860 Ich rede bi bat men

eo ware, c 1275 Woman of Samaria 39 in O. E. Misc. 85
Ich wot.. pat bu me hauest sob iseyd..pi of one binge sey
me iredynesse.

C. Hence In/or thy, for that reason, therefore :

see FOR-THY ; also in OE. mid fy, with that, see-

ing that, since, when, while ; to p$, to that end or

purpose, therefore.

2. Preceding an adj. or adv. in the comparative
degree : see THE adv.

Thy, obs. f. THIGH. Thyad : see THYIAD.

Thyck, obs. f. THICK. Thyder, -ur, etc., obs.

ff. THITHER. Thye, obs. f. THEE v.1, THIGH.

Thyef (}>-), Thyefthe (J>-),obs.ff. THIEP, THEFT.

Thyestean (paiiestran, paiie-stzan), a. Also

7 -sean, 9 -ian. [f. L. ThyestSus, ad. Gr. 0t/4<TTos

( f. Que'ffTirs, prop, name) + -AN.] Of or belonging to

Thyesteg, in ancient Greek legend brother of

Atreus, who at a banquet made him eat of the

flesh of his own two sons ; hence used allusively.
1667 MILTON P. L. x. 688 The Sun, as from Thyestean

Banquet, turn'd His course intended. 1667 J. OWEN Plea.

Indulgence <$ Lib. Consc. 7 Thiaestsan Banquets, pro-
miscuous Lusts, and Incests. 1723 R. MILLAR Hist. Propag.
Chr. II. v. 73 There is an infamous report that we are guilty
of Thyestean feasts, that is feeding on murdered infants.

Fable foi

Note, I am not queasy-stomached, but such a Thyestean
Banquet as that was quite out of the question. 1882 FARRAR
Early Days Chr. I. iv. I. 65 Did not popular rumour charge
them with nocturnal orgies and Thyestsean feasts?

Thyf(e, obs. form of THIEP.

Thyfe-thorn, variant of THEVE-THOBN Obs.

Thyft, -ly, obs. forms of THEFT, -IT.

THYME.

Thygfg, Thygh(e, thyh(e, Thyght, obs. ff.

THIG, THIGH, THIGHT, THIGHED.

Thyiad (J>3i-i,a;d), Thyad (psi'&d). Gr.Antiij.
[a. Gr. 6mm, stem OvtaS- (pi. -ao>s) a frenzied

woman
; properly adj. fem. from verbal root Put-,

^Eolic form of flu- to rush, rage.] A Bacchante.
[1710 W. KING Heathen Coils $ Heroes xxvii. (1722) 134
The Women who accompany'd him [Bacchus] as his Priest-

esses, were call'd Alxnadcs, from their Madness; Thyades,
from their Impetuousncss and Fury. 1835 T. Mm m u.
Acharn. o/Aristoph. 221 wo/t-.The older females figured as
Thyades or Bacchantes.) 1846 H. G. ROBINSON Odes r/
Horace u. xix, The Thyads ever wantoning. 1871 R. KM. is

Catullus Ixiv. 390 Often on high Parnassus a roving Liber
in hurried Frenzy the Thyiads drave.

Thyine (paHn), a. Also 4 tyyn, tyne.
thyn, 4-6 thyne, 6 thynne, (thynen), 7 thine.

[ad. L. thyin-us, ad. Gr. Ovivm of the tree flua.

thya, or THUYA. Formerly sometimes miswritten,

tyme, thyme, from reading in as *.] Epithet of a

tree, and its wood, mentioned in Rev. xviii. i a ,

supposed to be the African coniferous tree Callitris

quadrivalvis, which yields gum sandarac.
The Vulgate has ligna thyina also in i Kings x. 11-12,

where the Greek is different, and the version of 161 1, follow-

ing the Heb., has almltg trees.

1382 WYCLIF i Kings x. n The nauee of Yram, . . brou^tc
to of Oofer manye tyyn trees [1388 trees of tyme, Vulg. ligfta

thyina, LXX. iiAa jreAijTa hewn trees, Heb. C'JQ^N

almuggim, COVERD. costly tymber, 1611 almug trees]. 1382
Rev. xviii. 12 The marchaundises of gold, and siluer, and

precious stoon,..and ech tre tbyine \erroit. thyme, Vulg.
et omne lignum thyinum, Gr. ai vav v\ov 0iuVop]. [1398
TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxv. (Bodl. MS.), Thina beb

certeyne treene moste precious.] 1526 TINDALE Rev. xviii. 12

Off pearle, and raynes, and purple, and Scarlett, and all

thyne wodde [so Geneva & Rhem. ; COVERD. Thynen wpd,
Great thynne wodde, i6ir Thine wood, mod. edd. thyine
wood], a 1571 JEWEL On 2 Thess. ii. 1,2 All manner of thyine
wood. 1763 C. SMART Song to David Ix, The wealthy crops
of whit'mng rice 'Mongst thyine woods and groves of spice.

Thyisday, obs. Sc. form of TUESDAY.
Thyke, pyke, obs. form of THILK.

fThykston(e. Obs. rare. [f. thik, var. of

THEEK v. to roof + STONE rf.] Roofing flags;
= thack-stone : see THACK sb. 4.

1486-7 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 158 Pro adquisi-
cione vj futhrez del thykston, ijs.

Thylacine (psi-lasain). [a.F. thylacine,'mmod.
L. Tnylacinus^ferramTi&Alonogr.deMammalogie,
1827, I. 55), f. Gr. fv\ax-os pouch -H (app.) L.
suffix -inns, -INE i. (But some think that Ternminck
meant to include in the name Gr. K\im>, KWOS dog,
and that it is short for *thylaco-cynus 'pouched
dog ', which is improbable. It had been previously
described by Harris as Didelphys cynocepha!us.)\
The native Tasmanian ' wolf

'

or '

zebra-wolf,
Thylacinus cynocephalus, the largest of existing
carnivorous marsupials (now very scarce).
1838 OWEN in Proc. Gcol. Soc. III. 19 In the number of

the grinders the Phascolothere resembles the Opossum and
Thylacine. 1841 G. R. WATERHOUSE Marsupialia 127 The
Thylacinus inhabits Van Diemen's Land where it is called
the Tiger, Hyaena. 1846 OWEN Brit. Fossil Mammals 67.

1891 Daily Neius % May 5/5 The Zoological Society have

just acquired a pair of thylacines a somewhat rare, carni-

vorous marsupial, from Tasmania. 1901 PallMallG. 27 May
5/3 The thylacine is confined to Tasmania, although its

fossil remains have been found in New South Wales.

Thylacothere (pai-lakojiiw). Palxont. [ad.
mod.L. Thylacotherium, f. Gr. 9v\axo-s pouch +
Srjplov beast.] An extinct mammal of the genus
Thylacotherium, also called Amphithcrium (see

AMPHITHEEE), variously supposed to have been a

marsupial or an insectivorous placental. Hence
Thylacothe'riau a.

1838 OWEN in Proc, Gcol. Soc. lit. 17 Objections against
the mammiferous nature of the Thylacothenan jaws. Ibid.

HI. 19 In the position of the dental foramen, the Phascolo-

there, like the Thylacothere, differs from all zoophagous
marsupials. 1850 BRODERip.A'b/i-^. Naturalist^ viii. (1852)

165 There cannot have been any very wide zoological interval

between the forms of the thylacine and of the thylacothere.

Thylk(e, obs. form of THILK.

Thyll(e, obs. f. THILL i, fii&prep. and conj.

Thylose, -osis : see TYLOSE, -osw,

Thymacetin (paimse'sftin). Pharm. A trade

name of acetaminothymol, a colourless crystalline

compound, used as a hypnotic.
1892 Pharmaceutical frnl. 27 Feb. 692 Thymacetin..

bears the same relation to thymol as phenacetin to phenol

iThymallus (palmse'lfa). [mod.L., a. Gr.

0viiaM.os name of an unknown fish : see qnot. 1 706.]
The genus of fishes containing the graylings.
[1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Thymallus, a Fish of the

Trout-kind, that smells like tne Herb Thyme.] 1797 Encfcl.
Brit. (ed. 3) XVI. 616/2 The thymallus, or grayling, haunts
clear and rapid streams.

Thymate, Chem. : see THYUIC a.1 2.

Thymbel(l, -bilfl, -byl(l, obs. ff. THIMBLB.

Thyme (taim), si. Forms : a. 4-8 tyme, 6-8

time. /3. 5- thyme (5-7 thime). [a. F. thym
(i3th c. in Godef. Compl.), ad. L. ihynium, in late

med.L. often timuni, -us, a. Gr. 0ti/ioc ($t'/io;),
f.

burn sacrifice.]
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THYME.

1. A plant of the genns Thymus, N.O. Labials,

comprising shrubby herbs with fragrant aromatic

leaves, fonnd chiefly in the Mediterranean region ;

esp. T. vulgaris (Garden Thyme), a native of Spain

and Italy, cultivated as a pot-herb, and T. Serpylltim

(Wild Thyme), occurring on dry banks and pastures

in Britain and throughout Europe. (See also b.)

o. c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 53 Saveray, mynt and

tyme. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 494/1 Tyme, flowre, timus. . .

Tyme, herbe, lima. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 65

Wo be to you pharisees, whiche tytheth myntes, rewe, tyme,

& suche otlier small herbes. 1563 HYLL Art Garden. (1593)

80 The Garden Time is a plant right profitable. 1590

SHAKS. Mids. flf. 11. i. 249, 1 know a banke where the wilde

time blowes. 1653 WALTON Angler ii. 57 Bruise.. a little

Time, or some other sweet herb. 1713 Phil, Trans.

XXVIII. 193 Lemon Tyme.
p. 1398 TREVISA Earth. J)e P. K. xvn. lix. (Bodl. MS.)

If. 203 b/2 Epithimum is JTC floure of thyme, c 1425 Voc. in

Wr.-Wulcker 644/6 Nomina Herbarum . . Hie caulus, mvle i?)

or thyme. 156" TURNER Herbal n. 155 b, Thyme hath the

poure to driue furth fleme. 1637 M ILTON Lycidas 40 Desert

Caves, With wilde Thyme and the Gadding Vine o regrown.

1657 S. PURCHAS Pol. Flying-Ins, i. xv. 94 Thyme, which

onely yeeldeth Nectar. 1855 KINCSLEY Heroes, Theseus i.

199 The hills are sweet with thyme and basil.

D. With qualifying words, denoting various

species or varieties : as creeping thyme, mother
of thyme, running t. = wild t. (see i) ; garden

thyme (see i); lemon thyme, fmusk thyme,
a cultivated variety of T. Serpyllum, having

a scent like that of lemons (often called T.

ritriodorus); savory thyme, T. virginicus (see

SAVORY 3). Also applied to plants of other genera,

chiefly aromatic labiates, as BASIL thyme, CAT-

thyme, HoRSE-rty/ ; also water-thyme, a name
of Elodea canadensis (Anacharis Alsinastrutti).

1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 636 Thyme : Running
Thyme prouoketh the termes and vnne. 1597 GERA_RDE
Herbal ir. clxiv. 6. 457 Called.. in English wilde Time,
Puliall Mountaine, . .running Time, creeping Time, Mother
of Time. Ibid. clxv. 459 Our English women call it Muske
Time. 1676 BEAL in Phil. Trans. XI. 587 The Thymes,
denominated from Mastic, Lemon, Musk, Yellow and White

Thyme. 1713 [see i a).

2. Oil of thyme : a fragrant volatile oil obtained

from the common thyme, used as an antiseptic.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v. Oil, Mr. Geoffrey made
a multitude of experiments on the oil of thyme. 1857 [see
THYMENE i]. 1876 HARLEY Royle's Mat. Med. 407 An odour
resembling oil of thyme. Ibid. 474 [see THYMOL).
3. attrib. and Comb., as thyme-blossom, -leaf,

-root; thyme-capt, -fed, -flavoured, -grown adjs. ;

thyme-camphor = THYMOL
; thyme fish, a

name for the grayling, its smell being held to

resemble that of thyme (whence the generic name
Thymallus); thyme-leaved (.Ifvd) a., having
leaves resembling those of thyme (rendering mod.L.

serpyttifolius in specific names) ; thyme-oil, oil of

thyme : see 2
; f thyme wart (wert), used by

Holland to render L. thymion, Gr. Ovfuov a kind
of wart (

= THYMUS 2).
iSai CLARE Vill. Minstr. (1823) I. 119 This *thyme-capt

hill beneath one's feet. 1900 ELLIS Rom. Rose I. 19/545
Her breath was sweet as breeze *thyme-fed. 1756-7 tr.

Keysler's Trav.(ijQo) 1. 62 Veryfine trouts, *thyme fish, and
others. 1789 PILKINGTON Vievj Derby. I.viii. 395 Arenaria
strpyllifolia, "Thyme-leaved Sandwort. 1868 WATTS Diet.
Chem. V. 791 On continuing the distillation of the *thyme-
oil, there passes over.. a mixture of thymene (and cymene)
with about '/s pt. of thymol. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny XXXIT.
x. 448 For the "thyme werts particularly, they vse them
[Cackerell heads] raw.

Hence Thyme v., trans, to cover or scent with

thyme ; Thymed (tsimd) a., covered with thyme.
1628 FELTHAM Kaatoesn. [i.]xii.3s Nor does the sedulous

Bee thyme all her thighes from one Flowres single vertues.
1885 St. James 1 Gaz. 17 Aug. 6/2 Upon its thymed banks.

Thymectomy (paime-ktomi). Surg. [f. as
THYM-US + Gr. -CHTO/MO,, from *Top7 a cutting out.]
Excision of the thymus gland. Hence Thyme-c-
tomize v., trans, to remove the thymus gland from.
1905 GOULD Diet. Med. Terms Suppl., Thymectomy.

1909 BORLAND Med. Diet, (ed. 5), Thymectomize, Thy-
niectomy.

Thymel8Baceons(J)i'mflZ|?-j3s),<z. Bat. Also
thymelaeeous. [f. mod.L. Thymelxacea (or
Thymelacese), f. specific name {Daphne) Thymelaea,
ad. Gr. ffvpctaia, f. MH-OV THYME + A.ai'a olive-
tree : see -ACEOUS.] Belonging to the N.O. Thy-
mefaacat or Thymelacese.
1837 Penny'Cycl. VIII. 307/2 Daphne, agenus of thymela-

ceous plants. 1848 SMART Sufpl. to Walker, Thyme-lea,. .

which gives the name thymelaeeous to a natural order.

II Thymele (J>i-mfl). Gr. Antiq. [a. Gr.
Ou/\!7 altar, f. 6vtu> to sacrifice.] The altar of
Dionysus in the centre of the orchestra in an ancient
Greek theatre.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp^ Tliymele, in the antient
theatre, a kind of -'-' - - - -

performed.
Penny Cycl,
stage.. supMsedby'Dr.HunttobJtheV'u'mVofthe'i'nymeie"
1842 S,mtn-sD,ct. Grk. t, Rom. Antiq. s.v. Theatrlm, In
the centre of the circle of the orchestra was the SVH'A
that is, the altarof Dionysus. . .Thechorus generallyarranged
itself.. between the thymele and the stage. 1889 HAIOH

402

Attic Theat. iii. 6. 132. 1907 H. TRENCH New Poems 24

The sacred oils On the fragrant thin-flamed thymele.

Hence Thyme Uc, t Thyme-Heal adjs. rare

[Gr. flt/fA<Kos], of or pertaining to the thymele,

scenic, theatric.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Thymelical (t*jmulicta\ belonging

to players in interludes and open dance. 1849 DONALDSON

Theat. Greeks i. vii. (ed. 6) 152 There was another entrance

to the thymelic platform.

Thymelle, obs. form of THIMBLE.

Thymene (Jwi-mfn). Chem. [f.
THYME + -ENE.]

1. A clear oily hydrocarbon, C1(,H,,, of the ter-

pene group, contained in the oil of thyme.
1857 MILLER Elem. C/tem. III. 446 Oil of Thyme, .con-

sists of an oxidized portion, thymole, and of a hydrocarbon,

thymene. The latter constitutes the more volatile portion
ofthe oil. 1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 792 Thymene is a

colourless oil, having an agreeable odour of thyme. 1900
GlLDEMEISTER & HOFFMANN Volatile Oils 625.

2. Commercially applied to a product of the

oil of ajowan, used as a soap perfume.
I90O GlLDEMEISTER & HOFFMANN Volatile Oils 558 The

remaining part of the oil [of Ajowan], about one half, con-

sists of hydrocarbons, which are sold in commerce under the

name of thymene.. a mixture of cymene and a terpene boil-

ing at 172.

II Thymia'ina. Obs. [a. Gr. fls/u'fyta, f. 0i/uS

to burn incense. In thymyame (Lydgate) a. OF.

thymiame, timiame incense, perfume (ia-i4th c.

in Godef.).] Incense.

[1430-40 LYDG. Bockas VII. ix. (MS. Bodl. 263 If. 361/1),
Silk Synamome, franc ensens withal For sacrefise, thepurpu-
rate vesture W* Thymyame, the riche pectoral Which
ordeyned wern, . . For the Solempne place of places alle

Sancta sanctorum.) 1697 tr. Rodriguez Chr. Perfect, v. i. I.

269 The smell of well compos'd Thymiama is very delicious.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Thymiama, Incense, Perfume ;

a Sweet-Gum.

Th.ymiatech.ny (Jwimiate-kni). [f. Gr. 60-

fuS.v (see prec.) + -rfx"ta from Te'xvr; art, craft.]
The art of employing perfumes in medicine.

1833-46 in DUNGLISON. Hence in later Diets.

II Thymiaterion (Jrai:miatiTi(mJ.
PI. -ia.

[a. Gr. OvfudTTipiov, f. Oviuav to burn incense.] A
censer, as used by the ancient Greeks, or in the

Greek Church.
1850 LEITCH tr. C. 0. Mailer's Anc. Art$ 406 (ed. 2) 547

Nike making libation . . ; another such, a thymiaterion in the
other hand. 1857 BIRCH Anc. Pottery (1858) II. 93 The
thymiateria or tall censers.

Thymic (Jwi-mik), a.t [f. Gr. ti/xoi (C) THY-
MUS -I- -1C.]
1. Anat. and Path. Of, pertaining to, or con-

nected with the thymns gland.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s.v. Vein, Thymick iieine.., the

first branch of the suoclavicular, goes to the fag peece or

kernel, which is under the kannel bone. 1831 R. KNOX
Cloqvet's Anat. 633 The arteries of the pericardium, .arise
from the thymic, phrenic, bronchial, and oesophageal arteries.

1849-51 Todd's Cycl.A nat.1V. 1 102/1
'

Thymic asthma
'

may
occur with an unnaturally small thymus. 1809 Allbutt s

Syst. Med. VI. 90 Spasm of the glottis the so-called
'

thymic asthma '.

2. Physiol. Chem. \fithymic acid,C^^ff)n ,

a colourless acid obtained from the thymus gland.
Its salts are Thymates .

1804 Jrnl. Clitm. Soc. LXVI. i. 156 [see THYMIN]. 1896
Ibid. LXX. i. 658 Nucleic acid is decomposed by hydroly-
sis into thymic acid, adenine, guanine, and cytosine. . .

Barium thymate, CieHsuNsPjOisKa,. .dissolves readily in

water, and, when anhydrous, is excessively hygroscopic. . .

Thymic acid differs from the parent nucleic acid by its ready

from thyme ; in thymic add, a synonym of thymylii
acid or THYMOL. Hence Thymi'cic a,, derived
from or containing thymol ;

= THYMOTIO.
1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 792 Thymicic acid, synon.

with thymotic acid. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., Thy-
mic acid, thymol.

Thymin (bai-min). Chem. Also thymine.
[f. ,THYM(IC a.l + -IN 1.] A colourless crystalline
alloxur base, C5H?

N2O2 , obtained by the action of
dilute sulphuric acid on thymic acid (THYMIC a.1 2).
1894 yrnl. Chem. Soc. LXVI. i. 156 Thymic acid.. on

seating with sulphuric acid.., thymin.. is formed. This sub-
stance has neither basic nor acidic properties ; it . . is deposited
from water in quadratic and hexagonal crystals. 1808

?&$i,T**1 k- Ph.ysi l- I- '900 yrnl. Chem. Soc.
LXXVIII.i. 319 Thymin was originally described by Kossel
as one of the decomposition products of the nucleic acid of
the thymus gland. It has since been obtained from nucleic
acid from other sources. 1903 A mer. Chem, yrnl. XXIX.
481 On boiling this mercapto derivative with hydrochloric
acid we obtained thymine.
Hence Thyminic (Joimi'nik), a. Chem. in thymi-

nic acid, a synonym of thymic acid (THYMIC a.l 2).
1898 MANDEL tr. Hammarsten's Physiol. Chem. 100 From

adenyhc acid and.. other nucleic acids Kossel and Neu-
mann have prepared an acid called by them thyminic acid.
Thymle, obs. form of THIMBLE.

ThymO-.combiningformfromGr.flu/jo-i'THYME,
used in some chemical terms : Thymoform
Pharm., a yellowish antiseptic powder prepared
from formaldehyde and thymol ; Thymofl, Thy-
mo'ilol, Lallemand's names for thymoquinone
and hydrothymoquinone; thence Thymoi-lamide,

THYMUS.

Tliyrao'ilate, Thymoi'lic a. Thy raoquino ne,

C] Hi2O2 , a product of the oxidation of thymol,
obtained in reddish-yellow 4-sided shining crystal-
line lamina, having an aromatic odour.
1899 COBLENTZ Newer Remedies (ed. 3) 134 "Thymoform.

1857 MILLER Elem. Chem., Org. III. vii. i. 447 According
to Lallemand, when^thymole is treated with oxidizing agents
such as chromic acid, . . it yields a substance termed *thy-
moile [ed. 1861 thymoil\. Ibid., If treated with sulphurous
acid or other reducing agents, it [thymole] combines with
hydrogen and yields 'thymoilole [ed. 1861 thymoilol]
[CioH^Oa], the homologue of hydrokinone. 1868 WATTS
Diet. Chem. V. 703 From these relations, thymoil may be
regarded as homologous with quinone, thymoilol with colour-
less hydroquinone. 1871 yrnl. Chem. Sac. XXIV. 351
This body [Lallemand's thymoilol] is hydrothymoquinone.
. . Hydrothymoquinone is easily converted into thymo-
quinone by ferric chloride, nitric acid, etc.

Thymol ()>3i'm('l). Chem. [f. Gr. Ov/iov THYME
+ -OL.] The phenol of cymene, C,oHJ3 .OH,
obtained from oil of thyme, also from the volatile
oil of horse-mint, crystallizing in transparent rhom-
boidal

plates ; a powerful antiseptic.
1857 IUILLER Elem. Client. III. 446 Thymole {ed. 1861

thymol], CjoHuOj, is isomeric with cuminic alcohol; it.,
constitutes about one-half of the essence of thyme. 1876
HARLEY Royle's Mat. Med. 474 Oil of Thyme, .consists of a
fluid portion, separable into cymene.., and thymene. ., and
of a solid crystalline body called thymol. ., which has a very
pungent taste, and the aroma of the crude oil. 1911 Contemf.
Rev.^ Feb. 231 The destruction of the parasite in its inter-

mediary host [man] by quinine or thymol.
b. attrib. and Comb.

1883 Athenxum 10 Mar. 316/2 When thymolsulphonic
acid is treated with nitric acid, paranitrothymol is formed.
1884 Health Exhit. Catal. 62/1

'

Thymol-Cresol
'

Disin-

fecting Powder. 1899 CAGNF.Y Jaksch's Ctin. Diagn. vii.

(ed. 4) 344 Thymol appears in the urine as thymol sulphuric,
thymol glycuronic. .acids. 1911 DORLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 6)

s.;v. Thymol, Thymol-camphor, a compound of thymol and
camphor. Ibid., Thymol-gauze, gauze impregnated with a
i per cent, solution of thymol. Ibid., Thymol-inhalation,
.solution [etc.].

Hence Thymolate, a compound of thymol, in

which the hydrogen of the OH group is replaced
by a metal; Thymo'lic a., of or pertaining to

thymol, chiefly in compounds, as sulpho-thymolic
acid, C10H,4SO4 ; Thymolize v., trans, to treat (a
solution) with thymol (as a preservative); Thy-
mo-loform = thymoform.
1880 Athenxum 27 Nov. 713/1 The authors.. have thus

prepared aluminic methylate, .. cresylate, and thymolate.
1900 HELEN BALDWIN in Jrnl. Exfer. Med. i Oct. 30 The
urine should be thymolized..to prevent fermentation. 1911
DORLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 6), Thymoloform, a yellowish
powder, a product of formaldehyd and thymol.

Thymo-nncleic 0>3i:mc,niaklrik), a. Physiol.
Chem. [f. Gr. Ovfio-s THYMES + NUCLEIC.] Of or

pertaining to the nuclcin of the thymus gland ; in

/. acid, either of two or more nucleic acids, which
can be isolated from the cells of the thymus.
1911 BORLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 6), Thymonucleic acid, any

one of a series of acids which split up into thymin, esp. the

compound CasHaeNsOsoPa.
Thyxnopathy l

(faimp-pajii). rare"". [1. Gr.

ffOfio-s soul, spirit -l- -PATHY.] Any mental disease.

[1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Thymopathia,psychopathia,
. . a disease of the mind.] 1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Thymo-
pathy. Hence in later Diets.

Thymo-pathy 2
. rare , [f. Gr. Svn-os THY-

MUS + -PATHY.] A disease of the thymus gland.
1909 Cent. Diet. Suff. 1911 DORLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 6).

Thymopri'VOUS, a. Path. [f. as prec. + L.

privdre to deprive.] (See quot.)
1911 DORLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 6), Thymoprioous, pertain-

ing to or caused by removal of the thymus.

Thymotic 0>3imp
-

tik), a. Chem. [Arbitrarily
f. Gr. Ovpo-v THYME, or THYMOL + -ic.J Of, per-

taining to, or derived from thymol. Thymotic acid,

CnHj4O3 ,
a white, loosely coherent, crystalline

solid, having a silky lustre, prepared from thymol.
Msalhymolic alcofiol,CiJ:luC>i ; thymotic aldehyde,
C1jH 14O2 . Hence Thymotate, a salt of thymotic
acid ; Thymotlde, CuH,2Oa .

1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 796 Thymotic acid heated
with caustic baryta is resolved into thymol and carbonic

anhydride. . .The thymotates of the alkali-metals are soluble
in water. 1873 Fownes' Chem. (ed. 11)824 Thymotic and

Thymol-carbonic Acids are produced by the action of sodium
and carbon-dioxide on thymol.

Thymous (Jrai-mss), a. rare-", [ad. L. thy-
mos-us (Pliny), f. thymum THYME: see -CDS.]

Abounding in or having the character of thyme ;

thymy.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Thymons (thymosus), full of

thime, an herb so called. 1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Thy-
modes, having or full of, or belonging to, thyme ; smelling
like thyme : tnymous.

II Thymns ()i-mws). PI. thymi (hai-mai).

[mod.L., a. Gr. Svpas (9C-) a warty excrescence; also

the thymus gland (Galen).]
1. Anat. A glandular body of obscure function

(one of the so-called ' ductless glands ') situated

near the base of the neck in vertebrate animals ;

in man usually disappearing after the period of

childhood.
In the calf and lamb called by butchers yuteettread, or



THYMY.
more precisely neck or throat sweetbread^ for distinction

from the pancreas or stomach sweetbread.

1693 tr. niancard's Phys, Diet. (ed. 2), Thymus^ a Glan-
dule in the Throat, which separates watry Humour, called

Lympha from the Blood, and empties it by the Lymphatick
Vessels. 1704 I. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Thyntus* is a con-

globate Glandule in the Throat, growing to the upper part of

the Mediastinum, and seated between the Divisions of the

Subclavian Veins and Arteries. 1713 CHESELDEN Anat. in. xi.

(1726) 232 Just within the Thorax is seated another [gland]
called Thymus. 1868 OWEN Vertebr. Anim. xxxii. III.

567 The thymus in Monotremes lies between the episternum
and the beginnings of the vessels from the aortic arch. 1881

MIVART Cat 237 The thymus.. is of very large size during
immaturity. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 350
The thymus atrophies in the higher Vertebrata as a rule.

1809 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 89 Several instances of

enlarged thymus have been reported of late years. 1904
Brit. Med. Jrnl. 10 Sept. 603 It is possible.. that a similar
extract prepared from human thymi would have a depressor
action.

b. Now usually thymus gland (rarely body].
1776 M. FALCONER (title) An Account of the Structure and

Offices. .of the Thymus Glands. 1797 M. BAILLIE Morb.
Anat. (1807) in The thymus gland is subject to few diseases,
and is

only
of temporary existence. 1847 YOUATT Horse xi.

231 It is the thymus gland ', or, in vulgar language, the
sweet-bread. 1862 MILLER Elem. Chen/. III. 722 Hypo-
xanthine has also been found in the thyroid or thymus
glands. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 73 Abscesses begin-
ning in the thymus body.

f2. Path. A rugose wart resembling a bud of

thyme. Obs.

1693 tr. Blancard's Phys, Diet. (ed. 2), T/tymus,. .also a
fleshy Tumor that hangs upon the Body like a Wart, of a
colour like the Flower of Time. iSiiin HOOPER Med. Diet.

Thymy (toi-rai), a. [f. THYME + -Y.]
1. Abounding in or overgrown with thyme.
1717 GAY Fables i. xxii. n Whene'er a thymy bank he

[a goat] found, He roll'd upon the fragrant ground. 1827-35
WILLIS Flor. Gray 3 Upon Hymettus, and the thymy isles.

1860 TENNYSON Sea Dreams 38 Lingering about the thymy
promontories.
2. Pertaining to or of the nature of thyme ; esp*

having the scent of thyme.
1747 P. FRANCIS tr. Horace^ Ep. i. iii. 26 The thymy

Fragrance of the Spring. 1874 J. BROWN Lett. (1907) 228
The thymy breath and free air of the braes and hills. 1880
Miss BROUGHTON Sec* Th. in. x, The thymy sweetness of
the fell breeze.

Thymyl Oi-mil). Chem. [f. Gr. tfw/i-w THYME
+ -YL.] The radical C10H13 of thymol and its

derivatives; also used attrib. and in comb., as

thymyl'hydride,C 10 H, 3 . H, thymyl sulphuric (acid),

thymylphosphate, silicate, sulphate* Hence Thy-
mylamine, C, H 13NH 2 ; Thymylic a., in thy-
mylic acid, alcohol, hydrate, obs. synonyms of
THYMOL.
1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 797 Thymyl. Ibid. 703

Thymylic hydrate [etc.].

Thyn(e, obs. ff. THIN, THINE, THYINE.
t Thyiie (Sain), adv. Sc* and north, dial. Obs.
Forms : 4 Jjien, pein, J>ine, 4-6 thine, 4-7 thyne,
5 peine, peyn, 5-6 thyn, 6 thin. [App. reduced
from THETHEN ; cf. hyne, syne, whyne*\ = THENCE.

(Also prec. by fra,from*}
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 190 pe templers ilk a dele

failed & bien fled. 13 . . CMrsor M. 6676 (Gott.) If he tomin

1400
wendes to be lie of Cophos. c 1440 'Alphabet of Tales 179
He . . had hur thyne owr a grete watir in-to a noder contreth.

1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4271 As a pilgryme pure..
Forth fra beyn he fore. 15x3 DOUGLAS &neis in. x. 83 And
fra thyne The fertile grownd of Helory passit syne. 1589
Kef. Mag. Sig. Scot. 573/1 Beginnand..at the lute of the
Skitterane burne..and fra thin streikand and ascendand up
the said burne. a 1600 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems xlviii.

237 We weyd from thyn, and wald no langer byde. 1609
Sc. Acts Jas. 1 (1816) IV. 443 Fra thyne doun Irving
burne to ask.

Hence t Thyne-fo-rth (-fur-th) adv. = THENCE-
FORTH; f Thyne-fo-rward adv. = THENCE-FOR-
WABD. Usually preceded byfrom (fra).
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxviii. (Adrian) 272 Fra "bine

furth sal bu nocht me se. c 1440 Alphabet of'Tales 51 And
fro thyne furth, evur after. . he had more devocion vnto Saynt
Andrew ban he had befor. c 1440 Reg. Aberd. (Maitland)
I. 248 pe burn of Nessoke, swa >at theyn furth is be meris
betwix be bischape and be Lord of Marr. a 1571 KNOX Hist.

. 1846 I. 378 The said Congregatioun . . shall in no

Thynn(e, (p-), obs. ff. THEN, THIN, THYINE.
Thyrce, Thyrd(e, obs. ff. THURSE, THIRD.

Thyreal QoCTMl). Ichth.
[f. Gr. 6Spe-6i

shield: see THYRO-.] = HYPOBKANCHIAL b.
18. . STARKS Synonymy Fish Skel. 518 (Cent. Supp.).
Thyreo-, combining element repr. Gr. ffvpeo- in

0upo-5jjs THYROID, used esp. in forming names of
chemical and pharmaceutical substances derived
from the thyroid gland ; see THYRO-.

II Thyridium (>airi-dim). Entom. PI. -ia.

[f.
Gr. type *0vpi&ioi>, dim. of 9$pis, ffvpiti- window,

opening.] A whitish spot on the fore-wing of
Trichoptera, marking a break in the cubital vein ;

also applied to similar spots occurring on the wing
veins of some other insects.
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1861 HAGEN Synopsis Neuropt. N. Atner. 259 Thyridium
and first subapical areole with a whitish spot.

Thyrke, variant of THERK Obs., dark.

Thyrl(e, Thyrlepole: see THIRL, THIRLEPOLL.

ThyrO- ()>ai-r0), also (more correctly but less

commonly) thyreo- (J>aiTw), used as combining
form of THYROID, in reference to the thyroid

cartilage or the thyroid gland.
1. In reference to the thyroid cartilage.

Thyro-aryteiioid (-ocritTnoid) a. (rarely thy-

reo-), pertaining to or connecting the thyroid
and arytenoid cartilages of the larynx ; /. ligaments
or folds, the vocal cords ;

t. muscles, a pair of

muscles which relax the vocal cords ; also .is sb.

-= /. muscle, Thyrochondro-tomy, surgical in-

cision of the thyroid cartilage. Thyro-cri'coid a.,

pertaining to or connecting the thyroid and cricoid

cartilages ; also as sb. = thyro-cricoid muscle.

Thyro-crico'tomy: see quot. Thyrc-epiglottic

(-epigl(>'tik) a. (also thyreo-), connecting the

thyroid cartilage nnd the epiglottis ; so Thyro-
epiglottidean (-epigVtrcl/aii) a. Thyro-hyal
(-hai-al) a. next ; usually as sb., applied to the

greater cornu of the hyoid bone in mammals, or
to each of the long horns of the same bone in birds.

Thyro-hyoid (-hai'oid) a., pertaining to or con-

necting the thyroid cartilage and the hyoid bone ;

sb. = thyro-hyoid muscle ; so Thy:ro-hyoi-dean a.

Thyropa-latine a. (also thyreo-), connecting the

thyroid cartilage and the palate : applied to part of
the palato-pharyngeus muscle. Thyropharyngean
(-fari'ndgzan) a. (also thyreo-), connecting the

thyroid cartilage and the pharynx (see quot.).

Thyro'tomy (also thyreo-) [Gr. 7-0/07 cutting],
incision or division of the thyroid cartilage.
[1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2),

*
Thyroarytxnoidcs,

a pair of Muscles that proceed from the Cartilage called

Scutiformis, and extending themselves forward to the Sides
of the Arytynoides..svrvz to close the opening of the

Larynx]. '855 BAIN Senses ft Int. it. iv. 32 (1864) 314 The
..vocal cords. .are two bands, .attached in front to. .the

depression between the wings of the thyroid cartilage, and
behind to the arytenoid cartilages ; from this connexion
they are called thyro-arytenoid ligaments. 1899 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. VI. 818 The laryngeal muscles chiefly involved
have been the internal thyro-arytenoids. 1911 DORLAND
Med. Diet. (ed. 6), "Thyrochondrotomy. 1901 BENHAM in

Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 2 Apr. 286 This longitudinal muscle
is topographically a '

*thyro-cricoid '. 1899 Syd. Soc.

Lex., *Thyro-cricotomy, tracheotomy performed through
the crico-thyroid membrane alone. 1857 DUNGLISON Med.
Lex., *Thyreo.epiglottic, . . Sabatier and Santorini have
given this name to the outer portion of the thyro-arytenoid
muscle ; because it passes from the thyroid cartilage to the
anterior part of the epiglottis. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med.
Diet., Thyro-ep_iglottic ligament. . . Thyro-epiglottic muscle.

1901 BENHAM in Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 2 Apr. 286 The
thyro-epiglottidean muscle . . is also a conspicuous con-

stituent in the ventral region of the larynx. 1854 OWEN
Skel. ft Teeth in Orr's Circ. Sc. I. Org. Nat. 209 The basi-

hyal has.. coalesced with the *thyrohyals to form abroad
cartilaginous plate. 1881 MIVART Cat 134 The thyro-hyal
muscle. 1831 R. KNOX Cloquefs Anat. 82 The digastric
and *thyro-nyoid muscles. 1878 COHEN Dis. Throat 134
The "thyreo-palatine portion of the muscle. 1899 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Thyro-palatine. [1837 DUNGLISON Med. Lex,, "Thyro-
pharyngeus, Thyreo-pharyngeus. ] 1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,

'nyreopharynfeus,..zf^fvSi to the middle portion of the
constrictor pharyngis inferior muscle : *thyreopharyngean.
1880 M. MACKENZIE Dis. Throat ff Nose I. 331 'Thyro-
tomy should never be undertaken until removal by the endo-
laryngeal method has been first attempted. 1890 BILLINGS
Nat. Med. Diet,, Thyreotomy. . . Thyrototny, section of the

thyroid cartilage. 1899 Syd. Soc, Lex., Thyreotomy, divi-
sion of the thyroid cartilage for exploratory purposes.
2. In reference to the thyroid gland. (Often

thyreo-.)
Thyro-antito'xin, an antitoxin developed in

thyroid poisoning; trade-name of a thyroid pre-
paration used as a therapeutic. Thy-rocele, a
tumour of the thyroid gland; goitre. Thyro-
co Hold, the colloid matter of the thyroid gland.
Thyroge-nic, Thyro-genous adjs. : see quot. 1909.
Thyro-, thyreoglo'bulin, the essential albu-
minous principle of the thyroid gland, an iodized

principle, which forms, together with another
albuminous substance belonging to the nucleo-

proteins, the colloid substance of the gland.
Thyroglo'ssal a., in f. duct, a duct of the embryo
extending from the thyroid to the base of the

tongue. Thyro-i-odine, a substance containing
iodine, obtained by decomposition of thyroglobulin,
which has been thought to be the active principle
of the gland : now more usually called iodothyrin.
Thyroli-ngual a. = thyroglossal. Thyrolytio a.,
destructive of thyroid tissue, f Thyropro'teid,
Thyropro tein, the specific protein of the thyroid
gland. Thyrothe-rapy, treatment of disease by a

preparation of the thyroidglands of sheep. Thyro-
to xic a., Thyroto'xin : see quots. 1909, 1911.
1895 Pall Mall G. 16 Dec. 1/3 Dr. Frankel, of Vienna,

.. has named it provisionally *thyreo-antitoxin. [He]
states.. that it will be possible to administer it clinically
without the risk of ptomaine poisoning, 1899 AUbnlts.

THYROID.

Syst. Med. VIII. 57 Frankel has succeeded in separating
a basic product from the thyroid (ihyreo-antitoxin). 1909
DORLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 5), Thyro-antitoxin. 1886 Buck's
Handbk. Med. Se. III. 35O/r Goitre.. "Thyreocele (P.
Frank). 1909 DORLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 5\ Thyrocele,

"Thyrocollpid. 1887 Back's Handbk. Med. Sc. V. 143
*Thyrogenic. 1909 DORLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 5),

*
fhpro-

gettous,. .originating in the thyroid gland. 1908 Allbntt's
Syst. Med. IV. i. 325 Other bodies .. have been separated
from the gland, . .among these may be menlioned Oswald's
iodine-free *lhyreo-globulin. 1911 MANDEL tr. Hamtiiar.
slcn's Tcxt-bk. Physiol. Chem. (ed. 6) 356 It seems proven
that the specifically active substance is.. a protein sub-
stance: Notkin's thyreopnteid, Oswald's thyrtoglobuUn.
1909 DOHLAND Med. Diet. (ed. s\ "Thyroglos'sal duct.
1896 Daily News 30 Apr. 8/7 Professor Baumann and
Dr. Roos..find that the active principle [of the thyroid
gland] is a substance named '

"Thyro-iodin '. 1897 Allbutts
Syst. Med. IV. 469 [see THYKOID B. 2]. 1903 GUSHING
'1'ext-bk. Pharmacology 715 Iodothyrin was at hrst named
thyroiodin, but this was liable to be confused with
thyreoidin, a term used to indicate the simple extract of
the gland. 1896 Allhitfs Syst. Med. I. 206 The *thyro-
lingual duct. 1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sc., App. 539
fThyrolytic. 1899 Allontt's Syst. Med. VIII. 57 Notkin
isolated a substance from the thyroid ("thyreo-protein). 1911
DORLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 6) s. v., It is probably one of the
functions of the thyroid to producea ferment which neutral-
izes the toxic effect of an accumulation of thyroprotein in

the body. 1907 Med. Record 5 Oct. 584 He regretted that

*thyrotherapy had been neglected in the treatment of skin
diseases. 1904 Nature 18 Feb. 375 "Thyrotoxic. igofCent.
Dict.,Su/>f.,'i'hyrcotoxic. i^DpRLAND^irf. Diet. (ed. 5),

Thyrotoxic, . . marked by toxic activity of the thyroid gland.
1911 Ibid. (ed. 6), *Thyrotoxin, a cytotoxin specific for

thyroid tissue.

Thyroid (J>3iToid), a. (sb.~) Also 9 thyreoid
(in L>icts.). [Etymologically thyreoid, ad. Gr.

Sv/xoeioris shield-shaped (in Galen \ot>6pos 0vpeo-

i8ijj thyroid cartilage), f. 6vpeo-s oblong shield +
-18)75 : see -DID. Cf. obs. F. thyroide (Pare,
l6th c.), mod.F. thyrioide^ Having the form of
a shield, shield-shaped : applied to various natural

structures (and hence trans/, to others connected
with them).
1. Anat. a. Thyroid cartilage: the largest of

the cartilages of the larynx, consisting oftwo broad

quadrilateral plates united in front at an angle,

forming the projection in front of the throat known
(in men) as ' Adam's apple

'

; within the angle are
attached the vocal cords.

[1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Thyroides, the
Cartilage, called Scutiformis, of the Larynx.] 1726-41MONRO Anat. (ed. 3) 163 Into this Concavity the Thyroid
Cartilage is received. 1808 BARCLAY Muscular Motions
498 The larynx is partly composed of five cartilages, which
are the cricoid, thyroid, the two arytaenoid, and the epi-
glottis. 1854 BUSHNAN mOrr'sCirc. Sc. I. Org. Nat. 121 The
thyroid cartilage is wrapped round the essential parts of the
larynx. 1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Thyroid, Thyreoid.

b. Thyroid gland (also called thyroid body] :

one of the so-called 'ductless glands', a very
vascular body adjacent to the larynx and upper
part of the trachea in vertebrates.

[1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Thyroidex Clan-
dtilse, two, of a viscous . . Substance, . . situate about the lower
seat of the Larynx]. 1726-41 MONRO Avar.(ed. 3) 163 The
lymphatic Vessel. .is. .sent from the thyroid Gland. 1717-
41 CHAMBERS Cyel. s.v. Thymus, Mr. Cheselden observes,
that where the thymus in men is very small, the thyroid
glands increase proportionably. 1830 R. KNOX Beclards
Anat. 240 Formless fibro-cartilages occur in some compound
tumours of the thyroid body. 1872 HUXLEY Phys. v. 126
The thyroid gland, .is that organ which when enlarged by
disease gives rise to 'Derbyshire neck' or 'goitre '. 1899 L.
HILL Man. Hum. Physiol. xxvi. 301 If a cretin be fed on
thyroid glands taken from sheep his condition is improved.
. . It is clear then that the thyroid gland produces a material
necessary for the growth of the body.

C. Applied to various structures connected with
the thyroid cartilage or gland, as the thyroid
arteries, nerves, veins, etc. Thyroid axis, a branch
of the subclavian artery, distributed to the thyroid
gland and adjacent parts. (See also B. 2 b.)
1831 R. KNOX Cloquefs Anat. 746 Right Inferior Thyroid

Vein, .similar to the left, with which it constitutes the thy-
roid venous plexus. 1840 E. WILSON Anat. VadeM. (1842)
271 The Superior Thyroid Artery curves downwards to the
thyroid gland to which it is distributed. 1878 T. BRYANT
Pract. Surf. I. 104 Thyroid cysts may be tapped in the
same way as the cervical. 1881 MIVART Cat 209 The second
branch given off from the subclavian . . is the thyroid axis.

d. Thyroidforamen, membrane : names for the
obturator foramen and membrane of the hip-bone
(see OBTURATOR i), from their shield-like shape.
1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., 'I\hyrtid\foramen, obtu-

rator foramen.

2. Zool. Applied to a shield-shaped colour-

marking, or transf. to a bird having such a marking,
as the thyroid woodpecker, Sphyropicusthyroideus.
1891 in Cent. Diet.

3. Bot. '

Shield-like, peltiform '.

1900 in B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms 270/2.

B. as sli. 1. Short for thyroid cartilage.
1840 E. WILSON Anat. Vade M. (1842) 492 The Thyroid

is the largest cartilage of the larynx. 1854 OWEN Skel. ft
Teeth in Orr's Circ. Sc. I. Org. Nat. 210 Extending beyond
and sustaining the thyroid and other parts of the larynx.
1868 Vertebr. Anim. xxxiii. III. 603 Castration arrests
that prominent growth of the thyroid, &c., which accom-
panies the elongation of the cords.
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THYBOIDAL.

2. Short for thyroid gland; also for thyroid ex-

tract ot product (see b).

1849-52 Teddys Cycl. Anat. IV. 1102/2 The normal weight
of the thyroid is about one ounce. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Hied.
IV. 469 The sheep's thyroid is relatively rich in thyro-
iodine. Ibid. 476 In cases of . .myxcedema the results of
treatment by thyroid justify a strong expectation of cure.

1897 Traits. Anter. Pcdiatric Sac. IX. 65 In cretinism we
are certain that the prolonged use of thyroids is followed by
distinct changes in the blood.

b. attrib.

1895 Poll Mall G.i6 Dec. 1/3 The use of thyroid extract
as a remedy for certain diseases, .is looked upon as one of
the most brilliant of recent medical discoveries. 1899 All-
butt's Syst. Med. VIII. 68 Thyroid treatment of cases of

tetany. Ibid. 673 The horny growth fell off, while the

patient was under thyroid feeding.
Hence Thyroi'dal, Thyroi'deal, Thyxoi'deau

adjs., pertaining to the thyroid cartilage or gland ;

Thyroirte-ctomize V., trans, to subject to thy-

rpidectomy ; Tayroide'ctomy [Gr. KTO/IT; a cnt-

tingout],excisionofthethyroidgland; Thyroi'din,
trade-name of a whitish powdered extract of the

thyroid gland of the sheep, used as an alterative

and an anti-fat ; Thyroidlsm, a morbid state con-

sequent on administration of thyroid extract ; thy-
roid poisoning ; Thyroidi'tis, inflammation of the

thyroid gland ; Thyroidiza'tion, treatment with a

preparation of the thyroid (Borland) ; Thyroid-
less a.

, having no thyroid gland ; Thyroido'tomy
[Gr. TOfd] cutting], incision of th^ thyroid gland.
1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Thyro!dens,..*(a-jm\fe\ : *thy.

roidean. 1872 COHEN Dis. Throat 51 The anterior portions
of the vocal cords attached to the thyroidal junction.
1827 ABiiRNETHY Surg. Wks. II. 127 The superior *thy-
loideal, lingual, and facial branches of the external carotid.

1854 JONES & SIEVEKINC Pat/tol. Anat. (1874) 122 Ligature
of the thyroideal arteries has caused considerable diminu-
tion of a goitrous tumour. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII.
57 The administration of thyroid in some form to "thyroid-
ectomised animals or man. 1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sc.
VIII. 545/2 Until the middle of the eighteenth century no
true *thyroidectomy. .had been performed. 1891 Lancet
18 Apr. 907/1 M. Reverdin..has performed thyroidectomy
in this disease in fourteen cases. 1897 Allbutt's Syat. Med.
III. 314 Thyroid grafts prolong hie after complete thy.
roidectomy. 189$ Pharmaceutical Jrnl. 5 Sept. 215 "Thy.
reoidin, the active principle of thyroid. 1897 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. III. 3rs A non-proteid substance containing a con-
siderable percentage of iodine the so-called thyroidin. 1897
Ibid. II. 78 In most of them the symptoms of "thyroidism
were produced. 1889 Buck's Hantibk. Med. Sc. VII. co/r
Inflammation of the thyroid gland ("thyroiditis..) is most
commonly.. the.. result of remedial measures employed in
the treatment of goitre. 1890 BILLINOS Nat. Med. Diet.,
Thyroidotomy.

Thyrolingual to -toxin: see THYKO- i, 2.

Thyrse (J>ais). Also 7 thlrse. [a. Fr. thyrse
(31502 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. thyrsus, a. Gr.
Svpaos stalk or stem of a plant ; the Bacchic staff :

see THYBSUS.]
1. Gr. and Rom. Antiq. = THYBSUS I.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. iv. 712 There is a Thyrse

(the followers of Bacchus] Cloathing [was] only the Skins of
Beasts, with Thyrses in their Hands. 1845 LONCF. Drink-
nigSongiv, Fair Bacchantes, Bearing cymbals, flutes, and
thyrses.

2. f a. A stem or shoot of a plant (
= Gr. 6vpaos

L. thyrsus). Obs. b. Bot. = THYBSUS 2.
1658 PHILLIPS, Thyrse, a stalk or stem of any herb. 1744

J. WILSON Synopsis Brit. Plants, Bot. Diet. 14 Thyrsusll.
Thyrse, differs from a spike, in having flowers or fruit set
more thinly on it. 1846 DANA Zooph. v. 9 r (,84S) 93The thyrse of lilac blossoms. 1848 LINDLEY Introd. Bot.
(ed. 4) I. 324 The Thyrse is an inflorescence at first cen.
tnpetal, afterwards centrifugal. 1861 [see THYRSUS 2].
3. An ancient vessel resembling a pine-cone.
1876 R. M. SMITH Persian Art 12 From their .. resemblance

..to pine cones they have been called thyrses, and are
supposed to have been used for holding mercury.
4. Comb, as thyrse-bearing adj. ; thyrse-flower
Lmdley's name for the genus Thyrsacanthus.
1866 Treas. Bot. 1150 Thyrseflower, Thyrsacanthus. 1860

HeTrZ *"-.*.-"""V^5' 2O' N Bacchus, .comet
Here, nor maenads thyrse-bearmg.

Thyrsi- (Jrausi), combining form of THYKSUS
used in a few botanical terms. Thyrsiferons
(-rferes) a. [-FEBOUS], bearing thyrsi or contracted
panicles. ThyrsifloTous a. [L.Jigs,for- flower],
having the flowers in thyrsi. Thy-rsiform a
having the form of a thyrsus, thyrsoid.
1895 Funk's Stand Diet., Thyrsiferous. 1860 MAYNE
r^ "r

:;-
lhj'rs'florous- l8 Treat. Bot. ir5o Thyrse

(adj rhyrs,/or,,t). ,880 GRAY Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) I ,50A thyrsus or thyrsiform inflorescence.

Thyrsill, obs. Sc. var. oltkrissitt, THISTLE.
Ihyrsoid (bausoid), a. Bot. [f. THYES-DS +o D : cf Gr. AIWM,^, thyrsus-like (Dioscorides).]

f
- i

hyrsu or cj
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HOOKER Stud. Flora 238 Privet.. Flowers in terminal thyr-
soid cymes.

Thyrst(e, -ylle, obs. ff. THIRST, THROSTLE.

II Thyrsula (Jra-jsizSla). Bot. [mod.L. dim. of

THYBSUS.] (See quot. 1900.)
1832 LINULEY latrod. Bot. i. ii. 112 Link terms this in.

florescence a thyrsula. 1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot.
Terms 271/1 Thyrsula, the little cyme which is borne by
most Labiates in the axil of the leaves.

II Thyrsus (Jravsws). PI. thyrsi (ba-jsai).

[L., a. Gr. 0t/p<ros : see THYHSE.]
1. Gr. and Rom. Anliq. A staff or spear tipped

with an ornament like a pine-cone, and sometimes
wreathed with ivy or vine branches; borne by
Dionysus (Bacchus) and his votaries.

1591 L. LLOYD Tripl. Triutnphes B iij b, Your Bacchus
daunce isdone,.. YoursacredThyrsus'swonne. ax66s HOLY-
DAY yuvenal (1673) 110/2 The Thyrsus was a dart or jave-
lin wrapt-about with

ivy. 1734 tr. Rollin'sAnc, Hist. (1827)
I. 41 [They] carried a thyrsus in their hands, a kind of pike
with ivy feaves twisted round it. 1856 MRS. BROWNING
Aur. Leigh n. 52 Ivy. .as good to grow on graves As twist
about a thyrsus.

2. Bot., etc. A form of inflorescence : f (a) a lax

spike, as in some orchids (obs!) ; (^) a contracted
kind of panicle, esp. one in which the primary
branching is centripetal (racemose) and the second-

ary centrifugal (cymose), as in lilac and horse-

chestnut.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Thyrsus, is a Word used

by the Botanists, for the upright, and tapering Stalk : And
'tis often used for Spica, which is an Ear, or Blade of Corn.
1744 [see THYRSE 2]. 1760 J. LEE In/rod. Bot. ni.iv. (1765)
173 (tr. Linnasus) A Thyrsus, is a Panicle contracted into an
ovate Form. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. (1870) 195 The Thyrsus
or Thyrse is a kind of panicle in which the pedicels are
generally very short. 1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav. rp8 Hop-
vines., hung their clustering thyrsi over the open windows.

3. Comb., as thyrsus-bearer, -staff.

1844 L. SCHMITZ in Smith's Diet. Grit,
fy
Rom. Biog. I.

1048/2 Bacchantic women, ..carrying in their hands thyrsus,
staffs. 1853 TRENCH Proverbs vi. 134 The thyrsus-bearers
are many, but the bacchants few.

Thyrteae, Thyrty, etc. : see THIRTEEN, etc.

Thysanopter (bisanp-ptai). Entom. [ad.mod.
L. Thysanoptera (Haliday, 1836), f. Gr. 6voavo-s

tassel, fringe -nrrtpoV wing.] An insect of the
order Thysanoptera, comprising Thrips and allied

genera, characterized by long fringes on the wings.
So Thysano-pteran a. = t/tysanopterous ; sb. =
thysanopter; Thysano-pterous a., belonging to
the order Thysanoptera.
[1858 BAiRDc><r/. Nat. Set. 549/1 Thysanoptera . . an order

of insects, lately separated from the order Hemiptera, to
contain those insects formerly known as the genus Thrips.]
1864 WEBSTER, Thysanopter. 1891 Cent. Diet., Thysano-
pteran, Thysanopterous.

Thysaunran (Jrisaniu>ran), a. and sb. Entom.
[f. mod. L. Thysanura Cuvier (f. Gr. Ovaav-os

tassel, fringe + oi/pa tail) + -AN.] a. adj. Belong-
ing to the Thysanura, a wingless order of insects,

comprising springtails, bristletails, etc., having
filamentous appendages at the

posterior end of the

body. b. sb. An insect of this order. So Thy-
sann-rian a., Thysantrrid a. and s&. = thy-
sanuran ; Thysanu'riform, ThysanurimoT-
phous adjt., having the form of, or resembling,
the Thysanura; Thysantrrous a., belonging to
or having the characters of the Thysanura.
1835 KIRBY Hat. % Inst. Anim. II. xiv. 20 The 'Thysa-

nuran, or Sugar-louse tribe. Ibid. xx. 314 The Thysanurans
are remarkable for their anal appendages. 1842 BRANDS
Diet. Sc., etc., Thysanurans, Thysanura, ..in which the
abdomen is terminated by filaments, or by a forked tail
adapted for leaping. 1891 Cent. Diet, cites J. H. COM.
STOCK for 'Thysanurian. 1900 Nature 13 Dec. 161/2 The
occurrence of Proiapyx stylifer, a primitive "thysanurid
insect, in Liberia and Argentina. 1826 KIRBY & Sp.
Entonwl. III. xxx. 166 Larva that approach to a true
*Thysanunform type. 1906 J. W. FOLSOM Entomol. iii. 162Iwo types of larva? are recognized by Brauer, Packard and
other authorities: thysanuriform and cruciform. 1860M^VMO X?t-J.~f T * - (_ A_ V^__l-_ _lfl W

" ---f
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silver fish ,..Lepisma domestica, a thysanurous insect
occurring in houses and damaging books wall-papers, etc.
borne of its other common names are bristle-tail, fish-tail
shiner, and silvertail.

Thyself (Saise-lf), pron. Forms: i be sylf
1-4 J>e self, 3-4 j>i self, sulf, silf, 4 w selue,
zelue, self(e (]>ei-self), 4-5 thiselfe, 5 (thi-
selph), py self(e, selffe, 5-7 thy self, thy selfe,6 thyselfe, (9 dial, theeself), 5- thyself. 0.
(orig. oblique cases} i )>e sylfne, sylfum, 3-4 be
selven, 4-5 )>i seluen, 5 the seluen, -in, -un, 6
Sc. thy seluyn, selfin. [In OE. U 'thee'
followed by the adj. self; the latter either in con-
cord with// (dat. pt selfum, ace. le(f) selfne\ or,m the constr. p& pe self, in concord with M (bi
being dative or instrumental) : see SELF 4, and cf.

THYVEL.
MYSELF. From ijth c., pi, ]>y, thy, poss. adj.,
took the place of the pers. pron. thee; self being
treated as a sb.]
As to restriction of use see note to THOU ; cf. YOURSELF.
I. Emphatic uses : = Veiy thou, very thee.

1. Accompanying the subject-pronoun thou (or,
after a verb in the imperative, without tfiotf).
In mod.Eng., in thou thyself, thyself is grammatically in

apposition to thou.
a 800 CYNEWULF Crist 114 pa:t bu ba beorhtan us sunnan

onsende, ond be sylf cyme. <z8oo Cxdmtm's Gen. 608 pumeant nu be self geseon. a 1300 Cursor M. 4604 (Cott.)Lok bi seluen wit resun (G. J>i selue, f. bi-self]. Ibid.
5429 Heit me truli bat bou be seluen \G. bu H selue, F. bou
pi-selfJ bal me wit mine foreldres deluen. 1340-70 Alex, f,Dmd. sn, Y haue sent be my sonde as bou bei-self bade.
cUK Sir Amadacc (Camden) xlix, As thou thi seluun base.
1535 COVERDALE i Kings xx. 40 It is thine owne judgment,thou hast geuen it thyselfe. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv. v.
iir Ihen get thee gone, and digze my graue thy selfe. 1611
BIBLE Lute vi. 42 When thou thy selfe beholdest not the
beanie that is in thine owne eye. 1759 JOHNSON Kasse/as
xu.lhouart thyselfweary of the valley. 1864 R. F. LITTLE.
DALE Hynm,'O Fire of God, the Comforter' ad fin., All
praise to Thee. .Who art Thyself all praise.
2. By ellipsis of thou, used as simple subject

(with verb usually in 2nd person ; occasionally in

3rd, self being treated as a sb.).

CLAY
EfltfU iv. (1570) Civ/a, Why is not Ay selfe cemented

with thy part? 1611 BIBLE i Kirgs xx. 40 So shall thy
judgement bee, thy selfe hast discided it. 16. . DYDEN (J.).J hese goods thyself can on thyself bestow. 1741 WESLEY
Hymn, Come, O thou traveller unknown '

ii, Thyself hast
called me by my name. 1866 J. R ROSE tr. Ovid's Met.
3 i ipnan'oni thou behold'st thyself hath made.
D. Used as predicate, or after as or than.

"S3S COVERDALE Pt. xlix. [L] 2r Thou..thinkest me to be
euen soch one as thy self. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. m.
11. 76 Ihou art Dromio, thou art my man, thou art thy
elfe. 1593 Merry W. m. iv. 3 Thou must be thy selfe.

1611 BIBLE 2 CAiou.xxL 13 Thou .. hast slaine thy brethren

'i?'V
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thcn 7 s6"6 - lfi 7 MILTON /'. L. iv.
468 What there thou seest fair Creature b thy self. 1880
G. MACDONALD Diary Old Soul Aug. 8, It is thyself and
neither this nor that,, .told, taught, or dreamed of thee.
o. Used instead of thee as object of a verb or

preposition.
a 1400-50 Alexander 328 Nojt as a prophet ne a prest I

prays sail bi selfe c 1400 Destr. Troy 7920, 1 am euyn faynOf >e sight of pi Self. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 68 He,whom next thy selfe Of all the world I lou'd. 1671 MILTON
Samson 789 If severely thou exact not More strength from
me, then in thy self was found. 1857 G. B. BUSIER Hymn,My God, I love Thee for Thyself.

II. Reflexive uses.

4. As direct or indirect object of a verb, or in

dependence on a preposition. (Orig. only emphatic
refl. ; later in general use, taking the place of thee

reflexive, which is more decidedly archaic: see

pron. 2.)
Kushw. Gasp, Matt. xix. 19 Lufije ba nehstum Sinum

swa pa:c seolfne [Lindisf. Sec seolfne i Ags. Gost. be sylfne].a 1215 Ancr. R. 276 penc hwat tu hauest of to sulf. 13.
Cursor M. 12804 (Cott.) O pe-self [other texts bi-self J quat
wil bou sait 1361 LANOL. P. PI. A. i. I3 i For to loue bi
louerd leuere pen bi-seluen. 1381 WYCLIF yohn i. 22 What
seist thou of thi silf? 1490 CAXTON Entydos xvL 64 Wylt
enhabyte thiselfe in a strange contrey? 1535 COVEKDALK
Isa. IXIIL 14 To make thy self a glorious name. 1616 R. C
rimes whistle in. 1120 Learn Solons saying, 'Mortal!
know

thy selfe '. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela 1^227 Well,
Child, ..how dost find thyself? 1819 SHELLEY Cenci iv. iv.

40 Be faithful to thyself. 1825 J. NEAL Bro. Jonathan II.

158 Take and read it for theeself. 1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I.
02 Thou assertest thyself to be the son of the King. 1847
TENNYSON Princess vii. 343 Yield thyself up.
f Thysia-stery. Oos. rare- 1

, [ad. Gr. frWm-
o-rrjpioi' (LXX. and N.T.), f. Svaidfciv to sacrifice.
f. Svaia a sacrifice.] An altar.

lS7 REEVE God 's Plea 349 The Altar of Halizus defended
all that fled to it, and so would such a Thysiastery raised up
in your City. .

Thystel, -tell(e, -tie, -tylle, obs. ff. THISTLE.
t Thyvel, thuvel. 06s. Forms: i Jjyfel, -pel,
Spuuel. [QE.fyfel(orlpxfel: see Note below),
early ME./ztf/().] A bush, a thicket.
a 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 244/20, 22 Frvtectum,

i. aroontm densitas, nel ramus, byfel. Frutex frutecta,
byfel. c ipoo LambethPs. Ixxix. 11 His pypelas vtl twygu,
arbusta tius. cioca /ELFRIC Gram., Norn. Art. (Z.) 312
Frutex, byfel. c 1000 Vac. in Wr..Wulcker 139/24
Spina, uel Matrix, byfeL c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 98 genim
pysse wyrte be we leon fot nemdon fif Syfelas butan wyrt-
truman. a 1150 Owl $ Night. 278 Vor bi ich am lo|> smale
vowele l-j.r. foj(e)le] pat fleob bi grunde & bi buuele.
[Note. The length of the stem-vowel in OE. is disputed :

the dictionaries generally have fjfel, viewing it as aderiva.

nexion of sense has been found, and there is a gap both of
time and place between the Dorsetshire ficvel of 1250 and
the Yorkshire thyvelle of 1481]

Thyxtill, -yll, thyzle, variants of THIXEL.

END OF VOLUME IX.
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